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BISLEY AND OREEDMOOR.

THE programme of the American National Rifle Asso-

ciation and the telegraphic notes of the British

Association meet bring Bisley and Creedmoor into close

union in our rifle columns. There should be a closer

unity of action by the riflemen themselves. It is now
too many years since an international shoot was held.

Honors are even as to superiority. American shots hold

the Palma for long-range any-rifle work. The British-

ers are ahead in the use of the military arm. This last

leadership is really the more important of the two, and

now with a system of regular military arm drill in so

many of the States, it should be very easy to find a team

capable of using their regular weapons fully as well as

the Volunteers of Great Britain manipulate their Mar-

tinis. There ought to be such a match, and it ought to

be drawn as to conditions with the broadest possible

limits. There ought to be by this time a consensus of

opinion that a military arm should not be the most clumsy

and cheapest bit of machinery which it is possible to

make. Each year the demand is for a finer arm. The

sights which were not thought "practicable" over five

years ago are now regarded as indispensable to a properly

equipped military arm. So of the charges, etc., etc.

Nothing is too good for the modern soldier, and he is

gradually growing up to the proper use of the finest

weapon which the most talented inventor can offer.

Now, the point is, why cannot the militiamen here get

ready to bring the military arm championship over to

this side of the water as a companion piece to the Palma

trophy, now rusting for want of practice in some safe-

k deposit vault here ? It will be necessary to go after that

military lead, a team must visit Bisley, meet the pick of

the two thousand or more clever shots there and come

away victors. California has a fine showing of distinc-

miUtary shots. Her team could go over as the

American experts. Massachusetts also has the men, and
New York, the leading State in its military equipment,

ought to furnish an invincible team. Here then are

three commonwealths, and to the one who first starts

there is a chance of a good time, a pleasing publicity and
a glorious victory.

THE SUMMER CAMP-FIRE.

\ THIN column of smoke seen rising lazily among
-'-^ the leafy trees and fading to a wavering film in the

warm morning air, or the hotter breath of noon, a flicker-

ing blaze kindling in the sultry dusk on some quiet shore,

mark the place of the summer camp-fire.

It is not, like the great hospitable flare and glowing

coals of the autumn and winter camp-fires, the center to

which all are drawn, about which the life of the camp
gathers, where joke and repartee flash to and fro as

naturally and as frequently as its own sparks fly upward,

where stories come forth as continuously as the ever-ris-

ing volutne of smoke.

Eather it is avoided and held aloof from, held to only

by the unhappy wretch upon whom devolves the task of

tending the pot and frying-pan, and he hovers near it fit-

fully, like a moth about a candle, now backing away to

mop his hot face, now darting into the torrid circle to

turn a fish or snatch away a seething pot or sizzling pan.

Now and then the curious and hungry approach to

note with what skill or speed the cookery is progressing,

but are content to look on at respectful distance and to

suggest, not interfere with aid.

The epicurian smoker, who holds that the finest flavor

of tobacco is evoked only by coal or blazing splinter,

steals down upon the windward side and snatches a re-

luctant ember or an elusive flame that flickers out on the

brink of the pipe bowl, but most who burn the weed are

content now to kindle it with the less fervid flame of a

match.

And yet this now uncomfortable necessity is still the

heart of the camp, which without it would be but a halt-

ing place for a day, where one appeases hunger with a

cold bite and thirst with draughts of tepid water, and not

a temporary home where man has his own fireside,

though he care not to sit near it, and feasts full on hot

viands and refreshes himself with the steaming cup that

cheers but not inebriates.

Its smoke drifted far through the woods may prove a

pungent trail, scented out among the odors of balsams

and the perfume of flowers that shall lead to you some

pleasant stranger or unexpected friend, or its firefly

glow, flashing but feebly through the gloaming, may be

a beacon that shall bring such company to you.

In its praise may also be said that the summer camp-

fire demands no laborious feeding nor careful tending, is

always your servant, seldom your master.

POSSIBILITIES OF THE STEAM YACHT.

THE August number of the North American Revietv

contains a most interesting paper on the possibili-

ties of the steam yacht, by Mr. Lewis Herreshoff, a

brother of the designer of the now famous Gloriana.

The writer, who is well qualified to speak on such a sub-

ject from his connection with a firm which stands at the

head in the construction of fast steam yachts, reviews

briefly but very clearly the different factors that go to

make up a fast steam yacht or torpedo boat, his conclu-

sion being as follows: "From a general view of the sub-

ject it would appear that no marked gain in speed can

be reached by confining the attention to any one ele-

ment or factor of speed ; but by a constant devotion to

the details of construction, particularly with a view of

lessening weights, much can be done to increase the

speed of yachts and other vessels, even with the mate-

rials now obtainable."

This statement, which holds true in sailing as well as

steam craft, is especially important just now as applied

to the new Gloriana, whose wonderful success is to be

accounted for almost entirely through the perfection of

detail, and not through the long ends above water which

have been so much over-estimated by the majority of

critics. Mr. Herreshoff points out first the new use to

which the steam yacht is being rapidly adapted in

this country, as a convenient and luxurious means of

transit from home to business, from Wall street to the

shores of the Sound and Hudson, for which purpose a

I

speed of at least 20 miles per hour is demanded. The

factors oi speed are divided by him between, the hull in

model and construction, the motive power, including

engines, generator and fuel, and the means of propul-

sion, the screw and paddle,

In regard to model, when the highest speeds are re-

quired, the writer places the general proportions first, as

of more importance than mere refinements of form , while
lightness of construction is rated as the second factor in

the hull. Until the list of available metals shall show
something less liable to corrosion than thin steel, wood is

placed first as the principal material for the hull. The
importance of better and smoother coating for the bottom
is also much to be desired.

In engines and generators the line of improvement in-

dicated is in the direction of lessened weight in propor-

tion to power, with the present general forms of the

quadruple expansion engine and the tube boiler, both of

improved detail rather than general plan, and of some
material superior to steel. Mechanical stoking and liquid

fuel are looked to as further sources of improvement, the

present progress in both being by no means satisfactory.

In the methods of propulsion the paddle is considered as

not yet out ol the race for comparatively high speeds

under certain conditions, but the twin ecrew is placed

first; the improvement in the screw itself being indicated

in the direction of material rather than form.

The author's conclusions are that "It would not be
wise to place an actual limit on possible speed, but we
can only admit that, as progress has been made in the

last decade, raising speeds from 40 to 50 per cent. , it is

not unreasonable to expect a still further gain, though
not so marked a one. It is surely within the bounds of

reason to say that by the opening of the new century

steam yachts having a speed of 35 miles an hour will be

no uncommon thing; and it is also to be hoped that with
the improvements of materials of construction, there

will be a like strengthening of human tissue, both in

nerve and muscle, for both will be taxed to their utmost
in the management of machinery and the guidance of

vessels under such conditions."

SNAP SHOTS.

UNFEELING critics have sometimes found fault with

the writers of sporting sketches because of their

proneness to chronicle their emotions on sitting down to

the first meal in the woods, to expatiate on the savory

qualities of the camp food, and to aver as a meritorious

claim that the party "did full justice to" the cook, the

cooking or the food. As we have pointed out, the secret

of this is that one finds in the forest an appetite and a

relish for food, which any sensible doctor would declare

to be unerring indications of improved physical condi-

tion. In the year book of the Bisby Club we find a sug-

gestive note in the statement of exi)enses for the year.

"The cost of living in the woods," says Gen. R, U. Sher-

man, the author of the report, "is not to be Cotimated by
its cost in the settlements. The fact is well established

by experience that the consumption per head is, at least,

double in the woods what it is outside." And when a

man finds in his camp a new stomach and a new palate,

a new capacity and a new appreciation of food, why
should he not be given the privilege of relating his good

fortune and putting it in the permanent record as among
those things in search of what it is worth while going

fishing and shooting?

The President has appointed Professor Mendenhall, of

the U. S. Coast Survey, and Dr. C. H. Merrriam, of

the Agricultural Department, Commissioners to investi-

gate the status of the fur seals in Bering Sea, and these

gentlemen sailed from San Francisco for the North in the

U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross last Saturday.

The Commissioners for Great Britain are Dr. G. M. Daw-
son, of the Canadian Geological Survey and Sir George

Baden-Powell, and these four gentlemen will no doubt

succeed in collecting during the ensuing season a great

deal of valuable information on the subject to which their

attention is to be given. Incidentally the subject of marine

reservations in the Bering Sea may, it is hoped, receive

some attention from our own Commissioners.

From Mr. Starbuck's account it appears that the North

Shore is a tempestuous country where fish and gales are

measured out with impartial hand ; and it is manifestly

no place for a tenderfoot.

We have received through Mr. W. Wade, for the Helen

Keller fund, $10 from Mrs. E. A. Walter, of Allegheny

CSty,Pa.,aJid^fiom.Mrs. A. G. Wallace, same place.
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IN SUNSET LAND.
TN tlic Sunset laud, in the Sunset land,

Bebind the glorious gu tos of gold untramed of liuman hand,
There lie the mouatain, vale and wood,
The late, the sparkling stream,

More uncompared and passing good
Than through the clouds they seem.

in the Sunset laud, in the Sunset land,
The pearl-and-opal sea of light in ceas<3less motion graud,

Heaves at the leet of hills so bold
We can not dream their height,

Kor guess to where their foreheads old
Bear up the gems of Night.

In the Sunset land, in the Sunset land,

All coo) and sweet the pine tree waves i I s slumber-showering hand.
And liquid argent runs the stream
With slumberous, mystic note.

And fast asleep the white clouds seem
Upon the lakes afloat.

In the Sunset land, in the Sunset land,

No trail of foot or trough of keel is found on leaf or sand;
No hand hath ever harmed a tree

Or bent a blooming flower;

And matchless sweet as matchless free

The landscape lies in power.

In the Sunset land, in the Sunset land.
The dream of Rest swims softly down as in our dreams we planned.

The war of work, the clash of care,

The racking of regret-
No echoing thought of these is there.

So high ttiat land is set.

Oh pearl-and-opal sea of light., bai-red back by gates of gold,
Oil rainbow bolts shot all too strong into Time's pillars old-

Let back, let in ! and let us wend
Through country heaven-spanned.

And learn the Universe's end.

There, in the Sunset land I E. HoCG h.

SNIPE ON CHINESE PADDY FIELDS.
WATCHING the French fleet as it layat anchor in the

harbor of Hong Kong during the greater portion
of the Franco-Chinese war, was at best an easy and
monotonous task, as the vessels remained riding at
anchor in the outer harbor day after day, week after
week, each a "painted ship upon a painted ocean." The
long summer days were very much the same, each as hot
and uneventful as the other, and although Hong Kong is

a truly beautiful little island, we soon tired of it; as the
wild excitement of a jinrickashaw ride to Happy Valley,
a trip to the top of Victoria Peak, a visit to the native
quarter, and the thing is done. Good hotels? Yes; plenty
of them. Then the society of the hill and garrison
oificers' quarters was all that could be desired; but the
half-dozen war correspondents stationed here found the
time hang rather heavily on their hands after the first
three weeks. They were at a loss for both occupation
and recreation. The Colonel and I found a bungalo out
near Pokefulun and thus escaped the glare and heat of the
city. The owners and occupants of this cosy nest on the
mountain side were two of the people, Mr. and Mrs. De
Crude, we may call them. They were to us landlord and
landlady who, for a fair consideration, gave us two clean,
cool rooms, good beds and seats at the family table. IVIr,

DeCrude was a ship chandler, and a wealthy one at that.
He was over fifty, short and stout, with a fiery red head,
partly bald, and with an appetite for rum and sugar that
had given his rather hesitating nose a rich j^ttrple color
and spoke volumes for his refined taste. He came to
China as veterinary surgeon to a horse artillery company,
bought his discharge, made a fortune in opium', purchased
the ship chandlery establishment and continues to prosjier.
Mrs. DeCrude was a matron of forty; with a good com-
plexion and a fondness for the pleasm-es of the table that
had caused her waist to entirely disappear, as intelligent
nature had evenly distributed her abundant flesh from
the most attractive and, in fashionable society, the most
often seen portions of female anatomy to the points
of her broad hips, until she presented a series of straight
lines where one usually looks for graceful curves. Some
idea of our dinner table conversation may be gained by
the knowledge that our host firmly believed that Walker
and Webster were engaged in the rice trade somewhere
up the coast, and that Lindley Murray was fir.st officer of
a tea steamer; while our hostess repeatedly assured us,
"Me and John don't want no money," spoke of the
delicious weather, and pressed us to partake of the elegant
soup, and committed enough atrocious gastronomic lapses
in a single meal to cause Ward McAllister to become a
shattered imbecile.
We were at first amused, then bored, and were on the

point of doing .something desperate when Major D., of the
Third Bulls, informed us that there was some good snipe-
shooting back of Kowloon, just across the bay. You can
imagine the efl'ects of this intelligence on two travelers
who would not start anywhere, even on light march-
ing orders, without a trimk rod, fly -book and fowl-
ing piece being stored away somewhere in the luggage
and considered absolutely necessary for the trip.' We
hailed the Major as our preserver and instructed oiu-
common property and joint valet, Ah Hoy, to engage a
boat and see to our lunch, we looking to it that our fowl-
ing-pieces were in good order and that our sliells were
loaded just right, the Colonel insisting that 3idi-s. of
powder with an ounce of shot was the proper load for
"Jacks," while the writer, true to his early education on
Long Island marshes, adhered to the theory of the old
timer and used l|oz. of shot with 4dr8. of driving power
behind it.

Ah Hoy requires an introduction. Well, here he is in
propria persona, with Iris five feet three of Anglo-
Chinese humanity, straight as a plumb-line, quick and
silent as an Oriental only can be, and as faithful as the
sun. Ah Hoy is indebted to the land hunger of old
Albion and the civilizing influence of scarlet coats and
pipe clay on the mooureyed maidens of the Flowery
Kingdom for his existence. His mother was a very
ordinary celestial who resided on the outer edge of Happy
Valley just back of Hong Kong: his father was probably a
private in Her Majesty's Foot. He was a very bright

boy who, when we enlisted him as guide and interpreter,
had just finished his studies in a mission school, having
been previously instructed in Cantonese and Mandarin by
an old Buddhist priest. He was fond of the folk-lore of
his native land and could both speak and write English
and Chinese with equally proficient flxieucy. On our trips
to the interior, through countless cross-paths and almost
iuipeneti-able swamps, in search of information and
malaria, he would, with great pride, point out many
curious and instructive things that often the most keen
observer would in all probability have entirely over-
looked. He knew all about China and things Chinese,
excepting the haunts and habits of wild game and the
pursuit of it, either for pleasure or profit. We decided to
make him our guide and trust to our energy, the reported
plentitude of birds, and our earnest wish for sport and
exercise to give us a good bag.
We started in a hackow boat for the main land about

four o'clock on the morning after receiving the informa-
tion that the birds were on the rice swamps and we had
located tlie swamps, A strong land breeze sent om-
quaint little craft through the water at a fine rate of speed,
and we were soon several miles up a large creek back of
the English town of Kowloon. The savvimn was beached
and a hasty breakfast eaten; then we started for the paddy
fields with Ah Hoy carrying our supplies in the rear. He
evidently did not understand the trip and determined to
have as little to do with it as possible. A walk of a few
hundred yards brought us to the dyke or embankment
that invariably surrounds a paddy swamp, and then the
fim commenced in good earnest. Birds everywhere.
The air was literally full of them. As we cleared the
clump of small trees on the near side of the rice field, the
Colonel's hammerless twelve-bore spoke twice, and the
writer noted the miss with the first while a fine, fat, true
snipe plumped down into the swamp at the report of the
second. This was before I fired a shot. Ah Hoy saw the
bird fall, and dropping all the stores at the great risk of
serious loss by breakage, he ran out in the mud and re-
trieved the dead bird. This was the first wing shot our
Celestial friend had ever seen, and it was the making of
a keen sportsman and valuable retriever at one and the
same time. Ah Hoy stroked the rich brown feathers of
the dead bird and said, with a peculiar light in his small,
beady eyes, "These plenty everywhere on rice swamp."
and we found it so. The Colonel, who is one of the best
amateur wing shots I ever saw, bagged twenty-three
brace of fine snipe, in every respect apparently the same
as the GaUmago tvilnoni, the back and tops of the wings
having the same rich dark brown-and-tan, the tail nearly
red, the stripes and marks appearing the same to us as the
Wilson snipe. The best specimens averaged about lOin.
in length, the tails being about 3in. Ah Hoy questioned
several farmers about the birds and was informed that
they were always there. This is probably true, as the
climate in the vicinity of Hong Kong is nearly the same
the year round. The Chinese manner of rice-farming is
curious and gives the birds just the sort of cover and food
they require.
A Chinaman will take a small piece of ground and build

a dyke or wall clear around it; then he brings water from
the nearest stream to his inclosed plot by cutting a ditch.
The rice fields are usually on a hillside, so that the water
can be used over and over again. This is done by having
the fields one below the other and letting the water run
into the highest until it reaches the desired level, when a
gate is cut and the surplus water allowed to flow into the
next field. This is often repeated, until the whole hill-

side is covered with a series of terraces, each level being
a rice field and, it is always safe to say, each field well
stocked with birds.

A few English residents of Hong Kong and the officers
of the garrison are the only ones who shoot in this vicinity.
John Chinaman is not allowed to keep firearms, and could
not shoot anything if he had the free use of the most im-
proved implements of the chase; consequently, game is

plentiful and never very wild, except in the immediate
neighborhood of large seaports where there are English
residents.

After a fine morning's sport, we retired to our sampan
and enjoyed a good lunch of boiled rice, fried chicken,
potatoes and egg plant, together with a couple of
bottles of white label which had been kept cool by being
hung over the stern of the boat weU down into the bed of
the creek. After lunch, we devoted an hour to the burn-
ing of some really good Manilla cheroots, and then gave
orders to return to the city, which we reached in good
time, delighted with our first day's shooting in China.
Ah Hoy became such an enthusiastic sportsman that

he was soon well informed on the best shooting grounds
and guided us to many a warm corner during om- stay on
the only English island in China. J. Chas. Davis.

A PLEA FOR THE GIRL.

IT is well for the sportsman so often to make his son a
participator of his recreations, but if there be only a

daughter, or also a daughter, why not give her similar
opportunities to enjoy pleasant and invigorating pas-
times?

It is true she often does accompany him when the
outing is to be on lake or river, and when the sport is

fishing. Her friends admhe her no less if the delicate
bloom of her cheek is browned by the sun and wind, nor
do they deem her unmaidenly if she enters, heart and
soul, into the sport, and in time equals or excels her
brother in the gentle art. Nay, rather, her exploits ai-e

cherished tenderly and often recounted in words all of
praise.

If in the outing, as sometimes happens, she kills the
largest and finest fish in a skillful manner, her fellow
sportsman, combining the pride of teacher with that of
relative or friend, is not niggardly of praise for her cour-
age, her steadiness and skill, nor does it seem unwomanly
to him for her thus to conquer a game fish that calls
forth more of her real fighting quaUties than would any
fun-ed or feathered game she is ever likely to en-
counter.
Then, when her prize is gained, he notes with self-

reproach for his own carelessness in that respect, how
eager she is that it may be humanely killed at once and
an end put to its gaping, writhing misery. Thus,
whether for trout in the Adirondack streams, bass in
Champlain waters or salmon in Canadian, the girl is

everywhere learning the use of the rod, and fast becom-
ing an adept at it without losing any of her gentle at-
tributes.

But if the boatmen are in pursuit of feathered game,
and guns are to be used, if the gui is allowed to accom-
pany them at all, she usually sits in the boat decorously
inactive, albeit so ready to applaud the others for a skill-
ftil shot, they are secretly glad she came, and wonder
they had not thought before that she might enjoy seeing
them shoot so well. Or if fur is sought and the chase is
to be over hills and woodlands, she is left at home, or
only accompanies the braves to the hilltop in sight of
home, to which retreat she returns tardily, often listen-
ing if she may catch the call of the hounds among the
hills.

If, in rare instances, she should so desii-e, why not
teach her the use of the gun as well as the rod, and when
the exact and careful knowledge is acquired, give her
the same chances to iiractice it that her brother has? The
invigorating walk, the charms of the ever-shifting scenes,
the thrill of joy brought by success in the practice of her
newly-acquired skill would give her as great pleasure as
they give her father and brother, and she would often
gather a larger store of health for body and soul, than do
they, for her need is greater. Though she may have no
Mking for the gun. still, invite the girl, when going
afield.

With a girl's natural fondness for flowers, a taste for
botany will rapidly develop when she has safe oppor-
ttmities to wander in the great wild garden of nature,
and see the sky, and sweet places where her rarest
flowers hide. You wfll cease to regret your dog discovers
no scent of bird or beast when you see her delight over
an unknown aster or a late blooming gentian, whose
beauty, without her, you would have passed unnoticed as
many a time before, and with almost her own enthusiasm
you will help search for a rare fern or curious seed-pro-
ducing plant she is told grows in the very woods you
have so often traversed, nor had you before noticed the
fit surroundings of each growing plant, from the gi'ay
lichens on the gray fences, and the green mosses on the
ledges of old red sandstone, to the white birches growing
in the border of the hillside woods, against whose leafless
brown trees and clusters of evergreen ferns their delicate
and graceful branches shine, white and distinct.
Take the girl. If she have skill with her pencil, while

you search hither and yon for game whose life alone will
satisfy your aspirations, she wiU put the very spirit of
your favorite haunts in the pages of her sketch book.

If she have some knowledge of photography she will
make a pleasing comrade, and furnish you with manv
souvenirs of your day's sport. You may miss the fox by
an instant of time through some exasperating mischance,
but in that instant the camera may capture him, not a
lifeless ball of tawny fur, but an agile, alert creature, full
of life and grace. Behind him, too, is a bit of the hem-
lock bole against which you have leaned so many times
waiting and listening, and beyond the woodland path
with its border of ferns and arching tree branches.
Then, whenever practicable, take the daughter also to

the fields and woods and waters. Her spirit rises quickly
to the blessed influences of nature; her languor is soon
forgotten: her feet, weary of the monotony of floors,
grow pleased and rested on the turf, and before long,
without weariness, she can climb the hill piastures where
the plover calls and the squirrel gathers his store of nuts,
and can tramp through woods where the fox and part-
ridge hide and along miles of fish-inhabited streams.
A da}^ spent in outdoor freedom, enjoying the best and

highest of a sportsman's pleasures; acquiring a knowl-
edge of the Kfe, habits and home surroundings of the
game sought that he must of necessity possess to insure
success; or in discovering some of nature's treasures and
reading some of her secrets, or in admiring the skill of
others with rod and gun or in practicing her own, or in
making sketch or photograph of wild creatures and their
liatmts is far better than indoor existence with its idle
work of crochet hook and embroidery needle or the read-
ing of the latest novel, or in an aimless ramble around
the house or a day spent in maldng calls or in pretended
shopping.
At home there wiU he less crazy patchwork, fewer

crocheted tidies, embroidered scarfs and inane decora-
tions to distract its inmates. Such tiresome amusements
will gladly be exchanged for outdoor recreations and the
delights inseparable from them, that natm-e is ready to
give impartially to boy and girl alike.

AOMA. AWAHSOOSE.

MR. VAN DYKE PROTESTS.
SAN DIEGO, Cal., July 10.—Editor Forest and Stream;

In Forest and Stream of the 2d I notice this clip-
ping in a letter from Montana:
YELTjOM'STOfTE NATIONAL PARK, Juue 23.— Bdrtof ForcM and

Stream: About six weeks ago the tJovernrapnr scout and soldiers
sfationcrt at Soda Butte arresft'd T. S. Van Dyke, a hunter and
trapper who for years has been funiishiug Cooke Oity with game,
he was found asleep in his camp on Laman River—east fork of
the Yellowstone. In his camp was found lwo beaver traps and
other outfit. The party making tlie arrest removed bis arms,
field glass and Kodak. Wii h the camera thoy took several shots
at him while yet asleep. He was taken into Ft. Yellowstone,
where he was held for thirty-four days and his property conBs-
cated. He says hn k loser aiiout $330—for that is the sum at
which he values his horses and outfit.

Some of your readers may think this refers to me.
The part about being found asleep in camp seems so
natural that I almost believe it myself. If it had only
said that some one else was doing the cooking at the
same time it would have been so natural that I could
hardly deny it.

I have not been furnishing Cooke City with game
for several years. When I first started out with a rifle 1
felt like supplying several States, but have always since
had all I could do to supjjly myself. Neither am I a
trapper. I tried a little trapping here during the great
real estate boom, but since then the wool has been rather
short on the lambs and the quality has not been extra
good either. T, S. Van Dyke.

"Half Hor"KS in the Sierra Nevada."—Auburn,
Cal.—To-morrow I am off for my annual angling torn- for
the next four weeks. Perhaps I may give your readers
another "Half Hour in the Sierra Nevada" when I get
back, if they have not already received a surfeit of that
kind of reading, and provided, also, that I meet with
anything worthy of note in my outing.

—

Arefar.

Sunday Tr*tn to Momence. —The Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Railroad placed iu service June 14 a Sunday train Ijetweeu Cliieago
and Momence, leaving Chicago at 8:o3 A. M., and returnin.? leave
Momence at 8:45 P. M., thus affording anglers a. Sue opportunits
to spend.& da.y on the lilaiiikakee Edver,

—

A.diM^
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TAXIDERMY AND COLLECTING.

MR. W, T. HORNA.DAY has written, and Messrs.

Chas. Scribner's Sons have published, <a work,
'•Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting," which is destined

to do a great deal of good, and which cannot fail to be

warmly welcomed by all naturalists. All over the world
a rapid destruction of wild animals is taking place, and
already a number of most interesting species have been
practically exterminated, so that to-day the collector sent

out to obtain specimens for a great museum will look in

vain for a bison, a California sea elephant, arhytina, a
great auk, or a Labrador duck. Other species are rapidly

diminishing in number, and the opportunities to secure

them are each year becoming fewer. This being the case,

it is important that all the specimens collected should be
prepared and preserved in the best manner possible, that

the animals should be studied in life, and full notes and
measurements, together with puotogxapbs and sketches,

made of them if possible. If all this is done, the taxider-

mist who ultimately performs the artistic work of mount-
ing the specimens, has an opportunity given him of doing
justice to his work and to himself , and the museum is

likely to have life-like representations of the animals
added to its list of specimens. And when a species is al-

most extinct and the opportunity for seeing more exam-
ples of it has passed away, this means a good deal.

There is something fairly ridiculous—if it were not pain-

ful—in the absurd mounted specimens of birds and mam-
mals even now to be seen in the exhibition cases of our
best museums. In old times if there was brought to

a museum a skin
which had on it the
complete head and
the hoofs, this was
enough. It was
mounted, tbat is,

was set up on its

legs, stuffed with
hay or straw, put
on a stand, and was
then regarded as an
adequate represen-
tation of the animal
in life. As a matter
of fact, it looked
often like a stuffed

sack standing on
four pegs, tightly

covered with a hide
of the animal in

question. It is only
within a few years
that persons in

charge of museums
have come to realize

that taxidermy is

an art, that their

specimens should be
modeled from life,

that, to give the
pubUc a true notion
of the animal on ex-
hibition, something
more is required
than its shapeless,

dried skin stuck
up on a board. For
a number of years
Mr. Hornaday has been regarded as the most skillful taxi-

dermist in this country. He has had very wide experience
and has occupied positions which could be held only by
one who stood in the first rank of his profession. But
quite apart from any manual skill is the artistic tempera-
ment and the passionate love for nature which has led

Mr. Hornaday to study the minutest characters of his sub-
jects and has made him the producer of some of the most
superb groups of mammals that have ever been put up.
In the admirably complete work which he has given

us, Mr. Hornaday has covered the whole field of ordinary
zoological collecting, though, of com-se, only brief men-
tion is given to the subject of the collection of marine in-

vertebrates. The book is divided into six parts, which
treat (1) of Collecting and Preserving, (2) of Taxidermy,
(3) of Making Casts, (4) of Osteology, (5) of the Collection

and Preservation of Insects and (6) of General Informa-
tion, Under these divisions is given a vast amoimt of in-

formation, which is so clearly expressed that a careful
reader, though wholly unacquainted with the subject,

may by following out the instructions given, easily be-

come, with a little practice, a skillful taxidermist. 'Vi'^hile

it is impossible to give here any adequate notion of any
one of the sections of this book, it may be said that Part I,

contains chapters on the outfit of the collector, how to

select and study fresh specimens, treatment of the skins
of small mammals, collecting large mammals, birds,

large and small; reptiles, fishes, marine invertebrates,

and birds' nests and eggs. The book contains 362 pages,
and the profuse and beautiful illustrations, which num-
ber 23 full page plates and 104 text cuts, simplify and
render more clear the already very plain descriptions

of the text.

While the value of this book will, of course, be greatest

to the zoological collector as such, the man who makes
it his business and his profession to collect specimens for

museums, yet it will have a far wider field than that.

Every sportsman who hunts big game likes to bring back
from his excursions the trophies of his c--hase, but through
ignorance it often happens that skins are taken otf and
heads cleaned in such a clumsy, unskillful fashion, that

they either spoil before reaching the hands of the taxi-

dermist, or else are in such bad shape when he receives
them that no life-like mounting is possible. Each
big-game hunter then ought to make Mr. Ifornaday's
book a part of his camp outfit. Its clear directions
will save him many hours of time and trouble, and
much worry.
The young ornithologist, and even the casual duck

hunter, who now and then wishes to save some unusually
fine specimen that he has killed, will find this book a
very useful one. It is by all odds the best work which
we have ever seen on the subject, and deserves a wide
piroulation,

SOME MICHIGAN BIRD NOTES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your Florida correspondent, "Didymus," is correct in

supposing that the Northern crop of hummingbirds is

short. We have noted their scarcity, and while at pres-

ent our front piazza is brilliant with the gorgeous blos-

soms of cactus and honeysuckles of different varieties-
flowers much loved by these little gems of the air—we
scarce see a half dozen in a day, \N hile formerly they
would have been in sight every few minute-^.

My observation of the birds has been conducted this

season for the most jjart at very long range. In the early

spring om' lake was visited by a number of large black
ducks, species not identified, but not common here, and
much resembling tliose often seen on C!anadian waters.

March 18.—Crows appeared. ApriJ 31.— fvingfislier.
April 1.—Robin appeared (re- April 30.—House wren hoard,

ported Marcli 2i). not spcn.
Api il l^'l•0K5 jiecped. May 10.—Bi-owii thrasher i-u-'eti.

April r,).—Chow hl-ackbirds seer. May 13.—lUimmingbiid seen.
April 19.—Ice disappeared from May 14—Catbird heard.

View. May 30.—Whippoorwlll heard.
April 31.—Barn swallow seen. May 2i,—Pewit seen.

The house wrens, which have built nests in our build-

ings for many years, have not done so this season, and
we have feared that they had been killed. Two days
ago one sat on the roof-tree and sang—the second time
only that we have heard their song.
The catbirds, Avldch have only visited us within a very

few years, are not as numerous as last year. Then, one
built in a syringa bush withiji three feet of the coffee
mill. This year a little finch added an upper story to

the old nest and there hatched its brood.
The house sparrows have in past years nested in our

vines, and hiive been ejected by the English sparrows.

GkiiLP Olf OOYOTKa. ilOUNTED BV TUJS AUTHOIi.

From Hornaday's "Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting.".

but this season they have managed to hold their own,
with perhaps a little help from my firearms.

The season has been cold and backward, the most so of

any spring since my residence in this county. Late frosts

are unusual along the Intermediate Lakes, but this year
we have had many. Rains have been scarce, and crops
are poor ; btit I should say that the game, what little

there is left, has probably had a good chance.
Trout and bass fishing are poor, and will so continue

until the fish have better protection,
I have been surprised to hear that coons are said to

catch rabbits. It may be true that they do so, though I

never saw anything which w^ould confirm the statement.
In this connection I may say that I was not long ago

told by a farmer that the woodchucks, which had been
very troublesome, were growing scarce, and that they
were often killed by the badgers. To this fact he attrib-

uted their scarcity.

P. S.

—

Vm going fishing in a few days, and if I have
any luck will try and let you know. Old "Kingfisher"
and I are going to try the bass again. Kelpie,
Central Lakb, Mich., July 12.

MY MARTINS.

IT was a small thing, in the economy of nature, but it

almost broke my heart, and the hearts of the parents
also. Three years ago I erected a tenement house in my
back yard, for the use of a family by the name of Purple
Martin. I saw them house hunting in the town, and
there being no suitable residence to be found, I im-
mediately erected one, as soon as it could be constructed.
I got it up late in the spring, but it was at once thankfully
occupied by a belated pan, who had been unable to

secure suitable apartments sooner. Every season since

that time my tenants come in March and leave in the
latter part of July, or first week in August. They pay
their rent ten thousand times over every day by their

happy gurgling notes, and engaging, companionable
ways. I have come to expect their arrival every spring,

with the liveliest anticipations of delight, and to look for
their departure with regret.

The house was occupied this season by five families,

each of which had a large and promising brood of young.
The season, up to the 35 th of June had been a very cool
and pleasant one, with no hot days, an unusual thing for
Californian climate. On that date it began to get warm,
then hot, hotter, hottest, until it was hot as Hades; in

fact, the very hottest ever experienced since records have
been kept in the State. On Tuesday, the last day of June,
the mercury indicated 105° in the coolest shade to be
found. The young martins were about two-thirds fledged

and had begun to poke their heads out of doors, when the
hot wave struck ns. The beat on this memorable Tues-

day proved too much for them, and rather than to remain
in their nests and bake, they essayed to fly, and tumbled
ignominiously to the ground. I was absent during the
hottest part of the day, but on my retm-n in the evening
I was immediately aware that there was trouble among
my tenants by their distressful clamorings. I went into
the yard and found twelve young birds scattered among
the grass, and the remains of three more that the cat had
made away with. I first chivied the latter off the
premises, a^nd amid the pleadings of the parents, collected
the helpless youngsters. What was to ho done with
them? I tried to put them back by jilacing thorn upon
the end of a long pole, and raising- tlicm to tJie house.
The little wretches were paralysed by terror, and would
only yell and kick and i)eck fiercely with tlieir great soft
beaks, and then tumble helplessly to the ground as soon
as relpased. I then took a long ladder and ti'ied to put
them back, but I suppose I put them in the wrong apart-
ments, for they all came tumbling out again before I got
to the ground. I then took a bird cage, removed the
bottom, turned it upside down, and put the little fools in
that. This I suspended to_ a high branch of a walnut tree,

and soon had the satisfaction of seeing the jDarents feed-
ing their demoralized young. I felt as proud as I ever
did over my first success in surgery. But alas! in the
morning I found they had all clambered uj) the wires of
the cage, faUen out and died. And I know that those
poor bereaved parents blame me for the whole business.
Hinc. nice lacrymrv! Aeefar.
AuBUHN, Oal.

BIRDS OF MANITOBA.

IN the Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum Mr.
Ernest E, Thompson gives us a paper of very great

interest on the Birds of Manitoba,
When we con-

sider its great ex-
tent and the fact
that it kdjoins our
borders it seems
rather singular that
so little ornithologi-
cal work should
have been done in
the Province, but it

is true up to the
publication of Mr.
Thompson's list of
the birds of western
Manitoba in the
Auk in 1888, not
much was known
of the avifauna of
this section.
The Province of

Manitoba includes
within its borders a
great variety of
country. There are
great lakes, bare,
level i>rairies, tracts
of forest and marsh

,

hills rising to the
dignity of moun-
tains—at least in
name—reaching an
altitude of 3,500ft.

above the sea level
and 500 or more
above the surround-
ing plain. In this
varied region Mr,
Thompson observed

bird life during a three years' residence, and has given
us the results in this paper. His own observations are
supplemented by those of other observers, to whom credit
is given by name throughout the paper.
In a short introduction , the author gives a description

of the Province, naming its boundaries and describing in
some detail its physical characters, which are still fur-
ther explained in the accompanying map. Then we
have the annotated list of birds, which numbers 273
species and subspecies; a chronological list of the princi-
pal books and articles consulted, a list of the manuscripts
used in completing the foregoing notes, and an index to
the birds of Manitoba.
Mr. Thompson's field notes, which have been tran-

scribed apparently with little change from his daily jour-
nal, are ro our mind the most important, as they certainly
are the most delightful, of this paper. These notes are
unusually full with regard to many species, and in some
cases, notably with some of the grouse, an almost com
plete life history of the bml is given. The notes on game
birds are especially full, which gives this paper an inter-
est to sportsmen far greater than such lists usually pos-
sess. Among the points Vi^hich especially touch on birds
interesting to gunners is the following statement with
regard to pinnated grouse which we give in substance.
In 1873 Dr. Coues wrote of this bird: "I have no reason
to believe that it occurs at all in northwestern Minnesota
or North Dakota. * * * I have met with no indication
of its occurrence north of the United States boundary."
In 1883, when Mr, Thompson first visited Manitoba, the
species was almost unknown in the country, the only
known specimens having been taken near Winnipeg in
1881. In 1883 Mr, Hine informed the author that it had
begun to be common at Pembina, In 1884 it was not only
common at Winnipeg, but had also made its appearance
at Portage la Prairie on the Assinaboine, where it is now
resident, tolerably common and increasing every year. In
December, 1886, one was seen at Carberry. The bird ap-
pears to be working north and west and is evidently fol-

lowing the plow.
Mr. Thompson's paper is full of interesting information

about the birds of which he writes, and contains many
notes of habits in species as yet unobserved. The account
of the western meadow lark and the record in musical
notation of some of its songs will be new to many
persons. It is greatly to be desired that more at-
tention might be given to the writing out of birds'
songs, a subject which as yet has received but little

attention.
Mr. Thompson's paper is not without certain minor

faults of execution, but it is not quite certain that these
are to be charged altogether to him, for he has not seen
his manuscript since it was passed over to the editor, nor
has he read ms proofs.
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THOSE GROUSE CHICKS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The announcement of the death of the grouse chicks

recently hatched under a hen (Forest and Stream,
;july 9), though not wholly unexpected, is nevertheless a
matter of regret. It ia highly probablej however, that
all attemj)ts to rear the ruffed grouse under the domestic
hen will end in the same futile way. The two species

are so utterly unlike in all respects that they refuse to

aflaiiate, even when maternity on the one side and in-

fancy on the other, would seem to bring them most
nearly together. Some four or five years ago, when the
writer was more actively interested in this subject,

"Uncle Fuller' (Orin Belknap), of Washington, kindly
undertook to assist him. That gentleman procm-ed a
sitting of grouse eggs which he placed under a common
hen, and in due time they were hatched. But the "un-
natural foster mother," instead of caring,for the chicks as

a mother should, went savagely to work and murdered
the entire brood.

I am also inclined to think that in the case recently
noted in the Foeest and Stream, the grouse chicks did
not have proper food. In the native state the young
birds are fed on insects, larvae, vegetable growths, etc.

Their immature gizzards are not tough enough to masti-

cate grains of any kind, and these with other unsuitable
foods no doubt laid the foundation for the chronic indi-

gestion which was the ijrobable cause of their taking off.

The ruffed grouse can be bred and reared in confinement,
but the chicks must come from eggs laid by partly do-
mesticated birds, who must look after their own young.
TOLEDO, 0., July 18. Jay Beebb.

That White Mtjskuat.—I find that none of the read-
ers of Forest and Stream have ever seen a white musk-
rat, or at least I infer that they have not since none of

them have replied to the request that I made a few
weeks since when noticing the capture of this animal. I

now think that it is a greater curiosity than ever, for

what some of the readers of Forest and Srream have
not seen in the way of animals must be most remark-
able. However, it might be interesting to them to know
that F. M. Noble, of Ellisburgh, Jefferson county, N. Y,

,

a man that has handled hundreds of thousands of musk-
rat skins, and a friend of the writer, assures me that in
all his life he never saw nor heard of a white one.—A.
H. G. (Sing Sing).

^dg md 0tttf.

The ftxll texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the

Game Laios.

A HUNT IN IDAHO.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In September, 188-, having accepted a position with a

mining company in the West, I started out filled with
the idea that at last my opportunity had come for a craclr

at some of the big game of this country. I arrived safely

at my destination, which was a little mining camp in the
southeastern part, and not far from the Wood River
district, and immediately began to cast around for a suit-

able chum to go with me. I found one that had the hunt-
ing fever as badly a,s I had in the person of one Jim M.,
the most ungainly specimen of the genus homo that it

has ever been my luck to come across.

At the time I write of, Jim was about 18, stood 6ft. 2in,,

and weighed only about UOlbs, He was all bones, and
the bones were at all angles. He was a splendid shot with
either pistol or rifle, but had a supreme disgust for a shot-
gun. He was very wiry and could tramp all day over the
mountains,;eithei- on foot or on snowshoes, and come
into camp at night with a deer on his back as fresh as
though he had only just started out. Jim, by the way,
had a history. His father was one of Custei's most
noted and trusted scouts. He was with him at the battle
of the Little Big Horn

,
and, like many another brave

man, met his death that day. Jim inherited from his
father his Winchester rifle and an intense liatred of all

Indians. He passionately loved the hunt, so that it was
no trouble for me to induce him to start off for a week's
sport at whatever kind of game fortune might throw in
our way.
Our outfit consisted of a saddle horae apiece, one pack

horse pretty well loaded down with our cooking utensils
and a few provisions; we took a little flour and salt pork,
a few potatoes and beans, salt and pepper and coffee and
sugar. Thus equipped we mounted our horses in front of
my cabin one splendid morning late in September, and
started off with a brisk lope down the trail, aiming due
north. The scenery was superb, we going through canons,
over ridges and divides, down into valleys and up other
canons. We started many rabbits of the "snowshoe"
variety, grouse and sage hens, but in our ride of forty
miles we saw no large game. About 4 in the afternoon
we started to make our camp at the entrance of a big
gulch, Jim saying that in the morniog we ought to be
able to get a deer.

We unloaded our pack horse, spread out our blankets,
gathered wood for the raght, turned loose our saddle
horses, and fixed everything snugly, so that we could
turn in at dark, I then suggested to Jim that I wanted
grouse for su;pper, and taking my 10-bore Scott, which,
by the way, Jim had done his best to leave at home, we
started off following a little stream that came down
through the gulch. We had not gone far before .Jim
flushed five that were feeding close to the water. They
were very tame and simply arose from the ground and
lit in some pines elose by. Right here I saw the first ex-
pert pistol shooting I had ever witnessed, Jim approached
to within about 30ft. of three grouse and drew his six-
shooter, a Colt ,45. He shot one after another of the
three grouse, taking the lower ones first, and cutting the
head or neck of each one. At the last report the two
remaining birds flew, and in my hurry I scored a beauti-
ful miss with my first barrel, but retrieved myself with a
good clean kill at long range for the second. Having
picked up our birds, which were more than enough for
our present use, we started back to camp and Jim went
to work preparing supper. Our evening meal was quite
a good one in its way. After om" soup we had grouse,
biscuits, fried potatoes and coffee, and lighting our pipes

we rolled up in our blankets and Jim proceeded to tell

hunting stories and his different experiences after big
game. I think his bear stories interested me more than
any others, and I went to sleep that night full of a feel-

ing of awe and admiration for the powerful brute that
Jim called the bald-faced grizzly, and wondered when
the time came that I first met one, I should do like the
Eastern tenderfoot that Jim had been telling me about,
who climbed the first tree at hand, and when he came to

the top kept right on climbing, and of course fell right
into Baldy's path.

I had not quite settled just what I would do, when
sleep overtook me: and the next thing I remember was
Jim shaking me roughly by the shoulder and saying if we
wanted to get any deer, it was time we were out. The
stars were still shining and the air was cold, and every
thing was so still that it did not seem a living object
could possibly be within miles of us. We got om* horses
saddled up and made everything ready for a start, first

tethering our pack horse and fixing things snugly in camp
so that they would not be injured in any way during our
absence. By this time daylight was beginning to show
itself, and we staxted away, bound for a hot sulphur
spring which Jim knew of some three miles away. Going
within a mile of the place we dismounted and proceeded
cautiously on foot; here and there we found signs of the
near proximity of deer, and our advance become more
and more cautious.
Just as we came to a little ridge on the other side of

which lay the springs, Jim whispered to me to get ready,
for if we were going to see any that day we would start
them up on the other side; and sure enough, the minute
our heads showed above the top, up started a ba,nd of
seven black-tailed deer with a magnificent buck in the
lead. They were about 75yds. away when they first

broke, and the way those deer put space between us was
a caution. I killed one, a young buck, using up all the
shells in my Marlin .45 70 caliber to do it. I will never be
able to tell if I had buck fever or not. I thought I was
cool enough, only I couldn't seem to be able to hit deer.
Jim only fired once, killing the old buck in the lead, the
rest of the time he spent laughing at me.
We cleaned our game and hung them up and started

back for our horses. On reaching them Jim suggested
that we take a tour and come around from the springs on
the other side, thereby getting a view of the surrounding
country. On the way i had a shot at a silver gray fox,
and had the satisfaction of killing him at a distance of
about 100yds. We came across some very large bear
tracks, and I got of my horse and measured one of them.
I was wearing quite a large Mexican sombrero and it

would only just a litte more than cover one of the bear's
footprints. Jim said it was a grizzly and that we would
try to locate him the next day. I did not say much, but
I felt as though I had not lost any bear myself. I asked
Jim what he thought the bear making that size footprint
would weigh, and he said, "Oh, about fourteen to sixteen
hundred," in a careless sort of a way, as though it was an
every-day occurrence with him to bag two or three such
birds. We finally came to where we had hung up our
deer, packed them on aur horses and struck out for camp,
where upon arriving Jim proceeded to skin the deer and
cut them up ready for use.

In the afternoon again we took the shotgun and started
out to have some fun with the grouse. I had splendid
sport with them for an hour and a half, killing over a
dozen, all single shots. Jim acted as reti'iever and picked
up the birds. So ended our second day. Bright and
early the next morning we started off on foot for bear,
and although we saw many tracks and fresh signs, still

we walked all day without seeing one; and came back to
camp pretty well tired out.

The next morning -we broke camp and started up the
gulch, bound for a pass in the mountains that would let

us down in the foothills and gulches at the other side of
the range. It was a long tedious ride and very slow, the
horses having to pick their way over fallen trees, broken
from last year's snowslides, and the country was very
rough generally. As we went through the path, which
as it neared the top narrowed down, Jim tolcf me of how
a party of them had not long before driven a band of an-
telope through there, out of which they killed over a
hundred before they broke away. I am thankful to be
able to say that the meat was all used, nevertheless it

must have been slaughter. Jim told me there must have
been a thousand in the band, and that they crowded and
jumped over one another in their efforts to get away.
On the north side of the range we made a cache, bury-
ing all our game in a huge snow bank. We made camp
about two miles down a magnificent caiion at the edge of
quite a brook, had supper, rolled up in our blankets and
went to sleeji.

In the morning early we mounted our horses and struck
out, leaving all our traps except guns and ammunition in
camp, and rode down the gulch, Jim taking one side of
the brook and I the other. We had gone about a mile
when Jim, whom I could not see on account of the trees
and bushes, suddenly commenced to whoop and yell and
I beard his horse tearing down the gulch. I at once put
spurs to my pony and managed to keep abreast of the
noise, although every second I expected to get a nasty fall,

the ground was so rough. It seemed about five minutes,
it probably was not one, before we came to a clear space
where I could see what was the matter, and then I saw
Jim, rifle in one band and sombrero in the other, chasing
an old black bear and her cub. Jim was whooping hke
a Comanche Indian at every jump his pony took, and
quicker than it takes to tell it Jim's whoops had the de-
sired effect, the cub got rattled and went up a tree, and
the old one crossed the brook right iu front of me. My
pony stopped short with a snort of fear, and I jumped off

and commenced what I thought was going to be a fight,

but it wasn't, for the bear kept right on running. I struck
her three times, and although every time I hit her she
would roll over and over, yet she would get up and keep
on going and she disappeared over a little ridge. I then
crossed the brook to Jim who had already killed the cub,
which weighed about 1401b3., helped him hang it up, and
then we took the trail of the old bear which we followed
easily by the blood, which showed that she had been hard
hit. We had not gone over 300yds. when we suddenly
came upon her: she was Ij'ing on the first branches of a
fir tree, about iSft. from the ground, busily engaged in
licking her wounds. Quick as thought we both shot, and
down she came and never moved after striking. We
quickly skinned her, and then hunted up my horse and
went after the cub. Jim had tied his horse, but mine ran

about half a mile away; we, however, caught him vdth-
out any trouble. When we came to put the cub on Jim's
horse we had a circus, such bucking and jumping I never
saw; it took us over half an hour, but we accomplished
it, and went back to camp.
That night in talking over our plans we decided to

make pack horses of all our animals and strike out for
home, walking up the ridge by the pass where we had
made our cache and come by a roundabout way to my
cabin. This necessitated our going over Mt. G., where
Jim promised me some shots at the Rocky Mountain
goat. In the morning early we started an < plodded on
steadily without anything eventful happening until late

in the afternoon, when we suddenly caught sight of a
grizzly bear feeding on berries. He was back to us about
SOOyds. away, and did not see or hear ue, We quietly
drew out of sight and securely tied our horses and held "a

hurried consultation in which we agreed to stick to-

gether, for Jim said "grizzly" would undoubtedly come
straight for us the minute he was hit and found out where
we were; then we started and came to wiihin 200yds. of
his bearship. Both fired together at the word, and both
bullets went home, knocking the brute over; he was up
in an instant, and turning snapped at his flank, where
one of the bullets had struck, and growled savagely. He
could not see us, but Jim firing again, the smoke from
our rifles showed where we were, and lowering his head
he started for us. To me he looked like a huae pig, and
I don't know what I was thinking about—probably of
home and mother—when the crack of Jim's rifle and his
hurried "Why the devil don't you shoot," roused me, and
throwing my gun to my shoulder I commenced to pump
lead at him. I remember that once we stepped to one
side to get away from the smoke of our guns. I also
imagined myself in a real battle. The crack, crack,
crack, of otir rifles seemingly was multiplied a hundred
times. I was cool through it all, but it was a mechanical
kind of coolness. Every time a bullet struck over would
roll the bear, but he would get right up again and keep
a-coming; every second that bear seemed to grow larger,
until he looked to me as big as a house.
The funny part of it to me was that the nearer he came

the better I shot. Through it all I kept slipping shells into
the magazine ofmy gun, and when finally grizzly dropped
for the last time, only 50ft. away, I had' seven shots left

in my rifle. We found him badly cut up, two legs broken
in three places, and completely riddled through the body.
A peculiar fact was that not a bullet had struck him in
the head. We cut him open and found that his heart was
out to pieces. We estimated his weight between eleven
and twelve hundred, and after taking his hide we went
back to our horses and camped for the night. I hardly
slept, for after it was all over I caught a bad case of
rattles and was completely unstrung.
We reached home early next day, going over Mt. G.

We saw one small band of goats, but too far away to
shoot. Later that same fall we made a pilgrimage after
them, and perhaps at some future date I will tell you how
successful we were. Idaho.

SOME REMINISCENCES OF WYOMING.
WALKING home one autumn afternoon, not long ago

,

tired and despondent, I foimd my thotights wan-
dering back to some of the pleasantest memories of my
life. Again I could smell the aroma from the pitch logs:
sputtering in the camp-fire about which three of us lay ir&

tixe dark Wyomiug wood^. Again I could hear the light,,

fitful ahs whispering in the treetops over our little tent..

Now I was scanning in the bright sunlight a great sweep
of rolling plains country, from the back of my stux-dy

pony, hoping for a sight of a "bunch of antelopes," the
cool, strong wind blowing in my face and pulling at my
hat brim.

"Hello!" shouts a feUow at my elbow, scattering my
thoughts very suddenly. At the sharp warning I dodged
just in time to save my head a blow from a timber two
men were carrying across the sidewalk in front of me.
In the street a small fire of boards and latbs was crack-
ling, and from it tome the wind blew a thin veil of smoke.
The sjjicy odor of this it was which sent my thoughts
back to the times I hunted and explored in and near the
Rockies.
But a few years ago there was, perhaps, no region in

the world where sport with the rifle could be more health-
fully and pleasantly pursued than in the Rocky Mountain
region from southern Colorado to the British posses-
sions. Favored by a high altitude where the atmosphere
was dry. bracing and healthful, here the hunter could
follow his chosen sport or vocation in a country filled with
noble game, and in a region where each day brought a
new surprise or stranger experience. With weeks of fine,

clear weather; with youth, health and a clear conscience,
is it a wonder happy memories were left? It was my good
fortune in May, '81, to take a journey to Colorado, While
in Denver, where my cousin and I rested after some trips

to the mining towns, we received a letter from an old
friend of ours then living on a small ranch in Laramie
county, Wyoming. Her hiisband had moved there from
Colorado some six years before to take up a claim. We-
had not met in over ten years. Mr. and Mrs. H. both
made the invitation to visit them, urgent and hearty; and'
being very glad of the chance to see a bit of frontier life;

and to renew an old acquaintance, we decided to accept
and visit the H. ranch. We had never seen more wild
game than the few antelopes our train scared away before
it in crossing western Kansas; so the thought of seeing
plenty of wild life fascinated us.

On June 1, a sunny, lonely afternoon, the Union Pacific
eastbound train set us down at Pine Bluff, Wyoming, a
little cattle-shipping station near the Nirbraska line. H.
had arranged to meet us with his ranch wagon. His ranch
lay across the plains some thirty miles northwest. As he
had not yet come, my cousin and I strolled to the end of
the little platform to look about us and watch the depart-
ing cars. As the train clattered slowly oft' and disap-
peared from sight, a great loneliness stole over me. I had
viewed the immensity of the plains from the car windows:
but being set down and left at a tinv, lonely way-station
offered a new experience. The agent and the man with
him were the only human beings in sight: though a thread
of smoke came from the section house across the track..

The only sounds came from the far distant train and the'

ticker in the agent's office. Bei^ides the section house
across the way, there was the statii-n, water tank, and a
small log cabin with a rough-board addition tisedas store

and saloon, on our side of it. All this was "Pine Bluffs."
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The wide rpach of blue sky, the great stretch of yellow

phins, and the long line of gray bluffs and broken hills

to the east and south of us, with the huge swells of the

plains, gave the landscape that solemn and dreamlike

a-pect of the sea. We gazed at ic all in silence for a while;

but the cool, tempered breeze gave us a new Impulse; and
we walked past the platform, where we could just see a

group of section hands working on the track ahead. As
we approached them one nearer than the rest stopped

working suddenly and began firing missiles at an objfct

in the grass. We ran up, and he pointed out to us the

head and neck of a rattlesinake thrust up out of some
reeds and grass. It was despatched, and the six or seven

buttons pulled off. Though I saw many afterward, and
killed seme, T never came near being bitten but once,

and through no fault of the '-rattler." Once, carrying a
mountain sheep on my back down the canon of the North
Laramie River, I got going at too quick a gait, and though
I heard a buzaing in the rocks lower down, was un-

able to stop till almost on the snake. That ominous hum-
ming noise gives a good warning.
When we got back to the station the agent cai-efully

scanned the prairie for us to the north, and finally pointed

out to us a tiny black spot, some five miles away, which
he said wag the team. We watched it alternately va,nish

and reappear, and grow bigger and bigger, till we could

make out horses and wagon. Rather over an hour after-

ward our new acquaintance introduced liimself, and we
made friends at once.

Going back to the wagon we helped carry into the log

cabin, against which the saloon stood, the blankets and
quilts and the mattress H. alvrays carried with him
across the wagon seat. Then the grub box was brought
in and a good cold supper spread on the dirt floor. While
it was yet light enough we made our beds, and H.
changed the mares' picketings. Then rolling up in our
blanketp, we sought sleep; but the novelty of it all kept
us awake a while asking questions and listening to ex-

planations of what we saw and should see.

A freight train roaring and puffiag by about midnight
was the only thing to disturb us till the morning's frosty

air sought the thin places in our coverings, and H.'s get-

ting up awoke us. When H, came back from the ponies

we were dressed and washed, and all then helped get

breakfast, which was soon ready. At 8 o'clock we drove
off, the little colts cavorting merrily about their mothers,
apparently not "done up" by the previous day's travel.

An overcoat and gloves were yet comfortable, though we
shed the coat by 9 o'clock or so. A mile out we crossed

Pole Creek, and leaving a solitary ranch far to one side,

"took up" on the divide a little east of north.

I shall never forget that morning's ride. A few puffy
snow-white clouds hung here and there along and above
the horizon, set in the purest, clearest blue sky; a great

sweep of straw-colored plains stretching under it, flushed

with the green new grass coming up among the dried

last year's stalks; the graj^ walls of bluffs lying four or

five miles off to the east and northeast, sfjotted here and
there with the dark green foliage of the straggling,

stunted pines and cedars growing tentatively on them.
The fresh morning air blew gently in our faces and
seemed to give newer souls and bodies to us at every
breath.

This section of the country that spring was thickly

stocked with cattle, owing to the good grazing and
numfrous water holes, and we frequently passed small
groups and herds of them, which looked up curiously at

us as om- little outfit jogged slowly past. H. had brought
his rifle— a ,44cal. Winchester repeater—and he assured

us the chances of getting an antelope were excellent, as

there was but little travel on this road. We scanned the
landscape csirefuUy and persistently in friendly rivalry

as to who should first see game, but H.'s experienced eye
found it first. He snapped his blacksnake off to west-

ward and called oar attention to a round, white, glim-

mering spot, as big as one's hand, near a bunch of dis-

tant cattle and called it an antelope. While our untaught
eyes were seeking for a four-legged, buff'-colored, deer-

ifke creature his trained eyesight looked for any color or

shape that would suggest an antelope in any one of his

hundred aspects in varymg lights and positions. A round
white spot, a black or buff shape, the edge of a knife-

blade erect on the horizon, any thing that instinct told

him had life in it. We watched the distant animal turn
this way or that, while it fed, its aspect changing as

often as its position. Sometimes it seemed daik brown,
again an almost black spot, then it would show its true

shape and buff color. We strained our eyes looking at it

and wished it nearer.

Further on we drove through a prairie dog town, and
the little rodents were much disturbed, and hurriedly
interrupting visits to neighbors sped home to their own
burrows, there to bark at us shrilly and defiantly till we
were by them. Occasionally from the frequent water
holes, accumulated from the recent spring rains, a pair

or a small flock of teals or mallards would be scared
away. We secured a few with the rifle, but were not
so successful with the jacks, of whom a number were
started from cover. Before we camped for noon we had
each had several shots at antelope, and some were good
ones—the shots, I mean. Most of the balls fell too short,

and one, I regret to say, wounded an antelope in the hip
and he got away. With H.'s field glasses we could see

him as he ran limj)ing up a lower place in the bluff two
miles away. A true hunter hates to wound his game and
see it get away. It is to be regretted that a sport in most
ways so manly, and that makes the hunter a student of

nature as well, should have the taint of blood about it.

Cruelty is only for the brute. What fascinates in hunt-
ing is' the matching of one's faculties and endurance,
one's skill and courage, against those of the game.
At noon we drew up near a thick patch of "bluejoint"

and not far from a water hole. The horses were un-
hitched and turned loose with their picket ropes drag-
ging. Though the wagon stood in a hollow, or swale, the
wind blew rather strong and cold, so a blankpt was hung
over the wheels on one side for shelter. After a hearty
lunch of tea, boiled over a fire of sage roots, buffalo

chips and the few dry sticks in the wagon, and plenty of

sandwiches, cookies and pie, we stretched out in the shade
of the blanket and dozed a while.

A couple of hours later we were again on the ti'ail. An
isolated pine or two could be seen later in the afternoon
on the horizon ahead; and not long after we were trotting

down the sandy and steep trail through a kind of cailon

i» bluffs. From our elevated outlook we could trace
for a while the g?ef* bare valley to the northj through

which Horse Creek flowed as it swept in a big curve
northerly to Goshen Hole. A mile down, on our way
occasionally startling a kildeer from the little brook we
crossed and recrossed, or a mourning dove from the box
elders that lined its banks, wo struck this valley, and
turning to the left, foUowed it up west for four or five

miles to H.'s ranch. A few log cabins were passed, but
hardly half a mile of fencing was seen in all till we
reached our friend's. After a cordial greeting from Mrs.
H., we dragged in our trunks and traps and were made
to feel at home.
Next morning we were taken over to our friend's

ranch. Within a week he took us over the prairies in

several antelope hunts: but we were still unsuccessful.

A week of this ranch life satiated my cousin, and we took
him back to Pine Bluffs, I had arranged to spend the
summer on the ranch, so we made our farewells as the
train left.

It being late in the afternoon when we left the station

H. decided to camp at Pole Creek, Avhere we might get

an antelnpe coming in to water in the morning.
We picketed the marea seom-ely toward nightfall, and

built us the usual tiny camp-fire "of dead sticks and odd
scraps of wood, and siipper was soon over.

As it looked somewhat overcast the ground under the
wagon was smoothed of its hummocks, stones and prickly

pears, and our mattress spread there. A blanket was
fastened to the wheels on tlie windy side and weighted
down with stones, and then we snuggled down in our
blankets, and I tried to sleep. But the novelty of the
thing kept me awake. It was my first bivouac.
Through the spokes of one hind wheel I could catch an

occasional glimpse of a star or two, as the clouds broke
over them. A coyote's distant bowlings, the murmuring
of the breeze about the wagon, the noise of a dragging
picket rope as a mare nosed along to a more tempting bit

of grass, the sigh of one of the colts lying down, were all

distinctive and agreeable sounds enough, and made more
interesting in the gloom of night. The brisk breeze
made the coals of the dying fire glow and glow, till

finally they burnt out.

We got an early start next day, and made eight or ten
miles before the sun got very hot. Pretty lark bimtings
were soaring, to stay suspended for awhile singing above
their mates (squatting in the grass) and till they lit again.

Some scratching marks in the road attracted our atten-

tion, and our companion explained them as made by a
buck antelope, who will often follow a road for a mile or

two pawing and leaving his sign at frequent intervals.

We kept alert and soon spied the buck off to our right at

long rifle range. Like many another fool buck, he is con-
vinced we mean harm to him on that side of the road
and his only safety lies on the other. Away he dashes oft'

toward the road and way ahead of us. Crossing it at top
speed, and with a grace and elegance hard to describe,

he heads for our other side—the right—there stopping
short, not nearly as far away as his first position. H. has
the rifle and succeeds in dropi)ing a shot near bis feet.

The buck does not run, only swings a little and shows
more of himself. Another shot; another, and he goes
down in a heap, and we hear the ball spat at the same
time. We drive right up to where he lies, to find him
dead enough. The game is soon di-eased by my friend

and lifted into the wagon; and the horns are added as a
trophy.

Ten days or so later, after I had shot my tirst antelope,

a doe, we started one morning with the ponies and their

colts, having enough provisions in the wagon for a five

or six days' hunt. We head for Jordan's Canon, which
lies just over the Nebraska line a few miles, and was
about twenty-five or thirty miles away to the northeast.

There were fewer ranches in this section; in fact they
lay fifteen or twenty miles apart; so H. hoped there

would be more game of all kinds for us to hunt. Ante-
lope, mountain sheep, blacktails, with a stray elk now
and then, were to be expected there. We nooned at

Hawk's Spring, sixteen or seventeen miles north, and
found ourselves in the late afternoon about twelve miles

beyond this to the northeast, after a fiery hot drive over
an extensive alkali flat, where the air was almost like a
furnace blast. Jordan's Canon we had passed a couple of

miles to she south, and as the bluffy wall was here much
broken we had no great trouble to drive to a rather ele-

vated place on the tableland and near the source of a
tiny stream, which flowed a couple of miles into the
plains from its north side. Antelope we had seen in

numbers, both singly and in herds, and we knew we
could get all we wanted here.

As soon as the horses were unhitched and picketed we
started off for a still-hunt. Not far from camp we saw a
doe ahead, and H. shot at her. She flung up her head
repeatedly as if hit there. The game did not run far, and
after some maneuvering we spy it feeding behind a sandy,
irregular knoll. With this for a cover we crept up within
easy range, about 60yds. , and I rise up, take hasty and
excited aim, and fire.

' She falls and lies struggling till

another shot hits a vital spot. We examine her and find

the shot H. fired had cut a slight hole in the bone of her

nose. The game was dressed and packed to our tent on
one of the ponies. While H. was kindling a fire and col-

lecting the dried limbs and sticks lying under the few
Cottonwood and box-elders growing down in the gulch,

I scooped out a place near the bank and brought some
clear water. Soon tea was boiling and venison steak

broiling, and not long after, as we were about to sit down
to supper, a coyote's despairing, agonizing yowls told us
the steaks smelt sweet, but were not for him, he quite

realized. Dishes washed, tent pitched and horses re-

picketed, we stood a while near them watching a fine sun-

set. When the sun was well down, the evening chill of

this high altitude (5,000ft,) drew us to the fire, where
guns were cleaned and inspected, and then for a time we
reclined in a thoughtful spirit, thottgh keeping up a
pleasant if rather desultory conversation. Perhaps the

most agreeable part of camp life is had around the camp-
fire after all the day's work is done, and when the har-

monious spirit has its full sway. The disagreeable is

forgotten ; one lies about the blaze comfortable and rest-

ful in body, and mind, too; and so one's fancies are

peaceful and pleasant. One's imagination also is more
free, and we conceive new adventures where we should
have acted more cleverly at some critical time than we
yet had. There is something, too, about the night which
gives a spice to any narrative or story; and H., who had
fought in the war with an Indiana regiment, and spent

ten or twelve years in the Far West, had many an inter-

esting tale to tell, that he told with considerable skill,

We sought our bed late, but I resolved nevertheless to

get up early.

In the gray of the morning, while yet a few stars

sparkled and before even an attenuated coyote had given
so much as a howl, I crept out of the blankets, softly

untied the flap of the little A tent and taking the carbine
sallied forth. The horses were up and feeding—it seemed
as if they never stoi^ped eating and never lay down—but
I did not wait to get any breakfast. The night before I

had resolved to get an antelope by my skill alone. Strik-

ing off southward through the broken, bluffy, rising

ground which continued to the south, I had covered nearly
two miles while the east reddened. After the sun was
up I found myself crossing the heads of two deep draws
which swept off eastward and united, a mile away, in a
larger valley. Here I saw several antelope, but the
nature of the ground and the direction of the wind pre-

vented me from working them. About five miles from
camp I decided to return, as the hungry stomach com-
plained. As I crossed the small ridge between the heads
of the two draws I had passed earlier in the morning I

saw an antelope scud across the wider valley a mile east

of me. It was no use, I saw, to try to get him, but my
glance in returning happened to rest on a black shining
object, half hidden in the grass, well up the south side of

the nearest draw; and it was surely an antelope, I

thought. Over a slight rise in the ground ahead of me
I could just see it with my field glasses; and it proved
to be a fine buck, lying beside a cluster of soap weed
and now and then licking its side or nibbling at

some grass within reach. I stood all this time, of course,

stock-still and ca.refally studied the lay of the land with
the aid of my glasses. It was evident I must retrace my
steps four or five hundred yards; then swing rapidly
around to the east and northeast and ascend to the crest

of the ridge he was on, at some place above him. The
latter jxart of the way a slight breeze would be blowing
at my back. Bad that; but if I walked or trotted fast

enough I might at least travel with its not gaining on me
much. Drawing carefully back behind the hill, I skulked
off, and in twenty or thirty minutes was hurrying rap-
idly up the ridge which was now between me and the
game. Rifle ready, and I ascended a rather steep pitch

near the top, to find the buck right ahead in plain sight

and not eighty yards away. He was standing looking at

me, slightly quartering. I stopped instantly, bringing
carbine to shoulder, and took steady, careful aim at his

breast. With the report of the piece he took a great leap

sideways and backward, and dashed over the top of the
swell out of sight. I ran after him, reloading the gun.
He was not in sight from the top of tlie ridge, so I ran at

full speed down the hill in the direction he must have
taken. Near the bottom a few sprawling footprints in

the loose, dry earth guided me further; and on, another
hundred yards or so, over a broken sandy knoll, I found
bim lying on his side quite dead, shot through the heart.

He looked trim and pretty enough in his clean btiff color

and plump outline, and I felt a vague regret at having
ended his harmless life.

The sun was beating down fiercely hot in this sandy,
scantily grassed valley, and I hastened to dress the car-

cass; then started toward camp for a pony, first, how-
ever, having stuckmy ramrod with handkerchief attached
in the ground beside'the game to guide me back from a
distance, as also to warn off any predatory wolf or coy-

ote. About nine o'clock I reached camp to find it deserted.

A scant breakfast was eaten, Judith was saddled, and I

rode back the four or four and a half miles for my quarry,

I had not appreciated what an undertaking it was to se-

cure a good-sized buck on to the saddle. It took a deal of

planning, lifting and tugging to get the hind legs fast-

ened to the cantle, though the mare stood quiet enough.
After a lot more contriving and efforts I tied the buck's

forelegs securely with the ends of a rope, then getting up
and standing in the saddle, I lifted my beet. The limp
and before unmanageable body had to come up, and I

got it across the saddle and properly fastened. Herrick
was back in camp when I got there, and gave me "pleas-

ing flattery" for the good shot and good luck. He had
not been successful, having wounded a buck which got
away. But he had two cottontails for our larder. We
rested about the tent and among the cottonwoods in the
gulch during the heat of the day, and in the afternoon
when it was cooler hitched up and drove down over the

bluff's and up into Goodwin's caiion, southwest, where we
hoped to find a blacktail. The bluffs here rose sheer and
precipitous from the great basin called "Goshen Hole," and
several smaller canons tributary to this large one, made
it a fine hunting ground. Tillicum.

SHAWANGUNK WILD HOGS.
THAT the wild boars of the Shawangunks have been

increasing in numbers almost from the time of their

escape is now generally believed in this vicinity. Indeed,

the killing of a two-year-old native of the species last fall

put the fact beyond dispute. That event proved that

there were at least two distinct herds, one in Forestburgh,

one inhabiting the mountain fastnesses east of theNever-
sink. Shortly after the boar was slain a denizen of

Lumberland, an adjoining township of Sullivan county,

but separated from Forestbm-gh by the Mongaup TJiver,

announced that he had seen wild hogs in the woods on
his side of the river.

When the strange quarry was exhibited in Port Jervis

immense excitement prevailed among our local nimrods,

and several parties started out after the game, boasting

that they would not return without securing at least one
porker. The announcement of the departure of these

hunting parties by the local press fairly glowed with ex-

citement, and readers were led to expect great things.

Alas, not one of these expeditions returned, judging from
the silence of the newspapers on the subject. So far as I

have been able to learn, not a glimpse of the wild boars

were again seen by any one for several months. It was
even mooted that Judge Crane's "wild hog" was secured

from elsewhere, the whole aft'air being an ingenious

election ering dodge. However, the close cover within
which the creatures have su^cceeded in keeping themselves

did not at all disturb the confidence of many that blue

boars were ranging the woods around us in considerable

numbers. At various times last year, from early spring

until snow, the gamekeeper at Hartwood discovered

boar tracks (which, by the way, are quite different from
deer tracks). They ranee in size from those of a few-

weeks'-old pig to the fathers of ,the herd—tusky, ugly-

looking oustomers, no doubt.
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After Mj:. Crane's success, members of the Hartwood
Park Association, who reside mostly in New York city,

were generally anxious for a boar hunt, and efforts were
made last December to definitely locate the herd. It was
at this time that, as mentioned in a previoxis article,

several deer were seen by the guide and an officer of

the Association, standing within easy rifle ra.nge as if

temjjting them to break tlie game laws. In a conversa-
tion shortly afterward with the latter gentleman he ex-

pressed a wish that the boars might prove as difficult of

captxu-e as he believed they wotdd. Whether wholly due-

to brute strategy or in part to lenient design on the part
of the Hartwood Park Association, the boars have not
incurred serious molestation since last fall.

Ever since the boars escaped from Mr. Flock's inclosure,

live or six years ago, they have been a menace and
annoya.nce to the farmer of the narrow but fertile valley

of the Neversink. Every summer with increasing fervor
the agriculturists of that region are worked up to a high
pitch of anger owing to the depredations of the uncivil

foreigners in their potato and grain fields, and even in

their gardens. They have made many fruitless sorties

against the enemy. In organized bodies the farmers
have hunted them by daylight and torchlight, being re-

warded only by sundry fleeting glimpses of the swine.
Men armed with guns have perched in treetops all night
awaiting the arrival of the creatures to the .scene of their

havoc the night previous. Their vigils were never re-

warded with sound or sight of the boars, and yet, per-

haps, the very next night would fiirnish unmistakable
signs of their presence. All efforts to lead them into pit-

falls, snares or traps have proved futile. The lines of

corn leading over these dangerous cojistructions would
be followed up and devoured to within a few feet of their

location, then the boar would walk around to the other
side, foUow up and devour the rest of tbe grain. These
facts prove the extreme cunning and keen senses of the
boars.
The agriculturists genei'ally concede the point that

they are not equal to a contest with wild swine, however
satisfactory their dealings with the domestic variety. Of
course they are all clamorous for extermination. They
would hail with open arms whoever furnished a good
recipe for accomplishing this end. The adage "you
must catch your hare before you cook him'' has a pecu-
liar application here. Many irate farmers with an eye
on millionaire Flock's treasure box are anxious to take
one of the depredators in the act in order to fix damages
on the importer. When this occurs the courts will be
called upon to decide just how far Jlr. Flock is respon-
sible for the acts of descendants of animals /'erce naturce.

This season's reports of the doings of the wild "hogs"
in the valley of the Neversink have already begun to

come in. A few days since the following appeared in

the Port Jervis Gazette: "The wild hogs of the Shawan-
gunks still live and flourish. Indeed they multiply. A
veracious veteran of a valley .near the haunts of these
untamed swine recently saw a sow surrounded by a large
litter of little pigs, but" didn't see 'em long. As soon as

they became conscious of his j^roximity they fled like

frightened foxes, the little ones making as good time as

their maternal parent, and almost instantly they were
lost to sight. But their existence argues plenty of wild
hogs soon in the Shawangunks. Ere long wild hogs Vv^ill

be very abundant in this region and in Sussex, Sullivan
and Pike. They are prolific animals and are very hardy.
Wild hog hunting some of these days will be a famous
sport among the Shawangunks and other mountains in the
counties named."
The same paper suggests that the agricultural societies

of the neighboring counties take the matter into consid-
eration, as these savage members of the porcine family
will soon become very destructive of ungathered farm
products. This is undoubtedly true. In Belgium, where
the pojjulation averages nearly five hundred to the square
mile, the wild boar still holds his own in the historic for-

est of Ardennes, and no longer than last summer grain
fields along the Meuse suffered from incursions of boars.

Probably no wild animal is so well fitted by heredity and
instinct for an independent existence in proximity to the
haunts of man as the wild boar of Europe. In Great
Britain he is now extinct, but for upward of two thousand
years boar hunting has been a leading sport in France,
Austria and Germany, True, the boar is now limited to

a few extensive forests in the countries named, and these
have been greatly contracted within recent times. The
population of this countxy will have increased many fold

before there will be any marked increase in the number
of men who struggle for existence in the wilds of the
Shawangunk. Those who have studied the matter are
pretty well agreed that extermination of the boars, which
are now well acclimated there, is practically out of the
question. These animals have the best protection in tbe
nature of the ground they occupy and in the fleetness of

foot. They repose in almost absolute security in tlxe fast-

nesses of the mountains in which man can only penetrate
with extreme difficulty.

In the table lands of Bengal the boar is hunted on
horseback. "Pig-sticking," as the English caU it, is there
a famous sport. Arabian coursers are used, and some
idea of the boar's fleetness may be had from the fact that
from twenty to twenty-five minutes are required to run
them down. When at bay he is a formidable enemy.
Not infrequently, if the spearsman be unskillful, aiming
at the chest belly or flanks of the horse, he inflicts terri-

ble, sometimes fatal, wounds with his tusks.

At the breediag season the boar selects a well-secluded
den and leads a solitary life, and perhaps at no time is he
gregarious, in the strict sense of the word, although
several adults appear to join in their nocturnal foraging
expeditions. They have been seen in bands of seven or
eight, but this may include only a single family. The
domestic sow usually breeds twice a year, and twelve or
more at a litter is not uncommon. The wild boar and
the domestic swine freely inter-bi-eed. If it be true, as
men employed in the blue stone quarries of western Pike
county assert, that wild hogs, the descendants of individ-

uals which esca]Ded from railroad wrecks, are often seen
in that region, propagation by intermixture with the blue
boars may occur.
These tales have heretofore been discredited, as it was

not believed that the domestic hog could maintain an in-

dej>endent existence through the average Pike county
winter. But the "American Cyclopsadia" informs us that
hogs run wild in the woods of Canada. From the saoie

authority we learn that vast droves of wild hogs abound
in the forests of South America, They are tbe descend-

ants of individuals which, like those of the horses and
cattle of the llanos and pampas, escaped fx*omthe domestic
state.

In what degree the boars suffer from the depredations
of their natural enemies who inhabit the woods with
them, we have no means of ascertaining. These are
principally the bears and the vaxious members of the
feline tribe. Bears have become very numerous within
late years in the Shawangunks, and bruin's proclivity

for fresh pork is well known. He will take great risks

to gi-atify this taste from the farmex-s' piggex-y. He has
been detected in the act of walking ofl: with a sqxxealing

porker xxnder his arm, with two or thx-ee dogs disputing
his right of way, I am inclined to think that a grown
up hungry black bear would ]Drove too xnuch for an aver-
age boa,r in a rough and txxmble contest, although in a
ixxnning match he woxdd not be iix it. Then there are
the wildcats proper and the lynxes or bobcats. These
may be destructive to the young boars.

Assuming that the blue boars are as prolific as their

domestic relatives, it will be readily perceived that they
will soon be pressing on the verge of subsistence. Then,
indeed, they will become a trying ixuisance to the fax-mers

as well as dangeroxxs to those who invade their haxints.

These animals promise to add an interesting chapter to

the natxxral history of this region. It must be admitted
that the Amerioaix sportsman is a very destructive being
as regards all manxxer of game life, yet the time seems at

hand when he may be bidden God's speed in doing his

worst to the wild boars of the Shawangunk, for it prom-
ises to become a patriotic dxxty to lesseix then' numbex-s.
In Europe it is considered unsportsmanlike to shoot the
boar, but I opine that the conditions of the huxxt will be
considerably altered in the Shawangunks, and that he
will not be deemed unworthy to be called a xximrod who
captures a boar even by shooting him. B, F. IIURLET.
Port Jurvxs, N. Y.

PORCXJPINES IN Michigan.—New Albany, Ind.—In the
Forest and Stream for Jxxly 16 Dr. Gibbs says he has
hunted in both peninsulas of Michigaix and never saw
over 25 porcupines. He must have struck bad seasons for

"porkies." Some half-dozen years ago I spent some days
on Gogebic Lake. A St. Louis party camped near us
were compelled to shoot 30 or 40 of them to prevent their

camp being devoured. A party from Nashville, Tenn.,
killed nearly as many. One of the latter party was
sitting on a box writing a letter telling how numeroxis
porcxipines were, when he heard a gnawing sound, and
looking dowxx discovered one of the stupid creatures eat-

ing up his seat. Our party killed a half-dozen or more
about the camp.—Jap.

Canadian Duties.—Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, July 20.

—The Collectors of Customs have been notified that they
may accept entry and duty on guns, fishing rods, and
other equipments of parties visiting Canada for sporting
purposes, with the conditioxx that tlxe duty so paid will be
refunded on proof of the exportation of the same within
a period of two months from the date of entry.

Gardiner's Island.—F. Augustixs Schermerhorn, of

New York, has leased the privilege of shooting and gun-
nixxg on Gardixxer's Island, in Long Island Soxmd, for five

years from Mr. Gardiner. The sport is excellent on the
island. Mr. P. Douglass was the former lessee.

The World Moves.—Alpheus Fatten was fined $25
in Oatskill, N. Y., last week, for shooting a wild duck at

night.

"Forest and Streann" Nursery Rhymes.
A ^nner went out to shoot,

An owl commenced to hoot.

They both came together.

Result—nary feather.

With a busted gun to boot.
Boston. REiGNOXiDS.

Next!

m{d ^iv^r f08hing.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territoiles and British Provinces are given in the Booli of

the Game Laws,

ON THE NORTH SHORE.-XII.
i_Concluded from Page sik]

THERE was a little swell from the recent blow, but it

was fast dying out as darkness approached. The
drizzle, which had all along been gently falling, began to

enlarge its tiny di'ops, and though at no time it assumed
the proportions of rapidly falling rain, it was enough
to make every one exceedingly uncomfortable. The
men stood around, wrapped up in their great overcoats,

and rxxbbers, like silent spectres, the steady chamj) of the

engine sent the pulsations into every timber of the little

tug, the steam puffed out with a shrilly scream; the re-

ceding waves rose and fell with clock-like x-egularity;

the vapory masses swept with a chilly influence, and
when darkness finally engulfed us in its sable folds the
situation wxis truly dismal and absolutely cheerless.

"The depressing sitxxation was still further aggravated
when the aroma of coffee and the flavor of "baked
meats" arose from the cabin, where a favored few, who
had taken an earlier passage than us, were feasting. We
wei-e in the condition of the fabled Tantalus who, amid
the most temptiixg fruits, could neither touch nor taste

them. Our philosophical spirits were, however, eqxxal to

the occasion, for the delicious odors were suggestive of a
prospective meal which was rapidly organizing within
us aiad which would realize when we were ashore.

Ned foxmd on board one of his old North Shore boat-

men. Louis Miron, a half-breed, who is now acting as

liglitliouse keeper at Gargantua. They Jiad ciuile a talk

over old tinxes, and when Loixis told him that lie had
seen several, large trout the other day w^hen out in his

boat, Ned's eyes' fairly sparkled with that excitenxent

which iiatui-ally comes to an angler who is so agreeably
reminded of his geixtle pastixxxe. Louis gave him a very
pressing invitation to visit his place next summer, prom-
ising to give him all the sport he desired among tkQ

scarlet-hued tribe. Ned booked himself for the trip, so
he and Miron will doubtless have a delightful time along
the rocky coast, luring the huge fontinalis that abide in

those icy waters.
Charley Pirn, another lighthouse keeper, who is Sta-

tioned at Caribou Island, was also aboard. He carries on
a large fishery in connection with his official duties. He
says that in the fall his catch is simply enormoixs, and
that tlxe whitefish average ixear ISlba. There is a reef

fifteen xixiles long extending from the island, on which he
fishes, and though in the fall and early spring it is fre-

quently white with foam, his men, who are expert sailors,

maixage with caution to make their "lifts." The 200

barrels of salted whitefish aboard the tug belonged to

hinx and were his first shipment that season. In fact he
had chartered the boat especially for ihis, trip.

Pirn, like all seafaring men of the North Shore, is of a
hardy axxd muscxxlar form, though small in statixre, and
oix his weather-beaten features is written, in tmraistakable
language, that dauntless courage which his hazardous
calling so frequently requires in fierce encounters with
terrific gales. Aboxit seven o'clock we neared the Bache-
wanaung Lightlxoxxse and soon after entered the bay. A
whistle or two from the boat, and then a couple of lan-

terns were seen flashing at the landing place. In the
course of half axx hour we were alongside the bank, an
improvised landing made from the refuse of sawmill
timber, and as the passengers started to leave the tug the
captain sang out, "Look out for tlxe slabs."

It was a prudent warning, bxxt some enterprisuxg pas-
senger who was eager to reach terra firmo, jumped from
the guards, and came down with a groan and a laxxgh from
the passengers. Another "smart Aleck"—not your dis-

tant correspondent—tried the same involxxntary feat, and
was as successful as the first. After these two examples
of fallen greatness, the remainder of the party picked
their way cautiously to the shore and over tlxe suppery
slabs.

,Ioe took oiu" boat down to our old camping ground,
where we joined him, and soon there was a clxeerful fire

blazing and a meal in coui'se of preparation. Our fire

attracted some of the supperless passengers, and of course
the hospitalities of the camp were freely extended to

them. Supper over, the tents were soon up, and after a
thorough drying out at the fire, we retired into our tents

where Morpheus soon took us to his slumbering arms.
At three o'clock the next morning we were all up, as

the boat Avas to leave at four, and after a hurried break-
fast to which we gave cordial invitation to all those who
had again joined us around the fire, were soon ready to

embark on the Annie Clarke. A few more tons of freight,

in the shape of two fish cax'S for ballast (?; I presume,
were put aboard the boat, and then the whistle rang oxxt

in the early morn, and the passengers crowded aboard
and disposed themselves in the circumscx'ibed space on
deck, on fish barrels, in the cabin, and wherever they
could get an eyebrow hold. I was lucky in getting my
old seat on the stanchions, and there I sat like a piece of
rude scxxlpture during the entire trip.

It was vei'y evident after we had entered the broad
lake that we would have a very lumpy sea, for the waves
were tossing in foam and the breeze increasing every
minute. The little tug ploughed along over the billows

with a full head of steam that tossed the foaxny water
from her bow, which spa,rkled in the sunlight and raced
along her sides in rippling cadence. The sky was full of

white and purple clouds, which constantly passed over us
in great swirls, now ci'eating a sliglxt haze and
again a tx-ansparent condition of the atmosphere, that we
though would soon allay the spitefulness of the wiixd,

which was rapidly txxmbling the lake into sxxrges that
buffeted the tug with considerable violeixce. About 8

o'clock the lake had reached a condition that was not so

pleasant to contemplate, as we were compelled to almost
run in its trough. The wind was northwest, and that is

a wind that excites more than any other, as it comes
sweeping along its entire length, and when it begins to

narrow, as it does here, the tumultuoixs waters command
reverent respect. The three boats in tow were being
tossed around on the high seas in a very ugly manner,
and as one of them, the smallest, contained two occu-

pants, soldiers from the "Soo," there was evident danger
of being capsized. The men, however, sat there perfectly

unconcerned, unaware of danger, consequently not fear-

ing it. As the men were under charge of a lieutenant,

who was aboard, it is presumed he, like the men, was un-
aware of the peril. We had now crossed Goulais Bay, and
the Pillars of Hercules and Gros Cap Island were coming
into view. On went the little tug straining and strxiggling

under the buffeting of the unruly waves. The big seas

were now beginning to break over the guards. First it

was a sprinkle of spray, and then some hxxge sea would
conxe tumbling agaiixst the windward side and, breaking
over tlxe railing, cover the stexTx deck, where we all were,

three or four inches deep. The water thus received would
go dashing aroxxnd the toppling tish barrels until it finally

escaped through the scuppers. There was always a
general tumble for the baxTcls when such an immersion
took place, and the most active fared the best. Some
hxxmoroxxs seaman would occasionally cry out on such a
deluge, "Three inches and i-ising;" while a pallid-cheek

tenderfoot, whose heart was beating with anxiety, never
could see where the humor of that "sailor man" came in.

1 stuck to my stanchion and took my uncalled-for bath

as complacently as I could, though at no time did I feel

as "cool as a cucumber." The wind seemed to increase

with the passing hours, and the waves came tumbling
over the railing with a frequency and freedom not at all

relishable, Occasionally a barrel or two woxxld roll over

and go tumbling aboxxt, and then the big fish-cars would
groan and tremble as if they, too, would like to take a

hand in the game of rough and tumble. All at once Joe,

who was endeavoi-ing to make oxu- boat ride the waves in

a straight line by manipulating the rope, cried oxxt, "She's

broke loose." Ned and I ran to the stern, and there we
saw our boat riding the crested surges some distance

away. Knowing it impossible for the txxg to turn aroxxnd

in sxxch a heavy sea, we heaved a deep sigh and about
gave her up as a total loss, as well as all our^tackle and
traps, which iix round numbara we valued at $500, There
was that little <.;bubbrod, which I valued more than
axxght else and which I cherished for tlxe skillful battles

it had so gj-andly assisted me in winning, departing

on the tumultuous sea, I sighed to think of xt: a.nd

then Ned groaned for those little bags of tackle

which were priceless pearls to him. It was really an oo-

caaion for tears, aud "vntb bowed heads and bumble hearts
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we turned our faces from the sympathetic crowd and
soug;hfc to hide our grief under the shadow of placidity.

Joe, who was interested about his boat, came to us and
said that if he could have the use of the boat in green,

in which the two soldiers were toying: with their lives,

he would tempt the angry seas and go after her. I

sought its omier, or rather the one who had it in charge,

a lieuteuant, a.nd asked for its loan to save the property,

but he flatly refused, saying, "I couldn't think of doing
it," or words to that effect.

"Well." says I to Ned, "what do you think of that?"

He at first seemed to doubt the "refusal, but when it

dawned upon him in its ignoble proportions, he found
that the infirmititi^ of the English language hemmed his

rasje, so he sought- consolation in Arabic, which is ex-

preFsly designed fnj- the use of tlic afHieted. With these

indignant manifostations, the lieutenant was completely
obliterated from our memories as if no such selfish being
f.ver ex isted.

At this juncture Ned went into the cabin to tell of the

Involuntary departure of our boat to Mr. Ganley, of

BachoAv^anuna: Bay, one of the principal owners of the
North Shore FipJieries. As soon as he was made aware
of trip loss be came hurriedly on deck, and taking in the
situation at a glance, ordered the engineer to slow up im-
mediately, and then told Joe and John to take the re-

•raaining iViackinac sailboat that was in tow, and start for

the boat. The craft was pulled up, and our boys sprang
into her over the railing like monlfeys, and at once seiz-

ing the oars, soon had her riding the waves safely.

"Now," says Mr. Ganley, "those soldiers must come
out of that green boat, or she will capsize below, where
we strike the heaviest seas,"

The boat was immediately pulled up, and the soldiers,

who had begun to realize by this time their hazardous
.situation, were glad to reach the deck: of the steamer. A
full head of steam was again put on, and the. little tug
thundered along once more.
Mr. Ginley stated that our men would be at the "Soo"

with our boat long before dark. "Both of them," he
continued, "used to fish for me at the bay, and I have
seen them go out to the reefs to lift their nets when the

sea was boiUng in foam, I know just exactly what they
can do in stormy weather, and this blow is nothing to

them."
We felt relieved at this statement, as the contents of

the boat wej e of no consequence to tis when compared to

hazard of life.

Mr. Ganley ia one of nature's noblemen, and carries

the impress "of it in liis frank and manly countenance,
Hi^ presence on the boat was fortunate for us, for it not
only resulted in the saving of the boat and its contents,

but without doubt the lives of the soldiers also.

We watched our boat as she rode the battling waves
nntil it disappeared from sight, and then we again took
additional interest in the tumultuous waters that were
pounding and drenching the little tug that was making
the most strenuous efforts for the distant port.

Ned said to a crowd that had gathered around him:
"This little flurry of the sea is simply cliild's play, I have
seen the waves on many an occasion roll so high as to

throw the water in the snrokestack; and in the late fall

frequently noticed the boats come in to the "Soo" so com-
pletely covered with ice that it required hours to clear it

away"in order to release the crew and passengers."
So"me one, as Ned concluded, gave a shrill whistle,

while another cried out "Haul in the slack;" but just at

that moment an unusually heavy sea broke over the rail

that scattered the crowd to the barrels on the lee side and
thus stopped Ned's yarning. The sky had now deexiened
into violet and the clouds coursed along it in white musses
like the kaleidoscope texture of cobwebs. Tlie wind
gathei-ed additional strength every moment and the waves
rose higher and higher, while the bow of the steamer
buried itself in the foamy masses that were spitefully

tossed aside.

Some one cried out after we had got well by Parisian
Island: "She is all right now."

I wondered if she had been all wrong before. It was,
doubtless, the response of some gladdened heart, who, as-

certaining that we were now out of the trough of the sea,

with the wind at our heels, thought that all danger, if

any, had passed.
The tug was assm-edly going all right, for the pound-

ing at the windward had now ceased, and the angry
waves, though heavy, raced at us as "stern chasei-s."

The lake was rapidly narrowing and soon we were
through Wliitefish Bay and into the head of the river,

and then all was lovely, indeed, for the tumult of the sea

had here become perfectly insignificant. It was but a
few miles to the "Soo," through beautiful stretches of

scenery, and then the trouting trip, which had been one
of unalloyed pleasure to us, had now become a reminis-
cence ever pleasant to dwell upon.
Joe returned before dark with our boat, which he had

captured near Gros Cap Island, and that was the closing

incident of the month's outing. Alex. Starbxjck.

CnfCES-NATI.

NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION.
ROCHESTER, N. Y., July 18.—Editor Forest and

Stream: Articles by Gen. Brace in your paper on
the State Association have interested me, and I hope that
they will attract sufficient attention to result in a move-
ment that will lead to a State organization with branches
in every county, whose object shall be better protection.

If Gen. Bruce should receive enough encouragement,
. let him call a meeting at Syracuse, and through your

paper invite all parties interested.

It has occurred to me that much more will be accom-
plished and that we will have the general public with us
it we make our object protection of food fish; that is,

fish that is found in ttie market at ten cents a pound or
less.

Let the matter of game fish j)rotection come in after-

ward, for what do 90 per cent, of the people care whether
tlie brook trout are protected.

They can never enjoy them by catching, nor afford to

buy them, or in other words, an organization desiring to
get protection by the laws must not confine themselves
to narrow, selfish purposes, but endeavor to accomplish
something resulting in the good for the public generally.
This they can do by increasing the supply of cheap

food fi«h, and when they have accomplished this and the
good results seen they will have no diiBculty in enlarg-
ing the laws to protect the game fish,

Frank J. Amsd£;:v.

RUBBER WADERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The insatiate Hough having fired one conundrum at

his fellow fishermen about his wading gear, follows it up
with another far weightier shaft, almost before his how-
string has ceased to vibrate from the first, The writer
(who thought he knew before just what Mr, Hough
wanted) has been a little more wary this time and has
been waiting patiently to hear some piscatorial expert
tell Mr, Hough why his waders persist in leaking. But
as nobody else seems disposed to venture an opinion, pos-
sibly a suggestion or two may be serviceable. Mr. H. does
not say whether the wading outfit of which he complains
is a, new one and leaks ah initio, or whether the ditiiculty
which he seeks to remedy comes from use. If in the first

case, the probability is that his waders "seep," that is to
say, they leak in the seams. This is the most annoying
defect and the hardest to remedy. The higher priced
waders, made on silesia, are most liable to this kind of
leakage, and one large dealer in rubber goods says confi-
dentially that he has always found silesia waders, such
as list at $10 to $14, open to this objection. The easiest
remedy is to apply a coating of liquid rubber cement
along the seams, but this is only temporary and must be
renewed at intervals. Strip? of what is known as "sur-
geons' tissue" (a very thin rubber sheeting) might be laid
along the seam and cemented down \vith a hot iron, or
still better, a somewhat heavier sheeting could be used
and fastened in place with rubber cement. A good way
7iot to prevent leaking is to coat the feet and legs of the
waders with a waterproof j^aint ijrepared for folding
boats, as the writer onc6 did. The operation was a suc-
cess, as far as stopping the original leak was concerned,
but the original material (silesia) became so hard and
stiff that it cracked neaidy every time the pantaloons
were put on, and the last estate of that garment was in-
finitely worse than the first.

The ordinary dull finish waders, such as list at |6, are
much less liable to leak in the seams than the more ex-
pensive goods; but they crack and split after a time,
especially if used much in cool weather and cold water.
The golden mean is a wader that is light enough to be
thoroughly pliable and to avoid crackins:, and yet heavy
enough to be serviceable and strong under all probable
conditions of wading and necessarj^ walking on shore.
As to repairs. If Mr. Hough will go into the nearest

bicycle shop in Chicago and purchase a 25-cent roll of the
rublier cement used for fastening the rubber tires on
wheels, he will have a most valuable adjunct to his fish-
ing kit. A bit of rubber cloth coated with it and jjressed
on with a hot iron will make any ordinary sized hole or
rent impervious to water, and its general adhesive quali-
ties are of the highest order. It is a most excellent arti-

cle for fastening the ferrules on a rod, since they are
simply immovable at all natural temperatures, but plip

off readily when heated. For snelling hooks or tying
files, a bit of this cement produces the most durable of
work, and after he has once used it he will never be
without it. Lastly, if Mr. Hough will ever stop in Toledo
longer than is necessary for him to jump from one train
to another, possibly we might be able to tell him several
other things he would like to know. Jay Beebe,
Toledo, O., July 18.

AN AFTERNOON ON THE SACO.

AS I was unable to make satisfactory arrangements for
my annual trip to the Maine wilderness, I decided

to take a week's vacation at my old home, a small village
in Maine, near the Saco River. A few years ago, thanks
to the elficient Fish and Game Commissioners of the
State, this river was stocked with black bass; and with
these and what few partridges we might drive up, I

hoped to have some fair sport. My companion in "Fish-
ing Under Difliculties" being unable to join me until the
second or tbird day of my vacation, I was forced to en-
tertain myself alone.
So one noon I approached my father with, "Don't you

want to go fishing this afternoon?'' "No, I don't believe
I can go," But as it did not come out with his itsual
decision, I took it as an acceptance and proceeded to get
ready. When I came out with my minnow pail, basket
and an extra rod, and asked him if he was ready, he
replied, "Yes. I guess so, but I don't want to fish." "Oh,
well, I can tend two rods all right,'' I replied; and we
started for the river. We lost no time in getting our boat
fixed up, and started for a sandbar to catch our bait.

After I had secured five or six minnows, father frequently
advised me that we had "more bait than we'd git fish."

Acting upon his advice, I made for our fishing ground
with about a dozen lively minnows. We soon reached
my favorite spot, a wide, deep pool in the river at the
foot of some rapids, and tied up under an old tree.

As soon as I could get fix^d up and a minnow on the
hook I passed it to "the boy" and again heard "I don't
want to fish." "Well, you hold the rod till I get mine
ready," I replied. I took plenty of time in doing this,

hopingr that fatker would get a strike, and knowdng that
if he did I should only have one rod to handle. And sure
enough, before my arrangements were complete, he had
hooked a small bass and landed him in the boat with
little ceremony. I lost no time in baiting his hook and
we cast om- minnows together. Taking as much interest
in watching his line as my own, I was soon rewarded by
seeing it rapidly taken to the middle of the river, "I've
got a good one this time," and in came a monster—chub.
"Humph! only a chub." While he was disposing of his
catch I had secured another, and was rewarded by hear-
ing th.e old gent say: "We're catching cat food" now."
But on the next cast he hooked a dandy bass and by the
time we had him in the landing-net, my companion was
enthused with the true fisherman's ardor. And now,
while waiting for the uncertain bass, and losing several
minnows rather mysteriously, he entertained me with
many reminiscences of his boyhood, and how sixty or
more years ago he had run away fishing, to receive on
his return the usual .clipper application, which in no wise
discouraged him from trying it again, however. And
later, how he had been codfishing on the banks when it

took more pluck and time than it now requires to make
the trij).

While listening to him I had felt something fooling
around my hook, and with a quick pull I hooked what
seemed to be the bottom of the river. Reeling in my
line I was told, ' 'If I can get my hands on that line I'll

show you how to do it." I stepped into the bow and
brought the line in so that he could grasp it, and he

quickly pulled a 41b3, eel into the boat. And now the
fun began. The eel had the hook well down in his
throat, and how to get it out was a corker. "Let me
hold him," and father made a grab at the eel. But the
eel wouldn't have it. "I know I can hold him," and rub-
bing his hands on the bottom of tiie boat, the old gent
grabbed him again, with a grip that would have held a
veritable sea serpent. With considerable trouble I got
the hook out, and we put him in the locker with the rest
of our catch. And as we put him away we knew that
the robber which had taken our minnows had met his
fate. A few more casts and the last of our minnows was
gone. As the sun was getting low we started for home.
Secm-ing the boat, I put our r^tch into the basket and
found the scores to be: Father's—1 chub, 1 eel and 5 bass.
Mine—4 chub. But notwithstanding my poor success I
had passed the pleasantest half day of my vacation.
Maldbn, Mass. The DRUMMER.

THE CATFISH OF THE SOUTH.
THERE are some things about our catfish down here

in Texas that are not known to those living in the
North, and are woi'thy of note. • They abound in great
numbers in our rivers, and are highly esteemed as table
fish, and here in Victoria, Texas, catching them is quite
an industry that furnishes employment the year round
for a number of men, who delight more in the hunter's
and trapppr's life than in following the more humdrum
home pursuits.
We ship from here per week about 4,0001bs., and the

other day I heard a fisherman say that he was eroing to
quit, as that week he had only caught about 800Ibs., and
that catch didn't pay him well enough. They sell re,adily
to the shipper here at 3 cents per pound, and keep better
than almost any other fish, and have fewer bones. They
grow to weigh over lOOlbs., and are of two kinds. The
mud cat has a very large head and yellowish color, and
is not attractive looking: but these are not the most
abundant and are not very frequently caught.
The fish that is mostly "ca;ught is a blue catfish, with

long slender body and smfill head, and when taken from
the water it is really a handsome fish. They are caught
by stretching lines across a river or bayou, and attaching
to it a number of short lines, with sinker, baited with
beef or perch, and in endeavoring to secure the bait the
fish usually hook themselves. The long trot line being
tied to small ti-ees, which are flexible like a pole, and give
way somewhat to the struggles of the fish, serve to pre-
vent their escaping until the fisherman in his boat comes
along and secures them.
These fish inhabit the same clear water as the black

bass, and are as game as any fish caught in our waters.
I have caught them on a spoon in the clear water, and
watched them dart at the bait and take it with almost as
swift a rush as the bass, and the playing of a 10 or 181b.
blue cat furnishes as much enjoyment as the handling of
any fish that can be caught, the only difference being a
sense of security which the angler has after one is once
securely struck, owing to the toughness of their mouths.
But even their tough mouths do not always secure the
hooked fish to the angler.

I have on two occasions hooked blue cats, of about 5 or
Gibs, weight., on my 12oz, pole, and had them escape by
making a vigorous spring out of the water and several
feet in the air and shaking the hook from their mouths
on the slack thixs gained.
In common with a majority of fishermen, I had never

believed that a catfish would take an artificial bait until
by actual experience I have found otherwise. I have
caught them on a trolling phantom minnow, on a spoon,
and on an alligator's tooth, with feathered-tail hook and
when in pursuit of bass. Now, I am never surprised to
find that a furious rush and swirl of water results in the
canture of one of these game and thorny fish.

I feel compelled by a sense of justice to this despised
species, so little thought of by fishermen and so con-
temptously mentioned generally, to say this much in its

favor. The pleasures of bass fishing with us are not
marred by the fact that one may now and then capture
one of these fine fish: for they are more highly esteemed
by those who live nearest to our angling waters than any
other fish for the table, Gur,
YiCTOKTA, Texas, July i.

ANGLING NOTES.
THE railway service between New York and the Thou-

sand Islands has been greatly improved lately;
formerly it took 18 hours to reach Clayton, and now the
time has been reduced to about 10 hours. The Clayton
express leaving this city at 7;30 P, M. lands the angler at
Clayton at 5:30 A. M., in time for a bath and breakfast
before starting out for the day's fishing. Large catches
of black bass are reported from the St. Lawrence River,
but it seems a pity that so many fish should be taken just
for the sake of making a display at the landing. At a
locality where so many thousands are constantly fishing
it would improve matters very much if fishermen could
be limited to a reasonable number, say twenty-five bass
to a rod and the rest returned to the water.

The through sleeper to North Creek which used to leave
the Grand Central depot at 7:30 has not been j)ut on this
season, though so advertised in the Adirondack guide
books. It is a great disappointment and inconvenience
to hundreds of sportsmen and tourists who wish to visit

the Blue Mountains and Raquette region. Whenever
there is any disagreement among railroad men the public
have to suifer. Sportsmen, perhaps, do not mind it so
much, for anything that tends to keep the crowd away
helps the supply of fish and game. The N. Y. Central is

now booming the Saranac and St. Regis region. Speak-
ing of the St. Regis, Superintendent Pillsbury recently
retm-ned from his usual trip to PaulSmiths, and any one
that saw samples of trout that he brought back would
not think that the fishing was played out in the Adiron-
dacks. But Mr. Pillsbury is a past-master in the art of
fishing, and seems to know exactly when and where to
go for big speckled trout,

A telegram just received from the Restigouche River
states that the water is high and salmon taking splen-
didly, Scarlet-Ibis.

Two SwoBn-Pisiu>'G Schooners of Stonington, Conn.,
caiitured twentj-fQiU" larg(? swordfish in a week recently.
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NEW ENGLAND WATERS.

IT has already been mentioned that fishing for pike

and mackerel off Boston Harbor was popular this

season, and it is now obs'arved that this sort of fishing is

getting to be a very ])opular fad. Men who have never
fished before in their lives are delighted Avith the sport,

and even ladies, though there is danger of seasickness,

are being much pleased with the novel notion. There
were said to be more than twenty boats off Beachmont
and Ocean Pier on Sunday with parties engaged in this

sort of fishing. Two or three members of the leather

trade were out, but old Neptune soon had the atten-

tion of two of them to the extent that they were obliged

to go ashore without catching a perch.

Mr. Brown, of the firm of Wright, Brown & Crossly,

gatent lawyers and solicitors, returned from a two weeks'
shing trip in Maine on Monday. It is not mentioned
where he went, but he caught fish and got a good deal

browned. Mr, James S. Gates, principal of the Globe
Nickel Plating Co., is spending the month of July in the

woods of New Hampshire. He is an enthusiast with the

rod and line, as well as a beginner with the camera. He
will hunt and fish when there is weather. But the most
of his shooting will be ^dth the camera.
Mr. E. B. Fessenden, of Providence, R. I., is reported

to have recently taken a trout from Eangeley Lake
weighing G+lbs. W. H. McDonald, the celebrated bari-

tone of the Boston Ideals, and W. J. Fegan have been to

Kennebago, with good luck on trout. They also tried for

landlocked salmon on Rangeley Lake. Mr. McDonald
had a strike which he at first considered was a small fish.

He drew it in easily till Martin L. Fuller, the guide, was
about to net it, when it suddenly objected. It was a

salmon that Mr. Fuller estimated to have weighed 'Jibs,

at least. It came out of the water several times, salmon
like, and finally escaped from the hook after the most
magnificent fighting the gentlemen ever witnessed. They
are loud in their praises of the gamy qualities of Range-
ley salmon, though they did not secure this one. Mr.

Fuller is sure that the fish actually stood on his tail out

of the water for as much as one second. Report has Mr,

Edwards, of Lowell, Mass., take a trout at Middle Dam,
Richardson Lake, weighing Olbs. 5oz. If this account is

true, Mr. Edwards has the honor of the biggest trout of

the season thus far at the Rangeleys.
The reports of deer are numerous in Maine. They are

frequently seen by the fishermen who go into the woods.
Already some illegal shooting has begun. I have now
one authentic report of a deer killed by a well known
guide and camp keeper, and another by his guest, a Bos-

ton poacher. This dastardly work has begun early, but

the ending may not be as easy for the law breakers as a

year ago, when illegal shooting was by far too common,
as already explained in the Forest aj^d Stream. But
this year the case is liable to be different. The Commis-
sioners are neither dead- nor asleep, and a warden is

likely to drop in when least exj^ected. The able and con-

scientious Commission has some means to work with this

year, and I am sure it will be used in just such a way as

the Commissioners themselves believe to be for the best.

Neither the opinion nor the consent of certain individ-

uals, themselves poachers, will be asked. These individ-

uals will be allowed tofaisify and malign the Commission
in such of the public prints as will grant them the space,

and no notice of their defense of murderers and outlaws
will be taken, except possibly they may be invited to an-

swer to libel suits later on. Special.

Rev, Dr. Munger writes in Siminier Best of the name
of Sunapee: "In default of legend or incident we can
fall back upon the name itself as furnishing material
for poetic associations. It is soft, multifluous and full

of suggestion—Soonipi--wild goose water. Scarcely any-
thing in the habits of animals is move beautiful than the
migration of wildfowl, a habit which Bryant has made
the theme of what the English critics regard as the finest

American poem. The southward journey of wild geeee
from their summer home in the north, flying higli above
'the fowler's aim' in a wedge-like procession, led by the
strongest of the flock, settlmg at night upon the bosom
of some lake like this and lingering for days with the
lingering summer for the young to rest, seeking at night

a sheltered nook, like 'Job's Creek,' until at last, warned
by some colder wind, rising on their wings with screams
that grow soft and almost musical in the distance, point-

ing their way unerringly to the south—this is itself a
poem wrought into the name of the lovely lake, where
we, too, are resting for a while."

HOW TO PRESERVE FISHES.
WHENEVER it is possible fishes should be put into

the preserving fluid as soon as they are taken.
After remaining in it a few hours it is necessary to take
them out, rub off the mucus and make incisions in the
belly, and if the fish is large, on the sides, to allow the
fluid to penetrate thoroughly. For the first bath a mix-
ture of equal parts of alcohol and water is suitable. The
second bath, however, must contain a larger jjer cent, of
alcohol—not less than 70. In order to insure perfect
preservation the specimens must be examined every few
days until the fluid has completely saturated them. For
final preservation the writer prefers equal parts of alcohol,

glycerine and water. In this mixture the fishes remain
flexible for study and retain their colors longer than in

any other fluid known to him. Whenever the preserva-
tive becomes discolored and organic matter collects in

the bottom of the jar or tank, fresh liquid must be sub-
stituted for it. Eternal vigilance is the price of a collec-

tion of fishes.

The Connecticut Trout Season.— Connecticut ang-
lers are greatly dissatisfied with the present short open
season for brook trout, and a bill to extend the fisbmg
period w^as introduced in the last Legislature by Rexjre-

sentative Mower, of Roxbury. No other New England
State has so brief a season 'for trout, and this fact, to-

gether with the unsatisfactory catch up to July 1, natm-
ally excites discontent among the lovers of fishing. The
proposed change of law embodies provisions for prevent-
ing the taking of trout under 6in. in length and regulat-
ing the capture of fish for artificial pi'opagation.

Salmon in the Penobscot.—More salmon have been
taken in the Penobscot this season than during any other
season for the past ten years, and the proportion of large
fisTi weighing SOIbs. to SOlbs. has beeni unusually large.

Wood's Holl, Mass., July le.—Blueflsh have made
then- appearance and a few have been caught in the
"hole" on trolling lines with live eels for bait. The hook
generally used is Harrison's largest size sea bass hook,
which has an eye in the shank, Two hooks are fastened
a few inches apart on a copper wire one foot or more in
length. The wdre is attached to a swivel and this to the
ordinary heavy cotton or linen line. One hook is passed
through the mouth and the other through the tail of the
eel. The line is then trolled behind a sailboat in the
usual manner, or operated by heaving and hauling into
an eddy close to the edge of the tidal currents, in which
the fish may be seen feeding on young herring and occa-
sionally breaking water. For still-fishing (or heaving and
hauling) menhaden is more killing here than eel", and
chumming is resorted to. The fish are uncertain in their
movements and in their readiness to take the bait.

"Here to-day and gone to-morrow" expresses the bluefish

situation in this locality. It is evident that most of the
schools are merely passing through from Buzzard's Bay
to Vineyard Sound. We cannot learn that any have
been seen much to the eastward along this cape. They
always appear to follow along the north shore of Buz-
zard's Bay and are caught earlier at New Bedford than
here. The same is true of tautog and other fishes.—T. H. B.

Ouananiche and Landlocked Salmon.—Frycburg,
Me., July 10.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Will you
kindly inform me through your paper what difference
there is between the landlocked salmon of Sebago Lake
and other Maine waters and the ouananiche of Canada?
I notice that Hallock in his "Fishing Tourist" notes a
difl'erence, while some of your coi'respondents speak of it

as identical.—EdWjVRD E. Hastings, [The ouananiche,
or winninish, of the Saguenay region is believed to be
identical wich the Schoodic salmon of Maine. We have
compared Canadian landlocked salmon with the Maine
fish and can find no distinguishing marks by means of
which to separate them. Singularly enough, this little

salmon is known in some Nova Scotia streams as the
grayling, to wliich it is not closely related. Landlocking
of the sea salmon is observed in Europe as well as in
America; indeed, more than one member of the salmon
family has both marine and fresh-water representatives.
The winninish has been prettv fully discussed in Forest
AND Stream of May 39, Aug. 21, Sept, 11, 18 and 35, 1890,
and to these issues we refer you for detailed descriptions
and accounts of fislung for this superb game fish.]

The Adirondack League a-nd State Lands.—North-
wood, N. Y,, July 20.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

desire to call your attention to the fact that the Adiron-
dack League lands cut off a large tract of State lands
from those w^ho do not belong to the league. Practically
the State lands become a part of the league preserve.
What ought we do about itV—Ray Spears.

The Jointed Sinkers described in our advertising
columns are a great convenience at times when, as often
happens, it is desired to make a change quickly witljout
actus lly undoing one sinker and putting on" another.
They are well worth a trial.

WISCONSIN FISHCULTURE.

WE have received the report of the Commissioners of
Fisheries of the State of Wisconsin for the years 18S9

and 1890. The Commission had an appropriation of S12,000
for their work during each of these years, and the results
obtained appeared fully to satisfy tlie people of the State.
The distribution of eggs and flsh was as follows:

1889. 1890.

Brook trout 3,190,000 :j,320 000
Rainbow troitt 3,fil5,000 3,400 000
Whitefish 30.000.000 3T,600.0(X)

I^ake trout (impregnated eggs) 2r,3a2..500 30,96.3,800

Carp 5,230 37,541

Pike (wall-eyed) 14,0.50,000 14,680,000

The demand for brook trout was so great that only about
50 per cent, of the desir-ed number could be furnished, and
less than 30 per cent, of the wall-eyed pike asked for could
be supplied.
A special appropriation of SIO.OOO in addition to the regu-

lar annual grant is urged by the Commissioners for the pur-
pose of increasing the hatching facilities. The value of
intelligent fishculttrre in attracting vi.sitors to the State is

thus recognized by the Commissioners: "In oirr report two
years ago, we called attention to the large sum of money
being brought into Wisconsin each year by the tourists who
flock to our summer resorts. The testimony which we then
publi.shed, from prominent railroad officials, was to the
efEect that hundreds of thousands of dollars are annually
received by Wisconsin people from this source, exclusive of
railway earnings, which are in turn taxed to meet the ex-
penses of the State government.
"One of the features of this r,ipidly-growiug tourist in-

vasion has been the erection of attractive summer homes
upon the banks of some of our beautiful inland lakes,
chiefly in Waukesha, Walworth, Racine, Kenosha and
Green Lake counties. Herein dwell thousands of people
from Chicago, St. Louis and other cities beyond the borders
of the State. They have made valuable as building lots the
farm lands bordering upon these lakes, and are customers
for much farm produce. These summer dwellers and tran-
sient sporting tourists, who bring so large a revenue to our
State, seek not only fine scenery, boating and fresh air. Our
lakes and rivers are also attractive to them because of their

flsh supply. This supply needs continual protection as
well as reinforcement. The business of hatching and pro-
tecting should, in all our waters, go hand in hand. That
the institution of the present system cf fish and game war-
dens has wrotrpht some improvement there is no 6doul)t.

This is more plainly to be seen with regard to the Great
Lakes, from which source alone statistics are obtainable. A
steady increase in fishing industry there is apparent from
an examination of the comparative table which we publish
in the appendix. Nevertheless it is painiully apparent to
any one who has had occasion to examine the practical
workings of the existing warden system, both inland and
on the Great Lakes, that the results are quite unsatisfactorj'

as compared with what is desirable and possible. The laws
relative to fish and game wardens need the prompt and
serious attention of the Legislature. A complete revision
will alone meet the difticulty.

"While upon this matter of fish protection, we desire
again heartily to recommend the formation of local flsh and
game clubs. Those already organized are doing good work
in fosteilng a healthy, p&puiar sentiment in favor of protect-
ing flsh in the spawning season, and have oftem rendereid

efficient aid in prosecutions for the violation of law. These
clubs deserve all possible encouraeemeut

"

Attention is called to the custom among land owners in
some parts of the State of renting portions of creeks flowing
through their premises to individuals and sportine clubs.
There is some doubt whether or not this can be prevented
by law, but the Commissioners have for the past two years
refused to furnish fry for stocking such rented streams.
The Legislature is asked to appropriate money for a suit-

able display by the Wisconsin Fish Commission' of the flsh-
erv interests of the State at the Columbian Exposition in
1893.

The rainbow trout which was iutroduced into Wisconsin
streams a few seasons ago has succeeded so well that there
is no longer any doubt of its valn^ for permanent residence.
Individuals weighing upward of lOlbs. have been taken near
Antigo, and the .'5p^cies has become thoroughly acclimated
in many portions of the State. By some anglers the rainbow
is not considered equal to the brook trout as a game fish,
but it is adapted to warmer waters and has some advantage
over the brook trout because the fry are deposited later in
the .spring, when there is less danger from freshets. The
eye disease, which attacked some of the trout two years ago
at the Madi.son hatchery, has not recurred. The' claim is
made by the Wisconsin Commission that the cost of fry is
only 24 cents per 1000, the same as in Michigan, while in
Minnesota the cost is 30 cents, in the Dominion of Canada 39
cents, in Pennsylvania 44 cents, in Nebraska 48 cents, and in
New York 86 cents per 1000.
The list of the Commissioners of Fisbories of the United

States is stated to have been compiled from infomtation re-
"

cently obtained, but in many respects we find it at least sev-
eral years behind the times.
From the report of the superintendent, James Nevin, we

learn that the experiment of impregnating whiteflsh eegs
and immediately depositing them on the natural spawning
beds was made in 1889 and repeated in 1890. More than
.58,000,000 of eggs were so treated. Mr. Nevin states the
belief that not one egg in 100,000 naturally deposited by the
parent fish in the Great Lakes is impregnated. This is ac-
counted for by the lack of coincidence in the time of arrival
of the two sexes on the spawnine ground.s. Of the first run
80 per cent, are males, and in the later run of spawners 70
per cent, are females, so that when the eges are about to be
deposited there is a lack of males to fertilize them. Ibis
suppo.5ed in some parts of Wigcon.sin that brook trout arti-
ficially planted do not reproduce in the streams, but as bho
natural increase is only about one per cent, annually the re-
sults are so slow as to mislead casual observers. The streams
would soon be self-sustaining if the ruthless slaushter in
some localities during the spawning season .should give place
to rational fishing.
The increase of whitefish in Lake Erie, as a result of arti-

ficial culture, was so marked in 1890 as to attract the atten-
tion of every one interested in the subject.
Some Wisconsin people have been successful in carp cul-

ture. Mr, Gurkee, of Fillmore, fed about SOO bushels of
corn to bis carp in one year. A carp weighing 121hs. is
among the large ones reported.
Mr.'Nevin thus er<pres.ses his views about the proper age

at which to de))osit n.'ih; "It is my belief that the fry .should
be planted as soon as the food-sac is absorbed, and while
they inherit the natural instinct to hunt for their natural
food in the streams and lakes. About four years ago we
planted too lake trout in Lake Mendota, which were two
years old and would weigh about a jiound eacb, and the
result v,-as that within forty-eight hour.« four of these same
trout were taken to Mr. Dunning'.s store that had been
talten from the mouths of pickerel, which liad been speared.
These trout had been reared in ponds vv'hcre there were no
other fish except of their own size, they did not know what
it was to have an enemy and had lost all the natural in-
stinct to look out for themselves. It was like placing a lot
of lambs in a den of lions. Mr. Watkius, of the Minne.sota
Commi.esion, tells me of a similar experience. If the appli-
cants will follow our printed instructions for planting, and
the water is suitable, with an abundance of food for the
kind of fish planted therein, there can be no failure in plant-
ing fry."

RAINBOW TROUT IN COLORADO.— U. S. Pish Com-
missioner McDonald has received from Mr. William R.
Scott, of Denver, a very interesting statement of the result
of planting the California rainbow trortt at an unusual
elevation in Colorado. We believe this is the greatest height
at which any member of the salmon family is known to
exist in America. A variety of the red throat (Salmo m?/Mss
or purpLircttii^') is recorded by Cope from the Sierra Madre,
in Mexico, at an elevation between 8,000 and 9,000ft., but in
the case here mentioned the rainbow is not only existing
but flourishing, at a greater height than its kindred in any
other part of the world. Mr Scott has recently visited Nay-
lor Lake, in Cle.ir Creek countv, a body of water with no
visible outlet, covering about 50 acres and lying about 300ft.

below the limit of trees, or nearly ll,600ft. above the
level of the sea. Here the rainbow breeds at the inlet and
thrives wonderfully; its fiesh is beautifully colored, and Mr.
Scott saw individuals weisihing 4lbs. " The trout were
planted about 9 years ago by the Colorado Fish Commission..

LARGE MAINE SHAD.—We are indebted to Commis-
sioner McDonald for permission to publish the following
interesting letter relative to a shad of unusually large size:

"Bato, Me., Juiy 3, 1891.—U. S. Fish Commissioner. Sir—
The annexed record of a large shad is thought worthy of
notice and is vouched for by a reliable person, John W. Cur-
tis, of Topsham, Me., who now has the fish, but with head
crtt off, dressed and salted. Caught June 25 in the Andros-
coggin River at Topsham. Extreme length, 27in.; extreme
girth, 17in.; vreight, 8lbs. Respectfully, Li. W. SWANTON."
This is the maximum weight of the shad in Eastern waters
according to the most reliable r ecords of the present period.
It is clatraed that shad weighing 141 bs were taken in the
early days of our history, but such examples probably are
not "to be found now except in the waters of Califo'mia,
where the flsh has thrived beyond all expectation.

HATCHING W^HITE BASS.—Walter Marks, superinten-
dent of Michigan hatcheries, and Janies NtTin, of Wiscon-
sin, early in .Iiine collected eggs of the white fxass (Eoceun
cJiryt<op.s) at the outlet of Lake Mendota, Wis. Tbey re-

ported a total of 16,000.000 eggs, each female yieldinK about
50,000. The flsh were not hurt by handling and were liberated
alive. In water at 60 degrees the eggs hatched in ninety
hours.

THROUfm VeSTIBULED and TOUBIST SnEErKHS BETWBES
0HiCi\GO AND lACO-M.4. WASH., AND PORXLAND, OpE.—The Wis-
consin L.'euiral aim i\ortheTn Pacific Lints run through Pullman
Vfcstiliukd and T' uri't Sleeper.^ between Cliicagci aod Tacoma,
Wash., and Portland. Oreson. TliP'rain known .j,s the"Pac)flc
ExpreRf-'" leovrs The Grand Central l-assfn.K'er s' fi'i'm, at the cor-
nel' of Pifth avenue and Harrison street, at 10:45 P.M. daily. For
tickets, berths in Pullman or Colonist Sleepers, etc., apply to Geo,
K. Thompson, Ciiy Pas-enger and Ticlse.t Agent, 20-5 Clark street,

or to F. J. Eddy, Depot Ticket Agent, Granti Central PaBsenger
Station, corner Fifth ave. and Harrison st., Chicago, III.—Aciu.

Forest anu Sxheam. Box 2,B32. N, Y, city, has descriptive lUns-
trated drrulars of W, B. Lf ftmgwell'.s book, 'Wld Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed irwe an rogiieat. The hools: is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan" ''JJlck Swiveller," "Sybiliene" a,iid

other competent authorities to be the best trea,tiBe on the BUDject
extant.
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All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

F 1 XTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept;, 1 to 4—Second Amnial Dos SIjow of tke Kingston Kennel
Club, at Kingston, Ont. H. C. riorbett. Secretary.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the YoungstowJi Kennel Club, at

Youu^stnwn. O.
Sept, 8 to 11.— Fii-ist Anmial Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel

duh, at HarniU-on, Ont,
Sept. 14 to IH.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association Third

Inter^iatiriDy.l Doe Show, at Toronto. 0. A, St^ne, Sec'y anrl Supt.
Sept. 23 to 2!>.—Inaugnral Doc; Show of the Montreal Exposition

Oompanv. at Montreal, Canada. Entrie.'* close Sept. S. .1. S. Rob-
er' sou, SFcrei ary.

, .

Sept. ;!9 to Oct. 1.—Third Annual Dos; Show, in connection with
the Central Canada Fair, at Ottawa, Ont. Alfred Geddes, Supt,

189a,

,Ian. 18 to 14,—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina
Kennel Association, at Columbia, S, C . F. F. Capers, Secretary,
Greenville, S. C.

FIELD TEMLS.
;fjov, a.—tnaugnral Trials of the United States Field Trial Club,

at Bicknell, Ind, P. T. Madison. Secretary.
Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 12. W, A, Coster,

Se' retaTy.
Nov. 23.-Irish Setter Club's Fi^-ld Trials, at High Point, N. C.

G, G, Davis, Secretary, Philadelphia, Pn,
Nov, ;J^.—Gordon Setter Club's Field Trials, at H'gii Point. N.

C. L. A V-m Z mdt, Secre arv, Ynnkers, N. Y,
N"V, 30.—Central Field Trial Olab's Third Annual Trials, at

Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, M and 46 Wall street, New
York city,

Dec, U!—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E,
Connell, Secretary.

DEATH OF CHAMPION DOC.

IT is with regret that we must chronicle the death of one
of the most noted cocker spaniels in America, champion

Doc (A.K.C.S.B. 8511). Tbis handsome little fellow died last

Sunday morning of congestion of the hings affcsr one day's

illness. At the time of his death and for a couple of years

or so be bad been owned by Mr A. niintou Wilmerding, of

Bergen I'oint, N. J., who purchasfd bim
from Mr. William West, of Philadelphia,

Pa.
Doc was bred by Mr, .J, B. Robertson, of

New Haven, Conn., and was by Yourg Obo
oat of Rose Obo. therefore particularly

strong in the celebrated Obo blood, Mr.
James Watson having a commi.ssion to pick

up a good cocker pup for Mr. West, saw
whfct be thought a good one in thi-s pup at

the New Haven show in 1S86, and wired Mr.
West, wlio -At once gave $100 for him on Mr.
Watson's judgment. That tbis judgment
proved c->rrect is shown by Doc's subsequent
•career, when, though not always shown to

the best advantage in coat, he won tbirty-six

prizes, most of which were firsts and chal-

lenge prizes, and the last time he w»s shown
in the States was at Boston in 1890, vrhere

lie won ovtr the celebrated Jersey and ot e- s,

takiug the challenge prize and the stud dog
cup; ciis last appearance in the ring being

at Ottawa, 1890, where he captured th'e chal-

lenge prize and two specials.

As a sire tbis cobby and active little dog -

proved himself unusually vigorous, getting,

as a rule, large litters, averaging about T and
8 puiis in number, and last summer in four
consecutive litters that he sired the numbers
respectively were 8, 8, 8 and 1.5 pups, and
afterward another litter of 13 was put to his

credit; thus he proved himself, as a rule, a
very sure stock getter, Several of his get
have proved prize winners on the bench,
among them being La Tosca, Red Doc, Young
Doc, etc. There was always a good demand
for his services, and aside from his loss as a
companion Mr.Wilmerding valued him highly from a finan-

cial i)oint, several times refusing very liberaroffers for him.
Everything was done for him that was possible. Dr. Ariow-
smith being telegraphed for at once when it was found he
was seriously ill. Mr. Wilmerding tells us he has some-
thing to replace him in two good litters to pick from, by
Doc, which are now out at walk. These be will k:eep until
sufficiently old to decide on their merits. Spaniel men all

knew Doc and his owner and will heartily sympathize with
the president of the Spaniel Club in his loss.

offei'ed to hold dogs in the same way for our sbow after
theirs closes. For premium lists apply shortly to the secre-

tary, J. S. Robertson, 56 St. Peter street, Montreal.
Wesley Mills, M.D., Superintendent.

MASTIFFS AT NEW YORK.
Editor Forefit and Stream:
Mr. Marshall's report on his judging of ma.stifls at the

late New York show was very unfortunate. The idea of
such reports must be that they are educational, surely it is

not that they afford the judges opportunities to defend their
awards? The regular keunel press should give ample op-
gortunities for .such an object, Mr. Marshall's ideas as to
eaufort are most disastrous. I did not see the dog wben

judged, but constantly saw him both before and after the
judging, and at no time did he show the least feebleness or
even lassitude, he was as active as ever I saw him at any
time. Nor should the least attempt be made to blame his
owners for trying to earn large stud fees and win prizes
all at once. Why should they not? Is not the dog kept for
both purposes? Perhaps I am revealing a secret (that was a
bit of an open one), but I cannot resist saying that the rea-
soti Beaufort was in stud service when Mr. Marshall wanted
him in the ring a second time was that his owner did not
wish to nm .i,ny more risks as to the dog's being misplaced
in the specials, "and to avoid any confiicfc with any rules, in-

sisted that I should mate my bitch Emma with Beaufox't
again. 1 could oot see through the good of this, as a .ser-

vice a few days before was said to be a satisfactory one, but
consented to Mr. Winchell'a wish, and afterward I found
that his idea was to make it impossible for the dog to com-
pete at the timel This is not meant to reflect in any way on
the judge, but the Y'aukee cuteness of the idea, and the im-
meriseness of the joke, are too great to justify keeping the
secret.
As to the correctness of the judging, I must say that I

have had letters from the foremost English judges, some of

whom should have beeu prejudiced in favor of llford Chan-
cellor as against Beaufort, and all agreed in the most
sweeping condemnation of the awards. I dislike saying
anything that may appear to be keeping up the condemna-
tion of this unfortunate judging, but the embalming a
defense in the sacred pages of the official exponent of doggy
wisdom leaves notbiug else open. Mr. Marshall is utterly
wrong as to Caution's O^vn Daughter, wrong in e\'ery point;
she is not light colored in mask aud ears; 1 cannot remem-
ber a giagei f:n:cd one as dark a red. Calling her "white or
pink-faced'' is utterly misleading, aud it is Simon-pure uon-

THE MONTREAL DOG SHOW.
THE Montreal Exposition Company's first International

Dog Show will be held on their exhibition grounds,
Sept, 22, 23, 24 and 25. Over 81,600 is offered in cash prizes,

and in addition diplomas and specials in the form of silver

plate. One of the buildings on the grounds is being enlarged
and specially fitted up for the occasion. The committee of

management is madeup of a largenumber of public-spirited,
representativecitizensjinterestedinthe welfare of this branch
of the exhibition. Our object has been to make the show
worth visiting by breeders of every class, and to insure such
management as will cause all who may patronize us to leave
Montreal satisfied. Accordingly we have arranged that the
carriage of dogs both by express companies aud railroad
companies will be at greatly j-educed rates. To insure a
Wealthy show we shall take special pains, such as extreme
cleanliness, good disinfection and ventilation; as well as
suitable feeding, and exercise of the dogs. Dogs sent by ex-
press unaccompanied will be duly cared for and returned
after the show.
Believing that puppies in shows serve no useful purpose

worthy of consideration, and are a source of much disease,

"puppy classes" have not been provided. This step has been
t.aken, not in imitation of any other show, but on the advice
of the superintendent, who has advocated the abolition of

puppy classes persistently through the Canadian press. We
can promise exhibitors that all dogs will be sub.iected to a
careful medical inspection, so that animals that are dan-
gerous to others or unfit from disease for the public eye will

not admitted. No distinction will be made between
exhibitors, aud we cannot promise to large exhibitors
that tlieir dogs will be benched together, etc. Believing
that ornamental draperies tend to carry disease from sbow
to show, they will not be permitted. At the same time,
when possible, dogs of the same breed in charge of one
handler, will be benched to suit bis convenience, provided
no one else suffers thereby. Prize money will be promptly
paid before the close of the show. The mdges are, tor Clum-
hi-r, held and cocker spaniels, Mr. P, G. Keyes, of Ottawa,
0_it.. aud for all other classes, Mr. John Davidson, of Mou-
i'o°, Mich. The judges will be instructed to withhold prizes
wli u not merited, so that the awards will have lujl value.
Dogs and bitebes will in all oascti eomxjetu separately. All
non-resident exhibitors desiring to show at Ottawa may leave
their dogs iu our charge till ready to start for that show,
without expense. The Toronto management has kludly

CocKEB SPAifiEL Champion Doc.

sense to say that such markings suggest freaks, albinoism,
mongrelism or anything of the sort. Mastiffs have been
of nearly all colors—blacks, pies, briudles, reds, and there
have been instances of whites. Certain colors are preferable,

but indicate nothing whatever as to the purity of the blood,
and but the merest trifle as to the likelihood of perpetuation.
Crown Prince, a decided ginger-faced one, got very few of

that color, and I doubt if among the number of his progeny
a dozen of them can be found. His dark-faced sister, Dolly
Varden, threw almost nothing else, and his Ijlack-faced sons
got many. Should Crown Prince have been avoided, and
his brothers, sisters and sons bred to '?

Again, Mr. Marshall is wrong in saying that opinion
unanimously agreed to The Lady Dorothy being ahead of

C. O. D.; nine out of ten competent critics put them the
other way, and this is their established position to-day. In
conclusion, let me say that I intend no disrespect to Mr,
Marshall personally, 1 have said in print that there was not
the faintest evidence of any partiality in bis awards. I be-

lieve he is a gentleman worthy of respect in every way but
as a mastiff judge, and in that position I hold him the most
complete failure that ever appeared in an American ring.

How can one be qualified as a judge and devote no more
time to keeping up in it than going to a show once a year?
In the daj^s to come, when Mr, Marshall wiU wear judicial

ermine of a higher type than ornaments dog shows, he will

not adjudicate without; keeping himself thoroughly in
the front as to information, aud this every dog show judge
should also do. Much more blameworthy than Mr, Mar-
shall are the authorities of the New York show who selected

bim as judge. The mistake of Lady Orson's second last

year should have warned them. But it is the rule to have
mastiff judging butchered at New York. W. WADE.
HuuTOsr, Pa., July 17

.

USE VS. EANCY.—Hulton, 'Pa,.—Editor Forest and
Stream: Yours of the 16th makes me say "Take Mr.
Mason's illustration of a prick-eared spaniel, such an ani-

mal would be utterly uncharacteristic, yet should such an
one compete with one radically defective in some essential

for his use, the latter should be preferred" (the italics being
of this present writing). Who is responsible for such a

ridiculous blunder? I. or the printer? The context makes
it evident that "latter" should read "former."—W. WADE.
[It was "latter" in the copy.]

COLLIE CLUB SPECIALS.—Ottawa.—£4«or Forest
and Stream: The Collie Club of America wiU offer the
following specials at our show iu September next: Silver
club medal for best collie in open class, and a bronze club
medal for second best collie iu open class, exhibited by
members of the Collie Club.—Alfred Geddes, Supt.

Mr. W. H, Sprague, who has done so much, for the
Euglish Bulldog Club, is hors dc covibat with the influ-

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB MEETING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A meeting of the Executive Committee of the National

Beagle Club was called to order by President O. W. Brook-
ing at 266 Washington street, Boston, Mass., at 8:20 o'clock.
Roll call showed three absentees. Minutes of last meeting
were read and approved. It was then moved that entrance
fees to each class in the field trials be $5, aud that the num-
ber of entries necessary to run a class must be four or more.
This motion called forth much discussion, and being

finally put to vote resulted in Messrs. Power and Clark vot-
ing in affirmative, Messrs. Chapman and .Tamieson in nega-
tive. The president then gave the deciding vote in the
affirmative.
Moved that prizes be to first 40 per cent, of entrance fee,

to second .30 per cent,, to third 20 per cent., and the remain-
ing 10 per cent, to go towai'd defraying the expenses of the
field trials. The club also decided to add $25 in each class
which shall have ten or more entries.

It was also resolved that the entrance fee to "absolute
winner" class should be free, and that the "absolute winner"
receive a suitable medal donated b^ the club.

It was also decided that a puppy class be laiu for dogs or
bitches twelve months or under from date of clo.sing entries.
Moved to adjourn, HtfBlTE,

EXPLANATIONS FOR MR. WADE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I mtiSt confess to being a good deal surprised on reading
Mr. Wade's comments on my letter of last week. If Mr,
W^ade will refer to the Forest and StPvEAM of .June 4, he
will find in the letter in that number alone, not to mention
several others that transpired since, statements which are
false as to facts, and Mr. Wade knew that so well that he
wrote to this periodical denying some of the imputations,
so did Mr. Fellows, Mr. Lacy uttered his owii conviction
and I myself denied them. And anything more contemptu-
ous than some of the utterances of that letter referring to
the present writer I doixbt the English langtaage capable of.

Notwithstandiu,g all these corrections not a word of atone-
ment for this iusult and injustice has a.ppeared from the
original writer and author of these false and offensive state-
ments. And when Mr. Wade asks for more specific charges
on the face of all this, the situation is simply comical, as I
do not doubt iu the least his sinceiity. J^^ow," although Mr.
Wade's hero has been most ready to call for and to force
apologies from others, he has shown in this case no dispo-
sitiou to act in this respect as one gentleman is supposed to

do toward another, and how is it that Mr
Wade has not perceived this? This is a very
serious charge, and the worst of it is, it is

obviously true. I tried to avoid anything
that could be in the lea.st offensive even to
those who have shown very little of the
same sort of consideration for me, hence
kept clear of detailed or "spicy" i-eferenees.

I am inclined to think that Mr, Wade
and myself .are quite in accord as to the
functions of dog shows and what they do
and do not accomplish. I could point Mr.
Wade to what I have myself written insist-

ing on the very ground he takes, that dogs
should be judged as they are—not on their
pedigrees, reputation, etc. But in this case
thei'e have been hints as to "no pedigree,"
"mongrel," etc. So far as the greyhound
in dispute is concerned, the whole purpose of
my writing was to show that he had not been
known as he was presented in the ring, but
that the Toronto judge bad done his work so
badly that there was very much about the
dog be could not be in a position to know
at all; that in consequence bis statements
about the dog's ears were not accurate, and
that two other judges were made to lie under
an imputation of error which was based on
this misapprehension. But really I do not
think other readers of my letter have mis-
understood the case as Mr. Wade seems to
have done.

I am sorry that my critic has seen fit to
suggest a meaning to my statement of why
Eicho was withdrawn at New York whicli
is not necessarily in it. I had to mention
the New York show to complete the brief

account given of Elcho's bench career, and I should prob-
ably not have mentioned the Avithdrawal had not "Nut-
cracker," as Mr. Wade well knows, published a most in-

famous falsehood about the affair in the English Stock-
Keeper.
I only know Mr. Huntington as a very enthusiastic and

cotirteous correspondent of the Greyhound Club. Elcho
was withdrawn not because I believed the judge would in-

tentionally favor the dogs he had so long and so recently
owned but because I believed he was human and I doubted
the ability of any man to be fair under the circumstances.
I thought then that Mr. Huntington committed an error of
judgment when he accepted the position of judging under
these circumstances, and this is the whole matter. That
this opinion was correct events proved, for, while the awards
were correct on the whole, when it came to compai-ing the
judge's (till recently) old Balkis and the new-comer Gem of
the Season, he made the great blunder of putting Balkis
over a dog far superior, an error which even his best friends
have not excused.
Oh, yes; we are all human—Mr. Wade included, who has

the human imperfection of sticking to his old friends
throu.gh thick and thin—a very admirable Aveakness, hut it

seems to me there is a more excellent way.
Wesley Mills, M.D.

MONTREAii, Canada.

JUDGING AT NEW YORK.—Ed/itoc Forest a,nd Si/ream:
Being passionately fond of a good greyhound, and taking a
deep interest in all the w^ritings on this graceful breed in
your paper, I of course read the controversy over Elcho.
Can a man such as I would suppose Dr. Wesley Mills to be
think to gain glory by casting a slur at a gentleman like H,
W. Huntington ? Such remarks may be listened to by
strangers, but to those who know Mr. Huntington and his
character it raises him far above the man who would assail

his name. Mr. H. is well known, and his dogs speak for
themselves. The Doctor does not consider Elcho a first-class

dog, and yet he would crack him up and try and make him
far above what he is. Why does he not come out and say,
don't breed to Elcho if you can get a better ? As to his
breeding dogs and other animals, I have bred a. few dogs
myself (also other animaLs), and have raised some that at
coursing were hard to beat, as many of your readers can
testify. I always bred to the best I could get. I would not
have written this, but I do hate to see a man hit at one who
has done so much for the greyhound in America as H. W,
Huntington. As to his slap at Mr. Mason, 1 can say noth-
ing as 1 do not know the gentleman personally, but should
judge he was a gentleman beyond reproach. Some of your
readers in the Far West will remember me as

—

Greyhound
OSBOP.K.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I wish some of your readers would kindly give us a short
account of dogs known as the Chesapeake Bay dog, e.g.;

history, origion, genesis, average weight, colo.r, points and
general appearauce,—Dr. F, A. HODSOK.
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SOME NOTED DOGS CHANGE HANDS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have disposed of fche greater part o£ my kennel of

Irish setters to Mr. E. B. Bishop, of Cincinnati, the owner
of the Glenmore Kennels and who is well-known as the owner
of a racing stable in which are some of Kentucky's finest
mnninfi horses, and I am happy in the knowledge of the
fact that my dogs have fallen into the hands of so thorough a
sportsman and appreciative a fancier as Mr. Bishop is known
o be.
Owing to ill henlth and pressure of more important bus-

iness it was impossible for me to give my dogs proper atten-
tion, and unless one gives such matters close personal super-
vision, .as I have found it impossibleto do of lute, it is difficult
to attain satisfactory results.
In this deal Mr. Bishop has auqnii'edthe celebrated setters

champion Ruby Glenmore, champion Molly Bawu, cham-
pion Winnie II., Sarsfield, Bess P., Dan Mylrea, etc., and I

have retained only the challenge dog Kildare and North
Blyth for my own private shooHng. It will be remembered
that Mr. Bis'hop purchased from me a short time since the
well-known challenge dog Beau Brummell, a son of cham-
pion Elcbo Jr. and a litter brother to Kildare, together with
Belle Anrea, and in this connection it maybe mentioned
that Belle Auvea has just whelped fourteen beautiful pup-
pies sired by Beau Brummell. With tbi.s string of dogs Mr.
Bishop no doubt owns the grandest collection of Irish setters
that have ever been brought together in this country, and bis
claim to now owning the "Champion Irish Setter Kennel of
America" is based on fact and not on bombast, for the Kil-
dare Kennels which wefe formerly composed of these dogs
have for the past two years reigned supreme on the American
show bench, having never suffered a defeat as a kennel and
met in competition all kennels of Msh setters under any and
all judges. They have never been defeated in the challenge
bitch class, in the puppy class, or for the brace prize, and
theyhavewon overthree-fonrtha of the open class flr.st prizes
for which they have competed, they have won the challenge,
open, brace and kennel priites at JTew York 1890 and 1891, and
it may be further added that the field merit of these dogs
will compare favorably with .any Irish setters in America.
Mr. Bishop will, as soon as he has recovered from a recent

accident, remove to his farm near Los Angeles. California,
where he will locate the Glenmore Kennels, but he will send
his string through the Eastern circuit the coming .season in
charge of Joe Lewis, and I am confident that they will lose
none of their well-earned prestige.

I will also mention that I am assisting Mr. Bishop in
further strengthening his kennels, and you may look out for
a big surprise in the neai- future. The Glenmore Kennels,
as have the Kildare Kennels, stand now at the top, and they
will maintain that position at any cost. Arrangements will
be made with one of our leading field trial handlers and
kennelmen to take entire charge of the Glenmore Kennels'
Irish setters at I^os Angeles, which country I am informed
is full of quail, and they will be regularly represented at
the leading field trials as well as on l^he bench. It will also
be arranged for dratights of the young stock to be sent East
each season for disposal. In a word Mr. Bishop will leave
nothiug undone to further the true interests of the breed
and to maintain his position as the owner of such a good
kennel.
As for myself, I shall not lose any of the interest I have

always had in the Irish setter and shall never be without a
few good specimens, and as soon as my health and business
will permit, shall again take a prominent part inbreeding
them. W. L. Washington.
PiTTSBUROn, Pa., July 20.

ECZEMA.
ICuntinued from page ASS.]

IN some cases the disease is more or le-ss all over the body.
One part of the skin may be dry and scaly, another part

moist and discharging, due to the breaking of the vesicles or
pustules, while, perhaps, all along the back the skin is red,
inflamed and covered with pimples.
In such cases a d og would have to be kept in a bath of lotion

for it to be of much service, for lotions are not of much use
without th ey are frequently applied and the skin kept damped
with it. Therefore, it is my practice, when the disorder is

spread over a large surface to dress the patient all over every
other nay during the first week, and then twice during the
following week witli some such mixture as the following:

1. Ca.stor oil. 1

I STOWhelVpaVsiffin)::;: f^"
equal proportions.

4. (Jocoanut oil J

This dressing should be mixed as foUosv;-!' One, two, and
three should be well mixed together; No. 4 should be melted,
and then added and well shaken up with the others. If there
is a difficulty ill getting the vegetable oil, olive oil maybe
substituted, but the former oil is much cheaper. W'hen
applying this dressing it is not necessary to rub it hard into
the skin, for by so doing the irritation is often increased,
but it should be gently smeared over the pai-ts. At the end
of the second week the dressing maybe removed by washing,
using a plain non-irritating soap, as curd soap, and plenty of
warm water. It is not often necessary to repeat this dressing
after a fortnight, but, in cases where there is much loss of
hair, it is a good plan to apply it all over the dog once or
twice a week for another fortnight or so, as it is a capital
preparation for stimulating the growth of coat. The above
mixture is also a very good and clean remedy for mange;
therefore, for amateurs, who are unable to decide between a
case of the latter disease and eczema, it is very useful.
It is not necessary to give aperient medicines while these

oils are being used, as the dog is sure to lick himself, and
therefore will be sufficiently purged, but the arsenic, as re-
commended in my previous article, may be given, and if the
dog seems weakly from, three to ten drops of dialyzed iron
may be added to each dose.
Chronic eczema generally assumes the dry or squamous

form of the disease, and the parts most frequently afl'eeted
in these cases is the skin around the eyes, the outside of the
flaps of the ears, the elbows, outside of the hock joints, and
the lower jjart of the back. The skin is very irritable and
the scratching pretty constant.
Treatment: The four oils in most instances is a specific in

these cases, and it should be applied as previously recom-
mended for general eczema, but it is not always necessary to
use it all over the body, though when this form of the dis-
ease extends over a large surface it is a good plan to do so.

Sometimes, especially for house dogs, this dressing is ob-
jected to. In such cases the fixed oi 1 of petroleum maybe
used. This preparation has not quite .such an unpleasant
.smell as the four oils; at the same time, it is not so effectual
in its action.
Another useful remedy in chronic dry eczema is the balsam

of Peru. It should be applied once a day to all the afl'ected
parts. This is a mce, clean, pleasant-smelling dressing, and
is particularly suitable for toy dogs, but the principal obstacle
to its general use is its cost. Chemhsts generally charge one
shilling an ounce for it.

In some cases of a very chronic nature a mercurial dressing
is absolutely necessaty. 1 n such I have found the following
ointment useful:

Red oxide of mercury ointment .,.ldr.
Oil of tar '

. ....lOmns.
Vaseline 6drs.

"Well mixed. To be applieil twice a day. In all cases of
chronic eczema J

arsenic .should be given for a lengthened

period, but if in the course of a month or so the patient does
not make good progress under this treatment, phosphorus
should be tried. I have found the following prescription
for pills answer well:

Phosphorated suet Sgrs.
Reduced iron Idr.
Compound tragacanth powder figrs.

Powdered nux vomica lOgr-s^.

Chloroform 8mns.
Well mix, and add sufficient mucilage of gum acacia, and

divide into thirty pills. Cover with sandarach solution.
Doses: Fox-terriers, etc., one x)ill twice a day: collies, etc.,

one pill in the morning, two at niglrt; St. Bernards, etc., two
pills twice a day. Always given after feeding.
The pills are also very "useful for simple irritation of the

skin when a dog keeps constantly scratching and where there
is pothing to be found on the skin to account for the irrit-
ation—a common complaint among dogs.

A. J. Sewrll, M.R.C.V.S.

DOG CHAT,
'I^HE following is a copy of the "Conclusions of l^aw" in
J_ the Gallup vs. Belmont et al. Demurrer case: "New
York Supreme Court, Albany County.—George D. Gallup,
plaintiff, against August Belmont, Oliver H. P. Belmont,
Afred P, Vredenburgh, Thomas H. Terry, W. Stewart Dif-
fenderffer, Samuel B. Duryea, H. B. Dnryea, Mitchell Harri-
son, J. Otto Bonner, Erederiek E. Lewis, Frederick R Hal-
sey, John S. Hoey, Pierre Ivorillard, Jr.. Winthrop Ruther-
furd, Frank R. Hitchcock, Joseph D. Shotwell, A. Clinton
Wilmerding, James L. Anthony and William C. Rogers,
defendants. The issues of law raised by the demurrer of the
defendants herein, coming on to be heard by the Court at

defendants, in support of said demurrer, and J. Newton
Fiero, of counsel for the plaintiff', in opposition thereto, and
due deliberation being had thereon, I decide and find as
follows; 1. That the said complaint states facts suflPicient
to constitute a cause of action. 2. That the plaintiff is en-
titled to an interlocutory judgment which .shall adjudge
that the demurrer is overruled, with costs to be adjust:ed hj
the clerk of the county of Albany, and included in the said
interlocutory judgment, and shall direct that in case the
said defendants do not within twenty days after the service
of a copy of such interlocutory judgment on their attorneys,
with notice of the entry thereof, answer the complaint and
pay said costs to the plaintiff or his attorneys, then the said
plaintiff may enter final judgment against 'the said defend-
ants for the relief demanded in the complaint, and for that
purpose that the plaintiff's damages be assessed by a jtxry and
that a writ of inquiry issue to the Sheriff' of the county of
Albany. 3. And I hereby direct judgment to be entered as
aforesaid. Dated Albany. N. Y.', Jtily 6, 1891.—S. L, May-
HAM, Justice Supreme Court, State of "New York."

The premium lists of the Industrial Exhibition Associa-
tion's third annual international bench show of (logs, to be
held in the city of Toronto, Canada, Sept. 14 to 18, are now
ready and can be procured by writing the secretary, Mr. (J.

A. Stone, who will be plea.scd to send a copy to any address.-
Miss A. H. Whitney, of Lancaster, Mass., will judge St.
Bernards, great Danes and pugs; Mr. A. Clinton Wilmer-
ding, of New York city, will have charge of all thf' spaniel
classes; Mr. C. H. M.ason, of New York, inastiffs, blood-
hounds, Newfoundlands, Bussian wolfhounds or Barzoi.s,
greyhounds, deerhound.s, bnlUlogs, bull-terriers, poodles,
whippets, terriers and the luiscellaneous classes; while Mr.
John Davidson, of Monroe, Micli., will have the foxhounds,
pointers, setters, collies, h.'UTiers, dachshunde and beagles.
The list is a very liberal one ;^,iu) should draw a large eutry,
especially as there is a good circuit of Canadian shows fol-
lowing each other, coDipri.sing Kingston, Hamilton, Toronto,
Montreal and Ottawa. Exhibitors from the United States
will have no trouble at the lines, as satisfactorv arrange-
ments have been nnade with the customs authorities. The
premium list coBtiiins 175 regular classes and 59 special
classes, the first being the industrial exhibition sweepstakes
for greyhounds for a silver medal, value 820, the winner to
be known as the "Champion Runner;" .15 entrance, to be
divided as follows, Of) per cent, to first and 40 per ceut. to
second. Greyhound race (open), S1.5 to first. ST to seccnd
and S3 to third. Whippet race (open), (o first, ST
to second and to third. A purse <tf is also otfered
to the person making the largest number of entries at
the show and 815 to second largest. There arr kennel prizes
for raastifl's, rough-coated .St.'Bernar-ds, wmooth-coated St.
Bernards, great Danes, deerhounds, grey liormd.s, English
and American foxhounds, jioinlers. English, Irish and Gor-
don setters, collies, bulldogs, bull-terriers, poodles, spaniels
(other than cocker and field), fleldspaniels, cockers, beagles,
fox terriers, Skye terriers, black and tan terriers, Yorkshire
terriers and pugs. Also extra kennel prizes for the follow-
ing Canadian kennels; St. Bernards, mastiffs, great Danes,
greyhounds, pointers, English, Irish and Gordon setters,
collies and fox-terriers. Bronze medals are oft'ered for the
mastiffs, rough-coated St. Bernards, great Danes and fox-
terriers. In addition to the above specials the American
Spaniel Club offers a .silver cud, value ?100, for the best
cocker in the show. The American Collie Club offers a
silver medal for the best collie dog and a bronze medal for
the best collie bitch. The National Beagle Club offers »o in
cash for the best beagle, and the National Greyhound Club
offers bronze medals for the best greyhound, deerhound and
Barzoi. There are forty-seven challenge classes besides a
large number of novice classes. Four cash prizes are off'ered

in most of the more important breeds in the open classes,

S30, 110, $5 and $3. while three are offered in the sporting
classes, S15, §7, and diploma; in the other breeds SIO, -So

and diploma are offered iu the majority of classes, and in a
few of the small breeds $7, .$.3 and diploma are offered.

Lady—"I wi.sh to buy a pet dog." Dealer—"Live in the
city, mum?" Lady—"Yes; I live in a flat." Dealer—"Then
I should advise an Italian greyhound, for no matter what
you feeds a greyhound he allers stays narrer."-iSrp.

A lady writes us fromBrooklyn, N.Y.: "When our FOEEST
AND Stream comes, I always turn to 'The Kennel' fli-st and
always find instruction and amusement."

A Means to ak End.—"What do you .suppose Thouii)-
son did when the flat he livesiu caught afire the other day

:

"Sent in an alarm?" "No; he became wildly excited, appa-
rently, .and threw his wife's pug out of the third story win-
dow. Killed the brute, of course; and now she is wondering
if Thompson didn't know just what he was doing all the
time."

—

Indianapolls Journal.

Mr. A. P. Vredenburgh we hear took a jaunt to Chicago
in the interests of the club in regard to its action toward
the World's Fair dog show. At the same time, to kill two
birds with one stone, he is doing detective work in Little
Rock. Ark., where the A.K.C. liete noir, Mr. Peshall, lived
along in the sixties. Such means to au end are, however,
hardly calculated to inspire one with au exalted idea of the
way in which the present campaign is being conducted.

Mr. John A. Logan, Jr., sailed on the l§th for New York
from Liverpool, bringing one fox-terrier with him.

The field trials of the Manitoba Field Trials Glnb will be

held at Morris, Sept. ^3 and following days. Mr. J. M.
Avent, of Hickory Valley, Tenn., has been chosen as judge.
The entries for the Derby closed July 21, the All-Aged clos-
ing Sept. 10.

At the meeting of the National Greyhound Club held at
Mr, Page's office, July 15, it was decided, after much dis-
citssion, to abolish the list of judges and work for the good
of the greyhound in general at shows, irrespective of who is
down to judge. It is, we hear, about decided that the A.
K. C. shall publish a greyhound stitd book, which will be
issued as a supplement to the regular stud book, but in
separate form. The National Greyhound Club to have full
control of the publication in regard to verifying and admit-
ting pedigrees. The fee proposed is, or rather the N. G. C.

be, fifty cents. This ai

all ijoiuts and relieve the club of the bother and risk of pub-
lishing the book. We also hear that it is the intention of
several members of the cktb to go out to the coursing meet-
ing at Great Bend this fall, and to that end it is proposed to
charter a speciai car, for which arrangements are now being
made, so that the fares will come much cheaper than by the
ordinary way, the car being provisionad and used as a hotel
during the meeting as well. This is a good idea, and will
no doubt be well patronized by those who would like to see
some real coursing and enjoy a pleasant trip as well. Mr.
Watson has sent his Drytime on to England to be mated
with a good coursing dog. She will have to wait there some
time, as she unfortunately arrived too late, her season hav-
ing iDassed.

A movement is on foot to arrange for a substantial trophy
to be competed for at shows by American-bred St. Bernards,
The number of good dogs of this breed of both sexes now ia
the country makes such a trophy more than necessary, as it
will lead to competition that must result in improvement to
the native stock. Mr. Rieck is active in promoting it and
already has secured the promise of about $350; Col. Ruppert,
the Westminster Kennel Club and himself promising $100
each, and other lovers of the breed will no doubt soon chip in
the rest. The St. Bernard Club has already gone to consid-
eralfle expense iu the matter of medals, so this proposed
trophy will be raised by individual subscription. It is pro-
posed to have it rompeled for by St. Bernards whelped after
tlanuary, 1S9D. This will afford a good start for everybody.

To put a dog to death expeditiously, a Mr. Esquilant
advises using chloroform on a piece of cotton wool applied
to the nostrils and mouth. Let the wool remain, covering
the head over with a heavy cloth to exclude fresh air, and
the animal at once dropping insensible, does not recover.

The pack of hounds which has been used for drag hunts
at Newport, R. l,,in past seasons, has, we hear, been at-
tached for debt. There were some good hounds in this
pack, several of them having won prizes at different dog
shows, Roseville Rover, Major Warlock and Clonmel Rak-
i.sh being the best known of the pack.

Mr. Gustave G. Pabst, of the noted brewing company of
that name in Milwaukee, has, wo are told, purchased a
third interest iu the Blue Ridge Kennels, of which Gath's
Mark is the head, and Mcssr.s. Herman Hallman, Jr., and
P. T. O'Bannon are also owners.

A little I'i i-'i \vh ihfiers thatpuppy classes are bo be abolished
dt t;ho ne: i ' uster Kennel Club show, not, we believe,
from any J . :

' uusideration for the puppies, but that
their rijoijt i- Jiiore vrtluable than their company. This is a
wise move aud one that will .set a much-wished for example
to other clubs. At the same time, American kennel clubs
cannot claim the hoiioi- of abolisliing imppy cl.asses, for to
C.!anadiaus, and the Ottawa .sliovv ooinnntitoe in particular^
is the honor due. In the case of t he W. K. C. the increased
number of cutrics uud the decreased aci:ouimodation at the
Gai'den makes such an arrangement imperative in view of
the dissatisfaction expre.sseti by those uuluoky enough to be
quartered in the "cellar" last February. Whatever the
cause, true lovers of dogs will hail with delight the con-
firmation of the report. Puppy classes are "of no benefit
anyhow, and but for them we should have had many more
good ones of every breed to show than we have now, for it
is not too much to say that fiO per cent, of puppies shown
during the circuit go home to die and drag down others in
thei)' -wake.

,\t t1]c Kilkenny (Ireland) show, .after winning fir.st iu her
cla.ss, Mr. Geo. II. Knhl's Irish terrier latch Blue Stocking
was claimed at lier catalogue, ju-icu, ^^ih. by the Earl of Shan-
non. The Earl also pnrthased Glen Boy. giving $300 for him.
Tht'sc purchases make this gentleman's kennel about the
best ill 1 he -wor';.!. Thrre was ijuite a scene over the claiming
of 151 ue Stocking, sevei-al gentlemen claiming priority, but
the nobleman got the verdict.

Vero Shawn's allusion in Sfoc7<-I)L'ce2?e?' to Satan, Mr. Ad-
cock's great Dane, reminds us of times when our knee joints
were not (]uite so stiff and a day on foot after the hounds
was an ordinary experience. We well remember Satan at
Hull show of 1876, for we were particularly fascinated with
the dog. Great Danes were scarce then in England, and es-
pecially such a "whopper" as he was. He w^as certainly a
most savage bnite, as Mr. Shaw remarks, though .somehow
Ave struck up a great friendship during the show, which led
a .stranger to ask us if we had anything to do with training
wild beasts.

We regret to hear of the death of the good smooth-coated
St. Bernard Duke of Sparta, owned by Mr Thos. Burke, of
Bridgeport, Conn. This dog was one of champion Hector's
best get, was out of Spiranza and was whelped in 1888. He
had won ntimerous prizes, although not in any sen.se a
circuit trotter. His dam, Spiranza, died in parturition, and
Duke was the only pup saved out of a litter of seventeen.
Mr. Burke feels his loss very keenly, and everj'thing was
done for him that Dr. Hair, of Bridgeport, could advi.se.

Gastric fever, from a chronic derangement of the liver, was
the immediate cau.se of death.

The premium list of the Ottawa show, to be held Sept. 39
to Oct, 1, is out with 68 classes provided. In the challenge
classes a prize of $5 is given for most of the priucijjal breeds.
In open classes the prizes are ^"t and $'d, with a certificate for
third prize. It is expected that numerous special prizes will
be given which will add considerably to the value of the
regular wins. I'lie judges have already been announced.
The entries close Sept. 2:1, the first day of the Montreal
show, which will take place the week before. We find a
handy reference after the list of premiums, in the list of
shows to occur, following out Mr. Stewart's happy sugges-
tion. Mr. Alfred Geddes, the superintendent, 29 Spark's
street, Ottawa, Canada, is prepared to answer all questions
regarding the show.

Mr. Harrison has arranged for exhibitions of the new
pack of harriers he has brought over for the Pennbrook
E ant, oa the evenings of July 35 and 28, and the friends of
i He |j luit can arrange for the hounds to meet on their lawns
dunng the month of August. The opening meet for the
fall soason's hunting, au appropriate term by the way, will
be aljOLit .St'pt. l-j i:' the wea ther is cool enough. Drag hunts
will be held rhrnnuliont the Whil-e Marsh Valley, and those
who are fond of thi.s mimic fox hunting oxpeet to have fine

times before sucw Hies.
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The Tornnto Keunel Club bas decided to hold a club show
of the following breeds, spaniels, poodles and setters, and
their points will be explained by the Judge or judges
selected.

From a letter we have received from Rochester we gather
that it is the intention of the Rochester Kennel Club to hold
a show the same week as Montreal, beginning- Sept. 22,

This will be unfortunate for both, but rnni-e especially for
Montreal, as a show in New York State is sure to command
a good entry.

Irish setter men will welcome to their ranks Mr. E. B.
Bishop, and judging from Mr. Washington's letter in an-
other coliimn he will be no luke warm partisan, but will do
all he can to further the interests of the breed. Mr. Bishop
met with a painful accident the nther day while ridiiag in
Eden Park, in CinciuuRti. His horse bolted and banged him
against a post, breaking his leg, but luckily throwing him
on to a soft grass plot. The fall was a bad one, but he is, we
are glad to say, now out of danger and on the road to recov-
ery.

Mr. R. B. Morgan, of Akron, Ohio, sends us a fine picUire
of a good-lonking pointpr bitch, Naso Belle, by Tory White
out of Nan of Naso. She looks as if she bad had a good home
since Cleveland show, where she was nothing but skin and
bone.

In accordance with a recent decision of the English Ken-
nel Club affecting the St. Bernard Club's wins to count for
championship. Sir Bedivere is entitled to the title of cham-
pion in England.

We are indebted to Mr. W. L. Washington for a very fine
picture of a group of his Irish setters with himself in the
background. The grouping is excellent and the camei'a
shoAvs these good dogs just as they are.

Mr. F. S. Webster, who will be remembered for his many
acts of kindness to those who exhibited at the Washington
show last spring, is now located in New York city, at 738
Broadway, where, he wi'ites us, he will be pleased to meet
any of his friends who are doggily incliupd. He still, how-
ever, retains the secretaryshij) of the Washington Kennel
Club and also repi-esents their interests as a delegate to the
A. K. C. He tells us the club has claimed dates for their
next .show, and they expect to have a good one, as it is well
known that this club made a big profit on their fii-st ven-
ture.

Mr. A. R. Crowell ("Namquoit") sends us a copy of the
first issue of the new monthly, Forest, FicM and Farm, the
kennel department of which is under his especial charge.
The number before us is replete with articles on yachting,
fishing, sbootins and all kindred .sports, including of course
our friend the dog. The increasing interest now taken in
canine matters on the Pacific coast is excuse enough for the
excellent kennel department which this well-known writer
has arranged, and we sincerely trust he will have the suc-
cess his many friends think he deserves.

We hear that now that Mr. Paul Hacke has purchased one
of the best kennels of Barzois in Russia, that belonging to
the Grand Duke George of Micbaelovitch, in which are in-
cluded five stud dogs alone, he contemplates building one of
the Quest kennels in America to house them in appro-
priately. They are not to be kept in idleness, we are told,
for it is the intent ion of those interested in the breed to in-
augurate some meeting where the cowardly wolf will have
a chance to show how fast he can run. The capabilities for
sport that this vast country of ours affords seems unlimited,
and the elenieut of danger to lie found in wolf coiir-siug will
constitute an added charui to many who may think the
coursing of the wily jack a comparatively tame "sport.

We hear that Mr. Edward Booth, who brought Sir Bedi-
vere over from England in such good shape for Mr. Sears,
has taken the position as manager of the Cloverdell Stock
Farm Kennel of St. Bernards, at Col mar, Pa.

Mr, F.W. Chapman, the energetic secretary of the National
Beagle Club, paid us a pleasant visit on Friday last. He
came down from Boston to inspect the country round Nan-
uet, Rockland county, N. Y., with a view to its adaptability
for the coming beagle trials. Mr. H. L. Kreuder, who owns
the Rockland Ivennel of beagles at that jilace, felt convinced
that the club would do well to tliink seriously of Ids sug-
gestion, and now that Mr. Cbapuiau has seen -the coautry
he is enchanted with it, and thinks it the best ne has ever
seen for the purpose. The country is open and the cover
not so dense as round Salem, N. H., and hares are plentiful.
To have a proper display of speed and scent-lifting powers,
a more open country is necessary than that of last year, for
we doubt if judges can be found who would be willing to
undergo the quite unnecessary amount of hard work that
the two who officiated last year had to undergo. Running
in comparatively open ground with the beagles well in sight
i.s a pleasure to all, but making ten yards in two mi outes
through heavy brush, and scarred and bleeding from sundry
affectionate briers, is hard work of the most dispensable
kind. At Nanuet there are ample accommodations for
visitors, and free quarters for the dogs are promised at Mr,
Kreuder's place. It is intended, we believe, to hold the
trials toward the end of November, and the entries promised
will make them an assured success. A meeting of the club
will be held this week to take final action in the matter.

The lucky winners of the English Kennel Club medals
have received them at last. The medal, weai-e told, is silver
and of good size, and the design an ingenious one. It would
of course have been invidious on the part of the club to en-
grave certain breeds of dogs on them, as the design would
have to be a permanent one. The design adopted, however,
is a very happy one. The three shields of Eugland, Scotland
and Ireland are surmounted by the royal crown, with an
ornamental panel below on which are embossed whips and
leashes, making a handsome trophy well worth winning.
When shall we be iible to describe our A. K. C. medals. If
these libel suits don't drain the cup, breeders should soon
hear of them, with the stud book in such a prosperous con-
dition;

Among the new advertisements we notice this week that
G. Acenowr offers two foxhound pups for sale: C. A. Houck,
St. Bernard dog Kinglimmoo: M. T. Mason, pointer pups;
A. H. Cashen, Irish setter pups: Moorefleld Kennels, choice
English setter pups: P. O Box PAO, Easton, Md,, Chesapeake
Bay puppies; J, H. Ten Eyck Burr, St. Bernard pups, and
Connelly, Newfoundland pups.

Mr. A. B. Truman, of San Francisco. Cal,, has purchased
a couple of good poiuter puppies; one from Mr, W. T. Hun-
ter, of Wheatland, N. Dak,, by King of Kent out of Lass of
Bloomo, and thus a half brother to'^the noted field dog Rip
Rap. The other is from Mr. Tuomas Johnson, of Winnipeg,
Manitoba, and is named Upton Blithe. He is by Igbt field
Upton out of Ightfield Blithe, both field trial winners. These
will be run at future trials at Bakersfield, Cal.

Mr. C. C. M. Huol complained to 1,he Gordon Setter niub
that he liad not, rccniveri the prize donated by the Philadel-
phia Jti'm and won liy lii-- dog Bendigo at the late trials.
The gnu editor of tliat paper explains the reason. He says;

"Mr. Hunt's reference to the prize donated by The Hem is I and bis faculty for getting good and well marked stock,
not sufficiently explanatory. This prize was donated through thoueh he himself has little marking. He is, however, a
Dr. Meyer, with the understanding that it was to be held by handsome dog a^nd '^t the same time a giant even in this
the Gordon S-^tter Club, in a manner similar to the prize lartre breed. Lord Bute is bv Champion Save, one of the
donated by 77)C Ifem to the Philadelphia Kennel Club. This

!

pillars of the St. Bernard stud book, out of Sabrina He
was agreeable to Mr. Meyer, but he failed to see thatj;bc I was bred by Mrs. A. G Stacey and whelped .Tune 10. 1«87. A
Gordon Setter Club took proper action in the matter. The
gun editor of 77(C item wrote to Mr. Hant to this effect, and
also stated that The Itciii was still willing to donate the
prize, provided that it was recognized by the Gordon Setter
Club. Mr. Hunt claimed that the prize" was his property on
a single win;if Mr. FTunt will write to Mr. Connetl, spcretary
of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, he will discover that the
prize donated to that oraauization by Tlic Hew is club
property, until won three times by a raeinbcr of the club (but
not uecfssarily in sitccession), and is to be competed for an-
nually in the Mcni bors' Stake at the field ti-ials of the club."

Two small ru.stics were overheaTd discussing a dog which
had lately come into their possession, says "the Fanciers '

Gazette, and whioir they held in joint propnctorship. "Non,
Wullie," said Tam, "ye ken ae hauf'.s yours, the itlier's

mine. Ye ken hae ony end ye like. Ye can hae the front
end (persuasively), wi' the een, the lugs, the mou', the col-
lar and the teeth, or ye can hae the ither end with naething
butthetail." "I'll ha'ethefrout end," said Wullie promptly.
"Aweel, mind ye'll hae to feed him then," rejoined the
other triumphantly.

The mother of Mr. Parnell was bitten the other day while
fondling a strange dog at her i-esidence at Bordentown, N. J.
The dog was killed, though we are not informed that it

showed any symptoms of madness, and Mrs. Paraell had
the wound cauterized.

The former owner of the greyhound Gem of the Season
has been disconsolate since he sold the dog and has at last,
says Canine II^07'?d, secured that beautiful bitch Annie Lau-
y\p. As she was bought from a man who did not want to
sell, a very stiff price had to be paid for her.

"Peto" handles the English Kennel Club and its govern-
ing body without gloves this week in Canine World, It
must indeed feel queer to these self-satisfied and elected
gentlemen to hear some stralght-from-the-shoulder truths
and to find a paper that has the grit to say what it thinks
unon their competence or incompetence to manage canine
affairs in Pkigland. The question of late entries is now a
burning one on the other side, and several suggestions have
been thrown out to overcome the difficulty. In such acoun-
try as England, where shows arc so nnmerou.?, we .should
think the suggestion made by "Peto" a good one, that show
committees employ a paid secretary, who would be compelled
to adhere to rules, and be under the control of the Kennel
Club in so far that from that club he should receive a license
to act as secretary. Only men who were known to be capa-
ble and fit for such positions would be licen.sed, and there-
fore the clubs and exhibition would all gain by some such
arrangement. If it was found that late entries had been
accepted, then the secretary would either be fined or his
license be jeopardized.

We hear that the Seminole Kennels, of Philadelphia,
have sold the pug dog Hayseed (11807) to Mr. James Bow-
den, New York city, where he will be placed at the stud.

We hear that Mr. Whitney is very well pleased with the
mastiff Cardinal Beaufort that Mr. Moore bought for him
in Eugland and thinks with age—he is only about ISmos.—
that Beaufort's firm position will be a.ssailed, as they count
him better than champion Ilford Chancellor in the same
kennel. They are also importing a mastiff bitch, Exeter
pircc, from Mr. James Hutchings, Exeter. Knglaud. She
is b3' Beaumaris out of Ovie.-i, by Titiis, he by Gwalior, a
litter brother to champion Poutiir; .so she is g"raudly bred,
and Mr. Hutchings expects her to give a good account of
herself in the ring. All lovers of "mastiffs will be pleased
to hear that Mr. Whitney is doing his best to make the
Flour City Kennels stronger even than last spring. Such
action will do much to revive the public interest in this
noble breed.

The Gordon setter field trials this year will be held by the
(Gordon Setter Club of America, at High Point, N. C., com-
mencing Monday, Nov. a:-!. Entries will close Oct. 1.5. and
entry blanks can be had on application to James B. Blo.s.som.
0;38 Pro.spt L-t avenue, N. V., or Ur, .1. 11, Meyer, 15!) V\'est ;!4th
street. N. Y. These trials are open to all Gordon setters,
whether owned by lIuI) members oi' ot.hers, and winnings
will he recogui/.ed hy the American Kennel Club. The entry
fee is mo, and §20 additional to start. It is hoped that
owners of Gordons will respond liberally with entries and
donations; and it is requested that names be sent in as early
as possible, so that early announcement can be made of the
prizes, which are expected to be liberal in money and cups.
For the honor of the Gordon and in view of the anything but
meritorious performances they made last year, i"t is to be
hoped that owners will, especially in the case of dogs that
have not been accustomed to field work, put them early in
the hands of trainers so that they may have a proper chance
to show that they are really good field dog.s.

Messrs. Hudspeth and Collier have brought suit in the
Supreme Court of the State of New York, and served com-
plaints last Monday on behalf of Mr. C. J. Pe-shall for libel
against the following members of the A. K. C: Washing-
ton E. Connor, Sidney Dillon Ripley, Lewis De.Jonge, Jr.,
Francis R. Hitchcock, John E Condon, F. Frank Chevalier.
August Belmont, Eugene W. Durkee,'W. C. Rogers, A. R.
Vreden burgh, James L. Anthony, Lamberson Sherwood,
Howard VVillets and John S. Hoey, on the grounds that they
published in theJie?Micf Oazcttesm account of the resolutioii
of the Committee of the Whole, when Mr. Winslow
"that the committee recommends the disqualificatic
C. J. Peshall by the American Kennel Club, and Mr. Cook's
motion that the action of the Committee of the Whole in
reference to Mr. Peshall be accepted and approved
by the meeting and that Mr. C. J. Peshall be per-
manently dLsqualified. Motion seconded and carried."
The other count in the complaint is that the Ken-
nel Ciazette published a list of disqualified members
in which Mr. Pe.shall's name appears. This he claims
injured him to the ex

'

amount of damages asked
in another suit agai
Vredenburgh, James
Clinton Wilmerding,
Rogers in which Mr. P
for false arrest and the trouble, exijense and annoya
body and mind that he was put to in the 1;

-

he was acquitted by the jury. Complai _

suits will be served by the same firm against other associate
members next Monday. In these there will be about 31 de-
fendants. Albany suits numbering five will be brought as
soon as Gen. Parker returns to Albany, which wilfbe in
the course of a couple of weeks.

yerv good picture nf Lord Bute appeared in the Canine
World of Oct. IT, 1890, and the coloring .shows him to have
a rich orange tawny body, white collar and fore legs, and
some white on muzzle. It is as a sire that Lord Bute has
been so successful, although he has won twenty eight first

Urizes and cups He is the sire of Sir Hereward, about
whom so much has been said lately. Marquis and Marchion-
ess of Bute, Ivord Dunlo and many other winners. The
owner of the Menthon Kennels must be congratulated on
his purchase, and we trust that the St. Berua.rd breeders
will appreciate his pluck and enterprise, for we know at
what price this dog was held, and this erentleman must have
dipped into his pocket to the tune of about $4,000 to get him.
The dog will sail Ausust 8 and it go^s without saying
that St, Bprnard brpoder.s will be anxious to see one of the
best advertised dogs in the world, for his late ovyner, Mr.
Sbillcock, knows when he has a erood thing aud does not
believe in biding his lights under a bushel.

The dogs now in England owned by Americans are keep-
ing well to the front. The black and tan Prince Regent was
in the money at Boston, Lincolnshire, aErainst such dos-s as
Streatbam Monarch, the buU-fcrripr, .and Bonnet, the noted
Irish terrier bit^h. At the same show the Anglo-American
Kennel had a Clumber doa:, Endclift'e Don, that took fir.st.

Joe Lewis's Nia was out of coat. Mr. Purbeck's greyhound,
Lily of Ganisba, was in season and out of coat and only
took second. The Friday following George Thomas took the
dogs to Ripon and won fir.st with the e-reyhound, first with
Beaconsfield and second with EndcliffeDon. Mr Toon trav-
eling the same day to Winterton with the greyhound Ona-
tus, took firsts with him and the setter Nia, second in fox-
terriers, and with Prince Regent second in a variety class.
At Bradford, Onatus, the erreyhound, won first in a class of
fourteen, thus out of fourteen entrits during the week,
twelve prizes were won. .Joe Lewis and George Thomas
went to Soaith and from there will show at Wakefield. At
Belper, Beaconsfield took challenge, Prince Regent second
in open cla.ss, though all papers asrree he should have been
fir.st, Endcliff'p Don third in spaniels, Onatus first in grey-
hounds and Nix .second in a mixed class of setters. The
Y'"ankee element is, therefore, quite holding its own in the
north country shows. Messrs. Boggs and Lewis are staying
with Mr. Toon in Sheftield. and from all accounts enjoying
themselves immensely, aud wondering meanwhile when
America will arrive at such a state of doggy enthusiasm
that dog shows will be held in every town. The new impor-
tations which we spoke of a week or two since started last
Monday for the Salem Kennels.

Mr. Edward Dexter writes a chatty letter, in which he
tells us he has imported two pointers, aud we presume they
will come on with Mr. Buckle, who was expected at Char-
lotteville last Monday. Mr. Dexter remarks, "I meant to
get out. but my love for the thing I believe is getting
deeper," and we hope it will never touch bottom.

We have long been itching to chronicle the purchase of
the St. Bernard Iiord Bute by an American kennel, and now
our wish is fulfilled, when we hear that the Menthon Ken-
nels, of Phcenixsville. Pa., ha\c ,-iccnred a dog that has a
world wide reputation. This dog is a favoiite with breeders ^^..y
on both .sides of the water on accuuut of his imnii'a.se size - and SruiiAm.'

IRISH SETTER FIELD TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Irish setter affairs have been progressing of late and the

time has now come for every one to act. That such action
may be taken intelligently I have, as secretary, the pleasure
of submitting the following facts: The inaugural trials of
the Irish Setter Club, open to the world, will be held at
High Point, .N. C, beginning on Monday. Nov. SB, with the
Derby Stake. There are two stakes, the Derby, for puppies
Avhelped on or after Jan. 1, 1890, and the All-Aged. Entries'
for the Derby close Aug. 15, and for the All-Aged Oct. 1.
Those who desire entry blanks should apply at once to the
secretary, whose address is appended. They should be
properly filled in and returned to him with the forfeit money
inclosed. The entrance fees for each stake are .|10 forfeit,
which mu.st accompany each entry, aud SIO additional to fill,

to be paid before 9 o'clock of the evening before starting.
The purses offered will be liberal, but it is impo.ssible at
present to state their exact amount, as it will depend on the
amount of jiumey received. The trials will bo run under
the rules of the Eastern Piehl Trials Club, which are the .

.Mamp as those of the United States l<'ield Trials Club and
almost the same as tho.se of the Philadelphia Kennel Club.
There will be three judges. Mr. J, Otto Donner and Mr.
Luke White have kindly consented to act, but the acceptance
of the third has not yet been received.
There still remain two things to do; first, to get all the

entries possible, and secondly, to get all the money possible.
To accomplish both these things in a creditable manner yyill
require the cooperation of every one. Now is the time to do
something, let us all help. If one has no dogs of his own to
enter, he may be able to induce one of his friends to enter
one. I shall be pleased to have the names aud addresses of
any one at all interested forwarded to me and I will commu-
nicate with them and solicit their aid aud send them blanks.
The club wants money more particularly, that suitable
purses may be given, and as this is a stibject that handlers
are interested in as well as owners, the field trial committee
will assure them that they intend to have the stakes as large
as possible. For the sake of "doubting Thomases," if there
be such, we would say that money enough has been promised
to insure the ruaning of the trials, and the money we want
now is mostly for the stakes. We want to make our first
trials a succsss in every way, and to do this we want to see
six or eight hundred dollars at least raised, aud it can be
done. I can get two hundred or more right here at home,
and surely New York will not be content to play second fid-

is going to be
p the World's

going to strain at a field trial. Her own self-
respect demands that she head the list of contributors.
There are lots of other places that can all furnish some con-
tributors, and we want to hear from them, too. and the
sooner the better.
Last year a one dollar subscription list was started. I did

not contribute because I felt that it was time wasted; the
amount was too small. No, if you want to help send from«™ .^„n„ ,1 „ ...

must
of the
if he
there

ptions.
VIr. W.

e is the pace, now start
warded to me as treastirer

payable to G. G. Davis, treas-
urer. Any one who desires information, or can give me anj'
as to likely contributors, should communicate with your
humble servant, G. G. DAvis,

Sec'y and Treas. Ii-ish Setter Club.
laSS VVAt.xut Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

late tria irwhich I

'^^'^'^ bas promised fifty. Ther,

a ints in two of fh^ Subscriptions should be forw£

insfotherassociate i ^.^^ 5-^-1-

Names and Porthaits of Btrbs, hy r+urdon Trumbull. A
book particuliirly interf stiiiK to ^'iionern, fm' hy its use they can
ideiiTii'y wilboiit lUiColiori Llm .\ m.'i-icm Kfinio Viirds wbich
they may kill. (.Uotb, •;'.'0 paijo.s, prk-o $2Jm. i\H' sale by Fokest
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KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Kotes are laeerted without «3h»rge; and blanks

(foroislied fret) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Qiieen Lucifer. Bv F. B. Faruaworth. Washington. D. C. for
'''lue helion English sett-"r bO.'^h, wliPlpert Mav, 18S0. bv Piincn
Luc'fer (King Nnblp—Elsie Beltou) out of Gypsey Countess

k Mnrch. Bv G. W. Am >ry, Bonrne. Mas., for hlaob an-l white
pointer bitrh. wb^lped April 11, 1891, by Joe (Beppo 11—Sal) out of
Pappoose (Tammany—Lucia).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Iscthella-Bm Bin. B. HuiiTeVnper'si (Meanlville. Pa.) English
vtettt r m'tcb (Rake—niat a Dale) to J, Sbelley Hudson's

•Be-n Hi11 (D ui^'—Rn'- ). Julv ir..

Nenie— Lancashire Bm. R. J. MrLauehlin's (Clevelanfi. O.)
YovKsbiro t,'-rri(-T bi'ch NolliB ( 'naTipion Bradford Harry—Trixv)
to P. H. Ooombs's Lnnoashire Ben (Old Prince—Atn.sH'ortn's
hiuU). Jn-eg7.
Barnaby's Ndl—Pronicr IV. 0. H. Kobicke'a ('^au Franci'-'co,

Oal ) h]f.od!t"mri b'^c'i Bi.rn«iy's Nfll (champion Barnab' —Rip-
pIr Bnxora) to Lis Premier IV. (Premier IIL—Duchess of Rippk),
"Jnlv 3
OUidesdaU Nell—Lord Bute. F. E^T.amb's (Baltimore, Md.)rouKh

St. B-riinrd i^iirl- Glviie'dni- N> 11 (Mona'-ch—Lady Flo> if) to Thos.
SbiMf>oi?li'«» Lo^d Bnt.f (">iampiOT' rf'v —'-'ahrina), .1 uue 3
Uiga^Woodhrnoh Sidtmi. F. E Lara^i's (Balt,nno''e, Md.) rough

St. BeniHTd bitch Riff" (01 hf Ho—Bi\sfi» B:iya-^) io his Wood brook
Sul'a'i ("biimnion B^^iU'bami)— Kroii). July 1.3

Belle D'ds—Mark Noble- G >r<ii>nd In Koon^'l'-'' ( Atllpboro.MaHs.)
Eugl'sh «ettpi- hi fi B^llP DiIp (B'-pesie-Bp^Mc Dule) to .T. L
WrIIs'8 Mark Kobip (•-h-impion (ittth's Mark—Fleety Noblf), June
33.

.MoWe Daie-Marl( N^hlc. Gordoudale K^nn^ls' ( AttleJioi-o,

Hms?.) FT Ki^h B trpT bi'ci- MnlUe Dalp (Gath's Mark, Jr.—Belle
Da]p) -o J. L. Wi-llp's Mark Moble (champion Gath's Mark—Fleety
Nnbl' ).

I/inroj Dcdr—3Iark NoJjU. (iordonrlale Konnpls' (Attlphoro,
M>^a~ ) Ent-lish PPfTpr b tcb Linnv Dale (Oath's Mark. Jr.—Belle
Dql^-) TO T. L.Wells's Mark Noble (ch-impion Gath'8 Mark—Fleety
Nobk;, Jub 7.

Do7!i/ Bale—Bow Bondhu. (Jordo"daie Kpnnols' (Attieboro,
Mao? ) English soi>er hit 'h DoUv D«le (G >th's Ma^-k, Jr.-Belle
Dnlp) to J. L. Wells's Bow Bondhu (Gus Bondhn—Bo-Peep).
Jnlv 8.

Cnsey—Bow Bondlm. G-'n'ondwlp Kennel'*' lAttlpboro, Mass)
EnL'tish setter Mr b Oo'pv (I^osH'pIV-^ N-- d—ti^rdnn'" Gyp) to ./, L.
WpUs's Bow B'>ridini (Gu Road'ui- Bo-P fp). June BO.

Oypsu Belie—Bow BondhU: Gor.'nndalR Kpifiels' (Aftlehoro,
Mn.s8.) Enelish SPt'er Ip'rcli Gs-rsv RpUp (Bosweir-" 'N't- d—Gordon's
Gyp) to J. L. Wells's B iw Bondhu (t^us Bondhu—Bo-Peep), June
30.

Dolly Daie—Mark Nolilc. G-"-d'ind n.U- K°nnpls' ( AtU^ho'-o, Mass.)
EnsU-h Fpffpr bi'nb Dol'v Dale (Ga'h's Mark. Jr —Bellp Dale)
to J. L WpHs's Mark Koble (.hampion Gatb's M'trk—Fleety
NobU'i, Jul'-S.
Que.cn of Ki.nt -3Iarli NcJjh: Noves Billine's (DodgreviUe, Mass.)

En--'lish !="i-Ler oitch Queen of Kent (Roynl Kpnt-L'>dv Kendal) to
J. L- Wells's Mark Noble (champion Gath's Mark—Fleety Noble),
May 8.

Lmimont Kit—Boscoc. F. W. Mnult"n'» (Washintrton, D. C.)
bul'-^prIie^ birch Loumom K*t (Gully the Great—Kit) to his Ros-
COP (Benriig'^-Stfrliiilii). Jnb fi.

Golden Friiru—Nailer. 0. A Kobicko'a (San Frajicisco. Oal ) fox-
trprrier bitch G-ilden Fairy (31-mtonT S 'vla'i—Beitrio.p) to G.W.
Deb'tdiam'^- Niiler (BlPTO*on Sbiner—Yum Ytim), Jul" 3.

Cozzie—Bradford BvJjy If. Pen. Hey'.- (C noinnaLi, O.) puer bitch
C^'zme to "herta-t Pne; Rpu'if 1s' Bradford Buby II. (champion
Bri'-ifnrd Ruby-Pu'-s B ), July 10.

3rMi<ff—Rahy Mixer. Mr. Ho^ i'.- (Sharon, Po.) fox-terrier bit^h
M'li'^s ro Hillside Kennels' Ruby Mis-r, Ju'y 17.

Belle of Sharon—Suffoni. Risli.. W. P. por'pr's ("haron. Pa.) fo.x-

lerrii-r bitcu Belle of Snaron to HUlside Kennels' SufiEolk Risk,
Julv 15.

Princess—Pitcher, Hillside Kennels' (Lanoastex, Mass.) fox-
terrier biich T>rinppse to their Pitchpr. Julv u.
Pretty PicMe—U'imUy Joher, R. T. Ryan's (Baltimore, Md.) fox-

terripr bitch Pr^tiy Pi kle (R-gent Vox—Dudley Ragt), to Hill-
side Kennels' Ru'isle" Joirpr. Julv la.

HillSide Heather—Chieftain Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster.Mass.)
deerb' und biich Hillside Heather lo their champiou Chieftain,
Jnlv 12.

Mkil—UaJjy Minxr. P. Lonllard's (Jersey fiity, N. J ) fox-terrier
bitch Mint (Bacchanal—Julep) to Hillside Kennels' Raby Mixer,
July 8.

Wanda^Bran. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) deerhound
bitch Wanfa to their ^h-impion Bran, July 7-

Highland Ij(issie—(Jliicftain. Hillside Kennels' (fjancastpr, Mass.)
deerbound biteh Highland Lassie to their champion Chieftain,
Julv 5.

Brazen—Clansman- Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) deer-
hound bitch Braz-n to tneir champi'^n Clansman, Ju'y 3.

TenniH-Pitcher. Mr. McAle-'s's (Philadelphia. Pa ) fox-terrier
bitch l'pnni« to H llTido Kennels' Pitch"r, June 30
Ebor Tattei^s—Pitcher. Gen. BpII's (Toronto, Ont.) fox-terripr

hitch Enoi Tattprs (Valkeel—Village Belle) to Hillside Kpnnels'
Pitcher. Junp 26.

Phyllis—Bobber Chieftain. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.)
deerhonnd bitch Pttyllis to their champion Robber Chieftain,
June 35

Wctrreih Jitfy—Pacher. W. Rntherfurd's (New York) fox-terrier
bi'ch W«rr«n JiEfv tn Hil'-Mde Kpnnels' P'tcher, June 13.

Speeinl—R'imli yJolfer. J. W. Bower's fox-teri-ier bitch Special
to H'll iiip K-Tin-ls' Rns'*levJ ker, .ru''e7.
Brockeiiliurst Belle—Rahy Mkv-er. J. 1. Patterson's fox-terrier

bitch Brockenhurst Belle to Hillside Kennels' Raby Mixer,
Mav 30
Democracy—RvMey Joker. G M. Carnochan's (New York) fox

te^li^r bitch Democracy to Hillside Kennels' Russley Joker,
May 24.

Ru><sUy Joker. Clarence Rath bone's (Lancaster, Mass.)
fox-terrier bitch to Hillside Kennels' Russley Joker, May
10.

HilMde Ruth—Bran. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster. Mass.) deer-
hound biLcb tllllside Ruth to their ohampton Bran, May 11.

HilMde Model—Suffolk Risk. H'llslde Kennels' (Lnncaster,
Mass.) fos-ierrier bitch Hillside Model to their Suffolk Risk,
May 5.

Wa,rren Lady—Bimley Joker. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster,
Mass.) fox-ierrier bitch Warren Lady to ihoir Russley Joker,
May 5.

. Baby Mixer. P. Lorillard's (J er.sev City. N. J.) fox-ter-
rier bitch to Hillside Kennels' Raby Mixer, May 4.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Fveya. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster. Mass.) fox-terrier bitch
FiB' H^ May 9, fiye (thr^p d g-), by their Russley Joker.
Brora. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass ) deerhound bitch

Brorw, Ma\ 9, one dog, by iheu- < hampion Bran.
Hillside F)'eda. HHl-ide Kennels' fox-terrier hitch Hillside

Freda. M y 20, flve ( ne d^g), by iheir Suffolk Risk.
Richmond Bnzzle Hdlsioe Kenneis' tox-tprritr bitch Richmond

DpzzIp. June U, i wo dogs, by tbeir Russley Joker.
Theodora. H'llside Kennels' deerhound bitch Theodora, June

13 ' brpf ('.np doir). by their champion Bran.
Hillsid.e Bomrjla. Hillside Kennels' deerhound bitch Hillside

Rooiol . June 3(i, seven (four dogs), bv their champion Bran.
Hillsside Syren. Hil aidt' Kpunel-' f x-terrier bitch Hillside

Syien, June 28, two ( m dot;), by iheir Reckoner.
Lady Reckon. H > iiside Kenntls' fox-tt-rrier bitch Lady Reckon,

Juvip 39. f u- (two dog-) by thpir Suffolk Risk.
Hillside Sapphire. Hi Iside Kennels' fox-terrier bitch Hillside

S-aptitiirp, J one 29, one doa', bv thpir Pitcher.
Hillside Ruth. Hillside Kpnnels' deerhound bitch Hillside Ruth,

Julv 16 B X ( 'ur dogs), by their champ'on Bean
Nadijy of Naso. G. H. Holtham's (B 'ngor. Me ) pointer bitch

Naajvi'f Nhso ( h-impion Nick <'f Nasn—Temptation), Jnly 18,
eleven (five dogs), by Robf. Leslie's Spot Dash (Sir Phillip Sydney
- Topgx )

Queen of Kent. Noyes Billings's (DodgeviUe, Mass.) English set-
ter bi tcb Qupn of K nt (l\oval Kent—Lady Kendal), Jnly 7, six
(I bree does), by J. L, Walls's Mark Noble (champion Gath"s Mark.
—Fif etv NoMe),
Chesapeake. E. A. Palmer's C^'air. Nob.) Chesapeake Bay bitch

nhfsageaKe (G'lwne—K.atf ), Jnup 18, ten (seven doKs), by S, P.
Slevens's .Barnie (Barnum It.—Kellis IX.).

SALES.
Fn-epared Blanks sent free on appiloatiou.

Beonty K. Silver tavm pug bitch, whelped Jan. 7, 1891, by Doug-

lass II. out of Sftra Bernhardt, by Eberhart Ptig Kennels, Cincin-
nati, O., to B C. Pratt. Sylvan. Mich.
Boderido—Tjce Oladstone Whelps L°mon and white, and black,

white and tan Englisb setter dogs, whelned Feb. 25, 1801, bv Ed-
gar Huidekoper, Meadville, Pa., to F. C. Fowlpr, Moodus, Conn.
Bereniate. White and orange St. Bernard bitch, whelped May

4. 18S7. by Celtic Rector ont of Celtic Iris, bv Menthon Kennels,
Pbcenixville, Pa., to Wachovia Kennfls, Salem, N. C.
SUirligM. White, black and tan ticked Enelish setter bitch,

whelped April 11. 1888. by Rock, Jr. out of Dashing Kate, by J. C.
Dublo, Williamsport, Pa., to U. G. Chadeayne, Sing Sing, N". Y.

PRESENTATION.
Queen Lucifer. Blue helton English setter biteh, whelped May,

1890, by PrlDce Lucifer out of Gypsev Countess, by J. N. Branson,
Calleiider, la., to F. B. Parnsworth, Washington, D, C.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to g-ive advice on the
care and management of dogs: and we shall make
this a special feature.

R. H. C.—Answered by mail.

O. F. McQ., Amsterdam, N Y.—'Will you please give me through
your columns the pedigree of M". Thos. Mafher's English setter
d g Dan, winner in the puppy class of W. K. C. st.ow of 1884 or
1885? Ans. The dog won second in the puppy class, but no pedi-
gree is given in the catalngne.

C. M. B., Chicago, 111.—Have you auj' books on beagle houude'/
I want to know all about them, their raising or breeding, training
and best breeds, etc. An«. Th«re is no book devoted especially to
be^iglps, b'lt you will fl^<l very good ar'icles on the brepd both in
Vero Show's "Book of the Dog" and Shield's "American Book of
the Dog," both of which we can supply you with. Price $8 and
$5 respectively.

F. H. G., A^sonia, Conn.—W^ill you kindly send mo the pedigree
of B^b Gates? Can you also inform me how the dog camp to be
named Bob Gates? My father raised dogs not many years ago.
and I always have wanted to know if the name catne from our
wa^ or how it started. Ads. Bob (ilates. by Count Rapier ont of
Belle of H tchie. whelped April. 18S4. Breeder, Dr. Cannon, Som-
prvi'lp, Tenn. It is more than likely that the dog was called afti r
Mr. Gates, who was a partner in the Memphis & Avent Kennels,
Hickory Valley, Tenn.
H. McF., New York Ci^v.— Acting on your prescription as given

on patre 441 m IsFue of June 18. the canker in mv pup's ear is about
well, but she still shows want of condittru, as coat is still stary.
and he has thrown up his breakfast quite often recently. Blood
evidently out of order, as 1 notice a few small eruptions about tbe
nosp. Ads. Better try a bottle of Glover's blood puriflpr. ad iress
1293 Broadway, New York city. The coat will come all right in
t'nie. and give a teaspoonful of calcined magnesia in milk. Rub
a little balsam of Peru on the sores.

F. C. M., Philadelphia, Pa.—Please send me a cure for canker
in the ear of a colHe drg. Ans. Cleanse the ear of any matter
that may have accumulated by syringing with tepid wafer in
which rub a little oastile soap. Then dry carefully with a sol'
cloth and dr'p in tbe ear morning and night a little of the follow-
ing mixture-: Goulard's extract of lead loz , glycerine and car-
Violie acid }4 'Z. (of the strength of ODP par ^ carbolic acid to five
parts pure glycerine). a,nd finest olive oil ^}4o7.. Shake well before
using and knead the roots of th>' ear well so that tbe mixt,ure
will reach every part. Rub a btile on the ear flap if inilamed.

T.iC, Rome, N. V.—I have a fine red Irish setter dog no' quite
two years old. He has had an attack of distemtier, fr im
which he has rpcoyered, except that the disease has Ipft h'm witt'
chorea. His appef-te is good, and h^is in fairly good flesh. Symp-
toms: A twitching of the extremities, with restless sleep and
occasionally a fit at Ion : perio-ls. Tbese symotoms have con-
tinued for somp time. Ans. Takesulphate of zinc. 24grs,; extract
of gentian, ISgrs.: powdered gum acacia, 18grs.; make into 12
pills and give one pill twice a day. Feed thp dog on good nourish-
ing food and beep in dry quarter'". You must have patience, as
the cure of chorea is a matter of time;

H. H. P., New York City.—Please diagnose and prpscribe for
the following case: Spaniel puppy, five months old. has an erup-
tion on muzzle, neck, belly and inside of legs. It appears in
small, round nodules, which are hard to the touch and feel I'ke
split peas or shot, remaining this way for a few diys then thev
break and exude a rhin serous pus. The puppy seems liealthy and
lively and is in very good flesh, but his con-<tant scratching worries
hira. I have u'itd Glover's mango cure and soap (which I swear
bA ), but they do not lit Ihi case. Ans. Worms may cause this
eruption. U=e one of the vermifuges advertised in our business
columns. Also apply a little balsam of Peru to the sores.

St. Behnard, Ogdensburg, N. Y.—I have a St. Bernard which
is troubled with mange, 1 think the result of injudicious feeding,
he has been fed almost entirely on meat and will eat nothing else.
He has large sores on back and fresh ones are breaking out on his
leg. I have stopped feeding with meat, fprcing him to eat bread
and milk and corn m^al, have been treating sores with Glover's
mangp remedy and dosing him with mild ap 'rients. Kindly tell

me what else is necessary to brintr him back to condition and
atop ihe sores breaking ont? Ans. Continue treatment but avoid
corn meal, it is too heating this time of the year. Give plenty ol
exercise. Give him also some of Glover's blood purifier.

L. C. C Four Mile, N. Y.—I. Will you please give the open
season in this State for grou'^e. woodcock, rabbit, squirrel, etc.?
2. I wish to register my dog, shall 1 send oedigree to you? 3.

Within the past four days my dog's head has been covered with
hard pimples about the size of No. 2 shot. They are mostly on
top of his head. There seems to be a sort of scab on them. The
dog is a lemon and white pointer. Can you tell me what It is

from this meager description? Ans. 1. Grouse, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1;

woodcock. Sept. 1. to Jan. 1; rabbits, Nov. 1 to Feb. 1; squirrel.
Aug. I to Feb. 1. 3. No. Inclose pedigree and one dollar to A. P.
Vredenburgh, 44 Broadway, New York city, for registration in
the American Kennel Club stud book 3. Eczema, very likely;
fellow the directions given in the article on eczema in our issue
of June 18.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
THE CREEDMOOR MEETING.

PEOaaAMMES for the nineteenth annual fall meetiug at Creed-
moor are out, and give the usual run of competitions. The meet
will open on Sept. I this ye r. in hope« of fine weather, and the
matches will run through five days. The rules in the competitions
Include the following gpneral ones:
Spirit levels may be used uuon the rear sights of all special

military rifles, and also upon those of other military rifles, where
permitted by the authorities issuing them.
In any mateh of the Association full scores cannot be beaten.
The term "State model" includes the Remington ..50oal. quick

twist rifles.

Front sight covers of su^h patterns as maj^ be easily detached,
also thePiffard heelpad, will be allowed in these matches. Am-
munition for military and special military rifles must be brought
to the flring point ready for use. Particular attention is called to
the rules relating to tbe minimum pull of triggers.
A spectacle leiise or eye glass may be attached to the rear sight

cup on sporting rifles.

No shooter is allowed to place the butt of the rifle, when aiming,
under his coat, vest or susppnder.
T here are fifteen ^•^gular matches on the list, as follows:
Ko. 1. Directors' Match—300yds.. open only to directors of the

N. R. A.. 5 rounds, any military rifle, one prizp.
No. 3. Judd Match—Open to all comers. Remington .SO^al, State

model, or the United States, Springfl'-ld, 200yds.. 7 rounds, entries
and re-entries 81 each, the aggregate of two scores 'o count for
the first five prizes, match to he open two days, 2ft pria-'s.

No 3. Wimbl< don Cup Match—Open to all citizens and residents
of the Uoiteii States. l.OOOvds.. 30 shots, one prize, the Wimbledon
Cup. Won in 1875 by Maj. FuPon, 1876 by I X. Allen, 1S77 bv Dud-
ley Selpb, 1878 bv Prank Hvde, 1879 by C. fl. Ijaird, 1880 by W M.
Farrow, 1881 by F. J. Rabbeth, 1883 by W. Bud worth, 1883 by H. T.
R ckwell, 1884. 1885 and 1888 by J. W, Todd, 1887 by T. J. Dolan.
1888 by W. M. Merrill. 1889 anrf 1690 by 0. H. Gaa^.

i^n. i President's Matcli—First stage—200 and oUOyd.s., 7 phots at
each, open to all members of tbe Arniy, Navy or National Guard.
Second stage—Open to nil prine winners in the first stage, eilOydi?.,

10 shots.

No. 5. Governor's Match—Seven shots, fiOOvds., Remington
.SOcaL State model, or the United States. Sprint<fleld. Open to all
comers.
No. 6. The Tiffany Match—All Comers' Continuous Match-

20Oyds., 5 shots. American standard tareret, any weight rifle, with
any trigger pull, but no palm or other rest allowed, allowance for
military rifles 3 points on each string. The first prize will be a
pilver vase presented by Messrs. Tiffany & Ho., and cash 150.
Thp aggregate of three scores to count for all prizes. Ext ra prizes
of iS5, S3 and $3 will be awarded each day to the three competitors
making the greatest number of buUseves.
No. 7. All Comers' Military Match—Open to everybody, 200 and

500yds.. 5 shots at each. Remington ..50cal. State model or the U.
S, Springfield, 26 prizes, total §21.1. The firing at both ranges
must he done on the samp day.
No. 8. Hilton Trophy Match—Open tomilltarv teams of 13from

United States or foreign countries, SOU, .'lOO and 600* ds., 7 rounds at
each, any military rifle which has been adopt' d. authorized or
issued as an official arm by any State or government, prize Hilton

Michigan. 1884 and 1886 by Division of Atlantic, U.S.A., 1886,1887,
1888 and 1889 by Massachusetts, 1890 bv District of Columbia.
No. 9. Inter-State Military Match-Open to onemiliiia team

from each Sfate or Territory, any military rifle which has been
adoptpd, authorized or issued as an official arm of any State or
govtrnment. Roundp, 10 at pach distance. Prize, a large b'-onze
"Soldier of Marathon.'' presented on behalf cf the State of New
York, to be shot for annually at Creedmoor, value $3.')0. Also a
medal to each member of the winning team. Won 187.5 by New

1889 by Massar-husetts, 1880 bv New York.
No. 10. New York State National (ruard Match—Open to tea.Ta8

of 13 from each retriment or separate companv of the S' ate of New
York, 200 and ^Myds., the Ki'mington rifle. State model, ..50cal.
Rounds, 5 at each distanee. Prize, a trophy, presented by the
State of New York, value $300.
No, 11. Pirst Brigade National Guard Match- Open to teams of

12 men from each regiment, battalion or separate company of
infant-y in the First Brieade of tbe State of Ni-w Y"rk, the Rem-
ington rifle. State m'^del. .50cal., 200 and StKlyds., 5 shots at each
distance. First prize, a trophy, presentpd by the State of New
York, valup SlOO, Second prize, cash, $25, presented by the First
Brigade Staff N. G.. S. N. Y.
No. 13. Second Brig'ide National Guard Match—Same as No. 11

for Second Brigade N. G.. S. N. Y.
No. 13. Revolver Match—Fifty yards, fi shots on the American

standard target, position standing off-hand, use of one arm only
allowed, revolver not to exceed 2%\u. ju weight, maximum
length of barrel (exclusive of chamber) 7}^tn., minimum trigger
pull 31hs., plain open sight sufflciently strong for service purp .sos,
any ammunitio'- . cleaning allowed between scores only, army
revolvers with 31b. trigger puil and using service amtnur>itiou
will be allowed 10 points on 3 scores, aggregate for 3 scores to
count tor all prize-, entries 50 cpnts, or three for$l when taken
at one nme. Sixty dollars divided into 8 prizes, viz.: S30, $10 and
six of S-T each.
No. 14. Steward Match—Open to all comers, SOOyds , Oreedmoor

count, number of shots 5. position sifting, kneeling or stand-
ing, tbe RemingtoJi .50 al. State model or the United States
Springfield, all prizes to be v,'ou by the aggregate of 3 scores.
Eiffht prizes, aggregare .§50.

No. 15. Thp Barney Walther Team Match—Open to teams of 5
from any rifle club, association or mihtarv organization, no limit
to number of teams from one organization, but no competitor can
shoot in two teams, "00yds., 5 shots on the American standard
target, a'anding, any rifle, any trigger pull, without palm or other
rpst, cleaning allowed between shots, entrance fee $10. re-entries
$5 for each team, but limited to two, and only the Jiighest score
CO count. Seventy-five per cent, of the entrance foe will be divided
into three prizes, viz.: First, 35 per cent., second 25 per cent.,
third 15 per cpnt. Also a msddl to each of the winniner tpam, pre-
=ented Vy Mf. Bernard Walther, president of the Zettler Rifle
Club, of Npw York city. Match to be open tvt o days.
The matches will be shot as nearly aa possible upon the follow-

ing days, though the right is reserved after entrif.^ aro made to
ehange the order of shooting: Tuesday, No*. 2 and 3; W pdunsday,
Nos. 3and 16; Thursday, Nos. 4 and 15; Friday, Nos. 10, U, 12 and
13; Saturday, Nos. 8, 9 an I 13. Nos. 1, 5, 6, 7 and 14 will be open
every day.

THE BISLEY MEETING.
London, July 13~The Rifle Association opened its annual

meeiing at Bisloy to-day. A marked dfcrpasn in attendance is
noticeable since tbe meetings were transferred from Wimbledon.
The Canadians won a match against Cambridge to-day by 38
points.
Jidy Jy.—The sensation of the Bisley meeting has been the target

shooting of a lady. This competition is open to all comers, and
so afforded tbe lady in question an opportunity to show her skill.
To-day's shooting was for the G^raphic rapid flring competition, 7
shots at SOOyds, in two minutes, with one sighting. The heroine
of the occasion was Miss Leale, of Guernsey, who is a member of
the National Riflo Association and of the Guernsey Shoot'ng
Club. Miss Leale is a charming sp'^cimen of English young
womanhood, tall, graceful and decidedly pretty. With her "sight-
ing shot she scored a bullseye, and then, loading and unloading
with great rapidity, she sent 7 shots down the range in the re-
markable good time of 1 minute 35^5 seconds. The target, was
then lowered, and wfipn tho announcement went uo iliat the
pretty young markswoman had made two buUseyes, two inners
and three magpie.=, a loud cheer went up as the reward of her
skill and as a mark of appreciation on tho part of the delighted
spectators. Miss Leale is not the winner of the prize, but her
good score carries her high up on the list. At oOOyds. 7 shots.
Miss Leale adopted the prone posture. Her sighting shot, made
in order to judge what allowance should be made for the wind,
counted 4. Miss Leale's first shot toward the aggregate was a
bullseye. This was quickly followed by two o'hers. Miss Leale
then made a magpie and an outer, finishing her score with two
bullseyes, making a total score of 33 out of a possible .35. The
Canadian team is doing some good shooting in tbe first stage of
the Queen's Cup contest. Although the Canadians have not se-
ctired thp topmost places thev are well up in the list, as the fol-
lowing scores shov^ ; Lieut. Davis has 83 points to his credit, Pvt.
Ellis 87, Ltent. McVvity .S3. Sergt. Horsey 83, Sergt. Henderson 83,
Sprgt. Armstrong 81, Pvt. Kambeig 81, Sergt. McVittle 80, and
Sergt. Mlchell 80.

July JS.—McMecklug. a Canadian, won the Prince of Wales's
prize by a score of 97. The Canadians won all of the nrizes in the
Lo. don Corporation match save one. Davidson won the Corpor-
ation Cup.
July ^i.—Private Dear, of the Queen's Edinburgh regiment,

won the Queen's prize to-day at the meeting of tbe ^^atiouai Riflo
Association at Bislev. Dear scored 269 points. Toward the end
of the competition Davidson, one of the Canadian team, led the
competitors; he dropped from the lead soon after gaiuing it.

Davidson took fourth place with 264 points, winning i:30 Hen-
derson won =-615. Davidson also won the Corporaiion cup and
other Canadians won a number of money prizes.

PHILADELPHIA. July 18.—One of the most interesting,
closely-contested and pxciliiig rifle matches that has been shot
for many years was the match this afternoon on the Point Breeze
Meadows, near the B. & O Station, just across from ihe Point
Breeze Gas Works, bet" ten Capt, William Kirshuer and Mr.
James Stocks. Captain Kirshner is an American, and is a mem-
ber of Post 5, G. A. R. Mr. Stocks is an Englishman, and shoots
with tenacious exact nesa. The day was most uupropitious for
rifle shooting; both con+pstants sufftred from tbe soaking rain.
The conditi 'US w« re lOOj ds. range, .50 shots per man, standard
American targets. Capt. Kirshner shot a .iocal. military jifle,

while Mr. Stocks haudlpd a .40caL sporting Winchester. Capt.
Kirshner shot very evenly throughout, his weakest round being
the third, whpn he only scored 82. while his lowest "fieiure" was in
the closing round, when a drop of rain obscured his glasHes, at d a.

5 was the resulr. Mr Stocks was somewhat rati led in the first

round and made the only clean miss of the day, while the round
closed for the exceedingly low total of 48:

Kirshuer.

,

..0 7 0 8 7 10 810 10 8-86
77 10 10 99988 8-85
9 V 8 6 10 8 10 7 7 10-83
10 6 8 10 7 9 9 10 8 7-84
9 9 S 9 10 10 0 10 9 9-88-42t5

. 4 6 8 4 8 7 .5- 0 5 7-48
10 10 9 9 8 10 10 9 8 8-91
e 10 10 9 10 8 10 10 10 9-65
S 10 B 9 10 S 8 10 9 10-81

10 9 9 10 8 y ? 9 n 5-85—410
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REVOLVER SHOOTING IN ENGLAND.
London, July 2.—Editor Forest and Stream: The practice for the

Btslev m>e'iDg- contmuts briskly. Most of Hie eompetiters are

usirg Oolts as far as crni be Judged, excppt the two professionals,

who are TisinK an English make of revolver.
No vorv Kood scores have been made yet by any one except Mr.

Walter Winans. who at the diHapppariug target has made strings

of 7 and 9 shots all in the Sin. r-rinfr. Inclosed find the best score

made yesterday; this is the best strine: ever made to dare at the
disappearing target, Bisley regulations. The chief difSculty is

the heavy 43r6lb8. triga' r pull for quick shooting.
The position the revolver targets are at Bisley, facing the even-

ing sun, will prevent good scoring after about 3 o'clock, also it is

In a very exposed situation, and as there is no shelter, and it

seems to blow almost every day at Bisley, competitors will have
a dilHculiy holding agninst the wind.
One intending competitor is trying to get over the heavy trig-

ger pull by holding hisQrst finger along the chamber of his Oolt

and pulling the triergor with liis second finger; as his first finger

tip extends beyond the end of the chamber he runs a good chance
of burning him self badly. „ , , , „.„ ,

The yearly prize meeting of the South London liifle Ulub usually
tates place in the auiumh after the Bisley meeting; this year it

came off July 3, consequently few of the members shot in the re-

volver competitions, as they are reserving themselves for B'slcy.

Mr. Haig and Mr. Lowe tied in the revolver competition (20yos ,

stationary target), with a score of 39 out of a possible 4:3, and the
former won on the count out. Messrs. McMerrill, Tarn and
Winans did not shoot, but are waiting till after the Bisley meet-
ing before roaliing scores for the championship of the club. This
latter consists of a gold jewel given to the cnmpetitor making the

Ave beat scores on five different days. The weather continues
very wet and stormy; It is to be hoped it will clear up during the
Bisley meeting.

BISIiEY MEETING.

Inclosed are diagrams of the "running deer" and "running

BI6LEY "BTJNNING DEER."

man." The bnllseye is 6in. in diameter, distance llOyds., speed
about ten miles an hour for deer, a shade faster for man. Time
to shoot in, 3 seoonds, about, for deer, a little less for man. The

BISTiET "running MAN."

bnllseye is invisible, the whole of the target being painted a uni-
form color, black in the case of the man and yellow ochre in the
ease of the deer, Maiango.

BOSTON, July 18.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association was held at its range to-day with a good
attendance of riflemen and u"der good weather conditions. The
score of J. Francis (F. J. Rabbetti). 118, and F. Daniels. 117, at
rest, were very fine. Mr. Francis used a telescope. O. H. East-
man won the bronze medal. The gOO-shot rest and SOO-shot off-

hand matches closed to-day. The new shooting house of this as-
sociation is progressing finely, and the shooting accommodations
are now first class. Below will be found the scores made to-day,
SOOyds., standard American target:

*RecordKe8tMa(cb.
J Francis 118 W P Thompson .. .108 I B Thomas 108
F Daniels 117 J N Eames ..106 W Conway 102

M R Barter Ill
R All Comers' Rest Match.

F Daniels 117 M R. Barter 105 C O Cody 94
J Francis 114 AHB41ard 103 FCTowne 93
J N Eames m T Ste^. art 101 D N Winn 84
Capt Taylor 105 AS Hunt 98

R All-Comers" OH-lIand Match-W Charles 84 AS Hunt 74 W Conway.... 85
J B F. Hows 79 L Ames &J D N Winn 63
S C Sydney . . - 77 N M Stevens 68 AH Ballard 63
MTDay 75

R Pistol Match-50yd".
(t L Hrstner 89 DM Stevens 77 D W Black 73
MTDay 84 D Moore.. , 76

200 shot Best Match, 6 pr'zes.
First, J Frnncis . .2046 B'nurtb. W Peters 1930
Second. W Conway mO Fifth, J French 1874
Third, I B Thomas 19fiO Sixth. M R Barter 1864

3tX) shot. OIT-Hand M-^tcb.W Charles 2372 SC Sydney 2201 H L Oreene 1784
OH Eastman... -2284 DMariin... 21So
* Only one entry allowed each week, e l^.e-enlries allowed.

BISLEY ENTRIES. -The Council of the British National Rifle
Association find a marked fallintr off of the entries in the great
match this year. The totals for 8 years past of the two great
matches run as follows:

Queen's. St. George's. Queen's. St. G-eorge'a.
1884 2,tifi 3,.m 188S 2.362 2.S74

1885 3,430 3,331 18*59 3,313 3,231
1886 2.463 2.366 1890 2,320 2 188

1887 3.477 2,370 189L. 2.050 1,066

A SHOOTING PARSON.—Chaplain Crichton, of Dumfries,
an enthusiastic member of the National Rifle Club of Scotland,
recently scored 198 in the possible 335 at the 800,m and l,000yda.
ranges.

SAN FRANCISCO, July 12.—The butts at Shell Mound have
been almost deserted since the Second Brigade w^nt into camp
ar Santa CruK With the return of the guardsmen las' evening
rifle shooting will again receive a boom. The San Frnnciscn
Schuetzen Verein were at Shell MouTd to-day and participated
in their monthly medal contest. The Sciiuelzens are the oldest
indexJddent military organization in the Slate and make rifle

shooting a study. As a consequence, they contain among tlie

members many of best known mark.smen on the coast. The
scores made at to day'.s contest, although not as high as usual,

were well up to t he averj^ge. The successful winners were: Pt' st

class medal, L Bendel S80 points; third cla8«, L. N. Ritzau 371;

fourth class. Henry Steliing 333. The medal for the first best sliot

wa« won liy L. R'^ndel. who scored a dead center. Tbe medal for
the last best shot was carried oflE by J. C. B'tterman, who like-

wi«e placed his shot in tiie center and Sf ored 25.

The Indepenr'ent Rifles are steadily growing as good marks-
men. One who follows olnaely their monthly medal scores notices
the slow but steady improvement in tbe different claHSOs. The
new beginners are rapidly coming to the front and many of them
make scores that surprise their comrades in the higber classes.

The Rifles were out in force to-day tor their final medal shoot for
this month. The prm used by this company is ibe Shiirps-

Bouchard military rifle, with 61b?. pull oC trigtrer. and they shoot
at the Blunt target. The scores made at to-dav's contest were:
Lieut. Fred Staude 40. Sergt. H, A. Statide 39, J. Wurthm°n 38
Lieut. H. Beverson 36. Corp. Georg.- Miller 35. T. Hamann 85, M.
Huucken 27. H. Darr 19, George Schleuter 38, Sergt. Charles
Welker 36, E. Moenning 39.

THE TRAP.

Swreefor publication sTiould hi made out on the printed Uanka
prepcvred by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to clul

s'-cretaHes. Correspondents w7io favor us iivith club scores are par-
ti'iula/rlv reqpiested to vjrite on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the followingr:

July 22-24.—Pearl River Gun Club Tournament. First two days
bluerbcks, last day live birds. J. J. Blauvelt, Pearl River, N. J.

July 29-31.—M. H. Rupell'a Tournament, Milford,N. J.

Aug. 6 7.—Second Annual Tournament of the Island Gun Club,
of Wheeling, \¥. Va. R. B. Burt, Sec'y.
Aug. 11-14.— Fiiurth Annual Tournament of the Standard Ivey-

8tone"T«rget Comtiany, New London, Conn.
Aug. 12-14.—The Missouri State Amateur Shooting Association

Annua' T-'urnament, at Lexington, Mo. G. A Si urges, Spc'y.
Aug. 25-27.—Bufl'alo Tournament, assisted bv the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. $1,000 guaranteed.
Aug. 80-Sept. 1,—Hackettstown Gun Club. Two dayt- at targets.

For proarrammes address James L. Smith- Hackettstown N. J.

Sept. 15-17.—Kncxville, Teun., Inter-State Manufacturers' and
Dealers' Association.
Nov. 3-5.—Staunton, Va., Inter -State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.
Nov. 17-19.—Savannah, Ga., Inter-State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.

BROOKLYN TRAPS.
Brooklyn, July 13.—The regular shoot of the R'dgewood Gun

Club had fifteen members to face i he traps a' Ridgewood Park to-

day. Seven live birds each, modified Long Islanft rules, the use
of lioth barrels, were shot at. Dahlbender and Gebring made a
great flght for the medal. Each killed 7 straigtit, and Gehring
killed 3 more straight and won it, Dahlbender missing his third
bird.
JulU ifi.—Tbe second in a series of four shoots for a silver trophy

valued at flOO was sbot at Dexter Park this morning. The con-
testants were J. Blake of the Parkway liun Cluti and R. Pliister

and W. Levens f^f the Fo niain Gun Club. The terms were 15

live birds each, SOvds. rise, Hurlingbam rules. In the first shoot
J. Blake killed II, R. Phister 13, W. Levens 13. To-day R. Phinter
killed 15 straight. W. Levens 15 straight and J. Blake 9. The Fal-
con Gun Club did not shoot at Dexter Park to-day. A few mem-
bers of the Unknown and Acme Gun Clubs organized a sweep-
stake at 30 blueroeks each. Tbe winner turned up in H. Ktiebel,

Jr., of the Unknown. He broke 18 straight. G. Landman of the
Acme Gun Club was second with 15, and A. Vroom t" ird with 14.

July IS —The New York German Gun Club and the Coney Island
Rod and Gun Club were well represented at the farewell shoot
given by P. Leibinger, who belongs to both clubs, at Dexter Park,
to-day. They enjoyed themselves thoroughly, although the day
was unpleasant. Shooting Master Sautter, of the New Yoik
German Gun Club, was captain of a team against P. Leibtnger's
team in a series of shoots at 5 bhierocks each man. The first,

second and third were won by Leibinger's side by scores of 25 to

31, 30 to 25 and 32 to 29. Sautter's side won the fourth. 34 to ,31,

and Leibinger's the fifth, 31 to 29. Sautter then captained a team
of eight aaainst J. Schlieman's team of eight at 5 live birds each.
Long Island rules, gun below the elbow, use of both barrels. Poor
scores were made by some who shoot Hurlineham rules usually.
The scores W' re: Sautter's side—F. Sautter 5, P. L"ibinger5, J.

A. Bppig4, C. Widman3, P. Garms. Jr. 5. J. Dannefelser .3, C.
BuschS and C. Engelbreoht 0; total 38. J. Schlieman's side~J.
Schlieraan 3, H. McLaughlin 2, J. Link 2, L. Eppig 3, Dr. Cantrell
5, J. Fraser4, I.SchiichtS and J. BoseneckerS; total 23. Two
sweepstakes, $2 entrance, at 5 live birds, Hurlingnam rules, were
shnt afterward, and great scores were made. In the first J. A.
Eppig killed 5, L. Eppig 5. H. McLaughlin .5, J. Schlieman 5, C
Bneelbrecht 4. In the second sweepstakes J. A. Eppig 4, E. Eppia
.5, H. McLaughlin 5, J, Schlieman 5, C. EngeJbrecht 5. A match
between J. Schlieman and L. Eppig at 5 live birds was won by L.
Eppig's 4 to Schlieman's 3.

SHOOTING AT FANWOOD.
The scores given below, for which I am indebted to Neph Ap-

gar, of Henry C. Squires, should have appeared in these shooting
columns m an earlier edition, bur for some unknown reason the
letter containing them miscarried.
The affair took plare on the afternoon of the national holiday,

up on the farm of Douglass Darby, at Fanwood, N. J., and the
partieipants were all residents of LTnion cotmty.
As I have on manv occasions had the pleasure of attending the

little shooting affairs of my "Dog Tavern" friends, I am safe m
saving that all enjoyed the afternoon's outiug.

The target events were at standard Keystones, 3 traps, 50 cents
entrv. 3 moneys. The live birds, though few in number, were, I

am informed, of superior quality, as they were gathered from the
lofts of the neighi^oring faimers.
Event No. 1, 5 Keystones: H. Mcintosh first with 5, D. Terry.

D. Darbv and McCollough second with 4, Robinson, McCarthy
and W. Terrv third with .3, Apgar out with 3.

Event No. 3, sam« conditio'- s: N. Apg ir. Mcintosh and Robin-
son first with 5, S. Terry, MeC<dlough, H. Voehl, D. Darby and J.

L. Darhy second with 4, VV. Terry and D. Terry third with 3 each,
McCarthy 3 and Frentz out with 1.

Event No. 3, same condition*: D. Terry and Robinson first with
clean scores; Apgar. S. Terry, McCollough and McCarthy second
with 4; Melnto.sb, Wm. Terry and D. Darby third with S; Voehl
and J. L Darhy 3.

Event No. 4, same conditions: W. Terry, Mclntcsh and D.
Darby div. first with 5 each; S. Terry, Robinson, McCollough, Mc-
Carthy and Apgar tied fnr second with 4. Apgar and Robinson
winning on the sboot-ofl; D. Terry taking third alone with 3.

Event No. 5, 4 live birds, $3 entry, 2 moneys, American Asso-
ciation rules: Neph Apgar took first money alone with 4; D.
Terry and W. Terrv div. second with 8 each; S. Terry with 3 kills,

and Voehl and D. Darby with 1 each being left out in the co d.

Event No. 6. same conditions as No. 5: Apgar, D, Terry, D.
Darby and W. Terry each killed 4, on the shoot-off Darby and W.
Terry won by killing 2 birds and div. the mone\ ;S. Terry captured
second place with 3 kills to his credit; Voehl getting unplaced
with 2.

The last, event was at 3 Mrds, entry $2, 25yd«. rise, one barrel,
gun below elbow: Apgftr was the only one to kill straight and he
took first without dispute; Voehl, Darby, D, Terry, Robinson and
S. Terry tied for second with 3 each, the two latter div on the
shoot-oift". Tee Kay.

BALTIMORE, July 20.—At the shooting tournament atTol-
ehester Beach to-day the main contest was between the National
and Capital City gun clubs, rf Washington, and two teams from
the Baliimo'^e Gun Club. Twenty-five Kej'stone targets were
shot at by 10 men from each cluh. The score was: Capital City
team 206, Baltimore team No, 1 206. National team 201, Baltimore
team No. 2 194. Several individual scores at over 60 tn'rds shot at
averaged over 95 per cent, of breaks. The prizes were valued at
about SS(K). The ti° between the Baliimore and Capital City
clubs was not shot off. About 3,000 people witnessed the contest.

BALTIMORE. Jnly 20.-The Beltimore Gun Club opened a
shooting tournamnnt at Tolchester Beach to day, and it was a b'g
success. The shooting was far above the average. There were
nearly 75 crack marksmen at the beach. The Baltimore Gun
Clut' came near brealsing their long record of victories, and just
succeeded in making a tie with the team from the celebrated
Capital City Gun Club of Washington. The shooting was at Kev-
sto'ie targets from 6 traps under the rapid system, Abcml 4.500
targets were shot at. No. 10 gauge sun owners shot at ISvds. rise
and No. 12 at lOydB. The progrsmme contained ten events, five
of which were shot yesterday. The first event was a sweepstake
a t 10 singles, 50 cents entrance. There were 43 entries. Steele,
B'ind, Arnold and Lawrence broke 10 straight and div. The sec-
ond event was at 15 singles. SI entrance. 37 entries. Franklin,
Happer, Jr., and Hunter broke 15 stra'ght and div. The third
event was at 10 singles, $1 entrance, 39 entries. Franklin Capron,
Wilson, Cochran, Haririer and Arnold broke 10 straight each.
The fourth was the event of the d-jy, as it was to decidethe supe-
riority of the clubs represeuted. It wa" for teams of 10 men from
each club at 26 single'^. Tbe tmrse was $-50 in cash er trance free.

The teams were a.a follows: Prom the Babimore Club, two teams;
from the Capital City Club of Washington and National Gnn
Gun Club of Washington, one team each. Out of a nossilde 260
the Baltimore Club's flret team brol< e 206 and the Cap' tal City
Club 206, the Nationals 201 and Baltimore t^ am No. 2, 194. The
Baltimore team and Capital Citv team div on the tie. The fifth

event was at 20 singles, entrance free, for prizes to the value nf $50
in merchandise. There were 44 entripg. Fraul'lin. of the Balti-
more CluV), won first prize. Shooters from Havre de Grace. Rich
Neck, Queen Anne's countv. Port Deposit and Wilmington were
at the bench. Capt. E C. Hall, of tbe Kalt'more Club, bad charge
of tbe management. James Malone was referee and Robert Scliarf
and S. J . Martenet scorers.

WATSON'S PARK.-Burnside, 111., July 16.-The Fort Dear-
born Club shoot, for medal, 15 live pigeons each, Illinois State
rnle'=;

C D Gammon..llll213131?2121-15 H Eblers I3322912?112r0-14
A Kl einman . . . Ill 1 12112112113- 1 5 W L Wei i s . . . . 031 lOH 211 1 32 12-13W McEarland . 1 01 02111 01131 12-12 H Loved ay ... . 121210011222102—] 1
J E Price 101111123100110—11 *A W Adams.. 001232133231111—13
G Kleinman.. 2^2111132221133-15
* Guest. Ties on 15 to he decided next shoot.
Blackbird medal, same daj

:

AKl einman 1 11 11 1 011101P 101 1 01—1

6

GKleinman 10111110101111111111-17

W L Wells lOlOllinUGlOlOUOl ^ H
AW Adams lOlOOlOOlOlllt OOllQi-lO

RAVEIjEIGG.

CT:.;EVELAND. O., July 15.—The East End Gun Club we^t down
from Cleveland last Saturday and was defeated lor the third time
in the eries of five shoots. The balance of birds in favor of ibe
Niles clnb ^as five. The folh-wing are the *o'als of the Cleveland
men: Sheldon 41, Poreste' 43, Gault 28, Wigbtman 33. Phare 34,

Hayeox 37, Sweetman 25, Ward 8t. North 43, A. B. .Jones 24. July
i6'.—There was a qaartet at the East End Gun Club shoot to-day,
ard the following are the scores:
Brainard HUO 11000 11111 01100 11101 10100-19
Murray Tllll OOlll OdOOl llOil lOlOl 10011—19
North 01111 11011 11011 11110 11101 01111-34
Case mil UilO llllO 01101 01111 11111-25

AN INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT UNDERWAY.-Ar-
rangements are being made to hold a 1ourn^ment at Detroitin
October, that in its magnitude will probaHly eclipse anything
ever held in this country. The idea is to make it inumationalm
character, and it is bojied that teams of picked shoisfrrmtbe
States and Canada will meet in an international contest. Efforts
are also being made to bring about, at the same time, a mteting
at live birds between Ilbnois and New Jersey, and'Cttle the Inng-
fought contest (on paper) between the cracks of tbe two gren,t

trap-shooting States The tournpment is to be hf Id on Fighting
Island, which is located half on American and half on Canadian
soil. A flfst-class hotel is located on the inland, and the sports-
men attending could have a roval time. The affair is in charge
of A. H. Penrose, of New York, and John Parker and Messrs.
Gilman and Barnes, of Detroit, which is a sufficient guarantee of
success.—Tee Kay.

WELLINGTON. July IS.-The attendance at the Wellington
Gun Club grout ds was smaller than usual to-day, but some good
scores wete made, in tbe merchandise match at five pair and 10
singles. Gore took first, a pair of field glasses, with 18. and Rickey
and Bond tied for second, a silver card receiver, with 17. In the
shoot-off Rickey won.

MILFORD, N. J —M. IT. Rupell's second annual tournament
will tie held July 28-81. First two dava at bluerocks, last at live
oirds, modiflfd "Hurlingbam rules. Miltord is on the Belvidere
divi sion of the Pennsylvania R. R.

Model ifachte and Boats. Their design, niaking and sailing, ivith

designs and ivorHing drawings. Postpaid, .p.

FIXTURES^
J0LY.

Lake Y.R.A.,03wego,Oswego 25. Essex, Ann.. Newark Bay.
Royal N. S., Wenonah Chal- 25. Miramichi. Cruise to Nequao
lenge Cup. Halifax. 25. Sippican, Ann . Marlon.

Great South Bay. 27. Pleon, Cruise, Marblehead.
Dorche8ter,Open,Dorche8ter —

. Corinthian. Ma r bl eh e ad,
Quincv, Second Cham. Ladies' Day, Marblehead.
Corint^hian, Marblehead, Ist 28. Monatiquot, Pennant, Wey-
Cham.. Marblehead. mouth.

Hull, Cruise, Cane Cod. 31. Carolina, Club, Wilmington,
Mosquito, Cup, Boston. N. C.

MR. BURGESS' WORK.
THE total list of yachts designed by Mr. Bnrgess numbers 206,

divided as follows: Cutters 88, sloojjs 17, yawls 1, cats 29,

schooners 23, steam yachts a5, fishing vessels 8, pilot boats 3,

working schooners 2. This list covers a period of seven years,

during three of which, '85, '86 and '87, almost the entire yachting

season was given up to the sailing of Puritan, Mayflower and
Volunteer in practice and the trial and Cup races. Besides his

designing Mr. Burgess had many calls on his time, he was secre-

tary of the Eastern Y. C. up to the time of his death, and held a

similar oflBoe in the Society of Natural History up to 1887. A
number of the above vessels were designed for the specific pur-

pose of beating known boats, as in the cases of Puritan, May-
flower and Gossoon, a task of far greater magnitude than merely
turning out a good boat to a certain class. In the case of others,

such as the fishermen and pilot boats, the work was purely ex-

perimental, and at the same time the new boats were expected to

beat the best of their kind, the outcome of years of compeiition

by men who made a specialty of one class of vessel only.

At the outset of his career as a designer, Mr. Burgess was only

a skillful yachtsman and a student trained to habits of and study-

concentrated thought, lacking entirely tbe practical training

of the shipyard and drafting room, which is properly considered

as the foundation of the yacht designer's education. In looking

at his work with these facts in view the wonder is not only at the

amount accomplished and the wide range of vessels which it covers,

but that the proportion of failures is not very much greater than

it is. Tbe statement is made that durine his illness Mr. Burgess

was told nothing what was going on in the busy racing world ho
had so nearly left, and that he died in ignOranee of the per-

formances of all his new craft.

RACES THIS WEEK.—Two important races will be aalled

this week, in botli of which most of the 46-footers will start. The
E. Y. C. handicap was sailed yesterday, and to-day the Corinthian

Y, 0. holds a svveepstakes race for the 46ft. class, both being off

Marl.ilehead.
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SAILING CLUBS.—The ereat increase of what, for want of a

better name, may be called boat sailing to distingnish it from

yacht racing, the branch of the sport which concerns itsplf with

craft between the fully-decked yacht on the one hand and the

rowboat, canoe or canoe-yawl on the other, receives a practical

recognition this year for the first time in Lloyd's Yacht Register;

there being a separate list of ;.'4 sailing clubs, mostly British, though

a few are continental. Such clubs are few in number in America,

but there is a wide field for them in all parts of the country, es-

pecially inland, where yachting in its widest sense is impossible.

One result of the recent progress in yachting is the multiplication

of types of pmall craft. Not many years ago almost the only small

sailing boat to he found was the wide and shoal calboat. whose

bility for capsizing made utterly unfitted for general use. Now
be boat sailor can choose from a score of different models of safe

and fast little craft, ieel or centerboard, suitable for all varieties

of use. The danger which was once such a serious drawback to

the use of small sailing craft has very largely disappeared with

the iutroduotion of better models, and boat sailing may now be

classed as one of the pleasantest and most commendable forms of

outdoor sport. With craft properly adapted to the local condi-

tionf, a successfttl club maybe formed on almost any Ijody of

water hulf a mile or more in extent and not incumbered with

rocks or other obstructions, nor too closely surrounded by trees.

TIDAL WAVE.—With the loss of the Tidal Wave last week

there has passed away another of the once famous fleet of large

schooners whose numbers are rapidly growing less. The Tidal

Wave was built in 1870 for Com. Wm. Voorhis. of the Atlantic Y.

C, at the yard of the late .las E Smith, at Nyack-on-the-Hudson,

The model was the work of her owner and builder together, and

she was in every way a good example of the extreme American

type. Her dimensions were: Length over all, 119ft. 3in.; l.w.l.,

lOTft. 6in.; l)eam, 25ft.; draft, 7ft. 6in. The original waterline was

shorter than this, the bow being lengthened in 1874. Over the

courses then sailed, mostly running and reaching between the

Battery and the Lightship, she was very fast. Her model is

briefly but clearly described in the single phrase by which, after

the Indian fash'on, she was at one time known to fame, "Snake-

with-a-Toad-in-its-Belly." She enjoyed the distinction at one

time of having the most expensive interior fittings of the fleet,

having been purchased by Daniel Cook, a wealthy Californian.

who refitted her at a gr^at outlay. After his death she was for a

long time on the sale list, being finally purchased by Com. T. W.
Dawson, of the Newark Y. C, in 188i> In 1889 she was purchased

by Dr. Ranney, of the New York and Atlantic clubs.

LIGHT DL'ES EROM YACHTS.—The "born sportsmen," whose

eft'ovts to hamper and annoy yachtsmen met with such a general

condemnation last winter, are off ou a new tack, and one which

promises a great deal of trouble to yacht owners. An attempt is

now being made to collect light dues of 50 cents per ton from tt)e

steam yacht Comjueror, Mr. F. W. A'anderhiJt, at New York,

while Mr. F. P. Sands, of Newport, has been notified that his I'ut-

ter Uvira will be compelled to pay the same amount per ion it' she

sails from Newport. This isbad enough inthelattcr (ise, Fvira's

tonnage being only about 20, but when it comes to a niattei ot ?bfi

tons, or S193, it is siill more serious. What is evidently regarded

as "sport" by Commissioner Bates is nothing but death to yacht-

ing.

LAKE ONTARIO YACHTING.—Theseasonisnowin full swing

on Lake Ontsrio, the Lake Yacht Ricing Association being on its

annual circuit. The first race was sailed at Hamilton, Ontario, at

the extreme western end of the lake, on July I t, the second and

thii-d at Toronto ou Thursday and Friday, the fourth at Roches-

ter, N. Y., on Monday, and the final race will be sailed to-day at

Oswego. The round is shorter, Belleville and Kingston being left

out this year, as well as the stop at Coburg, and there is one less

race. At the same time the cruise promises to be as great a suc-

cess as usual, with plenty of sociability and friendly intercour.se.

and s^me very good racing.

MASSACHUSETTS Y. C. 46FT. CLASS, JULY 16.

THE special race of the Massachusetts Y. C. on Tuesday Jast off

Marblehead reetilted in a very fine contest between the keel
Oweene and the centerboard Beatrix; a light weather race, bttt

under such even conditions as to make it niteregting throughout.
The day was also notable as the flrst performance of the new Fife

4(3, Barbara, though her work was very poor, the 40-footer Gos-
soon beating her on corrpcted time. The race was for a §250 cup.

th' course being the 24 mile triangle of the Eastern Y. C, starting
oflP Marblehead Rock, turning the Graves Whistling Buoy and the
E. Y. C. mark, and home, 8 miles on each leg. Beside the tour
boats named. Alborak is not yet in satisfactory form, in spite of

her alterations, but she wan at the line and sailed in company
with the racers at times. Sayonara only arrived from the west
on Tuesday morning, going at once to Lawlej's for repairs. She
will have new chain plates and a third shroud, her sides will be
strengthened, her bowsprit will be shorteued 18in. and her main-
sail recut.
The starters were Oweene, sailed by Capt. Chas. Barr, with her

owner. Mr. A. B. Turner, on board; Beatrix, c.b., sailed by C"pt.
Crofker and Dr. John Bryant; Barbara, sailed by her owner. Mr.
C. H. W. Foster; and Gossoon. 40ft., sailed by Mr. Chas. F. Adams,
The wind was light from S.W., making a beat over the flrst leg.

The start was from one gun, and Capt. Barr was ready in season
when the first signal was given at 11:04. Go.98oon had picked her
berth, to cross on starboard lack and to windward, with Beatrix
hansing to her weather quarter, but as the whistle sounded at
11:09 Osveene came along on port tack, crossiug Gossoon's bows,
and tacl<ing so close on be)' weather that the little fellow caught
the back draft from Oweene's mainsail. Barbara presumably
had bttsmess up at the mouth of tne harbor at starting time as
she was in that u'lartev at a safe distance from the line, and
cr' s ed with a handicap of 2m. 15s. Oweene crossed within .5s.,

Gossoon 8s. and Beatrix 133.

Almost liom the i.tart the quartet broke up in*o two couples,
Oweene and Beatrix at once openirg out on Gossoon, while Bar-
bara's handicap madp it her first task to catch the 40 footer
ahead of her before trying conclusions with her real classmates.
Af ""er a few short tacks Oweene and Beatrix were close together,
off shoxe, while Barbara and Go=isoon were t'gether inshore. The
leaders earned lower sails and club topsails, iho two inshore also

carrying baby jibtopsails. Albnrak had started to leeward of the
fleet, but was falling astern. Beatrix made a hard flght to get
through Oweene's lee, but was never able to draw clear, while
footing evenly with the only black boat, in the Burgess fleet. As
they went on it became evident tliat while Oweeue was easily

able to hold her white rival in distance, she was at the same time
gradually but decidedly weathering out nn her.

After a time Beatrix set her jibtopsail, Oweeue followiny; and
a little l-iter the white boat begeu a series of short tacks, five or

six in all, in each of which she was quickly met by Oweene, the
latter not only keeping her lead through all of these wily man-
euvers, hut actually haviug increased it when Beatrix gave up
the tacking and the two settled down to business again. The
wmd had falhn lighter, and Oweene seemed to gain more.
Finally, when she was so far ahead that Beatrix had no chance of

catching her as they w^re going, the latter luffed out across her
wake and at the same time dropped perceptibly astern. Gossoon
and Barbara had been fighting along inshore, the advantage
being with the smaller boat until well up with the mark. The
times at the Graves were:

Elapsed.
Oweene 1 18 30 2 09 2(1

Beatrix 1 23 28 2 14 28

Barbara - 134 30 S 25 30

Gossoon 1 35 45 2 45

W^iih splnaker boom lowered to starboard, 0wee to eased oft

around the buoy and broke out her sail yery promptly: Beatrix

also being very well handled at the mark. The run was with a
very light air, the leaders holding to southward so that they had
to take in spinakers and iibe whf>n a couple of miles from the
second mark, carrying balloon jibtopsails up to it. The times of
the four on the 8-mile run were practically the same, as the follow-
ing shows:

Elanspd.
Oweene .... 2 26 45 1 08 25
Beatrix 2 83 00 1 08 32
Barbara... 3 43 30 1 08 00
Gossoon 3 44 30 1 08 45

On the second leg Alborak fell in with the racers again, having
cut across inside the Graves and set spinaker. She did little,

and soon dropped out.
The last leg was a close reach with more wind, heading the

yachts so that Oweene and Beatrix barely made the finish in a
single stretch, while Barhara and Gossoon were obliged to tack.
The boats were timed at the line: p;iapsed. Elapsed.

la^tlpg. whole course.
Oweene 3 33 04 1 05 19 4 33 04
Beatrix .S 37 13 1 05 13 4 28 13
Barbara 3 52 57 1 11 27 4 43 57
Gossoon ; 4 00 12 1 15 4;^ 4 51 13

None of the boats being measured the corrected times are not
known, but the order would be the same as by elapsed time, save
that Gossoon would beat Barbara. Though a light weather race,
there was no fluking, but the work on the first leg, in which
Oweene made nractically all her gain, was very fair and even so
far as the conditions were concerned; and though more wind
would have added to the excitement there could be no fairer test

of the two boats. Barbara's performance was so very poor that
if it is any index of her merit she would be the last nf the whole
ela-ss; but in view of the woi-k done by Minerva and Yama. to say
notuing of Jessica's performances when well soiled, her failure
in the first race must he laid to the handling and not the model.
All of the fl-^et have now raced except the Vanderbilt boat,
Ilderim, and from their performances it would be safe to say that
Gloriana will head the class at the end of the season, with
Ovveene. Beatrice and Sayonnra about on even terms after hpr.
Where Barbara will come out must deppud entirely upon her
handling; if she were in the hands of either of the Barrs we
should place her among the flrst three boats in the class. The
management of the ra''e was well carried out by the rpga.tta com-
mittee, Messrs. L. K. Clark, W. O. Gay, C. H. Guild, H. B. Torrey
and W. T. Mann.

THE FUNERAL OF MR. BURGESS.
THE fuupral of Mr. Bureress took place in Triuity Church, Bos-

ton, Wednesday of last week, the service being performed by
the Rev. Phillips Brooks, D.D., and the intprment taking place at
Mount Auburn. The pall bearers were Gen. Charles J. Paine,
Com. Alanson W. Tucker, Henrv S. Hovp.y, Amorv A. Lawreupe,
Franklin Dexter, J. Malcolm Forbes, Dr. John Bryant and Dr.
W. F. Whitney. A very large number of yachtRmen was present,
among them being Vice-Oom. Morgan, Flpet Capt. Peabody. Sec-
retary J. V. 8. Oddie, Mr. S. Nicholson Kane, of the New York
Y. C, with Sunt. Neils Olsen, Com. B. W. Crowni-ishield, Cor-
inthian Y. C ; Judee Caleb W. Loring, Mr. C. W. Loring, Jr.,

Sec'y W. Lloyd .Jeffries, Beverly Y. C : Gen R. H. Stevpnson. Mr.
C. H. W. Foster, of the Barbara: Pres. R. W. Clark, Boston
Athletic Association; Sec'y Thos. Dean. Boston Y. C; Capt.
Aubrev Crocker, Capt. H. C. Haff. of the Volunteer: Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. F. Lawley, Mr. Thos. Hibbard, Mr. Geo. Lawley. Sr.; Mr.
Wm. E. Waterhouae, chief assistant, and Mr. A. E. Binney. as-

sistant in Mr. Burgess's office; Mr. R. C. Hooper, Capt. and Mrs.
A. H. Clarke, Mr. Matthew Clarke, Mr. T. D. Boardman, Messrs.
C. F. and G. A. Adams, of the Gossoon; Mr. Cha^. A. Longfellow,
of the Alga; Mr. O. B Turner, of the Oweeup; Capt. RePd, of the
ship Pilsrrim; Mr. Wm. B. Searn, Wm. F. Halstall, Mr. Gordon
Dexter, Com. John Shaw, Quincy Y. C ; Yice-C'im. John A. Stet-

son, Boston Y. C; Arthur Fuller. South Boston Y. C; Sec'y W.
B. McClennan, Massachusetts Y. C; Mr. Chas. S. Eaton, of the
stpam yacht Melissa; Col. H. Corcoran, of the (Eaone; John Q.
Adams^ Mr. Josiah Quincy, Mr. Joseph lasigi. Robert T. Paine.
Mr. Herman Duryea, of New York; Mr. J. M. Sears, Mr. Law-
rence P- Tucker. Mr. Herhprt C. Otis. Mr. Chas. A. Prince, Mr.
Joseph Bigelow and Supt. W. Boyd, of the Atlantic Works. East
Boston
Mrs. Burgess was not well enough to be present. Handsome

floral designs were sent by the Eastern, New York, Corinthian
and other clubs, by George Lawley & Son and other yachtsmen.
Flags were half-masted by yacht clubs and on vessels generally
about Boston and New York. The Eastern Y. C. passed the fol-

lowing resolutions:
"The council of the Eastern Y. C, desiring to record their a.p-

preciation of the valuable service rendered to the club by its laie

secretary, Edward Burgess, unanimously resolve
"That his years of faithful service as secretary and as general

adviser in all yachting matters have been of inestimable and last-

ing value to the club.
"That by the death of Mr. Burgess the club has lost one of its

most highly esteemed members, whose life for more than twenty
years has been closely identified with it progress and with, the
advancement of its best interests.
"That the marked ability displaved by Mr. Burgess as a naval

architect, while earning him a world-wide reputation, has reflected

great honor and credit upon the Eastern Y. C, and while his fame
as a designer is a source of pride to every yachtsmon in the coun-
try, his intimate connection with the Eastern Y. C. makes that
fame peculiarly our own.
"That his cheerful and obliging dispositiou, his readiness to

render friendly assistance, his generosity and kindness of heart,

with the many other admirable traits which endeared him to us
all, must ever bo held in affectionate rememorance."
Similar measures have been passed by the New Y^ork, Corinth-

ian of N. Y. and other yacht clubs. Mr. Burgess's will is dated
July 8, 1885, and gives the testator's properly in trust to his wife,

the income to be paid to her for her support until her d- ath, and
then the income to be used for the support of the children until
the youngest attains the age of twenty-five years, then the prop-
erty is to be divided equally among the children or their heirs.

If the children do not survive the mother, at her death the prop-
erty is to be placed in the hands of the trustees of the Boston
Society of Natural History. The society is to hold it as a perma-
nent fund, the income to be applied by them for the interests of

the society. The testator's wife and Augustus P. Loring are ap-
pointed executors and trustees.

SOUTH BOSTON Y. C , JULY 18.—The second championship
race of the South Boston Y. C. was sailed on Saturday in a mod-
erate S.E. vvind, the times being:

FIRST CLASS-KEELS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Myrtis. E. P. Pond 28.09 2 41 30 2 13 31

Optic, G.S. Hutchinson 27.01 Disabled.
FIHST CLASS—OBNTERBOABDS.

Quissett, W. p. Taylor 25.08 2 32 24 1 57 16

Stanley, W. L. Colsou 26.03 3 2(5 35 3 00 23
SECOND OI/ASS - KKELS.

Swordflsh, Hall & Johnson 24.07 2 34 45 2 03 13

B B , Stone 23.08 Time not taken.
SECOND CI-ABS-CENXERBOAUDS.

A wilda., John Bligh 34.09 2 33 13 1 59 03

Wraith, P. H. Cheatham 22.08 ...

Ideal, F. William^ 31.10 3 31 40 3 00 30

Good Luck, J. B. Farrpll 21.09 3 34 09 2 03 00

Wapiti, James Bertram 23.04 3 36 05 8 03 01
TlllHD CLASS—KEELS.

Mabel, W. B. Bennett 17.10 3 IS 35 1 56 25

A and L. P. Anderson 17.03 2 10 15 1 40 14

Vidette, P. F. Burkp 19.05 Time not taken.
THIRD CLASS—CENT EBB^ARDS.

Trifle, J. F. Cashiu IS "'6 2 05 15 1 36 44

SunPlune, E. W. Haskell 19.11 3 04 04 1 37 06

Wraitlj, J. Berrigan 18 00 Tuna not taken.
Bess, W. C. Cherrington 18.03 Time not tPken.
The judges were Hubert Pope. Thos. Christian, W, H. Godfrey,

Thos. Macintyre and S. F. Clark.

HULL CORISTQIAN Y. C, July 18.—The first club race of the
Hull Corinthian Y. C. was sailed on Saturday, the times being:

SECOND CLASS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Egeria, R. D. Ware 1 22 38 0 59 31

Marjorie. M. 0, Bouve 1 30 05 1 06 12
THIRD CLASS.

Composite, k., R. Mclntire .,1 37 39 1 10 44

Caprice, c. b., R. W. Bird ,1 31 37 1 08 33
FOURTH CLASS.

Rocket, H. M. Faxon 4 H 91 } 9§1!*
Cricket, E. B Lambert . ..1 33 24 1 07 02

I'UtTEl CLASS.
Billow, Harold Brow n 4 i5 P I? 92
Fox, \'V, G. Morris 1 31 30 1 05 C3

"The judges wtire G. W, Bouve, C. Y. Souther and F. H. Smith, Jr

CLUB CRUISES.
THE cruise of the Corinthian Y. C. pnded on July 14, when the

fleet reached Marblehea ft. to find all flags at half mast and
to learn for the flrst time of Mr. Burgess's death.
The Philadelphia Y. C. will cruise this year on Long Island

Sound, the following order having recently been issued:

Flagship Nobna, Philadelphia Y". C, (

Philadelphia, July 15, 1891. i"

General Orders No. 3.

1. The vessels of the squadron will rendezvous at Whitestone,
Long Island, for the annual cruise, on the afternoon of Saturdav,
Aug. 1.

2. Captains will report on board the flagship Norna on the same
evening at 9 P. M.. when destination and dailv runs will he de-
decided upon. It is expected that the cruise will extend as far to
the eastward as Newport.

3. The routine and rules contained in the "Club Manual" will
be observed during the cruise.

4. Yachts, when in squadron, will take thpir time when striking
ship's bells from that of the flagship and iu no case anticipate it.

5. Captains intending to join the pquadron are requested to
notify the fleet captain, 110 Bullitt Building, Philadelphia, at as
early a date as possible.
By order of the commodore.

W. BARKLII5 HE^RY, Fleet Captain.
The fleet qf the Larchmont Y. C. was at Greenport last week.

On July 13 the fleet of the Riverside Y. G. sailed on its cruise,
Oom. Tyler with the flagshio N'rvana being in command. The
fleet expects to reach Npwport after vioiting Sheltpr Island.
The fleet of the Atlantic Y. C. met at Whitestone on Jul v 18, the

flagship Chlspa being absent, owing to the tempomrv Illness of
Com. Lawton, Vice-Com Banks, of the schoonpr Water Witch,
took command, having with him Fleet Captain Church. The first
run was to Indian Harbor, where Com. Canton joined the fleet on
Sunday. On Nonday the fleet ran to Morris Cove.

IOTA.
SJ^-nATER,

IN two recent issues, July 3 and 9, we have given the lines of one
of the 2}4-rating clasp, or 35ft. corrected length by Am°rican

rules. The yacbtwhose lines are h°re given is of the same rating
but of a different type, being shorter, wider and carrying more
sail. A special interest attaches to her from the fact that she is
very much ot the modern American typ.^, and being designed by
Ml-. Wm. Fife, Jr., she is very similar to the boats which have
lately made him so well known on this sid' of the water. The
design, we should state, is reproduced from our French contem-
porary, Lc TacM, being carefully enlarged from a small drawing
m that paper.
A classification by waterline length, as generally used in Amer-

ica up to this time, has never been popular in Great Britain, being
conflned mainly to Southampton and the Solent, where it pro-
duped a fleet of wide and deep keel boats nf 20 to 30ft. l.w.l. These
"lengthers," as they were called, were totally dift'orent from the
boats built under the tonnagp rule of the Y. R, A. during the
same period, about 1883 to 1887, and were very much of the type
that has been so common in America since the latter date, such
yachts as Pappoose, Liris and Kathleen. The general introduc-
tion of the length and sail area rule in Groat Britain in 1887
quickly disposed of the "lengthers," as they could not compete
successfully with the more moderate type produced by the now
rule.
Another club which has classed by waterline length for some

years is the Bangor Corinthian Saibng Club, of Belfast Lough,
Ireland; a club in which sailing and racing has been care fully
fostered. Though still adhering to its length limits—18, 31 and

"IOTA," MIDSHIP SECTION.

25ft.—the club has at the same time placed a limit on excessive
sail plans and paved the way for the complete adoption of the new
Y. R. A. rule bv limiting the 31ft. l.w.l. class to a total rating of
2)4. while the 18ft. class is limited to 1.25 rating.
We may mention in passing that this smaller class has been

enlarged this year by the addition of four new boats, all of the
same design, iioth hull and sail plans, by Mr. Fife, the dimensions
being: Length over all, 20ft; Iwl., 18ft., beam, 6fl. 3ra.; draft,
4ft. They are keel boats, with iron keels, rigged with simple lug
mainsails and jibs, the cost of each being about .S300.

lota is one of three 31-footers built for the club by Mr. Fife in
1889, from his own design, and which have raced together and with
other boats for the past two seasons. In 1889 lota's record was 23
starts, 13 flrst prizes, 7 other prizes, and at the end of last season
it stood 46 starts in the two years, with 19 first and 14 other prizes.
During the winter she was sold by her original owner, Mr. A. S,

Matier, to Mr. Boyu, of Douarneuez, France, and we find the fol-

lowing accotmt of her passage from Bangor to her new port in a
late number of the FieM:
"M. Boyn and one sailor have sailed Iota from Bangor, Belfast

Lough, out to France. She is a half-deckpd boat, \vith a small
batch for bad weather, cutter rigged, and 31ft. on the w^ater line.
Although a good little sea boat, she is not the kind of yacht every
one would care to make a passage round the south of England in.
"M Boyn and his man started from Bangor on May 20 with a

nice breeze from N.E , keeping the Irish land as far as the South
Rock Ligbtship, and then across the channel to the Calf of Man,
arriving there at 4 A. j\I. the next morning. A course was taken
for Holyhead with a fair wmd, which increased so much that the
mainsail had to be stowed and trysail s^t. At night Holyhead, by
c Uculation, should have been abeam, but it was dark and thick
and no lights visible, so Iota was laid to. Next morning the Linns
Light was made out; the sea and wind had gone down, and sail

was made. Passing Holyhead, Bardsly Point w^aa reached in the
evening.
"Next morning she was close to Cardigan Lightship; the wind

increased to a stiff ijreeKe and, thn weather looking bad, she was
sailed into Cardigan River, arriving at 7 P. M. Strong h- ad winds
kept her five days in liarbor. Fishguard was made next, and two
days spent there. Going to sea again, RamseySound was reached;
there wa= a. heavy sea runnirg and a strong S.E. wind, so the try-
sail was set. Off .'--Icompf Island the eea was very liad, and the
punt was rolled over and had to be cut adrift and lost. Iota was
safe.lv worked into Milford River and anchored in Pembroke
Dock.
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"Two more days were spent in harbor, and with a light S.E.
wind, a pleasant sail brought Lundy light in view about 10 o'clock.
The fine weather did not last long, and soon the trysail had to be
set. Aftpr a very wet passage Pad stow harbor was reached. Here
she remained two days.
"Iq the afternoon of June 6 she drifted down the coast until a

pleasant southeastpr sprang up; in the evening the breeze came
strone from E.N.B., and storm sails were set, with a nastv sea
running. The night was very dark, so she was laid to after d'rift-
ing fourteen hours, with the f^resheet to windward. She was
got under way again, but at 10 P. M. it was necessary to lay to
once more.

'JS'ext morning M. Boyn, being anxious about his whereabouts,
after so much drifting, hailed a steamer and got his position,
twenty-seven miles from Roscoff, bearing S. 20° E.
"After a splendid sail of four hours, the coast of France was

reached, and in two days more Iota reached Douarnenez."
The lines of the new Fife boats Barbara, Minerva, Uvira and

Yama are entirely unknown to the majority of America yachts-
men, though two examples of Mr. Fife's work have already ap-
peared in our pages, the well-known Clara in the issues of Nov.
1-8, 1888, and a design, never built to, of a widened Clara in those of
Dec. 3 and 9, 1886. The present design is sufficiently near to those
of Barbara and Minerva to give a very correct idea of each, bear-
ing in mind tbe greater proportionate displacement, draft and
freeboard that would be given to a 20-footer as compared with a
yacht of double the length. The following table of dimensions
gives the actual measurements of Iota, with those of the same
design enlarged to 40 and loft., together with some corresponding
dimensions of Minerva and Barbara. The measurements for
freeboard and sheer are taken to under side of rail in all casep,
and not to top of planksheer.

Length, stem head to
archboard.^

L.W.L
Beam, extreme

L.W.L
Draft extreme....
Freeboard, least
Sheer, bow

stern

31ft.

30ft. SVs
20.10
5.11
5.8
5.8im

40 ft.

.58.01

40.

n.4
10,11
10.11
3.3

".'9

46 ft.

66.11
46.

13.1
13.6
13.6
3.9
2.4

Minerva. Barbara.

55.6
40.

10.6
10.

9.

2.11
2.

46-
13.10
11.6
11.8
3.4

Though Mmerva is considerably shoaler and narrower than
lota, the rake of sternpost and contour of keel are very nearly the
same, the forefoot being cut away to an extent before unheard ofm America. In Barbara, the line of keel is still straighter and
the forefoot less prominent, the whole lateral plane, thougb not
quite so deep at its lowest point as in Iota, being still nearer to a
triangle. The midship section of the latter boat also shows much
more Hare at the deck than iu any previous design, quite different
from the easily rounded sides of Minerva and Iota. The sail plan
will appear next week.

NEW YORK Y. C.

T^S ^S^^^^ meeting of the year was held on July 16, Mr. James
^ senior captain present, presiding in the Absence

ot the flag officers. The following letter was read and referred to
a committee to draft suitable resolutions:

Flagship Electba, /

„ ^ ^ . , ,
Harbor New York. July 14, 1891. f

To the Captains and Members of the New York Y. C:
It is iny painful duty to announce the sudden and unexpected

death of Edward Burgess, a man of brilliant genius, imtiriog in-
dustry and unexceptional purity of character. He applied his
talents and devoted the best years of his life to the development
and advancement of American yachting. Original in his concep-
tion, quick to profit by txperience, and sound in his .iudgment,
his skill as a designer was unequalled on either side of tne At-
lantic, and his reputation literally was worldwide. In the three
recent contests for the America's Cup the victorious Puritan
Mayflower and Volunteer wer'^ successive illustrations of his un-
excelled skill and ability in construction.
Charming and gentle in his manner, modest and retiring when

his own praises were sounded, he won the nearts ot all who knew
nlm. Called away in the prime of manhood, his death leaves a
vacancy not to be filled.
The squadron of the club not having yet commencpd its annual

cruise, 1 deem it proper, instead of issuing a formal order as com-
modore, to submit this communication to you as a pi-ivileged one
at the ensuing general meeting, leaving you on its reception to
take appropriate action as a club expressive of your appreciation
of his merits and of sorrow for his losi. I have th« honor to re-
i>ialu, Elbridge T. Gebry, Commodore.
The following members were elected: Geo. M. Hutton, Wm. A.

Abbe, Frank Work, Geo. P. Work, Henry Mav, Joseph T. Thomp-
son, Obpd Wheelpr, A. Forget, Alfred Kayne, Horace S. Blood-
good, Eugene Higgins, James Walter Myer, Newton Dexter, Ro&t.
Morrow, Ogdea D. Wilkinson, Newton Earle, Lewis M. Ruther-
furd, Jr., Samuel B. Sexton and A, B. Turner.
A $500 cup has been offered by the Oak Bluffs Club for a race of

the 46ft. class on the craise.

SIPPICAN Y. C, 13th Open Sweepstakes Regatta, Marion, July
11.—Courses, from judge's yacht, leaving Nyes Ledge and S.E.
Ledge Buoys on port, 15 miles for first and second classes, third
and fourth class from judgt-'s yacht, leaving Bow Bells and S.E.
Ledge buoys on port, to judge's yacht, 8 miles; fifth class, leaving
stake boat off Plantin Island, Seal Rock Buoy, judge's yacht
stake boat. Seal Rock Buoy on starboard, to judge's yacht 7
miles. Weather fair, wind lieht S.S.W., tide ebb!

FIEST CLASS—CATS.
,^ T- n,T •, X

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Mattie, L. M. Stockton 28.10 3 33 01
Hector, E. C. Stetson £8.10 3 33 30

SECOND CLASS—CATS.
Mist. G. H. Lyman, Jr 26.09 2 35 52
Anonyma, F. L. Dabney 27.00 3 c6 33
Bonita, J. Parker 35.04 3 43 07
Widgeon, Moses Williams, Jr 36.10 3 40 39

THIRD CLASS—CATS.
Eina, John Parkinson 32.10 1 53 58
Tycoon, S. Lewis Stackpole, Jr 22.11 1 55 13
Puzzle, Wm. Amory 33.09 1 56 37
Parole, W. H. Day-'S 22.05 1 58 11
Hermione, R. L. Barstow 23.01 1 58 48
Buzzard, A. Shepley 2 01 31
Aucoot, H. M. Battelle 3 02 16

FOURTH CL.4SS—CATS.
Oat, Bruce Clarke 19.03 3 03 41
Squall, J. G. Palfrey 19.09 3 07 39
Edith, G. G. Yan Rensselser 19,04 3 10 42
Mattie, J. M. D. Parker Withdrew.

3 20 53
2 31

3 20 44
3 21 48
3 24 59
3 25 39

1 41 36
1 43 45
1 44 49
1 46 13
1 47 30

1 48 05
1 52 45
1 55 18

riETH CLASS—CATS.
Wide Awake, J. C. Pegram 16.08 1 57 50 1 40 57
Rana, H. N. Daniels 15.09 3 03 18 1 44 33
Worry, H. W. and R. P. Bellows. .. .16.04 2 10 17 1 53 19
Trana, J. Crane, Jr 3 11 09
First class, Mattie won; second class. Mist and Anonyma; third

class, Ema, Tycoon and Puzzle; fourth class. Cat and Squall; fifth
class, Wide Ayvake and Rana. Mattie protested for cutting buoy
not yet decided. Tycoon's measurement protested, but remeasure
ment can hardly change her position. Regatta committee, G GVan Rensselaer, W. H. Davis and J. G. Palfrey, chairman
Judges, Messrs. Whitmg, Clark and Andrews.
LLOYD'S YACHT REGISTER.-The new volume of this useful

book shows a slight decrease in size, but this is due only to the
use of a thinner but finer paper in order to keep tne size within
convenient limits. The list of yachts proper has been increased
by about M pages since last year. The total number of yachts
listed, both sail and steam, including American vessels is 6 179
The list of abbreviations has this year been rearranged and very
niuch extended, so that the most complete and definite informa-
tion as to a yacht's character and condition can be given in a
condensed form in the same line with her name and dimen-
sions. The list of yacht clubs gives the flags of 124 clubs, while
a separate list of 34 sailing elub.g appears for the first time
American yachts and yacht owners are well represented there
being a large number of the latter among the 11-t of subscribers.
VOLUNTEER.-The work on Volunteer is being hurried at

Lawley's, tad she was launched on Tuesday. There is little time
now left, but it is expected that she will join the New York Y C
fleet on the cruise before the Goelet cup race. '

'

t
NOKOMIS, schr., once the Nettie, for two years oast a nilot

boat, has been sold to E. W. Halsey by Thos. Oonley.
^

I VIDETTE, Steam yacht, has been sold by F. W. Vanderbilt to
I G. D, Bopden,
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LAKE YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION, 1891.
ROYAL HAMILTON T. C, .T0LT li.

THE first regatta of the Lake Y. E. A., at HamiltoB, Oat., under
the managetnent of the Royal [Tamilioii Y. C, was partly

spoiled by the very unfavoraole weather, the day hping rainy
with squalls and light wmas, so tbat the start wis delayed and
the course was shortened to two rounds in place of three. A large

fleet was present from Oswesco, Toronto, R ichester and other lake

ports, and the entry list was very good, the classes and yachts

''^JMrst Class—Vreda, AHeen and Oriole, of Toronto,
Forty-six-fooc Class—Agyie and Condor, of Toronto; Verve Ko.

2, Hamilton; Y^xma, Oswesc; White Wines, Hamilton.
Fortv-t'ooc Class—Verve No. i, Toronto, and Psyche, Hamilton.
TMrty-flvfi-foot Class— Majel, Rochester; Dinah, Hamilton:

Gracie.'Kmgston; Al^rt, Hamiicnn. ^ ^ ..^ „
Thirty -foot Class—Fanny Juiten and Nadia, Hamil+on; Erma

and Samoa, Toronto; Wave, Volante, Echo, Lotus and Latona,
Hamilton, and Velnette, Rochester. ^ „ , tt n „
Tw-nty-flve-foot Class—Aideen, Maud B., Nadgv, Heatherhell

and Katie Hall, Hamilton; Ariel. Florrle B., Kelpie, Qaickstep
and Nellie G., ToroL to, and Adie, Kiniistou,

T,veniy-oae-foot Class—Rustler, Edip'^e, Caruh, hillida. Spray,
G-wendolhie and Xantho, Hamilton, and Caprice, Elsie, -Java,

Widgeon and Enid, Toronto.
Yama, having no close ci mpetitors, has this year gone up into

the 43ft. cUss.
. , , ^ ^ ^ .

Merle, Yama's old rival, was not with the tleet. Dinah is a new
yacht, designed and budt by Thos. Dalton, of Hamilton, designer
of the yawl Molly and the cutt* r Nancy, for Mr. F. S. Maliock, of

the same place. The prizes were: Kir.-t class, over iOf t. corrected
leTjgtb, $40; 46tt. class, $40, $20, $10; 40£r. cla«s, $40, $20, $10; 35f

class, $80, $15, $10: 30tt. class, 330, $15, $10; 2ofi. class, $20, $10, $5;

21ft. clasB, S20, $10, $5. The course was an 8J^-mile trangle on ihe
lahP, three rounds lor the two larges classes, two rounds for the
30, 35 and 40£r. classes, one and one-third for the 25ft. and one for
the stijaller boats.
Toe Kelpie dragged ashore on Monday hut was towed off with-

out damage. On Tuesday morning at about 9 o'clock a very heavy
thunder storm swept over the lake and Builington Bay, raising a
bad sea, th- wind b^ing very violent. During the squall Wniie
Wings was caught with her mainsail up and was driven ashore
in spite of the efiE rts of her crew, her cabin being partly flllpd.

An attempt was made to tow her off in time to s-tart hut it was
unsuccepsfui. In driving aslior« she fouled and cut the cable of
anew boat, the Florrie B , of Toronto, which also yrent ashore
and was out of the race.
After the squall the wind was very light, from the west, and

the start was postponed for an hour, the gun for the larger boats
being fired at noon for a one gun start. It was der-ided to shorten
the c urse to two rounds in place of three. Verve No. 2 was the
first over, 45=. after the gun, with Yama on the even minute.
Tnen chthh Vreda, Oriole, Aggie and Condor. Spinakers were set

and the licet ran off in a thick fog. Vreda soon took the lead but
overstooo the first mark in the fog. Oriole being first and Vreda
second, then Y^ama, Verve No. 2, Agg=e and Condor, the latter
soon after lo>ing her topniiist. The first round was timed b.b fol-

lows, Yama having taken first place in the windward work:
Yama, 1 47 18 Oriole 1 48 38
Vreda 1 49 41 Verve ... 1 58 34

Aggie 3 07 21 Condor 2 11 46

Near the end of the second leg of the second and last round
Oriole passed Tama. The race was timed

:

PIMST CLASS.
Start. Fini>h. Elapsed. Corrected.

Vreda 12 00 3 08 01 3 08 01 2 .58 08
Oriole 13 00 3 07 59 3 07 59 3 07 5ft

46-FOOTEBS.
Yama 13 Oil 3 07 39 3 07 29 3 a3 49

Verve No. 3 12 00 3 28 40 3 26 40 3 20 40
Aggie 12 00 3 54 02 3 54 02 3 51 36
Condor 12 0() 4 05 17 4 05 17 4 04 08

iO-POOTBBS.
Psyche 13 10 3 33 34 3 33 34 3 21 24
Verve No. 1 13 10 4 00 08 3 80 08 3 .50 08

SOfootees.
Echo 12 10 2 06 12 1 46 13

Samoa 12 10 2 12 20 1 ,52 3(J

Nadia 12 10 2 12 48 1 52 48

Lotus li 10 2 16 26 1 55 26

Latona 13 10 3 39 04 3 09 04

Velnette 13 10 2 34 36 3 14 36

Volante 12 10 2 37 31 3 17 21

Fannie Jutton .13 10 Did not finish.
35-rOOTERS.

Dinah .13 10 2 01 36
Alert 12 10 3 11 44
Vision 12 10 3 11 46

! 15 34Cypress -•12 20
25-irOOTEH8.

1 57 36
3 01 44
2 01 46
3 05 24

1 56 19
1 59 31
1 58 35
3 04 05
3 03 25
2 11 16
3 14 50
3 15 15

2 01 42
2 03 00
2 04 01
3 05 46
a 11 33
2 13 35
3 14 06
2 18 53

1 45 53
1 53 20
1 52 21
1 54 31
3 08 54
2 12 37
3 17 07

1 51 32
2 00 03
3 01 46
3 03 32

1 56 03
1 56 47
1 SB 15
3 03 18
2 03 11
3 11 16
3 1116
2 14 44

2 01 05
3 01 19
3 03 09
2 45 25
3 06 45
2 13 26
3 14 06
3 18 39

MaudB 13 30 3 36 19

K.ttie HaU 13 30 3 29 31
Qaickstep 12 80 3 28 35

I^BllieG 12 80 3 34 37
Addie.- ..13 80 2 33 25

Kelpie 12 30 3 41 16

Aideen 13 30 3 44 50

Ariel 13 80 3 45 15
21 ICOOTEHS.

Widgeon 13 40 2 41 42

Caprice 13 40 3 43 00

Meteor 1^ 40 2 44 01

Eclipse 12 40 3 45 08
Gwendoline 13 40 2 51 23

Caruli 12 40 3 63 35

Java 12 40 3 54 06

Xantho 12 40 3 58 58

Rustler 13 40 Did not finish.

Enid 13 40 Did not finish.

The winners were: Vreda; Yama and Verve 3: Psyche, Echo,
Samoa and Nadla; Dinah ana Alert; Maud, Katie Hall and
Quickstep; Widgeon, Caprice and Meteor. Nellie G. piotested
Quickstep for fouling her in tacking. The race was under the
managfment of Mr. E. H. Ambrose, of Hamilton, who has been
elected as time-keep^T of the Association, and will have charge
of the tinling of all the races of tne round. With him were
Messrs. W. R. Davis and J. B. Young. In the evening a dinner
was given at the club house to all the visitors. Com, Sanford pre-
siding. Vreda and several other yachts sailed for Toronto after
the race, the others going over next day.

HOYAt, CANADIAN Y. C, JULY 16.

The second race of ttie circuit was that of the Royal Canadian
Y. C. on Thursday, the courses being over a 15 mile triangle ou
the lake, two rounds for the first ana 46ft. classes, one round for
the 35 and 40i:t., afterward sailing out and back over one leg, 25
miles, and one round, 15 miles, for the 25ft. class. The smallest
class sailed over a course entirely within the Bay. The prizes
were, in addition to the Murray Cup for the 46ft. class, as follows:
First ch ss, over 46it. corrected length, prizes, $100. $50; 45ft. class.
$80. $a0 $35; 40ft. class, $60, $40; 35tt. class, $50, $30; 30fi. class, $50,
$35. $15; 26tt. class, $40, S;i5, $15; 21ft. class, $35, $15, $5.
There Was so little wiuu bet ween 8 anu 10 A. M. that the fleet

could not work out of Toronto Bay to tue starting line, and many
were thus delayed. Some were towed out by tugs and steam
yachts, and when the first gun fired Yama and others were in
tow, giving rise to subsequent protests. Tne race was sailed in a
light S. W. wind, the times being:

FIRST CLABS, START AT 10 A. M,
jfinisft. Elapsed. Corrected.

Vreda.... 2 28 28 4 28 38

Oriole ..3 33 38 4 23 38

46ft. class, start at 10 A. M.
Yama 3 19 86 5 19 36
White Wings 3 43 ;13 5 42 33
Condor 3 50 39 5 50 39
Verve No. 2 3 50 41 5 50 41
Aggie..... 4 07 11 6 07 11

40ft. class, START AT 10:15 A. M.
Psyche 3 15 52 5 00 53
Verve No. 1 3 20 31 5 05 21

35ft. class, start at 10:15 A. m.
Vision 3 28 18 6 13 18
DinaH 3 43 45 5 28 45
Cypress 4 18 28 6 03 38
Alert Did not finish.
Grauie Did no* finish.

30ft. class, start at 10:80 A. M.
Samoa l 16 50 3 46 50
Nadla ..1 80 31 3 00 31
Jfirma 136 80 3 05 80
Lotus 1 87 05 3 07 05
Vplaate 1 ^ 45 § 13 46

4 12 15
4 33 38

5 11 05
5 43 33
5 46 17
5 48 13
6 00 43

4 58 04
5 05 21

5 13 18
5 28 09
5 58 38

2 46 08
8 59 46
3 05 11

25-FOOTERS, START AT 10:30 A. M.
Maud R 1 53 34 3 23 34 - 3 23 08
Qaickstep 1 59 04 3 29 04 3 38 32
Hilda. 2 08 01 3 38 01 3 83 32
Ariel 3 08 48 3 38 48 3 37 57
Florie B 3 08 53 3 38 ,53 3 ,38 27
Odie 3 12 47 3 43 47 3 43 24
K'elpie 3 14 44 3 44 44 3 44 44
Nellie G 2 21 03 3 51 03 3 50 11
Dolphin 2 29 03 8 59 03 3 ,51 49

31-FOOTlORS, START A.T 3 P. M.
Ka-hleen 3 ,53 85 1 53 85 1 49 38
Edna 3 .54 -35 1 54 35 1 54 28
Eclipse 3 55 30 1 55 30 1 55 05
Java 4 0-108 2 00 06 2 00 05
Enid 4 08 67 3 03 .57 2 02 50
Widgeon — Sunk by steamer.
Caprice Gave up.
Elme Gave up.
Vreda, the Watson 20-rater, beats the schooner Oriole. Yama

Jed her class by a long distance but was proiested by Verve for
being in tow when the preparatory signal was given. Vi.sion was
protested, and the protest sustained, for being over her class
measurement. While racing inside the hay the 21ft. boat Wid-
geon was run down and cut in two by the steamer Eurydice, her
crew having a very narrow escape. They were picked up by
Caprice and Elsie, second and third boats, and the race in the
class? was ordered resailed. In the evening a dinner was given by
the Royal Canadian Y. C, Com. Boswell presiding.

QUEEN CITY Y. C, JULY 17.

The race of Friday was the first circuit regatta given bv the
young Quepu City Y. C, none being held last year. The courses
were: h'oi 46. 40 and 3Ut. classes from lino between the club
bou'=e and Buoy No. 1. moored 8.8.E. 500yds., then southwesterly
3 miles to Buoy No. 3, moored l,000yd8. to the southward of exhi-
bition wharf, thence 3 miles S.W. by W. 3^ W. to Buoy No. 3 in
Humher Bay; thence S.E. 5 mdes to Buoy No. 4 in the lake;
thence N. bv W. 5 miles to Buov No. 2. repfating the triangle
formed by Buoys 2, 3 and 4, and finishing between Buoy No. 1 and
the club house— 30 miles. The 30ft class had to make a single cir-
cuit of the above course, going round triangle farmed by Buoys 2,
3 and 4 once only—17 milf s. For the 25 and 31ft. classes the r our?e
lay from the club house buoy out into the lake to a spar buoy at
the point of the island near the bell buoy, thftnce back to a buoy
at the eastern gap, finishing at the starting point.
The race was sailed in a fresh east wind, tbe times being:

49 AND 40fT. class, start AT 11 A. M.
Finish. Elap=ipd. Corrected.

Yama 4 30 17 5 30 17 5 21 10
White Wings 4 31 53 5 31 53 5 31 53
Condor 4 49 43 5 49 43 5 45 02
Psyche 5 00 00 6 00 09 5 46 34
Aggie

5

00 03 6 00 02 5 58 06
35ft. CiASS, START AT 11:15 A. M.

Dinah 5 11 5 56 88 5 56 36
Alert 5 37 30 6 22 80 6 16 52
Cyprus 5 43 17 6 37 17 6 21 04
Gracie Did not finish.

30FT. CLASS, START AT 11:30 A. M.
Erma 3 18 07 4 48 07 3 48 07
Lotus 3 1 9 .58 3 49 .56 3 48 38
Nadia 3 33 13 3 52 13 3 51 .58

Velnette 3 49 10 4 ,34 10 4 30 32
Samoa Did not finish.
Volante Did not finish.

25ft. class, start at 3 p. M.
Maud B 3 37 00 1 87 00 1 36 43
Hilda 3 40 38 1 40 28 1 37 30
Nellie G 3 38 58 1 38 58 1 88 21
Quickstep 3 40 41 1 4f) 41 1 40 18
Odie 8 41 19 1 41 19 1 4l t'3

Kelpie 3 41 16 1 41 16 1 41 18
Florie B... 8 ^5 17 1 45 17 1 44 59
Dolphin 3 53 08 1 .53 OS 1 46 58

21ft. Ct.-'i-SS, START AT 2:15 P. M.
Kathleen 8 .57 19 1 43 19 1 39 23
Elsie 8 59 15 1 44 15 1 40 07
Alliance 4 00 20 1 45 20 1 42 13
Caprice 3 59 37 1 44 27 1 43 ;38

Gwendoline 4 04 04 1 49 04 1 43 41
Java 3 5a 28 1 44 28 1 44 28
Ethel 4 01 11 1 46 11 1 44 38
Caruli 4 00 15 1 45 15 1 45 04
Eclipse 4 01 10 1 46 10 1 45 45
Rustler 4 03 59 1 48 59 1 46 18
Irene 4 04 20 1 49 20 1 47 05
Uneasy 4 09 17 1 54 17 1 .50 26
Meteor 4 08 56 1 53 56 1 .53 49
Enid 4 11 50 1 56 50 1 55 51
Off the wind White Wings led Yama, hut when the windward

work began the little cutter asserted her superi'^r ty and won
without her allowance, though 6l;t. shorter. Dinah won very
handsomely in her class. Samoa led her class at the line, but i y
a mistake of her helmsman she left the buoy on the wrong side,
and thus was not timed. Volante grounded and did not finish.
Caprice protested Alliance for fouling a buoy. In the evening the
club entertained its guests at a smoking concert.

HULL Y. C, JULY 17-18.-The 193d regatta of the Hull Y. C.
was sailed on Friday in a fresh S.W. wind, the times being:

SECOND CL.\SS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Hawk, Gordon Dexter 2 ,53 15 3 14 04
White Fawn, N. E. Jones 3 02 17 3 14 20
Harbinger, J. R, Hooper 3 03 37 2 19 00

THIRD CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Posy, R. G. Hunt 3 14 35 1 43 15
Susie. VV. W. Keith 3 35 24 1 51 38
Erin, John Cavanaugh 3 30 58 1 53 26
Ustane, S. N. Small 3 29 41 1 57 30
Moondyne, W. H. Shaw .Did not finish.

THIRD CLASS—KEELS.
Swordflsh. H. L. Johnson 3 13 ,58 1 44 41
Echo, Harwell & Isham 3 25 48 1 56 25

FOURTH CLASS—,TIB AND MAINSAH,.
True Blue, H. T. Hutchma 1 24 05 0 .58 58
Eureka, E. B. Rogers 1 23 44 1 00 11
Idler, F. L. Dunne I 23 28 1 00 53

FIFTH CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Egeria, Francis Ware . , 1 39 36 1 06 28
Magpie, H. G. Otis 1 80 51 1 03 ,53

FIFTH CLASS-KEELS.
Composite, J. M. Mclntire 1 51 35 1 24 40

SIXTH CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Mah, John Shaw 1 38 47 1 11 20
Rocket. H, M. Faxon 1 40 14 1 13 17
Cricket, E. B. Lambert 1 46 07 1 19 45
MabelD., J. F. Clark . .2 01 32 1 25 25
On Saturday tbe first and second class championship wassailed,

the wind being S.E. The times were:
FIRST CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.

Elapsed. Corrected.
Albatross, J. J. Henry 3 24 45 3 41 53

SECOND CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Harbinger, J. R. Hooper 3 10 10 2 17 49
Hawk, Gordon Dexter 3 06 5J 3 19 40
Mignon, H. Babson 3 10 33 2 32 44
Pilgrim, E. W. Dixon 3 16 17 2 25 09
Erm, J. Cavanaugn 3 25 11 3 80 08
White Fawn, N. E. Jones 8 28 18 3 30 45

BEVERLY Y. C, JULY 18.—The 173d race, first for Buzzard's
Bay championsbip was sailed on Saturday in a good wholesail
S.E. breeze. It was .iust. Mattie's day, and she easily beat the
fleet. Cat sailed a wonderful good race. Times as follows:

mmsT CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Mattie, Howard Stockton 28.10 3 07 46 1 57 SO
SECOND CLASS.

Mist, G. H. Lyman, Jr 26.08 3 13 39 3 01 13
Anonyma, F. L. Dabney 37 01 2 13 59 2 02 51
Widgeon, Moses Williams, Jr 26.10 2 15 50 3 04 35
Bonita, J. D. Parker 25 04 2 18 68 3 05 59

THIRD CLASS.
Puzzle, W. Amory, 2d

22.09

1 31 49 1 20 55
Eina, John Parkinson 32.10 1 33 40 1 31 51
Cayuse, F. W. Sargent 33.09 1 86 21 1 35 27
Daisy, Howard Stockton.. 31.01 Withdrew.

FOURTH CLASS.
Cat, L. M. Clark. 19.03 1 30 01 1 10 37
Edith, G. Van Rensellaer 19.04 1 gS 56 1 20 27
Squall, J. G. Pal rey 10.09 1 84 56 1 31 38
Courses tor first; and second classts 11J4 miles; for third class

miles; for fonnb class 7 miles. Judges, T. 8. Bdwarde. F.
Trader, Jr. Mattie, Mist, Pu?2le and Cat won fljet prlsses and
fesB for fhe peaimae, £)ina and Mosimia th« e^ooad prizes.

MONATTQUOT Y. C, JULY 3.-Porty-first regatta. Fort
point course. Distance, first class 9 miles, second and third class
7 miles each. Weather good. Wind southwest strong. Sum-
mary is as follows:

FIRST CLASS.
L-nsrth. Ela.p=ed. Corrected.

Erin, John Cavanagh ,26.11 1 44 30 1 17 25
White Fawn, H. A. Jones 94.09)^ 1 47 10 1 17 56
Moondyne, H. J. Shaw 24.10 1 .50 38 1 21 37

SECOND CLASS
Eureka, E. B. Rogers 20M]4 1 31 15 1 05 05
Diadem, L. A. Hayward 18.03 1 35 00 1 08 a5

TBIBD CLASS, CATS.
Helen, R. W. Sawtelle 16Jl 1 37 40 1 10 42
Freak, W. F. Mayhurv 16.00 1 43 33 1 10 1 9
Bess, W. C, Cherrington 17.03 1 43 00 1 11 59
Lora, D. E. VS'halen 18.01 1 46 28 1 17 28
Egret, W. P. Barker IP. 03 1 48 19 1 30 38
White Fawn, Eureka and Helen won first prize in their res-

pective classes; Freak won sec md prize in third class. Judges,
Dana Smith, Henry Gardner, F. H. Cosving and C. G. Sheppard.

July I.5.—First championship regatta. Fort Point courses. Dis-
tance, first class 9 miles, second and third cias^ 7 miles each.
Weather good, three-reef breeze. Wind S. to S.8.W, Summarv
is as follows:

FIRST CLASS.
Letigt.h. Elapsed. Corrected.

Moondyne, H. J. Shaw 24.10 3 03 30 1 33 19
SECOND CLASS.

Diadem, L. A. Hayward., 18.03 1 .55 .55 1 37 00
THIRD CLASS OATS.

Helen, R. W. Sawtelle 19.11 1 41 50 1 14 52
Freak, W. F. Maybury : . . .16 00 1 53 40 1 30 59
Dandelion, Arthur Adams 17.05 Withdrew.
Bess, W. C. Cberringron 17.03 Carried away gaff.
Moondyne, Diadem and Helen ea<'h win .a leg in championship

contest; Freak won second prize in third class, cash. Several
other yachts w^ere entered, and some present, but did not sail,
owing to the gale blowing. Judges, Henry Gardner, F. H. Cow-
ing and L. H. Willey.

CHERRY DIAMOND Y. C. NAPHTHA LAUNCH RACE,
JULl 17.—A race for naphtha launches was run on Friday by the
Cherry Diamond Y. C, the course being a 7-mile triangle off New
Rochelle. The times were:

Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Mespeth 31,00 4 11 15 5 12 30 1 01 26
Repulic 22.00 4 03 45 5 08 35 1 05 40
Cherry Diamond 30.00 3 56 45 5 07 30 1 10 45
Sultan 25.00 3 55 45 5 07 46 1 13 01
Carrie 35.00 3 55 45 5 11 47 1 16 03
Mallie 21.00 3 53 15 5 13 c 5 1 20 40

LOSS OF THE TIDAL WAVE.—The centerhoard schooner
yacht Tidal Wave, reported ashore last week, has become a total
loss, the hull going to pieces, and only the sails and rigging being
saved by the Boston Wrecking Co., which had charge of the work.
The story of the wreck is told as follows by Dr. A. L. Ranney, her
owner: "We left New Bedford on .Tuly 13 bound for Boston and
Bar Harbor, The wind was from the southwest and fair for the
run. After getting out of Buzzard's Bay we made good time over
to Quick's Holl. .lust before reacning tbe Holl it came on foggy.
Capt. G»o. W. Gibson stood through the Holl and over toward Gay
Head far enough, as he thought, to clenr the point on Basque.
Just after going through tbe Holl, the fog shut; In very thick.
Capt. Gibson shaped hs course down tbe sound, but in a little
while the yacht bumped hard, and we found that we were ashore
among a mass of .lagged rocks and couldn't get off. The waves
were rolling in from the southward and they pounded the yacht
quite hard. .She lodeed between two sharp boulders and stuck
tast; being raised and dropped again with each succpeding billow.
We were about a hundred feet from tbe shore, and fortunately
were discovered by a member of the P^sqne Island Club, who was
fishing from a stand on that end of the island. He directed my
crew where the safest place was to land mv wife, son ar d maid,
whicli was done in safety. The constant pounding of the vessel
on the sharp edge of the rocks ca.used two holes to be made in the
port side; one about under the foreriggingand the otherunder her
quarter. Through these openinss water poured in considerable
quantities, and the pumps would not keep ber free. The crew
saved what of their personal effects they could, and some of the
elegant furnialiings of the cabin. When we landed we found our-
pelv^es among friends, and we were comfortably quartered at the
Pasque club house one night. Just as ive were leaving Pasque, I
received a m-^ssage sta'ing that ihe Boston Tow Boat Company
had a tug at Vineyard Haven ready to pri ceed to try and fl )at the
yacht on the flr'^t favorable opportunity." Tne yachV had recently
been chartered by her owner to Mr. W. F. Blair for the remainder
of the season.

PHILADELPHIA Y. C—A special meeting of this club was
held on July 13 to consider busir ess of improvement and house
committees. The dea'h of Mr. Edward Burgess was .announced
and the following resolutions adopted: This club has heard with
regret of the death of Edward Burgess, the eminpnt yachtsman
and designer. That his death is to be specially deplored, in view
of Its sudoennesa, and upon the threshold of a life so full of
achievements, and so full of promise of iunire succe.^s. That his
skill in the des'gn of the Puritan, May flower and Volunteer is

well known, not only to all yachtsmen, but ro everj one through-
out the land, and has aroused sued an extraordinary interest in
yachting as to justly entitle him to the honor of the creation of a
new era. That this club tender to his fam ly their condolence iu
their bereavement, and that a copy of these resolutions be sent
them. The following new members were elected at the July
meeting of the Board of Tniaieep; Robert C. Olarkson, ,Iohn M.
Wood, Geo. A. Fletcher. C. A. Kates, Henry McAllister.

RACINE HARDWARE MPG CO.-Mr. F.W. Martin, the de-
Figner of the canoe-yawl lately published in the Forest and
Stream, has taken charge as superintendent of the boat depart-
ment of the Racine Hardware Mfg. Co., at Racine, Wis. The
firm is now very busy with regular catai'"'gu« work, besides which
it has on the s ocks a number of launches, most of them to use the
Regan vapor engine. One of these is 50ft. long, one 33x8ft. twin
Fcrew for very light draft, and two are 33x6i^(t. coppered, for salt
water. The Regan engine, of which the firm is building a num-
ber, has no boiler.

AMERICAN Y. C—The annual regatta of the American Y. C.
was set tor July 18, over the 80-mile course from New London to
Milton Point, the entries being Golden Rod, formerly Meteor.Com.
Watt; Sus^quehanna, Alicia and Ballymena. On July 15, while
off Barnegat on her way to New York, the Ballymena broke down,
her boiler being disabled, and she was towed to New York for
repairs. On Saturday there was a fog at New London, so the race
was postponed.

LORD DUNRAVEN'S NEW YACHT.—The cutter which we
mentioned two weeks since as building from Mr. A. E. Payue'a
design by Camper & Nicholson, is now said to he a cruiser for
Lord Dunraven. Both Valkyrie and Alinda have been wl'hdrawn
from the late races on account of the death of the Earl's eldest
daughter.

GREAT SOUTH BAY Y. C—The third annual regatta of the
Great South Ray Y. C. will be sailed on Aug. 1, off Islip, L. I. The
classes will include sloops and caCboats of all lengths.

NEW HAVEN C—Tbe sloop Carrie W., whose mast was
carried away just before the race of July 3, has been refitted and
has challenged Rival for the Derby cup.

DOUGLASTON Y^ C.-A ladies' regatta will be sailed on
Aug. 8. entries to be made to J. D. Sparkman, 100 East 123d street.
New York.
DOLPHIN, steam yacht, has been sold by W. B. Wetmore.

FIXTURES.
JULY.

U-26. W. O. A. Meet, BaUast 23. Rochester, Sailinff Trophy,
Island. Irondequoit Bay.

15-39. Northern Division Meet, 2.5. New Yorli, Open, Sailing.
Pigeon Lake.

AUGUST.
1. New York, Open, Sailing. 37. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,

6-27. A. 0. A. meet, Lake Cham- Irondequolt Bay.
plain.

SEPTEMBER.
5, Orange, Ann.. Passaic River. 10. Rochester, Fall Regatta,
7. 9 A. M., Arlington, Ann., Irondeqnolt Bav.

Paesftio River. 12. Kniokerboeker, Ann., N. Y.
7, 3 P. M., I»ntbe, Ajm„PaB^

Bale RweF.
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DO YOTJ WANT A CAMP FLOOR ?-A printed postal card
lias been mailed to every A. C. A. member with the camp circu-

lar, the card being addressed to Mr. Budington, of the camp site

committee, at Willsborough Point. The bacli of the card reads:

"I intend to be at the A. 0. A. camp from Aug. . . to Aug. . . and
shall — boaid at the general me&s. Please have made for me a
tent floor ..ft. ..in. by ..ft. ..in., and oblige A. O. A.No..."

It is hoped that sufficient responses will be received to enable
the committee to gauge tbie probable attendance in advance and
jjaake all necessary preparations, and also to avoid the rush for

tent floors. If you are going to the meet, do not throw your postal

card away or leave it neglected for a couple of weeks, but fill out
and mail at once.

AN EXCELLENT RUDDER FITTING.-The July number of

the iSa4i and Paddle has a sketch of a rudder fitting "invented and
used by a Troy, 1>5. Y., canoeist," whose name is not given, which
we can recommend as a very convenient device. It was invented
in 1883 by Mr, W. P. Stephens, of the New York C. C. and has
been used on a number of canoes in that club and elsewhere. A
full description and drawings will be found in the Fobest and
Stream of March 83, 18£8. The only point of novelty that can be
claimed by the Troy inventor is In turning the device exactly up-
side down, by which Its best points are entirely lost.

A. C. A. TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE.-Mr, William H.
Hall, of the Transportation Committee (Eastern Division) has been
obliged to resign on account of abspuee from the counti-y durmg
Jul? and August. Mi-. Jospph W. Richards, care Fitchburgh
Railroad Co., Boston, Mass., has this day been appointed his suc-
cessor. Ali eommnnica' ions from members of the Eastern Division
regardins' transportation matters snould ba addressed to him.
(Signed ) Walteh U. LawSOn, Commodore (July 8).

NEW YORK C. 0. SAILING RACES.-Sailing races open to aU
c?ino ists will be held on the course of thu New YorJi C. C., at
Sfcapleton, Staten Island, on July 25 and Aug. 1, at 2:30 P.M. The
programme of events In each race will bo as follo.vs: 1. Un-
limited, for canoes of .etardard sizt-. 2. Jtinior,for men who have
never won a race. 8. Unclassified, for canoe yawls and cnnoes
over the standard limits. All canoeists a' e invited to compete.
Notice of ttiese races will be by puolication only and not by in-
vitation cards,

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP —Northern Division: Maurice Lane,
Wro. Gidleya d Dr. S H. Thorn e. B .bcaygeon: W. H. Dunsford
and Sidney Sn^ail, Toronto; H. F Bnekus, Berlin; W. G. B rdsall,
Peterboro. Eastern Division: H, D. Bush and Wm, E. Parsons,
Springfield, Mass, Atlantic Division: M, de M. Marcellus,
Passaic, N. J.; Theo. G, Palmer, Newark, N. J. Central Division:
Geo. H. Rich, Troy, N. Y.; Ohas, G, Bartlett, Blackball, Conn.

THE NORTHERN DIVISION YEAR BOOK.-The Northern
Dlv.sion of tbe A. C. A. iijig for two jears issued a separate year
book of Its own, thai f )r 1891, a neatly printed p<impiilet mth a
colored cover with the A. C. A. and division flags, being .lust
ifisued. It gives the programme and directloos for reaching thp
5iivi6ioii meet now in progress at Pigeon Lake, Ontario,

THE A. C. A. MEET.

THE following camp circular has been prepared by the com-
mittee. Tbe accompanying map will show the location and

laying out of the camp. The racing will probably take place
between Auff. 13 and 20, the exact dates not yet being decided on.
A new addition of the A. C. A. Signal Code has been prepared by
Signal Olflcer H. D. Marsh.

To the Members of the American Canoe Association:

For the first time in the history of the A. C. A., the annual
meet will be held for three weeks, from Thursday, Aug. 8, to
Ihursday, Aug. 27.

Willsborough Point, on tlie west shore of Lake Champlain, has
been selected as the camp site. It is a choice spot at the most
picturesque part of the Lake, affording a location for a camp
ground equal to an p of those heretofore visited by the Associa-
tion, and its accessibility is undoubtedly superior. The point is

nearly six miles long, projecting northerly into the l»ke. Port
Kent, N. Y., on the same shore, is five miles distant, while across
the lake, about nine miles, is Burlington, Vt. From either of
these places steamers will take canoeists to camp.
The end of tbe point is a wooded bluff, from which there is a

perfect view of the racing courses which will be laid out on either
Bide, according to weather.
Tbe m'lin camp will be located about a quarter of a mile from

the bluff on the west side of the point, facing Willsborough Bay
and the mountains. There is a shelving beach in front, giving
excellent facilities for landing canoes or making wharves.
Ladies' camp will be on same shore a short distance below the
main camp.
About three-fourths of a mile from camp is "The Willsborough."

At some distance from tbe hotel toward the camp is a pavilion,
where the camp mess will be cared for under supervision of Mr.
Otis, manuger of the hotel. That the meps will be more satisfac-
tory than heretofore we have every assurance, both from our
knowledge of the facility with which supplies can be had, as they
will come in a great measure from tbe immediate vicinity, and
our belief in the capability and willingness of M'". Otis. Both
Mr. Barber, the owner of the point, and Mr, Oiis have assurea us
that they hope the Association will be so well pleased with the
locality and the treatment they rpceive that the point will be
made one of their regular camping places.
The charges will be one dollar per day. Single me"ls, brea1<-

fast or supp r S5 cents, dinner 50 cents. These prices to members
oaly. Meal tickets, which must be presented at each meal, will
be sold at headquarters tent.
Ice can be obtainert at reasonable rates in quantity.
Lumber will cost l^ss than f15 per thousand
We earnestly request every member to fill out and return the

inclosed postal card as early as possible, especially those who
wish to join the regular mess or require tent floors.
Addresh all commuTiications to T. G. Budington, The Wills-

borough, Willsborough Point, N. Y.
Allmail for camp should be addressed "A, C. A. Camp, Wills-

borough Point, Es?es county, N. Y.
Canoeists from England should go to Burlington, Vt. Those

from other divisions to Port Kent, N, Y. Very truly yours,

ThSJ g!bud^^'qton, \
Oamp Site Committee.

July 11, 1891.

CANOEING ON THE MEUSE.-We have received from Mr.
Arttiur Brentano, an old canoeist and A. 0, mao, a little hook
givingm account at a canoe trip on the river Mense, in Fpanoe,
made by Wm and a companion,

i

AMERICAN AND BRITISH CANOE MEETS.
THE meets or yearly camps of the American Canoe Association

are unique in character, differing from any other sort of out-
ing that we linow of, and after a long exptrience we are of the
opinion that no improvement is possi ble in the general sch-me of
a meet under canvas only, with racing of nil kinds for canoes and
the social imercourse and established camp amusements that are
so dear to all old A.CA. men. The idea of a cru'slng meet in
place of a flx^d camp has been advocated strongly at times, and
as a meet of this kind is now about 'o be hela by the British
Cano- Association we give the programme as off ring a very in-
teresting comparison in manv ways with the A,C A. The meet
will be held on the Norfolk Broads, a maze of small rivers, creeks
and poTjfls on the ea,st coast of England. A very good chart of
the whole region is SfUt out with the camp circu-ar. It will be
notictd that there arc no repular races In coniieclion with the
meei, while the purely campmg and canoeing features are less
prominent than others that make the meet a big pi -.nio in a way:
BRITISH CANOE ASSOCIATION—NOBFOLK BBOADS MBKT, 1891.

Tie above meet will commence on July 29 and terminate offi-
cially on Aug. 12. Tue exi-cuiive trust that as far as possible
members Intending to be presi^n' will endeavor to assemble on
tbe openit g day at Wroxoain, tbe nearest station to the flisb
camp. It having been decided that the camp shall beamova-'le
oni=,tbe following programme has been arranged, and the four
camp sites as shown on accotupanying mf»p bave been personally
iLSptJctec by a sut-ci-mmitief appointed foi thut purpose.
Wednesday, .Inly 29 -Muster at Camp I., Saihouse. Little

Broad.
Tnursday. July 30 -Attend Wroxham regatts, at which special

races have iieen offered to memOora of the B. C. A, byrtgatta
comm'tce.p. Return to Camp I,

Friday, .)uly 31—Trip to Ooltisball and back to Camp L (about
14mile,=). Also S' cond da* Wroxi am regsitta.
Saturday, Aug 1—Leave Camp I. and proooed to Horning, lunch

at Horninff ferry, afterward vlSiCifig Ran worth Broad ana on to
Camp II„ Barton Staithe ( ibout 11 mila-)..
Sunday, Aug. 2—R,emain at Camp II., Barton.
Monuay, Aug. 3—Attend Barton reiiatta; special races ofl'ered to

members of B. C. A, Back to Camp II. Bar on Fair.
Tuesday, Aug. 4—Visit button Broad, Wa\ford Bridge and

Roman Eocampment and bacli to Camp II. (about 6 mil s).
Wedi.esday Aug. 5—Leave Camp II., lunching en route at Wo-

mack Broad, and thuster at Hitkliug Staithe. Camp III. (about
Ih miles).
Tuursday, Aug. 8—Visit Hor-sey Mf»re. seashore (about 8 miles),

sailing on HicRnng Broad and back to Carapill,
Frioay. Aug 7—Visi Marthatn Broad (abom 8 miles) and back

to Camp III General meeiiLg of the B. C. A., piectded by din-
ner at 7 P. M. All memoers are ] ardcuiarly rtqtiested to attend
the general me ting.
Saturday Aug. 8 -Leave Camp III., lurlcb at Acle Bridge, and

proceed up Muck Fleet to Ormesby Broad, Sp irtsman's Arms
Staithe. Camp IV. Canoes unable to go up Muck Fleet It is sug-
gested Bhoiiid cruise to Yarmouth, rejoining m.iJn body on Tues-
day, Aug. 11, at Acle.
Sunday, Aug, 9— Remain at Camp IV.
MonrlH v, Aug, 10-Visit Pilby ana Rollesby broads and back to

Camp IV.
Tuesaay, Aug. U- Leave Camp IV„ returning to Acle via Muck

Fleet, rej Jin others at Acle and pio eed to Camp I , Saihouse.
Wednesday, Aug. 12—Close of meet, back to Wroxham bridge

to load up canots.
The vice-commodore of the Association, H. Wilmer, Esq., Royal

O, C, and tlie rear commodoie, J, D. Haj wa,rd, Ei-n., Merj^ey C.
C, ass sttd by the honoraole secretary, will be t he offloM-s in com-
mand of and responsible for the discipline of the camps. At each
of the four camp sites mentioned itnasbeen ascertained tnat
ample supplies can be obtained of »11 necessaries. Arrangements
have been made with Mr. J. Loynes, boat builier, Wrox lam
Bridge, to unnertake ihe unloading of i-anoes a d boats from rail-
way truck at Wroxham station and thetr delivery into water at
the following charge, inclusive of their care until owners' arrival:
Canoe yawls and ooats 53. each, canoes 2i. 6d. each.
The following rates are quoted by the Great Eastern Railway

Company, by which line all canoes and boats should be stnt:
Prom London, canoes and boats n t packed, station to station,

40s. per ton, minimum charge as for one ton per wagon. (Four
ordinary canoes can be lo-aded on a wagon).
Prom Liverpool, 52s. 6a per ton, same conditions.
Fiom Kingston-on-Taames, 46s, per ton, same conditions.
Members of any recognized ctinoe club will be allowed to attend

this meet on payment of the sum of 10s., and should they be
elected members of the Association, i-uch payment will be con-
sidered their subscription for the current year. As it has not been
found feasible to provide married quarters at the camps men-
tioned, no arrangements for ladies attending this meet in csmp
have been made, such matters being left to individual members
themselves, but rooms can be obtwined in the vicinity of each
cump by writing at once to the following parties: ildr. Mayor,

Hicklmg,
- . , „, Norfolk,A camp attendant has been enaaged at each camp site, whose

services will be at the disposal of members. Members ar^ re-
quested to bring an assortment of Chinese lanterns, etc, for the
aecoration of tnf; camp, and also for the purpose of an illuminated
procession of canoes, if thought desiraole. Ail those who can
contribute to the amusement of the camp, eitner vocally or in-
strumentally, are rfcquestrd to bring their instruments and music,
as it IS proposed to hold open air sing-songs in the evenings.
In accordance with Rule XVII,, members wishing to propose a

new rule or alteration in existing ones,musL notify same to the hon-
orable secretary in writing 21 nays pri vious io the dabe appointed
for the opening of the meet. There will be no committee tent
erected this year. All members attending this meet are requested
to fly the burgee and wear the badge of the Association, Th. se can
ba obtained from the honorable secretary, see page 14, Year Book,
For large size burgees application should be made at once, stating
size required. Any member wishing to propose a site lor the 1893
meet at the general meeting is requested to be piepared to give
necessary details of the place in qu»3Stion Members who have
not paid their suoscripiions for the cu rent vear are requested to
do so before the 1st proximo (see Rule XVIII.).

Percy Nisbet, R, C. C,
Hon. S«c., British Canoe Association.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
No Notice Taken of Auonymoua Correspondents.

W. A. K., New York.—Snipe move southward and are to be
found in the latitude of New Jersey in September,
G. L. D., Worcester, Mass—Kindly inform us the best record in

a single-handed fly-casting tournament. Ans. In 1889, single-
handed fly-cas'ing, R. C. Leonard scored 973^ft., T. B. Mdls 100ft.
In ls87, switch fly-casting, H. W. Hawes loitt.

Quiz.—Has some dealer in sporting goods advertised in your
columns within a year or so past to send a score boon to suoocmg
clubs on receipt of postage, and if so, wno is the party? Ans. We
think that such offers have been made, but cannot now recollect
the name.
D, B,, Rye, N. Y,—The Westchester woodcock season will open

Nov. 1. A supervisor's ordinance of .lanuary, 1887, makes the
month of Novemoer the sea-jon for partridge, grouae, quail, robm,
sn pe, woodcock, lark, raboii, gray hquirrel. But, the State law
foi bins killing or robin and larH at any time.
iBOQtJOis, Buffalo.—Please tell me how to cook snapping turtles

and Suit BUt 11 crabs in camp? Acis. " Janoe and Camp (JooKerv"
says: "Snapping turtles, mud turtles and all tortoises can be
made into an appetizing soup. Cut tbeir throats to kill them, and
then let them bleed. BreaK the sbell on the under side, cut out
the meat, rejectiug the entrails, h^ ad -in i claws, and ooil slowly
for three hours with sliced oaions." The same manual orescrihes
for soft shell crabs: "Have enough boiling hoi grease in a pan
over a hot fire to cover tue crab*. Throw them in as so >n as pos-
sible af'er taken, with a little salt. L-t them hrown and turn
them over. When done cut off the gills, and serve on toast,"
L. R S., Scran ton. Pa.—1. Wbat is the Mame deer law in regard

to number? 2. C .u dt-er and trout be iranspjried oui-ide the
State of Mc^ine when accompdnied oy the owner? Ans. 1. Each
hunter may kill ir. astason one moose, twoCHjioou. and rhrcedeer.
2. The new provision reads, as given in the Boole of the Oame.
Laws: '"Sec. 13 [as amendt-d 1891]. Iso person or corporation thaU
cany or transpurt from placo .o place any moofce, uarib.' u or oeer,
or paifc thereof tn close tim^, nor mopen time unless opan to view,
tagged and plainly labeled with tne name of tlie owner thereof,
and accomp .nlbd by him, under a p-naUy ol forty dollart-; and
any person, 11 I ihe aciU^il owner oi such tiamw or pai't ihereof.
Who, to 810 another la su(5tll^an^po^taWoafttlsely itpresentsbiip-
self 10 he the owner, shall be lisb^e to the penaltleB afoit-satd," A
sportsipan le, ^her^fOfe, at liberty %<> parrym deer on* p| the State.
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FEKGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors,

UNIVERSAL UMP,
"With Adjustable Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combines Head Jack,

Boat Jack, Fishing Ijamp,
Cauip Lamp, DaBh Iiamp,
Belt JLantern, Hand JJau-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH L&MP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ILBEBTFERGUSON, Offici, 6S Fulton St. H. I

OUR SOUVENIR TO THE

Angler and Sportsman
Sent upon receipt of stamp.

THE J. WILmSOlT CO.,
269-271 State St., Chicago.

would 5t&i]c| 11^15

I8VE5EY 5T.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. liow prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 8 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel naountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9i, 10,

lOJft.
,
weight 7, 8, 9oz f '.

!
" .... Price «3 72

Wo. 1, Q, same as above but is German SUver Mounted ,
" 3 S3

No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length
84,9,9J, lOft, weight 9, lOJ, 12, 13oz „ ! ...Pnce 2 72

No, 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 8 83
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint f. " 3 75
No. 280, 8 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft " 90c.
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, flne finish, 25yds., 88c.; 40yds., 95c.: 60yds., $1.0-5; 80yds.. $1.15; lOOyds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle.

Slidmg Click, Nicktl Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds.. $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $8.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41e. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lmes on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, I5c. per doz. Best QuaUty Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz.

; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;
2ft., per doz., 80c. ; 3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

; 2ft., per doz., 30c. ;
3ft., doz., 45o.

J. F. MARSTEHS. 51, 53 65 Court St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
Send Be. Bt*.ino for TIIn«tr»t<»d r!stt«.lo0na« for 1S91, OPEN EVEWTWCiR,

>
Pi g=

^ 2 -5 a 2

CO i"'!?
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Send for special prices on all grades and
makes of American Hammerless Guns. We are
making a special cut on prices of several mak-
ers. ourand it would pay you to send for

General Catalogue of 1891.

CHAS. J. GODFREY. 7 Warren St , N. Y. (P O.Box 1649)

Swans, Ducks, Pheasants.
EUROPEAN WHITE SWANS. AUSTRA-

LIAN BLACK SWANS, MANDARIN DUCKS.
GOLD AND SILVER PHEASANTS, LADY
AMHERST PHEASANTS, BAR - TAILED
PHEASANTS AND ANY OTHER KIND.
All these birds can be imported within four

•weeks by LOUIS RUHE, Importer of Birds and
Animals, 24 N. Wililam street, New York.

Send for price list.

FOR SALE. -VERY ANCIENT GRAND-
father clock. Stands nearly eight feet high,

is in good repair and a good time keeper. Would
exchange for fm& double gun or thoroughlv
trained pointer or setter. Address JEWELER,
Box 388, Suspension Bridge, N. Y.

J Breeder, Shipper and
Dealer in Chester White,

,1 Berkshire and Poland
China Pigs, Fine Setter

Dogs, Collies, Pox Hounds^ _ ^.—^.jz!^^ and Beagles, Sheep & Poul-
trj^ GEO. B. HiCIiMAN, West Chester, Pa.
Send stamp for Circular.

LIVE WHITE HARES (LepiiS americanus)
captured and properly boxed and deliverea

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at |3 per pair.

Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Mp., Fish
and Game Commissioner. I. G. RICH. Bethel , Me.

FOR SALE. - ENGLISH PHEASANTS AND
pheasant eggs. Live quail season opens Sept.

1st. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant,
174 Chambers street. New York.

A BARGAIN SALE of partly furnished camp
in North Woods, Essex county, suitable for

fentleman and wife op party of men simpers.
AN-D Stream will furnish address

Wanted to Buy
LIVE

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt St.. N.Y. City.

TO CAPITALISTS.
A person who is prepared to furnish thu best of

references in New York and in the West, and who
has been engaged in horse raising in the Terri-
tories, desires additional capital to purchase a
very desirable band of horses which are to he
had cheap. Capital required is $25,000, of which
the advertiser will supply a part. The invest-
ment promises to pay a large return on capital.
Address LAWYER, care Forest and Stream, N.Y.

Top Sxap,
'Extended Rib, Im-

ported AValiiut Pistol GMp Stock, Patent
Pore-end, Full Checkered, Matted Rib, Double
Under Pastening,Rubber Butt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech I'rame. 10 and J2 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, ch^o^il^d, $36.^
SEND FOR CUN CATALOCUE.

E.G.MEAGHAM ARMS GD..ST.lquis.mil

MB fiNESS AND HCAO NOISES CUREDV Bi b.TFeolf'9inTi9:bloTutiiiIiirEar0.uahion8. >rhl»

THE PEEMIEE CAMEHA

(S THE BEST IN MARKET,
Simple of Manipulation.

Plates or Films are used.
The Shutter is always set.

PRICE $18.00.
Send for Catalogue and copy of Modern Photography.

We Make All Kinds of CAMeRAS.

ROCHESTER OPTICAL COMPANY,
28 S. Water St., BOCHESTEB, N. T.

We have been mak-
ing Playing Cards
smce 1832.

This is the ICuave
of tliat date.

We make all grades.

Sole manufacturers of

Hart's gpeezers,
The Cheapest and

Best Playing Cards
on the Market.

Ask your dealer for them.
the nkw york

Consolidated Card Co.,
222, 224, 226, 228 W"est 14th Street,

"I TELL YOU IT'S HOTl"
Our little WATCH CHARM
THERMOMETER will tell

you truthfully, at any mo-
ment, just HOW HOT it is.

This is not a trinket; it is a
perfectly reliable instru-

ment, solid, ornamental and
wonderfully useful. Price,

$1.30. • We have all sorts of

thermometers and barome-
ters.

E. B. MEYROWITZ, OPTICIAN,
Maker of the BEST Spectacles and Eyeglasses.

395 and. 397 ZEroxirtL .i^i^venxie,
S. E. Cor. 23d St., N. Y.

Hunting in the Great West.
(Eustlings in tlie EooMes.)

Hunting and Fishing Sketches by Mountain
and Stream. By G. O. SniBiiDS. 12mo., cloth, 300

pages llltistrated. Price 75 cts. For sale by

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
818 Brtftdway, New York,

Toirisls, Caiprs aiii iDiters.

THE NUTEIMEHT OO.'S

FLUID BEEF

Will give immediate relief from latigue after a
day's tramping or exposure. Needs only to be
mixed with hot, water and seasoned with salt
and pepper. Invaluable in the camp kitchen, as
the most delicious soups can be prepared fi-om it

in a moment. Take a bottle with you on the
next trip. Sold by all dealers in sporting goods
and the leading grocers everywhere. Manufac-
tured with the most scrupulous cleanliness and
caie by

THE NUTRIMENT CO., Chicago, 111.

Henry C. SQumES, 178 Broadway, New York, carries a
full Ime of our goods.

FOR MAII^II«G
Athletic Outfits, KisliiiiR Tackle

Catalogues, etc., tUe Clasp En-
velope is the Best Device.

H3
'a ^3

o

.THE CLASP ENVELOPE,
>N. PATEHTEDOZG^m%^

83

:

O S - T, o tel l

^ S ;2 -

/^3&4IWE8TBRQADWAY, NY>

Package makes 5 gallo^d.
DeUcious, sparkling, and
appetizing. Sold by a'U

dealers. a beautiful
Picture Book and cards
Bent to any one addressing

0, E. HIKBS * CO,,
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DALY AUTOMATIC EJECTOE

HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN.
No. 350, "Diamond Quality," Highest G-rade Damascus Steel Barrels, beautifully engraved locks and mounting, finest Tui-kish Walnut Stock, vs'ith the Deeley Patent Automatic

Shell Ejector, equal in finish, shooting qualities and workmanship to Purdey's, Grant's or any other highest gi*ade London make, 10, 13 and 16-gauge $375.00
No. 150, Same action as above but plain finish and f ne Damascus Barrels 175.00

WR ALSO CARRY A STOCK OF
W. W. GREENER'S EJECTING GUNS $250.00 to $40D.00 W. & C. SCOTT & SONS $275.00 to $400.00

WE INTRODUCE THIS YEAR J. P. CLiABROUGH & BRO'S. LATEST INVENTION—A Pine Hammerless Shotgun with Automatic Ejectors and Damascus Barrels,
plain finish $100.00

Same as above, Greener Crovs^n Bolt, Pine Damascus Barrels, Pine Engraving, the finest gun they make 185.00

We claim for these guns everything that may he desired. They are well fitted, nicely engraved, the action
works to perfection and can he fully guaranteed.

THE DALY S-BARREL IS THE ONLY COMBINED GUN IN THE MARKET.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway A 84 Dnane St., - NEW YORK,

The Celebrated Smith & Wessen Revelvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvennents ^Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel*
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the
genuine Smith &, Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels
with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH <So WESSON,
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Aqbnt for B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reels.

FIREAKMS, PISHUfG TACKLE, BICY-
0I,E8, TENTB, LAWN TENNIS, MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS. SPORTING GOOU8, JSse. Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent on application to those

mentioning FOREST AND Stekam. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago. 111.

Two Sizes, Five Styles

Brass Reel.

IcHe
"

BroBze
'

Send for Catalogue.

YAWMN&ERBE,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO.

-'J^ ' ' •'^ ' .. III

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEK AND CELLULOID HAND aRASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, fits and will noD blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced

anglers in the U. S. Order one through your dealer for inspection, and if not satisfactory

can be returned. The U. S. Net and Twine Co. are agents for New Tork City.

The glittering gang trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It

takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two iistitooneon any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manufacturing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N. Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMIirGTOlir QUIT STORE."

381 &; 383 Broadway, New York.
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADVANTAGEOUSLY they can

purchase Sportins Gonds. Our stock covers the following lines in their /u7?egt'ycwiet^es.* GUNS,
BIFIiES, AMMUNITION, S'islrixi.g; Ta^oli.X©, BASE BALL, TENNIS,
FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send o cents (to cover postage) and we will mail you
our new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book.'"

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., BrooMyn, N. Y.

Send for '9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J. B. GEOOE & CO.,

nSHING TACKLE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 29th Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEND FOE OATALOGUE,

R. O'SHAUGHNESSY & CO.,
Mauulacturers ot and Dealers In

Salmon and Trout

FISHING TACKLE.
83 Germain Street, St. Jolin, U. B.

Orders promptly and carefully executed

Best anrl Lightest in t.lip Market.
GILT OK SILVER. , ,

Single Spoons $3 a doz. Double Spoons $4 a doz.
Sample by mail 2.5c. and 35o.

F. 8. GKAVE^, 58 State St., ALBANY, N. T.

SPOON BAIT
No Sportsman's kit is complete without them.

Nothing Yet invented has attained the popularity
and successful killing qualities of the HILL BAIT,
Sold by all principal dealers. If your dealers do
not keep them, send to the manufacturers, SPAL-
DING & CO., 40 North Ionia St., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Send for illustrated price-iist. Mention this paper.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
5654 Atlantic St., Ekglewood, ItLS.

Trent Flias at 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cents Each.
Send Ten Oents tor iLLUSIKATKD GataLOOUK.

itt MM.

The slmplls'tPHgS,''mo^i useful tfntmadl A haft d^^en^iVs^^ame ca™ Compact. Cheap SendREADY FOR ANYTttlNtJ. REAX)Y i'OR SUN.

for full circular.

Fly-FisMng &l Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HARRINGTON KEENE.
With plates of the actual material for making flies of forty-eight varieties. Illustrated,

second edition. Revised and enlarged. Price, fl.oO.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of all

pract&al; the instructions are plain and full. Numerous iUustrations make every step clear.

The actual specimens of materials show precisely what the fly-tyer requu-es.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New Yortk.

THE!

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center section=i are quickly

changed from a M to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to or 8oz. with
the No. 8. All changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.

Extra center sections furnished to

increase the weight as may be desired.

Ask your dealer for them, or send lU

cents for a No. 2, and 20 cents for a

No. 8.

TOMLINSON & CO.,

51 Jolitt Street,

The Francotte Gun.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Goods.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Cpthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LENGERKE&ANTOINE,
; 246 Wabasb Avenue, €[hieagOi HI.

Tie NewYortSt. Bemari KeiiDels

Place these famous stud dogs at the service of
the public.

PRINCE REGENT,
The most successful rough-coated stud dog of

modern times. Among his progeny are Scottish
Prince, Princess Florence, Earl Koseberry,
Dake of Armadale, tady Gladwin, Kingston
Regent and King Regent. He is the best sou
of Champion Pllnlimmon; be stands 3oin. at

the shoulder; he has great bon^i, weighs over 200

lbs., and his color is a deep orange with correct
markings.
"The most phenomenal stud dog that ha« yet been

known."—dimeters' Gazette, (London).
"The sire of sires."—-Foresi and Slrewm.

Pee, $"73.

Champion Hector,
(Smooth-coated ). Winner of sixty-six first and
special prizes and numerous stud cups. He is

the sire of tbampion Cleopatra, Dnke of
Sparca, Xord Hector and many others.

ROUGH AND SMOOTH PUPPIES FOR SALE.

New York St. Bernard Kennels,
138 ch St. and Hudson River, New York.

fine field dog and first prize bench winner. Fee
$20. Puppies—A beautiful litter, strong and
healthy from prize stock. Testimonial says,

"Irish pup purchased of you, now 8mos. old,

noints and retrieves like old dog. It is natural for

him to hunt." R. H. BURR, Middletown, Conn.

AtStud.-English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,

winner of over 50 1st and specials. Pious Pem-
broke, winner of over 30 firsts and special; Dexter,

eorded coat poodle. Pupsfromtheabove for sale.

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of

ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following

noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cup four times, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee $150.00

Champ. PLINLIMMON, JR. (6864).

This grand voung doer is a son of the world-
renouned Cli. PLINLIMMON, and although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 37
first and special prizes, and sire of some t?ood
stock. Stud fee $50.00

LOTHARIO (18371).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Oh. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee, should be much .sought after hv St-

Bernard breeders. Stud fee $25.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.
A select stock most always on hand, sired by

the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMING EENNEL8. Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD.

SCOTTISH PRINCE,
THE FINEST ST. BERNARD YET

PRODUCED.

FEE, - $100.

aristIcrat,
WINNER OF MORE FIRST PRIZES AND

SPECIALS DURI^^G 1890 THAN ANY
OTHER ST. BERNARD.

FEE, - $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

DAYID E. LOYELAITD, Manager. .

FOX-TEKRIEBS
IN STUD.

Champion Rahy Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Pitcher 25

Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

AT STUD. FEB $50.

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S.B.6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale. _
Apply to JAS. MORTIMER

Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,
Babylon, L, I.

Mastiffs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K. Taunton's Champion

Beaufort. His success as a stud dog and his

record on the show bench for the last five years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of EnglisK Bloodh.oundB in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported.
Mastiffpups from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also out of well known and proved breeders of

champion and great prize winners. Pliotographs,

25 cts. J. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vermont.

RBAD THIS ! READ THIS !

MASTIFFS.
At Stud.-Ormonde; sire, Oh. Victor Hugo;

dam, Ch. Cambrian Princess. Ormondeis apjize
winner every time shown, both in England and
America, and his young stock is proving him an
exceptional sire. I have always on hand young
stock for disposal at fair prices. I have no blood
but the most fashionable m my kennels. Write
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria. 111.

,

IN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee g25. Al was bred by the late Mr.

AUin and trained on ruifed grouse by his handler.

Two puppies by him for sale. Adtlress F. L.

NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

Y^'ch^ni^n^^a^^rd ja'^^f^described In

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50ct8. A
limited number of hlapuppiM lor Bate. P. 11.

COOMBS. ISxcbanae Buxdi, B«is(K.Mb^
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LANDLOCKED SALMON IN BISBY LAKES.

IN February, 1889, the Bisby Club obtained from Fish

Commissioner McDonald 17,000 eggs of landlocked

salmon, and in April the fry, which were developed in the

Bisby hatchery, were planted in First Bisby and the two
spring ponds above. In April, 1891, a second deposit of

17,000 fry was made in the same waters. The results as

announced by the president of the club, Gen. R. U, Sher-

man, to Commissioner McDonald, are so remarkable that

we have obtained permission from the Commissioner to

publish them. No better return from artificial introduc-

tion has appeared anywhere outside of the natural habi-

tat of this salmon.

The township of Wilmurt embraces 5,000 or more
square miles, almost all wilderness, containing many
lakes and streams of cold water, in which several of the

Salmonidce are native. Dace and other minnows are also

present in abundance and serve as food for the game
fishes. The First Bisby, into which the landlocked

salmon was introduced, is known to be 100ft. deep in

some places, with a bottom generally of compact sand,

in which certain water plants thrive. Insects and crus-

taceans suitable as fish focd abound. The lake trout

(Salvelinus namaycmh) is indigenous and rarely exceeds

lib. in weight, but a few of 41bs. to 61b8. have been
taken. In color they differ somewhat from the trout of

the Great Lakes and their flesh is always white, but no
specific differences have been observed between ttie two.

IhiriBg the last twelve years the brook trout, brown
trout, rainbow trout and frost fish (Coreganus quadri-

lateralis) have been introduced into Bisby Lake, and all

of them are doing well. The frostfish "is excellent for

.food and ia a favorite with the lake trout. The brook

trout has not made the showing naturally to be expected

from the largfe number (nearly 1,000,000) planted, for the

landlocked salmon already makes a greater display in

the lakes, proving that it is peculiarly suited to these

waters.

The first plant, as stated above, was made in 1889. In
1890 the result appeared in salmon measuring uniformly
Sin, This season they are llin. long, present everywhere
in larger numbers and take cut bait, the fly and trolling-

gear with eagerness. They are especially abundant in

the evening, breaching a foot above the surface of the

water and gleaming like shafts of burnished silver.

Other Salmonidai retire to deep water on the approach of

warm weather, but the landlocked variety play and feed

at the surface.

General Sherman finds that this fish has the habit of

working down stream during the spawning season and,

in order to prevent its escape into the second lake, the

outlet from First Bisby will be closed by a screen. It

may be that one thing more can be done to increase the
growth of the salmon in these lakes, the landlocked

smelt might be introduced from Maine or New Hamp-
shire, where it forms the very best food of salmon and
trout.

RESTOCKING- LAKE ONTARIO.
TN om* issues of Feb. 26 and March 19, 1891, we gave an
-- account of the popular movement for increasing the

supply of food fish in Lake Ontario and of the resulting

appropriation for a great hatchery in the St. Lawrence
basin, to be installed and directed by the Commissioner
of Fisheries.

Commissioner McDonald has just gone over the region

in which it is proposed to locate the hatchery and will

decide which of the locations is most suitable for the

undertaking. It will doubtless be remembered that the

establishment is intended to accommodate 100,009,000

whitefish eggs and 1,000,000 salmon fry during a season,

which would give it rank as one of the largest hatcheries

in the world.

Contemplating operations of so great extent, it is not

surprising that the Commissioner intends to protect the

Government's interests by refusing to begin until New
York assumes and performs the duty of protecting the

spawning grounds of the fishes and regulating the fishery.

It is certain that the depleted waters of Lake Ontario can

be made to swarm with valuable fishes by the means
of artificial culture, provided that these are allowed to

reach adult life and reproduce in safety. Now let public

sentiment gain the strength to enforce wholesome law
and we shall see Ontario coming back to its old place as

a productive lake.

THE MERRIMAC SALMON.

NOT only the Penobscot, but also the Merrimac has

had a greatly increased salmon run this year. The
obstruction at Amoskeag Falls has been partially over-

come by means of a flshway into which the salmon enter

with or without the assistance of agents of the New
Hampshire Fish Commission, While the mUls are shut

down, from Saturday night to Monday morning, there is

enough water passing through the fishway to make it ac-

cessible to salmon, but when they are in operation the

channel becomes inadequate and the fish collect in rock

pools, from which they must be helped into the fishway.

Below Livermore Falls, near the Plymouth hatchery.

Commissioner Hodge nets salmon during the season and
places them in a large pool, where they remain until

ready to spawn in October. Here the large males become
very restless at times and show their quarrelsome dispo-

sition, while the females sulk and starve in silence. The
eggs are taken and fertilized in October and the fish are

then returned to the Pemigewasset, In the spring the

fry are deposited at Woodstock, and remain in the brooks

until the sea-going instinct leads them into the Merrimac
and off into undiscovered tracts of ocean, from whence
some persons think they will never again return to falter

at Amoskeag and fall at Livermore.

It is true that the migratory instinct of the salmon in-

volves the fish in many dangers from savage enemies and
deadly pollutions; but their decimation begins and pro-

gresses most rapidly in those innocent-looking little

brooks in which the salmon passes its babyhood. Every
salmon stream observed by us is inhabited by an insig-

nificant but destructive little flish, whose special mission

is the extermination of salmon and trout. At Plymouth
this pest has been detected in the act of cliiabing up the

outflow froiu the hatchery. The name of^ this salmon

destroyer is sculpin, miller's thumb, or blob, and its

work in a stream means desolation. If then, adult
salmon are wanted in the Merrimac, let the authorities

rear the fry apart from natural enemies until their size

will insure a safe journey seaward. It will cost- some-
thing, but the result will amply justify the outlay.

SNAP SHOTS.
'T^HAT comforting tenet of the angler's philosophy, that
-- it is not all of fishing to fish, is of ancient origin and
worthy of respect because of its age. Here it is in the
treatise of Dame Juliana Berners, as written four hundred
years ago:

For he maye not lese at the moost, but a lyne or an hoke, of
whiche he maye haue store plentie of his owne makynge, as this
symple treaty se shall teehe hym. Soo thenne his losse is not
greuous, and other grey ffes maye he not haue sauynge, but yf ony
fysshe breke away after that he is take on the hoke: or elles that
he catche nou?ht; whyche ben not greuous. For yf he fayl le of
one he maye not faylle of a nother, yf he dooth as this treatyse
techyth; but yf there be nought in the water. And yet atte the
leest he hath his holsom walk and mery at his ease. swete ayre
of the swete sauoure of the meede iioures: that makyth hym
hungry. He hereth the melodyous armony of fowles. He seeth
the yonge swannes: heerons: duckes: cotes and many foules wyth
theyr brodes, whyche me semyth better than alle the noyse of
hounriys: the Wastes of hornys and the scrye of foulis that hunters:
fawkeners and fowlers can mak. And yf the angler take fysshe:
surely thenne is there no man merie than he is in his spyryte.

We have improved on the spelling since the Dame's
"Treatyse" was printed in 1486, and our fishing tackle is

finer nowadays, but the sentiment is there; and who
shall say that it will not hold good for another four

centuries ?

It appears from the interesting little story told in our
"Chicago and the West" letter this week that that city is

not a whit behind New York in the illegal sale of game
by restaurants and hotels. In fact, all over this beauti-

ful country the same traffic in game out of season is car-

ried on. In Chicago they serve July prairie chickens at

Kern's, in New York Delmonico dishes up woodcock in

the spring, at Narragansett Pier and Bar Harbor the

summer hotels provide immature quail and grouse; in

staid New England villages where college girls lunch, as

at Ban's in Northampton, Mass., the June bill of fare

includes quail on toast. It always has been so and the

remedy is difficult of discovery. If the Illinois Associ-

ation shall press the case against its whilom President

Kern, the moral effect cannot fail of proving salutary;

but in Chicago as in New York efforts to suppress this

digraceful game traffic are at the best spasmodic and
ineffectual.

In a New Jersey shore town the other day a man died

of hydrophobia, it was said, caused by the bite of a pet

cat. Thereupon the people of the town began an unrea-

soning war of extermination against all cats, the entire

feline tribe being held as accursed because of the one that

inflicted the bite. As the New Jersey townspeople with
cats, so the human race with snakes; because a few
reptiles are venomous and deadly, mankind wages war
on the entire ophidian species ; and harmless and beauti-

ful and graceful and useful creatures are crushed beneath
the heel, victims of an antipathy founded on ignorance

and misconception.

And'now they say that the prestige of lawn tennis is

beginning to fade; that the game has become so scientific

that the less expert are losing interest in it, the fad ia

declining, and tennis will take its place with croquet,

archery and Newport fox hunting and the dead political

booms of the past. Meanwhile angling is growing in

popularity, and the ranks of the fishermen are increasing.

There are two recreations—fishing and shooting—which
never grow old; they have a sure lease of life; they wiU
last so long as nature herself shall have [a charm for

man.

Acurious instance of the clashing of diverse industries

is afforded in the impending ruin of the fisheries of Sag-

inaw Bay, Mich., where the famous fish supply is being
destroyed by sawmills and salt block refuse. In the win-
ter the salt factories deposit their refuse on the ice; in the
process of time this waste has been deposited over the

spawning beds.

Mrs. Stagg's biggest-on-record tarpon has been mounted
and will be exhibited at the World's Fair. Do the tarpon

fishermen propose thus to permit a woman to carry off

the honors in sight of the natioha of the earth ?
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THE RANSACKER'S VISION.
Editor Forest and Strmm,:
When you know that I pass much time in the least fre-

quented parts of some of the mountains in northern Cali-

fornia, miles from railroad and steamboat, and, indeed,
some distance from the nearest representatives of my race,

you will not wonder tha.t I meet with singular and often
remarkable adventures. The particular region I affect is

between an old and historic mining town and the Pacific

Coast, a locality only accessible by roundabout mountain
trails and seldom explored. The metal gold, so esteemed
by mankind, although found at eveij point of the com-
pass from my cabin, has never been found within a rifle

shot of my boundaries, so that no adventurous miners or
prospectors have diatiu-bed my domain. In fact, sir, I

have passed many days without seeing or hearing any-
thing connected with the fabric civilization. I have a
sort of isolated realm of my own which is densely popu-
lated and contains many thousands of natives; but, with
the exception of the feathered tribes, I never meet with
any of my subjects that walk upon less than four legs.

I have constituted myself a sort of Ransacker and
esteem it a part of my business to inquire into and inves-

tigate certain mountains, forests and caflons. I have
theories, sir. and like to investigate some of the causes of

effects. In my domain, which is varied and vast enough
for any one Ransacker to essay, I think, who will compe-
tently investigate thoroughly, there are about a thousand
hills, some moimtains and several streams. The hills and
mountains are covered with forests and the streams are
kept in continued freshness and health by the melting
snows on my highest summits. There are bears and deer,

squirrels, quail, lizards, snakes and other hundreds of
creatures on the lands, while the streams seem to contain
only a fair number of rainbow trout, a few waterdogs.
frogs and some several minks, otters and coone. I knew
of a turtle, about the size of a saucer, but I have not seen
him this year and am not sure but the coons may have
got him.
In a recent raneackiag expedition I followed an old

Indian trail (abandoned since about 1850) to a remote
corner of my domain, and met with a most notable ad-
venture. The trail was out of its old-time repair, steep
and rocky, and when I had come to the crossing of one
of my streams, what seemed to have been a large slide

from one of the mountains had piled it with granite
boulders, tree trunks and other obstructions, so that the
gorge was impassable to an easy-going, deliberate Ran*
Backer. I have a habit of sitting upon a log, a rock, or even
the ground, when confronted by obstacles that I am not
afraid of, especially if I am tired, and of contemplating.
I now found this my simplest recourse, and having ob-
tained a satisfactory reclining attitude, I proceeded to
contemplate the blockade of the trail and my tumultuous
surroundings. I observed that the spot was particularly
rough, picturesque, remote and natural* There was a big
circular hole in the granite bed of the stream into which
the water fell from a shelf, perhaps lOft,, and.made a great
roar; and splashing over the speckled granite and mossy
boulders as large as my house, sent showers of crystal
flashing through the checkered shade to where I was; but
away from the immediate descent the clear, cold water
widened into a pool, reflecting its surroundings with all

exactness imaginable. The place was closely hemmed
with, sugar-pines, cedars and firs, while so dense a growth
of ferns and spicewood intervened that I thought it much
the nature of a jungle. A few moments' ehmb would,
however, give me a view of a hundred miles over forests

and plains. A lizard having become too presuming for
my scant acquaintance with him, I flipped him into the
pool. Although his plunge was to him entirely unex-
pected and severely cold, he swam to the opposite bank
safely, oblivious of the trout, almost large enough to en-
compass him, that glided just beneath making close es-

timate of the lizard's dimensions. The simile of an alli-

gator having achieved a landing on the moss was trying
to locate and dry himself when my contemplation of him
ended. I thought I saw in the waters the reflection of
something behind me; and, as I am adverse to approaches
of unknown creatures from that quarter in jungles, I
always change front.

I looked for some moments before I descried a dark ob-
ject about as large as my hand back of a point of rock.
Familiar with most creatures in my domains, I was not
long in determining that the object was, although an un-
usually large one, a deer's nose. Just back of the nose I
could " now make out long tines of antlers, though the
buck held his head in so level a line I could see little of
bis face. I guessed his face a wide one by the width of
nose and spread of antlers. I eat as motionless as possi-

ble for many moments, but the black nose maintained its

altitude and the antlers were rigidly stationary. Finally,
half in soliloquy. I muttered, "Well, my fine fellow, you
are safe enough, but I wish you would step out and show
yourself." To my astonishment the deer Sprang to the
top of the ridge and stood defiantly upon my own level,

and not beyond ten steps from me. And what a deer he
he was! With the eye of a sportsman X guessed him at
SOOlbs. as he stood; ten prongs, but a hundred small,
thornlike points; his back straight as a line; every limb
ready to leave the ground at the turn of a leaf

;
every

muscle strung for action. His eyes big, bright and round
as a dollar, but a dark green, in the intensity of their gaze
caught every object; his pointed ears shifted with every
chirp of bird or insect—in all he was so formidable a
specimen of instinct and power that to lack reason made
him the more wondrous. His head, black except a silvery
crescent above his ebon nose, mounted with his wonderful
antlers, was a pietui'e of such exceptionable majesty as to
be indescribable; his whole coat glistened as if bronzed,
while his limbs tapered in unmatched proportions to his
polished, dart-shaped hoofs.
Ah! here was the Big Buck; I knew the tracks njade

by those hoofs. Ev^ery old hunter has seen Ihem, and
many a shot had been fired at his ever-vanishing form.
Many an eye has been fired with anticipation at a glimpse
of those mighty antlers! While many a foot has sped at
dawn or dusk in vain pursuit of the intangible shape and
followed like shadows in quest of a phantom. Having
so fair an opportunity I inspected his majesty minutely
and was trying to calculate the distance those polished
hoofs must have covered in the cojirse of, his life, when,
to my further wdndemdent', the Big Sufek spokfe! In a

matter of fact air his buokship, regardless of my start of

surprise at his fluent English, remarked, "But for the
fact, sir, that I am scarcely the intruder, I should ask
pardon for my unannounced appearance. It is becoming
so nowadays, however, that I come upon your people in
every quarter; there must be a vast number of your
kind, for the woods seem full of them."
The Big Deer had assumed an attitude aggressive, and

spoke as though, having me at a disadvantage, he would
revenge on me some of the wrongs his race had long
suffered.

I replied in as bland a tone as I could that I asked par-
don for intruding if I was doing so, that I was peaceably

,

disposed, and wasn't anybody especially, myself; Ifurther
added that I was on the point of retracing my tracks
down the stream.
"Oh," he interposed, "I know you. You are well

enough in your way, but you are but a pioneer of others
less harmless! Sir, you are pi'obably aware that you are
making tracks in one of the last undisturbed nooks of
refuge we deer have on your continent—one of the last

of our favorite places of refuge in the world! From
every direction there comes the reports of your rifles

and the villainous smell of gunpowder! The ruin and
devastation of forests follow your rifles, axes and mills
and towns! Why, sir, what do you think is to become of

us? Where shall we look in a few years for pasture,
range or refuge?"
He paused for my reply; but not having yet recovered

my astonishment at hearing him speak, I could form no
answer, besides the question would require a diplomatic
answer,
"The world," resumed the Big Buck, "seems not prop-

erly made up for your race, and you are constantly striv-

ing at improvement! I fear you will never pause until
the last plain is fenced and plowed, the last stream
drained and muddied, the forests felled and destroyed,
and possibly the mountains leveled. But, sir, and my
observation extends over the world, I believe it little

improved by your transformations. And if it were, does
it not seem to you as selfishness and ingratitude that man
should take all creation for himself? We deer have been
so long accustomed to persecution yet never have com-
plained! We have never asked for quarter until it is

become so sadly evident that if some concession is not
made us we will become extinct."
Here he stamped his sharp feet and shook his great

antlers until 1 could not refrain from looking about for
some quick way of exit from the ravine. If I had had
my rifle in hand I should have felt more composed, but,
on reflection, I could not recall to mind any instance of
deer being dangerously vicious, so I suggested mildly
that we had provided to protect his kind and other game.
"Ah," he continued fluently, "so you have. We are

deluded for a few months to make our destruction more
complete. Of what benefit to us will be your laws when
we have no place of refuge or habitation? I say, sir,

there is no gratitude or mercy evident in man when he
offers no better return for benefits derived. We have
been, sir, at the cost of our lives, from times lost in the
obscurity of the past, sport, diversion and food for kings
and noblemen, for all the best of the race of men down to
this day; we have furnished food and raiment to your
hardy pioneers—for your Robin Hoods, Davy Orocketts
and Daniel Boones—^food, sport, the very clothes they
wore! Ah," sighed the Big Deer, and he looked very
sad, "the brightest days have gone. It was glorious,
even fleeing for life, to lead, kings and. nobles a gallant
and dangerous chase! There was some glory when we
baffled theh* best breed of hounds or horses! There was
something heroic, too, in being on guard for your daring
pioneers in past days; how softly they trod, and how un-
erring their long rifles were! Even in those days safety was
not found in their vicinity. And to think we fed and
clothed them, furnished the moccasins they wore, even
the patches for their leaden bullets to such effect as we
now complain of!"

I again glanced about uneasily as the Big Buck com-
menced a tale of the present troubles of deer and the
many fatal abuses of them. He fiercely denounced the
deadly modern arms, saying a deer never knew himself
out of range, and that a party of our modem hunters
could so fill the air with bullets that there was little

chance of escape without serious injury. He claimed
that more of his fellows were crippled and limped away
to die in far thickets than were obtained by enthusiastic
but reckless nimrods. His main complaint, however,
was that all his haunts were being intruded upon, his
forests destroyed, that he had now but few places of
refuge, rendering hopeless his single defense of^ evading
multiplying foes. I had begun to feel much sympathy
for the big fellow when he told of the great herds of his

kindred that have forever gone, or when he described the
1 beauties of his natural haunts before the advent of his

mighty enemy, man. I was on the point of informing
him of the recent law in California to prohibit the killing

of his friends for two years (it should have been for five),

when there came to our ears the distant baying of a
hound and the rapid reports of rifles. Witli a mighty
bound the buck sprang up the ridge, evidently to lead
some troop of his kmd from danger, the fawns being yet
so young as to require careful hiding to tremble in the
deepest thickets.

I was so surprised at his tremendous leap and the
activity with which he ascended the mountain that I

awoke from a slight doze I had gone into. I would have
thought the entire interview with the Big Buck a dream,
hut that I saw the tips of antlers disappear beyond the
ridge and in the soft sand near the water found tracks of
sharp hoofs.

I must, however, have been greatly absorbed with my
adventure, for it had grown late and past my time to

make my lair bj^ dark.
On my returning over the old trail I thought with how

much justice the Indian could complain, and next him
perhapi the deer; and of what a benefit it would be if

parts of our magnificent country could be preserved for-

ever in their natural stale, not only as refuge for deer,

but the thousand smaller animals and birds that so

quickly vanish from our populated centers. And then,
too, what pleasure can be derived by some people by re-

sorting to obscure and natural regions filled with the
wonders of creation. Why should not each of our greater
States have a reservation of some miles in extent given
over to natural wilderness and forest to remain forever
unmolested? Why could not enough sportsmen, in our
more faVor^d Sta,te8, unite in an effort to tma end?

Future generations will certainly have cause to feel the
utmost gratitude toward those making so beneficial an
effort for after times, and a true sportsman could ask no
more than that his name should be among the number to
descend to posterity as one of the patrons or originators
of State Natural Reserve or Park. His fame. I am
inclined to believe, would live longer than that of most
statesmen, and the benefits resulting be fully as great to
posterity, C. L. P.

Northern Cai,ifohnia,J891;

A LONELY PILGRIM IN THE ROCKIES.-I.
FROM my earliest boyhood a desire to go to the Rock-

ies and bunt for gold and game has been the one
predominant above all others. Eleven years' confinement
ja a dental room, with but one month's vacation worth
mentioning, has only had a tendency to increase that
desire.

But to begin my subject. July 1,5 found me aboard the
cars in Buffalo, ticketed for Helena, Montana, with neces-
sary outfit for fishing andhvmting, a lonely pilgrim bound
for a strange land.
Nothing worth mentioning happened till we reached

Indiana. Two men boarded the train equipped for bass
fishing. They were the hearty, happy type of hospitable
Hoosiers that no sportsman could resist scraping ac-
quaintance with, and a good visit and urgent invitation
to atop off and go fishing was the result. I shall not for-
get the following remarks that Mr. G. W. Whittaker, of
Huntington, made on trolling for bass. He said: "The
old. mother bass first clears away the debris from a circle

on the bottom about 2ft. in diameter, deposits her spawn,
and with a mother's care guards it until the little ones
come forth and are able to feed themselves, and woe be
xmto the fish that dares intrude. Seeing the spoon of the
festive angler she makes a dash to kill it or drive it away,
and is snaked into the boat and the little onrs are left to
perish. It is much more sport to take a Henshall rod
and good reel and cast a lively frog about 50ft. and give
your bass a chance to get mad after getting his mouth-
ful."

My fishermen friends arrived at their stopping place,
bade me good-bye and a good time, and nothing more
happened until I reached Chicago. After changing cars
I began getting ready for a good night's sleep. One of
Chicago's 10,000 confidence men scraped acquaintance
and claimed to be bound for Helena. Entertained me
with a very plausible story and wanted to borrow |oO,
offering me a §1,000 Government bond for security until
the train got outside the city limits, so that he could get
into his baggage and get his money. I requested him to
bring in the conductor and identify himself as a bona
fide passenger; and he must be stCl hunting for the con-
ductor, for I saw no more of him.
On arriving at St, Paul a very bad cold was considered

an indication that it was best to stop over a few days.
Visiting several brother dentists, I was advised to go
fishing in White Bear Lake; but as W. B, Anderson, a
friend of my boyhood, lived at Minneapolis, I concluded
to spend my time there ^nd look him up. Arriving in
MinneapoHs, I had no trouble in finding him enjoying
health and prosperity in a very pleasant part of that most
beautiful of all Western cities. He was the same boy
grown older that had waded the old spring brook with
me in pursuit of trout so many times in our boyhood
days, and his merry songs and calls to his flock of ducks
came floating over the old swamp to the ears of my recol-
lection as gayly as ever on seeing his face again.

Several days were happily spent in driving to the beau-
tiful resorts and points of interest around the bustling
city, then a trip was planned toZumbro Heights, up Lake
Minnetonka, bass fishing. It was gratifyins: to see his

good wife hustle around packing a most substantial lunch
and assisting in every way possible to get us ready to en-
joy the trip. We boarded a street car and arrived at the
station just in time for the grand rush of fishermen and
campers for the smoker, I have never seen anything to
compare with a Minnesota crowd for health and "git
there." If an Eastern man ever gets into one he can make
up his mind to ti-ead lively or get trod on, but we got
there and got a good seat. Will fished, some fragrant
Havanas from a box in the lunch basket and we were soon
enjoying a good smoke and the charming scenery along
the beautiful Lake Minnetonka. What a place for a
vacation. Everybody told the same story without saying
a word. All along the road at every station were groups
of people, pictures of manly vigor and happiness. The
shore along the lake is dotted with pleasant cottages,

grand summer hotels, beautiful grounds, picturesque
groves and hills that look like paradise. Arriving at

Zumbro Station, we found a three-seated wagon in wait-
ing from the hotel, packed ourselves in with a load of
passengers and were driven at a Minnesota gait to mine
host Palmer's. The hotel was capable of accommodating
about 75 guests, and was full of people, some of whom
seemed to have an unlimited capacity for lemonade, pop
and crabapple cider, and they kept Mr. Palmer so busy
that it was a difficult matter to introduce the subject of
frogs for bait and a place to sleep. Frogs were scarce,

but we succeeded in getting a dozen, and tumbled our-
selves into a bed in a cottage and slept like "pigs in clover"
till morning.
Early dawn found us in the boat rowing for an arm of

the lake south of the hotel. Anchoring among some lily-

pads near shore the temptation was about as strong to

gather the beautiful water lilies as to fish. We had
hardly got our hooks in, however, before a strike was
felt and a big bass was soon landed. How they did bite!

We floated along the edge of the lake and caught bass,

pickerel and sunfish till our frogs were gone, ate our
lunch, went ashore and caught more frogs in the landing
net, then went back and fished again until 11 o'clock.

We had throvvn back all the sunfish and all the baas
and pickerel under lib. in weight and found we had
sixteen bass and thirteen pickerel, and a finer lot of big-

mouth bass I never saw. We lugged them up to the
hotel, put them on ice, ate our dinner and lolled around
a while in the shade. Mine host came out and told ua
there was a good croppie bed at a point north of the hotel,

so we got a pail of minnows and started again. We
anchored our boat in front of a cottage a few rods from
shore and found we were in the right place, for we were
soon landing the beauties fast enough. But the fishing

was not all the interest there was in the scene. About
half a mile to the north was Crane Island. All the
noises I ever heard made by waterfowl the herons on

• that island couM discount. There eieemed to be thQue
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ands squalling all kinds of crane musie, flying to and
from tlie island in all directions.

On the lawn in front of the cottage were several romp-
ing, rollicking young ladies, pictures of health and hap-
piness, as women always are in Minnesota, discoursing
music from an old guitar. Considering the surround-
ings we had extra good luck catching croppies, for at

the end of an hour we returned to the hotel with 16 crop-
pies, weighing from lib. to l^lbs. each. I felt consider-
ably elated over our success, but Will did not consider it

much of a catch, said they sometimes brought home three
gunny sacks full. We went home, passed the fish around
among the neighbors and saved what we wanted at home,

Mrs, Anderson would not trust a servant to cook iish,

so she took the matter in hand herself, and the conse-
quence was we had as much pleasiu-e in eating them as
we did in catching them. Misfortunes are sometimes
blessings in disguise. The cold I had caused me to stop
aaid the consequence was that stopping over had given
me five of the happiest days of a lifetime and the cold
was gone, so I bade my friends good-bye and started on
for Helena, over the Great Northern E. R,, believing
Minnesota people the healthiest and happiest people in
America. Minnesota with its fields of waving gi-ain and
endless number of little lakes is a pleasant country to

travel through. The country is interesting until you
leave the Red River Valley and pass Devil's Lake, North
Dakota, the great goose heaven of the Northwest. After
leaving Devil's Lake the wheat fields begin to dwindle
down and grow poorer until wheat fields should be turned
into pastures, the only redemption for parts of the sup-
posed wheat country of North Dakota. After leaving
the wheat belt the country looks barren and desolate
to an Eastern man.
The opinion of most of the passengers was forcibly ex-

pressed by an old gentleman from one of the garden spots
of Michigan. He had ridden for miles over the dusty,
sun-scorched, barren-looking plains. Taking off his blue
glasses and wiping the dust from his eyes, he said: "This
is a worthless lookin' kentry, I wouldn't give two shillin'

for the whole on 't," Viewed from the car window this

country looks like a vast barren waste. You cannot see
the short rich grasses that cover the vast plains from the
car window. Yet here vast herds of buffalo once roamed
and grew fat, their bones now bleaching at tho stations
along the road, awaiting shipment to Eastern sugar refin-

eries. "But all's well that ends well," Their place is now
occupied by herds of horses, cattle and sheep, that are a
greater source of profit to man. Yet it is sad to think of
the wanton destruction of this noble animal for his pelt
alone, and the lesson taught us should be emphatic enough
to cause us to enforce our game laws for the protection of
the balance of the noble game of this country.
We experience relief in tlie monotonus plain on reach-

ing the Missouri River, and travel begins to be more in-
teresting on reaching the foothills of the Rockies. After
leaving Great Falls, Montana, the road winds along the
Missouri toward Helena, among mountains of rock that
fm-nish an ever varying scene of nature's majestic handi-
work, and one realizes that he is among the grand old
Rockies as he views the ever-changing panorama of
ragged and precipitous grandeur aroimd him. We finally
arrived at Helena, and the first thing looked for is a bath
room, for our hair fairly stands on end from the effect of
dust and dry air,

Helena is built on Last Chance placer mine and is a
cross between a mining camp and a model Western city.
Although Helena is the richest city of its size in the
world, yet one is struck more forcibly with the shift-

less condition of things in general than with the beauty
of the town.
Old Mt. St. Helena stands like a grim sentinel to the

west of the town and the summit looked like a half
hour's walk from the hotel. I left at 6 A. M. for the
buttressed peak of this mountain, supposing it to be a
half hour's walk, but found the distance could not be
judged by a tenderfoot in that clear air, for it was three
long hours before I got back to the hotel, thed and
hungry. But the first view of the Rockies from the sum-
mit amply repaid me for the exertion. One gets a very
fine view of the city and surrounding mountains from
its crest. If Minneapolis had such a mountain they
would build an elevator to the top of it and put a grand
hotel there. Then they would terrace the sides and sell

it for building lots, scoop a hole out of the inside for a
theater, take the dirt from the hole to cover ux? and gi-ade
the piles of tailings along the old placer mine on Main
street for more building lots, and all the visitors would
be taken up in the elevator by enterprising real estate
men to see the city. But Helena people are not "built
that way." They have money enough, and with but
few exceptions are willing to let the city take care of
itself. Yet the Broadwater baths and hotel are a monu-
ment to the energy of one of its citizens and make the
finest place in the State to spend a few weeks at in the
summer. Mother Nature made most of the streams in
Montana too cold to bathe in. She put a hot spring and a
cold spring near Helena that Broadwater has utilized for
his monster bath house that the people of Montana ap-
preciate, for they now have an opportunity to wash their
dusty bodies in a big swimming hole warm enough and
large enough to suit the most fastidious schoolboy.
There is no fishing or hunting nor much else of interest

to a sportsman in the near vicinity of Helena, so I took
a train for Marysville and took up my abode at the Bon
Ton restaurant.
Marysville is a mining camp of about 1,500 inhabitants.

The town is built of yellow pine, sawmill finish princi-
pally. Some of the store fronts and a few dwelling
houses are decorated with a coat of paint. The Drum-
lennon mine and stamp mills, ranning 130 stamps in all,

fm-nish employment to 300 men and yield 1100,000 worth
of bullion i^er month.

I staid at this camp until the hunting season opened,
and became so familiar with the country that the sun
rose in the east and I then dared trust myself alone in
the mountains. Blue mountain grouse are the game bird
most sought after among the five kinds of grouse in Jlon-
tana, and are called chickens there.
One beautiful morning I started alone for the top of the

divide, with my gun and plenty of shells loaded with No.
8 shot, in pursuit of chickens and Neenan Bros.' mine
just over the divide on Bald Butte Mountain. I was not
loaded for bear, and I will say right here that I did not
see any; for I know by experience that a tenderfoot
always expects to meet a grizzly when traveling alone
amoug the Bockies^ and I don't want jroa to worry all

the time you are reading this about a bear that I did not
see.

I found Bald Butte Mountain all right, and roamed
around until noon without seeing anything except grand
and beautiful mountain scenery. Hearing a blast fired
near the top of the mountain, I turned my steps in that
du-ection, and found a miner on his way to his cabin to
dinner. The way of the world there is (thanks to my
lucky stars about that time) to always invito a stranger
to dinner, and his first question was, "Have you been to
dinner?" I replied I had not, so we went in to the cabin.
The cabin was built of logs, roofed with dirt. The floor
was the surface of the earth. The furniture was sufficient
for the necessities of man. He soon had a dinner cooked,
and I never enjoyed a dinner any more thoroughly than
I did thei'e.

After chatting a while he showed me the way to the
mine I was looking for, and told me to look for chickens
in a huckleberry patch about half way to the mine. I
found the huckieoerries and enjoyed eating them, but
foimd no chickens. After eating iny fill (a tenderfoot's
stomach is a thing of unlimited capacity) I started for the
mine. Looking ahead among the scattering trees, I saw
the gray back of an animal about the size of a setter dog
running away from me. Not having shot my gun, I
made up my muid to shoot that animal if he didn't get a
gait on him, so I took after him as still as possible, I
soon got near enough to shoot, and the fourth shot ended
him, and I found I had killed a badger. I found Neenan's
Mine, went through it. had a good visit, and went back
to Marysville without a chicken.
A few days after this I went out and found five chick-

ens and shot four out of the five. I can compare moun-
tain grouse shooting to nothing but shooting Plymouth
Rock hens in your own dooryard, only they are harder
to locate. John V. Cole.

[TO BE CONCLUDED.!

CAMPERS AND CAMPERS.
AN "unfortuitous concatenation of circunnstances" has

prevented me this year from taking my usual spring
outing, and just now a flourishing crop of "Job's com-
forters" has laid me by the heels. These facts, in con-
junction with a plentiful absence of reading matter, have
given memory a chance to get in her work, and my mind
has been running upon some of the "fellows "l have
camped with," in "days of auld lang syne."

^

The born camper is scarce. To be in perfection he
needs a dash of Gipsy blood in his veins, mixed with that
of the Indian, the Negro, the Aryan, the Gentleman and
the Scholar.
The Gipsy—that he may be able to live luxuriously, not

only upon the fat of the land but upon the lean as well—
80 that if he cannot get venison and trout, hedgehog and
water-puppies will serve his turn; if fresh vegetables and
canned goods fail him he can concoct healthfiil, if not
toothsome, dishes out of roots and yarbs and the berries
that grow in the hedge.
An Indian—that he may possess the "sixth sense," that

of "direction," so the most trackless forest or pathless
prairie shall be to him as familiar as the home farm to a
country boy—that he may be so skilled in nature's lan-
guage that all signs of wind and weather, all tricks of
fur and feather, are better known to him than the multi-
plication table to a Newton; with a body so trained that
he can stand heat and cold, hunger and thirst, fatigue
and sleeplessness, and storms and black flies and mosqui-
toes, as though such things were not.
The Negro—that his cheerful jollity may never desert

him in the most adverse surroundings—that he may take
the goods the Gods provide aiid vex not his soul by
thought of the morrow; and that sunshine and storm,
good or bad luck, may find and leave him in the same
cheery, equable frame of mind.
The Aryan—that he may have tenacity of piirpose and

fixity of soul, courage undaunted by fa'te's worst frown,
inventive genius that can build a cantilever bridge out of
saplings and bark or make a fresh-water condenser from
an old tin can and a gun-barrel; and adaptabihty to cir-
cumstances that makes him equally at home on a desert
island or in kings' palaces.
A Gentleman—^not in the Old World sense of one who

has no business in this world, and spends his life in doing
it, but one who recognizes others' rights, and respects
them, their prejudices, and regards them, their frailties
and pardons them—who is clean oE tongue and pure of
heart, and in all things and under all conditions keeps
his own self-respect and gains the respect of others.
A Scholar—that, in moments of loneliness or enforced

idleness, on rainy days in camp, or long waitings on an
empty runway, he may have kindred spirits—David and
Shakspeare, Homer and Brovvning, Descartes or Darwin
—with whom to hold converse—may find new beauties in
a vagrant bumble-bee, or fresh instruction from the busy
ant—^that he may besufiicient company unto himself, and
not dependent upon other for mental rest and refresh-
ment. If he have also a touch of the poet, the artist, the
musician and the scientist, he will be none the less charm-
ing as a companion—^none the less fitted for a genuine
camper.
But, alas! such spirits be rare! "Nessmuk," I imagine,

was as near such as any one, though I had not the pleas-
ure of knowing him. As to the opposite class, "the
woods are full of 'em"—his name is legion. He appears
under various aliases, and numerous disguises—but he is

always of the same species, Borem gigantissimiis. Every
body knows him—except himself. Not the least pestifer-
ous variety is

THE EARLY RISER,
I don't mean the m.an who rises in the fresh dewiness

of a woodland morning, and goes oft" quietly about his
own business of fishing, hunting, rowing or bathing, leav-
ing you to do as best pleases you, but the egotistical idiot
who seems to act upon the theory that he is the main-
spring of the universe, a sort of telluric God of Day, and
that, when he has once risen, all the rest of the world
must be up and doing. No matter if your system demands
eight hours of sleep, while his is content with six—no
matter if you are physically run down and have come to
the woods to build up and rest—no matter if you tramped
twenty miles the day before or were out half the night,
while he loafed around the camp all day and went to bed
at dark, like other geese—^in short, no matter how strong
and cogent the reasons why your rest should not be dis-
turbed, they are ail ignored by him. No sooner does a
torpid liver or a guilty con—^no, such a beast has no con-
Bcieiace—aroQBe him, than he entens upon his self-consti-

tuted mission of diabolism; sometimes by banging things
around, sometimes by whistling or singing (and it is a
noteworthy fact that his whistling is like unto that of a
cracked fife, and his singing as raucous as the wheeze of
an asthmatic jackass); sometimes by jerking the blankets
off you and yelling, "Hi! get up!" or, more aggressively,
by beating a tin pail, or blowing a blast from the dinner
horn in your ear. Whether his conduct arises from sheer
"cussedness," or from that fatuous egotism of which I
spoke, for him there is but one cure; all others have been
tried and have failed; lead him beyond the confines of the
camp and mildly, but firmly, mash his head with a club,.
If this is done judiciously and thoroughly, then will "the
wicked (he) cease from troubling, and the weai-y (you) be
at rest." To insure his stayLag cured, it might be as well
to cremate the remains on a log heap, but this is not abso-
lutely essential.

Another commonly occurring variety of this species is

THE MAN-WHO-IS-NEVER-EIXED.
Needless to say, he is generally a neophyte, who, gen-

erally late in life, has conceived a desire to "go camping."
In some way, and this is "one of them things no feller
can find out," he becomes attached to your party. In
talking over matters before you start, you, in the kind-
ness of your heart and because he is a neophyte, volunteer
some friendly hints as to camp outfit, hints based upon
the garnered lore of a score of years of practical experi-
ence. But he will none of them; he knows it all. He
has read Thoreau and the "Annals of Brook Farm," has
heroic ideas in regard to "roughing it," looks with scorn
upon such effeminate trifles as mosquito bars, fly "dope"
and the like, laughs scornfully at the idea of any cooking
utensils save a tin cup and plate, and talks loftily about
"living near to nature's heart," "leaving behind conven-
tional wants," and "reverting to savage simplicity." And
"revert" he does with a vengeance ! The first night he
ostentatiously spreads his one blanket upon the ground

—

"the bosom of Mother Earth is bed enough for him !"

—wraps himself therein, and kicks and squirms and
wriggles and grunts and groans and mayhap swears all
night, keeping everybody awake, and showing up in the
morning pale, dishevelled and haggard for want of sleep.
As he is either, in some way, semi-attached to you, or is
your senior in years, generally the latter, for "the older the
donkey the longer the ears"—you are forced to take him
thereafter as a bedfellow, and as of course you have
taken only bedding enough for yourself, you are both un-
comfortable the rest of the trip. And so it is in every-
tliing else. II.e brings but one rod, smashes that to flia-
ders the first day, and you have to loan him yoiu- spare
one. He has brought no change of clothing, and so the
first time you are both caught in a shower you have tO'

divide with him when you return to camp, and you shiver,
half clad, while your old enemy, the rheumatism, gets in
his work on you again. He melts the bottom out of his
one tin cup by trying to make coffee over an amateur's
camp-fire, and thenceforward he uses yours.
Sometimes his lunacy takes the opposite turn, and he

comes provided with everything he doesn't need, and
nothing which he does. If going a-fishing where there
is no game larger than a chipmunk, he lugs along a .44
Winchester and a thousand rounds of cartridges. If to a
country where you are liable to "jump" a grizzly any
minute, he takes a Flobert rifle or a light 13-gauge loaded
with bird shot. If to the woods, he carries 201bs. of iron
tent pins, but nothing in the shape of an axe; if to the
marshes, blankets galore, but no wading boots, or "fly-
ile;" if his traveling is to be by canoe, he wears hob-nailed
boots, but has no slippers nor moccasins; and so on, ad
infijiitum. I'm not sm-e that he isn't worse than the
other fellow just described, because, besides having tO'
borrow everything he needs, the party is burdened with
a lot of useless dulfle which, as Sam Weller says, "Hain't
no wisible use to nobody." Neither of these, however, is
as hopeless a case as the "early riser." The first seldom
goes a second time; he finds "conventional wants" more
satisfying than "savage simplicity," and the second grad*
ually learns by experience, unless he dies too young—say
at a hundred or thereabouts.
But why continue the list? Do we not all—especially

we of the grizzled locks and the gray beards, who have
encamped from Dan unto Beersheba, and from the waters
of Gilgal to the fountains of Shinar—do not we, I say,
know the whole tribe of them? The "Practical Joker"—
on whose head be Anathema Maranatha—who finds no
pleasure in life so exquisite as that of rendering other
people miserable, and whose sole standard of humor in a
"joke" is the pain or mortification inflicted upon the
recipient. The "Shirk," who fudges off all the irksome
camp drudgery upon the shoulders of others, sometimes
upon the plea that he is "tired," or "don't know how,''
sometimes with the moi'e insolent averment that "he
goes camping for pleasure, and not to work." The
"Sponge," who bon-ows any and everything you are weak
enough to loan him, from a minnow hook to a $20 bill,

breaking, spoiling, losing everything, but never paying
back. The "Kicker," whom nothing satisfies: who growls
when it rains, and when it is dry; because the fish bite too
freely, and because they don't bite at all; because they
are so big, or because they are so little; because you answer
him, and because you don't answer; in short," who kicks
at everything, and would kick if he was being hanged
(though nobody else would). The "Demijohn," whose
idea of a "good time" is an unlimited consumption of
whisky, and whose sole gleaning from the field of
history is what "the guv'nor of NawthCalliny said to the
guv'nor of South Calliny." The "Mule," who is always
pulling contrariwise to the rest of the party; who wants
to go down stream when they want to go up; to fish, when
they propose to hunt; who wants to go home before the
outing is half through, and wants to stay when the break-
ing-iqD day has come. Are not the names of all these
written in the chronicles of the Sons of Izaak?
But when we do strike upon the right kind of man

(and, of course, none of us are included in the above
category), how our heart goes out to him; how we cherish
the memories of past outings together; how we long for
the time to come when we may share the same blanket,
lounge before the same camp-fire, cast from the same
boat, or face the same storm together again. Two such
have I known in my twenty and more years of outdoor
life. One has "crossed over the river, to rest in the shade
of the trees;" the other—well, Mandan and Calcasieu are
far apart, and no man owns the future; but the memory
of the past is mine, and though Camp Comfort is no
more, yet have 1 faith, thatsome day we shall again clasp
handa and try the bass once more. H. P. 17.
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FROM THE ALASKA SEAL ISLANDS.

WE are indebted to Dr. W. S. Hereford, returned
from a long service on St. Paul Island, Bering

Sea, for interesting notes on the animals and the natives
of that distant province of the United States.

It has been stated that polar bears sometimes come
down on the ice to St. Paul, but the Doctor did not see
any during his protracted stay, and thinks they do not
occur now. The flesh of this bear is said to be palatable
unless the creature has recently been feeding on walrus,
or the decayed meat of whales. H.. W. Elliott has just
informed us that he really liked the polar bear steaks
which he ate on St. Matthew's Island in 1874, Accord-
ing to Mr. Elliott the last of this species seen on St.

Paul was shot at Bogaslow in 1848.

Walrus Island, lying six miles east of St. Paul, is still

inhabited by walrus, but solely by males.
The red fox is occasionally brought to the island by ice

and does not long escape the vigilance of the hunters.
The blue fox is very common.
Among the winter birds are the common migratory

robin of the East, and the beautiful snow bunting (Plec-
trophenax nivalis). Cormorants, gulls and harlequm
ducks are present in ordinary winters, but in severely
cold weather none except the first remain. The chief
gull of the hunters is the great burgomaster. A small
wren occurs on St. George Island, but not on St. Paul.
Ducks are excessively abundant in the open water along
shore in spring, and vast numbers of them are shot.

Cod and halibut are not common until in the fall when
sea lions are not numerous. The natives catch some very
large halibut on hooks; the small ones are greatly perse-
cuted and almost entirely destroyed by seals and sea lions.

Sculpins are always around in abundance. The people
catch them around the rocks, and especially at the boat
landings. They use a very short line and bait the hooks
with seal meat or any animal substance that is handy.
Among the sculpins there is a scaly species, called the
Tcah log' , which is very palatable.
The natives have invented a new intoxicating drink

which they have, in a spirit of fun, styled sos'Jcie, Sos'Me
means a sucking bottle and fui-nishes a very appropriate
name for the new tipple. The beverage is made from
condensed milk with the addition of jellies, sweet crack-
ers, or some other materials containing sugar, and a fer-

ment. The stringent regulations preventing the sale of
coarse sugar in quantities sufficient for the moonshiner's
pui-pose, he resorts to all sorts of expedients to outwit his
white brethren and prolong his sprees. Sos'Me is the
latest and one of the most insinuating products of his
craft.

The practice of medicine among these Aleuts has
brought to Dr. Hereford many surprises. He finds that
opiate* are nearly inert in their circulation and enormous
doses of castor oil can be taken with only slight effect.

A native will dispose of ten times as much Epsom salts

as a white man and be none the worse for the wear. So-
called dropsy and heart disease are very common after
prolonged tarrying at the quass bowl, the heart being
generally located almost anywhere in the trunk, but free
use of salts is always a specific in these forms of disease.
The natives trap foxes in winter and hunt the sea lion

and hair seal; they also kill the birds mentioned in a
preceding paragraph. T. H. B.

WHAT THE PORCUPINE EATS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Dr. Gibbs seems to be a close observer as well as a
scientist, and has evidently given the porcupine consid-
erable attention. If you will visit any old logging camp
in the upper Chippewa region a month after the men
have left, you will find abundant evidence that the por-
cupine has a strong relish for anything in the shape of
leather, salt or grease. I have seen one eating a piece of
pork; and all barrels, boxes, etc., having contained pork,
lard or the like are sui'e to be well gnawed. Land look-
ers have to be extremely careful or their pack straps and
shoes will be aten up.
As to its numbers. Two years ago while camped near

the Flambeau River I saw six at one time, and on the
tote road there were at least twenty seen in going a mile.
Three of them at one time were scratching at the door
and window of the little shanty where I slept. This was
in the morning, and they seemed to be early risers, un-
like myself, and anathemas and even more substantial
missiles were of small account in inducing them to stop
their applications for admittance.
The meat of a small-sized one is fairly palatable, but I

once had the same experience as did Dr. Gibbs in trying
to eat the flesh of an old patriarch which I had shot out
of the top of a pine tree,

I seldom molest them; in fact, my principle is not to
hurt anything that leaves me alone unless I want its

meat. This rule of ethics may not be exactly logical, but
it is the best I have. Backwoocsman.
EAU CliAIRE, Wis.

A Case of Rattlesnake Bite,—The Detroit Fj^ee
Press reports the cure of a case of massasauga bite at the
State military encampment: "Probably not more than
four minutes had elapsed since the accident, but the ex-
amination showed two tiny punctures, surrounded by a
circular elevation more than three inches in diameter.
This was quickly incised through the punctures and a
considerable quantity of a yellowish serum escaped.
Next a hypodermic syringe was introduced into the ad-
jacent parts and a 50 per cent, solution of carbolic acid
injected. Washing with ammonia water followed, and
the boy was placed on a cot. In a short time numbness
of the extremities and drowsiness supervened. This was
met by doses of whisky and aromatic spirits of ammonia.
At this writing, twenty-four hours after the accident, the
boy is out of danger. This case is of special value to the
medical department, as it demonstrates that prompt treat-
ment win neutralize the poisonous eifects of the rattle-
snake bite. This is probably the first opportunity ever
offered for intelligent and scientific application of reme-
dies immediately after the wound was inflicted, the com-
bination of oircnimstaaces being ordinarily impossible."

A Homing Pigeon, whose number on bangle was T. H.
91 458, was killed by a cat in Roxbury, Mass., one day
last week; and our coirespondent "Reignolds," of Boston,
asks through this note for the owner.

md §utf.

The full tests of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Booli of the
Oame Laws.

SMALL BORES AND BIG BAGS.
PORTLAND, Oregon.—Editor Forest and Stream: In

the issue of July 9 I find "Gun Gossip," by L. I.

Flower, How I wish I could meet and shake with him
on the question of 12-bores. Here in Portland we have
lots of old fogies who laugh at any one who carries a
"boy's" gun, as they caU a I'i-gauge shotgun. It may
seem strange, but these men that pack a young cannon of
lO-gauge never get any more ducks or other birds than
we of the "boy's"' grade do. I have killed canvasback
ducks and, in fact, all of the various species of the duck
family with a T^lb. 12-bore and have always thought that
for an all-round gun the 12 was the best made. I also
like his idea about the American hammerless gun.

I have a friend who does not live more than a hundred
miles from here who still holds to the idea of a IGilbs.
lO-bore hammer gun, and he is a lighter man by Solbs.
than I am. One day we went down to the famous
Green Lake for a canvas shoot. We made a flne bag.
and had it not been for that enormous cannon of his I
should have enjoyed the trip very much; but the Judge
was so worn out from carrying his big gun that I had to
cai-ry all of the birds, my own gun and traps, and then
stop and wait for him to rest.

Now, for Mr. Flower again. He says in his article that
he spent four nights out of each week for three seasons
on a famous flyway for ducks. Out here in Oregon and
Washington we would as soon think of killing a hen
mallard on her nest as to shoot ducks in the night. In
fact there is a law for the prevention of such cruelty in
this country, and I think there should be such a law in
every State in the Union. Night, as I understand duck
nature, is their protector while feeding, and a true sports-
man should at least recognize this fact. Sand Hill.

WILD TURKEY HUNTING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Persons visiting in the vicinity of the haunts of that

game usually have dogs trained to run and tree them,
and to bark, calling the attention of the hunter; and
while the attention of the turkey is directed to the dog,
the hunter stealthily approaches within rifle range.
Such hunters usually have a call made from a bone of

the wing of the turkey, cut off at one end so as to expose
the hollow. Placing the open end of the hollow to the
lips so as not entirely to close the opening, and by a
jerky, sucking operation a very good call can be made.
Any small hollow cylinder, closed at one end, for example
a large goose quill, will operate as well. One of our party
was a very successful caller, using a fresh brier leaf; but
the party abandoned all calls for the one described by me
in Forest and Stream, excepting myself and one other,
who could call well with mouth and lips alone, which
many times was very convenient, especially so when the
finger was on the trigger of the gun ready for a snap
shot and I desired to call gently a few times more.
In my turkey hunting I used one of my bird dogs.

They were so trained that, if I desired it, they would walk
a few steps in advance, keeping pace with me. They
took to hunting turkey as naturally as to quail and prairie
chickens.
When the dog struck the trail of a gang of turkeys

he would thus slow-trail it, sometimes for miles, and
when the turkeys were in sight, in response to a wave of
my hand in the dii*ection of the game, would rush, with
all the speed he possessed, without giving tongue, among
the gang, scattering them in every direction, but not
chasing them. On such occasions they take to the wing.
Then taking a j)osition near where the turkeys were
flushed, in about fifteen minutes I would commence to
call, my dog in the meantime lying on the ground near
me as motionless as an inanimate object.
Most hunters do, and I used t©, prepare a screen or

"blind" as we call it, so as to be out of sight of an ap-
proaching turkey. Such method compels the hunter to
assume a cramped, uncomfortable position, and when he
was trying to recover from it to obtain a shot, many times
the game would see the effort and leave before the hunter
could get a shot.

In hunting deer and turkeys in the timber, I have my
clothing of such a hue that it will well blend with the
color of the surroundings. I adopted the practice of
seeking an open space where I could see well around
about, and sitting with my back against a large tree, I

would then call. I soon found I could call up turkeys in
that position as readily as in a blind, if I kept perfectly
motionless, not even moving my head. I finally adopted
the plan of taking a seat on a log where I could well see
round about, with my gun cocked and in a position to
quickly bring to the shoulder for a snap shot, being care-
ful that the motion of the calling band could not be seen
by the turkey. I have thus called old gobblers within
fifteen steps of me, and have had them stand and look at
me. But make the least motion and they will be away
unless you shoot quick. When they say quit quit, look
out, for they will quit very sudden.
Judging from experience, I conclude that the sense of

smell is not one of the safeguards of the turkey, but sight
and hearing are. On one occasion when I was thus call-

ing, a turkey answered a few times in the distance in
front of me, but I heard nothing further from it although
I continued to call occasionally.
I noticed that my dog, which was lying down partly

facing me, was looking very sharply behind me and oc-
casionally turning his eyes toward me, but without any
other motion. I turned my eyes so I could partly look
over my shoulder. There, standing stock still, not fifteen
steps away, was a large turkey looking at the dog. The
dog had been watching the turkey, and informed me of
the presence of it by casting his eyes at the turkey and
then at me. I recall to mind many similar instances. On
another occasion, when I was Bitting on a log calling, a
turkey answered, but I heard nothing further, excepting

in a short time I heard a slight tread in the dry leaves
partly behind rae, and turning my eyes so I could look
partly ever my left shoulder, there stood an old gobbler,
not twenty steps away, looking at me.
On another occasion, when, thus calling, the turkeys

came within twenty steps before stopping. I killed them
both with one barrel. In shooting tiu-keys with small
shot, shoot at the neck three or four inches below the
head, and you will have neck and head filled with shot.

I have observed that when turkeys have not been dis-
turbed much they will answer the call freely until within
shot, but when they have been hunted much with the aid
of the call they will answer but a few times and then
approach stealthily, I remember two occasions when
calling without having flushed a flock, the flock without
answering came up within a few steps of me.
Once two old gobblers put in an appearance after an-

swering a few times, and when within aboiit ninety steps
of me stopped and looked at me, but would approach no
nearer, and after looking at me a few moments com-
menced to move right and left, occasionally picking at
something on the earth and at the same time evidently
keeping an eye on me. Being satisfied they would come
no nearer I took the opportunity, when a large tree in-
tervened, to bring my gun to the shoulder, and when
they came into view kUled one with the rifle.

On another occasion, just at night, the dog struck the
trail of a gang while on their way from their feeding
ground to their roost. Following rapidly until I could
hear their gobbling I tried to halt them by the call, but
could not succeed. It being so near night I knew it

would be of no use to flush them, for by the time I could
call them it would be so dark I could not see to shoot, so
I imitated the call of a stray young turkey several times
rapidly, and before I had time, or rather thought, to be
on the alert back came the old mother turkey like a
streak, almost running against me. She was so alarmed
that she flew into a tall cypress and I killed her with the
rifle. If in the same territory deer were as plenty as tm'-
key the hunter could kill more deer than turkey,

I recall to mind many amusing incidents connected
with hunting turkey. In the Southwest the term "hurri-
cane" is applied to certain conditions of timberland. In
many places heavy timber has been prostrated by fierce
winds, and the earth covered with a dense growth of
second growth small trees, vines, etc., which together
with the fallen timber, makes the "hurricane" almost im-
penetrable. I was hunting deer once in such cover, and
when at the northeast corner of the hurricane, T took the
call to see if I could obtain an answer from the htu'ricane.
Soon I received an answer from the southeast corner and
one from the west end. The hurricane was of five or six
acres in extent. I continued to call, the turkeys would
answer but would not come. Thinking the answers were
from some of our party, I made a false call, and it was
answered by a false call from the southeast, but the
answer from the west end continued regular. Soon one
of our party who had been calling at the southeast corner
came up, and we started for camp, the west end of the
hurricane being in the line to camp. On arriving at the
west end we found a native calling with a turkey hone.
He said to us, "the hurricane is full of ttu'key." He had
heard us calling. We did not enlighten him, but left him
still calling.

The gun I hunt deer and turkey with is a double-bar-
reled breechloader, one barrel .40-70 rifle, the other 13-
gauge shot, made to order fifteen years or more ago by
D. M. Lefever, of Syracuse, N, Y. I have a pair of shot
barrels for same stock.

In 1853 I had a like gun made to order, excepting that
it was a muzzleloader, made by Billinghurst, Rochester,
N. Y., which I used until I obtained the one made by
Lefever.

I presume that Lefever thinks that now after fifteen or
more years of experience he can make a better shooting
gun, but I doubt if he or any other person can do it. For
many years I used an ordinary peep sight, broad disc,
hinged at the post so I could turn the disc down quickly
and use the crotch sight if desired. For the last few
years I have used entirely the Lyman rear sight. The
party that I now hunt deer with use the Lyman sight on
their Winchesters.
A person who has never used a well-trained bird dog

in hunting turkey cannot realize the pleasure and ease in
thus hunting. Many times a turkey, when fatally
wounded, will be able to hide in the brush, and then
your dog comes into play as a retriever.
In some settlements turkeys will frequent cornfields

after the corn has matured. Then your dog comes in
play. Skirting along the field, having the wind of it,

your dog will soon tell you whether game is in the field.

Take a position where your judgment tells you the tur-
key will leave the field, and give your dog the signal, and
he will rush through the field flushing the game and you
can take it on the wing.
In some portions of the country where turkeys are

found there are glades in the timber grown up to tall

grass, and the grass sometimes is infested with grasshop-
pers. After the dew is off turkeys will be found in the
glades after grasshoppers.
A turkey will not sit before the dog, but will skulk

away. Your dog will trail the game as fast as you walk
with a quick step, and when he flushes the game you
take it on the wing. A double shotgun is the arm for
the two latter occasions.
My last dog was a more than ordinarily intelligent set-

ter; seemed intuitively to understand what I wanted.
Poor old, affectionate Hector, tmsty in the open and
covert, and watchful at home; you served me faithfully
fourteen or fifteen years; you were the embodiment of
fidelity. There ought to be a dog heaven for such as you.

H. L.

A Colorado Bear.—Berthoud, Col,, July 20.—Bob
Lang returned a few days ago from a trip to the west of
Estes Park, where he killed a flne black-tailed buck and
a large cinnamon bear. The bear was a large one. He
sold the hide to a Loveland man for |22. Bob said his
ball hit the bear in the end of the nose, passing through
his head and into the body, killing it dead on the spot.
Bears are reported quite numerous in the foothills just
now, coming down out of the higher mountains to eat
berries.—A. A, K.

Mr. M. R. Hobart has joined the hoTise of Von Len-
gerke & Detmold, and will henceforth take an active in«

terest in the gun trade. Mr. Hobart has long been known
to IJew Jersey shooters aa an entbu9ia8tio gun man,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111,, July 35.—Some more talk about game

protection, this time not dull, but of a highly inter-

esting and indeed semi-senaational sort. In the first

place, about Mr. Chas. Kern.
Mr. Chas. Kern is the county treasurer of Cook county,

in which county the city of Chicago is situated. He
must be at least a politician to gain that honor. Mr.
Kern is president of the Audubon Shooting Club, one of

the oldest organizations of the sort in Chicago. He must
be at least a man with friends to attain that position.

ilx. Kern in 1886 was president of the Illinois State
Sportsmen's Association. He must at least have been
thought a sportsman of worth to attain that honorable
position. Mr. Kern at the banquet of the State Sports-

men's Association last June spoke upon the toast "The
True Sportsman." He must at least have been thought
sincere before being chosen for that theme, Mr. Kern
has been prominent in the deliberations of the Illinois

State Sportsmen's Association, His voice was ever ready.
He was what is popularly known as a "prominent sports-

man." "We will make him even a little more prominent,
temporarily,
Mr. Kern retains as one string to his bow the basement

restaurant and liquid dispensatory at 110 La Salle street,

where he got his start. A very decent place to get a
supper. A great many sportsmen drop in there at times.

But I still think that this subterranean resort, with the
name "Kern's" blazoned on the pavement in front,

charges too much for July prairie chicken
;
$1.25 is pretty

steep for a bird the size of a squab.
Last Tuesday evening, July 21, a certain gentleman of

this city, whose name at this juocture need not be given,
went into Kern's restam-ant for supper. He hesitated,

and the manager, Herman, helped him out.

"You vant someding nize, dondt you, Mr, ? Go
sit you down und I brings it. Dondt say a vord!"
And so the gentleman didn't say a word, and Herman

brought him a bird, which was eaten, at least partially,

with some suspicions. Herman, when asked what the
bird was, replied: "It magues no difference; it vas good,
hein?"
"But I want to know what that bird is, and to be sure

of it."

"Veil, say notings; it vas a brairie schicgen."
For certain reasons which I will not take time to give,

the gentleman did not wish to push this case. He, how-
ever, imparted this information, in the strictest confi-

dence, to a well-known attorney of this city. The secret

got out in some way, and yesterday, July 24, Billy Mussey
told it to me. I saw the gentleman above referred to, and
learned the facts as above given, I then saw the attorney
to whom the secret was imparted. He said he "knew
nothing except on hearsay," though wishing he knew
more. I told him more.
Day before yesterday evening, Thursday, July 23, Mr.

W. P, Mussey and Mr. Geo. Andrews went down to
Kern's jilacc for supper. The manager made the same
proposition to Mr. Mussey that he made to the first gen-
tleman above. Mr, Mussey asked what the bird was and
was told it was prairie chicken. He then told the man to

bring him one, and ate it, or part of it, and paid for it,

Mr. Mussey has eaten young prairie chicken before. He
will swear that this was nothing else. Mr. Mussey said

he would prosecute this case if the State Sportsmen's
Association would back the movement. Finally he said

he would prosecute in any event, backing or no backing.
That was yesterday, and at that time Mr. Abner Price,

ipresident of the Association, had not been seen.

We wanted a little more proof. Yesterday evening,
July 24, Mr. Mussey and I went down to Kern's for sup-
per, leaving word for two of our friends to follow. We
met a waiter near the show case where viands were dis-

played. No prairie chicken was shown publicly. Billy

ordered a broiled steak of salmon. "Haven't you got any
game of any kind?"' I asked of the waiter. The latter

looked straight into Billy's eyes and then into mine, and
was satisfied it was all right.

"Yes, some nice prairie chickens. Do you want an old
bird?" he asked.

"No, bring me a nice young bird, broiled," said I; and
then we walked in to the tables.

In due course the bird arrived. It was a young prairie
chicken, I have killed and eaten hundreds of them, and
I will duly swear that this was a prairie chicken, I

slipped half of it into a newspaper and put it in my
pocket. At this writing it is safe on ice against its time
of production in court. I took the piece which showed a
broken leg. There were two or three shot marks in the
almost cartilaginous backbone, No. 9 shot I should think.
The fellow who smashed this cheeping bird knew it would
not stand No, 83.

Mr. Mussey tasted of the bird I ordered and said it was
prairie chicken. Mr. Wolfred N. Low came in and sat at
our table. He tasted of the same bird and said it was
prairie chicken. Mr. C. B. Dicks came in and sat at our
table and tasted of the same bird. He said it was prairie
chicken.
We went up to Mr. Mussey's place of business and

found there Mr. Abner Price, president of the State
Association. In reply to a direct question, he replied,

•"Will we prosecute? Of course we will, Charlie Kern
or anybody else. I would prosecute my own brother
for selling illegal game." This further clinched the
matter, though action would be or will be brought, no
matter what the Association does. Thus the Illinois

State Sportsmen's Association is pledged to prosecute for
•a common offense against the game laws a man who was
•once in its presidential chair. We will reserve comment
on that.

It was now suggested that visits should be quietly
made to other places in the citj^ known or suspected to
be selling illegal game upon the table. This was late

last night, and I regret that to-day I cannot say much as
to further cases, as sufficient time has not elapsed for
action, lilr. Price requested Mr. W. N. Low and myself
to visit Kinsley's well known place and try for prairie
chicken, but at the hour appointed, noon to-day, Mr.Low
could not get off. Mr. F. C. Donald and Mr. 0. S. Bur-
ton will probably visit the Richelieu Hotel this evening.
Mr. C. D. Gammon and Mr. H. D. Nichols will try one or
two places to-day. By to-night or by Monday it is prob-
able that evidence for other cases will be obtained. A
general raid is contemplated. The pubUoation of these
facts should not interfere with that work, as it wiU have
been prosecuted by the time pf their appearanpe here,

The work should be done at once before the news gets
in the wind. Last night at 8 P. M. Kern's restaurant did
not have any prairie chickens for sale. "I can give you
some nice quail on toast," said the waiter to Mr, C. D.
Gammon. "Well, bring me some quail on toast, then,"
said Mr. Gammon. The waiter looked at him a moment
and then said: "No, we haven't got any quail on toast."

I think the waiter saw the gentlemen as they were tak-

ing portions of the bird from my plate, and this made
him suspicious. He thought the demand for game was
getting too hea,vy. I paid $1.25 for my prairie chicken.
It is now in order for some brilliant genius to arise and
say that Mr. Mussey and I and all of us are liable to a
fine for buying the birds. We will stand on that or any
further "violations" of the game laws we may make.

It now remained necessary, for journalistic reasons, to

be clear as to Mr. Kern's connection with the restaurant
at 110 La Salle street, and for reasons of fairness to hear
what he had to say. I called on him at the county treas-

urer's office at 12:30 to-day and asked him plainly if he
knew that prairie chickens were being sold at his res-

taurant.
"Gracious, no!" said Mr. Kern.
"We have three cases against you, Mr. Kern, and two

will be prosecuted. These cover from Tuesday till Friday
of this week,"
Mr. Kern said that this selling was entirely without

his consent or knowledge. He said that his former
steward, Anton Bader, knew better than to do such a
thing. The present steward, Busch, was a new man.
Mr. Kern said that his ofiicial duties of late had kept him
away from the restaurant and he did not really manage
it. He then called up an employe and ordered him to
go over to the restaurant.

"Tell them that I forbid the sale of prairie chickens on
the tables and that their sale must be stopped at once.
This is my strict injunction," said Mr. Kern, and the
employe vanished. "I would not permit such a thing a
moment," he said, turning to me.
"Mr. Kern, we want to bring a lot more cases," said I,

"not only against restam-ant men, but against dealers in
illegal game. Now, of course you don't know where
those prairie chickens were bought, but your steward
does. In view of your prominent position as a true
sportsman, couldn't you secure the name of the dealer
who sold those birds? We want to prosecute him, too."
"Well, I might do that, I might do that," said Mr.

Kern, rolling a reflective corner of his eye toward the
back of his head.
Few men more aft'able than Mr. Kern. To-day I doubt

if he believes any prosecution will be made against him
on these cases. At the same time I know of no reason
why such prosecution should not be brought against him
and any others in whose cases such evidence can be ob-
tained, and I hope next week to have further news about
all this. I do not know of any earlier attempt, systematic
or otherwise, to follow up this sort of violations of the
game laws in this city, though for long years the offenses
have been open, flagrant and well known. If the Kern
cases can not be made to stick it would seem useless to
try any others of similar nature. Evidence will be col-

lected during the week just the same.
Jidy 26.—Two natives killed 40 young ducks, illegal of

course, on Mak-saw-ba Marsh one day lately. The club
offers $25 reward for evidence to convict.
Dick Turtle got 18 woodcock on his last hunt near

Water Valley, on the Kankakee.
Perhaps the most valuable duck shooting privileges

near Chicago are those belonging to the Diana Shooting
Club, of Horicon, Wis., membership largely in Chicago.
These grounds are on the famous Horicon Marsh, which
breeds more ducks than any marsh within hundreds of
miles of this point. No spring shooting is allowed there.
Opening day. Sept, 1, is a great event, and this year a
strong Chicago contingent will be present. Mr. Percy
Stone asks me to be present, and to refuse would be dis-

courteous. At that time I hope to find something of in-

terest to duck shooters in the story of the marsh.
Capt. A. C. Anson, at this date chief of the chief base

ball team, is inquiring for gentlemen who would like to
shoot him some pigeon races next fall. He also requests
the gentleman who took his cotton umbrella at the last

meeting of the Possum Club to return the same to him at
New York and receive a suitable reward. E. Ho^Gh.

The Pennsylvania Gam& Crop,—Pittsburgh, July 20.

—Thanks to a winter more or less mild in its nature", the
game crop this year promises most gi-atifying results.

Messages from various parts of Pennsylvania are unani-
mous in their prophecy that quail and pheasant will be
not only plentiful, but in many places abundant. Rab-
bits are a nuisance in a few adjoining counties. Wood-
cock are scarce, however, and that nimble little fellow,
the gray squirrel, so much esteemed and sought after by
western Pennsylvania sportsmen, has had such an im-
pression made upon him by powder and shot that in this
county he is all but exterminated. Reports from Ohio,
however, say gray squirrels are abundant, and that rare
sport is anticipated. On a jaunt through the fields of
Butler county on July 4 I received a grateful surprise,
which has never before been my lot to such an extent.
Upon every side the shrill; whistle "&06 loMte'' was
heard, the hillsides, the valleys, even the forests had it,

and this multitude of nature's choristers produced a
music to which no pen has ever done justice, I have
never found them so numerous before,—C. A. R.

California'ss Coyote Bounty Law, which was passed
last winter for the benefit of the sheep owners, and which
went into operation on May 29, is operating in a manner
that is filling the taxpayers and fruitgrowers of the State
with dismay. It provides, that for each coyote killed five
dollars shall be paid out of the State Treasury to the
person presenting the scalp to the Clerk of the Board of
Supervisors of each county. Although only eleven of
fifty- four counties in the State have been heard from the
claims for bounty aggregated on July 11 $10,890. A
banking fii-m in Tulare county, which has not yet re-
ported, has notified the State Comptroller that it holds
claims for $4,000, Were all these claims based on the
scalps of coyotes killed in California the case would not
be 80 scandalous. But it has been learned that enterpris-
ing Californians are importing scalps from Arizona. New
Mexico and Lower California. A customs inspector on
the lookout for Chinese oa the Mexican frontier seized a
package of fifty coyote skin? that the owner was trying

to smuggle into the State, It is learned furthermore
that the bounty has called into existence a new and
profitable industry—that of breeding coyotes. Aa a
female coyote can produce three litters of seven pups
each year, she is worth something like ft 00 to her owner.
But this is not all the evil of this ridiculous piece of legis-

lation. One of the most serious pests the California
fruit-grower has to contend against is the rabbit, which
is a particularly fine tid-bit for a hungry coyote. Conse-
qently the extermination of the coyote for the benefit of
the sheep-owners of half a dozen counties will be followed
by such an increase of rabbits that the fruit interests

will suffer seriously. This, with thousands and thous-
ands of dollars that will be paid out for bounties during
the two years that the law has to run, has aroused the
press of the State, and there is a universal demand that
an end shall be put to the evil at the earliest possible
moment.

—

New York Evening Post.

Connecticut Birds.—I passed a few days recently in
Windham county. Conn., and was gratified to find how
splendidly the birds had wintered. Quail are everywhere
and they will afford good shooting in October if the
chicks escape the foxes and skunks, both of which are
unusually numeroiis. A Sunday afternoon stroll along
the edge of one of our tangled wood patches startled to
flight three woodcock. Despite the close season these
birds are now being shot in small numbei's by pot-hunters.
Before many weeks, also, the woods will be fenced with
partridge snares, and then one wonders why a covey is

not found entice in the opening of the season. I know
some of these evil doers, but I am tongue-tied, for they
are the very ones I enjoy talking with on my little vaca-
tions, about birds and'kindred subjects, and they are the
ones who always welcome me to their pastures and woods
in the autumn to shoot when and what I please: they are
my friends. A Hartford game protector could do con-
siderable good in this locality.—F'lin.

A Trunk and a Bed.—The modern city flat has its

grandfather's clock which conceals a stove and a ward-
robe which is converted into a folding bed. Now comes
a trunk which is also a Oft. bed—the invention of Geo.
W, Snaman, Jr., of Allegheny, Pa. The trunk has am-
ple provision for clothes, gun and other articles) and
when set up as a bed it invites to repose.

"That reminds me."

LANGDON and myself had discovered, in Becker
county, Minn., a small lake, which, from its general

weird appearance, hemmed in by tamarack swamps, and
from certain mysterious things seen and noises heard in
the dusky twilight, we had named Witch Lake. It was
swarming with fish, and when, on our return thence to
Detroit City, we found a party of home friends from
Dakota there, we returned to the lake to give them some
sport. In the evening as we sat upon the shore, N., who
has a slight impediment in his speech, turned to me:
"Wh-wh-wh-at do you call this lake?"
"Witch Lake."
"Wh-wh-wh-y, th-th-th-is one."
"Witch Lake."
"Th-th-th-is one, I say, r-r-r-r-ight here."
"And I say. Witch Lake."
"C-c c-c-confoimd it, th-th-th-th-is one, where we've

b-b-b-een fishing."

"W-i-t-c-h, witch, 1-a-k-e, lake, Wilch Lake."
"Oh!" as Langdon's suppressed laugh broke forth, and

he realized "which was witch." H, P. IT,

0^ mid ffiv^r fishing.

The pull texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the BooTi of
the Game Laws.

"ROCKY MOUNTAIN GRAYLING."

IN the issue of Forest and Stream of July 16, "Big
Horn" says, with an expression of doiibt, that he has

met with the Rocky Mountain grayling in the streams of
the Big Horn Basin in Wyoming and in both forks of the
White River in northwestern Colorado. I have never been
in the Big Horn Basin, but I have fished many miles of the
White River, even its source, Trapper's Lake, in the heart of
the Roan Range. I judge that the fish he refers to is the
same variety in the streams of the Big Horn Basin and in
the waters of Colorado. The identity of this fish was for
some time in doubt, but the authorities at the Smithsonian
settled the question some four years since. The proper
name, as I am informed by those whose dictum may be
received as good law, is the Rocky Mountain whitefish
(Ooregonus ivilliamsoni). The dorsal fin , which you would
consider a distinguishing feature, does not resemble that
of the grayling; the odor of the fish, however, is very
similar when first caught, I am advised by those who are
familiar with both, to that of the grayling.
The whitefish is an excellent food fish, rises readily to

the fly and makes a good fight, although it keeps below
the surface as long as possible when hooked. T'hey are
quite plentiful in the White River, reaching in weight, I
may say from observation, 81bs. Of course I have heard
of heavier ones, but they were lost as usual. I have
caught them weighing 21bs. and over in the Yampa, and
the specimen sent to Washington for identification was
from the last named stream. They spawn in the fall,

and I have never heard of them or seen them in any of
the streams of Colorado except the Yampa and its tribu-
taries and in the White River. L. B. France.
Denver, Oolorado.

New London, N. H,, July 20.—Mr. R. F. Sargent
caught an eel the other day in Pleasant Lake, near here,
that measured 42in, in length, llin. in circumfei'ence
and weighing T^lbs. He played the monster an hour
before he could get it into the boat. New Hamshire is

getting a reputatign for big fish and plenty of them,

—

L< Hi 0(
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FISH AND FISHING IN THE PIONEER
WEST.

1 REMEMBER when a boy tliat a neighbor made a
journey into Illinois, and being of an adventurous

turn" he sold his horse and came home by the way of the

Illinois, Mississippi and Ohio rivers. By bis envious
neighbors he was regarded as a much-traveled man, and
his store of information gathered on his voyages made
him a welcome visitor at all the firesides for many a day
thereafter. This, you must know, occurred a good many
years ago, away back in the forties, when there was as

yet bub about twenty-five miles of railroad in all of In-

diana, and not an iron rail west of that.

One of the stories told by the returned traveler was of

a catfish caught by a fellow traveler in the Mi-sissippi.

According to his tale the fellow traveler shot a blackbird,

and baiting an immense hook he waited for the boat to

land at the first woodyard, where he flung hook and bait

out into the stream and secured his prifee. The fish was
of monstrous size in the eyes of our traveled neighbor,

and I think it altogether probable that it lost nothing by
his telling. I remember that he gave feet and inches

and pounds and ounces, for the captain had measured
with the "boat yard-stick," and weighed with the "boat
steelyards" and our traveler had a good memory, and he
invariably emphasized this part of his story by a
solemn declaration that "the fi.sh was as big as a nigger

boy."
Notwithstanding our traveled neighbor was reputed to

be a man of truth, boy as I was, and always keen on the

scent of the marvelous, I couldn't help doubting the

truth of his lish story. A fish as big as a "nigger bny,"

when the only boy'of the kind I had ever seen would
kick the beam at l401bs., was too great a demand on my
credulity, and so, without making my doubts known, I

set that man down as unworthy ®f belief when it came to

catfish.

But I have changed my mind since then, and to the
descendants of the traveled man I hereby make all the
amends it is possible tor me to make for doubting their

ancestor's word. The catfish he saw captured with the

blackbhd bait was a very possible fish. There were
"nigger boys" bigger than the "black George" known to

me iu my youthful days, and there are catfish as big, and
bigger, no"doubt, than the biggest of them.
One of the noticeable things to the reader of literature

relating to the West of fifty and one hundred years ago,

is the paucity of reference to the fish of its rivers and
lakes. A_ few of the French explorers occasionally refer

to the ichthyological monsters now and then encountered
by them, and notably among these stands Father Henne-
pin; but the good Father's reputation for truth and
veraciiy among the historians has been shaken to such
an extent that it is hardly to be wondered at if the stories

he tells of Mississippi monsters are taken nowadays
cum graiio.

I not only find that those who wrote about the pioneer

West had comparatively little to say about its fish, but

even the pioneers themselves were largely indifferent to

the wonderful development of fish life in the waters
around them. I account for this indifference on the part

of writer and pioneer, from the fact of the great abund-
ance of wild animals in the woods. We have heard much
of the wonderful abundance of game that Boone and his

first settler companions met with in Kentucky. Well,

the first Indianians went into a forest no less swarming
with game than were the Kentucky woods, and among
the active and vigorous men of that day (and all were
such) the only sport worthy of the name was found in

the chase. Men might fish, but for the same reason they
picked berries, that they might furnish their tables. I

have made quite a study of the settlement of Indiana,

and have examined numerous county histories and biog-

raphies of pioneer settlers, and other writings relating to

the time, and while I have my note book crammed with
pioneer's reminiscences and tales of adventure with

bears, wolves, wildcats and deer, it is only now and then
one finds a word about the fish.

I turned to "Ashe's Travel-." the other day, thinking

that I would surely find something concerning the pio-

neer fish in his book. He was an Englishman who
"came West" a Mttle over eighty years ago, and who
wrote a book about the country. His book abounds with
anecdotes of wild beasts. No story was too improbable
for bis pen. Accounts of snakes and lions and buffaloes,

and nightingales and turkeys, and I know not what all,

except fish, fill his pages. In all his travels he found
occasion to make but one allusion to the subject, and I

must say his one story is by no means a remarlrable one,

as compared with some of his snake and wild beast

stories.

There are no waters of a like latitude anywhere more
prolific in fish life than the waters of the northern three-

fourths part of the State of Indiana. All this region is

covered by what the geologists denominate drift, and for

reasons not necessary to be suggested here, the waters run-

ning through the drift are peculiarly well adapted to the

support of fish life. Not less than 150 species of fish have
been found in the waters of the State, and in that jaart of

White River lying between Indianapolis and Gosport,

which are about forty miles asunder by railroad, eighty

species have been found, a larger number, I have heard
it said, than have been found in any other one river in

like distance in the world.

The truth is, but for the illegal fishing and the pollu-

tion of the streams, the Indiana creeks and rivers flowing

through the drift would stand at the head of the bass

streams of the country.
It is remarkable how firmly the fishes and the very best

of the game and food fishes at that, have maintained their

foothold in our streams. All the game that once roamed
the woods is gone. Even the little gray squirrel, that in

the beginning was not considered as game and not even
as fit for food, but which were so numerous as to contest

grain by grain the corn raised by the pioneer farmers,

have disappeared, and all the legislation in the world can-

not bring them back again. The conditions of the coun-

try have so changed, and the shotguns are so numerous,
that it is not possible for the gray squirrels ever to thrive

in Indiana again. Nor will it be any better with the fox
squirrels. It was about the time of the election of Presi-

dent Pierce that these rodents began to move in, and
there was a time when they were far more numerous than
they are now. They are by no means as abimdant as

they were fifteen years ago.

And so of aU other animals of the woods ihsLtha>ye Mot

disappeared altogether. With the most, as the pioneer
ste]jped in at the front door they went out at the back.
But' the fishes are still here, though in greatly reduced
numbers. Some of the larger varieties, it is true, have
disappeared The sturgeon and the drum went with the
Indians and the bears, but the best are here yet, and if

the streams could be kept clear from the pollution of the
cities and the manufactures, and if the dynamiters and
seiners would let them alone, the Indiana waters would
yet be a paradise for fishermen.
But I sat down to recount the story of what must have

been the excellence of the fishing in the early days, and
while as stated above, the writers of those days made
comparatively few references to the subject, nevertheless
one now and then catches a glimpse through the few
references they do make, which leads to the incompara-
ble sport there is to be had.

I have found in no writer of the pioneer times so fre-

quent and satisfactory reference to the fish and fishing

in the West, as ur the journal kept by Col. John May,
who came from Boston to the Marietta settlement, of

Ohio in 1788 and again in 1789. The writer does not
seem to have been a fisherman himself, but he showed
great interest in the fish he saw in the Ohio River, and
from what he says of them one can gain an idea of their

great abundance as well as size in that river, and frouT

that a more or less correct concluf^ion as to the
number and size of the inhabitants of other Western
streams.
The fish that engaged Col. May's attention were the

pike, buffalo, sturgeon, cat, perch, bass, herring and
"other sorts." The bass were of "two sorts," he says, and
likewise the sturgeon. From the time he struck the
river at Pittsburgh, his observations began. The fame
of the Ohio for its fish seems to have reached him in his

Boston home before he left it, for in a letter written to

his wife shortly after reaching Pittsburgh he says,

"What has been said of the fish in these quarters I am
certain must be true from what I have seen and experi-

enced in the short time I have been here—only twenty-
four hours. Within fifteen rods of where I now sit they
are all day catching fish of various kinds. Some do not
weigh more than lib., but I have seen others that

weighed lllbs. Within ten minutes after I put up at

this house a little boy ten years old fetched a perch alive

that weighed 5Uhs. ' These are things 1 have seen, and
I have dwelt on the subject somewhat because it strikes

me agreeably."
Col.- May stopped at Pittsburgh fourteen days, and nearly

every day he had something to say about fish. One day
it is, that "two lads brouglit to my quarters a number of

fine fish just caught. Among them were two perch
weighing '40ilb8. together. They have been caught
weighing 241 bs." At another time he says "there has
been a fish caught here which weighed 1251bs., and the

story goes," naively adds the writer, "that he drowned
the men who caught him."
After Col. May reached Marietta he continues his

notices of the fish. He is inclined to find fault with their

size, for he says: "There are seven stout, hearty men of

us and we have not been able to eat more than one fish

at a meal." The supply was evidently greater than the
demand. At another time he throws some light on this:

"Dined on buffalo fish, the weight of which when caught
was 14Slbs. We also had a pike weighing 7ilbs. The
men and I ate the whole," 22[bs. in all.

If the seven men consumed the 23lbs. of fish at one
meal they must have been stout, hearty fellows sure
enough, for that gave an average of Sflbs. to each man,
which was certainly big eating. But Mr. Bailly-Groh-

man, who wroie "Camps in the Rockies," a very enter-

taining book of sport indeed, tells, all things considered,

a biggpr story in regard to the eating of fish than does
CoL May: "Three times a day," writes he, "did six big

frying pans appear on our primitive greensward dinner
table," and never did fish taste nicer, and never did four

men and two dogs eat more of thera. Hardly credible as

it sounds, 301bs. a day was hardly sufficient, to feed our
six hungry mouths; and when tow^ard the end of my
.^hort stay in the basin great economy in flour became
imperative, 401bs. vanished in a similar wonderful man-
ner." Tvvo pounds and three ounces per meal for man
and dog, day in and day out, was big fish eating for

certain!

Pike weighing 18, 24 and even 29ilbs., a cat 591bs. and
a sturgeon 4|ft. long fell to Col. May's lot. And "almost
every evening" he writes "there can be seen large schools

of fish playing around the boat—I dare say twenty or

thirty barrels to a school." Indeed, he found the fish of

the Ohio so large, numerous and impudent that, com-
pelled as he was to sh'ep in his boat until he could get his

house in readiness, the catfish and perch made such a

noise under theboat that they "frequently keep me awake
half the night."
The editor of Col. May's journal appends one or two

foot notes corroborative of the testimony given by Col.

May. One is an extract from "Cranmer's Navigator,"

published at Pitt^burgh in 1821. "The fish of the Ohio,"

says the author, "are numerous and of various kinds

—

the black and yellow cat weighing from 3 to lOOlbs.; the

buffalo from 5 to SOlbs. ; the sturgeon from 4 to 40lb3., and
the perch from 3 to 121bs."

"I wish you were here to view the bfiauties of Fort

Mcintosh," writes Gen. Harmer to a friend, "what think

you of pike of aSlbs., perch of 15 to251bs., catfish of 401bs.,

bass, pickerel, sturgeon, etc.?"

Independence Day was celebrated at Marietta while

Col. May was there, and after the ovation the settlers and
the soldiers sat down to a dinner at which, according to

Hddreth's history, "they had venison, bear and buffalo

meat, and a pike (speared in the Muskingum by Judge
Devall and his son Gilbert) which weighed lOOIb-^."

The age of big fish in the Ohio River lasted till long

after Col. May's visit. An anecdote related by Sol. Smith,

an actor of the last generation, is evidence of this. The
"Chapman Family," of which he was at one time a mem-
ber, made the descent of the Ohio in a "floating theat-^r,"

playing at the towns along the shore, about 1833 or 1833.

The players were all very fond of fishing and would
pursue this fascinating pastime on occasion, even during

a perPormance. "On one occasion," says the writer,

"while playing the 'Stranger' (Act IV,, Scene 1) there was
a long wait for Francis, the servant of the misanthropic

Count Walborough.
" 'Francis! Francis!' called the Stranger. No reply.
" 'Francis! Francis! (a pause) Francis!' rather angrily

called the Stranger again, A very distant voice, 'Coming

Sir!' A considerable pause, during which the Stranger
walks up and down d la Macready, in a great rage.
'Francis!'

"Francis (entering)—'Here I am. Sir!'

"Stranger—'Why did you not come when I called?'

'•Francis—'Why, Sir, I was just hauling in one of the
d est big catfish you ever saw!'
"The curtain had to be rung down."
The big fish and the "multitudes of fish" were not con-

fined to the Ohio. They were in all the Western streams.
In 1816 David Thomas made a tour to tlm western
country, passing through southern Indiana, along what
was then known as the "Cincinnati Trail" to the Wabash,
and in his book of travels he gives a list of the most
notable fish in that river, and the size to which some of
them attained. Three kinds of catfish he mentions, the
Mississippi cat, the mud cat and the bullhead. The first

attains to the weight of 1201bs., he says, and the second
to 100. The sturgeon was another of the Wabash fishes,

and weighed from 20 to 60 lbs. The drum would run to

301bs., and the black bass from lib. to 71bs. Buft'alo fish

were taken weighing as high as 301bs., the rock mullet
from 5 to 15lbs., the red horse the same, and the river

pike and jack pike from 6 to 20ibs.

Let us turn to one more book relating to the period,

entitled "Old Settlers," by S. C. Cox, a Hoosier peda-
gogue of the last generation. Tlie following is his yarn
anent the fish in Sugar River, a small stream in the
neighborhood of Crawfordsville: "At John Still's mill,

below town on Sugar River, there is a fish trap, and in

one night we caught 900 fish, the first spring we were in
the county, most of them pike, salmon, bass and perch.
Some of ths largest pike and salmon measured from 2 to

4ft. in length, and weighed from 12 to 201bs. We carried
them by skifi: loads and threw them alive into the mill-

pond hard by, which was fed by spring!?, and thus we had
fresh fish the year round. When a customer wished to

purchase a few fish, Still took him to the pond and the
fish were selected and the price agreed upon before the
salmon was lifted from the water."
Additional historical evidence of the great abundance

and large size of the fishes of these Ohio and Wabash
waters, including their tributaries, might be given did
space permit. But enough has been said for my purpose.

Indiana Untvsrsitt, 1891. D. D. B^^'TA.

BOSTON ANGLERS.

FULLY as many of the vacationists are taking their

fishing rods with them this season as ever, and
sport in that way is fully up to the average, though the
last reports from Maine and New Hampshire indicate

rather low water in some of the streams. Mr. Harry
Brown, son of the late Walter Brown, both well known
in the wool trade of Boston, is planning a fly-fishing trip

to Rich'^rdson Lake. The fly -fishing he got there last

year revived all the old love for the sport. His father

was a trout artist as well as a fisherman, and his piece

representing the last struggle of the trout hooked upon
the fly, has been much commended. Mr. Eldridge, of

the wool trade, left for Maine, flsh rods in hand, on Mon-
day morning.
Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Dexter, of Boston, have just re-

turned from a nine months' trip round the world. Mr.
Dexter is well known in the paint and oil trade of the

Hub. He retired from business last year, and proposed
to spend a year or two in traveling. Soon after he sailed

for Europe, to return in a year or more. But July, 1891,

has br 'Ught them both back, and they have just started

for Dixtield, Maine. There they will remain a few days,

at the exxiiration of which they will leave for Keunebago,
one of the Rangeleys, there to spend the months of

A.ugust and September. Mr. and Mrs. Dexter have spent

the same months at the same lake about every year for

nearlv ten years. The remarkable feature is that lovers

of tro'ut fishing in the wilds of Maine should hurry a trip

around the world for the pake of being at the old camp-
ing grounds again. At Dixfield Mr. and Mrs. Dexter will

be joined by ftlr. and Mrs. F. E. Stanley, of the Stanley

Dry Plate Co., of Newton, Mass,, and together they will

make a camping and fishing trip to Weld Pond, the

guests of Fish Commissioner Henry 0. Stanley, at his

camp there. Mr, and Mrs. Stanley take their own team
to Bith, Me., by steamer, and thence they drive across

the country to Dixfield. They will probably be joined at

Hebron by Mrs. W. K. Moody and Mrs. J. F. Moody, for

a carriage trip part of the way.
Mr. W. T. Farley, of the Boston dry goods firm of Far-

ley, Harvey & Co., is just back from a trip up the Hud-
son, where he was obliged to take his vacation rather too

soon, instead of to the Adirondacks, as on previous years.

Mrs. Farley almost always goes with him, being with him
last year when he shot a deer under the jack from a

canoe. Tbev will go to the Adirondacks later, if busi-

ness permits", together with the foot that Mr. Farley has

been up the Hudson to nurse. He ran a rusty nail into it

some time in the winter, and lockjaw was very nearly

the re.sult. He says that it is not y^ t quite well enough
for a long woods tramp. Mr. G. D. Harvey, one of the

senior members of the same firm, has just returned from
a two weeks' trip to the Upper Saranac, where he has

been with his wife and his two boys. They were camped
at Rustic Lodge. Mr. Harvey returns more in love

with the Adirondack wilderness than ever. Pickerel

fishing was good, with some trout, and the boys en-

joyed it to the overflow. Mi-s. Harvey gained six

pounds in flesh and the boys "growed" about a foot

apiece. The worst drawback to what should have been

a most pleasing outing of pleasant memories was to

find their residence at Auburndale broken open when
they returned, and silver, clothing and precious keep-

sakes stolen to the extent of about $500. Mr. Harvey
says that money cannot replace some of the articles taken.

Among other things was the magazine shotgun of Mr.

Will Farley, w^hich he had kindly loaned Mr. Harvey,

but which, for some unaccountable reason, was left be-

hind in the house.
I have just received the card of Mr. Henry C. Litch-

field, so well known in the fishing tackle trade, formerly

of the firm of Appleton & Litchfield, and later alone in

the business. His new card says, "With Dame, Stoddard

& Kendall," who, it will bf^ remembered, are the succes-

sors of the old firm nf Bradford & Anthony, where both

Mr. Litchfield and Mr. Geo. B. Appleton, of Geo. B. Ap-
pleton & Co., were trained in the tackle business under
the much-beloved and lamented Prouty. Special,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
MUKWANAGO, Wis., July 17.«-The Story of the

Phantom Lake. Once upon a time there was an
Indian chieftain, of ancient lineage and proud and
haughty mien. His name was Muk-a-wani-ago, which
being interpreted from the Ojibway means the "Catclier-
of-xhe-frog," or Dweller by-the-place-where-a-fellow-
can-catch-frogs-easily." Muk-a-wa-gua means frog in
Indian. This noble chieftain had a daughter, an Indian
maiden, who, like all Indian maidens, was beautiful and
good. In course of time she ATOuld fall heiress to all the
frog preserves of her noble father. Hence her hand was
sought far and wide among the young warriors of the
Wis-cont-si. Her hand was not really any wider than
any other maiden's hand, but proper description necessi-
tates saying that it was sought far and wide.
Muk-a-wan-i-ago, or Mukwanago, as brutal Saxon, has

curtailed the flowing Indian speech, loved his daughter,
and gratified her every wish except when that gave him
any trouble; but he was a man of stern and unyielding
principle. He could not help this, on account of his

lineage. ELis intellect was acute, and in natural ability

and foresight he surpassed his tribe. When his eye fell

upon the lovely sheet of water which, waUed in by noble
wooded bluffs, lay clear and sparkling in the natural
amphitheater situated about two or three miles from the
Indian village, he realized at once its magnificent fitness

for legendary piu'poses. "If I am not mistaken, and T

never am," said Jlukwanago, "this place will eventually
be a great summer resort, and the price of frogs will
double. The water is clear, the climate healthful, and
the fishing excellent. There is the necessary sulphur
spring at the other side of the lake, and the usual iron
spring not far from that, and there are no mo?quitoes,
not to speak of. They never trouble us. Really, it would
seem that nature had lavished all her charms, or some-
thing of the kind. Indeed, so far as I am able to tell, and
I know I am, we stand in need of only two things. We
need a legend and a Lover's Leap,"
Mukwanago pondered long and deeply, and at length

called his daughter up to him.
"Pride-of-my-heart," said he—for sometimes he called

her Pride-of-my-heaxt and sometimes Susan—"Pride-of-
my -heart, we are shy a legend, and we've got to have it.

This lake will never go until we have a name for it, and
a Lover's Leap and a legend. Pride of-my-heart, listen

to your father. Haven't you got a lover or two lying
around in the woods h^re?"

Pride-of-my-heart—or perhaps we may call her just
Pride for short, the more esppcially because pride goes
before a fall, and where there is a lover's leap there must
be a fall of course—Pride reluctantly admitted that her
father's surmises were correct.

"Then, daughter," sa'd Mukwanago, "we are saved, I
wish that you and your Sunday lover would please go up
to the top of the bluff on the east side of the lake and
leap off into the water. You might chant a song, or
something or other, but I'll fix up the legend part. It'll

be the makimr of the place."
"Pshaw, pa," said Pride, "Me jtunp off that place!

You're only bluffing!"

"I'm not. I'm in dead earnest, so help me!" said Muk-
waDHgo, "and if you don't jump at sunset to-night
you'll have to settle with your parent, now you hear
me!"
"Very well," said Pride, firmly; "I don't jump, now

you hear me. It's too blame rocky on that point, and
more than one hundred feet above the water. You must
be crazy."
"Then you refuse!" said Mukwanago, bitterly.

"I do, pa," said Pride. "If you want any legend you'll
have to do the jumping yourself. As for me, I jump the
camp to-night.

"

So Pride and her Sunday lover packed their canoe and
went north, up into the Wolf River country, that night,
and were never heard of any more. They crossed the
lake to the outlet, went down the creek to the Fox River,
and ascended that stream at about 10 o'clock in the even-
ing. Mukwanago often pointed out to the older citizens
of this country the place where the lovers jumped the
camp, and even tried to evolve from the plain story of
their boat ride down to the Fox a legend of a phantom
Indian maiden and a phantom canoe. His efforts met
with some success, and to-day the lake, which is really a
beautiful one, is known as Phantom Lake, instead of
Stockman Lake, as it is mapped, though certain skeptics
say there never was any phantom about it, except a little

cholera infantum on the west side, where the children of
a camping party got into a watermelon patch.

I don't know just how it was that we came to camp on
Phantom Lake. J. B. H. and myself first intended to
spend a week exploring the wilds of the Kankakee River,
but that stream being too high and muddy when the time
came we determined to run the Fux" River instead.
Ordering our boat shipped by freight to Vernon, near the
Fox, we learned, by accident, just before we started for
Vernon, that the firm making the boat had sent it by
express. The express comp my agreed to send it, billed
it to Vernon and delivered it at the nearest express
Station, which happened to be at Mukwanago, about 12
miles from where we wished to go. Smt in the wrong
way, to the wrong place, we found when we got to it

that it was the wrong boat which had been sent. At
least, it seemed to my older companion rather cramped
for a river trip with full camp luggage. Already he had
been charmed with glimpses of wide waters as we passed
through the beautiful lake country of lower Wisconsin,
and when we blundered in our search for a temporary
eamping ground upon the delightful spot overlooking
this pleasant little lake he issued a fiat that we should go
no further, should make no river trip, but should camp
here for the week of perfect rest and leisure which he
sought. Therefore up went our tent that night, directly
upon the good eminence which might have been called
the Lovers' Leap, and Phantom Lake has been our ter-
ritory since then, A lovelier bit of country than that
which lies in front of us it would be hard to find, and
a quarter of a mile from camp we can catcli all the bass
we want. The stones hereabout are of the size convenient
in making a fireplace, and out of a forgotten fence board,
cut with an axe into foiu' equal lengths, a fine table has
been made, whose top can be cleaned admirably by turn-
ing over the loose boards after each meal. It would seem
that nothing further could be desired ia life.

Mukwanago village is not a bad point to strike for a
trip of several days. The summer resort fever has not
yet taken hold hef6S 6* ife has on the lower lakes of the

Fox River system, though the Phantom Lake Improve-
ment Co, is trying to bud out into maturity. Phantom
Lake is only two miles from the village by water, via the
outlet, and the "mill pond," Below town, by the river
which runs out of and forms the mill pond, it is only a
mile and a half to Fox River, so that for a boating trip
such as we proposed, this would be a good point from
which to start. Crooked Lake, now known as Beulah
Lake, Stuart Lake and other waters of this wonderfully
prolific lake country, lie close about. The fishing in all

these lakes would be good but for the ice fishing in winter,
which is carried on to a simply abominable extent by
market fishers and others all through Waukesha county.
Phantom Lake is fished to death in this way. We can
always go out and catch bass by casting bait, but the fish
run very small. We have caught our best bass exploring
the Mukwanago River, picking out the channel through
the marsh back of the mill" pond. The fish in these
hidden and unknown, waters are very large. Yesterday
J. B, H, caught a bass which was the largest I ever per-
sonally saw taken. There is only one mounted specimen
in Chicago wliich ia larger. This fish made no worse
fight than many others smaller, but was a veritable mon-
ster of a bass. We never had opportunity to weigh it,

and could ^only guess it to run between six and eight
pounds. We put it on a heavy maniia stringer and it

swam beside the boat for an hour and a half. Then we
looked and found our big fish and all the others gone.
The serrated rim of the old fellow's lower jaw had worn
the stout cord in two and he had escaped. He was
strung through the lower lip, and not through both lips,

as he should have been. This calamity taught us what I
had thought impossible, that the nearly toothless jaws of
a bass have a very considerable cutting power. The
manlla cord was strong and nearly now.
Seven miles west of the village is Eagle Lake, out of

which trickles the little rivulet called Mukwanago River.
This stream crooks along through a pretty country,
marsh and motte and wood, fed continually by big boil-
ing springs, until tvvo miles west of here, where the old
mill dam was washed out thirty years ago, it runs about
10ft, on the bends and is a magnificent bass stream. Its
mouth is concealed among a hundred islands of grass
and rushes at the upper end of the mill pond, and it "took
us huurs of patient effort to worm it out. We were well
repaid for the labor by the fishing we found. For any
who might wish to fish here I would advise taking a boat
by team around the head of the mill pond to the bridge
by the schoolhouse, then floating down about two miles
to the mill pond, The channel can be kppt more easily
in that way and thus the fisher can avoid the danger of
being pocketed permanently in the fastnesses of the im-
penetrable swamp. If any futm-e angler of that stream
shall be fortunaie enough to take a monster bass, a very
king of the bass, let him examine well his mouth, and if

his lower lip be slit he may therein see the proof of our
prior occupancy of this stream, and will, I trust, retm-n
the fish to the elderly gentleman who caught, admired
and lost him, and then generously forgave him for get-
ting away, wishing him luck and a still longer life.

Chicago, 111., July 35.—The very best of the fishing
season seems to be over, though bass are still being
taken. During the week's fishing at Phantom Lake,
Wis., in camp with J. B, H., fi-shing only part of days
and some days not at all, we took 54 bass, mostly to his
rod, as I fished but little. Last Saturday three anglers
fishing at the lake near Mu^kwanago, known indiffpr-
ently as Potter's Like, Crooked Lake or Beulah Lake,
caught 17 fine bass, three running over 41bs. A 41bs.
bass, weighed, is a larger fish than most think, and
usually passes for a frlbs. fish. Crooked Lake is about
two miles from Phantom Like, the latter is a spring-fed
lake. The bass we took were all big-mouths and those in
the lake ran small, but they were very gamy. Repeat-
edly we thought we had hooked small-mouths. I should
say they were about as gamy as small-mouths, more es-
pecially the smaller ones.

Last Sunday Mr. Mussey caught 15 small-mouth bass
on Mak-saw-ha club grounds, all on the frog. Mr. J. P,
Card caught 13. Mr. Mussey had three bass whose total
weight was lOlbs. For small-mouths this is very heaw.
It seems singular that these small-mouth bass should be
so plentiful in that part of the Kankakee. I do not be-
lieve there is any locality so near Chicago where one
could expect 15 small-mouths to one rod in one day at
this season, and to think of that makes me pretty un-
easy.

Mr. Oscar Blomgren is back from a three weeks' trip
with his family at Chisago Lake, forty miles east of Sc.
Paul, Minn., and thinks he has found the ideal summer
resort spot, where everything is cheap and the fi,shin^
good. Including G een Lake, these waters have 183
miles of shore line. Pickerel wore plenty and bass at
least numerous. The St. Croix River was only eight
miles distant, and several trout streams were near, all

leased, however. Mr. Blomgren leased a cottage at
Center City, and here his family and friends, nine
persons in all, lived at a totai cost of $18 a week! Fine
cedar boats clinkers, with spoon oars, rented at |6 per
month. Frogs and minnows were abundant. This must
be the lost Atlantis bobbed up in Minnesota.
The Kinkakee Association at its last meeting of the

board of directors, audited and approved State Warden
Buck's report and Mils, covering his fishway work on
the lower Kankakee, placed §lOO to credit of the com-
mittee on fishways, and $300 for the committee on pro-
tection. Mr. Organ reported that Mak-saw-ba Club sent
in $50 as an unsolicited donation. The secretary wrote
Mr. W. T. Dennis, Fish Commissioner of Indiana, at
Richmond, of that State, stating that Mr. NichoUs of the
Association's committee would call upon him for confer-
ence as to action along that portion of the Kankakee
which lies in Indiana. The Nickel Plate Club, grounds
bptween Mak saw-ba and English Lake clubs, wrote the
Kankakee Association, assuring early financial support.
It would seem that everything is doing well along the
Kankakee. E. Hough.

MoisiE RiVEE Salmon.—Bethlehem, Pa., July 35,—In
your last issue I noticed a salmon-catch average. The
next day after reading this I met Mr. R L. Mvers, of
our place, who, with foui- other gentlemen, had just re-
tm-ned from their leased river, Moisie River, Quebec.
The five rods killed 165 salmon, which weighed 8,7481bs.,
and the a.verage ran 23i'^;i,lbs. Largest fish SSlbs. All
eaught from June 30 to JiUy 8.—M. 0. L.

SUSQUEHANNA FISHING NOTES.
BASS and "salmon" fishing opened favorably this

season. During the first and second week in June
some fine strings of fish were caught in this locality, and
it began to look as if that "old plague," high water, had
ended and the good old times were with us once more.
Since the great flood, June 3, 1889, the Susquehanna has
been subjected to sudden rises, which have followed one
another so closely as to practically ruin the season's fish-
ing as a whole; of course, occasionally, during the inter-
vals of high water, some fortunate' angWs have made
good catches, but the majority have been disappointed.
As the water was constantly getting lower the fishing con-
tinued to improve during the latter part of June. The
water still being about 18in. above low water mark, the
ma jority of the bass taken were caught near the edges of
the grass and few in deep water. The most successful
method of taking fish at that stage of water was by still-

fishing, it not being low and clear enough for trolling.
About July 1 heavy rains caused the water to rise and

become roily, thus again seriously interfering with the
fishing and practically ending it for about ten days, the
catches made during this interval being small. By the
Uth the water had fallen and cleared, and the fish began
biting vigorously, good catches being reported each day
since. A continuation of the fine weather we are now
having wnll undoubtedly help to make the fishing the
best that we have had for several years. Very few large
bass have been taken this season; a large majority of
those caught weigh about one pound and under. The
old "mossbacks" seem to bite more readily in the latter
part of the season and are taken most frequently by trol-
Img.
The bright silver-finned minnow (Notronis megalops),

commonly known as the "shiner" or "silver fin," has
been principally used this season, and ia a killing bait in
this locality.

This small fish is abundant during the early part of the
season, and may easily be obtained with a dip-net in the
small patches of grass in the shallow parts of the river
and near the grass fringing the shores. During the latter
part of the season this bait becomes scarce, and then the
angler is obliged to make up the deficiency by using the
lamprey eel, stone catfish, helgramite, etc."" I have 'been
told by an old fisherman that at times the common frog is

preferred to all other baits. He says that on certain
occasions, when everything else was favorable for good
fishing, much difficulty was experienced in finding a bait
suitable to the taste of the wily bass. After trying aU
the various kinds of bait to be had, in the extremity the
frog was tried and found to be just the thing. The fore-
going instance shows that fish, as well as persons, desire
at certain times a change of diet, and this is a fact that is
well worth remembering.
Among the catches made this season at various points

in this locality I record the following:
June 3- Bernard Doyle, 4 wall-eyed pike, one weighing

5-ilbs.

June 3—David Davidson, of Harrisburg, Pa., at Collins
Station, 40 wall-eyed pike, the largest weighing 9lbs.,the
remainder ranging to 31bs. and under.
June 10—Master Harrison Hippie, a juvenile angler ten

years of age, landed a bass weighing nearly 31bs. This
fish was taken at Bainbridge, and was a fine one.
June 15—Master Will Kuntzelman, 3 pickerel measur-

ing 16 and 17in respectively.
Fr.»m the lOth to the 3(jth Squire Bare caught 150 bass,

an average of fifteen per day. On June 33, while the
Squire was returning from across the river, he noticed a
number of bass jumping and sporting about in the water
near a small seining battery. Having neither tackle nor
bait he went home and soon returned with his rod and a
supply of bait. Then the fight began; in two hours time
he landed twenty-two bass,the largest weighing ahout 3lbs.
On June 34 Bernard Doyle took eleven bass, the largest

weighina: lib,

June 37 Messrs. Fred Ebel and John Bracken, of Har-
risburg, caught thirty-one bass, ranging from -J to S^lbs.
each.
July 1 Messrs. Melie Russ and Jerome Long, of Harris-

burg, took in one day thirty-three bass, the lai-gest
weighing 31bs. The last two catches were made on the
arrounds of the Red House Gunning and Fishing Club, of
•Harrisburg, and the latter was the largest catch made in
the vicinity of Harrisburg up to the above date.
July 1, Frank Doyle, twelve bass, Frank McNeil twelve

fine bass, the smallest weighing -^^Ib.

July 6, Frank McNeil, eleven bass, running about the
same in size as the above.
July 11, Squire Bare, nineteen bass, the largest weigh-

ing 1-i^lbs., Mr. McNeil thirteen bass.
The prospects for a good fishing season are very en-

couraging; the fish seem to be plentiful enough, and all
we want is suitable weather in which to catch~them.
Persons desiring information concerning the fishing at

this locality can obtain it at any time by addressing either
of the following parties: Frank Doyle, Frank McNeil, or
J. T. Bire. These are reliable persons and will cheerfully
furnish any information desired. Stehman.
BaiivBbtdgb, Pa., July 1.3.

Hand? Pocket Maps.—One of the first and most
pressing needs of the traveler who goes into a region
which is new to him is a good map, and no traveler re-
quires this so much as a sportsman, because, whether he
is a gunner or an angler, he carries on his pursuit alone,
and usually at a distance from people of whom he can
make inquiries. All general maps ar->, as a rule, too large
to be of much use to the sportsman; they do not give the
details which he is anxious to know, For this reason tlie
county road maps, published by G, W. & C. B. Colton &
Co., of this city, several of which are now before up, seem
to especially commend themselves to our readers. They
are drawn on a uniform scale of two miles to the inch,
and are printed in colors; the roads in red, water courses
and ponds and their names in blue, other geography and
names—towns, villages, post offices, hotels, railroads,
etc.—in black. The maps are finely executed, are ac-
curate, are of a convenient size for the pocket, and cost
only 50 cents each. They cannot fail to be useful to those
who desire to acquaint themselve.'^ with the roads, streams,
hotels, or fishing and shooting resorts in the regions which
they cover. The maps which we have seen are those of
Orange and Rockland, Sulliv.an and Ulster counties—at
h;ast two of which are grpafc resorts for sportsmen, who
will be glad to aYail themselves of these handy and cheap
"mapa.
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ANGLING NOTES.

IT is quite evident that the introduction of landlocked
salmon to the Maine lakes is going to be a success,

and of great value to the anglers who visit that region,

Quite a number of these fish have been caught this sea-

son; the latest on record being taken by Dr. Chas. Carring-

ton in Eangeley Lake. The doctor writes that his salmon
made a grand fight, jumping several times clean out of

the water and in every way showed more pluck than a

speckled trout. It was killed on a fly known as the

"yellow-moose" and was in excellent condition, weight

41bs. 5oz.

About fifty of the guests of the Edgewood Park Hotel

(St. Lawrence Eiver) made up a fishing match the other

day; twenty-five on a side led by a captain. The result

was that a very large mimber of fish were killed in this

silly contest. Such contests, whether for the killing of

fish or game, should not be indulged in by sportsmen, in

fact I may say no true angler or sportsman woiild take

part in any such destructive work. The St. Lawrence
Anglers' Association ought to use theu- influence to put a

stop to the wholesale destruction of fish that takes place

every season on that river, and if possible, get a law passed

limiting the number of fish pei' day. It is the custom,

and has been for many years, for the fishermen when
they return in the evening to display their catches to an
admiring crowd, and their names and number of victories

are duly recorded in the local papers. They cannot possibly

use these fish and many of them are wasted.

Dr. Howard, a well-known angler of this city, had
a curious experience not long ago Avhile fishing for trout

in the Adirondacks. He was casting over a large pool

one evening, using very delicate tackle and small flies,

when he had a rise from a very large fish. He hooked
him securely as he supposed, and the big trout made for

deep water, where he sulked. The Doctor put a little

pressure on the line, the fish gave two or three ugly jerks

and back came the cast with a Gift, trout hooked through
the tail and partly digested. The big one had swallowed
his smaller brother and his tail must have been in the

way of the fly into which hooked it when he struck the

fish. I had a curious experience in Pennsylvania once

somewhat similar to the above. I had enjoyed a good
day's fishing and was coming down stream on my way
home when I stopped to make a cast over a likely looking

pool. My tail fly was taken by a fingerling, and I reeled

him in slowly, hoping it would get off before I had to land

it. Suddenly a large trout darted for the little chap.

Caught him sideways: gave him a twist and swallowed
him head first. Then he lay there perfectly still, fanning

his big fins. As he started to swim off, I struck him
smartly and hooked the rascal and saved him. He was
an ugly lantern-jawed looking cannibal, very dark _ in

color, and I have no doiibt got into the habit of preying

on little trout and had been a terror to the stream for a

long time. Such fish will not take a fiy and are very

destructive.

A large-mouth bass weighing 9lbs. 15oz. two hours

after being caught, is now being mounted at Sauter's, It

was kiUed on a 6oz. greonheart rod in Greenwood Lake
a few days ago. Scaelet-Ibis.

AMERICAN ANGLERS IN CANADA.
THE members of the Restigouche Salmon Club are re-

ported as overflowing with indignation at the action

of the Dominion government in netting the fish, for re-

productive purposes, at the mouth of their river. It is

claimed that these nets are so placed as to prevent most
of the salmon from running up the river, and report has
it that a very heavy action for damages will be entered

by the club against Her Majesty the Queen as represented

by the government of Canada.
Sport has been very poor, however, this year upon all

the rivers flowing into the Baie des Chaleurs. Mr. Henry
Hogan, of Montreal, failed to kfll a single salmon in the

St. Anne River this season, though he fished it for a good
part of a week.
The members of the Penn Fishing Club are going out

to their Metabetchouan preserve early in August.
Mr. Eugene McCarthy, of Syracuse and Mr. Geo. B.

Greenway returned by rail from Lake St. John on Thurs-
day. These gentlemen spent nearly three weeks in the

lake country, having not only enjoyed some excellent

sport among the ouananiche at the Grande Discharge,

but having been away up the Ouiatchouaniche, several

days' journey back from Roberval, to the height of land
which forms the watershed between the feeders of the

lake and La Croche, the headquarters of the St. Maurice.
They speak of the trout in all the waters that they fished

as having been very large and abundant.
Descriptions of the country north of Lake St. John

from the pen of Mr. McCarthy have been accepted for

publication in early numbers of Outing.

Some really marvellous sport with rod and line is re-

ported from this country this week. Mr. E. J. Myers and
Mr. Arnold W. Koehler, both of New York city, returned
to the Hotel Roberval from their trip up the Peribonca on
Sunday, after an absence of three weeks. The accounts
given by them of their success in fishing up the river and
in particular in Lake Tshotagama, read almost like fiction.

Mr. Myers caught a pike weighing 471bs. It was 53in.

long and 17in. in girth. Its mouth was llin. wide and its

tail 9in. broad. Mr. Koehler caught two ouananiche of

Slbs. each. They measured 27in, long. Mr. Myera brought
with him the skin of an 81b. trout caught in the lake. 13e

mentions as a specimen of the fishing at the lake, catch-

ing three ouananiche weighing 21 lbs., three trout weigh-
ing 171bs., and two pike weighing 231bs., all in an hour
and a half. Upon the river these gentlemen speak of the
wonderful leaps of the ouananiche at First Chute, Frazier's

Falls and other rapids and chuteg.

Mr. Koehler has returned home to New York, but Mr.
Myers has started off on another ten days' trip up the
Ashuapmouchouan and down the Mistassini River.

Mr. Hurlburt of New York and Dr. Smith of Brooklyn
passed through here to-day on their way to the lake, and
mtend to ascend the Peribonca as far as they can go in

two weeks.
An Upper Canada journalist, Mr. Young, editor of the

Cornwall Freeholder, killed no less than 26 ouananiche
on Tuesday last at the Grand Discharge of Lake St. John.
An American gentleman killed 33 on the previous day.

Recent rains have done much to improve the fishing at
^

the Discharge, for during the first fortnight of this month
the water was so clear sport fell off considerably.

Quebec, July 35. E. T, D. CHAMBERS.

BLUEFISH AT PERTH AMBOY.
NEW YORK, July 20.—One day last week I met two

old followers of Izaak Walton, Mr. Wm. Pitman
and Mr. Wm, Barnett, who have a most enviable reputa-
tion in their neighborhood of catching fish when others
cannot; and receiving an invitation to go with them on
one of their trips, and with an understanding that they
would show me how to catch them and would give me an
occasional "show," I accepted the invitation. We started
on the 5:50 A. M. train, N. J. C. R. R., ticketed to Perth
Amboy. John Davison, our boatman, met us on arrival
of train, and soon had us on board his skiff and on the
fishing grounds ready for fishing, i very quickly learned
the way my instructors rigged their tackle, baited hooks
with shedder crabs, and cast. The casting part I am no
stranger to, as they soon found out. I was watching
every move on their part for a new wrinkle, and with our
lines overboard we were wondering what would be our
luck. Would it be the old story? Boys, you know what
I mean. Weakfish were what we were fishing for. In a
very short time I had a bite, and what a bite it was. I

commenced to reel in, and when I got the fish near the
boat be objected to being landed without a fight; and as

my experience in fishing has been that when fishing with
light tackle for heavy fish you had better not attempt to

be too much in a hurry, I gave him the line, and when I

thought he had enough of that kind of business com-
menced to reel him in, and again got the fish near the
boat. I was lifting him in when my snell parted. Well,
I lost the fish, and got a cold blast of "I told you so" and
"That was no way to haul in bluefish." The proper way
to do was, I must keep reeling in until I got the fish near
the boat, and with a one great, grand effort—yank him
in regardless of tackle or anything else.

I accepted the advice, put on my leader a genuine
bluefish hook, cagt again and got another bite. I com-
menced reeling in just the same as I did the last fish, got
him near the boat, he objected just the same as the one I

lost. I gave him the line when he wanted it and took it

Avhen I wanted it. Oh, what a grand time I was having!
Talk about game and sport! I was just happy fishing in
my old-time glory, giving and taking. Finally I was told

to take him in, and I did so. "That is the way to do it,"

came in chorus from three of a kind. They forgot about
the giving and taking, and I was just as well satisfied.

Every one to their own taste.

The fish finally stopped biting, and for an excuse, I

suppose, om' boatman said sharks were around. We
counted our fish. Novice had 16, Mr. Pitman and Mr.
Barnett together had 34. This closed a day of grand
sport to me, and I write to my brother sportsmen telling

them all I know, and trusting if they go to Amboy they
will have the same good luck catching bluefish with rod
and reel as I did. I would like to ask a question. Can a
fisherman drown a bluefish? Salt-water fishermen tell

me you cannot^ H. C. W.

OUR BOATS.
Dear Forest and Stream:

I wish somebody would invent a boat that would
answer all the requirements of our fishing camp. At
present, to serve all our purposes, we have only one large
log driver's boat, 30ft. long by 5ft. wide, and that weighs
a ton; a punt 12ft. by 3|ft., one bark canoe that will

carry six persons and baggage, one ditto to carry three
and at a pinch four, a wooden dugout not fit to carry
anybody, but immensely useful, and a cedar skiff that
two careful persons can keep right side up by 'giving

close attention. All I require is a boat that will carry
eighteen or twenty persons and go ahead under sail 2ft,

for every one that she falls off to leeward, instead of vice

versa, as the barge does, handy for a nice little partie
carree besides the two boatmen, like the large canoe,
light to paddle like the smaller one, that can be haxiled

over no end of sharp rocks without damage like the dug-
out, perfectly safe for children to fool round with like

the punt, and light enough to be carried over long por-

tages like the skiff.

Do you know, Mr. Editor, of anybody who makes a
craft combining all these qualities? I have looked all

through the Forest and Stream in vain for an adver-
tisement of it. I want to buy one.

Each of the boats has some peculiarity that I would
dispense with if necessary, especially if we leave her
where she bumps against the rocks for a day or two. The
large canoe objects to being paddled in less than four or

five inches of water, and the small one has seen such
varied experiences that her bow is twisted one way and
her stern the other, while her bottom is corrugated with
ribs"and protuberances without number. When the wind
blows a bit one man alone in her has a good many calcu-

lations to make before he can be certain where he will

arrive.

I don't know that I have anything to say against the
punt. She does sit a little low in the water, and when
the lake is very rough people get splashed, but that is not
of much consequence. Neither can I complain much
about the dugout. Maybe she is a wee bit cranky, so

that it is prudent, if one would be perfectly comfortable
in paddling her, to kneel down in the bottom, which,_how-
ever, usually has two or three inches of water on it, for

she is never bailed out except with a paddle. Otherwise
she does very well. She isn't handsome, not the least

little mite in the world, and we don't use her when we
are in a hurry to get anywhere, for she isn't naturally a
fast traveler. I have no objections to the skiff either,

except the propensity she has to tip over and the possi-

bflity that, being made so light, we may sometime put
our feet thi'ough the bottom and get left in the wet. So
I want a boat that will combine all the good qualities of

all these and have none of the objectionable ones. If you
cannot tell me, Mr. Editor, where to find it I shall

despair of ever getting one.

Meanwhile we must get on the best we can, which
perhaps is not so very badly after all. If everybody
wants to go cruising at once they pile into the barge,

which is big enough to take the whole lot. If there are

only four or five or six they go in the punt. The small

canoe answers for women and boys who want to amuse
themselves along the shore, for since a tree fell on her
when she was hibernating in the woods one winter aud

crushed her down tcvabout fom- inches in height she has
never entirely recovered her original shape and is nearly
as flat-bottomed as the punt. I am afraid that her rheu-
matism will be so bad that she will have to be retired
emeritus. I shall be sorry, for she has been my compan-
ion a long time and never attempted to part company
with me but once. It was all her fault, the little dis-

agreement we had on that occasion. I wanted her to go
in the middle of the stream, but she took a notion to go
under some alder bushes where the current was stronger,
although there was not room for both of us. The con-
sequence was that I didn't go; and when I picked her up
further down the river she looked as if she wished she
hadn't gone either. I wasn't much acquainted with her
in those days, but after I learned more of her disposition
we got along very well together. G. de Montauban.
Quebec.

Colorado Trout.—Berthoud, Col., July 20.—I re-
turned a few days ago from my annual trout fishing trip
in the Big Thompson canon. Frank Rhodes, W^ill Chap-
man, my son Frank and myself broke loose fi'om our
work on the ranch, and took to the hills for a few days'
sport with the trout, and to spend the glorious Fourth in
the shady dells of the grand old Rockies. We went into
camp in a beautiful grove on the banks of the Big Thomp-
son on the evening of July 3, and while Rhodes and Will
pitched the tent and made camp comfortable, Frank and
I jointed our rods and made a shoi% trip up the roaring
Thompson for trout for supper. Our success was very
good, as we returned in a short time with twenty-five
nice fish, which made the party a fine mess for supper
and breakfast. We remained in camp here until the
afternoon of the 5th, having grand sport, catching enough
trout to keep the camp well supplied, and a nice mess to
bring home where we put them on ice in the ice house,
keeping nice and fresh tmtil used up. The trout caught
on this trip were the nicest I ever caught in the Thomp-
son, most all of them measuring 8 to iSin. in length, a
great many of them being 11 and 12in. On the second
evening as Frank and I were i-eturning to camp, Frank
came near stepping on a large rattlesnake; he soon spoiled
the head of the snake and pulled off' the eight rattles.

We saw considerable game signs while on our trip. A
number of other parties from Berthoud and vicinity have
been up fishing at different points with moderate success.
—A. A. K.

OuEiDA Lake FisiUfra. — Syracuse, N. Y.—Inclosed
herein is a clipping from one of our city papers. This
shows what protection is doing. I myself caught 54 pike
and 6 perch in three and one-half hours. Others have
the same results when fishing on Oneida Lake.—Henry
LoFTiE. Report reads: A stranger in town might have
taken the Amos Hotel for Fulton Market last night.
On three tables, extending from one end of a room to the
other, were spread 159 pike, 17 perch and 1 pickei-el. This
display of fish represented the largest one day's catch that
has been made in this vicinity in many a day. A party
consisting of ex-Police Commissioner Nicholas Latterner,
Henry C. Peters, Gus Bloom, Wm. L. Baumer, Peter
Pfohl and Adolph Keller were the fishermen, and th© fish-

ing was done in Oneida Lake. The party trolled from 10

A, M. until 5:30 P. M. yesterday. The largest fish, a pike
weighing 5lbs., was caught by Mr. Latterner, The oars-

men were Elisha A. Smith, Nelson Smith and Hiram
Carter, who are connected with the hotel at South Bay.
Three boats were used.

St. Lotjis, July 25.—A party of fishermen recently re-

turned from a trip to the Gasconade River report good
success and a fine catch of croppies and bass, the latter

averaging l^lbs. Joe Gettes, just returned from Lake
Minnetonka, shows a photograph of 103 fish, bass and
croppies, caught by himself and partner in three hours'
fishing just before a storm. It was the largest string

caught on the lake up to date. Jake Shriner spent three
days at King's Lake last week and caught twelve small
fish. David Hailman tried his skid at Gilead Slough and
reports nothing but gar pike. In upper Creve Cceur
Lake the bass and croppies have been biting freely the
past week.

—

Aberdeen.

Bluefish are in great supply in the Great Soiith Bay,
Long Island. One boat last Saturday took sixty-three to

three lines in a half day's fishing. The luck was good
among all the boats that day.

CALIFORNIA SALMON IN EUROPE.*
CHAMBERLAIN VON DEM BORNE, after giving a

brief sketch of the salmon and the meagre returns
from the efforts to acclimate it in various coimtries, pre-

sents the following record of failures in the attempts to

introduce it into France and Germany:
In Europe also the result is small. It was possible to keep

the fish alive several years at Radolfszell, Huningen, Starn-
berg and Pols Castle, and at Hiiningen about 1,000 eggs
and at Radolfszell 20,000 eggs were fertilized, but after three

or four years tbe California salmon died out. Id a lake at

Obragorzig in 1SS3 a 51bs, salmon was taken, which Herr
vonKalkreuth had bought three years previously at the
International Fishery Exposition at Berlin from Chief
Burgomaster Schuster. The California salmon hatched out
in the hatchery of the Schleswig-Holstein Fishery Associa-

tion in 1879 were planted in ponds and in small brooks trib-

utary to the Eider River. From the ponds 200 fish of about
3^Ib, each were deposited in the Wehrau, which flows into

the Eider. The fish were very vigorous and active. There
is no information up to this time that a fish of this kind has
been taken in the Eider.

A more satisfactory result was expected in the great
aquarium of the Trocad^ro in Paris. Prom 1,000 eges which
the National Acclimatization Society delivered in 1S78 were
obtained-, in 1886, fish of 4 to olbs., which yielded 80,000 eggs.

From a letter of M. Raveret-Wattel we learned that the
embryos from the Aquarium were deposited in various

rivers of France, but as it seems without apparent result.

From the river Aude only, which rises in the Pyrenees
and empties into the Mediterranean, it is reported that a

small California salmon was captured at its mouth.
In a small pond at Reims, California salmon have been

kept seven to eight years, but they have yielded no eggs,

* Extract from "Seehs Amerikanische Salmoniden in Europa
fiir den Irternal/ionalen Land und i'orstwlrtschaftlicheu Kon-
gress za Wien itn Jahre 1890 bearbeitet." Voa Max von dem
Borne. Berneuohen, Neudamm, 1890.
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All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as mucin earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 4.—SeeoBd AtiTmal Dng Sbow of the Kingston Kennel
Club, at Kingston, Ont. H. C. norbett. Secretary.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show ot tlie Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Youngatown. O.
Sept. 8 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel

Club, at Hamilton, Ont.
Sept. 14 to 18.—Toronto In du=!trial Esliibition Association. Third

Interna tional Dos Show, at Toronto. C. A. St/^ue, Sec'y and Sunt.
Sept. 23 to S!).—Inaugural Dog Sbosv of the Montreal Exposition

Company, at Montreal, Canada. Entries close Sept. 8. J. S. Rob-
ertson, S(>crefary.
Sept. 29 to Oct. 1—Third Annual Doer Show, in connection with

the Central Canada Fair, at Ottawa, Ont. Alfred Geddes, Supt.
1892.

Jan. 13 to 11.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina
Kennel Association, at Colunabla, S. C. F. F. Caper8,'Secretary,
Greenville, S. C.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 2.—Inaugural Trials of the Untied States MeldlPifiaT CSilb,

at Bicknell. Ind. P. T. Madison, Secretary.
'

Nov. 16,—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,
at High Point., N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 13. W. A. Coster,
Se'Tetary.
Nov. ~'3.-Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point, N, C,

G. G. Davis, Ser'ret.i rv, Philadelphia., Pr.
Nov. 33.—Gordon Setter Club's Field Trials, at H'gli Point. N.

C. L. A- Vflu Z i.ndt, Si^ci'e'arv, Yonlc«rs. N. Y.
Nov. 30.—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

L<>xington,N. C. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street. New
York city.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

Connell, Secretaijyj

AMERICAN KENNELS.-IIl.

SWISS MOUNTAIN KENNELS.

A JOURNEY from New York to the City of Brotherly
Love is far from an unpleasant experience, and espe-

cially if we travel over the smooth road bed and in the com-
fortable cars of the Pennsylvania road. The powerful
engine whirls yoa through pastoral scenes of beauty, where
in these warm -July days the ripening ears of rye and
golden wheat are bending in bil-

lowy waves to the breeze, and the
farmer's two-horse scythe may be
seen cutting wide swathes tbrout^h
fields of timothy and clover. The
ninety miles which separate Gothatp
from Quakerdom seem a mere can-
ter, and the brakeman's cry of
"Broad street" arouses you from
the revery that the qtiiet scenes
through which you have passed are
apt to inveierle you into. It is a
gentle awakening though, for
somehow tlie quietness ot the
CJuaker City seems to have a sooth-
ing effect, and not until you reach
the North River on your journey
home do you begin to experience
again that feeling of unrest that
see7ns to pervade everybody and
everything in this cosmopolitan
city of ours. However, when I say
that I retained this placid feeling
all the time, lam hardly adhering
to the strict lines of truth, as on
my arrival at Philadelphia! jumped
into the wrong train, for in utter
ignorance of Pbiladelphian suburbs
I fondly imagined one road .3s goorl
as another as long they both went
to Ciermantown. I found out nry
mistake when I learned that Wal-
nut Lane from a Pennsylvania rail-

road point of view is widely ditfer-
ent, on a hot day, from that of the
Philadelphia & Reading road —
about half an hour's good walk.
But I did not begrudge it, as it gave
me an opportunity to view some of
the finest villa residences that even
this neighborhood of handsome homes can boast.
All the time I kept one eye open for a stray St. Bernard o'-

two, for by them 1 expected to get my bearings as to my
ultimate destination, the residence of Mrs. Smyth, and the
Swiss Mouutaiu Kennels. However, a friendly dicker with
a passing Jehu soon restilted iu my being seated on the
pretty porch of Mrs. Smyth's home after a pleasant
W^elcome. Such a pretty old place it is, too, old, as houses
go now-a-day, for on one part of the bouse can be found a
stone which tells that it was placed in position in 1793,
thottgb the comforts and requirements of a handsome
dwelling of the year 1891 are to be seen within and without.
This is just such a cosy retreat as one would wish to return
to after a business day in the city. Around the house are
paddocks and orchards comprising about seven acres,
covered with ample shade and where almost any number of
dogs could feel happy and contented. Before we looked at the
kennels the order was given to the kennelman to give the
dogs a run in the paddock in front of the house, and as we
sat ontbe porch we had ample opportunity to note the health
and activity of these big dogs as they gamboled like terriers
from one end of the field to the other.
They were soon sent back and we turned to the sultan of

the barera—King Regent. Although his pedigree and de-
scription appeared as a matter of news in Forest and
Stream on his arrival from England recently, I may as
well make my story complete by mentioning that he is a
son of a noted sire, Prince Regent, out of Duchess of Kent. As
Ms picture on this page shows, he is a handsomely marked-
dog, with an excellent skull, massive bone, great deptti of
chest and good length of body. Had he had proper care in
his puppyhood he would certainly have made his mark in
the records of St. Bernai-ddom, as itis he will be cherished
for the good blood that runs in his veins, the excellent dis-
position that he shows and the careful training he has had,
for he is without doubt one of the best ma.nnered and easily
controlled dogs I ever saw of the breed. He stands 33in.
high and weighs 184ibs. I may here remark that
Mrs. Smyth, the owner of the kennel, though a woman,
has a full appreciation of authority and discipline, and
allows no unruly behavior on the part of the inmates of the
kennel. They acknowledge her as mistress voluntarily after
a short acquaintance, and an interesting sight is when she
walks along the lanes with half a dozen of these large
dogs trooping behind her, not one being allowed to
range at will. After taking a couple of shots at King
Regent with the "Hawk-Eye" for future reference, the man
is instructed to bring otit the ladies of the kennel in turn,
reminding us very forcibly of the story of the English lord
who was asked at a garden party if he would be introduced
to a certain young lady. He answered, "Oh, yes! Don't
mind; trot her out," Fortunately the lady overheard the
remark, and when Milord was introduced to her, remarked

as she .scanned him from head to foot, "Ah! Trot him back
again."
First to come bounding out was Harmony, who in every-

day life is called Lassie. " She is an excellently formed bitch,
roomy and showing lots of bone, her limbs are well formed,
and though out of coat her coloring is rich; a bit long iu
head perhaps, but she is young yet, only 13 months old, and
it will look shorter as the mUKSile deepens, head markings
and collar are all au fait, though the blaze is a trifle broad.
She is by Alton out of Duchess of Roseberry, and was im-
Eorted a couple of mouths since from Mr. Sidney W. Smith's
ennel. She stands exactly SSjiin., and weighs about 1501bs.

at present in summer condition. Harmony, belviug her
name, is the black sheep of the flock, for in the exuberance
of youth she is apt to create discord when at exercise, espe-
cially with Lady Castlereagh, till brought to her senses with
the whip.
The next one was Sunray, her litter .sister, who usually

answers to the call of Maggie. I like her head better, a
trifle shorter and deeper in muzzle, she is also well off for
bone and height, a very roomy, hroad-hipped bitch, and
better if anything in markings than her .sister. Though
hardly so tall as Harmony, she weighed 158lbs. at one year
old, in nice, healthy condition.
After looking her over thoroughly and arguing the pros

and cons of her future about which Mrs. Smyth is very san-
guine, Florette was turned out for inspection. This is a
bitch of excellent breeding, as she is by Alton out of Flo-
rian, a full sister of Prince Regent. She was whelped June
30, 1890, and though not so large as the other two, she is
shorter and deeper in head. She has lots of bone too, has a
nice roomy body and is a promising bitch all around. She
was to visit King Regent and was consequently in retire-
ment at the cottage, of which inore anon.
Then came another nice one. Lady Castlereagh, also im-

ported recently. In fact, all these have come either from
Mr, Sidney Smith's or Mr. Shillcock's kennels. Lady Ca.s-
tlereagh is by Puritan out of Ravine, is now 4yrs. old, weighs
llOlbs. and stands about 30in. She shows a dash of nice
quality, is well marked and active enough. She was imported
as in whelp to Lord Bute, but like many others who are sent
over that way she failed to have pups.
The heat of the sun and the pangs of hunger now made an

adjournment to the cool dining room and an appetizing
lunch an agreeable interruption. This pleasant duty ended,
the kennels next claimed our attention. These "are all
arranged at the back of the house, and while not in any way
elaborate, they answer just the same purpose, for the'y are
dry. light and clean, three essential points in a well-con-
ducted kennel that no amount of fancy trimmings can take
the place of. The first kennel is a neat-looking frame build-
ing iu four compartments, with wire divisions reaching

long and 3ft. deep, into which fresh water is continually
running, forming at once an ideal place for dogs, for when
the weather is wet and the cottage not in use, the doors are
thrown open and the dogs allowed the range of the cottage
and orchard, i was loath to leave this cool retreat, and
carried a memento away in the "Hawkeye" of Mrs. Smyth
and a group of her dogs surrounding her.
Coming down to the garden again we passed a whitewashed

stone outhouse, a most cool retreat, where Blush was
secluded suckling, five week-old pups, by Archduke. Blusb.
is a peculiarly colored bitch, but has a nice blaze and collar.
She is a half sister to Hecia, but they have the failing of a
good many human relations, they are deadly enemies and
are necessarily kept far apart. Round the house and into
the house, the only privileged pets of the family, ran Snow-
ball and Chip K., black cocker spaniels. The former wrs
whelped Aug. SO, 1888, and is by Dandv out of Chip K. He
has won several prizes. Chip K. is by Obo II. out of Black
Bess HI, and consequently well bred. She was whelped
February, 1884. The other two cockers of the kennel ate
better show spaniels and are at present boarding at the
Chestnut Hill Kennels under the care of Mr. Jarrett. One
is Eva May, by -Jersey out of Raby Crickett, a nicely made
little bitch, and another nice one is Sunol, by Obo II. Her
dam's name I failed to catch.
After a short rest Mrs. Smyth touched the button and a

comfortable turnout appeared, in which we drove over to
Chestnut Hill, a distance of about three miles, to see friend
Jarrett and the harriers, but of these I shall speak another
time. The scenery around this part of the country is ex-
tremely pretty, and at times may be termed grand, especially
the view down the White Marsh Valley, where the Penn-
brook harriers are expected to have many exciting runs be-
fore snow flies. A pleasant hour was speiit strolling through
the elegant kennels at Chestnut Hill, and taking a few
snap shots at the harriers at the farm above, and then a
drive back to the Swiss Mountain Kennels was not the
least pleasurable part of the day's enjoyment. Of course I
had to look at the Alderueys iu the other paddocks, and the
horses and the pony that was the result of a "swap" between
Mrs Smyth and Jarrett. After a pleasant dinner, at which
I met Mrs, Meecham, Mr. Smyth and General Huidekooer, a
lover ot dogs too, and who.se brother is quite a breeder of
dogs in. Ohm, we adjoitrned to the piazza and talked St. Ber-

the rin
and Ml
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newal, for every one knows J. W. can talk dog with any one,
and it is through his judicious selection and meutorship
Mi-.s. Smyth has succeeded in getting together a kennel that,
judging from the lines of good producing blood, ought to be
able to show in future years some excellent stock, for they

will have every advantage necessary
in proper rearing and exercise.
Mr. Smyth's cigars and the pleas-

ant company Ifound myself in made
the time pass all too quickly, and
another day was commenciug its
round when we lit our candles and
trooped off to bed tired out. Next
morning we all drove over to the
Seminole Kennels, but, as Kudyard
Kipling would say, "that's another
story"—and nothing remained now
but to catch the train and tender
my thanks to Mrs. Smyth for her
kind hospitality and the pleasant
trip the visit to her kennels had
afforded. H. W. L.

Rough-Coated St. Bernard King 'Regent.

Owned by the Swiss Mountain Kennels, Germantown, Pa.

to the ceiling and boarded half way up. In this house King
Regent, Harmony, Sunray and Florette, the asistocrats of
the kennel, make their home, each compartment being
about 10x12. Two large, well-shaded yards, about 30x30ft.,
afford them ample .space to loll round in. To the left of
this building,_ across the pathway, are two large yards,
fenced with wii-e, in which are two kennel houses where
ptippies are raised. These were unoccupied. Crossing the
lawn figain, and at the other side of the large kennel and
yards, we came to another kennel and cooking outhouse.
The latter is quite an elaborate kitchen, and is kept as neat
and clean as the most scrupulous housewife could desire,
and judging from the appearance of the dogs itis made good
use of, too, for they all showed signs of competent care.
Passing on into the kennel, in one compartment we found

Hecla, the pet of the family, and, as is generally the case,
loved for her winning ways rather than for her good looks,
for as a St. Bernard she is a failure as far as markings go,
but she can breed some prettily marked stock nevertheless.
One peculiarity she possesses, or rather does not possess,
and that is teeth; they look as if they had started to grow
and then stopped short as soon as they broke cover. As
Mrs. Smyth has owned Hecla .since she was seven weeks
old there is no deception iu the matter. I mention this
particularly as I never saw a similar case before. At the
time I saw her she was nursing four nicely marked pups by
Archduke, the dog that Mrs, Smyth sold recently.
In another compartment Ladty Castlereagh took things

easy, her I have already described. Opening the next door
we saw Dart, by Duke of Wellington out of Tiptop, a nice
bitch and mother of the three two-months-old pups that we
had noticed running about, and that were, very nicely
marked and of good size; these were by Archduke, too.
Dart is of excellent color, dark tawny, with collar and
.slight blaze, and stands 31in. high.
"Now, I want to show you my orchard, and tell me if you

don't think it is the finest place in the world for big dogs."
So we walked up the path past the aristocrats' kennels and
another range of what will be nice kennels very .soon, they
having been used as poultry peas heretofore, but Mrs. Smyth
having found that it is a choice of one or the other, decided
in favor of her four-legged pets, The compartments are
about 9 X 13, opening into nice wire-inclosed runs. Leaving
them, we came to the orchard gate, by the side of which
stands a neat little four-room cottage "that would make a
capital fancy kennel yyith very little expenditure. The
windows are barred, and this is used as a safe retreat for the
matrons in season. Passing through the gate into the
orchard I thotxght to myself what lucky dogs, eveij on such
a hot July day as this to have so cool a retreat. Crowded
with fruit trees over its full two acres, the dogs can be
turned in here for a romp any time, and when tired and
thirsty they will find by the gate a large tank, about 8ft.

HOW IS THIS?—Toronto, Ont.
—Editor Forest and Stream: Some
amusement is created here by a
paragraph in last week's Forest
AND Stream to the effect that Mr.
"Amazement" Bell, i. e., George
Bell, of the Walker House here,
who owns some fairly .good cocker
spaniels, claims that he owned
White Wings, the finest greyhound
bitch ever bred on this continent.
I give below what I had to say about
the matter of her being poisoned
in to-day's Glolic, a.nd if you look
into the Empire of to-day you will
see how sarcastically they take the
quotation from you. Let me premise
that Mr. Bell was employed by Mr,
Ireson last yearto assist in attending
to his dogs at the various kennel
club shows at which he exhibited

them. The dam of White Wings, Madge Wildfire, was
imported from Scotland by Mr. John Gilmour for Mr.
Ireson. White Wings was by Magician, he by Memnon.
Madge Wildfire by Border Reever. Jolly Ranger beat Gem
of the Season last year at Cleveland, and took first in his
class here last fall. White Wings was only shown once, and
that was at the Kennel Club show here last fall, when she
won first over twenty competitors. As I am an old journal
ist I am not afraid to sign my own name to all I write for
the press.—J. Mackelcan. Extract from Toronto Globe:
"Mr. C. E. Ireson, of this city, has lost his fine greyhound
White Wings by poisoning. Examination showed that
some scoundrel had administered a large dose of strychnine.
White Wings and .Jolly Ranger had run MOyds. at Wood-
bine on Dominion Day in S53^sec. and 25%sec., beating Why
Not's record of last March. Mr. Ireson still has two full
brothers of White Wings in Jolly Hanger and Good Friday,
but he feels his loss greatly, and ofliers 850 reward for the
conviction of the poisoner." [It was just the other way
about, and the Cleveland show was held in April last.

At Toronto last fall. Scavenger was first, .Tolly Ranger
second. Second Sight won at Toronto last fall in a class of
six. The Toronto Kennel Club Members' show was held in
May, 1891, where Jolly Ranger and White Wings won in
their respective classes. We had no reason to doubt Mr.
Bell's word when he sent us the news of his bitch White
Wings' death, and so chronicled it.]

A GOOD FOX-TERRIER LOST.— Editor Forest and
Stream: My fox-terrier dog Warren Tripper strayed from
Elm Park, Staten Island, on Saturday, July 11, and. was
seen the following Monday running with some dogs at Poit
Richmond. He bad won third, novice. New York, and first,

puppy, at Washington this year, when but 10 months old,
and the only times shown. The following is his description:
Tan markings (uneven) on each side ot head, white body,
through which on careful examination some tan could be
seen, nice small, well-shaped ears, very straight, narrow
front, abundant coat, tail cut a bit long for the breed, and
answered to name of Trip. Had the habit of grinning and
showing his teeth when called. Should any of your readers
meet with a terrier of this description they would confer a
great ^t'avor by communicating with C. L. WiLTON (44 S.
Washington Sc^uare, New York city).

A comical sketch appears in Judge (Buckshot and old Luke,
two dogs in one corner of a yard are pointing to another
active looking East side pup with an abnormal head).
Buckshot (paying a visit)—"Who's that?" Old Luke—
"That's one of Mulford's pups. He flushed his first wood-
cock yesterday and hasn't got his head contracted yet."
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DOG CHAT.
SATURDAY is a sort of an off day with us, Ibut if we are

going to miss our friends in this way we sliall have to
stick to file. desk. Messrs. S. L. Boggs and J oe Lewis called
at this office on their arrival in New York, and if only to
g'et a few uibs of news we should liked to have welcomed
them home again. Mr. Boggs, however, left us full partic-

ulars of the purchases he made, and which have now once
more made his kennel a strong OJie, and one that from all

accounts will hold its own in the field this fall. We will
give his letter in full:

"Mr. Joe Lewis and myself arrived in JSTew York, Satur-
day, July 25, on the S.S. Normaunia, from Southampton,
after a pleasant voyage and a short stay in England. We
brought a few dogs with us, among thera five English set-

ters, four of which are from Mr. R. W. Purcell Llewellin's
kennel, viz.: Viscount.- bv Moss—Nora III.: Moss is by
Count Wind'em (E. 8,169)—Novel (E. 7,219): Nora III. is by
Dashing Boudhn (E. 10.186)—Nora IT., she is by Count
Wind'em—Nora I. (E. 7,172). Color, black, white and tan,
head evenly marked, with black ears and tan shadings,
white blaze up the center of forehead, and a few tan ticks
on muzzle and legs, black spot on loin and at root of tail,

and a few ticks oh body. Date of birth, Sept. 15, 188f). He
is a large, racy, upstanding dog, with good head, neck,
legs, shoulders and feet, with a supei'b body built on the
right lines to go and stand plenty of work in the field, with
a fast, merry, slashing gait. He" was worked all last season
on the moors in Scotland, and Mr. Llewelliu considers him
one of the best young dogs that he ever bred; he was the
dog of all dogs that I saw while in England that pleased me
most, so brought him home for a stock dog. I think he is

just what is wanted in America to breed from, now that
Count Noble is dead. Victress, litter sister to Viscount, is

a large, racy, upstanding bitch, with plenty of quality, bone
and substance, and is well formed. In color .she is black and
white, black ears, white blaze up forehead, body ticked.
Nora III., dam of Viscount and Victress, by ' Dashing
Bondhu {E. 10,136)—Nora n., she is by Count Wind'em (E.
8,169)-Nora L (7,172). Color, lemon and white, evenly
marked. Whelped June 2. 1887. She is in whelp to Moss,
by Count Wind'em (E. 8,169)—Novel (E. 7,219). Moll Llew-
elliu, sister to Nora III., is quite a nice, large, handy bitch,
showing miich quality, bone and substance. Color, lemon
and white, evenly marked. She is in whelp to Mr. Llew-
ellin's Jet, a large, handsome, black and white dog, showing
much quality, and a rare good one afield; he is by Moss-
Blossom. This bitch is by Duke—Placid, Duke is by Dash
II.—Rifle, by Dan—Ruby; Placid is by Duke—Phantom.
These four dogs are all thoroughly bro'ken, are grand field

dogs, and were purchased from Mr. Llewelliu only after
much trouble; for he was loath to part with them, as he has
about given up breeding and now only breeds on an average
one bitch a year, consequently his kennel has decreased in
numbers and is now very small, containing chiefly old dogs
with very few young one's. It is very difficult to obtain any
of his blood, so I consider myself very fortunate in obtain-
ing what I did, and trust that these dogs may do some good
for the breed here. Another English setter in the lot is

Nia, purchased from Mr. Joseph Taylor. Sbe is quite a
handsome black, white and tan bitch of the right sort, by
Blue Peter II.—Dora, whelped Feb. 8, 1886. Her winnings
are: Firsts, Mardle, Morsley, Gi'eat Harwood, Clitheroe, Tod-
morden, and special Oldham, Stackstead, and second, Has-
lingden in 1S90, and in 1S91 flr.st Darwin, second London,
(Crufts), first and cup Poulton-le-Fyde, second Thorne, first

Bristol, third Boston, first Winterfon, third Bradford, sec-
ond Belper, and third Wakefield.

"I must apologize right here for having an Irish setter in
the lot; but when 1 saw the Rev. Robt. O'Callaghan's ken-
nel I just thought I would like to try one of his dogs and
see how I got on with him. So, after looking them all over
carefullv. I selected Finglas (E. 28,9.50), by champion Fingal
IIL (E. 24,600) -champion Aveline (E. 18,469), a noted field
trial winner also; color dark red; whelped April 13, 1890.
He is a very handsome, large, upstanding dog of the right
sort, with lots of quality, and one that will stand some beat-
ing. In speaking of him, the reverend gentleman stated
that he was the best dog that he ever sold to go to America.
He is a litter brother to Coleraine, winner of Puppv
Stakes at Newport. 1S91, and Kennel Club Derby,
and third, All-Aged Stake, IS'.H, when only twelve
mouths old.

_
The Rev. O'Callagbau considers him equally

as good as his sistia- and had liiiii entered in the same stake,
but he could not start liim, owing to his having a severe
case of distemper; this dog will be heard from. All the
setters ^vill be run in the field trials and shown at the shows,
while the fox-terriers that I purchased from Mr. Edwin
Powell will also be shown. They are: Diver III., by
Dugdale Jack out of Sarree II., weight 161bs., markings
black and tan on head and white body. Whelped Oct. 24,
1871. Breeder, Mr. J. Edwards. He has won first and sec-
ond,West Bromwich, second, Abergavenny; second, Shrews-
bury, 188.5; first, Liverpool, second, Hanley, flr.st, Royal
Aquarium, London, first and two cups. Sheffield, second,
Birmingham, first and cup, Wems, first, Rj^de, third, Stock-
ton, second, York, first, West Bromwich. fir.st, Newtown,
first, Shrewsbury, second Darlington, 1886; first, Ebbw*
Vale, fii-st, Halif.ax, first, Newport, flrat, Market Drayton,
fir.st, Bangor, and sijecial, Shrewsbury, 1SS7; third Ponty-
pridd; first, Oswestry, second, Shrewsbury, 1888; third,
Bridgnorth, first, Welshpool, third, Garnock Chase, first,

Shrewsbury, 1.889; first, Newtown, and first, Newport, 1890.
Diver III. is the sire of Rowton Ransom, winner of three
first prizes, and many other winners, Rowton Safety, by
Stipendiary out of Hatfield Pansy. Whelped Oct. 27, 1890.
Color, black head and white body. Breeder, Mr, Rowland
Grreen. Winnings: First in uoviee and second in puppy
at Darwen, 1891. Rowton Flirt, color white with black and
tan markings, whelped, August, 1890, by Rowton Darkie
out of Desiree. These dogs, with champion Paul Gladstone
and the balance of the Mount Washington Kennels' dogs,
will, I think, give me quite a strong kennel."

S. L. BOGGS.

In writing of the Peterborough hound show held recently
in England, "Peto," in Canine World, who is a great lover
of hounds and hunting, makes mention of two hounds.
He savs: "I cannot help but mention here two hounds, one
exhibited by Tom Whitmore—the Oakley Dancer, and the
other Hermit, from the Warwickshire. One can hardly tire
looking at either of these hounds. When I saw Hermit I
thought I saw absolute perfection. He has legs and feet
(unless you have good legs and feet you may thi'ow aside
every other property; they form the very basis of a hound,
and must come first in the opinion of breeders) as if made to
order, and upon them a body deep in girth, of beautiful out-
line, powerful, yet graceful. He is a good one to follow, and
his neck and shoulders it would be a positive sin to ever for-
get, for one may never have an opportunity of gazing upon
such perfection again. Not less admirable is the charming
expression of this hound. I think he has got the most hon-
est, most intelligent, most dare-devil look I ever saw in any
other animal of any description. How came Oakley Dancer
to beat him, then? I am loath to pick a fault in Hermit,
but he has one. So attractive is the hound, and he^takes
hold of you so suddenly, that you fail to discern even so
much as a susijieion of a fault in him. It was some time
before I could believe him to be wanting in that very im-
portant place—just where the ribs end: between, there and
his hips Hermit is slack, not much, but it is just sufficient
to make a fault; but for that one point the stylish and ele-
gant hound Dancer could not have beaten him. Dancer has

^ splejididly-baiit pa.Taief a%d tba,t he 4i4 ]t|eat Hermit

says more for him than any words of mine can,
though even in Dancer we must needs have a fault,
and his is in the neck; it is barelj;; long enough."
It is rather curious that after reading this and making a
note of it for future reference we should receive a letter
from Mr. H. C. Lowe, the noted greyhound breeder of Law-
rence, Kan., in which he says: "You know how strongly I
advocate a greyhound being well ribbed up, and how very
much you adniired my greyhounds at the Chicago bench
show for having this good ijoint in such a marked degree,
and as there have been some letters of late in your paper as
to how a greyhound .shotild be built I want you to carefl^lly
read the Peterboi-ough hound show report. You sviM notice
the hound Hermit was couaidered to be almost faultless and
a perfect specimen of a huuud, yet he failed ia one import-
ant particular and was beaten, he was not ribbed up so per-
fectly as he might be, and consequently was just a trifle

slack in loin. Now there is no dog living that has been
brought to .such perfection as the English foxhound. The
greatest wealth and experience has been bestowed on them
to increa.se their .speed and staying powers. They simply fly
now with a good scent, as a man soon finds out upless he is
very well mounted and a good rider. The finest judges
judged the hounds at Peterborough, and you see what they
thought of a hound not being well ribbed up. This in their
eyes was the most important point, for this hound was
faultless in every other particular. Yet he was beaten be-
cause he was not well ribbed up, and he was not so bad as
some of the greyhounds one sees at some of the bench shows
in this country who show their long slack loin a mile off,

for it took the judges at Peterborough some time it appears
to find out that Hermit was not well ribbed up. This is a
rare pointer for those like myself who so .strongly advocate
and breed the greyhound well ribbed up, with a strong loin,
for we have the greatest authority on this subiect at our
back.—H. C. Lowe."

Mr. Eberhart, who takes as his motto both in cigars and
dogs, "A square deal," has changed his kennel office to 3
East Fourth street, Cincinnati, O. He has just made a
notable sale, having sold Lady Thurman to Mi\ L. J. Buell,
Neenah, Wis., who is now going into the breed. Mr. Eber-
hart has beeu having a, busy time fighting the dog catchers
(dog thieves) through the papers in Cincinnati, and has suc-
ceeded in getting .several arrests for cruelty to animals, with
fines as high as .IfDO and costs. At the bottom of his letter,
written on his business paper, we note a characteristic
notice printed in one corner: "Remember, silk is never sold
for the price of calico."

We learn that the wonderfully-coated collie Maney Tre-
foil has been sold by the Chestnut Hill Kennels to Mrs.
Rand, Denver, Col. Thus another of the noted collies that
has brought Mr. Harrison's name so well to the front in this
breed, has been dispersed.

Mr. J. O. Smith, of Wheeling, W. Va., has on the way
froju England a setter that he expects great things of in the
field. Mr. Smith is enthusiastic on his purchase, but un-
fortunately omits to mention the dog's name.

A clipping from the New Haven, Conn., Reiiistir, informs
us that Mr. C. C. Chambers, of Waterbury, Conn., received
from Switzerland, July IS, what he claims to be the lareest
St, Bernard dog in the United States. The measurements
as given are, however, a little mixed, we should imagine.
According to the jRcgis-fcr "the animal measures 8ft. from
the tip of his nose to the tip of his tail and 19in. around his
head. He weighed 2351b.s. when shipped and lo.st 301bs. on
the voyage, which lasted 14 days. The dog is own son to the
St. Bernai'd which was the pet of the late J. K. Emmett.
His kennel name was Victor, but in the pedigree book he is

called Lord Malcolm. He is about a year old."

It is always a pleasure to receive a letter from Capt. Mc-
Murdo, the well-known manager of the Charlottesville
Kennels. There is usually something of general interest in
them and for that reason we do not think lie will be offended
if we make an extract from his last. Speaking of Mr.
Dexter's increasing interest in the kennel, he says: "As
regards field qualities, he undoubtedly has more good point-
ers than any man in this or perhaps ruj other country. He
has a bitch called Kentish Lass that is as near being a jier-

fecc .specimen of the type of pointer we are trying to breed
as we shall probably ever get. Sbe is off in color, being a
sort of iron gray, but for size, form and coat she is perfec-
tion. She also "lias a nice head and beautiful stern, and her
action and style are just what one would expect her to have.
She is by Kent ex Hops, and is to run in the Derbys at High
Point and Lexington. We have several others more or less
like her, so I suppose it is only a matter of time—the estab-
lishment of the style we want—and let me impress upon
your mind that we won't sacrifice working qualities even
for the sake of carrying out our plans in this respect. Every
dog Mr. Dexter keeps has got to have speed, endurance, good
action, courage, the right sort of style of hunting, and every-
thing else that a first-class field dog requires. I would not
say so much, only I feel certain now that we shall suc-
ceed in our plans. Mainspring was the first pointer of right
type that I ever saAV run at the trials, and only a very few
men seemed to appreciate him, because he was very unlike
the bench show winners, I suppose,"

Mr. Huber, of San Francisco, writes that his new piir-
chase, Sally Brass TL, which he bought from Mr. Heath,
whelped July 18 six dogs, by Beppo III., and remarks that
they are fine-looking pups. With stock of this sort on the
Slope we shall soon hear of Californian dogs coming Bast to
compete both in the field and in the ring.

Mr. H. C. Corbett writes us that the premium list for the
Kingston show is now in the yjrinter's hands and will be out
in a few days. He is very well pleased with the intere.st
that is being taken in the show judging by the numerous
inquiries he has received. He is also busy getting a good
list of specials.

Those who have met Mr. Babbitts, of Spratts Co., at the
dog shows know that he is a merry soul and fond of a joke,
but we were rather .startled, we must confess, to see in an
Omaha paper that he had arrived in that city without a cent.
The la,st time he was in Omaha he had with him a roll of
.$500 in crisp, new bills. The morning after he arrived he saw
a pair of shoes that struck his fancy, and tendering one of the
bills of large denomination in payment, the storekeeper was
so frightened at the unfamiliar sight that he refused to take
it and sent word to the police, who in their wisdom hauled
him off in the patrol wagon to the police station as a coun-
terfeiter. It took Mr. Babbitts some hours to establish his
innocence, and he has since then steered clear of a city that
evidently "wants but little here below, but wants that little

good." Still, if Mr. Babbitts is without a cent, we respect-
fully call the attention of Spratts Co. to the fact, or their
representative may get into further trouble.

Stock-Keeper, England, says: "'Mr. Fellows having been
taken to task in the American press for giving a prize to a
greyhound with prick ears, replied that it 'did .not have
prick ears when in the ring.' To this Mr. Chas. Mason, in
the course of a reply, says a 'prick-eared dog is a prick-eared
dog in the riug or out.' Collie judges in this country could
tell Mr. Mason of some curious instances which flatly con-
tradict his dictum. We know of one case of a dog that
carried its eara ^ nierveUlc in the ring, bat when tbe judge

went down the benches to make his notes after the judging
he nearly fainted to see the card over a dog that looked him
in the face, consciously unabashed, while it hoisted one ear
up as rigidly perpendicular as a schipperke's, and modestly
folded over the other like a good setter's. Our collie readers
(if they wanted to) could give Mr. Mason the names of
several dogs not unknown to fame whose ears haA'^e the
regulation semi-erect carriage in the ring where their enter-
taining owners point out various objects on the ground for
their amusement and attention, but when they get back on
the bench carry their ears quite erect."

Mr. Edwin H. Morris has given up his farm at West
Farms, New York, and is now located in Red Bank, N. J.,
where he is going into pigeons and intends devoting consid-
erable attention to these aerial messengers. His greyhound
bitch Lady Clare has been bred to Gem of the Season and
his Gordon, Talmont, to Zango.

The Chestnut Hills' English kennel of collies, of
which Christopher is the bright particular star, have been
shipped by the American Express Co. in company with six
more harriers for the Pennbrook pack. The collies number
twenty-one in all. The St. Bernard bitch Lady Blanca
was shipped at the same time to Mr. James Watson, of
Philadelphia, she having been purchased by him from Mr,
Shillcock. The bitch is in w^help to Salv.Htor Rosa.

Dog shows seem to pay in Ireland notwithstanding her
troubles. At the Cork dog show $3,075 were taken in during
the two days. The proverbial Irish honesty was shown in
the fact that though there was no deposit required on the
dogs to take them out at night they all turned up in the
morning.

It is not often we hear of bulldogs doing anything par-
ticularly heroic nowadays, but it seems Mr. Corbett's
Roguish is an exception. Fanciers^ Gazette tells us she
has earned a great local reputation for saving a child from
drowning in the river Lea. This bitch is a sister to the well
known The Graven Image.

Dr. O. Stewart Bamber sends us a few items from Roch-
ester, and we wish others of our friends would bestir them-
selves now and then and drop us a line when they hear of
anything interesting to the kennel commv\nity. The Doctor
writes: "''Mr. Whitney, owner of the Flour City Kennels,
has purchased a pony, and, I understand, is having a wagon
rigged up, and the combination will be used to exercise the
dogs. The plan is to have a pole with crosstrees extend from
the rear of wagon and lead several of the dogs at a time by
chaining them to the ends of the crosstrees. The idea is cer-
tainly novel, and promises to be effectual. Dog showmatters
here are about at a standstill, after interviewing several
parties I was no vriser than before, except as to the approxi-
mate terms offered the club by the fair association. Per-
haps you know that the dates tlie club expects to claiiu were
selected so the show could be held in connection with the
fair here. The fair association offer to furnish a tent and a
certain .sum of money for prizes if the club will hold the
show there, no extra admission to be cliarged. Now, jiist

how this will benefit the club flnanciaUy I am unable to'see,
as they would certainly have to solicit outside .subscriptions
to add to the fair bonus to pay the prizes. The matter may
come to a head this week, if so, will notify you. A young man
in this city was caught stealing a cocker spaniel belonging to
Mr. Frank Hughes, he was fined §50, or fifty days, and as he
did not have the former, took the latter. The foregoing is
one of the signs of the times, and we need more of them."

Englishmen are ever on the lookout for something new,
and now that the stringent laws that prevented the exporta-
tion of dogs out of Morocco have been relaxed, their dogs,
which are said to be very fine, will soon cross the Mediterra-
nean, and a Taunton or some one will soon have one on the
bench.

The St. Bernard Club show will be on this week at Bing-
ley Hall. Birmingham. All the cracks are to be present,
that is, those that American dollars have left to the English
kennels. The specials are very fine, and now that several
of the cracks are over here competition for them will be
more open^

Messrs, Dole and Com'stook, according to their plan
.sketched out some time since in iroEE,ST anp StrkAm, came
back to London about the middle of this month, and they
are now most likely on the water with their faces toward
"little Rhodie." IStocli-Kcopcr has caught on to Fi-ank's
familiar wink, and how that eye will go when telling us all
about it when we meet. This paper's paragraph relating to
their experiences is too good to be lost, so we repeat it:

"They are full of their trip on the Continent, and Mr. Dole's
mobile features twist up into a smile on one side, while his
eye on the oflside clicks with the swiftness of a photographic
shutter, as he indicates the 'no end of a good time they
have had, yes sir!' Mr. Comstock plays Sphilix: he can see
and he can hear, but he does not affect talk; still if ever he
opens his lips, they may tell of other sights at Naples be-
sides Vesuvius, of more amusing pictures at Pompeii than
the 1800-year-old leaden jfipe which intere.sted his friend, of
prettier pictures in the streets of Rome than in the musty
galleries of—but 'nuft' said. Both gentlemen liven up, and
try to tell the tale together of how they went to the top of a
mountain to see some monks, not the Hospice, and bought
a bottle of fire-water to bring back as a travelers' gift to us.
The way they dodged the customs of the different lands
they have i^assed through would do credit to a .smuggler
hero in a yellow-cover romance." We can quite believe
this, for Friend Dole's dog show experiences and his en-
counters with the festive baggage master have taught him
a thing or two in this respect. In regard to the report that
the Gloucester show was badly managed Mr. Dole disagrees
with the American critic and says that no American show
could have done as well under the conditions.

With all due re.spect to our Boston contemporary we
must remai'k that the only correspondence or discussion on
beagle training has been going on recently in the FoRK.ST
AND Stream. We do not for one instant wish to usurp any
paper's rights, but in this instance, whether Mr. Brooking
alluded by name to the Forest and Stream or not, he must
have had it in his mind as the words he used in his speech
fully tend to show. The exjiression of one man is not a cor-
respondence or discussion, and surely our contemporary will
admit that it Was "Quester's" questions in Forest AND
Stream that gave rise to the discussion which has been so
interesting.

Last February, dog fanciers will remember that Allen
Trebilcock of Toronto, Can,, lost at the Westminster Ken-
nel Club's show at New York his beautiful little King
Charles Toronto Charlie, who was wont to win all hearts and
prizes at the Canadian beach shows, says the Eniinre. The
dog was valued at -S275. Although the Westminster Kennel
Club was released by the conditions of the show from mak^
ing good any loss, it took great pains to recover the dog,
which had been stolen out of his kennel, Skilled detectives,
however, failed to find any trace of the missing spaniel.
Mr. Trebilcock was agreeaoly surprised July 35, when he
received a check for $75 from Mr. J as, Mortimer, superin-
tendent of the Westminster Kennel Club. It was a genei--

OU8 act and one which makes up to a degree for the loss

vfJtiiqh Mr, TrebilQCick sustained.
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Mr. M. Flynn, Jr.'s Irish setter'bitcli Sedan is in trainer
S, C. Bradley's hands to prepare for the fall campaign. In
a letter from Mr. Bradley lie speaks very highly or her.

We faucy Mr. Boggs will bring a shower of protestations
when he apologizes for having bought an Irish setter. The
possession of a good Irish setter is a matter for congratula-
tion and not apology, and we only wish others would be
guilty of a few more }aux pas of the same sort.

"Oh, yes, my pug is very finely trained. When I say
'Walde! Will you Ipave here or not?' he immediately leaves
or he does not."—PMladelpMa Times.

It was decided at a special meeting of the field trial com-
mittee of the Philadelphia Kennel Club to ask the judges
who officiated at their trials la.st year to do the same at the
trials next December.

We learn that Mr. William Reiter, of Philadelphia, lias

imported from Gei'many a St. Bernard dog and a great Dane
bitch. The great Dane'is said to be a good specimen and a
winner on the other side.

It is not generally known that the genial Colonel Leach,
the boniface at High Point, N. C. , who ministers to the
material comforts of tlie visitor to the Eastern Field Trials
and is an enthuKiastic member of the ckib. is also fond of a
horse race. He is now staying in New York and has two
horses in training; one, Bellevue, has well eaxnedits oats by
winning several times recently.

We have often remarked that there is hardly enough
attention paid to the increasing need of qualiflecl canine
"vets" in this coirntry. The practice of canine pathology
has only been in the hands of a few, but from England there
came, a couple of weeks since, a gentleman who has had a
thorough training in a practical school. This is Mr. Sher-
wood, who has been sole assistant for several years to Mr.
A. J. Sewell, England's noted canine veterinarian. IMr.

Sherwood i;^ a Member of the Royal College of Veterinary
Surgeons, and from what we hear from those who know
him, is fully qualified for the duties he expects to incur.

The Toon-Syraonds dogs wei-e shown at Wakefield ac-
cording to the current English papers, Prince Regent tak-
ing third in black and tans to Mr. Lacy's Rhodes Oban and
one of Mr. Ellis's dogs and Mr. Purbeck's greyhound taking
equal first with the noted Jenny Jones, is as good as any
ordinary win, as the well known Park Ijane Beauty came
third. Joe Lewis's Nia took second in setters and Toon &
Syraonds's spaniel Endolifl'e Don won in the spaniel class.

At Pickering Prince Regent and Onatus and Endcliffe Don
had to be content with thirds.

In the issue of Can ine Wnrld received this week appears
on the frontispiece a picture of Messrs. Toon & Symonds's
black and tan terrier Beacousfleld, now in England. It is,

however, hardly up to the usiial standard of portraits in
this bright journal.

We are requested to state that the Gordon setter field
, trials at High Point, N. C, will not conflict in any way with
the Irish setter trials, although they will be held 'during the
same week, commencing Nov. 23.

An important meeting of the executive committee of the
National Beagle Club was held at 266 Washington street,
Boston, Mass., July 25, at 8:30 P. M.,and was called to order
by the president, Mr. Brooking. After reading the minutes
of the last meeting, which were accepted, the subject of the
location for the coming field trials was discussed after hear-
ing the report of the committee appointed for that purpose.
It was voted to hold the second annual meeting at Nanuet,
Rockland county, N. Y., Nov. 23. This is, from what we
hear of the nature of the country, an excellent choice, and
one that is sure to be acceptable to a majority of the mem-
bers. It was also voted to have a suiflicient quantity of
amendment slips printed, and also that the club correspond
with all available parties in relation to judging. The judges
will then be announced.

Just as we go to press we receive the premium list of the
Hamilton Kennel Club's inaugural dog show, to be held
Sept. 8 to 11. We have not time for more than a glance, but
we see that kennel prizes of $W are ofi:ered for almost every
breed. Challenge classes in all the important breeds have
$T, *5 and a diploma. The iDremiums in the open classes are
$7, S3 and a diploma. Seventy-two classes are provided, and
the arrangement seems a liberal one. A feature is made for
the local exhibitors of a separate prize list, the dogs to be
owned in the city of Hamilton at the time of closing
of entries, which close positively Aug. 34. The best local
dog in each breed will wm ?'5 donated by friends of the club.
The usual arrangements have been made with the express
companies, and the customs difficulty having been overcome
there will be no trouble at the lines. The show building is
said to be an excellent one tor the piirpose. The judges are
Mr. J, F. Kirk, of Toronto, for all spaniels; Miss Anna H.
Whitney, of Lancaster, Mass., for Newfoundlands, St. Ber-
nards, great Danes and pugs; and Mr. H. W. La ;ey. of New
York, for the remaining classes.

Mayor Rankin, of Elizabeth, N. J., has had a taste of his
own medicine and will look at home before he issues another
decree. One of the first victims of the police, under the re-
cent order to shoot indiscriminately all unmuzzled dogs,
was the Mayor's own pet pug.

Among the kennel advertisements we notice this week
that Connemara Kennels have for sale five Irish setters, pup-
pies and old dogs; Mount Pleasant Kennels ofEer Gordon
setters; C. A. Houck a St. Bernard bitch and Wm. H.
Pierce puts Marchioness, an English setter, on the market.
Attention is also drawn to Dr. T. G-. Sherwood's advertise-
ment.

On account of the pressure on our columns this week, a
number of kennel registry notices were crowded out.

Mr. Vredenburgh's visit to Chicago was productive of no
definite result in regard to the World's Fair dog show, but
we understand that the show will be held in connection
with the Wmld's Fair if a larger appropriation can be
made, as the -$2,.500 voted for the purpose is not enough for
such a show as this should be. The Mascoutah Kennel Club
may take the matter up, and failing this the A.K.C. will be
asked to run the show.

BEAGLE TRAINING.
Editor Forest and Stn-mm:
I have read with interest the different writings on beagle

training and the different ideas expressed. I am no ink
slinger, but I wish to drop in my bark.
"Qaester" wishes to know if a beagle should be under

control. Certainly he should. He should know his master's
voice and come to him when spoken to if he has not a rab-
bit started. When reaching the hunting grounds a beagle
should be left to liis own free will to hunt for bis trail and
to follow it until his game is started or lost entirely. If not
able to find a track iu that piece of timber he should s'wing
in to you.
Suck a beagle will generally give you six days' hunting in

a week and not be jumping around your heels one-half oi

the time waiting for orders. If the man is going to do the
starting and the beagle the trailing only, at the field trials,
why a beagle that is broken to cliarge, to heel and to go on.
will be a nice little dog for .some hunters to have around
until a better dog or the man starts a rabbit.

I have broken a great many beagles, and own to-day as
good as the next man, or I think I do, but 1 do not own one
that I can call from a hot trail and Idon'twantto own that
kind, for they are apt to be no good, and my advice to be-
ginners is this: Teach your dog all you are a mind to, but
don't try to break a good working beagle, one from hunting
stock, to leave his hot trail when you speak to him.
My old Skip, the dam of Frank Forrest and Tare and lots

of other good ones, is well broken and will mind at most
times, but it will take more than a brass band to make her
leave a hot trail.

1 break my beagles to do all the work and not to exjiect
any ht.Ip fj-om me wliatever happens. I don't go orit for
thiit part of it, and if you own the right strain you will not
have to cio anything only loose the dogs when near thegame
and catch up your dogs or leave them running if you waub
to when done hunting. In answer to "Namquoit" of .June
19, when he asks which was the best dog, I say the little
bitch that had the nose, head and sand to pick up her cold
trail and star-t her game, the others were slashers.
My ideas of a good beagle are these: He should be a good

starter, for that is when the tun commences, a good steady
driver, not too fast, a fast barker and a stayer. With that
kind of a dog, new beginner, don't give him all you can
stuff into him for breakfast the day yon are going to run
him at the field tri.als, for, my word for it, yoti will get left
if you do. ' Gko. P. Reed.
Babion, Vf.

THAT GORDON SETTER FIELD TRIAL TROPHY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your last issue you stated that the Philadelphia Item

explains the reason why thev did not give the prize they
offered at the Central Field Trials last fall.

The Item, stated that "Mr. Hunt claimed the prize as his
property on a single win," which is untrue, and that the
prize was "donated through Dr. Meyer with the understand-
ing that it be held by the Gordon Setter Club," which I deny
as far as ray personal knowledge of the matter goes. The
only claims I made upon the prize are those I made in my
letter to the Item of April 28, a copy of which I inclose as
follows-

PALMYRA, N, Y., April 28, mi.—Hadehrand Fitzmrald, Phila-
iletpliia. Pa : Dear Sir—Your letter of the 8th inst. rinly received.
T considered the matter at length, and must say that I cannot see
why the Gordon .Setter Ohib's failm-e to recognize the trophy
pbould deprive me of what I eompBted for and honestly won; for
r am ready, willing and anxious to entermy dogs iu the trials i:his

fall, and in fact 1 have enfered one Gordon for the Df rby tliis

fall. I say that I do not see what the Gordon Setter Cub h:id to
do with the case, in fact they arc like the flowers of spring.
Before the Gordon Setter Stake was rim they virtually refused to
recognize it. or rather ;Mr. Malcolm, the president, did, and.mnre-
over, I did not run my dog under the auspices of the nordon
Setter Club, but at the trials of the Central Field Trial Club,
between which two organiaatious there is no connection tluit I am
aware of . I have Avritten to Col. Odell, secretary of the Central
Cluh. and also to the Gordon Setter Club, according to your sug-
gestion, askinc for their advice and action in Lhe matter, though
I hardly thought an appeal to the latter club necessary, it being a
specialty club and having no connection with tlie field trials of
the Central Club, Moreover, 1 wish your people would take in
consideration the fact that I have waited more than five months
for the trophy, and though I hope to be able to hold it again the
coming year, yet I may not be fortunate enough to do so, and if
Buch is to be the case I should prefer to be able to display it to my
friends before some more fortimate competitor should wrept it

from ray grasp, and I wish to say here, that had It not been that
you offered the trophy I should not have gone to the trouble and
expense of training and running my dogs in the trial, as the cash
prize offered was no object to me. Now, I have tried tn express
my views thorotigbly on the subiect, and I cannot see why, after
winnmg the trophy, I should not receive it and hold it until it is
won by a more fortunate competitor. I think the tropby should
have been pluced in Col. OdelPs hand«, and have been handed to
the winner immediately after the trials were decided. Patience
has ceased to be a virtue with me, so hoping to hear from you, I
am. Yours very truly, C. C. M. Hunt.

I did claim, however, and do still, that I have a right to
bold the cup until it is won again, though I do not atid can
not claim it as my absolute property until I have won it
three times. As to referring me to Mr. Counell, of the
Philadelphia Kennel Club, all I can say is that the only
conditions imposed by the donors of the cup as far as Iknow
are those published in the sporting papers last fall, as fol-
lows: "Lexixgton, N. C, Dec. 11, 1890.—The Gordon Setter
Stake.—The Central Field Trial Club donates $100, and $75
is donated by private subscriptions, of which §100 to first,
-$50 to second and $25 to third. Philadelphia Item Field
Trial Trophy, value -$100, to become the pi-operty of the
owner of any contestant when he has had his name inscribed
on it three times. The Van Zandt Citp, value ,$,50, awarded
to winner of second." And these are the only conditions I
knew of at the time I ran my dogs.
Now, I submit it to you, does this say anything about the

Gordon Setter Club being in any way connected with this
prize, and under these conditions have I not the right to
demand the cup and hold it until won aaain? I think I
have.

I have been unable to get any satisfaction from the donors
of this prize or from any one connected with it, and I think
I have a right to be heard on the subject, and no one would
be more pleased than myself to see the matter adjusted to
the satisfaction of all concerned. CAELTOif C. M. Hunt.
PAnMVRA, N. Y., July 26.

THE INFLUENCE OF A PREVIOUS SIRE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In yours of the 16th inst. "F. R.," Danville, Pa., asks

whether the third litter of a greyhound bitch, got by a grey-
hound dog, will be likely to show any effects of her second
litter being by a collie, and you answer that some pups will
probably exhibit^ome traces of the collie cross of the sec-
ond litter. With all deference to your opinion, allow me to
dissent most positively from any such conclusion. The
chances are nine to one that the litter following the bastard
one will exhibit no trace of mongrelizing. In an experience
of nearly forty years I have had a good many "accidents"
happen and never saw a single instance of any ill-effects re-
.sulting. I have collected instances of both 'virgin bitches
and mothers, victims of "accidents" with no harm resulting.
Unquestionably this bastc^rdizing influence does sometimes
show itself, but I maintain that such cases are only the
most insignificant minority. It is the very oddness itself of
such cases that causes them to be remembered, whih' the
vast majority the other way are accepted as a matter of
course and cause no comment.
The course for "F. R." to pursue is very evident. Let him

rear the thoroughbred litter until old enough to po.sitively
demonstrate their ctiaracter, let him dismiss all rubbish of
bastardizing from his mind. If they do show signs "of
mongrelizing let him retire the bitch from maternal duties,
for the mongrelizing effect is likely to follow through many
subsequent litters. As a physiological experiment, I wish
somebody who has a case of this mongrelizing, where he is
stxre that the actual paternity is thoroughbred, and where
the offspring show immistakable signs of the previous
mongrel cross, would rear the mongrel-looking animal (a
bitch, of course) and use it as a breeder, and advise of the
result. I hope "F. R." will advise of the litter he Inquires
about. W. Wadb.
HuLTON, Pa^ Jtily 17.

MASTIFFS AT NEW YORK.
Editor Forest and Stream:
There has been a good deal -written about the defects of

the judging and the judge of this breed at the last New
York show, and I am surprised that no one has spoken a.

word iu defense of a judge who, whatever his other errors,
and I do not now assert anything whatever about that sub-
ject, was in my opinion quite right in regard to placing
Beaufort back—the award which has provoked so much
censure.
When looking generally around on the mastiffs in the

ring, one attracted my attention. I did not quite know
whether he was rheumatic, partially paj-alyzed, recovering
from .some illness, very agtd or what exactly was the matter,
but that the dog stood with head low and looking as if he
would very much like to lie down was clear enough. When
he moved he tottered about iu a most curious manner for a
show dog. A little closer observation and I recognized fallen
greatness in Beaufort. How any man who believes in judg-
ing a dog as he actually presents himself before him could
place such a specimen as Beaufort in prcP.sentt at the head
of the class I cannot understand. If Beaufort had been sent
to his stall as a dog unfit for exhibition, the judgment would
not have been detrimental, but beneficial, as it would have
taught a useful lesson. Instead of blaming the judge he
should be commended for having the courage of bis con-
victions. It is to be feared that too many dogs are judged
on their reputation in the past. Medicus.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are inserted witbout charge; and blanks

(furnished free) wdll be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Faxtana, Dandy Bny, Lady Denviond mid VirgieE, By Eberhnrt
Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O.. for putrs, two dogs and two bitches,
whelped Jiiue f^. 1H91, bv Spnksne out of Jjalla R.eokh.
Gnldcn Po:it\ Golden Gatr, and Golden Dell. Ry J B. Martin. San

Francisco, Oal., for fox-lerrier bitches, whelped May 14, 1891, by
Blemton Shiner (Blernton Rubicon—Blemton Brilliant) out of
Beatrice (Bacchanal—Blemton Arrow).
Golden Dawn. By .]. B. Martin, San Francisco, Cal., for white

and. bla^'k fox-terrier bitcb, whelppd April 23, 1891, by Blpmton
Shinpr (Blemton Rubicon — Blemton Brilliant) out of Vixen
(Searsd ale—Delta).
Handsome. By .lobn H. Miller. Harrishurg, Pa., for dark orange

rough St. Bernard dog. whelped Jan. 20, 1891. by Prince Bedivpre
(Sir Bed ivere—Princess Louise) out of Lady Muriel (Hackney
Monk—Minka).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application,

Una K.—Himdesport Bm'gmann. Wm. Loeffler's (Milwaukee,
WIp.) dachshund bitch Lina K. (Feldinann K.—Lina L.) to his
HundesportBergmann. Julv 3*5.

Sunol—Uog0): L. (a^ardner's (Mount Vernon, N. Y.) Engli.sh set-
ter bitch Sunol (Glad stone's Boy—Flame) to his Roger (Count
>ioble—(^ueen Meg), Julv 13.

Mystic jr.—ClmUi. E. H. Bragg's (North Sidn«v, Me.) beagle
bitch Mystic II- (Rose—Spot) to his Chubb (imported Blue Boy—
Mvstic), Juup 13.

Bef-s—EbetitarVs Cashier. G. H. Deck's (Cincinnati, O.) png
bitch Beps to Eberhart Pug Ivpunels' Eberbart's Cashier (cham-
pion Ka-'h—Lady Thora), .lulyg,"!.

IsaheUa—Bcn Hill E. Huidekoper's English setter bitch Isa-
bella (Rake-Clara Dale) to J. Shellev Hudson's Ben Hill, July 15.
Bessie Marshall—Dad Wilson. J. Shelley Hudson's (Covington,

ivy.) English setter bitcb BessiR Marshall (Ben Hill—Tempest) to
hi« champion Dad Wil^n, July 13.

De.'^-sie Boy—Dad Wilso7i, Jr. A. Rufle's English setter bitch
Bessie Roy (Dick Boy—Light's Girl) to J. Shelley Hudson's Dad
WilBon, ,lr., Julys.
FaycUe NeUie Bly—Be.n Hill. Chas. T. Hyde's English setter

bitch Fayette Nellie Bly (Lark P.—Kilhuck Vic) to J. Shelley
Hudson's Ben Hill, June 29.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

MeersbrooH Maiden. Rochelle Kennels' (New Soohelle, N. Y.)
black and tan terrieT bitch champion Meershvook Maiden (Meers-
brook Chance—Meersbrnok Empress), July 8, fix (three dogs), by
ibpir BroomfieM Sultfin iBroomfield Turk—Broomfield Belle).
Broomfleld Madge. Rochelle Kenupls' (New Rochelle, N. Y.)

black and tan terrier bitch Broomfield Madge (Patrick—Queen),
July 1, six (two dogs), by their Broomfield Sultan (Broomfield
Turk—Broomfleld Belle).

Beatrie.e. J. B. Martin's (San Francisco, Cal.) fox-terrier bitch
Beatrice (Bacchanal—Blemton Arrow), May 4. seven (two dogs),
by his Blemton Shiner (champion Blemton Rubicon—champion
Blemton Brilliant).
Lady MehHUe. F. W. Moulton's (VVftshiusion, D. 0.) bul l-terrier

bitch Lady Melville (Trentham Dutch—Old Lill), July 19, seven
(three dogs), by Ms Roscoe (B?ndigo—Starlight).
Tuhe Rose. J. Shelley Hudson's (Covington, Ky.) English setter

bitch Tube Rose (Count Noble—Lit). July 19, nine (seven dogs), by
his Ben Hill.

'

Sally Brass II. Henry Huber's (San Francisco. Oal.) pointer
bitch Sally Brass II., July 18, six dogs, by Charles Heath's Beppo

Bohemian OiA J. ShePev Hudson's (Covington. Ky.) English
setter bitch Bohemian Girl (Count Noble—Mollie Belton), June 23,
eleven (five dogs), by his champion Dad Wilson.

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Golden Queen. White fox-terrier bitch whelped May 34, 1891,
by Belmont Shiner out of Beatrice, by J. B. Martin, San Fran-
cisco, Cal., to C. Mcintosh, Tacoma, Wash.
Golden Dell. White, black and tan fox-terrier bitch, whelped

May 14, 1891. by Blemton Shiner out of Beatrice, by J. B. Martin,
San Francisco, Cal., to M. Kerr, same place.
Golden Tip. White, black and tan fox-terrier dog, whelped May

14, 1891, by Blemton Shiner out of Beatrice, by J. D. Martin, San
Francisco. Cal., to H, Bamber, HoUister Cal.
Golden Rose. White, black and tan fox-terrier bitch, whelped

May 14 1891, by Blemton Shiner out of Beatrice, by J. B. Martin,
San Francisco, Oal., to Wm. Jost. same place.
Momiieur Dotsero. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped Julv 27, 1889,

by champion Kash out of Fair Inez, by Eberhart Pug Kennels,
Cincinnati, 0., to Mrs. Henry Lee, Lopeer, Mich.
Lady Th'urman. Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped March 15, 1888,

by Dixie out of Silver Shoe, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincin-
nati, O., to Mrs. Henry Lee, Lopeer. Mich.
Rufus Black and tan dachshund dog, whelped Auril 10. 1891,

by Htmdesport Zaenker out of Alice, by Wm. Loetfier, Milwau-
kee, Wis., to GuKtave Pabst, same place.
Bidaeview Bagatelle. Liver and white pointer bil^ch, whelped

June 16, 1890. by Tribulation out of Bloomo II., by Graphic Ken-
nels, to P. S. Webrter, New York.
Blaze—Gladys B. lohelvs Red Irish setter dogs, whelped April

13, 1891, by Connemara Kennels, Middleto\vn. Conn., one each to
Jas. G. Marshall, Fairview, W. Va., and Alfred Neflf, Higgannm,
Conn.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

F. B., Danville, Pa.—An adveTtisement in our business columns
would very likely bring you the desired information. We cannot
advise you in the matter.

J. C. S., Willimantic, Conn,—Can you give me the breeding of
Irish setter Blarney, by Sarsfleld, or tell me what copy of register
L can And it in? A us. There is a dog by the name" of Bl'rnev
Sarsfleld (16.,359, Vol, VIL, A.K.C.S.B.), whelped Feb. .32, 1887, by
Sarafleld (10,a54, Vol. V,) out ot Red Plash, by Glencho out of Daisy.

J. O. C. A., Montreal, Can. - 1 have a black cocker spaniel about
ISnidS. old. There is a hard round lump about the size of a small
peach growing underneath the skin over the ribs on his right side.
Can you inform me what it is, the cauae and cure? Ans. Proba-
bly a tumor forming, in which case removal is the only cure.
Consult a veterinarian. You might first try painting twice a
week with linament of iodine, taliine; care to remove the hair

Ittmp &rst.
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H. N., Oorryton, Tenn.—Will you please inform me if you have
|or sale a book or essay on the treatment and handling of sport-
ins dogs? If you have published no such work, will you kindly
advise me what book to procure? I want information as to rais-
ing of pups and feeding and general treatment of dogs in kennel,
and latest ideas as to training and hondling o£ dogs in the field,
pointers more especially. Ans. "The Scientifi" Education of Does
for the Grun" covers all these points. We can supply it, price SS-TO,

E. C. C—I have an Irish setter do^ about 8yr.s. old that for the
past few weeks has had more or lesi trouble with his back pas-
sages. There seems to be an occasional discharge which is offen-
sive and of a bloody nature and causes him to lick himself fre-
quently. Ans. The result of an abscess due to constipation or
injury to the parts by a bone during its passage. Bathe the parts
twice a day and apply a little zinc ointment; also use the follow-
ing injection: Ext. of rhatany and tinct. of rhatany, of each Idr.,
water 6oz., loz. to be injected into the bowels twice a day. Injury
may end in a fistula.

J. P. D., Charlestion, S. C—Kindly prescribe for following dis-
ease of dogs through ynur columns. Symptams: First, looseness
of bowels and diarrhcea, with offensive breath, followed by a
ropv paliya and then gradual loss of use of limbs, beginning with
the hindquarters; In one case a dog lived eight days walking nn
front legs, dragging his hindquarters, followed bydea^h. Attacks
both young dogs and puppies. Ans. The symptoms point to some
irritant poison. Try the following: Give to each dog or puppy
five grains of sub-nitrate of bismuth shaken on the tongue every
three or four hour?; feed on minced raw meat given in small
quantities at intervals of four hours. Do not let the do^s drink
much water.

A. M., Nutley, N. .J.—I have a pug dog, 2 years old, who k^epg
so thin that one nan see his ribs. His appetite has always been
very poor, he will eo whole days without touching food, bis en-
trails at these times will make the most peculiar noise. 1 have
treated him repea'edly for worms, and srill he remains in the
same condition. Of late his hair falls out very badly, and his
coat seems to be poor, although he does not seem to be a bit
mangs'. His eyes are watery and seem to itch, as he rubs th^m
on the floor so much that the hair is very thin about tbem. Ans.
Try for worms again. Give one of Spratts worm pills after
eighteen hours of fasting and repeat again in a week. Apply the
following lotion to the eyes three or four times a day with a
piece of sponge: Goulard's extract of lead Idr., w>ter 6oz.: also
give Che dog once a week a bath in soluble pben yle (1 part phenyle
to 80 water). Give dog 2 or ooz. of meat a day.
Ned Obke.—My black cocker spaniel, male, four yeai-s old. has

become very weak in his hind parts: legs give way and at times
he drags them along. Has been coming on about four months.
Ans. This may arise from constipation, worms or kidtioy trouble.
If you detect any difliculiv in passing urine, the bladder mtxst be
emptied by a catheter. If the dog is very consiipatpd it will in
time cause a partial paralysis of the hind parts. The bowels must
be opened, and if rhey do not operate after giving castor oil or
syrup of buckthorn, inject warm soap suds or sweet oil with a
syringe. Feed nutritious and strengthening food with plenty of
vegetables boiled up and given in soups, etc. If worms are indi-
cated, rid Che dng of them by using one of the vermifuges adver-
tised in Forest and Streaai. Also give in any case a pill three
times a day for some weeks maiie up of two grains of sulphate of
7,inc with extract of quassia, administering now and then a mild
laxative. Exercise often but not violently.

A. D, S., Hamilton. On t.—Kindly advise me in the following
case. I have a valuable fox-terrier bitch, ]2mos. old. About a
month ago a small spot appf^ared on the root of her tail and an-
other on her left leg. The sores were not inflamed, but consisted
of small white holes as if made by a dog's tooth. Thinking they
were bites I dressed them with carbolic ointment, but in a few
days the sores spread until one half the leg and the entire tail are
covered with a raw red sore. I have clipped the hair and dressed
with 'iodine, but no improvempnt seems to follow. A veterinary
surgeon tells me it is ringworm. What shall 1 do to heal the
sores and make the hair grow at once, asl want to have the bitch
ready for tnefall bench shows? I might also say that she was
served in April by a dog but mi.s.ged having pups, but her teats
(especially the two lower ones next the vagina) are now swollen
and very hard, feeling as if they were fulWof hard strings and
tnors. What is the matter? Ans. Apply some balsam of Peru
on the sores; keep the bowels opan. Bub the teats with camphor-
ated oil two or three times a day.

W. C. C. Bar Harbor. Mp.—Two of my puppies (three weeks old)
have developed some round spots or sores covered with a scab of
matted hair, etc. They only get food from the mother yet, and
except for this they are in splemMd condition. Will you tell me
what I had better do for tbem? The mother of the pups has been
bleeding from the womb for the past two or three days, and is

very much run down and will not eat. I know of no cause for
this, for she whelped very easily and apparently recovered en-
tirely and was vry well until three days ago. She has abundance
of milk. Ans. Rub the sores with balsam of Peru, keep the bitch
away for a while after rubbing it on the pups, simplify the bitch's
food, feeding milk as much as possible, and keep the bowels open.
Give this 'onic:

ft Pulv. forri , gr. xx.
Ext. nucis vomica. , gr. v.
Ext, gentianaa . , 3 8s.
Ext. conii 3 ss.

Make into thirty pills and give one three times a day.

G. R. P., Manchester, N. H.—My eight-monlha hound pup has a
phase of distemper not mentioned in ''Landseer's" book, and as
there is no vet. here who knows anymore about it than I do, I
take the liberty of asking your advice. Besides the running of
eyes and nose, and foul breath, though he has not the usual lung
trouble, his ears discharge freely and are most offensive. He
tries to scratch his head just below the ears and in front along the
nose. Mouth all right. Freces dark and hard, except for a slight
looseness yesterdav. Sits way back on his haunches, with back
arched and pot belly. Am giving "Landseer'.s" regular first dose,
which I have found most effective heretofore; bub have never seen
a case just like this. First syrai^toms a week ago. Head trouble,
except eyes, began Stmday. Very poor, but can still walk. Appe-
tite fair, no fits, and improvement m eyes as far as redness goes.
What do you advise? Ans. Cleanse the ears daily with warm
water and dry with soft cloth. Pour a little of the following
lotion into tlie ears and alBO apply to the sores on face twi^e a day:
Wright's sol. of coal tar, drachm; Goulard's exfract of lead, 3
drachms; water, 3 ounces. Bathe the eye with a solution of boracic
acid (1 in 20) five or six times a day. Give 5 grains of citrate of
iron and quinine three times a day. Allow a gt-uerous diet.

J. W. G, D., Chestnut Hill, Pa.—I have two spaniels about a
year old; when they came last May they had an eruption on their
stomachs which I took for mange. The skin was red, but not ex-
cessively so, there were red pimples, some of which contained a
yellowish matter, and the skin was somewhat swollen in places;
in these swollen places the skin was not much inflamed and there
was intense itching. Otherwise the pups seemed O.K., had good
appetites and were full of life and spirits. I began to wash them
with a mange solution, containing carbolic acid, patas. bicarbon-
ate and laudanum. After keeping this up for two weeks 1 found
it did no good and the d'sease seemed to be spreading. I then
began to give arsenic, 3 to 5 drops twice a day, and tried a new
wash. Little's soluble phenyle. In about a week they began to im-
prove, the disease l^ft the stomach and went to the shoulders and
neck; in about three weeks more it stopped spreading and began
to leave. When a place began to heal up it became very dry and
you could scrape oft' the skin easiiy with the finger nail, first as a
sort of scab and then in a white powder, which when all off the
skin was normal and the hair began to grow again. Most of the
bair came out on the diseased places, whether on account of the
disease or the continual scratching I cannot say. 1 kept up the
arsenic for a month. The pups were fed cm milk, oatmeal, plenty
of green vegetables, a little meat and dog biscuit. They were kept
very clean, washed at least once a week with Spj-aits' soap, and
their house and beds cleaned and renewed as often as washed.
They have had plenty of exercise. Now they are O.K. with this
exception, that they do a good bit of scratching and on a tew
parts they have a few pimples which are not Inflamed but have
a dry scab for a head; when this comes off it sometimes bleeds a
little, but mostly it does not and the skin seems normal, but the
scab forms again in a day or so. The rest of the skin seecns
normal, except some days after having a wash a white dandruff
appears and the skin looks as if it wa^ peeling off in small pieces.
The pimples appear only in a few places, on the crown of the
head, the edge of the ears and where the legs loin the bodies on
the sides. Since the article on eczema in Fokest and Stream, a
few weeks ago, I hav^ been giving the tonic rficommended in the
last of the article and have given them one bottle full, the amount
called for in the prescnplion. They seem very well otherwise
and have tremendous appetites. I give them about a enljic inch
of meat once a day, and once in a while I put some stulphu'- with
their food. Now, do you think they have the mange or the
eczema? As we have had neither before on any of our dogs 1

can't determine myself which it is. I want to take them away
Sept. I shooting, and as I go with another friend who has a cocker
I don't want the dogs to have anything the matter with them, if

possible, especially if it is catching. Ans. This is so intelligently
described, and may be of benefit to others, that we give the letter
in full. It is marge. Use the following dressing: Sublimed
sulphur. 8 ounces; best kerosene, one pint; vegetable (cotton seed)
oil, three pints; to be well rubbed all over the dogs every other
day for a fortnight;, then wash off, using any good dog soap.
Repeat again in a few days if necessary. Allow each dog about
4oz. of meat a day.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
A TWENTY-YARD TARGET.

We have received from Messrs. Smith & Wesson copy of a
target made by Mr. Walter Winans, of which this diagram ie

i

(3
an exact reproduction. The score was made on .lune 30, with a
Smith & Wesson .IScal., English regulation sights and -tj-^lb. trig-
ger pull, British army ammanition, at 20yds. Score, 77777—35.

THE BISLEY RIFLE MEETING.
\_From. a Special Corresi)ondent.'i

BiSLET. Saturday evening, July 11.—All is prepared to begin at
"gnu fire" Monday morning. The bank at the "running deer"
has been cut down still lower, so there will be an uninterupted
view of the "deer," and bad shots will not be able, as formerly, to
put down misses to the deer being partly hidden by the bank.
The revolver competitions, which last all through the meetiner,

may be entered for at any (ims, so nobody has tj'oubled yet to
enter for them. Tbere are usually some thousand ormore entries;
but for the Smith & Wesson revolver aggregate all entries close
before 9 o'cclock Monday morning. Of course, none except those
in the front rank of revolver shooting enter for this prizi. Tbere
may be one or two entries Monday morning, but practically all

who are likely to enter have already done so. There are only six
at present known to have entered. They include Major MncKer-
rell (Colt), Mr. Day, Mr. Walter Winans (Smith & Wesson), Mr.
East (?mith & Wesson), Major Hallett (Colt), and one other whose
name has not transpired. Between these there is going to be the
fight for the revolver championship of England.
July IS.—The meeting opened in fine weather but later in the

day it came in very wet. The revolvpr range was not quite in
workine order, owing to the timing clock breaking down. The
best score made in revolver during the day was a 39 made in
series No. 2 of the revolver series by Mr. Walter Winans, Mr.
Haig being second with 31. For the Smith & Wesson revolver
aegregate there are 12 entines, several competitors having waited
till the last moment to enter; these include Mr. Haig and C. F.
Lowe.
July 14.—It has been fine but windy all day, except for a short

time in the early morning and late in the evening. Mr. Walter
Winans took these opportunities to shoot and made a 40 out of a
possible 43 at the revolver disappearing target, series No. 3, Mr.
Haig also improving his score by one point, making it 32. In the
afternoon Mr. Winans again made a 40 at series No. 3, He has
not shot yet for any other series, as he wants to make a 41 or 42
before quitting. Mr. Haig has made 38 In revolver series No. 3.

BOSTON. July 35.—The Massachusetts Rifie Association held its

regular weekly shoot to-day, with a large attendance of riflemen.
The shooting conditions were good, and several fine scores were
made, Daniels, Eastman, Pope and Hussey leading with different
kinds of shooting. Following are the scores made to-day, dis-
tance 200yds., standard American target, re-entry allowed:

All-Comera' Off-hand Match.
H M Pope 87 C B Browne.. 72 O Moore 65

84 AS Hunt 71 D Martin 61
M T Day 78 D Rayley 66 D N Winn 60

All-Comers' Rest Match.
F Daniels 112 I B Thomas 102 EE Patridge 88
JRMunroe 110 D N Winn 99 S John=>on 87
\V P Thompson. ..108 H Willard 96 AH Ballard 85
MR Barter 106 WKii^etehell 95 H W Wood 84
JNEames 105 W Conway 92

Pi«<-ol Match, 50yd8.
JBFeUowa.. 88 H W Gill 81 D Martin 76
C Williams 85 A L Greene 78 A G Stevens 74

SAISf FRANCISCO. July 19.—The regular monthly shooting of
three prominent Sehuetzen clubs took place to-day at Sohnetzen
Park, near San Rafael. The San Francisco Turner Schuetzen
Club was the first to announce its results. The shooting was for
five classes and medals, for which there wore 13 contestants, each
of whom shot 30 times for a possiblp 500 rings each. They were as
follows: Joe Straub 330. F. Acker 303, L. Bang 'm, L. Brune 333,
Captain Zimmer dropped out, R. Finking, Jr.. 333, B. Thpirbach
374, O. Hauser 210, Herman Klaenberg 138, A. Eiermann 215, Geo.
Heitzmann 277, F. Kommer.141, Gus Sohwartzmanu 275, John
Utscbig 427, F. Attinger 387 and Jacob Schabarum 330. The medals
were awarded as follows: Champion class, John Utschig, Sr. 427
rings; first class, F. Attinger 387; second, L. Thierbaoh 374; third,
Jacob Schabarum 330. Toe Janoby medal for the first best shot
was won by H. R. Brown, who made 2B rings.
The contest with the California Schuetzen Club took longer to

decide who were the winners, as the method was more arduous.
The shoot was at httllseyes, and no less than a score of ijersons
shot at 10 each on an average. Fifteen of these scored less than
1,000 points, which is the dividing point between a good shooter
and an indifferent one. The prizf>s were sma.ll cash snms of from
25 cents to So. A. Strecker, first pr^ze, 262 points; F.O.Young
313, Capt. J. Klein 333. A. Reubold 414. Von der Heide 446, A. John-
pon 459. J. UCFchig 461, O. Burmeister 734. F. Knhls 781, A. Gehrst
783, L. Babin 809. L. Simon 91634, A. Polafe 947. Mr. Waller 958. Mr.
Rumotte 900, E. Hover 1,073, C. Helm 1,081, H. Wallhem 1,100, G.
Roaers 1,153.

(Jonsiderable interest was shown by the veterans in the shoot of
the California Schuetzen Club of Oadpts. They, like their sires,
shot at buUseyes and scored well. They were awarded cash
prizes and medals by the old club. The medals were awai'ded as
follows: First class, G. (ilinderaann 393 points; second, L. Reu-
bold 3i6. Their Jacoby medal for the last best shot went to L.
Reubold, 23 rings. The first best bulls ^ye was won by Glinde-
tnann. second by Reubold. third by J. Ucsohig and fourth by R.
Finking, Jr.

LOND JN. Julv 34 -At the end of the rifl^ tournament at Bi?-
ley to-day ctie MarL-liioness of Salisbury' presented the prizes to
the Manners. The Canadians received an ovation, taking prizes
to the amouat of £581,

CREEDMOOR, .July 34.—The second sharpshooters' match of
the sesson was shot to-day at Oreedm^or. The weather was fair,
with a light six o'clock wind blowing across the range. Some ex-
cellent scores were made, as follows, 5 shots each at 200 and
500yds., possible 50: Cavalrv, G"orge R. Kelloy. 41. Infantry,
Frank Stuart. N.C.S.. 69th. 47. J. Gormlv. Co. 9, 69th. and W. H.

th; John Come, Co. B, 12th: W. J. Underwood, Co. H. 7th: J. H.
Nozigha. Co. B. 12tb; n. W. Simmons, Go. A. 23d; F. W. Perkins,
Co. P. 7th, and H. F. Riechers, Co. B, 13th, 42.

THE EXCELSIOR RIFLE CLUB of .lersey City, has arranged
to hold their annual prize shoot on Fridav and Sattirdav, Aug. 21
and 32, a t Armbruster's Sohutzen Park, Greenville (Jersey City,
N. J.). Three hundred and fifty dollars will be distributed in cash
prizes on the bullseye and ring targets. Elegant nrizes also have
been contributed, to be given to the members of tbe club on the
target of honor. Tbe=e ranges are easily reached from all trains
running into Jersev Ci*y. Marksmen from Newa'-k should come
by way of Central R.R. of N. J., stopp'ug at Green viJlo Station.
Thp. rnnses are at the corner of Bergen and Seaview avenues.—
F. G. KlTTREDGE.

THE TRAP.
Scores for publication should he made out on the printed Uaiiks

prepared by the Vorest and Stream, wnd furnished gratia to cViib
S'cretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores aire par-
tt-}vla/rlnj requested to write on one side of the pa/per only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

July 29-31.-M. H. Rupell'« Tournament, Milford, N. J.
Aug. 6-7.—Second Annual Tournament of the Island Gun Club,

of Wheeling, W. Va. R. B. Burt, Sec'y.
Aug. 11-14.—Fourth Annual Touruarupnt of the Standard Key-

stone Target Company, New London, Conn.
Aug. 13-14.—The Missouri State Amateur Shooting Association

Annua' Tournament, at Lexington, Mo. G. A. Slurges, Sec'y.
Aug. 2.5-27.-Buffalo Tournament, assisted bv the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Sl.OOO gtiaranteed.
Aug. 30-Sept. 1.—Hackettstown Gun Club. Two dayp at targets.

For proerammes address James L. Smith. Hackettstown N. J.
vSept. 8-11.—Grand Tnternational Tournament at Detroit. Live

birds and standard Keystone targets.
Sept. 15-17.—Knoxville, Tenn., Inter-State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.
Nov. 3-5.—Staunton, Va., Inter -State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.
Nov. 17-19.—Savannah, Ga., Inter-State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.

PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION.
WiLLXAMSPORT, Pa., July 35.—The Ppunsylvania State Sports-

man's Association was organized at Corry. Pa., in August, 1890,
during the tournament held by the Keystone Target Company.
A number of the Pennsylvania shooters got together through

the efforts of Mr. H. A. Penrose, and an organization was effected
and the following officers elected: President, H. A. Penrose,
Corry, Pa.; Vice-President, Jospph Thurman, Jr., Germantown;
Treasurer, Jag. Wolstenerof t. Frankford; Secretarv, Elmer E.
Shaner, Pittsburirh; Directors—W. H. Wolstenerof t, F. F. David-
son, C. E. H. Brelsford, W. H. Starhird and F. E. Mallory-
Nbthing fuither was done until May last, wheu, during the

interstate shoot hpld at Harrisburg, a meeting was called at the
Commonwealth Hotel, and after a little work was done, such as
.oppointing some committees, etc. It adjoui-ned to meet at the
same place on Wednesday, July 33. for the object of selecting a
place and date for holding the first State shoor.
At this meeting quite a number of clubs were represented by

delegates, but through the unfortunate hut unavoidable absencje
of the treasurer and his books, it was impossible to determine the
number of clubs that were in good standing. It was. therefore,
decided that the clubs that were represented at the meeting could
only be recognized as qualified members.
Mr. H. A. Penrose presided. The secretary, Mr. E. E. Shaner,

of Pittsburgh, was present and took the minutes of the meeting.
Avery spirited discussion was had as to where the first State
shoot should be held. Williamsport, Harrisburg, Reading and
Pittsburgh each had delegates present who set forth the advan-
tages each place posses»pd, and it was unanimously decided to
hold the first shoot at WiUiamsport, and the dates Sept. ,29, 30
and Oct. 1 and 3 were selected, two days at targets and two days
at live birds.
Williamsport undoubtedly is a wise selection, as it is very cen-

trally located; with its 35,000 population of good live inhabitants,
it is a thriving city. It also has first-class railroad accommoda-
tions. The Pennsylvania. Reading, Beach Creek and Pine Creek
railroads each have terminals here.
The Williamsport Gun Club grounds are undoubtedly among

the finest in the United States, costing the neat sum of 815,000,
complete, and containing eight acres of land, inclosed with a 10ft.
fence, nicely painted. The grounds are adapted to all kinds of
athletic sports, such as bicycle riding, tennis, base ball, shooting,
etc. The shooting grounds are as hard as a house floor with a
good backgronnd, facing northeast. The entrance to the grounds
is very pretty and^artistic, comprising a covered gatewar (for
both carriages and pedestrians) and offices combined. To the
left of this is a shooting house for the rifle contingent, and
directly east of this and facing the shooting grnuuds is a beauti-
ful grand stand, capable of seating twelve or fifteen hundred
people, which cost complete nearly $4,000. In the grand stand are
the club rooms, also a dining-room 30x100ft., with a kitchen, all
of which will be very convenient for this meeting.
This large room will be partitioned off during this shoot, and

convenient booths erected on one side for the acpommodation of
manufacturers of guns, ammunition, etc. to display their goods,
and in case of had weather it will be found much more desirable
than tents.
Pennsylvania is the second State in the Union in number of gun

clubs and shooters, and if each club does her duty and sends a
t«am or two or three representatives, this will undoubtedly be
the largest meeting of thp year. .The location, so cen'raltoNew
York State. New Jersey. Maryland, each of which will undoubt-
edly send large delegations, will tend to swell the crowd to large
proportions.
Special railroad rates will be furnished all shoocers, and special

hotel rates will also be obtained at one of thp finest hotels in the
State. Everything will bo done by the Williamsport Gun Club
for the pleasure and convenience of all present.
New York and Illinois each have had verv successful meetings,

and it is to be hoped that (the shooters of the Stale of Pennsylva-
nia will come forward and show to their neighbors that they can
hold an equally successful meeting. The shoot will be under the
management of the Williamsport Gun Club, which will insure to
all present fair treatment 'and a hearty welcome, as many can
testify who have attended their annual tournaments.
The sportsmen of Pennsylvania extend to the sportsmen of

other Stales a cordial invitation to b» present at their first State
sboot. Two Fets of traps will be in constant operation for sweep-
stake shooting, and ample opportunity will be given everybody
present to get all the shooting they wish, A royal good time
awaits all comers, and it is hopfd that this invitation will be
largely accepted, and that we will see in Williamsport on this
occasion the largest number of shooters ever congregated together
at a single tournament.
The prrgrammes will he out about the middle of August, and

can be had by addressing Mr. N. A. Hughes, 343 Pine street,
Williamsport, Pa. Any information will be cheerfully given by
him. Ic will be well for visiting sportsmen to engage their hotel
accommodations earlj', in order to give the management as little
trouble as possible. H.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J., July 33.-At the Atlantic Oily Gun
Club A. C. Griseom won the Delissa medal, breaking 88 out of his
100 birds. The following is the score of this week's shoot, each
man shooting at 25: Capt. Marrie 33. A. O. Griseom 21. J. Young
21. C Minere 19. C. Marsden 19. Ed Plum 19, A. Adams 16. V. Sand-
ers 14, M. Duncan 11. Sweepstakes of 10 birds each. S'irst evpnt:
A. C. Griseom 9. C. Sanders 9, C. Minerd 9, Capt. Marrie 6, O.
Marsden 6, M. Duncan 5. Second pvent: A. C. Gnscom 9, 0.
Minerd, C. Marsden 8, C. Sanders 7, J. Minerd 6. Capt. Marrie 5,

J. Mitts 3. Third event: CaD^ Marrie 8, O. Minerd 8, 0- Sanders
7, A. C. Grisoora 7, C. Marsd.*n 5, Fourth event: C. Minerd 10,
Capt. Marrie 10, C, Sanders 7.
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PEARL RIVER GUN CLUB,
On Wednksday last the three days' tournament under the aus-

p=ces of this cJub was commenced at the club grounds, Pearl
River, Rockland county, N. Y, After the grounds are reached

Railroad. The shootingr grounds are situated on the crest of a
knoll in a little rlearinf? of about two acre?, shut in by large trees

and underbrush. The light in consequence is not of the best, the
trees growing on the edge of the grounds casting alternately
shades of light and dark.
The attendance was not as large as 1t shotild have been. The

place is accessible enoueh, and the members of the club, at least a
few of them, are well-known devotees of the trap.

At the hour named for i he beginning of the programme events
but few shooters were upon i he grounds, and it was fully 11 o'clock
before the first regular programme event was started.

The weatiier was also against the men, for it threatened rain
continually. Heavy clottds kept coming together and then break-
ing apart, making the light an awfully trying one for the shooters,
and at times the bluerocks could not be seen by the shooter at the
score.

Wednesdmi, July First Day.

Before and after the regular programme of the day a number of
sweeps were gotten up and shot off; as they were all extras the
scores are given mprely as records.
Extra event No 1, 15 single bluerocks, S1.50 entrance, 4 moneys,

all ties dividerl: E. U. Miller 14. Ed. Collins 13, Taylor 13. Hollis-
tnn 13, Klees 13, Paul 12. Sigler 12. Simpson 12. Hunt 12, Lindsley
12. Peek n, DuBray 10, Friedman 0, Quimhy 8, Hobart 7.

Extra No. 2. 10 si'ntrle bluerocks, $1 entrance, 3 moneys: Linds-
ley 10, Miller 10, DuBray 5), Quimbv 7, Sigler fi, Collins 4.

E'srtra No. 3, sams conditions: Van Riper 9, Miller 8, CoUins 7,

Lindsley 6, Quimby 6, Du Bray 5.

Extra No. 4, same conditions: CoUins'lO, Miller 10, Lindsley 9,

Sigler 8, Du Bray 7, Van Riper 6. Qnimby 5.

Extra No. 5, same conditions: Miller 9, Du Bray 8, Sigler 8,

Lindsley 8, Collins 7, BlauveltO,
Extra No. 6. same conditions: HoUister 9, Collins 8, Sigler 7,

Lindsley 6, Paul 6, Peck 5.

Extra No. 7, same conditions: Miller 10, Quimby 9, Ahrens 9, Du
Bray 8, Demarest 8. Van Riper 6.

First regular programme event, 10 single bluerocks, $1 entrance,
4 moneys. Association rules, rapid-firing system:
Sigler ....1110111101-8 Quimby 1111001110-7
Simpson 1011111011—8 Friedman 1011010111-7
Klees 0101111111-8 GEley... 101101111O-7
Post 1011110110-7 Taylor .1100aX)01O-3
Dn Bray 1101101011—7 Hunt 0000110000-3
No. 3, 13 single bluerocks. SI. .50 entrance, 4 moneys:

Sigler 111111111111-13 Simpson 111101110101- 8
Taylor .101111111111-11 Friedman 0101HI 1 0101-

8

Post llOlllomn—10 Hunt lOUlOOlOlll- 8
Klees 111111110101-10 Du Bray OillODlOllOl
Eley. 001111101111-10
No. 3, 15 single bluerocks. '81.75 entrance, 4 moneys:

Taylor .111111111111111-15 Eley. lOlllllllUlOlO-13
Klees 111111110111111—14 Sigler llOOlOUOllllll—11
Quimby 111111110111011—13 Simpson 110111111101010-11
Post 110101 11111 1011- 12 Miller Olliaillllll 110-11
Hunt 111111111001011-13 Friedman... .100111111101010-10
Collins UOllllllOOllll-13 Du Bray 011100111101101—10
No. 4, 10 single bluerocks, $1 entrance, 4 moneys:

Miller 1111111111-10 DuBray 0111101011- 7
J J Blauvelt 1111111110- 9 Van Riper 111101 1100- 7
Ahrens 1111111110- 9 Taylor 1110111010— 7
Sigler HlllOnil- 9 Collins UlOllOlOl— 7

Simpson 1111111110— 9 Qiiimby 0111100011— B
Klees 1111111010— 8 Friedman 1100110100-
Hunt lOllUOUl— 7
No. 5, 15 single t-liieroclis, $2 entrance, 4 moneys:

Miller 101101111111111-13 Quimby 101111111001101—11
Simpson 110111101111110-13 Sigler 001011111011110-10
Du Bray OlllloiUlOn 11-13 Hunt lOlOOlUlOOOlll— 9
Collins OlOlOnOlllUIl-U Friedman ... .111101000110100- 8
Klees 1101 1010lOmU-H
No. 5, 10 single bluerocks entrance, 4 moneys:

Miller lllllllUl-10 Quimby IIIOOIUII— 8
Sialer 1111111111-10 Van Riper ...1110011110—7
Ahrens. . nillUOll- 9 Du Rrny 1011101101— 7
Eley 1111111011-9 Collins 0101110110 - (i

Blauvelt 1111101111- 9 Hunt 1110100101— 6
Sfmpson ^ininOOl— 8 Taylor 1011010110- 6
Klees lllOOmil- 8

No. 7, 15 single hluorookf, $8 putrance, 4 moneys:
Sigler .linillUl ill 11-15 Van Riper 111111111010111—13
Miller 111111111111011-14 Quimby. 111010011110111—11
Simpson 101111111101111-13 Blauvelt lOlOllOUOOllll-10
Collins 111110111101111—13 Klees 110101001001111- 9
Hunt 111111111101011—13 Du Bray OIIOIOIOOIOIHO— 8
No. 8, 20 single bluerocks. $3 entrance, 4 moneys:

Lind8ley..llllllllimilllllll-30 Eley 01111101111111110110-18
Miller . . . .11111111100111111111-18 Klees lOlllllllllOUOlOllO-15
Hollister..lllOOlimilllOlllll—17 Quimby. ..11110110111110111100-15
Sigler 11101101 1 lOllOllll 11—16 Du Bray . .1110111 1011110101001—14
Simpson.. 10111101111001111111—16 Collins....100100101101000 11110—10
Hobart. . ..11011011011101111111-16
The shooting stopped at an unusually early hour, but even, the

old rounders had a surfeit of target shooting for one day and
cried enough.

Thursday, July S3, Record Day.
Again a bad outlook in the early morning. The wiud was south-

east, and a duU, heavy sky threatened a downpour at any moment.
This bad outlook had a depressing effect on the attendance, for
even the most enlliusiascic Jersey gun crank will hesitate to ex-
pose himself to a wet day when only targets are offered. At 10
o'clock the wind blew strongly, and although still from the east-
ward, it carried the clouds before it, so that the sun shone out
the balance of the day. A large number of ladies were in attend-
ance during the afternoon, and they gave quite an animated
appearance to the shooting grounds. Among the visitors to-day
were Dr. Mitchell, of Nashville, Tenn., and Mr. Stewart, of Gal-
veston, Texas. The former gentleman acting part of the time as
referee. Mr. Tnylor shot throughout the entire day and was
shooting in excellent form, and although a stranger here he was
evidently no novice at the sport.
No. 1, $1 entrance, 10 sinorles, 4 moneys:

Stewart 1111111111-10 J H Blauvelt; 1111101110-8
Post 0111111111- 9 DuBray 0111011101—7
Collins lOlllUlll- 9 Quimby 0101011001—5
Miller 1111111101— 9 Demarest 1000101101-5
Jer.sey llUllllOl- 9 Dr Mitchell 1110010001-5
No. 3, 10 singles, entraoee $1.50, 3 moneys;

Miller 1111111101-9 Du Bray 1011111111-9
Stewart 1111011111-9 Colbna ..1011111110-8
Post 1111111101-9 Blauvelt 1011111100-7
Jersey lOllllHll—9 Quimby 0011011011—6
No. 3, 15 singl'^B, entrance $3, 3 moneys:

Collins 111111111111111 - 15 Du Bray 011110111101111—13
Miller 111111111111111-15 Quimby llllllOllUOiOO-13
Stewart 011111111111111-14 Post 010100011111111-10
Blauvelt. ; . . . .111111111111010-13 Jersey 100101111011110-10
No. 4, 12 singles, $1.30 entrance, 3 moneys:

MUler limillllll-13 Du Bray 111101111011-10
Collins Ill tllllll11-13 Mitchell 111010111110- 9
Stewart 111110111110-10 Blauvelt OUOOlllOOOl- 6
Post.... milOllOlll-10
No. 5, 15 targets, $3 entrance, 3 moneys:

Collins 1 lllllin 01 11a -15 Stuart llOllllWllllOl-1

2

Quimby lHOllllOOlllll-12 Du Bray.. .... .101101001110111—10
Miller HOllOllllOllll-12
No. 6, 10 singles, $1 entraoee, 4 moneys:

Simmering 1101111101-8 Quimby. 1101011011-7
J J Blauvelt 0111110111—8 Stewart 1111000111—7
Bogart 1110101011-7 Friedman 1110110001—6
Post : 0101111110—7 Striffler 0100011110 -4
Ely 1011011110-7 KuoebeL 1010000101—3
Jersey 1111110010-7 Fischer 0101000100-3
No. 7, 20 singles, 88 50 entranc", 4 moneys:

Miller... 11011111110111111111-18 Post OOlOllllOmilOOlOll—13
Oollius .... llOlllHOUlOUiim-ir Stewart. ..101101110011.10110100-13
FriedraanOOlOmiOllllOLlllll-15 Simmer-
Kno8bel-,0111100111011101111l-14 ing lOOOlOlOlllllOOiUOOO- 9
Ely 11110101011011001111-14 Ashton. ...00101000103101110110- 9
Quimhy . ..1 1000101110111011111-14
No, 8, 10 birds, entrance $1, 4 moneys:

Ely 1111110001-7
Strifflsr 1011010110-6
Bogart OOlOlllOU—

0

Demarest 0101001111—6
. Jersey 1011010010—5

Friedman lOllilllOl—8 Simmering lOUlllOOlO-6
Ashton 11011 11101 -8 Knoebel 0011110<DOO-d
Extra No. 1, 10 ainglef ; 81 entrance, 3 moneys: Post 8, Jersey 8,

Miller 7, Quimby 7, Du Bray 6, Demarest 6. i

Quimby 1111111110-!
Miller lllOmill-9
Post iiiimoii-9
Collins 1111011011-8
Stuart 0111011111-8

Extra No. 3, same conditions: Miller 8, J. H. Blauvelt 8. Jersey
7, Demarest 7, Dr. Mitchell 6, Post 4, fJluimby 3, Du Bray 2.

Extra No. 3 (Miller, Post and Quimby shooting nt unknown
angles), 10 singles, fl entrau'-f', 3 moneys: DeBaum 8, Blauvelt 7,

Jersey 6, Post 5, Quimby .5. Miller 5.

Extra No. 4, 10 singles, $1 entrance. 3 moneys; Quimby 9, Miller
9, Jersey 9. Posts, Collins 7, Stewart 0. DuBray 6, Blauvelt 5.

Extra No. 5, 10 siniilea, il entrance. 4 monevs: Miller 10, Collins
8, Priedniim . mi 8, Elv 8, Post 8, DeBaum 7, Stewart 7,

Knoebel V, riifl t o.

ExtraNi',,: <;i ;mi ' Sl.,'.ne.ntrauce. 4 moneys: Post 10, Collins
9, Miller 9, Stewart 3, Quimhy 7, Striiiler 7, Knoebel 6, Ely fi, Bogart
4, Friedman 4, Simmering 3.

Extra No. 7, 10 singles, SI entrance, 4 moneys: DuBray 9, Fried-
man 8, Post 8. Stewart 8. Bogart 7. Striffler 7, Jersey 7, Knoebel 7,

Demarest 7, Elv 6, J. J. Blauvelt 4, Simmering 4,

Extra No. 8. 10 singles, entrance $1.3 moneys: Post 8, Ely 8,

Bogart 8, Friedman 8, Du Bray 7, S+riffi?r 6, Stewart 5.

Extra No. 9. 10 singlpg, entrance $1, 3 moneys: Post 9, Du Bray
8, Striflie''5, Knoebel 5, Stewart 4.

Extra No. 10, 10 single bluerocks. $1 entrance, unknown angles,
expert rules, 3 moneys: Stewart 7, Du Bray 7, Ely 7, Blauvelt 6,

Friedman 5, StriiHer 4, Post 3.

During the two days spent at target smashing abotit 5,000 blue-
rocks were thrown. The attenda,uce of the club members was
very light, and, as usual at tournaments of this kind, one or two
willing ones had to turn in and do all the work. Mr. J. Blauvelt
had worked bard to make the meeting a success, and in the run-
ning of the shooting was ably assisted by Frank Post and W.
Fred Quimby.

FrUlay, July Tliinl Bay.

The weather in the morning was of the worst character. From
early morning until noon it rained continually, and a.t times the
rain fell in a perfect deluge. Despite the rain, however, a goodly
number of the pigeon-shooting fraternity put in an appearance,
for the contests of the day were to be all at live birds, and when
feathered targets are offered it is next to impossible to keep the
Jerseymen away.
No. 1, 5 live birds, f5 entrance, 4 moneys, modified Hurlingham

rules governing:W Fred Quimby 11111-5 HoUis 01111-4
Moeller 11111-5 Collins 23011-4
Stewart 10113-4 Du Bray 10101-3
C M Hedden 01111-4 Lindsley 00311—3W Sigler 01111—4 Cannon 11000-3
No. 3. 7 live birds, 87.50 entrance, 4 moneys:

Quimby 1111111-7 Lindsley 1012221—6
Du Bray 1131311-7 Collins 1103133—6
Stewart 2113121—7 Fisher 1101121-0
Moeller - 1111111-7 Peck 1110130-5
Sigler 1112121-7 Cannon 1110021-5
Hollia 1121313-7 Wanda 1001210-4
Hedden 0111312—B Duryea lI0(WOO-2

* Birds only.
No. 3, 5 live birds, 4 moneys:

Quimby 11121-5
Moeller 12311-5
Lindsley lllU-5
Hollis 12] 31 -5
Cannon 31111—5
Fisher 11323-5

Van Riper-. 11031-4
Stewart 01012—3
riedden 00111—3
Duryea 01102—3
Post ,03120—3
Du Bray ..01001—2

Sigler 10111-4 T Peck OllOfl-3
Collins 10321—4 "Wanda" 00110-3
J Peck OHll-4
No. 4, 10 bluerocks, $10 entrance, 4 moneys:

Quimby. 1111213123-10 MooUer. 1231101113-9
Stewart 1331313131—10 Linrlsley 1110333133-9
Hedden 1213131113-10 Cannon 1310113013-8
Hollis 1111113231—10 Collin? 1032313200-7
T Peck 1221312211-10 Du Bray 0101110131-7
Sigler 1111120313- 9 Fisher 0103210011—6
No. 5, 5 live birds, $5 entrance, 3 moneys:

Quimby 11112-5 Stewart 12032—4
Hedden m2i- 5 Lindsley 12201—4

Striffler 10011—3
Cannon 11001-3

Sigler 11111-5
Collins 12301—4
HoUis 11303-4
Tie for second shot off miss and out, and divided by Lindsley and

Collins, 4 each.
No. 6, 5 birds, 85 entrance, 3 moneys, ties shot miss and out:W F Quimby 11331-5 M F Lindsley 11233-5

Ed Collins 11222—5 W Green Hollis 11210—4Wm Sigle r 1 3311—5 F W S I ewart 13301—4
C M Hedden 13212—5 Striffler 10011—

3

N S Cannon 11321-5 Wanda 13010—3
Theshoof-off tor first money was the most spirited contest of

the day, and 14 birds werf^ shot at befoi-e the tie was decided, Col-
lins and the old reliable Bill Sigler taking the money.
Ties for first money:

Collins 11221131222122-14 Quimby 1231210
SiEler 11212113111131—14 Cannon 12232110
Hedden 11222311133120-13 Lindsley 0

Tee Kay.

KEYSTONE FOURTH ANNUAL.
The fourth annual tournament of the Standard-Keystone Tar-

get Comp.any will be held at New London, Conn.. Aug. 11, 13, 13
and 14. Open to all. Ton traps will be used. Experts will be
compelled to shoot under the expert rules, and amateurs wiU be
compelled to shoot under the amateur rules, excepting in the
trophy and diamond ring events. The amateur rules will prob-
ably govern in these events, hut we leave it to be decided by a
majority vote of the shooters present on the grounds. No one
Avill be handicapped in these events. All will shoot on an equal
footing. The tournament will take place on the grounds of the
New London Gun Club, which have been arranged for our system
of shooting. Competent men have been engaged to act as' cash-
iers, scorers, etc. The tents will he arranged in the same manner
as they are at the Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Asso-
ciation tournaments, and nothing will be left undone to make
this shoot one of the most successful and enjoyable ever held.
The traps and grounds will be in readiness on Monday, Aug. 10,
and those who desire may participate in open sweeps and become
familiar with the grounds and Standard-Keystone rules before
the regular shoot begins on Tuesday, the 11th.

Event No. 5 of the fourth day is to determine who is the cham-
pion target shot of America from year to year. The prize is a
handsome diamond ring; the setting emblematic of a Standard-
Keystone target. The ring is duplicated each year and becomes
the personal property of the winner.
Event No. 5 of the third day is to determine which State has

the champion target team of America. Six men constitute a
team.
Event No. 6 of the fourth d»y is the most interesting annual

race shot. O.R.Dickey, of Biston, is captain of the Eastern
team, and Wm. H. Wolstencrof t, of Philadelphia, is captain of
the Western team. Six men constitute a team. New York City
is the dividing line. Dickey has the choice of any six men living
east of New York City, and Wolstencroft the choice of any six
men living west of New york City. The entrance for the event is

$60 per team.
All trophies won by individuals at this tournament are to be

held by tbem for one year, and bond given for their safe return
at the expiration of said time. If winners prefer, donors wiU hold
trophy and no bond will be required.
In the trophy contests, winners of trophies get the trophy only

this year, and the money is divided, to winners of trophies in 1890,
40 per cent.; second, 30 per cent.; third, 30 per cent.; fourth, 10 per
C3nt. Next year t he winners of this year's trophies get 40 per cent,
o: the entrance money.
All purses at this tournament, excepting the trophy and dia-

mond ring events and t^am racei, will be divided 30, 25. 30, 15 and
10 per cent. All surplus money divided as follows: 40 per cent,
added to purses; 20 per cent, to first and 10 per cent, to second for
best average in expert class to those shoot'ng in all guaranteed
purses on any one day; 20 per cent, to first and 10 per cent, to
second for best average in amateur cla.ss to those shooting in all
guaranteed nurses on any one day. All averages paid each night.

Standahd-Keystone Targeit Co., 178 Broadway, N. Y.

CORTLAND. N. Y.—Aug. 13 and 14 have bfen chosen by the
CoitLand Gun Club to hold their live-bird and kingbird touma-
meut. They have lately leased a fine ground. The shooting is to
the north. A handsome grove shelters the marksmen the entire
day from old Sol's rays. The programme will be out soon, and
will be sent to any by addressing E. C. Bindge, Cortland, N. Y.—
Hajlaiebless.

NORTH BALTIMORE, O., July 33.—Scores made by members
of the North Baltimore Gun Club at their regular week!.? slioot
for the club medal. Each man shot at 25 single bluerrcks, 18vds.
rise: H. Benscoften 34 F. CUUna 33. F. Goldner 33. F. P. Clark 23,

D. E. Peters 21. H. C Moyer 18, J. S. Hamilton 16, M. H. Sloan 16.

M. C, Justice 16, J. B. Archer 15. F. Kegler 14, C. Sherbrook 11, P.
Bierdeman 10, J. W. White 9.

THE HOLLYWOOD HANDICAP.
ON Friday last a,t Hollywood, N. J., on the grounds of John

Hoey, was inaugurated a contest which is bound to be in
future years the shooting event of the coimtry. The pigeon-
shooting grounds at Hollywood are fast becoming known as the
scene of some of the most important pieeon-shooting affairs that
have ever come off in America. This last will be one of the fa-
vorite events of the kind, and as the years roll around will draw
the great cracks of the breechloader from Hurlingham and the
Gun Cluh, as well as from the continent, to compete for the rich
pecuniary stakes attached to the race. The name by which the
affair is to be known is to be the Hollywood Grand National Han-
dicap. The conditions are $100 entrance, 50 birds per man, 5 en-
tries to fill, 3 moneys, Hurlingham Club rules to govern, ties to be
shot off at 10 birds per man.
The pigeon-shooting grounds at Hollywood deserve special no-

tice. Everyone is familiar with the magnificence of the Hoey
estate at Long Branch, its hotel, its cottages, and the princely
house of the owner. Two sons are passionately fond of field
sports; and to these gentlemen are shooting men indebted for the
excellent fashion in which pigeon contests have been started. The
grounds lie to the westward of the hotel and slope strongly to the
wall which confines the waters of the artificially made lake of
some dimensions. The boundaries are short, being about ISyds.
in front of the traps and 21yds. from the center traps on either
side. A net wire fence 18in. in height and circular in form runs
to the straight lino of the rear boundary. A set of King's traps
with the automatic pull governs the opening of the traps, not
even the '"puller" knowing which trap is to be sprung. Gilbert o(
Philadelphia supplies the birds, all of which are selected ones
to the club members. Ilis reputation as a purveyor is such
that when his name is matter of mention the quality of the
birds is at once understood. Already one grand match has been
held at Hollywood. This has been named the Futurity Stake.
The contests are limited to members of the Westminster. Carta-
ret. Country. Tuxedo and Country clubs of this city and the Riv-
erton, of Philadelphia.
Fi-iday morning opened with as horrible a rain storm as we had

this summer. The rivers of Jersey, which I crossed going down
to Long Branch, were full to overflowing and ran red with the
richly-colored mud of .Tersey lands. Reaching Hollywood, every-
thing was found wet and dripping. Shooting men wandered
around disconsolate and gloomy. Rubber coats, macintoshes and
"gum" boots were at a premium. One or two suegested postpone-
ment. "Postpone nothing," said Fred Hoey, "never yet have we
postponed any event at Hollywood, and we shall not begin now.
Besides, in an hour it will be clear." So we waited and waited,
until at mid-day the clouds broke, the rain stopped, and the
management decided to start the race at once. At 13:.S0 the first
man was called to the trap—Walter G. Murphy—and the match
was on.
Hollywood grand national handicap. $100 putrance, 50 live birds

per man, Hurlinebam rules to erovern. closed with 10 entries.
Three moneys, $700 $300 and $100, for first, second and third re-
spectively: John S. Hoey, umpire; T. Vinton Murphv, scorer:
J Seaver Page, 30yds 31112232323333221233133ol—24

11322?2221022333202303213-32-46
Edgar G Murphy, 3lyds 2220232223032222213333332-23

22332ol 323321222303322322-23-46
Walter G Murphy, 29yds 12322o2212122332201223310-23

002333322233222o223212222-32-44
Fred Hoey, 30yds 2332331?2S222220212232222-24

00323323332202222o2202222-20-44
Phil Daly, Jr, 30yds 321202o230232322223210333-2]

222222023?22222122o322223-33-44
W O Floyd Jones, 30yds O23313O323O1221o2331Io312-20

013132]222122i33220222in-23-43
Oakleigh Thorne, 31yds 3111322]2000322012ni2011-20

31011212oll211011oH21101—20-40
Dr "Wilson," SOyds 0201100223321212122222333-19

2111 oll23333330021o030131-31—40
C Fleischman, 38yds 11121021333323o2132oll23o—31

31111132200o20120202200l0-16-37
Captain A C Money, 31yds 1222020031200022111123023-18

O9100231 13303311330113111-19-37
o Dead out of bound.?; 3, killed with second barrel.
The stakes were not given as in class sPooting, when the ties of

h'ghest number of kills shoot off for first place. Instead, the
best men were 1o take the money. Thus I'age and Edgar G.
Murphy having each gotten the highest scores shot off the ties
according to rule to see which should take the $700 first prize.
The scores made were:
Page, 30yds 1313103131-9 Murphy, 31yd8 0003321220-fi
Page winning first amount by 3 birds to the good, Murphy hav-

ing to content himself with second amount, $200.
Seaver Page was in magnificent form, and it would have taken

a Brewer or an Elliott to have beaten him on this occapion. He
shot quickly, getting on h's birds in masterly fashion, for they
were "centereil," as the saying is, at nearly every shot. Seldom
did he make what is called a "slobbering" kill. At the outset ef
the match he had the "luck of the birds" with him. As it pro-
gressed he had as good birds fall to him as did any of the con-
testants, and these good ones he cut down just as handily, just as
precisely as he did the easier ones. Page is a man of fine personal
appearance, with a keen blue eye, which, however, sparkles with
humor.
The tie for third money, $100, was shot off as soon as the first

and second moneys were disposed of. The scores made were as
follows:W G Murphy 2313310222-9 P Daly, Jr 2021221023-8
F Hoey 2222S02032-8
Murphy capturing the cash and so saving his entrance money.
The birds were a medium lot of flyers, very uneven in flight. A

contestant would get a half dozen easy ones, and then would come
a rasper. Naturally, it made the shooting more difficult than If
they had been either all good or all inferior. The flight of each
man's bird was as follows:
Seaver Page had 1 circling bird. 2 direct straightaways, 15 do.

to left and 7 do. to right, 6 right and 4 left quarterers, 3 incomers,
8 do. to right and 5 do. to left. These the scored birds.
Edgar G. Murphy had one circling kill, 3 direct straightaways,

11 do. to right and 13 do. to left, 7 right and 5 left quartering birds,
not one incomer, but 3 birds coming in and going to the right and
4 do. to the left hand.
Walter G. Murphy's list of killed birds comprised 3 direct

straightaways. 17 do. to left, and 7 do. to right, 4 right and 6 left
quarterers, 3 straight incomers, 3 do. to right and 3 do. to left
hand.
Fred Hoey's kills were on 3 circling birds, 8 straightaways

(direct), 8 to left and 9 to right, more or less straightaway, 3 right
and 7 left quarterers, 3 direct incomers, with 3 going to left and 3
to the right hand.
W. C. Floyd Jones had in his lot of killed birds 2 circlers, 3

straightaway, 11 do. to left and 10 do. to right, 4 right and 8 left
quartei-ers, 1 incoming bird with 2 do. to left and 3 do. to right.
Oakleigh Thome's lot consisted of I clrcler, 1 sfraiuhtaway, 12 do.

to left. 7 do. to right, 5 right and 5 left-quarterers, a single in-
comer, 6 do. to right and 2 do. to the left.

Phil Daly, Jr., had in his fcored kills 3 straightaways, 15 do. to
left and 10 to right, 3 right and 9 left-quartering birds, 1 direct in-
comer. 2 do. to right and 3 to the left.

Dr. "Wilson's" good shots wei-e on 4 ordinary birds to the right
and 3 do. to left, 3 precise straightaways. 13 do. going slightly to
the left, 6 do. to right, 8 left-quartereis, 1 straight incomer, 1 do.
to rieii t and 1 to the left,

C. Fleischman's birds were as follows, 3 circling birds to the
right and 1 do. to the left. 5 straightaways to left. 6 do. to right. 1

direct, 3 right and 3 left-quarterers, 4 straight incomers, 8 do. to the
right and 3 do. to the left.

Captain A. C. Money had in his list of kills 3 circling birds to
left, 1 to the right, 7 direct straiehtaways. 8 do. to the left and 6
do. to the right, 4 right and 5 left-quarterers, 1 incomer, 3 do. to
the right and 1 to the left.

The race was finished exactly at 5:45, having taken five hours
and a quarter of steady shooting.

NEW GUN CLUB.-New York, July Zl.—Editor Forest and
Stream: In answer to inquiries concerning tbe proposed new gun
club, let me say that the regular match shooting of the club need
not necessarily be on Saturdays. When enough names are en-
rolled to start with, a meeting will be called and officers elected
and shooting days selected which will suit the majority. But we
believe the demand for a Saturday half holiday shoot sbould be
satisfied, and that a large number can be brought out most of the
year on that day. The target shooting should support the grounds,
and the dues should apply to furnishing each member with one
shoot each month at 10 live birds without extra cost to him.
Medals to be provided and valuable prizes occasionally offered to
keen alive interest. But I have made up my mind that a purely
public grounds can never pay, and that we bad better put up a
small sliooting box and an SOyds. fence and conclude to have our
fun in our own wuy and pay for it ourselves without seeking our
proflt from stuff we may sell the few outsiders who happen
around occasionally. Finally, this venture will not start unless
enough go into it to make it a success. Ten dollars from each
man ^vlU he the ante.—G. M. Hathaway (241 West 13ath street).
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WATSON'S PARK.-Burnfiide, ID., July 18.-The Lake CoTinty
Club in practice shoot at live pigeons, American Association rules,
10 birds, entrance $S. 60 arci 40 per cent., ties div.:
N Ford .1202112110 - 8 A Wies 0203102003- 5W R •Bond 0021122111— SAL Smith 2002132132— 8W H Fleming 0022010231— 6 S M Booth 2011122002- 7
No. a, same as above:

Ford 2111211121—10
Bond 0221312031— 8
Fleming 0110122102— 7
Wies. 0232021010— 6
Smith 0022122112— 8
No. 3, 5 birds, §2 entrance:

Ford 11112—3
Koebler 01102—3
Flemine- 21012—4

Hy Koehler 0220001211— 6
J S Wi'cox 1132220222— 9
R SCox 2212212001- _

Nic Lewis 1121023011- 8

Wies 03202-3
Wilcox 222 3-5
(tox 00110-2

J. L. Wilcox vs. Hank Stevens, 2a live pigeons each, for price of
birds. American Association rules:
J L Wilcox .0222202011122312312121120-31
Houk Stevens 1203322012121232031220110 -20
Jnlv ^0-—The Gun Oltib of Chicago for medal and added sweep,

10 live pieeons, Illinois State rules. Ties div.:
F A Place 1320102003- 6 C E Felton .2021121112- 9
V Ford .0122220201— 7

AW Adams 3101011211—' 8

F T G-uiieau 2022021121— 8
B. B Wiulssvorlh.. .2313212122-10
N Kowe 0111120102— 7

Blaokbirrl mf dal. fame Hay:
Place 11111111 11011 101 1011-17

H .1 Edbrooke 1220102010-
F Willard 2101 122201-

L Willard 2321211021— 9
E C Cleaver 100310200w.
J L Jones (birds).. ..3123111103— 9

Pelton... .01110100101000010001— 8
A dams . . ..0111001110011 0110111—13 Jon es 01100011100110010011-10
Ob aver . . .01 10110111010011101 0-12 Edbrooke.OllllllllOllUOllOll-16
L WillardllllOllllOnillOllll—17 Ford OlOllCOOOOOOlOOOOOOO-

4

F Willarr^ 00101001110110100101-10 Guiteau...10001010101010111000- 9
Ties on 17:

Place 01011-3 L Willard 10001-2
KAVETjRXQG.

HONOEYE FALLS, N. Y.. July 25 -The ftfth monthly shoot of
the Bonoeye Falls G-un Club was held on their grounds to-day with
good success. The club has purchased a nice ground, also five
kingbird traps, and we will hereafter use kingbirds, 5 traps un-
known angle.«. AH shoots will be conducted under American As-
sociation rulps. We had a good delegation from Victor, Lima,
Avon and Rochester, all gentlemanly iVllows and guod shots.
Tlie Honocye Fallt Gun Club will be pleast'd to see them at any
time. Monthly medial shoot. 15 kingbird;^, :> traps. 18> ds.
Wilkinson 111101011111111-14 R' ULds 111111111111011-14
Gregg 111110111011111-13 Neller 101110101111011-10
Martin 111111010111111—13 Starr 111011111011111—14
Benham 111010101111111-13 Gates 001111110011001—10
Sweepstakes, $1 entrance:

Wilkinson 1111101—0 Martin 1111111—7
Benham lillOlO-S Gregg 1011111—6
Hvde nillll-7 Neller liaOll-6
Gates lUOOOOl—3 Rounds 0011011—4
Ties of 7 div., Greg^ takes second, Benham third.
Same, conditions:

1111111-7
1111011—6
1111111-7

Same conditions:
Wilkinson 1110111-6 Welter 00]0<Ml-l
Rotmds 1011111—6 Benson 1110111-6
Gregg HilU-? S*se 0011111-5
Martin 1111111-7
Merchants' prizes:

Benson 1001110-4 Starr 1111110—6
Sage 1001110-4
Wilkinson 1111111—7 Rounds 1111100—5
Gregg 1110011-6 Benham 1101011-5
Martin 1001101-4

HARTFORD, Conn., July 25.—The following scores were made
by the members of the Colt Hammerless Gun Club at their medal
shoot to-dav, 35 K.eystone standard targets, thrown from 5 traps.
5 angles. Mr. Sterry won the medal:
Chas Sterry .1111111111110111101111111-33
E I Riot .1111111 lllOlOllOllUimi 32
"Ford" lllllllll001imillH1101--22
E Decker lllMllllOllllllllOllinO—22
O B Treat 111111011' OllllonooilUl—19
"Wood " 0101 1 1110111 1 0111 11111010-19
John Alger llOOllllOllllOllllOllIOU-19
S D Douglas OllllOlOHlllOlllUlOlllO—19
"Whit" 01 noiooinil 101 111101111—19
D. S. Seymour 01001 iOlllllOOlIliniOlll-18
A MoMullin 0111110010111110101001111-17
L E Btishnell 10100111111010100(1101111—17
Fred Risler 0110010010110011110101111-15
M E White 10000101001111011 10011 110—14
AO Collins 0100010010010101101101111-13
Allen Willey 1101010111000110101)000111-13

S T Colt 0111000011000100010000010- 8
A. C. Oorjt,iNs.

WORCESTER, Mass., July 25.—At the regular meet of members
of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club, at Coal Mine Brook range
this week the attendance was good. The principal event was the
classification contest. The work of each member participating
follows:

Glapsifloation.
Davis 511668-39

Kenney .4653.5-23

Dean 2H4.i;}—23
Foreha,nd 4?.516-24

M D Oilman 6,5353-22

Bowdish 46466-25
Swan 5534.5-33

Class A.
1111111011-9
1111001Ul-8
llllOlillO-8
1111011110—7
1101101101-7
OOtlOllllll-e
OlOlOOOUl-S
Clsss B.

0110111111-8
1100111111-8
iiioooim-7
1110110101-7
1101010110—6
0111011100-6
1110000111—6
0011110011-6
0110001101-5
0000111100-4
1100011000-4
1000010101—4
0000010001-3

Burhank i 64844—21
Webber 25445-20
Rugg 2452.5—18

Walls 581.51-17

A L Gilmau 46863-31
Kennerson 5*525— 31
Lark in 33455-20
Howe 32355-18
Knowles 36143-18
Harvey 45363—30
Prentice 45332—16
Crompton 2S343—14
•Claflin 46352—20
Smith 031 w.

EMMETSBURG, Ia„ July 18.—In a match for SlOO a side at 100
targets between C. G. Collins, of Ft. Dodge, la., and H. J. Wilson,
of this city, the following scores were made. ilr. Collins shot a
12-gauge Snencer, with wood powder, and Mr. Wilson using a 10-
gauge Smith, with Hazard FFFG powder. Mr. Wilson gained a
big lead at the start and had it alibis own way to the finish.
Considerable money changed hands on this shoot. The score,
rapid-fl ring system 5 traps:
Collins ooiiiiiioiiiiiiiiooiiniiooniiuiiiioiiiioiiiioiii

11000111110110111110111110111010111111101111111001—77
Wilson .1111111111111111111111111111110111111111 nil 100111

11111111111111111101111111011111111111111111011111-94
WOOB.

SAN FRANCISCO, July 19.—The fourth monthly medal shoot
of the Lincoln Gun Club, for the season of '91, was held to-day at
Alameda Point. There was a good attendance, both of contest-
ants and spectators. In the first class Karney, Campbell and
Potter each scored 18 points out of a possiole 21, and so s"ot again
for a freeze-out. This resulted in a victory for Kai-ney, who has
thus won the gold medal of his class three times in the lour con-
tests which have been held, Cadwallader, of St. Jose, having The
most points to his credit at the June shoot. In the second class
Allen led the other contestants, thus winning the monthly shoot
for the medal of his class twice, while Quinten and Fisher have
each attained a similar honor once.

DASfTON, 0., July 38.—The Oakwood annual rifle contests are
to be held here Wednesday, Aug. 19, under auspices of the Dayton
.Sharpshooter's Society and Greenville Rifle Club. Committee of
arrangements, Gustav Sunder, of Dayton; Dr. A. J. Marling and
J. Charles Hahne. of Greenville; Corresponding Secretary, Capt.
Ashley Brown. All shooting is at 200yds.. open to Ohio and In-
diana r'flemen, no limit to entries. First match.—Muzzle rest,
any kind of trigger pull, any kind of sight except telesf opic, posi-
tion standing, butt of rifle to be held at shoulder, German half-
inch ring target, 13in. w .ite buUsej'e, 3 shots each. First prize,
835; second, S15; third, $10. Second match.—Off-hand, German
half-inch ring target, 13iii. black, any trigger pull, position stand-
ing, no artiBcial rests of any kind allowed or placing butt of rifle
under coat, 3 sh'^ts each. First prize, 3525; second, $15; third, $10.
Third match.-^Muzzle rest, German haif-inch ring target. 13-inch
buUsBye, any kind of trigger pull, any kind of sight except tele-
Bcoplc, position standing, butt of rifle held at shoulder, 8 shots
each. First prize, 2a per cent, of entrance money; second. 30 pe?

cent.; third, 15 per cent.; fourth, 10 per cent. Fourth match.—
Off-hand, German half-inch ring target, 131n. black, &n\ kind of

.except telescopic, any trigger pull, position star ding, no
artihoal rests of any kind allowed, or placing butt of rifle under
coat, 3 shots each. First prize, 25 per cent, of entrance money:
second, 20 per cent.; third, 15 per cent.; fourth, 10 per cent. Fiftih
match.—Bpnch rest, German half-inch ring target. There will he
one set of 12-inch white and one set of black bullseyes used in this
match. Position sitting, butt of rifle to be held at shoulder, no
blocks allowed except at miizzle of rifle, 3 phots each. First prize,
25 per cent, of entrance money; second. 20 per cent.; third, 15 per
cent.; fourth, 10 per cent. The higl est score made in three shots,
on any one ticket during the day's shoot, will be awarded first
prize; second best ticket, second prize; third best ticket, third
prize. No contestant can win but one prize in either match.
Each ticket holder must shoot his own tickets. All lies in re.st
and off-hand match shooting must be decided by one shot each.
All matches open at 9:30 and close at 13 M,; re-open at 1 P. M. and
close at 6 o'clock sharp, and this rule governs percentage shooting.
No contestant can win more than one prize on any one target.
All ties are to be decided by one shot.—Brown.
.THE DETROIT TOURKAMENT.-The da+es for the Interna-

tional Tournament, at Detroit, have been flnalh' settled upon, and
are Sept. 8, 9, 10 and 11. All arrangements are being made for the
carrying out of a successful meeting. The citizens of Detroit
will oft'er a handsome trophy for an international contest at live
birds, and it is hoped that the team race between New Jersey and
Illinois can be brought about. The management have already
secured some 3.000 birds, and are continually adding to them, so
there will be no lack of pigeons. The island upon which the
tournament will take place is admirably adapted for such a meet-
ing, and the hotel accommorlation wiU be of the best. The meet-
ing should be largely attended, as it undoubtedly will.—Tee Kay.
BROOKLYN', N. Y., July 24.—Sixteen shooters went to the

score at the regular monthly meet of the Linden Gun Club at
Dexter Park, L. 1., tc-day. N. Kelley, J. Burmell, C. Mager, J. A.
Eppig and J. Link killed 7 siraight. Kelly bed won the clnb
medal at the previous shoot, and by a vote of the men that lied
him the medal was again presented to him. J. Cunningham and
G. Landman divided second prize. Several sweepstakes were
shot afterward.

f, utttthModel Fachts and Boats. Their design, making and soiWnflf,
designs and worKing draivings. Postpaid,

FIXTURES*
JUI.Y.

31. Carolina, Club, Wilmington N". G.
AUGUST.

1. Phila., Cruise, Whitestone. 1<5. Cor. Navy, L. I. Sound Squad
1. Great South Bay. Regatta, Glen Cove.
1. Larchmont. Wetmore Cup. 1!5. New Bedford, Sweeps., New
1. Indian Harbor, Open, Green- Bedford.

wich. 15. East Bay. Long Island.
1. Westhampton.Westhampton 15. Eastern. Sweeps, Marbleh'd.
1. Hull Corinthian. 2d Cham. 1.5. Savin Hill, Flee' Capt's Cups
1. Indian Harbor, Ann., Green- 19. Hull, Ladies' Day.

wich. 19. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail.
1. Beveriy,lstCham,Marbleh'd 19. Pleon, Club, Marblehead.

1-15. Cor. Navy Meet, Riv rside. 19. Fall River, Open, Fall River
3. New York, rendezvous. Glen 20. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.

Cove. 20. Massachusetts, 2d Cham.
8. Mosquito, Pennant, Boston. Dorchester Bay.
6. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 20 Rhode Mand, Open.
6. Monatiquot, 3d Cham., Wey- 30 intern, Cruise, Maine Coaat

mouth. 23. Quincy.
7. New York,Goelet Cups.New- 23. Corinthian, Marblehead, 3d

port. Cham., Marblehead.
8. San Francisco, Club. 32. Monatiquot, Sweeps., Wev-
8. Hull, S cond Cham., 3d, 4th, mouth.

.5th and 6th classes. 33. Cor. Navv. East River Squad
8. Lvnn, Lynn. 23, Royal N. S., Ruth Cup, Hali-
8. Savin Hill, Second Cham. fax.
8. Beverly, 4th Sweep, Mon.Beh 22. Sippican, Open, Marion.
8. Royal N. S., Ladies' Prizes, 22-23. San Francisco, Fish.Crniae

Halifax. 24. Newark, Ann., Newark Bay.
8. Sn. Boston, 3d Cham., So. Bos. 26 Pleon, .3d Cham.. Marbleh'd.
S. Bav View, Club. Boston Bay. 26. Dorchester,Club. Dorchester

10. Qumcv Third Cham. 37. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
10. Miramichi.Vice Com.'s Pen. 37. Massachusetts, Third Cham
l;'. Massachusetts, First Cham., Dorchester Bay.

Dorchester Bay. 38. Carolina, Club, Wilmington,
13. Pleon, 3d Cham., Marbleh'd. N C.
13. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 29. Hempstead, Long Island.
13. Monatiquot. Ladies' Day, 29. Hull, All Classes.

Weymouth. 20. Savin Hill, Cash.
13. Cedar Pt., Saugatuck, Conn. 29. Cor. Navv. N. Y. Bay Squad.
15. Hull, Ladies' Race. 39. Beverly, 2d Cham, Mon. Bch.
1.5. Corinthian, Marbleh'd, Mid- 29. Royal N. S.. Capt. Russell's

Summer Series, la rbleh'd Gup, Halifax.
15. Beverly, 3d Cham. Marbleh'd 29. Larchmont, Oyster Boats,
— . Corinthian, N. Y., Sweeps, Larchmont.

Marbleliead. 29. Miramichi, Cruise.
15. Mosquito, Open, Boston.

SEPTEMBER.
1. Eastern, FaU, Marblehead. 12. Beverly, 6th Sweep, Mon.Bch
3. Pleon, Sail-off, Marblehead. 13. New Bedford, Annual, New
.5. Monatiquot, Sail-off, Wey- Bedf"rd.

mouth. 13. Lynn, Cup, Lynn.
5. Sippican, Open, Marion. 13. Massachusetts, Open, Dor-
5. Hull Corinthian, Open. Chester Bay.
5. Beverly,5thSweep,Marbleh'd 13. Savin Hill, Cham. Sail-off.
5. Larchmont. Fall. Larchm't. 12. Royal N. S., Handicap, Hali-
5. Bav View, Cruise. fax.
7. FaU River. Club. Fall River. 19-20. San Francisco, Cruise.
7. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 19. Beverly, 8d Cham,Marbleh'd
7. N.Y.Y.R.A., Ann., New York 31. Miramioh*, Open.
7. Corinthian, Marblehead, 26. Beverly, 3d Cham, Mon. Bch.

Handicap, Marblehead. 26. Savin Hill, Fleet Captains
7. Ijvnn, Open, Nahant. Cups Sail-off.
7. Mosquito, Open, Boston. 26. Royal R. S., Lord Alex Rus-

11. Massachusetts, Fall, Dor- sel's Cup. Halifax.
Chester Bay. 26. Bay View. Club, Boston Bay.

OCTOBER.
7. Brooklyn, Fall, Gravesend 17. San Francisco, Closing Day.

Bay.

BRITISH CENTERBOARDS.
'T^HE most curious phase of the centerboard question which has

yet appeared in the course of the fight of so many years'

standing is the successful use of the board in British waters at a
time when, save for one boat, the fight has been abandoned in

American waters in all sizes below 70ft. In the 30ft. class the
keels Kathleen in New York and Saladin and Mildred in Boston,
have defeated all types of centerboard craft; ru the 40ft. class the
centerboards from Awa the wide to Ventura the narrow have
failed to win from Minerva and Gossoon, to say nothing of Liris

and Mariquita; in the 46ft. class the centerboard is making a bet-

ter showing, partly through the able handling of Capt. Crocker;
but in the 63ft. class the narrow keel Clara has had her own way
for five seasons. On Lake Ontario the keels stand well ahead in
the racing.

The centerboards that have he6ii tried in British yacltts prior to

this year were quite small, mere auxiliaries, as in Iverna and Dis,

and not worth the lead they displaced in the keel, having been
discarded with advantage after trial. Last year Mr. Watson ex-
perimented with a board in a 5-rater of 30ft. 4in. l.w.L, 9ft. 6in.

beam, with such good results that he has gone much further this

year. The new 10-rater Dora, built to succeed Doris, owned by
the Allan Brothers from 1885 to 1891, during which, time she won
over 100 prizes, is 3£f t. 6in l.w.l., 10ft. Sin. beam, and carries a
board of Delta metal or similar alloy which weighs a ton or

more. This new boat, which of course is splendidly sailed, has
been taking the prizes regularly from the famous lO-raters of the
Clyde, such boats as the Yvoune, Woodcock. Windward, Encore
and Phantom, all keel craft of known reputation. Doris< by tho

way? was 33ft. 7>^in. l.w.l.iSfC. 5in,lsean'{, and with 'ratUef aaoro

sail than the new boat. That Dora is not a mere lucky strike is

proved by the continuous success of Elfin and Orcnsay, new 23^-
raters, also by Watson, which win from a large class of new keel
boats. Too little is yet known of these boats, especially Dora, to
form any definite conclusions, hut they are certainly centerboard
boats, and just as certainly are winning from the bept keels in a
way that has not proved possible on this side for some years. The
experiment of a very heavy centerboard has been tried here, but
never with success; however, Dora seems to carry hers without
trouble.

LIGHT MONEY FROM YACHTS.-The Treasury Department
of the United States has lately engaged in a very petty piece of
work in the attempt to prevent the use of foreign-built yachts in
the waters of the United States. Of course the demand for light

money, if enforced according to recent order.=, simply means that
such yachts as Miranda, Minerva, L'vira, Clara and Jessica can-
not be sailed at all, as no owner would care to pay from flO to S50
every time he came into a harbor. Among yachtsmen, even de-
-signers and builders, the fact is now generally recognized that
the presence of foreign-built yachts in the races has been and
still is of the greatest benefit to American yachting. So far as
I.)rotection goes, the risk and cost of tailing over small craft, and
the superior speed of home-built craft in the larger sizes, have
proved snflicient bars. This last attempt is, like the projected
legislation of last winter, merely the work of narrow-minded
officials who know and care nothing about yachting, and who have
sought to restrict and oppress yachtsmen in aU possible ways.

THE 46FT. 0LAS8-A PROPHESY.-The 46.footer will never
be wiped out as the 40-footer was. On the contrary, it will grow,
and both owners and skippers will grow with it. There are some
owners now in the 40ft. cb ss who may be seen in the 46ft. class
next year, because it is not to their liking to be miles away at the
finish. It may reasonably be expected that Mr. Fife will receive
an order for a 46-footer, and Gardner has a client who, it now
turns out, was fortunate in not building. Much will be learned
both about da' a and construction before the season is over. The
sport is bound to go on.—Boston Herald.

AN INVASION OF YACHTING CAPS.-One of the queer
vagaries of fashion is now seen in New York in the general use of
the yachting cap by wom^n as well as men. Not only are the
regulation yachting caps worn everywhere and by all classes, but
they are of a pattern, an imitation of the English cap, which
would have subjected the bold wearer to unlimited abuse in the
streets of New York six years ago.

EDWARD BURGESS.
THE Field of July 18 pays the following tribute to Mr. Burgess-

"ArVe much regret to announce the death of Mr. Edward Burgess
the well-known Boston yacht designer, from typhoid fever. Mr'
Burgess was best known on this side of the Atlantic from his con-
nection w ith the America Cup; but in the United States he has iden-
tified himself vvith naval architecture in all its branches, and we
think it can be safely said that his work did much to imijrore the
American typo of ve.^sels devoted to pleasure or .«peed. such assail-
ing yachts, large fishing vessels, and pilot boats. Mr. Burgess wa.s not
educated as a naval architect, and only adopted it as a profes.sion
about the year 1883. The bent of his mmd, however, led him to st"udv
the design of yachts more deeply than tde ordinary amateur. By pro-
fession he was an entomologist, and for some time he was curator of
the Boston Natural History Museum. He frequently corresponded
with the writer of this notice and in 1880 wrote: '1 am glad you are
publishing a new edition of -Yacht and Boat Sailing.' 1 have greatlv
enjoyed vour hooks, and used them until the binding is about gone '

He was a"t this time greatly unpressed with the value of depth of huil
and draught of water forsaOing yachts combined with moderate
beam, and in 1880 he got Ml". Gary ^mith, N A., to adopt the lines
of the Itchen boat Wild Rose for a 27ft, waterline boat with counter
At this time he sent tne writer a tracing: which he Qad made himself
of Mr. Oary Smith's design, and it showed that he at this period
possessed considerable skill as a draughtsman. In 1882 when the Itchen
boats were undergoing a sort of transformation, by rpason of their
heavy lead keels, long overhangs and enormous sail spreads as evi-
denced in the Keepsake and Bonina. he commissioned the writer to
make him a design for a 36ft. waterline yacht. This vacht was binlt
for ittr. Blalcolm Forbes and named the Lapwing, and subsequently he
had other designs from England, and his le'ter.s of instruction at this
period showed that he had a perfect knowledge of the subject In
1883 h^ had reason to turn his thoughts toward yacht designhig as a
profession, and in the autumn of that year he designed the Rondina
a 38ft. cutter. We bebeve this was the first ves.sei builc from his
design, and she was launched in 1SS4. The year following came
the Genesta challenge for the America Cup, and the New York
Y. C. commis.sioned Mr Cary Smith to design and build a large
centerboard sloop to meet her. At the same time a Boston syndicate
headed by Mr. Malcoim Forbes, commissioned Mr. Burgess to build
the Puritan. The triumph of this yacht, and in the following years
the successes of the Maytljwer and Volunteer, are fauiiUar to all
who take an interest in yachting of both hemispheres. Air. Eiu'^ess
was a very clear-headed, modest and courteous man, with an exceed-
ingly practical mind He was quick at discovering the cause of an
effect, and, when once started on the career of a professional yacht
designer, he carried out his own ideas with boldness and confidence
His lead was followed by all American yachtsmen, and, altnongh it
must be said that the late Mr. Kunhardt and others had opened the
way for a sort of revolution in the type of yacht common in America
it was no doubt the practical mind of IVlr, Burgess, and his moderate
views of what the new type should be, tiiat so inOu^ncpd the
American yachtsmen, and convinced them thai a little more depth of
hull would be a good thing for their yachts. In 1881, the narrow-
beam cutter advof-ates in the States were in hish spirits over tho
victories of the 1 0-ton ner Madge; which defeated easily enough in
all kinds of weather, tne broad, shallow, centerboa'd siuops ot simi-
lar length. The curter advocates wanted all American yacbls in
future to be built of five or six beams to length, hko the British v achts
but we at the time wrore: 'Fortunately, American yachismen are
not likely to lose their senses over the victories of the Macige: and
while probably their present type of yacht will un^l ergo considerable
modification, it is improbable that ttiey will adopt suddenly the
modern tiritish type; and it is to be hoped that they will not attempt
to get on terms with the B itish model by simply putting deep
heavy lead keels on their broad shallow yachts "Of course the

responded ce with the writer of this notice on the subject of the
MaUge type of hull, and while he approved of the depth he justly
estimated the great value of beam, and was never converted to the
belief that a length equal to five or six beams was the best proportion
for sailmg yachts. Ht has left bis mark on American yacht design,
and his death is undoubtedly a great loss to his country"."

HARLEM Y. 0. LADIES' RACE, July 35.-The Harlem Y. 0.
sailed a race on S-fturday in which each yacht was steered by a
lady, the course being.a triangle off the club station at College
Point. The yachts and their owners, not counting 'he men, who
were carried merely as ballHst, weri- as follows: Truant—Mrs. 0.
H. Lang, captain. Lutterloh—Miss Sarah Mabon and Miss Vaii
Vollenhover. Sophia—Mi.s.s jiary McDonnell, cap'ain; Miss Una
Flynn, Mrs. A. N. Bacon, Miss Libhy Dugan, M- s. Mary Pbelan
and Miss A. Kelly. Pcei less—Miss G. W. Fuller, captain; Miss G.
Saeger and Mrs. Gi. F. Webb. Minnie A.—Mrs. A. Alting, captain-
Miss Minnie AUing.Mrs. G. iUtmgand Mrs. C. F. Alting. Coquette
—Miss Nettie Charde. capr.ain; and Miss E. Cbarde. Christina-
Miss Lucy Mabon. captain. The winners were: Class A, Coquette;
Class B Sophia; Class C, Truant. Silk sous^enirs were given to
each lady of the winning crews. In the evening a dance was
given at the club house.

INDIAN HARBOR Y. 0.—The third annual regatta of the In-
dian Harbor Y. C, will be sailed olf Greenwich on Saturday, the
yachts being classified nu r.'io' ig ieuKth as follows: A. cabin
sloops and cutie> s ov^ r 3Sf t.; B, 33 a-^d under 3Sf t..; < \ 27 and under
82ft.; D. under 27ft.; cabin eats; 1, open sloops 23ft. or ov r- 3,
under 28ft.; 3. open cats 28 and under .3Tft.5 4^f 20 and under 23ft.i
5,- Under 23ft. The course for classes AtBj 0 i>,Hd D will be IS
talieS ftnti for tfca otbei-s lOnMles-
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A DESERTED PIER.
A GrRA-Y^ time-stranded mariner,

Left where some trade's fair bubble sank;

These are n 't golden streams that stir

Its gaunt piles' palsied rank,

As sbell fleets ride

The lisping tide,

Lanjiched as it climbs some white bar's hank.

And as old tombstones sink in graves,

Tlie worn spiles topple toward the slope

Of rank green, spray-bloom crested waves,

As these vast monnds, o'er love and hope,

Are shaped by storms,

When shrouded forms
With poniards drawn through heaven grope.

And at flood tide each windy night

You seem to hear a creaking block,

Or whistle of some boatswain sprite

Across the partly sunken dock.

A phantom barge

Doth there discharge

Green rolls that land with pond'rous shock.

Then rending, plates of silver gleam*
The planks with royal pavement lay.

And clustered gems in radiance stream,

Streu-n broadcast on the molten way.
Bursting with light.

Though draped the night,

As though it mourned earth's closing day.

*.This refers to the phosphorescence.
E. F. H.

EASTERN Y. C. SPECIAL RACES, JULY 22.

THE programme for the special races of the Eastern Y. O, wa..
very carefully arranged by the committee to attract entries,

the regular prizes for yaclits in racing trim being supplemented
by others for those in cruising trim with handicaps, while the
offer was made to arrange either as a sweepstakes race if the
owners preferred. The entries, however, were few, the cruisers
being entirely unrepresented. The three classes which filled

were the schooner class, with Mavflower, W. A. Gardner; Mar-
gueritP. B. S. Palmer, and OSaone, Col. Hugh Cochrane; the 46ft.

class, Beatrix, Bryant and Prince; Alhorak, J. B. Paine; Barbara,
O. H. W. Foster; Oweene, -A. B. Turner; Payonara. Bayard
Thayer, and Gossoon, '10ft., Adams Bros.; and the 30ft. clasi, Mil-
dred, W. H. Wilkinson; Hawk. Gordon Dexter, and Chieftain,
Aaron Brown. The course for tlie two larger classes was from off

Half Way Rock, past a mark oflE Nahant, 7 miles, then around a
mark ofE Minot's Ledge, miles, and home by the same course,
35 nautical miles; the 30xt. class rounding Harding's bell buoy in
place of the Minot's mark, 28 miles. The start was set for 11:15,

with the usual 5 minutes for cros=?ing. The day was clear and
warm, with a smooth sea and light S.E. wind that held about the
same through the race.
The starling signal was g'ven exactly on time, the three

schooners crossing very deliberately, as the times show, all carry-
ing balloon jibtopsails and maintoi^maststaysails. In the i6ft.

class there was no play racing, but the six boats went over ih-^

line within the same half minute, the last being but 483. behind
the gun. Beatrix was almost nn the line when the whistle caught
her, luffing along to windward of Alborak, sailed by Mr. J. H.
Paine, and going over at once with h good start. Alhorak fol-
lowed, then Savonara, Oweene and Gossoon, while Barbara was
last, Oweene made a very go^d start, running to windward of
Sayonara and Gossoon. The 30ft. class took a lazy start, Mildred
la the lead. The full times of the start were:

SCHOONERS—PRSPAHATORT 11:10, START 11:15.

CBuone 11 16 28 Mayiiower 11 18 44
Marguerite 11 17 55

40PT. CliASS—START 11:25.

Beatrix 11 25 15 Oweene 11 25 31
Alborak 11 25 20 Gossoon 11 25 36
Sayonara 11 25 28 Barbara 11 25 48

30ft. class—START 11:30.

Mildred 11 31 00 Cbiefiam 11 31 17
Hawk .11 31 05

Balloon jibtopsails were set, with, clubtop'^ails. Beatrix drew
away from the start, while Oweene. after a short bout with Say-
onara, began to leave her. Alborak lagged astern with Barbara
and Gossoon. Mil Ired led her class from the start. Mayfl >wer
made tne best showing of the schooners. The times at Nahant
mark were:

Elapsed.
12 04 48 0 48 20
12 05 20 0 46 36
12 08 48 0 49 53
12 18 02 0 53 50
12 19 24 0 53 53
12 la 53 0 54 24
12 21 16 0 55 56
12 32 Ofl 0 56 21
12 25 35 0 59 59
13 .36 39 0 55 39
13 37 31 1 06 14
12 40 31 1 09 16

Marguerite and Mayflower lufl'ed short around the mark and
stood off shore for the lO-mile beat dead to windward to the outer
mark. OEnone, however, held her tack inshore, where slie linally
profited oy a better wind.
The beat to windward was just what those who have been so

busy for some time in "drawing lines" to prove that the Eastern
boats must beat Gloriana had been looking for. It was the first
performance of Sayonara with the Eastern fleet after her vici.'^si-
tudes about New York, and so far as the result was at all conclu-
sive it justiflfd Captain AVatson's statement that Gloriana will
head her class for the season. Unfortunately, before Sayonara
had made more than half the leg her bobstay parted and she was
compelled to wir.udraw. but enough had been seen to show that
though 8^e could not hold either Beatrix or Oweene on the wind,
at (he same time there was not enough difference between her
and the other two on the whole that there certainly was between
lier and Gloriana when last they raced.
Beatrix and Oweene made a very close flght of it off shore, the

difference in 10 mifps V>eing almost imperceptible. Alborak
and Barbara made another pair, well astern of the leaders but
having a close fight together. Sayonara held inshore find gained
somewhat by tide and wind, being a eood third when she broke
down. Gossoon brought up the procession, saving her time on
Albora,k and Barbara. The 30-footers sailed a freer course, Mil-
dred still leading, having 5m. over Chieftain at the outer mark.
The times at Minot's were:

Elapsed
1 56 43
1 56 33

..2 16 29 2 11 41
.2 18 21 2 13 01
2 22 01 2 00 45

2 13 18
.2 23 00 2 00 51

3 03 15

The inshore tack had naid both GEnone and Al borak, and the
former led her class, while Alhorak had passed Barbara. With
spinakers to starboard the fleet ran back to Nahant, the pace
heing very even in the 46ft. class, while Mayflower made up on
both of the shorter schooners. The times at NaJmnt were:

„ .
Elapsed.

Beatrix

3

33 50 1 19 05
Mayflower 3 34 05 1 15 44
Oweene 3 17 1 19 21
CEnone... 3 37.53 1 21 23
Marguerue 3 40 38 1 18 33
Alborak 3 40 50 1 18 49
Barbara 3 43 .52 1 20 53
Gossoon Not timed.

The 30-footers were not timed, but Hawk parted her preventer
backstay and withdrew on this leg. The last leg was a reach with
a freshening breeze, Mayflower and Beatrix doing the best work.
The times for the leg were:

Elapsed.
Mayflower 4 13 25 0 38 19
CBnone 4..4.18 43 0 40 51
Marguerite 4 20 15 0 39 37
Beatrix 4 20 57 0 47 07
Oweene 4 23 39 0 48 23
Alborak 4 29 05 0 48 15
Barbara 4 33 26 0 49 24
Gossoon 4 43 54 0 53 27

The oflicial times for the race were:
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Mayflower 11 18 44 4 13 25 4 53 41 4 53 41
CBnone 11 16 28 4 18 43 5 03 15 4 54 53
Marguerite 11 17 .55 4 20 15 5 03 30
Beatrix 11 25 13 4 30 .57 4 55 57
Oweene U 2ii 31 4 23 39 4 58 29
Alborak 11 3.'. 20 4 29 05 5 04 05
Barbara 11 25 48 4 33 36 5 07 26
Gossoon 11 25 ,36 4 43 54 5 18 .54

Sayonara 11 25 28 Disabled.
Mildred 11 31 00 3 55 10 4 25 10
Chieftain 11 31 17 4 03 16 4 33 25
Hawk 11 37 05 Disabled.

Mayflower wins $100, Beatrix glOO and Mildred 875. The regatta
committee included Messrs. W. S. Eatnn. .Jr,, R. D. Sears, P. T.
Jackson, Jr.. A. N. Rantoul and H. H. Buck,

CORINTHIAN Y. C. SWEEPSTAKES, JULY 23.

FOLLOWING- the race of the Eastern Y. C, the Corinthian of
Marble'iead arranged a sweepstakes for the 16ft. class, S35

each and $100 added by the club, which proved one of the best
races of the season. Hailed in a fresh S.S.E. breezo, increasing
during the race, and with a moderate sea over the 24-mile tri-
angle of the Eastern Y, C, from Marblehead Rock around the
White Spar and then the Graves, the course and conditions gave
as good a test of the fleet as one could desire, and proved that
neither Beatrix nor Oweene are so far ahead of Sayonara as to
warrant the belief that either can dispose of Gloriana. The
question will be so soon settled by actual racing that all specula-
tion amounts to little; the many changes that have been made in
all the boats may produce some unexpected results, but the prob-
abilities are that Gloriana will head the fleet just as decid-
edly at the end of the season as she does now, though probably by
a smaller margin in the cases of Oweene and Beatrix than was
shown in the Now York races with the rest of the fleet.

The race was started at 11:10 from the gun, the steam yacht
Melissa being loaned by Mr. Eaton as judge's boat. Beatrix and
Oweene had been chasing each other back of Marblehead Rock
before the gun, each flguring for the lead, and when the time was
neatly up Cap'. Barr started around the north side of the rock, to
leeward, for the line, leaving Capt. Crocker behind him. It so
happened that the line was only between the judges' boat and a
small boat, and not to the rock, a fact that Capt. Crocker had
counted on, so he took Beatrix to the south of the rock, then
between it and the mark boat and wheeled across the line ahead
of Oweene with a lead of nearly half a minute. Gossoon was
first over on starboard tack, meeting Barbara and putting her
about.
The times of the start were:

Gossoon 11 10 17 Sayonara 11 11 03
Barbara 11 10 25 Oweene 11 11 08
Beatrix 11 10 40
The flr.st leer was dead to windward, with wind enough to make

a jibtopsail of doubtful advantage, the boats taking them in as
they worked toward the outer mark. Beatrix and Oweene natur-
ally clinched very early in the flght, holding a long tack offshore.
Capt. AYatson took Sayonara along inshore, while Barbara and
Gossoon brought up the rear. AVhen the leaders met in cross
tacking Sayonara passed between Beatrix and Oweene. there
being no great difference in the three from the start. Beatrix
did her good work from the start, while Oweene did poorly in the
early part of the race, picking up as the outer mark was neared.
She has carried a poor tjoom in all her races, and sprung it badly
on this leg. The times at the E. Y. C, spar buoy were:

Elansed.
Beatrix 13 49 29 1 39 29
Owpene 12 .50 56 1 40 56
Sayonara 13 51 81 1 41 31
Barbara 12 53 54 1 43 54

Gossoon parted the hook on the bow-sprit which held her jib
tack and was forced to withdraw before the mark was reached.
On the free reach to the next mark, the Graves, Beatrix con-
tinued to gain, having a sure hold on first place, the fight being
now for second between Oweene and Sayonara. The times at the
Graves were:

Elapsed.
Beatrix 1 40 58 51 29
Oweene 1 43 28 .53 32
Sayonara 1 44 24 53 53
Barbara 1 47 53 53 58

Beatrix had made the run under lower sails and clnbtopsail,
the other two carrying intermediate jibtopsails, while Barbara
had a baby set. All jibed around the mark and made for home
on a reach under the same canvas, the times over the last leg
being:

Elapsed.
Beatrix 3 20 39 49 41
Sayonara 2 34 43 50 19
Oweene 2 33 .54 50 26
Barbara 3 40 03 52 10

The full times were:
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Beatrix 11 10 40 2 30 39 3 20 39
Oweene 11 11 08 3 33 .54 3 23 54
Sayonara 11 11 02 3 34 43 3 24 43
Barbara 11 10 35 2 40 03 3 30 02
Gossoon 11 10 17 Disabled.
Beatrix wins first prize, $157.50, and Oweene $67.50. The judges

were Daniel Appleton, W. N. Merriam and Lawrence AVhitcomb.

LAKE YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION, 1891.
ROCHESTER T. C, JUt,T 20.

THE run from Toronto to Rochester was made in good weather
and without incident, in fact the circuit this year has been

very tame and free from excitement, with nothing like the King.?-
ton episode of last year, the Oswego race of 1884 or the storm of a
year later, to enliven the ordinary round ot racing. The course,
laid out on the lake off Charlotte at the mouth of the Genessee
River, proved to he but 8)4 miles instead of 12, so the first and 46ft.
classes sailed three rounds, the 53 and 30ft. two rounds and the
25ft. one round. The wind was northwest moderate, with a little
sea. The schooner Oriole was ready but refused to start, leaving
Vreda and Onward, the Boston sloop lately bought in Rochester.
In the 46ft. class were Yama, Verve No. 3, White Wings, Aggie
and Vera. The 40ft. class had no starters, but in the 35ft. were
Katie Gray, Dinah, Alert, Modjeska and Grade. In the 30ft.
class were Samoa, Amelia, Lotus. Nadia and Krma; in the 25ft.
class Maud B., Odie, Kelpie, Romola, Undine, Restless, Alta and
Gonza. Onward lost her topmast shortly after the start but still
finished the round before giving no. Yama had a very easy vic-
tory in her class, while A^erve beat AVhite Wings in "a way that
she could not do two years since. Katie Gray, the old Oswego
racer, made good work in her class, but her chief rival, Dinah,
was disabled by the loss of a crosstree. Samoa led her class at
first but was caught by Nadia on the second round, the two
finally tipjng on elapsed time, which made Nadia first on allow-
ance. Erma in the same class lost her mast when leading on the
first round and was towed in. The full times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Vreda 11 10 4 35 30 5 25 30 5 25 30
Onward 11 10 Disabled.

46ft. class.
Yama U 20 5 08 11 5 48 11 5 40 35
Verve 11 20 5 47 45 6 27 45 6 25 33
AVhitewings 11 20 5 55 23 6 36 23 6 35 23
Aggie 1120 Not timed.
Yera 11 20 Did not finish.

.35 ft. class.
Katie Gray 11 40 3 56 04 4 16 04 4 14 43
Dinah 11 40 4 09 31 4 29 31 4 29 31
Graeie 11 40 4 11 43 4 31 43 4 31 30
Alert .....1140 Didnotflnish.
Modjeska 1140 Didnotflnish.

30ft. class.
Nadia 11.50 4 29 28 4 39 28 4 38 24
Samoa 11 50 4 39 38 4 .S9 28 4 39 28
Lotus 11 50 4 43 13 4 53 13 4 51 35
Amelia 11 50 5 00 43 5 10 43 5 10 39
Erma 11 80 Dismasted.

25ft. OliASa,
Maud B 12 00 3 16 17 2 16 17 3 16 01
Odie 12 00 2 27 16 2 27 16 2 37 03
Kelpie 12 00 2 27 09 2 27 09 3 37 09
Romola 13 00 3 38 24 2 38 34 3 34 40
Undine 13 00 3 58 59 2 58 59 2 45 29
Restless 12 00 3 17 38 3 17 36 3 11 39
Atla 13 00 3 43 45 3 43 45 3 37 47
Gonza 13 00 3 51 10 3 51 10 3 <5 09

In the evening a supper was given to the yachtsmen, followed
by the usual toats.

OSAVEGO T. 0., JTTLX 23.

The flfet was small in ntimbers by the time that Oswego, the
end of the circuit, was reached, and the entry list's were very
slim, no Toronto yachts, save Samoa, starting. The race was
sailed in a strong wind. Laura, the old Kingston boat, was alone
in the 40ft. class, with Yama alone in the 46ft. Erma was on hand
again after her mishap. Samoa and Dinah were unfortunate in
parting halliards. The times \vere:

46ft. class.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Yama 10 00 00 2 06 04 4 06 04 4 06 04
40ft. class.

Laura .10 00 00 2 40 33 4 40 33 4 40 33
35ft. class.

Katie Gray 10 10 00 3 08 43 4 58 43 4 56 49
Graeie 10 10 00 3 13 14 5 04 14 5 04 14
Dinah 10 10 00 Disabled.

30ft. class.
Samoa 10 10 00 2 57 03 4 47 03 4 47 03
Erma 10 10 00 3 08 07 4 58 07 4 57 40
Nadia 10 10 00 3 20 53 5 10 53 5 09 49
Lotus 10 10 00 Didnotflnish.

25ft. class.
Maud B 10 10 00 1 on 15 Z m iS 3 49 57
Kelpie 10 JO OO 1 08 18 2 58 I& 2 .58 18
Grace L .,10 10 10 3 13 37 4 03 27 6 47 50
This ended the racing and next day the yachts started for their

home ports. The round was shorter than usual, the weather
being so fine that the runs from port to port were quickly made
without detention from storms orcalms, while the races, but five
in number, were sailed without a postponement. The one-gun
start was used in all classes, and with good results, though some
who are used to the old go-as-you-please, get-over-when-you-can
style are not yet in favor of the new method. The experiment of
one official time keepe"-, tried for the first time, has proved a
success, Mr. Ambrose performing his duties in a way satisfactory
to all.

DORCHESTER Y. C.

THE Dorchester Y. C. sailed its second annual open race on
Saturday, with a good list of starters and plenty of wind,

light at the start but Vflowing very fresh at times during the race.
Its direction was W.S.W. The race was open to yachts of 28ft.
and tinder from all clubs in Boston Harbor, the courses and classes
being:
First class—From the starting line to Cow Pasture bar buoy No.

6, leaving it to pott, to black can bttoy No. 7 off Castle Island,
leaving it to starooard, to Sculpin Lodge buoy No. 2, leaving it to
port, to red con buoy No. 6 on the lower middle, leaving it to port,
to Cow Pasture bar buoy No. 6, leaving it to starboard, to the
starting line. Distance, 10 miles. Limit of time, four hours.
Second, third and fourth classes—From the starting line to spar

buoy on Half-Tide Rock, leaving it to port, to Old Harbor buoy
No. 4. leaving it to port, to flagboat at judges' line, leaving it to
port, to spar buoy on Half-Tide Rock, leaving it to port, to Old
Harbor buoy No. 4, leaving it to port, to starting line. Distance,
7 miles. Limit of time, three hours.
The classification was as follows: Class 1, 21 to 28ft.; second

class, all jib and mainsail yachts less than 21ft. sailing length;
third class, all cat-rig yachts ISf t. and under 21ft, sailing length;
fourth class, all cat-rig yachts under 18ft. sailing length. Three
new Cape boats were present. City of Chicago, Gypsy and Harold
B. The times were:

first class.
Elapsed. Corrected.

White Fawn. A. E. Jones 3 03 49 1 30 40
Harbinger, J. R. Hooper 2 00 20 1 31 18
Harold E.. E. E. Nickerson 3 06 03 1 34 09
City of Chicago, J. F. Crosby 3 06 53 1 35 48
Mudjekeewis, W. P. Whitmarsh 3 11 35 1 40 50
Good Luck, J. B. Farrell 2 17 25 1 41 26
Gypsey, N. J. SmaUey 2 15 36 1 43 01
Moond\Tie, Shasv Bros 3 18 33 1 46 07
Ustane, Wapiti, Montezuma and Mildred withdrew.

SECOND class.
Idler, F. L. Dunne 1 31 06 1 04 48
Auk, A. A. Martin 1 43 49 1 14 13
Caprice, R. W. Bird 1 45 49 1 18 24

THIRD CLASS.
Egeria, R. D. Ware ; 1 44 01 1 17 03
Maepie, Otis and Hyde 1 45 04 1 17 18
Helen, R. W. Sawtelle 1 53 10 1 26 07

, AV. Scott 1 50 41 1 23 05
Scamp and Water Witcli disabled.

FOURTH CLASS.
Freak, G. F. Maybury 1 55 56 1 23 47
Florrie, AV. EL. Besarick 1 54 55 1 23 49
Flora Lee, C, D. Lanning 1 54 28 1 24 03
Mirage, G. K. Dearborn 1 54 24 1 24 35
Cadet. C. C. Burke 1 .56 41 1 25 38
Bess, W. C. Cherrington 1 55 50 1 35 49
Rocket, H. M. Faxon 1 59 27 1 28 00
Marchioness, C. E. Hodges 2 00 03 Not meas'd
Dandelion, Arthur Adams 2 03 48 1 33 59
Mab, Meteor and Mamie withdrew.
Harbinger protests White Fawn for fouling, and Auk protests

Caorice on measurement. A number of boats met with small
mishaps to gear and spars in the blow.
The officers were: Regatta Committee—C. Edwin Bookus, chair-

man; H. W. Burr, F. C . Blanchard, J. F. Small, D. H. Mason.
Judges—Coolidge Barnard, Hartford Davenport, J. E. Swan, H.
D. Wing, W. S. Fox, W. H. Swift, H. W. Smith.

CHERRY DIAMOND Y. C. SWEEPSTAKES.
THE Cherry Diamond Y. C, the yachting department of the

Manhattan Athletic Club, fared very badly in every way in
its flrst sweepstakes race, on July 25. The date was such as to
limit the starters for the new gold cup to the three New York
yachts, Nautilus, Mineola and Jessica, the weather was very un-
favorable, the captain of one of the stakeboats failed to have his
craft in position, and the work of runn^g the race devolved
almost entirely on Capt. Summers, the regatta committee being
of little practical use. The race was sailed off Larchmont, the
usual Captain's Island course for the larger, and the Scotch Cap's
course tor the smaller craft, the starters being: Schooners, Viator
and Princess; 16f c. class, Mineola, sailed by Mr. Belmont; Israutilus,
sailed by Mr. E. A. Willard; and Jessica, by Mr. J. F. Lovejoy.
Cats, Edna and Tattler.
The wind was fresh from S.AV. at the start, Mineola leading over

to Hempstead Bay. No markhoat was to be found, however, and
by the time that the judges' tug had come up, Nautilus was ready
to round her, leaving Mineola second. Mr. Belmont withdrew
from the race and entered a protest. The second leg was started
with spinakers set, but a threatened squall brought them in, and
the clnbtopsail of Nautilus as well, Jessica carrying fiers and
leading at the turn, where the times were:
Jessica 1 47 20 Aviator 1 50 40
Nautilus 1 48 15 Princess 1 50 53
The times at Hempstead, where the tug stopped in good season,

were:
Jessica 2 55 15 Princess 3 46 15
Nautilus. 3 00 02 Viator 3 53 55
Jessica and Nautilus finished in a light air, but the schooners

were not in until late. Edna withdrew. The times taken were:
SLOOPS.

Start. Elapsed. Corrected.
Jessica 13 18 50 3 38 00 3 19 10
Nautilus 13 17 08 3 38 35 3 31 37

OATBOATS.
Tattler 13 21 40 3 31 00 2 09 20
The race wiU probably be resaUed. The iron steamer Siiius

carried a large party of club members.

PLATVIOUTH Y. C, LADIES' DAY, July 35.-The ladies' day of
the Plymouth Y. C, Saturday la^t, was celebrated by a race, the
winners being; Catboats—Curlew, L. W. Lawton, 33ft. 9in., flrst;
Ariel, H. H. Sears. 31ft. 6in., second; Future, AV. T. Whitman,
21ft. Sin, , third. Second class (spritsail centerhoards) — Old
Honesty, J. O. Davis, 16ft. lOin., flrst. Third Class (spritsaU keels)
—Clear the Track, Oscar Hunt, loft. 5in., first; Jessie, I. Morton,
second. Fifth class, canoes—Mollie, A. L. Bailey, 14ft. 91n., flrati
Garmeu, F. A. Jeoks, second.
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2^~RATING-25FT. CORRECTED LENGTH.

OF the many great changes of recent date in yachting, none
perhaps is more marked than that in the formation of racing

classes; both in the process of growth and in the variety and at
the same time uniformity of the yachts which constitute them.
The growth or formation of a class under the old conditions was
a matter of years; yachts of various odd lengths and tneasure-
ments were added one at a time, by building, altering, or purchas-
ing from another locality, the result being a collection of craft
varying so greatly in size that no allowance table could make the
racing fair and equable under all conditions of weather. Up to
ten years back in tnis country and half as long in Great Britain,
there was little difference in type between the boats in any one
class; just as all American boats were shoal centerboard sloops, so
were ail British yachts cutters of little or no beam. Of late years,
however, there has been an intermixture of types, especially on
this side, where centerboards both shoal and deep, with inside and
outside ballast, have raced with wide and narrow cutters, under
all possible modiiication of both sloop and cutter rig.
The 70Et. class offers an excellent example of the former diver-

sity in size and type, including Wenonah. Hildegarde and Mis-
chief of 61ft., Vision 63, Huron 63. Thetis 64, Stranger 65, lleen 65,

Fanny 66, Shamrock 68, G-racie 69, Katrina 70, and Bedouin and
Titania both over 70ft. These yachts, which have constituted the
70ft. class from 1880 to 1890, and have raced together many times,
include almost every variety of model, from the flat-iron Fanny
through the deeper centerboards and compromises and the mod-
erate cutters to the extreme "plank-on-edge" lleen. The other
American classes were much the same in composition, while the
British classes differed in being confined exclusively to keel
craft of from 45^ beanjg in the older to 7 beams in the newer boats.
The vast change between such a state of affairs and that exist-

ing to-day is clearly shown in the class which is now monopoliz-
ing the attention of American yachtsmen, the new 46ft. This
class, composed of ten fine racing craft, representing a total out-
lay up to the present time of at least $150,000, has been built since
the close of the last yachting season, being at that time hardly
more than a matter of gossip and speculation. Up to last fall,
though there were half a dozen boats old and new of 46ft. l.w.l or
under, the class was not known in racing, and it may be said that
the entire fleet has been built to order at the shortest possible
notice.
The characteristics of the old classes were, as we have noted,

uniformity of model up to a comparatively recent date, and diver-
sity of size; in the new classes the exact reverse is found, a uni-
formity of size and diversity of model. In the matter of size, the
prevailing rules in this country are still such as to permit vessels
of different racing measurements in the same class; but this dif-
ference is confined to the sail plans, the waterline lengths in all
cases being the same or nearly so; the advantage of building to
the class limit being generally appreciated. On the other side a
still higher degree of uniformity has been reached by means of
the classification as well as the measurement bemg by length and
sail area combined, each boat being built to the maximum limit
of the class, which is at the same time her racing measurement,
80 that she neither gives nor takes time from her opponents.
In the matter of model, while the old extremes of sloop and cut-

ter have disappeared entirely from British as well as American
racing, each class still includes a wide range of types, and for the
present at least there is no tendency toward the production of a
single type which shall monopolize all the racing and bar all ex-
periments, as was once the case on both sides. Just now a very
wholesome tvpe of keel cutter is in the majority in America, but
there is still every opportunity for competition by centerboard
boats, the rule favoring one type as much as the other. In Great
Britain the keel cutter of 4J^j beams or less has rap'dly driven out
the old boats of 6 to 7 beams, but at the same time the center-
boards are now making a successful fight with the best of the keel
craft.
While It is only too true that the improvement of racing yachts

has in a great measure put a stop to general racing, It Is still very
piftiB tjiat isucb a cl^sg as tbe 46 lOft. offers opportunities for

comparison and study such as were never met with under the old
conditions in the racing of all lengths and sizes of boats together.
The main cause for the disappearance ot extreme types and

the production of moderate craft of uniform size in each class is

easily discovered, as its influence has been the same on both sides
of the Atlantic. On this side the improvement in type has been
coincident with the adoption and extension of the Seawanhaka
rule, based on the tvvo factors of lengtn and sail area; and in
Great Britain the corresponding change dates from tlie end of
1886, when the old tonnage rule was replaced by the same length
and sail area rule in another form. Though widely used in tnis
country for some years previous to its complete adoption in Great
Britain, the rule, in several different form^ originated with Mr.
Dixon Kemp, baing proposed in the Field so long ago as 1880. As
the rules stand to-day they are nearly identical in effect, though
the measurement of sail is somewhat different m the two
countries, while the unit of measurement is qalte different, being
in one ease rating, and in the other feet of corrected or sailing
length.
Almost the only class which is sharing the racing with the new

46ft. is another new one, whose limit is 35ft. corrected length.
Though small in numbers as yet, it prothises to grow rapidly by
next season, while its lease of life is likely to be even longer than
that of the 46ft. class. The rapid development of modern classes
is well shown by the history of this same class in Great Britain,
where it is known as the 23^-rating. The growth and changes of
this class, which has producpd nearly 50 racing yachts within
three years, is both interesting and instructive. It dates from

the adoption by the Y. B. A. of the rule, = Rating, in the
o,uuo

winter of '86-7 after a long discussion. The new classes under the
rule were: 23^, 5, 10, 20, 40, 60 and over 60 rating. The allowance
of sail for the different lengths of l.w.l. in the ^-rating class was
as follows, the third and fourth columns giving the correspond-
ing figures by the Seawanhaka rule:

SAIL AREA.
L.W.L. Y.R.A. Sea. V L.W.L, Y.R.A. Sea.
18 833 1,024 33 25 600 625 2^
19 789 961 31 26... . .. 577 576 24
20 750 900 30 27. 555 529 33
31 714 841 39 28 r,86 484 33
33. 691 784 38 29 .. 516 441 31
23 . 65i 739 37 30 500 400 20
24 635 678 26

In the destruction of the old tonnage classes, the smallest, 3
tons, about 29ft. l.w.l. and 1,100ft. sail area, became 5-raters, there
being but one or two odd boats as small as SJr^-rating. There
were, howevei", the Southampton "lengthers," of which we spoke
last week, and in 1887 two boats built for the 31ft. l.w.l. class were
so canvassed as to race at times as SJ^-raters. One, Madcap, was
21ft. 8in. l.w.l., 7ft. 4in. beam, 5ft. 4in. draft, and carrie-i 693 sq. ft.

of sail, and tlie other, Thalassa, was of nearly the same dimen-
sions. Both were rigged as pole-masted sloops, with masts well
forward and mainsail and jib. The I'acing about Southampton in
that year was partly under the length rule, partly by tonnage,
and partly by rating, but the following year saw the rating rule
fully established to the exclusion of the other two. The flrsi. boat
really built for the class was the Lady Nan, 33ft. l.w.l., 8ft. 4in.
beam and with 6.53ft. of sail, sloop rigged; designed and built by
Mr. Arthur E. Payne, a very successful craft.
In 1889 the class experienced a veritable boom, a dozen boats

being built, and by the leading designers, Payne, Watson and Fife,
among them being Iota, whose lines appeared last week and
whose sail plan is now given, being enlarged from Le Yacht, to
which paper we are Indebted for the sketch of Iota under sail.
The new Southampton boats were longer than the old, the Wat-
son boats Queen Mab, Thief and Cosette being about 24ft. 6in.
l.w.l. bv 5ft. 3in. beam, while the Payne boats Humming Bird and
Cock A' Whoop were still longer, jast under 26ft., with about 7ft.

6in. beam. The latter two were lug.rigged, lately shown in
the Jjick 0" I^anthorn, the Watson ho^fts being sloojp-jigge^, Tfte

class included several centerboards and various rigs, but the best
boat v/hen the season closed was Humming Bird, keel.
Next year, 1890, came a new crop, distributed on the Clyde, the

Solent and in other places. Babe, Camilla, Janetta, M'liss, Dol-
phin, Bandersnatch, Princess Ida and others of less note. On the
Solent, where the racing is always hottest, Babe, a Payne boat,
26ft. 9in. l.w.l,, with 552ft. of sail, a lug mainsail and jib, led the
list with 25 prizes to 30 starts. The present season finds about 15
new SJ^-raters afloat, and though it is too soon to pick the win-
ners, tne two Watson boats. Elfin, 20ft. I.w.l.x7ft. 6in. beam, and
Oronsay, 25ft. 1 w.l.x7ft. 3in. beam, both centerboard boats,
arrt beating the keels in a most astonishing manner on the Clyde

.

The rig shown on Iota is the pole-masted cutter, and has
been used on a number of the 234-raters, but this and the Solent
sloop rig have been displaced both on the Solent and Clyde by
the lug mainsail and iib, the bowsprit being very short and in
many cases being dispensed with entirely. The length has ex-
panded from 31f r. in 1887 to 36ft. in 1891, the beam varying from
6ft. 6in. to 7ft. 6in., and the draft being about 5ft. 8in.
Ttie dimensions of lota's sail plan are:

deck to truck... .

diameter at deck

diameter at gammon iron

. 6ft. llin.
23ft.

. 27ft. Sin.
5ln.
6 in.

lOin.

10ft. lOin.
4in.

'. 21ft. Sin.

89

670
701

Staysail, sq. ft.,

Total
Y. R. A rule
Seawanhaka rule

The official measurement gives 714ft. by the Y. R. A. ritle, the?
difference probably being due to a slight error in ealarging the
plan. The tigures show, however, the results by the two rules on
the same sail plan. In the American boats the rig has been sim-
plified by the omission of the staysail and shortening of the bow-
sprit, so that only a mainsail and small jib are carried. The lag
mainsail as shown on the Jack o' Lanthorn a few weeks since, has
buen tried on one, but was discarded for the cmventional boom
and gaff sail. From all appearances the class is likely to produce
boats of not over 26ft. l.w.l. and about 7ft. 6in. beam, at least there-
is little probability of a much longer and narrower boat proving
successful.

ESSEX Y. C. ANNUAL, JULY 25 -The Essex Y. C, of Newark,
sailed its annual open regatta on Newark Bay, oft' Bayonne, last
Saturday, in a moderate S.W. breeze, the times being:

CLASS C.

Length. Elansed. Corrected.
Vision 23.01 3 04 12 3 00 58
Viola 35.03 3 01 .58 3 01 58
Our Own 33.10 3 04 14 3 03 033^

CLASS D.
Just Woke Up 31.11 3 28 59 3 28 59
Libbie May 33.00 Did not finish.

CLASS P.
Undine 21.11 3 01 14 3 01 14
Eureka 31.10 3 04 36 3 04 383^

CLASS G.
Ges So 18.05 3 09 57 8 09 57

GLASS H
Mist 17.09 2 18 13 2 18 13'

Gala Water 16,02 2 36 08 2 33 44j<^
Addie 14.10 3 88 30 3 34 07j|
Three Cranks 14.11 8 « 09 3 86 54*
Undine, from tbe Shrewsbury, won the special prize for best!-

elapsed tinje.
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NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE.

ON Monday next, Aug. a, tbe annual cruise of the New York Y. C
will begin wnb the rendezvous of the yachts at Glen Cove The

following: programme has been issued:
Tbe regatta committee having accepted Com. Gerry's invitation to

sail with hicn on the flagship, the Bleccra will be the judges' boat for
all the racing events of the cruise, and the committee call the atten-
tion of members to the following fixtures and suggestions

:

The steamboat Myndhert Starin bas been chartered for members
-wishing to visit the squadron at Glen Cove, L. I., and see the start to
eastward. Sbe will leave the foot of East Twenty-sixth street at 8
A. M.; Glen Island, New Roehelle at 10::JO, and make a landing at these
points returning. Member's tickets, which will admit two ladies, can
be obtained from tbe superintenaent at the clubhouse, also estra
tickets, at $2 each, admitting one person. Yacht owners making the
cruise can have their ticlcets transferred by applying to the regatta
committee.

,

The races for the Goelet cups, which were presented to the New
York Y. C. by Mr. Ogden Goelet, will be sailed otf Newport. R J

,Augr. The races will be sailed under the racing rules of the New
York Y''. C, and with its time allowance, and will ne open to schooners,
sloops, cutters and yawls of the New York Y''. C. that have not hauled
out to clean since tbe commencement of the cruise. Capt. Goelet
reserves the right of inviting foreign yachts that may be in American
waters to participate in the race. The cup for schooners is valued at
$1,000, while thai offered tor sloops is valued at $500. Entries will
be received at the clubbouse at Newport or on board the Electra up
to 8 A. M. on the mornmg of the race.
Among the club prizes that will be sailed for—the dates of which

events will be delej mind upon duriug the cruLse and announced by
the comraodore—will be prizes for class ti of sloops (46-footersji.
cutters and yawls that have not hauled out to clean since the beging-
ning of the cruise. The prizes in these races will be as follows- First
$5U0,

1
cup or money); second $150, if more than two start; tnird $50,

If four or more start. The course will be ]-2 miles to windward or
leeward and return.
There will also be races for yacht tenders and cutters, and for

steam and naphtha launches. In these races trophies will be given as
prizes, and the committee will add .$5 for each man carried in the
winning crews. In tne steam and naphtha launch race the first prize
will be $20 and the second $10, if four or more start. The dates of
these events will be derermmed during the cruise.
For the runs from port to port, tbe committee submit the following

proposition ; The Electra will establish start and finish lines for each
run, and give the corrected time of all vachis crossing with their
private signals at the peak and their racing numbers displayed, and
In cruising trim; anchors on tbe bow and cables bent; cruising com-
plement of Boats carried; cruising deck, cabin and gallev fittings
and fixtures m place; topsails extending above the truck, or bevoud
the end of the gaft, barred.
A "squadron run" prize will be given in each class where two or

more start, with a second prize if four or more start. Any yacht
alone in her class can sail iu the class above. Vessels that do not
wisli to be timed wfil not cross the line, nor carry their private
aignals at the peak. They will be at liberty to get under-way and
proceed to tne squadron's destination with tiie gun announcing the
aarbor start.
Owners whose vessels have not been measiu-ed, but who anticipate

entering them for any of the races, are requested to procure tueir
measurements. Numbers can be obtained at the clubhouse or on the
Electra at Glen Cove, and sailing durections for any race can be oo
tained on board the flagship up to tne time of the uarbor start

ST. LAWRENCE Y. C, JULY II.-The fourth of the St. Law-
rence Y. C. series races was sailed on Saturday over the usual
club course. There was a fine lower sail breeze from the west-
ward, making it a beat to windward over half the course, and thp
day was a very lovely one. Only six boats started, however, as
follows:

Tij- IT T. c-.T ,
Length. Start.

Mollie Bawn, W. Kavanagh 25.09 3 56 .54
Dreamj A. W. Morris and H. M. Molson 32.0ti 8 57 11
Lulu, A. Irving. . . . 29.03 3 m 15
Chaperon, E. S. Clouslan 29.06 3 41
Valda, G. H. Dugaran 24.01 3 57 50
Black Eagle, C. H. Levin and G. Gabler 37.07 3 58 00
Dream and Lulu speedily gained the lead, but Chaperon helddown to leeward of the fleel. footing very fast, stretched well into

Valois Bay and got a plant which carried her well to wiadward of

^i, n + V, .i; T . winner in her class and the leader of
the fleet both on elapsed and corrected time. The summary is as
follows:

C.L.
Lulu 29.0^
Dream 32.08
Black Eagle 37.07

ChHperon 29.06
Valda 25.(11
MoUie Bawn 25.09

Elapsed. Corrected
2 04 86 2 02 00
2 05 29 2 05 39

3 01 40
3 09 01
2 13 23

ATLANTIC Y. C. CRUISE.
THE fleet of the Atlantic Y. C. lay at anchor in Morris Cove on

the night of July jiO, running next day to New London and
the following day to Greenport, where a number of yachts joined
the fleet, making the total number as foUo ws: Cuispa, Com Law-
ton: VVaterwitcia, Vice-Corn. Banks; Tigress, Rear Com. Weir-
Arab, Edmund Fisn; Rival, P. G. Saatord; liainleen, VV Whic-
lock; Eurybia, Charles Pryei; Concord, Henry u. Roome: Fear-
less, H. ri. HogHu; Cavalier, Jefferson Hogan; a.iona, A P
Ketchum; Hermes, J. C. VVnite; Phantom, Dr. L. A. Smith-
Rover, J . S. Manning; Polly, T. L. Arnold; Beatrice, Mr. Cnee-
ney; Daisy, W. H. JSicolhs; Surf, W. Boyce; Gem, John Bliss;
Grayling, L. A. Fu-h; Princess, Mr. Seeley; Columoia, J, T. Per-
kins.
On July 2 J, Thursday, a race was saUed for a cup presented by

Hear Com. VVeir, tor the yStt. class, tne SO-Cooter Kathleen sail-
ing with Tigress, Polly and Eurybia. Tne course was from off
the red buoy otf Chequot Puint, past the schooner Water Witch
around Crow Shoal Buoy, and return, with a fresh S. E. wind'
Kathleen started iu the lead but was caught by Poily, Eurybiaand Tigress. The greater part of the race was between Tigressand Polly, the former finally winning; but as uer owner gave the
cup. It goes over to Polly, The times were:
_ St«rt. Finish. Elapsed.
Tigress 12 03 20 3 13 21 3 11 01
^Oily;: 13 03 25 3 17 54 3 15 29
gin-ybia 12 03 51 8 39 .29 3 26 36
Kathleen .

. 12 03 00 3 39 38 3 27 38
After the finish of the race the fleet was formally disbanded

after a short but very pleasant cruise. Tne usual races on the
runs from port to port were omitted with good results, the work
oeing dimiuished and the pleasure of the cruise, especially the
social side of ii, being greatly increased.

CLASS A.
Start. Finish.
3 57 15 6 01 51
3 57 II 6 03 40
3 .58 00 Did not finish.

29ra. CLASS
3 57 41 6 01 36 2 03 57
3 57 50 6 14 33 2 16 33

- 3 56.54 6 13 46 2 16 53 „ x..
Lulu iheretore wins in the A class by 3m. 29i. from Dream, >md

Chaperon wins in the 29f t. class by 7m. 21s. from Volda.
,
The St. Lawrence Y. C. series race was this year so arranged

that all classes sailed together three times. The best corrected
time over the course in the first of these races was made by
Thora, a 31ft. class boat, of 19ft. 6in. corrected length, rigged as a
yawl, with battened sails. In the second of these races Valda,
the winner of the 29ft. trophy, the vice-commodore's cup, beat
the fleet by Im. 59s. In the third. Chaperon, a boat of 29ft. 6in.,
sailing in the 39f c. class, beat the fleet by 2Qb. Thora is practically
a St. Lawrence River skitf, of a little greater beam than usual,
and with a light counter, and she depends for her stability en-
tirely upon the ability of her crew lo bend their backs over her
rail. She scored her •'best corrected" iu a puffy day, where the
hiking powers of her crew were tried to the uttermost, and the
larger boats were either knocked down by the puffs or wallowing

l^^^^^ without wind enough to till their reefed canvas. Valda
and Chaperon on the other hand have the greater part of thuir
ballast outside, and they made their records in fair sailing davs
July JS.-The A Class of the St. Lawrence Y. C. sailed the last of

the series of races of that club for the season on Saturday Therewas a strong and squally east wind blowing, making the course a
reaching one, and all the boats went across the line with two
reefs m their mainsails. The wind fell lighter after the Valois
Light Buoy was passed, and the boats pulled first one and then the
second reef, and by the time the Chateaugay Buoy was passedDream had a good lead on the fleet. At the Pointe Claire Buoy
however, she missed the buoy, got in stays and lost heavily. At
the Chateaugay Buoy she again lost heavily by an almost simi-
lar mishap, and in consequence of these errors she only finished afew seconds before Lulu. And so ended the race and with it the
Commodore's cup for the year. The summary was as follows:

A CLASS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected
4 30 14 8 39 30 I 59 16 1 53 25
4 30 00 6 29 14 1 59 14 1 56 00
4 28 OS 6 31 16 3 03 13 3 03 13
4 30 47 Withdrew.

C.L.
Lulu ; 29 3
Dream 33.6
Black Eagle 37.7
White Squall 31.1

LIGHT MONEY FRO.il Y^AOHTS.-Com. G. H. B. Hill, of theSeawannata Corinthian Y. c. owner of the schoonei' yacht
Miranda, is now making a test case of the new ruling of tne
ireasury Dfpartmbut in regard to me light dues from roreign-
bmlt yaotits. On July 18. Miranda arrived at Bay Ridge, NewYork Harbor, trom V ineyard. Havou, and a demand Was made
SJ'n^P®,^?^^^''^™'^*^*'^^^^ $42.35 tight dues, her tonnage being
84.69. The money Com. HiU declined to pay, and the yaont has
toeen llheled by the Goverument, which action Com. Hill proposes
to CQQtesti'jtt tbe couctB.

f i- ^ «

won 1 first and 1 second prize. Thp Vice-Commodore's cup, the
29ft. class trophy, has been wou by Valda. who took 3 firsts and
1 second prize. Chaperon taking 1 first and 1 second. In the 21ft
class the trophy has been won by Thora, who won 2 first prizes.
LAKE COBBOSSECONTEE REGATTA.-On July 14 a regatta

was sailed on Lake Cobbossecontee, near Augusta, Me., the times
being:

FIRST CLAS.S.
Length,

Undine, H. M. Packard 18.06
Lady of the Lake, H. Sprague 17.02
Emma Belle, Melville Smith 18.06
Alice, M. & T. Welch 18.10
Comfort, G. A. Bryant 22.05

SaOaiMD CLASS.
Florence, Charles Higgins 18.10
Thorfln, R T. Whitehouse 15 03
Josephine, George A. Robertson ...16.09
Lady Hannah, VV. J. Stinson 16.08
Pidgeon, D. C. Robinson .15.10

JCHIRD CLASS.
Anna S., C. C. Hunt 15.07
The first prize, a silver cup. was awarded to L''ndine; second

prize, a silk banner, to Lady of the Lake. Florence, Thorfln andAnna S. all won silk hauners in their respective classes. The
judges were. Henry Reverie and J. W. Chadwick, of Boston, J.
R.Gould and Joseph Bod well, of Hallowell, LTndine has won the
prize for three consecutive seasons.

AMERICAN Y. C, 1ST CHAMPIONSHIP, July 25. - The
American Y. C, of Newburj'porr, sailed its first championship
race on Saturday in a light S.W. wind, the times being, so far as
taken:

FIKST CLASS.
„ , Elapsed. Corrected,
Hazard, Pierce . 1 43 80 1 42 30
Gleam, Lowell 1 44 30 1 10 64

SECOND CLASS.
Sassaous

, . ,1 37 30 1 27 01
Pert . ...1 28 30 1 37 50
Alice ,..133 30 1 33 30

SIPPICAN Y. O, 14TH CLUB REGATTA.-Mariou, July 25.-
Courses for first and second classes from judges' yacht, leaving
n® s Ledge and 8. E. Ledge buoys on port, to judges' yacht; 15

miles. Third and fourth classes, from judges' yacht,' leavingBow Bella and S. E. Ledge buoys on port, to judges' yacht; 8
miles._ l^ifth class, from judges' yacht, leaving stakeboat off
Plantin Isla.nd, Seal Rock Buoy, judges' yacht, stakeboat and
Seal Rock Buoy on starboard, to judges' yacht; 7 miles. Wind
Ireah S.W.. lightening toward finish. Tide ebb:

JPIBST CLASS—CATS.
T-r i -r, ^ .

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Hector, E. 0. Stetson 28.10 2 ^ 40 2 13 33

„ Second class—oats.
Anonyma. F. L. Dabjiey 37.00 2 25 13 3 10 27
Widgeon, M. & H. Williams 26.10 3 27 31 3 13 31
Success, J. F. Perry 24.06 Withdrew.

, TitT TV .
THIRD CLASS-CATS.

Parole, W. H. Davis 32.05 1 31 .55 1 19 57
Eina, John Parkinson 22.09 1 33 4J 1 23 03
Ashantee, Geo. H. Pillsburv .23.03 1 33 30 1 33 17
Tycoon, J. L. Stackpole, Jr 23.01 1 34 40 1 23 23
Puzzle, W, Amory, 3d 23.09 1 36 19 1 34 41
Hermione, R. L. Barsto 22.11 Did not finish.

, JTOUBTH CLASS—cats.
Edith. G. G. Van Rensselaer 19.04 1 43 03 1 26 39
Squall, J. G.^Palfrey 19.09 1 47 57 1 33 03
Cat, Bruce Clarke 19.01 Withdrew.
Zay, F. Luce Withdrew.
^„ „ FIITTH CLASS—cats.
Worry, H, W. & R. P. BeUows 1 37 06
Rana, H. N. Richards Did not start.
Hector first in first class, Anonyma in second class; Parole first

Etna second in third class; Edith first, Squall second in fourth
class; Worry first in fifth class. Tycoon and Ashantee were
handicapped. Squall goosebilled her sail jibiug .around S E
Ledge tuioy. She did not tear her sail luckily, but lost 314 min-
utes. Judges, Dr. J. S. Whiting, J. H. Clarke, Jr., J. Wittet.

CORINTHIAN Y C. .51ST REGATTA, JULY 25.-The Corin-
thiau y. C. ot Marblehead sailed its 51st regatta on Saturday,
with the wind from all quarters, and mixed up with calms and
rain squalls. In the 30ft. class only Saladin and Mildred started,
the former getting a fluke near the end which sent her in a win-
ner. The times were:

JIRST CLASS—30-POOTEKS.
a 1 J- n T7. ,

Elapsed. Corrected.
& 1^^?*^ • • 2 03 35 2 02 35

Mildred, W. H. Wilkinson 3 05 04 2 05 01
r c SJSCOND class—31 TO 35FT.

lone, J. S. Poyen ."• .3 18 46 3 18 46
Susie, W. W. Keith

. . . ! 2 30 39
Alcyone, J. A. Barbey, Jr Did not finish'.'

^ THIBD CLASS KEELS-16 TO 21 FT.
Hornet, H. P. Benson 1 49 43 1 49 40
Kraken, Percy Chase 1 50 44 1 .50 44

^ -rxT ?P'i?''^^ CLASS CBNTEHBOARDS-16 TO SlTO.
Madge, W. H. Thayer 1 49 55 1 48 59Memento J. F. Small i 48 31 1 48 31
vVanda, B. C. Bobbins 1 53 "4 1 49 44
Delphine, C. M. Barker I 53 42 1 ,53 27

WEST LYNN Y. C, JULY 35.-The regatta of the West Lynn
Y. C., postponed from June 17, was sailed on Saturday in a light
and flaky wind, the times being:

FIRST CLASS CENTERBOAKDS.
m i ^ .J , „ ,

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Torment, CoHei- and Reardon 32.07 1 51 23 1 SO 03
Lark. Sproul & Co 23.04 1 ,58 06 1 26 37
Ripple, Thomas Gard 25.01 Did not finish.

, „^ SECOND CLASS CENTERBOABDS.
Idol, Wentworth and Parker 19.06 1 28 00 1 13 20
Alice L , P. W. Lynch 17.01 1 31 13 1 13 56

^ , SECOND CLASS KEELS.
Inez, Goodridge Bros 18.09 1 -34 35 1 18 37
Addie, Rich & Nutting 18.05 1 87 00 1 20 40
Vesper, Georare Wifgaud 18.06 1 37 36 1 21 26
Plover, Hammond & Co 17. U9 1 41 35 1 26 68
. •, . ^. THraD CLASS KEELS AND CENTEllBOABBS.
^]^^^P?; 9'^.^^"^*'^, Blethen 15.06 1 23 48 1 05 20
Wild Cat, Cuarles Alley 16.06 1 34 00 1 03 20
iBahel, Davis & Hodgston 16.00 1 28 47 1 OS 43
Robin, Samuel Piatt .16.11 1 38 00 1 15 40The 3udges were F. G. Olin, F. L. Tarbos and J. B Perkins.

CORINTHIAN NAVY.-The Staten Island Sound Squadron
sailed Its third regatta on July 25 over a 10-mile course off
bewaren, N. J. The times were:

CLASS I.—SLOOPS.
„.^^ Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Ivitten 3 56 40 4 53 11 1 56 ,31 1 .52 39
Irex 3 53 44 5 05 04 2 11 16 2 00 24

CLASS rr.—CABIN OATBOATS.
Mary Anna 3 54 05 4 50 17 1 58 12
i annie 2 55 08 4 56 35 2 01 37

, .
CLASS nr.-OPEN CATBOATS.

Nankit 3 53 48 4 48 33 1 55 45 1 54 39
Tarpon 3 54 05 4 54 40 1 59 55 1 57 46
Torment 3 53 48 4 41 35, 1 47 37 1 43 37
„ ^ CLASS IT.
Bon.Ton 2 54 30 4 41 50 1 47 20 1 40 08-
Lillie 3 .55 30 Withdrew.
Kuma 3 57 39 Withdrew.
The first annual regatta of tbe Delaware River Squadron will

be sailed off Riverton, N. J., on Aug. 8. open to ah boats under
3oft. l.w.I. Dr. C. P. Tattle, 324 South Fifth street, Camden, N.
J., is chairman of the regatta committee.

VOLUNTEER BOAT CLUB, JULY 18-35.-The first regatta of
the new Volunteer Boat Club, of Sag Harrior, was sailed on July
18 m a heavy rain and a strong S.E. wind, the times being:w •* J o « -r, ,

Start. Finish. ElapsecL
Winifred. S. B. Palmer 3 48 20 4 02 30 1 14 10
Louise, J. B. Fahys 2 48 30
RedwoDd, H. Morton 3 49 15
Water Witch, J, Eggleston 3 47 30
Hogonock, W. A. Lamont 3 50 40
Ariadne, J. A. Napier 2 56 40
On July 35 the second race was sailed in t

with a thunder shower. The times were:

r . -rr
Start.

Louise, Young 3 .37 32
The Paumanock, Hunt 3 38 40
Grand Duchess, Morton 3 37 34
Water Witch, Eggleston 3 38 03
Edith, Cook 3 46 20
Hogouoek, Lamont .3 46 20

4 05 00 1 16 40
Did not finish.
4 06 45 i 19 15
4 31 30 1 30 50
4 15 13 1 18 32

1 strong S.W. wind,

Finish.
5 56 00
6 14 05
5 56 57
6 08 00
6 39 45
6 29 45

Elapsed.
2 18 43

2 i9 23

3 43 35

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 OS 15 0 46 39
1 06 53 0 47 44
1 08 53 0 48 39
1 30 35 1 00 19
1 31 13 1 13 39

1 29 41 0 59 35
1 35 55 1 03 26
1 37 13 1 06 18
1 28 a5 1 06 46
1 30 18 1 07 30

1 33 13 1 00 09

MOSQUITO FLEET Y. C, July 35.-The second cup race of the
Boston Mosquito Fleet was sailed on Saturday in a S.W.

wind that freshenea considerably as the race went on. The times
were:

. T o 1,
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Tantrum, J F. Small 14.11 1 19 26 1 19 21
Nellie, J. O'Leary U.il 1 39 36 1 29 31
Bessie, W. L. Y^oung 13.11 Did not finish.
, .Iho annual cruise ot the club will take place on Aug, 2.

1
''!^y#'^^^"~'^^.^ i"^^ steam yacht Javelin, built by the Herres-

hoff Manutacturing Co. for Vice-Com. E. D. Morgan, New York
Y. C., was launched on July 18, making her trial trip on the fol-
lowing Monday. She is 98ft. over all,-94£t. l.w.l., 10ft. 3m. beam,
.wh- 1 v''*^''',

"^"'^ three cylinder compound engines, 9, 14 and^.^m.xUm. cylinders, and a Thornycroft boiler. The sptjed ex-
pected IS 2o miles per hour.

COLUMBIA.-The old New York si -op Columbia struck onJuly 30 on boup Rook, Hope Island, Narragansett Bay, and sank
immediately. Per crew reaching the shore with much diflfleulty.
bhe was at one time owned by Tweed, and is one of the many
yachts in which he is reported to have escaped from New York.
VOLUNTEER.—Gen. Paine's re-modeled schooner was launchedfrom the ways at Lawley's on July 32, her masts being stepped

next day and her bowsprit shipped. Her joiner work and rigging
IS well advanced and she will be with the fleet next week.

.r„<TX
•. ™.*,^.^c«.„xv.iit.n,u, oju.i vvui ijuu in a sitjam. marine

railway tor yachts, and also a free landing fioat for the use ofyacutsmen, two improvements which are greatly needed.

UTOWANA.-The new steam yacht Utawana, Mr. W. W.
Durant, designed by Mr. J. Beavor Webb and built by Neafie &Levy, Philadelphia, sailed from the yard on July 23 for New Yorkand Bar Harbor. Shft will leave the coast in September for a
cruise around the world.

^?^£^Ji»^^f'^'^.H~'^i?®i.'^j:®?^ J*"^^! Wave has been sold

tmM bringing $163 and the other jnatariq,!
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AN ADVENTURE ON A CATAMARAN.-A party of New
Haven yachtiSmeu had quite an adventure on July 26, being
oblipred to ap^nd the night on a partly wrecked catamaran at
anchor in the Sound, They were taken off safely in the morning
in a very wet and esliausted condition.

SILVA.-Oa July 35 the steam yacht Silva, built for Dr. M. H.
Forrest, of Philadelphia, by Seabury & Co., was launched at
Nyack. She is 80ft. over all, 69ft. l.w.l., llf t. 8in. beam and 4ft.
6in. draft, with triple expansion engines and water tube boilers.

LAKE CHAMPLAIN Y. O—The executive committee of the
Lake Ohamplain Y. O. has decided to hold its annual regatta on
Aug. 20, in connection with the meeting of the American Oanoe
Association at Willsboro Point, Vt.

yOBKVILLE Y. C, JULY 26.—The race of the YorkviJle Y. C-
on July 36 failed for lack of wind, only one boat, Florence Tate,
completing the course.

NEW HA^' EN Y. O.-The fleet of the New Haven Y. C. started
on its cruise on July 20 for New London and Greenport.

^mailing.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fouest a.nd
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Sxbeam their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and Information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating w the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OPMCERS, 1890-91.

Commodobe: Walter TJ. Ljlwson, Boston, Mass.
SECBBTABT-TKEAS0UER: RALPH F. Brazeu, 47 Central street, Lowell, Mass.
Regatta Committee: J. A. aage, Lowell, Mass.; W. G-. MacKeudrlck,

Toronlo; L, B. Palmer, Newark, If. J.

CENTRAL DIVISIOK.
OMoers:

VlOE-OoM,: O.V.WInnp, Albany, N.Y.
Reab-Com.: T. p. Qaddls, Dayton, O.
Purser: Howard Brown.Albany.N?
Ex. Com.: J. K. Bakewell and H. M.
Stewart.

EASTERN DIVISION.
OMcers:

NORTHERN DIVISION.

ViCE-COM.: W. H. Cotton, Kingston.
Bear Com.: J. 0. Edwards, Lindsay.
Purser: 0. E. L. Porteous, Kingston.
Ex. Com.: Colin Eraser and P. H.
Glsborne.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
OJTieers:

Vice-Com.: I. V. Dorland, Arlington.
Eeab Com : E.D. Anderson.Treuton.
Pursbb: Rlch'dHobart, Newark N.J.
Ex. Com.: H. L. Quick and H M.
Kreainer.

Purser: E. Apolloalo, Winchester.
Ex. Com.; Paul Butler, E. S. Towne
and Sidney Bishop.

AppUcatloBis tor memoerslilp must be made to division pursers, accom-
panied by the recommeiKlatlon of an active member and the sum of $2.00
for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay Sl.OO for camp expenses. Application
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. wiU be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in anv Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnishea with printed forms of appUcatlon by address-
ing the Purser.

^

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago, lU.
Vlce-Conunodore—N. B. Cook, Chicago, ni.
Eear-Commodoro—O. A. Woodruff, Dayton, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J H. Ware, l:?OElalto Building, Chicago, lU.
Applications for membership should be made to the Sec.-Treas., on blanks

which may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by $2 as
Initiation fee and dues for the cui'rent year.

FIXTURES.
AUGUST.

1. New York, Open, Sailing. 27. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,
6-gr. A. O. A. Meet, Lake Cham- Irondeqnoit Bay.

plain.
SEPTEMBER.

5. Orange. Ann., Passaic River. 10. Rochester, Pall Regatta,
7. 9 A. M., Arlington, Ann., Irondeqnoit Bav.

Passaic River. 12. Knickerbocker, Ann., N. Y.
7. 3 P. M., lanthe, Ann., Pas-

saic River.

A NEW IDEA FOR A REGATTA COMMITTEE.-The New
York C. C. tried a new experiment in its races of Saturday last

which is likely to prove a success. The regular male regatta com.

mlttee not being on hand—in fact, it is stated that nothing has

been heard from its members since the spring regatta—the man-
agement of the race was given to the ladies present, who started

and timed the canoes. One great advantage of this plan is that

all danger from firearms is avoided, the ladies wise] y preferring
the club foghorn to the club pistol. We call the attention of other
clubs, as well as the Commodore of the A. C. A. to this experi-
ment, which may prove well worth imitating.

PASSAIC RIVER REGATT AS.-The lanthe, Arlington and
Orange canoe clubs have arranged a three-day racing meet for
the first week in September which promises to attract a number
of New York canoeists to the Passaic at Woodside. On Saturday,
Sept. 5, the Orange C. C. will hold its anmial regatta, open to

members of all canoe clubs. On Sunday the visitors will be en-
tertained by the tliree chibs; on Monday (Labor Day) at 9 A. M.
the regatta of the Arlington 0. C. will be started, and at 3 P. M.
that of the lantbe C. C. The programme includes plenty of

racing, with time for camping and social meetings.

A. C. A. MEET TRANSPORTATION.
To the Mmibers of the Eastern DivMon A. C. A.:
We beg to call attention to the Inclosed circular giving a list of

railroads which will make a rate of one full fare and one-third,
as per instructions in same.
Endeavors are lieing made to obtain the same concession from

all other New England roads. In case such concession is not
granted, it will be advisable to inirchase tickets to tne nearest
point named in circular, and there obtain ticket to Burlington or
Port Kent upon certificate plan.
Attention is called to the day express of the Fitchburg Railroad,

through to Port Kent or Burlington direct, leaving Boston at
10:80 A. M., Providence at 9:10 A. M. and Worcester at H A. M.
Tbose wisuing to travel during the night should take the 7 P. M.
sleepers from Boston to Burlington via Fitchburg Railroad.
Referring especially to paragraph No. 4 of passenger commit-

tee's circular, we would say that tickets should be purchased be-
tween Aug. 3 and Ana. 8, 1891, and return tickets before Aug. 31.
(See paragraph No. 8.)

Canoeists from Boston and vicinity should ship their canoes
and duffle (before Aug. 3, as the car leaves on tliat day) care of J.
W.Richards, Fitchburg Railroad, Boston, freight department,
where a car will be in. readiness to receive them, which will go
to Burlington aud be side-tracked, and from which they may be
taken upon delivery of receipt.
The freight chai'ges per canoe and duftl? from Boston to Bur-

lington will be $3, which sum please remit Witt letter of advice
to Mr. Richards. It is important that Mr. Richards should be
advised at the earliest opportunity of any canoes which are to be
shipped from Boston, so that he can obtain proper accommoda-
tions in time.
Canoeists going to Burlington can reach camp at Willsborough

Point by steamer from Burlington via Port Kent, and probably
the regular steamers will run to the A. C. A. dock from Burling-
ton direct.
Special letters of inquiry should be addressed to Raymond

Apollonio, No. 43 State street, Boston.
J. W. CAU'rWRiGHX, Jr., Vice Commodore,
R. Apollonio, Purser,
J. W. RicBARDS, Transportation Com.

CANOEING COSTUMES.—The costumes worn by the crews of
sailing canoes when racing are by no means uniform, nor quite
ship shape in many cases; though pot hats or tall hats are seldom
seen on the sailing canoe, it is quite as unsightly to see tweed
check coats or caps, braces and 'boiled' or linen shirts. Many
good, serviceable dress rigs may be seen at Hendon on a race day,
from the man-o'-warsman's working dress, through all sorts of
grades and cuts of blua serga and white flannel, down to the
rather inappropriate striped flannels—suggestive of lawu tennis.
In America, brilliant striped jerseys and stocking caps are much
in vogue, and knickerbockers are nearly universal. On the
Thames, on the other hand, the fashion of the boat sailor, be he
owner or one of the crew, ritns as nearlv as possible in imitation
of the Cowes fit-out of the owner of a 300-tonner. From a prac-
tical point of view, many of the costumes worn are utterly inap-
propriate; no sailor can do his work efiiciently with long sleeves,
a collar buttoned round his neck, and braces on. Trousers should
be loose at the knee and below, so as to be easily turned up; the
sleeves should come but half way below the elbow; and the neck
opening should be sufficient to put at least your fist in—that's the
place to stow your small gear. Of course every particle should
be of wool, and lacings are preferable to buttons where possible
to use thorn. Once try the diilerpnce of swimming with a man-
o'-war frock on versus a yachting jacket, and the jacket will
never be put on in a capsizeable boat.—i'leid.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division: Clarence B. Ash-
enden, Auburndale, Mass.; J. W. Bro\vu, Woburn, Mass. Central
Division: Herhert C. Titus, Albany, N. Y.; Bert Stannard, Troy,
N. Y. Northern Division: P. B. Taylor, R. W. Haycock, Ottawa.
Atlantic Division: Frederick A. Cummings, Belleville, N. J.; W.
J. Warburton, New Y''ork city; W. E. Campbell, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Alexander Archibald, Albert E.Turner, Newark, N. J.; Thomas
Hale, Jr., Yonkers, N. Y''.

CANADIAN CANOES AT THE MEET.-Treasury Depart-
ment, Office of the Secretary, Washington. D.C, July 31,—Col-
lector of Customs: Sir—Referring to the Department's letter to
you, under date of July 29, '90, in which you were au'horized to
pass the canoes and necessary outfits of Canadian canoeists arriv-
ing at your port or in your district en route to the annual meet of
the American Canoe Aspociation, free of duty and without re-
quiring bond for their return, on production of the usual oath for
the free entry of personal effects, you are nereby authorized to ex-
tend the same privilege to Canadian canoeists who expect to at-
tend the approaching meet of the American Canoe Association to
be held upon Lake Champlain during the month of August next.
Respectfully yours, (Signed) O. L." Spaulding. Assistant Sec-
retary. (To the collectors at Burlington, V' .; Ogdensburgh. N, Y.;
Ca^ Vincent, N. Y.; Piattsburgh, N. Y.; and Suspension Bridge,

NEW Y^ORK C. C. CUP.-The New York O. C. last week re-
reived a challenge from Mr. Ford Jones, of Brockville, Canada,
who sailed for the New York C. C. International Cup last year in
Canuck, and is now desirous of trying again provided the races
will be sailed oil New York Bay. Mr. Jones named Gravesend
Bay, and the club has accepted his challenge, but with the proviso
that the courses shall be on neutral waters about New Y''ork which
shall be satisfactory to both parties. This leaves the question
open between Gravesend Bay, Newark Bay, and the part of New
"York Bay commonly called the ' Jersey Flats," ofE Bayonne, with
possibly other localities. The club is desirous of giving as fair a
contest as possible to the challenger.

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CAMPING.-Canoeing ought to
go ahead in a country where the sport ia handed to man without
effort on his part: Lowell, in America, would seem to be a sort of
canoeing fairyland. ''The Eastern Division of the A. C. A. holds
a meet atTyngs Pond, which is two miles long by half a mile
wide.it is reached by half-hourly electric cars from Lowell; a
dining hall is a quarter of a mile from the camp; meal.^ $1 a day;
transport to and from the camp of all boa^.s and duffle free."
Well, a dollar a day at English camp meets would only about
suffice to "find" the average amateur canoe cook in methylated
spirits for his lamp.—J^'iekZ.

NEW YORK C. C. OPEN RACES.-The open race of the New
York C. C. on July 25 had but four starters, all home boats, the
notice being very short. Lieda, Schuyler Schielfelin, won, with
Bonnie, C. B. Vaux, second. Aztec, Com. Howard, withdrew, and
Toltec. Mr. Bariugton, capsized. A second open race will he held
on Saturday next.

CONNECTICUT RIVER.—A correspondent writes that the
Connecticut is canoeable from West Stewartstown.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Mo !Notlce Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

Worm Fisherman.-Worms may be brought to the surface of
the ground by soaking the earth with salt water, or with slaked
lime water, made in proportion of three gallons of water to one
pound of slaked lime: let it stand four hours before using.

W. W. W., Philadelphia, Pa.—Maine black bass fishing is said
to be good in Great Belgrade and Long Ponds, and the chain from
Oakland to South Monmouth, among them Cobbosseeeontee, also
Maranacook and Annobessacook, reached from Winthrop.

A BOOK About Indians.—The*FoEEST a^u Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen illustrations from the volume.—^dy.

On the 6th inst., as Capt. Freeman was on his way to
Chelsea, he noticed some object swimming across the bow
of his steamer which proved to be a bear, and about that
time the glass registered Capt. Freeman's hunting instinct
about two hundred in the shade. But how, oh how. could
he kill him? He said if he had the time and the feathers he
would make a fly hook of his anchor and land him, as F. B.
Wade did the wildcat. But as it was he had to use the pike-
pole for a spear. Capt. Freeman altered his course and went
for the bear, and when the bear saw that he was to be run
down he altered his course, and went for the boat, leading
with a left hander upon her bow, while his face wore one of
his bearship's broadest smiles. Freeman dealt him a swing-
ing blow upon the shoulder, which caused him to change his
tactics, and make for shore, which was quite handy by this
time, aud Freeman had to leave the steamer and take his
rowboat. There was a race. The boat ran upon a rock
Freeman took water, but not back-water, by a good deal, and
dealt him a blow that surprised bruin very much, and also
broke the oar with which he hit him, and before bruin re-
covered his surprise the captain recovered a piece of the oar
and came to close quarters. At present bruin's pelt is on
exhibition at the steamboat wharf.

—

Goldliunter, Caledonia
Corner, N.-S., June IS.

FKBGUSOHT'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSE LAMP,
With AdjuBtaUe AttachmentBi

For Sportsmen and Others.
Gombinea Head Jack.

Boat Jack, Fishing liamp,
Camp liamp, Dash Lam p,
Belt liantexn, Hand I^an-
tem, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH L&MP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FEBBUSON, Bffica, 6S Fulton SL N.r.

OUR SOUVENIR TO THE

Angler and Sportsman
Sent upon receipt of stamp.

THE J. wiLmsoir CO.,
269-271 state St., Chicago.

woulcl 5tai]ci |l^i5
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ABBEY &I|ABRI^e:3 M\z

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Liow prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to huy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk winppings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9J, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz : Price $3 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 8 82
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Eod, Raised Tie Q-uides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8J, 9, 9i, 10ft., weight 9, 10|, 12, 13oz Price 2 72
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 32
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 3 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight SOoz , " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, but is S joint " 3 75
No, 280, 3 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings. 9ft " 90c.
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, line finish, 25yds., 83c. ; 40yds., 9oc. ; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle.

Sliding CHck, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SOOfb., 41c. J. P. M. Brand Liuen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thi-ead, 46c. ; 18 thi-ead, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz ., 10c. ; double gitt, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft,, per doz., 15o. ;

Sft., per doz., 30c. ; 3ft., per doz., mc. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ; 3ft., doz., 45o.

J. F. MABSIEBS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
B*taA Sc. ctsjBp for maatnktad CataloKv* Xbr 1891. OPE2C EVEHIHOS.
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DALY AUTOMATIC EJECTOR

"The Acme of Perfection.'

HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN.
No. 250, Deeley Patent Automatic!50. "Diamond Quality," Highest Grade Damascus Steel Barrels, beautifully engraved looks and mounting, finest Ttirkish Walnut Stock, with the

Shell Ejector, equal io finish, shooting qualities and workmanship to Pm-dey's, Grant's or any other highest grade London make, 10, 12 and 16-gauge " |275,00
No. 150, Same action as above but plain finish and f ne Damascus Barrels 175.00

WR ALSO CARRY A STOCK OF
W. W. GREENER'S EJECTING GUNS 1250 00 to $400.00 W. & C. SCOTT & SONS *275.00 to $400.00

WE INTRODUCE THIS YEAR J. P. CliABROUGH & BKO'S. LATEST INVENTION—A Fine Hammerless Shotgun with Automatic Ejectors a,nd Damascns Barrels,
-lain finish

Same as above, Greener Crown Bolt, Fine Damascus Barrels, Fine Engraving, the finest gun they make 135.'00

We claim for these guns everything that may be desired. They are well fitted, nicely engraved, the action
works to perfection and can be fully guaranteed.

THE DALY 3-BARREL IS THE ONLY COMBINED GUN IN THE MARKET.

SCHOVERLING. DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway <£ 84 Duane Si, - NEW YORK.

PAWNEE
HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEOR&E BIRD CJEINNELL ("YO.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales
and in the copious notes Mr. GrinneU gives an uncommonly spirited ac
count of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an accoimt of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sheer gallantry and in-
domitable pluck will match almost anything in mihtary history. The
Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pawnee ciipples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so teiTorized them that the
bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. G-rinnell
also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last
Pa'wnee buiialo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naked with no other arm?
than thetr bows and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-
ments of Ml'. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skill in sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-

»• dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-
able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their
tricks is a close pareUel to the East Indian mango J eat. . . . Those who desire to learn
of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pages for themselves.
As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend and character that has been
written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.—jV. F. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
Lotsdon: pavies & COi, I Knol* I»as}S, Conahm.

Athletic Outfits, Kisliiiig Tackle
Catalogues, etc., tlie Clasp En-

velope is tlie Best De-vice.

i li

o
S 0?

.THE CLASP ENVELOPE.
\. PATENTED DEC;9-s|a7a^

&4I WE8T8R0ADWAY,Ny^

THURMAN'S
SHOOTING BLOUSES
Teti per cent, better score made

wliile wearing: tbem.
Made of Jersey cloth, two pockets for shells, no

buttons; pull on over tbe head.

COLORS—Black, Navy Blue, Seal
BrowB, Garnet aod Tao.
(Measure around chest under arms).

If yoxir dealer does not kfep them, send $200
direct to the mill, and we vf ill send one by return
mail.

RAINBOW KNITTING MILLS,
Germsntown, Phila., Pa.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
practical

Glass Blower,
And Manufacturer of

Artificial Eyes
For Birds, Animals and Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North 'William St., New York.
Send frir T'rice List.

Sendstampfor illustratpd catalogue of flrearms,
etc. Fine shooting smail-bore rifles a specialty.
Mail orders receive careful and prompt attention.

REUBEN HAB,WOOD (Iron Ramrod),
Sbmervllle, Mass.

Tourists, Zmwi aM Hiters.

THE NUTEIMEITT OO.'g

FLUID BEEF

will give immediate relief from fatigue sftfr a
day's tramping or exposure. Needs only to be
mixed with hot water and seasoned with salt
and pepper. Invaluable in the camp kitchen, as
the most, delicious soups can be nrepared from it
in a moment. Take a bottle with you on the
nexb trip. Sold by all dealers in sporting goods
and the leading grocers everywhere. Manufac-
tured with the most scrupulous cleanliness and
care by

THE NUTRIMENT CO., Chicago, 111.

Henry C. Squires, 178 Broadway, New York, cai-ries a
full Ime of our goods.

MEACHAM
Ij

AMMERLESS

GUN.

Top Snap,
Extended Elb, Im-

ported Walnut Pistol Grip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, Full Checkered, Matted Eib, Double
Under FasteningjEubberButt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, c^ovka, $36»2?
SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.

E. G. MEAGHAM ARMS GO..ST.louis.mil

, THEGRCAfHEflrrHDRl)(lC
j'Q Package makes 5 gallouB.

' Delicious, sparkling, and
appetizing. Sold by all

dealers. MBjE a beautiful
Picture Book and cards
Bent to any one addressing

O. B. HIRES & CO..
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Agent fob B. O. MIIiAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reels.

FIREAKM8, FISHING TACKLE, BICT-
OLES, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS, MUSICAL

INSTKIIMKNTS, S5»«K'riN<> GOODS, &o. lllustTated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent on application to those

mentioning Forest AND Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St.» ChicagO» 111.

Two Sizes, Five Styles

Brass Reel.

IcMe
"

Bronze
"

Aliiiim
"

Send for Oatalogae.

YAWMAN&ERBE,
EOCHESTER, N. Y.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO.

I I I A I ; I I I I I iJIjj I . t I I
I

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
¥ITH CORK AMD CELLULOID HAND GRASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, fits and -will not blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced

anglers in the TJ, S. Order one through your dealer for inspection, and if not satisfactory

can be returned. The IT. S. Net and Twine Co. are agents for New Tork City.

The glittering gans trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It

takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New Yorki

"We are also manufacturing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
Por sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N. Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMINGTON GUN STOEE."

SSI &c 3S3 Bx'oaclway, ISTew Yorls.
We inrite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADVANT.\GEOUSLY they can

purcbas'i Sporting Gond'^. Our stork covers the follownng lines in their fu7?est I'an'eties: GUNS,
BilFEiES, AMMUNITION, lE'a.sla.xia.s I'Aols.le, BASE BALL., TENNIS,
FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cents (to cover postage) and we will mail you
our new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."

BEADY FOR B4TN. READY FOR ANYTHING. ' READY FOR SUN.
The simplest, lightest, most useful tent made. A half aozeu forms in .same canvas. Compact. Clieap. Send

for full circular. A- ». OQ CfcflLgl^O OOSl, BV^-JaSttOXX, Xll.

FTio«. S1.00.WOODCRAFT.
wow SAT.TP TrnTJWBT A>3T» STREAM PHRTiTRTTmO OH

THE

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sections are quickly
changed from a M to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 3, and from a 3 to 53^ or 8oz. with
the No. 8. AU changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.

Estra center sections furnished to

crease the weight as may be desired.

sk your dealer for them, or send 10

snts for a No. 3, and cents for a

'tomliitson & CO.,

51 Jolm Street,

NEW TORK.

Best and Lightest In the. Market.
6IL,T OH- SILVER. ,

Single Spoon= $B a doz. Double Spoons $4 a doz.

Sample by mail goc. and Sao.

P. S. GKAVE8, BS State St., ALBANY, N. Y.

2-^6
The Francotte Gun.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Goeds.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Home Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON lENGERKE & ANTOINE,
246 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, lU.

R. O'SHAUGHNESSY & CO.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Salmon and Trout

FISHING TACKLE.
83 Germain Street, St, John, if. B.

Orders promptly and careifuHy executed

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for '9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

I. B. caooE & CO,,

FI8H16 TAGEE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 39bh Sfcs., NEW YORK CITY.

SEND rOR OATALOGHE.

"^^SPOON BAIT
No Sportsman's kit is complete without them.

Nothing yet invented has attained the popularity
and successful killing qualities of the HILL BAlT.
Sold by all principar dealers. If your dealers do
not keep them, send to tlie manufacturers, SPAL-
DING & CO., 40 North Ionia St., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Send for illustrated price-list. Mention this paper.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
6651 Atlantic St., ENGLKWOOD, ILLS.

Trout Fli98 at 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cents Each.
Send Ten Cents for lLI.n8TBAT«I> CataloqUK.

"I TELL YOU IT'S HOT!"
Our Uttle WATCH CHARM
THERMOlVrETER will tell

you truthfully, at any mc-
ment, just HOW HOT it is,

This is not a trinket; it is a

perfectly reliable instru-

ment, solid, ornamental and
wonderfully useful. Price,

$1.50. We have all sorts of

thermometers and barome-

ters.

E B. JMLEYBOWITZ, OPTICIA.N,
Maker of the BEST Spectacles and Eyeglasses.

395 and. 397 B^ou-i-th. .A.-ven.ne,
S. E. Cor. 23d St., N. Y.

in mt m&.

Tie New YorlSt. Mmi Kernels
Place these famous stud dogs at the service of

the public.

PRINCE REGENT,
Tbe most successful rougb-coated stud dog of
modern times. Among his progeny are Scottlsb
Prince, Princess FJorence, Earl Rpseber>y,
Dnke of Armadale, Lady Gladwin, Kingston
Regent and King Kegent. He is the best son
of Ch.ampion Piinlimmon; he stands 35iu. at

the shoulder; he has great bonfi. weighs over 200

lbs., and his color is a deep orange with correct
markings.
"The most phenomenal stud dog that has yet been

]snown."—Fanciers' Gazette (London).
"The sire of sires."—-Fares* and Stream.

Champion Hector,
(Smooth-coated). Winner of sixty-sis first and
special prizes and numerous stud cups. He is

the sire of Champion Cleopatra, Duke of
Sparta, Lord Hector and many others.

ROUGH AND SMOOTH PUPPIES FOR SALE.

New York St. Bernard Kennels,
138 ch St. and Hudson River, New York.

CONNEMARAKENNEL,S.-FXNE IRISH
setters. At stud-KED KIVEB GLKNCHO,

fine field dog and first prize bench winner. Fee
S20. Pupples-rA beautiful litter, strong and
healthy from prize stock, wnelped April 13, '91.

Circulars. R.H. BURR, Middletowp. Conn.

At Stud.-Englisb greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 1st and specials. Pious Pem-
broke, winner of over 30 firsts and special; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.

Gbethost) and Poodle Kesnels, Salem, Mass.

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of

ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following

noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. Sm BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cup four times, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee . . S150.00

Champ. PLINMMMON, JR. (6864).

This grand young dog is a son of the world-
renouned Cb. PLINLIMMON, and although onlv
a little over three j;ears old, is the winner of 27

first and special prizes, and sire of some irood
stock. Stud fee .$50.00

LOTHARIO (18271).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is tbe only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee, should be much sought after bv St.

Bernard breed ers. Stud fee $25.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.

A F-elect stock most always on hand, sired by
the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMINa EENNELS. Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

ST. BERNARDS
AT ^TTTD.

SCOTTISH PRINCE,
THE FINEST ST. BERNARD YET

PRODUCED.

FEE, - $100.

abistTcmt,
WINNER OF MORE FIRST PRIZES AND

SPECIALS DURING 1890 THAN ANY
OTHER ST. BERNARD.

FEE, - $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS.
Poitghkeepsie, N. Y.

DAVID E. LOYELAUD, Maiiager.

F0X-TESRIES8
IN STUD.

Champion Rahy Mixer $16
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suifolk Risk 10
Pitcher 25

Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

AT STUD. FEB $50.

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S B. 6264),

Sire of tbe phenomenal Ufld trial winners. Rip
R»p. Zig-Zag, Tapsif-r and Maitl of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.

Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L. I.

Mastiffs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD : W. K. Taunton's Ohampioii

Beaufort. His success as a stud dog and his
record on the show bench for th« last five years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of English Bloodhoxmds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or Imported.
Mastiff pups from the Albion and Beaufortiitters,
also out of well known and proved breeders of
champion and great prize winners. Photographs,
25 ots. .T. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vermont.

RBAD XHXS ! KEAD THIS
MASTIFFS.

At Stua.—Ormonde; sire, Ch. Victor Hugo;
dam, Cb. Cambrian Princess. Ormomieis a piiz«
winner every lime shown, both in England and
America, and his young stock is proving him an
exceptional sire. I have always on haufi young
stock for disposal at fair prices. I have no blood
but the most fashionable in my kennels. Write
CHAS. E. BUNN, Paoria. Hi.

IN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

Allin and trained on ruflEed grouse by bis handler.
Two puppies bv him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street. Springfield, Mass. tt

VORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,
X Champion Bradford Harry, described i"

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigr-ee and winnings free, photos 50ots. A
Umited nmnber of his puppies for sale. P. H,
CX)OMB8, 1 Sse^Eoiga Block, Bangor, Me*
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AUGUST DAYS.

WITH such unmistakable signs made manifest to the

eye and ear the summer signals its fullness and
decline, that one avfakening now from a sleep that fell

upon him months ago might be assured of the season

with the first touch of awakening.

To the first aroused sense comes the long-drawn cry of

the locust fading into silence with the dry, husky clap of

his wings: the changed voice of the song birds, no more
caroling the jocund tunes of mating and nesting time,

but plaintive with the sadness of farewell.

The bobolink has lost, with his pied coat, the merry lilt

that tinkled so continually over the buttercups and daisies

of the June meadows; rarely the song sparrow utters the

trill that cheered us in the doubtful days of early spring.

The bluebird's abbreviated carol floats down from the

sky as sweet as then, but mournful as the patter of

autumn leaves. The gay goldfinch has but three notes

left of his June song as he tilts on the latest blossoms and
fluffy seeds of the thistles. The meadow lark charms us

no more with his long-drawn melody, but with one sharp,

insistant note, he struts in the meadow stubble or skulks

among the tussocks of the pasture and challenges the

youthful gunner. What an easy shot that even, steady

flight ofl'ers, and yet it goes onward with unfaltering

rapid wing-beats, while the gun thunders and the harm-

less shot flies behind him. The flicker cackles now no

more as when he was a jubilant new comer, with the

new-come spring for his comrade, but is silent or only

yelps one harsh note as be flashes his golden wings in

loping flight from fence stake to ant hill.

The plover chuckles while he lingers at the bounteous

feast of grasshoppers, but never pierces the August air

with the long wail that proclaimed his springtime

arriv il. After nightfall, too, is heard his chuckling call

fluttering down from the aerial path, where he wends

his southward way, high and distinct above the shrill

monotony of crickets and August pipers. The listening

sportsman may well imagine that the departing bird is

laughing at him as much as signalling his course to com-
panion wayfarers.

The woodland thrushes' flutes and bells have ceased to

breathe and chime, only the wood pewee keeps his pensive

song of other days, yet best befitting those of declining

summer.
The trees are dark with ripened leafage: out of the

twilight of the. woodside glow the declining disks of wild
sunflowers and shine the rising constellations of asterg.

The meadow sides are gay with unshorn fringes of golden
rod and willow herb, and there in the corners of the gray
fences droop the heavy clusters of elderberries, with
whose purple juice the flocking robins and the young
grouse, stealing from the shadowed copses along this belt

of shade, dye their bills.

The brook trails its attenuated thread out of the wood-
land gloom to gild its shallow ripples with sunshine and
redden them with the inverted flames of the cardinals

that blaze on the sedgy brink. Here the brown mink
prowls with her lithe cubs, all unworthy yet of the trap-

per's skill, but tending toward it with growth acceler-

ated by full feasts of pool-impounded minnows.
Here, too, the raccoon sets the print of his footsteps on

the muddy shores as he stays his stomach with frogs and
sharpens his appetite with the hot sauce of Indian turnip

while he awaits the setting of his feast in the cornfields.

The hounds are more impatient than he for the opening
of his midnight revel, and tug at their chains and
whimper and bay when they hear his querulous call

trembling through the twilight. They are even fooled to

melodiou&ly mournful protest when their ears catch the

shriller quaver of the screech owl's note.

The woodcock skulks in the bordering alders, and
when forced to flight does so with a stronger wing than
when a month ago his taking off was first legally author-

ized. Another month will make him worthier game;
and then, too, the ruflfed grouse need not be spared a shot,

as full grown and strong of pinion he bursts from cover;

nor the wood duck, now but a vigorous bunch of pin

feathers, be let go untried or unscathed, when from his

perch on a slanted rock or out of a bower of rushes he
breaks into the upper air with startling flutter of wings
and startled squeak of alarm.

Summer wanes, flowers fade, bird songs falter to

mournful notes of farewell; but while regretfully we
mark the decline of these golden days, we remember
with a thrill of expectation that they slope to the golden

days of autumn, wherein the farmer garners his latest

harvest, the sportsman his first worthy harvest, and that

to him that waits come all things, and even though he
waits long, may come the best.

SNAP SHOTS.

WHEN Mr. Charles F, Franzee, of the Keystone
Sportsmen's Association of Pittsburgh, Pa,, sent

out notices of a trap-shooting tournament the other day,

certain newspapers refused to print his card, holding that

the offering of prizes in trap-shooting was equivalent to

gambling, and to print notices of the same would render

the publishers liable under the Anti-Lottery Law. Mr.

Frahzee referred the question to the Post Office Depart-

ment, and Assistant Attorney-General Tyner has ruled

that trap-shooting for prizes is not a lottery scheme
within the meaning of the law. The winning of the

prizes, says Judge Tyner, depends not on the element of

luck or chance, but on skill. The ruling is undoubtedly

sound; trap-shooting is not to be classed as a game of

chance. Nevertheless the element of luck has much to

do with the sport and can never be wholly eliminated.

If trap-shooting were not very much a thing of chance

we should never hear of many of the matches for big

wagers.

The Massachusetts Legislature this year adopted a reso-

lution directing the Fish Commission to confer with the

proper authorities of the States of Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Connecticut, with a

view to securing the adoption of uniform laws to protect

the food fishes of the States named: and to report the

result of their conference to the Legislature of 1893.

The Ontario Game and Fish Commission, appointed

last winter to take evidence on which to base a revision

of the game and fish laws of the Province, sent out cir-

culars asking for the views of sportsmen, dealers, hotel
proprietors and other classes interested in the subject.

Secretary A, D, Stewart advises us that the committee has
received several thousand answers, and after classifying

them and taking a concensus of the opinions expressed
the results have been very satisfactory, and much infor-

mation has been elicited. The only matter upon which
unfavorable comment could be made is that numbers of
the papers have been answered by people calling them-
selves sportsmen, but who evidently look at the subject
from a very selfish standpoint; but of course the good and
the bad answers must be weighed together, and a balance
struck. The intelligent Commission may safely be trusted

to use the acquired data as a basis for wise legislation.

A Montana genius, mindful of the number of grizzlies

that get away because the tenderfoot's gun wobbles, has
invented a little contrivance to overcome the difficulty.

It is a gunner's rest, to support the extended left arm
when holding a gun in position. The rest consists of a
straight bar, at the upper end of which is an U-shaped
bow. The shooter's elbow or forearm rests in this bow,
and the lower end of the bar is fastened to a waist-

belt. This gives a "hip-rest," affording a firm support
and permitting the arm which holds the gun to be ex-

tended straight from the shoulder. The bar is capable of

extension, to give greater or less elevation; and as illus-

trated in one of the patent journals it appears to be a
capital thing, provided the game encountered by the
man in harness can be induced to stand still until the

intending shooter shall have adjxisted the ratchets and
spring keys and bar and belt and his elbow into the U-
bow-.

North Carolina is away ahead this year on the game
and fish law tinkering record. The last session of her
Legislature passed forty-one separate and distinct bills

on the subject. Of these, thirty odd are of merely local

application, and relate for the most part to fishing in

certain creeks. Amendments of the general laws have
been made so often and in such a slip-shod style that it

is in many cases extremely difficult, if not absolutely

impossible, to make out what the law actually means.
We trust that a study of the Book of the Game Lmvs
may not be without advantage in demonstrating the

absurd and unintelligible complexity of the statutes Of

some States and the simplicity, directness and clearness

of others.

Our long-time contributor "H. P. U." suggests that

there should be a reunion of the old friends and contribu-

tors to Forest and Stream during the World's Fair at

dhicago in 1893. A day or a week might be set apart,

for such as can do so to register at the Angling Exhibit,

where Dr. Hensball will be in charge; and by means of the

register one could find the address in the city of those

whom he cared to see. It may be quite practicable to

carry out this happy thought. What say "Wawayanda,"
"f*odgers," "Awahsoose," "Kingfisher," "Piseco," "Yo,"
"Reignolds" et al?

Senator Edmunds, who is an enthusiastic sportsman

with rod and gun, is declared to be a charming camp
comrade, "His unruffled good humor, ready wit and apt

repartee, and an inexhaustible fund of anecdotes, grave

and gay," says one who has camped with him many sea-

sons, "make him the most companionable of men under
broiling sun or lowering skies, by the fitful light of camp-
fire or on the long miles of fruitless tramp,"

WiUs have frequently been made in favor of cats or

dogs for which the testators have special affection; and
just now the papers are reporting the contesting of a will

among whose provisions is a legacy of eight dollars per

week for the maintenance of a pet dog. It may be

assumed that the brute beneficiary is the least concerned

about it of all the parties in interest.

The "Forest and Stream Nursery Rhyme" jingles have

caught the eye of half a dozen rhymesters, and bid fair

to become popular if not famous.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Forest and Stream by sending us

on a postal card the name of that friend.
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MINNETONKA, THE QUEEN OF LAKES.

AH there I ye who lo^e the lakes and streams! Have
you heard of Minnetonka, queen of Minnesota's res-

plendent galaxy of lakes, and of Minnehaha, her gentle
handmaiden, immortalissed by Longfellow?
The poet sang of them as Arcadian vestals, clad in rus-

tic beauty and simplicity, at such time as the red men
made high altars in their primeval groves, and the vener-
able Mudjekewis camped by the waterside and Hiawatha
toyed like an ousel wich the spray which leapt over the
tinkling falls—a halcyon period. It is all different now.
Everything is changed. Two hundred pretentious villas

encircle the indented shores. Great temples of mammon
lift their tall gables from the high points. Pavilions
flash with flaring canopies and fluttering pennants.
Music fills the resounding air by day and night. Electric

lights uam-p the franchise of the moon. Steamboats churn
the ambient waves and blow their blatant whistles into

the very hush of Spirit Island, frightening off the cranes
and pelicans which used to brood in the sequestered
places, and profaning all the sacred precincts oi: the ves-

tals. Lake Minnetonka is a veritable Carnival and Vanity
Fair from end to end during the fervid summer season.

And who shall gainsay it? Shall Mudjekewis interdict?

Mudjekewis was the sportsman's friend. We recall

the patriarchal days when, like the ancient Jacob, he
would fain have blessed them, when they used to steal

down to the lakeside along the errant runways and by-
paths which the deer had made, and stake out tbeir

white-walled tents where breezy points project into the
limpid water, and troll for bass and mascalonge beside

the lily pads and rushes, and catch galore of fish. We
remember when, no further back than twenty years ago,
the points and thoroughfares would swarm with ducks
whicb traded between the ponds at dusk and twilight;

and all the adjacent fields, stdl virgin to the plowshare,
would swarm with geese; and it was an easy trick to

shine a deer on all the sloughs and bring hi^ antlers

home. The IndianJHiawatha had a welcome for knights
of the green cloth then, but the sportsmen sold then-

birthright to the sons of Croe-sus, and now the rustic

beauty and simplicity of Minixetonka has departed.
Mudjekewis no longer spreads his blanket beside its

margin. Like the sere brown leaf of November, withered
and curled up, he has been whisked away into the
shades, and all his dusky tiibe have followed. And the
deer have gone tool and there are compai-atively few fish

in the lake—a few croppies, perch, sunfish, pickerel and
straggling bass—in all that wide and deep expanse of re-

entering bays and far-reaching arms which boast an
absolute length of seventeen miles and an extended shore
line of 120 miles.

So listen once again, ye who love the lakes and streams!
They say that Minnetonka is receding; that its springs
and fountains are drying up. Ha! Is this a judgment
on those who bartered away their fiefs? Is it retribution?

And they declare that the outflow of Minnehaha Creek
must be stopped in order that the majestic basin may fill

again; in a word, that the life of the one must be blotted

out that the other may abide a little longer. If this be
so, if it indeed be a necessity to accept this vicarious sac-

rifice, then the limpid stream will gleam no more along
the meadow, and the crystal falls, which erst tossed
their spangles to the spectrum of the upper air, will van-
ish like a sprite and be seen no more by man. Only a
rocky escarpment will remain to view—a. shapeless,

burned-out core, like a dead asteroid, in which there is

neither brilliancy nor reflection. Then the soul of Hia-
watha will wither and the inspiration of the poet's theme
take wing forever.
Minnetonka will be a very dead sort of a sea with all its

life and sentiment eliminated, its channels tm-ned to

sightless shoals, its bold hearl lands bared by the recession
of the waters, and all its fleets of boats and yachts left

useless on its muddy margin like hybernating alligators

in a bayou. But, all ye nymphs and hamadryads who
were wont to attend the vestal priestess in the primal
groves, forefend that events so dire should pass! Cannot
some mystic method be devised to plug the bottom of-the

pond? to check evaporation? to introduce new feeders
which, like maternal paps, shall stimulate the sources of
8uj)ply while they expand and nourish the recipient?

Any device will be preferable to shutting off the water,
d la Catskill, from the Falls. Damming Minnehaha
Creek will damn the place and its vicinity, and this the
immense pecuniary interests involved in the State can-
not permit. Here are all the half dozen different rail-

roads and electx'ic motor lines which center at the Lake;
here is the fleet of public steamboats which can carry an
aggregation of 1,000 persons at a trip, and the home mos-
quito fleet of steam and naphtha launches; here is the
mammoth Hotel Lafayette, 1,000ft, long and five stories

high, with all its adjuncts of pavilions, booths, lunch
counters, refreshment stands and side shows. Here are
the four other grand hotels, accommodating several hun-
dreds each, and a host of lesser inns and boarding places,

with their fleets of rowboats to let; and here are the vil-

lages of Excelsior and Wayzata, already large towns,
supported by the summer patronage of the lake, with
various hamlets springing up. Here are the 200 or more
private cottages, worth half a million of dollars, and here
are the accessory industries of farming, market garden-
ing, boat building, stabling, livery, etc., all to be squelched
or scattered by the destruction or deterioration of Minne-
tonka Lake. Verily, these interests will not be left to

suffer by neglect or foolish shifts. Mudjekewis forbid!

Many a blithesome day and month have I passed on
this resjilendent sheet of water when it was bank full,

and all the frondage of its dozen wooded islands was
laved perpetually in the drink. On moonlight nights my
boat has drifted wantonly into the mysterious shadow of

Spirit Island. When the mid-day sun was hot I have
tested the luxury of Breezy Point, Before there was
even a public steamboat on its bosom I have trolled along
the shores of Big Island, two miles in length, and picked
out many a goodly bass and pike; and I have defied the
magic circle of Enchanted Island, scanned the tall pines
where a pair of our national birds nested on Eagle Island,

visited the geese and cranes on their respective islands

where they bred habitually, and picnicked among the
groves on Shady Island. Into many a cove and bay I

have paddled my canoe and caught croppies by the score,

^nd 80, indeed, wiled away the lapsirig hoars of sujnmer in

a manner befitting my own peculiar sense of enjoyment.
On stated days there were boat races and club regattas
for sailing yachts, and hops and waltzes on the hotel cor-

ridors and in the parlors, to music by sole-stii-ring bands
or less pretentious piano and violin.

Let me style my Minnetonka Queen of all the Lakes.
Winnipisiogee, in New Hampshire, is its only counter-
part, but there is less of fashionable methods there and
fewer cottages and fewer people. Perhaps its natural
charms are even greater at pi-esent than Minnetonka's,
and forsooth, it is their lack or waning that I deplore, for

I have been on Minnetonka when its limpid water was so

pure and palatable and free from flotsam that I could
have drank almost incessantly and been refreshed, I

have seen it when all its houses were hidden by the
cltisterine: foliage and its seclusion was its greatest charm
to me. There have been moments, ere the sun had risen,

when all the morning lights, which painters find it so

difiicult to trace, filled the firmament with their trans-

parency. Then not only the rocks and hills and trees

along the shore, the moss which grew on the ledges, the
gulls on the wing, and the rosy glow in the east, but
even the fleecy films of vapor, which in voluptuous sum-
mer float high in the upper air like lace embroidered on
the blue, were mirrored on the surface of the water, and
each individual wavelet upturned by the cleaving prow
formed reduplicating mirrors like the facets of a gem,
reflecting the consummate picture in each one.
Such, I ween, was a vraisemblance of perfect peace.

But alas! this lake in other moods takes the storm to its

bosom like a wi'estler in the bouts, and all its placid sur-

face is lashed into a lather of foam in an instant. No
small boat can live then. In such a squall an entire boat's

complement of ladies and gentlemen who had left the
shore five minutes before in a steam launch to cross to

the opposite point, went to the bottom like a stone,

and not one survived. Eight of these belonged to the
same family. It was sad. It was unusual, for such ac-

cidents are no more frequent on Minnetonka than in other
realms where even the most gracious Queen will some-
times frown, Chas, Hallook.

A LONELY PILGRIM IN THE ROCKIES-II.
[CojicJitded from Page SS.]

WHILE at MarysviUe I often heard of the Little Black-
foot Valley from old hunters. They all called it the

mountain hunter's heaven. The valley was 45 miles away
and game and fish were said to be fat and plenty; tlien I

made arrangements several times to go there with hunting
parties, but the parties always backed out for lack of sand
orother causes. One evening a canvas-covered wagon ap-
peared in town and I proceeded to scrape acquaintance with
its owner. To my surprise and satisfaction I found him
to be Daniel S. Herrin, of Little Blackfoot Valley, owner
of 7,716 Ranch, I asked him several questions about
game, and as he gave very satisfactory replies, I made ar-

rangements to go home with him for a two weeks' hunt.
The time soon came for his return. All my belongings
were deposited in the hay in the bottom of his wagon
and we proceeded to wend our way over the main range
for the Valley of the Little Blackfoot. We went by the
way of Jay Gould Camp, and the first day was a gradual
ascent all day long toward the top of the main range.
What a ride! Surrounded on all sides by hills and

mountains. The pure, dry, indescribable mountain air,

sometimes laden with perfume from pine forests or
freighted with aroma from vast fields of hiickleberries,

and so clear that one can see objects distinctly miles
away. It gives a charm to life there and makes a man
love" to live. The 119lbs. that made what there was of
me when I came had grown to 1351bs., and I felt Uke
new. The roads were comparatively smooth and the
team went slow up the grade, making a spring seat not
the worst thing in the world to ride on all day. Not car-

ing to ride in the night, we stopped at a ranch near Jay
Gould and stayed till morning, then drove on over the
range via Jay Gould and Stemple. Mr. H. said he took
the road to get me as near heaven as he could in Montana
and to show me the steepest mountain road in the State.

Climbing was slow work for the team, so I went on ahead
to the top of thn range and got out of hearing of the
wagon. What aview! Motmtains all around, some bald,
others timbered with the everlasting evergeeen of the
Rockies: some crowned with rocks, some blackened by
sweeping fires, man's worst enemy in Montana, Stretch-
ing out from the foot of the range was the beauti-

ful valley of our destination, looking not three miles
away, the willows with their golden foliage along the
crystal river contrasting with the dark green of the
pines, making it look like the veritable promised land.

The road ahead toward Stemple looked like the final

jumping off place, and I sat down and waited for the
team, thinking it impossible to get down at all with a

' team and wagon, Mr, H, finally came up with me, and
by chaining the wheels we managed to zigzag down the
steep mountain in safety and arrived at Stemple all

right. The road the balance of the way ran through
PooriMan Gulch, between timbered mountains, along a
beautiful trout brook, clear as crystal and alive with
trout. It was a pleasure to ride down that gradually-
descending road, often crossing that crystal brook, even
though the wheels did run over a rock or stump every
rod and make your backbone feel as though it had un-
hinged in several places and your stomach feel like a
vacuum capable of holding a bushel; however, man's
gastronomic wants are always supplied, or at least mine
were among the Rockies. We came to a miner's cabin
and had a cup of hot tea and a good lunch and went on
past exhausted placer mines and promising quartz pros-

pects until 9 P, M, found us at the ranch house of Mr,
Herrin.
The house is built of logs like all other houses in the

valley, for there is no sawmill to cut the great trees on
the surrounding mountains. It was to be my home for

two weeks, and what made it seem to me more pleasant
was that Mr. and lilrs. H. were the most like my own
father and mother, gone long ago to their eternal home,
of any one I ever saw. The family consisted of a son and
grandson, two hired men that we Eastern people call

cowboys, and little Christie, an adopted daughter, born
in the valley. What a delicious feelmg of rest came over
me as I went to bed that night. No prospect of being
called up to cure some sufferer's aching grinder. No
prospect of some notional old maid coming on the morrow
to have a new set of teethmade to plump out the wrinkles
and make her look sweet sixteen again. How many
trials man escapes in the solitude of the Rockies.

The morning came bright and clear, as it most always
does in the fall of the year there, and we were up with
the lark. The valley was surrounded on all sides by
grand old mountains, some timbered with evergreens,

others covered with dry grass, looking in the distance as
though they had been sandpapered. The house was in
a meadow, through the meadow a beautiful trout brook
with banks grown over with willows and tall grass twisted
its way into the Little Blackfoot River two miles below.
Who could long resist the temptation to get behind a

clump of willows and drop a fiy into that clear brook.
I had an 8oz, rod in my hand, and with three flips at-

tached to the leader began to whip the stream. What
sport! My flies would no sooner touch a pool than the
water would fairly boil, and I would have one of more
lively trout fighting for liberty, I would often get half

a dozen from 6 to 13in. long from a single pool. How
they jumped! It did not seein to make much difference
to them what color the fly's tail feathers were or whethet
it had any tail at all or not; they were not educated
highly in the fly-tyer's art as are their Eastern cousins.

Every now and then my hair would fairly rise as a
flock of mallards or teal fluttered out from behind a clump
of willows and flew away toward the river. What a
paradise for a sportsman! What long anticipated joys
were realized in that short morning! I fished two and
one-half hours, returned to the water aU I caught that
were not badly hurt under 7in. long, strung my trout on
a crotched willow and found I had all I could lug home.
Mr. H. was preparing to kill a fatted calf, but we

thought we had better eat the trout first. Part of the
trout were cooked for dinner. How good they tasted,

flanked by a dish of delicious currants, sugar and cream.
As we had trout enough to last as long as they would

keep well, I shouldered the shotgun and with one of the
boys started down the brook toward the river for ducks.
On nearing the river we came to a lagoon hidden among
the wiUows and spruces, and a nice flock of mallards
arose from our very feet and a fine pair was quickly
bagged. We soon had ducks enough, and being so near
the river we went to take a look at it. What a stream!
Its waters were clear as the Water of Life. Here and
there along its banks were pools 10 to 12ft. deep, with
trout enough in them to suit the most hoggish poacher
living. Its waters coming from the snow-capped moun-
tains and springs along its course, were the most deli-

cious to drink of any beverage on earth: so clear that the
smallest pebble is visible at the bottom of the deepest
pool, and cold as ice. It runs through the valley, fed and
enlarged all along by little mountain streams. Flowing
here between banks of evergreen forests, there hemmed
in by willows on all sides, there are numerous puddles
and lagoons where ducks hold high carnival, muskrata
build their houses, and the wise and nearly exterminated
beaver finds a safe retreat from man. Here winding its

course through a beautiful meadow, to kiss the foot of

majestic old mountains below. What prospects for sport

for days to come! We stop to take a drink of its crystal

waters and notice tracks on the sandy bank where the
wild deer has come to drink before us. As it is near sun-

set, we shoulder our guns and ducks and turn our steps

toward home, tired and happy.
That night our dreams are of clear water, big trout,

and deer with antlers, and early morning finds us rifle

in hand looking for the deer that made those tracks, but
we could not find him. So the time passed for several

days except that most of the fishing was done in the
river. The difficulty was the family was too small to

eat the fish and ducks fast enough, salt was scarce and
neighbors far away. Yet many days were spent travel-

ing down the river, casting over the beautiful pools,

often landing a double of lib. each, and one of 2lbs. was
not uncommon. One afternoon 1 shouldered the shotgun
and startpd for the river alone, and several things hap-
pened. Nearing the river I saw quite a herd of cattle,

but thought nothing of it until they began to circle

around me and bellow. One big brindle steer, the leader

of the herd, would put on a lordly air, march toward me
and bellow and strut around, as much as to say he was
the biggest steer on earth and intended my destruction,

until it began to be a question whether I should climb a
tree or stay all day or be whipped by a brindle steer. I

thought T could bluff the whole herd by bluffing him, so

I took off my hat and started for hira. He would turn
and run a little at first, but soon saw 1 was harmless, and
kept getting bolder, apparently intending to show the

herd that he was boss of all creation. I became dis-

gusted with his conceited procpediugs, gave a yell and
went for him, discharging my gun in the air as I went.
That was too much for him; he, together with the whole
herd, cut for cover and left me for good. A man on foot

is a great mystery to a ranch steer. It is far safer to

ride a horse than go on foot through a cow country.

After the herd left me I proceeded along the bank of

the river. In passing a shallow rifile I noticed what I

thought was a muskrat swimming up the riffle, and
thought I would shoot him and see if he looked like his

Eastern relatives. Nearing the riffle I discovered it to be

the back of a monster salmon trout. Of course I wanted
him badly and became quite excited in deciding how to

up, and four more.iushed out from under my feet, hustl-

ing for dear life. 'l was badly rattled, but shot again,

only to see the fish scurry for deep water and out of my
sight.

I watched this place several times afterward, tried all

the tactics I knew of to take one honorably, but failed

every time. All the salmon trout I succeed in taking was
a little sample of about three-fourths of a pound that I

took wdth a grasshopper.
After the fracas with the steer Mr. 11. advised me to

take no more chances on foot, and would saddle Old Shave
for me to ride; he was a crop eared homely old cow horse

that I could trust anywhere. He was a wise old fellow,

was afraid of nothing but bears. His only difficulty to me
was that every cow we passed he would start for, think-

ing that I was a green cowboy of- a new kind that he had
to teach how to herd cattle.

Scattered among the mountains were prospectors and
miners living in tents and log cabins, cooking for them-
selves year after year all alone in their mountain homes.

Some were educated Eastern men years ago, and had left

their happy homes caught by the gold excitement of the

sixties and have been seeking a fortune ever since among
the motwtains. Frequently one of these men would ride
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a pony to the ranch for provisions, a good meal of Mrs.
H.'s cooking, and a visit. Little Christie was a pet among
them all. One old gentlemanly placer miner would come
often, thoughtlessly set his gun cocked and ready to go
off in a corner, di-aw a chair to the stove and sit with
Christie. Taken all around these old miners are as open-
hearted hospitable sons of toil as live on earth, and are
always willing to entertain you with stories of gold and
bears, provided they think you an honorable man, but
woe be unto the mi^creant that falls among them.
One bright morning Fred Hoff cnan, one of the hired

men, suggested that we go over the mountains hunting
and prospecting. Fred shouldered a pick and I a .45 75
Winchester, and we started toward a ridge plainly visi-

ble from the house, on a mountainside three miles away.
I had never seen a deer, and having so go .d a guide
greatly encouraged my hopes of success. The first mile
we saw nothing, but as we began to olimlitht? mountain
Fred called my attention to

a rock that had been turned
over, and said it was done by
a bear. This mountain was
quite well timbered, but last

year a fire swept over it,

leaving but here and there a
patch of green timber. In
the track of the fire every-
thing was burnt d. leaving
part of the shorn and black-
ened trunks of the trees

standing and others fallen
in all directions over the
mellow soii. The higher up
the mountain the fresher
was the remaining vegeta-
tion, and we expected to find
deer before we reached the
crest. We soon began to
find tracks, and things in
general became interesting.
What a sensation creeps over
a man as he begins to feel

that he is in the near vicinity
of noble game. We began
to pick our way carefully,
examining the track? as we
went; but what could this

be, a track like a deer's,

but very much largei?
'"Oh," said Fred, "'there is

a band of elk up here some-
where." Certainly -as we
ascended the tracks indi-

cated it, for the ground began
to be ti-acked in all dirfc-
tions by both deer and elk.

Coming to the ridge we
found a well-beaten path
made by elk. But hark!
from over to leeward came
a peculiar musical whistling
neigh, -'Do you hear thai?"
whispered Fred; "that is the
old bull elk warning the
band; they smell us." We
made haste carefully toward
the sound. Neaiing a clump
of green timber, crash! went
something, and a pair of
hams were seen to disappear
in the bushes too quick to
shoot at with a lOlos. gun.
I lost all consciousness of
everything but that elk, and
quickly followed him into
the bushcF, going very care-
fully. What a sight met my
anxious eyes! Standing not
ten rods away was a majestic
four- pronged elk lookmg in-

to the bushes where I was
standing, the most beautiful
jpicture a hunter ever set

eyes on. Tnose great lus-

trous eyes, showing fe-irand
curiosity, peering at my mo-
tionless form, short black
mane erect, nostrils distend-
ed and every feature on a qui
Vive of exjec ancy. Whaia
hai-rack those horns would
make! What a trophy that
head would be mounted
hanging in my r flSce! How
fine a steak could be cut from
those plump hams. I could
almost taste ihe ju cy tender-
loins. Oh, for a camera to
take that picture. I raised
the rifle to my shoulder; it

did not seem to weigh an
ounce, took a stpady and
deliberate aim for that noble animal's heart and
stopped right there, for Montana don't allow a man
to shoot an elk under a penalty of $500 or one year in
Deer Lodge State prison. The vision of an iron bunk in
a narrow cell vs'ith nothing to eat but Chinese hash

—

What would you do, brother sportsman, under the cir-
cumstanctb? That elk very aeliberately walked away,
and in a few minutes I saw him again and a younger one
with him, standmg broadside in full view, their beautiful
necks crossed, making a chance to kill them both at a
single shot. What a temptation! Thev looked at m^ a
while and trotted away (they had been disturbed so little
that they were tamer than the cows on the ranch), their
antlers rattling against the dead branches of the charred
pines, disappearing in a copse of bushes. Fred came up,
with an expression on his face showing plainly that he
thought I had the buck fever, and we started on. As we
neared the clump of bushes I saw the motion of a deer
raising her head and thoughtlessly said: ''Fred, there's a
deer." "Fred said, "Where?" but before this where was
out of his mouth I had sent a ball after hf r and she hob-
bled away. We soon found traces of blood, which we
easily followed and soon found her breathing her last
about 89 rods from where Bhe started. She was a large
fat whitetail do8. I was very much excited, as it was

the first live wild live deer I ever saw, and went through
with about as many antics as a boy would in his first

new pants and made quite a show of my tenderfoot fool-
ishness, that Fred looked on as a circus, for it wasn't
much of a trick for him to kill a deer. We dressed her,
brought up Old Shave, fastened her to the saddle and
went home hungry and happy. Mr. H. gave up the idea
of killing the calf and we enjoyed venison steaks, stews
and mince pies immensely during the remainder of my
stay.

I very much wanted a pair of antlers to take home as a
trophy, so the next morning I mounted Old Shave and
started again up the mountain. I had ridden about five
miles over a lonely track and came to a piece of timber
whei'e the ground was strewn with large granite boulders,
old logs, etc., making it look rather wild, 1 had ridden
some distance over this ground when Old Shave came to
a sudden halt, snorted and reared, nearly upsetting me,

AT SIGHT OF SWALLOWS.

Old-fashioned barns with doors swung wide;

The sound of cattle crunching in the stalls,

The sleepy glare of noonday, buzzing flies,

The clucking of a restless hen,

A twittering in the nests above the mow

!

All this I conjure from the past

At sight of swallows.

W. TOWNSEND.

turned and run for home. I stopped him after a while,
and rode back with my eyes peeled to see what he was
afraid of, but I saw nothing nor could I persuade him to
go any further, so I let him go home, thinking he knew
his business best. Mr, H. said he got too close to a grizzly
and knew I had no business with grizzlies. It seemed an
impossible thing to get a buck deer, try as often as I
would.
The time came for my departure, I called for my board

bill and got a good-natured shaking. Mr. H. said I had
furnished more meat than the family could coni-ume and
had more than earned my board. I left the valley for
Marysville feeling as well as I did in the best days of my
boyhood. Tiiis world is large and there are a great many
good places to go, but the Little Blackfoot Valley will see
me again if I have life enough left to get there.
On my return to Marysville some of my friends in-

formed me of the location of a herd of deer about 6 miles
away in the mountains. I shouldered my rifle and went
to Andy Neenan's comfortable cabin near the spot and
staid all night. The Neennn Bros, have a good paying
galena mine that they are developing and Andy batches
it in his cabin near the mine, which is increasing in rich-
ness all the time. What afaeolDadon there is in develop-
ing a mine. Many a man has been made a pauper and

died happy in hope to the last, and a few have been made
millionaires out of what look to most of us like worthless
prospect holes.
Morning came, I shouldered my gun and started for

the deer. I had no trouble in finding the place, tracks
were as plenty as though a flock of sheep had lived there.
I tramped over the mountain with both eyes strained for
a glimpse of a deer all the forenoon. In looking at the
tracks I noticed some pieces 'of good-looking float quartz,
traced it up the side of the mountain and made up my
mind where the lead was. Beiny; quite tired I sat down
and began to meditate on my find and to build air cas-
tles, etc. The prospects of gold galore having taken my
thoughts from the deer I concluded to go back to the
cabin and get a pick and shovel, and got up and started.
I had gone about a rod when crash, smash, thud, thud,
thud, and four beautiful deer were passing not fifteen
rods away. I saw them run at least 30 rods, their white

tails over their backs, bound-
ing zig-zag over the fallen
timber, in no very great
hurrv to get away.
When I recovered my

senses enough to know what
I

_
was about, the deer had

disappeared, and I stoodgun
in hand, a grin of admira-
tion overspreading my coim-
tenance, my mouth open,
and what must have been
buck fever shaking my
whole system. Perhaps I
wasn't mad. I swore I
would shoot the first deer
I saw move, and went
stealthily on. Approaching
a clump of bushes I heard
a thud, thud, and knew they
had gone again. I rambled
around for at least an hour,
hearing that thud, thud,
often enough to know that
they had me all sized up
and knew that they could
peak throtigh the bushes and
smile at my greenness and
then run away in safety,
leaving me exasperated. It
was growing late. If I got
home before dark I had to
start. I started up a wooded
ravine toward home, and
had not gone far before two
mule deer does started up,
and I sent a ball after them
and followed on. They soon
showed themselves again
and I sent another ball at
the disappearing form of the
leader, and one stopped and
the other went out of hear-
ing, the one I could often
hear bounding away, but
could not see, I followed
her till dark and abandoned
her tUl morning.
In the morning I brought

an old, experienced prospec-
tor and we located the quartz
lode, but could not find a
trace of the wotmded doe;
but I had a gold mine out of
the iiunt provided it amounts
to anything. How valuable
it is can only be ascertained
by developing the lead, and
that we may know in the
future to our joy or sorrow.
The lime for my return
home was at hand. The
last evening of my stay in
Montana was spent with a
number of old huntera
around the restaurant fire

telling stories of grizzly and
cinnamon that would make
a man's hair stand on end<
On my return home the

sight of md lions of geese
around Devil's Lake was
one I shall never forget,
and I just ached to get off

and make them tcatter. I
arrived home safely Oct. 14.

My wife and boy were over-
joyed, and the pleasure of
being at home again with
them was even greater than
the elk hunt. My old setter
Bonapttrte expressed his
gh dness in all kinds of dog
language, trying no doubt

to tell me of the sport I had lo^t with grouse and
woodcock along the old Cattaraugus. The neighbors
came in to hear my yarns and see my trophies, and all I
had to show was some quartz rock and tne hindleg of a
doe; but that hindleg tells me a long story if it don't
show off much, and makes me long for a mountain home
among the Rockies. John Y. Colb.
GOWANDA, N. Y.

Washington Feathered Game.—Shoal Water Bay,
Wash., July 20.—On July 5 the first gulls of the season
arrived on the bay from the north with their young

—

there was a flock of about eighty. On the 7th small
flocks of sandpipers or peep snipe put in an appearance.
On the 9th I heard two flocks of yellow-legs go over
toward the south, and on the 16th saw a bunch of sprigs
going south; and heard of two large flocks of sprigs and
one of gray ducks seen on the tide fl^ts in this bay. I
guess that these are the first of this season's crop. On
Aug. 20 I expect to make one of a party who go to a
fresh water lake on the beach between Shoal Water Bay
and Gray's Harbor for a week at the south-bound sprigs,

gray ducks and mallaxds, and shall write an account of
the trip.—.Jim Maok,
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THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.

BY invitation of the several scientific societies in

Washington, the fortieth meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science will be held
in the city of Washington, beginning with the Council
meeting on Monday, Aug. 17. As there will be meetings
of several affiliated' societies about the time of the Asso-
ciation meeting, and as the International Congress of

Geologists will hold its first meeting in this country dur-
ing the last week in August, the official time given for

the Association meeting will be from Aug. 17 to Sept. 2.

Tliis will give members of the Association an opportu-
nity to attend the meetings of the other societies.

By a special vote of the Council of the Association,
foreign members of the International Congress of Geolo-
gists are made honorary associates of the Association for

this meeting.
The hotel headquarters for the Association will be at

the Arlington Hotel, near the buildings of the Columbian
University, in which will be the oiiices, the hall for

general sessions and'the rooms for the several sections.

The register will be opened on Monday, Aug. 18, in
Columbian University.
The local committee, of which Mr. Marcus Baker, of

the U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C, is secre-

tary, has issued a general circular and programme of the
meeting, which gives information as to hotels, railroad
rates and the doings of scientific bodies during the meet-
ing. This circular and any other information as to local
arrangements can be had by addressing Mr, Baker, while
information as to membership and papers may be had of
the permanent secretary, Prof. F. W. Putnam, Salem,
Mass., up to Aug. 10, after which date his address Avill be
the Arlington, Washington, D. C.

GOOD-NATURED RATTLESNAKES.
SHASTA, Cal., July 2(5.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Perhaps the following notes are worthy of recording
as instances that rattlesnakes do not always bite. Both
occurrences I can vouch for:

About the first of this month three children, the oldest
being five years of age, near Whitmore in Shasta county,
were found under the house, which was raised somewhat
from the ground, having a fine time. They had been
there within hearing of their mother for about an hour,
shouting and laughing. Curious to know what enter-
tained them, the mother finally looked in to find them
playing with a rattlesnake. The snake pleased them
greatly by coiling and sounding Iris string of rattles,

twelve in number. The children were taken away un-
harmed and the snake was killed.

At Paul's Mine, near this place, yesterday, a youngster
of five years came down the hill to the mine carrying a
rattlesnake with eight rattles in his hand. The boy had
carried the snake in view of the workmen, who could not
determine what he had, for at least 200yds. The little

fellow held the snake somewhere near its middle, while
both extremities of the reptile dangled about his bare
feet and legs. The boy was told to drop it, which he did
reluctantly, and the men killed it. The snake was 3ft.

in length, seemed active, and in full possession of its

faculties.

Now, in the first instance noted here, the snake may
not have had sufficient aggravation to cause it to strike;

but in the latter instance this reason cannot be advanced.
Perhaps some of your readers can say why rattlesnakes

do not always bite. Leroy.

WHAT PORCUPINES EAT.
I]ditor Forest and Stream:
There has been considerable talk in our paper on the

habits of the American porcupine. Now, I was a land
appraiser for the Fox and Wisconsin Improvement Com-
pany in twenty-eight of the counties of Wisconsin, and
traj)ped in the northern part of that State, and I think I

met this wood hog in very many of his habitats and know
something about the critter. Why, he will eat anything
that any hog will, and more. He is a thief by night
around your camp, will carry off your axes and girdle the
handles thereof (for the salt of the sweaty hand, preeum-
ably); gnaw all the strings from your snowshoes; and if

one gets into your cabra in your absence good bye to
everything in the soft line—skins, furs, even to greasy
overalls. The last one that visited our cabin had a picnic.
We proposed to break camp that afternoon, and had got
our the remnants of our larder, previous to packing up,
when we were called ofi: for an hour or two. When we
got back two of the rascals were just emerging from the
cabin with plethoric stomachs. Upon entering we dis-

covered that the flour, pork, and about a quarter-pound
of coffee were gone, and only a small string of onions
left. Innocent! humph, but a perfect nuisance around
camp where you have to lock everything up or hang it

high and dry.

But as to their habits. In northern Wisconsin we
found that almost invariably during the winter they fed
on the tender buds of the hemlock and the linden or bass-

wood, sojourning for a week or ten days at a time on one
tree and then crossing to the other. Their gullies or
beaten tracks through the snow could be found in every
direction and they invariably led to and from these trees
and to their den or nest under a turned up stump or hole
in the rocks. We could always find one of them lying
out on a limb of one or the other qf these trees. An old
Indian that was camped (if his habitat could be called
such) near us one winter was too naturally tired to hunt
deer, of which there were jDlenty in that section; but he
could easily find the trail of a porcupine; and it is said
that he absolutely ate more than sixty of these stinking
animals during the season. Eat them! Faugh! Stick
your nose once into a porcupine's nest toward spring and
it would be enough. They are a species of hog. Scald
off the hair and quills and you have a little pig to all ap-
pearances. Looks nice, too. A kind of rind and fat be-

fore reaching the meat, but of so rank a flavor that none
but a starving man could tolerate it for a moment. We
have in oar experience been driven to great extremities,
when crow, hawk and owl made comparatively fair

Boups; but porcupine flesh, whew! we would starve first.

We have tried it, and the meanest, ill flavored flesh In

the world is the American porcupine as we found it,

Why, the only thing about them worth a continental is

a few of their broken quills for the squaws to work up to
sell women or tenderleet. And these same quiUs are a
big nuisance sometimes, forwe had one driven through om-
moccasin into the sole of the foot. We pulled it out with
a pair of buUet-moulds (the whole of it, we supposed),
but the foot festered and was very sore for several days,
when it got perfectly well. A year afterward a cat boil,

as we thought, was found on our thigh. It was quite
painful, and our canvas trousers continually caught on
it. One evening, after being annoyed considerably dur-
ing the day from the friction, we made careful examina-
tion and discovered a point of something protruding
from the apex of our little cat boil. Upon applying the
bullet-moulds a good half-inch of porcupine quill was
drawn out. A quill, you are aware, has a sharp point,

gimlet-like or like the beard of wheat. After the first

penetration of the skin every motion of the body will

cause it to work its way farther in. We have known
dogs to have these quills work through their jaws and
neck, and I am informed even through their heads. We
had suffered no pain or inconvenience whatever from
this piece of quill for more than a year, showing conclu-
sively that in its ti'avels it had confined itself to the easy
road of flesh which the doctors say has no feeling, that
is, that feeling is confined to the nerves and muscles lying
between the skin and flesh, or between the flesh and
bone of humanity, and I presume of animals as well.

No, sir; we have a very poor opinion of the American
porcupine as we found him and don't want any of him
in ours, Jacobstaff.

THE CAROLINA PAROQUET.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I quote the following remarks on the abundance of the
Carolina laaroquet in 1869 from Dr, Allen's ''Winter
Birds and Mammals of East Florida": "Common, Hun-
dreds are captured every winter on the lower St, John's
by professional bird-catchers and sent to the Northern
cities. Thousands are destroyed wantonly by sportsmen,"

Since the above was written the causes which Dr, Allen
noted have almost accomplished the result he predicted

—

the extermination of this beautiful bu-d. It is true the
species is known to exist in greater or less numbers in the
wilder, uninhabited parts of the State, and here, pro-
tected by the inaccessibility of its haunts, it is hoped a
few birds may survive for many years to come.
These twenty-two years so important in the history of

the paroquet have added little to our knowledge of its

habits, and beyond a few records we have no data bearing
on the further causes which have led to the bird's gradual
disaijpearance.
Doubtless many of your correspondents have had ex-

periences with the paroquet, and I beg you will earnestly
request them to place even the briefest notes on record in

your columns as a contribution to our scant store of in-

formation concerning our only representative of the
family Psittacidce. Frank M, Chapman,
AMBBiCAN Museum of Natural Histobt, New York City.

hard-working, industrious people. They seldom do any
shooting. And I have never known them to find any
fault with sportsmen shooting on their lands, if they
behave like gentlemen. Any of the employees of the C.
& N. W. R. E, will give sportsmen any information they
can in regard to game, and take great delight in doing so.

A railroad man is seldom found that does not like a dog
and gun.
About fifteen or twenty miles northwest of Bancroft

are located the celebrated Chain Lakes, where, in
season, fine duck shooting may be had. There are good
shooting grounds all the way from Bancroft to the lakes.

Sportsmen who like fishing can catch plenty of bass, wall-
eyed pike and pickerel in any of the long chain of lakes.

Seven miles north of Bancroft is located the new town
of Ledyard, where good chicken and duck snooting may
be had. There are many small lakes and sloughs in that
part of the country, and at times there is as fine mallard
duck and teal shooting as the sportsman would wish.
Seven or eight miles north of Ledyard we find a very

pretty little town called Elmore. It is situated in the
southern edge of Minnesota, where the C. & N . W. and
the S. C. & St. P. railroads come together. Many years
ago, along in 1857 or 1858, all the land in the north part
of Kossuth county, la. , was put on the market and the
consequence was that most of the land fell into the hands
of speculators and was not settled upon. As soon as the
homestead law was passed the land in the southern part
«f Minnesota was opened for homestead entry and a set-

tler made a homestead on every quarter section, so that
north of Elmore nearly all the land was cultivated, while
south of Elmore it was unbroken prairie. This prairie

has always been a great breeding ground for prairie

chickens, ducks, geese, sandhill and white or whooping
cranes. At some seasons of the year it is covered with
golden plover. All the snipe family have always been
plenty in that part of the country.

I would say to the sportsmen coming West, bring your
dogs along, as you may not always be able to get one at

or near the shooting grounds. It will do your dogs good
to run on the prairie. There is plenty of water for them
this season, so that the shooter will not have to take a jug
of water with him for the dogs.
In another article I will tell the sportsmen of other loca-

tions where I have done a great deal of shooting and
always found plenty of birds. I have shot a great deal of

game in northwestern Iowa, southern Minnesota and
South Dakota during the last twenty-six years. There
are to-day some as good prairie chicken grounds as can
be found in the country. J. G, S.

[Such information as is here given is very useful; and
on behalf of the many sportsmen who would value it we
invite other readers to send us similar notes of good
shooting grounds.]

OtJRE FOR Viper Bite.—A Paris (France) despatch
announces that the Academy of Medicine has awarded
the Arfila prize to Prof, Kaufman, of the Veterinary
College, at Alfort, for a lotion for the cure of viper bites,

consisting of one part of chromic acid dissolved in one
hundred parts of water. This will have an interest for a
large class of people in this countiy who are interested in
snakes and snake bite. The viper is the only A^'enomous
snake which inhabits England, and while its bite does
not cause death, it is extremely painful and very much
dreaded. The telegram quoted says nothing as to the
method of application of the announced remedy, but if

the prize has been awarded as stated, there can be httle

doubt that the remedy has been sufiiciently tested.

^^me ^dg md
The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given In the Booli of the

Game Laws.

PRAIRIE CHICKENS AND DUCKS.
BEING located in a game country, I am constantly

receiving letters asking the question, "Where shall
I go for good shooting? What are the prospects for
prairie chickens and ducks?" I know of no better way
of reaching Eastern sportsmen than through the Forest
AND Stream, The prospects for good shooting this sea-
son are very fine, and sportsmen may look forward to
Sept, 1 with a great deal of pleasure. I do not think the
crop of prairie chickens has ever been much better
throughout northwestern Iowa, southwestern Minnesota
and South Dakota , and as we have had a large rainfall

the lakes and sloughs are well filled with water. Water
we must have in this part of the country in order to have
good duck shooting. The laUes and sloughs must be full

of water or the ducks will not stop on their way South.
There must be a great amount of feed, such as wild rice,

wild celery, etc. None of these plants grow to perfection
in a dry season. We had a great spring flight of ducks
and geese, and many of them stayed with us. I have seen
several flocks of young ducks, and almost every slough
has two or three flocks of young ducks feeding on tJ

green tender grasses that grow all around them.
Now in answer to the question "Where shall we go for

our shooting?" The sportsman does not want to go to

too large a town for his headquarters. It is better for
him to be at or near some small town or a town of mod-
erate size. He can get to the shooting grounds with very
much less trouble, and there is usually less shooting anS^

more game. Bancroft, la., on the Chicago & Northwest-
em Eailroad, is located in a fine prairie chicken and duck
country. The town has good hotels, and any of the local

sportsmen in that place take great pleasure in giving
Eastern sportsmen all the information they can in regard
to the shooting. The town is located in a pi-airie country,
so that the sportsman will have to go but a short dis-

tance from town to have good chicken shooting. The
view from the town is very fine. Splendid grain fields

are on every side, and after the grain is harvested chick-
ens may be found in almost every field.

North of Bancroft the country is settled by people from
northern Europe, who loave splendid farms and are very

CONNECTICUT BIRDS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Under the above caption in your issue of July 30 a

writer, who signs himself "F'lin," says he has "passed a
few days recently in Windham county. Conn., and was
gratified to find how splendidly the birds [prestimably
'F'lin' meant game birdt] had wintered." Again he says:
"Despite the close season these birds are now being shot
in small numbers by pot-hunters," "Before many weeks,
also, the woods will be fenced with partridge snares,"

and then "Fl'in" adds: "I know some of these evil doers,

but I am tongue tied; * * * they are my friends." [Italics

mine,] "Fl'm" winds up his knitting work by saying:
"A Hartford game protector could do considerable good
in this locality,"

As the writer is evidently the "Hartford game pro-
tector," perhaps I can enlighten the "tongue-tied" party
whose friends are poachers.
Windham county. Conn,, contains 15 towns, and the

following officers have been elected to enforce the laws
of Connecticut in their county and towns: Windham
county, Sherifl: Charles P. Pomeroy, Willimantic,
Deputy-Sheriffs Frank E, Baker, Brooklyn; Nathaniel P.
Thompson, Central Village; Wm, N, Bates, Thompson;
Oliver W. Bowen, Danielsonvilla; E, C. Vinton, Wood-
stock; Henry A. Braman, E-istford; Dewit C. Park, Put-
nam; Fred L. Clark, Willimantic. The above officers are
supposed to arrest any one found in the act of committing
a crime (violations of the game and fish law come under
the head of crime) or on speedy information of the oflfense.

The above officers can act anywhere in the county.
Constables who are supposed to enforce the game and

fish laws (as well as the other laws) in their towns: Charles
A. Gould and William H. Williams, Brooklyn; Robt. D.
W. Knowlton and Theodore M. Lyon, Ashford; Elmer E.

Richmond and Louis D. Howe, Canterbury; George A,
Reed and Wm, N. Smith, Chaplin; G. B. Marcy, C.

A. Rice, H, A. Braman, W. A, Stewart, Lee Lyon, Orlo
Carpenter and Amoa Cheeney, Eastford; Allen Jewett,
Geo, H. Kimball and Leroy Pearl, Hampton; Edward S.

Carpenter, Chas. E. Young, Marcus Bastow, Frank A.
Chase, Edwin A. Chase, Edward Arnold and Melvin E,

Fisher. Killingly; Nathaniel P. Thompson, Geo. R. Bliven.

Geo. S, Ladd and Stephen S, Wilbur, 2d, Plainfield;

Orrin C. Spencer and Edwin T. White, Pomfret; Milo P.

Corbin, Frederic E. Franklin, Chas. E. Breault, Geo. War-
ren, David Beausoliel and Jared B. Talbot, Putnam;
Lucian Bass and Leander Cady, Scotland; Geo. W. Stone,

Benj. F. Baton and Alex H. Gillis, Sterling; Roscoe Alton,

Wm. N. Bates, John Fredeaer, G>^o, A. Putney and Harvey
Ducat, Thompson; Edward T. Grimes, J. Godfrey La
Palme, J, Henry Hill, Edward S. Lincoln, Geo. A. Mur-
dock, Andrew W. Loomis and Samuel C. Flint, Wind-
ham; Harris L. Sanger, F. Olin ChaflEee and Geo, Fox,
Woodstock.
In addition to the above oflScers, each town has from

two to five grand jurors whose duties are given and read:

"The grand jurors of the several towns shall diligently

inquire after and make due complaints of all crimes and
misdemeanors" committed in thfir town. It should be
understood by "F'lin" and other "tongue-tied" parties that

the "Hartford game protector" has no jurisdiction in

"Windham county, Conn." When a man shoots or kills

game out of season he is a game thief and is far below
the level of a chicken thief.

If "F'lin" or any other party will write me "confiden-

tially" of any violation of the game and fish laws in this

State I will endeavor to put a stop to the practice. I will

not use my informant's name in any way, or in other

words, will not "give him away." But I prefer state-

ments from men who ar« not afraid to do right and help
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stop the evil . It's the milk-and-water weak-kreed sports-

men that handicap enforcing the game and fish laws.
It should be borne in mind that game warden works

for glory and curses. No salary is connected with the
office.

What would your readers think of a man who discov-
ered a chicken thief plying his vocation and the party
finding the thief becoming "tongue-tied?" The true say-
ing, ''Birds of a feather flock together," would apply in
this case.

In Chief Justice Peters's charge to the jury (Supreme
Judicial Court, Maine) relating to game laws and their
enforcements, said: "Now, the great majority of per-
sons, all good people, will observe these laws, and if the
violators of the laws are not to he punished, they would
be supported in their violation of the laws, and it would
be a law really for the benefit of law breakers rather than
for law observers; because, while the great majority of
the people are obeying the law, the few who are not
obeying it, if not punished for their violations, are bene-
fited, as they can more readily capture the game when
the great majority are not attempting to capture it. It

is the bounden duty of all to obey the laws."
A. C. Collins.

Hartford, Coan,, July 31.

The Hartford Post of July 30 says: "Game wardens
were, previous to 1S88, appointed by the selectmen who
were entitled to appoint two or more. If each town had
appointed two or more there would have been over SOO
game wardens in the State. But it soon came to be real-

ized that the game wardens appointed by the selectmen
were of no earthly use for enforcing the game laws. So
in 1888 the General Assembly passed a law giving the
county commissioners the power to appoint one game
warden for their county. This is how it happens that the
reappointment of the present elEcient warden, Abbott C.

Collins, was made by the county conamissioners.
"The New York Tribune had the following pleasant

reference to Mr. Colhns not long ago:
" 'A. C. Collins, of Hartford, of the State Giime and

Fish Association, has done more than all the rest of the
people of the State in preserving the remnant of the
game and fish in Connecticut.'
"The writer of the above knew the situation. Pre-

vious to the warden's appointment the game and fish

laws were flagrantly violated. A change for the better

has taken x)lace since. The honest sportsmen (this in-

cludes rod and line fishermen, as well as shooters) owe
Mr. Collins a debt of gratitude.

"Mr. Collins has been instrumental in bringing upward
of seventy-two illegal fishermen and hunters into the
courts and losing but two cases. These were for shoot-
ing game out of season, snaring, selling game birds out
of season, netting ti-out and bass, Sunday shooting, il-

legal "pound" shad fishing, illegal transportation of
game, etc. Among his victims were one justice of the
peace, one deacon, one capitalist and other prominent
men. The rich and poor are on a level when Mr. CoUine
starts out to enforce the laws. Of course opposition to
enforcement of the game and fish laws was to he ex-
pected, but many who thought they could deter Mr.
Collins from enforcing the law found out their mistake.
As a result of his indefatigable labors game is more
abundant and game fish are also on the increase."

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., July 31.—This week's story of protec-

tive work in. Chicago is better than a dime novel.
The world moves out here also.

Last week I spoke of the case against Chas. Kern,
county treasurer of Cook county, president of the Au-
dubon Club, ex-president of th©» Illinois State Sports-
men's Association, defender of the faith, etc., and men-
tioned the evidence secured against his restaurant, as
well as the conversation had with him, About 30 min-
utes, perhaps, after I had left Mr. Kern, the latter met
Mr. Wolfred N. Low, well known as active in the protec-
tive work of the State Associations though not at present
a member of the Kankakee Association,
"Mr. Low," said Mr. Kern, "that KankakeeAssociation

is a grand good thing, and I am in sympathy with it, I
must send in my check for $20 for a life membership."
Mr. Kern's check, I learned upon inquiry, was duly re-

ceived by the secretary. It is a grand good thing to have
our protective societies supported in so liberal a way, and
one can only wish that other prominent sportsmen besides
Mr. Kern would add then- |20 contributions. I do not
think the cases against Mr. Kern's restaurant can be tried
before next week, as Mr. Low will be out of town for a
few days, and is very busy. He does most of the legal
work for the State Association.
But to continue the story just the way it happened. It

was resolved by a few gentlemen to continue the investi-
gation, to have no favorites, and to secm'e proof against
as many restaurants and hotels as possible. Saturday
evening, July 25, nothing was planned, though some val-
uable time was lost in talking, Monday afternoon a list

of names, 21 in all, was prepared of those who would
probably be interested enough in this work to try to get
evidence. Blly Mussey put the addresses opposite their
names, and Mr. Fred. C. Donald had type-written letters,

signed by Mr. Abner Price, president of the State Sports-
men's Association, in the mails Monday afternoon, asking
attendance at Mussey's Hall, 106 Madison street, Tuesday
evening.
On Saturday evening, July 25, previous to this called

meeting, Messrs. Abner Price, F. C. Donald and C. S.

Burton had visited the Central Eestaurant, on Randolph
street, in search of illegal game, and met so distinct a
refusal that they felt assured the restaurant was alto-

gether innocent of selling such game. Let this fact be
recorded with more pleasiu-e than had it been other-
wise.
On Monday evening, July 27, pending the expected

mass meeting of indignant sportsmen, Mr. F. C. Donald,
Mr. A. H. Harryman and myself visited the "English
Chop House" kept by "Billy" Boyle on the alley between
Dearborn and Clark streets. This is a place ijatronized
largely by the class whom we may distinguish as sport-
ing men and not as sportsmen. As in Kern's restaurant,
there is at Boyle's place a glass case where the meatsj
etc., are displayed. We stepped up to this casie. A num-
ber of birds were on ice, labeled "Teal duck," Woodcock
&nd, ployer wei'e al»o labeled. ^

"Haven't you got any birds, any chickens?" I asked the
waiter, and in reply he finally fished one young prairie
chicken out of a napkin in a corner of the case. Its

feathered legs and long gaunt youthfulness told the story
all too plainly, and we all three knew at once that the
goods were genuine.
"Give ttis gentleman the chicken," said Mr. Donald,

"and we two will each have a nice teal duck," And so,

of this openly displayed illegal game we chose and ate
and paid for it. This case was very simple enough. The
teal were of course as illegal as the grouse.
On Tuesday evening, July a8, the mass meeting of

interested sportsmen resulted as such things usually do.
Less than a dozen were present, and some of those were
far more willing to advise and counsel than they were to

get out and do a little work. It was agreed by the few
present to push the cases in the name of the State Sports-
men's Association, and to pay any costs, etc., out of the
treasury of that Association. No one appointed commit-
tees to go on after evidence. That work regulated itself,

the gentlemen pairing off about as they liked. It was
about 7 P. M. when the start was made,

Messrs. W, N. Low and C. D. Gammon went to the
Lakeside restaui-ant, Adams and Clark streets, and asked
for prairie chicken and duck. They were told that such
game was out of season and was not kept. They failed
to get a,ny, for which we should be very glad.
Mr. Abner Price and Mr. F'rank Place went to Rector's

well-known oyster hoxise, the basement, corner of Mon-
roe and Clark streets. They found "teal duck" printed
on the bill of fare, but with no price attached. Mr. Place
ordered a teal duck and Mr. Price a prairie chicken.
"You've got that, haven't you?" they asked.
"You know it's out of season," said the waiter.
"Oh, that's all right, we're not afraid," was the reply.

And forthwith their order was filled and this case was
nailed. The prairie chicken was very small.
Mr. W. P. Mussey and Mr. Percy Stone selected the

Lansing-McGarigle Catering Co.'s, 12G Clark street, as
their field of operations. Percy met a waiter there
whom he knew. Billy tossed him a coin and said, "Bring
us some prairie chicken, if you've got any." The waiter
pointed to the bill of fare, " 'English pheasant'—dot vas
brairie schicken mit ein ander name," said he, with a
pleasing wink. So one of these birds was ordered. It
proved to be an old prairie chicken, and was so badly
spoiled that it could not be eaten. The evidence, how-
ever, was clear.

Messrs. R. B. Organ, ' A. H, Harryman and myself
went to Kinsley's famous restaurant on Adams street,

opposite the post office. This very exclusive, gilt-edged
and generally "way up" joint has long been suspected,
and the result shows the suspicion only too well grounded.
We went to the more quiet and seclusive apartments on
the second floor. On the bUl of fare we found wood-
cock, j)lover, etc, but no illegal game.
"Haven't you got any birds? I'm dying to get hold of

a young prairie chicken," I said to the waiter.
"Nothing but what is on the bill of fare," said that well-

trained functionary. "We don't serve it out of season."
"Pshaw!" said Mr. Organ, "go along and tell your chef

that we want one teal duck and two prairie chickens; all

young, all broiled and all in a hurry. Do you see?"

The waiter departed, and returning said, "We don't
serve game out of season, but we got some owls," A
faint trace of a smile crossed his visage,

"That's all right," said Mr. Organ, "bring us two owls
and a teal, and hurry up," The waiter again departed, but
again returned. "Very soi-ry, sir," said he, " but the chef
says the owls are all out j us't now,"
We ate no game at Kinsley's, We think that the game

dealer of whom he purchases had warned him to be care-
ful for a while. An illegal prairie chicken is generally
called an "owl" in certain roadhouses and restaurants of
this city.

Wednesday about noon, July 29, Mr. W. L. Wells, his
brother and"^ another gentlemen, called at the Leland
Hotel, the well-known and very select hostlery on Michi-
gan avenue, fronting the lake. They signified their
desire to eat three i)rairie chickens, and the cafe manager
accommodated them then and there, and the case is a
very clean one.

On Wednesday evening Mr, W. P. Mussey and Mr. F,
A, Place visited the Wellington Hotel Cafe, on Wabash
avenue, a new and rather pretentious concern of the
rather sechisive and high-priced sort. Fifty cents to the
waiter, a bottle of claret, and two young prairie chickens,
at §1,25 apiece, followed in very rapid succession here.
It was all easy and open. A prairie-chicken supper in
Chicago costs from $3 to |5 in July, but you can get it if

you have the requisite amount.
Mr. Harryman and myself visited Kinsley's again

Wednesday evening, thinking that as we had the pass-
word of the "owl" we should be able to secure what we
wished. As we went in we passed our waiter of the
evening before and I motioned to him to come to onr
table. This was a mistake. The head waiter saw it,

looked at us and doubtless recognized us as the persist-

ent chicken orderers of the i)revious evening. The
waiter, head waiter and cashier held a hurried consulta-
tion looking our way. "That settles it," said Mr. Harry-
man in an undertone, "we'll have to send some one else

here," I imagined the waiter was surprised when we
innocently called for fish and steaks and did not call for
game. We were no v almost cer tain that Kinsley's had
been warned, and so no more time was spent there.
There will be plenty of time between now and Oct, 1 and
I don't doubt that he will yet sell chicken to some inno-
cent looking third party who asks for "owl." I should
think selling illegal game would be a rather uncomfort-
able as well as dirty sort of business.

On Thursday, July 29, it had become rather difficult to

find searching parties to go out. Mr. Geo. E, Cole, pres-
ident of the Ifox River and Kankakee River associations,
had been out of town, but upon hie return was told of
what was going on. Thursday noon Mr. Cole and myself
visited the elegant cafe of the reeherch4 Hotel Richelieu,
on Michigan avenue, lake front. I cannot say whether
or not they had illegal game upon the bill of fare, for I

did not wish to be too studious of it under the circum-
stances. The waiter came up. "You have some prairie
chickens?" I asked.

"Yes, sir," he replied, "very nice."
They were very nice, it is true, but very illegal. We

ate two young birds, bringing away a leg of each. The
order in this case, as iu most of the other high class places,

i
waa written oui; in fuU upoa aa order oard, and not given

verbally. It was easy to get prairie chicken at the R'ch
elieu, and I must congratulate Mr, Bemis upon his chef-

"On Thursday evening Mr. Harryman and I visited the
place long known as Batchellor's restaurant, 32 Adams
street. It is now run by James CahilJ, the card says.
We got a colored waiter of intelligence, and sent him to
the cook on a quest for prairie chicken. "We haven't
got any now," he said upon his return, "but we are just
getting rtady to keep some prairie chickens and other
^ame. We're all tore up just now." The restam'ant was
m process of reconstruction,
This concluded the search, and this is the only accurate

story of how the search was made. This morning the
daily Tribune, of this city, published an account of the
matter. It was an excellent piece of newspaper work,
except that the writer of it did not get the facts at all.

The article, however, might serve as a warning to the
hotels and restaurants, and therefore the work will be
stopped. Under a proper interest, and with proper sup-
port, with committees regularly appointed who would
get out and do some work, twice or three times this

amoimt of evidence could have been collected and should
have been collected. That illegal game is sold in Chicago
is the fault of the sportsmen of Chicago.
We have now evidence for 16 cases, covering some of

the most prominent hotels and restaurants of this city.

Many equally guilty have escaped. The most apparent
deduction from it all is that it is appallingly easy to buy
illegal game in Chicago. One half the middle class and
practically all the high class cafes and restaurants serve
it, and have done so unhindered for years. The work of
the few individuals above mentioned will, it is hoped,
abate this nuisance partially for a time. Mr. Low will
have charge of the cases and should bring them at once
if his time will permit. Each off'ender should be pushed
and convicted for every individual illegal bird known to

have been served. In view ©f Mr. Kern's connection
with sportsmen's matters, the state of affairs at his res-

taurant is most unfortunate. He is reported to have
learned that his steward bought only six bkds, Mr. Kern
being ignorant of their purchase. The first bird in
evidence there was eaten on Tuesday, the last on Friday.
He would not seem to have had a very strong trade in
them upon that basis. E. Hotjgh.

SIX YEARS UNDER MAINE GAME LAWS.
XI.—IN CONCLUSION.

A CAREFUL observer may soon satisfy himself that
the prospects for fish and game in Maine are not

growing better. The fishing in some of the best places is

deteriorating, and the game, though still abundant, has
been mercilessly slaughtered, while the season for killing

it grows yearly longer. This year the work began the
first of June ; and next year we expect it to open in May.
The summer killing is increasing continually, and the
number of sportsmen grows larger every year. It is im-
possible for the natural increase of the fish and game to
iieep pace with the demand. What then? What happens
when there is not enough for all?

At the same time it is undeniable that no efl:ort has
been made to stop the summer killing; that the game
laws have been very ill-enforced at the best and that
outrageous injustices have been committed in their name
—the laws having been executed as they have been,
what then! What happens when the lowest ebb has been
reached?
After the ebb, the flood; the highest tides follow the

lowest. In the nature of things, there will be a reaction
which will give not only a stricter enforcement of the
laws we have—we want that, the sooner the better—but
if the delay is long, a change of laws with heavier penal-
ties, increasing in proportion as the reform is deferred,
The longer the inaction the greater the reaction. On the
other hand, when there ceases to be game enough for all,

the effort will be made to secure it for the few. The non-,

execution of the law diminishes the amount of game and
hastens the day of game preserves; the establishment of
the latter tends to increase the penalties and severities of
the law; the very neglect of the laws at present inclines

to the same end.
Great evils may hang upon the adjustment of these

points. We fear them. We know that there has been a
call for the increase of penalties and that there is a con-
stant pressure to secure the establishment of game pre-

serves. For the former, read our Game Commissioner's'
reports for the past few years—the last, however, is a
commendable exception—and see how strongly they have
urged to add imprisonment to all game law penalties; for
the latter, follow the quiet.but active endeavors to secure
possession of land that is now open to the ptiblic. It is

something not chronicled in the newspapers, but it is

here.
Of course there is no immediate prospect that any con-

sidei-able portion of Maine will be closed to the public. It

is still what may be called a far-ofi danger; but our lum-
bermen and landowners could tell of a very decided trend
in that direction. Nor does it by anj- means need that a
very considerable portion should be so held in order to

accomplish what seems now to be a great evil. Closing
half a dozen well-located townships and making it tres-

pass to camp or hunt upon them could be made a very great
annoyance. There are a few townships which, for ease
of approach, excellence of hunting and fishing grounds
and beauty of scenery and camping places, are worth to
the sportsman forty times as much as others somewhere
else. Who wouldn't prefer the snug chance we all know
of, which is open to us now whenever we choose to go,
to—well, to a dozen townships around Baker Lake at the
end of the nine-mile carry?

We do not speak with any hostility to any one who pre-
fers not to have the whole woild use his land as an ex-
cursion ground. It is his own and he has a right to do
with it what he pleases. But the principle of a game
preserve is dilferent. It is closing the land to inclose
game and fish which were not bought, which are not
property and to which there is no title. (Stocked ponds
and preserves are not meant.) It is using a right to com-
pass a wrong. Now this is very hateful to the mind of
the average Maine man. To tell the truth our lumbermen
and landowners have a little (or a good deal) spoiled us
by their generosity; and, quite aside from the question of

game as property, the invariable custom of leaving all

land open to the public has led us to regard it as a right.

I well remember my own rebellion when I first went into
a country where blueberries were private property and
trout streams were posted. There is a Etrcng objection

(
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here to closing land because the custom of sharing all the
minor products is bo nearly universal.

But it may be said that closing the laud is not neces-

sary; that some of the best preserves require scarcely

more than respect for the State game laws. These favors

are appreciated, and yet so captious is the public at pres-

ent that even this would fail to disarm suspicion on
Penobscot. "The whole thing was free to them before,

without costing. They didn't need only enough for their

shanty. When they get good and ready they mean to

•hut down on us." The presence of private wardens to

enforce State laws would be taken as an affront. In-

deed (to show the feeling), the private rewards offered

last winter by non-residents, whatever might have been
their effect in the western part of the State, were bitterly

resented here as unwarrantable interference.

The amount of it is that our landowners and lumber-
men are wholly trusted. They are the most popular class

of employers in the State. They wear the homespun in

•peech and manners and have immense personal popular-

ity. Some of them merely on the strength of this popu-
larity could muster a regiment to work for them or to

fight for them. The land they own cannot be transferred
in any quantities from their hands to strangers, without
creating the feeling that it bas gone from the control of

friends to that of aliens, who may be never so worthy but
are not the same. It is like seeing the old homestead
change hands,

"Home was home then, my dear, full of kindly faces;

Home was home then, my dear, happy for the child."

That is the feeling we have; and no game preserve can
be purchased here for some years at least without buying
with it also a sub-acute hostility—home no longer being
home, happy for the child.

Nor is this the sole cause of prejudice. The owner of a
preserve may be the pattern of all moral excellence, but
to those used to different customs he seems a dog in the

manger, guarding what he cannot use and thinking to

growl away those who have at least as good a right there

as he. This antagonizes the woodsman at two points.

He wiU not take a dare and he hates selfishness. A body
of gamekeepers signifies defiance; the effort to hold wild
game on wild land is (to him) a meanness almost incom-
prehensible. Now the punishment of some sins is re-

erved for God alone, but (according to the Maine dictum)
•tinginess may be punished by God and the neighbors.

There is not the slightest doubt that the establishment of

preserves, or even the purchasing of land for them at the

present time, would result in burning the country.

How to express the certainty of this I do not know,
nor that stern approval which it would meet from a large

following; but I know only too well the kind of resolu-

tion which blows up the magazine and garrison (not

always by their leave) to avoid surrender to the enemy.
If any one doubts the outcome of preserves here let him
ask the larger lumbermen and landowners and the best

guides. What a hundred years will bring forth none
can tell; whether ten years will produce a change of

feeling these men would know better than I, but I in-

cline to think that ten years will not do it. Changes
occur slowly here, and as 1 showed in the beginning, the

love of freedom so outweighs the love of money with
woodsmen that it seems not improbable that the oppo-
•ition to preserves will strengthen as the demand for

them increases.

We need not dwell upon the value of the lumbering
interests to Maine, especially to the working classes who
find employment by the thousand in the lumber camps,
on the drives, in sawmills, in pulpmills, loading vessels

and making them. Except farming no one occupation
employs so many men as lumbering and its dependent
trades. The people are dependent upon it, and those who
try to teach us that the game and fish ai'e worth more
than all the lumber get laughed at for their pains. Then,
again, the water powers are directly dependent upon the

forests. This is especially true of the Penobscot, which
rises in swamps and bays and little streamlets. Destroy
the forests and the water powers are gone. And after

the forests are gone come the floods and freshets. It is

irnperative that the forests should be saved from fire.

But could game preserves do this damage? Probably
not. The opportunity will not be given. The chances
are that the first preserve on Penobscot waters will be

burned at once—there is an old saw about fighting fire

with fire—and heavier conflagrations saved in later years

when the system should gather force. For it would tend
to heavier penalties; they would produce crime and the

fires would follow. If the means of prevention cannot
be commended, it must be admitted that is one of the

ways in which the many instinctively protect themselves
when their well being is imperilled for the pleasure of

the few.
The second danger is to fish and game. I said that

last summer's waste was responsible for last winter's

killing. This was the beginning of retaliatory measures
which will be kept up. "It isn't fair that they shoxild

have and waste what we can't have to eat," is the com-
{)laint. The fate of the game in this State depends very
argely upon the good will of the rural classes. Sportsmen
may be able, as has been boasted, to pass any reasonable

laws here, but the veto power lies with the people, and
unacceptable game laws will be destructive to the game.
This is something worth remembering. People will, not
stand to-day what they would a few years ago, and sus-

picion which was formerly quiescent is now fully alert.

The question is considered not one of game and who
shall nave it, but one of rights. The determination is to

insist on fair play, to refuse to sell a birthright for any
amount of pottage. Hence, any law that, for instance,

cuts off December from the open season to open Septem-
ber is regarded with extreme disfavor. There is little

likelihood that we shall have game dinners of the same
order as the Boston tea party, for people are opposed to

waste; but any attempt to introduce hunting licenses, for

example, or leases of lands and waters, or to favor sports-

men more than residents would destroy the major part of

the game in a very few years. There is, indeed, little dan-
ger of this being done with game, but at any time pickerel

may be put into trout waters. The sporting papers have
had a great deal to say about the destructiveness of win-
ter trout fishing, but they do not know that this is all

that secures any trout fishing. The people here will have
some kind of winter fishing, and if isn't trout it shall be

pickerel. It is (rue that there is a strict law against the

introduction of pickerel, but there is absolutely no means
of enforcing it. I suppose that it is generally known that

Brpickerel may be frozen stiff, kept so for days and after-

ward resuscitated. The experiment is simple enough,
for it only needs that the fish should be caught on a very
cold day, frozen immediately and packed in snow, after-

ward thawed slowly in cold water. Any one who tries

it, as I have done, wiU be satisfied that pickerel could be
transported in this way anywhere and that no law could
be framed to prevent tbear introduction into the best
trout waters. This is an absolute check to all attempts
to take away the winter trout fishing. Had it been ray
purpose to deal with fish laws I could have made it plain
that once already this danger was pressing and was
avoided by the "one line for citizens" law, which no one
ever kept. The change this winter permitting five set

lines (this is practically an unlimited number, the real

limit to the fishing being the law forbidding transporta-
tion of above a certain amount of fish)—this change was
a wise and pacifie measure, which removes to some ex-
tent the danger to trout waters.
We come at length to the question of adding imprison-

ment to penalties. May the day of it long be averted! I

know that some of our people, seeing the inequality of

the money penalty, have advised it, but without due fore-

thought. Of all bad things that can happen to us through
the wretched possession of a little game, this would be the
worst. "It would fill these woods full of outlaws," said

one guide in gloomy anticipation. To add imprisonment
to all our game-law penalties, as our Commissioners have
urged, as others will be sure to urge in coming time,
would be to put a premium on crime.
In the first place, the majority of all our game-law

violations are committed by people called "sportsmen."
This a safe estimate for game-law violators; the guides
will put it higher. Now, none of these men, if they have
any ready money, need ever suffer imprisonment unless
their sense of honor be fantastically nice. To give an ex-
treme instance, let us suppose that the recommendation
of the Commissioners' Report in 1886 had actually become
law, and that "a penalty of Ij^oOO and six months' im-
prisonment [was] the mildest jjunishment for killing a
cow moose at any season." This would not save the cow
moose. They would still be killed unintentionally, for

half the time at least it is impossible to tell the sex of the
animal shot before the chance is gone; and they would be
killed intentionally also to spite the law. But with such
a law, unworthy officers and justices would procure ap-
pointments and connive together (as has actually been
done) to make the most they could out of offenses, real or

trumped up. Certain justices would have the majority
of the cases and have- their price. But, supposing the
case a good one, who would not pay $500, or even twice
that, if a busy man, in order to escape six months in the
county jail? As a matter of fact it would not cost so much.
Rather than have the case appealed they would come
down some on their prices. The poor man, who would be
some farmer, trapper or hunter, and who could not pay
their price, must appeal. Now, in the higher courts both
men would stand alike, or, indeed, the poor man would
have the better chance; for a jury would not convict on
any such case if there was any possible escape. But, as a
matter of fact, not very many cases would go up to

superior courts. Both would take their chances of being
found out; the wealthier man would know his grounds
and perhaps make it all right beforehand, while the poorer
man if caught in the act would settle it on the spot or as

soon thereafter as possible. That law. had it been made
law, would have put a premium on murder. The suggestion
was well intended, bub it was not wise. It is to the credit

of the Commissioners' judgment that they ceased to lu'ge

this, and have of late not proposed the addition of im-
prisonment. But the suggestion has been made and it

cannot be forgotten. We fear that it would almost
incAdtably follow the establishment of an extensive system
of private preserves. "It would be like it is in England,"
writes one hunter.
No better illustration of the iniquities of preserving the

pleasure of the few by arbitrary enactments against the
rights of the many can be given than in quoting what
Hugh Miller, the Scotch geologist, wrote nearly fifty

years ago concerning the English system and its results.

The extract is from his "Crime Making Laws," in Essays
Political and Social; but others of his papers are equally
profitable and equally apt. There is in these papers the
weight of righteousness nobly indignant and the weight
of experience which overbears all theories and theoret-

ical objections:

"If there was a special law enacted against all red-

haired men and all men six foot high, red-haired men
and men six foot high would in a short time become ex-

ceedingly dangerous characters. In order to render
them greatly worse than their neighbors, there would be
nothing more necessary than simply to set them beyond
the pale of the constitution by providing by statute that

whoever lodged informations against red-haired men or

men six feet high should be handsomely rewarded, and
that the culprits themselves should be lodged in prison

and kept at hard labor on every conviction from a fort-

night to sixty days. The country would at length come
to groan under the untolerable burden of its red-haired

men and its men six feet high. There would be frequent
paragraphs in our columns and elsewhere to the effect

that some three or four respectable white-haired gentle-

men, varying in height from five feet nothing to five feet

five, had Ijeen grievously maltreated in laudably attempt-

ing to apprehend some formidable felon, habit and re-

pute six feet high; or to the effect that Constable D., of

the third division, had been barbarously mm-dered by a
red-haired ruffian. Philosophers would come to discover

that so deeply implanted was the bias to outrage and
wrong in red-haired nature that it held by the scoundrels

even after their heads had become bald and their whisk-

ers gray; and so inherent was rufiianism to six-feet-high

men that though four six feet fellows had for the sake of

example, been cut short at the knees, they had remained,
notwithstanding the mutilation, as incorrigible ruffians

as ever. From time to time there would be some terrible

tragedy enacted by some tremendous incarnation of il-

legality and evil, who was both red-haired and six feet

high to boot."
With exquisite humor. Miller traces the gradual aboli-

tion of the enactments. He also draws a vivid picture of

tbe former prevalence of highway robbery and murder
in England. He continues;
"And so highway murder has become one of almost

the rarest offenses m the criminal register of the country.

Very different is the case, however, with murders of an-

other kind. * * * Within the last few years there

hare been no fewer than twenty-five game keepers mur-

dered in England, The cases were all ascertained cases:

coroners' juries sat upon the bodies, and verdicts of wilful
murder were returned against certain parties, known or
unknown; and these were, of course, but the murders oq
the one side. * * *

"Be it remembered, too, that the peculiar barbarism of
the modern period is greatly more a national reproach
than that of the ancient. The old enormities were enor-
mities in spite of a good law; the newer enormities are
enormities that arise directly out of a bad one. There is

sound sense as well as good feeling in the remark of Mrs.
Saddletree on the law, in Effie Dsan's case, as laid down
by her learned husband the saddler. 'The crime,' re-

marked the wiseacre to his better half, 'is rather a favorite
of the law, this species of murder being one of its own
creating.' 'Then, if the law makes murders,' replied the
matron, 'the law should be hanged for them; or if they
would hang up a lawyer instead , the country would find

nae faut.' All the twenty-five ascertained murders
to which we have referred, and the at least equally great
number of concealed ones, were crimes of the law's mak-
ing, murders which as certainly originated in the law,
and which, if the law did not exist, would as certainly
not have been, as the supposed crimes of our illustration

under the anti-red-hair, anti six-foot-high statutes. No
murders arise out of the killing of seals and sea gulls;

why should any murders arise out of the killmg of hares
and pheasants? Simply because there is a pabulum of
law in the one case, out of which the transgression
springs, and no producing pabulum of law in the other.

There can be nothing more perilous to the mor-
als of the people than stringent laws—that is, instead of
attaching their penalties to actual crime, and having, in
consequence, like the laws against the housebreaker and
the highwayman, the whole weight of the ]jopular con-
science on their side, ei^eate the crime u-Mch they jmnish,
and have thus the moral sense of the counti-y certainly not
for, mayhap against them. They become invariably in
all such cases a sort of machinery for converting useful
subjects and honest men into rogues and public pests.

Lacking the moral sanction, their penalties are neither
more nor less than a certain amount of peril, which bold
spirits do not hesitate to encounter, just as a keen sports-

man does not hesitate to encounter the modicum of risk

which he runs from the gun that he carries, * * *

And such is the principle, when the law, equally dissoci-

ated from the promptings of the moral sense, is not a law
of accident, but of the statute book. Men brave the dan-
ger of the penalty, as they do the peril of the fowling
piece. But there is this ultimate difference, without
being in any degree a felon by his own conscience, the
traverser of the statutory enactment becomes legally a
felon; he may be dealt with, like the red-haired or six-

feet-high felon of OUT illustration, as decidedly criminal.
* * * Few of our readers can have any adequate con-
ception of the immense mass of criminality created yearly
in the empire by this singularly deteriorating process.

In the year 1843 there were in England and Wales alone
no fewer than 4,5.89 convictions under the game laws.
Forty of that number were deemed cases of so serious a
nature that the culprits were transported. In all the
other cases they were either fined or imprisoned; tbe fines

taken in the aggregate averaging two pounds sterling, the
imprisonments seven weeks. And it is out of this system
of formidable penalties that the numerous murders have
arisen, and that the game laws of the country have, like

tho^e of Draco, come to be written in blood."
The future of the game and fish of Maine, the pleasure

of sportsmen, the property of residents, the safety of
some, the morals of many, are jeopardized by the feeble
and unequal enforcement of the game laws of which we
have been conscious for three years, which has in reality
existed much longer. We need a prompt reform in the
equitable enforcement of those laws (which are good) by
competent and incorruptible officers. We need efforts to

prevent infractions 6f the law as well as to punish them.
We need the cooperation of residents and sportsmen. To
secure this on the part of the rural population, the move-
ment toward reform must be begun in the summer
months—in July^ instead of January; otherwise they will

not believe in its honesty; we have always had some-
thing done in the winter, because "it costs less." When
they can feel confidence in the officials and their justice,

the inhabitants will take an interest and a pride in their
work, and local matters will right themselves, and the
better class of sportsmen by extending their influence, as
they can do, will accomplish more than we can to restrain

and discountenance the misdoings of those who have
brought disgrace upon the name.

Fannie Pearson Habdy,

THE NEW YORK WOODCOCK SEASON.
THE woodcock season inNew York State wiU not open

until Sept. 1, From the Book of the Game Laws we
quote the full text of Sees. 9 and 10, Chap. 534, Laws
1879, as amended. Sec, 10 originally had no reference to

woodcock, but when it was amended last year the word
"woodcock" was surreptitiously interjected into the bill,

presumably by some one more solicitous to do away with
August woodcock shooting than to secure its abolition if

at all by fair means. Here is the law:

Woodcock., SQUiiiRKii.—Sec. 9 [as amended by Chap. 389, Laws
1884]. No person shall kill or expose for sale, or have in his or her
possesBion after the same has been killed, any woodcock, between
the first day of .January and the iirst day of yeptembpr, in the
counties of Oneida and Delaware, and in other parts of the State,
between the first day of January and the first day of Aagust in
each year, except as hereinafter provided. It shall not be lawful
for any person to kill or expose for sale, or to have in his or her
possession after the same has been killed, any black or gray squir-
rel, between the first day of February and the first day of Aueust in
each year. Any person violating either of the provisions of this
section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and in addition
thereto shall be liable to a penalty of twenty-five doUai-s for each
bird or animal so killed or had in possession, [See Sec. 10.]

Ruffed Grouse, Partridge, Pinnated Ghoxtse, hrauue
Chicken, Woodcock.—Sec. 10 [as amended by Chap. 90. Laws
1890].—No person shall kill, or expose for sale, or have in his or
her possession, after the same bas been killed, any ruffed grouse,
commonly called partridge, < r pinnated grouse, commnnlv called
prairie chicken, or woodcock, between the first day of January
and the first day of September, except as heriuafter provided.
No person, carrier, corporation, association or compan y shall, at
any time, carry or transport or have in his or its possession for
the purpose of transportation, any ruHed grouse, commonly called
partrirlee, or pinnated grouse, commonly called prairie chicken,
or woodcock, caught or killed in that portion of this Slate consti-
tuting the forest preserve, [<] and any person, carrier, corpora-
tion, ai^ociatioa or company, which has In his or its possession
any ruffpd grouse, commonly called partridge, nr pinnated grouse,
commonly called prairie chloken. or woodcock, causht or kiiled
Id the couutle* included in the forest preserve, shall be doem^d to
have them in his or its possession in violannn of this section;
provided, however, that they may traneport from the forest pre-
serve or have In possession for the purpose of transportation the
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abnvp-n«med Hrds or fowls from the first day of September to
tlie first day of Jaiiun ry in any year, caiieht or killed iu the forest
preserve, provided that they be accompanipii bv the owner. Any
t)erBon or rompany ofl'etiding against this nrovisinn pha.ll be
deerned guilty of a m'sdeTneanor, and in addition thereto Phall
be liable to a penalty of twenty-five dollars for each bird or fowl
BO billt'd or had in poasession during- the prohibited season afore-
enid; or for ench enrcn.BB transported or had in possesf^ion f'^r

transportation in violation of this s?»ction.

Forest Presnrv'o.—Chap. 23:1, Laws ISfiS [as amended by Chap. S, Laws
1890], Seh. I. All th(j lan(is now owned, or wlileh may hereafter he ac-
QUh-erl, bv ttie Stale of New York within the counties of '"lluton (excont in
the towns uf i\Uo!iM ov DannemdraX Delawnre, Esspx, FraukUn, Fulton,
Hamilton, Herkimer, Lewis, Oneida, St. Lawrence, Saratoga, Warren,
WashlURton, (Greene, ni-^tf-r and Sullivan, shall constitute and be jknown
as the forest preserve, except all such lan'i? witiiiii the limit? of any In-

fcorporatert villaae or city, and except, all snoli lands, not; wild lands, as
have been, or may hereafter be, acquired by the State of New York, upon
or by forccloaiu'e ot or sale pursuant to au.y niorcsage upon la.ilds made to
the commiaslones's for looiifntr certain moneys of thetTnited suite.s, ufually
called the TTni ted Sta tes deposit fuuds, and all such excepted Lands accjulred
by the State of Xew Yo'k luay bo sold and conveyed as provided by la«'.

Smali.-Bob,e EUi-LES FOR LARGE GAME.—Shoal Water
Bay, Washington.—About one year ago (I do not care to

mention the exact date for obvious reasons) Capt, Finely,

of the steamer Restless, on the down trip of the steamer,
6ie;hted two bull elk swimming across the Nasel River.

He rang for the engineer to "open her out," and away
they sped under all the steam she would stand. When
within 50ydR. of the elk he opened fira vrith a ,22cal.

eingle shot Winchester, the only gun on board; and at

the fourth shot turned one elk over on hig back, shot
through the head, sinkins: him. They then jumped into

a small boat, as the second one had got ashore, and pulled
up a slough to cut off his retreat, which they did. Capt.
Finely then went ashore, and as the elk went to pass
him at a distance of about 75yd8., opened out on him,
killing him on the jump at the tliird shot by a bullet

which went in at the base of the ear. Four men dragged
the game to the water and towed him to the steamer,
•where he was hoisted aboard; and they then picked up
No. 1 a quarter of a mile below the scene of the shoot-
ing, as he rose after floating fthat distance under water.
I guess this beats all previous records for,33cal. rifles.-

Jim Mack.

Road Geese.—Framingh'im, Mslhs.—T find the follow-

ing in the York (England) Courant of Jan, 8, 1740. I

send it for two reasons—as a curious bit of sporting infor-

mation, quaintly told; and to ascertain, possibly, from
some of your readers of whatsppcies is the "road goose,"
and what the significance of the term: "Yesterday great
Numbers of London Gunners assembled at the several

Stairs leading to the; Thames, to shoot Ducks, Gulls, and
Road Geese, which appear'd in great Plenty : and many of

them werekiU'd, tho' none could be brought off, the Frost

not having vet prevented the Currency of the Tide. Dogs
were of no Use to the bringing them oi¥, the Edges of the
Ice on which the Birds settled being too weak for the

Dogs to get up by."—F. C. Beo^vne.

MiCHiaAN Deer Country.—Crystal Falls, Mich., July
37.—It may interest some of our readers to know that the
deer will be plentiful in this part of the Upper Peninsula
this fall. The pasture is fine and the does have dropped
fnwn?, almost without an exception. I have seen over
100 does in the past six weeks, and have seen but two or

three barren ones. Bucks, does and fawns are in splen-

did order now and by the time the season opens thpy will

be prime. There is a great deal of illegal shooting done
up here, but the deputv game warden has a set of dark
colored glasses which he wears, unless he is after "them
rich city fellers," so that the prosecutions are very few.—Neskaqua-nel.

Ottawa, Kansas,—As last summer was the best sea-

son for game,^ so this has been the worst, and I am afraid
the tiuail and prairie chickens fared badly on the prairie,

though there may be plenty of quail in the woods yet.

Last week I was out in the country a few miles, and took
particular pains to find out how our game was getting
along. I found a great many plover, some kildeer and
lots of rabbits, but other game was scarce. A great many
coyotes were caught in this county during the past spring,
also a few gray foxes. Two of the latter animals are
kept at one of the stores in Ottawa, and they make very
nice pets.—^F. B.

Your Watch as a Compass.—Potsdam, N. Y., July
—1 learned something new at Paul Smith's the other

day. That is, to tell the points of the compass by your
watch. Point the hour-hand toward the sun, and one
half the distance between the time and 13 M. is south,
from 6 A.M to 6 P.M. After 6 P.M. one-half the distance
is due north. This may be worth an item in Forest and
Stream, as I am sure a large majority of your readers
have never heard of it.

—

Iroquois,

Massachusetts Shore Birds.—Gloucester, July 28,—
Marsh and beach birds are just coming along now; two
of my friends shot 75 recently.—E. F. L,

MINNESOTA'S NEW GAME LAW,
Editor Voreit and Stream:
State Game Warden Frank L. Stetson has just issued a synopsis

of the game laws of Minnesota, as arranged by the new commis-
sion from the deiiris of old and new enactment^. Heretofore it

lias been uncertain as to the meaning of various laws, there being
an apparent conflict between the general act and the various
local or county laws. The open seasons now prevailiner in all

parts of llie State, except in a few counties where there is liDtle

or nothing to shoot or hoot, are as follows:
WondC' ck, July 4 to Nov. 1.

Pinnated grouse or prairie chickens and white-breasted or
sharp-tailed grouse, Sept. 1 to Nov. 1.

Qnail, partridge, or ruffed grouse or pheasant, Sept. 1 to Nov. 1.

Wild duck of any variety, or wild geese or brant, or any aquatic
fowl wliatever, Aug, 20 to April 25.

Wilson or jack snipe, or snipe of any variety, Aug. 20 to April 25.

Elk. moose, deer and caribiu. Nov. 1 to Dec. 1.

No moose or canbnu shall b» killed, sold or taken in the State
for five years from April 20. 1891.

Very few reports of violation have been made, the leading case
being near Alexandria, where eleven nets and a seine were coo-
flscated, but the owners did not have enough fish to make their
line° very excessive, the penalty being $3 a fish for all taken ex-
cept with a hook and line. The fishing in Minnesota waters has
been uniformly good all seasoD. Notably fine strings have been
taken in Douglas county, where several hundred lakes offer un-
UEual chances. G. K. K.
LTbefull text of the new law is given in the July issue of the

Book of the Game Laws."]

MICHIGAN GAME SEASONS.

BY the present law (given in the July number of the Book of the
Oame Lawn) the open seasons are: Deer, in the Upper Penin-

sula, between Sept. 33 and Oct. 2,5; in ihe Lower Peninsula, lie-

tween Nov. 5 and Nov. 25. Wild turkey, quail, Nov. 1 co Dec. 15.
Grouse or partridge in the Dpper Peninsula. Oct. 1 to Jan. 1;
elsewhere, Nov. 1 to Dec. 15. Woodcock, Aug. 15 to Dec. IS. Wild-
fowl. Sept. 1 to Jan. L The Statie Game and Fish Warden is Ohas.
S. Hamirton, Petoskey.

"That reminds me."

MY friend Mr. Harryman was riding north on a rail-

way last week and fell to talking with a young man
got up "for a sportsman, who was bound for Antioch.
They passed a low bottom filled with close cover.
"Looks like there might be woodcock over in there,"

said Mr. H.
"No," said the young sportsman, "I think it's mostly

hickory."

My friend Billy M. was talking yesterday with a sales-
man who had given him a sample box of a new mosquito
dope.
"How did it work?" asked the salesman.
"Elegantly," replied Billy, "Never got bit once."
"You smeared it all over your face and hands?" asked

the delighted vendor,
"No, I smeared it all over my boat pusher," said Billy.

Chicago. E. HouGH.

Ht(d ^iv^r fishing.

The I'TTLL texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Ten-itories and British Provinces are given in the Boole of
the Game Laws.

ANGLING ON MAMMOTH.
'"T^HE other evening I remarked that the most enjoyable
JL fishing in the country was to be found on Raft
River, in southern Idaho. A sheepman who was at the
tablR said that he had fiahed all over the Raft River
region and there was nothing in all that section of
country to compare with Mammoth Creek, where he had
camped for a couple of years. The best part of it was
that I received an invitation to go to his cabin, and
early the next morning we were traveling southward.
Mammoth Creek is the west fork of the Sevier River,

It is the most southern of all the streams in the Great
Basin and is about 7,500ft, above the sea level. From
November until April the snow lies deep on the Mam-
moth meadows. The cold is so intense that no one thinks
of wintering there, but during the summer months a saw
mill is in operation among the pines and the cattlemen
guard the north bank, while the tents of sheep herders
dot the south bank of the little river.

The twenty-mile ride from Panguitch was not alto-
gether delightful. The first half of the journey was over
an uphill stony trail. The sky was overcast, the wind
chilly, and my steed was, in the technical parlance of the
country, "raw," i. e., he would shy, buck or balk, as best
suited his convenience. In my first experience with a
bucking horse I remember that I was violently churned
for about half a minute and then I landed gracefully on
my hands and knees in a clump of cactus. That was
years ago, but I have not ceased to tremble at the very
idea of mounting a chronic "backer." Coal Pit Ridge
was the half-way point, and thenceforward there was
more pleasure iri the journey. The route now lay
through the choicest part of the' cattle range, overgr-assy
meadows that had never known fence or plow, or be-
neath noble pines, among which the ringing of an ax had
never been heard.
Before reaching one of these pine groves there was

breathed upon us a most subtle, delicate and delicious
perfume. It reminded me of the wild grape amid the
mountains of New England or of the Magnolia glauca in
the barrens of southern New Jersey. The source was soon
apparent. The whole grove was carpeted with a
diminutive narcissus, and the moss, grass and dried needles
were completely bidden by the creamy blossom and the
soft, tapering leaves. Every locality seems to have its

own flower of surpassing loveliness. Among the Sierra
it is the nodding calochortus. In the northern Rockies
the csBrulean columbine rules, and here, in lower Utah,
the modest narcissus is without a rival. There were
dandelions and violets, wild currants and bull berries in
full flower, and then almost regretfully I heard the tinkle
of the sheep bells and rode through the great band of
ewes and little lambs to the door of the cabin that was
Ike's summer residence.
After dinner I explored the creek while Ike rode around

his flocks. The water was high and muddy, and a fly
would be of no use; so I determined to hunt wood grubs
in the timber. For me there is beginning to be a pleas-
ure in studying the art of angling. "Gone—the Romantic
Age of Trouting" may do for the caption of a Pennsyl-
vania idyl, but here the romance still hangs about the
mountain brooks, and I find it not with tapering bamboo
and silver- doctors, but with pole of birch or willow and
with good old-fashioned bait. There is a knack in bait-
ing just as in the use of flies, and the angler who sticks
to one erub or worm will find himself left in the long
run. The time of the day, the clearness of the water, the
depth of the stream—all have to do with the efficacy of
the lure, and in no two streams have trout exactly the
same habit. In angling not only the bait but the habits
and haunts of the fish must be studied. White grubs,
earth worms, black beetles and fish eyes have each a
proper place, and when once the angler learns the use of
each he can have as much sport as with the most delicate
fly outfit, although when the number of trout captured is

a desideratum, the fly is the proper lure.

Nightfall found us with all the bait that we would need
for a week's campaign, and we dreamed of nothing but
trout. Alas, there is no dependence to be placed upon
the weather in the mountains. About 9 o'clock we
awoke to find the whole country covered with snow and
a perfect blast of hail and sleet. Sheepmen estimate
that the storm in the immediate vicinity of Mammoth
cost them not less than 5,000 lambs. All day long we
sat by the fire cooking beans. From the gloom and
storm came the bleating of the flocks and the wild
clamor of the ducks. I have never seen greenheads so
abundant as they are in the marshy sloughs of Mammoth.
The females are all setting, but the males seem to be
absolutely devoid of fear and would the season permit,
are just waiting for a chance to be shot.
Friday morning dawned clear and warm. After two

hours of sunlight the snow disappeared and dandelions
and violets dotted the meadows. Ike rode about his

flock, gathered up the strays and was then ready to pilot
me down the creek. It was fully 10 o'clock when w«
began to fish, and we had but two hours at our disposal,
but in that time we landed an even dozen that weighed
91bs. 3oz, If I had known aa much as I do now, I should
have fished all that afternoon, but it was an act of charity
to help Ike with his lambs, and I could not refuse him.
Late in the day Ben, the famous hunter whom I men-
tioned in a former article, rode up to the cabin and dis-
played a lion hide that measured 9ft. 6in. from tip to tip.

He called it a lion, but it seemed to me the typical North
American panther,
Ben had missed a number of colts from his mountain

range and had gone up to find the offi^nder, .Just at dusk
of the previous evening, he was trailing the great cat
near its lair. Suddenly a bend in the route brought him
face to face with the beast. They were just seven paces
apart, too close for either to think of retreating. Th»
panther snarled, switched his long tail, crouched and
commenced to tremble. Ben said that he had no time to
get frightened. One shot did the business. It entered
the left eye and was found flattened at the base of the
brain. Ben's nerve has since been the theme of village
talk. .

^

Saturday it stormed, though I managed to secure four
large beauties from the creek before getting soaked
through and through. Sunday stormy. Monday morn-
ing stormy. About noon the sun came out and I was con-
gratulating myself on another opportunity to fish, when
over the hill and down to the cabin came a horseman.
He was the sheriff, and worse than that he was after me,
at least he read me a subpoena from which I understood
that at 10 o'clock the next morning I had to be at the
justice's court in Panguitch, then and there to testify, etc.
Regretfully I left the beautiful creek and at 10 o'clock
P, M. I was back in the settlement, with the comforting
assurance that the trip had not cost me a cent, and that I
had made $5 20 milage.
The most remarkable thing about that case (one for

malicious mischief and illegal destruction of property)
was the verdict, which was rendered after three hours,
careful deliberation:
"We, the jurors, find a verdict that the defendants are

guilty of being accessory of the crime charged with, and
we recommend them to the mercy of the court.

, Fourman."
Of course the court would be merciful after such a ver-

dict, and the three boys who had smashed a barber pole
were fined |25 apiece. I wonder if I could not sue them
for the loss of a week's sport at Mammoth and recover
heavy damages. Shoshone.
Panguitch, Utah.

ANGLING NOTES.

A CORRESPONDENT, Mr. F. P. Nye (not "William"),
sends the following interesting notes from Areata,

California, and they can be relied upon:
"The salmon are now in Trinidad Bay, waiting a

chance to run up the various streams that empty into the
Pacific. Bv looking at the map the reader can see that
Trinitlad Bay is about forty-five miles north of Cape
Mendocino, in the Northwest part of Humboldt county.
"While the salmon remain in this bay they afiiord the

finest trolling in this part of the world. They grow to
an immense size, and have been caught weighing 801bs.
on a medium size trolling spoon; but they are not a first-

class food fish. They belong to the variety known as the
'hook biir salmon.
"The steel-head salmon are beginning to take the fly in

the brackish waters at the mouths of Mad River and Eel
River. The large ones are taken on the spoon, and the
young fish, known as 'black-apotted' trout, 'cut-throat'
trout, etc., running from fibs, to 21bs., take the fly, and
are excellent on the table and afford magnificent sport."
Mr. Nye goes on to say that the fishing there is aa free

as air, and Tom, Dick and Harry can go and fill their
creels without asking, a fact that will be appreciated by
our Eastern anglers who have been "bounced" by a large
and healthy farmer man. The writer can indorse aU
Mr. Nye says about the steelhead salmon, and in addition
can say that on several occasions this fish has taken the
fly when full grown.

Reports from Lake Mahopac are quite encouraging. It
is well known that that lake contains large black bass,
but this is the first season that anglers have met with any
great success, A number of very fine specimens have
been killed there on small frogs lately, two of them tip-

ping the scales at over 61b3. each. A 91b. "Oswego" wae
killed in Lake Mahopac last week.

Bluefish are again as plentiful as ever along our coast,
and it does seem a shame that owing to the greed of the
men who control our fish supply, the people of this city,
particularly the poorer classes, cannot benefit by it.

When I was down at Patchogue last week bluefish were
going a-begging, and the Seabright fishermen are getting
li cents a pound for them. But the men who control
the market price will not let it break, they will let the
fish rot first, Bluefish otight to sell to-day in the markets
at 4 or 5 cents a pound at retail. And it is the same with
sea bass. These are a most delicious fish, but there is so
much waste to them that when one pays 15 or 18 cents a
¥ouud before cleaning, they are an extravagant dish,
hese fish could be sold at 6 to 8 cents and show a hand-

some profit.

A well-known angler of Brooklyn who recently re-
turned from a lonely fishing trip up the Penobscot and
down the St, Johns rivers, says that he enjoyed superb
fishing and met only one man iu the wilderness on the
whole journey, and this individual ought to be attended
to by the Maine authorities at once. He told this gentle-
man that he had killpd seventeen moose and show.ed him
the skins. All killed this past year, and I believe' out of
season. I understand he is a Frenchman, and comes
from Canada. Scarlet-Ibis,

Gloucester, Mass,, July 28.—No bluefish hare been
seen in this vicinity up to this time, but they have been
caught in abundance in Barnstable Bay. Tautog are
being taken by fishermen from the rocks, and by going
out in a boat about one mile from the city cod and had-
dock can be caught any day in large numbers. The
next thing on the programme is to go ashore and make
an old-fashioned chowder,

—

S, J. M.,
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ALONG THE NORTH SHORE AND TO
ISLE ROYAL.-I.

WE had talked about making the trip for two years.

"Sometime," we said, " we'll go after trout on the

North Shore." May of this year proved to be the time.

On the second Thursday in the jnonth Stephens said to

me as he sat at breakfast: "One week from to-day we
must be on our way to Grand Marais," that being the

point we had decided' to go to and explore along the coast

each way. "All right," I answered, and at once we began
to prepare and plan. The greatest pleasure of my life is

to get off on a trip with Stephens. He is such a grand,
large-hearted fellow, and withal so faithful a friend, that

from every trip we take together I come home respecting

and liking him better than ever.

Wednesday evening, May 27, found us ready to start,

each was suffering from a severe cold, all of our friends

tried to dissuade us from going. "You both will die

while away or come home to die," they said. We laughed
and boarded the train. A run of 310 miles brought us to

Duluth Thursday morning at 8:15. After breakfast a
sharp walk took us to Booth & Co.'a packing house.

"Does your boat, the Dixon, go out this morning?"
"It does."
"At what time?"
"Ten o'clock."
"Where is the captain?"
"Right at your elbow."
"Captain, can you give us any points as to where to go

on the North Shore for trout?"

"Don't go to Gt-and Mai'ais; all the good places near
there are preserved. Go to Grand Portage or Isle Royal."
We looked at each other and finally concluded to talk

the matter over and decide after we were on the boat.

We went aboard and were soon steaming away from
Duluth. The day was simply perfect, not a cloud, no
wind, no fog or haze. The view as we steamed down the
lake was grand. Every rod of the ground after we left

Duluth was new to us. There were some people on board
who lived at various places between Duluth and Grand
Portage. These the captain brought to us one after an-
other to give us pointers, the sum of which was, "Don't
go to Grand Marais, everything is preserved tliere. Don't
go to the Brule, no trout there, only very small ones."
Yet we learned that a party would leave Duluth that
evening for Baptism River, where they would fish Friday
and then run on down to the Brule and fish Saturday.
We passed the Pickett, a steam yacht owned by some
members of the Baptism River Club, at Silver Creek,
with a fishing party aboard that were stopping at and
fishing every creek and river that they came to, "Don't
go here; don't go there" was the advice given, and to

crown all every one said, "You are too early." At length
we decided to get off at Chicago Bay, fish a little stream
which came into it, coast from there to Grand Portage
fishing every stream that we came to, and go from Grand
Portage over to Isle Royal on the next trip of the steamer.
"The streams on Isle Royal are full of trout," was the tes-

timony given by every one that we questioned.
H-ilf-past eleven that evening found us climbing over

the side of the Dixon into a small boat, which carried us
and our traps to the shore. The son of the boatman con-
ducted us to the house, where we made a bed on the
kitchen floor and were soon fast asleep. Soon after day-
light we were astir. As soon as dressed we went down to

the beach, unrolled our Acme canvas boat, set it up,
stowed in our bedding, mess chest, tent and ourselves,
and pushed off into the waters of the bay. 'Twas a pretty
good load for a 14ft, Acme, but we had a great deal of

faith in the boat. One of the fishermen at the bay who
watched us set up the boat and pull off, as soon as he
could recover his breath exclaimed, "I never saw the like

of that in all my life!"

We rowed across the bay, x>assed the mouth of the
stream that we had been told of, rounded a long point
and were out in the lake. Landing on a nice sandy beach,
we cooked and ate our breakfast, after which Stephens
said, "Now for the creek and trout for dinner." Away
we went. Our feeling cannot be described. 'Twas
our first outing for trout. As we went along up the pretty
little stream I felt as though I was about ten years old,

and so informed Stephens, only to be greeted with a sar-

castic fling—to the effect that he "hoped I would not get
any more immature than I was, or I'd be lost in green-
ness," It was a crusher, and the poetry all evaporated
from my life then and there.

Up the stream we went casting in every likely pool
without success until we reached the falls, which are
found a short distance up on all the streams on the North
Shore, In the pool at the foot of the falls we had our
first rise, and soon six beautiful tro^^t were ours.

"Enough for the present," said Stephens, so we re-

turned to the boat and shoving off proceeded down the
shore in search of another stream which we had been
told was about six miles down from the bay. This
stream we had planned to fish and go on to Reservation
River, where we would encamp for the night, going on
to Grand Portage next day. We had a most delightful

row, the scenery having those marked and peculiar
characteristics that make the North Shore so grandly
stern and savage. A little after noon we reached the
stream which we supposed was the one we wanted to
find. As we passed the mouth, making for a bit of
sand beach, on which to land and get dinner, I had a
strike but did not succeed in hooking the fish, I at once
cast again, another fierce rush was made, and I hooked
and brought in after a fierce struggle, a grand speckled
prize, a 3-pounder he proved to be. Stephens hurrahed
as he dropped the oars and dipped the beaten-out trout
up in the net. We were so elated that we could scarcely
eat dinner, although we had some of the trout caught in

the morning nicely fried, and most delicious they were
t'>o.

As soon as we had eaten we hurried back to the mouth
of the stream and at his first cast Stephens caught and
finally landed another three-pounder. It was my turn
to hurrah for him, but just at that moment my Montreal
fly proved to be a fatal attraction to another of the gamy
beauties and I soon had a 2^1bs. trout added to our
trophies. Directly after Stephens hooked a large one, the
struggle was a long one, but at last the apparently ex-

hausted fish was brought nearly within reach when he
suddenly concluded to say "good-bye," and with a
triumphant wave of his tail turned lakeward, leaving an
empty hook to come in. It was a severe disappointment,
the mote so as the escaped fish must have spread the

alarm, for not another one could we prevail upoii to rise.

We made many casts but all in vain. At length we
started up the stream. We could have filled our boat
here with ti'out 8, 10 and 12in. long, but we had no use
for them, so we contented ourselves with making a cast

here and there to see the quick dash for the hook and in

admiring the beauty of the stream. About 4 o'clock we
started onward down the shore, looking for Reservation
River and our camping place for night. There was quite

a stiff head wind and we thought and said that if all

doubters as to the utility of canvas boats could see the
Acme and the way she b&haved they would each at once
invest in one. Night came drawing on, still no sign of

our river.

The question of vrhere to camp must soon be decided.
The shore was so rocky and forbidding that we did not
like the idea of attempting to land after dark. At length
rounding a j)oint we saw a little bay with a beautiful red
gravel beach, and dividing the beach nearly in the center
was a great mass of red rock that rose straight up from
the water 30 or 40ft. A few feet above the beach was a
pai'k-like place, nearly level, carpeted with moss, and low
huckleberry bushes, with scattered spruce trees here and
there. It was very beautiful. We learned afterward
that it was Red Rock, a famous camping place for In-

dians and others. Indications of former campers were
found everywhere. Spring seemed to have just come,
some of the trees were just opening their leaves, on others
the buds were jiist swelling. The huckleberry bushes
were just budding to blossom. From where we pitched
our tent the outlook was superb. There were several
empty barrels lying around on the beach, at which we
wondered until we learned later that the long point a
little further down the lake was Red Rock Point, where
last fall the Dixon jumped clear over one reef, landed
square on another with her bow against the rocks on
shore, and to lighten her a hundred barrels of salt were
thrown overboard. We had a grand trout supper and had
just gone to bed when the waves commenced to roll in on
the. shore with great force, although it was still and clear

where we were. Stephens jumped up and ran down to

the boat and pulled it up higher, and to make more secure
the fish we had fastened out. In the morning a heavy
sea was running and it looked doubtful about our getting
out. While I was getting breakfast Stephens climbed
to the top of Red Rock and took a survey of the
scene.

After breakfast we attempted to get off, but the waves
were running too hard, as we found when a big wave
completely filled our boat with water. We hauled it up,

took our dunnage out, emptied out the water, carried the
boat up the bluff and around to the sheltered side of Red
Rock, where we loaded up and succeeded in getting out.

AS we rounded the point into the main lake we found a
stiff breeze blowing and a very heavy sea running. The
little Acme, loaded as it was, seemed a very frail thing
to brave Superior in; but on we went, running under the
shelter of a rocky point once, where Stephens held the
boat while I went to examine a creek which came in
near by. No trout would rise, so on we went, the storm
getting worse, the seas heavier. We concluded that w^e

had better land if possible. No place was seen, however,
where we thought our frail boat could be run in. Rocks
and dashing waves everywhere. Ahead we saw a great
rock jutting out from the shore. We made for it, think-
ing we might land under the shelter of it. Just then an
accident happened that, only for Stephens's presence of

mind, might have proved serious enough. One of the
oars snapped at the rowlock. Stephens, with rare

presence of mind, caught the part of the oar with the
blade on before it slipped away, put it in the rowlock
and commenced to battle with wind and wave with an
oar and a half. Not a muscle of Stephens's face changed,
although for a brief while it seemed as though we should
be driven back on the savage Red Rock Point, over which
the waves were dashing in great fury. Stephens has
heroic material in his makeup, I never admired the
strength and courage of any man as I did his during the
next twenty minutes,
A landing was now a necessity, or probably a death in

Lake Superior, We made directly for the big rock. As
we approached our supposed refuge we were surprised to

see foam-capped waves flying high on the side where
there should have been comparatively calm water. We
soon saw the reason. The rock was ttmneled clear

through in two places, and the waves were coming through
with a boom and crash like a cannonade. But land we
must, so, watching the waves, we Avent in on a big

comber. I sprang for the shore as the wave broke and
pulled the boat as far as I could. Stephens sprang out,

and we were high and dry before the next wave came in.

Not a thing in the boat was wet. Just before we run in

we had noticed a little stream coming into the lake, or

rather we noticed the color given the water by the stream,
for the mouth was completely hidden by the breakers.

After making everything secure, we set off to tiy the

stream, saying, "We'd make a new oar after dinner,"

We found the stream alive with trout. There seemed to

be no limit to the number possible to take, and such
beauties—so grandly and richly marked. I held several

in my hands admiring them as I would a rare jewel—such,
indeed, they were. We took thirty-five and then went
back to the boat, prepared and ate dinner.

After dinner StejDhena made a new oar, and then we
tried to get oft', but the only result was Stephens was
thoroughly wetted , the boat filled with water and thrown
back upoii the shore like an egg shell. We gave up all

hope of finding our long-looked for river or reaching
Grand Portage that night. We went up on Tunnel Rock
and in a cleft which was icy cold and over which the

spray dashed, Stephens made what we called a "cellar"

in which he ptit the trout we had, thinking to send them
up by the steamer Monday. After watching the waves
and speculating as to the continuance of the storm, we
went after trout again. We went tip to the falls and
came dowm, keeping only the finest fi«h, of which we
had fifteen when we reached the mouth of the creek.

The next thing was to put up our tent and get supper.

Our plan for spending the next day at Grand Portage
had fallen through it seemed. The point where we were
was a "brule," no spruce boughs for a bed that night;

but the moss was thick and deep, and we made a very
comfortable bed, and laid down hoping for a calm on the

morrow. I was awakened several times during the night
by the roar of the breakers on the rocks and the boom,
of water through the tunnels of the big rock.

Detroit City, Mlmn. Myron Cooley,

KENTUCKY NOTES.
THE annual meeting of the Kentucky Fish and Game

Club was held Thursday evening. The club is now
entering on its third year with brighter prospects than
ever. The following officers were elected; President,

Maj. J. Fry Lawrence; Vice-President, Dr, J. B. Alex-
ander; Secretary. Mr. H. C. Farsman; Treasurer, Capt.

John Fowler. Directors, Capt. G. G, Berry, Guy C. Sib-

ley, Leonard Huber, J, G. A, B >yd and W. O. Bonnie.
Several new names were added to the membership,

which now exceeds seven hundred.
A number of communications regarding dynamiting of

fish and other violations of the laws were read. These
were refefred to the board of directors, who will look the
offenses up and attend to the prosecutions.
The new constitution, which is to be placed before the

people for adoption next month, means much for the club
if it is approved. It provides that all laws shall be
general laws. The present instrument allows any county
or counties to be exempt from any enactment, and the

result is that when a law for the benefit of game or fish

Is passed every county asks to be left out. This is why
the club has had so much difficulty in getting a good
iaw.
By reason of the provision of the old constitution the

open season is hardly the same in any two counties, and
some have no close season at all. The aim of the club at

the coming session of the Legislature will be to remedy
this if it can be done. The members of both houses will

be written to before the Legislature convenes and the pro-

posed measures will be plainly set forth. Hardly a State

in the Union has laws so lax.

I am in receipt of a diagram of a large salmon caught
at Rock Castle Springs, July 6. The weight, according
to the information on the sheet on which the picture is

drawn, is O^lbs., and the length 29tn. It was caught by
Mr. Benjamin Letcher, of New Y'ork, on a split-bamboo
rod weighing lOoz., with a No. 0 Sproat bass hook baited

with a chub minnow. The witnesses were Mr. W, H,
Riker, of Harrodsburg, Ky,, and Maj. Weller, of Balti-

more, Md. The catch for the day was 271b3.

Bass fishing is opening up in the streams within a day's

ride of Louisville, and the resorts are being sought. A
telegram from Green River, at Spottsville, Saturday, in-

forms me that there is plenty of sport.

Major J. Fry Lawrence, Capt. John Fowler and other
prominent anglers, are organizing a club to erect a hunt-
ing and fishing lodge at Falls of Rough, where all kinds
of sport abounds in season. The dub house will proba-
bly be erected in time for the fall sport.

A committee from the Kentucky Fish and Game Club
will shortly visit Washington and see if Fish Commis-
sioner McDonald will not furnish four or five csiloads of

game fish for the depleted streams. This movement has
been urged from all over the State, and will be the open-
ing wedge to incur the good feeling of those who are now
opposing the game law movement. D. A. Let.
Louisville, Jnly 20.

FISHING IN LITTLE RIVER.

THE first of last November our hunting party con-
cluded they would take their annual outing this

time on Little River, Pemiscot county, Mo, We found
plenty of deer and small game, and very good duck
shooting is generally to be had there.

Little River is a very clear stream with moss-covered
bottom, and is full of fine fish. The fish we caught
ranged from 2 to 71bs. It was no trouble at all to catch
all you wanted. I would catch enough in a very short
time to sujoply the camp for the day; they rose eagerly
to the fly. I also caught a good manv with the spoon;
they seemed to bite at anything. I don't see how any
stream could beat it, and I don't think the stream is

fished a great deal.

If any of your readers are in reach of that stream, and
want some royal sport with the green-sided beauties, that

is certainly a fine place to go, and 1 have no doubt but
some of them have tried it, as it is very easily reached
from St, Louis, But they must go prepared to camp, as
there are no hotels, club houses nor settlers to speak of

in that immediate neighborhood. To go on a trip and
not camp out robs one of half the sport; and if he is

going to roam those woods much he will find that a good
compass is needed, as one of our party will testify to. He
left our camp one morning to do a little exploring by
himself, and forgot his compass. He managed to get
back in time for supper, but it was the next day.
We spent four weeks in camp, and I never enjoyed

anything more. Came back home feeling like a new
man, and am now longing for the time to come to go
again. B.

GRAYLING OR WHITEFISH?
Editor Forest and Stream:
Being interested in all things pertaining to fish and

fishing in the Eocky Mountains, I have read with pleas-

ure the recent items in your paper relating to grayling.

lam confident that the fish described by "Big Horn"
are not grayling, for two i-easons: First, there are no gray-
ling in the Yellowstone River or its tributaries so far as

I can learn from old fishermen. Secondly, the habits of

the fish described, as lying sluggish with heads up stream,
so aptly describes the whitefish of the Western streams
that there is little room to doubt the kind of fish referred

to.

So far as my knowledge of grayling goes (I've only
fished for them parts of four seasons) they do not deport
themselves as described by "Big Horn," and as a great
many people call our whitefish of the Yellowstone gray-
ling, coupled with the further fact that there is a similar-

ity between the two fishes, I strongly believe that "Big
Horn's" grayling are whitefish.

The Gallatin, one of the forks of the Missouri, about
thirty miles from here, has abundance of grayling and
whitefish both, and I had some very nice grayling fishing

on the Gallatin the past spring, and when I next go over
I will send you specimens of both fish. Livingston.

LmNQSTON, Mf-nt.

Boston has heard of the superb fishing near New York
and sends out a steamer, named New York, daily on fish-

ing trips to the mouth of the Merrimac, the South Shore,
Isles of Shoals, North Shore and Boston Bay with music,
prizes for the largest fish and all the modern accompani-
ments for a delightful excursion.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, III., Aug. 1.—^A question in sporting ethics

lies under a late discuFsion between a Chicago daily
arad a Chicago sporting paper over an alleged caserof fish
hoggery. To be brief about it, Mr, D. R. Cameron, of the
printiug firm of Cameron, Amberg & Co., of this city,
admits that he and the Rev. Thoe. E. Green, of Cedar
Rapid'^, la., did in August, 1887, in two days catch 72
mascallonge in Lost Lake, Wis. Mr. Cameron adds:
"Later, a party went up to the same waters and tooli out
92 mascallonge, all of which were saved and brought
back. That party consisted of Mr, E. W. Brooks, Mr.
Alfred Brooks, Mr. T. J. Amberg, Mr. J. Ross and myself.
All fish we did not want to save were put back." Mr.
Cameron appears to think that the "saving" of 164 mas-
callonge in two short trips was quite sportsmanlike. His
friend Mr, Green writes a long letter putting himself on
record to the same effect, and the writer in the daily
paper is obviously of that belief also, for perhaps obvious
reasons. But those three men cannot decide a question
like that in sportsman's ethics. It lies for a larger jury,
to whom I would offer it. To me it seems that Mr.
Cameron, Rev. Mr. Green and their friends were guilty
of fish butchery to the most highly unsportsmanlike
extent. I cannot excuse the actual swine which
breaks into my garden and eats my vegetables any
the more because it "saves" them by eating them
and not by trampling upon them. The limit of
a sportsman's catch is not definite, but any one
who knows the environments of this mascallonge
fishing in Wisconsin knows that such catches as
the above are unsportsmanlike to the last degree, even
though the fish be actually eaten and not merely boasted
of as a record-breaking catch, as see Mr. Green's letter in
the daily paper. The man who blunders into an unfished
mascallonge lake can make such catches. In the known
waters how many good catches were made this year?
The unavoidable answer is the sole argument needed. Mas-
callonge fishing is the easiest on earth. Trolling is the
most lubberly and unsportsmanlike way of fishing there
is. Any man can catch mascallonge if his guide knows
the bars, unless some other man has been in first
and "saved" a ton of the mascallonge, to which, let us
say, he had a right to the extent of three or four fish in
two or three weeks of fishing. In new waters, when the
fish are striking the spoon well, any novice can catch
mascallonge and pickerel and wall-eyed pike and some
bass, the easiest way in the worldj^ith no great skill
needed. But what of these waters when the 'lunge have
been "saved" out for two or three years by such parties?
Go and try it, Wis-consin ought to have a law limiting a
mascallonge catch to proportions of common decency,
"saved" or not, and the Lake Shore & Western Railway
ought to be first to see that law enforced. The mascal-
longe once fished out does not come back. It will not
reappear in those waters fished out. It is too slow of
growth or scant of numbers. Unlike the bass, wall-eye
and pickerel, it is, so far as fishculture now has it, prac-
tically gone forever upon its first extinction in a water,
A magnificent fish, it should be properly regarded alike
by those who leave their undue catches rotting on the
hank or those who bring them home to photograph them.
The daily paper may defend its friend, but the guild of
genuine anglers will agree that they need yet a study of
the better ethics of the craft.

There is a good deal of pseudo-sportsmanship these
days, likewise a great deal of a certain false Jove of
nature. It seems the thing to love nature, and to write
about it, if you can write a little bit. The press is full of
poets who are false lovers and false observers of nature.
I notice one this morning, quoted in a daily from a Chi-
cago weekly literary periodical. The writer of this
"Summer Sketch" finds occasion to say,

"While clouds and forest glass them in a lake
Whose waves with tufts of foam the dark moss flake."

It takes quite a little wind to roll foam flakes up along
the shore ot a lake, and such being the case, you won't
notice the clouds and forest "glassing" themselves very
much in that lake. It's too rough. So this picture,
though very pretty, isn't true. One may be forgiven for
being a shoddy writer, but never for being a shoddy
lover of nature.
A gentleman of Morgan Park suburb was fishing a

month ago in Geneva Lake, Wis., and caught only two
fish. One was a 4ilbs. bass, and the other was a 121bs.
salmon (described as a "California salmon"). Some years
ago Mr. N. K, Fairbanks planted a number of salmon fry
ill this lake. They have not been heard from before. I am
told the bait was minnow. Have not been able to get to
talk with the angler himself.
Yesterday I talked withF. L. Buck. State Fish Warden,

and can now give the exact state of affairs on that stream
at date in the matter of fishways.

Marseilles dam, on the Illinois River, is essential to the
Kankakee River. Work on the fishway in Marseilles
dam was promised to begin July 27. No fight there at all.

"State dam:" Capt. Leighton, engineer in charge, said
work on the fishway would begin about July 31.
Wilmington small dam: A possible fight hei-e. The

American Strawboard Co. are the objectors. Mr. Buck
served notices on all parties, such notices expiring of
limit on Aug. 3. It is thought that the owners will then
put in the way rather than have it done and charged to
them.
The 17ft. Wilmington dam: The owners begin repairs

on this dam in August, and will then put in the way.
The following letter from Mr. Hills, of the Wilmington
Water-power Co., would settle that definitely:

Boston, July 17.—F. L. Buck, State Fish Warden, Chicago, 111.:We desire to meet your Commission in ihe same spirit you have
shown to us, as you seem to appreciate the disposition to econo-
mize. We don't know that you would care to do it, still if you
wiU write me just what you could do it for [i. e.. put in the fish-
way], if there is necessity for haste bp.yond wliat was indicated in
my letter, please let we know and I will respond at once for our
company, nnly asking that if you should do it, that you so arrange
that it will not interfere in tlie repairs we propose to make next
month or the one following. Very truly yours, Joel H. Hills,
Sec'y and Treas. W. W. Power Co.

Kankakee dam: Nothing needed here but a wing to
the present fisliway, and Mr. McGrew, owner, says that
will go on when the water is low enough, as it probably
is now.
Aroma dam; Fishway here has been repaired, a chute

being added to deep water above the dam. It is now all
right.

Momence dam: Both parties to the injunction suit
over the lower daniL here have signed the stipulation per-

mitting the fishway to go in and work will soon begin,
The "upper dara" here is on the other side of an isla,nd
and a way there is not absolutely necessarv. The situa-
tion here is peculiar. The company owning the dams is
the one intending to cut through tlie rock ledge here and
drain the great Kankakee marshes. It leased certain ice
cutting privileges with the understanding that the dams
should be cut open and the water drained from the going
out of the ice till the first of November, Later the com-
pany sold the Momence Island for .$30,000 to the C, & E.
I. R. R, for a picnic ground. The railway found the
absence of water in the summer hard on the boating
business and so enjoined on the opening of the dams.
The fishway will go in anyway and, should the railway
lose its suit, no fishway in either dam will be needed.
These Momence dams are the ones highest up on the
river, so that, supposing the Wilmington dam all right,
either with or without a fight, the total situation of the
Kankakee may be called very satisfactory. Thanks to
the Kankakee Association, fish will next spring rmi up
from the mouth of the Kankakee unimpeded,
Mr. Cole joined Dr. Bartlett a couple of weeks ago on

board the State boat Lotus, and made a trip down the
Illinois River, They captured one net and sunk it. The
total situation on that stream is good. The party had
one day of fine fishing at La Grange, Mr. Cole taking 21
"white bass," a 6sh we do not get about here. The latter
gentleman has also had a trip to Spring Lake, Grand
Haven, south peninsula of Michigan, and has bought
land there he likes the spot so much. Seven small-
mouths in a short trip with rough tackle satisfied him
that the fishing there is good.
The State and Government work of reclaiming young

fish from the overflows of the Illinois and Mississippi
rivers will begin next week. The Government car is now
waiting.
To take up again that old question about the leaking

wading stockings. Thanks to Mr. Jay Beebe for advice.
He asks if the waders leaked ab initio. I think they did
leak there some, too, but it was mostly in the "crotch."

E. Hough.

SUNAPEE LAKE FISHING.
'T'^HE following landlocked salmon and trout have
JL recently been taken in Sunapee Lake, New Hamp-

shii'e:

George Woodward, July In, 1 salmon, ISJ^lbs.
George Woodward, July 35. 1 salmon, Sibs.
Sidney Bickford, July 1(1, 1 salmon, 91bs,
Walter Aikpu, July 18, 1 salmon, 9]bs,
Mr. Goodwin. July 15, 1 trout, 2J^lbs.
George Woodward, July 16, 1 trout, iibs.
George Woodward, July 16, 1 trout, 'Slhs.
Walter Aiken. July 18, 1 trout, 2}^lbs,
Jacob Hutchron, July 18, l trout. .Oiba.

Buzzard's Bay Bluefish.—Boston, Aug. 3.—Ex-Pres-
ident Cleveland presided to-night at a meeting In the
little town of Bourne for the preservation of the fishing
in Buzzard's Bay, which is rapidly becoming completely
destroyed by the working of seines, pounds and weirs on
the line of the Bay. Briefly alluding to the purpose of
the meeting Mr. Cleveland said that the fish should be
protected because it was conceded that Buzzard's Bay
was a spawning ground, and such protection was in ac-
cordance with the enlightened procedm-e of every State.
It was not, he said, a question of sport, but of indiistry.
Though personally enjoying fishing as a recreation, he
had never yet been willing to catch fish for sport and
have them wasted. Every one on the shores of the bay
was at least entitled to the right to secure all the fish re-
quired for food. Moreover, an element of equality and
equity entered into the question. By law in various parts
of the bay fishing with seines and weirs was prohibited.
This same rule should apply to all places on the bay,
Chas. F, Chamberlin, who was secretary of the meeting,
then spoke at length on the objects of {the meeting, and
offered resolutions looking to cooperation with neighbor-
ing towns to prohibit fishing by seines and weirs. The
resolutions were unanimously adopted, and a committee
of seven, among whom was Joseph Jefferson, was ap-
pointed to forward the objects proposed.—7Ve?w York
Times.

Tbout in Evergreen Lakes.—Washington, D. C—My
attention has been attracted to the letter of Mr. William
R. Scott, of Denver, in Forest and Stream, of July 23,
in which he speaks of the successful introduction of rain-
bow trout into Naylor Lake, Clear Creek county, Colo.,
several years ago at an elevation of nearly 11,000ft. above
tide water, and in commenting on it mention is made of
the red-throated trout {purpuratus) being found at a
height of between 8,000 and 9,000f t. in the Sierre Madre,
Mexico. The red-throated trout occurs in the Arkansas
River and its Lake Fork near Leadville; these streams
are ideal trout brooks, with temperature of about 62°, in
which trout are fairly abundant. Three miles west of
the Arkansas and six miles distant from Leadville the
Evergreen Lakes are situated at an elevation of about
10,000ft, These lakes are fed by cold streams from the
flanks of Mount Massive, one of these streams having its

rise in the largest permanent snow field in Colorado.
These three lakes are a series of trout ponds, partly arti-

ficial, in which brook trout have been successfully jDrop-

agated for several years. This, probably, is the highest
point on the continent where this variety of salmon
exists.—John Gay.

Connecticut Fish and Gajie.—The protection of its

fish and game is not accomplished at the expense of the
State of Connecticut, but by means of private funds and
individual exertion. During the past three years the
Connecticut Fish and Game Association, whose president
is Mr, A. C, Collins, has spent $1,400 in the prosecution
of 70 violators of tha fish and game laws. Sportsmen owe
Mr. Collins and the association a debt of gratitude, which
they will cheerfully acknowledge; let us hope that they
will also cooperate with the association in its beneficent
work.

Menhaden Fishing,—Casco Bay has been invaded by
menhaden steamers from New York, Connecticut, Rhode
Island and Virginia, and it is claimed that some of them
drew their seines in prohibited territory near Chebeague
Bar. Fish Warden A. W. Barbour, of Portland, has en-
gaged counsel to prosecute the cases, which will involve
forfeiture of the vessels found liable.

Some Giant Shad.—Washington, D. C—In Forest
AND Stream of July 23 reference is made to a shad
caught June 25, in the Andi-oscoggin River, at Topsham,
Maine, weighing Slbs. , which is spoken of as a shad of
unusually large size, and perhaps it is in Maine waters;
but shad weighing from 7 to Slbs. are not by any means
rare in the Delaware River during the fishing season.
Last year a O^lbs. shad was caught some distance beiow
Philadelphia, and I believe was sent to President Harri-
son; but it was beaten by the 10-pounder caught in
Thompson's seine off Gloucester City. N. J., April 20,
1890, and presented by Mr, Thompson to Governor Leon
Abbett. Both these giants of the species were, of course,
roe fish, but they were fairly indicative of the size gen-
erally of the shad last year. It is said that a shad weigh-
ing ISJlbs. was caught near Lambertville last year. In
May last William Pustill, of New Castle, Del., was
credited with catching a shad weighing 941bs., and on
May 25 one of lOJlbs. was taken near Billingsport, as
vouched for by Mr. H. L. Preston and several other per-
sona who were present when it was weighed,—John Gay.

Landlocked Salmon in Moosehead.—Another big
landlocked salmon has just been taken at Moosehead
Lake, Maine. It will be remembered by the readers of
the Forest and Stream that until this season no results
of repeated stocking of that lake with landlocked salmon
fry had been achieved, and even the State Fish Commis-
sioners had begun to think that Moosehead was not de-
signed to become celebrated for its landlocked salmon.
But already one salmon has been taken, of which this
paper has had an account, and now a letter from Kineo,
of Monday the 27th, says that Mrs. J. F. Hildreth has
just taken a landlocked salmon from that lake weighing
^^\hs,. The fish was taken while trolling. There are now
about 100 people at Kineo, generally quartered at the
Kineo House, and more are expected next week. Capt.
C. A. J. Farrar, so well known as the founder of steam-
boat transportation at the Rangeleys, has been stopping
at Kineo, but has just left for Richardson Lake.—Special.

Canadian Customs.—Chicago, July 2a.—Editor For-
est and Stream: As there has been considerable inquiry
concerning the tax upon tourists in Canada, it may be as
well for your readers to understand more of the situa-
tion. Canada has for sevei'al years presented a Chinese
wall against tourists' belongings. Rod, gun and camera
have been levied upon for duty (and heavily at that), and
there are few cases indeed where the duty has been re-
funded, because the time, expense and trouble make it of
doubtful advantage. A small camera that had been car-
ried all over Europe and Egypt, without annoyance to
the possessor, was on reaching Canada heavily taxed.
It will be more satisfactory for those visiting Canada to
either buy their outfit there, or dispense with it altogether.
The latter would in most cases prove the least satisfac-
tory. Persons visiting old Mexico are not subjected to
this abomination.

—

Free Trade.

Ottawa, Kansas, July 31.—So much rain has fallen
here this summer that I don't know whether we are going
to have much fishing or not. It seems as if the streams
rise suddenly every time we get ready to go fishing, and
we can only wait for the water to go down again. One
thing the high water does, however, is a benefit to us, or
will be, that is, to tear out the dam in the Marias des
Cygnes at this place. This dam is about 10ft. in height,
and keeps fish from ascending the river except in high
water, but it will not last much longer. A fishway was
built in this dam several years ago, but never did any
good, because all the water leaked through the dam in
low water season, instead of running over the fishway.
When a free passage is made for fish to go up stream at
all times there will undoubtedly be better fishing, for
most of our fish come up from the Missouri.—F. B.

The Best is Angling.—Salamon in his parablys sayth
that a good spyryte makyth a flourynge aege, that is a
fayre aege and a longe. And syth it is soo: I aske this
questyon, Whiche ben the meanes and the causes that
enduce a man into a mery spyryte? Truly to my beste
dyscrecion it semeth good dysportes and honest gamys
in whom a man toyeth without ony repentance after.

Thenne folowyth it, ye gods, dysportes and honest games
ben cause of mannys fayr aege and longe life, Andther-
for now woll I chose of foure good dysportes and honest
gamys, that is to wyte: of huntynge: hawkynge: fyssh-
ynge: and foulynge. The best to my symple dyscrecion
why then is fysshynge callyd anglynge wyth a rodde, and
a lyne and a hoke.—Dame Jtdiana Berners {I4S6).

Bluefish,-Raritan Bay has seen bluefish in plenty of
late. Block Island, too, is having its share of sport in
catching these ocean bloodhounds, and at Centerville, on
Cape Cod, a fisherman caught nearly 1,000 in a week.
Buzzard's Bay and the Maine coast are, up to now, given
a wide berth. "No politics in mine," says the bluefish.

Tarpon in Connecticut.—A silver king, or tarpon,
weighing 85ibs., was caught at Mumford's Cove July 24.

This renowned game fish has gone as far North as Cape
Cod. Occasionally one was seen at Wood's Holl several
years ago. In the Chesapeake it is not uncommon late

in the spring.

"Forest and Stream" Nursery Rhymes.
(Sv^gested by the lines in Forest and Stream, July S3.)

n.

An angler went out to flsh,

A trout came along with a swish,

A brilliant red hackle
And other tine tackle

Went ofE. The owner said "pish."

Utica, July 27. Portsa.

m.
A codfish, which bad swallowed a small bottle of brandy, was

one of the flsb caught during a rpcent excursion of a Maine branch
of tbe Y. M. O. A.—Boston Herald.

A young man from Maine
Had a terrible pain.

And no "patent medicine" handy;
He flsbed in the sea,

Caught a big C O D,

And brought up a bottle of brandy.

Wood's Holl, Mass. B.
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AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY.
EMtoT Forest and Stream:
At the twentieth annual tneeting of the American Fish-

eries Society, held in Washington, May 27 and 28, these

resohitions were adopted providing for the appointment of

a committee to take the necessaiy steps tn inci-ease the
membership and widen and extend the influence of the
Society:
Resolved, That all anglers and members of fish and game

protective organizations, and all persons who feel an interest

in the fish and fisheries of the United States, be and are
hereby cordially invited to become members of the Ameri-
can Fisheries Society, and to lend their aid and co-operation

in carrying out the objects of said Society; and be it fur-

JResol/ved,, That the above resolution, be published in all

papers and periodicals devoted to the interests of fish and
fishermen; also that a circular letter embodj-ing the said

resolution be printed and sent to members of the Society for

distrihntion.
Resolved, That a committee be appointed to carry oiat the

provisions of the report.
Those persons who desire to join the Society can send their

applications to either member of the committee, or to Ed-
ward P. Doyle, secretary. With its membership enlarged
and its influence broadened, the Society can do great work
for the fisheries interests of the country, and assist materi-

ally the organizations, private, State or uational, having
these interests in charge. The influence that a large society

of this kind, powerful through organization and numbers,
can exert in securing and enforcing protective fish legisla-

tion, will be especially valuable, and do much toward secur-

ing the laudable objects of its founders.
Additional application blanks can be obtained from either

member of the committee whose names are signed below.
James A. Henshall, Washington, D. C.
TAELETOK H. Bean, Washington, D. C.

Edward P. Doxle, New York. N. Y.

YEARLINGS VS. FRY.—I was glad to see that our
American contemporary, Forest and Stream, agrees with
the views respecting fry and yearlings, which have more
than once been put forward in this column, and in other
parts of the paper. "It seems." says the writer of some
angling notes in the American journal, "to be the universal

opinion of those who have had experience in restocking
trout water that 100 yearlings will improve a pond or stream
more than 10,000 fry. The only way fry seem to thrive is by
placing them in tiny trickling springs, where it is impossi-

ble for their enemies to follow them or see them, or else to

keep them in little artificial ponds where they can be fed

and protected until able to look out tor themselves." I am
inclined to take exception to the word "little" in the fore-

going paragraph, for our experience in England rather tends
to show that fry get on better in deep ponds than in shallow
ones. This can, I think, be explained thus: The water in a
shallow pond rapidly rises in temperature in summer and
the fry get weakly and die. The water, too, must be con-
stantly changing its temperature with every change of heat
and cold in the air. In a deep pond the temperature is

more equable. I have recently had the misfortune to lose a

pond full of fry owing to the supply of water being cut off

for a week. Tbe water in the pond sunk to about a foot, its

temperature rapidly rose and the little fish all died one fine

dav. In another pond where a slight trickle of water con-

tinued to run no fish died so far as I could see. In rivers

trout fry are usually found on the shallows, and so it might
be argued that they thrive best in shallow water. This
they may do, provided there is as great a flow of water as

there is in a river. But we never get such a flow of water
into our ponds, therefore it has been found necessary to

make the ponds deep. In other words it comes to this: If

there is a great abundance of flowing water the fry will

thrive in shallows, but if the supply is limited and has to

be economized the ponds must be deep.—TemjjZar, in Lon-
don Fishing Gazette.

Mmml
All communications must reach us by Tuesday

of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

F I XTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sep*-.. 1 to 4.—Second AnTuiBl Dog Show of the Kingston Kennel
Club, at Kingston, Ont. H. C. Oorhett, Secretary.
Sept. i to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstowa Kennel Club, at

YoungstnvvTi. O.
Sept. 8 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel

Club, at Hamilton, Ont.
Sept. 14 to 18.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association Third

Internationa! Dog Show, at Toronto. C. A. Stnne, Sec'y and Sunt.
Sept. 23 to 25.—Inaugural International Dog Show of the Mon-

treal Exposition Company, at, Montreal, Canada. Entries close

Sent. 8 J. S Robcr'son, Secretary.
Sepi. 29 10 Oct. 1.—Third Annual Dog Show, in connection with

the Central Canada Fair, at Ottawa, Ont. Alfred Geddes, Supt.

1893.

Jan. 13 to 14.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina
Kennel Association, at Columbia, 8. C. F. F. Capisrs, Secretary,
Greenville, S. C.

FIELD TRIALS.
j^ov, 3.—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Club,

at Bicknell, Ind. P. T. Madison, Secretary.
Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 13. W. A. Coster.

^Vov.^2Z-Irisli Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point, N. C.

G. G. Da-ris, Secretary, Philadelphia, Pa.
N.'V. 23.—Gordon Sutler Club's Field Trials, at High Point, N.

O. L. A Vflu Z mrit, Secre ary, Yonkors, N. Y.
N^v. 30.—Geniral Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street. New
York city.
Dec. 14.-^Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E

Connell, Secretary.

THE BLUE RIDGE KENNELS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Last week I made a trip along the line of the Richmond

and Danville R. R., stopping at the beautifully located and
enterprising city of Charlottesville, and from there to Cul-
pepper, from which point a pleasant ride brought me face to

face with Col. P. Henry O'Bannon, well known as the man-
ager and one-thu'd owner of the famous Blue Ridge Ken
nels of English setters. One has but to grasp the Colonel's

hand, meet his estimable better half, and stand before his

sideboard to know that he is welcome. If ever you are in
the vicinity of the Piedmont country and don't stop and see

the Colonel and his family, and look over the grand collec-

tion of dogs, you'll have cause to regret it. Knowing that
many of your readers are interested in the progress of the
English setter, and that few if any of them will ever have
the pleasure I have had in spending a day at the Blue Ridge
Kennels, 1 will, with yomr permission^ endeavor to infdrm

them concerning what Ithink will be readily acknowledged
to be the leading collection of brood bitches that this laud
can produce.
There are comparatively only a small number of bitches

that are field trial winners, and with few exceptions they
are centered now at the Blue Ridge Kennels. For years past
all kinds of bitches have been bred to the best dogs, their
owners expecting them to throw phenomenal youngsters.
That many have been mistaken time has proven. The time
is now at band when purchasers will inquire as strictly into
the field qualities and tue breeding of the dams as they
have into that of the dog.
To this end I call their attention to what I found at this

kennel. There are winners and producers of winners, viz.;

Est;her, first in Members' Stake, Indiana trials of '89 and
dam of Lilly Bureess, a double winner, and of Reveler and
Jubilee, last year's winners. She is now nursing a litter by
the same sire that produced the aforesaid—G-ath's Mark,
Belle of Piedmood hss lately been transferred from her

old home at Charlottesville. Though showing some of the
marks of age, she is yet able to produce pups that will,

like herself, win field trial honors. Belle started twice,
winning second each time. She is the dam of some very
promising bitches that belong to this kennel.
Lilly Burgess, by Gath's Mark—Esther, was purchased

after she had followed ber Derby win witli that of the All-
Aged Stake in consecutive years at Bicknell, Ind., trials,

where Prince Lucifer was second. She has just weaned a
beautiful litter by Dan Gladstone, showing her to be a pro-
lific and valuable' brood bitch.
Mollie Belton has not yet arrived from her Milwaukee

home; but when it is remembered that she is the dam of

Bohemian Girl, that is fame enough for her record as a
breeder.
Fanny M., known as the phenomenal winner of the South-

ern '89 Derby, going through under the heat system without
a single error. Since that time she has not added additional
honors either as a winner or as a dam: yet she wall not
disappoint her owners when put to the test.

Princess Belton comes nearer a perfect bench show winner
than any of those yet mentioned, She is perfect in color and
marking, and will stand a deal of showing. As a producer
she is well to the front. Dr. John A. Hartraan, of Latrobe,
Pa., has three out of one litter that are "corkers." Albert's
Duchess won in great shape the Philadelphia Kennel Club's
Derby last year, and Albert's Nellie got so far along in the
last spring circuit as to be in the cbnllenge class. Another
sister is reported as being even better in form.
Rod's Belle, by Roderigo—Belle of Piedmont, was heavy

in whelp to Mark, and being of fine form and good in the
field, the puppies no doubt will be heard from. She was
fltted for the trials last year, but did not start.

Gossip, a sister to Belle. You will remember that she
was one of the first brace started in the Central Derby last

fall, and I have a distinct recollection that she made as good
a showing as some of those that were kept in for the second
series. She has filled out and improved since then, and
should be shown on the bench. She has not been bred, and
there are hopes of her winning in the All-Aged Stake this

year.
Rosa I found out in the country attending to maternal

duties. Her five puppies by Mark will no doubt equal, if

not excel, their famous brother R.everdy. Rosa is one of

the Colonel's old "stand-bys" when he wants to shoot quail.

Tempest has not been much heard of in late years to my
knowledge, but being of .superb breeding, Count Noble-
Lit, the three puppies that I saw by Pegbld are the coming
champions for field trial honors.

Olivet, by Count Noble— Ruby's G-irl, is also the perfec-

tion of breeding, as Ruby's Girl is by Gladstone—Ruby II,

She has not yet been developed as a field trialer nor a brood
bitch, but mark this. Keep your eyes on her.

Ijondress is the only Derby entry that I found not in the
hands of her trainer. She will be sent away soon. She is

finely bred, by Roi d'Or out of Belle of Piedmont, and if she
keeps in good form will be likely to get into the money.
Again watch her when she gets oh the bench. Another year
will show her a well developed bitch.

Ightaeld Sophie—Now here is something new and worthy
of notice. Mr. Bu<-kle selected herattheHeywood-Lonsdale
kennels for her breeding and field qualities. She is of

much the same type «s Ion, and being due to whelp by him,
will throw puppies that will dt^velop into animals that are

of such a different breed of English setters as to make it

an experiment to cross them with the inbred dogs that

are now the popular ones.
Canadian Queen was not at the kennel. She has her

"hands full" taking care of her litter by Cincinnatus. I

remember her when Mr. Pabst purchasedher at the Chicago
show, and she is a fine specimen.
Princess Joy, by Gath's Joy, and Miss Nelly Y., by Gath's

Hope, are two good young hitches that are worthy of atten-

tion, as their sires are brothers to the old dog champion
Gath's Mark. Princess Joy is about weaning a fine litter of

eight black, white and tana, by Dau Gladstone, that stamp
her as the right kind to have in a kennel where this color is

the fashion. "Tne stud dogs are well known both to you and
the public, and it is enough to mention that they will now
be given a better opportunity than ever before to show their

worth, as they will not only have the best bitches, but their

get will be pushed to the front.

These three gentlemen have the money, the grit, the love

of sport and the business ability to push forward. As all

business transactions will be through Col. O'Bannon, this

is proof that honorable treatment will in all cases be expe-

rienced. A Rambler.

BEAGLE TRAINING.
Editor Forest and Streain:
I have been reading with interest and some amusement

the articles that have appeared from time to time in your
excellent paper regarding beagle training. The one ap-

pearing in your issue of Jnly 30, by Mr. Geo. F. Reed, strikes

me very favorably. He has my idea exactly as to what a

hunting beagle should be.

I want no beagle that can be called from a good warm
trail, nor do I want one that expects me to follow close on
his heels to help him out should bunny be a bit cunning
and turn short corners. If I must start the quarry I may as

well .shoot at him when he starts, as I would a game bird.

I take my beagles to the place where I have some likeli-

hood of finding 'rabbits, turn them loose, and let them do
all the hunting. If 1 see the r.ibbit and shoot and mi,ss, I

whoop to the dogs and put them on where I last saw the

game. I always do this to teach them to come to the gun.

But I don't teach them to charge, quarter, heel and drop to

shot. etc. I hunt with beagles for pleasure, and I can assure

you it would be no pleasure for me if I had to do all the

hunting, starting and give orders to from six to twelve
beagles all at one time— no. it would be too much like work,
and I was born just a bit tired.

I expect to show up at the field trials to be held at Nanuet
in November, and in all probability my dogs will get pegged
back simply because they are not under control, and per-

haps because there are better hunters; still, like Mr. Reed, I

think I have as good beagles as the next man.
In one of your contemporaries some party tells us that, in

training his beagles, he "rushes to starting point and
follows right on trail, close to their heels, etc." Now, that's

all very well, but if he can follow "close on the heels" of

my hunting pack for two hours, or one hour, he can make
more money as a pedestrian in six months than he can out

of dogs in twenty years. 0, S. WixoM.
COVEET, N. Y.

IMPERFECT TEETH DEVELOPMENT,
Editor Forest anid Stream:

I am sure all readers must welcome the accounts of the
kennels you visit as published in Forest And StkeAM,
since they are both instructive and admirable in style ana
spirit.

You mentioned, in writing of the Swiss Mountain Ken-
nels last week, a St. Bernard with undeveloped teeth._ This
has interesting scientific and practical bearings. As is well
known, horned cattle lack the upper cutting (incisor) teeth,

yet in the foetus, teeth in an undtvelooed condition exjst.

This is an extreme case of arrested development. Dentists
tell us that human beings, especially in cities, tend to a
late appearance, and in many cases a total absence of the
last molar ("wisdom tooth") and even some of the incisors.

All St. Bernards have relatively small teeth, and most of
the show dogs of the day when still iu th^ir prime, have
the front teeth broken oft" or worn down to an extpnt not
common in most other breeds. How is this to be explained?
On two grounds principally: First—Too rapid and exten-
tive growth, with excessive development of skull, and sec-

ond, lack of stamina.
At present the desire to get giant St. Bernards amounts

almost to a craze. Judges, especially in England, seem to
be ready to condone great faults of legs, movement, etc.,

provided a dog is immense, well marked and has a "grand
bead " Darwin long ago called attention to "correlated
growth." The excess of skull development, especially, has
perhaps something to do with defective teeth, hut whether
that be so or not the growth of the booy sysfct-m is so rapid
in St. Bernards under the forcing system in vogue, that it

must needs be superficial, hence the defective legs, and, we
may add, teeth, so common, especially in the largest dogs.
Unnatural conditions of life and excessive use of the brain
explain in part defects of teeth in modern man. As 1 under-
stand the subject of growth and development, whenever It

is forced, i. e., greater than is natural, or than would take
place under ordinary healthy conditions, oxir St Bernard
rearing must be all wrong. And as I endeavored to show in
a letter that was published in this paper on April 2, our
notions of bench show conditions can be greatly modified
for the better^ if we are to have thoroughly vigorous and
disease-resisting dogs.
Certain breed-* should be "massive," but this ought to be

attained by shape and not by a mass of fat. In other words,
to render dogs massive by sluggish habits and e.xces3 of food
is to pave the way for disea.se, because such dogs cannot
have stamnia. 1 am still of opinion that my detinition of

bench show condition, as given in the letter rel'crrpd to
above, is correct. Dogs arc in bench show condirion when
they are physically able to do a moderate amount of the
work for which thej' are intended. All beside is of minor
importance. Now some of our St. Bernards, mastiffs, etc.,

are not able to walk a few miles with ease, much le.ss trot or
gallop. Is there any reason for surprise that animals kept
in such condition do not live out half their days? Who is

responsible for this state of things? I am afraid it must be
set down to both breeders and judges. This mattpr of breed-
ing for giant size is at the root of the whole evil. 1 wish,
las a friend of the breed and of the dog in all his varieties,

that the St. Bni-nard Club would take this up. It is the
most vital .subject they can handle. If they will so legislate

that it will be ea.sy for judges to give the prizes to the best
dogs above a minimum weight, or that weight shall not
count for very much, we shall soon be on the way to better
things. WESLEY Mills, M.D.
MONTRBAr.. Canada,

PAINLESS DEATH.
Editor Forest and Stream-:

I observe that you copy the StocTt-Keeper's recipe for the
painless killing of dogs, and from personal experience am
at a loss to understand how chloroform can l)e preferred for

the purpose to prussic aci<l. 'Iho first dog 1 used the former
on was a young Clumber that had a crooked tail which re-

quired cutting. The chloroform was arl tti in istered by a
medical friend, and there can be no doubt of his h iving done
it properly. It took all my strength (and 1 am no pigmy)
to hold that pup down. He bit my hand b idly and howled
so loudly that he could have been heani fully half a mile.
Chloroform was by no meons stinted in this case.

Next rime chloroform was used by an expex-ienced "vet" to
kill a spaniel. He administered it in the proper way and
left the dog for dead in the stable. A coiaple of hours after
the "dead" dog was chewing abonf. Again he was dosed, and
this time there was to be ho mistake, but he managed to
crawl half way home nevertheless. They shot him after

this.

The foregoing is only one of numerous in-stances of the
failure of chloroform to really aff-cfi dogs that have come
under my observation. Prussic acid I have never known to
fail, even when dogs of the largest size were the victims.

As soon as the fluid entered the mouth the dogs were as
dead as if electrocuted. I think the best and most painless
manner of killing is as follows; Take a piece of meat of a
size wnich the dog will swallow without biting; hollow the
inside and fill with a sufficiency of the acid thickened with
wheat flour, and sew np the aperture. When digestion sets

in and the poison touches the coating of the .stomach, the
dog is instantly dead, literally not knowing "what struck
him."
By the way, I may mention in connection with the past

greyhound squabble, that iu compliance with the request of

the owner, in the pre,sence of the Ottawa bench show com-
mittee, I measured the mouth of the dog Sir Ijauncelot and
found his upper jaw to project a scant quarter of an inch.

Thus Mr. Lacy and others are entirely wrong iu stating him
to be overshot one inch. Clumbek.
Ottawa, Canada.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.

IN a Western pape^-Mr. A. A. Bogen mentions a somewhat
ordinary instance of the homing instinct in a dog, ask-

ing if this instance does not show a higher reasoning power
in dogs than we commonly admit. By no means. The
homing faculty is entirely independent of reasoning power
or intelligence. The animal possessing it in the most
marked degree is the cat, one of the lowest in intelligence

of the domestic animals; homers are rather the exception

among dog,s, while they are the rule among cats. All do-

mestic animals seem to possess this quality iu a greater or

lesser degree, but of course those manifesting a love for

home, sh(3w it the most frequently, The whole matter is

involved in most profound obscurity, no attempt having
been made to expltin it other than the suggestion of a
physiciaCn in Philadelphia, that the department of the brain
known as the pineal gland, for which no use has ever been
found, may be the source of this instinct. All ordinary
senses fail as explaining this peculiar faculty, as dogs have
been taken away from home, shut out from all opportun-
ities for seeing on the journey and to stop every avenue by
which they might trace their way back, they were chloro-

formed into complete insensibility, yet they found their

way home just as though no obstacles whatever to this had
been interposed.

* * *
I cannot see why there should be any particular doubt of

the story you give of the spaniel stealing a dust brush to

replace the one it demolished and was whipped for so doing.

It is only an instance of the power of association in dogs,

really the foundation of all theu- intelligence. This spaniel
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case is a parallel of the instances of sheep dogs going to
another place than their own and ddviog in a sheep or cow-
to make up the number they expected to find in a certain
field. There have been numerous iustances of sheepdogs
doing this, and it is common for a sheep dog to show sigus
of mortiflcation and distress, if, when sent to the pasture to
bring in the cows, it does not find the full number there.
Most of them will spend a long time searching every corner
of the pasture after the missing one, and the making up the
deficiency from another beard or flock is but another step in
the same chain of association.

* * *
The London Stnck-Kexper hardly does me nnstice in its re-

view of what I wrote of "fanciers" and "sportsmen" in your
issue of June 18. The two classes, strictly speakiue, arc
fundamentally distinct. When the sportsman breeds for
looks, he is no longer the sportsman pure and simple, btit is

verging on the fancier's domain. The fancier who pays
much heed to actual use is losing a bit of his ground as a
fancier. It should also have been noted that my reference
to the distinction between the two in England was simply
in answer to Mr. Mason's rera.nrk, w^hich looked as though
the same distinction exi.sted only in that country, or that
owners of dogs in England were more tolerant of unfavor-
able criticism of their dogs than Americans are. I am very
far from indorsing any disrespectful classifying of fanciers.
Their achievements have been wonder'ul, but still the man
who breeds and keeps his dogs for the use he has for them,
and the pleasure they give him, is less apt to be supersensi-
tive to criticism of them than he who breeds them with any
prospect of profit in view.

It is astoni.shing how futile, corrections of fallacies set
forth in standard works, are. It is the old story of falsehood
traveling a thousand leagues while truth is putting on its

hoots. The story that skunk bite conveyed rabies was set
forth in some medical publication, and in spite of the over-
whelming proof that men and dogs are frequently skunk
bitten without injury, the story sticks. So with the old
fable that "bloodhounds" were used in the Southern States
to recapture fugitive slaves. Mrs. Stowe wrote it in "Uncle
Tom's Cabin," and no amount of disproof weighs against
it. The same is true of practical suggestions in kennel pa-
pers, they are read, received, and pass out and are known no
more. The loss of puppies by their dams lying on them
is enormous, yet it is twenty-five yeai's or more since the
"pig protector'"' was devised and published, and its applica-
siou to dogs has been illustrated in the kennel pre.ss, but still

the breeder has a long annual list of "laid on" puppies,
easily prevented by providing a strip rnnning around the
sides of the kennel at the height of the bitch's back when
lying down. Bitches do not lie on their puppies, except in
very few instances; they lie against the sides of the place
they are in and the puppies are crushed by being caught be-
tween the bitch and the sides. The strip affords a space for
the puppy to escape into and thus save it. Still there will
be hundreds "laid on" this year. The Onlooker.

DOG CHAT.
STATES which are older in legislation and have greater

need for such an act, should take a lesson from the law-
makers in the Lone Star State. We find that the following
act was approved in the Legislature of that State April 18,

1891: "Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Texas: That any person who shall knowingly and wilfully
furnish or give to a purchaser of any animal, any false ped-
igree or false certificate of sale of such animal, and every
person who shall knowingly and wilfully u.se, for the pur-
pose of deceiving, any false pedigree or false certificate of
sale of any animal, whether such false pedigree or false
certificate of sale was furnished, given or procured in this
State or elsewhere, shall upon conviction thereof be pun-
ished by a fine in any sum not less than twenty-five nor more
than five hundred dollars, or be imprisoned in the county
jail for a term not exceeding six months, or by both such
fine and imprisonment."

Is this instinct or reason? There is a dog in Che.ster, Pa.,
which will never walk when there is a chance to jump on a
street car and ride. He is a black Newfoundland. Much of
his time is spent in the stables. Although his home is onlytwo
squares away, he never walks to it, but waits for a car going
that way, on which he jumps. He often goes off on a pleas-
ure trip, riding to the different sections of thecity on differ-
ent cars, always sitting on the curbstone till the car he
wants comes along, showing remarkable intelligence in
allowing to pa.ss him those cars which branch off in direc-
tions contrary to the one he wishes to take.

At the Bulldog Club's dinner in England, Mr. Sprague,
addressing the company, made a strong point of the neces-
sity of "pluck" in a bulldog, says a correspondent to
Fanciers' Gazette: "Coming from such a source this ad-
vice is sure to sow its .seed, and believing, as I do, that
regard to function should be the foundation of our creed, I

am compelled to admit that pluck, which I believe lies
latent in ninety-nine out of every hundred bulldogs of to-
day, is necessary, though I see starinjg me in the face the
danger to the breed of .savageness being by some fanciers
mistaken for pluck. I must candidly confess that 1 have
seen no evidence that the bulldogs of 1891 are wanting in
pluck, but quite the contrary, and from inquiries I have
made I find this is the opinion shared by many other
breeders. The difiiculty appears to be as to how to require
a bulldog to give a manifestation of his pluck in the judg-
ing ring, that will not rapidly degenerate into a degrading
spectacle of savageness, which difficulty is more insur-
mountable than proving that a winning pointer on the
show bench is of any practical use in the field. If ungovern-
able ferocity is what is con.sidered necessary in the breed, I
trust it may be introduced slowly and cautiously. Let bull-
dog fanciers keep a specimen possessing this quality in their
kennels, and not breed from him until they have discovered
how charming a companion he makes, when they can then
breed from him much or little, as it may suit their taste and
conveniences."

Says "Ouida" in the North American Itevierv: "A few
years ago nobody thought it a matter of the .slightest conse-
quence to be bitten by a healthy dog; as a veterinary surgeon
has justly said, a scratch from a rusty nail or the jagged tin
of a sardine-box is much more truly dangerous than a dog's
tooth. Yet in the last five years the physiologists and the
State, which in all countries protects them, have succeeded
in so inoculating the public mind with senseless terrors that
even the accidental touch of a puppy's lips or the kindly
lick of histonguethrowsthousaudsof people into an insanity
of fear. Dr. Bell has justly said: 'Pasteur does not cure
rabies; he creates it.' " And again, not less truly: "Whether
Pasteur's inoculation for rabies be a curse or a boon to man-
kind, there can be no question that the exaggerated ideas
which it creates, the fictitious importance which it lends to
what was previously a most rare malady, the nightmare
horrors it invokes, and the lies which its propagandists, to
justify its pretenses, find themselves compelled to invent,
produce a dementia and hysteria in toe public mind which
18 a disease far more widespread and dangerous than mere
rabies (unassisted by science and government) could ever
have become."

A correspondent relates an amusing but quite likely mis-
take on the part of a terrier in the London Field: "You
often record instances of dogs' sagacity; I now send you a

rather aTnusing instance of a dog's mistake, which you ! good kennel of St. Bernards and Mr. Wedderhorn has some
might think worthy of recording. Last week, the rooks
having pulled up about half an acre of young turnips in
their search for wire worms, I gave a pair of trousers and an
old coat of mine to one of the men, wit^h instructions to make
a scarecrow of them; and he made a very lifelike imitation
of a man, with a stick under his arrn for a gun. A few
days after the scarecrow was put up T went to the field to
see bow things were getting ou, accompanied by a retriever
and a Scotch terrier; and while the latter was investigating
some rabbit holes at the bottom of a bank I returned home-
ward unseen by him. About three hours afterward, as he
did not come back, I went to look for him, fearing he might
have got into a trap, and saw him patiently sitting at the
foot of the .scarecrovF, thinking it was his ma-st^r. No doubt
he was satisfied by the smell of the clothes, without troub-
ling himself to look too closely at the face, and, being a
faithful little dog, would probably have stayed, there all
night. It was amusing to see his look of bewilderment when
I walked up. I may add that the retriever when he first saw
the figure growled, but on walking up to it and smelling
it wagged his tail; so he too recognized the smell of his
roaster in the clothes. The terrier took not the slightest
notice of the figure as we went past it next day."

Mr. A. W. Smith, the well-known black and tan terrier
exhibitor of Buffalo. N. Y., writes us: "I have sold my
blaek and tan terrier champion Buffalo General (13 879) to
Mr. J. J. Lang, of Buffalo. General was whelped Nov. 27,
1887; bred by Jos. Tathara. Halifax, Eng.; by champion Hali-
fax General out of Lady Lottie, aud is lull' of Burke blood.
He is well known to your readers and to show-goers the past
three years, as he has won 11 first, 4 second and several
special prizes since I bought him. The only terriers that
have beaten him in his class are Meersbrook Billy, Buffalo
Lass .and the two Meersbrook Maidens. As he'is not yet
four years old, I hope he has many years of life and useful-
ness before him." This reminds us that Mr. Smith, last
week, bred his Buffalo Lass, a many-time prize winner,
to Dr. Foote's Broomfleld Sultan, and as Sultan is getting
some good pups just now, the result will, we hope, prove
very satisfactory.

The premium lists of the Montreal dog show are in th
printer's hands and will be ready for mailing this week.

Hearing that Lord Bute would very likely make his home
on this side of the water next month, Mr. Lamb did not
send his bitch Marghuarita over to Scotland as intended,
She is now coming in and will be bred to some other crack

Mr. Sears tells us, in a private letter, that he has had th_
dogs of the Wyoming Kennels, of which Sir Bedivere is the
bright particular .star, moved into their new quarters. The
new kennel is, however, far from completed yet and it will
be September before the finishing touches are put to what
bids fair to be the show kennel of America.

Beferring to Mr. Butter's remark, which was quoted in
Forest and Stream recently, that he could find no beagles
in England worth bringing over, Stock-Keeper asks: "Where
did he look?" It would be interesting to beagle men on
both sides of the water if Mr. Rutter w^ould tell us .some of
his reasons for this assertion. That beagles are not more
generally exhibited in England is to be regretted, but stirely
our suggestion that Mr. Krehl would be pleased to point the
way to where the good ones are kenneled would have been
complied with had he been asked.

In England just now, selling classes at the smaller shows
are meeting with goed support. We should think that such
classes might be more generally adopted in this country
than they are. It affords a ready means of disposing of
•surplus stock, which, while hardly good enough to win in
the open classes, have a chance of"gaining a little honor in
such a class, adding materially to their chances of finding
good customers.

The noted English collie exhibitor Mr. Megson has ex-
changed his crack dog, Edgbaston Fox, with Messrs. Parrer
Bros, for their Mons Meg. The peculiarity of the exchange
is that both dogs return to their old homes. Edgbaston
Fox is the sire of Roslyn Conway, one of the good young
dogs of the Chestnut Hill contingent.

"There are some exceedingly severe remarks in Forest
AND Stream about the condition in which the St. Bernard
Prince Regent was shipped," says the English Stock-Keeper,
and further, "they call for a reply on the part of the vendor."
We shall take pleasure in puljlishing the other side of the
case, but that our strictures were well timed is evidenced by
the fact that on meeting Mr. Reick shortly after, he con-
gratulated us on the stand we had taken, and remarked that
it was very much to the point. We may say now that Prince
Regent is looking himself again; having completely recov-
ered, weighs over SOOlbs., and his coat is coming in nicelj-.
It is also a pleasure to note that through the medium of
our business columns several stud services have been secured
to this noted sire.

The coming Crystal Palace show in October next, of which
Mr. Taunton, the well-known mastiff breeder, is the head
and front, will have nearly 400 classes. This is the "inde-
pendent" show of England and is well supported, its pre-
mium list being a model that any club with a booming bank
account might follow to advantage.

Dr. Faxon, of Boston, Mass., owner of the Kilmarnock
Kennels, is one of our oldest and most respected breeders of
collies, and though of late years his kennel has not been seen
very often on the bench, it would appear as if the worthy
doctor was laying plans to bring the Kilmarnock Kennel
once more to the front. We see th'at he has purchased from
Mr. Megson the noted collie Mother Shipton, which, among
other prizes has won the 50-guinea challenge cup at Liver-
pool, and the Derby at the Northern aud Midlands show
held recently at Manchester. She has already sailed for this
country, and that she is in whelp to Metchley Wonder is
another cause for congratulation. We have at presentquite
as many good stud collies as we need, but a few more im-
portations of high class collies of the gentler sex would be
sure to do a world of good to collie interests, as the breeding
results at present are not what they should be by any means.

The secretary of the coming Blackburn show alludes to
the fact that he intends to pay the prizes the day of the show
as a "new departure." In this part of show management
America is far ahead of our cousins on the other side. It
would be a "new departm-e'' did our exhibitors return home
without their prize money.

The dog lovers of St. Paul are agitating the question of
holding a dog show this fall. It is proposed to have Mr.
Geo. H. Hill, of Madeira, O , who has already shown his fit-
ness for such a position, take charge of the affair. Since the
show held three years ago, the interest taken in dngs by
sportsmen of the Northwestern States, and especially in the
city of St. Paul, has increa-sed very much, and as every one
is anxious to exhibit there is every likelihood that during fair
week a dog show will be held. There are a number of good
kennels at St. Paul. Among them are the Osceola Kennels,
of which Messrs. Drake and Hansen are the proprietors:
then there is the noted Elms City Kennel, with Mr. Paul
Gotzian at the head. Mr. Edward Scott is said to have a

English setters and pugs. It would seem therefore as if a
show held after the Canadian fixtures would take well, as
most of the Eastern dogs would be well on their way to St.
Paul.

Some people, otherwise decent enoueh sort of folks in
their relations with every day life, seem to sink to the
lowest depth of meauness where a dog is concerned. The
other day a big Newfoundland doe w^as coaxed by a lot of
boys to accompany them to thp Morris Canal, at Peterson.
Seeing a little fellow struggling in the water, the dog
jumped in and dragged the lad out. The mother of the boy
afterward went before the Recorder and wanted to have the
dog shot, as vicious, because in his well-me.aning efforts he
bad torn the hair and scratched the face of her boy. The
Recorder declined to take the complaint.

Harry Howard, the huntsman of the Essex County Hunt
Club, died last Saturday night »t the club's kennels in the
Orange Mountains. He had loner .suffered from consump-
tion of the lungs. He was about -tO years of age. When
six-day-go-as-ynu-please races were great money-making
affairs Harry Howard came here from England .and entered
the ranks of the "peds." He was a plucky little man and
he was fairly successful as a money-maker, although he
never made any remarkable record. For several years
Howard had been engaged by the Essex County Cliib to
either scare up foxes or to drag an anise-seed bae across
country, and his genial manners and industry caused him
to be respected by the club members.

We have received the premium list of the Kingston Ken-
nel Club's show to be held Sept. 1 to 4. With the prize list-
they have set forth they should meet with good .support, es-
pecially as this show opens the round of the Canadian cir-
cuit. The challenge classes are given a diploma, and in the
open classes prizes of .17, S3 and a card are given in all classes,
with sexes divided in every i^reed almost. When oneremem-
hers that the entry fee is only $1, this makes the prizes of
about eoual value with shows which give $10 and .*5, but
charge .$3 to enter. Spratts Patent will feed the dogs during
the show. The show will open on Tuesday, but judging
will not commence until Wednesday morning at 10 A. M.,
and in the evenings from 6 to 7 P. M. the show will be closed.
This is a good move, as it allows handlers and exhibitors to
get their dogs exercisf'd and fed without interference. Mr.
Corbett, who superintends the show, made a record for him-
self last year, and was acknowledged to have a full con-
ception of his duties with the ability to carry them out.
Entries close positively Aug. 22. We also remark with
pleasure that no puppy classes are provided. A long list of
specials is offered.

The field trial committee of the Irish Setter Club have
decided to extend the time of closing of entries in their com-
ing trials. The Derby Stake will close on Sept. 1.5 instead of
Aug. 15, and the All-Aged Oct. 15 instead of Oct. 1, as
already announced.

The greyhound which we alluded to last week as taking
third prize at Pickering show was not, as stated, Mr. Pur-
beck's Ornatus. but a black dog belonging to Messrs. Toon& Symonds. The mistake arose from the peculiar prac-
tice of some shows in England only printing the name of
the owner in the catalogue, which must necessarily lead to
mistakes and open an avenue for fraud. The black and tan
terrier mentioned as third to Rhodes Oban and Pearl was
Prince George, Messrs. Toon <fc Symonds's new dog, and
not Prince Rpgent. George Thomas will be coming back
with his team shortly in time for the fall shows.

A Brooklyn lady held on to her pug's hindlegs while the
dog catcher pulled at its head. It was a stretch of imagi-
nation on her part to fancy that she could lengthen the dog's
life by any such means.

In a conversation with Mr. Vredenburgh he tells us that
if the World's Fair people give the dog show in 1893, no
money will be given in prizes, only medals. Each exhibitor
must supply his own attendance, food and water for his
dogs. They bad no idea of the importance that the kennel
interests of this country had assumed, and especially so
when they proposed that if they give the show the prizes
would be awarded by a jury composed of men who would
also be chosen to adjudicate on cattle, horses, etc., as well.
Under these circumstances we fancy that a show held under
such auspices would fail in the end it is expected to accom-
plish, ?. e., the gathering together of the best dogs in the
world. If any other club, the Mascoutah or the A. K. C.
gives the show, it will have to be neld outside of the Fair
precincts. It is also stated that according to the view the
World's Fair Commissioners take of it, only those dogs that
have been duly registered would be admitted to their show,
and foreign dogs would also have to be accompanied by a
certificate of the registry from the secretary of the kennel
club stud book of the country they came from. This
would still further handicap a representative gathering.
The idea is now to have the Mascoutah Kennel Club give the
show, and as the Fair would very likely be closed in the
evening a big attendance would very likelv be secured in
consequence. To make the show anything like a success, at
least $10,000 is proposed as the sum that should be devoted
to the purpose of giving a show. There the matter stands
at present. After all, w^e think that to give the affair an inter-
national aspect, the A.K.C. should hold the show, and give
valuable team prizes for each breed open only to foreign ex-
hibitors. We do not suppose that English exhibitors would
bring their dogs over with an idea of making expenses out
of their winnings, Imt it affords them an opportunity for a
jaunt and al-o to dispose of a good quantity of their 'stock.
There are many who would buy when the dogs were here
but would not run the risk of importing a dog themselves.
We are still in favor of international sweepstakes for dogs
whelped after -January, 1S93, and as the show would be held
in June, 1893, this would give every one a fair start and allow
stock to be well grown.

We sincerely hope that the call which Mr. Shotwell sends
out to ascertain the interest that is abroad in favor of sheep-
dog trials will meet with a satisfactory response. There
are sufficient working collies in this country to make such a
trial successful, provided the arrangements are properly
cai-ried out. Next week we will endeavor to give the plans
and particulars of a trial described some time since in an
English journal and which may be of service in getting up
these trials.

One can scarcely take up a New York daily paper now-
adays without reading accounts of assaults committed by
the dog-catcher or his so-called assistants. Last week a
lady in Brooklyn had her pug seized when taking it out for
exercise, although the dog was licensed. She was plucky
though and managed to grab the hindlegs of her pet as
the man was carrying it to the wagon, and between them
the pug came within an ace of furnishing a practical illus-
tration of Solomon's celebrated verdict. The man, however,
proved the stronger and, striking the woman, managed to
get the dog into the wagon, and even then struck the lady
as she attempted to climb on the wheel. The man was
arrested afterward and the lady secured her pug by paying
50 cents at the pound. It turned out that the man was act-
ing in place of the regularly-appointed dog-catcher. We
trust he will get his desserts for the assault, which seems to
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be tlie only satisfaction that can be obtained. It is pleasing
to note, in the Evening Telegram., that Mayor Grant had
suspended one of the New York dog-catchers for one month
for acts similar to the above. Again we saw that some in-
dignant residents of a certain district had taken vengpance
into their own hands and when the dog-catchers attempted
to take a dog out of a hallway set upon them tooth and nail
till they were glad to flee with their lives. While we do
not uphold any breach of the peace, .still it seems that, as
"Gray John" suggests in another column, some test case
should be made, as to whether these men have the right to
seize dogs without due process of law.

The members of the Ranelagh Club, one of the swell sport-
ing clubs outside London, held a dog show the other day, but
only a few breeds were entered; namely, Barzois and great
Danes, some collies and terriers. At the show was seen a
diminutive Pomeranian, generally known here as the Spitz,
the bugbear of all timid people with hydrophobial tenden-
cies. This particular dog weighed only 31bs., and is said to
be the best of its kind.

Mr. H. Malcolm, of Baltimore, Md., has, we understand,
brought two suits for libel in theUnited States Circuit Court
against various associate members of the A. K. C. In addi-
tion to the usual heads of departments, such names as Pabst,
Diffenderffer, Livesey, McNeill. Mitchell Harrison, Hoey,
Hobble, Rutherfurd and others are mentioned in tiie sum-
monses. The damages are placed at the usual rate.

The eleventh English St. Bernard Club show passed off
successfully, being held at Birmingham July 31 to 23. There
vrere 182 entries, a slight falling off from the last show, and
the quality was not quite up to the average. This was
accounted for by the recent exportations to American ken-
nels. The trophies were won by what may be termed
second-rate dogs when Sir Bedivere, Plinlimtnon, Scottish
Prince, Prince Regent, etc., are yet alive. Alta Bella won
the 100 guinea challenge cup for bitches, and also the Halsey
trophy, which Sir Bedivere has won twice, as the best St.
Bernard in the show, beating Keeper, the smooth, who won
the 100 guinea challenge cup for the be.st dog in the show.
Sidney W. Smith's Yonug Bute won the cup for the best
dog of oppo.'site coat to the winner of the challenge cup, and
Mr. Gosling's Lola IV., smooth-coat, the cup in the corre-
sponding special for bitches. Keeper and Lord Bute were
equal for the stud dog prize, their progeny being of opposite
types: Sans Peur taking the brood bitch prize. Miss But-
ton won the rough team prize and Mr. J. F. Smith that for
smooths. However, the prize list hardly reads like those of
the past, due, as Stnck-Kceper puts it, "to the export of the
best dogs to be hrrrled in the States."

The owner of Harper and Graven Image, Mr. Sackett, of
Cape Vincent, N. Y., is in England. He has purchased
some bull bitches which have already .sailed for this coun-
try, and he is now working toward St. Pttersburg on the
lookout for Barzois. Are we going to have a Barzoi craze?
It looks like it.

Canine World says that Parker, and this must be our
Prof. Parker, whose troupe of trick dogs conduce so much
to vary the monotony ot our dog shows, is playing to full
houses at the Tivoli, London.

Mr. Panmure Gordon, president of the Scottish Kennel
Club, has presented the collies Omskirk Dolly and Wood-
land Ralph to the German Emperor, and will conduct them
to their new home himself.

We hear that Mr. Sidney Smith hastaken Ms fldvf! A chates,
Mr. Baker, into partnership with him in his kennel of Sc.
Bernards. The partnership will date from Aug. 1. Mr.
Baker is also manager of Mr. Smith's business interests.

Miss Button has lost by death the St. Bernard champion
Grace. She was a handsome animal and a great favorite as
well as a big prize winner. She was aLso noted as a collector
of funds for the National Lifeboat Institution, having for
nearly two years supported a lifeboat station on the coast of
Cornwall from collections at dilferent shows. She was
the dam of such noted dogs as Plinius, Plautius, the Cana-
dian bitch PhylliS) and Claudius and Dorothy II.

Mr. Vredenburgh tells us that the number of registrations
in the Stud Book this year, up to Aug. 1, is 2,100, as
against 1,200 during the corre.sponding period of 1890.

At a meeting of the Kingston Kennel Club, held July .'39,

the following gentlemen were elected members of the ad-
visory board for their bench show: Messrs. J. Lorne Camp-
bell, Simcoe. President of the Canadian Kennel Club; Dr.
Wesley Mills, Montreal; A. D. Stewart, Hamilton; Alfred
Geddes, Ottawa; and C. A. Stone, Toronto.

The Irish setter trotting dog Doc trotted a mile to harness
in .3:36>3 over the Cleveland track last Tuesday week.

We are indebted to Dr. Foote for two excellent photo-
graphs of his black and tan terrier Broomfleld Sultan,
"pressed" by himself.

We have received a catalogue, descriptive of some excel-
lent stock owned by Mr. H. F. Littlefield, owner of the Lake
View Kennels, Worcester, Mass.

Mr, L. F. Rutter, Jr. brought over with him from England
the basset hound Rowton Wag, a bull bitch in whelp to
King Lud, and another young bulldog ,by Rustic King.

Mr. John H. Naylor intends to do the fall circuit if he can
get up a good team. We all know that "Die hard" is an
excellent man at the business, and this is a good chance for
Western exhibitors.

Since Christopher, the noted collie owned by Chestnut
Hill Kennels, left England, his son Stacathro Ralph's stud
fee has been raised to 7 guineas,

A friendly letter from Mr. Wixom tells us that champion
Harmony has a litter of ten handsome black and white pups.
He has been lucky in raising puppies lately, having only lost
four out of thirty-seven pups from eight bitches. " Both the
wolfhounds have nice litters and are doing first-rate, and
old Memnon still hangs on to his old age, looks well, and
although he has only two teeth left, does his full share when
feeding time comes round. The Hornell-Harmony Kennels
wil Iprobably show at Kingston and Toronto.

Mr. Frank Dole writes us that Mr. Comstock and he arrived
on the City of New York last Wednesdaj"-, after a pleasant
voyage. He found the stock all right at Jiome and ch. Star-
ligbt'with a litter of six all white pups. He is still in love
with Gully the Great, his new bull-terrier. Just before leav-
ing England he bought two bull bitches for breeding pur-
poses, and meeting Mr. Sickett, who is doing Euroxje, re-

sold them to him. He bought for Mr. Maurice the mate
to the dachshund Janet, which we have spoken of
before, this is Midrush Rioter (or something like that
Frank was in a hurry, evidently), he is said to be a good one,
having won firsts at such shows as Birmingham, Liverpool,
Gloucester, etc., thes^ will therefore make a crack pair and do
well for the breed over here. These are all the new • ones

he bought, but be speaks of several coming over for the fall
shows, and concludes with, "Well, old man! I've seen quite
a few places, but just think New Haven the best place in the
world."

Although Rip Rap, the well-known pointer, has been
withdrawn from public stud, his services are in great de-
maud. In a letter Mr. Dexter tells us that Mr. F. C Lowe,
the noted breeder of field trial winners in England, is send-
ing a bitch over to him.

We regret to hear of the death of another good pointer-
Brake. This dog was owned by Mr. Stanton W. Pentz, of
Fan wood, N. J. Brake was whelped April 7, 1886, and
was by Bang Bang out of Jane, champion Sensation out of
Heath's Lill, by Grigg's Mack IL out of his Nell. In color
he was lemon and white. His excellent formation gained
him notice in the show ring, having won numerous prizes
during his career. He qualified for the challenge class and
won the challenge prize at Wilmington, 1890. He was bred
by Mr. F. T. Underbill, of Newark, N. J.

One of the new advertisements in out business columns, to
which we wish to draw attention this week, is that of the
Hamilton Kennel Club. Those for sale are: Handsome
cocker spaniel, by Merchant; Chesapeake Bay puppies, by E.
A. Palmer; beagles, by Box 7; perfectly broken setter, by
M. T. Mason; a brace of Elcho, Jr., puppies, by Elcho Ken-
nels; St. Bernard puppies, by Fred G. Street; Irish setter
bitch, by C. F. Kent: St. Bernard puppies, by C. Wagner:
trained pointer, by J. R. Fanning; collie brood bitches, by H.
F. Littlefield; English setters, by Wm. B. Case; English
setters, by Moorefleld Kennels; St, Bernards at stud, John
Keevan's. An opportunity is also offered to secure several
well-known prize winners from Fred Kirby 's kennel.

THE POWER OF SPECIALTY CLUBS FOR EVIL>
Editor Forest and Stream:
Every organization should be so established that its power

for evil would be minimal and for good maximal.
The purpose of the present writing is to show that this is

not true of several of the existing clubs. Many of them pub-
lish a list of approved .judges, and further legislate that
prizes offered by them can be awarded only by the club
judges. Will any one pretend to affirm eithex- that all those
nominated as judges are competent and otherwise suitable
persons for the position? Or, that the names of all who are
eligible for the judging ring are on the lists of specialty club
judges? We know very well that such is not tUe ease, and,
if so, any attempt to force club judges on show committees
is entirely wrong; yet this is exactly what is being done at
present. At all events a prize, on condition that one of the
club judges be selected, is too strong a temptation for some
committees. Perhaps a little bit of history quite within the
memory of living men may illustrate how the matter works:
At a certain large show for a couple of vears two all-round
judges ofllciated. The name of one of these does not happen
to be on the list of any of the specialty clubs. The name of
the other is in several. The former we will call A, the latter
B. B caused such dissatisfaction in judging a certain class
of dogs that the management, after considerable discussion,
decided to try A for this position. He is appointed and his
name published in all the papers. After a time it is an-
nounced that not A, hut B will judge the class, because A is
not on the list of judge=i of the club, that now offers
prizes to this show provided one of its club jud.ges is elected
to judge. Forthwith the committee meet, and the majority,
despite the protests of the minority, humiliate Judge A by
appointing B in his place. What a .spectacle! A is one of
the most competent and respected judges in America; yet all
this has happened under color of club judges. Further com-
ment is unnecessary, Some of the clubs have had the wis-
dom to abolish their list of judges. All should do so at
once. We are not ready for this sort of thing yet in Amer-
ica. Such unfortunate proceedings as have been detailed
above should be rendered impossible. They are sure to give
rise to no end of heartburnings, and will hurt the very club
that seemed for the moment to be advancing its "cause
according to its own unwise constitution. The exhibitors of
dogs cannot afford to he without the services of certain men
that will not favor the specialty clubs; and show commit-
tees may be safely intrusted to choose their judges without
suggestions from the clubs.

If a club wishes to encourage the breed it fosters by giving
prizes at shows, let it do so on condition that the judge
appointed be acceptable to them; i. c, if they must have
such a provision, which I believe quite uncalled for, how-
ever. Usually the judges' names are announced early, and
any club can offer or withhold its prizes as it sees fit as soon
as the main facts about the proposed show are known. Oue
thing is certain, that the present system will do a great deal
of harm, and I trust the clubs, which mean well no doubt,
will take the matter into serious consideration. At present
it is scarcely possible for a show committee that is intelli-
gent and independent to treat with the clubs on such terms
as they propose; and I trust that mo.st committees will prove
that they cannot be bribed, for such the present system en-
courages. If the clubs wish to offer prizes, let them give
them out and out in a manly way. Independent.

"FRAUDULENT" STUD SERVICES.
Editor Forest amd Stream:
Something over a year since I was told by a friend that he

had been informed, as a fact, that the owner of a certain
noted dog was in the habit of putting bitches sent to this
dog, to another and inferior one. This ridiculous idea rather
amused me, but upon recently receiving the same story as
to another noted stud dog, my amusement was changed into
deep seated difsgust at the inborn cussedness of some dog
men. If people who circulate such stories would only reflect
a little they would see how utterlypreposterous sucfi stories
are. Both the dogs referred to are of world wide reputation
as getters of good stock. What constitutes a stud dog's
value? Whj' the high-class stock he gets Now is any owner
of such a dog going to be born ass enough to risk injury to
the reputation of his .stud dog by using another in his stead
and letting the progeny go out as the get of the dog whose
reputation rests solely on the character of his get? Lay
aside all considerations of the honesty of the owner, admit
him to be as big a rascal as possible, would not common ;on-
siderations of self-interest insure his avoidance of any such
course? In fact, if a rascally owner had two .stud dogs, a
great one and an indifferent one, his rascality would reap
the greater reward in putting bitches sent to the inferior
dog to the good one and thereby giving a fictitious reputation
to the inferior dog. In the most noted case of doubted pedi-
gree, that of Crown Prince, is was claimed by some, that
this was actually the case, that the owner of a wastrel had
used a great stud dog, .simply to give his bad one a false
reputation. These reports are most criminal, even if re-
ceived from another, no man has a right to spread them
abroad until he has personal knowledge of their truthful-
ness, and I am glad to say that both the gentlemen who
communicated these reports to me, did so merely inquiring
of me, with their expressions of disbelief in the truth of the
slanders. As we have a wondrous plenty of libel suits in dog
matters now, and as communicating the names of those who
told these stories, would add a most lively suit to the lot now
on hand, I will not communicate any names to anybody, but I
ask all who hear such yams to reflect on the possibility of
their truth. W, Wade.
Hdlxon, Pa„ July 30.

MR. MACKELCON CORRECTED. — Toronto, Can.—
Editor Forest and Stream: Mr. J. Mackelcon could not be
in possession of facts when he wrote the letter which ap-
peared in your last i.ssue, as he has shown himself ignorant
in regard to kennel news. Mr. Bell took charge of Jolly
Ranger at New York, Chicago and Cleveland shows, and
when I offered to pay him he refused to take anything; and
as I have not time to give the attention that is required to
properly look after the greyhounds, I made arrangements
with Mr. Geo. Bell whereby the Seaton Kennels would be
amalgamated with the Ancient and Modern Spaniel Ken-
nels. White Wings met with a cruel end without having
an opportunity of proving her worth on the bench, as she
was only shown once, and that was at the T. K. C. dog
show, open to members' dogs only, and the entries were not
as large as Mr. Mackelcon asserted. Jolly Ranger was
shown last fall at the Toronto dog show in a large class (at
one year old), where he got second; at New York, vhc. re-
serve; at Chicago, second; at Cleveland, first, and atT. K. C.
show for members' dogs, first. These are the only times he
has been exhibited on the bench.—C. E. Ireson.

THE DOG CATCHERS.-BcZiior Forest and Stream:
You have seen about the dog-catcher in Brookljm. Now,
I've always had an idea that while it may possibly be con-
stitutional to levy a tax or license upon dogs, and that is not
absolutely certain, it is clearly unconstitutional for a dog
catcher to take the property of a citizen without due process
of law, and worse yet when the taking is done, not by the
dog-catcher himself, who may have some color of office, but
some irresponsible fellow purporting to act as his assi.stant.
What about getting up a fund for a test case ?—Gray John.

SHEEP DOG TRIALS m2.--Editor Forest and Stream:
The Collie Club, having made a preliminary announcement
of its intention to inaugurate sheep dog trials in this eoun-
ti-y, respectfully requests the owners of trained collies, who
desire to compete, to correspond with the secretary of the
club, in order to ascertain if any interest is felt in regard to
the proposition.—J. D. Shotwbll, Sec'y (Orange, N. J.).

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inserted without charge; and blanks

(famished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lnmdoivne BimUy. By Lansdowne Kennels, Lau.«downR. Pa.,
for while, ears licked, fox-terrier bitch, v/helped July 4, 1890, by
Raffle (Broc kenhurst Rally—Harmonj) out of Wairen Vivid
(Splauaer—Venptlana).
Lan&downc Tenny. By Lansdowne Kennel", Lanpdowne, Pa-,

for wniie, black and tan fox-terrier bitcli, whelped Jan. 22, 189],
by Suffolk Toby (Carlisle Prince—Nellie Farren) out of Tempta-
tiou (Mixrurp—Warren Lady).
Lansdoime Lorna. By Lansdowne Kennels, Lan.«r!owne, Pa.,

for white, nlack and tan fox-terrier hitch, whelped Mav26. 1890,
by Telford (Rahy Mixer—Temptation) out of Doone ^Raffle—War-
ren Vaughaij).
Dan Burgess. By C. B. Thornton, Nunda, N.Y . for black, white

and tan English setter dog, whelped May 14, 1891, by Dan Glad-
stone (chamoion Gladstone—champion Sue) out of Lilly Burgess
(chimoion Gath's Mark—Esther).
Bright Eyes. By Eberhart Pag Kennels, Cincinnati, O,. for pug

bitch, whelped April 3.5, 1891, by imported John Bull out of
Ruby F.
Miss Phyllis and LittU Goldie. By Eb=rhai-t P"g Kennels, Cin-

cinnati, O.,for pug hitches, whelped March £9, 1891, by imported
John Bull out of Phyllis IL
A.lpha. By C. A. Siearns, Paw tucket, R. I., for pugdog.wbelped

March, 18S9, by Rackeb (Echo—Racket!) out of Mayflower (Brad-
ford Ruby—Pihkej).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Parui/i'.s Queen—Snoicball, Tbop. Parvin'a (Philadelphia, Pa.)
cocker spaniel bif h ParviuV Queen (Kxns Coal—Jersey Beauty)
to Swiss Mountain Kennels' Snowhall (Dandy W.—ChipK.), April

Florette—Kiny Regent, Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germanrown,
Pa.) rough Sr. Bernard bitch Florette (Alton— Plorlan) to their
Kms Begent (Prince Roval—Duchess of Kent), July 11.
Hilda—KiiHi Beoent. Walter Pierson's (Philadelphia, Pa.) rough

St. Btrnard hitch Hilda (Plinliminon, Jr.—Clytie) to Swiss Moun-
tain Kennel' King Begent (Princess Regent—Duchess of Kent),
Jul V 19.

Bud—Bradford Harry. M. Gongerty's (New Haven, Conn.)
Yorkshire terrier hitch Bud (Snyder—Mollie) to P. H. Goombs'a
champion Bradford Harry (Urawshaw's Bruce—Beat's Lady),
June hi.

Lass itf Graphic—Roherl Ic Diable. F- C. Rochester's (Logan, O.)
pointer hitch Lass o£ Gi-aphic (champion Graphic-White Rose) to
Hempstead Fai-m Kennels' champion Robert le Diable (Croxteth
—Spiuawav), July 9.

Puss in Boots—Treasure: B. W. Barnes's (Wellsville, N. Y.) pug
bitch Puss in Boois (Laddy—Topsey) to Seminole Kennels' cham-
pion Treasure tFritz—Banjo), July 38.

Lady Verne—Duufilas II. O. P. Kinnie's (Lima, 0.)png hitch
Lady Terne to Eborhart Pug Kennels' Douglas II., July 80.

WHELPS.
y^" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Hecla. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germantown, Pa.) rough St.
Bernard bitch Hecla (Hector—Nell). July 7, four bitches, by their
Arehfiuke (Chcquassett Mas—Then).

Blusli. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germantown, Pa.) rough St.
Bernard bitch Blush (Leo— Nell), July S, fifteen (six dogs), by their
ATO^Jduke (Ohequasset Max—Theo).
Parvin's Queen. Thos. Parvin's ( Philadelphia, Pa.) cocker span-

bitch Parkin's Queen (KingCoal—Jersey Beauty), June 20, six (one
dog), by Swiss Mountain Kennels' Snowball (Dandy W.—Chip

Rose. W. H. Case's (Lackport, N. Y.) English setter bitch Rose,
June 21, eight (five dogs), by Niagara Kennels' BeJton Star
(George-Maggie Bee).
Bonnie. D. E. Peters's (tSTorth Bfiltimore, O.) foxhound bitch

Bonnie (Dick II —Lady Sport), July 29, six (four dogs), by McMur-
ray's Bumper ichampion Brave—Fly).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

DulfelV. Orange and white rough St. Bernard dog, whelped
Sept. 9, 1891, by Archduke out of Bet-ey Bobhetr., by Striss Moun-
tain Kennels, Germantown, Pa., to Mr, Eberhardt, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Ar-ko. Black spaniel dog, whelped July 14. 1890, by Nig W. out

of Darkle HI., by Swiss Mountain Kennels. (Germantown, Pa., to
Mrs. A. P. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.
Bare Oo—Lucil H. ivhelp. Liver ticked pointer dog, whelped

April 5, 1891, by C. A. Parker, Worcester, Mass., to Jos. L. Hop-
kins, Norwich, Conn.
Grand Buke. Orange tawny, whi te markings, rough St. Bernard

dog, whelped July 9, 1890, by Archdiike out of Madam Barry, by
Swiss Mountain Kennels, Germantowo, Pa., to Wilheim Eber-
hardt, Philadelph'a, Pa.
Arch Duchess. Orange, perfect markings, rough St. Bernard

biLoh, whelped Julv 9, 1890, tiy Archduke out of Madam Barry, by
Swiss Mountain Kennels, Germantown, Pa., to F. Backmeyer,
LaFayecte, Ind.
Maple Grove Luath. Black and tan collie bitch, whelped May

21, 1889, by Ciition Hero out of Sparkle, by J. A. Long, St. Louis,
Mo., to Maple Grove Kennels, Logan, O.
Metchley Woiuler II. Sable and white collie dog, whelped March

13, 1891, by champion Metchley Wonder out of Barliy Rose, by J.
A. Lone, St. Louis. Mo., to Maple Grove KeDiiels, Logan. O.
Lincoln—Nellie Krueger whelp. White, black and tan beagle

bitch, whelped Sept. 8, 1889, by J. H. Danford, Trimble, O., to F.
C. Rochester, Logan. O.
Scotch Bonivard—Hecla whelp. White and orange St. Bernard

bitch, whelped May 12, 1891, by H. F. Littlefield, Worcester, Mass.,
to B. W. KiiDdell, same place.

. White and orange St. Bernard dog, by H. F. Littlefield,
Worcester, Mass.. to W. Robbins, Jr., Grand Haven, Mich.

Wliite Wcmder—Fannie whelp. White bull-terrier dng, by K. F.
Littlefield, Worcester, Mass., to A. T. Bringhurst, Logansport,
Ind.

Corvette. Black, tnn and white collie bitch, whelperi June 83,
1890, by Rutla^nd Jock out of Spot, by H. F. Littlefield, Worcester,
Mass., to L. W. Finley, York, Pa.
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Glencairn. Black, tan and white colUe dog, whelped June 15,

1890, by Gllderoy out of Zaiah, by H. F. Littlefleld, Worcester,
Mass., to A. Williams, same place.
Venus N. Black, tan and white collie bitch, whelped July 15,

1890. by Gilderoy out of Zillah, by H. F. Littlefleld, Worcester,
Mass., to H. N. NHce, Chicago, m.

, , , ^ , „ ,„„„
Opal. Black, tan and white collie bitch, whelped July 15. ISflO,

by Gilderoy out of Zillah. by H. F. Littlefleld, Worcester, Mass.,
to Dr. Prank Cobb. New York.

, h„^„
Vindex. Black, tan and white collie dog, whelped July lo, 1890,

bv Gilderov out of Zillah, bv H. P. Littlefleld, Worcester. Mass.,
to W. P. McSoreley, Cambridgepnrt, Maps.

PriJice. Black cocker spaniel dog, by H. P. Littlefleld, Worces-
ter, Mass., to John L. Rates, Boston, Mass.
Fanny. Oranse St. Bernard bitch, by H. P. Littlefleld, Worces-

ter, Mass.. to N. Robbins, Jr.. Grand Haven. Mich.
Agnes. Orange and white Sc. Bernard bitch, by Hector out of

-Linda, by H. P. Littlefleld, Worcester. Mass., to N. Bobbins, Jr..

Grand Haven, Mich.
, ^ ^.

Almont. Sable and white collie dog, whelped June 15, 1S90. by
champion Clipper out of Golden Rod. by H. P. Littlefleld.Worces-
ter, Mass., to Benj. Rich, Ithaca., N. Y.
Alaric. Sable and white collie dog, whelped June 15, 1890. by

champion Clipper out of Golden Rod, by H. P. Littlefleld,Worces-
ter. Mass., to L. W. Pinl«y, York, Pa.

, ,„ „
Adonis. Sable and white collie dog, whelped June 15, 1890, by

champion Clipper nut of Golden Rod, by H. P. Littlefleld,Worces-
cester. Mass., to C. T. Peirce, New York.
Apollo. Black, white and tan collie dog, whelped June 15, 1890,

by champion Clipper out of Golden Rod, by H. P. Littlefleld.Wor-
cester, Mass., to Eugene Dupont, Wilmington, Del.
Daisy. White English terrier bitch, by White Prince out of

, by H. P. Littlefleld, Worcester, Mass., to A. Colby, New
York

Zin'ah. Black and tan collie bitch, whplped June 29. 1889, by
Rutland Jock out of Spot, by H. P. Littlt field, Worcester, Mass.,
to W. B. Robinson. Roslindale, Mass.
Flip. While bull-terrier bitch, by Cnunt out of Nell, by H. P.

Littlefleld. Worcestsr, Mass., to Jo". Messr, same place.

Archduke—Dart whelps. St. Bernards, wheiped April 5, 1891, by
Swiss Mountain Kennels, Germantown, Pa., an orange, perfect
markiiigs. dog to J. P. Persch, same place, and an orange tawny,
perfect markings, hitch to P. Backmeyer, LaPayette, lad.
Bang &)-aphic— Carrie R. whelps. Liver and white pointers,

whelped April 26, 1891, by P. C. Roches'pr, Logan, O., a dog to Ray-
mond Harvev and a bitch to Geo. G Jlden, both of Washington, D.
C; a dog to Wm. Seebright, Martin's Perry, 0., and a bitch to A.

C. Bradley, Cincinnati, O.
Roderich Dhu—Lufra IT. wlielps. Black and tan Gordon setter

dogs, whelped May '3, 1891, by Lansdowne Kennels, LaTisdowne,
Pa., one each to Dr. N. S. tssig, Philadelphia, Pa., and Miss E. B.
Bnas, R<»adirg, Pa
Rutland Jocli—Spot whelps. Black, tan and white collie dogs,

wuelped June 23. 189U. by H. P. Littlefleld. Worcester, Mass., one
each to A. A. Brizolara, Prankfort. N. Y.; Pred S. Groves, Phila-
delphia, Pa.: J.P. McSorley, Cambridgeport, Mass.; P.M. Harri-
son anfi H. H. B. Angell, New York.
Rutland Joch—Spot whelp. Black and tan collie, whelped June

33, 1890, by H. P. Littlefiela, Worcester, Mass., to Mr. Tokelson,
same place. ^
Rvxie. Pug dog. pedigree unknown, by Eberhardt Pug Kennels,

Cincinnati, O., to L. L. Martin. Darlington, S. C.
Metchlev Wonder, Jr. Sable and white collie dog, whelped

Marcu 13! 1891, by champion Metchley Wonder out of Barby Rose,
by J. A. Long, St. Louis, Mo., to P. C. Rochester, Logan. O.

PRESENTATION.
Bang Graphic—Carrie R. vilieip. Lemon and white pointer dogi

whelped April 36, 1891, by P. C. Rochester, Logan. 0., to H. E.
White, Shawnee , O.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

W. A. S.—Chpsapeake Bay dog pups range in price from S35 to

$50. You will And the Chesapeake far the best for your purpose.

H.L. S.. Chicago. 111.— Most of the dogs mentioned in the pedi-

grees are registered either in English or American stud books.

You will find one o^ the Fobbst and Stheam kennel record boobs
very convenient as a means ot Keeping track of all your kennel
transactions.

FoBT WiLiiiAM Henry.—Ponce de Leon, white, tawny brindle
spots, black lacings double dfw claws, dog, whelped Feb. 36, 1887.

Breeder, Mr. C. W. Bickford, Rochester, N: H. Owner, Mr. 0. 1).

Seavey. St. Augustine. Fla. Sire—Karl Bonivard (A.K.R. 481).

Dam—Mora (A.K.R. 5.540).

W. H.. Boston, Mass.—1. Will vou kindly publish the pedigree
of St. Bernards Monastery (E. 3446) and Menthon (E. 3443). 2.

Can you tell me any treatment to improve the feet of a two-year-
old hound that is a little splav-foote'? Ans. 1. Le Moine (alias

MonHsterj) is said to trace back to Old Barry, won first prize at
Biiminsham in 1873, and his breeder was Mr. T. Skeale Hooper,
Pen-y-Park, Llantarvan, Newport, Monmouthshire. Meuthon was
imported from Switzerland by Rev. J. C. Mardona, but no pedi-

gree is given in the English stud book. 2. We know of nothing
that will improve the feet at that age.

G. B. O., Bridgeport, Conn.—I have in my possession a black
grevhound called Ten Broek, raised at Mr J. W. Jester's place,

St. George's, Del. The former owner of this hound referred me to

your paper as authority for the dog's pedigree, which was repre-
sented to m« as bping registered. Could you furnish me with a
list of his recent lineage, provided the above statement be true, or
a denial if the former owner has misrepresented? Ans. Themis
a grevhound named Ten Broeck registered in A. K. C. S. B., Vol.
IV., No. 6 241. Whelped November, 1886, dark blue, by Don out of
Minnie M. (6,246). Breeder, C. W. Travis, Lafayette, Ind.

J. G. D.. Chestnut Hill, Pa.—I have been trying to teach my
spaniels to retrieve dead birds, but they won't look at them, but
for a live bird they would go almost crazy, but when dead it has
no interest to them. They will fetch a ball or roll of soft stuff

very nicelv. What would you advise? I i.ave both Hammond's
book and nl^o Mercer's. Ans. You must force the dog to retrieve,

compelling him to take the bird in bis mouth and, with a cord at-
tached to his collar, compel it to bring the bird to you. Commence
•by making the dog pick it up from bis feet, and then further and
further away as he gains confidence, he will soon understand
what is required of him, especially as you say he will fetch other
articles.

Medicus.—1. When did the Amencan Kennel Register, pub-
lished bv Porest and Stream Publishing Company, stop, and why?
3. Is there anV separate register for pugs or tov dogs? 3. Ismy
pug bitch eligible to register in American Kennel Club stud book?
Pedigree inclosed. 4. If not eligible, what isnecessary to be done
to enter in shows? 5. Can you give me pedigree of Elcho and of

Rachel, both owned bv Mr. H. A. Richetson, of Providence, R. I.?

Ans. 1. The A.K. R. stopped February 1889, when it was pur-
chased by the American Kennel Club. 3. No. That of the A. K.
C, is the only one. 3. No, two sires and one dam not stated In

third sreupration. Write to A. P. Vredenburgh, 44 Broadway,
New York city. 4. Simply pay 25 cents and list in the Kennel Ga-
zette. 5. Not registered.

G. A. C, Ionia, Mich.—1. I conclude you are best authority, so
write you for information regarding English setters. Where can
I get a correct h'story and more particulars of the dogs Old Druid,
Count Noble and Nell, and their descendants, and what will the
expense b ? 3. I suppose I have the only full bred bitch in this

section, and as she is from Ned Gladstone 11. 1 should judge she
ought to be crossed with some other good line. How is the Lav-
erack line? Ans. 1. There is no work that we know of wherein a
history of the dogs yon mention can be found. For a history of

the English setter we refer you to Ve.ro Shaw's "Book of the Dog."
price $8; ''The Setter," by Edward Laverack, price $2.75; The
English Setter, by Bernard Waters in Shields' "American Book
of the Dog," price $5. We can supply them. 2. No better.

J. H. M., Harrisburg, Pa.—I have a St. Bernard puppy 6 months
old that I wish you would please give me tome advice aDour. He
has sores on both ears, they bleed first, then start in as running
sores. Do you think it is mange or external canker? He has them
on his leg, but they are dry and bare and they don't seem to get
any worse or better. Will you please let me know what wiU cure
them, and if the hair will grow again? His eyes have matter in

every morning, and during the day. His appetite is good and he
Is lively otherwise. I am using Rlover's mange cure; have been
using it for two weeks; it dries the sore up, but if I let it go for a
few davs it starts to run again. Ans. Apply balsam of Peru to

sores. Treat for worms, and give the following powders: Sulphate
of magnesia 3 drachms, bi-carbonate ot potash 3 drachms; mix
and make 13 powders. Give one twice a day mixed with the food.
Write again if sores are not healed in a fortnight.

lifl^ mid ^haating.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
THE REVOLVER AT BISLEY.

AN AJIERICAN WtNS THE ENGLCSH HEVOLVGR OHAMPIONSHrP
WITH AMJEBICAN REVOLVER.

The Bisley meeting is just over, and Mr. Walter Winans has
won first prize in all three revolver competitions, and conse-
quently the Smith & Wesson prize for the revolver aggregate
scores, which constiui'es the revolver championship of England
in effect though not in name.
The first four days of the meeting Mr. Walter Winans shot in

series 3 (the target appearing and disuppearing at intervals of
three seconds). He made five scores of 40 points, and often retired

FtRST Series—Score: 6 6 7 7 6 7—39.

on scores wtiich would have got up to that score, but he was work-
ing for a 41 or 43 score, as he had so often been able to do at h's
own private range. He discovered though, that owing to its posi-
tion, exposed to wind and with the sun in the shooter's eyes all

the afternoon, a score of 40 was about equal to a 43 at his own

f
Second Series—Score: 7 6 7 6 7 7—40.

range. He therefore let his 40 score stand for this series, and
started in series No. 3 (=ix shots in twelve seconds). He found
that Mr. C. P. Haig had bpen hard at work at this series, and got
in a score of 777674=.38 with a Colt. Everyone thoaaht this was
invincible, but Mr. Winans knew that the "4" was the weak point

Third Series-Score: 5 6 7 7 7 7—39.

in the score, and took a bet of five to one on himself that he would
beat the score of 38.

He had very little practice at this sort of shooting at home so it

took him a few entries to get into the hang of it. As soon as he
got into the swing of nock and pull he made two 36 scores and
then the following: 567777—39, winning his bet and making a score
which nobody has approached since and which constitutes the
reobj-d for this style of shooting. Mr. Wtaans used a single action

Smith & WesBon, cocked at the recoil after each shot In proper
cowboy style. Almost all the English competitors used either
both hands in cocking or else double action pistols.
He then turned to series No. 1 (the sliding target); he found this

ran much faster than in former vears and that Mr. Haie had in a
score of 39, made up as follows. 777765. In a short time he put in a
similar 39 and then a "black" 39, that is all the shots in the black
(777666), inslend of one in the "5" ring, like Mr. Haig's, thus beat-
ing Mr. Haig's. All this took place early in the meeting and as
nobody else approached these scores Mr. Winans did not have to
compete any more in revolver during the rest of the meeting and
only shot for amusement occasionally. His winning scores are aa
follows: Series 1:

Walter Winans C'black") 39 C F Haig 39
Series 3:

Walter Winans (5 times over),40 O F Haig 39
Series 3:

Walter Winans 39 OF Haig 38
Revolver aggregate (championship of England):

Walter Winans ....39 40 39-118 O F Haig 39 39 38-116
A friend of Mr. Winans tried all over the camp to get in a bet

of 3 to 5 on Mr. Winans's winning all the revolver competitions,
but could not get any one to bet at any price.
Mr. Winans used a Smith & Wesson. Mr. Haig a Colt (botb

single-action pistols). The two English professionals were beaten
by these two amateurs.
As Mr. Winans had finished with the revolver before the end of

the meeting he turned his attention to the running deer. He
made a score of 23 at the Holland prize for double shots at the
deer and of 18 for the Colt single rifle competition.
After a few attempts he got in 24 for the double rifle competi-

tion with a double .4cal. by Purvey & Sons- He then started for
the Colt prize (using the same rifle, the rules allowing it to be
used if he used each barrel alternately) and made 18, tieing with
Hir E. Lodcr, who also used a double rifle in preference to a single
shot rifle, which proves that a good double ean shoot equal to
ordinary single-shot rifles.

These scores held to the last hour of the meeting, when Major
Williamson put in 25 for the double-shot Holland prize, and
almost at the same time Sir E. Loder improved his score for the
Colt single rifle prize to 20.

There was no time for Mr. Walter Winans to try to beat both
these scores, so he had to try for the double-shot Holland, but
only managed to makf another 24, and therefore he came in sec-
ond for each of the running deer prizes.
Major Williamson shot standing. Sir E. Loder and Mr. Winans

sittinsf. Major Williamson and Walter Winans used open hunt-
ing signis. Sir E. Lorler a Lyman hind sight.
July 20.—Early this morning Mr, Waltf-r Winans, whose eyes

w^-re better after the Sunday's rest, put in a 3« in revolv er series
3 (the rapid firing), the first shot Oeing a quarter of an inch above
the buUseve and the other five in it. This makes him lop score
for series 3 and 3 and tied with Mr. Ha'g in series I. Mr. Dixon,
the professional shot, made 38 in series 3, this being two points
heliind Mr, Winans's score.
There was too much wind in the afternoon for high revolver

scores,

ANOTHER TWENTY-YARD TARGET.
Here is anothe*' record made by Mr. Winans with a Smith &

Wesson .48-cal. English regulation sights and l^lbs. trigger pull.

British army ammunition, at 30.\ ds., the target disappearing and
appnaring at intervals of three seconds, the score being the high-
est possible, 7777777=49.

SAN FRANCISCO, July 26.-The range at Shell Mound was
well patronizefl to-day. The different companies composing the
National Guard feel recuperated after their encampment at Santa
CJtuz. »nd have settled down to work. The weather was all that
could be desired. A pleasant breeze prevailed for a greater por-
tion of the day. Some excellent pool shooting was d'ne by the
different competitors on the rnnge. Herman fleeth. of Company
B, of the Third Regiment, made an excellent rec rd. He scored
13 bullseyes in 15 shots, and 16 bullseyes in 20 -hots, or 96 per cent.
He shot a Springfield rifie. with a 6lbs. pull of trigger.
The rifie shooting at Srhue'zen Park, San Rafael, was far

above the average, though some of the champions failed to keep
up their record. At the public target the Eintracht Shooting
Section did good work, a number of the members breaking their
records in rings. There was $200 to be divided in prizes, and the
competition was unusually close. The full score was as follows:
.John Utschig 95, A. Strtcher 9-5, Wra. Glinderman 95, A. Johnson
93, G. Helm 93, D. W. McLaughlin 90, R. Steden 90. A. Eahwyler
89. 0. A. Klein 88, Louis Schmidt 88. Chris Maver 88, C. Kuhls 88
H. Gumhel 86, J. Dombierer 85. A. Stamer 85, H. Schroder 85,

Philo Jacnby 84. John Stanton 84, L. "Parrere 84, R. Stetten 83, C.
Waletan 8.3, G. Glinderman 82, H. R. Brown 82. O. Overmole 79.

E. Hageruk 80. In the company shots the first ten prizes were
won in the following order; L. Stedine first. E. Aner second, H.
Stanen third. B. Brenner fourth, C- Kuhls fifth, H. Gumbel sixth,
Chris Gumbel seventh, E. Pauler eighth, E. Fisher ninth, M. Ges-
sen tenth.
The bull'seye shoot of the California Schuetzen Club was the

closest of the dav, and probably of thesi-ason. About twpnty-
two men entered for the prizes, which were finally awarded to the
following named members: Louis Schmidt first, L. Letzau second,
H. Johnson third, M. Stanton fourth, Philo Jaooby fifth, E. Mc-
Laughlin sixth. Captain Kuhls seventh, Geo. Helm eighth. Geo.
Glindeman ninth, Wm. Glindeman tenth.
The Germania Schuetzen Club was present at Harbor View to-

day for their monthly medal contest. The successful competitors
are as follows: Champion medal. A. Rahw^ler, 408 rings; first-

class medal, W. M. Glindeman, 377; second-class. L. Bendel. 391;
third-class, H. Cenge, 383; founh-class. P, Hilz, 368. The medal
for the first best shot was won by Charles Heeth, with 22 rings
out of a possible 25, and the medal for the la^t best shot by W.
Kuelber with 33 rings.

REVOLVER IN DELAWARE.—Lieut. Col. Howard Simpson,
the Inspector for Delaware, has recently issued a very interesting
circular on the subject of small arm practice, not only dealing
with the rifle practice of the men, but also advising the officers to
take some trouble to make themselves efficient with the rt'volver.
This is the programme he outlines: Revolver practice, which will
necessarily be preparatory this year, should be directed toward
features which are conducive to the most practical utility, and
the following line of practice is advised; Standing position at all
distances; at 25,vds., use of each hand in alternate scores, double
action trigs-er puU; at 50yds., use of either hand, double action
trigger pull; at 100yds., use of both hands, single action trigger
pull. Target: that used for 200yds. rifle practice.

EXCELSIOR RIFLE CLUB.-Jersey City, N. J., Aug. l.-The
first annual prize shoot of the Exrelsior Rifle Club will be held on
Aug. 31 and 22, at Greenville Schuetzon Park. Hours of shooting,
from 9 A.M. to 12 M. and 1 to 7 P.M. BuUseye target will close at
5 P.M on Saturday, Aug 22. Shooting Committee: L. P. Hansen,
first shooting master; Wm. Weber, second shooting master; J.

Bobedoux. John Speicher, F. G, Kittredge and W. J. Channing.
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THE BISLEY SHOOT.
London. Julv 25.—The second year at Bipl^y and the thirty-

second of the af=so(>ia.tinn is over, with Bomewhat less grumbling.
Thpre has been some eood scoring, mue.h bid weather, some im-
provempnto. and iipoiL the whole the old Wimbledon record has
not heet) pnrpapsed.
The "Wimb'edoTi CommittPe," to whom the whole of the func-

tions of the c.nnn'--il a'-e neieeatfri dnrins the Tupet.ine-. conpisted
this vear of the c>' airman and vice-chairman of the council (L'^rd
"Waldeeravp ar'ci Sir Henry Fletche'), S'r Henry Holford, Colonel
M^rpden. Mr. Humphry, Oaptain the Hon T. F. Frem ntle, and
Mr. Whitehead. The execn*ive nfflcer was Mr. Huraphrv. as-
sisted hr Mr. Daldy. Mr. Martin, superintenriing clerk at the
School of Mu'ketry, >>gam brought his great esnerience tn the
all-important statistical branch, of which he was in practical
charire, thoueb the dep-^rtinent, was under the general supervision
of the spcretary. Colonel Macbinnon.
On Thursday of the first week an order came witbdravvins: 150

BeEulars who were acting a=< markers for the Aldershot Review.
This was a sharp blow at the Bisley arrangement, and caused
much appovance and some money loss to the association. On this
day ,Tul'^ 16, two great "any rifle" bi-diurnals werp decided. The
first prize in the St Leger shots at POOyds.) fell to Mr. ,Tohn
Rigby, who made the highest possihie score. The other six nr-z^s
wpre'all taken with scores of 49. In the Halford (10 shots at 1000-

yds ) Captain Fonlkes won the first prize with 49. There were two
other scores of 49, two of 46 and four of 47, two of which were
counted out.
JmIm 17.—The raagniticent piece of plate called the St. George's

Vase, after thirty years of existence as a challenge prize, has
h'-en won out and out for the Paisley Oorpe, the 2d V. B. A. &S.
Highlanders, formerly the 2d Renfrew. The rule is that whenever
the vase is won by a member of a corps of which a member shall
have won it previously, the vase becomes the at)solutn property
of that corps. But this event has never happened until this year,
though, as we have said, there have b"en thirty competitions.
Serge'mt Heiton won the vase for the 3d Renfrew in 1881, and to-

day Corporal Ritchie, of the =a.me corps, ch rried it off. The range
is now asit vpas list year. ROOyds.. (before that it was 500), and hot h
Corporal Ritchie and Private Patrick, of the 1st Lanark R. V.,
made 34 points, and proceeded, of course, to fire the tie shots, in
which the former was victorious. If Patrick had been successful
the vase would still have been won out and out, for Sergt. Lowson,
of the same cotd'^ as P- trick, was the St. George's winner two
years ago. Notwithstanding the fact that the original vase goes
permanentlv to Scotland, the St. George's competition will not be
suspended, for provision was wisely made by the late Col. Cfaas.
Lipdsav and the committee of the St. George's when they insti-

tuted the prize in 1872, for the formation of a reserve fund, by
means of which the vase could be replaced if needful. And when
Col->ael Stanley Bt-I and the committee handed over the vase and
its funds to the N. R. A. a j ear or two ago, it was on the express
condition that a new vasp should be forfh^'oming whenever neces-
sarv. Sevent v out of ninety scores of 28 points come into the
prize I st. Last year the famous shot. Captain Gibbs, of the 3d
Gloster B. v., won the vase with 85 points; the same score (the

H. P. S.) being made by no less than three other men—Scoti, of
Roxburghshire; Fi'her, of Glamorganshire, and Collis. of Somer-
SPtshire. There were also four scores of 34. Seventy-seven out of
109 scores of 39 were counted out.

jMi!?/20.—The only competition this vear at the extreme range
of l,100,vd8.. that for tde "anv rifle" Wimbledom cup, took place
to-day." Only former winners of certain "any rifle" prizes take
part in it, and it is therefore confin>-d to the most, skillful prac-
titioners with the match rifle. Fifteen shots have to be an d,

so that the highest possible score is 75 points. To-day the cup
was won by Capt. Mellish with 65 points. Major Tnorburn, the
captain of the Scotch twenty, coming next with 61 points. Last
year Capt. Fremanile (who came In third to-day) was the winner
with 66 points.
The council had before them to-day a protest- made in connec-

tion with the Mackinnou competition. The match was between
international teams, each consisting of 10 men, the prizes of £3<1

and £10 to be awarded to the teams who, with five volleys fited at
400yds. within one minute, succeeded in making the best score.
England, Wa^es, Canada and Jersey competed. The match
escaped the attention of the Scotch, and the Iri^h did not think
It worth while to enter. England and Wales had only pot off

four volleys each when the minute expired. Canada and Jersev
both flred'five volleys. The Erglish team, however, with their 40

rounds made a higher score than Canada and Jersey obtained
with SO shot". It was inadvertently stated that the English
lodged a protest because one of their rifles jammeri. As a fact, the
protest was by Canada and Jersey,;and was made on the ground
that England, by only firing four volleys, did not comply with
the conditions. Soon after making the protest, Major Weston, in
behalf of the Canadians, withdrew it m very handsome terms,
remarking that the loss of an entire volley by the English team
was in itself a severe penalty, and that they having made the
best score despite this circumstance, Canada had no^desire to
take a prize the Englishmen had so well won. The Jersey team,
however, .adhered to their protest, but the eonncil after hearing
Col. Burt and Quartermaster Gratwicke in reply, disallowed the
objection made by .Tersey (who were the lowes' scores in the shoot]
and awarded the £20 to England and £10 to Canada. The details
of flie shoot were as follows:

Shots. Misses. Balls. Inners. Mags. Outers. Tl.
England... 40 7 7 0 10 10 109
Canada.. -.50 15 6 4 6 19 103
Wales 40 11 4 5 5 15 85

.Jersey 50 27 4 3 4 12 71

The English team consisted of Major Davison (Liverpool),
Sergeants Kemp (Reading), Fletcher (Portsmouth). Keating
(Liverpool), Corporals Simbock (Chester) and Wrieht (Salford;,
Privates N. Chicken (Wigton), Trask (H. A. C.) and Wattleworih
(Liverpool). Colonel Burt was captain, and Qmr. Gratwicke the
adjutant of the winning team.
July 21.—To-day the Queen's Prize Fund Stage was shot, and

the individual champion oC the meeting determined. At the end
of the first range Millner, the silver medalist, and Gibbons, of the
West Middlesex, were leading—each with 235—but Millner snon
was out of the running. Ultimately, the con'est lay between
Gibhons. Hill, of the 19lh Middlesex, and Dear, of the Queen's
Edinburgh. After the eighth round at 900yds., Dear stood at 263,

and Hill and (xibbons at 258 each. The ninth round produced a
magpie for Dear, the same for Glhbons, and a bullseye for Hill.

Dear thus Pad 266, Hill 263, and Gibbons 36L Thus, if the Scot
could make 3 points at least with his last shot he must win. And
he did make a magpie, and thereby raised his score to 209 points,
whereas Hill and Gibbons, though thev each mide bulls in the
last round, had only totaln of 268 and 266 respectively. Li' urenant
Davidson, of Canada, came next with 264 points. Mr. Dear, the
Queen's prizeman, is a quiet, self-possessed looking young man.
We believe that he is in a solicitor's office in Edinburgh. He is

well known as a rising shot in his corps, but has not previously
done much in public. This is the second time that the great prize
has been taken by a member of the Queen's Edinburgh, Sergeant
Menzies having won it in 1873.

In the meantime a considerable number of people had assem-
bled outside the Council building, where L"rd and La(' y Walde-
grave. Sir Henry Fletcher. Bnga,die.r-Gen. McDonald, C.B., Co'-
onels McKackinnoD and Marsden, and Major Knox, cB., were in
reatiness to welcome the new Queen's Prizeman. The band of
the 2d Battalion of the Buffs were, of course, present. Soon after
half-past five o'clock it was known lhat Private Dear had won
the gr>-at prize, and he himself soon appeared escorted t>y his
friends. Daring the necessary process of testing his rifle and
verifying tbe register, the hero of the day was placed in the chair,

in which he was to be subsequently borne aloft, and was vigor-
ously photographed. Soon it was announced that all was correct,

and 'Lady Waldegrave advanced and fastened the gold badge
upon tlse arm of Private Dear, who was then carried oft in Mr.
Walnwright's chair for the usual greetings in the regimental
camps, the band of the Buffs precedmg the cortege^ and playing
"See the conquering hero comes!"
Last year, when ttie conditions were exactly the same as now in

force, the famou' shot, Sergt. Bates, of B rm'ngham, took the
great prize with 278 points—a mngnificent score. It is true that
Reid in the previous year made 281, and Fulh r in the year betore
that made 280. But then the magjpie and inner of the third class
target were reduced in 1890. On the other hand, Bates had the ad-
vantage of a sigh'ing shot at each range.
July 2^.—For the Kolapore Match, to-day. there were represent-

atives of the Mother Country, the Dominion of Canada, Guernsey.
Jersev and India. Each team consists of 8 men, firing at 200. 500

and 600yds. with the Martini-Henry, 7 rounds at each range. At
2fl0yd8. Canada made 219, Jersey 218, the Mother Country 208,

Guernsey 206, and India 194. At 500yds. Guernsey put on 249. the
Mother Country 236, Canada 235, Jersey 220, and India 209, The
aggregate scores then stood as follows: Canada and Guernsey
each 454, Mother Country 444, Jersey 438, and India 403. At the
longest range, however, the strong Mother Country team re-

covered itself, making 285, as against the 218 of Canada, 317 of
Guernsey, 203 of Jsrsey, and 195 of India, and winning the match
bv 7 points above the nest bestecore, that of Canada, ^.tid Spoluts
above Gtiernsey. The total scbres were, Motlibr Qoliatfcy 679,

Canada 673, Gueruaey 671. Jersey 641, and India 598. At ZOOyds the
best individual scores made were: Henderson (Canada) 31: Falla
»nd Aldridge (Guernsey), Hamou and Auber"^ (Jersey) each 80. At
SOOvds. the full score, 35, was made by Smith (Guernsey); 83 by
Chicken (Mother Country). McVittie and Ogg (Canada), and King
(Guernf^ey); and 32 by Brow n (Mother Country). Windate (Cannda)
and Falla (Guernsey)- At 60Ords.: Hamon (Jerspy) made the H.
P. S.; Wattleworth (Mother Countrv) and Le Maistre (Guernsey)
83 each; Bates and Lawrence (Mother Coun ry), McVittie
(Canada) 31 each; and Dalglish (Mother Country), Hpndersou
(Canada), Falla (GueruseT) and Dring (India) 30 each. The high-
est ageregate score was that of Hamon (Jersey), 93. Then came
Falla (Guernsev) with 92; Wattleworth (Mother Country) and Mc-
Vittie (Canada) with PO, This most interesting eompptition was
instituted in 1871. The real contest has always hitherto b^en bp-
tween the Canadian and the Mother Country teams, though repre-
sentatives nf India and other dependercies have from t^me to time
taken part in the competitions. In the 21 matches which have now
been shot, the Canadian team has been victorious five times. Last
year the Mother Country team—a verv strong one—won with 704
points, Canada coming ncrt with 676. Teams from Guernsey,
Jersev. and the Cape also competed.

Jt<(!y 3.5 —The great event of thed-iy was the shonting for tho
Elcho Shield by the Enelish, Irish and Scottish Eights. The Eng-
lish captain was Sir H. Halford, the Irish, the Duke of Abercorn.
and the Scottish, Colonel Wilson. Captain Foulkes's score of 218

points out of a possible 225 has never been equalled in this match.
I he highest score hitherto has been 316. which was made by Cap-
tain Barnett (for Ireland) in 1?88 and 1889. The English score of
to-day (1,670) has only once been exceeded—viz., in 1889, when Ire-
land won the match with 1.689 points.
Of the thirty matches which have been shot since 1863 England

has won fourteen, Ireland eleven, and Scotlmd five. Last year
Ireland won the Shield for the third consecutive vear. The Irish
score of last year was 1,646, England making 1,636, and Scotland
1,635.

The scores in the match follow:

England.
800vds. 9O0yd8. lOOOvds. Total

Lieut Oxley 75 69 67 211
Capt Freemautle 75 69 70 214
Capt Fonlkes 74 73 71 818
CaptGibbs 74 68 69 211
Staff Sergt Worth 73 67 !f8 196
Capt Lamb 72 71 61 204
Mr Whitehead 71 63 71 20i

Capt Mellish 67 73 71 211

580 553 .538 1670

Ireland.
irOOvds. 900vds. lOOOyds. Total

Capt Barnett

73

61 68 203

MajirFenton

73

67 70 310

Mr Braithwaite

70

65 65 20O

MrJovnt

70

70 71 211

Cap' MiUner

67

70 62 199

AGaniy

66

70 ?2 208

HCoghlan

65

68 74 207

Major Young 64 67 65 196

548 ii 547 1633

Scotland.
SOOvds. 900vd8. lOOOrds. Tota'

Mr Love

75

70 73 217

Major Thnrhurn

72

69 66 ?M
Capt Cowan

72

67 61 203

Mr. Gibson

71

66 53 190

Mr Caldwell

68

68 68 204

Mr Urquhart

65

63 67 19^

Capt Ferguson

63

68 70 201

Lieut Lauder

61

70 69 200

547 541 539 1617
W.

ROCHESTER TOURNAMENT.
RocHESTSE, July 28.—The seventh .annual three days' shoot of the

Rochester Scliutzengilde opened to-day at Eosenbauer's range on the
Ridge Road, The exercises began at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, and
e.v-Mavor Parson had the honor of firing the opening shot of the tour-
nament. The attendance was exceptionally large for the first f-l ay.
The scores were very good indeed. The conditions of the contest have
been varied somesvhat from last year. The distance for all targets is

175yds. There are three 25 ring targets, one man target, one star tar-

get and one eagle target. The ring targets have a black center 9in.

in diameter, rings three-fourth of an incti apart, l^^in. bullseye. The
man target represents the head and upper portion of a man's body,
and is divided into half-inch vertical lines, the center Ihaes counting
20. Any rifle weighing less thun laibs. and not over .44cal. may be
used. The rain interfered somewhat in the afternoon but toward
evening the sky cleared and the sunlight falling at the most advan-
tageous angle against the targets favored the marksmen not a little

and some of the best scores of the day were made at the conclusion
of the day's sport.

The oflicersof theSchutzenglldeare: Charles Gottschalk, President;

A. Halstrick, Vice-Pres.; F. W. Swift, Secretary; C. Kuhles, Corres-

ponding Secretary ;
George Bort. Treasurer; Frank Schwlkert. First

Shooiing Master; Charles Harvey, Second Shooting Master; Charles
Hoehn, First Assistant; T. Henley, Second Assistant; Edward Meyer,
Third Assistant.
July 39.—The crack of the rifle stirred the echoes in the adjacent

woods at Rosenbauer's range all day while the best shots from the
Rochester Sohuetzengilde and the Buffalo and Syracuse clubs were
running up some excellent scores for the prizes.

The wenther was to the marksmen's liking, and they kept up a con-
stant fusilade from morning until nearly sunset. The scores at this

year's tournament have been exceptionally good, and the contest is

more exciting than it has been for several previous years. The Buffalo

shots, however, bid fair to carry away a good proportion of the prizes.

The attendance yesterday was large, about seventy five marksman
taking a hand in the confe.-t.

Jwiij/ 30.—When the boom of the cannon marked the close of the
shooting this evening the results showed one of the must successful
tournaments in the history of the Schuetzengilde. Buffalo and Syra-
cuse carried off many of the prizes, but the Rochester marksmen
Tjroved lively competitors, The scores of this tournament surpassed
those of last year, while the attendance throughout was much larger.

The shooting began promptly at 10 o'clock yesterday morning and
was continued during the various showers that fell in the afternoon,

the marksmen shooting from cover. The wind that blew during the

day interfered somewhat with close shooting.

The tournament continued so late that it was impossible to shoot
off the ties, so these prizes were divided equally amnng the con
testants. Schwikert. of this city, and Cargill, of Scottsville, however,
were tied for the gold badge, each having 147 noints out of a pcssible

150. They were allowed a shot each and Cargill scoring 24 points to

Schwifeert's 23.

The bes-t three men in the various contests were:
Honorary target (possible 250, off-hand), Dalley, Syracuse, first;

Cargill, Scottsville, second; See'ey, Rochester, third.

Badge target (possible 250. peg rest), Cargill, ScottsvUle, first;

Schwikert, Rochester, second; Leighton. Syracuse, third.

Man target (possible 200, peg rest), D. Eggleston. Syracuse, and
Seeley. of Rochester, tied for first at 175 points, and Dalley, of Syra-
cuse, and Schmidt, of Buffalo, tied tor second at 171 points.

Pubh'c target (possible 250, peg rest), Leighton, Syracuse, fli-st; M.
Long and Schn-.idt both of Buffalo, tied for second; Dalley, Syracuse,

'^'^Siar target (possible 15). Kay, Schwikert, Newhart, Cook and
Cargill were tied for first place and divided the purse.

The minor prizes were di^tributed among the other contestants.

The most interesting contest of the tournament for the Rochester
marksmen was that to determine whoshould be king of the Schuetzen-
gilde for the following year. The target was a large wooden eagle,

2ft. in diameter and containing a dynamite cartridge. The buUseye
was Sin. in diameter and the target 175yds. from the shooting stand.

Charles J. Hoehn was the winner, his bullet exploding the cartridge.

petition is in readiness, the former and surroundings presenting an
appearance which is absolutely charming. Those who have visited
this beautiful spot can readily aporeciate this fact. Tbo^e, however,
who have never been there little know of the natural beantv which
lies almost at their door. The range proper is an "opening" level as
a table, 800yds. in wid'h and 600yds in length. At the northern ex^
tremity rise abrupMy from the plain a series of terracfts outlined
against the dark foliage of the woods behind. Toward these targets
are directed, the shots of the soMipr=at distances varying from 2n0 to
600yds. Behind the butts, out of sight of both marksmen and spe.o-

tatbrs. are the simple machinery by which the targets are made to re-
volve after each shot; as also the marker*, between whom anA the
bullets is a good log wall wl'h a breastwork of a dozen fpct of earii.
On either side of the range is a numher of fiagstaffs, on which durfng.
the firing are hung brilliant crimson streamers to show in which
direction the wind is moving. Thie is an important elenie"t In rifle

firing and is always taken into consideration t>v the marksmen. Mid-
way between the 600vd. line, and the butts onthe east side of the ranee
is an opening of three acres. On the other side of this are ranged the
tents of the officers and at the eastern extremity are loeatpd the
headquarters of the commanding ofhcer. The conimetition will be in
charge of Major Daniel W. Benham, Seventh infantry, inspector of
small arms practice, department of the Platte, who has devoted to
the work a great deal ot time during the present year. He also had
charge of the competition last year and the showing wa.s a credit
both to the inspector and men. The preliminary practice wUl com-
mence on Thursday next. Competitive firing, however, will not open
till August 8. This will continue to the afternoon of the following
Thursday. On August 13, preliminary cavalry competition will take
place. This will continue three days when the comp^ti'lon will begin
and continue four days. In this competition there will be abont forty
cavalrymen who will use both carbine and revolver. Thev will come
from I'be departments af the Platte, California, and the East, as far
away as Virginia. The officers in charge of the corapption will be
those who have already been enumerated in connection with the com-
petition.

THE TRAP.

Scores Jor puhlimtion should be made out on the printed Nanks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
s',eretaries. Correspondents who favorm with club scores ore par-
tifiula/rlv requested to write on one side of the paper anly.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced herft

send In notice like the following:

Aug. 6-7.—Second Annual Tournament of the Island Gun Club,
of Wheeling, W. Va. R. B. Burt, Sec'y.
Aug. 11-14.—Fourth Annual Tournament of the Standard Key-

stone Target Company. New London, Conn.
Aug. 12-13.- Fifth Annual Tournament of the Cortland County

Gun Cluo, at the club's new grounds at Cortla.nd, N. Y. Kingbird
targets and live bird contests. Address E. C. Rindge, Cortland,
N. Y., for programmes.
Aug. 12-14.—The Missouri State Amateur Shooting Association

Annua' T'^umampnt, at Lexington, Mo. G. A Slurges, Sec'y.
Aug. 25-27.—Buffal<i Tournament, assisted bv the Intcr-State

M«nnfacturers' and Dealers' Association, $1,000 gu-Jranteed.
Aug. 29 and Sept. 7-—Sweepstake Shooting at Rutherfurd, X. J.,

on the grounds of Boiling Springs Run Club. Aug 29, sween at
50 bluerocks, entrance $6. Sept. 7 (Labor Day), sweepstakes at
targets,
Aug, 30-Sept. 1.—Hackettstown Gun Club. Two days at targets.

For proernmmes address James L. Smith. Hackettstown N. J.

Sept. 8-11.—Grand Tnteraational Tournament at Detroit. Live
birds and standard Keystone targets.
Sept. 15-17.—Knoxville, Tenn., inter-State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.
Nov. 3-5.—Staunton, Va., Inter -State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.
Nov. 17-19.—Savannah, Ga., Inter-State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.

OMAHA, July 26.—Bellevue rifle range is now in order for the

assembly of the picked shots of the department of the Platte here to-

morrow. It is tne 11th annual meet and represents the following

posts; Fort Douglas, Fort Duchesne, Utah
;
Camp POofc Butte, Fort

McKlnney. Fort Washakie, Port D, A. Russell, \^ yo.; Fort Niobrara,

Fort Omaha, Fort Robinson, Fort Sidney, Neb.; Fort Randall, S. 0.;

Fort Logan and Fort Lewis, Col. The representatives wUl comprise
fifty-eight infantrymen, five of whom are officers. The competition

at Bellevue range which, in a certain manner opens to-morrow is to

determine who shall constitute the department team of ten shai-p-

shooters. When selected this team will go to Chicago and compete
with the department teams from other sections of the country.

From among these fe^ams wiU be selected the best ten shots, and thess

will be known as the army team or the representative, eliots of

he army. The range aad everything connected with .the com-

UNION GUN CLUB.

At Springfipld, N. J., on Tuesday last, the Union Club, of which
that crack shot, EnOfih D. Miller, is the mainstay, held an open
tournament. The programme was a varied one, as both blue-
rocks and Standard Keystone targets and live birds were used.
For once Miller was favored bv fairly decent weather, although

the rain, which fell within a radius of 10 miles, kept afew shoot-
ers from attending. The club is not a large one and their grounds
are not particularly easy of access, oonsequently largo gatherings
are not looked for. On this occasion, as at all Jersey roeet'ngs,
the live-bird events filled the best. A number of familiar faces
that have not of late been seen at the traps were noticed here,
among them being Canon, the one-armed expert, and "Dutchy"
Smith, of the old Middlesex Cluh. Another most welcome visitor
was "Grover C." Courtney, the affable representative of the "yel-
low fever" (Lefever) gon. "Court" arrived too late for the regu-
lar target events, and although formerly a great admirer of live-

bird shooting, he has since the N. Y. State meeting lost all desire
to shoot at the feathered targets. Scores:

No. 1, 10 bluerocks, 81 entrance, 3 moneys:
BrientnaU 1111111111—10 Sigler IDllOinil— 8

Stewart 1111110111- 9 Argar 1011110111- 8

Hobart lOllllOlll- 8 Miller .1111110101- 8

No. 3. 15 bluerocks. $1.50 entranop. 3 moneys:
Brientnall 111111111111011-14 Hobart 111101101110110—11

Miller 111111111111010-13 Apgar 00101Ulin 10!1—11
Stewart lOllUmill.110-13 Sigler 101011101111000- 9

No. 3, 5 pairs Keyston-s, $1 entrance:
Apgar . 11 11 01 10 01-7 Stgler 01 01 10 00 10-4
Miller 11 10 10 11 10—7 Stewart 10 10 10 10 10-4
Brientnall 11 00 10 10 10-5 Hohart 10 10 00 10 00-3'

No. 4. 15 single Keystones, SI.50 entrance, 3 moneys: Miller 15,

Hobart 14. Sigler 14, Apgar 13, Siewart 13. Brientnall 10.

No. 5, 20 single Keystones entrance S2, three moneys: Collins
19, Miller ie,«Breintnall 16, Hobart 16, Stewart 13, Apgar 10

No. 6. 5 nairs bluerocks, entrance fl, three moneys: Sigler 8,

Miller 7. Breintnull 6. Stewart 6, Apg.nr 4.

No. 7, 15 Keystones, $1:150 entrance, three moneys: BreintnaUlS,
A pgar 13. Hobart 11, Miller 11 Stewart 11, Collins 10.

No. 8, 15 single Keystones, $1.50 entrance, three moneys: Miller
14. Collins 14, Stewart 13, Apgar 13, BreiutnaU 12, Sigler 12, Hohart
11.

ExtraNol, 10 singles and 5 pairs bluerocks. $2 entrance, two

Miller • - 1 1101 lini 11 1 0 10 10 11-16
Breintuall 1111111011 11 11 11 10 00-16
Apgar 1110111111 10 10 11 10 10-15
Hobart » 1110111011 11 10 10 10 10-14

Extra No. 2, 15 single bluerocks. Sl.nO entrance, three moneys:
Miller 14, Apgar 13, Sigler 12, Stewart 12, BreiutnaU 10, CoUins 10,

Perry 10, Courtney 6. , , .„
Extra No. 3, entrance $1„50. 3 moneys: Miller 12, Apgar 11,

Collins 11, Stewart 11, Dan Terry 10, Scott 9, BreintnaU 8, Court-

^ fetra No. 4, 15 single bluerocks, $1.50 entrance, 3 moneys: Mil-
ler 15, Collins 14. BreiutnaU 13, Courtney 13, Smith 11, Sickley 11.

Extras Nos. 5 and 6 combined, 10 singles each, $1 entrance, 3

moneys: Courtney 19, BreintnaU 18, Datchy 17, Collins 17, Miller
15.

Regular No. 9, 7 live birds. $5 entrance, 4 moneys:
Ouimhy 1111123-7 Scott 1120112—6
BreintnaU lir^231-7 S ewart 2023202—5
MiUer 2.121121—7 Canon 1101103—6

Apgar 1211122-7 Collins 101211o-5
Sigler 2221012—6 T Smith 1102010^-4

Terry 121U10-6
First and second monev divided; third shot, miss and out, aad

divided on the first round hy Collin* and Canon.

No. 10, 10 live birds, $7 entrance, 4 moneys:
J Smith 1113311 231 10 Apgar 0310211311- 8

Ouimby 2322322310— 9 Scott 1H?011101- 8

fteler lOllllllll— 9 Canon O33ol21102- 8

Miller 2112111101— 9 BreintnaU ]20''12110i— 7

CoUins 1102111211— 9 Stewart 1101010012- 6

Terry 12oll31111- 9 ^ ^ ^

J. Smith first, second div., third shot out and won by Apgar,

No. 11, 5 live birds, $5 entrance, 2 moneys:
setewart 11111-5 J Smith 31311-5

MiUer 11111-5 Collins 10212-4

Ouimby 23221-5 Scott lOOU-8
Canon. lllU-5 BreintnaU. 00210-3
Stewart and MiUer div. first on the shoot-off, each killing 6;

Oanon and J. Smith dropping out in the fifth round, Quimhy
losing his last bird. Tee K-at.
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MILFORD TOURNAMENT.
The horrible state of the weather upon the dates claimed by

MahloD Rupell for a three days' tournaTnent at Milford, N. J.,

was the only stumbling block to a moat successful meeting. On
Wednesday, which was to be the optning day, rain fell continu-
ously, and all idea of shooting was out of the q^uesiion. Thui's-
day the weather conditions were a shade more favorable, occa-
slcsnal showers interrupted the sport, but the programme of the
first day was shot out. The atten<lance was small, a mere hand-
ful of shooters participating, and these were men who had coma
the nighr previous in anticipation of fair weather on the morrow.
Friday was originally intended to be devoted to live birds exclu-
sively, hut previous to the starting of the live-bird events, the
target programme for Thursday was complpted. The live birds
were not of a particularly high order, a real good fast one being
the exception. Scores:

First Day. Tliwrsday, July 30

No. 1, 10 single bluerocks, 75 cents entrance: Ayres 8, Stewart 7,

Neaf Apgar 6, Bloom 5.

No. 8, lU single bluerocks, $1 entry: N. Apgar 8, Stewart 7, Bloom
5, Ayres 5.

No. 3, same conditions: N. Apgar 9, Stewart 8, Ayres 7, Bloom 6,

Stout 2, W. Apgar 2.

No. 4. 13 bluerocks, $1.25 entrance: Stewart 11, N. Apgar 10,

Stout 10, W. Apgar 9, Ayres 7. Bloom 5.

No. 5, 15 single bluerocks, .fl 50 entrance: Stewart 13, N. Apgar
12, Stout 11, Blevin 10, Ayres 10, W. Apgar 5.

No. 6, 10 single blueroeiss $1 entrance: Ayres 9, Stewart 8, Stout
8, W. Apgar 8, N. Apgar 5.

No. 7, 12 single bluerocks, SUSS entranc'.: Stewart 14, Ayres 12,
N, Apgar 9, Stout 8. W. Apgar 7.

No. 8. 10 singles, $1 entrance: Ayres 7, Stewart 6, N. Apgar 6,

Lippincott 3, Stout 3.

No. 9, 15 single bluerocks, $1 50 entrance: Stout 11, Ayres 10,

Stewart 8, N. Apgar 6, Lippeticott 2.

Second Day, Friday^ July 31.

No. 1, 10 single hiuerooks, |1 entrance: Apgar 9, Rupell 9,

Qnimby K, f^tevvari; 7. '\yres 6, Stover 5, Neist 4.

No, 2, m singles, $1.25 entrance: Quimby 10, Stewart 9, Apgar 9,

Ayres 9, Stover 5, Nfist i, Rupell 8, (iarner 4.

No. 3, 15 singles, fl.oO entrance: Quimby 15, Stewart 13, Apgar
13, Ayres 11. Rupell 9.

No. 4, 12 singles, $1.76 entrance: St«wart 13, Apgar 12, Ayres 11,
Quimbv 9, Rupell 8, Smith 8.

No. 6, 10 singles, f1 entrance: Stewart 9, Smith 9, Quimby 8,

Apgar 8. Rupell 8, Ayres 7.

No. 6, 10 singles, SI entrance: Ayres 9, liipincott 8, Smith 7,
Stewart 7, Rupell 7, Quimby^ 4, Apgar 6. The tie for third money
shot off at 5 singlts, and svon by Rupell with 5.

No. 7, 10 singles, $1 entrance: Quimby 8, N. xVpgar 5, Smith 5,

Redday 3, Ayres 3, Stewart 2,

No. 8, 5 live birds, S5 entrance fee, 3 moneys:
Neaf Apgar 21213—5 W Apgar 12011—4
J Smith 11111—5 Stover lliOl—

4

Stewart 21111—5 Heist 02110—3
Gamer 11122- 5 Quimby o3101—

3

¥iTst and second dlv., third carried forward to next event and
won by Quimby with 7 stiaight.

No. 9, 7 live birds, $7.50 entrance, 3 moneys:
Qui uiby 23J2222—7 Stover 211ol01—

5

Neaf Apgar 1111112—7 J Smith 0201112—5
Garner 1121113—6 Heist 222olo2-5
Stewart 01231 21-6 Van Marten 2022230-5W Apgar 1111002-5
Ties div.

No. 10, 5 live birds, 85 entrance, 3 moneys:
Quimby 12212-5 J Smith 121i;
Neaf Apgar 21121—5 Heist 11011—4
Stewart 11131-5 Van Marten 11110—4
Garner 11211-5 W Apgar 11200—3
Tie for first money decided in next event and divided by Stew-

art and Garner.
No. 11, miss and out, $1 entrance:

Stewart 221111211-9 Mason 2110
Garner 111121221—9 Heist 220
Van Marten 222112210-8 W Apgar 10
Nfaf Apgar 2211l21o Stryker 10
J Smith 1112110 Quimby 0
Stover 1210 Fred Q ....o
No. 12, miss and out. $1 entrance:

N Apgar 211—3 Stewart 110—2
Van Marten 121-3 Heist 0
Qu imby 120-2 Tee Kay.

THE ONONDAGA'S TOURNEY.
The Onondaga County Sportsmen's Association held a two

days' tournament on their spacious grounds at Syracuse, N. Y.,
on July 33 and 24. The attendanf^e was fairly large, and the sffair
was a pronounced sucress. Kingbirds were the targets thrown,
and the traps and trapping were under the supervision of the
only "Cazenovia" Oruitenden.

First Day.

First event, 10 single kingbirds, rapid firing, entrance $1.50-
Luther 9 Mosher 9 Bfcker
McMurchy. 9 Oarr 8 D Walters '. 7
C Walters. 9 Lefever 8 Holden 6
HoUoway 9

Holloway first, Be' ker second, D. Walters third.
Second event, 10 single kingbirds, unknown angles, entrance $2-

Luther.. 10 Becker 9 D Wallers 6
McMurchy 10 Oarr 8 Holden 6
Lefever 10 C Walters 7 Holloway i
Mosher 10
Lefever and McMurchy first. Baker second, Carr third.
Third event, 10 singles, unknown angles, entrance $1.50-

McMurchy 10 Holden 8 Becker 7
Luther 9 0 Walters 8 D Walters 7
Carr 9 Mosher 8 Holloway 6
Lefever 9

McMurchy first, Lefever and Carr div. second, Mosher third
Fourth event, 10 s<ngles, rapid firing, entrance $1 50:

Luther 10 Harwood 9 Carr 7
C Walters 10 Hudson 9 Ashton... .'

7

MO Smith 10 Ayres 9 D Walters '. e
McMurchy, 10 Mowry 8 Holden- 6
Becker 10 Holloway 8 Reynolds e
Moslier 10 King 8 Ginty 6
Becker and Mosher div. first, Hudson second, Mowry third

Ashton fourth.
'

Fifth event, 15 singles, unknown angles, enti-ance $3.50:
McMurchy 15 Holloway 13 Hudson 32
Becker 15 O Walters 13 Holden 1]
Ayres 14 Luther 13 Reynolds 11
Mowry 13 Oarr 13 King. 10
Mosher 13 Lefever 13
McMurchy and Becker div. first, Ayres second, Mowry third,

Carr fourth.
Sixth event, 15 singles, rapid firing, entrance $2.50:

Carr 15 C Walters 14 Holden 13
Luther. 15 McMurchy 14 Smith 13
King 15 Mowry .13 Holloway 12
Mosher 14 Hudson 13 Becker 11
Ayres 14 Lefever 13 Harwood 9
Luther first. McMurchy and Ayies second, Hudson third. Smith

and Holloway fourth.
Seventh event, 15 singles, rapid firing, entrance $2.50:

Hudson 15 Harwood 13 0 Walters 13
Luther ...14 Holden 13 Becker 12
McMurchy 14 Lefever 13 Holloway 11
Cai r 14 Ayres 13 D Walters

'.

".
',11

Mosher ...14 Mowry 12 Ginty 11
Ashton 14 King 12
Hudson first, Ashton second, Ayres and Lefever third, Mowrv

fourth.
Eighth event, 10 singles, rapid firing, entrance 81.80;

Mosher 10 Hudson , . . .9 Ashton 7
Lefever 10 Luther 8 Holloway 7
McMurchy 10 Ayres 8 Reynolds ""'".7

Oarr 9 0 Walters 8 King 7
Mowrv 9 Becker 8
McMurchy and Mosher first, Mowry, Carr and Hudson second,

Becker third.
Second Day.

First event, 10 singles, unknown angles, entrance $3:
McMurchy 10 Mowry 9 Richardson..
0 Walters 10 Shoecraft 8 King
Luther 10 Prettie 8 Rohbina 7
Mosher 9 D Walters 8 Ginty .. '

' '," '.7

Ayling 9 Youman..... 8 Hudson '.J
prettie 9
0, Walters first, AyUng aecond, Prettie third, Ginty fourth.

Second event, 10 singles, unknown angles, entrance $3:
Ayres 10 Mosher 9 King 8
C Walters 10 Ashton 9 D Walt;er8 7
McMurchy 10 King 9 Ellis 7
Frazer 10 Youman 8 Ginty 9
Luther 9 Hurlson 8 Robblns 6
Mowry 9 Montgomery 8
McMurchy first, Mosher second, Hudson third, Ellis fourth,
Tnird event, 15 singlpa, unknown angles, entrance p,50:

McMurchy ...... ..14 King 12 Robbing 10
Mosher 14 Ellis 12 Frazer.'. 10
Mowry .14 Youman 11 Ayers 10
0 Walters 13 Ashton 11 Montgomery 8
Hudson 13 Sboccraft 11 Ayling 8
Luther 12
Mowry, McMurchy and Mosher div. first, Walters and Hudson

div. second, Lutber and King third, Ashton fourth.
Fourth event, 10 singles, rapid firing, entrance $2:

McMurchy 10 Mowry 8 Richardson 7
Ayres 9 Mosher 8 Rohbins 7
Montgomery 9 King... 8 Ashton 7
Youman. 9 Luther 8 Gmty 6
Hudson 8 Holloway 7
McMurchy first, Montgomery second, Ltithel- and Moslier

thud, Richardson fourch.
Fifth event, 10 singles, unknown angles, entrance $3;

Mowry 10 Luther 8 Youmans 7
McMurchy 9 Ashton 8 Richardson 7
Ayres 9 Montgomery 8 D Walters 7
Hudson 9 Mosher 7 Rohbins 6
Ayling 9 King 7 Ginty 0
Mowry first, Ayres and McMurchy second, Luther third, You-

mans fourth.
Sixth event, 15 singles, unknown angles, entrance 84:

Luther.... 15 McMurchy .13 Holloway 11
Ayres 14 Montgomery 1.1 King 10
Ashton 14 Mowry 12 Ginty 9
Hudson 14 D Walters 12 Rohbins 9
Mosher 13 0 Walters 13
Lutber first, all other classes of ties div.
Tenth event, 10 singles, rapid firing, entrance $1.£0:

Ayres 10 Arling 9 Ashton fi

McMurchy 10 Luther 9 Williams 8
Hudson 10 0 Walters.......... 9 Shoecraft 7
Montgomery 10 Mosher 9 Youmans 7
Mowry 9
Montgomery first, Ayling and Luther second, Ashton and Will-

iam" third, Youmans 1 ourth.
Eighth event, 10 singles, rapid firing, entrance |2:

Mowry 9 McMurchy 9 Gintv 7
Mosher 9 Luther 8 D Walters 7
Montgomery 9 Hudson 8 Richardson 7
Holloway, 9 Prettie 7 Frazer 6
Mosher first, McMurchy and Luther second, Pi'ettle third.

GLENMORE GUN CLUB —The regular monthly shooting meet-
ing of this crack organization took place at Louis Miller's Dexter
Park, Wednpsday, July 29. The members turned out in force and
one of the most successful shoots in the history of the club was
the re.sult. The Glenmores will put a strong team in the fiel 1 for
the Louin Miller tn phy, that is to be contested for ihe latter part
of the current month. The Eppig medal is the coveted prize in
the monthly meetings of the Glenmores and on this occasion B.
Helgens was the successful one, Mr. J, Blake acted as referee.
Regular monthly shoot for the Eppig medal, at 7 live birds, club
medal, hanriicap rises:
E Helgens (29) 2111113-7 Dr Bnehme (26) 2002112-5W Leven-. (27) 1211211-7 0 Ma.gee (25) 2022102-5
J Schlierman (27) 3111111-7 FMaier(25) 1001111-5
J J Edgerton (29) 1211131-7 L Eppig (25) 3011021—5
R Phister (27) 1211121-7 J A Eppig (29) 0203110-4
G Pfohlman (29) 1211101-6 W Vorbach (35) 0012001-3
J Young (29) 1311102-6 W Livingston (23) 000.^320-3
E Vi oome (39) 1111011-6 W Strasser (25) OOU0121—

3

P Sutter (27) 1011111-6 J Edwards (27) 1022000-3
J Still (2.5) 0221111-6 H Schlietner (25) 0002UOO—

1

J Beuneti (29) 2111101-6 O Englebrecht (25) ... .0001000-1
E Madison (27) 0012112—5
Ties for medal, at 5 birOs:

R Helgens 12122-5 J J Edgerton 001 —

1

W Levens 21220-4 R Phister 301 —2
J Schlierman 203 -3 Tee Kat.
CORTLAND, N. Y., July 31.—The return match between A. S.

Schermerhorn and E 0. Rindge. of Cortland, vs. E. B. Roberts, of
Canastota, and Will H. Crurtenden, of Cazenovia, took place at
the Oanastota Gun Club grounds July -30 during a rain storm,
resulting as did the first one, in a victory for the Cortland gen-
tlemen. The following is the score, 3 traps, American Association
rules:

E. B. Roberts.
Singles, rapid firing 111111111111111111111111111111-30
Singles, unknown angles 111111111101111111111111111111-29
Doubles.. . .10 11 00 11 10 11 01 10 10 10 10 00 10 10 00 01 11 10 11 11-23-83

A. S. Schermerhorn.
Singles, rapid firing 111101011101111111111111111110-26
Singles, unknown angles 101111010111111011011101100111-22
Doubles... .11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 OD 11 10 11 11 11—36-81

E. 0. Rindge.
Singles, rapid firing OOOOlllOllOlOillOlOlinillllOl-20
Singles, unknown angles 111111111110110111111111110111-27
Doubles.. . .10 11 11 10 11 10 11 10 11 01 11 11 11 01 11 1] 10 11 11 01-32-79

WillH. Cruttenden.
Singles, rapid firing 111111111111111110111011111111-28
Slngle.1, unknown angles llliOllllllOOllOlllOlUlllOllO—23
Doubles... .10 10 11 11 11 11 10 01 11 10 00 11 10 11 00 01 10 01 11 H-27-78
BOILING SPRINGS GUN CLUB.-Rutherford, N. J., Aug. 1.—

Matches at bluerocks, Keystone rules. First match at 13 targets;
in ninth Hollister, Collins and Hunt 20, rest 10; in twelfth 15;
other matches 10. In tenth matcn Klees, Hollister, Collins and
Paul shot expert rules; twelfth also expert rules:

1 ^ 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13
Peck 5 9 8 6 8 5 8 8 7 7
Klees 9 7 8 10
Collins
Paul

8 9 9 9 10 6 10 20
6 .. 8 8 7.... 7

6 9 10
5 .. 10
7 .. 8

7 3 7 8 6
10 8 9 10 8 10 7 .. 17 .. ..

6 9 7
8 6

9 7 8
3 6 7

6 7 6....
5

6 7 7 7 7 9.. .. 5
Paul 6 5 .

.
.

, 5 6
y.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.y. 8 3 3 7 4 .

9 8 .. 7 6 7 7 9 9 7..
9 18 5 . . .

.

9 5

4 10 7

Konski.. 1 8 3 3 4

HOLLYWOOD.—On the afteraoon of July 35 these popular
grounds were the scene of a spirited contest for the possession of
a trophy known as the Taknasse cup. The trophy is offered for
yearly competition by Mr. Fred Hoey. The conditions, 20 birds
per man, 825 entry fee, Hurlingham rules, short boundary and
handicap rises, the winner taking the entrance money and pos-
session of the cup for one year. Last year the contest occurred
on Aug. 15, and Mr. Edgar G. Murphv captured the prize with a
straight score, Mr. Pierre Lorlllard, Jr., finishing a close second
with 19. This year the trophy was taken by the donor. Mr. Fred
Hoey, and the win was a popular one. Mr. John S. Hoey, referee.
The score:
Fred Hoey, 30yds 22322122221232232232-20
CaptA W Money, 30yda 2:'212122312320132220-18
E G Murphy, 31yd3 33220322222202231122—18
Phil Daly, Jr, 30yds 32031112220331132203-18
During the current week on these grounds will take place some

important matches for large stakes. On Thursday there is the
first of a series of three matcnes between Edgar G. Murphy and
O. O. Klugh Thorn at 100 birds eacn for $3,000 a side, and on Fri-
day another 100 bird race for which the stake will be $1,000 a side.
The principals in this match are Edgar Murphy and Phil Daly,
Jr.—Tee Kat.
NORTH BALTIMORE, Ohio, July 29.-Tbe spirit of sport In-

creases rather than diminishes as the warm summer dajs glide
like fleeting shadows into the past. This is especially noticeable
among the best shots In the Gun Club and cropped out in a long-
^vlnded shoot Wednesday al'ternnon. The mat^h shot was be-
tween Benscotten, Caisse, Clark, Hamilton and B. H. Peters, and
was for 100 bluerocks, the two lovyest on the score bf^ing required
to ante for the price of the rocks. Following is the score:

. Benscotten 91 Clark 83 Caisse 79
8 Hamilton 89 Peters 79

The foUowlDB was made at Thursday's shoot, .July 80:
CPlfher n Archer 18 D^ake 10
Kegler 14 Ackerman 15 MC Peters.. 16
DE Peters. 23 Oalsae 18 Hamilton 15
gherbroolt SI Sloa».., 17 WJiito i

ATLANTIC ROD AND GUN CLUB.-This club held its
mon'hly shoot on its grounds at Coney Island on Wednesdy, July
29. Owinsf to the close proximity of the shooting grounds to the
Brighton Beach race track it was necessary, as tue running meet-
ing was on, to have the shooting take place in the forenoon. The
birds were a fairly eood lot, hut the weather was not conducive to
good scores. Mr. J. J. Gavin acted in tbe capacity of referee and
scorer. Regular monthly medal contest, 7 live birds each, handi-
cap rises, club rules:
J BVoorheas(27yds),..1022?ll—6 S Janison (21) 0200000-1
K F Sutherland (21). . ..0212123-6 G J Kleist (35) 1120112—6
J Cropsy (25) 1012011—5 H .1 Sutherland (31). . . 0233011—5
ABovle (25) 0311222-6 H Kronike (2.5) 2011311-6
J O'Brien (35) ..3112120- 6 R Monsees (30) 2311201—6
R Morris (30) 0110121—5 C Mnhrman (25) 0211003-4
R Dwyer (29) 1012201—5 M Bonden (3d) 0001111—4
J McKay (35) 1020103-4
Ties for first medal won by J. B. Voorhees. Ties for serond won

by 1!. J. Sutherland. C. Mohrman had to kill 7 straight to win
third prizie.

WATSON'S PARK.-Burnside, HI., July 28.-Score of the Lake
County Club for medal and added sweep, 10 live pigeons each,
Illinois State rules:
Nic Ford . 1110211011- 8 JW Donnell 1310210331- 8W S Bond 1.201102101- 7 Henry Koehler 1312111231-10
Nic Lewis 1313321 l.;l—10 1^ Flerslieim 3102101222- 8
A Weis 21232U1112- 9 A L Smith 1100221121— 8W J Edbrook 1111123112-10 F Sarther 2201110111— 8
Edbrook won medal, other ties div.
Sweep same day:

Edbrook 11111—5 Ford 11121-5
Sarther 23112—5 A L Smith 12121-5
Edbrook, Jr 20211-4 A Weis 11222—5
Flershelm 10102-3 Henry Koehler .21133-5
Drvnuell 3210U-3
Sarther and Ford div. first after killing 9 straight, other ties

div.—Ravelrigg.
SPRINGFIELD. 0., July .30.-The two-day State shooting tour-

nameni given by Charles Young, one of tbe best known shots in
Ohio, closed to-night, after marked eTi.io\ment and many good
scores. About 400 people, of whnm forty were the best known
shots of the Sta e. were present. The live-bird shoot was declared
ofl", tbe birds failing to arrive by reason of the railroad strike.
The lollowing shows first prize winners: First match, 10 singles,
Allen, Walter and Sanford; second, 10 targets, Perry, Skinner,
McDonald, Allen, Peiin. Pnmprey and Young; third, 15 ta gets.

tenth, 20 targets, AU.^n, Sanford, Duffy and Pumprey,
SAN FRA.NCtSCn, July 36.-Tbe most important event was a

shoot for the 14 prizes put up hv Kellog and Hall. Thirtepn
en 'ered the lists, each to shoot at 60 Dirds. The first prize was a
"K. & H." hammerlpss gun, and tbe others were gun implements
and ammunition. Theie were also cash prizes, for which the
entrance fi-e whs divided, the largest being 40 per cent, se<"ond
largest 30, third 30 and fourth 10 per cent. Upon tlte merits of the
ffdlowing scores andtwo stioot-offs. the awards were made: Kar-
ney 42, Lake 42, Rol 25. Bruns 33, Campbell 19, AIIpu 33. Quinton
33, Ciite 36, Daniels 31, Taaffe 32, Ford 38, White 18, Reynolds 27.
The shoot-oll for first at 5 birds scored 3 for Karney and 4 for
Lake, giving the latter the first prize, tbe hammerless gun. Bruna
and Allen also tied on 33 birds and shot off, resulting in the latter's
winning the prize.

PHILADELPHIA.—The Hillside Gun Club, of Chestnut Hill,
and the Peun Gun Club, of Norristo vn, shot on the grounds of the
former club at Chestnut Hill, on July 2.5, the Penn Club winning
by the narrow margin of 3 hirds; each man shot at 25 birds. Hill-
side Cluh—J. Landis 20, W. Alm^mlS, H. Kerr 17, R. Aimnn 19, T.
Carlylel4. T. Martin 33. A. Oaie 14, C. Johnson 10, \V. Lipinger 16.
A. Reiner 14, E. Johnson 10, J. Firch 9, P. Thomson 15 T. Paterson
18; total, 228. Penn Club-G. Kerper 16, J. Kite 13, J. Cassel 18, P.
W. Yost 14, R. Scheetz 15, H. Taney 19, J. R. Yost 17, K. F^lten 18,
C. Stanger 14, M. Haws 12, F. Gross 18, S. Kriebel 20, M. Mack 20,
J. Kohl 17; total, 231.

The Modoc Gun Club, of Clifton Heights, Pa., defeated the
GarrettfoTd Club in an exulting contest on the latter's grounds,
on Juij 30. The match was 15 K-ystone birds per man. at the end
of which the score stood a tie, 44 to 44. In the shoot-off at 2 birds
each the Modocs won by 1 bird.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Conversation among the Buffalo men at

of
., — . — — ... « ..-.Lv^i .JLCL.^ ..T*-c*ij a.,^Lu 1 Dxa and
Dealers' Association, at John Bush's park, Aug. 35, 26 and 37,
bids fair to be an unqualified sue -ess. With a few changes, the
American Shooting Association rules will govern. The shoot'ng
will commence at 9 A. M each day, and of the surplus money 40
per cent, will be added to purses, 20 percent, to first, 10 per cent,
to second for best average in expert class to those shooting in al'
purses; SO per cent, to first and 10 per cent, to second for best
average in amateur class to those shooting in all purses. All
purses will be divided 80, 35, 20, 15 and 10 per cent., 10 events at
artificial birds each day.

BROOKLYN, N. Y., July 29 —There was a very small attend-
ance of members of the Diana Gun Club at Dexter Park to-day.
Only 5 shot for the two gold medals in two classes. Secretary O.
Munch won in class A and L. Grane in class B, each breaking 9.'

July 31.—A ma*ch between the brothers Leonard and .1. A.
Eppig against J.Simpson and C. Engt-lbrecht at 100 birds. ISyds.
rise, for $100 a side, was decided yesterday. It was close and ex-
citing, the Eppig brothers winning by the score of 166 to 160. The
result not being satisfactory to Simpson and Englt- brecht, they
challenged the winners for another match under the same condi-
tions. The challenge was immediately accepted. Eppig brothers
again won by the score of 179 to 167.

NEWABIv, N. J.—H. A. Penrose, of Standard Keystone Target
Co., states that some time during September he will hold a
big tournament at live birds on Fighting Island, near Detroit,
and that among other features will be a contest between teams of
10 or 15 men each, representing New Jersey and Illinois. Mr.
Penrose Is a member of the Newark Gun Club, and says he will
back that club against the world,

CAMDEN, N. J., July 29.—The Berlin Rod and Gun Club, of
Camden, was orgHnized to-night with the following offlcers: Presi-
dent, Chas. I. Wooster; Se( retary, J. Wrighi; Treasurer, Wm. P,
Curl. The club, it Is said, will ert^ct a commodious club house on
the property of the Berlin Land Improvement Company.
TOPEKA, Kansas, July 26.-West End Gun Club, 25 singe Peoria

blackbirds, 3 traps, unknown angles, Am. Ass. rules:
De Bost 23 Mety 19 Bifcoe , 23
Clark 18 Wickham 14 Dibert 17
Epps 20

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
A. G. B., Holland, Mich.—The specimen you send Is not wild

rice.

M. R.. Tipton, la.—You will find a good portable boat of great
convenience on all fishing trips; and for such use as yours, one
should last for many years.

F. B., Ottawa, Kan.—About what date can a conscientious
sportsman begin to shoot plover at this place. Bartramian sand-
pipers are the commonest kind here, but there is no law to
govern the killing of them. Ans. They should not be shot before
Aug. 15.

J. L. P., Springfield, 111.—Will you please state in your next
issue the weight of the largest speckled brook trout of which you
have any record? Ans. Twelve pounds, caught by Seth Green in
Sault Saint Marie River; weight vouched for to us by Dr. P. K.
Hay, who wss present.

J. S. C, Spring HIU, W. Va.—I have a pet fox which old fox
hunters tell me is a "Sampson fox," that is a cross bei ween a red
and gray. Is there any such thing in natural history? His back
Is gray, shading into red undernea'h, his ears are red, cheeks
white and muzzle black. Ans. Yours is probably a "cross fox,"
so called on account of the dark cross mark on the back over the
shoulders. It is a cnlor variety of the red fox. Casps have been
reported where a litter of youner foxes from a red mother con-
tained red, cross and black puppies.

C. E.. New York.—It is impossible to name a place near New
York where you can be sure of getting good duck shooting on
Thanksgiving Dav. Usually at such places near the city there
are more duck shoott rs than ducks. Vnu might go to Great
South Bay, on Long I.'^land,to Barnegat Bay, in New Jersey, or
to some point on the Sound in Connecticut. For information as
to del alls about these places write to th'' following partlep: G.
W. Howell &Son, AtlanticvUle, Long Island; Capt. John Kelly,
Barnegat, N. J.; Samuel Loper, Waretown, N, J.; Geo. M* Neville,
Branford, Conn, From some or all of these yon ought to get the
iafonnatton you deatre.



56 FOREST AND STREAM. [Aug. e, 1891.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are reauested to send to Fobest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and raoes, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their ad di-esses. with
logs of cruises, maps, and information eoncerninff their local

waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and flttine;s, and all

items relating %o the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OFFICERS, 1890-91.

commodore: Walter U. Lawson, Boston, Mass. ^ ^ ,
Secretart-Treastoer: Ralph F. Brazer, 47 Central street, LoweU, Mass.
Regatta Committee: J. A. Gage, LoweU, Mass.; W. G. MauKendrlek,

Toronto; L. B. Palmer, Newark, N. J.

CENTRAL DIVISION. NORTHERN DIVISION.

Officers: Officers:

ViCE-CoM.: C.V.Wlnnp, Albany, N.Y. Vice-Com.: W. H. Cotton, Kingston.

Rear-Com.: T. p. GafUils, Dajton, O. Bear-Com.: J. C. Edwards, Lindsay.

Purser: Howard Brown.Albany.NY Purser: C. E. L. Pprteous, Kingston.

Ex COM : J. K. Bakewell and H. M. Ex. Com.: Colin l^-aser and P. H.
Stewart. Glsborne.

EASTERN DIVISION. ATLANTIC DIVISION.

Officers:

VicE-CoM.: J. W. Cartwi-ight, Jr, ViCB-CoM.: I. V. Dorland, Arlington.VICE-COM.: J. W. uartwi'iKnij, jr. vnjii-woi.. x. •.i^'jxia.ixyj., a±i,ua^^"-

Eear-Com.: G. L. ParmeJe, Hartford. Rear Com : E.p. Anderaon.Trenton.
Purser: B. Apollonlo, Winohester. Purser: Rich'dHobart. Newark N.J.

Ex. Com.: Paul Butler, E. S. Towne Ex. Com.: H. L. Quick and fl M.

and Sidney Bishop. Kreamer.

ADUlicaiious for niemDersnip must be made to division pursers, accom-
Danied by the recommendation of an active member and the sum of XfOO
lor entrance fee and dues for cnrrent jear. Every member attend ng

tbe general A. C. A. camp .shall pay $1.00 for camp expenses Application

sent to the Seo'v-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.

Persons resid'lng in any Division and wishing to become inembers of

the A. C. A., wUl be furnlshea with printed forms ot appUcatlon by address

tag the Purser.
.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago, lU.

Vice-Commodore—N. B. Cook, Chicago, 111.

Bear-Commodoro—O. A. Woodruff, Dayton, O.

Secretary-Treasurer-J H. Ware, ISO Rialto Building, Chicago. 111.

Applications for membership should be made to theSec.-Treas., on blanks
which may be obtained from him, and should bo accompanied by $2 as

Initiation fee and dues for the current year.

FIXTURES.
AUGUST. ^

6-37. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Cham- a7. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,

plain. Irondequoit Bay.
SEPTEMBER.

5. Orange. Ann., Passaic River. 10. Rochester, Pall Regatta,

7. 9 A. M., Arlington, Ann., Irondequoit Bav.
Passaic River. 12. Knickerbocker, Ann., N. Y.

7, 3 P. M , lanthe, Ann., Pas-
saic River.

BUSINESS IN CAMP.

UP to 1986 it was the custom to hold the general meeting of the

A. C. A. at the camp, usually on the last day but one. Since

the division scheme has been in operation this method has been

abandoned, and there is now no such thing as a general meeting

of the members ot the AssoeiatioD. nor can the individual mem-

bers vote on any question; the business of the Association being

now managed by the executive committee, and chiefly at the

November meet. Although the members have no direct vote

save in the choice of their division officers and in division matters,

the Association has been conducted on t he democratic principle

that the officers are elected to carry out the wishes of the mem-
bers, whom they directly represent. In accordance Avith this

Idea, it would be a good thing if a general pow wow could be held

in camp, some rainy morning, for iustance,(being selected, when
all members would meet in the big tent and discuss any questions

which might be suggested, changes of sailing rules, management

of meets, etc. The position of the presiding officer might not be

an easy one, as all would want to talk at once, but by a suitable

adherence to parliamentary rules a useful discussion might result.

One thing at least might be counted on, every man present

would be led to take a closer interest in the details of the Asso-

ciation, and to consider more carefully the questions of policy

which arise each year, and which are generally left to the officers

alone. Had the many sailing men in camp last year been asked

to meet together and discuss informally the standing sail ques-

tion, some very serious blunders would have been avoided; and

though the question seems settled for the time, a quiet talk over

rules by those interested in them would be productive of good

this year. The closer and more intimate the relations between

the great body of the A. C. A. members and the officers elected

each year to serve them, the less danger there will be of mistakes

in making rules, and of opposition to rules which, though good

are for some reason not popular.

"ARE YOU READY? GO."

IN another week the fleet of flfty or sixty canoes will be busy

racing, and we shall hear on all hands ample explanations

how at least half of these would certainly have won if . There

will be a great many different models and rigs of ifs, but the one

which will outnumber all others is the **If the—boom, sheet,

tiller, halliard, mast or seat—had not broken." A few of the

many mishaps in canoe sailing are beyond prevention, but very

few; nearly every breakdown may be directly traced to neglect

or to the craze for light weight which afflicts the majority of

canoeists.

Granted that the supposed advantage of light weight is not over-

estimated, that the saving of an ounce or two in the weight of the

centerboard is an all-around gain, there are many who will find

to their cost that they could better have carried fiOlbs. of wood

and brass than to have whittled spars, gear and flttings Sown to

the last point, resulting in a total breakdown.

The first thing in a racing canoe to-day is the sliding seat.

Does yours slide freely and easily, and can you sit on the extreme

end without fear of it breaking? The next thing is strong rigging

and flttings, mast, halliards and sheets, and above all the rudder

and deck tiller. Is your tiller strong enough to handle the whole

boat by, hauling yourself in with no possibility of breaking }t, or

Is it a little flimsy affair that must be handled most carefully?

Nest to strength of gear, convenience of handling is very import-

ant, the proper lead of sheets, halliards and centerboard gear.

Can you handle your board when out on the piazza, raising and

lowering it as a centerboard is handled in a yacht, or is it a fixed

keel, fitted to evade the rule, requiring a couple of hands to hold

the boat while you adjust it in deep water? To get the best re-

sults from a centerboard, it is necessary that it should be tended

from time to time, and though this is a difficult matter at times

in any canoe with the crew out on the seat, the board should

be fitted so that the whole or any portion of it can be used at

Will.

It Is too late now for any changes in model, rig. board or rudder,

bwt it is not too late to make sure that, at least no later than the

day betpre the first race, the hull of your oanoe i» as smooth as

cii and e)bow-frease can wake Jj^r; tbftt- tbe l30»r4, Wfttaod tijlfijr

are in perfect order, lashings being clapped on at any weak spot;

that the sails are fully stretched on the spar.», all gear sound and
free from chafe, running freely; paddle and bailer, thelatter with
a line on it, stowed below. When this is done, there will be still

time for a look over the programme so as to be sure what the

courses and conditions of each race are.

If all this is done in due season, there is little danger that the

starting gun will find the man on the beach, his gear in a tangle,

centerboard jammed, and mas+s stepppd in the wrong ttibes,

while he calls down blessings on the regatta committee because
the race is not held for him. The m n who breaks down and the

man who is late are apt to be very closely related, and though the

soundest of spars may crack under the strain of a close race, and
there may be but little time between one race and the next, the

wise man who is left behind or comes in disabled, even though he
feels that the fault is not his, will keep his own counsel rather

than risk being set down as one of the tardy kind. So much
blame has been heaped on regatta committees, both yacht and
canoe, about delay in starting, that the races are likely to be run
oif as promptly as possible, and if due notice is given of all events,

especially of changes in the programme, and if sufficient time is

allowed between races to permit all reasonable rest and shifting

of rig. the racing men wili have no right to grumble because the

start is not postponed until the last man is ready.

iWHO MAY COME TO CAMP.
npHE question of who besides the members m^y come to the A

"

0. A. meet has been discussed for years as it has come up in

various shapes. With the camp once in running order the pres-

ence of guests costs the Association nothing; and from this point

of view there can be no objection to the presence of non-mem-
bers. At Qrst the rules were very lax. many non-members vis-

ited the meets and camped there unquestioned, but this privilege

was in time greatly abused, men who could and should have
joined the Association refraining from doing so, thus saving a

dollar, but visiting the camp for the full time. Various tempo-

rary regulations have at times been adopted, but the matter is

now subject to a fixed regulation under Section 3 of the by-laws.

Under the last clause of this section members who for any reason

wish to invite nnn members to camp, save on such special occa-

sions as visitors' day, must apply to the commodore and secretary-

treasurer, who may grant permission. If the visitor's stay is pro-

longed beyond two nights; that is, if he is sharing regularly the

advantages paid for by the members at large, he or his intro-

ducer must pay S3, the equivalent of a member's dues and initia-

tion. This plan permits the presence of all properly accredited

visitors who may come to camp from curiosity or a desire to un-

derstand the Association better before joining; and at the same
time it prevents the presence of a number of men who should

only come as members. It also provides for the men who turn up
in considerable numbers each year applicants for membership at

the last minute who wish to visit the camp before their applica-

tions have matured. It has beeu the policy of the Association to

welcome as far as possible all who desire to examine the camp
with a view to joining, and not a few of the best members have
drifted in by mere accident from being in the vicinity of the

meet.

THE A. C. A. YEAR BOOK.

WE quote elsewhere some very pertinent remarks from the Sail

and PadclJe concerning the A. C. A. Year Book, a matter of

some hundreds of dollars on one side or the other to the Associa-

tion each year. After some experience in the publication of the

small and unattractive pamphlets once issued, we suggested to

the executive committee at the meeting in 1885 at Oswego the

possible value of the year book as an advertising medium. The
objection was then made that such a book would be inferior in

appearance, and that the members generally would object to the

presence of advertisements, so the matter was dropped without

action. It was not until three years later that secretary-treasurer

Mix and Mr. 0. B. Vaux together produced the 1888 year book, far

larger and handsomer than any of its predecessors, and costing

the Association less than the plain rules and list of names of the

previous years. The value of the book, as well as the improve-

ment in appearance which was made possible through the re-

ceipts, was made plain, and the question of advertisements was

settled for an indefinite time.

The cost of publishing and distributing the rules and list of

members in the plainest form would now reach nearly $300 per

year, and the book itsplf would he by no means satisfactory. To

issue the present book without the advertisements would cost the

Associaiion some $500, a heavy annual expense. With the aid of

the advertisements the book may be made superior to the present

one, and at the same time cost the Association nothing, perhaps

even turning in a profit in time.

To realize this end, however, the book must be managed on a

thorough btisiness basis, and not as it has been thus far. The

value of an advertising publication depends entirely on the way
in which it is managed, if a good line of ads is kept up each year

the value wiU increase; but with a little neglect it will rapidly

depreciate. Little can be done in the way of securing ads by one

unfamiliar with the work or who takes it in hand for the first

time; and for this reason, if no other, the secretary-treasurer of

the Association cannot manage the business part of the book. In

order to secure the best returns, the contract for the publication

of the book should be given to some reliable firm for a period of

not less than three years, renewable then if satisfactory to both

par'ies. In this way the manager will have every opportunity to

work up a regular line ot custom, taking only the best ads, re-

newing his contracts from year to year, and making new ones in

the proper season. Thus far the season has passed by before the

arrangements for publication were completed, a source of loss in

each year.

There is now some competition to be met, other similar publi-

cations, division year books, etc., are in the field and divert a

certain amount of business. Under a proper management, how-

ever, the A. 0. A. year book can be made one of the most desir-

able mediums of advertising in the country, with a profit to the

Association, a gain to the members in a better book, and at the

same time a valuable catalogue for all in want of outing supplies.

The details of the arrangement and the selection of a suitable

publisher may be well left to the officers of the Association, but

as there is nothing in the present rules relating to the publication

of the book, we wish to call the attention of all members to the

matter, in order that some steps may be taken in the direction

indicated, the making of a contract for the publication of the

year book for several years on such terms as may be obtainable,

LAKE CHAMPLAIN-MAP OF THE A. C. A, CAMP.-The
map of the camp site in our issue of July 33 was photo-engraved

from the camp circular sent out by the committee. At the time

it appeared we were ignorant of the fact that the map was orig-

ipaUy made by Messrs. U. C, Ward and H, Averill to illttstrat©

a very interesting description of Lake ChampUin in the July

Ruwber of the Sail an4 PfiUcVe.

A. C. A. MEET CAMP RULES,
1. Members are requested to register at headquarters imme-

diately upon arrival. Membership badges will be delivered upon
payment of camp dties.

2. Tents are to be located only upon approval of camp site
committee, and due regard must be had for thoroughfare. Tents
and surroundings should be put in order by 9 A. vi. each day.

3. A member of the executive committee will be appointed
daily to set as officer of the day, and will be obeyed accordingly.
Senior officers of clnbs will be responpible for order and neatness
in their respective localities. A member of the executive com-
mittee and a lady honorary member will be appointed to take
charge of the ladies' camp.

4. The signal service will be established near headquarters, and
all announcements will be made under the A. 0. A. signal code.
The signal code book can be purchased at the bureau of informa-
tion.

5. The clerk of the camp (who will also act as postmaster) or the
secretary-treasurer will be at headquarters tent from 9 to 11 A.M.
and usually from 3 to ! P. ^1., and also upon the arrivall of each
ma'l. A yellow flag will be hoisitd in front of headquarters tent
when either of the above are present on duty.

8. A gun will be fired and colors hoisted at 8 A. M^ The simset
gun w'll be the signal for hauling down the colors. Ail guns will
be omitted on the Sabbath.

7. After 10 P. M. quiet must be maintained in the camp. The
officer of the day will have instructions to strictly enforce this
rule.

8. At headquarters a bureau of information will be established,
where all inqtiiries regarding boats and trains will be answered
and all general information relating to camp matters can be ob-
tained. Members are specially requested not to trouble the offi-

cials nor committees for information which can be obtained at
this bureau.

£). Passes and badges for invited guests may be obtained from
the secretary-treasurer. No gupsts will be expected in camp
before 9 A. M. or after sunset, except for occasions specially an-
nounced upon the bulletin. Neither guests nor members from tbe
main camp will be expected in thp ladies' camp before 10 A.M.
nor after 0 P. M., except upon special invitation. Neither passes
nor badges will be used upon visitors' day, which day will be duly
announced.

10, Suggestions or complaints should be made without delay to
the senior division officers, or at headquarters.

Walter U. Lawson, Commodor©.
A.O.A. HeadquAbtebs, Indian Bay, Willsborough Point, Aug. 6.

THE 1891 YEAR BOOK.
THE publication of the American Canoe Association Year Book

is left entirely in the hands of the secretary. A new secre-
tary is elected each year, and consequently takes up tbe business
of getting out the Year Book without much, if any, experience in
such work. Before 1887 the Year Book was a very simple affair,
containing only the names of members and the constitution, by-
laws and rules, and costing to isaus less than 8150. Mr. Mix was
secretary that year, and consulted with the editor of this paper
as to the best method of improving and enlarging the book with-
out adding to tbe cost, as the A. C. A. could not ailord ts spend
more money than it had formerly done. The editor and Mr. Mix
worked together in the matter, and by taking a few select adver-
tisements they were able to give the members a book which cost
to produce over $400, and yet cost the A. C. A. only ahotit, $100.
The following year the contract to publish the Year Book was
awarded to the Nautical Pub. Co. late m the season, after another
firm had taken the work and failed in it. Last year the secretary
and the editor of Sail and Paddle produced a book which cost
nearly |50O, and the Association was only called on to pay the
mailing expenses; but the labor involved on the parts of the sec-
retary and theeditorwas given without any compeTi sation. Each
year the problem has to he solved as to how best to do the work,
as it is in new hands.
Mr. Brazer has just isstied the Year Book for 1891, and in its

arrangement and contents it is as near perfect as a book of this
kind can be made. The date of issue is later than usual on ac-
count of the regatta committee's report, and the changes in rules
that were left in their hands, and which it seems could not be
finally agreed upon earlier. Mr. Brazer has proved himself to be
a capable editor.
Tbe expenses of publishing so large and complete a book have

been partly mot by advertisements; but the large edition issued
—3,500 copies—increased the cost greatly. The extra copies are to
be sent to boat and yacht clubs, and in other directions, to set
before a large circle of readers the purposes, aims and doings of
tbe A. C. A. with the idea of increasing its membership.
Now, tbe point we wish to make is this: that if a permanent

arrangement is made with some publishing house by the officers
of the A. C. A., the Year Book can easily be made to pay all ex-
penses, and net a profit to the publishers and the A. 0. A. It is

undoubtedly a valuable advertising medium, but only a limited
number of business men will take space In it unless the contracts
can be secured before ,Ian. 1 each year, as at a later date the
advertising .appropriations of all the large houses are exhausted.
This is a subject that may well be discussed at the business meet-
ing in August on Willsborough Point.
The book, necessarily, increases in size each year, and, conse-

quently, in cost, and it is an important item on the expense ac-
count.—Sait and Paddle for July.

A. 0. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division: J. P. Rice, W. H-
Parker, 0. A. R. Euson, H. B. Service, P. J. Norton, W. H. Sterns,
Harry Banks, Walter Gunn, G. E. Barron, F. A. Knight, Wm,
Bryant, Henry Vollmer, Guy Kirkham, H. P. Wright, E. H. Hall,
Dr. Lather Garlick, Springfield, Mass.; A. F. Greenlenf, Ames-
burg, Mass. Atlantic Division: J. Ernest G. Yalden, Sidney M.
Wintringham, New York city; James F. Sisserson, Newark, N, J,

A. 0. A. REGATTA COMMITTEE.-Boston, Mass.. Aug. 3.—
Editor Forest and Stream: Hon. Chas. D. Palmer, of the Vesper
Boat Club. Liowell, Mass., is this day appointed chairman of the
A. 0. A. regatta committee, vice Dr. J. Arthur Gage, who has
been obliged to resign on account of business reasons. All com-
munications can be directed to Mr. Palmer at A. 0. A. Camp,
Willsboro Point, New York.—Walteb U. Lawson, Commodore.

Model Fochts and Boats. Thein design, making and Bailing, Mth
designs and worKing draviimga. Postpaid, $S.

FIXTURES*
AUGUST.

Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 15. Eastern. Sweeps, MarbleVd.
Monatiquot, 3d Cham., Wey- 16. Savin Hill, Fleet Capt's Cups
mouth, 19. Hull, Ladies' Day.

New York,Goelet Cups,New- 19. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail.

port. 19. Pleon, Club, Marbiehead.
San Francisco, Club. 19. Fall River, Open, Fall River-
Hull, S coud Cham., 3d, Ith, 30. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.

5th and 6th classes. 30. Massachtisetts, 2d Cham.
Lvnn, Lynn. Dorchester Bay.
Savin Hill, Second Cham. 20. Rhode Island. Open.
Beverly, 4th S weep, Mon.Bob 20 ff<> st^rn . CrulBe, Maine Coast
Boval N, S., Ladies' Prizes, 23. Qumcy.
Halifax. 23. Corinthian, Marbiehead, 8d

So. Boston. 3d cham.. So. Bos. Cham., Marbiehead.
Bay View, Club, Boston Bay. 23. MonntiqUot, Sweeps., Wey-
Cor. Navy, Del. River Squad. mouth.
Riverton, N. J 23. Cor. Navy, East River Squad

Mosquito, Pennant, Boston. 23. Royal N. S., Ruth Cup, Hall-
Quincv Third Cham. fax.
Miramichi.Vice-Com.'s Pen, 23. Sippican, Open, Marion,
Massachusetts, First Cham., 22-23. San Francisco.Fish.Crnise
Dorchester Bay. 24. Newark, Ann., Newark Bay.

Pleon, 3d Cham., Marbleh'd. 26 Pleon, 3d Cham., Marbleh'd.
Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 26. Dorchester.Club, Dorchester
Monatiquot, Ladles' Day, 27. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
Weymouth. 37. Massachusetts, Third Cham

Cedar Pt., Saugatuck, Conn. Dorchester Bay.
Hull. Ladies' Race. 28. Carolina, Club, Wilmington,
Corinthian, Marbleh'd, Mid- N C.
Summer Series, "tarbleh'd 29. Hempstead, Long Island.

Beverly, 3d Cham, Marbleh'd 29. Hull, All Classes.
Corinthian, N. Y., Sweeps, 29. Savin Hill. Cash.
MarWebwwl. 29. Cor, Navy, N. Y. Bay Squad.

Mosquito, Open, Boston, 29. Beverly, 2d Cham, Mon, Bch.
Cor, Navy. L. L Sound Squad 39. Royal N. S., Oapt. RusseU'a
Regatta. Glen Cove. Oup, Halifax.

New Bedford, Sweeps,, New 29. Larcnmont, Oyster Boat8|
Bedford. LarchraoBt,

East Bay, Long Island. 39. MiraulcUi, Cmlsa,



Aug. 6, 1891.] FOREST AND STREAM. B7
SEPTEMBER.

1. Eastern. Fall, MarWehead. J2. Beverly, 6th Sweep, Mon.Bch
2. Pleon, Sall-off. Marblebpad. 13. New Bedford, Annual, New
5. Monatiquot, Sail-off, Way- Bedf-rd.

mouth. ]3. Lyiin, Cup, Lynn.
5. Slppifan, Open, Marlon. 13. MasBachusatts, Open, Dor-
5. Hull Corinthian, Open. Chester Bay.
5. Beverly,6thSvveep,Marbleh'd 13. Savin Hill, Cham. Sail-off.
5. Larchmont, Fall. Larchm't. 13. Royal X. S., Handicap, Hali-
ti. Bay View, Cruise. fax.
7. Fall River. Cluh, Fall River. 10-30. San Francisco, Cruise.
7. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 19. Beverly, 3d Chara,Marbleh'd
7. N.Y.Y.R.A., Ann., New York 31. Miramichi, Open.
7. Corinthian, M a r b 1 e h e a d, 26. Beverly, 3d Cbam, Mon. Bcb.

Handicap, Marblehead. 26. Savin Hill, Fleet Captains
7. Ijynn. Open. Nahant. Cups Sail-off.
7. Mosqiiito, Open, Boston. 26. Roy.a! R. S., Lord Alex Rua-

11. Massachusetts, Fall. Dor- sel'a Cup, Halifax.
Chester Bay. 26. Bay View. Club, Boston Bay.

OCTOBBB.
7. Brooklyn, Fall, Gravesend 17. San Francisco, Closing Day.

Bay.

"STEAM YACHTS AND LAUNCHES."
ANEW and enlarged edition of Mr. Kunbardt's valuable hand-

book has just been issued, the additions being such as to en-
large considerably ihe original scope of the work, in answer to a
general demand which was manifested on the appearance of the
first; edition. In the original plan of the work there was no idea
of carrying the subject as far as the construction of the hull, the
book being intended chiefly for the use of owners and handlers of
steam yachts ratlier than for those engaged in building. A great
many requests have been received, however, from all quarters for
further information in ih» direction of practical construction;
and in the work of revising this point has received special atten-
tion. Tbe design and construction of steam, yachts is asubj'^ct
that would require a large volume to deal with completely; hut in
the present book the effort has been made to present in compact
and easily comprehensible shape the leading principles of modern
construction. The various parts of the hull are fully described,
with the material commonly used for each, and a table of scant-
ling for various sizes of craft from 1.5 to 90et. length is given. This
part of the book is illustrated by lines and details of construction
of such craft of different sizes as are most in demand for ordinary
service.
The portion of the work relating to the engines and boilers has

been very carefully revised and re-written, and the whole book
now makes a handsome volume of 270 pages, with a large number
of lUustraiions.

NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE. 1891.

IF popular report be true, it often happens that in cases where
all else fails it is the habit of physiciai s to try in succession

each of the variou« concoctions and nostrums at hand. The dull-
ness that has prevailed in yachting for some time has this year
resulted in a similar course of treatment on the part of the clubs.
As no one has thus far been able to give a complete and satisfac-
tory reason why classes do not fill, and entry lists are so smoll,
nor to suggest a cure for the existing state of affairs, the regatta
committees have pertorce fallen back on the experimental plan,
trying any and all lemedies which present themselves.
The season thus far has been marked by handicap races, races

in cruising trim, and other similar novelties, and the annual
cruise of the New Y'ork Y. C. has followed the same course as the
ordinary races and regattas in departing from established custom.
Partly with ti.e idea of interesting non-owners and others

unable to join the cruise, and partly because any change might
be for the better, the usual rendezvous at New London was tnis
year abandoned, and the club returned for the first time in eight
years to the old rendezvous at Glen Cove. Loug Island, at the
head of Long Island Sound.
With the change of place, the date was also altered, the ren-

dezvous being on Monday morning in place of Wednesday night.
The programme, so far arranged in advance, wasfor arondezvous
off Glen Cove. Hempstead Bay, on Monday, Aug. 3, sailing in
squadron to Huntinton Bay, and on the following day to make
the first racing run to New London. The distances were not very
evenly divided, the first run, of 10 miles, being so short as to make
It hardly worth while getting a large yacht underway, while the
second one, of 65 miles, was a very long pull for the smaller craft
under any conditions, and with a light head wind, for the larger
ones as well.
A special feature of the new-old rendezvous was the presence of

a club steamer, the Myndert Starin, with band, luncheon, flags
and all provision for the comfort and amusement of several
hundred ladies and club memberp, the steamer leaving New York
at 9:30 P. M., accompanying the fleet nearly to Huntington Bay,
and returning to the city by dark.
The flagship Electra. with Com. Gerry. Fleet Captain Peabody.

Messrs. T. Nicholson Kane. Chester Griswo'd and Ir\'ing Grinnell,
Treasurer Hurst. Fleet Surgeon Asch and Mr. D. B. Fearing, with
the representatives of tbe New York and Boston papers, left the
club station in the East River and ran to Glen Cove, where aflfet
of over 70 yachts was waiting, which was increased during the
day to about 80. Prominent among them were the steam yachts
Alva, Conqueror, a handsome white vessel, Golden Fleece, Oneida,
Susquehanna, Radha, Jean, Fed alma, Almy, Seneca and Viola.

chptte, Norseman, Palmer, Columbia, Intrepid, Elma, Quickstep,
Agnes and Clio, seliooners. The singlestick fleet included Gracie,
Bedouin, Fanny, Hildegarde. Mischief, Huron. Cinderella, Clara,

parielle and ketch Oriol .

Volunteer bad not reported, Glor'ana had remained at Newport,
Grayling was not visible, Katrina was at City I«land, joining the
fleet at night. The new Burgess 30-footer Favcy, a handsotne
httle craft, was flying about the fl»et, while Mr. Clapham had the
Chippeway out. Immediately on anchoring the signal for a meet-
ing of captains was set on the flagship, bringing launches and gigs
alongside in quick order. The meeting was very brief, the only
business being the decision as to the two runs mentioned.
After the meeting the fleer got under way. no times bfing taken,

and the yachts beat out with a light easterly breeze, reaching
Huntington Bay about 5 P. M., Oweene being in the lead.
Huntington Bay is a beautiful place to lie in with a good yacht

under one, but that is all that can be said of it. When it comes
to accommodations on shore or any means of communication
with the world at large a worse spot could hardlv be found within
twice the distance of New Y^ork. The fate of the newspaper men
was specially unpleasant; the shore was only reached at 8 P. M.
after three hours in a cathoat, which most fortunately appeared
on the scene. It was long after dark when the weary crew
swarmed up the tall piles of the wharf at Northport and appealed
to the hospitality of a small country tavern for a supper and a
bed for a few hours.
In order to be on board in time for a very early start strict

orders were given for a call at 4 A. M. When this hour came a
very heavy rain was falling, but with a good breeze and an ebb
tide the flag=hlp was finally reached in season.
The starting line was between the Electra and tbf buoy off

Eaton's Neck, the finish being 63 miles away, off the lighthouse at
New London, the weather cloudy with a light rain, and a working
breeze from the eastward. The start was made a 6:20, the gun for
the first division, 46 and 40ft. and the schooners under TOft., miss-
ing fire, so that the whistle was used as a last resort. Oweene,
Mineola and Sayonara had come for the line well timed, but the
delay of the gun forced them to run along the line. Nautilus and
Gossoon came under Electra's sternpost as the whistle blew, and
made a good start to windward of the others. As there w«s plenty
of wind, the start of yachts made a fine picture. Cinderella
went over the line with Cnpt. .lohn Barr twisting away at her
wh^el as though he never knew what it was to handle a tiller.
Clara did not cross the line, merely making the run wituout being
timpd. Golden Fleece stowed her funnel and started out under
canvas. Fanny, with the old rig over a new stern and a white
dress, turned in two reefs and started for the run only.
The greater part of the fleet held the Long Island shore until

past Port Jefferson, the yachts gradually separating and fl-ially
coming together on the Connecticut shore toward the end of the
run. The wind held fjesh all dav. the rain stopping after a time,
save for a few showers, and the fleet made New London as in the
following table.

O^veene did fine work all day, with Sayonara huntiDg her near
the head of the fleet. K«trina was far in the lead of all, while
Mayflower held a good place among the schooners, Wontauk and
Fortuna, as a matter of course, resumed their old duel. Gossoon
met with some mishap when beyond Oldfleld Point and put back
before thB wind. Tbe official times of the racing yacMe were as

FIRST CLASS SCHOONEJB8.
„ , „ .

Start. Finish. Elansed.
Constellation 6 38 30 5 34 37 10 55 57
Palmer 6 44 03 5 58 05 11 09 02
Norseman 6 45 00 7 38 20 12 53 20
Intrepid 6 45 00 7 47 56 13 02 .50

^ SEOOrro CLASS schoonebs.
Fortuna 6 40 25 6 43 21 11 32 56
Fleur-de-Lys

6

45 OO ......
THIRD CLASS SCBOONJilRS.

Mayflower 6 38 43 5 49 24 11 10 41
Phantom 6 45 51

FOURTH CLASS SCHOONERS,
Iroquois « 36 16 5 4T 54 11 11 38
Marguerite 6 36 23 6 20 89 11 34 16
CE tone 6 3J 40
Sylph 6 37 15

FIFTH CLASS SCHOONERS.
Quickstep

6

21 81 7 12 42 13 51 18
Olio 6 24 03

THIRD CLASS—SLOOPS,
Katrina -,...6 37 00 5 15 21 10 38 21
Bedouin

6

38 13 5 43 37 11 Ot 25
Gracie 6 39 39 6 53 39 12 14 10
Huron 6 37 50 7 06 06 13 28 16

FOURTH CLASS -SLOOPS.
Hildegard

6

37 07 7 03 08 12 25 01
While away

6

89 40
SIXTH CLASS - SLOOPS.

Oweene 6 22 07 6 24 26 12 02 10
Sayonara 6 21 18 6 38 .57 12 17 39
Mmeola 6 28 48 6 40 05 12 16 17
Nautilus 6 20 .56 8 67 40 14 36 44

SEVENTH CLASS SLOOPS.
Litis 6 33 57 8 04 55 13 41 .58

Gossoon 6 21 31
The Electra reached New Loudon at 4:30 P. M , finding Merlin,

Puritan, Baboon, Jessica, Barbara and a number of other yachts
awaiting her. On Wednesday the match between Jessica and Mm-
eola will probably be sailed and the rowing races will be held,
the fleet making the run to Newport on Thursdaj-.

A TRIP TO HERRING GUT.
Br DR. W. H. WINSLOW.

"T^HE man who goes to sea for fun is a fool." So I have heard
X. frequently. It depends upon how he goes and for what he

goes. If he is a nervous dyspeptic, has incipient consumption,
suffers from hay-fever, or is in danger of a nervous break down
fi om overwork, confinement and worry, I know nothing better
for him to do. A few weeks spent in racing up and down the
coast will banish ills, discharge the doctor, bankrupt the drug-
gist, and put him squarely upon his heels, ready for a tus.'^le with
the main sheet or a panic in Wall street. That reminds me of
howl let the main sheet go and nearly wrecked my cutter and
my own right Ipg off Mosquito Island last summer.
We had left Belfast after dinner, wind off shore and getting

lighter. When we reached the lower end of Islesboro, aud the sun
cast the deep shadows of the Liucolnville Mountains nearly
across the Western Bay, we knew it was time to get the anchor
down, or we would have a late supper. Then we steered for Gil-
key's, but the main boom took charge of the deck and slapped me
alongside of the head several times, until Mack took nity on me
and went ahead in the dingy with a towline. We crept down the
shore by the sound of the splash of the waves upon the rooky
beach, measured the distance off by the trees and their refl-c-
tinns, shaved close to the lighthouse, and came to anchor at 9
P. M. in a flat calm, as near Spruce Island as we dared.
There was a breeze off shore in the morning, snd we went along

with everything up except the spinaker past Owl's Head and the
Muscle Shoals and took a fresh S.W. breeze right in our teeth
near V^Tiite Head. A good tack carried us into Seal Harbor, be-
hind islands, ledges, and the lighthouse, where we remained all
night. The wind howled, the sea rose, the shore could not be.
reached without a hard struggle in our httle boat, aud we did
not care for the shore any way. It was rocky, covered with
weeds and stunted evergreens, had several unoccupied houses
near a deserted quarry and made one feel m' lancholy owing to
the absence of lite. The light was cheerful as a lone star, but too
far away to be companionable, and we found comfort below in
tobacco and stories.
What a discomfort it is to smoke on deck in a gale. Cigars lose

their flavor, the ashes blow in one's eyes, the fire burns too
fiercely, and|calm meditation and reverie are banished by anxiety
in managing the pesky weed.
The wind was ahead the next day, but we thought we could

beat outside of WhUe Head, and we did, and kept on toward the
west. How exhilarating to plunge along close-hauled just to
windward of a Irdge and feel the sea lift you high up and lower
you gently down along the edge of destruction. With gear- taut,
sails carefully trimmed, tiller handled tenderlv and every sense
alert, one dares to go as far as 'he incisor teeth of danger, aud
tacks ship and laughs at the baffled jaws astern as he fills away
for an off board.
Thus we played with the ledges in the bright sunshine upon the

summer seas that dash around the western entrance to Penobscot
Bay until we had the bell buoy astern and Mosquito Island upon
our weather. The seas were getting troublesome; the wind had
forced iu the gafftopsail and staysail, and the mainsail and jib
were getting too much for us. We had passed the entrance to
Herring Gut aud had a lot of ledges under our lee which must be
passed before we could keep away for the main ship channel.
She was showing her mettle now, going down to her bowsprit
every sea and shaking the jib as she rose and dashed onward. The
crew was close down to windward ready to do anything upcessary.A heavier plunge than usual made me fear something would give
way and 1 looked over the top hamper carefully. Then I noticed
that the end of t^e jib halliards, fastened in a large sereweye in
the masthead, had bent the bolt down and partly drawn it. Quick
as I could order and luff a little, Johnson was aloft and plat ed a
strap around it and the eyebolt of the iron cap, and saved dis-
aster.
The grinning surf-dashed ledges were now abeam, we slacked

sheets and sprung with frightful speed from sea to sea toward
harbor. The sails and sea vied with each other to speed us
onward, and we made beds of foam and a wake like a steamer as
we dashed ahead. The main sheet was eased steadily as we
rounded the reefs and, approachlDg the harbor, I gave Mack tbe
tiller and took hold of the main sheet to attend to it as we came
to. I took off the turns and held by a single turn, when th'j saucy
craft took a deep roll to leeward, threw me upon my knees, let
the sheet off the cleat and away I went riding upon th« tackle,
slam against the quarter hitts and over the rati, while the boom
swung out quickly, broke off against the backstays and shrouds,
tore out fastenings and went dancing up and down with its
splintered pnd in dangerous proximitv to the crew upon the fore-
castle, getting the anchor ready. The next minute Mack had
luffed her, the jib was hauled down and the mainsail was low-
ered—aud 1 was nursing a bruised leg in the cockpit.
How I got inboard again without getting wet I do not know.

I've a confused remembrance of flying along a lot of ropes till I
reached the rail and got clear of them. It was a narrow escape
any way, and my knee gives a little twinge occasionally to remind
me of it.

The drawing of that bolt is tbe onlv thing that ever gave way
on Orinda, and this speaks weL for Williams, her builder, for she
has done as wild and rough cruising as any yacht of her size upm
the coast.
We were glad to get in; a real gale blew twenty-four hours and

tumbled us around somewhat, but we were in reach of a pretty
village with stores and spar makers, and spent a pleasant time
till a new boom was made and taken aboard.
Pride Cove is now the name for Herring Gut, but the latter will

stick to the tongues of this generarion. It is just inside of Mar-
shall Island Light, and is as pretty a seaside resort, barring fash-
ion, as one can find. It is a good distance from railroads and off
the regular steamboats, and the mail is slow and newspapers are
stale, but so much the better for tiied people. Hike to visit these
out-of-the-way places, and to meet the generous, hospitable people
who dwell there. They remind one of Goldsmith's "Children
just let loose from school."

THE DAVIS GIFT LAUNOH.-Detroit, Mich., July 28.-We
hereby 'ertify that thp correct net weight of tbe Davis Boat and
Oar Co.'s "Gift Launch," as weighed on A. E. Viger's standard
scales on the above date, is l,276!bs. We have examined the guess
slips and find that the guess ot B-=nj im'n P. Thomas, of Pem er-
ton, N> w Jersey, was tbe exact weight, l,2761bs. Recorded 6 P."

"

May 29, 1891. Amount of purchase, 25 cents. J. A. Mnrsh, M. J,
Dee, E. H. Gillman, Sidney Corbett, Jr., J. L. Croul, committee.
Respectfully, The Davis Boat asto Car Co., Detroit, Mich., U.
S. A.

OHESAPBAKE BAY Y, 0.-»We have reoeiyed h verv neatly,
made club book from tUe Chesapeake Bay Y. C., of Marylana.

INDIAN HARBOR Y. C. ANNUAL, AUG. l.-The third annual
regatta of the Indian Harbor Y. C, of Greenwich. Conn., was
sailed very successfully on Sa'urday, there being a strong breeze
and a good list of starters, while the management of the race was
excellent. The wind was strong southwest, the course for the
catsbeing 5 m'lea to windward and back, while tbe larger boats
sailed a lo-miie triangle from off Captain's Island, around Matin-
meock and Center Island buoys and home. The official times
weret

CLASS A—CABIN ST,OOP!3 OVJSR 38ft.

. , , Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrpcted.
Alcedo 11 55 13 2 49 41 3 H 28 3 64 28

CLASS B—CABIN SLOOPS 32lfT. AND UNDER 38FT.
Vorant H 50 .53 3 39 19 3 48 26 3 45 13
V-lusia 11 53 35 2 .38 23 2 4 5 58 2 45 58
Viking 11 51 35 2 44 56 2 53 21 3 53 2J
Eatela 11 .58 26 2 66 16 2 57 ,50 3 55 26

CLASS C -CABIN sloops 27FT. AND UNDER 33FT.
Chippewa 11 54 03 3 43 13 3 48 11 2 46 51
Lena 11 55 43 2 53 35 2 .57 52 3 56 01
Marie 11 53 44 3 01 07 3 07 23 3 07 23
J^anth 11 54 05 3 18 09 3 2:i 05 3 21 06

CLASS D CABIN SLOOPS UNDBR 27FT.
Merope 11 52 08 3 07 26 3 1.5 18 3 13 53
Beth 11 .53 04 D d not go the course.

CLASS B—CABIN CAT BOATS.
Nellie 11 51 17 2 23 33 3 32 05 3 32 05
Nahma 11 51 18 2 53 09 3 01 51 2 55 44

CLASS 1—OPEN SLOOPS 23FT. AND OVER.
Champ'on 11 56 19 3 13 .55 2 17 36 3 17 36
Tern ...11 52 45 Withdrew.

CLASS 2—OPEN SLOOPS UNDER 23FT.
Rival 11 53 32 3 15 .53 2 23 21 2 23 31

CLASS 3—OPIDN CATBOATS 23FT. AND UNDEEl 27fT.
Gold Dust 11 51 36 2 05 09 2 18 33 2 12 59
Tattler H 50 36 2 08 13 2 17 47 3 17 47
Edna : 11 .51 08 2 12 14 3 31 08 3 20 34

CLASS 4-OPEN CATBOATS 20fT. AND UNDER 33fT.
Zephyr 11 52 49 3 30 17 3 .37 28 3 35 54
Vanda 11 53 17 2 35 31 2 42 14 3 42 14

CLASS 5—OPEN CATBOATS UNDER 20ft.
Phvllis n .54 .53 2 33 51 2 3? 58 3 .37 .58

Sadie 11 51 24 2 34 22 3 43 58 3 42 68
Z^lica 11 55 27 2 ,56 13 3 00 46 3 00 08
Zelda n 51 51 3 4L 37 2 49 46 3 48 45
Effle 115103 Didnotflnish-
Alcedo, Volu.sia and Eatela lost their topmasts and Zephyr

spiung her mast. The steamHT Jessie D. can led a large number
of members and guests. The regatta committee included Messrs.
F. B. Jones, Richard Cutwater and G. E. Gariland.

GREAT SOUTH BAY Y. C, Aug. l.-The annual regatta of
J,

South BayY. C. was sailed on Saturday in a strong
S. W. wind, the courses being 20 and 13 miles, the shorter for the
cathoat class. The times were:

CLASS 1—SLOOPS.
, „ iii>iTt, Finish. Corrected.

Ilicka, H. H. Converse 11 40 22 2 49 15 8 08 53
Argo, G. H TuUv 11 41 10 8 46 24 3 02 30
Berkley, Alden S. Swan 11 40 00 3 38 43 2,55 46
Una, John R. Howell 11 40 35 3 50 15 3 04 07

CLASS 2—CATBOATS.
Bess, W. J. Alton 11 40 29 1 57 40 2 13 11
Uodula, J. L. Lawrence 11 40 03 2 07 t'6 2 21 42
Adonis, Jam^ s Otis 11 42 35 2 03 00 3 15 06
Siren, S A. Aldrich 11 44 33 3 03 42 2 18 28
Uncle, C. D. Moss 11 40 84 2 00 53 2 19 06
Chewkip, D. Bedell 11 43 .55 2 14 29 2 23 23
Adele, F. Roberts 11 43 35 2 19 43 3 28 17
Chimera, J. D. De Forest 11 44 83 2 12 52 3 19 50
H. W, B., J. Harnold 11 40 15 Did not finish.
Llliie, J. S. Snpdeker U 40 -54 Did not finish.
Beatrix, C. H. Southard 11 40 12 Did not finish.
No Name, J. L. Lawrence 11 45 20 Did not finish.
Brooklyn, Thos. Thornton 11 40 -50 Didnotfinisn.

CLASS 3—CATBOATS.
Outing, We'it H<»mp^on 11 44 35 2 27 32 2 43 36
Wweetieart, O. Terry 11 42 25 Did not flni-h.
The regatta committee included Arthur Dominy, Alan'*on T.

Lnos. Edmund Bltmt and Alden S. Swan. The winners were
Berkley, Bess and Outing. The prizes were cash or plate, with a
leg tor the champion cup in the sloop class.

RHODE ISLAND Y. C. CUP REGATTA.-Pawtuxet, R. I.,
Jtily 30.—Courses, No. 1 for sloops. 10 miles; No. 2 for cats, 8 miles.
Weather clear. Wind S.E., 10 miles per hour. Tide, high water
3.o8:

FIRST CLASS.

, . ^ ,.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Shark, A. E. Austin 37.00 1 48 53 1 46 45
Mignon. C. G. Bloomer Pt al 40.08 1 SO 54 1 SO 54Tom Boy, A. Blakely Smith 35.03 1 S7 .07 1 53 .50

SECOND CLASS.
Curlew, A. E. Glover 23.04 1 48 19 1 48 19
Edna, A. E. Nickerson 31.09 1 50 69 1 49 23
Alice, A. L. Sharpe 21.05 1 48 51 1 44 54
.Siren, J. L. Sprague, Jr 18.03 Did not finish.
Scud. A. B. Emmons 20.03 Did not finish.
Victor, A. L. Sweet 32.03 1 49 35 1 48 80
GladiB, J. A Foster 31. UO 1 54 a5 1 5i 11
Rarus. S L. Peck 19 01 1 47 01 1 42 23
Wmnert: First Class, Shark; Second Class, Rarus. Regatta

committee—A. M Black, A. D. L"eie, G. L. Butts. Wm. Greene,
Frank J^. Bliss. Judges—A. M. Black, A. D. Ross, J. C. Dyer, R.
S. Capron.

?iF^T^'°-l^^ ^' HEGATTA.-The third annual regatta
of the New York Yacht Racing Association will be sailpd on New
York Bay on Sept. 7. Labor Day, open to yachts of the Baysvvater.
Brooklyn, Canarsie, Columiiia, Harlem, Hudson Riv-r, Indian
Harbor, Jersey City, Kill von Kull, Newark, Newark Bay, New
Jersey, North Shrewsbury, Oceanic, Pavonia, Sing Sing, Staten
Island Athletic, Tappan Zee, Willlamsburgh aud Yonkers Cor-
inthian clubs. Tile classes will he: Schooners—Cl»ss A, all

^^'^ over. Cabin sloops, cutters and yawls—Class
B, 63ft. and over 53ft.; class C. .53 and over 45ft.; cla.«s D, 45 and
over o8tc.; class E. 38 aud over 33ft.: class F, 83 nnd over 37f r.; class
0 2/ ft. and under. Open jip and mamsail-Class 1, 32 and over
37ft.; class 3, 27 and over 33tt.; class 3, 23ft. and under. Cabin cat-
ngged yach s-Class 4, over 23rt.; class 5. 23ft. and undet. Open
cat-rigged—Class 6, 32 and over a7ti.; clasi 7, 27 and over23f t.; class
8, 23 and over 20ft.; class 9, 20 and over 17ft.; class 10, 17ft. and
under. In each class at least two yachts must start or no prize
will be awarded In that class. Entries must be made in writing
and delivered to or sent in time to be received by Mr. George K.
Gartland, chairman regatta committee, 11 Wall street, New York,
not later than Tuesday; Sept, 1, at 13 o'clock midnight. The
entries must specify the exact sailing length, name and rig of the
yacht, and the owner and club to wnich she belongs. The start
shall be a flying one for all classes and will take place as near 11
A. M. as practicable. Tue starting and finishing line for all
classes shall be an imaginary one between Ovster Island Buoy
No. 13 (formerly No. 19) aud a stakeboat anc' ored to i he eastwar I
of that buoy. To avoid confusion, if the wind be from the souili,
It IS reques'ed that all yachts cross the starting line on the port
tack. The regatt i committee includes Messrs. Geo. E. Gartland

,

Wm. Cagger and C. E. Simms, Jr.

WETMORE CUP, g5FT. CLASS.-The only starters were Mr.
Wetmore's 2o-tooter and Coyore. tte Burgess centerbnai-der. The
course was from the buoy off Larcumont, around Execution
Light, two rounds; the wind being strong S. W. The Wetmore
boat was s.^iled by Com. Sanderson and Coyote by Mr F M
Scott. Coyote was beaten so badly on the first round that she
gave up, and the race was called at the end of the round.

FOREST AND STREAM. Box 2,833. N. Y. City, has descriptive lUua-
trated circulars of W. B. Lettmgwell's book, ''Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which wiU be mailed tree on request. The book is oro-nouncedby "Nanit," '-Gloan" "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subie&t
extant.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without question all the Ampi-ican game birds which
they may kdl. Cloth, 220 pages, price $2.50. For sale by FOBESi
A.ND oTREAM-

A Book About INDIANS.-The Forest and Stream wiU mall
freepnappUoaiioaa descriptive circular of Mr. Grin nell's book."Pawnee Hen S'ories and f .Ik-t^les," giving a -aol^ of toatfeutfl
ftttd specimvu iLuoiratlona from the YQluiH<^.-~4cJi3,

"vw^wm
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A pure Virginia plug cut smoking tobacco

that does not bite the tongue, and is free

from any foreign mixture. More solid com-
fort in one package of Mastiff than you can

get out of a dozen others. Packed in canvas

pouches.

J. B. Pace Tobacco Co., Richmond, Va.

RODS.
Mr. Jas. Wyhte writes to us from Nova Scotia, saying: "I took tWO

grilse and three salmon on the Lancewood trout rod you sent me. How-

is that for a light rod ! It is as good as new yet."

The 9lb. 160Z. bass recently taken in Greenwood Lake was killed on

one of our 7oz. Greenheart rods.

Send lo cents for our 136 folio page Illustrated Catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
18 Vesey Street, New York.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cuttingr the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn,
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood forjn, length 9i, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz - Price $3 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 82
No. 4, 8 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Eod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8i, 9, 9|, 10ft , weight 9, lOJ, 12, 13oz Price 2 72
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 82
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint " 3 75
No, 280, 8 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9£t " 90c.

Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 35yds., 83c.; 40yds., 95c.; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds.. $1.15; 100yds., $L25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle.
Slidmg Chck, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.35; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 800ft., 9 tJiread, 88c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best QuaUty Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15o. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15o.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., doz., 4i5o.

Send 2e. stfti

J. F. MABSTERS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St.. Brookljm. N. Y.
•tJ for niit>«*r»t*rt r«.t».Ioi9>n« for 1881, OPBTf FTBWTWOS.

Tiie Stuudard of the WORLD aiAd sold by all Harness Dealers.

95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
MANTjrAGTUBER OF

Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Established 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 138-page catalogue published. This
amount may be dfiducted frnro first our- ha^e of obp dollar and over. Mention this> paner

L7HAN ACGELERATINe SHOTeUNGARTRIDeB
The "EXPERT" is charged with a

perforated cake of especially prepared
powder, which burns progressively—the
only correct method of availing of the
power of powder in guns. Shot started
easily, with rapidly increasing velocltj
and least recoil, and without stringing,
Perfect comhustion, little smoke, hai mlesf
dry ash residue. Cake burns in shell; nc
flying, heated grains to cut barrel of gun.
Cakes made by machinery; greatest nni-

lormitj of pattern and penetration No nitrates, decomposifin, or changeahle chemicals.' Detonating
impossible Shotted cartridges, or Blanks containing powder cake only, for sale by

LYMAN CARTRIDGE CO., 9 Chambers Street, N. Y.
IP, TS »nd 1 B-Oaaice)!. J. P- PA NKKFX:i.8X:B, Selling Acent.

CLEANING IMPLEMENTS.
Our No 253 Three-Row Wire Brush is an excellent tool for removing Rust, Cak-

ing, Leading, etc. Send aOc. for sample, any gauge.

GUN IMPLEMENT SETS.
In Handsome Red Canvas Boxes. A Specialty. Quality and Finish unsurpassed.

For First Quality Goods, see that you get the B. G. I. Co. Brand; insist on having
this Brand. Ail goods true to gauge. Send for new Pr^ce List.

FOK SAXE EVERXWHifKE. SEND TOR PRICE LIST.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,
Depot for Sales, 313i4 Broadway, New York.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-hond pap'r f LOO,
"It Is the most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—jForesf and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
Georso. Map-oond papt r. 50 cts.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, Illustrated,
16 mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 35 cts.

Lake George and Liake Champlain, 25ots.

Address «. R. STOnOARn. OI«n« Knlls, N. Y.

Send stamp for 'llustratpd catalogue of flrearms,
etc. P'ne shooting small-horp rifles a specialty.
Mall orders receivp careful and prompt attention!
REUBEN HABWOOD (Iron Ramrod),

Somerville, Mass,

MEACHAM UAMMERLESS
ites—^" GUN.

TOP Snap,
'Extended Rib, Im-

ported "Walnut Pistol Grip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, Full Checkered, Matted Eib, Double
Under Fa8tenlng,KubberButt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge,

Damascus Barrels, chXd. $36.09
SEND FOR OUN CATALOGUE.

E.G. MEACHAM ARM8 GQ..ST.LDUIS.MO.

DEAF^

Atliletlc Outfits, Kishingr Tackle
Catalogues, etc., tlie Clasp En-

velope is tlie Best Device.
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'^9&4I WEST BROADWAY, Nr^

FBROUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP.
With AHjustable AttaohmejitBi

For Sportsmen and Others.
Com blues Head Jack,

Boat Jack, Fishing Iiamp,
Camp Lamp, Dash Iiamp,
Belt Ijantern, Hand liSn-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR D&SH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illnstrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office, 6§ Fulton St. N.Y.

Snaman's Combined Trunk and Bed.

m

For hunters, camyjuiK pa. ties and horsemeu. Writ?
lor Ulustrated catalogue to GEO. W. ^KAMAN, JB.
Ws) Ohio street, Allegheny, Pa.

Tourists, Camprs mi Enters.

THE NUTEIUElifT CO.'S

FLUID BEEF

Will give immediate relief from latigue after a
day's tramping or exposure. Needs only to be
mixed with hot water and seasoned with salt
and pepper. Invaluable in the camp kitchen, aa
the most, delicious soups can be prepared from it

in a moment. Take a bottle with you on the
next trip. Sold by all dealers in sporting goods
and the leading grocers everywhere. Manufac-
tured with the most scrupulous cleanliness and
care by

THE NUTRIMENT CO., Chicago, 111.

Henry C. Squires, 178 Broadway, New York, carries a
full line of our goods.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

G-lass Blower,
And Manufacturer of

Artificial Eyes
For Biiob, Animals and Manufacturing Purposes..

16 North "WilUam St., New York.
Send for Price List.

THEGRCAfHEArrHDRDHC
Package makes 5 gallo...i<,

Delicious, sparkling, and
appetizing. Sold by att
dealers. a beautiful
Picture Book and cards
seat to any one Addressing'

0, S. HEREB 4 00..
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MLY AUTOIATIC EJECTOE

"The Acme of Perfection."

HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN.
No 250 "Diamond Quality " HiRhest Grade Damascus Steel Barrels, beautifully engraved locks and mounting, finest Turkish Walnut Stock, with the Deeley Patent Automatic

sLell Ejector, equal in finish, shooting quaUties and workmanship to Purdey's, Grant's or any other highest grade London make, 10, 13 and 16-gauge
^ilinn

No. 150, Same action as above but plain finish and f ne Damascus Barrels 175.UU

WJE ALSO CARRY A STOCK OF
W. W. GREENER'S EJECTING GUNS $250.00 to $400.00 W. & C. SCOTT & SONS $275.00 to $400.00

WE INTRODUCE THIS YEAR J. P. CLiABROUGH & BRO'S. LATEST INVENTION—A Fine Hammerless Shotgun with Automatic Ejectors and Damascus Barrels,

Same ai^abovC Greener Ctoa^^ BoitVFine Damascus Barrels, Fine Engraving, the finest gun they make 135:00

We claim for these guns everything that may be desired. They are well fitted, nicely engraved, the action
works to perfection and can be fully guaranteed.

THE DALY 3-BARREL IS THE ONLY COMBINED GUN IN THE MARKET.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway & 84 Puane St., KTEW YORK,

Two Targets with Smith & Wesson Revolvers.

:\,Kjj-rKJKJiii jLu-xCT « ^ w. — — — °— —"
•b-tnnnn

fiTiish
$100,00

TARBETS ACTUAL SIZE.

Ten consecutive shots at 13yds., oflf-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Double Action Revolver; by Mr.
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield,Mass.

Six consecutive shots at 15yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .32
Target Revolver; by Prof. John
Iioris, Washington, D. C.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results.

SMITH & WESSON,
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Agent for B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reels.

fireakmb, fishing tackte, bict-
cJjEs, tents, lawn tennis, musicai.

IN8TRUMF1>rTS, SPORTING GOODS, Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent on application to those
mentioning FOREST ATO STREAM. JAMES H. FISK. 193 La Salle St., Chicago, lU.

Two Sizes, Five Slvles

Brass Reel.

Idle
"

BroEze
"

Send for Oatalogae.

YAWMAN&ERBE,
EOCHESTEE, N. Y.

SXRACIJSE BAMBOO FURNITUBE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO,

ft
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MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH CORK m CELLULOID FAHD aRASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, fits aod will noli blister the hands. Kecommonded by the most experienced
anglers in the U. S. Order one through your dealer for iospecbiou, and if not satisfactory
can be returned. The U. 8. Net and Twine Co. are agents for Jfew York City.

The glittering ganp; trolling baits whi'ch we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It

takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted, to take two lish to one on any
other bait. Foi- sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manufactiiring ail the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N. Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMINGTOlSr GUH STORE."

281 &; SS3 Broadway, aSTew York.
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADVANTAGEOUSLY thev can

purchase Sporting Goods. Our stonk cover.s the following lines in their fuHc^t wnefics: GTJNS,
BIFIjES, AMmJN^^^ T^-olacXo,, BASE BALL, TENNIS,
FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cents (to cover postage) and we will mail you
our new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book.'*

READY FOR BiTN. READY FOK ANYTHTNG. READY FOB SUN.
The simplest, lightest, most useful tent made. A half dozen forms In same canvas. Compact. Cheap. Send

for full circular. jSk., tSt. OO iSjOLlSI'O dSl, XS'lT-a.XI.St'fcOXX, Xll.

Rs-ioe, S3..00.
WOT? SAT.TT TtV TTOTtTHRT ANH STRTf.AW PnBTjTSKT>TO Ofl

WOODCRAFT.
THE

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center seotion'^ are quickly
changed from a M to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to 5J4 or 8oz. witti

the No. 8. All changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.
Extra center sections furnished to
increase the weight as may be d esired.
Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
cents for a No. 2, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLIHSON & CO.,
51 Joliii Street,

NEW TORK.

Best and Lightest in the Market.
GII.T OR SII.VER.

,

Single Spoons $3 a doz. Double Spoons 8l~a doz.
Sample by mail 25c. and 35c.

V. 8. GKAVE8, 58 Stat© St., ALBAIfY, N. X.

The Francotte Gun.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Gro«ds.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Uptliegrove's Fine Hunting
and FishiBg Wear.

Any Good Article You Want,
eiome Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Oar Specialty is QUALITY.

VON lENGERKE & ANTOINE,
846 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

R. O'SHAUGHNESSY & CO.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers tn

Salmon and Trout

FISHING TACKLE.
83 Germain Street, St, John, H. B.

- Orders promptly and carefully executed

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. X.

Seud for '91 Illustrated Catalogue.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J. B, CROOK & CO.,

nSHING TACEE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 29bh Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEND FOR OATALOGTJE.

SPOON BAIT
No Sportsman's kit is complete without them.

Nothings yet invented has attained the popularity
and successful killing qualities of the HILL BAIT,
Sold by all principaldealers. If j-our dealers do
not keep them, send to the manufacturers, SPAL-
DING & CO., 40 North Ionia St., Grand Rapids, Mich,
bend for illustrated price-list. Mention this paper.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
66.M Atlantic St., Enomwood, ILLS.

Trout Fliss at 3, 6, 7 »nd II Genu K»ch.
Rnnd Ten Ooot.'s for ILLUBTBJITKD Catalooub.

CHAS. I. GQODAIE, Taxidermist,
For tie past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury Ht.,

will now befound at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all
worV IntruBtpd tn hia oare as fonnfrly.

Wanted to Buy
LIVE

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Builaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

116 Roosevelt at.. N.Y. City,

itt fbt mm.

TleNewYorlSt. BemrJ Keiels
Place these famous stud dogs at the service of

the public.

PRINCE REGENT,
The most successful rough-coated stud dog of
modern timfs. Among his progeny are SoottiBh
Prince, Princess Florence, Earl Rnaeb«rry,
Dake of Armadale, Lady Gladwin, Klngstda
Kegent and King Kegent. He is the best son
of CUaan>lon Pllnlimmon; he stauds 35in. at
the shoulder; he has great bone, weighs over 200
lbs., and his color is a deep orange with correct
markings.
"The most phenomenal stud dog that has yet been

known."—Fanciers' Gazette (London).
"The sire of sires."—Forest and Stream.

IE"©©, $75.

Champion Hector,
(Smooth-coated). Winner of sixty-six first and
special prizes and numerous stud cups. He is

the sire of Oliampion Cleopatra, Dnke of
Sparta, Lord Hector and many others.

Fee, ^-^LO.
ROUGH AND SMOOTH PUPPIES FOR SALE.

New York St. Bernard Kennels,
138 oh St. and Hudson River, New York.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth, immense rough-coat, the only son of
Lord Bute at stud in America. 3. Patrol, one of
our best smooths, fee $33 each.
JOHN KEEVAN. 195 King St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CONNEMARA KENNELS.-FINE IRISH
setters. At stud—KED KIVJBB GLKNCHO,

flue field dog and first prize bench winner. Fee
S20. Puppies—A beautiful litter, strong and
healthy from prize stock, wbelped April 13, '91.

Circulars. R. H. BURR. Middletown, Conn.

At Stud.-English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 Ist and specials. Pious Pem-
broke, winner of over 20 firsts and special; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.
Grbthond xmj PoodiiE Kbnnels, Salem, Mass.

in tire MnL

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of
ROtJGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the follo'mng
noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cup four times, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee . . S150.00

Champ. PJLINLIMMOJJ, JR. (6864).

This grand young d^er is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, aud although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 37
first and special prizes, and sire of some yood
stock. Stud fee $50.00

liOTHARIO (18271).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well Vnown bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Cb. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee, should be mnoh sought after bv St.
Bernard breed ers. Stud fee $25.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.
A pelect stock most always on hand, sired by

the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMINa EUNNELS. Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

ST. BERNARDS
AT S'lVD.

SCOTTISH PRINCE,
THE FINEST ST. BEBNAItD YET

PRODUCED.

FEE, - $100.

aristIcrat,
WINNER, OF MORE FIRi^T i'RI/KS AND

SPECIALS D^.^Ri^G 1890 THAN ANY
OTHER ST. BERNARD.

FEE, - $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Poiighkecpsie, N. Y.

DAVID E. LOVELAND, Manager.

FOI-TEERIEES
IN STUD.

Champion Raby Mixer $15
Ru86ly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Pitcher 25
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

AT STUD. PEE $50.

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S B. 6364),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rap. Zig-Zag, Tapstpr and Maid of Kent.
]R)inter Puppies for sale.

Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club.

Babylon, L. I.

Mastiffs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K. Taunton's Champion

Boanfort. His success as a stud dog and his
record on the show bench for the last five years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of Engllsli Bloodliounda in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or Imported.
Mastiffpups from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also out of well inown and proved breeders to
champion and great prize winners. Photographs,
25 cts. J. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vermont.

RBAD THIS ! HEAD THIS
MASTIFFS.

At Stud.—Ormonde; sire, Ch. Victor Hugo;
dam, Ch. Cambrian Princess. Ormonde is a piize
winner every time shown, both in England and
America, and his young stock is proving him an
exceptional sire. I have always on hand young
stock for disposal at fair prices. I have no blood
but the most fashionable iu my kennels. AVrito
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria. 111.

IN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

Allln and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 64 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

YORKSHIRE TOT TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pftdigree and winnings free, photos BOcts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H.
CXX)AtS@, 1 Jgi^chan^ Blook, Qan^or, Me.
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Adirondack Number.

/^\UR "Adirondack Number" of June 18 was a pro-

^-"^ nounced success. As we then said, the material

provided was more generous than we could make room

for, and several papers were left over for a second num-

ber devoted to the same subject. This will be our issue

of Aug. 27; and among the contents will be the follow-

ing, the first two having been announced for the former

number:

The North Woods in the Fifties.

A visit to the Adirondacks thirty-three years ago. By
J. H. D.

Two Weeks at Spruce Lake.

The experiences of four yotmg fellows under tutelage

of a guide.

The Upper Adirondacks in '56.

By "Byron."

The Wane of the Adirondacks.
By Charles Hallock.

The Cranberry Lake Country.
By D. H. B,

Circumnavigating the Adirondacks.
By " Piseco."

MONKEY TALK.

npHE several species of lower animals have commonly
been credited with a language of their own; and now

Prof. R. L. Garner has not only established in a scientific

manner that monkeys talk to one another, but has
actually acquired a smattering of the simian tongue.
After years of assiduous study of monkeys at the zoolog-

ical collections of New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati
and Chicago, Prof, Garner at length hit upon the device
of employing the phonograph to record the sounds made
by one monkey in communication with another. A pair

of monkeys, which had been kept in one cage, were
separated and placed in different rooms, A phonograph
was placed near the female, and her "talk" duly recorded
on the cylinder. The phonograph was then taken into

the room with the male, and made to repeat the sounds
which he manifestly recognized as made by his mate.
His "talk" was then recorded, and being reported by the
instrument, was duly recognized by the female. Thus,
as Prof. Garner points out in the New Review, where he
reports these experiments, "for the first time in the his-

tory of philology, the simian tongue was reduced to

record."

From this first step progress was rapid. Otber phono-
graphic records were made, and by studying these

sounds, repeating them over and over, and finally mas-
tering them, Prof. Garner was prepared for addressing a
monkey in the monkey's own language. Taking his

place near the cage of a capuchin monkey, the professor

uttered the word which he had translated "milk." At
the first utterance he caught the monkey's attention; and
the word being repeated again and again, the monkey
spoke it in answer and turned to the pan kept in the
cage for him to drink from and finally brought the pan
close up to the bars, repeating the word. Prof, Garner
rewarded him with some milk, and the performance was
repeated until the monkey had had his fill of milk and
until the experimenter was satisfied that the same word
was used every time. Subsequent investigation showed
that this word, first interpreted "milk," was likewise

used for "water" and really meant "drink" or "thirst."

By a like course of linguistic tests, the words for

"hunger" or "to eat" and "weather" or "storm" were
learned, and a fourth word which is a "menace" or "cry
of alarm." The Professor has made the acq'uaintance of

many capuchins, and has found no one of them that does
not use the two words for food and drink. From the ex-

periments so far conducted it appears to have been deter-

mined that the simian tongue has about eight or more
sounds, which may be changed by modulation into three
or four times that number; they seem to be half-way be-

tween a whistle and a pure vocal sound; the sound used
most is like "u," or "oo" in "shoot;" the next like "e" in

"be." The investigator concludes:

"Faint traces of consonant sounds can be found in

words of low pitch, but they are few and quite feeble.

The present state of their speech has been reached by de-

velopment from a lower form. Each race has its own
peculiar tongue, slightly shaded into dialects, and the
radical or cardinal sounds do not have the same mean-
ings in all tongues. The words are monosyllabic, am-
biguous, and collective, having no negative terms except
resentment. The phonic character of their speech is very
much the same as that of children in their early efforts

to talk, except as regards the pitch. Their language
seems to obey the same laws of change and growth as

human speech. When caged together one monkey will

learn to understand the language of another kind, but
does not try to speak it. His replies are in his own
vernacular. They use their lips in talking in very much
the same way that men do. I think their speech, com-
j)ared to their physical, mental, and social state, is in

about the same relative condition as that of man by the

same standard. The more fixed and pronounced the social

and gregarious instincts are in any species, the higher the

type of its speech. Simians reason from cause to effect,

and their reasoning differs from that of man in degree,

but riot in kind. To reason, they must think, and if it be
true that man cannot think without words, it must be
true of monkeys: hence, they must formulate those

thoughts into words. Words are the audible, and signs

the visible, expression of thought, and any voluntary

sound made by the vocal organs with a constant meaning
is a word. The state of their language seems to corre-

spond with their power to think and to express their

thoughts."

With the attainments so far made. Prof. Garner is con-
fident that he has discovered a clue to the great secret qf
animal speech, and has pointed out the way to its so-

lution.

SNAP SHOTS.
TT IS reported that two bird butchers have been camp-

ing on "Bird Island," a projection of Anastasia
Island, opposite St. Augustine, Florida, and system-
atically slaughtering the sea birds, Florida has for years
been cursed with these milHnery plume collectors ; and
the hopeless feature of it all is that they have carried on
their work of extermination within the law, for Florida
has seen fit only to forbid the killing of birds of plume by
non-residents of the United States. Why a bird butcher
who hails from Long Island is a whit more to be toler-

ated than another one from Cuba is beyond comprehen-
sion. The Long Islander is of the two apt to be the more
energetic and to kill more birds. We trust that the
newly enacted game law of Florida is an improvement
in this respect; and if it provides any punishment for the
campers on "Bird Island," the citizens of St. Augustine
should see to it that their work is stopped. Bird life on
the bay and seashore is one of the attractions of that
charming winter resort, and shoidd be protected.

Railroads and wagon roads give easy and quick access
to old-time fishing waters, where in years gone by it was
necessary to pack in over an ill-defined and arduous trail,

or perhaps no trail at all. And reaching the journey's
end, one finds comfortable hotel accommodations, where
formerly not a board had been sawed nor a shingle split.

But with all the improvement and progress there is

wanting the solid fun of the old excursions; no railroad
car, however luxurious, can quite compensate for the
charm of the wilderness tramp; and no hotel, however
well conducted, can furnish forth the comfort of the
lean-to with the camp fire. This is an age of improve-
ment and progress and development, and the charm and
delight of one woodland resort after another are being
improved and developed into oblivion. The sportsman,
tourist naturally resents the building of a summer
caravansery on the shore where season after season he
has gunned for shore birds, or the building of a steamboat
on a wilderness lake he has fondly called his own; but his

resentment is as unavailing as that of the Arran Islanders

who lament the multiplication of light-houses and the
substitution of iron for wood in shipbuilding because
the two agencies diminish the supply of wreckage on
which they and their fathers before them have in part .

subsisted.

If Dr. Dawson, one of the Commissioners sent out by
Great Britain to investigate the Alaskan seal fisheries

had actually declared, as he is reported to have declared'

to a deputation of Canadian sealers, that "there is no dan-
ger of fur-sealing being ended, because the seal is an
animal which cannot possibly be exterminated," the re-

mark would have shown the Commissioner to be an
ignorant and foolish person. But we prefer to believe

that he was not correctly reported by the newspapers,
for such an assertion would be simply grotesque from
such a source.

A man, a cow and a gun, in a Connecticut pasture.

The man intent on woodchucks. The cow quietly chew-
ing her cud. The gun "lying low," both hammers cocked,
in the grass. That was aa apparently innocent and
harmless combination; but it came near proving the
death of the man. The cow, prompted, no doubt, by
bovine curiosity, approached the gun. The man took a
stick to the cow. The gun, stepped on by the cow, dis-

charged its load into the man's right leg, which the sur-

geons afterward amputated.

The death of Truman Harrington, of Camden, N, Y.,
removes one of the best-known guides and woodsman of
the Adirondack region, who died last week, aged 71, He
was born at Boonville, on the western borders of the
Avilderness, and was noted as an enthusiastic and skilful

woodsman from early youth. Of late years he had been
chief forester for the Bisby Club at their camp on Bisby
Lake.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the
current issue of the Forest and Stream by sending ua
on a postal card the name of that friend.
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TROUTING IN WEST VIRGINIA.

ON the 22d of June our squad started, to test some of
the mouutain streams which are the source of Cheat

River, in AVesfc Virginia, and which are almost unknown
to anglers. The members of the party were Bowyer Mc-
Donald, Master Ray Williams and the writer, from Wash-
ington city, and W. T. Koontzand Hazard Othey, of Ohio.
There was, in addition, before starting, the usual per cent,
of ardent sportsmen who couldn't be held back at first

and couldn't be dragged forward at last. What they
missed will be told later on.
The scene of operations selected was the eastern side of

Randolph county in that portion of the State so graphi-
cally described by "Porte Crayon" in his "Virginia Illus-
trated," and by John P. Kennedy in his book, now out of
print, entitled "The Black waters'."
Our route from W^ashington was via the B. & O, Rail-

way to Cumberland, where the thrifty custom prevails of
charging transfer fees on checked-through baggage. We
here took the West Virginia Central, one of those rare
roads on which a passenger may ask a question of any
employt; without being made to wish he hadn't.
To one who has never visited a lumber region the scen-

ery on this road is a revelation. Enormous saw and
planing niills, acres of sawlogs, and whole fields filled
with lumber seem to almost inclose the entire tract. Vil-
lages are plentiful as in New England, but there is scarcely
a farm under cultivation. In most of the streets the
stumps are still standing, from which the lumber was cut
to construct the houses,
Up the North Fork of the South Branch of the Poto-

mac and across the divide brought us to the wild Black-
water region and to the end of our journey by rail, at
the new and live lumber town of Davis. The scenery
hereabouts, which half a dozen years since must have
been grand and picturesque, is now abolutely dismal.
Wlaole mountain sides are covered with the remains of
fallen trees, nearly all blackened and charred by frequent
fires. To see the rapid and apparently wasteful destruc-
tion—aye. devastation—of noble forests here would make
Senator Edmunds's heart ache.
However, we did not come here to moralize, nor to

plead for forests, but to catch trout, brook trout, moun-
tain brook trout. Not the liver-fed frauds of suburban
goose-ponds, but the brook trout in his native brook—the
trained athlete accustomed to contest for his subsistence
in the clear, cold, dashing mountain stream 3,000ft. above
the sea, the unchallenged Apollo of the water—the
splendid result of nature's most successful effort to unite
the perfection of symmetry, color, space and vigor. Who
that has encountered him does not remember with de-
light the gleam, the flash, the swirl, the struggle! Who
that has captured one of 16oz. has not paused before creel-
ing it to feast his eyes on its resplendent beauty! A 12 or
14in. brook trout at the end of 8 or lOyds. of proper
tackle, with his lightning-like curves and shoots among
the rocky rapids of a mountain stream, aifoi'ds the acme—the nej3/?/.s w-Wm—the extremest ecstacy of piscatorial
sport. This we sought and this we got, those of us who
remained to the end. But this is anticipating.
Trusting our luggage on the journey from Davis to the

possibilities of a road wagon, we footed it over mountains
and through valleys until at the end of twenty miles we
were brought to a halt by the annoying information that
the remainder of the alleged road was so obstructed by
fallen timber as to be impassable. This was a serious dis-
appointment, as we were still eight or ten miles from the
heart of the tiout region. Here, at the mouth of Gandy,
we quartered in an old log house, in lieu of pitching our
tents, and established our headquarters.
At Divis we had increased our number by adding Mr.

Anton Degier as guide, and Mr. Jim GriflFen as cook.
Tony Degler is a paragon of guides—a thorough sports-
man, tireless, cheerful, a trained woodsman, and without
a mercenary symptom. As for Jim, he can get up such
a meal from scant materials as will make an angler's
mouth water. Our blessings rest upon the good-humored
heads of Tony and Jim,
Before slinging our creels we ordained and established

with all due formality the constitution and by-laws of
the Gandy Salmo B'ontinalis Club, which said constitution
and by-laws were in the following words, to wit: "Don't
Kick!"' A club badge was pinned to each hopeful bosom
and a daily championship badge for the biggest fish
caught each day, and another for the biggest caught on
the trip were displayed in order to excite emulation.
We sallied forth in the evening to test these unvouched

for waters, some with bait, some with flies. The angling
was fairly good, no more. When all of the party had
straggled in we summed up the result, finding sixty-five '

trout from 7 to lO^in. in length. There were symptoms
of half-concealed disappointment, not so much on ac-
count of the number as of the size of the catch. The dis-
appointment was hardly reasonable, as we were still

eigbt or ten miles from where first-rate fishing had been
promised.
Gandy at this place and for a dozen miles above is a

rapid stream, having few deep pools, and is wide enough,
for the most part, to permit the free use of the fly. The
temperature of the water here is about 70° Fahrenheit:
that of the air ranges from 45' in the night to 73° in the
afternoon. Fire and blankets were found to be indispen-
sable to comfort every night.
Neighboring mountaineers told us we had come too late

in the season for the best results in this locality; first,

becatise the stream was now too low, and second, because
it was already well fished out. Nevertheless we easily
caught in a few hours each day an ample supply for our
table, on which other meat was not abundant. Although
10, 11 and 13-inch fish were caught in considerable num-
bers, "too many small ones" was a general complaint.
Some of us seemed to forget that brook trout are not
sturgeon.
The novices of the party expressed smprise at some

features of our experience; theywere not prepared to find
that four-fifths of our fish were caught in less than SOin,
of water; they did not expect to see the fly, as a rule,
more effective than the bait. The night-fishing was a
novelty, as open pools which scarcely afforded a rise dur-
ing the day rewarded nearly every cast as late as 10
o'clock at night, We did not test it later. One feature
rather upset some pretty welJ-settled notions of the vet-
erans. This was that the white and bright-colored flies

were not the most effective at night. Out of every score
caught by me after dark (no moon) more than a dozen
were taken on gray and brown flies.

The first excursion beyond easy reach of camp was
naade by Mr. Koontz and a Mr, Cunningham, the latter a
visiting brother from Ohio, who was doing the region, so
far as it could be so done, on horseback. They ascended
Gandy about six miles, fished several hours, and returned
in the evening with 97 fine trout. One of these, 12in, in
length, entitled Koontz to the championship badge for
the day. This experience greatly elated him, and raised
the spirits of the whole party.
Next day Messrs. McDonald and Degler scaled the

Allegheny divide, slid and rolled down the eastern slope
into wild, rugged and dashing Seneca—or, in the vernacu-
lar of the natives, "Sineker." The story of their experi-
ences among the deep cafions, narrow ledges, yawning
chasms, deep pools and roaring cascades was fairly hair-
raising. They fished in the afternoon, slept, or tried to
sleep, under the gloomy hemlocks, where rattlers, cata-
mounts and other beasts of prey abound, ate brofled trout
and biscuits, fished next morning and returned to camp
with 176 trout of our standard size. May be some fellow
thinks he can tell McDonald what "roughing it" means!
At the end of the first week three of our party seceded.

Whether the frowning mountains, the lonely situation, or
the apprehensions of an Indian uprising moved them we
have yet to learn; but they departed, leaving the over-
buoyant McDonald and myself, with the guide, cook and
boy-of-all-work, to complete the outing as contemplated.
Mornings and evenings we would sally forth with our

rods for an hour or two to replenish our larder. We lived
comfortably and contentedly, spreading: a luxurious table
supplied with milk, butter, eggs, and all the vegetables of
the season. No discontent was murmured, none was felt.
We caught our fish, ate our meals, smoked our pipes and
played cribbage, envying no mortal man his happiness.
Frequent visits from neighboring mountaineers, who
regaled us with hunting stories in their own picturesque
style, added variety to our tranquil life. Here, during
these halcyon days, as well as on a rough and tough cam-
paign, "Bo vv" McDonald proved himself to be the 6ea?{
ideal outing companion.

I must not omit honorable mention of a genuine Vir-
ginia "Majah," who had strayed into these fastnesses, and
paid our camp frequent and protracted visits. He had
seen better days, doubtless much better, had been edu-
cated at the University, and was evidently upon terms of
intimacy with every well-known soldier and statesman of
the present and past generations, and in every character-
istic of the identical type from which "Colonel Cyarter
of Cyartersville" was drawn. He was a delightful story
teller, and we compensated him for his entertainment by
trying hard to believe his stories. Dear old Majah Nor-
man, we love thee; though we could not unanimously
approve of thy seventeen-foot fishing pole.
There we lived in nature's luxury for nearly three

weeks, when, a few days before our date for breaking
camp we started, McDonald, Degler and I, for the grand
tour of Upper Gandy and Laurel. It was a long, hard
tramp of thirty-six miles, with first a rude semblance of
a road, then a path, then a trail, then the rocky and slip-
pery bed of a stream, then the virgin wilderness until the
round was nearly completed.
This region of country is owned in large tracts by non-

residents. Hundreds of acres of trees on the mountain
sides are girdled, and as the trees die, bluegrass, timothy
and clover spring up, affording rich pasture for herds of
fine cattle. These cattle are cared for by herders, living
miles apart, who, with their families, comprise the entire
population. With few cultivated fields, no roads, no
churches, no school houses (the parents acting as teachers
and preachers), with little hope of greatly bettering their
condition, these hardy people live upright and contented
lives. However meagre the supply of provisions, they
hospitably welcome all strangers, refusing compensation
except from those apparently well able to afford it.

To traverse this interesting country we left camp at six
in the morning, and wending our way up Dry Fork to its

source, crossed over the divide and down to Gandy at the
famous Big Tunnel. This tunnel is neither more nor less
than a large cavern extending with windings and turn-
ings for a mile under a great mountain, and through
which cavern flows the rivulet of Gandy. Our guide,
Degler, has conducted a number of parties through this
perilous passage, but was never asked to take any person
through a second time.
We reached Gandy by fighting our way through

laurels, briers and swamp below the tunnel, and found
it to be at this place a dark, rapid stream, 20 to 30ft,
wide and about lOin. deep on the shoals. Quickly joint-
ing rods, lines, leaders and flies, we plunged into water
cold enough to make our feet and shins ache. My first

short cast hooked a lOin. trout, which, like all the others
caught here, fought with remarkable vigor. In less than
an hour, having covered about forty rods of water, Mc-
Donald had two dozen and I a dozen and a half, averag-
ing more than 9in. Here, for the first and only time, the
"throwhacks" were not numerous enough to be a nuis-
ance, not half a dozen being hooked.
Judged by what we saw of it I regard Upper Gandy as

the best trouting waters we visited. Barring two "not
very formidable objections, to wit, the uncomfortable
coldness of the water, and in places, the proximity of the
branches, it is an ideal trout stream: not too deep to be
easily waded, just wide enough to be covered with a
medium cast, and with trout to be proud of in every
square rod. To this hour I regret that we did not give an
entire day to Upper Gandy.
Following our prearranged plan, we crossed the moun-

tain to the waters of Laurel, near Green Knob, the high-
est peak in all that region. In the evening we fished a
mile or so of Elk Run, catching some dozens of smaU
fish, which, with our Gandy catch, more than supplied
supper and breakfast for the dozen persons who that
night slept under the hospitable roof of herder Philip
Harbaugn.
Next morning, following a hunter's trail for two and a

half miles, we reached mahogany-colored Laurel, the
local fame of which had instigated this expedition. It
well deserved its reputation. We found it fairly alive
with trout, big and little, especially little. Here, if any-
where, we were to fill our creels for our friends at home,
and we made a new classification of sizes: "Washington-
ians," Sin. or over; "campers" (for immediate use), be-
tween 7 and Sin.: all smaller ones ranking as "throw-
backs."

This classification, it was found, left the "Washing-
tonians" in the minority, and we soon had all the "camp-
ers" we could use: we therefore reduced the classes to
two, making "throwbacks" of the "campers." The reader
is advised to credit any story he may hear about the mul-
titude of trout at this place. The most accomplished fish
liar or ckculation editor could not earn board wages in
trying to exaggerate the number. We heard from good
authority that a few days before our arrival a herder
youth (our packer here) with one companion caught 900
in a day and a half. After testing the stream we not
only believed the story but believed that we could have
duplicated this marvelovs catch if numbers had been our
chief object. But we wanted "Washingtonians" and,
heeding the rule that the larger fish are usually among
the first caught at a given place, we hurried along, leav-
ing myriads of greedy "throwbacks" and, doubtless, hun-
dreds of big fellows for future anglers.
After a mile or two of this royal sport we encountered

a streak of adverse fortune. The catch suddenly fell off
three-fourths and we were puzzled; but the mystery wag
cleared up when we arrived at Beverly trail and found a
camp just deserted by a party of fishers, who had evi-
dently undertaken to exterminate the entire trout species
We spent the night at this carop, which was merely a

bark roof with the lower end resting on a large log, first,

however, dressing our fish. Next morning we hastened
over the remaining two miles of fished-out waters and
again found the glorious sport of the previous morning.
By 10 o'clock we had all the fish we were willing to carry
and called a halt.

As fifty-six hours elapsed between the time when we
caught the first of these fish and the time we reached ice,
it may be interesting to learn how we preserved them.
Under the supervision of Guide Degler we dressed every
one with '^the most scrupulous care, exactly as for the
table—removing the entrails, gills and every trace of
blood, washing perfectly clean, and sprinkling the inside
of each with a pinch of salt. After thoroughly cleansing
our refrigerator basket and creels we placed in the bottom
of each a layer of elder leaves, upon this a layer of trout,
and so alternating until the basket was nearty full, then
elder leaves to the lid. These fish were out of the water
from 30 to 56 hours without ice and 20 hours with ice, yet
the cook, sundry experts, and all others who in&pected
them pronounced every fish to be in perfect condition.
True, we had the di-y and comparatively cool air of the
mountains until we reached ice; but we feel assured that
the method employed had much to do with their excel-
lent state of preservation.
Returning to the subject of our pilgrimage. After

dining we put up our rods, sadly reflecting that this was
the last time for this long-to-be-reraembered fxpedition.
Shouldering our luggage, we trudged for ten miles over
a colossal mountain at a point facetiously called the "Big
Low Place," through pathless woods to Dry Fork, and
down that hide-and-seek stream to camp. The tramp
was toilsome, but uneventful. The inspiring "ching,
ching," "boom, boom," imitations of the drum and cym-
bals hj Degler, and McDonald's cheering trombone
response "tarra-a-ah-r-r-rum," lightened our lagging legs.
Next morning we broke camp, and, accompanied by

our little caravan, wall:ed twenty miles to Davis. Next
day evening we reached home, each having from 10 to
151bs. of fish fit to grace a banquet of the gods, and proud
of our achievements, pedestrian and piscatorial , as mem-
bers of the Gandy Salmo Fontinalis Club.

Jere Williams.

ALONG THE NORTH SHORE AND TO
ISLE ROYAL.— II.

[.Condudad from page, W.]

MORNING found the storm raging as hard as ever. A
fair beautiful morning it was if only the breeze

and the waves were quiet. After breakfast we started to
walk to Grand Portage, which we knew could not be
more than four or five miles away. The walk was
quite enjoyable, but tiresome as we followed the shore
line. The scene was most beautiful as we came out on
the point that looks into Grand Portage Bay, Nearly in
front of us was Grand Portage Island, while away up at
the head of the bay lay the village of Grand Portage, sur-
rounded by high rocky hills scantily covered with small
trees, bushes and verdure. Scattered about between the
hills and the bay were the whitewash* d log houses of the
village. The contrasting waters of the bay, the green
hillc!, and the whiteness of the houses, dominated by the
chapel, made a scene surpassingly beautiful, more like an
old world scene than the newest of the bustling new, Ic
was a tedious walk around the bay, and as we neared the
village rain began to fall. At the first house the Indian
woman and boy refused to talk English. At the next we
were cordially welcomed in good English. It was the
house of an old ex-government school teacher, a French-
man from lower Canada—now the postmaster at Grand
Portage—whose strong son Joseph said that he would re-
turn with us and bring down our dunnage for two dollars.

The old ex-school teacher was much interested in us as
soon as he learned that we had been on and were ac-
quainted with White Earth Reservation. By recent treaty
the Grand Portage Indians, between two and three hun-
dred in number, may be moved to White Earth, and there
is much disFatisfaction among them at the prospect of
leaving the lake and hills and going to the prairies and
pine woods. I was glad that we could give a good report
of the land.
The return to Camp Castaway was a rough one. The

wind blew harder, the rain fell, the swells ran so high
that Joseph feared that if we were once landed we would
not be able to get off again. We made a stern landing,
running in on a big comber as we did the day before.
Considerable water got into the boat, however. Dinner
was prepared and eaten, our dunnage packed and placed
in the boat, the Acme folded up, roller put under the
big boat, and watching our chance we shoved her in on
a big wave and away we went, Stephens waving a good-
bye to our camp as we rounded the point.

We were landed on Grand Portage Island, as the
steamer does not run up the bay to the village. Joseph
told us there was fine trout fishing at the falls in Pigeon
River, and also that there was a lake back from Grand
Portage that was full of trout. We also learned that our
long looked for Reservation River was the stream where
we had caught the three big trout. Well, we have one
satisfaction now—we know where Reservation River is,

the distance down from Chicago Bay and the distance
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up from Grand Portage. "We also know that between
Duluth and Grand Portage there is no better trout

stream.
The only house on Grand Portage Island is one inhab-

ited by three fishermen. The boss is called Peter, the

other two Martin and John. They fish for the Booth
Packing Co., getting for lake trout Slots, per lb. fresh, 3^

t-alt, and 4cts. for whitefish. We were made very wel-

come here, both by men and dogs, of which latter eight

came down on the pier and eat in a row to see us land.

Joseph, Peter, Martin and John all united in saying that

Isle Eoyal was the place to go for trout, and that AVash-

ington and Grace harbors were the particidar places

wh^re trotit abound. After Fupper we went to bed assured

that between midnight and morning the steamer would
be in for us. We also learned that Tunnelled Rock by our

last camp was a famous trout place, and so were the ledges

all about there. Peter said: "On warm, still summer
days the tunnel is full of them. Some day I'm going to

put a net across one end, and go to the other end with a

lone: pole and drive them out into the net and get a boat

load at once." May that day be long deferred was and
is our earnest wish. We went to bed early assured that

we would be called in time. A light was also set out to

call the steamer in. I awoke at broad daylight, found
Stephens awake and no steamer. She had passed in the

night not lieeding the signal, and we were left. No Isle

Royal for us, as we must be homo by Saturday night.

How bitter our disappointment only those who have
been in similar positions can tell. The" fishermen sympa-
thized with us, Peter placed a boat at om- disposal and
told us we had better go to the Pigeon River Falls, as

they were well worth seeing. He, however, contradicted

Joseph by saying there were no trout in Pigeon River,

and another fisherman named Paul, who came over from
the mainland, said there were n i trout there. What
should we do? Go to the falls or go up to Tunneled Rock
and try for trout there? We decided to go for the rock
and the trout; so started out, ro^ ed about a mile when
we saw a steamer headed toward the bay as we thought.
" 'Tis the Dixon behind time," was our cry. We hur-

riedly returned, packed our dunnage into the boat, and
were ready to board the boat. But, alas! no boat came,
no whistle soujided. 'Twas a big "Canada boat," as they
call them on the North Shore, and sbe steamed majesti-

cally by about five miles out. Back to shore we went,
and' decided to ask Peter when he came in from his nets,

which he and the rest had gone right after breakfast, if

he would not take us over to Isle Royal. The hooks and
nets are set ont from three to six miles from shore. The
hooks are baited with herring, are attached to a heavy
line, and are usually down about three fathoms in the

water. . Some of the lines of hooks are a mile or more in

length.

When Peter returned, and was asked if he would go,

he promptly refused, as "the wind was dead ahead;" but
he added, "It may change after dinner and if it does I'll

go." About 3 P.M., after various flurries, the wind did
change and we were soon ofi:', Peter taking John along.

We went in Peter's Mackinac sailboat. The wind soon
died away and recourse was had to the oars. Presently a
spurt of wind came, followed in a little while by a calm,
and thus it continued the entire trip. Night drew on.

The outlying rocks called Rock of Ages was finally

jjassed. Away to the northwest gleamed a beacon light

on some point in Thunder Bay, Nearer came the wooded
shores of Isle Royal. The darkness grew more dark. We
passed an island and rounded into a bay. It was not
Washington Harbor. An exceedingly animated discus-

sion now took place between Peter and his mate. Finally

the conclusion was reached that we were in Grace Har-
bor, but a few minutes more would put us in Washington
Harbor and at the fishing station. We soon rounded
another point, the barking of dogs rent the air, A few
minutes later we lay to alongside a rude wharf, on which
we unloaded our dunnage: then went to a fishing shanty
near by and aroused the inmate, a young man named
Walter, who, very scantily clad, bid us welcome and pro-

ceeded to prepare a lunch of bread and butter and tea.

Stephens and I spread our blankets on the floor and were
soon sound asleep, from which we did not awake until

Peter and the others arose and began to prepare for the
return to Grand Portage. There was a brisk breeze and
they had a fine sail home, as we learned afterward.
We procured a boat and went up Washington Harbor

about a mile and pitched our tent on a high point between
Washington and Grace harbors. Only a few steps either

way and we were in which harbor we chose. After
breakfast we got our tackle ready and started for a
stream which came in at the top of Grace Harbor, and
which was reported to be full of trout.

We found the stream without trouble. Just as we
commenced to cast it commenced to rain. The trout
were not there, but the rain was in good earnest, and the
wind began to sough and sigh among the trees in a way
that boded no good for us. I went up the stream a ways
and returned wet through. I found Stephens sitting on
a box under a tree looking gloomy enough, "I was never
so discouraged in my life," he said. The rain came down
harder and we started for camp feeling pretty blue.

Had we taken this long trip only to be beaten at last;

for we knew if the rain continued long there would be
no trout fishing for us. Arrived at camp, we proceeded
to make everything snug and comfortable. After dinner
the rain stopped for a time, and we proceeded to undo
the Acme preparatory to a trip to the head of Washing-
ton Harbor to try a river which came in there. But the
rain commenced so hard that we had to leave the boat
half set up and seek the shelter of the tent, where we re-

mained until nearly night, solacing ourselves with the
latest Scrihner, Howell's "Hazzard of New Fortunes,"
Nessmuk's "Woodcraft" and the Book of Books. The life

of the Master of the Waters never seems eo grand to me
as when read by the water's side amid the enveloping
woods.

Just before supper time the rain ceased long enough for

us to set up the boat. Stephens took it and went to the
fishing station to find out about the weather, he said,

and get pointers about location ©f fish. I had supper
nearly ready when I heard his cheery and welcome hail

from the water. After sujjper the rain recommenced
and we went to bed and to sleep with it beating on the
tent. How comfortable and snug we were. If we could
only find the sun shining when we awoke. In the morn-
ing it was still raining, and the outlook was dismal
enough, Here we had come foiir hundred toilea, and the

prospect seemed goed, for m to stay in our tent, goon

the rain ceased. "Let's go across the harbor and see

what we can find," said Stephens. "All right."

So ofi' we went, and were scarcely a dozen rods from
shore when it commenced to snow. Could it be possible?

June 3 and a northeast snow storm upon us? Even so.

We reached the opposite shore, but only staid a few min-
utes, as the snow came down thicker and faster. We
hurried back to fix camp for a snow storm. We turned
the tent around, made all secure, built a great fire, and
prepared to endure as best we might what was before us.

How the snow did come down until afternoon. We read
our books, and the time passed quite swiftly.

There was a little let up in the storm in the afternoon
and we went up to the fishing station. The men were
all busy preparing hooks and mending nets or making
new ones. We visited two of the hnuRes, one with a
sign over the door saying "City Hall." This was kept by
two young men, who made us very welcome. From
there we went to Capt. Johns's house, where we found
Mrs. Johns and four children, the only woman on that
end of the island ; had been on the island twelve years.

After a pleasant vinit here we returned to camp—Stormy
Camp we bad named it now. The clouds had still

further lightened, so after supper we went across to

Grace Hai bor to the stream again, but all in vain. There
was a brief spell of sunshine at sunset and our hopes
were high for the morrow. We went to bed early and
awoke to find the sun shining, grass and leaves frozen
stiff and everything white with frost and ice half an inch
thick in the wash basin.

Nothing daunted we started up Washington Harbor for

the river at the top. The harbor is five miles long and so

narrow that it looks more like a river than a bay. At the
head of the harbor is the dock and settlement of the
Wendigo Copper Mining Company. Ac the dock was
their steamer, the W. B. Taylor and the little steam yacht
Louise, of Hancock. We went up the river about a mile,

but could get no rise to our temptations of various kinds.

Saw many suckers in the river. At length we gave up in

dispair, and returning to the harbor, left the boat and
went back a mile to one of the prospecting holes of the

Mining Company. A broad road has been made at great
expense and labor fi-om the harbor to the mine so-called.

We went into the tunnel which they are drifting in the

side of the hill, saw the drillers at work, examined the

indications, Stephens fired off a blast— then we returned
to the harbor, ate our dinner and rowed over to the dock.

Saw some men fishing from the dock.
"After trout?"

"Yes."
"Do you find them?"
"Not now, but before the storm caught lots of them

here,

"

We landed and made a few casts, and Stephens caught
a fine 13 inch trout; but that was all. We started for

camp, and on the way down the harbor Stephens caught
a fine lake trout on the troll.

We prepared a grand dinner, read and chatted a while,

then to bed and to sleep. 'Twould be our last night on
the island. Stormy our experience and slight our suc-

cess. Yet we had put in the time pleasantly. We put
in the next forenoon in trolling around and exploring.

In the afternoon we packed up, bid farewell to "Stormy
Camp," and went over to the fishing station to wait for

the steamer. A large quantity of fish was ready to be
shipped. It had been a busy day with the fishermen.

On account of the storm they had not been able to visit

hooks or nets for three days; so their labor had been ex-

cessive the first fair day. We took a run into Grace Har-
bor while waiting and I hooked a large laker, but lost

him.
Soon the whistle of the steamer was heard and we were

aboard. The captain ordered a lunch for us. While we
were eating the boat steamed out of Washington Harbor
and we were on our way to Duluth. At Grand Portage
an Indian brought some trout on board for the captain,

which he had caught in the lake, of which mention has
been made before.

We did not sleep as well on the boat as in the tent,

there were too many stoppages, each heralded by three

long blasts of the whistle. At Baptism River, where
there is a club house and club of 45 members, two fisher-

men came aboard, members of the club. They had been
up all the week but had caught nothing, the storm hav-
ing stopped the fishing all along the shore. We came to

the conclusion that we were not the only ones whom the

storm had knocked out. We reached Duluth a little

ahead of time but were soon on the train, rolling west-
ward and planning how we can arrange it to take the

trip over again in July or August. Myeon Cooley.
Detroit City, Minn.

LEAVES FROM A NOTE-BOOK.
HOW do I "kill time?" What do I find to do in this

lonely region, where there are no books and where
the mail arrives monthly, if not at less frequent inter-

val>? These and similar questions are put to me with
Buriwising regularity by eA^ery one whom I chance to

meet, by the sheepherder who cannot understand why a
fellow can gather weeds and take care of them as though
they were gold dollars, why I should prefer to write while

the rest of the boys are sleeping or playing "freeze-out"

for tobacco and knives; and to the more aristocratic

dwellers of the settlement, who reside in log huts instead

of under canvas, who live on bacon instead of on mut-
ton, venison, grouse and trout, whose world is bounded by
four narrow waUs instead by the fathomless blue, I am an
unsolved enigma. Now I can find plenty to do, and the

thought of "killing time" is as far from me as the thought
of committing suicide. So here go some of the leaves

from my note-book.
July lb.—Up at dawn to catch the sunrise from the

peak just above camp. I take my botanical press, for I

believe I have found a new orchid, must also gather pur-

ple clematis and some of that giant larkspur. So much
for intentions. At the "tjed ground" I am arrested by
the sight of eight freshly killed sheep and lambs. An
examination of the surroundings shows the trail of an
old she bear with two cubs. To-night I will watch for

them.
Observation 1,-—Bears, where they hare a choice, do not

kill wethers-Hsnly ewes and lambs, The lambs they de^

vour, but of the ewes they touch only the udder, evidently
being partial to the lacteal fluid in its natural receptacle.

I climb higher and enter a dense pine grove. There is

a whirr before me and a female dusky grouse (.D. o&-

scurus, typical form I believe) with her half-groom brood
arises at my feet. The young soon disappear in the under-
brush.
Observation 2.—The dusky grouse, when endeavoring

to protect her young, does not resort to the strategy of
the ruffed grouse, but flies boldly before the intruder,
alighting on branches over his head, even following him
to attract his attention and courting his shot until the
brood is far away.
Well, I gather my flowers and come back to breakfast.

Along strolls Jack from a neighboring camp and wants
me to go fishing. He has gathered a supply of grasshop-
pers and I accompany him. Going down the meadow I

find the nest of a warbler (species unknown) in the grass.
Observation 3.—Do birds have a prejudice against pines

and aspens as nesting places? Here are nests upon nests
of species that I know to be arboreal elsewhere, and all

are built upon the ground. In fact I have never found
so many nests containing eggs in any one season before.
What is that buzzing? Ah! a fight? Two horse flies

are attacking a cicada, and they whirr arottnd just on a
level with my eyes.
Observation 4.—Insects vary in their methods of at-

tack. The cicada carries on the warfare with its wings,
endeavoring to beat its opponents to death. The horse
flies rush in and try to bite. The vulnerable part of the
cicada is at the junction of thorax and abdomen. Two
minutes were sufficient to end the fracas, and the cicada,
much larger and apparently stronger than the combined
opposition

,
lay dead on the ground, while the flies are

gorging themselves upon their prey.
At length we reach the creek. I have in a tin can some

live specimens of the diminutive fish called here bull-

heads. Now, in Mammoth, only 13 miles below, bull-

heads abound and they are the best bait imaginable. But
they are not found in this creek, and though every one of
the trout had come up from Mammoth, I did not get a
bite.

Observation 5.-—Trout in this creek darker and with
fewer spots than I have before noticed. They, contrary
to the custom of other trout in this vicinity, do not lie in
the riffles or hide beneath overhanging banks, but are
found only at the bottoms of the deepest pools beneath
the most dense shade. Trout know the food natural to
the waters in which they are, and will refuse any other
nourishment no matter how tempting.
However, I was not discouraged, but tried to allure the

shy brown backs with a brown-hackle. This, too, was
ineffectual. I finally secured a dozen beauties with a
silver-doctor, which, according to the time of day and
the state of the water, was not according to Hoyle, Pole
or Cavendish.
From a rocky point just before us arose a female mal-

lard. We wetiit to the spot and found a nest containing
seven eggs. It was nothing but a bed of feathers plucked
from the duck's breast and placed upon bare, grassless,

shru bless stone. Jock broke one of the eggs, and I saw
that it was at least two weeks old. Such a place for a
nest was most singular. The water below was a roaring
torrent, where a duck could not swim, eo it was absolutely
impossible that there the ducklings should learn to enjoy
their natttral element.
Observation 6.—At 'the period of incubation ducks

make their nests whenever the desire to deposit the first

egg comes upon them. If they have neglected to pro-

vide a suitable retreat, it is too late to mend matters.
Since then I have passed and repassed the spot and

have seen the eggs handled frequently, but for all that
Madame Duck does not desert her rocky home. ,

Jock suggests that I go to his camp, three miles dis-

tant, .for dinner. On the way we cross an immense
marshy flat, and in the middle of this is a beautiful

spring, some 8yds. in diameter. The water is fairly blue,

icy cold, and no bottom can be seen at the center, but
about the edge, where the water is from 1 to 10ft. deep,
are massive rocks that are fantastically draped with
aquatic mosses and alg^ so that it seems like looking
down into fairyland. The waters of this spring run for

a quarter of a mile and then sink to reappear a mile
away, bursting into the creek from crevices in the vol-

canic rock. The swamp is a great breeding place for

teal, and three or four ducks with their young broods are
swimming in the miniature lake. As we burst upon the
scene one duck flies off, but the rest stay to conceal their

young. How do they do it? Bring them in to shallow
water, where they can rest upon the bottom and stick

their bills up through the moss. Then the old ones swim
out into deep water and resort to the same tactics. We
drive the ducklings from their place of concealment and
they swim out to their parents with half of their bodies
exposed. Though the moss is just as inviting they will

not hide where they cannot feel bottom and their mothers
bring them back to shore.
Observation 7.—Young ducks can dive, but have not

the power of remaining beneath water for any length of

time until they can make a strong flight. The power of
remaining beneath the water is acquired by practice and
is not innate.
We proceed with our walk and on a rocky mesa, more

than a mile from water, I find several large quaking
aspens gnawed off from 8 to 10ft. above the ground. The
work is the exact counterpart of that done by beaver, but
the trees are from 9 to 14in. in diameter. Too large and
too far from water for beaver. The limbs have been
gnawed away and all of the bark has been eaten off.

Among the wreckage lie the skeletons of five horses.

Observation 8.—When compelled by dire necessity,

herbivorous animals may become fli'St-class rodents.

I have since learned that winter before last five horses

were snowed in in this grove, where the snow falls 10ft.

deep and lasts from October until May. When their

owners came up in the spring they found the snow for a
limited circle about the grove packed for 3ft. as hard as

ice and the trees in the condition they are at present.

After getting all the nourishment possible from their

forced diet, the poor equines had starved to death.

Now, these are notes from my book for zoology. I

have another devoted to botony and a third to XJte-ology,

if I may coin the word, and between the three I manage
to keep busy. Whether my observations, or rather my
surmises are correct or false I cannot tell without com-
paring notes, If I am wrong I want to be corrected,

Information is what I am after, and there are many
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readers of Forest a.nd Stream that can verify or dis-
prove this guess work of mine. Shoshone,
MACKAOtTHT PLATEAU, Utah, July 2T.

A DAY IN YUCATAN.
WE were up and ready to resume our journey at

sunrise. Our abode for the previous night had
been an old, much-ventilated thatched shanty, the
property of a Maya Indian family. Upon our inquiring
as to the possibilities of obtaining a breakfast we learned
that a few tortillas and a little milk might be had. After
much trouble and considerable swearing in Spanish at
last we were given each a bowl of the worst milk I think
I ever tasted. It was bitter and very disagreeable to
the taste. The tortillas were quite good, being fresh
made and warm. Upon inquirmg of the man of the
house as to what was the cost of our entertainment, he
immediately answered "Cineo pesos''' (five dollars). We
demurred at this, but were finally compelled to pay it.

About 7:30 we commenced our march, S, and myself
going ahead to look for birds. The road upon which we
were traveling was cut through a dense forest, and pre-
sented a most grand and beautiful scene as we glanced
before and behind us. The early morning sun was just
peeping through the foliage, gay plumaged birds were
making the air resound with their notes, and the pure,
fresh air gave

_
us travelers a feeling of freedom and

enjoyment which must be experienced to be appreci-
ated.
The first trophy to fall by my hand was a beautiful

yellow breasted flycatcher, which I took on the wing as
he was diligently chasing a huge dragon fly, A short
time al ter I shot another, and I knocked a third from the
top of a high tree. These flycatchers appear to be the
most abundant bird in Yucatan, and there are said to be
no less than twenty species found here.
Shortly after shooting the flycatchers we were startled

by a series of sharp, shrill notes which were totally un-
known to us, and soon over the tops of the trees came a
fl ck of bright-plumaged parrots, which alighted in the
branches of a large ti-ee not far away. AVith quickened
pulses we carefully approached the spot, and fired into
the fl ck, which with a mighty cbattering took wing and
flew to a tall tree in the midst of the jungle and beyond
our ref.ch. We found under the tree four fine specimens,
which were immediately transferred to our game bag.
Theoc were the first parrots seen by us and they produced
an intense feeling of excitement.

Abe ut noon we arrived at a convenient lunching place
and p oceeded to do justice to our provisions. This spot
was u,):>n the edge of one of those remarkable cenotes, so
common throughout Yucatan. This one was of a round
sbap' and about SOft, below the level of the ground. It
wj s surrounded by reeds and rushes, and it was dotted
here and there by patches of water lilies. We discovered
several herons, rails and ducks upon the water, but
failed to obtain any. This eenote is called in the Maya
language Shkolack, and is double: that is, there is one
upon either side of the roadway. The waters were in-
habited by several species of fresh-water shells of the
genera Ampullaria, Planorhis and Plupa, and by a water
snake, the character of which I was not able to deter-
mine.
After eating our dinner, taking a few photographs and

jskinning our birds, we resumed our jomney toward Sit-
elpech, a small village, the objective point for the day.
On the way we passed several large fields of heniquen,
from which the famous Sisal hemp is made. The heni-
quen industry constitutes the chief wealth of the Yuca-
ticans, and immense quantities of the hemp are annually
shipped from the country.
The plant is an agave and by some botanists is said to

be identical with the pulque plant, or maguey {Agave
americana). The leaves of the plant are first cut oft'

close to the ground. They are then passed through a
tearing machine, which reduces the leaf to its fibre. It
is then hung up upon poles in the sun to dry and after-
ward is pressed into bales by machinery.

Shortly after dark we arrived at our destination, and
after partaking of a hearty supper of tortillas, fribolas
and chocolate we retired to rest in a carpenter shop.

F, C. Baker.

"PLAYING POSSUM."
Editor Forest and Stream:
The supposition of a recent correspondent relative to

the opossum coiling solely from fright when attacked,
is, I think, erroneous, I believe this remarkable little

animal occupies a position very close to the fox for cun-
ning and sagacity, and that its actions are due at least to
instinct, and perhaps to reason.

1 have known this animal to submit to the most terrific

.Jblows of a club, without, apparently, moving a muscle;
but on placing a fire brand in close proximity to his flesh
he would scamper off as rapidly as his motive power
could carry him.
In fact, with regard to the brain power of our lower

animals, I venture the prophesy that before many years
have passed our scientists will have conceded that those
actions that are now attributed to mere coincidence or
instinct in our animal kingdom, are, in reality, the out-
growth of a systematic course of reasoning or original
thought,

I have seen the fox adopt tactics to outwit the hunter,
that for instantaneous originality and shrewdness, would
outwit ninety-nine out of one hundred men,
The raccoon, in these respects, is almost, if not indeed,

quite on a par with reynard, and I hope in the near
future to place before the readers of Forest and Stream
a few facts gleaned from personal observation of animals
in their native home that will prove my assertion.

PiTTSBUKGH, Pa^ C. A. R.

White Muskrats.—In your edition of July 23 ''A. Q-.

H." comments upon the rarity of white muskrats. A
family of white muskrats were placed in my hands to be
mounted for the Earl of Dunraven, if I remember cor-
rectly. They had been obtained by some one of his
party when it made the very extensive collection while
on the tour of this country in 1875-6-7, I was at that
time engaged with Prof, H, A. Ward at Rochester, One
day four very beautiful albino specimens of the muskrat
were given me to prepare and remount into a character-
istic group. They consisted of an adult female and three
young about two-fifths grown, and all of them a pure
phalk white. They were considerably contorted by the

botch who first skinned and undertook to mount themj
and it was with some apprehension that I decided to re-
model and give them their true form, for they were too
valuable to run much risk. However, after some difli-
culty they were prepared and combined into one of the
most novel groups it has been my pleasure to mal<e.
Albinoism among mammals and birds is much more com-
mon than is generally supposed. As another interesting
example of the subject we have at our establishment, 788
Broadway, two albmo wolves of the largest type. One
is from Siberia, and came with a lot of 700 skins. The
other came from Hudson's Bay. The former skin has a
slight creamy or yellowish tint, but the last mentioned
a clear phalk white,—Frederick S. Wepstee.

Carolina Paroquet.—Savannah, Aug, 8,~In refer-
ence to Mr. Frank M. Chapman's letter in regard to the
Carolina paroquet in last number of Forest and STREAiVl
I beg to say that this species was fairly abundant in
Hillsborough and Hprnando counties, Fla,, as late at
least as 1878, The flocks were generally from ten to
thirty in number, and I saw the greatest numbers in the
sandhill region

,
they seemed to feed in the small cypress

swamps. The cry of this species is harsh and can be
heard a long distance,—Theodore Gordon,

Recent Arrivals ai the Philadelphia Zoological Gab-
den.— Purchased—Gae rhea {Uliea americana). two iiluropean
jays (Garrulm gtmidarUis), two Bpotted-sidert tinches (AmacUna
lathami), one moi afsin (A neistrodonpUcivorus), two diamond rat-
tlesnakes (Crotalus adamnnt&us), Ave ground rattlesnakes (Crota-
lophorns miliarius}. one narleqtiin snake (Maps ftUvim), one copper-
bend snake tAncisiraaon contorttte), five American glass snakes
{Ophiosaiirus vcntroUs}, leu corn snakes {Coluher guttatus). three
ciiirkcu snakes (Cuhtbcr quadrivittatiis), four kine snakes (Ophibu-
Iw getuliiti), fonr uos-nosed saa-kes (Hetorodon platyrMnoti), three
banded water snakes (rropidonotats/ascwtMs;, thi-ee scarlet snates
{CcuKipJiura caccinca), thirteen blnck snakes {Bnseaninim comtHc-
tor), turee coacliwliip snakes (Bascanium Uageliiforme). eiglit pine
suakos [PltyopMs melanoleucm), two Indigo snakes {Spilotes ere-
hcnnus), two green sn&kes (CyelopMs vemaMs), six rjuged snakes
(Tropidonotiis mitrix), two slow worms {Anguis franilis), eight
ciesied newts {Molgc cristata), and one fire-bellied toad (Bombina-
tor igurm). Presented—Oae red fox (Canis vulpes fulmm), one
weasel, two common seals (Plioca vitulina), < ne sparrow liawk
[Falcn sparveritis), one bullfinch {Pyrhula nihiciUa), one red-
winged blackbird (Agekeus ph(xnio6^ts), one screech owl (Scops
asio), two American yellow birds (Chrysomttris trims), one pea-
cock (Pavn cristata), two alligators {Alligator mississtpptensis), one
water snake {Cinosternum penmijhmiicum), one carinaied tree
boa (TropMdopMs melamirus), one tree boa (Epicrotes anguUfer),
one black snake (Bascanium constrictor), three Blanding's terra-
pin (Emys meleagris), one horned lizard (Phrynosoma cormita), one
croakiug gecko ( /7ifcadact;/?its rapicaudus, and one spoiled sala-
mander (Amhiystoma punctata). Born—One elk (06ri)w,s canaden-
sis) and one raccoon (Procyon lotor).

§Hme §dg and §utf.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-
tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the
Game Laws.

STILL-HUNTING DEER WITH BIRD DOGS
Editor Forest and Stream:
In an article contributed to your paper I described a

method of hunting turkey with pointer and setter. Those
dogs are equally as useful in still-hixnting deer. They
take to it as readily as to fowl. If well broken for tur-
key they will slow-trail deer, or if the game is lying in
covert lead the hunter to it, setting it the same as if quail
or prairie chicken.
Oftener than otherwise in hunting in heavy covert,

without such a dog, a deer will spring up and away w^ith-
out the hunter seeing it, or he may barely have a glimpse
of it, its presence being generally known only by hearing
it run, or if there is snow by seeing its trail. Not ex-
pecting to obtain but a shot or two a day, if that much,
the hunter does not at all times carry his gun at a ready,
as it is very tiresome to do so a whole day, especially if

the gun be heavy. Again, deer may spring up in very
unexpected places, and at such time the gun may be on
the shoulder, and the quickest of shots not be able to
bring it to bear in season. With such a dog the hunter
will be apprised, and have his gun at a ready, knowing
of the presence of game and the probable place of its

springing up.
I have used six diflierent bird dogs, which I trained to

still-hunt deer, two pointers and four setters, I could
tell to a certainty whether they were winding deer or
lesser game. Walking no faster than myself, a few steps
in advance and naturally very quiet, when they winded
a deer they would carry their heads more erect than
when winding smaller game and manifesting more
anxiety, and in approaching a lair their tread would be
cat-like, and every muscle would seem to be strained to
its utmost tension, and without moving their head they
would frequently turn their eyes to me as much as to
say, "Lookout!" On such an occasion the eyes of one
of my pointers, when turned to me, seemed to glow like
coals of fire, his excitement was so intense.
When very dry in timber, still-hunting deer is very

difBcult, The rustling of leaves, the breaking of twigs
in walking, the rubbing of the clothing against brush on
a still day can be heard a long distance. Whoever has
seen the head of a deer lying in covert without having
been seen by the deer will have observed that its ears are
constantly in motion (I believe the same to be the fact
when they are asleep), turning slowly in different direc-
tions; and when the ear has caught a sound it will be
turned in the direction of the sound

,

Sometimes a deer will lie very quiet when they see the
huncer; but let the eye of the hunter and that of the deer
meet and the deer will be away the moment the two eyes
meet.
Out of rutting season deer will ordinarily lie down by

an hour after daylight, then your dog may strike the
trail and lead you to its lair. Many deer are fatally
wounded and lost to the hunter if there be no snow and
the hunter has no dog. This is often the case when
hunted with the shotgun. Often deer, when mortally
wounded, will not bleed externally, and if they do the
character of the ground may be such as to make trailing
by the blood diflticult, if not impossible; but with a dog
thus trained you can find your game if dead or bring it

to bay.
On one occasion a friend and myself had been to the

marshes and ridges for deer for a couple of days, but not
meeting with success, we started for a lake for ducks and
geese, and when near the lake and passing a large marsh

with our team, we saw a young man and an old man
beating the marsh. Presently a large buck sprang up
and both men fired at it. The buck ran beyond gunshot,
then stopped a few minutes and looked at the men, then
resumed its flight. The men came to w^here we were,
and I told them they had mortally wounded the buck;
that I never knew an instance where a buck had been
shot at and had acted thus, but it was mortally wounded.
The men went back and took up the trail and followed it
into a ridge of timber. We camped near by, and the
men returned to our camp and said they had found blood
and followed the trail almost through the timber near to
another large marsh when they lost the trail, I said to
the men that the buck had gone into tiie latter marsh to
lie down. When the men returned to our camp they
were disputing as to which of them had wounded the
buck. The young man was armed with a shotgun and
the old man with a long, old-fashioned Kentucky rifle.
Taking my dog I went with the men to the west side of
the latter marsh so as to have the wind of it, the buck
having run down wind, and commenced beating the
marsh across wind, going deeper into it at each point.
Soon the dog turned his nose up wind, and" following him
I found the buck in about the middle of the marsh, dead,
killed with buckshot.
The old man had not touched it with his rifle, and

seemed much crestfallen, as he had been boasting to the
young man what a sure shot he was with that rifle, while
the young man was green at hunting.
At another time a friend and myself went into the

same region for deer, and had been there several days
without seeing game. After dinner I thought we had
better return home. My friend thought we had better
put in that afternoon hunting and return home in the
morning. We started west cross wind, which was blow-
ing freshly from the south. When about half a mile
from camp the dog turned his nose into the wind and we
followed him half a mile or more, when down came a
large and a small buck on a lope. They came so near
me that I sent an Ely cartridge through the body of the
larger buck and then killed the smaller one with the
rifle.

After dressing the game I took my belt axe and started
to cut some forks to put the deer out of reach of wolves,
and had gone but a few steps when my companion hailed
me, ''Say, L,, your dog is making a point," As I was
turning to get my gun, out sprang a doe from a small
thicket not 200ft. from where I had killed the bucks. It
was rutting season, the doe had tried to hide from the
bucks; they were trailing her. It was the doe the dog
had winded in the first instance, and we happened to be
in the right place at the right time. At such season a
buck will trail a doe as easily as a dog can.
For still-hunting deer the dog must be thorougly trained

to understand and obey the slightest directions by voice
and gesture and the whistle, A dog that you have to be
continually scolding is a nuisance in still-hunting deer or
turkey.
For the last five years I have been without a dog, and

I feel the loss very much, not being able to cover as much
ground in a day as when younger.
Many amusing incidents happening while hunting deer

come into my mind as I write. My brother once made
me a visit when he had never seon a deer, but was a very
good shot for a boy, A friend, brother and myself went
into the ridges for a day's hunt for deer. When beating
the brush the friend fired. After we came together,
brother inquired what the friend had shot at. Friend re-
plied, "A deer. Did you not see itsflas;?" Brother re-
plied, "I don't know what you mean," It was explained
to him that the flag was the deer's tail elevated and wav-
ing as the deer ran, "I saw something white flitting
through the brush," he said, "I thought it was a white
bird. I could have shot it. The next white bird like
that I will shoot." We obtained no game that day,
A few days afterward my brother and myself went

into some timber for deer, Du-ecting my brotlier to go
down along one foot of a brushy ridge, I went down the
other with the dog, so as to have the wind of the ridge.
The dog turned his nose up wind, and I followed him.
Presently I heard the report of brother's gun; and the dog
being anxious, I bade him go quickly. Running to the
crest of the ridge, I saw a sight to see worth more than
a circus. The dog had a large doe by the throat, and
brother had it by one of its hind legs. There was some
grand kicking, tumbling and sprawling, a much-mixed-u;p
mess of deer, dog and boy. After enjoying the scene for
a moment, I went up and killed the doe with my knife.
Brother had stunned the deer by creasing it, and as he was
looking at it, having laid down his gun, the deer sprang
up, and, the dog being present, both seized it, After
brother had recovered his wind he said, "I ssysv that
'white bird' and shot at it."

The nephew of a friend came to pay his uncle a visit.

The young man had never seen a deer. We gave him a
hunt, going into the ridges with a two-horse wagon. On
arriving near the timber I took the young man to an open
space beyond that timber, where I thought a deer would
pass in case one was started by the rattling of the wagon
when it should be driven into this brushy timber. I also
took a station near by. The young man was armed with
his uncle's double shotgun.
Upon the waeron being driven into the timber, down

came a splendid buck, dancing and prancing along with
mincing steps, its attention being wholly directed to the
rattHng of the wagon. The buck came within easy range
of the young man. As soon as he saw the buck he pointed
at it, and partly turning to me, saying half aloud, "There
he is! there he is!" at the same time nodding in the direc-
tion the buck was moving, I tried to draw bead on the
animal with the rifle, but this young man, in spite of my
efforts, would keep in the line of range. The uncle break-
ing cover, took in the situation and hallowed, ''Lie down,
Joe! lie down, Joe!" but Joe did not lie down and the
buck escaped into the timber. The young man was so
excited he forgot lie had a gun in his hands. I thought
my dog standing at my side looked disgusted at the out-
come, H, L,

GloUOEster, Mass., Aug, 5,—Beach birds are plentiful
now. Two men shot about SOO, I am told, and another
one about 100 in a single day recently. They find sand-
pipers, ringnecks and chicken-plover, and a little later
the winter yellowlegs will he here—E, F. L,

A Book about Indiaks.—The Fobbst and Stream -wiU -maa
tree on application a descriptive circular of Mr, Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and folk-tales," giving a table of contentg
and specimen illuatrations from tbe vninrprs —^^f^,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, III., Aug. 6.—The fliirry of excitement has

not yet died out here over the restaurant cases, of
' which mention was made last week and earlier. The

first of the cases was brought against Chas. Kern, county

treasurer of Cook county, ex-president of the State

Sportsmen's Association, president of the Audubon
Shooting Club, restaurant keeper, etc, etc. The hearing

was to have been next Monday, but Mr. Kern was wise

enough to forestall that. T)iy before yesterday he
dropped into Justice White's office and threw himself on

the mercy of the court, pleading ignorance, youth, inex-

perience, first offense and an alibi. The court promptly

fined him the limit, $25, with costs, total $32. This was
in the case of the bird ordered by myself and tasted of

and examined by Messrs. Mussey, Low and Dicks. On
the evening before Mr. Mussey had obtained another

prairie chicken at this restaurant, and three evenings

before that another gentleman had still another praine

cliicken. Beyond that, Mr. Kern is reported in the

columns of a friendly paper to have admitted that his

steward had purchased six prairie chickens for purpose

of sale, I see no reason on earth why Mr. Kern may
not and should not be fined not only twice $32. but three

times $32. and more than that, six times $33, always
provided that his steward told the truth in owning up to

. only six birds. As one paper laere pvits it. County
" Treasurer Kern as a sportsman heartily approves of the

action of his fellow sportsmen in fining restaurant keeper

Kern for violating the game laws, while restaurant

keeper Kern is angry at sportsman Kern for getting into

any such a fix. Now, I would like to ask County Treas-
- urer and sportsman Kern if he sees any good reason why
restaurant Ireeper Kern should not be fined six times $32

or $1 92? And I would like to ask restaurant keeper Kern
if such a line as that would not be a powerful jog to a

man's memory? And I would like to ask both Bi>orcsman
' and restaurant-keeper Kern if a good round fine like that

would not be six times as good an incentive as $32 to in-

duce sportsman Kern and restaurant-keeper Kern to get

a little closer together next year, when this dangerous

season again comes round, and each is again going his

way apart. Why should we remit on a single bird when
7 we can get a case on it? Is it not the full severity of

I
these lessons which gives them their usefulness ? If we
get a light fine or a stayed fine, of what use is that for a
public lesson ? We intend to hold all these other cases

for every bird we can, and why should we treat Mr. Kern,
either one of him, any better than anyone else? Mr.

Kern, both of him, has this recourse left in face of a crit-

icism like this, and that is exactly what would be only a
wise, tactful thing for him to do. He can step into Justice

White's coiu-t, he can inform against his own restaurant,

he can say, "Here, I'm done with this; my restaurant did

sell six birds, and I know every one of them was as illegal

as any other one. Here's $192. Does that square it ?"

- That would square it. Half the fine would be paid into

the treasury of the Illinois State Sportsman's Association,

and at the next spring's meeting of that body he could

come forward with clean hands and vote for its disposi-

tion for the prosecution of other violators of the law.

Clean bands in sportsmanship are what we ought to have,

and the mere formality of washing them does not always
make them clean. Mr. Kern's friends now hesitate to

prosecute him any further, but he ought not to hesitate

for a moment to prosecute himself, and if only as a

measure of self-protection. He ought to pay $192 and
not $32.

1 do not insinuate that Mr. Kern will need a lesson to

keep him from selling any more illegal game, but I do say

that all these other restaurants need a lesson, and a sharp

and severe one, to keep them from selling such game
right along. I see no reason why we or Mr. Kern, as

sportsmen, should pass upon the wisdom of the law, and
no reason why we should distinguish between violations

of that law. Merciless this may be, but mercy is not

what is wanted, if we mean that we really want to see

this sale of illegal birds stopped. If we are only out for

a talking-bee, very well; then fine them all one bird

around, and go away and let them get back to selling

again as quick as possible, as most of them, barring Mr,

Kern of course, will do. Mr, Kern should not wish to

see justice tempered with mercy in his own case, because

he is a level-headed sportsmen. Now, he can spend $192

better and more wisely and more tactfully than he ever

spent that amount before in his life. Will he do it? Eead
the answer in the stars; there are no restaurants there.

But I hope he will. It would be such a nice thing for

him to do. Won't you do this, Mr. Kern? Come, let us
have some of that oft-quoted poetry of justice.

I don't seem to be able to quit writing about this, for I

have been thoroughly indignant at seeing these little

young birds so commonly offered on sale all through this

city. When will the time come when game will no
longer be legal merchandise, at any season? Not until

the fields and covers are bare of it, I presume. This fall

men will write me asking where they can find some
prairie chickens. I shall direct them to South Water
street freezers.

At present one freezer in Chicago market is said to be
empty. Fred Smith has shipped his game to Boston,
about 2,0001bs. of venison and a lot of quail, At least,

so says the well known shooter here who, truer to his

friendship for Mr, Smith than to his friends the prosecut-

ing sportsman, warned him to be on the lookout.

In this work it was hard to get sportsmen who would
go out after evidence, though plenty could be found who
would stand around and holler. "It's a shame!" the
prominent sportsmen would exclaim, and tears would
stand in their eyes, "Oh, these wicked men, to sell ille-

fal game!" they would say. But would they hustle?

lay, verUy. "If you will go to the Stock Exchange res-

taurant, corner of Dearborn and Monroe sti'eets," said I

to one of a firm of sporting goods dealers in this city, "you
wiU find on the bill of fare 'Teal duck, whole, 45 cents.' I

saw it there when I happened in with a lady. Can't you
get a friend to go and locate that?"

"I would like to go—it's a shame—but I don'b dare to,

on account of my business," was the reply. And so it goes.

I wish to offer a letter from Mr. A, C. Collins, the well
known violator-jerker of Connecticut, president of the
Connecticut Association of Farmers and Sportsmen for

the Protection of Game and Fish. This I would do not
as a rebuke to any one, but as an incentive to all by way
of a word from a live, active man. The letter runs;

HABTFORC, Conn., July 31—I have just read the exploit at
Kern's. Go for '.hiw. Those xnilk-and-water-shaky-afrald.of-

their-shadovv persons who wish i o be called sportsmen malce me
weapy. You are going at 'em (game law-violators) right. . I sin-

cerely wish you and vour friends succeai?. I have no particular
use for no "sand" sportsmen. Down with game law violators

should he ttie war-cry of every honest sportsman.
A. C. Collins.

Aug. /.—The merchandise of game made possible para-

graphs like the following, which I find: "Jamestown,
N. D,,July 25.—Two Imffaloes were seen some thirty

miles southwest of this place last Sunday, A ranchman
gave them chase, but being poorly mounted failed to cap-

ture either animal. These buffaloes are doubtless the last

of the race that is at large. A few years ago a small

band were discovered feeding in the hills a short distance

from this city, and one big bull was killed. How these

two managed to escape slaughter for so long is a mystery,

as they have been persisteiitly hunted by both whites and
Indians for two or three years."

Mr, E. D. Graham and Mr. Walter Waddington, a
young Englishman, have inquired for some place along
the Milwaukee & Northern line to spend two weeks of

outing, and I have sent them to Thunder Lake and river

for a first camp, with advice about Ellis .Junction and
Middle Iidet country, and a bint about the Little Oconto
country. They should be well located if they get any
sort of a guide for a teaimster.

I am very often asked to direct parties wishing to go
into Wisconsin for a summer trouting or mascallonge
trip. The other day a gentleman surprised me by stating

that "last summer they killed a good many grouse with
the rifle," Nearly every party that goe s in takes a rifle.

Why? I was prepared for the question which followed,

as with a confidential smile the gentleman asked, "Do
you believe it's all right to kill a deer for provender when
you're camping out in the suromei?"
"No, I don't," I replied to him, "and I don't believe in

taking a rifle along in there in the summer time, and I

don't believe, moreover, in directing or aiding or advising

men who believe that is all right." A large number of

deer are killed every eummer in Wisconsin by fellows

who try to justify themselves by such speciotis excuses as

the above.
"

It makes me tired. If I wanted to rob, I'd

just come right out and say, "Here, I'm a robber; I'll

steal, I will. Get on to me, see?" But I wouldn't try to

steal behind my own back. The man that kills a summer
deer simply steals from the people. It isn't honest.

Leave the rifle home.
Mr. Hud, Jones and Mr, Percy LeRoy start soon on a

delightful canoe voyage in the North Peninsula of

Michigan, of indefinite duration. Mr. Jones will stay in

till cold weather. They will try the Brule, the Meno-
minee and the Michigami. I advised Mr. Jones to try

the Ontonagon, as he would be almo4 certain to get good
trout fishing there, and this he will probably do, although
1 can personally testify that the Brule has abundance of

2 and 31b. trout left this summer, for I saw them.
Mr. R. B, Organ, and for that matter Mrs, Organ also,

is mourning a loss which they will never see repaired.

Their dog Cleaver is dead, having finally yielded to old

age and rheumatism, after long months of helplessfiess.

I have mentioned Cleaver before. He was one of the

best known dogs in Chicago, and I doubt if there ever

was a more intelligent. His sire was an Irish setter, not

quite full bred, and his dam a Chesapeake Bay. Cleaver

looked more like a Gordon, of which strain he had about
one-thirty-second, through his sire. Human companion-
ship had made this dog almost more than brute. At 10:30

every night he went to bed, on his own motion, at that

time going into another room and carrying in bis own
bed, which he arranged at the side of the fire. Cleaver

could count up to 7 and he could connect sound with

ideas up to that number. Mr. Organ would tell him to

get up in a chair and would then throw a number of

objects on the floor, his collar, chain, a glove, etc., etc,

Wnen he said, "Cleaver, go get your collar" (or glove,

chain, etc.), Cleaver would at once go to the heap of

articles and pick out the one designated. He always did

this without the least hesitation. Some dogs learn to do
this trick to some extent, but are uncertain or puzzled at

times, nosing over the articles, but Cleaver'smind always
seemed clear and he knew how to associate the command
with the right article at once, I have seen a dog pick out

his master's watch or pocket knife from among a dozen
by scent, but this would not account for Cleavers feat.

He simply heard and understood human speech up to the

extent of those seven articles. For Mrs. Organ he would
fight, even if Mr, Organ himFclf raised a hand against

her in pretended rudeness. They will not see his like

again.
Mr. E. C. J. Cleaver (It is a mere coincidence that Mr.

Cleaver's name follows that of Mr. Organ's pet) is just

back from a two weeks' trip on Delavan Like, Wis.
This lake I have already mentioned as one of the very
most beautiful around Chicago, and it is full of interest

and fish. Mr. Cleaver, as manv know, is an ardent
yachtsman, and he returns to Delavan to-morrow to

participate in a little twelve miles race which was
recently postponed. The lake is about five miles long.

It is much frequented by summer people, but I do not

hear of many expert anglers who have tried it, and so do
not depend upon reported fishing. Two gentlemen last

week caught twenty-five wall-eyes, pickerel and bass,

just plain minnow fishing and not casting, in one day.

Neither fisher nor summer man need fear to risk it at

Delavan Lake.
Fox Lake hotels, and all the places, farmhouses and all,

along Lake Marie,' Camp Lake, Loon Lake, Silver Lake,
and dozens of others, are now crowded. The Mak-saw-
ba Club boys, on the Kankakee, however, are the only
ones of whom I hear who are doing any steadfast angling,

a,nd they are catching good strings of bass every Satur-

day. E. Hough.

Virginia. Bat Bikds.—Norfolk, Va., Aug. 4.—The bay
bird shooting at Currituck is very good now. I took

some friends from Pittsburgh, Pa,, down on July 23. Our
party bagged 250 yellowlegs, graybacks, willets and cur-

lew in one day's shooting. Some other members of the

Martin's Point Club bagged about 250 on Friday of last

week. Should any of your readers or friends desire to

join a club where they are certain of always making a

good bag, I heartily recommend this one. Any informa-

tion deS'ired may be obtained by addressing J. B. White,
Norfolk, Va. Tarpon (silver king) are still being caught
off the Princess Anne Hotel, Our party found a very
large one on the beach on our way down to the club in

July. Oiu- bay bird shooting was never better than now;
all will last through August, September and up to Oct,

15.~YELL0WLEa.

NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Oneida county sportsmen have been greatly interested

in the articles published in the Forest and Stream re-

cently regarding "The New York Association," The
letter of Gen. D. H, Bruce, of Syracuse, met with the

warmest approval, and a number of associations would
be glad to enlist in the work he so admirably outlines.

The subsequent letter of Horace White, jjresident of the

Sportsmen's Association, was also commended, but there

are serious objections to the plan he suggests. The For-
est AND Stream editorially hits the nailon the head. If

the sportsmen of the State are to form an association that

is to be protective not only to fish and game but to the

forests, not a moment should be lost. It is high time to

act. There has been and still is too much apathy among
sportsmen, although there has been a great awakening
during the past twelvemonth. Many wbo scarcely gave
the matter a thought before are now emphatic in their

expressious that something should be done to preserve om*
grand old forests and that a State park should be estab-

lished in the Adirondacks at once. This awakening of

public sentiment has been brought about by the vast pur-

chases of Adirondack lands by syndicates and the estab-

lishment of private fish and game j)reserves, by the

wholesale devastation of the forests by lumbermen and
the invasion of the wilderness by new railroads. Sports-

men who are not identified with the clubs owning the

preserves are shut out from the resorts they have so long
frequented in the southern and western portion of the
Adirondacks, tourists are debarred from many privileges

they formerly enjoyed, and those who seek the wilder-

ness with the hope of regaining impaired health find

themselves restricted to a few resorts by no means as de-

sirable as those monopolized by the syntUcates. Central

New York sportsmen are anxious that some action shall

betaken speedily. If it is desirable or advisable to en-

deavor to bring about the desired ends through the medium
of the existing State Association, the urgency of the case

ought io be sufficient to warrant President White in call-

ing a special meeting at an early date to consider the

matter. There is no shadow of an excuse for delaying

action until the regular meeting of the Association next
spring. There has been too much delay already, and if

anything is done it should be done with a view to map-
ping out a plan of action before the next session of the

Legislature. W. E. Woi.cott.

Utica. N. Y., Aug. 4.

IOWA DUCK SHOOTING GROUNDS.

IF the readers of Forest and Stream will look over

the map of North America they will find almost
directly north of Minnesota and Iowa in the British

possessions the greatest breeding grounds for ducks and
geese in the Northwest. There are thousands of lakes

and sloughs, in which grow great quantities of wild rice,

Thei-e is nothing that clucks and geese like to eat as well.

They will find it wherever it grows. South of the lake

country in the British possessions is almost a continuous
chain of lakes running through Minnesota and the north-

ern part of Iowa. When the northern ducks and geese

are on their way south in the fall they drop into these

Iowa and Minnesota lakes and feed on the wild celery

and rice which grows in many of them. In the northern
part of Buena Vista and Pocahontas counties, Iowa, are

located many of these lakes and sloughs, and there is

also considerable flat land which is not very well settled.

Here may be found fine shooting. In and around the

lakes and'sloughs may be round ducks and geese, and on
the higher lands good chicken shooting may be had.

There is good prairie chicken shooting almost any-
where west of Eigle Grove, a division station on the C.

& N. W. R. R. Eagle Grove is a fine town for sportsmen
to stay in. There are many local sportsmen, and they
are very gentlemanly to visiting sportsmen. Mr.
Young, of the Railroad House, takes great delight in

making sportsmen as comfortable as possible. Nothing'
is left undone by him. He is always at their service.

West from Eagle Grove is located a nice little town
called Rubens. It is on the open prairie, and the shooter

will have to go but a sliort distance to be on the chicken
grounds.
West of Rubens, about 10 or 15 miles, we come to the

town of Laurens, This town is also located on the open
prairie, and is one of the best points in Iowa for shooting.

Northeast and southeast of the town is a fine duck
country. At times, I think, the mallard duck shooting

cannot be surpassed in the west. The town of Marathon,
west of Laurens, is located a few miles east of the Little

Sioux River. It is a fair shooting point for ducks, good
for chickens, but too near the Little Sioux River for the

best duck shooting. Where the river runs through that

part of the country the land is quite rough. As we go
west, towai-d Sioux Rapids, we find high "river bluffs,"

some of them more than 100ft. above the river. Good
shooting may be had in the spring at river ducks, but

I am not able to say what the fall shooting is, but would
not think it would be first-rate, as the country is so rough.

At Sutherland we are out of the valley of the Little

Sioux. Good chicken shooting may be found any-

where in the southern part of O'Brien county. J. G. S.

Massachusetts Shore Birds.—Boston, Aug. 6.—As
near as can be learned no big bags of shore birds have
yet been made by the Massachusetts gunners, though the

law was off on July 15. It is in the midst of the mid- -

summer vacations, and everybody is more interested in

vacations of some other sort than with gun and dog,

though some of the boys are getting ready their decoys

and practicing with the bird-call whistle. But the

weather is hot and the sport starts slowly. Grouse have
not yet been seen in any considerable numbers in this

State, in fact those who take notice of the young broods

report them scarce. In Maine the hope is that there is to

be a fair supply of grouse for the g-unners. In May and
June a good many broods were reported, but later the

weather has been cold and wet at times, and the fear is

that the broods have suffered,—Special,

The hest harness dressing is that which has heen tried and ap-
proved hy the largest numher of practical men. The test of half

a century places Frank Miller's celehrated harness dressing at

the head of all American preparaiions of this kind, and its popu-
larity Is such that moet otuers have been dietanQed. in the race.—
Adv.
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"That reminds me.''

THE BOYS A-FISHING.

I HA-D just arrived in tlie town of L., and being a
stranger I was lost for the want of amusement. Hav-

ing finislied one cigar, I might have smoked another to

while away the time, but that was against my principles.

So I started for the river, which was about 200yd3. in

front of the hotel in which I had taken my lodgings. As
I neared the stream I heard some one say

:

"Bill! Billl I've got a bite. I tell you it's a big fellow
too."
The voice, I perceived, was quite near, so I directed my

steps thither and took a path leading around a knoll. I

followed it and soon came in sight of two fishers. It was
a pretty sight. Nestled among the trees was a rustic

bridge, and leaning far over it were two boys tugging
away at the fishing line, their clothes bespattered with
mud and water, but their faces all aglow with the pros-

pects of carrying home the big fish that was just then
giving them so much trouble. I stood looking on, while
many instances of my boyhood days were called to mind
and the many times I was flagged for wearing my Sun-
day clothes on my fishing expeditions (of course I did not
soil them). Pretty soon I heard one of the boys say:

"Here he comes! pull hard!

'

The pull was loo hard for them. Over they went, one
falling head first into the water. I ran to the bank, and
by this time the little fellow had recovered himself and
swimming vigorously for the shore. He came up the
bank blowing the water from his face. I expected to

hear him cry, but he looked at me winking and blinking,
trying to get the water from his eyes, and said so seri-

ously, "Well, Mister, tha,t was a big fool!"

It amused me considerably, as also the boys, to find

that the hook had only caught in some bushes which held
it fast. S. C. M.
Denver, Col.

'm mfd ^iv^r fishing.

The ruLL texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Booli o1

the Game Laws.

A FISHERMAN'S SONG.
Dedicated to adl those who Love the Forest, Lake and

Stream,

fT^HE deer from his red coat the night dew is shaking—
Fisherman, up and away 1

The hirds in the forest with glid songs are waking—
O, fisherman, why will you stay?

The sun o'er the hilltops is timidly peeping—
Fisherman, up and away!

Arise O thou fisherman why art thou sleeping?

O, fisherman, why will you stay?

Through mists of the moraing the wild duck is flying-

Fisherman, up and away!

In the depths of the lake the black bass is lying—

O, fisherman, why will you stay?

The bright sun in the east the night clouds is flushing-

Fisherman, up and away!
'

O'er their wild rocky beds the clear brooks are rushing-
O, iisherman, why will you stay?

O there is more joy in the forest, on billow-
Fisherman, up and away!

Than man ever found on soft bed or pillow—
O, fisherman, why will you stay?

Fremont, Mich. Da. John W. McNabb.

RAINBOW TROUT OF THE McCLOUD.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent "Scarlet-Ibis," in number of June

11, mentions the Dolly Varden and rainbow trout.

A x)erusal of his article recalls most agreeably the two
weeks spent by the writer and Nat. B. Harmon on the
famous McGloud River in Siskiyou county, California, in

June. 1887. Leaving San Francisco the evening of the
17th we take the sleeper of the Portland train at Oakland
Mole, and the next morning finds us at Sisson, 250 miles
north, and at the headwaters of the Sacramento, here but
a meadow brook.
While eating our breakfast at Sisson we interview the

landlord regarding the best fishing places, and he refers

us to the driver of the FaU River stage, which leaves in

twenty minutes, "Wall^ ye git in with me an' I'll set ye
down over on the McCloud." We ask him how far he pro-

poses to take us, and learn that the nearest stopping jjlace

IS Downing's Ranch, 18 miles east, at the southern base of

Mt. Shasta, which looms up l4,440ft., bright and gleam-
ing with eternal snows, a prominent landmark for a hun-
dred miles in any direction. Having come to this point
simply on the reputation of the McCloud to furnish trout

of remarkable size and vigor, and with no definite desti-

nation in view, we quickly place our traps and ourselves

in the open spring wagon, and hugely enjoy the ride in

the fresh, crisp morning air over Squaw Slountain, and
noon time brings us to Downing Ranch, a two-roomed log
house, a stable of "shakes" without roof, and a sheep
corral.
The driver introduces us to the ranch people, who con-

clude they can take care of us; so after a hasty lunch and
rigging up in our fishing gear, we ask to be direeted to

the most likely place on the stream, which we find at its

nearest point" is some two miles away. Only the old

people were at home that day, and they du-ected us to

the Upper Fall, some distance up the stream. We found
a fall of some 90ft., at the foot of which was a swirling,

eddying stretch of water, with dark, deep cavernous
holes among the rocks that looked the very home of the
famous beauties we had come so far to interview.

A word as to our tackle. My companion, an ardent
lover of the royal sport, a veteran angler, :s just now
about to test the qualities of a new split bamboo from
the hands of some noted maker, and I have an humble
rod of ash with lancewood tip, light, strong, and of that

Ifhiplike flexibility and perfect baJanpe so pleafiurab.§ fcf

feel. Our flies, a varied assortment of the commoner
kinds, the hackles in grays, browns, ginger, etc., pre-
dominating. We are each supplied with 6ft. leaders,
lines of lightest silk, in color darkest green, and small
multiplying reels, and ample room m our creels for all

that may come to our hooks, which, by the way, are
No. 8.

Thus equipped, we fearlessly make our first casts, and
for some time are successful; but as the shadows lengthen
small trout of 6 to Sin. begin to take the fly, and at sun-
set we count a total catch of 104. Wending our way
over the trail to the ranch, we discuss the situation

,

which, considering the largeness of our expectations as
to size of the fish to be found in this stream, seems dis-

couraging.
At our supper of fried trout and corn bread we meet

the young son of our host. Will, a stalwart youth of
seventeen, who laughs at our catch of "little uns," and
says he can show us where we can see "some whoppers
jumpin','* but in rather a sarcastic vein remarks that we
"can't get 'em with them little bits of poles." In fact, he
had "got on" numerous big ones, hut they had either
broken his "pole," the line or the hooks, and he looked
with contempt upon our slender tackle. However, Will
proved extremely good-natured, and after breakfast at
early dawn of the next morning we follow him to the
hole at the big springs, some two miles below the scene
of the previous afternoon and much nearer the house.
We find the river down in a narrow canon, with rather

precipitous banks of two or three hundred feet, and the
hole a somewhat turbulent pool of good length and
breadth, between immense springs, the waters of which
issue from the rocks a hundred feet above our heads, and
came leaping, tumbling and cascading down and mingling
with the waters of the McCloud.
These feeders or springs, of which there are many in

the short course of the river, find a channel under and
through the lava beds all the way from the snow line of
Mt. Siiasta, a veritable nature's ice house, and afford an
abundant and constant supply of the purest and iciest

water to the stream below. The space between these two
big springs—the largest on the river—is about lOOyds.,
and ill the pool between, according to Will, the big trout
lurked.

The morning is glorious, the sun just peeping through
the tops of the giant sugar pines, and wuile we eagerly
joint our rods and tie on our most taking casts a gentle
breeze, drawn up the mountain gorge by some invisible
force, slightly sways the bushes on the banks, and directly
we see hundred of June flies, dislodged from their retreat
under the leaves, fly fluttering with damp and heavy
wing over and near the water's surface. Talk about rain-
bow trout. They began their breakfast right then and
there. Dozens of 2-pounders could be seen at a glance,
as they leaped high, their beautiful sides gleaming in the
morning sun, ICin. sections of the most brilliant rainbow.
A thrilling sight, truly, and we hastily change our flies

for the gray and ginger hackles, as most nearly approach-
ing in color the drab and dun of the natural fly, for which
the trout so plainly manifest their liking. After two or
three short casts to get the leaders straightened, I reach
out a little further and softly drop my cast just over
where but a moment before a grand specimen had shown
me his whole length, when the hungry fellow, as if to

dare me to battle, again leaps clear from his element and,
with a saucy flip of his tail and a most graceful summer-
sault, disappears with my gray hackle. A slight and
quick motion of my wrist, and 1 know that I have hooked
my first rainbow. 1 have held a plow behind a yoke of
unruly steers, and it seems an apt though prosaic com-
parison to the wild rush of that trout through the swift
waters of the pool. When first struck he vaulted 8ft. or
more into the air, and with a vigorous shake tried to free

himself from the hook: then, with zigzag and erratic

course, down the stream he headed for a rook half hidden
by a growth of watercress that partly dammed the
channel at the foot of the pool, making the reel sing as it

paid out the line.

With some effort I checked his mad charge, and shorten-
ing the line with every yielding turn, glanced about for a
place to land my prize, for I have no net. Suddenly
the tension upon rod and line is eased and I fear the game
if off, but quickly reeling in, as he leaps again and again,

and soon showing the first signs of lost vigor, I have him
turning up his gleaming sides in token of defeat and ho
comes a weary captive to the ready hand of Nat, who,
standing by, has watched the gallant fight of this gamy
fish. Time, 13 minutes. "Will, who has cut a pole in

the brush near by, and has seated himself on a rock while
making fast the small "clothes line'* he has been wont to

fish with, drops his work and wide-eyed and open-
mouthed, is speechless from start to finish; but with the
fish safely in hand he gives one wild yell and a jump to

where I stand with thumb under the gill of my captive.

"That's my trout, my trout," he exclaims, and points

to a wire snell hanging from the mouth of the fish, where
sure enough I find a No. 2 hook firmly caught through the
cartilage of the nose, Will recognizes this hook and snell

as his property, which more than a week before he had
baited with a grasshopper and cast upon the waters. It

had been seized by this same trout and in attempting to

land it in the good old way, by a vigorous jerk of the

pole, the trout objecting to such violent methods, had
kept part of the tackle in protest. This magnificent
PI)ecimen of the rainbow trout weighed, when caught,
3ibs. 9oz, Will had hooked and lost so many in this same
pool that he had come to believe that short of a good-
sized sapling for a rod and a lin. hawser for the line,

nothing could induce them to leave this, their favorite

haunt. While I am telling all of this Nat has not been
an idle listener, but has hooked an almost exact duplicate

of my prize, one as full of fight, game to the last.

Here let me mention and comment on the fly-taking

propensities of the rainbow as we found them. We con-

fined otir fishing for the next ten days mostly to this

pool, and in this time took from its dark waters with
the fly over 500 trout, all rainbow, that would average
21b8. each. The last day's fishing was as good as the

first, with no apparent decrease in numbers or voracious-

ness. There seemed to be no small fish here, and their

even size and wonderful vigor were most remarkable.
M;iny were the repetitions of the scene describing the cap-

ture of the first fish, and occasionally, when two of these

gallant beatities were struck at one cast, the long and ex-

citing contest can be better imagined than described. We
lost but few fish, as they rose to the fly with no uncer.

taia rush, and we always game the imimt ot \

the rise, the fish invariably leaping clfar of the water.
Standing equarely facing across the stream, a long cast
directly to the front would drop the flies well out, and
the hackles, dry from their course through the air, would
fall soft and light as a bit of down upon the swiftly-flaw-
ing waters, and floating airily while the slack of the line
lasted, formed the most seductive lure. The good qual-
ities of hackles, from the fact that they dry quickest
while casting, were here firmly impressed upon me, and
since that time their use in many of the mountain
streams and lakes of the Northwest has confirmed my
first impressiona,

I have not since that time found another place where
all the elements were so perfectly combined as we found
them on that trip to the McCloud—no mofquitoes, no
black flies. The weather pei-fect and the hungriest and
gamiest trout it has ever been my experience to deal
with.
We found no Dolly Varden unless a trout captured by

Nat at the foot of a fall some eighty rods above the hole
could have been one. Here at high noon the sun's rays
penetrated a deep, still pool, and here we could see some
large fish almost motionless near the bottom. They
would not notice our flies, but a No. 4 hook baited with
a piece of trout belly, a dotible gut leader, and a .44cal.
cartridge for a sinker, had the desired effect, and Nat
had the liveliest kind of a time in very ci-amped quar-
ters for 25 minutes.
This trout had the appearance of being a very old and

overgrown rainbow, weighed 5^1 bs. and measured 24-|in.

from tip to tip. In color one cotild imagine seeing where
the brilliancy and beauty of the rainb iw once existed,
but now dulled and gray with age. I carefully and rev-
erently scraped the moss from his venerable pate, fully
expecting to find the initials "B. C." thereon, but he had
outgrown all reliable evidence of his certain years.
Words are inadequate to describe the full measure of

our enjoyment on this memorable trip. I have not since
then visited the McCloud, but my lines have been cast in
other places where the trout, if not so gamy, have atoned
ill size and numbers. Some time, if agreeable, I will tell

you of the sport to be found in the waters of western
Washington, the trout in the streams and lakes, and the
salmon in the sound. Geo. E. Miller.
Seatile, Wash^

ANGLERS OF THE ST. LAWRENCE.
THE Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence River

convened at Clayton, N. Y., Aug. 6. Those present
were C. G. Emery, Brooklyn; H. H. Warner, Rochester;
Wm. P. Esterbrook, Rahwav, N. J,; Frank P. Mathews,
Pots.dam; H. S. Chandler, p-hil. Luther, New York; Dr.
E. L. Sargent, Watertown; Geo. Sawyer, Syracuse: W.
H. Thompson. A. C. Cornwall, Walter Fox, Alexandria
Bay; H. S. Barker, Dr. Liddy, G. M. Skinner, R. P.
Grant, John Foley, G. H. Strough, Clayton. Secretary
Thompson, of Alexandria Bay, read the annual report:

I have to report a year of hard work and many perplexities.
We have, with the aid of our State game protector, tecuied the
capture of a large number of nets. The exact nuoiber 1 am un-
able to stale, as the protector did noi. report the numner caKen.
The State Fish Commission has been very liberal to our associ-

ation in granting us a protector for the river. We felt at the
time Chief Drew was superseded that the service would suffer,
and with that feeling we sent a delegation to New York to wait
on the Commission and urge Mr. Drew's reinstatement, bu' failed.
We were assured that it was done in the interest of protpcilon,
and I a in glad to say that we have a very efficient and willing
helper in our present chief, Mr. J. W. Pond. He has in hand
some suits for violations in tlie county, and has emplo\ ed Mr.
51on R. Brown, a very eflicient. and competent attorney, to prose-
cute for t.he State. T learn that Attorney-tTeneral Tabor Vila the
chief to push the suits to asuccesssul termination, and will render
the necessary aid. Two indictments wore brougi.t against J'^seph
Hazelton and Porter Holden. They were tried and acquitted.
Since their acquittal they have brought suits against Protector
Starring, Michael Haas, H. W. Visger, John 1. Cornwall and my-
self. Otu- cnief has employed E. K. Brown to put in a defense.
We have had delegations at Albany in favor of tae game law re-
ported by the codification committee, which bill failed to become
a law. The railroads have shown a willingness to do anytuing in
their power to aid in the protection of the river from netters.—
W, H. Thompson, Secretary.

A letter from Attorney-General Tabor was read, in
which he writes; "I am in entire accord with the object
of your association and pledge youmy hearty co-operation
in any undertaking you may have in view in furtherance
thereof. In behalf of all the anglers of the Slate who
are true lovers of the sport, I desire to convey the thanks to
which yourself and yottr association are entitled for the
good work already done and which I know you will con-
tinue to do in the future."

Treasurer R. P. Grant reported a balance of |5o5.71 on
hand. Messrs. Strough, Emery a^nd Cornwall were made
a committee on nomination of ofilcers of the association.
Upon their report the secretary was instructed to cast a
ballot for the association, and the following officers were
declared elected for the ensuing year:

President, H. H. Warner, Rochester, N. Y.; First Vice-
President, H. S, Chandler, New York ; Second Vice-Presi-
dent, Jacob Hays, New York; Secretary, W. PL Thomp-
son, Alexandria Bay, N. Y. ; Treasurer, R. P. Grant, Clay-
ton, N. Y. Executive Committee: A. 0. Cornwall,
Alexandria Bay, N. Y.; J. H. Quimby, Albany, N. Y.;
Jas. T. Story, Albany, N. Y.; G. T. Ratt'erty, Pittsburg,
Pa.; A. D. WiUiams, New York; G. H. Mckinley, Clay-
ton, JN. Y.; F. H. Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa.; C. W, Cross-
man, A exandria Bay, N. Y.; David Stevens, Syracuse,
N. ¥.; G. M. Skinner, Clayton, N. Y.; W. P. Esterbrook,
Rahway, N. J.; J. B. Wistar, Alexandria Bay, N. Y.; J.

R. Stebbins, Dr. E. L. Sargent, Watertown, N. Y.: W. J,

Cassard, New York; H, R. Heath, Brooklyn, N. Y.; C. A.
Johnson, New York; W. 1. Baecom, Alexandria Bay^ N.
Y.; W. W. Byington, Albany, N. Y.; C. A. Ellis, Dr. A.
Bain, Clayton, N. Y.
The chair appointed Messrs. Strough and Chandler to

draft resolutions in respect to deceased members.
A series of resolutions was adopted, after debate, as

follows:

ResoTued, That the Anglers' Association of the River St. Law-
rence appoint a committee of three, besides the president, to co-
operate with the State Sport^^men's Assoc'ation for the Protection
of (Jame and iTish to secure active legislation for further protec-
tion 01 the sr. Lawrence.
Resolced, That a committee of four he appointed to confer with

the Oanaiiian Msh C^mmls^lou with a view to securing their co-
operation in the protection of the frontier.

The chau' appointed G. H. Strough, G. M. Skinner,
Clayton; J. L Luckey, of Rochester, and Henry Folger,
Kingston, as such committee.

RmlveAy That the president of this Association appoint a com-
mittee of two BiejBbers at each of the following placft--: Cftpa
Vinc«at, Oi&yton, Bound iel^ad. P»f1c, gi'boueftad Island Parkm4
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Alexandria Bay. whose dnty it stall he. to solicit, subscriptions of

money from nil persons visitipg the Tplands and from residents,

snch subfcriptioDS tn he paid into th^ hands of said cotnmittee, or

to R. P. Grant at Clayton. W. H. Thompson or A.C.Cornwall,
Alpxandria Bay, for the purposfi of creating a fund to be used m
enforcing the lawa for the protc-ction of fish in this county. All

funds f^o eoilected shall belong? to ilie Anglers' Association and be
paid to the treaburer.

The chair appointed as sucli committee to solicit furda
for the furtherance of the objects of the Association W.
P. E^terbroob, Thos. J. O Donohoe, Cape Vincent; E. P.

Grant, G- M Skinner, CJaytoB; Anson Sweet, Dayid

Stevens, Thousand Island Park; R, S. Moselev, H. R.

Heath, Alexandria Bay: F. H. Taylor, H. Van Wageuen,
Round Island Park; Hamilton Child. Grand View Park;

H. F. Inglehart, Central Park and Westminster.
This paper was beaded by H. H. Warner witb a sub-

Bcription of $lOO, C, G. Emery followed suit with an-

other Iraudn-^d, W. P. E^terbrook subscribed $25. Walter
Fox $30. tV. C. Cornwall $25. W. H. Thompson $20, J. A.

Davis $10, Wellington M. Willix $10, E. L. Sargent $10,

Geo A. Strough $10. R. L. Moseley $5.

Sixty-three new names for membership were nroposed

and accepted. Tlie association now numbers 381 mem-
bers.
The usual annual excursion of the Anglers' Association

will not be made this year.

In proof of the asscciation's good work Mr. Warner
citpd the fact that never before were there so many bass

of less than a pound weight. He made an eloquent ad-

dress on the subject of further protection of the game
fish, and advocated the employment of a patrol boat in

the waters of J( fferson county,' which includes the lake

shore as well as the river. He had been coming to the

islands for nineteen years, and had seen the almost total

annihilation of the wall-eyed pike in these waters. That
excellent food fish as well as the whitf lish and lake trout

had all but disappeared from Lake Ontario, and but for

the efforts of th s association the black bass and pickerel

would likewise have been netted out of existence. He
wanted it understood that violators of the game laws
would be followed to the end of all law. No case would
rest with defeat iu Jefferson county, or Supreme Court.

The Anglers' Association would carry every case to the

United States Supreme Court, if necessary, to win a
victory. No resident of, or visitor to, the Thousand
Islands need be ashamed to solicit funds for the further-

ance of the objects of this association. And all who par-

ticipate in the sport made possible by the united ffforts

of the members i-hould feel that they are contributing to

their individual pleasure when contributing to the cause.

Wf dnesday was the anplers' day on the river, says Oil

the St. Lawrence, of Aug. 7, and well can they ft el proud
of their achievements, not for success in tempting the

finny tribe but for capturing the nets of illegal fishermen

who gobble up the gamy fish of the St. Lawrence River
and destroy the sport of fishing among the Thousand
Islands. As the private steam yacht Siesta, owned by H.
H. Warner, of Rochester, approached the bay at 11

o'clock Wednesday evening she was bubbling over with

joy, and the peculiar toots of its rich-toned whistle

aroused the villagers and visitors thereabouts and told

them that something unusual had happened. The Siesta

tied up at Cornwall's dock and its owner with several

filends went ashore to witness the burning of thirteen

nets that the Siesta had captured near Fox Island. It

seems that the Siesta, after leaving Mr. Warner at Clay-

ton to attend the meeting of the Anglers' Association,

bad received orders to continue up the river as far

as Cape Vinceut and watch f-<Y nets. State Game Pro-

tector Pond, of Malone, and Joseph Northrup, of Alex-
andria B^y, the game protector in this district, were
aboard. They went to Cape Vincent and steamed
about the lake in the vicinity of Fox Island. They
grappled for nets and were astonished to find th«m
so numerous in that locality. C pt. J. A, Davis, of the
Siesta, espied a sailing boat off Fox I-land, and with the

aid of a field glass he could see the occupants of the sail-

boat pulling in their nets and making for the shore. A
small boat was lowered from the Siesta and the game
protectors started for the sailboat. When they reached
the boat they found it overloaded with nets, in one of

which were ov^r 500 black bass. The men in the sailboat

were Fred and Edwa,rd Barber. The latter made a desperate

effort to turn the officers away. He struck at Game Pro-

tector Northrup with a hatchet, but was finally over-

powered, handcuffed and taken aboard the Siesta, which
conveyed them to Cape Vmcent, where they were ar-

arraig'ned before .Justice of the Peace Borland and the

examination was set down for August 19, the prisoners

being released on their own recogniz ince. The yacht, with
her thirteen captured nets, then steamed away for Clay-

ton, where H. 13. Warner ^^-as taken aboard, and then it

went direct to Alexandria Bay. The nets were thrown
upon the dock, and at midnight were piled up in front of

the Marsden House and set afire. At least property to

the value of $300 was destroyed in this way. Game fish

of all kinds were caught iu these nets.

MINNESOTA BASS.
DULUTH, Minn., Aug*. 4.—I returned a few days ago

from my second fishing trip of the season and a
short note may not come amiss to future fishers. On the

first trip I could only stay one day and decided to try a
small lake three miles south of Aitkin, on the N. P. R.
R., and hunting up a former companion we reached the

lake about noon and at 3 o'clock commenced fishing.

Black bass and rock bass took the bait as fast as it reached
the water and at 8 o'clock we went ashore and counted
our string and found we had 115 fish, nearly all hlack
bass. The bass are very g^my and make a good fight,

but this country is not a good one for fly-fishers. The fish

will not rise to the fly but take frogs, minnows and
worms at any hour of the day uutii late in the evening.

The country here is full of small lakes and there is, un-
doubtedly, finer bass fishing here than at any other point
in the country east of the Mississippi. Our catch was
considerably over the average, but it is nothing out of

the common to take 20 or more bass, weighing from 2^

to 51bs. a piece, at this lake any morning or evening. A
party of nine of us were out last month at a lake 20 miles
north of A^itkin and enjoyed a week of the finest kind of

sport. The bass were all very large, from 3 to 5lbs. each,

and fought nobly against coming in out of the wet. I

must not write any more at present and will save the

account of our happenings for som° future timf,

EDWAED J. LUTHBR.

THE ILLINOIS RIVER FISHING.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Nature has bestowed an abundance of beauty upon the

Illinois River. The stream wends its way in a westerly

direction, bearing to the south, between high bluffs on
either side which rise in somo instances out of the water's

edges to a height of nearly 150ft. These bluffs are studded
with native pines, besides other forest trees, which give a
most pleasing appearance to the country to those seeking
a pleasure trip. The river is navigable for boats from this

point to its mouth, and boats ply the water from here to

Peoria, a distance of 73 miles, and return daily. The
valley proper is from one to three miles wide, that is

above Peoria. Along the valley there are many lakps or

canons which abound witb fish of all kinds, especially

those known in the northern Illinois waters; black bass

and pickerel predominating.
This river is the home of the fishermen. The lakes and

bayous along the stream are their fishing grounds, not
exclusively, however, but generally. These are the places

where illegal fishing has been going on for years past un-
restricted until this season, when an attenipt has been
made to bring the violators to justice. During the past

six months a large number of violators of the fish laws
have come to grief through my vigilance and persistence

to punish the "offenders, regardless of who they may be.

The outcome of the work done has thoroughly stirred up
not only the fishermen, but those sportsmen who delight

in taking a day off from .business and spending a few
hours along the banks catching fine strings of fish. The
former know not at what time fo place their illegal nets

in the water, for fear of being caught in the act and given
a heavy fine for their indiscretion. Of the latter, their

words of approbation is sufficient evidence of their ap-

preciation of the work so far done by myself.

There is one place on this river which I think worthy of

mention, and that is what is known all along the river as

Senachwine Lake. At this place illegal fishing has been
persisted in despite all that cotild be done by the local

authorities and the gun and rod clubs along the river.

This lake is about five miles in length, opening into the
river, and has always been the home of the fishermen.

This is a clear sheet of water on the west side of the river,

and has a fine gravel bottom in the larger part of the lake.

It is supplied by many cool springs of fresh water which
flow from the bluffs on the west into it, and near the ex-

treme upper end a small stream or creek empties its con-

tents therein. This makes it a favorable place for fish to

spawn. The west bank of this lake rises rather abruptly
out of the water, while on the opposite side the land is

low and swampy. Here can be found in immense quan-
tities the yellow and white pond lilies, and a larger and
tnore beautiful species of water plant called the lotus. At
this season of the year this is a grand spot, both for fish-

ing and scenery.

There is a fine large three-story hotel near the upper
end of the lake, called the Undercliffe Hotel. It is loca-

ted on the most pleasant portion of the lake, with a clean
gravel beach lying to the front and with fine forest trees

surrounding the whole. This hotel is magnificently fur-

nished in thelinterior, and is under the management of a

Mr. Lincoln, whom one will find a very accommodating,
agreeable and genial host, and one who takes a great

pride in having everything to suit the wants of his guests.

This hotel is easily reached from the Peoria branch of the

C, R. I. & P. Railway, which has a station one- half mile
from the Undercliffe and called Putnam.

Illegal fishing has been carried on in this lake to a

great extent, and numerous persons had been coming to

me and entering complaints of violations and requesting
my assistance in the matter. These illegalities were
done by large gangs of fishermen who had repeatedly
defied all the authorities, and it proved a tedious task

and one full of risks to gain sufficient evidence te convict
them. To remove all the obstacles in this instance a man
acting under my instructions and supervision—^in the
capacity of deputy fish warden—was sent to the lake to

collect such evidence as he could. While there he saw
enough to justify him in sending word to me, and I im-

mediately went down to the lake. This was on July 28

ju-t past. While there I saw two gangs of men com-
mence illegal seining. One party of nine men worked a

seine GSOyds. in length, 200yds. of which was of illegal

mesh, being l^in. only, C501b?. of fish were taken with
this seine at one haul. The other gang, of five men, on
the opposite side of the lake were using a seine 320yd8.
in length, all of which was of liin. mesh. They were
taking out with these seines very small sunfish and bass,

too small to catch witli a spoon hook. These foiu'teen

men were arrested on the sj)ot and taken by myself and
deputy to Hennepin, III., where they were fined. The
aggregate of the fines was $116.85, which was paid, A
good half day's work among defiant fishermen.
One of the peculiarities of the case is the fact that the

Woods broth*^rs are in charge of the S wan Lake Club
House for a Chicago sporting club—the very fellows who
are always shrinking for the enforcement of the laws for

the protection of game and fish. But this seems to be a

general rule (with but few exceptions). The men who call

themselves ''sportsmen" and declaim the loudest about
enforcing the game laws are the very men who do the

unlawful shooting and fishing. These club house ownert-

are the greatest source of trouble to the fish wardens, as

they, being the proprietors of the house and lease or own
the land and water, lay claim to their rights to do as they

please, regardless of the State laws. They have money
to back them in their acts, and it is a hard matter for the

authorities to make successful prosecutions. But soone)

or later, I, for one, would be pleased to learn of the cap-

ture and punishment of these fraudulent sportsmen. (?)

Since making this raid on the representatives or man
agCTs of this club, I have been requested to extend my
territory further down the river, by parties who are now.
and have for years past been doing all that lav in their

power to put a stop to the illegal fishing, and who have
been thus far unsuccessful in their efforts. Many letters

of encouragement are now being received from thesf

gentlemen, who assure they will lend any assistance I

may need to collect evidence in similar and other cases.

Some few weeks ago Mr. G. E. Cole, i^resident r"

Fox River and Kankakee River associations, w-^' in La
Salle in company with Mr, Bartlett and Fish Warden
Beech, of Elgin, on the steamer Lotus. In ccnvtrfcation

with Mr. Cole, he was anxious that an as30ciati> n for the
protection of the fish be formed here, and gave the assur-

ance that he would leiwi all the assistauQe in his power to

further such a scheme. He stated thatwhen the citizens

became interested in the movement then was the proper
time to act. Since making this big haul of "suckers"

—

almost single-handed—a large number of gentlemen of

this city, Peru and others along the river have become
enthusiastic in the matter and wish an organization per-

fected as soon as possible. There have been over thirty

of these gentlemen who have signified their intentions to

become active members and to do all in their power to

organize. Mr. Cole has been written to for a copy of the
constitution and by-laws of the Fox River Association,
which are considered standard. It has been suggested
that the proposed association be called the Illinois Valley
Game and Fish Protective Association. Mr. Cole will, no
doidjt, be greatly pleased to know that his advice has
been made use of, and that his suggestions have borne
good fruit in the establishment of an association, and
one that will redeem itself in the pledges taken by the
honorable gentlemen who shall comprise it. More will

be written of the association as soon as more progress is

made. M. D, Green, Fish Warden.
La Salle, III., Aug. 3.

BOSTON MEN IN MAINE.
AMONG the Boston vacationists who have taken rod

and line along with them may be mentioned Mr. S.

C. Proctor, salesman in the hardware store of A. J. Wil-
kinson & Co., and Mr. E. A. Wilson, with B S. & G. C.
Wilson. These gentlemen went to Paris, Me., chiefly

because it is the native town of Mr. Proctor. They did
not expect remarkable fishing, but were rather happily
disappointed. They tried Norway Lake one day for

black bass and caught one of 2ilb8"; but just as the sport

began to be good there arose a gale of mnd that ma^e
fishing impossiblp. Several nice strings of pickerel were
taken from the Little Androscoggin and several from
the vicinity of Suow's Falls. From this river at that
point Mr. O. W. Thayer took a pickerel weighing 4lbs.

one day when they were fishing the Little Androscoggin
below the falls. Mr. Proctor says that the idea prevails

in that section that the stocking of Bryant's Pond, the
source of the Little Androscoggin, with black bass has
driven the pickerel down into the river. At least they
are more abundant in the river since the bass have begun
to get big enough to fight their way in the pond above.
But over forty years ago, before the same pond was
stroked with pickerel at all, it was a famous trout pond.
Of latp years no trout are found there of any account.

Mr. R. B. Foster, of the firm of Foster & Meeks, went
down to Providence the other day with a view of going
fishing for scup and tautog. He was invited by his son-
in-law, who has charge of a pleasure yacht there, to make
the trip. They went down on Saturday and had some
good fishing, till the weather interfered." They fully in-

tended to be back that night, but were becalmed and had
(o wait the turn of the tide, when they slowly began the
tedious process of drifting up the river and back to town.
They were all night long at it, or rather they got into

port about 3 o'clock A. M.
S. J. Ellis, bookkeeper for Stearns &WinsIow, of Boston,

and Charles C. Morgan and W. S, Richardson, salesmen
of the same firm, went to Bath, Me., the other day. They
hired a boat, with the full intention of roughing it in the
bay and on the Androscoggin. They caught perch in
abundance, and other fish of that sort, when the weather
permitted. But the elements were so boisterous that they
could not get cut much of the lime, and after trying it

from Friday to Monday they gave up and came home.
They will try "roughing it" of that sort again only in fair

weather.
The vacationists are leaning more than ever to rod and

line sports this year. A great many excursionists have
gone in to the Rangely Lakes over the new narrow gauge
railroad from Phillips to Rangeley, and the majority
of these excursionists have fishing rods with them.
In most instances their outfit is crude, but their expecta-
tions are large enough to balance the whole. They ex-

pect big trout from afew hours's fishing in August. They
have read the guidebooks and the Maine papers, but with
reading of trout fishing their practical experience ends.

Hence they are disappointed. They should be. The
good things of this life come onlv to those who are capa-
ble of earningthem, and such ability comes only through
experience. A party of four excursionists have been
fitted out in Boston for the Seven Ponds this week. They
have had no pr'^vious experience. They did not even
know where the Seven Ponds are located till inquiry was
made of the initialed. Will they have great sport?

As ah-eady written for the Forest and Stream, I am
omch afraid that partridge shooting in Maine is to be
very poor this fall, I have made still further inquiries,

and the general replv is that the birds are not seen where
it would bo reasonable to expect to see them. Mr, John
Allen, of Newton, with the Stanley Dry Plate Co., has
been on a vacation to his old home in King field, Me. He
had some good sport on the trout streams, though he did
not succeed in getting any large trout, one pound being
about the largest of his catch in several days' fishing. He
saw no partridges in locations where he most expected to

see them. In fact, he saw none at all. A gentleman of
Boston, who has considerable correspondence with guides
in the vicinity of Upton, Me,, says that the older guides
write him that there are very few partridges this year in
the vicinity of Upton. On the other hand, the papers
that are trying hard to boom the Rangeley Lake region
say that partridges are unusually plenty this year. But
I have questioned a good many returned sportsmen, and
they say that they have seen fewer broods this year on
about the same trips as on former seasons. The quiet

theory among the guides and farmers is that the foxes
have destroyed the chicks. Foxes are unusually abund-
ant in Maine and New Hampshire, and are thought to be
rapidly increasing. The boom theory is that shooting is

to be great.
Mrs. R. M. Bartleman, who has spent several seasons at

che Mountain View House, Rangeley Lake, has lately

ducce<-ded in landing a 5 -pound trout. This is that lady's

first big trout, though she has fished several seasons.
Bears are unusually abundant in Maine. Mr. John

\Hen, mentioned above, says that the vicinity of King-
field is infested with them, much to the disgust of the
sheep farmers. SpeciaIi.

Simpson—I wonder what kind of a line it is that Budkins
uses when he poes fishing. It always breaks just as be is

landing the "biggest eshyou ever saw," Sniffer—It's UOtll-
ing but "yaro."—Petroit Free PrQS$,
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ANGLING NOTES.
OWING to the lovely cool weather during the month of

July and the rains, the fishing for black bass, trout
and salmon took quite a spurt. The June fishing, which
is generally the best, was a great disappointment as most
of the streams were too low, but the latter half of July
almost made up for it and the number of large fish killed,

particularly black bass, is unprecedented.

Mr. B. B. Lawrence writes from Blooming Grove Park
that he is agreeably surprised to find the trout taking the
fly so welL And Mr. Alfred Eoe was so successful when
he was up there a short time ago, that some of the mem-
bers begin to suspect that his guide was helping him out
with his creel. Any one acq^uainted with the gentleman
referred to, of course, knows such a suspicion was unjust.

From the Adirondacks I hear that there is little fly-fish-

ing, the trout have retired to cooler "watering places,"
and unless at the mouth of some cold spring, they can
only be taken with bait or gang in deep water. There is

no law against this method of fishing at present, but there
is no telling what public sentiment and a wise Legislature
may do in the future.

I would advise anglers going to the Adirondacks to take
some, gi-een- drakes with them . Last August I would have
given a5 cents apiece for a few of them. It is awfully
provoking to see a fly drop on the water and a great trout
rise and end its frantic flopping with a splash and be un-
able to i)rovide the fish with an imitation of it. The
nearest I had to it was a "professor,'' and if I happened
to be within casting distance and could drop my fly quick
enou2;]i in the widening circles, the trout would take it,

but I could not bring up a single fish out of the deep dark
water with any of the flies I had.

I find that in deep water ti-out will not rise to small flies

as a rule, that is any respectable sized trout. I do not
believe that any angler has such a record for big fish in
the Adirondacks as Superintendent Pillsbury. who has
fished that section for thirty years, and he uses files

dressed on No. 3 and 4 sproats. The majority of anglers
use No, 8 and the result is that they only catch baby
trout. No. 6 is plenty small enough, and as I say, if lakes
or deep ponds are to be fished. No. 4 or 5 would do better
yet. For August and September the following flies are
excellent: Light and dark Montreal, great-dun, Howard,
Brandreth, white-miller, coachman, Abbey, green and
gray drakes, ibis, Yottie, professor and Beatrice.

The fishing for black bass in Lake Hopatcong is much
better this season than usual. The best time of day to fish
is from daylight until about 8 or 9 A. M., and again in
the evening. On small lakes or ponds this is generally
the rule, but on large bodies of water like the St. Law-
rence, they take better in the middle of the day or from
9 A. M, until sundown. I do not think 1 ever caught a
bass after dark on the St. Lawrence, whereas at Hopatcong
they will rise to the fly all night. Scarlet-Ibis,

BLACK BASS AT REED'S BAY.
Editor Forest and Stream:

If any of your readers would like some magnificent
bass fishing, let them start at ont;e for Cape Vincent.
Stop with mine host Frisbie of the Union long enough to
secure honest George McDonald as oarsman, and go at
once to Reed's Bay, and if they are not satisfied with
their catch they will be hard to please indeed.

Reed's Bay is about nine miles from the Cape, and of
course too far for one to fish and return the same day.
Go calculating to stay two or three days or longer, J. J.
Conly keeps a very good house at this point and his
charges are moderate.
On July 29 last Mr. Ellery Stebbins, of Clinton, N. Y.,

and myself, started for Reed's Bay for a two days' fishing.
The result was 188 as fine small-mouth bass as one could
wish to see, a large number of them weighing from 21 to
Silbs. on the scale. The first day we captured 108 bass,
trolling with minnows and fiies. What we call our record
day was really a part of two days, the weather being so
bad we could fisli only four five hours each day. Still,
with all the disadvantages of a hard thunderstorm, high
winds, etc., we saved 80 beauties. We caught several
doubles, some of them weighing upward of 2lb8. each.
One large one got away with a No. 1 Sproat hook of mine,
and in less than twenty minutes Stebbins took him in out
of the wet with my hook in his mouth; he weighed Slbs.
My hooks are tied with a different colored thread from
any I have seen, so there can be no mistake as to its being
the same fish. Oar catch was ponounced the finest lot of
bass brought into Cape Vincent for two years.

F. A. Elliott.
• CiiHTftNi New York.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN GRAYLING.

FOREST AND STREAM.

1863, of a fine place for taking whitefish in the Madison,
at the upper end of the Upper Madison Canon. So I made
it a point to stop there for dinner and let the horses graze,
and laid in a store of grasshoppers as we went up the
canon. In about an hour's time we took about a bushel
of whitefish—did not attempt to count them. When our
"hoppers" were exhausted we resorted to horse flies,

which we caught on our horses. That fly proved to be
a killing bait. About as soon as the bait struck the water
we would take a fish.

The bottom of the i-iver at that point was filled with
small stones, and quite rapid, and the water lukewarm,
occasioned by the infiow of hot and warm water from
springs along the margin of the stream above that point
and from the Firehole Basin. I surmised the reason that
fish were so plenty at that point was that the water was
of a temperature to facilitate the growth of Crustacea,
and thus become a feeding ground, or that the water of
the river above that point was too warm for them, as
such springs were very plenty from that point up the
river.

For table use I consider the whitefish as palatable as
trout or grayling; in fact, many of the residents there
prefer the whitefish. I found the whitefish gamy, mak-
ing a strong fight, a fight as strong as the trout, if not
stronger; hanging, as one of your correspondents says, to
the bottom of the stream. H. L.

A CAMP ON THE LICKING.

JOE, Jim and Jack made up the trio that undertook,
one May afternoon, to make a reality of much talk

and much planning an expedition to the wilds of Licking
Creek, in Pennsylvania, object of said expedition being
to prevent in some measure a too close peopling of the
finny natives of that stream, those beauties with the
gorgeous spots and silvery sheen.
A covered wagon at last held the commissary stores

for man and beast, and the numerous impedimenta of
three fishers: these last proceeded to stow themselves
away in the remaining space, and the party were soon en
route; not, however, ere we had been focused in the eye
of the watchful editor, who we well knew would make
us, nolle voile, the subject of a news item.
After traversing eight or ten miles of roads of all degrees

of roughness, we arrived at the wooded country; here and
there a number of abandoned homes were jjassed, the
clearings for which the surrounding forests were rapidly
closing up. Deserted homes are supposed to be viewed
with rather sombre feelings, but in this case not so, but
with a grim satisfaction that here at least the forest area
was more than holding its ground.
Arrived at the point selected for our rendezvous, another

deserted place, a very few minutes were spent in looking
the ground over. By general consent camp arrangements
were postponed till it should be too late to fish, and a
match was begun on the creek. Joe and Jack decided to
work upward while Jim followed the stream down. The
former two could hardly think it possible that in such
ideal water they should not receive a rise at least to every
other cast. The case was different, however, and when
the party met in the late twilight, they were still fishless,

besides minus some of their fishy exuberance. Jim's creel
on inspection was found to contain but four trout, so we
then and there decided that the trout for good and
suflTicient reasons were not at home to us that evening,
but we promised to call again on the morrow.
On our return to camp we saw that some hustling would

have to be done, before we could fill the void aching be-
neath our belts, so with a right good will all set to work and
by nine we were all enjoying our first meal in camp. The
meal dispatched, camp was cleaned for a camp-fire chat.
All good things must end, and toward midnight several
moves were made to retire, but all were loth to shut out
in sleep the charm of the surrounding scene—save for
the constant gurgle of the mountain stream, and the un-
canny notes of the whippoorwill, the woods were perfectly
silent. At last the thought of the early rise in the morn-
ing drove us off to seek rest for another day's activity.

Preparations for a good start were begun in the morn-
ing, but trifling over our breakfast, caused the sun to be
well up before we marched out. I will not state in num-
bers the day's take, but brother anglers have no fear, that
that we are of that species denominated the "trout-hog".
Jack scored best in size, his largest fish completely hiding a
foot-rule. The magnetic thrill of pleasure he experienced
on taking this one, he declared sufficient recompense
alone for this trip.

After ten hours steady fish from six to four, and that
without lunch, more than hungry and with aching limbs,
we again sought our camp. A hurried, but good dinner
eaten, the unwelcome task of breaking camp presented
itself. All too soon were affaii's in shape for leaving, and
away we rolled homeward bound, with the thought that
there still remained some places in which one could com-
mune with nature in wdldness jjrimeval, Onyjutta.

[Aug. 13, 1891.

A MONSTER SUNFISH.
ON Aug. 4 Story & Stevens secured from one of the

harbor traps a curiosity in the shape of a sunfish
about 4ft. long and 'l^ft. in width. It weighed about 150
pounds and was evidently an old-timer, as leeches and
barnacles were clinging to it.

The above mention from the Gloucester (Mass.) Daily
Times calls to our notice one of the most singular of the
fishes appearing as summer visitors on the New England
coast. The sunfish has been aptly distinguished by Dr.
Jordan as a fish "apparently composed of a head to which
small fins are attached." A good figure of the species is
published in the "Fishery Industries, U. S.," plate 35.
The mouth is very small and the teeth of each jaw are
united into a beak. The dorsal and anal fins are very far
back and the tail fin is a mere narrow fringe scarcely
separated from the first two.
Points which make the sunfish a curiosity are its great

size, odd shape and singular habit of floating almost hori-
zontally at the surface of the water. It reaches a weight
of 8001bs, and is known in all temperate and tropical seas.
Floating sluggishly for days at a time and slowly moving
its breast fin above the surface, it is sure to attract notice
and is easily captured, but as worthless when taken as the
sun-jellies upon which it feeds. The Italians call the fish
mola, which is Latin for millstone; another name, given
in the "Synopsis of the Fishes of North America," is head-
fish, in allusion to the disproportionate size of the bead.
The flesh is not eaten, as it consists chiefly of oil and
tough fibers.

STRIPED BASS IN A MILL POND.
IN the city of Bridgeton, N. .J., is a large mill pond of

about 160 acres, which was made primarily by a dam
over the headwaters of the Cohansey River in 1814, and
the area of the pond was increased about 1835 by a dam
ftirther down the stream. This pond has in it the ordinary
pond fish of New Jersey, sunfish, "raccoon" (yellow)
perch, pike, catfish, eels, suckers, and a rare fish known
here as the "silver fish," besides large quantities of roach,
which furnish food for the other fish. About twelve
years ago it was stocked by the West Jersey Game Pro-
tective Society with small-mouthed black bass, which
have become very abundant and have been taken up to
6lbs. weight.
The most extraordinary catch was made yesterday.

A rock, or striped bass, was taken in the middle of
the pond in about 15ft. of water, with a large roach for
bait, by a glass-blower, who sold the fish in the town as a
black bass. Its weight was 8~ilbs. This seemed to me an
extraordinary catch. The employee of the Ix-on Works
who guards the pond claims that this is one of the small
rock which he placed in the pond several years ago,
which he had taken with a net from the river'below the
dam. I think the better explanation is that this fish had
ascended from the river when the waste gates were
raised last week to vent the water from a freshet which
had broken a dam further up the stream, and which en-
dangered the dam at this pond. It must have required
wonderful power for this fish to ascend the waterfall
caused by the raising of the gates. F. S. J. 0.

Aug. 5.

Strange Capture of a Trout.—Mr. Gillies, Eding-
ton Mill, and a friend (Mr. Jones, from London) were
fishing from a boat in the dam road at Edington Mill,
when a large fish was observed feeding in the shallow
water just under Pear Bank stream. Mr. Jones carefully
rowed up behind the fish and Mr. Gillies threw the line,
which caught a swallow a few feet off the end of the rod.
The swallow and the worm struck the Avater at the same
time, and the fish was seen to move round. On pulling
up the line the fish was found struggling in the water
and the swallow in the air. The latter soon freed itself,

and it was fortunate it did , as the fish claimed all atten^
tion by at once making for the deep water. The tackle
used being very fine, great care had to be used, and the
fish had a great deal of its own way; but after a fine run
of a quarter of an hour he was safely landed into the boat
and proved to be a yellow trout in splendid condition,
which on being weighed turned the scale at just over
dlhs.—Neiveastle {Eng.} Chronicle.

The Salmon Fishing —The season is practically over
in New Brunswick rivers, and it has been unsatisfactory
because of a lack of rain. The waters are clear and low
and altogether too warm to induce salmon to dally with
th« artificial fly. The reserve of Mr, I. W. Adams, treas-
urer of the American Net and Twine Co., on the lower
Nipissiquit, has yielded about sixty salmon and grilse to
four rods, a poor showing for so fine a stream, but better
than that of many other celebrated waters. The Casca-
pedia and the Restigouche fell far behind their usual
record. Salmon were jplentiful enough and netters
reaped a rich harvest at the mouths of the rivers, but the
conditions were dead against the fly-fisherman who
liberally dispersed his gold and lost his patience in the
upper reaches.

Gloucester, Mass.—Editor Forest and Stream: A
day or two ago I was informed by a resident of River-
dale that on Sunday, July 35, the mill pond there was
alive with young alewives from 1 to 8in. long. About
the same time the water was allowed to run out of the
pond, and in a large, deep hole near the dam great quan-
tities of white perch were seen. Yesterday mormng a
lot of mackerel got caught in the canal near the bridge,
and men and boys dipped them up with nets and with
their hands. The fish were of good size and quality, and
were estimated to be about twenty barrels. The Dai-ly
Times has a note on a big eel captured in Cai)e Pond on
Aug. 2, which was 37in. long and weighed 4ilbs. dressed.
—E. F. Locke.

Union Bridge, Md.—The Monocacy has been furnish-
ing some pretty good bass fishing during this season.
Rain has greatly interfered with anglers, ho wever. Dur-
ing the first few days of July good catches were made.
On the 1st Messrs. D^rn and Hollingberger caught seven-
teen bass, ranging from 4 to Slbs. each, and since that
date have Viad a fair day's fishing, Dern catching two
weighing 2| and 3lbs. Later, should the weather clear,

we hope to give you full scores from our little riverj

which is well stocked with bass,—C, A,

Editor Forest and Stream:
Some of your contributors, if I understand them aright,

seem to doubt that grayling are found in the streams of
the Rocky Mountains, and one thinks that another corre-
spondent mistakes whitefish for grayling. I have caught
whitefish, grayling and trout in the Madison River and
its tributaries in Montana in 1«64 and again in 1883,
How any pei-son who ever heard or read a description of
a grayling, or saw a woodcut of one, could mistake a
rnountain whitefish for a grayling is past my comprehen-
sion. I could excuse a careless observer if he confounded
a grayling with a mountain trout.
In 1883 I did much fishing in the Madison and its small

ti'ibutaa-ies. We would take ten times as many whitefish
as trout, and about the same ratio as to trout and gray-
ling, trout being the more abundant.
In 1886 a friend ih Montana, a fine fisherman, long a

resident of Madison county, wrote me that grayling had
become very plenty in that river—that at a point where
we had fished in 1883 grayling were plentier than trout,
and that trout and whitefish were plenty. Whitefish
have a mouth much like the sucker, adapted to gathering
food on the bottom of the stream, such as Crustacea. In
fact, by an examination of whitefish I caught. I found
they were tlien feeding on such food. In the latter year
my wife, daughter, myself and a guide tramped and
camped for thirty days in the vicinity of and in the
National Park, doing much fishing. The guide, who had
\ieen in the country since 1863, informed me he knew, in

CAPE COD NOTES.

BLUEFISH continue scarce, but a few are taken
almost daily at Woods Holl. Three were taken by

a fisherman on July 28—two of them at one time, Mr.
Slaughter caught one weighing 71bs. and another weigh-
ing eibs. July 29. On the 31st Mr. John Field took a fine

one w-eighing 81bs. 7oz. from the rocks, chumming with
menhaden and heaving and hauling with live eel for
bait. This is the bait generally used now at this place.
One of the best catches of recent date was a 34|^lb3.

striped bass and six bluefish by one line. The bass seemed
to find the eel exactly what it wanted. Afewtautog
are caught in Buzzard's Bay and in the "Hole." Sea
bass are not yet plentiful, but scup of a larger size are
coming in now, A brier ray, which is not at all common
here, was obtained on the 37th and shipped to Washing-
ton to be cast for the Columbian exposition. A cramp
fish or torpedo was one of the curiosities brought in alive
a few days ago. The shocking powers of this singular
fish were tested by a number of peo{)le, among them one
of the Fish Commission employees, who undertook to
help lift it into an aquarium. The result can be imag-
ined—the employee dropped a remark and the torpedo at
about the same time. A big sturgeon, captured last

month, was cleaned and from it were taken three basket-
fuls of eggs. T. H, B,

Woods HotL, Mass. I
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Tadpole Bait fok Bass.—Charles Parkins has been
enjoying some line bass sport with a new fly. It is in-
tended as a large trout fly. He made it for Prof. Lee, of
St. Clair, and has named it after that gentleman. It has
red wings, hackle and tail; it has a combination body fin-

ished off in gold tinse], the colors being i-ed, orange and
yellow. Mr. Parkins v^^enfc np to the dam and threw the
fly one day several weeks ago. He caught forty nice
bass. A few weeks later he caught fifteen, In speaking
of his experience Mr. Parkins said: "You can't catch
very large bass with a fly at the dam on account of the
number of boats passing". For bsit fishing for bass this
year you will find tadpoles the best. It is funny, but last

year liver was found to be the b?st bait. The fisherman
must change his bait to suit the demand of the fish. In
rivets hol;2'ramite, email frogs and stone catfish ai'e the
best."—I'ottsviUe (Pa.) Chronide.

Duty on Fly Mateeials.—In referring to ''Free
Trade's" note on the duties levied on sportsmen's and
tourists' belongings by the Canadian customs authoritips,
what consideration can we expect from other couniries
as long as our own tariff laws are so onerous and prohibi-
tive? 1 have been trying to teach myself to tie salmon
flies lately, and but few of the necessary materials are to
be had in this country. I have imported a few feathers,
tinsels, etc., by mail, and have had to pay as high as 45
per cent, duty, lost much time at custom house, and had
to sign eight documents and pay for blanks.

—

Theodore
Gordon.

GLOueKSTER, Mass., July 28.—Fishing in Fernwood
Lake has not been good of late; after trolling for over two
hours recently I took only one white perch, and my com-
fianion caught nothing during the whole afternoon. Very
ittle angling is done in the fresh waters here. We have
white peich, yellow perch, pickerel and bass. A pond
has been stocked with German carp, but I have not heard
that any have been seen. A short time ago I saw the
largest mackerel I have ever seen; it measured 24 in. in
length, 13in. in circu'nference, and weighed d^lbs. It

was taken at Cape God.—E. F. L.

Bluefisuinq at Perth Amboy.—In your issue of July
30 is published a letter from me. In that letter I should
have written that our boatman was Frajik Di wson, in-

stead of John D.ivison, as was published. Mr. Frank
Dawson claims to know where the center of fisheiy is

located, and with the belief that honor belongs to whom
honor is due, I ask that this correction be made.—H. C.
W.

Black Bass —Greenwood Lake, New Jersey, has
furnished excellent bass fishing during the past week.
The fish are of the large mouth species and of small aver-
age siz^. filihough occa,sional big ones are seen. Scores
of 43. 50 and 70 in a day ha.ve been rexDorted. the last

made by Mr. Fred Clark, of Storm's Island. Helgraraites,
crayfish and frogs are the successful baits, and still- fish-

ing brought better returns than casting.

Sharks and Dogfish.—"With the improvement of the
summer fishing come the fisherman's pests, to drive off

edible fishes and c mse danger to apparatus and danger
to life. In the vicinity of Cape Ann, Mass., line fishing
for cod is seriously interrupted by dogfish, a small kind
of shark, and near Seaville large and ferocious man-eat-
ing sharks have made their appearance, and two men
have been grievously bitten by them.

Thk Angel Shark,—A specimen of the rare shark,
Squatina angelus, was taken near Atlantic City, N. J.,

last week, by Capt, Jos. L, Gaskill, of the Life Saving
Service. The sisecimen measured 4ft., and is on exhibi-
tion at the pier where it has been an object of great
curiosity.

Moosehead Lake, Maine, has been stocked with land-
locked salmon, and, api)!?rently, with success. At Kineo,
a lady from New York took one recently that weighed
about 41bs. On July 37 Mrs. J. F. Hildretb. while troll-

ing in the lake, caught a salmon weighing G-Jlbs.

A Shark 12ft. long was caught at Block I-4and re-
cently and exhibited on Block Island dock. Whenever
bluefish are plentiful on any part of the coast sharks
may be seen feeding upon them, but menhaden suffer
vastly more than bluefish from such depredations.

"Forest anc5 Stream" Nursery Rhymes,
rv.

Sing a sont o' troutiiig,

"Three-pound lisli, I vum!
Bigeest flsli in tJiat ere brook
That ever swallowed wum."

When rbc"whaJe" was hefted
He didii'fc weigh a. pound.

Wasn't that a pretty lie

To be a traveling round!
New Jehset. O. O. S.

There was a young man lived in Yougliall

Was the biggest liar since Adam's iloughall.

Foi" ttie fish that he bought
.

HeM .s\Year that he'd caught— -

This young man of UQlimited goughall.

Louisiana. H, P. U.

A QUEER DECISION.
''|">HT?jEE hap been a curious deci.'^ion in France upon the right of
X ownevbbip in private lisb; that is, flsb bred and brought up
and pi-otecteil in private waters, but which had escaped to waters
owned by other proprietors.
A Mr. St, Vincent, living in the Department of Marne, in

France, was the ha ppy po3.«easor of an artificial pond built in the
center of a running sLream, but protected and ebut in by a dam
and a screen from ine waters above and below. There he raised
his fish. Tliti report, does not sav whether they were trout, Mack
hass, carp, or thn.t ''avorite of the French pporting gentleman's
hearf, the merry little yrudgeon. They were not only his property
but bis peis, and the 1b sl.oo.! with its asgia over his right and
title to do witri them as ha ^'or.!.], possibly even that he might
fish for tbem out of reason, bur certainly that no other ruthless
ha-nd could rieprivp him of their possession and enioyment.
,
ijufortunat- ly LViere came a flood, and l he waters roared and

raged and heat upnn that d,<5ra, and tore at that screen, and shook
and shattered and undermined it, and finally swept it wholly
away and allowed the pets and the property to pass down into
Other regions as the prey of the spoiler. Such things have
happened in this country, and liuman nature is human natfire the

world over, and French nature is not so unlike American nature
as thev think, in their pride of giving extravagant fashions and a
difHcult language to the rest of the world. The riparian owners of
the stream below the former dam of Mr. St. Vincent proceeded
promptly and merrily to fish f ^^ the.se quondam pets and property
of Ihe said St. Vincent, iust as the riparian proprietors and many
vagrrant anglers have been in the babit of taking advantage of
similar heartrending accidents upon the soil of Long Island- They
thought they were in their right and gloated over the misfortune
of the modern saint which had thus suddenly turned to their
pi'oflt. Tiio bank of that stream was lined with their rods and the
current filled with their dobbers (by the by, this is a good old
Dutch word, so don't despise It), while the whilom owner wrung
his ha.nds and said, "Sacre bleu, sapristeche, sapristie, nom de
Di'^u," and possibly even more improper words in his native
tongue.
But having got throtigh railing at fate, his rage gave him an in-

spiration, and he commenced suit against the sportsmen who
were thus making sport and gain on his misadventures. He went
to French law, it must be distinctly understood, and French law
is a wonderful and incomprehensible article. No one need be
surprised at anything from French law, whether it is got otit of.

the Code Napoleon or the dusty recesses of the judicial mind.
There is only one result that can be confidRntly and invariably re-
lied upon: it is that in a case between a foreigner and a French-
man it will always decide for the Frenchman. Vide, the remark-
able case where it retjuired an American father-in-law, whose
daughter had married a Frenchman and died, to support the
barber or count son-in-law, whichever he might be, as it said,
"according to what would have been his station in life if the
daughter had Jived and become heir to her father."
But this case of Mr. St. Vincent was "Greek meet OreeK," and,

strange as it may seem, out of the intricacies of French law, he
won his ca'c, not only on the first trial, but upon appeal to the
higher court, where the decision was confirmed. How t he court
managed to determine certain side issues, the report of this inter-
esting decision does not tell. For example, how were these riparian
proprietors, possessed as tbeywere of the right of fishing upon
their own domain, to arrange not to catch the private fisli of their
neighbor, Mr. St. Vincent? Thus raising a question as complicated
as our own beautiful statute, which provides than an."ingler shall
not catch any fish less than 6in. long, and compels him to find out
bpforeband how his a bite he is about to get. And when the court
fixed the amount of damages which these involuntary poachers
were to pay, how could it tell how many of their basketfuls were
of their own inherent gudgeons, supposing them to have been
gudgeons, and how many were interloping gudgeons?
Moreover, were not these law-breakers entitled to compensation

for the food and nourishment of the strangers, which they had
thus unwillingly taken within their gates, for the period of r,>oir

sojourn before they were illegally yanked from their native ele-
ment? This would raise the further question of what would be the
cost of maintaining and entertaining fish jjer diem, anfl as tha.t
depends upon their relative size and weight, and as they have to
secure their own food, which often eonsists of deleterious insects,
whose destruction would ho a benefit instead of a detriment, the
calculaiion is an intricate one.
However, I give you the precedent for what it is worth. Tlie

d-sm of the famous and wealthy South Side Club, wh'ch has done
such royal work in producing and cultival ing trout, may give way
soni" day and the vandals below may undertake to imitate the
neighbors of Mr. St. Vincent. Then this deeision will come into
play, although the four following horns of dilemma will have to be
considered: First, shall ths owners of the stream thus favored by
fate be restricted catching their own trout at the peril of ' dam-
nirtt/e.s-Mff crcf.';, as this case sayf? Second, shall they be forbidden
to fi;h at all thereafter for all time? Third, shall the owner of the
broken pond be allowed to enter upon their property in spite of
the ancient saws about giMreclatisum fregit, to recapture his own
fish and those only? Or, fourth (finally and in conclusion, as our
good old sermons used t" put it), in what imaginable way is tlie

foi-mer proprietor to get his property into his possession anyhow?
—RobeH B. Roosevelt in Neio For/c Timets.

FISH HATCHERY FOR VERMONT.
THE State flsb hatchery will be located at Roxbury. on

land donated for the purpose by E. N. Spaiildinfj, of that
town. The site was selected upon the recommendation of
Commissioner Elliott B. Hodge, of the New Hampshire Com-
mission.
Commissioner McDonald is now in Vermont, to decide

upon a location for the new station for which the last Con-
fress appropriated §5,000. Several essential conditions will
etermiiie the choice in this case as in all others; there must

be a bountiful supply of clear, spring water of even tem-
perature and capable of delivery into the hatchery by gravity.
The location must be central in the region which it is in-

tended to supply and with railroad communication to its

distributing points. It is often difficult to find all of the
necessary conditions present in localities which seem at first

glance to be eminently suitable.

ST. LOUIS NOTES.—The United States "Fish Farm," at
JSTessbo, in this State, is progressing finely. The station is

one mile from Nessho and contains 13 acres of ground, in
which there are 18 pools and ponds, arotmd which are laid
out well-kept walks and drives. The water area of the
hatchery amounts to 145,000 sq. ft. of surface, and the water
itself is admirably adapted for its purpose, The product of
the hatchery last year was 32,000 rainbow trout, 12,000 brown
trout, .500 speckled trout, 1,380 red-eye perch, 1,780 carp,
9.907 tench, and 17,000 gold flsb. The estimated production
for this year is as follows: Twenty thousand black bass, 3,000
croppie,"l5,000 carp, 15,000 tench, 10,000 red-eye perch, 5,000
gold fish, 12,000 speckled trout, 18,000 brown trout, and 12,000
rainbow trout. The trout do well in the waters at Nessho,
and also at Mammoth Springs, the head of the Merrimac
River. Mr. James, one of the owners of Mammoth Springs,
informs us that there are seven miles of good trout water at
that place, and that there are now Califoruia trout there
which will weigh 5lbs. These were planted bj'the U, S. Fish
Commission some years ago. There are other streams in the
Ozark Range where this trout would do well, and it may be
that trout fishing may yet be numbered among the sporting
offerings of this State^

VERMONT FISH HATCHERY.—The dirpctors of the
State fish hatchery, Messrs. C. C, Warren, of Waterburv: R.
B. Noyes, of St. Johnsbttry, and Dr. H. H. Swift, of Pitts-
ford, held a meeting at Burlington, and decided, upon the
recommendation of Col. Elliott B. Hodge, of Plymouth, N,
H,, to locate the new building at Roxbury. Mr. E. N.
Spaulding has donated the land necessary for the purpose.
There is a desire on the part of some persons to see the
United States hatchery, for which the last Congress appro-
priated 15,000, located at St. Johnsbury. Commissioner
McDonald will soon visit the proposed sites and make a
selection.

^he fennel

F I XTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 4.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Kingston Kennel
Club, at Kingston, Ont. H. C. Oorbett, Secretary.
Sept. 1 to 4,—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Youngstown. 0,
Sept. 8 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel

Club, at Hamilton. Ont,
Sept. 14 to la.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association Third

International Dog Show, at Toronto. O. A. Stone, Sec'y and Supt.
Sept. 22 to 25.—Inaugural International Dog Show of the Mon-

treal Exposition Company, at Montreal, Canada. Entries close
Sent. 8. J. S Roberfson, Secretary.
Sept. 39 to Oct. 1.—Third Annual Dog Show, in connection with

the Central Canada Fair, at Ottawa, Ont. Alfred Geddes, Supt.

lS9a,

Jan. 13 to 14.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina
Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C, F. F. Capers, Secretary,
Greenville, S. C.

FIELD TRIALS,
Nov. 3.—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Olub,

at Bicknell, Ind. P. T. Madison. Secretary.
Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. 0. Members' Stake Nov. 12. W. A. Cosier,
Se'Tetary.
Nov. 23.-Iri8h Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point, N. O.

G. G. Davis, 8ecret;rry, Philadelphia, Pa.
Nov. 3S.-Gordon Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point, N.

C. L. A. Van Zindt, Secretary. Yonkers, N. Y.
N"v. 30.—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

L'^xington, N. C. 0. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 40 Wall street. New
York city-
Dec. 14 —Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles K.

Connell, Secretary.

WHITE WINGS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice in your issue of July 30 a letter signed J. Mac-
kelcan, who states that he is an old journalist, and, there-
fore, not afraid to sign his name to all he writes to thepre.'-'s.

For all I know he may be an old journalist, bitt when he
gets into kennel matters his journalistic abilities do not
shine out very prominently. He ought to know that when
writing tipon doggy aifairs (as well as on other topics) it is

requisite to know what one is writing about, or he is pretty
sure to fall into error.
Now, we will take his letter from the commencement ar d

be as brief as possible. He infers that Mr. George Bell did
not own White Wings, Now I can vouch for his being in
partnership with Mr. Ireson in the Seaton Kennels; however,
any one doubting this can easily have it verified by writing
Mr. Iresou as to^the truth of this assertion. Consequently
it is only natural that Mr, Bell would handle his dogs at the
shows at which he exhibited them, instead of "being em-
ployed by Mr. Ireson to attend to them," as your correspond-
ent puts it. He then goes on to inform your readers how
White Wings was brought into existence, "and this is where
be should have come to a full stop, for the rest of his letter
is onlv a conglomeration of errors. He states that Ranger
beat Gem of the Season last year at Cleveland. In the first

place, this show was held April 14 to 17 of this year, and
these two dogs did not compete in the same class. Gem of
the Season won in the challenge class and Ranger in the
open class. However, Mr. Mackelcan may have reference to
a race which was held during the show in which Ranger
proved the victor. He concludes his letter to you by stating
that White Wings, the only time shown, Avon in her class
over twenty competitors at the Members' show of the T. K.
C. Now, if Mr. M. woula only strike off a cypher, he would
come nearer the truth, as instead of twenty there happened
only to be two competitors in this class.

Now in his extract taken from the Qlohc he is also astray.
He gives the time of the running at the Woodbine by White
Wings and Ranger for 440yds. as 25>^ and 25% seconds,
whereas the time recorded by Messrs, Ireson and Bell was
2Q%, White Wings beating Ranger by half a length.
In conclusion, I trust that ottr "old journalist" when he

"effuses" again on kennel matters will endeavor to ascer-
tain facts so that people who do not know may not be led
astray. H. P. Thompson.
Toronto, Can.

Editor Forest mid Stream:
With your permission I would like to say a few words re-

garding Mr. Mackelcan's letter in your issue of July 30, and
perhaps may be able to throw a little light on the subject.
Some time ago Mr. Bell informed me that he had acquired

an interest in Mr. Ireson's kennel of greyhounds, and de-
.sired Jolly Ranger (since shortened to Ranger) to oe added
to bis list of stud dogs in the Canadian Kennel Gazette.
In an interview with Mr. Ireson shortly after, he (Mr. Ire-

son) corroborated Mr. Bell's statement. White Wings won
first at the Toronto Kennel Club's club show in May, the
only other entry being Mr. Fitzsimmons's Why Not. Where
were the remaining eighteen?
In writing this I have no other object than to correct posi-

tive misstatements, which, I am sure, were not published
with Mr. Ireson's knowledge or sanction.

H. B. Donovan.
TORONXO, Can.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In the July 80 isisue of Forest and Stream, under the

heading "How is This?" Mr. .J. Mackelcan says Gem of the
Season was beaten last year at Cleveland by Jolly Ranger.
Gem of the Season was 'at that time in England. If he
meant last spring, Gem of the Season was not then and
never has been beaten by Jolly Ranger. I think it would
be wiser if Mr. Mackelcan would confine himself to facts.

A. W. PlTRBECK..
SAiiEM, Mass.

A DOG'S DEVOTION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A friend of mine being a lover of dogs and the chase, keeps

an excellent pack of hounds and puts in his leisure days,
during the fall and winter months, in htmting foxes.

At the close of a run last November one of his favorites
was missing, but as the chase had extended over several
miles of new country it was thought he had fallen in with
another pack and would soon be heard from, or get starved
out and come home for his rations. However, as the week
passed and nothing was heard of him be became convinced
that some reprobate had shot him out of pure cussedness, and
maledictions dire were heaped on the head of the slayer of
poor Dick.
Among bis canine family was an intelligent sheepdog,

and one of his many accomplishments was that he knew the
name of every horse on the farm, and when sentto the pasture
for a particular animal would single it out and bring it up
to the barn lot. Sometimes the others would come with it,

but the animal wanted was certain to be on hand. After tbe
hound was missed the sheepdog was absent a good part of
the time, seldom coming home except for food, vvhenit would
eat the smaller pieces with haste and filling his mouth with
the larger portion start in the direction of the barn, as was
supposed to finish his meal in peace and without interference
from the hounds.
One morning it occurred to some of the family to watch

him, when they saw him cross the fields toward an old straw
stack a half a mile from the farmhouse. They followed him,
and to their surprise foundthe favorite hound in an emaciated
condition with a broken leg and a bad wound in his side that
he received in some manner in this last race. The faithful
collie was wild with joy. When he saw his master coming,
he ran to him and putting his fore feet on his breast barked
with delight, then ran to the straw stack and back again
to his master, manifesting his pleasure in unmistakable dog
talk. The dog had carried his own food to the hound for
over a week and went without himself. The patient was
placed carefull

J''
in a blanket, and on the way home the sheep-

dog headed the procession, the proudest dog in the county.
The invalid was given comfortable quarters, and carefully

nursed, but even then Shep wottld not wholly give up Ms
charge but would lie with him for hours on his pallet of
straw, evidently sympathizing with and keeping him com-

Ipany,
and not until Dick was able to take his place in the

pack did he re.sign his guardianship. Cameron.
Elsah, hi.
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GREYHOUNDS AND GREYHOUND JUDGES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I certainly must take exception to snrae of the remarks made
by Dr. Mills in your issue of July 23, regarding Mr. Hunt-
ington's decisions at the late New York show, and ask him
for proof of the statement that his opinion of the error made
by Mr. Huatingtoa in "donning the ermine" is "proved by
events."

I will ask the doctor what judge ever entered the ring at
the W. K. C. show, for the first time, and came out with
more flying colors than did Mr. H. Perhaps, in the history
of American dogdom, never has a judge been placed in sufh
a delicate and trying position, and the great credit Mr. H.
did to himself is"worthy of being emulated. His best friends
met side by side in friendly rivalry, assured they would get
both an impartial and intelligent decision and—they .surely
did. I spent many hours at the W. K. C. show among the
greyhound men and failed to hear either any of his friends or
any judge of a greyhound take the slighte.st exception to the
aw'ard of special prize to ch. Balkis, over Gem of the Season,
and I will esteem it a great favor if Dr. Mills will mention
one friend of Mr. H, 's who is a grevhound judge, who dissents
from the decision. As to the decision being "a great blunder"
let me assure Dr. Mills he either does not know the require-
ments of a greyhound or if he does, is too biased to see through
other glasses than his own. That Gem of the Season is a
hard one to beat goes without saying. He, a dog brimful! of
quality, is a bit better in head than Balkis, and not so wide
iu front, but aside from that where stands Balkis? For legs
and feet he has no superior, he has a far better back than
Gem, while from the last rib to his hind feet he out-points
Gem a hundred fold.

I havefor many years lived in Kansas where almost our only
enjoyment and pa.stime was coursing jack rabbits. 1 have
coursed them week in and week out, and my friends will
testify I never owned the worst greyhound in the State but
rather the other way. 1 have bred greyhounds by the score,
sold them, excbantred them and bought a good one when I
saw it, and if Dr, Mills knew the first principles of coursing

' and the requirements of a greyhound he would know that
placing eh. Balkis (that grand old sire) over Gem of the
Season was not "a great blunder."
He Avould also know that excepting the exceptions which

are very rare, a greyhound short between his couplings,
high on his bind legs, without his hocks being well letdown
and bis hind legs tucked under, his body can never be con-
sidered to be l.iuilt on correct greyhound lines. If he does
not believe this let him look over the dogs that run for the
Great Waterloo or come out to Kansas next October and see
the outline of those that win,
Before setting himself up as a greyhound authority

against such a man as Mr. Huntington who has bred more
winners than probably the Doctor has dogs, T would advise
him to study a little more or not talk about "great blunders"
unless he wishes the criticism to revert to himself.
Gem is a very taking and flashy dog, but with his short

back, tucked lip loin and high set up hock, he can no more
beat ch. Balkis than Elcho can beat Scavenger. Dr. Mills
must remember that the propelling power of a greyhound lies
back of the ribs, not in front of them, and a greyhound not
right there will be beaten by a dog that is. Let us hear from
some of the judges on this, as I think it a question of great
moment to the greyhound cause. Greyhound Osbors.
New York City.

MASTIFF JUDGING AT NEW YORK.
Editor Forest and- Stream:

It is unfortunate that this subject is kept to the fore. It
seemed thermiversal wish to di.smiss the many and grievous
mistakes made, as lightly as possible, stamping them with
disapproval and letting them be forgotten. Had this course
been accepted by all, foreetfulness would have drawn its pall
over the untortiinate affair, but the absurd defenses of the
serious tuistakes made have fanned the flame again, and the
interests of mastiff judging for the future demand emphatic
condemnation oi these defenses far more than the original
mi.stajies do.
As i said before, I did not see Beaufort at the time of

judging, but I did see him not more than half an hour after,
and lieing dazed at the awards, asked Mr. Winch ell to take
the doa: off the bench that I might see his condition at that
moment. There were Messrs. G. G, Stephenson, George
Glazier, Chas, E. Wallack and others present when Mr.
Winehell took the dog off', and all coincided in the opinion
that no dog ever showed more vigor and activity. I re-
member as well as though it were an hour since, how
nimbly he hopped up on his bench again, and the easy
power he disjjlayed in all his movements.
The statements of anonytuous scribblers that Beaufort

showed the extremity of decreptitude, the wavering ghost
of mortality in the last gasp, are of no weight. The state-
ment that the writer will not put his name to is very ihuch
emptier than air; but the statement of the judge as to this
point is entitled to respect. Now, as the dog most positively
did not show any signs of weakness or weariness half an
hour before the judging or half an hour after, a search for
an explanation of the judge'G stfte uent is necessary. My
theory is this: I understanl that the judging was pro-
tracted, that the dogs were troited out and in, back and
forward for a long time. Beaixfort is a dog of marked men-
tal peculiarities, and while the best shower I ever saw (ex-
cept C. O. D.), having the faculty of setting hi uiself in the
best positions if left to himself, I fancy he got disgusted
with aimless trottings around, and "it makes me l;ired"
was the view he took.
This is not an unusual trick of dogs; it is on record that

the oldtime champion, Miss Hales's Lion, had this trick; he
would show well for a while, and if kept too long at it
would lie down and go to sleep, disgusted with useless per-
formances. My DeBuch, a dog of tremendous power and
activity, was another; he vv as very lively ior a while, both
at Pittsburgh and New York shows, but he got disgusted
at the long judging at the former, and Mr. Watson just got
inside the line of his endurance at New York.
Now, what is the duty of the judge in such cases?

Evidently to determine whether the dog's appearance is due
to physical weakness, or mere transitory environments. One
or two trots across the ring should satisfy the judge whether
he moves all right and there is no use in keeping up a pro-
cession. The judge must confine himself to the appearance
of the dog when before him, but it is his duty to determine
what share he had in effecting a change in the dog's appear-
ance. Again I nfust condemn as most mischievous the
dictum of the judge that earning large stud fees and win-
ning prizes are Incompatible. Such mischievous nonsense
as this was never before announced in connection with dog
shows, and the "per curiam" of the judsce that he would
frown down all such attempts, should relegate him to other
pursuits than dog judging. Is a stud dog disqualified from
winning show prizes ? Or must a show dog not be used in
the stud ? W. W ade.
Hdlton. Pa„ Aug. 3.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of July 30 a very wild letter appears from the

wilder brains of an anonymous correspondent. If he saw
the dog in the ring, as I much doubt, he must have been as
disabled as he describes Beaufort. Of cotirse, in such a
state some one would "totter around the ring." Such
authority as Mr. Charles Mason, Mr. Wm. Wade, Mr. E. G,
Stephenson, Mr, and Mrs. Chas. Wallack and others agree

j

1}hat Beaufort was never shown ia better shape. Mr, Wade

says of him there that "he was as active as a cat, without
showing a trace of weakness. I know that most positively,
having the best opportunities of seeing this." If there was
a word of truth in the assertions of the unknown, why wag
he the only one to discover it? It is one thing I admire
about the unknown, he sticks up for the side that is down;
but why not be a man about it, and not be ashamed to sign
what he asserts. Ninety-nine times in a hundred an
anonymous correspondent writes what he knows to be a
falsehood. The truth is, 1 think that he did not see the dog,
for if he did he could not have had the assurance to state
what he has, even when the judge says in his own defense
in his report, "That his awards of Beaufort have met with
almo,st universal disapproval." Is the unknown not in the
same condition that the Rev. Mr. Stiggins was when he was
brought to the temperance meeting di'unk, and he got up
and gravely "declared the whole meeting drunk." There is
one thing about the judge's defense in his report, that I
called his attention to, Beaufort's being exhausted in stud
service and his feebleness. I did say that he had been well
used in the stud, as I was proud of his appearance there,
as it showed what a grand one he was iu activity and con-
dition.
Would it be natural to call the judge's attention to what

would throw him back or entirely out? All who are familiar
with Beaufort iu the ring know that he is the most perfect
trained dog there, that he always appears at his best; his
every position is one of grace, any boy could lead him in the
ring and show him to as good advantage as the most expert
handler, if they will lead him by the end of his chain and
let him have his own way. He has been educated for the
ring as no other dog I ever saw. Mastiffs have not advanced
as they should for the last two years or so. Is it not partly
on account of the uncertainty of the mastiff awards at the
principal shows, as some of the sporting papers assert ?

Whatever it has been, they can again be brought to the
front if the breeders will work together. I am glad that
Mr Whitney has given it a push in'the right direction with
his broad shoulders; let others do as much according to their
means, though their purse may not he so big. Let's bring
a class of mastiffs before the judge at New York that Amer-
ica will be proud of. Let each breeder bi'ing his best, though
he may not win first, he will have the satisfaction of know-
ing where he stands. The chances are tnat there will be a
judge there then, who is recognized as an atithority. It is

now quite certain that champion Beaufort will go back
soon unless purchased here. England knows the value of
such a stud dog as Beaufort. The dollars England has re-
ceived from America since he has been here have been few.
It pays her better to sell America his xmppies at high prices.
Figures would show that we have paid England more money
for Beaufort blood than that of all the other stud dogs com-
bined. J. L. WlNCHELL.

A WOWIAN'S EXPERIENCES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I don't know whether, because I was not born a man, 1
should be debarred from contributing to your interesting
journal, but it was not my fault, I assure you, for if I had
been consttlted upon the specificatinu. I might to-day have
graced the Presidential chair instead of being the wife of one
of the most ardent admirers of dogs and guns, and onewhom
many consider a first-class shot, too. Modesty, of course,
forbids me giving my own opinion, but I do know he never
fails to bring home game when he goes after it. I am very
fond of intelligent canines myself, and the experience I have
had in caring for every animal that could be construed into
a hunting dog should. 1 think, entitle me to a little liberality
in the columns of FOKEST AKD STREAM. To be truthful,
when I married Mr. Jones I was not aware that he was such
a lover of dogs and guns, but that fact made no difference,
for I have had ample time in finding this out, and my first

lesson commenced soon after we were married. I proved
such an apt scholar that I went through all the grades and
graduated with a flourish. I was also mortally afraid of a
sbotgun, but I soon got over that, and, in fact, learntbow to
.shoot and load a gun myself. Only once when I tried to
scrape acquaintance with a rifle I came near being di.sgusted
with the performance, for I hit my mark so straight, and
the target being of oak, the bullet rebounded with such
force as to bum a streak on my forehead, and that settled
the rifle business for a little while.

I have a better acquaintance with the canines than many
would .suppose, and though Mr. .Jones is complimented so
highly and praised so loudly about his management and
training of dogs, I know that I have about as much to do
with the training as he has; yet I am naturally relegated to
the backgi'ound and must perforce listen to his praises, and
do nothing but grin and bear it. The first dog I was intro-
duced to in the hunting line was a full-blooded Irish setter.
I was "bedoozled" into taking the little thief when he was
about five weeks old. Why he was called a setter puzzles
me to this day, for he did everything but set while at home,
and kept things going pretty lively, too, and all the time he
looked so fearfully innocent. The way he grew, too, was
amazing; I suppose it was the fresh air and the running so
many miles away from home did the business. Mr. J. would
leave home in the morning and tell me to take good care of
that dog. Now that was reversing the order of things to
what 1 was accustomed, for my father always had a dog to
take good care of me But I wished to obey orders, and the
first time I left home locked the dog in the kitchen. On my
return some hours later, 1 found the window—sash and all-
gone, so was the dog, and by the way things looked, I was
thankful there was any kitchen left. I thought I had better
go, too, and skirmish around a little; but had I known that
Irish setter a little better I might have saved my shoe
leather. Mr. Jones came home, and, of cour.^e, exj)lanations
being in order, I went to see a friend and lelt him to solve
the window and dog problem. He lost two days hunting for
that dog, not with him; finally finding him ten miles in the
country. Not much setting about that, but I thought in
future he should practice the art a little. This all occurred
in Wales, and for the purpose of my tale I must tell you
that the majority of bedsteads used by those able to get
them, were iron, with ix-on strips pleated to hold the mattress
or feather beds. To be doubly sure of having things com-
fortable, we had a mattress lir.st, then a feather bed on top.
Next time 1 went from home 1 had an idea, and thought it

a brilliant one, too. I chained the dog to the bedstead so
firmly that if he went the bedstead must follow suit, and
complacently left home thinking of woman's wit. Vain ex-
ultation! I returned to find the house, as far as the out.side
went, looking as 1 left it. I opened the front door. All was
quiet. How glad I felt; and on good deeds intent meant to
give the dog an extra supper. I opened the bedroom door

—

Goodnessl Was it a dog or a spotted leopard that greeted me?
Had some one turned my room into a feather-cleaning
establishment? Instead of setting he had been engaged in
bi ting, and so very .successfully that not a vestige of mattress
or bed was left, and the most feather-loving Indian would
have been frantic at the exhibition. For three nights we
slept in the cellar, and I had all the extra work I could at-

tend to without the extra supper. Of the many experiences
I had with that one dog alone I could fill a five-liundred-page
book. Once he laid bare the mysteries of one of my hair-
cloth chairs, one of a set that I was especially proud of.

Then he concluded to chew up all the articles of clothing he
could find hanging to dry, regardless of ownership. For
some time I replaced those garments, but so frequ.:utly were
his misdeeds brought home to me that, after exnausting my
finances and my credit, I decided to investigate, and found
that if that dog was ten uaik.? away iu the country the next

door neighbor's dress would be chewed up by him. Poor
dog, and poor me, we were sadly imposed upon.
By degrees I concluded to take the dog with me on iily

rambles, and one day we espied a hare I had heard Mi*, J.
say To Ho, and I said To Ho, too. The dog stopped with his
bushy tail straight out. The hare stopped, and I stopped,
too. For a time I thought we were all three paralyzed, and
if an artist had come suddenly upon us Just then what an
admirable subject for his canvas he would have had. How-
ever, I got tired standing like a mummy and pulled at the
do^'stail, he did not expect this and" turned on me, but
althotigh he was disgusted he did not bite me, as I thought
he would. He grew up a splendid animal and was sold tor
a high price when we left Wales, and soon after took first

premium at a dog showat the town of Carmarthen. He was
very fond of .sugar, and wotild risk a whipping to get some
auy time. Mem.: For a thievish, slick, catch-me-if-you-can
dog, I commend the black hound every time.

Mrs. Henry B. Jostbs.

PHILADELPHIA K. C. DERBY ENTRIES,

THE entries for the Philadelphia Kennel Club's Derby of
1891 number 13 English setters, 6 pointers and 2 Irish

setters, 20 altogether. The stake is open to all setter or
pointer puppies whelped on or after January, 1890.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Tort Stoker—(Fran ci=. R, Hitchcock), black, white and
tan dog (Rebel—Trinket II.), Sept 15.

Philadelphia Press—(L, Shuster, Jr 1, black, white and
tan dog (Cincinnatus—Cornelia G.), Anril 21.

Hazel the Blagkie—(L. Shuster, Jr.), black white and
tan bitch (Cincinnatus—Cornelia G.), April 21.

TENiSrrsoN—(B. Ridgway), orange and white dog (King
Noble—Queen Vashti), March.
Booth— tB. Ridgway), black white and tan dog (JJing

Noble—Queen Vashti), March,
Katie Noble II.—(P, G. Taylor), black, white and tan

bitch (Breeze Glad.stone—Katie Noble), April 29.

Nat's Boy (F. S. Brown & J. B. Ellison), black, white and
tan dog (Nat Goodwin—Hazel).
Nat's Girl (F. S. Brown & J. B. Ellison), black, white and

tan bitch (Nat Goodwin— Hazel).
SuxsET (F. S. Brown & J. B.' Ellison), black, white and

tan bitch (Nat Goodwin—Countess B.).

Joe Lewis (J. O'H. Denny), black, white and tan dog
(Count Noble—Fanny), April.
WiNJfiE Noble (J. O'H. Denny), black and white bitch

(Count Noble—Fanny), April.
Sm Gladstoste (J 'O'H. Denny), black, white and tan dog

(Gladstone's Boy—Diamond), March 18.

pointers.

HoxiE Godwin (C. E. Connell), liver and white dog (Duke
of Hessen—Fan Fan). May 7.

Dick Lee—J. H. Winslow), liver and white dog (Dick
Swiveller—Bloomo III.), May 6.

Mack Naso—(Dr. J. A. Hartman), liver and white dog
(Nick of Naso—Li Hie Dalp), May 10.

' May Dowking—(Dr. J A. Hartman), liver [and white
bitch (King of Kent—Cbloe). Oct. 23.

Tory Sqtjire—(Francis R. Hitchcock), liver and white
dog (Duke of Hessen—Westminster lua), Sept. 6,

toKY Barox—(P. R. Hitchcock), liver and whitp dog
(Dtike of Hessen—Westminster Ina), Sept, 6.

IRISH setters.

Adonis—(S. B. Richards), dog (Champion Tim—Currer
Bell 111). July 29.

Bess— (B. M. Vaughn), bitch (Champion Tim—Currer Bell
III), July 29.

All these with the exception of Mr. Connell's Hoxie God-
win were whelped in 1890,

DOG CHAT.

THE Rhode Island Poultry Association will hold a bench
show in December, during the week commencing on

the 16th. Mr. Michael Flynn, Jr., has the management of
the affair and wishes to make the show a success, so that the
managers of the A.ssoeiation may think fit to join the A. K.
C. If sufficient inducements in the way of prizes is offered
there is no rea.son why a nice little show should not be held.
Mr. Lacy has been asked to judge all classes.

His many friends will be pained to learn that "Unole
Dick" is again pursued by misfortune, as Mrs. Fellows
broke her leg in a most singular and unexplaiuable way.
We are pleaised, however, tole irn that Mrs. Fellows is doing
well under the circumstances and promises a speedy recovery.

One of our correspondents writes that some crank is poi-
soning the dogs in his neighborhood, chiefly valuable dogs.
If any of our readers have had a like experience and can
give any advice in the matter, we shall be glad if they will
communicate with us, either confidentially or for publica-
tion.

We hear from Mr. John A. Logan that the bench show
that was to have been held at Youngstown, Ohio, Sept. 1 to
4, has been abandoned. As this show would have conflicted
with that held at Kingston, Ont., the arrangement is per-
haps a wise one.

Mr. Paul TIacke's eight Barzois are now on their way from
Russia, and on their arrival will go to Spi-atts' Kernels for
a while to get rid of their sea legs and oe freshened up be-
fore proceeding to Pittsburg. This is without doubt one of
the most important importations of dogs that has occurred
for some time, and such a collection of Barzois as Mr. Hacke
will now be able to show will be sure to create a craze for
these dogs sooner or later.

"Namquoit" has his hands full nowadays with his new
venture Forest, Field and Shore. He is owner, editor, and
pretty nearly everything else, and we must say he deserves
great credit both for his pluck and the very readable paper
he has brought out. It will now be issued semi-monthly
instead of monthly.

Mr. Lamb tells us that Clydesdale Nell, his newly-imported
St. Bernard, whelped Aug. 3, 13 puppies, six dogs, by Lord
Bute, and he is delighted with them. All are pertectly
marked and healthy, and the bitch has plenty of milk. Mr.
A. H. Moore purchased through Mr. LH,rab the puppies Lady
Brooke and Lady Myra, by Scottish Prince ottt of Hepsey.
Lady Brooke weighed eTJ'^lbs at four months. He ends up
his letter with, "I sold tliree St. Bernards last week at good
prices through my little 'ad' in your paper."

The Blue Grass Kennel Club, an association formed for
giving a show at the coming State fair, has decided to hold
a bench show Sept. 2,3, :.'4,"25 and 26, at Lexington, Ky.
Application has been mads for admission into the American
Kennel Club, which meets oi.pt. IT, and the show will
doubtless be given under ,\. K. C. rules. The services of the
well-known Mr. G!-eo H. Hill have been secured as superin-
tendent and a liberal premium list has been decided upon.
The secretary, Mr. lioi^er Williams, was until recently in
partnership with Dr. Van Hummel in the Rookwood and
Landseer Kennels and is a noted breeder of greyhounds. It
was his intention to give up his kennels, btil we are glad to
se^ he still talves sufficient interest in dogs to boom the u&vf
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show along as its secretary. There are lots of good dogs
that are within convenient distance of Lexington, so that
they should be able to get uo a gnod show. The old
Meadowthorpe Kennel, with Scotch Bailey at the helm,
evidently laid the seed that has now germinated in a practi-
cal form.

From what "Peto" says, it seems collies are deprived of
the rights of a first offense in England, for he tells ns of a
case where a collie ju mped at a horse which ran away and so
injured itself that it had to be killed. Tn the suit for damages
against the owner of the dog the judee decided that,
although it was proved the aog had never misbehaved
before, according to a law passed lor the protection of sheep
the collie was singled out as punishable at the first oiiense.

It is astonishing to what ends some people will go to se-

cure their dogs winning in the ring. At a .show held at
lilaverfordwest. a small town in Wales, a man showed a
pointer that had won previously but was afflicted with
a twitching, the resixlt of distemper. He was adviser) to
give the dog strychnine to pull it together while being
judged. He did so—"not wisely but too well," a,nd the dog
iell down apparently in greatest aeony. He recovered, but
whether he will be any good for showing again is uncertain.

The new mastiff bitch Exeter Dirce, that is to make its

home in the Flour City Kennels, Rochester. N. Y., must by
this time have arrived, as she sailed July 3.5 on the S. S.

American. She is said to be in whelp to Exeter Boanerges,
who is by champion Beaufort out of Bura. This will be an-
other acquisition to this good kennel.

The St. Bernard interests of this country have in this year
of 1891 received some fearful blows, the mortuary list show-
ing such famous names as Ben Lomond, Alton, Hesppr,
Plevna and now Prince Regent and Scottish Prince. St.
Bernard men congratulated themselves, and very properly,
on the acquisition of such blood, as they were dogs that
had already shown their ability to pi-oduce good stock be-
fore they were imported. Now we are set back, with one
or two exceptions, almost to the same position as in 18S9, as
far as crack dogs go. We have, howev r, dogs of the same
blood, which we must perforce pay more attention to, and
we must remember that we still have Sir Bedivere, Pliulim-
mon. Watch and Aristocrat among the big guns. At the
same time these heavy losses are calculated to break the
heart of any but the truest fanciers and those with very
long purses, and will make breeders pause and think twice
before they i)ay the prices they have been doing the last
year or two. These large figures do not represent the true
value of the dog, because there is not one that can be de-
pended upon to reimburse the buyer for the outlay. Three
thousand dollars is a large sum of money to get back in
stud fees. No dog ought to be put to stud until he has been
at least six months in the country and become acclimated,
for say what they will, this country is not a St. Bernard
country, and we do not believe that dogs can be raised as
they are in Euelaod; there are exceptions, but very few.
What stud dogs, with one exception, although they have
had good bitches, have produced St. Bernards that equal
either themselves or their progeny begotten on the other
side. It therefore seems clear th^it we must j)ay more at-

tention to importing good specimens of the female sex, and
in this division i'^ where we fancy most of the money will
go in future. Next week we "will print some extracts
from an article in Fanciers' Gazette (England) by "Conrad"
that puts the situation plainly before breeders in England
and shows in what a crippled state recent American import-
ations have left St. Bernard breeders over there, and the
death of these dogs have now made the situation still worse.

Mr. Eberhart wril:es us: "Score one for the dog in Cin-
cinnati. Our Mayor has been forced, by strong opinion and
thousands of the dog's friends, to c.iU off his brutal dog
catchers in Cincinnati, preparatory to turning over the
whole business to the Ohio Humane Society, who will soon
have full charge and conduct it mercifully. Much credit is

due Messrs. Love and Todhunter, snperintendendent and
assistant of the Humane Society. Now, let other cities

make as big a fight as we did here', and the dog will get a
'square deal'." Mr. Eberhart intends to do the Toronto
show, and speaks hopefully of some pugs of his own breed-
ing that will come out there.

Mr. A. C. Stone, who knows how to work up a show, and
if not a success it will be no fault of his, writes: "From
present indications the 3d Aimual International Bench Show
of Dogs of the Industrial Exhibition As.sociation, to be held
in the citj'' of Toronto, trom Sept, 14 to 18, will surpass any-
thing held before in Canada, and will compare more than
favorably with the best shows held in the United States.
Applications are being received from all parts of the United
States and Canada for premium lists, besides mailing over
3,500 to known exhibitors. Most of the larse kennels have
signified their intention of exhibiting, Hnd all the large
classes are expected to be well filled. The Industrial Ex-
hibition Association are erecting a large open inclosure ad
joining the bench show building to be used for the storage
of crates and an exercising room. All dogs will be received
there. In premium list in Skyeterriers the number of class for
open dogs is lob]4, open bitches 155%, and toy terriers (other
than Yorkshire) open dogs and bitches 164>^; the above
were omitted in printing. The following classes have been
added: harriers, dog puppies; 4.Q}4, harriers, bitch pup-
pies, prizes S5 and diploma in each case. Class 169K, png
puppies, bitches, $5 and diploma. Diplomas are ndded to
classes 112, 113, 114 115 in field spaniel.s, and 131, 123, 133, 134
in cockers. A bronze medal, valued at $10, is offered for the
best bloodhound dog or bitch. Entries close Aug, 39."

We hear that Mr. Sears has purchased Mr. DiSenderffer's

last remnant of what was a good kennel of "ladies." In
buying Hepsey, however, he has secured the pick of the bas-
ket, and she will be assured of a good home, which Mr.
Diftenderffer most desired. Mr. Sears has materially
strengthened his team by this purchase and is xo be con-
gratulated on his good judgment. She is a breeder and one
of the best specimens at her sex in the country.

Our readers must forgive us for having so much about
St. Bernards in this issue, but somehow all tfie doggy news
this week seems to run that way.

An excellent .show of fox-terriers was held at Leicester,
England. There were also a few collies shown. As this is
in the heart of the fox-terrier country, as might be expected
all the cracks were on hand. Dominie won in the challenge
cIhss, and Mr. Redmond again stepped to the front with
D'Orsay in the open class, and also won with him the cup
for the best in the show owned by a member of the Fox-
terrier Club, and another for best in open and novice classes.
Deputy^ Starden's King and Newcome were also in the
money m the or '^r named, all well known dogs. In bitches
Mr. Tinne's Dollar beat Mr. Redmond's Donna Dominie, a
decision that was not generally indorsed. Some good ones
were also shown in the novice and wire-haired divisions.
Mr, Vicary was the judge.

"Old Turk," speaking of his "Reminiscen'-ps of Fox-Ter-
riers and H'ox-Terrier Men" in Faneiers' Gazette says of the
noted bitch Cottingham Nettle, owned by Rev, W, J.
Mellor: "He had also Cottingham Nettle (.ifferward Mr.
Henry Gibson's), said to he by Old Jock ex Wish, although

I have grave doubts as to this being correct; still she bore a
resemblance to the old dog, but circumstances connected
with his early life make me feel convinced that his breed-
ing was uncertain. The first time I saw this bitch was dur-
ing one of my frequent visits to old .Tack Terry's. On going
into his house (a public) he said, 'You are just in time; I

have just bought a smart bitch, come upstairs and see her.'
We went to Jack's room and there on his bed she lay,
covered up with a rug, having just been washed. At that
time her ears were carried as 'straight up as ever I saw a
dog's. I remarked this to Jack; he said, 'Say nowt, no one
has seen her except you and when you see her again her
lugs will be all right.' And the next time I saw her they
were carried splendidly; they were small and of good shape
and texture. The Rev, W. J. Mellor was not cognizant of
this, I am certain; nor do I believe he ever knew they had
been tampered with." These old reminiscences, that seem
to be in vogue now, are laying bare a good many of the
secret ways of dogdom.

The trotting dog Doc created quite an interest at the late
trotting meeting at Bufl'alo. He was pitted against horse,
pony and bicycle in quarter and half-mile contests, and got
the judge's decision every time. This dog is four years old;
and during the last two years has earned ?9,000 for his owner,
Willie Ketcham, who drives him to sulkey. Of course such
a dog is valued ver;!r highly, and large .sums have been
offered for hi m. He is a thoroughbred Irish setter. His
owner is out with a challenge to trot any pony not over
twelve hands high, half-mile heats, or against any man run-
ner for the same distance. He will give any trotting horse
a start of twenty-five seconds to do a mile to Doc's half-mile,
or will trot Doc half a mile against any horse running a
mile in harness, and also challenges to walk, trot, run, jump
or swim any dog in the world, best three Out of five. Doc is

a native of Canada and evidently a wonderful dog.

Gordon setter men are expecting good re.sults from the
field trial arrangements, and soon expect their favorites to
regain their long-lost but old-time popularity. Messrs.
Smith Bros., Deep River, Conn., who nave for some years
possessed a kennel of this breed, have asked Mr. Morris to
select them a good brood bitch of the Ronold—Rhine strain,
which they consider is the best combination of field quali-
ties and show merit. He has decided on one of champion
Beaumont's |)ups out of Countess Flo, both of which he im-
ported. She is sister to S.-illy Beaumont and Flomont, win-
ners at the spring shows, and is unusually good in the field.

She is to be served by Mr. Morris's dog Rexraont (Heather
Harold—champion Bellmont), winner of three first prizes,
and from this union the Smith brothers expect to get win-
ners at future trials as well as shows.

Le roi est mart! Vive le roi! Or at least so the fair owner
of King Regent thinks now that Mr. Lamb has sent his
newly-imported bitch Marghuarita to be bred to that dog.
As his name denotes, he is a son of the lately deceased Prince
Regent.

Dr. Cryer, who has been fishing "up in the woods" at
Bethany, Wayne county. Pa., writes: "I feel lost without
the Forest and Streajm," and orders it to be forwarded to
him. He has Bob Ivy with him and he is having a good
time helping him fish. Dr. Cryer has sold champion Bessie
to Mr. Fisher, of Detroit, Mich., to be delivered after the
fall shows and she has visited Bob Ivy.

Mr. Diffenderffer sends us word that he has cleaned out
his kennel. The last to go yesterday were Lakme and Prin-
cess Hepsey, an excellent-headed pup by Scottish Prince otit

of Hepsey. These will find a home with Mrs. Smyth in
the Swiss Mountain Kennels. The photograph of Princess
Hepsey, which Mr. Diffenderffer kindly sent us, taken at
four months old, shows an exceptionally fine-headed pup.

The South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Association
haa been reorganized at Charleston, and is now a chartered
association under the laws of South Carolina, with a capital
$2,000. After the show of poultry and dogs held last winter
they found they had incurred a loss of about -SI, 087; but as
they had purchased new coops and benches from Spratts
Co., they nave, with cash contributed by members, assets to
equal that amount. Messrs. Ross A. Smith, the president
of the old and new association, and Alwyn Bali are the
moving spirits and have worked hard to keep the thing
going. On their advice the assets of the old association
have been purchased. A new board of directors has been
elected: Messrs. Ross A. Smith, President; Alfred Aldrich,
Vice President; B. Mclnness, Jr., Secretary; J. Alwyn Ball,
Treasurer; W. St. Julien Jervey, Solicitor. They announce
that the next show %vill be held Jan. 5 to 9, 1893, and the
president was authorized to communicate with several gen-
tlemen with a view to their employment as judges. Mr.
Lacy has been asked to adjudicate in the dog department.
All the stock for the new companv has been subscribed and
everything points to a successful show, and one that should
be popular with Northern exhibitors, considering the way
they were treated last January.

Dr. Sneden, of Brooklyn, N. Y. , is getting togetlier a nice
kennel of bull-terriers. He has purchased several from Mr.
Harris's kennels; among them Little Donovan, who did so
well last spring, and White Violet. It looks very much,
with the new ones that have recently been brought from the
other side, as if this breed will take another jump in popu-
lar favor next spring.

Mr. L. T. Eads, of Davenport, Iowa, writes us that they
are about forming a kennel club out there, and propose ex-
hibiting some dogs at the coming fair. From little causes
arise great effects sometimes, and those little gatherings
often start a local interest in dogs that grow to proportions
little thought of at first. The more of these little fair shows
we can encourage the better, as it aft'ords the country people
who are able to keep dogs at little expense an opportunity
to become acquainted with breeds of dogs that they had
little idea of before, and that they are often tempted to take
up either as a business venture or as a hobby. If our big
breeders would look a little ahead they would encourage
those little gatherings by sending on a few of their dogs as
an object lesson and—an advertisement.

Mr. George Thomas will leave England Aug. 13 with his
new purchases and the terriers he took over with him.
While he has been away we have tried to keep our i-eaders
informed of the winnings of the dogs belonging to the
Anglo-American Terrier Kennels, together with the new
ones they have bought. Mr. Thomas will bring fourteen
over witn him. Among the new ones there is a good St.
Bernard, by Alton out of Victoria HI., a Basset hound for
x\lr. Rutter; Prince George, the black and tan terrier, and
also a bitch of the same breed, two Irish terrier dogs and two
bitches, one in whelp to The Irish Ambassador and the other
to Breadenhill, and another "Irishman" that is expected to
secure all the blue ribbons at the coming shows, but whose
name is not forthcoming yet. This kennel is coming out
strong in the "Home Rule" breed, for their team will consist
of five Irish matrons of the best blood, and two, if not three,
stud dogs. As their stud dogs had not arrived, Ballymony
visited Larikia, owned by Mr. Chas. N. Tweeds, Mr. Tweed's
is a New York lawyer, a son-in-law of ex-Secretary Evarts.
and a lovey of fln© dogs, having a kennel at hie place at

Beverly, Mass. He owns a Scottish terrier bitch, which he
imported from Mr. Ludlow, who bred the noted Kilstor, and

, this dog will be responsible for her coming litter.

The greyhounds Oroatus and Lilv of Gainsborough will
I also come over with Thomas, and wifl materially strengthen

I

Mr. Purbeck's team, and Dearborn street, the handsomest
!
avenue in Salem, will be pretty lively these summer even-
ings when Mr. Purbeck is trying to find oxit which of his
dogs can go the fastest. Several Yorkshires will of course
come over, but Mr. Symonds does not know yet what they
are.

In a friendly letter, Mr. Chapman, the energetic secretary
of the National Beagle Club, informs us that his beagle
Tone, who was first in her class at the beagle trials last year,
has whelped five handsome pups bj' old champion Banner-
man. The only dog pup that will be sold goes to Mr. R. E.
Rowley, of Topeka, Kan., a great lover of the beagle for
sport. Tone is dam of the challenge winner Twintwo, who
made such a good record this spring. He expects great
things of a sister of Tone's in the coming trials. Old cham-
pion Tone is in better shape than ever. Mr. Chapman's is
essentially a working pack, and about twice a week betakes
them, about dusk, in the woods behind the house, and after
staying with them a few hours leaves them to run alone the
remainder of the night. They will run for sixteen to
twentj; hours by themselves, and do not come home till the
sun dries up the scent. Champion Fitz Hugh Lee and Lou
are among the last to come in. Exercised and run in this
way their offspring must necessarily be to the manner born,
as well as strong and hardy.

We little thought when penning a rosy paragraph about
Prince Regent last week that within a few days he would be
beneath the sod. It seems that last Friday morning he at-
tempted to serve the St, Bernard Lady Flo, when he fell to
the ground and seemed to lose all power of his limbs and
then commenced to vomit. Mr. Reick sent for a doctor, and
as it was important that Lady Flo should be served that
day, he went over to see Col. Ruppext, Jr., who owns Scot-
tish Prince, and asked him if he would allow the owner of
Lady Flo the services of that dog. Col. Ruppert agreed and
the bitch was at once sent up to Poughkeepsie, arriving late
in the afternoon. She was put to Scottish Prince and this
dog collapsed in a similar way, from apoplexy it is said, and
was dead in three-quarters of an hour. In the meantime
Prince Regent had been getting wor.se and an hour before
he died Mr. French, of Glover & French, arrived, but nothing
could be done for him and at 12:30 P. M. he died. An autopsy
revealed a ruptured spleen. Thus two of the best St. Ber-
nards in the country and »8,000 were lost. Mr. Reick sent
for us as soon as he came down town, and informing us of
Prince's death, he said, "What dog shall I buy now?"
While admiring his pluck, we hardly commended his wis-
dom, but of this further on. It is indeed a melancholy
coincidence that both these dogs, father and son, should die
within a few hours of each other, and from similar causes.
It is also peculiarly unfortunate for the breeders of St.
Bernards that these two grand dogs should have passed
away, for Prince Regent was securing the attention from
breeders that he should have had before when in this coun-
try, Mr. Reick having booked eight bitches for him and two
were on the way from Port Huroh, Mich., the day he died.
This noble dog has been buried on Mr. Reick's lawn and
"Prince Regent" in coleus will mark his grave.

Prince Regent was by the great Plinlimmon out of Miss
Meg, showing a list of well known names in his pedigree
that fully accoitnted for his great success in the stud"and
which earned for him the title of "sire of sires." Among
his get are such dogs as Princess Florence, counted the best
St. Bernard in England to-day; Scottish Prince, that was
the worthy successor of Sir Bedivere in England: Earl Rose-
bery, Duke of Armadale, Lady Gladwin, Kingston Regent,
Lord Dante and King Regent. He was whelped in Febru-
ary, 1887, and in the ordinary course of events he had many
years of u-sefulness before him. He had also won numerotxs
prizes on the bench, and was the only dog that succeeded in
lowering the colors of Sir Bedivere, though of course this
was a rather left-handed honor, as Sir Bedivere was but a
pup at the time and his first appearance in the ring. Prince
Regent showed that true St. Bernard quality to a high de-
gree, and his beautiful disposition endeared him to this owner,
who, though he tries not to show it, feels his loss very
keenly. It has been rumored that Prince Regent had done
little m the stud since his return to England from America;
but we hear that on May 29 a bitch whelped fourteen pups
to him, eight dogs, and the dam of Salvator Rosa is now m
whelp to him; so this refutes any such rumors as these,
which unfortunately are of too common occurrence in this
country.

Col. Ruppert also naturally feels his loss, as few men
would care to put $5,500 into dog flesh and lose it within a
few weeks. In buying this dog Col. Ruppert thought he
had the only dog that could hustle Sir Bedivere, and this
was Mr. Sidney W. Smith's opinion. Scottish Prince was
whelped April 24, 1889, and consequently only just about
full grown. He was by Prince Regent out of Moss Rose,
and was completely described in our issue of June 11 on his
arrival in this country in company with Aristocrat and Al-
tonette. Col. Ruppert had just got his kennel into working
order, and engaged the servii^es of Mr. Loveland as man-
ager, but this sudden loss has rather disgusted him with
the idea of carrying out his projects. The loss is certainly
severe, but he has yet a good one in Aristocrat, and it is to
be hoped that he will, as time heals this wound, reconsider
his decision. Scottish Prince of course had not much op-
portunity in the stud since he has been here, as he was sick
on his arrival and was just getting around again when he
died so suddenly. He had, however, served one, champion
Flora 11,, the smooth, and as Mr Reick is lucky enough to
own hei' and she shows signs of being in whelp, due Aug.
23, this gentleman must be congratulated, as this will he
his only progeny sired in America. His litter out of Hep-
sey is said to have been a very good one, and as he has sired
some good ones in England the chances are that Mr. Reick
will have something to console him.

"Sealyham" terriers is the name given to a breed of ter-
riers owned in Wales by a Capt. Edwardes. They have been
bred by this family for a very long time. Their pedigree
can be traced for 100 yeai's back. They are described in
Canine World as a sort of small, long-backed and shoit-
legged terrier, not especially good looking, but game to the
backbone and well fitted, by build and temperament, for
going to earth. They have wonderful noses and will I'un a
fox to ground, but are better adapted for otter work.

Collies are at present commanding tremendous prices in
England, something like a second St. Bernard boom. Mr.
Stretch has just sold a young collie, bitch seven months old,
to Messrs. Farrer for §-500. The sale is of more than ordinary
interestto Americans,from the fact that its sire, Charleroi II.

,

was in the Chestnut Hill Kennels some time. The dog is
now showing what he is worth in the stud, and although
American breeders were told this at the time, he was not ap-
preciated as he should have been. The puppy was out of
Ormskirk Countess, and but for the offer of such a long
figure for this youngster he would not have parted with it,

as it is said to be a wonder. Another litter that we hear ot
is owned in Birmingham, and a big price hps hean offered
for them by a connoisseur of the breed,
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We call the attention of those interested in Irish setters
to the advertisement of the Glenmore Kennels in our busi-
ness colTirons. O. A. has trained Irish setter for sale; R. G.
Van Volzah, foxhounds and Englisb setters; and Fox and
Coon Hunter, foxhound pups; J. B. Alfred, beagle pups; A.
H. Moore and Chequasset Kennels, St. Bernard pups; Webb
Smith, foxhound pups; Prospect avenue, choice Irish and
Gordon setter pups: C. E. Stanley, Gus Boudhu puns; and
N.A.Dickinson, Chesapeake Bay dog pups. The Toronto
Kennel Club show is also advertised.

The fast-running greyhound bitch Why Not, the property
of Mr. Fitzsimtoons, of Toronto, was found in her kennel at
a late hour July 2i with the cords of her hindlee;s cut close
to the feet. It is supposed that this has been done by the
same persons who poisoned White Wines. Of course," this
fast greyhound is incapacitated from running again.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inserted wltlioiit charge; and blanks

(tarnished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
JfW" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bang Sana ofKippen, l^ensatMn of Kipvcn, King of Kippen and
Queen of Kippen. By J. S. Summerp, Philadeli)tiia, Pa., tor lemon
iind wbite pointers, tbree dogs and one bitch, wbpbied Julv li,
1891, by Bins of Kippfra (ohampioa Naso of Kippen—Dela) out of
IdaHoath (Heatn—Maud).
Oraphic of Kippen, Brlla of Kippon, Chann of Kippen, Naso of

Kippen and Meteor of Kippe^i. By J. S. Summers, Philadelphia,
Pa. frir liver and white pointer dogs and bitches, whelped July
14, 1891, hy Bins of Kipp«n (champion Naso of Kippen— Dela) out
of Ida Jaeath (Heath—Maud).

BRED.
^^Sff" Prepared Blanks sent free on application,

Tudie—EberliarVs Cashier. H. J. Bramlage'.s (Cincinnati, 0.)
PUK bitch Tudie (Coco-Judy) to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Eber-
hart's Cashier (champioh Kash—Lady Thora), Aug. T.

Wild Bone—Hous Penibro'ke. F. M. Nash's (Berwicl<. Me.) grey-
hound bitch Wild Rose (Joe Jumper—Bessy If.) to A.W. Purbeck'a
PioUB Pembroke (Nelson—Aoalia), Julv 31.

3Ietchley Surprise—Tlie Squire. Seminole Kennels' (Chestnut
Hill, Pa.) collie hitch Metch ley Surprise (teflon—Lady Rutland)
to Ihpir The Squirp, (Oharlemagne—Flurry), Aug. 6.

WMte Violet—mme TFonder. Dr. Suedeu's (Brooklyn, N. Y.)
buU-tnrrier bilch \¥hite Violet to H. A. Harris's White Wonder,
June 5.

Lassie Band—King of Kent. F. S. Webster's (New York)
pointer b'tch Lassie Bane (Bang Bang—Telle Doe) to Westmln-
stpr Kennel Club's King of K-nt (Priam—Kent Baby). July 31.
Fannie M—Gem of the Sea.ton. M.'inatauge Kennels' (Marble-

head, Mass.) grevhnund bitch Fannie M. to A. W. Purbeck's Gem
of the Season (Ivanhoe—Fly II ), Aug. 3.

Winsome Wagtail— Watchful Wagtail. Dr. Sneden's (Brooklyn,
N. Y.) bull-lpriier bitch Winsome Wagtail (Rusher—Nell Bright)
to his Wat ehrul Wagtail May 35.

Ida Heath—Bing of Kippen. J. S. Summers's (Philadelphia.Pa.)
pointer biicli Ida Hfath (Heath—Maud) to his Bing of Kippen
(charapinn Naso of Kip uen—Dela), May 9.

Moll—Henm tire Shamrock. F. L. Cheney's (Pittstield. Mass.) Irish
setter hitch Moll (Berkley II.— Daisy) to his Henmore Shamrock,
May 16.

Onota Peg—Henmore Sfiamrock. F. L. Cheney's Irish setter
bitch Onota Peg (f Jlilef— Bizreeua) to his Henmore Shamrock,
{Mupkerry— Avoca), May 3.

Bizreena—Henmore Shamrock. F. L. Cheney's Irish setter bitch
Bizreena (Nimr'id-Lorna) to his Henmore Shamrock (Muskerry
—Avoca), May 25.

Daisy—Henrn^re Shamrock. F. L. Cheney's Irish setter hitch
Daisy (Chief—L« igh Doane) to his Henmore Shamrock (Mtiskerry
-Avoca). May 26.

Harp—Henmore Sliamrock. Wm. H. Wise's Irigli setter bitch
HarptoF. L Cheney's Hencnore Shamrock (Muskerry—Avoca),
June 18.

Turn Yum—Henmore Shamrocli. B. P. Rotherock's Irish setter
hiicli Yuni Yum (CJlencho—Yum) (o F. L. Cheney's Henmore
Slmmrock (Mu-sUerry -Avoca), July 31.

Breeze—Rowdy Rod. D. A. Goodwin's (Newburyport, Mass.)
English setter bitch Breeze (Bob Gates—Flo Maclin) to Mr. Sw-
ing's Howdy Rod.
Mawl—BouDdii Bod. Bert Crane's (Chicago, III.) English setter

bitch Maud to Mr. Ewing's Rowdy Rod.
Peg Athol—Rowdy Bod. Dr. N. Rowe's (Chicago, 111.) English

setter bitch Peg Athol to Mr. Ewing's Rowdy Rod.
VolJey—Roiody Rod. P. LorlUard, Jr.'s (Jersey City, N. J.) Eng-

lish setter bitch Volley (Antic—Prince) to Mr. Ewing's Rowdy
Rod.
Ere—Rowdy Rod. H. Merriam's (Weston, Mass.) English setter

hitch Evp. (Orlau-to-Royal Mertal) to Mr. Ewing's Rowdy Rod.
Sue Noble—Roiody Rod. Col. B. Ridgway's (Philadelphia, Pa.)

English settftr hitch Sue Noble to Mr. Ewing's Rowdy Rod.
Celest C —Rowdy Bod. Greenfield Hill Kennels' English setter

bitch Celeste. (King's Dan—Elsie Belton) to Mr. Ewing's Rowdy
Rod.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Ida Heath. J. S. Sitmmers's (Philadelphia, Pa.) pointer bitch
Ida Heath (Heath—Maud), July I t, eleven (seven dogs),by his Bing
of Kippen (champion Naso of Kippen—Dela).

Goxmtess. M. Ramsden's (Ambler, Pa.) collie bitch Countess,
Aug. 5, nine (''our dogs), by Seminole Kennels' The Squire (cham-
pion Charlemagne—champion Flurrv).
Mack's Juno. W. B. MeCloud's (Hyatlville, O.) pointer bitch

Ma'-k's Juno (Res Morgan— Fleet), Aug. 3, thirteen (eight dogs),
by Hon. G. H. Barger's Leslie (Spot Dash—imported Belle Ran-
dolph)
Dixie. Eberhart Png Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.) pug hitch Dixie,

Aug. .5, five (three doge), by Rowdy.

SALES.
H^** Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Ruhy. AVhite bull-terrier bitch, whelped March 37, 1890, by
Rusher out of Nell Bright, hv L. Dehm, Philadelphia, Pa., to Dr.
W. C. Snedeu, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dandy Boy. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped June 8, 1891, by Spo-

kane out of Lalla Rookh, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati,
O., to Frank W. Hess, Chicago, 111.

Lady Desmond. Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped June 8, 1891, by
Spokane out of Lalla Rookh, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincin-
nati. O., to Ricliard (Jraham, Alexioo, Mo.
Paxtang. Sil^'er fawn pug dog.whelped June 8, 1891, by Spokane

out of Lilla Rookh, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., to
S. Stanton, Grand Lodge, Mich.
Shot. Orange and white English setter dog. whelped Julv, 1889,

by Dash out of Dot, by Greenfield Hill Kennels, Greenfield Hill,
Conn., to N. Bishop, Bridgeport, Conn,
Gautauma. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped July. 1890, by

Arkos II. out of Lirle, by Greenfield Hill Kennels, Greenfield
Hill, Conn., to H. Pigg, Bridgeport, Conn.

Alvino Alaniz, a Mexican ranchman of Eio Grande City,
Tex., has undergone a fearful experience that will probablv
cost bis life. He was riding after cattle two days ago, and
camped at night by a little creek that ran through a tangled
niesquite. He tethered the horse, cooked his supper, and
was squitted by the fire smoking the inevitable cigarette,
when a mad coyote sprang upon Mm from the dark. The
little beast, with every hair standing on an end and jaws
drooping foam, struck" him full in the face and fastened its
teeth in his nose. The attack bore Alaniz backward, and he
sprawled at full length. He endeavored to defend himself
with bis hands, but to no avail. The coyote snapped his teeth
through the skin in a half dozen places and the face of the
man was covered with blood. As he struggled to his feet,
frenzied with terror, his assailant disappeared. The ranch-
man reached Rio Grande City next morning and was treated,
but is extremely prostrated and will probably die of hydro-
phobia. Mad wolves and coj^otes are by no means tincom-
mon. Three years ago G. C. Chamberlain, a son-in-law of
the millionaire ranchman, Richard King, was attacked
while on horseback by a mad wolf. He went to Paris as
fast as steam could take him, was treated by Pasteur, and
has not suffered any inconvenience. — St. Louis Glohe-
Demoerat,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

F. S. P., New Bedford. Mass.—Can you tell me to whom to write
to inquire about a breed of dogs called the great Danes? Ans. W.
E. Hagana, secretary of the Grear Dane Clnh of America, 505
Stuck Exe.baoge Building, Chicago, 111.

S, C. W., Brooklyn, N. Y.-One of my dog8, a bull-terrier, has a
great many warts upon his lower lip. Will you please tell me
DOw to get rid of them? Ans. Remove them with a pair of scis-
sors. If you do not care to do this, apply with the end of a match
glacial acetic acid every other day till they disappear.
H. C. C—My terrier has a sore about the size of a quarter on

the Inside of ear. There is a small hole in the middle of the ear
which matters a little, and this forms a scab round it. I have
tried several things to heal it ur. but cannot do it. It does not
spread at all, hut just will not heal up. Is there no remedy for it ?
Ans. Apply a little of following ointment twice a day: Green
iodide of mercury, 3 grains; vaseline, 1 drachm. Also put a cap on
the dog, so as to fix the ear and prevent the dog shaking it.

Canine.—My setter pup,8mos. old, acts very peculiar when I
set his feed before him. He will eat a mouthful and then turn
away from it and look as if he would like some more, hut dare not
touch it. He will attempt to eat and then go and sit down.
Sometimes he has vomited after the first mouthful a yellowish,
slimy looking matter. After a little while and when coaxed he
will begin to eat and seems all right after. What is the trouble?
Ans. Examine mouth and see if all the teeth are sound. Treat
for worms and then give the following mixture: Bicarbonate of
potash, Idr,: compound tinct. of gentian, 3drs.; water, 6oz. Give
one tablespoooful tliree t'mes a day.
W. L. P., Vicksburg, Miss.—I have lost several valuable pointer

dogs from disease. All showed the same symptoms. Consider-
able slobbering, with guma and tongue much inflamed, the latter
around the edge, which toward the last stage extends into the
throat. The dog becomes unable to lap water, and eats with
great difficulty, and in four or five days dies. I think there was
no swelling of the body. What is the disease and what is the
remedy ? Ans. From your description it looks as if the dogs had
licked some irritant, which set up inflammation of the gums,
tongue and throat. Bathe the gums and tongue frequently with
the following solution: Boracic acid, 4 drachms; water, 10 ounces.
Feed the dogs with white of raw eggs beaten up with milk and a
little scraped raw meat.
RuTHEBFOED.—I have lately been presented with a pointer

bitch called Dell, and I am going to trouble you for her pedigree
if she has any. She was bred in W^yoming, find is said to he of
Sensation stock. As the bitch is a gift, and I don't wish to look
too far down her throat, I will be obliged if you will give me su' h
information as you can. She was formerly the property of a Mr.
Jarvis, who has had her on his farm at Brentwood. L. I., for a
year or more. As she comes very nearly up to the pointer stand-
ard, I will be obliged for any information that you can give me as
to her ancestors. Ans. We are afraid we cannot help you, as this
Dell is not registered in either atud book. There is a Dell in A.
K.R. (1533), hut this is bv Croxteth out of Trinket, and was bred
by Mr. Sterling, of St. Louis, Mo.
A RE.4DEn.—1. Please inform me of the best way to break an

old dog. 1 have a pointer about 4 years old, and he will break and
chase dogs of all kinds. I have whipped him and it does no good,
and I have shot him with No. 10 shot and he pays no attention to
it. What had I better do? 3. What .amount of shot should a
16-gaugB gun put in a 30in. circle at lOvd^., No. 8 shot? and which
is bestl3orl6 gauge for trap and field? Ans. 1. When you go
out with liim you must attach a cord to his collar, better have an
improved spike collar in his case, and when he attempi.s to break
shot, pull him down. This is the only way you can manage him,
but we are doubtful of success at his age and especially when you
have already resorted to such severe measures. 3. A Remington
16-gauge gun in the Forest and Stbbam tests gave an average
at 40yds. of 373 pellets out of 489 in the SRlected SOin. circle with
Schultze powder; at 60yds. the average was 101 pellets. The figures
for black powder were, in 367 pellets, 335 at 40 and 100 at 60yds. It
is bettei as yet to use the 13-gauge gun.
L. W. M., Oswego, N. Y.—We have a cocker spaniel 14mos. old.

When 6mos, old he had a sliglit attack of mange, and this spring
was very siclc with fits. Now he seems perfectly well with the
exception of constant scratching which he keeps up all day. His
skin looks all right, but is rather dry. We feed him lightly on
bread and milk with an occasional bone; no eweets. The local
veterinary surgeon can discover nothing the matter with him.
Can you tell me what is the matter with bim and suggest a
remedy for the scratching, which bids fair to leave him a '•linir-
lessdog." Ans. Apply the following dressing all over the dog
every other day for a fortnight, then wash off: Best kerosene,!
pint, best cotton-seed oil 3 pints. Treat for worms and then give
this mixture;

Sulphate of magnesia 4 drs
Bicarbonate of soda— IJ^drs.
Liquor sodte arseniatis.. l dr.
Water add to 6 oz.

Give one tablespoonful twice a day and allow two or thi-ee
ounces of meat daily.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
ENGLISH REVOLVER NEWS.

BiSLEY. July 18.—The revolver shooting for the first week has
ended, but of course there may be many changes in the leading
scores before the end is reached next Friday. The top scores, at
present are:
Series 1, sliding target:

Walter Winans (Smith & Wesson) 39
CF Haig (Colt) 39

Serie8|3, disappearing target:
' Win "

WalterWinans (Smith & Wesson) 40
CF Haig (Colt) 39
Mr. AVinans has made 40 on live different occasions this week in

this competition.
Serie- 3, rapid-firing:

C F Haig (Colt) ,38

Walter Winans (Smith & Wesson) 8G 36
Smith & W^esson aggregate prize for best scores in above com-

petitions:
C F Haig 39 39 38—116
Walter Winans 39 40 36-115
Mr. Walter Winans has a bet nf 5 to 1 on himself that he beats

Mr. Haig's 38 score in series 3 during the coming week. (Mr.
Winans to-day made a good enough group for a 43 if it had been
half an inch higher.
Plunkye prize, restricted to English officers: Major Williamson

and another 37 and 35.

For all prizes the fight will begin in earnest next week, as the
range was strange to most of the competitors and there is no
shelter from the wind, which makes high scoring very diffl cult;
but after Suoday's rest they will come fresher. Mr. Walter
Winans is suffering rather in his right eye from burnt powder
blowing into it, but hopes to have it well enotigh to begin shoot-
ing on Monday or next Tuesday.
A curious blunder has crept into the programme book for the

Irish Rifle Association prize meeting just published. la the two
revolver series ( me restricted to Colt's revolvers and the other to
Webley's revolvers) the conditions say:
"Mi'-iimum bore .4l0cal , ammunition, government, marks I., II.

and III. only allowed."
Now, "mark I." is 453al., "mark II." is .455cal. and "mark III."

is.457oal. It will be interesting to see competitors shooting this
ammunition out of .44cal. pistols.

BiSLEY, July 25.—The following are the full details of revolver
prize winners and scores:

REVOLTER—FIRST SERIES.

Six shots at a target about 30yds. disance, and moving across
the line of tire at about the rate of the "qaick march." No sight-
ing shot allowed:
Mr W^inans, N R A (Smith & Wesson), first prize .39

Mr Haig, N R A (Colt) 39
Private Green, 2d Gloucester (Green) ,37

Private Martin, 10th Lanark (Cjlt) 36W W C Dixon (Webley) 35
Capt, Barcbard, Inspector nf Mnsketrv (Colt) 35
Major McKerrell, 1st V B R Scotis (Coli) 34
Lieut Tryon, Ist Battery Grenadier Guards (Colt) 34

Capt G Hamilton. 14th Hussars (Colt) 34
Private Bllieott, 2d Cornwall (Colt) , .

'33

D Wilson (Webley) "33
Capt Lamb (Colt ) 32
Major Williamson (Coll) ', "33
Mr Breton (Cob)

.'.'."ag

Winners of £1.
Captain Cowan, Royal Engineers (Coll) 33
Captain Lewis, Jersey Militia (Coli) 33
Private Carter, 1st South Stafford (VYebley). . 31
Major Heap. 2d Manchester R. V. iColt) 30
Lieutenant Heath, 18th Middlesex C^oU) 30
Captain Lamb. Cheshier Regiment (^'olt) 30
Capiain Millner, 8th K. R. R. (Col ); ,.29
Lieutenant Darrah. 3d Queen's (Wei ley) ' '29
Sergeant Hill, 79th Canada (WBble\ )

."."."'"29

Mr Joynt, I. R. A. (Coll) 29
Lieutenant Stewart, Ist R. S. Fus. (Colt) '29
Captain East. 1st V. B. H. R. (Webley) '2ii

Private Lowe, 13th Middlesex (Coli ) 28
MrMiller, N. R.A. (Colt) ;', "26

Commr. Scott, R. E. (Weblev )
'26

Color-Sergeant Henderson. Canada (Webley) 25
Lieutenant Gibson. R. A. (Colt) 24
Captain Urmston, 31 Gordon High. (Colt) 24
One score of 24 points counted out.

SECOND SERIES.
Six shots at a target appearing and disappearing at intervals of

three seconds at a distance of about 20ydg. The following are the
best scores:
Mr. Winans. N HA (Smith & Wesson) ^0Mr Haig. IS R A (Colt): 39
Dud ley Wilson (Webley) '

" .srM Breton (Coll) gS
Mr Dixon, N R A (Weblev) 33
Ms jor McKerrell, First V B Royal Scots (Coh ) 36Mr Green (Green) gg
Capt Cowan (Colt) * 36
Pvt Carter, First Stafford (Webley) .

'36
Capt Lamb, Cheshire Regt (Colt) " 35
Surgeon Warren, N S W M I (Webley) . 34
C M Hall, Canada (Cole) 34
Capt Lamb, Cheshire Regt (Colt) 33

Winners of £1.

Capt Barcbard, D I Musketry (Colt) , 33
Capt Millner, Eighth K R R '(Colt) 33
Mr Miller, N R A (Webley). 33
Maj'u- W^iUiamson, Oxford L I (Col') 33
Mr J ^ynt, IRA (Colt) aaMr .\ndrews. Woolwich (Colt) 33
Capr Lewis. Jersey Militia (Colt) '. 33Mr Lloyd Jones, (C.ilt) '32
Mr May, N R A (Colt) ^Mr Gruger, N R A (Colt) 30
Lieut Rose, Second East Surrey (Co\ ) .... 30
Pvt Ellii ott, Second Cornwall ((Jolt) :^o
Li(ui, T\rou (Colt) 29
Lifu' Darrah, Second Queen's (Weblex) 29
Capi, Scott, R A (Webley) '. 2S
Mr Tyron, Second Lieut Gren Guards (Ool ). .... 29
Capt East, First V B Hants (Webley ) ! 29
Major Heap, SecoRd Manchester 39

THIRD SERIES.
The best scores made in this series are given below. Six shots

are fired at a target about twenty yards distance, which is shown
for twelve seconds only. No concession is given for mi'ss-flres or
any failures of the revolvers or ammunition:
Mr. Winans, N. R. A. (Smith & Wt.^s 'i ) 39
Mr. Half, N. R. A. (CoU) [[ 3I
Dudley Wilson (WeOley) sr
Maj ir McKerrell, 1st V. B. R. S. Fua. (CoP) " "

35
Private Carter, 1st S. Staff (Webley) '

33
Mr. Breton, N. R. A. (Colt) " '

33
Captain Millner, 8th K. R. R. (Webley) 31

Winners of £L
Mr. Dixon. N. R. A. (Webley) 31
Capr. Barcbard, D. I. Mus. (Colt) 30
Major Williamson, Oxford L.I. (Colt)

, 30
Li' ut. Darrah, 3d Queen's (Weblej) ?Q
Private Hall. 79th Battalion Cacada (Col') "go
Captain Lamb. Cheshire Regiment (Colt). ..... .. . 30
Captain Lamb, 1st South Lancashire (Coli) ., ... 29
Captain Hamilton, 14th Hussars (Colt)

, . 39
Cap'ain Straker, 3':1 West York (Colt) 28
Mr. .loynt, N. R. A. (Colt) 24
Captain Cowan, Royal Engineers (Colt) 33
Captain Lewis, Jersey (Colt). ]_ 23
Captain BagnaU, 15th Regiment (Wehlev) .

'

33
One score of 33 points counted out of prize list.

BEVOLVEB AGGBBG.4TE.
A Smith & Wesson engraved gold-plated .38cal. target revolver,

pearl stock, to the highest scores in the above three competitions,
Gonstituling the revolver championship of England:
Walter Winans 39 40 89—118
CEHaig 39 39 38-116
Dudley Wilson (professiona ) 33 38 35—106
Major McKerrell 34 36 3.5—105
Breton 32 36 33-101
Although there were thousands of entries for the different re-

volver series, there were only twelve entries for this aggregate,
and only four of them got scores in all three series. Mr. Wilson,
the professional, was unfortunate in not entering in time, so
could not compete, but, as seen above, his scores would not have
won even if he had.
All the competitions at the revolver range ended at 1:15 on July

24. The presentation of prizes took place on the afternoon of the
same day before a large audience, but. while many of the rifle
shots went up for their prizes, the revolver shots were unable to
attend, as they had an important meeting sitting at the time in
Mr. Walter Winans's cottage in the camp, to decide on a memo-
rial to the council of the National Rifle Association asking for
certain alterations at the revolver range for next year.
As these competitors had no opportunity to meet all together

except just at tnat day and hour (as they live some in Ireland,
some in England and Scotland, etc.), they had to be excused being
present at the prize distrihutiou. The following resolutions were
agreed to unanimously except for one dissentant in one or two
cases:

1. Agreed that the revolver 30rds. target should have a 3in. in-
stead of a Sin. buUseye, also that this 3in. should not have any
subdivision, as these latter give advantages to "fluking" shots,
also that the value of the buUseye should not be Indicated by a
figure printed in white in it, as that spoils the blackness of the
bullseye.

3. That the rings round the bullseye should be "hair lines," in-
visible from firing point, and that these lines should be very close
to the bullseye for the first lines and gradually get further on the
principle of the American pistol target, not at regular intervals
hijethe English target.
Every one agreed to this except one, who said that he did not

approve of imitating America, but that Bisley ought to keep to its
own way of scoring.

3. 'fhat there should be more target accommodation and that
"pool shooters" should be put by themselves so as not to imertere
with tbo serious competitors.

4. That there should be competitions at EOyds. at a 6-in. bulls-
eye.

5. That revolvei-s should be divided into two classes, military
and "any revolver," and competitions given for each.

0. That military revolvers should not have "bead" front sights
or movable sights, but real practical bolster sights was proposed
by Major MacKerrell and Walter Winans, but voted against by
all the rest.

7. "Any" revolver to be allowed any ammunition. Caliber,
sight.'), V eight and length of barrel was agreed to unanimously,
but most thought that the trigger pull should be the same as for
military revolvers, viz , 41b8., so that competitors who shoot both
classes of revolvers should not be confused by two sorts of trigger
P'jH.
The meeting was greatly in favor of a lOOyds. range for pistol,

as tbrough the kindness of the Association they had been allowed
to try a few shots at that distnuce and found they could do good
shooting; but they thought 50yds. would be far enough for the
next few years till the poorer shots had been educated up to long
distance shooting.
The revolver competitions have been such a success, and the

Council of the N. R. A. being so obliging when they know that the
bulk of competitors desire anything, it is likely most of these re-
quests will be complied with.

WAT,TEB WIN.iNS ON THE BAKGE.
A reporter of the 5i(j!St-.r Daily iVetos had a chat with the leader

of the English revolver field, and in the issue of July 25 says:
The first item of discussion was his position at the present
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gathering, at which, as already intimated iu this journa], he leadsm the thref revolver competitions. In series one. at 20yds., he
has put on 3!) poiots out of a poSBible 42 in six shots, HtaTidiiigpoBi-
tion. In fhesecond series, at the tareret mnvina: across the line of
fire at; the l ate of the "ouicli march," he stands first, with 40 points
out of the same possible, and in tlie third series, at a target shown
for twelve serondg, he is first with points. In each case the
tarRPts are circular, about a foot in diameter. Each event is open
to officers and members of the sea and land forces, gentlemen
cadets, members of the associatfon. Mr. Winana explained that
his lead in the three events placed him first; in the .segregate
prizes for the revolver, and added, ''That means the champion-
ship." "What is your position in the running deer?" The reply
was, "T am now lending double shots, that is, two shots must be
fired at a sisgle run of the deer or at two runs in different direc-
tions. I am even with Sir E. Loder. brotlier of the Member for
Brighton, at single shots." "So, except that, you really lead in
everything." "Yes." Mr. Winans went on to say that he h<)d
competed at the N.R.A. meetings for 15 ypars. He had won the
"deei"oDtwo occasions and had been second every other trial.
He was second place in the running man one year.
"How about the revolver matebes?" "Thopelhave won every

vear I have shot in the last five years except last year, when I had
been ill with typhoid and. was forbidden to shoot." He uses the
Smith & Wesson revolver. Those weapons are the Kussian
cavalrv revolvers. His rifles are the Purdy deer-stalkine rifles.

Last weeli he made from six to twenty scores higher than any-
body else each day, and won each prize about ten times over.
"How do vou score this time, compared with j^our figures in other
yearf ?" "I am nol: quite so higa tbis time as I was two years
aeo in two nf the com petitions, but in series three I have beaten
the record." "I hnve read a statement," observed the reporter,
"that you spent £40 a day in entrance fees last week." "No," ob-
served Mr. SVinans, with a laugh, "I spent £5 a day for t.h« first,

fou'-dayg. There was no necessity for it, I was so far ahead."
Mr. Winans further explained that in a number of shoots he made
with h's rivals, and therefore when, as was the case, he won. on
manv occasions, he did not have to pay the entrance fees. That
Mr. Winans has had to compete against a number of determined
well-ljuovvn revolver shonters is commnn knowledge. Said he in
conchision: "Once I bet a man ftve or six times I would beat the
record at series three, and I did it."

RUST PREVENTION.
I. In the German army oil of gutta percha is used for this pur-

pose. It is applied with a flannel rag and will stand for years.
TotakeoflE this preservative apply more of the oil, and let it re-
main on the article for from twelve to twenty-four hours, when
both the old and new application can be wiped off.

II. A solution of gutta percha in benzine (consistpncy of cream)
is a simple preservative against rust on metal. It can be easily
applied with a brush and as easily removed by the application of
benzinp.
III. Dissolve 30gr. camphor with a pound of fat, take off the

froth and add graptiite, until it has attained the color of iron.
Wipe ofif tools, etc., and then apply the mixture and wipe off after
twentj-four hours with a soft cloth. This will keep tools or pol-
ished iron or steel free from rust for many months.
IV. To preserve polished iron surfaces from rust, melt together

seven parts fat (tallow) and one part resin, stirring the same until
it cools. Apply in a half-liquid state; if too thick, thin with ben-
zine or petroleum. It preserves the polish and can easily be re-
moved.
V. To make a permanent preservative for Iron or steel, it is

best to use nothing but linseed oil. thickened with a pigment re-
lated to the metal itself, and native oxide or a roasted oxide of
iron i« the best for the purpose. Boiled linseed oil will form a
shin, through which no oxidation can take place.
VI. Slack a piece of fresh lime in a covered vessel witli only

water enough to make it crumble. While the lime is yet hot, mix
it with enoug'i tallow to make a soft dough and apply this mix-
ture to polished surfaces. As it does not dry to any extent or be-
come hard, it is easily removed.
VII. Olmstead varnish or preparation has been in use for many

years, and has proved itself perfect, especially for planed and
ground surfaces and on Russian iron, which are very sensitive to
ru"t. It is made by melting first GOgr. resin and then lib. of fresh
tallow or other grease, when both are to be u"- ited. Must be ap-
plied wl ile still warm and the surface must be perfectly clean
before application. This also can be removed without much
trouble.

POWDER SUBSTITUTE.-The flr.st trials of tlie new German
substitute tor gunpowder ever made in tliis country took place at
Sandy Honk July ^5. The Amerifan ordnance oflicers have been
follnwing accurately all the experiments made with this article
in Europe, and which were generally attended with success, and
some time ago the oflicers stationed at Sandy Hook obtained a
quant ity of it, and the first official trial occurred as above. The
article bears marked resemblance to lubbor both in appearance
and tiie effect upon bping cut. and comes in minute cubes %{u. on
the edge. It may be pared into thin slices, which, when held in a
position allowing the light t" shine through them, have a sort of
rosin-like cast. This article has many advantages over the
brown priamaiio i)owder, lately so popular in firing our big guus,
one of the chief being that it mav l)e tnmbled into the bag used in
loading in the most utter confusion and will have the same effect,
while the other has to be packed np in a .^ort of cylinder and
loaded in a more systematic manner. The most interesting feat-
ure is its great power, which will be seen in the following descrip-
tioti of the shots fired. The tests were made by use of the Sin.
steel breech-loading rifle and the regulation SOOlbs. projectile. In
the first round 301bs. of the explosive were used, and a veloci*^ v of
l,490£t. per second was attained at a pressnre less than 19,000lbs.
to the square inch. In the second round 451b''. were used, and
here the velocity was 1,990ft. per second at a pressure of SO.OOOlbs.
to the inch, and in the third and last 501bs. of this powerful ex-
plosive were loaded into tlie gun and at the word it was fired.
The velocity was 8,163ft. and pressure 38,000lbs. at the same con-
ditions as the previnua trials. The energy of this last shot at the
muzzle of the gun was 9.720 foot tons. Another noticeable advan-
tage in these pxperiments was the absence of all gases, which
tend to choke up and swell the breech mechanism of great guns.
As stated, the pressure of 38,0tX)lb8. to the square inch has been
withstood by the gun, and it is stated that there is no reason whv
f maximum charge of 450 bs. of the explosive might not be safely
fired.

CREEDMOOR—At the meeting of the board of directors of
the National Rifle Association of America, a resolution was
adopted allowing the use of the Martini-Henry rifle by the mem-
bers of the Canadian or English rifle organizations which might
participate in any of Assooiatinn's matches. Another imporl;ant
motion adopted was that wherever the prone position is called
for by the regulations to allow one-armed competitors to shoot in
a sitting position in any match of the Association. Ma,ior David
Crocker, Inspector of Rifle Practice, First Brigade staff, was
elected executive oflicer of the fall meeting.

TESTING FIREARMS.—There are in Europe five "proving
houses" or testing places for firearms. Of the Birmingham and
London proof-houses many people have heard; the others are at
St. Etienne. in the south of France; at Fellah, in Austria, and at
L'eee, in Belgium. The latter, however, is by far the largest
establishment of its kind. It is oflioiallv stated that the Liege
proof-house now consumes between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000 of car-
tridges and over 40 tons of gunpowder a year.

STEET; JACKET.—A new steel cuirass, covering the breast
only, will soon be introduced in tVie Austrian army. It is said to
be impenetrable to the bullets of any rifle yet invented, and
capable of being folded up and packed in an ordinary knapsack.
NEWARK, N. J.—At the monthly meeting of the directors of

the Newark Shooting Society on Wednesday evening, Aug. 7, it

was d< cided to hnld the annual king shoot on Monday, Sept. 7, at
the shooting park.

HARRISBURG, Pa., is to have a great time at tbe traps Aug.
21-23, as pel' our fixtures.

COVENTRY. Conn.—The American Metallic Cartridge Co, has
been formed here with a capital of $15,000.

OMAHA.—The committee appointed by the Omaha Gun Ulub
to look up a site for new grounds consists of Frank S. Parnaalee,
Geo. Loomis, Fred Fuller, VV. E. Nason and Goodley Brucker, and
they have unanimously settled on a tract of land iu the neighbor-
hood of Courtlandt Beach, which will be accessible by motor on
completion of the - xtensions under way. It is the intention of
the club to purchase from sis to eigit acres, inclose the same with
a good, substantial high board fence, erect a complete club house,
and fix up the finest shooting piirk in the West. If the site
select' d by the C'tmrnittee meets with the club's approval, the
purchase will be made, and workbegun on the same immediately,
and pushed forward with all possible speed, in order that the
park may he dedicated in October with a big three dave' trap-
shooting tournament,;

THE TRAP.
i^sorce for imtiUcutton shmld bs made out on the printed hlmths

prepared hy the Forest and Stream, and furnished 0rati« to club
s cretari^. Gorrespoiidents ivTw favor xis with club scores a/re pa/r-

Mjukwltf re(pi68ted to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Aug. 11-14.—Fourth Annual Tournament of the Standard Key-
stone Target Company, New London, Conn.
Aug. 12-13.- Fifth Annual Tournament of the Cortland County

Gun Ohio, at the club's new grounds at Cortland, N. Y. Kingbird
targets and live bird contests. Address E. C. Rindge, Cortland,
N. Y., for programmes.
Aug. 12-14.—The Missouri State Amateur Shooting Association

Annual Tournament, at Lexington, Mo. G. A. Sturges, Sec'y.
Aug. 38.— Canajoharie, N. Y., Gun Club Tournament. Open to

all. T. C. Pegnim, Sec'y.
Aug. 25-27.—Bufl'alo Tournament, assisted bv the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. SLOOO guaranteed.
Aug. 29 and Sept. 7.—Sweepstake Shooting at Rutherfurd, N. J.,

on the grounds of Boiling Springs Gun Club. Aug. 29, sweep at
GO bluerocks, entra,nce $5, Sept. 7 (Labor Day), sweepstakes at
targets.
Sept. 1-3.—Hackettstown Gun Club. Two days at targets.

For proarrammes address James L. Smith. Hackettstown N. J.
Sept. 8-11.—Grand International Tournament at Detroit, Live

birds and standard Keystone targets.
Sept. 11-12.— Harrisburg Shooting Association, new club house,

two days opening shoot, targets and live birds; also six-men team
shoots for central Pennsylvania, Harrisburg Shooting Associa-
tion tropliy. valued at $100. H. M. F. Worden, Sec'y.
Sept. 15-17.—Knoxville, Tenn., Inter-State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.
Nov. 3-5.—Staunton, Va., Inter - State Manufacturers' a,nd

Dealers' Association.
Nov. 17-19,—Savannah, Ga., Inter-State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.

A TRAP-SHOOT IN ALASKA,
Au;tAk Bat, Alaska, June 30.—The first trap-shooting that

ever <ook place in Alaska was held at this place on the 23d, 24th
and 25th inst. The targets used were bluerocks, 3 traps, oyds.
apart. American Shooting Association rules governed all
matches. The participants in this tournament were the seal
hunters off of about twenty-five vessels which were lying in the
harbor. The affair was under the management of J. S. Fanning
and Capt. E. P. Miner, of the seal schooner Henry Dennis. The
former is well known in Sau Francisco as a promoter of trap
events in that city. The main and most exciting event was a 50-
bird mate ti, $35 a side, between Capt. Cox, of the schooner Tri-
umph, and Capt. Dodd, of the Maggie Mac, wbich took place on
the third day. Owing to want of practice and a strong breeze
which blew across the traps, the shooting was not very brilliant.
The following are the scores:

First Do,)/ —Ten single bluerocks, $1 entrance, purse divided in
50, 30 and 20 per cent, enfrance:
Capt Miner 1110110111—8 W Fewings 1010010101-5
S Johnson 1110101101-7 C Scott 110011)1100—5
G E Miner 1011011011-7 Capt Wester •..1011001011—6
H Costa 1110101101-7 F Lewis 1000101001-4
F Rasfeford 1111011011-8 H Derby 1011001010-5W Sbafter 1101101010—6 J S Fanning 1110100110—6
Capt. Miner and Bassford divided first and secord, G. E. Miner

won third onmi^s and out.
Second event, 5 pairs doubles, SI entrance, purse div. 50, 30 and

20 per cent.:
Bassford 10 11 01 11 10-7 ,Tohnson 00 01 01 01 10-i
Capt Miner 10 11 11 11 10-8 Sbafter 10 11 11 01 01-7
Capt Webster. . .10 00 11 01 11—t! Lewis 10 10 10 10 10-5
Scott 10 00 10 01 10-4 Derby 10 10 10 11 01-6
Fewings 10 10 K) 01 00-4 Williams 10 00 00 10 01—3
Costa 10 11 10 10 10—6 Fanning 10 11 10 10 11-7
G R Miner 01 01 01 61 01-5
Capt. Miner first, Bassford, Shaffer and Fanning div. second

and third monej s.

Second Day. - First event, 15 singles, $3..50 entrance. During
this match it blew a gale, accompanied by rain squalls:
Bassford lOHOlllOlOllfll-10 Shaffer 101101010101010-8
Capt Miner. . ..611101110110101—10 Capt Wester....011010101101010-8
Fanning 110110101101110-10 Lewis 001010101011010-7
Fewings 101011011011010— 9 Derby 101001101010101—8
Scott 010101101010101— 8 French 001101101101010-8
G E Miner OIOIOOIOIOOIIOI— 7 DeWitt 01 0100101001010- fi

Costa 101011010101101- 9 Williams 001010101101100-7
Johnson . ...110101101011010- 9
Purse div. by Ba=sford, Capt. Miner and Panning.
S'Cond event, 5 birds, $1 entrance, purse divided same as before:

Bassford 11100-3 Capt Wester 10101—3
Capt Miner 10101—3 Lewis 11011—4
Fewings 10110—3 Derby nnO-4
Scott 10100—2 French 00101—3
G E Miner 11011-4 DeWitt 101100-2
Costa 10111-4 naughell POOll-3
Jo"^nson 10101—3 Williams 01010—3
Shaffer 10111-4 Fanning 11010-3
The iiurse was divided by G. E. Miner, Costa, Shaffer, Lewis

and Derby.
Third Do,)/.—First event, S50 purse, 50 birds each, Capt. C. Cox

and Capt. D-^dd. The betting on this match was very brisk. Capt.
Dodd being the favorite. He proved the winner by one bird.
Capt. Dodd 1010010111000110101110110110110001 1010101010001100-26
Capt Cox OiOllOllOOOlOllOlOllOlOOlllOlOOOlOOllOOlOUOOOlOlO—35
Second event, 5'single8 and 3 nairs. S2 entrance:

Scott 10101 01 00 10—5 Fewing 10111 10 00 01-6
Capt Miner 11110 10 11 01—8 Capt Wester. . . . 10101 10 10 10—6
Bassford 11111 10 00 11—8 Lewis 10010 10 00 10—4
G E Miner 01011 Oi 01 01-6 Derby 10110 10 00 01-5
Costa 10101 10 00 10—5 Fanning 00101 11 10 00 -6
Shatter 01011 10 10 10-6
First and second div. by Capt. Miner and Bassford, third won

by Fewings on freeze out. This ended the tournament in Alaska.
F.

CLEAR LAKE, IOWA.
Recohd of the shooting tournament held at Clear Lake, Iowa,

on Wednesday and Thursday, July 29 and 30, under the manage-
ment of C. M. Grimm, of Clear Lake, and S. .S. Sessions, of
Algona. The grounds were beautifully located on the hank of the
lake, near the Park Hotel. Quite a uunaher of shooters were
present, among them being C. W. Budd, of Des Moines, and John
C. Smith, of Algona. There were some very hot contests, parti-
cularly that for the first average, which was finally won by Mr.
Grimm by the breaking and killing of 204 targets and live birds
during the two days out of a possible 219, Mr. Budd following
with 203, taking second averase; A. Sundstmm, of Bancroft,
third; Georgson, of Kelley, fourth; and Gilbert, of Spirit Lake,
fifth. Mr. Smith was called home at the end of the first day, else
the averages might have been different, as at the close of the
first day's shoot Grimm, Budd and Smith were all ia a heap, so
far as shooting was concerupd, all three making the remarkable
score of 67 shots each without a miss. FoDowing are the scores,
ties divided:

First Day.

No. 1, 9 Peorias, entrance SI 50:

Smith 111111111—9 Gilbert 110110111—7
Budd 111111111—9 West 011111110—7
Oeorgson 1111111U-9 Hartm«n 110111011—7
Grimm 111111111—9 Woodring 110011111-7
Sessions 111111111—9 Konvalinka OOllllill—

7

Duraut 101111111-8 Howard OUlllOlll-6
Sundstrum 111011111—8 Steinberg OlOiOOOJl—

3

No. 2, 13 Peorias, entrance §2:
Smith lllllllllllt-12
Gilbert lUHlllllll-12
Grimm 111111111111—13
Sessions 11111111111 L-13
Budd 101111111111-11
Woodring 111011111111-11
West llOlllllOlll-lO
Georgson 110111110111-10

No. 3, 5 pairs Peona% entrarre
Smith 11 11 11 11 11-10
Grimm 11 11 11 11 11-10
(jenrgson 11 11 11 11 11-10
Budd 10 11 11 11 11- 9

Gilbert., 11 11 11 11 10- 9

Sundstrum mOOllllOll—

9

Howard lOilOlOl 1111—9
Durant ...OllOUlOHll—

9

llariman 011111001111—9
Audei-son lOlllllUXKJl—

8

I-'arrell 01()011lilOlll-7
St,.?inberg 010101001101-6
Shfittuck OilOllOllOOO-6

$1.50:
Steinberg 01 11 11 11 10-8
IlHTtman 00 10 11 11 11—7
W-st 10 10 11 10 11-7
Durant 11 01 10 10 01-6
.Sessions 11 10 10 01 11—6

No. 4, 15 Peorias, entrance $2:
Smith 111111111111111-15 West 101111111111011-13
Budd lllllllllimil-15 Durant 111111101101110—12
G^rimm 111111111111111—15 Woodring 011101111111101—12
Howard 111111111111111-15 Hartman 111111101011101—13
Gilbert 11111)1111111111-14 Steinberg 111110101100111-11
Sundstmm . . .101011111111111-13 Anderson lOllOllOllOillO-10
No. 5, 9 Peorias, entrance .IfL-OO:

Smith HI 111111-9 And erson 10111111 1-8
Budd 111111111-9 Hartman 1011 1 1111-8
Grimm 111111110-9 Howard 111111010—7
Georgson 1 1 1 1 11 111-9 West 110110110—6
Durant 111111111—9 Sessions 111110100—6
tTilhert 111111111—9 Steinberg llOOOOlOO—

3

Sundstrum 111111101—8 Shattuck 011010000—3
Woodring 111111101-8
No. 6, 13 Peorias, entrance S2:

Smith luiiiomii-n Budd imiimiii-12
Grimm 110111111111—11 Georgson 111111111111—12
Howard Ollllllinil-H Sundstrum 111111111111—13
Woodring lilt 11101111—11 Hartman 11111101 11 11—11
Gilbert 111111101111-11 Durant 111111101101—10
Steinberg 111001110010— 7 Anderson 010111110001— 7
No. 7, 10 live birds, entrance $.5:

Grimm 1111111111—10 Sundstrum 1011011111— 8
Georgson 1111111111—10 Farrell llOlOlolll-, 7
Gilbert llllinill—10 West OIllllOHO- 7
Woodring 1111111111—10 Eddington llHolOlOO— 6
Smith 1011111111— 9 Hartman lUOOOlUO— 6
Durant 1111011111— 9 Sessions lOloUOloo— 5
Budd 1011011111— 8

No. 8, 3 pairs and 9 singi" Peorias, entrance $2:
gudd mill UllUlll-15 Smith 110111 lOnillOO-11
Gilbert .... 11 11 11 111111101—14 Hartman.. 11 10 11 llllOOlfO—10
Georgson. .11 10 11 111111111-14 West 00 10 10 111110101— 9Grimm ....10 10 11 111111111—13 Sessions ...10 01 01 100110111—9
Woodring..l0 11 01 111111111-13 Durant .... 10 11 00 011110010—8
Sundstrumll 11 00 101111111—13 Eddington.il 01 11 llOCOOOOO- 7
Howard ...01 01 01 111111111-12 Steinberg.. 01 01 00 100110000-5
No. 9, 9 straightaway Peorias. .35yds. rise, enti-ance $1 50:

Grimm 110011011—6 Sundstrum 100101111—6
Georgson 010011011—5 Hall 110011101—6
Smith 110011001—5 Durant 010111010—5
Sessions 101011000-4 Budd O1101OOOO-3
Gilbert 00010011O—3 Steinberg 000110001—3
Howard 010010100-3 Hartman 01011000O-3
West 000001010- 3 Osborn COOOOOOOO-O
No. 10, 9 Peorias, unknown angles, entrance $Z:

Grimm 111111111-9 Gilbert 111111111-9
Budd 111111101—8 Sundstrum 110111111-8
Smith 101101111—7 Steinberg 111111100-7
Georgson 0110 11101—6 Howard 1 llllOOlO- 6
Anderson 111010010-5 Sessions OOKXHlll—

5

Eddington 100101011-5 Durant OlllOlOGO—

4

Second Day.
No. 1, 9 Peorias, entrance $1.50:

Smith 111111111-9 Budd llliuni—

9

Grimm. 111111111—9 Gilbert 111111111—9
Sundstrum 111111111—9 Georgson 111110111—8A Grimm OlOnOlU-6 Hall lOOimoi-6
No. 2, 15 Peorias, entrance $2:

Sundstrum. . . .111111111111111—15 Grimm IIH 1111111IIU—15
Budd 111111111111111-15 Smith 11101 1111111111-14
Georgson 011111111011111—13 Gilbert 011111111011110—13
Hartman llllOfllluOlllll-11 Jones 011001110000110— 7
Eddington 100011010010001— 6 Steinberg OlOOOO.v.

No. 3, 10 live birds, entrance $5:
Gil her t 1111111111-10 Budd 1 111110111-9
Woodring.... lOllllllll— 9 Hall OlllllUH—

9

Grimm OlOlllOlll— 7 Sundstrum lOOllOllH—

7

Sessions 1001101111— 7
Ties on 9 div., ties on 7 shot off at 3 birds to each man; Sessions

won. killing 3 straight.

No. 4, 10 Peorias, entrance $1.50:
Georgson ....1111111111-10 Budd 1111111111—10
Grimm 1111111101— 9 Sundstrum, lllilUOll— 9
Woodring 1111111101—9 Sessions 1011110111-8
Gilbert 1110101110- 7 Durant lOliOllllO— 7
Hall. 1111110100— 7 Ames 0011110110— 6
Steinberg OOlOOOlOlO— 3 Eddington 1000111111— 2

No. 5, 3 pairs and 4 singles, entrance $1.50:
Budd. 11 11 11 1111-10 Sundstrum 11 11 11 1111—10
Grimm 11 10 11 1111— 9 Woodring 11 11 10 1111— 9
Gilbert 11 10 11 1111— 9 Sessions 11 11 It 1101— 9
Georgson 11 11 10 1110-8 Durant 10 11 11 1110-8
Eddington 11 01 11 1110— 8 Steinberg U 10 11 1110- 8
Ames 10 00 11 0111- 6

No. 6, 10 live birds, entrance 85:
Budd 1111111111—10 Gilbert 1111111111-10
Grimm 1111101111— 9 Sundstrum 1110111111— 9
Georgson ...0011011001— 5 Sessions. 1000001111— 5
No. 7. 3 pair and 6 single Peorias, entrance $1.50:

Sundstrum ...11 11 11 111111—12 Budd U 11 10 111111—11
Georgson 11 11 11 llllf)l-ll i_^ilbert 10 11 U llHll-U
Grimm 10 10 11 111111—10 Ames 11 01 00 111111-11
Durant 10 01 11 111111—10 Steinberg 11 10 10 111111—10
Woclriug 11 01 10 101111— 9 Sessions 11 10 11 110011— 9
Eddington .. ,10 10 11 101100— 7

No. 8, 12 Peorias, em ranee 81..50;

Budd ..111111111111—13 Grimm OiillUl 1111-11
Georgson 111111101111—11 Sundstrum 111111101111-11
Sessions 101111111011—10 Gilbert 010110111111—9
Woodring 001011111111— 9 Eddington 101110101110— 8
Steinberg 110101100111— 8

No. 9, 31 Peorias, entrance $S:
Grimm 111111111111111111111—21
Sundstrum 111111111111111111111—20
Georgson 11 111011111 1 1 10111111—19
Budd 101111111111f)11111110-18
Gi Ibert lUlllOOllJlllllOl 10—If
The last shoot was a miss and out live birds, eDtr8D< e $1: Gri

2. Georgson 7, Woodring 3, Suadstrum 3, Sbattuck 4, '^nJ'l a d
Sessions div. with 8 each. C. W. Bttdd. ^

Sundstrum. ... .11 11 10 11 11- 9 Howard .01 00 10 ID 10-4

TRAP AT HOLLYWOOD.
Fhxday last was a great day at Hollywood, two matches were

on the programme, and a large gathering of invited gupsts wit-
nessed two interesting contests. The first match was '>ptween
Captain A. C. Money and Fred Hoey, the conditions 100 birds
each, for $100 a side. Mr. Hoey did not show up in as fine form as
on the Monday previous, and, as he saw no chance to win. he with-
drew after the 38th round, allowing Captain Money to take the
stakes. The real contest of the day was the match betwr en Edgar
Murphy and Phil Daly, Jr., at 100 birds per man, SI,000 a side.
Mr. Daly using a 10-gauge L. C. Smith, at 80yds. rise; Mr. Murphy
shot a 13-gauge Stephens-Grant, standing at the same mark. The
birds were a magnificent lot, and they taxed the skill of the con-
testants to the utmost. Daly was suffering with a sore arm, and
before 10 birds had been fired at the old wound had broken open
and the blood stained his shooting Jersey. At each recoil he
showed signs of pain, and at the 60th round was forced to with-
draw. The score was as follows, Mr. John S. Hoey ofHciating as
referee in bis usual capable style:
Edgar G Murphy 22o232203212222221223112212021

2220222212322ol21122301222-.i2U2-53
Phil Daly, Jr 222221022e22o1ol02o21112211211

31o22l20023l2?o0olo02002o2ol2o—41
Recapitulation—Murphy had 5 straigut drivers, 10 right-quar-

tering drivers, 10 left-quartering drivers, 4 straight incomers, 9
right-quartering incomers, 2 left-quartering incomers, 2 direct
right-Quarterers, 5 direct left-quarterers, 3 towerers and 3 twist-
ers. Tue flight of Daly's birds was as follows: 7 straight drivers,
7 right-quartering drivers, 8 left-quartering drivers, 5 right-quar-
tering incomers, 3 left-quartering incomers, 4 direct left quarter-
ers, 3 left-quarterers, 3 towerers and 2 twisting birds.
After the close of the big race a sweepstake was gotten up under

the following conditions, 15 birds. S15 entry fee, second man to
save his entrance. Again did Phil Daly show his pluck, and de-
spile the sore arm he shot a gamy race.
Sweepstake, 15 birds, fil5 entrance, Hurlingbam rules, 1 money,

second man to =avp putrv fee:
E G Murphy . . 22133ol21211222-14 CaptAC Monej 2211202031w.
PnhilDaly. Jr.l232otl23111122-14 Fred Honey....o223322020w.
WG Murphy . . . 1 2122323232020w.
The tiew was shot off miss and out, and was the most interest-

ing finish of the day, Murpbv finally capturing the mon»v:
Murpiiy 222211231-8 Daly 1222220

Tjse KAr.

BREWER. AT L.\W.—Brewer has opened suit for $20,833 against
his backer, John A. Dougherty, alleging breach of contract in
the English tour*
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DELPHI GUN CLUB.
Delphi, N. Y„ July 31 —Delphi G-nn Club shoot, all ties div.

No 1, 5 kinsbirds, 3 kingbird traps, entrance 50 cents, American
Association rules:
Schermerhorn 111111—6 Thompson 010010—2
OmttPU'lon 1 UIOI - 5 Jeimicgs OldOl 1-3
Riudge OOlOnO—1 Pierce 000000 -0
At well 01 1 1 11-B Webber 110011-4
Squire" 001111—4
No. 3, 9 singles. entraT-fi' no pent":

Rindge. 111110111—8 Thompson 011010101—5
Schermerbnra 111101111—8 Pierce 001001010—3
Webber OOillllll—7 WHeeler 011111110-7
Cruttpod-n 111011110-7

"STo. 3, 15 singles. eitvaTicp (6 reuts:

Rinde« .110111111111111 -14 n. utteuden. . . .100111101110111-11
SchefmerhornllinillllOllll-14 Wb-eler OlOUOllUOOOlO- 8
Atwell OOliniOl 111011 -11 Thompson 001111101111111-12
Webber. 101100011111110-10 Lansing lOOllIll 11 '1000-10
Squires 00001 lOlOOO 1010- 5 Jeuniuga 000100001001001- 4
No. 4. 6 singles and 3 pair, entra-nce 80 cents:

Squires .100111 10 10 10-7 Thompson OOlCOl 11 10 11—7
Atwell Onill 10 11 01-9 Lansing 111111 11 0100-9
Oruttenden....0ai01 110110-8 Webber 110101 00 1101-7
Scherme'-horn 010111 10 10 11-8
No. 5, 13 singlet. piitroTn o 75 oent^:

R^ndffe 110111001111-9 Wheeler 1010101 11001- 7

Atwell OOOUOinilO— 7 Thompson 010110111101— 8

Cruttenden 111110111010-9 Webber 101111111111—11

Schermerhorn. .. 111111111101—11 Lansing 101111111101—10

Squirps 011011011111- 9 .Jennings COllOJlOllOO- 5

No. 6, 10 singles, eiiti- tc- 50 cent?:
R.indee 0111111101— S Lee OOmOOlll- 6

Cruttenden 0011111001— 7 Atwell K'OlllUOl— 7

Lansing 1111111101— 9 Squirps OlOlOlOIXK)— 4

Schermerhorn 1111111111—10 Jennines 0101110000- 4

Berry 1011110100—6 Webber UllUlOll—

9

WberlPr lOlOUOOnO- 4
No. 7, 5 pairs, Pntrani I 60 c n^s:

Lansing 10 11 11 10 10—7 Berry 00 10 11 10 10—5
Schermerhorn.. 00 li 10 10 10—5 Thompson 10 00 10 00 11—4
Atwell 11 10 10 11 10—7 Webher 10 10 11 10 10-6
Cruttenden 10 01 10 00 10-4 Rhidge 11 11 11 10 01-8
Whpeler 10 10 10 01 00-4 Squires 00 00 10 10 00—2
Lee 01 10 1 0 00 Ot 1-3

Ko. H, 15 singl"?, unknown angles, entrance 90 cpn^^•:

Atwell... . .. 111111101111110—13 Jpunings. 000000001101000— i?

Cruttenden. ...011111001101001- 9 Rindge IIOIIOIOIUIOII—11
Schermerhorn IIOIUOIIOOOUO - 9 Thompson 100010111110101— 9

WebbT OllOllOlllOinil-10 Lee lOOllOlljUOOOl— 9

Sanirps lOOOUOO 11101101- 7

No 9, 3 sinarlps ano 5 p n'rs. entrance 75 cents:
Atwell 001 0110 001110 - 6 Lee.. - 001 00 101010 0!—

5

Squires 101 10 10 00 10 01— 6 Lansing . . . .011 11 10 11 11 10—10
Sch'rm'rh'n 001 11 10 10 1 1 01— 8 Rlndg.- Ill 10 11 li 10 01— 9

Cruttenden .111 11 10 lu 00 11— 9 Webher Ill 11 10 11 10 01-10
Thompson.. Ill 1110 101101-10 Kershaw.. .000 lOllUOOniO-4
Rprry 101 »1 10 00 10 10-

7

No. 10, 20 ^*nglps. ^'itrnnfe-Sl:
Thompson.llOnOlllllllOOlllll-16 Kershaw.. 00000100001000010011- 5

Rindge . ..11101110111111111111-18 Lee 0101011 OOllCOOlI lOO- 9

Schprmer- Lansing.. ..11111111110111110010-16

h orn . , 11111111110111111111-19 Bprry OllllOOlUOll 1 101001-13

No. 11. 9 'ingles, entraT.cp 60 cents:
Sch. rmerhorn 111111111-9 Kindge 011111111-8

Lansing 111011011- 7 Thompson 101011101-6

SHOOTING BY ELECTRIC LIGHT.
AiCHisox. Ksns., July SS.—Editor For&s't and Stream: On the

niehtbl: July 23, between 9 and 10 o'clock a nov«l sweepstake
shoot took place in thi - city, as per arrarigement with Mr. J. H.
Jacobs, patentee of the illuminating targpt. TLe object of this

shoot was 10 thoronghlv test the iiew target by artificial light,

which was done at the hands of our amateur club.
The invention has been materially impiovtd, so much that it

works without » single omiss'on, and can bp. handled as rapidly

bv night as any device made for shooting at daytime. This fully

illu*i.rates that shooting under electric lights will be enjoyed
before long all over this country. Thp expnnse is but a trifle

more. Manv sportsmen are so situated that they cannot ' njoy
the sport of the day, who otherwise wmild engage in it if theie
was buch a thing as shooting after dark. Now there is such a
thing. The aim under the electric light is equally as good, if not
belter, than in da.yli.ght, as thTe is no dark background or trees

to interfere. One trial will convince any trap shooter that it

works to perfc' tion. When shot it will record correctly, and
look beautiful, leaving behind it a display of sparks. Oiir local

trap shooters were pleasfd viitb this first shoot so much th«t they
have arranged for a team shoot one night each week. At this

trial Mr. Jac^hsused the blnerocks, which carry the attachment
splendidly. Out of 12.'i bird.s shot at only two were brokpn at the
trap, and the flight was perfect. Any one wishing information
can write to tne inventor. J. W. Jacobs.
One dollar entrancp, ' wo naoneyp:

Haskell imonillllllll-13 Wiley lOlOllOlllOOllO- 9

Fergnsp.n lOOlliiOO'.lllHO— 9 Jacobs lOlOlOHOUOHO— 9

Barhardt 111101011110111—13 Glenn 001110001101010—7
Smead 010111111110011-11 M. Noll.

FRED HOEY-CAPTAIN MONEY.
At Hollvwood on Monday, An sr. 3, these two crack shots met

inaconte«t at 100 birds, for a $.500 stake. The birds were of
superior quality, and np to the 70th rf^ur d the race was a neck
and neck one, after that rou^d the Captain forged ahead and kept
killing straight until he had m^de a run of 26 the largest of the
contest. Both gentlemen were in fire fettle, and considering the
quality of the birds, the scorf« are grand ones.
Match at 100 birds, for S500 a&ide, Hnrlingham rules, Holly-

wood s^ort boundary, Mr, John S. FIopt rpfprpt

:

Fred Hoey. ... 222] 222 ^22 112221222220220-28
2210202ni92222232222 i 3210-21
1 222220222':'2 ;02020 1 202221- 20
2^2022^-0 1 222 1 22222 1 220222-3*^-86

Capt Money 22201221 ];022222222201-'20-21
222232221221122322222202:2-24
2121 22222:22022201IM)2222:>2—21
2213222222122221222201232- 24-90

Tee Kay.

WESTERN TRAPS.
Burlington. la-, Aug. 4.—[Special.]-The Burlington and Des

MotU'-s County trap sho' ters waittd in vain f"r the Chicago
Sporting Beview fcp«m of 10 men. consisting of Bndd, Marstiall,

and others, to appear to-day. The Chtcigo team was billed to

shoot a hundred-bird match with thp INimrods of Burlington, but
owing to ihoir non-appearance the tournament was hpld without
thera. Notwithstanding the omission of the principal feature the
day's shooting was full of interest. la the first shoot, 10 singles

Black and Hale div, first, with a score of 9. Hickey and Delong
lied lor second, and Forbes pnd Cable for third. In shoot No. 3,

15 singles. BUck took first money with a score of 14. Hale second
witli 13, and Cable and Minard div. third. In sbont No. 4, 5 pairs.

Marshall took first money with a clean score. Miller and BaVicock
div. spfoud. and A. Bab ock took third. In the last shoot. 15 «in-

gles. Black, Babcock and Hale div. first with p-^rfect scores; Tobie
and A. Babcock t0"k spcond money with 14 birds each; and
Marshall. M-yer and McKie div. third with 13 birds each.
The tpam above referred to was a feature of a midsummer tour

which did not tour.

Chicago, III , Aug. 4 —Garflpld Gun Clnb, West Side, this city,

opens a three days' rourn«ment to-day at tin birds and live birds.

The Montgomery, Ward & Co diamond badge will be shot for to-

morrow, and this wiU probably be the leading event of the tour-
nament. There are 30 events programmed, and a pleasant little

time should he eTpPcted.
The Northwestern Indiana Shooting AsFociation will bold its

sixth tournament at Crown Point. August 6 °nd 7, Thursday and
Fridav. I was laughing with Mel. Hart, of C own Point, the
other day. over the unique consolation priz 8 offered in the pro-
gramme, which run« as follows:
"The following prizes w 11 be awarded in the events named to

the shooter makitig the best score and failing to get a i>lar-e for
money: First evpnt. first prize. 1 box High Art cigar", by Jos.
'Elder, 31.75; second pnze, 41bP. cofCee, by Ed. Church. SI 25. Sec-
ond eveni, first prize, 1 pair fine =hoPS, by Wm Krimbill, iJ3;

second prize, sugfir-cnied ham, by M'Uer & Hart, $2: third pr'ze,

1 glass water .set. by M J. Kra.mer, $3. Ttiird event, first prize,

silk muffler, bv Sahel &Ott, S3; secnnd prize, 2 bottles of cham-
pagne, nv J'lS. Rosenbau^r, $3; third prizp, buggy whip, by R. G.
Bielpfeld, $1. Fourth event, first prize, Idoz. Aristo panels, by W.
H. Havward. $4; second prize, 200 Ftaridard shells, by H. Marble,

$3; third prize, bottle bay rum, Kiiboura. & Aston, ®1. J'ifth

event, second prize, 501bs. flour, by E. B. MUler, S1.50; second
prize, lOlbs. roast beef, by Ohas, Frpderich, $150; third prize, 1
pncketbook. by J. P. MBtrill, $1. Sixth event, first; prize, collar
and cuff" box, by H. Swartz, $3; second prize, case of beer. L.
Reeder, $1.50; third prize, gan-wippr, by Wm. Minas, $1.50. Sev-
enth event, first prtZ", easel, by H. C. Griesel & '^'on, $2; spconri
prize. lOlbs. roast beef, by John Zea, fl.50; third priz", hox of
Schultze's powder sbel's, 81. Fiehth event, first prize, vear's sub-
srriptton to the Lalie Gimntxj Star, by .1. J. Wheeler. $1; second
prizp, 25 Blaichford shells, by O, G Wheeler, 50 cent=>. Ninth
event, first prize. Igal. jar butter, by J. G. Scrabpl, $3; SPCond
prizp.3doz. Flfirida oranges, by Mrs. C. E. Englert, .50 cents."
These homely rewards of merit only show the substantial

nature of a Crown Point wplcnme. and the man w>io expects to
drop in there and win even a t^utrgy whip or a jar of butter with-
out shooting o plenty for it is badly mistaken, for the Crown Point
men are hard to beat at the trap. Bluemcks the first day, and
English spirrows the second, the latter rather a novelty still.
Mr. R, B. Wadaworth and Mr. W. P. Mussey will go down from
here and perhaps others. Few events are pleasanter than the
Crown Point shoots.

^^(£f. C—Mr. A. W, Bruner, of Riverside, Cal.. once an Illinois
man and one of the best known shooters of California, where be
is known as "Wiley." is in this cty for a short time enjoying him-
self. He will challenge Mr. J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas Citv, for
the cbampionshin cup. and it is thought =iure that this race will be
shot be' ore Mr. Bruner's return to California.
Mr. Low Harrison, the robust exponent of M'nneapolis sports-

manship, is in Chicago for two days, iust for instance. He often
comes over, turns around and goes back again. K H.

CLEVELAND. O., Aug. 4.—The regular shoot for the Sipe &
Sigler championship cup was held at ihe trans of the Clpyeland
Gun Club yest^^rday afternoon. It was an excellent dav for the
event, but the scores were only fair, with the exception" of that
made by Upson, which was extraordinarilv good. The only b'rd
that he missed was the forty-eigth and it, was the straightaway.
Handicaps were given. FoUow'ng is the seore:
Haycox 10010 lllOl 11111 Ollll lUll

10111 mil 10111 11111 11111-43— 4-40
Rudolph OllOl 00110 11101 lion Ollll

11001 11111 llOll 11111 01011-37—3-40
Murray 11110 lOOIO 01111 lOllO 11110

nin 10111 10011 11110 oii'o-36- 7—43
Case 00001 11111 11011 11010 11111

11101 luOU 11001 10111 11011-37— 4—41
Mack 00000 00100 01010 10111 OtKlll

10101 10000 11000 110"0 00101-19-10-29
North 11110 11101 11101 O'OOl 10110

Ollll 11111 OHIO lion 11111-37— 0-37
Ashley Hill 11001 UOll lOIOl llOll

11111 00101 mil lion 11111—40- 0-40
Watts ll'OOl 11000 00010 00000 OOOll

mil lom ouoii 01010 iono-23— 8-31
Upson mil mil mil iiiii lun

mil mil mil 11111 iicii—49- 0-49
Skinner lOIOl Hill mil lllio 11111

11011 mil 11110 101 11 imO-43- 3 -46
Aiiq. C—There was a small aitendancp at the shoot of the East

End Gun Club this afternoon, and the following scores were made
at .30 birds; Ward 35, North 19, Joe 22. Visitors; E]wortbv24,
Bartol 19. Mascot.
WORCESTER. Mass. Aug. 8.—The fortnightly meet of the

Worcpster Sportsman's Club, at Coal Mine Brook Range. tb^'s week,
was well at tended. The events of thp meet was thp continuation of
the clas'-iflcation series of contests. In the classiQcation each had
n possible 30 clay pipeons, and in the class shoot a possihle 10. The
work of each follows: Classification. niagp a.
Smith 6.5565-27 1110111 01 1-8
Ba-bank 465^5-26 OOII1IIIII-8
Lnrkin .56663-20 1110011111-8
Davis .56.556-27 1111010110-7
Rugg 645.56-26 1110110011-7
Dean S36.55-23 0101110111-7
Howe .5.5554—24 1011100 1 00-5
Swan 54554 - 33 WiOiOllO 4

Bowdish 43t;66—27 OlOlOOCOlO—

3

'!1ms~B.
Gamra ers 54543-21 111 Oil 1111-9
Webber 33054-15 1000110111-6
Forehand ,4.5553—81: 0011100110—5
riaflin 651.53—20 1011001010-5
Harnpy 144<!6-19 1010010i01-5
Place 5n,333-19 OOUOlllOO 5

Walls 23345-17 0001101110-5
Kno^lps 52452-17 1010011000-4
In Class A, Sm'th, Burbank and Larkin div. first monp) ; Davis,

Rugg and Dean div. second; and the third went to Howe. In the
seoond class the tie was shot oB:' for second placp, and Forehand,
Claflin and Harney tied on 4 balls out of 5 and then div.

TOPSHAM. Me., Aug. 7.—A bluerook pigeon shoot was held on
the Topsham Fair Grounds this afternoon. The Freeport Gun
Clnb and the well-known Riverside Club were the pirticipanls.
Astronsr breeze was blowing and the score was considered verr
sood. The shooting of C. A. Goud and H. Small deserve special
mention:

Riverside Gun Club.
AO Goud iimioiioioiiiiiiimoio-20
A E HaU llUOOlOllOlimimOlOOl—17
C H Winslow 1010111001110 11111101111-19
,^ Strout 0011111011100101111110101—17

M C Hall 0100111011100111101111101-17

W A Crocker 0100111000110011001100101-13

C A Gnud 11111111111111111111101111-23

Ed Puller lOOOOlllOlOmOOlOlUOl 10-14

H Small iiomoiomiiuioiiiim-21
R D Purington 1100111101110100100111010-1.5-175

Freeport Gun 'Hub.
Dr Twitchell llllOmomiUOlHOllOll-20
W H Huston 0110001010111011010001101-13

C A Bvram lOOlOllOlOllOOl 0111001 1 01-14
E S Soule .llllOiaXiOOOlU 11101)01101-13

E E Pinkham 0011101011111111110100111-18

L O Dennisou 10111111000101)01110111101—13

Ed White 11100111000 1 1 01010001 1101-13
0 Mprnll OOOIOOU' 1011001110110101-13

W G Merrill 1101111111110111100011111-20

C A Byram OloOlOllOOOOOOOOOlOOOlOOO- 6 142
C. M. G.

SAN FRANCISCO, Atig. 2.—The Recreation Gun Club, of Ssn
Francisco, held its fifth live-bird shoot fo'- this season at the Oak-
land race track grounds this forenoon. The attendance was good,
though the day in many respects was not a favorable one for
pigeon shooting, there bemg a strong wiad constantly sweeping
across the range. The birds werp about the liveliest lot evpr taken
to the gr.'uads. Th^re were only two "duffers" for the day, and
the large number of birds lost caused the sportsmen to siarh for a
few "duffers." Th« scores were not up to the aver age from this

and other reasons, but several of the nrack shots managed to keep
up their record in spite of the difficulties enumerated. In the
regul r match Qfteen contestants entered with appended result at

Allen'^f' 8 H C Golcher 11 Worth 6
Barnev 9 WTGolclier... ...10 Randall 10

Bnlander 11 SladP 11 Smith 13

Coykendal 7 Morrison 3 Haas 9

Dunham 5 Liddle 5

Following this came a six-bird pool shoot, $3.50 entrance fee,

same rules governing as in match, whieh resulted as follows:

Smith 6 Barney 6 W J Golcher 5

Haas 6 Dasey 5 Rand ell 6

Slide 4 Bolander. 6 Dunham 4

H C Golcher 4 _ _ , ,

In another pool shoot between Smith, Haas, bchroeder, Slade,
Dasey, Bolander, W. J Golcher, Randall and Dunham, Dasey and
Bolander both killed six straight birds and divided first and second
money. Smith mi^ised his second bird, a swift driver. Haa.s

missed two—the first and fourth—Schroder missed his sixth and
Slade missed two 'n four trials and withdrew. W. J. Golcher l^st

his second, an incompr, after using both barrels, and Randall lost

his first, which went out of the trap almost as swi ft as a shot from
his own abreviated piece. Dunham held ont well till the last bird,

using his second barrel only for the third, but missed the sixth

a ad last.

HACKRTTSTOWN, N. J., Aug. 5.—Kindlv change the dates of
our tournament, as by some mistake they include Sunday. Aug.
80. Thev' should b« Sept. 1 and 2 at targets and on Thursday,
Sppt. 3, live birds. A large attendance is expected. The shoo'ers
will be entiri-ly protpcted from sun and rain by a canvas awning
pstending the full length of ihe traps. The shooting will be from
five traps rapid firing system , and it will take r bag full of shells

to get around. An extra set of trans will be in constant use dur-
ing the whole t' ree days. We hope our second effort may prove
as pleasant and as successful as our maiden effort last Septem-
W.WAMJ38 L. SsHXS, Manager.

TOWANDA, Pa„ Aug. 8.—The following scores were mads by
the Towanda Rod and Gun Club at their monthly shoot for club
badge, from 3 traps, AmericanAsso. rules. M-^ssr". Hamaker and
Savage were visitors from Wayalusing. Pa... Gun Club:
Dittrich 1100111110111101110111111—20
Snider 1111100111111001110111111-20
Turner 10111 110 11110111010 1 01 11 1-19
Tyrrell 00111111001111111(10110111—18
S treeter 1 011100111111010100001^01—14
Savage _ 1111100001011101110000001—13
Hawke 8 000010010100 16 11110010000— fl

Dittrich and Snider tie for badge; in shoot-off Snider won as
follows:
D ' t trich 111111101-8 Snider 111111111-9
Sweep No. 1:

Dittrich 111111—6 Streeter 010001—3
Snider 101110-4 Savage 000011—3
Turner 110011-6 Hawkes lOUOll—

3

Tyrrell. 111111—6
Sweep No. 2:

Dittrich 110010-3 Turner 100110-3
Snidpr 001110-3 Hawkes 000000—0
Sweep No. 3:

Snider.. 11111-5 McCormick 01000-1
Tyrrell 11101-4 Tyrell 01000—1

W. F. DiXTEXOH, Sec'y.

UNION GUN CLUB.—At the regular monthly shoot of the
Union Gan CluVi, of Springfield, N. J., last week, the following
scores werem ide. sftudard Kevstone and blueiock targets being
used, all sweeps SI, 2 moneys, 10 targets:

3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 lit 15 16

8 10 9 8 9

7 8 7 7 10 9 6 9
8 9 7 9 8 5 10 9

7 6 8 9 8
9 7 8 9 8
8 10 10 Y ..

9 1.

8 7

E D Miller 10 10 9 10 10 10 10 8 10 10 9W Sigler 7 7 7 8 0 7 10 7 7 H 9
Sfwart 7 9
JHBrientnall 10 5
Sickley 9 8
Terry 5
Tillou 8
At riouHle ri^es tb« following sweeps w--re shoi:
No. 1, 15 paiib biuerocks: Brienfcnall 17, Sbewart 17, Miller 14

Sigler 13
No. 2, 10 pairs standard Keystones: Brientnall 13, Miller 13,

Stewattll, Sigler IL
WATSOK'S PARK -Burnside. 111., Aug. 6.—The Fort, Dear

born Club, live bird medal, 15 birds each, American Association
rule?:
A Kleinman. ..113112210111111-14 H Kleinman . ..013^12002211101-11
G Kleinman. . .102111122132223—14 C K Felton . . . 111213232212310—14
C B Dicks 103012102110100- 9 H Ehlprs.
McFarland ... 210121023100030 - 9

JE Price 112011123010101—11

..012211113212001-13
A Hoflfman.... 10121m 11 3112-14
A Thomas . . .302122112122222—14

G Hoffman ...012231330113201-12 G Airey 223101021101200-10
Blackbird raeoal, samp day:

GKlpium'nim 111 1101010111111-17 Thomas. . ..10101111111111111110-17

AKleinm' L 01 10 UllllOlOlOlllU-15 D icks 110001010H101UUOO-1)J
Airey 11010001010101011000- 9

Ties on 17. G, Kleiomaa 5, A. Thomas 1.

LONDON, Ont., Aug. 8.— Eine weather, a eood cmwd, jplenty of
enthusiasm and close scoring rendered the weekly handicap
shoot at the London Gun Club yesterday afternoon ever.\ thing
that the most ardnnt pportsm in could desire. Winfield, other-
wise known as Mr. 0. W. Davis, of the Tecumseh Housp, captured
first money by a credible 33 out of 30, shooting in C class. Red-
path, the reliable, follow d with 20 out of 24. his 13 straight being
rpmarkably flnp. Mr. Paine (K) and Evans (A) won third and
fourth with 19 and 18 respectively. Mr. Burke, a veteran, brought
np the rear, having been out of practice for years, although at
one time few could equal him m marksmanship. Tte pur'<e waa
divided into prizes ot S4, $3, $3 and $1 for the first four winners.
Following this event came a shoot for a small sweep between
sidps captained by Brewpr and Stanl-y, the former winning in
this Fcore: Brewer's side 27, Stanley's side 26. On Friday next
the single men will try conclusions with the benedicts. John
Evans will captain the former and C. W. Davis the married men.
BROOKLYN, Aug. 7.—The regular shoot of the Crescent Gun

Club was held at Dexter Park to-day. The club shoots at 7 live
bii ds each, modified Hurliniiham rules. John R Uhjen shot in
great form from the 38, d. mark, killing 11 straight. 8 «ittihis first

barrel. The score was: W. G'lmm, 38ydB., 5; W Skidmore. 38yd8 ,

6; J. Vagts. 30 ds., 5; J. R^thjen, 28vds., 11; M. Schmidt, 23yds., 6;
T T_r OC.!.- O. T T.nr.KIn i>Q^rAa fl. T^ .7a.r.4c TO. I?
i: Hopkins. 28vds., 9; J. Laeble. 28yds., 6; D. Snipe, SSyds., 10; E.

rman,3"yds.,8; T. W. Pfaender.39yd8., 6; W. J. Pickett. 2.5ydp.,Mohr
The Fountain Gnn Club shoot for the Duryea Cup. at Wood-

lawn Park, was hotly cont«sted. Five men ont of thH 17 starters
killed 10 birds straight, and it fell to the lot of Dr. Schwartz, who
shot in his old-ti'^e form from the 80vd. mark, to wnn the pi'ize.

He killed 17 straight, and only used his second barrel twice.

NEWARK, N J, Aug. 6.—At; Widenmayer Park to-day the
East Side Mutual Gun Club held its regular monthly shoot at 25
biuerocks. Good scores were the rule all around. After the club
shoot there were two 5-live-bird swpeps, $3 entry; First sweep—
Hedden 5, Koegel 5, Hilfers 4, Van Dyke 5, Green 2, Ba,rr 3. Sec-
ond sweep—Hedden 5, Kopgel 5, Hilfers 3, Van Dyke 3, Green 5.

Saturday, Aug. 33, has been fixed upon by the E ist Side Mutual
Gun Cltx'b for the Essex County League shoot, which is to be held
under the auspices of this club.

FIXTURES.
ATJGtrST.

Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 22. Cormthian, Marblehead, 3d
Monatiquot. Ladies' Day, Cham., Marblehead.
Weymouth. 22. Monatiquot, Sweeps., Wey-

Cedar Pt., Saugatuck, Conn. mouth.
Hull, Ladies' Race. 23. Cor. Navy, East River Squad
Beverly, 2d Cham, Marbleh'd 22. Royal N. S., Ruth Cup, Hall-
Corinthlan, N. Y., Sweeps, fax.
Marhlebpad. 22. Sippican, Open, Marion.

Mosquito, Open, Bostnn. 22-23. San Francisco.Fish.Cmise
Cor. Navy, L. I. Sound Squad 24. Newai-k, Ann., Newark Bay.
Regatta, Glen Cove. 26 Pleon, 3d Cham., Marbleh'd.

New Bedford, Sweeps., New 26. Dorchester.Club, Dorchester
Bedford. 27. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.

East Bay. Long Island. 27, Massachusetts, Third Cham
Eastern. Sweeps, Marblph'd. Dorchester Bay.
Savin HilL Fleet Capt's Cups 38. Carolina, Club, Wilmington,
Hull, Ladies' Day. NO. ^ ,

Savin HiH, Moonlight Sail. 29. Hempstead, Long Island.
Pleon, Club. Marblehead. 29. HuU, All Classes.
PaU River, Open, Pall River 29. Savin Hill, Caph.
Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 29. Cor. Navy, N. Y. Bay Squad.
Massachusetts, 2d Cham. 39. Beverly, 2d Cham, Mon. Bch.
Dorchester Bay. 29. Pvoyal N. S., Capt. Russell's

Rhode Island. Open. Cup, Halifax.
I'oaT.f.m. Cruise, Maine Coast 29, Larchmont, Oyster Boats,
Qiiincy. Larchmont.
Corinthian, Marbleh'd, Mid- 39. MiramioM, Cruise.
Summer Series, Marbleh'd

SEPTEMBER.
1. Eastern. Fall, Marblehead. 12. Beverly, 6th Sweep, Mon.Bch
2. Pleon, Sail-off. Marblehpad. 13. New Bedford, Annual, New
5. Monatiquot, Sail-off, Wey- Bedf rd.

mouth. 13. Lynn, Cup, Lynn.
5. Sippican, Open, Marion. 13. Mas-'^achusetts, Open, Dor-
5. Hull Corinthian, Open. Chester Bay.
5. Beverly,5thSweep,MHrbleh'd 13. Savin Hill, Cham. Sail-oflE.

5. Larchmont, Fall. Larchm't. 13. Royal N. S., Handicap, Hali-
5. Bav View, Cruise. fax.

7. Fall River. Cluh. PaU River. 19-20. San Francisco, Cruise.

7. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 19. Beverly, 3d Cham,Marbleh'd
7. N.Y.Y.R.A., Ann., New York 31. Miramich', Open
7. Corinthian, Marblehead, 26. Beverly, 3d Cham, Mon. Bch.

Handicap, Marblehead. 26. Sa\in Hill, Fleet Captains
7. Lynn, Open. Nahant. Cups Sail-off.

7. Moiquito, Open, Boston. 26. Royal R. S., Lord Alex Rus- *

11. Massachusetts, Fall, Dor- eel's Cup, Halifax.
Chester Bay. 26. Bay View. Club. Boston Bay.

OCTOBKH-
7. Brooklyn, Fall, Gravesend 17. San Francisco, Closing Day.

Bay.

STARLING.—On Aug. 8 the sloop yach*-, Starling, owned by Mr.
S. W. Knowlea, w^s struck by tho steamer Gay Head when pass-

ing through Wood's Holl, and sunk, the crew being saved.

BIJOU.—The owner of the catboat Bijou, Mr. P. H, Jeannot,
ha- just been notified that by the correct nipasurement hts boat
won in the annual regatta of the Atlantic Y. C, besting MargUf-
rite (the Cape cat A. P. E.), tbouib the race was at the time giveu
to the latter. This makes Bijou's record still unbroken.
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TIME TO KEEP COOL.
17 VEN the present tirrid weather is no jastiflcation for the

hot and intemperate language which is used by some in dis-

cuRslne: the foul between Volunteer and Gracie. One Boston

paper goes so far as to characterize the possible diS(iualificat.iou of

Volunteer by the regatta committef^ as "bare-faced robbery,"

while the usual ' prominent yachtsman, etc.," has threatened

that in such an event Gen. Paine will withdraw forever trom the

races of the New York Y. C. Although lliese idle vtiporings carry

little weight of themselves, they are indications of The, very
BtrouK feeling which has arisen over the matter, and ttiey show
the necessity for calm and deliberate action on the part of all

concerned. In spite of the unwarranted insult of the Boston
Post tbe regatta committee of the Kew York Y. C. is heyonrt all

suspicion of unfairness or partiality, and whatever its decision

may bs, there is no doubt that it will be a perfectly Liouest one.

In such a case as this the principals are hut poor judges of the

true merits of tbe case. Each is strongly interested, and natu-

rally sees hut his own side, while in the hurry and excitement of

such a moment the coolest man is likely to bti mistaken . There
is plenty of evidence from impartial spectators, wliile Mr. Steh-

hin', the photographer, has sent to the committee a series of four

views of tbe wbnle affair. Tbeae should he the basis for a fair

and imparda! decision, in wbich both parties should agree, how-
ever much one may be disappointed.

IROQUOIS, though well known for some years, has just excited

much favornDle comment on the New York Y. C. cruise. The
steel schooner Ircqiois was designed by Mr. A. Cary Smith, and is

now owned hy Vice-Cora. Ellis, of the Seavvanhaka C. Y. C. Her
reputation as an ideal deep water cruiser was made long ago by
her experiences in the great blizzird, which she mde out off the

coast, and hy her work m southern waters under her original as

well as her present owner. That she was hy no means a slow boat
has been known to many, but this season, with a new suit of can.
vas and in tlie best popsible condition, she has taken a place at

the head of her < lass, all the more credit being due to her owner
from the fact tliat he liandles the wheel himself. A boat which
is admitted to be one of the easiest sea boats in the fleet, in which
the owner spends the winter in comfort among the West India
Islands and on the Florida coast, and in which, as has this year
been proved, he can not only make a most creditable showing in

a good class, but comes within 20 seconds of taking the Goelet cup
from Volunteer, must bs considered as very near perfection in

these days of special racing machines.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE BATTEN.-The use of several

flexible battens extending entirely across the sail is an old thing
in canoeing, but uo to this time the batten as used by yachtsmen
has been mer' ly of an elementary form, a short stick run into the

leach of a sail to correct some local fault. For several years Mr.
HerreshoU has used the full batten on his ca,t yawls, and within
the past month he has applied it to Gloriana's mainsail in much
the same way. The sail now has three battens extending from
the leach nearly half way to the luff, these being very thin and
flexible on the forward end but stitfer near the leach. The per-

fect sail no douot should have a correct draft without other spars
than the boom and gaff, hut as this degree of perfection is seldom
attained, the batten has proved in many cases a useful makeshift,
even in its usual torm. The longer ones in Gloriana's maiusail
are still better in all probability, but it is doubtful whether the
process of lengthening will continue still further, until the entire

bread! h of the sail is covered, as in a canoe. To do this requires
a material not yet obtainable, something very strong and flexible

but of light weight.

RAGING VS. CRUISING TRIM.—The idea is generally preva.
lent among racing men that every ounce of weight sent ashore in

a race is a gain to the boat; but so far from this being an invari,

able rule, the exceptions are numerous, several being noted on
the cruise. Liris, so far as can bo judged, is sailing better this

year on the cruise, and especial ly in the New York Y. C. regatta,
with no end of furniture and fittings aboard, than in many of the
races when Designer Gardner had all the match safes emptied
and made the crew leave their pocket handkerchiefs ashore.
Mayflower has been sailing up to her old reputation, for the first

time since the change of rig, on the runs of the cruise in cruising
trim. In the Goelet cup race she was completely stripped and
made the worst showing of the cruise. Whether or not a yacht
should be stTipped, and with what weight she will do her best
sailing, is not a matter of rule, but must be learned by each skip-

per before he can hops to win races.

"DRAWING LINES."—A most amusing commentary on the
practice "drawing lines" from the performances of certain boats
to determine the merits of other craft, an amttsement very popu-
lar in Boston of late, is found in the result of the late Goelet cup
race, in which a boat that has not been counted at all turned up
second to Gloriana. Although she was beaten badly herself, she
in turn left the rest of the fleet astern to the same tune. All the
elaboi ate calculations of the comparative speeds of Oweeneand
Gloriana which were based on tne performances of Sayonara fell

to pieces before the fact that Barbara beat both Oweene and Say-
onara very fairly to windward, and finally came in second to Glo-
riana.

"DEAD FOR A DUG AT."-The work of Gloriana in the Goelet
cup race gave the event very much the appearance of the funeral
of the class, and though there is a chance that Beatrft may prove
able to make a race for the Herreshoff flyer, it is evident that the
others, Oweene, Sayonara, Barbara, Nautilus, Mineola and
Alborak have no use at all for her. and can only win prizes when
she is not present. While the coming race.s off Newport and Mar-
hlehead are certain to prove both exciting and interesting, there
is little prospect that they will do more than settle the question
of second, third and the poorer places, leaving Gloriana any-
where from 5 to lOm. ahead of the fleet. In this event, the class
wiU be as dead as the 40ft., and after even a shorter existence.

GUNS VS. WHISTLES.-The guns on the Electra are manned
and handled as well as any in the fleet, and far better than the
usual starti'ig gun on any chaoce yacht.or tugboat, but they are
not free from the infirmities of their kind, and have twice missed
fire on the cruise in giving the starting signal. The old reliable

steam whistle is seldom known to miss fire in competent hands,
and the wonder is why regatta committees still adhere to the
tricky and treacherous gun at the risk ot spoiling the start in

every instance.

A BABY GLORIANA,—In the new edition of "Yacht and f?oat
Sailing," published a month since in London, and just paFsed
throusQ the Custom House here, there is a design for a i^^-rater
by ]\Ir. Dixon Kemp, wbicn in some respects shows a remalkahie
Skenoas tp Gloriana, the outline of steuj beiog the Bartne, thciigh
19 bow liflfi not tbe esoessiv« flUlnees of the BrletoJ boRt.

From Newport to Vineyard Haven, 37 miles. Start oft Bren-
m's Reef L'gUtship and finish at red buoy No. 2 oil VVest Chop.

NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE, 1S91.
APART from the iS't. cIbsb, the racing up to the ^nd of July

has been of the most unsatisfactory sort; the scVooners and
larger single-stickers have done tittle or noihing, the handicap
and cruiser races have failed to fill the entry list.s, aad i I.e s.ile

intertsthas been in the aunll classns. trom 46ft, down tn 2.'i. It is

then a matter for rongra,' illation that the cruise racirig has shown
a most iiecided improvement ov^^r the club regattas, a.H well as
over last season. The racing among the sctiooners on the cruise
has been specially good, avcry fair fleet of starters showing up
for each ru i as well as the Goelet cup and Vineyard Haven races,
and while nothing specially startling In the way of speed or of ex-
citing fluibhes has been seen, there have been some very pret ty
cHiitests between Mayflower, Marguerite, Iroquois, Quickstep and
OSnone in pwticular, while Volunteer, Oou»tellation and For-
tuna of the larger classes have taken part in most of the races.
Grayling has not been with the fleet, and though Montauk was
present she raced but little.

The racing in the single-stick fleet has been of unusual interest
in the 16tt. class, the onlv one wuich is at all alive and up to daie.
Of Che "Id classes, the 70ft. has not come up to expectai inns this
year. Katrina is so far ahead of the old ooais. Bedouin, Gracie
and Fanui' , as to leave them little chance <it heaimg her. On
the hard beat of the first day sUe did the best work of the fleet,
but she failed to start in the Goelet cup race, and there is good
reason to doubt whether she would have Deen able to give Glo-
riana some 25min. had she done so. Shamrock was with the fleet
but did no raciog. and fJ-racie was left benind at Newporr, in a
crippled condition after making a very spirited attempt to repre-
sent tbe class in the Goelet rnce.
In the other classes, however, a number of the old boats started

and made very fair racing among themselves, though, of course,
not in the game with sucn crate as Oweene and Gloriana. It ts

good lo see the familiar names of Hildegarde, Mischief, Cinderella,
Clara, Huron, Tuetis and their tellows. It is to the owners ot
these ooatsi and the schooners that the ch-ef credit is due tor the
success of the cruisn. The 'lOf c. class made but a poor showing.
Gossoon being out of several races through her accident. Liris
has sailed well with the fl et, but Ventura, the only other racer,
has done but little, andttte racing of the ela.ss has been very tame.
While racing is by no means the sole end and object of the

annual cruise, and the complaint is frequently made tnat too
much tuvs the men and shortens the programme, it is a plain fact
that without racing tue cruise is a failure for all, even the cruis-
ing craft. How t" obtain jvist the proper amount of racing to give
lire and excitement to all, without at the same time making the
cruise one big regatta with a daily round of hwrd work and uo
chance for rest or social intercourse, is a very difficult probh m;
but the danger lies rather with too little racing i.han loo much.
This year tour of the five runs were races for all who wished to
enter, tne conditions being as follows:

SQtTADItON RUNS.
From Huntington Bay to New London, 63 miles. Start off

Eaton's Point Buoy and finish off ligathouse. New London.
From New Loudon to Newport, 40 miles. Start off Sarah's Ledge

and finish off the L/umplings.
F:

ton „ . , ^ .-

Vineyard Sound Ligutsnip must be left on the port.
From Vinejard Haven to New Bedtord, 3+ mites. Start off the

bluffs in from, of the Sea Vievv Huuse and fin.sh off Clark's Point
Light, leaving Sow and Pigs Reef tmoy on the starboard.
From New l^edford to Newport, 87 miles. Start off Clark's Point

Light and flni&n off Brenton'.^ Keet Ligntship, leaving Hen and
Chickens Lightship on thei starboard.
Tue Electra will escab.ish start and finish lines for each run

and give the corrected time of all yachts crossing with iheir
private signals at the peak and their racing numbers displayed
(Sec. 8. H. R. X.) and m cruising trim, anchors on the bow and
cables bent, cruising complement of boats carried, cruising deck,
cahm and galley fittings and fixtures in place; topsails extending
above the truck or beyond tne end of the gaff, barred.
A squadron run prize will oe given In eacn class where two or

more start, with a second prize if four or more start.
Any yacht alone in her ciass can sail in the class above.
Water can be taken into the tanks until 8 A. M. tae morning of

the tun with this excepuon, racing rules to govern.
These conditions subject to alteration in any class on the re-

quest of a majority of its contestants on any run.
Vessels that do not wish to be timed will not cross the line, nor

cairy their private signals at tne peak. They will be at liberty
to get under way and proceed to the squadron's destination witn
the gun announcing tbe harbor start.

STABTINt> SIGNALS.

The Electra wiU fly the Unitea States ensign at the fore until
the preparatory signal is made. Preparatory signal.—One gun
will be fired, and at the same time the U. S. ensign will be lowered
and the blue peter set in its place. 1st start.—Ten minutes later
a second gun will be fired, the blue peter lowered and tbe club
signal set m its place; wiien the time of yachts in Clfiases V of
schooners, and V., VI. and VII., of sloops, cutters and yawls \vill
be taken as they cross the line. Five minutes later the club signae
will oe lo 'jered and tne handicap gun for the classes atiove men-
tioned will be fired. 3a start.—Ten minutes later a fourth gun
will be fired and the ciuo signal again noisted; when the time of
vacnts in Classes I., II., III. and iV., of scnooners, and I., II m
and IV., of sloops, cuttei s and yawls, will be taken as they cross'
Ten minutes later the handicap gun tor yachts in Classes I II

"

HI., and IV. (all types included) will ho fired. '
"

With a racing fleet of some40yacnts as a nucleus, the entire
fleet has aggregated about as many more sailing jacbts and some
50 steam yachts, a number of cjurse oeing witn the fleet tor but
a few days at a time, as at New London, Glen Cove or Newport
When under way, however, as in leaving c^ew London or New-
port, the regular fleet of some 60 to 80 yachts made a spectacle
that the New YorK Y. C. may well be proud of. The flagship
Electra was as usual at the service of the regatta commitiee and
also carried the reptesentaiives of tne New York and Boston
papers. Com. Gerry finding bis chief pleasure in making every
one at home. It is needless to say that under the direction of
the fl^et captain, Mr. Stephen PeaOody, ana the regatta commit-
iee, Messrs. 8. Nicholson liane, Irving Grinneli and Chester
Griswold, all arrangements for the handling of the fleet m tbe
runs and races were well carried out. Tne new feattire of a
special sieamer for members at tne start of the cruise and again
for tbe Goelet cup race, was very generally appreciated by the
large non-owning contingent of tbe club.

FIRST Rtnsr, HUNTINGTOK BAT TO NEW LONDON, AUG. 4.

The first racing run of the cruise, a brief account of which
was given last week, was something out of the regular line
of cruising passages. The wind and sea were nothing particu-
larly bid, but tne distance, 63 miles, was just twice the length of
tne usual run, and with a strong head w md all tne way, the race
was teaious and trying and not a little wet. Tne sailing fleet in-
cluded some 50 yachts, from the big schooners Constellation
Dauntless and Palmer oown to tbe forties Gossoon, Lirjg Choc-
taw and Ventura. Of these nearly 30 crossed tne starting hne
with numbers and private signals set, only 30 finally crossing the
finish line at New London. The racing was clobe and the contest
exciting in several classes, but after the first half dozen miles it
was impossible to follow the contestants at all closely, as they
were widely scattereQ. Breakdowns and minor casualties were
numerous, but the details were not generally known until the
entire fleet was assembled in harbor a couple of days later.
At the start the weather was cloudy witn a light rain, the wind

being from the eastward, a worklogtopsail breeze and the water
a little rough. As the day advanced tne rain ceased, save a few
showers, the sky cleared and the wind held steady until after-
noon, oroppiog toward evening, and fading enurely by sunset In
the middle of the bound tnere was some tolerably rough water
the crews of the smaller boats being well soaked. On the lait
third ot the run the sea was much smoother. When the leaders
reached tbe finish the weather was clear and fine, the evening
being perfect. The start was made between the Electra and a
buoy off Eaton's Neck, the tide being about half flood. The
finish was made off the lighthouse at the mouth of New London
Harbor.

I u .several classes the boats were so matched as to make good
racing, Mineohi, Sayonara. Oweene and Nautilus in the 46ff.;
Llris and tioESoon in the 40ft.; the modern Katrina aerainst the
old-time cracks Graeie, B-doum and Huron in the70fi.; while
Iroquois, Marguerite and OSaone made a good class ot the smaller
schooners. Constellation, Palmer, Norsocuan and Intrepid made
uo the largest cla'-s. Cinderella and Clara were ready for a long
(3uel, this being their first meeting this season, and ihoagh > aen
was in poor form as to sails or crew, a close fight was expected
Cinderella was steered hy Clara's old skipper. Capt. .John Barr
while Clara was sailed by an amateur. Mr. Walter Thompson,
h-r crew including a lady, the wife of Mr. Osborne, her owner
Unfortunately Clara broke a chainplate just before the start,'
and did not cross the Hoe but fell in with the non- racers to lee-

and beating her into New London by a good lead, though neither
was officially timed.
When the time for the smaller boats was nearly up, Capt. Chas.

Barr rook Oweene along the line, with t^ayonara ar.ci Mineola fol-
lowing him. Even the Kl-»citra'_^ tiuns, which are usnnlly prompt
and reliable pieces cf ordnance, at times prove .'•tiiiject to the
same weaknesres as of her.-? of their kind; and 'his liuip, the gun
missed fire, leaving the boats liangirm al the line for a short
interval until the v^hiaile W£i.s Idown i rr place of the gun. The
three were obliged to rcsch along lo the leeward end of the line.
While Nautilus and GoEsnon, who had been lying to windward of
the flagship, dashed promptly across on tbe whistle with a. good
start to windward. Although the starting explanations were very
explicit, beit.g the same for all tbe races of the cruise, thev were
n«L understood by three of (he larger schooners, Columbia, Daunt-
less and Montank, all crossing with the smaU boats, well ahead
of their proper classes, and thus not being timed. The official
times were:
Nautilus 6 20 56 Katrina 6 37 00
S,i,yonara 6 21 18 Hildegard 6 37 07
Gossoon 6 21 31 Sslph 6 37 15
t^uickstep 6 2131 Huron 6 37.50
Cinderella ....6 21 45 Bedouin f; 38 13
Oweene .-6 22 07 Const e]lat:ion 6 38 30
Liris 6 22 o7 Mayflower C 88 43
Mineola 6 23 48 Gracie 6 39 29
Clio 6 24 02 Gevalia 6 39 40
Mischief 6 24 44 Whll^away fi 40 25
Kleanor 6 25 00 Forget Me Not 6 41 35
Iroquois 6 36 16 Pbunfom 6 42 51
Marguerite 6 86 23 Palmer 6 44 03
Norseman, Fleur de Lys, Intrepid and Eleanor were handi-

CHpped.
Not a few. both of the racers and in the cruising division, were

more than satisfied with the first 20 mUes of beating, and a num-
ber put into New Hsiven and other ports. Among these were
Mischief, Fleur de Lys, Clio, Sylph, with a broken board, G-^valia,
lUeanor, Whitny, CEnone, Fanny, Poi abon'as, Phantom, While-
awav and Forget Me Not, the old sloop Bertie with a nevv nsme.
Of those wbicn kept on, a num'ier came to grief in one way or
another; Constellation tore her jib and lost some time in setting
a smaller one, Nautitus carried away the jaws of her gaff,
Oweene crushed the sheaves out of her throat halliard block and
also lost the tack of her tnpsail, Mayflower tore her jib, Sayonara
lost her topsail sheet, taKing in the sail and housing her topmast
for a, time, and Gossoon parted her main shrouds at the mastheati
when but a few miles pa t Port Jefferson, immediately giving up
and running for City Island under lower canvas. The honors of
the run went to Katrina, Iroquois and Oweene, the former lead-
ing the fleet nearly all day and flnishing 20m. nhead of second
boat, the big schooner Constellation. Iroquois, the 80ft. schooner,
like Katrina, designed by Mr. A. Gary Smith, saved her time easily
on the scDooner classes, beiner fourth boat in. Sue tieat her class
rival Marguerite by 30 u. and was about even with Mav flower on
elapsed time. Bedntim did good work wiih'her mates, beating
Gracie and Huron badly, though herself out=ialled by the newer
Katrina. Oweene held a good placp all day, sailing well lo the
f'ont with the big boats for a long time and finally leading her
class by a quarter of an hour. L*ris did well, having about
caught Gossoon when the latter was compelled to withdraw. Tbe
' fflcial times of those which finisued are as follows, the corrected
times not being computed owing to incomplete measurements,
and to the fact that they were not needed, the winners being cor-
rectly placed by the elapsed times:

FIRST CLASS SCHOONERS.
^ „ .

Start. Finish. Elapsed,
Constellation 6 38 30 5 34 37 10 .55 57
l^almer a 41 03 5 53 05 n 09 02
Norseman 6 45 00 7 38 30 li! 53 20
Intrepid 6 45 00 7 47 56 13 02 .56

.SECOND CLASS SCHDONERS.
Foi-tuna 6 40 25 6 43 31 11 33 56

THIRD CLASS SCHOONERS.
Mayflower 6 38 13 5 49 24 11 10 41

FOURTH CLASS SCHOONERS,
Iroquois 6 36 16 5 47 54 11 11 38
Marguerite 6 36 ~^3 6 20 39 11 44 16

FIFTH CLASS SCHOONEE5S.
Quickstep 6 21 81 7 12 43 12 .51 18

THIRD CLASS—SLOOPS.
Katrina

6

37 OO 5 15 21 10 38 21
Bedouin

6

38 13 5 43 37 11 01 25
Gracie 6 39 29 6 63 39 12 14 10
Huron 6 37 .50 7 06 06 13 28 16

FOUBTH CLASS-SLOOPS.
Hildegard 6 .37 07 7 03 08 12 25 01

SIXTH CLASS - SLOOPS.
Oweene.. 6 22 07 6 24 26 13 03 19
Sayonara 6 21 18 6 38 57 12 17 39
Mineola 6 2-<, 48 6 40 05 12 16 17
Nautilus 6 20 56 8 h7 40 14 36 44

SEVENTH CLASS SLOOPS.
Liris - 6 23 57 8 04-55 13 41 58
The Electra anchored off the lighthouse at 5 P. M.. Iving ihere

to time tne yachts until after 9 o'clock. After dark her search
lierht flashed out in all directions as a guide to the belated cratt.
The hafbor of New London presented a very different appearance '

on her arrival from tnat ot last year or 1889, there being compara-
tively few yachts awaiting her. Jessica was lying at her usual
anchorage, near by her Puritan loomed up as familiar as an old
friend, and the Eastern boats—Merlin, Alga, Wayward, Baboon,
Millcete—were with her. Of the New York boats awaiting' the
fleet were Concord. Uvira, Lydia and a number of steamers. Just
before dark the fleet of the Philadelphia Y. C, also cruising,
sailed into the harbor after the flig hip Noma As the yachts
anchored the men drifted ashore in small groups until the piazzas
of the l^equot House were crowded with yachtsmen discussing the
events of the day.
During the evening the fleet was startled by two fires. Just as

Clara was about to anchor, Mrs. Osborne, who was below, gave
the alarm of fire, and the after cabin was found in flames. As the
yawl was turned over on top of the skylight, and the boom was
nearly on top of it, there w«s some difficulty in reaching the
flames; but the skylight was brosen after the boat had been
cleared away and the* cabin well drenched with water. The dam-
age was confined to the paint and hangings, the hull being unin-
jured. A li'ile later the Golden Rod, a naphtha launch of some
40fr., with a cabin, owned by Mr. Botu-ne, caught fire when near
the Fort Griswold House, as sue was returning from a trip outside
the harbor. According to the best accounts, one of the crew
attempted to light the cabin lamp, when tbe flames bur=t out and
spread ver> rapidly. The owner and his wife were on board, but
tne yacht was promptly beached, so that no one was lost, a boat's
crew from the U. H. ship Constellation lending valuable aid. The
boat burned down to the water, being entirely ruined. Beyond.
the.=e two accidents the evening passed very quietly ashore and
on the yachts, all hands turning in early after a hard day.

• NEW LONDON, AUG. 5.

After Tuesday's run a day in port was a matter of necessity, as
few would have been willing to continue to Newport, and many
bad small repairs to make; while it was also necessary to wait in
order to re-unite the scattered fleet. Early on Tuesday morning
the auxiliary yacht Golden Fleece came in, making a fine ap-
pearance under her square rig, all canvas set, having made the
entire heat under sail. One by one yachts straggled in from the
westward and eastward until the harbor was well filled. A bright
sunny day with a light air put all hands in a gond numor, as no
sailing was on the programme. A match has lately been made
between the owners of Miutola and Jessica for S250 a side, and it
as expected that it would be sailed on this day under tbe man-

agement of the committee, but Mr. B-lmont declined to start on
the ground that his crew needed the rest before starting again on
the crui-e. and the race was postponed to a date not named,
when a race, 10 miles to wmd.vard and leeward, will be
sailed. It was announced during the day ti-'at tbe unsuccessful
race of the Cherry Diamond Y. C, on July 25. had been declared
off, and that the rac^ will be re-.^^aded on Aug. IS, off Newport the
other two races of the series possibly being sailed immediately
after.
At 11 A. M. a meeting of captains wa^ held on board the

Electra, at which it was decided to continue the cruise next day
to NewDort, sailing for the tioelet cups on Fridtv. and making
the third run, to Vineyard Haven, on Sa^urdav. Com. Gerry has
announced that it is the policy of the club in the futniv i.o accept
no cups from psrties outside the club, but that where certain
races are desirable, the club will furnish the prizes; In the after-
noon the rowing races for the Owl and tramecock colors, and also
the race of naphtha launches, was held; creating but little interest
outside of the contestants, as is usually tbe case. The first race
was for the Gamecock colors, open to four-oared gigs pulling
sweeps, course about two miles, with five crews fr >m the schooners
Daun less, Iroquois, Fortuna, Fleur de Lys and Columbia, the
finish being in this order. The race for naphtha launches, under
the handicap .arranged by Fleet Captain Peabody. came next with

ward. Shemudeagoodrace, however, yvertaking Cinderella In eix starters: Columbia, Sapphire, Iroquois, Electra, Holcynij.
the iTpret otm wa, wljen more ttmn h»u the oouif? was opvep^d, fleur as h¥9, tbe piees bejn? «30 ior Oolumbia ^,M jlo for Saf
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pWre. The Owl colors, for cutters pulling two sweeps or pairs of
sculls tiad but one starter, from the Columbia, and the dinghy
race hnd also one, from Bedouin. By n-gbt-fall ibere was a very
large fleet of ja.ehtp, both sail and fteam, in the laarbor. The
evening was spent V(^ry quietly, the music Bt the Pequot House
tempted no one to dance, xnd the yachtsmen werp nearly all on
board their ships. The orders were for a start at 9.30 A. M. off the
buoy on Sarah's Ledge.

SBCOND KTTN, NEW liONDON TO NEWPORT, AUG. fi.

As soon as (he fleet was astir on Thursday morning the news
ran from ship to ship that Volua'eer had arrived during the
night, and glasses were quicltly fooussed on the bold-looking
black schooner with clipper stem and peculiar rig which lay near
the mouth of the harbor. There was little about her to suggest
the old white craft, the altered sheer, rig and color disguising
her completely. The course for the day's racing was from off the
Sarah's Ledge buoy to the Dumplings, in Newport Harbor, 40
miles, going outside of Fisher's Island, or through the Race. The
day was warm and bright, with a moderate easterly breeze,
smooth water and the tide being near the turn of high water.
A number of the yachts started through the short cut. Fisher's
Island Sound, when the fleet got under way at 9 A. M., tlie

racers standing out to the starting line. (Jolden Fleece, with
funnel stowed, was under canvas only, in spite of the light head
wind.

It was 9:45 when the preparatory gun for the smaller classes
fired and 9:55 when the start was giveu. Although it was a time
start, with boa. to start, the men have been so trained to the "one
gun" start and the importance of starting first in nearly all cases
has been so clearly proven, that this start, like the others in the
cruise, found the boats crowding for the line at gunfire. At this
work the Barrs have few equals, and Oweene's skipper lias taken
the line first on moat of th -i races of the cruise. This race was ho
exception, and Oweene ran her bowsprit close under the stern of
the flagship in the lead of the pack. All were so closely bunched
as to make a most exciting sight; Liris was just astern of Oweene,
with Capt. John Barr hurrying Cinderella along beside her. Sav-
onara turned close to the ship, but not so close that Ventura
could not find room to poke her bowsprit, crowding through at
the risk of a collision on one hand or the other. The start of the
larger yachts, lOtn. later, was a little slower.bat hardly less ex-
citing. FortUba forcing her way in between Mischief and G-racie
and threatening to run clean over the latter. All crossed on port
tack, but when clear of the line Cinderella went about, heading in
shore, and soon the fleet was scattered, somt" on one tack and some
on the other. The start was timed:
Oweene 9 55 31 Wayward 10 11 32
Iiiris 9 55 S9 Fleur de Lys 10 11 43
Cinderella 9 55 55 Merlin 10 11 55
Mlneola - 9 ,56 23 Mischief ,10 13 43
Sayonara 9 56 39 Graoie 10 U in
Jpssica 9 56 43 Fortuna 10 13 .54

Ventura 9 56 50 Volunteer 10 13 16

Nautilus 9 57 81 Phantom 10 13 23
^tilicete' 9 5T 47 Palmer 10 13 ii7

TJvira 9 58 19 Mas flower 10 14 10
Quickstep 9 58 45 Hildegarde IQ 14 89
Clara ., 9 59 19 Intrepid 10 14 47

KatriuB 10 10 50 Montauk 101530
CEnone 10 10 52 Irnquois , 10 JO 22
Marguerite 10 11 27 Whileaway 10 16 40
Lydia. Whitby and Dauntless handicapped.
The early part of the race was rather dull, the wind being light.

Oweene was " ell m the Ipnd, with Sayonara, Uvira and Katrina
near her. When off Race Rock the fleet divided, the leaders, with
most of the schooners, standing in toward the Rhrde Islard shore,
while Mineola, followed by .Jessica and later by Httron, stood off

shore toward Block. Island, hoping for a southerly breeze. Be-
yond Fisher's Island the cruising contingent was picked up.
Including Puritan. Watch Hill was passed about noon, and an
hour later the order whs Oweene first, well in shore, with Uvira
second and Sayonara third. The three were separated hy inter-
vals of not more thaa half a mile, but a wide stretch of water lay
betwf en Sayonara and the next pair, Katrina and Quickst' p. Not
far from thrse two was Liris, who had heen doing good worK wb h
Ventura, while near her was Capt. John Barr in Cinderella, tr\ -

iDg to beat bis old rival Capt. Hank Haff in the new Volunteer.
The big schooner had not done much thusfar, but perhaps all thut
could be expected of her in such weather and in her present con-
dition. Hildegarde and Wayward, both 61ft., had been fighting
all day with small gain to either, the black sloop being now a
little ahead of the Burgess cutter. Puritan, not in the race, was
between Hildegarde a d Wayward. Ventura and Nautilus, also
close in shore, came next, followed by Clara, who had been chas-
ing Cinderella all day and was now gaining on her. Milicete was
also with this group, making up the inshore division of the ad-
vance guard. To the westward of Watch Hill were the most of
the schooners, Marguerite, Iroquis, Fonuna, Palmer, Mayflower
and the slonp t.racie. Par off shore was Mineola, followed bv
Jessica, while Huron was astern of both. They had a moderate
breez^, but the best course, as events proved, was that taken by
Oweene, working the beach from Watch Hill to Point Judith,
and getting a favoring slant there, with less tide.

The yawd Nonparielle had come through Fisher's Island Sound,
and was making no effort at racihg, tacking in and off along the
shore in that lazy and deliberate manner which characterizes her
rig. When first sighted she was well ahead of the fleet, and the
leaders gradually overtook her, but when she once fell in with
the racers she seemed to stick with them, holding her own for a
long time in a way that excited general comment. Mr. A. Bryan
Alley was Failing her, and had evidently infused some of fiis

super-abundant racing spirit into the old hooker.
Marguerite to-dav was beating Iroquois, working away from

her when east of Charlestown Inlet, and joining company with
Volunteer and Qii'ckstep. Mayflower tried her luck off shore in
the direction of Mineola, picking up the latter'.'^ breeze, and. Hke
her, gaining when they came in for Point Judith. Merlin fol-

lowed Mayflower part way out, but tacked in again and joined
the beach combers.

^ ^ ^ n
Oweene pointed high and got out to windward when neanng

Point Judith in a way that cheered her admirers, who, in spite of
many confident assertions for a month past, had for the whole
day been pondering doubtfully on what the morrow mighi: bring
forth. After clearing the point, sheets were started and inter-
mediate jibtopsaU set for the reach in to the finish, where the
Electra vvas preparing to time her. Mayflower was next in line,

but sailing with sheets hard in, as they had been trimmed on the
Wind. She caught and passed Oweene, while the other big boats,

with a freer course and a moderate wind, made a gain on the
little fellow, though she finished second, as the following times

Mayflower 5 31 06 Quickstep 6 26 31

Oweene. 5 35 51 Palmer 6 26 37

Sayonara 5 45 28 Hildegard 6 27 43

Mineola 5 46 ,=i4 Clara 6 28 33

Katrina..... 5 50 08 Iroquois 6 29 13

Merlin 5 55 43 Cinderella 03

Volunteer 5 57 59 CEnone 6 4142
tTvira 5 59 19 Ventura 6 48 03

Jessica 6 10 03 Mischief 6 50 39

Fortuna 6 14 4S Montauk . ; 7 01 30

G-racie 6 18 03 Milicete 7 Oo 29

Mareuerite 6 18 53 Phantom 7 10 23

Liris 6 23 40 Whileaway 7 12 39

Nautilus 6 25 40 Pleur-de-Lys 7 17 31

•Wayward 6 26 02 Dauntless 7 19 33

Clara, starting astern of Cinderella and sailing her own course,

had proved that fair and softly go far in a day, and near Point
Judith very quietly caught and passed Cinderella, beating her by
a handsome margin. Constellation had sailed to Newport on
Wednesday to give a rest to Gloriana's crew, so was not with the
fleet, losing a leg thereby. The full times wm-e:

JTIHST Cli.iSS—SCHOONBHS
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrfcted.

Dauntless 10 20 00 7 19 23 8 59 83 8 59 32

Palmer. ., 10 13 .57 6 33 37 8 13 40 8 13 40

Intrepid 10 14 47 Not timed.
SECOND CLASS—SCaOONEBS.

Fortuna 10 12 54 6 14 45 8 01 51 8 01 51

Pleur de Lys 10 U 43 7 17 31 9 05 39 9 05 36

Montauk 10 16 30 7 01 SO 8 46 00 8 46 00
THIRD GIjASS-SCHOON12RS.

Merlin 10 11 55 5 55 43 7 43 47 7 48 47

Volunteer 10 13 16 5 57 59 7 44 43 7 44 43

Mayflower .10 14 10 5 31 03 7 16.56 7 14 20

Phantora 10 18 23 7 10 33 8 57 00 8 57 00
FOURTH OliASS—SCHOONERS.

Marguerite 10 11 27 6 18 53 8 07 26 8 07 26

Iroquois 10 16 33 6 39 13 8 13 .51 8 13 08

CEhene. 10 11 52 6 41 43 8 80 50 8 28 19

riFTH CL-^SS-SCHOONeilS.
Quiclistep. 9 58 46 6 .36 31 8 27 45 8 37 45

Cydla 10 00 00 Not timed.
THIRD CtiASS—StOOPS.

Kfttrlna..',... 10 10 50 5 60 08 7 89 18 7 89 18

graoie..., 10 12 4& 8 18 03 8 ue 18 8 03 31

rOtrRTH CLASS—SLOOPS.
Hildegard 10 14 89 6 27 43 8 12 04 8 13 04
Wayward 10 11 33 6 26 03 8 14 30 8 14-30
Whileaway 10 16 40 7 13 29 8 57 49 8 57 49
Mischief 10 12 43 6 50 29 8 37 46 8 37 46

FIFTH CLAAS—SLOOPS.
Cinderella 9 55 55 6 34 08 8 33 OS 8 .37 08
Clara 9 .',9 19 6 38 33 8 39 13 8 35 16
Whitby 10 00 00 Not timed.

SIXTH CLASS—SLOOPS.
Sayonara 9 56 30 5 45 28 7 48 49 7 48 49
Mineola 9 B8 23 5 46 34 7 50 12 7 50 13
Nautilus 9 57 31 6 35 40 8 28 09 8 26 48
Oweene 9 55 31 5 35 51 7 40 20 7 40 20
Milicete 9 57 47 7 06 20 9 08 43 9 06 .53

Uvira 9 58 19 5 .59 19 8 01 00 8 01 00
Jessica 9 56 43 6 10 03 8 13 20 8 06 58

SEVENTH CLASS—SLOOPS.
Liris 9 55 89 6 23 40 8 38 01 8 28 01
Ventura 9 56 50 6 48 03 8 51 13 8 48 08
In the harbor were Barbara, Beatrix and Gloriana. Beatrix is

the only yacht in the 46ft. class not enrolled in the New York Y.
C., her owners having but recently made application for mem-
bership, and their names not having been acted on according to
the constitution, the required time not having elapsed. The own-
ers of the other boats in the class were willing that Beatrix
should bs admitted to the Goelet cup race and the other events of
the cruise, and no objection was m ide by any one, but it was de-
cided by the regatta committee that they had no authority to
accept the entry of a yacht whose owner is not regularly enrolled
in t he club. This was generally regretted, as every one was anx-
imis to see a meeting between Gloriana and the i;wo Burgess boats
with which she has not yet raced. The fleet in the harbor in-
cluded the entire class with the exception of Alborak and the
Vanderbilt boat Ilderim: Mineola, Sayonara, Oweene, Beatrix,
Nautilus, Gloriana, Barbara. Jessica and Uvira: and a race with
such entries would he one of the most interesting imaginable. As
it was settled that some of the class, including Oweene. Barbara
and Gloriana, would start in the Goelet cup race, there was a de-
sire to see Beatrix in with them, and the disappointment over her
enforced absence was general.

NEWPORT, GOELET OtJlPS, AtlG. 7,

For ten years Mr. Ogden Goelet. of the schooner Norseman, has
presented the prizes with which his name has become so inti-

mately associated, one of $1,000 value for schooners and one of
$50li for cutters and sloops. The record of the winners each year
is in itself almost a brief history of yachting: 1883, Montauk,
schr., and Fanny, sloop; 1888, again Montauk,' schr., and Oracle,
sloop; 1884, Grayling, schr., and B.Hlouin, cutter; 1885. Montauk,
schr., and Puritan; 1886, tJraylinti, schr., and Mnj flower; 1887,

Sachem, schr., and Volunteer; 1888, again Sachem and Volunteer;
18S9. Sea Fix and Titania: 1890, Merlin, schr., and Volunteer. A
list of these yachts with anaccnuntof the changes made in the
old ones to keep them up with the times, such as the lead keel,
long counter and new rig on Grayling and Gracie, would make a
very complete summary of the recent course of improvement in
design.
The race is sailed over one of two courses, usually starting and

alwa. s flnishing off Brenton's Reef Lightship outside Newport
Harbor. TheSowand Pigs course, over which six races have been
sailed, is around the two lightshiii'! near the mouth of Vineyard
Sound, the Sow and Pigs and the Hen and Chickens, 39 miles. The
Block Island course, s-.iled with a S.W- wind, is from off Beaver
Tail Light or Brenton's Reef, around a mark off Block Island,
12}^ miles, then 18 miles to a mark off West Island, and 6J<3 miles
to Hrenton'.-! Reef Liglitship. Friday morning was a perfect day
for a light-weather race, clear and bright, with a lignt S.W.
wind, tire water beins: smooth save for the long roll of the sea.
While more wind would have increased the excitement, the race
was by no means a drift, and the yachts were under good headway
all dav.
Th" Electra ran out and anchored off Brenton's Reef Lightship

at 10:30 A. M., with a large fleet of yachts and small craft in at-

tend ince,,the cole signals t)eing set for the Block Island course.
The racers were ready, .ull save Katrina, and a wait of a half
hour was made for her, as she was seen working out. Wnen she
reached the line it was found out that she had no intention of
starting, the only entry in the 70ft. class being Gracie, while the
chances were that for the first time a Goelet cup would be won
bv a vacht under 70ft. The starters were: Schooners—Volunteer,
Mayflower, Marguerite, Iroquois, Merlin and Fortuna. Sloops
arid cutters—Gracie. 70fl;,, and the 46-footers Gloriana, steered by
Vice-Com. Morgan; Barbara, steered by Mr. C. H. W. Fost-er:

Styonara, steered by Capt. Watson; Oweene. steered by Capt.
Chas. Barr. The preparatory gun for the sloops was fired at 11:20,

the time for the starting gun beinsr 11:20, but it missed fire, the
whistle being blown a few seconds after,

Capt. Barr had Oweene in her usual place, pushing close under
Electra's stern, with Sayonara under her lee and Gloriana close
astern. Barbara came a little later, while Gracie crossed alone,
the times being:
Oweene 11 30 39 Barbara 11 31 53

Sayonara 11 30 44 Gracie 11 .33 36
Gloriana :11 31 04

, ,. , , „
Oweene was pointed high as she crossed the line, but Sayonara

was sailed off lor the Narragansett shore, her skipper trying to

et in under the beach, where the wind might oe expected to

isnl off shore. Gloriana made a luff as she crossed the line, and
started in chase ot Oweene. All were on port tack carrying club
and baby jibtopaatls. The schooners started 5m. later, Marguer-
ite leading ovt-r the line, the times being:

Marguerite 11 36 31 Merlin 11 38 16

Iroquois H 37 32 Mayflower 11 38 32

Vtdunteer H 37 47 Fortuna 11 38 45

The great interest of the race naturally centered on the 46-

footers, and the four were closely watched as they stood away
toward the distant shore. Sayonara was sailing alone, having
started direct for the shore with no attempt to outwind (3-loriana

or Oweene. Barbara was also far enough astern of the pair to

choose her own course. She was looking high and showing a very
different form from that reported of her previous ra'^es at Marble-
head. The leading boat, Oweene, was apparently holding a good
wind and footing fast, but at the same time Gloriana was work-
ing out across her wake in an alarming manner. Hardly 5m. had
gone before Capt. Barr swung his ship around and stood off on
starboard tack across Gloriana's bows, for what proved a very
unfortunate tack off shore. This left only Barbara in chase of
Gloriana, and to the surprise of all the black Fife boat was mak-
ing a very good fight, going to windward finely, though outfooted
by the white flyer. At 11:58 Sayonara tacked under the beach and
stood out toward the pair, going under Gloriana's stern and
across Barbara's bows. At 13:01 she had come up with Oweene
for some time on port and put her about, having the right of

^Forgetful of the fact that she was out to beat Gloriana and not
Oweene, Sayonara kept on the weather of the latter, shutting her
ofl' from the fleet inshore, while Gloriana and Barbara were open-
ing fast on both. For a quarter of an hour Oweene worked along
under Sayonara"s lee, until she had pulled ahead so far as to per-
mit her to tack across the other's bows, when she went after the
leaders. Gracie had been in the rear from the start, at no time
sailing anywhere near the smaller boats.

Alongside of the quick and stirring work of the small fellows,

the comparatively slow and stately movements of the big schoon-
ers attracted little attention. Marguerite and Iroquois ran in

under the beach as soon as possible, working the shore in short
tacks. VoluDieer was third, further off shore, while Merlin,
Fortuna and Mayflower were well astern. There was not wind
enough to wake them up and make the race really exciting.

The first mishap of the day happened to Oweene; early in the
race the stem started at the scarf near the bobstay plates, con-
siderable water finding its way in. The next to come to grief was
Barbara, the splice of her bobstay drawing when near Point
Judith, so that the jibiopsail had to come in and the boat was
sailed along easily while a preventer was rigged. The break,
which it proved, was due to the galvanic action between the steel

wire of the bobstav and the copper bar, was discovered by a hand
who was forward removing some eelgrass from the bobstay,
otherwise a serious smash would probably have resulted.

A little after noon the fleet was strung out along the beach,
most of the yachts working along in short tacks. Gloriana was
first, rapidly nearine Point Judith, Barbara was doing very well
in second place, while Oweene and Gracie were astern. Sayonara
was outside of all, to leeward of Gloriana and Barbara. Mar-
guerite was still first of the schooners, with Volunteer to leeward
and Iroquois elrse astern of the two. Fortuna still led Merlin,

and Mayflower was iu the rear. A little before 1 o'clock Gloriana
cleared Point Judith and stood out for the B,ock Island marls,

some 6 miles distaut. Barbara was still doing well with Oweene,
having held her lead, but at 1:05 the clubtopsail of the Burgess
boat came down with a run, the splice of the wire halliard having
drawn. The sail was taken in as quickly as possible and a jib-

header set, but after a short time Oweene gave up and ran for

Newport, ker chances being gone entirely.

When clear of the land the echooaers found more wind, and
Volpateer waimed up to her work, taking fli-stpUoe from Mar-

guerite. Avhile even Merlin seemed to move with a little life. At
the Block Island mark Gloriana had a lead of 10 minutes on the
flset. She made a shoi't tack, passed the mark, and set her
bpinaker very clumsily, the gear being fouled and the tack adrift.
Volunteer lowered her spinaker boom to starboard when a

coiipls of miles from the mark, being confident of weathering it

on starboard tack. Gracie had come up in the latter part of the
beat, and was near the buny as Volunteer approached, being on
starboard tack, but to leeward of the big schooner. The tide was
running quite swiftly on the buoy, while the wind was light, and
so far atjead as to make it a close thing for either to weather.
Everything was favorable for a "Tuxedo foul." and it was no sur-
prise to the spectators when the 'wo came together at the mark-
boat, Gracie's bowsprit tearing Volunteer's jib, and then as the
sloop sagged down an the small catboat which carried the alub
flag, the schooner dragged along her weather side. Gracie's star-
hoard spreader cauffht in the middle of Volunteer's mainsail, at
first only stretching and straining the cloths, but as it neared t*'e

leach tearing the sail very badly for a third of its breadth, only
stopping at the stout leach rope and drawing string. Two red
protest flags went up as the pair finally cleared. Volunteer con-
tinuing the race while Gracie withdrew.
The evidence on all sides is very conflicting, as might be ex-

pected. Though the word of each owuer is beyond question, their
accounts differ in a way that can only be accounted for by the
excitement and hurry of such an affair, in which both sight and
hearing are more or less unreliable. The statement of Gen.
Paine is that Gracie hailed for Volunteer to tack, which Vol-
unteer refused to grant. Mr. Earle on the other hand states
that the hail from Gracie, which preceded the collision, called
for rootn to go by the mark, which was refused from Volunteer.
As to the position of Gracie, the statements are equally conflict-

ing, her owner and crew claiming that had Volunteer not been in
the way she could have weathered the mark by more than a
pilot's luft" at most, and without tacking. Those on Volunteer
are equally positive that Cxracie was so far to leeward of the
mark that she could not have passed without going on port tack.
The evidence of the outside speotator.s, of whom there were many
on the yachts and tugs, is also conflicting, but favors the belief

that had Volunteer been out of the way Graoie could have
weathered the mark. Oee thing is admitted, that when the boats
came together, Gracie'.-^ crew, evcn to the man at the wheel, ran
forward to fend her off, leaving the wheel, and that some one
rushed back to the wheel and rolled it down, thus luffing her
further into Volunteer, when with the helm up she would prob-
ably have done and received less damage, and might have gone
clear of the mark boat as well. This mistake caused Grade's
headsails to fill on port side, but at no time was she fully on port
tack. When she finally touched the mark it was just abeam of
her companion way, whish would indicate that even with her way
deadened by Voluuteer's sails and the collision, she was nearly
past the mark before touching it. The representatives of the two
were on board of the flagship as soon as she anchored in harbor,
but the decision of the regatta committee has not yet been
announced.
The times at the first mark were:

Elapsed.
Gloriana 3 18 09 2 47 05
Gracie 2 38 45 2 .55 09
Volunteer 3 28 15 3 50 58

Iroquois 2 31 15 2 53 43
Barbara 2 34 :12 3 03 39
Marguerite 3 35 25 3 .58 .54

Mayflower 3 86 50 2 58 14
Sayonara 3 40 08 3 09 Si-

Merlin 2 42 16 3 04 00
Fortuna 2 47 38 3 08 .53

The race in the single-slick class had been ttnished before Point
Judith was passed, and the procession home was of little moment,
save from the fact that Barbara ran Gloriana over 2min. on the
18-mile leg to West Islaad. Volunteer's torn miinsail was
strengthened by means of lines from gaff to boom to relieve the
great strain on the leach ropes. She had lost some time in the
fouling and clearing, and ic was not until within half a dozen
miles of the West Island mark that 90ft. caught 46ft., and she
passed Gloriana. Spinakers were carried to starijoard, the yachts
jibing roimd the mark. The wind had increased on this leg, and
there was plenty on the way home, Gloriana lugging her cluDtop-
sall to the flnish. The times on the last two legs were;
West Island mark: Elapsed.

Volunteer 4 25 27 1 56 43
Gloriana 4 27 47 2 09 38
Iroquois 4 35 50 2 04 35
Mayflower 4 88 36 2 01 46

Marguerite 4 43 10 2 06 45
Barbara 4 41 57 2 07 25
Merlin 4 44 20 2 OJ 04
Sayonara 4 50 25 2 10 17

Fortuna 4 51 30 3 03 52

Finish line:
Volunteer 5 07 38 43 81
Gloriana ....5 15 06 47 19
Iroquois 5 16 39 40 49

Mai flower 5 18 44 4r0 OS
Marguerite 5 24 15 42 05
Merlin 5 25 56 41 36
Barbara ....5 30 09 48 12

Fortuna 5 33 03 41 33
Sayonara 5 38 39 48 14

Below are the complete times:
SCHOONERS.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Volunteer 11 37 49 5 07,58 5 30 09 .....
Iroquois 11 37 32 5 16 89 5 39 07 5 31 43

Mayflower 11 38 .33 4 18 44 5 40 12 5 37 49

Marguerite U 36 31 5 24 15 5 47 44 6 41 00

Merlin 11 38 16 5 25 56 6 47 40 5 47 40

Fortuna 11 38 45 5 33 02 6 54 17 no!, m.
SLOOPS.

Gloriana 11 31 04 6 15 06 5 44 03 5 21 43

Barbara 11 31 53 5 30 09 5 58 16 not m.
Sayonara 11 30 44 5 38 39 6 07 55 5 45 36

Oweene 11 30 39 Disabled.
Gracie 11 33 36 Disabled.
Volunteer's measurement makes the time between her and

Iroquois about 30s., and Iroquois has called for a re-measurement.

THIttU RUN, NEW YORK TO TINBTARD HAVJ£N, AnO. 8.

It is always a que.siion how long a fleet like this will hold to-

gether: a large number of yachts can be collected at New London
or Newport for any spacial event, but it is a matter almost bsyond
the power of the olflcers and regatta committee to prevent the
sudden breaking up of the squadron from some trifling cause or
no cause at all. It sometimes happens that in spite of good races
on the runs and in port, and other attractions, a few yachts leave
the fleet, others see them and follow% and the cruise dies quietly
before the date set for the disbanding. The best test of wnether
the cruise is a success, and has taken with yacht owners, is the
number of boats which follow the flagship to the eastward of

Newport after the Geolet cups are won, and this year the result

was very satisfactory.
As the table shows there was a large racing fleet, 30 yachts start-

for the racing run, while a good-sized cruising contingent kept
company^itn it. Volunteer, with a busy gang of sailmakers on
her deck,Tay in Newport Harbor until the morning was well gone,
being measured while she waited, and sailing alone far astern of

the fleet. Her otflclal measurement makes the waterline 88.63ft.,

sail area 10,363sq. ft., corrected length 95.21ft. Constellation

started with her class, but Gloriana remained at her moorings in

Brenton's Cove. Gracie was left in port alongside of Volunteer,
her crew at work replacing the broken spreaders. Gossoon came
in on Friday night from City Island, where her shrouds had been
replaced, and started on with the fleet. Huron and Thetis, old-

time opponents, made a private match of $250 per side for the race.

The start was made at 10:30 A. M. off Brenton's Reef Lightship,
the flnish being off West Chop, Vineyard Haven, 37 miles distant.

The wind was very light from N.N.E. with the sea smooth, the
day being as perfect as could be asked for.

The preparatory gun for the smaller yachts was fired at 10:25.

the starting gun at 10:85. This time Sayonara was on the alert

and cut;the line even with Oweene. The start was timed:
Sayonara 10 35 35 Gossoon 10 37 32

Oweene 10 35 35 Ventura 10 38 20

Liris 10 35 45 Clara 10 89 05

Mineola 10 36 01 Milicete 10 39 14

Nautilus 10 36 48 Quickstep handicappen
Cinderella 10 37 16 Viator handicapped
CEnone 10 50 43 Palmer 10 .54 53

Marguerite ..10 51 14 Thetis 10 55 36

Fortuna 10 51 23 Phantom 10 55 41

Dauntless 10 52 15 Merlia 10 .57 02

Mayflower 10 53 17 Hildegarde 10 ,57 83

Constellation 10 53 53 Huron ... ... 10 .58 15

Iroquois 10 53 05 Wayward.. 10 58 33

Crusader 10 58 33 Mischief handicapped
The majority of the yachts strung out along the Rhode Island

shore, get,tlng a light breeze for a time, hut long before the Sow
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and Pigs was reached the wlad had dropped and all life and in-
terest had gone out, of the race. For a long time the yachts
drifted along, Mineola, Nautilus, Gossoon and Oweene. with the
schooner Quickstep, >>eing in the lead, passing Row and Pigs
Lightship between 1;30 and 2 o'clock. The wind now came in
light from the south, increasing plowly until the whole fleet was
going at a fair pace through Vineyard Sound. The head tide
caught the laggards and they made a late finish. The race
amounted to nothing as a test of speed. Mineola was handled
yery well in the light airs and came in leader. Clara again
neat Oinderella, though by only a few seconds. The official times
were:

FIRST CLASS—8CHOONEHB.
^ ^,

Start. Finish. Elapsed-ZOorrected.
Dauntless 10 52 15 5 42 09 6 49 44 Notmeas.
CoDsteJlalion 10 62 53 5 40 55 6 48 03 Notmeas.
Palmer 10 r.4 53 6 28 30 7 33 37 7 33 27
Fortuna 10 51 32 6 06 38 7 15 16 7 11 10

THIUD CI,A8S—SOTTOONBRS.
Merlm 10 57 0;i 6 07 33 7 10 31 7 10 31
Mayflower 10 53 17 5 47 33 6 55 16 6 53 03
Phantom 10 55 41 6 17 30 7 31 49 Notmeas.

JPOtraTH OI/Ai58—SCHOONERS.
Marguerite 10 51 14 4 49 03 5 57 49 5 57 49
CEnone 10 50 43 6 04 03 7 13 20 7 11 01
Iroquois 10 53 05 6 16 40 7 23 35 7 33 55
Crusader lo 53 38 6 29 52 7 36 19 7 36 15

FIFTH CLASS -SCHOONEHS.
Quickstep 10 40 00 4 50 37 6 10 37 6 10 39
Viator 10 40 00 6 13 37 7 33 37 7 29 39

THIRD CLASS- SLOOPS.
Huron 10 58 15 4 45 03 6 46 47 8 46 47
Thetis 10 55 36 5 06 02 7 10 36 Hot ms.

FOUHTH class—SLOOPS.
Mischief 11 OO 00 6 36 48 7 26 48 not ms
Wayward 10 58 33 6 27 31 7 28 38 not ms'.
Hildegarde 10 57 33 6 30 07 7 32 84 7 33 34

PIUTH CLASS—SLOOPS.
Clara... 10 39 05 6 15 10 7 36 05 7 33 17
Cmderella 10 17 16 6 05 52 7 32 36 7 33 36

SIXTH CLASS—SLOOPS.
Mineola 10 36 01 4 33 12 5 56 11 5 56 11
Nautilus 10 36 48 4 57 28 6 20 40 6 19 16
Oweene 10 85 35 5 00 57 6 25 22 not ms.
Sayonara 10 35 35 5 32 08 6 46 33 6 46 33

SEVENTH CLASS-SLOOPS.
Gossoon ....10 37 33 5 03 53 6 26 .20 6 24 41
Lirls 10 35 45 6 27 11 7 41 26 7 41 26
Ventura 10 38 20 Not timed.
One Sunday in Vineyard Haven is much like another, the

yachtsmen flock to Cottage City to talk, flirt and ride hicycles,
and the day Is one of lazy bustle, nothing in particular being done.
This year the Oak Bluffs Club was as hospitable as ever, throwing
open its doors to tbe visitors. In the morning a meeting of cap-
tains was held on the flagship, at which it was decided to hold a
race for all clas*e'^ on Monday, for cups given by the club, sailing
on Tupsdayfor New Bedford. The yachts dressed ship during
the day, to the entertainment and edification of the Vineyarders.

VINEYARD HAVEN RACK, AUG. 10.

Vineyard Sound is a fine place for racing, while the high ground
gives every chance to the spectators, and with a good b.W. wind
the racing was most satisfactory to all hands, ashore and afloat.
ThP special feature was the presence of the Burgess centerboard
Beatrix, owned by Messrs. Bryant and Prince. She sailed with
the fleet for a sweepstake prize of $50 each put up by the 46-foot-
ers. not being eligible to sail for the cluh prize. The prizes were
cups onsling $200 for each of the three schooner cl«8ses, $160 for
the 70 and 61ft. classes of singlestickers, and $1(X) for the two
smaller classes. The course was from off the Sea View House
around a mark off Robinson's Holl, 32 miles, the fort ies turning
Nobska Buoy. The start was made at 10:40, Clara crossing Srsi
with Cinderella, Beatrix and Mineola close to her, Oweene being
a couple of minutes after the gun:
Clara 10 40 15 Ventura 10 43 00
Cinderella 10 40 20 Fortuna 10 45 48
Beatrix 10 40 23 Marguerite 10 45 49
Mineola...- 10 40 38 CEnone ,10 45 49
Oweene 10 43 08 Quickstep 10 47 50
Sayonara 10 42 42 Merlin 10 47 54
Berlouin 10 43 43 Mayflower 10 48 13
Huron 10 44 00 Dauntless 10 48 35
Mischief 10 44 17 Iroquois 10 49 18
Hlld egarde 10 45 00 Palmer 10 50 00
Gossoon 10 45 00

,
u v w

Hildf'guarde, Gossoon, Ventura and Palmer were handicapped.
Ventura parted her halliards before the sta.rt and Messrs. Adams
held Gossoon until her opponent made repairs.
Volunteer was with the fleet, hut did not start. Beatrix led the

fleet to the Nobska Buoy, all being on the wind, the times being-
Beatrix 11 30 00 Fortuna 11 38 37
Cinderella 11 31 00 Merlin 11 39 05
Clara 11 33 00 Quickstep n 40 05
Mineola 11 33 20 I'oquois 11 40 37
Oweene 11 33 40 Palmer 11 42 07
Hildegard .11 34 05 Mayflower 11 43 40
Sayonara 11 34 13 Dauntless 11 47 15
Bedouin 11 34 45 Mischief 11 54 00
Marguerite 1136 30 Gossoon '.

"
'.in 55 35

CEnone D 36 53 Ventura 13 00 15
Huron 11 37 45
Oweene was close by Hildeearde. and after passing the buoy

went on starboard tack off shore, the rest continuing on port tack.
Marguerite and Oinone led the schooner fleet over the flrst leg the
former taking tne lead near the buoy. Quickstep being close to
them. Beatrix soon had a long lead on the fleet, Mineola and
Sayonara, close together, being far astern of her. The yachts
worked down the Naushon shore, the wind drawing more to the
north, until jihtopsails were taken in. CEnone had dropped back
and was with Mayflower and Iroquois, but Quickstep was pushing
the leader, Mai-guerite. Gossoon had no compeii.or but Ventura
and the race in this class possessed little interest. The outermark was timed:
Beatrix 1 14 26 Hildegarde 1 41 00
Mineola 1 33 00 Bedouin 1 43 00
Sayonara 1 23 45 Marguerite 1 45 00
Oweene 1 34 53 Quickstep ...1 48 00
Cinderella 1 86 00 Iroquois 1 49 00
Clara 1 89 00 Huron

]

.'

..'l 50 00
The run home was made with spinakers to starboard, with more

wind than was needed for the big kites, but all came home safely.
The onic] al tim es wf re

:

CLASS A—FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD CLASS SCHOONERS.
Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Did not finish.
3 19 43 4 29 43 4 29 43
3 23 45 4 37 57 4 35 04
3 13 34 4 25 40 4 23 15
3 13 14 4 35 01 4 20

Start.
Dauntless 10 48 35
Palmer 10 .50 00
Fox-tuna 10 45 48
Merlin 10 47 54
Mayflower 10 48 13

CLASS B—FOURTH AND FIFTH CLASS SCHOONERS.
Marguerite 10 45 49 3 01 37 4 15 38 4 15 38
Iroquois 10 49 18 3 05 34 4 16 10 4 15 49
CEnone 10 45 49 3 31 54 4 86 05 4 34 31
Quickstep 10 47 50 3 08 13 4 iO 23 4 12 53

CLASS C—KEEL SCHOONERS, ALL CLASSES.
Dauntless 10 48 35 Did not finish.
Palmer 10 50 00 3 19 43 4 29 43 4 29 43
Fortuna 10 45 48 3 23 45 4 37 57 4 35 04
CEnone 10 45 49 3 21 54 4 36 05 4 26 40

CLASS E-THIRD CLASS SLOOPS AND CUTl'ERS.
Bedouin 10 43 42 3 00 10 4 17 38 4 17 28
Huron 10 44 00 3 13 52 4 28 53 4 28 52

CLASS F—FOURTH AND FIFTH CLASS SLOOPS AND GUTTERS.
Hildegarde 10 45 00 2 58 49 4 13 49 4 13 49
Mischief 10 44 17 Did not flnisb.
Cinderella 10 40 20 2 56 53 4 16 38 4 10 14
Clara 10 40 15 3 06 23 4 26 08 4 26 08

CLASS G—SIXTH CLASS SLOOPS.
Sayonara 10 42 43 2 46 26 4 03 43 4 04 44
Mineola 10 40 38 2 45 19 4 04 41 4 01 41
Oweene 10 42 08 2 47 43 4 05 35 4 05 35
Beatrix... 10 40 33 2 85 11 3 54 48 3 54 48

CLASS H—SEVENTH CLASS SLOOPS.
Gossoon 10 45 00 3 44 14 4 59 14 4 59 14
Ventura 10 45 00 Did not finish.

RUN TTNETARD HAVEN TO NEW BEDFORD, AUG. 11.

This year old Long Island Sound has redeemed itself by provid-
ing a good brer ze as long as the fleet stayed within its limits,
while the open water to the eastward has given two days of drift-
ing to one of good sailing. The run of Saturday to Vinevard
Haven was very unsatisfactory, and that of Tuesday to New Bed-
ford was no better. All the morning there was a flat calm, and
the start was delayed. The start was timed:
Oweene 11 28 39 Milicete ..11 29 46
Mineola. 11 25 51 Sayonara 11 30 31
Nautilus 11 29 10 Clajra 11 30 48

Cmderella 11 29 28 Gossoon 11 32 28
Quickstep 11 44 50 Volunteer 11 50 54
Merlm 11 46 25 Hildegarde 11 51 59
Palmer H 48 53 Beatrix. 11 .56 32
Oracle ll 50 29 Iroquois..,. 11 58 21
Gossoon had no competitor, so went into the 46ft. class. Milicete

had .iomed the fleet after withdrawing on Saturday with the loss
of her bobstay, making a hurried repair job at iSTew Bedford.
Mayflower went to the eastward from Vineyard Haven, and
many other yachts left the fleet to .ioin again at Newport on
Wednesday.
The wind was very light from the west, all crossing on port

tack, the fleet making for the north side of Vineyard Sound, only
Hildegarde and Quickstep holding the Vineyard Haven or south
shore. The strong ebb tide drove the knowing ones close i- shore,
where short tacks were the order of the day. Near Nohska 1 ight
Oweene was ahead, with Sayonara, Cinderella, Gossoon, Milicete,
Clara. Nautilus, Merlin, Volunteer and Iroquois in order.
Just after noon, while stealing her way close inshore, Mineola

picked up the rooky bottom off Wood's Holl. Two steam launches
from the .shore and the Electra's launch went to her aid, the
former heeling and heading her offshore, but being unable to
move her off. Mr. Fred Swift went on with the Electra to New
Bedford where he secured a tug, and the yacht was hauled off at
midnight, the damage being supposed to be but slight.
The next exciting incident was furnished by Oweene, who took

the ground hall an hour later some three miles beyond Mineola.
She, however, was on a sandy bottom and the steam yacht Wild
Duck by skilful management backed in, ran off a hawser and
hauled her clear. Sayonara laid by her for a time and then con-
tinued tbe race.
About 1 P. M. the wind came in stronger and the larger yachts

began to move. The 46ft. class and the Quickstep went in through
Quick's Hole, whUe the others ran outside by Hen and Chickens,
finiahmg off Clark's Point, where the fleet was timed:

FIRST CLASS—SCHOONERS.
^ „ Stan. Finish. Elapspd. Corrected.

Confltellatlon 11 53 00 4 03 23 4 10 23 4 10 23
Palmer 11 48 52 4 16 06 4 27 14 4 37 14

THIRD CLASS—SCHOONERS.
Volunteer 11 50 53 4 09 16 4 18 33 4 18 23
Merlin ,.11 46 33 3 53 40 4 08 17 4 07 38

FOURTH CLASS—SCHOONERS.
Iroquois 11 53 00 4 33 22 4 39 23 4 39 32

KIFTH CLASS-SCHOONERS.
Quickstep 11 33 00 3 48 43 4 15 43 4 15 43

THIRD CLASS—SLOOPS
Oracle 11 .50 28 4 25 03 4 34 35 4 34 35

FOURTH CLASS—SLOOPS.
Hildegard 11 51.58 3 48 26 3,56 28 3 56 28
Mischief 11 .51 57 4 29 25 4 37 28 4 37 28

FIFTH CLASS— SLOOPS.
Cinderella 11 29 25 4 15 05 4 45 40 4 45 40
Clara 11 30 46 4 37 46 5 06 54 5 06 54

SIPTH CLASS—SLOOPS.
Sayonara ..11 30 33 4 03 02 4 32 29 4 33 29
Nautilus n 39 08 4 24 11 4 .55 03 4 54 15
Milicete 11 29 48 4 38 29 5 08 46 5 07 48
Gossoon 11 33 26 4 06 10 4 23 44 4 28 11
Mineola 11 28 48 Did not finish, went ashore.
Oweene 11 28 38 Did not finish, went ashore.
Beatrix 11 56 33 4 38 35 4 33 03 4 33 03
Beatrix was timed with the fleet. Cinderella beat Clara, and

Hildegarde made a very fine showing.
On Wednesday the fleet continued to Newport, where the special

race will be sailed to-day, after which the squadron will be dis-
banded.
The sweepstakes of the Corinthian Y. C. of Marblehead will be

sailed off Newport on Monday, Aug. 17, followed by one or more
of the Cherry Diamond Y. C. races on Tuesday. The match be-
tween Mineola and Jessica wUl probably be sailed at Newport,
and in the following week, beginning Aug. 34, the mid-summer
matches of the Corinthian Y. C. wiU call all the 46ft. class to
Marblehead.

HULL Y. C. CHAMPIONSHIP RACES.-The flrst cup races of
the Hull Y. C. for classes 3, 4, 5 and 6 were sailed on Aug. 1 in a
freshening S.W^ wind, the times being:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
THIRD CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.

Moondyne, W. H. Shaw 24.08 3 00 05 1 27 39
Posy, R, G. Hunt 22.08 2 02 .53 1 28 04
Susie, W. W. Keith 28.02 3 04 15 1 80 04
Erin, J. Cavanagh 26.05 3 03 02 1 32 27
Tliree Brothers 21.04 3 07 48 1 33 03
Montezuma, G.E.Curry 23.07 Did not finish.

THIRD CLASS— KEELS.
Echo, Burrill and Isham 24.06 2 01 49 1 29 11
Swordflsh, Hall and Johnson 24.07 2 02 08 1 39 38

FOURTH CLASS—JIB AND MAINSAIL.
Idler, F. L. Dunn 30.06 1 07 .55 55 19
Eureka, E. B. Rogers 20 07 1 26 44 1 04 12

FIFTH CLASS—CENTEBBOARDS.
Egeria, F. Ware 19.11 1 31 00 57 52
Madge, W. M. Thayer 19.11 1 21 10 .58 03
Atala, E. F. Linton 19.10 1 24 23 1 01 10
Magpie, H. G. Otis 19.00 1 25 28 1 01 30

FIFTH CLASS—KEELS.
Composite, J. Mclntyre 16.04 1 30 58 1 04 13
Vandal, E. W. & H. W. Friend 23.01 1 29 04 1 07 45

SIXTH CL.ASS.
Rocket. H. M. Faxon 16.02 1 26 50 .59 53
Cricket, E. B. Lambert 16.08 1 27 50 1 00 23
Mab. J. Shaw 15,09 1 28 18 1 01 56
The judges were Messrs, W. A. Gary, J. B. Forsythe, W. E.

Sherriffs, H. S. Woodbury, J. R. Chad wick, E. E. Souther, J. J.
Souther. E. L. Bunnell. In the evening a hop was held in the
club house.

On Aug. 8 the second race was sailed, the times being:
THIRD CLASS—CENTEBBOARDS.

^ ^ „ ^ Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Torment, J. P. Brown 23.08 2 40 39 3 10 25
Posy, R. G. Hunt .22.07 2 53 16 3 20 57
Moendyne, W. H, Shaw ..24.08 8 10 54 2 41 43
Three Brothers, O. A. Galvin .31.04 Did not finish.
Ustajie, S. N. Small .20.11 Did not finish.

THIRD CLASS—KEELS.
Swordflsh, H. L. Johnson 24.07 3 56 30 2 27 14
Echo, Hurwell & Isham 24.06 3 15 34 3 46 02

FOURTH CLASS—JTB AND MAINSAIL.
Idler, F. L. Dunne 20.06 1 58 54 1 36 18
True Blue, H. T. Hutohins 17.10 3 21 05 1 55 59

FIFTH CLASS—CENTERBOABDS.
Atala, B. F. Linton. 19.10 3 48 53 2 35 42
Egeria, F. Ware 19.11 2 51 08 3 27 59
^ FIFTH CLASS KEELS.
Composite, J, Mclntyre 16.04 Did not finish.

_ _ SIXTH CLASS—CBNTERBOABDS.
Rocket, H. M. Faxon 16.02 2 24 14 1 59 17
Cricket, E. B. Lambert.. 16.08 Did not finish.
Mab, John Shaw 15.00 Did not finish.
The result up to date is to give the ooampionohips to Swordfish,

Idler and Rocket in the third class keels, fourth and sixth classes
respectively. Pansy and Torment have each won a leg in the
third class centerboards, Egeria aud Atala each a leg in the fifth
class centerboards, and Composite a leg in the fifth class keels.

CORINTHIAN Y. C. OP MARBLEHEAD, AUG. 8.-The 53d
regatta of the Corinthian Y. C. of Marbleaead was sailed on Sat-
urday In a light easterly breeze, the times being:

SPECIAL CLASS—CRUISERS.
Handicaps.

^. , „ „ Min. Elapsed. Corrrected
Veto, Floyd & Pope scratch 8 19 40 3 19 40
Gretchen, W. N. Merriam 15 3 45 30 3 30 3*}

Triad, Jones& Taggard 20 3 53 00 3 33 00
Kelpie, Wm. Bassett, Jr 15 3 52 00 3 37 00
Marjorie, E. H. Wiggin 15 Did not finish.

FIRST CLASS.
„ Length,
Hawk, Gordon Dexter, Jr 36.05 2 13 05 2 13 42
Saladin. W. P. Fowle 37.00 2 13 80 2 13 30
Mildred, W. H. Wilkinson 36.09 3 14 50 2 14 41
Mignon, H. Babson 35 08 3 19 40 2 18 48

SECOND CLASS.
lone, J. S. Poyen 3 44 25
Susie, W. W. Keith 28.06 3 03 20

X ^ ^ ^ THIRD CLASS.
Hornet, H. P. Benson 26.06 2 20 00

FOURTH CLASS.
Madge, W. H. Thayer 32.03 3 18 30 2 15 34
Memento, J. E. Smith 26.01 2 19 00 2 19 00
Wanda, R. O. Robbins 32.09 2 31 35 2 29 08
The cruising class sailed under a special handicap. Mildred

protests Saladin for fouling a buoy. The judges were Daniel Ap-
pletoD, and Wm. G. Mansfield.

LIGHT MONEY FOR YACHTS,
FOR the past three weeks tbe schooner yacht Miranda, owned by

Com. G. W. B. em, of the Seawanliaka Corinthian Y. C, has
been laid up at Noank, Conn, her owner being unable to use her on
account of a libel by the United States Government for the collection
of light money. Com. Hill declined to pay and made a test case, his
counsel being Blr. J. Landon Ward. Miranda was unable to take part
in the cruise of the New "iork Y. C, and it was not until the evening
preceding the Goelet cup race that the news of a favorable decision
lAT Judge Benedict reached Com. HiU at Newport. The following is
the principal part of the decision, which , it is to be hoped, will prevent
furlber Interference on the part of officials:

In the year 1886 the claimant produced to the Collector of the Port,
of New York his bill of sale of the Miranda, together with proof that
he was a citizen of the United States. The Collector recorded th e bid
of sale in bis office and endorsed thereon a certificate under his hand
and ofllcial seal, stating that the bill of sale held by George H B
Hill "IS in form and substance vaUd and effective in law and that
George 11. B, Hill is a citizen of the United States."
The Miranda is enrolled among the yachts of the Royal Thames Y.

C, and the claimant is a member of that club. By section 4,316 of the
Kevi.seri Statutes of the United States "yachts belonging to a regularly
organized yacht club of any foreign nation which shaU extend like
privileges to the yachts of the United States shall have the privilege
of entering or leaving any port of the United States without entering
or clearing at the Custom House or paying tonnage tax,"
The Miranda arrived at New York from Vineyard Haven, Mass., on

July 18, 1891, and anchored off Bay Rida-e.in the harbor of New York,
whereupon the Collector of the Port of New York demanded payment
of light money for the yacht, which being refused this action was
brought to collect it.

The statute relied on by the Government is section 4,2-25 of the
Revised Statutes, as follows: '-A duty of fifty cents per ton, to be
denominated light money, shall be levied and collected on ah vessels
not of the United States which may enter the ports of the United
States." The claimant among other things relies on the succeeding
section of the Revised Statutes—section 4,226—which says: '-The pre-
ceding section shall not be deemed to operate upon unregistered ves-
sels owned by citizens of the United States and carrying a sea letter
or other regular document issued from a Custom House of the United
States, proving the vessel to be American property."
The contention on behalf of the Government is that the Miranda

being a vessel not of the United States, having been built in England,
is hable to pay light money by virtue of section 4,235, because she has
come to anchor within the port of New York, and is not exempted
from liability to pay light money by section 4,326, because, although
she is an unregistered vessel owned by a citizen of the United States,
the Collector's certificate which she carries is not such a document as
is required by that section.
Tbe proceeding is tateu in the admiralty upon the ground that the

statutes that make light money a charge upon the vessel herself and
that the charge is maritime in character, and so within the jurisdiction
of the admiralty, and may therefore be enforced by an action in rem.
The contention on the part of the claimant is that the Miranda is

not subject to light money, because

—

First—She has not made entry at the Custom House, and is not re-
quired to make entry by virtue of section 4,216.
Second—Because light money is a tonnage tax, and inasmuch as

tbe claimant is a member of the Royal Thames Y. C, the Miranda
may enter any port of the United States without payment of light
money, by virtue of section 4,216.
2/wVd—Because she does not belong to the class of vessels upon

which the provision for light money was intended to operate.
FoiM'f/i—Because the certificate issued from the Custom House on

Sept. 15, 1886, is a regular document proving her to be American
property within the meaning of section 4,-226 and exempt from light
money.
This decision is placed upon the last two propositions in behalf of

the claimants as above statei-l, namely, that I he document carried by
the Miranda is such a document as is contemplated by section 4,226,
and inasmuch as the facts stated in that document have not been dis-
puted, but on the contrary it has been proved here that the Miranda
is American property, she is not liable to pay light money and is
shown to be exempted by virtue of section 4,226.
I cannot assent to the position taken by the Government that the

exemption declared by section 4,226 is confined to vessels regularly
documented—that is, vessels registered or enrolled or licensed. The
statute reads otherwise. It declares in terms that section 4,225 shall
not operate upon a vessel owned by a citizen of tbe United States,
which although without a register or enrolment or license or sea
letter does have some regular document issued from a Custom House
of the United States, proving the vessel to be American property.
Such a document, in my opinion, the Mh-anda has.
The cerliflcate of the Collector of the Port of New York, issued under

his hand and official seal, and by him indorsed upon the claimant's
bill of sale and recorded with the bill of sale in the Collector's otfice,
is an official document issued from a Custom House of the United
States. It is a regular document, not only because it was issued in
pursuance of a regulation of the Treasury Department m force at the
time, but also because statute 4,-226 contemplates, and therefore
authorizes, the issue from a Custom House to registered vessels
owned by a citizen ol; the United States. The object of the document
is to put it in the power of the ship owner at all times aud everywhere
to claim the exemption from light money which is declared in section
4,226, and when the document contemplated by the statute is issued
from a Custom House of the United States it is regular whether
prescribed or forbiddep by the Secretary of the Treasury.
By the certificate carried by the Miranda it is made to appear that'

the bill of sale under which George H. B. Hill claims title to the
Miranda has been submitted to the Collector of the Port of New York
and has been found by him to be in form and substance vahd. Such
a document in my opmion fulfils the requirements of the section.

BEVERLY Y. C.-The 174th race of the Beverly Y. C. first
championship was sailed Aug. 1 in a light southwesterly air.
The small number of starters showed again how completely the
racing spirit has left the owners of smaU boats round Marblehead.
It seems to be confined to the 46f r. class and a few men scattered
througb the other classes. There was a good breeze during the
morning, but it grew very light before the start. Hornet ran
away from the othei-s as she always does in such an air. Kraken
split tacks as her only chance and lost by it. The boats started
before the wind, Wanda blanketing Kiowa and passing her at
buoy 7, Kiowa getting ahead again at Curtis Point. Kraken was
right with them, and it was nip and tuck between the three. On
the reach to Bowditch Krake^ dropped Kiowa 15s. and the latter
left Wanda SOs. To windward .Kiowa dropped Wanda and passed
Kraken. Hawk and Marchioness had walkovers. Judge, F.
Elliott Cabot.

FIRST CLASS.

„ _ Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Hawk, Gordon Dexter 88.06 2 08 33 3 07 39

THIRD CLASS—OATS.
Kiowa, W. Lloyd Jeffries 33.07 1 40 33 1 29 44
Wanda, R. C. Robbins 33.09 1 43 56 1 33 17

THIRD CLASS—SLOOPS.
Hornet, H, P. Benson 26.08 1 33 10 1 35 31
Kraken, Percy Chase.. .26.03 1 42 23 1 34 54

FOURTH CLASS.
Marchioness, C. E. Hodges 1 50 55
Winners of first prize and leg for pennant: Class 1, Hawk;

class 3, cats, Kiowa; class 3, sloops. Hornet; class 4, Marchioness.
WINTHROP Y. C.-The regatta of the Winthrop Y. 0. on Aug.

8 was sailed in a moderate N.W. wind, the times being:
FIRST CLASS.

„. . „ Length. Start. Elapsed. Corrected
Pilsrim, E. W. Dixon .... ... .28.10 3 55 00 1 33 10 1 06 45
Owl, J. S. Gushing.... 25.03 2 55 00 1 52 55 1 24 13

SECOND CLASS.
Auk, A. A. Martin... 18.05 3 00 00 1 34 .50 1 04 10
Lark. R. E. Traiser 20.03 3 00 00 1 47 28 1 18 58
Gracie, C. B. Belcher 17.00 Not taken.
Erminte, A, W. Terry 19.08 Not taken.

THIRD CLASS.
Magpie, H. W. Hyde 19.00 3 00 00 1 38 34 1 08 37
Marion, Chesterton & Dever-

eaux 19.03 3 00 00 1 47 15 1 17 35
Harriet, L. T. Harrington . . . .20.08 3 00 00 1 40 39 1 18 34
Mattie G., W. A. Garrett 18. a5 8 00 OO Not taken.

FOURTH CLASS
Cadet, C. L. Smith 16.09 3 05 00 1 13 53 0 51 58 .

Modoc, D. W. Belcher 15.0-i 3 05 00 1 16 .50 0 53 53
Scud, L. 8. Meston 17.02 3 05 00 1 17 09 0 .55 38
Mischief. E. S. Belcher 16.08 3 05 00 1 18 55 0 56 .57
The judges were Mr. Harry Hutchinson, Mr. WillardM. Bacoh

and Viee-Com. A. B. Cook. Harriet protested Marlon ,on meas-
urement, and Marrioa protested Harriet.
DOUGLASTON Y. C.-The race of the Douglaston Y. C. for the

Andrews cup was sailed on Aug. 8 over a 10 mile course in Doug-
laston Bay with 11 starters, the wind being light S.W. Sadie, B.
M. Wallace, won.
SOUTH BOSTON MOSQUITO Y, C, AU5. 8 -The race on Sat-

urday for the championship peunant was won by Bessie, over a
five-mile course.
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A TUXEDO FOUL.
THE question which was discussed in the abstract last fall, the

race which was the origia of it being of no importaTice, has
been revived In very practical shape by the collision between Vol-
unteer and G-racie in Che Goelet cup race last weelc. The condi-
tions were similar to the Tuxedo case, save that the weather
boat, with the larger sail plan of the two, was the overtalciTig
vessel for some time. At this date sve have not heard the decision
of the regatta committee nor seen the evidence, of which no
doubt plenty was submitted, but apart from the question of posi-
tion, which will probably be the basis of tlie decision, there is
also a question of the interpretation of the rule.
Oq the part of Volunteer, Gen. Paine is reported as saying that

when Gracie bailed for room, Volunteer luffed as far as she
could and that then Gracie struck her. The rule. No. XXIV.,
Section 14, of the New fork Y. O., reads: "If overlap exists be-
tween two yachts when both of them, without tacking, are about
to pass a mark on the required side, then the outside yacht must
give the inside yacht room to pass the mark "
As we undersiand the statt-ment of Gen. Paine, the rights of

the vaoht hailing for room were admitted, and an effort was made
by Volunteer to oncede them, but only to a certain point. She
luffed as high as possible, but did not tack.
The question arises whetner in doing this she fully complied

witti the rule, and though there may be some difference ot opin-
ion, we believe that sbe did not. However unfair it may seem in
some case to require a boat to tacii while her companion goes by
on the same course, the wording of the rule seems clear and
definite. Granted that the inward and leeward yacht has an
assured overlap, and, while cl"S6 hauled, can still jam by the
mark without touching It or filling away on the other tack, she is
entided to room regardless ot the effect on her opponent. If r.he
leeward yacht is in this position, it is the duty of the other not
merely to luff as high as possible, but get out of the way, even
though she may be obliged to tack to do so. How far this princi-
ple applies in the present case can only be determined from the
evidence submitted by the committee, aided perhaps by a num-
ber of photographs of the foul which were taken, but we call the
attention of r^-ing men to a very important point in the rule-
that under given conditions tlie outer yacht must get out of the
way, at whatever cost to herself.

RIVERSIDE Y. C. ANNUAL REGATTA, AUG. 8.-The River-
side Y.C., of Riverside, Conn., field its annual pennant regatta on
Saturday, the race being very fiuky, owing to the wind. The full
times were:
> ST>0OPS AND CUTTERS—45ft. CI.ASS.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Wayward 13 50 00 Did not finish,
Alcedo 13 50 00 Not timed.

40ft. class.
Doctor 12 50 00 ' N'.t timed.

35ft. class.
Vorant 13 50 00 Not timed.
Estela 12 50 GO Not timed.

YAWLS—35ft. class.
Dot 12 oil 00 2 34 15 3 44 15 2 44 16
Nalima 13 50 00 3 35 37 3 45 37 2 41 58
Effle 13 50 00 3 32 11 2 43 11 2 34 59

JIB AND MAINSAIL.
S'rene 12 50 00 3 10 10 2 20 10 2 20 10
The regaata committee were Fraak B. Jones, Wm. Hufflngton

and Ohas. E. Wilson

.

HOBB'S HOLE REGATTA, AUG-. 8.—On Saturday a race was
sailed at Hobo's Hole, near Plymouth, Cape Cod, open to yachts
from Plymouth, Kingston and Duxbury, the times being:

FIRST CLASS—CENTERBOAKD SPRIIS
Elapsed.

Old Honesty. J. O. Dawes 1 5t 14
Dandy, S S. Richards 3 03 08
Mignon, Damon Bros 2 03 35
Henrietta, A. Watson 3 0-i 38
Puritan, D. H. Craig 3 34 00

SECOND CLASS—KEELS.
No Name, George Atwell 2 01 21
.Jessie, I. Mortou 3 05 4"

Roulette, Charles Rogers 3 08 59
No Name, G. Rogers 2 09 54
Outlaw, E. Morey 3 16 53

THIRD CLASS—CANOES.
Mollie, A. L. Bailey 1 03 37
Carmen, E. A.. Jenks 1 04 26
Phehe, C. R. Raymond 1 07 31
K-ittiwake, W. T. Eidridge 1 10 27

THE OCEAN DORY RACE.—One of the two foolhardv navi-
gators, Captam Lawlor of the Sea Serpant, reached the English
coast on Aug. 6, landing at Coverack. a small town near the Liz-
ard. He was well, hut very much exhausted I'y the long trip.

The other dory. Mermaid, Capt. Andrews, was last spoken on July
27 in lat. 45 N., long. 55 W.

LYNN Y. C, AUG. 8.- The fourth race for the Expert cup was
sailed cm Saturday in Lynn harhor, with five starters, in a strong
northwest wind. Tempest won very easUy.

CAPE COD Y\ C, AUG. 8.-The first of a series of three races
of this club was sailed on Saturday off Orleans, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Lbogth. Elapsed. Corrected.

Wave Crest, D. S. Young 19.09 1 46 28 1 43 20
Madge, Cummings & Hines 33.05 1 50 87 1 50 37
Unique, W. Wareham 20.00 1 53 50 1 50 56

SECOND CLASS.
Carrie L., George Clark 16.01 1 58 20 Not taken.
Little Brave. J. Ryder 18.03 3 03 07 Not taken.
Henrietta, R. Rich 18.06 Did not finish.

THIRD CLASS.
Viola, E. L. Cummings 23.05 1 29 00 Not taken.
Josephine, P. A.. Smith 32.00 1 41 06 Not taken.
Nauset, A. O, Hurd 33.00 Did not finish.

FOURTH CLASS.
Georgie, G. Hopkins 13.00 1 33 43 Not taken.
Breeze, H. L. Cummtngs 13.06 1 HQ 48 Not taken.
Fawn, D. W. Denn 12.09 1 41 39 Not taken.

SOUTH BOSTON Y, C. CHAMPIONSHIP, A.UG 8.-The third
championship race of the South Boston Y. C. was saih^d on Satur-
day in a variable breeze from N.W. to S.E., finishing in a calm.
The times were:

FIRST CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Lengfh. Elapsed. Corrected.

Stanley, W. L. Colson 26.03 4 03 35 3 33 45
Quisset, W. P. Taylor 35.08 Withdrew.

SECOND CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Ideal, F. Williams 31.10 4 01 30 3 25 28
Good Luck, J. B. Farrell 21.09 4 11 40 3 35 41
Awilda, J. J. Bligh 34.09 4 18 30 3 46 09
Wraith, W. H Cheatam 33.08 Withdrew.
Wapiti, James Bertram 33.04 Withdrew.
Ideal wins two legs, subject to prottst from Awilda for sculling

with tiller. Awilda also protests &ood Luck on the same grounds.

AMENDMENTS TO THE RACING RULES.
WE publish this week several amendments to the racing rules

which are offered for adoption at ttie coming meet. Two
of these are necessary, as has been proved by experience; but
they are of such a nature that for this meet at least, they may be
adopted and posted by the regatta committee as a part of the
racing programme. We allude to the conditions for starting and
finishing.
One of the proposed amendments, however, is in exactly the

wrong direction, and we hope that it will be very carefully con-
sidertd iiy those who vote on it. It is the custom of all yacht
clubp, based on long experience, to m'lke changes in the racing
rules only in the off season, between October and May. When
Rule XXII. was amended last year we urged the addition of a
clause limiting all changes of rules to the annual meeting in No-
vember, but the work was so hastily done that this irhportant
point was neglected, though Indirectly covered by the method of
procedure prescribed, all amendments coming throngti the re-
gatta committee. It is now proposed to amend Rule XXII. so as
to allow a vote by mail at any time on the question of a change of
rule; a change which we object to on two grounds.
In the first place, the vote by mail is but a necessary evil, an

expedient made necessary by the impossibility of holding more
tliaa one meeting in a year at which a quorum of the executive
committee can be collected. As questions come up from time to
time which cannot be deferred to the November meeting, such as
a change of camp site or election to fill a vacancy, th« vote by
mail is necessary. At the same time it is a very undesirable
mode cf voting, all discussion of the question being barred, and
it should be used only in most urgent cases. For all changes of
racing rules it is most unsuited, as the great point of such changes
is the discussion which takes place in all meetings and which
tends to prevent mistakes. lis racing rules are the most im-
portant ot all the A. 0. A. laws, and while changes are necessary
to keep the rules up to date, it is essential that they should be as
few as possible; and when made, so well considered as not to
require immediate alteration.
By the plan now proposed, a rule may he changed without any

discussion; the due notice being given, a vote oy mail is taken,
the question probably being only partly understood by many who
vote on it.

The second objection is based on the fact that all changes of the
rule should be made out of the racing reason and before building
begins. As now provided, it is the business of the regatta com-
mittee to report on all needed changes immediately after the
meet, the report being published so that every member may know
what is proposed, and if necessary may file an objection with the
division officers. The changes are submitted to the general meet-
ing of the executive committee, where thev are subjected to a dis-
cussion and criticism which is likely to reveal any faults. This
method of amendment cannot he improved on, and if any change
is made in Rule XXII., it should tai«e the form of a statement
that changes in the racing rules should only be made at the
annual meeting.

AMENDMENTS TO THE A. C. A. RULES,
THE following amendments were sent by Dr. Gage on July 31

but tailed to rtacQ us in time for publication last week:
Proposed by Francis H. Gisborne: To omit all of Rule XVI.

after th** first sentence.
Proposed by Colin Fraser: To insert in Rule XXII. in place of

the words ''meeting of executive committee at wmch they are to
be acted upon;" the words, "vote of executive committee is taken
thereon."
Proposed amendment to rule 10: "la paddling and combined

races canoes sPall be started by their sterns and the finish time
taken when tkeir bows cross the line."
To rule 6: "In sailing races a canoe shall be considered to have

finished wnen her forward or matnmast has crossed the line."

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.-The annual meet of the
W. C. A. at Ballast island, Jaly 11 to 35, wc nt far to justify
the comments of our corr^-sp indent, Mr. Warder, two years since,
which created so much stir at the time. The prohibition of the
standing sail, the opening of all races to the canoe yawls, and
various other causes, have resulted in the extinct on of the regu-
lar 16x30 canoe, and of all paddling and sailing races for canoes,
the racing being practically confined to a few canoe yawls <>f SOin.
beam. The attendance was small, and gave no evidence of a
growth on the part of the Association. The officers elected were:
Com., G. H. Gardner, Cleveland. O.: Vice-Com.; G. G. Case, Jnck-
son, Mich.; Rear Com., C. F. Pennewell, Detroit, Mich.; Sec, O.
A. WoodrtiH, Dayton, O.; Executive Committee, Messrs. Crane,
Ware and Edard.
A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.-Eastern Division: Alden P.White,

Salem, Mass.; Cnas. Dana Palmer, Liwell, Mass. Atlantic Divi-
sion: Tnos. J. Hand, Geo. B. Watts, Jr,, New York. Central
Division: JohnE. Tathalk, D.D., Hoosac Falls, N. Y.; Chas. W.
Lansing, O. S. Prenbrey, Poit Henry, N. Y.; Wm. H. Blake. 0. F.
Lonng, G. H. Doring, E. F. Jones, Troy, N. Y.; B. J. Worman, G.
H. Blakeslee, F. L. Brigoam, Albany, N. Y. Nortnem Division:
Ku^sell H. I cMillan, F. J. Mann, Howard A. Kelly, Leslie W.
Sweetman, A. J. O'Malley, W. E. M. Powell, Turouio. Ont.; C. S.
Maclnues, Hamikon, Ont.; VV. A. Lemnriere, Edmo',:d F. R. Tate,
Lakefield, Ont.; D. Madness, ILC. Baker, A. T. Lefever, R. M.
CoUtge, Kingston; Waiter J. English, Fred H. Lingwood, Peter-
boro, Out.; Arthur Knowlson, Lindsay, Ont.; F. H. DowliLg, Tnos.
Bisk, Bobcaygeon, Ont.; E. F. Burrltt, Ottawa. Eastern Division:
Wm. Reid, Holyoke, Mass.
ANEW RaCER.—Mr. W. Whitlock, of the New York Y.O., who

has probably owned and built more canoes than any other Amer-
ican canoeist, lias a surprise ready for the races in the shape of
a new racer from a design by Mr. Wm. Gardaer. Tne new boat,
built by the St. Lawrence Co. of Clayton, is of the latest type,
somewpat after the fashion of Kismet. Before designing her,
designer Gardner examined closely all the canoes lu the New
Yoik C. C. liouse. Tne order was given on July 9, and the boat
will be used at the meet.
NEW YORK C. C. SAILING RAC E, Saturday, Aug. 1:

Start. 1st round. 2d round.
Aztec, W. W. Howard 3 19 4 04 30 4 59 45
Bonnie. 0. B. Vaux 3 19 4 13 50 withdrew.
Tide, strong flood. Wind, moderately strong m first round, and

very sirong and squally in second round, S.W. by W.
THE A. 0. A. I\jEET.—Gamp was opened on Wednesday of last

week, Com. Lawson being pirient. Tne men came in slowly at
first, but by xMonday the camp was in shape, and everything
promised a large and successful meet. The weather was rainy ac
the start. A lull account of the camp and the races, which begin
to-day, will appear next week.
NORTHERN DIS'ISION MEET.-The meet of the Northern

Division at P geon Lake was quite a success from all that we
have been able to Ifam.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
S. G. S., Newburgh, N. Y.—It has been well demonstrated that

woodchucks climb trees.

T. 0. P., Oanajoharie, N. Y.—The open season in New York for
deer is from Aug. 15 to Nov. 1. Hounding is permitted from Sept.
1 to Oct. 20.

W. D., Paterson, N. J.—What is the proper way to clean a
SScdl. rifle? We have been using fresh watt-r, and also used oil.
it seems to lead at the firing of each shot about the end of the
cartriage. Ana. Would try a change to a harder bullet and lubri-
cant first, and failing to get good results send rifle back to maker.

J., Silver City.—Which of the two bullets has the greater force
or peneiraiion, fired from Winchester repeating riflr-, 26in. barrel,
.45-70-500 or .45-82-405, at short range, say 50yds.? Ans. It will de-
pena on the powder used, whether it is all ourned up; the heavier
powder charge should give the better penetration.

C. E. M., Detroit.—1. Will a 28in. barrel shoot as far as a 30in.
barrel and will it burn as much powder? 3. What is the dift'er-
ence between a stub twist barrel and a Damascus barrel? 3.
W^hich is the iietter for all-round shooting, the full or modified
choke? 4. Would you consif^er a 13-gauge 38in. barrel gun weigh-
ing about T^ltiS. heavy enough tor ordinary shooting? Ans. 1.
Theoretically no. 2. It is in the quality of the steel andiron
used. Single iron-steel is the cheapest and the best quality.
Damascus barrels run up to 6 rods twisted together. 3. Modified
choke. 4. Yes.

A puru Yii jiiau plug cut smoaiDg tjbacco

that does ro', bite the tongue, and is free

from any foreign mixture. More solid com-

fort in one package of Mastiff than you can

get out of a dozen others. Packed in canvas

pouches.

J. B. Pace Tobacco Co., Richmond, Va.

RODS.
Mr. Jas. Wyhte writes to us from Nova Scotia, saying: "I took tWOI

grilse and three salmon on the Lancewood trout rod you sent me. How
is that for a light rod! It is as good as new yet."

The 9lb. 150Z. bass recently taken in Greenwood Lake was killed on

one of our 7oz. Greenheart rods.

Send lo cents for diir 136 folio page Illustrated Catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
18 Vesey Street, New York.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting' the prices of fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

;my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn. ^ 1

No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass My Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, sDk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length QJ, 10, I

10|ft., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price $3 721

No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted , * " S 82
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat ahove the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

. 8J, 9, 9J, 10ft., weight 9, lOi, 13, 13oz Priee 2 72
,

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 8 32

No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, sohd reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8£t., weight 20oz " 2 75

No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint
,

^' 3 75

No. 280, 8 joint Ash and Laneewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft. " 90c.
j

Brass Multiplying Reeia, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Gup, fine finish, 25yds., aSc; 40yds., 95c.; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds,, $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handled
Slidmg Chck, Nickol Plated, 4()yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; SOyds., $2.50; 200yd8., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300fc., 41o. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel'
Lines on Block, 800ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53o. Brass Swivels, 15o. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gat, per doz., lOo. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20o. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per dos;., 15o. ;

Sft., per doz., 30o. ; 3ft., per doz., Mc. Doable Gut Jjeaders, 1ft., per doz., 15a
,
Sft., per doz., 80o. ; 3£t., doz., 45o, \

J. F. MABSTEBSt 51, 53 i^, 55 Court St., BrooUyi^. N. Y.
IB9B4 S«. iit»at9 'or ZUMtrntcd OfttolOjKM ft»r 1881. OPEN ETSKUfeiS.
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DALY AUTOIATIC EJECTOR

HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN.
No, 350, "Diamond Quality," Highest Grade Damascus Steel Barrels, beautifully engraved locks and mounting-, finest Turkish Walnut Stock, with the Deeley Patent Automatic

Shell Ejector, equal la finish, shooting qualities and workmanship to Purdey's, Grant's or any other highest grade London make, 10,. 12 and 16-gau§g $275.00

No. 150, Same action as above but plain finish and f ne Damascus Barrels 175.00

WJR aij^o carry a stock of
W. W. GREENER'S EJECTING GUNS $250.00 to $400.00 W. & C. SCOTT & SONS $275.00 to $400.00

WE INTRODUCE THIS YEAR J. P. CLABROUGH & BRO'S. LATEST INVENTION—A Fine Hammerless Shotgun with Automatic Ejectors and Damascus Barrels,

plain finish ^ ' $100.00

Same as above. Greener Crown Bolt, Fine Damascus Barrels, Fine Engraving, the finest gun they make 135.00

We claim for these guns everything that may be desired. They are well fitted, nicely engraved, the action
works to perfection and can he fully guaranteed.

THE DALY 3-BARREL IS THE ONLY COMBINED GUN IN THE MARKET.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway 84 Duane St.^ - NEW YORK.

VALPARAISO, IND.
Manufacturer of

SPORTSMEN'S
tND Civil Engineers' Clothing.

Illustrated catalogue, with gam-
pies of qualities and shades ot cordu-
roy, mackintosh, canvas, flannel, etc.,
mi*iled free. Address

H. J. UPTHEGROVE,
Valparaiso, Ind.

Chicago Agents: VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE, 246 Wahash Ave.

IP YOU WANT

PERFECT AMMUNITION
YOU CAN GET IT BY USING THE

B- G. L CO. RELOADING TOOLS.
In loading your shot shells, all our Implements are perfect In construction,

true to gauge, quality and finish unsurpassed. "We are leaders in our line of goods
because we make a specialty of it.

FOB SALE EVEBYWHERK. SEND EOB PBIOE MST.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,
DEPOT FOR SALES, BIS^ BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Athletic Outfits, Kisllingr Tackle
Catalogues, etc., the Clasp En- S

velope is the Best Oevice.

•s 51
JHE CLASP ENVELOPE.
\PATENTEDJ3Ea9-"l8I9^.

Tourist^, Campers ani Hnaters.

THB NUTRIMENT CO.'S

93 ^ ^

Sob

o

O C0 p- i

-* o t^ t

2 - ^c;^-

0? ^3&4i WtSTBRUADWAY.Nr

MEACHAMUAMMERLESS
^-^ ^ GUN.

Top Snap,
'Extended Rib, Im-

ported Walnut Pistol Grip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, Pull Checkered, Matted Rib, Double
Under Fastening, Rubber Butt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Dsmdscus B3rr6ls, choked,
SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.

EJ.MEACHAMARiVI8CD..ST.LDUis.M[i

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

Glass Blower,
And Manufacturer of

Artificia! Eyes
For Birub, Animals ana Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North WilUam St., New York.
Send for Price List.

TllEGRfAfHEAtrHURlNK.
Package makes 5 gallo„rf.

Delicious, eparkling, and
appetizing. Sold by all

dealers. FiJEfia beautiful
Picture Book and cards
Bentto any one addressing

0. B. HIRES A CO..

Will give immediate relief from fatigue after a
day's tramping or exposure. Needs only to be
mixed with hot water and seasoned with salt
and pepper. Invaluable in the camp kitchen, as
the mosr, delicious soups can be prepared from it

in a moment. Take a bottle with you on the
next trip. Sold by all dealers in sporting goods
and the leading grocers everywhere. Manufac-
tured with the most scrupulous cleanliness and
care by

THE 17UTEIMENT CO.-, Chicago, 111.

Hesuy C. Squires, ITS Broadway, New York, carries a
full Ime of our goods.

Snaman's Combined Trunk and Bed.

For hunters, camuluK parties and horsemeu. VtTlte
for Illustrated catalogue to UEO. W. SNAMAN, JR.
19rf Ohio street, Allegbeny, Pa.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pookei edition on map-bond paper $1.00.
"It Is the most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—Joresi and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-bond paper. 50 ots.

Gruide Books.—The Adirondacks, illustrated,
16 mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 35 ets.
Lake George and I,ake Clinmplain, 25cts.

Addrass H. R,. STOT>nA BIJ. Rlnnii FailH. N. Y.

DEAF
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Agent for B. C. MILAMS'
relebrated

Kentncky Reels.

S, PISHING TACKLE, BICY-
OLES, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS, MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS, SPORTING GOODS, .fee. Illustrated Catalogue, witli low cash prices, sent on application to those
mentioaing FOREST AND STREAM. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, lU.

f.
Two Sizes, Five Stvles

'Jrass Reel.

Send for Catalogue.

TAWMN&ERBE,
EOCHESTER, N. Y.

SYKACUSE BAMBOO FURNITUHE CO,
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO
-^i. - ^ "

..^^^

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEZ iMD CELLULOID HABD aEASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, fits an i will no'j blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced
anglers in tbe U. S. Order one through your dealer for inspection, and if not satisfactory
can be returnf d. The U. S. Npt and Twine Co. are agents for New ^ork City.

The glittering gans trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It
takes tlie place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. Foi- sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manufacturing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N. Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD EEMIUGTON GUN STORE."

SSI &c S83 Broadway, ISTew York.
We invite Dealers Rtid Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADVANTAGEOUSLY thev can

i™^£,';?|;VpPO'''yis ^ stork covers the following lines in their /«r?est twtcttcs: GUNS,
Ul^^^Th-^^?^J^J^f^-^/,-^^^^^'^.S/P^*^^^^f BASE BALL, TENNIS
FEKlCJING-, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cents (to cover postage) and we will mail yoii
our new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."

RR.4DY FOR RA.rN. REABY FOR ANYTHING. READY FOR SUN.
The simplest, lightest, mo useful tent mail e. A half dozen forms In same canvas. Compact. Cheap. Send

for full circular. A. ISt. OO JML^ 'X'Q OXSl. JEi^a.a3.STOIX. XXI.

ESy ^* 3^esao3a.-iuLlaL.''

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sertion° are quickly
-hanged from a % t.o 1% or 2oz. with
N o. a, an d from a 3 to 5}^ or 8oz. witti

No. 8. AH changes are made
liiout disturbing balance of rig.

rjstva center sections furnished to
( ii I

• [ease 1 he weight as may be fl esired

.

Ask your dealer for them, or stnd 10
<-ents for a No. 3, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLINSON & CO.,
51 John Street,

NEW TORK.

Best and Lightest in the Market.
GIIiT OR SILVER.

,
Single Spoon= |3 a doz. Double Spnons $4 a doz.

Sample by mail 25o. and 35c.

r. S. GKAVE9, 68 State St., AliBANT, N. Y.

2^6
The Francotte Gun.
Finest Bods and Tackle.
Imported Gotids.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrrove's Flue Hunting
and Fishing: Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some ArHcles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Oar Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE,
846 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

R. O'SHAUGHNESSY & CO.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers In

Salmon and Trout

FISHING TACKLE.
83 Germain Street, St, Jolm, 1. B.

Orders promptly and carefully executed

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed tiling got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for '9 1 Illustrated Catalogue,

ESTABI.ISHED 1837.

J. B, mil & CO.,

nSHING TAGEE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 39 bh Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEUD FOR OATALO&UE.

HILL'S
SPOON BAIT

No Sportsman's kit is complete without them.
Notliing yet invented has attained the popularity
and successful killing' qualities of the HILL BAIT,
Sold by all principal dealers. If 3'our dealers do
not keep them, send to the manufacturers, SPAL-
DING & CO., 40 North Ionia St,, Grand Rapids, Midi.
Send for illustrated price-list. Mention this paper.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
6054 Atlantic St., Knglewood, Ills.

Trent Fligs at S, 5, 7 and II Cents Each.
Send Ten Gents for IIitCBTRATBD CATiLOGUI.

WANTED AXiIVE.
All kind" of

American Animals.
BIKD.S & REPTILES.
For Sale—All kinds of

Forf'ign Animals, Birds
and Reptiles. •

DONALD BURNS,
115 Roosevelt st.. N. Y. City,

R£AD THIS
MASTIFFS.

At Stud.—Ormonde; sire, Oh. Victor Hugo;
dam, Ch. Cambrian Princess. Ormonde is a piize
winner ever.v time shown, both in Enaland and
America, and his young stock is proving him an
exceptional sire. I have always on hand young
stock for disposal at fair prices. I have no blood
but the most fashionable in my kennels. Write
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria. 111.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth, immense rough-coat, tlie only son of
Lord Bute at stud in America. 2. Patrol, one of
our best smooths, fee $H5 each.
.lOHN KEEVAN, 195 King St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CONNEMARAKENNELS.-FINE IRISH
setters. At stud—KED KIVKIi GliKNCHO,

fine field dog and first prize bench winner. Fee
g30. Puppie'<—A beautiful litter, strong and
healthv from prize stock, wnelped April 13, '91.

Circulars. R.H. BURR. Middletown, Conn.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described iti

show reports as "bes! Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of bis puppies for sale. P. H

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of
ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following
noted STUD DOGS:

Cliamp. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the- best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizps include Tlie One Hun-
dreri Guinea Challenge Cut, four times, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challengp Cup
twice. Stud fee $150.00

Cliamp. PLINLIMMON, JR. (6864).

This grand young d- g is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, and although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 27
first and special prizes, and sire of some good
stock. Stud fee $50.00

LOTHARIO (18371).

This grind headed young dog is by the farhous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. A^ilentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee. should he much sought after by St.
Bernard breeders. Stud fee $35.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.
A select stock most always on hand, sired by

the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMINa KENiTELS. Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD.

ARISfflCRAT,
WINNER OF MORE FIRST PRIZES AND

SPECIALS DURING 1890 THAN ANY
OTHER ST. BERNARD.

FEE, - $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Poiiglikeepsie, IS^. Y.

DAYID E. LOVELAND, MaBager.

FOX-TERRIEES
IN STUD.

Champion Raby Mixer $16
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Pitcher 25
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS.
LANCASTER, MASS.

AT 8Ttn>" FEF~$50".

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S B. 6364),

Sire of tbe phenomenal nt-ld trial winners. Rip
R»p. Ziff-Zag, Tapstt-r and Maid of Kent,
Pointer Puppies for sale.

Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kfnnei Club,

Babylon, L. I.

Masriflfs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K. Taunton's Champion

B«»ufori. His success as a stud dos: and hla
record on the show bench for thp last Qve years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of jEnglislx Bloodhounds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or Imported.
Mastiff pups from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also out of well known and proved breeders of
champion and ereat prize winners. Photographs,
25 cts. J. WINCHELL. Fair Haven, Vermont.

IN THE STUD—THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee S85. Al was bred by the late Mr.

AUin and trained on rnft. d grouse by his nandler.
Two puppies by bim for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street. Springfield, Mass. tf

AtStud.-BDglish greyhounds. Gem of tbe Season,
winner ot over 50 1st and specials. Pious Pem-
broke, winner of over 20 firsts and sppcial; Dexter,
corded coal pood le. Pups from the above for sale.
Gkethond anu PooniE Kenntels, Salem, Mass.

GLENMORE KENNELS.
THE CHA!VlPr<»N IRISH BETTER KEMSTBLS OF AMERICA.

E. B. BISHOP, Owner, 43 St. James Ave., Cincinnati, O.

The Champion Three.

Chmp. Ruby Glenmore,
The champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champ. Molly Bawn,
The ex-champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champion Winnie II.,
The only imported champion Irish setter dog in

AT STUD.
Challenge BEAU BRUMMEl, Fee $25

The most phenomenal dog of the times.
(A K.C.S.B. 19,9lil).

Imp. Sarsfield, - Fee $25
The greatest living Irish setter sire.

(A.K.C.vS.B. 10,354.)

Imp. Dan Mylrea, Fee $20
A noted flrat-prize winner, (A.K.C.S.B. 19,173).

Yonnsr stock always on hand.
America to-day.

Write for circalar and prices.
alesH you mention this paper 5 per cent, discount mil be allowed on all sales.
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Adirondack Number.

/"VUR "Adirondack Number" of June 18 veas a pro-

^"^ nounced success. As we then said, the material

provided was more generous than we could make room

for, and several papers were left over for a second num-

ber devoted to the same subject. This will be our issue

of Aug. 27; and among the contents will be the follow-

ing, the first two having been annpuncBd for the former

number:

The North Woods in the Fifties.

A visit to the Adirondacks thirty-three years ago. By
J. H. D.

Two Weeks at Spruce Lake.

The experiences of foui- young fellows under tutelage

of a guide.

The Upper Adirondacks in *56.

By "Byron."

The Wane of the Adirondacks.
By Charles Hallock.

The Cranberry Lake Country.
By D. H. B.

Circumnavigating the Adirondacks.
By " PiseCG,"

BESTOOKING LAKE ONTABIO.

'X^HE necessity of restoring the fish supply of Lake
Ontario is most strikingly illustrated by tbe follow-

ing item from a Rochester newspaper: "A novelty in

Hamed's window is a genuine Lake Ontario whitefish,

something rarely seen these days." Mr. F. J. Amsden
reminds us that "fifteen years or so ago whitefish were
caught on our shores and peddled the next morning
through our streets, selling as low as 5 cents a pound."
The rapid decline of the fisheries of this lake may be seen

at a glancpi by referring to the Review of the Fisheries of

the Great Lakes, recently published by the Fish Commis-
sion.

In 1880 the catch of whitefish was l,064,0001b3.; in 1885

the amount was only 90 7111b3. Lake trout in the same
period fell off from 569,7001bs. to 20.5101b8. The causes

of this deoidence have been the subject of heated and
fruitless discussion until recently the public demand for

restorative measures has resulted in the appropriation bv

the United States of $20,000 to establish a great hatchery

to restock Lake Ontario. Commissioners McDonald and
Blackford last month visited the region in which the

establishment is needed, and the former examined all

the sites proposed for the undertaking, but none of them
are suitable. The water is invariably too warm and the

supply inadequate for the purposes of a hatchery such as

the one proposed. When it is remembered that Com. Mc
Donald hopes to rear. I,000,0u0 salmon at a time besides

hatching many millions of whitefish annually it will be re-

alized that the water supply must be practically unlimited.

The Neosho, Missouri, station started its existence with a

spring flowing nearly 600 gallons per minute, besides a

collateral supply of several hundred gallons per minute
from another spring. It is hoped that some point on the

Salmon River will yet be found available for the new
establishment. Another subject of equal importance with

the location of the hatchery will come up for conference

in October between the sjjecial commission appointed by

New York and the Commissioners of the Dominion, and
that is the protection of fish in Lake Ontario, the terms

of the resolution carrying the appropriation by Congress

requiring such legislation before the funds of the Govern-

ment can be used to build a hatching establishment.

TWO PICTUBES.

RECENT advices from Brockville, Ontario, on the St.

Lawrence River, inform us that the once famous
Union Park fishing grounds have been, up to the present

time, sadly unproductive, very few bass and pike having

been caught there. On the New York side, however, and

nearer the foot of Lake Ontario, at Cape Vincent and

Clayton, there are multitudes of both of these fishes, as

may be learned from a note in our angling columns, just

received from a correspondent at Cape Vincent. How is

this difference to be accounted for'r' Apparently by the

legalizing of the use of nets by the Canadian authorities

on the north shore of the river and the prohibition of

netting on the American side. It may be a good thing to

catch bullheads, but in doing so the game fish fall into the

same trap and probably never find their way back to the

river again. Last winter the mouth of Jones Creek was
beset with nets, fished ostensibly for bullheads. In the

early spring Clow's Bay was completely webbed with nets

of the same kind. In this month of August scarcely a

pike is to be found in this once prolific bay, and the bass,

which contributed mainly to the fame of the Union Park
grounds, have vanished, it is feared, almost beyond hope

of restoration unless prompt remedies are applied. Putting

two and two together it seems clear that netting bull-

heads is incompatible with the enjoyment of bass and
pike fishing, and it remains for the Brockville people to

determine, first, whetbev or not the explanation suggested

has a basis in fact and, second, whether it is not desirable

and more than desirable to effect a change in the present

fish law.

SALTED SALMON TBOUT.

npHE trade name of a fish is often very different from
-- the name by which it is known to fishermen.

"Ocean trout," for example, is a canner's term for young
menhaden; "sea salmon" is a name now appUed to the

new preparation of tbe tunny or horse mackerel—a fish

reaching nearly half a ton in weight. In Labrador about

1,000 barrels of so-called "salmon trout" are salted

annuaUy and most oflhem are sent to New York, Boston

and Gloucester. Some of these find their way eventually
into New England, whence several specimens were re-

cently obtained by Mr. A. N, Cheney, of Glens Falls, to

whom we are indebted for the opportunity of seeing the
fish. We had supposed that the salmon trout of Labrador
is the species described and figured in our Salmon and
Trout Supplement as the SalveKnus stagnnlis, or sea trout,

and so it is in part; but at least one other trout is salted
and sold along with the sea trout and that is the common
brook trout (Salvelinus fontmalis). It is highly probable
that grilse salmon are sometimes seined with the two
kinds of trout and go to make a part of the contents of

the barrel. We are led to believe this from the fact that

a specimen of tbe so-called imspotted sea trout of Canada
received by the National Museum proved to be a young
sea salmon.

The Labrador sea trout is a very large fish, red-spotted,

and with a moderatly forked tail; it runs up the large

streams to spawn, but for commercial purposes it is caught
in salt water near the mouths of streams. It resembles
the Dolly Varden of the Pacific coast {Salvelinus malma)
and the golden trout of New Hampshire and Maine (Sal-

velinus aureolus) very closely in appearance and habits.

The sale of this Labrador trout in salt is legal, but the
fish is really a brook trout and a very near relative of the
common red-spotted fontinalis. It may be also that the

sale of S. fontinalis in brine is not prohibited, but the

practice is woefully destructive and ought to be stopped.

In New Hampshire the brook trout (fontinalis) is identical

with the Labrador brook trout and the golden trout is so

nearly like the sea trout that few people can distinguish

one from the other.

SNAP SHOTS.

f N reference to the suggestion of "H. P. U." "that there

should be a reunion of the old friends and contribu-

tors to Forest and Stkeaji during the World's Fair at

Chicago in 1893," we are assured by Dr. Henshall, who
has charge of the Angling Exhibit, that this matter has
been already considered by Capt. J. W. Collins, Chief of

the Department of Fisheries, and himself, and that every
facility will be provided to render such a reunion not
only practicable, but pleasant and profitable, A recep-

tion room will be arranged with a register to contain the

name, home address and Chicago address of every angler

and sportsman who wishes to avail himself of the privil-

ege. Personal interviews and meetings between brother

sportsmen can be arranged by telephone or correspond-

ence, the means for which will be at hand. Also certain

hours of each day can be set apart, during which friendly

greetings could be exchanged, new acquaintances formed
and a spirit of universal good fellowship established, and
the esprit de corps of the angler's guild maintained. Sug-
gestions from contributors to FOREST and Stream are

in order and will be gladly received and duly considered.

It is especially desirable that anglers send their photo-

graphs with their autographs at bottom of card, to be

placed on the walls of the reception room. They may be

sent to Dr. J. A. Henshall, U. S. Fish Commission,

Washington, D, C.

Many older visitors to the North Woods will learn with
genuine regret of the destruction of "Bartlett's" by fire

last Sunday. The brief report which has come to us says

that the hotel was burned in the morning, the seventy

guests losing clothes and luggage. Of all Adirondack

resorts this was one of the most cherished by the goodly

company of true anglers who year after year met there.

From a tarpon fisherman of long and successful expe-

rience we have received an explicit piper on the require-

ments for that popular sport. It will be published at a
later date and cannot fail of being helpful to anglers

when fitting out for a winter on the west coast.

Now that Kentucky has adopted her new constitution,

one of the provisions of which is that all laws shall be of

general application, we may hope to see decent game and
fish laws on her books. The existing statutes are a mass
of local regulations with no general observance.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of th»

current issue of the Forest and Stream by sending us

on a postal card the nam@ of that friend.
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ALONE.
A LONE How can I lie alone,

When earth and air and habblinR brook
Are pages In that wondrous book

Dear Mother Nature wrote for me?
Bach bird and bud lifts up his voice

And bids my heart awake, rejoice.

JEven the winds, that gay and free

Go tripping over kill and lea.

Give greeting with a gladsome tone,

And all I see I call my own.

Alone How can I be aioney

Each morn Aurora's ruddy fire

Calls forth a sweet, celestial choir
That wooed me from refreshing sleep.

The rosea lift their heads and say:

"All hail, kind mate, to thee good day!"
And from the grassy, fern-clad heap.
Where smilax and clematis creep;

From blackened pine, by moss o'ergrown,
Comes welcome, as from friends well known.

Alone! How can 1 be alone?

High in mid-heaven an orb of gold
Pillars of amythyst uphold,

it gleams with love, whate'er betide.

The doe with opal-onyx eye
Peers from the copse as I pass by.

The rubies in the shy trout's side

Their silver setting almost hide.

Sure, fairer jewels never shone.
And every radiant gem my own.

Alone! How can I be alonef

Though fellow man doth seem more far
Removed than yonder twinkling star,

Though not in oiir familiar tongue
Come words of comfort, words of cheer.

Sweet messages from those most dear.

Still, nature's vesper chimes are rung.
And songs, by unseen spirits sung.
Float round my head, that on a stone
Fmds rest, I sleep, yet not alone.

Shoshonb.

CAMP LIFE ON MUSKOKA LAKE.-I.
LAST May we began to overhaul our outfit in prepara-

tion for our aan^^al summer outing. We found that
it would be policy to contrive some kind of an arrange-
ment that would take the place of the pine boughs used
last year as a bed. After considerable figuring we had a
folding cot made, which has proved to be the one thing
needful in that line. The plan is as follows: A frame oi
well-seasoned Georgia pine, 3x4 stuff, with the ends
mortised together, a center piece of same size, extra
heavy canvas tacked on sides and center piece, holes in
four corners for pins. When not in use ends can be taken
oft and all rolled up together. Before setting it up we
cut crutches about a foot and a half in length, driving
them in the ground so that the four corners of the cot
rested on them, bringing it up from the ground about
twelve inches. The center piece kept us from rolling
against each other, and we have yet to see anything that
will equal this for a convenient and comfortable double
cot.

As we had made up our minds to spend the summer on
our old camping grounds in Muskoka, Canada, we con-
cluded to take passage to Toronto on one of the Canadian
Une of boats which run from Chicago to Montreal. June
13 saw us and all our luggage at the Chicago dock ready
to start on a trip that would last fourteen weeks.
The day was dark and gloomy, with occasional showers,

and to any one of a superstitious nature it would have
been a harbinger of bad luck, but to us who had been on
a continual jump since early morning, it was only one of
the unpleasant days we were sure to have while in camp.
The Alma Munroe, which was to bear us and our belong-
ings for five days and nights, was not a boat that would
impress one as possessing much speed, nor would such
impressions be far wrong, for during our whole trip we
overtook nothing in the shape of a floating craft, and I
think to-day the Alma is the slowest boat that ploughs
the waters of the great chain of lakes. But what did it

matter to us, as long as the weather was fair and the
provisions held out; and we must say they set an excel-
lent table and give good service. The different points of
interest are passed too quickly—Waugoshance, Skilligal-
lee and the Isle of Mackinaw; then our first stopinng
place, the Canadian port of Sarnia, where a number of
the passengers availed themselves of the chance to lay in
a supply of tanglefoot. River and Lake St. Clair and
Detroit River are one continuous panorama, which should
be seen from the deck of a steamer to be thoroughly en-
joyed. Windsor and then Cleveland are reached in due
time, from there across the lake to the Welland Canal,
and here commenced one of the most enjoyable parts of
the whole trip. They sing of moonlight on the lake, but
give us ours on the Welland Canal, with the deck of the
Alma Munroe under our feet, corn cob pipes in our
mouths, camp luggage in the cabin, and a three months'
vacation staring us in the face.
The next morning we arrive in Toronto, where we have

considerable difficulty with the custom house officer, who
is in grave doubts whether to allow our guns to go through
or not, our Winchester especially attracts his attention.
"How long have you had it? When did you get it? How

much did it cost?" and other sundry questions are put to
us in quick succession, bufc we finally convince him that
it would be the proper thing to allow us to pass; not with-
out a great many shakes of his head, however, and pro-
longed mutterings. We soon transferred our luggage
on the steamer which was to take us to Hamilton, our
starting point on the railroad journey to Muskoka.
At Hanailton we had considerable work to do. As our

canoe was in storage there it had to be shipped north;
provisions and a few cooking utensils were bought; and
then with heads shaved we are ready to start again.
Three hundred miles north we arrived at Bracebridge,

a small village on the Muskoka River. The falls here
cause the first portage to those who wish to follow the
river to the great northern watershed.
Before the shute was built the fall? were one of fl^e

hardest on the river for the lumbermen to run. Many
are the tales told of the great jams, the last one continued
many days—one log standing upright was the key to the
whole thing. Ropes were fastened; horses and men
pulled, but to no avail—the log must be partly sawed. Who
would do it? It would be taking one's life in hands to at-
tempt it. Fifty dollars—an Indian and a saw, and the
story is told.

For half a dollar we induce a farmer to haul our canoe
and luggage to the river's edge below the falls. Here we
were at last ready to start on our long-looked-for trip.

Perhaps it would interest some fellow oamijers to know
what our outfit consisted of.

First—Our canoe, the Chicago, was a cedar lapstreak,
16ft. long, 30in. beam and lOin. depth, weighing about
601bs. , and carrying an extra large lateen sail; her capacity
was supposed to be l,300ib8. As an all-round canoe she
pretty near fills the bill.

Second—Clothing.—Each outfit of our extra clothing
was packed in small round bags, 20in. long and 24in. in
circumference. These and the ammunition bag had been
well parafined, which made them perfectly waterproof.
Our wardrobe was limited to extra pair pants, extra shirt,
extra suit of underwear, two extra pair socks, one of them
heavy wool, four bandana handkerchiefs, three pair of
shoes—one low canvas, one tan color and one extra heavy,
with thick soles—and a rubber overcoat.

TJiird—Ammimition,—This bag waaabout the same size
as the clothing one, and contained 700 rounds of .32
cartridges for the Winchester, 200 rounds for the .32 rifle

and about 200 rounds for the shotgun. Into this bag
went the fishing tackle box and the miscellaneous stuff,
such as nails, string, tacks, wire, etc., etc.

Fourth—Provisions.—This bag consisted of an inside
bag of heavy canvas inclosed in oilcloth, length 40in,,
circumference 36in., with heavy rope handles on sidei
Into this went the following, each in a bag of its own:
Tea, sugar, flour, rice, beans, oatmeal and salt, also the
coffee, which was kept in an air-tight tin with small screw
top.

Fifth—Blmikets.—Three heavy pairs were tightly rolled
in oilcloth, inside of which were the matches (in rubber-
corked beer bottles), towels, dish cloths and mosquito
net.

Sixth—Tinware.—These important articles consisted of
large, small and smaller pails, tin plates, cups, porridge
dish, frying-pan, coffee pot, knives, spoons, etc. These
all fitted in the large pail which went into a bag with
draw-string at the top.
Seventh—Stove.—This was an invention of our own,

and was made of sheet iron, 3ft. long, 14in. high, the
four sides were hinged to the top which had one hole.
Having no bottom it could be folded up flat. The pipe

—

three lengths—telescoped together. This stove gave
good satisfaction, but it is not perfect by any means,
although for size and convenience we have never seen its
equal.
Eighth—TJie Tent was an 8ft. wall, rolled up with pegs

inclosed and in a bag of its own, the poles and ridge being
tied together.
Ninth—The Cot was folded up with ax lashed to its

side.

Some will think we had a great many bags, but experi-
ence has taught us that "A bag for everything and every-
thing in a bag," is a good motto while out camping.
Any one but a camper looking at our pile of luggage

and then at our canoe would wonder what we were going
to do with it all, but that was soon settled.
The sail, tent poles and cot were laid in the bottom.

In the bow went the stove pij^e, clothes bags, tinware
and stove. Then came the provision bag, tent, blankets,
with the gims and fishing poles laid along the sides, the
ammunition bag was placed in the stern, which just left
enough room for the two of us to crowd in.

By this time the day was pretty well gone, and as we
wanted to make our old camping ground about two miles
down the river, we sent the canoe along at a pretty good
speed, although it required close watching aa the river
contained a great many logs from the drive now going on.
We were informed at the village that we would not be

able to make the lake by the mouth of the river, as the
logmen had possession, but would be compelled to take
what they called the cut, which branched off about a mile
further up. Turning the bend of the river the old camp
ground came in view. It seemed such a short time since
we had pitched our tent there before. Everything was
just as we left it; the dead pine boughs lay in a heap at
one side, relics of our once fragrant bed; the blackened
hole in the ground showed where the camp stove had
once done good service and in a short time would be
utilized for the same purpose. It did not take us long to
pitch the tent and get everything under canvas; one of us
getting supper while the other got things in ship shape.

I
Night overtook us before we had the dishes washed, but
by the aid of a camp-fire we made short work of them,
and were soon under the cover pf two pairs of heavy
blankets. But what a night! We had neglected to put
up the mosquito netting and—^but what camper has not
gone through the same experience. We got up about two
o'clock in the morning and smudged the tent, which
seemed only to sharpen their appetites. We will let this
pass, as we do not wish to awaken sad memories.
Chicago. Baxter, and Grimm.

EPHRAIM AND CHERRIES.

I AM alone to-night and memories of bygone, happy
days in Colorado on the southern border come crowd-

ing thick and fast. Just about this time of the year I
was resting up at my ranch on Rita Azul, Colorado, after
a long cow hunt. I had three Mexican families on the
ranch. Two of them had land from me, which they were
working on shares after the leisurely way a Mexican gen-
erally works. The other man was taking care of my
cattle and doing chores and his wife was doing my
cooking.
One afternoon I felt pretty well rested and told the

women on the ranch that I would take them over into the
Manca del Burro Canon after cherries, which grow there
in profusion. The men were aU. gone except one boy of
about sixteen, a rather lazy, quiet young gentleman
about the color of an old saddle. They accepted the in-
vitation eagerly, and so I told Juan Maria De Castro to
bitch a pau- of ponies to the farm wagon and put some
hay into it; some blankets were put gn the hay, and nay
load piled in. live young women, six or ten children,

YnXh Juan Maria and me on tl>e seat. Tao:ftlB Josephite

Luisa and the other women, with the ever-present shawl
over their head, and several with a coat of white dirt on'
their faces to preserve their complexions. It was a curi-
ous-looking load, and they made as much noise as a flock
of blackbirds.
We drove west along the base of the hills to the en-

trance of the Manca del Burro and then up the caflon,
sometimes in the creek, then out, crossing it twenty
times in a mile. It is a deep valley with a brook at the
bottom and the banks slope steeply up for half a mile
each way from the brook. We passed one patch of
cherries about a mile up the cafion, and went to the next
patch, two miles further up, turned the wagon round
and unhitched the horses, the women got out, and leav-
ing Juan to herd the children we climbed up to the
cherry bushes. They were about 200yds. up the steep
bank and ran parallel to the creek for several hundred
yards. The patch was about 20yds. wide and the
bushes about 5ft. high, covered thickly with fruit. These
cherries resemble the choke cherries of the East. The
women all went to picking cherries, talking and laugh-
ing as they picked. I picked a few and ate them, then
sat down and dreamed of other scenes and my far away
home in the East.
All at once the women stopped talking, and as I rose,

there was a grizzly bear as big as a beef steer, standing
on his hindlegs and looking at us from the other side of
the bushes. He stuck out his tongue, licked his lips and
groaned. The girls were paralyzed, and stood still and
stared with blanched faces. I told them to run and stood
my ground. There was a wild stampede down the hill,

accompanied by some good honest screaming. I drew
my .45 six-shooter, resol ved to make a fight if he came
after them. He quietly dropped down on all fours and
disappeared, and I went down the hill as fast as I
could go.
When I reached the wagon it had just started, and I

climbed in as Juan Maria struck the horses with the
whip, got on at the hind end, scrambled over the women
and children so that Juan should not break our necks
running the horses; and soon grabbed the reins and slowed
them to a walk. The women looked as if they had been
run through a threshing machine. Their calico dresses
were torn into strings, and they almost cried, until I
promised them a new dress apiece for getting them into
the scrape, when they laughed and seemed perfectly
satisfied. It was quite a contract, for good calico was
worth 25 cents a yard in Trinidad. We stopped at the
lower patch of bushes, but the women would not get out
till I had thrashed around in the brush for some time to
convince them that there were no more bears.
They filled pails and baskets at last and we all went

home. They to a home that was home. I to a place
where I staid—one American alone with a horde of
savage, ignorant Mexicans around him. Well, there is

one comfort, 1 am well out of it. W. J. Dixon.

THE BEAVER AND HIS SUNKEN WOOD.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have just returned from my annual outing, and on
looking over the numbers of Forest and Stream that
came during my absence, I observed in the number dated
July 2 an article having the above heading, signed by
"Berlin."

I wish to apologize to "Berlin" for what he terms my
"flippancy," and to assure him that I thought his first

article was really intended as a joke. I now see that he
was in deadly earnest, and as I have personally seen and
inspected many colonies of beaver when I was a young
man, I feel that I ought to try and make clear my posi-
tion of skepticism as to the manner in which "Berlin"
says the beaver accomplishes the feat.

When a boy of 14 or 15 years of age, I began spending
my school vacations in the forest, in company with differ-

ent companions, some of them being well versed in wood
lore, and a love of nature was thus inculcated that has
continued to grow with the passing years. When about
the age of 30 (I cannot be just sure, as my notes of those
long past days were destroyed long ago by fire), I spent
two summers far from the haunts of man, and within
half a mile of two colonies of beaver. Many an hour,
both day and night, have I spent in trying to get ac-
quainted with this most interesting and sagacious of wild
creatures. I had a companion at that time, a man as
well versed in the ways of the "wood folk" as the most
enthusiastic youthful questioner could desire; and be-
tween my own observations and the information derived
from my campmate, I fancied that I had acquired a fair

knowledge of Castor jiher. Some years after vvard I also
had various opportunities of observing different familes
of beaver, in late fall and early winter, while deer hunt-
ing. All this was in the Megantic region, in Canada, and
neighboring parts of Maine. I mention all this only to
show that I know something of the subject I am writing
about.
This question of sinking their wood, as provision for

the icy months of winter, was often discussed , and with
considerable pertinacity I endeavored to ascertain how it

was done, I have seen the bottom of their ponds literally

paved with pieces of alder, poplar, white birch and
other woods from the size of a pipe stem to 4 or 5in. in
diameter, cut in varying lengths. They did not seem to
be bedded in the mud, but only lay upon it. Disturb one
of them, and up it would bob like a cork. Now, where
can the theory of "sucking the air out" come in here? If

the air could be exhausted from the cells of the wood (of

which more hereafter), and replaced by water, the wood
would remain sunken when disturbed, and cotild not
float any more than any other "water-logged" piece of
wood. But this is just what the beaver's wood will not
do. It is like Banquo's ghost, and will not "down." Of
course, after it has lain upon the bottom for a long time
it will not rise, as it becomes thoroughly water-soaked,
but it takes considerable time for it to reach this stage-
certainly more than the first season, as all freshly cut
wood will rise quickly. This I personally know, as I have
often disturbed it.

A few words about the theory of "sucking the air out"
will now be in order. I do not care to cast any ridicule

in my remarks, as any theory in regard to natural history,

honestly maintained, should be treated in all fairneps.

But letme ask "Berlin" how large a piepe of wood can he
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exhaust the air from, so that it will remain under water?
Can he talre a piece of poplar, 2in. in diameter and 3ft.

long, and not alone with Ms mouth hut with tlie most
powerful air pump, exhaust the air, and replace it with
water to such an extent that it will remain submerged
when at rest in the water? He cannot do it. And 1 have
peeu pieces of twice that size submerged by the heaver.

The air cannot be exhausted from the wood no matter
what size it may be unless the whole circumference of the

stick at the end to which the lips are applied be inclosed

during the act. Now 1 would again ask, can a beaver
take the end of a 2 to 4in. stick into his mouth and grasp
it firmly with his lips? The form of his mouth renders
this impossible.
A beaver's incisors protrude so that they cannot be

covered entirely from sight by the animal. The lips are

not flexible enough to accomplish this, much less to

tightly inclose a piece of wood when wedged between the
teeth.

So that aside from the philosophical improbability of

being able to exhaust the air in the manner mentioned
by "Berlin," by any means, it is clear that the beaver
cannot do it.

It was the opinion of my old teacher in wood lore— and
it became mine also—that the beaver anchored his wood
by pressing it sufficiently deep into the mud to overcome
its buoyancy by the adhesive qualities of the latter. The
bottom of a beaver's pond is always covered with a heavy
slimy ooze, where he anchors his provisions; and if the

wood be held in contact with this for a short time it be-

comes tightly adherent. This I believe to be the secret,

but would not assert it positively.

This article is written in all kindness, and only with a
desire to set myself right with "Berlin" and others in-

terested in the subject. It is already far too long, but I

do not propose to reopen the subject or trespass further

upon the columns of dear old Fokkst and Stream in re-

gard to it, and so have been thus diffuse. Arefar.
Catjcfobnta.

REARING QUAIL IN CONFINEMENT.
"IkT^OXJ remember I mentioned several weeks since that
X Mr. Dyer had hatched in his incubator sixteen little

Virginia ortyxes, and that two half-grown bantams had
been pressed into service as assistants to the brooder in
mothering the orphans. It gTieves me to say that this
experiment, like that of the grouse, was a failui-e. The
quail lived about a month and were as chipper as could
be, running all over the large yard and garden, busily
searching for insects and other food with the bantams,
and made a very pretty picture. Then without any ap-
parent cause they began dropping off one by one or twos,
and in a week or two had gone to join the big bevy on
the other side. But the bantams and the brooder are all

right, the latter now having eleven more quail eggs in it

nearly ready to bloom.
The failure cannot be laid to neglect in care, for Jlr. D.

is at home all the time, and thoroughly enjoys such ex-
periments. The birdies had a varied food of finely-
cracked wheat, corn, oatmeal, millet seed, ample run in
the grass and garden, were carefully kept in the brooder
and wire run when the weather was wet or chilly, and
watched with loving care, and if the bantams had taken
half as much interest in the matter as Mr. D. the result
might have been different. But it was hardly to be ex-
pected. It was their first experience and they were but
callow themselves, yet they did nobly, submitting to the
nestling as far as their capacity would allow with great
l>atience, but otherwise evincing little interest in their
adoptions, neither calling them nor attending them faith-
fully in their foraging, though generally seen with them.
It was a perfunctory performance and was quite an
interesting study. The little mites were as fearless of
humanity as so many ordinary chicks, and often evoked
from the passers by the exclamation "Oh! aren't they
cute." I don't know what course Mr. D. will pursue with
the ensuing editions, but let us hope he may witness an
abundant fruition of his patient labors, O. O. S.

VXNET^AND, N. J., Aug. 18.

MARINE BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION.

A USEFUL work is being undertaken by the Univer-
sity Marine Biological Association, which has been

founded"for the purpose of establishing and maintaining
laboratories and aquaria on the coast of the United States,
where accm-ate researches may be carried on, leading to
the improvement of the biological sciences and especially
to an increase of our knowledge of the food, life condi-
tions and habits of American food fishes and molluscs,
and for stimulating public interest in these matters.
The importance of possessing seaside laboratories at

which the working naturalists of the country, the teach-
ers in schools and colleges, the patient investigators in
pure science, the G-overnment experts and others could
secure a practical acquaintance with the structure and
habits of marine animals, has long been appreciated in
Europe, where many such laboratories exist. A begin-
ning has been made in this country, but more such sta-

tions, well equipped and provided with competent instruc-
tors, are needed. To establish these laboratories money
is required, but no one doubts that the sums expended
will be returned manyfold by the actual increase in food
fish—to mention only one example—which will result
from the study of marine life.

The laboratory estabhshed by this Association is located
at Sea Isle City, on Ludlam Island, New Jersey, a situ-

ation which seems very well chosen. A tract of land of
five acres has been secured on Ludlam Bay, within three
or four minutes' walk of the ocean beach. Two railroad
stations are almost within a stone's throw and a steam
tramway affords facilities for reaching any point on the
beach within six miles at any time of day.
The laboratory consists at present of a two-story build-

ing 24xT3ft., thoroughly equipped for practical and
scientific investigation. A suitable pumping plant fur-
nishes a constant supply of salt water for tiie aquaria and
working tables, and a number of boats of various kinds,
dredges, trawls, tow-nets, pound-nets, etc., under the
management of experienced collectors and fishermen,
will keep up the supply of specimens and enable the in-
vestigators and students to search all points of interest in
the neighboring waters.

^'

The establishment of this laboratory is authorized by
act of Legislature of the State of New Jersey, which pro-
Tides that its property shall be ejcempt from taxation,
and that the authorities in charge of the station shall

have the right to fish unmolested in any of the waters of
the State for the purpose of obtaining material needed in
their investigations.

It is expected that publications, to consist of mono-
graphs on various forms of life, will be issued from time
time. Further information may be had by addressing
the Rev. Jesse Y. Burk, University of Pennsylvania,
PhiladelpMa, Pa.

PENNSYLVANIA NOTES.
KANE, Pa., July 25.—CoL Thos. L. Kane founded and

laid out the town of Kane, McKean county, where
he raised, in the spring of 1861, a regiment of hunters,
trappers and loggers, known as the "Bucktails," which
became famous for their great bravery, skill as marksmen,
and unusual powers of endurance. Kane, ninety-five
miles from the city of Erie, is situated at an elevation of
2,001ft. above the level of the sea. It is the highest point
reached by the Philadelphia & Erie Railroad, a division
of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's system, and
one which traverses some of the best regions in our State
for hunting and fishing. The town is located on an
elevated tableland known as "Big Level," which consti-
tutes the boundary from south to north of the Pennsyl-
vania oil and coal field. In this region the ornithological
student will find several species of birds as summer resi-
dents which are found in but few localities of the State
as natives. During the past summer the following-named
species have been observed breeding, or seen during the
months of May, June and July:
Winter wren, tolerably common; olive-backed thrush,

common, five nests found; red-bellied nuthatch, rather
rare; mourning warbler, one nest taken; magnolia warb-
ler, frequent; chestnut-sided warbler, very abundant;
hooded warbler, several birds seen; Blackburnian warb-
ler, frequent; black-throated green warbler, common;
large-billed water thrush, rather rare; Canadian fly-

catcher, frequent; yeUow-bellied fly-catcher, tolerably
common; rose-breasted grosbeak, common about three
miles east of Kane; wild pigeon, few single individuals
or pairs seen; red-shouldered hawk, common; snow bird
{Junco hyemalis), very abundant. W.

DEATH VALLEY.
SOME time since we published a review of a Bulletin of

the Department of Agrictdture, which contained a
preliminary report by Dr. C. Hart Merriam of the inves-
tigations which he has been carrying on for several years
in Death Valley. The present season's work in this

region closed some little time since, and Dr. Merriam

—

who, as already stated in Forest and Stream, has been
appointed one af the American commissioners to investi-

gate the present status of seal life in Bering Sea—has
started for the north. A reporter of the San Francisco
Chronicle interviewed Dr. Merriam while he was in that
city, and quotes him as making the following statements
with repard to Death Valley:

"The valley and its lowering black walls of barren rock," be
said, "are weird and strangely sublime in their desolation. For
miles a,nd miles the curious mountains may be seen outlined
against the clear sky. From the top of Telescope Peak, the high-
est of the Panamint or western range which shuts the valley m,
one may look down a dizzy black precipice 13,000ft. to the level of
the valley, as dazzling white as snow. Stretching from the moun-
tain's foot are the glistening fields of salt. Here and there are
rutming streams of salt and mineral waters. To drink of them is

to die. The view is closed in by the gloomy cliffs of the Funeral
Mountains, which form an impenetrable barrier at the east of the
canon. The scene is one of violent contrasts of glaring whites and
dead blacks.
"The valley is the most barren and the lowest of a series in east-

ern California and southwestern Nevada. At a rough estimate it

is about 150ft. below the level of the sea. It rims generally north
and south, although its worst regions turn to the northwest. This
ponion has been named Mesquite Valley. It is a region far worse
than Death Valley proper. The valley may be compared to the
Grand Gaiion of the Colorado. It is rather an immense chasm
than a valley. It is about 140 miles long and at its broadest part
is only 18 miles wide. In some parts it is not more than 15 miles
in width.
"On either side of the valley, stretching almost its entire length

is a range of mountains, absolutely barren of animal and veget-
able life. The western range is the Panamint, averaging in hicrht
about 9,080tt. The eastern range is the Funeral, a suggestive and
not unfit name. The Funeral Mountains rise fully 7,000ft. above
the level of the sea. These mountains are black, with the excep-
tion of curious patches of red rock. Away to the north is Mount
Magruder. Beyond in the distance rise the hights of the Sierras
Almost at the southern limit of the valley is Mount Ivanwarch'
Behind it is the 'Devil's Playground,' a region of absolute barren-
ness.
"Down the valley a hot, suffocating wind blows with terrific

velocity. In its course through the stricken region it gathers a
black cloud of hot, shifting sand that has blinded many an un-
wary horse and rider. Under the glistening beds of crystallized
salt in places are running streams of salt water. Beneath these
is still another bed of salt. In other parts of the valley are wastes
of hot sand drawn in some places into high mounds by the whirl-
ing blasts that sweep down the caiion. There, too, is the most
curious earth I have seen—self-rising earth it has been called As
far as the eye can see it appears in curving outline, up and down
as if puffed by a natural yeast. The unfortunate animal that
steps upon the little hills will crash through, for they are not
much more than fragile crusts.

"Still stranger is that section of the valley which for want of
a better namejis called Salt Earth. Innumerable pinnacles taper-
ing to points as fine as needles and a foot long, rise in close array
from the ground. They are ae hard as stone and as dangerous as
sharpened steel. Beneath and hidden by them are pitfalls a
tumble into which means a broken leg or arm. Then, too, are the
rich fields of borax, which have lured many a man to death
Dreadful as is Death Valley, its northwestern arm, Mesquite Val-
ley, is worse. All of the water upon Its surface is poison. The
wind has thrown the sand into immense mounds, one of which is
three miles long and 500ft. high. It was in this valley that the
immigrants lost their lives. Water may be obtained only by dig-
ging deep wells, and then it is none too pure.
"Our party, the Biological Survey of the United States Govern-

ment, has been in the valley for months. It left there only a few
days ago, having finished investigation. The general purpose of
the Department of Agriculture, under which we work, is to col-
lect facts relating to the distribution of species with variations of
humidity and temperature througnout the United States, and
particularly in the western part. The results obtained will be of
the utmost value to agriculture, for they will save millions of dol-
lars spent in experiment by farmers who wish to test the capacity
and character of their land.
-We found that in certain zones certain flora and fauna flour-

ish. Each zone has its peculiar species, which wiU not flourish in
others. These zones are both horizontal and vertical. The party
chose the desolate region of Death Valley for its labors, for from
it, and not far distant, can be traced the seven zones we have es-
tablished. The valley, notwithstanding its barren elements, has
many phases of life. It has thirty or forty species of animals
and fully as many of vegetable growth. Nothing, of course, will
live on the sale or borax bottoms, but on the edges of these dis-
tricts various hardy plants thrive. In the sand wastes are gopher,
mice, rats, bats and many other animals, and not a few reptiles."

Washington, D. C, Aug. 6.—Another specimen of the
rare Argentine was recently caught in the harbor at Bel-
fast, Me., and forwarded by Mr. H. P. Thompson to the
U. S. Fish Commission, This &sh is a relative of the
fimelt, but grows larger. A few days since I noted a fine

tarpon in the market at Golden's; also a nice example of
the flasher (Lohotes). The tarpon was taken at Virginia
Beach. It would measure 50in. in length and probably
weighed 70 or 80lbs.—Bonakt.

^^me ^dg md
The pull texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the
Oame Lcms.

A MISSISSIPPI KIVER ADVENTURE.
ONE cold morning in January early in the sixties five

resolute fellows hurriedly stepped into a skiff at a
little town in Illinois on the east bank of the Mississippi,
and with two sets of oars pushed out into the current in
pursuit of game—a fugitive from justice—intending to
intercept or get track of him at a railroad town sixteen
miles below.
The river was full of running ice, stretching from

shore to shore, with here and there small streaks and
patches of open water, which the men worked the skiff
into when they coidd gain time by doing so. They would
frequently get into a pack of mush ice and have to fight
their way through it with tedious and exasperating
delay. At other times they were hemmed in with ice
fields as large as a good-sized farm, and would drift with
the current until an opening showed itself through which
they could get into open water; but by hard work and
good management they reached their destination after a
four hours' run, when the crowd separated.
Two of our number went to the railroad depot, two

others to police headquarters and the other to the tele-
graph offices, but all to no purpose, as the party we were
so anxious to interview had evidently kept away from
railroad and telegraph lines.

It was well along in the afternoon when we got to-
gether again ready to make the return trip.

The ice was not running as heavily as in the morning
and there was more open water, hut we had the current
to contend with, which had been in our favor on the
down trip, but by hugging the Illinois shore and taking
advantage of the openings we were making satisfactory
progress under the circumstances.

"VVe had pulled leisurely over about six miles of our
course, comparing notes and discussing the incidents of
the day, when we heard the baying of hounds nearly two
miles above us on the Missouri side, followed soon after
by the report of a gun, when the music suddenly came to
an end. As there were "right smart deer"' in the river
bottoms at that time, such occurrences were so common
as to scarcely excite comment, except among hunting
cu'cles and lovers of the chase.
We had probably rowed about a half a mile further

when the keen eyes of the steersman saw what appeared
to be a piece of driftwood coming down the river in the
ice and drawing toward the Illinois shore, but there were
so many cross currents during the winter when the water
was low that there was nothing strange about that. A
few moments later, however, he sang out, "Boys, there's
a doe, End it is making for the Illinois shore." How our
pulses leaped, all was excitement on that little craft, and
every man was on the alert. The blades fairly bent under
the strong steady sweep of the oarsmen, the pilot stood
up in the stern the better to overlook the field and keep
the skiff clear of the ice.

The doe saw that a new danger threatened it and in-
creased its speed, rapidly nearing the bank. Now it was
at the head of a stretch of comparatively open water,
while we were at the lower end of it.

And now the boat jumps at every stroke of the oars,
and seems to fly over the water; the doe redoubles its

efforts and in a few minutes will reach the bank, It is

now or never with us, and the oarsmen by a sudden spurt
aided by a skillful maneuver of the pilot ran the boat
between it and the shore, which was not more than 50yds.
distant, and at that place opened out into a heavily-tim-
bered creek bottom. The boat was under such headway
that we shot several lengths past the doe, and as luck
would have it got fast on a small cake of sunken ice.

Had the doe kept its course it could easily have passed
below the skiff and reached the bank in safety, so far as
we were concerned, for we had no firearms with us, not
even a revolver. In its fright it started back toward the
Missouri shore, beating the water into foam in its effort

to escape; but it soon settled down to a steady swim when
it reached the heavy ice.

It was some minutes before we got rounded to and
headed for it, and it now was over two hundred yards out
in the river, fast leaving the shore behind. Then the
chase began. The skiff was heavily loaded and the under-
taking was not without a spice of danger, but fortunately
we had on board three cool-headed fellows and two of
them had the oars when we first sighted the doe; the
other, who had lived on the banks of the Mississippi until
he was well nigh amphibious, stood in the stern with a
steering oar and directed the chase. And now look out
for music.
We soon overhauled the doe, when the man in the bow

caught it by the ears and tried to cut its throat; but he
might as well have tried to hold the tail end of a cyclone.
It fought desperately and got in several savage blows
with its hoofs; but the fellow was good grit and took the
pounding until he was glad to release it. In the skirmish
it got both its forelegs over the gunwale of the skiff as if

it wanted to come on board and finish him; but as we
had aU the passengers we could accommodate at that
time, and as we had no guarantee that it would behave
itself if it came on board, he let it go again and we headed
it toward the Illinois shore. When it got too near the
shore for safety he made the second attack with the same
result, and in both cases it came near swamping us, so
near, in fact, that we began to think of the wives and
babies at home. Oh, for a gun; any kind of a gun-
flint-lock, percussion or pepper-box, anything that would
shoot.

We drove it back and forth to and from the shore sev-
eral times to tire it out, to take the edge oft" the animosity,
so to speak. In the meantime both boat and doe were
rapidly drifting down stream, when the bow oarsman in
sheer desperation struck it across the neck with the edge
of an oar blade and stunned it, when it was hauled
alongside the skiff and knocked in the head with an old
hatchet that happe^ned to be on board, Then we towed it
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ashore in triumph and cut its throat with a pocket knife.

One of the party was so elated that he gave a long
" Whoop-ee-ee, boys. This ain't the game we started for
this morning, but it's a heap better 'n none."
Another occupant of tiie skifE just smiled all over his

face, not because we had caught the doe, but because he
was once more safe and sound on dry laud and not on the
bottom of the Mississippi with acres of ice running over
him. He showed the white feather from the first, and
violently, even pitiously, protested against the "foolhardy
scheme; he didn't want to be drowned for any blanked
deer that ever lived." He couldn't see where the fun
came in. He was told to keep cool as there was no dan-
ger, that we were after venison and we would have that
doe if we chased it till sundown, and that he could have
his choice, either to stay on board or get out and walk to

shore.
If ever a poor creature had earned its life and liberty it

was that poor doe. It had probably been hard pressed by
the hunters and hounds the greater part of the day, and
as a last desperate chance for life had plunged into the
river, trusting rather to its treacherous currents and
grinding ice than to the mercy of its human foes from
whom it was trying to escape. But its perils were not
over, for after fighting its way through a mile of ice and
drift, it fell into the hands of foes less merciful if possible

than those it had left behind.
It was exciting sport for the men in the skiif , but look-

ing at the other side of the picture it was cruel sport for

tbe doe. It was a sight that might well call for pity, to

see five unfeeling men trying to snufi out its harmless
life when it was battling so gallantly against such fear-

ful odds. No matter which way it turned there was no
chance to escape, death was certain, the drifting ice was
everywhere, and its pitiless pursuers were pressing it

close, ready to take every advantage of its failing

strength. Its helplessness excites no sympathy.
Is there not in all of us a trace of the original savage

that dwelt in caves, that has come down through the
ages tainting each succeeding generation: that centuries
of civilization cannot eradicate nor repress, but only gloss

over with thin film of custom, waiting only the oppor-
tunity and occasion to burst forth like a consuming fire?

The doe was a large one and in prime condition. We
found a slight flesh wound on one of its hips, probably
made by the hunter's farewell shot as it took the river for

happier hunting grounds. As we had lost at least an
hour's time in this adventure, we loaded our quarry into

the skift' and commenced the remaining ten miles of our
trip in better spirits.

When the sun went down we were still paddling our
way through the ice, and it was nearly midnight when
we'reached our homes, cold, hungry and fatigued, but
late as it was that doe must he hung up and dressed, and
as we had with us an expert in that line this feat was
soon accomplished. The next morning we breakfasted on
venison steak and fought the battle over again.

Elsah, ni. Cameron.

AGAIN IN BRIAR LAND.
MAN is prone to return to his first love, despite his

lively memory of scratches from her sharp-pointed
claws. Si we sought again the briars in Thanksgiving
week of 1890, and were once more torn, pierced and muti-
lated—aU for undying love of Uame Grouse and Bre'r
Rabbit, I have told Forest and Stream something of
two of our previous trips, hence this letter may be
regarded as in the nature of a serial story.

Had the reader stood on the whai'f at daylight of Sun-
day, Nov. 33, he might have seen a party of four, Jesse
M., Tom T., E. H. and the writer, pulling and hauling
like tars at a hawser, on the ropes and chams of six dogs,
all setters save one, a noble hound of uncertain age and
African descent. That we got the resisting brutes on
board the boat and safely tied them in the forecastle or

some other place, goes without saying, but that we left to

the roustabouts the loading of our heavy boxes of am-
munition, etc., is a compliment to our foresight and ex-
perience. Then the noble Mattano—a slow, filthy, dis-

agreeable side-wheeled scow—cast off, blew whistle, and
puffed slowly, then faster and faster, till the muddy A^ir-

ginia Rhine was churned into foam and great waves were
sent ashore to endanger the castles en route. The officers

of the scow are polite gentlemen, but how they tolerate

the shell is the mud-tm"tle's own problem.
Well, we got there at last, after men and dogs had

almost lost patience and hope. Shallow water compelled
us to seek the sandy beach by means of a 7x9 float, which
was dancing a hornpipe some thousand feet out on the
waves of the two-mile broad river, with boxes, trunks
and baskets "too numerous to mention," with sighing and
howling dogs scattered here and there on, among and
under them, with terrified women and some maudlin and
noisy men, andan accompaniment of much "chin music,"
we got fairly ashore safe and duly grateful,

Ouj host's ox team awaited our baggage as usual, and
at nightfall we weie gathered around the supper table,

all talking at once and each sure his talk was the only
one worth listening to. Next day we began the hunt,
with pancakes, pork and coffee, prepared by our host's

selfsame pretty daughter, whose black eyes had shot so
many darts into our hearts the previous years. In this

connection it may be stated incidentally that E. H., the
youngest member of our band, found his week's stay
pleasurable and much too short. At first we couldn't
understand why he retired reluctantly and late and rose
cheerful and early (against his wont at home), but gradu-
ally the mystery cleared away, and after the manner of
men we forgave him, for to use a modern classic, "we
had been there too!"
Breakfast over and dogs fed, we sallied out conquering

and to conquer; but alas for the fond hopes of mortal
men! There comes sometimes, even in King George
county, Virginia, a killing frost—of meanness and
malignity—which nips the bud of promised birds and pros-

pective rabbits, So it was that memorable Nov. 24..

The leading actor in our band was one known as G, G,
About noon, as we were eating the bread, bacon and
herring lunch earned by the sweat of our brows, he, the
aforesaid G. G., appeared mounted on a fat charger and
in commanding tone demanded to know what manner of
men we were. We told him in somewhat haughty style.

Then he announced himself the proxy lord of the manor
by virtue of a duly acquired right to its hunting privileges,

and insisted we were trespassers on said manor. This so

astonished us that we remained seated on a log, but
offered a placating symbol—in theform of a brown bottle.

Then we arose and girded ourselves, and said unto him
that the true and good lord of the manor had permitted
us to hunt theron lo! these many years, and had also indi-
cated he had no objection for this one; consequently we
should hunt, hunt, hunt.
With doubts, denials, demurrers, etc, our noble friend

rode away, and we feared he was forever lost to our fond
gaze. But it was not so to be, for next morning an ami-
able constable appeared through the mist that enveloped
the hillsides, and "warranted" us in the politest manner
to appear at a country store, half a mile away, at 10 A.
M. Upon appearing there we found bilious G. had rid-

den miles upon miles the night before, to seek a magis-
trate and hound us with King George county law. The
magistrate was a polite, kind, reasonable and well-in-
formed man—a true gentleman—whose memory we shall

cherish. He read to us the special act of the Virginia
Legislature, applicable to that county alone, by which an
"informer" can become complainant, and if a huntsman
has no "written license" to gun on a particular estate, he
may be fined and his gun and dog confiscated. As in

other years, we had no "written license," and hence
were technically trespassers, being thus at the mercy of
any maliciously-minded person who might choose to
become "informer,"
To be fined and lose some valuable guns and "no-price"

dogs would have been something more than an equiva-
lent for two hours' trespassing, with not a dead bird or
rabbit, nor even a chipmunk to attest our skill. The
proxy lord, G. G., swore he had an exclusive verbal per-
mission to hunt on the estate in question, yet admitted
there was no consideration given. Here was then a
nudum pactum that would have raised even Blackstone's
massive wig. We quickly demurred, while adnuitting a
technical trespass under the statute. The wise magistrate
said we might pay the lowest possible costs, $4.20, and go
our way, which we did after treating all hands to cigars,
save always the good G. G. He averred that he was
prompted solely by hostility to our host, and had abso-
lutely no purpose to injure us. He was simply determined
to make it pleasant for our host by attacking his friends
and guests. Our host was a hard-working, thrifty, pros-
perous farmer, who had moved there from Maryland
some thirteen years before. And these things made him
obnoxious to G. G. , who had never moved (save when
the Confederate army took him along), had never worked,
and was neither thrifty nor prosperous.
Subsequent to the magisterial seance we received invi-

tations from more than one of our host's neighbors to
hunt on their farms, and every disposition was shown to
prove that G. G. did not I'epresent Virginian hospitality.
For G. G. himself nothing but anathemas were heard,
and we learned that he had long been one of the most
unpopular men in the county, so that his last es-^ay had
merely confirmed his undesirable title to notoriety and
dislike.

It is a great stretch from G, G. to innocent birds and
rabbits, but it must be made, even though the latter sub-
jects be summarily dismissed after a brief interview.
My friends M. and T, "shot lo kill," while I wandered
o'er hill and dale, in forest and meadow, observing nature
"in her loveliest mood."
The large basket trunk which they took home filled

with dead birds was their coveted testimony to skill,

which I naturally envied. But after all I got more out
of the trip in fun over this and that in the way of ludi-

crous happenings, and for years to come I can tell with
pleasure of my adventure with "that nigger's hound,"
which had so queer ideas and ways, was so indifferent to

the change of masters, localities, sleeping quarters and
diet, so stubborn and opinionated, so stupid and yet sly,

and always so hungry and hollow even when stuffed
with corn bread and rabbits, I can recall how he de-
clined to hunt squirrels, though "warranted'" for them,
how he always refused to come to a trail, how I once
threw liim in a "briar patch," vi et armis (translated, by
his tail), and after a rabbit that calmly awaited him
therein; how he emei'ged with a sang froicl which com-
pletely unnerved me, and must have surprised Bre'r
Rabbit himself, and I can always explain my lack of luck
by stating the fact, namely, that the hound always raced
the rabbits into a hole, but suppress the concomitant fact
that the said hole was his own throat. (It was not till

the last day of my stay in Briar Land that I learned
where the hole was.) So sly and "past fijiding out" are
the ways of a hound educated in an Amei-ican Ethiopia.
One week from our going we gathered again on the

sandy bank of the river in the bright morning sun, and
four hours thereafter the good steamer Wakefield bore
us to Alexandria, whence Mr. T,'s smart team quickly
took us to Four-Mile Run. There our good friend Charlie
P, awaited our coming, and at dusk we sat once again
around Mrs. T.'s groaning table; everything was cooked
to perfection, and we ate and ate like starved men of

turkey and "fixings" too numerous to remember. The
reader will not blame us if, remembering the most notable
experience of our trip, we sang:

"Old Grymes should be dead,

That bad old maB,
May we never see him more."

Potomac.

"BANK-GRASS KNOLL."
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of July 30 "Sand Hill" dropped on the

writer of this quite heavily; but as a small boy once re-

marked to me when a bigger one knocked him down, "It
did not hurt much." Firstly because it was done in a
gentlemanly and courteous manner, secondly, taken in
the abstract, what he says is quite cori-ect; thirdly, judged
as we are by standards at best arbitrary and uncertain,
there are few of us whose conduct as sportsmen is not
open to criticism, and lastly, I have a perfectly clear
conscience.
About two miles from here lives old Oliver F, , a man

who some years ago discovered that seasoned shingles
make good kindling and proceeded to strip them off his
house for this purpose. As the shingle line gradually re-

ceded it was necessary to use a sharpened stake to punch
the kindling, and it became the duty of George Tom,
Oliver's eldest son, to see that the stake was in its place
within reach of the door. One night he neglected to do
this. Next morning, on his way in from the barn, he
met his paternal parent in no very pleasant frame of
mind. "See here, George Tom," says he, "what do you
mean by neglectin' of your business in this way. There,

I had to go out in my sock feet this mornin' to bunt up a
stake to git kindlin's. After this, when you have any-
thin' to do, you tend to it. No one '11 ever hire you
when you git to be a man if there's no dependence to
be put in you; and you're shiftless, I tell you, boy, shift-
less, and if there's anythin' under the light of this here
heavens I hate, it's shiftlessness."

Similarly we all hate unsportsmanlike ways, hut they
are mostly George Tom's ways, not our own. The sen-
tence in my former communication, upon which your
correspondent founds his objection, is, perhaps, somewhat
loosely written; it certainly is open to a more extreme in-
terpretation than is consistent with strict accuracy. The
reader might possibly think that I lost four nights' sleep
out of every week for three open seasons and killtd
thousands of ducks. This would be incorrect. I was at
that time engaged in a brain-worrying, nerve-exhaustine
business. My day's work was usually finished by 4:30
P.M. Then, with gun and a couple of dozen cartridges,
I strolled down to the Dugway, adjacent to which there
is a large tract of intervale and marsh abounding in
ponds, puddles and duck food. I would walk up per-
haps half a dozen snipe, killing some and missing the
rest, A little before sundown I would hide in my blind
on.the "Bank-grass Knoll" to wait for the ducks, 'Before
long they would come. Some would pitch down far
from any shooter and go to feeding, others in circling
around would get killed or missed. Then, when dusk
came and there was danger of failing to find if we killed,
we left our stands—the Parson, Samuel, Chase and I—
and walked home in the gloaming. One duck was a fair
bag, two good, three extra and four a "whopper." The
Parson and I killed less than 50 each a season, the other
two exceeded that figure slightly.

The ducks would come quite early Monday evenings,
and a little later each day till Thm'sdHy, by which time
there would only be a few stray ones before it was too
dark to shoot. Then we would leave them alone till the
following Monday, when the shooting w-ould again be
good. Unquestionably the ducks came there to feed, and
many of them did so. I have seen ducks feeding com-
placently in a little pond just north of my stand, paying
no attention to the shooting in a blind idOOyds from them,
but if I, at about half that distance and in plain sight,
fired, they woidd leave in a hurry.

If I was a sinner then, I am one still—an unrepentant
one. For I expect to occupy the old stand on Bank-grass
Knoll again this fall for a few days after the opening of
the season. I will i>robably enjoy it, even if I don't kill

many ducks. Of the many pleasant memories associated
with those threp years, the ones clinging around Bank-
grass Knoll are what I would care least to have eliminated.
Even when I killed nothing there was something com-
forting and restfixl in sitting there in the after-glow and
listening to the song of the wind through the bank-grass,
80 close to my ears. I think others have found it so, too.
No one would make me believe that the Parson came a
distance of two and a half miles for the sake of the ducks
he got.

Perhaps we were sportsmen, perhaps not, but I think
if "Sand Hill" could have known our little clique he
would have pronounced us not too bad a lot. He would
have found us content with very little and never cursing
our luck, except when the guns mis-ed fire, and then the
woi'st the Parson ever said was "bother."
In conclusion, I may say that I would not shoot a duck

on her nest; that's Geoi'ge Tom's way, and I despise it;

but I did shoot ducks between simdown and dark, and
would do so again. Twice I have fired at ducks after
dark, and will not say that I won't do so any more. This
may not be right, but we cannot all of u?« do right all the
time, L, I. Flower.
McDonald's Cobner, N. B.

AN ADIRONDACK SQUIRREL HUNT.
THERE lies before me in my study a silvery rug made

of 16 gray squirrel skins, which, as my eye catches
it, turns my thoughts back to a cool bright October day
spent on the edge of the Adirondacks hunting squirrels
with a keen-nosed old hound.
For many years near Lake George a now old man by

the name of Stevens has lived, and man's memory hardly
runneth back to when his companion, a liver and tan
hound, did not exist. The two are county characters,
and their reputation for knowing just where the game
was to be found was proverbial.
At sunrise we climhed out of the wagon at his cabin in

the edge of the woods. The horse was placed in the little

shed with a bunch of corn stalks to feed upon. The old
hound, called from his kennel, barked and gamboled as he
saw the guns di-awn forth from the cases. We climbed
over the bars and followed the cow path np across the
white frost-covered pasture. It was a steep climb. Below
gradually came into view the valley of the Hudson, the
course of which was outlined, as the river wound across
the plain, by great wi-eaths of rising mist, the edges of
which the sun had tipped with rose. The old hound
scampered thi-oiigh the wood lot, where the bluejays
were crying and the chipmunks chattering around the
brush piles as though they were glad again to see the sun.
Pausing, pantingly, we gazed down upon the beautiful
panorama framed by the g;reat trunks and branches of
the few remaining trees while waiting for the voice of the
dog on a trail. The old hunter, as he leaned his 6ft, or
more of spare frame on his ax handle, with scraggy gray
beard and coon-skin cap, formed a strong picturesque
figure.

The welcome bay came down the mountain side, and
the old man with face alert bent forward to mark the
direction of the running, A short "Come on!" and with
rapid strides he led toward the heavy timber. The ring-
ing music stopped, and an occasional angry bark told
plainly the game was "treed" or "holed," The latter it

proved to be, as we saw Ihe dirt flying from the paws of
the dog as he sought to reach his quarry under the roots,

A.11 the morning we tramped through the big timber.
Only a single gray was shot, and he came tumbling out
from the red leaves of a bough he was scampering along.
The old hunter had predicted squirrels in plenty in the
morning, and the keenness of his dog had been duly
lauded. As the hpurs wore on both master and dog were
chagrined, as their actions plainly revealed. About noon
he proposed lunch and thfn to try a different ridge. High
up on the mountain on a big mofcs-covered rock a tire was
built. Stretched out at full length in the grateful warmth
of sun and fu-e we rested. Down through the woods the
sunlight touched with silver every trunk, branch and
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twig. The oaks still held their flaming red foliage, the

green of the hemlock showed here and ihere, and the
white birches caught up the strong light in dazzling

whiteness. The woodpeckers are working noisily close

by, and away below a hawK is sailing in slow concentric
circles. The hound slept at the feet of his master, who,
with back against a log and cap well back, between the
puffs on his short pipe told of a deer run in yonder ravine
and of bear hunting further up, years ago, when this was
well nigh a wilderness. Fax out over the valley of farms
and woods the eye rests on the blue ridges of the Green
Mountains.
With new energy the second ridge is sought. Scarcely

is it reached before the dog gives voice and leads us
straight to the summit. Beneath a hickory he sits with
upturned nose, and before the tree is reached a silvery

body springs out for a neighboring tree, A j^'irn rings

out and the second squirrel is brought to bag. Off a.gain

went the hound, soon to give noisy tongue, and down to

the foot of the ridge we hurry. This time beside a brook
that purled along, an oak with a hole high up showed
where the game was hidden. At the foot of the tree

numerous little particles of bark gave evidence that it

was a family tree. Ot¥ came Stephen's coat and an extra
hitch is taken in his leather belt. Then the keen axe falls

with a vigor into the hard wood. Up and down flashes

the bright steel; right and left fly the white chips as

the gash sinks deeper into the trunk and the blows ring

out through the forest. The end is neariug, the tree

slowly quivers, then sinks, then falls with a mighty crash.

Out from its hollow irunk near the top comes a jumping
mass of gray that instantly separates. Bang, banf

,
bang,

bang, sound the guns, yelp, yelp, the dog, and the keen
shouts of the old man as stick in hand he jumps after a
wounded squirrel. Fresh shells are jammed in before

the smoke drifts away. A flash of gray through the
trees, I Are, a miss, again and down the squirrel comes,
but only to scramble over a log. I crash through the
bushes and as he jumps for a knotty chestnut the third

shot lays him still. We gather round the fallen tree and five

grays have been added to the now filling game bags. With
lighted pipes we rest waiting for the new trail to be found.
Soon it comes and then another as the afternoon wears
on. At sunset on the far side of the ridge the hound
treed the sixteenth squirrel in some saplings. Our ap-

proach starts him out, and as he jumped right across the
glowing sky of the west the shot turns him in midair.

We shoulder our guns and set out through the still gray
woods for the wagon. The old hunter leads the way,
eiecL with his axe on his shoulder and the hound sedately

at his heels. As we descend the full moon pours its light

down into the valley with here and there a glittering

light.

My eye catches the rug again. Ah, poor little grays,

you lived but to satisfy man's desire for sport. Is it not
true of the killing of all animals what Frank Forrester
said of Bob White? "It is a singular proof how strong
is the passion for the chase and the love of pursuit im-
planted in the heart of man. that however much, when
not influenced by the direct heat of sport, we depi-ecate

the killing of these little birds and pity the individual

sufferers, the moment the dog points and the bevy springs,

or the propitious morning promises good sport, all com-
punction is forgotten in the eaeerness and emulation
which are natural to our race." Yes, little grays, while I

regret your killing I fear my love of sport would draw
me again in pursuit of you and other game, and to wish
all days were as happy as those with dog in wood and
field. And from yonder fireside Bets wags her tail in

assent as my reverie aloud wakes her from dreams, ijer-

haps, of whirling quail or wily grouse. N. B. W.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, III., Aug. 14.—There never was any fly-

wheel so big it couldn't be stopped and made to run
the other way, though sometimes that may be a long
operation. The continuance of any evil which does not
affect directly the general public's convenience is much
the same way. It runs of its own weight. But it can be
stopped also.

For years the sportsmen of the country have been
talking a great deal and working a little, about the kill-

ing and selling of illegal game. They have not stopped
the abuse. The fight has been a considerable one. No-
where has this fight been so hard to carry on as in the
big game selling cities. A little actual work in a rural
district will stop illegal shooting. To stop illegal selling

in a great city is more difficult. Nevertheless, that can
probably, be done. In all these years of talk the proba-
iiility never looked as probable as now.
Now is the time, and this is the year,- to increase the

fight on illegal game. I don't know how or why this is,

but the fact is unmistakable. For some reason the fly-

wheel of this iniquitous machine is slowing up. The
sentiment in favor of game protection has changed
notably. Much of the evil lay in ignorance or apathy.
Agitation has informed the public, and even those who
are not sportsmen are beginning to see the evil of the old
destructive ways. I am speaking now safely for this

region at least. I believe Chicago has done more in
actual game protection this year than any other city or
section of the country. To-day the sportsmen here feel

that things are coming their way. The organization of
the Possum Club, the work of the Fox River Association,
the organization and highly satisfactory work of the
Kankakee Association, the passage of the bill stopping
the abominable ice flsheries—all this was a good year's
work alone, but it is not all.

It may be remembered that FOEEST AND STREAM was
the first to show up Brusewitz, appointed last year as a
game warden for this city, and to move for his dismissal.
This fellow's conduct finally got to such a point that the
petition printed away last spring in Forest and Stream
was taken up and, with a heavy list of signatures, placed
before the governor of the State, the meeting for this

purpose heing held at Mr. Low's office, as was duly re-

ported. The sportsmen prayed the appointment of M. R.
Bortree, of this city, a^s warden. The result was long in
doubt, but this week the good news came that Brusewitz
was deposed and Mr. Bortree appointed. This is one of
the best things of the peason. and is not less than a triumph
for the sportsmen. Gov. Filer did well.

Mr. Bortree received his commission this morning, and
less than an hour thereafter had a warrant in his pocket
for a noted South Water street lavr-breaker, The result
will be given later,

I have akeady spoken, in the three preceding issues of
the paper, of the cases inaugurated against the restaurants
and hotf-'ls here by the sportsmen. In these the course of
victory has thus far been unbroken. Mr, Abner Price,
the quiet, faithful and conscientious president for this
year of the State Sportsmen's Association, has been patient
in getting the matter in trim, and is to be congratulated
upon his administration already. It bids fair to be the
most distinguished administration of them all in the
matter of stopping illegal handling of game. If only he
shall keep on, he has the chance now to make a record for
all other associations, as well as this one. The popular
sentiment now is with him. The tide has turned, and for
once it is safe to say that things are coming our way. The
iron is hot now, and I only hope that the striking ^vill be
incessant.
Thus far the restaurant cases have gone by default,

Mr, Kern, county treasurer of Cook county, president of
the Audubon Club, ex-ijresident of the State Sportsmen's
Association, etc., etc , has paid |33 for the good of the
cause. He has, liowever, failed to inform the Associa-
tion where his six prairie chickens Avere bought. As a
prominent sportsman, and more especially as one who
has rushed into print and been ru&lied there, to the effect
that he was ignorant and innocent, and only his new
steward at fault, it now behooves him certainly to attest
his ignorance by bringing up his steward and causing
him to give the desired information. We want the South
Water street merchant as well as Mr. Kern. There are
two more straight cases against Mr. Kern, and it is now
the sentiment of even some of the more conservative that
the.-ie cases should be pushed at once unless he will so far
conserve the interests of the Association as to locate the
game dealer who sold these birds. We all know now who
that dealer is, but have not testimony to prove it. It is

certainly not unreasonable to ask Mr. Kern to show his
hands if they are clean, and if they are not clean they
need a little more washing.
The cases against the McGarigle Catering Co., the

Leland Hotel, the Wellington Hotel and Rector's restaur-
ant were not allowed to come to trial, defendants plead-
ing guilty and paying the fine and costs. Justice Ran-
dall H. White, before whom the suits were brought,
thought that $'25 and costs, or about $30, was about right.
This morning Billy Boyle's case was to have been tried,

but his attorney said his wife was sick in bed and prayed
a continuance for a week. When the case comes off the
attorney himself will be sick in bed.
Last night, just to see what eft'ect the late fines had

had. I went down to Rector's for supper.
"You're not serving much prairie chicken nowadays,

are you?" I said to the waiter.

"Well, not since the other day," said he smiling.
"How much did those fellows stick the old man?" I

asked.
"Twenty-five^" said tlie waiter. "But, Lord! he don't

mind that."
"Well," I said, "it's a shame they can't let a man alone.

Can't a fellow get a little prairie chicken on the quiet,
without their making such a fuss about it? I used to get
a bird here once in a while, and here now I can't do it,

all because of this foolishness."

"Oh, well, you see," said the waiter, "that $25 fine 's

all right. We don't want it thought we're serving too
much of that sort of thing. But we haven't got any
prairie chicken to-night, but then, you see—

"

"Have you got any teal duck?"
"Oh, yes, a nice teal."

I had before this ordered my supper, and so could not
well order duck. I, however, tried to find some one to
send down, and to-night Billy Farmer and a friend will
try for some duck there. I hope they will get it. I think
Justice White would stick a good heavy fine and a repri-
mand, too, on Mr. Rector if he were caught so soon again.
There ought to be new men sent around again to all these
Ijlaces which have just been fined. I have always said
that a fine for one bird was a bagatelle to them. They
should be fined the limit on every individual bird, and as
many cases brought as possible. They will quit selling

when they find it is costing them too mitch to sell, and
not before. Mercy is ill-placed with such men. The
rougher this Association is the better, Mr. Low, the
attorney for these cases, thinks the Association will get
pubjic sentiment against it if it is too severe, I do not
agree with this in the least. It isn't a question of public
Fentiment, but a question of illegal game; and the men
who sell it ought to be jerked as early and often and as
thoroughly as that can be done. This talk at Rector's
place ought to be proof enough of that.

At the close of the little gathering which attended the
continued Boyle case this morning. State Fish Warden F.
L. Buck, the same who has done the fish way work for
the Kankakee Association, accompanied Mr. M, R. Bor-
tree, the new Chicago warden, to the justice's desk, and
there swore out a search wai^rant for the commission
house of Fred W. Smith. Buck had been informed of
150 dozen prairie chickens now hanging in Smith's
coolers, and had been promised a diagram of the store-
rooms, so that these birds could be located at once. I

wanted to see some of this, and so accompanied the two
above to Mr. F, S. Baird's office. Here the statutes were
examined carefully and all madej^eady. Mr. Buck then
stepped out to get his diagram. He was gone about three
hours, and came back without any diagram. He had
traced his clue to the buyer for the Union Restaurant,
Henry Erbe, who had said he bought a dozen chickens
there last week. Mr. Erbe referred Mr. Buck to a gentle-
man who was lately in j)artnership with Fred Smith,
This gentleman promptly declined with thanks to tell

what he knew, though there was where the story of the
150- dozen chickens started. He said later, after Mr.
Bixck had left, that Fred Smith had no chickens in his
place on Dearborn street, but that all his stuff was in the
big cold storage warehouse down on Sixteenth street. So
the 150 dozen chickens looked dim. At this stage of the
game, b P. M. to-day, I left. It was then thought that
on Mr. B'lrtree's return from home the search would be
made of Smith's place at any rate. Of that I will learn
later. Under the circumstances Mr. Smith will probably
have been warned before the searchers get there. I see
no reason why all the frpezers on South Water street
should not be examined, and also certainly the great cold
storage houses. Many commission dealers have their
stuff in the cold storage houses, and if they were thrown
open it is likely that a terrible sight would be shown to
sportsmen's eyes. As to the right of search the law pro-
tects the warden well, the clause permitting search read-

ing, "If he have reason' to believe" that illegal game is

concealed. He can not be proceeded against. It is safe
to say that some of these "reasons for belief" will be
sifted before long now. Brusewitz is gone. We've got
a warden in Chicago now. Congratulate us.
Mr, Price, president of the Illinois State Sportsmen's

Association, announces his appointments for the ensuing
year as follows: Board of Directors, Dr. N. Rowe, Fred.
C. Donald, B. B, Organ, 0. S, Burton and F. A. Place;
Law Committee, Wolfred N. Low, .John Lyle King and
F, S, Baird.

I should correct the types of last week's paper, which
say that Mr. Low is "not at jjresent a member of the
Kankakee Association, I wished to say he was not at
present a member of the board of directors of that As-
sociation.

An interesting question of insurance comes up. A cer-
tain game dealer on South Water street carries $50,000
insurance on game the year round. Suppose he burns
out in the close season, could he collect? This has been
asked here lately. He is wasting his money. A thing
illegal does not exist in law. He ought to call in some of
his insurance.
A deplorable affair is reported from Daytoi*, O,, Aug.

9, as follows:
"State Deputy Game Warden L. K. Buntain of this

city fatally shot David Mcllvain, who he caught with
four others seining in Mad River, near Harshmanville,
about midnight. Bimtain had heard that a party had
gone up the river to seine contrary to the State law, and
at the request of Ben F. Seitner, member of the County
Fish and Game Protective Society, accompanied him to
the spot, both being disguised. They came upon the
party in the act of drawing the seine. A fight ensued,
and Mcllvain was shot."
In the above case the outcome is to be regretted, though

the fault was doubtless the victim's, both in doing an
illegal act and resisting the legal means of correcting
that act.

Capt. J. W. Eddy, Capt. W. C. De Remer and Mr.
James Brooks, last week again proved the virtue of the
Dea Plaines River, which runs right at the edge of Chi-
cago. They caught 16 bass and H pickerel at Willow
Springs, This point can be reached via Alton or Santa
Fe Railway. Mrs. Nash has the only stopping place there.
Warden Buck reports all the fishways in on Rock River,

all in on the Fox River, and all just as good as in on the
Kankakee River.
The Illinois Valley Protective Association will soon be «

organized, on lines similar to the Fox and Kankakee
River associations. The world do move.

Later, Evening, Aug. 9.—You can get a lot of courtesy
and a whole broiled teal at Rector's Restaurant right now
for .f 1.50. As I was going home from my office to-night
I passed by that corner, and could not resist the tempta-
tion to go in and see personally whether, in the face of
the late conviction, he would actually continue to seU
illegal game. I was alone. The waiter of last night was
not at hand, but I found another, and gave him an order
for a good supper, of which a broiled blue-wing teal was
a part. The latter was listed at (iO cents on the bill of
fare, and no discounts off. It came all right. The bird
was three-quarters grown. Mistake was not possible.

The odor of wild duck is not to be confused with any
other, the more especially if the bird be a trifle "high,"
as this one was. I have killed and eaten too many teal

not to know one, though it is not yet certain whether the
Justice will accept my unsupported testimony to that
effect. There will be a chance for that to be decided, as
this case will be brought. I hope that Billy Farmer and
his friend will also locate their cases there to night. This
ought to cost Mr. Rector .$75 and costs, not less. Is not
this proof sufficient that a fine for one bird, a mere com-
plimentary fine, is of no avail to stop this nuisance?
Ought not the other Kern cases to be prosecuted? Ought
not the Boyle cases to be argued for three birds, and the
full penalty for each, and ought not the Hotel Richelieu .

case, which is yet to be tried, be laid for two birds, and
argued for a $50 tine? I say mercy is ill-placed with these
men, and to-night I have proved it. If the Illinois State
Sportsmen's Association had three men who were willing

to get out and do a little steady bustling, it could prove
this again and again in the majority of the cases in which
action has already been brought. 1 venture to say this:

The first fines amount to nothing in the bulk of these

cases.

I must compliment Mr. Rector upon the quality of his

service. When I first went in, tirfd and a trifle dusty,
the waiter, before I ordered, brought me a glass of water
with no ice in it and a section of butter also iceless. He,
however, looked at my hat and umbrella and they seemed
to please him. When I ordered a good supper, including
the teal, his estimate continued to improve. He took
away the iceless water and butter and brought a glass of
water with ice in it and two "pats" of butter nicely iced
and trimmed with parsley branches. I expanded the
order yet a little, and presently he whisked away my cup
of coft'ee and brought me another. "You'll find this

nice and warm, sir," said he. Then he stood and fanned
me and kept things in good running order. There were
no flies about that table. I never enjoyed a supper more
and never gave a waiter a half dollar with greater pleas-

ure. He was such a, good, pleasant, revised edition

waiter. And besides he was doing me a favor. I should
say in passing that two fi-iends who tasted of Mr. Rector's
teal, a portion of which was pocketed, agreed unhesita-

ingly to its character. Mr. Rector runs a good fence. He
says he has teal and he does have teal.

No other newspaper has collected a jot of evidence in
this work here. They may come trailing in after a while.
By watching FoBEST and Stream they may be able to

get a story about it. I just say this a sort of off hand.
News in a newspaper is great stuff', but some papers don't
think so.

Aug. 13.—After so much racket about protecting game,
I presume a good many shooters would like to think
about shooting a little game for themselves, legally of
course. The prairie chicken season will now soon be
open, and inquu-ies are constant for good shooting
grounds. Unfortunately the bulk of our Western prairie

chickens are now reposing in Chicago freezers, or local

freezers throughout the shooting country, but I s'nould

like to help some gentleman to a day after these fine

game birds on their natural cover. I still think north-
west Nebraska, north of the North Loup, is the best place
to go to, though I have not heard personally from thn
season there, the amount of rain, etc. Last year that
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country had the best shooting of aBy, and the shipments
from there were simply terrible. Last year Minnesota
and South Dakota were too dry and the shooting there
was very poor. This year matters are much better in
those States, the rainfall later in the season being more
abundant, and yet not excessive in the early spring.
Ottertail county, in Minnesota, ought to be a safe chance
this year. I should not be afraid to risk Ortonville.
Glenwood ia mentioned, but I do not think so much of
it. I hear from Minneapolis that the illegal shooting be-
fore the opening of the season has up to this time been
much less than usual. A case or two of convictions at
St. Paul helped matters in that neighborhood.
For Iowa advice is much more difficult, as that country

was nearly depleted by market-hunters. If a party
should go to Ruthven, la., they could by judicious inquiry
get at shooting near there or around there.
On the whole. South Dakota, after northwestern

Nebraska, is the safest country I know of to visit for up-
land grouse shooting this fall. Reports come in that the
season there has been favorable in every way. Near
Tracy the birds are described by a resident late from there
as very abundant. Volga, S. D. , is another good point,
and I don't think one would miss it there. Huron is

probably not so good, though much chosen as a starting
point. Last year the sharp-tailed grouse shooting in the
Turtle Mountains country, of Dakota, was magnificent,
and this year it should be practically as good. Hitchcock,
S. D. , is good this year also, I am told.

In Illinois the shooting will be about as good or perhaps
better than in most of the States further west. There
will, of course, be this drawback here, that the shooting
has begun now, and will be practically over by Sept. 5,

though its opening date is Sept. 15. Nevertheless, Sept.
15 will show fine cornfield shooting, the hardest and finest
sort, and clear above grass shooting on cheeping grouse,
along the old Sangamon Marsh, 20 miles below Pekin.
Mason City, near there, is another point closer. There
will be some birds left not far from Jacksonville, not
many. Near Bloomington there will still be some shoot-
ing left by the early thieves, and this v;^ill be better yet
near Saybrook, just below Bloomington. At Mt. Pulaski,
this State, there will be birds, and I think the boys there
try to keep the law observed. I have heard of birds along
the Kankakee, in Indiana, but could not recommend that.
Near Monience, 111., there were a few coveys this summer,
probably eaten before this. Near Yorkville, on the Fox
River, there was probably pretty fair illegal shooting for
awhile this year.

I give any advice as to shooting country with a great
deal of reluctance, for fear that some good fellow off on a
vacation may through it be led into disappointment. It
is not possible to speak with certainty for any country
not personally visited, which is of course out of the ques-
tion at this date. More than this, one's success in a strange
country depends on himself. He must have the knack of
making friends, and a disposition to hustle, and an eye
for good gx-ound, and a knowledge of his game. More-
over good "chicken dogs" are scarce, either local or im-
ported along. The market-hunter never did a mox-e de-
plorable thing than when he killed off, through death of
raison d'etre, that magnificent hunting companion and
friend, the old fashioned "chicken dog."
Another thing. The dates of the open seasons should

be looked up, not in rough and inaccurate newspaper
compilations, and not in the slips of alleged "game laws"
sent out by some of our sporting goods houses and manu-
facturing firms. I found the South Dakota date wrongly
given in one of these affairs to-day. Mr. F. S. Baird,
who is just about to start for that country on a shooting
trip, called my attention to it. "All these publications
have given that date wrong," he said, "you'd better write
in and have your paper correct it."

"Is it wrong in the Book of the Game Laws f I asked.
"Wrong everywhere," said he.
I went to my desk, and found that the Booh of the

Game Laws had the date right, and just as he found it in
the Dakota statutes. By a fault of the indexer of the
statutes this reference is not paged in the back of the
volume as regularly. So here the Booh of the Game
Latvs was better even than a reference to the statutes,
which to the ordinary searcher would have been mislead-
ing. I do not know of any other compilation of the game
laws which is altogether accurate. It may be fallible,
but I have not yet heard of a mistake that it has made.
It is one of the most useful books a sportsman ever had in
his hand, especially just about now. I don't know what
I get for saying all this, but it is something which ought
really to be said. E. HouGH.

WESTERN WILDFOWL GROUNDS.
WEST of St. Peter, on the C. & N. W. R. R., is located

the town of Tracy. It is a very nice town and
many of the residents are fine sportsmen. Large prairies
are on every side of the town, and the location is one of
the best to start out from for some good shooting of any
place I know.
South of Tracy is the celebrated Lake Shetek country,

where may be found great quantities of ducks and geese.
Should the sportsman be in the country daring a flight of
canvasbacks and redheads he would have very fine sport.
Lake Shetek is the head of the west branch of the Des
Moines River, and is located in the great "flyway" of
ducks and geese from British America to the Des Moines
Valley, and from there to the Mississippi Valley and from
there on to the Gulf. This lake country is a great breed-
ing ground for ducks and geese and all the snipe family.
Wild celery and rice are found in many of the lakes. The
native ducks decoy the flight ducks into the lakes when
on their way south. Sometimes the feed is so plenty that
they will stop a month or more. Then the sportsmen wUl
get as fine ducks for table use as can be found in any part
of the country. Good chicken shooting can be found
anywhere west of St. Peter.
West from Tracy, in Dakota, we come to the great

duck, goose and chicken country of Dakota. North of
Watertown is located the Indian reservation. It is a
great country for lakes, and quite a breeding ground for
waterfowl. Great quantities of small grain are raised
ai'ound Watertown, and when the flight of geese come
down from the Devil's Lake country in North Dakota it

is a sight to behold. At any place west of Watertown
good shooting may be found. The Jim River country is

a great place for ducks and geese. Near Columbia the
Jim River forms quite a lake, and there is a grand chance
tor the sportsman to try his hand at pass shooting, the
b2St of ail shooting. The shooter who kills three ducks

out of five on a duck pass may be classed as an A No. 1
shot. I have seen but few shooters that could do so. A
duck every other shot is good work.

I think more white-fronted, snow and Hutchins geese
pass through Dakota than Minnesota and Iowa, but I am
satisfied that there are more Canada geese in Minnesota
and Iowa, and that more ducks pass through those States.
The sportsmen from the East will not need to bring

loaded shells. Good ones can be found in almost every
town, and they are sold very cheap. Good teams and
drivers are always to be had at fair rates. These drivers
know where the best shooting grounds ai-e located.
There has been a great deal of rain in the Dakotas this

season. The lakes and ponds are full of water. Splendid
grain fields are to be found all over the States. With
such large quantities of feed and water wildfowl shoot-
ing must be good. J. G. S.

Washington.—Seattle, Aug. 9.—F. Schramm & Co.,
the proprietors of the Rosemont cafe, pleaded guilty in
Justice y on Tobel's court yesterday to a complaint charging
them with selling grouse in violation of the game laws of
the State. The rei)re8entative of the firm said the birds
had been bought and disposed of by an unauthorized
employe without the firm's consent, and upon the motion
of Assistant Prosecuting Attorney Caldwell, the minimiim
penalty, $10 and costs, was assessed. An interesting point
was brought out during an informal discussion by the at-
torneys that followed the disposition of the case. The
prosecuting witness, Josiah Collins, jr., said that when he
bought a grouse at the Rosemont there were a number of
prairie chickens hanging from the same hook. Mr.
Rademeyer, the firm's representative, said that they had
been shipped from South Dakota, and contended that he
should be allowed to sell them, Mr. Collins, who, besides
being a sportsman, is the author of the game law now in
force, insists that the simple act of disposing of game is

an offense, and that itis necessary to include gamebrought
without the limits of the State to guarantee the enforce-
ment of the statutes, which would otherwise be rendered
inoperative. Boyd & Chamberlain had their case con-
tinued until Wednesday next. They will contest the
case.

—

Post-Intelligencer.

He had nis Medicine.—One of our most respected
citizens wanted some pratrie chicken last week ( 4.ug. .5).

We killed, dressed and sold him three prairie owls. He
said that they were very tough for young birds. He has
found it out; and we who vilely betrayed his confidence
and trifled with his feelings do not care to associate with
him. (His shotgun is good for 100yds,)—D. (Cimarron,
Kan.).

"That reminds me."

THE ALLURING CHARMS OF LINKVILLE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The most unique locality to be found by the sportsman

is probably that surrounding the town of Linkville, in
Klamath county, Oregon. The town nestles at the foot
of a large mountain, and lies right on the bank of what is

locally known as Link River. This stream— which is quite
large—connects the Upper and Lower Klamath lakes, is

alive with thousands, and probably millions, of large fish,

which are constantly passing to and fro between the two
lakes, and are as constantly jumping out of water in sight
of the town. They are of all sorts and sizes. Some of
them appear to be cutting up these antics for the fun of
the thing, and some to shake some kind of an eel-looking
creatm-e which attacks them in the water and becomes
attached to their sides, causing the fish apparently much
suffering. It is no uncommon thing for large fish to be
taken there whose sides are all scarred up in consequence
of these attacks.

It would not be surprising if many fish were thus des-
troyed. Probably there are not in the world two lakes
more numerously stocked with trout than the Upper and
Lower Klamath lakes. Judging by map measurement they
each average thirty miles in length by ten miles in width.
Many large streams empty into them, aflfording splendid
fishing and spawning grounds. Lying east of the Cascade
range of mountains, where genuine winter prevails in the
season for it, the water is better and the fish healthy and
solid—features which do not prevail on the western side
of the mountains, where an almanac has to be consulted
to accurately ascertain the season of the year.
But, to revert to Link River. There is another and very

peculiar feature about its banks, they are a snake para-
dise. The blue ribbon—though it may have been consist-
ently worn by the sportsman for the last decade of his
life—will not prevent the seeing of tens of thousands of
snakes in a walk of a mile from the town. They are of
a harmless variety, and of aU colors and sizes, six inches
to six feet in length. On warm sunny days they lie

twisted together in heaps of hundreds, and it is not un-
common to see three thousand of them in fifteen minutes'
walk. If disturbed while taking their siesta in theii-

effort to get away they become twisted into the form of a
cable as large as a man's body and cannot move. Accor-
ding to an estimate made by one of the oldest and most
intelligent inhabitants of that vicinity, there are snakes
enough in that country to build a wall four feet wide and
four feet high at least a mile long. Some of the farms
there are fenced with walls laid up with round water-
worn stones. These walls constitute the home of thousands
of these reptiles. If one of these walla is approached,
from nearly every interstice a snake's head will be pro-
jected with forked tongue forbidding trespass on their
domain. What is singular about this whole affair is the
protection afforded to these reptiles by the inhabitants
there. They will not allow them to be killed or even in-

jured. Their children, familiarized with them from their
birth, have no loathing or fear of the reptiles, but pick
them up and play with them, as any other child does
with a toy, under caution of the parents not to hurt them,
The reasons given by the farmers and others for this pro-
tection are three. First, the fai'mers could raise no crops
without their in aid destroying various bugs, insects
and vermin which would otherwise overrun the whole
region with destruction of all living vegetation; second,
the reptiles smell sickening enough living, but their stench.

i» iptoleraWe when dead; and third, they devour and re-

!

duce the number of frogs; and hereby hangs a tale, o'er
true.

Perennially there descends upon Linkvdle and the sur-
rounding country untold millions of little creatures,
resembling a frog, and about the size of a small one,
which are reminders of the biblical frogs of Egypt.
Where they come from no one seems to know, but it is
probable that they come from the rivers and lakes and
Klamath marshes. Upon their arrival every door and
window has to be closed against them, or they will invade
the house in countless numbers and dispute possession of
every part thereof, even to the bed. There is no standing
upon politeness at these times. The entrance to, and exit
from, a house is done with instantaneous celerity, and a
resounding slam to the door which, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, would betray a passionate mood. Of course
the streets of the town are full of them. And now the
snake takes his annual feast, as that of the Passover.
And thus is nature's law of supply and demand fulfilled.
Up among the mountains surrounding Linkville there

are large quantities and many kinds of game. Quail,
grouse, wildcats, mountain lions, deer, and an occasional
bear are there. It is a region where much hunting has
probably not been done, as it is situated sixty miles from
any railroad, and nothing but an abominable stage road
to make a connection. Thick cowhide boots are the cor-
rect thing for the sportsman there, as the rattler will dis-
pute his way.
But if the sportsman desires to go afishing with the

most economical of tackle, he may provide himself with
an inexpensive pitchfork and pay a visit to Lost River, a
sizeable stream a few miles east of LinkvUle. There he
will find pickerel of enormous size, and so thick in the
river that they fill it from bank to bank. The inhabitants
never use any other kind of tackle.
More anon. M. W.
Alameda, CaL

m mfd ^iv^r fishing.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the BooTt of
the Game Laws.

AFTER MASCALONGE IN ELBOW LAKE.
" I 'VE got to go to Park Rapids, Thursday. If you'll go
X along we'll go over to Elbow Lake and try the mas-

calonge. Will you go?" So said Stephens last Monday
night, and Thursday morning at 5 o'clock we were on the
Northern Pacific train bound for Wadena, where we
would take the Great Northern line for Park Rapids.
We had often talked of taking the trip to Elbow Lake,
in Minnesota, but lack of time to make the trip, which
included a sixty-mile di-ive to the lake over a road of
incomparable roughness, and a return over the same
road, had prevented. But the completion of the railroad
line to Park Rapids Aug. ] ,

brought the lake within
eight miles of the railroad. So Aug. 6 saw us off for a
few hours fish in the renowned Elbow Lake. We break-
fasted in Wadena. Here we met three "fishing cranks,"
one of whom was an old acquaintance, and with the
other two we soon became acquainted, and then followed
an exhibition of rods, reels and lines, and relating and
comparing experiences. They all said they envied us our
trip and wished they could go. Stephens and I had our
light split-bamboos, and were going to use a small G line
with a No. 8 Skinner spoon. It was to be all experiment
with us. We had never caught a mascalonge, but we
had always said that if we could get where they were we
should use our ordinary trout tackle with the exception
of the spoon.
At 9:30 A. M. we boarded the train for Park Rapids,

the county seat for Hubbard county and the present ter-

minus of the raikoad. Ti-ainshad been running only five

days and everything was of the essential essence of the
"newness of the new." The railroad runs through timber
nearly all the Way; hardwood, interspersed with tamarac
swamps at first, then the grand old pine forest. We
reached Park Rapids, where a genuine boom is in full

development, in time for a 3 o'clock dinner. We ordered
a team to be ready for us as soon as Stephens should get
his business done. Four o'clock found us on our way.
Elbow Lake is eight miles east of Park Rapids, and the
drive is a very pleasant one through the pme woods all

the way. Col. W. H. Martin lives on the shore of the
lake and we had plaimed to get a boat of him and stay all

night if he could keep us. We found Mr. Martin at home,
and after a few questions had been asked and answered,
were made welcome. We sent the team back with in-

ptruotions to come for us at 10 o'clock the next morning.
We soon had om- rods rigged up and on the advice of Mr.
Maitin jjut a piece of light copper wire about 6in. long at
the end of the line to fasten the spoon on to keep the fish

from biting off, which they will often do if no wire is

used. Mr. Martin has lived on the lake eleven years, and
not only knows all the country thereabouts, but also
where the gamy mascalonge abide. He gave us a few
directions and we were off up the lake, leaving orders for
an eight o'clock supper. The lake is very appropriately
named Elbow Lake, as it closely resembles a bent arm.
We tm-ned the bend and went slowly along the west
shore, keeping just out from the weeds.
What was that which gave such a tug at the line and

caused my rod to bend so? - Had the spoon caught on a
log! No, for there was a succession of fierce jerks that
caused me to call out to Stephens, "I've hooked one!" I
had a very pleasant experience for the next few minutes,
which resulted in bringing to the side of the boat a fish

that could do more rushing and i)lunging and splashing,
when seemingly i)layed out, than any fish I had had on
the hook in some time. Get him into our landing net we
could not, so watchmg my chance I caught him in
the gills with my left hand and jerked him into the boat
—my first mascalonge, not very large, only 71bs., yet
my fu'st mascalonge,
"He didn't jump lOft. into the air," I said.

"No; nor jump over the boat," added Stephens.
"Nor run at us with his mouth wide open gnashing his

teeth."
"But isn't he a beauty?'

And indeed the fish was very pretty, I had no idea that
mascalonge were such fine looking fellows,

During the next hour we caught four more, tliree of
ihem being almost exact mates to the first, even to a
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very small fraction of a potxnd in weight, the other

weighing only 41bs. One of these fish went through a

variety of gymnastic exercises, which were far and away
ahead of anything in that line I ever saw any fish do. I

had Stephens's rod in my hand with about 150ft. of fine

out when T hooked it. Immediately the fish broke water

and just clearing it leaped away to the left, and at once

repeated the performance, going to the right. I handed

the rod to Stephens and watched the fun. When the fish

was in about 75ft. from the boat it sprang straight out of

the water about three times its length as though shot

from a gun, and fiercely shook itself while m the air.

"Ave you sure that is not a tarpon?" asked Stephens, as

he saw the performance, contesting every inch with the

fish meanwhile.
4.

"No, I'm not sure of anything only that this is most

glorious sport," I a,nswered.
, ,

We had adopted a plan of getting the fish into the land-

ing net after our straggle with the first one. We would

back them into the net, or, as Stephens phrased it, "make
them set down in it." By doing this we saved the net, as

nnascalonge have an ugly way of going through a net it

they have half a chance; and also saved getting the net,

teeth of fish and hooks tangled in "confusion worse con-

founded."
, , ^ , ^^T i.- , TT

In the twilight we rowed back to Ool. Martin's. He
was surprised at our catch of five fish. "I did not expect

you'd get any, being strangers to the lake and to that

kind of fishing. I thought I'd go out with you m the

morning and help you get some, but you've done as well

as I could myself ."
^ , , ^-i, ,,

We felt very well satisfied as we sat at the bountituily

spread table drinking our coffee, eating broiled spring

chicken, and blueberries and cream. Bed time came

all too soon, as we sat listening to the Colonel s lively ac-

count of hunting and fishing in various places, and es-

pecially there when he first settled on the lake. He told

of a mascalonge jumping clear over the boat, and various

other performances of the fish that were equally wonder-

ful, and of the old veterans that no tackle would hold.

He lamented the growing scarcity of game and fish, but

as deer were seen ev'ery day, and sometimes several m a

day, and a great moose had only a short time before come

to the lake in broad daylight, but a few rods from the

house, drank from the lake, and walked away into the

woods again wliile Mr?. Martin and her daughter stood in

the yard looking on, we thought some game was left yet.

We went to be d, saving that we would get up at day-

light and go on the lake, coming back to an 8 c. clock

breakfast. We were on the lake at 5 o cltck. The. first

fish I hooked I lost after getting it to the boat, the next

one wo landed, it was another 7-pound er. Soon after

this Stephens was pulling along, I having his rod in my
left hand and mine in my right, when I was most vigor-

ously notified that a fish was on Stephens s hook. I

handed him his rod. He gave a jerk or two and tried to

reel in, but could not. "That's no fish. I've caught fast

to a log or something," he said.

"It is a fish," I replied, and just then it broke water a

long ways back. "Here, you reel him in," said Stephens,

after hehad struggled with him for a while, "while I try

and keep the boat out of these rushes." I took the rod,

and if anyone had told me there was so much fight m an

111b?. mascalonge, as we found it to be when we weighed

it, I would have told them they did not know what they

were talking about". Three times I brought that fish to

the boat, and three times it took 160ft. of fine off the reel.

The f-urges, runs and plunges of that fish I shall ever

remember, At last I told Stephens to row to the shore,

about 40 rods away, and we'd land him on mother earth.

I've led several varieties of animals in my life, but I've

never led any that gave me so much excitement and

pleasure as leading that fish. The slight bamboo rod was

as pliant and bent and sprung as true as steel. I feared

for the line, a light G silk one which had been used

several times before. The way that fish disported itself

on the Avay to the shore was wonderful, but at length it

lay upon the sand our prize. We now started back for

breakfast and caught two more on our way across weigh-

ing 31bs. each.
^ , -, „ ^ , ^,

When we reached the landing and showed the fish, the

Colonel said: "You have far and away beaten every on«

who ever came here as you did, without knowing the

lake or the habits of the fish. It's wonderful, and you

haven't broken a rod or line either."

We felt very well satisfied. We had no large fish as

mascalonge run, but with our tackle it was rare sport

with the size fish we had. We packed the nine beauties so

we could take them home. There were two weighing

31bs., one of 4, five of 7 and one of lllbs. Soon after

eating breakfast and packing the fish the train came to

take us to Park Rapids, from whence we would take the

train home. All too short had been our stay, and we are

fully determined to go again and stay longer. We had

always been told, and it was repeated by several m Park

Eapids, that the mascalonge were only to be found in

Elbow Lake and Sand Lake, which is near by, I have

read the same statement many times, but Col. Martin

assured us that lying north and northwest from Elbow
Lake,' between the Fish-hook and Crow Wing rivers,

there is a chain of 15 lakes, all of which have masca-

longe in them. "I have caught them in 10 of the lakes,"

he said, ' 'and know they are in the others." What grand

possibilities for rare fishing in that chain of lakes! The
railroad making them so accessible now, doubtless they

will be visited by hundreds in the future where one or

two go at present. Yet Elbow Lake has been visited this

season by parties from New York city, Boston, Cleveland,

Chicago and San Francisco. Park Rapids will also be

the point of departure for the Itaska region until the rail-

road is extended on. It is rare sporting country all around

there. Stephens and I had our 111b. mascalonge baked
to-day for dinner. 'Twas a rare good feed—fit for a king,

Myron Coolbt.
Detroit City, Minn., Aug. 8.

Maine Fishing.—Monson, Me., Aug. 15.—Many large

lake trout have been taken in Lake Hebron this season

and an unusual number of large spotted trout. Dr. A.
T. Sanden, of New York city, who has spent the summer
in this vicinity, has been very successful and is well

pleased with this country for trout fishing, A Mr. Hull,

of Boston, took a lake trout at Lake Onaway last week
that weighed ISjlbs, with a 6oz. rod. He was engaged
about two hours in landing it. Landlocked salmon fish-

ing has also been good in Onaway, Long Pond, and that

famous ealiaqii resort, SebiBO Lake.—J. F. S,

TAUTOG OFF MANOMET POINT.

A WRITER not long ago expressed an opinion that the

blackfish ortautog was not usually considered a game
fish, I should like to have that gentleman down at one
of the "Gunning Rocks" off^Manomet Point, some good
day, and let him hook a "fighting bull" tautog of about
41b8, on light tackle, say an eight-ounce bass rod, and see

whether he would not change his opinion about the fish,

I have just come back from spending a month at Mano-
inet, where I managed to get two or three days' tautog
fishing every week, and had very good sport. The tautog
fishing there is certainly excellent. Although the fish

are not so abundant as they are further south
,
they run

very much larger, fish of liibs, being the smallest usually

taken, and these being rare, while 2, 3 and 4 pounders are

numerous, and l^h of greater weight, up to 7 or Slbs, are
not uncommon. Ten-pound fish are occasionally taken,

especially in the latter -part of the season,

Manomet is the northeast corner of the town of Ply-
mouth, just where the Massachusetts coast bends to the
south to form Cape Cod Bay. The point itself is a high
bluff of glacial drift, from the seaward face of which
boulders of all sizes have washed out from time to time,
and the sea has eaten away the banks, so that they form
a regular "bouldertrain," continuing the point out under
the sea in the form of ledges and scattered rocks. Three
of these rocks lying i#a straight line parallel to the north
shore of the point, only a few hundred yards from the
land, and a fourth about a quarter of a mile further out
to sea, are the only places where the tautog are to be
found during the summer, imtil we reach the White
Horse Rocks, a mile or two to the westward, or the Fishing
Rocks round in Cape Cod Bay, an equal distance from
the point.
After the middle of September, the fishermen tell me,

the tautog are to be found all over the ledges, large male
fish chiefly.

My fishing was confined almost wholly to the rocks
north of the point, especially the three inshore rocks.

Two of these, called respectively the North and South
Gunning Rocks, are covered only by the highest tides,

whiJe the third and westernmost is submerged at half
tide.

The fourth or off shore rock, called: the "Bass Rock,"
is submerged at all tides and can only be fished early in
the tides, as this runs very hard as it approaches high
water. We only fished at this rock once and had no
luck,
The "Gunning Rockp," and the "north rock of all,"

are best on the last two or three hours of the flood tide,

and sometimes on the first hour of the ebb, though often
the fish stop biting as soon as the tide begins to run ebb.

The fish appear to go off into deep water with the ebb
tide and gradually work in as the flood makes to the
rocks, where on calm days you can see them circling

round and round close to the rock, as if on patrol. Some
days no fi^ih at all seem to come in, and at other times,
after biting briskly for a short time, they appear to go ofi

for a while and then come back again.
My experience was not long enough for me to be at all

sure of the conditions that influence the movements of
the fish. Very rough weather and cold water seem to be
unfavorable. Some of the fishermen say that the fish do
not bite with an easterly wind, but we found a long con-
tinued fresh southwester quite as unfavorable. On the
other hand, in very calm weather the fish seem to be
afraid of the boat and are shy about biting. As a rule
the fish seemed to bite better when the tide served in the
morning than when high water came in the afternoon.
The fishing, of com'se, is all done from boats. I prefer

to go out in one of the good-sized sailboats, such as the
lobstermen use, though I have gone out by myself in a
dory and caught tautog. The big boat, however, is more
comfortable to stand up in, when casting or playing a
fish, and it is a decided advantage to have a boatman
along to lay the boat up to the rocks properly, as well as

to prepare the bait, which is quite an art, especially
when lobsters, the favorite bait at Manomet, is used.
The boat is anchored within easy casting distance of the
rock, and in such a position that the tide is running from
you toward the rock. You then cast in close to the rock
and let your sinker lie upon the bottom, with the line

slack. The tautog usually seizes the bait with a rush,

and starts off to carry it under the overhanging edge of a
rock. This first rush must be checked by putting on all

the strain your tackle will bear, for the fish is pretty sure

to be lost if he once gets under the rocks; he will either

saw off your line on a sharp edge of rock, or tangle you
up in the rockweed and break loose. When the first rush
is checked and you can gain line on your fish, he comes
up sullenl.y, making you strain for all you take in till

near the surface, when avvay he goeswitli a savage down-
ward plunge that tests your rod severely, aiming for the
weeds again, A good fish will keep this up for a con-
siderable time before he is ready for the landing net.

The tautog lacks the fiery dash of the black bass, but his

bulldog st3de of fighting certainly gives most excellent

sport. We thought this summer that the male fish

—

weight for weight—fought with more vigor and persist-

ency than the females, and so got into the habit of call-

ing them "fighting bulls."

Most of the fishermen, visitors as well as natives, at

Manomet, fish forjtautog with stout handlines, and "yank"
their fish in hand' over hand, I and some of my friends,

however, found it better sport to use a rod and compara-
tively light tackle. My own favorite rig is one of Mt.
Henshall's "Little Giant" bass rods (originally described

in this paper), ash butt and lancewood tip, 7^f t, long and
weighing about 8oz,, with 50yds. of braided hnen F line

on a plain multiplying reel. An ordinary reel will do, as

long casts are not needed, I use No, 1 blackfish hooks on

gimp to guard against rough usage from rocks and bar-

nacles, as well as the tautog's hard mouth, and an egg-

shaped tracing sinker weighing about li or 3oz, close to

the hook.
The bait commonly used, and which seemed to be the

most attractive this summer, is fresh loVjster, The fish

will not touch lobster that is at all tainted, A "black-

skin" lobster, that is one that is almost ready to shed its

shell, makes the best bait, as the whole of it can be
"shucked out," and it seems also to be more attractive to

the fish. Besides, it stays on the hook better, and holds

out better against the attacks of those notorious bait-

stealers, the cunners, who fairly swarm round the rocks.

Failing "blackskin," ordinary lobsters are used, a good-

sized piece of the fleshy tail threaded spirally on the hook,

which is capped with a bit of "bone," usually the basal
point of a claw. The large "sea clam" also makes a good
hart, and the fish will sometimes take ordinary soft clams.
Codfish are also sometimes taken while fishing for

tautog, but give very little sport. A olb. codfish will suc-
cumb and be easily reeled in after one or two sharp rushes.

My best day's score was 11 fish, only one of which
weighed less than 2|lbs. My largest fish weighed between
4| and 4f-lbs., and I had a number over 41bs. Manomet
is easily reached by stage from Plymouth, and has a
good hotel, the Manomet House, and several boarding
houses. There are only three or four boatmen, however,
who have sailboats to take people out fishing.

Easily reached from the hotel are several ponds, which
furnish a few black bass and pickerel, and quantities of
whice and yellow perch. John Murdoch.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 13.

CANADIAN ANGLING NOTES.
NEARLY all the American salmon fishermen who

visited Canada this season have new returned home.
One of the last to go was Mr, James Grant, broker, of New
York, and president of the St. Marguerite River Salmon
Club. The members of this club rejiort rather a better

catch than usual in their river, which is a tributary of the
Saguenay,
The finest fish taken out of Lake Beauport this year was

caught last week by Major Geo. R. White, It weighed
slightly over 21bs,, and took a allow fly. Mr. John E,
Hubbard, of Montpelicr, Vt., a member of the Montmo-
renci Fish and Game Club, returned home yesterday after

a week's fishing of the club's preserves at Beaver Meadows,
twenty-eight miles from the city of Quebec, in company
with Dr. Henchey, of Quebec. They took an immense
number of trout, some of which turned the scale at 51bs,;

but complain very loudly of the flies. The same com-
plaint is made by American anglers who have just

returned from the waters of the Laiirentian Club, north
of Three Rivers, though the sport there has proved excel-

lent. Mr. S. C. Lewis, of New York, and Mr. T. Q. Bar-
stowe, of East Orange, N, J., have just returned herefrom
fishing these waters, and have now gone to Lake St. John
after the landlocked salmon.
Reference was made in a former number of FOREST

AND Stream to the splendid success had by Mr. Myers,
of New York, in the Peribonca, On his return to Lake
St. John, Mr. Myers, accompanied by Rev. E. C. Sweetser,
of Derby Line, Vermont, took another trip, ascending the
Ashuapmouchouan to Lake Jeanne, and then by way of
the Wassiemska reaching the Mistassini, by which they de-

scended to Lake St. John. On this trip they took some
very large ouananiche, including a few specimens over
61bs. each in weight. This was the trip that Dr. Smith,
of Brooklyn, and Mr, E, N. Hurlbut, of New York, spoke
of making, but upon their arrival at Roberval they
changed their plan and ascended the Little Peribonca for

36 miles, then crossed into Eagle Lake and by means of

the river Aleck reached the Grand Peribonca, which they
descended to Lake St, John, where the estuary of the
river is two miles wide. They took any quantity of large

trout in the small rivers they crossed, and a l41b. pike at

the first falls of the Peribonca, besides several ouananiche.
The Grande Discharge has furnished some extraordinary

large fish of late. Mr. J. G. Grant, of Montreal, killed a
5lb. ouananiche this week, and Mr. J. Lewis Webb and
Mr. Jas. L, Breese, of Tuxedo Park, took upward of 50

fish, one of which, weighing slightly over Hlbs., rose to

the professor fly on a No, 10 hook, and was killed by Mr.
Webb after a gallant struggle of 50 minutes.

Mr, Ripley Hitchcock, of New Yrrk, has recently

made, in less time than a week, a splendid trip up the
Mistassini to the fifth falls, and made a most successful

catch of ouananiche, which averaged from 3 to 4|:lbs. per
fish all round. He has preserved a magnificent lot of the
skins of the landlocked salmon to take home with him
to New York.
The fly nuisance, which is so bad in most Canadian

woods in the month of July and the first part of August,
is now abating, and in ten days from date the angler will

be very little troubled by this pest. For trout fishing in
Canadian lakes September is by far the pleasantest and
best month of the year. Anglers should bear in mind,
however, that the close season for ouananiche commences
on Sept. 15, and should govern their movements accord-

ingly. The open season for Canadian trout continues
until the end of September,

I should like, before closing, to express my dissent

from the generally received idea, which I notice is firmly

held by writers in Forest and Stream, that the Salmo
sehago. as I understand the landlocked salmon of the

Maine lakes is pometimes styled, is identical with the
ouananiche of Lake St, John,. There is certainly variety

in the species, much more widely marked than that

usually existing in different fish of the same species taken
in different waters. There is quite a sluggishness in the
manner of the Maine fish as compared with the rare

fighting qualities and terrific battle offered by his Lake
St. John cousin, and I doubt whether this is altogether

attributable to the magnificentlj^ wild waters which form
his habitat. At all events the survival of the fittest in

the relative qualities of the two fish must have taken
very many generations to become as richly marked as it

now is. A very prominent and distinguishing point of

difference is the greater width of tail in the ouananiche,
and much more size and strength in front of the tail,

where are to be found, I suppose, the muscles that are

used as rudder chains. This may probably be a develop-

ment, but must have been a far more gradual one than
that which gives the ouananiche a slimmer body and more
of a graceful, athletic form than its American connec-
tion, whose surroundmgs offer less resistance to piscatorial

locomotion than do the seething waters of the Grande
Discharge and the rapid currents of the rivers tributary

to Lake St. John. But a rich contrast, that would cer-

tainly appear to date back to the origin of the species is

offered by the dark spots upon the side s of the head,
which are invariably much larger in the ouananiche
than in the landlocked salmon of Maine,

QuEBEO, Aug. 8^
E. T. D. Chambers.

BliUEFiSH were off New London, Conn., Aug. 11, in
foice. A fishing party caught 115 in two hours, among
them many 6- poundpvH.

Lake Simcoe, Canada, is suffering from over-fishing,

and anglers in the vicinity are promoting a protective as-

sociation.
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ST. LAWRENCE RIVER FISHING.
CAPE VINCENT is probably the best fishing ground on

the St. Lawrence River, and the present season has
been a very fine one. Shice the middle of July, when the
influx of anglers began, there has been a great abundance
of bass and pickerel {Esox hicius), and as the season
advances the fish appear to be increasing in numbers.
Live bait is plentiful, andiihis is almost imiversally used,
either in still-fishing or trolling. Spoon hooks are spar-
ingly employed by some fishermen, chiefly when seeking
mascalonge.
Black bass is the species most sought after and most

abundant. The fish weigh from 1^^ to 21bs. on an average,
but -ii and 5-pounders are also taken. The daily catch
varies from about 30 to 130 fish. The "high-liner" so far
this year is Mr, Snider, of Philadelphia, who on the 7th
instant took 186 bass.

Pickerel are found in the deep channels, and are not
often caught when fishing for bass, which take the bait
nearer the surface. During the week of Aug, 9, catches
of 20 to 30 fish were reported, the largest specimen being
a 9-pounder.
The best months for angling at Cape Vincent are

August and September, when this popular resort has a
lai-ge advent of sportsmen from New York, Philadelphia,
Jacksonville and other cities. X.

ANGLING NOTES.

MR. F. C, ANDREWS, a well-known Brooklyn angler,
has just returned from a fishing trip in Maine and

reports that the trout fishing at Grrant & Soiile's camp
on Beaver Pond is excellent and confirms the statement
that they rise well to the fly all through the summer
mouths, ' This section is more easily reached by way of
the R.ingeley and Kennebago lakes. By writing ahead
to Grant & Soule (P. O,, Rangeley, Maine), one of them
will meet the visitor and save the expense of taking in a
guide. A guide up there is hardly necessary, as any ex-
perienced fisherman can get all the trout he wants with-
out one. Board $3 per day, or .$2.50 including boat. Mr.
Andrews states that deer were never so plenty; they were
continually running across them or seeing them feeding
along shore.

Black bass fishing is reported as being unusually good
at Henderson Harbor.

The Daibj on the St. Lawrence reports the capture of
a 651b. sturgeon on a hand line and sta.tes that it is the
largest fish killed on a line on the St. Lawrence River.
The Daily is mistaken. On June 11, 1S35, Mr. Herbert R.
Clarke, of .Jersey City, killed a smooth- back sturgeon (on
an 8oz. split bamboo fly-rod and single gut leader) that
measured 66Ln. length,' 39in. girth, and weighed TBlbs.

This fish was hooked foul on a No. 2 fly, by a bass run-
ning under him. Mr. Clarke followed the fish in his boat
for over a mile and killed him a,fter a struggle lasting one
horn- and five minutes. The fight and capture were wit-
nessed by a number of well known visitors at the Bay,

The people who go around with loaded fire-arms on
fishing trips when there is no kind of game in season, are
naturally ignorant and just the class who are apt to get
into trouble. The last time I came out from the Blue
Mountain Lake I met a stage load of cockneys who were
blazing away with revolvers at telegraph poles, etc. It

never occurred to them that they might kill some innocent
berry picker. I was glad to hear that one of these gentry
had to pay pretty well for shooting a calf which he mis-
took for a bear. Scarlet-Tbis.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO.—Recently I commented on the singularity

of a catch of 15 small-mouth bass to one rod in the
Kankakee River at Mak-saw-ba Club. At that time I
had not seen any of the fish that were taken. A week
later Mr, Mussey, Mr, Cai-d and Mr, Dicks came back
from another trip, in which they were even more suc-
cessful than before. Mr, Card, for instance, taking
eighteen fine bass and wall-eyes on Monday, including
two wall-eyes that weighed 71b=. each. The two former
gentlemen brought in a nice basket of fish, and had in
their catch a number of the Kankakee "small-mouths''
which they had been catching earlier. These fish

were not the small-mouth or genuine black bass,
such as are locally distinguished as " tiger bass,"
having neither the red eye, the black, fine-scaled belly,

dark color and unmistakable configuration of that fish.

They were, upon the other hand, not to be described as
large-mouths, though the general bronze color of the
upijer parts and whiteness of the belly would seem to so
class them. Yet the mouth considered alone would class
them as small-mouths. The angle of the jaw did not ex-
tend nearly back to the eye, and the total size of the
mouth was about equal to that in a sma,ll-mouth of the
same weight. These fish were the same as the bulk of
the catch in the Fox Lake region, where many anglers
call them "small-mouths," because then* mouths are
smaller than those of the big-mouths. Dr. Bartlett, I

believe, says these are small-mouth bass, but this was not
when a specimen was present. It chanced that in the
same basket the angler had two specimens of doloviieu,
the gemune small-mouth, such as could not by any possi-
bility be mistaken. They had also a half-pound specimen
of the genuine big-mouth. I wish Forest and Stream
would classify this common mid-way fish for us, and if

necessary we will send photograi)hs or a specimen. The
discussion bids fair to tear up Chicago, and two ffictions,

the big-moitths and small-mouths, are rapidly growing
into Montagu and Capulet prominence.
Another question I remember to have been asked of

Forest and Stream which was not answered, and that
is, to what weight does the genuine pickerel attain? "We
would not look on the great Northern pike in this lati-

tude, and yet, "pickerel" of over 201b3. weight are not
infrequent in the lakes of northern Illinois, in streams of
middle Iowa, and also in rivers of Indiana below here.
These "pickerel," indeed practically all the pickerel
running from 3 to Gibs, weight or over, such as fall in
upon an average summer day's fishing, have the cheeks
and giU-covers scaled only on the upper half. Are they
pickerel, or pike? Does the genuine i^lckerel ever weigh
over lOlbs., and if so, how heavy does it grow? I must
ask pardon of Dr. Bean if these questions were answered
definitely in his admirable articles on the Esoddce, which

were most admirable in that they enable the reader to
take a fish in his hand and come somewhere near telling
what it is—a quality not possessed by many books on fish
andanghng, E, Hough.

[All of the pickerels have the cheeks and gill-covers
completely scaled; in the pike the cheek is scaly and the
lower half of the gill-cover naked; the mascalonge has
no scales on the lower half of cheek and gill- cover.]

An Illinois Catfish.—a live catfish weighing eighty-
five pounds was caught in the river near Quincy last week
by two moulders while in bathing, reports the Meredosia
Neivs. The moulders saw it swimming near the surface
and threw a stone at it, stunning it so that it came to the
surface. One of the moulders then got on it and paddled
it ashore. Coming from any ctheisijfriend of ours than
the genial secretary of the Illinois Fish Commission, we
should have felt inclined to doubt some of the little details
of this exciting story. You see, in this region the stone
catfish is a mere pigmy, just the size for black bass bait;
but here is a giant that would make bait of a dozen black
bass and still feel the pangs of hunger. No, in this cli-

mate such a yarn generally wilts, moulders and falls into
a state of innocuous desuetude; but in the exuberant at-
mosphere of Quincy the boulder they throw the bolder
they grow, till even the catfish comes up from below,
with broadening smile, and likens while his esteemed
fellow citizens blow,

Salmon in the Merrimac—Concord, N, H., Aug. 12,
1891.—E. B. Hodge, of the Plymouch Fish Commission
said to-day that there are now more salmon in the Merri-
mac River than at any time since the Lawrence dam was
built 40 years ago, and he thinks, even further back than
that. In one day he caught 22 fine ones at Plymouth. They
are, however, being mercilessly slaughtered by the dozen
at Garvin's Falls, at the mouths of the Suncook and Sou-
cook rivers, and at other points. Speaking of the agree-
ment existing between this State and Massachusetts, Col.
Hodge said it was generally thought that its provisions
cost New Hampshire considerable money, while the f ct
is that the matter has been so arranged that the general
government has footed the bills, and it has not cost this
State a cent. Moreover, it was this agreement with
Massachusetts which alone made possible the establish-
ment of the first fish hatchery in this State.

—

Boston
Herald.

Sault Ste. Marie Troitt,—The Sault Rapids and the
small streams in the vicinity of the town have long been
known as famous for trout fishing, but it remained for
two American gentlemen from Memphis, Tenn., Mr, C, T.
Brooks and Mr. W. Lee Beard, to discover one of the best,
if not the best, trout fishing grounds in the district of
Algoma, and that right on the boundary of the town, in
the St. Mary's River in the vicinity of the Shingwauk
Home. These gentlemen caught at that place, with fly

bait, last week, a string of the finest speckled trout ever
brought to the Sault, one of the beauties weighed olbs,

and 2oz., they were all large fish. This is Mr. Brooks'
second summer at the Sault, and he is delighted with the
place as a summer xesoxt.—Saidt Ste. Marie (Ont.) Ex-
press, Aug. 8.

Bltjefish were plentiful in Boston Bay last week, and
some have been caught with hook and line. They have
traveled as far to the eastward as Portland, They drove
all the mackerel out of Gloucester Harbor through the
canal into the Squam River. The best way to catch them
here is by means of a drail. I have s"een 13 bluefish
caught in one hour behind a boat sailing 3 knots. The
fishermen like eel skin for bait on the hook, leaving lin.
of the skin dangling free. Some tie menhaden slivers on
the hook, but eel is the favorite. The bluefish is con-
sidered a bad fish here because it drives all other kinds of
fish off the coast.—S. J. Martin (Gloucester, Mass., Aug,
9).

Mackerel have appeared in large schools on the
Lathrop street beach, at Beverly, Mass., and amateur
fishermen have caught liundreds of them with hook and
line. Any kind of bait served to catch Ihern, as they
were ravenously hungry. Two men took about 100 in an
hour.

A Taittog weighing 171bs. llfoz. was caught by David
Carruthers at Fresh-Water Cove, Gloucester, Mass., says
the Gloucester Times. This was one of the largest fish

of the kind ever taken in the locality.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

A Brook Trout weighing lib, looz, and measuring
17|in, in length was caught recently by Wm, Hills, of
Ipswich, Mass.

LATE SPAWNING SHAD.—While at Fort Washington,
Md., on the Potomac River, last May, we found tlie Unitecl
States shad hatchery about closing a season which was be-
low the expectatioa of the siiperiutendent in its yield of
eggs. Cold weather and clear water in the midst of the run
caused a very small catch of shad la the upper river, and it

was then believed that late spawners would make their
appearance whea the conditions became favorable. We
learn that on July 31, long after the flsh are supposed to
retire to deep water, a fine roe shad measuring ISin. in
length and fiin. in depth, was caught in the Potomac and
sold to a Baltimore firui. This is a conhrraation of the
theory held by Mr. Worth at the end of the Port Waahing-
ington season.—B,

Hunting anb FisnrifG tk thk >-'obthwest.—Are you plar-
ning for an outing tbis summer ? Have you t-ver Jookeii up the
frtDinus resorts of the Northwest ? It is not an exaggeration to
say that the best huu tins: and fishing grounds in Movth AmPi-ica
are found in the territory tributary to the Korth'-rn Pacitic Rail-
road. The lake. p%rk regiou in Minnesota affords pickerel, pike,
bass and mascalonge; rock bass are found In numerous streams,
and deer, elk and bear abound in the forest regions; antelope are
found in Xorfch Dakota. The Snowy. Bitter Roo-, Giazy, Kocky
and Cascade Mountains are the home of moose, elk, caribou,
cougarp. Rocky Mountain sheep axid goat and other laige game,
while all of the Northwestern States abound in feathere'i game.
Rooky Mountain trout and grayling are caughi in the Yellow-
stone, G-allatin. Madison, Jefferson, Clark's Fork and Green
rivers, affoiding unrivalled sport. An interesimg nn-nphlet,
"Game Preserves of North America," can he ohraintu nee on
application to Chas. S. Fee, G. P. & 1. A. of the Northern Pacific
R. R. at St. Paul, Minn, Descriptive publications concerning
Yellowstone Park, Pacific coast and Alaska will also be mailed ou
receipt of application, referring to Fobbst and Stream.—J.cit).

F I XTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 4,—Second Annual Dog Show of the Kingston Kennel
Club, at Kingston, Ont. H. C. Corbett, Secretary.
Sept. 8 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel

Club, at Hamilton, Ont.
Sept, 14 to 18.—Toronto Industrial Eshibition Association Third

International Dog Show, at Toronto. C. A. Stone, Sec'y and Sunt
Sept. 22 to 35.—luaugural International Dog Show of the Mon-

treal Exposition Company, at Montreal, Canada, Entries close
Sent. 8. J. S Robertson, Secretary.
Sept. 33 to 26.—Inaugural Show of the Blue Grass Kennel Club,

at Lexington, Ky. Rosers Williams, Sec'y.
Sept. 29 to Oct. 1.—Third Annual Dog Show, in connection with

the Central Canada Pair, at Ottawa, Ont. Alfred Geddes, Supt.
Dec. 4 to 8.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the Northern 'llhuo'is

Pnultry and Pet Stock Association, at Rockford, 1^1.
Dec. 10 to 14.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Prtjeport Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, at Freuport, III, T. E. Taylor. Sec'y.
Dec. 30 to ,Ian. 2.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mohawk

Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, at Gloversville, N.Y. F B
Zimmer, Sec'y,

1893.

Jan. 5 to 9.—Annual Dog Show of the South Oamlina Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. O. Berj. Mclnness
Sec'y.
Jan. 13 to 16.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Kennel Association, at Columbia, S, C, F, F. Capers, Secretary
Greenville, S. C.
Feb. 9 to 12.-Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Cluo, at Chicago, 111. Jolm L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'v.
Feb. 23 to 26.—Sixteenth Annual Dog Show of the* Westmiufter

Kennel Club, at Kew York. .Tames Mortimer, Supt.
March 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, at

Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown, Sec'v.
March 15 to 18 —Second Annual Dog Sbow of the Duqueane

Kennel Club, at Pittsburgh, Pa. W, E. Littell, Sec'y.
April'! to 10.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston. Mass. E. H. Moore. Sec'y
April 20 to 23.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Southern Cali-

fornia Kenntl Club, at Lns Angeles, Cal. C, A. "^immer. Sec'y
May 4 to 7 -Annual Dog Show of the California Kennel Club

at San Francisco, Cal. H. L. Miller, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 2.—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Club

at Bicknell. Ind. P. T. Madison, Indiansf^olip!, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the International Field

Club, at Chatham, Ont. W. B WeJls. Se.i.'y.

Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials Cluirs Thirteenth AnnualTriala,
at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 12. W. A. Coster,
Seeretary.
Nov. 23.—Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point. N. C

G. G. Davis, Secretary, Philadelphia. Pa.
Nov, 2S.—Gordon Setter Club's Field Trials, at H^'gh Point, N.

C. L. A. Van Zinrit, Secretary, Yonkers, N. Y,
Nov, 23.—Seeood Annual Trials of the National Beagle Club at

Nanuel, Rockland county, N, Y. F, W. Chapman, Sec'y
Nov. 30.—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lexington, N, C, C. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street. New
York city.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E

Connell, Secretary.

1893.

Jan. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the Bexar Field Trial Club
at San Antonio, Texas. G. A. Chabot, Sec'v. Amateurs only.

'

Jan, 18.—Trials of the Pacific Field Trial Club, at Bakersfield
Cal. J, M. Kilgarif. Sec'y.

.-Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Southern PieldTrials
Club, at New Albany, Miss. T. M, Brumby, Sec'y.

1 Field Trial

HAMILTON DOG SHOW.
Editor Forest and Stream :

As I shall not have another opportunity of doing so before
the entries close for our coming dog show, I take advantage
of this chance to make a final appeal to American exhibit-
ors to lend us a helping; hand by way of making our show a
distinct and unquestionable success.
There has never been a dog show here, and I am anxious

for that reason that the first one should be such as will
awaken an interest and give satisfaction to exhibitors and
visitors alike. If the show is successful and pays for itself,
as I have every reason to believe it will, there will be no diffi.- .

cultyin makina; it an annual fixture, and this is an end to-
Avhich I think I can legitimately appeal for help from our
friends across the line who love dogs.
Our premium list has been carefully prepared and will

bear comparison, I think, t.nken all around, with any other
ou the Canadian circuit. We have had some applications
from friends who desired that alterations thould be made
and some of the classes added to, but we have decided to
make no change, in the belief that having once issued our
prize list it would be unfair possibly to some who might
not see them, if we made additions nr alterations thereto.
We will give a good show, the dogs will be fed and benched

by Spratts, the prize money will be paid iustanter, and ex-
hibitors will have their comforts well looked after The
show has been well advertised in the American and Cana-
dian papers; it immediately precedes the big show in
Toronto, which is held only forty miles further away, and
can be reached in an hour by rail or boat, and it affords
therefore an opportunity for exhibitors not fotmd elsewhere.
The Hamilton Kennel Club fought a desperate battle

single-handed lately with the Customs authorities in Canada
in behalf of American exhiiMtors, and they can repay us
now by helping our show along and making their entries aa
large as possible.
One thmg I must repeat before closing this too long letter.

It is well known, of course, that the exhibitor-shows, not so
much for the sake of the value of any prizes he may win, aa
for the advertisement he thus acquires for his kennel and
stock. I have to point out that nowhere in America is there
to be found abetter market for dogs than in Hamilton, and
breeders may rely confidently on not only making sales, but
on booking orders for a time to come." I expect therefore
very many American entries, and give the fullest assurance
to exhibitors of a hearty welcome. A. D. Stewart,

Pres. Hamilton Kennel Club.
flAsnLTON, Canada.

MORE CORRECTIONS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A note has just come to me from Mr. A. W. Purbeck, of

Salem, Mass., in which he takes exceptioa to my statement
that Jolly Ranger beat Gem of the Season at Cleveland. I
did not mean at the bench show. Jolly Ranger was in the
open class. But at the time of that show the two dogs were
pitted against each other to run a course of 150yds. on an
avenue outside the show ground. They ran four heats,
Jolly Ranger won three heats and the last was a dead heat.
Mr. Purbeck's letter head shows a portrait of Gem of the
Season, and he appears to be a very fine specimen of the
breed. But at the present time Jolly R luger is not in the
pink of condition, but will be exhibited at the lench shows
this fall and will be open to challenge from any other dog
of his class. Mr. Ii-esoa will, however, allow his dog to run
only ia prize comnetitions, not for any wager whatever.

J. MACKELCAN.
ToBONTO, Canada.

[We trust that this matter ia now settled to the satis-
faction of aU concerned.]
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SKIN DISEASES.

WE are so consta-ntly recpiving inquiries about mange
and kindred diseases tLat we cannot do better tlian

publish Mr. A. J. Sewell's adniirHhlc article on sarcoptic
mange which appears in this inontb's English Kcnricl G<i?-cttc.

The description of this pest of tile kennel is so plain and
the remedies advised so simple, that the owner or keunel-
man should be able with little trouble, if he has also had
the article on eczema 1:>y the same writer, to decide for him-
self what skin disease his doy: is afflicted with :

This disease is also called scabits, and is most contagious.
Mange is a form of artificial ec/eina, caused by a very

small animal parasite (Sa I'cnj^es rti iiis), which, when seen
under the microscope, is not unlike a tortuise. Wlien fully
developed, the acarns has i-ighi, Ic.ks, and the under surface is

covered with liairs and short spines. The male is smaller
than the female. Tbe young parasite has only six leg.s, but
ib acquires two more a I ter shedding its first skin. The male
lives on the surface of the body, while the female burrows
under the epidermis or outer skin, where she lays eggs in a

small furrow or channel. The eg:2S take al)out a fortnight
to hatch. The young parasites escape from beneath the
epidermis, but the parent does not leave tbe channel, but
dies after she has finished Laying eggs.
The itching that always accom])anles mange is inci-eased

as the patient beconufs warm. It is partly caused by the
irritation set up thrcut^h the parasites burrowintj; under the
outer skin, andpartly by an acrid matter excreted liy the acari.

The irritation in some bad cases is so great that a dog never
gets any rest day or night, and tbe constant;, scratching and
restlessness wears him to a .shadow. 1 have seen dogs reduced
to such a state, the result of the disease, especially when the
appetite has failed, which sometimes occnrs, as to die from
the result of exhaustion, accelerated by a form of sympathetic
fever. It is stat:ed by some authoia'ties t hat the .acricl matter
excreted by thepara.site does in some cases—that is when the
disease is spreaa over a larae surface of the body—induce
blood-poisoning, and then the bowels and other internal
organs become congested.
Mange affects all breeds, and also dogs of all ages. I have

seen puppies at fotir weeks old—when the mother has been
aflfected—covered with the disease. It is on these young sub-
jects that the true ualuie and characteristic symptoms of
the disease can be Iji'st studied, as pujipies at tijis age
cannot injure the skin by scratcliiug, as is the case in older
patients. Young ]mppies affL'cted with mange are always
fidgety, and whine and do not thrive. When picked up and
carefully examined, the skin eoverins the bellv is found
covered with a number of small pin head vesicles or little

blisters, wbicli look like slight elevations of the skin. There
are seldom any pimples or pustules present, as is sometimes
seen in youug puppies, the result of eczema or to simple
heated blood; neither is the .ski a red nor inflamed, but it looks
of a dirty gray scaly condition. The disease soon spreads to
the skin underneath the chest, and then to the legs, and
before Ions, more or less over the \\ hole liody, head and face.

There is only one way for a do.e; to c<i atract mange, and that
is by coming in contact with the parasite (.S^r yen /)?(,<, cr/o/s),

which causes tlie disease, ft is not necessary for a doLi; to
catch this complaint to come in contact with anothia- one
actually sntfering from the disease, but a healthy dog,
being put in a kennel where a mangy one has been, or on a
show bench, or even on the same ground or floor, is stire to
become infected. Besides, persons are freeiuently the source
of conveying the parasites from one dog to another. It is

not generally known, I believe, that people readily catch
the mange from dogs: but such is the case, and I have
known of several instances—in fact have seen whole families
more or less affected.
Fortunately the iSen rnji/^.s; ranin does not propagate on

the human skin, therefore tbe disease soon disappears if

means are taken to iirevent fresh infection. Dog mange,
when affecting people, differs from the ordinai-y human
itch, in that it affects the face, besides other parts, which is

not the case in the latter disease. Whether the disease can
be transferred to other animals, such as horses, cattle or
cats, I cannot say. I have never been able to prove that it

can be. One occasionally hears it stated that keeping a
dog dirty will cause mange. This is impo.ssible, though, I
believe, a dirty animal more easily contracts the disease,
and it certainly spreads more rapidly over the body of one
neglected than it does upon one that is occasionally washed
and well groomed every day. In fact, with dogs that may
have contracted mange and are regularly washed with soap
containing a disinfectant like carbolic acid, the disease is

often kept from spreading to any great extent for a long
time.
Symptoms.—The first symptom is scratching, which begins

a day or two after a dog has been affected. In adult dogs
mange usually commences abortt the elbows or the outside
of the hock noints, audit the skin be carefully examined at
these parts small pimples and vesicles will be found here and
there. In this respect mange differs from eczema, as in the
latter disease the pimples and vesicles appeai- in clusters,
often iu different parts of the body at one time. Besides, in
eczema a dog is inclined to lick himself a good deal, as there
is a burning sensation with this disease. As a conseciueuce,
there are often large nioi.«t patches about the body. In
mange the dog endeavors to relieve the irritation by scratch-
ing and robbing.

It is importanL to be able to diagnose a case of mange in
the early .stages, especially when there are several dogs kept,
as by isolation and early treatment the disease may be pre-
vented from spreading to others in the kennel.

If one of the earlj'' vesicles of mange is carefully examined,
a minute spert or streak may be observed. This is tbe aper-
ture made by the insect on its first entrance within the
epidermis, and from this spot a whitish fluted line may be
traced, which generally runs in a slightly curved direction
into the epidermis. This whitish line is called the cunni-
culus, which is the burrow of the acarns. It is generally
about the twelfth of an inch in length, and it terminates
under a slight elevation of the outer skin: this is where the
insect lies. If this elevation of epidermis is removed with
the point of a needle the jiarasite may be seen with a strong
magnifying glass. The spot or streak just described is not
found upon all the vesicles or pimples, as many are formed,
the result of tbe irritation setup dttriug the but-rowing of
the acarus.
The disease quickly extends from the elbows and hocks to

other parts, especially to the out.side of the ears, around tbe
eyes, face, and, as time goes on, more or less all over the
body. The hair falls off in patches, pait.ly the result of the
constant scratching, and also in part to the destructive in-
fluence of the parasites. The skin is dry and scaly, and has
a thick corrugated appearance. Small dark brown and
yellow scales form, due to the rupture of the pimples and
pustules by the scratching. In many cases of long standing,
tbe result "of the irritation and scratching, eczema appears,
especially iu \\ hite dogs; and, as in ordinary cases of this
disease, large oidist p.-jfches then ilevelop. But this is not
of much conseciuence. 1 or the eczema soon passes off when
the original disv ase is cured and the irritatioa ceases.
Dogs suft'eriug badly from mange become weak and

emaciated, in spite of the most nourishing food freely given.
If the six following i)oinrs are taken into consideration

when examining a dog suffering from skin disease, there
sboulfl not be much diflicully in arriving at a cemclusion
whether tlie complaint is mange on not: 1. Tlae contagious
nature of the disease—if many dogs are kept, several, or
nearly all, will be similarly aflected. 3. The great irrita-

taon. 3. The loss of coat. 4. The small pimples and vesi-

cles, and the little yellow and brown scabs. 5. The steady
progress of the disease from one part of the body to another.

6. And the most important and positive sign of the disease
of all, the presence of the acarus. But the parasite in some
cases, especially when the skin has been much injured by
scratching, is difficult to find.
Tbe treatment of mange consists in applying agents to

destroy l:he parasite, and the only remedy, in my opinion,
worth mentioning is sulphur mixed with some exclpieot as
lard, vaseline, or oil to make it more easily applied to the
skin. The sulphur treatment is nio.st eflecttial, and, hov>-
ever mtich the dog licks the dressing it does no harm be-
yond acting as a slight purge. There are numerous other
remedies recommended for the cure of this disease, such as
the dift'erent preparations of mercury, which I never use or
rt commend, as they are very poisonous—also the different
preparations of tar and its products, as carbolic acid (also

very poisonous for dogs), oil of tar, etc,: and then there is

that most stinking of all remedies, the lime and sulphur
lotion. This lotion is certainly effectual, but when the .skin

is inflamed and tender it often increases the irritation,

though only temporarily. This remedy may sometimes be
applied with advantage to a sore that has been formeel by a
dog const Ml' 1' 1 iekiug or biting a part and which cannot
heal in- e, as a dog will seldom touch the place
that has i . . : eililied with this preparation.
In using i be sulphur preparation it is not necessary to

make the ointment or dressing strong—one to eight, that is,

one part of floor of suliihur added to eight parts of vaseline,
lard or oil. and well mixed, is sufficient. For short-coated
dogs I always use the ointment made with vaseline, as it is

more easily worked into the skin, besides being, in my
opinion, more easily absorbed than when made with lard.

For dogs with long, thick coats the sulphur is be.st mixed
with olL Vegetable is the best: it is just as cheap as whale
oil or train oil, and there is no unjileasant odor irom it, as
there is from the other two.
Whichever preparation is used, whether it is the sulphur

and vaseline or sulphm- and oil, to effect a cure it must be
thoroughly and freely, but gentlv, rubbed into the skin, not
only into the parts where the hair is off, btit all over the
body, legs, head and tail; not a part must be missed. So
much depends upon the proper application of the dressing,
for if ib is not well applied, but only smeared over the hair,

the case will last an indeflnite time, whereas, if the dog is

properly dressed, the worst case may be effectually cured in
a fortnight.
The dressing should be used every other day for a week,

then after a couple of d.iys or so the dog shotild be thoroughly
washed. Some writers recommend that the dog should be
washed before commencing the dressiag. This is not neces-
sary. Besides, by moving the dog about and using baths
auel towels, you are running the risk of spreading the
disease, and the person who does the washing is almost sure
to catch the mange. About a couple of days after the wash-
ing the dog should be dressed again, as before, for another
week, and then finally washed and put in a kennel that has
been thoroughly cleaned and disinfected.
For dogs that are kept in the house the grease of ointment

or the dressing made of oil is objected to. in .such cases the
balsam of Peru may be mixed with the sulphur instead of
oil or vaseline and applied as previou.sly recommended.
This preparation is quite as eff'ectnal in its action as the
others, and a good deal more pleasant for the dog, but the
ceist of the balsam is much .against its being largely used.
The dre.ssing made of eciual parts of castor oil, kerosene,
olive oil and cocoanut oil, as recommended for general
eczema, is also a very useful remedy for mange, but its

action is increased by the addition of sulphur in the same
proportion as recommended for the sulphur and vaseline
ointment.

It is qmte useless trying to get rid of mange from a ken-
nel or even from a house without the place where the dog
has been living during the attack has been thoroughly dis-

infected. To do this the dog should be removed Irom the
kennel and the place first thoroughly fumigated for twenty-
four hours somewhat after the following manner: All the
crevices around the windows, etc., should be covered over
with strips of brown paper, made adhefsive with flour paste,

so as to make the place as air tight as iiossible to prevent
the sulphur fume escaping. Then an old iron saucepan or a

tin containing about a pound of sulphur, which is sufficient

for a kennel about 6ft.xl0ft. and about 8ft. high, shotdd be
placed in the center of the floor. If a little methylated
spirits be added to tbe sulphur it is more easily ignited.

After this has been done it is necessary to leave the place
quickly, the door closed and strips of paper pasted along the
edges from the outside. After twenty-four hours the door
and window may be opened so as to well air the kennel and
to allow the sulphur fumes to escape. The wood work
should then be thoroughly lime-washed, applied almost boil-

ing hot and very freely, and the flooring well scrubbed with
a strong solution (about one iu twenty) of some disinfectant,

hot. To make ciuite .sure that the process of disinfecting is

complete, it is a good plan, especially where mange has ex-

isted in a kennel for some time, to repeat the fumigating a
second time, and, if expense is not objected to, to destroy the
old benches and have new ones erected. All collars and
chains, dog benches, combs, in fact everything that is used
for the dogs must be also di.sinfected.

Whi n a dog tuffering from mange has lived in a private
house, disinfecting is quite as necessary if the do,g is to be
permanently cured as it is in the kennel. Mats and baskets
should be baked, and the carpets, chairs, etc., where the dog
has been in the habit of lying, washed over with a strong
solution of Sanitas, which does not stain.

It is much more difficult to eradicate mange from a place
than distemper. When a dog is known to have been in cou-
tiaet with another one suffering from mange, a bath in a
strong solution of Jeyes's Fluid (1 in 40) within an hour,
that is, before the acartrs has had time to burrow under the
epidermis, may often prevent an attack of the disease.

A, J. Skwell.

WHAT IS A "BELGUM" SETTER?
Editor Fo/'cst and Stream:
Would you be kind enough to tell me if, in all yoxxr wide

experience you have ever heard of a "Belgum" setter? My
intimate friend and field companion owns a dog that is con-
ceded by all who know him to be ttie best one ih this neigh-
borhood (and there are a number of good ones here). This
paragon of dog flesh is a little under the average size, weighs
about 4.51bs., color black and white with a very faint tinge
of tan mixed in the black along his cheek. This tan color
is so faint as to make it doubtful even on close inspection as
to whether it really is tan; it looks more like sunburn. His
head is rather short, with very long ears heavily feathered,
is deep chested and just a little cat-hammed; tail long, and
when in field at work carried straight, otber times with
quite a curl. The most noticeable characteristic is a hump
on the nasal bone ju.st back of the nose. He is very timid
and affectionate. Has thrown several litters that run to
lemon and white. This dog, twice iu one day, a year ago
last fall, performed the rare feat of standing a live bird with
a dead one in his mouth. Is a natural retriever and the best
I ever saw. One of his oddities is his great dislike for water.
When not hunting he will not even get his feet wet if he
can help it, though he will bring a game bird out if neces-
sary, but can't be induced to touch anything else. This dog
came from Pittsburgh, Pa», and positively refused to notice
riuail even when flying up all around him, or any other bird
until nearly a year old, when, like the old dog Trim, it

struck him all at once.
If you can throw any light on this dog you will confer a

great favor on his owner, myself and all other sportsmen in
this community, as we are all interested.

Feakk: G. LUMAif.

EUTHANASIA-HAPPY DEATH.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I was pained to see a letter from your valued correspondent
"Clumber," in the issue of the (ith inst., condemning the u.se

of chloroform, and I can only think that tbe medical friend
and the vet. did not know "how to kill a dog with chloro-
form, therefore this letter. As I have used chloroform for the
last 15 years for the purpose of killing dogs easily, and never
having any trouble, I think I may perhaps "save much
trouble and impart information on the point in question by
detailing my method. As every surgeon knows at this time
that tbe acttud operation is not'the difficttlt part to bring the
patient through, but that the proper means be taken before-
hand and after to make the operation a success, therefore in
producing death by chloroform the proper step.s should be
taken so that by no chance it can be a failure. My method,
which I have used for many years, is the following:
For a large dog, say a St. Bernard, I need 3oz. of chloro-

form, and for small dogs less. I have a shot bag of coar.se
canvas which has one side ripped down about three inches,
according to the size of the dog's muzzle, so that the entire
muzzle is inclosed; no chance of biting allowed. I nlace in
the corner of this bag a pletlget of absorbent cotton suffi-

cient to absorb the atnountof chloroform I may think neces-
sary. I pour one, two or three ounces of chloroform on this,
and taking a firm hold of the dog by the back of the neck, I
thrust the bag over bis muzzle with no chance of biting by
this means. In from one to three minutes the dog is asleep,
then I lay him down, pour a little more chloroform over the
cotton at the bottom of the bag, and cover the whole with a
blanket or otber dense covering to prevent tbe air getti ug in,

and iu ten or less minutes I have always found that death
has taken place without a struggle, except at the very begin-
ning of the anaisthesia. Let ''Clumber" and others ti'y this
metibod, where the lethal chamber is not to be had, and he
will never say that chloroform is not the most etxthanastic
(if I may coin a word) method of getting rid of old favorites
that they ever used.
As 1 am on the subject perhaps I maytrespassalittle more

on your kennel column and give my experience of anses-
thetics in canine surgery. When l" began to oper.ate on
dogs about fifteen years ago I always used chloroform and
was tolerably successful, but in two or three instances my
patients went through all right, but did not recover well
from the effects of the chloroform. I then turned my at-
tention to the other anEesthetic—ether—and it I have found
to be the proper fluid to be used in canine surgery. I have
never had an accident nor never had a case in which I could
not administer it in safety. The greatest difficulty I had
was how to administer it easily, which I at length overcame
by having a solid leather cone made, which is 6in. deep and
large enough to place over the entire muzzle of the dog;
this is lined with a double layer of thick flannel and holes
are perforated through the sides and bottom of the leather
to admit the air. I thoroughly saturate the flannel Mith
the ether and place it over the muzzle, and if more ether is

necessary it can be poured through the air holers. By this
method the cone acts as a muiizle, so that there is no c"tiance

of biting, and as it is not necessary to remove it to give
more of the ether, I consider it just what we want for opera-
tions, and in my bands has been most usef irl as well as suc-
cessful. I have performed very many operations on dogs,
but none of them ever succumbed to the anaesthetic ether,
which I cannot say of the other, chloroform.

J. S. NrvEN.

BARZOIS IMPORTATION.

DR. GRIMES writes us that the following-named Barzois
for Mr. Hacke's kennels reached London from St.

Petersburg, Russia, on the Gth inst.:

Abreck, all white dog, scar on left hindleg (wolf bite).

Viewga, all white bitch, with light lemon ears.
Oudoff, all white dog, with a light lemou tint.

Viola, white bitch, ears, forehead and left side of body
fawn, and a small fawn spot on right side.

Pospeck, large white dog, with lemon tint.

Zanoza, white bitch, fawn laatch ou top of tail, fawn patch
on each flank, both ears fawn, nose light, and has two scars
on nose (wolf bites).

Armeda, white bitch, light brindle ears, brindle patch on
top of tail, and a black spot on middle of back.

Ospec, white and brindle dog, white face, and is of the old
Gustopsovy type.
Osmad6e, white and brindle dog, brindle head and ears,

and one side of the muzzle white.
Karai, white dog, with lemon ears, and a light lemou

patch on right side.

Dr. Grimes numbers each dog, andcoi-responding numbers
will be found on their collars, so that we may recognize
them when they reach New York, whichshoultlbe the last of
the coming week.
Oudar, a fawn and white dog with a fawn head, and

which stood 32in. at the shoulder, and Odinor, a white dog
with fawn ears, two fawn patches ou sides and back, and
fawn on top of tail, having been jerked on their backs in the
docks at St. Petersburg, and sustaining injuries to their
spines and badly hurt, died two hours afterward. As the
followin,g copy of telegram from Capt. Cole, of steamer
Viatka, to Alfred Henley & C, St. Petersburg, shows:
"Two dogs dead. Other qireer." Signed, Cole.
Dr. Grimes adds: "The cleath of these two dogs is vei'y

much regretted, but we hope to replace them by something
eciuallj' as good, which, when done, will make Mr. Hacke's
kennel number nineteen full-growu Barzois, besides the
large number of young stock on hand and anticipated, and
constitutes his the largest and best in the world, outside of
Russia, and second to none there."
As niost of these dogs are workers and have been tried ou

wolves, it looks as if with a little exertion that in the near
future we may add wolf coursing to our Western sports,
and this will afford something new in the way of annase-
ment for our blase sportsmen who feel inclined to incur a
little danger. Mr. Hacke deserves the thanks of his fellow
fanciers for his enterprise in getting together such a repre-
sentative kennel, and it is to be hoped that future shows
Avill experience the benettt of such aa interesting exhibition
as a dozen of these dogs will make.

SELF-SHOWING MASTIFFS. — Hulton, Pa.—^tZitor
Forest and Strea/m: I cannot but think that Mr. Winchell
is mistaken in saying that Beaufort's perfect carriage in the
ring results from specific training for this point. Caution's
Own Daughter is even a better shower than Beaufort, due
probably to her youth and her being so much lighter weight
and if "l remember aright, Mr. Trickett told me that she
always had that perfect pose from her puppyhood. Both
dogs are thoroughly well balanced, full ot vigor, and
weight and power to handle that weight and are in exact
proportions. My old DeBuch was another dog with these
ciualities, and all of them showed tbe same ease, power
and grace of movement everywhere that they did iu show
rings, I fancy that it is (or was) their just proportions that
made them good showers, not their braining.—W. WADE.

KIlSrt^STON DOG SB.OW.—Editor ForcM and Stream:
The executive committee of the Kingston Kennel Club's
dog show, to be held Sept. 1 to 4, feeling they had imposed

Itoo
many classes on Mr. H. W. Lacy, have divided the

spaniel classes in view of the very large entiy expected and
given field and cocker spaniels to iDr. Wesley Mills.—C. H,
CdBBETT, Sec'y.
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DOG CHAT.

THE great Princess Florence lias met her first defeat in a
resular class, and to AltaBella belongs the credit of this

achieTement. The former bitch was thought to be almost
invincible, and her owner confidently expected to be able to
beat Sir Bedivere when slie was fully matured. Alta Bella
is a daughter of the late Alton, whose death was so regretted
by St. Bernard breedprs, who appreciated him at his proper
value. This win places Alta Bella in the foremost rank in
England, Mr. Gosling, the judge at Darlington, where this
happened, is a well-known St. Bernard man, and must have
the courage of his con^dctions highly developed. The meet-
ing creatpd great excitement. In Princess Florence's defense
it may be well to remark that she was not in good coat; but
the decision seems to have been indorsed by the cognoscenti.

Darlington show has always been one of more than pass-
ing interest to fanciers in England, and it is easily the best
managed and lareest one-day show in England. The secre-
taries of some of our easy-going four-day shows would be
sorely put about to get through the work that the secretary
of such a show must tackle. He is, however, ably aided by
experienced committeemen, two of whom have ofBciated at
every show for twenty years past. 0 E course, to get through
the judging with dispatch, fourteen judges and six rings are
provided.

Wehave receiTed a pamphlet about how to train dogs
for the field, written by the well known handler, Mr. J. L.
Bevan, who is trainer for the Randolph Kennels, Asheboro,
N. C. Mr. Sevan's well known ability in this work is proof
that his ideas are worthy of imitation' and his instructions
are simple enough to be understood by any one. These ken-
nels are situated eighteen miles from High Point, and nine
from Lexington, IST. C, and are owned by Capt. C. S. Wain-
man, an Englishman.

At a meeting held Ttiesday, July T, by the Southern Cali-
fornia Kenuel Club, it was decided to hold the next dog
show in Los Ansples from Wednesday April 20, to Satur-
dav. April 23, 1893, both days incln.siv'e. Mr C. A. Sumner
is the secretary.

The following arrangements have been made with the
railway and express companies for the Toronto dog show,
held Sept, 14 to 18: The L^ike Shore and Michigan Southern
will carry dogs free, Detroit, G-rand Haven and Milwaukee
will carry one dog free. The Erie E.ailway system charge
not less than 2.5 cents or more than SI per dog, according to
distance. The Wabash, from one to one hundred miles 25
cents, one hundred and one to two hundred and fifty miles
50 cents, over two hundred and fifty miles 75 cents p"er dog.
The Grand Trunk and Canadian Pacific railways charge
regular charges one way and return dogs free, biit certifi-

cates must be procured from the secretary at the show to
enable exhibitors to secure the benefit of' the return. The
Canadian and Dominion Express Companies charge double
rates going to show and return free. Mr. Stone tells us there
are several railways to hear f'-nm yet. Entries close Aug. 29.

Colonel Ruppert, Jr., has lUuught bpfter of his intention
not to take an active part in St. Bernards. We are glad of
this, as we want all .sxich men to stay in the bnsine.ss, and
New York is one of the best places in the country for a
kennel of this breed, for two or three good stud dogs will
soon pay for themselves here. Mr. Iluppert is not confining
himself to dogs, for we see that he has just purchased a
couple of good j'earlings at a recent sale, giving $1,500 for
one and §1,000 for the other.

James Abercrombie, a farmer at Waterton, Out., being
annoyed because a dog owned by John S. Cook killed one
of his sheep, went to Cook's farm and shot the dog. Cook,
seeing the act, got his rifle and shot Abercorabie, the
wound he inflicted proving fatal shortly after. No time to
argue about a first bite in this case.

Mr. Robert Leslie, late president of the Massachusetts
Kennel Club, of Lynn, writes pathetically about being com-
pelled to part with his well-known pointe'r Spot. Dash, owing
to lack of facility to keep him. He has not been home with
him for several months, except when wanted for service.
Spot Dash is an excellent stud dog, and a good one in
the field, and whoever gets him will own a pointer. Mr.
Leslie sends bis noted Belle Randolph to W. K. C.'s King of
Kent next week.

Although Mr. Lamb had decided on sending his newly im-
ported bitch Marghuarita to Mrs. Smyth's King Regent some
time since, unfortunately she was sent on just too late for
the service, as the bitch was very cross at the first trial, and
deciding to wait, the delay proved tinfortunate.

We hear that Lord Bute will sail next Saturday for this
country, and his advent is sure to be anxiously awaited by
many who, knowing him so well by reputation, wish to see
him in the flesh.

Mr. Sidney W. Smith writes to a friend in this country
that he has just bought what he believes to be the talles't

dog (St. Bernard) living. He is bigger than Lord Bute or
Scottish Prince was at shoulder and 13 months old. At pres
entheis all bones, but he has him eating well, so he will
soon have him made up.

In the coming Irish setter trials the Claremont Kennels
will run four dogs, to wit: Claremont Patsy, Rancho, Rose
of Claremont and Frisco N.

It almost seems impossible for any one but a Welshman
to pronounce properly the names of some of these Barzois.
It is to be hoped Mr. Hacke will select some more pro-
nounceable cognomens for the dogs of his kennel when he
gets them settled. Czar, Ivan, Zloeem, etc., are all right, but
Pwylai and some of those that he is importing only a man
with a stifi" neck could think of pronouncing properly.

The noted.smooth St, Bernard Cavour, owned by Capt.
Nicholson, of England, has fallen a victim to pleurisy. Mr.
Reick made an offer for this dog last winter and came within
an ace of buying him.

Mr. A. C. Jackson, the bulldog judge, relates a humorous
story to the editor of Stnck-Kccper about the difficulties
of judging on the continent. The exhibitors there, like all
tbo,se in other places, expect to win, and show their disap-
pointment in a number of ways embarrassing to the judge.
He says that one time a woman came into the ring with two
little dogs in her arms. Not being able to notice them a
pathetic scene followed. The lady sat down on the ground
and sobbed hystericall}', while a committeeman on either
side offered her consolation and begged her to bear up.
Later 00 he heard that to smootbe her ruffled feelings two
specials had been presented to the emotional exhibitress.

The Charlottesville Kennel pointers are all in good con-
dition, v/rites Capt. McMurdo, and ready for their prelimi-
nary work in the fiehl, and will be put down as soon as the
weather cools off.

We have not room for the whole of "Conrad's" article in
Fancier's Gazette, but he strikes the keynote when he says:
"It is fortunate for the future of St. Bernards in Engla'nd
that American buj^ers have turned their attention to dogs

rather than bitches, for we have still left almost all our best,
only one champion, Plevna, having been sent to the Far
West, the sad tidings of whose death we gave last week. So
long as our best bitches remain at home there is notso much
to fear, and with ordinary luck we shall soon be able to re-
place the crack dogs which have been taken from us. Still
it is a work of time, but with Princess Florence and Alta
Bella before mentioned. Miss Dutton's champion Peggotty
and Dorothy II., Mr. Norris-Elye's champion Bellegarde,
Dr. Inman's Winona, Rev. Thornton's Andromeda and
Abyss, Mr. Harris's Lady Campbell, and the numy other
high-class matrons that might be named, there should be no
difficulty in breeding another Sir Bedivere and a fresh sup-
ply of good St. Bernards to meet the wants of our enthusi-
astic friends across the herring pond, who are always i-eady
to plank down the dollars when they find anytbing to suit
their taste." And if they will listen to reason this is the
plan they must pursue in ftiture. Instead of "planking
down their dollars" for dogs, let their dollars bring over
some of the above named breeding stock.

Mr. J. W. Taylor, in retiring temporarily from the show
ring, has sold his crack Irish terriers, among them the
chaiiipion Breadenhill, to a Dr. Marsh. The price for
Breadenhill is not given. Another of the cracks of the
kennel is Jack Briggs, and as he has been sold to Mr. R.
Toon, of Sheffield, this is most likely the good "Irishinan"
that Mr. Symonds is expecting, and which we made note of
last week. He has won two firsts and specials at Dtimferm-
line, first Gloucester, and first South port.

Stocli Keeper (Eng.), by continuous efi'ort and an average
of opinion, has got the price of Sir Hereward down to either
«!.3,750 or S4,000. It will be remembered S6,000 was the price
first stated, and according to our "Mann" it settled at -$5,000.

A .'Sensational price has been bid at auction for a smooth
collie. Entered at Darlington for S7.5, she was claimed by
five diilerent people, and when put up to auction secured a
bid of $175.

Wotild it not be well for some of our reformers who are
crying out about our kennel club, to make .some efforts
through the journals of their own country to have things
explained as they want them and not keep writing to Eng-
lish journals, the readers of which cannot be expected to
understand or take more than a glancing interest in the
matter discussed. "Nutcracker," who has hit pretty hard,
is taking a rest, and "Nuteater" is having an innings now.
It strikes us the latter has a St. Louis flavor with it.

From the list of high class mastiffs which we find in the
English papers and now for sale by Mr. Mark Beatifoy, the
noted breeder, the friends of the breed in this country
have an excellent opportunity to get some good breeding
stock, especially on the female'side. This gentleman, as we
noted some time since, has decided to give up exhibiting.

The Kingston Kennel Club is busy getting together a list
of specials for their show, Sept. 1 to 4. Dr. Wesley Mills,
Alontreal, offers f5 cash for the dog or bitch showing best
muscular development and in hardest condition. JT Hen-
derson & Co., stationers, Kingston, offer a pair of pictures,
A^alued at S8, for the best English setter dog in the open
class owned by a member of the Kingston Kennel Club. F.
W. Spangenberg, jeweler, offers a silver mug for the largest
number of fox-terriers entered by an exhibitor. A. C. John-
son & Co. offer a silver mttg for the best pair of English
setters owned by one exhi tutor or kennel. P. Nesbitt,
corner book store, oft"ers an album, valued at $5, for the best
pair of St. Bernards owned by one exhibitor. W. Skinner,
druggist, offers a silver mug for the largest number of
cocker spaniels entered by one exhibitor. Forest and
Stream offers one year's subscription for the best Gordon
setter bitch in the open class, and another year's subscrip-
tion for the best wire-haired fox-terrier. P. Alke offers a
steel engraving, value .?6, for the best pair of Clumber
spaniels in open class.

The Montreal Exposition Company is out with an excel-
lent list of prizes for their inaugural dog show, to be Held
Sept. 22 to 25. As far as the amount of money promised is
concerned it ranks next to Toronto. Mastiffs, St. Bernards,
greyhounds, pointers, setters, collies and cocker spaniels
haA'e kennel prizes of $15 for four or more and .$10 for the
best dog and same for best bitch in each breed. Challenge
prizes in the.se breeds, for each sex, are SIO and dii)loma. In
the open classes SIO, $5 and diplomaare given, cocker spaniels
having also $7. $3 and diplomas for other than black in
both sexes. Great Danes have $10 for the best in each sex,
$10 and diploma in both challenge classes and $10, $5 and
diploma in the open classes. Pox-terriers have a kennel
prize of SIO with also the .$10 specials, in challenge classes
$7 and diploma and in open $7, $-3 and diploma. " Clumber
spaniels are given $7 and diploma in the challenge classes
and 87, $3 and diploma in the open divisions. Field
spaniels get only open classes with 87, S3 and diploma.
Beagles, pugs, Yorkshire terriers and black and tan terriers
get -So for the best in each sex, the two last named breeds
are provided with challenge classes with 87 and diploma
and all have -87, $3 and diploma in open classes. All other
breeds are given at $7, $3 and diploma in the open classes.
In the miscellaneous class $20 is to be distribtited at the
discretion of the judge. Special prizes of silver plate are
promised and will be announced later through the kennel
pre.ss. A special of |15 is to be given to the handler show-
ing best lyona fide list of not less than 10 dogs in his charge.
Entries close Sept. 8 and the fee is $2 for a single dog and $1
for evei-y additional dog entered by the same owner. The
show will close at 6 P.M. every evening and exerci.sing dogs
will only be allowed between 8 and 9 A.M., 12:45 to 1 P.M.
and 6 to 7 P.M. The usual rates will be charged by the ex-
press company and no trouble need be expected fi-nm the
cu.stom authorities. The management draw the attention
of exhibitors especially to their omission of puppy classes,
so that the building may be kept as clean from disease as
possible. Dr. Mills will superintend, and the judge for
Clumber, field and cocker .spaniels is Mr. P. G. Keyes, of
Ottawa, while all other classes will be taken by Mr. John
Davidson.

The Glenmore Kennels send us a very artistically-arranged
catalogue of their Irish setters. Excellent pictures are
given of Beau Brummell, Molly Bawn, champion Winnie
11. and champion Ruby Glenmore. Great stress is laid on
the fact that this kennel breeds primarily for the production
of high-class field dogs. Bench form is an after considera-
tion. If, therefore, this kennel will carry this out, the
appearances of Irish setters in the field wUl, we trust, be
not so much like angels' visits.

The fact that all dogs imported to this country must be
accompanied by a certificate of registration in the kennel
club stud book of the cotmtry it comes from, is very likely
the reason that Mr. Thomas.did not leave England last week
as expected. This will cau.se the Anglo-American Kennels
to be absent from the opening show of the Canadian circuit— Kingston, At Sheffield, England, Aug. 3, their greyhound
took second to Annie Laurie II., said to be in bettet- condi-
tion. In spaniels they took equal second to Young Batchelor
with either Endcliffe Don or Street Ai-ab, the new one said
to be a bit high on leg. Beaconsfield won in black and tans,
though, from reports, his coat seems out of order, having
bare patches on his side; Prince Regent was vhc. At Darling-

ton, Beaconsfield's condition put him back, as Broomfield
Rose beat him in the challenge class. In the open cla.ss Mr.
Lacy's Rhodes Oban beat Prince Regent again. In a hot
class of field spaniels their Street Arab was he, and is
spoken of in one report as a little "on the leg," but a nice
spaniel otherwise. Mr. Purbeck's dog Ornatus was not
given a card, btit Stock-Keeper says, "Ornatus was wrongly
dispatched without a card, tor he can boa.st of more sub-
stance and as much quality as TJndercliffe Smoker, the
recipient of third prize." In this class the great dog
Henmore King was also put back. This seems a bit funny
when Ornatus at one show was placed equal first with .Jenny
Jones, a greyhound bitch that all reporters seem to agree
upon as just about perfection as a show greyhound. "They
were judged at Darhugton by Mr. Thomas Graham, a well-
known cottrsing man.

A correspondent writes us that it would be a wise move on.
the part of the Toronto people to make strenuous efforts to
find and punish the miscreant who cut Why Not and poi-
soned White Wings, as there is a feeling of insecurity among
greyhound men, and unless every precaution is taken this
will affect the greyhound entry at Toronto next month.

Mr. H. P. Thompson, of Toronto, has lost by death his
fox-terrier bitch Ebor Speedy.

The Kingston Kennel Club has assigned to Dr. Wesley
Mills the field and cocker spaniel classes at that show, to be
held the first week of September,

Peoria, 111., seems to have a better opinion of Mr. Rabbits,
Spratts' representative, now in the West, than the worthy
citizens of Omaha had. We see by the Peoria Jnurnnl that
he was given the bridal chamber at the National Hotel,
much preferable quarters than those they woitld lain have
placed him in at the other town. The jmiriuil therefore
takes this opporttmity to indulge in a little sarcasm at
Omaha's expense and incidentally remarks that there is a
possibility of Spratts Co. putting up a factory in some
Western city, and of course Peoria would like 'to have it.

We are glad to hear, however, that Mr. Rabbits is all right.

At a special meeting of the members of the United States
Field Trial Club, held in Indianapolis, Aug. 13, which was
presided over by the president, the reports of the secretary
and treasurer showed the club to be in a very satisfactory
financial condition. The club is entirely out of debt and ha's
over $1,200 in the treasury.. Mr. J. M. Freeman, who lives
at Bicknell, where the trials will be run. wag present at the
meeting, and reported the grounds to be in splendid con-
dition, with an abundance of birds. In order to protect the
grounds a motion was pa,ssed prohibiting all persons from
shooting, hunting, handling or exercising dogs on grounds
south of the railroad for three miles, east and west, and fotu?
miles south of Bicknell. Di.squalification is the penalty for
disobeying this rule.

In one of the evening papers we find a column article
which describes what is said to be a "puppy walker." A
pretty young woman, dressed in the height "of fashion—

a

"summer girl" if at a watering place—is depicted as walk-
ing in Central Park four dogs in four-in-hand fashion; one
of the dogs is a greyhound, another a collie, another a bull-
terrier, and a Dandie Dinmont completes the quartette.
This miscellaneous class is said to be held in hand by four
straps that converge into one, which the lady "puppy
walker" holds in her hand. She is supposed to keep all
these going straight ahead on the gravelly path of virtue.
This sounds very pretty in theory, but in practice we fancy
the puppy walker would have rather a contrary time of it.

Of cour.se the young woman has had a wealthy father who
failed a couple of years since, and this is the way she strikes
out for herself. These dogs are owned by different people,
who are too indolent to do the walking themselves, so she
kindly does it for them at the rate of ^\ a day for a two-
hours' jaunt, and while taking a rest, complacently informs
her interviewer that this brings her in an income of $7 or $8 a
day. What bosh some people do write about a subject they
know nothing of, and we pity the young lady who, led away
by such a plausible tale, wotild endeavor to' turn an honest
penny in such a way, especially in this heated term.

It is gratifying to know that the prospects for a large and
successful show at Hamilton, Out., are of the highest. Al-
though over 2,000 premiitm lists have been sent out the
demand is .still kept up. Mo.st of the large kennels have
signified their intention of exhibiting, and all the classes
are likely to be well filled. No pains will be spared to make
the visit of exhibitors a pleasant one, and the fact that Mr,
A. D. Stewart is to superintend the show is of itself proof
that it vsdll be well worked, down to the smallest detail. The
entries close positively on Aug. 34, so that those who have
not yet sent in their names have still time to do so.

Straws show which way the wind blows. Mr. Patterson,
who owns some good St. Bernards among other breeds,
writes: "Stop my advertisement and send me bill. I am
flooded -^vith letters." He also adds that the St Bernard
bitch Maritana II., which he recently imported and that was
bred to Lord Bute before coming over, has missed.

F. H. Hayes, Dexter, Me., has purchased from R. D. Perry,
Braintree, Mass., the noted foxhound Major O'Rourke, a
winner in the Brunswick Far Club trials of 1889 and 1890.
Mr. Hayes will put him at stud.

The Irish Setter Club's field trials will be held near Cooks-
town, Co. Tyrone, Ireland, Sept. 1(3 to 17. The trials include
pointers and setters and the dogs will be shot over, the trials
being run on the moors near Cookstown.

As soon as Mr. Sidney W. Smith saw the paragraph in
Stock-Keeper that we referred to recently about the condi-
tion Prince Regent and Scottish Prince were in when they
arrived here, he went to London and laid his side of the case
before the editor of that paper. He does not, however, dis-
prove our assertion. We saw the dogs when they landed,
and we have had sutficient experience among dogs to know
the difference between nail scratches and eczema. In the
case of Prince Regent it is folly to say that the sore on his tail
was the result of knocking in the kenuel. It wasiu the wrong
place and fully 6in. long. Prof. Liautard, our noted "vet.,"
gave it as his opinion that it was eczema of not less than
one month's standing. The spots ou Scotti.sh Prince were as
large as the palm of one's hand. Mr. Mann, who brought
them over, objected to the boxes as too .small and found
them full of protruding nails, and Altonette was landed
suffering from distemper. As the two dogs are dead now
perhaps it is no use going into the matter auy fttrther.

Mr, Reick was not long in consoling himself with another
Regent dog. On Wednesday we journeyed with him to Stateu
Island to have a look at the dark horse, which turned out to
be Kingstoa .PtPgent. This dog was owned by Mr, .Julius
Smith, of Port Richmond, S, I,, and is by Prince Regent out
of Lady St Gothard, and is therefore royally bred on both
sides. 'He was whelped Jan. 36, 1SS9, stands 3;3in. good at
the shoulder, and is a very heaviij built dog, weighing in
condition near the 2001b. mark. Though he lacks a distinct
blaze, his solid orange body and beautiful bead shadings
make him an extremely handsome dog; and as he is all
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right on his pins and very well off for bone, he is a very
taking dog. His head is massive aud mnch shorter than
his lamented sire's. He measnres OTer 43in. round the chest,

ISiD. in muKzle and 27iD. round the skull. He was sold at

12 months old to Mr. Smith by Mr. Geo. Booth, of Hull,

Ent?., who bred, we believe, this dog, Marquis of Ripon,
Lord Dante and Lady GlaViwin, all in the same litter.

He has never been used at stud, and is therefore a very vig-

we do not think that with ordinary luck he will regret his

purchase. He will be placed at stud at once, as he is fully

acclimated.

We spent a pleasant afternoon at Mr. Beick's place, at

One Hundred and Thirty-eighth street and North River, last

Sunday. It is an excellent situation for a kennel, ample
grounds, with plenty of shade, and easy of access, being in

the city. This gentleman is getting together a goori kennel

,

and when he has got things as he wants them, we will have
to describe the New York Kennels in our articles on "Ameri-
can Kennels." Old champion Hector evidently appreciates

his new quarters, for he was still as lively and vigorous as

ever.

It is rumored that Mr. W. S. Clark will be one of the
judges at the forthcoming beagle trials. This ought to be
a wise choice and one that will help to fill the entry list.

An excellent picture of a pug appears on the front page of

Garmic TTorlfl this week, it is one of the daintiest pieces

of work we have seen for some time.

Premium lists of the Blue Grass Kennel Club's bench
show, to be given Sept. 33 to 2.5, at Lexington, Ky., can be
had by addressing Roger Williams, secretary. In all the

mo.<5t prominent breeds -SIO is offered for first and $3 for sec-

ond. In the others $5 for first and $3 for second. The en-

trance fee has been placed at $2 and 25 cents extra for un-
listed dogs. The specials are seventy-flve in number and all

in silver. Application for admission into the American
Kennel Club is now pending, and as all the necessary con-

ditions have been complied with they will without doubt
be admitted at the next meeting, Sept. 17.

We are glad that Mayor Grant has undertaken the job of

teaching New York dog catchers manners. He has sus-

pended one, Michael Crowley by name, for one month for

being saucy to a Mrs. Wallace. JSTow, will some one under-
take to teach this class of public servitors the rudiments of

morality and honesty.

Every one who visited the doe show in New York will pro-

bably remember the beautiful Parisian dog that took vhc.
resei-ve in the miscellaneous class, the property of Mrs.
Horace Stokes. There were a number of people who tried

to buy the dog at the time of the show, but to every one Mrs.
Stokes replied that she wouldn't part with the dog for

several thousand dollars. One day last week as it was cross-

ing the street at Saratoga Springs it was run over and in-

stantly killed, a heavy wheel of the carriage pa.ssing over
and mashing its skull.

There is a talk in Toronto of having a banquet to be given
by ihe Toronto Kennel Club and the Canadian Kennel Club
jointly, during the Toronto show, to dog fanciers of Canada
and visiting exhibitors.

Friend Dole writes us thatthetwo dachshunde, Windrush
Rioter and Janet, arrived Irom England last week for Mr.
Maurice. Janet is due to whelp to Pterodactyl some time
next month. The bull bitch Countess of Norfolk also ar-

rived for Mr. Sackett. She is in whelp to Fair Prince.
Mr. Hatch's bull bitch Magpie was also among the lot. This
bitch is said to be always near the front in good company.
All the dogs arrived in good condition, although they were
twenty days on the road. Mr. Dole has .sold his bull-terrier

bitch The Star to Mr. H. Fred Church, who owns Prince
Bendigo.

We are told that Mr. P. G. Keyes, of Ottawa, one of the
committeemen of the Ottawa show, measured the greyhound
Sir Launcelot's mouth and found him .5-16 of an inch over-

shot. Next!

Mr. .Tames W. Whitney is very well pleased with his new
mastiff bitch Exeter Dirce, which arrived Aug. 14 by the
National Line, and he is delighted with the care that they
took of her. While not, of course, the equal of C. O. D.,
she is an excellent mastiff. This kennel has also
purchased Linkwood Queen from Mr. James Thompson,
Washington, D. C. She is by champion Beaufort out of

Gerda. As this bitch has a good head and is grandly bred,

she should do well for the Flour City Kennels. Mr.'Whit-
uey tells us his kennel is about full. This kennel will ex-
hi6it at the fall shows.

Col. North is wi.se in retiring the undefeated greyhound
FuUerton; a record such as his should run no danger of

being tarnished with a defeat. He is now at stud. From
what we gather there are several of our greyhound breeders
who would send bitches to him did they know how to go
about it, amount of fee, and so on.

We have received the English Kennel Club Stud Book for
1S90. and take this opportunity to give praise where praise
is due, Our A. K. C. Stud Book for 1890, with a larger
nuujoer of registrations, made its appearance in February
last, and the English one is delayed till July. America
ahead again.

Enfield Grabber, the noted bulldog, has joined the evei^
increasing majority. He was a most promising dog and the
loss is a severe one. The dog was sent to be set up, and
when taking the skin off, the taxidermist found a plaice
sticking in its throat, the evident cause of death.

Somebody whispered to us that a crack bull-terrier would
soon make its way over here if it could be bought right.

Now we see by C'/ii/ne IFo/'icZ that Mr. Harry Thompson
has concluded the .sale of the champion Streatham Mon-
ai'ch, but price aud name of purchaser have not transpired.

As a rule our exhibitors are humane enough to ship their
dogs in crates that are amply large enough, but sometimes
we meet with exceptions. In England, it would seem, they
( iimot do just as thev please in this respect without incur-
ring the consequences. The owner of thedachshund Indiana
sent her to a show in a box too small to stand up in, and
then crowded eight pups in with her. Arriving at the show
the bitch was found dead as well as some of the puppies,
only four recovering. It is refreshing to hear, however, that
the inhuman owner was fined $25 and costs for the cruelty
to the bitch and $1.25 and costs for the cruelty to the pups.
This ought to have a wholesome ett'ect.

We draw the attention of St. Bernard breeders to the ad-
vertisement of the New York St. Bernard Kennels, placing
thei'" Kingston Regent at stud. A large list of dogs are on
sale this week. Among the new ones we find that Otto
IBeverung has x .spaniel for treeing partridge, Glenrose
Beagle Kennels offer beagle pups; Killarney Kennels some
choice Irish setter pups by Elcho, Jr., and others; F. H.

Hayes, trained foxhounds: F. B. Echlin, St. Bernard. pups;
John Hargreaves, fox-terriers; H. C. Graff pointer pups and
trained setter; J. H. Ten-Eyck Burr, St. Bernard pups; E. H.
Csthans. several well-bred pointer puns; Box 10, pointer
pups; Robert Leslie, the noted pointer Spot Dash; Geo. H.
Holtham, Nick of Na.so pups; J. H. Schwack, rabbit hounds;
and Frank F. Dole, choice bull- terrier pups. Fred. P. Kirby
advertises that he will handle dogs at Lexington show.

In a letter just received from Dr. Inman, the owner of

Siegfried (late Salvator Rosa), he says he had three Ameri-
can inquiries l.a.st week about .selling the dog. He adds,

and this will put an end to further unnecessary trouble, "I

do not intend (at least at present) to sell the dog."

A bombshell will fall on several prominent taembers of

the kennel world and two kennel clubs, if certain A. K, C.

rules are not complied with in the course of a couple of

weeks. Non-pavment of the prize money due at two shows
last spring is the cause of the trouble. Suspen.sion is the

penalty.

The St. Bernard Jim Blaine, lately owned by Mr. H. Hal-
sey, arrived in this country three weeks since and is now
owned by Mr. F. C, Hatch, of Arizona.

The Westchester Fair Association will hold a dog .show in

connection with the fair at White Plains, N. Y., Sept. 29 to

Oct. 3. Nearly all the breeds are provided for, and prizes

are S3 and $1. A large building, 100 't. long, has been erected
for their accommodation.

The death of Mr. J. II. Murchison removes one of the old-

est exhibitors in England. Though nrincipally interested
in fox-terriers at a time when Old Jock, Grove Nettle, Bel-

frave Joe and champion Olive were the cracks of the day,
e also dabbled in black and tans. We well remember Mr.

Lacy's old champion Queen being sold to him somewhere
about 1871 for the then remarkable price of %i\!a, little Pam
being thrown in to make the bargain good.

Mr. Rawdon Lee, whose connection with the London Ficif?

is well known, is, we hear, to be an exhibitor again.

According to Canine World Lord Bute was sold to Men-
thon Kennels for .?3,7.50, and Mr. Shillcock offered afterward
$125 to call the deal off.

BEAGLE TRAINING.

A MAN let loose his beagle
To make the bunnies hump,

The beagle hunted where he pleased
And the man sat on a stump.

The dog ranged far and wide,
He would not be controlled;

And when he'd sat six hours
He got exceeding cold.

A neighbor riding through the woods
Saw where he'd taken root,

"Your dos," said he. "is hunting
Two miles beyond Mt. Foote."

Mt. Foote was fifteen miles away,
So with the man he'd met,

Our friend rode sadly homeward,
But that beagle's hunting yet.

Bkadlet.

DRUGGING DOGS FOR SHOWS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In "Dog Chat," a few weeks since, I noticed a strong and

well-founded protest against the practice of drugging dogs
with arsenic, etc., to get them into show form. Only ex-
cessive occupation at the time prevented me from enforcing
these remarks then. Some months since in the English
journals this subject was treated week after week. Many
veterinary surgeons and others testified to the evil effects

and the prevalence of this abuse of arsenic. As shows are
much more numerous in England than here, and many dogs
attend a large proportion of those held, the difficulty of
keeping the animals in form and the consequent temptation
to use drugs is very great. I have reason to believe that the
condition of some of the dogs shipped to America is owing
in part to the fact that during the voyage the accustomed
drug is withheld, naturally,
A little chapter from my own experience may be more

useful than abstract discussions. Last winter a dog was
brought to the canine clinic of the Faculty of Comparative
Medicine and Veterinary Science of McGill LTniversity, of
this city, of which I had charge, for skin trouble. Though
a mass of disease I at once was greatly struck with the high
quality of the dog. He was greatness in ruins, as I had
never seen it before in a dog. Inquiry brought out the fact
that he had been a great English Crystal Palace winner.
After trying various kinds of treatment to little purpose

I liked the dog so much that I took him to my own kennel
to be treated. Many remedies were tried, but he could only
be kept in moderate condition by pouring into him con-
stantly enormous doses of arsenic. Evidently this dog had
become so used to this drug that he could not do without it.

I fear that the drugging of dogs for shows is a growing evil

in the United States and Canada. I wish to warn all

against this abuse of a useful remedy. It should be given
to dogs with specific troubles only, and never as a general
tonic or to improve "condition."
Reliance should be placed on dieting, exercise, grooming,

massage and an occasional Avash to keep a dog in condition.
The neglect of some handlers and owners of dogs at shows
after the judging is over is deplorable, and indicates how
little real regard they have for this noble animal. A dog
should be talien off the benches at least twice, and better
three times, dailj'. He should receive more rather than
less attention than at home, for the trials are severe. At a
future time I will indicate when arsenic really .should be
used. Provision is made at Montreal and Ottawa shows for
removal from the benches thrice daily.

Wesley Mills, M.D., D.V.S.

THE DOOM OF TROEVEETIE.

AN obliging correspoudent informs u'^: "I have in my
possession a copy of an old judgment, dating 1595, which

perhaps may interest you: 'The Sheriffs of the city of Ley-
den.—Whereas the demand and conclusion done and taken
by Lot. E. Huygengael, Mayor of this city, against and on
account of the dog of Jan Janz van den Poel, named Troe-
veetie, or by any other name it might be called, whether by
name or surname, at present being in prison. Whereas the
information given by M. Byssler for this purpose, as well as
the prisoner's own confes.siou, given without torture or rack.
Giving sentence and justice, we have of high authority and
on behalf of the county of Holland and West Friesland,
condemned it (the dog), by these presents, to be brought into
the yard of Graefstyn, in this city, where criminals are
usually punished, and that it may there, by the executioner,
be hung by means of a string on the gallows, between heaven
and earth, so that death may ensue; further that its dead
body be dragged on a .stretcher into the gallows-field, and that
there it be suspended to the gallows in hon-ification for all

other dogs, and as an example to everybody. We further
declare all his assets, if it owns any, to be forfeited and

confiscated in favor of the county of Holland and West-
Frlesland. Actum in the public court of justice—the Doom-
stool"—in the presence of all the aldermen, May 3o, lo96.'

This dog had bitten J. J. van den Poel's baby when playing

at his uncle's house, where the child was holding m his hand
a piece of meat, which the dog had seized and so bitten the

child, and thus inflicted a wound on the two fingers of the

right hand, 'through the skin to the flesh, making the blood

pour out of the wound, and causing the child to die from
this Avorld by the terror thus produced within a few days
afterwards.

'

'''—Hartshorne's ''Hanginu in Chains. '

'

TORONTO KENNEL CLUB'S SHOW.

A SHOW of members' dogs was held at Toronto, in Rich-
mond Hall, the evening of Aug. 13. It created a great

deal of interest among fanciers, and some dogs known to

outside fame were the recipients of honors. It was a bad
time for a .show owing to the absence of many members, and
the near approach of the show next month. Mr. James
Luckwell, the well-known spaniel man of Woodstock, Ont.,

donned the ermine, and made his work all the more inter-

esting and instructive by instructive discu.ssiona of the dog's

good points. A vote of thanks was tendered him at a meet-
ing of the club, which was called by President Boyle after

the judging. The awards were as follows:

IRISH SETTERS.- 1st, 0. Campion's Belle; 2d, T. J. Mitch-
ener's Shaun Rhue.
COCKER SPANIELS.—Champion—Ist, Geo. Bell's King of

Obos.—Open—Doos: 1st. Geo. Bell's Obadiah; 2d, T. J. Mitchener'a
Done. Bitches: Ist, G. Bell's I Sav: 3d, J. Elder's Muse; 3d, P. J.

Keating's Jennie.—Othbe than Black—1st, T. D. Fitzsimmon's
MoUie. Puppies; 1st, J. Bell's I Say.

FIELD SPANIELS.—Vhc, P. J. Keating's Raven.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—1st, 3d and 3d, Yorke & For-
sbaw'c Ruby, Duke and Topsy.

PRINCE CHARLES SPANIELS. — 1st, Yorke & Forshaw's
Romeo.
BLACK POODLES.-lat, R. Wright's Friday.

" CHURN-DOG " STORIES are always in order. A city

man who used to live on a farm, as so many city men did
when they Avere boys, sends us this: "At home on the farm
we had a number of cows, so many that churning was too
heavy a task for even the men folks, so Mr. L. rigged up a
dog churn, an inclined wheel, a sort of canine treadmill.

It became the duty of Ponto, a large white mastiff, to tread
that monotonous cycle, and notwithstanding the toothsome
bit of meat that was fastened on a lath within four inches
of his nose, he was not at all proud of his position and re-

sponsibility. He made several attempts to shirk his task,

and twice succeeded. He got to know when churning day
came around as well as any one in the house. On the morn-
ing of that day he would loiter about the kitchen door until

he was fed, and as soon as he heard the note of preparation
—the bringing of the cream jugs, preparing the churn, etc.—
he would put for the woods and would not be seen again
until night. The day of churning was changed, and next
morning a more crestfallen atid astonished dog was never
seen when he was collared and harnessed to the beam which
set the da.sh in motion; he looked positively foolish. He
did his work, but with lowered head, and in cogitation

evidently. On another occasion he tried another dodge.
When they were about to put him on the wheel he ran up
to his mistress holding up one paw, affecting to be lame.
She thought much of the dog, and was inclined to let him
off that day. The next instant he was seen charging over a
high fence after a neighbor's cat. 'Well,' said the old lady,

'if he can go after a cat like that, he is able to churn.' And
he did, and never tried to shirk his work again.—J. D. J."

THE MONTREAL DOG SHOW.—Editor Forest and
Stream: The new building for the bench .show is now com-
pleted. It is 170x36ft., and it is estimated that 600 to 700 dogs
can be comfortably benched. Two neat offices, one for ex-
hibitors and the press, the other for the judges and officers

of the show, have been erected. In order to economize space
for the exhibits, these offices have been elevated. The
building is pronounced first-class in every way by all who
have seen it. It is admirably ventilated and lighted. A
large number of premium lists have been mailed. Tho.se
who have not received them should apply to the secretary,

J. S. Robertson, 56 St. Peter street, Montreal. We expect a
very large entry, but shall not crowd even if we have to
decline entries.—Wesley Mills, M.D., Superintendent.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Motes are inserted without charge; and blanks

(furnished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Onmva. By Chas. D. Roberts, Dexter. Me., for liver and white
ticked pointT dog, whelped May 5, 1891, by Trinket's Bang (Crox-
teth—Trinket) mit of Juno King D^n (Kmg Don—Meteor's Dell).

Ccirktoivn Bebc. By Corktown Cocker Kennels, Oftawe, Ont.,
for black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Feb. 5. 1891, by Boimce
(Bob Obo—Tough) out of CEnone (Obo, Jr.—Tongb).
CorMoiim Crime, CorMown Comet, Corktomi Cupid and Corktoivn

Cora. By Corktown Cocker KenneJs, Ottawa, Ont., for black
cocker spaniels, three dogs and one bitch, whelped May 23, 1891,

bv Obo, Jr. (champion Obo—Farrow's Nellie) out of Dot Smirle
(Bob Obo—Tongb).
Royal Rosey and Leah Lee. By F. B. Zimmer, GloversvUIe. N.

Y., for white, black and tan beagle bitches, whelped Aug. 6, 1891,

by champion Royal Krueger (champion Bannerman—Cora) ont of
champion Twinkle (champion Lee—Juliette).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on applloatlon.

Kilmarmck Winnie—Renaimi. Kilmarnoek Collie KennelSc
(Boston, Mass.) collie bitch Kilmarnock Winnie (Kilmarnock
Chief—champion Winnie) to their Renown (Metchley Wonder-
Daisy Miller), Aug. 7.

Floi-a-Dad Monarch. Mr. Dunn's (Providence. R. I.) English
setter bitch Flora to S. B. Allen's Dad Monarch (Roy Monarch-
Blue Jennie), Aug. -5.

Tough—Bot) Oho. Corktown Cooker K<^nnels' (Ottawa, Ont.)
cocker spaniel bitch Tough (Wildair-Belle) to Rideau Kennels'
Bob Obo (champion Obo—Farrow's Nellie). July 23.

Wanda—Oho, Jr. Corktown Cocker Kennels' (Ottawa, Ont.)
cocker spaniel bitch Wanda (Bob Obo—Cleo) to Rideau Kennels'
Obo, Jr. (champion Obo—Farrow's Nellie), Aug. 5-

Rattler 111. J. C. Crawford's (Chicago, III.) beagle bitch
to W. S. Gates's champion Rattler III., May 5.

Queen of Le^—Rattler 111. P. Donaldson's (New Richmond, O.)
beagle bitch Queen of Lee to W. S. Gates's champion Rattler
m.
Damper, Jr.—Rattler IIL C. H. Jintz's (Philadelphia, Pa.)

beagle bitch Damper, Jr. to W. S. Gates's champion Rattler
m.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent tree on application.

Tioinkle. F. B, Zimmer's (Gloversville, N. T.) beagle bitch
champion Twinkle (champion Lee—Juliette), Aug. 6, three (one
dog), by Hornell-Harmony Kennels' champion Royal Krueger
(champion Bannerman—Cora); dog dead.
Mystic n. E H. Br^gg's (North Sidney, Me.) beagle bitch Mys-

tic 11. (Roas-Spot), Aug. IG, six (tour dogs), by his Chubb (imported
Blue Boy—Mystic).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Jacli Bannerman. White and tan bpagle dog, whelped Septem-
ber, 18h8, by champion Bannerman out of Kate, by Ray Hille-
brant, Johnstown. N. Y.. to F. B. Zimmer, Gloversville, N. Y.
Major fVRourkc. Foxhound dog, by R. P. Perry, Braintree,

Mass., to F. H. Hayes, Dexter, Me.
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LadyBnhii. Silver fawn pug bitch, wTielperi Sept. 17, 1890, by
Bradford Ruby 11. mi*: of Pearl, by Eberhart Pug IlennelB, Cin-
cinnati, O., to O. P, Kinnic, Lima, O.
Koitnte. Silver fawn pue: dog, wlielped June 20, 1889, by Lord

Nelson out of Terra, Gotta, bv TCberfaart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati,
O.. to L. J. Buell, Neenab, Wif>.
MwmieE. Silver fawn pug bitcb, -wbelped Feb 27, 1891, by Spo-

Jtaneoutof Lady Verne, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati,
O., to L. J. Buell, Neeuab, Wis.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
F. M., Toronto, Canada.—What breed'

S. E. T., Pittsbureh. Pa —You had better advertise for one. there
are lots of tbem, but difficult to find just when you want them.
H. E. R., Charleston, W. Va.—I bave a line Lavfiraf^k b'teh

•whicb I wish to breed. As there is no good Larerack dog at hand,
bow would it do to breed her to a Llewellin dog? Ans. Very
well.

G. B., Boston. Mass.—My pointer bitch wbile out the other day
cut himself between the toes. It does not heal as it should. What

' would you tupgest as a remedy? It seems to matter a good deal.
1 bathe it wiib salt water twice a day. Ana. Poulticw lirst for a
day or two, theu drees daily with boracic ointment .spread on lint
and bandaged round the foot.

J. S, L . Blof'msbury, N. J.—My dog has just broken out in spots
with sometbing 1 hat looks like mange. Will you tell what I can
send for and where I can eet that which wall cure it ? Also a rem-
edy to use in ibe kennel that will disinfect it and keep it beaUby.
Ans. Use one of the mange cures advertised in our business
coluraiis, and you will find Cynolina one of the best disinfectants
to use, and you can also apply it to ibedog'a skin with good effect.

H. A., Wheeling. V.—I bave a f -^x-terrier about Smos. old that
aatter lyini; down some time moves very stifflv behind and some-
times gives way so that he falls on the ground. Is there any
-remedy, as he is a well-bred dog aod li\ ely enoueh otherwise?
Ans. Give a dose of castor oil and then the followine P'll=: Pow-
dered nux vomica, 4grB., and 6grs. ergofine; moke 13 pills and give
one twice a day. Apply some stimulating linament along the
spine.

Medicus.—1. Give pedigree of Pinkey ( A.K.R. 3. Was
Racket registered (she was esbibited at Providence iu 1887 at the
dogshow, by .Joseph Tales). 3. Was Mayfliwer rrgisteied; she
took first prize a t Providence, 1887 These are all pugs. Ans. 1.

Pinkey (A.K.R. 2145), sire. Elcbo, by an Enclish dog, name un-
known, out of imported Daisy. D-^m, Racket. 3. Racket took
high com. at Providence show in 1887, but she is not in the Regis-
ter 3. No.

J. B., North Platte, Nsb.—I. My pug bitch whelped last month
four bitches and three dogs. There is a small white spot on the
belly of three of them and a small spot on one of the feet. They
are all dark on the ii^lly. Could I not use some kind of cheraicsl
to dye tue small white spits? 3. One of the dogs has got a red
mask. Irt he a,", valualjle as a blaik-mtsk pug dog? Ans. 1.

Yes, but you could not show them, as tbis would bo faking and
render them liable to disqualifica ion. 3. No.

Readbu, New York City.—I bought a fox-terrier bitch in pup.
When I Kot her she bad a habit of sneezing. The puppies (four
weeks old) sneeze a good deal; also another bitch now in pup has
recently got the same habit. The. bitch nursing baf a bad breath.
Is this distemper, and what is good for it? Ans. You do not say
how long you have had the bitci-i, and it there is any discharge
with the snepzing. Try syringing the nostrils of the hitch daily
with the followine solution: Ten grains of burnt alum to one
ounce of water. The bad breath may he due to decayed or dirty
teeth or disordered stomach. Give a dose of castor oil.

K. J. S., Madison, M".—1. Can you furnish me with the pedigree
of the Irish setter dog Sagamore, that won first prize at the Bos-
ton show? His sire and dam were owned by a Mr. Stickuey, of
Boston; don't know who owns Sagamore. 2 Could you ^ell me of
any^oue who ha« a good English setter si ud dog of either Glad-
stone or Count Noble blood, anywhere within re'isonalile distince
of this place? Ans. 1. Sagamore (A.K.C.S.R. lli,784), owned by
Mr. Stickney. He is by Darby out of Spins way, oy (!hief out of
Tyrrell's N' Hie, by Watts out of Romaine; Darby, by Berkley out
of Anna, by Blarney II. out of Sal. 2. Perhaps some of our read-
ers may know of one.

A. B., Providence, R. I.—What can I do for a St. Bernard dog
whose eyes are watering all the time? They are a little red in-
side, but nothing to speak of. They matter some too iu the morn-
ing. I notice lately that he shakes his head and rubs his ears
against anything he can. 1 find nothing the inalterooly an oifen-
Bive smell. Please answer bv mail. Ans. If the eyelashes are
turned in the watering of the eyes can be only cured by an opera-
tion. Apply the following lotion to the eyes three or four times
a dav with a piece of sponge: Sulphate of zinc 1 scruple, tinct. of
opium 2dr., water 6oz. The shaking of the Khead is due to canker
of the ear?. Pour a little of the following lotion into the ears
twice a day: Acid carbolic liq. m x, Goulard's extract of lead
Idr., almond oil loz., and cleanse ears before using lotion

R. H. P., New York.—Six months ago my 21.^-year-old pointer
dog had some acute gastric trouble which nae left him with
chronic indigestion. His appetite is capricious, he coughs occa-
Bionally, and at times has tendency to nausea. It I take him out
and exercise him on game, these symptoms are much more marked
tlie following day, when his appetite is almost entirely absent. I

have been feeding him sparingly on drg biscuit and milk in the
morning and table scraps at night. Aug. Give the following mix-
ture: Bicarbonate of potash and tincture of nux vomica of each
Idr., liquor arsenicalis 48 minims, sulphate of morphia Igr,,

water 6oz. Give oue tablespoonful three times a day. Pi'ed on raw
meat in t he morning and bread and gravy with scraps m the even-
ing, or cod liver oil cakes. You might also treat for worms. Do
not give any violent exercise. If no improvement after this, con-
sult a veterinary surgeon.

W. W., Providence, R. I.—My 10 months old bull-terrier bitch
puppy has a skin disorder. Have tried several mange lotions but
met with only ("mall encouragement. Skiuisverv red and feels

lumpy to the touch. Afr^r being washed the lumps and pimples
have a yellowish head, as if they contained matter, and some
look like a blister. Pace, breast, inside of paws and hindlegs
principally affected. Hair all comes ou^ when par's are affected,
leaving skin hot and dry. Has been affected for nearly two
months. Am now using Buchan's carbolic soap and liquid dog
wash externally and the cuticnra resolvi nt for the blood inter-
nally. In her stools can be seen numberless little white .specks
similar in size and shape to a caraway sepd, which upon being
exposed to the air a short time, became alive and resemble mag-
got worms. .July 4 I gave her Glover's vermifuge and she passed
a lot of worms from 1 Lo 4in. long and about the size of vermicelli
in circumference. A week later gave another dose but only
three were passed. At limes she smf^lls very foul and her breath
is exceedingly offensive. Has a good appetite and sleeps well.

Ans. Treat for worms again, using some other vermifuge this
time. Also give, as an injection into tho bowels afier a motion,
Sozi. of Infusion of quassia. Give the following mixture:

Sulphate of magnesia Bdrs.
Bicarbonate of soda 2dr8.
Liquor scdse arsenicalis Idr.

Water (Joz.

Give one teaspoonful twice a day. Apply the following oint-
ment all over the dog twdce or three times a week: Best kero-
sene, 1 pint; castor oil, 1 pint; best cotton-seed oil or olive oil, 3

pints. Apply boracic ointment to the sores daily. Give 4 to 6oz.

of meat in addition to the present. She is in season, the BweUing
will disappear in a week or two.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

NEW JERSEY STATE SHOOT.
THE New Jersey State Rifle Association will hold its first; annual

competition at the State Rifle Range, at Sea Girt, commencing
Aug. 24 and ending Aug. 29. It is expected that teams from the regimen-
tal and battalion organizations of the National Guard of New York,
Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Delaware, District of Columbia, and New
Jersey will enter. The teams are limited to six men each, and these
matches, which will last for two days, will be by the firing regulations
for small arms now in force in the United States Army. Under these
regulations a trophy for each match will be competed for, and will be
awarded to the organization whose team for the two days' competition
attains the highest aggregate in each mat<-.h. These trophies are to
be coinjietea for in each year until one organization wins the same
trophy three times. There will also be held pool and individual
matches, and matches on the standard American target at SOOyds. on
Aug. 26. S6. 27, and 2:». Tents, cots, and blankets will be supplied to
all teams entering ui the competitions. Gen. Bird W. Spencer. In-
spector-General of Rifle Practice of New Jersey, who is much inter-
ested in tbis first meet, is making evei-y arrangement possible for the
comfort of the National Guardsmen wbo will attend. The following
programme has been thus far adopted:
Monday, Aug. 24, will be devoted to the work of establishing camp,

receiviog competitions, inspection of ranges, and the general work of
preparation. The names of the principals and alternates, in the order
in which they are to fire, both at known distances and as skirmishers
will be submitt^id to the officers in charge bv the team captains on
or before 8 o'clock P. M.
Tuesday, Aug. 25, preliminary practice, known distances. Each

competitor will be allowed to fii-e 10 shots at 200 and .WOyds.
Wednesday, Aug. !i6, preliminary practice, skirmish firing. Bach

competitor svill be allowed two skirmish runs of 20 shots each, firing
to be conducted under the same regulations as in the regular com-
petition
Thursday, Aug. 27, regular competitions, known distances. Each

competitor will fire 10 shuts at each of the ranges, 200 and 500y Js.
Friday, Aug. 28, regular competition, skirmish firing. Each com-

petitor will make two skirmish runs of 20 shots each, 600 to 300yds.
and back, 10 halts, 5 advancing and 5 retiring, 30 seconds firing inter-
val, at each halt.
Saturday, Aug. 29. Individual matches and such team matches as

may be arranged for during the meeting.
The rifles must be the .service rifle of the State from which the team

comes, and it must be shot standing at the 200yd. ranges, and from a
prone position at .500yds.

The skirmish firing will be between 30Oand 000yds,, and any position
for firing will be permitted. The targats wiU be ot the second-class,
in groups of ten or leas. The competitors assigned to each group will

form in hoe in the rear of the 600yd. firing point, with zO cartridges
each in their belts. Then the competitors will advance as in the skir-
mish drill, and begin firing after the last note of the bugle .signal, and
the firing will continue for .50 seconds, when the bugle will sound to
cease firing Then the line advances and these signals are repeated.
When the 200yd fine is reached the signal. "To the rear, march," will

be sounded. The manosuvering lo the rear and firing will continue
as on the advance. This will show how well the guardsmen can shoot
in field work at uncertain distances.

THE TRAP.
Scores for publicatim ghmld be made out on the print-ed blanks

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and fumwhed gratis to club
s'xretaHes. Corregpondents %vhc favor m with club scores are par-
ti'.ularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Aug. 25—Oanajoharie, N. Y., Gun Club Tournament. Open to
all. r. C. Pegnim, '^ec'y.
Aug. 25-27.—Buffalo Tournament, assisted bv the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Sl.OOO guaranteed.
Aug. 29 and Sept. 7.—Sweepstake Shonting at Kutherfurd, N.J.,

on the grounds of Boiling Springs (lun Club. Aug 29, sweep at
50 bluerocks, entrance S5, Sept. 7 (L ibor Day), sweepstakes at
targets.

Sept. 1-3.—Hackettstown Gun Club. Two days at targets.
For programmfcR address Jamfs L. Smith, Hackettstown N.J,
Sept 1 4.—Second Annual Tournament, Cheyenne, Wi-o. Dr.

A. A. Ha.lcombt', Sec'y.
Sept. 8-5 —Tbr^e Days' Tournament at Atlantic City, N. J.

Atlantic City (xun Club grounds. Managed by E. T> Miller,
Springfield, N. J , and Harry Thurman, Germantown, Philadel-
pnia, P*.
Sept. 7-9—Atlantic City Shooting Tournament, Atlantic Oity>

N. .T.

Sej)t. 8-11.—Grand Interaaiional Tournament at Detroit. Live
birds a' d .-standard Keys'one targets.
Sept. 11-12.— Harrifiburg Shooting Association, new club house,

two days opening shoot, targets and live birds; also six-men team
shoots for central Pennsylvania, Harrisburg Shooting Associa-
tion trophv, valued at $100. H. M. F. Wordeii, Spc'v.
Sept. 1.5-17.—Knoxvilie, Tenn., Inter-State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.
Sept. 1,')-17 —Dayton. O., Second Annual Tournament. Open to

the world. First two days inanimatft targets. Last day spar-
rows. Address W. Scott McDonald. Eif th and Ludlow streets,
Dayton, O.
Nov. 3-5.—Staunton, Va., Inter - State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.
Nov. 17-19.—Savannah, Ga., Inter-State Manufacturers' and .

Dealers' Association.

The West Shore Eaileoad, with avlew of givhiglts patrons an opportu
Bity to Bee ttie World's Greatest Cataract, has made arrangements whereny
parties ticketed via Its line, and holding flrst-class tickets, either limi^d
or continuous train, will be permitted to stop over to \Mt Niagara Falls,

without additional expense to passengers for railroad fare Passengers
holding tickets via BufCalo, thence over the L. S. cS: M. S. or N. Y. • . & St

L. R. R's will also be allowed to visit Niagara Falls upon notifying the
Conductor, who will honor their ticket, BuHalo to Niagara Falls. This
stop over privilege will be frranted to west-bound passengers via West
Shore Eailroad, holding tickets sold at Syracuse or past or north thereof,

and destined to or beyond Toronto, Hamilton or St. Thomas. Ont., or Dun-
felrk, N. Y. In order to avail themselves of this privilege, passengers Will

hand their railroad ticket to ticket agent of the West Shore Railroad at

Niagara Falls station, immediately ou arrival at that point, the agent
Riving them a receipt for the ticliet. At the time of resumption ot the
journey, the passenger wlU present his receipt to the agent, who wUl re-

turn tlie original ticket and attach paster contract, which will be authority
lor acceptance of ticket from Niagara FaUa to destination, as per limlc

ptmched in margin of paster contract. The maximum time allowed for
stop at Iflagara Falls (except on unlimited rickets), is ten days, but this

time can only he allowed on tickets the destination of which is Cincinnati,

St. Louis or Chioago, or a point east thereof. When destination is west of

Cincinnati, St. Louis or Chicago, passengers must leave Niagara Palls at

such lime as wUl enable them to reach thetr linal destination within the
limit of original ticket. Tickets deposited with the ticketagentat Niagara
Falls will only be surrendered on application of the original purchasers
and proper identiUcailon, and only within tblrty minutes before schedule
time ot departure of train on which they are to resume their Journey from
Niagara FaMs.—Adv.

CREEDMOOR, Aug. hi.-The fourth marksmen's match of the
season occurred on the Slate rifle range at Creedmour lestcrday.
Those who made the qualifying score of 30 points or more on the
200 and 3CI0vds. ranges wer«:
Seventh Regiment-J. H. Swayne, Co. H, 40; L. .1. F. Rooney,

Co. A, 38; J. D. Hopkins, Co. D. 38; N. E. Stout, Co. I, 37; J. Cor-
ner, Co. H, 37; F. Bull, Co. K, 37; W. E. G-eeuwalt, Co. br, 36: H.
Carfield, Co. H, 36; T. E Triples, Co. G, 35; J. C. Korda. Co. H,
3.5: ,1. H. Dimond, C". H, 35; J. M. Fisk, Co. K. 35; 0. E. Miller, Co.
D 35; W. F. King, Co. F, 34; G. Kemble, Jr., Co. F, 31; W. (i^o'-don,

A, 3t; K. D. Andrews. Co. fcl, 34; H. Block, Co. F, 31; A. G. Fiske,
Co. G, 83; G. H. PaKe, Co. F, 33; S. Baird, C>. B, 32; E. Bissell, Jr.,

Co B. 3i; B. S. Peck, Co. E, 32; W. P. M. Van Iderstene. Co. 1.32;
J. A. S vayue, Co. H, 32; W. H. Weeks, no. I, 33; M. W. Gr^en. Co.
It, 31; A. W. Maxley. C". H. 31: S. E. Vermilyca, C". G, 31; J. T.
Harper, Co. H, 31; E. L. Montgomery, C >. 1, 31; L Martin, Co. H,
31; C. S. Clark, Co. H. 31; J. D. Ferrd, Co. D. 31; T. H. Lewene. Co.
E, 30; A. W. Stout, Co. H, 30; D. S. Tuska, Co. A, 30; W. F. Wall,
Co I, 30.

Tnelfih R'-giment—W. S. Lamb, Co. E, 41; George Doyle, Co. G,
40; F. Oaks, Co. B, 35.

Thirteenth Hegimen'—W. Deriaghy, Co. H, 30; John Woehr, Co.
F, 35; H. G. Beese, Co. G, 34
Tw^ncy-third Regiment—P. S. Swain, Co. A, 39; T W. Mr-Call.

Co. D, 35; C. R. Fitzmaurice. C . C, 35; H. A. Parker, Co. K, 35: C.
G, Rismus. Co. A, 35; A. W. Underhill. Co. C. 35; W. P. P. Bijegs,
Co. C, 85; C. T. Colli us, Co. I, 35; G. C. Hall, C-'. K, 34; B. L. Blos-
som, Co. A, 83; W. DuBois, Co. K, 33; B. S. Alder, Co. C, 33; J, H.
Ingnim, Co. B. 3.3: T. F. Carlisle, Co. A, 33: G. W. Daly. Co. L38;
C. Led lard, Co. D, 3?; C. R. Hobbs. Co. A. 32; A. W. Cole, Co. C,
32: H. B. Bierlin. Co. K,32: J. N. Wheeler, Co. I, 31; C. C. Bowen,
Co. A, 31; W. A. Tomlinson, Co. A, 31; W. S. Hadway, Co. I, 30; F.
A. Horsey, Co. A, 30
Twenty-second Regiment—R. Held, Co. K, 31; B. W. Rudolphy,

Co. E 31.

Sixty-ninth R'-giment—G. O' Uanlon, Co. I, 41; P, O'Mahoney,
Co. K, 37; P. J Finnessey, Co. 30.

Seventy-first Regiment—E. Sampson, Co. B, 31; E. B. Bogart,
Co. B. 31; A, K. Gerskl, Co. B, 30; H. W. Steflfan, Co, K, 30; F. W.
Weyman, Co. B, 80; J. H. C. Tietjeu, Co. K, 30; W. H. Eiwards,
Co. B, 30: W. R. Batten, Co. B, 30; C. F, Boynlon, Co. B, 30; H. E.
Montague, Co. B. 30.

First Brigade Staff—W. E. Roosevelt, as.

Second Brigade Signal Corps—F. T. Leigh, 31,

SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 9.—The range at Shell Mound was
well patronized to-day by a large number of marksmen. The
National Guards were well represented. Companies C, F and G
(Nationals) ot the First Infantry Regiment, and Co, B of the Third
Infantry Regiment, were out for their monthly medal competition.
The Independent Rifles show an increase in the number of high
records. Tnls is the result of the regular practice held by the
members. The San Francisco Schuetzen Verem also held a medal
shoot. The Knights of the Red Branch Rifle Club was at the range
for a medal shoot, aud showed by their scores that they have not
foigotcen the position of the bullseye. One of the most important
private matches was held between F. C. MuUer, Co. B. Third
Reg.;L. R. Townseml, Co. B, First Reg.; John Ringen, Co. C,
Second Reg.; and A. L. Ott, of Co. B, Third Reg. Each man fired
50 shots, regulation Springfield rifle. Blunt target, distance SuOyris.

Result of each 10 shots:
F C Muller. . . .43 39 42 45 43-212 L R Townsend 3« 38 37 37 40-190
John Ringen . .36 39 40 88 41-1'J4 A L Ott 43 42 43 43 41-211

U. S. PRACTICE.—Port Kflouarh, Mont., Aug. 14.—The prelim-
inary practice of the annual department cavalry, carbine and
revolver competition began yesterday at this post. The prelimin-
ary practice will last thi ee days. The regular practice, beginning
Monday, Aug, 17, will take ten days. Tue competitors consist of

a representative from each cavalry troop in the department and
the followine officers: Lieuts. F. S. Foltz and W. C. Rivers, 1st

Cavalry; Lieut. W. H. Hart, 4ch Ca.valry; Lieuts. J. C. Byron and
E. C. Brooks.8ih Cavalry. The practicf) to- lav consisted of known
distance firing at 200, 300, 500 and 600jds., 10 shots at each range.
The following arc the ten highest scfues for (he day: Wm. Rohrer,
Sergeant Troop K, 1st Cavalry, 149; Edward Spilman, private
Troop D.4lh Cavalry, 148; M. ci. Barry, First Sergeant Troop G,
1st Cavalry, 145. Saturday will be devoted to preliminary skir-
mish practice. The last two days of ihe compeiition will be the
most interesting. The competitors will be mounted and lire while
at walk, trot and gallop.

NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 9.—Therifla tournament for the cham-
pionship medal of the State of Louisiana occurred at the range of
the Metropolitan Club to-day in the presence of a large number
of spi'clators. The medal was donated by the New Orleans Brew-
ing ALSsociMtion. and was won by Mr. Chas. Ahrens in the tourna-
ment held in May last, by a score of 930 points out of a possible
975 in 75 shots. The conditions were thau the owner should defend
his possession of the prize four times during the year, if chal-
lenged. To-day Mr. L. B. McNeeley. of the Olympic Rifle Club,
won the medal on a score of 923 points, Mr. Chas. Ahrens coming
in as second best with a score of 914.

BISLEY CRITICS.—Now that the annual meet is over the En-
glishman is indulging in his delight of e.r post, facto tetter writing.
One writer growls at the system which uas too much known dis-

tance shooting, arguing that real military work has no range
stakes on the shootinE fi^-ld. Another wants the picnic element
of the fortnight worked for all it is worth to capture the public's
shillings, and in explanation of the generally poor scoring shown
many correepondents unite in damning the service ammunition
furnished.

STANDARD-KEYSTONE TOURNAMENT.
At New London, Conn., on Friday evening last, the fourth

annual tournament of the above company was brought to a suc-
cessful close. For four davB the meeting had been running, and
those in attendance were treated to a disolay of marksmanship
that will be long remembered. A large majoritv of the stars of
the profession were in attendance, and some of the younger aspir-
ants for championship honors, particularly Cady of Nesv London,
Root of Tolland, Conn., and Hobart of Newark. N. .1., gave clever
exhibitions of their skill, I he last making an average of 97 per
cent., the highest ever made in his cdass.
The grounds of the New L^ndo^ Gnu Club, on whifh the shoot

was held, are located at the ba^c of a hill, wLich runs in semi-
circular shape from Fort Trumlmll on the north Hudwesttoa
small island on the southeast, wbile diioctly in front are the
waters of the Thames River.
The tents of the members of the Manufacturers and Dealers'

A.sFoc'aiinn were arranged along the base of the hill, and the dif-
ferent colored canvasses and flutteriue tent flags lent yuite an
animated appearance io the grounds. To the left was first the
t»nt of the Peters Cartridge Co., next the Lefever Arms Co., and
then came that of the Keystone Co. Next in order was the natty
tent of the Forest and Stream, and then the headquarters of the
Colt gnu with VViU Peny, of Boston in charge. The tepee of
Wood Powder Lin d siey with the smilinar countenance of "Wanda"
at the entrance was next. Then V. L. & D.'a new tent with W. R.
Hobart in charge. Squires's headquaiters was next, and Neaf
Aptrar. when nut at the score, wa< kept busy extolling the meri's
of his wares. On either side of the path way leading from the
club house were the tents of W. Fred t^uimby & Co. and the
Hunter Arms Co , the former in charge of the senior member of
tlie firm, the latter presided over by Harvey McMurchy, who was
kept busy showing up the merits of the new automatic ejector.
The last "tent on the line was the headquarters of Jacob Peniz, the
representative of the American Field. The Bbootingwas com-
menced at 10 A.M. each day aud continued until Friday night
without a let up. As a successful meeting it can he looked upon
as the best that has so far taken place. Everything appeareii to
favor the management, the weaiher, apart: from the heat of the
two Brst days, w;t8 grand. Rum threatened a good many times,
but none fell excepting just at the close of Wednesday's pro-
gramme, when a smart shower drove every one to cover. During
the aflernoons of Thursday and Friday there was a lartre attend-
ance of ladies, and all seemed very much interested in the sport.
The iea,turefi of the meeting were, of course, the trophy con-

tests. On the fii'st dav the Standard KcvstouR trophy, a handsome
silver cup of the vain? of S2.50 was offered. The secoad day wit-
nessed the competition for the msguificent trophv of the L- C.
Smith Gun Co. This grand trophy t-tands over 18in. in height,
and is valued at $1,500. The third day was the race for the hand-
some cud. of the value of $300, which is offered for competiiion
by the Peters Cartridge Co. The fourth day saw the most spirited
of all the competitions, the prizp, a handsome diamond ring,
offered by the Siandard Keystone Co.. being emblematical of the
indiA'idual championship of the United States. The race was a
hotly « ontested one, and when it was found that three men had
tied for the trophy there was a perfect storm of applause. As to
the management o£ the mi^etiuB: too much cannot be said in
praise, it cert.ainlv was the .^est handled tournament I have ever
seen. President Penrose was commander-in-chief, and when not
busy refereeing the contests, he was looking after the comfort of
the contestants and their friends.
The financial department in charge of Charley Hebbard assisted

by Mr. Ben Lee could not have been handled in a more satisfac-
tory manner. The scoriug in charge of Jim Ames, M. M. Biiley
and George Stillmau was most satisfactory, and above all, the
puUiuK ot the traps was in efflcient hands. Few realize how im-
portfiut ia the position of trap puller. Chas. Fields, the keener of
the New London light (whi :h, oyth'iway, is said to be the best
kept light on the Sounu), was in charge oi the pulliny; stand, and
few shooters complained of being balked. The targRts used at
this meeting were the new drop top bird, and were entirely black,
which in the clear background at New Tiondon made a far better
target than if they had been painted. The trap-i in charge of John
Dunbar, the master macuinist of the factory, worked to perfec-
tion, and tae breakage amounted to leas than .50 targets iu the
25 000 that were thiosvn.

First Day, Tumday, A ug. U.

The day opened hot and sultry, and no oue s>eemed in a hnrry
to start off. Among the familiar faces found al the grounds were
noticed the Wolsteneroft brothers, Chas. Hrad'mry, 0. R. Dickey
and Wm. Perry, of Boston; J. G Kmi wl Lou, IJtica, N. Y.; A. R.
Bowdish, of Oxford, Ma>s.: Ned J inker, of Providence; Allen
Willey, of Hartford; W. E. Siewa"!, of tialvesron. Texas; W. C.
(?uitis, of Savannah. Georgia; Rolla fcteiises, H. M. Hefline and
Harry Ducker, of Baltioiore; Harry McMui'chv and tpi^ follow-
ing delegation of Jersevmen under the truardianship of Al Heri-
tage: Ueber Brientnail. W.R. Hobart. Ed Collins, E. D. Miller,
Neaf Apgar, Martin Klees and Fred Quirnhy. The surplus av-
erage money on the first day amounted to $20, which was divided
between the two classes. In the experts Wnlatericroft got fic^t

with per cent., Rolla Heikes soeonl with 84 per cent. In the
amateui class, J. G. Knawlton,of Ucica, cap'ured first witli '30%

per cent,, second being divided by J. G. Simpson, o( New Yoi i
,

and C. H. Sterry, of ToUand, Conn., with 88 per cent.

No. 1, 10 singles, SI entrr. Experts:
Miller 1111111111-10 Cady.. ..1101001101— 6

McMurcny 1111111111—10 Apgar 1111110111- .

Dickey lOOlllllll— 8 HeiTjes 0111111111— 9
CoUtna 1101001011—6 W Wolstencroft.. . 1111111111—10

Amateurs;
Bnentnall 0111101111— 8

Willey OillUlUO- 8

Conner 1111111111—10
Strong nOillOlU— 8

Knowlton 1111111110- 9

Jones lOllOlllU— 8
Simpson llllllOli:— 9
t~!urtis llUOiOnl— 8
Capron lOOliOllll- 7
Bristol 110111111 1— !»

Bradbury llllUltail— 8 J Wolsteucroft lUlOlim— 9
Bowdish llOnoUll- 8

Stewart ... - 1111111011—
Heritage lOOlUOOU- 6

Klees 0100111011- 5
Hobart 1111111111-10

Burbridge OlOmillO- 7
Pitt 1110111111- 9
Bush 1011111111— 9
Tee Kay 1010111101- 7
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No. 3, ISalnglep. 33 entrance, %iO guaranteed. Expe^^s:
Dickey OilOOlllOlUUOl— 9 Miller 011000111111011—10
Collins mOlUll 111011-13 W VTolsteDc'EiOllillllllUlll-U
McMurohy . . . . lOllUlOOUlOll-ll Heikes oOlKHMUlUl 11-10
Apaar 111111101110011-12 Perry OOUlOOlCuOOlll- 7
Cady lOllOOllllOnil-U

Brientnall..'.. .011010111111111—13 Curtis OUIUIOIOIIIU—12
Conner 111111111111101-14 Capron lUOlKWlllllll-12
Bowdish 111111110111101—13 Bristol lUllI 1 11011111—14
Stewart 101111110111111—13 SimpsoQ 011111111111111-14
Klees 111011010111101-11 .Tones 011010101100101— 8

HeritaKe 111101010111111—13 J VVolslencr'ftlllllllll 111111-15
Knowlton 111111101111111- 14 Barbridge 111111101111111-14
Hobart HIGH 111110001-11 Pitt lOOllllllOllilll-ll
Willev OlOlOlinillllO-11 Davia lllOllOlllOOlll-U
Strong 111101111111111-14 Harvey OOlOlllOlilOOOl— 8
Bradbury 101011111111111—13 Bush 111011111101011-13
No. 3, 10 singles, $1.50 entrance, $30 guaranteed. Experts:

Apgar 0111101111-8 Miller 1111101111— 8
Collins UimOOlO-7 W Wolslencrofc. .1111111111-10
McMurchy 1111001111-8 Perry 1011011010- 6
Dickey llllOllUl-9 Helkes 1010111011— 7
Cady 0110110111-7

Tinker .' 0111011011-6 Strone 1110111110- 8
D Conner '..1110010101-fl Curtis lOUOOllll— 7
Stewart 1111111001—8 Davia lllllllOll— 9
Brientnall 1011100011—6 JHarvey OlOUlOlll— 7
Bowdish 1O1111O0OO-.5 Bnrbridge 1011101101- 7
Knowlton 1111011111-9 -'Pitt" llinillll—10
Bradbury 1101101111-8 Simpson IIIOIUOOO- 6
Robert 1101111101—8 Bristol IIOUIOIII— 8
Willey 0101111110-7 Jones 1010110011- 6
Klees 1011111lW-« J Wolstencroft 1011110111— 8
Heritage .1111010100—6 "Onpron" 1110111101—8
No. 4, 15 singles, $1.50 entrance. ExpHrts:

Apgar 111011111111001-12 P.-trv llOOlllOOmiOl—10
Heikes 111101110111111—13 McMurchy. , . .010111110111111—la
Miller 011111111111111-14 Dickey 1111 10101010000- 8W Wol8tenc'ftlll0111111110ll-13 Collins lllOOLlllllllOO-11
Cady oomiiimini-13

Bush .'.
. .001111111100101-10 Bristol 111101011111111—13

Curtis 101011111010111-11 Burhriilge. ...111111010111111-13
Brientnall 101101110111111—13 Simpaon 111111100100011—10
Tinker 101010111100010- 8 Bowdish 117111010111111-13
Knowlton 111111111110111-14 Strong 111111111111011—14
WiUev 111111101111001-13 "Capron" 111101111100100—10
BradViury 011111111111100—13 J Wolstenc'Et .111100100111111—11
.Stewart llOllUllllUll-U Heritage 111110111111111-14
Hobart 111111111111011-14 Klees OOUlllUllOlOl-11
Daris 001111111111110-13 Tee Kay OOOlIOllOlHlll-lO
Harve y 011101011 111011—10
Ni. 5, 20 singles. |3.50 entmncp, PO pru'vranteed. Experts:

Heikes.. ,.J01111im0111llllll—18 VV Wolsten-
Cady UlllOUllOlOlOmii-17 croft. . ..11011111111111111111—19
Apsar... .11111111111111010111-18 Collins. ..IIIIIIIOIIUOOUOIOI—15
Miller . . ,11010111110111111001-15 Dickey....11111101111101111110-17
M'Murc'yOllinOllllOOlimil-lG
Amateurs:

Brientn'imillOlllOllllllOOll-14 Willey. . .10011011011100111111-14
Knowlt'n.llUlllOOUIlOllllll—17 Bowdish .101111^10011101010-14
Stewart... 11011110110101101111-15 J WolsteL-
Curtis . ...01000111101111111101-14 croft. . . .11100011111111111011-16
Hobart. ...10110111011111001000-12 "Capron" 01111110101101111111-16
Simpson..01111111111101111111-18 Tinker.. ..llllOllOlllllllOHOl-lO
Bristol... .10101101011111011001-13 Davis 11011101111111110111-16
Conner. . .11101110111010111010-14 Klees OOUllOllllllllOUOl- 1^
BurhridgellOllOlllllllOUllll-17 Heritage..lll01H1011]ll]01111-16
Bradbury OlOlllHllOOU 110110-15 Strong . . . .11101111011111111110-17
No. 6, 10 singles, SI entrance. Experts:

Heikes 0111001101— 6 Miller 1111111111—10
Apgar 1111111111—10 W Wolsteucroft. .1111110111—8
Cn<iy 1100111101— 7 Dickey 1111111010- 8
Amateurs:

.Toueb 1111101110— 8 Bradbury 0011000111- 5
Harvey OlOllUlU— 8 Bristol 1111111111-10
"Pitl" 110111111.- 9 Tinker UUanill- 8
Stewart 1111111111-10 Bowdish 1111111111—10
Curtis imiOlOll— 8 Sirong 0111111001— 7
"Climax" 1111000010- 5 "Capron" HlllOllOl- 9
Brientnall 1011101011- 7 Willey 0111001111— 7
Burbridge 1111101111- 9 J Wolstencroft. . . llinonin— s
Knowlton lOlUlllll- 9 Davis 1111110111- 9
Simpson 0111110111— 8 Hobart 1110111101— s
Conner 1011111111— 9 S Crocker 0010000100- 2
No. 7, 15 singles, 83 entrance. $40 guaranteed. Exoeris:

Heikes 101111111111111-14 Cady lOllllOllllllll-ia
Miller 011111011111111-13 Apgar 101011101111000- 9
WWolst'rcr'ftOlllllinilllll-U Dickey lllllHlllllOOl—13
Collins 110011100111111—11
Amateurs:

Brientnall UUmmillll—15 "Capron" 101111111011111-13
Stewart 011111101111111—13 Strong 011111011111111—13
Knowlton 111110111111101-13 Bristol 101111111111111—14
Curtis IIOIUII 1 101011—1 3 Bradbury Ill 1101111 111 10—13
Simpson 111110111111111—14 J Wolstencroft 111100111011111—13
Burbridge 011111011011011-11 Davis OlHllllllOUlO—13
D Connor 111011111111110-13 Willey 011111101111111—13
Pitt imiinillllll-15 Heritage 111111111111111-15
Bowdish 111111110110011-13 Klees 111111110111111-14
Tinker 0111111111111011—13 Hobart 011100111011111—11
"Climax" 011111111101110—13 Tee Kay 101101011111111—12
No. 8, Standard Keystone irophy contest at 50 singles, 85 en-

trance:
WWolstencroft.nillllllllllllllllllllllllllllimilll 11111111111-50
Rolla Heikes . . . .lHimilimillllllllll1111Uimilllllllllllllll-60
O R Dickey llIlUlllllilllllllllll11011Ullllllllllllllllllll-49
H McMurchy. . .

.1111111111111 lllllllllllOlllllllUlOl 1111111111111-48
E D Miller lllllllillllllOlllOOllOllllllllOminillOllllllll-U
H Brientnall ... lllllllinniOOlllllllllimilllllOlllOllllOllllll-45
Ed Collins limOlOllUlll 10111111111111011111011111111111111-45
Neaf Apgar lHlllllllllia01111111101111U011l01111111111100l-44
Walter Cady. . . . lllOlOllllOlllllllllllllllOllllUlUlll 111110011111—43
.T Wolstencroft.. lllOlllOllOlllOlllllllllllOlOUllllimilOlOUlOOl-40W E:Stewart. . . . iniOlOllOlOllOllllOlllOlllllllOllUmOlOUOllllOO-36
Ties shot off at 25 singles:W Wolsi enr reft 1111111U1111111 1 11111111—25

BoUa Heikes 1111101111111111111111110-23
No. 9, 15 singles, $3 entrance. $40 guaranteed. Experts:

Apgar OlllllGOlllOlOl-10 Perry llOiOOllilOllOl-10
Collins 110111111001001-10 Dickey 111111110111000-11
Miller 11111110111OOU—12 McMurchy... 111111111111101—14W Wolstenc'ftDllllllllUllll—14 Cady 100111110111111-L2
Heikes. limiliomill—14
Amateurs:

"Climsx" 111111111000001-10 Strong llUOlllllCllll-13
Simpson llllimiOlllll—14 Brientnall loillllllliuil—

u

Hobart llllOOOlllllOU-11 Davis 111111111111111-15
Bowdish 111011000111101-10 Stewart lUlOlllllllOU—13
Bristol 111101111111101-13 J Wolstenc. oft 111111011111111-14
Knowlton 111111111111111—15 Klees 111011110111011—12
Burhidge 111111101110011-12 Bradbury 101111111111111—14
Willey 111111111101110-13 "Capron" 111110111101111-13
Conner 101011111110111-13
No. 10, 10 singles, SI entrance. Experts:

Cady .oOllOlOm— 6 W Wolstencroft. . .1111111111—10
Diekey 1100001111— 6 Perry lllllOllll— 9
McMurchy 1001111110— 7 Angar OlOOUUlOl— 5
Miller 1111111010- 8 Heikes 1101101110— 7
Amateurs:

Bush lOUUOlOl— 7 Stewart , 0010011111- 6
Brientnall 1111 llllU -10 .1 Wolstencroft 1111111110— 9
Strong IIIIUIUI-10 Davis 0111111111— 9
Hobart UlUlllll—10 WiUey 0111011111— 8
Ward OllOUOlll— 7 "Capron" lltlllllll—10
Bowdish milOUlO— 8 Klees 1110111011— 8
Simpson llllOllllO- 8 Tee Kay 1100110111— 7
"Climax" 1111111101- 9 Knowlton 0101100101— 5
Bradbury llUllllOl— 9

Seemd Day, Wedncsriay, ^ufl. 1^.

The day opened with the thermometer well up toward the cen-
tvry mark, and until noon the heat was intense. After dinner a
pleasing southwest breeze blew across the grounds that was quite
refreshing. The attendance was swelled by the appearance of J.
Warren Smith, Lewis C. Ayers, and Mohlen H. Rupell, all of New
Jersey: A. O. Hunt, of New York; A. B. P. Kinney, of Worcester,
Mass.; C. H. Sterry and E. I. Root, of Tolland, Conn,; S. A.
Tucker, the Parker gun representative just from Meriden, and
'"McrJinty" Whittlesey, from Hartford. " Whit" had a cruel joke
played upon him by Willy Wolstencroft to-day. WUly was
breaking his birds in such great shape that McGinty, who is look-
ing for a noiseless powder, asked him to let him try one of his
shells. Will gave him one, which proved to be a misflre, and upon
opening was found to contain 4 drams of ragweed seed; Wols-

tencroft claimed his load to be both smokeless and without recoil
the laugh was on McoHnty, and he took the boys intoQuimby's
tent and made Fred treat. The average money to-day amountfd
to $50, and was divified in the expert class, first by E. D. Miller,
87 per cent., second going to O. R. Dickey with 81 per cent.; M. R.
Hot)art made the phenomenal average in the amateur class cf 97
per cent.. .T. W. Knowlton and T. B. Ward dividing second with
an even 90 per cent.
No. 1, 10 singles. Ifel entrance. Experts: Miller 8, W. Wolsten-

croft 9, Dinkey 9. McMurchv 8, Apgar 8, Heikes 8, Tucker 6, Cadv
8. Collins 10, Amateurs: Knowltnu 7, Simpson 10, Brientnall 9,

Hunt 7, Hobart 9, W. Smith 7. Ward 9, M. H. R. 10, Bowdish 9,

Bradbury 4, Ayres 6, Stewart 9, Capron 7, Davis 7, Harvey 4, Wil-
ley 10. J, Wolstencroft 7, Cowie 7, Root 10, Quimby 9, Bush 8, Tee
Kay 10.

No. 2. 15 singles, $3 entrance, S'lO guaranteed. Experts; Heikes
10, Miller 13, W. Wolstencroft 13, Dickey 11, McMurchy 13. Apgar
11, Cady 10, Collins 11, Tucker 8. Amatonrg: Knowlton 14. Stew-
art 14, Bowdish 13, M. H. R. 14, Brientnall 12, Sirapsou 15,W. Smith
13, Hobart 15, Klues 9, Davis 11, ,1. Wolstencroft 13.Waid 13, Ayres
8, Hunt 13, Quimhy 14. Bush 14, Heritiige 14, Bradbury 9, Oowee 11,

Capron 1.5. Strong 13, Willey 7, Root 14, Climax 10.

No. 3, 20 singles, $2. 50 entrance, .foO guuranteed. Kxperts: Dickey
17,McMnrchy 15. Heikes 18. Apgj.r 13, Miliar 18. W. Wolstencroft
17, Cady 11, CoUins 18, Tucker 14. Amateurp: Knowlton 19, .1.

Connor 13. Stewart 17, Root 19, Breintnall 17, .1. Wolstencroft 17,

Davis 16. W. Smith 16, M. H. R. 19, Simusou 17, Bowdish 17. Ho-
bart 19, Cowee 16, Ward 18, Bradbury 18, Quimby 19, Hunt 16, Klees
1.5. Heritage 11, "Climax" 14, S terry 14, Bush 1.5, "McGinty" 17,

WiUey 16, ' Capron" 18, Strong 16, Ayers 19.

No. 4, 15 singles, S3.50 entrance, S50 guaranteed. Experts: Cady
10, Dickey 14, Miller 14, VV. Wolstencroft 13, Reikes 11, McMurchy
8, Tucker 10, Collins 13, Apsar 12, Perry 10. Amateurs: Knowlton
13 J. Conner 10, Stewart 11, ,1. Wolstencroft 13, Davis 13. M. H. R.
15, Sio3t)son]3, Brientnall 14. Bowdish 14, W. Smith 13, Root 14,

Cowee 13, Sterry 13, Hunt 10, Hobart 14, Quimby 14, Ward 13. "Mc-
Ginty" 14, "Capron" 13, Bush 13, Bradbury 13. Strong 10, Willey
14, Ayers 13.

No. .5, 25 singles, S4 entrance, $100 guaranteed. Experts: Cady
19, Miller 23. W. Wolstencroft 17, Apgar 32. Heikes 21, Dickey 23,
Collins 18, McMurchy 10, Amateurs: Knowlton 21, .1. Conner 19,
Stewart 20. Root 24, Simpson 20, Brientnall 15, M. H. R. 19, Davis
20, "Capron" 19, "McGiut\" 19, Strong 17, Cowee 20, Hurt 19,
Hobart 25, Quimby 1-5, Willev 13. Sterrv 24, J. Wolstencroft 20,W.
Smith 18. B..wdish 31, Ward 23, Avres 28.

No. 6, 10 singles, $1 entrance: Cadv 6, Miller 6. W. Wolsten-
croft 9. Dickey 8, Tucker 9. McMurchy 6, Heikes 8. Apgar 9, Perry
9. Amateurs: Brientnall 9, Buwdiah 8, Ward 9, Pearl 9, S'ewart
9, Harvev 5, Bradbury 9, Klees 10, Olcun 6, Cowee 10, Bush 8,

"Capron" 10. "Climax" 9. Strong 8, C. H. Tucker 9. J. Conner 7, D.
Conner 6, M. H, R. 8, Davis 7, Heritage 8, J. Wolstencroft 10,
Smith 6, "McGinty" 6, K-'owlton 9, Simpson 7, Willey 7, Hobart 9,
Ayres 9. Hunt 9. Sterry 10, Quimby 9, Tee Kay 9.

No. 7, L. C. Smith tropiiy l,on^est at 50 singles, $5 entrance:
Heikes 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111—50W Wolstencroft llllllllllllllimnmillUllll 101111111111111111-49
Cady 11111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111-49
McMurchy lllllllllllllllll 111 11 1111 111111 lllUll 101 11111101-48
Dickey 11111111111011111111111111011111111111101111111111-47
Capron 11111111111111111111111011111111111110011111111111-47
Miller llllllllllllIllllllOlllllOllHllllllllllOOllOllIH-45
J Wolstencroft.. lllllOllOlllllllllOlimomilOlOllllllllllllimi-44
Perry 11101111101011111111100111101111110111111111111111-43
Collins 00111110111111111110110011101111111111111111101111-43
Stewart 01101011111111101101011111111110110010011011101011-86
No. 8, 15 singles, S1..50 entrance. 830 guaranteed. Experts: Mil-

ler 13. W. Wolstencroft 13, Cady 11. Collins 14. Tucker 11. McMur-
chy 13, Dickev 13, Apgar 11, Heikes 13, Perr.» 9. Amateurs; Cowee
13, Klees 13, Bowdish 14, McGinty 15, Willey 12, Hobart 14, M. H.
R. 13. Smith 12, Simnson 11. D. Conner 11, Bush 7, Knowlton Kl,
Climax 11, Heritage 13, Sterry 13. Boot 13, Brientnall 13, Strong 14,
Ayers 10. Stewart 9, Hunt 13, Bradhury 15, Quimby 9, Davis 14,
Ward 15, Harvey 8, J.Wolstencrof 1 13, Olcott 14, Capron 12, Frank-
]in,9. Tee_Kay 13.

6.

9, Bowdish 9. Stewart 9, Cowee 10. Willey 10, M. H. R. 9, Hobart 10,
VV. Smith 6, Ward 9, Klees 8, Brientnall 8, Strong 6, Simpson 7.
Httnt 8, Bradbury 10, J. Wolstencroft 10, Davis 10, Franklin 3,
Harvey 6, "Capron" 9.

Third Day, Thursday, A.ug. is.

The weather was delightful to-dav, and the attendance the larg-
est of the meeting. Among the new arrivals were Milt F. Linds-
ley of New York, C. M. tteddeu of Newark, N. J., I. Harvey of
Norwich. Conn., and a large delegation from New Haven under
the leadership of "Pop" Folsom and "Deacon" Bristol. They de-
clared that they were there to beat the world, and were willing to
walk home if they couldn't win the State team match. As they
captured the prize there was no necessity of wasting shoe leather,
and n is presumed that they all had parlor car checks on ihe gilt-
edge limited. W. Wolstencroft got away with first average in his
class with 80 per cent., Harvey McMurchy getting second with 78
per cent. In the amateur class first went to E. I. Root with 95t^
per cent., Hobart and Sterry dividing second with 93% per cent.'
No. 1. 10 singles, $1.50 entrance, $30 guaranteed. Hxperts: Cady

8. Collins 5, McMurchy 7, Liudsley 7, Dickey 6, Miller 6, W. Wols-
tencroft 7, Apgar 6, Heikes 9, Tucker 10, Albert 6, Perrv 7. Ama-
teui-g: Knowlton 9, Brientnall 9. Stewart 9, "Capron" 9, Bowdish
7, Davis 8, Bradbury 7, Simpson 10, Willey 9, Smith 9. "Orty" 8,
J. W. Istencroft 8. Hedden 4. Hobart 9, Sterry 9, Ward 6. Root 10,
"Pitt" 5, M. H. H. 8, Heritage 5, Quimby 9, Bates 9. Merriman 8,
"Jean" 8, Bristol 5, Longdtnl, Ayers 9, "McGinty " 6, Savage 7,

Klees 10, Cowee 8.

No. 3, 15 singles, $3 entrance, $40 guaranteed. Experts: Dickey
13, Collins 10. Lindsley 10, McMurchy 13, Miller 9. W. Wolstencroft
15, Apgar 1.3, Cady 13, Albert 8, Perry 1.3, Heikes 1.5, Tucker 12.
Amaieurt: Knowlton 14, Brientnall 13. Bradbury 8, Stewart 12,
Root 13, M. H. R. 9. J. Wolstencroft 13, "Capron" 11, Davis 13. W.
Smith 9, Bowdish 13, "Orty" 11, Bristol 13, "Pitts" 13, Simpson 14,
Quimby 10, Cowee 13, Hedden 11, Hobart 14, Willey 14, Ward 15,
Bates 13, "Jean" 11. "McGinty" 13, Sterry 15. Longdon 13, Merri-
man 12, Klees 14, Savage 11. 1. Harvey 11, Ayers 12.

No. 3, 20 singles, $3..'i0 entrance, 850 guaranteed. Experts: Dickey
14. Cady 14, Collins 18, McMurchy 30, Lindslev 11, Miller 14, W.
Wolstencroft 17, Perry 16, Heikes 11, Apgar 10, Tucker 13, Tee Kay
13 Amateurs; Knowlton 17, Brientnall 19, Bra<lbury 14, Klees 1(),

Ayres 14, Sterry 18, Bristol 14, J. Wolstenf rof t 17, "Capron" 14,

No. 4, 15 singles, $3 entrance, ».50 guaranteed. Experts: Dickey
11, Cady O.Collins 13. Lindsley 9, Miller 9. W. Wolstencroft 1.3,

Tucker 7, Perry 11, McMurchy 13. Heikes 13, Apgar 8, Tee Kay 7.

Amateurs: Knowlton 15, Ward 15, Brientnall 14, Bristol 14, Root
14, Ayres 14. M. H. R. 13, Klees 13. Sterry 13, Longden 13, Bowdish
13, Simpson 13, Bates 13, Cowee 13, Pitts 13, McGmtv 13, Willev 13,
Savage 18, Hobart 12, Bill 13, T. Harvey 13, J. Wolstencroft 12,
Hedden 12, W. Smith 11, J, Smith 10, Brown 8, Capron 8, Merriman
8, Stewart 8.

No. 5, State team race, 26 singles, entrance $5 per man:
Connecticut Nn. 2.

C E D->ngden 111111 llimilllimillll—25
F A Sherman llUOOlllllll 110111111111—23
J BatPS 1110111101111111111111111—23
J B Savage lUOlllllllllllOOllllllll—22—93

Masaachuset s.W Perry limionimOllOllllOllOl-19
F Cowee 10 111 lOlllll 101 llOi 11111 1—31W Davis 0101111101111011111111111—21
O R Dickey llUX)llinillllimillllO-32—83

New York.
H McMurchy 1 1 lllimmillllllOlUll—24
J B Knowlton 1011011111111111101111111—21W P Sim pson 0 11 01 01111111111111 111111-22
T B Ward 1001111111101111111111111—33-89

Connecticut No 1.

WCady ...1111111101111111111111111-24
A Willey 11011111111 1 0011111011011-20
C H Sterry 1111111110101111111011111—23
E I Rcot llllimillllllllUllllll-35-91

New Jersey No. 1.

E Oollin.s ... 1101111111111111111111111—34W U Hobart 1110111111011011H10U1H—21
R H Brientnall 0111111011110111101111111-21
E D Miller 1111111101111111111111111-24-90

New Jersey No. 3.

M H Rupell 0110111111111111101111111—22
C M Hedden 0111010111011111011100010—16
M F Lindsley 0111000010111110111111001—17
N Apgar lllUoOlimiOllOlllO&lOl—18—73
No. 6. 10 singles, gl..50 entrance, $30 gnaranteed. Exnerts: Miller

9, W. Wolstencroft 8, Tucker 6, Cady .5, Collins 10, Perry 4, Mc-
Murchy 9, Apgar 8, Dickey 5, Lindsley 6, Heikes 9. Amateurs:
Gordon 6, Merriman 7, Klees 8, J. Wolsteucroft 8, J. Smith 8, Bill

1, Tee Kay 9.

No. 7, Peters Cartridge Companv trophv. 85 entrance:
MUt Lindslev..

. .n0inimillllOnilllllllllllllilllllll1111111111-48W Wolstencroft.lllOllUlllllllOl 111111111111111111111111111111111-48
Rolla Heikes .... 1111111110111 1111 11111111111 1 111 111011 111111111111-48
E D MiUer 110111HllU110111111iill011limilHlllllH1111111-46
C H Sterry 01111111111111111111101111111111111111111111011101-46
JH Brientnall.. 01111111111111111111111101110110111111111101111111-45
E I Root lllllU011101U0111'lllllllllll01111inilllll01111-45
Walter Cody. . .

. llllimilllllOllllllOlllllllUlinUOO11110111111-45H McMurchy... .llllOllllllllllllllOimilllllOlOllllllOllllOUlll-44
"Caoron" llX)1011111im01111111111101111101limillllll]lll-44
Ed Collins 11111011111111011111011111111110110111111111111110-44W E Stewart. .. .011inillimillll01111111110ll()01Ullllllllli0011-43
Brown 11111111111111111100011101111011011110111111111110—43
Dickey 11110 OtOllllllllOOllllllllllllOnilllllilinilllO-42
J Wolstencroft.. 111111101111111(1101111010110111111001111111:11110-43
M H R OOlllllllllllOlllllOlOlllOllllOllllllllUJlllllOlll-41
Allen Willey. .. 1101111 1110iX)101011111111011001111U11001000110101-34
Gordon 011101 1110111 01101 1011 11 1011101 1 10110f)011010101110-^34
Tie for trophy shot oft at 35 singles:

Lin dsley 11 0111 1 1 1UllOlOl 1011 1 111 -31
Heikes 0101111111111111011001110—19
Wolstencroft 1011011101111101011010011-17
No. 8, 15 singles, 32 entranf-e, 840 guaranteed. Experts: Cady

13, Collins 10 Miller 12, W. Wolsteucroft 15, Apgar 15, Lindsley 13,

8, Willey 14, Capron 11, Hedden 7, J. Wolsteucroft 13, J. Smith 13,
M. H. R 13, Ayres 13.

No. 9, 10 singles, S1..50 entrance, .$30 guaranteed. Experts: Col-
lins 8, Lindsley 7. Miller 7, W. Wolstencroft 10, Apgai 8, McMur-
chy 9, Heikes 9. Amateurs: Knowlton 6. Brientnall 9, Klees 7,
Sterry 10, Root 10, Quimhv 8, Simpson 8, Hobart 9, Bowdish 9,
Ward 8, Brown 8, Hedden 9, Stetsart 8, Capron 10, Cowee 8, Davis
8, M. H. R. 7, J. Wolsteucroft 7, Bush 7, Bristol 8, J. Smith 10,
Willey 10. Ayers 7.

No. 10, 10 singles. $1.50 entrance, $30 guaranteed. Experts: Mc-
Murchy 8, Heikes 8, W. Wolst^encroft 9, xMiller 7, Collins 7, Linds-
ley 6, Apgar 9. Amateurs: ,1. Smith 10, Root 9. Simpson 7, Sterry
8, Knowlton 10, Capron 9, Cowee 7, Stewart 9, Bowdish 8, Bristol
9, M. H. R 9. Willey 9, Ward 5, .J. Wolsteucroft 6, C. M. Hedden
7, Hobart 10.

Fourth Day, Friday, Aug. lU.

This, the last day of the tournament, was not as largely atten-
ded as the ^preceding lones, many of the contestants had returned
to their homes completely shot out. The audience, however, was
a large one; the individual championship race yvas watched with
interest, and the marksmanship of the leaders was liberally ap-
plauded. On all preAnous days the trophy contests bad been shot
under amateur rules at known angles. There was con.siderable
discussion as to how the championsnip race was to be shot, so in
order to settle the matter a vote was taken, and unkno^vn expert
rules was decided upon. Will Wolstencroft, the winner of the
trophy last year, again proved the yictor, his work in the shoot-
off being particularly brilliant. Although there was average
money to divide to-day, the averages in the expert class are
worthy of mention, more so as a new advanced amateur stepped
into second place. The averages were W. Wolstencroft first with
96"] 1 per cent., E. I, Root second with 85>4 per cent. In the eve-
ning at the Crocker House president Penrose thanked the boys
for iheir attendance, and hoped to meet them all at the fifth
annual. Before hi.s remarks had been concluded the City Band
besan to serenade the boys, and all adjourned to Pnjoy the tLusir.
No. 1, 10 singles, $1 entrance, $30 guaranteed. Experts: Hobart

7, Miller 6, W. Wolstencroft 10, Root 9, Lindsley 3, Dickey 7, Cady
9, Apear 8, McMurchy 8, Perry 5, Collins 8, Tucker 7, Heikes 8.

Amateurs: Knowlton 8, Brientnall 10, "Capron" 9, Simpaon 9,
Cowles 3. Stewart 9, M. H. R. 9, Hedden 8, Strong 10, Houghton 8,
Bradbury;8, Quimby 7, Heritage 7, Curtis 6, M. A. Keller 7, .'^teriy
6, Bush 3, J. Wolstencroft 7. Ward 6.

No. 2, 15 singles, $3 entrance. $40 guaranteed. Experts: Cady 7,
Collins 12, Heikes 9, Root 11, Lindsley 13, McMurchv 13, Apgar IC,
Hobart 13, Tucker 8, MiUer 9, W. Wolstencroft 15, Perry 7. Dickey
13 Amateurs: Simpson 13, Stewart 12 J. Wolstencroft 6, Ward 13,
Quimby 8, M. A. Keller 11. Bush 10, Tee Kay 13, Dailev 9, Harvey
7, Knowlton 15, Brientnall 14, M. A. R. 14, Houghton fl, Bradbury
10, Sterry 15, "Capron" 13, Strong 13, Cowles 3, Hedden 14, Curtis
9.

No. 3, 30 singles, $3..50 entrance, $75 guaranteed. Expert*:
Dickey 17, Cady 16, Collins 13, McMurchy IB, Root 17, Lindsley 17,
Heikes 18, Hobart 18, Miller 16. W. Wolstencroft, 18, Apgar 13.
Experts: Knowlton 19, Brientnall 16, "Capron" 18, Curtis 13,
Sterry 16, Hedden 17, Bradbury 12, M. H. R. 19. Strong 16, Clark 7,
Cowles «. Stewart 18, Simpson 16, J. Wolstencroft 18, Ward 15, Tee
Kay 17, M. A. Keller 15.

No. 4, 10 sinales, $1..50 entrance, $80 guaranteed. Exper's: Dickey
4, Cady 7, CoUins 10, Heikes 7. W. Wolstencroft 10, McMurchv 9,
Root 10, Lindsley 7, Miller 9, Apgar 8, Hohart 6, Tuckfr 8. Ama-
teurs: D, Conner 9, M. H. R. 10, Cowles 3, Hedden 6. Clark 3,
Ward 8, Stewart 8, Strong 10, Tee Kay 8, Knowlton 7, Brientnall
10, Bradbury 5, Sim p«on §, J. Wolstencroft 8, Sterry 9, Keller 7,
Houghton 8, Capron 9, Dailey 5, Curtis 9.

No, .5, individual championship, diamond ring contest, 100 birds,
expert rules:
Heikes 111111101111111 11111111U11 OllllllU 1 lin 11 0111111 47

1111111 111111101111 llllHll 1110111 10111 10111 1mil-46- 93
Cady 0111111110Uli)010101111110in0101110110011101111111-36

llllllOOllllilllOlllUlOOllllllOllOlOllUlllllllOl—41-77
CoUins 11110111001111010101100001111111101110111111111101—:i7

11010111111111111111110111111011110101010111001011-30-76
Knowltown..0111111110milllll01111111011111001llll0101111U 1—43

OllllllllOllimiOlllOlllllOlll ltlOllHlllllllllUl-4.3- 85
Dickey 1110111111111111111 lllimillllll«Xllll0111llllllll-46

1111 1 111 1 1 11 1 10 1 110U(.0101 1 111 1 111 1 1 1111 1 10 1011110-42—S8
Lindsley IIIOOIIOIO..1OOIIIOIOIOIIIIIIIIIOO1IIOUIIIIIII 11111-36

lOllllOllOUOlllll 11001011011110111111111101111101-39—75
Hobart 110100101111HJU0111011111101111111111111101U01110 38

01111111100001001110111111011011111011110101111110—36—74
Root lllOlllllOlllllllUlllllOOlOlOllllllllOllinilllll-43

iimiiiiiiiiimoioiiioioiioiiiiioiiiuiioiuim- 43-85
J Wolstenc'f 111000001111100110011110111001111011101111001101111-33

11 UUOimiOOlllllOlOl 1 111 1 1 lltKll 1 111001 1 00100100-35-68
Simpson ]01111110001101011010;00!110111101111110011111111L-36

llOlllllllOuHlOinilOinillllOllllOlllOlOllOlllOH 1-37-73
Sterry 10011101101110011111111111111111111101111101010111-40

OllOiOlOlOOOlOllllllOllllOOlOUOOU] 11111001100000-29-69
Capron llllllllOOlOOailllllllOinnUOllllOllllllllI 11111-43

llOlllOllllOllOmillOlllOllllllllOllUlOllOllUlO- 40-83
Brientnall . . .00010000101111101000111111011111100000011111001011—39

0111001lOaill11l01011110H11111110011110101111000-36 -65
Miller 11111111101111111111101111111111111111111111111101-47

11111111111111111101111111110111101111111111101111-46—93W Wolsten-
croft llllUUlOllllOlllll 1 111111 llHllllll 11111 11111111-48

1101111111101111111111101 lllllllOllllllllOllUUll- 45-93
Cowles 11001001 lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOJ lOOOOOOOOOOOlOlO— 9

00001 0000 1 0011000001 lOOOuOOOlO 1 010 lOllOOOl00010000—14—33
M H R OllllOlOlllOOlinilOlOlllllOllOOllllOllOlllOllllll—37

111101011011110 1 1011011101 nil 1 1010111 101 IIOOIOI11—37—74
Stewart 10llim01110110llllinillll01101001lO'10110100111-37

llllOOllllllOOOlllOlllllOllOOOIlOOlOOlOlllllOllOul-32-69
McMurchy.. .llllOlllOOlllOlOlllOOlllllllOlllllOltllllOlOlOllll-38

11111100110111101110010111111110111110011111001011-37-75
Hebhard IIOOOIIOIIIOIOIOOIOIUOIIIIIOIOIIIOUOIOOIIOI 101101—33

1 1 1010011 001000110101 lOllOllHOUOlOl 1 110101100 111-35—67
Tee Kay llinilOlOlOOOllOlOOiollllliiooiOOlOlllllOOlOlOlOU—30

lOllOlllOlOllllOllllOlllllllOllOHOlOOllHllllllH-39-69
No. 6, East vs. Weat, 35 singles per man, entrance $30 per team:

Wes'ern Team.W Wolstencroft 1111111111111111111011110-23
R Heikes 1111111111111111111111111—25
J Wolstencroft 1110111111101111011111111—33
H McMurchy UmHlllOlOOlllOllUOll-19
N Apgar 11UOl 111111101111 11 1 1 111-23
J W Knowlton lUlUlimillllllUOllll—24—135

Eastern Team.
O R Dickey 1111111111111111011111011—2:^
E D Miller lllllOTlUlllOlllllllllll—23W Cady lOUlimilllimoilOllll-33
E I Root 1110111111111111111111111-34
C H Sterry 1011HlH101111illlllllll-34
Ed CoUins OllHOimomiOUCaOllll-19—135
Tie shot off at 10 singles per man:

Western Team. Eastern Team.
WWol9tencroftllllllllll-ll Dickey IIUIIIIU-IO
Heikes llUOlOm- 8 Miller •1111110111— 9
J Wolstencroft.lllOUllll- 9 Cady 0011111111— 8
McMurchy llllUlUl—10 Root limilUO- 9
Apgar lllimiU^lO S terry Ill ILlllll—10
Knowlton aUUmil-10-5T QqlUos 1110111101- 8-54

Tee KAY.
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WATSON'S PARK.
BUHNSIDK, 111., Aug. 11—The Chicago Shoot.ins Club for club

mpfial and added sweep. 12 livn pigeoiis each, Illiaois State rulest
R B Warl8\Torth.0^".JI21231203—10 J Watson llOllliniOll— i)

G Kleinman 1^1112111111—13 A W Adams 32021100£i i2— 8
J L Wilcox 201222201102— 9 *J P Adams 002032102032- rM .7 VAch 121112111102-11 J M Hutchinson . .112132212101-11
*0 Brnner 102011121122—10 A J Atwater 120122211113-11AW Reeves 111111111010-10
*CTue8ti. Shoot-nff: Eich and Atwater divided second with

each, Wadsworth and Reeve? third with 4 each.
Blacltbird meda), same day:

Cr Kleinman Oil 1 Hill 11110111111 01111-22
Eich Ill 110111010mill] 10nil- 21
Atwater llllllllOOllOll lllllllOOl—"0
* Bruner 101111111111 10 1 1111110111—23
A W Adams 0110111101111111111101001-20
*J P Adams lOOOlOOlllllOmilOOllOOl—1.=

Wilcox 110 1 OOOOIOIOOIOIIOUHI 1 1- 1 £

*Rill'K Roy OlOOOllOllOlOlKWOlOOllOl—12
Wadsworth 1110011101111111011111111-21
*,-!pink OlllOlOOOllinmiOOlOlOl—18
*Gnest8. All ties divided.
^ ug. Jf.—The South Chicago Gun Club, for medal and added

swt-eps. 20 live oieenns iier man. American Association rules:
A Ueeves .1121011 1102312101112—17 Templefnl002120122U3212112l—17
P WiUsr<i01110221 1311221121 12—IS *n Braner210121Sllll2n212011—18
L Wil 1 srdllUn 100 1 21 11231111-18 *J \Vat8on2gl32102110113130101—16
B Fo^li. . .11111031120231130131-17

* Not members. In the shoot off for first Bruner won the
mnnev on 5 straight and F. WiHai'd the medal on 8 out of 7 to L.
C.'s 5 out of 7. Reeves and Fogli div. second on 5 straight in
shoot off.

Blackbird medal, same day, 30 eacb:
O Templeton 111001010111110101011111101011-21
L C WiDard 1C0111101101101111010111010(J11-20
F E wiliard iitxiioiinonoiunioooiioioioi-18
A W Reeves 0011011001011000100w.
B Fogli .001111001011111011101001010001-17
Aug. 14.- Tbe Gun Club of Chicago, for club medal, 10 live pig-

eons per man, Illinois Stare rules, small sweep added, two monevt:
B Rock. 2330222110— 8 Nic Ford 2111120233^9
DrNRowe 2210111103—8 LC Wiliard 1211311012-

0

Dr J M ffutchinson31U112lll—10 .1 M Gilk.spie 21310t)1222—

8

r; Hj b'eltoii 1003311110— 7 F K Wiliard 2312312012—9
L C. WilUrd won steoud on 4 straight in shoot-ofl.
uiR'^kbiid m-d«l. same Ai\,y:

L C Wiliard 11110101010111110100-13
B Ropk lOllllinOlllOOlllll-16
F E Wiliard lllOllllllOllllinill-ll
Kic Fold 01000110100111110111-13
J INI Gili« spie OimiOOIOllllOlOOOl-13

Ravelhigg.

WHEELING, W. VA.
Second annual tournament of the Island Gun Olub, Aug. Band

7. Biiierocks. rapid-ilring sysrem, 5 traps. Amerioaa Association
rules, money div. 40, 3", 20 and 10 per cent-

First Day.

Amoni? the shooters were M. O. Sandford, of Townsend, O.; W.
R. Skinner, of Chicago; .Tnlinson, of Canuonsbui-g. Pa.; Court-
ney, of Syracuse, X. ; Ryal. of Esst Livtrpool, O.; Bibbe, of
Elba, O.; McOoDn-l!, of sS^elisville, O : .1. P. Easton, '-Perrv," of
Morrlsville, O.: HolTinan, of PitJshurg; A.K.King, of Norih
Baltimore, 0; McDnnald, of Stenhenville, U ; C. E. Verger, of
Logan, O., ano Dr. E. O. Meyer, R. B. Burt, George Lemmon, M.
Dinger. J. A. Penn. Joseph Hell and a number of oihers
Extra evenf, 75c(e.: Bun 10, Meyers 9, Peun 10, Young 8, Bell T,

Demmom 9.

No. 1, 10 birds, $1.30: Burt 7 Skinner 9, Penn 9, Johnson 6, Young
8, Wrigiat e. E. Arden 5. C. Delbert 5, Dingi-r 5, Mvers 7, Ryal 3,

McDonalds, Lemmons 7, Townsend 8, Hoffman 5, Sommers 5,

Beekman 5.

No. 3. IS hird.=. SI '.(5:

Skinner lObiinilllllll—13 Hoffman 111111000101011—10
E Arden 01 i Oil 1 100011 11—10 My. r.s OliiTOooilllOlOO— 0
Wrigat 111111011011111—13 Somraers 111001100000011—7
Johusou 110111111111111—14 Perry lUUllllllOlOOOl— 9
Delbert OOUl00101001011- 6 Leuions 111111110001111-12
Burt lllllllOliOlllO -13 Howard 101111111101110-13
Young 111111111101100-13 Bell lOOOllOOllUOll- 9
Townsend 010111011111011-11 Smith OllllllllOOllOi—11
Penn 111111101111101—13
No. B. 10 hiids, 11.30:

Wright 1111001111- 8 Dinger OOllOlOlOl— n
Skinner 0111111111-9 Ryal 0001101010- 4
Penn OlllMlll- 9 McDonald OilOllOlOO- 5
Yonnc OUlUlOtO- 7 Hoffmann 1100111111— 8
.Johnson 1101111111-9 Delb-rt 1000011010-4
Townsend 1110111111—9 F-jpmons lOlluillU—

8

Arden 0110)10110- 5 Mytrs OllOllOOlO- 5
Perry lOUOuOlll- 6 Burt 11111 li 111-10
Bee'imau 11)01010010-4 Howard 1111111111-10
No. 4,20bir.-s, liO:

SkiUQer...lllll]1111100100Ull-18 Bell 11101111110111011111-14
Perrv llllllllOoiilOlllOll-16 Howard . .10001111110111011111—In
Penn 11111111101111111111-19 Lemon... 01imillllll01iX)110-l5
Young . . . 11011110100113011000-11 Wright. . .llllllllllllllllllli-20
TownsendOlllllllDlllllilllO-18 .Johnson.. OOllllUllOOllOlUll-ln
J loffminr 00101011110110101011-13 Myerg 11110111101111001110-15
Arden .... IM 1111111101101111-17 Burt 0101011111100111111-15
No. 5. lObudN S1.30:

Young 1111111101- 9 Wright 1111011111-9
Perry lOlloolOll— 6 Huffman IIIOOOOOOO—

3

Peun Ill IllJ 111—10 Myers 010(i001il0-4
Twnssnd 1111111011— 9 Arder OlllOlUll-8
Skinner lllllOOill— 8 Howard 1111011111-9
Ryal llXlOoOOlOO - 3 L-ramonp. 1111111011-9
McDonald llllllUM— 9 Johnson 1111111101-9
DlDgT 0,00111010-5 Bu't 1111101111-9
Baekman UllOllOiO- 7 Bell 1110.0.000-4
No. B, 20 birris. $i 75, $35 guar.vnfeed:

Wright.. .11111101111111111101-18 Johnson. .01111011111111111001-15
Bart 11101011011111101111-16 Beeknaan.OlOlOOOOlOUOllOOOll— 9
Peun ... llllillUlimilllll-20 Dinger... 10011111111111111101-17
Howard ..nil UnillllllUOOl-lH M'Douah.00i)11110U1031lllll01-13
Townsei dillllllllimillOlll—19 Delbert.. IIOIOOIIOOIOIOOIIIOO-II
Uuffiman-OlOllUlOlOlOlllllOl-lt Lemmon,sll0010110il010111I01—11
Courtnev .OllUUlin 111111111—19 Hunt 00101111111111000011—13
Young.... llllllllOinnilllU -19 Perry 11001011111111111111-17
Myers ... 11011100110010011111-13 King .. ..01110110101111010111-14

]sro. 7, 15 birds. 1195:
Young .Il]illim00011-15 McConnel... .OflllOOOlOlOlOlO—

6

Townsend 111111111111111—15 Skinner 101111111100111—12
Penn 111111111111111—15 Bibbe OlOOOfilPOJOlOO— 5
Arden 000 111 100011111— 9 Bei>kman ((KnOlUlillOll— 9
Ryal lUlOt.OlOOOOlOO— 6 Jihnson 111111110111111—14
Wright 111111111111111-15 Perry 110111111011111-13
Dinger .111111110101011-12 King 111111011011010-11
Howard lilllllllUUll—14 Lemmons 111111110001111—13
Huffman 1111111101111110-13 Burt 111110011111110-13
Courtney 111110111011111^13 Somers 11110 dlO 111110—11
Hunt OlOl'ilOOlOlOOll- 7

No. 8, 15 biide, 81-95:

Perry 110011011111111-12 McDonald 110011111111111—13
Townsend 111101101111110-12 Hunt 101010110110111-10
Penn 111111111111111—15 Bibbe OlOOOOlOOlllOOO- 5
WrigHt lllUOlllllllH-14 Burt 111111010101001-10
Skinner OlOllClllllllOl-ll McOonnell OloDOOOOOlOOOOl— 3
Arder... OUliniUlllolO—11 Myers llOllliniUlll— 14

Courtney llOiOOUlOOl 1 11-10 Dinger 11011011 1101111—13
Job uson lllllOlllOOlOU—11 Lemm. -ns 111111111111110—14
King 111101111110110—13 Beekmau 100100101110000— 6
Hoft'inan 011011011111011—11 Young lOllllOlllUllO—12
Howard 111101101110111—13
No. 9, 10 birds, .61.30:

Townsend 1110111111— 9 Courtney 1110000011- 5
Skmner 1110100111- 7 Ryal 0100101100— 4
J.,hngon 1111111111-10 Bibbe 1000010001- 3
Smith 00 0010100— 3 McConnell OOOOOOOOOO— 0
Wright 1111111111—10 Young lOlUOlUl- 8
Pena 1111111111—10 Perry. ,. 1111111Hl-lO
No. 10, !,') birds. S1.95:

Courtney 011011101111000- 9 Bell 0011111111111101—11
YouQg 101111111101111—18 Bibbe. .- 000100001110000—4
Penn lOlOlUlllllUO -13 Perry UlllUOOOOllOO— 9
Skinner 111111111111111—15 King 111111111110111-14
M \ ers 110 1 00111101110 - 10 L' mmons 111001 101111010—10
Hoffmann lOilOlOIOOOOlOl— 7 Howard 101011111110101-11
Beekman 111101110010111-11 Johnson 110111011110011—13
Wright 111011101011111—13 Dinger 001001111001010— 7
Townsend... .llllllOUllllll-14 Burt 111111111111110-14
Second sweep, 10 birds, $1 30 entrance: Howard 9, Courtney 10,

Young 10, Skinner 10, Wright 9, Hoffmann 8, Beekman 7, Johnson
10, Townsend 10, Myers 9 Perry 8, Penn 10, Burt 7.

Third sweep, 10 birds, $1.30: Perry 9. Courtney 7, Young 8. Skin-
ner 8, Johnson 7, Wright 10, Leslie 6, Bell 5. Townsend 10, King 8,
Hoffman 5. McOonnell 6, Myers 5, Burt 5, Howarrl 8, Peun 11.
Fourth swef p, 10 hirde, $1.30: Skinner 7, Y'oung 11, Hoffman 8,

Myers 4, Courtne> 7, AVright 9, Ryal 7. Smith 5. townsend 9, Ver-
ges 7, Howai-d 8. King 10, L.mmons7, Bibbe 6, Penn 9, Burt .5,

Leslie 7; Perry 9.

Fifth awepij. walking match, 7 birds: Skinner 3, Tanner 3,
Myei-s 4, Townsend 5. Young 4. Wright 5. Hoffman 3, Smith 2,
Courtney 1, Perrv 6, Howard 4.

Sixth sweep, doubles, 10 birds, SI 30: Hoffman 3, Tanner 7,
Wrights. Townsend 6, Courtney 5, Smith 5, Young 8, liing 8,
Perry 6, Myers 4, Howard 8, Bibbe 7.

Second Bay.
No. 1, 10 birds. $1.30: Tanner 7, Townsend 6, Penn 10, Hoffman 8,

Skinner 7, Jack 6. Kir.g 9, Bibbe 4, Burt 9, .Smith 4, Myers 7, Young
8, Courtney 8, Howard 0, Dinger 9, Perrv 9.
No. 2, 15 birds. 81.95: Skinner 11, Tanner 13, Penn 14, Hoffman 8,

Jack 10. Young 13, Howard 15, Townsend 15, Beekman 10, Court-
uey 13. Perry 13, Mvers 9, King 11. Burt 9, Dinger 9.
No 3, 10 birds, $L30: Myers 7, Beekman 7, Howard 9, Hoffman

8, Courtney 8, Tanner 5. Bibbe 8, Townsend 9, Penn 10, Burt 6,
Perry 8. Young 7. King 5. .Smith 6, Jack 6. Dinger 9.
No. 4, 30 birds, .S3.60: Howard 16. Courtnev in,.PeDn 20, Hoffman

14. King 18, Tanner 13, Townsend 19, Burt 17, Young 19, Beekman
6, Perry 18, Myers 15. Wright 13, Bibbe 12.

No. 0, 35 bird.s, 33 75: Townsend 23, Tanner 15, Penn 23, Skinner
23, Bui 1 15. Courtney 20. Wright 20, Dinger 16, Howard 33, Hoffman
19. Myers 17, Young 23 Lemons 31, King 30, Perrv 22.
No. 7, 15 birds, fl.Po: Wright 13. Myers 13, Penn 13, Smith 6,

Bihbe 9, Gordon 6, Young 14, Townsend 13, Jack 9, Courtney 11,
Howard 15. Skinner 13, Tanner 11, Hoffman 11, King 15, Parker 13.
Perry 14. Beekman 6.

No. 8, 10 oirds, $1 30: Townsend 10, Tanner 8, Penn 10, Skinner 9,
Burt 9. Courtuev 10 Wright 7, Dinger 7, Howard 10, Hoffman 7.
Mvers 9. Youne 9, King 9, Perry 9, Lemons 8.

No. 9, 15 birds, $1.95: Courtney 13, Townsend 13, Penn 14, Bibbe
8. GordoQ 13, Mvers 9, Wright It, Parker 12, Hoffman 10, Howard
18, Skinner 13, Y'oung 14, King 13, Perry 14.

Tenth event, 10 birds, $1 30: Courtney 8, Myers 6, Penn 9, Town-
send 9, Skinner 9, Gordon 5, Wright 7, Parker 8, Howard 10,l^oung
9, Perry 7, Hoffman 8.

Eleventh event, 15 birds, .W.95: Courtney 11, Gordon 10, Howard
15. Hoffman 10. Myers 10, Wright 13, Young 13, Skinner 8, Town-
send 14, Penn 14, Burt 13, Perry 11.

The averages of the two days' shoot resulted as follows: High
average priz°. shell rase, valued at S8,.50, by J. A. Penn. of the
Island Gu'i Club, who led the next highest man by 13 birds. The
second average prize, hat, Mr. Sa.nford, of Townsend, O. Third
average prize, three bottles of champagne, C. A. Young, of Spring-
field, O. The tournament was a great success throughout, there
being no complaints among the contestants, nor friction of any
sort.

EUREKA GUN CLUB,
This lively shooting organization, of which that crack shot

Louis Scbortemeir ("Shorty"), is ihe moving spirit, held their
regular monthly shooting meeting on Tuesday, Aug. 11. The day
was one of the hottest of the season, but not hot enough to deter
the shooting men of the Eurckas from facing the traps. In the
afternoon a nice shower did much toward cooling the atmosphere,
and the lattf r part of the dav'.s sport was more enjoyable. The
live birds used were all of good qualitv, in fact the majority of
them were of the highest order. The Eurekas have some original
ideas as to handicapping their men that might well he studied by
other organizations, in the live bird match for the regular
monthly medal the second barrel kills are penalized. In open
sweepstakes it is optional whether the shooter adopts the gun
below elbow or Hurlineham position, if the former he stands at
35 or 37yds , according to gauge of gun, if he accepts the Hurling,
ham position he i.s handicapned 3yds. The scores of the various
events were as follows, the live bird boundary being .50Fds.:

No. 1, 5 live birds, 154 entry, 5 ground traps, optional position, 3
moneys:
Dr Lovrredge (2.5yds), gun below elbow .21131—5
Hoff(30sds) Hurlingham 20111-4
Thompson (3.5ydp), gun below elbow 3i{)i]_4
Harteye (35vds), gun below elbow 23101-4
'•Shorty" (30 ds), Hurlingham Oll2o—

3

Hayd-n (37yds), gun below elbow Oia'o—

3

No, 2, s^m" conditions and rules:

Shorty (30ydf) 211111-6 Hayden (27) 01o230—

3

Shorty, re-entrv (80) ...111121—6 Thompson (25) 11031o-4
DrLev^redge (35) 130121-5 Harteye (2.5) lo30ol-3
lloff (30) OUllO-4
No. 3. regular medal shoot, club handicap risps, 7 live birds per

man, $5 optional sweep-^take. birds includpd in entrj;
Slrooe(2.'i) I?i91|l-f; S'.'LL'^*'"

0o02032-3
Borel (3,5) omU3-6 Diffley (33) OoO»v.
Swindell (3T) Ui01211-6 Hoff (30) 1113111-7
Harteye (33) 2131110—6 Leveredw (35) oi«3220-4
Thompson (33) 1330330-5 JMaeBel(35) 1121110-6
Bungar(23) llol011-5 Col Voss (30) 0112101-5
Shorty (33) o011130-4
The last four not members. Strope and Borel tie on top score

with same number of first barrel kills, Strope winning the medal
o 1 the shoot off. Hoff won first money in the sweep; second and
liiird shot off in next event.
No. 4, 3 live birds, $3 entry, same conditions as No, 3: Borel,

Harteye, Leveredge, rhompson, Deffley and Voss killed straight,
div. first money. Shorty land Doenick div. second with 3 each.
Buagar, Maeael, Hayden and Swindell third. Borel and Harteye
thus winning second in previous sweep. Voss and Thompson
doing likewise with third.

- .1-1-: •luaie COULOBI
ies: Class A, f

Class B. Thompi
16vds.. .5; Bungar. 16yds., 3: Strope, 18yds., 2. Class C, Borel, ISyds.!
6; Harteye. leyds., 5. Swindell won medal in Class A, Thompson
wins on shooi -off in Class B, Borel wins medal in Class G.—The
Kay.

CLEVELAND TRAPS.
CiiEVKLAND. O., Aug. 11.—There was a good attendance this

afternoon, at the tmps of the Brooklyn Village Gun Club, of am-
bitious shooters in this city. A brisk gale from the souttiwest
that swept in gusts up the valley caused the targets to flutter,
dive and swoop through the air as though they were real birds
possessed of overwhelming anxiety to get away from the relent-
less charges of small shot that were being poured into them. This
had .some effect upon a few of the shooters present, who did not
begin to cme up to their ordinary marks. The best shooting of
the afternoon was done by Holt, although Prechtel was close to
him. Paul North bore off the honors of third place.
W^hen the managnrs of rhe tournament footed up the totals and

made the awards of prizes for the best averages. Holt led by a
narrow margin. First prize was given to him, secood to Jack
Prechtel, third to Paul North, fourth to Upson, fifth to Fish, sixth
to Bailev. In addition to The average prizes there were awards
for the be.-t consecutive runs. Holt anri Jack Prechtel were tied
for first place and divided the money. Paul North was second and
Bailey third. The first shoot of the day for individual prizes of
all classes rt suited as follows-

E. Redrup 1, L')vejoy 5. Hathaway first, Paul North second, Chas.
North third. Wherry fourth, Alex fifth.

No. 3: Snow 4, Wherry 5, Prtchtel 8, Bailey 8. Campbell 3, Root
5, Paul North 10, Knox 4, Tllby ,5, C. H. North 5 Holt 8. Towns 5,

^-lurray 4, Snyder 6, Chapman 3, Calhoun 3, Fish 8. Upson 7, .7.

Wilson 5. J. Stein 4, Lovejoy 6, Bennett 3. Paul North first, Bailev
second. Upton third. Snyder fourth.
No. 3: Chapma,n 4, Snyder 5, Paul North 6, Pish 7, Murray 4,

Haas 3, Holt 10, Upson 6, Wherry 6, S. E. G. 3, Bailey 7. Charles
North 5, Bennett 6. Tilby 6, C. E. Redrup 7, Knox 6, Root 5, Love-
iov .5, Prechtel 9, Wilson 4, Alexander 7, W. Lane 3, W. T. Lane 4,

Alex 7, Campbell 4, Kerns 2, M. Tettlebach 3. Holt first. Prechtel
second. Bailey third, Upson fourth. Roof fifth. Chapman sixth.
No. 4, $35 guaranteed stake: J. Prechtel 14, Upson 11, Holt 14,

Calhoun 10, Snyder 6, J. E. G. 3, Wherry 9, Pish 10, Paul North 11,

Roof 7, Chapman 7. Bennett 10. Tilby 5, Bailey 13, C. H. North 9,

Barney 8, Redrup 8, Alex 5, Alexander 12, Newell 9, Berger 7,

Towns 7, Closse 9. There were $40.80 in the purse. Prechtel and
Holt divided first money, ©16 30; Bailey and Alexander div. second
S13.25; L'^pson and North div. third, $815; Fish, Calhotm and Ben-'
uett div. fourth. g4,05.

No. 5: Paul North 7, Snyder C, Chapman 5, Wherry 6, Murray 7,

Barney 5. Knox 6, Titus 3, Tilby 4, Roof 8. Prechtel 5. Bailey 8,

Snow 7, Berger 5, Bennett 7. Wilson 3, C. H. North 6, Prechtel 8,

J. E, T. 3, Holt 7. LTpson 7, Cl-^sse 8, Newell 6, Alexander 6, Arnold
6, Lovejoy 6, Stein 3, Albert 5, Fish 6, Calhoun 6, Haas 5, Myers 4,

.Jim 5. Newell first. Bailey second, Bennett third, Upson fourth,
Berger fifth.
Before and after the shoot there were several interesting and

lively sweenstakes. The traps were sprung with electric- pulls,
and worked Wfll all the afternoon. The shooting went on rapidly
and the time was so much better than by old-fashioned methods
that all participants were thoroughly won over to the modern
way of conducting a tournament.
Aug. is.—This afternoon was a splendid time for shooting, and

the members of the Cleveland Gun Club made some fairlv good
scores. Rudolph won first badge, Silsby second, Holt third' and
Stirling fourth. The following are the scores: Upson 20, Riidolob
21, Flick 20, Tamblvn 18, Elworthy 21. Marbach 16, Alberts 16,
Sterling 18. Watts 11, Bartol 16. Silsby 20. Holt 19.
At the regular weekly practice shoot of the Blue Rock Shooting

Club to-day "Fi-ller" won the badge. Dock won first money, Ar-
nold second, McGuiuty third. Follomng are the st;ores: Arnold
17. Dock 19 Packard 14, Ricbner 14, Zapf 15, Aim 16, Smith 11,
Feller 21, Visitors: O'Connor 17, McGuinty 16. Sweep at 10 .singlps,
two divisions: Arnold 6, Dock 7, McGuintv 7, Zapf 1, Feller 6. Oa
the shoot-off McGuinty won first and Feller second.

BROOKLYN TRAPS.
Aug. 13.—Twenty-five members of the Coney Island Club

had shot two rounds at 7 birds each at Woodlawn Park to-day
when the storm came up and drove all present to cover. As the
new roof of the club house was without tin on it the rain came
in so heavily that it was decided to postpone the shoot until next
Saturday. A meeting of the club was held to fill the position of
Secretary. By a unanimous vote J. C. Defrane, one of the oldest
members of the club, was elected.
Aug. lU.—Thn regular shoot of the Bidgewood Gun Club took

place at Deckelman's Ridgewood Park to-day. Blattmacher had
a fair lot of birds and the shooting of this young club was not
food in consequence. The club shoots at 7 live birds each, modi-
ed Long Island rules, with both barrels. Twelve shooters faced

the traps and. strange to relate, the only straight score made was
byj, T.Duffy (invited). L. C. Gehring. who has won the club
medal twice beiore, killed 6, and Gramer (not a member) and F.
Fricke did the same. In the shoot off between Gehring and Fricke
Gehring killed 4 straight and won the medal for the third time.A private shooting party had a tine afternoon's sport ar Dexter
Park to-day. The third of a series of matches at 100 bluerocks

between L. Eppig and C. Engelbrecht against A. Eppig and Onpt.
Dweyer. of the steamship Rhynland, resulted in a victorv Cor the
latter team. A sweepstake shoot at live birds then loUnwvd, and
the results were: L. Eppig 15, J. Simpson 1.3, Capt. l)>vej er 14, O.
Engelbrecht 3, A. Eppig 17.

^«{;. io.—The Emerald Gun Club did not have a reguhir shoot
this month, but a number of the members had a day's sport to
themselves at Mueller's Dexter Park tc-day. The boys acquittprl
themselves very creditably, and are ready for the foe on Aug. 31.
The scores were, at 15 birds: Hudson 10, Leveredge 11, I^owak 10,
Hathaway 12, Voss 8. At 10 birds: Quitm 5, Thati 6, Lavelle fi,

Cody 5, Remsen 9, Doenck 4.

The regular shoot of the Coney Island Rod and Gun (Jlub, at
Woodlawn Park, to-day was productive of great scores. Twenty-
four members faced the traps, and no less than nine men made
straight scores of 7 for the diamond badgo of the club. Nine men
also killed 6 out of 7 for the second luize. which wns afterward
divided by S. W. Northridge .and R. Lambert, atti-r kiliiug 31 each.
L. T. Davenport won the diamond badge with a straight score of
19. Previous to that, to decide a private bet. at .50 birds he killed
i8, making his total for the day 67 killed out of 69 shot at. The
third prize was divided by H. McLonghliu, L, Eppig, O. Engel-
brecht, W. Schillye and J. Schmadeke.

WnLLIAMSON, N. Y., Aug. 13.—At the regular monthly shoot
the following scores were made by members nf the Northfrn
Wayne Gun Club. Event No 3 was for the L. C. .Sinith gun, and
was won by E. D. Hicks, of Rochestex, N. Y. The ne.xt I'egular
shoot will be held Sept. 10. The shooting was over 3 trap.^^, blue-
rotjks, at unknown angles, 18ydB. rise. Shoot No. 3 wari at 3] yd?.
No. 1, 3 moneys, entrance S3:

Hadley miOlinilllll-14 Tassell 011000110110111- 0
Van O OlllllllimiOl-13 Keel OllOllOHtlOOllL—

8

Hicks 111111111100100-11
No. 3. entrance $3:

Hicks llOllllllinilO-13 Tassell 110111011001101-10
Van O llUlllllOOllll-13 Keel 011001010101101- 8
HadleV 110110101111111-13
Shoot-off tor ftrsr. Van O. 9, Hicks 8.

No. 3, for the L. C. Smith gun, entrance S3..50:

Hicks nilllUlllllOllllll-19 Keel 0011111101 UllLUlil*-!?
Had]ev....l011imilllllllllll-19 Ta.^sell. . ..lOlilOllllll -10
Van O.... 11011111111111101111-18
Shoot-off for gun. Hicks 6, Hadley 4.

No. 4, entrance $3:

Van O 111111111111110—14 Tas'ell .OHOl 1111111101-13
H ick s 1 Hill lOlllini-14 Keel 01 11 1111 1100011-11
Hadley 111111011101111-13

No. 5. entrance 3f3;

Tassell 111111111111011—14 Keel HOlOllllliim-13
Hicks lOillllllllllll-M Van O 101111111011111-1.3
Hadley ..HllllimOllll-14
Hicks and Ta>-8ell first, Keel second.
No. 6, entrance g3:

Hadley IIIOHD 11 11111-14 Keel lUlllOOmi 111-13
Hicks iiiii"}?!!]}IH! oiiniiooiiiiii-12
Van O lUlOUllllllll—14
Hadley and Hicks first. Keel second, Tassell third.
No. 7, entrance $3:

Hicks 111011111111111-14 Tassell ncoinillllilO-13
Keel 11 1111110 1111-14 VanO 111001111011011-11
H.'idley UllllllOlllOll—13
Keel and Hicks fi st, Hadley second, Tassell third.
No. 8, entrance $3:

Hadley 111111111111111-15 Keel UlOllHOll 1100-11
TjsseU 111111111111110-14 Hicks OUOOw.
Van O 111111111111010-1,3

MORRIS VS. DWY^ER.-The above gentlemen, both members
of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club, shot a match on the grounds
of the club at Conev Island, last week, for a stake of $2,50. The
birds were a fairly gaod average lo% bttt the day was altogether
too hot to be enjoyable. Modified Hurlingham rules:
C B Morris . . ..1313110312— 9 R D wyer 2311110123- 9

0121312111- 9 1313013031- 9
1111111320- 9 1123313330- 9
U12121212-10 3011231033 - 8
3213310311- 9 2320220310- 7
3221102111- 5) 1003112122- K
1011C13012- 7 1101115220- 8
122ni3211-10 2132313312-10
1113100113- 8 1030001212— 6
3111 1 11200- 8-88 1202032021— 7-81

LAKE ONTARIO GUN OLUB —IrondeciUGit, N. Y.—Badge
shoot, Aug. 13, SO kingbirds, 18yds. rise:

L R Smith 11011immilllllllllllllllll-29
H Held UUOI3O1OO11OIO101OO0IO110O00O-13
W Morri s 1 01101111 101110111 10101 110 1 101- 22
A Morris 111101100111101111100111111111—24
H D McVean 1101101101 mOlllllOOllllllOU-23
O E Walzer llimilllllOmillllllllUlll-29
A Ever^hed 1111 01111011111110 11 1 11 1111 1 11- 28
J Mor ri s 01 111 UOl 1 11 110111 1 1 1 01 1100 1 11—24
J Aman 111001101110111111110001111111—33
PKuebel OllOUllIiOlOOlOlOOlOOlllOiniO-17W LaForce 111101010011101110111110111101—22
D A Foreman OIOIOOIOOIIUIOIU 101011111111-31
Tie on 39 shot off atSlyds.:

F L Smith 1111101111- 9 O E Walzer 1111111 111—10
D. R. FOREM.AN, Secretary.

CORTLANDT, K. Y., Aug. 12.-The fifth annual tournament,
despite the unfavorable weather, opened under favorable circum-
staneos to-day. The visiting sportsmen were numerous. Tde
scores made were good, particularly those made by Barry, of Bos-
ton, and Le Fever, of Syracuse. In the seven events Barry got a
clean score, killing 104 kingbirds straight. Le Fever followed
with 102. While sorting over the 'pieeons a handsome carrier
pigeon bearing the copper tag '"N. 65" was found. The pigeon
was not put in the traps, taut is in possession of Under Sheriff
Borthwick awaiting the owner.

WALNUT HILL, Aug. 13.—The event of the day was the shoot-
ing in the gold din match. In this Mr. Hosmer and Mr. Bush
each ran up an aggregate of 18 out of 30, necessitating a shoot-ofl.
Mr. Hosmer proved the better stayer and the champion badge of
tde club will remain in h''s custody until the ntxt meeting. Gold
coin match, 20 Keystone targets, Keystone rules fourth competi-
tion: Hosmer 18, Bush 18, Bowker 16, Rockey 16, Capt. Hooper 15,
Warren 11, Nichols 7.
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UNKNOWN GUN CLUB.—The members of this club turaed
out In large numbers at DBXter Park oii Friday last, no less thau
twenty men facing the traps. The birds were good and strong at

flieh!, and the fight for first and second prizes was a hot one. M.
J. Cahill officiated as referee and J. O'ConneU as scorer:

Hyd e (Sryds) 1211111-7 Munch (22)

McGuinness (37) 2111311-7 Pentzen (21) Oll-^?-?
Flvnn (33). . . 2111112-7 Sampson (23) 1021021-5

C Plofo (26) 1112111-7 H Knoebel, Sr (26) 1210101-5

Monsees (26) 12)0111-6 Kolb (21) l^iM
Detzen (31). .

1121110-6 Markhofif (23) 1102120-5

Suine Ci:>) 1111102-6 Vroome (27) 0100111-4

H Knoebel, Jr (26) 1110111-6 Schumacher (33) 9911021-4
Simmerine (24) 1112201-6 Rankin (28) 1200032—4

Oilman (23) 2110111—6 Skidmore (34) 1102020—4

On the shoot ofi: for hist prize Ploto won by killing 7, McQum-
Bess dropping his last bird, Hyde losing his fourth, and Flynn
killing but one. The tie for secou'l place was even a better fight.

Snip" eventually winning with 10 straight, Knoebel, Jr.. 9, Oil-

man 7, Munch 6, Detzen 3, Simmering 3, Monsoes 2.—Tee Kay.

PARKWAY GUN CLUB.—The members of the Parkway Gun
dull met at Louis Miller's Dexter Park on Aug. 12 in the regular
mnulhly medal contest. The birds were a fair lot and scores
made as a whole were creditablf, 7 live birds:

L Miller (25),. 0111111-6 LReiu(2o;__ _

E Breun an (25) 0111121-6 W Strosser (25) 0200200—3
Tie for medal shot off at 5 birds: H. Bramwell 5, T. Edgerton 5.

E. Helgans 4, J. Blake 1, A. Andrews 1.

DEXTER PARK, L. I ,
Aug. 15.—Emerald Gun Glub, informal

practice shoot, 10 live birds, 5 traps, 35yd. rise. SOyda. boundary,
Emera'.d G. C. rules, swefp prizes;

Dr Hudson 2211211012-9 Than 1100210101—6
Dr Leveredge 2011100102 -6 Lavelle .....1010100111-6
Nowak 0211022100—6 Cody 0320D32001-5
Hathaway 1102321111-9 Remseu. 2331013121-9
Voss 1111111003-8 Daeinck 220Hw.
Quinn 1022000011-5

CHERRY HILL GUN CLUB.—The following scores were made
by toe members of . the Cherry Hill Gun Club at the regular
monthly shoot, held Aug. 10, conditions 35 bluerocks per man:
Triedman 0)01111111111111111110111-21
Blackleilge OmiOOlli 111101111111111-21
,r J Blauvolt 1111111011101101111110110—20
Ely 1111110011011011011911111-19
Blauvelt, Jr 1111111001110110011111100-19

PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 15 —The North End Gun Club held the
seconri of a series of trap shooting tournaments on the club
grounds to-day. Eleven events were shot oil at bluerock targets,
sprung from five traps on the rapid firing system, American Asso-
ciation rules governing. All moneys were divided 40, 30, 20 and 10
per cent. A great many visitors were attracted to the grounds to
witness the shooting, which was excellent The summary: Ten
singles, 7 entries, Buck, Jacobs, Thomas, Lane and Walton 7,

Bourne 6: 10 singles, 11 entries, Johns and Cummings 8. Lane 7; 10
singles, 13 entries. Bourne 10. Thomas and French 8: 10 singles, 15
entries, Buck 10. Fi-ench 9; 11) singles, 16 entries. Buck, French,
Bourne and Wolstencroft 8, Johns, Monaco, Lane and Rowcroft 7;

10 singles, 20 entries, Lane, Roweroft and Sivad (Davis) 8, Whit-
oomb, Wilson, Boiirne, Walton, French and Wolstencroft 7; 15
singles. 15 entries, Wolstencroft and Sivad 14, French and Walton
13; 10 singles, 17 entries, Monaco and Rowerof t 9, Wolstenoroft,
Lane, Bourne and Johns 8; 10 singles, 17 entries, Wolstencroft and
French 9, Buck 8; 19 singles, 9 entries, Wolstenoroft and Lane 10,

Bourne 9.

CLAREMONT, N. J., Aug. 15.—Prize matches were contested
this afternoon at Claremont by members of the New Jersey
Shooting Clab. The results were: Ten blu^rocks each. Keystone
system: Virden 7, Pope 6, Blakeslee 6. Walking ma'ch at 10
targets each: Pope 714, Yirden 7, Blakeslee 5. Ten birds, unknown
angles: Russle 8, Virden 7, Slielton 6. Walking match, at 10
singles: Pope 8, Blakeslee 6, Chambers 4. Keystone system, 10
cliiy-pigeons: Compson 9, Craft 7, Fielder 5. Ten clays, unknown
angles: Russle 8, Pope 7, Craft 6. Keystone system, 10 birds:
Craft li, Compson 5, Tnompsoa 4.

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—The Washington Heights Gun Club
held a •live bird shoot on the club grounds, at 170th street and
Kingsbridge road this afternoon. Sweepstakes. Hurlingham
rules, 25yris. rise, 10 birds each: H. Harrisoa 10, W. Disbrow 10,

M. Sauer 9, M. Cox 8, D. Wagner 8, M. Oliver 6, J. Moloney 7, J.
Organ 6, J. Veitch 6, M. Ritterbusch 5, E. Schmidt 6, H. Leporin 5,

P.Merrigan5. Three-cornered sweepstakes, each man putting
up $2: Cox 8, Moloney 7, Organ 6.

MONROEVILLE, O.. Aug. 13.—The live bird match between H.
J. Maltern, Jr., of Sandusky, and D. J. Deyo, of Bellevue, was
shot to-day with the following score: Mattern 22, Deyo 20. The
conditions of the match were 25 birds each, $50 a side, Hurling-
ham rules.

HELENA, Mont., Aug. 12.—The live-bird shoot for the State
championship came off to-day. Contestants were Mr. A. Har-
rity and Mr. P, Kennant, 25 birds each. Harrity won by a
score of 23 to 21. Weather and birds were fine. The shoot was
for the Hight & Fairfield medal, valued at 8360.

PORT RICHMOND, N. Y.—I inclose you some poor scores that
were made at the last monthly shoot of the North Shore (3run
Club, Aug. 8, 25bluerocks per man: Schabertl6, Scofield 16, G.
Seawood 12, H. Seawood 15, Zimmerman 15.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week: trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current issue. It Is particularly re-
Quested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

Model raehtsaiul Boats. Their design, making and sailing, iMli
ui si{ins and worKing drawings. Postpaid, $$.

FIXTURES.
AtTGUST.

20. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 26. Pleon. 3d Cham., Marbleh d.

20. Massachusetts, 3d Cham. 26. Dorchester,Club, Dorchester
Dorchester Bay. 37. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.

80, Rhode Island. Open. 37. Massachusetts, Third Cham.,
20 B'.sHt^ern , Cruise, Maine Coast Dorchester Bay.
22. Qumcy. 28. Carolina, Club, Wilmington,
22. Corinthian, Marbleh'd, Mid- N. C.

Summer Series, Marbleh'd 29. Hempstead, Long Island.
23. Corinthian, Marblehead, 2d 29. Hull, All Classes.

Cham., Marblehead. 29. Savin Hill, Cash.
32. MouHtlquot, Sweeps., Wey- 29. Cor. Navy. N. Y. Bay Squad.

mouth. 29. Beverly, 2d Cham, Mon. Bch.
22. Cor. Navy, East River Squad 29. Royal N. S.. Capt. Russell's
22. Royal N. S., Ruth Cup, Hall- Cup, Halifax.

fax. 29. Larchmont, Oyster Boats,
23. Sippican, Open, Marion. Larchmont.
32-23. San Francisco, Fish.Cruise 39. Mlramlchi, Grolse.
24. Newark, Anu., Newark Bay.

SEPTESnSEB.
1. Eastern, FaU, Marblehead. 13. Beverly, 6th Sweep, Mon.Bch
3. Pleon, SaU-oft', Marblehead. 13. New Bedford, Annual, New
5. Monaliquot, Sail-off, Wey- Bedford,

mouth. 18. Lynn, Cup, Lynn.
5. Sippican, Open, Marlon. 13. Massachusetts, Open, Dor-
5. Hull Corinthian, Open. Chester Bay.
5. Beverly,5thSweep,Marbleh'd 12. Savin Hill, Cham. Sail-off.
5. Larchmont, Fall. Larchm't. 13. Royal N. S., Handicap, Hali-
5. Bay View, Cruise. fax.
7. Fall River, Club, FaU Ptiver. 19-20. San Francisco, Cruise.
7. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 19. Beverly, 3d Cham,Marbleh'd
7. N.Y.Y.B.A., Ann., New York 31. Miramichi, Open.
7. Corinthian, Marblehead, 26. Beverly, 3d Cham, Mon. Bch.

Handicap, Marblehead. 26. Savin Hill, Fleet Captains
7. Lynn, Open. Nahant. Cups Sail-off.

7. Mo&quito, Open, Boston. 26. Royal R. S., Lord Ales Rus-
11. Ma8sacbu''ett8, Fall, Dor- eel's Cup. Halifax.

chaster Bay, 26. Bay Vie-w. Club, Boston Bay.
OCTOBKB.

7. t; •

, Fall, Gravesend 17. San Francieeo, Closing Day.
Bay,

NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE, 1891.
MFTH RUN, KBW BEDFORD TO NEAVPOBT, AT7G. 12.

THE final run of the cruise was made by a very small fieet, but
under fine racing conditions. The wind was strong at the

start, increasing as the fleet worked down Buzzard's Bay, its

direction being S.W., or right ahead. There was plenty.of sea, too,

the run being the roughe.«t of the cruise.
Captain Barr housed Cinderella's topmastat the start, the other

singlestickers doing it laf r when well under way. Gracie carried
her topmast, and Clara carried a jibheaded topsail all day.
Mineola was examined by a diver and found to be little injured,
so she was ready with the fleet. The start was timed from oft

Clark's Point:
Mineola 10 10 16 Merlin 10 26 02

Oweene 10 11 36 Fortuna 10 26 43

Savonara 10 12 -31 Constellation 10 26 44

CindereUa 10 13 53 Hildegard 10 37 23

Nautilus 10 13 18 Iroquois 10 28 13

Clara 10 14 .53 Mischief 10 38 20

Quickstep 10 36 57 Gracie 10 39 30

The schooners only, Constellation and Iroquois, carried feretop-
sails. Constellation led the fleet, with Merlin and Fortuna second.
Oweene parted her throat halyards, but repaired the damage. In
all classes the entries were so few and the leaders so far ahead
that the race was not specially exciting. After passing Hen and
Chickens the wintt fell and topsails were sent aloft. The final

times were:
FIRSl' CLASS SCHOONERS.
Si art. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Constellation 10 26 44 3 3B 20 4 12 36 4 12 36

Fortuna 10 26 43 2 50 25 4 23 43 4 18 39

THIRD CIjASS SCHOONERS.
MerltQ 10 26 03 2 48 40 4 22 38 4 33 38

Iroquois 10 28 12 2 57 44 4 29 33 4 24 IB

FIFTH CLASS SCHOONERS.
Quickstep 10 25 57 3 00 57 4 35 00 4 35 00

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS.
Gracie 10 39 89 3 07 50 4 38 11 4 3S 11

FOURTH CLASS SLOOPS.
Hildegarde 10 27 23 8 24 00 4 56 37 4 56 37

Mischief 10 28 20 3 54 31 5 26 11 6 26 11
FIFTH CLASS SLOOPS.

Clara 10 14 53 3 08 37 4 51 44 4 49 04

Cinderella 10 12 58 3 09 23 4 56 30 4 58 30
SIXTH CLASS SLOOPS.

Sayonara 10 12 31 3 4(i .5(3 4 34 26 4 81 25

Oweene 10 11 26 2 55 13 1 43 47 4 43 47

Mineola 10 10 16 3 00 42 4 50 26 4 50 2tJ

NautUuB 10 13 18 3 09 20 4 56 02 4 56 03

SPECIAL RACE—NEWPORT, AUG. 13.

The final event of the cruise, a special race for the 46ft.. class,

was sailed on Thursday, the course being announced as 12 miles
to windward and leeward from Bpiiton's Reef Lightship. Only
five yachts started, Gloriana, Mineola. Sayonara, Jessica and
Uvira. The wind was- light N.E. at 10:30 A. M., and the course
was given as S.W. in the direction of Block Island. The fleet was
timed:
Gloriana 11 21 10 Sayonara 11 23 42
Jessica 11 21 47 Uvira 11 24 26
Mineola 11 33 04
Spinakers and balloon jibtopsails were set, the yachts carrying

main booms to port. Capt. Watson has given up all hopes of out-
sailing Gloriana with Sayonara, and now is trusting to fluke
hunting; so when the Bristol boai stood inshore, with Jessica and
Mineola following, he took the offshore course, lo the eastward,
Uvira following. Mineola passed Jessica, and Sayonara left
Uvira, but Gloriana still held the lead for the first half of the
course. After a time, howev^ev, the wind canted to the eastward,
and Capt. Watson jibed over Sayouara's boom and ran lor the
mark with apinaker to port. Gloriana was left to leeward by the
new wind, and with the others took in spinakers and came reach-
ing up for the mark, just leading Sayonara, the times being:
Gloriana 1 21 03 Jessica 1 23 21
Sayonara 1 23 10 Uvira 1 31 55
Mineola 1 21 38

The race thus far had been much like the corresponding race of
the forties at the end of the '89 cruise, when Tomahawk beat
Liris by esec. The resemblance was made still closer by the course
Home, which in the present instance was a short and long leg in
place of the single stretch in the 40tt. race. With the weather
berth on the fleet, Gloriana set a small jibtopsail and started
on starboard tack, Mineola and Sayonara soon breaking tacks.
After a short time Gloriana made a hitch on port tack, but soon
went about for a long leg to the finish, the wind having settled in
a quarter which made merely a close reach of the greater part of
the return course. The times of the finish were:

Elapsed.
Gloriana 3 04 33 1 43 30
Sayonara 3 07 33 1 46 23
Mineola 5*^^*9 148 11
Jessica 3 13 58 1 49 3i

Uvira 3 18 10 146 15
The full times were: . „. , „,

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Correctpd.
Gloriana 11 21 10 3 04 33 3 43 23 3 43 23
Sayonara H 23 42 3 07 33 3 43 51 3 43 51
Mineola H 23 04 3 09 49 3 46 45 3 46 45

Jessica 11 21 47 3 12 53 3 51 07 3 47 17
Uvira 11 24 26 3 18 10 3 53 45 3 46 37
Gloriana wins a $500 cup, Sayonara one of §150 and Uvira one of

$50 value. Judged by Gloriana's six previous races, in all of
which she has been first, and in most by a lead of minutes rather
than seconds, the present race was but a flake, though Captain
Watson and Captain Crocker, of Beatrix, deserve due credit tor
their judgment of the weather, to which the good work of Sayo-
nara was mainly due.

^, ^ , , ,

After the race the formal disbanding of the fleet took place, the
yachts departing for New York, Now Loudon and other points.
Taken altogetuer, the cruise has proved a most satisfactory and
successful one.

VOLUNTEER AND GRACIE.

THE following decision was announced by the regatta commit-
tee on Aug. 13: ^

Capt. Joseph P. EarU, Yacht Chxicie:

Dear Sir—Your protest based on an alleged violation by the
Volunteer of SectioDS 7, l4 and 16 of Rule 17 at the Block Island
markboat during the race for the Goelet cups, Aug. 7, has re-
ceived our careful consideration, and ws are unable to allow the
same for the following reasons: Section 7 does not apply, as the
case is not a question of "overtaking" or "overlap," but the ques-
tion of the rigtit of the port tack under certain conditions of stress.

Section 14 does not apply, as said section is in force only when
two yachts "without tacking are about to pass a mark on the re-
quired side." Whereas in this case one yacht, the Gracie, could
not pass the mark on the required side without going in stays or
tacking, as is proved by the tact that the Gracie called upon the
Volunteer to go about.

Room-

crasidere"d an"'obstrueUon.'' ^he Gracie, accordingly,"was"not
confronted by any obstruction involving lack of sea room, and
cannot appeal to section 16 in her defence, for the interpretation
of said section is, that when a yacht, in order to as'oid an obstruc-
tion, has only one possible course left open to her, and when, in
following that course, "she cannot go clear of another yacht
without totiling her," then, and then only, fias she a right to call
on the other yacht to in any way alter her course. No such only
one course existed in the Grade's case, and the foul was occa-
sioned by her error in supposing that conditions were being real-
ized for port tack rights, when, under the racing rules of the club,
no such conditions existed. Respectfully yours,

S. Nicholson Kane,
Chester Grisavold,
Irving GRpjifELL,

BEVERLY Y. C—The 175th race, fourth sweepstakes, was sailed
at Monument Beach Aug. S, starting in a moderate westerly
air, which swung round to N.W., N. and was N.E. when the small
classes beat home, while the second class drifted hours before a
faint southerly air. Race in smaller classes was much fairer and
breeze much better than in larger classes; Emma. Puzzle and
Phenomenon sailing a close and exciting race, while Oharmion,
just built by her owner himself, did very well in fourth class.

She had jumped her mast out of the st^p on the 7th. springing out
Elanks in starboard bow, so that she leaked badly, but she held
er own till she got too full of water to move. In stoond class

Surprise outsailed and outlucked the fleet; Mist, Anonjona and
Widgeou sailed a very close race. Courses 8, Q and 13, 11}4, 7}^ and
7 miles respectively. Cat has yet to be measured. Possibly this

will change regult ip fourth class.

first class.
Length. Elapsed. Oorrecfed,

Hector, E. C. Stebbins, Sip. Y. C . ...28.10 3 41 55 3 32 49

Mattie, H. Stockton, B. Y. C 38.10 Withdrew.
second class.

Surprise, T. Codm-in, B. Y. C 27.04 3 53 21 2 41 40

Anonyma, F. L. Dubuey, B. Y. C. ... 37.01 3 05 20 3 54 04
Mist, G. W.Lyman, Jr., B.Y.C 26.08 3 03 33 2 .52 07
Widgeon, M. Williams, Jr., B. Y. C.27. 10 8 C6 51 2 55 36
Grampus. W. E. Eustis, B. Y. C 27.09 Withdrew.
Crawford, H. Crawford, H. C. Y. C.27. 03 Withdrew.

THIRD CLASS.
Eina, J. Parkinson, B. Y. C 23.10 143 86 1 81 47
Puzzle, Wm. Amory 2d, B. Y. C 22.09 1 43 35 1 32 41
Phenomenon, B. B. Y. C 23.00 1 44 43 1 24 03
Parole, W. H. Davis. B. Y. C 22.08 1 50 48 1 39 49
Ashantee, G. PiRsbury, B. Y. C. , . .23.03 1 53 32 1 48 06

FOURTH CLASS.
Cat, B. Clarke, B. Y. C 19.03 1 45 26 1 81 53
Edith, G. Van Ransselaer, B. Y. C..19.04 1 46 56 1 S3 27
Charminn, J. Crane, Jr., B. Y. C 19.06 1 47 03 1 38 45
SquaU, J. G. Palfrey 19.11 1 51 57 1 39 06
Winner in first class, Hector; second class, biirprisp. Mist,

Widgeon; third class, Eina, Puzzle, Phenomenon; fourth class,
Cat and Edith. Judges, A. H. Hardy, F. Elliott Cabot and W.
Lloyd Jeffries.
The 17tith race of the Beverly Y. C. was to have been sailed Aug.

15 at Marblehead. There were but few entries, and of these only
Hawk, Kiowa and Wanda put in an appearance. The weatber
was very disagreeable, a pouring rain, very strong southerly
breeze, a big sea and every prospect of a S.E. storm. Hawk, after
vainly trying to get Mildred to start, refused to take a walk over
and left for home. It was just Kiowa's weather, everything
rotind the harbor except Mayflower and Kiowa was reefed
down, Wanda coming in under three reefs, while Kiowa w-as
sailing round under whole sail and carrying it wetl till she
cracked he mast badly off Marblehead Rock. She immediately
fished mast as well as possible and double reefed, intending to
make the best flght possible; but the minute she got outside the
haibor the mast went at the deck, and she was out of it. Wanda
sailed over alone, time 1. '10.10, starting under three reefs, and as
wind moderated shaking out two of them. This makes a tie be-
tween Wanda and Kiowa.
CORINTHIAN NAVY, AUG. 15.—The postponed regatta of the

Sound Squadron was held on Saturday in connection with the
Hempstead Harbor Y. C, the latter club sailing a special race for
cabin sloops and cutters. The courses were 12}^ and 8 miles. The
wind was very variable and fluky. The regaita committee in-
cluded A. H. Sleigh, Byron Baldwin and S. C. Pirie. Com. Daniel
K. HaU, of the Hempstead Harbor club, was judge, for Center
trophy. The times were:

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Gypsy 1 45 43 Did not finish.
CLASS A—OPEN SLOOPS.

Thora 1 40 53 5 23 4£ 3 41 53 3 36 31

CLASS B—CABIN CATBOATS.
Melite 1 42 85 Did not finish.

CLASS B—OPEN CATBOATS.
Homing 1 43 24 4 13 26 4 18 49
B. Q 1 43 38 4 13 38 4 19 12
Phoebe R 1 53 15 4 13 36 4 20 04

CLASS C—CABIN SLOOPS.
Roamer 1 44 05 4 53 21 3 09 16 3 09 10

CLASS C—CABIN CATS.
Sadie 1 43 57 Did not tinisb.
Prince 1 43 01 4 45 15 3 03 14 3 02 U

CLASS D—OPEN OATS.
Skraelling 1 43 51 4 41 32 3 55 41 2 f5 41

CLASS R—OPEN SLOOPS.
Alice W 1 43 05 4 59 47 3 16 42 3 0) 10
Meadow Hen 1 43 13 4 54 02

CLASS E—OPEN CATS.
Vitesse 1 43 30 4 45 18 3 01 58 3 r> 30
Presto 1 42 29 4 53 00 3 10 31 2 .52 iO
Coole 1 42 50 Did not finish.

SPECIAL RACE.
Gertrude Did not finish.
Indabazimbri 1 33 25 5 15 31 3 40 16 3 40 18
Mary E 1 35 30 4 46 00 3 11 10 3 11 30
Chippewa 1 35 40 5 40 30 4 Do 01 4 15 05

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, wnth name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
august.

8-37. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Cham- 27. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,
plain. Ii'ondequoit Bay.

SEPTEMBER.
5. Orange. Ann., Passaic River. 10. Rochester, Fall Regatta,
7. 9 A. M., Arlington, Ann., Irondequoit Bav.

Passaic River. 12, Knickerbocker, Ann., N. Y.
7. 3 P. iVt , lanthe, Ann., Pas-

saic River.

CITY OF PARIS.—This name has been given in camp to the

new Gardner canoe just compled by the St. Lawrence Skiff, Canoe
and Launch Co. for Mr. Whitlock, from the fact that her full

round stern and four large mast tubes high above the deck give

her the appearance of a miniature steamer. She is of a most pe-

culiar model, practically a reduced copy of the fast St. Lawrence
skiff recently designed by Mr. Gardner. The forebody is quite

round in the sections, the draft at stem being about 2in, The
afterbody shows hollow or S sections, with a maximum draft

of 7in., the after third of the keel being straight. The chief pe-

culiarity is the excessive fullness of the quarters above water,

due to the long flat buttock lines, the stern being similar to that

of a steam launch, a difficult piece of construction in so small a
craft. The board is well aft, but the cockpit is otherwise ar-

ranged for general use. The sliding seat is an original device of

Mr. Whitlock's, and very different from the Butler seat. Two
strong pieces, each about l>^in. square and 30in. long, are fitted to

slide across the cockpit, one being about 30in. forward of the other.

They are connected by two fore and aft pieces about lx4in. and
BOin, long, running fore and aft on each side. This makes a square

frame in which the canoeman sits with his feet in the well. The
frame is slid out to windward, the crew sitting on the fore and
aft strip. A canvas bag is used to Inclose the coekpit. partly fast-

ened to tha seat. The rig is fitted to lower, two sails of 80 and
60ft., or a total of 140. The boat is fresh from the shop, and will

not be in condition for racing during the meet,

THE A. C. A. FLAG.—The old A. C. A. flag as originally

adopted in 1880 and used ever since, is quite a rarity in this year's

camp, hardly a dozen being visible. Through the carelessners of

the flag makers the design has been materially changed, and even

the big flag on the bluff at headquarters is incorrectly made. The
present fashion is to make the white stripe one-third of the

width, which makes quite a different flag from one with a nar-

row stripe. The proportions laid in the rules is one-flfth of the

breadth or hoist of the flag for the breadth of the stripe, or a 3tn,

stripe in a 10X15 flag. Even the design on the year book is incor-

rectly maile. If the flag is not satisfactory it may be changed,

but as long as there is a regulation design prescribed by the rules

it should be adhered to.

CAMP ORNAMENTS.—The various decorations and devices la

shells and pebbles are entirely missing this year, there heiug little

attempt to make the camp at all ornamental,
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THE A. C. A. SEA SERPENT.- The great A. C. A. sea serpent

which attacked the camp on Monday is a novelty, and has excited

a great deal of curiosity. There is no trace as to its origin, but a

wandering pair from Squaw Point repnit that on a stroll far be-

yond the camp they found in a wheatfield some remnants of can-

vas and wood, some pots ef paint, brushee, nails and similar

d6bris, with a number of very large footprints, evidently those ol

a human being and not a dragon.

THE A. C. A. MEET OF 1891.
1880—Lake George,
1881—Lake George.
1883—Lake George.
1883—Stony Lake.
1884—Grindstone.
1885—Giindatone.

3886—Grindstone.
1887—Lake Ohamplain,
1888—Lake George.
1889—Stave Island.
1890—Jessup'i Neck.
1891—Lake Ohamplain.

FOR twelve years the American Canoe Association has held its
annual camps in these locations, this year coming for the

second time to Lake Ohamplain. The first fight of these camps
were practically under the management of the Association as a
whole, but for the last four years the division scheme has been in
operation, each division in succession holding the meet in its ter-
ritory and having thp main part in its management. The present
meet completes the first full round of divisions, the order having
been Central, Northern, Atlantic and finally Eastern. As a nlat-
ter of fact the first canoeists to take advantage of the new scheme
and organize themselves as a separate division of the A. C. A.
were the New England men, the Eastern Division haviLg been
organized at the local meet at Oalla Shasta, on the Connecticut
River, in May, 1886, and he first m<^et under the new arrangement
should have been held in the Eastern Division. Iq that > ear,
however, 1887, Mr. Butler and Mr. Barney, the leading men of the
new division, declined the office of commodore, and the division
waived Its turn, leaving the main body of the Association to hold
the meet, as in the past, which was done aiBow-A.rrow Point, on

The next year, 1888, may really be set down as the first A. C. A.
meet under division auspices, the commodore and secretary-treas-
urer being chosen from the division aad not from the Association
at large, and after completing the round of all the divisions, it

must be said that what was looked on by manv asadoubtfull and
even dangerous experiment when begun in 18fi6, has proved in all
ways a success. Instead of dividing the Association, or causing
a decrease of membership, the four local bodies have bem able to
reacli individual canoeists more effectually than the one original
body; while the friendly rivalry between the divisions has stimu-
lated each to special efforts to excel the others, both in the man-
agement of its meet, when the turn comes, and in attendance at
each meet.
While the first salt-water meet, that of the Atlantic Division at

Jessup's Neck last year, was in many respects a most delightful
one, there were several serious drawbacks which served as warn-
ings to the present executive, and with the experience ot 18a0 to
guide them, the present camp has been made one of the best, so
far as site and conveniences are concerned. The li«!t; at the head
of this column includes tne most picturesque scenery of the east-
ern portion of the United States, Lake George, Lake Ohamplain,
Long Island Sound, and above all the famous Thousand Islands
of the St. Lawrence. It is no wonder that each of the nine sepa-
rate camp sites has its special beauties and its enthusiastic parti-
sans, and that a comparison is very difiicult, but in beauty of
location the present camp is unexcelled. The view is far wider
and more extended than on Lake George, being like Grindstone
and Jessup's neck in this particular, but in each of the latter the
distant mountains on every hand which make such a charming
background for Willsborough Point, were entirely absent.
Wooded hills and mountains, the Adirondacks on the we-^t with
the Green Mountains of Yermont on the east, together with clear
green wai;er, shady nooks and bays, sandy beaches and islands
green and rocky, make the view in all directions a most charming

**^'ot only is the outlook all that could be desired, but the camp
site Itself is in keeping with the surroundings. Taken as a whole,
the location off rs a most admirable combination of convenience
and beauty. The land is mostly high, and in all places sufficiently

dry to make good tent sites. Shade or opfn soace can be had at
will in any part of the camp, on the high bluffs or just above the
beach level. The beach in many places, especially on the eastern
side, is of pebbles, hut in pans is rough and stony. Considering
the amount of shade, the signal station is convenientlv visible,

though to make it so headquarters were located at a distatce
from the main camp.
Two great features of the camp are 1 he hotel and the mess. The

former is a cosy and comfortable place, offering every convenience
for ladies and chance visitors who do not care to camp out. At
the same time it is free from the objections of most summer
hotels, which turn loose on the camp a host of sightseers. It is

in charge of a gentleman who has done everything possible to
accommodate th«i canoeists, and who is giving them a table that
has never been equaled at any camp mess. The meals are served
in a large summer pavilion, the sides open to the lake, with a
board fl.oor that is perfect for dancing, as has been fully proved.
The tables, covered with clean table cloths and real napkins, are
served by neat trim country girls, and the bill of fare is most sat-
isfactorv in quality and quantity. The scale of prices is $1 per
day, or 35 cents each for breakfast and supper and 50 cents lor
dinner. There are tables and seats for probably 200 persons, each
table being reserved for a particular party. Many tables are
decorated with cluo flags on small staffs. Near the pavilion is the
camp store. Tlirouguoat the camp a number of small cooking
outfits are seen, but there are few larye camp messes, nearly
every one patronizing the general mess. The only disadvantages
of the camp arise from the fact that nature has laid it out on too
large a scale for the number who are likely to attend, ana as a
consequence the familiar social intercourse of the Grindstone and
Jessup's Neck camps are to a certain extent missing. The avail-
able space is far in excess of any previous camp; there is ample
room for a meet of 600 or 800, and naturally the 200 or 300 who will
makeup the camp this week are bioken up into groups instead
of forming one united community. There is hardly a lim't to the
variety of tent sites, a man may choose between the woods and the
open, between the beautiful nooks, high up on a rocky ledge, and
overlooiiing the bay and the lake, the shelving, gravelly beach,
with a low bank at the back, or the open hillside with its unob-
structed view. The result is that the men are widely scattered.
Wherever one may he he is cerfain to have a long walk to half a
dozen points of interest, eiiherthe mess shed, the headquarters
and post-offlce. or the bluff from which the races are to be seen.
From the Toronto camp to the mess shed is a very long distance,
and from the main camp is almost a^ far, while the two camps
are themselves widely separated. All this interferes greatly with
the usual familiar, everyday intercourse ot: camp life, and espe-
cially with the smaller camp-fires and impromptu sports, no one
knows what may be going on in other parts of the camp.
The location of the dock is also unfortunate, as may be seen

from the map: it is a long distance from all parts of the camp, the
consequence being that no one knows of the new arrivals, and
one may be in camp two or three days without knowing who of
bis friends are present. In this respect the camp is like Stave
Island and Long Island in Lake George; and very diflrerent from
Jessup's Neck, where the arrivals at the main dock were seen and
quickly announced tinough camp. One of the pleasantest feat-
ures of a meet is the daily arrival of the steamer and the meeting
of old friends; aad much of this is lost where the dock is far from
the center r.f the camp. In this case, however, there is a strong
compensation; by using the existing dock the Association saves a
heavv outlay.
The courses for the races are two, an inner course off Indian

Bav, and an outer, to the N. E. of the point. The former is visible

from the main camp, bat not from Squaw Point; to see the outer
course it is necessary to go to the point marked "'steep rocky
bluff," or half a mile from the landings of the racing men; while
it is a still longer sail from these landings to the starting line.

Tne camp site committee, Messrs. Buddington and Butler, have
worked very hard and with good results, the preliminary arraage-
tuents being excellent. Tent floors have been built in advance
when ordered, also the usual landing stages, the grounds have
been put in good order, and special care has been given to the
sanitary arrangements. The mess business is well conducted and
the transportation is fairly go id. The connection with the trains
from the south, from New York and Albany, is hardly perfect,
entailing a wait of nearly five hours at Port Kent. In the hurry
and bustle of everyday life, a few hours of serious thought and
deliberate introspection, communing with one's self as it were,
are never thrown away. At the same time, one would hardly
select the stringpiece of the Port Kent dock on an August morn-
ing for such mental discipline. Absolute quick trausit for the
last five miles of the long journey to camp is something of the
first importance, but which Has been seldom realized. It was in
1884 at Grindstone and in 1838 at Lake George, but at Bow -Arrow
in 1887, Stave Island in 1889, and particularly at Jessup's Neck in
1890. the period of purgatorial probation was anywhere from six

tP twenty-four hours for the men and an indefinite lime for lug-

gage. The first essential in the wiv of transportation is prompt
connection with trains to and from New York and Albany at Lake
George, L-tke Ohamplain or the Sc. Lawrence; from half to two-
thirds of the attendance is from this quarter. It seems now that
a better connection could have been made from Willsborough
Station, but this is a matter that cau only be learned by experi-
ence, and the committee have done a great deal of work, and it
has been well donf

.

The final arrangement of the camp is somewhat different from
that in the map before published. Indian Bay is a deeper inden-
tation than there shown, and the headquarters is nearer to the
end of the point, near the first of the three letters A. C. A. Here
are Com. Lawsou's tents, the A. 0. A. tent, with post office and
secretary's office, the flig and signal poles, and two cannon. To
the north, on the high ground of the extreme point, is the Cana-
dian camp, with the members of the Toronto 0. C. Following
the shores of Indian Bay, on which, if the truth must be told, the
beach is by no means perfect, being partly muddy and soft, with
holes and rough stones in plenty, to the westward of headquarters
is the Brooklyn 0. C. camp on the beach, with Springfield just
back of it on the high ground.
The main encampment is in the grove on Indian Bay. opposite

to the figures 49 and 4 on the map. This grove, mainly of fir trees,
extends for a mile along the shore of Willsborough Bay. The
first suffgestion was to make this the ladies' camp, anrl it is so
marked on the map, but the location was finally changed, Squaw
Point being on the east shore of the Point;, near the figure 3 on
Pumpkin Reef.
The tents of the main camp being scattered among the trees,

there are this year no well defined club camps, such as those of
the Vespers and lanthes at Jessup's Neck, wtiile the fine display
of club flags that graced the bluff there is also missing.
The club attendance this year is thus far smaller than last, the

register will probably show a greater number of clubs repre-
sented, but by only half a dozen members each. The Mohican
C. C. will probably have more men in camp than any other. The
older clubs are not well represented in point of numbers.
Rochester has only two representatives, Oapt. Ruggles and his
tin telescope, Newburg has one member, Oswego none, Rondout
none, Pittsburgh none, Buffalo none, Peterboro none. Red Dragon
none, Rome none. The Toronto, New York, Yonkers, Knicker-
bocker and Brooklyn average about half a dozen members each.
A great many new faces are seen, and thus far comparatively
few of the old men who made up the c-imps of 1S8'3 to 1858.

Among the latter are Gibson, ^Vhitlock. Vaux. Stephens,
Fernow, Rev. Dr. Neide, Knappe, Butler and W. B. Wacker-
hagen. Gen. Oliver is expected for a few days, also Dr. Chas. A.
Neld§. Mr. Shedd is in Tacoma, Mr. Mix and Dr. Misten are m
Europe, Mr. French is detained by business, as are Dr. Gage and
W. G. Mackendrick, of the present regatta committee. The most
distant representative thus far is Mr. T. J. Kirkpatrick, of
Springfield, Ohio, at an A. 0, A. meet for the first time. A rumor
has reached camp that Mr. Warder, now of Oakland, Cal., is on
his wild and wooily way to camp, being last reported at Tacoma,
where he stopped to visit Mr. Shedd. Mr. Barney is expected, but
without a canoe.
At Squaw Point are of course the Seaveys, with Miss Dartnell, a

large lanthe party, Mr., Mrs. and Miss Palmer, Mrs. and Miss
Winser, Miss Fredricks and the Misses Douglas, and Mr. and Mrs.
Belman. Mr. Scott, of Ottawa, has a party of five: Mr. J, N. Mac-
kendrick, of Gait, is present with his wife; the Misses Sherwood
are also at Squaw Point; while Mrs. and Miss Vaux and Mrs, Gib-
son are at the hotel.
Those who have read Mr. Poe's '"Thunder Storm Cruise" on this

lake, puhlishf d in the Forest and Stream, will not be surprised
to learn thtit Che thuuderetorm is sotOiethlng of an established

institution on this part of the lake as well as further north; and
the camp has been favored with several very sulden storms of
wind and rain, alone or in company. There has been but one real
"rainy day," but a small and unobtrusive black cloud may he
seen at almost any time above the hills, which may at a few
moments' notice either sprinkle or drench the camp. Tne weather
has been very pleasant, warm enough, hut nothing like the high
temperature and moisture of the coast, and it promises to continue
pleas'inr for the remainder of the meet.
The usual duration of an A. C. A. meet is nominally two weeks,

actually 10 days, the men breaking camp immediately after the
conclusion of the racing, but few remaining the full time. This
breaking up has been apparently governed by no special law, a
few are called away by necessity, others see the vacant tent
sites and the boxes on the dock and a stampede begins, the whole
camp sometimes disappearing between sunrise and sunset;.
This year, for the first time, the attempt has been made to "con-

tinue the surroundings" for a third week, the date announced
being Aug. 6 to 27. It has been impossible to lay out a full pro-
gramme in advance, as so much depends on the attendance, but
the general plan was for a preliminary week with no set events,
but the pitching tents, renewing and making acquaintances, short
cruises and scrub races. The second week, or from Aug. 13 to 20,

to be the principal week, devoted to rices and visitors' day, while
the third would be filled up with such cruises and entertainments
as might be practicable. There is no doubt that a very pleasant
meet can be had and the camp kept together for nearly three
weeks, but it will in all probability prove desirable to begin the
races on the Monday, instead of Thursday, of the second week.
One member of the site committee, Mr. Buddington, has a resi-

dence at Port Kent, and so has been enabled to spend much of his
time about Millsborough Point, with the aid of his steam launch,
giving personal attention to the thousand and one details which
go to make a successful meet. Com. Lawson and Mr. Butler have
also made a number of trips from Boston, and Vice-Corn. WinnS,
from Albany. The camp was fairly opened as per programme on
Aug. 6, the men drifting in slowly from all quarters. The head-
quarters tents were pitched, the flag poles set and a very good
dock built. In the course of the next three days a number ot
tents were pitched, many of them at Squaw Point. For a day the
rain proved troublesome, and on Wednesday night a very heavy
squall struck the camp, but, with these exceptions and a few odd
showers, the weather was most pleasant.
Toward the end of the week many nev.' men arrived, making 150

in camp up to Sunday night. With this number the camp as-
sumed a definite shape, each quarter having a goodly array of
teuts. One notable change this year is the absence of yachts, the
picturesque fleet that lay off Jessup's Neck last August is repre-
sented only by a few craft, the principal one being the Burgess
40ft. Nautilus, a cruising cutter built on the lake and owned by
Mr. Hickok, of Lake Ohamplain. That some canoemen are
yachtsmen as well is proved by the club burgees that ar^ seen
this year in greater number than ever before, the clubs repre-
sented in this way being the Eastern, Seawanhaka, Atlantic, Cor-
inthian of Marblehead, St. Lawrence of Montreal. Corinthian
Navy and Corinthian Mosquito Fleet. Com. Lawson flies a big
s'ring of club flags above his tent—Eastern, Vesper, Newton,
Union and others.
The camp thus far has been a quiet one, our old friends "Annie

Laurie" and "Annie Rooney," too, together with "All Over," am
buried beneath the deep blue waters of PeconicBay. "Comrades"
has not yet become epidemic to any considerable extent, and a
strict quarantine Is maintained by the putrol. The newest vagary
is a request frequently made in a loud voice by one man or an-
other to "Let the animals growl," which is invariably answered
hy a series of of howls, growls and yells from all quarters which
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wake the distant echoes. A second rpquest, of "Louder, for the
ladies,"' always follows, awaking a response which shakes the
whole Point. In the short interv^als during the day in vrhich quiet
reigns in this menagerie, a steam launch whicli haunts the bay,
and is possessed of a most villainous whis'le, makes itself as much
of a common nuisance as possilile by a long-drawn series of dis-
cordant shrieks.
This year the A. 0. A. has added to its personal property and

. available assets the copyright of a "yell" as follows:
Ricoty ax. Co ax, Co as,
Ricoty ax, Co ax, Co ax,

Hi Ro, Hi Ro,
Hi Ro. Ho Ro.
Whoop Her Up,
Whoop Her Up,

(Two syllables of club name of "ypRer" repeated.)
A. C. A.! A. C. A.!

Growl.

The camp orchestra shows out in gond numbers, over a dozen,
and the usual varieties this year, banjoes, guifars, mandolins, a
vloliucello, but no bugle. The youthful contingent this year in-
cludes three small boys, the bright little nephew of Com. Lawson,
the nephew of Vice-Com. Winn 6, and a youngster from Lowell.
One pleasing feature of camp decoration is missing this year,

the club totems and various designs in nebbles and scollop shells,
which added so much to the camp of 1890, but the conditions here
are unfavorable, apart from the lack of shells. But few attempts
at the usual burlesques of street name«, etc., are seen.
Only one of the regatta committee, Mr. L. B. Palmer, is pre'ent,

but the place of Dr. trage is filled by Mr. Palmer, of Lowell, while
Mr. R. J. Wilkin takes the place of Mr. W. G. MacKendrick, Mr.
McMillan, of tlie Toronto O O. is clerk of the course. The pro-
gramme of the races is as follows:

REGUT.AR EVEKXS.
No. 1. Paddling and Sailing Combined.—Oue-lialf mile alter-

nately, 3 milp.s.
No. 3, Paddling.—Half mile straightaway.
No. 3. Sailing.—Four and a half miles, same rig and ballast as

in Race No. 1. (These three races to constitute the record races.)
No. 4 Trophy Paddling.—One mile straightaway. Exempt from

one-man- me-canoe rule.
No. 6. Unlimited Sailing Race.—No limit to rig or ballast. Time

limit, two hoiiTS and a half: 6 miles. Starters in the trophy race
to be selected from this race. See Rule 5.

No. 6. Trophy Sailing.—No limit to rig or balla«t. Time limit,
three and. a half hours: 9 miles. Starters to be selected as by
Rule a.

No. 7. Novice Race.—No limit to rig or ballast; distance, 3 miles;
open only to men who have not sailed a canoe prior to Sept. 1,
1890.
No. 8. Sailing, "The Pecowslc Cup."—Four and a half miles; no

limit t o rig or ballast. Winner of trophy barred.
No. 9. Sailing, Club Race.— To be sailed on an L course, one leg

. a mile and the othtr leg half a mile, to sail twice over the course;
distance, Smiles. First three members of any one club to count;
no club can be represented unless It enters at least three men; to
be called early in the meet.
No. 10. Cruising Race.—Open only to "General Purpose Canoes;"

distance, 6 miles.. Details to be posted. To be held early in the
, meet.
'i OTHKB EVENTS.

No. 11. Paddling War Canoe Race.—For crews of not less than
ten; half raile straightaway.
No. 12. Paddling Tandem.—Half mile straightaway.
No. 13, Paddling Club Fours.—Half mile stra'ghtaway.
No. 14. Sailing Upset and Maneuvering.— Open only to "General

' Purpose Canoes." No special appliances to sails, no limit to bal-
last; at signal, throw over and recover paddle; second signal,
canoe to be tipped over until top of foremast touches the water.
Canoes to be righted and cross finish line under sail.

No. 15. Paddling Upset.—L^sual conditions.
No. 16. Hurry Scurry.
NTo. 17. Gymnastics.
The buoys for the courses are oil barrels covered with white

and red cloth in strips. As they float high they make excellent
marks.
The usual arrangements for entries, starting, etc., are in force,

the two regulations for starting and finisMng all races, which
were published last week in the Fouest and Stream, being
adopted by the committee. Mr. Buddingion's launch serves as a
judge's boat, the races being timed from it.

The first races were called on Saturday, events 7,10 and 15,
novice sailing, general purpose sailing and upset paddling. The
day was rather cloudy with a little rsin, the wind being very light
until late in the afternoon. In the evening an impromptu dance
was given in the mess shed, the music being furnished by the
Yonkers men and other canoemen. The evening was passed very
pleasantly, the party breaking.up about 10:30.

.

During the night a fatal capsize took place at the mouth of the
bay, the canoeists fortunately playing only the part of rescuers.
Three men, Joe, an Indian who has a tent at Port Kent and sells
small canoes, etc., with two white men. Wells and Murpny,
started to sail to Willsborongh Point in a small boat owned by
the Indian, there being a supply of liquor on board. When within
amile of the camp at some time in the evening the boat was cap-
sized through the ignorance or carele8.=nessnes8 of the men. They
clung to it, shouting for help, one. Murphy, finally sinking. The
other two were heard by the Toronto men seme time after mid-
night, and they launched and started out. When the alarm
reached the main camp a party woo were lingering about a late
camp-fire at once manned the Mohican war canoe, some in their
excitement jumping in and trying to paddle while the canoe was
still on the staging. They finally reached the capsized boat and
rescued the two men, both of whom were badly exhausted when
taken from the water. From the accounts it would appear that
they had been in the water from 7 P. M. until after midnight, but
they were neither in a condition, from the fright or liquor, to
tell a straight story. The body of the third man was not found,
Sunday morning dawned as clear and sunny as could be, but by

7:30 the lake was black with a rain squall, which however soon
cleared away, leaving a perfect day, though with little wind, fol-
lowed by a beautiful moonlight night with a very strong north-
erly breeze. Early in the morning Vice-Com. Cartright and a
party of Puritan men reached camp in the 20ft. club war canoe
Goo-goo-zenia, carrying alltlieir tents and luggage. They pitched
on the east end of the main line of tents. Services were held in
the pavilion hythe Rev. Dr. Neid6, assisted by Dr. Cragge, of
Burliagton, a new member; and in the evening a service of song
was held around a camp-flre at Squaw Point. During th.e day a
number of men came inio camp.
The racing fleet this year shows comparatively few new craft.

Mr. Butler is sailing the Bee, his latest canoe, built last winter.
Ford Jones has Canuck unchanged from last year. Knappe has
the Rufgles Truant, used by Mr. Elliott last year. Schieffelein
still sails the Lieda. The two Swenys. from Toronto, sail their
old canoes Christmas and Gwen. Murphy has a new canoe by a
Itochester builder of the same construction as the Ruggles boats,

but much fuller model ar^d inferior flnish. CartrigM is sailing
the Imp, used by Forbush last vear; has no canoe present. Whit-
lock has Hornet and the new "City of Paris." Quick and Oxholm
are using their old boats, Uno and Beta. Among the new Ruggles
boats are the handsome Dawn and Tornado, owned by Gessler
and Moore, of the Knickerbocker C. O, Douglas is sailing the
new Tempest, designed and built by himself, and Palmer has the
Ruggles Teaser of last year, re-named Cricket.
The paddling men are out this year in full force for tlie trophy,

wbich Mr. Harry MacKendrick will not defend, being absent.
Canada sends a strong paddling contingent, Johnson, the well-
known paddler, who has not raced at a meet since 1888; Tiliey,
who made such a good showing last vear; Muntz, a new man, of
the Argonant Boat Club, of Toronto; while Carnegie, of Coboconk,
has a very handsome new boat to lielp him to first place again. A
large entry is promised for the paddling races, and the States will
also be well represented. The paddling racers are very handsome
craft, the old open canoe having given way entirely to finer
models. Messrs. Tilley and Carnegie have two speciailv fine
boats, designed oy Mr. Tilley and buiU by Rice, of Toronto. The
Canadians will use in the paddling races these specially-built
racers, while Palmer, Knappe, and probably all the men from the
States, will paddle their Ruggles sailing canoes, Cricket, Dawn,
and the rest.
Not enough has been seen of the racers under vyay to show any-

thing detinite as to rig, but it may be said that there is nothing
specially novel in the shape or rig of the sails this year, while the
hoisting rig promises to greatly outnumber the standing.
The entry list is smaller than last year, including 40 names, as

follows;

The first race called on Saturdav was event No. 7. the novice. 3
miles on the Inner triangle, the wind being very light. The win-
ner was Hornet, sailed by Mr. Smith, of the Shuh-Shuh-Gah C.C.,
who has never sailed a canoe prior to coming to camp. The sec-
ond race was for the general purpose canoes, sailed on thp outer
triangle, 6 miles, :wind light, won by Gwen, Mr. Roy Sweny.
The third race, the paddling upse^, was held over a very short
course off headquarters dock with 9 starters. Dawn, D. D. Gessler,
winning. The men were all very slow in regaining their canoes.
The first rac« on Monday was thp paddling record, }i mile, in-

side cotirse, 19 starters, won by L'Hirondelle, with Iguana sec-
ond and Cricket third. The next race, event 8, Pecowslc cup,
was started at noon over the outer triangle, 5 miles. Canuck won
easily, with Bee second, but Bee fouled the flrst mark. In the
afternoon event 5, the unlimited, was started in a light wind, like
the preceding race. Bee won by a good margin, with Beta sec-
ond, Canuck third, Uno fourth and Lieda fifth. The complete
details of all the races will appear next week.
While watching the Pecowsic Cup race, on Monday, the camp

was thrown into a s'ate of wild dismay and consternation by the
appearance of a strange fmd horrible monster far up the Bay. As
he came down, his eyes flashing fire, his hu^re j%ws clashing to-
gether, and his many scaly coils rising above the water, the
bravest quaked with fear, and the timid sought the shelter of the
woods. As the monster pursued his remorseless way, it became
evident that his destination was Squaw Point, in search of the
beautiful maidens which all tradition tells us is the chosen food
of dragons and sea serpents.
A few bold spirits courageously manned the battery on the

bluff, and a number of shots were fired, but with no apparent ef-
fect. As the monster turned to round the point, a forlorn hope,
Messrs. Rogers and Kirkpatrick put out from shcre in the old
Hiawatha and attacked him with lances and harpoon.^, the gore
flowing freely after each determined thrust. The combat was
fierce and desperate on each side, and it was not until just abeam
of Squaw Point that the serpent, badly wounded but not killed,
was taken in tow and safely beached at the pavilion dock. His
length is over lOQft.. and he is of the true summer-hotel variety

,

probably the only one ever captured alive. It is supposed that he
has been attracted to Lake Chnmplain by the reports which have
reached him of the great number of pretty girls in camp this
year. A very funny incident occurred aa his snatseship ap-
proached the camp, a small brown dog in the bow of a canoe
espied him and at once set up a terrible barking.

CANOE-YAWLS AND CANOE-YACHTS.
THE necessity for a class of sailing craft of small size, tut of

greater power and stabOitv for sea-going than a canoe, and
yet retaining many of the good points of a canoe, tor cruising
and handling on water, and for transportation and housing on
shore, has for some time past been acknowledged and carried out
by canoeists, and has prompted the class known as canoe-yawls.
At tlie same time, practicallv the same wants have been asserting
their existence, at the small end of yachting, and have generated
what is known as the half-rate class, in England. Americans,
always awake to improvements, have also caught on to the canoe-
yawl type as a useful and probably "coming" class. In both
countries, up till quite lately, the class has not been clearly de-
fined as to its guiding or eoverning principles, or definition. The
result, as might have been expected, is, that in one direction the
class has imbibed many of the features of small yachts, and in
the other, the equnlly objectionable tendency to develop skim-
ming dish form for the =oie purposes of speed.
The American paper Fobest and Stream very neatly christens

the yacht natured craft as "canoe-yachts," defining them thus—
"keel craft with a large percentage of outside balJa9i;"and the
canoe-yawl as "centerboard craft of moderate draft, and with
inside ballast all movable, such boats, as by their draft, model,
and ballasling, may be beached and housed;" and, further,it con-
siders that the rating rule "seems peculiarly adapted for the class
at large."

That the Y. R. A. rating rule does bring the two types, canoe
yawl^ and canoe yachts, very fairly together, in ordinary circum-
stances, for racing, by its proportionate limitation of sail area to
length, has been amply proved on several occasions this season,
where boats of equal rating, but of different type, have met in
sailing competition. But, though the sailing power or speed abil-
ity may thereby be correctly gauged, and the functions of the rule
as a racing gauge fully maintained, there are other features de-
manded for special service or utility which no pure racing rule
will fully grasp and maintain.
The truth of this is most clearly and unmistakably exemplified

in the feature of depth, i.e., fixed draft versus alterable draft.
The rating rule, pure and simple, allows any "draft," hence the
^-rater yacht of the latest pattern has a permanent draft of at
least 3ft., in the form of a half ton lead "fin" (in some extreme
craft the draft is even as much as 4ft. 6in.), whereas the canoe-
yawl type has a draft of from 6in. to about 1ft. 6in., supplemented
with a drop-plate keel, whereby the same area nearly of effective
lateral resistance may be obtained. But question, assuming the
lengths to be equal, do* the sail area of l&7sq. ft. need a half ton
l"a,d fln of such depth to carry such sail, except in a half gale; and
will n"t the shallower and more useful type of craft, reefed for
the breeze, sail equally well?
The answer from the canoe side of the question is decidedly in

favor of the canoe-yawl type versus the yacht type; always, be it
remembered, rating being equal.

Experience may now be called in, and the past week has fur-
nished that which we could only speculate upon previously; a
canoe-yawl has been at work in the Solent with the ><)-raters and
has beaten them, and has also saved her time on the 1-raters. We
will give the plain facts as reported, and not claim too much for
her or her class even. She herself is of a model we do not believe
in for aughi' except reaching speed, and we shall he surprised,
possibly agreeably so, if she does not get a bad beating in the flrst
meeting with J^-rating yachts, in which there is a beat and run in
a sea and strong wind; it should be so—but will it be?
The Spruce, canoe-yawl, raced at Hamble. Julv 17, in thel-

rater class, came in Im. Is. astern of Samoena (l-rater), thus
saved her time for first prize and beat all the }^-rater yachts. On
the 21st she saiipd in the Castle Club. Southampton, in the 1-rater
class against 13 starters; she came in third boat, saving her time
for first prize off Samoena (Urater) and Pup (0.9-rater), and beat-
ing the next boat (a J^-rater) by 5m. 48=., etc. She sailed again
last Saturday against the J^-raters and took flrst prize at South-
hampton.
The general report of her performance, and which we also saw

at a distance, being in another race, was that in the beat to wind-
ward the }^-raters, especially Bairn, beat her easily, but on the
reach she left them easily, and in running they were about equal.
—London Meld.

RED DRAGON C. C—Philadelphia, Aug. 11.—At a meeting of
the Red Dragon Canoe and Boating Association, held Friday
evening, Aug. 7, the follewing resolution was adopted; Resolved",
That the name of this club be changed to the Red Dragon C. C.
of Philadelphia.

A. iS. A. MBMBERSIP.—Atlantic Division: C. Frank Kircker,
Paterson, N. J. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
R. M., Mt. Sterling. Wis.—I intend to purchase a 13-gauge ham-

mei-less gun. about SJ^lbs. weight, for duck, goose and grouse
.shooting. Would you advise 30 or .S2in. barrels? Does the extra
2in. perceptibly increase the range? Will a heavier load than
can be used in a S^in. shell improve the shooting of a gun of
weight mentioned at Img range? Ans. A 32in. barrel will be
more satisfactory for long range in such a heavy arm. Use the
2%in. shell, and for harder hitting use a sharper grade of powder.
F. A. S., Seneca Falls.—What is the difference between pickerel

and mascalonge? Ans. The name pickerel is often given to the
pike. The true pickerels are of several kinds and all of them
small, the largest not exceeding 8lbs. in weight. All of them have
the cheeks and erill-covers completely covered with scales. The
mascalonge grows to a very large size—50 or 601bs. It has no sca'ea
on the lower half of the cheeks and eill-covers. See Forest and
Stream of April 2 and 9, and May 14, 1891, for detailed accounts of
all these fishes.

M. C.—I control a natural trout stream whose waters have been
largely depleted of trout by persi.stent fishing. The stream is a
grand one for breedine and growing trout. It is li4 miles long
and is fed by springs at intervals throughout its entire length and
discharges not less than half a million gallons of water per day.
There is in the stream an abundance of food for trout. I in'end
to restock the stream and wish to ascertain: 1. What growth will
trout make in their flrst, second and third years? 2. From the
above description of the brook, what number of trout of good size
(after the brook has become well stocked) should you think could
he taken from the brook each year? In other words, what is the
producing powers of such a brook when well stocked? Ans. 1.

Yearlings will average about 2oz.; two-year-olds 4oz., three-year-
olds 8oz. according to Mr. Ainsworth's experience. Sometimes,
however, two-year-olds will weigh lib., or stunted individuals
only ^07.. No fixed rule can be given; much will depend upon the
amount of food furnished and it« quality. 2. It is impossible to
tell the producing power of the brook in advance of trial. The
best guide known to us is the rep'^rt of the Caledonia station of
the New York Fish Commission and that of the Soulhside Sports-
men's Club.

For Harness, Buggy Tops. Saddles,
JPly Nets, Traveling Bags, Mili-

tary Equipnieiuts, Etc.
Gives a beautiful finish, which will not peal or

crack off. smut or crock by handling, does not
lose i's lustre by aj^e; dui^t will not stick to work
finished with it. Is not a Vaunish. Contains
no Turpentine, Benzine, Naphtha, Alcohol or
other injurious articles.

9QLD BT ALIi HARNESS MAKERS.

RODS.
Mr. Jas. Wyhte writes to us from Nova Scotia, saying: "I took twO

grilse a.nd throe SElmon on the Lancewood trout rod you sent me. How
is that for a light rod ! It is as- good as new yet."

The 9lb. 150Z, bass recently taken in Greenwood Lake was killed on

one of our 7oz. Greenheart rods,

Send lo cents for our 136 folio page Illustrated Catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
18 Vesey Street, New York.
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AGENT FOR B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reels.

FIREAKM8, PISiriNG TACKLE, BICY-
OliES, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS, MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS. SPORTING GOOBS, &«. Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, ecnt on application to those

mentiojilng Forest AND Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

f.
Two Sizes, Five Stvles

Brass Reel.

mWi
"

BroDze
"

Send for Oatalogae.

YAWMN&ER6E,
EOCHESTER, N. Y.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITUBE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH CORE AKD CELLULOID HAND GEASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, fits and will nou blister the hands. Eecommended by the most experienced
anglers in the U. S. Order one through your dealer for iQspecfcion, and if not satisfactory

can be returned. The U. S. Net and Twine Co. are agents for New York City.

The glittering gang trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It

takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manufactiiring all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N. Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKI.E.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMINGTOir GUN STORE."

381 &c S83 Broadway, ISTew York.
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADVANTAGEOUSLY they can

purehaso Sportinpr Gond=(, Our stock covers the follnwing lines in their /w?/est uarietiies; GUNS,
RIFILES, AMMUNITION, F'iislxiia.s T^volaLlo, BASE BALL,, TENNIS,
FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cents (to cover postage) and we will mail yoii
our new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."

THE! I^ItOTESua-lSr TESBffT-

KE.^DY FOR BUN. READY FOR ANYTHING. BEADY FOB SUN.
The simplest, lightest, most useful tcnc made. A half dozen forms in same canvas. Compaot. Clieap. Send

for full circular. -A.. S. C OlMC "StTCO OISL, ESvaxisstioxx, XXX.

Fly-FisMng & Fly-Making
FOR TROUT. BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HAKHINGTON KEENE.
With plates of the actual material for making flies of forty-eight varieties. Illustrated,

sec )nd edition ^ Revised and enlarged. Price, |1.50.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of all

practical; the instructions are plain and full. Numerous illustrations make every step clear.

The actual specimens of materials show precisely what the fly-tyer requires.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New Y''ortk.

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for '9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J,B.CROOE & CO.,

FISHING TAGEE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & S9th Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE,

"ROOK OF THE GAME LAWS:^ A COMPENDIUM DF THE LAWS RELAT-

INCx TO GAME AND GAME FISH. REVISED

cK=«= TO DATE, AND EDITED BY

CHARLES B. REYNOLDS, OF

THE Forest and Stream,

The scope of the work embraces all the laws relating to game and game fisli of every State and

Territory in the Union and the British Provinces. The better to insure accuracy, all the important sections

are given in their full text, as they appear on the statute books. Errors which might arise from abstract-

ing .or paraphrasing are thus avoided. The preparation of the work has involved an examination of more

than 8oo distinct original and amendatory acts, scattered through multitudinous volumes of the compiled

statutes and session laws of the lifty-nine States, Territories and Provinces here represented. The labor of

compilation has been largely increased by the often careless and .sometimes seemingly contradictory nature

of the legislation. The Book of the Game Laws is the result of a painstaking and conscientious en-

deavor to furnish an accurate and reliable compendium. Price £0 cents. For sale by

ALL DEALERS IN SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLIES.

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center section') are (juickly
changed from a to \% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to h% or 8oz. witu
the No. 8. A!l changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.
Extra center sections furnished to
inrrease I he weight as may be desired.
Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
cen ts for a No. 2, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLINSOU & CO.,
51 John Street,

NEW YORK.

2^6
The Francotte Gun.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Goods.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear,

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE,
846 Wabasb Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Best and Lightest in the Market.
GILT OK SIliVER.

Single Spoon« S3 a doz. Double Spoons $4 a doz.
Sample by mail 25c. and 35c.

F, S, GKAVE8, 58 State St., ALBANY, T.

R. O'SHAUGHNESSY & CO.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Salmon and Trout

FISHING TACKLE.
83 Germain Street, St. John, IT. B.

Orders promptly and carefully executed

SPOON BAIT
No_ Sportsman's kit is complete without them.

Nothing' yet invented has attained the popularity'
and successjEul killing- qualities of the HILL BAIT.
Sold by all principal dealers. If your dealers do
not keep them, send to the manufacturers, SPAL-
DING & CO., 40 North Ionia St., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Send for illustrated price-list. Mention this paper.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
6654 Atlantic St., Englkwood, Ills.

Trout FlisB at 3, B, 7 »nd U Gents Each.
Send Ten Oeute for ILLOBIRATBD Cataloqc*.

DEAF^

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No 1 3 iolnt, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Ply Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 91, 10,

lOift., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price $2 72

No, 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted - • -.• • • • • •. v • v ^

No. 4 8 ioint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippmgs, nickel mountmgs, complete in wooo. form, length

8i, 9, 9J, 10£t., weight 9, lOJ, 18, 13oz Pnee
No. 4, G, same as above but is German SUver Mounted • •

. ; • •
.i

No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountmgs, length 8ft., weight SOoz
||

No. 8, same as No, 7, bat is 8 joint
'

. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountiugs, 9ft ,

iss Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle, Screw OU Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83o.
;
40yds., 95e.

;
60yds., $1.05; SOyds., $1.15;

3 72
8 82
2 75
3 75
90e.

lOihrds., $1,25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,
No.
Brass muitipiying iveeis, rsaiance nanuie, ociew \ju. ^jup, uue miisu, aoyus., oou.

\
wj^us., i7t>u.

^
wjruo., ^i..\>o^ ^uj-uo., »-L.a.u, xwy.^.,

t'"t"':^'''««^;'""t*;'''''"* ^^^^^^^^^^^^-^ —>-.^jv^>..

Sliding Glide, Nickul Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $3.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lmes on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SOOft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel

Lines on Block, 300ft„ 9 thread, 38o. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 58o, Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Qualitv Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per

doz. ; treble gut, 30c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft. ,
per doz. , 15c. ; 3ft.

,
per doz. , 30o. ; 3ft. ,

per doz. , 4So. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft,
,
per doz. , 15c. ; 3ft.

,
per doz. , 30c. ; 8ft. , doz., 45o.

J. F. HABSTEBS. 61, 53 4e 65 Court St, Brooklyi^ N. T.
Stamp fm HlBStrfttii CiklW«?f»» ftw 1881, OPIBW KTSiriirfiit
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DALY AUTOIATIC EJECTOR

HAMMERLESS SHOTGU
-'^o. 250, "Diamond Quality," HiRhest Grade Damascus Steel Barrels, beatitifuUy ergraved locks and mounting, finest Turkish Walnut Stock with th^ Deeley Patent Automatic

sLell Ejector, equal in finish, shootmg qualities and workmanship to Purdey's, Grant's or any other highest grade London make, 10, 12 and 16-gauge
"175 on

No. 150, Same action as above but plain finish and f ne Damascus Barrels

WF. ALSO CARRY A STOCK OF
^. W. GREENER'S EJECTING GUNS $250.00 to SiOO.OO W. & C. SCOTT & SONS $375.00 to *400.CO

WE INTRODTJCE THIS YEAR J. P. CLABROUGH & BRO'S. LATEST INVENTION-A Fine Hammerless Shotgun with Automatic Ejectors and Damascus Barrels,
^^^^

3ameL^ibove\^Gleener Crown Boit/Fiue Damascus Barrels,' Pine Engraving, the flnef^t gun they make 135.00

We claim for these guns everything that may be desired. They are well fitted, nicely engraved, the action

works to perfection and can be fully guaranteed.

THE DALY 3-BARREL IS THE ONLY COMBINED GTJN IN THE MARKET.

SCHOVERLING. DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway & 84 Duane Sf.^ - NEIW YORK.

The Gelebr Smith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and

Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and

Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,

carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived

by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the

genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and

careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH & WESSON,
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STEVENS SPECIAL FIRE ARMS.

"S^Tierever shooting is done, in all parts of the world, the Stevens Rifles and Pistols are
being introrhiced, and on account of their superior accuracy are preferred.

STEVENS PISTOLS have made more brilliant records and have done finer work than any
other pistol ever made.

STEVENS RIFLiES have made records which were considered impossible.

STEVENS POCKET RIFLES are carried by ladies, anglers, tourists and hunters. Thev-
are marvels of accuracy, compactness and beauty.

STEVENS LADIES' RIFLE is the proper rifle for ladies. It is wonderfully accurate and
has no recoil.

The 23 long ritle and the .25 rim-flre cartridges, the most accu'-ate small-bore cartridges made,
were originated by this company. These celebrated rifles and pistols are manufactm-ed by

THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
Send for Cataloawe. P. O.Box 4103. Chicopee Falls, Mass.

GET THE BEST.
BEIiMONTYLE OIL.

IS A
P*ositive JRust IPreventive.

NONE BETTER ON THE MARKET.
L'-Pvesa thir.dry film protectino metalHc surfaces fr-m Rust, Tah^^ish

AND Verdegrxs. ard increasing their brightness. For CuTi.EnY, Fire
Arms. Bicycles, Yacht Cannons, Surgical Instruments. Highly
en forspd. 8f1d hy the gallon, quart, cans and cnrce bottles by all
Sporting Houses. Utimailablp. Seud for Prjco List.

THE BRfDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,
DEPOT FOR SALES, 313^ BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

mm AOGELERATINe SHQTeUNGARTRIDeE
The "EXPERT" is charged witn a

perforated cake of esppcially prepared
powder, which burns progressivei^ . Shot
started easil5% with rapidlv increasing
velocity and lesst recoil. Perfect combus-
•^lon, little smoke, harmlew dry ash resi-
due. Cake burns In shell. Greatest un -

tor-Tiity of T-attern and penetration Nn
nitrates, decomposino- or chmmabte chem-
icaU! Detonotivi i'annsftihle shotted ear-

^„ ^ , „ , , ^ tndfres, or Blanks containing powder ca^e
only. 10, 1 and 3 e-Ga«g<>H. For sale by Lrnian Tartridge Oo., Ensrlewood. N. J.

,J p. 1> SXNKFErS'^K, 9 OhHinbRr^ St.. N. Y. rit.y. ( „ , ^JOSEPH LlJSlt, 890 Broadway, BrooklyD, N. Y.,' (

^el^ng Agents.

Tourists, Campers ai Hiters.

THE NUTEIMEHT OO.'S

FLUID BEEF

FOR.
Athletic Outfits, Kishisig: Xaclcle

Catalog^ues, etc., tlie Clasp En-
velope is tlie Best Device.

0 '5.

Will give immediate relief from fatigue after a
day's tramping or exposure. Needs only to be
mixed with hot water and seasoned with salt

and pppper. Invaluable in the camp kitchen, as

the mosf delicious soups can be prepared from it

in a moment. Take a bottle with you on the
next trip. Sold by all dealers in sport'ng goods
and the leading grocers everywhere. Manufac-
tured with the most scrupulous cleanliness and
care by

THE NUTEIMENT CO., Chicago, lil

Hesht C. Squires, 178 Broadway, New York, carries a
full line of our goods.

Snamaa's Cembhed Tinnk and Bad.

For hunters, camping parties and horsemen. ,Write
for illustrated catalogue to GEO. W. SNAMA^, JR.
19i) Ohio street, Allegheny, Pa.

The AdiFondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition nn mnp-bond pap' r $1 00
"It Is the most complete mav of the Adnondack

region ever published "—fores* and Stream.

PocVet Map of Lake ChampTain and Lake
George. Map-Oond paper, 50 cts.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, illustrated,

16 mo.,272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cia.

liake George and Tiake Chaniplain, 25 cts.

Hunting in the Great Vilest.

(Eustlings in the EocMes.)

Hunting and Fishing Sketches by Mountain
and Stream. By G. O. Shields. ISmo., cloth, 300

pages illustrated. Price 75 cts. For sale by

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,m Breadway. New York.

.THE CLASP ENVELOPE;
\. PATENTED DEQ3-"I8I9/

mERGDSON'S JPATENX

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP.
]
With Artjiistable Attaohments.

For Snortsmen and Others.
Combineg He'Sd J»ck,

' Boat Jack. FishitieLamp,
Camp Lamp, Dasbi l.amp,
Belt I^antern, Band Lan-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Oatalogrue,

ami mmm,m'm e^Fuitf'nst. n v

MEAGHAM UAMMERLESS

" CUN.

ported Walnut Pistol Grip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, Full Checkered, Matted Rib, Double
Under Fastening. Rubber Butt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, ch^ok^d. $36.29
SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.

E.C.MEACHAM ARMS CD-snnnisillt

THEGR£AfHEflirHDRl)(K.
Package makes 5 gallo.,B.

Delicious, E'parkling, and
appetizing. Sold by all

dealers. J-fl EE a beautiful
Picture Book and cards
sent to any one addressing

O. B. HIRES A CO.,
PhiiallBiphi^

THURMAN'S
SHOOTING BLOUSES
Ten per cent, better score made

wMle wearing tliem.

Made of .Jersey clnth, two pockets for shells, no
buttons; pull on over the head.

COLORS—Black, Navy Blue, Seal
Brown, Garnet aud Tan.
(Measure around chest under arms).

It yottr dealer does not krep them, spnd $2.00
direct to the mill, and we will send one by return
mail.

RAINBOW KNITTING MILLS,
Germantown, Phila., Pa.

in tte #ttt«.

AT STUD.
The Great PLINLIMMON.
Sire or grand sire of most of the noted dogs of

the present time.

Fee S200.

LORD MELROSE.
The largest dog in the world. Height, SoJ^in.

Winner first, Boston.

Fee $50.

PUPS FO^R SALE
by the famous

I have six litters bv Alton out of fine bitches.
8end for a descriptive list of the f-ix litters. The
last chance to secure pups by this wonderful dog.

B. H. MOORE, Melrose, Mass.

AT STUD.
King'ston Reg'ent.
This grand do? is the best son of the great

PKINCE REGENT, by Lady 8t. Gothard. He is

.SSJ^in. high and has the heaviest bone and richest

dark orange coat of any St. Bera^ird in America.
His head is remarkable for its character, depth
of muzzle and expression. He was born February
26, 1889, and is wonderfully strong and vigorous.

Fee, $50.

Champion Hector.
winner of sixty-six first and special prizes and
stud cups. He is the sire of Champion Oleopatrf,
Caleb, Lord Hector, Major Hectot. Duke of

Sparta and many other noted St. Bernards.

Fee, $40.

NEW YORK ST.BERNIRO KENKELS,
188TH STREET AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

R£AI> 'mis

!

RE.4.I* THIS

MASTIFFS.
At Stud.—Ormonde; sire, Cb. Victor Huffo;

dsm, Cb. Cambrian Princess. Ormonde is a pnze
winner every lime shown, both in Ensland and
Araerira, ar\d his young stork is proving him an
exceptional sire. I have always on hand young
stock for disposal at fair prices. 1 have no blood
but the mo?*- fasbionablp i^i my kennels. Write
CHAS. E. BU.N'N, Peoria. 111.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Sosgarth, immense rough-coat, the onlv son of
Lord Bute at stud in America. 2. Patrol, one of
our hf St smooths, ff e S35 each.
.lOHN KEBVAN, 195 ICing st., Brooklyn, N. Y.

pONNEMARA KENNELS.-FINE IRISH
\J setters. Atstud—KEDKIVBRGLKNCH^).
fine field dog and first prize bench winner. Fee
S20. Puppie—A beautiful litter, strong and
heabhvfrom prize stock, wne^ped April 12, '91.

Circulars. R. H. BURR, Middletown. Conn.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described i'^

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of

ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following

noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dreri Guinea Challenge Cur> four times, the Hal-
sey Trophv twice, and the Deacon Challengp Cup
twice. Stud fee $150.00

Cliamp. PlilNLIMMON, JR. (6864).

This s'rand voung d"? is a son of the world-
renonned Ch. PLINLIMMON, aud although onlv
a little over three years old, is the winner of 37

first and special prizes, and sire of some s'ood
stock. Stud fee $50.00

liOTHARIO (18371).

This gr ind headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Vulentine
at stud in America, and from hi.'^ breeding, and
low stud fee, should ^e much sought after bv St
Bernard breed ers. Stud fee S25.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.
A ^'elect stock most always on hand, sired by

the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMm& EENNELS. Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN, Manage.r.

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD.

ARISTOCRAT,
WINNER OF MORE FIRST PRIZES AND

SPECIALS DURING 1B90 THAN ANY
OTHER ST. BERNARD.

FEE, - $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Pouglikeepsie, Y.

DAVID E. LOVELAND, Manager.

FOX-TEREIEES
IN STUD.

Champion Ratoy Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Pitclier 26
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

AT STUD. FEt3 $50.

KING OP KENT
(A.K.C.S B. 6aB4),

Sire of the phenotnenal flt^ld trial winners. Rip
Rfip. Zig-Zag, Tapstpr and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.

Apply to JA«. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kpnnel Club.

Babylon, L- 1.

MasMif>4 and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K. Taunton's Champion

Beaufort. His success as a stud dog and his
record on the show bench for the last Ave years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of English Bloodhotinds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported.
Mastiff nups from the Albion and Beaufort iitters,

also out of well Known and proved breeders of
champion and ereat prize winners. Photographs,
25 cts. J. WINCHKLL. Fair Haven, Vermont.

IN THE STUD -THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee $25. Al was bred hy the late A^.

Allin and trained on ruffed grouse by his hanrller.

Two pnppies by him for sale. Address P. L.
NICHOLS, 64 Taylor street. Springfield, Mass. tf

AtStud.-English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 1st and specials. Pious Pem-
broke, winner of over 20flrsts and special; Pexter.
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.

Gkeyhond and Poodle KENisrELS. Salem, Mass.

GLENMORE KENNELS.
THE CHAMPIOX IRISH !^ETTBR KENNELS OF AMERICA.

E. B. BISHOP, Owner, 43 St. James Ave., Cincinnati, O.

AT STUD.
Challenge BEAU BRUMMEL, Fee $25

The most phenomftal r^orr of the limes.
(A K.C.S.B. 19,961).

Imp. Sarsfield, - Fee $25
The greatf st living

(A.K.C.S.I
Irish <=etter sire.

!. 10,854.)

Imp. Dan Mylrea, Fee $20
A noted first-prize winner. (A.K.CS.B. 19.173).

Youns stock always on hand.

The Champion Three.

Chmp. Ruby Glenmore,
The champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champ. Molly Bawn,
The ex-champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champion Winnie II.,
The only imported champion Irish setter dog In

America to-day.

Write for circular an'^ prices,
If you mpiition this paper 5 per cent, discount vnll be allowed on all sales.
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''THE WANE OF THE ADIRONDACKS."

THE title of Mr. Charles Hallock's paper published to-

day has been changed, on its author's suggestion

that with their ever increasing hosts of summer visitors

the Adirondacks cannot well be said to be on the wane.

Nevertheless, a perusal of this second special Adirondack

number will convince most readers that the Adirondacks,

as known to the sportsmen, are in large measure passing

away. It is not at all surprising that most of the papers

we print to-day, coming from older visitors to the North

Woods, should be of a reminiscent character and tinged

with natural regret at the changing conditions in the

Northern Wilderness.

No one who has known the region in its primitive con-

dition, when the sportsman might go wheresoever his

own sweet will prompted, fish in any and all waters un-

molested, follow his deer without let or hindrance, and

camp where fancy dictated, on jutting point or beside

pleasant rivers—no visitor of those years, now returning,

can contemplate existing conditions without such com-

parison, nor without involuntarily sighing for 'the old

order of things. The Adirondacks of to-day stand largely

for a district of vast private parks and preserves, posted

with trespass notices and guarded by private police; of

lakes plowed by steamboats and dominated by huge sum-

mer hotels; of sickening woodland wastes devastated by

the ax and by fire.

There is no need of visiting the North Woods to learn

all this. The newspapers regularly devote a share of

their space to the Adirondacks, as to other summer

resorts of people who because of their wealth or social or

political position are entitled to have their sitting-down

^.nd their rising-up chronicled by the press. These people

are not at all dependent on fishing or shooting for their

amusement, The record of Secretary Noble's catch of

109 trout in a day takes up but two lines in a half -column

letter, which is for the most part concerned with the

more popular North Woods amusements of balls, lawn

tennis tournaments, church fairs, charity fairs, trotting

meetings and rifle matches for silver trophies. Paul

Smith's was once in the wilderness; but note the record

of a recent gala night there:

While the charity ball at Paul Smith's on Tuesday was not as

large as the annual charity dance inNew York, yet it lacked little

In brilliancy. The company of disUnguished ladies and gentle-

men gathered on the shores of St. Regis for sweet charity's sake

would have done honor to any ballroom in the world. The silks,

satins, laces, diamonds and line clothes generally made the woods-

men's eyes stick out with wonderment at the fortnnes thus dis-

played. Some of the ladies went so far as to send to the city safe

deposit companies for their jewels. Paul Smith beamed on his

guests, as a genial host should . and pointed to them as proof that

they represented $150,000,000 of cold hard cash.

When the man with the fishing rod encounters an

orchestra in a North V/oods hotel making music for an

occasion of this sort, how is he to avoid falling into a

reminiscent mood, and why may he not be indulged in

his plaint that the glory of the Adirondacks is on the

wane r

A CAMP-FIRE RUN WILD.

SOME wooden tent-pins inclosing a few square yards

of ground half covered with a bed of evergreen

twigs, matted but still fresh and odorous, a litter of paper

and powder smirched rags, empty cans and boxes, a few

sticks of fire wood, a blackened, primitive wooden crane,

with its half-charred supporting crotches, and a smolder-

ing heap of ashes and dying brands, mark the place of a

camp recently deserted.

Coming upon it by chance, one could not help a feeling

of loneliness, something akin to that inspired by the cold

hearthstone of an empty house, or the crumbling founda-

tions of a dwelling long since fallen to ruin.

What days and nights of healthful life have been spent

here. What happy hours, never to return, have been

passed here. What jokes have flashed about; what merry

tales been told; what joyeus peals-of laughter rang where

now all is silence.

But no one is there to see it. A crow peers down from

a treetop to discover what pickings he may glean: and a

mink steals up from the landing that bears the keelmarks

of lately departed boats, both distrustful of the old silence

which the place has so suddenly resumed: and a company

of jays, flit silently about, wondering that there are

no intruders to assail with their inexhaustible vocabu-

lary.

A puff of wind rustles among the treetops, disturbing

the balance of the crow, then plunges downward and

sets aflight a scurry of dry leaves; and out of the gray

ashes uncoils a thread of smoke and spins it off into the

haze of leaves and shadows.

The crow flaps in sudden alarm, the mink takes shelter

in his coign of vantage among the driftwood, and the

jays raise a multitudinous clamor of discordant outcry.

The dry leaves alight as if by mischievous guidance of

evil purpose upon the dormant embers, another pufl' of

wind arouses a flame that first tastes them, then licks

them with an eager tongue, then with the next eddying

breath scatters its crumbs of sparks into the verge ©f the

forest. These the rising breeze fans till it loads itself

with a light burden of smoke, shifted now here, now

there, as it is trailed along the forest floor, now climbing

among the branches, then soaring skyward.

l.ittle flames creep along the bodies of fallen trees and

fluffy windrows of dry leaves, toying like panther kittens

with their assured prey, and then grown hungry with

such dainty tasting, the flames upburst in a mad fury of

devouring. They climb swifter than panthers to treetops,

falling back they gnaw savagely at tree roots, till the

ancient lords of the forest reel and topple and fall before

the gathering wind, and bear their desti-oyer still onward.

The leeward woods are thick with a blinding, stifling

fog and smoke, through which all the wild creatures of

the forest flee in terror, whither, they know not—by

chance to safety, by equal chance perhaps to a terrible

death in the surging deluge of fire. The billows of flame

heave and dash with a constant insatiate roar, tossing

ever onward a red foam of sparks and casting a jetsam of

lurid brands upon the ever-retreating strand that is but

touched with the wash of enkindling, when it is overrun

by the sea of fire.

The ice-cold springs grow hot in its fierce overwhelm-

ing wave, the purling rills hiss and boil and shrink before

it, then vanish from their seared beds.

All the living greenness of the forest is utterly con-

sumed—great trees that have stood like towers, de-

fying the centuries, with the ephemeral verdure of the

woodland undergrowth ; and to mark the place of all this

recent majesty and beauty, there is but smouldering ruin

and black and ashen waste.

Little farms but lately uncovered to the sun out of the

wilderness, cozy homesteads but newly builded, are swept

away, and with them cherished hopes and perhaps pre-

cious lives.

What irreparable devastation has been wrought by the

camp-fire run wild!

Meanwhile the careless begetters of this havoc are

making their leisurely way toward the outer world of

civilization, serenely noting that the woods are on fire,

and complacently congratulating themselves that the dis-

aster did not come to spoil then* outing; never once thmk-

ing that by a slight exercise of that care which all men
owe the world, this calamity, that a century cannot re-

pair, might have been avoided,

Campers, "Put out the light, and then—put out the

light."

FOR "FOREST AND STREAM" READERS.

NEXT week we shall begin the publication of a series

of illustrations, "Among the Wildfowl," drawn for

the Forest and Stkeam by Mr. W. Townsend. These

sketches are capital delineations of wild duck ways as

studied by the artist during his ducking excursions on

Virginia coast waters. Their truthfulness to nature will

be appreciated by all old duck hunters. The series will

extend through several weeks.

From Capt. F. S. Dugmore, E. N. R., a falconer of thirty

years' experience, we have secured a series of chapters

on the "Art of Fishing with Trained Cormorants." Capt.

Dugmore has not only successfully followed this sport

himself, but has taught others the art, having numbered

among his apt pupils the late Crown Prince Rudolph of

Austria. Whether or no the instructions which he has

prepared for the readers of Forest and Stream shall lead

to the introduction of the Chinese fishing methods in

America, we may at least give assurance that the instruc-

tions themselves will be found vastly entertaining. Then-

publication will begin shortly.

One of the "Snap Shots" the other day suggested that

we proposed some time to have a special number made up

of forest and stream reminiscences of boyhood days.

The hint has been acted upon by several favorite con-

tributors; and there has been sent in a goodly supply of

happily told youthful experiences well worthy the telling.

It is in store for a future number.

RESCUE OF NATIVE FISHES.

THE work of transferring fishes from the overflow

ponds in the Mississippi Valley has been going on

for several years with excellent results. Hundreds of

thousands of ' adult fishes have been saved from drying up

in pools and sloughs during the heat of summer and the

effect upon the supply is clearly seen. The State of Illi-

nois and the United States have joined forces in this

undertaking and pushed it vigorously forward, Illinois

owns a swift steamer, the Lotus, which is specially fitted

up with fish tanks on the outer guards, into which sprays

of water can be thrown by pumps run by steam from the

boiler, through pipes extending the entire length of the

boat on each side. This insures safe transportation and

rapid distribution. The United States sends out its Fish

Commission cars in August to extend this highly success-

ful work into remote portions of Illinois and many other

States. It is certain that the results of systematic stock-

ing with mature fishes of the kind here distributed are

never in doubt and always prompt, and the industry,

therefore, never fails to receive public sympathy and

support. ——————=====
We regret to note the death of H. F. Bingham, a well-

known lawyer of Portland, Oregon, who, while fishing

on a cliff of rocks at the beach Friday, fell into the water,

was carried out to sea by a huge wave, and drowned.

Mr. Bingham was interested in Forest and Stream sub-

jects and frequently contributed to our columns.

The first special Adirondack nu»fber was issued

.June 18.
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KATYDID.
TN the cooJ, crisp nights of antntnn,

When the woods are dark and still,

lioud above the lisping crickets

Rings in accents clear and shrlU
That never-ending wrangle of the green-winged katydid:

Katy did!

Katy didn't!

Yes she did I

From twilight until rosy dawn steals softly o'er the hiUs,

These disputatious insects, who inherit stuhborn wills,

Are nagging one another with voices rasping rude:

Who was it broke the bottle?

And at once the restless brood:

Katy did!

Katy didn't!

Yes she did!

When frosty nights have chilled the herceness of their rows,
And only faint, weak stragglers still cling among the

boughs,

'Tis sad to hear their faltering song,

Thin echo of the past.

Still keeping up the family feud, though life be slipping fast:

Katy did!

Katy didn't!

Yes she did!

W. TowifflENr).

A COLORADO OUTING.-I.

IN this country we never consider how hot it is until we
find a thermometer, then 86° F. becomes impressive,

and we get out of patience with the flies. The Colorado
fly is exasperating to a degree impossible in any other
quarter; the bald-headed man must be, I conjecture, at a
disadvantage when the house-fly is in pursuit of business
or pleasure; he has a way of clinging with his fore feet to
the bare scalp and dragging the other four feet over the
glistening surface, he does it in a leisurely world-without-
end sort of way, as if he had poisoned his toes with ivy
and they itched and he had struck witch hazel or other
antidote against irritation. But with the heat and flies,

there is always a "custom of an afternoon" for the south
wind to blow, and that gentle breeze makes life a luxury
if one keeps in the shade, its hypnotic influence after
lunch is irresistible, even with the racket in the busy
thoroughfare under the window—a thoroughfare where
we could kill antelope twenty-five years ago.
Under this influence I look out and down into the dis-

play offered by a candy and cake bakery across the street,
not omitting an invitation to "ice cream" done in letters
of irregular sizes and original designs. I imagine the ice
cream to be watery and devoid of temptation while I
brush a fly joff my nose and recognize a cake in the
baker's window. The cake had white icing once, but the
flies have communed with the cupid that ornaments the
center and have left tokens of their adoration here and
there, and the sunlight has burned brown patches in the
surface, so that the wedding cake is no longer appetizing—but it was a very gay cake at one time and gave
promise, just as a wedding cake does, of a more satis-
factory fruition. In its best estate and even later—the
wedding cake having been stibjected to a closer in-
spection than the present distance affords—I am advised,
of course, touching the fly specks as well as the texture
and shape of the cupid's wing—they, the wings, reminded
one somewhat of a trout's pectoral fins, and now that they
have been tarnished the color adds to the illusion.
With the combination of the house flies, the cake and its

adornments, the lunch and the mercury, an easy chair
and the soft south wind stealing in at the open window,
you can imagine the result: I am momentarily startled
by a slight crash of something coming in contact with
the floor and faintly reahze that the briar root has slipped
from my fingers, but I also realize that it was quite
smoked out, and a lingering spark a mere possibility,
and that the pipe is accustomed to hard knocks—then I
have a faint notion of a wish to be out of town, notwith-
standing I believe Denver to be the most delightful city
on the continent. But for this I may be forgiven and
justified as one may be for loving the young men and
women whom he has watched growing from babyhood
to maturity, when one has a hand in the bringing up;
one does not often have the opportunity of seeing a village
of 2,500 develop into a city of 150,000—souls, I was going
of say, but I am skeptical in some things, and this same
doubt is at the bottom of the wish that moved me from
the window.
The grip, better called a capacious leather satchel, with

a change of clothing, an empty creel swinging from my
shoulder and the rod case leaning against the back of the
seat in front, where I can keep my eye on it, a confused
notion of men, women and chiidren hovering about
phantom-like, and all strangers, except a shadowy im-
pression of Brother Byers reading a newspaper, inter-
mingle it would seem with the noise of the falling pipe.
The sweet savor of the south wind vanishes and the at-
mosphere is stuffy and smells of oil until the windows are
raised. There is the ringing of bells, the shuffling of feet,
the buzzing of strange voices, then every sound suddenly
ceases and I am moving. The sensation is pleasant and
the surroundings familiar for a little way: then there is
an impression of outlying shanties and here and there a
tall brick smoke stack not so familiar.- The shanties
are depressing, they denote poverty, the poverty that
haunts raih-oad tracks in the suburbs of cities, the poverty
that always comes in the company of rats. It is a queer
paradox that what we consider the main instrument of
progress always brings in its train poverty and rats—the
fact leads one to doubt the integrity of the progress, or
whether, indeed, it is progress at all. Presently the sur-
roundings grow familiar again, the south wind has found
me out and streams through the windows and the car, and
is freighted with sweetness as usual. It takes a little time
before I realize the freshness, because the suburbs are
elastic, and five miles an hour the lawful speed. Certainly
Denver is a city.

Away to the right rise the plains to the foothills and
beyond are glimpses of the range, with patches of snow
lingering on the bosom of Mount Koaa. Only a little
while ago the fourteen miles stretch of country between
the Platte River and the foothills presented a green car-

pet through the July days, imbroken by any evidences of
man's occupation; now there are fences and farm houses,
and fields of golden grain ripe for the harvest. But the
mountains show me their old-time landmarks and help to
keep me at home until the Platte Cafion is reached. The
river looks smaller than it used to, but get off the train
and down to the water line and it will require more than
the skill of the tyro to send the coachman successfully to
the opposite bank. Get into the current and vou will
recognize something of the old-time vigor. The "Platte is

not "played out" by any means, but the trout are not so
large or abundant as in that "little while ago." I dream-
ily recognize many a turn of the once beautiful river,
here and there a point of rocks or a mountain; but the
pools, the stiU reaches and the riffles have become demor-
alized, have changed places or disappeared. It is not the
old river, but I find enough of the oldness lingering
about it to remind me of the old love for it. Pine Grove,
as it is called—"Brown & Stewart's ranch" it was thirty
years ago, with a solitary log cabin—is quite a summer
resort, with all the airs of a pleasant village. Indeed, the
river for seventy miles or more of its way through the
hills to the lower canon is little else than a summer resort,
dotted with bits of houses, and made strange by the pres-
ence of broad-brimmed hats tied out of shape over rosy
cheeks; every face, it seems, is a smile—an out-of-doors
smile; there is a bewildering flash of bright colors, not
from the wild flowers; and now and again a bit of music,
as sweet as the note of a meadow lark, will come rippling
through the car window, giving no hint of style or tuber-
cles. - A little further on I recognize a pile of granite
reaching down to the edge of the stream: there was" a pool
just at the base, but now there is a riffle in its place, I
remember the pool and the trout I have lifted out of it,

and I remember also falling into it, owing to the treach-
ery of a dead limb on a pine log. I remember apostro-
phizing the log and the low temperature of the water
until the latter choked me off—the pure crystal was not
shocked at my exclamations, but took me into its em-
brace laughingly, as if it had been on the watch for a
lover whom it understood to be a little reluctant.
Further on it was Schlats, and it is Schlats now, with a

difference in the association only. Now it is civilized and
a resort, but in the early days it was a haven between
Tarryall, Buckskin Joe and adjacent mining camps and
Denver, in which one was giad to find shelter, especially
of a winter's night. A hint of the freighters and the
miners would tax the nerves and the delicacy of the pres-
ent habitues. At the foot of Kenosha Hill I siuple out
fi-om among the phantoms in the car a man with a bilious
complexion and a Roman nose—he is chewing gum ; in
his company is a sallow woman, his wife no doubt, she is

chewing gum, and in the company of both and exercis-
ing grandmotherly supervision is another woman, with
gray hair and gold glasses, and she also is chewing gum;
there is a little boy with a long slender neck, pale face
and brown eyes—he is chewing gum. These people have
no business in a railroad car; they should be on foot, or on
horseback, or bowling over corduroy in a lumber wagon,
or in any situation where they could exercise other than
their jaws and shake off the dyspepsia. But they won't,
they will die in ignorance of the sweet smell of"mother
eartfi and the fragrance of pine boughs in their bedcham-
bers. No doubt they believe that a night und er the fretted
roof with only a blanket between their city-nurtured
bodies and the gorgeous canopy would be the death of
them. They prefer dying of gum by rail. At Como, in
the South Park, where an excellent dinner is served, they
pecked, ate oatmeal and drank water. I wanted the boy-^
in him I saw a possibility, notwithstanding he sat with
his hands in his lap and was not tempted by pie or
orange.
By and by the road winds up the Breckenridge Pass.

Down below a thousand feet or more, men, looking like
midgets, are working in Tarryall Gulch, the oldeat placer
camp in the State. It has given up its millions of yellow
metal and still pays. Salver Heels, looming up "on the
left, has a bit of cloud for a cap this afternoon, and be-
yond is the Mount of Three Waters. We are on the back-
bone of the continent, and may look down into the valley
of the Blue River and see Breckenridge, another old min-
ing camp that has added its share to the millions of the
world's wealth. From this point of view the town seems
very quiet nestled among the towering hills. But all is
not peace there, especially o' Saturday nights, yet it is
milder than in its younger days. Down the Blue a dozen
miles, still by rail, and Tom Hamilton takes one in charge
at Dillon, provides a good supper and bed where I am
dreaming double. Did you never di-eam double ? It is a
novel psychological experience, sometimes ludicrous and
again ha.rrowing. I am in a chair in my office in Denver
and also in bed at Tom Hamilton's, while the scent of the
pines floats in at the window and the music of Ten Mile
invites me to linger. I can feel myself under the blank-
ets and realize the difference in the temperature, and
while I draw the covering a little closer around my neck
confess to myself that there is good fronting in Ten Mile.
"Yes, there is good trouting in Ten Mile," and Brother

Byers, my briar root in his hand, stands over me in my
office chair a long way from Tom Hamilton's. I am irri-

tated at the sudden transition and find something exas-
perating in the broad smile which my disturber bestows
upon me.

"Pshaw! why did you awaken me?"
"To let you know that I agreed with you, as I always

do. You said there was good trouting in Ten Mile,"
"But you don't always agree with me. Here I was on

the way to Black Lake and had got as far as Tom Hamil-
ton's, then you must come around and wake me up."
"We'll start for Black Lake to-morrow morning—^the

train leaves at eight o'clock."
"I shall not go on it. I shall start from Dillon."
"And miss the grand scenery along the Platte, over

Kenosha Hill, through the South Park and over Brecken-
ridge Pass, dow-n-'

"Hold up, do—I have been through it all during the
last fifteen minutes and I shall start from Dillon."
There is a United States mail from Dillon down the

Blue; it goes in a spring wagon drawn bv a thin team,
and takes the grade of the Union Pacific, which makes a
splendid road. The post offices along the way are not
maintained by the government, but every ranchman has
his own. The place of deposit may consist of a box, an
old boot, or, as in one instance, a decayed hand-satchel
stuck on a pole by the road side. No one would think of
disturbing the contents any sooner than of despoiling the
iron boxes on the lamp posts in town. One of these re-

positories consisted of a wooden box with a shelf and a
canvas cover to protect the contents from the weather.
In this particular post office a bluebird had made her nest
and was rearing her young—two little innocents mostly
head and eyes and exhibiting a lack of feathers. They
expressed no trepidation at his daily visits, the driver said,
and that spoke well for the owners of the post office and
the carrier, who is an ex-sheriff and accustomed to the
use of the revolver.
The road has familiar landmarks as we proceed. Big

Ute Mountain is one. Brother Byers and I discuss it.

We came into the Blue Valley from Hot Sulphur Springs,
up William's Fork and over the pass by as Indian trail

at the northerly end of Big Ute Mountain. But that was
fom-teen years ago, we were there on horseback, with a
frying-pan and two tin cups, together with three days'
rations of coffee and sugar, a loaf of bread each, and A
little salt. Our destination was the same then as now,
but the trail is a thing of the past. We reached the
mouth of Black Lake Creek about noon, and found a
carriage in waiting to take us to the summer retreat of
our genial U. S. Marshal, A. H. Jones, who is now the
owner of the lake, and at whose table, in company with
him and his charming family, we took lunch—what a
contrast to the experience of fourteen years ago, under a
poncho

1

Our host has a beautiful little steam yacht and boats
galore, and the old log rafts went out with his advent.
The lake is as charming as ever and as full of trout; the
log cottage on the point near the outlet adds to the at-
tractiveness and seems home-like, without intruding upon
the old-time romance. Catching trout from a steam
yacht affords a luxury undreamed of in the rafting days,
the amusement accommodates itself to the later stiffness
in the knees and the falling off of activity developed in
fourteen years. The sound of a tiny steam whistle on
Black Lake, under the shadows of the huge heaven-
kissing granite of the Gore Range, while we skirt the
pine-covered foot of Mount Powell at ten miles an hour!
It seems preposterous at first, but then the luxury of it!

It is like the sudden transition from the plum-bush pole
to the fBsthetic bamboo, and I convert the change further
into a delicate tribute to the aristocratic denizens of the
crystal waters, who are entitled to the best that skill and
good taste can sfford. There is an exquisite harmony in
the combination not often achieved, and it should be ac-
cepted and treated as a sort of holiday in the hoUdayp,
the Sabbath, as is were, of the outing.
Toward evening our host turned us into a yawl and

took ua in tow, and we tied up at the inlet and caught
trout for an hour or more* We had a fish well, of
course, and there was no fear of waste. The lake has
been stocked and restocked, not only with natives and
rainbow, but with the Eastern brook 'trout, and they ara
all doing well. This afternoon, however, the natives are
the more active. A half-pound young gentleman shows
himself on the surface at the prick of the Sproat; he
shakes himself savagely, and not finding any relief,

darts quickly into the "swift current of the inlet, but
circles back, not being given any line, leaps half out of
the water, and repeats his efforts to tear himself from
the fatal restraint. His efforts are in Vain, however, and
he is lifted into the boat, still struggling. From the
beginning to the end there has been no cessation oi
defiance; he comes intrepidly into the sunlight while he
advises one of his mettle and fights it out on that line as
if fighting were his mission in life. Again there is a rise
to the coachman and a strike, just on the edge of the
current, and the ripple prevents one seeing the quarry;
but a new experience is in store for the angler who has
never caught any save the Rocky Mountain trout. This
stranger disappears, but the light silk line cuts the
water with a force approaching to viciousness. Hither
and yon it sweeps, and the bamboo maintains a steady,
gi'aceful curve, and soon proves too much for this gentle-
man, who prefers to avail himself of the full advantage
of his battle ground. Your Eastern brook trout is finally
brought to the surface, and with all due respect and ten-
derness relieved from the hook and consigned to the well.
A strong fighter, but he lacks the dash and brilliancy of
evolution common to his black-spotted congener. And
for this, I presume, I shall be trampled upon by both feet
of the votary of the Salmo fontinalis. But understand
me, I draw a distinction simply between their methods,
not between their beauty or their courage; each is per-
fection.

While we have been amusing ourselves a black cloud
has been climbing to the summit of Mount Powell's mate
and shows itself over the peak; the shrill notes of the
yacht's whistle breaks the silence, and our host is steam-
ing for the inlet at the little craft's best speed to rescue
us from the impending shower. But we do not escape.
The big drops strike us and then multiply, and Brother
Bjers takes his medicine standing and with a smile on
his face that has no malice in it. He would not have
forfeited the hour's pleasure for a triple baptism.
That night all slept under the shingles with the patter of

rain to soothe us during our infrequent moments of wake-
fulness. I could not but contrast the comfort with lying
out on the banks of the Blue with nothing over me but
the canopy and the rain beating down, and thought that
there is much to commend in our civilization, and that
such an obliging host and friend is a rare jewel; and I
was also inclined to believe that every man, woman and
child in Denver had a soul. L. B. Frajjce.

"That reminds me."

A NUMBER of years ago, while visiting in a smaU
town in central Missouri, I witnessed the return of

a party who had been down on theGravois River fishing,
bringing home several hundred pounds of fish. Aa soon
as they arrived word was sent for all to come to the
blacksmith shop and get a mess of fish free. A St. Louis
drummer, who had been trying to sell the storekeeper a
bill of goods, observing so many women and children go
to the wagon and take what fish they wanted without
paying for them, walked up to the wagon and inquired of
the boy who was holding the horses, "Are these fish
gratuitous?" "No," said the boy, "they are pretty much
all buffalo and catfish." ' Jack.
Columbus, Ohio,
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ADIRONDACK LIFE.

ADIRONDACK MEMORIES.

IT is a good many years, seventeen at least, since I vis-

ited the Adirondacks in neglige costume, though I

have chassezed all around them by rail of late, and only

as recently as Decoration Day passed through Boonville

and Lowville, where I fell in with such a mulliturle of

fishermen and anglers coming out of the wilderness with
rods and baskets, that I have ever since felt a realizing

sense that but little effort is needed to popularize^ this

much-va.unted summer resort. Of course tho Adix'on-

dacks of to-day are dilTerent from what they were in the

genesis of Pol" Smith and old "tiaugermong," and I am
frank to say that I am sorry for it. No doubt, were I to

go in now, a glimpse of their modern appointments and
attractions w^ould be as mucli of a revelation to me as St.

Paul's vision of the menagerie let down from heaven in

a sheet, but with more paucity and less variety of animals
indigenous to the country; for, by all accounts, panthers
are obsolete, and bears and deer are becoming scarce.

The bare idea is startling!

When the wilderness was primitive, catamounts were
not uncommon; and I remember once, when pulling

leisurely around the Oxbow in the Raquette, with old
Steve Turner at the oars, of barely escajjing a misadven-
ture with one of the varmints which lay extended at full

length on one of the thick branches which protruded
iiorizontally over the river, ready to drop on us when we
passed under. Fortunately I was keeping a lookout for

up-coming boats, and so I happened to ask Uncle Steve
what was that queer-looking lump on the limb just ahead;
and when he rested his oars and turned to look the
"lump" rose up, and wheeling about, gave one tremend-
ous spring over the tops of the brush which skirted the
river and took to the depths of the jungle.

Good old Steve! I am wondering if he is living now?
At sixty years of age he could pack a 70-pound boat over
the three-mile Sweeny Carry with the best of the boys,

and he didn't mind the mosquitoes and flies on the
St. Germain any more than would an ironclad man-of-
war. He was short and sturdy rather than great and
mighty, and so I used to wonder at his prodigies of

strength, for he seemed an old man then. But here am
I, verging on the self-same steps of time, still hale and
blooming, and thankful for preservation of health and
manhood, though I cannot carry off a load—like that.

"Ad u'ondack Murray" had his camp then on Raquette
Lake, down river (was it in 1867?), and his comely wife was
with him, attired in a Tarn U'Shanter cap and a mountain
suit of red and crimson plaid. How jaunty she looked!
How hamadryadic! They kept open house iu those days,
with the latch string out, and a halo of welcome was
luminous about the rustic roof. By my halidome I ( what-
ever that is) those were halcyon days for all of us, ere

yet the hair had grizzled or the pitcher been broken at

the fountain, for vicissitudes had not ripened. How we
have scattered and wandered since.

My attention was first directed to the Adirondacks
some time in the '40s, by reading Rev. John Todd's "Long
Lake," a sprightly book printed about the time that Mr.
William C. Pj'ime wrote his inimitable "Owl Ci'eek Cabin"
letters. Dr. Todd was a companion of Audubon at times,
occasionally visiting him in his hermitage when he was
making his painstaking studies of birds. Of course, we
know that there has always been a representative Long
Lake herj^iit, whose cabin is shown with deferential index
to the new comer, but I have the word of Sabattis. Sr.,

the old pioneer guide (dead now, I suj^pose?) that Audiibon
was the original and only simon-pure recluse of that
region. Whoever wishes to read the earliest reminiscences
of the Adirondacks shoidd examine Dr. Todd's book. It

is in the libraries. A.s for Audubon, I am rejoiced to

learn that the praiseworthy movement inaugurated by
the New York Academy of Sciences to place a suitabre
monument over the grave of the great naturalist in
Trinity churchyard, is likely to prove successful. I used
to know old Sabattis pretty well, and once he pulled out
of the woods for a fortnight and found me at my residence
in Brooklyn. Alas! the trail that he followed is cold
enough now.
In the time of my periodical visits to the North Woods

I had to take a stage road of forty-seven miles to the hos-
telry of Paul Smith, which had just been located on St.

Regis Pond. It was a pretentious structure for the time,
but was subsequently enlarged considerably, and at last

bloomed out into a full-blown modern caravansary. Few
ladies ventured in in those days. There were no rail-

roads then until the short spur was completed from
Plattsburg to Ausable Forks, and I wish there were none
now, with all deference to the ladies, and the lazy, who
think a long drive too much of an undertaking. So,
"if wishes were fishes, we would have some fried,"

Nevertheless, railroads now penetrate to every mountain
crevice and ravine, and that is perhaps why I do not go
there as of old. Pleasure and transportation are made
too easy in these days. Desires are too easily gratified to

be valued.
Martin's on the Lower Saranac Lake was my ideal of a

wilderness snuggery. It was built with an axe of split

logs—a pretty large house of its kind. It was the pioneer
hotel of that region. Bartlett's was a favorite resort of
mine at the outlet. It was there that I caught my first

lake trout on the fly. Then there was old Mother John-
son's pancakes, Graves's Lodge with its cream toast, its

wild honey, its venison steaks and its baked trout selected
to average a half pound on the platter, and done to a turn.
Fenton's, Number Four and Big and Little Tupper. Only
to think of pu.cting steamboats on these secluded waters !

It is sacrilege; and old Tahawus, shorn of his ancient
name and prestige, bends his proud head with sympathy
and resentment. Eheu ! their glory has departed.
Let those who like innovations be content with, the

present, and happy with the outlook. To my eye there
are clouds upon the mountain peaks, and "Baldy" him-
self cannot raise his head above them. Conservatives like
myself will never forget the days of auld lang syne.
Perhaps I shall never visit the Adirondacks again, 'if I

should happen to do so, I know where there is a cache of
old reminiscences, but I must not mention them now.
Modern society will dub me a crank more gloomy than
Poe's raven. So I leave it to take its chances among the
railroad men, the lumber speculators, the land monopo-
lists aad the promoters of the National Park, For the
prwenfc I mupt keep silent, Chabioes HAl*tO0K.

THE CRANBERRY LAKE COUNTRY.
THERE is yet a region of the Adu-ondacks which has

not been overrun by tourists, though sportsmen
have pretty thoroughly explored it. I refer to the north-
ern part, bounded on the south by Beaver River and on
the east by Raquette River. Cranberry Lake is situated
nearly in the center of this territory, and diverging from
it are trails and old roadways to many of the smaller
lakes and various i-ivers. The lake is said to have an
altitude of 1,649ft., is some seven miles in length, wdth
varying widths, as shown by the shore line of more than
twenty miles. Originally, where as nature made it, the
lake was a widening of Oswegatchie River, but some
twenty years ago a dam was erected on its outlet for mill
purposes below, which raised the water about 15ft. , kill-

ing the timber on the margin and rendering the shore
unapproachable. There is a belt of flood wood entirely
around the lake, unsightly in appearance, preventing
the landing of boats, and objectionable in every way.
But for this it would be a majestic lake. In the south-
ern distance small mountains invite attention, while in
the vicinity of the lake are several hills which bear the
name of mountains.
The lake is accessible from DeKalb Junction, on the

Rome aaid Watertown railroad, a distance of thirty-six
miles by livery. W. R. Bishop has the only camp upon
it, and his hostelry very comfortably and satisfactorily
accommodates' thirty or forty people. The fishing is all

some distance from the house, and in springtime is very
good; but at this season of the year the catches are not
large, for no rest is given to the "spring holes," when the
trout seek cold water and only can be found. Undoubt-
edly there are many spring holes in and on the shores of
the lake, but the guides have never made search for
them, perhaps fearing that fishing so accessible might
interfere with their vocation, and yet this could hardly
be, for there is but one boat here, which, like the pro-
verbial toothbrush, "belongs to the house." As it is,

they find plenty of time for thought and reflection, for it

costs |4 a day to employ one of them—an extortion which
every sensible person, however wealthy he may be, will
rebel against.
Chester S. Lord, of the New York Sun, who recently

left here, made an excellent sportsman's record. He
caught several large trout, several of weights of Slbs. and
more. He is always active and has studied the locality
until he is quite as familiar with it as most of the guides,
and his outfit is always thoroughly complete.

Justice Irving G. Vaun, of the Court of Appeals, has
been here with his family since early in .July. He casts
off the ermine for the corduroy and looks the accomplished
woodsman that he is. His outfit embraces every article
that can be desired, and he entertains his friends royally
at his superb Big Rock camp, which he occupies oc-
casionally for several days at a time. He has spent many
vacations here, being the chosen locality of several which
he has visited, and is familiar with every lake and stream
for many miles around. He is also a student of natural
history, and in a quiet unassuming way becomes very
entertaining while relating observations which he has
made. He is a successful angler, having studied the
conditions which one must understand if he would know
how to succeed. Among others who are spending time
here are R. K. Dana and family, of New York; Judge
Northrup, C. H. Lewis, C. G. Baldwin, E. M. Allen and
family, and D. H. Brun, of Syracuse; and Dr. Reeves, of
Long Island. Another judge and several more lawyers
will arrive tliis week. So that it may be possible to
promptly try any offender of the game laws; but it is to
be hoped that the guests and guides of this locality are
law-abiding people, There are many deer in this vicinity,
and when the season for shooting them opens, the larder
of the camiJ will reek with luscious venison.
Divertisement for an "off day" is found in chartering

the steam laimch A. Ames Howlett, and going here and
there about the lake as the freaks of its passengers may
suggest. A noonday lunch in some pleasant shade and
near some one of the many remarkably cold springs (some
as low as 43°) is one of the occasional enjoyments of the
place, though we have not as yet had such pleasure.
There are days, you know, when zest gives way to indo-
lence, especially when the weather is clear, the sun hot.
and the general conditions wholly opposed to activity.
There are plenty of trails to follow for him who goes out
only for exercise, almost any one of which abounds in
nature's best gifts to the thought-woodsman. The change
from his daily life at home is so great as to invest him
with surroundings of a character to almost entirely
change the bent of his mind, and when he thinks, it is of
the teachings of the new book opened before him. Most
people whose minds are occupied with law cases and
business affairs during ten or eleven months of the year,
cease thinking when they come here, giving their minds
as tvell as their bodies opportunity for recuperation. It

is a splendid place for perfect rest.

I wonder how it is that people who need rest which the
vacation season is supposed to give, can spend the time
at Saratoga and fashionable seaside resorts, or even go to
Paul Smith's, Loon Lake or the Ampersand, where soci-

ety's laws and customs are unrelaxed and hold all in
restraint. At such j^lales as this one is, the barber, boot-
black and laundry may be neglected without causing
criticism. I do not mean by this that the law of cleanli-
ness may be set aside, and it is not. Flannel takes the
place of linen, and there is a kind of foot wear which
without blacking looks best here. The barber may be-
come an ally of fleas if he removes the beard and gives
the insects opportunity for freely lancing the face.
Where there are so few people, and all of one mind, sleep
is quiet and undisturbed, though it is a universal practice
at such secluded places to have breakfast at 7 o'clock.
But good appetites are ready for every meal.

"Mercy, "how the boarders yell

When they hear the dinner belL"

I have said that this northwestern region of the North
Woods—or Adirondacks, though somewhat distajit from
the mountains of that name—is all that is left to the
woodsman. And this region is rapidly going the way of
all the rest. The havoc of lumbermen is seen on every
hand and is constantly increasing. A railroad was built
from Carthage several yoars ago to Benson Mines (iron)

some forty-three miles in an easterly direction. It is

now proposed to extend that road northerly nearly to
this place solely for the pm-pose of opening several lum-
ber camps. This would eooh result in a further exten-
sion to Boroe point on the railroad from MoU'a to Tapper's

:

Lake. Such a railroad would very thoroughly open up a
large part of this tract to the masses, driving the sports-
men elsewhere. He has been driven about much as the
American Indians have been made to seek new resting
places from time to time, as made necessary by the ava-
rice or pleasure of the white man. But let us hope that it

will be many years before annihilation shall come to
him. Let us rather hope that the people of the State
will awaken to the fact that they owe it to those who are
to come after them if not to themselves, to see to it that
the 3,500,000 acres which constitute the Adirondack
region shall constitute a State Park and become the prop-
ertv of the people for their proper uses forever.
By his purchase of 850,000 acres, Dr. Webb has pos-

sessed himself of the very heart of the forest, and the
story goes that he will inclose it with a wu'e fence to pre-
vent ingress and egress to people and game. The entire
purchase is even now under police surveillance, to the
great disgust of the many people who would enjoy the
pleasures and comforts which its beautiful lakes and
rivers have for so long heretofore extended so invitingly.
We must meet the question as to whether this forest shall
be controlled by capitalists or the people very quickly and
decidedly if the people are to have any right to enter upon
these millions of acres in the future. The law of eminent
domain can be made to do the work, and every acre of
private land ought to be condemned to the uses of the
State wdthout delay. There are hundreds of thousands of
acres which could not be sold for twenty-five cents an
acre, while there is considerable acreage of greater value;
but the cost of the aU that is owned by individuals is not
of such consequence as to be considered. The present
waste of the State for a single year would go very far
toward paying the entire sum under a condemnation
award.
But I have run off from the general subject of this

letter. The Beaver River country has long been regarded
as the most prolific of game; but as that begins to fail

from an abuse of privileges, this locality seems to be the
most favored in this respect. Deer are very plentiful
hereabouts, and the guides freely admit that there has
been a large percentage of increase since the enactment of
the law regulating the shipment of game. Bears are oc-
casionally seen and killed, but panthers do not seem to
have made a home here, though they have a fondness for
deer and are generally supposed to abound where deer are
plentiful. Although it has become an historical fact that
Gov. Seymour killed the last moose slain in these woods,
there are guides here who will tell you that they saw
moose as late as twenty years ago, some time after the
last one is supposed to have disappeared.

I hope some time to wa'ite you a chapter of Recollec-
tions of Adirondack Life, in which I shall have consider-
able of incident and experience to relate. Here in this
stillness, surrounded by health-giving evergreens, an
atmosphere laden'with balms for many ills, with springs
of water everywhere of perfect softness and pm-ity, with
all conditions to give rest, restore health and extend en-
joyrdent, here, I say, I have spent some of the most
profitable periods of my life. Those who have spent
vacations in this wilderness as I have spent them, know
what benefits nature affords most bountifully; those who
have not been so privileged cannot too soon pass some
one of the many gateways to this great Eden.
Cranberky Lake, Aug. 6. D. H. B.

THE ADIRONDACKS IN 1858.

HAVING heard much and read more concerning the
wonderful scenery and the numerous and beauti-

ful lakes and streams of the gi-eat North Woods, to-
gether with the reports of the great abundance of deer
and trout in its mountains, lakes and streams, such an
interest was aroused that nothing short of a personal ex-
perience would allay; a-nd being a first experience, its

scenes and impressions have remained with me during
all these years, and later visits have but intensified
them.
Late in July of 1858 (thirty-three years ago next month

—a full generation) a party of three—of whom the writer
alone remains—started for the northern pai't of the North
Woods.
On arriving at Whitehall we took passage on the

steamer Canada, in command of Capt. Lot Chamberlain,
and who ever has traveled on his boat has met a gentle-
man and knows what a clean boat is. The steamer in
those days took passengers at the village of Whitehall
instead of Ticonderoga and landed them at Rouse's Point,
a most delightful sail over beautiful water and amid
grand scenery.
From Rouse's Point we went by rail to Chateaugay

village, thence team to Bellows' Hotel on lower Chateau-
gay Lake. There we met the then venerable sportsmen
Drs. Adams and Bethune, of Boston. Twenty-eight
years later I met Dr. Adams on Upper Chateaugay, still

hale and hearty and the most persistent fly-caster on
either lake.

On the evening of our arrival at the hotel quite an ex-
citement was created by the report that "there was a
bear in the lake swimming for the shore." It took but a
short time to unpack and load our rifles, when all started
for the lake, some twenty rods, determined to have that
bear's pelt. It was growing dusk, but the bear could be
plainly seen and was making fair ])rogress, but quite too
far out in the lake for us to open fire; so we lay close,
waited and watched with cocked rifles and hated breath.
But the longer we waited and watched the feebler grew
our hopes of capturing the bear, of having a pelt to show
and steaks for breakfast. Irs nearer approach did not
increase its magnitude, and it was decided to be but a
cub, which we must not shoot, but take alive. To this
all agreed, for a live cub was better than the skin of a
dead bear to take home.
In the meantime the bear held on its course, reached

the shore, climbed the bank, shook itself, looked at us,
and lo! it was a black dog retm-ning from a deer chase.
As our rifles must be unloaded—no breechloaders in those
times—we gave the dog a generous salute for its exploit.
Learning that deer and trout were in great abundance

at Ragged Lake, some twelve miles over the mountain,
where Mr. Bellows had built a log shanty for the use of
his guests, we decided to make that our headquarters for
a week or ten days.
Accordingly we engaged guides, procured the neces-

sary supplies—but no whisky—made a pack for each, and
having been set across the lake, took up our line of march,
a faint trail indicated hj blazed treesj nq team or bors^
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ever having been there before us. Being unused to such
loads our locomotion was not rapid, and our rests were
frequent.
While upon our tramp we came upon a porcupine,

killed by lightning—or in modern phrase, electrocution-
ized. How did we know the lightning had killed ii?

Although there were no Indians in our party to interpret
signs, the proof was before us, Lightnmg had struck a
tree splintering it to the ground, and at its foot lay the
dead porcupine.
At Figure Eight Pond our guide had a boat hidden

in the bushes, and on it we piled our duffle, as "Ness-
muk" would call our equipments.
Figure Eight Pond, a celebrated resort for deer to

feed—where I saw seven at one time but killed none—is

on a branch of Salmon River, which here runs south
through Lilypad Pond, EaggedLake, etc., and then turns
nearly north, emptying into the' St. Lawrence below St.
Regis.
Being relieved of evei'ything except our guns, we made

better progress, and in due time reached the shanty on
Ragged Lake, where we found two excellent guides, who
soon had a welcome repast of trout and veniaon, which
our long tramp enabled us to enjoy to the full.

One of the guides that came with us became so lone-
some and homesick for a certain damsel he had left be-
hind that he was allowed to return, and his place was
much more than filled by the two guides found at the
shanty on our arrival.
Our party of six consisted of J. R. Wiltsie, of New-

burgh, N. Y. : Jas. G. Wood and the writer, of Pough-
keepsie, N. Y,, with A. Sprague, H. Bellows and Burt.
Blatchley, three most excellent guides, though Burt,
would swear awfully and drink all the whisky he could
get, as we particulaily learned afterward.
Here we passed seven days of real enjoyment, taking

trout—real salmon-colored ones, and highly flavored—by
day and floating for deer at night. Each of us had more
or less severe attacks of "buck fever," but om- rough
tables never lacked either venison or trout. Neither was
the surplus of either allowed to spoil. Our triisty and
active guides, who understood the business, built a stone
smoke-house of small but sufficient dimensions, laid
sticks across the top, and on these the meat, cut into
strips, with the trout properly dressed, and slightly
salted, were laid, and the whole covered with thick
bark. A slow fire was kindled in the pit and kept burn-
ing till all were partly cooked and well di-ied. In this
condition either will keep for months, and when eaten
at home is a pleasant reminder of camp scenes and life.

The exact number or pounds of trout we took I cannot
give, but of deer we killed but five, which no one can say
was extravagant, and to prove that none was wasted, my
recollection is that we packed out of the woods some
701b3.

_

During our stay we had many pleasant, and some not
so pleasant, experiences, I well remember taking Wilt-
sie in the little tub of a dugout and going down th.e lake
some distance to look for a deer that 1 felt sure I had
killed the night before. In order to get on shore the
little dugout was puAed vi^on a bog, from which 1
stepped to another, and so on to hard ground, leaving W,
in the stern. The contents of the lake at this point was
neither water nor earth, being too thick to drink or wash
with, and too thin to walk upon, color black, and rather
thicker than molasses.
While out in the thick bushes looking for my deer, a

smothered cry for helj) reached my ears. I rushed back
to the shore, and in spite of the situation was compelled
to indulge in a hearty laugh. There was W. in the black
muck, having upset the dugout, vainly attempting to
right the boat, or get on to it, holding on with one hand
and fighting mosquitoes for dear hfe with the other, and
no ground to stand upon, looking more like a bear than
the one we attempted to catch on the other lake. By our
united efforts the boat was righted, and we paddled back
to the shanty. But suck a looking object I never saw
before nor since, black from head to heels, while the
thin muck had saturated every article of clothing, filling

both boots and every pocket about him. As we did not
have many changes of clothing he was allowed to keep
his bunk while his clothes were cleansed and dried. No
more tub dugouts for hini. The writer has but little to
say as he came near having a much more, if not fatal,
experience, in that same thick composition of water and
muck.
Having satisfied our most sanguine hopes as to the

sport, health, scenery, etc., we returned to the hotel and
thence to Upper Ctiateaugay Lake, which at that time
was in a primeval state with the exception of a single
shanty—long since a ruin and its location almost un-
known.

I thought then, and still think, it the most beautiful
body of water, with its surroundings, I ever saw. High
hills nearly all around it, with thick forest down to the
water's edge which no axe had ever touched, nor steamer
plowed its waters.
We made no attempt for deer, but trout were nearly as

abundant as in Ragged Lake, but not of the same color
or flavor.

I visited Ragged Lake in 1859 for the last time, for
soon after the lumbermen built a dam which ruined its

waters so as to destroy the old localities and ruin it for
sport for many years to come. It is now owned by a
chartered club, I believe.
The waters of Upper Chateaugay have also been raised

considerably by a dam at the lower lake, where several
charcoal furnaces are running and consuming the for-
ests of the smrrounding mountains, so that barrenness has
taken the place of living verdure.
Perhaps in the aggregate more pleasure is obtained on

the Upper Chateaugay at the present time than when our
party was there, for noW' it has its thousands of annual
visitors, where it then had its tens.
There are more hotels and near a dozen villas and cot-

tages now surround it. Still I know of no more delight-
ful place to spend a vacation than there. Fishing is

fairly good, while bear, deer and partridge in their sea-
son are occasionally met with.

I have said so much concerning this my first visit that
I must omit all notice of later visits to these waters and
to other portions of the Adirondacks. J. H. D.
POUGHKEBPSIE, Juue, 1891.

A Book About Indiaists.—The Forest and Sttieam will mail
freeon apphcacioa a descriptive circular of Mr. GrinnelTs book,
"Pawneie Hero Stories and folk-tales," giving a table of contents
ftnd specimen illustrations fi'om the volume.—4 do.

CIRCUMNAVIGATING THE ADIRON-
DACKS.

I HAD promised that without fall I would "report in
person" on or before the 29th of July at Potsdam,

N. Y. This involved a long and so often made railway
journey from my abiding place in Brooklyn that my reso-
lution to make it was subjected to considerable strain,
when shortly after making the promise inducements of
a very tempting nature were held out to me to make a
different journey at the same time. The business which
called me to Potsdam could be successfully transacted
even if I were not on hand, so long as the other parties
to it were. The other business I was assured would fall

through without me.
With a slight, very slight hope that I might so arrange

that I might miss neither, I suggested to the friendswhom
I was to meet at Potsdam a postponement, presenting
vividly the hardship to me of being compelled to give up
the fu'st and only chance for an outing in the Adu'on-
dacks that has come to me in a vtry long time; that it

was nearly three years since I had smelt the balsam or
"wet a line;" that the trip was "really necessary for my
health," etc. But I made no impression upon them. The
answer was this: "We would be very sorry indeed not to
have you present, but the day is fixed, the cards ready for
mailing, the clergyman engaged, and we intend to be on
hand at the appointed hour, high noon,"
That settled it. I cleared for my den, lit my pipe and

cogitated. Of course I would go to Potsdam—but, and
the brilliant idea switched on to my brain circuit—why
not go the woods also? Wby not carry out both schemes?
Considering the Adirondacks as a big cyclone, I am in

its southeast quadrant, Potsdam in its northwest; from
S. E. to N, W, IS a straight line; a straight line is—on
paper—the shortest line between two points. It would be
plain sailing from here to the neighborhood of the cen-
ter— say Blue Mountain Lake; thence out, if I could be-
lieve the "Health and Pleasure" book of the New York
Central, for there in "Excursion 768" to "Bine Mountain
Hou^ie and return to New York," the mode of travel and
cost is given; and part of the route is from Norwood, very
near Potsdam and on the same road. But as I gathered
up my reminiscences of travel in this section, or rather
in what I so thought, I was puzzled not a little. I have
years ago gone through to the only Blue Mountain House
that I ever heard of, that on the north side of Blue Moun-
tain Like, in Hamilton county, and my route to it involved
many miles of boating and tramping, lucky when now
and then, here and there, I could piece out with a buck-
board or woods wagon over genuine woods roads.
Stoddard's map did not help me. What I wanted was

on it, but I didn't see it, for I failed to look in the right
place and contented myself with a search all around
Blue Mountain House for any road or any place that a
road could be put, except the one to Lon^ Lake. Nor
could I find within stage range any "Sprang Cove" as
given as starting point for stage.

So I gave up that route and wrote to Mr. Stoddard for
a solution of my puzzle. His rejily, received since my
return, has enlightened me. There is another Blue
MouQtain, and a newer Blue Mountain House in Frank-
lin county, to be reached by the new route to Paul
Smith's, the Northern Adirondack Railroad, but it was
not the one I wanted. The Prospect House, Hollands and
the easy route to the Raquette and its delightful resorts are
"not in it," and the Blue Mountain House, that I have
had good times in, is not that one but another one, and
I'm glad that I didn't save money by buying excursion
No. 768 ticket. There is a Rome in Italy, and one in
New York, yet when one speaks of a winter in Rome, one
don't generally speaking mean the New York city of that
name.
Losing confidence in time-tables, of which I had ob-

tained too many, representing apparently opposing in-

terests, I cut adrift from them, and determined to go it

alone; and as I planned and cogitated, an attack of spring
fever came to me, and I resolved to start at once, and if

the center of that cyclone could not be quickly crossed I
would do as I've had to do in real cyclones, trust to
Providence and the impulses and chances of the mo-
ment to come out safe on the other side.

Thus I planned: I must be in Potsdam on the even-
ing of the 28th ; it is now the 23d. I have six days. I can
have a splendid time if I start at once by the sleeper to
North Creek, leaving this evening 7 :30 ; turn out at 6 A.M.

,

catch the tally-ho or perhaps a seat on a buckboard if 1

can't get the top seat with the stage driver, breakfast at
North River, if as good as the dinner I got the last time
I came out will suit, reach Plollands after a "glorious
drive" in time for dinner; then if Henry Taylor has got
telegram and is not employed he will be there with his
skiff, and we will spend the afternoon of the 24th rowing
down to the Raquette; and there's many a deep hole in

the big lakes, and spring hole in Eagle and Utawanna,
and the river that I, and many more that Taylor knows;
and the chances are that when we pull out at Ned Ben-
nett's, Under the Hemlocks, we will have a few—not
many—good-sized trout, and the certainties ar^ that I
shall have greatly enjoyed the exercise of casting for
them. Even if our basket is bare (and I can hardly be-
lieve that the rapids along Bassett's Carry will fail me
altogether) Bennett's lai-der seldom is. and I am reason-
ably sure of a supper of good trout well cooked.
Then for a loaf and smoke on the pleasant front piazza,

a comfortable night's rest, and an early morning start on
the 25th for Forked Lake, We will dine at Fletcher's,

and if he gives me a poor dinner it will be his first at-

tempt in that line; then down the lake to the carry to
Raquette River; and I'll go over again—in memory—an
adventure I once upon a time had on that carry, when I
encountered a tornado; and that part of it will be
pleasanter to think of and remember than it was to go
through. A whole forest of trees of all sizes standing
quietly on their bases has no terrors for me, but when
trees of all sizes, from saplings to big ones, begin a skirt

dance that soon develops into aerial flights, and rain
every drop a bucketful precedes and follows, trees have
no charms for me. We will probably have time to get
down as far Buttermilk Falls, and even if we stop short
there are several No. 1 spring holes; and if he is still

living and there, the old fellow who runs the stoneboat
carry for skiffs (whose name I forget, but know he was
tall, for the trousers his very deaf wife loaned me while
she dried mv soaked outfit, wouW button around my

;

neck), will, I feel sure, give us a cot in the attic, and
i cook my trout for. supper and breakfast. And then the

morning will be the seventh day, and I will either rest,
go fishing, or more likely si art for Tupper's Lake, thr-ough
it and the other one, and if I can't get through to Paul
Smith's for the night I can, I think, to Childwood, on the
dear little Massawepie, where, nearly thirty years ago,
under the guidance of one of the Gale family, l saw and
killed my first and only deer (for I don't like to kill them;
1 like venison, and I like beef, but I would rather some
one else would do the butchering). And whether it be
Paul Smith's or Childwood, I shall be sure of a ph asant
evening, and will still have Monday and part of Tuesday
to "pull and haul on," and the Northern Adirondack
Railroad will "do all the rest," with a liitle help from
Rome & Watertown.
Thus, and lots more thus, I planned, and the whole

journey seemed as easy as an ordinaxy one.
I made up my mind on the jump; confided tomy wife's

care and trunk such of my costume as would be needed
at the wedding, to which she too was going, but by the
ordinary route; got my gripsack packed, and at about
6 P. M. demanded of the Delaware & Hudson R. R. ticket
agent, "A ticket and berth to North Creek, by 7:80 train."
He looked at me a moment m a way which coupled

with what he said, displeased me, "There's no such train."
"But there is, I have been over tbe route before."
"Yes, that may be; lots of peoj)!e went over it last year."

And he handed me a time table to confirm his statement,
and pointed out that I couldn't start until 11:59 P. M ,

which to me meant that of my seven days' leave of
absence, I could use but one minute of one of them.

I retired to a corner with the time table, a disgusted
man; and my disgust was not reduced when I found that
at the very best 1 could not help being just one day
behindhand on all of my itinerary. I could loaf away the
evening till midnight—and I had seen "Wang" and all

the other shows worth seeing; I could turn out at Albany
6 something A. M.; leave Saratoga at 10, and by good
luck reach Hollands just about the time I had hoped and
expected to reach Bennett's; and not an inch of boating
nor a minute's fishing. Not a trout! It was "tolerable
and not to be endured."
Another idea came to me. As my supposed thorough

knowledge of the entire woods to the westward of the
Adirondack Railroad had proved a dead failure, I began
to think that 1 didn't know anything about it, and made
up my mind to learn something. And to do that I would
explore new fields, and this is the trip which in mind I
substituted: Go to Schroon Lake instead; trust then to
some one who knows something (I was sure I could get to
Schroon Lake alone), and find a way to get over to the
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. road, to strike it if jiossi-

ble at Baldwin; thence by boat or train, whichever
seemed most feasible, and spend the night and next day
at Ausable Chasm; then from Port Kent by rail or boat,
according to which I didn't take before to Plattsburgh.
Then by the Chateaugay road, a novel woods trip into
the heart of the grand old Adirondacks, enjoying every
mile of the journey to Paul Smith's and onwaixl. This
plan, with some modifications, I carried out; but the
"grand old Adirondacks" which that little narrow-
fauge took me through gave me the blues from the start,

or miles and miles we went through and by acres of
stump-covered rocks, covered with an inch or so of soil;

millions of boulders, piles of iron ore, and w^orst of all,

flock after flock of beehive-like structures, surrounded by
thousands of cords of timber to be transformed to char-
coal. It was a dismal ride; and the clearings of years;
ago as we neared Paul Smith's were like jewels m ani
ugly setting. If Dante had met me that day 4ud asked!
my opinion as to a good model for his road to the In-
ferno. I think I should have recommended a trip over the
Chateaugay.

I reached Albany, Saratoga and Riverside at appointed
times, 6 A. M., 7:30 A. M, and noon. Staged it to Potters-
ville, 8 miles, where a very poor dinner did not cheer me
up much; then came a pleasant trip up the lake in the
little steamer Effingham, which I enjoyed until at one of
the hotel landings a large party of people with hook noses
swarmed aboard, and got my camx^stool and my place in
the bow, for as they didn't seem congenial I moved aft.

I was drifting and not perfectly sure where I should be
to-morrow; but as we drew up for one of the hotels, the
Grove Point House, I admired its location and pleasant
surroundings, and went to it, intending to go on to-mor-
row^—this was on Friday. Monday morning found m&
still there, and I would not have left then but my time
was growing short. I liked my room, which was well
furnished, with a comfortable bed; the view from my
window of the mountain across the lake, the table, the
attention, the service, the class of guests I found, and in
short, the whole surroundings.
On Saturday I took a trip to the village, a mile distant,

in the Effingham, the fare from this hotel being simply
"Thank you," In the afternoon I rowed on the lake and
fished, catching numerous fair-sized perch and a couple
of black bass. On Sunday I went to church, this time
tramping with a party, and each evening, for it had
grown cold by nightfall, we assembled in the spacious
parlor, where a bright wood fire made cheerfulness, and
were entertained with delightful vocal music by a gen-
tleman and wife and two young ladies from Albany, Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin and the Misses Gilligan and Malone,.
and the rendering on Sunday evening of "Gloria inexcel-
sis," by one of the young ladies, was superb. On Satur-
day evening there was a little dance as well, for Mirabile
dictu! there were more young men than women at this

favored resort, and all of them apparently good fellows..

They were members of a New Jersey Athletic Club, whO'
take their vacation here. Y'outh so fax favored those
young men that they got as much fun out of catching
a big string of perch, as I used to before trout cut them
out.
The only drawback to pleasure was sympathy with the

landlord, who although far better off than those of most
of the others on the lake, was suffering from empty
rooms. He had about forty guests; can take care of
about three times as many; but every hotel on the lake
was similarly afflicted, and all but one, I was told,

were worse off; and the fact that the seaside resorts and
nearly all of the watering places have this season been
comparatively, empty don't help any. Even at Paul
Smith's there were lots of rooms vacant. We talked thia
over on the piazzas. All agreed that the abnormally cool
summer was principally at fault, but there were those
who sought to find special cautes. I for one. Some
damned the McKinley bill, others the New York Central
Railrnad, which it was claimed was, by making access by
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its own roads easy and by others hard, rery much hurt-

ing this part of the Adirondacks.
To me another reason presented itself. The hotels in

the Adirondacks are no longer in the woodf. There are

no woods where there are railroads a year old. We have
stumps and dead trees in lieu of forest; hotels with elec-

tric lights and Chicago beef in lieu of hunters' camps and
venison; steamboats and railroads in lieu of skiffa and
huckboards; pickerel and percli instead of trout and
salmon trout; conventionalities in place of freedom from
outside contact and influences. The charm has departed.

To those of us who contrast from our own experience the
woods of thirty years ago and their resources with those

of to-day, this is plain; hut for those who are just begin-

ning, let them spend a day roaming around in the deep
sand at Paul Smith's, noting down the comforts and lux-

tiries of the city which are at their disposal, then jump
into a skilf and row up through Spitfire into the Upper
St. Regis, and see the differejice. The fortunate ones who
have camps there are really in the woods. As the season
is but six weeks long, the improvements are making poor
men of the landlords.

The proprietor of the Grove Point very wisely utilizes

his winters, tbe last one in keeping a hotel in Florida;

and this winter he and many of his steady guests are in-

terested in a hunters' camp and family hotel which ho is

to keep on the sea coast of South Carolina, where there
will be no end of quail and bay bird shooting, and "all

tbe comforts of home." He intends, I believe, to trans-

port all of his Adirondack staff , and I with lots of his

guests have promised to come to him. Just when .and

where this Mecca is to be I have yet to learn. If he keeps
his promise to advertise in the Fokest and Stream I

will try to go to his pk- ce.

On Monday evening, when the concert was over, all

of my newly made friends bade me good-bye, for I was
to start early. I had found that I could take a stage

from Schroon to Iron Mountain, then by the Iron Moun-
tain Railroad reach Crown Point at 11:15, but examin-
ation of the Delaware & Hudson Canal Company time
tables showed that this was about half an hour too late

to catch the train for Plattsburgh, and I was compelled
to hire a private conveyance for a 25-mile drive. The
livery man oifered to drive me over for $S, but Mr. Mac-
kenzie, my landlord, secured me a good horse and buggy
for half the money, and at 6 A. M., after an excellent

breakfast, I was olf. If anybody wants to buy a good-
looking horse that can ta^ke two men over a woods road
twenty-five miles in three hours and a half they had
better communicate svith Mr, Cornell, the shoemaker, of

Schroon, who starting (to be accurate) at 5:50 A. M. from
Grove Point, landed me at 9:ia at the Crown Point depot,

after a twenty-five miles drive in three hours and twenty-
eight minutes, with more go left in the horse than he ap-

peared to have had when we started, and not a hair

turned. In one respect it is not to be wondered at, the
morning was simply perfect, a good rain the night before

had hardened the roads and the drive was an episode,

taking in as it did some pretty water and landscapes,

Paradox Lake and Iron Mountain. But although I en-

joyed the drive, it nevertheless seemed strange with a
railroad not overworked running right to the Crown
Point depot, or near it, that it was not so arranged that
tourists could use it. Is this also a little squeeze to help
boom the late Rome & Watertown, now New York
Central'?

At Plattsburgh I took the ChateaugayRoad, and I have
already described how my anticipations of pleasure were
thwarted. Of course there is more sentiment than sense

in my views, The people have got to have lumber and
iron and charcoal; and undoubtedly the material pros-

perity of the country is greatly increased by this road, tor

on it there are a number of apparently thriving, pros-

perous settlements started and lots of business is being
done, but what the settlers will do when the timber gives

out I cannot see. A bushel an acre would be a large crop
to expect from some of the land.
Of course I enjoyed the little time I had at Paul

Smith's, principally though because I spent much of it

on the bosom of Upper St. Regis Lake. On Tuesday I took
the stage to Paul Smith station and reached Potsdam that
evening by 8 o'clock; from there to New York by Rome
& Watertown and New York Central. So I made my
woods trip—circumnavigated the Adirondacks and went
to the wedding, PiSECO.

TWO WEEKS AT SPRUCE LAKE.

OUR party numbered four, all imder twenty years of

age, namely, Shonk, Zack, Sfceen and the writer,

whom the boys had nicknanaed "Kansas Jake" on a
former trip, which name stuck by me (don't infer that

we are dime novel fiends) because I greatly resembled a
party who played that character in the "Bandit King" a
well known border drama. The name was afterward
modified to plain "Kansas." This was our fourth annual
camping trip..

For this trip we had been collecting duffle for months;
every day added some little trinket to our vast collection

until we had collected 3161bs. of luggage besides our
guns, rods, etc., which we expected to tote twelve miles
into the woods. We did not have the pleasure of read-
ing "Nessmuk's" "Woodcraft" until after we came home
from this trip. Had we read it before we would have
saved a great deal of fun at our expense. After weeks
of waiting Aug. 15 came at last, and on that day we
arrived at Abraham's hotel, at the head of Piseco Lake.
Aug. 16, we rose at 5:15 A. M. to find it raining hard.

This was a damper, for we were anxious to be on the
twelve-mile walk to our camping quarters. It stopped
raining at about 9 A. M. We had to walk about half a
mile from the hotel to meet Ceylon Clark, our guide. We
had divided our 3161bs, of dulfle as equally as possible.

This with our guns made quite a load. When Clark saw
our duflUe he gave us a. big laugh and said that we did
not need one-half of it. We immediately sorted out
what we would really need in the woods. He told us
that we could get a fellow who owned a pack horse who
would take the balance of our luggage in for $3. This
we gladly assented to, for we had enough of it at the
half-mile pole. Here we were introduced to a gentleman
from Franklinville, N. Y,, who had spent several vaca-
tions with our guide, and if we did not object, he would
like to go in the woods with us for a few days. We had
no objections, as he looked and proved to be a jolly good
fellow, although he was twenty years our senior.

We set out for Spruce at 11:30 A. M. The trip through

the woods was a hard one, but we pressed on
,
knowing

that we would be repaid for our labor. Clark said that
we were taking a \ery moderate gait. I concluded that
if he callled our present rate of speed moderate, he could
count me out on anything faster at the quarter pole.

Every mile that we left behind vis we would thank Clark
that he had not let ua carry that duffle. Any one who
has followed an Adirondack trail knows how grateful we
felt toward him for relieving us of 79lbs. of luggage. At
3:45 P. M. the blue waters of Spruce Lake shone through
the trees, and in five minutes we were executing a war
dance around Clark's well-built log cabin, where we were
to make our headquarters. We next inspected the inte-

rior of the cabin, and were surprised to find that Clark
had a good wood cook stove and kitchen outfit in his

mountain retreat. He informed us that he had brought
the stove in the woods by piece meal on horseback. We
found sleeping accommodations for eight people, consist-

ing of four double berths, arranged two on each side of

the cabin. The bedding was composed of woolen blan-

kets, deer skins and balsam bonghs. In about one hour
after our arrival at the camp Clark called us to a very
tempting meal.
Aug. 17.—It rained nearly all day, and our time was

spent in swapping stories, reading and playing eeven-up
around Clark's stove, for it was damp and cold.

Aug. 18.—The morning dawned bright and clear, and
Clark, Steen and I went down the outlet of Spruce Lake
to try our luck at trout fishing. Our knowledge of trout
fishing was very Hmited, while Clark is an expert with
the fly-rod. Steen and I had a full line of flies, leaders,

etc., when we started out, but when we retm-ned we did
not have half of our fine collection left. The flies had
flown heavenward and lit on the boughs of the numer-
ous trees that infested the banks of the brook. Clark
and Steen were on the lead fishing down the stream,
while I must have been a quarter of a mile in the rear
when they began calling for me to come up to them. I

started up, but had not gone far when I slipped on a
large flat rock and fell head first in the water. 1 man-
aged to get out without ^. dry stitch on me. I heard the
boys calling me again, and made another start; had not
gone 50ft. when I repeated my previous performance,
this time breaking my rod near the butt. I picked my-
self u.p and sat down, and soliloquized as follows: And
this is the trout fishing that I have heard so much about.
Here I am, a poor, miserable wretch, soaking wet, with
no companion to share my misery. Hearing the boys
calling, I once more started down the center of the
stream, for the center of the stream was the easiest

place to walk, for on either bank the alders were so thick
that it was almost impassable. When I finally came up
to the party I presented a pitiable appearance. The only
consolation that I got was, "that I ought to have had my
bathing suit along."
We took an inventorv and found that om* combined

catch amounted to eighty-six fine trout. Clark caught
the largest fish which weighed BJlbs. We took a trail for

camp; on our way we saw one of Clark's bear traps with
the decomposed remains of a black bear in it. Clark did
not go to the trap until the bear was badly decomposed,
therefore the hide was no good to him. Steen got one of

his clavv-s. We reached camp in about one hour. I was
surjirised to find that my clothes were nearly dry. Zack,
Shonk and Case (the gentlemen who came in with us for

a few days) returned from a fruitless trolling expedition.
Aug. 19.—^The day being Sunday we were not very

active. We took a sail on the lake, Steen saw some-
thing moving on shore, and when we got within about 25

rods he shot and killed it. It proved to be a large hedge
hog. We all went picking red raspberries and got three
quarts of that luscious fruit. At noon Mr. Case took his

departure for home; we were all very sorry to see him
go, for we foimd him a most agreeable gentlemen.

Aug. 20.—Zack. Shonk and Clark went fishing for trout
on the Jessup's River. They returned about noon with
107 fine fish, Shonk taking the lead with a 2|-pounder.
While the trio were fishing, Steen and the writer were
trying our .44-ca]. rifles on the spry little red squirrel,

which animal is found, in great numbers here. Our rifles

were too large for these small creatures, if we had a .22

Winchester we could have killed scores of them. We saw
deer paths a foot wide, and signs as if the woods were
full of deer.

After supper Clark told us to draw cuts to see who
should go with him and float for deer. Steen drew the
lucky stick, and at 9 P. M. he and Clark started out for

the upper end of the lake, where the deer came in to feed
on the lily pads. We waited in breathless suspense for

the report of a gun. At last, about 10 P. M., the welcome
sound came thundering across the lake. We were all

excitement, and were hoping and praying that Steen had
not got that terrible disease known to hunters as buck
fever. The minutes seemed as if they were hours. At
last we were relieved from our suspense, when Clark and
Steen arrived at the landing with a big buck. Cheer
after cheer rent the air as we crowded around Steen and
shook his hand nearly off. We then inaugurated a green
corn dance around the poor unfortunate buck. It was
after 2 A. M. when we concluded our festivities.

Aug. 21.—We arose at 6 A. M. with our mouths all

ready for one of those juicy venison steaks that we had
read so much about. We" found that Clark could cook
venison as well as he could trout. We now had fish and
venison on hand in great abundance, but the groceries

were running low from the constant inroads made by the
voracious gang. This necessitated Clark's going to

Piseco for a new supply. He left us after cooking us a
good dinner, to cook for ourselves. When supper time
came Steen volunteered to act as chef de cuisine. He
prepared us a supper equal to the best: but as a breakfast

cook he was a dismal fafiure. Hie coffee was a villainous

concoction, black as ink, and his potatoes would have
tried the patience of Job.
Aug. 23—We arose to find it raining, and it continued

to drizzle nearly all day. Clark arrived in camp at noon
with a lai'ge supply of groceries. In the afternoon Shonk,
Clark and I went down the outlet of Spruce Lake for

brook trout, in the rain. We i-eturned witii 75 fine

trout, Clark taking the largest fish which weighed Iflbs.

Shonk duplicated my former performance by falfing in

the water and getting very wet.
Aug. 23.—Zack and I went trolling for lake trout, but

did not catch any. Shonk shot and badly wounded a
mudhen, and byhard work managed to catch her. It was
great sport for us to see Shonk chase the poor hen; he hit

I

her the first shot, but it took three shots more before he got

her, and then he caught her. Shonk insisted on having
the hen cooked, and his wishes were complied with. The
meat looked as if it was good, but Shonk could not go it.

Shortly after dinner two hunters who had been camp-
ing on We,st Canada Creek arrived in camp, They were
hungry, so Clark cooked them some dinner; lie also
brought out the remainder of the mudhen which was
left over from dinner. They devoured the mudhen with
great relish, though one of the hunters said that the par-
tridge was quite tough.
Aug. 24.—Zack and Shonk arose at 4 A. M. and went

out on the lake to try their luck at trolling for lake trout,
They had got about one mile from camp up the lake,
when they saw something black moving in the center of
the lake. They rowed as quietly as possible and soon
saw that it was a large buck. As luck would have it

Zack had his shotgun along, loaded with buckshot. They
rowed for the buck, which was making for the shore.
When the deer struck the bottom he started at a furious
pace for the woods. Zack gave him one barrel of his gun
and knocked him down. Shonk got out his big knife
that he bought for such occasions, saying that if he
could not shoot a deer he would cut one's throat. We
were aroused at camp from our slumbers by the loud
cries of Shonk and Zack and the reports of Zack's gun
and Shonk's revolver. We got up and dressed as soon as
possible and started up the lake to find out the meaning
of so much noise. When we came in sight of them we
saw Shonk and Zack embracing each other in great
shape. We reached the boat in a few minutes and wei*e
overjoyed to see a large buck lying in the bottom of the
boat. Clark said that it would weigh over 2001bs. Clark,
Steen and Shonk went fishing for trout on the Jessup's
River and returned at noon with forty-six fine trout.

Clark said that as long as we had so much venison on
hand we would not hunt deer until we had eaten up what
we had, as he did not believe in wastefully slaughtering
game, and we agreed with him.
Shortly after dinner a fellow with his pack horse

arrived in camp with two hunters and their baggage.
They were going to the big Stillwater on the West Can-
ada Creek for a week. When the pack horse arrived in
camp we saw a chance to get rid of some of our surplus
venison. We sent half of the buck that we killed in the
morning to a friend of Clark's who kept a hotel; we
would have sent it to our friends at home, but the rail-

road would not carry it unless one of us accompanied.
About 7 P. M. four chumps arrived at camp, without

any guide. They acted as if they intended to stay and
made themselves at home. Clark'had guided one of the
party in former years. They were very tired and hungry
from their twelve-mile tramp. Clark got supper for them.
We played the good Samaritan and cut balsam boughs for
their beds. When we demanded an explanation as to

what they expected to do in the woods without a guide,
they said that they were informed by the hotel keeper at

Piseco that we were coming out on the morrow (which
was not so). We informed them that Clark was under
pay for five days yet, and we expected to stay our time
out. They were very sorry that they had intruded on us.

Clark was compelled to vacate his berth and sleep on the
floor, which he did very gracefully.

Aug, 25.—The clergy arose at an early hour and went
out trolling for trout. After breakfast we conferred with
the clergy. They said that they did not want to intrude
on us, but as they had walked twelve miles to get in the
woods they did not want to face that twelve-mile trail so
soon. We also thought it was pretty hard for them to
take the back trail without catching a fish or getting a
shot at a deer, all because of a misunderstanding. Of
course they could stay at Sj)ruce Lake as long as they
wished, as the woods are free to all in this country, but
the boats and cook are not. We proposed that Clark
should bake up a batch of bread for them and leave them
to shift for themselves at the cabin, while we concluded
to go to the West Canada Creek, to a camp on the Little

Stillwater. This camp belongs to the Barkers, who keep
a sportsman's resort at Jock's Lake. Clark said the camp"
would probably be unoccupied, but if it was not we would
buiid a shanty.
We got started at 2 P. M., and after a hard walk

reached the camp at 4 P. M. We were happy to find it

unoccupied. We all went fishing, while Clark was busy
getting supper. We returned in about an hour; our com-
bined catch numbered forty-three good trout and about
10,000 chubs, the still Avater seems alive with these pests.

After supper Clark told me to get my nerves steady for

it was my turn to float for deer. At 9 P. M. we started

out. I sat in the bow of the boat, while Clark sat in the
stern paddling. Not a ripple could be heard as we
glided over the smooth surface of the still water. We
had not gone far when we could hear a t-jplashing in the
water, which Clark said was made by a deer. I could
feel something creeping up my spine. I forced it back,
for I knew it would lead to "buck fever." As he kept
drawing nearer and nearer I could hear my heart beat,

and was afraid that the deer w-ould hear it also. As we
rounded a bend in the stream, about four rods off stood a
young deer. I gave him a charge in the side, near the
shoulder, he ran out of the water, but Clark said he was
a dead deer. We went to the spot where he went out of

the water, here we found blood in large quantities.

Clark said he was lying down a short distance away, as

he could hear liim moving. We kept quiet for about
half an hour, then we took up the trail of blood and
found the deer about- six rods from the shore, stone dead.

I was surprised to find him so small. I thought he was
as big as a horse when I saw him in the water. Clark
said that he would weight about I401bs. I was somewhat
chagrined to find that I had kiUed the smallest deer that
had been killed (for I was the largest of the party).

Aug. 26.—We were aroused from our slumbers early

this morning by Shonk, who came running into the
shanty saying that he had seen some wild pigeons' down
by the creek; he caught vip a gun and ran out, shot two
shots in rapid succession. He came in again all excited
and said, "Give me another gun, quick. There are two
more left yet."

"Here," Clark said, "let me go with you and see if you
haven't been shooting little Molly birds instead of pig-

eons." They went out, and as we did not hear the report

of Shonk's gun we concluded that it was a bad case of

pigeon fever. In a few minutes Clark returned with a
broad grin on his countenance. It proved as Clark had
said, the pigeons turned out to be Molly birds. After
breakfast Zack and Clark went out on some woodcock

I

grounds to try their luck with a dog, while Shonk, Steen
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and the writer went down the West Canada Creek to try
luck at fishing. Shonk was in the lead, fishing down the
stream about 10 rods from the writer, while Steen was
the same distance behind mo, when suddenly I heard a
loud shout from Shonk. We knew that something im-
ortant had happened by the noise he made. Steen and
hurried forward and found Shonk had hooked a large

trout; he was giving Shonk and his 8oz. fly-rod a severe
test. Shonk reeled him up within 10ft. of the shore
several times, each time he would make a rush taking
the line oil the reel with a vengeance. Steen got so ex-
cited that he commenced to undress, and was going into
the water to catch the fish with his hands, but Shonk
said to let the fish alone, that if he could not sa^e him
with the rod he wohld let him get away. Shonk suc-
ceeded in landing tlie trout in a few minutes; he weighed
3|lbs. live weight. As the fish did not take to the fly wo
returned to camp. Our combined catch numbered eigh-
teen fish. Zack and Clark retm-ned at 3 P. M. with five
game birds tha.t they called woodcock.
After dinner Clark informed us that we had better

make tracks for the camp at Spruce Lake, as we had
devoured our supply of sugar, butter and coffee, and all

we had for breakfast was half of a loaf of bread, venison
and trout. We held a council of war, and concluded that
we would stay over night and give Shonk a chance to
float for deer (for he had not shot any) that night, and
dine on bread, water and vexiison for breakfast. Shonk
and Clark floated for deer and scared four out of the
water, but did not get a shot.

Aug. 27.—After breakfast we broke camp, and after a
hard walk of two hours we reached our headquarters at
Spruce Lake. We found our friends the clergy still at
the lake in good health and spirits. We passed the bal-
ance of the day in picking berries and reading. In the
evening Shonk and Clark started out to float for deer,
but found the lake too rough for paddling, so they had to
abandon their expedition.
Aug. 28.—As we were going out of the woods on the

morrow, we were very anxious to get a deer to take home
with us. Shonk and Zack said that they could follow the
trail to West Canada Creek, and they would go and float
for deer on the still water, while Clark, Steen and I
would go to Ofctar Lake, which was about three miles up
in the mountains from Spruce Lake. We all got off at 9
A. M. After two hours of hard trampiug we reached
Ottar Lake. The trail to this lake is marked by blazed
trees, and is very hard one to follow. We found Clark's
boat in good shape. Clark and Steen went out and fished
with the fly for about an horn*; they returned with 28 fine
hrook tront, which Clark cooked by stringing them on a
little birch stick and placing it across two crotched sticks
before a bed of coals. After they were roasted he spread
a little butter on them.
About 10 P. M. Clark and I went out on the lake and

fished with a fly and caught forty-tlu'ee trout, the largest
weighiag 2^1bs. , which Clark caught.
Aug. 29.—After breakfast we broke camp and started

for Spruce Lake once more, where we arrived after a hard
walk of two hours' duration.
The boys came in without any deer, but they had nine

brook trout that would weigh on an average lib. each.
They reported that last night they scared three deer out
of the water, but did nob get a sliot at any of them.
We at once began packing our dufiie to go out of the

woods in the afternoon. Just before dinner time our man
arrived in camp with his pack-horse to take out our lug-
gage, Being very tired after our liard day's walk we
retired early at Abraham's. After a very delightful drive
the next day we arrived at Northville just in time to
catch the train, and 3:80 P. M. found us at home, all very
much benefited by the trip. A word about our guide,
Ceylon Clark, will not be out of place here. Besides
being an intelligent and painstaking guide, Clark is a
first-class cook. He was always ready tojilease, and not
a lazy hair graces his head. KIa-NSAs.

Amsterdam, New York.

THE UPPER ADIRONDACKS IN '56.

"/~^ CD bless the old Adirondacks!" spoke Uncle Isaac,
vJT as he glanced at Forest and Stream and noted

there was to be an "Adirondack Number.'" "Tell them
how I spent several weeks out there in tlie woods in '56

along the stream and floating on those beautiful lakes,
and saw during that time no face of a white man, save
that of my guide or perhaps mv own reflected back from
the quiet depths of some of the pure waters," he said.
I arrived at Dannemora on June 21. My old friend

seized my baggage and sent it to his house and then
fave me my choice to follow it or quarrel with him. We
ad been friends too long to quai-rel, so I followed my

trunk and made my headquarters with him.
The next morning I struck into the woods after having

procured a guide who was perfectly familiar with all the
wild region which I proposed to visit and who carried a
large pack of provisions and other, things necessary for
our tramp in the woods.
We arrived at the Chaxy after about three hours. It is

a beautiful sheet of water, five miles in length by one
or more in breadth. Above it to the south and east
tower lofty mountains covered with gigantic timber,
while to the west and north the old forest stretches away
in all its primeval grandeur.
Here first I cast my fly to tempt the silvery denizen of

the lake; here I watched him as it skimmed like a living
insect along the surface, dart fi-om his hiding place and
rush upon the tempting but deceitful morsel, and laugh-
ingly observed his astonishment when he found the hook
was in his jaw. Then followed break and turn, flash and
dive, give and take as the slender rod bent "like a reed
shaken by the wind," in his noble efforts to free himself;
and then yielding sulkily, at last succumbing to the skill

carefully pitted against his strength, he is reeled to the
hand net and deposited in the basket, true spoil of the
good right arm.
From Chazy to Bradley's Pond, some five miles deeper

in the woods directly in our course to the Upper Chateau-
gay, we foimd the well beaten paths of deer, and leaving
Bradlej's we followed the outlet, which was very crooked
in its course, and trout were to be had for the catching.
Resting at the Upper Lake that night, I started next

morning for Ragged Lake, some ten miles deeper in the
wilderness. Ten miles in the forest of a hot June day
with a rifle, rod and basket, is a journey which must not
be lightly considered. Yet when this most magnificent
lake wiis reached I could but fe^l amply repaid for the

'

weary jaunt. Having rigged my rod and line I stepped
carefully to the margin of the lake, overshadowed at this
point by a huge jutting boulder, and threw my fly. It
had scarcely touched the water when it was seized by a
speckled trout weighing perhaps a quarter of a pound, I
caught five or six more as fast as I could throw the fly,
and could have caught any quantity; but we needed only
enough for dinner and I forebore. When skillfully
broiled by the guide I found that no keener relish was
necessary than the ravenous appetite afforded by the long
tramp to their immediate consumption.
Ragged Lake's waters swarmed with trout, and we

rested by its shore for two nights. Here we found the
deer, too, more numerous than we had seen them before.
Long before the night shadows had gathered around us
we saw them stealing out from the thickets that skirted
the lake. They would walk stealthily and warily into
the water, and after stooping their graceful necks to
drink would swim away as if to indulge in a cooling bath
to saturate their red coats, then return and feed quietly
by the shore, secure alike from the annoyance of insects
and the heat of a summer sun. In the night we went out
among them with a light in the bow of our canoe, and
the number we frightened into fits was not small. But
to our credit be it told we left them unharoied, save by
the terrors of our transient presence. We returned to
our shanty and fell asleep under the lullaby of nature's
midnight serenade.

Next day we coasted the lake to explore its hundred
quiet and secluded nooks, and as we lay founder the cool
shadow of a huge fir that leaned out from the rocks to
rest a while and enjoy the beauty of the scenery around
us, we saw a fine deer step into the lake from a point just
ahead of us, and after stooping to drink, wade forward
and strike out apparently for the opposite shore. We
waited until he had got so far from the shore that we
could cut him off, and then put out in chase. The lake
was calm as a mirror; not a ripple disturbed its glassy
surface, save the long wake made by the deer. Hearing
the sound of our paddles, he turned his head and dis-
covered us. For a brief moment he appeared to hesitate
as to what course to take. He looked first in one direction,
then in another, as if to ascertain the surest point of
escape. We were now between him and the shore, and
with energy born of despair he struck boldly forward.
Our craft was as clumsy as frail, and we gained on him
but slowly—stni we did gain on him. it Avas no boy's
play to overtake that deer. In the excitement of the race,
however, we forgot the labor and burning heat of the
sun. Yet we had no thought of taking his life, that we
might have easily done, for my loaded rifle lay in the
bottom of our little craft. Our object was a trial of speed.
A stern chase is said to be a long one, but when about
two-thirds of the way across the lake our canoe was at
his tail. Had we been less excited it would have seemed
cruel to us to witness his fright. He would plunge for-
ward with extraordinary efforts, raising his sleek body
half out of the water, and then settle down again desper-
ately to his work. With a look of genuine wildness, and
distended nostrils, he struggled forward. Once we
shouted a wild hello! as our canoe touched him, and the
poor animal, regarding himself as lost, bleated out in the
extremity of his terror. Still he pressed nobly forward
until his hoofs touched the bottom, then the chase was up.
A few desperate leaps brought him to the beach, and he
plunged triumphantly into his native wilds. We heard
his long bounds and the crashing of the dry brush grow-
ing fainter and fainter, untU they were lost in the dis-
tance and all was still again.
Another night in camp and at early dawn we were off

for Indian Lake, another beautiful sheet of water, about
eight miles deeper in the forest. Here we constructed a
raft, and remained for two days fishing for the lake trout
which were to be caught in abundance; in fact, neither
here nor at Ragged Lake was I able to discover any other
species of fish than trout. On the morning of the second
day we started almost directly west, designing to reach
Meacham's Lake and the Saranacs later. Our dinner was
composed of some beautiful brook trout and two part-
ridges shot by the guide about noon, interspersed with
sundry provisions from the pack of the guide.
A weary jaunt, indeed, yet one to be long remembered

from the many new ejects of interest observed on every
hand. The day had been exceedingly sultry, and a bank
of dense dark clouds rested on the western horizon, be-
hind which the sun was fast sinking. My guide soon
peeled from the trees around us a quantity of bark suffi-

cient to completely cover the roof of the shanty, and we
procured an elegant bed of green boughs.
After our supper of trout, rabbit and partridge, we

stretched ourselves before the fire in the full enjoyment
of our. pipes, listening to those sounds peculiar to the
deep, primeval forest, in the still night air, just before the
storm. Here an owl solemnly hooted in answer to a
neighbor across the lake, the tree toad piped his mourn-
ful trill, and the darkness became profound. About 10
o'clock the bank of clouds from the west had overspread
the heavens. The lightning began to play most vividly,
illuminating both forest and lake for an instant with per-
fect distinctness, and then leaving all in obscurity, im-
penetrable as Egyptian darkness. The deep voice of the
thunder growled and rumbled like an earthquake in the
distance. A low, mysterious moaning was heard in the
forest around us, such as always precedes a storm, as if

the old forest tress were whispering of the danger that
was approaching.
Louder and louder grew the voice of the thunder. The

lightning flashed and played along the surface of the
lake, almost in a continuous blaze. Anon the pattering
of the big drops of rain upon the forest leaves and upon
the surface of the water was heard, and in a few minutes
the storm was upon us. The rain poured in torrents, the
lightning flashed around us, while the booming thunder
echoed and reverberated through the mountains, sublime
yet awful in its detonations. We were securely sheltered,
and there was indeed a sublimity in the warring elements
around us. In an hour the storm moved on. Its roar
receded into silence. The stars peeked out again in their
brightness and the night voices were again lifted up, as
if rejoicing that the tempest had passed away. That
following morning was the most beautiful that I ever
witnessed—so clear, so cool and blight, and such fresh-
ness upon all things around us. The trees wore a brighter,
greener mantle, the little forest flowers a richer hue. The
birds sang more joyously, and the deep voice of the frog
had a note of gaiety in it that it did not possess before.

The lake was perfectly calm, not a ripple disturbed its
'

waters, save where a trout leaped above the surface. It
was a glorious sight, the rising of the sun that morning;
to see him gilding with his beams the tops of the moun-
tains, while in the valley, where that lake lav sleeping,
the grayness of twilight still lingered; to see the light
chasing the shadows down the sides of the mountains;
the rays, first resting on the tops of the tall forest trees,
and then peering through the opening among the foliage,
throwing bright spots upon the surface of the water, and
then, as he rose above the grand old pines, giving his
beams wantonly on the still bosom of the lake.
Many were the happy hours I spent while taking that

trip, listening to the yarns of my old guide, who had.
since early childhood, been a frequenter of these scenes.
He was a man in every tissue and fiber of his brawny frame.

Byron.

ADIRONDACK HOSPITALITY OF THE
OLDEN TIME.

TWENTY-THREE years ago this summer, when I was
a boy of seventeen, with three companions and no

guide I essayed to "do" the Adirondacks for the period of
three weeks.
We were not novices at camping, but woods life in the

wilderness we found to differ decidedly from what it was
within reach of some farmer friend's house, and after two
weeks' experience we were reduced to a fare of hard tack
and coffee, the latter with sugar but without cream or
milk of any kind, and such fish or game as we were able
to capture.
While the deer were thick about us and the larger

game was present by "sign," often near our camp, we,
having no knowledge whatever of hunting in the timber,
were able to add fish only to our bill of fare, and the
monotony of the table was beginning to pall upon our
young palates, when one day, for the first time in a week
that we had seen a strange face, we enjoyed a call from
Jack Sheppard, then and now a noted guide in the Ful-
ton Chain region, who came to ask for his camp, situated
some distance from us on Lake No. 4, the loan of some
coffee, offering to exchange tea for it or in fact anything
else in the way of edibles.
We were well supplied with coffee, having more than

enough to serve three times a day should we have re-
mained for two weeks more, and, therefore, were able to
accommodate hico; but we did not care for tea in return,
and told him so, at the same time setting forth our empty
larder in all its bareness, and asking if we could get any-
thing in the way of meat or vegetables at his camp, which
we stood greatly in need of.

Sheppard was unable to tell us what his party could
do, but promised to return during the day and let us
know.
And he was as good as his word, for a little before

night he appeared with both meat and potatoes, and
better still, an invitation from his party to dine with
them next day.
Time was of little account to us the next morning, and

long before the hour named we appeared at the hospit-
able camp of the gentlemen whom Sheppard was with,
who proved to be two Ithaca men, whose names I have
unfortunately forgotten in the lapse of years. We were
as pleasantly received as if old friends, and shortly asked
to the table.

And such a table! Remember that we had been living
alone for more than two weeks, more than half of the
time upon hard tack and coffee, with occasional fish as
our diet, and that none of us were cooks or had had
much experience in that line, then you will understand
what this dinner was to us. It ran as follows, and I re-
member it as if it were served me but yesterday: Soup-
Frog's legs with potatoes as the vegetables. Meats—Ven-
ison, roast, with apple jelly and sherry. Fish—Lake
trout, stuffed and baked, with butter dressing. Sweet
and Irish potatoes, baked; fresh biscuit, pickles and
olives, canned green corn, tomatoes and peas, with as
good butter as I ever ate. Fresh huckleberry pie, and
then coffee, crackers and Rochefort cheese, and lastly,
Havana cigars and a bottle of port.
Perhaps the wine was not the best after dinner wine,

but I promise you that we did it justice just the same,
and that was the dinner in the heart of the "big woods"
that we enjoyed almost a quarter of a century ago at the
hands of gentlemen who were to us, as we to them, per-
fect strangers,

I have visited the Adirondacks many times since then,
and have been ' 'used white" by scores of campers, but I
doubt if I ever received such open-handed hospitality as
on that August day three and twenty years ago, H,

THE MANTIS SHRIMP.

WE note in a recent issue of the Waterbury (Conn,)
American that "T. Fitzpatrick caught a peculiar

'fish' in Little Brook, back of his place, some time ago.
It is now on exhibition and attracts a great deal of atten-
tion. The fish has a back shell, eyes, tail and two claws
like a lobster, only that the shell is softer; its color is
white: it is about 6in. in length and Hin. thick; it has
three legs on each side of its body about in the center;
three-quarters of the under side of the creature is covered
with a thick growth which looks Hke feathers, and, in
fact, it is a curiosity. Hundreds of people have seen it

and hundreds will see it, but no one has told Mr. Fitz-
patrick what kind of a fish he has caught, and he is of
the opinion that no one will do so."

If Mr. Fitzpatrick and the hundreds of visitors who
have seen his "fish" will examine plate 274 of the
"Fisheries and Fishery Industries," U. S., Section L, they
will probably agree with us that the curious animal above
described is a mantis shrimp, or sea shrimp, a burrowing
crustacean about whose habits little is known. A related
species in Europe is highly prized for food and the Ameri-
can forms might be utilized in the same way. The
growths on the belly resembling feathers ai-e merely the
swimmerets similar to those found on the lobster.

Poisoning raoM Shark's Tooth.—Mr. S. F, Benton,
the well-known artist, who is making the flexible casts ,of

fishps, reptiles, etc., for the Fish Commission exhibit at
the World's Fair, pricked his thumb and finger with t'-^e

teeth of a shark which he was preparing and was obliged
to suspend work eijtirely for several days.—B,
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The Woodcock's Twittek Again.—There is no dotibt

that the general impression is that the woodcock, as it

rises in flight, produces its whistle by the motion of its

wings, especially as the sound appears not to be of a vocal

character. But I have asked myself the question, if the

noise was caused hy the wings, why the bird sometimes

takes to fiiaht in perfect siJenoe? Upon the authority of

Mr. John S. Chilton, of Spring- Hill, W. Va., I am more
than ever convinced that the whistle is entirely vocal.

Mr. C. was a strong advocate of the wing-sonnd opinion,

and did not agree with the views of Mr. Trumbull until

one day, as his dog was attempting to retrieve a bird, he
heard "the exact sound as it was jumping about that it

makes while fiving. He thinks this test conclusive.

Some one, however, may say that the wings being more
or lees in motion while the bird was hopping, makes the

opinion that the sound is vocal still questionable. I think

not, however.—N. D. Elting.

Killed by a Dead Snake.—Florence, S. C, Aug. 12.

—T inclose you a clipping from the Neivs and Courier, of

Charleston, S. 0.: "Little Rosanna Lynch, daughter of

Mr. John Lynch, was bitten by a piece of snake (a water

rattle) on Friday at Little Salem Church, in Florence

county. The people in the community were cleaning off

the church yards preparatory for a protracted meeting.

Mr. Lynch found the snS.ke and cut it in two and threw

it out of the wav, but unfortunately his little daughter,

about 7 years old, accidentally stepped on the head part

and w^as bitten on the foot near the heel and died that

night." The sad event occurred in my neighborhood

and the account is correct. It might be of interest to

some of your readers in showing that a snake cannot be

trusted until dead a week at least.—W. M. Bkown.

Caiieier Pigeons Kil-led.—Ponkapog, Mass.
,
Aug. 15.

—I saw in your paper a sliort time ago something con-

cerning carrier pigeons being shot, and caught by cats.

•The other day a carrier was brought to me that had
flown against the telegraph wires. It lived a short time

and then my brother skinned and preserved it, Around
its leg there was a metal band with the h-'tters and num-
bers F. C G. 96 . Thinking that the owner wordd
wish to know about his bird I thought the surest way of

his doing it would be through the Forest a.nd Stream.—
J. H, BovfLES. A homing pigeon, apparently young,

was found floating in Raritan Bay, Aug. 15, exhausted

but alive. On one leg is a metal tag stamped " '91, E. C.

884." The owner may have it by applying to Miss Mabel
King, Water street, Perth Amboy, N. J.

WooDorajCKS IN Trees.—Milwaukee.—Yesterday I shot

a very large specimen from a young straight tamarack,

the diameter about 35ft. up, where the woodcock clung,

was hardly Sin, He was evidently driven there by a

shepherd dog accompanying me and succeeded in reach-

ing that height by making use of the small regular

branches with fore and hindlegs.—H. D.

White Muskrats.—Canton, N. Y., Aug. 15.—About
white musisracs: Some boys killed one on the Grasse

River about four miles above here one day this week. I

did not see it, bub quite a party of campers did. After

all iiad looked it over they threw it in the river and let it

float off. It is the first one I ever knew of in this section,

—J, H. R.

km0 §dg mi ^tit^.

The eulL text's of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Booli of the

Oame Laws,

NEW HAMPSHIRE MOOSE. DEER. CARIBOU.

THE new deer law of New Hampsbire reads: "Act of March
26, lSi91.—Sec. 1. If auy person shall at any time, except be-

tween the fifteenth day of September and the first day of Novem-
ber, hunt, kill, destroy or capture vvi^h doga any moose, caribou
or deer, or between the first day of Janusry and the first day of
September in any manner hunt, liill. destroy or capture any
mooi^e, caribou or deer, within the limits of this State, he shall be
flncfl flfiy dollars for every such, animal so huQted, killed, de-
stroyed, or captured, or be imprisoned not excee 'ing six months,
or both. Sec If any person during the open season of any
year shall ca,tch, rake, kill oi' destroy more, than one moose, two
caribou, or three deer, lie shall be punished as provided in section
one of this chapter for every moose, caribou or deer destroyed in

excess of soid uumber, and if any person shall have in his posses-
sion more than the aforesaid number of moose, caribou, or deer,
or parts thereof, such possession shall he. prima facie evidence ol
baying unlawfully killed or destroyed the same."
The text of the law as a hove is given in full in the July number

. of the Booli of the Game Laws.

\A CHICKEN HUNT IN THE NATION.

SEDALIA, Mo,
,
Aug. 18.—A party of six of us left here

at 6 o'clock P. M, on the 14th inst. boimd for the In-
'; dian Territory to have a day's shooting with the prairie
chickens of that far-famed country. Our destination was
forty-four miles from the Kansas line on the main line of
the M. K. & T. railroad, a distance of 270 miles from our
starting point. We arrived there at about daybreak the
morning of the 14th. As had been prearranged every-
thing was in good shape, and the prospects for an early
start were flattering. Breakfast was soon ready, but we
got ver}' impatient waiting for the team that was to take

j
us to the hunting grounds. Finally the master of cere-

I monies was prevailed on to go and liurry up the team. He
soon came back with a long face saying, "I have always
heard it was no use to try to hurry these natives and I

guess it's about right." In about an hour the wagon
came: and water, ice, guns, dogs and men were loaded;
and we were off to the stubble fields, which were about
three miles off.

The day, up to 11 o'clock, was an ideal one; it was cloudy
and pleasant, with a southerly wind. We were un-
loaded about 2i miles from town, the driver pointing out
to us the fields in which we were likely to find chickens.
The wagon would have to go several tuiles around on
account of wire fences. He pointed out a house, about 3
miles to the north, where he said he would go and order
dinner for us. Everything being understood, we scattered
out and started across the prairie. We had four dogs,
none of which had ever seen a chicken, but each owner

was backing his dog and was satisfied that his dog would
soon make a record for himself when we found the game.
We crossed a beautiful creek, and on the north side was
a very large field with wheat shocks standing all over it.

We took a quarter of a mile of this field and went straight

north. Every man kept his eyes on the dogs, expecting
every step to see his dog stop staunch and rigid on a covey
of young hens. On we went slowly, giving the dogs
time; and they hunted beautifully, but when we had
gotten to the north end of the field we had not seen a
chicken. Here we divided, three going with two dogs to

the east, and three with the other two dogs to the west.

The writer was with the west crowd. As we started west
through some high prairie grass an old cock got tip

wild and went about 300 vds., and was marked down in

^some very high grass. We followed him up. The grass

was too liigh for the dogs to work, so we walked on, hop-
ing some of us would start him, and we did. He got up
within 20ft. of the writer, and made as much racket and
looked as big as an old gobbler. He came down though
in response to a load of No. 83, in 20ft, from where he
starteti. This gave us new hope; and going west on a big

ridge along the edge of a cornfield, we found a small
bunch and got three more.
The other boys, who had gone east, heard us shooting

and oame to us. As they got within some hundred yards
of us one of our dogs made a beautiful point and was
nicely backed by the other. Several chicks got up scat-

tering and we bagged four. An Irish setter in the other
party made a fine stand about this time and her owner
killed a single. Soon another dog stopped and a single

was scored. We hunted on this ridge until eleven o'clock,

but failed to find any more birds.

By this time the clouds had disappeared and the sun
came down very hot. We then started to the house for

dinner. Wo arrived there to find no one at home, nor
Avas our wagon in sight; but we soon found the well, and
the water was fine. In about half an hour our wagon
came up and the driver told us we would have to go on
about a mile and a half further to get dfnner. We arrived
at this next place about 13 o'clock, some of us as near
dead as alive from the heat. Here we had in a short time
a very good dinner, for which we paid 25 cents each.
Aftei- dinner we started west, and hunted faithfully until
night, but only found one more covey of chickens, souro
of w^hich we killed. Our principal work during the after-

noon was in one stubble field of two thousand acres. The
owner had threshed about 12,000 bushels of wheat and
had about 6,000 more to thresh.

We got back to town about dark with 19 chickens all

told. We reached home the next morning at 8 o'clock.

Those who ai e anticipating a trip to shoot chickens in the
Nation, I would advise to wait until September or until
it gets cooler. Our trip was a failure so far as the hunt
was concerned. We found no chickens to speak of. That
there are chickens there there can be no doubt, but there
is lots of country for them to be in and I dare say that
ours is not the only party that will meet with disappoint-
ment this year. The country is the most beautifitl I have
ever seen, and I passed through several fields of corn that
were far ahead of anything 1 ever saw, and it would have
been hard for any one to have made me believe that corn
could grow so large and fine. There are legions of quail
there; we found covey after covey, and none seemed to

have less than 40 or 50 birds in them, the most of them
well grown. L. S. E.

STILL-HUNTING DEER WITH BIRD DOGS
Editor Forest and Sirearn:

"Still-huntiBg deer with bird dogs,'' says "H. L." in

the Forest and Stream of the 13th inst., recalls to mind
my experience in hunting deer with a bird dog.
Three years ago our party, consisting of Reams, Kizpr

and Foreman, of Osceala, and Thorn Moore and myself,
of this place, arranged for an October hunt in the "Green
Woods." Tiie Osceola party was to meet us at our camp.
Reams had written us to take along a good hound or two
and he would do the same. On the morning that we
were to start something turned nj) that Thorn could not
go, leaving me to hunt another companion and also to

look after the dogs. Our old standbys, Drum, Dan and
Gal, had made their last chase and I must look elsewhere.
Sport was a dog owned by a neighbor. He was a cross
between a cocker and an English setter and looked just

like an overgrown cocker, and his owner said he would
hunt anything, i loaded Sport into the wagon, and at

6 o'clock was ready to start to camp. I had no compan-
ion and did not care to drive the twenty miles alone.
.Just across the river I had to pass the house of a neighbor
boy, Percy Showers, who was only fifteen years old, but
a good ail round shot with the shotgun. Percy had
never seen a live deer, but I was willing to trust him;
so I threw my old Parker and a dozen buck shells into
the wagon for Percy and started. My young friend was
delighted when his parents told him he might go with
me, and away we went.
When we reached camp. Reams first looked at my bird

dog and then at Percy, then he said, "Where is Thorn
and the hounds? You will play the devil hunting deer
with a bird dog and a boy and a shotgun." We did play
the devil, as the story will show.
Our first chase was made on Winter's Ridge. Foreman,

Percy and myself were placed in line across the ridge
covered with very heavy timber, while Reams and Kizer
took the two hounds and Sport, our bird dog, to make a
drive. The leaves were mostly on the trees, and the
wind blew so hard that it was almost impossible to hear
the hounds if they should start a deer. The watchers
had stood upon the crossings for some two hours, but no
chase came. Thinking that no deer would be raised,

Percy and Foreman came over to my stand a.nd were
discussing the fadure of the drivers, when above the
noise of tlie trees and coming down the wind was heard
in the distance and very indistinctly the yelping of Sport.
Leaving Percy where he stood Foreman and I started to
other crossings. We had got but a short distance away
when we heard Percy's gun. I turned to see what he
had shot at, and had jmt time to get one shot at a four-
pronged buck as he went over some brush and out of
sight. I walked over to where the boy stood, and said to

him, "I'm sonry now I didn't stay here. I might have had
a better shot." Percy said in rei^ly, "I'm sure I hit him,
for he just stopped long enough to allow me to get the
sights on him, and I put the load right into his shoulder."
I walkerl over to where I had last seen the deer, followed
the trail some SOyds., and found the buck dead with two

buckshot through his heart, two in his neck and one in
his shoulder.

I bled the deer and laid him across a log, and tui-nedto
listen for the dogs, when I heard Sport giving tongue for
all he was worth. In less time than I can tell it, he came
up and took his position by the deer, the proudest dog
you ever saw. In a short time the two hounds came up
on the trail and attempted to claim the dear; but Sport
was master of the situation, for it was his game, and in
about one minute he had thrashed both those hounds and
had again taken possession of his deer. Sport had raised
the deer on the south side of the ridge and without
any help whatever from the hounds had driven it to the
boy with the shotgun, who did his work like a veteran.

We made many chases with Sport, and he proved him-
self the equal of any hound as a hunter and a trailer of
deer; and I have never heard Reams speak of that meet
without praising the bird dog and the boy and his old
Parker, Frank Y. Harris.
OLEARMEtiU, Pa., Aug. 17.

A SHORE BIRD INCIDENT.
''f'^HERE are some prospects for shooting in Massachu-
X setts when the law is off. The Restocking Com-
mittee of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective
Association have encouraging reports from the quail and
praune chickens they put out last winter and spring. The
committee has, in all, over 50 reports, and scarcely one
is unfavorable. They have reports of 13 broods of prairie

chickens, and all appear to be doing weU. Tiaere is a
complaint from one of the islands stocked that the birds

have flown over to the main land, as indeed the com-
mittee rather expected they would. The quail appear to

have reached a larger size "at this time than they had by
the middle of September last year. Mr. A. Tompkins,
of Waltham, has been "up to camp," eight miles up the
Sudbury River, and there in the meadows he saw, the
other day, two good broods of quail. The birds were
lai'ger than he expected to see and remarkably tame. He
got very near them and they did not seem to be alarmed.
Residents say that they have been in the meadows all

summer. Mr. Tompkins is quite sure that the quad are
from the birds that were put out last winter. When any
of the old birds are shot it will be known, for the birds
that were put out in that section each had a little section
of rubber tubing around the leg.

Some of the boys are trying for shore bu'ds, summer
yellowlegs, plover, etc., but not yet with very marked
success. Two boys from the Chamber of Commerce

—

they object to the use of their names and may hardly
like to be called boys—^have been practicing with bird
calls and getting decoys ready for some time. Monday
morning they were ready. They both live at Beach-
mont, and down by the shore and across the creeks, a
mile or so is a good location for flights of shore birds.

They resolved to be there early. There are one or two
booths there to shoot from, and tlie first man to get in
has the booth at his command till he chooses to give up
shooting. Only one of the booths is of any particular
use, for the birds can be called down only to this one.
The boys started before daylight, and after some pad-
dling in an old boat with a broomstick and a shingle,
and the wading of one or two creeks, they were near to
the best booth. They started for it only to see another
man a few steps ahead of them making for the same
booth. Then began a race for position, but the stranger
got the booth just a few feet ahead of the Chamber of
Commerce boys. He rushed in with an exultant "Not
this time, my hearties!" He had the position, and day-
light was just breaking; so the boys were forced to take
the upper booth, from which only a few birds have been
shot. They began to call, and soon the birds came, but
each time to swoop down directly in front of the boys'
rival. He got several shots and a number of birds before
our friends gave up in disgust, not having got a shot.
They started for home and he invited them to come a
little earlier another day, and get there in time to get the
booth—if they were able. He also thanked them for
calling the birds down. The boys say that he is shooting
birds for the market, and that one has got to get to the
booth pretty early in the morning in order to beat him.

Special.

MICHIGAN DEER RESORTS.
CRYSTAL FALLS, Mich., Aug. W.—Editor Forest

and Stream: I will give you the best points for
deer in this section.

The vicinity of Fortune Lakes stands first. These
lakes, three in number, ai'e four miles from town,
reached by a good wagon road. Camp grounds are
splendid, runways between the lakes. The best place to
camp is at the dam at foot of last lake. The hunting is

excellent in every direction from this point.
Chicagon Lake and the Brule are next in order. The

lake is ten miles from town, is five miles long, and the
Brule is only three miles from the foot of the lake.
Splendid camp grounds. Canoes can be rented from the
Chippewas for 50 cents to $1 jjer day. The best ground
is on the south and west side of the lake.

Nest is the south side of the Mes-que-cum-e-cum, or
Paint River, with headquarters at Camp 4, L. W. & V. S.
Co. This camp is eleven miles by "road" from town. I
cannot recommend the road to a rheumatic patient. It's

rough. Between Camp 4 and the Chicagon River there
is lots of game.
The Hemlock andMichigamme River districts are good,

but are being hunted to death now, so that by Sept. 25
the game will be scared out. The other places named
are easily reached and the deer are there.
The liverymen will take parties on to any of these

grounds with their camp outfits at very reasonable rates,

$5 for the trip at the outside, The best equipped stable
for these trips is HoUister & Co.'s; they will meet parties
at train on receipt of message at any time. C. & N. W.
R. R. is the only line reaching this place. There is a
scarcity of guides here; the only ones I think of are Elon
and Milan Stowed, Marion Buskirk, H. G. Fiibley (lives

at Chicagon Lake) and Mr. Carr, care of J. E. Bower.
These are the only reliable ones unless an Indian will do.
The Cbippev^'as live at the lower end of Chicagon Lake.
I will see these parties at any time and engage them for
any persons you may suggest.

I woidd like to take a couple of hunters out for a week
or two myself for sport and not for pay if I could get
away. When the season opens I will probably be in the
woods near Camp 4. "H. H, P
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111. Aug. 21.—Thus far the sportsmen have

won victory without a struggle in tlieir restaurant
cases. A pretty tight with the Richelieu Hotel was looked
for, but was not to be. Manager Beniis went to Mr. Low,
prosecuting attorney for these cases, and made some in-

quiries.

"Mr. Low," said he, "what sort of a case have you got
against my hotel? What proof have you, anyhow? '

"Well," said Mr. Low, "two of our folks went to your
cafe, wrote out an order for two prairie chickens, got
them, paid for them, and brought away a portion which
will be produced in evidence against you. You have no
case."
"Great Scott!" said Mr. Bemis, I shouldn't think I had.

I don't want to defend any such case as that. I'll pay my
fine, and go home and give my steward h— . I don't
want to sell illegal game."
The poor stewards, how they are catching it these days.

Mr. Bemis paid Ms $25 and costs, and let us hope he gave
his steward the promised article as aforesaid,

Billy Boyle still says he will light, and we hope he will.

His case comes off Monday next.
Last week I spoke of finding illegal game at Rector's

restaurent after he had been prosecuted once. Mr. Rector
will learn wisdom later on. On Friday last, Aug. 14,

Messrs. F. A. Place, T. W. Pattison and C. W. Lapham
went to Rector's place and ordered three teal, and got
them. Mr. Place asked if they were not afraid to sell this

game, and the waiter said his orders were to sell game at

any and all seasons. Mr. Place asked him to note that
he would prosecute, and made a record of the date and
circumstances.
One would think that Mr. Rector would have had better

sense than to go ahead after this, but it seems he did not.

A week n'^o I asked Billy Farmer to take a friend and go
to Rector's after duck. Yesterday at noon, Aug. 20, Mr.
Farmer and Mr. C. W. Ashton went there, and ordered
two teal, as per the bill of fare.

"How long will it take?" asked Billy.

"I'll see if we have any duck, first," said the waiter.

He retmned and said they could get teal, and they did
get them. I saw the leg of one of them and no question
about it is possible. This would seem to locate about six

new oases against Mr. Rector, which at $33 each would
foot up $193, just what Mr, Kern ought to nave paid, and
just what Mr. Rector probably will have to pay. One or

two fines like that, and a restaurant man is going to learn
a whole lot of sense pretty quick, whereas $35 might not
serve that purpose.
These cases have, however, done good unquestionably.

Last night, for instance, I found tha.t the Stock Exchange
restaurant had taken duck from its bill of fare, and I

could not get any. To-day I dropped in at the Lakeside
restaurant and asked for teal.

"We haven't got any game," said the waiter. "There's
been half a dozen men fined $35 for selling it lately, and
we don't dare sell it."

"Is that so?" said I, "who was it got fi^ned?"

"Ob, Bemis, -and Kinsley and a whole lot of them,"
said the waiter, with an inaccuracy which I could have
corrected, for Kinsley has not been fined. The head
waiter then came along, and I asked him if he had any
game. He said:

"Game? Why of course we've got game. Here—"
"No we ain't," interrupted my waiter, "Boss says he's

afraid to serve it."

"Oh, that's only prairie chicken," said the head waitei*.

"We've got woodcock and duck and all that."

"I don't cai-e, it's all game, and all game is out of season
now," said the waiter, stoutly, though inaccurately, so
finally I did not get any game here. The effect of the
late cases was evident.
There is a member of a big hardware firm here, which

latter also sells some sporting goods, who has been down
in Indiana hunting, and who killed half a dozen prairie
chickens there. His partner says that such was his own
admission. I know the name but dare not give it, for I

have no direct proof that he killed the birds, more's the
pity.

Here is a nice special-car-railway-official sort of an
item to be in the dispatches, isn't it?

"Danville, 111., Aug. 16.—[Special.]—E, A, Peck, gen-
eral superintendent of the Cincinnati, Cleveland, Chicago
and St, Louis Railroad; A. G. Wells, superintendent of
the Peoria Division; J, W, Simmons, station agent at
Paris, 111., and Dr. George Blackman, of Indianapolis,
came over in a special car from Indian.aj)oli3 yesterday
to hunt quail and jDrairie chickens. Late in the evening
they were arrested by otficers Rittenhouse and Kinney
for "violating the game law. The Vermillion County Fish
and Game Association will take a hand in the prosecu-
tion,"

More power to the Yermillion County Association! The
sportsman's day dawns.
"Aug. SIS.—^IMessrs, Place and Lapham have gone to Minne-
sota after chickens, Mr. Place's hay fever always breaks
out on A.ug, 20, which somehow happens to be the chicken
date in Minnesota.
Mr. C. S, Dennis and Mr. Clark of the Hibernian Bank

of this city have gone to Detroit Lake, Minnesota, for a
six weeks' stay. This will give them a fine trip in a mag-
nificent country. They will be joiiied in early October by
Mr. W. L, Wells, of the Shober & Cirqueville Litho. Co.
of Chicago, The latter gentleman is known by thous-
ands of sportsmen who do not know his name, through
the fine lithographs, "Mallards" and "Teal." These marsh
scenes could be drawn only by an artist and a sportsman.
By the way, Mr, Wells wa"s up at Detraifc lakes two

years ago, and had magnificent wildfov\d shooting. He
spoke of this to that veteran market hunter. Bill Griggs,
well known along the Illinois River, and perhaps as well-
posted a shooter on fowl as any of the land, he and Abe
Kleinman having prospected together for new country
many a time, Griggs did not say much, but last fall,

when Mr. Wells again appeared at Deti'oit for his fall

shoot, he found Bill and his partner there ahead of him.
These men shot th^t fail in and around that country, and
Griggs later said uiat he had never seen mallards so plen-
tiful in all his experience, except in the earlier days on
New Ma.drid marsh. As water and feed ai-e generally
good in the Northwest this fall, it is likely that the fowl
shooting arouad Detroit will be good. The bass fishing
in the adjacent lakes is too well known to need mention
here. Chicken shooting I do not know much about in
that region, but Mr. Wells says they got some birds not
ax west of Detroit.

Messrs. F, S, Baird and M. R. Bortree. the latter our
new game warden here, are absent on their annual
chicken trip to South Dakota, and will not return till the i

middle of September,
Week before last, Aug. 10, a gentleman killed eighteen

jack snipe at Fox Lake. Ed, Howard says there were
numbers of snipe in. This would seem pretty early for
that bird in this region.
Woodcock shooting cuts a small figure in Chicago

sport, but once in a while one hears of a bag. Earlier in
the season Henry Ehlers killed 30 cock near Thayer,
back of the Diana Club grounds, on the Kankakee, and
week before last, in a day and half of not very hard
work, he got 16 woodcock and 83 bass, a verv good mixed
bag.
The Kankakee looms as a fishing stream. Mr. Mussey

joins Mr. Card for a week of it at Mak-saw-ba now. Mr.
Card got 15 bass last Thursday. I do not hear of such
fishing anywhere around in this hot weather. Tbe gen-
tlemen who are founding the new club down at Koutts,
Ind,, on the Kankakee, tried the fishing near their pro-
posed gi-ounda and made some exceedingly heavy catches,
Mr. J. Sy, McAuley is prominent in the work in getting
up this new club. Some of the best snipe ground in the
West lies just back of Koutts, and the grounds are well
chosen for shooting purposes, as well as for fishing, which
last is only a side issue.

By all means the most considerable shooting party of
the city on Sept. 1 will be that which will go to the Hor-
icon marsh, in Wisconsin. This event is awaited with
interest, and will be fully described, as earlier men-
tioned.
Mr, M, J, Eich, the meteoric trap shot who has been

shedding effulgence around here for the past year or so,

will depart for the Illinois River, Hennepin way, as soon
as the season opens for ducks. Indeed there will be a
general exodus for the marshes at that date. The Chicago
boys are great duck shooters.
Dr. H, C, Buechner is back from his pleasant EuroiJean

ti'ip. It would seem that he did not go afield there, but
abode mainly at Munich. The Doctor says that at
Munich, for 36 pfennige, or 6 cents, you can get a glass
of b!?er as long as your arm.

Dr. J, M, Hutchinson won the Ft, Dearborn Club medal
yesterday with a straight score of 15, Cumberland Lodge
shelters a number of shooters, field and trap.
Mr, Alex, T, Loyd and Mr, J, L. Wilcox have been

having a little trial or so of their ability at the trap, to
the disappointment of the latter gentleman, as see trap
scores. Their first race, over a week ago, resulted 42-37
out of 50, in favor of Mr. Loyd. Mr, Wilcox then offered
$50 that he could beat Mr, Loyd's first score, and another
$oO that he ciuld beat his next score, Mr, Loyd cheer-
fully agreed, and the next match, shot last Saturday, re-

sulted 43-41 out of 50 for Mr, Loyd, Mr. Y/ilcox thus
losing both wagers. Alex, Loyd is not safe to go against,
for you can't tell what he is going to do; but a gamer
loser or more gentlemanly winner does not live in Chicago,
at least.

Mr. W. L, Shepard was going after trout and didn't go,
and may be going after d.eer later on. Apropos of this
they tell an interesting story of Mr. Shejiard's fast year's
trip after deer in the North Peninsula, It seems that he
hired a couple of guides to take out some hounds to start

a deer for him. The guides stationed him on a runway,
and went ofl". Mr. Shepard staid at his post half a day,
and then started bom e, not having heard a sound of hound
or deer. On his way in he blundered over an old logging
camp, and peering in saw both the guides fast asleep,

with the hounds chained up near by. This made Mr.
Shepard angry, and he came home. Maybe the guides
knew it was illegal to hound deer, and so let Mr, Shepard
down easy. Anyhow, this is the story.

The many friends of John Gillespie are grieving over
his condition. He has been stricken with total paralysis
of the lower limbs, and no hopes are given for his recov-
ery of their use. No better known figm-e of Chicago
sportsmanship than John Gillespie. The boys go out and
visit him at his home and comfort him as they can,
A sad affair occurred at Lake Marie, one of the Fox

Lake chain, last Saturday, in which a lad named Dun-
lap, of Oak Park, lost his life. He and another youth
were on the lake with a boat; Dunlap, who could swim
but little, holding on to the boat and paddling with one
hand, further supporting himself with one of the oars
under his body. All at once he lost his hold on the
boat, sunk with the oar, I'ose once and then disaj^peared
forever. Three days' faithful search failed to find the
body, which is doubtless tangled in the heavy weeds
which cover the mud bottom of these truly dangerous
lakes, I was there the day after tbe disaster, and they
were firing cannon and using dynamite in the effort to

raise the body. This may be effective so early after

drowning, though I don't see why. Then a diver was
brouarht on from Chicago, and rigged in his heavy armor
went down to the bottom of the lake. He came up a.t

once, saying that the attempt was useless, as he sunk to

hia waist in the weeds and mud. The body was not
found. When I looked at the distance out these boys had
gone over the deep and treacherous water, I was more
Bti'ongly than ever impressed with the foolhardiness and
carelessness sometimes shown by boys. Lake Marie is

dangerous enough for the strongest swimmer. The fish-

erman who goes out of his boat into the weeds of these
lakes, is lucky if he ever regains shore or boat.

Major Maitland-Kirwan, of the English army, has
passed through, en route for his eighth annual hunting
trip to the Rocky Mountains, where he anticipates repe-
tition of earlier success.

Mr, A. W, "Wiley," or Mr, Bmner, of Riverside, Cali-

fornia, goes back to the Golden State without the scalj) of

the redoubtable J. A, R Elliott, of Kansas City. The
two shot last Monday at Kansas City, Mr. Elliott scoring
47 out of 50 birds, and Mr, "Wiley" '44.

Great interest is ctu-rent to-day in the match between
the Milwaukee and Chicago teams, now in progress, as

see trap columns,
A little more trap shooting before the fall field season.

Elkhart, Ind., shoot begins Aug. 26, The thirteenth
annual of the Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association
opens on the 25th and lasts four days, at Jacksonville,

111., Charlie Sfcrawn and Jim Stioe's town. Both good
events.
Mr, O^^car Blomgren again asks me if I know about the

pickerel's tail, and again I must ask if anybody else does.

"In Sweden they showed me," said Mr. Blomgren, after

his return from a tour of that country, "that when

pickerel are biting well you will find that the split in the
tail, between the two lobes or forks of the tail, runs
deep, and almost clear up to the flesh. When the fish

are not biting much this split is nearly gi'own up. The
boatmen would look at the tail of theinckerel we caught,
and say, 'Now they will bite well,' or •They will bite well
in a week, or two weeks,' I do not know whether or not
a pickerel's tail fluctuates with his appetite. Do you?"

If it does I don't know it. But this reminds, one how
careless is the common observation of the fishes and birds
we are accustomed to handle, I confess I have always
looked rather more closely at the other end of a pickerel,
but must look for that split tail the next time.
The best fishing since June will begin now in two or

three weeks, but will be lost sight of in the shooting.
Fall is the best time for pleasure in Upper Wisconsin.
No trout then, but no mosquitoes either, and plenty of
mascallonge and deer.
Mr. C. M, Townsend, of Knox> Ind., secretary of the

Northwestern Indiana Shooting Association, in sending
in scores of the late pleasant Crown Point tournament,
unfortunately too late for use, remarks, "We had in use
one of Paul North's electric traps, which was a most pro-
nounced success, not causing a balk during the day."
Electricity in trap pulls, both for live bird traps and tar-
gets, is a foregone conclusion.
Aug. ^c?.—I notice Forest and Stream is good enough,

to reply piartly to my query as to the weight of the pick-
erel by recounting the characteristics of the cheeks and
gill covers. These were already in mind, and it was
only the question of possible weight that bothered; there-
for I was glad to see in the correspondence columns of
the same date the reply to "F. A. S.,"that the largest
true pickerel does not attain a weight of over 81bs, In
Iowa we always used to call these larger fish by their
right name of "pike," though I fear we included also the
pickerel under that name. Here in lUiaois and Indiana
and Wisconsin everything in the pike or pickerel line is

called "pickerel," no matter how big. We have still a
few men left around here who insist that the mascallonge
is "only an overgrown pike or jnckerei,'' but these are
men who never saw a mascallonge. The latter fish,

placed alongside the pike, no more resembles it than it

does a catfish, or at least it is as easy to distingni^h. The
question of a 31b.o. "pickerel" or "pike" is harder to de-
termine. Mr. H. B. Frazier, who first started this ques-
tion of the weight of the real pickerel, caught an lllbs.

fish at Powei's Lake this spring, and a wager was laid by
his friends as to whether it was or was not a pickerel.
No description of the cheeks or gill covers could be had,
and it remained only a pure question of weight to decide.
Now it seems, as per Forest and Stream of Aug. 20,
that the fish could not have been a true pickerel, but was
a pike. The big Ka,nkakee and Fox River "pickerel,"
mauger a look at their cheeks, may also be pronounced
off-hand to be pike and not pickerel. This will relax
many wrinkles of thought around Chicago.
irr>M0NB0E Street. E. HotjGH.

HINTS ON HANDLING GUNS.
.Editor Forest and Stream:
Having been asked bj friends frequently for advice for

their boys in handling guns, I .send you a digest of same.
Perhaps, as the shooting season wiil now be on soon, you
might think them worth publication :

1, Empty or loaded, never point a gun toward yourself
or any other person.

2, When afield carry your gun at the half-cock. If in
cover let your hand shield the hammers from whipping
twigs.

3, When riding from one shooting ground to another,
or whenever you have your gun in any conveyance, re-

move the cartridges, if a breechloader,' it being so easy
to reiDlace them. If a muzzleloader, remove the caps,
brush off the nipples and place a wad on nipple, letting
down the hammers on wads—simply removing caps some-
times leaves a little fulminate on the nipjjle, and a blow
on the hammer when down discharges it.

4, Never draw a gun toward you by the barrels,

5, More care is necessary in tlie use of a gun in a boat
than elsewhere; the limiled space, confined action and
uncertain motion making it dangerous at the best. If

possible, no more than two persons should occupy a boat.
Hammerless guns are a constant danger to persons boating.

6, Always clean your gun thoroughly as soon as you
return from a day's sport, no matter how tired you feel;

the consequence of its always being ready for service is

ample return for the few minutes' irksome labor.

Boston. Eeignolds.

WORCESTER NOTES.
WORCESTER, Mass.—Everything has been so quiet

the past season that material for a letter does not
seem to be forthcoming, still, lest you think we have all

retired from the field, I will skim over the season's happen-
ings just to keep Worcester on your map.
The trout fishing has been unsatisfactory on the whole.

A few nice baskets were taken, but lack of water closed
the season unusually early and the season's catch has been
far below that of 1890.

The plover shooting was also poor on native birds, one
bag of 11, two guns, being high. The bulk of the flight
should be here now but I have heard of no good shooting,
though a few have tried the Princeton hills the past week.
Trap shooting has held its own, a.nd a good crowd turn

out to the weekly shoots. A friendly match shot last

Monday between A. B. F, Kinney and W. R. Dean at 50
clays, $25 a side, the entire stakes to go to the club treasury,
created considerable interest and sport, A strong wind
caused the birds to behave bacUy and a good score was
impossible. Dean managed to break 36, but Kinney was
not in the race at all, only breaking 17. The coming tour-
nament of the club should bring out a large field of
shooters as good purses are guai-anteed for each day. A
few of the boys attended the New London tourney but
failed to increase the size of their "pile" to any consider-
able extent.
At present all interest centers in the approaching bird

season, and Sept, 15 is probably looked forward to with
more eagerness than any other day of the year.
Reports from the young birds indicate a fair supply.

Woodcock have probably bred better than usual, and we
should have some native bird sliooting the first of the sea-

son.
Partridges have bred only fairly well. The young birds

are well-grovm and strong flyers now, but the brooda
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are small, one brood of 8 being: the largest I have heard
of, and most of them running from 2 to 5.

Quail wintered mmsually well, and if they have bred
well we should have better quail shooting than ever before.
The land posting craze is on the decline, at least it is

making no headway, which shows a weatening. A little

foresight and decency on the part of all sportsmen would
in a short time eliminate the nuisance, as the better class

of farmers are already tired of driving oil friends and
neighbors, many of them allowing their postings to go to
ruin or tearing them down.
One of the worst evils we have to contend with at

present is the unwarranted jirominence given minor
shooting and fishing events by local newspapers. To the
unsophisticated it must appear at times as if one-half the
inhabitants of the county spent their entire time hunting
or fishing. This doesn't'help matters with the farmers
any. Hal.

The Bridgeport Gun Implement Co, have brought
out a tool which they call the '^handy closer cup." It

produces a round or square crimp, and is especially in-
tended for dealers or gunsmiths, bein^ adapted for use in

an ordinary foot or power lathe. Tliis new closer cup
has reversible steel pins, and in combination with the
automatic expanding follower and burnisher produces a
crimp that is remarkable for beauty of finish and close-
ness. Every shell is finished exactly alike. The cup will
turn down and burnish smooth the interior surface of

shell, thus restoring the broken fibre of the paper, pro-
ducing the close, even crimp so much desired by users of
nitro powders. The end of flbell being turned in evenly
all around, resting squarely upon wad and burnished
closely to side of shell at this point, gives resistance and
uniform iweseure so desirable for accuracy. The steel
pins are reversible, so that the cup will crimp either
round or square by simply changing position of pins.
The company tell us that they shall bring out shortly a
straight feed closer with this cup for sportsmen's use.

Indians ANDGam R,—^Wood Mountain, Moospjau. North-
west Tei-ritoriea, July ^1.—Editor Forest and Sti-eam: It

is regretable that Indians should be allowed to take ducks'
eggs in the way they do. A game guardian detected a
party of Indians last week talcing eggs on the Wascana
near Mcln tyre's, and in one cart betw^een 400 and 500 eggs
were found, some of them hai-ching. As the ordinance
stands he could do nothing. This kind of thing is going
on all the time and should certainly be stopped. Owing
to the new railway in northern Montana, large quantities
of deer and antelope have been driven into Canadian ter-

ritory, which are being hunted by Indians, wlio kill

bucks, does and fawns. Two Sioux Indians and their
families returned lately from a hunt which lasted about
ten days. They brought with them no less than thirty-
four antelope bides which these two Indians had shot,
also quantities of wildfowl and prairie chicken eggs. And
this is the so-called close season. These are non-treaty
Indians, belonging to the other side of the boundary, and
there are lots more of their kind hunting now. What
chance has a law-abiding citizen of the Northwest of hav-
ing legitimate sport, when it is so effectually destroyed in
close season? If some means are not soon adopted to pre-
vent this state of things, there will in a few years but
little game for any one, black or white, to shoot. I know
of one Indian alone who has shot fifty-three deer and
antelope this spring and summer, and there are other
hunting parties out yet. I am afraid that the residents
will not wake up until everything is exterminated.

—

Red
Antlers.

Early Chicken Killers.—St. Louis, Aug. 19.— In-
closed find a clipping from this morning's Republic:
"Danville, III., Aug. 18.—Justice W. C. Hollowell
issued warrants to-day for the arrest of J. W. Simmons,
superintendent of the Claire division of the Bip: Four
Railroad, and Dr. Graves Blackman, of Indianapolis, for
killing prairie chickens. E. T, Peck, general superin-
tendent, and A. G. Wells, superintendent of the Peoria
division, through their attorney, pleaded guilty, the
former to killing three birds and the latter one' bird.

Their fines and costs aggregated $45. Blackman and
Simmons must have been better hunters, as the quartet
bagged twenty-two chickens." It would seem that such
men as those named would be above breaking the game
laws.—P. H. H.

Notes From Mexico.—Dove shooting is pretty good
now and cottontails are as ufual abundant. We have
.had but little rain in this section so far. Farmers are
suffering and I fear the ponds will be rather low for the
ducks. Thei-e were heavy rains in this month last year,
howpver. Local hunters are on the look out for a pfover,
JSgialitis ?>io?iifana perhaps,which appears here in August
or September. I haTve never seen the bird myself. They
call it ''gauga," which is in Spain the name of a perdix.
Another case of the misapplication of the Old World
names.

—

^Aztec (San Luis Potosi, Aug. 14).

To Poi ISH Deer Horns scrub them with a brush and
sand to take off the dirt and loose fiber, then polish with
rouge and rotten ston^ and a cloth, and varnish with
copal y-Araisb.—Scientific American.

"Forest and Stream" Nursery Rhymes.
V.

There was a youne boy with a gim.

Who said he'd have t ooriles of fun-
But lie blew in the muzzle—
* * * * * *

1

Atidt]36r.T>6y Imew]iehaa sense,

So all he blew in was bis pence;

But the gun which he bought,

Just as U3-u-al caught,

And blew into the boy, from a fence.

A bunter there was who was queer;

He shot "what he thought was a deer."

'Twas a man that Ije shot.

Who turned on the spot,

And made a bullseye of his ear.

Shasta Mountains. Paige.

Tennessee.—Greenville, Aug, 13,—The prospect for
quad, our only reliance for sport, is exceedingly good,
and it is no unusual thina; to find a mother with two or
three dozen young.—J, M. M.

Forest and Stream. Box 2.8,33, N. Y. city, ha=i descriptive illus-
Iratfd circulars ot W. E, Leffengwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot'
)n2," which v/ill bp mailed free an reduesti The book Is pro-
nounced by "Nanit." -Qlaan'' "Dick Sfiveller," "3yblllenB*' and
Other ooaapetsat a^tfeerifi^s *.o fe« tfee h^k treftti«« &n ttee s^"b|ei5rfc

^iv^r fishing.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Booh of

the 0ame Laws.

A NOVICE IN PIKE COUNTY.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I wish to thank Mr. J. B. Mayer, of Hawley, Pa., for

sending me to Pike county and advising that I stay with
Mr. J. H. Thompson; also the Forest and Stream for
refen-ing me to Mr. Mayer. I found what I was seek-
ing, and if Mr. Mayer makes as happy a hit in all his sug-
gestions then indeed is he a most wonderful man. As
for Mr. Thompson, it seems to me that I shall never suc-

ceed in discharging the many obligations under which he
placed me, and when I say Mr. Thompson I likewise in-

clude his entire household—bis good wife, Grandmother
Thompson, and even little Dick, the four-year old son
and heir, who would insist on going afishing with us and
who caught a bass too lively for his chubby hands to

manage. Bless me, what a fisherman that hoy will make.
Before we reached the shore he earnestly insisted that his

bass was as long as his arm. When taken out of the
boat it was as large as Fanny, a six-months-old hound
pup, and when at the supper table he told his mother
and grandmother, hi.3 eyes sparkling with pxcitement,
that he caught a bass""as big as the house!" What a
future is before that boy!

I have no tale of record-breaking to unfold, nor of a
huge bass that took me just so many minutes by the
watch to land. I am a greenhorn or tenderfoot at fresh-

water fishing. Thf( gentle art is to me a tantalizing and
inviting mystery. I have got it all to learn. I know
now, since I have had time to think it over, that I

handled too roughly the bass I did hook. To state the
case plainly,! yanked them, and generally lost them. But
I am going to do better ne±t time, or at least try very
earnestly. Mr. Thompson will see when next we meet
that his "good advice has not all been thrown away.
Mr. T. has a lovely little place up on the mountain?,

nearly all woods and water. Some people might call the
water a pond, and show a disposition to treat it with
"sniff,'' but to me it's a real lake with clear, cold water,
rocks and yellow lilies, with the trees and bushes at the
very edge of the water, just as if they had come down
from the hills to have a look at themselves in nature's
mirror. And the rocks and bnulders also have slipped

their moorings from the heights above. Some halted at

the bank, but most of them must have tumbled in, for

nearly every bass I hooked went straight off to look for a
rock, and he found what he was looking for with great
suddenness, much to my sorrow and regret, and usually
the loss of a hook or leader. What a collection of fisliing

tackle the bass and pickerel of that lake must have
secured in the course of time. I contributed liberally.

And what a heap of fun those fishes had with me. I

know they are longing to renew the sport. One bass, a
big dark-complexioned fellow of the gypsy type, came
out of the water to look at me, and when he saw that I

had my line tangled around the reel he laughed so heart-

ily that the hook dropped out of his mouth.
I cannot help bvft admire the pickerel. He is a fish of

a very even disposition, and his composure under the
most trying circumstances is something truly wonderful.
I saw one approach a sun fish that was hooked through
the lips, and gently but firmly grasp it crosswise in his

mouth. I was all excitement while the sunfish was par-

alyzed with fear and pain, but the pickerel appeared as

calm and self-possessed as you please. He swam around
in an aimless sort of way for what seemed to me at least

three minutes, but really about half a minute, making no
effort whatever to swallow the fish till he got good and
ready. Then he turned the fish in his mouth and com-
menced to swallow it, head first. At this stage of the
game my patience became exhausted, and I attempted to

fasten the hook in him by a quick movement, but it ^vae

no go. He held on for awhile and then let me have the
sunfish. There is nothing like experience to graft facts

to a man's memory. In the first place I should have let

the pickerel run a little longer and then pulled in gently.

I had been told that before. Just wait till I meet that
fellow again.
Thpre are quite a nuuiber of bass in the lake. In the

evenings they could be seen breaking around the lily jjads

and well out toward the middle of the lake. I tried cast-

ing the fly. In making this statement I feel that I owe
an apology to every fly-fisherman of even ordinary abil-

ity; but then, I suppose, they were all beginners once
and their efforts as awkward as mine. However, it does
smack somewhat of presumption to see a tenderfoot
tackle the fly on his first trip. By the way, I came near
forsretting to say that I caught no bass with the fly.

After all, how very important are the unimportant
things of this life. After you return from a fishing or
gunning trip how the trifles and small happenings loom
up, and what pleasure it gives to review them. The
most exciting thing that transpired on my trip was the
hooking of a large bass or pickerel while trolling alone
and my frantic and unsuccessful pfforts to save him,
Yet where I recall this once, I muse a dozen times over
the little red squirrel that ran along a fallen tree at the
edge of the water, or the ground aos that mounted a

in the boat, or the wood duck that made the circuit of the
lake with such an easy, graceful flight, or the hen part-
ridge calling in the woods. These and a hundred other
little things come to me now, and I loye to think upon
them.
Each has its individual history, and some way or other

has been more or less associated with my past life. The
red squirrel is an old friend. Curiosity has often led
him to approach quite hear to me, where he would clatter
away for d(^er life, no doubt asking all sorts of questions
and working himself into a rage over my provoking
silence. Yet the slightest movement would send him
scampering. What formidable looking teeth that ground-
hog displayed while gazing at me from the rock. Little
will they avail him when Spider and Ruby, a pair of fox-
terriers at the house, once strike his trail. No matter
how early I got about in the morning those two dogs
were always ofl: on a hunt, and ilr. F, told me they killed
any number of groundhogs. As to the hen partridge
and the woodduck, I hope to cultivate their closer ac-
quaintance in September or October. They are both old
friends, especially the woodduck.

I wish to go on record as living one week in Pike county
without seeing a rattlesnake. Nearly everybody who
visits that county returns with a snake experience. At
first I stepped around mighty careful and expected every
minute to hear a snake sound his rattles; but my expecta-
tions were not realized, although I tramped thi'ough some
very likely-looking snake territory.

A pi'omising-looking trout brook runs from the lake and
finds its way to the Lackawaxen River through a very
thickly wooded country. I should say the brook was
about 10 miles long. A number of small brooks feed the
larger one. These do not carry enough water for trout of
large size, but IMr. Thompson and myself noticed quite a
number of small trout in one of them, and Mr. T. sug-
gested that it would be a good scheme to place the young
fish sent up every year by the Fish Commission in these
small streams instead of in the lai'ge one as is now done.
This would prevent such a large yer cent, of them being
devoured by the big trout. As they increase in size and
become better able to shift for themselves they would
run into the main brook. W. L. Hall.

FALL FISHING IN CANADA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Now that a few cool nights have almost entirely re-

moved the discomfort arising from the fly pest that
makes life almost unbearable in most Canadian woods in
the parly part of August, the leading American fishermen
having trout and bass preserves in this country are re-

turning for their fall fishing. Among these are members
of the Metabetchouan and "Springfield fishing clubs, and
of the Penn Club, of Philadplphia. Friends of these
clubs in Quebec, including U. S. Consul Ryder, who
fished the trout waters of the Metabetchouan River and
neighboring lakes about the middle of August, succeeded
in doing very little this year. The mid-summer fishing
is not usually good in these waters, but look out for big
fish and large catches during the whole of September. I

would strongly also recommend the fishing in the lower
part of Lake Edward, and especially in its discharge, the
Jeannotte River, for large trout in September. This is

only to be excelled in Canada, I believe, for fall fishing
by the Mistassiui and Peribotica riveis and connecting
waters. The balmy air and bright invigorating climate
of a Canadian September, as well as the absence of insect
pests, make this the month par excellence for visiting
Lake St. John and its tributary waters.
Of course if ouananiche fishing is desu-ed, it must be

done before the 16th of September, and I might, perhaps,
indicate where this obstinate warrior now most generally
disports himself. Those fond of fishing in the Grande
Discharge of Lake St, John will do little in September
below the rapids. The fish are now making for the
rivers, and numbers of them are to be taken at the com-
mencement of the lake's outlet, in the vicinity of the
Island House, having surmounted the heavy rapids of the
Discharge. A few favorite September pools for ouana-
niche are near the mouth of the Metabetchouan River, to
reach which anglers disembark from the railway train at
Chambord Junction. But even better sport than this is

obtainable in either the Peribonca or Mistassini or Ashu-
apmouchouan rivers, guides for either of which may be
bad at Roberval, either Indian or French Canadian, as
anglers may prefer. Fifteen to eighteen miles from Rob-
erval, on the Ashuapmouchouan River, is what is known
as the Salmon River chute—picturesque falls, where the
entire stream, here about a thousand leet wide, leaps over
a ledge of rocks extending from shore to shore, and form-
ing a kind of natural dam.
There are a couple of pools just below the falls where

the ouananiche congregate before leaping the obstruction
above, and here a number of splendid fish have been
taken within the last few days, running from 2 to Tibs,

apiece. I am now speaking from personal experience
and observation. Ou the lObh of August in company
with Mr. Patterson, formerly of the Hudson's Bay Com-
paay and now a fur trader at Lake St. John, I killed four
ouananiche in the morning's fi.^hing, of which three
weighed 13-Jlbs. Notwithstanding that TSlb. sturgeon
killed on an 8oz. split bamboo fly-rod and single gut
leader (see Forest and Stream of Aug. 20), I am free to

confess that my 8oz. lancewood was subjected to quite a
severe enough strain before I had killed my best ouana-
niche, and he was under Slbs. too. If he had confined
himself to his native element it might have been different,

but his skyward somersaidts and aerial contortions were
something tremendous.
Bass fishing is now fairly good in Lake St. Joseph,

which is only twenty-four miles from Quebec by Lake St,

John Railway. It ought now to improve every day.
E. T. D. Chambers.

Quebec, Aug. 33.

No More Fishing There.—^New Haven, Aug. 21.—
The "old marsh" lake at Ferryville, Litchfield county,
which had been a favorite fishing place in the northwest-
ern part of the State for two centuries, has passed out of
existence, the ancient dam being torn away because it

was considered unsafe. The lake was two miles long
and a mile and a half at its greatest width. The ledges
about the lake were noted as hiding places for Tories
during the Revolutionary war. Fish were taken away
by the barrelful wbea th© water was drawn o&.—NavS

I York Tim^M,
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ANGLING NOTES.
MANY disappointed fisliermen wlio frequent the Great

South Bay are growling over the scarcity of fiah in
that favorite piece of water. A few weeks ago the fish-

ing was excellent, but lately it has been very poor, and
the fishing boats lie idle at Babylon, Bay Shore, Islip and
Patchogue while their cajjtains curse the pound nets,
seines and fish traps which they, no doubt justly, claim
ruin their business. It seems hard that hundreds of people
should su-ffer in order that the few should profit. Scill

there is a fair supply of the coarser fish such as sea bass
and flcaiuders, even if the bluefish and weaktish are not
to be caught. Satiu-day is always a great day on the bay
and if the weather is pleasant and there is the slightest
show for tiah, the sloops and catboats swarm around the
fishing grounds?. About the youngest fisherman I have
yet seen on the bay, is Master Douglas Hartshome, and if

there was ever an enthusiastic fisherman, he is one. His
struggles with a flounder nearly as long as himself on a
light rod were very funny. But it is a good thing to
encourage youngsters to take up fishing, and it is sure to
keep them out of mischief, particularly as they grow up,
for they will never give up angling if they onqe acquire a
taste for it.

For the benefit of those who wish to try the fishing in
the Great South Bay, I add a list of such boatmen as I
happen to know of personally, but I wish it understood
that there are very many others, only these I happen to
know of: Jolm T. Doxee, P. O. address Bay Shore; Frank
Phelps, Mojiroe Ryder, Bartlett Hortou, " Cliarles Still,

"William Dayton , all of Patchogue. The usual charge is

|5 per day. "'"Bunkers" (menhaden) are $1 per 100. Satur-
day they are al ways busy and must ba engaged several
days ahead.

Messrs. James M. Breese and J. Louis Webb have been
trying the landlocked salmon at the Grande Discharge.
They report the fishing excellent, though many up there
were meeting with poor success from want of jjroper flies,

Thesalmon were feedingon a small natural fly and wanted
a close imitation. Most of the anglers were" fishing with
large salmon flies and could do nothing with them. Mr-
Webb took the largest fish that has been killed there this
season, weight 8 lbs. He used a 7oz,, 8-section bamboo fly-
rod and it took 36 minutes to kill the oiiananiche in the
swift water. They saved some specimens of these flies and
sent them to Messrs. Abbey & imbrie to be copied.

SoaKLET-Ibis.

FISH IN MAINE WATERS.
MR. DANIEL GUNN, of Boston, one of the best

known printers of the Hub, is a veteran trout fisher-
man. The FOEEST AND Strbam has already heard of him.
It is be of whom it is related that he caught at one of his
outings in Nova Scotia, a trout, a perch, a haddock, a
halibut and a sea serpent, all at one cast—the first three
are true. But he dearly loves to fish, and he contrives,
in the midst of a very busy life, to snatch a few days
from the cares of business each season, to spend with rod
and line. This year- he took a Boston friend with himself
and a Pliiladelphia friend of both also joined them. They
went by train to Montreal, thence down the St. Lawrence
to the mouth of the Saguenay by steamer. They stopped
at Tadousac, and there they obtained a guide and a sail-
ing and rowing craft for up the Saguenay. They found
that the wonders of the Saguenay had never been half
told them. The depth of the river is something surpris-
ing, 1,000ft. having been sounded only a few rods from
the shore. The shores are lined with the most wonder-
ful clifEs. From their boat they could look upward, al-
most perpendicularly to the height of 500 to l,006ft..
where there were huge holders, wanting but the action
of a single crowbar, apparentlv, to send them bounding-
and crashing down into the boat. But it was sea trouf
as well as seeing that they were after. In the coves and
under the bold shores, as they moved up the river, either
on the flood or ebb of the tide, they would cast their flies
and they secured all of the gamey sea trout they desu-ed.
Three pounds was not an unusual weight for individual
trout, and they caught one of five pounds weight, and
several that weighed over four pounds.
This was not Mr. Gunn's first experience with the sea

trout, as the readers of the Forest and Streabi doubtless
remember; but to Mr. Tuttle, of the Standai-d BottUiio-
Co., his friend, the sport was entkely new. The sensa^
tion of a 3-pound trout leaping out of the water, as m-
Tuttle threw his flies toward some beetling clift" around
which the tide was rushing, was a new one to this gentle-
man, who had heretofore beea familiar with small trout
in the fresh-water lakes and streams. And then when
the monster became impaled on the hook by a well-
dhected strike, the sport was rare in the extreme. But
the strike of the season was reserved for Mr. Tuttle. It
seems that in his outfit he had a large multiplying reel
with some 150ft. of heavy line, and that at first he began
using this reel on his fly-rod—a rig altogether too heavy.
Mr. Gunn chaffed him somewhat on the size of his tackle,
and remarked that a smaller reel and less line would
doubtless answer, since they had taken nothmg that
required a very great amount of line; the sea trout not
being noted so much for rimning as for fighting on the
spot, as it were. Mr, Tuttle finally came to the same con-
clusion, and about the third day out he aijpeared with a

• smaller reel, on which he had about 50ft. of small line.
The next day they were well up the river, where the

sport was good. Mr. Gunn was fishing from the boat,
while Mr. Tuttle was casting from the rocks nearly oppo-
site. Mr. Gunn beard a great splash. Then Mr. Tuttle's
reel sang out with a perfect buzz. A great fish whizzed
by the boat and do\yn the stream till Mr. Tuttle's liiie
was all out in no time. Mr. Gunn looked. Mr. Tuttle
stood erect upon the great rock, holding the very end of
the line in his fingers, actually detached from the reel,
lie had caught it as it snapped from the fastenings, and
he was holding the great fish that was leaping and gyrat-
ing like nothing they had had on the trip. Mr. Gunn
suggested to the guide that he go where the fish was
leaping with the net and render all the assistance possi-
ble. Mr. Tuttle I. eld on the best he could, and as good
luck w^ould have it, the line did not part again, and the
guide, a stillf 111 fellow, worked the net under the fish. It
proved to be an Sib. salmcn, Mr. Tuttle wanted to start
directly home to tell his friends of his good luck. But
the other persuaded him to stay a few days longer. The

party returned a week ago, happy with their fishing and
full of praises of the wonders of the Saguenay.
The Rob Roy Canoe Club, of Boston, has been spending

its vacation at Great Pond, about 13 miles south of Water-
ville. Me. The members of the club have been camping
on an island in the pond, where they have camped for
several seasons past. It is getting to be a feature of Maine
lakes and ponds that their shores are lined with tents and
cottages in the midst of the summer season. The Rub
Roy Club have selected Great Pond as thek summer
camping place because there are a number of ponds and
lakes in the vicinity, in the towns of Belgrade, Winthroo
and Monmouth, that are reached by easy portages. These
ponds are nearly all stocked wiih bass and pickerel. On
the shores of Great Pond a number of Waterville prom-
inent citizens own cottages. Among these are Mr. Frank
Webber, of the firm Webber & Philbrick; Messrs. Hayes,
Cornish and Bassett, Judge H. W. Stewart, Dr. Crosby,
F. F. Graves. Mr. Webber has this season put a $500 steam
launch on the pond for private use, and, with Captain
Elanchard as pilot, the party enjoy many fine outings.A genuine sea salmon has lately been taken in the
Piscataquis River, Maine. Yornig salmon were put into
a stream, tributary to the Piscataquis, above the dam at
Foxcroft several years ago, since which time nothing has
been seen of them till the one mentioned above was taken
the other day at a point known as Ryder's Cove. It was
believed generally that the many dams in the river had
proved too much for the fish, but the taking of this one
will give those interested in stocking the river new
courage. Special.

SMALL-MOUTHS NEAR CHICAGO.
I HAVE had experiences this June and first week in

July that gave me more sport and more bass than I
have had for many seasons, and that only two hours'
ride from the city. Frank Kuhns and myself took a run
out to McHenry, 111., on the Fox River, June 12, fished
one day, capturing 17 fine small-mouth bass. On June 20
we repeated tlie trip, and met with even better success.
The McHenry Hotel is blessed with a proverbial old

salt, who has fished the Fox River 30 years, and has a
penchant for telling those bent on the 'sport that they
can't get fish unless they follow his principJea and fish as
he fishes. The sample of bait he displays to us was in
shape of a fly (his own product, thank fortune), and when
it strikes the water you would think some one had winged
a canvasback. We didn't use it, and, contrary to his pre-
dictions about our wrong bait, methods and weather, we
made the finest catch, we think, of the season. I will say
here, that all of our catches have been the famous tiger
bass, only when Kuhns gets a pickerel streak.
June 27 I extended an invitation to Mr. Antoine (of the

sporting goods firm of Von Lengerke & Antoine) to visit
these grounds, and we made still a better catch, with
wea,ther, methods and all, according to the proverbial,
against us. July 3 Mr. von Lengerke accompanied me.
where we spent the 4th and another day. We took 24
bass, all small-mouths, and one pike in the two days.
The size of the fish caught every trip ranged from fib. to
3ilbs. I have caught gamy fish, but the ones we cap-
ture at McHenry, in the Fox River, are the gi-eatest
fighters I have ever had the pleasure of angling for. We
tried all kinds of bait, and had fair success with minnow;
but when Mr. Antoine introduced a bait he called the
patent bait, then we threw up our hands. The bass
seemed to recognize something in it new and delicious.
Saturday next a party of four will make the trip for the
fifth time. We will show our credentials—when we re-
turn.
The writer wishes to say to the angler who can only

drop out for a day or so, Don't pass McHenry if you want
sport. Work the river down anywhere to Algonquin, 20
miles below, and you will find such sport as few dream
of, it being so close to Chicago. But you must work, for
the bass are not captured by sitting in a boat, anchored.
I have sat in boats with many of our fine Western ang-
lers, but have never before met a more perfect master of
the rod than our genial friend Mr. Antoine.

G^^. Kenton.

FISHING IN ILLINOIS.
FISHING with hook and line has been superb in Illinois

River. Very fine bass fishing has been the rule
through the season at several points. I believe that in
some localities on the Illinois in this Stcffle better catches
have been made than at any of the famous fishing places
of the Northern lakes. At Lagrange locks, four weeks
ago, a party of three took with rod and line 175 black
bass and striped bass {Roeaus chrysops) in a morning's
fishing. The bass are the small-mouthed species. Tiie
striped bass weighed from lib. to l|lbs. and were very
gamy. A large number of wall-eyed pike, weighing
from Slbs. to 71b3,, have been caught here. At Harawna
fine fishing has been the order of the day at Copperas
Creek locks and Spring Lake near by. The bass fishing
was as good as one could want, a shigle rod taking 25 to
30 in a few hours. On Kankakee Rivej- I am informed
that bass fishing has been excellent at Momence; on Fox
River it is better than for years. I look for the best fish-
ing for years this fall along the river. I do not get time
to do much myself, but take a lively interest in the sport
and keep myself posted. S. P. B.
QuTNcy, 111., A ug. 14.

Ambee Fish at Cape Cod.—Among the occasional
summer visitors to Cape Cod is one of the amber fish of
the Southern States and the West Indies, belonging to
the genus Seriola of the books. There is native to the
waters around Cape Cod a small banded fish of this
genus, but the one here mentioned is very much larger
and rarely found so far north. In August, 1890, Mr.
Vinal N. Edwards obtained in Buzzard's Bay the first one
seen in the vicinity of Woods HoU. On Aug. 1, 1891, a
very large example, 3J-ft. long, was caught at Menemsha,
on Martha's Vineyard; its weight is 251 bs. This was
kept alive for two weeks, and ha3 now been sent to
Washington, where it will be used to make a flexible
cast to form part of the Fish Commission exhibit at the
World's Fair. The collection of casts now in process of
making by Mr. F. S. Denton for the Commission will un-
doubtedly prove one of the most attractive features of
the exhibit at Chicago, and it will be capable of trans-
portation without breakage—a desideratum never real-
ized heretofore. An amber fish resembling the one here
referred to is figured on Plate 108 of the "Fishery Indus-
tries.''—B.

Madison Rivek Q^xtiang.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I have noticed hi Forest and Stre.am, lately, several
articles on grayling in Montana. In the fall of 1889 I vvas
camped in the Madison Basin, near Marshall's Ranch, a
few miles from the Park. While there I caught a good
many grayling with a fly in the Madison River very near
our camp. The flies with which I had the best luck were
brown-hackle, black-gnat and coachman. At evening
they rose quite freely to these flies and afforded good
sport. I inclose a photograph of the largest one I caugnt,
it weighed something over 21bs., and you can sec for your-
self that this fish was no whitefish, but a true grayling.

—

Harry N. Candee. [The photograph represents the
grHyling {ThymaUiis ontartends), as our correspondent
states. This fish is known to be abundant in the Madison
below the junction of the Firehole and Gibbon: it is said
to occur also in Gallatin River.]

Merbimac River Salmon.—Nashua, N. H., Aug. 19.—
Friday, Aug. 14, two salmon were caught at Nashua,
weight, 8 and lOlbs,; Monday, Aug. 17, two of about
Slbs. each. I did not see the fish, but my informant did.
He stated that they were caught by Mr. Chas. Davis
with a, fly, at Cromwell's Falls, about four miles from
this city. Mr. Davis also raised and hooked another one
as large as the other two put together. He was fishing
from the shore and lost him after playing him some
time. Salmon are seen here each year, and occasionally
a small one has been taken, but these are the first I have
heard of as taking a fly. The river is very low at pres-
ent.—B,

Marked Bass.—Dr, E. H. Cook and F, W. Sanborn of
Norway, are persistent fishers for bass. Some 150 bass
have been caught by them and returned to the waters of
Lake Pennessewassee. That they may know their fish if
taken again each puts a different mark on the fish he
takes. Dr. Cook's brand is a notch cut in the upper part
of the tail, and that of Mr. Sanborn is a notch in the
lower part of the tail. If you take bass with these brands
or notches on them you will know who they belong to.

—

Lewiston (Me.) Journal.

Bass for President Harrison.—Lake View House,
Vt.—Mr. Francis Kain, of the U. S. Treasury, New York,
and Mr. Harry C Ives, of Bridgeport, Conn., guests of
Samson's Lake View House, St. A-lbans, Vc, have the
honor of donating their morning's catch of twenty-three
large black bass fcoex-Gov. Smith, of St. Alban='. Vt.. and
they will be served on the occasion of the visit of Presi-
dent Harrison and Redfield Proctor. Secretary of War,
on Tuesday, Aug. 25,—-H. L. Samson.

BAINERTDC4E, Pa., Aug 13.—There has been no fishing
in the Susquehanna River at this place for a month or so
on account of high and muddy water; but the stream is
now getting down to fishing order. I was out yesterday
and to-day and caught only two bass: but if "the river
continues falling and clear it should soon be in good con-
dition.—J. T. B.

Manomet, Mass., Aug. 22.—Miss Alice Davis, of Chi-
cago, eleven years old, caught the biggest tautog: of the
season at this place last week. It weighed 711bs., and
she laaded it without assistance.—J. M.

Tarpon in Long Island Waters.—Mr. Thos. H. Terry
caught a tarpon at Long Bsach, Long Island, N. Y,, last
week. It measured 8ft. lOin., and weighed SUlbs.

FISHCULTURE IN MEXICO.—The department of Fo-
mento is giving special attention to pisciculture. It has bad
the streams and lakes of the country examined and reported
on by competent persons and made arrangements for the
acquisition of large quantities of tish and fish eges. The
breeding will be commenced at once under government aus-
pices and private individuals who desire to engage in pisci-
culture will be supplied with fish and eggs. Mexico is not
particularly well supplied with water courses, but there are
numerous lakes in the country, but even in the latter fish
are scarce and not remarkably palatable. The stocking of
all the streams and lakes of the country with palatable fish
would add immensely to the food supply and be the means
of promoting a trade which would give employment to thou-
sands of people and which is at present unknown except on
the coasts. It is .sincerely hoped that the government ex-
periments in pisciculture will prove successful in every
resnect.—I7ic Two RcpuMics, City of Mexico.

A city boy who went to spend a few weeks with his uncle, a
Leominster farmer, was instructed how to catch woodchucks
in a steel trap for his amusement. The first mornine; the
boy brought one all right. The second morning he "came
into the yard and called out: ''See here, uncle, I have got a
black .ind white one this time, and it smells dreadful. It is
awfully pretty, but I can't stand it to drag it any longer."
The boy changed his clothes in the ham.—Fitchhurg Sentinel.

Foe years past a stork and his mate have regularly built
their nest in the park at Schloss Ruhleben, near Berlin. In
order to ascertain whether the stork was always the same,
the owner of the Schloss ordered a steel ring, with the name
of the place and the date, 1S90, engraved on it, to be fastened
round his left leg. This spring he returned with a ring on
the other lee:, too—a silver one—bearing these words: "India
sends Germany her greeting."

HanMNG AND Fishing in the Nobthwest. -Are you plan-
ning for an ontiDg tuls summer? Have you ever lookeii up the
famnus resorts of the Northwest V It is not au exaggeration tomy that the best hunting and fishing grounds in North America
are found in the territory tributary to the Northern Pacific Rail-
road. The lakp park regiow in Minnesota affords pickerel, pike,
bass and niHseaior'SP; l ock bass are found in numerous streams,
and deer, eJk and bear aboui'd in the forest resions; antelope are
found in North Dakota. The Saowv. Bitter Roof, G'azy, Rocky
and Cascade Mi.UDtains are the home of moose, elk, caribou,
couearp. Rocky Mountain sheep and goat and other large game,
while all of tte North western States abound in feaihere't game.
Rocky ^ir.nr.rriin tjoul and grasling are caught in the YeJIow-
stoiur : , rJadiEon, Jefferson, Clark's Fork ani areen
Tiv^. _ uLr-:valled sport. An in teres ling pamphlet,
'•GriTii,; i-Tv.M-1'.-cs ot North America," can be otrfained free on
application to Uhas. s. Fee, G. P. & T. A- of the Northern Pacific
R. R. at St. Paul, Minn. Hesrn'ptive publications concerning
YellowBtone Pai-k, PauiQc coast and Alaska will also be mailed on
receipt of application, referring to Forest and STRBAir.—ii^dv.
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All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of thie week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

F 1 XTU RES.
DOG- SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 4.—Second Amitial Dog Show of the Kingstou Kennel
Club, at Kingston, Ont. H. O. Oorbett, Secretary.
Sept. 8 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of Ihe HamilLon Kennel

Club, at Hamilton, Ont.
Sept, 14 to 18.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Associrition Third

International Dog Show, at Toronro. C. A. St'-ue, Sec'y and Suot.
Sept. 32 to 2ii,—Inaugural Internn iional Dos Show of the Mon-

treal Exposition Company, at Montreal, Canada. Entries close
Sept. 8. J. S Robertson, Secretary.
Sept. 33 to 36.—Inaugural Show of tlje Blue Grass Kennel Club,

at Lexington, Ky. Rotiers Williams, Sec'y.
Sept. 29 ro Oct. 1,—Third Annual Dog Show, in connection with

the Central Cnnaiia Fair, at Ottawa. Ont. Alfred Geddes, Supt.
Dec. 4 to 8.— Sistli Annual Dog Show of the Northern Illinois

Poultry and Pet Stoclc Assnciatiou, at Roclfford, 111.

Dec. 10 to 14.—Inaugural Dog Sliow of the Preeport Poultry and
Pel Stocli Association, at Freeport, 111. T. E. Taylor. Sec'y.
Dec. 30 to Jan. 2.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mohawk

Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, at Gloversville, N. Y. F. B.
Zimmer, Sec'y.

I89;i.

Jan. 5 to 9.—Annual Dog Show of the South Car"linn. Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at Charleslon, S. C. Be! j. Mclnness,
Sec'y.
Jan. 13 to 16.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Kennel Association, at Ooluiabia, S. C. F, F. Capers, Secretary,
GreenviUe, S. C-
Frb. 9 to 12.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at, Chicago, lU. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y.
Feb. 28 .to 36.—Sixteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Bfennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Supt.
March 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, at

Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown, Sec'v.
March 15 to 18.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Duquesae

Kennel Club, at Pittslrargh, Pa. W. E, Llttell. Sec'v.
April? to 10.—Seventh Annual Dng Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Roston. Mass. E. H. Moore. Sec'y.
April 30 to 33.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Soutbern Cali-

fornia Kennel Club, at Loa Angeles, Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 4 to 7 —Annual Dog Show of the California Kennel Club,

at San Francisco, Cal. H. L. Miller, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 2.—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Club,

at BickneU. Ind, P. T. Madison. Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the International Field Trial

Club, at Chatham, Ont. W. B. Wells, Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 12. W. A. Coster,
Serretarv.
Nov. 23.—Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point, N. 0,

G-. G. Davis, Secretary, Philadelphia, Pa.
Nov. 2S.—Gordon Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point, N.

C. L. A. Tan Zandt, Secretary, Yonkers, N. Y.
Nov. 23.—Second Annual Trials of the National Beagle Club, at

Nanuet. Rockland county. N. Y. P. W. Chapman, Sec'y.
Nov. 30.—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street. New
York city.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

Connell, Secretary.
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Jan. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the Bexar Field Trial Club,
at. So,n Antonio. Texas. G. A. Chabot, S-c'v, Amateurs only.
Jan. 18.—Trials of the Pacific Field Trial Club, at Bakersifleld,

Cal, J. M. Kilgarif. Sec'v.
.-Fourth Annu-il Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club, at New Albany, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Sec'y.

IS IT NOT WORTH CONSIDERING?

WE do not mean now to discuss the past, to say anything
as to the motives of the parties concerned, nor to point

out how under a different management the present condi-
tion of the American Kennel Club affairs might have been
avoided. Sufficient for our purpose is it to note briefly what
that condition actually is, and the purpose is to suggest a
possible remedy.
What is the situation ? Certain men, whose names have

been published under the disqualiled and suspended list in
the American Kennel Club, feeling themselves aggrieved,
are bringing suits for heavy damages. The over-mling of

the defendants' demun-er in one of these suits at Albany
has determined that the publication of the names in the
Gazette is a libel, and the case must therefore go to a jury.

The rendering of this decision has been a signal for numer-
ous other suits of like character. The American Kennel
Club officers and vatious as.sociate members have been made
defendants. Other suits are apprehended in which other
a.ssociate members will be sued before the affair is settled.

If allowed to go on in this way, every associate member who
has any property that can be attached will probably be sued.

The juries may award no more than nominal damages, but
even in this event there will be the costs and interminable
annoyance. Besides this, as we understand, the liabilities

of the club and of the associate members are being daily

added to by the sending out of new copies of the libelous

ptiblications. The material for suits is thus far greater to-

day than it was last Thursday, and in all probability it will

be greater next Thursday than it is this week.
There are frequent notices in the newspapers regarding

these libel siiits. The American Kennel Club is acquiring
an unpleasant notoriety, in which the associate members are
sharing, since their names are published as defendants in

suits for libel. It must be remembered that many of these
men are prominent and influential dog owners. They are
Tiecoming disgusted with the whole business, and talk of

giving up their dogs and their interest in the kennel world.
They are men who cannot well be spared. It would be a
tremendous pity to have them alienated simply by reason
of such unnecessary litigation.

In a word, the American Kennel Club is being plunged
deeper and deeper into expensive law suits. There is every
prospect that the end of the litigation will be disastrous. If

things continue as they have begun, suits will be piled on
suits, until the expenses of defending thena will be more
than the club or the members can stand. Many of our best
dog men see for themselves nothing but annoyance and vex-
ation; and those who are not already leaving the kennel
world must in time do so if the thing goes on.

Now, is it nob possible to find a remedy for all this? May
there not be some sort of a compromise? May it not be
reasonably demanded of all who are actively and with re-

sponsibility engaged in this kennel war that each side shall
concede something to the other, submit their differences to !

arbitration and accede to such adjustments as the best in-

terests of the dog world shall dictate? We appreciate fully

that it will be asking a great deal of those who have been

libeled to recede from their present position. Nevertheless

we have con Adence to believe that if they are rightly ap-

proached they may abandon at least some of the suits now
under way. How can this be best accomplished and most
speedily ?

Is such a plan not worbhy of consideratioa by every man
who has at heart the best interests of dog owners not less

than of the American Kennel Club? Notwithstanding the
length to which the imbroglio has gone, we believe that it

is not too late to rescue the American Kennel Club from its

difficulties, and under wise management to restore it to

stability, to the respect of the public and to the confidence

and support of all dog men. We shall be very glad to have
any suggestions from any person who (foregoing criticism

or blame of either side) may be disposed to point a way out
of the entanglements of the pi-esent.

EFFECT OF CLIMATE ON DOGS,
Editor Forest and Stream:
The obituary columns of the sporting papers have set me

thinking, and my thoughts have turned me back over fif-

teen years, when I first began to bring dogs from beyond
the water, and as I have never seen anything in print con-
cerning the point I wish to bring before your readers, I thus
trespass on your kindness.
The first dogs I imported were Gordon setters; these I

brought out in September, and I had no trouble with them
till the following summer, when the two importations both
^got sick, or at least got off their feed, and looked like noth-
ing for the vyhole summer, but picked up in the fall and
were as they ought to be. The next dog I got was old Blos-
som, the Gordon setter; he came to me al)out July, and a
sicker dog to live for four or five months I never saw; Irat
with patience and many relapses he got through and was as
good as the best. Then I got a black field spaniel l-ora the
Beverly Kennels, Billy by name, in October; he died in
Noveniber after bemg here four weeks, never got over his
trip; loss S200. Next was another spaniel in March; he
didn't do well till the following winter. Then I got an
English setter for a friend. He was nob worth anything for
four or five months. This is my own experience, anrr has
led me to think that the change of climate, feeding, etc.,
have a great deal to do with the health of dogs imported
from England, especially the dogs with anything like long
coats. The terriers that I have imported did well; in fact
never seemed to go back. From this I am led to believe
that the reason so many of the importe<l dogs die is that they
do not acclimatize, and it takes quite a year to bring them
up to anything like .show form.

I may be yyrong, but it is worth while for importers to
take note of this and not endeavor to force on their new im-
portations, but just to try and keep them alive till such
time as nature accustoms them to their new surroundings.
It is not feed and care that will do it, but rest and time. I
suppose not many of your readers, but some of my medical
brethren, have read Hilton's work on "Rest and Pain." Al-
thotigh a medical work, it is worth every man's while to
read it. It is so interesting that it won't weary, and the
information gained will far repay the time. There Hilton
elaborates what rest will do either in disease or health,
which without our attention being drawn to it no one would
ever think of. Therefore in conclusion, with every sympa-
thy for the owners of the big ones, I would commend to
them and their kennel men the necessity of waiting on
nature, and not to endeavor to give fictitious strength till
nature has properly counterbalanced the infinite change
which takes place in removing an animal from an air so dff-
ferent from this

—

i. e , the damp, muggy air of England
charged with the salt breezes of the ocean which surrounds
it, to the dry air, free from salt and ozone, of this continent.
I would commend these thoughts to the importers of high-
priced dogs, and if they are of any benefit, and thev wait; on
the natural acclimatization of their dogs and not force them,
I think the death rate will be much lowered; and the writer
will be more than repaid if such a happy issue should fol-
low. _J. s. NiVEN.

EVEN A WORM WILL TURN.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I wish some smart medical dog man would discover or in-

vent a worm medicine that wouldn't smell to heaven, and
taste as far the other way. Can't there be a concentrated
essence of something or other put up in capsule form that
can be disguised in a little wad of meat, that would slip
down unchewed and tmbeknownst, carrying its own pur-
gative with it? If there is such a medicament, will some
dear brother tickle me to death by divulging it. I have tried
these loud medicines until I'm tired. One dose goes partly
down and partly somewhere else, under vigorous protest and
struggle, but there is nothing funny about administering the
next. It is fraught with difficulty and danger. I don't want
toabuse mydogand cause him to lose confidence in me by for-
cing him into a comer, if perchance by much deceit or wheed-
ling I can lay hands on him, and prying open a case of lock-
jaw to pour a nasty dose of compound turpentine, jimson-
weed, santonine and areca nut disguised in asafoetida. It
hurts my feelings and his. And then if one succeeds in
;etting the necessary number of continuous nauseousness
own the aggrieved and suffering beast, he needs to be abused

he should be brought into some closed apai-tinent, gently
laid down and so bound that he cannot rise. His forelegs
and his hindlegs may be bandaged or tied with handker-
chiefs in pairs and then all four legs fastened together.
Using soothing tones, all this may be done almost without the
dog's knowing what is hMppening; and I would never think
of administering an anassthetic to a dog for any purpose
without his being secured in some such way.
From 1 to 2oz. of chloroform may now be poured on some

cotton wool, or a folded piece of rag which has been placed
in the bottom of the cone and clapped tightly over the ani-
mal's head so that no air can enter. The dog is almost sure
to struggle more or less, but moderate pressure over his
.shoulders will suffice to keep him down, and soon death will
result. The cone should be left in place for some time as a
inatter of precaution. Of course this procedure may be mod-
ified, provided the same principles are observed.

I do not think chloroform should ever be given to a dog at
the beginning of an operation, and at no stage by one with-
out a good deal of experience. Ether is the anfesthetic for
the dog. It may not be generally known that dogs take
large quantities of opium or miirphia without risk, and
these dull sensibility sufficient for some short operations,
though they make the dog sick at the stomach, especiallyif
given by the mouth.

If the barbarous cutting of ears, etc., is to be continued,
either ether by inhalation or morphia (1 to 2grs.) should be
given by the mouth, or better, inje ted beneath the skin.
There is practically no danger of killing a dog with opium
or morphia, though of course very large doses, as over S^irs,,
are unnecessary in any case, and usu^llv H to Igr. answers
every purpose. Wesley Mills, M.D.

BEAGLE FIELD TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream.:
Although somewhat premature, yet for the benefit and

information of those contemplating making entries or other-
wise participatine in this fall's field trials,"to be held at my
place, I beg to offer a few preliminary remarks now.
After a very mature deliberation of the National Beagle

Club, it was decided to hold the second annual field trials at
Nanuet, Bockland county, N. Y.
Nanuet is my home, and also that of the Rockland Kennels,

it is a small village of perhaps 500 inhabitants, and located
in the heart of a strongly wooded and rolling land county.
While birds are comparatively scarce (as in most other local-
ities in the East), yet the gray cotton-tail rabbits are plenty
and numerous. Our kind are all runners, and ordinarily
furnish the small hound with large contracts. Unless a very
strong spurt is made, they rarely take to cover, which, if
they do, is some old stone fence or hollow tree. A little
switch usually creates a fresh start, and awav we tco again.
The last run that 1 had with my pack for a bag was on

New Year's morning last. Six dogs, my man, myself and
two guns. We started from the house at about "8 o'clock,
with a light drizzly rain falling, it having snowed a trifle
during the night. We had not fairly got together and
started before they had one going, and in a few minutes I
heard the crack of my man's gun followed by the cry of "all
down."
Inside of four hours we had run fourteen rabbits, and

when we returned at about 12 o'clock for our New Year's
dinner we pulled nine big fellows out of our pockets. At
no time during the four hours' hunt were we over three-
quarters of a mile from home.

I have been out frequently with a partv of friends and
been met at a given point by my .sister with a wagon, when
we would unload from our jackets and cover the tail end of
the wagon with rabbits, squirrels and birds. So much for
the supply of rabbits. For covers, there is no end to them.
It is one continuous "here's a likely place."
The ridges and hills are all taken in with ease. The lower

lands in some places are wet at times, but with a pair of
boots on will give .you no trouble. During early season we
find game, mostly in open fields or on borders of small woods.
Later on thej^ take to more secluded covers, and as it were
prepare for their winter campaign. While our own acres
afford but a limited field for operations, I am fortunate in

smelling remedies would kill worms could they reach them.
They are vociferous enough to kill anything. Will some
good Samaritan calm my perturbed spirit and relieve my dog
at one fell swoop? O. O. S.

PAINLESS DEATH.
Editor Forest and Stream:

1 was pleased to see a letter on this subject from so sound
a source in your last week's number. As the mode of dis-
posal of dogs whose life is a burden to themselves or their
friends is occasionally a problem most breeders have to solve,
I beg to add a few hints to what has already been well set
forth. To get rid of dogs by poison is neither a certain nor
humane method. Very often the animal will A'omib the
poison, which may then be eaten, mixed with food as it
may be, by some pet, and grief follow. Prussic acid is a
very;sxu-e remedy, but it is dangerous stuff' to handle; for
while it makes sure work of the dog it may be equally sure
for his master. No, poisons for dogs are as a rule to be ab-
solutely condemned.
Chloroform is safe, easy of application, humane and need

not be either uncertain or expensive. The folio wing method
will give entire satisfaction; Obtain some cheap German
chloroform. One ounce will kill if properly used, though it
is better to have four to six at hand. The idea is to give the
dog chloroform vapors to breathe with as little air as pos-
sible. It is well to construct such a cone as will cover the
head, ears and all, which may be readily made by folding
up a stiff towel, etc. Over this should go some imperme-
able material, as oiled silk, old table oilcloth, or even a
piece of oiled brown paper.
But when all has been got ready in the absence of the dog,

tion as to reaching Nanuet and facilities there for taking
care of man and dog during the trials next November.

H. L . KliEXJDER.

DOG CHAT.
^

OUR illustration this week, taken from the English Stock-
Keeper, shows the type of beagles now winning on

the other side. If the drawings are correct, and they are by
Mr Moore and in his best style, the type of head is hardly
what our critics call for. They seem long and light in muz-
zle, but in bodies and legs there seems nothing to desire.
The one standing up is champion Lonely, said to be the best
beagle in England. She is by Careful out of Lovely and
was whelped in June, 1886. She is 13).3in. at shoulder and
is a beautiful hare pie color. She has been beaten but once
and that time by her kennel mate Princess Countess, the
one lying down. This, however, was not a just decision, as
the latter is too wide in front. Princess Countess has beaten
the great Ringwood and is by champion Rinswood out of
Newhaven Countess. She isnow rearing a litter by champion
Ringwood. She is a beautiful blue mottled hound and
was whelped January, 18SS, her breeder being Mr. George
R. Krehl. The owner of these two handsome bitches is Mr.
Joachim, who is one of the principal beagle breeders in
England.

A writer in the Epoch says: "A lady friend of mine owns
a Skye terrier, now eight years old, of which she is very fond.
When the little fellow was about a year old, a very savage
cat jumped at him without the slightest provocation and
scratched his left eye, from the effects of whii h a cataract
formed and after two ye^irs caused blindness in that eye.
From sympathy a cataract formed gradually over the other
eye, and last summer he became totally blind. Some years
before the second eye became affected the owner took Teddie
(.such is his name) to an eye and ear hospital of this city and
had an operation .performed on the eye which the cat had
scratched. One of the physicians attached to the hospital
was the operator, and he was surrounded by other physi-
cians, assistants and nurses, all of whom were"^ deeply inter"
ested. The owner held the dog in her lap, cocaine was ad-
ministered, and Teddie did not move until a deep cut caused
him to give a little cry. The operation was a failure; the
cataract was so hard that the instrument slipped. It was
like working on a piece of marble. Later on, the same doc-
tor performed the operation painlessly on two different oc-
casions on the same eye, with no better success than the
first time; but he was Avilling to try it again and cut off the
cataract entirely, but it would be necessary to chloroform
the dog, as the pain would otherwise be too great. Teddie's
mistress was at the same time informed that he might die
from the effects of the anaasthetic, and she would not take
the risk of losing her pet. A few months ago, however, she
changed her mind and determined to allow it to be chloro-
formed, preparatory to the fourth operation. The doctor,
upon examining the eye, told her that nature had done what
the three operations had fiiiled to do. Teddie had evidently
struck himself against something which had loosened one
of the corners of the cataract^ which now swings to and fro
like a curtain, and enables him to see enough to get around
without hurting himself. So the fourth operation was not
necessary."
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Mr. Reick, now that he has lost the progenitor of the
Regent line of St. Bernard blood, is doing- the hest thing he
can to replace biui by getting dogs of the same blood and as
near to him as possible. Besides purchasine; Kingston Re-
gent, he has now cabled for Marquis of Ripon, another good
dog of the same litter, and a prize winner. Marquis of
Ripon was owned by Mr. Booth, of Hull, and will arrive in
this country shortly.

Whether Mr. Ohapman, who is now in this countrv, is
going out of St. Bernards or not is not known, but he'has
placed Sir Hereward, Princess Florence and Bessie HI. on
the market. We hear that the three are held at |10,000.

/

We draw the attention of our readers, especially those in-
terested in collies, to the advertisement of the Seminole
Kennels. Judging from a pleasant half-hour's chat with
Dr. Sauveur we were con\'inced he has the best interests of
the breed at heart and will do whatever lies in his power to
help the breed along. He proposes to allow members of the
Collie Club the privilege of sending their bitches to his
stud dogs at a reduction of thirty per cent, on the adver-
tised rates. " ' " - .

amateur, and because he does not accept pay for his work,
if his decisions do not meet with approval all we can do is
to shrug our shoulders and say he did his best; but a pro-
fessional all-round judge, as he is paid, should be held to a
strict account and not accept work for which he is not
capable. We fancy, however, that Stock-KeeiJcr goes a bit
too far when it says: "If the amateur undertakes to judge
breeds of which he has an imperfect knowledge, he is not
conscientious: if the professional does the same, he is not
honest. Voild tout!^' That is all very well in a general
way, but in this country, and we expect that it is the same
in England to some extent, th^re ara few shows which
could affoi-d to have judges for different breeds, and conse-
quently the all-round judges, who are also very few in num-
ber, must perforce be complaisant and take on several breeds
which they may not entirely feel at home in. It may be
wrong to do so. but what are they going to do about it?
Aeain it says: "The victims of tne irregular professional
judge system are the show promoters, and they ask us how
can they know when a man touts for their judging orders
whether he is efQcient or not? Ah, there is the difficulty!
When talking this question over with a prominent member

tes. With such dogs as The Squire, Roslyn Wilkes, i of the kennel world, he smilinglv ob.served that it was a
Roslyn Conway, etc., the influence of his kennel on future pity the Kennel Club could not institute competitive exam-

,
,jn_

_ _ , ., .
, , inations and give certificates to ap pi icants for the breedslitters should be very perceptible, and it is onlv by patron-

izing such dogs, which have shown themselves" good .sires,
that the collie breeders can hope to breed dogs that will be
a credit to the country.

From a letter that Mr. Eberh art sends us we gather that a
bench show mil be held in Cincinnati this fall. He will
take quite a string of dogs after Toronto, down to the Lex-
ington show, which promises to be quite an interesting one,
judging by the accounts received about it. They have
marked out a new line, and if more of o\u agricultural
shows will follow suit and have fox hunts, collie trials, etc.,
in which dogs take a part, they would draw belter, and
afford the Idase circuit shower a little excitement which is

they passed in. These certificates would be a perfect secur-
ity to show promoters, and if the competitions could take
place in public they would be a perfect treat to doggy men."
The question at once arises: Who is competent to examine
the would-be judges then?

©ur readers should carefully note Dr. Mven'a letter on the
effect of climate on dogs in this issue. We have spoken
of this matter before, and feel sure if breeders will exercise
a little patience and more judgment, the result will mate-
rially increase our list of good dogs.

— Mr. F. E, Lamb tells us he is importing another good
sadly wanting, as a rule, after the first day and the judging rough St, Bernard bitch next month, and this one has been
is over. The Eberhart Pug
Kennels feed the Lexing-
ton shoiv with Austin &
Graves biscuits.

We mentioned the fact
some time .since that Mr.
Hedley Chapman, who is
knowu to St. Bernard
breeders as the owner of
Princess Florence and Sir
Hereward, and who sold
Hepsey to the Maryland
Kennels for the largest
price ever paid for a dog of
her sex, was coming to this
country on a visit, and now
we hear that he has sailed
and is en route to Victoria,
B, C.

A letter from Mrs. E. S.

Avis tells us that her hus-
band, Lieut. Avis, has
parted with his promising
young pointer bitch Duch-
ess of Kent, by King of
Kent out of Louise Byron,
selling her to Mr. C. M.
Rounds, of San Antonio,
Texas, on account of his
being ordered to Fort
Clark, Texas. Mrs. Avis
adds: "A little far out of
dogdom, but not too far lo
lessen my interest in dogs,
and three beautiful pugs
and our fine pointer. Chief,
Jr., you spoke so kindly of
last spring, will accompany
us." Duchess of Kent has
been well trained by Henry
Christ, of Belmont, O.. and
as Mr. Rounds is an ardent
sportsman and consequent-
ly fond of good dogs, he
will do justice to her fine
field qualities.

The Beagles Champion Loxelt and Peincess Countess.

Mr. Geo. Smith's new
English setter purchase,
Sir Frederick, left Eaglana
on the Helvetia and is

already in this country. His list of winnings is very large
and his appearance in the ring over here is sure to be of in-
tere.st to setter men.

Pedro—"I heah that the Anglo Club fellahs talk of ex-
pelling Gawge Yan Leah fob cawwying a pawkage on the
avenoo,"
Cadley—"Aw, but that's off, y' know. The pawkage

turned out to be a sick fawx-terrier rolled up in a blawn-
ket."

—

Exchange.

We acknowledge the receipt of some excellent examples
of Ml'. Clarence Rathbone's characteristic work with the
camera among his fox-terriers. ''Beverwycks At Work" and
"Touch Me iE You Dare" will be recognized at once as typical
scenes in the experience of every fox-terrier man, and shnw
that Mr. Rath bone has a happy knack of pressing the but-
ton at the right moment. Such pictures are far more inter-
esting than the stereotyped way in which most of our dogs
are taken.

Mr. Bewell, the noted English vet., who has examined a
dog that bit a man who afterward died of supposed hydro-
phobia, sends to Stock-Keeper a. copy of the certificate he
gave to the lady who owns the dog, which is still alive and
which she has been urged to destroy. As it is very sensible
and to the point it will bear repetition: "This is to certify

that i have this day examined a short-coated collie dog with
a white left forefoot, white chest and front of neck, and a
white mark in right eye. the property of Madame Bour-
gingnon, and I find that the said dog is quite healthful. I
may point out that it hns been proved beyond douljt by very
eminent men, such as Pasteur and others', that hydrophobia
cannot result from the bite of a healthy dog. I may aiso
point out that a dog once affected with rabies or hydropho-
bia, as it is commonly called, never lives more than eight
days, and during the incubative stage, that is, from the time
the dog was inoculated until the development of the disease,

he cannot induce hydrophobia by biting or otherwise; in
fact, the bite of such a doa: is perfectly harmless. Some peo-
ple even suppose that if a dog bites a'person, and though he
may be perfectly healthy at the time he inflicts the bite, hut
should subsequently go mad, the person that was bitten is

sure to have hydrophobia. This is absui-d and impossible.
(Signed) A. J. Sewell, M.R.C.V.S., V.S. to the Kennel
Club, Dogs' Home, etc."

There has been considerable talk lately in the English
kennel papers about all-round judges and specialty judges,
in which Mr. Krehl, of the Stock-Keeper, has come in for

some knocks. This week he coaies out very explicitly and
explains his ideas of the two positions, with which most of

Owned by Mr. E. B. Joachim, England.

mated to champion Keeper, he of the wonderful head. His
Clydesdale Nell—Lord Bute litter is doing well, and of
course are the handsomest "babies" in the world.

Mr. John H. Mathews has a very sensible and temperate
letter in Stock-Keeper defending the Bulldog Club and Mr.
Cugle against the attacks made by "Nutcracker" in that
paper. He says in one part, in answer to the accusation that
this club had "spluttered" at New York and then gone out,
that they intend to confine their efforts pi-incipally to the
aununl meeting to be held each year at New York, the rally-

ing point for all American dogdom, and for the next few
years to come this meeting will very likely by held in con-
nection with the regular dog show' of the Westminster
Kennel Club. Next in the order of dog show work they
select for special favor a point in the East (Lynn last year),

one South (usually Baltimore), and one West, Chicago.

Mr. J. B. Dale has sold the fox-terrier Deputy, that has
done so well lately in England, to Mr. C. H. Jolliffe, Strat-
ford on Avon; and Newcome, Mr. Tinne's crack, goes to Mr.
Astley's kennel.

Mr. L. P. C. Astley, who is well known to fanciers on both
sides as an expert in the judging ring and as a dog show re-

porter, has been very ill lately. It seems he had to have an
intricate operation performed in having an abscess taken
out of his side, and, under chloroform. Dr. Bedell Benison,
who owns the bulldog Forceps, removedthe cause of trouble.
Mr. Astley has lost ;^9lbs. in weight, but is now, we are
pleased to note, well on the way to recovery.

The Barzois that we spoke of last week as coming over for
Mr. Hacke have arrived, and will be on exhibition to-day at

the Spratts Kennels. Accepting Mr. Cle-ither's kind invita-
tion to visit their kennel, we shall have more to say about
them next week. Speaking of Spratts Co., they have brought
out something that is well spoken of in the English papers
as a "preventor." One of the annoyances of ke~eping a dog
in the house will henceforth be overcome and my lady's
favorite curtains and other corners which seem to have an
attraction for some dogs, will now be safe from destruction.
This preparation is a powder which is scattered over the
favorite spots and effectually forces the dog to move on.

The secretary of the International Bench Show of Dogs,
to be held at the city of Toronto from the 14fch to the 18th of
September, has received a letter from Mr. Wm. Fleming,
secretary of the Trunk Line Association, stating that the
following railways will carry three dogs free in baggage
cars (at owner's risk, when accompanied by owners or
caretakers who present for Inspection the necessary Iden^

Bswill agree in the main. The epeoialist is generally aa tificatlon papers) to Toioatoduyio^ 6^ holding of the sliOTrj

The Grand Trunk Ry., N. Y. C. & H. Ry., West Shore Ry.,
New York, Ontario and Western Ry., New York, Lake Erie
and Western Ry., Delaware, Lackawana and Western Ry.,
Lehigh Valley Ry., Central Ry. of New Jersey, Philadelphia
& Reading Ry., Pennsylvania Ry., Baltimore & Ohio Ry.
and Chesapeake & Ohio Ry.

We hear that Mr. Washington has sold the Irish setter
Kildare for S575.

We received a very pleasant visit from Dr. Sauveur, Tues-
day last. This gentleman is the owner of the well-known
Seminole Kennels, and impresses one as an enthusiastic
fancier and one willing to help the best interests of the
kennel world.

Mr. Boggs did not keep his Irish setter Finglas, of apology
fame, very long, as we hear that Mr. E. G. Bishop has pur-
chased him. From all accounts this dog will do well for the
Glenrose Kennel. This gentleman has also purchased an-
other noted Irish setter field trial winner, but further than
this we are not at liberty to stajie anything, if we have not
already said too much.

Among the dogs offered for sale this week Dr. C. E.
Stanley offers an English setter; C. C. Gaines, choice Irish
setter pups: Isaac Collignon, beagle pups; John E. Weston,
cocker spaniels: G. Douglas, black cockers; C. E. Lewis,
black cocker dog; R. H. Burr, Irish setter Red River
Glencho; J. H. Parrott, English setter dog: M, A. Hanchett,
pointer pups; Seminole Kennels, Irish setter. Spminole
Kennels nlace the collies, The Squire, Roslyn Conway,
Roslyn Wilkes, Roslyn Dandy, and Sir Kelpie; the pugs
Treasure andKash, -Jr., and the Irish setters Seminole and
Eleo at stud.

Our esteemed contemporary Sports Aftel<J- is rather mis-
leading in its statement that Sir Bedivere, by a recent decis-
ion of the English Kennel Club, is champion of England.

There is no such title.

Willie Sir Bedivere is easily
the first of his breed, he is

only ft champion among
others.

The Blue Grass Kennel
Club have secured Brass-
field's Pavilion for their
exhibition hall. The build-
ing, we are informed, is
particularly well adapted
to the purpose, being all

on the ground floor, cir-

cular in form, and one-
eighth of a mile in circum-
ference, with large court-
yard in the center for judg-
ing and exercising. It ad-
joins the elegant grounds
'of the Kentucky Trotting
Horse Breeders' Associa-
tion, containing several
hundred acres, and which
have been secured for the
purpose of giving a series
of fox hunts and deer
chases in connection with
the bench show. Arrange-
ments have been made to
have all the celebrated
packs of foxhounds in tbe
South present, including
Gov. Wadp Hampton's, of
South Cat-olma: Messrs,
Young & Taylor, of Missis-
sippi;'Cninn,''Redd, Walker
and W'hitlock, of Ken-
tucky, have signified their
intention of being present
with their packs, and as a
large number of red foxes
and deer have been secured
some excellent sport is as-
sured. Mr. F. C. Wheeler
will judge the non-sporting
clas.ses, and Messrs. Austen
and Graves will do the
benching.

Mr. Fred Kimball, of
Brockton, Massachusetts,
has claimed the name of

Ringwood Beagle Kennels for his kennel of beagles.

A dog which no doubt was better known to New Yorkers
than any other in the city has .succumbed to iJneumonia. It

was a familiar sight to those who passed the southeast cor-
ner of Broadway and Thirtieth street to see Bull-terrier
.lack's intelligent face looking appealingly to passers bv as
if urging them to buy matches from his blind master. Reg-
ularly every afternoon at 3 o'clock in winter and 0 o'clock in
summerthis faithful dog brought his master to theoldstand.
Although the faithful beast preferred his old friends and
constant customers, yet the most utter strancer could ap-
proach him and say, "How goes it, old fellow?" and .Jack
with a whole heartedness would give his paw and then turn
his big brown eyes suggestively to the tray of matches which
his blind master held. Woe betide the stranger who was so
obtuse or so mean as not to accept the suggestion. Jack
would bark and growl and create no end of excitement. The
great intelligence of the animal made him an object of exxyy.

to many, but his blind master refused many most liberal
offers, and is now inconsolable. The Hcrold has started a
subscription to replace the dog with another or to help the
now friendless man in some other way. We are sure there
are some among our lueeders w-ho out of their plentiful lit-

ters can cheerfully spare the old m-aa a pup. whicli may
eventually become another friend and guide to him. Jack
was given to him by same kind stranger when a pup, eight
years ago.

Mr. J. Otis Fellows (Uncle Dick), of Hornellsville, N. Y.,
is to judge the dogs at the Fulton County Agricultural So-
ciety's fair, to be hpld at Johnstown, N. Y,, Sept. 7 to 10.

Mr.'F. B. Zimmer, GloversviUe, N. Y., is the superintend-
ent.

We hear that Mr. Jarrett, of the Chestnut Hill Kennels,
will judge some of the classes at the Wilmington, Del.,
show next month.

Mr. W. H. Hyland writes us that he has purchased from
Mr. T. G. Davey, London, Ont., the black and white poiuter
bitch Fan N.. A.K.C.S.B. 15,.598. He says: "I consider her
about the best light-weight pointer bitch in Ami rica to-day,

and I believe her record will justify my claim." She has
won the following prizes, without a single defeat, viz.: First
Boston, first Chicago, first Buffalo, first Detroit, fir*t

Toronto, first London, 1890; first challenge Chicago, 1891,

defeating champion Queen Fan.

Mr. Shillcock writes to Stock-Keeper that in justice to
himself he must fiiake known the fact that it was Mr. Chap-
man's desire that h& gtate the price at which hrsold Sip
Hereward- as 96,00(y,
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It is the generally accepted idea among tlmse who are

ignorant of the breed, that the ownership of a bulldog car-

ries with it something derogatory to one^s character. It is

simply a toiagh relic of old associations, for the btiUdog of

to-day is as much an animal worthy to he man's companion
as a St. Bernard or a mastiff. This is the way many estim-

able people think in England, and only kist week the

Majchioness of Staft'ord tried to bny the crack dog Forceps

from Dr, Benison, after it had won first prize at Newport,
Monmouthshire.

In speaking of the death of Prince Regent and Scottish

Prince Fanciers' Gazette says: "Twenty years ago St. Ber-

nards were shown in condition: now they are exhibited like

fat prize piss, often unable to stand up during the process of

judging. Common sense dictates that this cannot be right,

and we have often referred to the matter before. The putti ng
on the fat, and the means that ai-e had recoiu-se to, to do so,

must lead to an unhealthy state of existence, and renders

dogs so treated susceptible to all sorts of diseases. Change
of climate and feeding soon show their effect, and iind out
the weak spot when the constitution is impaired." This
only bears us otit in what we have lately written on
this subject, which is one that will have to receive proper at-

tention "at the hands of Sfc. Bernard and other large dog
breeders.

Mr. John Le\vis has sold the noted pointer Nick of Naso
to Mr. Homer B. Aldin for $350. This dog is well known on the

bench and in the field, and when we saw him the other even-

ing he looked fit to go in the ring any time. Nick remains
in Mr. Lewis's hands for the present.

Before another issue of this paper the Canadian shows
will have commenced with Kingston. A word of waruiua
to exhibitors may not be out of place in view of the heat
we shall probably experience. Baggagemasters nowadays
have had more or less experience in taking care of

dogs in their cars, but it is better to be on the safe

side and make it impossible for a heartless baggage-
master to .so cover the crate that the dogs will be smoth-
ered. There is nothing better than a hamper or basket to

ship a dog in, but when these are not available have boxes
made in such a manner that it is impossible for trunks and
other boxes to be set so close that fresh air is excluded.
Allow the roof to lap over the sides and leave plenty of ven-
tilation space under the eaves and your dog will be safe.

Avoid overcrowding; better leave your dog home than lose

him for the sake of sa'S'lng a few dollars on expressage. Fa-
cilities for watering and feeding ,will of course suggest
themselves to every careful and humane owner of dogs.

The above notes are'suggested from reading the account of

the death from suffocation of one of England's best Bassets,

Mr. H. Jones's Fresco, on the way to Spa, Belgium show.

Last week we noted exclusively that a crack bull-teriier

would shortly come to this country. Now we see by CanUic
World that champion Streatham Monarch has been pur
chased from Mr. Thompson by Mr. Toon, who sends him to

this country; in fact, he sailed Aug. 15. This dog made his

dehat at Manchester in 1890 when eight months old. and
just a year after at the same show he gained his champion-
ship. "Another bull-terrier, weighing 30lbs., called Cherub,
will also sail shortly to add strength to Frank Dole's crack
kennel.

The same paper informs us that Mr. T. S. Belliu, a noted
fox-terrier breeder and occasional judge, was to come over

on the Teutonic with theiutention of settling in this country.
Mr. Bellm has bred many noted dogs, among them Rustic
Result. Rustic Rcystou, Merry Queen Rustic, and the novice
winner at Blackburn, Tin Foiler. The fox-terrier ranks
will be further strengthened by this gentleman's cliange of

country.

We draw attention to our suggestion in another column
i-egarding the present state of things in the A. K. C. It is

time that thedog men came to their senses and reflected on
the harm that is being done to kennel interests by allowing
these suits to go on. The A. K. C. is laying itself open to
further trouble every day by allowing the sale of copies of

the Kmnel Gazette containing the alleged libels in the
printed list of disqualified members. In view of the inter-

locutory judgment rendered by Judge Maygan the other
day, it would seem the part of wisdom to hold these numbers
in abeyance until these suits have been decided. Every
copy sold constitutes a separate cause for a suit, and agents
are being senC to the A. K. C. rooms to buy the Gazette for
that purpose. But the club is either blind or will not see it

in the serious light that it strikes other men. ^Yhy cannot
a committee of representative men—breeders such as Messrs.
Thayer, Childs, Terry, Fay, Sears, Whiton, Dr. Perry, there
are lots of them—men in whom we all have confidence, be
agreed upon as a committee by the two parties, and let them
investigate both sides of the case and effect some com-
promise. If men are compelled, through fear of these suits

and the damages they may entail, to sell dogs and prop-
erty, how long is the associate membership going to last?

Mr. J. H. Winslow, the popular pointer judge, in a friend ly
letter tolls us he has some good pointer pups coming on, and
that his little setter bitch Nellie Belton Is going to be a good
one. She is sister to Albert's Duchess, winner of P. K, G.

Derby last year, and Albert's Nellie that did so well at the
spring sliows. He has been spending a couple of weeks at
Rosemont, Pa., and havinga delightful time and surrounded
by lots of (iogs. He says: "I was killing a few bear, moose,
etc., in Maine for a while, but as nobody will believe it I
simply ignore their requests to furnish affidavits."

Dr. Wesley Mills, of Montreal, Canada, is bringing out a
little book on "How to Keep a Uog in the City." The work
no doubt will be acceptable, as Dr. Mills will speak from
experience.

A movement is on foot in Canada with the object of re-

moving the existing duty on thoroughbred dogs. At pres-
ent, since a law made in November, 18SS, all dogs imported,
except from Newfoundland, are dutiable. A letter from
Mr. Bowell, Minister of Customs, to Mr. S. F. Glass, secre-
tary of the Canadian Kennel Club, who is circulating the
petttion, states that nothing can be done this year, but if

tariff changes are made next year the subject will receive
attention.

One of the regulations at Toronto mil be that only prize
cards of the Industrial Exhibition Association will be
allowed to be tacked up over the dogs in the stall, though
exhibitors may post a list of winnings if they wish. This is

a good move, for otherwise it misleads the public to a cer-

tain extent.

Mr. Geo. Thomas will sail on. the Bostonian for Boston,
and among the new ones added to his team is the grey-
hound Bestwood Daisy, a brindle and white, and which won
at the Boston (Eng.) show over Lily of Gainsboro. As both
of these bitches will very likely belong to Mr. Purbeck, it

will be seen he will have a strong kennel of lougtails. Mr.
Toon has also purchased the bull-terriers Queeu of the Dale
and Common. The St. Bernard we spoke of as coming over
is Young Alton, and thoueh only fifteen months old he has
alreiidy done some winning, we believe, and is expected to
do well over here. Two new black and tau terriers are
Prince Raglan and Rosette, the labter being in whelp to

champion Beaconsfleld. A wire-haired fox-terrier, Barton
Sting, is also in the string, and Mr. Mercer's Lady Belle,

the Clumber, will come over in Mr. Thomas'.s care, in whelp
to the noted Hot Pot, and we trust Mr. Mercer will have
better luck than usual. We were right after all in tlie sur-

mise that Jack Briggs, the Irish terrier, late the Western
Ambassador, would eventually find a home in the Salem
Kennels, He has beaten his noted sire and other Ambassa-
dors of note. We gave his winnings last week. Another
dog, Valley Boxei% is also in the list of coming ones, as

well as a smooth fox-terrier. To make room for all these

dogs the Anglo-American Kennels are enlarging their ac-

commodations. Some of the dogs that are owned by this

kennel will be left behind to win fresh laurels. As the
Canadian shows have not catered very well to the Irish

terrier breed, the bitches of this kennel will also be left in
England till ready for the New York show, when the ex-

hibit of Irish terriers will, we hear, be very large and of

great merit.

At the Spa, Belgium, show Mr. Comatock's purchase, the
Irish terrier bitch Crate, had an easy win. Mr. Dole's bull-

terrier Hannah should have been there, but for some reason
did not turn up.

An executive meeting of the National Beagle Club was
held Aug. 3'3. The meeting was called to order by Dr. W. A.
Power at 9 P. M. Minutes of last meeting were read and
accepted. Messrs. Brooking, Berry, Turpin and Rutter ab-
sent. Mr. W. S. Clark was selected as one of judges at the
N. B. C. trials this fall. It was then voted to lay the question
of another judge on the table. The date of the closing of

entries will be Nov. 1, and it was voted to get entry
blanks, etc., printed. A show of dogs entered will be held
before the dogs are run in the trials, and first, second and
third prizes in all classes will be given, the same jttdges to

jads!e both show and trials. Everything points to a success-

fitl meeting, judging from the communications received so
far.

In the li^el case of Gallup vs. Belmont and others, for

publishing plaintiff's name in the disqualified list in the
American Kennel Gazette, the defendants have appealed
from the decision of the Special Term to the General Term.
Sept. 8 proximo has been set as the date on which their de-

murrer will be argued in the Towu Hall at Saratoga
Springs, N, Y., and it is expected a decision will be rendered
within a month afterwai-d.

Through inadvertence the challenge Glasses for field

spauielsVere omitted from the premium list of the Mon-
treal bench .show. They have therefore decided to make
the classification for this breed the same as for Clumber
•spaniel.s, i. e., they will have class 54A, challenge dogs, with
$7 and diploma; :54B, challenge class for bitches, with the
same prizes.

Specjde G<nmi. Poaten & BurdelPa (Columbus, O.) Enelish set-
tp.r bitch Speckle Gown (Count Noble—Nannie Gladstone), Aug.
18, six (five dogs), by Gladstone Boy.

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on appUcation.

Sir Bob. Silver fawn pug dog, wbelped Julv 1, 1891. bv Spokane
out of NeJJy T.. by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincmnati, O.. to .John
Mott. Jr . New Harmony, Ind.

Viraie E. Puk bitch, wbolned June 8, 1891, by Spokane out o£
Latla Rookh, by Ebrrhart Png Kennels, CiDciDnati, O., to W. R.
Joripp, OinciDiiati, O.
Penrice. Jr. Png Hog, wliplnert June 18, 1891. by Penrice out of

, by Howard Bros., Columbus, O., to Mrs. E. S. Avis, Mor-
gantowT], W. Va.
Blme— Gladys B. whelp. Bed Irish setter dog, whelped April J2,

im, bv R. H. Burr, Mlddletown, Conn., to Alfred Nefl, Higga-
num. Comi.

Barris, Jr. Orange tawny smooth .St. Bernard dog, whelped
April ft}, 18S1, bv Barris out of Qiipen Jnno, by Newr York St. Ber-
nard Keunels. New York city, to Thos. Kftlly. same piace.
Lord Lincoln. Tawny and white smooth St. Bf-rnard doe,

whelped Feb. 3, 1891. by Pilgrim out of cbampion Flora II., by Ne^v
York St. Bernard Kennels, Now York city, to James Eiiigston,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Hcclnrlnr. Tawny and white smooth St. Bernard bMoli,whelped
Aug. 27, 1890, by chmnpion Hector out of Trnjan Tick, by New
York St. Bernard Kennels, New Yoik city, to James Hingston,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Prmhncp. Orange and white ronerh St. Berrnrd hitch, whelped

Sept. 3.1S87 by Helvellvn out of Z-^phyr. by New York St. Ber-
nard Keunels, New York city, to W. H. Anld, Sirathroy, (3nt.

Zana. White and orange r-ouerh Si. Bernard bitch.wb< Ipp-d Eeb.
U, 1888, bv Dukp of Wellington our ot Kron, by "<ew York Sr. Ber-
nard Keunels, New Y'ork city, to J as. Clancy, Clifton, N, J.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no diaive for ansiverihg r/Kestvnw v.nrirr this head. All

questions rchiting to ailmrntf of rings will be. avumrcrl by Dr. T. O.
Sherwood, a mernhsr of the Koiml CoVciic of Veterinary Surgeons.
Commvnuatiun'' xtemng ui lUhn niott'V^ connrdid n ith Rcnuel
Mrvnagement and dogs imn receive mrejul attention.

W. A. S.—See our kennel business columns in issue of July 18.

A. D, 6., Canada.—No. All depends on time of closirg cptries.

C. T., Ottumwa, Iowa.—Have forwarded your letter to a reliable
person.

C. H. C—The only way you can do is to advertise the fact in an
English kennel paper.

H. F. C, Philadelphia. Pa.—Will you please give me the address
of the best kennel of liBht-weight hull-terriers in Amfrica? Ans.
It would be invidious on our part to answer your quesn'nn. There
are peveral good kennels of this hrfed, for instance Mi-. Dole's,
Mr. Harris's, etc.

A. R. C, Ottawa, Canada.—Would you kindly give me the ad-
dress and -:^anao of the master of the hounds hunted near Roches-
ter, N. Y.? Ilh'nk the name of tbe place is Rosemont, but am
not sure. Aug. The hunt club near Rochester, N. Y., is the Gene-
see Valley Hunt Club, and W. Austin Wadsworth is M. T. H.; his
address is Geneseo, Livingstone county, N. Y.

TAYLOR'S CLEO FALSELY REGISTERED.-North
Tarrytown, N. Y.

—

Editor Fora<t and Stream: I wish to in-

form the party who purchased a pointer I)itch named Tay-
lor's Cleo from M. T. Mason, Northampton, Ma,ss., that they
have been badly imposed upon in regard to same bitch's

breeding. Mr. Mason claimed her to be by Pommery Sec—
Larnock Elsa, whelped May, 1889; breeder, F. E. Atkins, and
so registered in the A. K. C. Stud Book. As the bitch is not
by Pommery Sec—Larnock Elsa, and was not bred by F. E.
Atkins, I notified Mr, A. P. Vredenbuigh, secretary A. K.
0.,that the breeding claimed for Taylor's Cleo was false,

.and he has cancelled the registration. Larnock Elsa had no
puppies by Pommery Sec in 1889. Mr. F. E. Atkins, Water-
bury, Vt., now owns Larknock Elsa, having purchased her
froni me in January last, and I am in receipt of a letter

from him stating that be knows nothing of M. T. Mason or
of the hitch Taylor's Cleo, and adds that Larnock Elsa
whelped a splendid litter by Pommery Sec on the Sfch Inst.

—Wm. H. HylAxd.

ROCHESTER NOTES.—A late acquisition to the canine
community in this city is Jocko, a black and white setter,

by Kent, he by champion Count Howard out of Geno, she
by Sportsman, he by champion Gladstone. Jocko came
from the kennels of W^m. Blair, of Pontiac, Mich., and is

the property of Mr, Krug. W. H. Case, of Lockport, was
in towu to-day, and we met at the Flour City Kennels; he
is interested in pointers and English setters, and expects to
exhibit some of his dogs at the Canadian shows. Mr.
Krneger, of beagle fame, and Mr. Lee, of the Forest and
Stream, called at the Flour City Kennels last Saturday,
and complimented Mr. Pritchard on the form of the dogs
he will star with this season. Cardinal Beaufort continues
to improve and gives promise of great success on the bench,
—O. Stewart Bambek, M.D.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are laserted without charge; and blanks

(furnished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Pitti Sing JJ. By Mrs. E. S. Avis, Morgantown, W. Ya.. for pug
bitch, whelped Oclober, 1890.

Cheriuasset Tota. By jVirs. E. S. Avis, Morgantown, W. Va., for
pug bitch, whelped March 20, 1889, by champion Dude out of
Tivsa.

Prnriee. Jr By Mrs. F. S, Avis, Morgantown, W. Va., for pug
dog, whelped June If, 1891, hy imported Penrice out of Silksworth
Monlf

.

Alma. Bv Eberhart Pug Kennels. Cincinnati. O.. for silver

fawn pug bitch, whelped June 9, 1891, by Eberhart's Cashier
(champion Kash—Lady Thora) out ot Mabel E. (champion Kash—
Lady Thurman).
Twister. The Count and Sir Bob. By Eberhart Pue Kennels, Cin-

cinnan, O., tor pus dogs, whelped July 1, 1891, by Spokane (chara-
piou Kash—Lady Thora) out of N'^lly T. (Hpokane—Lalla Rnokh).
Dick Leslie, Cap Leslie, Prince Leslie, Duke Leslie, Max Leslie and

Frank Leslie. By W. B. McCord, Hyattville, O, for liver and
white pointer dogs, whelped Aug. 3, 1891, by Leslie (Spot Dash-
imported Belle Randolph) out of Mack's Juno.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Brarlford Lill—Bradford Harru. P. H, Coomh.^'s (Bangor, Me.)
Yorkshire tnrrier buo'ti Bradford Lill ^Tickk-am—Judv) to his
champion Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Beal's Lady),
Aug. 3.5.

Little Lad. J. E. Weston '.-^ (Udca, N. Y.) cocker spaniel
bitch (^ir John—Cassy W.l to his Little Lad (Newton Abbot
Beau—Dmah Bpunett) Jnly 13.

Cliarmion—Hector. H. SchierLoh's (New Y'ork) smooth St. Ber-
nard bitch Cliarmiou 1o New York St. Bernard Kennels' champion
Hccror. Aug. IS.

Meteor's Fliit—Graiilvic UI. C. D. Boheris's (Dexter, Me ) pointer
bit(-h JNItteor's Flirt (Mttc-or, Jr.—Mamie) co J. A. Herther's
Graphic HI. (champion Graphic—champion Bloomo), June 3.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Starlight. U. G. Chadeayne's (Sing S'ng. N. Y.) English setter
hitch Starlighjt (Rock. Jr.—Dashing Kate), Juae 2G, eight (three
dogs), by Ben ijp wis' < Lewis's Lew.

, J. E. Weston'a (Qciea. N. Y.) cocker spaniel bitch
(champion Black Pete-Black Meg 11.), July 13. sis (four dogs), by
his Black Dai^b (OWeron—Susie).
Onota Belie. K. H. Barr's (Middletown, Conn.) Irish setter bi tch

Onota BdUe (champion Chief—Bizreena), Aug. 16, nine ( dx dogs),
by his Red River Giencho (champloa Glencho—Lyda Belle).

RANGE AND GALLERY.

AMERICA'S SCHUETZSNFEST.
REPRESE^'TATt^TES fromall the Gfrman Schuetzen BundsofNew

York and Brooklyn mot Ans. hi the Nen-York Saengfrbunde
Hall, No. 12 St. Marks Place, to ronsider the arranaiements for the
great interuatioual shooting fostiv.ai wjiich it has been decided by
the German societies to hold ia i bis vicinity in 1S03, The meeting,
which numbered (!lose upon one hmidred delegates, was presided
over by Adolph Ludwig,' the President of the TTeited Association of
Schueizea Bunds.
The committee of fluance reported that assurances had already

been received of substantial support which rendered it iiltogetber cer-
tain that the sum of $150,000, which it, was estimated would be reqmred
as aguarantee lund, would beforthcoming when it « as needed. M^ilb
this assurance as a basis, tha association deterrajued that the inter-
national festival should be held in the monib of July, 1S93, aud cover
as many weeks as might be necessary in order to give opportunity
tor the conlesting of the numerous bhooiing events which it is pro-
posed to put ou the programme.
As this will be the first great festival of the kind projected by the

originators of the uuhertaking ever held in this country, it was decided
to defer flnai action as to the details of the afternoon for another
week. The scheme, so far as it has been outlined, contemplates a pro-
gramme of events which shall combine not only all the prominent
features of ihe national shooting festivals of the Fatherland but also
those of the famous Tir National festivals of Switzerland, together
with features of a distinctively American charaetei-.

Champion shots from every part o( Europe will compete in these
contests with the experts of this country, and for cash prizes and
trophies aggi-egating not le^s than $60,000 in value. To accommodate
the great throng of entranls in the events, it is calculated tnat no
fewer than seventy shooting booths will be required and as many
ranges, all of which, in compUance with the conditions under which
the matches willbe shot, will have to be substantial covered buildings.

A committee on site was appointed, with power to decide upon the
location of the festival grounds, consi.-^ting of Pi-esident Ludwig and
Messrs. G. Kuhlman, N. Beujimin, Louis Stich, I. Lurch, W. Weller,
B. Schirmer, Charles Harth, and the permanent oQieera of the asso-
ciation. This committee is to report at the nest meeting a programme
of events, together with a plan of the rules and regulations for the
governmeni of the festival.

It was also decided to publish a paper durius: the period covered by
the festival, which shall give a daily record of the progress of the

shooting, the names of the prize winners, and such other information
as may be of int erest to the general public. This paper will be prmted
in German and Enirlish.

Aug. JS —The Ke'.\ Tork Schuetzen Gilde, one of the oldest German
societies in this ciiy, held its annual festival and prize shooimg at
Washington Park lo duy.
The officers are: E. Holtz, Captain: J. D. Piekescbied, First Lieu-

tenant; 11. Henke, Second l.ieutennnt: B. AS'imenuyer, Treasurer; H,
Weyh, Secretary, H. Storch, Orderly Sergeant, and J. Lurch, Target
Master.
Winners at the king tai-get were; H, Storch, R. Henke, 0. Iba, B.

Wincermj^er and A. Stolzeuberg.

CREEDMOOR, Aug. 22.—The fourth sharpshooters' match o
the season was shot' to-day. The weather was fair wit"-' a ver
I'ghi five to six o'clock wind. Kon-ccmmissioned Staff Officer
Frank Stuart, of the Sisty--anth Regiment, made the line score
of 49. It was the fir.st time it has bttn made on the range this
season. The following is t he summary;

Co. G, -12; J. W, Cleveland, Co. I. 13: K, U. Richards, Co. D, 43; H.
B. Thompson, Co. C, i2; A. S. Speoeer. Co. E, 42.

Eighih ReBiment—J. F. Tracy, Co. H, 13.

Sixtv-ninth Regiment—F. Stuart, N. C. S., 49.

Cavalry Match— A. M. Jacobs, Troop A, 46; E. J. Chase, Second
Batterv.l6: L. G. Reed, Troop A, 13.

Twelfth Regiment—T. J, Dolan. N. C. S.. 43; A. B. Van Hueson,
Co. B, 45: J. iMcCauIav. stsfE, 45; Georee Dnvle. Co. G, 47.

Thirteenth R ffimeut—T. M. Harvev, N. C. S., 43; G. E. Con-
stable, Co. F, 43; J. McNevin, N. C. S., 43.

Tvveniv-sccoud Regiment—N. B. Thurston, Co. E, 43.

Twenty-third Regiment-G. S. Shepard, Co. D, 42; R. O. Oliver,

W. A. Stokes, Co.H. 43; G. F. Musson, Go. r, 1:3; B. G. dauuders,
Co. C, 43.

Spventv-nrst Regiment—A. H. Paul, N. C. S.,43; W. H. Canter,
Co. H. 4.5.

AUGUSTA, Me., Aug. 19,—The Maine Militia in a skirmish
match to-day, 50-men teams from each regiment, 10 rounds, dis-

tance limited to 3a0yds., pcsiiion standing, 5 shot.s arlviincing and
the same retreating, with one at each hall. The Seoniid Regiment
won with l,634p .lints and 46i hits in a possible 500, The Uml Re^-
meat had 1,550 points aiid 440 hits-
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NEW ORLEANS RIFLEMEN.
ATEW OR.L'KA'N'S, Aug. 16—The first da-y's shoot of the rifle

toiarnament for the cb«mpionship of thp State took place to-

day at the range of the Lawsm Rifle Club, on Dumaine. near
Gaivez street. The tournament was arranged by the Lawson
Club, and a large number ot fine ijrizes have been selected as fit-

ting laurels for the victorious teams and the individual memhers
tliereof. The teams which participated in the shoot have heen in
prac'ice for Fome time and an unusual amount of interest was
manifested in tiie shoot. The teams which contested w^re eleven
in nuTii ber. and the personnel of tue club representatives ranged
from S to 13 men. The clu'<s contesting were the EagJes. Algiers,

Expectations, Olynnpics Endeavor'^, Perseverance, Soufhrons,
Orleans, Pelicaris. Volunteers and Arnaults. The shoot was corti-

menced at 9 o'clock in tlie morniner anri was continued untilnearly
dufk. large crowds belniz constantly in attendance ana encourag-
ing their friends br their presence.
The nnlv "posalWe" that was made during the day's shoot was

done hv Leo Keppler. of the P« rseverance, who, on the first trial,

knocke"d off 65 on the target. His other scores were also good, the
lowest being 53 and his total 288 out of a possible of 335.

The individual scores worthy of note are as follows, arrangpd
in the orfier of m»rit: John Christian (Expectation?) 311. J. D.
Bell (Expe'-tatiore-) 309, F. Moths (Endeavors) £07, Harry Bouoh— piCfr)-^"

'

K.rai
Coy., _

Kniler (ArnnultO 301.

Tbe above shows taat Mr. Christian still holds control over the
trigger and again carried ofl: the honors of the day for his club,

which h-id fcr members over the 300 notch, and which won the
first and second individual pcore. >Ione of the members of the
Sou'hrons, Eagles, Algiers, Volunteers, Pelicans, Perseverance or
Orleans teams secured as liigh a mark for its individual marks-
men as 300.

The lowest score made was thst of George Orth, of the Pelicans,
who made 17 points on the fir»t fire an'i then withdrew. W. F.

Schriever, of the Orleans, was the next worst shot, bis score
amounting only to 76. The scores by teams follows:

Expectations 5175 Eagles +775 Pelicans.... ..3919

Olympics .50a3 Algiers '1738 Perseverance 3759

EBdeavors 4984 AruHtiUs «44 Orleans 3449

Southrons 4949 Volunteers 4074

SYRACUSE, N. Y.. Aug. 19.—The new range of the Syracuse
Rifl Cluo at Maple Bay vvas npt>ned to-day with a regular shoot,

in which a number of the club members participated. The .Syra-

cuse Rifle Club is much pleased with the new range and club
house, and expect to have in a short 'irae the finest range in the
State. The mpmbers are grateful to W. S. Barnum, the proprie-

tor of ^'laple Bay, who fitted up the range, built the clubhouse
and turned the whole thing over to the Syracuse P.,ifie Club. Both
the Onondaga Sporti?m°n'8 Club and the Syracuse R fie Club now
have separate ranges at Maple Bay, and regular shoots wUl be
held in the future as in (he past. The Onondaga Sportsmen's
Club occupy their range nearly e^ery Thurs-lay, and the Syracuse
Rifle Club hold re galai shoots every two weeks. The former club
formerly used the Onondaga Valley range. This is the score of

to-flay'a shoot: „ „ „ ,
Off-Hand.

Smith 7 6 7 8 4 7 6 9 6 6-66
Ballev 7 9 6 7 7 9 10 10 6 10-81

Koehler.'.'.' 6 7 8 8 8 6 7 10 9 6-75
Lathrop 5 8 9 5 6 6 9 5 5-63
Knjipp .. 7 7 5 r> 6 6 7 6 8 4-61
Seelv 8 8 6 7 8 9 9 7 9 7-78
Cat el v. .

8 9 5 7 7 7 7 5 5 6-64

Ball 4 10 9 6 9 4 7 7 5 1-63
Rest.

Smith ^7 9 9 8 10 9 13 6 9 10-S9
Barnuiii' 9 9 9 9 10 8 9 11 11 8—93

BOSTON, Aug. 33.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachii-
setts Rrfln Afsociation was held at its range to-day. There were
a number in attendance, but the weather conditions were unfav-
orable for good scores until late in the day, when J. Francis suc-
ceeded in securing 118 in the seal medal rest match. The best

scores, SOOyds., standard Americaa target:
(B) All-Comer!-' Oil-Hand Match.

E Alson 7:^ H W C^0Re '58 J BuUard 53

S E Howard 67 W P Stevens 58 W E Halladay 48

D Bayley ....66 A Ketch 57 J R Carmichael . . .43

A Remington 65 .J Maynard 58 WLSwaa 43

BDcivis 63 A Sharps 55 N S Wilson 36

OA Dean, 60 ^ ,

(r) All- 'Vomers' Rest Matoh.
RJKEames 110 A H Ballard 106 E Alson 86

J Francis 109 E James 105 A Keach 77

MR Barter 108 BE Partridge.... 97 A Bullard .53

W P Thompson . . .108 S .1 ackson 93

(r) Re-entries allowed.

JERSEY CITY, N. J-, Aug. 31.—The ExcelPior Rifle Club, of

Jersey City, held its first annual prize shoot at Greenville Schuet-
zen Park to-day. The event whs held over the 300yds. range,
which was in perfect condition. The shooting at the German ring
target was open to allcomers, and the competition was very brisk.

The marksmen obtninim? the highest scores on two tickets out of
apossit^le 75 on ench were: John Copp6r.=mith, 70, 71; Geo. Joyner,
67, 68; E. Fisher, 66. (57; L. P. Hansen, 64, 65; H Chavant, 54. G. C,

Varick, president of the club, captured the first prize of the dav,
the first flag. The last flag was s'^cured by John Coppersmith. In
the sho tting at the builseye target, also open to all comers, the
number of red fl igs shot were: L. P. Hansen 18. J. Coppersmi ih
18 Wm. Weber 6. G. C. Varick 4. H. Chavant 4, J. Kaiser 3, J.

Boyce 3. Wm. Robinson 3, Thos. Hughes 3. G. Jones 2, C. Bunchle
1, Ohas. Pinney 1, W^ Ohanlngl. The target of honor shooting
was open to members of the ciub only, and only three shots were
allowed to each. The following Hcores were madf: Capt. Louis
Hensen 63. Wm. Weber 62, O. C. B'^yce 58, Henry Cliavant 56,

President Varick 55, Wm. Ro^>idoux 52, Charley Pinuey 52, Chris-
topher Bauchle 47. and Ttios. Hushes 46. The priz'^s for the ring
target ranged in amounts from |40 to $1. The iwmiums for the
best work at the btillseye target were from .?20 to S2: for the great-

est number of bullseves, $7 in gold. The first red flag each day is

worth $2, and the last fl«g $1.

SPRINGFIELD. III., Aug. 31.—In the skirmish run Captain
Robert H. Aiken, inspector of rifle practice of the Sixth Infantry,
Illinois National Guard, at the St ate rifle ranee here to-day, shot
under United Stales army regulations upon the silhouette figures,

and made a clean score, placing every shot upon the prone figure,

making the h'shest possible score that could be made. The run
consisted of 20 shots flred at SO-second intervals at unknown dis-

tances from 600yds. to SOOyds. and return, double time and 10 halts

being made. Captain Aiken is a resident of Chicago and captain
of the Slate rifle team.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished sratis to club

gecretories. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only,

NEW YORK GERMAN GUN CLUB.-WedneBday, Aug. 18

was the regular sh. otiug day ot" the above club and a goodly num-
ber put in an appearance at Dexter Park. The scares made were
hardly up to the averaere but the birds were a cracking good lot,

and some of them would have taxed the skill of some of the moat
exper eoced shots. The membe'-s of the club are a joUy lot and a
bird scored lost has no effect upon their .spirits. Thempmhprs
still adhere to the old position of eun. and clear below the elbow
is the rule. Regular club shoot, 8 .birds per man, handicap rises,

ties shot miss and out:

J Gerlit-z (31vd =).... ...11312111—8 J Frazer (31) 12001010-4

H Thomforde (2.5) 1110111i.-7 Sou'har (80) 10101010-4

O Garms. Jr (30) 10101111—6 J Bommeoher (35) 1 1000010-3
FHuEE (15) 00111111-6 Ed Blanche (35) 00300012-3
ADienst(2]) 01120111-6 J Corwo-n (2.5) 00001130-3

J DannertVlser (25). .. .111301101-5 O Garms, Sr (21) 00110001-3

H^obpl(25) OllOidll 5 jScriver(2]) 10001111—3

J Wulbrock (21) (1102330—5 A Lucas (21) 00100010-2

J Schicht (30) 10110001-4 M Boidon (31) 00000001-1

Ties for third place:
Garms, Jr 2133-4 Dienst 120-3
Hufic 2310-3

WELLINGTON, Mass.. Aug. 33.—There was a larger attendance
at the grounds of the Wellington Gtm Club to-day than has been
seen there for several weeks, OR'ing to the return of many from
their outings.

BOSTON, Aug. 23 —To-day was the TPetular weekly shoot at
Clarendon HiUs of the Jamaica Plain Gun Club, and a goodly
number of gunners drew beards upbu the flying bluerbcks during
the afternoon.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Aug. 35-37.—Buffalo Tournament, assisted bv the Inter-State
Mnnufacturers' and Dealers' Association. $1,000 guaranteed.
Aug. 29 and Sept. 7.—Sweep.9take Sh noting at Rutherfurd, N. J.,

on the grounds of Boiling Springs Run Club. Aug 39, sweep at
50 bluerocks, entrance $5. Sept. 7 (Labor Day), sweepstakes at
targets.
Sept. 1-3.—Hacketfatown Gun Club. Two days at targets.

For progrnmmes address .Tames L. Smith. Hsckettstown N. .1.

Sept 1-4.—Second Annual Tournament, Cheyenne, Wyo. Dr.
A. A. Hi]combe, Sec'y.
Sept. 7-9 —Three Days' Tournament at Atlantic City, N. J.

Atlantic City Gun Club grounds. Managed by E. D. Miller.
Springfield, N. J., and Harry Thurman, Germantown, Philadel-
phia, Pa.
Sept. 8-H.—Grand International Tournament at Detroit. Live

birds ard standard Keystone targets.
Sept. 11-13.— Hfarrisburg Shooting Association, new club house,

two days opening shoot, targets and live birds; also six-men team
shoots for central Pennsylvania. Harrlsburg Shooting Associa-
tion trophy, valued at 6100. H. M. F. Worden, Sec'y.
Sept. 15-17.-Knoxvilie, Tenn., Inter-State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.
Sept, 15-17—Dayton, O., Second Annual Tournament. Open to

the world. First two days inanimate targets. Last day spar-
rows. Address W. Scott McDonald, Fifth and Ludlow streets,
Dayton, O.
Nov. 3-5.—Staunton. Va,, Inter - State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.
Nov. 17-19.—Savannah, Ga., Inter-State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.

THE GUNS AT LEXINGTON.
Lbxingtok, Mo., Aug. 17.—The Missouri State Amateur Shoot-

ing Association has just closed its first annual tournament, which
proved to be one of the most satisfactory shoots ever held in the
State. At the meeting held the night of Aug. 13 the organization
was perfected and 'he following ofiicers were elected for the en-
suing year: Emison Chanslor, President, Lexington, Mo.; C. L.
Blanton, Vice-President, Paris, Mo.; G. A. Sturges, Secretary,
Lexington, Mo.; A. Geyer, Treasurer, Lexington, Mo. The fol-
lowing gentlemen constitute the official board: W. E. Field, St.
Louis, Mo.; F. P. Dallmeyer, Jefferson City, Mo.; C. L. Blanton,
Paris, Mo.; John Rhodes, Siater, Mo.; J. H. Barre, Louisiana, Mo.;
Longnecker, Kahoka, Mo, The following gentlemen compose the
committee on constitution and by-laws: T. P. Hale. Paris, Mo.;
G. H. Drake, Warsaw, Mo.; J. R. Davis, Lexington. Mo , this com-
mittee to make their report at the next meeting. It was declared
that all "A" class shooters should be barred from membership lo
this association. Lexington was decided upon the place for hold-
ing the next meeting.
The Lexington Gun Club may well feel proud of the success of

this tournament. The officers in charge did everything in their
power to assure the pleasure of the attending delegates; and the
outlook now for the next tournament is for the grandest and
most successful tournament ever held in this State. The follow-
ing are a few of the most interesting shoots o£ the tournament:

Ko. 1. 10 live birds, SOvd?.;
Dallmeyer 2032211010— 7 Roesen 2133310323—9
Paurote 3331110210- 8 Smith 0233112223-9
Piper 0112100110— 6 Staigen 2103102301-7
Heathman 0231313023- 8 Love 32201U133-9
Meyer 1331301110- 8 Drake 1111111310-9
McNally 1132112220- 9 Chanslor 0021032230-6
Doella 2333130003- 7 Davis 0112U1000-6
Ring 1112331310- 9 Parent 3011013030-6
Hill 1012223121- 9 Hamlett 001 1120010-5
Shacklett 1122.292212-10 Redman 000200O030-3

Kist 0321231012- 8 Buchanan 1021332110-8
Barre 1111311010- 8 Happy 0031310011-6
SSHale 1111120333- 9 Nickell 2212000011-6
Strawn 2111131121-10 Wright SO21O02O30-5
Fagan 0011111131— 8 Morgan 3300002200-4
Hammer 1011012211— 8 White 2100110213-7
Soward 0321123200- 7 Coppock 221320.2200-7

Cornett U103333002- 6 Hayson 0033111113-7
Sfie 0113220031— 7 Marshall 0220032021-6

Sturges lUllUllO- 9

First money, §37.30, dlv. between W. Shacklett, Lexington, Mo.,
and C. E. Strawn, Jacksonville, 111., on 10 straight; second money,
$43.90, ties on 9 div. by McNally, S. S. Hale, Roesen, Sturges. Love
and Drake; third money, $38.60, ties on 8 div. by Meyers, Barre,
Fagan and Buchanan; fourth money, ties on 7 div. by Dallmeyer,
See, White and Hayson.

No. 2, bluerocks, 18vds.. ties div.:

Parrent 1000000101— 3 Woodrult; 0110000101- 4

Straughn 1010101101— 7 Marshall OO1O01O1CO- 3
Seward 1011111110- 8 Nickell 0101110010- 5

Happy 1091010001- 4 Campbell 1111110101- 8

Mevers ,.0101010010- 4 Hammer 1111111110- 9

McNally 1111161111- 9 Green 1111111111-10
Longnecker OOllOIOllO- 5 Sturges 0100100001- 3

Dallmeyer 0100100111- 5 Shacklett 1111111000- 7

Redmon 1000000011- 3 Blanton 0010001000— 2

Moore 1109001011- 5 Coppock lOllOiWOtX)- 3

Hayson IKKIOIOIIO- 5 Levasy lUllUllO- 9

Carter 1101100111— 7 Buckhauan MOiOUUO- 7

L Kist OliniOlOl- 7 Hill OllllOOlll— 7

See IIOIIIOIOI— 7 Ring 1111111111-10

TP Hales 1111111111-10 Hayson 1011111111— 9

Horn llOnilOll- 8 Cornett 1011000101- 6

Brasher 00110)0110- 5 Thomson 1011000010— 5

Restagno lOlOOflOOOl- 3 Ross 1001000100— 3

White 1000100100— 3 Steigers OllOlOlOll- 6

Chanslor 0111110110- 7 Love 0111110111- 8

Bradley IIIUIOOIO- 7 D H White 0110101100- 5

SStiale 1111010111- 8

No. 3, live birds, 30yds.: the ties were divided:

Hill 12211—5 Morgan 20010-3
Sturges 11011—4 Nickell 02010-2
Hammer 02312-4 Belly OltOO-2
Ring . 02100-3 Robertson 12020-3
Fourate 10121-4 Strawn 11211-5

Staiger 21201-4 Hayson 23311-5

Shacklen • • ..21331-5 Thompson 22000-2

Rhodes 11332-5 McNally 13120-4
K\»t 20013-3 Fagan 01013-3
Da'llmeyer 13011-4 Davis 11011-4

Doehler . . 30011-3 Roesen 11313-5
Heathman OmO-3 Meyer 2lX)lL-3

Ewine 33211-5 Redman 02103-3

Hales 12130-4 See 03122-4

Wrieht 00331-3 Horn 11301-4

Barre 12201-4 Love 12223-5

La f. rasse 00011-3 Coppock 21320-4

Wilmot - 10031-8 White 03131-4

Chanslor - 02211-4 Drake 30201-3

Brady 13H1- 5

No. 4, live birds, 30yds.:

Hill 1211111011-9 Hayson 1220112021- .

Fouraie 1120230100- 6 Coppock 2001112200- 6

Bobertson 0021001233- 6 Green 3121320210- 8

Rhodes 2012302303- 7 Marshall 0111121211— 9

Buchanan 1102023300- 6 Ross 1030001100- 4

Barre 1311113321-10 Scott 2011000311- 6

Brasher 32.32333201- 9 Kling 1112102313- 9

Wright 12210O'2O0- 0 Parent 3023320023- 7

Drake 3202111121- 9 S S Hale 1211102112- 9

Horn 3222302031— 8 Davis 1113021111— 9
" Smith 0131121121- 9

Seward 2121110203- 8

C S Hsle 1111033210— 8

. 1101323331— 9

..1123213122-10
. .0001001101— 4

..1111301110— 8
. .0011003010- 4

1111131011- 9

Thompson 0023223200- 8

Chanslor 1101H3111- 9

Sturges 0110011111- 7

Happy 2111111011— 9 Lmgnecker.
MijNally 1121231021— 9 T P Hale ....

Shacklett.... 1213221111-10 Geyer
Love " 2112113211-10 Bradley
Dallmeyer 0111113311— 9 Staiger
Doehla 1221001020- 6 White -

Meyer 2011213231- 9 Redman 0220011010- 5

Roesen 21.00011313- 7 See 013011.2310- 7

Ring 11(10113120- 7 Drips 2111112121-10

Ewing 0001320200- 4

The sum of $108.35, 50 per cent,, went to F. P. Dallmeyer, pres-

ent holder of medal. Medal this year won by Shacklett, Barre,

Love, Dripps; winners this year receive 50 per cent, entrance next
year; ties on 9 second money. $S5.75, div. by Chanslor, Happv, Dall-

meyer, S S. Hale, Davis, Longnecker, Whl*e; ties on 8 third

money, S62, div. by Horn, Hayson. Green, Seward, C, S. Hale,

Bradley; ties on 7 fourth mopey. $20.70. div. by Rhodes, Ring, Par-
rent; ties on 6 fifth money, $5, Robertson.

No. 5, ISyds., bluei'ocka, all ties div.:
Basher 1100011011— 6 Doehla lOllOOOlll— 6
Horn .1011110101— 7 Moorhead 1110111110— 8
Hill 1101111101- 8 See lUOlllOll- 8
Childs 1111001111- 8 C^Tter lllHOOOll- 7
Redman 0101011111- 7 Trigg lOOOlOOlU- 5
Ring ...llllOHUO- 8 McNtUy 0110101111- 7
Campbell 1111101011- 8 Green 0101011111- 7
Wood 1011100111- 7 Thompson lOOlOlllCO- 5
Piper 0111110100- 6 Sturges OOOlOlUOl- 5
Marshall 1111001100- 6 Roseau 1111101011— 8
Chanslor 1100101010- .5 Hammer 0110010101- 5
Dallmeyer Ullllllll-lO J Wilmot miOOOll- 5
Khng OlUlinU- 9 -White 1001100101- 5
Meyer. 1100110001- 5 R Wilmot lOlOlOllOO— 5
Blanton UllllUU-lO Shacklett lUOlOOlllO- 5

Parent 1111110111- 9 Seward IIOUIIOU- 8
Wright 1111001111— 8 Barre OlllllOOll— 7
Drake llUOOllll- 8 Venable 1111101111- 9
Harrison OllOUlOlO— 6 Chronistor OlOlOOOOll— 4
Ewing OOOOlOllll- 5 Masterson 0101010100- 4
Hayson 0111110111— 8 Kist 1010101011— 6

Nickell 0111011111— 8 Drips 1111011100— 7

Smith 1111111001- 8

No. 6, bluerock team shoot, 18yds.:
Kling 1111100010-6 Barre 1001101011— 6
Ring 0111101111-8-14 Blanton 1101000001- 4-iO
Smith 1100110111—7 Parent . .1111 111110- 9

Dallmeyer 1110111111—9-16 Hale liOOlOlllO- 8—15
Steiger 0101100110-6 Horn 1101101110- 7
Love 1011101111-8-14 Basher 1100101011- 6-13
Davis 0001111100-5 Happy Hill 11111—10
Sturges 1110000110—5—10 Bradley, 1101111111—8—18
Chanslor lOOOOOOlOO—3 Wright 0111101100— 6

Nickell lonOlUOl—7— 9 Drake llOOOOOOll— 4—10
Redman ,0110101110-6 Roesen OlOlllOOOO— 4
Hill 0111110010-6-13 Doehla OUlOOhlll- 6-10
Shacklett 1111110111-9 Hayson lOlOllOOH— 6
Hammer 0000001100-3-U Marshall nilliUOl- 9-15
Longnecker lltllOllllO-7 Thompson 1000011010— 4
McNally 1111110010-7—14 Stewart 1110011011- 7-11
Hayden llllillOlO-8
Havles. TP 0110010111—6-14
Fifty ner cent, entrance went to last holder of team bluerock

medal. Dallmeyer and Moore. Winners, Happy and Bradley, re-
ceive 50 per cent, entrance next year. All other ties div.
No. 7, live birds;

Paurote ..010331300— 6 Hill 1312111121—10
Wilmot 0113101211- 8 Barre 0113111020 - 7
H Heathman 1333313110— 9 Hammer ..30mi3113-

9

SSHale 1211112213—10 Dallmeyer 0331110123— 8

Chanslor 1102020203— 6 Slurges 1110103013— 7

Hamlett 1020101010- 5 Love 1102121210- 8W K Trigg. 0212100211— 7 Smallwood 2032111103— 8

Kling 110.2012111— 8 Shacklett 1201221130- 8

Davis 0201102102— 6 Seward 0031101111— 7
Ring 1002111211- 8 Venable 1211113012- 9
Ties on 10 div. first money, .139.40, by HUl and S. S. Halt; second,

$30.30, div. by Heathman, Hammer and Venable; third, $18.15,

div. by (bling, Love and Dallmeyer; fourth, $9,05, won by G. A.
Sturges.
No. 8, 10 live birds, teams of two, 30yds.:

Dallmeyer 1111212123—10 Staiger 2011200103-6
Bradley 0002220212— 6—16 Seward 1202202311—8-14
Barre 1011010231— 7 Sturges 0210102100-5
Love 1112221313—10-17 Davis 0031103331—7-13
Hamlett 3001020102— 5 Trigg 2310130310—7
Nickell 1022022020- 6-11 Neathman 2101210313-8—16
Ring 2101232221— 9 Campbell 1120101210-7
Shacklett 3131233331—10—19 Levaay 0212102100-6-13
Hammer 1311311003- 8 Redman 23230:^2000-6

Ven abl e 3111132320- 9-17 Wilmot 2230220123-9-15
S S Hale 2313132 111—10 Happy 1203311311—9
CSHale 303113:3113— 9—19 Dripps 1220110230-7—16
Green 101131.3123- 9 DH White 1113112001-8
Hayson 0111231330- 8-17 J E White 13101113^1-9-17
Chanslor 1331100210- 7 Thompson 1113011011-8

Hill IIOOIOIIOI— 6-13 Zimmeron 3121101222-9—17
First money, the grand prize, $100, offered by the Lexiogtou

Gun Club, div. by C. S. Hale and S. S. Hale and Shacklett and
Ring, ties on 19; second money, $59.20, ti^s on 17, won by Hayson
and Green; third money, $44 40, ties on 16, div bv Dallmeyer and
Bradley, Dripps and Happy; fourth money. $29.60, ties on 15, won
iiy Redman ard Wilmot; fifth money, $14.80, ties on 14, won by
Steiger and Seward,
No. 9, live birds:

Hill 0203201-4 Nickell 2111310-6
Ring 1232001—5 Smallwood 0011211-5
Shacklin 1222210-6 Hammer 3133232-7
Dallmeyer 1120131-6 Ewing 3112211-7

S 8 Hale 1111133-7 Zimmeron U20203-5
C S Hale 1112331—7 Tompkins 122i:'.21—

7

Drips 2211010-5 Trigg 0222120—5
Happy 1102211-6 Seward 0101111-5
Heathman 1201132-6 Chanslor 1122113—7
Sturges 0112211-6 Davis 0000111-3
Wilmot 123m2-7 Kist 1102111-6
Cornett 1011011-5 Payne 1101122-6
SIrawn 2131111—7 Venable 32:31113-7

Fir.-^t money. $50 70, ties on 7 div. by C. S. Hale, S. S. Hale, Wil-
mot, Strawn, Hammer, Ewing and Chanslor. Second money, S38,

ties on 6 div. by Shacklett, Dallmever, Happy, Heathman, StiirAes,

and Nickell. Third money, S35.35, ties on 5 div. by Ring, Drips,
Smallwood. Seward, Trigg and Zimmerman. Fourth money,
.512.65. ties on 4 won by Sam Hill.

THE VICTOR TOURNAMENT.
Rochester. N. Y., Aug. 24.—The Victor Rod and Gun Club held

its midsummer tournament at Victor on Auc. 33, which was very
well attended. Rochester, Avon, Honeoye Falls and Victor being
well represented. The shooting was at kingbirds, a* ISyds. rise,

from 3 traps, unknown angles. There were three regular contcts,
the balance of the day being devoted to sweepstake f:hooting.

The prizes were as follows: First contest, |l entrance, divided
40 30 and 20 per cent., 7 kingbirds. 10 to fill. Second conte.'it, $1
entrance, first prize, hunting coat; second, hunting cap; third,

1 000 gun wads; fourth, one box loaded shells. Third contest, $1
eutrance, first iirize, leather shell case; second, box of shells;

third, 1,000 gun wads; fourth, box of loaded shells. The first con-
test resulted as follows:

- , „ „ ,W H Davenport 4 Dr Weller. o AO Gordon 3

FL Smith 6 Wilkinson 6 Brusie ..5

W A Hill 7 TReisserger 5 Sage 5

HDMcVean ^ Locke 6 W 6 Hill 0

Robt Gardiner 7

Ties on 7 and 6 div., ties on 5 miss and out, Wilkinson dlv.,

Davenport won fourth.
Second contest, 7 kingbirds:

Davenport 6 Gardiner 5 Brusie 4

Smith 7 Weller 3 Benson 3
W A Hill 7 Wilkinson 7 Barry.., 5

MoVean 6 Reis.=enger 7 Sale 4

Ties of 7, 5 kingbirds: Smith and Reissenger 4, Hill and Wilkin-
son 5. Second tie: Hill 4, Wilkinson 5. Ties cf 6, 3 kingbirds:
Davenport 3, McVean 1, Other ties div.

Third contest, 7 kingbirds:
Davenport 5 Weller o Brusie 7

W A Hill 6 Wilkinson 7 W G Hill 4

McVean 5
Ties of 7, 5 kingbirds: Wilkinson 3, Brusie 4:. Ties of .5, 5 king-

birds: Davenport 4, McVean 3, Weller 3.

The 8weepst«ke .-^hooting was at 5 kingbirds, %l entrance,
divided 40. 30, 20 and 10 per cent.:

First sweep: Davenport 5, Smith 3, W. A. Hill 4, McVean 8,

Weller 5. Wilkinson 4, Locke 5, Gordon 3, Brusie 4, W S. Hill 1,

W. G. Hill 4, Ben-^on 3, Barry 4, Ties of 5, miss and out: Daven-
port 5, Weller 4, Locke 1, Ties of 4. miss and out: W. A. Hill 1.5,

Wilkinson 15, Barry 14 Hill and Wilkinson div. Ties of 3, miss
and out: Smith 1. McVetin 3. Ties of 3 div.

Second sweep: Davenport 5, Smith 5, W. A. Hill 5. McVean 3,

Locke 3, Gordon 4, W. G. Hill 5. Benson 4, Bouay 4. Tie^ of at 5

kingbirds: Davenports, Smith 3, W. A. Hill and W. G. Hill 4 and
divr Ties of 4, miss and out: Benson 8, Barry and Gordon 4 and

Third sweep: Davenports, Smith 3. W. A. Hill 5, McVean 2,

Gordon 3, W, G, HiU 4, Benson 3. Ties of 5 div. Ties of 3, miss
and out. Smith 3, Gordon 1, Benson 0. Ties of 2, miss ami out:
McVean 10, Barry9; Mac.

CHEYENNE, Wyoming.—The second annual tournament at
Cheyenne, Wyoming, open to everybody, will be. held Sept. 1-4.

First three days, artiflcial targets; last day, targets and live birds.

A. S. A. rules will govern except eharge ot shot on targets. Ex-
perts will be handicapped by the Keystone system. Anyone in a
tie may draw his share of stake.—Dr, A. A. Holcombb.
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MrLWAUKEE-CHICAGO.
CHiOAao, 111., Ang. 22,—The city of Milwaiikflo has a yoTing but

able .sLiooting orgiinizutioa in the Milwaukee Field and Trap As-
sociation, now imie over a year in ago. This society is devoted
to live bird shooting, and includes on itss list many very clever
followers o£ that sport. A short time ago this asnnciation con-
cluded it would like a little v\sit to Chicago, and in that course
•arrangements were made by which a friendly maioii whr to be
shot with the Fort Dtarhorn Olub of the latter citj'. I'urF^ianfc

to the programme, the Milwaukee boys left home yeslerd;i,y even-
ing, saillne in the steattier Virginia, and braving tiie dangers of
tlie uasalied seas, including the bumboats of the Government
pier. The voyage was a roughish one, and as the whole party
was crowded into one cabin the night was spent in a highly wake-
ful manner, though one hardly conducive to good work at the
traps on the day following. The following genilemen comprised
the Milwaukee party: Dr. J. L. Williamson, Dr. J. P. Carmichael,
Messrs. E. Merrill, H. B. Tefft, O. L. Deiter, F. P. Stannard, A.
H. Chapman, J. M. Marlelt, W. H, Thurston, Percy Thomas, Geo.
A. Wear, Chris, Schmidt, \V. B intam and Stephen Meunier.

Ft. Dearborn Club had selected for its team the following gentle-
men: A. and G-. Kleinmau, A. Thomas, C. D. Gammon, C. E.
Telton. A. aiad G, Hofmaun, C. S. Burton, H. Ehlers, W. ISf. Low,
W. L. Sheparrl, H. Kleinman, .1. E, Price, C. B. Dicks and W. W.
McFarlaud; alternates, H. W. Loveday, W. L. Wells, J. M. Hutch-
inson, F. C. Donald and H. D. Nichols.
Shooting began late this morning at Watson's Park, Burnside,

after a xjreliminary report down town. The conditions were 20
live birds, American Association rules, the match shot as a aeries
of individual races, the team totals to count. Milwaukee shot
only 13 men, Instead of 14 as was intended, and some said this un-
lucky number only completed the hoodoo began by starting away
from homo on Friday. The Ft. Dearborn team was changed a
Utile, Col. Felton, Geo. Hofmann and Mr. McFarland not shoot-
ing, and the team being made up as below. Dr. Hutchinson, from
the alternates, shooting a very pretty score. The Kleinman family,
as see the scores, ran high as usual. Mr. Shepard let out one or
two unsuspected notches. Mi-. Low shot beautifully, and Al. Hof-
man also came within one of a straight. The only straight made
in the shoot was accomplished by Br'er GaWge Kleinman, with
his famous prize machine gun, the one with the discounts off,

'

The Cream City men, broken up as they were by their hard
night, shot a very plucky race, and some performances were cred-
itable. Mr. Merrill, tirobably the youngest of their team, did the
best work, and came very near tying Geo. Kleinma.n. His style is

very neat and clever. Mr. Thurston shot a plur ky race also. He
shoots in the old style, gun below the elbow, and this position is

so rarely seen nowadays I hat it attracted much attention. Mr.
Thurston tied Andy Thomas, who had the misfortune of getting
three birds altogether, wiiich he hadn't the heart to kill. Dr.
"Williamson, Ur. (/armiohael and Mr Deiter all shot very neatly
aud got applause. Mr. Bantam, retriever for the team, did some
brilliant work as short stop on incoming birds, once receixdng an
ovation therefor. The following is the score as it was shot:
Mllwauk^e-GL Deiter (IS-ga.)." 22011211iOOJ01332132—16
Chi." ago—C D Gammon (12-ga ) 10201212120201111101-15
Milwaukee—H B Tefft a0.t<a.) 110,'2210220il 0221210-15
Ohicago-J E Price (12-ga ) 11020011212000110201—12
Milwaukte-W Baatam (10-ga.). 0l20200202320<;i0l2u3—12
Chicago-H Kleinman (12-ga.) 12112102110203122212—17
M hvaukee—AH Chapman (13.ga.) 001 2101111200120203—]3
Chicago-C S Burton (10-ga.). 01001120211211012010-13
Milwaukee-Geo A West (13 ga.) 01100032111210121001-13
Chicago-W L Shepard (lO-ga.) 11122222112111202021-18
Milwaukee-S S Meunier (12-ga.} 01121021010001010102—11
Cbicago-A M Ho manu (12-ga.) 01111121222222122111-19
Milwaukee—C Sclmidt (12-ga.) 02120020022212112120 -14
Cnicago-W N Low (lO-g'i ). 21212111222210222222—19
Milwaukee-J P Carmichael (12-ga.) 21211201200121012212-16
Cbicago-C B Dicks (12-ga.) 20102200201220120102-12
Milwaukee—J. L. Williamson (L2-ga.) 112211202U210100112 -Ifi

Chicago- H Khlers (12-g8.) ;'0200102202922122102-13
Milwaukee—J M Marlett (12-ga) 11020021001210212222—14
Chicago—GM Hutchinson (10-ga.) 22012121221200112110—16
Milwaukee—R Merrill (12-ga.) 11122210222111122222—19
Chicago—Geo Kleinman (12-ga.) 21222211211121212122-20
Milwaukee—W H Thurstyu (lO-^^a.) 21201101122311212101—17
Chicago—A E Thomas (12 ga ) 22000233121011222222—14
Milvv.au kee—F P Stannard (12-ga.) 00220012310212203222—14
Chicago—Abe Kleinman (12-g<^J 13121101.211221111112-19
The team totals therefore stood as follows:

Milwaukee Field & i rap Team. Chicago Ft. Dearborn Team.
QL Deiter 16 C D Gammon 15
HDTcfl... 15 JEPrice 12W Bantam . ... 12 H Kleinman 17AH Chapman 13 C S Burton 13GA West 13 WL Shep.ard 18
SMeunitr IL AMHofmann 19
C Schmidt; 14 W N Low 19
Dr J P Carmichael IS C B Dicks 13
Dr J L Williamson 16 H Ehlers 13
J R Marlett .a4 Dr J M Hutchinson 16
it Merrill 19 G Kleinman 20W H Thur.ston 17 A E Thomas 17
FP Stannard 14—190 A Kleinman 19—210
Ft. Dearborn won.
At the close of the match shooting a pleasant address was made

to the visitors by Col. C. E. Felton, captain of the Ft. Dearborn
team, which was responded to by Ur. J. M. Williamson, president
of the Milwaukee Field and Trap Association, tne latter explain-
ing that as they only had 17 members in alL they did not feel
badly about the record 13 of them had made. Sweepstake shoot-
ing followed then until late in the evening.
The visiting gentlemen were entertained by the Ft. Dearborn

Club to-night al a little spread at Werner's cafe, where an enjoy-
able time was had. They are a pleasant body of men, and it is
hoped that they will come again. A return match will be shot in
Milwaukee this winter. B. Hough.

BROOKLYN TRAP.
Bbooklyn, Aug. 17.—Several members of the Acme Gun Club

had a day's outing at Dex'er Park, Long Island, to-day. Six
sweepstakes at bluerocks were shot. The first was at 10 targets
each. H. Lemaire and R. Lambert won with a score of 9 each.
The second sweepstakes, at 10 birds each, was won by H. Lemaire
with 7. Third sweepstakes: Lamoert 5, Lemaire 4, Ransch 3.
Fourth sweepstakes, 15 targets each: R.Lambert 15, Lemaire 13,
Ransch 11, Waldmg 11, Morrissey 3. Fifth sweepstakes, 10 targets
each: Lambert 6, Morrissey 5, Waldmg 5, Lemaire 3. Sixth
sweepstakes, 10 targets eaon: Lambert 6, Ransch 7, Walding 2,
Morrissey 4, Lemaire 4. A live-bird shoot at 3 birds each was won
by R. Lambert. He killed 3 straight. After the shooting Dr.
Hanshaw, D. Morrissey and H. Lemaire ran a 100yd. foot race.
The latter won by a yard In front of Morrissey, the Doctor a good
third.

A.U(j. JS.—The Kings County Gun Club held its regular monthly
shoot at Dexter Park to-day. Only seven members shot for the
gold medal of the club. The shoot was at 20 bluerocKs each, club
handicap. H. Barber won the medal with a score of 13. The other
scores wert- : Greiner 8, Keller 13, Dethloff 12, Ibert 4, Shoettler 12,
Zirkell2. A sweepstakes at 6 bluerocks each was won by Shoettler.
Tom Short took second money, and Zirkel third. Another sweep-
stakes was won by Dethloff. A third sweepstakes was won by
Short.
JLug. Two ma1 ches at live birds were shot at Dexter Park to-

day. Tiie first was between L. C. Q^hring, of the Emerald Gun
Club, and P. Kunzweiler. They shot at 25 birds each, SOyds. rise,
for $50, Gehring won easily. Score: Gehring killed 17, Kunzweiler
killed 13. The second match was decided at 6 biros only. F. W.
Pfaender of the First German Gun Club of New Yorlc shot against
J. Gerry for a $5 bill. Gerry killed 5 and Piaender only 3. The
Various teams entered to shoot for the championship of Dexcer
Park are practicing daily for the event, which is to be held on
Aug. 31 and Sept. 1. The prizes offered are of great value.

PENNSYLVANIA TRAPS.
Lehjgh, Pa., Aug. 21.—The first day (Aug. 20) of (he tourna-

ment of the Lehigh Gun Olub was a grana success. Clay-pigeons
were shot a.t. Tke contestants included William H. and .James
WolsteufToft, William Wilson, A. Lawrence and Milton Landis,
of Philadelphia; Fred Class and George Wheaton, of Newark
N. J.; Fred Cooper, of Mahanoy City, and J. Nettles, of Phoenix-
Tille.
First event, at 5 birds: J. Wolstenoroft 5, Brey 3, Bennlag 3, W.

H. Wolatencrof t 3, Wilson 4, Class 4, Cooper 4, Lawrence 4( Lan-
dis 4.

Second event, at 10 birds: W. H. Wolstenoroft 9, J. Wolstenoroft
7, Lawrence 7, Wilson 6, Class 7, Renning 8, Cooper 8, Landis 8,
Ochs 6, Brey 9,

Third pvent, at 15 birds: W. H. Wolstenoroft 15, Lawrence 12,
WilTn 10, P.enriing 10, Landis 13. Clasps 11, Nettles II, Cooper 12
J. Wolsttncroft 11. Brey 9.

First spee al, at If) birds; W. H. Wolstencroft 15, Lawrence 12,

Wilson 11, Benninglg, Landis 14, J. Wolstencroft 14, Cooper 16,

Class 9, Nettles 14.

Second special, at 10 birds: W. H. Wolstencroft 10, Bennlng 7,

Ochs 7, Cooper 10, Lawrence 9, Class 8, Wilson 5, J. Wolstencroft
9, Nettles 10, Landis 10.

Fourth (-vent, at 10 birds: J. Wolstencroft 10, AVheaion e, Law-
rence 9 Cooper9, W. H. Wolatencrof1 9, H. Banning G, Landis 8,

Nettles 8, Class 9, ,f. Bennlng 8, Huffort 8, Smiili 9.

Filth event, at 15 birds: W. H. Wolstencroft 15. .L Banning 12, J.
Wolstencroft 13, Lawrence 11, Smith 13, Landis 14, Nettles 10,

Cooper 12.

The sixth event was at 5 live birds for a purse of $10; the result
was: J. Banning 5, Gelsinger 3, J. Wolstencroft 4, W. H. Wolsten-
oroft 4, H. HinderBhitz2, Cooper 4, Flickinger 4, Smith 5. Landits
3. Nettles 5. Lieberman 1, Wheaton 3, Gibbons 5, Fehr 5, Michael
3, Class 4. Gieger 4. Brey 5, Schantz 4.

The tournament of the Lehigh Gun Club ended to-day. Two
live-pigeon matches were shot with the scores as follows:
First match, 8 birds;" Fried 6, 0; Leonard 5, 1; Melatt 6, 0; Smith

6,0; Lewis 5,1; Hell 5, 1; Fehr 5,1; Geslnger5, 1; George 5,1;
Gauff 3. 3: Benning 4, 2.

Second match, 10 birds, purse $1.50: Melatt 8, 3; Fried 10,0; Gei-
siuger 9, 1; George 8, 2; Smith 9, 1; Blank 8, 3; CuUen 6. 4; MeFad-
den 5, 5; Leonard 9, 1; Flickinger 9, 1; Bennineer 9, 1; Michael 9, 1;
Gchs 7, 3; Hell 9, 1.

ESSEX GUN CLUB.
The members of this old organization held their regular

monthly shooting meeting at Al Heritage's grounds, at Warren,
N. .J., on Thursday last. The day was a perfect one for shooting,
but the attendance was not as large as is usually seen upon regu-
lar olub days. The birds were above the average in quality, and a
strong cross wind helped them in their flight. The regular field

day is announced for Sept. 17, when a general jollification meet-
ing will be held, and a good .attendance anticipated. Previous to
the regular club event several sweeps were shot off, some of which
in detail are as follows:

Sweep No. 1, 4 live birds. S3 entrance, 3 moneys:
Freche ..-.1111-4 Smith 1101-3
Brientnall 1111-4 8 Hedden 1101-3
Thomas 1111-4 H Leddy 1110-8
C M Hedden 0111-3
Sweep No. 2, same conditions:

Brientnall ^ 1111—4 Ballbridge 1110-3
CM Hedden. 1111—4 Smith 1010-3
Thomas 1111-4 Freche 1010-3
S Hedden 1111-4 Terrill 1001-3
Leddy 0111-3
Sweep No. 3, same conditioup:

Brientnall 1111—4 Babage 1101—3
Green 1111-4 Leddy 1011-3
LO Hedden 1111-4 Thomas 1101-3
Smith 1111-4 C M Hedden 1100-3
Frenche 1101—3
Regular club shoot, 10 live birds, regular club classification:

Class A.
Brientnall. 2221111211-10 Gns Frenche 0132011201—7
C M Hedden. . . . . . . .1022111221- 9

Class B.
Leddy 1112311101- 9 S S Hedden 0221111100- 7
L O Hedden 111122HIO— 9 Babage 1121210000- 6

Cla'^8 C
Thomas 0110211200— 6

" Sm'ith 1012100001- 5
Terrill 1212001000— 5

Tee Kay.

WATSON'S PARK.-Burnside, HI., Aug. 20.—The Fort Dear-
born Club for club medal, 15 live pigeons each, American Shoot-
ing Association rules:
WNLowe. ..231121131103101-13 J Hutchinson. 213131121121122-15
G Kleinman... 2 11111111313011—14 Al Hofmann . .001121100111010-

9

(i T Farmer. . .U0013102 120020- 9 H W Loveday.002202321220111—11
J E Price 111103132313111-14 C B Dicks 012221132121121-14
C E Felton . . .220213101200311—11 A Kleinman.. .113101233001203—11
C P Gammon. .131033221122122—14 A C Thomas. . .111113222221203-14
Blackbird medal, same day:

Geo Kleinman 11111111001011110101-15
Abe Kleinman 11101111101(11111100 -If:

A E Tfiomas 01111111011011101101—15
Ties on 15: Geo. K. 5 and medal, Ahe K. 3, A. E. T. 1.

jlwg. 2J.—Scores made here to-day at the close of the Milwau-
kee-b't. Dearborn match (reported by Mr. Hough), 5 pigeons each,
American Association rules, entrance $3, 3 moneys, .50, 30 and 20
per cent.:
A H Chapman 20020-3 J H Carmichael 11113-,';

G Kleinman 21313—5 Hutchinson 11221—5
C B Dicks 0021:2-3 C Britner 12212-5
G Lefflngwell 22222-6 W H Thurston 10111—4
A Kleinman 20112—4 Dr Williamson 10211-4
J A Herron 00301—2 W L Shepard . . ,

20101-3
B Merrill 22212—5
Ties on 5:

G Kleinman . . .11121223331230 —13 J H Carmichael 1313120-6
G LeffingweI1..1220 — 3 J M Hutchinson 1210 —3
K Mex rill 112221211333133-15 C B cuner 312120—5

Ravblrigq.

AUBURN GUN CLUB.—Auburn, N. Y., Aug. 14.—Inclosed
please find the score of our last regular bi-weekly shoot for class
prizes. The day was perfect and the visiting contingent quite
large and enthusiastic. The boys were all glad to see our friend
Whyte at the score once more, even if he did pay his entrance
with Baltimore money; 25 singles, rapid firing system:

Carr "... llllUllllllllllillllllll-25
Brinkerhotr Olllllllimillllllllllll—24
Ttittle lllllllOlllllllllllllllil—24
Whyte llimUOOlllllllllUlOll—22
Brigden llllOnillOlOlll 101111011—20

B Class.
Wheaton 1111111111101111111111111-24
Doane .1111111111101110111111111—23
Steele 0011011101101111111111111—20

Kerr '.
. .1011 111 lllllt011111101111—32

Sinclair lllOUlllimiOlllllllOll—22
Brister lllllOlOOllllllllHlllOll—21
Tie, 10 singles:

Kerr 1111111110-9 Sinclair 1011110110-7
13 Class

Garrett .'. ..0001011111111111111111111—31
Goodrich lllUllllllllllOllOlOlOlU-20

C, VV. B.

RIVERSIDE CLUB.—Red Bank, N. J., Aug. 31.—Match at live
birds, 5 ground traps, 38 and oOyds,, A. S. A. rules:
Ivlns 112102O—5 Jas Cooper, Jr oll2012-5
vVhite limio-B E iM Cooner 2311111-7
Bergen.. 1121033—6 John Cooper 1112120—6
Beale .....3321310—6 Davis 1113111—7
Little ....1011111—6 EE Tabor 1111211-7
First dtv. Tie for second won by Cooper. Second match, same

conditions:
Beale 10111-4 Davis 11210—4
Jas Cooper 02011—3 White 12131-5
John Cooper 11113—5 Ivins 11121—5
Cooper and White div. Orbt, Beale second. Third match, miss

and out: Beale 0, S. Cooper, Jr., 2, White 5, E. M. Cooper 5, Ivins
5, Wooley 2, John Cooper 5. Birds gave out.

BUFFALO, N. Y-, Aug. 25.—The three days' trap-shooting tour-
nament of the Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associa-
tion opened to-day. The attendance is large, and prominent trap
shots from ail sections are here. The entry list numbered over
fifty, among them were such stars as Harvey McMurchy, of Syra-
cuse; Holla Heikes. of Chicago; A. H. Penrose, Milt Lindsey, Prof.
Apgar and W. R. Hobert, of New York; W. E. Stewart, of Galves-
ton, Texas: A. G. Courtney, of Syracuse: J. W. Knowlton and E.
Pope, of Utica, and H. J. Levis and W. S. King, of Pittsburgh.
The surplus average money, $200, was divided by F. D. Kelsey, of
Aurora, N. Y„ whose average svas 86-% per cent.; E. D, Miller, of
Springfield, N. J., was second with fc5 percent. This was in the
expert class. In the amateur class W. S. King, of Pittsburgh, won
with 98;^ per cent., W, C. Santord, of Clyde, Ohio, getting second
place with a fraction over 85 per cent. Both of the last named
will hereafter shoot in the expert cla=s, as their average figures
overSIO p*»r cent. Others who will be put forward to-morrow are
J. A. Penn, of Wheeling, W. Va. and A. J. Lewis, of Pittsburgh.
The meeting promises to eclipse anything ever held in western
New York.

LITTLE ROCK, Aug. 31.—At the shoot of the Arkansas State
Sportsmen Association to-day the S'ate individual conxest medal
was won by W, F. Ferguson, of Pine Bluff. The championship
team contest Riedal will he shot for to morrow. There have been
from 300 to 600 entries In the various contests.

PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 15.—The Pencoyd Gun Club held their
annual meeting to-day, when there was a very good atttndance
and a very pleasant evening was spent. The •nUowing gentlemen
were elected offtr-ers for the ensuing ypar: H, P. Focht, PrnBldent;
John HRnry,Vtco-Presif;eui; .To-. Cu.mpbpil, Soeretary and Treas-
urer; Richard Morsitn, CapLiiin; .low. Tat'gerl, Director; Jas. S.
Pflcger, Referee; Geo Ricli and .loiiti Kiiun, .Tndges,
The Philadelphia Shooting Association, formerly the Oakdale

Gun Club, will give a tournament on their grounds, Twenty-
seventh street and Lehigh avi-nue, Saturday. Aug. 29, at 1 o'clock
sharp, witli an interesting programme.
SALEM, K. J., Aug. 18.—The grpat wing shot, Captain Brewer,

on Saturday, at Thunderbolt Driving Park, killed 100 bu'ds
straight, bur lost one through dropping out of bounds. The feat
was accoinpliahed undor London Gun Club i-uleH, 30yde. rise from
5 ground traps, with HOyda. boundary. His gun w;is' a new West-
ley Richards hammerless ejector, made in Birmingham, Eng.,
and only reached the Captain's bands I'hursday. Every bird but
one dropped within 20ft. of the traps. The charge was 4drs.
Schultzs powder and IM^z- No, 8 shot.

THE ATLANTIC CITY TOURNAMENT has been postponed
to Sept. 7, 8 and 9. Write E. D. Miller, Springfield, N. J. for par-
ticulars.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requeBted to send to Fokest a.kd
Stream their addresses, with name, membersltlp, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in .advance of meetings and ra^jes, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Fouisst and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
ATTQirST.

6-37. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Cham- 27. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,
plain. Irondequoit Bay.

SEPTEMBER.
5. Orange. Ann., Passaic River. 10. Rochester, Fall Regatta,
7. 9 A. M., Arlington, Ann., Irondequoit Bav.

Passaic River. 12. Knickerbocker, Ann., N. Y,
7. 2 P. M , Ian the, Ann., Pas-

saic River.

THE A. C. A. MEET OF 189 1.

HACK WEEK.

THE date originally set for the races at the A. C, A. camp at
Willshorough Point was the week beginning Aug. 13; as there

was plenty of time, and a larger attendance was anticipated later
CD, the first race was not called until Saturday morning. The re-
gatta committee included Mr. 0. D. Palmer, who takes the place
of Dr. Gage as chairmtn; Mr. L. B. Palmar, Mr. R. J. Wilkin,
temporarily appointed in place of Mr. W. G. McKendr:ck. assisted
in pjirt by Messrs. C. B. Vaux and J. N. MuKendrick. Mr, K, H,
McMillen made a very faithful and accurate clerk of the course.
Tne first race called was the novice sailing, 3 miles on the inner

triangle, wind light, one leg being free and the other two teach-
ing. The winner Was Hornet, loaned by Mr. Whltlock to Mr. H.
M. M. Smith, who sailed her. Owa was second boat and Agawam
third.
The next race was the paddling upset, with 9 starters, won by

Dawn, with Eros second. The men were notably slow In regain-
ing their canoes.
The cruising race, for general purpose oanoes, was called at

noon, with 7 starters, two rounds of the outer triangle in a very
light wind. The race was wem by Gwen with Owa .second. While
drifting with no wind, the crew of Owa began to rock his canoe,
swinging the sails from side to side, and thus propelling her quite
rapidly. Gwen's crew noticed it and imitated the trick with good
results.

Monday, Aug. 17.

The first race on Monday was the record paddling, 17 starters,
over a half-mile straightaway course, L'Hirondelle being the
winner. The finish was close and no times were taken, the men
being closely grouped at tbe line.
The next race, for the Pecowsic cup, was sailed over the outer

triangle, 3 miles and an extra leg to secure a start to windward,
making a 5-mile course. Bee fouled a buoy at the start and was
disqualified. The race was between Canuck and Beta, the former
winning by 2min.
The unlimited race came next, with 20 starters. 4 rounds of the

outer triangle, 6 miles, in a light wind. Bae won very handsomely
with Beta second and Canuck third.
In the evening there was a dance in the pavilion.

Tuesday, Auy. 18.

Tuesday, visitors' day, was cloudy and rainy in the morning,
but cleared before noon and became iiuite hot, \yiih a stray shower
in the afternoon. The attendance was very different from last
year in point of numbers and in the behavior of the visitors; they
were mainly country folks, who drove to camp in buggies and
buckboards, silting quietly in their conveyances all the morning,
and In the afternoon gathering in the grove on th^ point to watch
the races. The main and ladies' camps were not invaded and
overrun as at Jessup's Neck, but the visiters were well behaved
and unobtrusive.
The camp has been very fortunate in this respect, outside visit-

ors have been few in number, mostly friends of the canoeists, and
the tourist and summer hotel element have been entirely absent.
The Willshorough House has afforded all the advantages of a
hotel in the way of good food and of accommodation tor those
unable to camp out, while its regular guests are quiet people bent
on a sensible outing. The meet can hardly be called a dress affair
this year, the men being mostly in boating rigs, while the ladies
are nearly all old campers and well posted on camp dress.
The first race of Tuesday was for tue paddling trophy, won last

year by Mr. Harry McKendriok, who is not here to defend it.
There was a large field of entries, but the Canadian contingent,
with their handsome paddling craft, scaretl off the men with
regular decked canoes, only one man, Mr. Kaappe, coming to the
line to represent the United States. He had wita him the famcms
Narka, owned and paddled by Dr. Rice at Lake George in 1888,
since which time, when she won from Johnson and Knappe, she
has not been seen at a meet.
The four Canadian paddlers were all good men; M. F. Johnson

is well known at the meets, though he has not paddled at one
since 1888. He used the canoe paddled by Mr. W. A. Leys last
year, a very light boat which has since been strengthened by more
timbers. He paddles in a standing position, the feet being laced
in shoes screwed to the floor boards, his paddle being about 10ft.
long, with spoon blades. Mr. Tilley, of Toronto, the second man in
the trophy and record paddiing of last year, and Mr. Carnegie, of
Coboconk, who was flrscin the record and third in the trophy, each
paddled a handsome Hpanish cedar canoe built by the Toronto
Canoe Co. from Mr. Tilley's lines, their paddles and positions
being similar to Johnson's. Mr. Muntz, an old oarsman and
member of the Argonaut B. C, of Toronto, paddled a light open
canoe built by Wallace, of Toronto; a shell builder. He knelt on
one knee, the position used by Mr. McKendrick, and used a very
short paddle, 8ft. 9in.. the blade itself being very short. Mr.
Knappe sat in his boat, using a foot stretcher. Though a light
canoe, Narka is probably 10 to20lbs. heavier than the others, being
decked with wood, the others being open or decked with oiled
silk.
The course was measured as accurately as could possibly be

done with a log, being run several times eacn way. The start
was up the bay, the finish one mile away, off headquarters. The
water was smooth and the wind light on starboard quarter.
Knappe held a good place at the start and for the first quarter,

but Johnson took the lead, with Carnegie near him, Tilley had,
trouble with his shoe and stumbled in the boat a couple of times.
When on tue last quarter Mun z drew up, m'-ikiag a fine spurt
near the finish, and won by a length. Johnson was second and
Carnegie third. Knappe dropped to fourth on the last quarter.
The lime was 6m. 39s., which is very far ahead of previous reooi-ds,
over 83.

The great sea serpent made a cruise about the camp to the great
amusement of the spectators and the consternation of a small dog
In a canoe. His presence was announred by the signal B. H.
'There are sharks about, keep a sharp lookout for them." During
the morning there arrived in camp Mrss Sophie Burnet, of Peter-
borough, with Col, J. Z. Rogers, Dr. Neide, the former secretary-
treasurer, hardly recognizable since he has parted with his beard,
and Mr. Stoddard, on the search for pictures for a new volume of
"Glimpses," which will be published this fall.
In the afternoon the combined race was called, but there was go

little wind as to make the three sailing legs mere drifts. Tt was
oontest'-o on the outer trla.ngle, the first leg under phddlo, all
buoys to starboard. There were thii'teea stiirtera, Cricket holdi
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ing first place until the end of the first leg of the second round.
The canoes were then under sail, the wind being very light.

Gwen was just astern of Cricket, neither making any headway,
when Gwen's owner hegan to rock her violently from side to side.

As the big peak of the sail flapped about, the boat began to move,
leaving Cricket astern, and soon reached the buoy, where her
owner was at liberty to paddle again. This ma.neuver gave Gwen
a lead which Cricket could not cut down, the finish being Gwen,
Cricket, Tempest, Mab, Lieda, Iguana, Xmas, L'Hirondelle, Eel,
Tornado, lo. Bubhle.
In the evening the Mohicans held a camp-fire, and another was

held at Squaw Point. Th^ night was most perfect, with a brilliant
moon, while a strong N.W. wind, cool and crisp, covered the lake
with whitecaps, which broke heavily on the beach.

Wednesday, Aug. 10.

Wednesday morning was very bright and clear, but quite coob
the wind still blowing fresh and a good aea running. The sea
serpent, which had been quietly sleeping on the bay all night,
met with a sad disaster, being completely capsized. He was
taken in hand by Mr. Seftvey and rescued from a watery grave.
The sailins: trophy race was the first event of the day, being

started at 10:52 on the outside triangle, 6 rounds, 9 miles. The
first thirteen m the unlimited race were entered as a matter of
course, the two chosen being Roy Sweny and H. M. M. Smith,
making the 15 starters elsewhere given. Mr. Butler had been
hard at work for several days over his canoe and rig, the boat
being in perfect shape for racing, and a most exciting race was
anticipated between him and Ford Jones, the present holder of
the trophy for the second successive vear. To the disappointment
of every one, at the last moment as Bee was being launched from
the float id quite a heavy sea, a hole was stove in the starboard
side amidships, making it impossible to start. Mr. Bui ler took
the mishap very bravely, setting to work to repair the damage in
time for the club race, though the disappointment was a very
heavy one. Mr. W. L. Lee had been notified to be on hand in case
any one withdrew before the start, and he took Mr. Butler's place.
The start was a poor one, but being lo windward the fleet soon

spread out. Shortly before the start Tornado capsized, her crew
going completely overboard, bat quickly righting the boat, regain-
ing his seat and bailing out. Uno was ia collision with Hornet
before the start, unshipping her rudder and not starting with the
fleet.
The two favorites were Canuck and Beta, Lieda also being con-

sidered good for a place. Beta had a good position at the sfart,

and led on the windward leg, with Canuck second and Lieda third
at first mark. On the read and run Lieda gained, finally passing
Canuck to leeward at the end of the first round. Beta slili Holding
a good lewd.
After Beta had completed the first round and started on the

windward leg, Uno, wiib h>^r rudder now in order, cut in with the
pecond and thiid boats, thus making her start. She sailed with
Canuck, claiming the right of way at one time when on starboard
tack and compelling Canuck to tack. At the end of the second
round she was just anead of Canuck, but by the end of the third
round Canuck had passed her and Lieda, and on the fourth rouud
Camick headed Beta, after whicQ Uno dropped out of the race.
On the jibe of the second round Lieda lost time, but siill led

Canuck. At the end of the windward leg of third round Lieda
carried away her forward mast step, the neel of the mast going
through the garboardp. pf ter which she withdrew. The mishap
was due to the use of iron screws in the mast step, which had
rusted awav. Gwen had capsized at the jibe on second leg, and
Iguana partly filled and withdrew. Hornet doing the same, leav-
ing but eight canoes. On the windward leg of the fourth round
Capuck made a decided gain on Beta, which she increased on ihe
reach, making a neat turn and jibe at second mark and taking the
lead.
Running with a quartering wind a fine luffing match took place;

Beta luffed out and was met by Canuck, dropping back only to

lull again, this time caking and holding a place on Canuck's
weather beam. Her advantage did not last long; Canu'^K gave a
leap and was clear, running away for several lengths. The raee
for first place was over af this point. Beta losing slowly, though
still ahead of the others. Cricket and Ellida made a very pret( y
race for a time. When Canuck finished B^ta had just passed the
last mark, thus being nearly half a mile astern. The positions on
each round were as fnllows:

Isi; 2d 3d i%h 6th 6th
Round. Round. Round. Round. ROlind. Round.

Canuck..-., 3
Beta 1

Lawn 6

Mab 5
Cricket 4
Tempest 7

Ellida 8

Tornado 9
Gwen.. - 11

Lieda S

Iguana 12
Hornet 10

capsized.
2 disabled.
11 withdrew.

,„,„^, _ 10 withdrew.
Mr. Jones carried his smallest rig, two standing sails, the same

with which he won the trophy la&t year. Mr.More showed a great
deal of pluck in starting just after a capsize, with wet .sails, and
comple-ing the whole nine miles though, at the end of the fluet.

At 4. P. I'd. the club race was called, with three representatives
each fi-om V'onkers, Vesper and Toi-onto clubs. The course was
an L inside the bay, two rouuria, three miles. Bee won, with Uno
second and Beta third, the Yonkers crew scoring the smallest
number of points and winning the race.

In the evening the Central Division held its meeting, electing
the tollowing officers: Vice-Com., E.L.French, Buffalo, N. Y.;

Rear-Com., T. H. Stryker, Rome, IS. Y.; Purser, C. D. Mead, Day-
ton, O. Executive Committee: T J. Kirkpatiiek, Springfield, O.;

C. F. Walters, P^ochester, N. Y.; C. G. Belman, Amsterdam, N. Y.
A camp-fire and open-air entertainment unoer the direction of

Mr. Seavey assisted by his trained sea serpent made the evening
pass very pleasantly.

TMirsdmj, Aug, $0.

Thursday was clear and bright, with a strong south wind. The
fii'st race was the record sailing, started at 10:40. The inner
triangle was used, three rounds being sailed, the strong and
squftUy wind with a heavy sea making the race very exciting.

The start was made at the ea^t angle, in front of the camp, witvh

but 7 canoes, Mab, Cricket, Tempest, Iguana. Eel, L'Hirondelle
and Gwen. lo and Tornado were at the line but did not start,

Tornado's rudder head breaking.
Tempest, with two reefs in her jib-headed sails, was the first

over, with a good start. L'Hirondelle had trouble with her mlzen,
the step apparently being loose, and lowered the sail at the start,

soon hoisting it, but she had little benefit from it throughout the
race. The first leg was to windward, the second nearly free, and
the third a reach. Cricket passed Temp est on second leg, and took
the lead. A little later Tempest was twice knocked down and her
well tilled, Mr. Douglas managing to keep in the boat and resume
his course, lowering hismizen. Mab, after dropping her big mizen
into the lifts at the mark, now passed Tempest and took second
place, but her crew preferred to tack rather than risk a jibe atthe
msrk. On the last leg Mab set her mizen and passed Cricket,

making a wide turn but having flrst place at the bxioy. Cricket
was in trouble on the next leg, sailing wi'hmain sheet off. Iguana
was third. Tempest fourth, with Eel, L'Hirondelle and G.ven in

order.
On the second leg Mab aeain dropped her mizen, running under

mainsail only and tacking as before. Cricket in the middle of the

leg carried awav her forward mizonsteisCaot putin by her builder).

Mr. Palmer luffed up and shifted the mast and broken tube into

the after tube, then he laid on deck forward for some time repair-

ing other damages, several canoes passing him. Tempest was
sailing again, though partly filled with water, and at the end of

second round the order was: Mab, Tempest, Iguana, Eel.

L'Hirondelle, Gwen, Cricket,
, , . ^

The last round was a hard one, as most of the boats had strained

their gear or shipped water. Eel capsized at the last buoy,

but sailed the final leg to the finish. Mab won by a long
lead, but when sailing to her float after the finish she cap^iized to

windward. Mr. Arcbbald was in the water and up on his seat

again in an instant, coolly trimming sheets and resuming his

course. The fuil summary of the record is given in the tables.

The record for 1891 ia as follows:
Combined Paddling Sailing

points, points, points. Total.

Iguana, H. D. Murphy 3 5 5 13

Mab, C. E. Atchbald 4 3 6 1^
Gwen, Roy Sweny 6 6 i 11

L'Hirondelle, E. 0. Knappe 2 6 B 11

Crick'' t, L. B. Palmer 5 4 1 10

Eel. J. W. Sparrow 1 14 6

Mr. Archbald's position is suhjrct to a protest made against
him for fouling in the paddling race by Mr. Douglas. The pro-

test was not allowed by the rega' ta committee, but as the vote

was not unanimous Mr. Douglas a.ppealed to the executive com-
mittee, on the ground that the decision wai ma'ie without all of

his evidence being heard. The executive committee was also

without sufficient evidence to decide the case at the meeting in

camp, and the matter must now go oyer to the November meet-
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insr. Iti the last of the record races Mr. Douglas was disqualified
by the committee without protest for using his paddle, tnus los-

ing his place on the record, his claim that he was in danger at the
time being disallowed.
The next; race of the morning was the sailing upset and maneu-

vering, with only one starter out of seven entries—tJwen, Roy
Sweny.
The Puritan C. C. is the only one which has made any attempt

ai camp decoration this vear. On the fourth day in camp the
space in front of the Puritan rents was very appropriately orna-
mented by a letter P some 20ft. high formed of whisky and beer
bottles.
During the morning the many handsome trophies and other

prizes were arranged tiy the ladies on one side ot the dining pavil-

ion, all being displayed against a bHckground of red cloth. Com.
Lawson has provided a vpry t andsome silver loving cup, which
will be eiven tor the record sailing race.

The flrst race in the afternoon was the tandem paddling, with
four crew.'-; lanthe, Springfield. Toronto and Argonaut, of Toronto.
There was a very strong wind and rough sea in the bay, making

it a difficult matter to steer a straight course. Cricket, the only
boat carrying a rudder, won easily. The liorht Toronto canoes
were overweighted with two men, and also hard to steer, at times
being beam to the course.
The next raee, club fours, had bttt two crews, Messrs. Palmer,

Dodge, Douglas and Duguid, of tne I«nthe C. C, and the Cana-
dian crew, Messrs. Johnson, Tilley, Carnegie and McMillen. This
race, under tue same conditions as the tandem, resulted in a sim-
ilar victory for the lanthe crew.
Only three men entered for the gymnastics, Douglas, Dudley

and Moore. Douglas winning first place.

At 5 P. M. a meeting of the executive committee was held at

headquarters, at which Yice-Com. C. Y. Winti6, of the Central
Division, was nominated for the office of commolore by Mr. Rug-
gle?^, seconded by Mr. Wilkin. Mr. W. B. Wackerhagen, also of

Albany, was nominated by Mr. Palmer for the oflice of sec'y-

treas.i'and boih gentlemen were unanimously elected Messrs.
Palmer, Stephens and Wilklns were appointed by Com. Lawson a
eommittt'e to revise and extend the list of lady members, number-
ing them in the order of election. On motion of Mr. Seavey, Ihe
number of Ezekiel Harvey Piatt wa-i declared stricken from the
rolls. An appeal from the decision of the regatta committee in

Ihe matter ot a protest in the record parldUng race, made by Mr.
G. P. Douglas, was read and referred to the regatta committee for

further information. A letter from a member preferring charges
of unbecoming conduct against two other members, accompanied
by a letter from the vice-corn, of the division to which all belonged,
to Com. Lawson, was real and discussed, but as the evidence on
t)oth sides was not before the committee ro action was takeD.

An informal vote was taken on a proposal by Mr. Wilkin, seconded
by Mr. Ruggles, to limit visitors' day to the hours 1 to 5 P. M., the
proposal being Indorsed. Early in the evening the business meet-
ing of the Ea-tern Division was held, Vice-Com. Cartwright and
Purser App )lonio being re-elected, while Mr. E. C. Knappe, of

Springfield, was elected rear com., and Messrs. Paul Butler. W. U.
Lawson, Dr. S. R, Upham, of Pro%noencs. and T. H. Metcaif, of

Holyoke. In the evening a camp-fire was held at Squaw Point,
while the Eastern Division held a "pipe and beer night" in the

main camp.
During the night t^he wind increased until half a gale was blow-

ing from the south, the morning being dull and rainy with a
rough sea on the lake The regatta of the Lake Ch'^mplain Y. C.

was to be held at Burlington, and the entire camp was invited, a
special steamer being sent for the guests. The programme in-

cluded a number of races, with special events for the canoeists,

very handsome prizes in sil%'er being offered. About 100 canoe-
ists, including a number of ladies, boarded the Reindeer at 8:30,

the racing canoes being taken tm board. The day was so stormy
that all races were postponed until 1 P. M., lunch being served in

the meanwhile to all visitors at the large and handsome club
house of the Lake Champlain Y. C.
The fir.st called was the sailing, with 6 starters, Bee, Iguana,

Hornet. Tempest, Mab and Wasp. Hornet was sailed by Mr.
Whitlock and Wasp by Mr.H. M.M. Smith, the others being sailed

by their regular skippers. The course was within the break-
water, about 2}^ miles, with start and finish oft" the clubhouse,
the canoes heai:ing up against a moderate wind and light sen.,

then running down to a buoy at the north end of the harbor, beat-

ing UP, running down a second time, and up to finisn. B^e, carry-
ing 80ft. in two single-reefed sails, led Iguana, with 110ft., but at

the end of the second windward leg the wind fell light during a

rain squall and Iguana caught her. Mr. Butler stopped and shook
out both reefs, but Iguana gained over a minute and was never
caught. Hornet did very well, taking third place, while Tempest
was fourth and Mab fifth. Wasp withdrawing. The flrst prize

was a very handsome silver goblet, presented by Mr. Harry Le
Grand Cannon, the second being a silver cup.

A very good paddling race for all canoes followed, being won by
Muntz from Carnegie, Knappe and Palmer. A paddliotc race for

decked canoes followed, won by Knappe with Palmer in order.

In the afternoon two yacht races were sailed, with a race for

steam yachts, rowing races, etc., the prizes for these as well as

the canoe races being very elegant.
After a dinner at the Van Nest Hou«e,the canoeists returned to

the club house for the ball, a very successful affair, which was
very much enjoyed bv all. Late at night the Reindeer cariied

back to camp inose who wished to go, though many left for home
from Burlington. Most of the Canadians rushed to Lachine for

the regatta nest day.
Saturday was a clear bright day, one of the pleasantest of the

meet, but a great number set to work to break camp, and by night
half of the tents were down. In the morning a paddling race for

ladies was held off Squaw Point, the winners being Misses Pal-
mer and Winser. with Misses Scott and Archbald second, Misses
Fredericks and Douglas third, and Misses Upham and Cartright
fourth. In the afternoon a short cruise was made up Willsborough
Bay, and in the evening the announcement of the names of the
new officers, as well as the names of the prize winners, was made
by the commodore in front of headquarters.
Sundav was rainy and unpleasant, with a strong north wind.

In the morning the usual services were held at headquarters, Rf!V.

Mr. Wheeler, of Burlington, preaching an excellent sermon. The
morning was cloudy, but dry enough to permit of service in the
open air. An organ was brought down from the pavilion, Mi.=8

Stierwood being the organist. At noon the rain began and con-
tinued all night. Dinner was served at 2 P. M., the guests from
the hotel dining with the canoeists in the pavilion. After dinner
the prizes were presented. During the day a great many tents
were struck, and by night the camp seemed deserted.
Monday and Tuesday were the final days of the camp, the gen-

eral breaking up beginning on Wednesday morning, by which
time the main camp was aoandoned, though Squaw Point had
still a number of tents. On Monday a ladies' paddling race took
place, one in a canoe, the winner being Miss Winser. of Newark,
Miss Palmer was second. Miss Fredericiks third, Miss Scott fourth,
Miss Upham fifth, while Miss Sherwood did not finish. Those who
remained for the last three days, found them tbe pleasantest of
the meet.

Event No. 1. sailing and paddling race, course 3 miles, outer
triangle, wind very light, start 3:15:30. Starters:

Finish. Elapsed.
Gwen, Roy Swenv 1 4 03 30 47 00

Cricket, L. B. Palmer 3 4 03 03 47 33

Tempest, G. L. Douglas 3 4 03 43 48 13

Mat), C. E. Atchbald 4

Lieda, S. Schuyler 5

Isruans, H. D. Murphy... 6

Xmis, W. F. Sweny. <

L'Hirondelie, B. C. Knappe 8

Eel, J. W. Sparrow 9
Tornado, F. C Moore 10

Hornet. H. M. M. Smith 11

lo, F. H. F'oster i3

Babble, Wm. Whitlock .13

Event No. 3, paddling record. Aug. 17, course mile straight-
away, inside, wind light, 17 starters, no times taken:
L'Hirondelle. E. C. Knappe 1

Iguana, H. D. Murphy 3
Cricket. L. B. Palmer 3
Agawan, W. E, Parsons 4
Gwen, Roy Sweny 5
Xmas, W. P. Sweny 6
T.u'nado, P. C. Moore 7

Mao, C, E. Archbald 8

Dawn, D. D, Gessler 9
Tempest, G. P. Douglas 10
Ithanel, J. Duguid, Jr U
Eel, J. VV. Sparrow 12

Rush, W.C.Lee 13

lo, P.N.Foster 14

Eros, W. L. Dudley 15

Imp. J. W. Cartwrignt, Jr i .-16

Lieda, S. Schieffelin 17

Event No. 3, sailing record, Aug. 20, course miles, inner tri-

*Mab, C. E. Archbald .

Gwen, Roy Swenv
Cricket, L. B. Palmer

* Disqualified.
Event No. 4, trophy paddling. Aug. 18, course 1 mile straight-

away, inside, wind light quartering, water smooth, start 11:38:.39,

5 starters:

4 03 30
4 03 03
4 03 43
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.

Finish. Elapsed.
. 1 11 13 55 40 55

11 19 10 46 10
11 20 44 47 44
11 S3 28 .50 28

5 11 24 10 51 10
6 11 24 20 61 20
7 11 26 00 53 00

Spark, R. G. Muntz 1

Vera, M. F. Johnson. 2
Ooboconk,J. H.Carnegie 3
Narka, Emil Knappe 4

Iota, H. R. Tilley S

Event No. 5, sailing, unlimited, Aug. 17, course 6 miles outer
triangle, wind light, start 4:i8, 20 starters;

Pini.sh.
11 45 18
11 45 20
11 45 23
11 45 41
11 45 63

Elapsed.
6 39
6 41
6 44
7 03
7 14

Bee, Paul Butler 1

BetH, T. S. Oxholm 3
Canuck, Ford Jones 3

Uno, H.L. Quick 4
Lieda, S. Scnieffelin.... 5

Iguana, H. D. Murphy 6

Tornado, F. O. Moore 7

Tempest, G. P. Douglas 8

Cricket, L. B. Palmer 9

Dawn, D. D. Gessler 10
Mab, O. E Arohbalri 11
Nesta, D. Goodsell 13

Ellida, Ralph Braze.r 13

Hornet. H. M. M. Smith 14

Wasp, R. Appolonio W
L'Hirondelle, E. 0. Knappe 16

Eel, J. W. Sparrow 17_

Gwen, Boy Sweny Withdrew,

Finish. Elapsed.
5 51 00 1 03 00
5 55 17 1 07 17
5 56 53 1 08 53
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not ti tned.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed,
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Ruali, W. C, Lee Withdrew.
Xmas, W. P. Ssveny...,..„..„. Withdrew.
Event No. 6, sailinR trophy, Aug. 19: course 9 miles outer tri-

angle; wiud strong, with sea. Start 10:52:10; 15 entries, U starters:

, „ , ^ J^lnisli. Elap«ed.
Canuck, Ford Jones 1 ]2 13 32 1 20 12
Beta, T. S. Oxholm 3 12 15 31 1 S3 21
Dawu, D. D. Gessler 3 12 19 53 1 27 43
Mab, C.E. Archbald 4 13 50 56 1 28 46
Oricliet, L. B. Palmer 5 13 24 08 1 31 58
Tempest, G. P. Douglas 6 12 26 10 1 34 00
EUida, Ralph Brazer 7 12 26 13 1 34 03
Tornado, B\ C. Moore 8 12 30 33 1 38 23
Lieda, B. hfhieffeliu broke mast step, withdrew.
Orwen, Roy Sw^uy capsized, withdrew.
Iguana, H. n. Murphy withdrew.
Hornet. H. M. M. Smith withdrew.
Nesta. D. Goodsell withdrew.
Uno. H. h. Quick withdrew.
Bee, Pfl iil Butler disabled hefore start.
RuRij, ^^ . O. Lee withdrew.

t;a])-S[ztii:l at, start.
Event No. 7, novice race, Aug. 15, course 3 miles, inner trjangle.

wind light, start 10-31:00, 5 starters:

.< TT -.r ,r „ . , Finish. Elapsed.
Hornet, H. M M. Smith 1 11 25 55 54 55
Owa. W. L Man in 2 11 28 22 57 23Agawam, W. E. Parsons 3 11 2H 38 58 88
lo, I'. N. Poster 4 Not timed.
Evjirigelme, Thos. Hale 6 Not limed.
Event No. 8, Pecowsic cup, Aug. 17, course b miles, outer tri-

angle, wind light, start 12:35, 37 startors:

Canuck, Ford Jones I f^sfls'^'
Beta, r. S. Oxholm "a 1 38 26
Rush, wc Lee i;;.

3

Xmas, W. F. Sweny

4

1 25 27
^jbBta, D. ftoodsell 5 Not timed.
Tempest, G. P. Douglas

6

Not timed.Gwen, Kay Sweny

7

Not timed.
Iguana. H.D. Murphy 8 Not timed.
Lieda, b. hcmiy er.

9

Not timed.
Mab, C. li. Arrh bald M Not timed.
Buable. WMn. VV b it lock 11 Not timed.

S^'^t' Sr
G'esaler 13 Not timed.

Eel, J. W. Sparrow 13 Not timed.
Wasp, R. Appqllonio 14 Not timed.
Tordado, T. C. Moore 15 Not timed.
Owa, \\ . L. .-VLaritn 16 Not timed.
Eroa, W h. Dud ley 17 ]S ot ti med

.

EvanKcliUH T. Hal] 18 Not timed.Ma Petite A. ;L Smith 19 Not timed.
Beaver, M. L. M illiams 20 Not timed.
Bee fouled buoy at start, disqualified; Hornet fouled buoy, die-

quahfled; Imp, Liheliula, L'Hirondelle, Agawam, Uno, withdrew.
Event No. 9, club rni e. Aug. 19, course special, 3 miles, L course,

wind light, start 4:10:15, 3 starters:

YonkersCC- ^^^P^'^'

Uno, H. L. Quick

3

5 10 20 1 00 05
Beta, T. S. Oxholm 3
Nesia, D. Goodsell 6

11
V esper C. C—
Bae, Paul Butler 1
Iguana, tJ. D. Murphv 5
Eilida, R.F. Brazer..; 9

Toronto O. 0.—
Rush. W. C. Lee 4
Eel, J. W. Sparrow 7
Gwen, Roy Sweny 9

Yonkers C. C. wins the Vesper banner.
Event No. 10, cruising race, Aug. 15, course 6 miles, outer tri-

angle, weather light, stare 13:13, 7 starters:

n o - Finish.
Gwen, Roy Sweny 1 2 17 10
*Owa, VN'. L. Martin 2 17 13
Evangpliue, Thos. Hale a
lo, F. N. Foster. 3
Mishi Nahma, S. W. Bridgham 4
KiowiUa, C. E.Cragg
*Bubh]e, Wm. Whit lock ,,,,
*Owa and Bubble disqualifled on measurement.
Event No. 11, war canoe race, Aug. 18:

Mohican, 36ft., 13 paddlers and helmsman 1 No time taken
Goo-Goo-Zeoia,20ti., Opaddlersand helmsman.. 2
Event No. 12, paddling tandem, 4 starters, Aug. 20, Water rough,

quartering wind, strong. Course Ji'mile:
Cricket, Palmer and Douglas, lanthe C. C 1
L'Hirondelle, Knappe and Parsons, Springfield .'

. . 3
Vera, Johnson and lilley, Toronto 3
Spark, Muntz and , Toronto 4
EA'ent No. 13, club fours. 3 starters, Aug. 20. Water rotigh,' strong

quartering wind. Course % mile:
Ifinthe crew—Palmer, Dodge, Douglas and Duguid . .. l
Toronto crevy-Jnhnson, Tilless Carnegie and McMillen.... '..'.'.'.2

Event ^0. 14, saihng upset and maneuvering, 1 starter, Aug. 20:
Gwen, Roy Sweny 1
_
Event No. 15. paddling upset, 9 starters, Aug 15. Oouise'i^ mile,

mside: ° '

Dawn, D. D. Gessler i

Eros, W. L. Dudley. 2
7:empest, G. P. Douglas q
Spark, R. G. Muntz 4
Iguana. H. D. Murphy 5
Xmas, W. F. Sweny g
Ithanel, J. Duguid, Jr '

.
*

7

Cricket, L. B. Palmer 8
Vpi-a, M. P. .lohDSon .did not' finish.
Event No. 16. hurry scurry race, Aug 18:

L. B. Palmer 1

D.D. Gessler 2
H. D. Murphy. '.

3Kpy Sweny .Didnot" finish.W- E^. Sweny Dtd not finish.

Si.
• H^n^P'' Did not finish.

Thos. Hall Did not finish.
G. P. Douglas Dfi not finish.
R. G. Muntz Did not finish.
M. P.Johnson Did not finish.

S^^^^vP"^^*^y DW not finish.
F. O. Moore.

, Did not finish.

T
Ai'chnald Did not finish.

i- li?^?^*^' Did not finish.
J- Sparrow Did not finish.

i- S\^^^''^P8iit, Jr Did not finish.
g-SchieflCelm Did not finish.
bSmall. Oidnotfinlsh.
Event No. 18, Jabberwock rup, Aug. 19, course. Smiles inside

triangle; wind light; start 6:03;00; five starters:

^ -.TT ,r ,, Finish.
Owa, W. L. Martin 1 6 43 50
Kiowilla, C. E. Cragg 2 7 00 15

' S- ^f^'S"- '^^ withdrew.—— , G. H. Rich. withdrew.Ma Petite, A. T. Smith withdrew.

Not timed.
Not timed.

Withdrew,
Withdrew.

Elapsed.
3 04 10
2 Oi 13

Mods Fachts and Boats. Their design, making and mUina, witft
desigjis and worKing draivings. Postpaid,

FIXTURES.
AVGVST.

Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 29. Cor. Navy, N. Y. Bay Squad.
Massachusetts, Third Cham., 29. Beverly, 2d Cham, Mon. Bch.
Dorchester Bay. 29. Royal N. S., Capr. Russell's

Carolina, Club, Wilmington, Cup, Halifax.
.^^N- 0. 29. Larchmont, Oyster Boats,
Hempstead, Long Island. Larchmont.
Hull, All Classes. 29, Miraraiohi, Cruise.
Savin Hill, Cash.

SEPTEMBKH.
Eastern, Fall, MarblebeHd. Boveiiv, 6th Sweep, Mon.Bch
Pleon, SaU-oir, Marhlehnad. 13. New liedford. Annual, New
Monatiquot, SaLl-oO', Wey- Bedford,
mouth. 13. Lynn, Cup, Lynn.

5. Sippican, Open, Marion. 12. Massachusetts, Open, Dor-
5. Hull Corinthian, Open. Chester Bay.
5. Beverly,5thSweep,Marbleh'd 12. Savin Hill, Cham. Sail-oiT.
5. Larchmout, Fall. Larohm't. 12. Royiil N. S., Handicap, Hali-
5. Bay View, Cruise. fax.
7. Pall River, Club, Fail River. 19-20. San Francisco, Cruise.
7. Bf-^'erly, Open, Mon, Beach. 19. Beverly, 3d Cham,Marbleh'd
7. N.Y.\.R.A., Ann., New York 31. Miramicht, Open
7. Corinthiaxi, M a r b ie h e a d, 26. Beverly, 3d Cbam, Mon. Bcb.

Haudicap, Marblehead. 26. Savin Hill, Fleet Captains
7. Lynn, Open. Nahant. Cups Sail-off.
7. Mosquito, Open, Boston. 26. Royal R. S., Lord Alex Rus-
n. Massachusetts, Fall, Dor- sel'-! Cup, Halifax.

Chester Bay. 26. Bay View. Club. Boston Bay.
OCTOBER.

7. Brooklyn, Pajl, Gravesend 17. San Francisco, Closing Day.
Bay.

CHERRY DIAMOND Y. C. CUP, AUG. IS.

THE second attempt to sail the first of a series of three races for
the gold cup of tbe Cherry Diamond Y. C. was made success-

fully on Tuesday, the course being ten miles to windward and
return from Brenton's Reef Lighlship. The first attempt, which
failed through the absence of a stakeboat, was declared of£, but in
resailing only the original starters were eligible, JVIineola, Jessica
and Nautilus, the latter not showing at the line. A sweepstakes
of $80 was also on this race, whilp the private match between these
two boats for S3o0 was by agreement decided by it.

The wind was light from S. S. W. as on the preceding day, the
start being made at 11:50
Jessica cut across on iiort tack to take Mineola's weather, but

was too late, the other ou starboard tack putting her about and
covering her. IMineola gained steadily on the windward work,
Jessica losing something at the mark by overstanding. The turn
was limed:
Mineola 2 11 44 .Tessica 2 16 00
The run home under spinakers showed a big gain for Mineola,

the times being:
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Mineola 11 51 50 3 25 30 3 33 40 3 33 40
Jessica 11 51 35 3 41 15 3 49 40 3 47 59

AtiQ. HO.

The second race was open to all the class, but Gloriana declined
to start, Mr. Morgan being ill through the week, and so Beatrix
did not start, leaving the same pair as on Tuesday. The wind
this time was strong N.N.E.. tbe course being 10 miles to leeward,
logged ofl: by the tug Idlewild. The yachts crossed under club-
topsails and spinakers, being timed:
Mineola 12 38 43 Jessica 12 39 31
Mineola gained on Jessici on the run, and made a litile by bay-

ing her working topsail set when her club came in before the jibe
at the mark. Jessica taking in her club before setting her 'jib-
header. The times were:
Mineola 1 53 ^9 Jessica 1 55
On the beat home w ith a strong breeze Jessica held Miiaeola, the

sea hurting the wider boat somew^hat. The full times were:
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrpctrd.

Jessica 12 39 .31 4 14 18 3 3i 47 3 30 58
Mineola 13 38 42 4 11 46 3 33 04 3 33 04
Jessica wins by 3m. 6s. The races were sailed under the man-

agement of Com Summers. The third race will be sailed at
Marblehead next week after the Corinthian series.

CORINTHIAN Y. C. SWEEPSTAKES, 1891,
THE third annual sweepstakes of the Corinthian Y. C, of New

York, was no less a success than its two predecessors, being
one of the first events of the year in the leading racing class. The
inrerest in Gloriana and Beatrix this year was even greater than
that excited by Gossoon and Minerva last season, while the ques-
tion of the poorer places was this yearof special interest. Though
three of the ten entries, comprising all but one of the 46ft. class,
were not present, their places had already been pretty well
determined. The entries were as follows:

Sailing Allow-
length. ance. Designer.

Gloriana, k..C.Y.C.... 54.17 3.57
Oweene, k, . Eastern.. .54.63 3.27
Beatrix, c.b. Eastern. . .,54.59 3.39
Barbara, k.. Eastern... 58. 33 3.53
Sayonara,k.C. Y. C ...54.08 3.01
Jessica, k...C. Y. C....K0.32 7.28
Mineola k..,C. Y. C....5i. 30 2.55
Nautilus, k —
Alborak,

k

Uvira, k

- „ Owner.
Herreshoff.E. D. Morgan
Burgess. . . . A. B. Turner
Burgess.... C. A. Prince
Fife, Jr O. H. W. Foster
Burgess. . . B. Thaver
Fife, Jr. . . . \V. O. McDonough
Burgess A. Belmont
Wintr'gh'mJ. R. Maxwell
Paine J. B. Paine
Fife F. P. Sands

Elapsed.
41 50
58 15

SHENANDOAH C. C.~Camp Three Springs, Va., Shenandoah
tliver.—Messrs. Geo. Beall, O.L. Cooke and the Commodere of the
•Shenandoah C. C, in the canoes Shenandoah, Mary Lou and
Frankie, are taking their annual cruise on the Shenandoah River.
'They started Tnursday, Aug. 14, at Mt. Crawford, and will cruise
to Harper's Ferry, occupying about two weeks. The river is in
beautiful cruising order and the fishing good.—Commodohe.
NEW YORK C. C. CUP RACES.-The trial races for the

choice of a defender for the Mew York C. C. international cup
will be sailed on Sept. 12 and the cup race on Sept. 14. The trial
races are open to members of all i-egular canoe clubs. The cup
races will be sailed ou Gravesend Bay, and the trial races prob-
ably over the same course.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.-Eastern Division: Chas. G. Bartlett,
Jr., Black Hall, Ct.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book partii ularly interesting to gunners, for by its use thev can
identify without: quest'on all the American game birds wbicti
they may km. Cloth, 230 pages, price $3.50. For sale by Forbst
AND Stream.

Belmont.
The date fixed was Monday, Aug. 17, immediately following theNew York Y. C. cruise. The course was the same 25-mile triangle,

starting from Bren'on's Reef Lightship. This year the club issued
a very neat book containing rules and all information, including
a chart of the waters.
The wind was light from S.S.W. on Monday morning when the

tug Idlewild ran out to the start with the regatta committee
Messrs. E. B. Clarke, W. H. Plummer, Wm. Gardner and C s'
Davidson. The first leg was laid out &% miles S.S.W., and the
preparatory signal was given at 12:07. witn the start at 13:17, the
handicap limit being 13:20. All of the boats were steered by their
regular helsmen, save Barbara, which for this race was in the
hands of Cape. John Barr. of Cinderella.
All crossed on the starboard tack, with clubtopsails and balloon

jibtopsails set, Gloriana taking the lead, with Beatrix close to
ner. and the others strung out in close order. Barbara. Sayonara,
Mineola; Oweene being a couple of minutes after the leader,
while Jessica was handicapped, the times being:
Gloriana 13 17 13 Mineola 13 17 51
Beatrix 13 17 14 Oweene- 12 19 17
Barbara 13 17 31 Jessica (handicapped). . .12 20 00
Sayonara 13 17 35

All headed olf shore at the start, but Barbara first and then the
others tacked and ran for NTarragansett Beach, holding the leg
until close inshore, when Gloriana was to windward of the fleet,
with Oweene next best, the Burgess cutter coming out ahead of
the Burgess centerboard Beat rix, when they crossed in tacking.
Beatrix held thii-d place, but Barbara was fourth, having a good
lead on Mineola and Jessica.
The last half of the wnndward work showed Little change in po-

sition, the whole beat out being rather slow and not specially
exciting. The work was timed:

.
Elapsed.

Gloriana 2 20 45 2 03 33
Oweene 2 23 09 2 03 53
Beatrix. 2 25 03 3 07 49
Barbara 2 27 48 2 10 17
Sayonara 2 29 87 2 12 03
Mineola 2 34 28 3 16 37
Jessica 2 38 35 3 15 54

The elapsed times show very fairly the merits of the windward
work, Oweene making an even showing with Gioriana, and far
better tb an the rest. Balloon jibtopsails were set to port and the
fleet reached for tbe second mark with but little gain or loss all
around save by J.-ssica. Gloriana split the foot of hallooner
when half over the leg, sending up her No. 1 jibtopsail In ita
place. The times at second mark were;

. Elapsed.
Gloriana. 3 24 50 1 04 05
Oweene 3 23 n5 1 03 46
Beatrix 3 28 55 1 03 52
Barbara 3 33 27 1 04 39
Sayonara 3 34 13 1 04 36
Mineola.... 3 88 26 1 03 58
Jessica ..^ 3 43 23 1 06 47

The times of Oweene, Gloriana, Mineola and Beatrix on this
leg were practically the same, the other three all losing a little.
Alter .Tibing at the mark, intermediate jibtopsails were set for
the reach home, Mineola alone carrying a bailooner. Gloriana
srained on all, the rest save Jessica being about even, as the fol-
lowing times show:

„, , Elaosed.
Gloriana. 4 25 37 1 00 37
Oweene 4 28 28 1 01 28
Beatrix 4 80 14 1 01 19
Barbara 4 34 35 1 01 58
Sayonara. 4 35 55 1 01 43
Mineola 4 89 40 1 01 14

r.,u
-Jessica 4 45 50 1 03 28

The full times were:
^, .

StPft. Finish. Elansed. Corrected.
Gloriana 13 17 12 4 35 27 4 08 15 4 06 18
Oweene 13 19 17 4 28 33 4 09 06 4 06 39
Beatrix 12 17 14 4 80 14 4 13 00 4 10 31
Miceola 12 17 51 4 39 40 4 21 49 4 18 54
Barbara 12 17 31 4 34 25 4 16 34 4 13 02
Sayonara 13 17 35 4 28 23 4 09 1)6 4 08 39
Jussiea 12 20 00 4 45 50 4 25 50 4 18 23
The actual time of the Jessica's start was 12::iJl:01. Gloriana

wins the first prize, 70 per rent, of $850 or $595; Oweene second, 20
per cent., 8170; and Beatrix third, 10 per cent., $85.

WONNESQUAM BOAT CLUB, Aug. ll.-The open regatta of
the Wonnesquam Boat Club was held on the Merrlmac River at
Araesbury. tue yachts belonging mainly to the American Y. C. of
Newburyport. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.

^ , VT u ^ Elapsed. Corrected.
Hazard, Newburyport I 48 55 1 24 33
Black Cloud, Gloucester 3 09 40 1 45 18
Augusta. Newburyport 2 16 35 2 53 13
Planchette, Haverhill Not finished.

SECOND CLASS.
Gleam, Newburyport .3 05 00 1 33 08
Vexer, Newburyport 3 05 53 1 37 44Maud S., Gloucester 2 07 08 1 H9 40
Budge, Newburyport ..2 09 45 1 89 35
Night Owl, Haverhill 2 13 87 1 46 23
Tyrant, Newburyport .Not finished.

, . ^ THIRD GLASS.
Alpine, Lynn 1 49 37 1 21 51
Ell, Amesbury 1 54 10 1 28 07Wyryma, Gloucester 3 01 36 1 31 44
Lillian, Newburyport 3 04 84 1 38 10
Alice, Newburyport 3 01 :>7 1 35 35
Argo, Haverhill 1 57 53 1 39 29
Clara, Amesbury 2 05 51 1 39 51
Pert, New.burypnrt; Hustler, Haverhill: Wizard, Rowley; Key-

ne, Bhwd, Anoesbury; Sassacus, Newburyport; Bugaboo, Ames-
bury, did not fini.<-h.

HORSESHOE HARBOR. CLUB.-The regatta of the Horseshoe
Haroor Club of Larchmont, on Aug. 15, was hardly more than a
dx'ift, the times being:

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS—35 TO 28FT.
, , ^, , ^ RacinarLongTh. S'art. Finish.
Laurame, Cpl. Rufus King 38.04 3 10 20 5 35 24
Ariel, T. J. McCahiU 38 04 3 11 26 5 34 56
Vision. C. S. Allen 37.10 3 08 41 5 33 05

.r. ^ „CLASSC—OPENCATBOATS—20TO33FT.
Fairy, F. E.Towle 31.09 2 06,54 5 04 51
Lookout, J. B. Hegeman 22.00 2 06 50 No fin,

^^^^^S D—OPEN CATBOATS—20ft. AND UNDER
Caprice, C. Bird 14 10 2 07 25 5 47 38
Lark, H. Eddy 15.10 3 08 34 5 37 04
Ramona, B. C. Loekett 15.04 3 07 45 No finish.

• MARGUERITE-HURON, NEWPORT, AUG. 18.—The match
bet%veen the schooner Marguerite, 81ft., Mr. K. S. Palmer, and the
cutter HuTOD, 64ft., Rear Com. W. Butler Duncan, New York Y.
C, for $250 per side, was sailed on Tuesday over thf> same course
as the Cherry Diamond race. Started at 12:25 from one gun, both
yachts being handicapped: Marguerite, 13:'.i6:08; Huron, 13:37:07.
Clubtopsails were barred, the two setting working topsails and
jibtopsails. Marguerite worked out to windwai-d and had a long

at the turn, the times being: Marguerite, 2:43:45; Huron,
2:54:4d. Huron dropped her spinaker boom and broke ofl the end,
resetting it later, but she could not catch the schooner, the times
being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Marguerite 13 26 08 4 11 14 3 46 14
Huron 13 37 07 4 22 48 3 57 48
There was no allowance. Marguerite winning by 11m. 84^. Mr.

Geo. A. Stewart was the judge.

MARGUERITE—IROQUOIS, NEWPORT, AUG. 20.-The pri-
vate mai tch for 8500 per side between the 81ft. schooners Marguer-
ite and Iroquois was sailed on Wednesday in connection witb tbe
second Cherry Diamond race, the course being 10 miles to leeward
and return: wind strone N.N.E., with some -nea. The start was
timed: Iroquois. 13:46:36; Marguerite, 12:47:37, Marguerite split
her spinaker at the start, but set another very quicklv. The run
was very even, thtf turn beine timed: Imouois, 1:63:38; Marguer-
ite, 1:54:06. Both stood in toward P mt Judith, Iroquois pointing
higher, but losing in the footing-. Marguerite passing close under
her stern when they finally crossed. With a lighter breeze Mar-
guerite gained slowly, but crossed Iroquois's bow on the next tack,
gaining to the finish, the times being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Marguerite 13 47 37 4 13 IS 3 35 51 3 25 51
Iroquois la 46 46 4 16 02 3 29 16 8 28 45

EASTERN Y. C—The annual cruise of the Eastern Y. C. began
on Aug. 22, and on Sept. 8 the fall regatta will be held olT Marble-
bead, the prizes being, viz.: For aU schooners, first prize, $400;
second prize, if four or more start, $200; sloops of the fifth class,
40-46tt., first prize, cup valued at $500; second prize, it four or
more start, S2.50. The committee reserve the right to invite visit-
ing yachts to enter.

CORINTHIAN Y. C—The mid-summer series of the Corinthian
1. C. of Marblehead will be sailed to-day and the two following
days. Tbe series will be the best two out of three races and if
necessary a sail-otr. A prize of $100 will be given in each race to
the winner, while in adaition a $300 cup will be given to the win-
ner of the series. The courses will start off Marblehead rock,
and the usual 24-mile triangle, with apexes at the Graves whistling
buoy and the E. Y. C. turning huoy, will be sailed. The start will
be made at 11 o'vlock. Gloriana will not be present.
CORINTHIAN NAVY.—The postponed regatta of July 18 will

be sailed on Aug 29 off Fort Hamilton, N. Y., under the manage-
ment of the New York Bay Squadron.

No Notice Takea of Anonymoua Correspondents.

N. Gr. O., Brooklyn.—In a sweepstake shoot at 10 bluerooka,
three moneys, A and B each b'-oke 7, C 6 and D5. Who are en-
titled to first and second moneyf ? Ans. According to the practiceA and B divide or shoot off for first; C takes second.

J. C. McK., Sunshine, Wash.—Are salmon trout young salmon
or are they a species of trout? Aus. Thev are a trout {SalveU7^us
namaycush). For description of all the different salmon and trout
of America, see illustrafed "Salmon and Trout" supplement in
Forest and Stream of April 4, 1889.

Lieut. G., St. Petersburg.—Being occupied with collecting
mater als for a note ou "Winier War," I appeal to your kindness
and beg you lo give me a H it of works in the American literature
on this qu' stiou, and especially ou snov/shoea and their use in
war. The asked advice will be received witb great gratitude.
Ans. We know of no American works on this subject.
H. J. W., Emmetsburg, la.—Will you please inform me through

Forest and '=tream where I can obtain sinkboses for hunting
purposes; that ie, who manufactures them for sale. Ans. We do
not know any makers. A plan is giy^n in "HinN and Po'nts."
But the use of a sink box IS i)leg<il in Wisconsin, Illinoia, Minne-
BOta and many other Western States,
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ESTABLISHED 1837.

J, B. CROOE &

nSHM TAGEE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. mh & 29th Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEED FOR CATALOGUE,

^,f"yax CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
(r/ rV\ Atlantic St., Enblkwood, ILLS.

V WV Tront Flios ai 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cents Each.
Send Ten Oentis for 1LH78TBAIKD CATALOGUE.

CHAS. I. GOQDALE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

will now be found at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all
work IntmsterJ to his care as formerly.

Trout, Bass and Landlocked Salmon Flies.

Anglers about to visit CANADA, MAINE or the FAR WEST
will find it to their advantage to consult us about size and

patterns of flies adapted to these localities.

Special Patterns for the Lake St. John Waters, Nova Scotia, Yellowstone Park, etc.

Send 10 cents to cover postage, and we will mail you our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE, i8 Vesey St., New York.

Two Sizes, Five Stvles

Brass Reel.

Idle
«

Broize

RDier

AliiioiiID

'

Send for Oatalogue,

BOCHESTEE, Y.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURMITUJ
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO.

LE CO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEK AND CELLULOID HAKD GEASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, iits and will not blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced
anglers in the U. S. O' der one through yom- dealer for inspection, and if nob satisfactory

can be returned. The U. tS. ^Net and iwine Co. are agents for New York City.

The glittering gang trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It

takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manufacturing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N.Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKIiE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMINGTON GOT STORE."

3S1 & S83 Broadway, ISTew York-
We in\nte Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon ns and see how ADVANTAGEOUSLY they can

pnrehasn Sportinp; Gond^J. Our stock covers the following lines in their /w-ncst-ya-ricJics.' GUNS,
RIFI.es, ammunition, I'isiiLlxis X's.olas.lo, BASE BALL, TENNIS,
FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cents (to cover postage) and we Mill mail yon
(iiir new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."

THEl 3E*E1.00?E!.^3Sr -S^IESJ&ff 'IP-

READY FOB RA.TN-. READY I'Olt ANYTHING. KEADV K'OK SUN.
The simplest, Ughtest, most useful tent made. A half dozen forms m .same canvas. Compai-t. Cheap. Send

tor full circular. J^. &. OO iV3LSS OfO OESI, 3ESva-XlS-tOXX, IXl.

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sentionf are quickly
changed from a M to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to 554 or 8oz. with
the No. 8. AH changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.

Extra center sections furnished to
in<^rease t he weight as may be d esired.
Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
cents for a No. 3, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLINSON L CO.,

51 Jolm Street,

NEW YORE.

T^OOK OF THE GAME LAWS:^ A COMPENDIUM OF THE LAWS RELAT-

ING TO GAME AND GAME FISH, REVISED

TO DATE, AND EDITED BY

CHARLES B. REYNOLDS, OF

THE Forest and Stream.

The scope of the work embraces all the laws relating to game and game fish of every State and

Territory in the Union and the British Provinces. The better to insure accuracy, all the important sections

are given in their full text, as they appear on the statute books. Errors which might arise from abstract-

ing or paraphrasing are thus avoided. The preparation of the work has involved an examination of more

than 8oo distinct original and amendatorj^ acts, scattered through multitudinous volumes of the compiled

statutes and session laws of the fifty-nine States, Territories and Provinces here represented. The labor of

compilation has been largely increased by the often careless and sometimes seemingly contradictory nature

of the legislation. The Book of the Game Laws is the result of a painstaking and conscientious en-

deavor to furnish an accurate and reliable compendium. Price $0 cents. For sale by

AL.Ij Ui^irMjt^MS IN SFOflTSMlfiJS'S SXJPPL.IliS.

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for '9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

The AdiFondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper $1.00,
"It is the most complete map of the Adrrondack

region ever published."—-Fores* and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-oond paper. 50 cts.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, illustrated,
16 mo., 212 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

liake Geovse and Lake Champlain, 35 cts.

Address 8. R. ^»TODDARn, Glens Falls, N. Y.

DEAF^

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. liow prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 ioint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippmgs, extra tip, aU complete in wood form, length 9J, 10,

lOift., weight 7, 8, 9oz - Price $3 73

No. 1, G, same as above but is merman Silver Mounted • • • •.• v "

No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippmgs, mckel mountmgs, complete m wooa fonn, length

8J, 9, 9J, 10ft.
,
weight 9, lO^, 12, ISoz, -

^^"ee

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted • • • • • •.•r.'kU"-
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, mckel mountmgs, length 8ft., weight aOoz,

No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft

Brass Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle, Screw cm Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c.; 40yds., 9oc.;60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.1^ ^ ^ ^.^ ^ _^ . „ ,-

Sliding Chek, Nickel Plated, 40yds. $1.75: 60yds., $3.35; 80yds., $3.50; 300yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lmes on Block, Nos. 1, 3, S, 4, 5, 6, SOOfc, 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel

Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, S8c, ; 12 thread. 43o. : 15 thread, 46c. : 18 thread, 53o. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz ., 10c. ; double gut, loo. per
' - * ' - Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15o. ;

3ft., per doz., 30o. ;
3ft., per doz., 4Sc. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

,

2ft., per doz., 80c.
;
3ft., doz.,

2 72
3 82
2 75
8 75

" 90c.

Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

1, 2, S, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. B "
'

doz. ; treble gut, 20o. per doz.

,T. F. UABSTEBS. &1, b3 ic fi& CoujPt St., Brooklyn. N. 7.
«.« ««. imf fur Olmtratwl eataJsgii* fmt latl. OPEH BTElfBfeSi
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DALY AUTOMATIC EJECTOE

HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN.
No. 250, "Diamond Quality," Highest Grade Damascus Steel Barrels, beautifully engraved locks and mounting, finest Tiu'kish Walnut Stock, with the Deeley Patent Automatic

Shell Ejector, equal in finish, shooting qualities and workmanship to Purdey's, Grant's or any other highest grade London make, 10, 12 and 16-gauge $375.00

No. 150, Same action as above but plain finish and f ue Damascus Barrels 175.00

WE AL.SO CARRY A STOCK OF
W. W. GREENER'S EJECTING GUNS $250.00 to $400.00 W. & C. SCOTT & SONS ....$375.00 to $400.00

WE INTRODUCE THIS YEAR J. P. CliABROUGH & BRO'S. LATEST INVENTION—A Fine Hammerless Shotgun with Automatic Ejectors and Damascus Barrels,
plain finish $100.00

Same as above, Gieener Crown Bolt, Fine Damascus Barrels, Fine Engraving, the finest gun they make 135.00

We claim for these gwjiB everything that may he desired. They are well fitted, nicely engraved, the action
works to perfection and can he fully guaranteed.

THE DALY 3-BARREL IS THE ONLY COMBINED GUN IN THE MARKET.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway ^ 84 Duane St., - NSW YORK.

We are now perfecting arrangements which will shortly enable us to say that

EVERY NOTABLE MAKE OE

Shot Gun, Rifle or Revolver
sS REPRESENTED IN OUR STOCK-

Wtiere else can vou, find. such, an assortm.entV

111 to 116 Michigan Ave.

CHICAGO

BY

S. T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AIO) STREAM.

For sale at this office. Price $1.00.

BELMONTYLE OIE.
XS A

Positive Rust Preventive.
NONE BETTER ON THE MARKET.

Leaves a thin, dry film protecting metallic surfaces from Rust, Tabnish
AND Vebdegbis, and increasing their brightness. For Cutlbby, Fihb
Aems, Bicycles, Yacht Cannons, SxjnGicAx. Instbuments. Highly
endorsed. Sold by the gallon, quart, cans and ounce bottles by all
SpOBTino Houses. Unmailable. 8end Xor Price lilst.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,
DEPOT FOR SALES. 313^ BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

CANOB HANDLING.
By C. B. VAUX («*DOT.")

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very
beginning, describes and explains the i-udiments in the simplest and plainest way possible.

Everything is made intelligible for beginners and besides this A B C teachiog there are so
many hints and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will find pleasure and profit in the
study of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duflfle between its covers. The
subjects treated a.re the choice of a canoe, paddling, sailing, care of the canoe, recipes and
rules. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the
book is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with "Canoe
Building. Price, postpaid, $1.00.

NBW YORK: tfORBST AOT) Btbkam Pubmshiwq Co., S18 Broadway.
LONDON: Davibb & Co., 1 Finoh Lane, Cornhill.
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AOKNT FOE B. O. MILAMS'
Celebrated

K.eatucky Reela.

FIREARMS, FI81IIN© TACKLE, BICT-
CtES, TENTS, I,AWN TENNIS, MUSICAX.

INSTRUMENTS, SPOKTINC GOODS, Ao. Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent, on application to those

mentloalng fobest asp Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 Iia Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Fly-Fishing & Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HARRINOTON KEENE.
With plates of the actual material for making flies of forty-eight varietie.s. Illustrated,

second edition. Revised and enlarged. Price, $1.50.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of all
practical; the iustructions are plain and full. Numerous illustrations make every step clear.
The actual specimens of materials show precisely what the fly-tyer requires.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New Yortk,

The Francotte Gun.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Ootids.
Hand lioaded Shells.
TJpthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Oiir Specialty is QUALITY.

VQN lENGERKE & ANTOINE,
246 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, ni.

0^6
Tourists, Campers ani Hraters.

THE NUTRIMENT CO.'S

FLUID BEEF

Will give Immediate relief from fatigue after a
day's tramping or exposure. Needs only to be
mixed with hot water and seasoned with salt
and pepper. Invaluable in the camp kitchen, as
the most delicious soups can be prepared from it

in a moment. Take a bottle with you on the
next trip. Sold by all dealers in sporting goods
and the leading grocers everywhere. Manufac-
tured with the most scrupulous cleanliness and
care by

THE NUTRIMENT CO., Chicago, III
Henry C. Sqijibes, 178 Broadway, New York, carrlee a

full Ime of ovu- goods.

"I TELL YOU IT'S HOT!"
Our little WATCH CHARM
THERMOMETER will tell

you truthfully, at any mo-
ment, just HOW HOT it is.

This is not a trinket; it is a
perfectly reliable Instru-

ment, solid, ornamental and
wonderfully useful. Price,

$1.50, We have all sorts of

thermometers and barome-
ters.

E. B. MEXBOWITZ, OPTICIAN,
Maker of the BEST Spectacles and Eyeglasses.

S95 aacl 397 inoiarth .A-venne,
S. E. Cor. 23d St., N. Y.

Snaman's Combined Trunk and Bed.
, Pat. "^"rfh 17. 1P01 ,

For hunters, camping parties >and horsemen. Write
for Illustrated catalogue to GEO. W. SKAMAN, JR.
199 Ohio street, Allegheny, Pa.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

G-laes Blower,
And Manufacturer of

Artificial Eyes
For Bime, Animals ana Manufacturing Purposes.

16 Worth WilHam St., New York.
Send for Price List.

Send stamp for illustrated catalogue of firearms,

etc. Pine shooting small-bore rifles a specialty.

Mailorders receive careful and prompt attention.

REUBEN HARWOOD (Iron Ramrod),
Somerville, Mass.

FOR.
Atliletic Outfits, Kisliiiigr Tackle

Catalog:ues, etc., tlie Clasp lE;n-
velope is the Best Device.

to P

M
9 J o-

So s

pi 0°

sJHEGLASP ENVELOPE,
\. PATENTED 1X15.^813^^

f
V 3 > "0

o a, 2 2

3B^1iVVFq RRflADWAY.Ny>

ITEROUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
Witli Adjustable Attachments,

For Sportsmen and Others.
Gombiues Head Jack,

Boat Jack, I'iablug Xiamp,
Camp Lamp, Dash Xamp,
Belt X.antern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXCELSlOB DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office, 61 Fulton St. N.Y.

MEACHAM UAMMERLESS
1^1^ n cuN-

ported Walnut Pistol Grip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, Full Checkered, Matted Rib, Double
Under Fastening, Rubber Butt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, ch'^o^k'^d. $36.09
SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.

E.C.MEAGHAM ARMS GO..ST.L0iiis.MD.

Package makes 5 galloud.
Delicious, sparkling, and
appetizing. Sold by all

dealers. J'i;^-B a beautiful
Picture Book and cards
Bent to auy one addressing

C. E. HIRES * CO.,

FOX-TERRIEBS
IN STUD.

Champion Raby Mixer... $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk. lO
Pitcher 25
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

IN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

Allln and trained on ruifed grouse by Ms handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NIOHObS, 64 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

AtStud.-English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 1st and specials. Pious Pem-
broke, winner of over 30 firsts and special; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.

Gbethond ajsx) Poodle Kunnbls, Salem, Mass.

GLENMORE KENNELS.
THE CHAMPION IRISH SETTER KE£^NEI.S OF AMERICA.

E. B. BISHOP, Owner, 43 St. James Ave., Cincinnati, O.

The Champion Three.

Chmp. Ruby Glenmore,
The champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champ. Molly Bawn,
The ex-champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champion Winnie IL,
The only imported champion Irish setter dog in

America to-day.

Write for circular and prices.

AT STUD,
Challenge BEAU 6RUIKMEI, Fee $25

The most phenomeinal dog of the times.
(A K.C.S.B. 19,081).

Imp. Sarsfield, - Fee $25
The greatest living Irish setter sire.

(A.K.O.S.B. 10,35-1,)

Imp. Dan Mylrea,fee $20
A not«d first-prize winupr. (A.K.C.S.B, 19,173).

Toungr stock always on hand.
SS^If you mention this paper 5 per cent, discount will be allowed on all sales.

St. Bernards
AT STUD.

ABISTOGBAT,
WINNER OF MORE FIRST PRIZES AND

SPECIALS DURING 18'JO THAN ANY
OTHER ST. BERNARD.

FEE, $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Pouglikeepsie, N. X;

DAVID E. LOVELAWD, Manager.

MELROSEKENNELS
AT STUD.

The Great PLINLIMMON.
Sire or grand sire of most of the noted dogs of

the present time.

Fee $200.

LORD MELROSE.
The largest dog in the world. Height, 35J4in.

Winner first, Boston.

Fee $50.

PUPS fo'r sale
by the famous

ALTON.
I have six litters by Alton out of fine bitches.

Send for a descriptive list of the six litters. The
last chance to secure pups by this wonderful dog.

E. H. MOORE, Melrose, Mass.

AT STUD.
Kingston Regent.
This grand dog is the best son of the great

PRINCE REGENT, by Lady St. Gothard. He is

333-4in. high and has the heaviest bone and richest

dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in America.

His head is remarkable for its character, depth

of muzzle and expression. He was born February
26, 1889, and is wonderfully strong and vigorous.

Fee, $50.

Champion Hector.
winner of sixty-six first and special prizes and

stud cups. He is the sire of Champion Cleopatra,

Caleb, Lord Hector, Major Hector, Duke of

Sparta and many other noted St. Bernards.

Fee, $40.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH STREET AND THE HUDSON RIVER,

RBAD THIS I RKAI> XHIS

MASTIFFS.
At Stufl.—Ormonde; sire, Ch. Victor Hugo;

dam, Ch. Cambrian Princess. Ormonde is a piize

winner every time shown, both in England and
America, and his young stock is proving him an
exceptional sire. I have always on hand young
stock for disposal at fair prices. I have no blood
but the most fashionable in my kennels. Write
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria. 111.

Mastiffs and Bioodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K, Taunton's Champion

Beaufort. His success as a stud dog and his

record on the show bench for the last five years

Drove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of JSnglisli BloodUounde in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or Imported.
MastifEoups from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also out of well known and proved breeders of

champion and great prize winners. Photographs,

35 atsf J. WINCHELIj, Fair Jlaven, Vermont.

CHESTNUT HILL, PHIL&DELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION

The Squire,
(E. 15,757). Fee $50.

Roslyn Conway,
(A. -). Fee $30.

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,735). Fee $15.

CHAMPION

(A..—). Fee 835.

CHALLENGE

wm iiASiiy,

(A. 17,577). Fee $25.

ENGLISH PUGS.
CHAMPION

gg^gj^^ J^^^
Treasure,
(A. 10,596). Fee $15.

(A. 17,804).

Fee, - - - -

IRISH SETTERS.
SEMINOLE,

i

ELEO,
(A. 30,088). Fee S (A. 11,450). Fee $15.

Extended pedigrees of auy of the above on ap-
Elication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
est of care. Fine specimens of the above breeds

for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitclies iu whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

WYOMING KENNELS,
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of

ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following

noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.

Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hiui-
dred Guinea Challenge Cup four times, the Hal-
sey Tronhy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. 'Stud fee -,|150.00

Champ. PMNMMMOI4, JR. (6864).

This grand young A^k Is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, and although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 37

first and special prizes, and sire of some trood

stock. Stud fee .$50.00

LOTHARIO (18371).

This grand headed young dog is by tbe famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee, should be much sought after by St-

Bernard breed ers. Stud fee $35.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.

A select stock most always on hand, sired by
the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMUKJ EENNELS. Melrose, Mass-

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

AT STUD. FEE $50.

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. 63ti4),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rap. Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale,

Apply to JAS. MORTIiMER.^
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L. I.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth, immense rough-coat, the only son of

Lord Bute at stud in America. 2. Patrol, one of

our best smooths, fee $35 each.

JOHN KEEVAN, 195 King St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

YORKSHIRE TOT TERRpJR.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. E[,

CI00MBS,lS%c]iaiuc8 Block, Baogor.Me.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Thdb Fobbst and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and Information between American sportsiaen.

Communications on the subject to which Its pages are devoted are

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent.
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OTTAWA AND CREEDMOOR.

DURING the present vpeek the big meetings of riflemen

at Ottawa by the Dominion Rifle Association, and

Creedmoor by the N. R. A. of America, are on with good

attendance, plenty of enthusiasm and every prospect of

success in the gatherings. Each in its own field is

working on the same lines. It is for the cultivation of

the military spirit, for the encouragement of a love of

firearms, and for the itnprovement of accuracy in their

use among the civilian soldiery as distinguished from the

regular army work, that the two associations are striving.

The Northern one may be more distinctively national in

scope than the gathering at Creedmoor, but it is only be-

cause the United States is too vast, and its several sections

too great in their local ambitions to join in such a national

display as that of Ottawa and Bisley.

The any-rifle civilian shots cannot complain that they

have not been given abundant chance for competition.

The management is rarely found laggard when there is a

demand for this or that form of competition. Ic is put

on the list and the attention of competitors invited to it.

If there is really a demand for a match under those con-

ditions it Lives, if not the subsequent meetings miss it.

In this way the matches now embody everything on

which the management think they can command the

support of shooters up to the full limit of the ability of

the ofiicers in charge. Neither Ottawa nor Creedmoor

offer such a magnificent prize list as that at Bisley, but

each is doing as great a work in its field, and if the time

should ever come for anything more than the pleasant

rivalry of fall meetings, each will render fuU return for

every doUajr ajid evpjry hour spent in their maintenance.

ON THE ENGLISH RANGES.
'T^HE suggestion made by our correspondent " W. W."
-*- in the Rifle columns is a most excellent one, and it

is a surprise that it has not long since been acted upon.

We have had teams go abroad, long-range teams to carry

victory, military teams to suffer defeat, and there have

been American riflemen as individuals who have won
honors on the Wimbledon Common; Farrow gave points

on ofi'-hand work and Hyde played a lone hand as a long-

range shooter.. In each case they fought with American
arms, and it is just at this point where, as our correspond-

ent indicates, they missed the chance for the largest hon-

ors and the richest returns for their work. At present

the bulk of the shooting at the great meetings there is

done with the Martini rifle, and to gain the .greatest

showing at the prize list the visitor must adopt the arm
with all the provisions of the conditions strictly adhered

to. The rifles are very cheap and may be had at any one

of a dozen dealers. Any American gun dealer will take

an order for one of the pieces, and by plenty of practice

in the most beastly weather he can select, the American
having attended to his entry card, etc. , will feel perfectly

at home on Bisley ranges as the weather generally strikes

it. "W. W.," a champion of champions at the Bisley

meetings, and an old-time Wimbledon winner, though

not as a rifle shot, but a revolver expert, knows fully

whereof he speaks when he points out to his fellow coun-

trymen here what a chance there is for glory and well-

paid rivalry, with a Martini weapon particularly and

finer arms as well at the great meets of the N. R. A. of

Great Britain.

DEATH BEFORE THE TRAP.

A FRIEND lying dead at his feet, a widow and orphans

rendered such by his hand, and a lifetime of regret,

deep and bitter. Such is the calamity which in the

twinkling of an eye fell upon James W. Cropgey at the

recent meeting of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club at

Coney Island. He had a couple of cartridges in his

hand, slippped them into his gun, snapped it shut and

—

bang! his friend lay dead. Chastisement to one careless

gunner has come at one sharp swoop, and should he ever

touch a gun again, it is very certain that it will be with

a full realization of what a dreadful engine of destruc-

tion it is.

Again and again the list of "Don'ts" in connection

with the gun is brought home to the vast army of gun-

ners. "Don't load except at the score," is one of the

prime directions of a well ordered meeting—one of the

cardinal points of faith and practice on the part of the

gunner worthy of his arm. Violate the rule, and though

luck may again and again lean on the side of the careless,

the time will come when the efiicacy of the rule is

brought home in a startling fashion, and such an occa-

sion was the tragedy at the Coney Island range.

SNAP SHOTS.

THE chief ambition of fishermen at some of the popu-

lar resorts appears to be to make a prodigious score.

The strings are duly displayed to admiring groups on

hotel verandahs, weighed, recorded, and then passed over

to the kitchen servants, to be cooked or thrown on to the

compost heap. There is no sense in trying to correct this

on the score of angling sentiment; if a man is by nature

fond of fishing for count, and finds satisfaction in display-

ing a bigger string than his competitor, no denunciation

of his fishing practices will effect a change of heart or

modification of taste. We cannot gain anything by

quarreling with another person because his fun in fishing

is of a different texture from our fun in fishing. But

because of the economic considerations involved, since

fishing for count almost inevitably means an undue

diminution of the general supply, no effort should be

spared to discountenance and abate the practice of fishing

for a score.

A handsome gun is interesting as a specimen of artistic

handicraft; and there are men for whom firearms have

the fascination of paintings. One of Forest and

Stream's contributors is happy in the possession of a

collection of more than,two hundred arms. On the walls

of his "den" are displayed rifles and shotguns and pistols,

illustrating the development of sporting weapons from

flintlock to hammerless. The collection has cost more

than $3,500, and our friend contends that in addition to

the pleasure of using these arms in the field during a

quarter century, he has been more than repaid for their

cost by the satisfaction of looking at them. It is not

given to every ardent gunner to invest so much money in

guns; and it may be consoling to reflect that the degree

of one's enjoyment of shooting is not to be determined by
the wealth and variety of his armament. Certainly no
owner of a hundred arms can feel the affection for any
one of them that his more modest brother has for "the

old gun," the tried and true companion of so many days

together. To hear some gunners tell of the performances

of their favorite weapons, one might almost imagine these

contrivances of wood and metal to be sentient and reason-

ing beings; they recall the old story of the lucky shot

made by the accidental discharge of a gun while the

hunter slept; the proud possessor ever afterward con-

tending that the gun went off of its own accord when the

game came into range.

We publish to-day an interesting collection of notes on
the rearing of native and imported game birds. Efforts

in this direction are in line with the changing conditions

of shooting in America. We have reached a stage of

game depletion, and a stage too of the game-preserve

system, where artificial propagation and rearing are re"

sorted to in a growing degree; and every fragment of

such experiences as are here detailed in our Natural

History columns is use.%1 for instruction or warning. A
note from Mr. Verner de Guize, received too late for pub-

lication to-day, assures us of that gentleman's perfect

success in pheasant rearing at Mahwah, N. J. Breeding

can be conducted in this country, he assures us from his

own experience, quite as successfully as in Great Britain;

and the birds have shown themselves well adapted to

their new surroundings. We hope to supplement what
is printed to-day with further notes relating to the suc-

cesses or failures of other enterprises in the same direc-

tion.

We are not at all surprised to learn that the Maine
Fish and Game Commissioners have appointed "Jock"

Darling a game and fish warden ; and there is no reason

in the world why the appointment may not prove a wise

one. Darling has set the law at naught in the past, and

has declaimed against the officers appointed to enforce

it. For this we have blamed him ; and blame him now.

On the other hand, the man possesses certain traits of

character that will admirably fit him for duty as a.

warden. The newspaper despatch reporting Darling's

appointment adds that "it took a small army of officers''

to arrest him last year. This is pure nonsense, as every-

body knows who read Miss Hardy's account of the facts

in our columns—an account which, by the way, went

far to enlist sympathy for Darling in that affair.

A man forty-five years of age is not too old to take up
shooting as a recreation, even though he may never have

handled firearms and is totally ignorant of their use.

There is health to be found in shooting, and strength to

come of days in the field; and cheerfulness and lightness

of heart and a braver spirit to be won in the fields and

woods tramping. When by rational indulgence in such

manly pastimes mental and physical upbuilding may be

gained, it is a moral obligation resting upon every man to

avail himself of them. And it is not too late to begin

even though one be on the shady side of fifty.

The man mistaken for a deer has already been shot in

the Adirondacks this season ; and a like fate has over-

taken the unfortunate companion of the man who did

not know that his rifie was loaded. With all the handling

of firearms by inexperienced handlers in the Adirondack

season, the mystery is that the chronicle of accidents

should not be ten times more extensive.

Albert Barnett, of Clayville, N. Y., who died last week

at the age of 100, was a remarkable specimen of a well

preserved sportsman. Until he was injured in a run-

away accident in his 97th year, it is said, he handled rod

and gun almost with the ardor and expertness of his

prime, and he did not finally give up field sports until lie

had entered his 100th year.

The Nebraska prairie chicken crop is said to be unus-

ually abundant this year, and 1891 may be remembered

as a season when law-abiding sportsmen had a chance to

bag a few birds left over at the beginning of the open

season after the disgraceful scramble between market

hwnters and sportsmen before the law was up,
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A COLORADO OUTING.-ll.

IT had been arranged tliat Jimmie should be at Black
Lake with a team the day after our arrival. Jimmie

has light blue eyes that are round and a round nose. If

he had to tramp one mile or one hundred, he would main-
taiuagaitof two miles an hour and get there. He is

gray and fifty, and I am never able to disabuse my mind
of the impression that he has always been gray and fifty.

He surrendered to Burnside at Cumberland Gap, and ''hit

was the end of my soldierin'," is the way and the extent
of the information he gives one concerning his early his-

tory, conceding he has any history. He came to Black
Lake in company with George and CharWe, drawing a
reliable thoroughbrace wagon: George and Charlie are
seventeen; having grown up together they know each
other's ways and they know Jimmie, and are just as reli-

able as he—they always get there. Going down hill, if

the brake is not set to warrant the exact degi"ee of fric-

tion requisite to their comfort they will lay back their
ears and nip at each other like a pair of colts. This is

their way of blaming each other and Jimmie; and Jimmie,
thinking he understands his part of the business, remon-
strates mildly, always first with George, then with Charlie:
"George, what yo' doin'?—Charlie, behave yoself ;" then
the venerable bays will throw up their hea(i^ and champ
their bits as if they wei-e having a laugh ^11 to themselves
at their venerable companion and friend. All this time
the lines are swinging in close proximity to the wagon
tongue, and George and Charlie are herding themselves
and the wheels never missing a boulder in the road or out
of it.

Bidding our kind friends adios we cast our fortunes
with Jimmie and his companions and start for the head
of the Muddy. The Blue River "Valley, down which we
must go, is of itself not very attractive: there is a good
deal of sage brush and grease wood on the narrow mesas,
and we catch only an occasional glimpse of the river.

The river is not attractive, because it is not blue, but yel-
low, roiled with the refuse of the gold hunter in the
vicinity of Breckenridge, hence the loss of it is no griev-
ance. An occasional peak or bib of a mountain range in
the distance helps a little to divert the monotony, and
Brother Byers, always observant of the practical side,

misses no piece of meadowland, if it is no more than an
acre in extent, and discusses with Jimmie the condition
of every neighbor's hay crop in Middle Park, while I hold
communion on the back seat with my brier root. The
situation suits my mood, and I do not take the trouble to
kill a mosquito that aHghts upon my hand, but give him
a whiff of smoke instead. I am not over being tired yet,
city tired, and it is enough for me to know that I am out
of doors with nothing to do, and that we can be at home
when the sun goes down, wherever we may arrive at that
hour.
"There is Whitely's Peak,'" says Brother Byers, half

tiu-ning his face toward me. I look off forty miles and
see a mountain which appears to have been chopped
down at one side, and that leans over aa if it liad been
struck by a hard wind, and answer: "Yes, I see." Whit-
ely's Peak has no interest for me, except that we are
going in search of a lake in that vicinity—a lake where
there are marvelous trout that no one can catch, and I
promise myself in an indolent way that I will catch one.
About noon we reach Blank's and have dinner. We do

this to save the trouble of building a fire. Blank is away
from home, you can take your oath, but Mrs. Blank is at
home with the baby, you can again take your oath. The
house is neat, the baby is clean and the dinner substan-
tial and inviting, you can again be sworn with no fear of
perjury on your mind. Mrs. Blank accepts with a pleas-
ant smUe—which is a second course of dessert—the dol-
lar and a half tendered for the dinners. I do not con-
sider Mrs. Blank a robust woman, but cheery and ready to
prepare a meal for the next wayfarer, or a half dozen of
them, and to prepare meals all through the afternoon if

occasion demanded. There is a Holy Bible and some odd
volumes of George Eliot on a rustic table in the corner;
the name on the fly leaves indicate that Mrs. Blank had
contributed thus far to the literary necessities of the
family and that the contribution was something left over
from the days before Mrs. Blank had succumbed to the
marital relation. I am not personally acquainted with
Mr. Blank, but I take him to be broad across the shoul-
ders and one to whom a few hours daily over a hot stove
in the summer time would be a recreation, but that he
has no passion for that sort of a pastime. Being in want
of a toothpick I hunt for the woodpile and find a chicken
feather which answers my purpose. Among the odd vol-
umes on the rustic table was the story of Amos Barton,
and, while I trimmed the chicken feather, I wondered if

this were another case of Milly with the virtues of Amos
left out; it must have been very, very hard even with
poor Amos's tenderness, or may be worse; and would it

be the same story in the end? "My dear—dear—husband
—you have—been very good—to me!" It takes so little to
make some women happy that to grudge the means is

—

what shall one say of it?

We reached Kremling in due course, at the confluence
of the Muddy with the Grand Ptiver. Kremling has a
store, a saloon and a dwelling house, but no paint. Krem-
ling is not new, I have known of it a dozen years or more;
neither is it interesting, except as affording food for
reflection on the eccentricities of mind. Maybe by the
next glacial epoch or just before the ice gets as far down
again as Kremling and the other tillable land is converted
into rice fields, the sage brush and greasewood will be
grubbed up and burned and the land utilized. The road
up the Muddy does not follow the valley of the stream,
the valley is too confined to make a road convenient, but
we go up "a draw" instead, that is trackless and has an
adobe soil. I remember being caught in a severe rain
Storm once in this draw, and have reason to deprecate
the soil. As we reach the summits of the low-lying hills,

any dhection afi'ords magnificent mountain views; the
depressions have their influence and effect upon even
George and Charlie, who walk going down hill and trot
up to get out of the general dejection. We I'eached a
ranch during the afternoon that afforded an excellent
garden, which cheered Brother Byers, affirming, as it

did, his conviction of the capacity of the soil and the cli-

mate for the satisfactory production of "all sorts of garden
stuff." The entire vicinity was a sort of e^aggerE!,ted

rolling prah'ie, environed by picturesque mountains, and
we camped that night on a small tributary to the Muddy
and fought mosquitoes while we drank our tea.

The next day noon we took dinner with Riggles, under
the shadow of Whitely's Peak, then followed a timber
road two miles, then a wagon track through a few hun-
dred acres of scattered aspens and wild flowers. Ah,
those wild flowers! the first we had seen in twenty-four
hours— asters, bluebells, hollyhocks, geraniums, blue
petaled flax, larkspurs shaded from gray to deep blue,
lilies, and dozens that we had no names for—affording a
wealth of colors that was bewildering. The remembrance
of the road we had traversed became pleasant under the
delightful influence, and I did not care how far it was to
Hetzer's Lake if we might have this gai'den at intervals,

if not all the way. Skirting a few hundred acres of
meadow sheltered by thick growing pines, overcoming a
narrow slough and traversing several rocks with three
wheels of the jerky in the air at one time, we finally

reached a tent by the side of a pond. This was not the
lake, certainly, it was two feet deep and overgrown with
Egyptian lotus, according to Brother Byers, affording a
rich carpet of golden blossoms, to me altogether novel
and beautiful. Where was Hetzer, and more particularly
where was his lake? The tent door was closed, and a
quarter of elk was suspended from an adjacent pine, but
there was no sign of life in the gulch, except a chipmunk,
and he was very shy, because Hetzer has a kitten and a
dog for company.
We would camp at all events, and Brother Byers would

go jirospecting if I would assist Jimmie with tent. My
friend came back with Mr. Hetzer in a few moments and
I superintended the erection of our cotton dwelling, even
to the selection of a spot with a proper inclination and
no lumps, near the base of a half-decayed aspen. Then I
refreshed myself at one of the three springs bubbling up
on the edge of the pond—selecting a camping place and
overlooking Jimmie and Brother Byers while they cut
and drive tent pins wears on the system. To the west of
our camp and at an elevation of 300ft. from the base is

the summit of a hill: aspens and pines and flowers cover
this hill, and when I inquire for the lake I am informed
that this hill is the lower rim of the basin, and that at a
clump of pines, "just there in that sag," is the lowest
part of the rim. We climb by a zigzag trail to the clump
of pines and are surprised at a beautiful sheet of water
over 300 acres in extent set in a mountainside. We have
put the rods together and go down 50ft. to the margin
and embark in a scow. Hetzer says the lake is 150ft.
deep "most anywhere," and the scow i^ consequently
questionable; he reassures us by saying it will carry ten,
and I take it that he does not mean to the bottom. The
lake is as clear as the springs, and 150ft. of line with a
grapnell would ha\^e been reconciling, but Hetzer had no
such appliance; being a lot owner in a cemetry nearer
home I weigh the prospects of its occupancy while Het-
zer weighs the anchor, and conclude that I prefer grass
to water as a mortuary tribute to my vktues; then I don't
approve of a headstone with nothing under it, it is a cold
mockery and

—

' 'Please shove off the scow, Mr. Hetzer. " This, of course,
is the request of Brother Byers—he cannot swim a stroke,
and being xmconscious of peril he is com-ageous. The
scow is shoved off accordingly and silently propelled
around the lake, with a coachman trailing on one side and
a grasshopper onfhe other. The shores are wooded to the
water and are quite abrupt, there is no beach, and we
notice regularly stratified limestone between the lowest
growth of timber and the surface of the lake. There is

no outlet and the inlet is a mere apology, being dry most
of the year, only in the spring it is a tiny stream from
the melting snow on a distant spur of the Gore Range.
There is no evidence whatever of glacial action, and
every lake that we know of in the mountains is the result
of a glacier. How was this lake formed? Brother Byers
can give as the only solution that caves commonly occur
in limestone, that this must have been a great cave and
that the roof had fallen in and left a great cup in the
mountain side. We had traversed half the circuit of the
lake, it was a good time for trout anywhere else, in our
experience, but we had experienced no evidence here,
while Hetzer assm-ed us that he had placed 10,1 00 trout
in the waters. He had commenced stocking it with fish
from the Muddy eleven years ago, and he knew they
were here. He had seen them and handled them in
spawning time, trying to get up the inlet—two, three,
four, five, six, eight-pound trout—he did not go over that
weight, and I was ready to believe auythiug be said—he
sculled the old scow like a still-hunter, you could not
catch a sound of the paddle, only the low tones of Hetzer's
voice as he told of the marvelous trout just under us, but
out of sight. When we returned to camp I commissioned
Jimmie to catch me a frog; I had noticed some in the
slough as we came in. He said he would tiy, and the
only thing I regret now is that I did not follow him and
hide in the timber that I might see him in pursuit of a
frog; think of a man whose extreme speed is two miles
an hour catching frogs. But by the time I was ready for
the experiment in the morning, faithful Jimmie came
with five frogs in an old fruit can with a rag tied over
them.

Then Hetzer and 1 went out on the lake, and I ran the
Sproat through the skin on the frog's back; I could not,
of course, cast the inducement with the trout rod, so I
lifted him over and he made for the scow as if he imder-
stood that it was the neai-est way to land. I lifted him
up and turned him around and dropped him on the water
again. This time he struck off in the right direction, and
on the clear, perfectly smooth surface it seemed that he
must induce one of the marvels to come out of his lurking
place. When the unusual lure gave token of weariness I
lifted him up on the head of the scow, when he gathered
his legs under him and sat winking and, I thought, no
doubt wondering at the extraordinary gymnastics he was
being forced to, I christened him John Henry, and told
him that to all appearances he was absolutely irresistible
and deserved to be immortalized as a dead sure thing on
trout. Then I shoved him overboard, when he floated
without any effort. Evidently he was a courtier duly
registered in the batrachian blue book and impervious to
flattery. I shook him up and admonished him in West-
ern vernacular that he was destined to the performance
of a certain duty and must not consider any personal
sacrifice. He seemed then to awake to the notion that he
had a mission that should not lapse for lack of energy,
and after he had gone clear around the scow I mildly
suggested to Hetzer my doubts of any trput jij Jjig lake.

While J was expressing myself there came a sudden
swirl in the vicinity of the frog and he disappeared. I

raised the rod, felt a tug on the line, and that was my
mistake—the frog came to the surface and remained on
his back, and Hetzer was vindicated. I brought John
Henry in for a rest, and after he had recovered his wind
I experimented again and for an hour, and consoled my-
self and tried to explain to Hetzer that, being so accus-
tomed to fly-fishing, I had acquired a habit of striking
quick. I told this to Hetzer a dozen times at least, and I
think he beheved me.
But we did not give up experimenting. It was asserted

by Hetzer that in the evening, just before dark, the trout
would come to the surface for a few minutes to feed.
Brother Byers thought he would take advantage of the
information, and I concluded to remain in camp. Jim-
mie went off to fraternize with George and Charlie, the
sun went down in a bank of cloitds that drifted my way,
and as the twilight stole into the gulch I began to feel

lonesome. It occurred to me that the neighborhood was
a good one for game, and that game was not confined to

deer and elk, and that I had only a small pocket knife.
From the upper hills and the lake the wind came sighing
mournfully and the gusts became more frequent. Then I
thought I would find Jimmie for company, but while I
debated the matter a stronger breath than any of its fore-
runners came sweeping down the gulch, and with it came
the sound of falling trees—there were no trees within a
half dozen rods of me excej)t the old aspen, and I con-
cluded to remain where I was, notwithstanding the pos-
sible appearance of game, Jimmie came back and began
to prepare supper, at which we should have elk steak, a
taste of bacon and plenty of bread and butter and tea.

When we bad the meal about ready I heard the fishermen
talking as they came down the trail, and Brother ' Byers
displayed a 3lb. trout—a little one H6tzer decided it to
be—which had suffered itself to be deceived by a grass-
hopper. It was the only victim secured during ten hours'
work, all told, by two men on Hetzer's Lake. I concluded
that the exti-emes of trout fishing as exemplified by our
experience on the two lakes were n©t fully to my taste.

Each had its attractiens, of course, and was enjoyable,
but the middle ground is the one with the fun in it, as
well as the worth in all circumstances in life.

The next morning we broke camp and returned down
the Muddy, and took a lunch just before crossing. We
proposed to reach the Troublesome before night, by way
of Antelope Creek, through the "Gun Light" (a big notch
in a big mountain). Jimmie had been that way ten years
ago on foot, he could not tell how the road was or
whether there was any road. We met a man, resident
on Antelope Creek, and he told us there was a good road,
from his place to the Troublesome—they "done a heap of
work on it." We found it: a furrow plowed around the
mountain sides that presented an angle of say thirty
degrees. We let the off or the near wheels take the fur-
row, as occasion demanded, and the opposite wheels took
the chances with us. But we reached Troublesome and
an excellent early camp in time to have trout for supper.
The banks of Troublesome are bushy, the only satis-

factory way to fish it is to take to the bed, and that is

always delightful. Before leaving home I was admon-
ished not to go into the water, there was to be no more
groaning and limping about my domicile because, as it

was alleged, of this very indiscretion. To make assur-
ance of my good faith sure, I called attention to the fact

that my waders were in the cellar and not in my grip.

But on opening my bedding which Jimmie had brought
from Hot Sulphur Springs, I found a reserved pair. I
had forgotten all about them; I could not resist a
feeling of satisfaction at the discovery, although I

considered that I should have no use for the temp-
tation, as our sport was to be confined to the lakes.
On the Troublesome, however, I concluded to experi-
ment with the rheumatism and pulled on the boots.
Within a minute after reaching the water I made up my
mind that one boot leaked, then I experienced a recollec-
tion of former knowledge of the- fact. Then the other
boot leaked, but one foot was now wet and I had three
trout already. A shower came up and I continued to

gather in the trout regardless of consequences. I had a
faint notion of repeating to myself, "What would she
say if she could see me?" Well, I hadn't made any
promise—that is, directly it was an invasion innocently
expressed; besides a breach of promise with uncomfort-
able results was altogether out of the question with us.

This is the first confession of my experiment and I have
experienced no discomfort for indulging in a pardonable
proclivity—the remembrance of the delightful hour is

without price.

The next day, down on my favorite stream, the Grand,
I caught 91b8, of beautiful trout without wetting my toes
and I told of that. In the evening Brother Byers and I
had a bath in the hot sulphur pool at the Springs, and
that was a fitting climax to a ten days' outing.

L, B. FKA.NCE,
Denver, Colo., August, 1891.

"That reminds me."

FISHERMEN have an established reputation, so far as
dealing in fiction is concerned, but I have doubts in

regard to their being always entitled to the head of the
procession. For instance, while outing in the northern
part of this State last month I made the acquaintance of
an honest, gray-haired, horny handed worker of the soil,

who gravely and very seriously informed me that years
ago he vfas an excellent shot with the rifle and handled
one a great deal, but never allowed one to remain loaded
in the house over night. "On returning home with my
rifle loaded," said he, "I always stepped to the door and
imloaded it at random into an old oak tree, which stood
about eight or ten rods from the house. Being out of
lead one time I thought I would go to the tree and see if

I could pick up a few old bullets. Well, sir, I got out of

that tree, into which I had fired oft-handed, a chunk of
pure solid lead as big as a brick!"

Of com'se I did not by word or sign dispute my venei--

able friend, but in behalf of the few men that I know
who go afishing I mentally voted the old farmer the
medal. A. W.
GrRAND Rapids, Mich

.
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REARING GAME BIRDS.

I AM much interested in the rearing and keeping in

confinement of wild game birds. So far I have had
very little experience, and I have been able to gain very-

little from anything I could get to read on the subject;

but I thirLk perhaps some of your readers would be kind
enough to give their experience in rearing pheasants,

ring neck (English) and golden pheasants, and by doing

80 would greatly add to the literature on this subject,

which is very sparse. To make a beginning I will tell

what I did:

I placed ten golden pheasant eggs under a game ban-

tam about June 11 of this year, and on July 3 six hatched
out, and one died in the shell, the other three eggs were
clear. For two days I could get the small things to eat

nothing. I tried them with hard-boiled egg and bread

crumbs, but very little of it they would take. At the

advice of a chicken friend I got them some meal worms,
these they picked at a little. I then got some maggots
which I had fed well on shorts for two days, and these

seemed to be what was wanted. Two of the little ones

died in less than a week, I think from exhaustion, but

the other four never gave me the least anxiety since I

got the maggots, which I continued to feed them on for

about four weeks, with the addition of a little oatmeal,

milk curds and small wheat. They had the run of an
inclosed lawn with plenty of shade. Now, if 1 had
known that properly prepared maggots were the correct

thing, I think I could have raised the whole six birds,

I did not know how to get this very necessary feed till

I was told how, and as I have never seen it in print, I

will give you the details, which may be useful to others.

Get a beef head, and expose it to the blow fly for ar day
or so; then hang it in a flour barrel and cover it over and
keep in a warm place. Have a large-sized hole cut in the

lower part of the barrel and have plenty of wheaten
shorts on the bottom of the barrel. The maggots as they
mature drop on the shorts and feed on it, and after about
24 hours in this they are nice, dry, firm worms; and are

fi.t to feed to the young birds. I give each one five or six

.of them at a time, three or four times each day; and it

was deUghtful to see how anxious they were to get them.
In about a»week they would play all over me whpn they
expected a maggot.
By cultivating the maggots in the above manner there

is nothing in the least disagreeable about it, as the head
is placed or hung at the top of the barrel and covered

over and the maggots are taken out of the dry meal at

the bottom. Like many others, I thought it woiild be a
horrid affair, but I was most agreeably surprised with the

rGsult

If this is of any benefit, I will be much pleased; and if

some others of your readers wiU give their experience in

this line I will be more so. M. B.

London, Ontario.

A correspondent, "N. E. J.," writes: "Can you give me
any information as to what has been or can be done
toward introducing the Mongolian pheasant in the east-

ern United States? I am interested in a ducking shore

on Chesapeake Bay at mauth of Middle River (near Bal-

timore), where we own nearly 400 acres of land, much of

it low and wet and in timber. How do you think they
would thrive in such a place, and can you refer me to

the experience of any sportsman in this part of the

country?"

In response to an inquiry from this oflice Mr. Hugh I).

Auchincloss, of New York, says: "Replying to your
favor of the 21st inst., inquiring what success I have had
in introdiicing the Mongolian pheasant into the Eastern

States, I beg to advise that as yet I have not had the birds

a sufficient time to make a report of any interest or

value, I did not obtain the old birds from Oregon until

late in June, and have at present eleven birds (|:'our cocks

and seven hens), all of which are in capital condition.

Two of the hens after arrival laid about three dozen eggs
and from these I have so far raised about a dozen young
birds. The transportation of the old birds so late in the

spring stopped their laying, so this breeding season is

virtually lost. I also obtained several dozen eggs from
Oregon, none of which hatched out, the long railway
journey having addled them, I find that the old birds

are very wild when kept in confinement, but are very
hardy and easy to care for, and thrive very well on small

grains, wheat, barley, etc., with plenty of green stuff.

They ai-e fine powerful birds, great fighters and of more
beautiful plumage than the English pheasant, and so far

I can see no reason why they should not be easily bred in

the Eastern States. As soon as I can gather any facts

that may be of value to intending breeders I will take
pleasure in again writing you on this subject.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have had for some time the intention of writing you

from this unlikeliest of places for sport, and the sight of

your issue of July 23 just to hand, has had the effect of

settling me to carry out my intention. The first matter
that I would note is "Jay Beebe's" failure to rear the
young gi'oitse he hatched under a hen. In this same issue

you have reviewed my "Birds of Manitoba," and I am
indeed gratified to find it so favorably held by the leading
journal of sport in the Western Hemisphere. Among the
notes which have unfortunately been crowded out of this

work of mine was a chapter on the rearing of the sharp-
tailed grouse in confinement, and how I accomplished it

with perfect success. I am sorry not to be able to refer

"Jay Beebe" to this, it is so exactly what he wants. In
brief, however, the eggs were hatched by a Brahma hen;
she managed some thirty young grouse. This was a
mistake; another time I would take two or three bantam
or game hens, for the Brahma by her clumsiness tram-
pled several to death. I at once put the little ones into a
tight pen on the open ijrairie, their natural habitat, and
fed them with ants, ant's eggs, flies, worms, finely

chopped meat, oatmeal and strawberries, the only avail-

able fruit. I found them extremely fond of drinking,
and perfectly enraptured whenever I gave them a panful

of ashes to dust themselves in. I moved the frame or
pen whenever the grass inclosed got stale. In this way I

reared half of those hatched: the deaths were chiefly
caused by the clumsiness of the hen, as stated. It is

necessary to cover the pen with a netting, as the young
of all grouse fly at the end of a week.
Too much stress cannot be laid on frequent changes of

locality of the pen; with a change every two or three
days, a pen 20ft. square will do very well for 15 to SO
young grouse and their foster mother.

I have had some experience with English pheasants
{Colchieus jyhasianus), and all points to the same conclu-
sion—viz., young game birds must have animal food,
natual surroundings and protection from the wet.

Ernest E. Thompson.
Paris, Aug. i.

For several months wo have followed with lively
interest the enterprise of Dr. W. O. Blaisdell, of Macomb,
111., in his endeavor to seciirefrom India a stock of black
partridges to introduce into the United States. For a
long time it appeared that his efforts would be futile, and
when at length the birds were shipped their number
dwindled until but three were left alive on their arrival
in New York. On our recommendation the reception of
the_ birds at this port Avas entrusted to Mr. E. B. Gold-
smith, a Custom House broker, who is deserving of cred-
itable mention for liis part in so promptly forwarding the
feathered immigrants. The safe arrival of the three sur-
vivors is told in the subjoined account. Dr. Blaisdell's
pi-oject was commented on in the Asiaiif which is the
Forest and Stream of India, and the notice there given
it brought out the following letter from a British officer,

from which it appears that if the newly imported game
shall thrive, it will supply a valuable addition to our
game fauna:

Dehaka "noON, N. W. Provinpes, India, Feb. 16, 1891.—Dr. W. O.
BlamlcU, Macjiinli, JR.: Dhak Str—I see by the Asian that you
are goinj? to try and iatroduce the Indian black partridge into
Illinoie. Tne good wishes of all Indian sportsmen will be with
you, and I heartily wish you may succeed. I am afraid five pairs
are rather a small number to try conclusions with, bat if you fail
I hope you will try again. His limit in India is a small one, and
this is what makes me think he may be. a hard bird to acclimatize
in the States. Northward he ascends the Himalayahs to about
5,000ft., and southward he extends tn about half way down the
continent, to a line about east and west of Indore, where he is re-
placed by the painted partridge—a closely allied type in which
both sexes nro plumaged almost exactly like the hen of the black
partridge. His range eastward is also limiterl. as he apparently
dislikes the warm, moist climate toward the Bay of Bengal; but
westward he extends tar into Afghanistan and Persia, where not
not more than five inches of rain falls throughout the year.
Don't turn him out in the forest. What he likes is low. thick
scrub or high grass thicket near wheat fields arid water. By hieh
grass, 1 mean grass from 8 to 10ft. high; your ordinary prairie
grass would not be high enough for him. He never mounts a
tree, and dislikes their shade, but occasionally perches on a low
stump to crow in the morning. His food is essentially seed-
wheat, maize, and above all, mustard and oil seed. He brfieds out
here in dense high pass jungle or tamarisk thickets, not far from
water. He likes a bright sun in summer, and in winter does not
mind a fair degree of frost, but he won't stand snow.
If you should find Illinois too hot for him you might try the

painted partridge which is common in southern India.-,. If too
cold, the "Chickor." This is a magnificent bird twice the size of
the black partridge, and excellent shooting and eating. His range
is very wide—from Scinde (the hottest part of India, and in climate
and appearance very much like Arizona), tip to 10,0(X)ft. in the
Himalayahs; and he extends away through Persia and Afghanis-
tan to Turkey and Eastern Europe, which shows thaf he is a hardy
bird and able to adai3t himself to great extent of climate. He
stands confinement in a cage well, whicli the black partridge does
nof, and is one of the hardiest birds in India, appearing to mind
neither extreme heat nor long spells of frost and snow. He dis-
likes level plains— an<( here perhaps Illinois would not suit him.
He prefers hilly and stony ground—the slopes of bluffs overlook-
ing rivtrs and the steep sidt-s of caiSons and ravines near fields.

He eats all kinds of seeds, especially maize, and in the Himalayahs
lives on the outskirts of tlie village fields. On the hot, dry plains
of Scinde he is equally abundant, but always near hills or broken
ground.
Pardon my writing you this long letter when I am a perfect

stranger to you. My excuse is, first, that I am interested in your
undertaking, and secondly, when I was traveling in the United
States some years ago, I received many kindnesses from Ameri-
cans whicli 1 will not readily forget.

W. C. Ramsden, Lieut.-Colonel, India.

The Macomb Journal gives this report of their recep-
tion there:

'We are the three sole survivors of a family of nine little birds
that sailed from Calcutta, India, ou June 18. Expressmen and
others who have charge, feed and water us well until we reach
Dr. W. O. Blaisdell, Macomb, Illinois, United States of America."
[Dated London, England, Aug. 3, 1891.]

Such was the label on the box containing three black
India partridges (two males and one female) that -arrived

by express in this city Saturday night last, and have been
viewed by hundreds and hundreds of curious and investi-

gating eyes since. They were the birds that Dr. W. O.
Blaisdell, of this city, has been negotiating for for over a
year. Having brought to our country a number of

Chinese pheasants from Oregon, he set about the plan of

bringing here some of these wonderful game birds from
the other side of the globe—the black India partridge.

He opened correspondence with the American Consul at

Calcutta, The Consul, Mr. S. G, Merrill, of Indianapolis,

placed the letter in the hands of a birtl dealing firm,

Messrs. Rutledge & Co., who replied that the bird was
difficult to capture alive, but they would procure them
at so much per brace. Heading a subscription list with
a liberal sum himself, the Doctor went among some of

our business men who subscribed the funds, and soon a
draft was on its way to Minister Merrill, at Calcutta,

with directions to purchase the birds. For months after

Messrs. Rutledge & Co., the dealers, have been endeavor-
ing to secure the birds, and a number of letters passed
between them and Mr. Merrill and Dr. Blaisdell. i'ailing

to get the buds otherwise, the merchants sent a man on
special trip into the mountains, and after, as he writes,

spending more than the birds brought him, they were
secured. Finally the little fellows w^ere cooped and
set sail on their long voyage. A letter from Consul
Merrill stated that he went to the ship and saw
the birds aboard, one was dead, another sick; he
feared none would arrive alive. Counting the sick

one there were nine that started. Down the Bay of Ben-
gal by the Island of Ceylon, around the point of India
and into the Indian Ocean; out of this water across the
Arabian Sea to Aden, at mouth of the Red Sea : through
this body of water and the Suez Canal, into and across

the Mediterranean; out through the Straights of Gibraltar,

up the Atlantic along the coasts of Spain and Portugal,

across the Bay of Biscay into the English Channel to

London. Thence back down that water across the broad
Atlantic to New York, and by rail to Macomb. They
journeyed over 16,000 miles—two-thirds the distance

around the globe. Without doubt, they are the first of

their species ever in America. Taken as game, the
persons who would eat them would be consuming meat
that cost $25 per pound. A.s before stated, but three ar-
rived alive, btit taking into consideration the distance
traveled and the different hands they went through, it is

a marvel almost that they got through.
The bird is not very large, but beautiful. He is like-

wise an itnportant personage, as the three are probably
the sole representatives of their breed on the western con-
tinent. The birds will be on exhibition at our county
fair next week, and on account of the extreme rarity of
the species are certainly worth seeing. If they fail to
propagate and fill our woods, you will want to say at least
you saw the only three India partridges ever in the United
States; while if they multiply to millions it will be a
feather in your cap to remark, "I saw the original three
of this bird that now abounds as thickly as sparrows."
So do not fail to see them at the fair next week.

In a late issue of the Philadelphia Ledger we find this
account of successful quail breeding in that cicy:

The rearing of quail is Mr. Harry Rudolph's pet amuse-
ment. He is a thorough sportstnan, and, to use his own
words, "would rather gun than eat." Quail and pheas-
ant shooting is his delight, and he confesses he always
had a fancy for the game little Bob White. About three
years ago he was given a brace of live quail while gun-
ning at Newkirk station, in New Jersey. These were the
nucleus of his present stock. He brought them to his
home, at 1800 Bouvier street, and fitted up a cage for
them in his little back lot. He gradually acquired a few
other birds, which paired off and began to lay and hatch
egga during the summer. The small ones were success-
ftilly hatched out, but died very shortly after. Mr. Ru-
dolph determined to discover the cause of their early de-
mise, and, knowing it must be lack of proper food, deter-
mined to watch the habits of the older birds and experi-
ment upon them with varieties of grain and insect food.
In spite of the amusement of his friends, who considered
his attempt impossible, Mr. Rudolph set to work in earnest
to raise qtiail, and, after numerous failures, was able in
his second year to successfully hatch and raise a brood of
quail. He had hit upon the right method of feeding
them, and the young birds were as strong and healthy as
if born under natural conditions. Since then he reckons
that 65 per cent, of his young birds have been success-
fully brought to maturity. As statistics show that hardly
50 per cent, of wild game birds attain their full size,

owing to the number of their natural foes, such as hawks
and vermin, this is an extremely good record.
In a small yard, scarcely 20ft. square, Mr. Rudolph

keeps his pets. The inclosure is shut in on three sides by
a wooden fence, and on the fourth by the rear wall of the
house. Around the borders are beds of geranium and
small shrubs. In the center is a patch of grass, with a tall

plant in the middle. On one side of the lot are the cages,
in which three brace are j)aired ofl: in separate coops. In
the fourth cage is a lonely and disconsolate hen, while
running loose about the yard are two cocks and a hen,
with three chicks. The latter are a remarkable brood.
They were hatched, with five others, on the 8th of July,
which is nearly one month ahead of the breeding season.
The deftmct ones were killed by the inclement weather
or some other cause common to infant qtiail, but the sur-
vivors remain perfectly healthy and are already able to
care for themselves.

In addition to rushing the breeding season, the hen one
week ago commenced to lay a fresh lot of fifteen eggs in
a new nest, upon which she will no doubt shortly sit.

Moreover, in another corner of the yard the cocks have
prepared another nest, as if the hen contemplated rear-
ing a third family this season.
The other pairs in the coops have each a nestful of

eggs, which Mr. Rudolph exjTects will shortly be hatched.
When the next brood are born the chicks loose in the
yard, together with the parent birds, will be shut up to
make room for the newcomers. Owing to the extreme
pugnacity of the cocks, it is impossible to let more than
one x^air loose at a time, or the lives of the birds would
be endangered. The pairing off of two cocks with one
hen, although rare, is occasionally fotmd. The two male
birds who champion the little mother hen live in peace
and harmony, and both work together at making the
nests and take their turns in sitting on the eggs.
The principal food which Mr. Rudolph gives to his pets

is grain; grasshoppers also form part of their dietary.
But the secret by w^hich he manages to raise the young
Mr. Rudolph refuses to reveal. He states that it is some-
thing natural to the birds in wild life, btit beyond that
he will not commit himself. The quail are very fond of
hempseed, but they geikso fat on it that its value as
wholesome food is very small. It would soon kill them
off. It is useful, however, in feeding hens which have
been setting in order to bring them back to their proper
condition.
Mr, Rtidolph states that he spends hours each day in

merely watching. "By that means," he says, "I can
thoroughly learn their habits, so that I get to' know the
meaning and object of their every movement."
In preparing the nest, he has noticed that the quail

does not pick up the straw or piece of hay in the beak, as
other birds do, but, by a graceful motion of the neck, it

throws it over the back, itntil it has collected a heap of
bits behind its feet. The straw glides down the smooth
back of the bird and falls to the ground. At first it

would seem that this action of the quail is only a futile

endeavor to poise it, but, as the bird does so every time
until a pile is collected, it evidently has an object in so
doing. This is possibly to clean the particles, for when a
sufficient pile has been prepared, the dainty little bird
throws the bits on its back, this time letting none fall,

and bears them off in triumph to the nest. The latter is

of loose construction, and, alike in the woods or in cap-
tivity, is laid in a small hollow. The egg is pure white,
and resembles that of a pigeon. The usual quota is from
17 to 91, and the time of hatching about 22i days. The
young birds are helped out of the eggs by the parents,
who, with their sharp beaks, cut off the butt or wide end.
The chick then hops out, and at once begms to run about
and pick up food. The infant bird is covered with a soft,

striped coat of brown down, and resembles a mouse in
the way it runs about and crouches in the grass. They
are soon independent of the parent birds, and but for the
danger from their many foes would need no protection.
The watchful eye of the mother looks out for the danger,
and on the slightest alarm is ready with a protecting
wing.
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All the time the hen bii-d is sitting the cock stands near
and utters a low, soft and coaxing cry, as of a nurse
"crooning" to a baby. The cock also continues this note
all the time that it is sitting on the nest,
Every morning the birds awake at sunrise and make

the neighborhood ring with their shrill cry of Bob
Wliite or buckwheat, as some aver it is. The morn-
ing, moreover, is the only time that the birds utter this
call, for the remainder of the day keeping up an almost
incessant chee-iveep. The cry of cock or hen can only
be distinguished by the coarseness of the male bird's
note. Mr. Rudolph feeds hie birds at an early hour, and
finds that then- appetites are very strong. After they
have "gorged without restraint," the quail retire into the
bushes to sleep off the effects of their meal. They get
very lethargic toward the middle of the day and another
nap is necessary. The caged birds, although thoroughly
"acclimatized," are extremely restless, and run up and
down the front of their cage all the time that they are
not nesting, after the manner of captive lions.
After the evening meal—for two feeds a day is their

allowance—the birds retire to roost. The uncaged birds,
IMj'.Rudolph has observed, do not like to rest imder cover,
but prefer to sleep on the open ground, cruching down so
low that they cannot be observed. They are hearty
sleepers and cannot be easily disturbed. They never
holloa at night, although if frightened in full daylight
their cries are vei-y loud. Mr. Wood states that when
wild the quail sleep in a circle with their heads turned
outward and their tails touching.
.fe: In the winter Mr. Rudolph keeps his birds out in the
yard, as during the warmer months, for they are exceed-
ingly hardy. When in their wild state starvation, not
cold, kills them, and in consequence they can be readily
entrapped, for hunger makes them forget their cunning.
Mr. Rudolph is confident now that he can keep any

species of quail and breed them. In the near future he
intends to try the experiment of placing quails' eggs
under a bantam hen, and believes that he can hatch and
rear the little ones in spite of their wLldness and the
strange habits of the foster mother. From a commercial
point of view, his secret should be of much value to game
fanciers and also to purveyors. Mr. Rudolph, however,
never eats them, and, unless necessary, seldom kills any
of his birds. Those he has had for three years show as
good signs of living as any freshly caught birds.
The young ones which he has hatched out have, in

their turn, raised new broods, and no deformity is noticed
in those born in captivity. Every new brood maintains
the peculiarities, and, as far as can be observed, the hab-
its, of wild birds. Theu* motions and manner of eating
in nowise resemble chickens. A visitor sitting in Mr.
Rudolph's inclosure could shut his eyes and imagine him-
self niiles away, among the cornfields, far from the dust
and din of town, as he hears the cheeping of the little
ones and the soft, coaxing note of the father bird.
Mr. Rudolph has found it impossible to tame his birds

so far as to let themselves be handled. Though the quail
undoubtedly know him, they are just as shy with him as
they would be in the open fields. The utmost he has
been able to do is to get a hen to take a fly from his fin-
gers. The young ones are equally shy, but prove them-
selves very teachable, for already they will answer to his
whistle.
Nearly all of his birds are bald on the top of their heads.

This is owing to their wildness when in cages, flying up
against the bars or roof of their houses. At first,'indeed,
so wild were they, many of them were killed, commiting
accidental suicide in that manner. Since then, however,
the survivors have learned by experience and no cases of
felo cle se have been reported for some time past. The
caged birds are otherwise as wild as if captured yester-
day.
"At first I used to be," ^laid Mr. Rudolph, "much

bothered about the cats, for they would do their level
best to get a tender young quail for their meals. Only
one cat ever got a meal off my birds." With a signi:^-
cant look he shook his head and continued: "But I got
even with them and they don't trouble me any more. I
haven't seen a cat around here for a month."
The much-abused sparrow is another sworn foe to Mr.

Rudolph's birds, for many a young quail has succumbed
to a knock on the head from those ubiquitous English-
men. The mother quail are continually on the look-
out and are ever ready to fly to the rescue.
A local taxidermist has cleverly stuffed a number of

the little birds who have succumbed from these and
various causes. They represent a very interesting group.
It is Mr. Rudolph's intention to procure a fine cock and
hen and have them also stuft'ed with the brood. Such a
group is a great rarity, as, though it is very easy to pro-
cure the eggs, a newly-born covey of quail is extremely
hard to procure,
Mr. Rudolph's birds are all of the species known as

Oi'tyx virginianus, or Virginia quail. It is of the same
family as and differs very little from the partridge of
Great Britain, except in size. It is of a reddish brown
color on the upper part of the breast, and the male bird
is marked over the eyes and under the chin with white
bands. In the hen these bands are of a yellowish-brown
hue. The sides of the neck are brown, sprinkled with
black and white, the wings are grayish brown, and the
tertials are edged with stripes of a yellow-wliite color. In
the case of his birds, Mr. Rudolph notices that many of
them vary in color, some being much lighter than others.
Moreover, he has observed a growth of pure white feathers
in the wing?, which are regularly cut once in every three
weeks. It is curious that these white feathers, which
usually are seen only in the severest winters, should
appear in the hot months.

When Austin Whitcomb was in Kentucky last fall he
secured some young quail. On his return he gave a pair
to George A. Galloupe. The hen quail in due time com-
menced laying and died after depositing her fifteenth
egg. With commendable loyalty and devotion the male
quail went on to the nest and sat there, after the most
approved fashion, for four weeks, at the end of which
period the substitute came off with a full count of lively
young quB,il.—Beverly (Mass.) Citizen.

The Newark, N. J., Sunday Call records that Mr.
David B. Dickinson, of Lower Chatham Bridge, has
again been successful in getting woodducks' eggs and
raising a brood under a hen. He has been doing this
for many years, and generally the ducks fly away at the
end of the season if he does not kill them for specimens.

SOME HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS.
LAST week, while making some repairs, I found the

nest of an English sparrow built directly in the
gutter on the eave of my house. The gutter is a tin
swinging gutter, and at that point the shingle ends pro-
jected well down into it. I found at the bottom the nest
constructed of coarse material, splinters of wood, weeds,
etc., through which the water could readily run. A. large
mass was used, and the nest proper was far back under
the shingles and up above the water flow, and was made
of fine closely compacted and cemented material.
The pond on my land has been frequently drained of

water, which passed into a hole near the bottom and ran
thence through a tunnel to the creek more than 200yds.
away. This tunnel was made by muskrats, and it passed
under a hill the surface of which at one point must be at
least 15ft. above the tunnel. Now the questions are, how
could the muskrat engineer and make such a tunnel, and
what prompted the sparrow to so construct the nest as to
avoid the flow of water in the gutter—reason or instinct?

J. S. M.
Kentucky.

Hen and Kitten.—Editor Wm. Seavy, of the Pulaski,
Va., News, sends us this item, for the truthfulness of
which the Neivs vouches: The little eight-year-old son of
Harry Alexander has a hen at his home in Newbern that
is taking care of a young kitten in place of a brood of
chickens, and is apparently as fond and proud of it as
though it were a young chick. The boy found biddy sit-

ting on her nest in the barn, and putting his hand beneath
her to see what she was covering was sm'prised to find
the kitten. The foster mother was very indignant and
vexed when her little charge was temporarily removed,
and pecked viciously at the boy's hand when he removed
it. It was returned to the nest. It is supposed some
cat had taken her young offspring to the nest for safety
and the hen insisted on taking it in charge. There is no
accounting for the strange freak taken" now and then
by some animals in adopting and caring for the young of
some other species.

A Black Woodchuck.—Williamsport, Pa., Aug. 26.—
Tuesday, Aug. 25, 1 was shown a jet black woodchuck or
ground hog, which had been killed that same mornmg
in Bradford county. Pa., and which fine animal I pur-
chased to be mounted for my collection of mammals. The
animal is not large for a woodchuck, but appears to be
several yeai's old, judging by the toughness of the mus-
cles, etc, It makes the impression at first sight of a cub
bear. The beautiful gloss of its hair, however, attracts
attention at once. On each side of the animal's head is

a large spot of dark chestnut brown, front part of muz-
zle or mouth is whitish, forming a circle of about one
inch diameter. All the rest of the body is as black as
black can be, and its back vies with the sheen of mink or
otter.

—

August Kooh.
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The eull texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-
tories and British Provinces are given in the Booli of the
Game Laws.

TWO WEEKS OUT OF PURGATORY.
THURSDAY, Oct. 30.—After waJrefuIly sleeping all

night on the cars, we had a couple of hours in Boston
for breakfast at Young's before taking the 9 A. M. train
to Portland. Lunched at the Union Depot, where two
ebony sharks unsuccessfully attempted to magnify a 70
cent d la carte into a $1 table cThote. Leaving Portland
audits ungenerate blacks at 1:15 P. M., reached Leeds
Junction at 3 P. M., and Farmington at 5 o'clock, where
we took a narrow-gauge car for Strong. It is said to be
impossible in northern Maine to maintain a track wider
than 2ft., owing to the severity of the winters, which
will contract a 4ft. 8-Jin. road into narrow gauge after a
single season. From Strong another httle wood-bm-ning
locomotive kept showering stars into the night till it

landed us at Kingfield at 7 P. M. Supper ended at the
country hotel, we negotiated with the stage owner for a
special rig to Smith's F&vm next day. From Portland,
and even from Boston, the country had taken on the
Down-East look, and all things discovered Yankeedom,
from the train men with their broad A's and eternal
guessing to the omnipresent mince pie; but this stage
owner was the first native with whom we had to wrestle
in a bargain. Having agreed to cai-ry us to Stratton, it

took him half an hour more to fix, or rather teU us the
price. Repeated requests for the information were
answered evasively, and twice the direct question about
price arrested him just as he was slinking through the
door. Finally after a supreme effort he named a reason-
able, figure, and we parted with him for the night.
Friday, Oct. SI.—By 7:30 A, M. we were in a two-horse

conveyance bound for Stratton. A hearty young Blue
Nose occupied the fourth seat, while the place of the
driver was filled by a most independent and remarkable
youngster of a baker's dozen years of age, who took the
responsibility of bringing us over twenty-eight miles of
rough road. The Nova Scotian with his coporeal laugh
was an interesting and amusing traveling companion,
who as much deserves a full-length portrait as did Thor-
eau's Canadian; his indelicate handling but thorough
appreciation of a cigarette were alone a rich study in
contrast.
On the right hand side of the road from Kingfield and

above the neighboring hills rose the snow-covered crest
of Mt. Bigelow, a glorious and impressive sight. Espe-
cially was it to be remembered as we had been riding
through a desolate stretch of burnt land, bare of every-
thing but charred stubs standing in their blackness.
Saturday, Nov. 1.—The baggage with driver on a buck-

board, one of the party horseback and the other and two
guides afoot, we reached Tim Pond, seven miles distant,
by noon. The camp consists of twelve log cabins clus-
tered on a low knoll a couple of hundred feet from the
east end of the pond, and around the cabins is a cleared
space of two or three acres, edged wdth the original for-
est. The main body of the pond lying in front of the
camp is roughly rectangular in shape and about half a
mile long by three-eighths of a mile wide. Toward the
southeast four miles away is Kejinebago Mountain, and
between it and the pond is a douljle range of liille called

the South and Southwest Ridge a mile or more distant.
Across the pond is Black Mountain, looking like a reclin-
ing elephant, and at the west is Majile Hill, The strip of
flat ground around the pond a mile or so wide is swampy
in places, and as we found later most abominable travel-
ing. Around the shore, in stretches hundreds of yards
long, is an embankment looking for all the world like .an
artificial levee.
After lunch we went out for a few hours, bringinghome

mental photographs of deer ti'acks, one partridge and
four appetites. The day ended in the log cabin, basking
and blinking in the yellow fire light.
The cabin of logs is about 15x20ft. in size, with split

cedar shingles laid nearest the sky. A piazza roof keeps
the rain off the wash-room, which is open on three sides
and floored with a bit of the earth's crust. Within the
hut is sheatbed with boards, and at the east end are two
beds separated by a narrow passageway, a second floor
five feet up, laid half across the cabin, forming a sort of
attic for baggage. At the southwest end of the room is
an open fireplace 5ft. broad and 3 deep, arched at the top.
The gray stones roughly set in coarse mortar are built
into an irregular square chimney, which rises a couple of
feet above the ridge pole. The hearth bottom is of large
flat rocks, making a space 6x3ft. for the embers to roll
out upon. The surface of the chimney stones is unevenly
darkened by the smoke escaping through holes in the
flue. The flames rise through a sooty hemisphere black
as the dome of night, and now and then a vagrant spark
striking the tindery surface wakes up a host of bright
little devils, who, unaffrighted by the rusty old firedogs,
scamper about in their golden night shirts till the mother
imp puts them to bed again. The blazing logs light up
the cabin, and an occasional damp chunk sizzling in imi-
tation of the quiet kettle's voice pleasantly relieves the
stillness. Comfort and content now cover us as thickly
as will the heavy bed quilts a little later on, and but for
the sword of departure that must fall next week we could
dream away the evening hours with no intrusive thought
of shop or any outer world activity. The woodpile blocks
up the end of the room on both sides of the ctiimney, a
couple of cords of potential warmth that will minister to
rest and indolence, A reclining canvas chair of j^rimi-
tive construction, which proves the science of comfort to
be an universal and intuitive knowledge, brings to the
occupant mixed visions of the remote past and to-mor-
row's possible luck.
Sunday, Nov. ^.—Mac started for Beaver Bog and did

not get there, but was home by nightfall in a condition
approximating to physical collapse. This is a record of
a pleasure ti-ip, so no account will be given of his first
Beaver Bog adventure, which for him shall live only in
bitter memory. I went to the west end of Black Moun-
tain, cruised around a while in a snow flurry and then
crossed the 7-Pond8 road to a deserted cabin, where
"Obiter Dicta" and a Police Gazette -were found molder-
ing away together in a single grave and exhibiting no
more antagonism that Messrs. Birrell and Fox would ex-
hibit under like post-mortem circumstances. Crossing
Alder Stream we ascended a hill, and on the way bagged
almost half a dozen partridges, of which G. shot five.
While we were sitting on the hill the afternoon passed
with unconscionable slowness, for every minute of the
two hom-s' watch brought new unhappiness to a body-
that would have shivered to pieces had it not been stiff-

ened and solidified by cold. At half-past three, when the
guide was timed to reappear-, heard a slight noise in the
woods, which was followed a moment later by a sound,
the like of which I had never before listened to. The first

thought was that the guide was dangerously amusing
himself at my expense, so I didn't raise my rifle. Then
I perceived a pair of tall gray ears through the trees, and
concluded that a wild jackass had come within range,
but as we were not after that sort of venison I still kept the
gun lowered, taking the precaution, however, to raise the
hammer in case the visitor should become belligerent.
Finally a short tail switched a few feet behind the ears
and proved the owner of the whistling bray to be a small
deer standing head on. Quickly overestimating the dis-
tance about 500 per cent. I fired three shots at a spot a
foot or more higher than where the head of this strange
creature was indistinctly seen. A mountain ash shat-
tered 8ft. above the deer tracks showed that the powder
was good and the aim (for the ash) was true. When we
got to camp it was mildly suggested that a good hunter
would not confound a jackass, a guide and a whistling
deer, but then first impressions sometimes fool us, as
Balaam found out long ago.

Monday, Nov, =?.—Leaving Mac loafing about the camp
I started on the Beaver Bog trail, went around Maple
Hill, and then up toward Black Mountain, where I
watched for an hour or two. Sitting on the hillside this
cold, still afternoon, it required a constant effort of will
to keep eye and ear attentive to the signs of deer, for the
quiet woodland prospect, enlivened only by the quick
antics of the squirrels and the modest ways of the little

mice, induced rather to revery and nearby observation.
The forest here is rough and wild, the evergreens mostly
scrawny black spruces, with some balsams, a few hem-
locks, and occasionally a white cedar, the hard woods
being beech, maple and birch. In the open country
nearer the farm lands are found second growth white
and yellow (?) pines; and it is there the two varieties of
spruces intermingle their green and glaucous leaves most
effectively. These and the pines are lightened up by
groves of tamarack, whose salmon yellow fall foliage re-
placing their soft green summer covering will soon dis-

appear and leave them in their bare ugliness. But all

these sights were left at Stratton. On this cold hillside

the colors are fit only for a winter lanscape. The ashen
sky tones with the gray lace work of impending branches
and their coverlids of snow, while nearer the earth,
boles of spruce, rock maple and yellow birch deepen
the general coloring. The deciduous trees have shed
their leaves and the silhouettes of the branches plainly
mark the different species. Now a few leaves only re-
main on little 2ft. maple saplings, which cling to their
possessions as if doubtful of the coming of another spring.
It may be, however, that -these infant maples are only
copying the fault of a neighboring beech without know-
ing that they must ultimately give way to the law of
their inherited nature. The mice and squirrels are
about, and occasionally lesser animations come in view:
a belated moth looking for a yellow leaf to match its

wings, that it may die in a harmony of color, and
close behind comes a shrunk mosquito blue with cold,

But the guide returns from his detour around tha Mil,
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and his too evident breaking of twigs, not to mention a
Tery human but very artificial cough permits only a
momentary belief that be is edible and worth shooting at.

_
2\iesday, Nov. 4.—As our bodies this morning showed

signs of rebelling against this unaccustomed way of life,

we decided to give them a day of rest, and sent the guides
off to get meat for camp. G. returned by noon, hav-
ing shot two buck cai'ibou within a mile' of the pond,
80, of course, all indisposition vanished and we started
for the place at once. The caribou lay where they fell,

and were the center of a perfect hunting scene. While
they were being resolved into a transportable state I
foraged for fuel over the picturesqtie neighborhood, and
soon had a tire blazing at the foot of a big birch. Mac in
the meantime sat on a fallen tree with pipe in mouth and,
for aught' I know, was in communion cheek by jowl with
the familiar spirit of the place. His easy attitude and
benignant face expressed a placid interest in all about
him, while the incense of the nicotian weed wafted gently
upward toward Diana's nose. The records of the h\int,
the mossy forest floor and the big trees near at hand
called "As You Like It" to his mind, though he did not
say who tigured as Rosalind in his imagination. In this
new forest of Aden we spent the middle part of the day,
and with lunch swallowed large drafts of Sooshong
tea and sylvan beauty. W. traveled all day without
seeing anything, getting liome at 8 P. M. with his much
dilapidated trousers, and woiild have had to lie out all

night but for birch-bark torches, blazed trees and
signal shots fired at camp.

Wednesday, iVoi'. 5.—Spent the morning lugging in
the caribou over three-quarters of a mile of rough and
swampy trail, and after lunch all started up Seven-
Ponds buckboard road. G. and I followed north on
partridge track and got one, then crossed to south of road
and watched for deer a while. Mac went further along
and waited, while W. circled to the north. They saw a
bear track made within a day or two. Reached camp
at 5:30 P.M.
Thursday, Nov. 6.—Got away at 7:15 A. M. and went

about a mile from the pond up the South Ridge, where we
watched a little distance apart for four hours, but saw
nothing bigger than a squirrel, G., however, got a
young buck deer, about half a mile west of us. The
dropping of water, ice and lumps of snow from the trees
was continuous, and each new sound suggested venison:
but none came within sight or ken. The snow gobs and
icicles falling on the wet snow made every conceivable
intaglio, resembling the footprints of all sorts of uncre-
ated and impossible beasts, from monopeds to multipeds,
not to mi^ntion a variety of winged and amphibious
things. G and I brouglit in the deer over some two
miles of no path at all, swamps and thickets alternating
in very displeasing variety. Found Mac himting an elu-
sive musquash, which he got after scaring it to death
with several pounds of ammunition. A saddle of caribou
(much like deer, but coarser) for dinner restored wasted
tissue,

[CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.]

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Aug, 25.—Mr, W. R. Boyle, otherwise

"Billy" Boyle, otherwise the proprietor of the Eng-
lish chop house where the}^ formerly served illegal prai-
rie chickens—note the past tense—now wears a heavy
pall of gloom on his noble brow, Mr. Boyle will not
speak to a shooter. Mr. Boyle is angry, fairly boiling
over, so to speak. He doesn't think sportsmen ought to
eat prairie chickens and ducks at his place and then
"give it away." "That ain't right," says fill-. Boyle, It
is a little tough for Mr. Boyle.
Mr. Boyle wanted to fight his case, and as it was about

the clearest case in the lot of those discovered in the late
raids, the opposition gladly accommodated him. Then
he wanted his case continued, and again he was accom-
modated. Yesterday morning was the final day set for
trial. Mr. Low, the sportsmen's attorney, was ready, and
so were Mr. Donald, Mr. Harryman and myself, the wit-
nesses in this case. Mr. Boyle's attorney wanted another
continuance, because his wife was still sick and because
Mr. Boyle was probably in Indiana. To this Mi-. Low ob-
jected, and claimed a forfeiture of the $200 cost bond
filed with the first continuance. Justice White declared
the bond forfeited. This $200 now stands a debt against
Mr. Boyle's property. If he chooses to step up and pay
his fine and costs, he can avoid the remainder of the $200.
If the justice consents to set aside the forfeiture and hear
evidence, he could, prosecution being willing, get his
case into court again. He can also go to a higher court
with it, in which case he will only lose more money, Mr,
Boyle would better pay his fine. Also, he would better
not sell any more illegal game.
We have now five straight cases against Rector's res-

taurant besides the case in which I would be only a soK-
tary witness and which would not be so strong legally as
those in which two or three witnesses were on hand, Mr,
Rector will get his foot in about |I80 worth this time, in
all probability.
A friend of mine tried Kern's restaurant yesterday for

prairie chicken. The waiter sized him up carefully and
asked him, "Do you see it on the bill of fare ?"

"No, I don't see it there," said my friend and emis-
sary,
"Then we don't got it," said the waiter with a grieved,

pained sort of look.
Ml-. Kern has not yet told the Illinois State Sportsmen's

Association where he, or his steward more properly,
bought those six prairie chickens that he had. He has
said that "he might do that," but he hasn't done it. Now,
Mr, Kern is, or has been supposed to be, and has posed to
be, a prominent sportsman and devoted to true sports-
manship. If he is loyal to his professions, why has he
not vindicated himself? Why has he not washed his
hands ? Why has he not told where these birds were
purchased ? This action of his has hurt him with some of
the old standbys of the Association. I know what I am
talking about when I say that the talk aeainst him is
growing stronger. Two cases against Mr, Kern 'remain
untried. I think I state absolute facts when I say that
these cases will be pushed unless Mr. Kern divulges
where those birds were purchased, Mr, Kern will think
this a "bluff," He will be mistaken. He has gotten out
of this too easily, so people think since his silence about
the game market. We want South Water street worse
than we want ilr, Kern.
There was talk in this town her? lately about a piotioB

made in the Illinois State Sportsmen's convention three
or four years ago, a motion said to have been seconded,
or at least supported by Mr. Chas. Kern. The motion
was passed. It forever disbarred from the Association
contests any man convicted of an offense against the
game laws. This was the popular statement of it, and
the talk became general that Mr. Chas. Kern, ex-presi-
dent of the State Association, president of the Audubon
Club, etc., etc., etc., would therefore be barred from the
privileges of the Association tournaments,
Mr. Kern is so barred to-day.
Of course in a matter of this kind the only thing to do

was to go the records. I went to Mr. Shepard, secretary
of the Association, and put the question to him. "There
never was any such motion made," said he. Then Tasked
him to find the records for 1888 and 1889, Meantime I
asked Mr. W. N. Low about this same motion.
"Yes, sir," said Mr, Low very positively, "there was

such a motion made, and I know it, because I made it,

I don't remember who seconded it, but it was passed.
That was the year when Roll Organ was president. The
records ought to show this.

Mr. Shepard showed me the records for 1888, and they
held no account of this motion. They did mention that
the president's address was omitted, and that in a stirring
speech Mr. Low denounced the game law violators. The
records may or may not be correct. I dare not say they
are not, for if that insinuation should reach Mr. Shepard
he would simply fall dead of horror,
Mr. Shepard did not have the transcript for the con-

vention of 1889, but he did have the original notes, and
in them he showed me the following:
"Moved by Mr, Sheahan a,nd seconded, that any mem-

ber having been found guilty of violating the game laws
be barred from all privileges of this Association, Carried."
This was June 4, 1889, the year Mr. Low was president.

This is exactly how the record stands. It is official,
whether explicit or not. Compare this record vsdth that
of Justice White's police court, and it is needless to say
that right now, without further action, Mr. Chas. Kern,
ex-president of the State Association, etc., etc., can not
compete in a tournament sweepstakes here next June.
He can not vote in the convention. He can not make
any ringing speeches there. He isn't in it. Of course,
Mr. Kern has plenty of friends in the Association, They
will smooth this all up. They will accept his alibi. They
will get him back in. They will rescind the above ob-
noxious motion. And thereby they will satisfy the
Illinois State Sportsmen's Association, and will put it on
record to the exact contrary of the above motion. That
will be very nice.

It is not of record that Mr. Kern made a speech.
I like my old friend, Col. Bond, the king of the Chicago

game dealers, because I can always go down and have
a pleasant time with him and learn a lot about where
illegal game is not sold, and a lot about the virtues of
those good men, the game dealers. Besides, the Colonel
is pretty clever and pleasant anyhow. Last winter I
published several letters from him, until he began to
mark them "Not for publication," This morning I got
another letter from him, which reads as follows:

If you liave leisure I would like to have you call on. me as I
want to talk witli you. I inclose a letter for your perusal, I have
many of such tenor.

The letter which the Colonel mentions has the signature
carefully torn oft", but I give it unchanged elsewhere, as
it may give a pointer to some sportsman who wants some
good chicken shooting. It reads:

JOHNSTO-WN, Neb., Aug. 19.—Messrs. Bond & Whitcomb, Chi-
cago, 111.: Dear Sirs -It will be lawful to handle all kinds of game
in this Stale after the 1st of September. Can you handle grouse
and chickens there? The prospects are favorable for a good trade
here; but if we can't sell in Chicago will have to ship further
East. Please give me prices on venison dried. Yours respect-
fully,

I don't know what the Colonel wants to see me about.
Maybe he wants to explain again that if Chicago doesn't
handle illegal game. New York and Boston will. This,
of course, makes it all right for Chicago to do so.
I will go down and see my pleasant friend pretty soon
and find out what is troubling his mind. It can't be the
new game warden, or perhaps these ne%v restaurant
cases,

Evanston Gun Club performed a novel act of justice
lately. It found a citizen who had killed nine prairie
chickens illegally. The club told him it proposed to enter
suit. The citizen was a pretty decent sort of a fellow,
and he just compromised the suit by paying $45 into the
hands of the club treasury ! This is certainly a trifle
unique.
They caught another fellow killing prairie chickens out

that way not long ago, and took him before a justice, who
asked him what defense he had to make,

"I never killed no chickens, judge," said the prisoner,
"I only killed two meadow larks that these fellers fought
was chickens."
"Ten dollars and costs!" roared the justice; and till to-

day the culprit in the case, who didn't know that larks
are protected, thinks he was a victim of misplaced
confidence.
To-day I learn that State Warden Buck sent two lady

detectives to Wm, Werner's restaurant for illegal prairie
chickens. That was last week. They reported themselves
unable to buy any, which many of BUly Werner's friends
will be glad to hear,
A typical letter of the sort I am getting about now is

the following from Mr, Ray Tompkins, of Elmira, N. Y.,
which reads:

Last year I asked you for some advice, followed it out and had
the best of sport. I visited many lakes north of Trout Lake, Wis.,
and found all ihe fishing I wanted. For one who is willing to take
his pack on his back and throw back what fish are not necessary
for his existence, this region will furnish all the sport ho may
wish.
Now I am after more advice. I hope to make a trip west to

Devil's Lake, Dakota, after ducks and geese in October, and I
want to know if I can get some chicken shooting without going
far from my way. I note by yesterday's Forest and Stream
you speak of the region about Devil's Lake as being good. Are
you assured if this is so?
From Devil's Lake, after a week or ten days' shooting, 1 want to

go from Hallock or Crookston into Minnesota after big game. Do
you know of any people in either of those places who could guide
me or advise me after I got there? Anything you will write me
will be greatly appreciated. Would it pay me to take my dogs so

'

far for chickens?
;

I never was at Devil's Lake. Last fall I heard of
many shooters going further west than that for geese,
but should think that one who had never had better
shooting would believe the goose and duck shooting still

\

PQSsiWe there the best oa earth. The Turtle Mountain

I region, north of there, was reported good last year for
sharp-tailed grouse. Personally I can not speak for it.

If Mr. Tompkins, and everybody else, will write to Mr,
C, D. Gammon, 1.^9 N. Des Plaines street, Chicago, and

1 to Mr. Geo. T. Farmer, Rookery Building, Chicago, they
will strike mighty clever men who have shot all through
that country and know it well. I take the liberty of
giving their addresses? publicly, because I want to make
them a whole lot of trouble which after all they will
probably enjoy. They are pretty near decent men, both
of them. I bear in mind that they reported last fall that
the Devil's Lake country was unpleasant from the fact
that hotel men, teamsters and farmers were all rank
robbers—$10 a day for a team, and that sort of thing.
This is worth investigating,

I should think it safest and wisest to take one's dogs in
with him. Then he is all ready, provided the dogs are
any good. By October, however, even in this lower lati-

tude, the grouse are all packed, and do not lie close to
the dog. When a dog is to be used at all, it is best to
take one along if possible. What is the fun in hunting
over another fellow's dog?
At Hallock or Crookston I konw no one to whom I

could direct a sportsman, Mr. Chas. Hallock, that emi-
nent sportsman after whom this town was named, has
within the past three years said that the great Roseau
Swamp, east of that place, contained abundance of deer
and some elk and moose. Will some reader from that
section respond?
Mr. Merrill, of Milwaukee, has gone to Andover, S. D.,

for his chicken shooting. This is on the Hastings & Da-
cota division of the St. Paul Railway, Mr, Merrill says
the shooting is good all the way from OrtonviUe, Minn.,
to Fargo, Dakota. Earlier in the season, while having
some dogs trained, Mr. Merrill found birds very abundant
at Stuart, Minn. He found 25 coveys in one day.
Mr. C. S. Burton to-day told me he had just talked with

a man from Neche station on the Great Northern Rail-
way, N. D., and the latter said that he had never seen so
many birds as there were this year around that place.
Mr, Burton is a shooter and this should be reliable, as his
friends would not misinform him.
Mr. W, L. Shepard starts next week for chicken shoot-

ing near Volga, S. D. This point I have mentioned earlier.
Mr. Burton and party will make their annual trip to

northwestern Minnesota within a week or so. They will
go to Detroit Lake possibly.
Mr. Alex, T, Loyd and R. R. Donnely, accompanied

this year by Mr. F, R, Bissell and one or two others per-
haps, will this faU make their regular chicken trip, start-
ing this week, probably for Stuart City and Detroit,
They talked of Tracy, much further south, but fear dry-
ness there.

Shooters should be careful where they go in northwest-
ern Minnesota this fall, for there has been considerable
drought in some sections. A letter received to-day from
F. A. Pheatt, an old traiiper of Dalton, Minn., gives the
following blue report:

"I thought I would let you know how the local ducks
are and what the prospects are for shooting. There are
no ducks, no game of any kind so far, and if we don't
have rain before long, and lots of it, I don't look for any
shooting this fall to amount to anything. Everything is

dried up, what wasn't last year is this, and is so hard
that there are no plover in the country. I never knew
game so scarce as this fall so far."

I do not learn that this is general, and have heard that
in Dakota the season has been favorable. The crop re-
ports indicate good game weather. E, Hough.

THE SAFETY OF HAMMERLESS GUNS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your last number I notice "Hints in Handling Guns,"

which are good. One sentence struck me as peculiar:
"Hammerless guns are a constant danger to persons boat-
ing." I have hunted ducks and shot at them a good
many times from a boat, and have used and been in com-
pany with persons who used hammerless guns for years
and never had an accident, nor did any of the numerous
friends using these guns while in my company have one.
On the other hand, with people using hammer guns the
case has been entii-ely different, and memory recalls many
hair-breadth escapes and some serious accidents, and also
some deaths occurring from the rise of hammer gims,
which could not have occurred had a hammerless been
used. A hammerless gun is far more safe than any make
of gun with hammers, and if properly constructed with
a good "block safety" there is no possible danger of shoot-
ing your friends or yourself; and if no "block safety" is

used, there is not near the danger of accidents in using a
hammerless that there is in one with "dog ears." When
two people are in the boat and you are going to the shooting
ground allow only one gun to be loaded after the parties
have taken their places, one of them facing the bow, the
other to use oars or paddle. When the place designed to
shoot over is reached, remove the shells, set out four de-
coys, assume your places, and if shooting from a boat
face each other, and never swing your gun over your
companion's head, nor around in front of htm, but let
each do his shooting from the right side as you face each
other, and my word for it no one will be harmed. The
writer has been in this position and seen his companion
kill thirty ducks when not three fell to his gun. But
how was it when the setting sun was sinking in the west-
ern horizon and the ducks were returning to the "mash"?
Then my companion could sit and watch me kill or mits
them the same as I did him during the morning flights.

Hammerless,
Oazenovia, n.

The Weedsport Rod and Gun Club has been organ-
ized at Weedsport, N. Y., with these officers: President,
Dr. Haskall; Vice-President, B, J. Hoyt; Secretary and
Treasurer, E, L. Benedict; Directors—H. A. Stevens, Geo.
Stickle, J, I, Weed, C. F, Brooks, A, Stickle, The club
proposes to see that the game laws are enforced. They
will occasionally hold social meetings and target shoots.

Spobtsmkn Attention!—If you want fine sport and plenty of
feathered game, go to northern Iowa. The shooting is excellent
and you cannot fail to enjoy the trip. Or if yon desire to go a
little further, the prairie and lake region of Minnesota is equally
good for both fish and game, and the distance not much greater.
Both are reached by the Chicago, St. Paul & Kansas City Railway,
the leading line for sportsmen and tourists between Chicago arid
the Northwest, as well as the West and Southwest, and a favorite
route with all who have traveled over it. Tourist tickets now ott
sale. For any further information call on or address F. H. Lord,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent, Phenis Building, Chicago,
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THE open season on partridge, or ruffed grouse, began
on Tuesday, Sept. 1, in Maine, New Hampshire and

Vermont. The open season on woodcock also began on
the same day in Maine and New Hamshire, but in Ver-
mont the open season on that bird began on Aug. 15.

Mr. J. O. Frost, of the flour trade, and very well known
all over New England, lives on a fine farm in southern
Vermont. He dearly loves to shoot, and likes better still

to have his friends enjoy a good shoot. He lives in a
good partridge section, and usually there are some birds
to be had; but this year he tells me that he has not seen a
single flock. He remarks that thei-e ought to ba some
partridges in the woods about his place. By special sta-
tute, enacted in 1890, dogs are prohibited for hunting
gvonse in the State of Vermont. See BooJt of the Game
Laws (Forest and Stream Publishing Co.).
W. H. Coggin, salesman with Dwinell, Hayward &Co.,

well known in the New England coffee trade, has just re-
turned from his vacation trip. He has been absent two
weeks. With his brother-in-law, W. H. Doan, he hired
a cottage at Norihport, Me. just out of Bfelfast Bay.

sight. This was the closest I remember ever to have been
to thi? wild bird in his native state, when seen, I have
been closer to one, but then I did not know it until he
flew.

This bird had heard me walking, and his curiosity had
prompted him to come to the edge and look down to dis-
cover the cause of the noise. Perceiving that my back
was toward him he knew I could not see him, and so had
remained; perhaps he had not seen enough of me to sat-
isfy him, and when I turned round he knew I could not
reach him from the lay of the ground. He probably had
never been shot at, and knew nothing of the killing power
of the gun which I held in my hand or of man's ability
to harm at a distance. There is a possibility also that
this bird had never even seen a man, although this is

hardly probable. Dorp.
Schenectady, N. Y.

WILD RICE.

CHICAGO.—Mr. F, A, Howe, a prominent member of
the Tolleston Club, one of Chicago's most esteemed

sportsmen, one of the thoughtful and'investigating sort,

Indiana.—Fremont, Ind., Aug, 18,-1 would like to
offer a suggestion, that more of the readers of your paper
would keep a memorandum of each day's shooting, giv-
ing an account of each shot and description of the ground
covered each day, etc., etc., and send a copy of the same
to your paper at least once each month. We have prairie
chicken in this county and the county west and north of
us. Partridges and quail are more more plenty than they
have been for many years. A great many of the farmers
object to hunting on their premises. I noticed the fre-
quent mention in Forest and Stream of Arctic owls
being killed during the last winter, I send you by pres-
ent mail photos of a pair which I secured last December.
Two others were killed in this county in the same
month.—Mc.

Missouri Prairie Chickens.—Alexandria, Mo.—The
open season for grouse shooting here in Missouri begins
Aug. 1 , and on that date and for a week or so following
there is a general slaughter of these splendid game birds.
City hunters come out and camp, and invade stubble
fields and pastures and shoot most every grouse that they

Mrs. Coggin and her sisser. Miss Ella F. Doan, were in
the party to make it complete. They went fishing every
day, when the weather would permit, and it was gener-
ally fine. They were there for fishing. It was mackerel
this year that they caught, instead of pickerel and bass
in the Hampden Pond, as last year. Oae morning they
made a catch of 42 mackerel, the ladies greatly enjoying
the sport. They had always enough for the table. The
fishermen in that section had a good deal to say about
"trow bait." They had it. It was clams chopped up,
and when kept for several days in warm weather, it was
fit to hi called any sort of biit, except sweet-smelling.
This "trow bait" would insure the fishermen a plenty of
mackerel almost any morning. One morning the Coggin
jiarty decided to try it. They hired the owner of the
"trow bait" to scatter it jilentiEally over the surface of
the sea, as was his wont. Taen they all fell to fishing,

but without a blessed mackerel, after a two hours' trial.

They sent the owner of "trow bait" home, and did not
ask for his services again.
A peculiar attraction to be shown at the Eastern Maine

Fair, in Bangor, in a few days, is a pair of tame moose,
found and captured by one Burgoin, near the Hunt farm,
in the vicinity of Mattawamkeag.
Camp Leatherstocking is completed, on the knoll known

as Cherrytree Point, just below Camp Stewart, at the
upper end of Richardson Lake, Me. This camp is the
property of Mr, N. G. Manson, Jr., of the firm of Bellows
& Manson, of the Boston iron trade. O. W. Cutting, the
well-known guide and camp cook, has been master
builder. It is said that the camp is a beauty. Dr. Haven
of Boston is to build a fine camp on the green island that
divides the West Arm from the uppsr end of Richardson
Lake, He will build this winter. Such is the march of
improvement. A few years more, and like the Adiron-
dacks,the Rmgeleys will be lined with beautiful cottages
and camps, costing up into the thousands of dollars.

Special.

WAYS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE.
ONE day while out shooting among the Glenville Hills,

I was walking in a path a short distance from the
top of one of the sides of a deep gorge that ran among
them. After going some distance I had stopped at a point
where the path wound abruptly round the hill, and I stood
looking down into the gulf below. From this j)oint I

had a magnificent view of the varied foliage, and caught
glimpses of the pebbly stream that flowed through its

whole length. Behind me the tall j)ines and hemlocks
threw a sombre shade over the scene. Their tops sway-
ing and roaring with the wind brought to my mind the
words of Bulwer Lytton:

told me something which will be of interest to a great
many owning duck preserves.
"I can tell you something about wild rice," said Mr.

Howe, "something jast the contrary of what you would
expect. You would naturally think, wouldn't you, that,
as the rice gets ripe and naturally falls off into the water
during the fall, the fall would be the natural season for
planting wild rice if you wanted it to grow to the best
advantage? Well, it isn't. I know it has always been
thought to be, but our experience at Tolleston Club this

year doesn't show that to be true.

"We got twenty-five bitshels of wild rice last fall and
sowed twenty bushels of it the best we knew how. It

did poorly; indeed the experiment was practically a fail-

ure. This spring we took oar remaining five bushels and
sowed it, and the result is simply amazing. I believe we
have 200 acres of wild rice now, and I never saw a heav-
ier growth. The stalks are 8 ft. high and as wide as your
two fingers in some instances. We blundered into it,

but we now have wild rice in abundance on Tolleston
marsh, and it was this spring's sowing that did it. When
the marsh was dry the cattle killed off the original marsh
growth. We now have a dam which holds the water at

proper stage, and I think we have solved the question of
wild rice feed for om- clucks." E. Hough.

An Appeal to Colorado Sportsmen.—^Denver, Aug.
21.—To Members of the Rocky Mountain Sportsmen's
Association and All True Sportsmen: As ycu are aware,
our Association secured through the Eighth General As-
sembly the appointment of a game and fish commissioner,
three district game wardens and and six deputy wardens.
Our State Auditor now informs us that there are no funds
for the payment of salaries or expenses of the fish and
game wardens, in prosecuting violators of the game laws.
It is thought that by the last of October there will be an
abundance of money to cover these expenses; but now is

the critical period; giant powder is being freely used; hun-
dreds upon hundreds of deer and elk are being wantonly
slaughtered for their hides, and these violations are only
suffered to go unpunished by reason of the temporary
scarcity of State funds. In this exigency 1 believe it incum-
bent upon us as sportsmen, to fill in the gap. Betwen |200
and |300 are necessary at once. The money will be turned
over to Commissioner Land, accompanied by the name of
each subscriber. The assessment which I now make is

fifty cents per capita, for each member of the Asso-
ciation; this is a very trifling amount compared with the
immense good which I promise you will be done with the
money. Respond promptly and generously. Remit to me
joost office order, or jjostal note, to 1227 17th street, Den-
ver. Yours truly, C. M. Hampson, President R. M. S. A.

"The dim forests awful \Yitlitlie roar of pines."

Finally I turned to resume my walk, and as I did so
I cast my eyes upward and there upon a plateau cov-
ered with moss, that projected nearly over me, stood a
ruffed grouse looking intently down upon me. He was
12ft. from me, as I afterward measured it. He was partly
turned sideways, with his neck arched and head bent
down, and made a beautiful picture with a background
of evergreen.
He remained motionless, as I did also for above a half

minute, when he slowly tiu-ned and was quickly lost to

Kentucky.—Shelbyville, Aug. 18.—Although the sea-

son has been rather wet, quail appear to be plentiful in
the stubble and similar cover, and had 1 the time I could
have rare sport. It would be somewhat marred, though,
by having to lug around the 9Jibs, of my 13-gauge. Who
will trade me a feather-weight small-bore for it? Quail
is about the only game to be found here. Rabbits are
plentiful, but no bu-d hunter wiU. shoot rabbits, because
too heavy to carry and not of much value to the table:

but they are eagerly hunted by the negroes, who often
depend on them as their only meat supply.—J, S. M.

find. Some savage sportsmen even shoot grouse several
days before the law is out, thus getting in their cowardly
work ahead of sportsmen who observe the law. I think
the law is very imperfect a? to date. On Aug. 15 in this
latitude these birds are about two-thirds grown, and fall

easy victims to wholesale shooters. Let the open season
begin with December and end about Feb 15. This will
give those birds a chance to regain their numbers and to
continue with us.

—

Jasper Blines.

The Storm of Last Week brought the shore birds
out in force along the Long Island and New Jersey coast
shooting grounds

.

mid §irp fishing.

"ON THE. NORTH SHORE."
COMMENTING on Mr. Starbuck's series of North Shore

fronting experiences, "Podgers" writes: I want to
express my thanks to your valuable correspondent ]\Ir.

Alex. Starbuck for setting at rest a long-cherished idea
that I could some day indulge in an outing on the shores
of Lake Superior. I have read very attentively that
gentleman's interesting articles on his exj)erience3 in
that region, and have come to the conclusion that I shall
not undertake any similar expedition in that direction, I

confess to a great disappointment in its resources, to say
nothing of its climatic features, and especially as regards
its fishing inducements. I am no tenderfoot, and can
endure much that is disagreeable if there is a reasonable
compensation in the way of sport for rod and reel. Prom
Mr. Starbuck's relation he appears to have enjoyed a
maximum of storms, bad weather and discomforts with a
minimum of good fishing, and after the facilities and
grand sport the waters of Canada afford, a trip to the
shores of the western lakes seems to be going much fur-
ther and faring a great deal worse. In fact there is sel-

dom any worse at all in Canada fishing. Mr. Starbuck
has dispelled the cherished illusions I have had of the
field for fishermen in the Far West. I know of fisjiiug

grounds to be reached in a palace car within twenty-five
hours of New York, where more trout and larger ones
can be landed in one, or say two days' fishing than Mr,
Starbuck claims in his whole trip, to say nothing of his
discomforts and the expense.
There is ever a great charm in roughing it and encoun-

tering a certain amount of hardship in such an expe-
dition, and also a charm in wild scenery, all of which I

fully appreciate; but I want something else; I want fish,

and plenty of them, without which adjunct it is like a
dish without seasoning. Beautiful "lakes, waterfalls,
rushing rivers, fill the sentimental part, but I want to
fill the creel as well. Sentiment and love of nature plays
its part, but however beautiful the sparkling waters of a
lake, the clear rushing torrent of a river, if there are no
fish I want to move on. In Canada the lakes are beauti-
ful, the rivers rush and foam, the scenery is fine and so
is the fisliing. We get cart loads of sentiment and a
basketful of big fish at the same time. Sentiment and
fish harmonize when the fish are in it. I am not in it

when the fish are omitted.
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It is quite litely that Mi-. Starbuck won't thank me for
my sympathy, and no doubt he enjoyed his trip and is

well satisfied with it; but to my mind there was too
much discomfort, too much rain, too much rough water,
and too much "Ingin" in it, and too few fish for real right
down enjoyment. Such an accomplished sportsman de-
serves better luck. I hope Mr. Starbuck will come east
some day and try Canada, where he will find a great field
for exploration, where the foot of white man has never
trod, lakes and streams galore that have never known a
fly upon their bosoms. He can, too, indulge in his pen-
chant for Indians, but they are all good 'Indians, suffi-

ciently civilized to recognize a fair quantity of fire water,
but not given to "ways that are dark and tricks that ar-e

vain," as those he has had his experience with; and in
canoe and camp they are valuable men, of course the less
civilization the better the man. Podqers.

ANGLING NOTES.
ONE of the members of the Cascapedia Salmon Club

who recently returned from that river confirms the
report of poor salmon fishing this season. So that a scar-
city of salmon it not confined to the Eestigouche. Bat
as an oif-set Mr. Patterson says that he never had such
trout fishing in his life, both for sea trout and the
true speckled trout. He made one trip far up the
river with his Indians, beyond where white men usually
go, and captured some magnificent specimens of brook
trout, one of which weighed 91bs. and several over 51bs.
each. He found that for 30 miles up from the mouth of
the Cascapedia, the sea trout were the only Idnd to be
found, then beyond that point the brook troiit and the sea
trout were both found, but in the upper waters he caught
no sea trout at all. Whether these fish gradually lose
their bi-illiant silvery color and become the ordinary
speckled trout or not I cannot tell.

York, especially as the fish appear to be increasing innum-
bers:
During -July and August there has been a greater abun-

dance of blue pike in the Oswego River, at Oswego, than
for many years. For a period of about four weeks the
run of this species was phenomenally large, and the num-
ber of fish taken may be counted by the thoxisanda. Some
days in July as many as 500 people were fishing from the
wharves and docks and from rowboata. At the present
time comparatively few fish are caught, althought per-
haps a hundred anglers visit the river for a few hours'
sport. The current in the stream is quite rapid, and the
most usual method is to allow the line to drift, while the
fisherman, pole in hand, walks along the shore. There is

also some trolling. Spoon hooks, baited or naked, are
most generally employed, although not a few fish have
been taken with plain angle-worms. The fish have
weighed from a few ounces to more than four pounds,
individuals of the latter size not being at all uncommon.
The daily catches have ranged from 10 to over 100 fiah,

and a reliable fisherman places the number landed since
the beginning of the season at over 150,000, which appears
to be a low estimate.

A PUBLIC-SPIRITED ANGLER.
THE fisherman who takes California trout from Onon-

daga creek has good reason to be grateful to Mr,
Henry Loftic. This not necessarily because the fishei'-

man may happen to use tackle made by Mr. Loftie, but
because it is altogether due to that gentleman's public-
spirited enterprise that the fish are now to be found in the
stream. Indeed many waters in the vicinity owe their

Doctor Hawes's son had the great good luck to kill a big
speckled trout in Preston Pond, Adirondack Club, It
lacked just loz, of being a 61b, fish. This is probably the
largest speckled trout ever killed in that section of the
woods, if not in the whole Adirondack region, A few
years ago Mr, Cromwell caught a4.ilb. speckled trout on a
back cast. His fly trouched the water behind him and
he exclaimed, "I am fast! must have caught a log or
stump," but the guide told him there was 00ft. of water
there and it could not be a stump. Ju3t then the trout
stai'ted and Mr. Cromwell soon found out it was no stum]^,
but a big fish.

Large bluefish are being caught outside of Fire Island
in fair numbers. The best place is on the outer bank,
some 5 miles from shore. It is only safe to go out when
the wind is "ofl" shore." Mr. C. E. W. Chambers and two
sons caught 53 bluefish running from 2 to 4lbs. in half a
day's fishing off Rockaway Inlet last Thursday, and every
boat in sight seemed to be taking their share, A few big
weakfish were also taken on the squid.

The New York, Maine and New Brunswick S. S. Co.
offer to give a two weeks' excursion to S:. John, N. B,,
Campobello Island, etc., for |30; this includes everything.
Not a bad idea to introduce that magnificent country to
the people, and I have no doubt that one could have quite
a little fishing on such a trip, as they allow about a week
on shore. And they visit an excellent section for both
sweet and salt-water fishing.

Striped bass fishing is imoroving rapidly. A number
have been caught in Hell Gate waters by trolling and
they are now running in the salt-water creeks on the
south side of Long Island. Not long ago an angler took
a fine speckled trout while fishing for striped bass.
Delicate tackle is necessary for this style of bass fishing.

On July 13 Silas Newell, John Swim, Frank Duuder-
berger, and George Goldsmith exploded dynamite car-
tridges in the Hudson Eiver near lona Island, A tew
days ago they settled by paying fifty dollars fine and
promising never to do so again. State Fish and Game
Protector Kidd, of Newburgh, accomplished this result.

Scarlet-Ibis,

THE BLUE PIKE.

A SMALL relative of the pike-perch, or wall-eyed pike,
is rather widely known in the Great Lakes and the

Ohio River as blue pike and blue pickerel. In Lake Erie
this is one of the most abundant fishes, ranking next to
lake herring, as may be realized from the catch of 1885,
which amounted to 8,000,0001bs. In Lake Ontario the
species is not so common; but recent advices from the
Oswego River tell of an unusual run during August.
It has been recorded that Oswego fishermen sometimes
apply the name gray pike to the blue variety; but this
term is generally used for the Sanger, which is a verv
distinct fish. The blue pike is shorter and deeper than
the pike-perch; has a larger eye; is bluish or greenish on
the upper parts and with little trace of the brassy lustre
characteristic of the pike-perch; the spinous dorsal has a
dark band and on the posterior part is the usual black
blotch. In size the blue pike U usually much smaller than
the pike-perch, about 1 to 21bs. in weight, according to
locality, and 15in. in length; but specimens weighing
I51bs. have been recorded.
In Ohio the fish is said to occur only in bayous and in-

lets, while the pike-perch is found in deep jparts of lakes
and in large rivers. The pike-perch spawn in the spring,
April and May being the montlis of the greatest activity
in this operation. The eggs are now artiflcally hatched
yearly by hundreds of millions and the fish has be-
come one of the general favorites wherever it has been
introduced, and especially in the Delaware and Susque-
hanna rivers. In the Susquehanna the pike-perch lives
in eddies and deep pools in the vicinity of rapids and has
a fondness for the shelter of rocks and sunken logs, where
it lies in wait for the minnows on which it feeds. The
eye of the living pike-perch is one of the most beautiful
things in natiu-e, combining the blue of the sky and the
green of the sea. The movements of the fisJi when
seizing its prey are extremely pike-like.
Blue pike is the fish principally taken by the Buffalo

fishermen who follow ice-fishing from December until
March; but the most approved modes of capture are by
trolling and fly-fishing. Anglers will be glad to hear of
tine following ffood repoH (torn th^ OsSwego River, New I

HENEY LOFTIE.

fish supply to the same activity. Fish planting and fish
protection are two themes on which Mr. Loftie is ever
ready to talk, and what is better, he is equally as ready
to give time and work and money to advaiice the cause.
For the past ten years he has been actively engaged in
stocking and protecting the waters of central New York.
He is one of the most active members of the Onondaga
Anglers' Association. Mr. Loftie is an angler through
and through, and it was long ago accepted as a foregone
conclusion that he would eventually find his way into
the manufacture of angling goods. As the head of the
Syracuse Bamboo Furniture Co. he is widely known to
the fishing tackle trade and to fishermen, who will wel-
come the very faithful portrait here given.

FISHING RIGHTS.

FROM Mr. F. M. "Ward, of Newton, N. J., Fish Com-
missioner, we have received the following exposition

of fishing rights:
A short time since a discussion arose among some gen-

tlemen of this township, relative to the rights of land
owners along the Wallkill, and what rights these land
owners have in relation to fishing in the Wallkill, either
legally or illegally.

It was contended by many of them that parties owning
land along its shores could fish with nets or set lities or
any other contrivance as long as it was done on their own
premises, and that no law of the State could interfere for
so doing. They also contended that they could authorize
whomsoever they saw proper to fish in the satne manner,
^
In order to settle the matter definitely and to have a

final understanding in regard to the question at israe, a
representative of the Newton Indepevdent interviewed
several of the county lawyers, State Fish Commissioner
Ward, Judge Martin

J and'Mr. John Linn, of Hamburg,
President of the Game and Fish Protective Association,
At the request of Fish Commissioner Ward, Lawyer Henry
Huston, of Newton, wrote the following opinion which
was substantially concurred in by the gentlemen men-
tioned above. It is as follows:
"The Wallkill, within this State, is subject to the laws

of New Jersey regulating fishing. The State has the right
aud_authority to regulate and protect fish in ijri vate waters
in rivers where the tide does not ebb or flow, in streams
not navigable, and in lakes and ponds, and to impose fines,
forfeitures and penalties for violation of laws enacted for
such purpose, Wellerv. Snover, 13 Vroom, 341. Dougherty
V. Oonover, 13 Vroom, 19S. VanAuUn v. Decker, 1 Penn.
108- Champion r. Pieree* 6 Halst< 196, ShoRTOakft* -r,

State, Spencer, 153, and numerous cases in other Spates
and in the Supreme Court of the United States.
"Where a stream of water flows through a farm, the

owner of such farm has no right to take fish from such
stream except according to the laws of the State. And if
such owner catch fish from such stream out of season, or
with nets, fikes or seines, or in any other way prohibited
by the laws of the State, he violates the law and is liable
to conviction and subject to the penalties provided by law.
He has no more right to catch fish from such stream out
of season, or contrary to law, than any other iserson. If
such owner use nets he may be fined and the nets may be
confiscated.

"Any person may catch trout between April 1 and July
15, and then only with hook and line; he may catch
pickerel at any time except March and April, but only
with hook and line; he may catch bass between May 30
and December 1, and then only with hook and line. The
trout caught and kept must be at least six inches long,
and black bass seven inches long. He may not fisl^ on
Sunday, The hauling of nets in fresh water or ponds is a
violation of law, whether any fish are caught or not.
"No one has a right to trespass on the lands of another

for the purpose of catching fish without permission of the
owTier, and if the owner, or occupant, shall post a notice
adjacent to any stream or pond, the person so trespassing
shall be deemed guilty of trespass, and in addition to
damages recoverable by law, shall be liable to the owner,
lessee or occupant, in a penalty of $100 for every such
offense. See act approved March 27, 1874, section 18,
"Generally, for any violation of the laws relating to the

protection of fish, the offender may be arrested, brought
before a justice of the peace, tried summarily and with-
out a jiiry, and upon conviction must pay the penalty
prescribed by the statutes, with costs of suit, or be sent to
the county jail for not less than ten nor more than thirty
days," Very truly yours, Henky Hustow,

BIG CATCHES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Here's more of it. In a recent issue of Forest And
Stkeajvi a correspondent, writing from Minnesota, says
that he and a friend went to a lake and in just "five
hours caught 115 fish, nearly all black bass," and that it

was "nothing out of the common to take twenty or more
bass, weighing from 2i to 5lbs, apiece, any morning or
evening," Well, I should say that it was considerably
"out of the common." It seems to me it was uncom-
monly gluttonous.
In the same jiaper another man writes of going to

Reed's Bay. New York, and with a friend "catching in
two days 188 as fine small-mouth bass as one would wish
to see." What for? Great Ci^^sar's ghost, what for?
And further on he says, "What we call our record day

was," etc. , etc. So it was a fish for record, eh? Of course,
so that he could boast of it. And he says the weather
was so bad they could fish but fotu-or five hours each day.
It must have been, a heart-breaking regret that they
couldn't fish ten hours a day at the rate of thirty-five fine
black bass per hour. That would have been a much big-
ger string to swell over. Shame!
Again, in the same paper, "Scores of 43, 50 and 70 in a

day have been reported"—black bass at Greenwood Lake.
Praiseworthy and eminently gratifying it must have
been. ,

In a Philadelphia paper I read, a day or two ago, that
"between Tacony and Bridesburg (in the Delaware) two
men caught 31 dozen and 3 perch, and two reverend gen-
tlemen and a layman caught—murdered in cold blood—
24 dozen and—" That's all; 660 fish in four hours. Isn't
that nice! Wasn't that fine work! Isn't that a job to be
proud of! One hundred and ten fish apiece in four hottrs!
Ye gods and little fishes! What kind of humanity is this?
What did they do with them all? There is no record in
any of these stories that a single fish was thrown back.
If there were there would not be so much shame, by some
shame for each fish returned. And fishermen complain
that fishing is not as good as it used to be in many waters.
What will it be in the near future in the waters named if
such things be? These men did not go for food alone, thoy
went for sport. What is their idea of sport? To kill just
as much as possible in a given time? I'm sorry for them.
When will the custom obtain for sportsjnen to catch only
what they need, and if they must catch more, return to
the water promptly the surplus? I know it is the custom
with many to caich what they individually need, and
then all their friends and neighbors need or can get away
with, and so excuse their greed; but I think the needs of
all hands might be greatly curtailed with a little thought-
ful self-denial, with largely resultant benefit to themselves
and other fishermen. Why not let this idea soak in, and
act upon it you, and you, and you? O. O. S.

TROUT FISHING AT THE "SOO."
Q AULT STE. MARIE., Ont., Aug. 12,—Editor Forest
KJ and Stream: Mr. Beard and myself have been about
here fishing and outing since the middle of June, and
have had various luck in the streams, lakes and rapids in
this vicinity, and very enjoyable this summer, especially
on account of the almost entire absence of flies and mos-
quitoes. About two vveeks ago we struck some reef fish-
ing, within two and three miles of the "Soo," that has sur-
passed any of the fishing that has been reported from the
North Shore.
One day we brought in 19 trout, caught in say two

hours' moi-ning fishing and three hours in the afternoon.
They weighed 251bs,; and a few days after we caught
12 trout that weighed 201bs. in almost the same length of
time fishing: and other days not so many, hut always
some weighing from 1 to 51bs,: and iAns ail within easy •

rowing distance of the hotels. These atvin^-s oi' fihh were
all weighed at Mr. Plummer's store and in the presence
of a num ber of people.
The fishing in the streams back of here and all about is

very good; and it is no trouble at all to bring in a basket
of from 50 upward; but these are all small brook
trout, and of course do not comiiarc in sport with the
larger ones, I write this letter in the hope that the atten-
tion of your angling readers may be attracted to this place
and vicinity, for I am fully of the opinion that better
fishing for speckled trout can be had here than at most of
the more noted places, and at far less expense.
And though an American in every sense, born and

raised in the States and now living in Memphis, Tenn.,
let me suggest as far preferablt>, to stop on the Canadian
side at either of two most exeeil^fet hotels.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, Aug. 39,—As stated earlier, Mr. W. P.

Mvissey lias been down at Mak-saw-ba Club fishing

this week. At his invitation I joined him to try some of

that interesting Kankakee River fishing, of which I have
lately said so much. We had a simply terrible day. It

rained almost continuously, and we were drenched, cold

and shivering long before evening, but we got 10 fish,

vpeighing 241bs., all l;)ass but one, a wall-eye, and all the

bass small-mouths but two. I never saw fish strike more
viciously or fight harder, and must pronounce this river

fishing the most exciting of any I had so close to the city.

The streaiD. is swift, but very deep in the bends, with oc-

casional snags, where Mr. Mussey's 4oz. brass ring, which
he calls his "hook eraser," comes very handy in getting
tangled tackle loose. The quality of rod and other gear
must be of the best, for the stream is so naiTOw that often

a bass will go directly under the boat in spite of every-
thing. I found in using the long 13ft. push-paddle that
th(^ bottom, of all this rivor along there is solid gravel or

gravel or sand. This accounts for the small-mouths. Yet
the stream flows througli a regular marsh, and its low
banks are black and mucky to a degree. There is a sub-

stratum of sand and gravel, and into this the stream has
cut. In the deep bends I could not find bottom with the
paddle. The Kankakee is a remarkable stream , a superb
angling stream, even as it is now. With proper protec-

tion and Avith the dams all open what magnificent fish-

ing it would ofl'er. The club men along that river cer-

tainly ought to join heartily and aid financially the Kan-
kakee Association, They do not know their privileges.

The stream is simply grand for fishing purposes. The
duck shooting is gone there and everywhere in this aec-

tion. but the fishing is not gone, and can be kept.
E. HOTJGH.

Pickerel and Gold Watch.—A North Lyme, Conn.,
special reports that "Joshua Halford went fishing in Hog
Pond and caught a pickerel weighing over Gibs, When
he cut the fish open in its stomach he found a gold watch
and chain. Upon the inside of the back case of the
watch was engraved the name 'Charles Whaley,' The
discovery of the watch clears up a mystery which has
puzzled the people in this vicinity for two years. On the
morning of July 2, 1889, Whaley informed the foreman
of his farm that he was going to Hartford on a business
trip and might not return for two days. Since that
morning no trace of the man has been found until to-day,

when the watch was discovered in the belly of the fish."

Is it something new for a pickerel to become a ground-
feeding fiah in order to possess itself of the above men-
tioned watch and chaui? or did the fish go ashore and
rob the man and carrj' the evidence of its crime in its

own bosom for two solid years to be caught with the full

evidence of his g(u)ilt at last? The story is very "Wha-
ley." Where's the golden fishhook?

—

^Fked.

Angling with a Eifle.—Alexandria, Mo.—The com-
panionship of a good gun affords much true pleasure.

One day ia spting, when the air was pure and the sun-
shine clear, a friend and I took my Winchester rifle and
visited the shores of one of our Mississippi River inland
ponds. Several kinds of fish were sporting about in the
clear waters. There were sunfish, bass, catfish, and oc-

casionally the waters would indicate the presence of a
pike, which seemed to possess a socially repellant atmos-
phere, for all the other fish would hurry away on very
urgent business in other localities, A 31b. bass received
attention from the Winchester, and a very pretty shot

was made, the ball having passed through the lower part

of the fish's gills. A shot at a pike 3ft. in length sent it

wildly tearing through the water at a sweepstake rate.

The bass was about Gin. below the surface. Shooting fish

with a rifle requires skill, and a person can have hours of

pleasure in this line of sport.

—

Jasper Blines.

Cape Cod Notes.—Bluefish are very scarce at present
in Cape Cod Bay. Dogfish have driven these and nearly
all other kinds ofE the coast. Lobsters are so scarce that
they seldom are to be found in the market. At Woods
HoU about 100 bluefish were caught with hook and line

during last week, and a few striped bass, usually of small
or moderate size, were taken in the same waters, Tau-
tog, sea bass, squeteague and scup are scarce, A remora
in the Fish Commission aquarium has become so tame
that it will take food from the hand; the rudderfish and
orangefish will feed in the same way, and the appetites

of .all these fishes is astonishing, A male pipefish has its

marsupium filled with young fish, of which it takes dili-

gent care. Young lobsters, hatched three months ago,
are still living and doing well, but their number is very
small.—B. (Woods IIoll, Aug, 34).

Alexandria Bay Fishing.—New York, Aug, 35,-1
have just returned from a three weeks' stay at Alexan-
dria Bay, and my own experience coincides with nearly
every one else there that the fishing this year has been a
very great improvement over any other during the last

ten years, I had no difficulty in getting all the pike,

black bass and perch I wanted without going out of sight

or call of my island. My island is dii-ectly opposite Alex-
andria Bay and is passed" by a great many steamers daily,

but there have been a large number of pike (pickerel)

taken all about it, which makes me think that a little dis-

turbance of passing steamers doesn't disturb them,—C.

Wounded .by a Skate,—Port Monmouth, N. J. Aug.
88.—Wm. Oberman, a fisherman, while draining a pond
into Raritan Bay this morning, hauled up an immense
skate or stingaree. a fish whose tail is like a saw. As he
threw the fish in the boat it made a leap and struck him
on., the leg, near the knee, nearly severing it. As the
teeth or points on the fish are poisonous, Dr. John H.
Tan Mater was summoned. Oberman is in a dangerous
condition, having become unconscious from loss of

blood.

The Berkshire Trout Club, of Berkshire, Mass, , ex-
pects to increase the capacity of its hatchery at Great
Barrington by adding a new spawning race. The hatch-
ery produced 120,000 trout last spring,^and is expected to

furnish 300,000 next season.

St. Marguerite Salmon Club,—A share in the St.

Marguerite has been purchased by Mr. E. B. Wharton,
of Boston, for |3,650.

State Game Protector Northrup and a party of
Alexandria Bay men captured fish nets near Cape Vin-
cent last week, in one of which they found nearly SOOlbs.

of game fish. The owner of the nets could not be found.
The nets were burned at Alexandria Bay amid great re-

joicing.

The Muscalonge Eecoed for ladies on the St. Law-
rence this season is held by Mrs. Gardiner M. Skinner,
who is "high hook" with a 40-pounder, measuring 4ft. llin.

in length. We have received in evidence a photograph
of the fish and its captor.

Hunting and Fishing in thb Northwest. -Are you plan-
ning for an outing tliis summer? Have you ever looked up the
famous resorts of the Nortliweat ? It is not an exaggeration to
say tliat the best hunting and fishing grounds in North America
are found In the territory tributary to the Northern Pacific Rail-
road. The lake park region in Minnesota affords pickerel, pike,
bass and mascalouge; rock bass are found in ntimerotis streams,
and deer, elk and bear abound in the forest regions; antelope are
found in Nortli Dakota. The Snowy. Bitter Roo', Grazy, Rooky
and Cascade Mountains are the home of moose, elk, caribou,
cougarp. Rocky Mountain sheep and goat and other large game,
while all of the Northwestern States abound In featherc' game.
Rocky Mountain trout and grayling are caught in the Yellow-
stune, Gallatin, Madison, Jefferson, Clark's Fork and Green
rivers, affording unrivalled sport. An interesting pamphlet,
"Game Preserves of North America," can be obtained free on
application to Chab. S, Fee, G. P. & T. A. of the Northern Pacific
R, R, at St, Paul, Minn, Descriptive publications concerning
Yellowstone Park, Paciflo coast, and Alasks will also be mailed on
receipt of application, referring to Forest and Stream,—^du.

AMERICAN FISH IN ENGLAND.
ICHTHYOLOGIST" writes from London, England, as

follows: Previous to the existence of establishments
devoted to the breeding of salmon, trout and other fresh-
water species, little was known as to their rate of growth,
but now we are able to ascertain definitely what it is. Com-
mencing with the egg itself, the pisciculturist watches from
day to day, from month to month and from year to year their
development and the wonderful transformations which they
undergo during every period of their existence. Therefore
the longer the establishment has been formed the more In-

teresting are the sights it reveals, and the more instructive
are its lessons, for as it grows in years the stock &^h. neces-
sarily develop till they reach maturity, yielding each season
vast quantities of offspring after their kind. I was particu-
larly struck with this the other day upon visiting the large
piscicultural establishment founded by Mr. William Bur-
gess at Malvern Wells, Worcestershire, and known as the
Midland Counties Fish Culture Establishment. Here every
kind of British fresh-water fish is propagated, together
with certain foreign forms. The ponds are now replete with
salmonidffl and coarse fish in all stages of development, and
it is this which adds such a charm to the piscatorial spec-
tacle. In one series of ponds may be observed millions of
fry hatched out last winter; in another section, yearlings ap-
pear; in another three-year-old fish, and so on. Some of
them are as much asSlbs. in weight, while many are as small
as loz. It is not given to us to gaze upon the lusty trout at
will, and when we do catch a glimpse of it in a wild state it

is only for a second, for they come and go like flashes of
lightning. But at Mr. Burgess's establishment one may at
all times observe them moving aboutiu the ponds, especially
at the feeding hour, when a handful of food will bring
them together from all parts of their habitat, causing them
to display them&elves to the best advantage.
Not only are British trout fully represented in the throng,

but these of American origin as well, having similar prb-
Eortions and almost similar habits. The rainbow trout, the
rook trout and the lake trout are among the latter, scaling

41bs. and upward. All of these were hatched from ova
kindly sent by the United States Pish Commissioner. There
is another transatlantic fish which the Commissioner has
enabled Mr, Burgess to cultivate, viz., the whitefish. For
some j^ears past this fish has been subjected to experiments,
with a view to its acclimatization, and although Mr, Bnr-
ge.ss Avas sttccessful in rearing them from babyhood to the
age of nine mouths, he found great difficulty in doing so
during the winter. This year he has been more successful,
as was shown presently, when he drew off the water in the
habitat in which he placed the fry last autumn. To his joy
and astonishment he beheld a considerable number of the
fish quite lOin. long, which is a considerable growth consid-
ering that they are only eighteen months old. During last
summer and autumn he kept them in shallow ponds, and
on the approach of winter turned them into large ijonds
having a depth of 10ft. Here they evidently prospered re-

markably well, notwithstanding unusual severity of the
winter and spring. The fact of their surviving clearly
shows that our winter climate isnotprejudical to them, and
the extraordinary variety of weather which they have expe-
rienced during the past year and borne satisfactorily is a
proof of their capacity to endure the variableness of our
climatic conditions. There is ample room in some of our
lakes for this valuable food fish, and Mr. Burgess intends to
do his utmost to establish them, being of opinion that they
would be a valuable addition to the commercial fishes of our
inland waters. Of coarse fish, such as perch, roach, chub,
etc., there are a large number in the ponds, especially perch,
a fish that is in great need of cultivation. Every angler
should do his utmost to promote the welfare of this fish,

which is a great favorite among all classes, and one, more-
over, that affords excellent sport and food. It is falling off

in numbers, and has been doing so for some years past; but
with the aid of flshculture much can be done to reinstate it.

Mr. Burgess says it is a fish easily dealt with under the pis-

cicultural system, and it is to be hoped that it will, ere long,
take its place in the hatchery with the trout, and be sub-
jected to the same care and' attention which is bestowed
upon the latter.

F I XTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 4.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Kingston Kennel
Club, at Kingston, Ont, H, C. Corbett, Secretary.
Sept, 8 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel

Club, at Hamilton, Ont.
Sept. U to IS.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association Third

International Dog Show, at Toronto, C, A. Stone, Sec'y and Supt,
Sept. 22 to 25.—inaugural International Dog Show of the Mon-

treal Exposition Company, at Montreal, Canada, Entries close
Sept.. 8. J. Robertson, Secretary.
Sept. 23 to 26,—Inaugural Show of the Blue Grass Kennel Gluh,

at Lexington, Ky, Rotters Williams, Sec'y.
Sept. 29 TO Oct, 1.—Third Annual Dog Show, in connection with

the Central Canada Fair, at ()rt.a.wa. Ont. Alfred (ieddea, Snpt.
Dec. 4 to 8.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the Northern Illinois

Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Rockford, III.

Dec. 10 to 14,—Inaugural Dog Show of the Freeport Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Freeport, 111. T. E. Taylor. Sec'y.
Dec, 30 to Jan, 3.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mohawk

Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, at Gloversville, N,Y. F. B,
Zimmer, Sec'y,

1893.

Jan. 5 to 9.—Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at CharlestoB, S. C. Benj. Mclnness,
Sec'y.
Jan, 13 to 16,—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Kennel Association, at Columbia, S, C F. F. Capers, Secretary,
Greenville, S. O.
Feb. 9 to 12.—Fom-th Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, lU. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y,
Feb. 23 to 26,—Sixteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Supt.
March 1 to 4.—Dog Sbow of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, at

Philadelphia, Pa. F. S, Brown, Sec'y,
March 15 to 18.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Duqueane

Kennel Club, at Pittsburgh, Pa. W. E, Littell, Sec'y.
April 7 to 10.—Seventh Annua! Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boiston. Mass. E- H. Moore. Sec'y.
April 30 to 23.—FourtlL Annual Dog Show of the Southern Cali-

fornia Kennel Club, at Los Angeles, Cal. C. A. i^irmner, Sec'y,
May 4 to 7.—Annual Dog Show of the California Kennel OluU,

at San Francisco, Cal. H. L. Miller. Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 2.—Inaugural Trials of the United Sfates Field Trial Club,

at BickneU, Ind, P. T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y,
Nov. 10.—Second Aimual Trials of the International Field Trial

Ciub. at Chatham, Ont,. W. B. Wells, Sec'y.
Nov, 16.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 13. W. A. Coster,
Serretary.
Nov. 23.—Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point, N. C.

G. G. Davis. Secretary, Philadelphia, Pa.
Nov. 33.—Gordon Setter Club's Field Trials, at Higti Point, N,

C. L. A. Yan Zandt, Secretary, Yonkers, N. Y.
Nov. 33.—Second Annual Trials of the National Beagle Club, at

Nanuet, Rockland county, N. Y. F. W, Chapman, Sec'y.
Nov. 30.—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lexington, N, C. 0. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street, New
York city,
Dec, 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

ConneU, Secretary.

1892.

Jan. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the Bexar Field Trial Club,
at San Antonio. Texas. G. A. Cbabot, Sec'y. Amateurs only.
Jan. 18.—Trials of the Pacific Field Trial Club, at Bakersfield,

Cal. J. M. Kilgarif. Sec'y.
.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of tie Southern FieldTrials

Club, at New Albany, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Sec'y.

NOTED IRISH SETTERS CHANCE OWNERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. F. G. Fowler, the owner of the Oak Grove Kennels,

and who is better known as the owner of one of the largest
and finest breeding farms and stables of trotting horses in
New England, has purchased my Irish setter challenge win-
ner Kildare, a litter brother of Beau Brummell and a son of
the peerless Elcho, Jr., and who has the further distinction
of being the youngest Irish setter that has ever entered the
challenge class in America.
Kildare is the winner of forty fir.st and special prizes, and

is but a few months over three years of age. He has had the
misfortune of never having been shown in proper condition,
but has nevertheless done considerable winning, as is shown
by his record, and he has improved wonderfully since he has
last been exhibited, having deepened in chest and added
more substance, and I consider him to-day one of the best
Irish setters that has been seen in this country. Mr. Fowler
informs me that he will show him the coming season, and I
predict that he will make it hot for the .balance of the dogs
in his class.

Mr. Fowler also purchased from me the prize-winning
bitch Norah Blyth, who is a daughter of champion Tim ana
a niece of champion Ruby (Tlenthore, whom she resembles
in formation very closely. She also gives promise to make
a crack fielder, and 1 trust Mr. Flower will have her pre-
pared to run in the trials this fall, Another of Mr. Fowler's
purchases from my kennels is a very promising bitch, Kil-
dare Joan, .sired by the prize winning Darby II. ex Bess P.,

a prize-winning daughter of Sarsfleld.

During the past year this gentleman ha.s bought seven of
my finest young Irish setters, among which is a dog sired

by champion Elcho, Jr. out of champion Ruby Gleumore,
which gives promise of making a crack of the highest
order; and I look for the Oak Grove Kennels to cut an im-
portant part in the Irish setter affairs of America in the very
near future.

1 have seen it mentioned in the sporting papers that it was
reported that -1575 was the price paid by iVLr. Fowler for Kil-

dare. 1 wish to correct this statement, as the price paid was
$500 for Kildare only.

I am now about out of Irish setters with the exception of

a few youngsters that I am having raised, and which, should
they mature according to promise, will give me a nucleus
for another kennel. My only regret is that I shall not be
able to take a part in the trials this fall.

W. L. WASHINGTOW,
PittsburgA, Pa„ Aug. 39.

THE IRISH SETTER FIELD TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A meeting of the Executive Committee of the Irish Setter

Club has been called for Sept. 9, at 14 South Broad street,

Philadelphia. At this meeting the amount of the Derby
Stakes will probably be decided on and announced. I have
received word from Dr. Jarvis that he Avill offer a silver cup,
to be known as "The Elcho Cup," to become the absolute
property of the winner of the All-Aged Stakes; he says, "I
will give one worth winning."
We have also received a most liberal donation from Mr,

E. B. Bishop, the proprietor of the Glenmore Kennels. He
forwarded me first -^lO and then his check for $100 additional.
One-half of this latter is to go to the winner of the Derby
and one-half to the handler. This is not the only -5100 con-
tribution that has been received. I have sueceeded in get-

ting the rS200 I promised from our city and may, perhaps,
get some more; S25 of it came from the gun editor of the
Philadelphia Item.

I am still on the hunt (or on the still-hunt?). We have
not, as yet, heard from the rank and file in a proper manner.
I would like to have more $o and $10 subscriptions coming
in, so as to show that we have the sympathy and support of

the smaller breeders and owners of single dogs. It is the
duty of every one to do something, and, as has been said
before, if they cannot run a dog they can at lea^. send $.5.

Another thing that I particularly wish to call attention
to is the fact that the Derby entries' will not be so numerous
as the All-Aged and therefore the chances of winning will
be greater. The prizes, judging from our probable income,
will be nearly or cpiite as large as those ottered by the other
trials, and this should encourage owners to make their

Derby nominations promptly. The entries for the Derby
close Sept. 15. If any have not leceived entry blanks, etc.,

let them write to 1,.33S Walnut street and I will forward
them, G. G. Davis, Sec'y-Treas.

BULL-TERRIER STREATHAM MONARCH.—Pitts-

burgh, Aug. 3,1—Editor Forest and Stream: I had thought
to make a surprize but find the dog papers too quick forme.
I bought Streatham Monarch last month and thought to
keep it quiet until he arrived, anyhow, but, as I said before,

was not able to do so. I think i have the best bull-terrier

in the conntry, the only one coming near kim being Attrac-
tion, a bitch I am very fond of and one I came near buying
last spring. Attraction, by the way (formerly called Miss
Glendyne), is the dam of Trentham' Baroness, who in turn
is the dam of my Streatham Monarch. The sire of Streat-

ham Monarch is Streatham Flyer, by Gully the Great out
of Daisy.—John Mooeeead, Jr.
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DOG CHAT.

THE kennel interests of this country are increasing all the
time. Agricultural shows are devoting space and

premiums to the different breeds of dogs where a few years
since they would never have dreamed of such a thing. New
papers are coming out which are tliought not to be complete
without some sort of a kennel department, and this all
serves to Iceep alive an interest in dogs among the general
public. Mr. Eugene Glass, of Battle Creek, Mich., has the
latest venture in view. This is to be The Dog Fancier, a
monthly .lournal devoted to dogs alone, and will be issued in
the course of the next month.

We are indebted to Mr. Eberhart for a very lifelike picture
of Mr Hawkes' young collie Sir Walter Scott n., which he
Imported recently. This dog is a grandson of champion
Metchley Wonder, and will be shown along with Mr. Eber-
hart's team at Hamilton and Toronto.

We have received a very acceptable addition to our gallery
of canine celebrities from the Glenmore Kennels, in four ex-
cellent photographs of the Irish setters champion Mi
Bawn, champion Winnie II., champion Ruby (Tlenmore,
the challenge prize winner Beau Brummel.

All the arrangements are completed for the Industrial Ex-
hibition Association's dog show, to be held at Toronto fi-om
Sept. 14 to 18. There will be four judging rings, two down
and two up-stairs. The dogs will be fed witli Spratts' bis-
cuits. Prom present indications the show will be the larg-
est ever held in Canada, and the largest fall show ever held
in America. In fact, with a couple of exceptions, the
Toronto show of 1S91 will be as large, in regard to the num-
ber of entries, as any of the shows in the spring drcuit. The
following specials have been donated: *5 for the best pro-
geny of Eberhart's Cashier; $5 for the pug with the best tail.

Indications, we are told, seem very promising for an ex-
cellent show at Montreal Sept. 23 to 25. It has been decided
to oiier the following specials in addition to those published
in the premium list: For the be.st bulldog a prize value 110,
and the same for the best bitch; for the best kennel of four
or more bull-terriers a prize value .?10: for the best kennel of
three or more Rus.sian wolfhounds a prize value $15 will be
given. For the special encouragement of Canadian breeding
of biffh-class dogs the following special prizes are olfered:
For the best St. Bernard dog owned in Canada a prize value
•SIO: for the best pointer or setter dog owned in Canada a
prize value -?10, and the same for the best bitch; for the be.st
kennel of four or more collies owned in Canada a prize value
$10; for the best Irish setter dog owned in Canada a prize
value §20, and for the best bitch a prize value $lo. Entries
close Sept. 8. Exhibitors are requested to be careful to
state on entry blank where tags, etc., are to be sent.

All admirers of the Irish setter, among whom we wish to
he counted, will be gratified to read Mr. .Davies's letter in
another cohimn, as to the satisfactory state of the prize
fund for the coming trials owing to the liberal donations of
several enthusiasts. There is therefore no reason that the
rank and file of Irish setter breeders should not enter one or
more dogs in the several stakes, as well as donate their mites
toward the general fund. There will be money amply suffi-
cient to clear expenses for the winners. Of course they can-
not all win, still the man who enters and runs his dog will
feel happy in that he has at least contributed something to-
ward the future improvement of the Irish setter in the field,
so that next year owners may become so interested in field
trials that separate trials will not be necessary aud the red
.setter will take its proper place among the other breeds, ask-
ing no favors of any one, man or beast. Attention is par-
ticularly drawn to the fact that the Derby entries close
Sept. 15.

" We regret to hear that Mr. Rowland P. Keasbey, secretary
of the Spaniel Club, has sustained a severe loss in the death
of his field spaniel Saybrook Lass. She was by Beverly
Comet out of Gyp.sy Maiden, and was imported bvMr. Keas-
bey last winter. She won at several shows last spring, and
her owner thought she had a bright future before her as a
show and brood bitch. It is supposed she was poisoned, as
she was perfectly well the day before she died.

We know that our beagle-owning friends have been nib-
bling at some new blood from the other side, but as it was
to be kept secret, we dared not let it be known. From
Canine World we gather that they have been in communi-
cation with Mr. Johnson, of Whitechurch, about a hound or
two, but nothing has come of it yet. Bids were made on
Monarch and Marvel, but without result, though Matchless,
a litter sister to Monarch, was offered but not accepted.
Speaking of beagles reminds us that Friend ChapmaD. the
energetic secretary of the N. B. C, is now up in Vermont
picking out some youngsters that he has had up there to be
broken in for the trials; the best will be brought home to
undergo the finishing touches in their education. The Glen-
rose Kennel evidently intends to make a strong bid for trial
honors at Nannet.

"Uncle Dick," despite all his troubles—and, by the way,
we echo our, Philadelphia contemporary's kind remark
about that litter of cocker spaniels, for if any one needs a
cocker spaniel with all-round work bred in the' bone, he will
find it in Mr. Fellows's kennels—well, as we were sajing,
"Uncle Dick" is still after Mr. Farrow's scalp, and will not
be pooh-poohed out of his desire to know how it is the Obo
stock continually throws a buff or red spaniel. He says

row, because if he dug at the graves of the pillars of the
kennel he would be sure to find something he would not
like, probably the bones of a Ba.ssett, or the bones or skin of
a red dachshund, just as they found a collie's bones when
digging for Gordon setter pedigrees. Mr. Laverack ex-
plained how Pride of the Border got his lion color, but Mr
Farrow cannot, or will not, explain the red color."

We see by the English papers that Mr. Panmure Gordon,
the president of the Scottish Kennel Club, intends visiting
this country in the course of a few weeks. Mr. Gordon's
many acts of kindness and generosity in furthering the in-
terests of dogdom in the Land o' Cakes will, we are sure,
entitle him to such a hearty welcome from the fanciers that
he will return with nothing but pleasant memories of his
visit.

We have received several handbills from Professor Parker,
whose troupe of performing dogs is the salvation of many
of our shows over here, and who is personally a favorite
with the boys. These bills show that he has been perform-
ing at the Trocadero, Crystal Palace and the Canterbury,
and from what "Cheerful Horn" says he is doing good busi-
ness and especially compliments his high-jumping grey-
hoimds. Prof. Parker will go to Paris shortly.

Friend Mercer does really seem to be one of the unluckiest
of mortals, for now we hear that he fell, the other day, a
distance of 20ft., and strilciug on his head was terribly
bruised, lying unconscious for seven hours. He is confined
to his bed, but expects to be round again in time for thebis
show at Toronto. Our sympathyis extended to "Clumber."

The Blue Grass Kennel Club have secured the service.? of

Major J. M .Taylor for sporting and Mr. Frank C. Wheeler,
of Canada, for non-sporting classes. They have added the
following classes and specials since issuing their premium
lists: Separate classes for dog and bitch puppies in the fol-
lowing breeds: Mastiffs, St. Bernards, greyhounds, pointers,
English, Irish and Gordon setters, foxhounds and pugs.
There are also separate classe-s for English foxhounds and
§25 in cash for best pack of ten foxhounds. For best kennel
of four owned by one exhibitor in the following breeds:
Mastiffs, St. Bernards, greyhounds. Great Danes, pointers,
ISnglish and Irish setters and pugs, STO is promised. To the
handler having the largest numljer of entries, -$10. D. D,
Bell, Lexington, offers §5 for the best dog or bitch irrespec-
tive of breed. A. F. German, of Louisville, Ky., offers §5 for
best dog or bitch the set of Eberhart's Cashier. Mrs. Her-
bert Hammond, of Cincinnati, offers $5 for pug with the
best curled tail. Mr. Geo. Hetnbuck, of Cincinnati, offers §5
for the best pug bitch puppy. Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cin-
cinnati, offers a silver cup for the be.st collie uudei- 18mos.
old. J. E. Pepper & Co. offer a case of their oldest whisky,
value .125, for the best pointer in the .show; also the same for
the best setter. The secretary is Mr. Roger WiUiams, to
whom all communications .should be addressed.

The following list of the entries in the different breeds at
the coming Hamilton, Out., show has been forwarded to us,
and demonstrates a very satisfactory .state of things: Mas-
tiffs 11, St. Bernards 17, great Danes 7, Newfoundlands 1,
Irish wolfhounds 1, greyhounds 12, foxhounds 3, beagles 13,
pointers S, English setters 24, Irish setters 10, Gordon setters
9, water spaniels 1, Clumber .spaniels 5, cocker spaniels 35,
collies 23. bulldogs 3, fox-terriers (smooth) 25, fox-terriers
(wire) 11, Irish terriers 3, black and tan terriers 8, Scotch,
Skye and Dandle Dinmont terriers 10, Bedlington terriers 3,
Yorkshire terriers 7, pugs 22, toys and pets 3, dachshunde 5,
miscellaneous 14; total 309.

It is becoming monotonous to read all the bosh written
about these big prices for St. Bernards. One would think
American breeders had no other aim in life but to send
barrels of dollars over to the other side in exchange for
Albion's best dogs. "Cheerful Horn" says that it was
rumored in Fleet street that Prince Regent and Scottish
Prince cost "close on to four thousand pounds," or $30,000.
His informant offered to back what he said with money. It
would have been a safe bet for "Cheerful Horn," as we know

lositively the dogs did not cost half that sum, $8,000 was the
igure, and we do not believe, from what we can gather, that
any such sums will be paid again for dogs. There is no
need of it, we have now the dogs that can beat anything on
the other side, rough or smooth, and what is the use of pay-
ing such prices to play second fiddle and run the risk of
their dying before becoming properly acclimated.

Owing, we presume, to the fast-increasing duties of the
office which takes up too much of his time, Mr. S. F. Glass,
secretary of the Canadian Kennel Club, will resign at the
coming annual meeting and the office of secretary may be
made a salaried one, as the kennel interests of Canada have
increased so rapidlj lately that it will soon require a man to
devote his entire time to it.

Our contemporaries have got things mixed up a bit about
the crack bull-terrier ch. Streatham Monarch. He will not
go to Mr. Dole's kennel, as asserted, though as we stated
last week, Cherub has been purcha.sed by that gentleman.
To Mr. Boggs, of Pittsburgh, belongs the credit of importing
this grand terrier, and as we stated last week, he was piar-
chased through Mr. Toon, of Sheffield, and will come over
with Geo. Thomas, along with the rest of his team. Mr.
Boggs has;now sold Streatham Monarch to Mr. John Moor-
head, Jr., a prominent member of the Duquesne Kennel
Club and an enthusiastic biill-terrier fancier, owning Queen
Bendigo and others. At Cleveland show Mr. Moorhead in-
formed us it was his intention to .secure something that
would place him well in the front, and he has kept his word.
Mr. Boggs writes us that dog matters are booming in that
neck of the woods—Pittsburgh. He will .show quite a team
at the Canadian shows, among them some of his new pur-
chases in England.

Among the contemplated additions and alterations in the
English Kennel Club rules are several important ones. One
relating to names says that when a dog's name has once
appeared in the K.C.S.B. it .shall not be permi.s.sible to
change it. Another rule says a dog which has in any way
been improperly tampered with sftall be incapable of win-
ning a prize. Rule 10 provides that "a duly-qualified veteri-
nary .surgeon shall be appointed as veterinary inspector at
all shows held under Kennel Club rules. In another new
rule the Kennel Club constitutes itself a court of final appeal
or umpire in all dispiites or questions arising from the com-
peting of any dog at any shows or field trials held under
Kennel Club rules.

Last week we printed Mr. Sewell's affidavit as to the per-
fect health of a dog that bit a Mr. Russell, who is said to
have died of hydrophobia afterward. His widow is suing
Mrs. Bourgignon, the owner of the dog, for 82,500 as com-
pensation for her loss. The owner sees no reason why her
dog, to which she is much attached, should be destroyed
and is being almost harassed to death herself by different
authorities, one of which forbids her to let the dog out of
the house under a penalty of §100. The lately-formed
National Canine Defense League has the matter in hand
and is looking after the fair owner's interests. Mr. Rus-
sell was bitten by the dog in endeavoring to take a stick
away from it which it had just retrieved out of a pond.
This case seems about on a par with that of Mr. Bartow,
who some time since died with every symptom of hydropho-
bia, through studjing the complaint in books after being
nipped by a cat.

The Ohio Humane Society of Cincinnati, which had laws
passed lately turning over to them the dog-catching business,
which now will be conducted in a proper manner, will give
a grand fair in this city in October, at Chester Park. The
proceeds will go toward pxitting up a fine building on their
property, lately purchased. The fair will consist of a horse
and pet animal show, bicycle tournament and bench show
of dogs. The dog show has been infciTisted to Mi-. Herbert,
of pug dog fame, to manage. Exact dates will soon be pub-
lished and premium lists issued. Mr. Frank C. Wheeler
dately of Canada, aud well known as a fa^icier and popular
judge) -mil judge all classes. The show will be fed with

Austin's dog bread, furnished by the Eberhart Pug Ken-
nels. Mr. Eberhart writes: "I hope my fellow breeders and
doggy friends will -send in their dogs, as the cause is a most
-worthy one, and also help to stimulate the dog interests in
Cincinnati, so that we can give a show each year under
A. K, C. rules."

We referred recently to a spaniel sale whereby a Mr.
Woolland, of London, England, became the owner of Brid-
ford Perfection, giving an unprecedented price for her. He
nowsa.ys over his own signature that he paid $1,900 for her.
Mr, Cowell, the judge at Darlington show, says in his Ken-
nel Oazeite report, that "in Bridford Perfection I found a
bitch which I can safely say is the best in the world to-day.
Since the days of Zulu and Squaw we have not seen such a
spaniel." He admits he could not find a fault. Burekal
Here's a field spaniel standard ready made.

One of the leading Boston papers gravely tells us that
Pop, Mrs. Miner's St. Bernard dog that wa.s killed after
running amiick at Red Bank, JST. J., the other day, stood
36in. high and weighed 3501bs. Such a dog as that needs no
"stuflRng."

Mr. A. C. Wilmerding, feeling that a change of air would
do him good, took a trip a couple of weeks since to Boston,
"did" the kennels there and then journeyed on to Salmon
Falls CO drop in on the noted.cocker spaniel breeder, Mr. J.
P. VVilley. Mr. Wilmerding tells us that he never saw so
many cockers in a one day's drive as the father of spaniel-
dom in this country can show. He must have over 100
puppies out at walk at different farm houses. Mr. Wilmer-
ding saw 48 of them during the day. A little attraction
that they found on their return in Mr. Willey's front yard
has given rise to many false rumors and no end of a smell.
A crowd of villagers was seen round the front gate looking
admiringly at a skunk, which, in acknowledgment of the
rocks that were being thrown at him, very unkindly re-
sented .such treatment in his usual effective manner. We
are sorry to hear the aroma of the incident has gone forth
among all "ye .spanielle men," and they fancy they have now
accounted for Mr. WiUey's very "strong" kennel.

Mr. D. E. Loveland has resigned his position as kennel
manager of the Dutchess Kennels, Poughkeepsie, and will
return to Melrose, Mass.

The N. Y. Herald of Saturday last has the following
about the Weschester Fair dog show: "The bench show of
dogs will be intrusted to Messrs. Tom Terry and A. D.
Lewis, proprietors of the famous Hempstead Farm Kennels;
Messrs. Frank Hitchcock and Winthrop Rutherfurd. The
principal money will be given for St. Bernards, fox-terriers,
collies, pointers and setters, and the judge will probably be
Mr. James Mortimer, the well known superintendent of the
Westminster Kennel Club."

Visitors and handlers at the field trials last fall were
much intere.sted inthe "Surprise" whi.stle which the popular
handler "Billy" Tallman carried with him. Its far-reaching
tones were calculated to strike terror into the most heedless
long-distance ranger, aud at the same time, under friend
Tallman's skillful manipulation, the dulcet callof the quail
was accurately imitated. It was rumored at the trials that
some handlers carried several different .sized whistles so as
to imitate the tone of an opponeuts's whistle. No one need
do this now, for on the "Surprise" whistle one can run the
whole gamut of ear-piercing sounds. On turning to our
business columns the sportsman can learn all about it.

Mr. J, M, Avent, one of our best known field sportsmen
and one who has done so much to bring the English setter
to the very front rank in field trials, is suing the Illinois
Central Railroad for what seems an unpardonable piece of
cruelty on the part of one of the engineers in running at a
prohiljited rate of speed in the city limits and without any
warning running down one of Mr. Avent's dogs which hap-
pened to be on the track. The dog was crushed to pieces,
and Mr. Avent intends to make the company pay for it. He
asks his fellow sportsmen to help him with any information
that may be of service to him in his case. His address is
Hickory Valley, Tennessee.

Dr. Perry writes us he is traveling a different route during
his trip to Europe this time, and this accounts for no mention
of his \nsit to Loudon in the kennel papers. He hurried-
over to Paris and from there is taking in the principal cities
of Italy. He will then proceed through Switzerland and up
the Rhine, and will come home in September.

Mr. A. P. Heyvvood Lonsdale has contributed §23 toward
a .special to be competed for at the International Field
Trials, to be held at Chatham, Out. We remind .sportsmen
who intena to enter their dogs that entries for the Derby
close Oct. 1, and for the All-Aged Stake Oct. 15. Birds are
reported as plentiful, and there is every prospect of keen
competition, incited by the recent importations which Mr.
Davey has made.

The annual meeting of the Canadian Kennel Club takes
place this year at the Ros.siu House, Sept. 16. at 7:30 P.M.
Under the amended constitution, members wno are unable
to attend the annual meeting are entitled to vote by proxy.
As some very important matters are to be introdiiced for
discussion, it is very desirable that the representation of
members .should be as large as po.s.sible. Among other
notices of motion given are the following: 1. That in future
no puppy classes shall be given at any show held imder the
rules of the C.K.C. 2. That no show held under the rules
of the C.K.C. shall last more than four days, inclusive of
the opening and closing days of the show. 3. That the
offices of secretary and treasurer of the C.K.C. shall be
separate and distinct and not held by one and the same per-
.son. 4. That at no show held under the C.K.C. rules shall
dogs and bitches be shown against each other in the same
classes. 5. That dogs aud bitches shall not be shown again.st
each other in challenge classes. 6. That at shows held
under the rales of the C.K.C, entries shall close positively
not less than fourteen days before the opening day of the
show. 7. That in future no addition or alteration shall be
made to any prize list issued by any bench show committee
after it is once printed and distributed.

From Philadelphia we learn that nearly all the foxhounds v

of the packs of former years of the Radnor Hunt Club have
been disposed of, and been replaced by forty-three young
and nineteen old hounds of imported stock.' These latter
were secured from the kennels of the Duke of Rutland, B§1-
voir Castle, Leistershire, England. In their journey to this
country the hounds were accompanied bv the huntsman,
Frank Gillard, and his two assistants. These men will re-
side on the grounds, a house being about to be erected for
the accommodation of the former. Workmen are now en-
gaged in the work of erecting a two-story builtling to answer
all the requirements of the increased family—human and
animal. One of the new features is a 12-foot bath for the
use of the dogs. When all the intended improvements are
completed the Radnor Hunt will have quarters second to
none in that section.

A letter from Mr. H. C. Corbett, .secretary of the King.ston
show, tell us that they are delighted with their entry this
year. They have secured 320 as against 139 in the inaugural
show last year. Judging does not commence till Wednes-
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day morning, so it is doubtful if we can get any of the
awards in this week's issue. Still, our readers may depend
upon it that we shall do our best to supply them with the
latest particulars.

We have received very neat stud cards issued by the Chest-
nut Hill Kennels, detailing the merits of their noted dogs
Christopher, "Wellesbourne Charlie, and the Irish terrier

Breda Bill, Mr. Jarrett will notattend the Canadian shows
this year in puasuance of their decision not to show till the
fall of 1892.

There will be a banquet at the Rossin House, Tuesday
evening, Sept. 15, given jointly by the Canadian and Toronto
Kennel Clubs. Mr. J. Lorne Campbell, president of the C.

K. Chas appointed the following representative committee
to cooperate with the T. K, C. in arranging the details. As
the annual meeting of the Canadian Kehne) Club is to be
held the following evening at the same place, it is thought
that by this means a very representative lot of dog men can
be brought together in social intercourse, for, from what
we hear, nearly every one who can find time to get away will
attend this big show.

Owing to the Helvetia, on which Mr. Hacke's Bar/.ois

came from London, not being able to be docked before last
Sunday, the proposed trip to Spratts Kennels, at Northvale,
N. J., which we spoke of last week, had to be postponed till

to-day. We are very sorry not to be able to avail ourselves
of the opportunity to see them at that time, as Kingston
show will have to be attended to.

The Irish setter Balfour, imported by Mr. James W.
Whitney, and by bim recently presented to Mr. H. F. At-
wood, of this city, met his death on the R. W. & O. E- R.
tracks near this city last week. Through the kindness of
Mr. Whitney Mr. O. Stewart Bamber has come into posses-
sion of a dog pnp of Balfour's get, out of Mr. Fred T. 1^1-

wood's bitch Kate II., she by Count out of Kate, combiniug
the bloods of champion Chief, Elcho, Jr., Rory O'Moore,
Noreen, etc.

KINGSTON SHOW.
ISpccinl to Forest and Stream.']

KINGSTON, Ont., Sept. 2,—The Kingston show opened
Tuesday. Attendance not very large; but the building

admirably a'dapted for show purposes and nicely arranged.
Messrs. Lewis, Naylor, Prescott, Discorn and others are
here with good strings. Dr. Mills began judging at 10
o'clock to-day with English setters, awarding first, open
class, dogs, to Brown's Edgemark; 3d, Northwood Benzine;
3d, Kingston Kennels' Kent's Res; reserve, Hair's Sir Ed-
ward. Bitches; 1st, Kingston Kennels' Liberty: 33, Kent's
Ruby K.: 3d, Switzer's Mado. Novice class; 1st, Kingston
Kennels' Kent's Rex.

Irish Setters, open dogs, first, Seminole; second,
Flynn's Glen .Jarvis. Bitches, first, Kingston Kennels'
Josie D.; second, Seminole Kennels' Aurora. Gordons, chal-
lenge, first and second, Dixon's Band and Ivanhoe. Bitches,
first, Dixon's Duchess of Waverl.y. Open dogs, second,
Piatt's Victoria. Bitches, first, liixon's Lady Waverly;
second, Piatt's Bloom, and this was all up to recess for din-
ner.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.

IT is not commonly known how dangerous it is to go
swimming with a powerful dog in the company. The

dog will constantly endeavor to climb up on the head and
shoulders of the human swimmer, just as he will attempt
to climb on every floating log or piece of wood. If the dog
is small a few powerful blows will discourage it, but these
are not so easy to give eflt'ectually if the dog is a large one,
and at all events, a swimmer under such circumstances is in
danger of receiving some severe scratches as the least pen-
alty for the company he has.

An English correspondent of one oC our papers makes the
very sensible remark that many dog handlers are better
judges of dogs than the recognized corps of judges. This is

not only correct, but obvious. It is the constant province of
the handlers to judge the judges, a more comprehensive
task than judging the dogs. It is part of their business to
note every defect or merit of their dog's, and hide or bring
them forward under the judge, and to carefully scan their
dangerous competitors. 1 cannot think of any process better
calculated to educate a man as judge than the work of a
careful handler. I often take lessons of the handlers at
shows, and, as a rule, find their opinions much more critical
than those of the judges, who, unfortunately, are too often
more ornamental than useful

.

There is a great deal to be "said on the side of dog catching,
but I think, as a rule, very little extenuation for the dog
catchers. That effective measures are absolutely demanded
for the suppression of the hordes of worthless curs that
infest oui- cities would seem unquestioned, and that dis-
crimination should be used that only vagrant curs, run-
ning entirely at large, are to be exterminated, is equally
obvious. The source of the evils of dog catching as
commonly practiced is that the catcher is paid per head,
and as brutes of very low caste are most likely to take
to the work, the pecuniary inducement overshadows all

other things with him. The remedy is easy; pay the
catcher by the day, as we do the agents for every other
nuisance suppression. It is as much the duty of the mu-
nicipality to protect us from the nuisance of vagrant dogs
as to protect us from foul streets, and why should not
the municipality pay for this work as well as any other? I
notice that in cities where the per head catcher prevails we
have the stories of brutality of forcibly wrenching dogs
from ladies' arms, etc., while in those where regular salaried
men catch dogs by the day, as they would clean the streets,

the complaints come only from the maudlinly sentimental
class who seem incapable cf reason on any subject, making
emotion their rule of action.

* ' *
It is quite common to see, in references to terriers, a use

of the name of the breed and the derivation thereof, which
is all well enough in itself, but it is quite possible to attach
too much weight to this derivation and to make its applica-
tion altogether too sweeping. It is true that a "terrier"
means a dog to go to earth, and it is also true that for the
work of the breed this is sometimes a necessary qualifica-
tion, but this necessity by no means involves that the ver-
min dog is to approach a burrowing animal. In isolated
cases it may be important that the do^ really shall be a
bunrower, but for general uses, as a vermin-killing animal,
this is no prime requisite, intense activity, tremendoiis
power of jaw and strength to overturn stones and drag
away obstacles are more essential to the vermin-killer than
abilitj' to follow the game under ground. Our most de-
structive vermin, rats, weasels, skunks, etc., cannot be
classed as burrowers, and piles of stones, logs, etc., are more
their natural retreats, and in such places burrowing is of
course quite out of the question. Alter all the great point
in a vermin dog is his devotion to the work of hunting ver-
min, his killing of them is rather a secondary consideration,
for if vermin are constantly harassed, barked]at, scratched
for, and their lives generally made miserable, they desert
the scene of tbeir disturbances and emigrate to quieter
quarters,

^

{ ^There \s a. great deal of mnsbafce abattib the coramo xi spp-

position that dogs are poisoned. Unquestionably poisoning
does occur sometimes, and the contempt visited on the head
of so base an animal as a dog poisoner is most just, but the
trouble is this: A dog is in perfect health in the evening
and dead the next morning, and the conclusion is jumped at
that death resulted from poisoning; Avhile every old hand at
dogs can recall instances of dogs dying thus suddenly from
many natural causes, inflammation of the bowels being one
of the commonest. If an owner attaches any value to a dog
that dies under suspicious circumstances, he would do well
to have a post mortem held for his own satisfaction, and
surely to know that a canine friend died from natiu-al causes
and not from the cowardly devilishness of a poisoner, must
give satisfaction. The On-Looker.

CANKER OF THE EAR.

ALTj those who have had much experience with dogs must
have frequently noticed that they occasionally show

signs of great irritation in the ear by constantly shaking the
head, holding it on one side, and ruhbing the side of the face
along the ground, and now and then scratching the back of
the ear with the hind foot; and yet, in sorhe cases, on ca.STially

examining the ear, there is nothing much to be seen to
account for these symptoms. A little dried brown excretion
maybe noticed, in fact, the ears look just slightly dirty. The
conclusion often come to is that if the parts were cleaned
the irritation would cease, but such is frequently not the
case, as I daresay many or your readers have observed, for,

in spite of ever so much washing, the dog continues to shake
his head, showing that he is still uncomfortable. If, instead
of giving a hurried look into the ear in these cases, tbe parts
are well examined and the canal leading into the ear is care-
fully watched, tinj^ white specks, oval in shape, and about
the size of the eye of an ordinarysmall sewing needle, will be
observed. These are parasites, and are, in my opinion, the
cause of that disease called canker of the ear.

I do not mean to imply that all diseases afl'ectirig the ear,
and which are generally all called canker, are due to this
parasite; on the contrary, there are many cases due to an
eczematous diathe.sis when there is a freeVlisctuHrge, and the
bare part of the internal surface of the flap of the ear is also
affected. Then there is another form of the so-called canker
characterized by a free, offensive, purulent discharge coming
from the lower part of the canal, and which is often due to
ulceration of the skin lining the external meatus. Some-
times the ulceration extends to the cartilage, and it may,
and does, occasionally extend to the i)ones tinder the cartal-
age, and then the discharge is particularly offensive, and
there is great pain. It is quite ea.sy and proper to divide
canker of the ear into three distinct" and .separate di.seases,
each requiring different treatment. Then there are those
disorders affecting the flap of the ear generally due to injury
or eczema, and called external canker.

PSOROPTES AuBICUnAKIS CANIS.
Magnified about 70 times.

A—Larval forms. B-^Young Acarui. C—Male. D—Female.

However, it is notmy intention here to go into details with
regard to the several forms of disease affecting the ear, but
to confine myself to that particular kind first mentioned and
due to a parasite.
These parasites, which I have called the Psoroptes Auri-

cularis Canis, are extremely active in their movements, and,
if the ear be carefully watched for a few moments, they may
be seen running about the skin and along the hairs in the
ear at. a fairly rapid rate, considering their minute size; and
the irritation which they cause is due in ameasnre, I believe,
to the tickling sensation caused by their movement, and
partly the result of their biting.

I have had these parasites under observation for the last
twelve months, but it is only just recently that I have been
able to get some specimens to examine under the microscope,
and these I have had drawn by an artist, and I must say in
passing that he has done justice to his work, for the acari,
when seen with the microscope, looks exactly like the illus-
trations given herewith.
In one specimen of the larval form it will be noticed that

the shell or covering has Irecome partly removed, and the
legs of the parasite are seen still lying curled round the body.
This is exactly how it appeared in the specimen I examined.
B—Is a young acarus not yet fully grown, and from the

number of its legs it is probably a female.

C—A specimen of the male.
There are several distinctive dilfereuces between the male

and female. In the first place the former has eight legs, it

is smaller and they are far less numerous, there only being
about one male to every :30 lemaies. The female (D ) is thicker
set, and has only six legs, and in the center of the trunk is a
small oval body which 1 take to be an egg. In both cases
the front legs are provided with suckers, which are some-
what triangular in shape and situated at the point of the
toes. In walking the fore legs are only used, the hind ones
not moving, but are dragged along with the body.
The Psoroptes Auricularis Canis does not burrow under

the skin (epidermis) like the mange para.sites, but lives on
the surface to which it attaches itself by its suckers.
To prove this I kept a number placed under a watch-glass

upon my arm for a clay and though they caused slight irrita-

tion, and raised small points by biting they did not attempt
to burrow. I also placed a number under a watch-glass upon
the body of a hairless dog, and they did not attempt to bur-
row here, but they were very restless, for they could be seen
with a .strong magnifying glass to be constant! j' traveling
about, which looked, I thought, as if they did feel at home
in their new situation. They did not seem to have bitten the
dog's skin, as after they were removed there were no signs of
small blisters or papules; besides, the dog did not seem to
take the least notice of them, which would not have been
the case if they had punctured the skin, as they did on my
arm. Of course, the' skin lining the passage into the ear is

much thinner and softer, and here, I believe, the mites do
bite, anil as there is an exudation which, I consider, accounts
for that brown and somewhat dry discharge so often seen in
some ordinai-y cases of canker.
1 have never been able to fjad the acarus anywhere else

aboiitthedogbufcititheeaT, ia fact, they do not seem

wander outside the canal and crevices formed by the cartil
age, nor even upon the flap of the ear, either inside or out.
They vary in numbers—sometimes one can only find a few,
about twenty; in other cases they are present in hundreds,
lying in clusters like a heap of fine white powder. I have
also frequently found these same parasites in cats' ears, and
insomecases they induce rather extraordinarysymptoms, the
cat being almost unable to walk; in fact, when it attempts
to do so, the animal rolls about as if intoxicated, frequently
falling over on its side. I have never seen the acarus cause
the same sjonptoms in the dog.
The treatment and cure of canker of the ear when caused

by the Psoroptes Auricularis Canis is a very simple matter,
for, by applying some agent which will destroy these acari,
the irritation at once ceases. I have found the following
lotion to answer the purpose admirably in all cases, both in
dogs and cats;

The Lotion.
^ Ung. Hydrarg. Nit 3,i

Ol. Amygd Ji
Well mix.

It should be applied all over the internal surface of the ear
daily with a camel's hair brush, or a few drops maj' be
poured into the ear. After a week the ear should be syringed
out with tepid water and methylated spirits, about one in
ten.

I have heard it more than once stated by men who have
had large experience with dogs, that they believed canker of
the ear contagious, a,nd no doubt it is, considering that it is
due to a parasite which can be easily transferred from one
dog's ear to another.
There is a somewhat similar acarus called the symbiotes

spathiferus, which causes a certain form of mange in the
horse, but 1 cannot find that this parasite described in the
present article has ever been noticed in the dog's ear or men-
tioned before.—A. J. Sewell, M.R.C.V.S., in English Ken-
nel Gazette.

"IMPORTATION OF A NOTED FIELD DOG."
EilUor Forest' and Stream:
Old Sarsfield has been retired from the stud and presented

to a friend, who is not a sportsman and will keep him as a
pet.

As an evidence of good faith in regard to my intention of
breeding field dogs as expressed in my catalogue, I will men-
tion my recent purchase of Coleraine from the Rev. Robt.
O'Callaghan, Borstal House, Rochester, England, the most
experienced, successful and careful breeder of the Irish dog
in the world.
This purchase was entirely unexpected by me, asl thought

if he would part with her at all, it would be at a prohibitory
price. I quote the .substance of his letter: -'Coleraine is the
best field trial Irish bitch in England or Ireland to-day of
any breed; has the l->est nose, and is the best game finder I
ever saw; also very good lookiug and is sure to win on the
bench."

It is doubtful if either Coleraine or Finglas (my recent
ljurchase from Mr. Boggs) will start in the coming Irish
setter trials, as neither are acclimated, and mustberebroken
on our birds. By the time this reaches you my trainer, Mr.
W. T. Irwin, will be in southern Kansas. Stud dogs, brood
bitches, and puppies will receive daily work on ciuail and
prairie chickens during the hunting .season.

It has been stated in the sporting press that my kennels
would be located in southern Kansas, and a few reasons
for this change will not appear out of place.

I must consider my dogs as well as patrons. Southern
Kansas is in the central part of the United States, equi-
distant to all points of the compass, and has an abundance
of game birds, with as many varieties as can be found in
any State in the Union. Shipping facilities are as good as in
any of the large Eastern cities. Couple with this the easy
access to -30 or 40 bench shows, and many field trials, and the
advantages are very apparent.
Mr. Rimanoczy, the celebrated artist of this city, has sent

me from his .studio magnificent crayons of chaH"enge Beau
Brummel, champion Ruby Glenmore and Winnie II. They
are so full of artistic merit I cannot refrain from mention-
ing them, - E. B. Bishop.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

THE BEAGLE CHAMPION LONELY.-Ef7if.or Forest
and Stream: Permit me to correct a statement which ap-
pears in your last week's issue in connection with the bench
career of the English beagle bitch Lonely. You erroneously
affirm that "she has only been defeated once in competition,
and that by her kennel companion Primrose (not Princess)
Countess." On Lonely's first appearance, at the Southamp-
ton show in !8sS, she was awarded second to my Blue Belle
II., and though she (Lonely) was subsequently dis(|ualifled,

this does not alter the fact that she was beaten by my little

hound ill competition. Furthei'more, unless my memory
betrays me, my husband's mother whs awardeil the special
for the best brace, under Mr. (tco. Lowe, over Ijouely and a
kennel companion, and unless 1 am greatly mistaJiea, she
also defeated her with Bangle lor a siiecial under Mr. Geo.
Raper. Lonely's head is by no means suipy; in fact, it is

extremely square and well chiseled, and Primrose Countess
excels in head, character and expression. The pictures in no
way do them justice.—Mes. R. F. MATEEW,

AT THE DOG DOCTOR'S.—The dog doctor is a metro-
politan institution. You will see the .swelle.st carriage at
his office door in winter. You will meet the nattiest of
French maids and the surliest of English grooms on his
stairs. There will be all sorts of common riffrafl on foot at
all hours of the day in summer. With these callers are his
patients, tlie dogs. A ten cent mongrel will be preceded by
a big St. Bernard worth a hundred, and perhaps .succeeded

by a fleecy little French poodle, estimated by its aristocratic

mistress as above price. One day an express wagon drove
up, and from the rear of this improved ambulance a couple
of servants lifted out a grand old Newfoundland. Poor,
dizzy fellow! His pathetic look of illne.ss was almost
human, And the way some of these intiilligent four-legged
patients walk up the dog doctor's stairs shows conclusively
that they can read the glaring signs in front. The uneasy,
reluctant, whimpering, wry-faced look is the same as that
which connects the knowing child with the castor oil bottle

—New TorTi' Herald.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inserted without cliarge; and blanks

(farnisbed free) will Ije sent to any addreas.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Sir Jack, Crnvnt Boh, Hamlet, Lord C\iftim, Blue, Jeann and Duke
Orlando. By EberhartPug Kennels, C'incimiaii, O., for pug flogs,

whelped Aug^. 20, 1801, by their Bradford Ruby II. out of Lady
Thelma.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Skip H.—Smrt K. Ringwood Beagle Kennels' (Brockton, Mass.)
beagle bitcli Skip H. (Flute M.—Haida) to their Sport K. (Sport H.
—Beauty ID, Aug. 20.

ZE]ii:tte—KiiujAton Reycnt. New York St. Bernard Kennels'
(Now York citv) .'!^c. Bernard bitch Xiaette to tbeir Kingston Re-
gent (Prince Kageut—Lady St. (TOtbard), Aug. 26.

Rmtic Katie-Lord BiMo. Cr. W. Watnbacb'a (Baltimore, Md.)
pug bitch Bostic Kaiie (Ra,stic King—Tra-la-la) to Wb iiord BaltO
(champtan Kash—Nun Nicer), Jane 3, . . h . ; ; '
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Bomc—OthrUo Bov. O. W. Wambach's (Baltimore, Md.) pug
bitch DoUie (Cricket—Dot) to his Othello Boy (Othello—Jule),

Larly A'eUie^Wiiodhrooli Sultan. F. E. Lamb's (Baltimore, Md.)
St. Bernard bitch Lady Nettle (Leo—Lore) to his Woodbrook Sul-

tan (Beauchamp—KroB), Aug. 28.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blsnha sent free on application.

Bcs,'* K. Riuewood Beagle Kennels' (Brockton, Mass.) beaele
bitch Bess K. (Hamncr's Sport-Flirt), July 39, Ave (four dogs), by
thoirStiortK (Sport IL— Beauty H.).

Oiieita. M. Ij. -liicksoTi's iGreensburp. Ind.) pug bitch Oneita,

Aug. ~0, six Hive Jogsj, hy lOberhart Pug Kennels' Eljarhart's
Cashier (r-hampion Kash—Lady Thora).
Ladii Thrlrna. O. P. Kiunie's ilj'm;i, O.) pug bitch Lady Thelma

(Spokane— Lartv Verne), Aug. ;.'(•, seven (six dogs), bv Eberbart Png
Kennels' Bradford Euhy U. (cliampion Brariford Ruby—Puss B.).

Rose Orophir C. 1). Roberts's (Dexter, Me.) pointer bitch Rose
Graphic (cliampion (-iraphic—White Rose), Aug. 16, four (three

dogs), by C. W. Wiusliip's Spot Naso (champion Naso of Kippen—

^Ja^teor'8 Flirt. V. D. Roberta's (Dexter, Me.) pointer bitch Me-
teor's Flirt (Meteor, .Ir.-Mamie), Aug. 6, ten (three doffs), byj.
A. Heether'sGraphic IlI. (champion Graphic—champion Bloomo);
one bitch dead. , , ., ,

Rvst4c Katti. G. W. Wambach'a (Baltimore, Md.) pug bitch
Rustic Katti (Rustic King-Tra-la-la), Aug. 5, six (five dogs), by
his Lord Balto (champion Kash—Mun Nicer). _ , , . ,

Clydmlnir, Mil. F. K. Lamb's (Baltimore, Md .) St. Bernard bitch
Gljdesdale Nell (Monarch—Lady Floris), Aug. 3, thirteen (six

dogs), by Thos. Shillcock's Lord Bute (champion Save—Sabrina).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks Kent free on application.

Max Leslie. Liver and white pointer dog. whelped Aug. 3, 1891,

by Leslie out of .Mack's .Juno, by W. B. MeCloud, Hyattville, O., to

Dr. C. F. Talley, same place.
. , , , ^ .

Prince Lfxlir,. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped Aug. 3,

1891, hy Leslie out of Mack's Juno, by W. B. McCloud, Hyattville.

O.. 1,0 .1. L. Duckworth, West Berlin, O.
Caiitain Lrslie. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped A^ig. 3,

1891, bv Leslie out of Mack's Juno, by W. B, AlcOloud, Hyattville,

O.. to .Tohn Tl'ioDias, s;i,ine place.

Did: Lrdic. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped Aug. b, IWll,

by Leslie out of Mack's Juno, liy W. B. McCloud, Hyaitville, ().,

to Thos. Wells. Bellepnim , O.
, , , , -, , . , ^, ,,r

Othello Boy—Dollif irJirlpf:. Pugs, whelped May. 1891, byG. W.
AVambach, Baltimore, :*lcl., aHil\'pr fawn dog to Mrs. Crisp and a
silver fawn bitch to Mrs. J. J. Hnffman, same place; a golden fawn
dog to F. H. Martin, Atlanta, Ga., and a stone fawn bitch to J.

FeiLlner. Cherry A^alley, N. Y. -
, , ,

Lord BaUn-Oriolc Lilly whelp. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped
March 30, 1^91, bv G. W. Wambach, Baltimore, Md., to J. Fculner,
Cherrv Va)Iey. N. Y.
Eustic Freddie. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped Nov. 8, 1890, hy

Lord Balto out of Rustic Katti. by G. W. Wambach, Baltimore.
Md., to .1. P. Haines. New York.
Princdi)nynon~Nun Nicer vjlielp><. Orange and white St. Bernard

dogs, whelppd -Tune 13, 1891, by F. E. Lamb, Baltimore. Md,, one
each to C. E. Counsell, London, Out., and H. R. T. Coffin, Thomp-
son's Mills, M. Y.

, . •„ „
Tri.'^tnn G.—Mourdain Queen whelp. Orange and white St. Ber-

nard dog, whelped May 6, 1891, by F. E. Lamb, Baltimore, Md., to

C. A. Shriner, Paterson, N. J.

Bega. Orange and white ,Sl. Bernard bitch, whelped Feb. Hi,

1890, hy Othello out of Bessie Bayard, hy F. E. Lamb, Baltimore,
Md., to R. R. Evans, McAlester, Ind. Ter.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no cMrqe for ansimt-ing questions under this head. All

qucftionK relating to ailments of dogs loill be answered Jjy Dr. T. G.
Sherwood, a jncmZisr of the B.oyal CnUeiic of Veterinary Surgeons.
Commvnicntvm.^ referring to other mntters connected, xoith Kennel
Management and dogs n:ili reeeim carefid aUeiition.

H. B. N., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Have a fox-terrier bitch that has
several warts on his tongue and lower lips; also a little bunch on
the lid of one eye. They do not seem to affect him, but are un-
sightly. Can they be cured? Ans. Yes: with a pair of sharp
scissors.

SUBSCBXBEB, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Will you kindly tell me the pedi-
gree of the bull-terrier Gully the Great, also Bendigo? I don't
know whether the latter is registered in this country or England.
Ans. Gully the Great by Gladstone out of Florrie; by Baron out
of Maggie May. Bendigo is not given. Write to Mr. Frank Dole,
New iiaven, Conn.

H. M., ("hatham. Out.-My cocker spaniel, eight months old. ia

subject to fits. It will not faU down, but kind of slides to one
side and froths a bit at the mouth. It seems to have its senses all

the time iadgiug by the expression of its eyes. I haA'e tried sau-
touine, thinking it was worms. The fits seem to leave it a bit

weak for an hour or two. Ans. Treat for worms. Santonine alone
is not sufficient. Afterward give the following mixtxu-e: Pot.
bromide ~ drams, sod. bi-borate 1 dram, water 3 ounces. One
dessertspoonful twice a day.

C. H. G., Bristol, Conn.—What proportion of the tail shall I cut
from cocker spixniel pups now 5 weeks old? At what age is it best
to cut them, and how or what with? Ans. It is to a certain ex-
tent a matter of taste, some like a comparatively long tail, others
the reverse. About 3iu. is the usual length left on. Pnppies
should be docked when about a fortniaht or three weeks old, but
later will answer just as well. Cut them at a joint with a pair of
sharp .scissors, pulling back with thumb and linger the skin to-

ward the root of tail, so sliin at the end will cover the stump
nicely and heal so much quicker.

H. W. R., New York city.—I have a St. Bernard lOmos. old that
cannot bear mo to press my hand on its loin. If I press hard its

hindquarters fall to the ground. It seems to have a difficulty at
times in passing urine, other days it will be all right. Do you
think it has any kidney troubler It is a well bred one and I don't

' want to lose it. Let me know at once what to do for it. Would a
blister do any good? Ans. The symptoms you describe are due to
weakness. Treat for worms. Feed the dog well, allowing a fair
quantity of meat, and also use cod-liver oil cakes. Give' the fol-

lowing mixtm-e: Tincture nux vomica 1>4 drams, dialysed iron 1

dram, water 6 ounces. One tafilespoonful twice a day.

H. W. S., Tom's River, N. J.—Please teU me what to do fo. my
black and tan bitch. She has been unwell for several weeks, has
vomited considerable mucus, whitish in color, and the last few
days the vomit is greenish. She has little or no appetite, is get-
ting very thin in flesh. Does not appear to be in pain, but lies

with hindlegs drawn up against belly. Nose hot and dry, pulse
quick, respiration seems to be labored. Bowels rather inactive,
Ans. Give five grains of carbonate of bismuth three times a
dav. taken on the tongue. Feed on raw minced meat alone, given
in "small quantities, and at intervals of three or four hours.
Allow the clog a very little water three times a day. When bowels
do not act give enema of soap and water, and if necessary a tea-
spoonful of castor oil.

fhaating.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

THE NEW JERSEY STATE SHOOT.
Sea Girt, Aug. 26.—This has been the biggest day of the week

at the riflemen's camp. The two principal matches between regi-
mental and bettalion teams were decided this afternoon. In the
i'lierstate match there were four reams entered, two fi'om New
J r-rsev and two from the District of Columbia. The score follows:
First "Regiment team, N. G. D. C, at known distances, 173; in
Pkirmish firing, 769; total, l,24i. The 1st Battalion team, N. G. S.
N. J., at known distances, 469; in skirmish firing, 7-56; total. 1,235.

The 2d Regiment team, N. G. D. C, at known distances, 44:^; in
skirmish firing, 743; total, 1.1S4. The Tth Regiment team, N. G. S.

N. J., at known distances, 476; in skirmish firing, 033; total, 1,099.

In the all-comers' military match the best score for the day, as
well as for the match, was made by Corporal August Dietrich, of
the 1st Battalion, who had 47 out of a possible 50 placed to his
credit. In the Schuetzen match, open to all comers, William
Hayes, of Trenton, made a reooi'd of 189 as the aggregate of three
scores. This places him in the lead.
TliB State match, between teams representing the Tth Regiment

and the 1st Battalion, of the National Giiard of New Jersey, was
concluded this afterno an. 't'esierday at the 2iX)yd. range the 7t,h

Regiment team .scored 439 points and the 1st Battalion team 455.

To-day they complete the score with skirmish firing. They
started from the 600vd. line and made a run to within SOOyda. ot

the targets, fieneral Bird W. Spencer rode along back of the
skirmish line with a mounted bugler by his side. As the signals
were given on the bugle the men started, ran for 100yds., dropped
quickly, aimed, fired and then up again and off for another trot

of about lOOyds. At the 200yd. line the bugler sounded the retreat,

and the men started back to the 600yd. line, turning and flrmg at

intervals. The 1st Battalion team scored 23 points more than
their competitors.
Corporal August Dietrich, of the 1st Battalion, made the excel-

lent score of 82 points, including 7 buUseyea and 10 shots within
the inner circle. By winning this match the Ist Battalion is en-
titled to hold the handsome bronze .State troohy for one year,
when it will again be subject to competition. The totals of the
scores in to-day's part of the match follow:

1st Battalion Team.
Private .lohn Ranson (i9 Corporal Augnst Dietrich... .

82

Sereeant A Yan Whalen.... . 34 Captain Wm P Decker 08

Sergeant Charles Chinn 48 —

?

Private Joseph Fairhurst. ... 61 Total 363

7th Regiment Team.
Private William Hartman ... 68 Captain Charles A Raid 46

LieutW G Maddock -34 Captain Charles F StolJ .56

Major Charles B Leavitt .58
—

Sergea,nt E S Dalrymple 77 Total 339

Sea (iiRT, Aug. 29.—The New Jersey State Rifle Assncia-
tion closed Its first annual meeting to-day. Many crack riflemen
ha^ e been in camp in the week, and the meeting has proved re-

markaVdy successful under the management of General Bird W.
Spencer. The most interesting shooting of the day was the final

malch between two teams of twelve each, representing the State
of New Jersey and I he District of Columbia. In the known-dia-
tance shooting the Washington team made a total of 970 points
to their opponents' 974. In the skirmish firing, which was by far
the most interesting part of the match, the scores were as follovys:

New Jersey Nat. Guard Team. District of Columbia Team.
Gen Bird W Spencer 77 Pvt D Rolls 63

Col Jas VV A^an Valen 54 Pvt Morris Appleby 52

Maj WS Riehter....
Sergt Chas Obiun I'i

GenGE P Howard 76
Col A R Ku.ser 77
Pvt ,lohn R'lnsom 62
Pvi, ('has Towusend . .

.

Capt W H' Decker _

Corp Augustus Dietrich 91

Pvt Walter Cash..."
Serf A O Hntterly 86
Lieut F L Graham 60
Pvt C W Hecox fit

Sergt 11 B Smytho 74
. . . .71 Pvt C VV Dickey «3

" Sergt (,! U Laird 51

Lieut Geo H Harris 68

Pvt*Wm"Hartmau 58 iLieut J M Stewart 7

SergtES Dalrymple 7" Pvb C L Heinbaugh. 84

879 * 8-34

When it was announced that the New Jersey hoys had won the
match the Washington men gave three rousing cheers for Jersey
marksmanship and Jersey hospitality.
All of the individual matches were close to-day. The match for

the championshi p meoal offered by Governor Leon Abhett was
won by Sergt. Chas, W. Mayow, of the 1st Regiment, Newark.
The match has been open all summer, but Sergt. Mayow came up
to the range at the lasi: hour and distanced all the previous scores
by making 44 out of a possible .50. Lieut. Geo. H. Harris won the
first prize, a special militarv rifle, in the Kuzer match. His score
was 104 out of a possible 105. Private C. W. Dickey was scored
with 100. Both of the men are from WashiuErton. In the all-

comers' match Captain Lohman and Corporal Augustus Dietrich
were tie with 47 as the total made hy each. Captain Lohman's
score, however, was adjudged the better and he was declared the
winner. The fochuetzen match was won by Wm. Hayes, of Tren-
ton, with an aggregate score of 189. Ex-Governor Robert S. Green
presented the prizes to the winners at headquarters this evening

THE RIFLE IN CANADA.
Ottawa, Ontario, Aug. 31.—The annual shoot of the Dominion.

Rifle Association commenced this morning. It was just 8:25

o'clock when Sergt. Dunnett discharged the cannon as a signal to
begin, and in five minutes afterward the popping of the rifies at
the 33 targets was heard all along the lines. The weather was
overcast, but not very unfavorable at the start. As the day pro-
gressed, the steady east wind that was blowing directly across
the range grew somewhat puffy and was rather puzzling even to
the oldest shots. The light in the morning, however, was good,
being dull, but steady.
The fii-st match was the bankers' in the nursery class, range

SOOyds., rounds 5, Snider rifle; position, any with head to target.
The match was open to members of the Associaiion who have not
at any previous prize meeting of the Dominion Rifle Associaiion
won a prize of S5 or upward, exclusive of team or extra prizes.
It resulted as follows: Private C. M. Lang, 25; Dr. D. McMartion,
O. R. C, 34; Sergt. M. P. McCarthy, G. G. F. G.. 24; Capt. W.
Sehultz, 24; Private W. Humphrey, St. John's R., 23; Lieut. J.H.
Rannie. Infantry School, 23: Sergt.Crosby, Seventeenth Leicester-
shire, 32.

The MacDougall challenge cup match was finished at 1;30
o'clock. The ranges were 400 and OtWyds., five rounds at each,
open to efficient members of the active militia, members of the
staff, and officers of the active force who have retired retaining
rank, and to all officers, non-commissioned officers, and men of
her Majesty's regular army and navy stationed in Canada who
are also members of the association. The cup will be the property
of the member winning it twice consecutively. The prize included
also §30.
The score was for the six highest: Sergt. Mitchell, Tenth, 47;

Priv. C. A. Windatt, Forty-fifth. 46; St. Sergt. J. A. Armstrong,
G. G. F. G., 46; K. B. H. Flowers, P. G. A., 46; St. Sergt. Rolston,
Twentieth, 46; St. Sergt. W. Rinman, Ninetieth, 46
The First (Leicester) Regiment, Imperial Ser\nce, which is

stationed at Halifax, is represented by a .strong team. In the
MacDougall challenge cup match Priv. J. E. Hutchinson, Capt.
Rogers and Priv. Jamieson, all of the Forty-third, came back
from 400yds. with the possible 25 points. The youngest rifie shot
at present in the city attending the meeting is Trumpeter Ptigh,
of B Battery, Royal Canadian Artillery, stationed in the citadel,
Quebec. This promising shot won many prizes here during the
1889 meeting, coming within 3 of winning a place on tlie Canadian
team which is sent to England.

Toronto, Aug. 27.—The twenty-third annual prize meeting of
the Ontario Rifle Association closed this evening after four very
successful days' shooting. While the attendance all through the
meeting was not up to previous years, it maj^ safely be sa.id that
this year's matches from a point of general interest and keen
competition have never been equalled. To-day was a rare day for
the sport. There was little if any wind, and the light was almost
perfect. These excellent conditions enabled the marksmen to
outdo the scores which were considered good in other years. The
Gzowski cup. which is enviously sought after by the teams in the
skirmish and volley firing matches, was captured by the Grena-
diers for the second time in two years, score 309, they having been
tbe virinners of the trophy a year ago. It was expected that the
highest score in the revolver competition would not exceed 40, but
yesterday Corp. McLaren, Q.O.R., caught his eye and put in 42
lioints, or two points above Li^ut. Margetts. 13th Batt., the wiuntr
a year ago. There were two 41'8 and one 40. The scores in the
two leaOing contests stood:

Revolver Match.
Corp McLaren, Q.O.R 42 Sergt Thompson, I3th 35
Capt Gri ffith, 37th 41 S S Harp, Q.O.R 34
Capt McMicking. 44th 41 Lieut Mercer, Q.O.R 83
Lieut A Wilson, 33d 40 S S Ashall -33

Lieut Margetts, Slst 39 Lieut Orean, Q.O.R 31
Pvt Murdock, 13th 38 Pvt Anderson, 37th 81
Color-Sergt Crooks, Q.O.R . . 38 Pvt Wayper, 29th .30

Lieut Bwan, R.L 37 Pvt Hearne, 20th 30
Pvt J A Worden, 38th -36 Q M's Jardine, 29th 30
S S Mitchel, 10th R.G 36 Sergt J Brooks, 10th R.G 28

GZOWSJil-SKIHMISHINO MATCH.
Named after Col. Sir Casimir S. Gzowski, A. D. C. to the Queen,

ex-president of the Association. Open to the active militia of
Canada and H. M. army and navy. To be competed for by six
officers, non-commissioned officers or men from any one battalion,
brigade of field or garrison artillery, squadron of cavalry or crew
of ship. First—Skirmishing—Description of rifle, class I. (S.);

range, 200 to 500yds.; number of rounds, 5 advancing, 5 retiring;
position, any, at all ranges; entrance fee, S4 each team, including
ammunition; Ave prizes, total cash $100.

Q O R 183
Twelfth Battalion 180
Roval Grenadiers 171
Thirteenth Battalion 168
Governor-General's Body Guards 165

VOLLBV fflBlNG.

Description of rifle, claaa L (S.); ranges, 203 to SOOyds.: number
of rounds, 5 advanoing, S retiriixg; position, any, at all Tanges;

entrance fee. 84 each te.am, including ammunition;Tflve prizes,
total casli SIOO.
Forty-fifth Battalion - 160
Roval Grenadiers 138
Victoria Rifles 135
Governor-General's Body Guards.. 137
Thirteenth Battalion ; 135

AN AMERICAN TEAM FOR BISLEY.
The writer is very pleased at the editorial in Forest and

Stream of .luly 23 suggesting that an American team shottld
visit Blsley iipxt year.
When Mr. Farrow came over to England a few years ago and

shot in the long ranges he carried off the chieJ honors, and why
should not Americans do so again.
Tbe thing to do would be to bring over selected men, several

for each style of shooting; for instance two long range shots for
tbe 1000yds. prizes, one or two good off-hand shots at 200yds (this
is what the English are worst at): these shots must be used to the
English Martini rifle, as that is used exclusively for the 200yds.
oft'-hand competition, and the rest of the team good at 200, 500 and
600yds. these also must use the Englisn Martini rifle.

The Martini rifles can be got from several English makers at
from $25 to $30 each.
The great mistake all American teams coming to England in

former years have made is bringing only Sprintrfield or other
American rifles with them. The great bulk of Bisley competi-
tions are open only to Martini rifles. Consequently the Ameri-
cans could not shoot in any but a few unimportant competitions,
or if they shot in Martini competitions they had to borrow rifles

they were fnlirely unaccustomed to.

Now if a few good Martini rifles were bought at once, and were
practiced with the balance of this season and next year before
the Bisley meeting hy an American team, they would come over
to England and enter in all the prizes at Bisley except the two or
three which are restricted to English volunteer.*, and if they were
good shots win hundreds of prizes, instead of the two or three
American teams have been contented to shoot in heretofore.
The writer will be verv pleased to answer all questiona on this

subject asked through Forest and Stream. W. W.

CANADI.-VN TKAM.—The Canadian Militia Gazette, the organ
of the active force of the Dominion, explains why. for this vear
at least, the CaDadians will not visit Creedmoor. It pays. "Last
year the secretary of the National Association went to a good
deal of trouble in connection with a proposed visit of a Canadian
team, and a cordial welcome was assured. The proposal fell

through, however, not because there were not manv marksmen
willing to go, but for the want of an organizer. We believe that
could an interchange of visits between Canadian and American
ri^e teams be arranged it would be ereatly tothe advantage of rifle

shooting. The great attraction to a Canadian team at Creedmoor
would of course be the Hilton Trophy match, which is open to
teams of 13 men each from tlie Regular Army in any of the three
military divisions of the United States, from the National Guard
of any State, or from the military forces of other countries. The
firing is at 200 .500 and 600yds., 7 shots with any military rifle. The
position at 200yds. is standing, this being the condition most to
the disadvantage of a Canadian team, as the standing position Is

so little praoticfd in this country. The Creedmoor meeting un-
fortunately goes on at the same time as the Dominion matches .it

Ottawa, commencing on Sept. 1, a dav later than ours. We
believe the Hilton Trophy match is to be fired on Saturday, so
that our men would have barely time to reach Creedmoor after
the close of the Ottawa meeting, and would have no chance for
practice." It must be borne in mind, however, that this is the
first year where the meeting has been held so early in September"
In other years, with no Dominion matches at home, the Can-
adians did not come.

ARMY SHOTS. -Lockport, N. Y., Aug. 29.—The annual shoot-
ing competition of the Division of the Atlantic. United States
Army, comprising teams from all the posts east of the Mississippi
River, has just closed at Fort Niagara, at the mouth of the fa-
mous old river. The shooting has been exseptionally good and
has coniimied incessantly for the last two weeks, with the excep-
tion of two days, when the wind and rain storm interferpd. The
distinguished marksmen who go to the army shoot at Chicago,
with their final scores, are: Private Thomas Feeny, Co. D, Fifth
Infantry. 568; Sergt. WiUiam A. Boyle, Co. C, Battalion of Engi-
neers, 509; Sergt. AVilliam F. Shipp, Co. E, Fifth Infantry, 495;
Private Albert W. James, Co. D Fifth Infantry, 488; Private John
Kelly, Co. A, Battalion of Engineers, 482. Of tne best scores
among the other marksmen the following have led the list, and
will represent the division also at the shoot: Sergt. Charles Wood-
cock, Co. C, Eleventh Infantry, 565; Sergt. Charles Hohler, Co. B,
Eleventh Infantry, 534; Private William Decker, Co. E, Battalion
of Engineers, 518; Coj-p. John Desmond, Co. H. Fifth Infantry,
.501; Corp. James Laver. Co H. Sixth Infantry, 487; Sergt. Frede-
rick E. Ginder, Co. D, Eleventh Infantry. 485.

AMERICAN RIFLES WIN AT BISLEY.-In the Martini-Smith
competiiion for single-barrel rifles the scores below were made:
Single rifles, 7 shots:

1st prize MrW R Joyat Ballard 6767777—47 (5 cartons.)
2d prize Capt Dntton Hunt.Rigby 45

3d prize Mr Meyrick Mayuard... 44
'fhe carton is a circle of 2in. diameter. It counts 7. A bullseye

of 3in. diameter is used (cotmting 6), that being the smallest
object that can be conveuielly aimed at at lOOyds. It is only the
last few years the English shooters have found out the accuracy
of the American riffes; in former years hardly anyone except Mr.
Meyrick used American rifles. Mr, Joynt shot from a sitting
posture.

BOSTON, Aug. 39.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifie Association was held at its range to-day, with a large
attendance of riflemen. The shooting conditions were good, and
several good scores were made, Francis, Mervale, Fellows and
Brackett he-^diug the list. A. C. White, J. W. Jones, G. L. Hos-
mer and C. F. G. Arm.'4trong were the medal winners. Following
are to-day '.s scores. 2(X)yd,t:,, Standard American target: All-com-
ers ott'-ha'nd match—J. B. I'ellows 85, I. B. Thomas 74, Cook 73, A.
5. Week 73, J. Borden 70, jNl. T. Da v 67, O, Moore 66, J. B. Bobbs
65. S. P. Waters 65, D. Bay ley 63, W. White 6L All-comers' rest
match—,L Fnancis 110, M. R. Barter 107. H. ^V)lliams 105, W. Pe-
ters 104, A. H. Ballard 103, M. T. Day 102, D. Martin 103, A. G.
Home 99, S. Jackson 104, D. N. Winn 93, A. S. Hunt 93. Mi)itai-y
match—W. L. Swan 40, 1. B. Thomas 39, J. W. Jones 38, N. S. Wil-
son 31, D. Martin 81.

SGHUETZENFEST OF '92.—A meeting of the Central Com-
mittee of the Universal Schlilzpnfest of 1893, which is to he held
somewhere about the middle of .July, was held Satui'day evening
at 12 St. Mark's place. New York, A. Ludwig presidinsr. Bei nhard
Schirmer was elected second vice-president and R. Weichel sec-
retary, to fill vacancies. The sub-committee on the SchUtzenfest
suggested three localiiieB: Ridgowood Park, in Brooklyn, Wen-
de'l's Park, at ForL George, and UnioD. Hill, N. J. Each locality
had its a'llrerents, and debate over their relative merits was
animated and in'Okmged. t'nion Hill was finally .selected and the
choice was made un.animous. Entries to the festival are assured
from every center of tifrman population in the United States and
many of the Schiitzen Vereins of Germany have promised to par-
ticipate. Over .F'O.OOO will be distributed to prize winners.

NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 23.—The second shoot of the rifle con-
test between local clubs for the championship of the State took
place to-day at the range of the Lawson Club, under the auspices
of which the tournament is being condttcted. The standing of
the clubs is as follows. The first column represents the result of
to-day's shoot and the second the total scores made in the two
contests:
1. Arnatilts 5,237 10,471 7. Algiers 4,808 9,546
2. Expectations 5,205 10,380 8. Volunteers 4,420 8,494
3. Olympics 5,0.58 10,141 9. Pelicans 4,195 8,114
4. SouilironB 5,062 10,011 10. Perseverance .. .4,143 7,90-2

.5. Endeavors 1,882 y,86ii U. Orleans 3,025 .5,474

6. Eagles 4,825 9,6C«

CREEDMOOR, Sept. 1 —With the range in capital order, a
windless ideal day for shooting, and with a too sparse attend-
ance, the nineteen)* annual fall meeting opened here to-day.
There was plenty of work done, however, and good scoring
mainly in the continuous matches. The Wimbledon cup malch,
which calls for 80 shots at 1,000yds., was completed and again
taken by Major C, II. Gaus, of Albany, on a score of 133 in a pos-
sible 150. The full record of the meeting will appear In next
week's issue of Forest and Stki:.4m.

RIFLEMEN ON CYCLES.-The Connecticut National Guard
has made an experiment in military bic5"cling. The men rode
safety machines and carried Colt's lightning magazine .44Dal.
carbines and Colt's regulation army revolver. V\^lien mounted
each man carries his carbine slung across his back by means of a
strap. The carbine has a capacity of 15 shots and the revolver of
6 shots, giving to the 9 wheelmen a total of 103 shoes to be flred
without pausing to reload. The weight of the carbine is 51bs,
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WAKEFIELD, Mass.. Aug. 39.—A matcli shoot was held at the
range of the Richardson Wuards in this town, this afternoon, be-
tween rifle teams of 7 men representing Co. a. 5th Regt..Wobnrn:
Co. H, 6th Regt., Stoneham. and Co. A, 6th Regt., Wakefield. The
contest WRS easily won by the Wakefield aggregation. Following
are the scores, 10 shots per man, Greedmoor target: Wakefield
team, ,'^93; Woburn team, 279; Stoneham team, 252.

THE TRAP.
Scores /or publication should be made out on the printed Mankt

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnisUed^ gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents vjho favor us with club scores are par-
tl-!.ularlM requested to write mi one side of the paper ordy.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the followinsr:

Aug. 39 and Sept. 7.—Sweepstake Shooting at Rutherfurd, N. J.,
on the grounas of Boiling Springs ©\in Club. Aug. 39, sweep at
50 bluerocks, entrance $5. Sept. 7 (Labor Day), sweepstakes at
targets.

Sept. l-o.—Hacketistown Gun Club. Two days at targets.
For progi ammts address Jam^s L. Smith. Hackettstown N. J.

Sept. 1-4.—Second Annual Tournament, Cheyenne, Wyo. Dr.
A. A. Halcomb'^, Sec'y.

Sept.. r.—Spring Hiil Gun Club Shoot, targets and live hirds,
at Blauveltville, N. Y. C. A. Kettle, Sec'y.
Sept. 7-9 —Three Days' Tournament at Atlantic City, N. J.

Atlauiic Oiry Gun Club grounds. Managed by E. D. Miller,
Springfield, N. J., and Harry Tburman. Germantown, Philadel-
phia,
Sept. 8-11.—Grand Tnternatioual Tournament at Detroit. Live

birds at'd standard Keystone targets.
Sept. 9.— li'Dgbird Shoot of Pompey Hill (N. Y.) Gun Club. W.

M. Beard, Sec'y.
Sept. 11-13.— Harrisburg Shooting Association, new olub house,

two days opening shoot, targets and live birds; also six-men team
shoots for central Penn^ylvanisi. Harrisburg Shooting Associa-
tion trophy, valued at glOO. H. M. F. Worden, Sec'y.
Sept. 15-17.—Khoxville, Tenn., Inter-State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.
Sept. 15-17 —Dayton, O., Second Annual Tournament. Open to

the world. First two days inanimate targets. Last day spar-
rows. Address W.Scott McDonald, Fifth and Ludlow streets,
Dayton. O.
Sept. 29-Oct. 2.—First Annual Tournament of the Pennsylvania

State Sportsmen's Association, Williamsport, Pa. Targets and
live birds. N. A. Hughes. Sec'y.

Oct. 13-13.—Staunton (Va.) Gun Club, assisted by the Inter-
State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association.
Oct. 21-23,—Reading's Tournament, Flemington, N. J. Key-

stones. Open to all.

Oct. 37-29.—Savannah, Ga., Chatham Gun Olub, assisted by the
Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association.

THE BUFFALO INTER-STATE.
Buffalo, Aug. 28.—The trap-shooters' tournament has not been

so successful as expected. The entries were not numerous and in
many cases failed tn cover the guarantee. Many visiting sports-
men freely admit that the Associatioa blundered in awardiuK
this meet to Buffalo.

^

The Union Gnu (Jlub of Western New York is a union organi-
zation witli but one member in Buffalo, Jacob Koch. The tourna-
nament had not boen freely advertised and the general public
we] e not interested. As a consequence tbe attendance at the
meeting has not approached 100 any one dav.
There are many devotees of this manly sport in Buffalo and

such lethargy is rather surprising. The shooting has been mainly
done by visitors. The local shooters were entered in only a few
events during the three days. They failed to carry off one first
prize, and this is amazing when it is considered that the Queen
City of the Lakes boasts of several hundred expert gtinners in
her limits.
The only local gunner who has sustained his reputation is .Tafob

Koch. Otto Besser also did creditably. Much interest was mani-
fested by Ruffialo sportsmen in the result of these two men's
shooting. J^ast spring Koch and Besser competed in a special
match for the city's championship. During the progress of the
match a dispute arose and the match broke up in a fizzle. This
has left the local championship in doubt and the sportsmen are
still at sea. The shooting of Knowlton, the ex-cowboy of St.
Louis, was the feature of the first day's scooting. His remark-
able work fairly puzzled the spectators.
In the 20 singles on the first day, Penn, Stewart and King killed

the score in very short time. There was a strong southwest wind
blowing and shooting and sighting were difficult.

> During the entire three days it was exceedingly hot. Old Sol
was out in his glory and tanned the countenances of the hardy
sportsmen. There were a dozen tents on the grounds- among
which was the large one owned by the IfoREST and Stream. This
paper was largely distributed about the capacious grounds, among
its advocates being Tee Kay, an occasional correspondent.
J. A. R. Elliott, the American champi'm, was easily defeated

the first day by some local amateur. Many other visiting experts
did not seem to be "in it," to use the common expression.
The shooters had a jolly time every night at the Tifft House on

Main street. This was the headquarters, and numerous stories
about triumphs with gun and rod were told among the happy
crowd.
Altogether, poor management prevailed throughout the tour-

nament, and this was largely the cause for its failure, if such it
can be called. The attendance at the meeting should nave been
several thousand instead of hundreds. The grounds ai-e pleas-
antls' located and easy of access either by street or steam rail-
way.
Alderman John Busch is to be congratulated in placing his

park in such fine condition.
The weather at the last day's meeting was threatening and the

attendance was exceedingly meager. The sport was monotonous
throughout the day, the scores being very small. Many of the
crack shots had left Buffalo on the previous night and local gun-
ners composed the entries miinly.
Frank Kelsey maintained his record and easily carried off all

honors among the members of the Union Gun Club, under whose
auspices the tournament was held.
Jacob Koch told the Forest and Stream representative last

night that he was exceedingly glad that the meeting was at an
end. It had been a rather uninteresting meeting, but little
interest being manifested by local nimrods.
The scores were not high as a whole. The affair was also very

badly managed. Mr. Penrose was an efficient referee. The daily
press were refused a score and those who wish to obtain the full
particulars will have to read the Forest and Stream.

Aug. S.5.—No. 1, 10 singles. Experts:
Miller 0111101111- 8 Kelsey 1101111111- 0
Lindsley 1110001110— 6 Courtney OllllUlU— 9
McMurchy OllllOUOOl— 5 Apgar 11111011.01— 8
Heikes 1011111101- 8

Amateurs:
Knowlton llimOlll- 9 WLew 0011101011— 6
Stewart OllOOOlin— 6 W B Moore IIIOUOIOI- 8
Teft Kay 1000110100- 4 Sanford UllUllll-10
Pope UlOimil— 9 Pockel 0101110110— 8
Koch 0011101111— 7 Wasson 1010010000— 3
TaUett 1101011111— 8 Cochran lOllUlllO- 8
Wheeling 1111111111—10 Hammond 1111111111—10
King 1111111111—10 Olmstead .1111111111—10
Lewis 1111111110- 9 Oakleaf 1001111101— 7
DrM 1111101101— 8 Hall OlllllOlOO- 6
J E Wright 1101010111- 7

No. 3, 10 singles. Evp°rts:
Miner 1101010111— r
Lindsley IIOIOIOOCI— 5
Cotirtney 0100111101— 6
McMurehy 1111111100— 8

Amateurs:
Knowlton 1111010111— 8
Tee Kay llllllOlOO— 7
Tolsma lOlOOllOU— 6
Tallett 0110011001— 5
Koblee 0101101000- i
Stewart 1111111110— 9
Pochel 0101011000- 1
Koch 1110000101— 5

Lew 1010111101- 7
Pope 0011100111— 6
Wright 1111011111- 9

Heikes.
Kelsey
Apgar

1011011011- 7

mumii-io
1011011111— 8

DrM limimi-10
King mniiiu-io
Lewis milUllO- 9
Penn 1111110111- 9
Sanford 0111110111— 8
Moore 1010111111— 8
Hammond 1100101111— 7
Watson 1101110101— 7
Keller 1010110100— 5
Cochran 0101111111— 8
Olmstead 0101111010- 6

No. 3, 15 singles. Exiierts:
McMurchy .... 110011111011111-18 Miller 111101011010111-11
Heikes im 10111011111-13 Kelsey 111101111011010-11
Courtney OOEll 10100111Oil— 8 Apgar 011100100101111- 9
Lmdsley. . ..011010100110110-8
Amateurs:

Knowlton 111111111111111—15 McMichael. .. .011101101000100- 7
Tee Kay. ..... .110111010111110-11 King 111111111111111-15
I<ew 100001110011010- > Leris 111111111111010-13
Tallett 000111111100111-10 DrM 111111011110110-13
Kobler OOlOlOOlllOOOOO- 5 Wrignt 111110111111110-13
Soergel OllOOOOllOOOKX)- 5 Sandford 111111111111111—11
Stewart 011111110111111-13 Pope OllllOlOOimil-ll
Pochel 011100101010010- 7 Oakleaf 100001111101111-10
Moore 101011001010000- 6 Hall 011111000101001- 8
Penn 101111101111111—13 Uammond 011111111111111-li
Koch 111001101111100-10 Cochran 001001111110111-10
No. 4, 10 singles. Experts

:

McMurchy 0111111111—9 Lindsley 1001010001- 4
Heikes 1111001111-8 Kelsey 1111110111- 9
Courtney OlOOOOUlO-t Apgar 1111111111-10
Miller 1110111101-8
Amateurs:

Knowlton 1011111111-9 Besser 1111101111— 9
Stewart 1111011111-9 Tallet 1011011110- 7
Soergel 0010000100 -2 Sanford 1111111111- 10
Penn 0101110101-6 DrM 1101100110- 6
Tolsma 0101011100 5 Pode 1111111111—10
Wright lOOlllom-7 HaU lUUlOllO- 8
Pochel 0111011010-6 King lllOOlllll— 8
Olmstead 0101110011-6 Levis 1111111111—10
Lew 1100100101—5 Moore 1101011010— 6
Koebler 0010101100—4 Cochrane 1101110111— 8
Koch 1111101111—9 Hammond 1111011101— 8
Wasson 1111001101—7 Ooakleaf 0110111111— 8
Kolc OUOIOlOOl—5 Ell'ott 0000111001- 4
Brewster 0111011000-5 Olmstead 1111111011- 9
Tee Kay 1110010111-7
No. 5, 20 singles, experts:

M'Mu'chylHllllinoiOlllllll-18 Li"dsley. .01011000011111110110-13
Heikes. . . .10110111101101001001—11 Kelsey. . . . 11101111101111111101-17
C-^urtney.OOlOlOOOlOOlOOOlOm- 8 Apgar ....11101111110111011110—16
MiUer .... 11111011111111101111-18
Amateurs:

KnowltonlinOllOlllOllOOllll—15 Koch 11011111101111111111-18
Allen OllOOOlOOlllOOnoilll-10 King 111011Hllllllllllli_i9
Stewart ..11111111101011111111—18 Leris 01111111111111111110-18
Lew 11000110111110111111-16 Sanford ...11111011111111111111-19
DrM OllOlllOUOlOllimi-15 Tee Kay. .1111 UOOOllOlOlimi-15
Wright...10111101110111111111-17 Penn .. ..11111111111111101111-19
Besser.... 11001011101111111111—16 Russell ...11101010000011011100-10
Tallett. . ..01111101111011111111-17 Elliott. . . .01101001010111101111—18
Hamm'ndlllll 111111111110111—19 Olmstead.11011110011100111111-15
Pope 01111110111111111111-18
No. 6, 15 singles. Experts:

McMurchy.... 101101111111111—13 Lindsley lOOOOlOlllllCOO- 7
Heikes OUOOOllll 11111-11 Apgar llllOOllOUOlll-

H

Courtney 011001011010011— 8 Kelsey 111101111110111—13
Miller imillOllOllll-13
Amateurs:

Knowlton 111111111111101—14 Fries 001101001000101— 6
Pope 011011110111111-13 Moore 111101101110010-10
DrM.. 110110101111010-10 Paterson 100010100010010-5
Wright 111111111111111-15 Oehmig 010001101010100- 6
Besser 111111011011011—12 Myers 010110000101101— 7
Brewster 101101001100010— 7 Kobler 010111111001001- 9
Draw 111010000010111- 8 Allen 0110010111 00110- 8
Johnson 101111101011111-12 Oakleaf 111110110001110-10
Stewart 011111110010111-11 Hall 110001111011100- 9Hammond 111111011111111—14 Tallett 110111101111111—13
Koch 111011111111111-14 McMichael . . . .111101001000001- 7
Wasson OOUllUXlllOOil— 9 Cochrane 110111111101111-13
Elliott ilOUl 11 100011 10- 9 King 111111111011111—14
Sanford milUll 101111—14 Leris 111111111111111—15
Penn llOmiimUll—14 Tee Kay 11UH101111000-11
No. 7, 10 birds. Experts:

McMurchy 1110111111— 9 Kel«ey 1111110101— 8
Lindsley lOlIllllll- 9 Heikes 1111111111—10
Miller 1100111111— 8 Apgar 1011101101— 7
Courtney 0111101101— 7

.A.1X13ftj6TlTS *

Knowlton 1111111111—10 Soergel 1001100110— 5
Keller llOOnooOlO- 3 Dehring OIIOIOIOOO- 4
Olmstead IIIUIUII-IO McMichael 1110110101- 7
Pochel 0001101011- 5 Fries lllllOOOOl- 6
Stewart 1111101001— 7 Peterson 0111010(110— 5
Sipple 1111101101- 8 Draw OlllOllllI— 8Hammond 1111101011— 8 Johnson OlUlOllll— 8
Ruether 0101000100— 3 Sanford 1111111111—10
Swiveler 0100101111— 6 Tolsma 0101111001— 6
Wasson 0111001111— 7 King 1111111111—10
Koch 1111011010- 7 Leris 1110110111— 8DrM 1111011111- 9 Besser 0111111100- 7
Wright 0101111111— 7 Cochrane 1101111110— 8
Elliot 0101111110- 7 Lawson lOt'OOlOlOl- i
Penn lOlOlUlll- 8 Tallett 1111110111- 9
Kur'z 0001000110— S Howell 1010010010— 4
Moore 1111010110— 7 Meyers 0110100100— 4
Brewster 1100011101— 6 iMiller OlOllTOlll- 6
Pope 1111111111-10 Lodge llIOllllU- 9
Oakleaf OlOllOllll— 7 Rupple ICOOOllOOl- 4
Hall OllianiOOO- 4 Dugean 0110111011— 7
Tee Kay lOOIOlOllO— 5 Parker 1111011111— 9
No. 8, 20 singles Experts:

M'Murc'y 11111111111011110100—16 Heikes.. ..11111111011111111111—19
Lindsley.. OOtUlOllOllllllOllOl—13 Apgar . ..10111111111001111011—16
Miller linilllllllinolUOl-lS Kelsey. . . .11111101111111110111-18
Oonrtoey.lOlOllllOOlllOlllIOl—14 Hobart . . .UKMOlllOlOllOOlll-lS
Amateurs:

KnowltonlOlOltJllllllllllOlll—18 Elliott. . . .01001110100000101100— 8
Swiveler. .11011110001100100111- 13 Sanford ..11111111111111111111—20
Stewart . .OOlllWHllllOOOUll—15 Draw 10110100111011101101-13
Hamm'ndllOlllllllllllllOOU—17 Johnson. .HI 11111111111011110—18
Wright.. .miiniOOOlllllllll—17 Oehring...10100111101011111100—13
Dr M 10111110101101110110-14 Tee Kay. .11111111001111111111—18
Pope 11111111011111110111-18 Duggan . . .01100111101111001011-13
Tallett. . ..11101100111111011001—14 Parker . . .11001101111111100111-15
King 11111111111111111111-20 Cochran. .11111111110111111111-19
Leris 01111111111111101111-18 Penn 11111111111111111111-20
Koch 11010111111111101101—16 Besser. . . .lllOlUllOllOlllllll-17
Brewster..0m0101000011000110— 9
No. 9, 15 singles. Exoert"-:

McMurchy... 111111110111111—14 Apgar 101001000110110—7
Lindsley 111100001010110 - 8 Hobart 111011101110101—Jl
Miller 111111111111111-15 Kelsey 111111111111010-13
Courtney 010111111010011—10 Heikes 111101111111111-14

AlXX^ ti6UF& t

Knowlton...'. .111111111111111—15 Cochran llOOnilllimu—12
Sipple 111111111101111-14 Penn 111111011111100-12
Stewart 111110110111111—13 Tee Kay 010101111111111—12
Hammond 001111111111011—12 Sanforti 111111111111111—15
Wright 111111111111111-15 King 111111111111111-15
Dr. M 111000001010100- 8 Lena 111111111111110-14
Rogers 100010300001101— 6 Johnson 100111111011111—12
Pope llOlOiOOlllllll—11 Wasson 001110000101101— 7A Miller lOOlOOOOflllOOll— 6 Duggan 111001011011110-10
Fries 001111110110111—11 Besser 111110111111111—14
Kock 110101111111111-13 Brewster lOlllOllOUOOll- 10
Rupppll lOOoOOOltXWlOOO— 3 Wilson 010101110111011-10
Talle tt llllllUlUllOl—14
No. 10, 10 singles. Exuerte:

McMurchy UmOOllO-7 Hobart UUOOHll—

8

Lindsley 1100011010-5 Heikes 1111101111-9
Miller 1111111101—9 Kelsey 1111110111—9
Courtney 1111110001—7 Apgar Omilllll—

9

Amateurs:
Knowlton 1111111110—9 Tallett OlllllllU— 9
Stewart 1101101111—8 Koch mil 10110— 8
McMichael 0010110101—5 Cochrane 111001f»011— 6
Kurtz 0000101100-3 King llllllilll—10
Hammond

, OlllUllll-9 Levis 1011111111— 9
Wrisht 1010111111—8 Howell 0000101000— 3
Dr M 1010100101-5 Sanford 1111111011— 9
Penn lUlllUOl—9 Besser 1111111100— 8
Pope 0011111111—8 Reinicke 0111111011- 8
Aug. No. 1, 10 singles Experts: Heikes 7, McMurchy 9,

Courtney 5, Kelsey 9. Hobarr 3, King 5, Leris 9, Lindsley 10, Apgar
7, Miller 7, Sanford 9, Tee Kay 7. Amateurs; Knowlton 10, Tee
Kay 9, Edwards 8, Pope 9, Hunt 8, Wright 10, Keller 9, Stewart 7,
Penn 9, Hammond 9, Koch 8, Tallett 10, Cochran 7, Best 8, Dr. M.
5, Moore 9.

No. 3, 15 singles. Experts: Hoikes 12, McMurchy 13, Oonrlney
6, Miller 9, Hobart 9, Apgar 10. Lindsley 10, Kelsey 14, Sanford 13.
Amateurs: Knowlton 13, Tee Kay 11, Edwards 11, Pope 15, Wright
12, Hunt 12. Hammond 14, Stewart 14, Penn 14, Keller 12, Koch 11,
Tallett 13, Cochrane 13, Dr. M. 8, Parker 14. Moore 9, Best 10.
No. 3, 15 singles. Experts: Heikes 13, McMurchy 14, Courtney

9, Miller 15, Hobart 8, Apgar 14, Lindsley 11, Sanford 14, Kelsey 13.

9, Miller 12, Hobart 6, Apgar 12. Sanford 14, Lindsley 9. Kelsey 13.A mateurs: Ifnovvl ton 14, Tee Kay 13, Ed wards 11, Pope 13, Tallett
13, Moore 13, Dr. M. o, Stewart 9, Penn 13, Wright 14. Koch 13,
Keller 10. Kmnev i. Hunt 10, Curtis 9, Bennett 9, Marsh 13 Pea-
cock 12. .Johnson 14, Heinold 4, Wilson 11, Best 9, Wilkinson 13,
Wilier 6.

'

i.^^ArMi'-'-'fi°#^®^ F'^P'S^^':
Heikes 17, McMurchy 16, Courtney

12, Miller 19, Hobart 14, Sanford 20, Kelsey 14. Apg^r 13. Ama-
teiirs: Knowlton 19, Stewart 17, Edwards 15. Pope 17. Wright 14,
Tallett 17, Wilson 10, Marsh 13, Penn 18, Keller 16, Koch 14, TeeKay 19. Parker 19, Peacock 13, Johnson 14.

10 singles. Experts: Heikes 8, McMurchv 8, Courtney 4,
Miller 8 Hobart 6, Sanford 8, Kelsey 9. Apgar 8, Ltndslev 7. A ma..

tX)^^^^^^-^^^^^^? ^^^..\'?' Tallett 8, Pop? 8, Heinold 4,Wright 10, Mtindy 6, WiUer o, Wilkenson 4, Hunt 5, Koch 6, Curtis
8. Stewan 9. Keller 0, Kinney 9, Chamberlain 7, Edwards 6, Den-
nison 1, Wilson 10, Penn 8, Bennett §, Peacock 8, Dr. M. 6, LeBeau
6, New 3, Peters 9, Johnson 4.

-,A"r--,^i- ""/'PA^^- ^-'^Derts: Heikes 17, McMurchy 19, Courtney
12, MiUer 16, Hobart 8, Sanford 15, Lindsley 17, Kelspy 16, Apsar 15.
Amateurs: Knowlton 18. Stewart 19, Tee Kay 19, Pope 16 Tallett
15. Keller 14, Wright 17, Parker 16, Dr. M. 11, Johnson 13, Koch 14,Marsh 16, Peters 19, Peacock 13, Penn 18. Wilson 16.

,.^,°^'P^,*r°f^''^- Experts: Heikes 9, McMurchy 9, Courtnev ,3,

Miller 8, Hobart 5. Sanford 9, Lindsley 7, Apgar 10, Kelsey 7
Amateurs: Knowlton 9. Tee Kay 10, Almas 7. Pone 8, Balmer 3,
Heinold 5, Mundy 4. Wilkenson 7, Weller 2, Hunt 6, Tallett 7,Bush 3, Keller 9, Dr. M. 3, Wright 9. Chamberlin7,
Koch /, Best 7, Kinney 7, Peacock 7, Wilson 6, Penn 9.
No. 10, 10 singles. Experts: Heikes 10. McMurchy 6, Courtney

7, Miller fc, Hobart Sanford 10, Lindsley 8, Kel»ey 9, Apear B.
Amateurs: Knowlton 8. Tee Kay 9, Wright 7, Pope 9. Keller 9,Penn 9 Murky 6, Tallett 9, Stewart 8, Hunt 5, Koch 6.

^wfif. 37.-Matches Nos. 1, 2,54 and 10 at 10 targets, Nos. 3, 5 and 6
at 20, Nos. 7 and 9 at 15. Experts:

1 3 3 U S 0 7 S 9 10
Miller 8 8 15 10 20 16 14 .. 14 7
Kelsey.. 10 9 17 6 17 16 14 .. 12 8
McMurchy 8 7 16 9 17 16 14 . 13 9
Heikes 8 6 17 8 17 11 U .. 10 8
Lindsley 5 8 13 8 16 14 8 ,. 14 «
Knowlton 7 lo 17 5 17 18 13 .. 14 8
Penrose n g
Apgar. 8 7 le 9 17 is 14

1
' is 's

Amateurs:
Stewart 8 10 17 0 17 13 13 8 11 7
Pope • 8 9 18 10 16 19 12 10 14 9
Washburn 10 8 IB 9 13 .. 11
Keller 9 7 11 7 13 9
Wright 9 8 17 9 18 15 13 10 14 8
DrM.. 7 3 9 4 .. 11 7 5 5 5
TaUett !» 9 bi 9 20 20 13 9 14 10
Moore 8 7 14 5 19 13 9 6 13 .

.

Parker 8 7 16 .. 18 16 11
Kocbi 7 9 14 6 15 .. 9 6 .. ..
Olmstead 6 16 14 8 . .

•lohnspn 11 n r 14 6A Keller 5
Peacock 14 7 H ih Vi

S18.3-1.
Aug. 26.—Expert: M. C. Sanford. first, 88.3 per cent.. $15..50; H.

iMcMurchy, second, 87.5 per cent., S7.75. Amaieurs: J. Knowlton,
first, 91.03 per cent , $16.50; J. Tallett. second, 90.3 per cent., $7.75.

Autr. 27.—Expert,: E. D. Miller, first, 86.4 per cent., SII.8O; Neaf
Apgar, second, 84.2 percent., $.5.90. Amateur: J. Tallett, first,
92.1 per cent., SU.80; A. Pope, second. 89.3 per cent., $5.00.

WORCESTER SPORTSMEN'S CLUB,
Worcester, Mass., Aug. 27.—There has been a two days' tourna-

ment this week at the Coal Miue Brook Range, under the auspices
of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club. The attendance was very
good. Among the visitors the first day were Allen WDlfv, of
Hartford. Conn.; J. H. Ames, W. C. Cady and C. H. Hebbiird, of
New London, Conn.; H. E. Olcutt. of Manchester, Conn ; H. L.
Kdgerton, of Willimaniic, Conn.; Chas. Sterry and E, 8. Root, of
Tolland, Conn.; and Manuel Knowles. of Lowell. On the second
day the visitors included Capt. H. R. Anderson and Lieut. J. F.
Martin, of Battery B, 4th Artillery.
The several events of the first day follow:
Six standards, 30 entries: Smith, Ames, Root and Sherry each

broke 6, and div. first; Davis, Tucker, Rule, Bowriish, AVebb, Jones
and Knowles broke 6, after shooting off the tie, Davi-^, Tucker and
Rule div. second; Dickey. Brown, Place, Howe and Willey div.
third; M. D. Gilman and Burbank div. fourth.
Five clays, open traps, 31 entries: Smith, Howe, Bowdish, Web-

ber, Sterry ano Tucker each 5. and div. first; Dean, Gilman and
Burbank second; Dickey and Olcutt third; Rugg fourth.
Twelve standards, $2 entrance, 35 entries; Smith and Dickey

broke 12, and div. first; Root. Sterry and Rule 10, and div. second:
Gilman. Webber and Jones third; Howe, Kenney, Dean, H. L.
Davis and Knowles div. fourth.
Ten clays, 28 entries: W. L. Davis, Dickey, Burbank and Root

broke 9 and div. first; Dean, M. D- Gilman. Webber, Lark in and
Sterry each 8, div. second; Swan, Jones, Kinney, Ames and Olcott
div. third; Harvey, Tucker and Rule div. fourrh.
Six singles and four pairs doubles: Dicker 13 and first, Sterry

10 and second. Root third. Dean and Rule div. fourth.
Five clay-pigeons: A. L. Gilman, Davis and Webb each 5 and

div. first; Willey, Dickey, Howe, Sterry and Ames each 4 and div.
second; Root third; Harvey, Larkin and Rule div. fourth.
Fifteen standards, $.50 guaranteed purse, $3 entrance: Dickey

and Dean div. first. Smith, Davis, Rule and Sterry div. second.
Jones and Burbank third, Webb and Bowker fourth.
Team race, two men to team, 10 clays, 22 entries: Webb and

Dickey first. Dean and Bowker second, Jones and Hebbard third.
Seven standards, 35 entries: Sterry, Dickey and Bowker Brst,

Bowdish, Smith and Root second, M. D. Gilman and Dean third,
Forehand and Knowles fourth.
Ten clays. $3.50 entrance; Dickey first, Jones and Willey second,

Sterry and Root third, Dean, Webber and Rule fourth.
Ten standards: Dean first; Dickev, Rule and M. D. Gilman sec-

ond, Bowker and Knowles third, Webb fourth.
Twenty standards. Dickey 20, and first; Root 19, and secona:

Dean third, Bowker and Sterry divided.
Dickey won the prize of $5 offered by A. B. F. Kenney for the

largest average. In ten of his events he broke 105 out of a possible
111. He shot in 12 events and missed but 11. Cady also received
$5; his average was 80 per cent.
The several events of the second day follow:
Miss and out, standard, 17 entries.—Root, Dean and Smith 10, and

Smith drew out. On the tie Root won, Dean dropped his 13t,h.
Five clay-pigeons from 5 trap=, .22 entries.—Root, Ames, Dickey,

Cady and Ruge first; Hatch and Dean second; Willey third. Fore-
hand fourth.
Seven standards, 31 entries —Dickey, Smith, Trisker. Root and

Dean first; Hatch and Harvey second; Bowdish, Cady, Sterry and
Ingraham third; Forehand, Dudley and Whitney tnurtii.
Ten clays, $1.50 entrance, 20 entries.—Trisker, Cad v and Davis

first: Dickey, Smith, M. D. Gilman, Bowdish and Root second;
Dean, Sterry and Rugg third; Willey fourth.
Twelve standards, $2 entrance, 16 entries.—Cady and Knowles

first; Davis, Root and Tucker second; M. D. Gilman, Dickey,
Sterry, Dean and Rugg third; Willey fourth.
Two-men team race. 10 standards, 9 entries: Rugg and Smith,

Cady and Root first, Willey and Sterrv second, Dickey and Davis
th'rd.
Fifteen clays, 850 guaranteed, $3 entrance, 18 entries: Dickey

and Sterry each 15 and first. Davis and M. D. Gilman 14 and second,
Root and Knowles 13 and third, Willey 12 and fourth.
Nine standards, 22 entries: A. L. Gilman first, Cody, Rugg,

Smith, Dickey and Sprague second, Willey and Sterry third, Dean
and Root fourth.
Seven clays, 22 entries: Rugg. Davis and Dickev first. Perry,

Tucker and Sterry second, M. D. Gilman and Wiley third, Kenney
and A. L. Gilman fourth.
Fifteen clays, .55 entrance: Dickey and Dean first. Root and

Cady second, Davis third.
Seven standards, 23 entries: Dean, Smith, Forehand and A.L.

Gilman first. Dickey, Davis and Rugg second, Sterry, Tucker and
Howe third. Root fourth.
Seyendays, 33 entries: Cady and Root first, Bowdish, Rugg and
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Tucker second, A. L. Gilman, Dean and M. D. Gilman third, Fore-
hand and Kenney fourfh. „ „
Bight standards. 22 entries: Root and Dickey fiist, Perry second,

A. L. Oilman third. Bowdish and M. D. Gilman fourth.
Seven standards, 12 entries: Sterry first, Dean second, Oromp-

ton third. Kenney fnurtli.
,

Seven clavs: Sterrv and VVilley first. Dickey and Root second,
Crompton, Cady and ForehRnd third, Sprague and Howe fourth.

DEATH AT THE TRAP.
Bbookltn. Aug. 26.—The regular monthly meeting of the At-

lantic Rod and Gun Club at the grouods .iust outside the Brighton
Beach r- ce track this afternoon ended tragically. Joseph O'Brien
was liillrd by the sccidental discharge of a shotgun.
The Atlantic Rod and Gun Club is composed mostly of the

oflilc'ials and business men of Gravesend. It meets on the last

Wedni sdny of every month. Twenty members aFserabled at the
grounds to-day. Among tfiose who participated were .lustice of

the Peace Kpnneth F. Sutherland, ex-Assemblyman Charles ,T.

Knnli, Richard Dwyer, and Under Sheriff Hugh McLaughlin.
The men passed nearly all the afternoon at the regular club

match for the Eneeman badge and Blondin medal. The sport
was good, and everybody enjoyed it. Mr. O'Brien was especially
Cheerful.
After the club match a sweenstakes was arranged. There were

twelve men entered, Mr. O'Brien among them.
Jam s W. Cropsev, S. Stryker Williamson, William Weber,

.Joseph O'Rrienand Dr. Hill fell hack some distance at the con-
clusion of the medal match.
O'Brien and Williamson sat down. Weber stood behind their

chairs. Under-Sherifl McLaughlin was practicing, pi-eparatory
to entering for the sweepstakes. He fired at two birds, both of
which escaped, one aJighiing on the roof of the club bouse.
O'Brien and Weber had been talking over the arraneempnts for
the Atlantic Rod and Gnn Club's proposed excuision to Long
Branch on Sept. 14.

Crnpsey walked up and stood in front of O'Brien and William-
eon with his gun under his aj m and holding two cariridges in his
hand. Ho joined in the conversation. Noticing the cartridges,
Williamson said:
"Put ihose cartridges away, Jim; you don't need them for any-

thing."
"Oh. .ves, I do; it is my turn to shoot next," answered Cropsey.
Williamson leaned back and turned his head to look at. the

pigfons on the club hoiise roof. The movement saved his life, for

at that moment Oropsey's gun was discharged. The charge
whizzed by Williamson and lodged m O'Brien's face. It made a
terrihle wound, and O'B.iien fell forward without a groan dead.
Tbe front and the right side of his face was torn away.
Cropsey, in his staicment af te"r the mishap, said that he had

slipped two cartridges into the barrels of his gun, but ihey did not
fit. He finally got them in and closed the gun. It was then that
one barrel was discharged. The cartridge must have caught and
exploded, as Cropsey felt sure he had not touched the trigger.

Editor Forest and St ream:
The deplorable accident which occurred at the shoot of the

Atlantic Rod and Gun Club a few days ago, whereby a most
estimable young man lost his life, furnishes, if thK newspaper
account of it be correct, an excellent reason for pigeon shooters
to avoid that club. In well-regulated shooting clubc three rules
are rigidly enforced during shooting matches. First, the shooter
shall not load his gun until he takes his place at the score—that
is, not until he stands with his back to the spectators and with
tbe mu2;7;le of the gun pointing in the direction of the traps at
which he is to shoot. Second, the shooter before he leaves the
score must unload his gun—that is, still standing with his back
to the spectators, and without turning around and with the muz-
zle of the gun still pointing iu the direction of the traps, he must
"break" his gun and remove tbe shells. Third, no scouting shall
be allowed. These rules, if enforced, leave scarcely any chance
of accident in pigeon-shooting. It does no harm on this occasion
to repeat them in your columns.
I have no doubt such rules written or unwritten are supposed

to govern tbe pigeon matches of the Atlantic Gun Club and that
some one duly authorized to enforce f.hem is always present. If
not the matches should not be shot. And the person so authorized
Is in duty bound to note the behavior of each shooter; to correct
him if he errs in the handling of his gun and to quote and insist
upon compliance with the lules. I will venture to say tliat at
this Atlantic Gun Club shoot watchful eyes saw every kill and
detected every no bird snap shot on the ground by mistake; but
where was he whose duty it was to pro ect the spectators? W here
were the eyes directed that left poor O'Brien at the mercy of a
thoughtle.'^s man due at the score? The unfortunate person who
held the fatal gun is to be pitied, perhaps excused; but what can
excuse the gross—tbe almost criminal—carelessness of those who,
by neglecting the du ies with which they were charged, made
possible the killing of O'Brien!
Such an event as this involves more than the reputation of the

Atlantic Gun Club. It reflects unpleasantly upon the entire
shooting-club world. It will not add to the public's estimation of
pigeon-shooting, for the public, slow to analyze causes, is wonder-
fully quick in grasping results. And it seems to me that so ex-
cellent a sport as pigeon-shooting ought not to be brought into
trouble or disrepute by sucn badly-governed associations as the
Atlantic Rod and Gun Club. These organizations should practice
no sport more dangerous than bean-bag pitching. CaoxON.

TRAP SHOOTING IN THE FATHERLAND.
[From a Special Corresjwndent.]

Beklin, Aug. IS—Editor Forest and Stream: The first great
prize shooting tournament at clay pigeons in this coud try took
place near this city last week. The rules laid down for the shoot
were those of the Deutsche Schiessverein (German Shooting As-
sociation), and are closely related to the standard English rules.
Seventy-six valufible pvizis were offered by this association and
shot for.
The first prize, which gives its owner the right to the title of

champion wing shot of Germany, was won by a young man. Mr.
Preuss, with a 13-bore Winchester repeating gun. Preuss scored
92 birds out of 100.

Mr. George Ligowsky. oC Cincinnati, who acted as referee, pro-
nounced Mr. PreuBs's shooting as fine as he had ever witnessed in
the United States. Fully nine-tenths of all the p' iz°s offered were
earned off by shooters using the Walsrode smokeless powder.
In connection with the clay pigeon shoot a shooting match with

hunting rifles was arranged at a moving wild boar. Mete, too, the
Walsrode smokeless powder sustained its reputation. The first

prize was won by Dr. Goettinger. a native-born American, who
uses smokeless powder exclusively.
The tournament has stirred up German gunners. Wing-shoot-

ing clubs are b'nng organized all over the country, and clay
pigeon shooting will soon be a popular spnrt in the Fatherland.
Clay pigeons are olTe.red here to the individual shooter at about a
cent apiece. Heretofore, and as Ions as they had to be imported
from America, they retailed at 3 cents apiece, a price far beyond
the reach of the great mass of shooters. Abmin Tennbb.

AUBURN GUN CLUB.-Aubnrn, N. Y., Aug. 26.-To-day our
club held a very interesting meet at the club grounds. The day
was very fine and tbe attendance, though numerically smaller
than common, was full of enthusiasm. The race was 25 kingbirds,
15 singles. Keystone rules, and 10 singles, 5 traps, unknown angles,
expert rules, the most difficult known trap-shooting. Aside from
the regular contest, which score is given below, we had a number
of sweepstakes and other shoots:

A Class.
Carr llllllllGimillUmilll-3-1
BrinkerhofC < 111111111 111111 till 111101-24
Tuttle 11111111011 lllllioniim—23
Ties, 10 singles. Keystone rules, 5 singles, expert rules:

First Tie. Second Tie.
Carr 1111111111 01011—13 IIUUIUI 11111-15
Brinkerlioff 1111111111 10101-13 llllUllll 01111-14

B Class.
Wheaton 111111 11 1 111 11 110 1 1011011-22
Doane 0111111110111011111110100-19

C Class.
Slnclali- ! ...1011101111111111111111101—22
Kerr 1011111111111111110110101—21
Tripp 11101111011 1 1111101111011—21
White IIOOIOIUOOOI 1 1 111111 1 110—18
Brister OOlllillll 101010101110001—16

D Class.
Garrett 1111111111111111111110111—24

0. W\ B.

r BOILING SPRINGS GUN CLUB. — Rutherford, Aug. 29,—
Sweepstake shooting all dav. Main event 50 hluerocks, three
moneys, entrance $5: Post 46, HoUister 44. B. William 43, Collins
43, Cutwater 43, Heritage 40, Lane 8y, Hathaway 36, Paul 84.

CONEY ISLAND, O.
CrNCiNNATi, O., Aug. 25.—On Thursday, Aug. 20, at Coney Island,

a popular resort up the Ohio River, 14 miles from the public land-
ing in this city, was a trap-shooting match that was notable not
only for the number of entries in the shoots, but for the rapidity
with which the several events were disposed of in one afternooii.

The Penrose system of rapid firing was employed and the Ameri-
can Association rules governed. Birds were cheaj] and entrance
fees were low. Moreover the money was divided into numermis
firizes, so as to preclude wolfish pooling and encourage shooting
or the acquirement of skill and for amusement. The result was
very satisfactory, and the plan will probably take a firm hold
here and revive the interest in shooting which has been languish-
ing for the past two or three years.
No. 1, 105 entries, 10 single hluerocks, entrance 50 cents:

Early 6 Fey 8 CF 3
E Williams 3 Pierson 9 Nichols 5

T Williama 5 H Stevens 9 Supel 10

Bauer 4 Hessler 7 Clark 8

Huber 6 Albert 9 Doughman 9

L F 5 Bohemian 7 Gillman 8

J K 9 Wellman 5 Vincent 6

Ross... 7 E Taylor 7 Hoffman 5

Clark 7 Miller 7 Higgms 8

Scott 7 Bandie.. ^ 9 Bee 9

Reik 7 Waters 7 Taylor, Sr 8

Tonny 10 Stuart 6 Shorty 10

JDemar 8 West 7 William 1

Van 5 Gubsey. 6 Helm 7

B Trimble 6 Klett 5 Goodman 5

E Trimble 5 Merrick 7 Taylor, Jr 5

ToUett : 9 Sautern 4 Stemkorb 10

Shreck 7 T Belding 9 Gentry 5

Girton 8 Cook 7 Jackmm 5

ITolliday 10 Waterman 4 Goble 5

Ring <S D Belding 6 Siickels 6

Felix 7 WeUa 8 Murphy 7
Mustin 8 Klett 3 Tug 7

FDemar 7 Bailey 8 Hall 4

Marshall 7 W Bailey 4 Wick 4
Rowan 7 Riley 5 Newmeyer 2

Nose 9 Haywood 4 James 9

Bridges 5 Weeks 9 Glassford 4

Stevens 8 McDonald 9 Jackson 6

McQrew 7 Swing 5 Richard 6

Bvers 9 WlUte 7 Henson 9

Frank 8 Randal 6 Arnold 6

Brown -.6 Sullivan... 4 Stone 4

Srofe 7 See 10 Kessler 2

Prolsman 7 G W 6 Briggs 7

Shorty first. Murphy second. Felix third. Dr. Waters fourth,
Stuart fifth, Hoffman sixth, Glassford seventh.
No. 2, 10 hluerocks, entrance 50 cents, 114 entries:

Stone 3 Shatzman 6 Waters 10

West 6 Pootzman 8 Vincent 7

G. W 6 Stearns 6 Fey 9
Greasey 4 Demar.... 5 TF 7

Gentry 8 Henson 9 JK 9

G Klett 3 Doughman 7 Jackson 8

Hall 8 Girton 8 Orr 7

Klett 5 Mustin 10 Gaines 5
Stuart 8 Hiegins 8 Randal 8

Belding 7 E Bailey 5 Minor 1
Cook 7

Swing 7

Nichols 9Waterman 5

Early 6

Bee 9
Taylor, Jr.. 7

J Demar 7

Murphy 10
Boutel 5
Goodman 8

Steinkorb 9
Nose.
Byers 9 Prichard

Stone 8
D Belding 4
Van 7

.lersey 7
A Stevens 8

Siickels..
Hetzler

Hoffman 9 Marshall 9

Wood aid 6 Phares 7

Shorty 10 Kling 6 Bing

George 5
O Skamp 6
Miller 5
Weeks

Clark 6 Jackman 6

Merrick 7 James 5

Trofe 9 Tollett 7

Brown 7 Taylor, Sr 7

Thurman 6 Lantern 6

McDonald 8 Bridges 4
Scott.... 9 Miller 9
Bandle 9 RMiable 9

Peek 9

Willie 8

Young 9

Frank 9

See 10

Ross 8
Bohemian 3
Sullivan

CF
Glassford
Albert 6
HoUiday 7
Briggs 8
Riley 6
Bauer 7
Bailey 6

Wells 7 Rowan 10
Teisel.
Shreck 7
Tuv 8

R Trimhle 4

E Trimble 7

Shatzman

Helm 5
Williams 6
Hessler 7
Arnold 7
Robert 5
Fdlix 9

Haywood 9 Becker 4

Shackman 12
Boutel.... 7

Stone 15
Demar 13

Pierson 8 Goble 8 Huber
Hess 3 Gibson 8
Shorty first, Rike and Glassford second, Teipel and Ross third,

Vincent fourth, W. Bailey fifth, Gaines sixth. Bridges seventh,
Bohemian eighth.
No. 3, main event, 20 hluerocks, 75 cents entrance, 105 entries:

Miller 17 Lantern 15 Frank 12

Waters 17 GW 14 Hoffman 14
Vincent 19 GP 9 Nichols 10
Gentry 17 Bailey 11 Prokman 13
See 16 Steinkorb 15 Felix 14

Stuart 18 Reisinger 14 Stone It

Holliday 16 Hetzler 13 Srofe 17
West 13 Tufts 13 Richard 17
Bohemian 14 Rafidal 17 Early 16

Jackson 17 Stickels 5 Grauden 14
Doughman 16 Riley 11 Reliable 17

Haywood 11 Girton 18 Murphy 16

Teinel 19 Gobel 8 Belding 14

Tuy 17 Briggs 10 SulPvan 8

Wells 11 Tollett 13 Brown 13

R Trimble 13 Stevens 16 Games 18

T Trimble 13 Swing 16 Cook ...11

Hall.. 13 Belding 13 Gubsey 10
Van 15 Goodman 16 Klett 7

Shreck 11 Nose 15 Phares 18
Marshall :....16 Rowan 16 Ring 9

Bridges 15 Byers 18 'Weeks 16

Shorty 19 Merrick 14 Albert 16

Kling.... 12 Weber 12 Pierson IS

McDonald 18 Arnold 15 Glassford 19

Scott 14 Jessup 17 Henson 18

Bandle .16 Wick 17 Bailey 17

Rike 19 Young 18 Mustin 17
" W^illie 17 J Demar 12
Woodard 10 Taylor, Sr 18

CStevens 8 Oilman ...16

Becker 13 Rose 19

Bee 17 Bauer 12 Twvlor, Jr 10
Ties on 19 first, 18 second, 17 third. 16 fourth, 15 fifth, 14 sixth, 13

seventh, 13 eighth, divided the $100 in gold; Cook ninth, Gubsey
tenth, C. F. eleventh, Sullivan twelfth, Boutet thirteenth, Stickes
fourteenth, Reisenger fifteenth.
No. 4, 10 hluerocks, entrance 50cts., 36 entries:

SeB 8 E Taylor 9 Clark 7

Randal 9 Weeks 8 Young 4
Stickles 5 Goodman 8 Gas'rigbt 9

Bandle 9 Ross 9 Frank 10

Miller 8 Srofe. 10 Mustin 8
' Pierson 9 Albert 9

Gillman 9 Girton 9
Bauer 6 Teeple 9

T Belriing 7 Swing 4 Bickard 9
D Belding 9 Bridges 4 Tuv 8

Cook 8 Nichols 6 Felix 8

Henson 9 Doughman 10 Demar 5

Wick 10 Gibson 9

First div., Bandle second. Taylor third, Belding fourth, Gillman
fifth. Stickles sixth. Swing seventh.
No. 5. 10 hluerocks, entrance 50 cents. 38 entries:

E Taylor 8 Tnv 9 Gillman 6
Belding 4 Teipel 7 Johnston 1

Cook 8 Bridges 3 Mustin 8

D Belding 5 Earlv. 6 Henson 7

Miller 8 Swiny 8 Rike 8
Doughman 7 Goodman 5 Nichols 4

Bauer- 3 Ross... 9 Shickels 6

Wells 4 Lee 6 Pierson 7

West 3 Vincent 6 W^ck 7

Weeks 5 Bandle 8 Felix 7
Frank 7 Soofe 7 Gastright 8

Willie 7 Girton 7 Richard 7

Young 7 Randal 7

Ross first, Gastric-ht second, Teipel third, See fourth. Weeks
fifth, Nichols sixth, West s'^venth, Bauer eighth.
Six other events were shot, entries ranging from 30 to 30, with

151.00 entrance, four moneys.

Vincent
Rike....
Earl
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HONEOYE FALLS, N. Y. , Aug. 39.—I send you scores "of our
sixth monthly shoot. Tbe weather was fine and our shoot went
off in good shape. We had some shooters from Avon and Lima.
Mr. Maxwell, of Lima, with his gun held below the hip until he
called puU, shot a good race and is a jolly fellow. Mr. Gregg
made a good score of 15 straight birds with his new Lefever gun.
The Boss Wood Pecker of the Lima Gun Club shot a good race with
Mr. Wilkinson and pecked very well tRl he struck Mr. Benham
on the ties, and then bis gentle voice was silent. Mr. Martin won
the solid gun medal for the first .shoot with 15 straight birds,
shooting in fine form.
Monthly medal shoot, 15 kingbirds, 5 traps, Ameriran Associa-

tion rules, 3 medal prizes:
A D Martin .... llOOHlllllllll-lS Benham 111111110110011-13
Nesbitt.... ...OlllOlOw. Gregg 111111111111111—15
Maxwell 011111110011111-12 Goodrich 111111011111111-14
Wilkinson 11111111111 1 110-] 4 Hyde 111101111111 1 11-14
Weller 111111010111011-13 Rounds lOlOOllolllllll—

H

Starr 111011010111110-11
First contest for solid 14 karat gold medal, 15 kingbirds, 18yd?.

rise; won by A. D. Martin with 16.

Second contest, merchants' prize; first prize, California hunting
coat; second prize, 51bs. powder; third prize, 251bs. shot; fourth
prize, 60 loaded shells; 7 kingbirds. 5 kingbird traps. ISyds. rise:

Wilkinson 1111111-7 Gates . ...nioiOlO-3
Weller .1100101-4 Hyde 1111100-5
Ne sbitt Oil0011—4 Ben kam 11 10111-6
AD Martin 0111111-6 Starr 1101110—5
Boxmds 1001110-4 Goodrich 0111111-6
Gregg 1111111-7 Maxwell 1011111-6
Shoot-off: Gregg first, Martin and Benham div. second, Starr

third, Nesbitt fourth.
Third contest, $1 entrance. 7 kingbirds, 5 traps, 18yds. rise:

A D Martin 0001191—3 Weller 1110001-4
Wilkinson 1110111-6 Rounds 1101001-4
Nesbitt 1010101-4 Hyde 0111011-5
Benham 1110101-5 Starr 1011111-6
Gregg 0111111-6 Maxwell 0100011-3
Ou shoot-off: Wilkinson first, Benham second, Weller third.

Maxwell fourth.

WALNUT HILL, Mass., Aug. 26.—The regular fortnightly shot-
gun meeting of the Massachusetts Rifle Association was held at
this range to-day. The attendance was not large, but any lack
there may have been in numbers was amply made up by the jol-

lity and eood nature of those present, all naving been put in the
befit of humor by the very aurreeable weather conditions which
prevailed all day. The main inter-st of the dav centered in the
struggle for first place in the gold coin match, which was secured
by Mr. Bush with a straight score of 30, closely followed by Mr.
Bowker wnth 19, and Mr. Rockey with 18. The excellent score of
.^Ir Bush entitles him to hold the championship badge of the As-
sociation until the next shoot. Gold coin match, 20 standard Key-
stone targets, squad firing, fifth competition: Bush 20, Bowker 19,

Ro key 18. Barrett 16, Parham 15, Stone 14. Hosmer 14, Snow 13,

Nichols 13.

PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION.—The first annual tourna-
ment of the Pennsylvania State Sportsman Association will be held
at Willia.msport. Pa.. Sept. 39 to Oct. 3, under the management ot
the Williamsport Rifle and Gun Club. Tbe manaeement desire
to say that special railroad and hotel rates will be furnished all

sportsmen and their friends, and everything done to make the
event pleasant to all who may come. Two sets of traps will be in

constant operation for sweepstake shooting, which will be con-
ducted undf-r the expert handicap rulep. The prospects are that
the shoot will eclipse "ny heretofore held. Come and bring your
your gun, and help «well the pquade. Programmes can be had by
addressing N. A. Hughes, 343 Pine street. Ammunition of all

kinds and plen'y of it can be had on the grounds at reasonable
prices. We will shoot rain or shine. The grounds will be open
for sweeps Monday, Sept. 28. Last day, live birds.

FLEMINGTON, N. J.. Aug. 29.—Geo. E. Reading's first fall trap-
shooting tournament will take place at Flemington, N. J., on
Oct. 21, 33 and 23. Shooting will be at standard keystone targets
from five traps, rapid firing; the two first days open to a'O, experts
to shoot at unknown angles, amateurs known angles; the last day
open o"lv to amateurs; Ameriran Shootin.g Association rules ex-
cept 12-gauge guns allowed IMoz. shot, and any one in a tie can
draw his share. All moneys will be paid the winner at the close
of each event.-Hayti.
KYLE'S SCORING DIAGRAMS.—E. T. Allen, of San Fran-

cisco, dealer in sportsmen's goods, issues a book of diagrams of
C. W. Kyle's graphic method of noting the results of each shot at
trap work on live birds. Tbe field is represented by several cir-

cles and the course of the bird noted in a rough tracing on the
diagram, and by a simple system of marks the result of each shot
and the whvfor of each miss is noted for future reference.

NORTH CLARENDON, Pa.—In May tbe Mead Gun Club, of
North Clarendon, and tbe Tionu Gun Club consolidated, and on
the Fourth of July held their initial shoot. They are shooting
weekly for a badge presented by the Standard Keystone Target
Co., whose traps and targets they use.

THE SPRING HILL GUN CLUB, of Blauvnltville. N. Y„ will
hold a holiday shoot Sept. 7, shooting all day, 200 live birds, targets,
lunch.—C. A. Kittle, Sec'y.

Model Fachts and Boats. Their design^ making and sailing, icith

designs and worlting draivings. Postpaid, $3.

KNOTTY QUESTIONS.—The racing rules of the leading yacht

clubs of the world are so nearly uniform and have stood for so

long in practically their present form, that it may safely be as-

sumed that they are about as nearly perfect as one could expect.

At the same time questions are constantly arising which are not

covered by them, and which must be decided solely according to

the judgment of the committees to whom they are submitted. A
curious case will be found in another column, in which a yacht,

having no competitor in her own class, goes up into the next class

for a single race, and wins a challenge cup given for and previ-

ously held exclusively by the larger class. A protest against the

award of the cup to her has been disallowed by the regatta com-
mittee, who liold that slie entered the class under a rule of the

c\nb and so becomes entitled to all the privileges of the other

yachts in the class. Without attempting to discuss the merits

of this particular case, the details of which are better known
to the committee than to us, it seems that as a matter of equity a

prize given for a series of races iu one particular class should he

open only to yachts permanently enrolled in that class: and that

a yacht cannot at the same time be enrolled in two classes. The
necessity for allowing a yacht having no competitor to enter for

the time being the next class, is well recognized, and the rule Is a

good one; the yacht has a claim to the regular prizes of the day

but when the race is over she at once drops back to her proper

class, and it is at least an open question whether she is entitled to

a prize specially helonging to the larger class unless she is willing

to remain in that class permanently. Her temporary presence in

the larger class is but an accident, and should not be allowed to

disturb permanently the course of racing in the class.

THE RIGHTS OF A YACHT IN ST ARTING.-Another point

in which the rules are defective has been brought out within a

few days both in yachting and canoeing. What rights has a

yacht in the choice of a time for starting? In the second race of

the Corinthian series at Marhlehead a yacht was fouled by a fol-

lowing boat just as she crossed the starting line, though ltdres

not appear that she was hindered in any way by the slight col-

lision. She at once wore round, made a circle of the mark, and
came for the line for a second crossing, being timed again just

2 minutes astern of her principal rival, tlie one with whom she

was in collision. In all of these races, at the request of some of

the owners, the one gun start, originally announced, had been re-

lilaced by a lime start with 3 minutes interval to cross in; and on
each occasion there had been some very sharp handling between
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the two yachts in qiiestion for the last place over the line; each
accepting a handicap on the first day in the eilort to he last.

The q^uestion whether a yacht, having once crossed and her time
heing taken, can cross again, was practically decided in the

affirmative hy the committee iu recording officially the time of

the second crossing; but this principle we believe to be wrong, as,

if fully carried out, it must lead to seiious complications. To
consider an extreme case: An interval of five, and sometimes ten,

minutes in which the yachts may cross the line is quite the cus-

tom in American racing, though we are glad to say that the in-

terval is being grad^ially shortened, and of late is frequently dis-

pensed with in favor of the one-gun start. In certain weather it

is considered good judgment to start last, and yachts are not
infrequently handicapped in the effort to put another boat over
the line ahead of them. Supposing now that a yacht has crossed

the line with a little wind about gun-fire and finds after several

minutes have gone that she is becalmed near the line, the time
being counted against her, while a more favored rival who has
not yet crossed is preparing to sheet out her spinaker and go over
with a rush before a coming breexe. It Avould certainly be unfair

to let the first yacht, after throwing away her chance and losing,

have another trial by working back and crosing the line a second
time astern of her rival. Sucli an extreme case is seldom likely to

occur, though we have seen conditions under which it might be
possible; but if it is an understood thing that a yacht shall be

timed finally the first time that she crosses the line after the
starting signal, there will be no chance for such maneuvers.
A yacht is always at liberty to start as long after the others as

she chooses, and under most conditions she can injure no one hut
herself in so doing, but a peculiar case in which this privilege

was abused has lately occurred in a canoe race. The course was
six roiinds of a triangle with half-mile sides, making nine miles

in all. A canoe which wns duly entered was temporaril y disabled

at the start, and after making repairs waited until the leaders

had completed the first round and began the second, when she
started with them to begin her first round. Though without the
faintest show of winning from the field of 13 fast boats, she
was no doubt legally entitled to start when she pleased, and
she availed herself of the privilege, making a race with one of the
leaders, claiming right of way in tacking, and sailing in all re-

spects as though she had started with the rest. Although this

action practically amounted to the interference of an outside

boat in the race, there is no rule of a yacht or canoe club which
prohibits it; at the same time a regatta committee would be jus-

tified in exercising the discretion accorded to it by most rules and
ordering the offending boat olT the course.

A RACE WASTED.—Though prizes and races have been plenty
this year it seems rather a perversion of the end for which prizes

are given to offer several for the result of one race. The Cherry
Diamond Y. C, after sailing two races for its Iflft. cup, has just

thrown a third race away entirely by giving a leg for the cup to

the M'inner of a race held by another club, for which two prizes
were already offered. The object of prize giving is not merely to

endpw yachtsmen with silverware but to promote yacht racing.

THE NEW YORK Y. R. A.—The annual regatta of the New
Y^'ork Y. R. A. on Labor Day promises to be a great success, a
large number of entries having been received.

EASTERN Y. C. CRUISE. 1891.

THE annual ci-uise of the Eastern Y. C. took place considerably
later than usual this year, but it did not suffer any on that

account, and, as club cruises go, must be counted a very success-
ful one. Fog and light winds were found in plenty, and the rac-
ing amounted to very little save for the amusement of those im-
mediately interested; but all who took part report the trip as a
most enjoyable one. The programme this year had two novelties;
a series of racing runs for good prizes were arranged, while a tug,
the Doane. was chartered to accompany the fleet, taking times at
start and finish and doing such other service as was required, be-
sides carrying the representatives of several papers, to which is
due the fact that the details of the cruise were not entirely lost to
the outside world.
The racing division ^\'as in two classes, schooners and single-

stickers, with three prizes for each, the score being made up as
foKows: Each yacht is placed according to her position at the
finish, the first receiving one point, the second two points, etc.
Yachts which start but do-not finish will be given one point more
than the greatest number of finishing yachts; while those who do
not start in any run will be given one point more than the great-
est numbar of starters in that run. The smallest number of points
wins the first prize, the next the second, and the third takes third
prize. The single-stickers were to start 15 minutes ahead of the
schooners, the preparatorv interval being 15 minutes for each,
with 5 minutes to cross. The fleet included the following yachts,
those entering for the races being marlied with a
Schooners—*Sea Fox, Com. Alanson Tucker; *B'ortuna, Ex-Com.

Henry S. Hovey; *Volunteer, Gren. Chas. J. Paine; *]VIayflower,W.
Amory Gardner; Foam. Vice-Corn. F. Gordon Dexter; GEnone,
Col. Hugh Cochrane; *Peerless, J. V. Lewis; Vesta, A. A. Law-
rence; Wanderer, Capt. Blair; Dauntless, C. K. Colt; Miranda, G.
H. B. Hill: Priscilla, Edgar Harding; Alice, Capt. Andrews.
Cutters and Sloops—Wayward, David Sears; Mystery, H. W,

Lamb; *Savonara, Bayard Thayer; Alga, C. W. Longfellow; Bay-
adere, T.Watson Merrill; Chiquita, Rear Com. Augustus Hem-
mpuway; *Thelma, F. B. McQuesten; Hera, W. R. Richards; *Cin-
derella, W. B. Hopfeius; *Gossoon, Adams Bros.
Fir^t Emu Marhlclicad to Eastern Point, Any. "23.—The start was

set for Saturday, the destination being the Isle of Shoals, but the
weather was so bad, with fog and light winds, that the signal was
set for Eastern Point, Gloucester, from the fiagshlp Sea Fox when
the start was finally made at 1:;30. The race was very unsatis-
factory, the course being but 10 miles, the weather bad, while the
leading schooners, Peerless and Fortuna, not knowing that the
finish was to be timed as a race, went inside of Half Way Rock
and Gossoon parted a turnbuckle and put back. The official
times were:

SLOOPS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Sayonara 2 03 01 3 01 33 0 58 28
Cinderella 3 05 00 3 03 27 0 58 27
Thelma 2 03 56 3 03 40 0 .59 05

SOHOONEBS.
Volunteer 3 20 00 3 17 26 0 57 26
Mayflower 2 30 00 3 19 54 0 69 54
Sea Fox 3 20 00 3 33 17 1 03 17
Owing to lack ol official measurementB, no corrected times were

made up. At a meeting of captains in the evening it was decided
to run to Boothbay next dav, a distance of 80 miles.
Second Rn7i, Eastern Point to Isle of Shoals. Aug. S3,— Ea.Tlv in

the morning the signals were set for a run to Portland and at '9:30
the fleet started with a light northerly wind. This soon fell, the
breeze coming for a time from the east, and a fog finally hiding
everything. Signals were set for the lale of Shoals, most of the
fleet finally reaching thai port, though all semblance of a race
was abandoned early in the day. Thelma did not see the second
signal and kept on alone for Portland. Volunteer struck a rocky
ledge oft White Island but came off alone withotit injury. Mon-
day was butlittle better than Sunday, the fleet lying at anchor all
day.
mrcl Run, Isle of Shoals to Boothlxtii, Au(i. 25.—Tuesday was a

fair, bright day, with a fresh south wmd, and an early start was
made for Boothbay, 61 miles distant. The schooners in particTilar
had a fine race, over such a course with wind and sea suiting;
Volunteer winning easily. Hera lost her topmast and put in to
Rockland, joining the fleet at Camden. The full times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Volunteer 9 09 49 3 06 31 5 56 32 S 55 ;M
CEnone 9 08 46 3 37 19 6 18 33 5 58 16
Mayflower 9 10 00 3 20 .39 6 10 39 6 03 48
Peerless 9 08 32 3 59 46 6 51 34 6 08 28
Sea Fox 9 08 23 3 26 58 6 18 35 6 14 18
Fortuna 9 06 43 3 23 38 6 16 56 6 16 59
Cinderella 6 01 35 4 03 21 7 02 08 7 03 06
Sayonara 9 02 28 4 19 ;e8 7 17 00 7 17 CO
ftossoon = . . a 01 45 Not timed*

Fourth Run, Boothbay to Camden, Aug. 26.—Wednesdav's race
was a short one, from Ram Island Light to Whitehead, 23 miles.
The wmd was light, first N.E. and later S.E. The times being:
,^ , Start. Finish. Elapsed, Correcied.
Volunteer _ 0 54 01 3 59 04 5 06 03 5 05 03
Mayflower 9 .65 00 3 16 09 5 21 09 .5 19 04
CEnone 9 53 03 3 22 .60 5 29 48 5 22 46
Sea Fox 9 56 00 3 31 39 5 36 it9 5 35 31
Peerless 9 55 00 3 46 54 5 51 64 5 36 37
Gossoon 9 49 37 3 21 31 5 31 54
Cinderella 9 50 00 3 25 10 5 85 10
Sayonara 9 49 23 3 28 00 5 38 37
Sayonara went on the wrong side of Old Man Ledge, being

obliged to return and pass it on the proper side, thus losing a good
lead. The wind fell so light after the race that the fleet only
made Owl's Head, anchoring for the night. The 10 miles to Cam-
den were run on Thursday morning in a light east wind and rain.
The fleet laid at Camden over Friday, the weather being still
uupleaeant.
Fifth Run, Camcicn to Bar Harhor, Aug. m. —The last run of 60

miles, from Camden to Bar Harbor, was made under racing con-
ditions, with a strong N.W. wind, but none of the schooners raced,
by mutual agreement. The race proper, from Camden to Bass
Harbor, 35 miles, had but three starters, the times heing:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Cinderella 8 33 15 12 53 36 4 21 21 4 21 21
Sayonara 8 3t 19 13 58 13 4 26 54 4 24 41
Gossoon 8 32 21 1 H 12 4 38 51 6 35 49
Vohinteer wins first prize. S350; Mayflower second, $160; and

CEnone third, $50, while of the singlestickers Cinderella wins
first, Sayonara second and Gossoon third, the amounts being $250,
glSO and f50.

THE CORINTHIAN MIDSUMMER SERIES-1891.
ALTHOUGH this year for the first time a Goelet cup has been

won by a yacht under the70£C. class, such an event is alto-
gether exceptional, and 1 he two great trophies of the year, the
Goelet cups, belong by right only to yachts of the larger classes.
With the increase of racing in the classes under 53ft. two other
annual events have come in to provide races for them; both of
which, like the tioolet cup contests, are generally rated as far
ahead of the usual matches and club regattas. The annual sweep-
stakes of the Corinthian Y. C. of Now York, sailed each year oft"

Newport at the termination of the New York Y. C. cruise, lias in
the three years since it was established become one of the leading
racing events of the year; while the similar races of the Coriu-
thian Y. C. of Marblehead, following a week or two later, rank
beside it in importance. Coming as tliey do at the end of the sea-
son, when the enHre fleet is at itsliest and the rivalry is most
keen; sailed over good courses and offering a permanent record
from year to year, they naturally stu-pass the earlier events, and
are to a great extent looked to for a final summing tip of the
season.
While the Corinthian Y. C. of New York holds but one race, the

Marblehead club has adopted a series of three as being even more
interesting to the contestants, and giving a more conclusive re-
sult. This year the principal prize wa=^ a $200 cup, but in addition
a $100 cup was offered to the individual winner in eat-h race. The
dates finally set were Aug. 27, 28 and 29, the course being the 24-
mile triangle oft" Marblehead, with Mai-blehead Rock, the firaves
Whistling Buoy and the Eastern Y. C. seamark for its angles,
each leg being 8 miles; the course to be sailed one way or the other
according to the wind; yachts in no case passing to the westward
of Tom Moore's Rocks, Tinker's Island or the buoy on the Outer
Breaker oft' Pig Rocks. The races were under the, management
of the regatta committee of the Corinthian Y. C, Messrs. Geo. C.
Adams, Geo. A. Stewart, W. P. Fowle, Geo. W. Mansfield and W.
Keith, with Messrs. Daniel Appleton, W. N. Merriam, Geo. W.
Mansfield and L. Whitcomb a^ judges.
For two years the races have been open to the 40ft. class, but

this year as a matter of course the 46ft. was chosen, all yachts of
the class being elictible. Every effort was made by the commit-
tee to secure a full entry of the whole class, and in particular to
get Gloriana in, but without success. Mr. Morgan positiv'Siy de-
clined, as he has determined to race the yacht no more this sea-
son. Nautilus, Jessica and Uvira did not e-o round the Cape, Say-
onara sailed off with the Eastern Y. C. fleet on its cruise, and but
five yachts started. These were 0 weene. with some repairs and
alterations after her racing at Newport; Beatrix with a larger
mainsail, Barbara, Mineola and Alborak. The latter boat has re-
cently had a new sternpost put in, the keel being lengthened 3ft.
on the after end, thus decreasing the rake of post, while the rud-
der has been altered and her lead has been changed, the result on
the whole being a decided improvement.

First Race, Aug. m.

Thursday morning was cold, rainy and foggy, with no wind, but
by 9 A. M. a light breeze snrang up, and shortly after the steam
yacht Melissa, loaned by Mr. C. S. Eaton to the regatta commit-
tee, summoned the yachts and ran out to Marblehead Rock. It
was decided to sail the off-shore leg first, thus making a reach
to the sea mark, a second reach to the Graves and a beat home.
Three minutes were allowed for cros.sing the line, the preparatory
intervals being 15m. The first whistle sounded at 10:46. the actual
preparatory at 10:55 and the start at 11. All the yachts carried
clubtopsails and had balloonjilitopsails in stops, Alborak, how-
ever, having her No. 1 jibtopsail. She was sailed by Com. Crown-
inshield, while Mr. Foster steered Barbara, Capt. Barr, Oweene,
Oapt. Harry Haff, Mineola and Capt. Crocker, Beatrix. Alljorak
broke out her jibtopsail with the gun and went over in the load on
port tack, Mineola following close and at once starting a luffing
match. Barbara was a minute later, while Oweene and Beatrix,
each trying to start last, were handicapped, the one 9 and the
other 58s.

The times were:
Alborak 11 00 14 Oweene 11 03 00
Mineola 11 00 35 Beatrix 11 03 00
Barbara 11 01 12
There was wind enough to drive the boats at a fair pace against

the tide, and Barbara at once laid her course straight for the
mark, leaving the other two couples to bollier each other. Her
jib was set in stops, as on Miueola and Oweene, but Beatrix and
Alborak had jibs drawing. The fog soon thickened, but Barbara
still hold a straight course, Mineola, Alborak and Beatrix all over-
standing. Tlie first mark was timed;

Elapsed.
Barbara 13 00 28 0 69 ]G
Alborak 12 00 47 0 59 00
Mineola ......13 01 23 0 59 :^9

Oweene 13 f)3 09 1 00 33
Beatrix 13 03 27 1 00 48

Barbara made a blunder at the turn in lowering her balloouer
and setting her No. 1 after jibing, losing time in shifting to the big
sail again when she realized the eiror. Alborak shifted her No.
1 for a balloouer, while the other tliree merely jibed their balloon-
era for the second leg. AVhen Barbara was finally in shape, Albo-
rak was on her weather, but she began to work away from the big
boat. Just astern were Mineola and Oweene, the latter being to
leeward. As she worked out from under Mineola to cross, Oapt.
Half began to luff, and for a time the two had it hot and heavy.
This gave Beatrix a chance to catch them, and she, too, was busy
with Oweene trying to pass her; Mineola in the meanwhile leav-
ing the pair. Barbara was steerpd as well on the second leg as on
the first, hitting the mark to a nicety and rounding with a lead of
over 2m. on Alborak, the times being:

Elapsed.
Barbara 1 09 13 1 08 45
Alborak 1 11 30 1 10 43
Oweene 1 12 47 1 10 38
Mineola 1 13 04 1 11 41
Beatrix 1 17 03 1 13 36

The windard leg was sailed with rather more wind, especially
inshore, where Barbara, Oweene and Alborak looked for it. On
this leg Oweene pulled up on Barbara, but was unable to catch her;
the finish being timed:

Elapsed.
Barbara 3 11 14 3 03 01
Oweene 3 13 53 2 0106
A Iborak - 3 19 31 3 03 49
Beatrix 3 19 53 2 OS 01
Mineola 3 23 26 £ 09 23

The full times were:
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Barbara 11 01 13 3 11 14 4 10 03 4 06 80
Oweene U 03 00 3 13 53 4 10 52 4 08 24
Beatrix 11 03 00 3 19 53 4 16 53 4 13 21
Alborak 11 OO 14 3 19 31 4 19 17 4 18 19
Mineola 11 00 35 3 32 25 4 31 51 4 19 33

Although the conditions were unsatisfactory, the race was a
fair one, Barbara winning on her merits, her course boiug the best
of the lot, while she moved very fast. The wind and smooth
water favored Alborak. but she made a very poor showing beside
the leaders. Mineola did very poorly, besides losimj tim« in the
frequent lufling matches.
l?arbarft wJuh |10i) and on<* leg for tJ>»? cup.

Second Race, Atig. 2S.

On Friday morning the wind was shifting about from the south,
and the inshore leg, to the Graves, was finally selected as the first
one. The yachts carried clubtopsails, the wind being moderate.
When the start was given at 11:15, Alborak was just at the
weather end of tae line, crossing within 5 seconds on port tack, but
tacking offshore at once. Mineola was on the lee end of the line
in company with Beatrix and Oweene, Beatrix on port and
Oweene on starboard tack. Mineola crossed atll:15;26, and Beatrix
came close astern, nipping to get by the mark, when Oweene to
leeward tried to pass between her and the mark. Oweene's bow-
sprit struck the boom of Beatrix, the latter boat crossing the
line, wearing, and making a circle around the mark; recrossing
tlie line. Oweene, with a protest flag flying, continued her course.
Barbara was minding Uer own business, cros.sing the line alone.
The start was timed:
Alborak 11 16 05 Barbara 11 16 44
Mineola .11 15 36 Beatrix 11 17 36
Oweene 11 15 41
Alborak held well oft' shore, the rest working close to Marblehead

Neck and along by Swampscott. Barbara part ed her bobstay when
off Lynn Harbor, and a few m'nutes later Mineola met with the
same mishap. Barbara lost some time iu repairing damages, but
finally proceeded, Mineola giving up. Alborak had done well thus
far. leading the inshore boats when they came together, but
Beatrix gradually passed her. taking the lead, while Oweene
worked into second place before the mark was reached. The
times at the Graves were:

Elapsed. Elapsed.
Beatrix 13 37 19 1 19 43 Barbara 13 48 33 1 31 49
Oweene 12 .38 03 1 S3 31 Mineola Withdrew.
Alborak 13 39 40 1 34 35
Runnirg out to windward and making a wide turn, Beatrix

started sheets for a reach to the second mark, setting a No. 2 jib-
topsail. Oweene doing the same, while Alborak carried only her
clubiopsail and lower sails. Withmore wind in the middle of the
leg, jibtop^ails came in. Oweene setting hers again as the wind
fell near the second mark, while Beatrix set a baby. The times at
the E. Y". C. buoy were:

Elansed. Elapsed.
Beatrix 1 33 11 0 .65 53 Alborak 1 36 20 0 56 46
Oweene 1 34 05 0 56 OB Barbara 1 46 45 0 58 12
After jibing, spinakers were set to port and the last leg was

nearly covered under a moderate breeze, when a very severe rain-
squall struck the fleet. The wind was lee« severe than it pro-
mised to be, the >-acht8 carrying topsails through the squall and
another still harder one, after which came a calm with fluky airs
now and again. The finish was timed:

Finish. Elapsed.
Beatrix 3.68 40 1 25 29
Oweene 3 58 50 1 34 43
Alborak 3 03 17 1 26 51
Barbara Withdrew.
Barbara had held on well for two legs but fiuaily went to lee-

ward of the finish line and was not timed. The times were:
.Start. Finish. Elaosed. Correctpd.

Beatrix 11 17 36 3 68 40 3 41 04 3 39 31
Oweene 11 15 41 2 .68 .60 3 43 09 3 41 38
Alborak 11 15 05 3 03 17 3 47 12 3 47 12
Barbara 11 16 44 Withdrew.
Mineola 11 15 26 W ithdrew.
The Cherry Diamond Y. O. gives one leg for its cup to the win-

ner of this race, Beatrix, she also taking the $100 prize for first

boat, with a leg for the Corinthian cup.

Third Race, Aug. 39.

Saturday was the finest day of the three, being clear with a
strong and puffy N. W. wind. All carried clubtopsails as they
came for the line at 11 A. M., the course being the same as on the
preceding day, to the Grraves first. Alborak made another fine
start with Mr. John B. Paiup a t the stick, the times being:
Alborak 11 00 16 Beatrix >. .11 01 36
Mineola 11 00 40 Oweene 11 01 50
Barbara 11 01 21
The wind was abaft the beam on the first leg. with all on star-

board tack, all but Alborak carrying balloon foresails, she having
working foresail set. Jibtopsails were carried, Oweene and Min-
eola setting intermpdiate, while the other two carried their
smaller ones. Beatrix passed Barbara and Mineola on the reach,
and turned almost even with Alborak at the Graves, the times
being:

Elapsed.
Alborak 11 54 17 ,64 01
Beatrix 11,6431 ?2 55
Mineola - 11.64 46 64 06
Oweene 11 66 17 53 37
Barbara 11 ,66 04 .64 43

Although spinakers were set to port after the jibe this did not
prevent a hard luffing match between Alborak and Beatrix, the
latter easing in her spinaker and luffing out to the north of ber
course. Alborak, Mineola and Oweene were together for a time
after this, but Alborak finally dropped the iwo, and took the
northerly course after Beatrix, where both found more wind, the
other three getting it very light for a time. VVhen the E. Y. O.
buoy was reached the leaders had pulled off a long piece on the
other three, the times being:

Elansed.
Beatrix 1 10 00 1 15 39
Alborak 1 10 SI 1 18 14
Mineola 1 15 50 1 30 18
Oweene 1 16 09 1 20 53
Barbara 116 17 1 31 04

The last eight miles were to windward in alight breeze. Beatrix
started away from the fieet and soon left them minutes astern.
Alborak had trouble with her clublopsail, which suddenly grew
too large for her in the dry N.W. wind, and finally she took it in,
finishing under lower sails only, the wind being quite fresh in-
shore. The last leg was timed:

Elapsed. Elaosed.
Beatrix 3 34 39 1 34 39 Barbara 3 49 37 1 33 SO
Alborak 3 14 50 1 34 19 Mineola 3 49 35 1 33 '15

Oweene 3 47 15 1 31 36

The full times were:
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Cnrreote.d.

Beatrix 11 01 36 3 34 89 3 33 03 S 32 02
Alborak 11 00 16 3 44 50 3 44 34 3 44 34
Oweene 11 01 .60 3 47 46 3 45 55 3 44 .64

Barbara U 01 21 3 40 .37 3 48 16 3 46 13
Mineola 11 00 40 3 49 36 3 18 55 8 47 54
After the race the committee considered Oweene's protest

against Beatrix in the second race, and declined to allow it. so
Beatrix wins the $200 cup for the series, with two $100 cups; Bar-
bara winning one §100 cup.

SIPPICAN Y. 0.—Fifteenth open regatta, at Marion, Aug. 26.

Courses— First aisd S(^cond classes, from judges' yacht, leaving
S.K. ledge and N.n'p's ledge buoy on starboard, to judges' yacht.
Third and fourth claF.scs. from j ndge.s' yacb t, leaving S.E. l^dge
and Bow Bells buoys on starboard, to judtiea' yacht, S miles. Fifth
claee, from judges' yacht, leaving stakeboat off Plan tin Island,
Seal ROck buoy, judges' yacht, stakeboar and Seal Piock buoy on
starboard, to juages' yacht, T u-iles. Weather fair. \S'iud very
light and variable, S.E., S.W. and N.E. Tide ebb.

FIRST CLASS CATS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Mattie, L. M. Stockton 28. 10 Did not start.
SECOND CI.ASS CATS.

Surprise, Philip Codman 'i'/.Oo 4 18,63 4 04 28
Grampus, W. 1£. C. Eusl is 27.09 Withdrawn.
Anouyma, F. L Dabney 37.00 Withdrawn.

THIRD GLASS CATS.
Puzzle, Wm. Amory, 2d 32.( 9 3 37 06 3 25 28
Tycoon, J. L. Stackpole 33.01 2 37 42 3 20 24
Etna. John Parkinson 23.09 3 38 15 3 26 43
Hermione, R. L. Barstow :.':!.«) 3 44 07 3 83.29
Buzzard, A. Sheiiley 33.07 2 45 44 3 34 55
Laura, C. S. Wing '^2.01 Withdrawn.

FOURTH CLASS CATS.
Oharminn. J. Crane, Jr 19.0,6J^ 2 .66 32 3 41 07
Edith, C4, Van Rensselaer 19.04 3 58 37 3 48 13
Redwing, J. De Kay 18.04 3 00 40 3 43 48
Squall, J. G. Palfrey 19.11 3 00 40 8 45 58
Kitt, J. H. Clark 18.01 Withdrawn.

flFTH CL.\Sfi CATS.
Bessie J.. H. C. Boyer 13.01 :^ ( il 10 2 39 26
Worry, 11. W. and R. P. Bellows. . .

.l.^^.lii 2 .67 17 3 39 59
Fairv, Paul Hurst _ 13.07 3 i(7 3 46 49
Skipjack, E. Rickardsou 15.08 \\"if lidrawn.
first prize, second r lasri, :-nrpri.se; third da.'esi, Puzzle; fourth

class, Oharmion; fifth cla.s^, Hessie .1. Second prize, iliird class.
Tycoon; fourth class, Pditb; fiftb clasn. Worry. Third iirize,
third flar;;;, Ema. Re.£C4,vra Ooramittee; J, G. Palfrey, VYm. H.
Davi.s and G. Van Rensr-elaor. .Judges: Dr. J. S. Whiting, W. A.
AudresVft.and J. H- Jr-—C+utSsWotit* VUu RwNSSijt.ARl*.!
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CLASS CHALLENGE CUPS.
THE regatta committee of the New Haven Y. 0. has lately decided

a verv interesting case arising: from a protest made in the annual
regatta of July 8. The following letters give all the details of the
question.

New Haven, Gonn., Aug. 7, 1891.

To the Regatta Oommittee of the New Haven Y. C;
Gentlemen—I hereby protest the decision awarding the Wai-ner cup

to the yacht Stranger.
First, Asthe yacht was placed in the class only for the day and race,

and therefore cannot win a prize that the yacht winning it must hold
subject to challenge from yachts in her class for a year.
Second, The Wanda cannot challenge for the cup as by your decision

it is held by the Stranirer, a yacht in a lower class and under the I'ulea

of the New Haven Y. C. a yacht cannot go down in a lower class.

Respectfally yours. Charles R. WAXERKOuaE.
The decision is as fallows:
At the annual regatta of the New Ila\ eu . C, sailed July 8, 1891. in

division C, class 3. the Warner cbalh^nge cup was awarded by the
judges to the yncht Stranger. From the decision of the judges,
Charles R. Waterhuuse, owner of the yacht Wanda, appealed to the
regatta conitnitcee, alleging as his reason for the same that as the
Stranger was placed in class 3 only for the day and race, tljerefore

the yacht could not win a yvize that she must bold, subject l,o chal-
lenge, fi'oui yachts in lier class for one year; and claiming that the
Wanda cannot now challenge the Stranger for the cup, because, by
the rules of the club, the Wanda cannot go down in a lower closs for
that purpose.
On the morning of the regatta, no yacht ha^^ng appeared in division

C, class 4, to compete with the Stranger, her owner, Mr. ,1. W.
Macauley, gave duo notice to the regatta committee and judges that
he would' (titci' bis yacht in class 3 of that division, under tlie pro-
visions ri I iiratta and Sailink' Regulations,"' rule !. page el ill)

book f • iiig any yacht of a smaller class to enter a race of
a larg.-i -i

;
,

.ii-silniing the time allowance and luuiimum measnrc-
ment of tne hu si-r class. In accordance with this uotiee the Stranger
sailed in class 8, her time was t.alren, her allowance figured, and she
was declared by the judges winner hi that id ass, and entitled to the first
prize in that class, from which decision no appeal has been entered.
The judges in accordance with tlie rules and regnlations governing

challenge cups, rule 1, page 68, club lioo^ for 1890, jir<ivii;liug that the
yacht making the best standard time in hor class at the annual regatta
shall be the winner in the class, further awai'ded to the Stranger tue
Warner challenge cup. From this decision Mr. Waterhouse appealed
for the reasons above stated.
The regatta committee, after due consideration, affirm the decision

of the judges. The Stranger entered class -3 in accordance with the
regatta and sailing regulations of this club, and fairly and regularly
won the first prize in that class. No one questions this fact. The
rules and regulations governing challenge cups, rule 7. provide that
the regatta and sailing regulations of this club sliall ajiply in chal-
lenge regattas, cup regattas, matches and races, except as 'otherwise
provided in those special rules and regulations. This rule, we believe,
clearly provides that the Stranger, having regularly entered class 3

for one pm-pose. regularly entered for all purposes, and that having
won the first prize in the class she entered, she is also entitled to the
challenge cup awarded to that class.

The Stranger having regularly entered class 3. and having won the
challenge cup awarded in that class, she now holds the cup and must
defend it against all challenges of yachts in class 3 in accordance
with the provisions of the rules and regulations governing challenge
cups.
The Wanda and other yachts of class 3 will not he obliged, as Mr.

Waterhouse alleges, to go down into a lower class to comxsete with
the Sti'auger for the cup, but the Stranger upon challenge will be
obliged to accept the minimum time allowance of class 3, just as she
did at the annual regatta.
The regatta oommittee have caused this decision to be entered

upon its records, and have forwarded a copy to Charles R. Water-
house.
Dated at New Haven, Conn., Aug. 10, 1891.

Wm. a. Foskett, Jb.,
)' ^Regatta Committee.L. A. Elliott.

Fhank P, Tyler,

YACHTS AS DUTIABLE MERCHANDISE.
WHEN the cutter Madge, brought from Scotland to New York on

the deck of a steamer in 1881, was finally sold to American
owners, she was appraised as a manufacture of wood, and duty was
paid on her, we believe 35 per cent on her nominal value, she bemg an
old boat. In the case of other small yachts imported by steamer
afterward, UUdia. Delvyn, Circe and Shona, the same course was fol-
lowed, and in default of a specific duty on yachts, they were classed
by the Treasury Department with carriages. Until the past year there
has been no thought of interference with the larger yachts which have
sailed over on their own bottoms, and no duties of any kind have been
imposed upon them.
The first intimation of a change of policy on the part of the Govern-

ment was given in the report of the Commissioner of Navigation for
last year, in which a comprehensive scheme for the total exclusion
of all yachts of foreign build, .as well as for the imposition of
onerous charges and restrictions on yachts of American build and
ownership, was outlined and warmly recommended. Though the pro-
posed biUs presented in this report were not passed last year, a very
strong opposition being met from yachtsmen, the same iniiuence has
been at work, compelUng the documenting ofAmerican yachts hitherto
exempt and striving in everj; way to prevent the use of foreign built
craft. The effort to collect light dues, which if successful would have
loaded the yachts with prohibitive charges at every port, proved a
failure, the tax being declared illegal in the recent decision of Judge
Benedict. Undeterred by this failure. Commissioner Bates and Assist-
ant Secretary;Nettleton have started on anew tack, the nature of which
is shown by the following letter:

TREAstTEY Department, Office of the Secretary.
Collector op Customs. New York, N. Y. :

Sir—The question a« to whether the yacht Conqueror which was pur-
chased in England by Mr. F. W. Vanderbilt and brought into the port
of New York, shallbe regarded as a dutiable importation having been
referred to the Solicitor of the Treasury, that officer, under date of
14th inst., advises this department that said yacht is, in his opinion,
liable to duty tmder the fair intendment of the Tariff act.
You will accordingly take the necessary steps for the appraisement

of said vessel for duty and the assessment and collection of duty there-
upon according to law.
The question as to the Uahihty of said yacht for tonnage tax should

he referred by you to the Commissioner of Navigation, under synopsis

" Respectfully yours, A. B. NETTLETON, Assistant Secretary

.

As yachts are not included in the tariff schedule of the new McKin-
ley bill, the Conqueror has been classed as a "manufactm-e composed
wholly or in part of iron and steel," the duty on this class being 45 per
cent. Her cost in England was $17,750, which would make the duty
$34,987.50.
Mr. Vanderbilt learned of the above letter through the daily papers

last week, and on Aug. 36 tailed fi*om Newport to New York in order
to bring the matter to a settlement. On Thursday morning he visited
the ofiBces of his lawyers, Messrs. Root & Clarke and in company with
Mi\ S. B. Clarke called upon Collector Passett at the Custom House,
The Collector requested Mr. Vanderbilt to make a voluntary
declaration of the entry of the yacht as dutiable merchandise, which
he declined to do, on which he was informed that if such entry was
not made by 2 P. M. the yacht w ould be seized by the Custom officers.
No entry being received by that hour, two inspectors were despatched
to Stapleton, Staten Island, where they boarded the yacht and took
possession without opposition,
Mr. Vanderbilt on Sept. 1 filed a libel against Collector Fassett, and

began suit to recover the yacht, with aamages for her seizure and
detention.

LAKE CHAMPLAIN Y. C.
THOUGH but four years old, the Lake Champlain Y. C, of

Burlington, Vermont, will rank in point of numbers with
many of the older clubs, its roll including no less than 337 active
members. The club house, situated on the harbor at the foot of
one of the principal streets, i.s a very large and well-arranged
building, with meeting room, toilet room and a large boat room
on the first floor, while on the second is a hall for dancing, ladies'
rooms, kitchen, and outside a wide balcony on the four sides, from
which a bijautiful view of the lake may be had. The fleet numbers
52 yachts, 33 being steamers, from Com. W. .Seward Webb's fine
steel yacht Elfrida, of 113£t., down to the smaller sizes of launches.
The annual regatta was held on Aug. 31, and in spite of bad
weather was a most complete success, so far as the entertainment
of the large number of members and guests were concerned. The
day was rainy, with half a gale blowing, so that some of the com-
petitors were unable to reach Burlington, decreasing the starters.
A great feature of the occasion was the canoe racing, the club
very geuerously inviting the entire camp of the American Canoe
Association, at Willsborough Point, opposite Burlington. A
special steamboat was sent over in the morning at tbe club's ex-
pense, bringing the canoeists to the club house and returning
them late at night. Dui-ing the day the house was thronged with
ladies, a lunch being served at noon; and in the eveuing a grand
tail was given.

The two sailing races came ofE in the afternoon for classes 1 and
8. In the former but two yachts started, Nautilus, a handsome
Burgess -tO-footer, built on the Lake, and Burlington, a 37ft.

sharpie. Nautilus, owned by Mr. Hortio Hickok, won by over
40m., the course being 10 miles. The third class race, over a 6-

mile course, resulted as follows;
Elapsed.

Alpha, J. C. Witherbee 1 34 20

Eleanor. J. Ci. Whiteside 1 SIO 04
Beetle, W. Seward Webb 1 ;JK 50

Madge. W. S. Phelps - 1 89 03

The third race was for steam yachts, with 4 startei's, as fol-

Missisquoi, Dr. W. S. Webb, Shelbume 1 04 31

May, Oapt. Lrmcrstreet, New .fersey 1 Oi 54

(xrowler, F. H. Wells. Burlington
Startled Fawn, Ed. Hatch, New York...,".
The prizes were all very elegant, hut the ladies' cliallonge ouu,

won by Nautilus this year Inr the tliird time, is a specially hand-
some trophy, a large silver punch bowl, coating $.500, presented by
the ladies of the club.
After the yacht and canoe races several rowing races were held.

The ofHcera of the club for 1891 are: Com., W. Seward Webh;
Vice-Oom.. W. A. Crombie; Pres., J. Gregory Smith; Fleet Cap
tain, 1). W. Robinson.

THE BANGOR CORINTHIAN Y. C.

Editor ForcM and Stream:
T see that you have published the lines of Iota, built by Fife for

Mr. A. S. Matier, of the Bangor Coriuthi.an Club. I was over
there during the summer of 1.8S9, and right pretty racing there
was. Fife built three boats, nail for nail, stitch for stitch, side by
side, and every Saturday through the season they were manned
by Corinthian.-J, ami it was nip and tuck all the time and the
crews were smart. Accortiing to my recollection the boats were
rigged as .sloops and not outtHrs. I know they had no topmasts, 1

believe onlv one head sail. They were very narrow, and to one
who wflB used to the broad boats of American waters, the only
thing when aboard was just to sit still and bold on tight. 1 see
that you give some measurements, but I do not think you are
right'; my recollection is that lota was 30ft. over all, and though
by the plans she has (iff. of beam, I never would have thought it.

They were three pretty boats, finished to perfection and well
sailed.
The Bangor Corinthian Y. 0. has made some good sailors.

Everybody who comes in, he it he or she, is rated as "boy" until
he or she can make a short splice, a long splice, an eye splice,
know the rules of the road at sea and various elementary bits
of seamanship. Then, having passed a formal examination by
duly appointed officers of the club, he or she, as the case may
be, is ranked as "ordinary seaman," and on further qualification
in a boat under way, got a red*'3tar" imprinted on his or her cer-
titlcate.

Later came tlie degree of "able seaman," and then that of
"mate." Only able seamen could vote and mates were alone
eligible to office.

Yoti say that Fife built four boats for the club this year, and
that they are sailed with ".^imiile lug mainsails and jibs." You
may be correct, but 1 think that they are rigged with a jib, a
balance lug, trimmed down flat with a downhaul to the keelson,
and a mizen, probably a lug. Thisrig—alugyawl—has always been
a favorite with the members of this club. The fishermen in that
part of the world are very fond of a dipping lug, with a loose foot
on a mast raking away forward—but the Corinthians never took
to it.

By the wav, I am glad to see how the yawl rig is growing in
favor. In 1883 1 spent the summer at Sheepshead Bay, and I there
sailed about the first yawl in these waters, with a good big mizen,
not the scamp that you see in British waters. This morning when
I went down for my usual wetting, there were two fair-sized
yawls, and also a cat yawl. I've always had an idea that the latter
is about right—that is with a heavy gooseneck that can be set
up forward to carry a spinaker boom, which could be used as a
bov/sprit as well. Gray John.
Port Jepfehson, N. Y.

[Our measurements and descriptions were correct in both cases.
The new boats have hut two sails, jib and ordinary lug mainsail.]

THE MOSHER LAUNCH NORWOOD.
BUT little has been heard of the new launch Norwood, designed

by C. D, Mosher for Norman L. Muuro and built by W. K.
Pryor, of Boston, in 1889, since she came to New York last summer
and was docked at Wintringham's to prepare for a trial trip.

This trial, as it happened, was by no means satisfactory, and the
yacht has since been overhatiled and somewhat altered, the
engines, by Riley & Cowley, of Brooklyn, and the hull, by W. A.
Seaman, of Branchport, N. J.; the concave run having been filled

in. On Aug. 19 the Norwood made another trial trip, meeting the
twin screw steamer Monmouth, of the Sandy Hook Line, off Bay
Ridge, and beating her easily to the dock at the Horseshoe, on the
Hook. The Monmouth is probably the fastest steamer on the Bay,
being good for over 30 knots, and she was quickly left astern by
the little launch, but no accurate times of the latter were taken,
though it is claimed that she made over 27 knots.
The Norwood was designed to make thirty miles an hour, and to

that end her canstruction was made as light as possible, while
she was provided with very powerful engines. Though built in
Boston the work was carried on with the utmost secreov, the shop
being hermetically sealed, with every crack and knot hole caulked
tight, the only keys being in the possession of the designer and
the builder. The hull is 63ft. 3f^in. long, 7ft. Sin. heam, 1ft. 6in.
draft, and displaces nearly 8 tons. The keel Is made of a steel
girder, the frames are of steamed oak, IMin. square and spaced
8in.; the planking is of mahogany, the inner skin of«%in. and the
outer one of 5^in., with a layer of canvas between. The plank
fastenings are phosphor bronze screws. The engine is a triple
compound, cylinders 9. 11!^ and 33 by 9in., designed by Mr. Mosher.
The shaft and also the connecting rods are hollow, the bore of the
latter containing sticks of lubricant. The boiler is a modification
of the Thornycroft type, yyith two steam drums in place of one.
It is 7ft. 3in. long, 6ft. wide and ;3ft. I5in. high. The grate surface
is 25) sq. ft.; the weight is 2^4 tons, while the engines weigh 1 ton.
A Sturtevant blower is used for the draft, operated by a small
independent engine. Mr. Mosher is now at work in connection
with Mr. Wm. Gardner on the designs for a larger and faster
steam yacht.

SAVIN HILL Y. C—The regatta of the Savin Hill Y. O. on
Aug. 39, for cash prizes, was sailed in a fresh and variable N. W.
wind, on Dorchester Bay, the times being:

ITBST CI.ASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Fanny, E. P. Sharp 33.03 1 23 06 0 .57 38
Ustane, S. N. Small not raeas. 1 20 28
Annie Maud. F. O. Vegelalin not meas. 2 34 08

SBOONX) CLASS,
Peri. Prank Driscoll 18.11 1 31 .30 0 53 ;37

Caprice, R. W, Bird 19.11 1 24 57 0 57 06 .

P. P., W. F. Scott 19. IL 1 35 10 0 .58 13
Siko, F. A. Mclnnis 19.08 1 28 28 1 01 14
Avis, L H. Odell .... Withdrew.

THIKD CLASS.
Marchioness, C. H. Hodges 16.01 1 23 36 0 51 53
Florrie, W. H. Besariok 16.06 1 35 03 0 54 04

FOURTH CLASS.
Marigold, E. D. Gay 14.09 1 26 33 1 00 14
Tantrum, S. N. Small Withdrew.

mosquito—CLASS A.
Ripple 14.00 0 41 40 0 37 15
Triton, A. Horton 13.00 0 41 36 0 28 35
Rambler, Jr., G. Thayer 13.00 0 58 40 0 45 39
Kylo, E. Regan 13.00 0 59 40 0 45 58
Hoodoo, P. F. Christie 12.06 0 53 43 0 40 13
Cadet, Jr.. F. Longstreet 12,00 0 53 30 0 38 48
Spook, S. M. Pierce 12.00 Withdrew.

MOSQUITO—CTiASS D.
Fancy, James Gray 8.00 0 53 30 0 35 17
Little Marehioneas, W. Hodges .... 9.00 0 54 30 0 38 19
Bobby, F. Robinson 10.02 0 51 55 0 36 40
Scamp, Jr., A. Nut« 10.11 Capsized.
Siko, Jr., A. R.Macurdy Withdrew.
MASSACHUSETTS Y. C. CKUISE.-The Massachusetts Y. C.

fleet will renaezvous off Thompson's Island Buoy Sept. 5 for a
three days' cruise. First and second prizes mil be given for
sloops and schooners for each day's run. The runs will be: First
day. Thompson's Island to Marblehead Rock; second day. Marble-
head, out and around Half-way Rock, to Gloucester; third day,
Gloucester to Boston. A meeting of the club will be held at Rowe's
Wharf on Friday at 8 P. M.
PROVINCETOWN Y. C—On Aug. 29 an open race was sailed off

Provincetown in a fresh N. W. breeze, the winners being Ariel in
first class and xVlice in second.

OUT OP COMMISSION—The schooners Palmer ajid Cavalier
liave already laid up.

FALL RIVER Y. C. OPEN REGATTA.-The annual open fe-
gatta of the Fall River Y. C. was saUed on Aug. 15 in a strong
N.E, breeze, the times being as follows:

FIRST CLASS SLOOPS.
• Elapsed.

Shark, A. E, Austin. Providence 3 28 43

Fancy, C. F. Lyman, Newport 3 41 06
SECOND CLASS SLOOPS,

Jesse, John Dixon, Fall River 3 15 31
Hattie, G. B. Pearce, Pall River 3 03 30

FIRST CLASS CATS.
Emilie, J. P. Holmes, Providence 3 57 33
Surprise, J. M. Cotton, Pro\'idence 2 57 54
Hector, E. O. Stetson, Providence Disabled.
Harvest, Edward Hathaway, Pall River 3 17 15
Four Brothers. J. Richardson, Newport 3 14 08
Nellie, G. H. Ebbert.Fall River 3 15 30
Addie, Geo. Hendle, Fall River 3 13 18

SECOND CLASS CATS.
Gladys, J. A. Foster, Shavvmouth 3 04 86
Khedive, Ben Davis, Providence 1 56 31
Alice, S. Sharp, Jr., Nyatt 1 57 51
Olivette. Fahey Bros., Fall River 1 58 14
Bonetn, J. B. Parker, Qiiis^fcit 1 .55 35
Victor, E, V. Bowon, Providence 3 00 03

THIRD CLASS CATS.
Scud, H. B. Emerson, Jamestown, K.I... . . .3 05 08
Unknown, Elmer Young, Swanzea 3 02 15
Ashantee, Dr. Geo. PiUsburv, Mattapoisett 3 01 57
Zanita, F. P. .Johnson, Fall River 2 1113
Tycoon, .1. L, Stackpole. Mattapoisett .1 57 14

FOURTH CLASS CATS.
Dido, M. Con-sadine, Fall River 3 31 13
Feodora, Prank Autaya, Fall River.. 3 09 51

Mattie, J. M. Dean, Fall River 2 13 51
Molecule. T. E. Wood, Fall River 2 45 20
Marie Louise, George Simons, Fall River 2 12 .33

Elsa, W. S. Wood, f all River. 3 23 06 »
Hector was leading in her class when she was disabled and

withdrew.
CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FI.EET, FIFTH REGATTA, Aug.

£3.—The fifth regatta of the Corinthian Mosquito Fleet was sailed
on Aug. 33 off Larchmont, the courses being: For classes 1, 3 and
4, from buoy anchored opposite Larchmont Club house, around
spar buoy on west end of Execution Light, around Matinicock
J3uoy, leaving all buoys on port hand, to finish, 13 miles. The
course for all other classes was from the same starting line,
around Execution Reef and black spar buoy on Constable Reef,
leaving buoys on port hand, thence to finish, 7 miles. The chief
feature of the day was the race in the first class for the club's
subscription trophy between the two 35-footers, Needle and the
Wetmore boat, and the Clapham boat Chippewa. The wind was
moderate from the S. W., the first leg being to windward, Chippe.
way gaining 393ec. on the Wetmore boat. From this out the two
sailed very evenly, but Chippewa was finally disqualified for
going inside the Hen and Chickens Buoy, giving the Wetmore
boat the second leg for the cup, which must be won three times.
The fnU times were:

SLOOPS—FIRST CLASS,
start. Finish.

Chippewa 1 40 00 4 45 12
Needle 1 40 00 4 49 01
Nameless 1 40 00 4 45 21

SECOND CLASS.
Brenda 1 40 00 5 09 39
Nora 1 40 00 5 18 25
Thora 1 40 00 5 07 15

FIRST CLASS CATBOATS.
Dot 1 40 00 4 56 14
Cupid 1 40 00 5 35 46

SECOND CI/ASS CATBOATS.
Skralling 1 40 00 3 44 45 3 04 45

Corrected.
3 38 10
3 41 06

3 13 55
3 03 30

2 53 40
3 55 32

3 13 35
3 10 53
3 15 20
3 08 10

3 01 10
1 .56 31
1 54 45
1 56 04
1 .54 57
1 59 19

3 04 19
1 58 .36

3 01 .57

3 11 05
1 56 37

3 25 39
3 09 51
3 n 04
3 30 34
3 12 33
J 31 c

Elapsed, Corrected.
Disqualified.
3 09 01
3 05 31

3 39 39
3 38 25
3 27 15

3 36 14
3 45 46

3 09 01
3 05 31

3 29 39
3 38 25

Not meas.

3 36 14
3 45 46

2 04 45

Elapsed. Corrected.
3 00 36
3 03 33
3 15 35

1 53 45
1 56 41

1 .56 03
1 56 a5
1 .56 18
1 59 34

1 44 09
1 55 00
1 53 47

1 38 32
1 39 37

I 33 16
1 39 28
1 47 30

1 25 30
1 39 43

1 33 47
1 26 03
1 26 11
1 27 54

1 18 30
1 26 40
1 39 43

1 12 10
1 12 39

Elapsed, Corrected.

QUINCY y, C, CLUB RACE. AUG, 22-25.—The club race of
the Quincy Y, C- on Aug. 22 was also made a race for the cham-
pionship in the third class, in place of a previous race in which
all the yachts sailed the wrong course. The wind was strong from
S.W, The times were as follows:

FIRST CLASS.
Length.

Posy, R. G.Hunt 22.03
Erin, John Oavanagh 36.11
Adolph, Henry Moebs 33.07

SECOND CLASS.
Vision, George Crane 19.06
Helen, R. W. Sawtell 19.11

THIRD CIiASS.
Freak, G. F. Mavbury ...15.07
Flora Lee, 0. D. Lanning 16.10
Bess, W. O. Cherrington 17.03
Mab, John Shaw 16.00 _ _ „. _
Freak wins the cash prize and the leg for championship, subject

to protest. Mr. W. H. Shaw acted as judge. Flora Lee parted
her peak halliards when in the lead and fell to second place. On
Aug. 35 the sail ofl: for first and second classes took place, the re-
sult being:

FIRST CLASS.
Length, Elapsed. Corrected.

White Fawn. A. E. Jones 25.00
^

Pos.y, R. G. Hunt 22.02
Erin, John Cavanagli 36.11

SECOND CLASS.
Idler, F. L. Dunn 20.06
Madge, Thayer & Poor 19.11 „

Erin had a good lead when she broke a peak halliard block, the
delay making her last boat. The judges were W. H. Shaw and
George PafCman.
CORINTHIAN Y. C. 58D REGATTA, AUG. 23.—The 53d re-

gatta of the Corinthian Y. C. of Marblehead was sailed in a ligkt
S.E. wind on Aug. 32, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Length.

Mildred 36.09
Saladin 37.00

SECOND CLASS,
Susie 23.06
lone
Moondyne
Alcyone

CBUISINO CLASS.
Triad
Countess
Lorita
Gretchen
White Wings —

THIRD CLASS.
Hornet 25.05
Kraken 25.06

FOURTH CLASS,
Madge 23.02
Memento 36.01
Wanda 33.09
Tomcat
Nerena
Delphine 23.00 .. „
Mildred, Susie, Hornet and Madge take first prizes and legs in

the championship; Triad wins first prize in special class. Countess
second and Lorita third; Memento wins second prize in fourth
class.

YORKVILLE Y. C, Aug. 23.—The club regatta of the York-
ville Y. C. was sailed in a moderate S.E. breeze, the times being:

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS.
Length, Elapsed. Con-ected.

Plying Cloud, S. Gordon .33.08 Not timed.
Calamity, J. Miltner & Co 31.03 4 06 13 4 06 13
Alberta, Ed Wise 26.06 Withdrawn.

CLASS B—OPEN SLOOPS.
Florence T., Echs & Tate 23.11 4 39 65 4 39 55

CLASS D—CATBOATS 18 TO 24fT.
Aaglesy, LaukenanBros 19.10 4 47 02
Ellen E., Rodriguez, Senne & Nagle 32.03 4 31 .55

Erminie, Wm. Lahn 23.08 4 19 55
CLASS E—CATBOATS UNDER 18ET.

Nattie, R. Nesbit 1(5.06 4 55 08
Tramp. J. Miltner 16.07 Not timed.
Sadie, J. F. MoKenna .16.04 Not timed.

CLASS F—CABIN CATBOATS.
Crocus, J. A. Wright 25.00 4 15 05 4 15 05
Emily, P. Qninlan 20.00 5 04 00 4 53 00
Sadie, Tramp and Flying Cloud made a start over the wi-ong

line, and were disqualified.

NAHLI—ENIGMA.—A match was sailed on Aug, 33 between
the open catboats Nahli, owned by W. E. Gonner, and Enigma,
owned by Fred Oakes; tlie course heing 10 miles to windward and
return on Sandy Hook Bay in a light wind. Nahli won easily,
the stakes beinir $500.

5 13 30
2 20 25

3 21 10
3 41 10
3 44 13
3 45 00

8 43 18
3 33 58
3 48 45
3 44 00
3 38 43

1 38 30
1 43 10

1 41 60
1 45 25
1 59 30
1 48 35
2 09 00
2 35 00

3 13 20
2 20 25

3 16 18
3 24 58
3 38 25
3 29 00
3 38 43

1 38 28
1 44 10

1 38 54
1 45 25
1 57 03

2 23 45

4 39 36
4 27 55
4 19 55
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3 00 40

2 30 15

2 30 16

3 20130

2 26 86
2 31 08

3 51 (

NEWARK Y. C. A^NtJAL REGATTA. AUG. 24.-The Newark
Y. O. is one of several surburban dubs whica have taken rapid
growth within a very short time, and have attained an enviable
degree of prosperity. The club has now a large and handsome
house on Newark Bay at Bayonne, witli wharf, floats and a good
anchorage for its large and growing fleet. The club course is on
Newark Bay, while a sail of a few miles brings the yachts to New
York Bay or by Staten Island Sound to Raritan Bay and Sandy
Hook. The ninth annual sweepstakes regatta of the club was
sailed on Aug. 34 in a strong but variable wind with heavy squalls,
bringing disaster to a number of the yachts. The course was
from off the club house, around the red spar buoy off Passaic
Light, then around a stakeboat otf the Central Railroad draw-
bridge, and home; two rounds making 10 miles. The start was
made at 12:30, with 18 starters, but the violent squalls caused a
number to withdraw. Galawater and Essex capsized. Our Own
lost her mast, and Lizzie B. damaged her ceuterboard . The times
were:

CLASS 2—CABIN SLOOPS, 27ST. AND UNDER 32FT.
Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Seybolt 31.(13 12 35 46 2 23 20 1 46 34 1 46 34
Alex Forsyth... .29.09 12 35.50 2 27 30 1 61 40 1 BO 10
Emmy C .31 .06 12 35 46 Withdrew.

CLASS 4—aiB AND MAINSAIL BOATS. 23ra. AND OVEK.
Leader 2a. 04 12 45 00 2 41 55 1 56 55 1 m 55
I Thought So 31.nM 13 45 00 2 47 40 3 02 40
Our Own .. 24 00 12 45 00 Dismasted,

CLASS 6—CABIN CATS.
Ripple 22.06 12 37 30 3 07 45 2 30 15
Elk .,22.10 13 39 03 Did not finish.

CLASS 7—OPEN CATS, 20B"T. AND OVER.
Pauline B 32.07 12 48 00 2 48 15 3 00 15
Lizzie B Zl.UH 12 50 00 Did not finish.
Torment 20.01M 12 50 00 3 12 .30 2 23 30

CLASS 8—OPEN CATS—17ET. AND UNDER 20FT,
Ges So 18.05 12 50 00 3 17 51 3 27 51

Shore House 19.08 12 49 87 3 30 45 2 31 08
Triton 18.10 12 50 00 Did not finish.

CLASS 9—OPEN CATS, UNDER 17EI.
Dove .... 14 08 12 60 00 3 41 09 2 61 09
Galawater . . - 18 .03 12 46 30 Capsized.
Maggie P 16.03 12 50 00 M''lthdrew.
Essex 16.09 12 49 36 Capsized.
The regatta committee included A, F. Adams and VV. Penn

Vreeland. Tbe judges and timers were Cbas. T. Munn and Phillip
Lumbreyer. The Seybolt won the special prize for the best time
over the course.

HULL Y. C. RACING RUN, Aug. 29.-The Hull Y. 0. had a
fine run on Saturday from Hull to Marblehead in a fresh N. W.
wind, the times being:

SPECIAL CLASS.
Length.

Helen, J. J, Mulcaby 39.U
Bohemian, H. P. Smith 48.00

FIRST CLASS.
Hypathia, E. F, Linton 36.00
Albatross, J. J. Henry 34.02

SECOND CLASS.
Harb:nger, J. R. Hooper 27.11
White Fawn, A. E. Jones 25.01
Mariposa. A. D. Orowell 20.00
Camilla, F. C. Welch 30,04
Vashti, J. A. Stetson 30.00

THIRD CLASS.
Sword Bsh, H. L. Johnston 24.07
Moondyne, W. H. Shaw 24.08
Elite, E. B. Rogers 24.11
Posy, R. G. Hunt 22.08
Montezuma, B. G. Ourrv ...... 22.01
Echo, Burwell & Ishaoi 24.06
Clytie, J T. Green 20.01
Vandal, H. W. & E. K. Friend 22.01

FOURTH CLASSS.
Madge, W. H. Thayer 19.11
Magpie, H. G. Otis 19.00
Egeria, Francis Ware 19.U
Albatross lost her topmast. Swordfish won the special cup in

her class. The visitors were very hospitably entertained by the
Corinthian Y. C, sailing nexc day for Hull.

8TATEK ISLAND Y. C, AU&. 23.-Th6 regatta of the Staten
Island Y. C, sailed off Stapleton on Aug. 22, was quite a success
for the new club. The courses were from a line between the club
hou.se and a stakeboat anchored to the eastward in the Bay,
then to and around Swash Channel bell buoy, thence to Buoy 14,
off Bay Ridge, and finishing over the starting line; 15 miles. For
sloops hetweeu 20 and 25ft. and the catboats of the same length, to
and around Quickstep bell buoy, thence to Buoy No. 14, and then
to finish. 12 miles. Tbe wind was moderate from the south.
Mamie G. fouled the Quickstep buoy and was nearly capsized.
The times were:

CLASS A—SLOOPS 35ET. AND UNDER 33PT.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Gael 1 59 00 3 16 04
Nan 3 35 00 5 16 17 3 15 43
Sterling 3 01 00 5 16 28 3 15 38

CLASS B—CATBOATS 25PT. AND OVER.
Hector ..1 58 45 5 11 04 3 12 19

CLASS D—SLOOPS 20 FT. AND UNDER 25ra.
Henrietta 2 07 24 4 53 44 2 46 20

CLASS E—CATBOATS 30FT. AND UNDER 25PT,

Elapsed. Corrected.
2 09 37
2 07 00

2 25 00
3 26 50

2 10 29
3 15 20
3 15 37
2 15 23
3 17 00

2 14 80
3 17 45
2 17 46
3 21 50
2 25 48
3 23 43
2 32 05
2 30 04

2 25 26
2 39 25
Withdrew.

1 45 11

1 47 46

1 56 47
1 58 14

1 35 36
1 36 .58

1 38 25
1 43 10
1 44 19

1 35 28
1 38 50
1 39 11
1 40 03
1 43 10
1 44 33
1 49 09
1 47 26

1 39 12
1 41 30

3 16 04
3 13 09
3 11 04

Tarpon .3 06 50
Mamie S 3 06 56
B. Q 2 07 10
Mamie G 2 07 28

Amy 3 07 38
Dannebrog 2 07 37

Did not finish.
4 45 50 2 38 55
5 06 43
4 59 16 2 51 48
4 48 30 2 41 03
4 50 03 2 42 26

2 50 21
2 37 33
2 36 34

3 41 00 1 61 04
Withdrawn.
3 41 00 1 51 38

1 07 58
1 00 40

1 03 54

1 32 15

1 30 58

0 45 01
- 0 45 09

Withdrawn.
.
1 11 15 0 49 35

The regatta committee Included Com. Matt Tyler. Jr., C. Y.Van
Duser and A. Gordon.
WINTHROP Y. C 2D CHAMPIONSHIP, AUG. 32.-The sec-

ond championship of the Winthrop Y. C. was sailed over the reg-
ular course in a light S.W. wind on Aug. 22, the times beig:

SECOND CLASS.
Length. Start. Elapsed. Corrected

Auk, A. A. Martin 18.05 3 41 00 1 34 45 1 04 05
THIRD CLASS.

Magpie, H. W. Hyde 19.00 3 41 00 1 33 51
Marion, Chesterton & Dever-

eaux ...19.03
Harriet, L. T. Harrington 20.08
Mattie G., W. A. Garrett . . . .18.05

FOURTH CLASS.
Modoc, D. W. Belcher 15.08 3 46 00
Scud, L. S. Me&ton 17.03 3 46 00
Mischief, E. S. Belcher 16.08 3 46 00
Oracle, C. B. Belcher 16.04 3 46 00
The judges were Messrs, A. E. Cook, Chas. Waggett and Wlllard

M. Bacon.
DORCHESTER Y. C. 2D CHAMPIONSHIP, AUG. 23.-The sec-

ond championship race of the Dorchester Y. C. was sailed on Aug.
in a light and variable east wind, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Length.

Montezuma, G. E Curry. 22.11
Mudjekeewis, W. P. Whitmarsh. . . .25.05
Ustane, J. F. Small. 22.00

SECOND CLASS.
Memento. J. F. SmaU 20.10
Scamp, H. P. Nute 18.05

THIRD CLASS.
Cadet, J. F. Longstreet 16.08
Flora Lee, C. D. Lannlng 16.11
Scamp sprung her mast and Ustane missed a buoy in the

course, afterward giving up when she discovered her error.
Judges—Herbert A. Burr, Alfred W. Day, Fred Sughrue.
HEMPSTEAD BAY Y. C, Aug. 29.—The fir.^t annual regatta

of the Hempstead Bay Y. C. was sailed on Saturday over a 13-mile
course, the wind being light S.W. The times were:

FIRST CLASS—CATBOATS OVER 34FT,
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Brooklyn 3 53 82 5 15 27 3 22 55 3 22 55
Windward 3 55 57 5 31 33 3 35 36 3 34 46
Beatrix 3 52 01 5 40 49 3 48 48 3 45 42

SECOND CLASS-CATBOATS OVER 19 -AND UNDER 34ra.
Eloise 2 .54 01 Withdrew.
LillieS 3 56 56 5 35 33 2 38 37
Dream 3 53 34 5 42 18 3 49 44
Adele 2 52 58 5 38 13 3 45 14

THIRD CLASS—CATBOATS UNDER 19PT.
Sweetheart ...,3 54 59 5 44 38 3 49 89
Boneta 2 52 09 6 40 53 3 48 44
Eliae 3 56 13 5 45 04 2 48 52
GusB. 3 58 56 5 44 43 8 5146
Salvatof.... 3 55 33 Withflrew.
The regatte dOittmlttee included Messrs. |, R pe Nyse, W,

Elapsed. Corrected.
3 36 31 3 01 52
3 37 04 3 05 37
Withdrawn.

1 49 54 1 23 51
Withdrawn,

1 47 33
1 52 03

1 18 36
1 21 37

3 37 24
3 48 18
3 43 56

2 49 39
3 46 19
a 45 18
2 48 03

PISCATAQUA Y. C, AUG-. 29.-The sixth regatta of the Pis-
cataquaY. C was sailed on Saturday off Kittery Point, Me., the
courses being 14 and 714 miles. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
- Length. Corrected.

Frolic, Stephen Decatur

35,03

1 .51 23
Clytie, Jacob Wendell, Jr ... 24 10 1 .55 31
Mabel, George Witbam... 26^07 1 57 25
Triphoaa, Charles S, Drowne 26,10 3 06 46
Dolphin, George Wadley 32.03 Not taken.

. . .
SECOND CLASS.

Marion, Charles Bailey 15.06 1 02 48
Winifred, Fred Bradbury 17.00 1 05 29
Aurora, P. T. De Normandie 17.04 1 05 .51

Sagamore. T. O. Marvin 21.00 1 07 16
Nellie. W. T. Turner 19.04 1 08 27
Frolic has four legs, taking the cup in first clas.s. Sagamore,

with two legs, takes the cup in second class.

^^OORINTHIAN NAVY, Aug. 39.—The postponed regatta of tbeNew York Bay Squadron was sailed on Saturday off Fort Hamil-
ton, the times being:

CLASS A—OPEN CATBOATS, 33fT.
,

Start, Finish. Actual. Corrected.
Nankit 2 25 17 4 58 15 2 32 58 2 30 36
Ges-so. 3 28 30 5 06 69 3 38 29 3 33 50
Sea Gull 3 26 05 Did not finish.

^ CLASS B—OPEN CATBOATS, 18FT.
Dove.. 3 38 00 3 39 34 1 11 34 1 05 04
Jeannetta 2 29 56 4 00 88 1 30 43 1 38 04

CLASS C—OPEN SLOOPS, 16ft.
Irex 3 28 20 3 47 06 I 18 46 1 18 46
Bessie 3 25 36 3 51 48 1 26 13 1 24 .53
The regatta committee included P. C. Siis, C. F. Hicks and A.

H. Gardner.
MASSACHUSETTS Y. C, 138TH REGATTA. AUG. 37.- The

138Dh regatta of the Massachusetts Y. C, for Classes 5, 0 and 7, was
sailed on Thursday, there being no starters in Class 5. The wind
was light S.E., and the times were:

SIXTH CLASS.

»T . rr ^ .
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Magpie, H. G. Otis 2 28 57 Not meas.
Pen, Frank Driscoll 2 29 18 Not meas.

SEVENTH CLASS.
Scamp, C. H. Nute - 2 18 00 Notmeas.
Mirage, L, M. Clark 19.04 2 23 10 2 04 03
Psvchp, F. Gray 19.Ui^ 2 24 49 3 05 49
The judges were James L. Robinson, H, L. Whall and H. Daven-

port.

PLEON Y. C. CLUB RACE, AUG. 26.-The postponed race of
Aug. 5 was sailed on Wednesday last, but three boats starting.
Composite was on hand, but had no competitor so did not start.
The limes were:

^ , . ^ Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Crusader, A. M. Brown 2 50 00 4 56 00 2 06 00

SECOND CLASS.
Banjo, J. T. Taylor 2 50 00 4 11 45 1 21 45
Midge, H. Jackson 2 50 00 4 13 35 1 23 35
LAUNCH OP THE HALF MOON.-On Aug. 22 the new aux-

iliary yacht built by the Gas Engine and Power Co. from designs
by Mr. A. Gary Smith for Mr. James A. Roosevelt, of the Seawan-
haka Corinthian Y. C, was launched from the company's yard at
Morris Dock, on the Harlem River. Tbe Half Moon Is a comfort-
able little cruising cutter, a keel boat, not unlike the run of
modern craft in model and rig. Her chief peculiarity lies in tbe
addition of a 10 H.P. naphtha engine and generator in the run,
connected by a short shaft to a two-bladed screw of 27in. diame-
ter in the deadwood. The fuel, naphtha, is carried in a large
copper tank in the fore peak, separated by a bulkhead from the
rest of tbe boat. Her dimensions are: Length over all, 45ft.;
I.w.l., 33ft. 6in.; beam, 10ft. lOin.; draft, 6ft. 6in.; lead keel, 7^ tons.
The hull has been very carefully constructed, the material being
specially picked and the workmanship being of the best. The
planking is worthy of note, all selected yellow pine in single
lengths from stem to archboard, the planks being quite narrow.
The frame is of steamed oak, the fastening all of copper. The
sail plan shows a good-sized cutter rig, with housing topmast,
staysail and jib. The cabin is handsomely finished in quartered
oak, the whole interior being so planned as to give very good
accommodations. The engine is, of course, very compact, and but
little in the way when not in use; but a speed of 6}^ miles at least
is looked for under steam, the fuel being sufficient for a run of
300 miles. The name is specially appropriate, tbe home port of the
boat being at Hyde Park on the Hudson. The Halt Moon, as
every one knows, was the ship in which Uendrick Hundson made
his voyage of discovery to the river which has since borne his
name.
AMERICAN MODEL Y. C—The owners of model yachts are at

present very busy getting their boats in the best of trim for the
coming races, including the Fisher cup, which the donor has
offered to the third class yacht", to be sailed for over a triangular
course on Labor Day, Sep r. 7. The cup is to be won three con-
secutive times before becoming the property of the winner. In
case a yacht is sold the cup goes with it. Mr. Fisher has made a
move in the right direction, as this all-round sailing should be
encouraged more than it has. The prospects so far are good and
the races will have a tendency also to bring out some new and
improved models. There is some talk of adopting a sail area and
length rule In place of the present rule of simple length. This
having a tendency to exaggerated sail spreads, producing large
and unwieldy boats on a given length, it is advisable to settle the
future measurement at once, as there is a number intending to
build for next season's racing. There is also some talk of making
the 53in. boats as first class instead of the 63in., these yachts
being too clumsy to handle with comfort. The proposition is to
ma,ke three classes, namely: Ist class, .50 and under 53in; 2d cla.S8,
43 and under 46in; 3d class, 39 and under 43in. The result of this
would be to keep the boats in the respective class as nearlv the
same lengths as possible and not to affect the present yachts.

MR. BURGESS'S SUCCESSORS.-The business of the late Mr.
Burgess, including all the desigaa and calculations of the vessels
built by him, has been purchased by Messrs. Geo. A. Stewart and
Arthur Binney, who will carry on the two departments of design-
ing and brokerage. Mr. Stewart has been for several years in
partnership with Mr. Burgess in the latter branch, while Mr. Bin-
ney has been one of Mr. Burgess's assistants in the drafting room
for si-'me years. Mr. 'iVaterhouse, the chief draftsman, will also
established himself in the designing and brokerage business.

ALLEGRA.—On the morning of Aug. 27, as the new steam yacht
Allegra was running from Oyster Bay to New York, with her
owner. Col. Cruger, in command, a coupling of a steam pipe burst
in the engine room, scalding the engineer, J. N. Shaw, and the
fireman, J. T. Haines. After the explosion the two men were
found on the engine room floor by Col. Cruger, who got them into
the cabin and ran to Twenty-sixth street, where both men were
taken to Bellevue Hospital. Shawls quite dangerously scalded,
but Haines came off with some burns on the arms and body.

THE OCEAN DORY RACE.—The second of the two racing
dories, Ca^t. Andrews's Mermaid, has just been heard from, hav-
ing been picked up on Aug. 22 by the steamer Elbruz, from Balti-
more to Antwerp, with Capt. Andrews lying exhausted on the
floor. Four days before, while riding to a drague in a gale, the
little craft capsized, but righted again, and her solitary skipper,
who was made fast to her by a life line, climbed aboard. After
tjome hard experiences in the waterlogged boat, he was picked up
by the Elbi-uz, and vows never to undertake such a venture again,
LARCHMONT Y. C. OYSTER BOAT RACE.—The annual

oyster boat race of the Larchmont Y. C. was this year partly
spoiled by light weather, the wind being variable and at times dy-
ing out entirely. The race was sailed over the regular Captain's
Island course, the winners being: Class 1, Jennie R. first, Mary
Ella second; class 3, Claudia M. first, Emma R Martin second;
class 3, Simon Banks, a walkover; class 4, Jennie A. Willis first.
Agitator second; class a, Fannie M. first. Idler second.

A NEW 53FT. CUTTER.-Mr. Gee. Bullock, of Cincinnati, who
last winter built the 80-footer Laxen from Mr. Gardner's designs,
has ordered a 53ft. keel cutter from Mr. Gardner for racing about
the coast next season. The new boat will be somewhat similar to
Glorlana.

HULL Y. C. CLTP RACES, AUG. 33.—The cup races of the
Hull Y. C, set for Aug. 33, were postponed to Sept. 13, owiug to
the lack of wind, the yachts giving up after starting.

NEW HAVEN Y. 0.—The New Haven Y. C. is preparing for an
open regatta on Sept. 17, the sum of $400 being appropriated for
cash prizes,

GOLDEN FLEECE, steam yacht, Mr, F. P. Osborne, arrived at
Halifax, N. S., Aug. 35, from Provincetown.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest And
Stijeam their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report ot the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
Items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
^ ^ SEPTEMBER.
.5. Orange, Ann., Passaic River, 7. 9 A. M., Arlington, Ann.,
o. New York, Inter. Cup Trial, Passaic River,

Staten Island, 7. 2 P. M , lanthe. Ann., Pas-
/. New York, Inter. Cup, Bon- sale River.

f, ^r^1^^^^^\=, „ . Rochester, Fall Regatta,
7. Mohican, Fall, Albany. Irondequoit Bay.

12. Knickerbocker, Ann.. N. Y.

A Book About Indians.—The Forest and Stream wdU mall
freeonapolicatioa a descriptive olrpular ofMv. G-rlnaell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stori§B a&d folk-talea," giving a table o| content*
eod Bpteeimen iiiustrfttlonti from toe volume.—iLdp.

THE A. C. A, RACING TRIANGLE.-One great charm of the
racing at the A, C. A. meets lies in the excellent view of the entire
course which is always afforded to the spectators, a point that is

appreciated no less by the contestants themselves and by old
canoeists than by the casual visitors. The regular triangle has
sides of one-half mile, from two to six rounds being sailed ac-
cording to the importance of the race. Every manuever can be
seen from the shore, thus making the race far more interesting
and exciting than in most yacht race-, in which but a part of the
fleet can be seen at one time. There is one objection to this
course, however, especially in the longer races, such as the
Trophy, with six rounds; the leading boats, after beating the fleet
at the start, may overtake the rearguard near the end by gaining
an entire lap, and thus he compelled to sail through the tail of the
fleet, perhaps being forced to give right of way to boats that have
not the least chance of winning. No doubt a larger triangle
would be an advantage in preventing such overlapping, but with
mile sides the canoes would be too far distant to be seen readily.
A remedy may be found in the use of two adjoining triangles,
which may be combined if necessary to make the round 3 in place
of IJ^ miles. This would be easily practicable at Willsborough
Point, the starting and finishing line being at the comnron apex
of the inner and outer courses, just off the bluff, either or both
courses being used at will. Where the races are viewed from a
long, straight shore, as at Grindstone and Jessup's Neck, the
same plan might be varied a little to suit the altered conditions.

A GALAXY OF COMMODORES.—The races for the New York
C. C. international challenge cup, to be sailed on Monday of next
week, will be carried out on a scale of magnificence never before
attempted by any canoe club. The exhibit of commodores alone
will be -well worth seeing, to say nothing of the racing, as there
will be commodores of all grades and degrees, elect, acting and ex.
The list of officials is as follows: Referee: Mr. Kirk Monroe, ex-
Vice-Com. A. C. A., ex-Com. New York C. C. Judges: Mr, Chas.
V. Wtnne, Com.-elect A. C. A., Vice-Corn. Central Division A. C
A., Captain Mohican C. C; Mr. Lafayette W. Seayey,Com. Knick-
erbocker C. C. and Vice-Com.-elect Atlantic Division A. C. A.f
Mr. Joseph Rudd, Jr., Com. Brooklyn C, C; Mr. Walter E. Par-
fltt, Pres. Bensouhurst Club; Mr. Robert J. Wilkin, ex-Oom. A.
C. A., ex-Vice-Com. A, C. A., ex-Com. Knickerbocker C. C, ex-
Com. Brooklyn C. C. Timekeepers and clerks of course: Mr. C.
Bowyer Vaux, ex-Com. New York C. C; Mr. William Whitloek,
ex-Com. A. C. A., ex-Com. New York C. C, defenders of the cup
in 1886; Mr. Reginald S. Blake, Brooklyn 0. C, defender of the
cup in 1888; Mr. H. Lansing Quick, Com. Yonkers C. C, defender
of the cup in 1890. When we consider that a regatta committee of
three competent men is capable of handling a racing fleet of sixty
yachts, we are lost in wonder at the number which the New York
C. C. require to manage two canoe races, each with but two start-
ers. Mr. Ford Jones, the Canadian challenger, who is to be
judged, timed and accounted for in this wholesale manner, ia
only a plain 'fore-the-mast canoe sailor, who has never held any
otlico whatever.

THAT TRICKY GUN AGAIN.-In quite a number of cases at
the recent races of the A.C.A.meet the start was Impaired by the
usual misfire of the gun. As the races were all started from a ,

steam launch which was provided with a good whistle, there was
no necessity for using the gun, and it would have been far more
ornamental and none the less useful ashore.

FORMING CANOE CLUBS.-We are frequently called on for
copies of club constitutions, and for other information relating to
the organization of canoe clubs. In the August issue of tbe Sail
and PadcUfi will be found a very complete article on this subject
by Mr. A, H. Sexton, of the New York C. C.

NEW YORK C. C. INTERNATIONAL CUP.
fT appears that through some misunderstanding the dates for± the trial aud cup races of the New York C. C. are one week
earlier than those given last week, being Sept. 5 and 7- and that
the trial races will be held over the club course on New' York Bav
and not over the same course as the cup races, on trravesend Bav
The former races will begin, at least the programme so states at
10.30 A. M., and the club pistol has been carefully overhauled' bv
Janitor Staples in order that there may be no delay in the starting
siguaL The races are open to all members of canoe clubs Imt it
is thus far uncertain who the competitors will be. Mr. Butler
intends to start and will probably be on hand. The Benson
hurst Club, through its president, Mr. Walter E. Parflct, has very
courteously placed its uouse and grounds at the disposal of theNew York C. C. for Monday, and the cup races will be sailed off
the club grounds on Graveaend Bay. Mr. Ford Jones, the chal-
lenger, will sail his canoe Canuck, the same in which he competed
for the New i'ork cup last year, and In which he has already won
the A. C. A. sailing trophy for three successive years The New
York C. C. will furnish several competitors for the trial races
Messrs. Howard in the Aztec, Stevens in the Kismet. Barrinirton
in the Toltec, Vaux in the Bonnie, Whitloek in the Guenn and
SchlefleUn in tbe Lieda, provided that the latter canoe can be
repaired in season.

CRUISING ON THE JUNIATA -Editor Forest and Stream:
Messrs. J. C. Henderson and A. K. Long, both of Lewistown
reached this place on iVlonday afternoon, having descended the
river in their canvas canoes. The Juniata is at a low mark and
they report some difficulty in getting down, one stretch in the
Narrows and another between Bell Island and the Mifflin shore
giving them hard work. The cruisers are on their vacation and
not anxious tor a record, but a good time. Harrisburg is their
destination, which point they will make by easy runs- thev ex
p6Ct:to enter the canal at the Millerstswn Dam, that beintr since
the disastious '89 flood, the headwaters of the J unlata Division
Pennsylvania Canal. The canoeists launched their crafts and
proceeded down this A. M.-Onyjutta (Port Royal, Juniata
county, Pa., Aug. 19J.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOOIATION.-The new officers of theWestern Canoe Association, elected at Ballast Island in Julv are-
Com., G. Harry tiardner, Cleveland; Vice-Corn.. G G- aa.tP, ianb'
son. Mich.; Rear Com., C. T. Pennewell, Detroit. Mich • tfer'
Treas., 0. F. Woodruff, Dayton, 0,; Executive Committee-D H
Crane, Chicago; J. H. Ware, Chicago; Geo. B. Ellard. Cincinnati'
Mr. T, J. Kirfcpatrlck was the first choice for commodore, but le^
pUned tomm tbe office aftearmm eleot^d.
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LACHINE BOATING AND CANOE CLUB.
THE aBnual regatlp of the Lachine Boating and Canoe Club,

termed this spring from the Lake St. Louis Canoe Club and
the Lachine Boating Club, was held on Aug. 23, at Laohine, near
Montreal, the entries being numerous and the races very well
contested. The paddling was done with single blades entirely.
A number ol: the Canadian canoemen went down from the A. C. A.
meet to witness or take part in the races. Mr. Archbald won the
open canoH sailing race, while Mr. Muntz came in second in the
single Made paddling, Mr. Ross paddled this race standing on
the gunwales of his canoe. Messrs. Duggan and Shearwood again
won the cliampionship landem cup, in a canoe designed by the
former. Tne summary of the races is as follows:

Open canoe sailing race, championship cup, three miles:
C. E. Archbald

. .. . l
H. Romh... 3
C. Robin ... 0
C. Routb 0

Boys' single scull, 17 years and under, half mile with turn:
Elliott 1
Bahy 0
Tandem canoe race, grepu, one mile with turn:

Coopers' crew 1
Sewells' crew 3
Davidson's crew 0
Holland's crew 0
Amos's crew 0
Barlow's crew 0
Morris's crew ] 0
Single scuU race, onp-half mile with turn:

J. Higginson, Pointe Claire. 1
D. C. S. Miller, Pointe Claire 3
T.Stewart, Lachine .... 0
Taudpm canoe race, championship cups, to be won three times

by the same crew, one mile with turn:
G. H. Duggan and F. Shearwood, Lachine 1
C. Routh and H. Routh, Lachine .2
A. Morris and A. Irving, St. Lumbert ".. 0
J. G. Ross and G. S. Lowe, Valois 0
Boys' double scull, 1.5 years and under, half-mile and turn:

Baby and Rawlings. Lachine
, 1

Satmderson and Kirby, Beaconsfield 3
Double race, one mile with turn:

Paradis and Elliott. Longueuil 1
Higglnson and Claxton. Pointe Claire 3
Fisher and Thompson, St. Lambert; 0
Irving brothers, St. Lambert , 0
Canoe race, single paddle, championship cup, to be won twice,

half-mile with turn:
Percy Taylor, Lachine 1W. Muntz, Toronto. .'.

, 3
W. G. Ross, Valois "

0
Punt race, boys 13 and under, 300yds. witu' turn:

C. Baoy 1
P. Davidson 2
F. shackeii o
P. Rawlings " ' o
C. Lemesnrier '

. ][ .. ... . . ?.[ 0

Canoe race, four paddles, half-mile with turn:
H. Routh, C. Routh. F. Fairbanks and Davldsoa 1
P. Taylor. H. Baby and Mussen brothers 3
G. S. Lowe, A. Ross, J. G. Ross and Paten 0

Boys' tandem canoe race, 17 years and under, half-mile with
turn:
S. Davidson and Munson 1
C.Stewart and A. Small 3
W. Levin and H. Baird 0
R. Baby and H. Baby 0

War canoe race, 15 paddles, half mile, with turn:
Lachine crew, black—G. H. Duggan, F. Shearwood, A. Shear-

wood, J. Routh. C. Routh, H. Routh, T. Stewart. F. Stflwa^^,
T. Howard. P. Taylor, F. Fairbanks. W. Shackeii, P. David-
son, C. E. Howard 1

Irving crew, red -Geo. Auld jo, Mussen Brothers. Morris Broth-
ers, Irving Brothers, McOallum, S. White, P. Rawlinga,
Sbaw and Donnelly 3

Single canoe, standing on gunwale, 300yds. with turn:

FIRST HEAT.
W. G. Ross 1
p. Taylor 3
L. Davidson o
A. F. Ro^s 0— Mussen 0

SECOND HEAT.
S Davidson 1
L Levin 3
P Rawlinga 0
A Routh 0W Levin 0— Amos 0

FINAT- HEAT.
W. G. Ross 1
L. Levin 0
P. Taylor o
S. Davidson 0

Four-oared race, club, Dixie vs. Lachine, half mile straight-
away:
Dixie crew—,1. W. Routh, A. W. Sherrwood, — Nash, L. B. De

Vebe (stroke) 1
Lachine erew—F. Fairbanks, T. Howard, A. Dawes, T. Stewart

(stroke) 3

The officers of the day were: Judges—.Tudge Davidson, A. J.
Dawes, J. W. Grier, A. W. Morris, J. G. Monks and R. F. Mere-
dith. Starter—S. P. Howard. Timekeepers—R. J. Ross and C. H.
Gwilt. Clerks of the Conrse-^S. Jackson, T. Stewart and J. H.
Stewart.

ONE FOR THE CANOE.—"The mystery of the missing yacht,
which capsized in the lake opposite Bronte, as reported in the
Star, on Sunday evening, in sight of several persons, has been ex-
plained by the crew, who are Toroutonians and had reache d land
in a canoe."—TofOJito Star, jluc/. m.

THE PASSAIC RIVER RACES.
THE three leading canoe clubs of the Passaic River, the Orange,

Arlington and lanthe, whose houses are close together at
Wood side and Arlington, have arranged a series of three regattas
to be held on Saturday and Monday next. The first will be that
of the Orange C. C. at West Arlington, on Saturday at 3 P. M.,
the programme being as follows: Paddling, any canoe; sailing,
senior; sailing, juniors; club four; sailing and paddling combined;
sailing, maneuvering and upset; paddling, senior; paddling,
juniors; paddling tandpm, canoes 30in. beam or over; hurry-scurry
and upset; Passaic River trophy cup. The regatta committee in-
cludes Messrs. G. Manley, A. Crawford and J. M. Lowden.
The regatta of the Arlington C. C. will be held on Monday at 9

A. M., the programme being: Paddling; paddling tandem, decked;
paddling tandem, open; paddling, club four; paddling and sailing
combined; hurry-scurry and upset; sailing upset; sailing. The
regatta committee includes Messrs. R. E. Molloy, P. E. Brockway
and C. V. Schuyler.
In the afternoon, starting at 3 P. M., the regatta of the lanthe

C. C. will be held with the following programme:
Sailing, record event. Sailing, junior^, record event. Sailing,

man overboard. Sailing, upset. Paddling, open canoes, single
blades. Paddling, juniors, doclsed sailing canoes. Paddling,
decked sailing canoes. Paddling tandem, open canoes, single
blades. Paddling tandem, decked sailing canoes. Club fours,
open canoes, single blades. Club fours, decked sailing canoes.
Paddling, any canoe. Hurry, scurry. Paddling, upset. Tourna-
ment. Swimming.
The regatta committee includes Messrs. H. S. Farmer, G. P.

Douglas and P. W. Hart. All of the races will be under the A.
C. A. rules, and open to members of other canoe clubs.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
O. W., Victoria, B. C—An argument has arisen between two

gun clubs ns to the proper raadibg of the following rule: ''Posi-
tion at the score.—After the shooter has taken his stand at the
score, he shall not level his gun or raise the butt above his elbow
until he calls "pull." Should he infringe on this rule the bird or
birds shall he scored as lo-t, whether killed or not." Now the
question is thif, must the whole butt of the gun be below the
elbow? Ans. Yes, the entire butt must be below.

Forest and Strbam, Box 3.833. N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Leflingwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed tree on request. The book Is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan" "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subjeet
extant.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question aU the American game birds which
they may kiU. Clotb, 330 pages, price 83.50. For sale by Forest
AND Stream.

Miller's Preparations.—W^de popularity is an infallible test
of merit. For years the harness dressing made by Frank Miller
has been a favorite preparation.—^du.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J, B. CROOK & CO.,

nSHING TACKLE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 29bli Sts., NEW YORK CITY,

SEND rOR OATALO&ITE.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
56f)4 Atlantic St., Englkwood, Ills.

Trout Fli3s a» 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cents Each.
Send Ten Oents for ILLOSTRATED Cataloguk.

CHAS. I. GOODAIE, Taxidermist,
For the past iiO years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

will now be found at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all
work intrusted to his care as fonnerly.

Trout, Bass and Landlocked Salmon Flies.

Anglers about to visit CANADA, MAINE or the FAR WEST
will find it to their advantage to consult us about size and

patterns of flies adapted to these localities.

Special Patterns for the Lake St. John Waters. Nova Scotia, Yellowstone Park, etc.

Send 10 cents to cover postage, and we will mail you our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE, i8 Vesey St., New York.

Two Sizes, Five Stvles

Brass Riel.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SYBACUSE BAMBOO FURNITUME CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO^

MANUFACTUEERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEK AND CELLULOID HAND GEASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, iSts and will nob blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced
anglers ia the TJ. S. Oi der one through yom- dealer for inspection, and if not satisfactory
can be retm-ned. The U. S. iNet and 't wine Co. are agents for New York City.

The glittering gans trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It
takes the place of tlie phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manufacturing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N.Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKIiE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMINGTOIT QUIT STORE."

381 & 383 Broad-way, New York.
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADVANTAGEOUSLY thev can

purrihasfi Sportlnpr Good^. Our stork covers the following lines In their fuiJesi DarJeties: GUNS,
^^li^^'t^^m^^^^^^^T^^V^^^'S^^^^^^'^ BASE BALL, TENNISFENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cents (to cover postage) and we will mail row
our new Illustrated Catalogue, covermg above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."

95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
MAHUFACTUHER OF

Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Estabushkd 1867.

Inclose 25 cents In stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
imount may be deducted from first purchase of one dollar and over. Mention thix vaper.

HENDRYX
Manufactures 248 shses and styles of PishingHeels,
in sizes from 25 to 400 yards capacity, at prices
ftom 35 CEITT3 TO 25 DOLLARS per Heel.
Ask your local mercliant for them. EVERY
HEEL WARIiANTED. Catalogue free.

THE ANDREW B. HENDRYX CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. 8. A.

Fly-Fishing & Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON,

By J. HARRINGTON KEENE.
Etc.

With plates of the actual material for making flies of forty-eight varieties. Illustrated,
second edition. Revised and enlarged. Price, $1.50.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of all
practical; the iustructions are plain and full. Numerous illustrations make every step clear.
The actual specimens of materials show precisely what the fly-tyer requires.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPAl^y,
8X8 Brp84way, New Yortk,
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FIREARMS, FISniNO TACKLE, BICT-
OLES, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS, MtTSICAt

INSTRUMENTS^ SPORTING GOODS, &e. Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent on application to those

mentioaing FOKKST AND Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Tomsts, Caiopers ai Hmlers.

THE KUTEIMENT OO.'S

FLUID BEEF

Will give immediate relief from fatigue after a
day's tramping or exposure. Needs only to be
mixed with hot water and seasoned with salt
and pepper. lavaluable in the camp kitchen, as
the most delicious soups can be prepared from it

in a moment. Take a bottle with you on the
next trip. Sold by all dealers in sporting goods
and the leading grocers everywhere. Manufac-
tured with the most scrupulous cleanliness and
care by

THE NUTRIMENT CO., Chicago, 111.

Hbnrt C. Squires, 178 Broadway, New York, carries a
full line of our goods.

The Francotte Gun.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Goods.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE,
246 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, ni.

THE

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sections are quickly
changed from & Mtol% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to 5J4 or 8oz. with
the No. 8. All changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.
Extra center sections furnished to
increase the weight as may be d esired.
Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
cents for a No. 2, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLIKSON & CO.,
51 John Street,

NEW TORE.

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for '9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

FERGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
I With Adjustable AttaohmentB.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combines Head Jack,

Boat Jack, Fishing Iiamp,
Camp Lamp, Dasli Xiamp,
Belt liantern. Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ILBERT FEREUSON, Office, 6S Fulton St, N.T.

T^OOK OF THE GAME LAWS:
A COMPENDIUM OF THE LAWS RELAT-

ING TO GAME AND GAME FISH. REVISED
4!', TO DATE, AND EDITED BY

CHARLES B. REYNOLDS, OF

THE Forest and Stream.

The scope of the work embraces all the laws relating to game and game fish of every State and
Territory in the Union and the British Provinces. The better to insure accuracy, all the important sections

are given in their full text, as they appear on the statute books. Errors which might arise from abstract-

ing or paraphrasing are thus avoided. The preparation of the work has involved an examination of more
than 8oo distinct original and amendatory acts, scattered through multitudinous volumes of the compiled

Statutes and session laws of the fifty-nine States, Territories and Provinces here represented. The labor of

compilation has been largely increased by the often careless and sometimes seemingly contradictory nature

of the legislation. The Book of the G.-vme Laws is the result of a painstaking and conscientious en-

deavor to furnish an accurate and reliable compendium. Price SO cents. For sale by

ALL DEALERS IN SPOKTSMEN'S SUPPLIES.

©AUGRAPH.
GREATEST SPEED!

Best for Manifolding. 100,000 Daily Users.

THE MOST DURABLE.
single Case, No. 1, . - . . S70.eo
Double Case, " », . - - - - 85.00
New Special, "3, - - - - 100.00

For account of speed contests and circulars, address

THE AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO.
HAKTFORD, CONN.

Braaoh OffloBB : 337 Broadway, New-York.
14 West 4tli Street, Cincinnati,©.
1003 Arch Street, FIiiladelpHia.

ENGLISH FACTORY, COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

Two-thirds size only.

"SURPRISE WHISTLE,"
Tlie Loudest Whistle Known.

The Elastic Tip makes it capable of producing
1,000 different sounds.

Perfect Dog or Quail Call, 25 cts.

Dealers write for Discount.

Manufactured only by
AMERICAN PIN CO.. Waterbury, Ct.

BICYCLES

BUGGIES

AGRICULTURAL

IMPLEMENTS

FURNITURE

We publish elaborate special Catalogue for

each of these departments and will send

one or aU free upon application.

Must seem strange to you for us to claim

to be Headquarters for such a mixture

NEW ORDER OF THINGS, THAT'S ALL

MONTGOMERY WARD & GO.
Ill to 116 Michigan Ave*

CHICAGO

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No, 1. 3 joint, 6 strip, SpUt Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk wMppings, extra tip, aU complete in wood form, length 9|, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz. . , "^"l?^ *3

No! 4! ?jo?n^^6^S"spUt'Bi^^^^ Raised Ti"e Glides; "soMd i-;;iVea^ aboV; "the hand," ^^Va tip, siik whippingsV nickel mounting^; complete inwood iorm," "len^h

8i, 9, 9J, 10ft., weight 9, lOJ, 12, ISoz u ^
3 33

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted V,- •
i: .*

; •'

\ lC,Vf-h »Vk'
* wkiv>«V ctn^V " 2 75

No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake TrolUng Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the haad, double tie guides, mckel mountmgs, length 8ft., weight ^oz
_^ ^

^'o

No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint - •
-. • « oAg

No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings 9ft
.

. ... ...
.

•••••• V ^
'

" M^ilHT^lvi'T;^' Rppi4 " Balance Handle"
Brass itultiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c.

;
40yds., 95c. ; 60yds $1.05; ^yds., $1.15; lOi^ds $1.25 Hard Rubber Multiplying

^^^I^'b-^^^^^^^^^^^^
Sliding Glilk, Nicka Plated, 40yds. $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $3.50; 200yds. $3.75. Braided Lmen Reel Lines on filock No^ 1, 2, 3, 4 5 6 300ft., 41c J. F M B and Linen Keel

Lines on Block, 300ft., 0 thread,'^38c. ; 12 thread, 43c. ; 15 thread 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels 15c. per doz. Best Quahtv Hooks on an^e gut, P?L<ioz., lOc.
, f^^^le gut, 15c. per

doz. ; treble gut, 30o. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, fft., per doz., 15o. ;
2ft., per doz., 8O0. ; Sft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz.

,
15c.

;
2ft., per doz., rfOo.

,
dtt., aoz., 400.

J. F. ILflLBSTEBS. 61, 63 *l 66 Court St., Brooklyp. N. Y.
mmaA So. taap ter m«rtnit«« CtetiOoffM fbr 189 1. OPEN ETBHUras.
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MLY AUTOMATIC EJECTOE

"The Acme of Perfection."

HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN.
No. 250, "Diamond QuaJity." Highest Grade Damascus Steel Barrels, beautifully engraved locks and mounting, finest Turkish Walnut Stock, with the Deeley Patent Automatic

Shell Ejector, equal in finish, shooting qualities and workmanship to Purdey's, Grant's or any other highest grade London make, 10, 12 and 16-gauge $275.00

No. 150, Same action as above but plain finish and f ne Damascus Barrels 175.00

WJB AliSO CARRY A STOCK OF
W. W. GREENER'S EJECTING GUNS $250.00 to $400.00 W. & C. SCOTT & SONS $275.00 to $400.00

WE INTRODUCE THIS YEAR J. P. CliABROTJGH & BRO'S. LATEST INVENTION—A Fine Hammerless Shotgun with Automatic Ejectors and Damascus Barrels,

plain finish.... $100.00

Same as above, Gieener Crown Bolt, Fine Damascus Barrels, Fine Engraving, the finest gun they make 135.00

We claim for these guns everythiDg that may he desired. They are well fitted, nicely engraved, the action
works to perfection and can be fully guaranteed.

THE DALY 3-BARREL IS THE ONLY COMBINED GUN IN THE MARKET.

SCHOVERLING. DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway dfe 84 Duane St., NEW YORK.

Two Targets with Smith £ Wesson Revolvers.

TARGETS ACTUAL SIZE.

Ten consecutive shots at 13yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Double Action Revolver; by Mr.
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield,Mass.

Six consecutive shots at 15yds., off-
hand, with a Smith & Wesson .32
Target Revolver; by Prof. John
lioris, Washington, D. C.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results.

SMITH & WESSON.
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BRONZE STATUETTES
OF

American Western Subjects.
Statuettes in plain or silvered bronze of

subjects comprising Cowboys, Trappers, etc.,

of a size suitable for table and office orna-

ments, by Walter Winans.

SUBJECTS AT PRESENT READY:

(Cowboy shooting over dead pony.)

(Wounded cowboy falling off pony.)

"Standing off Indians."
(Trapper with pony).

"At Bay."
(Cowboy shootin

A "Trotter being Speeded to Sulky," &c,, &c.

"Shot."
(Wounded co

"An Indian Fight."
(Large group consisting of three cow-

boys, a trapper and four broncho
ponies; head of Sioux chief in war
feather bonnet on base.)

"Bucking Broncho," "Sioux Chief,"

&c., &c., IN PREPARATION.

These can be had in silver if preferred,

further particulars and price list address
For

31 Place de la Bourse, Paris, France.
WE HANDLE A FULL LINE OF

POCKET COMPASSES.
Sizes. Sizes.

No. 800..1^,1%. Sin. No. 80.5..1Mra.
" 801. 1% 15^, ]%in. 807..1Min.
" m.. %,l%,m>Mm. " 809..1Min.,

Foi' Sala Everywhere. Ask foe oxir numbers.
ACCURATE AND RELIABLE.

Send 50 cents for sample, mailed free, with our new price list.

MANITFACTtTREES OF
High Grade Uun Implements,

A COMPLETE LINE.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,
DEPOT FOR SALES, 313^ BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

LTMAN ACGELERATINe SHOTfiUN GARTRIOeS
The " EXPERT " is charged with a

perforated cake of especially prepared
powder, which b-arns progressively. Shot
started easily, with rapidly increasing
velocity and least recoil. Perfect combus-
tion, little smoke, harmless dry ash resi-
due. Oake burns in shell. Greatest um-
tormity of pattern and penetration. No
nitrates, decomposing, or changeable cliem-

^ icals .' BetonaUno imvossihu Shotted car-
-i-' fridges, or Blanks containing powder cake

only. 10, iz and i6-Gaiiges. For sale by Li^mati Cartridge Oo., Euglewood, N. J.
J. p. DANNEFEtSRR, 9 Cliambers St.. N. Y. City,

j s„in„„ A„^„taJOSEPH LINK, 800 Broadw ay, Brooklyn, N. Y., f
selling Agents.

$3R.OO^^ MEACHAM||{AMMERLESS ittm MM,

ported Walnut I'lstol Grip Stock, Patent^^"^
Fore-end, Full Checkered, Matted Rib, Double
Under Fastening, liuDDer Butt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, choked, $36.0?
SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.

E.G.MEAGHAM ARMS GO..ST.LQUis.Ma

ST. BERNARDS.
AT STUD.

This grand young dog is the best son of cham-
pion Otho out of Laokme, a daughter of champion
Merchant Prince. He Is 33in. high, of a rich
orange eo!or with complete collar and perfect
markings. He is a wonderfully vigorous young
dog, and has proven himself a great stock getter.
As a stud dog he is unsurpassed. Fee $50.
I»uppies for sale.

THE ABBEY KENNELS,
Riverside and Grafton avenues. Woodside, N. J.

K. T. RENNIE, Prop.
CHRISTIAN HAHN,

jgfS^ PRACTICAL

^Jimk\:^mmm ^^^^^ Blower,
\~K Ix^^^B^P And Manufactiu-er of

Artificial Eyes
For Birob, Animals ana JMamifacturing Purposes.

16 North William St., New York.
Send for Price List.

IMPORTED IRISH SETTER

CHALLENGE INCHIQUIN.
(A.S.B. 18,191). Breeder. Rev. R. O'Callaghan, by
champion Shandonll.—lona. The most phenom-
enal young dog of '91, winner of first and two
specials at four consecutive snows. Write for
particulars, nedigree and press comments. JOHN
J. SCANLAN, Box 339, Fall River, Mass.

"WHY axroT ?
Send stamp for illustrated catalogue of firearms,

etc. Fine shooting small-bore rifles a specialty.

Mail orders receive careful and prompt attention.

REUBEN H.ARWOOD (Iron Ramrod),
Somerville, JVIass.

VORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER. ^ ,

JL Champion Bradford Harry, described m
show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of bis puppies for sale. P. H.
GOOMBS, 1 Bzcliange Block, Bangor, Me.

a> IPBNESS AND HEAD NOISES CUREDW mjk Urn l>y Feck's lUTiaiblo Tubular Eur Oushions. Wbu.

W^L jwrlheuO. Successfulwhen aUTraaidiMrnr|||

GLENMORE KENNEIiS.
THE CHAMPION IRISH SETTER KERNELS OF AMERICA.

E. B. BISHOP, Owner, 43 St. James Ave., Cincinnati, O.

AT STUD. The Champion Three.

Chmp. Ruby Glenmore,
The champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champ. Molly Bawn,
The ex-champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champion Winnie II.,
The only imported champion Irish setter dog in

America to-day.

Write for circular anrt prices.

Challenge BEAU eRUMMEL, Fee $25
The most phenomenal dog of the times.

(A K.O.S.B. 19,961).

Imp. Sarsfield, - Fee $25
The greatest living

(A.K.C.S.I
Irish setter sire.
10,354.)

Imp. Dan Mylrea, Fee $20
A noted first-prize winner. (A.K.C.S.B. 19,173).

Toune stock always on hand.
If you mention this paper 5 per cent, discount will be allowed on all sales.

St. Bernards
AT STUD.

ASISTOGBAT,
WINNER OF MORE FIRST PRIZES AND

SPECIALS DURESJG 1890 THAN ANY
OTHER ST. BERNARD.

FEE, - $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Potiglikeepsie, Y.

DAYID E. LOVELAND, Manager.

AT STUD.
Kingston Regent.
This grand dog is the best son of the great

PRINCE REGENT, by Lady St. Gothard. He is

33i^in. high and has the heaviest bone and richest

dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in America.

His head is remarkable for its character, depth

of muzzle and expression. He was born February

26, 1S89, and is wonderfully strong and vigorous.

Fee, $50.

Champion Hector.
winner of sixty-six first and special prizes and
stud cups. He is the sire of Champion Cleopatra,

Caleb, Lord Hector, Major Hector, Duke of

Sparta and many other noted St. Bernards.

Fee, $40.
PUWKS FOR SAl^E.

NEW YORK ST.BERNiiRD KENNELS,
138TH STREET AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

FOX-TEBBIESS
IN STUD.

Champion Ratoy Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Pitcher 25

Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

R£An THIS ! READ THIS
MASTIFFS.

At Stud.—Ormonde; sire, Ch. Victor Hugo;
dam, Ch. Cambrian Princess. Ormonde is a piize

winner every time shown, both in England and
America, and his young stock is proving him an
exceptional sire. I have always on hand young
stock for disposal at fair prices. I have no blood
but the most fashionable in my kennels. Write
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

Mastiffs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K. Taunton's Champion

Beaufort. His success as a stud dog and his

record on the show bench for the last five years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of Engllsli Bloodliounds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported.
Mastiff pups from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also out of well known and proved breeders of

champion and great prize winners. Photograpbs,
25 ctsf J. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vermont.

IN THE STUD.—THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee 8S5. Al was bred by the late Mr.

Allin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by Mm for sale. Address F. L.

NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

AtStud.-Bnglish greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 Ist and specials. Pious Pem-
broke, winner of over 20 firsts and special; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.

Gkbyhond and PooniiB Kennels, Salem, Mass.

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION CHAMPION

The Spire,
(B. 15,757). Fee $50.

Roslyn Conway,
(A. —). Fee $30.

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,735). Fee $15.

m
(A. —). Fee $35.

CHALLENGE

RDSIII EAM,
(A. 17,577). Fee $25.

ENGLISH PUGS.
.HAMPION

J^gJ^^ J^^^
Treasure,
(A. 10,596). Fee $15.

(A. 17,804).

Fee, - - - -

IRISH SETTERS.
SEMINOLE,

1

ELEO,
(A. 20,0! Fee $20. (A. 11,450). Fee i

Extended pedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrus'ed to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of Ihe above breeds*

for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of

ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following

noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.

Wlniter of 63 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizps include The One Hun-
drer! Guinea Challenge Cup four times, the Hal-
sey Trophv twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee $150.00

Champ. PLINLIMMON, JR. (6864).

This grand votmg d'^g is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, and although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 27

first and special prizes, and sire of some good
stock. Stud fee .$50.00

liOTHARIO (18271).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch.

SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee, should be much sought after by St.

Bernard breed ers. Stud fee $25.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.

A select stock most always on hand, sired by
the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMING EENNELS. Melrose, Mass,

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

AT STUD. FEE $50.

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. 6364),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rhp. Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.

Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L. I.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggartb, Immense rough-coat, tbe only son of

Lord Bute at stud in America. 2. Patrol, one of

our best smooths, fee 835 each.
JOHN KEEVAN, 195 Kiog St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders
PBIOS Sl.OO.

VOB S4LS AT THIS OpiGE.
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ALEWIVES IN LAKE ONTARIO.

]3R0F. CHAS. S. DOLLEY, of the University of

Pennsylvania, who is at the head of the Marine

Biological Laboratory, Sea Isle City, N. J., to which we
referred in our issue of Aug. 20, has expressed the

opinion that the excessive mortality among alewives in

Lake Ontario, is probably due to their habit of abstaining

from food during the spawning season, combined with

the long journey from the sea against the current of the

St. Lawrence. This involves the assumption that the

alewives migrate annually through the whole course of

the St. Lawrence river—an assumption which lacks satis-

factory proof . Through correspondence with Mr. J. F.

"Whiteaves of Montreal, and the late Prof. J. W. Dawson,

who wrote from Little Metis, Quebec, we learned that

the alewife is rarely found in the lower river, and Prof.

Whiteaves stated that he had never seen living or re-

cently caught specimens from the Province of Quebec.

Even at Metis the fish appeared only as stragglers and

very rarely. Prof. Dawson also had never heard of the

occurrence of the alewife at Montreal. This correspond-

ence was received long after the first appearance of the

alewife in Lake Ontario. The alewives disappear from

their usual haunts in Lake Ontario in the fall, it is true,

but it is believed by many persons that they go into the

deeper water of the lake. The small size of these

alewives would strengthen the theory that they are per-

manently landlocked, few of the individuals reported and

examined by us exceeding 8 or 9 inches in length. In

Cayuga and Seneca lakes, New York, the alewife has

made its way naturally, and is now landlocked and

dwarfed in size. Great mortality occurs among them in

both of these lakes. We do not state positively that the

alewife does not ascend the St. Lawrence from the sea,

but merely say that the evidence so far received is

ppposed to such gi, theory, It seems to us more likely

that the rapid and alarming decrease of lake trout, pike,

mascalonge and other predaceous fishes, which feed upon
the alewife and similar helpless species, will better ex-

plain the comparatively sudden and enormous increase

in the number of alewives.

CREEDMOOR, 1891.

'"pHE annual meeting of the National Rifle Association

just closed was not one of the popular gatherings

which in past years made the fall meetings on the Long
Island range such notable occasions. There was a good
list of matches with most meagre prize list, yet fully as

much as the Association ofiicers feel warranted in offer

ing. There were enough enthusiastic riflemen present

to make it no easy task to get into the winning line, and
the scores run high enough to show that those who shot

were riflemen of no mean caUber. None of the matches

went begging entirely, though all aiong the column it

would have been more encouraging had large fields of

contestants appeared.

Not a single protest was entered at any stage of the

meeting, and this most telling indorsement of good man-
agement deserves to count in favor of the directors who
had the meeting in charge.

There was only one incident of the meeting which one

might wish erased from the record. This misfortune was
the seeming inability of the Washington team to take de-

feat gracefully. That the visitors from the National

Capital were beaten 'clearly and distinctly upon their

merits, and that the New Yorkers won the Hilton and
Inter-Sbate matches by sheer ability as shots admits of

no possible doubt.

The matches were conducted entirely according to the

jwogramme, and every possible chance was accorded the

men from the South to carry back the honors of victory

with them. They did not do so simply because they v/ere

"not in it" as shooters with the New Yorkers. They came

to the range in anything but good form. The campaign

of the preceding few days at the New Jersey range of

Sea Grirt had used them up in a shooting sense to such an

extent that close observers as early as Tuesday were posi-

tive in their opinion that the New Yorkers would win the

important team matches. The visitors shot vigorously

during the several matches, but did not display any great

winning powers.

On the range they made loud complaint that the New
York State team were using special arms. There was no

secret about this. For years these barrels have been in

the hands of the better shots of the New York State

Guard. In fact the Ilion armory makes no other at

present. They have a quick twist and consequently re-

quire a harder bullet, enabling a higher initial velocity,

with a larger charge of powder. The arm has been

authorized by the State authorities and so comes within

the regulation; and as for ammunition, there was no re-

quirement of factory-loaded ammunition to be used in

the match shoot. All these facts were within reach of

the Washington men, also the fact that there is a special

Springfield arm of the 6-groove variety which they might

have used if they did not. On this point we are not in-

formed, but will be surprised to learn that they did not

use the officers' Springfield arm. As for the ammunition,

if the team used the Frankford Arsenal output, they had

very good stock, much better than the usual grade of

factory-filled loads. If now they lay the blame on the

ammunition, it only goes to show that there was neglect

to have special loads ready for so important a match.

The New York State loading was done in the regimental

armories, the bullets seated as usual, and the ammunition

shipped to Creedmoor and knocked about the range. If

not crimped up to the machine-loaded cartridges from

the oflacial U. S. arsenal, they were crimped entirely

within the requirement as to seating of bullet and trans-

portability. Finally the growl of irritation over defeat

comes down to abuse of the poor markers in the pits,

who like drowned rats in a hole were not having a very

pleasant time of it. They did, however, raise the colored

disks enough for the score to be properly kept, and they

did mark the shot holes. With glasses noting each shot,

the team men did not depend upon the pit marker, so

whether he was quick or slow in his movements did not

affect the matter at all. If there was an error in the

scores the time for correction was at once, before an-

other shot was fired. If no such protest was made and

proved, it comes with bad grace to criticise the scores

now.

When a team or any contestant goes into a test of abil-

ity or strength with a proper spirit, a victory should be

greeted with modesty and defeat accepted without com-
plaint. Without this spirit it is better to remain out of

competition. Particularly in a military match should
this spirit of fair play prevail, and it is specially unfor-

ate that the Washington men do not show it at this time.

They wei"e out of trim somewhat themselves, and below
their usual form as excellent marksmen. They met a
team particularly strong with such a large contingent of

the now victorious Twenty-third shooters in its make-up.
To sulk now and talk about refusing future competition
is nonsense. The National Rifle Association is still the

leading organization of the country, and it should be the

proud aim of every local organization to keep it so.

We have no doubt the ofiicers of the N. R. A. would
prefer to see visiting teams go away as victors, however
much they might strive as New York Guardsmen to keep
the honors here. The very. fact that New York State can
and does put such strong teams in the field ought to

make other marksmen anxious to come here and try con-

clusions, and when a team talks of cutting Creedmoor
from its visiting list it simply crawls into a very small

burrow and pulls the hole in after it.

GAME PROTECTOR POND.

WJ HEN the New York Fish Commissioners last October
' ' removed Chief Game and Fish Protector Drew, and

put into his place Ma j. J". Warren Pond, there was a great

hue and ciy by many well intentioned people who affected

to believe—and they may have been honest enough about

it—that the cause of fish and game protection in this

State had been throvi'n to the dogs. Inquiry into the rea-

sons for the change convinced us that the Commissioners'

action was a wise one, and we expressed the belief that

time would demonstrate the wisdom of the step.

Our prediction has already been amply fulfilled. Dur-

ing the first year of service, which will close with the

current month, Major Pond has made an excellent

record. The year is shown by the i-ecords to have been

the best in the historj^ of the service with respect to en-

forcement of the laws, arrests of offenders, successful

prosecution of suits, and the amount of fines collected.

The work of the entire year is reflected in the record of

the last three months—June, July and August—during

which period there have been 115 arrests, 51 convictions,

$1,685 collected as fines, and 137 illegal nets destroyed.

The Commissioners report that Maj. Pond has shown
himself to be an intelligent, conscientiotis, vigilant and
hard-working official; and under his direction the effi-

ciency of the entire force has been greatly improved.

In one respect it is true Maj. Pond has failed to make
a record; that is as a blusterer. He has refrained from

beating the bass-drum and blowing the sax-horn. There

are good folks who gauge a public officer as they do a

calliope, by the concussion produced on the tympanums
of their ears. By such people, doubtless, had the pro-

tector done less work and made more noise, he would

have been esteemed more highly; but the interests of fish

and game protection in this State would not have been in

the promising condition of to-day.

SNAP SHOTS.

The netters of the St. Lawrence River are having a

thorny time. Reports of seizure and destruction of nets

set illegally are coming to be almost weekly items of

news. The State Game and Fish Protector of the dis-

trict is ably seconded by the Anglers' Association of the

St. Lawrence River, a society well deserving the support

of summer visitors to that region.

Capt. Anderson, Superintendent of the Yellowstone

National Park, has sent in to the Secretary of the Inte-

rior his annual report, stating that very few fires have

been started in the reservation during the past year, and

these were extinguished before serious damage had been

done. Game and fish are reported manifestly to be on

the increase.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Forest akd Stream by sending ns

on a postal card the name of that friend.

The early bird catches the worm; but the man who
shoots prairie chickens before the law is up sometimes

c.Qnie§ tQ grief.
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AT DAWN.
T STAND alone ere yet the sun has risen.

Within the circle of fair Bedford's park;
The mnny buildings, sombre as a prison.

Loom through the shadows silent still, and dark.
A single star above the western mountain,
A glittering jewel from the crown of night.

Gleams through the foliage, upon the fountain,
Whoso waters sparkle to its silver liglit.

A soft haze fills the valley, like a veil

To shroud the lustre of the coming morn;
And faint and mellowed, from the southward trail,

A distant clarion, sounds the house-wife's horn.

The robin, earliest of the caroling throng.

Rings out, from swaying maple's lofty crest,

To list'ning mate, his flute-like matin song;

The orchard oriole twitters in its nest;

From yonder deep ravine where hickories grow.
Is heard the gray squirrels' chattering bark;

And the deep murmur of the streamlet's flow

Breathes lulling music, faintly, through the dark.

The small brown hackey from his snug retreat

Beneath the old oak's roots, peers softly out.

And 800U are heard his swiftly pattering feet.

And the quick splash of leaping, frightened trout.

From the rich meadows now the risen kino
Begin to low: the frogs sing loud and clear;

The watchman's dog comes close with cringe and whine,
And cheerily crows the distant chanticleer.

A rosy flush lights up the eastern sky;

The brigh-t star fades within the ai'ching dome;
The shadows of the night dissolve and fly;

On noiseless wing the night-hawk seeks his home.
And soon beyond the eastern mountain's side,

Where still the shadows faintly strive to linger.

Up the dark pine the bright sim seems to glide.

Like jewel drawn slowly from an Ethiop's flager.

And as I meditate alone, and far

From those around whose lives my heart-strings twine,
It seems that darkness, shadows, sun and star.

The fast dissolving night, the morn, serene, divine,
Are emblems of that fateful, mighty day
When earthly shadows, doubts, despair,

Shall like this morning's mist be swept away
By the sweet zephyrs of the heavenly air;

When clothed in radiant white, his trump in hand.
Whose golden tones shall sound o'er land and^ea,

The Messenger of God by the great Throne shall stand;
Earth's night forever lost in Heaven's eternity,

Bedfohd Springs, July 17. p.

NO-MAN'S LAND AND BEYOND.

A MAN who has business to do in a live Western town
cannot go on a long hunt often; but one November,

not long ago, when the nights were getting cold and the
geese were flying south, I could withstand the migratory
instinct no longer, and made preparations for a trip, into
the Neutral Strip for sure, and further if we should not
find good hunting.
To go on a long excursion into a region where you can

get no food nor horse feed for a month at a time requires
some preparation, if you wish to go in comfort. I first
lired oldman Price (an old bu5alo hunter) with enthusiasm
and got him to go with me with his wagon and mule
team, on condition that I should buy aU the supplies and
give him $10 in addition. He promised to go where I
wanted to and stay as long as I pleased. I invited two
young men, Hanny and Noah, to go, each to bear a third
of the expenses for food and horse feed. So we loaded
up and pulled for the south from Cimarron, Kan. , where
I usually live, Hanny and I were in my heavy buggy
with my two hunting horses, Price and Noah in the bag-
gage wagon, loaded up to the bows. I had loaded grain
and food into both wagons until the boys declared that
I intended to stay away a year; and then put in some
more on my own account. Tent and camp stove, lantern,
blankets and guns completed the outfit. Nov. 15 we
rolled away to the south, with Nigger, my black grey-
hound, curled up at my feet. He was three years old
half stag, half greyhound, and as fast and good a dog as
I ever owned. I had my rifle and also my lO-bore shot-
gun. The other boys didn't want to kill anything smaller
than an antelope, and so took only their rifles. I had also
a bad cough which 1 expected to freeze out on the road.

Starting at noon, we reached a small town named
Montezuma by dark, twenty-three miles south. The
next day a drive of thirty-five miles landed us at West
Plains. The next night we struck Fargo Springs, a town
on the Cimarron River, and then we cut loose from towns
and started southwest for Dudley's ranch on the Beaver.
We drove all day through a desolate country that was at
that time still infested by the claim holder, whose dugout
appeared at intervals. Toward dark we took possession
of a vacant claim house that had a good well and a big
stable. There was a stove in the house and we soon had
supper. There was no table, and just as we sat down to
eat, with the plates on a wagon sheet spread on the floor,
in walked a man with a scowl and a big six-shooter
buckled on.
"What are you doing here?"
"Eating supper, won't you have some?"
"No, I ain't hungry. What are you doing;;in this

house?"
"Is it yours?"
"No, but I am living about a mile from here and look-

ing out for it."

We finally mollified him and he ate more than any
two of us. After he had filled up I asked him if he liked
apples.
"Do you mean canned apples, or real honest-to-Gk)d

apples?"
"I mean green apples."
"You bet!"
I produced the apples, and after remarking that he had

not seen any for two years he ate a few, and I made him
fill his pockets for his children. He told us to stop when
we came back, and said that he was paid for watching
the place, bijt that he knew no one coiild 4o any dg-mage

unless they stole the well, but that he had to make a talk
for his money.
At daybreak we started, and I decided to strike the

Beaver at a three-house town named Optima, as a man
named Carter lived there whom I knew well, and I hoped
to get information from him in regard to game. About
noon we came to two frame houses and a store. This
town was in Kansas, on the Neutral Strip line, and the
store keeper informed us that we were in the city of
Lafayette. He then tried to sell me a corner lot in town,
and offered me a block cheap. He had a beautiful map
of Lafayette as it Would be, with lots reserved for
churches, opera house and town hall. He offered me
three lots between his store and the opera house for $325,
one-third cash, the balance in six and twelve months.
The store was erected and was 12x16. The land was
there ready to put the opera house on. It must require a
vivid imagination, great faith and some gall to live in
such a town and try to sell lots. We got some water at
Lafayette and promised to call if we came back that way.
We drove to Pony Creek by dark and camped; had the

tent up and everything in good shape inside of fifteen
minutes and sat down to a good supper. At daybreak we
saw a band of about twenty antelope, and decided to
camp a day and try them. The antelope were about two
miles away on level prairie feeding. They seemed to be
uneasy and watchfiil and would move around. I tried
crawling up to them on two sides, and could not get
within a half-mile of them, and finally went back to
camp to get something to eat and try another plan. I
left Harry in a buffalo wallow as near them as I could get
him, with strict injunctions not to move or shoot unless
they came within 135yds. After a cup of coffee I took
my gentlest pony, and put on a bridle without the reins,
which I put in my pocket. I tied my wooden cleaning-
rod to the bit at one end, and took the other end in my
hand. I could thus make him walk along with his head
up, and I walked in a stooping position on his off side, so
as to keep him between me and the antelope. When I
found a buffalo wallow 1 could lie down oht of sight of
the game and rest a little, for it was very tiring to walk
in a stooping position and keep the pony in just the right
place. I would tack up a little closer by going diagonally
the other way. The wind was from the south, Harry
told me afterward that the pony and I looked precisely
like a six-legged horse.

I had; got within SOOyds., when spang! came a bullet
whistling past me; and my horse twitched the rod from
my hand and ran to camp. I dropped down, so as to take
less chances of getting hit by Harry, and shot three or
four times at an old buck that led the gang as they ran
toward the south. At the last shot he crumpled up and
went down in a heap; and the rest ran over a knoll and
disappeared. Harry had one with his hip broken, and
in five minutes here came Price and Noah in my buggy,
the mules at a dead run, with Price whipping and Noah
holding the dog to prevent him jumping out too quick.
They drove within 300yds. of the wounded antelope: Nig
jumped up and landed on his head, rolled over and went
to work. After a run of half a mile Nig caught him and
had him killed before the mules and men got there. I
had hit my buck right behind the eye; I meant to hit him
in the body, but shooting at a running mark at 300 or
400yd8. one does well to hit it anywhere. Well, we had
fried liver and bacon for supper. Every one seemed sat-
isfied, and Noah and Harry made a calculation that if

we killed two antelope a day for twenty days, we should
have to pull over to the railroad in Texas and ship a ton
or s© of venison to Kansas City. Mr. Price grunted like
an Indian and smoked vigorously, but made no remarks;
and we went to bed at 10 o'clock, after several games of
seven-up, and slept the sleep of the just. My cough
showed no signs of weakening, and Noah made a rude
remark to me when I got up in the night to take some
medicine, just because I stepped on his foot; but we for-
gave each other in the morning. Nig was prospecting
around in the night away from camp and something ran
him into camp just before we went to bed. He seemed
scared and stayed in the tent the rest of the night. It
was a wolf probably. Rig wolves are rather savage and
don't fear one dog much. Coyotes are cowards and will
rvm from a dog night or day.
We noticed a big prairie fire north of us in the after-

noon, but it was twenty miles away and the wind came
from the south, so we did not pay much attention to it

when we went to bed; but the wind changed to the
north in the night, and when we got up we could smell
the smoke and the fire was coming toward us. There
was no danger, for we were camped in short grass and
could have set another fire and then gone on the burnt
ground long before the fire could possibly reach us; but
it was easier to hitch up and pull out on the road. We
crossed Pony Creek and had not gone far when we saw a

I band of about 20 mustangs feeding a mile away from the
road. They soon saw us and ran to the top of a knoll,
with heads up and manes and tails floating in the breeze.
They looked as if they were worth $200 apiece. Mus-
tangs are deceiving things. Get those same ponies in a
corral and almost every one is poorly buUt and scrubby,
all the stallions scarred up by fighting and the mares
cat-hammed, vdth their manes and tails full of burs. The
band finally ran off west and the last we saw of them
they were still going.
We came across nothing of interest from there to

Optima, except a jack rabbit chase in which Nig carried
off the honors and the rabbit too. It was on a level plain
and the rabbit ran in a half circle around the wagons.
Nig "wrenched" three times and then picked the game
up, and never let go till he killed him and fetched him
up to the wagon, Harry cut off the ears and put them
on his hat, and I think I threw them and his pipe away
twenty times during the next month. I found them
in the bread box, in our bed, in my cartridge sack. He
always seemed to select a place for those cursed ears
where hair would get into the grub. And I can almost
smell that old briarwood pipe yet.

We landed at the city of Optima, on the Beaver, dur-
ing the afternoon. It is, or was, in the Beaver Valley,
seventy miles west of Beaver City, for which see a good
map of Indian Territory, It consisted of two sod stores
and two sod houses. The stores did not keep much of
anything. Since then they have been run as saloons and
I have heard of some interesting fights that the Neutral
Strippers and others have had there.
John Carter kept one store, and we camped near and

visited with him that night. He did not know much
about the ganje south or west of Optima, but gave me a

good deal of indefinite direction, and I decided to go west
about 80 mUes to Company M water holes for buffalo. We
heard of two hunters that had come down Beaver two
days before loaded with buffalo meat and three hides.
We reasoned that we stood a chance to find buffalo if they
had, and started next morning late.

We saw two heavy teams and four men pass about two
hours before we started, and I learned at the store in Op-
tima a few minutes before starting that they were hunters
from Springfield, Kansas, and that they said they were
going to Company M. So we hitched up and pulled fast
to overtake them. We made about 25 miles that day and
got to the other hunters' camp that evening and camped
with them. We soon became acquainted and passed a
pleasant evening. They were well armed with both rifles

and shotguns, had several greyhounds, and seemed to be
good fellows. They seemed to be disinclined to tell where
they were going, and 1 suppose that they thought the
same of ua; but to tell the truth, we didn't know and
didn't care much. We camped side by side and all ate
supper together. One of their number made night hideous
with an old battered French horn. I thoug:ht he was an
awful fool and was "no good" for a hunter; but he after-
ward proved to be a nice fellow and a first-class hunter.
We all pulled out at daybreak and drove past Dudley's

ranch and had a splendid jack xabbit chase a few miles
further on. My dog beat theirs out and out and caught
both rabbits.

We got to Lee Harlan's ranch about 3 P.M., and I
drove up to the house to ask permission to camp inside
his fence so we might turn our horses loose. There was
no one at the house and no dogs around. Nig, who went
with me, ate a piece of poisoned meat and died in fifteen
minutes in spite of aU I could do. I almost cried.

The Mexican ranch keeper just then returned, and
gave us permission to camp inside the fence. Lee Harlan
and his partner came in that night with an outfit of four
fine horses, a wagon and three water barrels, camp kit,

saddles, fleld glass and guns. They had been out seven
days and had not seen a buffalo.
They had a ranch full of meat, hides and heads, how-

ever, that they had killed in the last month. Harlan
knew who I was and gave me all the information he
could. The men that came down the creek with meat
had bought it off him at 9 cents per pound ; hides $6 each,
raw hides of course. Buffalo were scarce and wild. There
was but little water in the county and he made a practice
of filling his barrels and going into a big waterless scope
of country south of the Beaver and southwest from his
ranch, making a camp, saddling his fast, strong horses
and riding the coimtry for miles around. When they
found buffalo they ran up to them and killed what they
could before their horses ran down; and then one watched
the carcasses, while the other moved camp up to the car-
casses; and they cut them up next day. They saved
meat, bides and heads. A good cow or bull netted them
about |40.
Price and I held a council and decided that, as we had

only my horses that were fit to ride, but one saddle (mine),
and no water barrels, we had better not try for buffalo.
We concludsd to pull south for Palo Duro Creek in Texas,
hunting on the way, and then decide where to go from
there.

It was snovdng when we woke up next morning, and
we did not move that day. We all hunted on foot in the
afternoon, all but Price, who lay and grumbled when he
was strong enough. I saw some antelope and managed
to kill a small doe after a long crawl that wore the skin
pretty thin on my knees; and then went to camp, took
the buggy and brought the meat in by dark. W. J. D.

[TO BE CONCLUDED.]

A RECEPTION TO MR. HALLOCK*

IT was a notable tribute which was given by the sports-
men and city officials of Northampton, Mass., on

Sept. 5, to the life-work of Mr. Charles Hallock, the
founder of Forest iND Stream, and the author of at
least a dozen sporting books and kindred ptlblications, in
which we feel to share, as it were, by a sort of reflected
light. Plates were laid for thirty at Barr's popular eaf^,
and sea food in great variety was served. An immense
salmon stretched its full length across the head of the
table, at which Dr. Fay presided, and all along the vista
which extended to the lower end, legends were displayed
in guide-board fashion among the oysters and soft-shell

crabs and bouquets of celery, setting forth some incident
of the autlior*s work. "Fishing Tourist" and "Salmon
Fisher" were conspicuous. Satin souvenirs, embellished
with an appropriate vignette of fish, game and sporting
equipments, and inscribed with a List of titles of the
author's books, were laid before each guest. The Mayor
and chief city officials, and the representative professional
and chief business men of Northampton were present, all

of them interested or identified with various lines of
al fresco sport. Mr. Hallock gave them a cursory review
of sport and sporting literature during the past twenty
years, showing how a taste for these things had devel-
oped until the climax had now apparently been reached;
deprecating the absorption of extensive areas by a few
favored persons of wealth to the exclusion of the old
habituea of the streams and woods; and alluding very
pointedly to the rivalry which fifteen years ago had
divided sentiment on the subject of game protection and
conservation of species until the result was a heterogenous
and unintelligible code of laws with little game to hunt
or preserve; so that as a matter of feral economy we were
not now a whit in advance of 1876, with a good deal of
irreparable mischief done in the interval. An informal
chat and pipes followed this address, and the party broke
up at 11 o'clock after three hours of solid enjoyment.
The whole menu and entertainment was happily COU'
ceived and put in motion by Mr. Coll H. Gere, editor of
the Hampshire Gazette, assisted by Mr. Harris, chief of
the Gazette Publishing Company. The Gazette is a jour-
nal which has been running considerably more than a
century without once getting out of gear, having been
transmitted through three generations of that name.
The Pine Tree Club of Northampton is one of the oldest

in New England, having a life-history of more than a
quarter of a century. Chief of Police Maynard is its

president. It is the nucleus of sport in Hampshire county.
It has a trout preserve of the most suitable water and en-
vironment, and is likely to attain a high degree of success
in trout culture under the l^est approved methods which
it employs. ' - - ' .

*
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THE BIG BUCK WE DIDN'T SHOOT.
In .rune, 1886, if. wa.s my privllese to recount to your readers tlie

story of ti-ie. iiitj buck that we killed in. Oarberry Swamp. In my
journal for April, 1.S90, I find an additional chapter with the above
neadinpr. I must request that the drawing herewith be received
as au historical document compiled from the latest and best
authorities and therefore quire tlje mngt reliable extant represen-
tation of the creature.—Ernest E. Thompson.

WE all know hiin well: his existence is established
now as surely as that o£ the sea serpent or the big

fish that got off the hook. Even better, for many of us
have seen him in broad daylight and had a fair open
view oE his noble form. And what a creature he i?,

what a paragon of size and development. One observer
that had an exceptionally good look at him, counted
twenty-seven tines on each antler, and such antlers!
sculptured bronze with gleammg ivory points, absolutely
symmetrical and perfect, in every way befitting his im-
mense stature and noble beavity. I am sure it cannot be
that he shed them above once in twenty years, if at all.

Another equally reliable historian assorts that this Wood-
laud Kraken has tbree antlers, the third a spike in the
center. So far all is

abund-antly attested, but
I must say that I place
but little faith in that
story of a chaplet of
pearls about his brow;
it was simply the knotted
bead - like antler - burrs,

white and polished, and
glistening perhaps with
the morning dew; while
the crucifix in the mid-
dle, that has been report-
ed, is nothing more than
the spikehorn above re-

ferrea to.

I expect to learn some
day tnat he casts no
shadow, for this I cer-
tainly know, that often-
times he leaves no track
behind him in the snow.
His speed, too, is marvel-
ous, it is as the wind; he
seems—nay, he actually
is ubiquitous. Why! I

first met him in the woods
of Ontario, then shortly
afterward I encountered
his scornful gaze amid
the sandhills of iJlanito-

ba. I have heard for cer-

tain of his having been
seeu in the canebrakes of
Kentucky and amid the
valleys of California.
Even in England he was
well known till quite
lately and bore the name
of "The White Hart Roy-
al," and in Scotland he
is still famous as "The
Muckle Hart of Ben-
more." Nay, more than
all this. Saint Hubert
himself was blessed with
a s gbt of the tri- cerate
head in the forests of
Germany, and he in fact
is responsible f"r that
story of the central cru-
cifix. Ttie grtat Munc-
hausen, too, has much to
say about this noblest of
deer, and what need have
we of further witness?
But it matters little

where he dwells, no hu-
man hand has ever
touched his glossy coat;
he seems endowed with
a charmed life, no bullet
cast of lead can ever reach
hiin, Oi courtse a bail of silver might; I have never tried

that, and I do not remember that any Croesus ever went
about riddling innumerable bushes with costly projectiles
in hopes of securing the Great Stag. I doubt, too, that he
would have succeeded, indeed I feel sure that no hunter
armed with such infallible missiles will ever meet with
St. Hubert's Hart. He is too sagacious to allow it, or, if

he did, he would not long remain in sight, he would
simply show himself and snort and stamp—I know it, for
I have watched him—then fade away, like the Cat in
Wonderland, the scornful gaze being the last thing to

vanish into thin air. He leaves a good track for a little

while, but this, too, fades away completely. Once I fol-

lowed it for miles, but it disappeared at last in a thickly-
grown bottomland, and no doubt the phantom buck him-
self had vanished at the self same place. An Indian who
was hunting with me thought otherwise, and persisted in
circling off in another direction, so that we parted, but he
was a fool, and when after two or three hours he came
again to ^camp, bringing with him an ordinary buck, I

could not but smile to see how completely he had been
bafiied.

It has never been decided even of what species he is.

some testimony points one way and some in another, for
my own part I do not believe that he is a species at all,

but a genus—genus Cervus, nothing more. One recent
writer, however, claims that he was an elk, and was
known for long in Pennsylvania as "The Lone Elk of the
Sinnemahoning," in which valley he was killed in 1867.

Btit that, of course, is all nonsense. No, no! I know too
much about him to believe any such tale, you cannot
wreck the Flying Dtitchman, he still will sail under
great billowy clouds of canvas, till the last trump blows
and the Kraken lashes all the sea to foam, and belly up-
ward floats to show the end h-'s come.

No, no! Still he roams and bounds from hill to hill as
I have seen and yet may see again. Yea, even now do
see in fancyV eye along'my glistening rifle barrel—again
I see that glorious head against the sky, as often I did

—

more often in early days than now, for he appears most
often to the tyro in the woods—see him give one great
bound when cracks the ready rifle, and know from the
miraculous way in which the unerring ball was turned

aside that this was indeed the Mighty Stag again, the
Spirit of the Race, and that no bullet cast of lead can
ever graze his hide—and again he fades away.
Long may he roam and spurn the hilltops with his fly-

ing feet and dash the dew drops from the highest pine
tops as he clears the valley at a botmd; long may he live

and tempt a perfect hail of harmless lead. But the rattle

of repeaters is heard in every valley now; the wise are
more and more often proi^ounding that unfathomable
riddle, "Where have all the deer gone?" And when at
last the sole remainder of the common race is slain, I

know too well that this the immortal ,
too, will die; that

though he never can be touched by death he yet will

perish, perish like the last surviving Cambrian bard, not
by the hand of man, but by a strange engulfment so com-
plete that not a trace of him will e'er be found again, and
but a fading memory of his ever having been. E. E. T.

HER FIRST BEAR HUNT.
IN coasequpnce of the partial failure of the berry crop

iu our mountains, the Itears have lately giown hold

"THE BIG BUCK.'^

and aggressive, coming down out of the mountains into
the settlements in search of food , and considerable trouble
has already been given the settlers, while several of the
black poachers have lost their jackets.
My daughter, Mrs. Geo. E. Wright, who lives in a

somewhat isolated place separated from the Colville
Valley by an intervening mountain, and whose nearest
neighbor lives one and a half miles distant, was on the
evening of Aug. 26 startled by the direful squeals of one
of her husband's hogs in the pasture about half a mile
from the house.
She was alone with her two little children (one an in-

fant in arms), save for the presence of her little brother
of twelve years, and the sun had alreadv set, while the
moonless night was darkening rapidly. Taking her ab-
sent husband's .403al, Marlin repeater, and accompanied
by her little brother, she hurried down into the pasture,
leaving her two babies at the house.
Arrived at the edge of a thicket, she could still hear

the dying cries of the unfortunate porker, together with
the trampling of the bear in the dense bushes: but the
darkness had already grown so deep that in the gloom of
the thicket nothing could be distingtiished.
Discharging the rifle into the thicket, she endeavored

to tempt the robber into the open, but without success;
and she finally, and very wisely, concluded to return to
the house, leaving bruin alone with his prey.
With the first light of morning she returned alone and

surprised the villain at his breakfast. Jumping up, he
ran rapidly into the open about 40yds. distant from her,
when he stopped, and turning round sat up facing her to
get a fairer view of the brave little huntress. The mark
was fair, her nerves were steady, and aiming at the butt
of his ear (his head was turned slightly sideways) she
took a fair off-hand shot and fired. He "tumbled at the
crack of the rifle, a lifeless heap.
For feai- that he might be "possuming," she continued

tp "pump" bullets into him until five holes were punc-
tured in his black overcoat.
He proved to be a beautiful specimen of about 30olbs.

weight, with a splendid coat of jet black hair, except that
on the top of his nose, which was yellowish brown in
color,

Is not the little lady a true chip of the old block? And
may not the proud old block record it? Qein Belknap.

AN ISLAND OF THE PACIFIC.
^OWHERE in the United States can there be found a
1^ section of the country better adapted to all kinds of
outdoor sport than in southern California, and not the
least enjoyable, and destined to be one of tbe most popu-
lar of all recreations, is yachting in the southern waters,
Santa Barbara to San Diego. In the land of almost per-
petual sunshine outdoor life seems a necessity. Constant
and steady winds, and no fear of squalls, together with
the many accessible points of interest along shore and the
many islands oft" shore, tempt the amateur sailor to make
midsummer cruises in smaller boats with more canvas
than would be safe to use on the Atlantic coast.
Last month four professional men of San Diego, all

fond of this fascinating pastime, set sail for Santa Catab'na
Island, 27 miles oft' the coast of Los Angeles county. The
boat, to be our home for a fortnight, was a 24ft. sloop-
rigged centerboard yacht, large enough abeam to have a

cabin for sleeping accom-
modations. The Daphne
was built for safety and
comfort as well as speed.
Leaving San Diego Bay,
passing the bold promon-
tory of Point Loma that
guards the harbor, a
course was laid for Santa
Catalina Island. 71 miles
northwest. After two
days' beating against a
westerly wind, Santa Cat-
alina loomed up about 30
miles dead ahead, looking
like a faint white cloud
high above the horizon;
on our beam appeared
another cloud , which
gradually outlined itself

into San Clement's Island,
where the now famous
Itata is supposed to have
taken arms and munitions
of war from an American
schooner, for the use of
the Chilean insurgents.
These islands rise from
the sea as if peaks of im-
mense submerged moun-
tains. The highest of the
many peaks of Santa Cat-
alina is over 2,000ft. above
sea level.

Next morning our an-
chor was dropped in the
little bay of Avalon, a
small settlement of tents
and cottages which dot
the sides of the steep hills

encircling the tiny harbor
of the island. Boom

!

sounded the Daphne's
salute, fired from a
heavily- charged shotgun,
that awoke the echoes
among the surrounding
cliffs like the report of
a ten-pounder. Our yacht
looked small, indeed,
alongside the larger
yachts that enlivened the
scene. And when our
two-hundred-pound cap-
tain crawled out on the
bowsprit to furl the jibs
the motion of the boat
caused thereby compelled
the Judge in the cockpit
to overrule the motion
instanter. The crew went
ashore attired in the only
clothes aboard—old ones,

protected by pugarees, improvised from handkerchiefs
sewed to our "hats, and armed with the omnipresent
picture-box.
The island is about 22 miles long, about 4 miles in

width and extremely rocky, although one may anchor
within 20yds. from shore.
The fishing season had opened and the king of the

Pacifio, the jewfish, was biting freely; sea bass were
caught from the wharf. The difference between these
fish appears to be one of size only. A photograph of the
largest jewfish taken shows it to be 6ft. 4in. in length
and tipping the beam at 3501bs.
Many years ago, when Santa Catalina Island was a

paj-t of Mexican territory, the Government stocked it

with goats for the use of mariners. These animals have
increased in number and have lost every trace of domes-
ticity. Hunting wild goats here is rare sport if the hun-
ter be a fair shot and willing to endure the fatigue of a
day's tramp over the sugar-loaf peaks of the island.
Nothing smaller than a .45 60 rifle is used and one seldom
has a shot closer than 200yds.
The ground is almost entirely destitute of vegetation,

except in the cafions, where cacti of every variety and
thick undergrowth offer shelter for innumerable quail.
Here and there a rattler gave us friendly warning of his
presence. The few pleasant days were spent cruising
around the island, watching the noisy seals and the timid
flying fish pursued by its natural enemy the shark, or
putting in at the many inviting coves to sleep ashore
beneath the stars in this wonderfully dry climate, and
the time seemerl only too short. Can you imagine a more
delectable existance'than such life on an island in the
blue Pacific? The slight traces of civilization compared
with the handiwork of nature here seem like scratches
on the side of a mountain, and when the dolce far niente
life aboard a tight little craft with congenial companions
to relieve the monotony of solitude, cares seem light as
sea-foam, to be wafted away by the slightest breeze.
The run back to San Diego v^as made with a free sheet

in less than thirty hours. Returning, the troll lines were
thrown out and the sport of catching the gamy albuquo,
the Spanish mackerel and the toothsome barracuda, sea
bass and yellow tails was enjoyed until dark, ThQ
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smallest albuquo taken weighed Solbs., and altogether we
hooked and landed SlOlbs. of fish. The kelp off the lower
coast of San Diego county seemed alive with members of
the finny tribe.

Thus ended a most delightful outing of four busy men.
Santa Catalina is one of the largest of the group of six

islands standing above the level of the Pacific Ocean like
patron saints of the southern California coast line. Their
names recall the days of the Mexican occupancy of this

State, Santa Cruz, Santa Rosa, Santa Catalina, San
Nicholas, San Miguel and San Cleinente. J. Z, T.

San Diego, Cal., August.

ENGLISH PHEASANTS IN AMERICA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Having reared English pheasants during tliis summer

on a sufficiently extensive scale to be able to form a fair
opinion, I unhesitatingly assert that there are no more
difficulties to be encountered in their management here
than in Eui'ope. I have now over 1,000 as fine yotmg
birds from 3 to 3 months old running about in my pens as
one could wish to see, which have been reared with no
more than the ordinary trouble and expense. I know
thiat the winters here are not too severe for them, as I
imported 300 birds last November which had no further
protection than an open barn, in which only half the
birds used to seek shelter. After all, it is but natural, as
their oi'iginal habitat is jusc under the snow line on the
bleak mountain slopes that stretch across Asia. In fact,
I believe they suffer far more from great heat than great
cold.

My management of them in no wise differed from the
way it is conducted in England, and the birds have pros-
pered well in every respect. Pheasant poults are cer-
tainly delicate for the first two months, but afterward
are far more hardy than any fowl. The rearing was car-
ried out under my supervision by men who bad never
seen a pheasant before, which proves my belief, that
with a little general practical instruction, intelligence is

far more necessary than experience. I have been most
agreeably surprised to see how extremely well the late

hatchings have come on, that is to say of eggs put down
late in June.

I hope that this most splendid of all game birds will

soon be common in our coverts, which a little time and
patience will easily effect, for everything is suitable here
for their installation, I have heard of efforts in that
direction having been made formerly with a lavish ex-
penditure of money and a minute outlay of common
sense. Result, general dissatisfaction and despair. I

was assured this time last year that the establishment of
pheasants in America was a mere chimera. That when
imported they would not be able to withstand the rigor of
our winters: that when spring returned they would not
lay; if they did lay, the eggs would not be fertile; and,
finally, if these hatched the broods would quickly die off.

I have effectually and conclusively proved the contrary in

every particular.

Another remark I have frequently heard made is, that
shooting at hand-raised pheasants is pretty much as ex-
citing as potting at fowls in a farmyard. This is a great
mistake, for it is impossible, even after generations of
confinement, to eradicate the wild nature of the pheas-
ant. With every week their innate desire for liberty
grows stronger, tUl at two and a half months old they are
fully as quick on the wing and as chary of intrusion as
their wild-reared companions. I feel sure that it only
requires the fact to be well known that pheasants can be
as easily reared for shooting here as in the old country,
to make every lover of sport eager to add them to the
list of the natural game birds of his State, I shall be
always happy to give all the information in my power to

any inquirer. Vernee de GtnsE.
Mahwah, N. J.

Chen Rossii in Montana.—In October, 1890. Mr, John
Sinclair, of Great Falls, Montana, killed a specimen of
this rare goose, which he preserved and still has. Mr.
Sinclair was out shooting with some friends near Benton
Lake, about 10 miles north of Great Falls, and saw seven
of these little geese resting on the beach of the lake. He
attempted to approach them but they rose before he had
come near enough to shoot with any prospect of doing
much execution. However, he fired at them with heavy
shot and succeeded in knocking down one of the birds,
which he secured.—Geobge Bird GrIxVNEll (Great Falls,

Montana, Aug. 29),

Hunting And Fishing in thm Nobthavest. -Are you plan-
ning for an outing tuis summer? Have you ever lootetl up the
famous resorts of tbe Northwest V It is not an exaggeration to
say that the best hunting and fishing grounds in >Jorth America
are found in the territory tributary to the Northern Pacific Rail-
road. The lake park region in Minnesota affords pickerel, pike,
bass and msscaloDge: rock bass are found in numerous sli-eams,
and deer, elk and bear abound in the forest regions; antelope are
found in North Dakota. The Snowy. Bitter Roo', Grazy, Rocky
and Cascade Mountains are the home of moose, elk, caribou,
cougarp. Rocky Mountain sheep and goat and other laige game,
wbile all of the Northwestern States abound in feathere'i game.
Rocky Mountain trout and grayling are caught in the YeJlow-
atone. Gallatin, Madison, Jefferson, Clark's Fork and Green
rivers, affording unrivalled sport. An interesting pamphlet,
"Game Preserves of North America," can be obtained tree on
application to ChAs. S. Fee, G. P. & T, A. of the Northern Pacific
R. R. at St. Paul, Minn. Descriptive publications Goncerning
Yellowstone Park, Pacific coast and Alasks will also be mailed on
receipt of application, referring to Forest ant> Stream.—^4dy.

Spohtsmbn Attention !—If you want fine sport and plenty of
feathered game, go to northern Iowa. The shooting is excellent
and you cannot fail to enjoy the ti'ip. Or If you desire to go a
little further, the prairie and lake region of Minnesota Is equally
good for both flsh and game, and the distance not much greater.
Both are reached by the Chicago, St. Paul & Kansas City Railway,
the leading line for sportsmen and tourists between Chicago and
the Northwest, as well as the West and Southwest, and a favorite
route with all who have traveled over it. Tourist tickets now on
sale. For any further information call on or address F. H. Lord,
Genera] Passenger and Ticket Agent, Phenlx Building, Chicago,

Forest and Stream. Box 2.833. N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Leffingwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed tree on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan" "Dick Swlveller." "Syblllene" and
other competejit fltutljorities to be tjae best treatise on the stitijest
extant, ^

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-
tories and British Provinces are given in the BooTi of the
Oame Laws.

TWO WEEKS OUT OF PU RGATORY.-II.
FRIDAY, Nov. 7.—Ice water and a creosoted towel

preceded a 6:30 o'clock breakfast. Having set a
trap at the caribou relics, we went over west of ridge,
then along on south side through an open grove of spruce
planted in mossy ground and filled with wild swees air.

Rounding east end of the ridge, we came back on the
north side to the boat. Walked only 10 miles, but were
going pretty steadily from 8 A, M, to 4 P. M. Saw but
one fresh track, which was on the north side of the hill.

Shot a partridge, but the bullet carried with it everything
but the feathers. Mac went to Beaver Bog, and on the
way over, just beyond Maple Hill, they heard a deer,
hidden by some fallen tops, slowly walkaway from them.
Later, while watching at the bog, a deer came out across
the pond from Will, who, having no rifle, fired two shots
with a revolver and snapped it seven times before the
animal decided to move on,
Saturday, Nov. S.—By the time we were dressed rain

began falling and it was decided to keep camp for the
day. The rain, however, stopped by 11 o'clock and the
guides went off to spot the caribou trail, returning in time
lor lunch. In the afternoon Mac went up the hill from
the south side of Mud Pond, while I traveled over the
southwest spur of Black Mountain. Both parties had the
same luck and retmrned by half past four empty handed
and empty stomached. Had a chance to observe more
closely the peculiar vices of the moose wood, which sur-
passes in pure cussedness every growth of the forest. The
striped moose wood, a straight growing tree, has bai-k a
little lighter in color than the mountain ash, with white
streakings in it. But the moose wood shrub of con-
demnable memory, has gray bark, resembling the moose
maple. The wood is tough and flexible and the branches
spread after the manner of a candelabra in a Jewish syna-
gogue. Owing to its peculiar habit of growth a single
shrub will cover more than its fair space of the footstool,
and when they cluster thickly, as is usually the case on
the top and upper slopes of hills, they adminiater a con-
tinual flogging to the face, hands and legs of the passer
through. At this season of the year the full leaf buds of
a reddish buckskin color point every twig and serve as
snappers. In the economy of nature they seem to fulfill

no better purpose than the mosquito and black fly, though
perhaps the evil spirits of these little pests winter in the
moose wood twig and so keep their cruel instincts alive
all the year around. Still-hunting without a soft and
quiet footway of snow is a constant tax on every energy
and faculty, and in its practice several additional senses
could be made use of, not to mention of direction, which
a stranger in tbe Maine woods had better get the loan of
if he attempts it without a guide. Beyond the physical
labor of carrying a gun over miles of the roughest sort of
side hill and swamp there is the added exertion of doing
it all without noise. The walking must be on the toes,
so far as possible, and every dry stick on the ground
must be avoided by the feet, every snapping twig by the
legs, and every dead branch by the head and body. Fmr-
thermore, the eyes must be always ranging the circle of
the woods, and tbe ears kept alert for any unusual sound,
and no time can be wasted in listening to the cracklings
due to the wind or to the groanings and squeakings of
interlocked trees. An odd sight at noon time when the
wind was strongest was the heaving of the forest floor.

The spruces and balsams appear to have shallow, wide-
spreading roots, and when the trees rock the mossy earth
about them rises and falls like low rolling waves.
Sunday, Nov. .9.—Just after daylight the eastern half

of the clouded sky showed broad bands of deep rose
color, and the top of the hill at the north shone in red-
dish illumination, a mixture of golden sunlight and rosy
cloud reflection laid thick upon the cedar green of the
spruces. At 7 o'clock the sky was still overcast and the
west wind brought with it a snowy feeling. The temper-
ature must have been about 38° Fabr., but a mendacious
toy thermometer registered over B0\ At 8 ;30 I started
for Black Mountain, while Mac took the buckboard road
toward Seven Pond. When we got in the woods the
rain and sleet began falling, the wind had stopped, and
the flat, frozen leaves made such noisy traveling that we
returned to camp. That enemy of every moving thing,
the moose wood, was peculiarly discomforting, and the
twigs, snapping against cold ears and fingers, stung as
sharp and deep, but luckily not so lastingly, as a guilty
conscience. Bundled up with jackets and rubber coats
we went out on the pond. The rain froze on the rubber
coats, and every motion scm-fed off little scales of white
ice, giving us the appearance of leprous Hottentots,
While exercising it was delicious to breathe the tonic air,

but later sitting still in the boat, a minim of alcohol
would have been more welcome than the whole valley
fuU of tonic air. By 11 o'clock we were back in camp
and guessing how much longer the rest of the party
would forego obtainable warmth and comfort. While
on the pond it was pleasant to hear the small waves
breaking up the edging ice with a metallic swish, and the
minature hailstones which, falling in the water, copied
the quiet gurgle of a summer brook.
Now, at noon the wind is blowing gusty and hard,

driving the sleet at a thin angle with the earth and
rapidly weight to mail-covered hut roofs, trees and every-
thing exposed. Later the sleet changed more into fine
hail which, impelled by the still rising wind, cut the face
like little splinters of broken glass. By 3 o'clock the
weather moderated, and the downfall changed back to
sleet and then to driving rain. An hour later Mack re-
turned, having gone south from the one-mile tree and
crossed back of Maple Hill. They followed what was
called by courtesy an old buckboard road, but a hard ex-
perience proved it to be lengthened hagus, long drawn
out. The barricaded streets of Paris, during the Com-
mune, were still the streets of Paris, so was this a buck-
board road. From the Seven Pond road to the swamp is

said to be li marine miles, this tmit of distance is defined
by the natives as being what a well-fed hound will cover
before starving to death. From the swamp they came
over Maple Hill, stopping for lunch in a grove of mam-
moth cedars and then followed the Beaver Bog trail to
Tim Pond. The boat having blown down the shore Mao

shivered on the bank for half an hour till Will fetched it

to him, and then they both rowed, or rather drifted, to
camp through a dangerously high sea. After a final
drenching as the skiff beached broadside they got to the
drying cabin fire. As Mac appeared in the doorway,
with slushy leathfr coat, wet leggings and ice coveied
gun, he was the picture of water-soaked happiness. Hia
red face was wreathed in smiles and around the smiles
was a brown halo of knitted worsted, the back of the
halo being drawn down over the tops of baby- pink ears.
Monday, Nov, 10.—By 8 o'clock I had started on the

spotted line for Beaver Bog. The day was clear and cool
and the leaves, wet with yesterday's rain, were frozen
into a thin, icy flooring that put still-hunting out of the
question. As we neared the bog the bard %V( od disap-
peared, and in place of leaves the ground was carpeted
with soft moss, overlaid in spots with the delicate ever-
green vine of the snow berry (so G, called it), and the
rabbit paths, holding frozen slush, showed white lines
running in every direction. The forests consisted of small
black spruces, with an occasional white one, draped with
the hanging moss on which the caribou feed. In the open
places the sunlight silvered this thready moas, and among
the surrounding greens and grays were seen spots of rich
red, the fruit of the mountain ash. The trail ends at a
winding stream of dead water, a narrow pond thrre-
quarters of a mile long, near the shore of which we found
fresh caribou tracks that looked like horseshoe prints.
In tbe neighborhood of Maple Hill we had also noticed a
number of deer tracks made in the early morning. Ju-st
after reaching this lagoon and while watching on the
shore a deer, hidden by the thick growth, appeared within
a few rods, l3Ut, the wind blowing toward him, the only
satisfaction I had was listening to three short whiRtles of
alarm before he took bis back track on the full run.
Though the ice was too thin and rotten to tempt the cari-
bou we decided to watch a little while, and went south a
little distance along the bank and sat down on a hummock
till we were saturated with the warm November sun. So
comfortable was the couch among the brown leaved
brush and so quiet was the prospect that I soon knew
slumber was sitting near waiting the chance to share my
hummock. Perhaps the sun frightened him away.
After lunch we started back, waited and watched at

Maple Hill without seeing anything, and reached camp
before dark. Mac, who had got in at the same time, had
spent the day on Black Mountain. All that he brought
with him was one partridge and the memory of a mossy
watch ground, squirrels and falling mountain brook.
One squirrel in particular hugely pleased his fancy. The
small oit of curiosity on the further end of the log bench,
and sitting on his haunches with one tiny paw aero s bis
breast, made Mac an obeisance of welcome. Realizing
that the hunter was after large game, and scenting the
odor of benevolence that emanated from his neighbor,
the squirrel proceeded with his study of human nature.
Having filled his little brain with all the knowh dge
mere observation could compass, he turned to the ligriter

task of eating cone seed. Bat soon the distant call of the
matured squirrel warned him that he had other and less

congenial work to do; and so, with an unuttered sigh and
an "All right, old lady; I'll be there in a minute," he
grabbed some twigs for the winter house buiidmg and
trotted off.

Tuesday, Nov. 11.—To-day was a rubricated one and
Mac is now sitting before the fire almost hidden in a cloud
of glory and well-fed content. The pond being but thinly
frozen, the quartette started for the bog, via the buck-
board road; and after a hard and rapid tramp reached
Beaver Pond a little after ten o'clock, I turned to the
right and having just sat down on an inviting hummock,
was watching G, at a little distance extemporizing: a bridge
when both were agreeably startled by two rifle shots from
the other end of the pond ; a little interval and then three
or more shots in close succession, followed soon by two
more shots. Of coui'se we decided to investigate, and hur-
rying toward Mac and Will found them standine beside a
magnificent four pronged buck that lay convulsed and
kicking on the margin of a narrow stream. A final shot
in the neck stopped his pitiful struggles, which would
have ended sooner had not the creature been of such un-
common size and strength, The eyes, as the life left

them, shone with a pale-green light more delicate and
pure than any color I have ever seen. After the body
had been hauled up upon dry ground there followed the
customary process of dividing into bide, meat, etc. , and
this disagreeable work gave opportunity to visit the shore
of the stream and wonder at all the still beauty round
about. The forest was roofed with gray clouds, the
spruces were of a dull green, quite different from the
day before, and the dead trees, with their hanging moss,
were devoid of all silver lustre, only the ground moss and
brown bushes being unaffected by the lack of light. A
multitude of pitcher plants were also noticed, their ma-
genta chalices all filled with ice.

After the deer was dressed we had luncheon about a
fire and discussed the shooting, the shooter and the shot,
Mac had already reached the watch ground when he saw
the deer walking slowly across the outlet, thirty or forty
rods away. In the hope of a better shot he quipted a
beating heart and watched the deer pass into the woods
to reappear a few moments (though Mac says hours)
later, within easy shooting distance, on the opposite side
of a stream. At the first shot the deer bumped his back
as if wounded, and startpd to run up along the stream,
a second shot made him stand and gave opportunity for
a third shot that brought him down, the remaining shots
were fired as he lay on the ground, and would not have
been needed had the creature possessed Ipss vitality,

The estimated weight of the deer was over 200 bs, , and
dressed was all two men cared to carry home. The
antlers, spreading^ IBin., were thick and evenly bent and
looked almost artificial in their pymmetry. We went to
the bog for caribou, and the getting of the buck, and
such a buck, was a piece of most extraordinary luck.
We started back about 2 o'clock, and before the end of
the journey each man believed he had the hardest load
to carry. The guides were heavily weighted with the
meat. Mac earned the head and hide and sometimes the
gun, wbile I had only three rifles to take care of. I was
just as certain that Mac had the easiest load as he was
that I had it, but it is worthy of note that neither of ua
comforted the other by saying so. At one resting place
a little weazel, pure white in color, came up to snuff at
the packs of meat. The three mile walk was tiring in

the extreme, and having loafed a good deal on the flrs

part of the journey, besides stopping to corral a big ow
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for stuffinsr, the rapid lowering of the sun made it neces-

sary to travel the latter half of the way at the limit of

spped. A.S it was we left the packs at the further end of

the pond and got to the cabin just at dark. On the

second day we were here half the aistance to B 'aver Bog
completely stumped one of the party, who tn-day easily

made the round trip and carried on the return a heavy
and unwieldy burden. It is a cnnclu?ion reached by
reason and experience, that a one-mile walk across

country carrying the usual hunting equipment is the
eqm'Talent to two and one half on a level country road.

Wednesday, Nov if.—The day passed without import-
ant event, but was many marine miles from being an
unenjoyable one. We began with the luxury of a late

breakfast, and while Mac stayed at home to sketch the
caribou head and exult over the four hides artistically

hung up to dry, the rest of us skirted the shore of the

road on the thin ice to fetch the venison left the night
before at the further end. Wdl lugged one pack to

camp, and I took the caribou ti'ail to a trap which we
found unsprung and frozen fast to the ground. On the
return raised a flock of partridges and brought home
two of them. In the afternoon Mac visited a lumber
camp that was building a mile or two down the buck
board road, where he saw them twitching in logs, chink-
ing the cabin, and performing many other peculiar

feats between interludes of extraordinary profanity.

G. and I in the meantime attempted ice boating with

afoot, but though we walked and watched for several

hours nothing came in sight. Once or twice, however, a
breaking of twigs in the woods gave evidence that large

game was moving thereabouts. The bog, in spite of its

namp. is a fascinating spot, and whether illuminated by
bright sunshine or dully lighted by a cloudy sky one can-

not but feel the charm of its fair tranquillity. To day the

clouds bung low and as a result the scene displayed quite

a different set of colors. The spruces were rusty looking,

the tree-moss had lost its luster and the dry leaves of the
bushes by the shore of the pond were of a chocolate

brown, unmixed with any warming red. Perhaps this

was due to the shrinking: and twisting of the leaves by
cold, which made them expose their dull under surfaces

more generally. The caribou we were after, but did not
get, is an incomprehensible creature and one that enjoys
the distinction of being the stupidest beast that ranges
the woods. He has a strange fondness for ice and when
the cold weather comes on will lurk about the ponds as a
small boy does waiting for the ice to hold him, and, like

his little brother in folly, not infrequently starts the

weather with a frigid bath. When the ice is strong

enough the caribou, number from one to a herd, begin
their insane freaks. If snow has fallen they will often

travel the entire length of a pond and then turning slowly
around return as they went, studying and sniffing their

own footsteps, or else they may follow the hobnail tracks

of a hunter till their curiosity leads them to the muzzle

himself in a field, and while the fox's back is turned, or

head bent to the ground, moves slowly toward him, stop-

ping instantly and remaining in however uncomfortable
a position whenever the fox raises his eyes. Intermittent

progress is made in this manner until the animal comes
within range, and if the first shot misses sometimes a
second and even a third shot is obtainable before the fox
takes final leave. The practice does not seem credible,

when the wary fox nature is considered, nevertheless it

is a fact that many are bagged in the way described,

and it is said the expert enjoys the sport as much as

hunting larger game.
Hmc olim, meminisse juvdbit,

STILL-HUNTING DEER WITH BIRD DOGS
NOTHING that has recently appeared in Forest axd

Stueam has so much pleased and interested me as

the article of "H. L." on this subject. It is a new use
for our favorite dogs. It ought to serve as consolation to

the bounders. It to me is a new way of circumventing
the timid deer, and one which has everything to recom-
mend it. There are sections were still-hunting as com-
monly practiced has many difficulties but where hound-
ing is well-nigh impossible. I think hounding is gener-

ally prejudicial to the hunting in any place—often des-

tructive of it. Still-hunting is by all odds the best and
tnost decent way to kill deer, but the truth is that very
few of us are such adepts at it that we need not welcome

- - - -.v ...,.,-.,-..l-.^-.....,..... r..::J^m.

a flat-bottomed skiff, in the hope of bringing in the re-

maining pack of venison with minimum exertion.

Grant's maxim of life taught him by his father is:

"There's more in calculation than there is in hard
labor," but in this instance the figures he used in this

calculation must have got mixed, for after a laborious

hour or more we were many hundred yards from the

pack, and finally returned to camp with but a lively

sense of our rwn foolishness. The voyage, however,
was unique. The pushing was done with spikes, sticks,

and the paddling with a pitchfork, which drove the boat

over, through, and any way but under the ice. This

piece of foUy was expatiated by a shove, the first and
last of the trip.

The penitential work ended, Mac called me to thepond
to see the sunset. The autumn beauty of the day was
ending in a glorious burst of color; for the sun, unwilling
to leave the pond at once to the faint lighting of stars,

tempered his going with a broad auroral band of pale,

luminous yellow. Above the color changed impercepti-
bly to pink, and higher up in the heavens it merged into

the clear blue of spsce. A single ^tar near the western
horizon shone white as a diamond, while over toward the
north the pink and yellow were crossed by two white
lines of azure. A few moments later a tinge of green
was noticeable in the yellow, then it changed to orange,

and finally died away in a red haze. Against this glow-
ing field the trees on Maple Hill and in the swamp at the
left stood out in clear black lines, while a narrow ribbon
of light laid along the softer outlines of one of the bound-
ary mountains, showed that the sun was only then leav-

ing its distant crest. The smooth ice of the pond between
us and the west eerved as a mirror to the colored sky and
saved the light from wasting, as it did in the surrounding
wc^ds,

Thursday, Nov. i^.—This morning we all went to

Beaver B jg and as the new black ice on Tim Pond was
strong around the shore the first part of the journey was
comparatively easy, The three miles through the woods
took one hour, ten minutes. The ]Bog Pond was frozen

BoUd; 80 we could fcrarel up and down its entire length

AMONG THE WILDFOWL.—II.

Just Akfjved—Broadbills and Sprigtails.

of a rifle. They exhibit several other odd tricks on the
ice, and also have several peculiar ways of their own in

the woods, but though an inordinate curiosity may be at

the bottom of much of their behavior, there must be some
other spring of action in their dull brains which we know
nothing of.

At Tim Pond tried unsuccessfully to time the flight of

a bullet by firing vertically. The bullets either fell in the
woods or else we could not hear them strike the ice. The
evening was spent in bewailing the flight of time and
making far future plans by way of relief to present
sorrow. The packing, hatefully suggestive of a more
artificial life, is ended, but one blissful night's rest is

waiting to wipe out all unhappinesatill to-morrow.
Friday, Nov. 14-—The day of our leaving opened as I

had hoped it would, dark, cheerless and moist, with no
streak of sunshine or breath of stimulating air. The
buckboard and baggage had left early, and two sad indi-

viduals sat down to an ill-cooked breakfast which was
followed by the usual morning smoke in an unusually
bare cabin. The fire, too, was going out, but a few sticks

of well-seasoned birch brought back at orce the lively

flames which rose as merrily up the chimney as on the
day of our coming, and for the moment quite banishing
the thought of approaching care and work. This transi-

tory pleasm'e ended, we drenched the glowing coals that
nothing joyous might remain and turned our backs upon
the blackened hearth, the empty hut, the icy pond with
dark surrounding hills and lowering western sky, and in

utter desolation of spirit we left the deserted place and
its dreary scenery. A quick walk to Smith's farm (one
and three-quarter hours) brought us there in time for an
early midday dinner, and soon after we were on our way
to Stratton, where we took a rig and got to Kingfleld a
little before six P. M.
On the drive out saw a fox running across a field near

a farmhouse. These animals are very plentiful about
Stratton, and the hunting of them is done in a way that
to the uninitiated would seem altogether impracticable.
When the foxes come out in the morning or evening in
search of miqe land other small game, t^ie hunter statjops

a little help from our four-footed friend. Somebody said

not very long ago that still-hunting was the most des-

tructive way of killing large game. I can understand
how it is rather destructive in sections where the game
has not become shy. But it is simply absurd to talk
about the evils of still-hunting in a section where the
deer bury themselves in dense thickets during the day
and only come out to feed in the friendly darkness of

night.
But what I started out to do was to ask your corres-

pondent to give us a little more of the benefit of his ex-
perience. Perhaps he will kindly answer some ques-
tions. I will not deny that I think his idea a specially

valuable one here in Mexico, but although there is a good
deal of self-interest in my drawing him out I am sure
other readers will be both interested and profited.

Will "H. L." kindly give us a brief account of his

method of training dogs for this kind of hunting? I

should like to know, too, whether he finds the pointer or
setter best, whether this kind of work unfits a dog for

bird hunting, whether a bird dog will catch and hold a
wounded deer—in short, all he is willing to tell us, and
should be glad if he would throw in some more of his in-

teresting experiences. Aztec.
San Lms Potosi, Mexico.

Another Forest Preserve.—Sherwood, BuUard &
Co. have sold 1,000 acres of Adirondack land, known as
Long Pond tract, embracing Long Pond, Round Pond,
Rock Pond, west branch of the Oswegatchie River, apart
of Fish Creek and other streams, to a company to be
known as the Long Pond Fish and Game Association.
The purchase, it is understood, was made by gentlemen
residing at New Bremen and Croghan for Syracuse parties.

The capital stock of the company is placed at $10,000,
divided into shares of $2 each. It is said that as soon as
the organization is perfected, work will be commenced
upon a large hotel of modern style, and on several camps
at desirable points. The purchase includes some of the
best hunting and fishing terjfitory in the Adirondacks.-—
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, III—The wild rice on the Kankakee this

year is phenomenal. It fairly fills the river bed in

places. We saw a great many ducks, bred on the marsh,
mostly wooddticks, and in a 'short trip in the morning
started seven woodcock, of which we did not accumulate
any, as our dog was of a bashful and retiring disposition,

and moreover too polite to walk in front of us, &o we had
to find our own birds, which always happened in cover
too thick to see your hand before your face. The pros-

pects for a pleasant season of sport at Mak-saw-ba this

fall are very good indeed.
Aug. 28.— ''I suppose you wanted to offer me the key

of your freezer, didn't you, Colonel?" I asked of the
senior partner of Bond & Whitcomb, commission merch-
ants, when I called in response to his invitation.

"Our freezer is open to inspection," said the Colonel.

"Come with me." He led the way to the back part of

the store and opened a No. 1 store box filled with "excel-
sior." "You see, we have no ice in our freezer, and no
game, either," said he.

I have a strong suspicion that this is not Bond & Whit-
comb's everyday freezer, but one kept only for holiday
purjjoses; but this was the only one 1 could get into.

"You fellows aren't doing any good with your restau-
rant cases," said the worthy Cotonel. "All you are doing
is keeping people from eating chicken in Gbicago during
September. The game goes to Boston. I have sent a lot

of it there, which came consigned to me. I am advising
my country customers to freeze their game and hold it

till October, when we can receive it. We do not invite

shipments of illegal game, though I get plenty of letters

like the one 1 sent you, asking whether we can receive it."

Col. Bond showed me his regular trade ciiculars, in

which is the usual clause, a sort of holiday clause for

everyday purposes, which all South Water street uses

—

"There is no demand for illegal game." This circular

does not state what the illegal game is. It is merely a
formality in efl'ect, for though it would not do to go into

the U. S. mails with an open invitation to commit a
crime, it is still known to be a fact that illegal game is

received by firms using practically this same clause in

their circular quotations. I do not say that Bond &
Whitcomb receive any such game, though the letters

oflCering to send it show the lack of efficiency of that
forbidding clause which is so triumphantly shown to

newspaper men and other innocent gentry.
Col. Bond and I had a long talk, in which much of our

old ground was covered again. He thought the sports-

men would never be able to get a case against a South
Water street iirm, and said that all this attempted pro-

tection was worthless, so long as it was not undertaken
under uniform game laws. He said that the sportsmen
could pass no laws in Illinois except as the game dealers

allowed them to do so, as the game dealers controlled all

legislation on that head.
"That means that you have bought the Legislature,

which is a pretty assertion to make, isn't itV" I said to

him.
"No, no, not in the least," said the Colonel; "but I had

friends in that Legislature who would do anything I

asked. We were going to repeal the present game warden
law, but sickness laid that over until too late. I let your
Ice bill go through because there is no money in ice-fishing

for us."
I have heard it said several times now by the dealers

that they controlled the last Legislature. Now I wonder
how they did it, or thought they did, or thought they
could. I reason that they must have "owned" one or two
men only, and that these must have been high in power.
Adding this to a faint breath of a rumor which I have
heard elsewhere, and one has the suggestion for a few
quiet inquiries which I hope will result in enough develop-
ments to induce the game dealers not to talk so loud
about "controding" things. The "controlled" parties may
object, I believe they will object.

The talk with the urbane Colonel covered a wide field,

and was interesting to me, for that gentleman is exceed-
ingly well posted on all matters pertaining to the game
supply. Of course the Kern case was touched upon.

"Charlie Kern will never tell where he got his prairie

chickens," said Col. Bond. "You'll never find that out."
" 'You can lead a horse to water, but you can't make him
drink,'" added Mr. Whitcomb, sententiously. I can
readily see the difficulty which would involve any
restaurant man who would infoi-m on the game dealer of

whom he bought. The dealer might retaliate! Suppose
Ms. Kern's steward has bought other birds of which Mr.
Kern knows nothing. Mr, Kern as a sportsman informs.
The dealer rakes all these other birds up out of the
archives, and Mr. Kern's restaurant, and Mr. Kern, and
the dealer, and Mr. Kern's steward all get mixed up
together. I merely suppose this case, because Mr. Kern's
condition would then be that of any other restaurant
whose steward had served illegal game without orders to

do so from the owner, I have no right to suppose that

Mr. Kern's steward ever served any illegal game but these

prairie chickens, though I do know that he tried to buy
illegal woodcock at Bond & Whitcomb's, for Col. Bond,
in the presence of two witnesses, told me so, and said he
was the only buyer who had so approached him,
"Did he get the woodcock, Colonel?" I asked,

"I don't remember," said the Colonel, thoughtfully.

My old friend Col, Bond, albeit smooth and educated in

the ways of South Water street, is perfectly courteous

and kindly, and can tell a. good many of us a lot of things

we don't know about game. I wish I could say more of

the pleasant talk we had. The Colonel concluded by in-

viting me out to dinner at his house some evening. I

don't see how I could go, for then I couldn't tell what the

Colonel said.

Go to South Water street if you want to know where
the game is most abundant. Those who are in search of

shooting grounds for chickens may very well keep the

following list of towns. I got the names from Bond &
Whitcomb's letter files. From every one of these towns
there is game to ship, and so I suppose the shooting there

must be fair at least. I saw letters of this kind from
Randolph, Neb., and was told the shooting was good
all the wav from Fairmount to Long Pine, Neb,, also at

Niobrara, 'Neb. ;
Raveuna, Neb,; Mullin, Neb.; Taylor,

Neb,; Whitney, Neb.; Osakis, Minn., and Lake Mills, la.

Albion. Boone county. Neb., vvas mentioned as being

good up to this season, though it is not heard from this

season. All the other points have game ready to ship

right now, and presumably plenty of it.

At Bond & Whitcomb's I met a man. who is a character,

Bill Griggs, of Browning, 111., perhaps the most widely
traveled and successful market-hunter there is in the
country to-day. Though apparently a young man still,

Griggs told ine that the coming month of September
would complete his twentieth year of hunting for the
market. He contemplates going either to India or South
America this winter to shoot ijlumage birds for the
market. He was for years the outlooker for the million-

aire sportsman, Wirt Dexter, ti-aveling the country over
for new shooting territory. Griggs is an old shooting
partner of the redoubtable Abe Kleinman. I wish I had
time to tell more of what all he told me.

" Three years ago I was shooting at Preston, South
Dikota." said he, "and I killed and shipped into

Bond & Whitcomb, here, from Sept. .1 to Nov, 11,

not shooting on Sundays, 8,200 ducks; mostly teal. For
27 days straight. I never got less than 100 ducks a day.
"At Alma, Boone county, Neb,, I killed 2,600

prairie chickens in 34 days. That is a bad locality.

The local shooters begin to shoot when the birds are big

as quails, and they never do stop,

"Five years ago Mr, Dexter, and Gen, Strong and I,

went to Cedar Rapids, Neb,, to phoot chicken. We
found that we could not shoot. The natives kicked.
They told us that the week before we got there, some
fellows from the East had gone in there and shot all

they could, just piling the birds up and leaving them
to rot. They piled up 900 chickens in one pile on the
prairie,
" Twelve years ago I was in the New Madrid marsh

of Arkansas, shooting for the market. There was an
Englishman there, Lord George Gordon, with 12 men
and a lot of tents. That was in the muzzle loading days.
This Englishman had 4 men to load and pass his guns up
to him. He stood on a piece of corduroy road that ran
near his camp, and shot from morning till night, day
after day. He killed thousands and thousands of birds,

often over 800 in a day, and never picked them up, I

saw I could make money by picking up his birds,

and I asked for the privilege. ' No,' he growled, ' there
wouldn't be sport in that, ye know.' I never was much
hotter at any man in my life. To-day, in that country,
you can't get ducks enough to eat, unless you strike it

just right, but in those days they flew in endless

screams. It was as bad as you ever saw wild pigeons,
"Twelve yeiirs ago men shot chickens all over Minne-

sota, and piled them up and left them. To-day they're

hustling to get places to do a little shooting where they
can bring their birds home and brag about it,

"Where do I think is a good place for chickens this

fall? Well, I don't hardly know, I should think Preston

,

South Dakota, would be good, I know when I shot there
two or three years ago, T could have killed forty to sixty

chickens a day there, but I was making more killina:

ducks. I killed ninety-seven robin snipe atone shot once
on a sandbar in Preston Lake.
"I don't like Nebraka shooting so well, for that is a

hard country to hunt. The chickens are mostly in the
sandhills, and you can't mark the coveys down so well,

"I don't think it at all necessary to go west of Devil's

Lake, North Dakota, to get good duck and goo^e shooting,

though I wouldn't think anything butsharp tailed grotite

would be that far north. Col. Bond tells me there is

good shooting at sharp-tailed grouse in the Turtle Moun-
tains country."
So much for a chance visit on South Water street. I

saw further at Bond & Whitcomb's a barrel level full of

black bass, from Minocqua, Wis., said to be the heaviest
in average of any lot ever received. There were numbers
that weighed over 41b3,, some over 5ibs,, and less than
Slbs. was the exception. They were all big-mouths.
Market-fishing in these magnificent lakes about Minocqua,
it seems. So it goes.

During this brief visit also I saw a request from a Bos-
ton (Mass.) firm, to Bond & Whitcomb, to furnish them
by Jan. 1 100,000 grouse, 250,000 quail and 150,000 part-

ridge. The firm added that they had a market for this

game in Europe, and that it w.ts to be shipped across the

Atlantic. "We stand ready, in view of the importance
of thi" order," the firm stated, "to advance £1,000 (nearly

$5,000) at once."
"I cannot give you the name of this firm," said Col.

Bond, "for much of the game they want would be illegal."

"You don'c need to,'' said I, "for I've got it already."

I had seen it over his shoulder as he read the letter, for

he had folded down the letter head so that I could not see

it, and left the signature exposed. The Colonel was

"Oh, you ought not to publish that; I must ask you not

to do that. This is my private business correspondence."

Under the circumstances it would not be journalistic

honor to give the name and address of the Boston firm

who want 500,000 head of our Western game.
A year ago this summer, when the famous solid train

took several hundred general passenger agents and other

distinguished railway men on the excursion to Old Mex-
ico, it bore away from Chicago 250 dozen quail as one
item. Every one of those quail was illegal, and every-

one of them was purchased of one game dealer of Chi-

cago whose name is perfectly well known. I dare not
give it, for I cannot prove that he sold 350 dozen quail,

but one of the party who went on the train told me this

was so, and he knew.
Such are some of the rather stupendous facts picked up

on South Water street in a few minutes. Now teU us,

where does the game go? Who kills it, the sportsman or

the market-hunter? Why is it killed? How long will it

last? When will our law come forbidding its sale?

Where will the end be?

"If I had the last pair of game birds on earth, I'd ring

their necks," said Col. Bond. "I foresee too much trouble

and litigation about this game business that is so much
mixed up with our other business."

He would wring their necks.

1 believe South Water street, in spite of its professed

scorn of sportsmen and their efforts, is a little bit uneasy
on account of the recent outlook. We can make them
more trouble. A very good thing to remember in this

business, and one which may spur some lagging brother,

is the utterance, half in jest, but still significant, of the

man who is easily king of the Chicago game dealers.

The last pair of game birds, what would he do with them?
He would wring their necks, E. Hough.

A Book ABOtrr Indiaks.—The Forest and Stueam will mail
freeoB appHcai-ioa a descriptive circular of Mr. GrinaelTe book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and folk-tales," giving a table Of contents
and Bpeoimen Ulustrations from the volume.—.4du.

MAINE BEARS IN THE FORTIES.
THE Cranberry Bog Basin, two miles south from Molly-

chunkamunk Lake, in 1840 to 1850, was a great
rendezvous for bears. They wintered in the mountains
near by (Ariscohos and Observatory), and in early spring
made their way down the brooks, which led into the bog
pond, feeding upon frogs and fish as they came forth from
their winter quarters. Thus after their long faft through
the cold Norttiern winter, they gradually adapted them-
selves to their normal summer condition and a full stom-
ach. There were very few hunters in that region in those
days, and the bears had the woods, and in fact the entire
country, to themselves. Matalluk—the lone Indian of the
Magalloway—had retired, or been laid up by blindness and
old age; Old Philip had frozen his feei, so they had to be
amputated, leaving his traps in the woods to be searched
for by the hunters that came after; Annanee, the edu-
cated Indian, had joined the tribes in Canada; and there
only remained George Soule ana Old Kimball, who were
professional hunters in the Rangeleys, and one or two
hunters who came across from Colebrook, N. H., occa-
sionally to kill moose and trap families of bears in the
autumn. None of these hunters disturbed the bears,

unless by accident they routed one from his den in win-
ter, or caught one swimming the lake in summer, on
which occasion there was generally a scrimmage and then
they had roast bear steaks for several days after. Thus
when I found this lonely, mountain-encircled basin in the
wilderness, it was full of bears. They tore the bark from
the trees in early summer, made hard-beaten paths along
the brooks and beside the ponds, tore rotten logs in pieces
to secure the ants and worms in them, and were prime
owners and free rangers through all this secluded valley
in the mountains.
For three years I trapped ten bears every year within a

a radius of one mile, besides shooting one on the tramxj to

and from the traps occasionally. I had several narrow
escapes from injury or perhaps death, while hunting
these thirty black monsters in those three years.

On one of my hunting trips to this bear eldorado I came
near being hunted myself, and only for a small rope
which I carried in my coat pocket to tie together and
on to my shoulders any game I might chance to secure, I

should not be here writing up the adventure. On this

occasion, as I approached the valley of the bog I noticed
unusually fresh signs of bears. Large tracks in the mud,
new diggings among the old logs, and tearings on the bark
of trees all tended to excite my nerves and cause me to

proceed with the utmost caution. I could not keep back
the thought that I was probably fifty miles from human
beings and alone, and in Ihe center of a valley full of

savage wild beaists, and in case of an attack, strategy and
pluck would both be needed. As my mind was digesting
these realities, there suddenly rose up before me one of
the largest bears I had ever seen. With an ominous growl
and champing of teeth together with a squealing noise,'

she jumpted toward me on her hind feet. As luck would
have it I had shot away my last bullet in securing two
bears in my traps on the shore of the lake. My first

thought was to fire a charge of shot which was in my gun
into the creature's face, but I knew it would only enrage
her. Just then looking ahead I saw a leaning hackma-
tack tree for which I ran, climbing into it with my gun
in my hands, followed closely by the bear. LTp T climbed
from limb to limb high up into the foliage, when just

above my head, almost within my reach, were three
large cubs. I stopped, and glancing downward beheld
the bear nearly up to me. Involuntarily I swung my gun
around and fired full into her face, then dropped my gun.
She dropped to the ground—gun and bear reaching there
together; but the bear recovering, at once commenced
ascending the tree with loud screeches and raging mad.
The cubs at the same time began to descend into my face.

Quick as lightning the thought struck me to hitch my
rope around a limb in front of me and lower myself down
past the bear who was fast approaching me. It was but
the work of an instant and I was swinging in the air out
of reach of the old mother bear, who still kept climbing
to see if her babies were all right, and by the time she
reached them in the very top of the tree, I had reached
the ground, grabbed my gun and got well started toward
the lake. That small rope and the leaning of the tree

saved me. The next week I got that bear in my trap and
shot all three of the cubs, J. G, R,

Bethel, Maine^

Gloucester, Mass., Sept. 1.—The first flight of coots

came along Aug. 39 and 30. They probably will not
stop more than 3 or 4 days. It is time for plover, but
only a few scattering ones have arrived. The next east-

erly stoma will doubtless bring them along. I have seen
a few gulls during the past few days, chiefly the gray
ones, although I noticed one minister and one mackerel
gull. A large blue heron was reported shot on a marsh
in Squam River.—E. F. L.

"Forest and Stream" Nursery Rhymes,
VT,

Onderneath the harvest moon
Man a-hnntin' for a coon:

Dog a-barkin' up a tree,

Man a-sqnintin' for to see;

Keeps a-lookin'; putty soon

Sartain sees a monst'ous coon.

Arter wastin' all bis shot,

Ooon still sittin' where be sot.

"I never see a tougher one,

'Less tbe's sutbin' ails the gun;

Sbo : 'Taint notbin' but a fly

Roostin' jist above my eye !"

Man an' dog with nary coon

Pinten bum Vieneatb the moon.
' Coons ain't ripe in harvest time,

November frosts 'U make 'em prime."

Attahsoose.

VII.

In Canada over the line

Tbey say sporting is very fine.

Bat they tax rod and gun.

Maybe in fun,

"Bagosb! Aht'riso." Antoink.

Names and Fobtraits of Birds, by Gurdou Trumbull. A
book particularly Interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the Amoncan game bii-da wbioh
ihey may kill. Cloth, 320 pages, price $3,50. Tor sale by FOBBSX
Atro SXHKAM.
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"That reminds me."

A CONTRIBUTOR writes of one of the characters en-
countpred on the waj :

' But the driver bafllss dctcription. He was Yankee,
I stage drivi^r, Young America, and prcifeesor of modern
) profanity, compressed into Bft. of sLurdj^ independence.
Finally, with a view to his moral culture, we offered him
fifty cents to omit further profanity till we reached the
end of the route. He accepted the offer with accompany-
ing weight of self-control and went bravely along a few
miles in unaccustomed silence, broken only by a few

I

hesitating reuiarl^s about the weather and such subjects
,
as could be touched upon without the aid of supeilutive

i' Eaglish. The story of a hound running so fast that he
I split and passed through a sapling with only tbe loss of

1 his tail, was, however, too much for the boy's credulity,
!
and \inder the excitement of intense scepticism he 8ai<l.

* "The hound must have been d— thin." This lopsis linguce
cost him fifty C8nt.=i, and made him so careful that we
owed bim thirty-6ve cents at our destination, where we
arrived late in the afternoon. On the ride this irrepres-

sible took gi-pat delight in a borrowed pipe, and frankly
asked that it be given to him; a tobacco pouch much
valaqd for its age he also courted, and when told that the

!
owner had it twelve yeare, said, '-You must be tired of it

now.'"

Ever aee a grizzlv? I guess 1 did.

In the spring of '55 I left Coloma after nighcfall, bound
for Frisco. I had a couple of pounds or so of yellow stuff

in a slim buckskin bag fastened round my waist next the
skin. My plan was to walk as far as Folsom that night
and take the morning stage. I started at that unseemly
hour because I wanted to get away unnoticed.

It was a clear starlit night. Starlight in California usu-
ally does not mean much. But I was familiar with the
way. As usual a stiff breeze was blowing coastward
from the snow-capped Sierras behind me. The country

—

I kept some distance back from the river—is decidedly
rolling, not to say hilly, covered for the moat part with
tall grass, and thickly decked with yellow flowers.
Clunaps of chapparal abounded, and here and there a

1
hve oak or pecan tree studded the landscape. It was

I

early in the season, but already the grass was dry enough
to rustle under foot.

I had completed fully three-fourths of the .iourney. In
I jjassing out from under a live oak, where the trail led
. through a sort of grove, I found my path disputed by a
huge animal, that, with a horrible roar, rose on his fore-
legs a few paces in front. The sight and sound fairly
paralyzed me, but as soon as I could move I wheeled and
made' for the trfe. Catching sight of a limb outlined
against the sky, I threw away my gun and sprang for it.

To my after astonishment I reached my mark, and lost

no time in getting among the branches.
No Jack put in an appearance, so I concluded the

animal was badly wounded. I tried to locate my gun,
but failed. There was nothing for it but to wait till

morning, when I hoped to be able to fish up mv gun and
settle with the mountaineer. I found a tolerably com-
fortable poaitioLi and—woke up on the ground. Day
had broken. I was considerably dazed. Nevertheless, I
distinguished an unforgetable sound in my ears. I

scrambled to my feet, and, hastily entertaining the notion
that I wanted to get up a tree, I dashed for a young
pecan close at hand. In the act of climbing I glanced
over my shoulder, and about 50yds. off I discovered the
familiar form of an old wind-broken mule that had been
turned out to die. The joke was immense. I grimly
sought my gun and leveled it at the brute's head. His
innocent gaza disconcerted me. After a moment's reflec-
tion, I threw the gun on my shoulder and went my way.
Yes, I once saw a grizzly. Two hunters killed him up

in the mountains near Lake Tahoe. I saw his body on a
wagon at Coloma. H.

$^ dtjd ^ivift fishing.

The TtfLL TEXTS of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Book o1

Jjlie Game Laws.

THE BLUEFISH.
tpROM Nova Scotia to New Jersey the well established

name of a popular and abundant fish is the one
given as the title uf this paper. Bluefish is now the ac-
ceptPd designation of thp same species in the G-ulf of
Mexico, by transfer from New England. An old Ameri-
can nacne for the fish is tkipjack, which lias found its

way into European books on hshes, and is paraphraspd in
scientific literature under the guise of the Latin saltator
or saltatrix, a leaper. Rhode Island folk of the olden
times called the bluefish a horse mackerel, doubtless on
acooimt of a superficial resemblance to certain members
of the mackerel family. In some other portions of New
England it is the snapping mackerel or snapper, a term
adopted also in New Jersey, and often abbreviated into
snap mackerel and even mackerel. At New Bedford,
Mass.. the fish is sometimes called blue snapper. An old
New York name is skip mackerel, and on the Hudson
the misnomer whitefish is sometimes heard. Maryland,
Virginia and North Cai-olina use the name greenfish. A
correspondent last fall wrote me that ''the name green-
fish is universally applied to the bluefish in the fishing
centers on Herring Bay, below Annapolis, Ind." Another
term applied to the species in Chesapeake Bay and gen-
erally known in the markets of Baltimore and Washing-
ton, is tailor, or salt-water tailor, the latter to distinguish
it from the fresh-water tailor, which is the hickory shad
(Clupea niediocris). The old name skipj ick is now best
roottrd in the region south of Cape Hatteras, but the over-
powering iafluence of an aggressive fishery is rapidly
estaldishing the term bluefish from Nova Scotia to
Florida.

RelatioHshvps.-~The bluefish is not one of the macker-
els, but is the sole representative of a family which is

now placed near to that containing the pilot fishes, cre-
Valles, pompanos, amber fishes, etc. The butterfish, or
-barvestfish, and the rudderfish are relatives of the blute-

flsh, although much smaller. Pomatomus saltatrix is the
only sijecies recognized at present over the wide range of
this piratical voyager: but a casual examination of a
specimen of the South African form gives the impression
that it is shorter and stouter than the average American
fish. We must, however, expect consideral)le variation
in a spf cies of such extensive range.

Distribution.—On the North American coast the blue-
fish ranges from Nova Scotia, where it is not a regular
visitor, to central Brazil. In the Mediterranean the fish

is well known, especially on the shores of Morocco. A
series of interesting articles on the Morocco bluefish,

written by "Sucelle," was published in 1888 and 1889 by
the London Field. In South Africa the species is abund-
ant and thrifty, as well as in the seas of India and Aus-
tralia. A singular fact in its distribution, noted hy Dr.
Goode, is its absence from the Bermudas and the Western
Islands: it is unknown on the Atlantic coast of Europe
also. Temperature is one of the chief factors in the dis-

tribution of the bluefish. The scarcity of the .species in

Buzzard's Bay about the middle of July caused anglers
great uneasiness, and it made the fishing season so far a
very short one. The reason of this was to be found in

the'condition of the water, which was too cold to suit
the fastidious ta-.te of the bluefish, although one of iheir

favorite food species—the sea herring—was abundant.
Last year the water was favorable and bluefish swarmed
along the c )ast f i-oni Long Island Sound to Monhegan in

Maine. Buzzard's Biy vvas full of them. In Cape Cod
Biy, at the close of July, 1890, the fish were more abund-
ant than for many years before. A .^ummpr temperature
of 60 to 75° is grateful to the bluefish, and it is believed
that 40" is about the limit of cold which it will endure.

Size.—It is i-ecorded that in the last century this flsh

sometimes reached a vveight of 40 or oOlbs. in Vineyard
Sound; perhaps this is true, but our ancestors were good
fishermen and left none of the big ones for their children.
The largest specimen of recent times was mentioned in

Forest and Stream, June, 1ST4; it weighed 25lb3.. and
was CHptured with rod and reel by L. Hathaway, Esq.,
from the bridge at Cohasset Narrows, Mass. A friend of
the writer is authority for the statement that 25-pounders
were not uncommon on the North Carolina coast in 1888,

This, however, is far above the average size of the fall

run of fish. In the fall of 1888 a considerable number of
bluefish weighing I51bj. were noted on the New Jersey
coast, but it was the first run of the size for many years.
Last year the number of large fish from the Capes of Vir-
ginia"to Rhode Island was remarkable. In the L )wpr
Chesapeake big bluefis'n wern extremely and unusually
abundant during June. During the present summer
my observations have been confined mamlv to Vineyard
Sound and the waters southward to the Chesapeake; in
this area I have not heard of a bluefish above lOlbs. in
vveight. and the usual run includes chiefly Ash of 4 to
Gibs.; later in the season we will again learn of larger in-

dividuals, fattened upon the herring and silversides
which swarm in all our shallow bays.

Abundance.—The early history of the bluefish on our
coast is somewhat obscure. Josselyn (11)72) mentioned a
"blew fish'" or "horse"' among the food fishes of New
England; but he catalogued two kinds of bluefish, one of
which was speckled. This may as well have been one of
the seafishes of Maine (Anarrhichas minor) as any other
species, and to this the name hound would be more ap-
propriate than to the bluefish. The "blew houndflsh'" of
Maine waters might have been Anarrh idias lupus, which
is now" present and is by some persons "esteempd the
bast sort of fish next to rock cod." From 1659 to 1763 the
fish were recorded as plentiful about Nantucket during
the sumrapr, but m 1764 they disappeared suddenly.
About 1791 the species was abundant in Florida and
apparently abient from New York. DeKay states that it

was unknown on that coast until about 1810, when a few
appeared. In 1815, according to Dr. Mitchill, the young
were taken plentifully from New York wharves in
Atigust: the largest one mentioned by that author was
13m. long and weighed about 14oz. In 1835 the abund-
ance of bluefish in the region was noteworthy and in
1841 Vineyard Sound became the center of a great fish-

ery. In 1837 the fish advanced northward to Cape Cod
and ten year's later to Cape Ann. From that time until
recent years the species has fluctuated greatly in num-
bers and varied in the time of its arrival in a given
locality. Oft' the northern coast of North Carolina for
many years prior to 1877 there was a great fall and win-
ter fishery for bluefish averaging over lOlbs. in weight.
Gradually the fish came later and later until in 1876 they
appeared at Christmas and in 1877 they failed to come
and were not seen again until March of 1888, when they
reappeared in vast numbers. For the last five years there
has been no lack of bluefish, but the centers of abund-
ance have varied. In 1»86 the fish were more abundant
at Sr-abright, N. J., than anywhere to the southward. In
1887 a very active fishery was located off Block Island.
In 1888 Chesapeake Bay'contained such an abundance of
the fish that hauls of 17,000 and 25,000 were reported.
Last year was a year of plenty and the distribution ex-
tended from the Chesapeake to Maine. Buzzard's Bay
was another favorite locality for bluefidi in 1890 and the
number around Cape Cod was greater than for many
years; schools estimated to contain 1,000 barrels of fish

were notpd off the coast.

Hahits.—The bluefish is a pelagic species and migratory
in its habits. It comes along the coa'^t apparently from
the southward, arriving off New Jersey usually about the
middle of May, but sometimes a montli later, and reaches
Cape Cod sometimes in July. Its time of leaving the
coast depends upon the temperature of the water and the
supply of food. The date on the New Jersey coast in
1885 was Sept. 15, and in 1886 a month later. Further
south the time of arrival is, of course, much earlier.

Last year the species appeared opposite Roanoke Island
in vast numbers in March.

This is one of the most destructive of all fish. It fol-
lows schools of alewives, weakfish, mullet, mackerel,
scup, butterfish, and other valuable food fishes along the
coast in summer, and in our shallow bays and sounds
the young feed upon silversides, young herring, an-
chovies and other small fishes. The menhaden, alewife
and shad have been driven far up the rivers to escape
from the ferocity of this ocean pirate, and in many cases
the helpless victims have been stranded on the beach in
their etforts to avoid capture. The young bluefish
ascend the rivers into fresh water; they may be seen
under achoole of small fishes, whioh they have driven

into some place favorable for the attack, and frequently
darting up from below to seize their luckless prey.

Reproduction.—About the spawning habits of this fish
nothing is known. Even the date of depositing the eggs
is uticertain, although it probably takes place late in the
winter and very early in the spring on our Southern
coast. The very young fish have never been seen so far
as we can learn. The stnallest individuals known were
found floating at the surface ofi; the Virginia coast by
vessels of the U. S. Fish Commission, The writer has
fieine.d examples about an inch long in Great Egg Harbor
Bay on the last of August. Hon. Robert B. Roosevelt
ban recorddd his discovery of fry of les-a than an inch in
length in the Inlet of Far Eockaway, New York, on July
10, and the late Mr. Silas Stearns published his belief
that the species spawns in the Gulf of Mexico in the
spring. At Edgartown, Martha's Vineyard, it is sup-
posed that the bluefish spawns about the end of July, on
sandy bottom, east of the Vineyard, toward Muske'eget.

Orowth.—lt is generally believed that the average
length of the bluefish by the middle of August is about
oin

; by the end of September the length is 7 to Sin. A
fish measuring 13 to 14in. is considered to be one year
old. It is believed that the species grows very rapidly
after it has reached the weight of 4 or 5lb?., sometimes
almost doubling its weight during the auramer. Dr.
Goode gives the following relation is of weight to length:
A. lib. fish meaisureg about 14in.;31Ks., 17in.

;
31b.s,, 2tin.

;

4!b«., 34in.; 51bs., 35in.: 61bs., 36 to 37in.; and bibs., 39in.

Capture. —One of the best known and most exhilarating
methods of taking the bluefish is by trolling from a sail-

boat with a ^quid of wood, bone of metal, usually accom-
panied by a piece of white rag or eel skin by way of ad-
ditional decoy. At Woods IIoll a strong cotton line about
100yds. long, to which are attached on wire two large-
sized sea bass hooks baited with a live eel, was the
favorite rig until recently, when the caprice of the fish

seemed to call for menhaden or some other bait. In
fastening the eel one hook was passed through the lips

and the other pierced the tail. The same outfit was used
from a boat at anchor near rapid currents which floated
the line at or near the surface, and also for heaving out
into the surf and pulling in the line rapidly. A very
popular style of fishing, now extensively followed, is

known as chumming. For this purpose many anglers
use an 18-thread Cuttyhuuk line 200yds. long on a large
reel and provided with a strong hook attached to about
1ft. of piano wire.
Two things are to be especially guarded against in

handling a big flsh—his mad rushes when first hooked
and his propensity to rttn up faster than the reel will
take in the slack line. A powerful fish with the tide in
his favor will make a stubborn fight and a doubtful issue
unless great skill is exercised by the angler. In chum-
ming a favorite bait is a piece from the back of a men-
haden containing the dorsal fin, the rest of the fish being
ground or chopped up and thrown overboard to attract
the fish. An artificial minnow is often used from a sta-
ti(mary boat instead of the squid or other surface lure,

and the young are caught in shallow water near the
shores with shrimp or pieces of fish. One of the mnst
successful all around anglers of my acquaintance, Mr.
Willard Nye, -Jr., who is known to many of the readers
of Forest and Stre.\m, gives the following timely hint
from his own experience in trolling: "The value of
knowing that bluefish are feeding on the smaller fish

does not seem to be fully understood by the fishermen,
for with few exceptions they .stick to the eelskin drail or
squid, whereas if they would use an imitation fish, not
over Sin. long, made of block tin, Ht least three fish would
be hooked to one with the eelskin drail. To meet with
the greatest success the tin tquid should have indenta-
tions cut or pressed to represent the head, scales and eyes:
it should be rubbed bright with the back of a knife, and
have a piece of eelskin li or 2in. long hooked through the
middle to make a suitable tail for the minnow. When
trolling let the boat sail very slowly, so that the drail
may sink into the school of bait, as most fish prefer to

take their food under water rather than come to the sur-
face to strike it and get their mouths full of air."

T. H. BEA^^

THE BIG FISH EAT THE LITTLE ONES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am in receipt of a letter from Mr. Henry Wright, the
commissioner of the Duke of Sutherland, dated at Trent-
ham Hall, July 10. As you probably know, Mr. Wright
is an enthusiastic sportsman. Believing tha t an extract
would interest your readers, I send it herewith:
"I am glad to hear from your son that the deer are con-

tinuing all right, and hope they will brted the next
season. You know the lake here is full of fish. I have
been amusing myself by putting out a hand net—just a
rabbit net used ordinarily in catching rabbits, about 50ft.

long and 2ft. 6in. deep, with corks along the top. We
put it out in the lake, tying one end to the weeds, and
the fish swim against it, entangling themstdves by
floundering about. I go and examine it night and morn-
ing, and generally get three or four fish each tioae—pike
and tench.
"To-day we emptied one of the ponds in the park.

There vp-ere thousands of fish—pike, perch and roach, one
pike weighing lO|lbs. It pleases one's curiosity to see
what there is, and is useful in transferring .«ome from one
pond to another, but it is murderous work ; so many get
smothered in the mud. If ponds were properly con-
structed, so that the water could be run off qitickly and
not too much mud allowed, I am sure one might breed
and sell tons of flsh for the market, treating the business
as a food farm. You must have weeds, as they form a
harbor for the small fry to escape from the big ones, or
else they would soon all be gobbled up. and besides I see
that on the weeds are innumerable snails, which serve as
food for the whitefish (roach ), and they in their turn form
the food for the pike and perch. It is wonderful how
nature woi'ks—all in turn preying upon one another, up
to man, who selects the biggest and best creatures to feed
his body and brain, and so on up to higher nature, but I
am rambling now, so I write to say good-night and kind
remembrance to all."

The deer referred to by Mr. Wright are three fallow
deer received from the Duke last spring and placed in
my park at Stanley, N. J. Since then one of the does has
given birth to a beautiful male fawn, which is doing re-
JBarkably well. Gbo. Shepabd Faqe-.
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POTOMAC RIVER FISHING.

LAST week the Potomac was in good condition and
some fail* catches of black bass were made. Messrs.

CoDurn and Ottprbach spent several days at the club house
near the Gi'eat Falls and took thirty bass. Most of these
were fine ones. The boss laass of this excursion was cap-
turned by Master Harry Coburn. It weighed Sflbs., and
hooked itself while the jaarty were in Difficult Earn collect-

ing bait, the rods having been left in the boat with lines

in the water. Harry worked hard for his biggest fifsh and
landed him without assistance from the other members
of the party. The boy had taken oflf his breeches while
wading in catching bait, and when the Kentuckian on
the rod clicked out a merry warning that something had
started otf with the hook Harry grabbed his ti'ousers and
ran to the scene of action. He seemed to think that it

was necessary for him to have his knickerbocks on while
landing a fish , and after picking up the rod he succeeded in
getting one leg out of the way when wh-r-r went the reel,

and our young friend had to give his whole attention to

Mr. Bass. The fish was lauded after a good fight, during
the progress of which Harry is said to have presented a
very striiiing picture.

Washington anglers are finding very good fishing in
the lower Potomac, near its mouth, where croakers and
silver perch (not white perch) are being taken in large
numbers, "Trout"' (weakflsh) are biting well at Point
Lookout. A friend caught six on the first tide he fished,

aggregating 131bs. That was two weeks ago, and fishing

has been good since.

Several anglers from here are just about breaking a
• very suctcessful camjj on the Susquehanna near Havre de
Grace, Md.
We all look forward -wath great expectations to Septem-

ber and October. Next month is rockfish month here,

and October, if the weather be favorable, is one of the
best black bass months.
Mr. John Hyer relates some pleasant recollections of

excursions to the Little Falls of the Potomac with Uncle
Thad Norris in Equest of rockfish and striped bass, A
ishort time before Mr. Norris's death he came on to Wash-
ington and in company with Mr. Hyer spent a very suc-

cessful day at the Little Falls, So delighted was Mr.
Norris with the fine fish taken and his surroundings that,

after having partaken of a luncheon and settled back for

a rest, he exclaimed, "Now I am ready to die.'" At this

point Daniel Webster, and many other noted anelers,

have been successful in fishing for "rock," and even in

these later years the fishing is occasionally good.
BONART.

WASHINeXON, D. C, Aug, 39.

JUNEBUG AND RAINBOW TROUT.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I write this in a spirit of vengeance—my object being to
get even with some of your unmannerly correspondents
who so love to tantalize hard-working citizens with ac-
counts of phenomenal sport in regions to which they alone
seem privileged to peneti-ate. I am ungenerous enough
to hope that these unprincipled fellows of the backwoods
will tui-n green with envy when they read of the unsur-
passed fishing, and when I say unsurpassed I mean
nothing el^-e, that may be enjoyed at no great distance
from San Francisco.
Even as the fishing was a revelation to me, I hope its

descriptionmay be a som-ce of envy to them. To those
who have the good sense never to indulge in extravagant
accounts of marvelous catches, I feel that I ought to
apologize, and perhaps the best apology will be to state

that this narrative is not intended forlhem, and that they
read it at their own risk.

But before I begin I should like to interpolate a word of
advice. There may be some who, reading this account
of a remarkably successful outing, will erroneously fancy
that California is the long-sought Angler's El Dorado.
Such a belief would be a mistake. Undoubtedly the fish-

ing in some parts of om- State is superb, and so, on many
occasions, I have found it to be; but on the other hand,
there are streams enough in California which, owing to

persistent and reckless fishing, contain about as many trout
as the Charles Eiver, flowing tlu-ough Boston. The reader
of any angling or sporting paper should ever bear in mind
this fact, that the experiences are almost invariably ex-
ceptional, depending either on unusual luck or marked
skill. In the present instance our success on the Klamath
River was mainly the result of luck, depending (as will be
seen) absolutely on the co-operation of the Junebug.
Therefore let not the eager angler, who seeks the Kla-
math in August, when the Junebugs have all folded their
tents and silently stolen away, denounce me as an unfeel-
ing impostor, With an apology for this perhaps un-
necessary preface, I begin my truthful narrative.
Last week my father asked'me to join Mm on a fishing

trip to the Klamath River. My father has an odd habit
of asking me to go fishing with him ; and I, strange to say,
have an equally odd habit of accepting every time he
asks. So we decided to leave San Francisco for the north
that very evening. In the meantime I consulted a map
of our State, and discovered that the Klamath is a stream
of considerable size which, rising in southern Oregon,
flows southward into the heart of the North California
Sierras and thence westerly into the Pacific.

When I joined my father on the train, I found him
supplied with a storeful of angling requisites, (half for
me, half for himself) embracing everything from tiny
boxes full of shot to monstrous wading stockings and
awkward landing nets. Everything seemed on such a
vast scale, and so thoi'oughly out of harmony with my
ideas of trout fishing—gained somewhat inadequately
from stray casts over Massachusetts waters—that I could
not refrain from asking my paternal whether he had not
inadvertently procured the equipment of a whaling fleet;

whereupon he informed me that, unless his friends had
deceived him, we should need our strongest tackle, as the
trout of the Klamath were fierce, gamy fellows of the
"rainbow" variety, averaging no less than 21bs. While
the train struggled up the Sacramento Valley, we dis-

cussed the probability of the correctness of this infor-
mation. Neither of us was disposed to rely upon it, inas-
much as just such reliance in the reputed excellence of a
stream had more than once caused us bitter disappoint-
ment. Agreeing for safety's sake, to lower the average-
provisionally to lib. per fish, we retired for the night.
By three in the afternoon of the following day we reached

the station called Ager, a tiny speck in the wilderness of

the Sierras, Here we and the paraphernalia left the train

and were put upon the stage-coach which runs daily
between Ager and Klamath Hot Springs, ourdestina'ion.
The jolting drive over the hills was conventional enouffh,
until a sudden bend in the road disclosed the beautiful
valley of the Klamath and the river itself, fully SOyds.
broad, tumbled and seethed through it in a moat stirring

way, at least from the angler's standpoint. Elated by the
sight before us, my father and I shook hands, and I dare
say each of us thought the prospect warranted raising the
average to a pound and a half. Before suggesting such a
risky move, however, I determined to consult our driver,
and accordingly tapped him on the shoulder.
"Dmiel," I inquired, "is that the Klamath?"
"Yes, that's the river," answered Dan kindly.
"How's the fishing?"

"Oh," said Daniel, "I reckon you will soon get tired of
fishing that stream." My father and I exchanged a pain-
ful glance, and then I asked: "Is the fisliing so very
poor, then?"
"Oh, bless you, no," Dan answered quickly, "the trouble

lies the other way. There's too many rainbows in that
stream; why the river is loaded to the banks. Only the
other day a man from town"—and here Daniel told us a
trouty tale, that I could scarcely restrain the impulse to

stop the stage and rig up then and there. Oaly my
father's better judgment served to keep us in our seats;

and as Dan ended his story, my father recommenced the
pumping process where I had left off.

"Are the fish lar^re, Dan?" he asked,
"Not so very, this season,'' returned the driver, "I

haven't seen any so far over six pounds, but then on the
other hand I don't remember any that went under two."
At this point I again threatened to stampede, but the

pater's grip was upon me, and with a little coaxing I con-
sented to stay with the stage. The scenery failed to interest
us after that, we were too expectant even to appreciate a
good supper after a trip of twenty-four hours, but almost
as soon as we were lodged in a cosy cottage at the springs,
we retired in order to be up with the dawn.
To teU the ti"uth the dawn was up and about a little

before us; but, considering that we had to adjust our
cumbrous tackle and apparel, we made a very fair second.
Together we trudged to the side of the river whose rush-
ing had played a part in our dreams during the night. We
had been advised to waste no time with artificial flies,

and now we were convinced of the soundness of that
advice. The river was far too deep and swift and tur-

bulent for the gayest professor or grizzly-king. So my
father decorated his line with shrimps, I festooned my
own with worms, and the fishing began, I had taken my
position upon a wooden platform which had been thi"0". n
out (evidently for the accommodation of ladies whose
casting powers are not equal to the demands of the Kla-
math) across the stream. It terminated abruptly some
thirty feet out. Here, at the end, I stood casting my line

up stream, watching it as it floated past, and withdraw-
ing it as the swift current carried it to the surface some
distance below. After five or six casts of this nature, I

began to wonder why one of the innumerable monsters
failed to connect. My father too, wore an anxious ex-
pression, and as he di-ew in his line for the fifth time, I

saw the shrimps upon it dangling intact. Just then a
guest from the hotel, a stalwart young fellow, emerged
from the brush and, rod in hand, joined me on the plat-

form. With a cheery "Good morning" to both of us, he
cast his line into the stream. He was fast to something
in an instant; something that seemed to be the embodi-
ment of life, for in spite of a protesting shriek of the
reel, the captive shot like a flash into midstream and then
jumped, for all the world like a big black bass, 4ft. into
the air. While I trembled with excitement, and my father
yelled like an Indian, that young man handled his frantic
fish with about as much interest as if he were fast to a
fingerling. Evidently the fishing had lost the charm of
novelty for him. Five minutes passed, and then I had
the pleasure of netting a magnificent prize. The trout,

utterly exhausted, (for while a "rainbow" has sufficient

strength to move a fin, he defies capture) was unhooked,
killed, and tossed to the bank, where my father picked
him up and hung him to his pocket 'scales. "Three
jjounds full," he said to the indilferent young man, who
was preparing for another cast. But I checked the latter

with a question.
"Will you tell me," I asked "what bait you use? We

seem to liave no luck with shrimp or worm."
"Neither is worth anything," he answered. "Even

salmon-ro9 is useless at present while the trout-fly hangs
on every bush."

When I told him that I had never seen a trout-fly,

except an artificial one, he offered to show me millions,

and led the way to the bank. Directly in front of us
was a small oak shrub and, sure enough, it was alive

with the brownish, crawling insects which I instantly

made out to be June bugs. Not only that bush, but
every bush along either bank of the Klamath, was laden
with these so called "trout flies." So plentiful were they,

that often eight or ten of them clung to one tiny branch.
I emptied my bait box of the shrimps, and prepared to

take in a supply of bugs, which made not the least effort

to avoid capture ; but the young man advised me not to

go to any useless trouble, as it was mixch easier to pickup
a handful anywhere whenever needed. Nature, in fact,

had ptit a gigantic bait box (in the shape of her woods)
entirely at our disposal.

We immediately took the young man's hint, and after

clearing our tackle of shrimps and worms, we substituted

"trout flies" and returned to our respective stations.

Apparently the Junebug was irresistible. Within a
minute my father, the young man and I were busy with
strained rods and hissing lines. The young man w,as the
first to yield, his fish having by a sudden rush snapped
his lancewood tip. With a few emphatic remarks the
young man returned to the house, seemingly without the
least desire to see what became of us and our fish.

Playing a fish in the Klamath is the hardest kind of

work, owing to the remarkable swiftness of the current.

With a fairly light rod, the angler has decidedly the
worst of the' contest during the first five minutes, as a
heavy rainbow trout, merely by setting his fins against

the stream, effectually resis'ts any attempt to draw him
up stream or to guide him in shore, AU that can be done
at first is to keep a steady strain on the fish; to attempt
any more would mean either a break in the rod or the loss

of a valuable casting Une, But gradually, as the fish be-

gins to tire, the current sweeps him to the surface, when
he is sure to leap into the air. On falling, he either re-

peats the leap or rushes wildly to and fro, exhausting

himself in a desperate attempt to carry the sagging line

against the current. The careful angler will at this point
retrieve his hne sharply, and force his captive to turn
toward the bank, where the water is onmparatively dead.
Oqcb coaxi'd into this situation, the cjpture of the fish is

but a question of time. It took me six or seven minutes
to induce my first rainbow to leave the middle of the
stream, and only three more after that to Imd him.
When I triumphantly held my fi h up for nay fathers in-

spection, the latter w^s already fast to his second, having
landed his fij-st of 24lbs. in 5 minuees. My own weighed
exactly a pound more.

I have never before seen fish take bait as the Klamath
rainbows took those "trout flies." Although the surface
of the stream was covered with btmohes of the struggling
insects, attesting the superabundance of fofid in the
water, the fish were either so fjlentiful or so voracious
that bites were never at a premium. All that was re-

quired to insure five minutes entertainment was to pick a
"trout fly" from a bush, put it on a hook and drop the
latter into the Klam th.

Fortunately such fishing is very tiresome; and as, more-
over, the fish are so large and strong that fully half of
those hooked get away, there is little danger of an un-
sport-^tnanlike slaughter. At the close of my first day's
fishing I carefully examined my catch. I had twenty-
one fish weighing in the aggregate 51 lbs. Ten of these,

including my largest trout weighing 4flbs., I bad left alive

in a large net provided by the proprietor of the Springs
for this purpose. These I turned in the stream as I did
not care to ship more than 2.51bs. to the city.

On the foliowhig day my father and I made an agree-
ment which, to the average sportsmen of the Eist, may
appear ridiculous. We decided to return to the water
every fish that failed to weigh Snbs.: and yet, when the
the day was over, we claimed almost a sackful. For-
tunately we were again able to return a number of these
to the stream.
In this waj- we fished on, until the fierce pull of a three-

pounder became as familiar to us as the nibble of the
darting /o)?.ifmaZ2'.s. Then, as was natural, we tired of

the sport, and took to the neighboring brooks in search of

smaller fish. We returned to San Francisco in a fairly

exhausted state, but not too weary to regale every angler
of our acquaintance with accounts of the denizens of the
Klam; th.

We shall remember that rushing stream imtil the day
we fish no more, not because of its wild, romantic beauty,
not because of its splendid fish, but ratlser bee luse Da,me
Nature, ever generous toward her chief admirer., the
angler, has caused to thrive there a curious living bait

which the rainbow trout (as if in defen-uce to her fore-

sight) have pledged themselves to swallow on sight.

Summit L. Hecht.
San Francisco, Cal.

RAINBOW TROUT IN VERMONT.
THE following letter is so clear an exhibit of the re-

sults of artificial introduction of a choice trout, even
though the undertaking was experimental and the condi-
tions apparently unfavorable, that we have obtaiupd per-
mission from Commissioner McDonald to make it public.

On the question of the six inch trout law we hope to
have the views of the Commissioner ere long:

RuTLA>iD, Vt.. Aug. 18.—Co?. MurshoU McDonald, Woods
Holl, Mass : I am happy to be able to reply ro your inquiry
how the rainbow trout of Califoruia introduced into the
waters of this vicinity some years ago have bred and what
measure of success has attended that venture.
In the late autumn of 1S83 a package contnioing 5,000 pgga

from that variety of trout was received at the expr^^ss office

at this place consigned to some person who could not, or
would not, pay the charges on them. The express agent
offered them to the late Judge Martin Y. Everts, who took
them, paid the charg^-s and placed them in the poods of Dr.

G. H. Barber, who was then in chai'ge of a small hatchery
near Rutland. The eggs hatched very successfully, the loss

being not over 3 per cent. At the proper time the fry were
taken from the hatching trough and placed in a series of

tanks, three in number, fed by a spring of pure cold w^tet-

dischars'ing probably 200 gallons per minute. The tanks
were each aoout 8 by 4tt.., and in them the water stood at a
depth ot about 4ft. The sides were of wood and the bottom
the natural earth found at the bottom of the excavation.
There was very little natur^il food in the water for tne trout,

and they were not rej£ularly or judiciously fed. In these
tanks they remained until about Ausrust, 18S5, when they
were placed in a strt-am which had formerly been a noted
trout stream, but which had been nearlv ruined by sawdust
and over fishing. In the meantime a very large number had
died from lack of proper food and other causes, ai d it is not
believed that over 3,500 ever got into the tree water. The
next year a few were taken in that stream, and one at least
in another stream 10 miles di.stant. but with a tree water
way connecting the two. Those taken that year w^re of the
average length of Sin. In each succeeding year since then
the catches of this variety have been more numerous, until,

at this time, it is estimated that one-third of all the trout
taken in what we may call the parent stream are of the new
variety, and almost all the very l^rge ces are rainbows.
This year many have been killed from l^lbs. to ;3i!i^ibs. in
weight. That not all the fish taken are of the original

stock is well proven by the fact that flngerlings are taken
also, showing that they have bn d and that they increase
rapidlv in waters in which our native trout no longer
thrives. The result of this venture has been such as to con-
vince me that this is the trout to breed for restocking
streams that have been run out by such causes as sawdust,
over fishing, decreased water supply by reason of the de-

struction ot forests, drainage of swamps, etc.

They have certainly increased here very rapidly under
what are disadvantageous circumstances for the native
trout; they grow more rapidly than the natives, and to a
larger size; they are bold risers to tte fly, take ground bait
freely, and are vigorous fighters. On the other hand they
are not so handsome as the native trout, nor are they quite
so delicate in flavor. 1 have seen reports from various places
unfavorable to this variety of trout, the effort to plant them
not having been successtul. There are at Ifast three varie-

ties nf trout on the Pacific Slope all of which ar*^ classed as
"California trout'' by those who are not close observers It

may be that this particular trout has not been tried else-

where: here they have certainly bi^en a success, and I can see
no reason why they should not give equally good results in
other waters equally favorable. It should be borne in mind
that these are not the black-spotted trout of the Rocky
Mountains, nor are they the so-called Dolly Varden trout,

but they are the true rainbow trout. I very much regret
that it is not now possible to learn from what section of the
Pacific Coast these eggs came.

I wish you would give me your opinion as to the value of

trout just 6in. in length as breeders. Mairy States, includ
ing "Vermont, have the so called ein. law. I am unable to

see any logical reason for the enactment of any law limiting
the size of a trcrut which may be basketed except this: every
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trout sboiild have at least one opportunity to reproduce its
species; if the trout of 6in. in lengtli which is thrown bade
on the last day of the season is incapable of breeding during
the succeeding aur.uran, he might as well be killed at that
time as the next summer, when he will be of legal length,
hut still has had no opportunity to breed. If the limit were
fixed at 8, or better, 9iu., the fish of that size put back in
the last week of the season would breed that fall and could
be taken during the succeeding summer properly, having
had one season in which to do their share toward keepiag
up the supply. Am I right or wrong in my theory? If you
•will reply to this thenry through Fokest anx> Stream I am
.sure your opinion will be eagerly read by many people who
wish to see sound laws on this subject enacted and enforced,

VVm. Y. W. Ripley.

UPPER DELAWARE RIVER FISHING.
FISH Commissioner Henry C. Ford wrote from Egypt

Mills, Pa., on Aug. 27 as follows:
"I have been here since June 10 and have found the

bass fishing poor, although the river has been in good
condition owing to the dryness of the summer. I have
taken only two large fish this summer—one 4.V and the
other 4iibs. Last summer my catch of large fish here
was 16, running from 4lbs. to oAlbs. There is the largest
Dumber of young bass in the river that I have ever seen.
You cannot run your boat ashore without seeing from five
to ten young bass of this season's spawning in the shallow
water. The conditions this year have been excellent for
spawning fish—there has been no high water to wash
awav the helpless fry.

"The number of young shad returning to sea is marvel-
0U9; I have seen more this season than for fifteen years.
Toward nightfall the river has been full of them, leaping
after the srnall flies that seem to constitute their food
supply. The annual restocking of the headwaters of the
D.-laware River with shad fry, the destruction of all fish

weirs and the abolition of net-fishing after the close of
the shad season have made this the best shad river in the
United States.

Set Lines in Hemlock Lake.—The water supply of
Rochester, N. Y , is being polluted by dead fish caught
on set lines, which are illegally used, and people are
na'urrtlly indignant over the double outrage. Mr. George
D. Reed, of Rochester, has spent the mouth of August at
the lake and in the course of his trolling has taken up
five miles of lines at the risk of bodily harm from their
owners. Mr. Reed will give the two Wilieys who threat-
ened him an opportunity to appear before the grand Jury
of Ontario county. Wlaen hook and line fishermen dis-

cover set lines they usually cut them and they sink to the
bottom baited; fish take the bait and rot on the hooks.
Such lines have frequently been hauled up to the surface,
but were not removed on account of the ofi:ensive smell
of the decayed fi?h. The good people of Rochester will
rail

J' to the aid of Mr. Schwartz in Ms efforts to prosecute
these destroyers of fish and of the public health. The
boldnt-ss of the law-breakers, who add seining to other
Illegal fishing, requires swift and ample punishmet.

NoKTH Carolina Trotjt Streams.—Florence, S. C—
I have just returned from a two months angling expedi-
tion through the mountains of Western North Carolina.
Tne trip was in all i^oints a success, as I got 30 days
fishing in spite of heavy, washing rains, interfering
occasionally with fly-fishing. I kUled 1,007 trout, all of
better size than in former years. Many individual fish

weighed from f to lib. and several of the rainbow species
weighed from 2 to S^lbs. With a delightful climate,
tempered by an altitude of from 3,500 to 4,000ft., this is

one of the finest places in the South for the lover of fly

fishing. In the streams near the town of Highlands
much poaching has been done by the native mountaineers,
for the purpose of selling trout of any size to the hotels,
the result of which is a large falling off of the catches
by flv-fishers in these streams. Such conduct on the part
of the hotel-keepers is reprehensible and will ultimately
result in their own damage, as sportsmen will shun
that imrticular point.—B.

Woods Holl, Mass., Aug. 26.—Bonitos have just made
their ai pearance in the harbor to-day, they are feeding
on silversides and young herring. A number of them
were caught in Vineyard Sound at Menemsha Bight,
The beautiful fish, leap out of water almost as freely as
blutflsb, and are nearly equal to that species in food and
game qualities. They'can be readily taken by trolling
with squid or minnofv. About dark last evening the
little karbor was said to be full of large squeteague. Blue-
fish are decreasing and striped bass increasing.—T. H. B.

Henderson Harbor, N. Y., Aug. 31.—Arriving here
I find devotees of the rod and reel having the grandest
kind of fun catching black bass and pickerel, some of
which weigh among the teens. I believe Mr. Burtis, of
New York carries home the banner record of last week,
having reached the top weight of a 14lb. pickerel and 41b.
bass.—Sid Bromles,

Gloucester, Mass.. Sept. 1.—Bluefish struck into
Ipswich Bi.y and E^sex River about a fortnight ago; but
I have not heard that any were taken. The harbor is

full of small mackerel 6 or 7in. long. I have seen the
boys catching smelts from the wharves recently.—E. F, L.

NEW YORK prSH COMMISSION.-At the monthly
meeting last Tuesday the Commii=sioners appointed .John
Hunkins protec'cor iu the Sixth District. The annual ap-
propriatioQ was distTihiited among the hatcheries as fol-
lows: Caledonia -Sil 2.000, Cnld Spring $5..500. Adu-ondack
14,600, Sacandaga .$3,000, Fulton Chain ^2.500; contingent
expenses SI, 500. and for 1 fist year's deficit and a car house
for the new fish car §1,000; total of -*30,000 allowed. Com-
missioner Bowman will be absent six months on a trip
around the world. During his absence Mr. Burden will
have charge of Caledonia.

RESULT OF PLANTING COD.—On June 30, 1891, Ghas.
Perry was on a wharf at Glou^'ester, Mass., and saw a very
large s<?hool of small fish which, bethought, resembled cod,
but the u;imber was so gi'eat that he could not believe it
possible that they were cod. He dipped into the school with
a bi^cket and caught three of the fish, and they proved to be
cod Irom an inch to lijin. long. These are" doubtless the
result of planting fry in the harbor by the Fish Commission.

Fl XTU R ES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 8 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel
Club, at. Hamilton, Ont.
Sept. 14 to 18.—Toronto Industrial Eshihition Association Third

International Dos Show, at Toronto. C. A. Stone, Sec'y and Snpt.
Sept. 23 to 25.—Inaugural International Dog Show of the Mon-

treal Exposition Company, at Montreal, Canada, Entries close
Sept. 8. ,f. S Robertson, Secretary.
Sept. 33 to 36.—Inaugural Show of the Blue Grass Kennel Club,

at Lexington, Ky. Rogers Williams. Sec'y.
Sept. 29 to Oct. 1.—Third Annual Dog Show, in connection with

.the Central Canada Fair, at Ottawa, Ont. Alfred Geddes, Supt.
Dec. i to 8.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the Northern Illinois

P' ultry and Pet Stock Association, at Rockford. III.

Deo. 10 to 14.—Inangural Dog Show of the Preeport Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Freeport, 111. T. E. Taylor. Sec'y-
Dec. 30 to Jan. 3.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mohawk

Valley Ponltry and Kennel Club, at Gloveraville, N. Y. F. B.
Zimmer, Sec'y.

1893.

.Ian. 5 to 9.—Annual Dog Show of the South Oamliaft Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Benj. Mclnness,
Sec'y.

.Ian, 13 to 10.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina
Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C, F. F. Capers, Secretary,
Greenville, S. O.

Ff-b. 9 to 12.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mascontah Keu-
nel Club, at Ohicago, III. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y.
Feb. 23 to 26.—Sixteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Supt.
March 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, at

Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown, SecV.
March 15 to 18.—Second Annual Dng Show of the Duquesne

Kennel Club, at Pittsburgh, Pa. W. E. Littell. Sec'y,
April 7 to 10.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston. Mass. E. H, Moore, Sec'y.
April 30 to 33.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Southern Cab-

fornia Kennel Club, nt Los Angeles, Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y-
May 4 to 7 —Annual Dog Show of the Cabfornla Kenuel Club,

at San Francisco, Cal. H. L. Miller, Sec'y.

* FIELD TRIALS.
Nov- 3.—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Club,

at Bickne.ll, Ind. P. T. Madison. Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the International Field Trial

Club, at Chatham. Ont. W. B. Wells, Sec'y.
Nov. 10.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. O. Members' Stake Nov. li. W. A. Coster,
Scretavy.
Nov. 33.-Iri8h Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point. N. C.

G. G. Davis. Secretary, Philadelpiiia, Pa.
Nov. 23.—Gordon Setter Club's Field Trials, at HigU Point, N.

C. L. A. Van Zandt, Secretary, Yonkers, N. Y.
Nov. 23.—Serond Annual Trials of the National Beagle Chib, at

Nanuet, Rockland county, N. Y. F. W. Chapman, Sec'y.
Nov. ai.—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lf»xington, N. C. C. H. OdeU, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street, New
York city.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

Connell, Secretary.

18H3.

Jan. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the Bexar Field Trial Club,
at San Antonio. Texas. G. A. Chabot, Ssc'v. Amatem-s onlv.
Jan. 18.—Trials of the Pacific Field Trial Club, at Bakersfield.

Cal. J. M. Kilgarif. Sec'y.
.-Fourth Annudl Field Trials of the Southern FieldTrials

Club, at New Albany, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Sec'y.

"IS IT NOT WORTH CONSIDERING?"
UNDER this query we had something to say, in om- issue

of Aug. 37, respecting the American Kennel Club and
the libel suits instittited against its officers and some of

the associate members. We pointed out that this litigation

was working decided injury to kennel interests, and sug-
gested that it might be worth the while of those competent
to do so to devise some means of averting the consequences
which threaten. What we had to say appears to have ex-

cited much interest, if we may .iudge from the numerous
printed comments. Among; these comments we note only
one of a dissenting tenor, and the mode of dissent therein
chosen is to hint that in making our suggestion of Aug. 27

we were not acting primai-ily of our own accord, but that
some one else had pres.sed the button and we were doing the
rest. The identity of this hypothetical personage was not
disclosed, but it was supposed to have been a forger ipo.ssibly

a servant girl), who had signed Mr. J. Otto Donner's name
(Clarum ct vcnerahUc nomen!) to a fraudulent night tele-

gram. To this we have only to say (and in saying it we are

robbing no one, male or female, of any credit due them),
that the article in question was written wholly and exclu-

sively of our own accord, at our own instance, and without
any yre^^ous hint, suggestion or request of anybody. Item-
bodied our own deliberate, sincere convictions. W e believe

that it reflected the earnest feeling of many thoughtful m^
soUcitotis for American kennel interests. And whatever of

trttthful presentation of facts and whatever of sensible

suggestion of expediency were embodied iu that article are
not likely to be weakened by ascribing it to a grotesque
origin.

KINGSTON DOG SHOW.
OJSTE of the best arranged shows I ever attended was held

at Eangston, Out., Canada, from Sept. 1 to 4. Their first
venture was held last year in connection with the fair, and
so much local interest was created in dogs thereby that it
was deemed advisable to increase it, if possible, by repeating
the exneriment this year, although the fair would not be
held. Under the able and energetic management of Mr. H.
C. Corbett, the idea became something tangible, and last
week's show was the result. Held in the skating rink, than
which no better building could be built for the purpose, the
show was well ventilated, light and clean. The benches
were arranged down each side.^the end and the middle with
very wide alleys between. A very good plan was pursued in
having the smaller dogs benched on a stand in the middle
of the rink, allowing about a yard's breadth of boarding
between the spectators and the cages, so that no one could
touch or tease the dogs. The stalls were very roomy, and
altogether the show was well arranged. At no time was
there any smell. Sanitas .sawdust being used, though hardly
needed. The floor being of earth, was admirably adapted to
show the dogs off naturally. Sir. H. C. Corbett proved him-
self an efficient manager, and we heard no complaints. A
room was set aside for exhibitors, and this is something
that will be appreciated at every show. Mr, Oldrewe, Mr.
Bates and Mr. Higgs all worked hard to make the show a
success. Judgingdid notcommence till Wednesday, accord-
ing to the time stated in the premium lists. Dr. Wesley
Mills judged poluters, setters and all spaniels excepting
Clumbers, which were taken by Mr. Alfred Geddes, of
Ottawa, and Mr. H. W. Lacy took the remainder of the
classes; judging being completed by Wednesday night,
wi_th the exception of two or three specials.
Some good dogs were shown, notably in the pointer, set+er,

fox-terrier, St. Bernard, mastiff and pug classes. The
attendance, owing no doubt to the distance from the center

of the tovra, was not as it should have been, although the
club will hardly lose very much, as expenses were not very
heavy. Dr. Mills and Mr. Geddes commenced the judging,
but I will give the breeds by the catalogue.

MASTIFFS.
The entry of mastiffs numbered nine, three only of which

bad much pretension to form. The challenge class did not
fill. In open dogs it did not take the jtidge long to decide
on the winner as Mode, shown in tip top shape, was points
in front of Minting Minor in akull, muzzle, ear, eye, bone
and body; at the same time the latter has his noticeable
points and shows his good breedinff. Eufrid, third, loses to
both the others in head, a bit dished face and body. The
others in this class were too racily built to command notice.
The open bitch class was poor, Bess, out of shape, met a
superior one in Zilda, who is deeper and squarer in muzzle,
has more gii-th of skull, better body and coat, and carries her
ears much better. Neither are good ones and first was with-
held. The other in the class was even worse still and was
sent out. Mastiffs are not improving in Canada as they
should do; the custom laws ro.ay have something to do with
the lack of improvement in some breeds, and when the
present restrictions are removed no doubt there will be a
greater demand for well bred stock from American kennels.

ST. BERNARDS.
The same applies in part to St. Bernards, the New York

St. Bernard Kennels having things all their own way. In
the challenge class our old friend Hector, looking as young
and vigorous as ever, was alone. In the open dog class Mr.
Reick's new dog Kingston Regent made his first appearance
under his new ownership. This dog will stand a good deal
of critical examination, tind requires it to gain a proper ap-
preciation of his good points. His lack of blaze and dark
coloring on head, of course, detract from his appearance to
the casual observer, but there is no gainsaying his depth
and squareness of muzzle, massive skull, good ear, .straight,
heavily boned leg, depth of chest and rich color: he might be
a bit longer in body, better in pasterns and feet, and could
easily carry twenty pounds more flesh. He is a good mover.
This son of the late Prince Regent had no competition. In
bitches the turnotit. though limited to three, was of good
quality. Mr. Reick's Republican Belle and Zenith had a
close fight, the former winning in head, depth of chest and
bone; the third prize winner. Nun Nicer, shows a good deal
of quality, but was smaller than the others and out of coat.

GBETHODNDS.
Sevei'al well-known dogs showed up iu these classes. The

challenge division brought champion Harmony into the
ring, she carries her six yeai's very well, is well muscled and
as spry as a two-year-old, in open dogs there was a very
clo.se competition between Hazlehurst and Ranger, and it
was Hazlehurst's superior front and bind legs from thigh
down, being much better in feet and more let down in stifles,
that gained him the ribbon, as Ranger's nice ribs, excellent
loin and well-developed quarters made it difficult to pass
him over. He afterw.ard diNided the condition prize with
the pointer King Bow's Bow. The third piize feU to Elcho,
who this time could not be made to raise his ears at all, hav-
ing esndently, like every well-informed dog, read the Forest
AND Stream; he was in nice shape, and is a well-formed
little one from the head back; it was a close thing for him,
however, with Chester, reserve, who, though only five
months old, was as big as any greyhound in the class, with
immen.se .straight bone, good head and body; if he does not
grow too coar.se, which appears very likely, he ^vill be heard
from again. Open bitches was a poor show. The winner,
Clio, is just a fair blue-colored greyhound, .she is a bit long-
cast, and while one cannot say she has really any bad points,
still she hardly shows herself as a bitch 6t much quality;
lack of rib-development is her worst feature. Second and
third prizes were withheld, and two letters given to Bess,
more as a sop to Cerberus than anything else, for I could
find little merit iu her when I saw her again after judging.

beagles.
These merry little hounds showed up in goodly numbers

and competition was keen. Iu challenge dogs Royal
Krueger and Racer, Jr.. fought their battle o'er again, with
the result that Royal Krueger showed superior in head and
body; Racer carries his brush better, "Roy" turns one foot
out a bit now. Una, looking well, had the ladies' division
to hreself. In open dogs the competition ^yas very close
and took some time to decide, for when one dog beat the
other in one point he himself was deficient in some that his
competitors possessed. Tricotrin's excellent front and good
body eventttally pulled him through a winner over Ranger,-
who loses in head, coat and body, but beats Tricotrin in car-
riage of stern, and also is better In body and front than Roy
K.,~who did not look so well as when shown at Baltimore.
The bitch class was another good one, with lots of work for
the judge. Elf, hardly her.self, beats Fanny K. iu front,
body and coat, ^iaby W., third, is well known. Music, re-
serve, has a nice .skull, but muzzle is not square enough, is
deficient in bone, has a fair feel of coat. Emeline, vhc, is a
bit too long in body and coat, not quite up to the mark,
muzzle not short or square enough. A class was made for
underlain., and in this Aya W. had little difficulty in
adding another to her score, for though Dot has a nice
cobby body she is beaten iu head, front and carriage of
brush by the other.

ENGLISH SETTERS— (DR. MILLS).

The gathering in this breed was nothing very startling'
The challenge cla.ss did not fill. Edgemark was well ahead
of anything else iu the open class. He is well known; is a
nicely formed dog and won easily. Benzine, second, was at
Cleveland in the spring; he could lie improved in stop; his
legs and feet are his best points. Kent's Rex, third, owned
by the secretarjr, is a trifle otit in front, is a bit cloddy in
body but has a nice-shaped head. Sir Edward, vhc, might
be better iu pasterns and loin, and is out of coat. Grouse,
vhc, is only a fair one, and was described in om- Ottawa
report. Glen II. is coarse iu head, leggy and not very good
in feet. In bitches, a Kingston bitch, Liberty, won nicely
over Ruby K, iu head, the latter being pinched in muzzle
and not so good in front, showing also .signs of her recent
maternal duties. Mado, third, has a film over one eye, is
open in feet and snipy muzzled. Albert's Nellie, a noted
winner, was marked " absent. The novice class was filled
with Kingston dogs, and Kent's Rex, already described, had
no ditiiculty in pulling to the front, though the seven-
months-old ptip Sir Harold is quite promising, having good
bone and front. Young London, third, is coarse in head and
has wretched feet. Glen II., vhc, I did not see in his stall.
Altogether the exhibit of these setters was better than one
often meets with at shows of this size.

IRISH SETTERS.

With the Seminole and Gleudyne Kennels represented the
show of Irish setters, though limited, was entitled to some
respect as to quality. No challenge dogs were entered, and
in the open the struggle for honors was easily between Semi-
nole and Glen Jarvis, and the judge following out his theory
gave them plenty of exercise for that day at any rate. Semi-
nole eventually gained the verdict, beating Glen Jarvis in
head and color; -Jack, third, is more on the English type of
head, especially in skull, is nice and straight in front as far
as his feet, which however ttxrn out a bit; iu color he is
hardly rich enough. In bitches Josie D. won ea.sily, being
better in muzzle, body, color and having good serviceable
legs and feet; she shows white on chest and muzzle. Aurore,
second, is a poor one, slack in back, snipy muzzle and light
in color. The other entry was of no account, b'\t had a nice
St. Bernard blaze.
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GOEDOW SETTERS.

In challenge dogs the Doctor rather put the cart before the
horse, as iTanhoe is a better Gordon all around than his
liennel mate, LieoB., in head and coloring. A cla-sa was
made for Duchess of Wavevly: she is well known. In the
open dogs first was with held and .second given to a black and
tan dog with little pretensions to type. In bitches, a young
daughter of champion Tvittle Boy. Lady Waverlj% was given
the only prize and that fir.st. She is throaty, lias a poor
muzzle and will hardly come up to the mark generally.
Com. was given to Bloom, why one can hardly teU, as she
had a front as wide mid of the shape of a barrel, with no
redeeming point. This gathering of Gordons is not by any
means as good as we shall rery likely see later on.

POINTEHS.

Several well-known animals were seen on the benches in
this breed, and until the judge divided the dogs into their
respective classes, according to weight, it was hard to separ-
ate them. In heavy challenge class the well known Belle
Randolph had things to herself; she was looking in nice
condition. In light weights Pommery Sec took^the dog
prize, and his new kennel companion that for bitches. As
only diploma cards were given in the challenge class this
liberal division did not affect the club financially. A sim-
ilar division was made in the open dogs, where the struggle
in heavy-weight dogs proved to be between Tempest and
King Bow's Bow, and the .iudee, being imable to decide,

placed them equal, whereas Tempest can, barring headj,

give away a few points and win. Ossining and Dash fought,

it out in the light weight dogs, and the well-known Ossin-
ing's defeat of the others was never in doubt, as Dash,
given second, is lathy, poor in pasterns and feet. The sweet-
headed Lady Graphic won easily in bitches over Moss, the
former has many prizes to her credit; Floss shoiild not have
had a cai'd, as her mi.serable hindlegs, like clothes props,
.should have put her out, not to mention her poor feet. With
the exception, therefore, of several well-known American
dogs, and Mr. Corbett's dogs, the pointer classes were a
failure.

(iKEAT DANES.

Thei'e was only one shown, and it created considerable
local interest, as the Kingstonians are not accustomed to
the breed. Minerva's Fawn is nicely made in body and legs
but her head has not strength or character enough, and is

snipy in mi\zz\e, but she is a pretty animal withal, and is a
daughter of Don Caesar, the cream-colored dog that won so

many prizes some few yeav.s since.

CLTJMBEE SPANIKLb— (A. ttEDDES).

There were seven Clumbers entered, and Mr. Geddes had
not much trouble in placing them. In challenge class Boss
III. was alone. In open dogs a nice typical dog, Darby, won
somewhat easily from Johnny, Jr., that will be remembered
as winning so often in the spring circuit, he is beaten in
head, front and body by the winner. La Grippe was absent.
In bitches Lucy 11. was properly placed at the head of

affairs: is better in head and body than \nc, second, who
might have given way to Lady Joan, as she is long in head,
weak in pastern, and body .should be deeper.

FIELD AS'D COCKEE SPANIELS—(DE. MILLS.)

Saybrook Dolly, the only entry, was absent. In open dogs
first was withheld and second given to a bad fronted dog
called Jack, faulty in muzzle and eyes, but possessing a fair

body; the others were just ordinary long-legged .specimens.
The' field spaniels in Canada are not by anj^ means on a par
with the cockers in regard to merit. In cocker spaniel
challenge class, Ch. Rabbi was placed over KingofObos.
Both are well known and the decision was right. In open
dogs Oban should have given way to Obadiah, as he is very
bad in front, and loses to the other in loin and quarters.
Rex Obo, third, is too long in body, knuckles OA^er,

turns her feet out, and is too long in muzzzle, nice coat.

TimObo, vhc, has a too domy skull, a dachshund front,
and is iindershot, body, quarters and coat good. Major is

too big; will be a field spaniel very shortly, is wavy coated
and muzzle is not square enough. In the bitch class, I Say,
though out of coat and light in body, shows a great deal of
cocker type. She is a trifle long in head, good straight
front; just recovering from a bad attack of distemper. She
is hardly fit to show yet. Dot Srairle, second, turns her
feet out "a bit, has a nice head, although a trifle long; is

faulty in loin and quarters. Vic, thirdTis a bit on the leg,

nai-row fronted, aiui too large sized. Corinue, reserve, has
light eyes, is flat sided, but fairly good otherwise. Busy,
vhc, ought to have run Dot Smirle close for second
money, as she is more of a cocker, her skull is a bit domy,
but she has a nice front and body. Floss Obo, he, is a bit

.sharp muzzled, nice body, legs and feet; might have been
placed higher up. In otlier than black dogs, Rufus, the red
one, had an easy win over Jacco, who was given vhc,
a miserable specimen, undershot an eighth of an inch, with
little type about it. In bitches, Lady of Learning was
transferred to challenge class, and we are told, not "being
counted good enough, was given only second. This
bitch is a typical little cocker, and beats the others all to
pieces. Tottie, first in the regular class, has a poor head,
but is well off on the leg, and is a good specimen of the
rough and ready working type. Lou R, is young yet, 6
months, long in head, needs time in body. In the novice
class, I Say took another ribbon, Tottie coming next.
Ma.jor, third, has a field spaniel head, and is leggy.
Wanda, he, is a bit undershot, has not depth of body
enough, and has a film on one eye. The cocker spaniels
made a good .showing considering the distance from the
headquarters of the breed in Canada.

COLLIES.

Ooe cannot feel complimented on the class of collies shown,
and but for the Seminole Kennels, which had a sort of third
string here, there would have been little quality. In chal-
lenge dogs Rcslyn Dandy, looking in good coat,' was alone,
and Rowdy, from the same kennels, despite his lack of coat
and indifferent body and relying on his long clean head, was
nicely ahead of the local dog, Bob, who is a bit coarse in
head, lacks undercoat, but is fair otherwise: Ross has a
better head than the second prize winner but ears are carried
flat to skull, a la fox-terrier, he also lacks undercoat, and
coat is very open. In bitches Cora II. had an ensy win,
though she herself is not a good one; second was withheld
and one or two very bad ones turned out; Sadie took third,
she is a blue merl,' carries her ears well, though they are
too big, head is a little coarse, but she has a nice coat and
looks a worker all over; Fan and Rita, two puppies, too
short-faced but boasting nice limbs and coat, were given two
cards.

BULLDOGS.
Mr, Woodward's Bo'swain was the only entry, and of

course tripped out with the blue ribbon; he was shown in
excellent condition.

BULL-TEEEIEES.
There were seven entries in the bull-terrier class and con-

siderable weeding was i-equired, some of them might have
been mentioned in the bulldog class. Eventually the prize
fell to Watchful Wagtail, of the three left in, his nice head
and well-turned body is marred somewhat by his indift'erent
front; a pupioy, Duke of Wellington, ran the winner close,
and is by Bendigo out of a bitch that Mr. Dole lost in Toronto
last year, so we hear, anyhow he is a good puppy, excellent
Ijone and head, and only needs time; Baron II. turns his feet
out, is cheeky and coul'd be improved in body.

EOX-TEEKIEES.
These were the best filled classes in the show, and though

there were no flyers presentj they gave one considerable work

to weigh all points. A class of moderate dogs is notoriously
a difficult one to judge unless one withholds all the prizes
and sends them all out. In open dogs the struggle was be-
tween Blemton Trump and the new dog Painter. Neither
is very good in head; Trump carried his ears truer and I like
his front better; he also gains a trifle in coat and body;
Painter's brindle m.^sTkings are objectionable. Nobody's
Child, third, had the best head in the cla.s.s, but loses in
front; loin and quarters seem a bib weak; needs a little
kitchen pliysic when he will show up much better. 1 take
this opportunity to refer to a letter I received before the
Kingston show, 'calling my attention to this dog, that it had
been under treatment and to look out for a weakness in loin,
etc., which peerhaps might not be noticeable in the ring'.

The letter was .signed C. J. R., and postmarked Toronto.
Those are the petty acts of n;nTow-minded individuals, who
are the very people who bring dogs and dog dealing into dis-
repute. Whether the dog had been bought for SI or ^1.000
mattered nothing to me when in the ring. Tupper, he, has
a fairish head to recommend it, too light and lathy in body
though. Punch, c, has grown far too big and coarse; Zig
Z-ig, Jr. carries his ears poorly, legs and feet fair, and .John
Peel, with a commended card over it when I took my uotts,
gave me quite a cold shiver, evidently had not its company
manners on, for it showed him a bad one. Our advice to the
Ai'den Kennels is to clear out their stock and get something
with more bone, substance and terrier character. Winning
specials with such stock is a parody on dog shows. The
Intch class was a better one, the struggle lying between
Fussie and Dudley Slave. The former is a well-made bitch,
nice long head, well carried ears, good neck and straight
front, feet might be a little more compact though they .are

not open, nicely turned body and jaunty action, coat could
be improved, is soft at present: she is, I believe, a grand-
daughter of old Fennel's. Dudley Slave was heavy in whelp,
which made her look slack in back; her front is not good,
and ears are not carried close enough to head; she beats in
coat and terrier character. Fly came next, She is coai'sish
in head and carries her ears too high. Judy, vhc, ears
wrong, front not a terrier's front, nice body, fair head. Dot,
vhc, IS bad in front, ears poorly carried. LadyZig Zag. he,
is light and weedy. Most of the commended cards should
have been withheld. In novice cla.ss Fus,sie beat Nobody's
Child, and Jacko, third, is a rare terrier from the head back,
but head and neck entirely too coarse and thick.

DANDIE IJINMOKTS, ETC.

In the challenge class the Skye terrier Sir Staiiord, in nice
condition, added another prize to his string. We are rather
uncertain about the Dandy open class, the winner beats the
other in head, coat .and bod.y, the yellow one being too
woolly-coated and cloddy. In iJedlingtons, first was with-
held and second given to" Nettle, out of shape and faulty in
head and front.

BLACK AND TAN TEEEIEKS.
First went to Grace, a nice little-bodied bitch, cleaner in

head and markings than Rochelle Scot, second, who is a bit
coarse.

TOY SPANIELS.

The noted winner Calumet Alice, in the absence of her
kennel mate, Cromwell, in the challenge class, was alone.
She has been described before. In open class. Calumet's
Ben d'Or, the only entry, was absent.

PUGS.

In challenge class Bob Ivy had little trouble in beating
old Treasure, who shows too many signs of age to hold his
own as in days of yore. Pretty little Bessie, in tiptop shape,
was alone in her class. In open dogs, Curtis, the novice
winner at New York this spring, though very dark in head,
beat Kash, Jr., in head and coat. Fritz Emmett, big in
ears and a bit coarse all over, came close up, third. Brad-
ford Rowdy, reserve, loses in head and curl. Nigger showed
too much white on chest, but is a well-form"eil pug. In
bitches, Lady Victoria and Cribbage Avere placed in the
order named'; they have been described before. Pearl de
Jardin, third, is a puppy that needs time to let down in
body, nicish head and ears. Peggie is too fat and skull flat,

nice body.
FOXHOUNDS, ETC.

A good show of these hounds, the well-known Dan taking
first over BpII, who loses in head and front. Tuner, third,
is too bloodhoundy but is a strongl.y-made hound. Bell,
vhc, was is whelp but is a nice-headed hound, with good
coat. Grailer, vhc, is good in body, legs and coat, but head
is faulty. 'V'aldemir, the Russian wolfhound, looking well,
was the only entry in his breed. Newfoundlands had two
entries; one had the foundations of a Newfoundland, fair
head, coat straight on back but gone curly at sides, though
it is just the right texture; he took first and the other curly,
wooly-coated specimen had to be content with very barren
honors.

MISCELLANEOUS CLASS.

This class should have been divided in weights. Not
being able to do so [ gave .lack Shepard, the bloodhound,
first, Gill, the Avell-known dachshund, second, and Frank
Dole's poodle Friday third, a shaved Esquimau dog vhc. and
the toy terrier Kathleen he; a veiy good dachshund with a
bu-shy tail got some letters too. This brought the judging
t(^ a close. H. W. L.

PEIZE LIST.

MASTIFB'S.—itoas.' 1st, Hugh Falconer's Mode: 2d. John Massey's
Minting Minor; .3d. Clumber Kennels' Eaufrid. Bitches: 1st, with-
held; 2d, Henry Folger's Zilda; 3d, Hugh Falconer's Bess.

ST. BERNARDS.—Smooth—Challenge—1st. New York St. Ber-
nard Kennels' Hector.- Open— yo<?.s.- 1st.. New York St. Bernard Ken-
nels' Kingston Regent. Bitches: Isi and 2d. New Y^ork St. Bernard
Kennels' Republican Belle and Zenith; 3d, F. E. Lamb's Nun Nicer,

GREYHOUNDS.— Challenge — 1st, Hornell-Harmooy Kennels'
champion Harmony.—Open—Doj/s." 1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels'
Hszeltiurst; ad. Seaton Keiinels' Ranger : 3d, Mount Royal Ktnnels'
Elcho. Eesen*e, E H. Pense's Chester. B/tches: 1st, 0. L. Curtis's
CUo; 2d and 3d, withheld. High com., A. G. H. Luxcon's Bess.

BEAGLES.—Challenge—Equal 1st, HomeU-Harmony Kennels'
champion Roval Ki-iie^er and champion Uua; 2d. H. L. Kreuder's
champion Racer, Jr.—Open—Dor/s.- 1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels'
Tricotrin; 2d, C. L. ('uri.is's Ranger; 3d, H. L. Kreuder's Rov K.
Bitches: 1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Elf; 3d, H. L. Kreuder's
Fanny K. ; 3d, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Baby W. Reserve, C. L.
Curtis's Music. Very higb com., II. L. Kreuder's Emeline.—LTnder
12in.—1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Ava W.: 2d, F. P. RoDson's
Dot,

ENGLISH SETTERS.—I»0(/ii.- Ist, F. S. Brown's Edgemark; 2d. H.
Northwood's Benzine; 3d, Kmgston and Bancroft Kennels' Kent's
Rex. Yery high com., Kingston and Banerott Kennels' Grou=<e. and
Dr. and E. Hair's Sir Elward. Higti com., G. H. Allen's GIpu IL
Bitches: 1st. Kingston and Bancroft Kennels' Liberty IL; 3d, R. E.
Kent's Ruby K,; 3d, M. Switzer's Made—No\ice—1st' Kingston and
Bancroft Kennels' Kent's Rex; ;M. E. Sears's Sir Harold; 3d, John
Theobald's Young London. Very high com., G. H. Allen's Glen II.

IRISH SETTERS.—Z»osr.s; 1st, Seminole Kennels' Seminole: 21, M.
Flynn, Jr.'s Glen Jarvis: 3d, J. B. Walkem's Jock. Bitches: Isr.

Kingston and B.mcrofo Kennels' Josie D.: 2d, Seminole Kennels'
Am-ore.

GORDON SETTERS.—Challbnge—2>096'.- 1st and 2d, S. G. Dixon's
Leo B. and Ivanhoe. Bitches: 1st, S. G. Dixon's Duchess of Waverly,
—Open—Dogs: 1st, withheld; 2d, Geo. Fleet's Victor. Bitches: Is't.

Dr. L. G. Dixon's Lady Waverly. Com., Geo. Fleet's Bloom.

POINTERS.—Challenge—Under 55lbs.—Dogs.- 1st. W. H. Hy-
land's Pommery Sec. Bitches: ]sc, W. H. Hyland's Fan N.—Ovee
BSias.—1st. Robej-i, Leslie's etiampion .Bflle Randolph.--Open—,55lb3.

AKD OVEH—Dogs: Equal 1st. Kfiigalon and Baccroi'f Keniieis' King
Bow's Bow and W Lftd.\ ard'* I'empesl.—Usdeh 55lbs.—1st. W. H.
Hylaiid's Ossining; 2lI, Tnos. Brigg's Dash. Bitches: 1st, W. H. Hy-
land's Lady Graphic: -2.1, Tim Rigney's Floss.

GREAT DANES.—1st, Mouut Royal Kennels' Minerva's Fawn,
CLUMBER SPANIEI^. — Challenge — 1st, Glumt>er Kennels

champion Boss lll._OPEN-Dof/s.' 1st, G. B. Smart's Darby; Sd,

Lucy n. and Vic; 31, Clumber Kennels' Lady Joan.

f p^nV^Tr,F n^^^^K^W^?-'^^^^'"^^^--^''sent.-Opi:N-lst. withheld

;

1, CoL .lohn Campbell's Jack. '

T,-!?P2?i^^
SPANIELS. --CHALLENGE-lst, Andrew Laidlaw's cham

T nTiia^^o'A.^''' ^o?- P''"> ^'"'^ '^^ Obos.- Open- Cor/..; 1st. Ancrew
qr. T S1V^''-S"a^'^.'

Ai',C'eut a<jd Modem Spaniel KermeJs' Ohadiah;
ll'Z'if'*'?-

I^o^erlson's Rex. Very high com.. Co--i<rou'n CockerKennels; Tim Obo High com., F. H. Canningli.am's M ior. Bitches-

I'f;
Modern Spampi Kennels' I ^ay : 3d. Corkcown CockerKennels Dot Smirle; 3d. W. a. MeOuilr.gh s Vic. Reservf T H

bS.?? ^°r'''i?''' ^'V-?
'listi com., Alfred Gnddes's Obo g'.

•and S. D.G. suaw's Busy. High com.. T. McM. Robertson's KlossObo.-OTHER THAN BLACJi-ZUfAs: 1st. F. J. Leigh's Rules. Very
'^•^ Robertson's Jacco. Bitches: isfc, John Oram's

Tottie; 2d, Ancient and Modern Kennels' Low R.—No^^CE—Axv
?^^;°^~.Jl''',,-^"'^^?,°-L^°^,.^^°'^*^™ Kennels' 1 Siy; 21. John Onm'i
Tottie: 3d, \\ m, Gibb's Major. Reserrp. F. H. Cunningham's Cor-mne. Very high com., T. McK. Robertson's Rex Obo. High com.,
D. S. Roberts .n s Jacco, Corktowu Cocker Kennels' Wanda, and F.H. Cunningham's Major.

COLLIES.—Challenge -1st, Seminole Kennel's Roslyn Dandy.

-

VFEfi—Dogs: 1st. Swuinole Kennels' Rowdy; 31, Carl \. Ford'^ Bob-
?r '. ^-.^^ T^"o'.°''> ,

-^^C'es- I'f. Seminole Ksnuels' Cora
y^'.-^'^-, "ri*'^*^''^' Oldrieve's Sadie. High com., Wjlliam
Niclile s Bonnie Jean and A. G. H. Luxton's Eeta.

"

BULLDOGS -1st, Edwin A. Woodward's Bo'swam.
BULL-TERRIER.S.-Ist, W. C. Sneden's Watchful Wagtail; 3d. R.Wright s DuKe of WeUington

; Sd, A. Ingle's Baron II.

FOX-TERRIERS.—/Joffi-.- 1st, J. K. Macdonald's Plumptou Trunin-
2d. Henry Northwood's Painter; 3d. Ancient and Mo^Ip™ Kenr.,-ls'
Nobody's Child High com., John .L Bennett'.s Tupper Com Geo
Hansen's John Peel and Arden Kennels' Punch and ZigZig. Bitrlu's;
1st. T. G. Hooper's Fu-sle; 2d, G. S. Oldrieve's Dudley Slave; 3d, A.W Garrett s Fly. ^ ery high com.. ArdH.ii Kennels' Judy and Dot.High com., Arrlen Kennels Ladv Zig Zag. Com., A'-dcn Kenupls'
Arden Belle. W. G. McCullogh's Salhe. and Win Lpiirhs Vic —
No\^CE—Ist, V. G. Hooper's Fussie: 2d, Ancifutand Morle.ni K.

M. Oldrieve's Burlington Bu^, and Arden Kennels' Zig Zag Jr andLady Zig Zag. '

SKYE, DANDTE DINMONTS, ETC -Challenob -Ist, O. A. Shiner's
champion Sir Stafford (SkreJ.—Open—1st and 2d, G. J. Daniel's Val-
entine and Fan (Dandie Dinmonts).
BEDLINGNON TERRIERS.—1st, withheld; 2d, AUan Trobleeock's

Nettle.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-lst, A. E. Elmer's Grace: 3d, Miss
Lizzie Wright's Rochelle Scott.

KING CHARLES AND BLENBEIM SPANIELS.-ChAllenge-IsI
A. M. Goldsmith's Calumet Alice.—Open—Absent.

'

PUGS.—Challenge—Do;:/.s.- 1st, W. H. Crver's E^b Ivy. Reserve,
Seminole E^ennels' champion Treasure, rjitclies; 1st W U Cj'> er's
Bessie.—Open—Z)o(/s.- 1st. Miss M. Ballentiue' l urtis; 2(1, .Seminole
Kennel,'^' Kash. Jr.; 3d, W. H. Cryer's Fritz. Rflseive. J. I!i-oinwell'a
Sradford Rowdy. Very Ingh com., A. G. H. Luxton's Nigger.
htches: 1st and 2d. W. H. Oryer's Lady Victoria and Cribbage;" 3d,.Z?(iL.tco. Aotv ,y , Li. o'.ycic xjnuj ^lCLurlU uon vjriiioage;
Semi'lole Kennels" Pearl DeJardin. Com., J. T. C'atliu's Peggie.
F0XH0CND3.— 1st,, HorneU Harraony Kennels' Dan I ; ad. M.

Switzer's Bell; 31, A. K. Milne's Tuner. Reserve, R. Mllne'.s BeU.
Very high com., M. Switzer's (3railer.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS. — 1st, Hornell-Hai-mony Kennels'
Valdemir.
NEWFOUNDLANDS.—1st, J. A. Minnes's Czar.

MISCELLANEOUS.—Ist, R. G. Huntingdon's Jack Shepherd; 2d.
B. F. Lewi.s's Gill; 3d, F. F. Doll's Friday. Very high com , U. K
Rose's Dweller (Esquimaux). High com., A. R. Milne's Kathleen
(Yorkshu-e Tov).

SPECIALS.

inole; best Gordon in challenge class. Leo B.; best p'>infer
cl.iss. King Bow's Bow (2.1; best Clumber dog in ope.'. D.-irhy
best bitch, Lucy 11.: best field sjjaniel in. open c!a«!s. .r.T-k: be'sr.

cocker in challenge class, champion Rabbi; best ccUti- m oiien
class, Oban; best bitch. I Say (2); best coUte bitch in opeu class,
Cora 11. (3); best dog in open class, Roslyn rt'")wc!y; uesc fox-lerrier
in open class, Blemton Trmket; best fox-'terriej' m uovicf class, Fus-
sie; best Irish, Bedlmgton or Airedale terrier, Nellie : bPst black and
tan terrier in show, Grace; best toy spaniel, t.'nliimet Alice: best piig
in open class. Lady Victoria; best gr4i.t U me in coe show, Minerva's
Fawn; best in miscellaneous class. Jack Shep.ird (tk.io Ihoimd): best
kennel of fox-terriers, Arden Kennels; largest entrv ol fox-terners.
Arden Kennels; besopair of English setters, Kiu=r s Rex and Libertv
II ; best conditioned dog. divided between greyhound Ranger and
pointer King's Rex

THE HAMILTON SHOW.
rSpec/<(! to FoVRSl and Stream.^

HAMILTON, Ont., Sept. .S.—The Ilanjilton .show opened
this morning with as fine .'t class of dogs present as one

could wish. There are very few poor ones. The building
is excellently adapted for show, and Ppr;itts uew benching
is very effective. The tirrangements and the nnmagement
of the show excel anything I ever .saw. Ivverything goes
like clockwork, to the minute dial. There is a ver> repre-
sentative lot of fanciers present, among them Messrs' Wells,
Laidlaw, Nelles, Bell, Boggs, the two Lewises. Pritchaa d,

Mann, Naylor, Thomas, Luckwell, McDonald, Kirk, Mercer,
Haldenian, W^aters and many others.

Judging commenced at 2 P. M. in two rings. Anice crowd
attended all day, ana to-night the building is crammed.
Mr. Stewart and his lieutenants deserve great praise for
their intelligent hard work. The awards made to-day fol-

low:
Mastiffs.—Challenge, first, second and third, Whitney's

Ilford Chancellor, Caution's Own Daughter and Lady
Coleus. Open class, first, Whitney's Miss Caution; second,
Falconer's Mode; third, Massey's Minting Minor. Vhc.,
Forbes's Grimsby.

St. Bernards.—Challense, Reick's Hector. Open dogs,
first, Reick's Kingston Regent; second, GuiUot's Othello;
third. Peninsular Kennels' Caspar. Reserve, Pettersburgh
Don Phyllis. Bitches, first and second. Reick's Republican
Belle and Zenith; third, Pettersburgh Gleuisla. Reserve,
Lamb's Nun Nicer. Vhc, Tho npson's Lady Amber.
Great Danes.—Challenge, Wolverine Kennels' Favor.

Open class, first. Wolverine's Brutus; st^cond, Mills's Mino-
don's Fawn: third, Wolverine's Pascha. A^hc, Sanford's
Gelert.
Newfoundlands.—Second, Cloheey's Jumbo.
Wolfhounds.—Hendrie's Squchann.
(Treyhound.s.—Challenge, Purbeck's Gem of the Season,

Page's Maud Torrington. Open dogs, Purbeck's OmalTUS
and Pion's Pembroke, Seaton Kennels' Ranger. iSitches,

Purbeck's Lilly of Gainsboro and Bestwood Daisy. Others
no account.
Foxhounds.—Proper's Ranger and Stormer; first withheld.
Beagles.—Challenge, Rockland Kennels' Racer. Open

dogs, Rockland's Roy K., Campion's True Boy and Banjo.
Bitches, Breay's June, Rockland's Enimeline, Maybee's
Dainty. Reserve, Fanny K.
Pointers.—Challenge, Hyland's Pommery Sec and Fan N.,

Leslie's Belle Randolph. Open dogs, Hyland's Ossining,
Ledyard's Tempest. Bitches, Hyland's Lady Graphic,
Shaw's Phantom.
English Setters.—Challenge, Wells' Cambrano. Open

dogs, Brown's Edgemark, Wells' Romney, Boeg's Viscount.
Reserve, Bogg's Tony Gladstone. Vhc. Wells' Matane,
Northwood's Benzine. Bitches, Bogg'.s Victress Lewellln,
Hartman's Albert's Nellie, Lewis's Nia. Vhc, Wells'
Dinah C. He, Wells' Daphne.
Irish Setters — fipeii, dogs, first, Seminole Kennels' Semi-

nole: second, ijlendyue Kennels' Glen Jarvis; third, Semi-
nole Kennels' Eleo. Bitches, first, Buttersby Kennels'
Goldsmith ilaid: second, Campion's Bell. Vhc, Seminole
Kennels' Rose Paimerston,
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Gordon Sottprs.—ChalletiBre, Dixon's Ivanhne, Leo B, and
Duchess of Wavprlev. Onpn, dogs. Plett's Victor. Evans's
Grrdon: fir.st wif-hheld. Bitches. Dixon's Lady Waverley;
others withheld.

Irish Water Spfiniels.-—Second, Knox's Jack.
niumhers—Chall'^nL'e, Mercpr's Lady Brownie aud Boss

TIL Onen, dogs, Mercer's Johnny, Jr. Bitches, Mercer's
Lady Joan.
Field SpauiPls.—Challenge. Laidlaw'.s Bridford Gladys.

Onen, docs, fir.st. Laidlaw's Sampson; second, Nelles's

Brentford Mohawk; third, To^y.
Cor ker.').—dial Ipnse dogs, Luckwell's Black Duke, ISTpUcs'

Br.intfnrd Hed Jacket. BpH's Kins, of Ohos. Vbc, Laid-
law's B.»bbi. Bi+ches, Tyaidlaw's Miss Obo ir. and Bessie,

D. Tmckwell's Pharoub's Sister. Oppn, black dogs. Luck-
well's Blark Dnfferin, Laidlaw's Oban, Bell's Obadiah.
Tho., O'NeiH's Snort. He. Laidlaw's Brock. Bitches,
Bell's TS^.qy, Nellys' Flirt. Luckwell's Jealousy. Reserve,
Neiles' Tnp*v, Vhc, Laidlaw's Clio. S'^arle's Topsy. T^ick-

well'« Woodland Susie. Other color docjs, Laidlaw's Bam-
ho. Nelles' Bratitfnr<l Bed Man. Bitches, Nelle.s' Bed Rid-
ins-hood. MncDooald's Gvp=:v Qnppu, Lnidlaw's Lady of

Lp^-rning. YWc, Brantt'ord Dolly Varden.
Pua-».—Oballena-e, Ci-rer's Bob Ivv and B'^ssie. Seminole's

Cassino. Oopn doas, Eberb.'->rf ^^ C-i^hipv, Ballentine's Cur-
tis. Lpp's Fri^z, R°sprvp. Luxlon's liamey. Vhc, Semi-
nole's Kash, Jr. Bitches, Howard Bros.' Satan, Eherb art's

Mable E. and Fanny K. Reserve. Kberhart's Pegory Pride.
Vhc. Cryer's Crlbb'age and Lady Victoria. Avtrard's are in
order named.

DOG CHAT.
SINCE the prize list was issued the committee of the Ot-
,^ tawa bench show have received a number of special
nri'zps rallying- from sSto^SlOfor the best in the principal
brepds. Thp Association offers a CTip, value $2Q, for the be.st

collection of soortinec dogs. Several valuable pictures are
akso ofppred. A class has also been made for harriprs. and
more specials are expected. Entries close Sept. 32. We have
not space to enumerate all the particulars of the specials,

but they will be found in the catalogues at the proper time.

A letter from Mr, Ross A. Smith informs us that Mr. H.
W. L^cy has been cho.sen to judge all classes at Charleston,
S- C, in January next. Mr. Geo, O. Brown will judge the
poultry for the seventh yeir in succession. We mlgrht as
well take this opportunity to state that this will he Mr.
Lacy's last appearance in a"judicial capacity for the present
,at any American shows, as he finds that judging interferes
moi-e'or less with his position as kennel editor of the FOR-
EST AND Stream, handicapping him in his reports to an
extent that for the best interests of the paper is not
deemed advisable. The position of judtre is not one that has
any charms for us. though wethaiik all exhibitors for the
uniform kindness and courtesy we have received even though
we did make mistakes now and thpn.

Mr. Geo. Thomas arrived in Boston at last, on the Bostou-
ian, Sept. 1, after a rough passage of ten days, but under
this exnerieneed doaraan~s care his team of dogs landed in
fairly good shape, althouidh they have been rattled around
too manv of the English shows this summer. We have keot
our readers posted as to the names of Mr. Purbeck's and
Mr. Syraonds's new purchases, their winnings, and those of
the dogs Mr, Thomas took over with him, so it is useless to
recapitulate. The bull -terrier Streathara Monaj'ch was
among the new arrivals.

Que of our best collie bitches, Roslvn Dolly, owned by the
Chestnut Hill Kennels, and which did so well at New York
.show, has returned from her visit to England and Gladdie.

Mr. Krehl's report in the English Stock-Keeper of the Bel-
gium show, is .admirable as a piece of descriptive writing,
and must prove vpiy interesting to English readers. The
way the Germa,u judge Flerr Brandt went about his duties
would please even our exacting friend Dr. Mills. Herr
Brandt had a table in the ring on which he deposited his
writing materials, etc. He judged sitting, and by his side
sat his ring steward, whom he for the occasion transformed
into a secretary or reporter. E.ich dos in his class had to
enter singly, and to walk up and down in front of the judge,
who .spoke his mind aloiid (a la Wise), which tlip rang
steward had to write down. To an Englishman's quick
methods, L. P. C, Astley for instance, this must have .seemed
very amusing.

Stock-Keeper says: "We thought we had learned most of
the 'fakemputs' of the show ring, but we learned a new
wrioKle at Jersey. The rules declared for plain collars. A
big dog, with an engraved plate on his collar, appeared in
the ring with the plate entirely covered with a strip of
postage stamp margin. Live and learn."

Napoleon Jack, one of the most noted "business" dogs in
this country, and a dog with an internatiooal reputation,
died in San Francisco, Aug. 27. He was whelped in 1878,
His having won numerous prizes at bench snows is our
excuse for mentioning the death of a dog which gained his
honors outside the pale of the law. He won at the big show
at New Orleans in 1883, at Pittsburgh in 1887, and five spe-
cials at San Fraucisco in 1891. He is to be stuffed, and $500
has been paid by a New York museum for his ".set up."

Dr. Gray, of Rochester, N. Y., who has virtually retired
from exhibiting collies, says he has a collie called Hake
which is entirely white, with the exception of the tip of one
ear. He will show it at the next New York show.

Dr. tiuinn, of ITtica, N. Y., who has owned one or two
good winning collies, is doing good work in the interest of
the pure bred collies among the farmers about Utica by dis-
tributing pups, giving away five to ten every year. This
is a good idea and is bouad to improve the farcaer's dog.

It was the first time little Bessie had ever seen a snake,
and as it writhed along she ran into the house bi-eathless
with her discovery. "Oh, mamma, come quick!'' she cried.
"Here's a tail out here waggiog without any dog."

—

Bnlti-
m ore American.

From all accounts the Hamilton show will be a busy one,
as many well known dogmen will be there, and its' close
proximity to Toronto will interest the fanciers of the Queen
City as well. The classes have filled splendidly coosideriug
the comparatively limited amount of prize money offered,
for the latter tells in a dog show, say what one will about
judges, and brings the good dogs in the care of those who
are intent on the nimble dollar. Mr Stewart has worked
hard in the interest of the club and show and deserves suc-
cess.

Mr. Frank Dole's "South African poodle," according to
Canadian papers, was an object of interest to the Kingston-
ians. All the same, it struck us as being remarkably like
the usual .sort of black poodle.

If, in picking out, a dog, .vou select one that barks, under
the impression that "Barking dogs do not bite," you are
liable to bo deceived. Of course, a bn-king dog does not
bite, because he cinnot bite while he barks; but he may bite
after or before he barks. Remembey this i n picking oi.it a
dog.

It is a peculiar coincidence that the two breeders of Irish

setters who have the last year or so been most active in ex-
tolling the merits of their dogs, and have been, as it were,
at daggers drawn in consequence, should fall out of the
Irish setter ranks about the same time The news comes to

us that Mr. Covert, who had succeeded in getting together
a good kennel of this breed, notably in his purchases of

Elcbo, Jr., Blue Bock, Tearaway, etc., has made an assign-
ment. Mr. Naylor, our infovmaot, should have taken the
Ki Harney Kennel dogs to Kingston, and all arrangements
were made, and he, understanding they were entered, made
his arrangements with others accordingly, but found to his
cost that the dogs were securely tied up by the biw when he
wanted them for Kingston. This left Mr. Naylor with
rather a weak string. It is to be hoped that Mr. Covert's
emhaiTassment is only temporary, but it is an ill wind that
blows no one any good, and the dispersal of this kennel will
afford fanciers an opportunity to secure some good breeding
and field stock.

The editor of our Philadelohia contemporary should read
the rules in the premium list of the Kingston show before
calling us over the coals for aiTiving on Wednesday at the
hhow. It says distinctly "Judging will commence promptly
Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock." There was no need for
friend Haldeman to take that anxious journey across the
troubled waters in such a hurry.

The dog show at Toronto bids fair to excel every effort so
far made by the Queen City in this direction. Through the
energy and ability of Mr. Stone as an organizer, aided by
the liberal prizes oft'ered, a splendid entry has been secured.
The entries closed on the 39th with r)71, an increase of 100

over that of last year. The number in each class is as follows;
MastiiTs 18, rough -coated St. Bernards 5i. smooth-coated
St. Bernards S, bloodhounds 3, Newfoundlands 3, great
Danes 17, Russian wolfhounds (or Barzois) 3, deerhounds 4,

greyhounds 32, English foxhounds 4, American foxhounds 7,

"barriers 5, pointers .23, English setters 39, Irish setters 29,

black and tan or Gordon setters 39, collies 41, bulldogs 3,

bull-terriers 21, poodles 2, Clumbers 6, field spaniels 13,

cockers 70, dachshunde 7, beagles 15, fox-terriers 47, Irish
terriers 5, Dandie Dinmonts 7, Bedlingtous 7, Skye terriers

1, black and tan terriers 16. Yorkshires 6, toy terriers 2, pugs
20, King Charles spaniels 6, Blenheim and Prince Charles
2, toy .spaniels 5, miscellaneous class 4,

Secretary F. R. Carsvvell writes of the Wilmington Pair
Dog Show: Our entries closed with a list of 127, a very
large number considering the small amount of the pt-piniums,
the small number of classes and the fact that our premium
lists were out only eight days before closing the entrie.s. Mr.
E. Bardoe Elliott will judge all classes. I think our entries
are equal to, if not above, the average in quality.

After a brief rest another circuit of bench shows is upon
us. Only he who is compelled to follow up each one knows
how wearisome they become towards the end. Canada,
however, affords in the fall a pleasant change, for there we
meet a different class of dogs and another set of men, the
latter ou the whole more doggily inbred, if we may use such
a term, than their American cousins. Nearly every young
business man has a dog and this is generally allowed to fol-

low wherever he may go, into his place of l)usiness be it bank
or ofiice, and the dog seems as joyful as his master when lunch
or clcsing hour comes.

The journey to Kingston show, which was the first on the
roll of"Canadian shows, was a most enjoyable one. A night's
run from New York to Cape Vincent, with plenty of time for
breakfast, found us landed at the station wharf where we
bid adieu to American soil and taking the steamer Maud, a
delightful sail from Lake Outario across the mouth of the
grt-at St, I/Swrcnce afforded ample opportunities to get a few
snap shots with the "Hawkeye." Skirting along past
Wolfe Island and the "lone fishermen'' intent on making a
record with the giant mascalonge that sekhnu hooks him-
self, the Bay of Quinte is reached, ou the further side of
which the beautituUy situated city of Kingston is seen flash-

ing in the morning sun. At first sight it seems like some
foreign city with its old-fashioned homes, red roofs, domes
and towers. Old Poi't Henry, long outlived its usefulness, is

an object of interest as we move slowly up to the dock, and
the waiting cabbies with their "Washiogtoniau" looking old
carriages somehow give an old world flavor to the morning
air. We. have not time to moralize, however, and are soori

shaking hands with Mr. Corbett, the secretary of the King-
ston show, and the rest of the boys, among whom we find
spveral well-known faces, Messrs, Wixom, Naylor, Halde-
man, Lewis, Connor, Mann, etc , of the Americans; Prescott.
Oldrieve, Bell, Geddes, Dr. Mills, of the Canadians. This
means that there will be some dogs known to fame at any
rite. .Judging had commenced in the setter and pointer
classes as we wired in last week's issue. At 2 P. Al, Mr,
Lacy took hold of his classes and finished that evening, ex-
cepting a few specials which were left till next morning.
The number of dogs benched was 192, but as there were
several novice classes with numbers carried on, the total was
220. We are very sorry the show was not better attended by
the townspeople, but those we did see represented some of
the best people in the town, and, had the building been
nearer the city the show would no doubt have been better
patronized, as the admis.sion was only a quarter.

Dr. Mills had his first turn at judging, and if he did not
always get the best dog first it was from no lack of con.scien-

tious and painstaking endeavor, as the way he made the dogs
move and the length of time he kept it up was a revelation
to some of the old rounders who think a toddle once up and
down the ring quite enough to show whether the dog can
move or not This delays the judging considerably, and
does not serve any practical purpose that we can perceive,
still every man is entitled to his own way of arriving at his
conclusions. There is little more to say about the show ex-
cepting that the Forest AND Stream mademany pleasant ac-
quaintances and we must thank Messrs. Corbett, Kent and
friend Shaw for their kind courtesies during our visit.

The special prize given by Dr. Mills for the dog "showing
the best musciilar development and in the best condition" is

not one that is calculated to become popular among judges.
It is a troublesome thing to judge, for there is muscle and
muscle, and what may be condition in one dog may not be
suflicient in another, and to define the status makes the dif-

ficulty, A terrier all nerves and excitement may show a
degree of hardness and condition that to the inexperienced
will surpass that of a greyhound in comparison, a dog
naturally, unless aroused, of a placid and, if we may use the
term, a relaxed condition. This we took into consideration
in judging between the Skye Sir Stafford and the grey-
hound Ranger, whose muscular development was admirable.

Mr. A. E. Elmei', of Kingston, purchased the black and
tan terrier Rochelle Scot, by Dick out of Meersbrook Maiden,
that took .second prize at the Kingston show, from his owner,
Miss Wright, of Toronto-

Toronto papers say that the Toronto Kennel Club has
abandoned the idea of giving a banquet at the coming show.

If it were not a serious matter for Mr. Mercer, bia con-
'

tinned ill luck almost makes one smile. Now we hear that
just as he Avas get ting batter of Ins bad fall, it was thought I

a drive would do him good. He started, with a friend, when
j

some of the harness came loose and startled the horse. It
ran away. First the fore wheels, then thehind ones left the
body of the wagon; still they held on and eventually came
to a" standstill. Naturally the excitement and the walk the
accident entailed, ha^ laid" "Clumber" up again, but Toronto
.show looms up in the distance as an incentive to a hasty
recovery.

Lord Bute, the Menthon Kennels' new St. Bernard, ar-

rived in this port last Tue.sday. With him carae Geraldine.

Mr, Reick .has sold the St. Pernard champion Hector to
Mr, Peters, of Shelby, Ohio.

To Mr. Hubert G. Nichols we are indebted for a picture of
his noted Great Dane Melac, one of the best Great Danes
yet seen in America. The picture, however, hardly does
this grand dog justice, giving no Intimation of his grand
size and excellent symmetry.

We draw the attention of those interested in the field

trials to the advertisement of the Eastern Field Trials Club
in this issue. Good money is offered and we trust the entry
list will fill accordingly All signs point to very succe.ssful
field trials this year, judging from what we hear and the
increased interest taken by sportsmen in the different events,

*"Di.«cipulus" writes interestingly on collies in the Illm-
tratecl Sporting and DrmnatiG NC'im. In speaking of the
uncertainty of some collies' tempers, he says, "Perhaps the
blood of the Highland freebooter mingles with that of the
Highland collie, and springs out at intervals in sudden gusts
of wild paroxysms." On .Scottish drovers, who are said to
be so devoted to their sheepdogs, he says: "If these men
will not part for untold .-uras with their favorite .sheepdogs
(which I misdoubt in these days of perpetual trafficking),

they nevertheless are exceeding hard on any animal that
comes to harm, I have in my niind a splendid dog, and one
which survived for years afterward, found in a quarry where
it had been thrown by its relentless master. It had met with
an accident and broken its leg, being at that time far from
home; so its owner threw it down the pit, hoping to kill it in

its fall. But the collie was not killed, and was found and
rescued by its discoverti-s, and survivfd, lame, but still

beautiful, for many a year," In another part, "As a com-
rade human in sympathy, marvelous in beauty and mental
intelligence, commend me, in the recesses of a wild country
home, to the companionship of the collie."

A touching story is related in Fanciers' Gazette of a boat-
ixian living at Gateshead who wa.s brought into the New-
castle Infirmary suffering from injuries caused by being run
over by a wagon. The unfortunate man died an hour and
a half after admission to the institution. He was followed
to the infirmary by a St. Bernard dog, presumal>ly his own.
The animal followed the man into the room where patients
are received, and looked on anxiously whi le the doctors were
attending to the poor fellow's injuries. On the removal of
the man to one of the wards the animal persisted in follow-
ing. Hb waited by his master till his death, and then fol-

lowed the body as it was being removed to the deadhouse,
where the men had some difficulty in keeping the animal
out till the door was closed

.

MR. HACKE'S BARZOIS,—It is the custom to speak of
"the good ship" Helvetia, but I can hardly do it, since after
a long voyage she lay out in the harbor for over a week un-
able to get to the wharf, thereby causing Mr, Hacke's dogs
to be delivered to Messrs. Spratts in a most undp.sirable con-
dition, Three of them died en route from St. Petersburg,
and one or two more look as if they would soon leave for the
land where little bunting is done as a rule It would be
hardly worth while to go into a detailed description of them
now, as they will soon be before the public, I hope, and then
the papers will have full reports of them. In this kennel,
which was bought from the titled chap c died by those who
not long since were serfs "Mis Imperial Highness the Grand
Duke George Michaelovitch of Michalofka," I saw one or
two specimens that struck me as being very fair, and when
they get well conditioned they should do some winning on
the bench, I greatly regretted to see quite a xjrevalence of
"out at the elbow" sort, but hope they will straighten their
"pins" as they grow stronger, and so improve their "stand-
ing." Mr. Hacke has some fourteen other Barzois soon
coming over, and I cannot but admire the man who has the
pluck to send 6,000 miles for his dogs, which fact has earned
for him the widespread name of tlie greatest enthusiast of
the breed in America, I wa.s more than pleased at the clean-
liness that was everywhere to be noticed at the kennels and
the health of the 70 dogs now being boarded there; and being
fed on Spratts biscuits speaks volumes for the value of Mr,
John Brett's services and the biscuits as feed. "The proof
of the pudding is in chewing the strina-," which fully con-
vinces me that a better place to send one's dogs dues not ex-
ist than down at Messrs. Spratts' at Northvale, N. J.^ and
in the care of John Brett.—H.

MR. KEASBEY'S SPANIELS.—Nevy York, Sept. 5.—
Editor Forest and Stream: Only a week ago I wrote you
of the death of Saybi-ook I/ass. I now have word of the
death of two more of my field spaniel bitches, champion
Lady (winner of silver cup in Boston, '91) and Saybrook
Dolly (seven firsts last spring). These were my be.st, in fact
about all I had, as I did not succeed in getting any jmpples.
I now have Beverley Nigits, I only hope he will "not be at-
tacked in the same way. I have no idea what the trouble
was, as the dogs had the best of care and were only sick a
short time. It is needless to say that Beverley will b"e taken
away from my place at New London at once.

—

Rowland
P. Keaslet.

CINCINNATI SHOW.—The dates .selected for the dog
show given by the Ohio Humane .Saciety, of Cincinnati, are
Oct. 14 to 17. It will be a success as prospects are flattering.
Entries close Oct 3. Entry fee is $1 for first and 50 cents for
each additional dog. Our list of special prizes is very large,
and many of them valuable prizes. For premium lists, etc,
address. Ah. G. Eberhaet, superintendent, 3 East 4th street,
Cincinnati, Ohio^

KENNEL NOTES-
Kennel Notes are laaerted witbout charge; and blaubg

({aralahed free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent fr^e on application.

BerTreJey Imu. By M. A, Viti, Philadflpbia, Pa., for white,
black ear, fox-terrier dog, whelpsd July 14, 1H91, by Tack oat of
Ladv Berkeley.
Taclder and Victoria. By M. A. Viti, Philadelpbia. Pa., for

white, black and tan head, sm-ill black spot on stern and rail, fox-
terrier dog and bitch, whelped July 14, 1891, by TacK out of Lady
Berkeley.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent fiea on application.

Baldina II -VisruHiU. J. B. Duffv'.s ( Wasbir.gtoTi, D. C.) Eng.
lisii siitrer bnnh Rildina II. (Dan Bangor—Baldina) to Mt. Wash-
inein.i Kennels' Vpcoiini. Aug. 15

Liiiii Li.- Vi.st'oinil. Jf5s- McMighf.s (Pittsburgh, Pa.) English
setter bitch Lilly R. l(^ lMli^JtoIle's Goy—Flame) to Mt. Washington
K^nripls' Yi<coun' . Autr. -It

Elsie H.—Iuehiquin. J .T. Scaulau's Irish sct(pr bitch Elsie H.
(Elcho, Jr.—Magiiie H.) to iiis Inctuquin. Aug. 24.
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Mima Mia—Pedro, M. Thorn's (Raltitnare. ) great Dane
bi-eh Mmt n Mi^ (Moreau—Selina) to J. H. H. Maenner'a Pedro
{Meii'or—M-UHIV3). Auk. 11.

Bella— VarJro. J. H. H. Maennpr's (BBltitn^re.Md.) great Dane
tiMcti Rirlla (Hasdrubal-FJora; to his Pedro (Mentor—Minerva),
Aus? 18.

Atlanta—Pedro J. H. H. Alaemet's (Baltimore, Md.) great
Dane nitch AtlaDti (Hannibal—Minca Mia) to his Pedro (Mentor—MiTiPrvn). Aug. 25.

Minm-jS'Jeloc. J. H. H. Maeuner's (Baltimore, Md.) great Dune
Wtcb Mi»ca (Cfflsar L' r(i—Sebatck) to H. G, Nichols's Melac
(Mnrean—Mnu'S) Aug. 28.

Bell—Roy K. Gc. Laick's (Tarrytown, N.Y) beagle Mtch Dell
(RNnv-r—uorrinO to H. L. Kreuder's Roy K. (Rattler III.—Dora),
JuIt 19.

Pe^irl—Roy K O. Lalrli's (Tarrytown, N. Y.) beagle bitch Pearl
(T ailf r ll.-Snot) to H. L. Kreuder's Roy K. (Rattler III.—Dora),
Au?. 18.

Waidine'-B.imaciiport''K Zaenltcr. Philip Conrad's (Hartford,
O 'nD.) ilacbshunfi uitch Waldine to Wm. Loeffler's Hundeaport's
Za^nker, Aug. 34.

WHELPS.
Preparert Blnnbe sent free on application.

Sara Bernhardt. Eb'^'harr Pus Kem'els' (Ciucinnati. O.) pug
hit"b Sara B rnhardt (Lord R-^gp herry—Cora), Aiig. 31, live (three
doffp). Spokane (^hHUiDion K'isb—Lady Th"ra).
LndyBerlcaeu. M. A. Vlti's (Philadelphia, Pa ) fox-terrier bitch

L'xiy Berkeley, July ll, three (four dog=), by Geo. R. Preston's
T'cV.
Music. Goo. Lfii-k's (Tarrytown, N. Y ) beagle bitch Muoic

Dand-—Dianti), July 3, five (four dogs), by his Laick's Rattler
(C h iriop Uo''—Oa releps).
JMisy. F Larkin, Jr.'s (Sing Sing, N.Y.) Irish setter bitch Daisv

(ohainDt'in Tim -Rpd Belle), Ana:. 5, eleven (six dogs), by John J.
S< HTil»r 'g It cliiquin (cbancpir n Shandon 11.—lona).
EazelnutlL John J. Scar lan',^ (Fall River, Mass,) Irish setter

bllcn Hazelnut II., Aug. 34, seven (live dogs), by his Inchiquin.

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Tim-EMe H. lohclp. Rpd Irish setter dog, whelppd July 3, 1891,
by John J. Scanlan, Fall River, Mass., to F. S. Ward, Oxmoor,
Ala.
Iiirhiquin—Jessie whelp. Red Irish dog, whelped April 19, 1891.

h^ John J. Scanlan, Fall River, Mass., to G. N. Stiekney, Boston

Tarnoc^: El>ia. Tan and white pointer bitch, by F. E. Atkins,
Watt-rbury. Vt.. to H. D. Brown, same lolace; also 10 pups now
with hi ch. S dogs.
Emcne—Lady Melirille 'whclp. White bull-terrier bitc^, whelped

Ju ^ 19. 1891, by F. VV. MouIlou, Washington, D. C„ to R. C. Hyatt,
sam ^ nl- c^.
Onawa. Liver and white ticked pointer dog, whelped May 5,

1891 hy TriTiket's Binu out of Ju^o Kmg Don, bv J. A. Herthei',
HnnfvillP, Mo., to C. D. Roberts. Des er, Me.
Ben &rap7iic. Lemon and white pnioter dog, whelped Dec. 30

lf9J, h\ Ben Adhem out of Ro^e Graphic, by CD. Roberts, Dex-
le'. Me., to ^. L. Barry. Portland. Me
Ino. Red Irish setter bitch, by C. D. Roberts, Dexter, Me., to L.

B. Hamilton, Sedalia, Mo.
Proctor Knott. Pawn png d^g, by Eberhai-t Pug Kennels, Cin-

cin'ian O., lo F. MiUvard, samp place.
Ka-ili II. P'awn pug dog, whelped June 16. 18'*9. by champion

Kaab out of Z=idie. Oi Eberhari Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., to W.
E n liins. evada, M
Trixie. Fawn pug bitch, by Eberhart Pag Kennels, Cincinnati,

O., to F, Milsvard, same p ace.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering que.'stinm undpr this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will he ansivered hy Dr. T G.
Sherwood a membsr of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communieations referring to other matters connected iMh Kennel
Ma^nayement and dogs luiil receive careful attcnUvn.

Tamafack.—1. What is the extended pediurree of the English
beaelch Driver and Queen, said to he imported by E. S. Dodd, of
Ohio; bred by Ringempr's Kennele. England? 3. When was True
(beagle) vvh<-lped? His number is 19 499. Aus. 1. We can find no
trace oi Driver or Queen m the English Kennel Club Stud Book.
2. There is no beagle with that number in either American or
English stud books.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
THE CREEDMOOR MEETING.

Creedmook, L- I.—The nineteenth annual meeting of the Na-
tional It A-sociation struck its usual streak of bid weather,
th ugh luck ly n"t much of it- The attendance was not very
large and the list of entries not a very extended one. There were
small growls at minor points, and the Association seems to keep
upi s lufk of giving uninterded offea^e to out-of-town contest-
aufs. This timn it was the WdShinarton, D. C, team whose mem-
bers feel that they were handicapped by the New York team
making use, as wa'« allegpd by the visitors, of R^mingtou arms
with sp -cial qtnck-twiat barrels; also loading with ammunition
which did not come up to thp r' quirpmeut of havine the bullet
seared flrm'y in th« shell for a distance of at least equil to two-
thirds the diameter of the hore. No protest, however, was lodged,
and the nbiection took the shape of talk only. On the part of the
New York team the points of objection were declared not well
founded. The record of the meeting stands:
Sept. I —The great national shooting ground at Creedmoor never

looked tiner m the twenty vears of it existence than to-3ay, w'len
the nineteenth annual fall prize meeting of the National Rifle
Association of America was bi^gun. Although the improvements
undertiken since the range came into possession of the State
wet'f not altog. ther completed, the grounds were in the best pos-
sible condition for the accommodation of the throngs of shooting
m^n which had been confidently counted upon.
Only in respect of the attendance was there anything to put a

damper nn the success of the opening day of the meeting. Of
actual individuals thn count showed considerably fewer than 100
to be present and taking part in the marches. But these made up
in great measure tor lack of numbers by the persistence with
wb'ch they patronized the several matches and tne extent of the
re-entrits made by tnem. which face sensibly swelled the receipts
of the Association. Save for the matter of light the day was an
almost pprfect one in the estimation of the snooting men.
S'x matches wei'p begun, but only one was finished. That was

the ma'ch for the Wimhledon cud, and it was again won by t he
vptersn marksman. Major H. S. Gaus, who has held it since 1889.

H" has I ow won it, three times in success''on.
.'"''cpt. ^ —Sever.il hundred marksman attended the second day,

but ih crowd was not as large as expected. The little regiment
of m^irksmen who were presrint, however, bad a jolly time The
sun shone clear, and there was a slight breeze, which, fortunately
for tne ohmtpip, blew almost direct on i he targets. Old marks-
men deplorfd the lack of interest taken in these matches. They
talk regretfullv of the time, several years ago, when the green
fields around were white with tents of visiting teams, while every
target on the whole range wa« in demand. There were many idle
targets yesterday, while the few marksmen and spectators were
almost lost on the big green field. Shooting began sQortly after
9 o'clock, and tor the remainder of the day there was an almost
uninterrupted cracking of rifles.

Tne only match that was finished yesterday was the Judd match,
in whlfti the Remington 50cal. S'ate model or the LTnired States
Spr ngfleld r fles are used. Tne distance is 200yds., and the stand-
ing p sition is the only one that is allowed. The best two rounds,
of 7 •=hot8 each, entitle the shooter to a mantel clock worth §50.
I"- was won by G. W. Lotz, of the 32d Regiment, with tio points out
of the possible 70.

Tq*- ISih R-aiment team lost the use of one of its hest men, one
of the best markbirien on the range, about three weeks ago. This
man is John Corrie, and he was crppled by the accidental ex-
plosion of a shell which he was loading in the 13ch Regiment
armory. 1'., tore away the little finger and a great part of his left
hand. H' can u^w bold a gun w'th his right arm only, and can-
not, therefore, enter any of 'he big matches with his team, unless
he is allowed, as a sppclal coitcession, to sit down.

Ds.'^pi e hiainjurv, he carue to the range yesterday and entered
the .iJteward match. Tnls is the only one he can shoot in, as the
rules allow him to sit in this ma eh. His shooting wa'; wonderful,
aiid was commented on bv aU who watched him. He manipulated
a-Bd shot his piece with one band, and his position was most un-

comfort9ble. His wounded arm is in his way, and he cannot use
It tor support. Yet he rolled up an excellent score, and, eonsider-
'ng his condition, his shooting was certainly the best on the range
ypsterdav. His scores, each sr-orp hping made up of five shots
fired at SCOyds. range, wpre 23, 23, 2.3 32. 24 These scores are ahout
as good as anv that have been made so far in this match.An Impromptu match at 200yd8. between Gen. Robbins and
Barney Walther attracted considerable attention. Waltber is an
old hand at rifle shooMng and so is the General. A discussion as
to the relativpskiil of mill'ary and citizen riflemen resulted in a
challenge bv Walther to shoot against the General for a qu«rt
bottle ot ch.-impasne. The General susrgested that the stakes
should be a whole basket of the sporkling fluid, but Walttier in-
sisted that one bottle was a sufBcient incentive. Each fired

5

shots, Walther made 21, beating Gen. Robbins by 3 points.
Sept. 3.— A fickle fish-tail wind played tricks on the marksmen

who attended the third day's contests of the National Rifle Asso-
ciation. The poor attendance which ruarked the opening day
continued.

It was a hard day for shooting, both on account of wind and
light. The rain held of¥, but the wind was one of the most trving
that had been encottn'ered on the range in a good man v seasons.
In consequence the shooting at the SCOyds. range, while of fair
averatre merit, was far bplow what the marksmen entered in the
comnetition were capable of accomplishing.

Navy who wa= to enjoy the distinction of holding the pl^ce of
champion marki^man of the combined services for the coming
twelvemonth. The mat^h enlisted forty-eight entries, and was
hoflv contested throughout.
Much interest was also displayed in the Barnev Walther team

mutch. Five teams competed in it on Wednesd"<iv. when team
No. 1 of the New York Rifle Club made a total of iSl. Firing in
this contest began about 11 o'clock with the three Pettier Rifle
Club teams at the butts. Team No. 1 was captained by Barney
Walther. He wore a little white cap several sizes too small for
him. This the genial shooter declared at the outset to he a mascot
cap with unusual powers. For some reason unexphiupd the cap
lost its "rooting" qualities late in the day, and team No. 2 stepped
in and won first prize by a total snore of 190. Team No. 1 was in
second place and the other Zettler team scooped the third prize.
The Zettlers, therefore, "cleaned the hoard" in this contest. Tne
score of the third team was 184, one point more than the highest
score made hy team No. 1 of the New Yor k Rifle Club. Uus Zim-
merman was one of team No. 3 of the Zetllers.
It was expected th - 1 somp big scores would be made in the Tif-

fany match, as Gna Z'mmerman put in an appearance. Mr. Zim-
merman made 142 in this match last year, and won the Ttft'any
trophy. He has been suffering from rheumatism 'iiis year, how-
ever, and his threp best strings aggreuated only 133. T.J. Dolan
leads in this event with two 45s and a Ki. "Pretty high throwin',"
as one ef the colored boys said when he heard the score. He was
relieved when told that the numbers wei e not scored with dice.
Sept. 4.—To-day was National Guard day at Creedmoor. and the

honors were taken by the Twent?-' bird Regiment, of Brooklyn,
which won the Si'ate match against the s'rong shootmg teams of
the Seventh. Twelfth, Thirteenth and Twenty-second regiments.
In the Second Brigade competition the team of "Ours," as was ex-
pected, added another to its uninterrupted spries of victories in
that match, a series extending from the dite of the opening of
Creedmoor in 1873 to the present time. Very many spectators
viewed the shooting, the number of visitors to the range being
greaier than on any previous day of the current meeting.
The State match is the princ'pal event of the military shooting

year, and is fought with great skill and pertinacity on the pwt of
fhn pxperts who are put forward as the champions of their re-
spective organizations.
To-iiay's fight proved no exception to the rule, the contest

heing even more spirited, if that were possible, than is custom-
ary. This circumstance was largely due to the fact that the
Twelfth Regiment team was expected to push the leadArs closely
for the first place, while the tpam of the Thirtpenth was an un-
certain quartity which had better than a fighting chance for
front position. The day was a fairly comfortable one for the
shootprs, and especially so for the spectators. It was bright and
cheerful, with a strong but steady light, and a breeze which held
fairlv steady and gave but little trouble.
Sept. 5.—The big rifle matches of the National Rifle Association,

wuieh were begun on the State Range at Creedmoor on Tuesday,
were finished to-day under great disadvantages. Rain poured in
torrents during the morning, saturating the ground and the
scattered marksmen who were trying to find the bullseyes on
the distant targets. About noon the rain cleared off. but the
clouds still hung low. Tlien a flcklp wind began to blow across
the range in fits and starts that puzzled the marksmen, and
caused more than one well-aimed bullet to bring up on the outside
rim of the bullseye.
No' withstanding the fact that the day was one of the most un-

favorable known at Creedmoor this season, the number of
sightseers was very large, and interest in the outcome of thp con-
tent was great. The first of the matches vvas called at 9 o'clock
in the m irning, but the first two men liad hardly begun their
scores when the rain descended in torrents, compelling a cassa-
tion of the shooting for almost an hour.
The New York State team had been selected by the General

Inspector of Rifla Practice of the Stale, Gen. Cha.a. F. Robbins,
and included seven members of the team of the Twenty-third
Regiment, two of the Seveurh and two of the Twelfth, all selected
without regard to their team affiliations, and one member of the
^tate at large, tiie venerable D. H. Ogden of the Twentieth Sepa-
rate Company, infantry.

It was a great day for New Yorkers in more senses than one.
They won both matches, and that, too, on the new .500 and 600yds.
ranges recently bought and fitted up by the State at a cost of
S35 000. These ranges were used for the first time in the inter-
State military match and the match for the Hilton trophy. The
New York boys piled up some good scores on thesp ranges, Lieut.
(t. F. Hamlin making 7 straight bullseyes on the 500yds. range in
the team contest for the Hilton trophy.
The new ranges are on the left band side of the field. Ou the

targets on the right of the field the continuous matches were et'll
in progress. Scattered shots came up from these ranges all day
as ambitious prize winners struggled to increase their scores. In-
terest of the day centered in the two big matches, the Hill on
trophy and the inter-State military. The Washington team and
the Npw^ York team were the only contestants for these matches.
The Washington team was composed of fine, soldierly men, all
crack marksmpn. They were all equipped witb the regulation
army Springfield rifle and used regulation ammunition, as dealt
out to tliem at their armory.
Before the contest opened Gen. Albert Ordway, Commander of

the National Guard of the District of Columbia, protested
againsr the equipment of the New York team. The Washington
ipam claims the New York 'earn shot with a special quick-twist
Remington rifle and also with soecially prepared atumunition.
They say the New York team's ammunition ^vas sd' cially loaded
for the contest and that each cartridge contained 10 grains more
of powdpr and 10 grains more of lead than the regulation ammu-
nition which thpy used.
They entered the contest, however, determined to do their best.

The Inter-State match was the first opened. Both teams tied at
190 each at the conclusion of the first stage '^f the match on the
200yds. range. Then they went back to 500yds. range. Heavy
pit- ces of matting were thrown on the wet grass here for the
marksmen to lie on. As each man stretched himself out on the
matting a friend behind threw a rubber blanket over him to
keep oif the rain, and in that way the contes' was continued. The
New York team came out 30 pMnts ahead on the 500yds. range,
winning the match.
To disprove the claim of the Washington marksmen that thev

were opposed in these matches by the New York State marksmen
armed and equipped with superior weapons and shot with au
extra quality ot ammuuitiru, it is tb be stated that the .seven
members of the State team, drawn from the Twenty-third Regi-
ment, and who individually and collectively put up aa unexam-
pled string of scores averaging "centers" and above, in every
instance but two, shot with guns of the regular State Remington
pattern, which had been in use in the regiment for a long term
of years, in some instances passing the decade point.
The victory of the New York team was not readily won. The

Washington men fought every point of vantage, and until the
first stage in the two matches had been completed the hattle he-
longed to either contestant.
Not having succeeded in vaBquisbing the chosen rifle represen-

tatives of the Slate at lurge, the Washington men are looking
forward to administering a sound drubbing to the team of the
Brooklyo Twenty-third, which has aiTanged to shoot a match
against the District of Columbia marksmen on Saturday of this
week, in WasQlngton.
The score record of the meeting runs as follows:

No. 1. Director's match, 200rdSi oppu only to directors of the N.
K. A., rounds five, standing, any military rifle.

B Walther 4.5.545 -23 R Oliver 4S543-19
G W Wingatfi .53344-19
No. 2. Judd match, all comers, the Remington ..TOcal. Stat*

model, or the United State". Springfield, 200yd8., the aggregate oftwo scores to count for the first five pr z-s:
G W Lot z 155.5455-33 .545"4.5l-33-fi5

'IM ^^^"^^'^ 44.55^55-33 4I4.5M.5-31-64D H Ogden 4.n5-tn.5-33 455444-5-81 64F tlobling, Jr .1.544.5.54-32 ,5?;o44=4-32-f54
r J Oolan 55455.'4 - 32 5554.544 - 3"—64C L bindsley 4445.5.5.5—33 R. CVanVliet .5444545 31
JMacaulay .5,5.5144=i—33 J VV Ualstead 4Dn44fi.5-31FL Graham 54545.14-33 C H Gaus UV'5H 31»W Doyle 54.5:-454-33 A'ex Stein 44.^5.544-31
J E Bell 45444.55 - 31 .1 S Shepherd 54.54544- i?lE J Cram 4544.545 -31 J M Poll- rd 4555444-31
A 0 Neuman 30 F A Wells .30 C W Dickey ~

29H Holges 30 W J Underwood ... 39 J Ma caulay .V9
F Stuart 30 W Rosenbaum 30 A T Weston 29
r-ETaynlor 30 J Coppf^rsmnh .30 R C YanVliet. ... .,29
G D VVeigman .30 C L Hinebangh ... .29 C H Laird 39
No. 3. Wimbledon Cup Match.—Open to all residents of the

United States. l.OOOyds., any rifle, any position:
Major 0 H Gaus (sporting) 5 .5 43444 5 54 5 4554

23553.5 555 5 5535 .5-133
C E Tayntor (sporting) 5 5 4 4 5 4 5 0 0 4 5 5 4 3 5

4 4 4 4 4 5 5 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 O^XgQ
B Finuegan (military) 2 3 3 3 0 0 3 3 3 0 3 3 3 4 4

5 2 2 5 5 5 4 3 5 5 3 5 -i 3 3— 93
J McNevin (military) 0 4 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 4 4(15 0 0

4 4 b 4 5 0 2 5 0 3 5 5 0 0 0- 63
No. 4. President's Match for the Milil^ry CliampioLship r.f the

United Slates ot America —First stage. 300 and oUOyls., open to
army, navy and marine coi p.s, or the National Guard. Cnmppti'ors
to shoot with the model issued bv the State thev rporesent or the
U. S. Springfield rifle. Second stage, op-n to the 17 prize winners
in the first stage, iSlXlyds., any position, rifles sam« as in fi rst stage:

200 .-ds,

J A Richardson* 4 4 5 4 4 4 4—3!)
N L Cash* 4 5 4 4 4 4 5-30
E L Stephens* 4 5 4 5 4 5 5—33
E TCram* 4 5 5 5 4 5 4-.33
R Finnley 4 44454 4-29
F A Wells 5 3 4 4 4 3 4-27
W P Pickett ,5 3 4 4 4 4 4-38
P Finnegan 4 44444 5—29
J M Stewart* 4 4 4 3 4 4 4-27
J Maoatilay ... 3 4 4 4 4 4 4-27
C L Lindsley 3 4 5 4 4 4 4-28
D H Ogden 4 4 4 4 5 4 5^30
J Go'-mle.\* 5 5 4 4 4 3 2—27

.4 5 3 4 4 4 4—28A B Yan Heusen. .

.

A O Hutterley* 4 44444 -,-39

E Ue Forest 4 5 4 3 5 4 4-29
* Sporting rifle, other Remifgtcio ..50.

Second Sragp—eoovds.
R Findley 51.544555 15—46 E DeForest.. .

.

J A Richardson— 545tl55145— 15 ,1 Macaulav...
\V P Pickett 5.-34455155-45 D H Ogden". . .

.

IT A Wells 43.551-i-t515 -14. M Casu
J M Stewart . . -555 i35.5553—44
F' Stewart H9 E T Stephens . .

.

CLLiudlpy 39 A O Hutieriy. .

.

A B Van fieuBen..38 J Gormley
Aggregate:

Findley 108 Macanlay
Richardson 108 Cash

500vds. Total,
5 5 5 5 4 5 5-34-63
5 4 5 4 5 5 5-3.3-63
5 5 3 4 4 5 5-31 -63
4 5 5 3 5 4 5-31-63
3 5 5 5 5 5 5 33-63
4 5 5 5 5 5 5—"4—61
6 4 ."i 4 5 5 5—a^-61
4 4 4 5 5 5 5-33-61
4 5 5 5 5 5 4-3 5-60
3 5 5 5 5 5 5-S3-C0
5 5 4 3 5 5 5-3:^-60
4 4 .1 4 4 5 4-30—60
4 5 5 4 5 5 4-.33-59
5 5 5 4 5 4 -3-31 -.59
4885555 - 80—59
5 4 4 5 5 .3 4-30-50

...5354543555-48

...554^414354-42
..144^.54.5.3.34-41

...3133.544644-39

33
.37

36

E J Oram
J Finnegan. ..

....37

....34

102
103
101

96
....96

, 95
99
99

95Wells 105 Stewart
Stewart 105 L'ndley . .

DeForest 102 Yan Heusen.. ... 97

No. 5. Governor's match, "shots at 500yds; position, any. The
Remington ..50-081., State model, or the United States Springfield;
open to all comers. All prizes to be woo on the aggregate of three
scores, and ties in totals to be decided by the next best score or
scores.
J F Klein 35 35 35-105 F A Wells .34 33 33-99
Fran It Robling, -Ir. .35 34 34—103 G^o L HofEmann .34 33 32—98
Geo Doyle 35 3-1 34—103 P Fmnegan 34 33 31—97
F Stuart 34 34 .34-103 J C Brewster 33 33 31-HB
J S Shephard 31 34 33-101 0 H Uaird 33 32 Zi—W
C HGaus 34 34 33-101 R B Smythe 34 33 29-96
J Gormley 34 34 33—101 D J Murphy 33 33 31—96
G H Hari-ie 34 3i 33—100 R Fiodlay 34 32 80 -98
John Ramsen 35 33 33—100 Walter Cash 32 33 31—9.5
J M Stewart 35 33 33-100 A R Kuser 33 ;33 31-95
A Stein 33 33 33— 99 C W Uickey 33 :31 31-84
J M Pollard 34 33 33— 90 Geo Con5t.able 33 30 39—93
No. 6. The Tiffany match, allcomers. 200yds.; position, standing;

5 shots ou the American Standard target; any weight rifle \vi U
any trigger pull, but no palm or other rest allowed^ Whpu firing
tne muzzle of ihor'fle must be kept omside the loophole of the
shelter. The allowance of the military rifl^ wUIb' 3 points on
eaco string. Tue aggregate of three scores 10 count for all prijsas.
Extra prizes of S5. $3 and $3 will be awarded eacn day to the three
competitors making the greatest number of bullseyes.
r J Dolan, Rem.-Hep 46
J A Boyken, Ball., 83 45
G Z'mmerman, Ballard 45
B Wall Iter, Ballard 45
T S Case, Ballard 45
Geo. Doyle. Bal.. 38..

.

.1 Coppersmi'h,Ball.
L P Hansen, Maynard, 33 45
A Stein, Ball.. 38. 45
K C Ross, Ball ,33 44
M 1) nvler. Ball , 38 44
C G Zettler, Ball ,38 44
« .Joiner, Ball.. 38.,

C E Gensch, B UI., I

H W Hawes. Win'-bester, 38 45
H Hodges, Ball , 32 47
G Schlicht, Ball., 33 44
E T Crane, May.. 32
E Fisohf-r, Ball., 33
E R Ohadborne. Srev.. 35.

.

F B M.^yberrp, Miynard.
BZeirler, Ball., 38
G E Tavntor, Ball. 38 43
AR Bnzze, Ball., 38 41
M Herringion. Ball.. 38 41

F W Hofele. Ball., 38
H Parsons, Winchester...
J M Pollard, Sdg., 46

D H Ogden, R^m ,50
G D VVeigmann. Ball., 38
C W Lotz, BaU., 3.S 38W P I'hhr, Rall..38
M B Engel, Boll., 38

No. 7. All-comers' military mai^ch. 200 and 500yds.: standing at
200, prone at 500. Remirgton .56-cal., State model, or the U.S.
Springfield.

46 46 43-136
45 45 45-185
45 44 44—133
45 44 44-133

44 4;i— 132
46 44 42—1.33
45 43 43-131
45 43 43-151
45 43 42—130
44 43 43-129
44 42 42—128
44 43 41-128
43 42 42-137
44 43 41—137

41 41-127
47 40 40-127

41 40-125
45 41 39-135
43 41 40—124
.42 43 39-1^
43 41 40-123
.43 41 '10—1.^3

43 41 38- '31
39 39-110

41 40 36—117
10 39 37 -116
40 37 87—114

36 31-i-9-114
34 344-9 112

35 38 36-112
.38 35 34—106
38 37 36-111
35 33 83-100

RMDunn 23
D Hoeden 5:3

G Sluarf - 22
F Robling 22
VV P Pickett :J3

H C Brown 33WT Underwood... 23
T M Stewart 33
H'.VV Janssen 21

C F Bobbins 21
H M Field 33
R McLbhu 33
J SlShepherd

200-ds. 500vds, m^de. 500 do.
25-48 E De Forest 2^ 34-46
25-48 J M Pollard 34 3S-46
26-47 C Clay ..30 35-45
2.5—47 C W Simmons 20 25-^5
25-47 RMKallnch 31 34-45
24- 47 FSBiackall 31 24^
34-47 CAJ mes 31 24—45
24—47 HLohman.Jr 23 23 45
2.5-46 JDwigh'.Jr 23 23-45
25- 46 C H Gaus 23 23-45
24-48 J O'Dmnell 24 31—45
24-4ii HCoburn 19 25^4
24-45 R Oliver 20 24-44

No. 8. Tne Hilton trophy match, open to teams ot 13 from ttie
Army of the United States, the United States Navy, rh" Natlanal
Guard of the several States and Territories, including the District
of Columbia; 200, 500 and 800> ds.; standing at 200 /ds.; any position
at 500 and eOOyds. Any mili'ary rifle which has been adopted, au-
thorized or issued as an official arm by any State or Gjvenmjent.
Any ammunition.

New York Team.
2(iOvds. .500vds. 600<-ds.

A B Van Heusen. 13th .53.5.5114—30 3455.'i44—.33 5I4.5514—31 -93W P Pickett. 23d 4.35H41—39 .5555455-34 .54452i.5—30 ^93

George F Hamlin, 33d 3454444-28 ,5555555-35 2542545—27 90
Frederick A Wells, 23d ....544^41.5- .31 .•.5.55.54.5-34 -1134533—35 90HM Field. 23d 4444444 28 .54444.35—:i9 4.5.5.5454-.32 89
J VV Halstead. 7th 4443414-27 5.5.55554-34 -5.54.5313 - 28 ^9
S C Pirie, 231 .4-il44-13-27 4.1.55444-31 3^1lS45,5—30 88W J Underwood, 7*^h 14335 i4-2') o5i54.i4—32 45.^4354-30 88
Ezra De Forest. 33d ....... 8144"44-36 5.=)4555o-34 4341414 37 87
D H Ogden. 20th Sep. Co.. 4444455 -29 ,5.i55545—34 30''5554—24 87
J S Shppherd. 33d 8444i44-20 .54,544-5.5—33 4535443 -28 SB
John Matiaulay, T2th 4434454-28 34.5,5455-Bl 33.54.5.34-36 85

335 393 338 1085
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.1 EB°n
C W D ckev
J M PoJlard
W L Casb
Wai^rT S Cash
A O H\iMfM-iy
R B Smsthe
O L Huiichaiitih
L' H Laird
.T M Stewart
O H Harries
F L Graham

Wasbine'oT> Tenra.
444!>444-2r 4554455-

.....4454453-29 5454.555-

4544434-38 .5545'-'.55

444544?—29 5-l?.5555

444i4%-28 535444 i-

454.5444-80 35134,5.5-

,. .. 4444445--'9 3544 '55

444444-3—20 4454345
24434.53 25 4S.55.5.54-

.54.555.55-29 24S3445
4-543453 -28 4">5.25.5.5-

4534.545-28 4343334-

33 4454545-31 90
33 n44S3-.'5-28 90
-S3 454:«25-26 87

32 3234.':53 25— 8(5

-28 5-35*443-38 84
29 5303545 25 -84
28 3414443-26 83
29 234?453-24 83
33 2444532-24 83
25 .504545^-28 82

4543303-32 81-31 _

,-2fi 2333443-23 76

3^9 a59 309 ItW
No. 9. later-State military m'ltch, open to one team of 12 frorti

eacii Siiate or Territory 1n the Uni t^d Spates, iDcludioer the District
of Cnlumbia,300 ami 500yds., at, 200yd8. standing, at SOOvds. prone,
any military rifle which has been adopted, authorized or issued as
an'ofRcial arm by any State or Government:

New York Team.
200^ds. SOOvdp.

.455*355544-44 5454555555-48- 93

.4444444455-42 5.^5 tl 5i55-4.9— 99
. .45543r4444 - 42 .554 .5554 45-4"— .S9

.44444451.54- 43 5445555544—411— .V9

,..5444.i45.544 42 4545.5.54645-46- 88
.4444444544-41 4544455555 -46— 87
..43-44.54.44-41 554545544.5-46- 87
.444344--.444-40 .545.-.5644.54-46- 86
.4444444:)54—43 ZVivirjmry-iO— Si
.4443444444 39 4454553845 42- 81
. 43H4345444-3S 444345-5-145 -40 - 78
.4344304545-36 233.5555454—41— 77

W P Pirkett, 23d
Gf F HnmliTi-SHd
Clip J S Shepherd. 23d..
.1 W Halstesd, 7Lh
H M Field. 23d
Sripirie. 281
E De Forest. 23d
FA Wt-lls. 23 '

D A Osdf^n. 20fb Sep Co.
J Ma aulay, 12tLi

ABVan Uensen. 12th...

W H Underwood, 7uh. .

.

M Stewart .

B B *^m^ the
G H Harries
J E Bell
F L Graham
.TMPi'Lird
C I Himehaugh—
AO Hulterly
Wat er .S Cash
C W Dickey
O H Laird
Wh Cash

480
Washington Te«»m.

4444445544 -43
52.5544.54.54-43

4.354545443 41
-1415444.5.5.5-44

4434.544354-40
55Wt.554,i5-44
34,54445444 41
.5.53444144:5—40

4345.144344-37
4344,544354—40
345444-3444-39
48454344(4-39

490

53(5 1026

4454355555-45- 87
54,34454553-44- 87
5555545334-44- 85
5.'4a545553-4l— 85
5-4-13553555—44— 84
444.5443543—40— 84
4441550555-41— 82
.24.55354445-41- 81
55-44.554444- 44- 81
3444.55.5.54.'—41— 81
.5.34^i:63454 41— 80
.54444.35443-40— 70

506 996

No. 10 New York State National Guard Match—Open to teams
of twelve from earh regiment, battalion or sepHr^te company of
inftmtrv of the Natinnai Guard of t'-e Srate of New York. 200 and
.5n0vds.. st.'iudiTia: at, 200, prone at oOOydp. The Remington rifle,

Srute ni )dnl, 50 caliber, or Buch otiier rifles as may be issued or
author K d by iheStati :

Trtenty-third Regiment.
200vd8.

Capt Shepherd., 44534—20
Priv P rie 83444 18

SerKt Findley 53-134-19

Samidet-R •4454-4-21

yergf^^ Hamilton 34444-19
Capt S okes 54444—21
Lieut Wells 5454,5-33
T.icnf- Hnll _ 44.5.54—23Lieut Hull 44554—23
Oorp Ball 34445-20
Corp Field 44445-31

55544-23
54.5.54-23

Corp -

Sergt Mueson
Lieut Pickett

.500v'd8.

.5.5455—24—44
555-6—25-43
.58554-23-41
.5,5445-23-44
4:1455—31—40
34345-19-41
44,555-23-46
43555—23-44
4?v55.5—24—44
4:^544-20-41
54554-2:3-46
.55645-24-47

2.50 270 520
13 th Regt.

23 43 McNevin 21 24 45
17 39 Constable 30 22 43
23 43 Do^agby 21 23 44
23 43 Werner 20 25 45
19 41 Luscomb 32 28 45
23 43 Harvey 20 ,20 40
32 43 Whitlock 16 20 36
25 45 Beak 19 30 39
23 43 Fab n stock 30 35 45
24 45 Yerkes 20 17' 37
33 43 Lo.z 31 19 40
24 43 Kember 19 33 il

267 310 339 260 499

33d Regt.
23 43 Thurston 33 20 43
21 37 Treadwell 20 14 34
18 37 Burnton 20 20 40
19 40 Evans 20 19 39
17 38 Hart 19 16 ,?5

23 44 McGregor 31 19 40
17 36 Kenworthy 21 13 33
16 38 Liwr<=nce 19 15 34
17 39 Bs-ars 16 10 26
20 43 Murphy 20 17 37
23 45 Pryor 20 20 40
15 35 Weslon 17 15 33

347 328 475 335 197 433
No. 11. First Brigade National Guard Match. Open to teams of

13 from each regiment, etc., in the First Br gade, N. G, S. ^. y.;
the Remington rifle. State mo lei, .3'Joal.. or such other rifle as
mav be issued or authorized by the btate. 300 and SOOyds.; stiinding
at 200yds., at SOOyds. prone.

7th Regiment Score.
Pvt Halstead 44444-30
Pvt Siein 543-4-21
Corp Jan=sen 44-344-19

Corp Darling 35443-19
PvL Block all .54445—22

Pvt Perkins 444:14—19

SergL Duin 35454—21
Sergt D Wight 44443-19
Lieut ( !ochran. 44445 -21
Lieut McL'-au 44 .44-21
Lieuf Underwood 34544—21

7t.h Regi.
.1 W Halstead. ... 21

Alex Stein 33

H W .lansseu 20

R. Darling 19
TSBlaisdell 23

F W Perkins 19

R M Dunn 30

J Dwierut, Jr 30
.1 W Cochran 30

R McLean 31

W J Underwood . . 20

RM KeUock 19

243

12th Regf.
Dolan 31

Henry 16
Lindley 19

Scbnman 21
Kingsland 31
Don a van 21
Siewart 19

Seii^er 33
Donnell 33

M Dennitt 23

Van Heusen 23
Noziglia 20

Pvt Kallock. 454.54-32

33454-21-41
25544—20—41
.52555—22—41
,543.54-20-39
24-445 - 22—44
53555 - 33 42
44555-33-44
54355-23- 41
454''4—23—43
35544-31—43
43344—17—38
54545-3.3—45

345 358 501

22d Regt Team.
10 42 Cant Thurston 19 18 37
20 39 Lieut Tread well . . 18 '>2 40
19 38 21 17 38
19 40 Pvt Evans 18 16 34
31 42 Pvt Micaregor

—

19 14 33
31 40 19 18 37
18 36 L eut Kenworthy. 18 14 33
21 43 Pvt Lawren' e 19 14 .33

21 43 Sergi Byart 20 16 36
17 38 Seigt Murphy 17 16 33
23 48 Cape Weslon 18 30 38
14 33 20 20 40

13tli Regt. Team.
S'Tgr. D >lao 33
Maj Henry 19
Capt Limlley 19
Lieut Schuman... 31
Sergt Kmgslaod .. 21
Sergt Donovan.... 19
BergiSluirt IS

Capt «Hler 33
Pvt O'Donnell ... 23
Sergt MeUermitt.. 31
Sergt Van Hlusco. 20
Sergt NozigUa.... 19

344 233 477 226 205 431
No. 12. Second Brigade National Guard Match.—Similar to No.

11, but open to Second Brigade (Brooklyn) teams:
Twenty-third Regiment Tf-am.

Capt Shepherd 43454—20 - 5.5.545-24—44

PvtPirie 54344—20 454Si-22—42
Sergt Findley. 43343-17 345.i4—23--10
Pvt Sounders 444-i5—19 54.5-50—19-38
Sergt HHmiltou ;M444—19 43054—16—35
Capt Stokes .5454-4—22 .554 '2—19—41
Lieut Weils 5.4444-21 54455—23-44
Sergt Mnsson

54444—31

.54445—32—43

Cnpt DeForest 44444 -20 54555—24-44
Lieut Oli ver - 34484-18 .5.5255—22—40

Cant Field .55444 22 .54.555-24 - 46

Lieut Pickett .54454—23 55444-22-44

Capr Luscomb .

341 260 501
Thirteenth Regiment Team.

.. 20 21 . 31 20 41
. 20 23 43 Seret Fahnstocls

.

. 18 2i 41
. 18 18 . 19 19 38

43 PvtLocz 20 23 48
.. 20 19 39 Pvt Kemble 10 20 39
.. 23 17 39
.. 19 19 as 288 343 -180

No. 13 Revolver Match.— Distance 50yds.. live shots on the
American standard target. Position standing, off hand use of
one arm only allowed. Revolver not to eX'ceiBd 2^4 lbs, in weight;

maximum length of barrel (exelusive of chamber) "^4 in.
Minimum trigger pull three pounds. Plain open sights sufHci-
ently strong f01 service purposes. Ammunitinn, any. Cleaning
allowed between scores only. Army revolvers, with three pounds
trigger pull and using service ammunition, will be allo^'edten
points on three scores. Aggregate of three scores to count for «11
prizes. Entries 50 . r>T 3 lor $1, when taken ai one time. Re-
volvers must not be I'ladcd un il the competitor has taken his
position at the firing point; the muzzle must always he. kept in
a vertical po-ition or pMa'ed towards the target. $80 divided
into eight priz°s, v'z : S-0. $10. and six of 35 each.
CETayntor, .44. 8 10 10 10 .h-46 A Stein, .44 10 7 8 8 10-43

9 10 9 10 e-46 10 8 9 10 9-46

10 9 7 10 10-46 6 10 10 9 9-44

148 133

WSPetty,.'44... 9 9 8 10 10-46 0 H Gaus, .33.... 8 7 8 8 10-41

10 8 9 9 10-46 8 10 9 8 7-43

10 8 10 10 6-44 10 10 8 8 9-45

136 m
W R Pryor, .as. .10 9 9 10 8-46 B Walther, .44. . 8 8 4 10 10-40

10 9 8 8 10-45 8 7 9 7 9-40

8 9 9 10 8-44 10 10 7 10 8-45

135 125

HOehl,44 10 7 10 10 9-46 Rosenbaum, .44.10 7 9 10 7-43

10 9 8 8 10-45 9 7 7 9 S-lfl

10 8 7 10 9-44 9 9 6 5 10-39

135 133

No. 14 Stewai-d Match—Open to all, 200 \ds.; Creedmoor count.
Sitting, kneeling or standing. Rifles-The Remington 50 cal.

State mo-lel or the United Slates Sprlngfleld. All prizes to be
won nn the sggregage of three ofTes.
J M Pollard .5.5455—24 5.5.554-24 .55.55,5-2-5-73

DHOeden 4455.5—23 4,5.5 5-24 .'55)54-24—71

JohnCorrie 445.5,5—33 44,5-55—23 ,55155 24-70
M Uoolan 45.545 23 4-S545—24 551,55 M 70

6 Grauam 5,5454—^3 545.54—23 45555—24—70
a L Hioebaugh 54455-23 35.555-23 55454 23-69
F Stuart 45554 33 4.5.545 23 ,55445-23—69
Geo Dovle 55445 -23 45545—33 54,545-23- 69

No. 15. The Barney Walther Team Matcn.— Open to teams ot

five, from any r'fle club, assreiatiou or m'litary organization.
200 f'ds.. five shots on the American Standard targ' t. Standing,
any rifl >. any trigger pu'l. without palm or other rest. Entrance
fee ten dollars, re-entries five dollars for each tpam, but limiietl

to two, and only the highest se re to coun*. Prizes. a5, 35 and 15

per cent, of 75 per cent, of entrance. A medal to each member
f the winning team, presented by Mr. Bernard Walther, Presi-
dent of tae Zdttler Club, of New York City.

Zattler Team ^'o. 2. Re-entry.
F C R^DSS 10 7 10 7 10- 43 33
JABoyken 8 8 6 10 8- 40 24
R Bu-se 8 6 10 9 7— 40 35
HHolges 10 0 5 9 10 - 34 37
B Zettler 8 6 f 8 4- 33 ?8

190 163
Zettler Team No. 1.

B Walther

9

8 9 8 8- 43 41

G Zimmerman

7

8 5 8 10— 38 35
M Dorrler

9

10 7 4 7- 38 41
,T Coppersmith

9

8 8 5 6- 06 38
CG Zettler...

6

8 8 6 6- 34 37

187 186
Zettler Team N". 3. Kn-entries.

Alex Stein

6

10 9 9 9- 41 37 35
Ge" Joiner

8

7 7 9 7— 38 42 44
P Schmidt

6

8 8 9 7— 38 36 19
MBEngel ...6 9 9 6 7- 37 29 35
E Fischer

7

7 5 10 4- 30 30 27

184 174 160
New York Rifle Club Team No. 1.

T .1 Dolan 6 9 8 8 7- 38 31 43
J T Case

...

9 10 8 7 5- 39 38 33
M Herrlugton

6

7 10 7 9— 36 36 33
CEGensch

7

6 8 6 7 - 34 38 38
CETayntor

7

6 7 8 8— 36 28 35

183 181 181
New York Rifle Club Team No. 2.

J Macaulay

3

7 10 6 10- .36 35
ERCoadhorne

5

5 5 6 8— 39 37
J A Duane

6

7 7 8 9— 37 28
Thns. Llo\d

6

6 7 5 6— .30 33
G H Sharkley

8

9 5 5 8- 35 35
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THE CANADIAN RIFLE MEETING.
Ottawa, Aug. 31.—At 35 minutes pasts o'clock this morning

asbor from the signal cantion on Ridean ranges, which mTks
the beginning of each day's shooting, was fired, and the annual
matches of the Dominion R fle Association b°gan. A few minutes
afterward l\fi^s were cracking merrily all along the line^, and
little puffs of smoke floated awav before the east wind that was
blowing m gusts that were rather puzzling to the marltsmen. Tr e
sky was overcast, but the light, however, tor the firt-t hour or two
was good, being dull but steady. A sliglit shower fell just before
noon, but did not interfere materially with ihe shooting.
The result of th good weather coo.'^itions was that iu the open-

ing match, the Ba- kers' Nursery, the leading young shots showed
up well and Pvt. Lang, of the 3l8t, mad" a possible. Ttie lower
scores were not so good, as ten 16a got m against the same number
of 18i counted ou t last year. In the Ma' Dougal Chwllenge Cup
match Tom Mitchtl, of the 10th, made 47, and was followed by five
46s. Last > ear 45 won and 36s were counted out, while twenty- wo
40s were counted out of the list tbi-^ year. This shows the style of
the shooting. Lieut. Elliot, of the 12th was the victor in the Man-
ufacturers' with a possible, and the Queen's Own and Montreal
contingents mor^- than held up their end in the prize list. A scoi e
of 34 by Siaff-Sergt. Crowe, 1st B.F.A., won this last year, and 29s
weiv counted out of the race.
The lavout of the camp i?: slightly different from that of last

year. The row, of eight oblong marquees facing Theodore street,
and pitched to the north of it. comprise the quarters of Col.
Bacon, Secretary; Col. John Macpherson, Treasurer; the statisti-
cal branch. Armorer Sergt. Smallwood, the telephone, tele-
graph and press, and the general competitors. Back of this row
is the stores marquee, with flag flying opposite, and flanked by
the president's tent. Over to tbe left is the general diuing mar-
quee, the execu'ive and the officers dining daily in the council
tent. Caterer James Dunlop and his large staff occupy quarters
in the rear of the big marquee, and the kitchen is com gufus.
There are besides over one hundred bell tents for sleeping pur-
poses for the competitors.
The president of the Council is Lieut.-Col. Hon. J. A. Quimet,

M. P., P. C, and the chairman of the executive committee is

Lieut.-C'M. White, Ottawa. The executive is comprised of the fol-
lowing ofHcers: Col. Panet, D^pnty Minister of Militia; Lifu'.-
CoL Oiter, D. A. G., Toronto; Lieut.-OcL Hood and Major Blaik-
h.ek. Fifth Royal Sco'S Fusiliers; Lieut -Col. Gibson and Maj'U-
M son. Thirteenth Batt.. Hamilt-on; Capt. Sims, Third Victoria
Rifle---; Lieut.-Col. Massey, Sixth Fusilier*; Lieut. Macrachien,
Garrison Artillery; Lieut.-Coi. D. A. Macdonald. Militia Depart
ment; L. eu'.-Col. T'lton, late Foot Guard?; Lieur.-Col. Anderson
and (lapt. O'Grady, Forty-third BatT,, and Major Teller, Governor-
General's Foot G' ards. The chief executive officer is Lieut.-Col.
Maunsell, and the range officers. Col. Irving, of Prince Edward
Island; Mr jors Hodgius and Heron, Capts Aumond and Bliss,
and Capt. Evari=, Toronto School of Infantry. The statistical
officer is Major ,Tohn Walsh, who is a^sisied by Mr. C. C. Rogers.
There are thirty -three t»rgets m all and these are in charge of
Staff Sergt. Benbow, G. G. Foot Guards, while Mr. B. Wheatley,
Militia Stores, has charge of ihe camp equipments.
First match was the Bankers', in ihe Nursery Class, -SOOyds.,

rounds 3, Snider r fles, position any, with head to target, open to
members of the Association who had riot at any previous prize
meeting of the Dominion Rifle Association won a prize of .S5 or
upward, exclusive of t«am or extra prizes. Following were the
highest scores:
Pvt C M Lang 25 Pvt J O Ross 21
Mr D McMartin 34 Pvt s Rod rick 31
Sergt P McCarthy 34 Pvt C Bowen 21
CaprWSchuiz 24 Pvt J Murgatroyd 20
Pvt W Humphrey 23 Sergt C S Ron nolds 20
Lieut J H Rennle 23 I^'t S McKenaie. SO
Seigt Crosoy .33 Mpj W McSpadden 20
Pvt J Pen'iant 33 Capt W E Matthews 20
Col-Sergt J McMartin 23 Sergt Larson Levis 20
Pvt S B Green 23 Pvt J L- Page 20

Sergt J Simpett 23 Maj J Hughes 20
L'eut R C Brown 23 '^oro R J Davidson 20
B S Majjr W S Dowkes 31 Oorp McLaren. .19
MrEELim'fux .....31

The secord match was the Mactlongall challengp cup m^trh, for
a cup presented by Ladv Ma- dougall, ranges 400 and 600 cs., 5
rounns at ench, open to efflriient members of the active militia,
membc-s of Ptnff and officers of t- e active f^rce who hfve le-
t red retaining ran ti. and to all oiHcers, ron-commi*s d oflicers,
and men of her M^|jest^ '3 regular .irmy and nnvy stationed in
Canada who are alsomember-i of the aLS.=ociation, the cup to he
the property of the member winning it twice cotiseculivelj

;

Staff^Sfrgt Mirch. 11, cup, $30. 47 Sergt J C Dixon 44
PviCAWindatt 46
Stsflr-Sergt J A Armstrong. . ..46

Pvt H Floi^ers 46
Staflr-Sergt Rnlstou 44
S'afl-Seigi W R Inm«n 46
Staff-.«ergt O A Cleveland .... 45
Corp D McCrae 45

Lieut W M Andrews 44
Capt Coi-i-iu 43
Lieut J G Oampfleld 43
(?orp Taschereau 43
J K Fairbairn 43
Lit ut -Col J Wnr-A 43
Siaff-Sergt Abell 43

Capt J W De C O'Grady 45 Ma jor Sherwood 43
Pvt s B Green 45 Lieui -Sergt H A Oostigan... .43
Pvt H G Heaven 44 BUt Sergt-Major 8 Case 43
Lieut .M H Healy 44 Trooper 0 Crowe 43
Q M Sergi J P J^rdiue 44 Lieut C L MacAdam 43

^'anulacfurers" Mi'ch.—Open to mtmbers of tbe association,
•500 ds., 7 rounds, Snider rifle:

L'tut A Elliott... .35 Sgt-Mr j Hutton . ) Lieut .IJBampfleld 33
Pvt Carter .34 Pvt W S Peveril. ^33 Capr J G C-rliin . . .33
Sergt H C Bluir 1 Staff-Sgi Ronton \ Plone'-r T Pratt.. ..33

Lieut JFCrean -.34 Capt JHMcRobb.i 33 Stafl'-Sergt J Ogg..32
PvtLGPerkinsi PvtCLi.Mon 33 Pvt J H Ellis 33
Sergt EPM.Neill.34 Sergt C M Hall... 33 Pvl C A Wtn''att..32
Pvt J B Pentland .

-33 C.ipt S M Rogers. .32 Lieid T B;ackburn32
Pvt S Wilson :^3 Lieut E Stewart.. .33 Lieu' JCarmicbael 32
Pvt N Morrison ....^3 Stalf-Sprgt- J Dent 33 Cap' W P M'HiganSl
CorpME Mtttbew^.33 Major J Hughe?. ..33 Gunner W Hugh.. 31
StaO-Sgl Mitchell. 33 GunnerM'Eachran83 Capt W H Sieven&Sl
Lieut J M' Avi y...33
Standing Much—Open to members of association, range

200vris., seven rounds. Snider rifle:

Staff- ->er./t E A Cleveland. ...30 Pvt F Hu'chia°on.. ...28
Li. lit A Wilson 30 Capi E B Bn«t^ed 27
biaff-Sergt B E Hanna 29 Si«flC Seigi W A Lordly 27
Siaff-Sergt A J Green 29 Ma j -r J Wrighr. 27
Pvt R Moodie 29 Siatf-Serpt R McVitfie 37
Pvt J H Oliver 28 Mf>jor A R Sherwood 37
Lieut W E Mitchell 28 Sen:'-M-.i >r J Sntton 27
St-rgr J O Thorne 28 Pvt VY j Uroubart 27
S'Tgt H Morris ...-28. Sergt W fSwaine 27
Pvt C A Windatt 28 Pvt J J B Pentland 27
Capt J T Hartt 28

The presentation of the prizes won at the matches of the Cana-
dian Military Rifle League, was made this evening. President
Lieut.-Col. Gibson, of Hamilton, in nis inUoriuctory remarks paid
tiil ute to the until ing efforts of Mr. W. U. Prirgle. of Toronio,
the indefatigable Fe re'ary of tbe kssoc iUion. Be al=o thanked
the Minis'er of Militia, who was prtsent on the phitlorm. for the
aid he had afforded tbe association in f-um^shing free ammuni-
tion for its matcbe=. Mr. Pringle read the second annual 'eport
as secretary. It showed that while in the first year nf i he associ-
a' ion's » xist'uce .52 teams bad taken part in its mdtchp". 1 gt >ear
there were 104 competing teams, with a revenue of gSlS and an
expense of $150. The prizes were then ptesentt d by '-^ir Afi> Iphe
Caron, there being a score of handsome cups for the teMus of len
men making the highfst scor^-s at the ma-< bes held a-i il'e Joral
ranges during tbe yenr, and other cuo.^ for teams of 20. 30 pnd 40
men, each team to come from one corps, bPsides ''adg s for indi-
vidual makers of high scores, the individual champion of the
League tieiug Lieu'. Spearing of the 531 B't nlion. A'ler'he
distritmtion of the pr'zes, S'r Adolpot Cm or, M jor-General Ht r-
hert. Col. Powell. IJ. A.G., Lieu'. Ge-neral Lauiie and Col. Panet,
Deputy Minister of Militia, made bnef ad< rtp-ses.

Following are the r fflcers of tiie asf=oc.ialion • levied for Ihe en-
suing yea'': President, Lieut. Col. Gibson, M P P.; Vici -Presi-
dents, Lieut.-Col. And.rbon ant Mnjor Hant. The ejection of
HI cretary was left ove r feu- a future meefng, Mr. Pringle t-tating
that he would be unable to act in that cnparity.
The following were 1 he team prize winners:

Teams of 10 men. 20 prizes:
20th Batt, Geoigetown 4 200 821 Batt, Cbarlottelowii . . , 3 915

96rh Batt, Port Arthur .... 4.181 Toronto R fl- Asso'ial ion.. 3.m
13tn Batt. Hsmilton, No 1. 4,126 43d Ratt, Ottawa, No 1 ... 3 ts75

,53:1 Batt, Sherbrooke 4,121 Q O R, ^-o 1 3.1-73

45Lh Batt, Lindsay. No 1... 4.J19 6duh Hart. Co nwall 3 849
7 b Fnslliers, London. ...4.093 H -lifax G A. No 1 .3,843
45'hBatt,Bowmanvill6.N. 3 4.0«0 20'b Batt, Mil on 3 843
54th Batt. Windsor M Us.. 4,076 62d Bali, St John, N B 8.K31

31st Batt,E^=es Centie,Nnl 4.U40 t3d Bvtt, Halifax, No 1... 3 820
'D" Co. ISC, London .... 4 0-33 Qaee n's 0« n R fl- s. No 3. . 8.-773

31st Batt. O en Sound .... 3,917 37t.h Batt, Hagaisville.. .. 3773
Teams ot 20 men:

45tb Batt 8199 43d Batt. Ottawa 7 536
20 h Batt 8 043 Halifax G A 7,416
13th Batt,H'>milton 7,636

Teams of 30 men, 3 prizes-:

4.5th Bait 10,969 63d Batt 10 889
Teams of 40 men, 1 prize:

431 Batt 13 675
Association learns, 4 prizes:

Toronto R A 3,893 OHawa R'fle Club 3.554
Ken'villeRA 3,581 Prescoti RA 3,456

Ottawa, 8 pt. 1.—A slight bi-eeze from tbe east, in riflemen's
parlance a lef ' front wind, whs fluttering the flegs on the R dean
ranges this morning when the fits' shot was fired at half past 8
o'clock from the brass 8-pounder on the bluff above Ridtau River
in frotitol tbe official ten IS. It was The signal f.^r tbe Min'ster of
M'litia's match. Forty-flve teams of 5 men each enteied for this
match. Snider rifl-'s were u-^ed, the p sition allowed beii g any
with head to target at oOOyds. rang" and any at 600yris. Seven
ronnds were given at each range. F' Uowmg are toe e'ght teams
which made the highest scores, and also the list of individual
prze winners, many of whom, though they made high scores,
wer(? members of leams which fell behind in the match:
Minister ot militia's match. Challenge cnp, presented by Sir

Adoiph" Caron, with §642: aided bv toe Dominion R. A., open
to members of the Associa . ion, teams to he selected , rom tbe c m-
petitors entered as individuals, and eomposed of five pit viously
named representatives of any affll'aled association, number of
teams from each asso- iation unlimited. First pr'ze, Caron c' al-
longe cup and 84-5. First team, 43d Battalion, Ottawa and Carleton
R ties.

Lieut-Col Anderson 36 Capt O'Grady 83
Major Wright 52 Pvt Hutcheson 66
Capt Rogers 48 —

285
13tb Batt, Hamnton 278 Montreal Rifle Asso 267
Ist Team She rfrooke R A.... 269 l^t Team New Brunswick RA266
IsL Team QO R.Toronto... .?f8 12th Batt York Rangers 266
Roy al Grenadiers, Toronto. . .2(38

Individual Prize Winners.
Pvt J E HutchegoT., 43d 66 Pvt C S Scott, 43d 63
Sergt H Morris, 13th 65 C.3I-S, rgt EPratt, 6lh Fiis...,61
Lieut M S MerceijQ O R H Staff-Sergt J Rol-Ton, 20th ...61
Staff-Sergt W A M .son, 97-h.63 Li- ut W E Mitchell, 33d 60
Capt J W DeC O'Grady 43d . 63 R Macklia 60
Fourteen compeittors who scored 55 w.re dropped from the list

in accordance with tbe regulations governing tbe association's
matches, by which, in cas-es of ties, relanve position is de-
termined by the lange tolal« in inverse order, beginning at the
longest ra' ge, Ihe greater being given to the sc re at ibelousiest
range. J. E. Hutcheson, who won tbe prize for tbe highest
individual score, won it in tbe jMinistti cf Mililia's maich
last year w'th a score of 04, whi'-b falls two short of his seore to-
day. The average of last yeai's win' ire team was .St^J-s; the
average made hy the team of the 48d Battalion this mornltig was
57. The shooting all around was better than last year's by an
average of between 1 and Splints. Aft^r thet lo.^e of the Minister
of Militia's match the sky became ov rcast, and about 1 o'clc li

there wRB a brief shower. Rain fell, h wever. in the interval
alotted for dinner, and at a quarter to 3, when the Gzowski mili-
tary match began, the sun was shining in the almost unolouded
heavens. There was only a f'^int breeze to temper tbe blazirg
heat, and out m broken stretch of ground between the height
where all tbe tents are clustered and the lo^g line of far-off
targets popping np and down from behind iheir ridge, b ing ex-
posed for 01 Iv 15s5ec. at a tim'', the lifle teams advanced and
retreate'i at the sound of the buale, skirmishing, firing volleys,
and firing indepeneiently, A large number of visitors watched
the matches during the afternoon.
Following are the winning teams yvith the scores made in the

afternoon'.-* two matches:
Tiie Gzowski Challenge (')up.--0npu to one section of 6 eflicient

men (N. C. officers and rank and file, either or both) fro" any on«
regiment or troop of cavalry, batterj' or brigade of artillery!^ bat'
talion or independent company of the active militia of C^anada,
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Royal Schools of Cavalry, gunnery, mouTited Infantry and in-
fanfryand cadpfs of tbn Royal MilUarv College. IvIap'Stou. To
the eecHons Bsakinp the highest asrgrpgate smres in Mip fillovvmg
staffer; Ski'taishintj. Sfl rounds, from about i^'Oyds tolOO 'f^s, (ad-

vanciuK and retiring), anv tniUtaTv no^uion; v Ufy flri nc, 5 i-'^uuds

at oOOvds. (kneelini?): independent firine 5 rounds atl5yd8. (stand-
jug>, at targptp e.xp'i!=e'l to vimv tov 'iTO'>pd periods:
Oup and feoO Gov-a^n F U 528 3i' Q O R 470

3d Vin Rifles 48n 12 h iVy
43ri Ban - 476 SUi Rnval Sfots 458

The BrUiRh ChaUpfje Sbipld Match.—Tlie shield presented by
the ausiHarvfo'-ces of Great Rntain f- the active militia nf Oa*^-

ada. with SIM added by the D. R. A., open to teams i^f 4 effi dont
men; anv corps may enter two teams; sljirmishine; distance vary-
ing from' about lOOyds. to 450 ds.; position, standing, Ici eeliTig nr
prone, at the di^^nretion of th» firer; number of rounds, 20 per
man, fired advancing and reiirins under the order of the oflficer

appointed to thf» coniniand of alltiie socDions;
Shield and S4D, aov-Gen G3d Ratt 7.5 SOO

FG 77 440 3d Vic Rifles 65 268
13th Batt, 1st team 73 307

T is is the fourth tira<i'he Gov.-G°n;'« Foot Gnards hi ve won.
the British 0^al]eng= Shield, wb'ch has been held for the last two
years bv tho R w'il Grenadiers of T i-on^o.

The compet itors mepti"e of thf Domin'nn Rifle Association wa«
held last nieht in the drill shpri, Lieut.-Coh White in the chair.
Oonoiderable discussion took plac^ in reeard t'> 'l^e a-^rangpraeni-s

for the scoring In the Gzowski and the British Challenge Shield
ma+ebes.
Major IMcSpaH den, of the 12th Ba+ta^i "u York Ra-^gers, said

that there should be a declaration made by the m-eting on the
question of the desirability of the parohase of Martini rifles by
tbe GoveTQm''nt
Lieut. -Col. White showed that the record of the R-ifle League

showed a good adverage with the SniHpf r'fl-', H" ann"nnce;l
thatne had refeiv^d donatioo of $50 from a g^nt'emau in

Ottawa as a contribution toward a priZ'^ for the nur-ery aegre-
gate, and a donation of $100 from a gentleman in Montre«l as
prizes for the highest scorers in the Bisley team, provided they
a veraged 90 each.
Before the meeting adjnu''ued Major McSpadden ad^dsed that

the executive should compel Spnntors and m'^rabers of the House
of Cimm'^ns in their match next Thursday afternoon to use the
Snider rifles of one of the country battalions. The result, he was
confldpnt. would he that the militia would be furnished immedi-
ate] v wi'h Martinis,
Ottawa, Seot. 3.—That Rideau ranges offer .at times a remark-

ably puzzling combination of p rpl'-xities to riflemen was well
illustrated by the shooting in to-day's matches. The constant
expression among the competitors was that they are the most
difficult ranges in the iJi'm'uion. Eyen the crack shots of tbe
luoil corps, thp Governor-G°npral'^ Foot Guards, and 43ii Bat-
talion. Oi.tawa and Ca.rleton Rifles, who know every 'neh of the
Rideau ranges by heart, were nonplussed to-da.v. The light was
not so bad. though at times dur'ng the dav it was trying. It was
the wind which made havoc of tt^e nice calculations of the rifle-

men. Between the butts an^t the long row of targets lies a valley
some S00i"d8 wide, into which, at 1 he past end of the targets, the
Rid> au River slncgishly makes ii « wav, a'ld continues eastward
to the Rideau Falls, Along 1 hia valley to-dav the winds veered
and shifted most capnciouslv. At timrs the strpamers, s^t at i""-

tervals of a bundred yards between the butts ani the targi^tsto

show the direction of. tb» wind, were flu'tering no two in the
same direction. Under the^e conditions the high scoring made is

immensely to the credit of to-dav's compeii'ors.
The evmt of th" day was the Dominion of Canada match, which

was begun at '^alf-oa'^t eight o'clock, and was not ended until
four o'clock. Following^ a re the results:

Prizp=, Dominion of C'^nada Match—For teams, $200; individ-
uals. S713; total value. §913; open to all elBcient menioei-s of the
active mi iitia, members of the s^aff, and offi 'ers of tbe active
force who have retired retainirg ranE, and to all officers, non-
commissioned ofHce's, and men of Her Mo.iesty's regular armv
and navv stationed in Oa 'iada, who are also mpmhers of the Asso-
cia'ion.

' R.inges, 200, 500 and 600i-d«.. 7 rounds at each range.
Snider rifli^s, position at 200yds.. standing or kneeling; at 500 . ds.,

any. with head to targe'; at 600yd-,. anv. First team prize a
badgp to pach member and $fiO ssoond SSO. third ^0, fourti |30,
fifth S20. First individual priZ" S40 second $35. third S30. fourtti

$25. Ten of S15 each, pigbt of |10 each, six of $S each, thirty of $6
each, twenty-five of S5 each:

Royal Grenndiers, Toronto. . 409 Que°n's Own Rifles, Toronto 380

13tb Batt. Hamilton 3fl7 6 h Fusiliers, Montreal.... 380

G G F G, Ottawa 396 78 'h Batt 379

12fch Bait. York Rangers...- 3«8 431 Batt,0 and C K fles 378

Halifax Garrison Artillery . 387 53d Batt 376
45th Batt. Lind'^ay 3'6 31=1 Batt 368

British Columbia Gar Art . . 38]
Individual Pr'i-es.

Lieut Revell 93 Pvt Smith 88

Staff-Sergt Rolston 91 Sfafl^ Seigt Ogg 88

Lieut Margetts 90 Staff Sergt McVittie 88

Trooper Langstroth 90 Pvt EUi- 88

Sergt Horsey 89 Corp McVittie 87

The winners in tbe Snider aggregate, for which the first prize is

a graphoscopp, prespnted oy J. H. Stewart, optician, London, Eng.,
with additional prizes to the extent of $250 iziven by ihe Dominion
Rifle Association, were as follows, the pr'zes heine awa'ded to
competitors who made the highest aggregate scores in the Mac-
dougall, Manufacturers', Minister of M'litia's, Dominion and
standing m itches:
Staff-Sergt. Rolston 353 Stafif-Sergt C N Mitchell 333

Staff Sergt D Mitchell 210 Litut Elliot 233

Lieut Wdson 238 S'aff-Sprgr Dent 232

Corp MeVittie 237 Staff Sergt Armstrong 232

Cape Russell 237 Priv D Smith 231

Capt MfMicking 286 Priv Scott 231

Sero-t Morris 235 Liettt Andrews 231

Lieut Revel 235 Sergt Blair 231

Staff-Sergt Oeg 234 Priv Windatt 231

Capt O'Grady 234 Staff-Sergt McVittie 230

Ma.ior Sherwood 333

The last match of the day was the Rideau match, open to all

members of the association, the range bping 500.vds. Martini-
Henry rifles were used, 7 rounds being flred, and any position
allowed with head to target. The prize winners were as follows:
Sraft'-Sergt Logie ) Pvt Perverill 33 Lieut Dover 33

Corp McOrea '-34 Lieut Smith 33 B mb Hammond . .?8

Sergt Swaine.... i StBff.SgtMitchell..33 C p^ ltogers 33

I.,, Sergt Marris 33 Stxff-Sgt Simpson. 33
Sergt Maffatt ...... 83 Li(-ut Pam 38

Sergt Armstroni
Liput M'Farlanu ,

.. . _.
Mr Brown 34 Pvt Taylor 83 Li- tf- D widsou 33

Corp Oat-roll :^4 Capt Robson 33 Pvt Norton 83

Staff-Sergt Ogg....3i
In tfip President's marquee, this afternoon, Mrs. K'rkpairick

was at home from half-past 4 o'clock until 6. There was a large
and fashionable throng of visitors at the ranges during the after-

noon. The band of the Governor-Generars Foot Guards played.

Ottawa, Sept, 3 —The riflemen to-day bad as fine weather as
could be desired for the last day's shooting, except that the wind
was rather puzzling. It was the busiest day in camp, and the
matches were most important and interesting, masmucb as to- 'ay
determined the fortunate hundred whose names come first in the
grand aggregate, and who thereby won the light to compete for

the Governor- General's prize, aa also the chance of being selected

for the next Bisley team.
The first of to-da>'s matches was tbe Ouimet match at 600yds.

range, with Martini-Henry rifles, ten rounds; se^ent.^ -four prizes,

amounting in all to S515. Following were the principal winners;
Pvt C T Shut;aman 46 Capt W A Jaraipson 43

Pvt J H Ellis 46 Capt W P Milligan 43

Ool-Sergt G A Maillieu 45 Mr H McKav 43

Staff-Sergt J Rolston 45 Staff-Sergt J H Simpson 43
Sergt R Graham 44 Pvt T Hollins. 43

Trump C Crowe 44

The next match was the Lansdowne aggregate, open to teams
made up of five members of and affiliated rifle association for the
challenge cup presented by Lord Lansdowne. with $150 added by
the associatioa: „
13th Batt, Hamilton 878 Royal Grenadiers. Toronto.. .854

Gov,-GeneraPs F (t, Ottawa.. 865 Victoria County Rifle Ass'n..847
St John Rifle Association . . . .860

Tne next match was the Grand Aggregate. This match is set

down in the official record ns the Ban Ker^' prize match. Seventy-
six prizes of tlie value of |600 in a'l are awarded to thp competit-
ors who made the highest aggregate scores in the MacDougall,
Manufacturers' Minister of Militia's, Dominion, Standing, Rideau
and Ouimet matches. Principal wioners:
N R A me-^al, 189] , and badge—Sergt Rolston 328

DBA medal. 1891, and badge—=ergt Marris MO
Staff-Sergt D Mitchell 310 Capt Mill)g.au 800

Staff-Sergt Osg 309 Sergt Short 800

Pvt Ellis 306 Lieut VViHianison 299

Capt MciMicking 304 Sergt McVittie 299

Sergt Mitchell 301 Capt McRobbie 299

Sergt Simnson -300 Sergt C N Mitchell '399

In the afternoon the Lords and Commoners' match, be*-ween
teams representing the Senate and Hou=e of f^ommons. wa« an
innovation which attracted whil? it lastpd all tho curio«iry and
iuterps^ of tb° spectatot-.s at the r»"gps. Spuator McKiv wa« cap-
tain of the Senator"' t°"m and Dr Snr^uleof 1 hp Cimmonprs,
Tho match was i-*hot at 200 and 200vds. ranges, 5 rounds at each
range, possible scorp a.t each range b^iug 25:

Senators' Team. House of Commons' T-nm.
200 500 T'l 200 500 T'l

Tieut-Col Boulton, 19 20 ;39 RobtWa^^son 15 18 33
Sen McKay 18 13 31 (iPo Ca.'ipy 19 13 32
SpuRoI^uc 19 16 35 DrBo^-den 14 19 33
Sen Powpr ,23 8 30 .Tobn M"L°Bn 19 11 30
Sen Poirier 21 13 34 Jo^Mirst^all 18 14 32
Sen Mclnnes 18 16 34 Dr Sproule IS 17 35

117 86 203 103 93 195
House of Commons' extra team, 167.
At balf-na<»t 3 o'plork tiii° afeprnoon ws bogun the crowning

event of the whole seri'^s oif niat.-bps. nam lv. the competition for
the Governor-Generil's m izp, which is offered vearlv. to bp com-
pptPd for hv the hundred higbr-gt scorp in tbp grand aggree'ate
ma.* civ First pr'ze, a spec'al badge nnri $250: sprorid pr'ze. a badf^e
and S150; third pr^z^ badare and $1C0. Fach of t'^p ^ovph ripxf
big'iest competitors to receive badge"-. R.infp=, 200, 500 and 600
vrd''; rounds. 7 at each rangp; "^'ni-tini-Hpnr*^ riflof

;
posifjons, at

200fds. standlne' or kneeling; a.'' .oOOvds.. position a^y with bead to
•a-ffpt. and at 600yds. any. The firing In this match was con-
tinu'-d until dark.
Following are the figurp.S proparpo ttiia evpuing bv tbe statisti-

cal officers. They show the winners and half a dozen of the lead-
ing ocnvpii:

L'en* Smith 94 Mp-gt «>inrt.

Staff Spfgt Rolston 93 Oapt xMp Rr.bbie..
t Lieut Dover I Cant Hart

(tip)-> LipntM'--Aoamq V..gi Liput RpvpII
I Sta ff Sergt M-Vittie ( Spret Don^lns

.

The match tor the London Mercbants' Gun. with SISO in pf'zes
offered bv the assooiation, was shot npxt. This match is open to
teams ^f 8 meniberR of any afhliatpd 'ifle o^soclation, and is shot
with Mar'ini-Henry rifles at 200, 600 and 600yds. ranges, 7 rounds

t o"ch range.
F'rst pr'z". London cup and $180: Ontario team, 673. Second

prize, Qupbpc team. 641.
Manitoba tpam 6V "W^va Scot'a tpam 61S
New Rruniw'ck team fi32 British f Vilnm'na tpam 582
FoVoiving arp the results of the ex*^ra match's: Caron Sbarp-

sbontere' Trophy, presentf d by Sir Adolp'ie Caron, Minister of
Militia, open to thosp bplinging to ai^attali-in or Raa-i^iation who
bavp had a team or teams pntered in t.Vie league of 1891. and to be
won bv tbe bighe^t individual soorp in th^ Sntder agg egate:
Staff 'pi-ort D Mitchell 314 Cant Rn^^ell 212
Corn W McVittie 212 Oapt O'Grady 211
Staff Sergt Dent 213 Lieut B liot 210
The prpsldpu''? prize, presentf d bv Li' Ut.-C'>l. Hon. J. M. Gib-

son, nresident of the league, open to teams of 10 m°n from anv
battalion baving teams entered in thelpaaue of 1891; to bo won
by the aggrpgatp score of the bigheot ten men from any iiattalion
or association iu 1 ho Snider aggregate, was won by the 431 batal-
inn '^v ° score of 3 Oil.

Ottawa, Sppt. t —The B'sl^y teom wore announced to-da,v and
shoAV. that Sprg*. Rolston Ipd tr- 34 do'u's over Cant. Mc Mickine-,
and wfi-h the gr^nd sfore of 5'4 out of a possible 59(1, a wonderful
score, b-ing 43poin*-s over an averae'e of former winners and by
»r the bpgt sbontirig ever rirvi-p on the ranffp. Last year Private
Hutchison. 43d, b-d with 480. Thp team is comnosed of the 30
mpu who arp niembprs of th^ ac*ivp militia iiav'ngmadp tbe
highest scores in tVio ijr'^nd ntrgrpgatp match and (-rovernor-Gpn-
eral's match. .Should anv of ihe^e refu-e tn go their plaoa* wUl
be lillpd UDfro'n tbe nex*^ 70 in tbe grand agg-egatp and Gnv-
emor-G'nerars matobps, 100 being eligible. The following are
the " am es of t b e fl rst 33:

Sergt. Sliort....
Pete Ellis
S^aff-Sprgt. Mite
Capt. Jami?son-.

PetP Windatt
S'aff-Sprgt. Sii
l.ieut Revel ..

Pete Gamble..

514 Cip^ AIcRoi^h'e .. . 4R5

483 S'aff-S rtjrt. Dent 465
480 Lieut. Wilson. .... 463
476 463
475 Lieut, Macadam .... 4f;o

474 Lieut. Smith .... 4.59

47 J Oapt. Milligan . ..459
469 Sergt. Horsey . 459
469 L'PUt. Pope 459
469 Col.-S-rgt. Fowler .... 458
469 Capt. Ru=sell 4fi8

-168 SerE't. Blair 457
468
46S S^rgt. Fairhairn 457

467 456
466 Seigt. Graham .... 456

ZETTLER VS. CALTFORNTI A.—During the latter part of 1890
the California Schil z n Club, of San Francisco. is=ued an opi-n
ohallengp for a tpam maicti by telegraph- The Zettler Rifle Club,
of ihis city, promptly ac ented the challenge, and. all th^ pri-ii-

minarips having been settled, the contest took place Saturday,
Sept. 5. The conditions ' ailed for: Teams of 15 men each, 50 •on-
secutive shots on the Germ -n ring target, 25 3io. rings, with a
12m. hulLeye and a center IVi n. in oiameter. position off-band,
but the usual palm rest permi'ted, any rifle, telescopic sights
bping barred, distance 200 ds., stakes 5100 a t-ide. The California
fehooting Club appointed W. Hayes, of JNewark, to he their .iudge.

Haves accepted the appointment, but also shot oo the Z-t'ler
team. Poilo Jacoby was to have been the Zettler Clu'i's judge
but riecliied, as he acts as captain and coacher for the San Fran-
cisco team. Maj ->r Adolph F Klose, rifle inspector of tbe Second
Brieade, C. N G., was then asked to look ^iftpr the interests oi

the Zettler Rifle Cluh. Tbe .iudges received tbe stakes before tbe
contest. They were charged to collect and forward the 15 targets

u ed by tbe contestants, together wub a certiflca e, signed bv the
jn^igp and the president rfspectively of each club, vcrif\ing the
V lidity of tbe targets, and at the same time a tabulated detail

of each man's score. The California team included .snch wf^ll-

knowu marksmen a" Jaco'>y. Ul caie. S eiker, \^'ho made ihe le-

martable scire of 560 points on tae point targe' in 300 sbots dur-
ing the I'pi ent shooting festival at San Francisco. HpIiu, Roth-
weiler and F, O. Young. The team shot oo ti'eir new range near
San Francisco. Tiie Z -ttlpr team nspd the 200yds. range in Wis-
sel's Park, at Cypress Hill. The Zetllt-rs w^re haodicapped by
tbe weather, as the competition started amid a heavy downpour
of rain and a strong easterly wind blowing across the range.
Still all bands shot steadily, Hayes only missing tiie blade twice.
The shooting of Dorrler was first-class, he making a score of

1,115, the best of ttie day. H. Holg- s was second with 1 085. J. A.
Bovken and tbe veteran Barney Waltber tied with a score of
1,0=.8. M. R. Engle siiot in a poor dght and made the i' fetior

score ofW. TLp fo'h'wing are the sc res: W, Hayes 1.067 J A.
Bov keo 1058, John tJonper-mitb 1 059. Geoigp Joiner 1 027, B Z-^t-

Ilfr981, F Rossl,t55 F C Watts 1,1)42, M. H. Pnule 947, Gn Z ro-

merman 1,052. M. Dorrler 1.115, F. Ar-ubrus' 1,019, George Plaisted
1,005, C. G Zritler 1.028. H. Holges 1,085, B. Walt her 1,058, Total,
15,563. California, 15.491.

CREEDINIOOR, L. I., S pt. 7.—Labor Day was utilized by tbe
National Krttd Association for tPe contesting of the fifth of tbe
marksman's matches Hrranged for the Qualification of members
of the National Guard to receive the State decoration awarded to

all those showing themselves competent to S' ore 30 points or belter
with the regulati n military r'Ae at 200 and 300yds.. 5 shots at < & h
distance. The facilities of thp range at Crtedmoor were taxed to

tte fullprt extput, more than 250 men, in unitorm. being in atrend-
ance. With tbe exceptfon of an uncertain wind the cond'tior^s

were favoralde to fair sbootins; and, a? a consequence. 146 of the
competitors pulls-d out '*t the end with qualifying scores. The
Seventh Rpgiment had 65 marksmen, the Eighths, the Ninth 1,

the Twelfth 11, the Thirteenrb 7 tlip Twenty-secoad 9. the Twenty-
third 83, th» Thii tv-:-Pcond 2. toe Forty-seventh 1, tue Sixty-ninth
5, the Seveuty-fir'at 8, the First Brigade Siaflf 1. and Trotrp A
(cavalry* 5. The shooting was done under the supervision of Hrig.

G-n. CaarlpB F. Roboins, general Inspector of rifle practice. State
of New York.

BOSTON, Sept. 5.—The weekly shoot of the Massachusetts R'fle
Association was held at its range to-day with a large number of
riflemen present. Following are the scores, distance 300yds.,
Standard Amefican target, re-enfry mat'hee:

All-comi-r--' off-Pand march: J. B. Fellows 81. Dr. Bishop 66, W.
P. Stevens 60 All-comers' rest match: J. Francis 115, F. Uaoi-ls
114, S. Wilier 111, W. P. Th' moson 111. A. H, Rallard 109, F. W.
Chester 107. D. Martin 105, R. E. T iwnp 99. M. T. Day 97, Dr. Bi-hop
88 W. B. Morton 80, B. Hasnogs 80- Milifarv raitfbr W. F. Buck
43, W. L. Swan 41, G. Pi-rce 41, 0 G. Paul 40, H. W. Swee' 39, H.
D. Sears 88, A. S. Hunt 3T, F. \V. CPester 36, J. V. Huntley 35.

NEWARK —At the annual King shoot of the Npwark Shoo'lng
S 'Ciety on Monday 0. H TownSrnd won thp 1891 King m-dal with
a SPore of 61 points. W. Hnyes won first prize, and George Joiner
and F. C. Rois tied for second and third prizes on the open ring
target.

MT. GRETNA, Pa.. S^pt. 5.—The rpgular annual State compe-
tion =n rifle shooting opeupd on tbe S^ate range Sept. 1. The day
was r^th' r cloud v in the forenoon and a severe thundpr storm in
t"e aftprn^on. There was a general complaint from all the old
shootfrs about the ammunitioo; it is tbe regulation LT. S. make
and is not as good fis it might he in several resppcts. It is easv to
die'ingui>:h the d'fferenop in tbe rep-rts of theriflps when flred
off; oTje will give a dull thud and another bkp a flre-cracker.
N me of it =pems to have the rmg like the U. M. C. Co. manu-
facture Hcn"6 ti^e u-accountablv low scorps uncertain «hots
and missps are atiributpd to the defective ammunition. If the
authorities of tbo State of Pennsylvania wi=h good scores at the
annual comp«tition thpy must suonlv good ammunition. The
shooting was mos'lv at 200, .500 and OOOrds., and the first two days
werp taken Up with m-aottce Fcorps. The imnort-^nt matches ran:
State Rpginiental Mafph shot Sppt 3.—C nditions, four enlis'ed

mpn,7 shots each at 200.503 and 600ids., was won again by tiie
Thirteenth ri gimo^t with t>e S rood rt giment a close second
with a Pcore of 333, followprl bv the Sixrepoth regiment with a
score of 882, Private w. W. Ynuues, of tbe Thir-penth regiment
again putting ua a brilliant sporp i" tiip mn'idi of 9ti. Below 's *he
soorps of the three fit-' leams; IStb Rp,t;t.. 334; 2rJ R»gt., 333; 16^h
B'gt.. 833. 9tb Rppt. 330. I3rb Begt. 328; IM. Regt. 325,5Mi R-'g'.324,
lO'b R-gt. 312, 11th R^g'. Sn. 8f^ Rpgt. 807, 18th Rfg*. .301 Gavalrv
298. 15th K g'. 29% Ot ii Rpgf. 384, 4th Regt. 277, State Fencibles 375,
3d Rpuf. 267. Ari^llHry 233.

Colpman Rpgitnental Prizps were won by the rifle team» from
the f 'llow''->e r -»impn*s. c^nd t'ons as follows: Five m^n, 7 shots
each at 200, .500 and 600yds., 4 fn*ries allowed, hiffbest snore to
coun«: 16 h Begt.. first pr-z". 437. 9'^h Rpg'. 429 13 Reg^. 423, .5th

R-g'.408. 1=^ R"gt. 408, 15 Rpgt. 407, 8 h R--.gt. 405, lOh'Regt. 400,
13tb R«gt. 899 6th Kegt 399, 14 tb R gt. 397, 2d Regt. 388. Thecom-
netition camp to a finish on the otQ with thp Brigadp team match,
the third Brigade being t^e wtunprs. Having won tbi? trophy
three timps it hpcnmes their proper'v. Tliere 'vere 13 men on a
"^eam. pach firing 7 shots at 200. 500 and 600\ ds. The ;ld made 933,
the 2d 963 and the Ist Brigade 9:6 points in the possible 1,260.

SYRACUSE, Sept, 3.-The Svracusp R=fle Club will hold a .suo-
ppr shoo'^ a' the new rat^gp at Maole Bay to day. The new bulls
are giving pprfect satisfaction at^d tbe little cinb bouse is a model

I's way. Fillowintr are tb^ scores made oti Wednesdav: Koeh-
le'-er. Smith .55. Rohotliam 47. Ward 105, Acker 49. Grev
(reo,),i8, Knapp73. Dallev 73. Koanp 68 D iUpv 85, Egghston 74,
McCo'mi'-k (reati 75. Smith (rest) £6 Rohotbam (rest) 83, Stillman
67 P'-rkins 27, Barnum (rest) 95, Laighton (rest) 95, Robotham
(rest) 81.

IMINNEAPOLIS. Sept. 1 —The Minnesota, State Rifle Assoeia-
t'on at their meeting last w°pk elected Dr. E. H. Wbiteomb, of
St. Paul president; Liput. Lee, of Stillwater, vicp-president;
Lieut. Loyp. of Minneapolis, secretarv-treasurer. D"ring the
practice work on the Lake City Rangelaat week Whitcomb, Dar-
row and Falk made th- possible 20 hits on the lying-down figure
in a skirmish run of 20 'hots, thus tieing the score of Capt. Akins.
at Springfield, TIL, a few days ago, about which so much was said
at the time.

CREEDVtOORi MATCHES.-For the remainder of the present
Dootmg sen.so" thp foll'^wiut; military matclips are on the Creed-

moor pt-iierammp: Qnalitication and marksman's badge, Sept. 36,

Oct. 10 and 24. and Nov. 3. The sharpshooters' match, Sept. 19,

Oct 3, 17 and 31.

SPRINGFIELD, Mass.—The BuUard Reppating Arms works at
this place, has been rented to the Elektron Mfg. Oo. The company
mak-8 electrical supplies. Leon .J, H irley,late department super-
intendent of the Smith & Wpsson works, goes into the new plant
as general mechaniiial superintendent.

RENSSELAEaWY<^K - Albanv. N. Y., Sent. 7.—Tbe fall meet-
ing of tfie Tt^ird Brigade Rifl'» Association will be heh' at Rensse-
]aerwvck,betwppn Albany and Tr y. Thursday and Frida.\,Oct.
1 and 3. The programme, which is the most attractive ever offered
bv tbe \ssociatlbn, will be issued Thursday, Sept, 10.—Buel C.
Andbews, Sec.

THE TRAP.

ScorM for publication should he made out on the printed blanHt

p repared by the Forest and Stream, and fivrnistied ttratis to clvh
8'cretari-es. Corre»pondents tcho fa/vor us with cluh scores are por-
tUviarly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send in notice like the following:

Sept. 8-11.—Grand Internal ional Tournament at Detroit. Live
birds a' d standard Keys one targets.
Sept. 11-12.— Harrleburg Shooting Association, new club house,

two days opening shoot, targets and live birds; also six-men team
shoots for central Penn ylvania, Hurrlsburg Shooting Associa-
tion tropbv, valued at $100. H. M. F. Worden, S-c'y.
Sept. 15-17 —Knoxvilie, TeuD., inter-State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.
Sept. 15-17 —Dayton. O., Second Annual Tournament. Open to

the world. Fust two days inanimate targets. Last day spar-
rows. Address W.Scott McDonald. Fifth and Ludlow streets,

Dayton. O.
Sept. 29-Oot. 3.—First Annual Tournament of the Pennsylvania

State Sportsmen's Association, Williamsport. Pa. Targets and
live birds. N. A. Hughes. S c'y.

Oct. 13-15.—S'aunton (Va.) Gun Club, assisted by the Inter-
State Manufacturers' and Dpaiers' Association.
Oct. 21-23.—Reading's Tournament, Flemington. N. J. Key-

stones. Open to all

Oct. 27-29.—Savannah, Ga., Chatham Gun Club, assisted by the
Inier-S Late Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association.

BOILING SiPRlNGS.

Rdtherford, N. J., Sept. 7.—Bo'lirg Springs Guu Club tourna-
mtot, Piuerocks, Ke' stone ruLe. No. J, 10 singles:

Holhster 1111101110-8 Klpes 0111111011-8
Cutwater 1100111110-7 Paul .lllJOllOlO—

7

No. 2. 12 singles, ex er' thIp?;

Hollister -- 011110011100-7 Klees 0101]011010D-6
Cutwater 101111110010-8 Paul 001001000111-5
No. 3, 15 singh s:

Hoilister .110111111111110-13 Paul lOOllllOlOlQlOl- 9
Outwater lUllllOOnilll—13 Beam 111111011111110-13
E.l"es lllllOiuOllllll-13 Lane lllOIlOlllllill-13
No. 4, 35 singles:

Bnam nillOKlOnilUlllllOllU—21
Klees lOilOlOlll 1111111111 11110-20
O ampbeU 11 11 1

1 11 1 0 1 01 1 1 11 1010 1 01-20
Outwater .11 H 111 1111111 nillllllll-35
APbott lOllltiO] 10010110101011101-15

Feck 0111 011111 II 1 1 0010110011100-14

L-d ne 0111101 1 0 1 1 10 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 II 1 0-1

9

M al zen 1 1 1000110101 01 101 ti 1 101011-15

M yer .1111111111111111101011111-23
P.^ ul 11 11101 UlimOOliOllUOl-gO
No. 5, 15 singl=p:

Klees.- 111111110Hnil-14 Hollister IIIUIIIUIOUI—14
Outwater 111111111111111—15 Paul lOllllOlOlOllOO— 9

Beam 111111111111111-15
No. 6.10 singles:

Outwater OllllOllll-S Klees - ..11110^1001-6

Hojj.ster 1101111111-9 PatU 111110 011-8
Beam llllllOOH—8 Lane.... lUlOillllO-r
No. 7, 30 singlps:

Ontwater.l 1111111110111111011-18 B^am... .11111110111101011111-17

K'ees ....OlOlllllOnillllllll-17 Paul 10101101101011011011—13
Hollister..ll0011111110nilllll-17
No. 8, 10 singles:

Beam llllllllOl 9 Outwater 1111111111—10
Hollister IIIOIUIU-O Paul llillOlllO- 8

Lane , . - 1111111011-9 Klees llllllU01-;9
No. 9, 25 singles:

Beam - 011011111 10111 11101110101-19

On' water IDOl 1010111 llOlllllinOl-20
Kiees lillilliUlOlll 1111111111—24

Paul O.OllllOOniO lOlllKHiOlO-15

Ahoot n 1110 , oim ootti 101 0111 11—jis

Mever 11101111111111111)11111001—31

Matzen ,

1010OUU10OllO0imi00]l-l,fi
No. 10. 10 singles;

Lane lllOiOniOl-6 Campbell. 1O11011O11-7

Pet k 0 1 110 1 111—8 Outwat er 101 11 1 0 1
01-7

"Taizen 11OI010111-7 Abbot.
.

, OOOlJOniO-5
Klees 1111101111-9 Pdul lUllOlOlO—

7

Beam..... lllllOOlll—b Lawrenson uiilOinuxx)—

i
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HACKETTSTOWN TOURNAMENT.
The first aTinual tournament of The Gun Club was held at

Haekettstown, N.J. SepM to 3. The mpptine was unrler the
managt-ment of James Smi h, one of New J< rs^y's most popular
trap shots, and. was a thoiongbly tiicces^ful one in every
particular.
The Gun Club is a new organization, ardhare not as yet fenced

in its grounds, which are nicely located; with this esceptenn, the
grounds are as good as any in the Stste. A neat club house has
been erected, and all necessary p<raphernalia is found. Themeet-
ing wasfavorerl by perfect weailier, and, considering the amount
of shoofing that is going on in this vicini'y. the attendance was
good. Tue first two days were devoted to bluerocks, and the tar-
gei 3 worked nicely, the trapjiiug was excellent, and the targets
when hit. proved to be good breakers
The programme announcpd that 5 per cent, of all ptirses and 40

per cent, of surplus in guaraniped events would go toward mak-
ing a fund for averages, alfo that shooters would be clns«iiied as
in the Manufacturers and Dealers' meetings. E. D. Miller being
the only expert upon f e ground during the first day, he was com-
pelled to stio'it under the exp'-rt rules, but « as cmgoled somewhat
l>y vaking ibe average money in his class without a struggle,
iNli-. J. Vaa D pke ta u iug lirsc tn Lhe amateur class with an average
of a fraction over 93 per cent. W. E. Stewart got second with
88<6 per cent.

First Day, Tuesday, Sept. 5.

No. 1, 10 single blue-^n. k^. 81 entrance:
Klees 1111111111-10 Mills 1111011011—7
Stewart 1111110110- 8 Wneutnall O'llOlUlti—

7

Van Dyke IHMuOOI- 8 Ttllou OlOlllllUl—

7

Dean OllllUllll- 8 Jackson 0110110101—6
Kuger Kiniium— 8 B Reeves 1111010100—6W Smith . . .1011011111— 8 Vaa Msline llOOlOlOtiO—

4

Qtiimby 0111111101- 8

No. 3, 15 singl« bluriocfc^, $1 50 entranoe;
Tellou limi 1 11111111—15 Reeves 11111 1111101010-12
Miller llUOinillll 11—14 Qiiimbv llllOllllllOl 10-12
Stewart 111111111110111—14 J Smith llXllllllinoOll-11
Tan Dj-ke 111111101Hm 1—14 Acdison OUOluinOlOlll -10
Dean 111101111011111—13 J«ckson OllOUOIOlO 001— 8
Brienlnall llollLOlllllll—13 Eager lllOOOOulllOOlO— 7
Klees 111111111011110-13
No. 3, 10 single oluerccKs. $1 entrv:

Van DyKe 1111111111—10 J Smith 1111011110-1.
Miller 1111110111- H Jackson .1101110101—7
Brientnall lllllUOil - 9 Tellou 100 lli0Il-7
Stewart lUlliOUl— 9 Aidi«on 10<l0110 11-6
Dean lllllOUl —9 Van Als tine lOOlHaill—

6

Quimby 11! 1011 lU— 9 Rpeves Illotllll"0 6
Klees 0101111111— 8 Eager 0110)11100-5
No. 4, 20 single bluer( ck-, $25 gu 'rauteed, $2 eotrv:

Stewart ..lllinilOimillim 19 Dean 11110110111110111111-17
Miller ....01111111111111110111-18 J Smith . .lOUilOlUllOl 111111-17
Kl ees lOlllll 111110111 iia—1 8 Reeves ... .11 lOll 11 0111 111 1 100 1—16
Van DykelllOlll 1111101111111—18 \V South. .1111101011110111001 1-15
Quimhy . .lllllillllllOilUlOO—17 BrientnaliOillOjllUllllllOillO-14
lellon 11110111011111011111- 17 Addison. .llUllliOOlOU/ljOllU—13
No. 6, 1,T siugie '» u-iocK-. $1.50 entry:

Vhh iJyke lllllll 1111111. —15 M ller 110111111011101—12
Ayres llllillillllUO—14 Stewart 111111110010111—13W Smith lllillOilU'lll 14 Dean 111110100011111-11
JSmirh llllUOliailll-14 Klees lOlllllllOlUlCl -11
JacRbon OmillllllOUl-13 Reeves 01010110.111111-11
AddisoQ llilllllliOOlli— la Quimhy no aOlllllUlOl-lO
Brieurnall . . . .111011111111110—13 Tellnn llllaOlOlOllOll—10
No 6, 10 single bluei o ks, |i entry:

Quimby 1111111111—10 Brientnall 1101111101— 8
Scewart lllllllUl-lO Tellon 1101111011—8
Miller 01111UUl— 9 VauAlstine 1101100111—7
Klees llliOlini— 9 Astra lOOlOlllIl—

7

Jackson lUllliOll- 9 J Smith lllUOllOlO- eW Smith UlllUOll— 9 Reeves OlUlOOlOO - 5
Van Dyke ill.lUlOl— 9 liager OjlOOOUil 5
Dean 0110111111— 8 Baxter lOOOoOlOlO— 5
Addison OOnililll- 8

No. 7, 15 single tiluHr c^s, S25 guaranteed, g3 pnir-r:
Van Dyke 111111111111111-15 Tellon 101110111111110-13
Stewart lllllUlllJllll—16 Jacksoa llllllOlOllllOO -11
Klees... lullllllillUll—14 Quimbv llOinoUUOUO-il
Biientnall im.lOiilUlll 14 VV Smith OOUlllOOlllUO—10
Miller 11 11100 1 1111111—13 Bascer 11011101 ilOO.00- 9
Dean lUllOlUOlilil—13 Aadison llllOlOhiOlulOl— 9
Ayer« 111110111101111—13 Eager llonoOlOlOt'lll—

9

J.Smith llOlinOllllill- 13 Reeves OOOOlCUOlOOOll—

6

No. 8, 10 single bxuciocks $1 tniry. Experts:
Miller 1111011111 9 J Smith 1110101100—6
Brientnall 0111011111—8
Amateur:

Van Dyke 1110111111-9 Dean ...,1110111010-7
Addison 1111111011—9 Eager 1101101110—7
VauAlstine 0111011111—8 JwcKson 1101111010—7
Stewart 1111011110-8 Baxter OflOlllldH)—

5

W Smith lliniilOi)-7 Quimby Caioillidl—

5

Klees 110111 lOiO—T Reeves lUllOOuOO—

5

Avers OUlillOol—

7

In this event Smitri ana Brientnall joined Miller in his lonely
fignt and shot the expert ruie.

iNo. 9. 20 single hiuerocks, $1.50 entrance:
Bri-ntnaiimillllllOlllllllll-19 Klees. .. .11110110111101111100-15
Van Di ke11111111011111111101-18 Ai ers 1101011111 1 uOllllllO-15
Miller . . . .lllllOlllClUiniliO—17 Baxter. . ..01 1 lOlOlOlOlilui U .0-13
Stewart .

.OlllllllillUluOllll—17 Kag«r 11110010101111011100—13
J Smith . .lOlUllllOllllllOill-17 Jacksin ..lOUllOUOlllUlOOllOl-12W smith ,111101111110 1 llullU-ir V Alstiue.OO 1101100011011100 -11
Dean 0111illll01111uH110-16 Quimby . .OOllOllllOlluOiOlOlO-ll
Addisnn . .lOOilUUlllUOllllll-16

Jso. 10, 10 single blu^ruCKS, $1 entrance:W Smiih 1111111111—10 Jackson 1101111110—8
Addibon llllilllll—10 Stewart lllOlillOl—

I

Ayers 1111111111-10 Miller OlOlOlllll-'.
Van Dyke llllUlill—10 Brientnall lOiOlOlUl-

7

Dean llOillUll— 9 Bd.xter 1010101111—7
Klees UOllllilO - 8 Quimby OlllOilOa—

7

J Smith lUilllOill— 8 Reeves 110x100110—6
Viiet IIILUIOIO -8

No. 11, 10 smgle bluerocks, fjl entrance:
Van Dyke 1111111111-10 Brientnall lOlUOIlll—
Kleea Ullllllli-lO W Smith OlllllllOl-li
Dean lUUimi-10 Ayers 1110110111-8-
St'-wart lluliiill—10 Qinoiby lliOllluOi—

7

Miller lUOlulll— •i' Aridisou 0011011101—6
J Smith llllllilOl- 9 Baxter OlOUulOU—

6

Jackson lillllUlll— 9 Taa Alstine lOllOOuOOO—

3

Reeves Olllliilll- 9 Eager lOOOOlOuOO—

3

Second Day, Wcdiie-Hday, Sept. 2.

The second day opened bright and warm and a few new arrivals
were noticed. W. R. Hohan, representiag Von Lengerke & Det-
mold, Neat Apgar, Henry O. Squires's representative and Milt F
Linosley being the nddaions m the expert class. John Rtggott,
of Rockaway, Louis F. Dotigan (Davenpori), of Brookljn, Dukes,
of Newark, and Al Heritage swel Ing the enirits m the amateur
class. A number of ladies were upon the grounds, among whom
were Mrs Lindsley and Mrs. Heiitage. Mrs. James Smuh h«d
the ladies in charge and helped largely to make their visit a pleas-
ant one. . -

The averaee money m the expert class was divided by E. D.
Miller and Neat Apgar, each breaking SSh per cent. W. E.
Stewart (Old Texas) at last striking his gait and grinding out a
per centage of Qih, John Rlggoil taKing second with 8985 per ceot.
No. 1, 10 single bluerocks, Jl entry, 4 moneys: Hxperis—Neaf

Apear 10, Miller 6, Hobert 6. Amateurs—Stewart 10, J. Smith 10
Riggotr 9, Brientnall 9, Dukes 9, Heritage 8, Ayers 8, Davenport 6^

No. 2, 10 single bluerocks, §1.50 entry: Experts—Miller 10 Apgar
8, Hobart 7. Amateurs: Stewart 10, Brientnall 9, J. Smith 9,

Rifgoit 8, Davenport 8, As ers 8. Dukes 7, Heritage 5, Baxter 3
No. 3, 15 single bmerocks, $1.40 entrance. Experts—Mi iler 14,

Apgar 12, Hobari 9. Amateurs -Riggott 15, StewHrt 14, Heritage
13. Brientnall 13, S. Smith 12, Dukes 11, Davenport 9, Baxter 6.

No. 4, 20 single olu-rnck>, $25 guaranteed, S3 50 entrance. Ex-
ports: Neaf ApiarlO, Midei 18, Hobart 14. Amateur-: Riggott
20, Stewart 19, J. Smith 17, Ajres 17, Brientnall 16, Heritage 16,
"Davenport" 14, "Be U" 14.

No. 5, 10 single blueriicks, $1 entrance. Experts: Miller 9,

Hobar 8, Aogar 6. Amateurs: Si ewart 10, Brieui nail 10, "Daven-
port" 10, Dukes 9, Riggott 8, Ajres 8, J. Smith 8, Heritage 7,

Re>d 0.

No. 6, 15 single bluerocks, $1.50 entrance. Experts: Neaf Apgar
15. Miller 14 Hooatt 7. Ama eurs: Stewart 15, Dukes 13. Ayes
13, Brientnall 13, Heritage 12, Riggott 12, J. Smith 12, "Daven-
port" 9.

No. 7. 15 single hlnerocl<s, $1.50 entrance. Experts: Miller 15,
Neaf Apgar 14, Hobart 9. Amateurs: Dukes 14, Riggott 13, J.
Stnitb 13. "Davenport" 13, Stewart 13. Brientnall 10, Heritage 8.

No. 8, 20 single bluerocks, §25 guaranteed, $3.60 entrance. Ex-

perts: Neaf Apgar 17, Miller 16. Amateurs: Hobart 19, Riggott
IS. Dukes 18, .). Smita 17, S'ewart 17, Ayres 16, Brienlnall 16,

Heriragp 14, "Davenport" 11, Young 9.

No. 9. 10 single bluerocks, $1.42 entrance, experts: Miiler9 Neaf
Apgar P. Lindf-ley 8, Brienlnall 8. Hobart 3. Amateurs: Dukes 9,

J. Smith 9, Riggott 9. Stewart 8. Heritage 7. ' DHVenpori" 4.

No. 10, 10 singlo blutrocks, $1 entrv, experts: Neaf Apsar 9,

Millt-r 8, Lindsley 8, Rrientnall 6. J. Smith 6. Amateurs: Stewart
10, Dukes 10, Riggoti 9, Heritage 7. J. Barr 6, "Davenport" 6.

Third Day. Thursday, Sept. k.

This the last day of the meeting was ktiown as Hve-hird day,
and in consequence a new set of men are seen facing the traps.
With one or two exceptions not a man of them is ever seen at an
inanimate target shoot, but when 11vp birds are offered their pres-
ei ce can be counted upon. The birds offered wpre an exception-
ally good lot, and the tie shoots were hotly fought.
No. 1, 4 live birds, $3 entrance, 4 mnneys:
M L'udMey 2322- 4 J Smith 0112-3
Given 2231-4 Ed Smith 1101—3
W E Stpwart 1111-4 Oannon 0113-3
W F Q limby 1101—3 "Hollis" lo22-3
JRigKort 0-'2l—3 Baxter 2110-3
' Francis" lllo-3 W Apgar ol30—

3

Davenport 1120-3 McVickfir 1002-2
First div,. second shot off ai.d div. hy Rifgnft, Francis. Daven-

port and Cannon, each killing 8 birds; J.Smith dropped his 8th,
Hollis dropped out on ihc 4r,h round and Ed Smith on the 2d.
No. 3, 811ve birds, S5 pn'rance, 4 raone\s:

J Smith 21122311-8 Qoimhv loll.2100-5
Hollis linilll—8 Francis ]ol23200 5
Lindsley 322222o2—7 (iiw-ns 2i20o220—

5

R'ggott I2I02122—7 E Smith 33130 00—5
Stewart 11111201—7 OHiinon rnOlOlO—

5

W Apgar 102O1111-6 McVicar 0312i012—

5

Davefport 11112001- 0 Mack 20 200,v.
Baxter 02110111—6

First, second and third div., fourth won on shool-off by Ed
Smith with 5 ki'ls.

No. 3, 8 live birds. $5 entrancp, 4 moneys:
Davenport 11121112-8 Givens Iliri301—

7

Quimby 12232011-7 Francis 12010111—6
Lindsley 22330222 7 M"ck 10212110-6
Higgott 1H10222—7 Gannon ol3010l2—

5

J Smith 21112011—7 Stewart 101' 0111 5
ISd Smith 10111112 7 W .-Vpgar 10210120—5
Hollis 11220212-7 Wanda 022120o0—

4

Davenport fi'St, second shot out and div. bv Quimby, Linasley
and Riggott with 3 each. Mack won third and Cannon fourth.
No. 4 4 live birds. $3 entrv. 3 mouevs:

"Wanda"* 2212—4 R
iggott 12,30-3

Quimby 1111—4 N Apgar 2220—3
"i^Tancis" 1221-4 Givens S:i02-3
"Davenport" 1111—4 McVicar 0212—3'
S'^ewart 1221-4 J Sm-th
• Hollis" 1212-4 Ed Smith 0230 -2
Drake 0131—3 Cannon 0103-2
Lindsley 2203-3 "Mnck" 0011—3
* Birds only. Quimby woo tirst with hardly a struggle, as each

of his c pponents dropped out in their first round. The tie for
second and third mon vs was most exciting the winners of second
money, L'ndslej and Givens each killed 6, and Ed. Smith had to
kill 9 n his class to get, ibe lucre.
No. 5, 4 live birds, $3 entrv. 3 moneys:

Quimby 2211 4 G Smith 1111-4
Lindsley 2221—4 "Francis" 1201—

J

R egott 1211—4 "Davenport" 1011-3
Cannon 2112—4 JSmith.. 1101 3
'Hollis" 1111-4 Stewart 0111-3

THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE TOURNAMENT.
WrLLiAMSPOUT, Pa., Sept. 5.—The Executive Committee of

the Pouna.\l . Huia State Sportsmen's Association Tournament, 10
be held at Williamspori. fa., Sept. 29 to Oct. 2, recently seat out
through th- mails 5.000 invitation card? to the various sun clubs
throughout the State and adj nnlng States. On 'be back rf thefe
cards it was stated that ah sweepstakes shooting would be con-
ducted unrier the Expert Handicap Rules. Sinre mfliling same,
the c mmiitee, at a meeting called for the purpos" of discussing
this matter, have decided to change this rule a littl".

In looking over ibesrores mide at the di fferenc tourn"mfints
during ihe past few montus. itis quite appar* nt that the expert
rule is ratner severe unless the cla^s^tlcHtion is drawn finer.
Tnere appear to be only a few persons classed as experts, who can
make as good an average as the average amareur, who shoots
at unknown angles, rapia flrius system, and the only solace the
experts have had, has been in dividing the surplus in the guaran-
teed even's.

It is also an acknowledged fact, that the amateur shooters will
nnt attend tournaments and put up their cash on "open rrars"
with expert'', as tuey ttano but a slim chance of setti^ g anything
out of the po'; but they are willing to go into events on even
terms, and with a fair shovvof getting a place. The committee
after carefully discussing the various wavs of handicap, have
decided to run all open sweepstake events at this tournament on
an expert handicap rule in this way, viz.: The experts will shoot
iheir scores iirst from a set of traps arranged to change the
angles instantly, shooting at known traps and unknown angles,
rapid firing system; and the amateurs will shoot at known traps.
Known angles, same system.
This the commitiee feel will be as near a perfect equalization

as It is possible to make.
The committee also feel that they have done their duty to both

classes of shooters, and fully expect the same w'll be appreciated.
From reports received up to date, a large crowd of shooters is
expected.
Two sets of five traps will be in constant operation for the

sweepstake events, and will he onen for practice and sweeps
Monday, Sept. 28, at 10 o'clock A.M.
The programmes will he out by the lOtli inst., and will be sent

to all shooters m the State and ad.1oininir States. Applications
arc being received daily from shooters in other States. It is appar-
ent that a large interest is being taken in our first State snoot.
Programmes will bo cheerfully sent to all who wish them by
addressing tne undersiiined.
Arrangements bavebeenm.-ide with the Trunk Line Association

for one-third reduction in railroad fare, and all ticket agents in the
State have been instructed to issue excursion tickets to Willia.m.=-
port at the rate of two cents per mile, good gning from Sept. 28
to Oct. 3, and returning Oct. 3: regular excursion rates from
New York and Phlladplphia.
Tne W^illiamsport Gun Club extend to all shooters in the

United States and Canada a most cordial invitation to be present
at our first State Shoot, and; will guai-autee a good time and
pleasant shoot to all who accept this invitation Everything
will he done for the pleasure and convenience of all present. The
live bird shooting on the last day will be an interesting feature
of the programme. We have plenty of birds, and the events can
be extended to Saturday if the shooters desire.
Come on, bos s. and bring your guns. There will be plenty of

ammunition of all kinds ou the grounds, if yon do not choose to
burden yourselves with ru extra load.

N. A. HiTGHES, Chairman Executive Committee,

Model Faehts and Boats. Their design, making and sailing, with
desigvs and working drawings. Postpaid, ^B.

WATSON'S PABK.-Burns1de, liL, Aug. 38.-The Audubon
Club. Kern trophy. 20 live pigeons, Ulinols State rules:
J E Priee 17 R B Wadsworth. ..19 C Morris 13
Aug i9.—Gun Club shoot:

Dr J M Hutchinson 1103133111—9
Blackbird medal, same day:

Dr J M Hutchrnsou 00000010000000000000—1
Sept. 3.—The Fort Dearborn Club for club medal, 15 live pigeons,

American Association rules:
Dr Hutchinson.... 7 G Kleinmani 13 *A W Adams 11
CD Gammon 13 A Kleinman.. 14 *J P Adama 6
*GU(?6tS.
BlHckbird medal, same day:

G Kleinman 18 *A W Adams 15 *J"P Adams. 10
A Kleinman 18
Hin> sts. Ties ou 18 for medal: G. Kleiinaa 4, A. Kleinman 5.—

Ravelbigg.

HARRISBURG, Pa.—The new club hnu=e and grounds of the
Harrihbnrg shooting Association will be opened by a iwo-dnvs'
shoot, Sept. U and 12; $3(X} worth of merchandise prizes, donated
bv local merchants, will make up the prize list in 18 evenia. and
the Association will donate a $100 trophv for the 6-men ream for
cbampionship of cent ral Penus.vlvauia. The grounds cover thr, e
acres, and are but 20 minutes' ride from the center of the city.
The shooter is under cover, and will always be dry, cool and com-
fortable.

JAOKfSONVILIjE, ILL., SCORES will be given next week.

YACHTSMEN AND THE LAW.
TN view of the importance of the pleasure fleet as a most useful

auxiliary to the navy and the merchant marine, a fact that
in most maritime countries has long received practical recogni-
tion in the form of special privileges and immunities, the present
attitude of the United States Government toward American
yachtsmen is most unprecedented. The domain of red tape is

universal, it is limited by no geographical boundaries, and petty
restrictions and annoyances on the part of subordinate officials

are common in all countries: but the credit for originating a dis-

tinct policy of active hostility toward yachting interests must
rest with the present government of theLtnited States.

If yachting io deemed worthy of support and encouragement by
a purely maritime people like the British, it needs no long argu-
ment toprove that it is still more important to a nation like ours,
one that is by no means a maritime one. in spite of thousands of
miles of sea coast that is liable to attack, and of the absolute
necessity for maintaining a commerce and merchant marine of
our own. Unlike Great Britain, Prance and the northern nations
of Europe, the United States possesses a vast area, with a large

part of Its population, at a distance from the coast and with no
sympathy with maritime pursuits; while even near the coasts the
bent of the people is mechanical or agricultural rather than
toward the sea.

The vital spirit of both the navy and the commercial marine
wMch fire necessary to the prosperity and independence of the
nation is not, as many believe, in appropriations and subsidies,

but in such a national love of the sea and pride in its navies as
has given to the nations of Northwestern Europe theirindependent
position. This national feeling, which, though but a sentiment, is

the great factor In the establishment and maintenance of a
national fleet of war ships and merchantmen, finds in modern
times its strongest support in yachting. The days of wooden
wells, of great naval wars, and of famous sea fights and victories
tiave passed away, and with them has gone much of the national
pride which was fostered by the achievements of the infant navy
"f the United States. What with deal-, corners, syndicates, rail-

roads, pipe lines and telephone patents, Americans are rapidli'

forsetting that there is an ocean, save when they rush across it on
a hasty vacation on a British ship.

It is under just such conditions as now prevail that yachting
may be made of the greatest possible value, directly by the love
of a life afloat which it inculcates in so many by the training of
amateurs and professionals (the latter class in large numbers) by
the encouragement, to designing, building and kindred branches;
and indirectly, but no less eflfectually by the interest in the
national success afloat which follows every race of more than
local importance. From the days of the America down to Volun-
teer and Gloriana the achievements of American yachts have
stirred up and stimulated a healthy national pride throughout
the length and breadth of the land.

Considering the aid extended to yachting by consprvative and
non-progressive countries, it would hardly be too much to ask for
direct aid from a government whose declared policy is the pro-
motion and protectif n of national interests; but jachtsmen have
never gone so far as that. They ask from the general government
neither bounties nor subsidies, nothing but to be let along in the
enjoyment of such privileges as are commonly accorded to

pleasure vessels as distinguished from trading craft.

All those familiar with the decay which has taken place in the
merchant navy of the United States within the past thirty years,
through neglect, bad legislation, or no legislation at all, will under-
stand why the laws relating to pleasure vessels are no less anti-
quated and obsolete than the rest of the navigation laws; but this
much must be said, that while the laws are defective, they have
in the m^in been administered In a fair and liberal spirit by the
offi''ials of the Treasury Department.
Wiihin a very short time, however, a new policy has been inau-

gurated, directed chiefly against the use of yachts of foreign
build, but at the same time endeavoring to hamper and restrict as
much as possible the use of any sort of pleasure craft. In accord-
ance with this policy, efforts have been made to place all pleasure
vessels on the same footing as a tugboat or canal boat, to compel
them to take out documents never before considered necessary, to
disfigure them wit;h names on the bows, to prohibit them when
under a certain limit of size from flying the American yacht
ensign, and to moor them so eifectually in the meshes of red tape
as to make their use as expensive and difficult as possible.

In ihe case of yachts of foreign build the measures proposed
and partly enforced are utterly prohibitive; If carried oat to the
extent that the authorities desire, they must result in driving
every foreign-built yacht out of American waters.

To those familiar with the history of yachting, the value of a
nationnl system of yachting and a large and prosperous pleasure
marine is no less apparent than is the fact that yachting is a sport
that requires every possible encouragement for its growth and
prosperity. Involving a very large outlay, giving no returns in
money, limited to certain localities, and offering no attractions to

the gambling element, it occupies a far different position from
horse racing or base ball, and cannot compete with either In the
number of its patrons or in general popularity.

A wise and liberal policy on the part of the Government would
at least, so far as home-built craft are concerned, exempt aU
pleasure vessels from all dues and taxes, and from such restric-

tions in the way of documenting as are not absolutely neceessary
for the public safety. In the case of steam in particular, certain

rigid laws are essential, but they should be framed to encourge
and not to prohibit the use of yachts. A glance at the condition
of American yachting in 1880 and again 1890 after ten years of in-
ternational competition, at the improvement in every class of

yacht from the largest steamers down to canoes, will show how
much Americans are indebted to the presence of a few British

yachts iniheir waters: and the more closely the subject is studied
the more convincing will be the proof that good rather than evil

must result from the removal of all restrictions from such craft,

and the placing them on the same terms as our home-built vessels

.

At this time, howevei', when the tariff battle is being fought in

all other branches, it is not to be expected thtit any special ex-

ception to the general policy will be made in favor of yachts. If

the theory of protection be true, and the American joiner or ship

carpenter Is entitled to such advantage as will protect him from
the cheaper workmen of the Clyde and the Thames, the atmoat
tl at would be called for would be a moderate duty on foreign-

hullt yachts, by no means such a sum as the treasury officials are

now trying to extort from the Conqueror, a sum that would be
paid with no more reluctance in the case of a yacht than in the
ease of a book or a carriage. Even the raoBt extreme application
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of tlie doctrines of protprtinn offer no grounds for the present

attiturle of tbe GovernmeTit toward citizens wIjo are spending

money llheralJy, and with no hope of return, in the development

of the science of naval design.

CAPTAIN NORTON AND HIS SYSTEM.-At tbe time when
we investigated and condemned ttie system of air tanks and water

ballast patented by Uapt. Francis L. Norton, we confined onr

comment? sokly to the technical featm-es of the case, examining

closely the models, p ans. speclflcationsand the completed vessels

with a view to determining the practical valne of Oapt. Norton's

claims. As we announced at the time, the result of our investi-

gations was to prove that the peculiar advantages claimed were

purely mythical, the principles on which they were based being

directly at variance with the simpler and most firmly estab-

lished laws of physics. Su-jh good points as the Norton boats

possessed were sbared in common by similar craft, lifeboats in

particular, of ordinary construction, with nose of the patented

pipes, valves and openings that complicated the Norton patent.

It is often the case that the inventor of a worthless articje is

perfectly honest In his belief in its m-^rits, and in publicly con-

demnlnghis claims and machinery we guve Capt. Norton the

benefit of the doubt. At the same time we found much in the

statements of himself and his coadjitors which was totally

false, together with many statements which were entirely unsup-

ported by evidence. The otatemeut that the invention had been

indorsed by the Navy Dt-pnrtment was emphatically denied in a

letter to us by Seerc-tary Whitney. The statement was made to

us, in the office of the compaoy, that Mr. G. L. Wa<son had

writtpn to secure the right to apply the system to yachts designed

by bim (the letter was unfortunately mislaid at the time and

could not be found for our inspection). Mr. Watson denied any

knowledge of the matter to us a little later, and a similar state-

ment, concerning Mr. Burgess, \vith an alleged indorsement of

the system by him, was Hatly repudiated by that gentleman in

conversation with us.

Toe model which was on exhibition for a long time to "promo-

ters" aad inquiring capitalists, wasnoihing but a trick and sham
devised to fool the ignorant and unwary, who were permitted to

press down on one side of the machine and feel for themselves the

actual pressure before suliscrib'ng to tbe stock. This model was

a simple arrangemwnt of valves, pipes and a pressure gauge in a

tank of water, and in no possible way represented the conditions

of a floating vessel, a fact which Capt. Norton could not have been

ignorant of.

Tbe recent history of the company and its head is well knowni

the c mpany has secured a large amount of money during the

past four years, and has built several craft which have been con-

spicuous only as failures, the last venture being the departure of

one of them, a small steamer, which had on board Oapt. Norton,

his wife and niece, witti a crew of seven men, bound for Toulon.

Fraaice. The F. L. Norton, as she was named, sailed from New
York in the middle of last November, since which time nothing

has been heaid from her, and she has been given up for lost.

Tbe usual legal routine has been carried out in regard to Oapt.

Norton's estate, and tl>o ptiblished reports state tliat this has

resulted in i he discovery that there was nothing left save a deficit

of about ipl50,000, pavtlj' borrowed in various waj-sand partly con-

tributed by the credulous dupes who bad been permitted to feel

the pressure in tlie trick modtl. No less than $10,000 was bor-

rowed from the Washington National Bank which lately went to

pieces. Within the past two weeks a rumor has been current

that the voyage of tbe F. L. Norton was undertaken for financial

and not scientific ends, and that Capt. Norton left New York at a

very convenient time, and is now safe ashore and out of reach of

his creditor?. The boat was so flimsy and so utterly unfitted for

a winter voyage on the Ailantic that it would be a miracle if she

reached port; but it may bo that, together with his known sicill as

a seaman and navigator, Capt. Norton's luck, whicn has certainly

followed him for a long time, has stuck to bim and landed him in

some out-of-the-way nook, leaving the stockholders, officers and

lenders to mourn his los". It is rather amusing to read that the

company still retains the patents for this worthless invention,

and has reorganized under the laws of the State of New Jersey.

AN AMUSING DILEMMA.—It is no unusual thing for an

aspiiing amateur to besj cu-ried away by the details of design-

ing and building ihat he gives no thought to the launching until

it is too late. We have known several authentic cases, besides

the rather mythical one of McFluffy's canoe, in which various

small craft have b'-en constrticted in garrets and cellars from

whioh it has been impossible to move them, but if report be true

the same tdunder has lately been carried out on a far more mag-

nificent scale than ever before attempted. The new steam launch,

the Vamose, built by the Herreshoffs for Mr. Wm. R. Hearst, of

San Francisco, is now completed, and has made her trial trip and

is ready for delivery. Uofortunately she was built at Bristol, R.

I., and her owner wishes to use her about San Fi'ancisco, Cal.,

and the question has arisen as to how he is to get her there.

Certainly a lightly built high sp«ed launch, 132fcover all, is not

the sort of craf c for steaming around the Horn, nor could she be

towed that distance. It is impossible to carry so long and deli-

cate a craft on any steamer or sailing vessel, while the overland

.iourney by rail is of course out of the question. It is stated that

an attempt will be made to steam around, faihng which but three

courses are open; to leave her on the Atlantic coast, to wait for

fhe completion of the Nicaragua or Panama Canal, or to steam to

the Isthmus and take her across it in a specially constructed car-

riage on the Panama R. Pi. Tae yacht has already cost $6.5.000

with $4,0C0 bonus for each mile over 25, and she is likely to cost

much more before she steams in through the Golden Gate.

CANOE-YAWLS AND CANOE-YACHTS.—The two types of

"canof-yawls" which we have lately commented on, the shoal

centerboard type and the miniature cutter which we proposed to

name "canoe-yacht," have recently raced together in English

waters, the result being summed as follows in the Field: "Snme

weeks back we ventured to predict, having seen the Solent

raters in the building yards, that a good canoe-yawl of J^-rate

would, in average weather, have a rosy time among the new ju-

nior fleet. Shortly afterward a new canoe-yawl of Snake model,

and we believe, built by Smith of Oxford—the Spruce—turned up

at Southampton, and compfted with the finny tribe of 3^-raters,

Spruce, even though not always sailed in faultless manner ei'her

as to pilotage or handling, went fast enough to win easily. Tor-

pedo, another Thames canoe-yawl, followed, and also took the

lead of the 3^-raters and of the Spruce. This being so time after

time, there can be no doubt that the canoe tspe has already

planted an ugly sting on the quasi model yacht class of fin-keel

Tjoats, and therefore, in the ordinary course of nature, either one

type must go to the wall or the other must be sent there. Possi-

bly an unreasoQing local majority may succeed in ousting the

canoe type of craft from racing on account of local toes trodden

9^; btit tM qtiestlo^ ebould be tried oa its merltn, and general

Vtiiitf ei£ er<Mt ihovdi. ey>t»ia {>ubUo fftver/*

THEY WERE NOT THERE.—"The annual meet of the Ameri-
can Canoe Association commenced on Aug (), on the Lake Cham-
plain, and will end on the 27th. A considerable number of the

new 'C class, i. e., wider canoes, appear to be expected at the

meet, and they undoubtedly are growing in favor generallv in

America. Once a man has satisfied himself that be can with fair

ease and speed paddle a canoe of SSin. or 36in, beam, he only won-
ders how it is he sat so long quietly in n oOin. groove; possibly the

deck seat is responsible for this."—FiVW. The "Class C" Is still as

much in the air as ever so far as racing and the A. 0. A. meet are

couferned. This is the fifth meet since a larger class of canoes

was first recognized by the Association, but the result was the

same as in former years. There were three canoes present that

were over the limits, iCwoneshe, Neola and another; none of them
expressing a desire to race. The canoe-yawl. Class C canoe, and
small craft outside of the regular canoe limits, are constantly

growing in favor in America, but they do not turn up in sufficient

numbers at any regattas save the Western C. A. meet, to make a

good racing class.

RACE PROGRAMMES.—For some unexplained reason the

blunder of last season, by which the race programmes were over-

looked, and only printed at the last minute, was repeated this

year, the programmes being received in camp after tbe races were

over. The racing programme should be printed not only in the

A. C. A. book, but in the usual camp circular, Avilh camp rules,

railroad routes, etc.. unless the entire matter can be prepared in

lime to appear in the book. In either case a special list of races

should be struck off for the use of those in camp, and it would be

well if it could include the racing numbers of the men, as no list

was available this year. If the ra-ing mtn could be induced to

send their entries to the regatta committee two weeks or so before

camp opens, a fairly complete list might be printed, blank spaces

being left for additional entries. This list would be mast useful

in making up the blanks which should be provided for the clerk of

the course, a gentleman who has in any ca^-e a great deal to attend

to, and whose labors might be lessened by providing him with

proper blanks for recording the various racps.

NEW YORK YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION.
ANNUAL REGATTA, SEPT. 7,

THE third annual regatta of the N w York Y. R. A., sailed on
Labor Dav, was a great success, no less than 75 yachts com-

peting. The wind was strong nor' hwesf, with the tide a quarter
ebb when the start was made. The courses were:
Course 1 —Classes A, "R, C, D, E and F. From starting line

an und Red Nun Buoy No. 14 (Ptrch and Ball), on port hand, and
return: 24 nau-ical miles.

Course 12.—Classes G, 1, 3, 4, 6 and 7. From starting line around
Swash Channel Bell Buoy, on port hand, and return; 19 nautical

^Course 3 —Classes 3, 5, 8 and 9. From starMng line around Biack
Buoy No. 9, on port hand, and return; 14 nautical miles.

CotiTse 4.—Class 10. From starting line around Black Buoy No.
11 on port hand, and return; 11 nautical miles.

The regatta was very well managed by the regatta committee.
Messrs. George E. Gartland, Charles E. Simms, Jr., and William

Considering the number of starters and the weather, the mis-
haps were very few. The times were:

(ILASS X), SLOOPS 45ft. ANB OVER 38PT.
Stan. Finihb. Elap-ed. Corrected.

Notus 13 30 00 4 44 03 4 14 02 3 27 40

Avalon 12 30 0!) 5 59 45 5 29 45 4 40 45

Gertrude 13 bO 00 4 50 29 4 20 29 3 29 45
CLASS E, SLOOPS 38FT. AND OA-^ER 32FT

Orestes 13 22 58 5 4:2 36 5 19 38 4 35 59

CarrieVan Vorhees. .13 21 40 5 26 36 5 (14 5B 4 08 26

NautUus . . 12 23 06 5 .3rf 09 5 15 03 .1 17 15

Al^es s 13 25 '^1 6 02 30 5 36 59 4 39 11

Lrttie .. 13 23 37 6 01 10 5 37 33 4 38 53

Emma and Alice 13 30 00 D'd not flnista.

KalS Louise 13 21 20 5 53 2.5 5 31 05 4 30 21

CLASS F, SLOOPS B2FT. AND OVER 27PT.

EmmTc':.'.:;.'.""*.'-.-13 20 46 .5 37 38 5 16 43 4 14 34

Maseott 13 31 30 6 12 03 5 60 32 4 48 08

stvbolt 13 20 54 5 29 58 5 09 04 4 05 58
PppXfis' " 12 30 00 Did not finisn.

Prin-eKari: 12 29 08 6 01 30 5 33 33 4 27 13
Bessie (yawl) 13 32 40 5 07 49 4 45 09 3 31 18

FoTsv in . 13 23 34 5 19 17 4 55 43 3 60 03

Smuggler.' ^2 23 25 Disabled.

Pavimia 12 30 00 Did not finish.

CLASS G SLOOPS 27FT. AND UNDER.
Soutter Johnnie 12 30 00

, „, . ,

B?rtha 12 30 00 5 48 30 5 18 30 4 19 47

Christine 13 28 52 5 34 29 .5 05 37 4 m 42

Ij^pr - • 13 34 52 D.d not finish.

ruristina" 12 30 00 Did not finish.

CLASS 2, OPEN SLOOPS 37fT. AND O VEK 23FT.

1 T Cameron 1:J 36 86 5 35 10 4 58 34 4 00 18

Vinia 13 87 17 Did not finish.

Carrie's"" 13 33 20 5 20 16 4 36 55 3 45 17
CLASS 3, OPEN SLOOPS 23FT. AND UNDER.

T.poder 12 33 34 4 33 10 3 .58 30 3 08 17

OMOla.V.' .12 43 29 5 53 0.- 5 09 36 4 13 41
CLASS 4—CABIN CATS OVEIi 23FT

- - 4 80 03piioW .12 37 45 5 0148 4 80 03

^'rormChild 12 23 Dul not finish.

Henr^ Gray 13 3-2 50 .5 03 .59
, _ 4.31 09

3 34 01

Henry Gray j _
Charm (2) 'Uli 9^Water Lily
Vespa .

.

..13 S'i 45
3 47 48

. 09 3 32 34
Did not finish.
5 19 05 4 46 43
Did not flnisb.

wflnT ..12 39 16 5 22 25 4 43 09 3 43 13

Vivid 12 32 15 6 10 33 5 38 17 4 37 08

finile
" 13 30 46 D^d not finish.

Falcon" 13 37 11 5 29 50 4 52 39 3 30 89
CLASS 5-CABCN CATS 2l3Fa: AND UNDER.

A-ame J • 12 40 00 5 07 58 4 27 58 3 39 49

Ml?y Anna 13 40 01) 1 ^ „ .105 14 3 16 49
r>,nn1p 13 .il 10 Did UOt fluish.

RrunetVe
"

'.' 13 40 00 5 50 40 5 10 40 4 31 00

Restless 13 40 00 f.^^lO^^ il5W 3 34 57

Mohican 13 od 32 D'd "Ot finish.

Ada 13 « 00 5 10 15 4 30 15 3 32 02

CLASS 6—OPEN CATS 32ft AND OVER 27FT.
vTrt_„Vj T 12 44 49 6 03 08 5 18 16 4 23 09

Souare ".' 13 46 24 Did not finish.^ CTiASS 7—OPEN CATS 27£T. AND UNDER.
Only Daughter 13 44 so ^47 00 4 03 10 3 01 14

Mav F 13 41 0( Disabled.

Harry Dauer t3 41 03 5 07 17 4 26 14 3 24 14
lT.pne ^3 44 00 Did not finish.

Bona Fide.' 12 49 51 5 34 01 4 44 10 3 41 05

CLASS 8-OPEN CATS, 32PT. AND OVKE 27FT.

Shamrock 12 40 49 Did not flnisti.

PauKne B 13 43 43 4 03 41 3 19 59 3 31 11

M^iv s 12 41 47 4 39 03 3 57 16 3 07 21

r^y/ie B" ' 12 44 48 4 OH 15 3 24 27 3 34 28

Enreka " "

13 43 30 4 14 00 3 30 30 2 40 17

Homing 12 41 02 4 17 33 3 36 30 3 45 .59

CLASS 9—OPEN CATS, 27FT. AND OVER 33FT.

Torment 12 43 18 4 29 00 3 45 42 3 51 55

Golden Rod 13 40 45 Did not finish.

Rival 12 40 00 Did not finish

^sirin'a' 12 45 45 4 .59 20 4 13 35 3 19 28

Eveline b" ' 13 41 45 4 46 .53 4 05 07 3 11 00

Geg So 13 46 53 4 27 36 3 40 33 3 43 17

Mv Partner 13 41 07 Did not finish.

Bon Ton 13 43 18 Did not finish.

CLASS 10—OPEN CATS, 33FT. AND UNDER.
Q-racie 12 43 04 4 OL 35 3 19 31 2 30 49,4

Ksfex 12 48 -5 Did not finish.

Xieen
"' ' 13 43 18 5 01 25 4 19 07 3 29 59

Gala Water }lf^^. S'-^ S°
Tpssle A 13 45 3o Did not finish.

Harry C.; 12 40 CO 4 19 45 3 39 45 3 47 43.1

CO'NSTELLATION, schr., has been sold by Vice-Coni. Morgan
to ivjp, gayarft Tbayer, owner of Ssiyonara. The price is reported

ST. LAWRENCE Y. C.

ON Aug, 29 apppcial unelassifled rac°> was saiied over a special
course under the auspices of the St. Lawrence Y. C. The

91 art was as follows:
L°rgth. Start.

Thora. W. J. Wallace 19.04 4 17 ?0
Mollie B riwn, VV. Kavaugh -'5.09 4 17 37
Talda, G. H. Ouggan 24.01 4 1? 45
Frolic, E. K Greene 28.07 4 17 50
Viking, L.J. Smith 35.00 4 18 00
Chaperon, E. S. Cloustan 29.06 4 18 20
BlncK Eagle. C. H. Levin 37.07 4 19 15
There was a fine lower-sail breeze from the westward at iQe

ftart, tbe relic of a slrons gale that was blowing itself cu--, and
during the race the wind and sea steadily dimiQisbed until at the
finish it was quite light. It was a reach to thp first mark, and
Yiking ran tljrough the fl efc and secured a lead which she Kept
during the windward mark, although Valda was clcse upon her
When the turning buoy was reached. On the run home Yaldft
secured a goon lead, Vibing carried away her goosentck and bad
to give up, hut not before S'le had been collared oy ObapfTon, and
Tiiora look third place. The boats finished in this order, but
Valda and Chaperon bad not lead enough to save their time from
Thora. The time summary was as follows:

Start. F ni'^h. Blaose'l. Corrpcted.
Thora ..A 17 20 6 24 55 2 07 35 1 50 39
Talda 4 17 45 6 20 30 2 0^ 45 1 52 09
(lhaperon...: 4 1 8 30 6 33 23 3 05 03 1,59 32
Frolic 4 19 50 6 31 18 2 14 28 3 07 dO
Black Eagle 4 19 15 6 29 10 3 09 55 2 09 65

Tins is the second time this season luat the Thora has beaien
the Sf. L Y. C. fltet. She is simply a big St. Lawrence River skiff,

with 396fc. of cotion in the two battened batswing sa^li, and she
does not carry a pound of ballast beNond her cr^w of four men
who ' sit her up" Dy biking to windwar i caone fashion.
After the race, the finish of wnich svas off the club's house, a

club dinner was held, at which the trophies wou during the sea-
son were presented, and which was a great success.

YACHTS IN TWO CLASSES.
Editor ForeM awl Stream:
I noticed in the last ifesue of the Forest and Stream your ar-

ticle under the head of "Knotty Questions," and as you seem to
criticise the decision of the committee in the matter of owner of
the sloop Wanda's appeal from the judges' decision, allow me to
say that the writer of the article in qutstion undoubtedly forgot
ihat this committee had to govern their decision by matter of
fact rules and not by sentiment. Sentiment is all v^ry well, bat.

is not alwavs in accordance with common law. In the opinion ot
this committee the rules and regulations adopted by this club
govern or at least should govern its races, and no matter what the
sentimental feeling may be individually, all decisions must be ar-
rived at after a careful consideration of the club laws relating to
the same.

A Member of the Regatta Committee, N. H. Y. C.
[In commenting on the decision in question we simply pointed

out, the practical, not sentimtntal, face that it places a yacht m
two classes at the same time, apparently giving her the option of
racing in either at will; something that is contrary to common
usage at least.]

BEVERLY Y. C, AtTG. 29.—The 177th race, second Buzzard's
Bay championship, was sailed at Monumeui Beach. Aug. 30, in a
mo'derate breeze, shifting to W.S VV. with occasional puffs, which
rendered race somewhat fluky. Mattie has been sold out of club
and no entries appeared in first class, but the other classes filled

well. Summary as follows:
SECOND CLASS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
.Surprise, J. M. Codman ;27.04 2 11 53 3 01 26

Mist, G. H. Lymnn. Jr 26.08 3 18 17 3 03 07

Anonyma, F. L Dabney 37.01 2 13 31 3 02 38

Grampus, W. E. C. Eiistis 37.0!t 3 20 19 2 10 19

Widgeon, M. Williams, Jr 26.10 3 20 ,54 3 09 54
THIRD CLASS.

Puzzle, Wm. Amory, Jr 22.09 1 SI 59 1 41 05

Cayuse, F. VV. Sargem 23.W 1 53 13 1 42 19
Buzzard, A. B. Shepley 23.08 1 53 31 1 43 27

Eina, J. Park'.nson 32.10 1 53 34 1 43 46
FOXIRTH CLASS.

Edith. L. Van Renssellaer 19.04 3 01 37 1 47 11

Cat, Brace Clark 19.03 2 07 26 1 53 54

Squall, J. G. Palfrey 19.11 3 17 34 3 03 48

Caarmion, J. Crane, Jr 19. OS Withdrew.
Kitten. H. S ockton 20.00 Withdrew.
Duckliog, R. S. Hardy 17.09 Withdrew.
Courses, 11 miles for second class and 7% for the others. Judge,

A. H. Hardy.
BROOKLYN Y. C. ANNUAL REGATTA, SEPT. 7.—The annual

fall regatta of the Brooklyn Y. C. was saiied on Labor Day in a
very strong northwest wind, the courses being on the Lower Bay.
The times were:

CLASS 1—JIAINSAIXi BOATS, 21 TO S5PT.
Elapsf d. CoiTected

.

Seminole, B. Brown, Jr 3 28 10 3 38 10

Iroquois, E. H. Chandler Did not finish.

CLASS A—MAINSAIL BOATS, 16 TO 18PT.

Dell, Salt & Fiizgerald 2 IS 46 3 18 41

CLASS 3—SLOOPS, COTTERS AND YAWLS, 30 TO 36FT.

Mull, B. F. rtuuon 3 88 16 3 39 .3:;

Fair Wind, F. R. Rogers 3 40 SO 3 40 20

Rosie. Dr. Latham Did not finish.

Mull lost her topmast but won in her class.

LARCHMONT Y. C. FALL REGATTA.-Theweather of Satur-
day sadly interfered with ihe regatta of tiie Lari hmont Y. C . for
which every preparation had b en made by the committee.
Storm and misi caused a postponement, which virtually am 'Unted
to an abandonment, though ^ ne ma'ch race was sailed on Monday
betw- en Viator, schr., and Clara, cutter, the latter carryiLg av.ay
her throat halyard and b]o.,k and being unaole to finish. The
cabin cat class also sailed on Monday, the tim^ s being:

Elaosed. Corrected.
Aura 3 43 30 3 .50 00

Wonder 3 38 43 2 40 49

Mimette 3 44 26 2 30 49

In tbe 25ft. centerboard class Nameless sailed over, Ntedle
being disabled in a collision before the start.

EASTERN Y. C—The f"»ll regatta of the Eastern Y. C, on
Sept. 8, was -ailed in v.^ry fluky weati>er, CEnone beating Vo'un-
teer and Mayflower, while Beatrix won in the 46ft. class. A full

account will appear next week.

PRtfSTO —We call attention to the advertisement of this fine

yawl in another column. She is one of the handiest boat^ afloat

for hi r s<ze and draft, havirg been to Florida and back.

MARJO IE, cutter, advriised on anchor pae:^. was very fully

described in the Forest and Stream of May 14 31 and June 11.

VENTORA, cutter, S. J. Colford, was reported ashore and
leaking bauly off Wickford, R. 1., on Sept. 7.

FIXTURES.
SEPTEMBER.

10. Rochester, Fall Regatta, 12. Knickerbocker, Ann., N. Y.
Irondequoit Bay.

TOLTEC—Ah more or less has been said concerning the canoe

in which Mr. Barrington has done such brilliant sailing this week,

a correct account of her origin may be interesting. The Bat

»

whosp lines appeared in the Forest and (^'tream of Feb. -5, 1891,

was designed early in 1883 by W. P. Stephens, as a cruising or gen-

eral purpose canoe to carry a heavy load. When this canoe was

built for Mr. Palmer in 1890, the same moulds were given by Mr_

Stephens to Commodore William Willard Howard, of the New
York C. C, and a canoe was built by McWhirter, some important

changes being made without tbe knowledge of the designer. The

displacement was reduct-d by cuttmg away about an inch from

the midship mould and less from the adjoining ones, the end

moulds being placed so as to make the ends much fiiUer than the

design. WMle the canoe as completed was by no means fair, and

akew«ei badly in tlbe endB. the redaction of displaoement txaA Im*
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A- NEW ERA IN C ANOEINn-.-If we may judge irom the

latest event ia canoe racing, the introdactiou of cutter principles

into c inoelng will ih was hinted at lasr. year is likely to come in a

very different way from the one then under discussion. Instead

of an alteration of model, giving a craft with great draft, the

latest development is in the method of sailing. In place of the

careful handling of sheets which is commonly essential In all

ahoal and unballasted craft, the crew of the Tolte'i belays both

main and mizen sheets, as in a cutter, and then climbs far oat on
his 6f r.., "'piazza," all his attention being given to balancing there.

Ac limes on Monday he laid out on the seat, both feet braced

against the ourside of the canoe, both hands grasping the seat as

he rapidly slid in and oat in tue paffs, with one foot on the tiller

when needed. If we are not mistaken. Mr. Barringtnn's strength,

fiklll and dailng, with hia 5ft. seat, are likely to inaugurate a new
era in canoe sailing, the departure being as Important as the in-

troduction of th'' deck position and old deck tiller by Mr. Vaux in

1879, and of the sliding seat and thwartship tiller by Mr, Butler in

18S6. What the effect will be on canoe designing is too long a.

question to discuss now, but it will be a very important one.

proved her for racing, and she Inirned out a stiff and powerful
craft, with easy lines, but with a long floor, and very stilf with
some ballast in her. Aztec, designed this y«ar by Mr. Stephens,
also for Comraorlore William VVillard Howard, was based to a
certain extent on Bat and Toltec, but being designed solely for

racing, the difrplacement was reduced and the deadwood in the
ends w.HS carefully sftaped to give easy lines. The design was
very carefully faired io full size, and we believe the moulds were
not altered after tbey left the designer's hands. So far as model
goes, Aztec is superior in every way to Toltec; but that model has
little to do with canoe racing is shown by the fact that Mr. Har-
rington has taken Aztec and be«ten Toltec, the long seat and
skiil being the great factors. As for Bat, she was designed for

another purpose than match sailmg, and it is hardly fair to con-

demn her as a failure from a racing standpoint only.

THE PASSAIC PaVER REGATTAS.-The late date and lack

of space this week interfere with a ftrting report of the very suc-

cessful regattas of the Passaic clubs, the Orange, Arlington and
Ian the, on Saturday and Monday, but we shall give a full account
next week.

NEW YORK C. C. CHALLENGE CUP.
THE fourth aeries of races for the iniernational challenge cup es

lablished by the ^iew York 0. C. in 1886 was sailed on Jiept. 7,

both races beiug wou by tUe repi'eseniative of the New York O. C,
Jlr. T. E. H. Barrmgion, a new member of the club.
The liial races wci'e saileu oo dept. 5. but orting to the uncertainty

as to tlie date and to sevt ral other causes the competition was Um
ited almost entirely to tbe New York O. 0. The morning was very
stcirmv. a N.E gala s^veeping over tne Bay, and it was not until 2:4,')

that TJie first, race was startled over the regular club triangle off
SiaplfttoD and Clitlou, two rotmds. making 6 miles, the wmd being
ihcu qijjie strong, wiiu tlie tide on cne last quarter of itxe eob. The
stan.Hi-s rt'ere-

Azicee. com. W. W. Howard. Bonnie, C. E, Vaus-.
Tultec. T. K. H. Barriogton. Kismet, C J. Swveus.

Toltec carried llOi t.. luu- crew using a iitt. sliamg seat. Kismet had
TJOfc , Aztec ilOfi., and Bonnie 80. Mi-. V. K. Mimroe, of the regatta
ooaimitier, hau cuarge of the starting and timing, witu a brand ne>v
pistol. Tlie first Ick saded was to windward, airectly out to inid-
<ibt.ijDel I'roK the chio house. Kismet made a fine start, with Bonnie
next, wiiile Toltec followed Aztec so closely over tne line as to foul
her and tue flag too, ibe ooats locking and being separated with diffl-

culcy. The saihug was very close on ibe first, round. Kismet being
ahead ai tne end. On tne second round Toltec led, being first at t,ne

finish, with Aztec second. ICismet was taird, but was unable to pay
awaj for tne line and bad to return and cross, m doing wnich sne
nearly ran over Bonnie as the latter came up to finish, heeling her
until she partly filled.

Atter the first race Mr. H. C. Ward of the Brooklyn C.C. sailed over
in tne handsome Kuggies canoe Torment, owned by Mr. Smytbe.
Torment had only two small sails, but suc was flcted out at tbe club
house witn a mainsail au J mizen, each o£ 40ft., and started in the
si-ooud race at 4:49 witn tue otner fom-. Tonec bad shipped her
14Utt. rig, tnough mere was moie wind man before. In starting to
wiiiawara, the tide now navmg turned tlood inshore, Aztec stood far
up on scarooai 0 tack towara lompain-vhie, wbiiC tbe others worked
straigut out lu shoner tacks. When the leaders caaie loseiuer, Aztec
had ueaded Toltec as they rounded the first mark. Torment being a
close third, while Kismet wimdrcw. Toltec soon ran ahead in the
reacuing, leading on cue oral rouud. Tne second windward leg was
sailed in tbe same way, Toltec mauiug tue ouoy ju^t ahead of Aztec,
wiin Torment close to mem. Tnougu unaer-canvassed, 'ioruieni
sailed Very fa->t, but coulu not catch Toltec, she fiidsnmg first, Tor-
ment seooud. Az.ec third and Bonnie fourib. As a matter of course,
Mr. tianiugton » as cuoseu as tne club's representative on the ob-
vious merits or Ids woili.

The weather on Sunday was no better than Saturday, rainy with a
strong A.E. wmd, and Monday mornlug promised but httte better,
bciria dark ana cluu-.y ; butto tiie graaticadon of hundreds of yachts-
men and cauoc-meu me wmd went luuud to N.W., and a sharp,
bracing bretze, tree from ail laintof fog or damp, sent tue vvhitecaps
dancing over the Uppei and Lower Bay. All previous races for tne
cap in icSti, 'S8 and 'yObave been saileu ofer tne club com-se otf staple-
ton auiL ijldion, a cour.se which oy reason of its Sirong tides and cur-
rents, bijjty winds aud serious obstructions m Che form of anchored
and pas>ing vessels ana floaiiug debris, is most trying to strangers
^v no are used only to clear watt rs. Tne tact that ic was me club
cou^^e, and so couvemeut to the clubnouse, has caused tne club to
retain it, but the oppo.sition to it on the part of challengers has be-
come 60 strong, bom im me trial and cup races, tbat a change to a
tau er and moie neuiial course was iiaptrative. In ihe trial races
tms was not so easily duue, as there was no place avaUable where a
number ot canoes could be housed, but for the cup races thedilflculty
was settled by tne very generous offer of the Bcnsonbursi Ciub, on
Gravesend Bay. Tnis yutmg but fiourishing club is a social rather
than aqaatic urgamzatiou, out occu}jies the clubhouse ana pier at
Beusouaurst, ongmaliy built oy the Brooklyn i'. tj. at the point once
Known as Locust Urove. Tne notiae, pier, and boats practically be-
longed to ine canoemen for tbe day aud evenmg, the members of the
home club devoted all their tiuae to tne entertainment of ineir guests.
A tme luncb was served oeiweeu tue races, wuue a dance ano clani
bane followed m the evening. Tue clubUouse balcony and long pier
alloided tj all a ver.y hue view of the couise, a triangle having one
marlc oif the pier, auother half a miie off »nore aud almost in front of
tne tu-st, wnne tne tuird was located chrcctiy up shore, in front of tbe
Mariue aud Field clubhouse. A=. tne wiud was an day, the first leg,
du-eet.y oif snore, was a reach, wim booms to port, the second was
dead to wiuuwaro, and me tmrd was a tree reacn with booms to star-
board, the wiud beiug so tar ait mat in tne second race a shght shift
sent tne boats uowu wiug and wmg. The course was sailed inree
limes, making a uistance of 8 miles (estimateuj, Tbe wiud all day
was very strong, and being iS.VV, was puffy a..d sqiuiUy, while there
was Sea enougu m lue Narroivs to tiouDle a401;t. steam launch, mak-
ing neavy water over me coaise f ir cuuuc racing.

au". ii'oid Junes, of the iiiockvibe tjoattng Association, the chal
lenger, sailed his cauoe CanucK, whose Hues appeared m the Forest
ANO &TUEAM o£ Sept, 18, Oct. It) and Dec. 189U, a smooth oudt
liix.^yi'a oauoe by Sauve, of lirockviile, in whicu he has lor turee suc-
Ccssivc years won tne tue A. U A. .Sailing Tropny, be»iues otner im-
portaiiL prizes, ne used a SOrn. slide to me dcjR seat, and caiTied in
botu races me same sail, iNos. 3 and 5, or 50ft. mainsail aud 35fc.
mizeu, t>..f t. iu all, tue smallest rig he has. Botn were standing saUs
auii Cuulu not be leefed.

JUi-. Barriugtuu, me defender of the cup, is a new member of the
Ne.v \orK u. U,, formeily a member ot tue VVashnigton U. O. He is
a .\

ouug man and a couiparative novice at canoe racing, but he is
tail, Well ouut aud muscular, agyinnasc, au old snell oarsman, ana
has uad a great uual ot tspei icuce aa a canoe cruiser. Ou jommg
the cliiU mi2 spring lie at once oougui the Toibec tiom OommaUore
\a Idiaiu willaru Howard, aud atter a trial bud Her entirely re-oudt
ana stieuKmeued. He not only put auoard lOjibs. of lead, agamsi
Che advuic: ot Ouuirauduro iiowaij, but uad two new sliding seats
buuL, one 4ft. aud oue dfi. loug. ±ie nas used standing saUs witn two
rauiwtiug oaite^s. As now suUed me Canoe is watertigat througn-
out, wim a smaU buuki/c wen, and every tjaiag is very uwong, at 11x9
expenae of exivona tigut weigat, (Hus avoiding: t&e many breakdowns

of la-st year. Her mizen traveler is of J^in. ronud bra'^s rod. The sails
carried in both races were a mainsail of 3M"t. and a ruiz^^n ni 40ft., the
largest sail being alt, while the total area was 15ft 1 -ss tuan on Canuck.
E irly in the morning a launch came over from tbe New Y irk C. C

house with a number of canoemen and ladie-J, while Mr. K. W. GibsoT
brought a party in lUS new boat, a 33ft. cabin naphtha launch, tne
Siriiis. Other guests arrived by land, until a large number, including
many ladies, bad assembled.
Tbe r-uief feature of the day, the exhibit of commodores, must be

S9t down as a great success, commodores of all degrees and variety
being present, tb.;- only disappoiutiuenc being thB absence of Com. R.
J. Willrin, who coQibiiies in one person more kinds of commodores
than any other living canoeist, lie had the very poor taste to venture
out in Jersey among the mosquitoes, leaving vacant his place in tbe
"Galaxy " "Mr. Waiter U. L.iw.son, commodore of the A. C. A., was
pre:ient, but in rog , so to speak, not having been invited by the club
to serve as .iudge. Later iu the day, he and Vice-Cora. Wlnn6 left to
attend the lanthe C. C. regatta.

In canoeintr the nnwrittea but univer.sally recognized rules of yacht-
ing etiquette in the matter of titles is Ktrictly observed: every man
who holds the ofli?e of commodore, vice-commodore, rear-cora-
modore or even acting rear cooimodore, on going out of office drops
everything but the main part of tbe title, and is simiJly commodore
for the rest of his life. This simple plan is chiefly esteemed by those
who have never risen higher than the rank of vice or rear, as they
always rate as full commodores. Its weak point, and one that should
be remedied, is that it does grave injustice to tbe man who has been
several times commodore. This whole subject was very fnlly dis-
cussed bj Com. Alden, the "Faiher of American Canoeists," and him-
self nall-a-dozen kiuds of comtnodore, a few years sin -e. The danger
he then foresaw, of the A. C. A. being in time composed entirely of
comaiodores, is even more imminent at the present time.
There was a good di-al of delay In getting tbe boats over and the

cour.se buoved, and it was noon before ah tbe arrani?ements fora start
were completed. Toe timers were on hand. Com Quick having a pis-
tol and watch, while commodores Vaux, Blake and Stephens were
ready to take down the tidies. At this juncture a fat boy appeared
with a small yacht cannon, which he was most anxious should be u-ed
for starting. Some delay ensued while the question was beiug argued
by the fat bo.y and the startei-s, but tbe matter was finally decided by
Com. Wiliiam Willard Howard, adversely to the cause of tbe fat boy
and the gun. The boy withdrew witn tears in hi< eyes and the cannon
grasped tenderly in his arms; but be had his vengeance. He slipped
behind a pile at the end of the pier and waited until everyone was
eagerly watching the two canoes, when he shouted out one word,
'•Commodore," bringing up at least a hundred heads in answer to the
familiar sound.
When the shot was fired, both of the canoea lay to windward of the

pier and line, but at the 4m. signal Canuck ran down, crossing 15a too
soon, she luffed around the flag for a second start, Toltec meanwh le
coming with a rush and fairly flying as her sheets were trimmed for
the reach, she was timed 30s. after the eun, and Canuck 10s. later;
the latter, after luffing round the flag and re-crossing, caught a puff'

on the line which luffed her up, causing her to lose headway. Mr.
Jones held the boom over and paid her off, but she had lost at least
40s., finally gathering way slowly. On this leg eacn time it was sailed,
Toltec steered the straiguter course, Canuck lufflug considerably!
Tne story of tlie race is mainly told by the folio .ving table, Toltec
showmg a gain at each mark on the first round. Off the wind on tne
third leg her small mainsail was about becalmed by the mizen.
She jibed and started on the second round witn a safe lead which

was made still safer by a mishap to oanuck. Mr. .Jones has been
peculiarly fortunate m having few or no inishap<, his canoe being
very strongly bnilc and fitted." One weak point there was. however,
which had never been suspected; the heavy, steel shod sliding seat
was helff. in place as u sdd to and (ro by a lanyard attacued to two
iron screweyes, one m each part of the seat. As the seat was thrown
over iu jibing, its impetus snapped off the rusty sere weye, and tbe
slide went into tne water. Mr. Jones at once sat on the deck, but was
unable to hold his boat up, as she had been over-canvassed before.
By the instructions of Com. William Willard Howard, Janitor Staples
took the seat and rowed out to Mr. .Tones, overtaking him on the
windward leg, but be deehned to take ic. By this time Can nc It was
full of water, her open cockpit and long well being unfitted for sucn
seas; while in sitting on the coaming it bad been all broken on one side.
Mr. Jones held on bravely through the whole second round, lying

flat on the water at times in the effort to hold up his boat. He saded
one leg and a part of tbe second on tbe final round, only giving up
when he saw Toltec at tbe finish. Both contestants we're loudly
cheered as they came in and were l>elped from tneir boats, wbile
wflling hands at once set to work to make repairs on Canuck's seat
and coaming. The times of the first race were:

First iJacc—Round 1.

Start. 1st Mark. 2d Mark. Sd Mark.
Toltec 12 15 30 12 18 30 13 1.5 13 38 Oft

Canuck ....13 15 4b 12 19 40 18 35 25 12 40 30
ROCND 2.

Toltec 13 42 00 18 S5 44 1 01 30
Canuck 12 44 30 1 0? 0» 1 13 08

Round 3. Elapsed
Toltec 1 03 15 1 19 58 1 35 30 1 10 30
Canuck Withdrew.

WhUe all hands were at dinner the wind apparently fell a little,

and Mr. Barrington went out witn a larger rig, but soon returned for
his former sails. Canuck was m good shape again wnen the second
race was called at 3:57, afi conditions being the same as in the morn-
ing. This time Canuck was beautifully timed, going over within 14s.,
ioltec bemg but 6s. astern. Hardly was she over the line when Mr.
Barrington luffed out. and after a short brush passed to windward
and across Canuck's bows. Mr. Jones haa hard work to nold up the
85fc. of sail, Canuck being over pressed; while on Toltec 3Ir. Harring-
ton had belayed both sheets, and was far out on his 5ft. slide, holding
on at times with both babds, ote foot on the thwartship tiller, and
constantly gliding in and out as the flaws struck him. Against such
work as this, a use of the deck seat taat has thus far been deeuied
impraeiicaule, Canuck had no chance, and Toltec showed a gain,
varying a little from time to time, but increasing on each round.
Down wind botn had too much sail, Toltec's mainsail jibing a couple
of times and rolling her badiy as she ran wing ana wiiig. When
Canuck passed the pier it was seen tnat she had shipped a great deal
of water, and she sailed a great part of the race with the water up
to her cencerboard trunk. Toltec took some kuocudowns, but witn
the small buciiet well and the long seat to right her by, she came out
with little water aboard. At times she dragged one end of the seat
to leeward.

It was just 4:59:09 when Commodore William AVillard Howard
sprung on a pile and waved his cap aloft to lead the cheering for Mr.
Baritngton as he crossed the line, the successful defender of the New
Y'ork C. C. International Challenge Cup. The times ot the second
race were:

Second JJace—Round 1.

Start;. 1st Mai-k. 2d Mark. 3d Mark.
Toltec 3 ni7 20 4 01 00 4 10 .50 4 17 22
Canuck 3 6" 14 4 01 05 4 11 .50 4 18 17

Round 3.

Toltec 4 21 ;iO 4 39 60 4 36 21
Canuck 4 23 31 4 28 00 4 38 89

RotTND 8. Elapsed
Toltec 4 40 30 4 49 58 4 56 09 0 59 09
Cauuck 4 48 13 4 54 15

, 5 01 10 1 04 10
Toltec wins by 5m. Is.

When Mr. .Tones came in the cheering was still more hearty and
enthusiastic, as m the course of bis long racing at the meets aud his
visit last year to --ew Y'oric, he nas won tbe esteem and friendship of
all who nave come in contact with him.
His defeat was m a great nieaaure due to too large sails for such

weather, and a compai-atively hirge open well, the other canoe being
plamly superior to tauuck under existing weather conditions, but ic
IS safe to say tuat in Mr. Barriogtou he nas met a far more danger-
ous rival in such weather than any yet encountered at the meets,
possibly excepting Mr. Butler and one or two more. Before returning
10 Canada Mr. Jones was enceriained by a number of New York
canoemen, all of whom are anxious to see him here agam to chal-
lenge for tne cup, which be pomises to do next year in a new canoe.

TRANSPORTATION TO CAMP.
THOUGH the transportation problem this year was just as wide

01 a successlul and practical solution as in 1889 and 1890, the
chief cbaracttri-Lics of tue service being, as usnai, delay and un-
Cf-rtamiy, there are indications tbat siifHcient experience has
been gaintd to lead to a solution of tne troublesome problem
While there are a number of ttungs 10 be considered m transport-^
ing the men and their cnuoes li om nome to the camp, a great deal
of the worts, tbat of railr laa irauspoitation to tne vicinity of tbe
meet, must toUow a regular routine, which canuut be altered bv
tne transportation committee. .Still another part of tbe work is
also local and must be done by the various cluos, or by the divi-
sion otficers; suc.j details as the arrangements lor special carloads
of canoes, as was done this year, m-.lnly by Vice-Uom. Borland
for the cauoeiscs ot New York and Newaifc. Tne prmoipal wor^
of tbe A. 0. A. trau&porta joo committee, ouiaidu of the mere
formea pomlnp at th.« Trueit Line ceFtlflcatM, is t« trRnwort the

men and boats over a distance of 5 to S miles, from the railroad
termini, to the camp.
The main cauho ot la«t year's failure was plainly evident when

it was too late for rcmtd.i ; the at'empt w;ig made to brmg men to
camp in three way?; from New Yorti bv steamer dlrpci,from the
terminus of the Long Island E.R, af Gi et-i.port, and also from
the other terminus at Sag Harbor, Eaoii 'f r'h<'?f\ mu'fs was a
separate and distinct failurr; men arr^ ' r'.lxt e or the
other only to wait fnr hours and nerha, v:-.) r- oMned
to charier private boats or cnnveyan ; _ ir -:imijar
attempt was made to bring men bv water fiom. "ivo p 'ints. Port
Kent and Burlington, while there was a th'rdioute by land fmm
Willsborongh. A suitable steamer is oft-iu difBculc. to obtain,
and expensive as well, and tbe best that could he had vvithou'^ too
great expense this year was entirelv uuflttPd for the servlre. The
boat was too small to carry tbe required load, being licensed for
bur 20 persons, she was unfitted for the route in any but fair
weather, and ber captain was old and timid, his eyesight being
very defective. Under these conditions it is no wonder that the
two trips to Port Kent were not made on time m all weath-r^, or
that there was no certainty about getting to or from the camp at
any given time.
Worst of all, in order to connect with the steamer of the Lake

Champlaiu Transportation 0 )., which met the train* frotn the
north at Port Kent, there was a dreary wait of nearly fiv-^ hours
for all who came from New York, Alba- y or ihe w^st. both by
the morning and afternoon trains. The service ro Burlington was
little if any better, the Lake Champlain Transportation 0 •,

making the few stops with great relupianre. Their large steamers
were of course able to carry all canots and dnffle, but <he
launch was bardlv able to carry ihi per.<;onal luggage of the Port
Kent arrivals, the canoes and trunks being lightered down tn
a flat scow, either sailed or towed by the lauoch.
The essential features of the transportation problem, so far as

tVie committee are concerned, are three; Certain and quick ir-dup-
portati- in for men between the camp and the principal expres.s
trains; convenient transportation of canoes and luggage betwten
c imp and railroad terminus; reasonable facilities lor visiting the
nearest city and returning the snme dav. The first point Is b> far
the most Important, in fact it is nbsolutelv essential to a full at-
tendance at camp. It is .safe to say tnat a large number have been
kept away from recent meets by such anno.\ ance, delay and ex-
pense as was necessary to get to BowA'row Point from Platts-
burgh, to Stave Islandfrom Clavtou. and 1 1 Jessup's Iseck from
Sag Harbor. It the committee can guarantee, early in the
season when men are planning their vacations, that a suHahle
steamer will meet the two principal trains each dav. and run
direct to a dock at the camp, and tbat canoes and duffle will be
carried on her <>r promptly sent in some other way, the greatest
obstacle to a large attendance will be removed.
In order to do this, two things are necessary, to charter a good

boat, and to concentrate the service on one point, to the exidusion
of all others. If the meet is to be held at Willsborough nest year,
then the depot should he Burlington, canoeists being Instrncied
bv the committee to come there from all ouarters, and not to
Willflborough or Port Kent. This would be perfectly practieable
both from Albany and Montreal. If the meet is held at C^riad-
stone a double service must he arranged at Clayton, five miles
distant on the New York side, and Gananoque, seven miles, ou
the Canadian s'de. We bel'eve that there has been no ir- u^lle m
tne past in arranging with the regular boats between Gan inoque
and Grindstone, .'•overal small steamers plying among ihei.slands.
Between Clayton 8ud the camp a special launch or steamer would
be needed, to meet the morning tram at about 6 o'clock, bringii g
men to camp in time for breakfast, running over to meet the train
at noon, and leaving camp to connect with the train for New York
at about 7 P. M., lying over night at Clayton. If another mtet
should be held at Jes^-up's Neck, which is by no means improb-
able, there will ne a daily steamer between "New York and the
camp, instead of on alternate days, and with a stronger wharf a
cheap and satisfactory means of reaching camp eou d be had. In
addi'ion, however, it would be necessary to run a good launch to
Greenport, connecting with the railway and with tbe steamers
from New London, leaving Sag Harhc'entirely out of the ques-
tion. There might bo some reason for choosing Sag Harbor In
plane of Greenport, hut in anv event the camp launch should
attempt to run to one place only.
Unless specially favorable arrangements can he made with the

local steamers, which is seldom tbe case, the o mmicteo should
charter a boat that they can have exclusive control of, and with a
captain who is both sober and coropptent. An ordintiry steam
launch of 60ft. length, with a cabin or good awning, sboulii be able
to make the regular trips on the St. Lawrence or Lake Champlain
in any weather, and to cirrv as many as would be required, as
well as most of the trunks and duffle. With such a boat ready
within SOyds. of the incoming tram, as would be posi^ible at Burl-
ington or Clayton, the trip to the camp would be mere fun, in-
stead of hard work and worry.
The financial aspect of such a venture is a most Jmoortant one,

and the Aseocia'ion cannot afford to run a boat at a lo^s ; but from
the experience of past years there is every reason to believe that
with ordinary good management the work could be done at a very
low rate of fares. If the travel can be •concentrated on the camp
boat, the average attendance will afford some basis for figures.
Even this year, with a very small attendance—only ahout 190
names on the register—it is sate to say that there weife 350 people
who made the round trip to camp and back from Port Ki nt, Bur-
Imeton or Willsboro, not including the many who made extra
trips for pleasure or business. Could all of these have b^ en car-
ried on one good boat at a fare of 50 c->nts each, there w. uld have
been an absolute certainty of sufflcient n-ceio s 10 pa> for two
weeks or eighteen days' service, about the duration of the camp.
With a regular and leliable service, at l^a't as many more persons
might have been carried to aud from camp during tbe tiree weeks,
while a charge of 10 cents or so on trunks would have still further
swelled the receipts.
It is probable that with good mmagement the boat might be run

at a profit on ;J5-cent. fares, but in one way the rate of fire is a
small detail. Onr p rsonal experiences this year, involving de-
lay and risk of loss of baggage, were no worse than many others:
but we would gladly have paid $5 for the round trip from Port
Kent to camp and back could it have been made in a fairly prompt
and satisfactory manner. A dollar i ach way would be paid with-
out complaint by all, if it were necessary, for satisfactor v servce.
To secure tbe best returns from the daily travel between the camp
and the city a lower rate of fare would be desirable, and there ia
every reason to believe, from past experience, that wi'h suitable
facilitip.a many passengers to and from the camp would be car-
ried. Many in camp wish to visit the cdy for shopping or pleas-
ure, while there are always friends of the campers who wish to
vi^'it camp for a part of the day if permitted.
There IS certain work that in most coses a steamer or launch

could not do, tlie carriage ot a large numoer of canoes to and from
the cars, but if men and small baggage are provided for prf)mmly
this other service may be slower. The big car loads may be taken
over in the first and last days of camp, wuen tne passenger travel
is smallest; a scow may be towed over at times by the launcb; and
in most cases there is a large steamer once a day which will serve
for all heavy or bulky frpight.
As a general scheme for cne transportation we would recom-

mend then the selection of one point to which all members and
visitors are instructed to i^ome; tbe chartering of a steamer that
can carry fifty persons and 18 snfflcleu'ly seaworthj, to connect
closely with two trains per day fi'om the first dav of the meet
until the r amn breaks up; and the advertisement early in the sea-
son that this steamer will positively run as per schedult- at a
stated fare. A suitable boat could be nad for certainly $.500 for
two weeks or eighteen days, and there is little douot that she
could be paid for at 25-r:ent tares, but for the first experiment the
fare might be made 50 cents. It might be a good plan for i he ex-
ecutive committee this fall to set aside the sum of say S800 for a
steam boat fund, the profit, if any, being reserved to defray any
possible losses in a luture jear. It is probable that with good
business management a fair sum would be realized, thus enabling
the fare to be lowered the followine: year; and two reasonably
successful seasons wou'd turn in a surplus which would secure the
Association f

'
om d mger of loss in tbe tuiure so long as the neces-

sary standard of the service was maintained.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
E. H.—For description of Asiatic pheasants, wi»h illustration of

the ring-neck pheasant, see our issue of July 31, 1890.

iKOQUOis. Potsdam, N. Y.—Will ynu inform me how to polish a
turtle shell? An?. If land tortoise is meant, we would varnish
the surface. Commercial tortoise has been polished by Mr. S. F.
Denton m the following n .anner: First boil the slabs of shell in
water till th*y become pliable; then place Lhem between two
pieces of board and screw them tightly in a vice. Wnen C"ld rhey
may be taken out, and will remain fliit: scrape off all ihe rouBh
outside of Ihe shell with a knite or file. Next, sandpaper e' en
and smooth; then use emery and oil till the surfate ahows no
Bcratch^s, Finally, polish with a piece of obamo g ani3 talc
powder. This will giye the plates ft yary high poliab aad brtfaf
out the eolors very nicely. ^
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Tij'MASTrrcuTPLwq
^Mokjng; Tobacco.

*

A pure Virginia plug cut

smoking tobacco that does not

bite the tongue, and is free from

any foreign mixture. More solid

comfort in one package of Mas-

tiff than you can get out of a dozen

others. Packed in canvas pouches,

J. B. Pace Tobacco Co., Richmond, Virginia.

Tourists, Campers anJ Hiilers.

THE OTTEIMENT OO.'S

FLUID BEEF

Trout, Bass and Landlocked Salmon Flies.

Anglers about to visit CAFADA, MAINE or the FAR WEST
will find it to their advantage to consult us about size and

patterns of flies adapted to these localities.

Special Patterns for the Lake St. John Waters. Nova Scotia, Yellowstone Park, etc.

Send 10 cents to cover postage, and we will mail you our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE, i8 Vesey St., New York.

Two-thirds size only.

"SURPRISE WHISTLE,"
Tiie L/Oudest Whistle Kuovi-n.

The Elastic Tip mak'-s it capable of producing
1,000 different sound.s.

Perfect Dog or Quail Call, 26 ots.

Dealers write for Dipcount.

Manu''actured only by
AMERICAN PIN CO., Waterbury, Ct.

DOS'T FORGET YOUR FIEl.i) GLASS.

Will give immediate relief from fatiguf aft^r a
day"s tramping or exposure. Needs only to be
mixed :<W!:ti hof water and seasoned with salt
and pepper. In valuable in t he camp kitchen, as
the mosi delicious soups can be prepared from it

Iq a moment. Take a bottle with you on the
next trip. Sold by all dealers in sporting goods
and the leading grocers everywhere. Manufac-
tured with the most scrupulous cleanliness and
care by

THE NUTEIM2NT CO , Chicago, 111.

Henrt C. Squires, 178 Broadway, New York, carries a
full Ime of our goods.

JUST THE GLASS FOR HUNTING EXCUR-
SIONS. LIGHT, COMPACT AND PUWlfia-
FUL. Price, in h ather case with should'^r strap.
$10. Send for illustrated cafalojue of Field and
Marine Glasses.

E B. MEYROWITZ, OPTICIAN,
Maker of the BEST Spectacles and Eyeglasses.

29.5 & 297 Fouitli Ave., S. E. Cor. 231 St., N. Y.

CHAS. L GOODAIE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

(vill now be found at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal at tention to aU
work lutrupted i.o his care as formerly.

"THE OLD REMINGTON GUN STORE.'

Hammer and. Ue^^^Bi--^ Hammer ancl^~'^^^^Hoac/e^ ^
Hammerless Breech-loading ~^^~^-^^5tS/,

's/7//,^r^r^-.^^erything Pertaining to the Out- ^<C^^'^^^
^^/erto>-i!tt'ng of Sportsmen. _^-r^.

Send far Catalogue. ^tc.^ ^ep®*
CORNWALL & SMOCK, 281-283 Broadway, He ir»

X>rio«, $X.OQ.
FOB SALE BY FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHINS CO,

Ve are now perfecting arrangements which will shortly enable us to say that

Shot Gun, Rifle or Revolver
REPRESENTED IN OUR STOCK

W^lnere else can. ^^o^l fitid. such. ar-L assortment?

Ill to lie Michigan Ave.

CHICAGO

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No 1 8 ioint 6 strip. Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9J, 10,

lOift., weight?, 8;9oz ••• ' Price $2 72

No. 1, G, same as above but is J^erman Silver Mounted • • • • • i: i*V •• '-• v ^, ^

No 4 3 loint 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippmgs, mckel mountings, complete m wooa form, length

8J, 9, 9i, 10ft . weight 9, lOJ, 13, 13oz Pnee S 72

No. 4, G-, same as above but is German Silver Mounted •.•:VA^ "•" « n %i.

No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie gmdes, mckel mountmgs, length 8ft., weight 20oz. 2 75

No. 8, same as No 7, but is 3 joint -
• : • • • \2

No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft. . .... ... ... ............ ... ...... . . ... .... ...... ... ....... ^ ........... . »0c.

Brass MultiplYine Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yd3., 83c.; 40yds., 95c.: 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; lOOyds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

SUding Click, Nickol Plated, 40yds. $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; SOOyds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lmes on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SOOfc, 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel

Lines on Block, 300ft., 0 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 4Sc. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, "SSc. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best QuaUtr Hooks on single gut, per doz., lOc. ; double gut, l5o. per

doz • tireble gat, SOo, por doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15o.
;
3ft., per doz., SOo. ; Sft, per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leadera, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30o.

;
Sft., doz., 45o.

J. F. MABSTEBS, 51, 53 As 55 Court St, Brooklyp. N. Y.
widSe. tmnp for XUMteatedOihtalOKii* for 1881. OPEH BTBIflKfiS.
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MLY AUTOIITIC EJECTOR

"The Acme of Perfection."

HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN.
No.> 250 "Diamond Quality," Highest Grade Damascus Steel Barrels, beautifully engraved locks and mounting, finest Turkish Walnut Stock, with the Deeley Patent Automatic

Stell Ejector, equal iu finish, shooting qualities and workmanship to Purdey's, G-rant's or any other highest grade London make, 10, 12 and 16-gauge
fi-enn

No. 150, Same action as above but plain finish and f ne Damascus Barrels l^o.ua

WE ALSO CARRY A STOCK OF
W. W. GREENER'S EJECTING GUNS $250.00 to $400.00 W. & C. SCOTT & SONS §275.00 to $400.00

WE INTRODUCE THIS YEAR J. P. C1jA.BROUGH & BRO'S. LATEST INVENTION—A Fine Hammerless Shotgun with Automatic Ejectors and Damascus Barrels,

plain finish ," 'A 'A i "i; nn
Same as above, Greener Crown Bolt, Fine Damascus Barrels, Fine Engravmg, the finest gun they make • loo.uu

We claim for these guns everything that may be desired.* They are well fitted, nicely engraved, the action
works to perfection and can be fully guaranteed.

THE DALY 3-BARREL IS THE ONLY COMBINED GUN IN THE MARKET.

SCHOVERLING. DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway & 84 Duane St., - NEW YORK.

.sioo.oo

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send toi '9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

I, B. CROOE & CO,,

FI8BIN6 TACKLE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 29th Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEND POS OATALOGUE.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond pappr $1.00.
"It Is the most complete map of the Adli-ondack

region ever published."—foj-e^i and Stream.

Pocket Map oi Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-bond paper, 50 cts.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, illustrated,
16 mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

Liake Georee and Lake Chainplaiu, 25 cts.

Address S. "R.. SSTOnDAltT>. Glen* Falls. N. Y.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
5654 Atlantic St., Englkwood, ILLS.

Trout FlisG at 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cents Kach.
SeiuiTejiOests for IJ*pg?R»i»o C^.Titoavm,

34=0
The Francotte Gun.
Finest Kods and Tackle.
Imported Goods.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Cpthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Oar Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LE^GERKE & ANTOINE,
346 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

THE

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sections are quickly
changed from a M to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to 5^ or 8oz. with
the No. 8. All changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.

Extra center sections furnished to
increase the weight as may be desired.
Ask your dealer for them, or send 10

cents for a No. 2, and 20 cents for a

'tomlinsok & CO.,

51 John Street,

NEW YORK.
FERGUSON'S PAXENT

RefLectiug Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
With Adj ustable Attadunents.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combinee Head Jack,

Boat Jack, Fishing Liamp,
Camp liamp, Dash Lamp,
Belt liantern. Hand L.an-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON. Office. 65 Fulton St. N.Y.

Send stamp for illustrated catalogue of firearms,
etc. Fine shooting small-bore rifles a specialty.
Mail orders receive careful and prompt attention.

REUBEN HARWOOD (Iron Ramrod),
Somerville, Mass.

DEAFpersheArd. SuoceasfnlFiien Allr«mediM|

;fre£

BRONZE STATUETTES
OF

American Western Subjects.
Statuettes in plain or silvered bronze of

subjects comprising Cowboys, Trappers, etc.,

of a size suitable for table and office orna-

ments, by Walter Winans.

SUBJECTS AT PRESENT READY:

"Standing off Indians,"
(Trapper with pony).

"At Bay."
(Cowboy shootiB

A "Trotter being Speeded to Sull(y," &c., &c.

(Cowboy shooting over dead pony.)

"Shot."
(Wounded cowboy falling off pony.)

"An Indian Fight."
(Large group consisting of three cow

boys, a trapper and four bronch
ponies'; head of Sioux chief in wa
feather bonnet on base.)

"Bucking Broncho," "Sioux Chief,"

&c., &c., IN PREPARATION.

Tiiese can be had in silver if preferred. For
further particulars and price list address

31 Place de la Bourse^ Paris, Franoe.
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AdKNT FOR B. O. SULAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reels.

FIREARMS, FISHING TACKLE, BICY.
CliES, TENTS, tAWN TENNIS, MtlSICAI,

INSTRUMENTS, SPORTING GOODS, <fec. Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent on application to those

mentioning FoBBST AND Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Two Sizes, FiveStvles

Reel.

'

Nicile

Broize

Bend for Oatalogue.

YAWMAN&ERBE,
EOCHESTER, N. Y.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO

«. I , , A A I I I . I I I

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
¥ITH OOEK AND OELLULOID HAND aKASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, fits and will not blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced
anglers in the U. S. Order one through your dealer for inspection, and if not satisfactory

con be returned. The U. S. Net and Twine Co. are agents for New York City.

The glittering gang trolhng baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It

takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manufact\u-ing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse. N.Y. HENRY LOFTIE. Manager.

FlJ-Fishing & Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HARRmGTON KEENE.
With plates of the actual material for making flies of forty-eight varieties. Dlustrated,

second edition. Revised and enlarged. Price, $1.50.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of all

practical; the iustructions are plain and full. Numerous illustrations make every step clear.

The actual specimens of materials show precisely what the fly-tyer requir-es.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New Yortk.

Canoe andCamp Cookory

.

Bv "SENEOA."
A piactical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because

the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him-

self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes dlfler from the

absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking

outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work
Cloth, 98 pages. Price «? .00.

NEW YORK: FoREST and Stream Publishino Co., 318 Broadway.

MEACHAM
Ij

AMMERLESS

GUN.

Extended
ported Walnut Pistol Grip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, Full Checkered, Matted Rib, Double
Under Fastening, Rubber Butt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascos Barrels, chXd, $36.QP
SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.

E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO..ST.Lnuis.Mfl.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
'

PRACTICAL
Glass Blower,
And Manufacturer of

Artificial Eyes
For Birub, Animals auu Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North WnUam St., New York-
Send for Price LiBt.

THE EAGLE
\jhe Easiest Running Bicycle

in the World.

_ ' SPEED, COMFORT, SAFETY.

I^arge Illustrat'ed Catalogue Free.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG, COMPANY,
STAftlFOBD, CONN.

Forest & Stream File Binders
PBxcn si.oo.

in m MU,

ST. BERNARDS.
AT STUD.

This grand j^oung dog is the best son of cham-
pion 0th o ou t qF Lackme, a daughter of champion
Merchant Prince. He is 33in. high, of a rich
orange co!or with complete collar and perfect
markings. He is a wonderfully vigorous young
dog, and has proven himself a great stock getter.

As a stud dog he is unsurpassed. Fee $50.
Puppies for sale.

THE ABBEY KENNELS,
Riverside and Grafton avenues. Woodside, N. J.

R. T. KENME, Prop.

STXJI3.
IMPORTED IRISH SETTER

CHALLENGE INCHIQUIN.
(A.S.B. 18,191). Breeder. Rev. R. O'Callaghan. by
champion Stiandonll.—lona. The most phenom-
enal young dog of '91, winner of first and two
specials at four conFecutive shows. Write for
particulars, pedigree and press comments. JOHN
J. SCANLAN. Box 339. Fwll River, Mass.

RIDGEFIEID ST. BERNARD KENNELS

it stud. KIMLIMMO'S. ht S40.
(16,366.)

Kinglimmnn is orange in color with perfect

white markings and black shadings, stands 34in.

high and is the sire of some very promising
youngsters. Young stock sired by the above dog
for sale a<- all limes. Address
0. A. HOUOK, 923 Madison ave., Albany, N. -Y,

GLENMORE KENHELS.
THE CHAMPION IRISH iJ^JSTTER KENJfEI.S OF AMERICA.

E. B. BISHOP, Owner, 43 St. James Ave., Cincinnati, O.

AT STUD.
Challenge BEAU 6RUMMEL, Fee $25

The most phenomenal dog of the times.
(A K.C.S.B. 19,961).

Imp. Sarsfield, - Fee $25
The greatest living

(A.K.C.S.I
Irish setter sire.
10,354.)

Imp. Dan Mylrea, Fee $20
A noted first-prize winner. (A.K.C.S.B. 19,173).

Ifoime stock always on hand.

The Champion Three.

Chmp. Ruby Glenmore,
The champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champ. Molly Bawn,
The ex-champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champion Winnie II.,
The only imported champion Irish setter dog in

America to-day.

Write for *'ircular an*1 prices.
"If you mention this paper 5 per cent, discount will be allowed on all sales.

St. Bernards
AT STTTD.

ABISTOGRAT,
WINNER OF MORE FIRST PRIZES AND

SPECIALS DURING 1890 THAN ANY
OTHER ST. BERNARD.

TEE, - $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

DAVID E. LOVELAITD, Manager.

AT STUD.
Kingston Regent.
This grand dog is the best son of the great

PRINCE regent; by Lady St. Gothard. He is

33}^in. high and has the heaviest bone and richest

dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in America.

His head is remarkable for its character, dppth

of muzzle and expression. He was born February
26, 1889, and is wonderfully strong and vigorous.

Fee, $50.

Champion Hector.
winner of sixty-six first and special prizes and
stud cups. He is the sire of Champion Cleopatra,

Caleb, Lord Hector, Major Hector, Duke of

Sparta and many other noted St. Bernards.

Fee, $40.

NEWM ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH STREET AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

FOX-TEKBIEBS
IN STUD.

Cbampion RaTby Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suflfolk Risk 10
Pitcher 25

Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

READ THIS ! REAM THIS

MASTIFFS.
At Stufl.—Ormonde; sire, Ch. Victor Hugo;

dam, Ch. Cambrian Princess. Ormonde is a piize

winner every time shown, both in England and
America, and his young stock Is proving him an
exceptional sire. I have always on hand young
stock for disposal at fair prices. I have no blood
but the most fashionable in my kennels. Write
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria. 111.

Mastiffs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K. Taunton's Champion

Beaufort. His success as a stud dog and his

record on the show bench for the last five years
prove him the gi-eatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of English. Bloodhounds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported.
Mastiff nups from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also out of well known and proved breeders of

champion and great prize winners. Photographs,
26 cts. J. WINOHELL, Fair Haven, Vermont.

IN THE STUD.—THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

Allin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.

Two puppies by him for sale. Address P. L.

NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street. Springfield, Mass. tf

At Stud.-Englisb greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 1st and specials. Pious Pem-
broke, winner of over 30 firsts and special; Dexter,

corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.

GpsnrHjpTO AND Poopj^ Kbei^js* Salem, Mass.

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF TPIE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION

The Squire,
(E. 15,i57). Fee $50.

Roslyn Conway,
(A. -). Fee $30.

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,735). Fee $15.

CHAMPION

(A.—). Feel

CHALLENGE

iSllI DM,
(A. 17,577). Fee $35.

ENGLISH PUGS.
CHAMPION

J^gJ^^ Jj.^
Treasure,
(A. 10,596). Fee $15.

(A. 17,804).

Fee, - - - - $15.

IRISH SETTERS.
SEMIlSrOLE,

I

ELEO,
(A. 20,0! Fee i (A. n,450). Fee 5

Extended pedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasona.ble prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of

ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following

noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.

Winner of 5-3 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cup four times, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee $150.00

Cliamp. PMNMMMON, JR. (6864).

This grand voung d^if is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, and although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 3"

first and special prizes, and sire of some i/ood

stock. Stud fee $50.00

LOTHARIO (18271).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. VRlentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee. should be much sought after by St.

Bernard breed ers. Stud fee $25.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.

A select stock most always on hand, sired by
the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMING XENNELS. Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

AT STUD. FEE $50.

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. 6364),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rap. Zig-Zag, Tapstpr and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.

Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club.

Babylon, L. I.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth, immense rough-coat, the only son of

Lord Bute at stud in America. 3. Patrol, one of

our best smooths, fee $35 each.

JOHN KEEVAN, 195 King St., Brooklyn, N. Y,

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
.

Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of his puppira for s^e. P, g,
QQQUW, I Sxohang* Bfopk, Bao^r, •
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COBRESPONDENOE.
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment. Instruction and Information between American sportsmen.
Communications on the subject to which Its pages are devoted are
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garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent.
The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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SEPTEMBER DAYS.

SEPTEMBER days have the warmth of summer in

their briefer hours, but in their lengthening evenings

a prophetic breath of autumn.

The cricket chirps in the noontide, making the most of

what remains of his brief life; the bumblebee is busy

among the clover blossoms of the aftermath; and their

shrill cry and dreamy hum hold the outdoor world

above the voices of the song birds, now silent or de-

parted.

What a little while ago they were our familiars—not

in more than occasional song, but noted all about us in

their accustomed haunts—sparrow, robin and oriole, each

trying now and then, as if to keep it in memory, a strain

of his springtime love song; and the cuckoo fluted a fare-

well prophecy of rain. The bobolinks, in sober same-

ness of traveling gear, still held the meadowside thickets

of weeds; and the swallows sat in sedate conclave on the

barn ridge. Then, looking and listening for them, we
suddenly become aware they are gone; the adobe city of

the eave-dwellers silent and deserted ; the whilom chor-

isters of the sunny summer meadows departed to a less

inhospitable welcome in more genial climes. How unob-

trusive was their exodus. We awake and miss them, or

we think of them and see them not, and then we realize

that with them, too, summer has gone.

This also the wafted thistledown and the blooming

asters tell us, and though the woods are dark with their

latest greenness, in the lowlands the gaudy standard of

autumn is already displayed. In its shadow the muskrat

is thatching his winter home, and on his new-shorn

watery lawn the full-fledged wild duck broods disport in

fullness of feather and strength of pinion. Evil days are

these of September that now befaU them. Alack, for the

caUow days of peaceful summer, when no honest gunner

was abroad and the law held the murderous gun in abey-

ance, and only the keel of the unarmed angler rippled

the still channel. Continual unrest and abiding fear are

now their lot, and henceforth till spring brings the truce
of close time to their persecuted race.

More silently than the fisher's craft the skiff of the
sportsman now invades the rush-paled thoroughfares.
Noiseless as ghosts paddler and shooter glide along the
even path, till alarmed by some keener sense than is given
us, up rise wood duck, dusky duck and teal from their

reedy cover. Then the ready gun belches its thunder,
and suddenly consternation pervades the marshes. All

the world has burst forth in a burning of powder. From
end to end, from border to border, the fenny expanse
roars with discharge and echo, and nowhere within it is

there peace or rest for the sole of a webbed foot. Even
the poor bittern and herons, harmless and worthless, flap

to and fro from one to another now unsafe retreat, in

constant danger of death from every booby gunner who
can cover their slow flight.

The upland woods, too, are awakened from the slumber
of their late summer days. How silent they had grown
when their songsters had departed, rarely stirred but by
the woodpecker's busy hammer, the chatter and bark of

squirrels and the crows making vociferous proclamation
against some winged or furred enemy. The grouse have
waxed fat among the border patches of berry bushes,

rarely disturbed in the seclusion of the thickets but by the

soft foot-fall of the fox, the fleeting shadow of a cruising

hawk and the halloo of the cowboy driving home his

herd from the hillside pasture. But now come enemies
more relentless than beast or bird of prey, a sound more
alarming than the cowboys distant call—man and his

companion the dog, the terrible thunder of the gun.

A new terror is revealed to the young birds, a half-for-

gotten one brought afresh to the old. The crows have
found fresh cause for clamor, and the squirrels lapse into

a silence of fear.

Peace and the quietness of peace have departed from
the realm of the woods, and henceforth while the green
leaves grow bright as blossoms with the touch of frost,

then brown and sere, and till long after they lie under
the white shroud of winter, its wild denizens shall abide

in constant fear and unrest.

So fare with the wood-folk, these days of September,
wherein the sportsman rejoiceth with exceeding gladness.

FOOLISH HOTEL MEN.
npO observe that proprietors of sportsmen's resorts are

extremely foolish, who encourage or permit their

guides and other employees to kill fish and game for

market, would be perhaps only stating an axiomatic

platitude. And yet it is a curious fact that scores of these

proprietors have not found out their folly until too late

to repair it. We can name more than one water and
more than one game district where the landlord's patron-

age has fallen away for no other reason in the world than

that his boatmen have caught for market more bass than

his guests have caught for fun, and his g-uides have killed

deer for themselves and for greenhorns, until decent

sportsmen have left in disgust.

It might be thought that when a hotel keeper builds a

house on the shore of a lake noted for its black bass, and
derives a generous revenue from the fishermen who
register with him, drawn thither solely by the fishing, he

would observe carefully every precaution to keep up the

supply of fish, to curb the silly greed of the count-fisher,

and to forbid entirely the shipping of fish caught by his

boatmen to market. And yet, in spite of the certainty

that with the ruin of good fishing must come empty hotel

rooms and lessened receipts, we often see that landlord

bathing his hands in imaginary water and smiling blandly

over the competitive fishing of his guests, and fatuously

sharing the paltry profits of the fish his servants catch

and send to market. By and by the report goes abroad

that the famous bass fishing at his house has "played

out," and his former patrons study up other routes, and

their money finds its way into other tiUs.

The governments of the world have been actively com-

peting in the invention and development of smokeless

powders; and now a report comes from Washington

that the naval officers of the torpedo station at Newport,

who have been conducting a series of experiments upon
various formulas, have found an ideal powder for small-

arms. The new composition is declared to be safe, con-

venient and cheap, and it has given a rifle ball a velocity

of 3,180ft, per second, with a low pressure in the powder

chamber. Gun-cotton is said to be the base.

SNAP SHOTS.
TT is reported, but we hope without authority, that the
-- Codification Commission appointed to revise the
New York game law will submit to the next Legislature
precisely the same bill that was rejected last winter. To
do this would be to court for it a similar fate. The game
and fish interests of this State are far too important to be
made a vehicle of personal interest by those charged with
the duty of law amendment. The obnoxious provisions
should be stricken from the bill.

In these days returning tourists bring out of the North
Woods heads and antlers of deer and regale their friends
with long stories of skill and luck in the chase. The
average deer slayer is not averse to dilating on the sport;

but now and then a man who kills a deer not only makes
no show of trophies, but maintains a gloomy silence about
the entire proceeding. Blank was out on an Adiron-
dack lake and the "guide" was rowing him with stout

strokes in pursuit of a deer which had been driven into

the water by the hounds. "Now you're near enough;
shoot!" exhorted the guide. Blank was near-sighted; he
had never seen a live deer outside of a menagerie, and to

him the object appeared very dim and very small. But
the guide insisted that it was a tremendous buck with
phenomenal horns, and Blank blazed away, the first shot

of his life. The guide pulled the game out of the water,

a tiny fawn, as yet unweaned; and then Blank and the

guide went ashore and buried the carcass in the woods,

and went back to the hotel and Blank added any another
"hunter's yarn" to the thousands that have been told, but

his story was not an exaggeration like the rest, for he
protested that he had kUled no deer at all.

The Bangor News prints a letter from Edgar E, Har-
low, of Greenville, Moosehead Lake,^nd the News appears

to think the statements in the letter worthy of credence. '

It recounts the following list of game animals recently

discovered by Kineo guides, and says that not a single

offender has yet been brought to justice: "One dead
cow moose at Thoroughfare Brook, Eagle Lake; one dead
moose on Russell Stream; one dead caribou on Russell

Stream; one dead deer on Russell Stream; one dead moose
at Duck Pond; one dead moose at Eagle Lake camp
ground; one dead moose at Caticomgomoc Lake; one
dead caribou at Black Pond; one dead deer at Horse
Race, Caucomgomoc Stream; one dead moose at Spencer
Pond; three dead deer at Spencer Pond; two dead moose
at Soper Brook, Eagle Lake."

We^would be glad to learn that this report is an exag-

geration, for if the facts are actually as given they indi-

cate in the Moosehead region a demoralization worse

than that already described in the Forest and Stream as

existing in other sections. It must be remembered that

the open season for moose, deer and caribou will not be-

gin before the first of next month.

Here is an incident of bird life that may afford an in-

teresting theme of speculation. Mr. E. R, Wilbur brings

us from Sayville, L. I. , a robin's nest containing two
eggs, which was abandoned so late as Sept. 1, Did the

belated mother bird's robin wisdom tell her that it was too

late in the season to bring her fledglings into the world, or

did the spirit of wildness, which takes possession of the

robin tribe, triumph over the maternal instinct and com-

pel her abandoning the nest in the grape arbor to join

her squawking mates in the woods?

The conventional Indian orator declaims with many a

fervid figure of speech against the white man who has

usurped his ancient hunting grounds; but here comes the

Sioux with figures of another style altogether. Young-
Man-Afraid-of-His-Horses and 793 others have sent to

Washington a claim against the Government of $10,000,000

for the destruction of the large game that abounded in

the West and furnished their subsistence.

Colorado's bounty on bears and mountain lions is said

to be working most disastrously to her supply of elk and

deer, large numbers of which have been killed for use as

bait in the bear traps.

Dr. J. A. Henshall is now in this city in the interest of

the Angling Exhibit at the World's Fair, which he reports

to be in capital condition.
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NO-MAN'S LAND AND BEYOND.— II.

WE were all invited to supper at Harlan's camp, and
had an excellent meal of buffalo Bteak. It was

very good, and Lee told me to take what meat I wanted.
I took a 101b. chunk, and would have taken more but we
had plenty of antelope meat, and I hate to rob a man of
meat worth 9 cents a pound.
The next morning it was very cold, but we started

south and left the Springfield men still camped. We
made a dry camp on San Francisco Creek, 35 miles south,
that night; and only had some water for coffee and half a
bucket each for the horses. We had plenty of wood and
some coal in the wagon, and were reasonably comfortable,
thougli I can't feel good when the horses are suffering for
water.
With an early start, we reached Cold Water Creek,

Texas, at noon. Found good water, good grass, and
enough cone chips for a dozen camps. Saw wild horses
and anteloj)B just before we made camp, and I shot some
mallard ducks in the afternoon, while the rest hunted
antelope. The ducks were big and fat and I potted them
sitting. There were nice little springy ponds with high
banks and open water. We had stewed duck for supper;
and parboiled and roasted a dozen. I wanted to stay

' there and hunt a few days, but Price, who was somewhat
of an old granny, was afraid we would get caught in a
storm away from wood; and so we pulled for Palo Duro
Creek in the morning. I left my cough about here—wore
it out or froze it out-
Reached Palo Duro Creek at noon. A Texas cowman's

ranch every five miles: plenty of wood, good water, lots
of cattle and no game. Price^ concluded that the Cana-
dian was too far, and wanted to edge toward home, so he
said he wanted to go down Palo Duro and in east of
Beaver City on the Beaver. The other boys didn't care,
so we we went down Palo Duro 20 miles, and overtook
three hunters with two wagons loaded down with deer
and turkey, straight from Moore Creek on the Canadian
Eiver. We camped with them, and the next morning
went back up Palo Duro, heading for Moore Creek.
Camped at a post office called Zulu, at Cater's ranch,
where I could not make Cater believe but what I was a
land hunter seeking a ranch. He could not understand
why a man with good teams should be strolling around
the country if he was not a market-hunter or hunting a
ranch. Hanny said, "Curse the ranches, I would not
take the whole Panhandle of Texas if you would give it to
me." To tell the truth, I felt the same way, for I had a
wife, four young ones and a home 200 miles north, and I
sometimes wished that I was home a little, when the bed
felt hard at night and I could not sleep.
We went twenty miles south next day, and struck

broken ground; ten miles down a slope and we landed
on Moose Creek. It was a beauty—a valley a mile wide
and about six miles long, with 'beautiful groves of big
timber on both sides of the creek at intervals, with fine
clear water and good grass. Oh, what a camp we made
under a big cofctonwood on a lawn as level as a billiard
table, with a spring close behind the tent in a little hol-
low; deadwood lying around wanting to be brolce up for
the fire; and the north wind that had followed us for
many a day blowing harmlessly over our heads through
the tops of the giant trees that sung all night like ^^olian
harpo, while the Texas owls—big fellows that looked as
large as turkeys—sat around after dark and said who.
who, v:1io.

There were deer tracks all over the bottom, and tiu-key
tracks on the bank of the creek behind camp. 1 wont
down the creek a mile and found our Springfield hunters
who didn't seem much pleased to see me, but didn't say
much. They had a fine camp; had arrived there two
days before us and had a deer hung up, three turkeys
and ducks till you couldn't rest. Trout told me that the
deer were all scared away, and that they were going to
move next day, I told him that I had plenty of meat
and should stay a week anyhow, deer or no deer.
Hanny got up first next morning, and began getting

breakfast. When he came back from the spring with
the waterpail he told me that there were a flock of quail
in front of the door. I jumped up and had pants and
boots on in a minute, grabbed the 10-bore and stepped
out bareheaded. The quail were just starting into some
brush about 40yds. from the tent.' I let go the right at
them on the ground, and got one more as they rose;
picked up an even dozen (there were about forty in the
flock); and was back in the tent getting warm in about
five minutes.
After breakfast, when I went to drive up the horses to

feed them, I heard a rifle crack twice about a mile up the
creek, and shortly Trout came past and said he had killed
a deer, I saw he must have gone past our" camp before
day, and now I began to see why they wanted us to leave.
We were camped between them and the best hunting
ground.
The boys all struck out after breakfast, Hanny with my

shotgun, which he tried to appropriate from that time. I
took it away from him occasionally, but he grumbled
awful when I did. He said that I could shoot a rifle and
he couldn't; that I had better kill big game and let him
kill the little birds. When the little birds are 16 lb.

turkeys, big fat mallard and spoonbill ducks, great flocks
of quail and a few prairie chickens for a change, I kick.
It is more fun to loaf along Moose Creek with a shotgun
than to walk over slippery sandhills hunting deer for
hours with a rifle.

Price went east about four miles on foot to another creek
called Carson Creek. Noah went off no one knows where,
and I saddled a pony and tried to get the lay of the coun-
try up and down the creek and around. I rode about
forty miles that day and saw a few turkeys and two flocks
of quail, but lots of deer tracks. I found a place two miles
up the creek where deer bedded every night, and I could
see Trout's tracks where he had jumped them before he
got near them every morning. That was what I was
after, and I went to camp early. Hanny had a quail
supper about ready.
Price came in packing a big fawn on his back. He had

found a bunch of deer; a few had jumped up at oOyds,
and he had killed it. The shell stuck in his Sharps, and
while he hammered and dug at it, a big buck got up and
looked at him a while. Then several does got up from
the tall grass, and all of them scooted, leaving Price fool-
jBi^ away wjth the empt.7 shell. Then pretty 800^ it came

out easily. Before Price had done talking about that buck
one would have thought it must have been the biggest
deer in Texas.
When we sat down to supper we had a treat. Hanny

had skinned the quail, cleaned them out and boiled them
as you would potatoes. Poor little fellows; they looked
lonesome and shriveled. They tasted just the "same as
some boiled chips. I guess it was because I had acted so
mean to them when I shot them on the ground.
Noah came in while we were eating and looked sour.

He did not kill a deer or antelope the whole trip, and he
set out intending to make money hunting. He hunted
faithfully every day. He could make as much noise
going up a creek through the brush as a four-year-old
steer, and I often came in at the head of the timber when
I knew he was going to hunt up a creek, and would catch
a deer sneaking out occasionally before Noah got within
half a mile of it. Price asked Noah if he had seen any-
thing. "Yes, I have seen lots of fresh tracks. What did
you get, Hanny !" "I got a string of ducks, and got them
all out of two little spring ponds down below Trout's
camp."
After eating a lot of meat cooked by myself, and trying

some of Hanny 's experiments he and I washed the dishes,
and then the youngsters, Noah, Hanny and I, went down
to Trout's camp visiting, leaving Dad Price seated by the
fire reading an old newspaper. The Trout party consisted
of four—Trout, a man of about twenty-five, 6ft. tall and
very slim; a Scotchman who was as tough as a mule, and
who hunted all the time but didn't kill much; a man
named James who said he was Jesse James's cousin, and
who occasionally told us how desperate he was himself
(he was, in fact, a mild-mannered, little old bald-headed,
pop-eyed man of about forty-five); and a real nice young
fellow of twenty-five whose name I forgot. They hunted
so steady that they couldn't help getting game, and Trout
was a dandy in spite of the French horn and his long
tongue. We played seven-up a while and then went
home. Price was abed and grumbled when we came in,
"You boys stayed out late." I am forty, rather an old
boy. We set the alarm for 4 o'clock and it seemed as if

I hadn't slept five minutes when the thing went off, and
T crawled out and got breakfast, ate it and struck out up
the creek well out on the hills. I was above Trout's deer
bed before a person could see through his sights, and lay
down on the bank where I could see all over the bottom.
Just after it got light I caught glimpses of a man slipping
through the groves away down the creek, and in a few
minutes here came five whitetail deer, slipping along a
long way ahead of him and looking back as cunning as a
man.
Nearer and nearer they came to me until they stood in

full view about lOOyds, away. They had got to decamp
soon, for Trout was coming, and so I shot at the buck,
aiming behind the shoulder, and broke his backbone. He
was below me and my gun is sighted for 125yds. any-
how. Two or three shots at the others did not hit any-
thing, and I went down and was dressing my deer (a
pretty fair buck) when Trout came up. He grinned and
said he hated to play dog, but he guessed he had. We
went on up the creek together.
We saw nothing more and went back. Reached my

camp by nine, ate another big breakfast and went to
shooting at mark. Trout beat me out of $3 at a dollar a
shot, and then gave me back the money and advised me
to buy cartridges with it and practice before I shot
against a man! He put all three shots into a Sin. ring at
lOOyds. off-hand.
By some real nice talk I got Noah and Hanny to go up

and get my deer, and I sneaked off down the creek with
my shotgun and went to sleep in the sun near a nice
spring pond. I woke up at last very chilly and saw as
beautiful a eight as it often falls to the lot of man to
look at. A doe and two big fawns had drank at the fur-
ther edge of the pond, and the fawns were playing around
on a flat not over ISOyds. distant like two little kids as
they were. The old doe seemed to be watching their
gambols proudly. A flock of mallards were quacking
and eating at the spring not over 60yds. from me. The
sun was going down. I lay still and watched the deer,
hardly daring to breathe, the air was so still, until
finally I heard some one coming down the creek; the
deer ran away into the sandhills as silently as shadows;
I got up and threw a stick at the ducks, and they flew
with whistling wings in a circle and then went straight as

[
arrows down Moore Creek for the Canadian. Price came

I up with his rifle and I met him in the dim trail that runs
down the creek, I told him about the deer and how I
let the ducks go (for we had plenty of them in camp),
and he said, "I suppose I could get one of those deer if

I followed them up, but I really left camp only for a
walk, let us go back." So we went home to camp in a

. very contented frame of mind.
Noah and Hanny were cooking supper when we got

there; and after we had eaten Hanny and I played seven-
up to see who should wash the dishes; he lost, but I com-
promised and wiped them.
After supper Trout's gang dropped in, and said that

they were going to start for home in the morning. They
said that the game was too scarce and wild. They asked
when we were going; and we looked at each other and
laughed. "I dunno," said Price, "it's as Dick says." I
said, "If I only had my wife and young ones here. I don't
believe I'd ever go back." Hanny remarked cheerfully,
"We are doin' pretty well here;" and Trout sighed and
said that he had a great mind to stay another week. So
we played some seven-up and had some more supper at
about 10 o'clock. The Trout gang went off to their camp
by moonUght; a.nd the owls said whoo! all aroimd us as
we went to sleep 200 miles from nowhere.
When the Trouts passed our camp at daybreak next

morning I sent a letter to my wife, to be put in the first

post office they struck. I inclosed the tip of a txirkey's
neck feather in it, also a lock of deer hair, and pi-om-
ised to be home some time. I was a little homesick when
I saw them disappear; but there was only one twinge and
it was gone.
Trout had said that there was a ranch near the mouth

of the creek; and Hanny and I decided to go down and
see if any one was there. So when breakfast was done
we took the buggy and drove down. Found a good
house and three men. It was the D. B. L. ranch. I
asked the foreman what D, B. L. meant. He said that
formerly it meant Damn Big Luck, but that for the last
three years he had concluded it stood for Damn Bad Luck.
They seemed a little stiff at first; but finally thawed out
and proved uipe fellows. They occasiouall;y Ijiiye trouble

with hunters who kill cattle or set fire to timber or prairie
carelessly. They said that they had heard us shoot, and
knew we were camped up the creek. I promised to be
careful about tire; and we drove on down to the Canadian
River, and forded it with the buggy to try it. It was
shallow, but with a very soft bottom of quicksand. So
we forded back and went to camp.
Price came in with a deer on his mule at sunset, and

we decided to cross the river the next day and go on to
Bear Creek, which the D. B, L, foreman had told us
about. He said there were lots of turkeys over there.
We started early the next morning and forded the river,
after storing some of our supplies and most of our meat
at the D. B, L. ranch.
The ford was better than when I crossed the day be-

fore, and we soon pulled up the bed of Bear Creek—sand
six inches deep and no water for seven miles; and then I
found a spring in a side canon, made camp and Hanny
and I hunted for a ttu-key roost for several miles up the
creek by moonlight. Didn't find anything. Next day
hunted all day, I saw three deer tracks and a little

turkey sign. When I came in I saw where a panther
had followed Hanny and me around the night before.
He must have been quite close to us. His tracks were
4in, in diameter. Noah said that night that we had
better go back across the river, for the water might get
up and then we couldn't get back, Hanny meowed like
a cat, and Price grinned a little; but we went back.
We got our meat and corn and went on to Carson

Creek, where Price had had the fight with his shell in
the gun and had killed the fawn. lie had talked ev^ry
day about that big buck and I wanted a crack at it badly.
We camped near the creek on a little sandy bank of
grass, sheltered by a big sand bill. The grafs was full of
sand burrs and we sat on them some for the next two
days. Hanny found a flock of quail before we got the
tent up, and was off after them with my shotgun. He
came back to supper with about twenty quail and twelve
prairie chickens, mostly killed sitting; but they were fat
and tasted as good as if they had been killed over a dog
on the wing, I remarked just for fun that I thought
that I should use the shotgun next day and Hanny fairly
begged, "Now, Dick, you know I can't shoot a rifle and l
want to try to kill a deer with buckshot." I made him
promise to get up and build fire in the morning every
time it was my turn and then told him that I was only
joking about the gun. I asked Price the lay of the creek
and he said that he thought that the best hunting was up
the bottom through the timber; so we all went out at
daylight after a good breakfast. The creek had about a
mile of scattering scrubby timber on one side of it in the
bottom, interspersed with a little brush. We went up
the creek abreast with Noah where he would make the
least noise, but I know I could have heard him half a
mile if I had been listening. There were several deer
ahead of u?, but they got out before we got a shot; I saw
one running like a ghost and tried to get a sight for a
running shot, but he was gone too quick. There was
some more timber up the creek, but Price decided to go
over where he kiUed his fawn the time before; and Noah
followed him, to my relief, and Hanny and I went up the
creek. We soon came to good deer ground—more brush,
low trees, little corners, where there were hollows setting
back forty yards or so from the creek, full of brush. I
was standing on a little ridge that ran down to the edge
of the creek (which was lOOyds. wide here and with no
water but just a sand bed), where Hanny, who was hunt-
ing on the head of the hollow behind me, shot off both
barrels of the shotgun, and a fine buck ran out of the
brush a little above me. I sighted about five inches ahead
of his breast as he trotted across the sand, and at the
crack of the rifle he came down, just as he gained the
grass on the other side. "Did you hit him?" yelled Hanny,
who could see me but not the deer. "Yes." "I don't
believe it. I killed mine though," said he. "Go quick
and bleed it and then come to me," I said ; and I stood
with my gun cocked so that if my deer got up I could
knock him down again, till Hanny came up with his
hands bloody, and then we walked cautiously up to mine.
He was a good five-prong buck, and stone dead, shot
through the heart at 125 paces. As I looked at him I felt
good, "That's better than hitting a four-inch ring at
lOOyds.," said Hanny; and I, well, I just loved myself.
We hung him in a tree and then went to Hanny's doe.
He had hit her all over with buckshot, but he had her,
and Hanny smiled unutterable contentment after we had
her hung up. We went to camp, got the buggy, and re-
turned for the deer. Coming back with the deer, we saw
a big flock of mallards on a spring pond, and Hanny shot
three at two shots. They were in the middle of the pond
and I encouraged Hanny until he stripped oft' everything
but his little short undershirt and waded in after them.
It was awfuU^ cold water with some ice in it. There was
a tree lying with its butt on the bank and the trunk under
water. He walked out on that till the water camo above
his knees, then his feet shpped off the log and he went in
up to his waist. Ob, how he yelled, but I howled, "Gro
on! go on! they are only ten feet further;" and he went
for them reluctantly, but got them. When he came out
I rubbed him down till he was as red as a lobster all over,
and then he put on his clothes and ran to camp on foot
behind the buggy. I produced the whisky: he took a big
drink and the wetting didn't hurt him a bit.

We hung the deer in front of the tent on a tree before
Price and Noah got in, and got a late dinner or an early
supper of fried liver and bacon, fried potatoes and fried
onions. The coffee was strong, and when the other boys
got in we had a second instalment ready for them.
They had seen two bunches of deer, but had not killed a
thing; and old man Price actually almost cried when he
told how his rifle snapped twice when he had a dead aim.
It was tough. Noah's feeUngs were almost too deep for
utterance, and I will not repeat his remarks.
Hanny went down the creek after dinner, and came

back at sundown with several ducks and a sora rail. He
said that there was a swamp full of rail a mile down the
creek. After dark we had a little supper, and soon after,
while we were smoking, and it was pitch dark (for the
moon had not risen), we heard a coarse meaw, nieaw,
down near the trees in the bottom, not over lObyds. from
camp. The horses and mules were picketed between us
and the trees. I grabbed the shotgun, loaded with buck-
shot, the rest their rifles, and stepped out of the tent.
The thing kept yowling, and I told Hanny to get the
lantern and come down and get the horses and mules up
to camp, for any minute I expected it would jump on one
of them and kill it. I said, "T wi|.l carry the shotgun,
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you the lantern, and I won't slioot unless he is goine: to
jump." I was sure it was a panther or mountain lion.

Just as Harry came out again with the lantern, tlie thing
said meair. meatc, clnLkuroo, cJmlcaroo, chukaroo. It was
a little screech owl about as large as a pigeon, that had
been attracted by the smell of the meat. We went into
the tent relie^edi hut a little ashamed to have been so
fooled.

Tliat same night the big wolves killed a steer about a
mile from camp, on the other side of the creek. They
howled and snapped and yelled while they were doing
it, and every once in a while we could hear the deep,
hoarse, despah'ing beilow of the steer ending in a smoth-
ered groan. The lobo or buffalo wolf has a voice the
most savage and despairing of anything I ever heard.
At last all was still and we slept.

In the morning Price wanted to go home, and though
I wanted to stay longer we started.
We reached the D. B. L. i-anch that night and camped.

The foreman said he was going to send a man to Zulu for
his mail, and I wrote a letter to send home, so that if we
stopped on the road my wife would feel easy. Hanny
went down to the ranch and Price and Noah went to bed.
I went down at about S o'clock to see the boys and leave
my letter. When I got near the house I heard a sound of

reveling by night, and when I opened the door of the big
log- cabin I saw the foreman, the three cowboys, two
strangers and Hanny seated around a big table drinking
"whisky stews," as the Texans call them, and singing.
One long-haired Texan was iinishiug the "Cowboy's
Lament" as I came in. It is a mournful song when howled
by a Texan. I can remember one stanza:

"Bury me not on the lone prar-e-e

Where the coyotes will howl o'er my dead hodd-e-e."

A.fter the song had been duly complimented, Hanny
arose. He has seen a somewhat checkered cai'eer since
he left the paternal roof and came to Kansas. At one
time he ran what is called a drug store, more properly a
"joint." He braced himself, and I knew something new
was coming, for Hanny is at times afflicted with poetical
mania. He threw back his head, and in a loud, clear
voice sung "The Kansas Refugee," the first two verses
running:

"I came from sunny Kansas,
Where the howling blizzai-ds blow,

And where the temperance sisters

They persecute one so.

"Three times I have been cycloned,

And been arrested some.
So now I've come down here

Where 'tis legal to sell rum."

"That's pretty good," said the long-haired Texan. "I
was up in Blank City, Kan., once, and Bat Smitherson,
who is the president of the Temperance Union, got me
drunk, and then Bob Gill Smitherson, his father, arrested
me and had me fined f20."
We sat and talked on various matters till late, and then

went to camp. At daybreak next morning commenced
the homeward march. In seven days we landed at
Cimarron, with a little venison and as hearty as bears.

W. J. Dixon.

THE BEAVER'S WOODPILE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A doubt superimposed upon a doubt sometimes leads to

a certainty, and in the hope that the certainty will be
• attained—by some one else—I wish to contribute my bit

of knowledge regarding one of the most curious tricks of
the beaver, to wit, his ability to coax a stick into parting
with its specific gravity.
Long years ago, nearly half a lifetime, I was taken to

Lake Superior to cheat the undertaker, and succeeded so
well that he has never dared to even serve a summons on
me since. My father was the lordly magnate of over a
hmidred thousand acres of forest, and after I had changed
a stiff arm into a limber and mighty useful one, he turned
me over to the care of an old trapper and explorer to live
an out-of-door life. It was the softest snap that old trap-
per ever had, as, beyond a strong desire to cheat my old
enemy by drowning, I was easily controlled, and his
salary must have tripled his income from trapping.
Equipped %vith canoes, tents, traps and all the impedi-
menta of a hunter's life, not a lake or stream for miles
escaped our ravages. Not a trout from the Montreal to
Tobacco River was safe in his eddy. Not a mink slipped
out of the water into a cedar swamp but what his mother
told him we had a No. 1 Newhouse there. Not a fisher
stole along the banks of lake or stream without being
warned against us. Not a muskrat family in six lakes
but had lost a member in our traps, and at least half of
the survivors were toeless and legless. Decimated beaver
tribes moved out of our county by night. Solitary otters
fled westward, leaving the handsome pelts of their mates
drying on our stretch-boards. An assorted lot of Canada
lynxes came to see us, and we took them in and skinned
them. No marten was safe if he came do^vn out of a
tree. A couple of bears spent a whole summer studying
our deadfalls, and then reluctantly admitted that we
were too many for them—and we were.
However, this devastation couldn't continue forever;

and so one day my old friend and gniide was put in a more
domestic role, that of assistant helper and outside man to
my mother's kitchen, while his son and myself were
turned loose to rove in turn. It had been a royal progress
in venery, and had left me no novice in the arts of the
gentle savage. Ah, me! what a treat my grandchildren
will have in the twentieth century, if I should live so
long.
My youthful comj)anion and myself fished much, hunted

a great deal, studied in nature's own university some,
and trapped in a desultory way. Young Jack was a
rather rough savage, but of an inquiring turn of mind.
His chief fault, in my eyes then, was his infernal hunger
for company. He wanted to hunt with a brass band and
trap with a picnic party. As a fisherman, his laziness
made him nearly perfect. In talkativeness he was in
marked contrast to his father, who had seldom spoken,
except when he swore.
But to return to our muttons, About a mile from my

father's hpuise on Lao la Belle, the Gratiot Biver, one of

the most beautiful of streams, flowed out into the lake,
as we fondly called it, bringing down the dark waters of
Gratiot and Deer lakes, and incidentally containing more
31b. brook trout than I have read of since. Its outlet
was a curiosity, in that it was a projecting delta, dis-
charging through three mouths, two navigable by canoes,
one by large sailboats. For a quarter mile up stream
there were no rapids or logs, and at the end of navigation
was a red bluff about 20ft. high. Just opposite this, and
nestling down in a clump of swamp ash, was an old beaver
house, the largest I ever saw, reported to have been there
in '55, Some seasons it would be deserted. The next
year some wandering beavers would hunt it up, probably
having heard of it through tribal tradition. They would
out a few fresh sticks, pile them on the outside, just as
people hurry to hang shades in rented houses, to let the
neigh bors know that the premises are occupied, and would
then go into the wood-cutting business. All up and down
the stream we soon saw the marks of their axes, and at
once proceeded to get our traps. Once or twice I caught
a half-grown fellow, perhaps their most promising scion,
and the rest of the family would promptly leave. This
went on for years, until unnnumbered ghosts with gleam-
ing eyes and huge red teeth gave the place a bad reputa-
tion, and the non-resident landlord, whoever he was,
could not rent it. Popular belipf had hoodooed it as a
"haunted house." Still, I fancy, at this distant date, be-
lated travelers joyfully welcome it, and congratulate
themselves upon its shelter and protection, only to hm-ry
away the foliowing morning haunted by visions of spooks
and bogies, their ears still ringing with the noise of clank-
ing chains.
Usually the fresh sticks placed on the house were de-

nuded of their bark, but not always so. My companion
and I used to throw them into the water occasionally,
and I remember that some of them would sink and others
float. At the time I do not think we atfached any signi-
ficance to this, and I am totally unable to explain it

now. But sometimes, while prodding the bed of the
stream, either in wanton idleness or to select a place
for our traps, we would disturb Mr. Beaver's woodpile,
and some of it would come floating to the sm-face, bid
not all. I forget what theory my old guide had taught
me in explanation of this phenomenon, but that he had
one I am sure, though while in the woods with him I

did not take the time to test it that I did afterward
around the particular house of which I am writing.
Again, we would fish up pieces of wood, and some of

them would slowly sink back when released from the
hand. Thus my testimony throws doubt on all the
theories advanced in youi' columns. Hence the first

sentence in this article. Hence, also, my uselessness as
an observer. Looking back upon what was a familiar
sight to me, I find my mind absolutely without conclu-
sion as to the cause, and if my evidence has accom-
plished anything, it is to leave a mysterious matter still

more enshrouded in mystery. I fear I neglected my
studies more than I did my fishing. Hinc illce lachrimce.
Having written this screed without a sequence I might

as well add that one night last February, the thermometer
20' below zero, two Indians and myself alternately froze
and slept before an open fire in the semi-polar region
north of the Great Lakes. Before" daylight in the morn-
ing we had our tea and frozen bread, made up our packs
and smoked the pipe of impatience for the day that was
to bring us to the Canadian Pacific Railroad. At last the
first few gray streaks in the east made it light enough to
start, and ptitting on our snowshoes we began the last
march for the "home camp." In dark ravines we
stumbled and fell, over brightening hilltops we
scrambled in awkward haste; our breaths formed clouds
of vapor in the frosty air, and we hurried on, buoyed up
with the happy thoughts of the "homeward bound."
Just as the sun showed its red rim over the horizon we

were crossing a half open valley, and one of my men
stopped and pointed, uttering the customary Indian
"ugh!" Following the direction of his hand I saw a
dome-like structure six or seven feet high standing near
us in the mist, partially surrounded by a low wall of
three or fom- feet. Going nearer I found it was a large
beaver house, with the dam cut by some marauding
hand. Was it the spirit of the old house on the Gratiot
come back to haunt me ? It looked unearthly enough,
not to say ghastly, in the early light. Had the Matche
Monito of the Odjibways done this in revenge ? I looked
at my red men. Their gaze was stolid and wandering.
Evidently they hungered after the flesh pots of Egypt,
Silently I gave the signal for moving, and rapidly we left
the ghostly reminder of my boyhood days behind us.
There also must I leave the habits of my race, once given,
now only understood, bv Wassemigoyan, our Universal
Father.
Sadly and degenerately I sign myself Ahmeek.
Buffalo, N.

WAYS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE.
IN the fall during the shooting season young grouse

occasionally leave their home and wander away, and
are found in strange and out of the way places, such as
vacant buildings, covered bridges, villages, and even in
cities. There seems to be a wayward and yet natural
tendency in this bird at times to roam, to leave the woods,
the hills, the gullies, and to seek the plains, the islands
and the shores of small streams and rivers. This tendency
is encouraged somewhat by a desire on the part of the
bird to find such food as it loves, as well as being chased
and fired at to too great an extent on its native ground.

I remember once while walking along the street of
seeing a grouse dusting in the roadway. I supposed at
first it was a hen, but as I approached it it rose and flew
straight down the street and in at the opening of the
large covered bridge that spanned the Mohawk. The
bird fit on a beam near the roof. Getting up to the beam
I took the bird oft". He remained perfectly motionless,
as is their habit when approached by man. This grouse
when he rose in the roadway made comparatively little

noise, their habit being to make the greatest noise when
unseen in the densest cover. This bird knew it would be
useless to attempt to frighten me when I saw him. On
two occasions grouse have been found in vacant buddings
on the farm, both having flown in at the door, Once,
also a grouse flew into my residence in the city, the cir-

cumstances of which I have related.
I know also of several cases where grouse have flown

j

through windows, and against doors and sides of houses;
sometimes with fatal effect, but not always, I recollect

an incident that occurred in our city not long ago where

'

a grouse flew into a small barn and perched on a beam.
The owner of the premises having invited a gentleman
into the barn on some business, the guest said to the
owner, "I see you keep poultry." "No," said the owner,
"I keep no poultry, but my neighbors do, and I wish they
would come and take that pullet away, she has been here
now three or four days, and I am tii-ed of feeding her. I
guess I'll have to notify him." The gentleman looking a
little more sharply said, "Why, that's not pullet, that's a
pai-tridge." And so it was, to the great surprise of the
other, who had a fine dinner the next day, and invited
his friend to it. DORP.
Schenectady, N. Y.

Recent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Gar-
den.—Purchased—4 mandrills {CunoceplialuK monnnii), 3 rhesus
monkeys (Macactis CT-j/t/irccu.s-), 3 ruit'ecl Ipuxuvs (Lnmur iiarius), i
Fniiiri el-like phalangers (BeUdeus sciwrns). 1 red lory (Eua ruhra),
3 West African love birds {Amw) iy>f pnJIahaX 1 Wne-tbvoaXed
warbler (EritJiacus cmnecvhiy^. Ill tuberculalod iguanas ilyuana
tiiherculaLa), 1 carpet Piiake (Mvrriia vai-ieqatn), 1 diamond rattle-
snako iCrutalm horridus). ground raLllesnakes (r?-o;((7op7)(irt(,-;
mniarius), 3 common blnok enakes ( Bas-rniiUin cnnfitrictor), '> crm-
moii hog-nosed snakes (iTt:tr?v)J'i7) plaliirliivm),! black liog-nosed
snake {Heterodon plaiijrh innt< iiUir.r'), 1 k\T^<r anake (Ophihoivs (/etu-
lus), one chicken sntiUe {Vohihcr (luadrimttatm), 2 pine snakes
(PityopTiis melannlmcvj<), i coaeb-wliip snakes (Bascavhoii flaoelli-
forme). 2 glass snakes (Op/iiosawrw.s vcntmlis). 1 green snake {Cyclo-
pMs vcrnaiU), 1 indigo snake (Spilotcs cretieMnm), 1 corn snake
iUoluher guttnlm), 1 scarlet snake (Cemophora eoccinea}.! svotted
monitor {Vamnus uaritts), and 1 White's cyclodus (Tiiigua scin-
aiiden). Presented—1 Eskimo dog from Alaska, 1 gray pqnirrel
{Sciurus caroline'nsvi), 2 twilight bats (Atalaplm ,-rr,ntsrvhir\x), ?.

raccoons (Procj/onZotor). 8 opossums (D(:deY)j7?ws )•/- i p\ysLV-
row hawk (FaZcospan'erf-usXSnight hawks (G/KJi

'

1 great-horned owl {Buho t)t>'i:|iniamts),3 canaries (N. i iui-i aj.iurius),
3 8f . Thomas conures {ComLriis xaniholmmns), 2 alligators (Mliga-
tor mississippicTims), 2 garter snakes (Eutcenia macrostenima), 9 gar-
ter snakes (E/j/tcCTJia si?'ta7is), 3 banded rattlesnakes (Crotahis hor-
ridus). 1 DeKay's snake (Storeria dekayi), 3 common water snakes
ITropidmvitm sipedon) and 1 pine snake (Pttvoplmmelunolciicm).
Born—4 pumas {LMis conmlor). 15 earter snakes {Eutcenia kirUdLsi,
2 Marcy's garter snakes (Eutcenia nmrciana) and 4 banded water
snakes {Trcjpid/motus fasciatm).

'dtn^ §dg md §tttj.

THE HUNTER'S BADGE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
There is an old custom in Scotland, according to which

any one who has killed a stag, a salmon, a seal and an
eagle, has a right to wear (if he pays for it) the hunter's
badge, which consists of a small gold watch charm in the
form of a shield with the heads of the above embossed in
the four corners.
This is all very well as far as the stag and salmon are

concerned and perhaps also the seal, although it seems
rather a shame the seals, which are growing rare in
Scotland. But inasmuch as the badge calls for the de-
struction of eagles it is a great mistake, as eagles are
almost extinct in Scotland, owing to the senseless prac-
tice of killing them down on all possible occasions; and
why it should be an honor to shoot with a shotgun a big
slow-flying bird does not seem very clear, the usual way
being to watch the eagle's nest and shoot it as it comes
to feed its young.
The eagle ought to be omitted, and a Hst of all the

game birds in Scotland substituted, so as to make the
holder of the badge an all-round hunter.
There is a more recent badge called the "stalker's

badge," which is for any one who has "stalked" (still-

hunted) a stag over a certain size of horns, entirely by
himself. This requires some doing. The usual Scotch
and English deer shooters have a man to guide them,
which, of course, is not allowed when qualifying for the
badge.

If there was a "hunter's badge" started for America,
given to any one who has killed certain of the big game
of America in a sportsmanlike way it might educate men
up to taking care of the game, spare females, etc., as any
one who shoots big game in a sportsmanlike manner
would be able to wear the badge (which need not be ex-
pensive, as it could be of bronze), and if he met any mem-
ber of a shooting club who had not got a badge on he
would know what class of shooter he was and might
shame the unsportsmanlike shooter into mending his
ways W.

NOVA SCOTIA LICENSES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As the time is approaching when your people come here

to hunt, I send a list of the names and residences of the
persons authorized to sell licenses. If published in your
paper it may help to save a recurrence of the unpleasant-
ness of last year. If the government should appoint any
others I shall send their names also. There are no im-
portant amendments to our laws. At last session, with a
view of protecting red deer, which we comtemplate im-
porting from the West, a close season was made for them
of ten years, during which none shall be shot.

Below is a list of ofiicers authorized to sell licenses in
the several counties of Nova Scotia

:

Annapolis—J. M. Owen, Annapolis Royal. O. T.
Daniels, Bridgetown.
Antigonishe—D. McDonald, Antigonishe.
Cape Breton—John McDougall, Sydney.
Colchester—Hugh McKenzie, Truro.
Cumberland—D. J. McLeod, Amherst. Robt. Gibson,

Parrsboro.
Digby—^W. B. Stewart, Digby. A. M. Comeau, Oomeau-

ville, Clare.
Guysborough—A. H. McGillivray, Guysborough. Thos.

Campbell, Sherbrooke.
Halifax—W. H. Wiswell, Halifax. Provincial secre-

tary's ofiice, Halifax.
Hants—Jas. O'Brien, Windsor. Nelson Wier, Nine Mile

River.
Inverness—J. H. Jamieson, Port Hood.
Kings—L. De V. Chipman, Kentville.
Lunenburg—Ed. H. Solomon, Lunenburg. Chas. Lordly,

Chester.
Pictou—Jas. McG. Stewart, Pictou.
Queens—Wm. Ford, Milton.
Richmond—Thos. J. Jean, Arichat.
Shelburne—William S. Taylor, Shelburne. Eufus H.

Crowell, Barrington,
Victoria—John McDonald, Baddeck.
Yarmouth—Hiram Goudey, Yarmouth. Enos Gardner,

Argyle. C, S. HARSiNaxoN,
Hawfas.
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THE SAGINAW CROWD.
WE have been somewhere every year; while not always

the same old crowd, still a good many of the old
hands have been along:. Last year we left for our old
stamping ground in Dakota, Oct. 13, taking the good car
City of Saginaw, over the C. S. & N., Wisconsin Central
and Northern Pacific. The party was small. Bob Schultz
and I were the only ones of the old crowd, and two ten-
derfeet in the shape of A. H. Morley, of this city, and A.
P. Bigelow, of New York, with George, the porter, and
old John to look after the kitchen, constituted the party.
We arrived on Thursday, the IGth, and were met by our

guide and the livery stable man with the cheering news
that the birds had not come down yet, that the shooting
was poor and the sloughs all dry. However, we were
comforted by the remark that on a barley field about ten
miles north a number of birds had been seen the last few
days and possibly we could get a shot there. It proved to
be a very good day. We started at once and arrived on
the ground about 10 o'clock.
As soon as we came iu sight of the stubble we saw that

we were going to have some fun. It was situated on the
side of a hill, about half a mile distant was a little lake
and there was a continual stream of geese and mallards
coming from the water to the barley field and back into
the lake. The day was dark, and by the time we had our
decoys out and pits dug it began to snow, and seemed as
if the air suddenly became filled with geese and mallards.
We did not wait for lunch. The shooting was good for
about two hours; 37 ducks, mostly greenheads, 35 geese
and two great white whooping cranes that Bob had the
good fortune to get, was the tally as we put them in the
wagon. The cannonading at last drove the birds away

out our list of supplies, and getting the old car in order,
and, in fact, beginning to have as much fun out of it as
we will have after we get there. Lots of wheat this year
and plenty of water ought to make the shooting good, but
whether it is or not we will have a grand time and possibly
may write you about it later. W. B, M,

TEXAS GAME GALORE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have just been glancing over the different excellent
articles in your issue of Aug. 27, and among them the
article "Hints on Handling Guns" especially attracted
my attention. I agree with the writer on all his points
but one, and that is that "hammerless guns are a con-
stant danger to persons boating." I fail to see how the
hammerless gun is more dangerous under any circum-
stances than the hammer gun and would be glad to have
"Reignolds" explain his position.
For the information of our Northern brethren, and to

gratify a little self-pride, I will state that on Saturday
evening last in company with a couple of friends and
their families we drove out at 5:30 o'clock P.M. six miles
in the country and took supper, after which we three
gentlemen took a little round with our jack lamps and I
killed a fine old doe about 9 o'clock. I rode up on them
bedded in the tall sedge grass, probably for the night or
until moon-up. A long row of eyes flashed across my
course on the side hill to my left. Quickly dismounting
I singled out a pair of eyes to my extreme left, which
had arisen, and pulled the trigger, which brought her to
earth, shot in the head, shoulder and body. Now some
of the critics will cry out murder! But down here where

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Sept. 9.—All about Mr. William R.

Boyle, the bloody-minded fighter from Wartower,
commonly known as Billy Boyle, who runs an eating
joint on a Dearborn street alley, and serves, or rather
used to serve, illegal game. It will be borne in mind that
Mr. Boyle was the only one of all the guilty restaurant
men whose voice was still for war. "I will fight to the
knife, likewise to the last ditch," said Mr. Boyle. "These
d—d sportsmen shan't make me quit. I'll carry this case
into all the upper courts, into the supreme court and
higher yet if need be, no matter what it costs. Pm not
going to plead guilty for the satisfaction of a lot of fellows
who would only be too glad to sneak out and shoot game
out of season the first chance they got. Pll fight. I will!"
Well, we all hoped he would fight. In an earlier issue

I told how he couldn't get any more continuances, and so
forfeited his $200 appearance bond. It was hoped that
Mr. Boyle, the grim warrior of the alley, would find some
way of getting into the upper courts, because the sports-
men wanted some to make a test case on, and this was an
easy one. But Mr. Bovle's valor cooled. Yesterday he
meekly walked into Justice Eandall White's court and
anted up his little |25 and costs, like the rest of them.
Mr. Boyle is a great tighter, but he went out in the first
round. In the language common about his resort he was
a "mark."
Only one thing remains to b3 said for Mr. Boyle, and

that is that no self-respecting sportsman will patronize
him_ again, for his absurd bitterness at not being allowed
to violate the law led him into general abuse of men who
had

_

formerly been good patrons of his, and this abuse
carried to an extent more than ridiculous. Let the grim-

AMONG TPIE WILDFOWL.—III.

" Where laNORANCE is Bliss."

and although we waited for their return flight in thti

evening, they did not come and we drove back to town,
exceedingly well satisfied with the day's sport.
We did not get as many birds any day after that, though

the bag was fair, getting a few plover and quite a number
of sharp-tailed grouse. I also killed a prairie wolf with
my rifle at, I should judge, fully 300yds., most likely a
lucky shot. We were driving over the prairie and went
through a very rough patch all grown up to weeds, and
right in front of the horses out sprung this wolf and a
badger. The badger went into a hole, but the wolf, after
running about 300yds., stopped to look back. In the
meantime I had shoved a cartridge into my .38 Marlin,
and taking careful aim, fired, and as good fortune would
have it, struck him right back of the ear. When we
counted up that night we did have a pretty good bag; 68
geese, one white crane, the wolf and two sharp-tailed
grouse.

We were preparing to take a trip about 35 miles north-
west after deer. In a strip of rough country cut up by
hills and gullies, a good many blacktails had been seen
the week before. We were making all preparations and
were to start on Thursday the 23d. Wednesday, Bigelow,
the guide and myself went to the north of the car about
twelve miles and located a big flight of geese, and were
expecting grand sport for that night. About two o'clock
in the afternoon I was taken with a severe chill and burn-
ing fever, and a congestion or knotting sensation in the
left lung finally drew me all out shape, and it resulted in a
severe attack of pneumonia. Temperature was up to 1051
when the doctor came in to see me the next day. To say
that the long ride home that night was miserable but
feebly describes it. Had to be lifted into bed and at the
advice of the doctor we started for home the next day.
The Chicago and Grand Trunk people put us on their
fastest east bound train out of Cliicago and we reached
home late Saturday night. This ended my shooting for
last year. It was a great disappointment to the rest of
the crowd.

The birds came home in nice condition and were given
to our friends. One beauty of shooting out there is that
the nights are so cold that the game gets thoroughly chilled,
and with even ordinary care you can save it two weeks.
We ai-e now planning for another trip. Our party will

consist of ten or twelve, the old crowd, and we are getting
together now every evening and talking over loads, how
many shells to take, getting decoys painted up, making

this wily game stays in the brush most all day we con-
sider it great sport to kill them by fire-light. We re-
turned about 12 o'clock to our respective houses and
feasted on venison all day Sunday.
Deer, turkey, plover and other game are plentiful this

season. More turkey than for several seasons and the
shooting promises to be fine when the season opens. It is

a wonder that more of the Northern sportsmen do not
find their way to Texas. On our coast there is as fine
fishing to be found as anywhere, and there will be no
scarcity of game for a long time to come, if we can keep
the pot-hunter out. It is amusing to us to read some of
the articles in your valued i)aper from contributors, some
of them covering a big space, about so small a thing as
the catching of an 81b. fish. Some write about killing
of a dozen or so of quail, while others write about travels
of hundreds of miles to get the glimpse of even a deer's
track. In most of them good descriptive ability is dis-
played as well as talent in writing, and they are really
interesting and are desirable matter for a sportsman's
paper, but a loA^er of nature, the rod and the gun, if you
could spend a week or two in southwest Texas on a tramp
with the writer, you could write books on the subject when
you go back home, and feel better for your trip,

BEEViLtE, Texas, Sept. 1. T. J. S.

Floating for Deer.—So great a handicap is laid on
the deer by those who seek to take them in the water, re-
moved for the time from their natural element, that I fail
to see where the glory or even common credit for slaying
a deer under such circumstances comes in. I believe the
time is not so far distant when this matter will be
measured strictly by what is accepted as the standard of
action in the other branches of sport. For example—^for

a fellow who would pot-shot a covey of quail, we feel
nothing but scorn, unless it be pity; there is the element
of sport only when we give the birds a fair chance against
which we pit our skill. This seems to be the principle of
true sportsmanship,—Onyjutta.

Messes, Von Lengerke & Antoine, of Chicago, ask
us to say that pressure of business has as yet prevented
their isstie of a general catalogue, which, however, is in
preparation.

A Book About Indiais's.—The Forest .^kd Stream wlU mail
freeon applicatioa a descriptive circular of Mr. Griiinell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a table ofcontents
and specimen lUnstratlons from tlie volume.—.<ldt;.

visaged warrior of the alley alone until it comes time to
nail him again. Meantime, if he will continue his study
of Forest and Stream, he will further learn how to save
himself some money, as he did in this case.
The Boyle case was the last of the first crop of restau-

rant cases. We will soon start in on the second crop, and
this time it will be more serious, W^e will prosecute Mr.
Chas. Rector within a few days for 5 and perhaps 6 addi-
tional cases, and I hope we will be able to catch some
others a second time, especially one notorious offender
who is known to be at it again.
Yesterday Charlie Gammon and H. D. Nicholls got

illegal prairie chicken, 2 birds, at Meyer's "Rathskeller,

"

corner of Dearborn and Madison, Louis Hansen's old
place. To-morrow Messrs, A, Price and W. H. Haskell
will undertake to nail that outfit for two more birds, and
$25 and costs will presently drop coldly into Justice
White's fine box. The second-crop cases will cost the
offenders the limit, which is $25 a bird. The fine of $25
as a total does not amount to anything.
Mr. Chas. E, Kern, ex-president, etc., of the Illinois

State Sportsmen's Association, has not yet told where he
got those chickens. Come, Mr. Kern!
Will other sjDorting papers please copy? E. Hough.

Vermont Grouse and Dogs.—Several correspondents
have called attention to a statement by "Special," in our
issue of Sept. 3, that "by special statute, enacted in 1890.
dogs are prohibited for hunting grouse in Vermont. See
Book of the Game Laivs." A reference to the Book of
the Game Laws, page 231, will show that "Special"' is in
error; the act of 1890, there quoted, was to repeal a pre-
vious prohibition of the use of dogs, and as the Book of
the Game Laws points out, even that was unnecessary,
for the prohibition had already been repealed by Chap,
117, Laws 1882,

WooDCHUCK IN Tree.—Minnehaha Falls, Minn. Au^,
31,—I saw the note of "H, D." in your issue of Aug, 37,
in which he states he shot a woodchuck from a tree, I
killed a woodchuck last spring in a large hollow bass-
wood about fifteen feet from the ground. I noticed a
hole in the basswood and thought there might be a coon
in it, so I investigated, and drove out a medium-sized
woodchuck. He ascended the tree about ten feet above
the hole and stopped on a large limb to rest, and he-
rested—with a .38oal. W. 0. F. through his brain.—F. A,
M.
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GAME WARDEN DARLING.
THE Bangor iVe?fs asserts that "Maine has few more

energetic or more honest game wardens than 'Jock'

Darling," and prints this letter from him;

To me Editor of The News:
I hare recently received letters from hunters and guides

asking for an explanation as to why I have accepted an
office of a game warden; and one sends me a clipping from a
Bangor paper which roads; "Maine's notorious game war-
den. Set a thief to catch a thief, etc.," and says that Uncle
Jock has long set the game laws and \Yardeus at defiance,
and openly advocated the dogging of deer in various puhli-
cations over his own signature, etc.

I will give a partial explanation. I advocated dogging
deer during the open season, as my long experience told me,
with few exceptions, they could not be had any other way,
and that my belief was the most of the deer doggers would
help enforce the law in close time. I fought the law or
rather the wardens when I believed that they were the law
breakers, and I went to our Legislatures aud did all I could
to amend the game law by repealing a poition of it, and I

did it alone. Not a hunter, guide or sportsman helped me
to a cent or lifted a hand to help me. On the other hand,
many of the guides that I had given employment that put
many a dollar into their pockets, did not appreciate the
favor, and worked against me in many ways.
And now they can take their turn, if they want to hght

the law, they have the field, and if they want the law
amended or repealed they have a chance to see what they
can do.
Oar judges will tell the jurors in their charge to them

that the law may be wrong or obnoxious, but as long as it

stands on our statues it must be regarded as law, and that
they must decide according to law and evidence.
Years ago I killed hundreds of moose and used to get

every pound of meat out of the carcass, until I found that
the other hunters, mostly Canada Indians, were bound to
kill them all just for their hides, and to get my share I took
a hand in it, at the same time believing it to be wrong.

I have giveu some of my reasons for accepting the office
of game warden, aud, as I have accepted it, 1 shall try to
protect and preserve the game when it should be.

And I will say to the hunters, guides or poachers, that I
don't want to catch them breaking the fi.sh and game laws.
I shall not try to induce anyone to break the law for the
purpose of catching you to get your money. 1 don't want
you to kill game when you are not allowed to do so by law;
but I do say if you keep on or do kill, as some of you have in
years past, I shall catch a few or more of you.

I shall make it a point to see the hunters, guides, etc., and
talk the matter over with them and try to persuade them
not to kill the fish and game in close time, and if I am suc-
cessful in this 1 shall think 1 have done a better work than
I should if I had arrested them and put them to trouble and
costs, J. Daelixg.
Lowell, Mass., Sept. 7, 1891.

"GuiDO" reports in the Memphis, Tenn., Public Ledger
on the game outlook as follows: '"Sportsmen who have
toiled through the summer, with the hope of reward,
among the south-bound wildfowl are about being amply
rewarded, as the growth of small acorn mast, duckweed
and other feed is unprecedented. Already a few blue-
wing teal, mallard, spoonbills and geese have fallen to
the gunner's deadly double, while bags of 20 to 40 wood
or summer ducks are frecpaent at Beaver Dam, Wapo-
nocka and St. Francis clubs. Yonkapins, wild rice and
celery that were sown three years ago, and almost des-
paired of (owing to overflows), are freely growing with
moss and smartweed, and pepper grass and periwinkles,
of which wildfowl are greedily fond; also colt's foot, nut
grass, wire moss and willow acorns are abundant, and to
aquatic fowl irresistible. Owing to large growths of food
and cover the duck shooting especially at Beaver Dam
and Wapanocka has wonderfully improved within the
last year, and dozens are now bagged where couples for-

merly were, and each club has an artist in culinary skill

and new and complete outfits in boats. Homes are only
more delightful than these clubs in the kind of a duck
at each. Fishermen who want the gamiest trout and
striped bass, and salmon and pike need go no further
than Oak Donick and Black fish, Ark., as the quantity,
quality and appointment of the sport of angling are first

class. ' For February and March shooting on deep water
ducks, for extent of yonkapins and grass nut feeding
grounds, and for superb fishing Oak Donick wears the
diamond champion belt, "out of sight." Initiation fee
in Wapanocka is |3o0 with |20 annual dues added."

Scattered Shot.—Ottawa, Kansas,—Last week another
careless accident occurred at this place, though fortun-
ately no one was severely injured. A farmer was just
leaving one of the stores on Main street with a load of
wheat in his wagon. He had j^laced his loaded shotgun
on top of the wheat and as the wagon started the gun
rolled off and was exploded. The load scattered about 25ft.

over the buildings across the street, but only one man was
hit. The shot went through his clothes but did not hurt
him very badly. A horse was also plentifully sprinkled,
though not seriously injured. This was not all, however,
as most of the load struck th'^ front of Elder's hardware
store and filled the plate glass window full of holes; it

also broke some glass for the Ottawa Printing Company.
The man who caused this havoc will probably be more
careful after he has gone down into his pocket for the
amount of the damages.—F. B.

English Pheasants in Vermont.—At Shelburne Far-m,
Shelburne, Vt., nearly 1,000 English pheasants have been
hatched and turned out into the woods on the farm.

Hunting axd Fishing tn the Nobthtwest. -Are you plan-
ning for an outing tuis summer? Have you ever looked up the
famous resorts of the Korthwest ? It is not an exaggeration to
say that the best hunting and Ashing grounds in ISIorth America
are found in the territory tributary to the Northern Pacitin Rail-
road. The lake purk region in Minnesota affords pielfere), pike,
bass and mBscalonge; rock bass are found in numerous streams,
and deer, elk and bear abound in the forest regions; antelops are
found in North Dakota. The Snowy, Bitter Roo\ Grazy, Rocky
and Cascade Mountains are the home of moosp, elk, caribou,
cougar.". Rocky Mountain sheep and goat and other laige game,
while all of the Northwestern States abound in feathererl game.
Rocky Mountain trout and grayling are caught in the Yellow-
stone, Gallatin. Madison, Jefferson, Clark's Fork aud Green
livers, affioiding unrivalled sport. An interesting pampblet,
"Game Preserves of North America," can be obtained free on
fipplication to Chas. S. Fee, G. P. & T. A. of the Northern Pacific
li R. at St. Paul, Minn. JJescriptive publications concerning
Yellowstone Park, Pacific coast and Alasks will also be mailed on
receipt of application, referring to Forest and Stream.—^di).

Names axd Porthaits of Brans, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly Interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kill. Oloth, S30 pages, price $3.50, For sale by Forest
AND Stbbam.

"That reminds me."

THE Doctor, Willis and I were spending our vacation
at Sugar Loaf Hotel, on the South Fork of the

American River. One day while seeking a suitable
bathing place we came upo7i the camp of B,, of Sacra-
mento, a friend of the Doctor. In making our retreat, as
we did not wish to visit the camp just then, we espied B.
on the stream below vainly endeavoring to secure a rise

to his most enticing flies. We decided to help him.
Willis and the Djctor cast small pebbles so deftly as to
imitate the splash of a fish jumping for the gnats that
faij-ly covered the surface. As poor B. would notice
each successive splash in a different place he was kept
busy casting his line, but without success. Finally
giving up in despair, he left the plaee; so did we—in a
different direction. We learned afterward through a
mutual friend who visited Brunner's camp the wonder-
ful stories of how the stream was fairly living with fish

(big ones, too) and of their perversity in refusing to take
his most tempting offers. When B, learned of the deceit
practiced upon him, he was ready to go gimnmg if it

were not for the law, grouse, elk, deer and men being
protected. P. H. E.
Oaklanh, Gal.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Pro\dnces are given in the Booh of

the Game Laws.

CRUISE OF THE PLAYFUL.
AUGUST, 1891.

CRYSTALLIZATION requires a good nucleus and the
right material. The material existed in twelve

busy men. The nucleus, well, Estelle was the right kind
of one. He had but to place himself in contact with
eleven of his ilk, tell about "a ten days' cruise along the
Jersey coast, a schooner yacht, the open ocean, Barnegat
Bay, good comp.-j.ny, a trusty skipper, skillful cook," and
all that sort of things, and if he had dropped a Montreal
fly on some creamy swirl of mountain water above a
hungry brook trout his lure could not have met a quicker
resi^onse,

Gro? Of course! Let business, churches, stores and
offices go to. Estelle, we're with you I

A hurry-scurry quick package and expressage of great
stores of groceries, fruits, varied delicacies, fishing tackle
and everything even to Gospel hymn books; and on Wed-
nesday, at 7 A, M,, Aug, 5, twelve disciples of Izaak
Walton and three boys for sx^ice were at Market street
station, Newark, loaded with luggage to take the train
for New Yoi'k, thence to Rockaway, whence the cruise
was to begin. Rockaway Avas reached in two hours after
numerous separations of passengers and baggage, Estelle
concluding his company was about as cohesive as a bag
of fleas.

Yacht, captain, crew, cook, and almost everything
ready. But crabs and clams for bait must be had, and
barrels and salt. No parsimony was shown in getting
any of these indispensables, least of all in regard to salt.

Then that score of watermelons hadn't come. Hence an-
other delay, yet every day out as we sucked the ruby
treasures we blessed ourselves for waiting till they came.
All aboard by 11:30 A. M., and just at noon the shore

loungers and the guests of the hotels gathered on the
pier; sails were set, hawsers cast off, the crowd cheered,
and before a good breeze we glided out through Rock-
away Inlet into the bounding sea. We were as follows:
J, A, Estelle, merchant (and Isaac Saull, manufacturer.

his son Alfie). G. W. Beeson, merchant.
Lewis B. Cleveland, retired, G, H. Bailey, insurance
Geo. Roubaud, merchant, broker,
H, S. Faulkner, merchant F. M. Hummel, superin-
(and son Harry). tendent.

Isaiah Peckham, insurance Rev. C. H. Jones, clergy-
broker, man,

Wm, Kilpatrick, merchant. Rev, H. F. Barnes, clergy-
man (and son Robert).

Our yacht was the Playful, of New York, 54ft. long,
16ft, beam, schooner-rigged, with ample cabin accommo-
dations, and a staunch and seaworthy craft, good in any
sea and all weathers, and carrying two small rowboats.
Either the Volunteer or the Gloriana cotild beat her for
speed it is but fair to say. Captain, John Sedelmeyer;
crew, Billy and Ben; cook, John Africanus. So we mus-
tered nineteen souls on board at the start, though later
we claimed to have three females also, to wit, the wind-
lass, the rud-her and the penn-ant.

Wedne.sday, Aug. 5.—Passing out of Rockaway Inlet
before 1 o'clock P. M., we laid our course for Sandy
Hook, at once heaving over the trolling lines forbluefish.
And that was the least we hove over after reaching the
great rollers off Rockaway. Little Alfie Estelle placed
first oflering on the shrine of Neptune. The Chaplain,
as became his office, next rendered a very hearty tribute
to the ruler of the sea, A strange pallor quickly spread
over the others, and one after another they kept back
nothing as they worshipped at Neptune's altars and sank
back exhausted on the deck, so paroxysmal had been
their devotion. The Chaplain declared he had seldom
seen a congregation so deeply moved. A slack wind,
and the long and glassy ground swells would have kept
the entire company on their backs on deck, had it not
been for Peckham, Jones and Hixmmel, whose tireless

brains and witty tongues made "animated busts" of the
sickest cruisers. At 5 P. M. rormded Sandy Hook and
dropped anchor in the Horseshoe for the night. At once
Cleveland and the boys were beginning to pull in dogfish,
skate and hammer-headed sharks, which seem to be the
chief piscatorial treasures of tlie Horseshoe.
Supper over, that placid bay, the fleet of yachts and

fishing craft at anchorage close by, the low emerald
shores of the Hook, the sunset with its lane of golden
sheen westward across the waters, the flash of the High-
land lights, the bold headlands to the south, the night
lanterns hiing out one after another on the vessels at
anchor, all wove a magic spell of restfulness and joy over
every voyager oa the Playful, and spontaneously the

whole company broke out into song which rang out
within hearing of the neighboring fleet, securing appre-
ciative applause.
Thurvday, Aiig. f?.—Sailed from the Horseshoe at? 8

A, M. with contrary wind and tide. Four hours round-
ing the hook. The light wind and the long rollers out-
side the hook began to create again the nausea of the pre-
vious day. Every eftbrt was made to counteract it.

Stories, jokes and puns were hmded so fast around the
cockpit that it seemed as if wind would triumj^h over
matter, but Neptune captured two victims. Of course,
all the stories were strictly true, for as yet no fish had
been caught, and the world knows it is not until theyhave
been caught that a man begins to clothe himself with lies

as with a garment. The Playful passed Asbury Park at
noon, and the chaplain was just beginning to sigh for a
hallelujah camp meeting time on shore when there was a
sharp jerk on his troller, quick retrieving of 200ft. of line,

and the first bluefish of the cruise was whirled over the
taffrail into the cockpit. At once all were convalescent
and the sea had no further terrors, though it yielded no
similar returns that day. Passed Barnegat Light at 5
P, M., wind S.E. Came to anchor opposite Wearetown
at 6 P, M., the skipper deserving great credit for pilotage
through the roaring breakers of Barnegat Inlet, and then
along the labyrinthine channels of Barnegat Bay at ebb
tide without hanging up the Playful but once on bar or
flat. Before dark enough weakfish were caught for sup-
per and breakfast.
Friday, Aug. 7.—Weighed anchor for Wearetown at 5

A. M. Anchored near the shore. Capt. L, G, Mitchell,
of Barnegat, whom we had hoped to secure as pilot to
fishing grounds in the bay, came off to see us, but could
not go with us owing to engagement with Enother party.
Got hung up on a ledge of rocks, where we had anchored,
and were compelled to drop anchors shoreward and pull
ourselves off. At 9 A. M,, were off, and followed boats
to fishing groimds to the south in the bay.

After fishing two hours, tide compelled us to sail back
for Wearetown, having caught only one weakfish from
the yacht, Peckham, Scull and Beeson, who had rowed
over to Harvey's Cedars in one of the small boats, we were
compelled to leave behind to overtake us at their leisure.

They caught some large weakfish, sea bass, and a large
sea turtle, not returning to the yacht until late in the
afternoon, after rowing 10 miles,

Estelle and Kilpatrick, from the other small boat near
the yacht, caught three weakfish.
Without a local skipper we did not allow Barnegat Bay

to do herself justice on the weakfish, consoling ourselves
that we saw few fish being caught from the other boats,
and that bluefish tasted better.

At anchor off Wearetown at night again, Cleveland and
the boys kept fishing up ail sorts of strange marine
curiosities,

Saturday, Aug. S.—All were sorry this m orning that
Peckham, Jones, Scull and Bailey had t(3 leave the party
and return to Newark,
The only consolation of the company as they were j»ut

ashore. Bailey at Wearetown and the others at Barnegat
City, was that we should probably need their storage
and tonnage capacity to accommodate the great catch of
bluefish expected that day. Nevertheless, their flashing
wit and ceaseless stories and merry songs were greatly
missed. The next cruise should have all under ironclad
pledge to stick to the boat till she ties up to the home
dock.
Under a light W.N.W. wind at 8* o'clock A, M, the

Playful glided out of Barnegat Inlet; not, however, till

Roubaud had taken a fine bluefish from the breakers. It
was not a bluefish day outside. The breeze ran up and
down the mast and spilled out of the sails until 3 o'clock,
when enough came to let us catch two bluefish and to
bring us to Tucker's Inlet, the entrance to Little Egg
Harbor, at 5:30, where we came to anchor. After sup-
per the party, except Cleveland, went ashore in two
boats and had their Saturday evening bath with athletic
sports en, deshabille, impossible in a less secluded resort.

The return to the Playful in the darkness and fog, and
the mill-race tide, the separation of the boats, the search
with the ship's lantern, the terrific strain at the oars, the
fortunate finding of the slack shore current, the swift
plunge of the small boat against the Playful's adde,

Faulkner's gigantic grasp of the outrigger, the whole two
hours' fight to make the yacht, though but a few rods
away will never be effaced from the memory of any
participant. That was a sincere Te Detim sang by us all

that night in the cabin of the Playful.
Nothing but excitement over unspeakable peril just

escaped by a hair's breadth could have kept the party on
deck till midnight recounting that evening's adventures,
oblivious of the swai'ms of mosquitoes infesting the
place.

If we cruise along the Jersey shore again a prime stip-

ulation will be, "Any harbor at night but Little Egg and
Tucker's Inlet!"

The school of porpoises which played around the yacht
and the glorious bath were small compensation for that
fight m the darkness and fog with the rapids and later
with myriads of sharp -billed sleep-destroyers.
Sunday, Aug. 9.—Is it right to sail on Sunday? Well,

all moral considerations go by the board if Sunday morn-
ing finds you in Tucker's Inlet. Get right out of that
Stygian stream if you wish to honor the day of rest. It
is Sabbath-breaking to stay there a moment. At 5 A.M.
we were away, leaving only our anathemas. Our course
was laid for Atlantic City. Two hours of calm, coming
on when we were well off shore, were not unwelcome.
Being headed for a popular watering place, and all hav-
ing fish-bone beards of four days growth, the calm
enabled us to use our razors withoitt sundering om-
jugulars. At 2 P.M. we dropped anchor among the
yachts off Atlantic City, in the Inlet. At once the party
went ashore. After strolling along the great trestle
board walk, partaking refreshments, looking up and
down the broad avenues, getting and sending mails, we
gladly took the electric car for our dock and went aboard
ship after a couple of hours, pitying the hot and swelt-
ering crowds that were seeking a day's respite from care
on the burning sands, all ignorant of the cool and free
life we were having on the ox>sn sea. As to fishing on
Sunday—well, only our unregeneraf e crew did that, and
many a fat bluefish got served right for helping them
break the Sabbath,
Monday, Aug. 10.—^At 6 A, M. we sailed from Atlantic

City, breeze and tide in our favor, For two hours wo
swung lazily on the long gyound swells just outside the
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bay, not a little concerned as to our record for bluefiah.

But at length the deep blue strip betokening a breeze on
the sea far to the southwest, began to widen, then spread
out toward us, the sails filled, trolling lines stiffened, and
quickly we were all busy hauling in large bluefish.

Didn't Cleveland look like a winamill in a gale as he
stood at the rail working in that monster? Off Beach
Haven, seven miles ©ff shore, we caught forty-six blue-

fish, averaging about lOlbs. apiece, and several large

bonitos. We could tell which we had on soon after they
struck, for the bluefish made their fight on the surface,

while the bonitos never broke water, but swam as deep
as possible. We made Barnegat Inlet at 4:30 P. M., and
came to anchor just inside the north hook, close to the
steep shore. All the party went ashore, some to cast for

bass in the Inlet, the boys in search of curiosities, and all

to be photographed by Roubaud on an old wreck whose
storm-battered ribs, projecting from the sand, offered a
picturesque setting for the group of cruisers and their

display of fresh-caught fish. Our artist immediately
afterward took a picture of the Playful as she lay at

anchor near the shore. On board again the party held a
meeting on deck and formed themselves into the Newark
Cruising Club, with Estelle as commodore, and with the
plan of making a cruise eastward next year. At night
we were regaled by a brilliant meteoric display, and
many a bright ball with its long train of glimmering haze
seemed headed for Barnegat Bay.

Tuesday, Aug. 11.—At daylight, with S. W, wind and
outgoing tide, we worked our way slowly out of Barne-
gat Inlet, somewhat annoyed by being thrown up on the
shore for half an hour. The temperance element in our
company were particularly scandalized by the yacht's

tendency to tarry at bars, but what more natural place

for a "schooner" than at a bar! We have discovered that

yachts have a positively immoral tendency, for while our
skipper would be lying about her never stopping at bars,

suddenly the yacht would lie to! Once outside the inlet,

a strong breeze and a boiling sea furnished the requisites

for bluefishing. From Barnegat to Sandy Hook the Play-
ful bounded like a racer over the high blue waves. Our
course was laid 7 miles off shore where the fish were
Slentiful and very large, and were being pulled in stead-

y, sometimes three at once. But this was bonito day.

A dozen of these beautiful and gamy fish were caught
on our way to the Hook. Among these large bluefish and
bonitos the boys who had hitherto caught their share
gave up fishing, as they could not j)ull in the big fellows

on 200ft. of line, with the boat flying at such a pace
through the tumbling surges.

Reaching Sandy Hook at night the Playful again
dropped anchor in the Horseshoe, and the boys again
began their sport with the dogfish, sharks and skates in-

festing these waters.
Wednesdayj Aug. At dayhxesk the Playful sailed

from the Horseshoe and her course was laid for the Fish-

ing Banks, off Seabright, about ten miles S.W. of the
Hook, that we might try the flukes, sea bass and also

bluefish chumming. Half a dozen large flukes were the
only reward of this trip. Chumming is fine sport, especi-

ally if you have no nose for macerated bunkers, no eyes
to "view the remains as groxind out of the chumming mill,

and don't have to lie at anchor at midday on a glassy
ground swell. We had all these things, and came near
losing our sea legs again on account of them; so got away
Boon and gladly from Seabright and headed for Rock-
away.
Again a calm, tugs ran up one after another to offer us

a tow, the empty barrels we threw overboard seemed to

be gaining on us, and it looked as if our last leg was to

be the most tedious of the voyage, when suddenly clouds
gathered in the north, a strong breeze set in, the skipper
was busy as a hornet in hay time taking in sail, batten-

ing hatches and generally getting ready for a blow.
The gale struck us just as we were off Rockaway Inlet,

forcing the Playful ahead at a meixy pace; then came a
heavy rain and a thunder storm that flashed and rever-

berated all around us, compelling us to heave anchor and
lie-to, playing skipjack and souse bucket on deck for half

an hour, for none could stay in the cabin. One bolt

struck so near us that those who had their hands on the
wet masts or spars felt a sharp shock. At length the
western sky grew brighter, the wind quickly slackened,
anchors were weighed, and on a light breeze we made
Hummel's dock at Rockaway at 7 o'clock.

In eight days we had sailed, log measurement, between
three and four hundred miles, mostly from five to eight
miles off shore, been on land but two hours, caught over
a quarter of a ton of bluefish, bonitos and weakfish, had
favorable winds, tides and weather most of the time, and
picked up vigor enough to brace us* through another
winter, eagerly expecting the day whenwe may duplicate
the rugged pleasures of our first shore cruise.

From the start to the parting not a word or act had
marred the good fellowship of our company. Good oars-

men, good swimmers, good anglers, with jokers, jolly

fellows all. The expense was only $15.50 per man and
one-third the amount for each boy, and those boys must
be praised as of rarely good stuff. They picked up material
enough for a year's composition at school. In bluefishing

we found that the red-cedar squids, fish-shaped, did the
best execution, and a bit of scarlet flannel as big as a half-

dollar on the hook added to their efficiency. The tarred,

close-wound cotton lines we found the best for trolling.

Newark, n. J. H, F. B.

A Sheepshead Bonanza.—On her last cruise to the
southward the U. S. S. Yantic blew up the remaias of a
wreck that lay on the bottom in about eight fathoms of

water, with spar attached and reaching above water.
Just after the explosion of the dynamite used by Lieut.

Richman, who had charge of the work, there were
picked up dead floating on the surface of the water by
the boat's crew, 109 sheepshead that would average Gibs,

each, while the surface of the water was literally covered
with sea bass. This took place near Five Fathom Bank,
between the bank and Cape May.

—

Ex.

Spobtsmen Atiention ! -If yoTi want fine sport and. plenty of
feathered game, go to uortliern Iowa. Tbe stiooting is excellent
and you cannot fail to enjoy the trip. Or if you desire to go a
little further, the prairie and lake region of Minnesota is equally
good for both fish anrl game, and the distance not much greater.
Both are reached by the Chicago, St. Paul & Kansas Guy Railway,
the leading line for sportsmen and tourists between Chicago and
the Northwest, as well as the West and Sotithwest, and a favorite
route with all wiio iiave traveled over it. Tourist tickets now on
sale. For any further information call on or address F. H. Lohd,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent, Phenix Building, Chicago,

ILLINOIS RIVER WORK.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Considerable work has been done here in the interests of
fishing, which now is becoming the only sport to be had.
In former years the sloughs and bayous along the Illinois

River, and they are very numerous, were, together with
the river, the homes and nesting places for thousands of
ducks, geese and other water fowl, and the sportsmen
found but little enjoyment in spending a whole day in
hunting, owing to the large number of birds they could
kill and find no market for. Now this is all changed, and
game of all kinds is very scarce, and especially the ducks
and geese, and it is seldom that more than a few dozen of
these birds can be brought down during the open season
by the large number of hunters who go in search of them.
As the country becomes more densely populated the less

the amount of game of this kind—and in fact all kinds

—

there is, and the more people there are who hunt them.
This is true in any country. Take for instance the
Beaver Lake section in Indiana, through which the Kan-
kakee River runs for many miles. Ten or twelve years
ago wild game of all kinds could be killed by the
thousands each fall and spring, but now a few hundred
at such times are the result of weeks' hard hunting.
Now the sport which is more than ever thought of is

that of fishing, and from the recent work done along this

river to bring illegal netters to justice, or to repent their
acts of indiscretion in breaking the law, there is a con-
siderable amount of fishing done and the sport is daily
becoming greater. The people have awakened to the
fact that some means must be adoijted to check the
wholesale slaughter of fish, which has been going on
for the past few years.

No one seemed willing to place themselves in the lead
to form an association, and to accept the responsibility
of incurring the displeasure of the fishermen, more
especially the netters, who will stop at nothing when
one meddles with them in fishing.

Mr. O. M, Harlan, one of those gentlemen who are
alvvays ready for the furtherance of anything that is

for the best interests of the public, took the matter into
his own hands and secured the names of tbirty gentle-
men of good standing and irreproachable character, in
fact the foremost citizens of La Salle, Peru, Utica and
Princeton, to become members of an association.
A meeting was called in this city Wednesday evening,

Aug. 12, to form the Illinois Valley Game and Fish Pro-
tective Association. The following gentlemen were
chosen as directors: Messrs, J. V. Coughlin, N, W, Dan-
can, T. Donoghue, N, S. Rigden, W. E. Birkenbeuel,
Bedford Fisher, H. L, Watlington, O. M. Harlan, H,
Linnig, Sr., J. D. CahiU, J, W. Henshaw, W, G, Reeve
and Geo. S. Skinner. A committee, consisting of Messrs.
H. L. Corwin, O. M. Harlan and M. D. Green, was ap-
pointed to secure the appointment of a deputy State
game warden in this city. The needs of a deputy is

greatly felt here, as the game is quite scarce and is being
indiscriminately killed a month or two before the season.
This game is smuggled into the Chicago and St. Louis
markets, and there disposed of at a handsome profit.

But the formation of this association will, in a great
measure, stop much open killing of birds out of season.
There is little doubt that a strong association wdl be the

result, and that the territory covered will reach from
Morris to the Copperas Creek dam, a distance by the river
of about 200 miles. Seining and netting have been
allowed above this Copperas Creek dam with meshes of
2in. square; but the fishermen persist in using smaller
meshes, and it is the intention of this association now to
stop all fishing with nets or seines above that dam, re-

gardless of the mesh. The parties who own the land ad-
joining the river are becoming disgusted with the fisher-

men, who tie their boats to the shore and claim their
rights to be the same as the property owners. They are a
floating population, owning nothing except probably a
cabin boat and nets; therefore, they cannot be termed
citizens in the true meaning of the word.
Another raid has been made on the illegal fishermen,

this time at De Pue, The Henry George party of two
were caught seining with a l|in, mesh on Sunday, Aug.
9. They were brought to Spring Valley, where they were
given a hearing on Aug, 13, before Esquire Larmouth,
who, not according to the evidence presented, but to the
influence of the roughs and tottghs who formed the crowd
that represented the fishermen and others who swarmed
into the court room, and to whom justice should be dealt
out, gave his decision in favor of the defendants. Some
of the justice's rulings were good, but he aepmed to ignore
the prosecuting evidence, and gave way to the thought of
a reappointment to some petty office at a near future.
This is the first snag I have met with, and the proof, clear
to any man of justice, was for the State. Upon the con-
clusion of the trial the State took an appeal, and the men
will be given another hearing in the circuit court at
Princeton soon.
The association work now being done is that of secur-

ing membership, and Messrs. Reeve, Linnig, Duncan and
Harlan, of the association, are a committee to accom-
plish it. The following officers were elected: President,
W. G. Reeve, Peru; Vice-President, W. E, Birkenbi-uel,
La Salle; Si-cretary, H. L, Watlington, La Salle; Treas-
urer, H, Ream, Peru. The annual meeting will be held
on the fourth Monday in August of each year.
The association will be governed by by-laws similar to

those of the Fox and Kankakee River associations. It

will work on the same lines and to the same ends. A
membership certificate for one year will be issued upon
payment of $3. The membership is as yet small, but the
secretary and myself are in receipt of letters from many
of the gun and rod clubs along the river and from private
individuals in the cities of adjoining counties who wish
to have their names placed on the list. The committee
are doing well, and in a short time the list will contain
over a hundred names.
Information reaches me to the effect that several of

the larger fishermen at De Pue are selling out their effects

and will soon go out of the business. Several of these
parties have recently been to see me in regard to the pro-
posed stopping of netting and seining above the Copperas
Creek Dam. I have informed them that such is the in-

tention of the new association, and that it was my inten-

tion to carry out the wishes of that body. The fisher-

men are considerably worked up over the turn of affairs,

and say if the law is to the effect that no seining or net-

ting is allowed above that point they must either quit
altogether or go below the dam, Such ia just what ia

wanted, TheBe fishermen are of po ua© to any com-

munity, and the sooner the river is rid of them the sooner
their illegal acts will be over and good fishing with rod
and line the result.

One of the letters received reads: "I want to thank
you for your promptness in enforcing the fish laws of our
State. The lawlessness in that direction has been a sur-
prise to me for years. I have talked to the citizens of
Henry about it often, but they seemed afraid to do any-
thing for fear of depredations by these lawless fishermen.
They had threatened to shoot the former warden, who
lived at Lacon, if he came up, and he never came. Now,
since you have prosecuted them they seem to respect you.
I am very glad you intend stopping all seining and netting
above Copperas Creek. There is a great deal of work to
be done in the way of prosecutions for violations of the
game laws. Chickens are now being shot in many places,
hunters claiming that the season commences Aug, 15
—some jack-leg lawyer has told them so—when the law
explicitly says Sept, 15, I understand the better class of
citizens of La Salle are arranging an organization to
enforce the law. I do hope they will extent their terri-

tory over this way, I am with them,"
This is the spirit in which all write, and shows that tlie

better class of citizens, even in the towns remote from the
rivers, are taking a deep interest in the enforcement of
the so long neglected fish and game laws.
One of the main purposes of the association is to pro-

tect song birds. The source of trouble lies in the small
boys, who, armed with rifles, invade fields and woods,
killing the birds and endangering the lives of man and
beast. One of the most prosperous farmers of this vicin-
ity recently called upon me to ascertain what could be
done to keep these youthful sportsmen (?) from his prem-
ises. They have already shot two of his cows, so badly
wounding them as to render them unfit for use, and the
owner was obliged to kill them to put them out of their
misery and end their suffering. Thinking his last resource
was to prohibit trespassing by posting notices to that
effect, he did so, with the usual result. The true hunter
is compelled to suffer the consequences for the indiscre-
tion of the boys by being kept out, Avhile they are in no
way at fault for the shooting of animals.
Report having reached the ears of Fish Warden Schau-

lin, of Morris, 111., that certain parties were illegally

hunting near Mazon, that gentleman started for that
place on Thursday, Aug. 37, and succeeded in arresting
Frank Hewitt, of Mazon, who has been entertaining a
hunting party of four persons from Chicago. They had
been out all day and succeeded in bagging one lone prairie
chicken, when Warden Schaulin pounced upon them.
Hewitt was brought before Justice Dewey, of Morris, and
plead guilty, wherupon he was fined $5 and costs, amount-
ing in all to $7.60. This was rather an expensive chicken,
but not quite so expensive as the duck that was shot a
few days before near Morris, when the same gentleman
had the offender arrested and fined $15.50. A few like

arrests will have a tendency toward stopping illegal

shooting in that vicinity.
Hewitt was at one time a member of the Momence Gun

and Rod Club, and is now amember of the Shabbona Gun
and Rod Club, of Seneca, 111.

M. D. Geeen, Fish Warden.
La Salt,e, III., Aug. 31.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, Sept. 9.—State Warden Buck has made hia

trip through the Fox Lake country, warning the
natives against ice fishing next winter and posting all the
prominent localities about the lakes. He reports small
opposition, except from the man Geo. E. Clark, who was
visited last winter by the little party of four who started
the protest which ended in the law being passed prohibit-
ing this ice fishing. Clark says he will fish "all he d—

n

pleases." I sincerely hope he will. A good example is

needed, and he is just the man who ought to furnish it,

Let him fish. We will have him fined as surely as he
cuts a hole in the ice. The ice law is a beauty. You can
enforce it.

At La Salle, on the Illinois River, a most active and
flattering interest is manifesting itself in protective
matters. We had the Fox River Association, and then the
Kankakee, and now, thanks be to the spirit of the times,
we have another, whose field is still larger, and though
more difficult, all the better for a few decisive battles.

All three of these associations can work together, as well
as independently, and will be of the utmost service to
each other, Mr, Watlington, secretary, writes to Mr.
Mussey, secretary of the Kankakee Association, undet
date of Aug, 26, as follows:

"It is with much pleasure I inform you that our organiza-
tion, the Illinois Valley Fish and Game Protective Associa-
tioB, was fully organized on last Monday evening. We
intend and trust that we shall form a link in the organiza-
tions formed for the preservation of game and fish, prosecu-
tion of offenders and amendment of the laws so as to enable
fish and game wardens to enforce the laws without doubt of
danger or suit for damages. We expect to have that section
of the law enforced relative to illegal seining or netting
above corporate and private dams. This would entirely shut
out seming or netting above Copperas Creek Dam and in
this vicinity On behalf of our association, I ask the co-

operation of your association as well as of those kindred in
the State.—H. L. Watlikgton,"
That "corporate dam" clause in the law is the one on

which the market seiners hang their hopes. The law in-

tended to cut off all seining above Copperas Creek Dam
on the Illinois River, and in all the bayous and streams
above that dam, thus giving the market fishers a right to

all of the Illinois River below the dam, certainly all they
ought to claim. They take advantage of the looseness of

Section 6 of the law, which permits seining with 2-inch
mesh "in navigable rivers wholly in the State," and "not
above or beyond any private or corporate dams on said
rivers and streams, and also in the navigable bays or
lakes connected with such navigable streams, wholly
within the State and not extending beyond the over-
flowed bottoms of such rivers and streams." Such lan-

guage conceals thought, and is a specimen of legislative

English. The construction all hangs on that word "also,

"

The fishermen try to force the construction that, while
they cannot seine the Illinois River above a dam, they
can seine all the bayous above and below the dam. This
ia an absurd construction. It permits them to cut off in

the bayous the whole run of the spawning fish. The
law never intended that, no matter how puerile or asinine
the man who framed the seining compromise for it.

It wUl be remembered that M, D. Green, the La Salle

warden, raided the Woods boys' outfit on Lake Senach-
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Tvine for using illegal seines. Tliese notorious market
men went to their attorney, a Mr. Porter, of Henry, for
an opinion. He advised them they oould seijie all they

I

liked with a 2in. mesh in Lake Senachwine, one of the
most noted Illinois Valley bottom lakes. Porter so advised
Mr. Watlington, of the Illinois Valley Association, and
the latter referred the matter to State Commissioner,
who in turn has sent a statement of the case in to Attor-
ney-General Hunt for an opinion. Soon we shall have
this opinion, and soon probably, too, a case carried to the
Supreme Court for a decision. Then we shall see whether
common sense ever does enter at all, a little bit, in the
smallest way, into matters of the law.
Now, we will drop down this Illinois River a little bit

i further. Supposing the Fox and Kankakee rivers pretty
I well able to take care of themselves now, the Illinois

I
River is next in line and more important because it feeds

[

both these streams. Away below La SaJle and below
I Sfnachwine is Beardstown, a hotbed of market fishers.
' Some time ago I duly reported the organization there of
the protective society, with Mr. A. A. Greene as presi-

dent. A great deal of good has been done there, so much
so that the market men have organized a counter-associ-
ation, which they call the "Illinois River Fishermen's
Protective Association." This body was organized simply
to fight the sportsmen. In order to enlist popular sym-
pathy this sweet-scented outfit lately Kave a free "fish
fry" at Beardstown, in which about l,5001bs. of fish were
used. The head of this gang^ is a fellow by name of
Siriith. A letter to Mr. Cole from Mr. A. A. Greene may
tlirow some light on thie:

BkaPvDSTowk, 111., Sept. 3.—Your.s duly at hand, Many
thauks for your kind coSperation. I have not as yet been
summoned as a witness, but Sheriff Beattie has the papers,
and I understand Smith has brought suit against Mr. Bart-
lett in Schuyler county, and myself and the two other men
I t-m ployed are sumrnoned as' his witnesses. Case to be
called, I think, first Monday in October, at Rushville.
fust what Smith expects to prove by us is a puzzle, but we
lave or will demand witness fees before moving a step, as
;t is out of the county. I mailed you a Beardstown paper
with notice of a fish fry here last week. It was engineered
iy the Illinois River Fishermen's Protective Association,
jfgjiuized to light us, am) is comiiosed of tnarket fishermen,
ilia Smith is tl]e grand mogul of it, a,lliion,Li;h fithcr mym-
)crs of this association tell live they are not backing Smith

ill Ills suit against Mr. Bartlett. Be that as it may, this
ish fry was Kiven in our city park, and for the purpose of
getting the sympathy of the people, being free of charge.
Kvcrythiug is quiet so far here, and about six to twelve bar-
rels of fish being shipped Qvery night to St. Louis and Chi-
cago, mostly buffalo, but a mixture of all kinds. I wish we

i could wipe out the law entirely, allowing seining_ or catch-
I
iuK of fish in any way except with hook and line for all

,

time, or at least ifive years. I am afraid that is the only
thing that will help us. As long as there is a market the

,
slaughter will contiaue night and day until all are gone. I
hope the sportsmen all over the State will wake up soon and
make a move. An association for protecting fish and game
has been organized at Astoria. I sent them our by-laws and

, ether iaforiiiatiou. I would like to assist others to organize.
Will keep you posted soon again of any news. Fraternally
vcni's, A. A. GliEENE. E. HoUGH.

ANGLING NOTES.
THE trout fishing in New York State is now at an end.

It has been a very good season, and never before
have so many large trout been taken. While there

I
is yet much to be done in the way of educating people

I not to waste the supply of fish, there is a noticeable im-
provement in the general feeling on that subject, and big
scores of small fish do not bring out a round of spplatise,

but rather an expression of contempt and a request from
the listener to know what was done with them and per-
haps even a little wholesome advice. To the eager begin-
ner, of course, a trout is a trout, even if only a few
inches long, but after he has had a good lively tussle with
a "big one" he will comi' to appreciate the fact that there
is more fun in killing two or three 12 or 15in. trout than
a hundred poor little fingerlings.

Mr. Wm. H. Beemer, of Monticello, N. Y,, has just re-

turned from an extended angling trip in Nova Scotia.
', Though an old fisherman, he says he never dreamed of

such trout fishing in his life as he enjoyed on this trip.

He was fortunate enough to get hold of an excellent
I
Indian guide, who piloted him to an out of the way sal-

mon river, where he killed eight salmon. The only
I trouble with the trout fishing was that he had to return
I the fish to the water, as it was impossible to make any
I use of 80 many, the sea trout were also running, and fish
' of 2 and 31bs. weight were very plentiful. The new line

of steamers from Boston to Yarmouth, and the Red Cross
I steamers from New York to Halifax make it very easy
now for sportsmen to reach excellent sporting grounds
for trout, wildfowl, woodcock, and moose and caribou.
For particulars apply to Mr. M. Stanley Tweedie, No. 18

Broadway, N. Y,

Ms. F. P. Nye writes from Areata, California, that
Cajit. Brier, in'charge of the U. S. Fish Hatchery, at Fort
Gaston, is hatching out an abundance of salmon fry with
which to stock the Klamath and Trinity Rivers next

' spring. He intends to send some spawn East this year
' to exchange for some Eastern brook trout. He states
that the anglers in his section of the country are very
anxious to introduce them into their waters, and look
eagerly forward to the lime when they can have fly fish-

ing for the genuine speckled trout.

Tiie striped-bass fishing is improving daily, and weak-
fish and bluefish are very plenty. Small weakfish fairly
swarm in Baruegat Bay, and the big channel fish are
fairly plenty. The fishing at the mouth of Shrewsbury
is particularly good at present. Scarlet-Ibis.

SARA.NAC Lake Trout.—Tuesday, Sept. 1, was a red-
letter day for Dr. J, R, Romeyn, of Keeseville, and hig
skilled oarsman, Mr. Fred Sheldon. Seven miles down
stream from the lake. Cold Brook enters Saranac River,
at a bit of rough water. Reaching that point in a rain-
storm, the doctor, with a 6oz. fly-rod, cast across the
rapids, and was soon engaged in a half-hour's struggle
with a trout which weighed, when brought to the basket,
very nearly olbs. Five others followed almost as large as
the first. Two very large ones broke away, one taking
tly and snell—then caoie three others weighing nearly
lib. each, being the first trout that have been captured by
guests of Saranac Lake House since July.

GALLATIN RIVER GRAYLING.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I inclose you the dorsal fin of a grayling caught in the
Gallatin River, near Central Park. The fish from which
it was taken was about 13in. in length. Your recent
contributor "H. L." states that I seem to doubt there
being grayling in the Rocky Mountains. How he came to

such a conclusion after I had stated that I have oattght

them in the Gallatin River, I cannot imagine. He cer-

tainly knew the Gallatin is in the Rocky Mountains.
It has been my pleasure to catch grayling in the Madi-

son, from the Paris down to the canon, and all of them in
shape of body re^fembled the whitefish very much. Many
people mistake grayling for whitefish, but I never knew
of one being mistaken for a trout, Livingston.
LrvTNGSTON, Mont., Auv, 25.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In the last issue of your paper you state that "grayling

are said to occur in the Gallatin River." In the autumn
of 1889 I had some splendid sport with grayling while
camped on the Gallatin near Hellroaring Creek—prettj^

name that. Out of one large pool I took grayling, black-
spotted trout and whitefish in about equal numbers. The
grayling did not come at the fly quite as sharp as the
trout, but required careful handling when hooked and
afforded fully as good sport. If I remember correctly I

thought their flavor when cooked a trifle more delicate
than that of the trout. H. N. MUNN.
New Yobk Oiiy, Aug. 29.

[The statement about the Gallatin was made on the
authority of Dr. Jordan, who recently visited the Yellow-
stone National Park in the interest of the U. S. Fish Com-
mission, and has published a valuable illustrated report
on the fishes in the Bulletin of the Commission. The
whitefish is so often called grayling in the region that we
thought it might be the fish in this case; but we are glad
to have reliable information to the contrary. The dorsal
fin and tail of a Gallatin River grayling, sent with the
above communication from "Livingston," remove all

suspicion of a possible confusion of names. It is a cause
of rejoicing for anglers to learn that the beautiful gray-
ling, which has been almost exterminated by milliug
operations in Michigan, still thrives and multiplies in its

Rocky Mountain retreats, and is also being protectt'd and
distributed by the Government.]

FISHING IN THE ST. LAWRENCE.
THE ECHO LODGE ISLANDS—FINE SPORT IN THE LAST

LAKE.

THE fishing in the St. Lawrence River this summer
has, on the average, been about as usual. Those

who could content themselves with a good catch of rock
bass and perchance an occasional pickerel, have found
enjoyment enough among the islands within a couple of
miles of Alexandria Bay. Three or four hours at Goose
Bay, Chippewa Bay, Stave Island or the group of islands
near Echo Lodge in the upper jaart of the Canada Nar-
rows, generally resulted in a good catch of pickerel, the
success depending almost entirely upon the skill of the
oarsman.
Last Tuesday noon, Sept. 1, myself and H. W, Power,

of Cleveland, O., set out for Echo Lodge, rowed by Newal
Paige, a young oarsman who possesses an intuitive knowl-
edge of the whereabouts and the habits of the fish. In
two hours' fishing that night and two hours the next
morning before breakfast we landed ten pickerel weigh-
ing from 3 to 61bs. each. Most of them were caught in
two small bays located in the center of four islands.

From the woody shores the grass ran down and mingled
with the tangled weeds. These grew out into the water,
receding from the surface as it deejiened, changing from
the bright green hue above to a dark velvet, and falling
in gradual terraces with a beauty of symmetry and grace
that man might try in vain to imitate. These weed
banks sloped down in that manner from the four islands
some twenty feet, leaving in the middle a clear space for
our lines. Here Paige rowed us around and around, our
spoons just clearing the weeds and in convenient distance
from a fish that might be ready for his morning meal.
After a catch of ten pickerel in the evening and morning
we went into new grounds out about La Rue's and Ash
Island and the Fiddler's Elbow, having but two strikes
during the remainder of the day.
That evening on returning to Echo Lodge the pro-

prietor, Mr. Potter, informed us that we must be ready
for a jaunt across the country to Lost Lake by 4 o'clock
thei next morning. At that hour we had breakfasted, our
skiff was hoisted into a wagon, and seated in our boat
chairs the horses pulled us over 13 miles of rough road to

the lake. Here we fished until dark, only pausing in the
fine sport to dine upon a rugged island in the shade of
tall pines and hemlocks. The fish were plenty. Paige
used all his skill to keep us near and not on the weed
beds. We saw no one else fishing, and were informed by
neighboring farmers that there were hardly two boats in
the lake in a year. We landed 32 good pickerel inside of
six hours. Some of them weighed 81bs., most of them 4
and 5. They are much gamier than the pickerel of the
St. Lawrence, why I know not, unless that they are in
colder water, are never disturbed by the sound of a steam
yacht and are less removed from the savagery of nature.
Every one fought for his liberty long and hard, first div-
ing into the weeds, whirling and wrapping the line

around the head and fins, and often coming to the surface
enveloped in heavy layers of sub-marine vegetation. They
were all brought in with the landing net. Some, when
drawn near the surface of the water, darted like an arrow
3 or 4ft. into the air. Of course some of these lively fish

got away. Two strikes at a time were common, and one
of the struggling captives often succeeded in breaking
from the hook; one regained his birthright by a savage
break after he was in the boat. We fished entirely with
spoons: having the most success with a lai"ge copper
spoon.
Lost Lake is situated about 13 miles northwest of Echo

Lodge and 7 miles from the town of Landsdown, which
is easily reached by the Grand Trunk Railroad. It is a
highly picturesque place. The banks are rocky and pre-
cipitous, covered with pine, hemlock and birch. The
water winds about into numerous bays and coves, only a
few of which we had time to explore. With the excep-
tion of two or tliree cattle paths down to the water, we
saw no traces of the presence of the innovating hand of
man. Flocks of ducks now and then flew over our heads,

and squirrels, porcupines and snipe were seen in the
woods. But the chief feature of the lake was, of course,
the fiah. I have told only a little about that, and I hold
my reputation in too high regard to hazard it by even
teiling the whole truth of what we saw and did during
nine hours in the Lost Lake. J. C. C.

SHAur CovKBT, Sept. B.

SOUTH JERSEY SEA FISHING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
There has been a surprising scarcity of weakfish or sea

ti-out this season at Cape May. The catch entire would
not average a dozen a day. It is barely possible that they
may come in abundantly during this month, as two or
tliree heavy catches have been made near the Cape May
Lighthouse. Those that are caught run large. The red
drum have arrived on their summer outing and came to
the Cape in the middle of August. A dozen have been
caught from the Iron Pier, where the ladies as well
as the men fish all day and till "night sinks upon the
dusky beach and on the purple sea." The water is HOft.

below the fishing point and it is fun alive to see a woman
hook a 301b. drum. She is generally more frightened
than the big fish, which ia sure to get away unless some
gallant gentleman climbs down the ladder to the sea,

gaffs the fish and bears in triumph the captive up-stairs

to the deliglited captor.
The fishing at Anglesea, that paradise of fishermen,

has been simply extraordinary. Weakfish are scarce,
flotmders are not often found, but the supply of bass is

simply inexhaustible.
Mr. R, Shimp, the railroad agent, gives me the follow-

ing figures, which he vouches for, as the number of
pounds of fish, chiefiy sea bass, sent away during the
last three months. Here are his figures, dated Sept. 3,

1891: Month of June.487,0()01bs.; July, 3C)3.3401bs. ; Aug,,
281,380; total, 1,031, 7201b3.

Fifty vessels can be seen at the Banks any fine morning
when the wind don't blow, and till the cold of November
the sea bass will still furnish fun for the market-fisher
and for the amateur who does not specially desire to
bag a game fish.

But anybody who desires heroic fishing can make his
soul serene with ample fun after the red drum. The best
mail to get, it' yoit car5, is Kit Ludlam, whose praises I

have herein sung before, and as brave a man as ever
stood upon a quarter-deck. He will take you out in the
Government boat, and if the sea is smooth as glass and
the wind is south or west then look out for sport. Not
yet have I wet a line in the September seas. But the
drum are there and I hope to tell you next week that
Captain Ludlam and J. M. S. have had one rare day's
sport, for I think there is not any game fish (not even the
lordly salmon in the Marguerite) which afford more fight

and more delicate sport than the gamy channel bass, or
red drum.
There are plenty of bullheads and calico-backs on the

grassy flats and many are killed on Five-mile and Seven-
mile Beach. J. M. S.

Cape jVIay, N. J.

FISHING ON THE BROAD RIPPLE.
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., Aug. 26.—The palmy days of

Broad Ripple as a fishing ground for the few sports-
men who existed in the past have now fled, and the
patient angler, be he a fly-fisherman or a live-bait man,
IS seldom rewarded with a rise or a catch, I have known
as many as twenty bass of 31bs. weight—fine looking
fellows they were— which were caught at that once fav-
orite spot in less than one hoitr's time; but that was in
"the long ago." The magnificent and rich scenery ad-
jacent to the Ripple is not sufficiently appreciated, and
by the frequent and delighted visitor never described.
It is frequented by many from this city daily, and by
many who cannot tell the difference between a miserable
shiner or a "stone roller." The fly-fishermen and those
who use the minnow are both frequent visitors at this

far-famed spot. The former will be very active by mov-
ing about from place to place with his seat, for want of a
more convient spot, all festooned with flies of different
colors and styles, casting every moment and looking
anxiously for a rise. His efforts are not rewarded, and
the piscator near him will be quietly watching his min-
now the while, and taking his fish every now and then.
His success is not doubted. I laughed once immoderately
at a fly-fisherman who was whipping the stream, his

creel upon his back, heavy rubber boots on, up to his hips
in water, with an umbrella over his head, protecting him
or his face from the sun, which was unmercifully hot.
If you tire of fishing at the dam you can follow the river
down to the road bridge, where you will find most excel-
lent sport, and in addition a gurgling spring of the
coolest and purest water that ever blessed the earth.
Immediately below the bridge you begin to find a broad
expanse of water, containing a great variety of fine fish,

and among them some very large catfish. One was
caught at this place recently that weighed over SOlbs.

Directly you perceive the Monon Bridge, which spans the
liver near here, and just above a small stream called
Williams's Creek, here the fishing is also good. The
citizens of Broad Ripple have projected an electric line of
road leading to the city, but this is yet to be built. My
friend W. and I frequently take a boat and row up the
river, our intent being chiefly to catch "blue gills," or
striped perch . We catch goodly strings of the same, and
the appetite is appeased quite as fully as though we had
partaken freely of bass. Bass are often taken in these
waters, but trot-lines, dynamite and seining have nearly
desti'oyed this game fish. The scenery is grand and
beautiful to behold. Great trees overhang the water,
and are draped with the wild grape and other vines.
The dogwood and black thorn exist unmolested, forming
often an impenetrable shade and protection to the weary
angler. The wild rose peeps out of the heavy under-
growth and shady nooks, and later in the season the
golden rod blooms in all its beauty, forming a scene that
is rarely beheld. B. F. R.

BuRUKGTON Route.—But one night Chicago to Denver. "The
Burliiigt oil's Number One" daily vestibule express leaves Chicago
at 1 P.M. and arrives at Deiis'er at 0:15 P. M. the next day.
Quicker lime l;han by any other route. Direct connection with
tuis train from Peoria. Additional express trains, making as quick
time as rliose of :\\]y other road, from Chicago. St. Lonis and
I'euria to St. raul. Minneaiiolis, Council Bluffs, Omaha, Oho.vf>nne,

I

IJeaver, Atchison. Kansas City, Houbtou and all points West,
Northwest and Southwest.

—

jidv.
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OUR TRIP TO THE LITTLE JO MARY.
"T>ROWNVILLE! Brownville!" The train came to

l3 a standstill before the little railroad station Down
East, in the State of Maine—the Bl Dorado of Eastern
sporfcsm en. All was hurry and bustle, as passengers with
bundles alighted from and entered the train, the hearty
and. cordial greeting of reunited friends on the one hand
making strange contrast with the tearful, tender good-
byes and sad farewells on the other. So it ever is, ex-

tremes meet, but the pilgrims froQi the old Bay State

have no time to indulge sentiment as the morning is

well advanced and they are many miles from their des-

tination.

L. M. Gerrish, our head guide and chef, is on band to

receive us; and quickly changing our habiliments of civ-

ilization for those of the woods at the little country hotel,

where all superfluities a,re;ieft until our return, our party,

consisting of Harry S. Seely , wife and little boy ; Nat,

the writer and his' wife and three guides, together with
generous supplies for the inner man and necessary camp
duffle, are on their way with two teams to Schoodic
Lake, some six miles distant.

There wo board a rowboat and a canoe. Z. B. Knight,
the stalwart veteran boatman, whose residence is near
the lake shore, had been engaged to row the party to the
upper end of the lake, and right well did he perform the

task, rowing the eight miles in something less than two
hours. When we pushed off from the shore we left civ-

ilization behind, but what a panorama opens out before

us on every hand! Bold headlands jutting out into the

lake covered with rainbow-tinted foliage, white birches

like belated ghosts in broad contrast with the sombre
pines, whose extended branches seemed like outstretched

arms as if to give us welcome: hilltop and mountain vie-

ing with hilltop and mountain until in the dim distance

their outlines look like steel engravings, suggesting such

"A pomp of scene.

The noblest sure that nature in her play

Of power e'er shaped."

An element of danger is the enormous rocky cliffs and
botdders whose dangerous heads lie concealed beneath the
surface of the water. We came very near to paying sad
tribute to their presence by the bow of our heavily laden
boat running uijon one, which, but for the presence of

mind and skill of our boatman, might have resulted in

serious consequences. "Keep still! don't move an inch!"

were his words of caution as he put forth his beat effort

to keep the boat from drifting around with the wind and
capsizing. But the stiff breeze and heavy freight were
too much for his strength; and the writer who was sitting

in the bow cautiously stepped out upon the boulder, and
lift and push, the craft was afloat again. A sharp look-

out thereafter prevented a repetition of the thrilling ex-

perience. Landing was made soon after midday, a hearty
lunch partaken of, and the procession moved onward on
its march of a dozen miles along an old tote road, through
an unbroken wilderness—a journey we were informed
that no lady had ever imdertaken before.

A staunch team had been provided over which Steve
Thomas, a backwoods character if not a genius, held the
reins. Words would make but a poor showing, Avere they
used as they best might be, in an attempt to give an ade-
quate description of the voyage, fnr certainly the vehicle

in its tips and downs over stump and boulder, over hillock

and slough and rickety corduroy, more nearlj^ resembled
a craft on a turlnilent and tempest-tossed ocean than any
organization on wheels on terra firma. But our jehu
was a character; and in addition to his exceeding care in

the management of his team, his keen wit, droll humor
and skillful repartee kej^t the ladies in a roar of laughter,

which, combined with the novelty of the experience, ren-

dered this not among tlie least enjoyable features of the
trip. On going through an unusually bad piece of road,

if there was any that would justify such characterization,
one of the horses cast a shoe, which was lost in the mii-e;

but the backwoodsman let no such small things disturb

his equanimity. The horse liberated from his fellow, the
utility box is brought out, and before the lapse of many
minutes another shoe has replaced the lost one.

The afternoon rapidly wears away, and the lengthened
shadows warn us that we cannot reach our destination
that night, and hurry along as best we may in the gloam-
ing we do not reach "Ebeme Lodge," a log camp by the
wayside, until

"Night had let its curtain down
And pinned it witli a star."

Here we camped for the night, and after the fatigue of

the day we have no inclination to prolong the evening
hour, but are soon lost in refreshing sleep. e had not
the forethought to propitiate the weather clerk before
retiring, and so awoke in the morning only to find our-
selves in a dreary, dismal downpour of rain, that pirom-
ised a bar to further progress that day. Our party was
made up of those with whom, when on an outing in the
woods, "everything goes;" and hence no grumbling or
fault-finding was openly indulged in, whatever might
have been the inner sentiments.
Toward midday the rain ceased f&lling, and loading

the ladies and dunnage upon a. jumper, as a wagon could
go no further, we take our leave of the friendly roof that
had furnished us such welcome shelter. The skill and
care of the reinsman at all times, and the strength of two
guides were many times, called in requisition to keep the
craft from capsizing, as it rolled, pitched and tumbled
about over knoll and crag: but everything went well
until one runner became so firmly wedged in between
three boulders that snap went the great cable to which
the team was attached, and yet not a part of the jumper
broke or gave way, so well was it constructed of green
hornbeam, and there was not an iron bolt or brace in the
structure. Hastily cutting a sapling for a lever and pry-
ing up the runner, the draw chain meanwhile being
.toggled, we are again on our way with but a few minutes
delay. We reach camp in the early evening and find

everything neat and tidy, dispose of a generous supper
and are soon lost in pleasant dreams on our beds of fra-

grant spruce and hemlock, while a roaring camp-fire
blazes high without.
The fatigues of the previous days contributed to a

lengthy morning nap, and we were aroused from our
slumbers by the presence of strangers in camp. Turning
out and making a hasty toilet, we find the genial Dr.
George F. Emerson, of Boston, and guide, in waiting to

tender the compliments of then- camp on the Middle Jo
Mary, some six miles distant, where some half dozen
professional and business men for many years have fol-

'

lowed Thoreau's example and made their camp on its

romantic shores. With kindly forethought, knowing
that we would be fatigued after the journey, they brought
with them numbers of beautiful trout, that oiir feasting
and enjoyment of life in the woods might begin with the
first morning. Courtesies that were highly enjoyed by
us were frequently exchanged between the camps, and
the writer indulges the hope that he may again grasp
the friendly hands and share the boundless hospitality of

the jolly campers on the Little Jo Mary.
Going down to the water's edge, we find an oblong lake

some four by five miles in extent, surrounded by dense
forest growth, with tier upon tier of mountains in the
distance, now looming up in the morning sunshine with
the summit of Kathadin in the background some twenty
miles aw8.y. As we look out upon the scene we realize

that—
"High mountains are a feeling, hut the hum
Of human cities torture."

What a quiet, restful scene! How we expand our
lungs and drink in the health-giving ozone! There in
the cove yonder are a mother doe and her full-grown
young disporting himself in the water, here within a few
rods saunter about a black duck and her brood of duck-
lings as proud and unconcerned as if no enemy were
near, there a break in the water as some monster trout
completes his morning meal.
Our reverie is disturbed by the advent of a canoe and a

cheery voice sings out: "Get aboard, and let us at them."
We are soon enjoying the pleasures of the sport, and pro-

vide an ample supply for the larder, returning to the
water all that could not be used, as it is our rule never to

waste.
The declining sun found us at the water's edge in won-

derment at the play of colors in cloud and on mountain
top. Streamers of green and gold shot up to the zenith
tmtil it seemed as if the dome of heaven was decorated
by angel hands, and the mountain tops were clothed in a
living, brilliant purple that shaded into darkness with the
setting sun. The day ended, we gather arotmd the camp-
fire, with trees hoary with age for companions all around
us,

" 'Tis eve, *tis nighty a holy quiet hrooAs

O'er the mute world; winds, waters are at peace:

The heasts lie couched amid unstirriug woods,

The fishes slumber in the sounds and seas,

No twit'ring bird sings farewell from the trees."

The evening wind sings a crescendo through the sru'-

rounding forest, and swings its censer of incense breath-
ing balsam and pine; and we drop off in blissful, restful

slumber until again
"The vapors rouud the mountains curled

Melt into morn and light awalcos the world."

And SO go days and weeks; and who shall say that we
did not regret when the hour of parting came? But stern

duty calls, and as if from a gentle reverie aroused we re-

turn to the treadmill of every day life, looking forward
in fond anticii^ation to the time when we will again
make our camp on the Little .Jo Mary. Geo, McAleer.
WoHCES'XER, Mass.

BLACK BASS IN WHITE OAK.
WHITE OAK CREEK is a beautiful stream of water,

clear and cold. It is fed hy manj^ fine springs; it

is very rocky, and in places narrow and swift, thus open-
ing out into deep, dark pools, the ideal hiding for the

wary bass. AVhite Oak rises in Dickson county, Tenn,,
runs through Houston county and flows into the
Tennessee River.

It has long been noted for its fine game fish. I don't

believe w^e have a better fishing stream in this State;

fish ranging from 1 to 7^ lbs. are caught, and they
are good fighters, too. White Oak is reached by the L.

& N. R. R., Memphis Division. Stewart Station is the
place to eet off, then overland four or five miles puts
you at White Oak. Teams at Stewart's can be had at

reasonable rates.

White Oak, like a great many of our fine streams, will

in a short time be depleted, if it is not protected. Only a
few days ago I heard that some parties had been killing

great quantities of fish, of all kinds and sizes, by liming
the deep holes; they would throw a quantity of un-
slacked lime in the water, and it would soon kill every
fish in the hole. They secured all they wanted, and
hundreds of dead fish floated down the stream, causing
a sickening, disgusting sight. I think the parties are

known, and will be made an example of. I thought I

had heard of all the illegal ways of killing fish, but the
lime was a new one to us. Taking fish with hook and
line is the only legal way in this State. What we need
is the enforcement of the law.
With seines, nets, traps, gigs,poison and dynamite, in

the hands of men who respect neither the laws of God
nor man, it is a wonder that our streams have any fish

at all. Give the fish a chance, and there will be plenty

of sport for all sportsmen, B,

A MORNING ON THE CASCAPEDIA,

I MUST tell you about my luck this year on the Cascape-
dia. The same as the rest of the anglers, I found the

salmonfishing very poor; only killed two fish in the 10 days
fishing. But I celebrated the Fourth of July morning in

great shape. Had my wife in the boat with me and she
was as much excited as I was. I found a spot where I

had taken a great many large trout, several weighing
from 2 to 81bs., and had a rise, the fish not showing him-
self, and could not make out what I was fast to. After
a long struggle I succeeded in landing two trout, one
weighing 3i and the other 4lbs.—T^lbs. at one cast. I

never heard of this being equalled; that is, two fish as

large as these at the same time. Went back and in a
little while had a grand fellow; came clear out of water
for the fly and after a fight of nearly half an hour 1

landed him, a trout that weighed 5ilbs. plump. He made
the greatest fight of any fish that I ever had hold of, not
excepting a salmon. I had 50yds. of line on my reel and
he took it all out twice; would come at full speed and
jump out of the water higher than your head and start

off again in the instant he would strike the water. My
guides thought I had a grilse but I knew better. My arm
ached when I got through and my little rod was sorely

taxed, I can assure you. I got 3(> trout that morning.
This was the last fish I had, for afterward it rained very
hard and the water became so discolored that the remain-
ing few days of my stay there was no fishing.

W. B, Mershon.

Cape Cod Notes.—Scup and sea bass made their ap-
pearance at Woods Hell in large numbers Sept, 1. A
party of four caught 50 scup and 22 sea bass in about two
hours, using cut menhaden for bait. On the following
day three lines took 135 fish, chiefly scup, with soft clam
(3iya arenaria). On Sept, 2 Wdl Goffin caught a blue-
fish weighing T-Jlbs,, and on the third the largest of the
season, a beautiful ll pound fish, w^as taken on a trailing

line with menhaden bait. Several smaller ones were
captured in the "hole" on the 4th. The first Spanish
mackerel seen here by us during the summer came in
from Buzzard's Bay Sept. 3; the largest weighed about
6ilbs.—all of the half dozen were prime and beautiful
fish, A young dolphin {Coryphcma kiprnirus) strayed
into one of the pools at the Fish Commission laboratory,

and was captured alive after a long chase. It swam at

the surface, frequently darting under the shelter of a
patch of floating sea weed, and eluded all eft'orts until

a long seine was set around it. The fish is now living in
one of the aquaria and has begun to take food. This is

the famous dolphin whose changes of color in dying have
excited the imagination and stimulated the word painting
of the poets. A blue-striped trigger &sh {Balistes vetuld),

like the one described and figured in Forest and Stream
of Jan. 29, 1891, was received from Buzzard's Bay on
Sept. 3 as a present from Capt. I. Spindel. This is ex-

tremely rare in the locality and attracted a great deal of

notice. It was found to contain the remains of spider

crabs.—T. H, B, (Woods Holl, Mass,, Sept. 7).

A Bio Brule Brook Trotjt.—East Saginaw, Mich.,
Sept. 13.—A brook trout weighing 4|lbs. was sent to me
the other day, caught by a fellow townsman, C. W. Wells,
fishing on the Brule River near Duluth.—W. B. M.

Bluefishing off Fire Island Inlet is now in full swing
with the fall run of big fish. Some large strings have
been taken. Boats go out from Babylon and Islip. There
is no fishing in Great South Bay.

MYSTERIOUS STOCKING.—EdiUrr Forest and Stream:
Except the big catch of suckers noted iu my last, I have
heard of little fishing of any kind about here. I have a pond,
fed by a spring, made three years ago and never stocked with
any fish so far as we knew. We were therefore much sur-
prised when some children recently made a large catch of
small perch from this pond. "Where got the apple in!-"'

[The fish may have been placed in the pond by some one
unknown to the owuer, or tlie eggs, which are adhesive,
might have been carried ou the legs of wading birds. Fish
are often transported long diytauces by wind storms and
conveyed by underground water courses. Birds sometimes
drop living fish into bodies of water.

J
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FIXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 11 to 1«.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition A isoci atioii Tlnrd
International Dog Show, ai Toronto. C. A. Si -nc, Sec'y aiiii S>mt.

Seiit. ;S to 25.—Inaugural International Dos? Show of the Mon-
treal ExposicioTi Companv, at Montroa], Canada. Entries close
Sent, f*- '. S riaberl son, Secretary.

Sej)i. .'-'o to :.'ti.— Inaugural Show of iho Blue tirasss Keunel Chih,
at LexiuRton, Ky. Rogers Williams, See'y.
Sept. ;w'9 TO Oct. 1.—Third Annual Doa; Show, in conueetion with

the Central Canada Fair, at Ottawa, Oul. Alfreri Gcddes, Snpt.
Dec. 4 to 8.— Sixth Annual Dog Siiow ol! the Northern Iliiuois

Poultry aud Pet Stocli A^^soeiatlon, at lloekford, lil.

Dec. 10 to U.—Inaugural Oog Siiow nt ilie l-'n-eporfc Poultry and
Pel Stock Association, at Freeport, III. T. E. Taylor. Sec'y.
Dec. ;?0 to Jan. 3.—Fourth Annual Dog Show oC the Mohawk

Valley Poultry and Kennel Cluh, at Gloyersville, N. Y. F. B.
Zitnmer, Sec'y.

isa-j.

.Tan. 5 to 9.—Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. 0. Bccj. Mclnness,
Sec'y.
Ian. 13 to 16.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. 0, F. F. Capers, Secretary,
Greenville, S. C.
Feb. 9 to 13.—Fourth Annnal Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, lU. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y.

Feb. 28 to 26.—Sixteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster
Kennel Cluh, at New York. James Mbrtimfr, Supt.
IVIarch 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Philadelphia Kennel Cluh, at

Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown, Seo'v.
March 15 to 18.—Second Annual Dng SHow of the Duquesne

Kennel Clnb, at Pittsburgh, Pa. W. B, Littell, Sec'y.
Aprill to 10.—Seventh Annual DnccShnw of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston. Mass. E. tl. Moore. Sec'y.^

Apri
fornia
May „

at San Francisco, Cal. H. L. Miller, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 2.-Inangural Trials of the ITnited States Field Trial Club,

at BickncU, Ind. P. T. Madison, Indiana polin, Ind., Sec'y.

Nov. in.—Second Annual Trials of the International Field Trial

Club, at Chatham, Ont. W. B Well.s, Sec'j'.

Nov. 10.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 13. W. A. Coster,

^"Ncn'.^is.—Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at Higli Point, N. C.

G. G. Davis, Secretary, Philadelphia, Pa.
Nov. 23.—Gordon Setter Club's Field Trials, at HigU Point, N.

C. L. A. Van Zandt, Secretary, Yonkers, N. Y.
Nov. 23.—Second Annnal Trials of the National Beagle Club, at

Nauuet, Rockland county, N. Y. F. W. Chapman, Sec'y.
j,{,-,y. 30 —Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

LHXington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, ii and 46 Wall street. New

^De"c."l4-^PhiladeIphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.
Connell, Secretary.

1893.

Jan. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the Bexar Field Trial Club,
at San Antonio, Texas. G. A. Ohabot, Sec'y. Amateurs only.

Jan. IS.-Ti lals of the Pacific Field Trial Club, at Bakersfield,

Cah J. M. Kilgarif. Sec'y. ^ , „, ,

.—Fourth Aunuil Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club, at New Albany, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Sec'y.

HAMILTON DOG SHOW.

THE inaugural show of this enterprising kennel club
which, during the past year, has shown itself well in

the lead as far as an endeavor to promote the interests of

dog breeding in Hamilton is concerned, was brought to a
successful close last Friday. The entries were of excellent

quality aud numbered 308, which, considering puppies were
barred out, brings it on the level of a 400 dog exhibition.

The first thing that struck one when entering the Thistle

Rink, where the show was held, was the excellent arrange-

ment of the beaching and two rings. Everything seemed
to have been provided for, even to stretching wires ove
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each row of benching and therefrom hanging large cards
with the name of the breed under it and the numbers the
class included. The arrangements for the judging were
first-class, tables provided, messenger boys in (?ach ring to
take the awards to the committee" room' as soon as made,
blackboards, and what was most appreciafced liy the specta-
tors, each handler was compelled to wear conspicuously a
neat card giving the number of the dog he was showinc,
and in no instance was this allowed to relapse throiighorit
the judging. Committee rooms were provideii and an ex-
cellent room was set apart for the exhibitors, to which only
admission was had by badge, with which each exhibitor
was provided. A side entrance was also set apart for their
benefit. In fact there seemed to be no detail that escaped
the watchful eye and px^cutive ability of the president and
superintendent. Mr. A. D. Stevvart. There was no running
away after the first day. as is often the case, all the officials
staying to the end. and ever willing and anxious to do a
coua-teous action. Naturally exhibitors and visitors were
loud in praise, for it was certainly the beat managed dog
show I ever saw. Spratt.s' newly galvanized and "painted
benching was used, so all was sweet and clean, and with
Messrs. Ehrmann and Murphy looking after things every-
thing went well. The only alteration 1 could recommend
would be in having one book for each judge with bis classes
written in in i-otation, instead of a separate book for each
class. While this plan caused uo delay, still the book is
handier, and not so liable to be lost. The exercising ar-
rangements out.side the building were also much appreci-
ated, and it is safe to say, should the Hamilton Kennel Club
hold another show, they will get a bumping entrv, aud they
deserve it. Judging commenced at 2 P. M. on Tuesday, and
it was well into the afternoon on Wednesday before iti was
finished, specials and local prizes taking up a good deal of
time. With these few words 1 may as well pass on to a
review of the awards.

MASTIFFS—(H. W, LACY).

The mastiffs present, although small in numbers, showed
on the average superlative quality. In the challenge class
for instance,tone seldom .sees such" a trio as Ilford Chancel-
lor, Caution's Own Daughter and Lady Coleus. and they
were placed in the order named, for in spite of C.O.D.'s
superb quality and beautiful head there is hardly enough of
the latter, her skiiU not filling out as it might do. Lady
Coleus still had that unsightly sore ou her back, although
otherwise in excellect condition. The open class was a
mixed one and quality and truer type was respon.sible for
the award, Miss Caution getting the verdict over the good
headed Mode, who here shovTed his forelegs just aboiit as
bad as he well could, turning them in and out to great di.s-

advantage. Miss Caution has made excellent improvement
.since the spring, and is quite a good ma.stifi;. Minting
Minor, described last weefc at Kins.stnn, came next to Mode
again and the former in turn lieats Grimsby Caution, vhc,
in head, chest and loin, Ilford Bess, taking he. loses in
muzzle, bone and body, and is very light in eye. Ctfisar, c,
has a good body to recommend him, Oao or two local dogs
were sent out for lack of type.

ST. BERSArins— (MISS ANNA It. WHlTNJiV).
We fully exnected to find I.Riger classes in this breed, bx;t

somehow St. Bernards are not roakiug the progress they
should do in Canada and the principal kennels in the States',
as u.sual, do not patronize the fall shows. In the challenge
class for both types champion Hector had a bloodless vic-
tory; he is improving in condition all the time and is still a
young old dog. and JNIj-. Peters must be congratulated on
his purchase. It is a peculiar coincidence that he should
again be owned by a kennel named the "Ho.spice. In the
open division for dogs of both types Kingston Regent, put-
ting on fie.sh rapidly, smothered his competitors in type,
head, bone etc., though Othello, barring head, is a good
second; a nicely-formed dog with one of the best fronts I
ever saw. and though his head is well marked there is not
enough of it, he was also shown too fat. The long-headed
Caspar made a fair third; this dog has not improved with
age, although still a good-bodied, active, well-formed dog,
though his long, plain head will always be against him in
close company: he was removed from the show after the
first day, forfeiting prize money, etc. Don Phyllis, reserve,
is straight beliind, has euormous bone and is well fronted,
head long and no denth about it, bub nicely marked. Ben-
more, Jr., and Bninb II. were he. Bruno li. is a nice big
dog, wrong in color, almost a cream, no shadings and loses
in depth of muzzle, poor expression. Benmoi-e, Jr., has a
front too much like a fox terrier, not foot enough, his head
is small and a bit long, and coat could also be improved.
In bitches the order was the same as at Kingston. Republi-
can Belle just beating Zenith, as stated la,st week.' Glenisla
does not come up to either in head, ears or forelegs. Nun
Nicer, as stated, was out of coat and was rightly placed.
Mary Joue.s, vhc, has a small, snipy head, feet turn out a
bit, her body, however, is a redeeming feature.

GEEAT DAK-ES—(W. H. LACY).
Quite a fair lot of dogs, and should have been judged by

Miss Whitney, but by mistake were brougbtinto Mr. Lacy's
ring and judged before the con1 rctonps was discovered.
Miss Whitney looked them over afterward in her own ring,
and without knowing how they had been placed, ptit them
in the same order. Fawn was brought into the challenge
class and awarded first, but it was afterward found she was
not entitled to challenge honors and was di.squalified; she
should have been transferred. She has faulty quarters and
does not move freely. In open class Brutus had some diffi-
culty in scoring; he beats the second winner in head, that is,

muzzle, but MinervaPawn's well turnred body aud excellent
legs and feet cannot be overlooked, and under Ben Lewis's
skillful manipulation she was quite a gallerv favorite.
PaschalL, third, has a nice head, but his feet turn out and
he is straight behind. Gelert, vhc, is faulty in loin, too flat,
and is not up to the mark in front Ultima Plavia, c, is
faulty in front aud too throaty. We are glad to see the old
Wolverine Kennel and Dr. Nieolai to the front again, this
gentleman having imported several from the Fatherland.
Newfoundlands had one entry, a nice-coated dog, but too

light in body, long headed bub heavily boned; second was all
he deserved and received.

GRETUOUNDS—(H, W. LAOY).

A splendid showing. Gem of the Season and Maud Tor-
rington meeting again. Gem beating in ribs, loin and quar-
ters. Maud not looking so well as when we saw her in the
summer. The open dog class was a hot one, Mr. Purbeck's
new dogs making their deotit, and it is little more than a
toss up between Ornatus, first, and Pious Pembroke, the
former just beating in head, better in stop and muzzle, neck
cleaner and better placed, a little better in loin aud front
feet especially. Pious in turn beatiug Ringer, who does not
show so much quality in neck, legs and feet, back and
action. Prince was outclassed and could not be commended
in such company. In bitches there was also something nice,
Bestwood Daisy beating her kennel companion, Lily of
Gainsboro, in bead, ribs, loin, quarters and let down of stifle;
iu front they are about equal. Grimsby Jess was compli-
mented with c; boo light throughout. An excellent show-
ing, aud Ml-. Purbeck has a team he can well be proud of.

FOXHOUKDS—(H. W. LACY).
Two entries and neither up to form. First was withheld,

and second and third given to Stormer and Ranger, the
former being better iu legs, feet and head, but loses to the
other in coad and body.

BEAGLES—(H. W. LACY).

Another fine showing, Racer, Jr., upholding the breed iu

the challenge class. In open dogs, Roy K., improving a bit,
beats True Boy in head, shoulders aud" body. True Boy being
cloddy and snipy-headed. Banjo, third, is too coarse and
big. The others in the class were too big and coarse to re-
ceive recognition. In bitches a nice new one turned up in
Juno, a bitch of good type, coblnly built, and with a well-
shaped head; hardly strflight eno'ugh in front, but a nice
mover and carries her brush to perfection; Emmeline, second,
losing in head, bone and depth of body, and she in tru-n
beats Dainty, third, in head and movement, though the lat-
ter is better in front. Fanny K., reserve, stood out in front
this time, and is too long cast- A class was made for har-
riers, but none turned up.

POINTERS—(H. W. LACY).

The challenge class was nicely filled with Pommery Sec,
Fan N. and Bell Randolph, which were placed in that 'order
as I thought Pommery beats Fan N". in loin and quarters. It
is a tight .squeeze, however, and their movement in the ring
decided the point, as Fan hnrdly did herself justice. I have
frequently spoken well of her. Belle is too loaded in
shoulders, fat and was in whelp. She is well known. In
open dogs, seeing them together in the ring, I put Ossining
over Tempest, Os.sining winning in shoulders, forelegs and
hind, and his action in the ring was better. In bitches Lad.y
Graphic just managed to get the verdict over Phantom,
beating her in style and body, head aud front equal. Al-
though the entries were few in this breed, they were all dogs
of well-known merit.

• ENGLISH SETTERS—(H. W. LACY).

A splendid showing, no less than twenty-four being
benched. The writer may as well say a word about these
classes. While having a general idea and a knowledge of
what is accepted as a proper type, or what used to be, be did
not feel altogether competent to judge a hot class, knowing
the keen rivalry in these breeds, and therefore endeavored
to have them assigned to sonu^ one else in whom the breeders
might have more confidence, but as the management wrote
him that the exhibitors had expressed themselves satisfied,
and this the entry bears out, the writer was persuaded to
accept the thankless task, and if any mistakes were made it

was not from lack of conscientious endeavor to be consistent.
AVith this little explanation I will return to the dogs.
Cambriana, well known, was alone in challenge class.

The open dog class crowded up the ring and was a particit-
larly difficult one to judge, for %vhile "there was nothing of
superlative merit there were several very good servicable-
looking dog.?, and condition played a prominent part in
dividing the position of several, especially the new English
dogs, so that when they have gained their fjiie form no
doubt they will be placed higher. Edgemark's superior
condition, head and quality soon made it apparent he should
win, his strong back and loin also being noticeable over the
.second, Romney, a new one bred by Mr, Wells, who is a bit
better in front than the winner and equally as good in head;
Viscount, third, is a well-made dog, faulty'in quarters, head
a bit too narrow aud long, good bone ;md I'roid-, is out of
s'aape but will do better. Tony Gladstone, reserve, was well
up, IS not so good in head and wasalso wanting i n condition.
JVlatane, vhc, loses in head, not stop enough, and was li.-irdly

good enough in front; Benzine was also vhc. All ttie.-c dogs
are pretty nearly one as good as the other, but a ditfereuce
nmst be made and one little point was apt to turn the scale.
O.scar, he, loses iu shoulder and neck; Jack is boo coarse,
but well formed. Sir Edward, c, was described at Kingston,
and Mount Royal Birch got all he deserved with one letter.

The bitch class was another keen competition, the new bitch
Victress Lewellin, by her better size, roomy body, heavier
bone and better head, w-as placed over Albert's Nellie, who,
though well formed, was out of coat and is too small, and
might have changed places with Nia, another new one, who
loses in head and showed very narrow in front in the ring,
and perhaps had her owner handled her she would have
been higher ttp, she is a fairly good bitch and nothing more
and needs conditioning. Norah III. is a bit short in neck
and throaty, boasts a nice head. Dinah, c, is short and
thick in neck, nice head and forelegs, but hardly has liberty
enough iu action. There Were several others given he. who
well deserved their cards.

IRISH SETTERS-(H. AV. LACY;.

Here the competition was by no means so keen. In dogs
Seminole's superior body, legs aud color placed him nicely
over Glen .larvis, who is going o& his head, is of good type,
however, he is too leggy and carries a bad tail. Eleo i.s' too
much on the English setter type, nice color and well formed.
Other dogs in this class were sent out for coarseness, lack
of type, etc. In bitches a nicely made one turned up in
Goldsmith Maid, winner of third at New York, she beats
Bel'e, second, in head, front, ribs aud color. Auroi-e we
spoke of at Kingston; she is hardly up to form, though
when we saw them better than Rose Palmerston, vhc.
This was a poor class.

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS— (H. W. LACY).

With Ivanhoe, Leo B., Duchess of Waverly to showup in
the challenge class, competition was keen, Ivanhoe's supe-
rior head and tan getting him the verdict. Becky Sharp
W'as absent. In open dogs first was withheld and second
given to a weedy animal, light in tan, not square nor deep
enough in muzzle. Victor was lucky to get c. The only
one in the bitch class deserving recognition was Lady
Waverly, who won, and the others were sent out. A poor
showing for Canada.

SPANIELS—(.1. p. KIRK).

As might be expected, spaniel men turned out iu force,
and the show was as good as can be brought together in the
Dominion, and when we know what that means Mr. Kirk
must be pleased with his reception. Some of the classes in
the cocker division must have tried him pretty hard, and it
is no sinecure judging spaniels here, there is s'o much keen
rivalry between the different kennels, the owners of which
are all personally well known to the judge. There was only
one Irish water spaniel, and he not much good either, as he
was only given second, first withheld, faulty in head, coat
and front. "Clumber" had his kennel of that breed, but we
must say he was ill-advised in showing Boss III. and Bro-
mine in their present condition, these dogs attract so much
attention from the public that they ought to be as usual in
splendid shape. Mr. Mercer's illness no doubt is the cause
of the slip. Lsidy Bromine beat Boss III, as usual, and
Johnny, Jr., had the dog class to himself, and so had Lady
Joan; the.se two were in nice shape, and they are all so well
known it is needless to say more of them. Field spaniels
did not All well. In the absence of Siybrook Dolly cham-
pion Bridford Glad3's had the challenge class to herself: she
was iu fair shape. In open dogs Samson was picked out for
the winner, beating Brantford Mohawk in head; Toby,
third, entered by the unknown exhibitor, is a good stamp
of leggy, working .spaniels. The challenge class in cocker
dogs was a red hot one, and were correctly placed. Black
Duke improves, though coat is wavy and he is a bit too full
in eye: little fault can be found with Red Jacket, he is well
known, and so is King of Obos, third, who loses in muzzle
and front. Champion Rabbi had to be content with vhc, a
novel experience. Old Miss Obo II., showing gray nowa-
days, and rough in coat, took her usual pos)tion"at the head
of affairs again, though she was out of coat and looked
tucked up in loin: Bes.sie W., second, is beaten in skull,
muzzle and ears. Open black dogs had a good one iu Black
Dufferin, who won m open and novice at New York, a
greatly improved dog. excellent head, front and body, he is
w^l ahead of the well know Oban, who was wrongly placed
over Obadiah, we have described thes<^ both before. Sport,
vhc, is out in front, wide in skull, but gains recognition for

his nicely made body. Brock, he, is a bit large, weak in
pasterns, and long-faced. King Raven, c, is a bit too much,
on the legs and of field spa.niel type. In the ladies division
there was uo gainsaying I Say's quality, despite her lack
of coat. Another nice one came second. Flirt, a new face,
is only beaten in head, muzzle faulty. Third went to .leal-
ousy, a bit large and nob clean enough round the head: too
much hair on .skull. Topsy, reserved is a bit blunt in muz-
zle and skull too round, is also a trifle out in front. Another
Topsy, owned by Mr, Searles. won vhc, but is too wide in
front and too high in skull. Clio II , also vhc, is not
.straierht enough in front, faulty iu muzzle and hardly
ribbed up enough, otherwi.se all right. Lady Aberdeen, he,
is out at elbow. Cora is a bit high in skull, but her other
good points entitled her to another letter. Woodland Susie,
also in the same division, is faulty in quarters, muzzle aud
forelegs, nice body. This, as may be sm-niised, was an ex-
cellent class, and took some time "for decision. In other than
black dogs, Bambo, on the improve, won. and Brantford Red
Man, a bit broad in skull and hardly true in front, scored
second. Garry, c, is a bib on the leg. In iutches, Red Rid-
ing Hood, plain in muzzle and a little long cast, won with
very little to spare over Gipsey Queen, which stands a little
wide and is faulty in expression, otherwise a nice one. Lady
of Learning, pushing up close, was third. Brantford Dolly
Varden. vhc, is a bit leggy, and muzzle could be improved.
Little Red Riding Hood is a trifle bowed. Blushing Rose,
bad in disposition, woiild perhaps have been better placed
could any one get near her.

COLLIES—(H. W. LACY).
The collie classes had a fairly good entry, some good

Cauadiau dogs being ou hand. In challenge class Roslyn
Dandy, in Metchley Surprise's faaltv condition, won nicel.y,
is better in front and bone; Roslyn Wilkes was reserved for
snecials. In the dogs, the second novice winner at New
York, quite a nice one, beat Sir Walter Scott III. in head
and coat; the latter is a promising youngster, though a
trifle short-faced, and ears a bit big. Rawdy was a little
behind in this class, though he was as good as any in head,
he is not right in body. Moonstoue, reserve, is too cloddy,
though he had the best coat in the class, his head is coarse
and he stands a little wider in front, evidently a collie
gone off from his puppy form: the others call for no very
particular mention, though B iUantine is a fair dog. In
open bitches May Flow^er and A'anity, from the same kennel,
won the money, the former beating Vanity in head, coat
and front, and is a nice little bitch; Vanity beats Cora II.
in head and body, the latter being too fat and cloddy, and
coat needs .straightening. Nan"cy, reserve, is beaten in
head, front and ears. Parton Ella, vhc, is beaten in coat
aud front, is a little out at elbow.

BULLDOGS— (H, W. LACY).

Only one entry in e.ich class, but those were two good
ones, Bo'swain and Bloater Girl. The latter should not
have been shown as she had scabs on her aud her .skin was
bare in places.

BtTLL-TEREIERS— (H. W. LACY).

An excellent display, especially for sirch a show. Starlight,
looking quite herself, Avas alone in the challenge class. The
open dog class -wa-s a hob one, several new importations ap-
pearing. First prize went to Prince Bendigo. who beats the
second, C'on^mon, iu condition and body, the latter is a little
long in coat, init h-is an excellent long head and good eye;
he beats Watchful Wagtail in front, the latter bowing out.
Mister Dick is too coarse and short-headed. Duke of Well-
ington and Baron II

, vhc, both deserved their letter, as
they show a good deal of quality, but are not true in fore-
legs. Top Sparkle perhaps deserved another letter, but he
is faulty in head. King of Hearts is well known. This
was a warm class, but was graded according to merit aud
condition. The bitch class was not so large nor so good.
Queen of the Dale, another new one, is better in head, front
and body thau Edgewood Fancy, who in turn beats Grove
Duchess, who is a bit cloddy and snipy muzzled. Belle of
Edgewood is young, 6mos. old, is bad in front and light in
muzzle. Bull-terriers are evidently taking a new lease on
popular favor,

FOX-TERRIERS—(H. W. LAOY).

Here was some of the hottest competition in the show,
many new English dogs appearing, and these w^hen filled
out and in condition will do better. No challengers. In
open dogs the Kingston winner, Blemton Trump, again
came to the front, beating Painter, as before; and Endcliffe
.Spice, third, is beaten in body, head and front, and he in
turn beats Diver III. in hea"d, forelegs and feel of coat,
though beaten himself in loin .and ribs. Nobody's Child-
could do no better than vhc. in this company, though his
head was the best. Bob, vhc, is out at elbow "and light in
muzzle. .Jack is beaten in head, carriage of ears and "front.
Several other entries had no business with the terriers men-
tioned and were sent out early. The winner iu bitches
turned up iu a Thayer-bred one. Hillside Baroness, nice
front, head and carriage of ears, coat of good feel. Venus,
another new one from the other side, is hardly up to the
winner in head or the above named points, but beats Row-
ton Safety, a black-headed, taking little bitch, young yet
and not let down, front pretty good, ears carried too high,

^

skull round and full, mtizzle bit pinched, good eye and, no
doubt, will make up into something better^ thau" the aver-
age. Suffolk Riot is small, loses in head, coat, front and
body, not filled out enough yet. Vic, vhc, beats Dot, he,
in head, carriage of ears and forelegs and feet. Wire-hairs
were exceedingly well represented, for it is not often we find
eight in the dog class. The small ring and the exceeding
pttgnacity of the competitors made this a bad class to judge,
but I liked Adswood .Jim II. for premium honors, thinking
him better in head, not too wide iu front and harder iu coat.
Stanly second. Eskdale Bloom 1 did not like so well in
head, too thick and wide in front and coat not so wiry.
Barton Sting is better in head but loses to Bloom in most
of the points. Green Gale Patch, vhc, is a fairly good one,
but loses in front and head. Jack is too wide in front,
otherwise a fairly good terrier Wentworbh Wonder is well
known, but did not like its head, uor is it so good in body.
In bitches a nice-shaped one, Repero Rosanna, short of
coat and a trifle long cast, has an excellent front aud nice
long head, with ears well carried. She is also an emigrant.
Sally, second, is a pretty little terrier, better in head, body
and front than the third one, Miss Taylor.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS-(H. W. LACY).

The winners in these classes are well known. Champion
Meersbrook Maiden had her class to herself. She is not in
good coat and was not feeling in her usual active condition
the first day or two of the show. Broomfleld Sultan had an
easy win in dogs over Rochelle Scot, who had, though coarse
himself, an easy defeat of J. M. Gibson, who is too thick in
head and cloddy in body, markings too light. Prince Regent
did not compete, was out of condition, and Prince Raglan
was absent. In bitches Matchless, well known, had the
class to herself, Meersbrook Empress not turning ttp.

SCOTCH, SKYE AND DANDIE DIKMONTS— (H. W. LACY).
Here was a troublesome class and not quite a fair one,

three good dogs of different breeds standing otit before the
rest. Eventually the Skye, Sir Stafford's superior condition
told over the typical Scotch terrier Kilston, who was out of
shape; the Da"udie, King of the Heather, is wide and out
in front; Mena, a nice stamp of Dandle, hardly up to King
in body and head, was reserve. Fan loses in texture of coat
and front, too bowed; Valentine, he, loses in head and
front, no difference between the hair on head and body.
This was a splendid show of Dandies for this country, and.

I most of them are owned In Toronto and Milton, Out,
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BEDLINGTON TEREIERS— (It. Vf. LACT).

Sentinel 11. won easily in this class o£ three, beating; Net-
tle in head and coat, though heaten in arch of loin. Phoebe,
too short-faced and not straight in front, was third.

YORKSHIRE TEBEIERS—(H. W. LACT).

Champion Toon's Royal had an easy win over "Venns from
the same kennel in the challenge class. Toon's Royal (ieorge
was given the only prize in the open dogs, and a silver. Tot,
from the same kenneLs, took the prize in the ladies' division.

PUGS—(MISS AWSA H, WHITNEY).

Miss Whitney was honored with quite a good string of
entries in this breed, the challenge class mustering four.
Bessie had to lower her colors to Bob Tvy. Cassina, the black-
headed one, coming third. Eberhart's "Cashier had a clever
win in open dogs. "This dog, though he might be shorter in
muzzle, improves with age, and his curl is a byword. Cur-
tis, showing too much black, was second, and described last

week, Fritz, third, has a nice head and body. Barney is

leggy and ears carried too high, bat has a nice head. Kash,
Jr., thoxigh his coat is too thick, might have done a bit bet-

ter. Fritz Emmett, h.c, was here outclassed. Sateen won
again in bitches, beating Mabel E. in head and body. Fanny
K., third, is a bit tucked up and her ears are not well car-
ried. Peggy Pride, reserve, we did not see, but will de-

scribe her at Toronto. Lady Victoria and Cribbage had to

be content with vhe, each; this time they are well known.
Fanny, also vhc, is a nice stamp and will improve in head.

TOYS ANB PETS—(MISS AN^^a h. WHITXEY).

Minnie, with fawn-colored ears, a sort of Maltese terrier,

won, with Daisy, a Mexican poodle, second. Beauty, a toy
black and tan, should have won easily, for she was quite a
fair toy as they go.

MISCELLANEOUS—(MISS ANNA H. WHITNEY).

Miss Whitney very kindly relieved Mr. Lacy of the toys
and this class after the dachshunde had had a separate class
made for them. The bloodhound Jack Shepherd had a close
win over the King Charles spaniel Calumet Alice, third go-
ing to FI0.SS, a Barbet (?). Daisy, a supposed King Charles,
should have been left out, for she is too long in head, like a
snipy cocker. Worry, Mr. Rickett's clever-looking Aire-
dale^ short in head and body, stands on excellent legs and
feet, and has a good feel of coat. Two sort of heavy harriers,
misnamed Bassets, were Judged sepai'ately: they were of no
account as show dogs, but ai-e no doubt excellent deer trail-

ers, as the owner informed us.

DACHSHUNPE—(H. W. LACY).

Windrush Rioter, faulty in hind action, but of excellent
type, won over Lena L.. well known, better in length,
nearer to the ground, and better in crook and textirre of
coat. Fehnark should have been second, though he is not
so long iu liody, but is stconger in front. With the judging
of thesiiecials for Hamilton dogs and the kennel prizes, this
brought the judging to a close.

AWARDS.
MA'^TIPFS.-Challenob—l-if, 3d .-inri 3.1. Flour City KenneJs'

IlCord ('hanccllor, Ij'uI V CuleiiH, and Oinuion'.-; Own Daughter.—
OPEN— 1st,, I'loiir City KfTiiiel'-' M'ws Ciution; ;M, IIii'?h FHiconer's
Mode; li'loiir Oify Ki'iuic-ls' i\Iina, Minting. Very Idgli com.,
and hisli com., W. D. I'^orlies's GriniMljy Caiuion and IlCord Bess.
Com., M. ('.'. 13ea?ley';3 Cii-iar.

ST. BKHXAKIJ^. - UdUGH OB SMOOa'U-COATED-Ohali-enge
—1st, Win. O. Ri'ick':-i r bampioa lli'Ctor.—Open—_Do(/s; Ist, VVni.
C. Reick's li.in.estou H--f^t iit; J. C. (Juilloi-s Oilinih.; IM, Pen-
ioRilfir Kennels' Citf-pai'. I-Iysrrvr, l^jti eri^ljiirc KohdcIs' Don
Phyllis. High com.. L l<'raricis'.s Benuiott', Jr., a.nr] noran &
Sweetman's Bruno II. Bi7r/iw; Lst and M, Wra. O. Beick'a Re-
publican Belle and Zsnith; 3d, Pottorslnirij; Jvennels' Glenisla.
Resoryo, F. E. Lamb's Nun Nicer. Vevh high com., H. P. Breay's
Mary Jones.

G-RKAT DANES.—CuALnENGB-Sd.Woolverine Konnels' Favor.
—Open—1st and 3d, Wonlyerine Kennels' Brutus and Pascha II.;

2d. Dr. Wesley Mills's Minerva's Fawn. Very high com., Senator
Saij ford's (4elert.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.-3d, Chag. Clohecy's Jambo.
BAKZOIS AND IRlSn WOLFIIOUNDS.-lst, Miss Hendrle's

Lt'iirifc-liann,

GREYHOUNDS.—Challenge—1st, A. AV. Purbeck'aGera of the
Season: ^d, A. C. Page's Maud Torrington.

—

Opes—Dogs: lst, and
2d, A. W. Pnrbeek's Ornatus and Pious Pembroke; 3d, Seaton
Kennels' Ranger. Com.. Ernest Farrett's Jute. Bitclies: let and
3d, A. W. Purheck's Lilly of Gainsboro and Bestwood Daisy,
Com., W. F. EandalPs Grimsby Jesa.

FOXHOUNDS.—lst, withheld; 2d and 3a, Wm. Propei'sStormer
and Ranger.
BEAGLES.—Challenge—lst, Rockland Kennels' Racer, Jr.—

Open—Dr)0s: 1st, Rockland Kennels' Roy K.; 2d and 3d, Chas.
Campion's True Boy and Banjo. i3!tc7;c.5; 1st, H. P. Breay's Juno;
Sd and res., Rockland Kennels' Emmeliiie and Fanny K.; 3d, Col.
Maybee'a Dainty. Com., Chas. Campion's Stella.

POINTERS.—Challenge—1st and ;3d, Wm. H. Hyland's Pom-
mery Sec and and Fan N.; 3d, Robert Leslie'^ Belle Randolph.

—

Open—jDo(/s; 1st, Wm. H. By land's Ossining; 3d, Wm. Ledyard's
TempRst. Bitehes: Isf, Wm. H. Hyland's Lady Graphic; 3d, Fred
W. Shaw's Ptianiom.

ENGLISH SETTERS.-Challenge—1st, W. B. Wells's Cambri-
ana.—Open—Doffs; let, F. S. Brown's Edgemark; 2d and reserve.
Mount Washington Kennels Viscount and Tony Gladstone. Very
high com. and com., W. H. Wells's Matae and Romney. High
com., G. O. Thomson's Oscar, P. H. Hamilton's Jack, H. North-
wood's Benzine. Com., O. G. Mclntyre's Mount Royal Birch, Jas.
E. Hair's Sir Edward. Bitclies: 1st, 3d and reserve, Mount Wash-
inton Kennels' Victress Llewellin, Nia and NorahllL; 2<1, A. J.
Hartman's Albert's NetHe. 7ery high com and high com., W.
B. Wells's Dinah C. and Daphne. High com., John Smith's
May. Geo. C. Hore'a Blue Dora. Com., Geo. C. Hore's Qaeen
Dawn.
' IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—No entries. -Open— Doffs; lst
and 3d. Seminole Kennels' Seminole and Eleo: 2d, Glen Dyne
Kennels' Glen Jarvip. Bitdies: 1st, Battersby Kennels' Gold-
smith Maid; 3d, Chas. Campion's Belle; 3d and very high com.,
Seminole Kennels' Aurore and Rose Palmerston.

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS.—CH-iLLESGE-lat, 2d and 3d,
Dr. S. G. Dixon's Ivauhce, Leo B. and Duchess of Waverly.

—

Open—Doffg; 3d, R. Evan's Gordon. Com., G. Flett's Victor.
Bitches: 1st, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Lady Waverly,
WATER SPANIELS.-2d, G. Knox's Jack.

CLUMBER SPANIELS.—Challenge—lst and 2d, Meroer &
Middieton's champion Lady Bromine and champion Boss III.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st. Mercer & Middieton's Johnny, Jr. Bitches: lst,
Mercer & Middieton's Lady Joan.

FIELD SPANIELS.— Challenge — 1st, Andrew Laidlaw's
champion Bridford Gladys.—Open—Dogs; 1st. Andrew Laidlaw's
Samson; 2d, Brant Cocker Kennels' Brantford Mobawk; 3d, un-
known's Toby C. BitcliP.s: No entries.

COCKER SPANIELS.—OHALLENGB—Dof/s; 1st, Luckwell &
Douglas's Black Duke; 3d, Braat Cocker K<innels' Brantfoi'd Red
jacket; 3d, Ancient and Modern Spaniel Kennels' King of Ohos.
Very high com., Andrew Laidlaw's champion Rabbi. Bitches:
1st and 2d, Andrew Laidlaw's champion Miss Obo II. and Bessie
W.; od. Luckwell & Douglas's KingPbarab's Sister.—Open—iJZacft
Dogs: i^t, Luckwell & Douglas's Black DufiCerin; 3d, Andrew Laid-
law's Oban" 3d, Ancient and Modern Cocker Spanit-1 Kennels'
Ob.idiab. Very high com.. Martin O'Neil'a Sport: high com.,
.-undrew Liidlaw's Brock; com., Josepa Kf-nnedy's King Raver.
Black Bitvlics: 1st, Ancient and Modern Spaniel .Kennels' I Say;
3d, Brant Cocker Kennels' Fliri; 3 1. Lnckwtll & Douglas's
Jealousy. Very high com., Charles Searles' 'Topsy, Andrew Laid-
l iw's Clio II., and Luckwell & Douglas's Woodland Susie; high
com., Henry Tyson's Lady Aberceeu, and J. A. Spraclin's Cora
and ToD.=^y If. Reserve, Brant Cocker Kennels' Topsy. Dogs
other than Black: 1st, Andrew Laidlaw's Bam be; 31, Briint Cocker
Kenneis' Br;iaiford Red Man. Com., Hon. Senator Sanford's
Garry. Bitches other than Black: 1st, Bi-ant Cocker Ki^nnels' Bed
Riding Hood; 3rl, Wm. McDonald's Gipsey Queen; 3d. Andrew
Laidlaw's ljad\' of Learning. Very high com., lirant Cocker Jven-
nels' Briiutford Dolly Varden; higli cfmi.. Wm. McDonald's
Queonie and Ancient and Modei-n Spaniel Kennels' Little) Red
Riding Hood; com., Ancient and Modern Spaniel Kennels' Blush-
ing Rose.

COLLIES.-Challenge-lst and 2d, Seminole Kennels' Roslyn
Dandy and Metchley Surprise.—OPBN-Dop.s: 1st, McEwen & Gib-
son's Metchley Wonder II.; 2d, John Hawkes's Sir Waber Scott
III : Seminole Kennels' Rowdy. Reserve, A. Burland'a Moon-
stone. Com., McEwen & Gibson's Ballentine, H. P. Harrison's
Toronto Wonder. JJitc/iPs; 1st and 2d, McEwen tt Gibson's May-
flower and Vanity; 3d, Seminole Kennels' Cora 11. Rpserve, H.
P. Harrison's Nancy. V^ery high com., T. R. Billetl's Parton Ella.
Com., Geo. Webster's Lassie.

BULLDOGS.—Doffs; 1st, E. A. Woodward's Bo'swain. Bitches:
lat, A. J. Hatch's Bioater Girl,

BULL-TERRIERS.—OHALLBNGE—lst, F. F. Dole's champion
Starlight.—Open—Dof/s: 1st, Fred. Church's Prince Bendigo; 2d,
Anglo-American Terrier Kennels' Common; 3 1, Dr. W. C. Sne-
den's Watchful Wagtail, Reserve, John Moorhead, Jr. 's Mister
Dick. Very high com., R. Wright's iJuke of Wellington. Arch.
Inglis's Baron II. High com., F. F. Dole's Topsparkle, Anglo-
American Terrier Kennels' King of Hearts. Bitches: 1st, Anglo-
American Terrier Kennels' Queen ot the Dale; 3d and very high
com.. F. F. Dole's Edgewood E'ancy and Belle of Edgewood; 3d, A.
T. Wilgress's Grove Duchess.
FOX-TERRIERS.—SMOOTH-coATEn-Dog.s.- lst, J. K. Macdon-

ald's Blemton Trump; 2d, Harry North wood's Painter; 3d,
Anglo-American Kennels' Eadclitle Spice, Mount Washington
Kennels' Rowton Safety. Reserve, Mount Washington Kennels'
Diver IIL Very high com., Ancient and Modern Spaniel Ken-
nels' Nobody's Child; J. A. Spraclin's Bob. High com.. Miss
Adelaide Dewar's Jack. Com, Geo. W. Prescott's Punch.
Bitches: 1st. Mrs. A. D. Stewart's Hillside Baroness; 2d. Anglo-
American Terrier Kennels' Venus I. Reserve, A. D. Stewart's
Suffolk Riot. Very high com., J. A. Spraclin's Vic. High com.,
Ct. W. Prescott's Dot. Com.. J. A. Spraclin's Tricksey. G. W.
Prescott's Arden Belle.—Wire-haxred -Open—Dof/.s; 1st, Bat-
tersby Kennels' Adswood Jim 11.; 2d, Robert Junor's Stanley; 3d,
Hendrie & Muir's Kskdale Bloom. Reserve, Anglo-American
Terrier Kennels' Barton Sting. Very high com., Hendrie & Mu'r's
Wentworth Wonder, Battersby Kennols' Green Gale Patch, Miss
May McGiverin's Jack. Uitc^ies; 1st. Battersby Ke.nneli' Repero
Rosanna; 2d, Miss May McQivern's Sally: 3d, P. J. Smyth'sMiss
Taylor.

IRISH TERRIERS.—1st. Anglo-American Terrier Kennels'
Exile; 3), Anglo-American Terrier Kennels' Jack Briggs.

BLACK AND TAN TERRTERS.-CHALLBNOE-lst, Rochellc
Kennel'' champion Meersbrook Maidpn.—Opkn—Doy.:; 1st, Ro-
chelle Kennels' Broomfi°Id Sultan; Sd, Mias L. ^VrighL's Rochelie
Scot; 3d, James Croik's J. M. Gibson. Bitches: lst, Anglo-Ameri-
can Terrier Kennels' Matchless.
SCOTCH. SKYE AND DANDIE DINMONT TERRIER3.-

1st, Clifford A. Shinn's Sir Stafford; 2d, Anglo-American Terrier
Kennels' Kilston; 3d, Ed. Brooks's King o' the HoathiT, Reserve,
J. Butlerfield's Men a. Very high com.. O. J. Daniels's Fan. High
com., C. J. Daniels's Valentine and J. Btittertield's Gayoa.
BEDLINGTON TERRIEBS.-lst, H. Bedlingtou's Sentinel; 2d,

Allen Trebilcock's Nettle; 3d, H. Btidlington's Phtebe.

YORKSHIRE TRBHIERS.-Gn.ALLENGE-lst and 2d, Anglo-
Americnn Terrier Kennels' champion Toon's Royal and Venus.—
OriiN-Dof/s; 1st, Anglo-American Terrier Kennels' Toon's Royal
George. Bitches: 1st, Anglo-American Terrier Kennels' Tot.

PUGS.—Challenge— 1st and 3d, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivy and
Bessie; 3d. Seminole Kennels' Cassina.—Open— Dog,-*; Isi, Ebcr-
hart Pug Kennels' Eberhart's Cashier; 2d, Mrs. M. M. Ballen tine's
Curtis; 3d. C. H. A. Lees's Friz. Reserve, A. Q. H. Luxton's
Barney. Very high com , Seminole Kenreis' Kash, Jr. High
com.. Dr. H. M. Cryer's Fritz Emmet. Bitches: 1st, Howard
Bros. Sateen; 2d and 3d, Eherhart Pug Kennels' Mabel and Fanny
K. Very high com.. Dr. M. H. Cryer's Lady Victoria and Crib-
bage, A. G. H. Luxton's Fanny. High com., Sominolo Kennels'
Pearl dc Jardin, Wm. Elliott's Floss.

TOYS AND PETS.-lst, M. E. Bossey's Minnie; 3d, W.IIalling's
Daisy; 3d, T. H. Church's Beauty.
DACHSIlUNDE.-lsi, E. A. Manice'd Windrush Rioter.

MISCELLANEOUS.-1st, R. G. H. Huntington's Jack Shepherd
(bloodhound).

SPECIAL PRIZES.
Kennel Sitecials. -English setters. Mount Wa.'^hingtoii Kennels;

collies, Souiinolc Keinnds; mastilla. Flour City ICeiiui'ls; St. Ber-
nards, Wm. B. Beach; Gi'eat Danes, Wolyeriue Kynnels; Clumber
spaniels, Mercer and jMiddleton; cocker spaniuls, Luckwell &
Douglass; pugs, Eberhart Kennels; fox-terriers, smooth, J. A.
Spraclip; black and tan setters. Dr. S. G. Dixon; beagles, Rock-
land Kennels; Yorkshire terriers, Anglo- American Terrier Ken-
nels; Irish setters, Seminole Kennels; special of $5 for best
of each breed, competition confined to Hamilton dogs onlv;
wire-haired fox-terrier. Miss May xVfcGiverp; .setter, George C.
Thompson; beagle, H. P. Bray; Yorkshire terrier, Mrs. F. R,
Close; cocker, dog, Martin O'Neil: pug, A. G. H. Luxton; St. Ber-
nard, Horan & Sweelman; Great Dane, Hon. W. E. Sanford; New-
foundland, Chas. Clohecv; collie, T. R. Bibett; toy. under Tibs.,
M. E. Beasey; mastiff, M. 0. Bessey; wolfhound. Miss Hendrie;
greyhound, Ernest Jarrett; water spaniel, George Knox; Bed-
ngton, H. Bedlington; Airedale, E. R. Ricketts; foxhound, AVm.

Proper; black and tan terriers, James Crooks; tox-terrier bitch,
smooth, Mrs. A. D. Stewart: fox- terrier dog, smooth. Miss Adel-
aide Dewar; cocker bitch, Wm. McDonald. Largest entry made
by a member of the Hamilton Kennel Club, A. G. H. Luxton.

DOG CHAT.

THE following railroads have agreed to sell round trip
tickets to the Blue Gcslss Kennel Cltib's bench .show at

Lexington for one and one-third fare and pas.s all dogs free
in baggage cars when accompanied by owners: Cincinnati,
New Orleans and Texas Pacific, Louisville and Nashville,
Kentucky Central, Newport News & Miss. Valley, and Ken-
tucky Union and Chesapeake & Ohio. Entries close Sept. 13.

Mr. W. T, Irwin has resigned his management of the Moore-
field Kennels to accept a similar position with th^^. Grlen-
more Kennels. Pie. reports all the dogs doing well upon
chickens, the whole kennel of reds now in Kansas being
worked upon game dailj\

A word of praise must be given to Messrs. Tuckett, Mole,
McDonald, Becay and several others whose names we did
not catch, for their untiring labor, which contributed no
little to the Hamilton show's succes.*.

The black and tan Prince Regent was missing for some
time during the show. Having broke loose from an attend-
ant, he ran round the streets for some hours. He was
eventually found and brought back to the building. The
cocker Black Duke also gave the show people a scare by
slipping his collar and hiding himself behind a collie in the
latter's stall. Half the keepers were running round the
streets and building after it, and it was giveit up as lost,
when his black coat was just seen from under the collie's
mane.

"No," said the young lady competently, "I don't like
them coolies, and the bugle dogs is horrid: but them cookie
spaniels is too sweet for anything."—iia?niWon {Out.) Spec-
tfitor.

The largest emigrant in the way of dog flesh arrived in
New York Sept. 10 on the White Star liner Normandie.
This is Lord Bute, of whose purchase by the Menthon Ken-
nels we spoke some time since. The' price paid to Mr.
Shillcock, we understand, was about .7-3,T50. That Lord
Btite is a large dog there is little doubt, but we question
whether he can overtop Lord Melrose, which we measured
at 17mos. old as 35Kin. Lord Bute has an enviable record
as a getter of good stock, and we trust that the enterprise of
Menthon Kennels will receive its due reward and that be-
fore long some of the prototypes of the cracks on the other
.side of the water by this sire may be produced and raised
from him.

Dr. Foote's black and tans were protested for late arrival
at the Hamilton show. The dogs, however, were shown
under protest aud Avon. It was theti found that the train
they came on from New York was three hour:-i late in arriv-
ing at Hamilton Tuesday morning, aud the protest was
overruled. Broomfield Sultan was catalogued at ^=30, and

several made tracks to the secretary to lay claim to hira,
Ben Lewis getting it first paid ten dollars" to bind it. Of
course it was a mistake, as Dr. Foote had placed no price at
all on his entry form. It is a noticeable feature of our shows
that so few dogs are claimed throtigh the secretary, for we
scarcely ever hear of a case. The cause may be found in the
fact that there are few good dogs running around loose, and
again that owners of dogs they think fit to show have an in-
ordinate idea of their dog's value, and fill in the price ac-
cordingly.

This reminds us that at Hamilton we dropped across a
capital fox-terrier pup, by Mr. Mortimer's old dog Suffolk
Coronet, that he sold to Mr. J. W. Morden, of Hamilton, out
of Bacchante, by Bacchanal—Yen atrix; Suffolk Coronet by
champion Result—Diadem. This is excellent breeding, and
if Suffolk Coronet is going to breed such pups as this one
he will do a lot of good for Canadian fox-terrier breeders.
A tempting offer of the coin of the realm persuaded Mr.
Morden to part with the pup, aud FoEEST AND SiEEAii now
has an office dog.

It is a.stonishing to see the number of H. K. C. members'
badges in walking along the streets of Hamilton during the
dog show. Nearly every other man seemed to be a member,
and this is not astonishing when one finds that this club
counts 298 names on its roll, making it, without doubt, the
largest kennel club in the world. Some 82,400 was placed
in bank as a guarantee fund, and before the doors of the
show were opened they were quite able to pay off every in-
debtedness that might be incurred. As an instance, the very
first morning of the show Spratts' agent was paid their bill
of over 8400. There was no lack of attendants, aud they were
made to do their work, too. The atalogues were printed
and ready for sale on the Saturday before the show, nearly
three days ahead, very few mistakes could be found in it,

and those only of a typoKrapbical nattire. The catalogue
was well arranged \N'ith breed index and list of exhibitors'
addresses. We mention these little things to show that all
these items go to make a svell-managedshuw and that others
can take a wrinkle from the H. K. C.

On the evening of the closing day Mr. Stewart, the super-
intendent cf the Hamilton dog show, was the recipient of a
handsoiue testimonial from the exhibitors and handlers, in
the shape of gold locket, as a token of their appreci'ition of
his tiniform cotxrtesy aud kindness to tbeiu. On the face
was engraved his monogram "A. D. S.," andou the reverse,
"Presented to A. D. Stewart b.y the exhibitors and hitndlers
at the H. K. C. show, 1891." Mr. S. L. Boggs, president of
the Mascoutah Kenuel Club, juade the presentation, and in
the course of a ueat speech said: "It is my plea.sing duty to
present yon with this small token of our esteem and good
will, and inay you live long to wear it in remembrance of
the happy and enjoyable time we have spent here in Ham-
ilton. I have been appointed by the exhibitors and jirinci-
pal handlers to show that they appreciate the efforts that
you have made in their behalf. jMost of tis had no idea that
there was stich a glorious place as Hamilton, and no such

) reception has ever been offered us ;is l:)y the coMimittee of the
Hamilton bench show. I feel satisfied that we shall all
return with twice the number of dogs next year. That is, I
am sure, the sentiment that acttiates all of the men." Mr.
A. D. Stewart, in his happiest style, thanked the whole of
the exhibitors for the very hearty ma.nuer in which they had
contributed to.the snccess of t he first Haniiitou beiicli sliow,
and he felt great pleasttre in accepting the very hand;ionic
locket, not for its intrinsic value, but as a menn?ido ol the
first attempt to hold a dog show in thccity. He would wear
the locket on his watch chain and ever remember the sur-
prise. He required no thanks. The sati.sfactiou that he had
in the work whicti is now over, was the greatest reward that
he could receive. The locket he should treasure as a pleas-
ing reminder from all of those present of their esteem and
good will, and for that, and that alone, he would wear it for
the rest of his life.

"Captain" Murphy, Spratts' well-known and energetic
bench erector and biscuit caterer, will receive a gold medal
from the Hamilton Cltib. As usual he gave entire satisfac-
tion by the [nanner in which he attended to the feeding aud
disinfecting. The caretaker of the rink in which the show
was held was not forgotten, the exhibitors and handlers
presenting him with a handsome purse which had been
subscribed for the purpose.

We learn that there are less than 300 entries at the Montreal
show. It seems strange that the liberal prize list given
there should not have induced a larger number of exhibitors
to enter. We think the early date of closing must be in a
great measure to blame.

These is likely to be an excitine and interesting meeting
of the Canadian Kennel Clubon Wedne.sday during Toronto
show. The important office of secretary-treasurer will be
contested by Messrs. A. D. Stewart, of Hamilton, and H. B.
Donovan, of Toronto. Since witnessing the former gentle-
man's executive ability and energy we -are inclined, without
any prejudice to Mr. Donovan, to think no better t)ian could
be found for the position. As we intimated recentl.y it is

proposed to make the office a salaried one for the futtire, so
that a clerk may be employed to do the heavy work. We
also learn that Mr. F. H. F. Mercer proposes to offer to
publish the stud book for the club annually free of charge,
and to supply every member with a copy gratis. As a large
number of dogs are already registered and there is no pub-
lication in which they appear, the benefit of this step to the
Canadian canine interests will readily be perceived.

We understand, on no less authority than a letter from.
Mr. Mortimer, that puppy classes will still be offered at
New York. It is needless to express our regrets at this
intelligence, as we fully expected that the abolitiofi of this
useless, not to say cruel, adjunct of dog shows would re-
ceive its death blow when dbscountenanced by the powerful
W. K. C. What club in the United States \vill have the
pluck to follow the lead of otir Northern friends?

It is more than probable that a magazine of the highest
class will shortly be published in Canada, which is to be
entirely devoted to dogs.

They say that judging dogs is not quite so easy in practice
as it seems to be to the uninitiated.

At length it M'ould seem that Airedale terriers are to re-
ceive some attention. Mr. Ricketts, an Englishman resident
in Canada, has become infected with the fever, and intends
visiting England shortly with a view to founding a
kennel of the breed. We have often said that this breed
deserves attention, as there is co terrier Ijfttcr snited to a
rough country than the native i!og of the Vale of the Aire.
Sioce boyhood we ha\'e known these dogs intimately, and
certainly no more game and hardier dog exists than this
I'Oitgh and ttimble type. No one can call them handsome
animals, still many breeds even more destitute of beatify
have their thick and thin supporters, and no breed better
befits the saying, "handsome is as handsome does," than
this giant of the terrier tribe.

There is a most remarkable dog iu Ilanulton, Canada.
He is a rough-haired tnougrcl terrier and rejoiee.s in the
name of "Jack, the ijollcenuiu's dog." Fifteen years ago
his master, a night .watchman, was shot while on duty.
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The dog, who was with him, ran home, and by whining at

the door and scratching attracted the attention of the iu-

mates, whom he at once guided to his dying master. For
the three days that the man lingered between life and death
the dog lay at the foot of his bed and never stirred until the

body was removed to the cemetery, when he followed iu the

funeral procession to the grave. Thence he went to the

police station, and every night since then he has attended
the men while on duty. At .six A.M., when the men are

lined up for dismissal, the dog takes up his post at the head
of the line. Oq the command, ''l^jismiss" being given he
barks and immediately disappears down the street, running
at his utmost speed. No one knows where he goes nor what
be lives on. All but his "public" life is a mystery. Iu the

miscellaneous class at the Hamilton show liis entry reads;
".305. Hamilton Police Force. Jack, the pniiceman's dog
(rough terrier), b5 years old. Not for sale. " Miss Whitney
awarded him vhc, doxibtless more in recognition of his

unic[ue reputation than anything else.

Next week we shall have a portrait of Mi\ A. D. Stewart,
the popular president of the Hamilton Kennel Club.

We have received from President August Belmont, too
late for insertion this week, a communication in reference

to our article in issue of Aug. 27, "Is It Not Worth Consid-
ering?" This will be printed next week.

UNITED STATES FIELD TRIALS CLUB.
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., Sept. IB.— Editor Forest and

St/ream: Seventy-four Derby entries remain iu at the
close of our second forfeit. The list is as follows:

POINTERS.

J. H. & J. A. Htmter's Black Wonder (Ike—Bang Bang's
Pride).
Frederick Joy's Abbess of Kent (King of Kent—Louise

Bejan),
Oug »& Shuttleworth's Dude N. (Ossiau—Fancy).
R. A. Bauer's Sarah (Black Joe, Jr.—Scudder's Queen).
W. B. Sheldon's Shot S. (Springbok—Flush).
Thos. W. McManus's McManus's Hero, McManus's Alone,

McManus's Countess Wanda and McManus's Wishbone
(Black Joe—Dianorah) and McManus's Ace of Spades (Black
Joe—Scudder's Queen).
Horace F. Wood's My Lady and Fore-st Lassie (Shot—For-

est Queen).
Jaa. M. Vaughn's Don (Crup-Peach).
Dr. J. G. F. Hohston's Faunie Kirk (Kirk—Croxteth

Nellie), and Doc Fau.ster iCount ]<'auster—Croxteth Nellie.)

Scudder & .Mttnson's Black Chloe (Black Joe—Scudder's
Queen, and Manitou (Luck of the Goat—Clary).

Dr. .John R. Daniels's Promotion (liord Graphic—Belle.

St. Mark M. Mundy's Pi^autom (Krup—Zeka).
Ossiau Pointer Kennels' Hops II. (King of Kent^Hops).
U. A. Fishel's Little One (Nicodemus—Fannie V. Crox-

teth).

A. J. Gleason's (.^genl) Roxiana (Cornei'stone—Gixenn).
Geo. A. McLin's (Agent) Don of Ossian (O.ssiau—Cherry-

stone).
IPvISn SETTEES.

Gns Leisy's Kildare Carmen (Elcho, Jr.— Ruby Gleumore).
B. F. Kramer's Eric Elcho (Lee Grouse— Delia).

Tom Taggart's Faunie vDick Swiveler—Frankie).

ENGUSH SETTEES.

J. H. &J. A. Hunter's Saudbdru (Ben Hill—Daisy Hunter).
Dad's Mark and Hoosier Girl (Dad Wilson—Daisv Htinter).

H. J. Smith's Firenzi (Gath's Mark—Flame Gladstone),
Kuby Gladstone (Gladstone's Boy—Diamond) and Prince
Fonzo (Gath's Mark—Flame Gladstone)

J. E. Robert's_Race Noble, .Jr. (Race Noble—Fannie S.).

Blue Ridge Keunels' Bob Cooper (Roi D'Or-Miss Nellie
Y.), Lady Eveline (Gath's Mark—Flame Gladstone), Reel
(Roderigo— LufrH), Dad's Girl (Dad Wilson—Bohemian
Girl) and Lucy (Roderigo—Lti Gladstone).
Paul H. Gatzion's Hiklegard (Monk of Furuess—Countess

Amelia).
Poston & Burdell'sLatoniall, (Paul Gladstone—Latonia).
A. Corrodi & C. S. Greer's King Irex (Coin Gladstone-

Blanch Roderigo).
G. A. Day's Druid's Lilly, Druid's Pride and Count Druid

(Ruby ' s Druid— Cricketer).
Allen Mehle's Miss Prim (Roderigo—Queen Ella Noble).
J. R. Hays's Don (Dom Pedro—Branny).
M. C. Wiles's Frank Doncaster (Gladsom—Ruby Don-

caster).
T. J. Widrig's Tough and Boy (Ben W.—Nellie W.).
G. T. Kerr's Nellie Noble (Race Noble—Fannie S.).

B. Ridgway's Booth (King Noble—Queen Vashti).
Bert Crane's Ligej o, Cazador and Fiel (Roderigo—Maud).
J. M. Avent's Sappho, Iza, Puobespierre and Chas. Kean

(Roderigo—OUie S.).

Chas. W. TravLs's Doc Quinn (Monk of Furnes.s—Merry
Girl).

A. J. Gleason's (Agent) Maid of Alma, Belle of Alma,
Queen of Alma and Gloriana (Dan Foreman— Don's Nellie).

U. T. Harris's Flyaway (Gath's Hope— Dimi^le).
Thos. Johnson's Manitoba Pet (Dick Bondhu—Manitoba

Belle).
J.I. Case, Jr.'s Mounie and Lady Elgin (King Noble-

Queen Vashti).
W. J. Hutcliinson's Pembroke's Blue Don (Pembroke's

Don—Blue Cubas).
R. B. Morgan's Bruce M. (Richard IV.—Rural Neva) and

May Girl (Roderigo—May M.).
Mrs. S. A. Elliott's Mark Twain (Ben W.—Cybella Lea).
D. B. Rose's (Agent) Hope's Mark (Gath's Hope—Lady

May), and Wun Lung (Capt. Bethel—Enid).
A. M. Hildebrandt's Bessie L. (Noble Dan—Tennessee).

P. T. MADiso^r, Sec'J^

IRISH SETTER CLUB.
Editor Forest and Stremn:
At a meeting of the executive commifcfcee of the Irish Set-

ter Club, held in Philadelphia, Sept. 9, there were present
Messrs. Child, Thompson and Davis, and N. Rowe and F.
L. Cheney by proxy.
Mr. E. P. Bishop, of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Mr. Boyd D.

Rothrock. of Wiliiamsport. Pa., were elected members.
Mr. E. P. Bishop was elected a member of the executive

committee, to fill the vacancy caused by the withdrawal of
Mr. Moore.
The secretary announced that Dr. William Jarvis had

promised a valuable cup to be known as the Elcho cup, to
become the property of the winner of the All-Aged Stakes:
also that the guu editor of the Philadelphia Hem had prom-
ised a handsome cup or trophy for the winner of the Derby.
A contributioQ was receivcil from Mr. E. P. Bishop of S50

to the winner of the Derby, and S50 to the handler of same.
It was decided that the stakes of the approaching trials

will be as follows: For the Derby, to the winner of first §150,

donated by the club, #100 donated by Mr. Bishop (one-half
to go to the handler), and the Philadelphia Item cup; to the
winner of second. 8100: to the winner of third, $50. For the
All-Aged Stake, -5300, and rhe Elcho cup, to the winner of
first: .^Ir^D to the winner of second, and-?7,5to the winner of
third. The cash prizes in the All-Aged Stake will probably
be increased later.

The treasurer anucniuced .?J19 contributions to the field

trial fund. Wehavp Or. Jarvis'sand the Phi ladelphia Rem
cups, .$145 in the treasury from dues besides, ;md will have
the eutrance fees in addition, G. Ci. IJAVis, Sec.-'J'reas.

TORONTO DOG SHOW.
ISvccial to Forest and Stream.li

TORONTO, Out., Monday evening, Sept. 14.—The Toronto
show opened at noon to-day with an excellent entry of

dogs including most of the principal ones shown at Hamilton.
The building is the same as last year and is well adapted

for the purpose. A number of well-known dog men and
visitors are here, among them Dr. Foote and Mrs. Foote, Mr.
and Mr.s. N. Q. Pope, C. S. Wixom, E. Hagans, R. Gibson,
L. L. Bogg.s, Andrew Laidlaw, C. M. Nelles, Luckwell and
Douglas. F. W. Morden, T. G. Davev, John H. Naylor, F.

H. F. Mercer, Alf Eberhart, Dr. Kimball, and others,

besides the regular handlers with their u.stial strings.

Judgine commenced iu three rings, two down.stairs and one
for Mr. Wilmerding un in the gallery. Miss Anna H. Whit.-
ney and Messrs. John Davidson, C. H. Mason and A. C. Wil-
merding are the judges. The Avork has progressed fairly

well and will be Av'ell finished to-morrow afternoon. The fair

is in full blast and to-morrow some of the greyhound races
will come off. Some of the classes are strong, notably
spaniels, pugs, greyhounds, one of the best seen yet out of

New York, setters "aaid pointers, etc. The following is a list

of awards made to this evening:

MASTIFFS.—Chat,lbnge—Do(/s: 1st, Flour City Kennels' Ilford
Chancellor. BitrJiei^: Isi and 2d, Flour Oity Kennels' Ladv Colexia
and Caution's Own Dauahter.—Open—Dog.s: 1st, Dr. Kimb<ill's
Elkson;2d. Hush Falconer'.? Mode. Bitclics: lat anrl 2d, Flour Oity
Kennels' Miss Caution and Minna Minting. Puppies: 1st, Dr. E.
L. Kimball's Elkson.

ST. BERNARD.S.—RoiTGH-OoATED—Dof/s; Ist, W. C. Reick's
Kingston Reeent: 2d, F. Stettenbons'a Ilesper's Son; 3d and 4th, J.

S. Williams's Monk and Monarch. Re.'ierve, Pottersburg Kennels'
Don Phyllis. Very high com., (i. A. McGillivray's SirLeontird.
High com.. S. F. Ula^s's Bruce, Oeo. Wright'is (3.-»car. Com., V. L.
Francis's Benmore, Jr. Bilrliri:: 1st an'l 3(1, W. O. Reick's Repub-
lican Belle and Zenith: 3d and i eperve. Pottersburg Kennels' Gleu-
Isla and Phyllis; 4th and hi^'h com.. .1. S. Willinms'8 Beidab «m\
Norah. Very high com., Vanhladicom & FiTsusnn's Daisy Miiy.
Com., G. A. McCxillivvay'? Nell Maiita.-PucPiKS -r>U!7.^; 1st. G.
Bell's Sir John; 2d, F. Stetteubens's B[e.sp<;r'.-5 Son; Ht ntid reserve.
Pottersburg Kennels' Don PlivlUs and Kildonan. AVr\' liieb com.,
J. S. Williams's Eleetnr Hud Dictator. High com.. V. L. Francis's
Bcnmore, .Tr., G. A. McGillivrav 'a K^nmore. Com., A. J. Groves's
The Premier, Jas. Miller's . Bitches: IsK Pottsrsbunj Ken-
nels' Gletiisla; 2d. C. Manscbidi's Tbeben; 3d, J. S.Wlliiams'.s Ladj"
Maud.—Smootu-Coated—Cn.VLLENGE -lsr,\V. C. Reick's Hector.
Open-UHc/i..v; I -I, Li. W. Tuck'r! Lady .Swis?; 2d. Vaubladicom &
Fergupon's D.-H; ('. lln v.pc h a il's (.Temmi; ItJi. F- E. Lamb'.-; Nun
Nicer.—Novice—7;rj(7.>*: J=;t, G. Bejl'.=; Sir .Jolm; 2d. F. Stettenbens's
He.-^DPr's SoD;:3d. Pottersbiirc Kt'incis' Don I'nyPi--. Be.Rerve, ,L

S. Williams's Monarch. Very bif-th com., (xen. Wri^'hl's Oscar.
Bitches: 1st, J. S. "vVilliams's Bcuhb; 2d, Yaubladicom & Fei-gn-
aon'a Dell.

GTEYHOLTNDS.-CuALLFNGE-X)0!/s;l3t, A. W. PurbecH's G- m
of the Season. Sitiihes: 1st, N. Q. Pope.'-s champion Cassandra; 2d,
Woodliavon Kennels' .'-tpiniway.—Open—J)o(j.s." l^t, and 2d, A.
W. Purbeck's Ornatus and Pious Pembroke; 3d and reserve. N.
Q. Pope's Old Stone and Hiijbland Doriald. Very high cam.. Sea-
ton Kennels' Ranger. HiKh com.. F. Dixon's Dick. Cotn., Harry
Hahart's Blucher. Bitches: 1st and 2d, A. W. Purbeck's Daisy and
Lady of Gaiusboro.

FOXHOUNDS.-ENGt.isn-Dof/s; 1st, .L Gibhs's Genin?; 2d, J.

.Johnston's Rouser; 3.1. F. \V. Gray's Preacher. Bitches: 1st, J.

Gibbs's Vexation.—AM liKiOAN—rwi/s; Ijt and 2d, iJaji D'Shca's
Ranger add RinEcwood; 3d, H. B. Nicol's Biniio. Very hif^h com.,
H, Hnlse, -Jr.'s Bruce. BUclics: 1st and ;.'d, Dan O'Shea's Hasty
and Cuuntess,

HARRIEBS.—y:;n(/s; 1st., F. L. Mayhce's Racci; 2d, D. O'Shea's
Dandy. Bilchcis: 1st, withheld; 3d, D. O'Shea's Molly.

POINTERS.—CnAt.LiiNGE—BiVeJir.s- (nOlb-^. and over): 1st, Robert
Leslie's Champion Belle Randolpli -Oi'iiN— Dnflrs (•'jSlbg. and over):
1st. W. Ledvard's Tempest; 2d. T. G. Da vey's Westminster Drake.
BH<'hcs (.'iOlbs. and over): 1st and 2d, T. G. Davej 's Revelation and
l^htiield Madge.—CJi.iLnnNOE—Doi/.? (under .^.51bs:.): 1st, Wm. H.
Hyiand's Pommery See. Bitchca (unrler bOlbs.): 1st, Wm. H. Hy-
land's Fan N.—Open—iJop.s (trader 5.51bs-): 1st, Wm. H. Hyland's
Ossining; 2d, J. & Y. Mackle's Shol; 3d, T. G. Davey's Axtel King
Don. Yer\ higli com , S. Holmes's Sam Com., W. G. Cassells's
Snipe. Bitclics (under 501bs.): 1st and 2d, T. G. Davey'.? Lady (Jay
iSpanUer and Miss Rumtr; 3d, F. W. Sha\y'8 Phantom. Reserve,
W. H. Hyland's Jjudy Graphic. Very high c:mu, S. Holmes'.s Dodo.
—Novice— ist, T. G. Davey's Itjhtlield Madcje; 2d, S. Holmes's
Dodo.—Puppies—Dof/.s; 1st, S. Holnie.s's Sting. Bitclics: 1st, T. G.
Davey's Bessie Girl; 2d, S. Holmes's Pepper.

ENGLISH SETTERS.-Do(7s; 1st, F. S. Brown's Edge Mark; 2d.
T. G. Davev 's Iffhtileld Rhuilas; 3d, Mount Washineton Kennels'
Viscoimt: 4th, H. Northwood's Benzine. Reserve, Mount W«sh-
ington Kennels' Tony Gladstone. Very high com.. Mount Royal
Kennels' Mount Royal Stride and J. E. Hair's Sir Edward. High
com , A. E. Davis's Foresf. Tatton. Bitches: 1st and very high
com., Mount Washington Kennels' Nia and Nora HI.; 2d, reserve
and very high com., T. G. Davey's Forest Healtier, Canadian Lil-
lie and Monk's Fan; 3d, Dr. J. A. Hartman's Nellie; 4th, Mount
Washington Kennels' Victress Llewellin. Very high com., Sam
Holmes's Vic. High com., Forest Kennels' Forest (jladvg and B.
J. Walsh's Scottish Belle. Com., D. J. Keely's D,-ll and M. Wf lls's

Dai.=y. PuppiES.-Dof/s: 1st, R. W. Boyle's Field Marshal; 2d, E.
J. WaDh's The Sultan; 3d and very high com., Forest Gem and
Forest Prince. Bitches: 1st, A. E. Davies's Queen of Fashion.

CLUMBERS.-Challenge—Dogs; lat. Mercer & Middleton's
Boss HI. Bitches: Ist, Mercer &• Middleton's Lady Bromine.

—

Open—Dof/,s; 1st. Mercer & Middleton's Johnny Junior; 2d, George
Bogue Smart's Darby. Bitches: 1st, Mercer & Middleton's Lady
Jo.

FIELD SPANIELS.—Challenge (over 281bs.)—Dog.s; 1st, Rose-
dale Kennels' champion Newton Abbott Laddie. Bitches: Isl,

Rosedale Kennels' Bridford Ruby.—Open—Do'/s; Black—1st,

Andrew Laidlaw's Samson; 2d, Brant Cocker Keimels" Braniford
Mohawk. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Rosedale Kennels' Rosedale Bess
and Rosedale Belle.

—

Liver—1st, Rosedale Kennels' Beau.—Ant
Other Coloh—1st, Andrew Laidlaw's Fancy; 2d, M. H, Douglas's
Billy; 3d. T. J. Fitzsimons' Toby. Puppies; 1st, P. J. Keating's
Bob: 2d, Rosedale Kennels' Rosedale Scamp.

COCKERS.—Not Over 28lbs.—Challenge — Black — Bogs:
Ist, Andrew Laidlaw's champion Rabbi; 2d, Luckwell &Donglaa's
Black Dnke. Reserve. Brant Cocker Kennels' Champion Brant.
Bitches: 1st, Andrew Laidlaw's champion Miss Obo II.; 2d. An-
drew Laidlaw's Bessie W.—Challenge—Any Othjsr Cc^lor
THAN Black—Doijs; 1st, Br.int Uocker Kennels' Brantford Red
Jacket. Bitches: Ist, Luckwell & Dougla^'.s King Pharoah's S's-
ter.-OPEN-BLACK—Dogs; Ist, Luckwell& Douglas's Black Duf-
ferin; 2d, Anarew Liidlaw's Obiu; 3d, Mitcheaer & Farwell's
Dono; 4th, Mitchener & Farwell's Black Brant. Reserve, An-
cient and Modern Spaniel Kennels' Obadiah. Very hiirh com.,
Andrew Laidlaw's Brock. High com., F. H. Cunningham's Major.
Bitches: 1st, Herbert P. Mullens's I Guess; 2d, Andrew Laidlaw's
Woodstock Cora; 31, Ancient and Modern Spaniel Kennels' I Say;
4th. Andrew Laidlaw's Cieo II. Reserve, Brant Cocker Kennels'
Brantford Flirt. Very highl com.. Brant Cocker Kennels' Brant-
ford Topsy. High com.. Luckwell & Douglas's Woodland Susie and
Jealousy.-OPEN-ANY Other Color- Dogs; 1st, Brant Cccker Ken-
nels' Brantford Redman; 2d, H. G-. Charlesworib'sNuggel; 3d. An-
drew Laidlaw's Bambo; 4th F. J. Leigh's Rufns, Bitches: 1st, Thos.
J. Fitzsimmons's Mollie; 2d. Andrew Laidlaw's Lady of Learning;
3d, Brant Cocker Kennels' Brantford Red Ridinghood; 4ch, Brant
Cocker Kennels' Brantfora Dolly Varden. Very hign com., Ed-
ward Richard Marks's Northern Qneen, Ancient and Modern
Spaniel Kennels' Blushing Rose.—Novice—Any Color—Dogs;
1st, Brant Cocker Kennels' Brantford Redman; 2d, Mitchener &
Farwell's Black Branf; 3d, W. B. Palmer's Ontario. Very high
com., Jeff Worden's \^ob Hood. High com., P. H. Cunningham's
Major. Com., H. B. Cooper's Che"vey. Bt'te7(cs; 1st, Herbert P.
Mullins's I Guess; 2d. Andrew Laiiilaw's Woodstock Cora; 3d,
Ancient and Modern Spaniel Kennels' I Say. t- eserve, Brant
Spaniel Kennels' Red Ridmghond. Very high com.. Mitchener
& Farwell's Topsy. High com.. Dr. Henry B. Nicol's Mirza.

—

Ptjp-
PiES—Dof;s; 2d, Mitchener & Farwell's iBlack Brant; 3d, Geo. H.
Alward's Black Robbie. Reserve, W. B. Palmer's Ontaido. Very
high com., Luckwell & Douglas's Mahdi. High com.. JeH Wor-
den's Yon Hood. Bitclies: 1st, Herbert P. Mullens's I Guess; 3d,
Ancient and Modern Spaniel Kennels' I Say; 3d. Biant Cocker
Kennels' Brantford Red Hidinghnod, Reserve, Andrew Laidlaw's
Beatrice. Very high com.. P. J. Keating's Jennie, Harry Nicol's
Jill IL High com., Robl. Clark's Yoho.
PITGS-Ctt a t.t.enok-D. his: 1st, M. H. Cryt-r'.-i Rob Ivy. Bff{•//(•.?;

1st.. M. H. Cryer's Bessie; 2d. Semluoie Kfimele' Cashiu-i - Oi.-e.v-
Do(js: hst, Eberliart Pug KenncL' Ebprli.-irfs C'a>lii. i; ;.M, Yl. U.
Bailautine's Curtis; od, J. Broombaok's Rowdy. Reserve, Dr. M

n. Orvor's Fritz Emmett. Very high com., Seminole KenneLs
Kash,.Ir. Bitches: 1st, Howard Bros.' Satin; 2d and very high
com., Eberhart Pug Kennels' Mabel F. and Fannie K.; 3d, M. H.
Ci-ver's Cribhage. High com., Seminole Kennels' Princess Nellie.

—PvvFms-Bitehrs: 1st, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Peggy Prydc-; 3d,

Mrs. Webster's Topsey.

ToEOJs'TO. Sent. 1.5.—-Judging went on again this morning
and the following are the awards made to-day:

BLOODHOUNDS.— Ist, Huntington's Jack Shepard; 2d,

Mathew's Beauty.

GREAT DANES.—Dof^s; Ist. Imperial Kennels' Imperial; 2d, .3d,

jind 4tl). Wolverine Kenuplg' Favop, Brutus and Pasrha II.

Bitches: 1st. Mount Royal Kennels' Minerva's Fawn; 2d, Wolver-
ine Kennels' Ultima. Puppies; 1st, Minerva's Fawn; 2d, Ultima.
Very high com. and com.. White's Seigfreida and Pollux.

IRISH SETTERS.-Do(;s; 1st, f^eminole Kennels' Seminole; 2d,
Douglas's Parnell; 3d. Glendyne Kennels' Glen Jarvis; 1th, Dun-
nigan's dog. Very high com,, Pearsall's Erin Lad and Douglas's
Larry. High com., Seminole Kenneis' Eleo and Farmei-'s Hia-
watha. Bitches: lat, Douglas's Irene; 2d, Dunnigan's Duchess of

Avon dale; 3d, Munroe's Goldsmith Maid; 4th Seminole Kennels'
Palmerston. Reserve, Douglas's Nellie D. V^ry high com., Rex
Farmer's Minnehaha. High com.. Seminole Kennels' Aurore and
Pearsall's Lady Alice.—Novice— Doa.s: Ist, Cmilson's Rufus; 2d,

PearsaU's Erin Lad. Bitches: lat, Sf minole Kencels' Rex Palmer-
ston: 2d, Pearsall's L«dy Alice.—Puppies— Do;7.s; 1st, Douglas's
Parnell; 2d, Glendvne Kennels' Glen Jarvis: 3d. Dunnigan's dog.
Reserve. Bonlson's Rnfns. Bitches: 1st, Pearsall's Lady Alice; 2d,
Campion's Belle; 3d, (Juill's Rose Elcho.

BLACK AND TAN OR GORDON SETTERS.—Challenge—
Do(/.s; Xst and 21. S. G. Dixon's Ivanboe and Leo B. Bitches: 1st,

S. G. Dixon's Dnehess of Waverly; 2d. J. L. Campbell's Becky
Sharpe.—Open—Dof/.t; 1st, C. A. Gibbs's C]yde; 2d, J. L. Campbell's
Pendennis. Bitclies: 1st. .1. L. Campbell's Dnro'hea; 2d, C. A
(^il)b.s'.s Annie Gordon.—Novice—2d and 3d. J. L. Campbell's Pen-
dennis and Cherry Ripe. Puppies: 1st, C- A. Gibbs's Annie Gor-
don; 2d, S. G. Dixon's Lady Waverly; 3d, J. L. Campbell's Pen-
dennis.

COLLIES.—Challenge—Dofirs; 1st, Seminole Kennels' Roslvn
Dandy. Bitclies: 1st. Seminole Kennels' Metchlev Surprise.

—

Open
Dofls; 1st, McEwen & Gibson's Dowrv; 2d, A. Burland'.? Moonstone;
3d, J. Hawkes's Sir Walter Scott III. Reserve and very high com.,
Seminole Kennels' Roslyn Conway and Rovdy. High com.. H.
P. Harrison's Toronto Wonder and M- Walker's Wait 'a Wee.
Bitclies: ist, H. P. Harrison's Nancy; 2d, Seminole Kennel's Dot;
3d, W. Rolph's Belle; 4th, A. (t. H. Luxfon's Rota. Very high
com., T. McNallv's Maid of Dundee.—NO'vntCE -Do(/s; 1st. John
Hawkes's Sir Walter Scott III.; 2d, McEwen & Gibson's Bgling-
ton; 3d. H. P. llarrisoB'S Toronto Wonder. Very high com., T.
.laekson's Nap deon. Com.. A. G-. H. Luxton's Ross. Bitches: 1st,

McEwen & fjihsor's Fury; 2d, W. Robertson'.'^ Heather Belle: .3d,

A. G. H. Luxton's Reta. Very high com.. M. Wrjll-Ter',? Bessy.—
f'TTPPi EB—Dog.s; Isl, Seminole Kennels' Scoiilla, lY.; 2,1, McEwen
& (ribson's Eglington; 3', E. P. Harrison's Toron'o Wonder.
Bitchf.-i: 1:.,t,^leEwen & (ribsnn's Furj; 3d, W. Robertson's Heather
Bel); 3:1, A G. H. Luxton's Rota.

RLTLL-TERRIERS.-rnALLENGE—DO(j(s; AV. Bryson's Duf-
ferin. Bitclicx: F. F. 1) le's St9rlight,-0pEN— ;>.(;.s;" Ist. F. F.
Dole's T. pspar'Rle; 2ii. Henry Writrht's Ben Battle." Reserve. H.
H. F. Church's Prince Bendign. "\^6ry t igh com.. Toon & Sy-
mond's Common and K'ng of Hearts. High com., Dan O'Sh' a's
Roval, John Moorhead, .Tr.'s Mister Dick and Arch. Ingds's Bus-
ton Baron II. Bitclies: l=t, A. T. WiJgre<-&'s Grove Duchess: 2d. F.
F. Dole's Edgcwood Fancy; 3d, Toon & Symonos's Queen of the
Dale. High com., G. Jordan's Heh. Puppies: Ist, R. Right's Duke;
2d, F. F. Dole's Belle of Edgewood.

DACHSnUXDE.— Dof/s; 1=;t. E. A. Mannie's Windrnsh Rioter;
2d, J. Ir-wis'.s Fehlman. Very high eom., T. J. Filz-imons's
What',- ThB-V. IliL'h com.. \Y. E, M.tcKay's Bi!--imrck. Bitches:
Isl, B. F. Lewis's Gill; 2d, J. Lewis's Lina L. Ycry high com., J.
H. Ames's Nettie.

BE.V(4LE.S.-Challenge.—Dogs; Ist, Hornell-Harnmny Ken-

Rosco; 4th. A. B. Cooper's Tally ho. Bitches: Is', Hornell-Harmony
Kennels' Ell; 2d, Dan O'Shea's Ruby; "ad, John Smellie's Peri-
winkles. Puppies: 1st, Henry B. Nichol's King Kruegei

; 2d, Hor-
nell-Harmony Kennels' Guy.
Best beagle under 12in., Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Ava W.
FOX-TERRIERS.-Do(/s; Lt and 3d, D. Munro's Dobbin and

Stardeu's Jack; 2d. J. K. Macdonald'e Blemton Trump. Reserve,
Mt. Washington Kennels' Diver Third. Very high com., Toon &
-Sytnonds's Endelit!: Sp=c=, H. Nortliwood's Paini er, D. ."Munro's
AVoodal Rival. Hiirh com.. Ancient and Modern Spaniel Kennels'
Nobody's Child. Bitches: lot, D. Munro's Ebor Nettle; 2d, Mount
VVa'hington Kennels' Kowton Safety; 3d, Toon & Symonds's
Venus. Reserve and very high com., D. Munro's Woodale Radi-
ant and Woodale Refusal.—Puppies — Dof/s; Prizes withheld.
Bitches: 1st, Mt. Washington Kennels' Rowton Safety; 2d, D.
Munro's Woodale Radiant.—WiRE-HAiRED—Dor/.s; 1st, yvithheld

;

2d, Toon & Symonds's Barton Sting. Very high com., R. Junor's
Stanley. High com., P. J. Smyth's Sly Boots. Battersby Kennels'
Adswood Jim II. Bitches: Prizes withheld.-NoviCE (smooth and
wire-haired)—Do£/s; lat. Ancient and Modern Suaniel Kennels'
Nobody's Child; 2d, J. Bryce's Live Bootban Spice; 3d, P. .1.

Smyib's Sly Boots. Very high com., C. F. Wagner's Gen. Grant
XL Bitches: 1st, Mt. Washington Kennels' Rowton Safety; 2d,
A. D. Stewart's Suffolk Riot. Reserve, G. W. Prescott's Lady Zig-
Zag. High com., P. J. Smyth's Lady Belle, G. W. Prescott's
Dot.

IRISH TERRIERS.—Dojys; 1st, Toon & Symonds's Jack Bi iggs;
2d, E. Lever's Nailer; 3d, W. ScuUy'fl Evictor. Bitches: Ist, Toon
& Symonds's Exile; 2d, E. Lever's Kathleen.

DANDIE DINMONTS.-Dotts; Ist, E. Brooks's King o' the
Heal her; 2d, 0. J. Daniels's Valentine; 3d, J. Butterfleld's Goyoa.
Bitches: lat, C. J. Daniels's Fan.

BEDLINGTONS —Does: 1st. Norman Baldwin's Plea; 2d, David
Porkess's dog; 3d. Dan O'Shea's Sir George. Bitches: 1st, Wil-
liam Morris's Jerrj; 3d, Dan O'Shea's Zulo; 3d, Allen TrebUcock's
Nettle.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-Ohallenge.—BitcTtfs; 1st,
Roehelle Kennels' Meersbrook Maiden.—Open—Dofls; 1st, lio-
chelle Kennels' Broomfield Sultan; equal 3d. G. R. Howard's
Buffalo Rex and Miss Lizzie W^right's Roehelle Scott. Bitches:
1 t. Anglo-American Terrier Kennels' Matchless; 2d, Bochelle
Kennels' English Lady; 3d, A. F. Elmer's Grace. Very high com.,
Dan O'Shea's Merry. Pup-pics: 1st. Roehelle Kennels' Roehelle
Oarmencita;3d, Geo. Jack's Rex.

YORKSHIRES.— Challenge — 1st and 3d, Anglo-American
Terrier Kennels' Toon's Royal and Venus.—Open—Do0,«; 1st,
Anglo-American Terrier Kennels' Toon's Royal Gem. Bitches: 1st,
A. Q. White's Miss Halifax. High com., Anglo-American Terrier
Kennels' Tot.

SPECIALS.—Spaniel Club Cup, Luckwell & Douglas's Black
Dufforln. Kennel of Clumbers, Clumber Kennels; cockers, Laid-
law; field, J. F. Kirk. Money awards follow in rotation.

GREENVILLESHOW ABANDONED.-Greenville, S.C,

,

Sept. 9.—Editor Forest and Stream: Please announce
throuah your columns that the South Carolina Kennel As-
sociation will not hold a bench show in January as pre
viously intended.—F. F. Capees, Sec'y.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charae for answering qiicstimis under this head. All

questiom relating to ailments of dogs vriU he ansinered fnj Dr. T. G.
SlicrwQod, a ineinbsr of the Roiicd' Collajc of Vetcrinanj Snrgeons.
Coiniinniicatinns rtfciiiiig to other matters' coiniccLcd icith Kennel
Mo.uagcriwnt and dogs ivill receive careful attention.

A J. M., Waterville, Me.—1. The address of Ike A. K. O. is 44
Broadway, New York. 3. For particulars about Chief address
Mr. Max VYenzel, Hoboken, N. J.

F. A., Brockton, Mass.-A, B and O engage pups of me in the
order itamed. Am T obliged to give A his pick, or can I sell to B
and C, wliu tome lirsi, as long a=i 1 reserve a pup for A'/ Ans. A
is en( it led to piek of liller, a ud if he does not i;hooHC it when ready
to be wruned, you should pick out what you consider the best and
notify him of the fact, then sell to the others in their order.
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W. G. C, Reno. Nevada.—I have an BnglisJa water spaniel dog,
about 11 months old, subject to fits. About the first of May I let
him go m swimming in the Truckee Eiver before ha had his
breakfast. After swimming around for about t«n minutes he
oame out and the day being very warm we walked slowly away.
In about five minutes he was taken with a severe fit., and after
recovering he seemed to be blind, but got over that in a few
minutes. To-day he had the second one, although not quite so
severe and under exactly similar circumstances. Occa-ionallv
his breath smells horribly, but it don't aeem to last but a few
minutes at a time. He is fat. not corpulent, and is well taken
care of. He also has very red eyelids and part of the eyes are in
a similar condition. He is vury active, aflfectionate and bright,
and if you can suggest any remedy to fit his case would be greatly
obliged. These fits do not seem to leave any apparent bad efl'ects.
Ins scenting powers do not seem to be affected in the least. Ans.
Give an aperient (say two compound eolcynth pills) once a week
and the fo]lov,nng mixture: Pot. bromid., 3 drachms; liq. arseni-
ealis, 48 minims; water. 3 ounces. One dessertspooniul three
times a day. Keep the dog as ouiet as possible, do not take him
out for psercise and do not let him get excited in any way. Feed
on sloppy foods as much as possible.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

BROOKLYN VS. WASHINGTON.
WASHINGTON, D. C, Sept. 12.-The Twenty-third regiment

rifle team accomplished two things to-day. They walloped
the brigade team of the District national guard .Tndmade the liext
highest score that was ever made on a rifle ranee. In 1835 the
Massachusetts rifle team made the score of 1,091. To-day the
Brooklyn hoys made 1.089, beating the national capital pets by 101
points, the latter making 985. The contest took place on the
United States arsenal grounds this afternoon and was witnessed
by 6,000 people, many regular armv and navv ofHcials being
present. Captain Lancaster of?the Third United States artillery
acted as range officer. Colonel Partridge was present and looked
after th-^ interests of the Brooklynites, while Brigadier General
Albert Ordway was on hand to cheer the Washington soldiers.
The Brooklyn team was composed of Captain John S. Shepherd,
Private S. O. Pirie, Sergeant H. D. Hamilton, Sergeant R. Pindlay,
Lieut. F. A. Wells, Sergeant George T. Musson, Corporal George
Ball, Lieut. Joseph T. Hull, Captain E. De Forest. Lieut. G. F.
Hamlin, Corporal H. McField and Lieut. Wm. P. Pickett. Major
Haywood 0. Browa was team captain and Ordnance Sergeant
Chas. E. Bryant was busy in assisting him.
The Washington team was made up of Major Pollard, Captain

W. L. Cash, Captain James F. Bell, Lieut. Geo. H. Harries, Lieut.
J. M. Stevens, Lieut. F. L. Graham, Commissary Sergeant Chas.
H. Laide, Sergeant A. O. Hutterly, Private Himbaugh, Private
Walter S. Cash, Sergeant B. B. Smythe, Private 0. W. Dickey,
Colonel Clay and Lieiit. Vale were alternates. The f " •

the score:

Brooklyn Team.
;.'0'tvds.

Shepherd 514444.'5_o8

Pirie 11.54123-39
Musson .544.5553—.SO

Wei la 553535.5-ai
De Forest 4444357—21J

Hamlin 5445444- 30
Hamilton 3i54444-2«
Findley 51.54454-31
Ball 54444.54-no
Hull 4444,2.55-28

Field 4445.154-29
Pickett. . , 4444545-30

Pollard
Smythe
Bell
Laird
Harries
Oapl: Cash
GrahamW S Cash
Dickey
Ilutteiiy
Stewart
llimebaugh

853

Washington
. .5134345-28
..4444430—23
..454.5454—31
..5430.542-23
..4444il43-23
..5454454-31
.455.5454^33

..45.5.54:14-313

...5.544;..54-33

..4444454-33
.4443455—39
..4343154-27

335

SOOii-ris.

445555.5—3,3
0434545-25
5444245-38
,54:\\=,i.i-33

5454554-33
5555534-32
4545515—33
5554554-33
5144544-30
5544545-32
4545544-31
454344.5—29

370

following is

eOOvds.
4545555-33
543.-443-28
354.5.554-31
,15.55554-33
5555545—34
4454455-31
0414435—24
53H455-33
54554.54—32
34435.55-29
3544454-29
5444544-30

Team.
454455F

4.554434

3443333
454+451;

45344.55-

4554545
4544544-

545545n-
435523't

4453485
4534443

366-1089

-33
29
35

1-31
-31
1-30

3.534443-38
45033 5-23
4554533-29
2400344—17
4348254-34
3338335-33
5334343-37
4448334—25
5304544-25
4353503—33
4353545—28
4544053—25

The Brooklyn team used the Remington rille, and the Washing-
ton team the Springfield. In the evening the Brooklyn hoys en-
joyed a hanquet at the Everett House. M. B. F.

RENSSELAERWYCK.
The annual meeting of the Third Brigade will he held at Rens-

selaerwyck, between Albany and Troy, Oct. 1 and 3. The pro-
gramme will include:
Match No. 1. Short Range Continuous Military Mateh.—Open

to all comers, except as to the first prize, which can only be won
by a member of the Third Brigade, 300yds., 5 shots, re-sntries un-
limited, the aggregate of the best two scores to count, standing
and off-hand, any military rifle.

Match No. 3. Standard A.merican Target Re-entry Match.—This
match will be shot from the house and on the 11-inch blank cen-
ter, open to all comers, 200yds., 5 shots, standing and off-hand,
any rifle.

Match No. 3. Mid-Range Continuous Military Match.—Open to
all comers. oOOs'ds. at second class target, 5 shots, unlimited re-
entries allowed, the aggregate of the bpst three scores to count for
first three places, best two scores for all below, any po.sition, any
military rifle.

Match No. 4. Carton Match.-Open to all nomers, 500yds. on sec-
ond class target, 11-inch carton to count 6, 15 shots, unlimited re-
entries, one score only to count, any position, anv rifle.

Match No. 5. Colt's Target Revolver Match.—Open to all comers
and to revolvers only. Distance—SOyds. on the staudard Ameri-
can target reduced. Number of shots 5, unlimited re-entries al-
lowed, aggrega.te of the best three scores to count, each score to
be completed before counted. Position standing, off-hand, use of
one arm only allowed, revolver not to exceed 31bs. in weight,
maximum length of barrel (•exclusive of chamber) 3in,, open
sights. Ammunition, any. Cleaning allowed between scores
only. Revolvers must not be loaded until the oomoetitor has
taken his position at the firing point; the muzzle must always be
kept in a vertical position or pointed toward the target.
Second Day.—Match No. 6. Third Brigade Team Mateh.—Open

to teams of 8 commissioned olflcers or regularly enlisted soldiers
from any battalion or separate company of infantry in the Third
Brigade N. G. S. N. Y., 200 an-i 300yds,, 5 rounds at each distance,
standing at 2C0yds., anv position w'itk head to the target at 500yds.,
Remington rifle. New York State model.
The fall meetings of the Third Brigade Rifle Association have

for years been the most successful meeting of riflemen held in this
State. The Rensselaerwyck range is very accessible and well
equipped; it is intended that the fourteenth anaual meeting will
maintain the reputation of the range.
The rules of the National Rifle Assoaiation, so far as applicable,

will govern.
All communications mav be addressed to Buel C. Andrews, Sec-

retary, Third Brigade Rifle Association, 14 North Pearl street,
Albany, N. Y.

NEWARK, Sept. 8.—An interestins team match took place to-
day on the range of the Newark Shooting Society at Schlitzen
Park, the team representing the Empire City dpfeatine the Jer-
seymen. Two years ago B, Walther and M. Dorrler, ot New York,
beat W. Hayes and E. C, Watts, of this city, with 85 points to
spare. Ttie conditions of yesterday's match were 50 shots each
man, the New York team giving the Newark shooters an allow-
ance of 85, position off-hand, distance 300yds., German ring target.
M. Dorrler, of the Zettler Rifle Club, shot in line style, although
he did not do as well as on Saturday in the California telegrapb
match. B. Walther also did well, while W. Hayes was only one
point behind Dorrler's score. The result in strings of 10 shots
were: Zettler Rifle Cluh— B. Wall her 311, 198.211. 206. 211; tot.il.

1.037; average 20.74. M. Dorrler, 219, 314, 334, 320, 313; total, 1.U89;
average 21.78; grand total, 2,13fi. Newark Shooting Society—W.
Hayes, ZiO, 336, 324, 317, 301; total, 1 088; average 31.76. P. C. Watts,
170, 180, 188, 175. 167: total, 880; average 17,60; allowance, 85 points;
grand total, Including aliowauce, 2,053.

Z.^TTLBR VS. SAN FRANCISOO.-New York. Sept. 13-
Editor Forest and Stream: The following are the scores of the
teams of 15 men each in the telegraphic match between the San
Fraricisco Rifle Olub and Zettler Rifle Club, "f New York. Fifty
shots each, on German ring target, distance 300yds,:

^ Zettler Team. California Team.
S 5°rP, J B Klein 950CG Zettler 1.026 JDomhierer 985F C V\ atts 1.041 Dr Rogers 989W Hayes l.m Rohirnler 1007G^oiner 1,017 A Strecker 1.020

J Coppersmith 1,061
F Ambrust 1,0.54
B Zettler , fiS'^

J Meyer 1.033
E Hovey 1.038
F O Young 1,043MBEngei v;:.v. :.v:; 935 k^i^"r"::;::;;::::::;:;;; roll

J A Boyken I.O17 J C tschig 1,049G Zimmerman 1,046 A Johnson 1048
o'^5-°^i?u*^^ George Helm 1,051

Sr^A';'^^'^.-
• "1'053 F Kuhnle 1.070G W Plaisted 1.004 H R Brown L072H Holges 1,086 W McLoughlia 1,093

„, 15,563 15,491
The Zettler Olub shot under the most miserable weather condi-

tions, while the California team bad a fine dav. The former
cluD's representative was Major A. F. Klose, of San Francisco
The Western team was represented here bv Mr. W. Hayes, of
Newark.-F. Heckisg, Cor. Sec'y, Zettler Rifle Cluh.

A NEW STEVENS BIFLB.-After much consideration the J.
Stevens Arm & Tool Co. tell us they have decided to place on the
market a new rifle, which has been produced to meet the demand
for a verv cheap but thoroughly accurate, well-made rifle in ex-
tremely light weight, intended chiefly for boys. Although this
rifle has been styled a boy's rifle it is iparticularly adapted to the
use of ladies desiring averyliglit weight arm, as well as for
anglers, bicyclists, tourists and thosewho wish a rifle of the light-
est weight, greatest compactness and portability, possessing ac-
curacy equal to any rifle and at an astonishingly low price. The

rifle will be stamped and known as "Stire Shot." It weighs about
SJ^lbs., has a 20in. barrel, is 23cal. and takes a 33cal. rim-fire cart-
ridge; either a long rifle, short, conical, or BB Flobert cartridge.
The barrel can be easUv detached and the rifle packed in a very
small space. The stock is of black walnut. The action outside is
nickeled, t.>ie hammer and barrel are blued. The shooting of the
little "Sure Shot" rifle will be found to bn of the highest order; in
fact one of tlie objects is to produce a riflo equal to the best in ac-
curacy, but less elaborately finished than the finest rifles in order
to bring the new rifle within the limited means of the boy.

BIG GUNS.—Uncle Sam's rifled cannon cost a pretty penny.
The contract prices for guns are as follows: Tweitv-five Sin,
guns of the above mentioned charaeterat a cost of $17,246.55 each;
50 lOin. guns of same character at a cost of $35,747.58 each. 25 13in.
of same character at a cost of $54,473.23 each. The flrst of the Sin.
guns is to be delivered in two years, the summer of 1893, the re-
maining 24 to be delivered at regular intervals, the last being de-
livered within seven years of the acceptance of ttie first sample
gun. The first of the lOin. guns is to be delivered in two years
and two months, the remaining 49 to be be delivered at regular
Intervals within nine years and six months of the acceptance of
the first sample pun. The first of the 13in. guns is to be delivered
within three years and the remaining 34 to be delivere'l at regular
intervals within nine years from the acceptance of the first

sample gun. The whole contract theref^ni will not he completed
till the expiration of 13 years, or about 1903.

THE PITCHER RIFLE.—Chicago, .Sept. 11.—The oflScers atid
soldiers at the Fort .Sheridan Range witnessed the testing ot an
automatic repeating rifle yesterday that bids f«ir to revolutionize
both naval and land warfare. The gun is the invention of Dr. H.
A. Pitcher, of Neilsville, Wis. It becomes automatic by the
utilization of the gas produced by the combustion of the first:

cartridge fired. Tlae gas escapes into a chamber and acts on a
piston tha.t is set against a spiral spring, the recoil of wliicb pro-
pels the piston back against a rod tliat sets the mechanism of
the gun in motion, the empty cartridge being removed and re-
placed by a loaded one. also cooking the gun. The best record
yesterday was eight shots in fiv^e seconds. It is intended to apply
the principle to heavy guns for use in naval warfare in propelling
torpedoes, and as a machine gun. The Army Board will investi-
gate tlie merits of the gun at their meeting at New York next
month.

THE TRAP.

Scoreg for publication glwuld be made out on the printed blankt
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnisned sratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores a/re par-
tiiularlv requested to write on one side of the paper ordy.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Sept. 15-17.—Knoxville, Tenn., Inter-State Manufacturers' and
Dealers' Association,
Sept. 15-17 —Dayton. O., Second Annual Tournament, Open to

the world. First two days inanimate targets. Last day spar-
rows. Address W. Scott McDonald, l?ifth and Ludlow streets,
Dayton, O.
Sept. ^-24.—Baltimore Gun Club Tournament, at Acton's Park,

Bal'imore. For particulars address W. H. Linthicum, No. 15, St.
Paul street.
Sept. 39-Oct. 3.—First Annual Tournament of the Penns.ylvania

State Sportsmen's Association, Williamsport, Pa. Targets and
live birds. N. A. Hughes, Sec'y.
Oct. 1.—Rochester Rod and Gun Club Open Tournament. There

vvill be at least two guaranteed prizes, all surplus added; one or
two merchandise shoots, and swoeostake shooting all day. Rapid
firing svstem. Address H- D. McVean.
Oct. 5-6.—Washington (D. C.) Rod and Gun Club Tournament.

A. MeCormiok, 1013 Pennsylvania avenue, N.W.
Oct. 13-15.—Staunton (Va.) Gun Club, assisted by the Inter-

State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association.
Oct. 21-23.—Reading's Tournament, Flemington. N. J. Key-

stones. Open to all.

Oct. 37-39.—Savannah, Ga., Chatham t^un Olub, assisted by the
Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealei-s' Association.

CENTRAL ILLINOIS.
Following is the record of the meeting of the Central Illinois

Sport:smen's Association, nt Jacksonvilfe, Aug. 25-37. Alatches
shot at bluerocks, 16 and ISyds. Weather goon, and meeting in
general <i successful one. Ties div. unless noted.

First Day.—Match No. 3. 10 singles:
Bower 11110 1101— 8 Saw-yer 0111110101—7
Black 11 11111 ] 11—10 SpAnce r 1 1011 11111—

9

Morrison lOOUlOlOO— 5 Smith 1000111110-6
Powers lllOilUll— 9 Strawn 1111011100—8
Sinclair 1111101101—8 Rox.. ..lOlOOllOH-6
Taylor llllOOlOll— 7 White 1110010101—6
Dicklut lllliOlUl- 9 G Crosby llinunoo—

7

Hines 1001000110 - 4 Little 1110111111-9
Dick 0111110101- 7 Owrter 0101111001-6
O B Still IIOUOOOIO- 5 J Z S--ott 0100101101-5
J F Brown ..0111001100— 5 Bob Solomon 1111001101—7
Spink 0110001011— 5

No. 3, 10 singles:
Bower 1111011101— 8 Sawyer 0111 1 10101—7
Black 1111111111-10 Sppncer 1101111111-9
Morrison lOOlllniOO— 5 Smith lOOOlilllO—

6

Powers 1110111111- 9 Sirawn lllloilini-8
Sinclair 1111101101— 8 White lllUOlOlOl—

6

Taylor 111100 1011— 7 Rex 1010011011—6
Dickliut lUllOllll- 9 GCro-by 1101111100-7
Spink 0110001011- 5 Little 1110111111-9
Hines 1000100011- 4 Carter 0101111001-6
Dick OlllllQlOl- 7 Scott 0100101101-5
O R Still -. .IIOIIOOOIO- 5 Solomon .1111001101—7
J T Brown 0111001100- 5

No. 3, 10 singles:
Rex 1211111111—10 Dick 1111201010— 7O B Still 31011t)0123- 7 Crosby llSlSlUlO
Solomon 2021211200- 7 White 1123111113-10
Powers 1112113113-10 Carter 3201131011- 8
Spencer 1111112120- 9 Tremblet 1111111111-10
Hines 2111111131—10 Dinnismore lllllUlll—10
Morrison 1120111111- 9 Grovis 3111111212—10
StTawn..., ..2111210012-8 Watts 1211110111-9
No. 4, at 15 bluerocks:

Jower 13 Hawk 10 Ed Spencer 13
Taylor 13 Morrison 12 Powers 13
Solomon..., 13 Landes 10 Strawn 13
Sinclair 13 Hines 13 Little 11
Brown 13 Scott 12 Duer 14
Black 15 Rex 13 Smith 9
Dickhut 12 Spink 11 WW Dick 13
Sawyer 10 Hurd .13
No. 6, 20 blueroofes:

Black 19 Spencer 18 Hawk 14
Powers.. 16 Bauer.. 13 Landes 16
Sara Taylor 19 Brown 18 Dick 13
Solomon 15 Sinclair 15 Strawn. 20
Dickhut 18 White 18 Hines. . .

" 13
North 17 Morrison. 13 Rex "16
No. 6, 13 singles:

Taylor 11 Little 10 Bauer 10
Salomon 9 Landes 11 Dick 4R Duer 9 Dickhut 11 Res.

.

.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.12

Powers 12 Banson 1 North 12
Bi-own 7 Black 12 Sinclair 8
Morrison 12 Smith 3 Hines; 8
A Hmes 6 Strawn 10 Spencer. ... 12
Carter........ 9 White 10 Howard '. 5
No. 7, at live birds, 28 and 30yds , 50yds. boundary:

^9^ 13122-5 Rex 10311-4
Dinsmore 21121—5 Dick 11021—4
Tremblet 11131-3 Groves "."' ..01313-4
G Crosby 23122—3 Doyle 11201-4
Spence 11311-5 Watts 01021-3
White 31213—5 Lang 10130-3
Strawn 11113—5 Hines 10212—4
O B Still 33212-5 Scott. 13131^
Coe, Spencer, Scott and 0 B, Still killed 5 on tie and div. first.

Rex and Doyle killed 18 on tie and div. second. Lang and Hines
killed 1 and div. second.
No. 8, 10 singles:

Solomon 7 Morrison 9
Landes T Little 8
Townsend..... 9 W Carter 7
Taylor 9 Sawyer 4
Brown 7 B Hawks 5

Black iO
Spencer 10
Powers .9
Rex 7
Smith 6
Strawn 10
NSmith 3
Dick 5
Sinclair

—

Dickhut 7 Crosby
Dunsmore 3
White 9

Bauer.
J Hines

,

- RDuer „
Aug. 2(!.—'No. 9, 10 singles and 3 pair.s:

Dickhut 11 Stravvn 12 Sinclair 8
Taylor 13 Westfield 11 Warren .5
Morrison 13 White 13 Solomon U
•T Duer .14 Mead 9 R Duer '..'.'.li
Powers 14 Spencer 16 Crosby 15
North 13 Shortrige 13 Bauer, 'll
Fletcher 10 Rex 14 Grubbs .'......." 10
Black 8 Hines 9 Dunn 8
No. 10, 13 singles:

Mead 10 Jones 10 Bauer 9
Dickhut II Brown 10 RDuer 11
Strawn 13 Black i)

Spencer 10 Sawyer 8
Hawk 9 Taylor 9
Jack 3 Power 10
J Duer 8 White 7
Carter 10 Dunaway 7
Candes 8 Dunn 8
Dewey 1 Gilbert 11

Fletcher 4 Warren 7
No. 11, live birds, 5 ground traps. 38 and 30yds., .SOyds. lm'uri'd-'

"

Spencer 1111101111— 9 Solomon 0211111111-9
Powers 1011121110— 8 Fletcher 11101 11120—8
White .3131123111-10 Doyle 0113001111-7
Tremblet 1010121112- 8 Crosby 1:M21P2-9
Coe 3032131112- 9 Hines. 1101112233-9
O B Still 0003121111- 7 Strawn 1011111111-9
Dewey 1011011111- 8 North 0333113121—9
Oick 1131111111-10 Mead 0102111111-8
Be«s 1121132112-10 Scott 13U312010-8
Rex 1111313111-10 Watts 2111110211.-9'
Ties div.
No. 13, 9 singles and 3 pairs:

Taylor 11 Snyder 8 Westfield 13
Dickhut 10 Gilbert 10 J^uka '"is
Black.... 11 Shortridge 9 Fletcher.-. 8
Brown 9 Bauer! 8 Dewey ' 9
Powers 11 Cart«r 10 (Crosby . 14
Spencer... 13 Strawn 10 Tack ,3

Warren ... 9 Bex 12
Hines 11 White 14
Dick 8 Bess 5
Solomon 9 Stice is

Rex 13
Morrison H
Diicketi^ 8
Westfield 7
Hines H
R Solomon 11
H Solomon 10
Dick 9
Crosby..... 10

Hawk 14
Morrison 9

Mead 13
RDuer 13
No. 13, 15 singles:

Taylor 14 Hawk 13 Grubbs 13
Black 18 Landers ..10 J Duer ] J!

Spencer 14 Dickhut 13 Strawn .'.]4

Powers 11 White 11
Westfield 8 Stice ..14
R Duer 13 .lones 10
Morrison 10 Gilbert 13
McBean 8 Bauer 9
Brown. 13 Oartnr 10
North............... 13 Shortidge. - 10
No. 14, 10 singles:

Black 8
Hawk 6
Be8=< 5

Taj'lor 6

Landers.. 6
Bauer 6
Morrison 7

J Duer 7

Rex 14
Dick 8
Mead 9
Solomon 13
Dunn 9
Bfss 10
Tremblet 8

Warren 4
Carter 6
R Duer 8

Stice 9
Mead 5

- Dewey 7
Spencer 9 (I'letcher .4
Grnbbs 1 Jones 6
Dunn 8 Powers. 7
R Solomon 6 Westfield 9
Sawyer 6 Lee 3

Dickhut 7 .^trawn 10 Hines. 5
Rex 10 H Solomon 3 O Be Sciii.. ". l
Gilbert 7 White 9 Tremblet 3
Brown 10 Crosby 8
No. 16, 10 singles:

Solomon linOUllO— 8 Dunn lllllOOOOl— 6
Bess 1101111001— 7 Powers lllUllOll— 9
Dewey 1000011001— 4 Bauer 1100110100— 5
J'-'nes 1101100011— 6 Black 1111111110- 9
Fletcher 0011101110— 6 Spencer 1110011111— 8
Brown 1101111111— 9 Hawk IIOIOUIOI— 7
Taylor 11)1111111—10 Westfield 0100111111— 7
J Duer miOllUl- 9 Landes .11101101111- 7
Morrison OOOOlimi— 6 RDuer 13111111111- 9
Coe 0101001100- 4 Crosby IIOIIOIOOO— 5
Scott inOllOUO- 7 Garter IIOIOIIOII- 7
Gilbert lOOlOOllCl— 5 Dickhut 1111110111— 9
Rsx lllinoill- 9 White 1111111111-10
Slice 1111111111-10 Strawn inillllll-10
Harding 0110011000- 4 Tremblet 0100100000- 3
Savage 1011101110— 7 Hmes 0111100011- 6
Match between Mead, of St. Louis, and Strawn, of Jerseyvllle,

SIO a side, at bluerocks, 16 and 18yds,;
Mead 111101100111111101111 -16
Strawn OlllllClHOlll 1111011—16
Sirawn won by breaking 6 straight on tie.
Immediately after this Mead made a match with Black, of

Kirkwood, 111., 35 singles, $10 a side, when Mead won, a« follows:
Mead Ill 11111 1 011111111 0111111-23
Black lOlllOllimOllllOlllllH-31
No. 17, 10-bird match:

Taylor 6 Gilbert 8 Westfield 9
Bess 7 Rex 8 North 9
Bluer 8 McBean 9 Black , . 9
Dickhut. 7 Crosby 9 Morrison 7
Sp-ncer 10 Hioks 7 White 9
Sirawn . 9 Grubbs 1 Dunn 8

No. 18, individual amateur State championship:
Be=8 ; iinoioooiioiiiooiiiiino-17
Spencer 011111111111 il011101111H-23
Taylor llllllliumilllllll 1 111-35
Black lOlOlOllllUlllUOlllllU- 31
Dick hut 111111110101101001 111101 1—19
Strawn U IIOIOIOIIU 101110111111-20
White lllllllinillllllDllUOl-34
Bex 11 1 111111111 1 lllTi 1111 101-34
Bowers lOllOlllOllllllllOlllim-21
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Dunn , 01inoilllimi01110101011-18
Morrison Oil 1 1011 llllinilOUlini 1—21

Powers iiiiiionoiimiinimii-33
McBpan 0011111101 110101111010111-18

G Crosby lllllOlllllllOll 1 11 llli 11 -33
Hines. lOOOQllliOllOllOOlllOOOOl-13

No. SO, team shnnt:
White OOmilllimil Bower 110111111111011

Powers 111011011101011—26 Morrison. 101011100101101-34

Spencer loillUOlllllOl Dickhut 000111111111101

Strawn Ill 111 110 10011 1-26 Crosby 101111011110101-34

Rbss .11001 1111116111 Hinea O0011100OO1 0101

Rex 111101111111111-28 mibert JO1O0O1011O00O1-10
Black inillOlllllllI McBean 101111111101011

Tayler llllllllimill-;iL Hurt! 11101111111111-29

No. 21, 15 singles. & entrance:
Black 13 R Duer 12 White 14

Morrison !) North 13 Scott 13

Strawn 13 Westlield 9 Rex 14

Spencer 15 Taylor 14 Slice 14

Powers 11 Bass 10 McBean 13

No. 32, 10 singles:
Rex 10 White 9 Spencer 10

Dun 6 Diokhut 6 J SI rawn 7

Black 10 Morrison G J Mines 8

Stice 9 Taylor T Hawk S

Bauer 9 Scott 9 Coe 7

Powers 9 Hinps « Hurd 4
RDuer 9 McBean 9 Adams 3
Strawn 9 Crosby 9 Shortridge 8

No. 23, 15 atnglea:
Stice ....13 White 15 Bauer 13
Rex 14 RDuer 13 Shortridge 10
Strawn 14 Black U Hawk 12
Powers 14 Dunn 14 Hnrd 8

Taylor 14 Weptfleld 11 T Hines 8

North 13 Scotr 11 .1 Bines 12
Spencer 14 Dickhut 13 McBean 11

No. 24, 10 singles:
Black 9 White 10 BiU Coe 5
Rex .8 Spencer 9 Turner 5
Scott 5 Stice 8 Crosbv 7
Powers 8 RDuer 10 Burleigh 5

Dunn 8 Dickhut 7 Hawk 7

Taylor .10 J Hines 9 Jas McBean 8
Strawn 9

No. 25, 12 singles, S3 entrance:
Taylor 11 Res 13 Kings 8
Spencer 12 Black 10 Westfield U
Strawn 12 Lee 8 Grubbs 6
White 13
Ties on 12 carried over to next shoot, 11 and 10 dir.
No. 26, 15 singles. 83.50:

Black 13 Lee 12 Wood 11
Spencer 14 Grubbs 13 McBean 13
Sfrawn 14 Hirgs 9 OBS 11
Rex 13 Dick 10 McAvoy 2
White 15 Smith fj Tremblet 7
Westfield 10 Brfitton 9 Robertson 6
No. 38, 10 singles:

Spencer ,.. 8 Jackson 7 Mitro 5
Strawn 10 McBean 10 Mesby 9
Rex 9 Smith B Duekett 0
Black 9 McDonald 4 Wood 7
White 10 Jameson 3 GoUia 8
Summer 8 Dawson 8 Hackett 4
Ties div.
No. 29. 15 singles, $S entrance:

Taylor. 12 White 11 McBean 13
Spencer 15 Black 13 Crosby,.. 14
Strawn 15 Duokett 13 Lang.. 9
Rex... ... .-..14 Westfield 11 Lee a
No. 30, 6 singles and 3 pairs:

Black 9 White 9 Depew fi

Bex 8 Jasper 5 McBean 8
Strawn 9 Smirb 7 Duekett 5
Spencer..... 8 Henderson ...6 Metcalf 5
Ties div.
No. 33, IZiiineles:

Strawn 18 White 0 Jones 10
Black 13 Henderson 8 Smith 7
Spencer 11 Duekett.. 8 Davis 4
Rpx 11 Metcalf 6
Ties div.
Match at 2a live birds, 38yd8. rise, use of one barrel:

Hiues l]111ini01110011Ul(l0111-20
White 111110mU00llll01110111-30
The tie was not shot off; rea,son unknown.
Match at 10 live birds and 10 tarf^-ct'^ pach, $20 aside:

Hines 1311311013-9 llinilllO-9—18
Lee 1 01 201 2il2—8 101 1011011—7—15
Team match for a pair of birds, at 10 Uvc birds each:

Strawn 1211130121— 9 Speueer 1112111211—10
Rex 13mil311-10-19 White 1111112111-10-20

DETROIT INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT.
TaE tournament held near Detroit last week was far from being

the success it deserved, tlie attendance being very slim. The
aUair was in competent hands, and the managers, Messrs. Pen-
rose, Parker, ("iillman and Barnes deserved better patronage. The
island of Des-cbru-shos-ka, on which the tournament was held, is
a lovely spot in thw river eight miles below Detroit. It comprises
something like 3,500 acres. 1,900 of which is ducking march, the
balauce farm and orcbards. The hotel upon the island is man-
aged by Gilman and Barnes, both thorough sportsmen, and they
treated the visiting sportsmen in a right royal manner.
The badge presented by them for the international contest was

a handsome trophy and coPt $1.30. The attendance on the day of
the badge contest numbered upward of 600, and a more enthusi-
astic audience never was seen at a pigeon contest. The winner,
Louis T. Duryea. is one of the most popular sportsmen in the East,
and his friends throughout the country will t^e heartily pleased
to bear of his success. Messrs. Gilman and Barnes are not at all
put out at the non-3Uccess of their first annual, and declare ihat
next year they will offer such a programme that will draw the
largest gathering of sportsmen ever known, and they deserve to.
No. 1, 10 single Keystone", entrance SI: D. Smith 10. Waruf 9,

Sanford 8. W. W. Essig 7, Park«>r 8. Penrose 8. Donaldsons, D.
Leitch 8, Walton 10, Davenport 7, Butler 10, SmaHy 10, Hastings 8,

Wendt 9.

No. 3, 15 singles, entrance $1,50: Penrose 13, Butler 13, Walton
10, D. Leitch 13, Donald^'on 13, Smally 13, Sanford 13, D. Smith 15,
Parker 14, Waruf 15, W. Essig, Davenport 8, Wendt 13, Hastings
U, Ford 9.

No. 3, 10 singles, entrance $1: Parker 8, Butler 6 Walton 8,

Smallv 8, D. Leitch 10, D. Smith 9, Davenport 9, Essig 9, Sandford
9, Penrose 8, Waruf 10.

No. 4, 20 singles, entrance $3: Penrose 1.5, Davenport 15, Sanford
18. D. Smith 18, H. Waruf 16. Parker 19, W. Donaldson 14, Hast-
ings 18. Walton 17. Smally 17, Butler 10, Leitch 15, Smally 13, D.
Leitch 13, Donaldson 11.

No. 5, 15 singles, entrance S3: Penrose 13, D. Smith 14, Sanford
10, Parker 15, Ford 9. Walton 13.

No. 6, 10 singles, entrance $1 oO: Walton 10, Smally 8, Smith 9,

Penrose 9, Sanford 10, Parker 9. Davenport 6, W. Essig 8.

No. 7, 35 singles, entrance $5: Donaldson 19, Walton 31, W.
Eayson 18, Dick Smith 24, Davenport 17, Parker 33, Sanford 23,
Warttf 3-5, Penrose 23.

No. 8, 5 pairs doubles, entrance 81: D. Leitch 5, Butler 4, Don-
aldson 7, Cole 8, Hastings 6, Penrose 8, D. Smith 9, Howard 5, San-
ford 8, Parker 7, Avery 3.

No. 9. 30 singles, entrance §2.40: Waruf 17, Leitch 19. Hasi^ings
20, Lefever 17, Youngblood 20, Avery 15. Cole 14, Smally 18, Daven-
port 11, Butler 14, Donaldsun 16. D. Smith 20, Penrose 17, Walton
18 Parker 14. Sanford IS, Howard 17.

No. 10,15 singles, entrance $1,50: Penrose 12. Smith 14, Parker
15, Walton 1.5, Sanford 13, Howard 14, Payson 10, Cole 14, Smally
11, Lefever 13, Avery 12. A few extra sweeps followed.
No. 11, 6 live birds, S6.50 entrance, 3 moneys: Donaldson o, Par-

ker 6, Sanford 6, Penrose 6, Waruf S, BuUer 4, Avery 6. Davenport
6, D lyton 9. Ties of 6 shot off and divided by Parker, Sanford and
Penrose.

Second Day. Sept. .9.

No. 1, 5 live birds, ^4 entrance:
p. nroae 11111—5 "Dayton" 02222—4
Lei ' ch 11113-5 Sanford 02111-t
Cole 13111-5 Butler 31100-3
Parker 10131—4 Donaldson 01001—2
Davenport 03111—4
Ties on 4 for second mouev:

D.avenport 11311111111231-14 Dayton 32311231322200—13
Sanford 111232112 11133-14 Pajrker 121330w.,
Davenport and Sanford div. ;

No. 3, 10 live birds, $7 entrance:
Penrose 1112113131-10 Dayton 0211o31211—

8

Parker 1221211120- 9 Donaldson... 2ol2o21131—

8

Davenport 2121321210- 9 Butler 110211o330-7
Ties div. ^
No. 3, 10 live birds, $10 entrance: Penrose 9, Parker 9, Daven-

portlO, Dayton 9, Leitch 8, Butler 6. Gillman 10.
_

No. 4. 6 live birds, $0 entrance :
' NTewcomer" 3. Fleischer o, Don-

aldson 5, Butler 3, Leitob 1, Glenn 5, Penrose 5, (5^illman 6. Daven-
port 6, Avery 3, Dayton 6. Ties on 5 shot oft and div. by Penrose,
Dayton and Fleischer with 3 each.

Tliird Dau, Sept. 10.

No. 1, 10 singles, entrance SI: Benick 5 Cole 9, Osmund 3, But-
terfleld 6, Youngblood 8. Sanford 10, Longflpld 1, Ward 6, Cooper 9,

Howard 6, Lever 4, Donaldson 7. D. Leitch 7, Smailey 7. Parker 6.

No. 3. 15 singles, entrance $1 50: Renick 13. Howard 15, Garrison
10, Lefevpr 14, Parker 13, Leitch 1,5, Osmun 11, Sandford 11, Ward
12, Donaldson 10, Butler 13, Youngblood 13, Cole 14, Cooper 10,

^
Na^3,^10^8ingles. entrance S1.50: GUlman 5. Parker 7, Renick 10,

Sanford 9, D. Leitch 6, Lefever 7, Ward 8, Youngblood 7, G. Ford 5.

No. 4, 20 singles, entrance S3: Gillman 19, Howard 18. Leitch 15,

Parkej- 19, Sanford 20, Rpuick 19. Donaldson 11, Cole 20, Lefever 17,

Ward 16. Gillman second on shoot-ofE.
No. 5. 10 singles, entrance $1: Osmun 8, Longfleld 8, Essig 8, Le-

fever 8, Raker 10. Leitch 8. Gillman 10, Sanford 9, Kevenoy 5,

Youngblood 8, Parker 8, R. Ford 6. Howard 8, Smailey 9, Remck
9, Cole 6. G. H'ord 7, Ward 8. Tie on 8 shot o£E and won by Lefever,
Howard and Ward. ^ , ^

No, 6. 15 singles, entrance $3: Osmun 13, Ward 13, Santord 18,

Smailey 6, R. Ford 14, Butler 9, Renick 15. Lefever 15, Howard 14,

Pursey" 10. Penrose 14, Dolaldson 7, Parker 9, D. Leitch 15, Avery
14. Hebel 13, Cole 13, Gillman 13. ^
No. 7, 35 singles, entrance $5: Donaldson 17, D. Leitch 33, Howard

23, Penrose 23, Avery 22, Parker 21, Stillman 18, Sanford 23,

Renick 20. ^ ^ ^ , ,„ „
No. 8, 5 pairs of doubles, entrance fl: Avery 8, Sanford 10, B.

Ford 6, Parker 6, Donaldson 7, Ward 9, Purcy 5, Leitch 7, Howard
9, (;;!omodore .5.

Fourth Day, Sept. 11.

A few extra sweeps preceded the erand international race, open
to all, tor Gillmore & Barnes's $1.50 gold medal, emblematic of

the international championship of the United States and Canada,
25 live birds; entrance for medal only, price of birds; entrance for

sweep inclusive of medal, $10; sweep dlTlded 40, 30, 30 and 10 per
cent., revised Hurlingham rules to govern:
L Davenport 1113111111311113121131112-25

*D Leitch 231 111 111111213331 1111122-25

Sanford 2210212112101211211121112-23

Penrose 1111101121120131111221111-23

*Butler 2222111212200112223101111-32

Flescher 0020111111111211121113113-32

*Parker
' 3010212210110201111111102—19

*Averv 0211011020201200011133231—17

*Donald3on '. 01120103103v;0301113113130-l7

*Not in sweep. ^ ,

The tie between Louis Davenport of the Fountam Gun Club,
of Brooklyn. L. I., and Dan Leitch, of Hamilton, Ont., was at once
shot off at 5 birds, resulting again in a tie, each killing 4. The
second tie was at 10 birds, Leitch dropping his eighth bird and
Davenport killing straight: ^ ^

Davenport 13?ol 3123111311-14

Leitch . 11301 mi3120vv-ll
Extra event, 5 live birds, entrance 84.25: Youngblood 4, Donald-

son 3, Newconer 3, Osman 2, Barnes 3.

ATLANTIC CITY TOURNAMENT.
Labor Dat saw the opening of the three days' tournament of

the Atlantic City Gun Club, given uader the management of
Harry Thurman, ot Germantown, Pa., and Enoch Miller, of
Springfield, N. J. The weather was superb throughout the entire
meeting, but the attendance was far from reaching the expecta-
tions ot the managers, and only upon the opening day was there
anythiug like a fair number of participants. Why this should be
BO is unacountable. The managers, Messrs. Thtirman and Miller,

are sportsmen who are favorably known to almost every trap
shooter in the East, and the more than successful tournament of
the Atlantic City Gun Club, given in June last, was assurance for

a large attendance. Still the fact remains, that the meeting in
point of numbers was not an over successful one and only the
lack of proper advertising, in the way of circulating programmes,
or more probably to the maaiy local meetings being held upon the
holiday, can the slim attendance be attriLmted.
To those that failed to attend I can say that they missed a

pleasant outinp. Atlantic City is one of the most delightful
places 1 have ever visited for the holding of a shooting meeting,
and the grounds of the gun club, situated as they are at the mouth
of Absecom Inlet, with a gem of a club house and perfect equip-
ment are by far the prettiest in the State. The background, too,

is of the best, the shooter faces the waters of the inlet and has not
a single obstruction.
Upon my arrival on the opening day I found the ball had been

started and a preliminary sweep under way. Harry Thurman at
once enlisted my services, the gentleman who had promised to
take charge of the office duties had failed to put in an appear-
ance, so 1 took hold and found myself anchored for the meeting,
notwithstanding that I had Eriven up the plea,sure of shooting and
thereby had no opportunity of squandering my good money. I
had a most enjoyable time and made many new acquaintanres,
among whom were J. Howard Brouse, of Philadelphia; R. T.
Dawson, Jr., of Berwyn, Pa.; Col. C. L. Terry, John Evans and J.
B. Cleaver, of Camden, Del., the former gentleman a member of
the staff of Governor Reynolds, of Delaware. Mr. P. Kling, of
St. Louis, Mo., one of ihe crack live bird shots of that section,
and one who has given Jim Haggerty and Jack Winston many a
hard fight, was another whom it was mv pleasure to meet. Mr.
Kling, who is on a business trip to New York, had run into Fred
tiuimhy's on the Saturday previous inquiring for some shooting.
On being told of this meeting he at once borrowed a gun and hied
him to Atlantic City. Another from afar was Mr. R. A. Eddy, of
Montana. Mr. Eddy is a gentleman of leisure and is not un-
known to some of our Eastern shots, having upon occasional
visits to New York pa,id several visits to our local grounds. Of
the regulars who put in an appearance was Milt Lindsley, Neaf
Apgsir, of Henry 0. Squires, and VV. R, Hobart, of Von L^ngerke
& Detmold, each having one eye on business, and Will and J.
Wolstencroft, of Frankford. Pa. Of the local men the most
prominent were Charley Minered, A. C. and R. C. Griscom and
Chris Sander. The msjority of the visitors made Minered's
Hotel their headquarters, and to Capt. Minered and his pleasing
wife the boys are dndehted for many favors, and it is safe to
say that at future tournaments the boys will be found hanging up
their hats at Miner rd's.

First Day, Monday, Sept. 7.

The shooting of the first day was more than difficult. A stiff

northwest wind twisted the bluerocks into every conceivable
flight. The shooting was done from ten traps, the experts being
handicapped in all amateur races, the moneys being divided 40,

30, 30 and 10 per cent., except in the guaranteed events, when five
tqual divisions were made. The targets worked well, but the
pulling was hardly up to the standard, frequent balks occurring.
The club should invest in one of the modern trap-pulls, and this
great nuisance of balking the shooters would be obviated.
No. 1. 10 single bluerocks, $1 entry, 4 moneys. Experts: Neaf

Apgar 9, Lindsley 7, Hobart 7. Amateurs: Landis 9. Cleaver 8,

Evans 8, Kling 7, £. David 7, Minerd 7, R. Dawson 6, J. Thurman
6, Brouse 6. Saunders 6, Terry 6, Trego 5, Lane 5. Carlisle 4.

No. 3, 15 single bluerocks, amateur rules, open to all, $1.50
entry, 4 moneys: Lindsley 14, Minerd 13, Miller 13, R. Daw-
son 13, Apgar 13, Landis 12. David 13, Young H, Hobart 11, W.
Wolstencroft 11, Terry 10, J. Thurman 9, Evans 9, J. Wolstencroft
9, Adams 8, Brouse 8, Cleaver 8, Lane 8, Kling 6. Saunders 6.

No. 3, 10 singles, $1 entry: Experts— W. Wolstencroft 10, Miller
10, Linds'ey 9, Apgar 9, Robert 5. Amateurs—Brouse 9, Lane 9,

Cleaver 8, E. Dowson 7, Minered 7, R. Dowson 7, L. R. Adams 7,

J. E. Adams 7, M. Saunders 7, J. Wolptencroft 7, Evans 7. Landis 7,

Carlisle 6, EQing 6, Trego 6. David 6, Lysinger .5, VV. Z. Adams 5, Joe
4, Martin 3, Terry 3, Langan 3. Call 2.

No. 4, 20 single bluerocks, $40 guaranteed, amateur rules, onen
to all, $3 entrance: W. Wolstencroft 20, Miller 19, Apgar 17, J.
Wolstencroft 17, Lindsley 16. Hobart 16, Cleaver 16, E. Adams 16,

H. Thurmau 16, Brouse 16, R. Dowson 15, Kling 15. Evans 15,

Minerd 14. J. Thurman 14, Sanders 11, Carlisle 10, Lane 9, Terry 9,

L.Y singe ! 7, Levering 4.

No. 5, 10 singles, $1 entry: Experts—Weller 10, W. Wolstencroft
9, Hobart 9, Neaf Apgar 8, Lmd^ley 7. H- Thurman 7. Amateurs
—Minerd lO, Brouse H, R C. Grisoom 9, Landis 8, Cleaver 8. Kling
7. R. Dowson 7, Evans 7, E. \dams 7, David 7, Lysinger 7, A.. C.
Griscom 7, Bob 7. Saunders 6, J. Wolstencroft 6, J. Thurman 6,

Terry 5, Martin 5, Lane 4, E. Dowson 4, Trego 4, W. Z. Adams 3.

No. 6. 20 singles, $3 entry, amateur rules, open to all, $40 guaran-
teed; Minered 17, W. Wnlatencrofc 17. Kling 17, H. Thurman 17,

Hobart 17, Neaf Apgar 16, David 16, Miller 15, Brouse 15, Landis

15, Evans 14, A. C. Griscom 13, Terry 13, J. Wolstencroft 12, R,
Johnson 12, Lindsley 13, Cleaver 19, Lane 11, Carlisle 8.

No. 7, 15 singles, $2 entr,Hnce. amateur rules, open to all. $25
guaranteed; Minered 15, Miller 14, H. Thurmau 14, Neaf Apgar
13, Evanal3, Ireland 18, A. (1. Griscom 13, Wright 12, H^^bartlS,
W. Wolstencroft 13. Lindsley 11, Kling 11, Landis 11, J. Thurman
11, J. Wolstencroft 10, Brouse 10, R. G. Griscom 10, Cleaver 10, R.
Dawson 9, O. Sander 9 David 9, Eddy 8, Terry 8, Adams 8 Lane 8.

No. 8, 15 singles, $1.50 entrance, amateur rules, open to all: Mil-
ler 1.5. Eddy 15, Hobart 15, Neaf Apgar 14, W. Wolstencroft 13, Ire-
land 13. Lindsley 13, Kling 13, J. Wolstencroft 12, Minered 13. Lane
13, 0. Sau'ierll, M. Saunders 10, A. C. Griscom 9, Wellis 9, R.
Dawson 8, Evans 8, Cleaver 8, Brouse 8, H. Thurman 8, Carlisle 7,

Terry 6.

No. 9, 10 singles, $1 entry, experts: Miller 10, Hobart 10, Linds-
ley 8, W. Wolstencroft 8, Apgar 7. Amateurs: Kling 9. H. Thur-
man 9. A. C. GriBcom 9. R. Dawson 8, Writrht 8. Evans 8. C. San-
der 8, Cleaver 8, Ireland 8. J. Wolstencroft 7, Minered 7. D. San-
ders 7. E. Adams 7, Eddy 6, R. C. Griscom 6, Brouse 5, Terry 5, Bob
4, M. Saunders 4.

No. 10, 15 singles, amateur rules, open to all, $1.50 entrance: H.
Thurman 15. Hohart 14, Lindsley 13, Angar 13, A. C. Grisoom 13,
Kling 13, W. Wolstencroft 12, Miller 12, 0. Sinder.s 12, Tee Kay 12,
Eddy 11, J. Wolstencroft 11, J. Dawon 9, Brouse 7.

Second Bay, Tuesday, Sept. 8.

The attenda^nce was .-^omewhat light, but what was lacking in
number was made up in enthusiasm, and the shooters managed
to enjoy themselves hugely; every one seemed to be keeping booics,
and as the blackboard was just back of the shooting stand, each
man generally dropped into the softest spot. The conditions were
much more favorable to the making good scores, there being no
wind of any consequence, with the oluerocks thrown at an aver-
age height of 10ft.

No. 1, 10 singles, $1 entry. Experts: Apgar 9, Miller 9. Amateurs:
Minered 10, Evans 10. Cleaver 10, R. Davvson 9, Kl-.ng 9, Thurman
8, Carlisle 7, Brouse 7, Terry 7, Trego 6, Saunders 5
No. 2, 15 .aiugles, amateur rules, open to all, $1..50 en^ ry: Apgar

15, Brouse 15, Evans 1,5, Kling 14, R. Dawson 1.3, Miller 13, Minered
13, Thurman 12, Bob 13, Trego 11, Cleaver H, Lindsley 10, Terry 9,

J. Wolstencroft 9.

No. 3, 10 singles, $1 entry: Experts: Apgar 9, Miller 9, W.
Wolstencroft 8, Lindsley 6, Eddy 5. Amateurs: Minered 10,
Cleayrr 10, Kline 10, Brouse 10, Satxnders 9, Thurman 9, Young 8,

Evans 8, J. Wolstencroft, 8, Bob 7, C. Sander 6, R. Dawson 6,
Terry 4.

No. 4, 20 singles, $2 entry, amateur rule, open to all, .$25 guar-
anteed: Apgar 90, Brouso 20. Minered 19, Miller 19, Cleaver 19,
M. Saunders 18. Thurman 18, Evans 18, W. Wolstencroft 18. Ho-
bart 17, Eddv 17. J. Wolstencroft 17, Lindsley 16, Kling 16, R. Daw-
son 16, Wright 10, Young 11, E. M. Cooper 10.

No. ,5, 10 singles, $1 entry: Experts: Miller 10, Hobart 10, W.
Wolstencroft 8, Apgar 7, Lindsley 7. Aoiateuts: Young 9, J.
Wolstencroft 9, Oleaver 6, Thurman 9, Minered 8, Kling 8, Brouse
8, Cooper 7, Bob 7, Terry 7, Evans 7, O. Sander 7, R. Dawson 6,

Saunders 6, Trego 6, Wright 6, Eddy 2.

No. 6, 20 singles, $3 entry, amateur rule, $40 guaranteed: Miller
30. Apgar 19, Hobart 19, Kling 19, Cooper 19, W. Wolstencroft 19,
Dawson 18, Thurman 18, Gorman 18, Minered 18, Cleaver 18, C,
Sander 18, Eddv 17. Brouse 17, Lindsley 16, A. C. Griscom 16, J.
Wolstencroft 15, Evans 15.

No. 7. at 15 singles, $3 entrance, $35 guaranteed, amateur rules:
Apgar 15, Kling 15, Minered 15, Miller 14, W. Wolstencroft 14,
Cleaver 13, Hobart 12, Cooper 13, Evans 13, .r, Wolstencroft 13,
Thurman 11, C. Sander 11, A. C. Griscom 11, Tee Kay 11. L.
Adams 10. Lindsley 9, Saunders 7.

No, 8, 15 singles, $1 50 entrance: Miller 1.5, C. Sander 14,
Minered 14, Hohart 14, Apgar 14. A. C. Griscom 14 Kling 13,
Lindsley 13. Thurman 13, Cooper 11 W. Wolstencroft 10.

No. 9. 10 singles, $1 entrance: Angar 10. Cooper 10, Hobart 10,
Miller 9. Lindsley 8, Thurman 8, Minered 7, Adams 6, Kling 6, C.
Sander 4.

No. 10, 10 singles, $1 entrance: H. Thurman 10, Cleaver 10, Evans
10, R. Dawson 9, M. Saunders 9, Apsar 9. Kling 9. Brouse 8, Miller
9, Minered 8, Trego 7, Terry 7, Carlisle 6, Tee Kay 0.

Third Day, Wednesday, Sept. '),

The attendance to-day was the slimmest of the meeting, and it
was with difficulty that the guaranteed events were filled. The
shooters did not wish to hold the management to the programme
at all, hut it was decided to run it off as advertised, with the
exception of event No, 6, for a guarantee of $40, which was
omitted.
No. 1, 10 singles, $1 entry. Expwts: Apgar 9. Miller 8, Hobart.8.

Amateurp: "Tee Kay" 10, "Bob" 10, Cooper 9, Thtirmau 8, Broase
7, "Green" 6.

No. 3, 15 singles, amateur rules $1.50 entry: Apgar 1.5. Miller 13,
Hobart 11, Brouse 14, Thurman 14, Lindsley 13, Cooper 13, "Green"
11.

No. 3, 10 singles, $1 entry: Experts: Apgar 9, Hol)art 8, Miller
7. Lindsley 0. Amateurs: Cooper 10, Brouse 9, Thurman 9, "Tee
Kay" 8, "Boo" S, "Green" 7.

No. 4, 20 singles, amateur rules, open to all, $2 entry, $25 guaran-
teed: Cooper 20, Hobart 19, Plumb 19, R. C. Griscom 19, Miller 18,
Thiu-man 18, Minered 18, Adams 18. Apgar 17, Lindsley 17, Brouse
17, "Green" 16, A. C. Griscom 16, "Tee Kay" 16.

No. 5. 10 singles, .$1 entry. Experts: Lindsley 9, Miller 8, Hobart
8. Apgar 7. Amateurs: Thurman 9, Green 9, Wright 9. Cooper 9,
Bob 8, Brouse 8.

No. 7, 15 singles, $2 entry, $35 guaranteed: Apgar 15, H. Thur-
man 14, Minered 11, Miller 14, Hobart 14, Cooper 13, R. C. Griscom
13. Lindsley 12, Plumb 12, C. Sander 13, McCormick 12. Tee Kay 12,
Brouse 11. Green 10, Bob 9.

No. 8, 15 singles, Sl-oO entry, amateur rules, open to all: Miller
15, Cooper 15. Robert 15, Thurman 14, Brouse 14, Apgar 13 Green
13, Lindsley 12, Wright 9.

No. 9, 10 singles, $1 entry, amateur rules; Apgar 10. Miller 10,
Thurman 10, Bob 10, Green 9, Hobert 9, Cooper 9, Brouse 8,Wrighl
8. Lindslev 7.

No. 10. 15 singles, $1.50 entry, amateur rules; Miller 15, Brouse
13, Thurman 13, Apgar 13, Hobert 13. Lindsley 12. .

The last event found but a half dozen willing to enter, the
balance busy in packing up guns and traps ready for departure.
A few stayed over uniil the following day and took in a fishing
trip outside the Inlet; the writer was one of the party, and a most
enjoyable trip was hiid; the weakflsh W'ere biting fairly well, but
myself and friend Garvin were not .able to handle the lines for
some little time, as we had suddenly become somuwhat tired of
watching the roll of the waters. We managed to land a few,
however, and they were beauties, none scaling less than 21bs. and
the largest one tipping the scale at 5t^lba. Tjee Kay.

PASSAIC, N. J.—Last Saturday the Passaic City W. and A. A.
held their first field meeting on the Passaic avenue grounds,
which are most pleasantly located undtr the sliadow of the woods,
and convenient in every respect. Several friends of the members
and well-known devotees of the gun and trap, participated in the
shoot. Among tiiem were W. F. Quimby, of New York, who is a
familiar figure in all the great shooting events in the country; Al.
Heritage, of Jersey City, the owner of Marion Park; P. M. Kling,
of St. Louis; J. K. Seeley and R. H. Peck, of the Boiling Springs
Gun Club; Thomas Gould, of Roseville; W. S. Canon, of Newark,
the best one-armed shot in the country, and W. R. Hobart, of the
South Side Gun Club, who is organizing the shooting section of
the Manhattan Athletic Club, in New York. Among those present
were Mayor Brown, President Granger, of the P. C. W. & A. A ;

W. C. Kimball, President of the Board of Trade; E. M. Hale, the
editor of the Daily News and quite a number of ladies. The club
was well represented, seven members breaking 111 birds as against
114 broken by the seven expert shooters who entered for the regu-
lar score. The shooting of Luques and HoUister was especially
fine, the former being beaten by Hobart by one bird only. The
traps were set to throw at sharp angles, and the best shots failed
to cover all the birds. The following is the score, each mati shoot-
ing at 30 birds: Hollister 24, Quimby 18, Heritage 18. Burns 18,
Brown 10, Luques__26, Hughes 10, Gould 12, Rice 15, Kling 14, Kil-
gour 3, Hohart 37, Seeley 10, Canon 15, Dow 8. The visitors ex-
pressed themselves as much pleased with the grounds and the
showing of the club. They said the trap bouse, which was made
from the original plans drawn by C. R. Van Deuaen, of Passaic,
was the best and most convenient they had ever seen. Much
credit is due Captain Burns for the efficient and successful man-
ner in which he has organiz.^d the shooting section of the P. C. W.
& A. A., and it is ,«afe to say that another element of wholesome
sport has been added to Pngsaic'.s list, and that it has come to
stay. Any member of the Wheeling and Athletic Association is

also a member of the shooting section without extra dues, if he
wishes to shoot, and need not necessarily own a gun, as there will
always be guns and sheila on the ground for his use. The regular
shoots will occur oncn in two weeks, on Saturdays at 3 P. M., the
next one being on Sept. 26. Practice shoots will he held every
Saturday at 3 P. M.

BALTIMORE GUN CLUB willtiold a tournament at Acton's
ParR, Sept. 23-24; programmes will be mailed by W. H, Liathicum,
15 St. Paul street, Baltimore.
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HARRISBURG OPENING.
Haerisbxtrg, Pa., Sept. 13.—The Harrisburg Shooting Associa-

tion held their opening sboot Sept. 11 aud 12 at their new quar-
ters, situated on the banks of thH Stieqnehanna, at the western
termiDUs ot the citj', where they have secured a plot SOOfC.
square, gradually sloping toward the east. On the western line
they have erected a very commodious shooting house, two stories
high and 10x60f t, with locliers, gun racks, storage room tor tar-
gets and all extra paraphernalia.*Faciri.g the traps there is a roof
extension 12x60ft., forming perfect protection from sun and
storm. There Is a trench 60ft. long by 4tt. deep running parallel
with and 16yds. distant from the shed awning, which forms the
protection for the trappers from rain or storm, the roof which
protects them from injury affording the same protection from
the weather. Directly north on a line with the house was a large
dining tent and south one of like size facing a second Fct of five
traps. Immediately betwf-en and on a lino with the shooters
stood the large douhle ftx^Oft. blackboard, manned by a compe-
tent set of iiur scorers ana two referees, as all shooting during
tournaments is conducted from two sets of five Keystone traps.
The tournament committee, .J. H. Worden, H. A. B^ch and J. C,
Nutt, assisted by its worthy president, Mr. C. E. H. Brelsford and
Secretary H. M. P. Worden, had gone to a great deal of trouble to
procure what they believed would prove an inducement to offer
the boys free of entrance over $300 worth of valuable merchan-
dise prize, donated by the leading merchants of Harrisburg. and
this shows with what favor this organization is looked upon by
its 1' ading citizens. In connection with this the association have
purchased a very handsome silver e old -lined cup valued at SlOO,
opeo to contest by teams of six men from any regularly organized
clnb in central Pennsylvania.
The weather opened beautifully, and by n o'clock standing-

room was at a premium within the club house, and all seemed
glad to know that they were living to participate in the opening
eventof the new quarters. There wore many well known faces
and very many new one?. The line of spectators ran up into the
hundreds, and the esclamations of admiration nz the beautiful
grounds and excellent shooting were many. At 9:30 sharp the
shooting . began, and without any cessation was continued until
loo dark lo see. One little incident which occurred during the
day had a tendency to drive some of the shooters away: Krue-
ger, of Wrightsville, was supposed to have been handicapped by
the Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association, and we hart adver-
tised that Che handicap should be strictly enforced. Krueger,
however, claimed not to be included in that handicap and was
allowed lo shoot from an amateur standpoint. He should be in-
cluded in the handicap, as itis record is far above the requirement.
Another and very pleasant feature was the new rule adopted by
this association, that 10 and 12-gaDge guns must shoot from the
16yds. mark, each using IMoz. shot. No one went away with
powder in his lace and all to a unit favored its adoption.
No. 1. 15 singles, entr.snee $1: Fulford 33, Crane 13, Lefever 6,

Slnick 10, Pennypacker 7, Smith 5, Spicer 8, Nutt 13, Corcoran 11,
F. Smith 8, Rohrback, 11, Phlle 11, Leachy 8, Crownshield 4, Dill
10, Scoit 9, Witmer 11. Coder 4, Kinzrr 14, Brewster 11, Anderson 9,

Huff 9, Clark 9, King 9, Bausman 8, George 4, Dinger IS. Krueger
14, Fr.\' 11, Fieles 11, Dustin 14, Choate 9, Park 13, Kiger 6, RoatJO,
Shule 8, Fuller 13, Domner 13, Brelsford 15, Matz 10, Hart 7, Wor-
den VZ.

No. 2, championship team race, teams to consist of 0 men each,
open to all regularly organized gun clubs in Central Pennsylva-
nia. The prize for this contest was a silver trouhy, donated by
the Harrisburg Shooting Association, and must be contested for
in September of each year, the club winning it to guarantee to
give a tonrnamenl the following year. Avhen the trophy is to be
shot for under the following conditions: 35 singles per man, 150
per teism, known angles, 16yds. rise for both 10 and IS-gause, IJ^oz.
Shot. The trophy Is a very handsome one and valued at SiU):

Harrisburg Shooting Association >lo. 1.

Nutt 101 iiiininooiiiimii] 1-32
Ki n zer 11 001111111 11111 111] 00001-19
Brewster 11001110111Ulll(J01110101-]8
Dill- 11 1 lHllliniOlOlOllOlOOl-19
Fry 111111 111011U110001101U-30
Shearer 0110110110101101000111010-14-112

Williamsport Hod and Wun Club.
Choato OOlin 111 11 111 01111101100-19
Sehuck 1100 101 OOlOOl 1011111 1 1 111-17
Huff 1101 1010100101 ( 001011001 0-13
Post ..OUOOllOOiJOllOl 00101111011—13
Park 1000101111110110011101110-16
P Smitn. . OllOllOlllOOlOOtlllOlOUlO—14- 90

Harrisburg Shooting Associaiion-
Dustin IIIIOIIOIOIOIIOIOIIIHIII 19
Fuller lllOmmill 001111101111—31
Worden 0011010111111111011010101—17
Brelsford 1111 111111111 0111011 1011 1 -33
rieles Ill 11 11 1111111 mill 101 U-24
Fulford lOlllllllOlllUllumill—33-126

Utading Shooting AssociaM' n.
F Cooper 0111101111111111110010111—21
Sharfer 0111 111000 i 10001110111010-15
Matz IOOI1IIOIOIIIIIIIIIIIIO1I-20
Graul 10100011 11101111011100111-17
Scheele 0110111010100101111110110—16
M Cooper OQlUllOUlOOllllOlOlOOlO—15—104

Motmtville trun Clnb.
Leaohey 1011011110011110111111011-19
Crane 1111101111011011001001111—18
Pennypacker- 0111100101001001000110111-13
Anderson 010110111101101111 lllllul—19
Bausman Oil 1011000030 1 10111011 111-1

6

Clark 11 10010111111001110100111- 17—103
Northumberland (xun Club.

Rohrback 11 illOlllllllll 1111111111—24
Spicer 1000000110110011111 100100—13
Wi tme r OlOllOlOlOlUOOllOlOlOllO-14
Keyer UOllOlOOOlllOOlll 1101001-15
Scott 1101 0111 1011110011 1101)01 1-17
Snyder 1010110111010011110100101—15— 97
The trophy being won by the Harrisburg Shooting Association

team No. 1, the trophy shall be carefully cared for and in Sep-
tember of '93 we will be most happy to meet all teams of central
Pennsylvania.

AUBURN GUN CLUB.-Auburn, N.Y., Sept. 9.—The eighteenth
prize contest brought our, a large number of spectators, who were
intei'ested in watching some good double shooting. The day was
line, with quite a strong wmd, and the traps were new and threw
hard birds. The race was 13 pairs. The score tells its own story:

A Class.
Stewart 11 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11—23
Tattle 10 11 11 11 11 11 01 11 10 11 11 11—21
Whyte 10 11 11 11 11 11 01 11 10 11 11 11—31
Nellis 11 01 11 11 10 11 10 11 10 11 11 10—19
Carr 11 H' 01 11 01 10 11 11 ll 01 10 11-18

B Class.
Wheaton 10 11 ll 11 10 00 11 11 11 11 11 11—20
Wright 11 11 11 01 10 11 01 11 11 11 11 10-20

,
fnie,8pairss Wheaton 111111-6 Wright 10 10 11-4

' C Class.
Briater 11 11 11 11 11 00 11 11 11 10 10 11—30
Sinclair : 11 11 11 11 U 11 10 11 11 10 00 10-19
Kerr 11 10 00 11 11 U 11 11 01 10 10 11-18
Tripp 11 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 10 10 10—16
White 10 10 10 01 10 11 11 11 10 10 01 11-16

D Class.
Garrett 11 11 11 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 10 11-31
Goodrich 10 11 00 10 10 11 10 11 11 11 10 01—16

C. W. B.
ROCHESTER, N. Y., Sept. 9.—Rochester Rod and Gun Club

shoot, unknown angles, at kingbirds, 3 Keystone traps, 18yds. rise,
N. Y. S. S. A. rules:
Stewart ; . .111111111111111101011111111111-38
J Rissenger 011111011110011111110011010110-21
F L Smith 111111110111111111111111111111—29
Porter 011H100010010f;010111110010000-14
MeVean 011111110101110011111101101111-23
Williams llOillOl0110110010101111111111-23
Foley OlOlOOlllOllOOllOOOlOilOOOll 01-16
C Rissenger 010011101010100010011011011111-18
Gordon. ,

010010010000110110101000000111-12
Hadley 111111111111111111111111111111-30
Bruman 101000010011010101111100110100—15
Sumner llllOOmOlllllOOlOUllOlOlin—22
Hicks 011111011111111111111101111111—37
Gardiner .101111111111010110111011011111—34W S Jmith, Jr 100110110101110110101110010110—18

OTTAWA, Kan., Sept. 7.-Tho Ottawa Gun Club was organized
here last week with 15 members. There are some good shots in
this city and vicinity, and I think wo shall be able to send you
some good scores as sooti as the club has had a cliance to practice
ft. little. Alrhoucrli the club starts with a sroall mftraberahiplt is

.eoiuideuily expected lliat it will iieimirely inci raticd at its next
meeting. Any club vvishing to correspond \v U 11 ' his oiu; may ad-
.cli'ess the secretary. Dr. H. B. Parmore, Ottawa, Kansas.—F. B.

THE HILL TOP GUN CLUB, of Pompey, N. Y., held their an-
nual shoot at Pompey Hill. N. Y., Sept. 9. The weather was de-
lightful and only more shooters were needed to make it a complete
success. All ties div.
Five singles R. F., 5 singles unknown, 5 pair doubles, entrance

75 cents;
S ;hermerhorn 11011 11111 11 11 10 01 01—16
Kingbird 00(X)1 11100 11 11 00 00 01— 9
Lansing 11011 11111 01 11 00 11 11-16
Thompson 11111 11001 01 11 11 00 11—16
Lee ..01100 01111 01 OO t)l 10 00— 9
Beau OHIO 00010 10 00 10 11 11—10
Berry 11111 11101 10 00 10 10 10—13
Rmdge 10111 11111 11 00 tiO 00 10-13
Five pairs and 10 single kingbirds, unknown angles, entrance 75

cents:
Rindge 11 01 10 10 11-7 1111111111-10-17
Schcrmerhorn 00 10 10 01 11-5 1100111011— 7-12
Thompson 11 00 11 10 11—7 1111110111— 9—16
Lansing 10 11 11 11 10-8 11111111 11—10-lS
Berry 00 00 10 10 10—3 1011110111— 8—11
Kingbird 11 10 11 10 00-6 IIIOIOOIOO- 5-11
Wheeler - 10 11 10 10 00—5 0010011110— 5-10
Beard CI 00 10 11 10—5 llIUOOOll— 7-13
Ten single kingbirds, rapid firing:

Rindge 7 Lee .,7 Lansing 8
Schermerhorn 7 Kingbird .6 Thompson 9
Berry 7 Wheeler 5 Beard .6
Same conditions:

Rindge 9 Schemerhorn 10 Beard 5
Kingbird 8 Lansing 9 Thompson 8
Lee 5

Match at 20 sii]glp.=5:

Rindge .18 Lansirg. 19 Thompson 18
Schemerhorn 17 Kingbird 14 Beard 15
Match at 10 singles:

Wheeler 6 Niles 3 Lee 5
Schemerhorn 10 Berry 7 Lansing 9
Kingbird 5 Rindge 4 Beard 8
Thompson 10
Same conditions:

Rindge 9 Wheaton 8 Beard 4
Berry 10 Lansing 10 Wheeler .4
Same conditions:

Rindge 6 Lansing ...10 Beriy 9
Kingbird.... 8 Lee 5 Wheeler 4
Thompson... 9 Schemerhorn 7 Beard 6
Same conditions:

Schemerhorn 7 Lansing 9 Berry 9
Rindge 8 Thompson 10 Beard 8
Kingbird 7 Wheeler 5 Hammerless.

WATSON'S P.ARK.—Burnside, 111., Sept. 8.-The Chicago
Shooting Club for club medal, 13 live pigeons each, Illinois State
rules:
G Kleinman 231112111112—13 Dr J Hutchinson, 111211112231-13
R B Wadsworth .223113212212-12 H Bhlers 1 10210U00212- 7
M J Eich 111111131111-13 L M Hamline. .. .213131212212-13
A W Reeves 221111321031-11 ,1 Watson 232112313121- 12
Ties on 12 for medal, miss and oul: G. Kleinman 3, R. B. Wads-

worth 7, M. J. Eich -5, Dr. J. M. Hutchinson 6, L. M. Hamline 4, J.
Watson .5. Second tie on 6 decided in next shoot.
Peoria blackbird medal, same day:

G Kleinman 1010001 111 100111111010111—17
R B Wadsworth 001001110110101 vv.

M J Eich llUllOllllllOlOimiOlll-21
Sept. 9.—ihe South Chicago Gun Club for medal, 20 live pigeons

each, American Association rules:
F Willard21311133322211200112-18 Dr Larkin21112022221222]11001-]7
L Willardlll21211111112112101-19 E iMarsb . .11121222100.s;21122001-16
A .Reeves.22111211111311t)21201-18 Templet'u21 10100^12111121302—15
B Fogli. . .122110t)2132201133001—15
Blackbird medal same day:

C TempHon 011111101111000111111111111111—35
F Willard OlKimOllOllOOOODIlOlllUllOl—19
L Willard 010101101111 1111111 111111 111—26
AW Reeves IIUHIIIIOIIOIIOIIOOIUIIII—31
B Fogli 110L110111011110l001111(X)101-23
Dr Larlrin 0001100001 llOOi OOlllltXllll 10—15
E Mar,sh lOOniOlllOOlllOlllllOlOllll-33
Sept. JJ.—The Gun Club of Chicago for medal, 10 live pigeons

each^Jllinois State rules:
L M Hamline 0221322221-9 Dr J M Hutchinsonl2311I1312—10FA Place 0,312201100-6
Pftoria blackbird medal, same day:

L M Hamline 10111001101101101110-13
FA Place 10111100010100110100-10
Dr JM Hntchinson 10010111010100100110-10

Ravelrigg.

FRANKLIN, HI., Sept. 8.—Match at 100 live birds, 5 ground
traps, 38 and 30yds. rise, 50yds. bouadary. Association rules, 8100 a
side:
Wm Coe 010023203101002321311121120001-20

0211-;i121212ll1111120121121u22-27
11 12211113213211112101111 1 1111 39
1211111123 —10—86

Chas Strawn - 00:;021il01220111012I2012121311—23
020221121112112121201011111121—26
221222121221312112122111011111-29
11,20110.201 — 7—85

Coe won with one bird to the good. The birds were a good lot for
this time of year. It was a close and exciting race from start to
finish.-W. S. D.

CINCINNATI, Sept. 10.—About two thousand people witnessed
the recent shooting match between Al Bandle, of Cincinnati,
and Ben Teipel, of Kentuciiy, which took place at Coney Island,
neai: herp, for a pursp of $200 hung up by the management of the
island. The match was interesting throughout and so closely
contested that at no time during the race did the interest sfem to
flag in the least. Both men appeared a little nervous. The con-
ditions of the match wore 100 singles and 50 pairs each of bluerock
targets, unknown traps, 12-gauge guns. American Shooting Asso-
ciation rulps to govern. Mr. Waddell acted as referee, Van was
trap puller and Wick manipulated the indicator. The time con-
sumed in shooting the race was two hours and twenty minutes:
Bandle 10111101110111111110111111111101111011111100110111

11111111111110111100110111111110101110101111111100-81
01 10 11 10 11 10 11 11 11 10 11 11 11 11 11 10 10 10 10 11 11 10 Of) 00 11
11 11 11 11 11 11 10 11 10 00 10 11 01 11 11 11 11 11 10 10 11 11 10 10 01—75

Total, 156
Teipel 01111111111 1110111 10100111101 11 111 0111110010111100

llOllllUllllOlllll 1111111111111011110000110111111- 80
10 11 10 00 10 11 10 11 10 11 11 10 00 11 10 10 11 10 10 11 10 n 10 11 10
11 10 11 11 10 11 11 11 10 10 10 11 10 10 11 11 11 11 01 11 10 10 11 11 10-72

Total, 1.53

CLARENDON GUN CLUB RECORD.-North Clarendon, Pa.-
Match of July 4, at 25 keystones, 16 and 18yds., three traps, Key-
stone rules: .1. Gray 21, R. C. Hobs 23, B. E Mitchell 13, F. W.
Knupp, A. F. Crossman 9, E. S. Dorrance, W. G. Jeffrey 6, W.
Lessmg 17, T. L. Riddle LS, W. Keatley 11, J. Darling 6, H. K. Dor-
rance 14, John Keatley 17, J. E. Sage 17, R. P. Hobs 14.

July 9, same conditions: R. 0. Hobs 18. J. E. Satre 14, B. E.
Mitchell 8, R. F. Hobs 11, J. 0. Gray 1.5, S. McKalipl8, R. H. Duck
13. A. F. Crosf^man 11, T. L. Riddle 10.

July 16 same conditions: R. C. Hobs 3L J. 0. Gray 19, J. E.
Sage 31, R. H. Duck 14, R. F. Hobs 13, A F. Crossman 7. W. G.
Jeffrey 7, E. S. Dorrance 10, W. Lessing 15, S. L. Titus 13, H. K.
Dorrance 9.

July 23, same conditions: R. C. Hobs 19, J. C. Gray 14, J. E.
Sage S3, R. H Duck 7, R. F. Hobs 17, A. P. Crossman 17, P. Black
11, A. F. Brenoel 6, T. L. Riddle 12.

July 30, same conditions: R. C. Hobs 17, A. P. Crossman 14, R.
F. Hobs 13, J. C. Gray 12, S. L. Titus 15, J. Liken 9.

WASHINGTON,—The first tournament of the Washington Rod
and Gun Club, of Washington, D. C, will take place Oct. 5 and 6

next, and from appearance" it promises to be one of the biggest
shoots ever held at the capital. The list of merchandise prizes
is unusually large and consists of very appropriate articles, and
the money prizes are well arranged, including two or three £5
sweeps, which the club hopes will attract brother shooters from
other cities. The grounds of the club are foot of Twenty-flrst
street and can easily be reached from either depot by herdic or
car to Twenty-second and Ninth streets, then down Twenty-sec-
ond two blocks. Come, boys, and bring your guns.—Lost.

WALNUT HILL, Sept. 9.-If nobody else appreciated to-day's
brilliant weather the trap-shooters who rendezvous at this range
most certainly did, and a day of unequaled sport was enjoyed
under ttie favorable conditions of wind and light. Gold coin
match, 30 KHyscone tavgetp, sqUHd system of firing. 5 1 rap-, =ixth
competilion: Bowkcr 19, Blactc 17, Adams 10, Hosmer 16, Rule 16,

Warren 10, Bennptt 1.5, Goie 13, Slone 15, Snow 14, Brown 18,
Nichols 11, Perham 9.

Model Fachts and Boats. Tfwtr design, making and sailing, with
designs a7id worning drawings. Postpaid, $-2.

THE FUTURE OF YACHT RACING.
TN an article which we quote elsewhpre from tlie Field, Mr.

Dixon Kemp makes a very strong and startling statement
concerning the probable future of yacht racing in the larger
classes: a statement which many will at first sight laugh at as
absurd, but which we believe will before many years be Justified
by facts. Mr. Kemp's blunt statement that the racing of large
yachts is doome,-', and will in a few years cease to exist, is directly
in line with the argument we have used for the past four years in
opposing the new deed of gift, and although he goes even further
than wo have done, there are good grounds for believing that he
has not over-estimated the tendencies of modern racing. When
we pointed out that no 90ft. single-sticker had ever been built,

that the few yachts approaching that size were purely accidental
ai:d contrary lo the visible course of yachting, and that, in prac-
tically restricting the competition for the America's Cup to this
imaginary class, the New York Y. C. was taking the most effec-
tual method of stopping all competition; we were met with the
statement that a 90ft. cutter was the finest racing tool ever set
afloat, that the sport of racing of such traft was far above that in
the smaller classes, that the class was just in its infancy, and
that men would be found in plenty to whom the great expense
and heavy responsibility and work would be no drawback. The
late Mr. Burgess was one of the most enthusiastic supporters of
the promised class, and he firmly believed in its great future.
Unfortunately our pessimistic view of the situation has proved

the correct one, being supported by almost every incident of yacht
racing on both sides of the Atlantic since 1887. No 90-footer has
challenged for the Cup, the only shadow of a challenge being
from a 70ft. yacht, no yachts of this size have been buil!, here or
abroad; the existing yachts of the class, all well under 90ft., have
one by one been converted into schooners, even the most famous
Volunteer, Anally following Priscilla, Mayflower and Atlantic.
While on this side the 70ft. and 53ft. classes, once vigorous, are
now moribund, on the other siile a certain amount of de.suli;ory

racing is kept up in the 40-rating (60ft. l.w.l.) and the 60-rating
00ft. l.w.l.) classes; but apart from handicap and cruiser matches
the largest regular racing class is the 20-rating (16ft. l.w.l.). This
year, outside of a small boom among the schooners, the racing in
America has been conflned entirely to the 46ft. class, but whether
it will survive the present season, or if not what will follow it, i.o

man can say. Certain it is that unless something unexpected in
the shape of a challenge turns up, the racing next year will not
go above the 53ft. class, and is more likely still to fall as low as 35

or even to the 35ft. c.l. class. In Great Britain there has boeix

Xtlenty of racing, but outside of the handicap and cruiser matches,
which have filled fairly well, it has been confined mostly to

boats of 15 up to 28ft., such craft as can hardly be called yachts.

So far as the racing of decked yachts large enough to make pas-
sages, from 40Et. upward, it has been and still is at a very low ebb
on both sides, nor is there any promise of immediate improve-
ment. Another international race in the 70ft. class would lie of

the greatest benefit to both parties, but the present deadlock
makes .such an event impossible. The inroads of steam on the
more legitimate form of yachting are indisputable, and they are
certain to increase with the improvement of steam craft and the
growing expense of match sailing. Other causes are combined
with this to restrict the racing ot large sailing craft, and though It

is likely to go on for an indefinite time, there is every indicatioa
that in the future the racing of thoroughbred craft in well-tilled

and permanent classes will be conflned to sizes not over 70ft. l.w.l.,

if not considerably smaller.

It is not a pleasant subject to deal with, and our orly object in
alluding to it ia to point out, how much may yet be done to en-
courage and foster yacht racing by concerted and intelligent

action on the part of the clubs. There are two things to be
done; in the first, place, the claims of the smaller classes must
be fully recognized and catered to, as it, is from these classes

that the recruit" so much needed must come. In the second place

,

all absurd ideas of creating impossible classes must be abandoned,
and a steady and consistent effort made to strengthen and pre-
serve those existing classes which show the most vitality. The
best result that can be hoped for is that the 70ft. class, always the
leading one, may be built up to the standard of half a dozen
racing craft, a ta.sk of itself of no small m.agnitiide. The 61ft.

class exists now only in print, and may well be omitted in favor
of the 53ft., a class which gives a racing yacht of good size at a
moderate cost. If the interest in the 4Cft. class can be maintained
for another year, so much the better, but it is plain now that the
creation of the class was a mistake, that nothing has been
proved by it which could not have been as fully demonstrated at

less cost by further building in the 40ft.; while the three classes,

40, 46 and 53ft., are so close together as to injure each other. But
little permanent good can come from the temporary building up
of a class as a mere fad and for the sake of novelty; what is

needed is a regular sequence of established and permanent
classes; for instance, each alternate one of the present classifica-

tion, 30, 35, 40, .53 and 70, or their equivalent by corrected length.

If the 46 and 61£t. can be added without injuring the others, bo

much the better: hut there will be no need, for along time if ever,

of all of them. Racing in the small classes is likely to increase

of itself, requiringonly direction and a little encouragement; but
the more important work, the permanent restoration of the 70ft.

and if possible the 53ft. class, will call for the combined effort of

all the clubs.

STEAM YACHT RACING.—The pastime of steam yacht rac.

ing has hardly flourished, in spite of the efforts of the American
Y. C. and the valuable cup open to challenge for several years,

but in the past month it has started up in connection with the
two flyers, the Herreshoff boat Vamoose, and the Mosber boat
Norwood. Each has been doing some rather one-sided racing
with such passenger steamers as the Mary Powell and Monmouth,
the latest achievement being that of Vamoose, which last week
steamed completely around the Mary Powell while the latter was
under full headway. Vamoose and Norwood have not yet met,

but a great deal of talk has been indulged in by the adherents of

each, and as the owners as well declare themselves willing to

race, a match is likely to be arranged this fall, probably over the

90-mile course of the American Y. C.

INTERNATIONAL YACHT RAOINGi-.—Those who are ac-

quainted with the spirit and pluck of Mr. Bayard Thayer will

readily believe the rumor that he intends to cross the Atlantic

next season in his new purchase, « 'onatellation, and challenge for

the two American cujts now held by British yachts. One of these,

the Bren ton's Reef cup, is now held by Genesta, 81ft.-l.w.l., 15ffc,
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beam, recently converted to a yaw). The other, the Cape May
cup, is held by Viking, a Wft, yawl oE 17ft;. beam, better known as

"Wendur, her name having been changed this season by a new
owner. Constellation is a sieel centerboard schoonor, ICSft. Oiti.

Lw.l., 24ft. lOia. beam, and 13tt. draft, built in 1889 by Piepgrass

from Mr. Burgess's designs. In the hands of Mr. Tbaycr and

Captain Watson sbe would carry the flag with credit in any

waters.

PAPOOSE AND MERLE.
WHEN the Merle >iade good-bye to her Indian sister at Law

-

ley's yard, in Boston, and sailed away for ljal?e Ontario, in
1887, it seemed highly improbable that the ordinary course of

events would bring the two boats together again, much less that
they should meet in a struggle for supremacy on fresh water.
But stranger things thau this have come to pass, and wtien the

two boats became the property of Lake Erie yHchtsmen. Merle
going to Buffalo and Papoose to Erie, it was a matter of great
speculation with local yacbtsmen as to which was the faster
boat, and steps were taken to bring the two together as soon as
possible.

. , .

The question of superiority of typo entered quite as much into
the arguments as that of speed, and as each boat represented the
culmination of scientific designing and intelhgent building, com-
ing from the same designer and the same builder, the result of

their meeting was relied upon to settle the time-worn question of

keel vs. compromise, as tar as Lake Erie was concerned.
Both boats had their friends, and the compromise men were

profuse in their reasons why Merle was the better. In the first

place she could carry her canvas better and longer, and if it

would only blow a howling gale, why Papoose "wasn't in it,"

then Merle drew 13ft. with her board down and Papoose only
drew 8tt., so Papoose couldu't possibly hold up and point to wind-
ward like Merle. Of course. Papoose would probably do Merle up
going down wind, but when it came to the windward work that
was where the centerboard would get its work in.

The cutter men did not say a great deal, but their faith was un-
shaken in their favorite type, and although both boats had an en-
viable record. Merle had never wrested victory from such heavy
odds as Papoose bad to contend with when racing in the iOtt.

class down Bust.
The Port Dover, On t., regatta, given by the residents of that

town, was the occasion of their first meeting. The course was
triangular, miles on a side, twice arourjd; but .as the buoys were
set "by guess and by jingo" by an old fisherman, the course was
not more than 14 miles all told.
The first leg was a reach, the second a beat, and the third a run

with the wind well over the starboard quarter, necessitating the
gruying of spinakers well forward. The wind was light, about 8

to 10 miles, and the sea nothing to speak of. Papoose allowed
Merle 5m. Xi. on the 18 mile course, the race being sailed uudpr
the measurement rule of the Buffalo Y. 0., which makes the sail-

ing length equal to the square root of the sail area. Under this
rule Papoose measures 49ft, flin., and Merle 42ft. Bin., this is an
advantage to tiie i^maller boat, as she receives a greater time
allowance under this measurement than under any other, which
ought to go far toward equ lizing the difference in length, Merle
being 31ft. and Papoose 36ft. on waterline.
Papoose gained 3m, 30=. on the first round, and finished 9m. 6s.

ahead on the second, beating Merle by 3ni. lOs. corrected time.
Merle had the misfortune to carry away the eyeboit in the gaff,
into which the throat halliard block hooks, when near the finish,

but did not lose enough time by it to affect the result of the race.
Some little excitement was occasioned by a belated Class A

boat. Cypress, alias Wheelbarrow, alias Gloriana, trying to
carry oil on her bowsprit the judges' boat anchored at the finish.

Her crew, having lost sight of tiie other boats, went out on the
- front piazza, and rolling themselves up in the spiuaker went to
sleep, leaving the man at the wheel in full charge. The calamity
was averted, however, without doing any further damage than to
arouse serious misgivings in the minds of the worthy judges in
regard to the safety of themselves and a pail of ice and other
things on board at the time.
The owner of Merle ascribed the defeat of his boat to the break-

down and also to the fact that his crew was sbort-handed. All
the yachts made the same complaint, which is rather surprising,
as the nieht before the regatta moat of the yachtsmen seemed to
bave more hands and feet than they knew what to do with.
Not satisfied with the result of the race. Com. Hower challenged

Mr. Galbi-aith for another trial, and an agreement was made to
sail a special race at Buffalo on Sept. 5, for a nominal stake.
Both yachts went into drydock on the 2d, and had their bottoms
scraped, sandpapered, and potleaded, fill they were smooth as
glass. The course agreed on was a triangle, 7 miles on a side,
which is as large an equilateral triangle as can be laid out in deep
water in the Bay of Buffalo. At the last moment the compass on
the tug employed to lay out the course refused to triangulate,
and insisted on boxing itself from A to Z a dozen times in as
many consecutive minutes. The course was accordingly changed
tolOjr^ miles to leeward and return, the wind being E. by B., off

sbore, and blowing fresh about 8 miles an hour.
The steam yacht Sprudel with the judges, members of the press

and guests ot the club on board; the steam yacht Sloan, Dr.
Pierce's steam yacht Nydia, and the steamer Pilgrim, wuth spec-
tators, steamed out after the yachts to the starting po'nt, which
was off the south end of the Government breakwater.
The preparatory whistle was blown at 11:10, and 11:15 the start-

ing signal was given. Papoose crossed first, going over the line at
11:17:33, the Merle following at 11:18:12. Both boats carried clab-
topsails, and set baboon jibs to starboard, breaking out their
spinakers to pnrt as they crossed the line, the tacks being set well
forward to spill the wind into the ballooners. For the lirst five
miles Merle persistently blanketed Papoose, so that the latter's
gain was imperceptible, but the wind had been increasing in
strength, the seas were getting higher as the boats got away from
the lee of the Ian-', and the keel boat gained steadily on tier rival
till the outer mark was reached. The times at the turning point
was as follows:

Start. Turn,
Papoose 11 17 33 12 85 38
Merle 11 18 13 12 38 l}6

Papoose gaining Im. 49s. on the run out, Merle stock went up
ten points on this showing, as it had been figured out that Papoose
would have to save her time and a little more on the run out, as
the Merle would surely beat her to windward.
Both boats rounded the mark in fine style, spinakers and bal-

looners coming in. and both standing off on port tack for the beat
In. When near the outer buoy Papoose had set a working topsail
inside her club, and carried both on the first tack. When rhey
came about on the starboard tack she took in the club. Merle
carried her clubtopsail. and iioiuted a good deal higher than Pa-
poose, but the latjter boat was outfooting her hand over hand.
Meanwhile the wind had increased to 18 miles an hour, the seas
were running high, washing the decks of rhe contestants up to the
skylights, and sending showers of spray over the judges' boat,
just Merle's weather to a T, everybody said.
Merles big clubtopsail was doing her more harm than good,

shaking badly in the leach, and burying her in the heavy seas,
and after a couple of tacks she took it in. Papoose carried her
working topsail easily enough, but it wasn't sheeted home hard
enough and set badly shaking on the foot and bagging in the
tack, till sbe followed suit and took i* in.

The yachts now parted company. Merle standing over to the
north, and Papoose to the south shore till they were almost out of
sight of each other. Papoose gained steadily, climbing to wind-
ward like a race horse and sending the hopes and calculations of
the centerboard men to the "demnition bow-wows."
At the finish Papoose crossed the line, leaving the buoy to star-

board, but as the judge's instructions for the triangular course
had been to leave all buoys to port, and were not changed when
the course was changed, she went back and rounded the buoy to
port, losing 3m, 35s, by the operation. The full times were as fol-
lows;

Start. I'urn. Finish, Elapsed. Corrected.
Papoose..!! 17 33 12 35 38 2 51 35 S U 02, 3 34 03
Merle. ...11 18 12 13 38 06 3 07 25 3 49 13 3 43 17
Papoose gained 16m. 578 on the windward work, countmg the

time lost in rounding the buoy twice at the finish; and to say that
this was a surprise party to the centerboard enthusiasts would be
drawing it very mild. The judges were Com. Gardner, of the
Cleveland Y. C, and J. S. Thompson and H. L. Campbell, of the
Buffalo Y.O. Pappoose was sailed by Geo. Wild, formerly skip-
per of the Alice Enright, and Merle was sailed by Tom Crowley,
who has been on the Merle since her advent in fresh water.
Merle's crew was composed of her owner, rive professional yacht

sailors, three of them being from the crew ot the victorious Yama,
and three Buffalo Y. C. Corintnian yachtsmen.
Pappoosb's crew was composed of her owner, two professional

yacht sailors, three Corinthian yacht sailors, two from the B. Y.
C„ and one from Erie, and Ihe steward.

OAK POINT Y. C—A club with this name has just been organ-
ized at Oak Point, opposite the North Brother Islands, at tbe
Jjeft4 of the Sound,

THE FUTURE OF YACHT RACING.
""PHE racing of large yachts has never, at any time, been a
X general fashion, and certainly the men whn indulged in the

practice never numbered a tenth part of the number of those who
now delight in and practice smnll yacht sailing; and, so far us we
can judge, if the latter practice were put down to-morrow, there
would not be a .single aoditdnii nuule to tlu; list uf (iwiierw ot lai-ge

racing yachts. The latter, for ii vuriety of st asoriw, will ktow
fewer in numbers year by year, and, if the Y.fi.A. divestH itselt of

the small yacht owners, its occupation in a very short spMce of

time will have gone. As the racing of large > achts is u doou)ed
practice, and will sooner or later cease to esist—no matter whether
a Y.R. A. or any other institution is cnaaged in fostering it—we
think it is a great matt er for congratulation to find that the art
of designing, building, and sailing small yachts is extending in

every direction; and we feel very strongly that the Y.R. A, should
not without rhyme or reason abandon the control of this highly
fascinating development of the art. If by doing so men could be
compelled to build large yachts, such a grand idea could be sup-
ported; but by suppressing the owner of the small yacht the taste

tor sailing at all would bo extinguished, and tlie fate of the largo
yacht would reacli its crisis at a very early date, na in almost all

cases it is the small bnut failer with racing insiiiicts who blonsoms
into the thoroiiu'b vaclitsoian. it shrnild he cJoa.ily iiii'lfiintood

that the Y.K.A. exists for yaniit sailing, and not yacht sailing for

the Y.R.A- and tae lafl(u- cannot therefore create a fashion or
extinguish it. It can, however, perfsu'm its proper function— t;hat

is, control the fashion; and we think tliere are many matters con-
nected with yacht racing which just now require revision, al-

though we do not see that anv very revolutionary act of annihila-
tion is necessary."—27ie MtM.

BRITISH COMPETITION IN YACHT BUILDING.

THE Marine Journal, which is activelv supporting every effort
of Commissioner 13ate8 to exclude British-built yachts from

American waters, indulges in the following buncombe over a re-

mark of Mr. Bilmont, owner of Mineola, to the effect that "Jes-
.sica cost $5,0GO, and as a result of her coming here 8128,000 has
been expended for American boats of her class. In this way
Fife, the great Scotch builder, has been of vast service to this
conntrv."
The Jmmnal savs: "To this misstatement of a millionaire there

is this answer: But for the light money tax and the provision
that uone but American-built yachts are entitled to registry or
to fly the national ensign, Fife woitld have built every one of the
yachts, whose cost amounted to $128,000, and many others be-
sides. A law and a tax that prevented this does not injure, but
prevents the injury of our yachting interests. This law and this

tax is what Mr. Belmont would pour out his money like water to
repeal and put an end to. His success would be the ruin of Amer-
ican interests and the downfall of true American pride in yacht-
ing. But his success would build up the yacht-building industry
of Great Britain. All our small millionaires, all our unpatriotic
sea-sporting men would then flaunt our flag over vessels that, it

would be said, we could not build. If the rich men can buy abroad
and nationalize pleasure vessels, why should men of moderate
means, making their livelihood in rhe carrying trade, be obliged
to buy home-built vessels ? Somebody must patronize American
shipbuilders or there will be none to patronize. That is clear.

Wno better than our millionaires, who have made their money
out of American labor, should patronize it? We say it here and
now if the millionaires or shipbuilders must go, lei the country
stand by the men who can build ship^."
The attack on Mr. Belmmt is particularly unjust, as he is one

of the many Americans who would rather own a slow American
5 acht than a fast British-built craft, and just now is the fortunate
possessor of two of the former. After being beaten out of sight in
Mariquita by iVIinerva in 18S9, Mr. Belmont deliberately went to

work to re-build at great expense his Burgess boat, with smnll
chances of success in the following year, when he might have
ordered an improved Minerva from Fife that in all probability
would have swept the class. Last year when the 4Bft. class was
talked of. he was the first to place an order with Mr. Burgess,
although it is certain now that he would have had not only a
faster i' it a tar stronger vessel for the same monay had he placed
nis order with Mr Fife.

Apart from the injustice of the JoimiaVs criticism, the state-
ments are no nearer the truth than those usually made on the
same side of the question. The two obstacles mentioned by the
Journal have had no influence on the orders from the other side,

but they are controlled by entirely different considerations. As
for the light money tax, it has been heard of for the first time
onlv since the 46ft. fleet was built, and could have had no ett'ect

last winter. The matter of the registry has also up to this sum-
mer amounted to nothing; with Clara and Minerva racing freely
in American waters there was notning to deter yachtsmen from
bringing other craft from the Clyde.
There are two reasons why, up to this time, but one yacht has

been built in Great Britain for an American owner. The first

lies in the fact that a great many yachtsmen are like Mr. Bel-
mont, and prefer an American-built vessel, even though she may
be slower and weaker, as in the case of Mariquita compared with
Minerva; as well, so far as the races thus far go, of Baroara and
Mineola. The other reason is that the cost of importation, exclu-
sive of duties, acts as a sufficient protection, at least so far as
sailing yachts are concerned. In tne case of a yacht of 40ft. or
under, such as would be imported by steamer, the expense would
be $400 to S500, including freight, hoisting on and off the steamer
and cradling carefully on the deck for the voyage. In the case
of larger yachts the expense of sailing across would be from $600
to $800, and though men can be found who will agree to bring a
boat out for the smaller sum the total expenses would amount up
to nearly $1,000 by the time the yacht was safely on this side.
The figure quoted by Mr. Belmont for Jessica is too low, M inerva,

built dui-ing a dull season, 1888, cost just that sum, and she was
but 40ft. waterline; to-day sue would cost at least .S6,000 on the
Clyde, When the 40 footer Barbara was building last winter in
Boston from Mr. Fiff's specifications, both the Herald and OlnJjc
ot Boston, in discussing the question of her cost, reached the con-
clusion that it would be but little more than if she bad beea built
at Pairlie and sailed across, the difference being fully compen-
sated for by the f^ct that she uad an American registry, while
the imported boat, though allowed to sail by courtesy as has
always been the case, was not formally recognized as an Ameri-
can vessel.
So far from any injury under hitherto existing conditions to

American builders, the growth of yacht building in this country
has been cotemporary with the increase of iuternational compe-
tition and the Importation of British cutters. In 1880 there was
not a yard in the country with the plant or men for anything save
the cheapest and flimsiest, sort of soft wood and iron spike build;
New York depended on Poillon's old yard, on Ivirbv's at Rye, and
on Smith's at Islip, with the small yard of John Mumm at
trowanus, and the shipyards of the Connecticut shore. In Boston
no large yachts were bn lit. Lawley's, Pierce's, Woods's and the
rest being nardly more than boat shops. The best work of these
yards, even where it was good of its kind, was of a very poor kind,
as all have since learned, and entirely unfitted for the modern
type of yachts. Iron building was confined to one or two ship-
yards, where little was known of the refinements of yacht con-
struction.
To-day New York has the very complete steel and wood plant of

Piepgrass, at City Island, where such yachts as Titania, Constel-
lation and Quickstep were launched; Poillon's new yard at
Court street, Brooklyn, has turned out a class of work never
attempted at the old yard, while Mumm's little yard has grown
into Wintrmgham's, wUere Yama and Nautilus bave lately been
built. The best equipped of these three, Piepgrass's, was estab-
lished solely to build tne first cutters of Briiish design, and its
reputation was made on the quality of the workmanship in Bed-
ouin, Wenonah, Oriva and the steel Wanda. In Boston the little
shop of Law ley's has grown into a large yard with railways, basin,
and a complete plant for steel and wooden construction; while
the Atlantic works, across the bay, is also fitted for steel building,
having turned out several fine steam yachts.
The life and soul of this astonishing development has beea the

necessity of beating the comparatively few British yachts which
have come here, or others which have promised to come; without
this international competition, yacht building would have made
little more progress between 1880 and 18B0 than it did in the pre-
vious 20 5"ears, during which it stood stiU or even declined. The
best thing which could happen to American builders to-day
would be the certain promise that a new British cutter would
come over next season for either a foreign or American owner,
the bigger and more costly the yacht the better it would be. A
new 5S-footer from Fife's yard, or a new 70 from Watson's designs
would mean work for scores of American workmen who are now
likely to have little to do through the winter.
The presence of Miranda gave a boom to the schooners just

when it was most needed, two 53ft. yachts have been built spe-
cially to beat the old Clara, a dozen 40-footers were built to beat
Minerva, with as many more added to the class on account of its
popularity. The first of ibe new 46ft. class was the imported
Jessica, her few races here last fall leading to the construction of
BJne Anierloftn yaohts for this eeason's racing.

lu the face of all this, the effort is being made by a few narrow-
minded partisans and blind theorists to drive all foreign-built
craft out of the country and to prevent the introduction of any
new ones, and this thev claim to do in the name of the veiy work-
men whose bread depends on international racing. Against their
abstract theories are placed the hard facts ot the great increase
in yncht building which has gonehand in tiand with international
racing, both under foreign and Ameriran ownership, and the
(onclnsion is inevitable that if one is stopped the other must suf-
fer. There is too much at stake, both for yachtsmen and for
yaclit tmildia-a to niTinit aur.h a radical change in the course of
yachi racing in order to force the facta to conform to the theories
"of politicians.

EASTERN Y. C. FALL REGATTA, SEPT. S.

THE last race of the Eastern Y. C. was sailed on Tuesday of
last week, a ver y fluky and unsatisfactory affair. The day

was clear and the water smooth, but the wind was variable and
fluky in the extrenic, oiak ing the results of little value, thongh in
the 4tift. class in particular ihe winner did some very fast sailing,

in addition to the advantage of ttic wind. The entries were few
and confined l.o two elasf es, the schooners and the 46ft. class,
Volunteer, Mayflower and (Enone, and Beatrix. Barbara. Oweene
Bayonara and Aiborak. The course wasfrora off H.alf Way Rock
past a buoy off Nahaut, around a mark off Minot's Ledge and
home over the same course, 35 nautical miles. The start was
made at 11:15, the wind being VV.N.W.. light. The fleet was timed:
Mayflower 11:15:40. CEnone 11:15:.50. Volunteer H;17:.50, Oweene
11:26:1X1, Barbara 11:27:35, Aiborak 11:27;45, Sfayonara 11:28:13, Beat-
trix 11:29:22. Handicap time 11:28.

Mayflower led on the beat over first leg, while Oweene was first

of her class, \vorking in shore with Sayonara and Beatrix, Ai-
borak and Barbara standing off shore and being completely left
by the wind until they were an. hour astern", aa^the following
times at Nahant mark show:

Elapsed.
Mayflower 12 43 05 1 26 25
CEiione 12 .57 21 1 41 31
Votnnteer 12 43 45 1 25 54
Oweene *.12 46 43 1 20 43
Sayonara 13 49 37 1 2! 25
Barbara ! 50 00 3 23 35
Aiborak 1 50 00 3 22 15

Beatrix 13 58 49 1 29 27
Kites were broken out as the course freed on the next long leg,

Volunteer sending up her balloon maintopmaststaysail in stops
and then breaking it, Avhile the singlesticker set balloon jibtop-
sails. The wind fell, however, until the race was robbed of all

interest. The fleet was timed at the Graves whistling buoy:
Elapsed.

CEnone 1 18 35 21 14
Volunteer 1 11 11 37 26
Mayflower 1 11 34 29 39
Beatrix 1 23 47 24 .58

Oweene 1 13 03 25 20
Sayonara 1 15 06 35 39

Volunteer had passed Mayflower after a luffing match, while
Beatrix was still far astern of the two keel boats in her class. She
headed for the mark, while the others, includinK the schooners,
went in by Point AUerton, hunting for wind. Beatrix caueht it

first, and was around while the rest had to set spinakers and run
down, the times being:

Elapsf d.
Volunteer 2 55 55 1 44 44
Mayflosver 2 .58 19 1 46 45

CEnone 3 06 04 1 47 29
Beatrix 3 50 SO 1 26 43
Oweene 3 56 .51 1 44 49
Sayonara 2 57 20 1 43 14
Aiborak 3 34 45 1 14 42

Aiborak was far astern and Barbara had withdrawn. The
bear up to the Nahant mark, with a northerly wind, was very
fiuiiy, all first working the shore, CEuone and Sayonara finally
standing oft and making a gain. The times at Nahant were:

Elapsed.
Volunteer 6 03 47 3 07 52
CEnone 5 06 19 2 00 L5
Mayflower 5 13 53 3 14 33
Beatrix 5 03 59 2 13 29
Oweene 5 11 43 2 14 51

Sayonara 5 13 41 3 16 31
Aiborak had given up, being long since out of the race through

the fluke on the first leg. The times over the last leg were:
Elapsed.

Volunteer 5 46 06 4 02 18
CEnone 5 ,52 30 4 06 01
Mayflower 5 .57 07 4 04 15
Beatrix 5 54 44 5 01 45
Oweene 6 03 28 5 01 46
Sayonara . 6 06 31 5 02 40

The full times were:
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

CEnone 11 15 .54 5 53 35 6 36 31
Volunteer 11 17 54 5 46 11 6 28 17
Mayflower 11 15 45 5 57 12 6 41 27
Beatrix .11 28 fX) S .55 49 6 27 49
Oweene 11 26 Oi 6 03 34 6 37 80
Sayonara 11 28 00 6 06 26 6 38 26
Aiborak Withdrawn.
Barbara ..Withdrawn.
(33none takes first prize, 8400; Beatrix wins first prize, $500; and

t^weene second, $350.

CORINTHIAN Y. C, 52D REGATTA. SEPT. 7.

THE last race of the Corinthian Y. C. of Marblehead, its 53d
regatta, was sailed on Labor Day under conditions which

made a good contest between the few boats which started, rain
and fog adding to the discomfort of the sailor men. The fleet in
th« 30ft. class was a fine one, the four keels, Mildred, Saladin,
Mienon and Fancy, with the c. b. Plawk. all modern boats and hot
rivals. A special class for cruising forties was also made for this
race under handicap, but only two yachts. Baboon and Toma-
hawk, started. In second class the centerboards. lone and Susie
made a good race, while Mosca had a sailover in the third class
keel.
The coursp was from off the club house in Marblehead Harbor,

around Pig Rocks, Half-Way Rock, andhome,10 miles. The special
class started long after the others and sailed the same course the
reverse way, the wind having shifted. For the regular classes, it
was a short beat out by the point, a run under spinakers to the
Outer Breaker, a long and short leg to Half-Way Rock, and a
reach in.

The start was not made until 2 P. M. instead of 11. All started
with club topsails set. Fancy lost her topmast backstay out of
the hook on the spreader before the start, and was handicapped 2}4
minutes in consequence. The order at the line was Hawk. Mig-
non, Mildred, Saladin and Fancy. Hawk and Mildred weathered
the point, but Mignon could not, and put Saladin about in tack-
ing by. Spinakers were set, but all of the boats were compelled
to jibe. Hawk's mainsail coming over on top of her spinaker. cost-
ing her some time and leaving iter in fourtli place. The order at
the Outer Breaker was Mildred, Mienon, Hawk, Saladin, Fancy.
On the wind all but Mildred lowered clubtopsails, but she car-

ried hers to the finish, taking a long lead on the windward leg.
Hawk withdrew after passing the first mark, and at the second.
Half-Way Rock, the order was Mildred, Mignon, Saladin. Fancy.
The same positions were held on the last leg, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Start. Finish. Elan=ed. Corrected.

Alildred 3 05 00 3 36 55 1 31 55 ! 31 46
Mignon. 3 05 00 3 41 13 1 36 13 1 35 20
Saladin 2 05 00 3 43 03 1 37 03 1 37 03
Fancy 3 05 00 3 45 04 1 40 04 notmeas.
Hawk 3 05 00 Withdrawn.

SECOND CLASS.
Susie 3 10 00 4 21 jO 3 11 40 not meas.
lone 3 10 00 4 18 41 3 08 41 2 08 40

RPKCIAL CLASS.
Mosca 3 30 00 3 45 00 1 25 00 1 25 00

FIRST SPECIAL GLASS.
Tomahawk 3 34 30 5 00 40 1 36 10 1 36 10
Baboon 3 24 80 5 01 29 1 86 59 1 34 11
The 40ft, class was not starl;ed until 3:30, owing to the late arri-

val of Tomahawk. She sailed with topmast housed, while Baboon
carried a sprit topsail. Tomahawk led by tSsec. at the finish, or
3sec. within her regular allowance, but B.iboon had a handicap of
2mi 48s. in her favor, making her the winner. Mr. Daniel Apple-
ton acted as judge of the race.

LYNN Y. C—The open regatta of the Lynn Y. 0, on Labor Day
was postponed, thougn 33 starters were ready, the fog being so
dense as to obscure the course, It will be sailed at Bome future
date this fall.
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THE RIGHT OF WAY AT A MARK.
THE foUowinfr comments of tlie Field on the recent Volunteer—

Gracie collision are so extraordinary, and betray such an ignor-
ing: of the Y. R. A. rules, tliat we can only conclude that the editor was
enjoyiQs a vacation, and that his pen had fallen into less competent
hands, which, in then- haste to llnd fault with the New York Y. C.
have made most inexcusable blunders. Mr. Dixon Kemp has Jong
been recognized as an authority on all questions of the interpretation
and construction of racing; rules, and the long chapter on the subject in
his Yacht and Bout Sailing is the best, in fact the only guide, outside
the bare codes of racing rules of the various clubs. The Field says:
"The American rule on this point is as follows: 'If an overlap exists

between two yachts when both of them, without tackins:, are about to
pass a mark on the required side, then the outside yacht must give
the inside yacht room to pass the mark,' by lufftng up (short of tack-
ing). The contention of the Volunteer 13, we understand, that the
Gracie could not have weathered the mark by luffing and shooting
round it, as she was heading too far to leeward of it; the Gracie people,
on the other hand, allege they could have done so. Some months ago
we called attention to this rule, and pointed out the diflSculty there
would be in determinuig which yacht was in the right if it came to a
close thing at a mark. It seems to us clear, however, that the rule
would be strained if it is interpreted to mean that a yacht is in a
position to pass a mark without tacking if she cannot do so without
lufHng nearly head to wind aud shooting past it. When a vessel close
under the lee quarter of another puts her helm down and begins to
lufif sharp up, she puts the weafher yacht in a veryawkward position,

as most likely, if the weather yacht luffs also, she will, instead of avoid-
ing a collision, bring one about; and supposing the yachts are abeam,
the situation even then is very awkward for the windward yacht, if

the one. to leeward finds, after all. that she is obliged to tack. The
Y.R.A. rule allows a leeward yacht to hail the one to windward to go
about to enable her to clear any obstruction which is not a mark in

the course; and although this plain and easily complied with rule may
in some cases create an injustice, we infinitely prefer it to the amateur-
ish, hair splitting rule of the New York Y. C."
The meaning of the final sentence is very hard to fathom, but

in so far as it infers that there is any practical difference between
the Y.K.A. rule and the "very amateurish and hair splitting rule of
the New York Y. C," the writer is entirely at sea. Although these
two sets of rules are somewhat different in arrangement and to

a certain extent in the wording, they are so nearly identical in
appUcation that the case might as easily be judged under one as the
other. The New York Y. 0. rules, which are identical with the very
careful revision made in 188T by the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.,

the most thorough and complete work of the kind ever done by any
club, are more explicit on certain points than the Y.R.A., and the
divisions of the various heads are difEerent. but the substance is the
same. Two important points explicitly mentioned in them aud not
in the Y.R.A. rules are that a yacht is not entitled to the rights of a
new tack until she has actually filled away on it; and that a mark of
the course is never an obstruction to sea room such as is mentioned
in the rules.
Section 14 of rule XVII., quoted above, appears in the Y.R.A. rules

as rule 19, -'When rounding any buoy or vessel used to mark out the
courpe, if two yachts are not clear of each other at the time the leading
yacht is close to an actually roundingthe mark, the outside yacht must
give the other room to pass clear of it, whether it be lee or weather
yacht which is in danger of fouling the mark." Read in connection
with the deflutions of an overlap which form part of both rules,

section XVII. and rule 19 are identical save for the words '-without
tacking" in the former; but this important point, that a yacht cannot
compel another to tack in order to give room at a mark, is fully
covered elsewhere in the Y.R.A. rules, as is clearly stated in Yacht
ond Boat iSailing, attheHead ot page 192 and again on page 208;

while a decision of the council of the Y.R.A to the same effect is quoted
on page 311.

„ , , , . ,

The actual position of the two yachts is shown m the diagram on page
191 'save that the tacks are reversed and the pier in the figure would
represent the Block Island markboat, A being Gracie and B Volun-
teer, aud A beine far enough to windward to leave at least a doubt
as to whether she could squeeze by.

The question of the right of the mner and leeward vessel to get by
the mark by means of a "pilot's luff" or an "Albany hitch," is as likely

to arise under one set of rules as the other; and unfortunately is as
far from an official settlement as before the collision in question.
While there may be grounds for an argument, we believe that the
right exists in each case.

It is generally admitted that no vessel may compel another to give
her room to tack by a mark of the course; but inferentially her
ri<^hts extend up to the point of tacking. Under the New York rules,

a yacht is not considered as having tacked until she has actually fliled

awav on the new tack, aud under no rules would a yacht be considered

as having tacked when she could stfll fill away on her original course,

as iu a '-pilot's luff."
.

. , , .1 , ...
In order to apply a rule, it is absolutely necessary that there shall

be some fixed point; and in the present case the only tangible limit

must be that between the two tacks. If the rule read that the weather
yacht should luff as high as she could, it would be worthless in a case
iike the present one, as the limit of luffing is not capable of proof. It

may be urged that the same diljficulty exists as to tacking, but the ea se

Is by no means as bad. In the present instance, had Volunteer given
amT>le room in answer to Gracie' hail, and had the latter gone b.y the
mark without touching it on the one hand or tacking on the other, it

would have been proof positive that Gracie had a right to hail for
room and to get it. Had Oracle, however, fouled the mark in the en-
deavor to squeeze by. she would have been disquahfled; and further,

had she tacked in order to avoid fouling the mark, she would or cer-

tainly should, have been disqualified for wrongly compelling another
vessel to tack. The most difflcuic case which could arise would be as
in the present one, where the windward vessel either rightly or
wrongly does not give way and a collision results. Taken altogether,

however, the case is much the same as in the right of way of tacking
and other hard cases which may come up under various rules, in

which it is often a most dilftcult matter to say who was right unless
ample evidence from impartial spectators is available. The inner
ve-sel in hailing for room assumes the same risk and responsibility

which she does in hailing for room to tack by an obstruction to sea
room; or in standing on port tack across another's bows.
The objection urged by the Field, that awkwarsl positions might

result, carries no weight of itself, as it applies equally well to such
established rules as that of port and starboard tack, in which a little

crowding of the rule or an error in judgment may bring about serious
results; and in fact a foul may result at a tnark under any rule.

While the combination of circumstances is one that does not arise

verv often, still it has come up twice within a few months, and once
in connection with the most important prize of the year. As we pointed
out last winter, the matter shouli be settled at once beyond any
further question ; and though yacht clubs and committees are not given
to deciding imaginary or hypothetical cases, it would be much easier

to reach a conclusion in such a case now than when it may come up
in earnest with a valuable prize at stake and more or less feeling on
each side.

, ^ m , ,

All racing rules recognize the right of an overlappioe yacht to room
at a mark so long as she is off the wind, reaching, or even closehauled;
and at the same time deny the right of a yacht to call for room to

tack by a mark, though granting it in the case of an obstruction to

sea room. The only point that is not clearly stated, or at least is not
undisputed, is where this right ends; and this question should be
settled beyond all doubt before another season opens.

The following letters, which have a very important bearing on the
Volunteer-Qracie case, were not made public until after the decision
•which we published some weeks since was announced ; we give them
now in order to make our history of the case as complete as possible.

Yacht Voliinteeh. Aug. 7, 1891.

To the Regatta Com mitiee, N. Y. Y. C:
Gbntlbmen—I beg to make the following statement for my reason

for protesting the Gracie in to-day's race. When the Volunteer was
appr oachmg the Block Island mark on the starboard tack, the Gracie
was on our lee. The Gracie found she could not weather the mark
and bailed us saying she must tack. I instantly replied she had no
right to tack and force us around. The Gracie commenced to tack. I

directed the sailing master to luff" aud he did luff until the head sails

of the Gracie were beginning to fill on the port tack and the boats
were of necessity close together and were in contact. Yours respect-

fully. CHARLES J. PAINE.

On Boaed Yacht Gkacie. )

Newport Habboe, Aug, 7. 1891. f

To the Regatta Coirimiitee, New York Y. C, on board Electra:

gijts—I beg to submit my protest against the action of the yacht
Volunteer in fouling my yacht Gracie as sha attempted to round
the stake boat near Block Island buoy on this 7th day of August, dur-

ing the race for the Goelet cup. I base my protest on paragraphs 7,

14 and 16 of rule IT of the racing rules of the New York Y. C, having
already in compliance with rule 19 of said racing rules displayed flag

B of the club signal code, known as the "protest flag," and having
kept such flag flying till answered from Electra by the answering
pennant I will submit a statement of the facts constituting the

aforesaid foul if the committee deem it advisable. I make this pro-

test not to interfere in any way with the Volunteer winning the cup for

Bchooners in this race but merely to establish the right of my conduct
and to protect my legal position. I &m respectfully,

J<?8. P. EARLE.

Score.
1

Phantom 10

Acme

.

10

PHILADELPHIA MODEL Y. C.-The fall season of the Phila-
delphia Model Y. C. opened on Labor Day, with a second class
match for the Bates cup, which must be wou three times before
it becomes private property. Five models were entered, but only
four started: Viking. Dr. George A. Koenlg: Acme, Wm. Porter;
Phantom, Oapt. T. E. Biddle; La Valgiene, Ed. W. Fowler. Each
model was sailed by its owner. The course lay east and west,
with the wind blowing from west by north, stroner breeze. The
length of course was one-eighth of a mile to windward and re-
turn. The P. M. Y. C. divide the races into rounds, with five
minu*^es intervals between each round, the round ending when
the second boat crosses the line. Both first and second boats
score, the first boat scoring two points and the second one point.
The sailing is continued for two hours, and the boat having the
largest score at the expiration of that time is declared the win-
ner. The race was started at 3 P. M. Score as follows:

First R-ound.
Min. Score. Min.

Viking 7 3 La Valgiene 10
Second Round.

3 La Valgiene 11 1
Third Round.

2 Viking.. 11 1
Fourth Round.

2 La Valgiene 1^ 1
Fifth Round.

2 La Valgiene 10 1
Sixth Round.

2 Acme I3M 1
Seventh Bound.

2 Viking lOH 1
Eighth Round.

„_^_ ^_ 3 Viking liii 1
La, Valgiene scored three firsts and four seconds, making ten

points; Viking scored three firsts and three seconds, making nine
points; Phantom and Acme made two and three points respec-
tively. Phantom sustained a severe fall on her way to the lake,
startine- her keel and opening one seam; she withdrew after the
fifth round. The models were all 30in. in length over all, 27}4 to
28in. on waterline. The race was very exciting from start to
finish, and was enjoyed by a large number of people. There were
but three fouls during the day. There will be a race each Satur-
day until Thanksgiving Day. each class racing in its proper turn,
first Saturday, first class; second Saturday, second class, etc.

MOSQUITO FLEET Y. C. REGATTA. SEPT. 7.-The open
regatta of the Mosquito Fleet Y. C. of South Boston was sailed on
Labor Day in a N.E. storm, with rain in plenty and a two-reef
breeze, a number of the twenty-five starters coming to grief.
Wapiti carried away her mast, Gracie also lost hers, Annie lost
her rudder and was steered through the race with an oar. Tan-
trum sprung her bowsprit, and several capsized. White Pawn
was disqualified for fouling a mark. The times were:

FIRST CLASS—31 AND NOT OTEB 25l!'T.

Length. Elapsed.

Viking 12

Viking... 9

La Valgiene 13

La Valgiene 10

IgieneLa Va

Corrected.
2 46 21
2 49 39
3 .50 33
2 45 04

Elapsed. Corrected.
2 20 59 3 08 14
2 26 4.5 3 11 45
2 2? 04 2 13 25
Withdrew.

Ustane, S. N. Small 21 .07 3 23 S3
White Fawn, A. B. .lones 24.10 3 21 .'54

Strideaway, ,T. Gannon 34.10 3 33 58
Moondyne, Shaw Bros 24.08 3 26 30
Wapiti, J. Bertrane 33.04 dismasted,
Erminie, Fleming & Sou 23.00 withdrew.

SECOND GT.ASS—18 AND NOT OVER 2lTrT.

True Blue, H. Hutohings 18.00 3 28 04 3 44 39
Auk. A. A. Martin 18 05 3 27 06 3 46 13
Caprice, R. W. Bird 19.08 4 33 07 3 54 06
Trifle, J. F. Cashin 18.05 3 36 44 2 55 51
Phenomenon, Whitmore 19.1)0 3 35 41 3 56 01
Scamp, H. N. Nute 18.04 3 37 06 2 56 05
Funny Push, W. Scott 19.06 withdrew.
Memento, J. F. Small 20.10 withdrew.

THIRD CLASS—CATBOATS, 15 AND NOT OVER 18FT.
Flora Lee, C. D. Lanning 16.10 3 40 13 3 56 35
Dandelion. A Adams 17.03 3 43 57 3 01 04
Florrie, W. H. Besarick 16.04 3 48 33 3 03 57
Hiawatha, E. Freeman 16.07 capsized.

FOURTH CLASS-12 TO 15FT.
Bessie, W. L. Young ..13.11 3 07 25 3 05 20
Annie, E. A Rich 14.08 3 07 33 3 09 03
Ecurez, A. Jackson 14.11 3 09 47 3 09 43
Bantam, I, Perkins ...13.09 3 23 08 3 20 53
Tantrum. J. P. Small 14.11 3 23 13 3 23 07
Nellie. J. O'Leary 14,11 withdrew.
Nadine. D N. Palmer 14.10 withdrew.

, C. Conant 13.10 withdrew.
Grace, D. Smith li.ll dismasted.
The judges were Messrs. W. T. Fisher, T. A. Maguire, J. F.

Barry, M. W. Ransom, W. O. Elliott.

SIPPICAN Y. C.-The 16th open sweepstake regatta of the Sip-
pican Y. O. was sailed at Marion, Sept, 5. The courses were: Sec-
o' d Class—From judges' yacht, leaving Nye's Ledge and South
East Ledge buoys on port, to judges' yacht, 15 miles. Third and
fourth classes—Prom judges' yacht, leaving Bow Bells and South
East Ledge buoys on port, to judges' yacht, 8 miles. Fifth class—
From judges' yacht, leaving Seal Rook Buoy, stakeboat off Phan-
tom Island, judges' yacht. Seal Bock Buoy and stakeboat on port,
to judges' yacht, 7 miles. The weatner was cloudy, but there was
a fresh N.E. breeze. Anon y ma sailed a wonderfully good race in
the second class. In the third class Tycoon did well. Daisy, in
her small rig, beat the fleet going to windward, but was otitrun.
Puzzle was disabled by carrying away her mast. In the fourth
class Edith and Oharmion ran best, but Charmion was not in it

in the windward work, in which Oat aud Squall did best. Worry
sailed well in the fifth. The summary:

SECOND CLASS -OATS.
Length.

Anonyma, F. L Dabney 27.01
Widgeon, M. Williams, .Ir 26.10
Grampus, W. E. C. Kustis 27.09
Bonita, J. M. D. Parker 25.04

THIRD CLASS—CATS.
Tycoon, J- L. Stackpole, .Ir 23.01
Eina, J. Park'nson ;3.-i.lO

Daisy, Howard Stockton 21.01

Parole, W. H. Davis 23.05
Hermione, li. L. Barstow .. .:?:3.11

Buzzard, A. B. Shepley 23,07
FOURTH CLASS—CATS.

Cat, Bruce Clark 19.03
Edith, G. Van Rensselaer 19. Oi
Squall, J. G. Palfrey 19.11
Charmion, J. Crane. Jr

FIFTH CLASS—CATS.
Worry, H. W. & R. P. Bellows 15.10
Trana, M. Crane 14.041^ „ .

Judges: Dr. J. S. Whiting, J. H. Clark. Jr., W. A. Andrews.
BEVERLY Y. C. 178TH REGATTA. - Marblehead, Sept. 5. -

Course No. 1, distance lOJ^ miles, weather thick, wind good S.E.
at start, lighter at finish.

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Fancy, C. F. Lyman, Jr 38.00 2 15 60 2 14 37
Hawk. Gordon Dexter 38 07 2 21 81 3 20 31
One hundred and seventy-ninth regatta, open race, Monument

Beach, Sept, 7.—Courses: Second class, No. 3, 10)4 miles; third
class. No. 7, BV4 miles: weather very thick, blinding rain; wind
N.E., very strong.

SECOND CLASS.
Length.

Anonyma. F. Dabney, B. Y. C. .. .27.01

Defiance, H. E. Perry, Mon. Beach 26.04
Surprise, Thos. Codman, B. Y. C. . 27.04
Widgeon, M. Williams, Jr., B. Y. C.'26.10

THIRD CLASS.
Parole, W. H. Davis, B. Y. 0 23.08
Puzzle, Wm. Amory. Jr., B. Y. C. . .23.09

Daisy, H. Stockton, B. Y. C 31.01

Eina, J. Parkinson, B. Y. C 22.10
Boats from a distance were unable to get up owing io the calm

of the morning, and the exceedingly nasty weather and blinding
rain reduced the starters from twenty-five to eight. All the boats
came home reefed, most of them with every reef tied in, but
Parole gave a wonderful exhibition of lugging sail by getting over
the course under a sinele reef. Anonyma had race well in nand,
but lost it by over confidence at finish. Winners; First prize,
class two. Defiance; class three. Parole; second prize, class two,
Anonyma; class three, Puzzle. Judge: W. Lloyd Jeffries.

ROYAL CANADIAN Y. C, PRINCE OF WALES CUP.-The
annual race for the Prince of Wales cup. open to yachts of the
Royal Canadian Y. C, was sailed on Sept. 8 over a 15-mile trianerle,

two rounds, off Toronto. Only two yachts started, the 70ft.

schooner Oriole and the 46ft. cutter Vreda, the cutter receiving
an allowance of 17m. 338. in the 30 miles. The wind was moder-
ate, freshening at times, but rather favoring the smaller boat.
The times were:

Elapsed, Corrected.
Vreda ».,..U.M».v..>iv...-,i»i,.i. 5 |1 00 8 49
Oriole ,rr..M,,..,.,.,ii.r.t......^M.5 37 8? 6 37 38

1 31 26
1 36 18
1 39 01
1 37 46
1 39 31
I 41 35

1 43 36
1 44 57
1 45 49
1 51 19

1 33 OS
1 H5 39

1 '£i 18
1 24 46
1 25 39
1 25 48
1 27 53
1 30 46

1 38 05
1 29 33
1 31 07
1 m 04

1 15 20
1 15 43

Elapsed. Corrected.
2 03 07 1 53 07
2 03 45 1 52 59
3 06 31 1 55 47
Withdrew.

2 04 17 1 .52 13
3 07 05 1 55 06
3 13 11 1 58 13
Withdrew.

2 11 16
2 13 40
! 23 33
i 32 58

2 09 19
2 09 27

3 33 IS

JEFFRIES Y. C. OPEN REGATTA, SEPT. 12. -The annual
open regatta of the Jefi'ries Y. C. was sailed on Saturday off the
club house, East Boston, in a fresh S.W. wind. The times were:

FIRST CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

White Fawn, A. E. .Tones 1 34 47
Strideaway, J. W. Gannon 1 36 51

FIRST CLASS—KEELS.
Swordfish, Hall & Johnson 1 10 09 1 38 16
Agnes. 1 46 11 1 46 11

SECOND CLASS—CENTERBO.ARDS.
Black Cloud. Putnam & Ingalls 1 37 40 1 37 40
Sea Bird, C. L. Joy 14116 140 10
Posy, R. G. Hunt 1 41 39 1 40 32
Expert, Jones & Chase 1 43 45 1 43 13

SECOND CLASS—KEELS.
Judith, W. B. Pigeon 1 41 44 1 41 17
Irene, G. Armsted .1 42 09 1 42 09

THIRD CLASS—CENTERBOARDS
Flora Lee, C. D. Lanning 1 31 01 1 26 08
Wanda 1 38 89 1 28 59
Pickaninie 1 31 01 1 30 40

THIRD CLASS—KEELS.
Astrea, R. M. Benner 1 34 02 1 24 0'^

Zetta, R, D. Flye .1 29 25 1 26 54

„ ^ Special class.
True Blue. H. Hutchings 1 18 17 116 34
Ank, A. A. Martin .1 20 08 1 19 08
Zoe, R. F. Farmiloe 1 26 53 1 2:5 29
Fox 1 27 41 1 27 ^41
The judges were W. S. McLaughlin, C. A. Brainard and W. D,

Lombard.

FALL RIVER. Y. C, SEPT. 7.-The seventh annual regatta of
the Fall River Y. C. was sailed on Labor Day in a N.B. storm, with
rain and strong winds, the times being:

SLOOPS UNDER 30fT.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Hattie, Pall River 3 18 ,^7 2 18 37
Tahena, Pall River. 2 37 38 2 18 37

CATBOATS, 24ft. AND OVER.
Winnand, Pall River 3 20 35 3 20 35
Four Brothers, Newport 3 18 00 3 14 34

CAT BOATS, 21 FT. AND UNDER 34FT.
Ella, Fall River 1 34 34 1 34 24
Olivette, Fall River 1 36 56 1 86 09

CATBOATS, 18ft. AND UNDER 2lFT.
Unknown, Swansea 1 43 12 I 39 47
Erminie. Bristol, B. I Broke down.
Nereid, Wi.ikford, R. 1 1 44 37 1 44 37
Yaura, Fall River Withdrew.

CATBOATS, 18fT. AND UNDER.
Matfie, Somerset 1 57 .53 1 57 06
Fedora. Pall Rivi-r 1 55 35 1 .55 83
Marie Louise, Fall River 1 ,58 45 1 58 45
Wmuers: Hattie, Pour Brothers, Ella, LTnkmnvn, Fedora.

NEW BEDFORD Y. C. FALL REGATTA.-The fall regatta
of the New Bedford Y. C. was sailed on Sept. 3 in a light wind
with rough water, the cour.se being 10 miles. The times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Medea 3 02 37 4 13 43 - - -

-

Jingo 3 00 51 4 14 31
Julia 2 03 ,56 4 26 38
AVanda 3 00 32 4 33 30

WINTHROP Y. C. CHAMPIONSHIP.-The postponed race lor
the first class of the VVinthrop Y. C. second championship was
sailed on Sept. 3 in a light S. E. wind, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Pilgrim., E. W. Dixon 38.10 1 26 SO 1 01 05
Alda, E. E. Wilmarth 25.06 1 42 45 1 14 22
Nimbus, J. S. Cushing 34.03 1 23 45 1 Qi 25

WINTHROP Y. C, Sept 13.—The race of the Winthrop Y. C.
on Saturday, for cash prizes, was sailed in a fresh ».W. wind, the
times being:

THIRD CLASS.
Length.

Harriet, L. A. Harrington 20.11
Marion, Chesterton & Devereaux. . .20.00

Fancy, Cade & Riggs 20. U3
Mattie G., W. A. Garrett 18.05
Susie, Frank McNeil 19.10

FOURTH GLASS.
Modoc, Dallis Belcher 15,08
Scud, Lyman Mpston 17.02
Gracie, Charles Belcher 17.00

HLTLL Y. C—The postponed race of Aug. 15 was sailed by the
HuU Y. C. on .Sept. 2 in a moderate breeze from the east, the times
being:

SECOND GLASS.
Elap.sed, Corrected.

White Fawn, A. E. Jones 3 06 27 3 18 30
Mignon, H. Babson 3 03 44 3 34 23
Harbinger, J. R. Hooper 3 13 33 3 29 56

THIRD CLASS—KEELS.
Swordfish, H. S. Johnson 2 01 02
Echo, Burwell & Isham 2 03 57
lone, J. S. Poyen ..3 03 88

THIRD CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Posy, R. G.Hunt 2 03 51

FIFTH CLASS—KEELS.
Composite, J. Melutyre 1 53 09

HULL Y. C. CHAMPIONSHIP.—The sail-off of the Hull Y. C.
fifth class eenterboards, on Sept. 11, resulted as follows:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Egeria. P. Ware 3 01 33 1 .38 34
Atata, E. P. Linton 3 03 39 1 39 17
Judges, Isaac R. Burwell, Clarence V. Souther, Edward L Bnr-

well. The championship winners for 1831 are: First class.
Albatross, J. J. Henry owner; second cla'^s, Pilgrim, E. W. Dixon;
third class centerboard. Posy, R. G. Hunt; third class keel. Sword-
fish, H, L. Johnson; fourth-class jib and mainsail. Idler, F. L"
Dunne; fifth class centerboard, Egeria, Francis Ware; fifth class
keel. Composite, J. Mclniyre; sixth class. Rocket, H. M. Faxon.

AMERICAN MODEL Y. C—On Labor Day, Sept. 7, the Ameri-
can Model Y. C. sailed three races on Prospect Park. The second
class race was won by Marguerite, the third class by Jenettaand
the Fisher cup by Henrietta. A challenge has been made for the
cup, and the race will be sailed Sept. 19:

THIRD CLASS—FIRST HEAT.
St rt. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Star. G. W. Townley 11 06 10 Did not finish.

Marjorie, H. Fisher 11 Oti SO 11 16 00 9 40 10 00
Electra, J. Peiffer 11 05 43 11 14 35 8 53 9 yQU
Jenetta, G. W. Lyon 11 05 40 11 13 05 7 r

THIRD CLASS—SECOND HEAT.
Marjorie 11 28 55 E'ouied finish fl-ag.

Ele'-tra H 28 28 Outside flag.

Jenett-a 11 29 30 11 36 40 7 10
SECOND CLASS—FIRST HEAT.

Normandie.C. VanNess.... 1 08 43 1 15 55 7 13
Kate C, G. Sheridan 1 09 07 1 16 20 7 13
Marguerite, H. Fisher 1 09 05 1 15 35 6 30

SECOND CLASS—SECOND HEAT.
Normandie Protesting did not start.

Kate C Protesting did n^-t start.

Marguerite. ... 1 37 15 1 33 05 5 60
THIRD CLASS—TRIANaUL-AB OOURSIS.

Marjorie, H. Fisher 2 26 20 3 53 45 37 25 „. _„
Electra, G. Peiffer . 2 25 00 Failed to round stakes.
Harrietta. G. W. Lyon 2 25 00 3 4 7 15 22 15 33 13'jo
Anna, J. C. Meyer I— Carried away main boom.
CORINTHIAN Y. C. CHAMPIONSHIP.-The championship

sail-off of the Corinthian Y. C, of Marblehead took place on Sept.
13, the competitors being Mildred, keel, and Hawk, centerboard,
each having won two legs. The wind was fresh from S.E., club-
topsails being carried. Mildred made a big gain on the windward
work and won easily as follows:

Start. Fini.=h. Elapsed. Cor.
Mildred, W. H. Wilkinson. . ..2 35 00 4 28 19 1 53 10 1 51 SO
Hawk, Gordon Dexter J .3 35 00 4 32 26 1 57 26 1 56 04
The judges were Messrs, Field and Taylor. As Mildred is now

champion in first class. Hornet in third and Madge in fourth,
only the second class remains to be settled, and Susie and lone
will sail off this week,

AMEBUlAN Y. C. CHAMPIONSHIP. SEPT. 13.— The third
championship race of the American Y. C. was sailed offNew-
buryport on Sept. 12, the times being:

Elapsed. Corrected^
Gleam. P. J. Lowell 1 24 26 1 20 50
Hazard. Pierce & Moody , .1 23 51 1 33 51
Budge, P. G. Harringtoa, 1 31 34 1 26 84
The judges were H. L. NoyeB, Frank Hart, J. P. Noyea and W*

JJ. NoyeB,

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 38 16 1 00 26
1 30 35 1 01 36
1 31 13 1 03 41
WithdrawD.
Withdrawn.

0 58 26 0 35 39
0 59 01 0 37 30
Withdrawn.

1 31 45
1 34 35
1 35 48

1 31 23

1 25 24

7 345i

7 34

7 19
6 49

6 09

27 23\o
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PLTMOUTH Y. C, Snpt. 7.-Tho Plymouth Y. C. sailed its final
regatta ob Labor Day, the tiniPS heiiiK ap follows:

mEST CLASS—CATBOATS WITH MAINSATL AND JIB.
LeTiKr.h. Elapsed. Corrected.

Harold E.. E. B. Nickerson. ZiM 1 43 15 1 12 22
Duster, W, K. Nickerson 22.01 1 44 59 1 13 00
Ariel. H. H, Sears 21.06 1 48 55 1 16 14
SuTiol, A. L. Bailoy Sii.OO 2 14 19 1 13 14
Curlew, L. W. Lawton 23.09 Wlthdaew.

SECOND CLASS—CATBOATS WITH MATNSAIt ONLT.
Dazzler, H. C. fladloid i'2.00 3 01 15 1 29 10
Mildred, A. Holmes 18.00 2 14 14 1 36 49

THIRD CLASS—SPBITSAIL CENTEKBOABDS.
Fair Play, G. D. Bartlett Ifi lO 2 12 11 1 32 55
Puritan, O. D. Crai& 16.11 3 19 37 1 40 X9
Jessie. J. Morton . , ..15.07 2 29 30 1 48 03
Ka,tie L., J. Bagnal 17.09 2 .29 20 1 51 08
Watermelon, W. W. Burgess 15.1)4 2 35 35 1 53 39
Peerless 18.04 2 35 53 1 55 45
Pilgrim, A. Bartlett 16.27 Withdrew.
OWEENE AND ALBORAK.-Oa Sept. 10 a private match was

sailed oil Marblehead between Oweene, Mr. A. B, Turner, and
Alhorak. Mr. J. B. Paine, in order to test the improvements
made in the latter boat. The course, was from off Marhlehead
Rock, arottnd Harding's bell buoy. 12i^ miles to windward and
return. The start was siven at 11:45, Oweene sailed by Oapt.
Chas. Barr, going oyer at 11:46:26, while Alborak. steered by Capt.
Hank Haft", crossed at 11:47:84. On the first tack off shore a slight
shift ot wiud helped Oweene a little, but she was gaining steadily
all the way, both in pointing and footing, the times at the weather
mark being: Oweene 2:00:00, Alborak 2:08:20; Oweene had gained
7m. 2s., which lead she held in running home, the full time«
being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Oweene 1.1 46 26 3 31 34 9 35 08 3 34 08
Alborak 11 47 34 3 30 00 3 43 26 3 43 S6
Mr. Geo. A. Stewart acted as judge.

HULL OOHINTHIAN Y. C—The sail-off tor the championship
of tue Hull Corinthian Y. C. took place on Sept. 10 in a 8.E. breeze,
the times being:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Madge, W. H. Tliayer .19.11 1 41 39 1 18 33
Egeria. R. D. Ware. 19.11 1 42 58 1 19 51

The judges were C. V. Souther and F. H. Smith,
VIATOR AND REBECCA.-On Sept. 13 a match race was

sailed between the keel schooner Viator, W. G. Brokaw, and the
centerboard schooner Rebecca, F. M. Hansling, over the Captains
Island courFe of tbe Larchmont Y. C, with Messrs. Scott and
Sarony as judges. The wind was light from S.W. The times at
Captain's island were:
Rebecca 4 10 37 Viator 4 13 15
The lull times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Viator 3 36 37 6 13 16 3 38 3» 3 33 39
Rebecca 3 35 37 6 13 36 3 37 59 3 37 59

"WHO WON?"—The 1891 edition of Oapt, Summers's standard
book differs from that of last season mainly in the added accu-
racy and more compact form of tbe immense amount of informa-
tion which it contains. The reputation of tbe book has been so
firmly established by the previous volumes that we need only say
that the last is the best of all.

EDWARD BURGESS AND HIS WORK.— The September
nnmber ot the New England Magazine contains a very able and
interesting article under tbe abo^^e beading by Mr. A, G. McVey,
yacbting editor of tbe Boston. Herald. The illustrations, includ-
ing a portrait of Mr. Burgess, are very good.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are reciuested to send to Fobest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Fobest and Steeam their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and aU
items relating to the sport.

ADDRESS WANTED.—We have heard a number of pressing

Inquiries lately as to the identity of the writer of the following

comments on the meet, which appeared in the 'Tribune a short

time since: "Too many of the races were called to suit the pleas,

ure of the ladies' camp and not to serve the convenience of the
canoeists. The fact is that the ladies' camp has grown to be an
altogether too important factor in the meets. Apparently it often

dictates the policy of the camp; certain it takes the attention of

many from their canoeing duties and requires more attention to

the dress than should be required. Either the ladies' camp must
be made of less importance or else the active canoeists will with,
draw from the American Canoeists' (?) Association and form a
new association, without any such appendage as 'Squaw Point.'

Such a threat was heard frequently in the course of the meet, but

it is not likely to be carried out unless the situation as to the
ladles' camp grows worse." We venture the opinion that without
the i-illuence of the ladies' camp the meet would lose the attend-

ance of many of the older and stf adier members of the A. C. A.,

non-girling men at that, who are never seen at Squaw Point.

THE PASSAIC RIVER REGATTA.
THE canoeists of the Passaic River held a very successful meet

on Sept. 5, 6 and 7 in the neighborhood of the lanthe, Arling-
ton and Orange Canoe Clubs. No tents were pitched, the canoeists
preffurring to sleep in the club houses. Members of the Bayonne,
Hol)oken and Crescent Canoe Clubs cruised up the river several
days before the date of the meet, and canoeists from Rutherford,
Passaic and other poinis arrived on Friday night.
Saturday afternoon at 3 P. M. the first event on the programme

of the Orange C. C, vvas called. It was the junior sailing
race, and was won by W. H. Smiley, of the Orange C. O , in canoe
Scout, the other contestants being unable to finish thn race on
account of lack of wind. The paddling races were called next,
and resulted as follows:
Senior Paddling Race—L. B. Palmer, lanthe.
•Junior i^addling Race—J. Stewart, lanthe.
Paddling Tandem Race—Pookman, Crescent, and Simpson,

Yonkers.
Paddling, any class—Geo. Metze, lanthe.
Hurry Scurry Race- -Metze.
Record Paddling for Passaic River Record Cup—L. B, Palmer

first, G. P. Douglas second, F. B. Collins third, Pockman fourth.
Club Four Paddling—Douglas, Palmer, W. Stewart and Duguid.

lanthe.
The hurry scurry race was the most interesting of all. Edinger

followed Palm'^r's course last year and ran np the river bank, and
then swam with tbe tide to his canoe, whii h he reached ling be-
fore Metze, the only other contestant, could cover the distance
swimming against the tide. Edinger upset at the signal, and
would have won by a long lead, but by upsetting again by request
before crossing the finish line, he was passed by Metze before he
could regain his canoe. During the evening the visitors were en-
tertained by tbe Orange Club.
On Sunday many of the canoeists paddled up the river as far as

Passaic, where dinner was served.
On Monday morning the canoeists were astir at an early hour

and the first race of tue Arlington regatta was started promptly
at nine o'clock, and proved to be as good a race as has been sailed
on the river. Seven of tlie canoes were upset by the strong N.W.
breeze. Douglass finished first. Palmer second.
Louis Simpson, of Yonkers, won single paddling race, with Du-

guid second.
Paddling Tandem, Decked Canoes—Douglass and Duguid first,

Pockman and Simpson second.
Paddling Tandem, Open Canoes—Palmer and Hart first, Stewart

and Archibald second.
Padddling club four, won by lanthe crew.
Paddling and Sailing Combined for the Passaic River Record—

Palmer first, Douglass second.
Hurry Scurry and Upset—Edinger, Gresoent C. C, first, Dudley,

Knickerbocker C. C, second.
After the regatta lunch was served a.nd handsome prizes pre-

sented.
The principal event, tbe regatta of the lanthe C. C. on Monday

afternoon, was very well managed, the full programme, a long
one, being promptly run off before dark. The winners wei'e:
First event—Sailing, seniors, record event; first, G. P. Douglas;

second, L. B. Palmer.
Second event—Sailing juniors, record event; H. S. Des, Brisay.
Third event—Sailing, man overboard; first, G. P. Douglass;

second, G. Baxter.
Fourth event—Sailing, upset, G. P. Douglass.
Fifth event—Paddling open canoe, single blades; first, W. J.

Stewart; second, F. McCIees.
Sixth event—Seniors, decked sailing canoes; first, L. B. Palmer;

second, James Duguid.
Seventh event, paddling, juniors, decked sailing canoes: First, H.

Kretzmer; second, Joseph Stewart.
Eighth event, paddling tandem, open canoes, single blades:

First Duguid and Archhald; second. Farmer and Fredericks.
Ninth event, paddling;tandem, decked canoes: First, Palmer and

Douglas; second, Pockman and Simpson.
Tenth event, club fours, open canots, single blades: First,

lanthe; second, Arlington.
Eleventh event, cltxb fours, decked sailing canoes: First,

lanthe.
Twelfth eventi paddling, any canoe: First, F. MeClees.
Thirteenth event, hurry-scurry: First, Edward Edinger: second,

Palmer.
Robert J. Wilkin acted as judge and starter. The 16 events on

the programme were started promptly, and the last race called at
G:20 P. M.
This was the most successful regatta ever held by the lanthe

C. C, and the guests of the club were continually interested.
During the evening there was a large number present at the sup-
per of .«alad, coffee, sandwiches, etc.; Vice-Com. Winn6, Sec'y-
elect Wackerhagen, and other Mohicans; W. L. Dudley, J. K.
Hand, of the Knickerbockers; R. J. Wilkin, H. H. Smythe, and
others, spent the evening with the club.
The Passaic River Record Trophy, a handsome silver mug, was

won by Palmer, in canoe Cricket, who scored four points; Douglas
was second with two points.

HOLYOKE C. C. PEPT. 7.—The second annual regatta of the
Holyoke C. 0. was held on Labor Day, the first race being the
balf-imile sailing for the Sans Soucl prize cup. The starters were
Emii Knappe. W. E. Parsons. F. H. Metcalf, Louis Lamb, C. F.
Scnuster and Will Ladd. Knappe won, with Metcalf a close
second; Schuster upset. The tandem, single blade paddling race,
34 mile. WHS won by Knanpe and Hodgden; standing paddling _

race, 109yds., by Ladd; single paddling race, mile, by Hodgden
and M' tcalf; sailing > ac-, 1 14 w Hps, declared off; hand paddling
race, lOOydp,, was won by Gaibraith; upset race, by Metcalf and
B>nks: the tandem paddling by Ensou and Sardner; the hurry
scurry by Metcalf, Schuster and Banks; the single paddling,
mile, by L. E. Townp; the championship race, 'A mile, by Metcalf,
Selden and Brown; umbrella race, declared off. The special one
mile sailing race was won by Kn9,ppe. The offiners were: Regatta
committee, Capt F. B. Towne, Eirst Lieut. F. H. Metcalf, Second
Lieut. H. E. McEwain. Judges, William Reed, H. L. Russell, W.
M. Reynolds. Starters, R. T. Wyckoff, E. S. Towne, B. L. Syms
and T. J. Morrow.
VESPER BOAT CLUB REGATTA.—A regatta will be held by

the Vesper Boat Club on Sept. 26, open to members of the club
and to members of the American Canoe Assodation. The events
will be: Single canoe-one mile, with turn. Tandem paddling—
half mile, straightaway. Single scull—two miles, with turn.
Four-oared working boats—two miles. Double working boats—two
miles. Sailing canoes—four miles, unlimited. A. O. A. rules to
govern canoe races. Rules of National Association of American
Oarsmen to govern rowing races. Entries close on Sept. 23, to be
made to Paul Butler, chairman of regatta committee. Address,
Lowell, Mass. Our prizes, ivhile creditable, will not be of great
intrinsic value, but we will try and have some sport. No postpone-
ment on account of weather.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Central Division: Egbert 0. Everest,
Chas. Russell, Albany, N. Y,; Rev. Ohas. H. Snedeker, Poughkeep-
sie, N. Y. Eastern Division: Ohas. O. Murray, Horatio Hickok,
L. E. Woodhouse and W. M. Crombie, Burlinsrton, Vt.; H. M.
Mott-Smith and J. L. Dean, Boston, Mass.; John B. Richards,
Fall River, Mass.; Albert E. Copeland, A. N. Knight and H. Frost,
Worcester, Mass. Atlantic Division: William T. Demarest, New
York City.

MANHATTAN ATHLETIC CLUB.-The first "carnival of
sports" of the Manhattan Athletic Club, on Sept. 19, atthegrounds.
W)th street and 8th avenue, New York, will include a series of
canoe races, under the direction of Mr. W. S. Elliott, the director
of canoeing of the M. A . C.

KNICKERBOCKER C. C.-The fall regatta of the Knicker-
bocker C. C, set for Sept. 13, was postponed to a future date. A
notice of the postponement was sent but reached us after we had
gone to press.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
T. K.—The gun has not been tested by us.

P. S. L., Mandan, N. D.—Can you give me any information as to
fishing m southern California? A re there any flsh? Ans. There
are trout in the mountain streams, and in salt water are redflsh,
kelpfish, rock; cod, barracuda, Spanish mackerel, flounders and
others.

Onyjutta.—1. Should not fish be killed at once on taking, and
what is the neatest and most humane way of dispatching?. 3.

Are both the large and amall-mouth black bass found in the Juni-
ata and Susquehanna rivers? Ans. 1, Yes; cut the throat. 2.

Small-mouth only, as far as we know.
J. E. D., Brooklyn.—What is the direction of the trajectory of a

ball ? Is it a straight line from muzzle to object, or is It a curved
line? If a carved line, is it above thft center line or below It?
Ans. It is the curved liue of flight of the ball, and must necessa-
rily rise above the center line, if by that is meant a straight line
from muzzle to target.

J. D. B.—Can any deer or large game be taken out of Maine

?

And will you give the Maine game law for this season? Ans, The
law permits hunting for moose, deer and caribou between Oct. 1
and Jan. 1. It is forlDidden to use dogs or to kill cow moose at
any time. One person may kill only one moose, two caribou and
three deer in a season. Transportation and exportation permitted
(within foregoing limit) If game carcasses are plainly tagged with
owner's name and accompanied by him.
H. E. A., Lancaster, Pa.—Please give the names of the trap-

shooters who have been placed in the expert class. At the shoot
of the Harrisburg Association there were shooters whom it was
desired to handicap, but they claimed they were not liable under
the rules, as their record of 90 per cent, was not made at an Asso-
ciation shoot. Ans. This list is given in the Association pro-
gramme of the Knoxvllle shoot, which closes to-day: "The fol-
lowing list of experts will have to shoot at unknown angles: H,
McMurchy, C. W. Budd, R. O. Heikes, J. R. Stice, W. Crosby, W.
H. Wolstencroft, John Ruble, F. D. Kelsey, H. B. Whitney, E. S.
Benscotten, B. D. Miller. W. S. McDonald, Al. Bandle,M. F. Lind-
sley, F. Parmalee. J. Winston, A. G. Courtney. W. E Perry, O,
R. Dickey, H. G.Wheeler, Mr. Stanton. J. a. Sherman, H. A. Pen-
rose, W. C. Caay (Brooks), N. Apgar, Ed. Collins, E. A. Andrews,
C. E. Barrett, B. F. Schumeier (Hamline), Dr. "Bond," Chas. S.
Sanborn, Fred Bennet (White), S. Bowker, S. A. Tucker, Geo. Os-
borne. J. A. R. Elliott and all others whom we know to be better
than 90 men. As soon as an amateur proves to be shooting strong
enough he will be advanced to the expert class and be compelled
to shoot in the higher class."

FEIROUSOST'S PATENT

Beflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
t With Adjustable Attachments,

For Sportsmen and Others.
GoinblueB Head Jack,

I Boat Jack, Fishing Iiamp,
Camp liamp, Oasli Iiamp,
Belt liantern, Hand Ijan-
tern, etc,

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office, 6S Fulton St. N. Y.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper $1.00.
"It Is the most complete map of the Adtrondack

region ever published."—jPores* and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-bond paper. 50 cts.

Guide Books.—The Adiroudackg, illustrated,
16 mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cte.

liake Creorare and Lake Champlain, 25 cts.

Address 8. R. STODDARD. Glena FalU, N. Y.

Trout, Bass and Landlocked Salmon Flies.

Anglers about to visit CANADA, MAINE or the FAR WEST
will find it to their advantage to consult us about size and

patterns of flies adapted to these localities.

Special Patterns for the Lake St. John Waters. Nova Scotia, Yellowstone Park, etc.

Send 10 cents to cover postage, and we will m^U you our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE, i8 Vesey St., New York.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usnal cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9i, 10,

lOJft. ,
weight 7, 8, 9oz 7. .[ ........ Price $8 72

No. 1, Or, same as above but is J^ermaa Silver Mounted " 3 82
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, sohd reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8h 9, 94, 10ft , weight 9, I04, 13, 13oz .Pnce 2 72
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted. " 3 32
No, 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolliug Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20o"z'. *.!.."....""..'...!!! " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint " 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings. 9ft ,

."..*.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ".*.".".'.'..".'.'.".*,'.".','.'. " 90c.
Brass Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Gup, line finish, 35yds., 83c.

;
4flyds., 95o. : 60yds., 11.05; 80yds., $1.15; lOOyds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding CUck, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $3.35; 80yds., $3.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SOOft., 41c. J. F. M, Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 0 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread, 43o. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15e. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 30c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15o.

;
2ft., per doz., 8O0.

;
3ft., per doz,, 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

; 2ft., per doz., 30o.
; Sft., doz., 45o.

J. F. MABSTEBS. 51, 63 A 55 Court St^ Brooklji>. N. Y.
8«ad Se. tamp for lUurtratod Oatslosma for 1891. OPBN BTBMIirflli.

^
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We are now perfecting arrangements which will shortly enable us to say that

EVERY NOTABIvE IVEAKIE OK

Shot Gun, Rifle or Revolver
iS REPRESENTED IN OUR STOCK-

W^tiere else can. yoia find such, an assortnaent?

Ill to 116 Michigan Ave«

CHICAGO

STEVENS SPECIAL FIRE ARMS.

Wherever shooting is done, in all parts of the world, the Stevens Rifles and Pistols are
being introduced, and on account of their superior accuracy are preferred.

STEVENS PISTOLS have made more brilliant records and have done finer work than any
other pistol ever made.

STEVENS RIFLiES have made records which were considered impossible.

STEVENS POCKET RIFLES are carried by ladies, anglers, tourists and hunters. They
are marvels of accuracy, compactness and beauty.

STEVENS LADIES' RIFLE is the proper rifle for ladies. It is wonderfully accurate and
has no recoil.

The .33 long rifle and the .25 rim-flre cartridges, the most accurate small-bore cartridges made,
were originated by this company. These celebrated rifles a,nd pistols are manufactured by

THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
Send for Catalociue. P. O. Box 4102, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

"THE OLD REMINGTON GUN STORE. "

Gqoc
Hammer and

Hammerless Breech-loading Of

"ST, .Everything Pertaining to the Out-
^^^/e^^^^^-Jj^ng of Sportsmen^^,.^'^^g\e'

Send for Catalo^e. ftc. ^^^ep®*^
CORNWALL & SMOCK. 2S 1-283 Broadway, N. T".

New England Arms Co.'s
Tvr A omiDJca—iMCAPE cs-xjua's.

Guaranteed in Every Respect. All Improvements.
RECORD OF SHOOTING WITH EVERY GUN.

$24.00 $28.00 $35.00 $40.00
SEND FOR 44-PAGE DESCRIPTIVE LIST.

Sole Agent, CHAS. J. GODFREY, 7 Warren St., N. Y.

For Harness, tuggy Tops, Saddles, Ply Mets, Traveling Bags, Military Equipments, etc.
Gives a beautiful finish, which will not peel or crack ofiC, smut or crock by handling, does not lose its lustre by-

age; dust will not stick to work finished with it. Is not a varnish. Contains no Turpentine, Benzine, Naphtha,
Alcohol, or other Injurious articles. Sold by all Hariiens Makers.

2^6
The Francotte Gun.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Goods.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
iSome Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON lENGERKE & ANTOINE,
846 Wabash Avenue, Cbicag^o. 111.

Two-thirds size only.

"SURPRISE WHISTLE,"
The lioudest Whistle Known.

The Elastic Tip makes it capable of producing
1,000 different sounds.

Perfect Dog or Quail Call, 25 cts.
Dealers write for Discount.

Manufactured only hy

AMERICAN PIN CO.. Waterbury, Ct.

STANDS •'^^M.efilT

Ti'MASTirrCUT
^MoK.INa ToRACCO..

A pure Virginia plug cut

smoking tobacco that does not

bite the tongue, and is free from

any foreign mixture. More solid

comfort in one package of Mas-

tiff than you can get out of a dozen

others. Packed in canvas pouches.

J. B. Pace Tobacco Co., Richmond, Virginia.

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.

But the blamed thing got away, because

he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for »9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

), B. GBOOE & CO.,

nSHING TACKLE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28tli & 29th Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEND FOE OATALOGUE.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
6654 Atlantic St., Englewood, ILLS.

Troat Fli9B a» 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cents Each.

Send Ten Cents (or Iu,08mAT«D CATALOonB.

CHAS. I. GOODAIE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

will now be found at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attentjoa to all

vfOTls. intniBted to his care as foirmerly.

Tmiists, Cai8Fs ai Hmlers.

THE NUTBIMENT OO.'S

FLUID BEEFI

Will give immediate relief from fatigue after a
day's tramping or exposure. Needs only to be
mixed with hot water and seasoned with salt
and pepper. Invaluable in the camp kitchen, as
the most delicious soups can be prepared from it

in a moment. Take a bottle with you on the
next trip. Sold by all dealers in sporting goods
and the leading grocers everywhere. Manufac-
tured with the most scrupulous cleanliness and
care by

THE NUTRIMENT CO., Chicago, 111.

Henry C. Squires, 178 Broadway, New York, carries a
full line of our goods.

©AUGRAPhL
GREATEST SPEED!

Best for Manifolding. 100,000 Daily Users.

THE MOST DURABLE.
Single Case, No. 1, - - - - S'yO.OO
Doable Case, "3, 85.00
New Special, » 3, - - - - 100.00

For account of speed contests and circulars, address

THE AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO.
HARTFORD, CONN, ^ j

Branch Offices : 837 Broadway, New-York.
14 West 4tlx Street, Cincinnati, O.
1003 Arch Street, Pbiladelpllla.

ENGLISH FACTORY, COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

iDt

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sections are quickly
changed from a. %to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 3, and from a 3 to or 8oz. with
the No. 8. All changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.

Extra center sections furnished to
increase the weight asmay be d esired.
Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
cents for a No. 3, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLINSON &. CO.,

61 John Street,
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MLY AUTOIiTIC EJECTOR

"The Acme of Perfection."

HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN.
No. 250, "Diamond Quality," Highest Grade Damascus Steel Barrels, beautifully engraved locks and mounting, finest Turkish Walnut Stock, with the Deeley Patent Automatic

Shell Ejector, equal in finish, shooting qualities and vs^orkmanship to Pm-dey's, Grant's or any other highest grade London make, 10, 12 and 16-gauge
"flcnn

No. 150, Same action as above but plain finish and f ne Damascus Barrels ,
175.00

WB ALSO CARRY A STOCK OF
W. W. GREENER'S EJECTING GUNS $250.00 to $400.00 W. & C. SCOTT & SONS $275.00 to $400.00

WE INTRODUCE THIS YEAR J. P. OLiABROUGH & BRO'S. LiATEST INVENTION—A Fine Hammerless Shotgun with Automatic Ejectors and Damascus Barrels,

plain finish $100.00

Same as above. Greener Crown Bolt, Fine Damascus Barrels, Fine Engraving, the finest gun they make , 135.00

We claim for these guns everything that may he desired. They are well fitted, nicely engraved, the action
works to perfection and can he fully guaranteed.

THE DALY 3-BARREL IS THE ONLY COMBINED GUN IN THE MARKET.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway 84 Duane St., NSW YORK.

The Celebrated Smith £ Wessen Revolvers
^ HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

'

Jii^ii'iii

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived

by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the

genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH & WESSON,
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Agent fob B. C. MILAMS'

FIREARMS, FISHING TACKLE, BICY-
CIES, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS, JttUSICAIi

INSTRUMENTS. 8PORTIN6 GOODS, Ae. Illustrated Catnlogue.with low cash prices, sent on application to those
mentioning FOBEsi AND STREAM. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La SaUe St., Chicajs^o, lU,

BRONZE STATUETTES
OF

American Western Subjects.
Statuettes in plain or silvered bronze of

subjects comprising Cowboys, Trappers, etc.,

of a size suitable for table and office orna-

nnents, by Walter Winans.

SUBJECTS AT PRESENT READY:

(Cowboy shooting over dead pony.)

"Shot"
(Wounded co

"An Indian Fight."

(Wounded cowboy falling off pony.)

"Standing off Indians."
(Trapper with pony).

"At Bay."
(Cowboy shootin

A "Trotter being Speeded to Sulky," &c., &c.

"Bucking Broncho," "Sioux Chief,"

(Large group consisting of three cow
boys, a trapper and four bronch
ponies^ head of Sioux chief in wa
feather bonnet on base.)

&c., &c., IN PREPARATION.

These can be had in silver if preferred,

further particulars and price list address

31 Place de la Bourse,

For

Paris, France.

WE HANDLE A FULL LINE OF

POCKET COMPASSES.
% Size?. Sizes.

B No. 800. AU, 194 S'n- No. 805. .l^^in.

i " 801. 19l 1%, ]%in. •• SOT.-lMin.
1 " 803. . 1}^. 1%. " b09..]i!iin.

For Said Kverywliere. Aslt *oe our numbers.
ACCURATE AND RELIABLE.

Send 50 cents for sample, mailed free, with our new price list.

MANUFACTtTKERS OF

Wigh Grade Hue* liuplements,
A COMPLETK LINE.

BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,
DEPOT FOR SALES, 313^ BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

MEACHAM HAMMERLESS
n GUN.

- ^ Stock, Patent
Pore-end, Full Checlcered, Matted Ril), Double
Under Fastening, RubberButt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, c^&, $36.2P
SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.

E.G.MEAGHAM ARMS GQ..ST.lquis.M(L

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

G-lass Blower,
And Manufacturer of

Artificial Eyes
For Birob, Animals and Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North William St„ New York.
SRTi<i for Price List.

THE EAGLE
The Easiest Running Bicycle

in the World.

SPEED, COMFORT, SAFETY.

Large Illustrated Catalogue Free.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. COMPANY,
STAM^OIID, CONN.

NESS AND HEAD NOISES CURED
1
bj Peot'B Invisible Tubular Ear CuBhioM. Whifc

_ ^ra heard. Successfulwhen all remediMrDEAF^

ism m&.

ST. BERNARDS.
AT STUD.

This grand young dog is the best son of cham-
pion Otho out oP Lackme, a d anghter of champion
Merchant Prince. He Is 33in. high, of a rich
orange co.or with complete collar and perfect
markings. He is a wonderfully vigorous young
dog, and has proven himself a great stock getter.
As a sittd dng he is unsurpassed. Fee $50.
I»uppies for sale.

THE ABBEY KENNELS,
Riverside and Grafton avenues. Woodside, N. J.

R. T. RENNIE, Prop.

IMPORTED IRISH SETTER

CHALLENGE INCHIQUIN.
( A.S.B. 18,191). Breeder- Rev. R. O'Callaghan. by
champion ShandonIL—lona. The most phenom-
enal young dog of '91, winner of first and two
specials at fonr coneecutive snows. Write for
parriculars, pedigree and press conaments. JOHN
J. SGANLAN, Bos 339, Fflil River. Mass.

RIDGiFiElD ST. BERNARD KENNELS

It stud. KIITGLIMMON. Fee $40.
(18,866.)

Kinglimmnn is orange in color with perfect
white markings and black, shadings, stands 34iii.

high and is the sire of some very promising
youngsters. Address

O. A. HOUCK, 923 Madison ave., Albauy, N. Y.

ill tte mm.

GLENMORE KENNELS.
THE CHAMPION IRISH SETTER KENNELS OF AMERICA.

E. B. BISHOP, Owner, 43 St. James Ave., Cincinnati, O.

AT STUD. The Champion Three.

Chmp. Ruby Glenmore,
The champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champ. Molly Bawn,
The ex-champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champion Winnie II.,
The only imported champion Irish setter dog in

' America to-day.

Write for circular and prices.

Challenge BEAU BRUMMEl, Fee $25
The most phenomenal dog of the times.

(A K.C.S.B. 19,961).

Imp. Sarsfield, - Fee $25
The greatest living

(A.K.C.S.]
Irish petter sire.

!. 10,354.)

Imp. Dan Mylrea, Fee $20
A noted first-prize winner. (A.K.C.S.B. 19,173).

Youns? Ptock always on hand ^ ^a^v-«x«^
i^If you mention this paper 5 per cent, discount will be allowed on all sales.

St. Bernards
AT STtJD.

ABISTOGSAT,
WINNER OF MORE FIRST PRIZES AND

SPECIALS DURI^ia 1890 THAN ANY
OTHER ST. BERNARD.

FEE, $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

DAVID E. LOVELAITD, Manager.

AT STUD.
King^ston Regent.
This grand dog is the best son of the great

PRINTCE REGENT, by Lady St. Gothard. He is

33i^in. high and has the heaviest bone and richest

dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in America.
His head is remarkable for its character, dppth
of muzzle and expression. He was born February
26, 1889, and is wonderfully strong and vigorous.

Fee, $50.

Champion Hector.
winner of sixty-six 6rst and special prizes and
stud cups. He is the sire of Champion Cleopatra,

Caleb, Lord Hector, Major Hector, Duke of

Sparta and many other noted St. Bernards.

Fee, $40.
rUPPIES FOR SAI^E.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH STREET AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

FOX-TEERIEBS
IN STUD.

Champion Rahy Mixer $16
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 16
Suffolk Risk 10
Pitcher 25
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

RBAD THIS! READ THIS
MASTIFFS.

At Stufl.—Ormonde; sire, Ch. Victor Hugo;
dam, Ch. Cambrian Princess. Ormonde is a piize
winner every lime shown, both in England and
America, and his young stock is proving him an
exceptional sire. I have always on hand young
stock for disposal at fair prices. I have no blood
but the most fashionable in my kennels. Write
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, HI.

Mastiffs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K. Taunton's Cliamplon

Boaufort. His success as a stud dog and his
record on the show bench for the last five years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of Engllsli Bloodhonnds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported.
Masti ff mips from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also out of well known and proved breeders of
champion and great prize winners. Photographs,
25 cts. J. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vermont.

TN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
J. ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.
Allin and trained on ruflfed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street. Springfield, Mass. tf

At Stud.-English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 1st and specials. Pious Pem-
broke, winner of over 30 firsts and special; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.

Gbsthond and Poodus IvBpifEi/S, Salem, Maag.

Id
5

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION

The Squire,
(E. 15,757). Fee $50.

Roslyn Conway,
(A. -). Fee $20.

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,735). Fee $15.

CHAMPION

(A.-). Fee $35.

CHALLENGE

RiSlII Mil,
(A. 17,577). Fee $25.

ENGLISH PUGS.
CHAMPION

g^gj^^
Treasure,
(A. 10,5! Fee $15.

(A. 17,804).

Fee, - - - -

IRISH SETTERS.
SEMINOLE,

I

ELEO,
(A. 20,088). Fee $20. (A. 11,450). Fee !

Extended pedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of i he above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand-

WYOMING KENNELS.
The liABGEST and BEST kennel of
ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following^

noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cup four titnes, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee $150.00

Champ. PlilNLIMMON, JR. (6864).

This grand young df^g is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, and although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 37
first and special prizes, and sire of some t?ood
stock. Stud fee $50.00

LOTHARIO (18371).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee. should be much sought after by St.
Bernard breed ers. Stud fee $35.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.
A select stock most always on hand, sired by

the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

"WYOMIITG KENNELS. Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN. Manager.

AT STUD. FEE $50.

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. 6364),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial wiuners. Rip
Rflp, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.

Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L. I.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth, immense rough-coat, the only son of
Lord Bute at stud in America. 2. Patrol, one of
our best smooths, fee $35 each.
JOHN KEEVAN, 195 King St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

\rORKSHIRE TOT TERRIER.
J- Champion Bradford Harry, described In

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos SOcts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H,
GOOMBS, 1 Esclianga Block, Bangor, Me. ^'
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CENTERBOARDS IN INTERNATIONAL RACING.

IN nearly all the international races between A.merican

and British yachts the centerboard has played a

most important and clearly defined part. It has not

only been the chief weapon of the contestants, on one

side, such victories as they have gained being due largely

to its aid; but it has been used solely by this side, being

opposed with equal obstinacy by the keel in the hands of

the other party. Up to the beginning of the present

season the results were plain and unmistakable; in the

larger class of yacht, where absolute draft of water was

so impracticable as to make necessary a comparatively

shoal hull, the centerboard has thus far proved the con-

trolling factor. In all smaller classes, probably from

70ft, l.w.l. downward, the superiority of the keel type

has been made manifest in the gradual abandonment of

the centerboard, the condition being changed from one in

which the whole fleet was composed of centerboard craft,

as in 1878, to that in 1890, in which the centerboards had

practically abandoned the racing courses in all classes

wheregood keel boats were found, such as the 30ft., 40ft.

and 53ft.

Starting with all the odds in its favor, the centerboard

had year by year lost ground, and even in the most

modern racing craft, such as Shark, Hawk, Ventura and

Gorilla, had failed to make a fair showing against the

keels.

Taking the results of years of racing on both sides,

there was little to justify the adoption of the centerboard

in a racing yacht of 13ft. draft or less, equivalent to 70ft.

l.w.l., and the news that Sir. Watson had decided to

place a centerboard in a racing boat, and, moreover, in

one which was intended from the first to top the lO-rat-

ing class on the Clyde, came as a surprise on both sides

of the Atlantic. Considering the keel boats in the class,

Yvonne, Encore and the rest, and the responsibility of

maintaining the prestige won in the old Doris, the experi-

ment was a daring one. At the same time two smaller

centerboards were built for the 2*-rating class, to meet

half a dozen crack keel craft. While all three were in a

measure allied to the compromise type, so common of

late in America, they differed in one marked respect, the

centerboards being of metal, instead of wood, and very

heavy.

Until quite late in the winter it seemed that Americans

had done with the board so far as racing is concerned, all

of the new 46- footers being keels, but at the last moment
Mr. Burgess and that good friend of the centerboard. Dr.

Bryant, took hold in earnest and turned out one represen-

tative, a wide compromise of the general type of the 30-

footers Shark and Hawk.
The results of these two experiments are now known,

the season being over. On the Clyde the performance of

Dora against the keel tens has been a succession of victo-

ries, backed up by similar work on the part of the 3i-rat-

ers Elfin and Ownsay. At this distance, and with incom-

plete data, it is impossible to gauge exactly the extent of

the victory or its probable results, but it is certain that

the centerboard type has made a far better showing

against the keels this year on the Clyde than it has ever

done in America.

On this side the result is less conclusive, but there is

no ground for doubt that Beatrix, the Burgess center-

board, is inferior to Gloriana, in fact the question of

second and third place is open between Beatrix and her

keel sister Oweene. Beatrix is certainly a very fast boat,

probably the best centerboard that has raced in the classes

below the 70ft., but at the same time her performances

are overlooked beside those of Grloriana, and the keel is

undoubtedly still ahead in America.

The prospects of a renewal of international racing are

very poor, save in the direction of Constellation, the big

schooner, but should a challenge pass from either side,

the positions would present a curious contrast. On the

part of America, the triumph of G-loriana against such a

field as the new 46ft. class, the highest achievement of a

decade of hard racing and rapid evolution, would natur-

ally suggest the propriety of adhering to the same type

in any class under 80 to 90ft.

On the other side, where the effect of Volunteer's cen-

terboard as opposed to Thistle's keel has if anything been

overrated, and with the newly acquired evidence offered

by Dora as opposed to Yvonne and the other keels, there

exists every inducement to try the experiment of a heavy

centerboard in a larger craft. A keel cutter from Bris-

tol, R. I.
,
opposed to a centerboard cutter from the Clyde

would make a race that would give to yachting the stim-

ulus so much needed just now, and would shed new
light on questions which are apparently still wide of a

final settlement.

SONG BIRDS FOR CALIFORNIA.

THE people of California are engaged in an enterprise

to introduce foreign song birds. The first to pro-

pose the scheme was Mr. Horace F. Cutter, who urged it

in the San Francisco Bulletin: then Mr. F. R. Webster,

president of the Country Club, took it up; and county

movements have followed in Santa Cruz, Napa, Sonoma,

San Mateo and Sacramento counties. The birds, which

it is proposed to import, will come for the most part from

Germany, and wUl comprise thrushes, bullfinches, gold-

finches, nightingales and sky larks. To these will be

added red-breasted robins, with mockingbirds from Lou-

isiana. Santa Cruz county has raised funds for 100 pairs

of the European species named, and the Country Club

will bring out 200 pairs.

Naturally in a fruit-growing country there will be a

certain degree of prejudice against the new comers be-

cause they will destroy some fruit; but intelligent study

of their good work as insect destroyers will certainly

overcome any possible feeling against them. It is re-

ported that a fruit grower in southern California, who
introduced a colony of titmice into his orchard, has

determined that while the birds destroyed 10 t^bt cent,

of his fruit, they have proved so efficient in warfare on

the insect hordes that the trees are decidedly healthier

and the fruit crop one-third larger than it would have

been without the birds.

This song bird colonization enterprise of the people on

the Pacific Coast will be watched with decided interest;

and the Forest and Stream hopes in future years to

chronicle its full Buccess.

LABRADOR EXPLORATION
T^HE Bowdoin College expedition to Labrador, an-

nounced in our columns April 30th, has returned

with collections and information of very great value.

The objects of the leader. Prof. Leslie A. Lee, were the

collection of natural history specimens, the study of the

native tribes between Hamilton Inlet and Cape Chudleigh,

and the determination of the existence and character of

the wonderful Grand Falls of southern Labrador. The
zoological collections include numerous shells showing the

close relationship of the present molluscan fauna to that

of Maine and Nova Scotia, a large series of birds, many
plants hitherto not recorded from the region, and twice

as many species of fishes as were linowm from previous

explorations. A small collection of valuable minerals

was also secured. Remains of an Esquimaux village were

found on Grand River containing sleeping-shelves on the

sides of the wooden walls and with floors made of large

t stones. Various implements and utensils of bone>

iron and stone were discovered here, among them knives,

spears, sled-runners and lamps. Skin clothing and ivoty

ornaments were obtained. A race of Montagnais Indians,

hitherto unknown to white men, was met and critically

studied by Prof. Lee, who made full measurements of

theee interesting people and notes upon their character-

istics.

The falls of Grand River have a vertical descent of

200ft. and are continued by rapids to the extent of 500ft.,

making one of the grandest gorges of North America.

Another expedition to this wonderland was led by Mr.

Bryant, of Philadelphia, and as the region is accessible

and will undoubtedly be fully described we may be sure

that its charms will soon be known to the tourist. The
proximity to superb trout and salmon streams will add

to the attractions of the country.

SNAP SHOTS.

CERTAIN American fishermen who have been trouting

in Nova Scotia this year, have killed such moose as

came in their way, and having no special use for the

carcasses have left them to rot on the shore. This has so

far promoted the good will of the residents of that Prov-

ince toward sportsman visitors from the United States

that they are doing what they can to lighten the lot of

the Americans by relieving them of their superfluous

cash. In addition to the non-resident license fee of

|10 for permission to kill feathered game and $30 to

kill moose and caribou, the sportsman is now com-

pelled to hand over an impost tax of 30 per

cent, on the value of his shotgun and rifle. The

lawful numbers one person may kill are two moose

and four caribou. Exportation of a carcass or any

portion of a deer or caribou is forbidden. There are

reported to be many moose in Nova Scotia this season.

Last week we printed a list of the officers authorized to

issue game licenses. If there are any Americans who
hold that the Nova Scotia non-resident restrictions are

too lax, some more slaughter of moose in the summer time

will no doubt prompt a speedy remedy.

The introduction of English pheasants on Jekyl's Island

has provided a supply of choice food for the chicken

snakes which have thrived and multiplied apace. The

pheasants have demonstrated their adaptability to the

climate and cover, but how to keep down the swarming

hosts of vermin is now the problem perplexing the man-

agers.

We begin to-day the publication of a novel series of

papers on cormorant fishing. They will be found ex-

ceedingly interesting, for one thing, as showing what it

is possible to accomplish in taming and training these

wild feathered creatures.

Beaver hats are to be the fashion. Beaver skins will be

in demand. Beaver trapping will be stimulated. Beaver

colonies will be destroyed. The whims of modistes in

Europe influence animal life in the wilds of America.

Admirers of Mr. Rowland E. Robinson's sketches of

the Danvis folk will be glad to know that some of Uncle

Lisha's friends are to appear in the forthcoming number
of the Atlantic. Monthly.

The Commissioners sent out by the Government to in-

vestigate the seal fisherieslhave returned to Washington,

but no report has yet been made, public.
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New Yobk.

MUNSON'S FALLS.
MANCHESTER, VT.

CPLASHINGr, dasliing, clear aR crystal,
^ Flashing back the sun's bright rays,

Runs the brook o'er titne-worn boulders,

Babbling forth its liquid lays.

Racing, leaping, restless waters,

Why not be content like me?
Rest awhile along the journey-
Fain am I to talk with thee.

On it rushes, laughing, gurgling,

Ever onward to the sea;

In each drop a rainbow glistens.

While each pool reflects for me

Pictures such as no man painteth;

Ever changing, ever true;

Set in frames of moss-grown granite.

Tree and shrub of wondrous hue.

Pretty streamlet, happy water.

Free from care, restraint or guile;

Fare thee well and may God speed thee
To thy joxirney'a end, erewhile!

Alfred H. Tompkins,

STORIES OF THE SANTA LUCIAS.

THE California Coast Range goes by many names; it is

so broken into groups of mountains by long narrow
valleys. These local names do not always appear on any
except county maps, but they are worthy of perpetuation
and often more distinctive than most mountain names,
preserving old Indian and Spanish terms of great beauty.
The Mayacamas, the Gavilans, the Gaviotas, the Santa
Lucias, are illustrations of these local names.
But one must know how to pronounce such names or

their musical possibilities are lost. The rolling hill
country east of Paso Robles (the "Gateway of the Oaks")
goes by the name of "iJuer Huero.''' V/hen this name
was sent to the Postmaster-General, a new settlement de-
siring a post-ofiice, the horrified officials wrote back that
sucli a collection of consonants was not to be considered
for a moment. All the settlers, however, pronounce
Huer-Huero "war-wari-o" and so give it a decidedly
Australian sound.
The Santa liUcias occupy a great portion of the ocean-

bordering townships of Monterey and San Luis Obispo.
Cattle ranges, a few farms, timber lands and mines of
quicksilver and other metals are found there. Being but
thinly settled there is more game than in any other part
of the soiithern coast range, and no fi.ner' section for
summer camps can be found in California. The old set-
tlers will tell you that there is no game left, but there is

a good deal. Hardly a day passes that deer are not seen
crossing the mormtain highways; bears and California
lions still carry off calves and sheep; the trade in skins
of wildcats is still quite an industry. Of course the days
that I remember, in which old "Uncle Nate Morehouse."
one of the first settlers at "The Summit," could "kill a
deer every week in the year" on his own 300 acres, .sre

long ago ended. But if tlie temporary rest that the new
game law of California commands is strictly observed,
there will be great times again for every sportsman who
visits the Santa Lucias.
A long time ago—I do not like to say exactly how long

—I made my first visit to what then had no particular
name, but is now called the Adelaide district. Twenty
miles square, it lies between Paso Robles, in the valley of
the upper Salinas, and the dairy farms of the coast along
the Cayucos. When I first saw it, the railroad had stop-
ped away north, near Castroville, and one staged from
the terminus clear through to Los Angeles, a wild, hard
and always memorable journey. A hundred towns that
have since sprung u]) along the route were then unfenced
pastures; cities of to-day were but ancient, dreaming
Spanish villages of the Eighteenth century, in whose
iniflst a few Americans were fighting and Working.
In the clear gold of sunrise, as the stage-coach hastened

across the Salinas plains (then a desert, now a wheat-
field), the driver halted and called my attention to what
was even then a very rare sight, that of a band of ante-
lope on the mesa. When J. Ross Browne, some time in
the early fifties, had ridden alone across the Salinas Val-
ley, deer, wild cattle, grizzlies, antelope and other large
game were everywhere in the beautiful oak-studded
levels •and slopes. Long after the antelope had been
driven out of the upper Salinas, they were in the Mohave
and Colorado deserts, where they held their own until
the advent of the railroad.

Deer, too, still dwelt along the Salinas. The stage
drivers often saw them, and travelers on the highways
had come into the stage stations with deer they had shot
from horseback. But the home of game was west of the
valley, in the moiin tains. There was not a fence except
a fCAv brush walls about the corn patches of the pioneers.
Nothing had been surveyed: cattle trails ran on every
hillside, and made so perplexing a maze that it was often
difficxilt to keep the bridle paths. Practically speaking,
one could ride anywhere that his horse could carry him.
There were mountain paths of astounding steepness,
where the greenhorn and his saddle would inevitably slij)

over the horse's tail long before he was half way up the
grade; my friend Daniel, then a plump little school-
master, now a wily politician, once spent a whole after-
noon in recovering his luggage from the tops of the man-
zanita bushes 300yds. below one of the grades of the San
Josefa trail.

One morning I went out from Uncle Buck Wright's
cabin and walked up the gulch. There was a rare
fl.ower there, one of the labiates, that had long puzzled
my slender stock of botanical information, and I wanted
to find out more about it. I climbed upon a shelf of lime-
stone projectiug over the gulch, and sat down under the
shadow of the Hvq oaks, looking at the hills' blue
distance, at the sunrise, still rose-piirple. I sat there for
perhaps half an hour resting quietly. Then I heard a
sharp tinkle below, as if two pebbles had been struck to-
gether, and in a little while 1 caught other sounds that
aroused my curiosity. By standing up I was able to look
over and down upon a lower shelf overgrown with trees
and shrubs—a peculiarly lovely spot, fresh with the

sparkle of water from a spring, and yet arched over with
clear blue sky, and sprinkled with sunlight and shadow.
Just here, in a space like a lady's parlor, a doe and two

fawns of six months age were playing in the most home-
like way. They had climbed up from the bottom of the
ravine, and circumstances had so greatly favored me
that I was actually within 35ft. of the unconscious crea-
tures. The heavy boughs of the live oak hid me, but a
small opening enabled me to see clearly and the wind
blew from the doe, so that, as I said, it was a rare oppor-
tunity. A naturalist might have had some theory to de-
fend or demolish, but I was well content to enjoy the
scene without thinking of it as "material." I remember
that I was especially pleased by the refined way in which
the doe nipped off a leaf here, a small twig there, in the
intervals of her play with the fawns. It was breakfast
time, but when I went down to the place after they had
gone, the keenest scrutiuy could not have seen that any-
thing was marred or spoiled. Nature's wild garden was
the wild garden still. They tripped away as easily and
gracefully as Spanish dancing girls, and the memory of
their haunt in the canon by the mountain springs was
one that kept me in hopes of another such experience.
Hiram Selby was one of the mountain-bred boys, a

phenomenally good mustang breaker, a fine shot and a
companion you could trust. I have told many stories
about him in those Santa Lucia days. Poor fellow! An
oak that he was felling killed him years ago, and the
Selby cabin, where he lived with his feeble old mother, is

fairly rotting into a place like a burial mound, so quickly
the wild clematis and blackberry have seized upon it. I
rode past it a few days ago, and some of Aunty Selby's
marigolds were still blooming around it. The old oak
still remains on which Hiram used to nail his "skins an'
varmint an' hides." "Skins" meant deer or "bar:" "hides"
meant calves or cattle—the tamed, domestic element one
might say; "varmint" in Hiram's mind meant coons,
foxes, wildcats, coyotes and badgers.
In these days Pliram would be ranked as a cowboy.

But he was more of a wood ranger on horseback. He
drove cattle for the wealthy ranchers, and earned a fair
living; but he preferred to be his own master and to ride
all day long over the Santa Lucias, with his favorite
weapon, a large army revolver, "peggin' " at things.
"Ground squirrels an' jack rabbits they give a man prac-
tice," he used to remark to me. "Varmint, them's better
and wuth a little. I reely like to drop a wildcat with
my six-shooter."
For large game he carried an old muzzleloading rifle,

as most of the boys of the district did, until a few years
later Henry rifles or old model Winchesters came in.
Sometimes for a year or two at a time he made his living
by "huntin' an' tradin' bosses," as he once told me.
Once a year he went to camp-meeting, and was always
mightily stirred up before its close, leading the mourners
and confessing all his sins of omission and commission.
Then he came home rejoicing to Aunty Selby, and for a
few weeks the work he did in the garden would have
done credit to any professional horticulturist. Aiter a
little the charm of the unfenced mountain wilderness
again overcame him, and the giant oaks about the log
cabin began to be covered once more with his "skins,
hides an' varmint."
The type is old, but it is vanishing; it is already hard

to find on any part of the Pacific coast; forty-acre farms
occupy the valleys, and men are planting orchards by the
hundred in the sunny shelters of the Santa Lucias. There
is still a certain sort of pioneering to be done there, but
it is a tame and tiresome sort compared with the book of
the days of the beginnings, when the first trails were
made, the first grizzlies shot, the first squatter fights
fought out between cattlemen and cabin builders on the
Naciemiento. CnARLES H, Shinn.

BOSTON SPORTSMEN.
GOVERNOR RUSSELL, of Massachusetts, knows how

to take a vacation. He was greatly pleased with
his trip to Birch Lodge, at the head of Richardson Lake,
Maine. In the first place, the camp is all that heart could
wish in the shape of a hunting and fishing camp. It
overlooks the whole length of the lake, with the wooded
mountains beyond. Rustic, yet almost jDalatial in its fit-

tings, the hunting and fishing home of a millionaire, Mr.
Bayard Thayer, who, with his brother, Mr. John E.
Thayer, of the Governor's staff, is entertainmg the Gov-
ernor and a few friends. The doings of a single day wiU
picture other days of the Governor's stay in the wilder-
ness. Clad in corduroy, with leggins and a slouch hat,
Mr. Russell, with his guide, Steve Morse, a veteran in
that section, embark in a skiff, morning and evening, to
try the trout with a fly. The Governor is getting to be
an expert with the fly-rod. Twenty-four handsome trout
were the result of one morning's fishing, with half as
many in the evening. But this is not all. After fishing
and a rest at the lodge the Governor shoulders his gun,
and half a dozen partridges are the result of a few hours'
delightful tramp in an old lu mber traU. All the birds
are said to have been taken on the wing, for how else
should a Governor hit a partridge ?

Mr. R. B. Foster, of the firm of Foster & Weeks, of
Boston, is not altogether unknown to the readers of For-
est AND STEEA.M. Mr. Poster is a sportsman from first

to last, but more in love with rod and line than almost
any man I know. This time, however, he has just re-
turned from a most successful salt-water fishing excur-
sion. Mr. Horace W. Jordan is a sportsman well known
in Boston. Several years ago he met with one of those
terrible gun-in-carriage accidents that deprived him of
his right arm, and since that time he has had to be more
contented with fishing than shooting. But he has been
far more fortunate in money matters than most men
with two arms, and having accumulated considerable of
this world's goods, of late years he has been able to grat-
ify his tastes. He has a fine camp on Jordan's Island,
sixteen miles from Bar Harbor, and here he delights to
entertain his friends.

Mr. Foster is a friend fast and true, and it is down
there that Mr. Foster has been by presping invitation.
The little steamer and the help and the camp are at the
service of the guests, with the genial eompanyof Mr. Jor-
dan into the bargain. They went one day down to Sea-
vern's Ledges, a point some sixteen miles from camp.
The captain ran the steamer on time; that is, lie ran at a
certain rate of speed, and measured his distance in search-
ing for the fishing gi-ounds by the distance he had run.
About the last ten minutes of the run he commenced

sounding, and to the lead was attached a baited hook.
When about seventeen fathoms of water had been
reached he drew up a codfish. Then the anchor was
hove and the steamer brought to a standstill. All hands
went to fishing. Such fishing it is seldom in the luck of
sportsmen to get. Soon a fellow drew up a big cod amid
scores of smaller fish. It weighed only 501bs. The
catcher was high line for some time. But soon another
came. The captain estimated it wotdd weigh 65lbs.,

and on the scales three hours after it actually weighed
631b8.

For a time this gentleman was high line, and, in fact,
so to this day, of that trip, though it looked for a time as
though he was badly eclipsed. One of the sportsmen
felt a pull at his line that was a pull, and the line was
running through his hands in spite of every effort. He
called for help and another man took hold. By snubbing
the line over the rail of the boat they managed to hold
the fish. The captain of the steamer recommended the
embarking of the fishermen who had the line in hand, in
a boat, in order that they might let the monster they had
in charge run, and, if possible, tire him out. They did
so, and after a hard fight of nearly an hour they had their
fish to the surface. It was an enormous halibut, esti-

mated to weigh between 800 and SOOlbs. They had nearly
brought him to the gaff, when by a sudden turn he tore
out the hook that was fast in his mouth, and the second
hook, also hooked fast in his side, was straightened out
like a piece of wire. The hooks were very heavy ones
indeed, and considered safe for almost any fish that
swims the ocean. But the great halibut was gone. When
they got to camp they had 240 codfish, all taken in less
than three hour's fishing.

Mr. John Ross, of Bangor, one of Maine's largest lum-
ber operators, has been entertaining his friends at his
splendid place at the head of Moosehead Lake. Among
his guests have been Mr. and Mrs. Otto Greely and son,
of Minneapolis: Miss Alice Gillis, of Somerville, Mass.;
flir, W. W. Cise. of Rockland; Mr. Harry F. Ross, of
Bangor; and Mr. and Mrs. C. V, Holman, of Boston.
They are all out for a few days hunting and fishing at
Moosehead.
The Lake Auburn, Me., Fish Protective Association

held its annual meeting the other day. President Han-
son was in the chair, with secretary Gifford at his post.
The following directox-s were elected: Henry H. Hanson,
J. W. Ricker, D. E. Parlin, George G. Gifford, J. B.
Daniels. John N. Wood, Lem Baker, G. B. Bsarce and
Frank R, Conant. The directors immediately i-e-elected
Henry H. Hanson, president, G. G. Gifford, secretary,
and Geo. E. McCann, treasurer. An exx^ert from the
Government hatcheries at Orono told the members of the
association that they had been remarkably successful in
hatching trout and landlocked salmon at then* works,
they having succeeded in hatching over 80 per cent, of
the eggs takan, while the Government hatcheries rarely
do better than 85 to 90 per cent.
Mr, C. Z. Bassett, of Appleton & Bassctt, fishing tackle

dealers, started Sept. 19 for a 10-days' gunning outing
in the vicinity of Northfield, N. H. He is accomp«ied
by W. H. Thairwell, the owner of the celebrated fish

preserves at Plymouth, and Dr. S. W. Langmaid, a cele-
brated physician and hospital surgeon. Dr. Langmaid is

also a devoted salmon fisherman. These gentlemen are
after grouse and the native woodcock on this trip, and it is

expected that fine sport will fall to them. They will also
go to the same section in October for the late flight of
woodcock. Their dogs are on the ground already, and
are in the best of training.
Mr. C. H. Johnson, of Mattapoisett, Mass., with Mrs.

Johnson, will start for Richardson Lake, Maine, on the
21st, for a couple of weeks hunting and fishing. They
will be quartered at Camp Stewart, in which Mr. John-
son is interested. They will be followed a couple of days
later by Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Moody, of the same camp,
and Mr. H. S. Kempton, sub-editor of the Boston ifemM,
as guest. Mr. and Mrs. George T. Freeman, of the same
party, are prevented from sharing in the outing by the
sickness of Mrs. Freeman. Mr. W. C. Grout, one of the
assistant editors of the Boston Herald, will start for the
Upper Dam, Richardson Lake, about the 2od, accom-
panied by a party of friends. They will remain several
days for hunting and fishing.

Mr. P. H. Kelley, the well known builder of Catholic
churches, of Cambridge, is at the Upper Dam, on his
fall fishing trip. There is no man in the world more
thoroughly devoted to fly-fishing than Mr, KeUey. It is

said that 'he can cast with a rod in each hand, and he
has promised the writer of these lines to show him the
feat this fall, It is suggested that he may land doubles
on each rod at the same time, and if he does the Forest
AND Stream shall have the benefit of the story. Mr.
Kelley is accompanied by his friend, Mr. Bateman, the
gentleman who caught the big landlockiid salmon at the
Upper Dam last spring, an account of which Forest
AND Stream has already had. Special.

PENNSYLVANIA BIRD NOTES,

13 ROF. AUGUST KOCH, the Lycoming county natural-
ist, in the early part of July last secured five speci-

mens—adults and young—of Bewick's wren near his

home in South Williamsport. This bird is quite a rare
summer sojourner in the eastern, centi'al and northern
portions of our State, but from reports of different ob-
servers it appears to be tolerably frequent as a summer
resident in some parts of southwestern Pennsylvania.
The tree, or white-bellied, swallow is a regular and

rather plentiful summer resident at Renovo, Clinton
county, on the Philadelphia & Erie R.R., where it breeds
usually in bkd-boses in the yards and parks.

An albino rattlesnake captured July last in Clinton
county is said to be on exhibition in the city of Williams-
port.

Prof. Robert Ridgway, of the Smithsonian Institution,

recently examined a pair of ravens taken in the moun-
tains of Center county, kindly sent to him for examina-
tion by i\lr. ( Jlias. Eldo'n, of Williamsport. Mr. Ridgway
described the bij-da to be Corvus co>xix jmncipalli^ the
only form, doubtless, occurring in our State as a resident.

The act of Assembly, approved May 14, 1889, providing
for the protection of song and other birds in our State,
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was amended at the last sessioa of the State Legislature

as follows t

"1st—That the birds commonly known as reed birds

are not included in the list oE insectivorous birds which
can be taken legally in Pennsylvania only by persons

who have permits for collecting birds, their nests and
eggs for strictly scientiiic purposes. 2d—The various

species of hawks, owls and crows are not included among
the birds protected by this act. 8d—In all actions for

recovery of penalties under the sec one-half of the fine

($10 to $50 for illegally killing birds specified or destroy-

ing their nests or eggs) shall be paid to the informer. The
act of 1889 made all the fine payable to the county treas-

urer of the county where the offense was committed."
Eeed bird shooting is a popular pastime with large num-

bers of sportsmen who visit the shores and marshes of

the Delaware River. The change in the act previously

mentioned was made in deference especially to demands
from residents of Philadelphia and Delaware counties.

Tn northwestern Pennsylvania, particularly about Presque
Isle Bay and Conneaut Lake, farmers and many sports-

men know the red-winged blackbird {Agelaius phceni-

ceus) in the fall as "reed bird." Doubtless the reed bird

amendment will enable persons so disposed to shoot the
red-wings without fear of legal hindrance.
Observing farmers and poultrymen vei-y generally

throughout Pennsylvania regard crows with disfavor

because of the fondness they manifest for both the eggs
and yoimgof domestic fowls, and as naturalists concurred
in condemning the thieving crow, and made his chai*acter

as black as his sable garb, the change already indicated
was deemed advisable by our lawmakers.

Until within a very few years past every member of

the hawk and owl tribe was regarded with disfavor by
the average farmer and poultryman, as well as by nearly
all sportsmen, on account of the popular idea that all

these raptores—large and small—subsisted almost ex-

clusively on poultry and game. The careful and system-
atic investigation conducted under the direction of the

Pennsylvania State Board of Agriculture proved the real

value of these much-abused birds, and to-day hawks and
owls, collectively considered, are protected by many far-

mers and others who but a few years ago were earnest in

advocating their destruction.
Although a large majority of farmers and horticultur-

ists favor the protection of most of our hawks and owls,
it was not considered wise to have in force a law (as it

was believed was the case with the act of 1889) which made
it a misdemeanor, punishable by fine or imprisonment,
or both, at the discretion of the court, to shoot or trap
predatory birds, such as the goshawk, Cooper's, sharp-
shinned and duck hawks, all of which are known to be
destructive of poultry and game. W.

REARING GAME BIRDS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In FOKEST AND Stream of Sept. 3, 1 see several articles

on rearing game birds. My grandfather, Wappert de
Melis, an old officer of Napolean I., was an ardent sports-

man and took great delight in rearing- in confinement
English and Chinese pheasants, and partridges (the red
partridge of the British Islands and the continent of
western Europe). The pheasant eggs were obtained from
other estates or from the zoological gardens. When
mowing green food for the stock on the estate, the men
sometimes discovered a nest of partridge eggs, and when
too late to leave some grass around the nest and leave it

undisturbed (as were his orders), the eggs were taken
home. They were all hatched under common barn fowl.
The coops were about 20xl0ft., facing the south and vrith

wire netting: front and covered by a roof, the whole being
called a voUere. There was sandy, gravely and dry bot-

tom with a little plot of grass and a few small pines for
shelter.

How well I remember, when a boy, I accompanied one
of our old servants, who had been over thirty years in
the family—Jantze the Stocker—to the pine forests, in
search of ant eggs. We have in Flanders, in the sandy
portion, a species of big black ant, which build large
nests of dry pine needles, dead grass, little sticks, etc.

After finding one of these nests, Jantze would shovel
ants, eggs, nest and all into a large grain bag (and how
he did get bitten by the infuriated ants, but he did not
seem to mind it), and carried the whole thing home.
There the bag was emptied into an old flour barrel,

covered with a coarse woven bag well tied over the open-
ing to keep the ants inside. The ants would then collect
their eggs into the center of the barrel, where we could
find them whenever needed. This was excellent food for
the young pheasant and partridge chicks, but somewhat
heating and must be intermixed with a diet of chopped
hard boiled eggs and lettuce leaveg, clover seed and seeds
collected when winnowing rye or wheat. The ant eggs
supplied the natural animal food of the birds, and the
seeds what they would about find on the fields. After
they became larger we would feed them table crumbs,
grain and almost anything.
The young chicks are very sensitive to wet, and a piece

of matting should be set against the inner wall for shel-
ter. They liked to run in the little grass plot and to eat
some of the leaves ; and the little pine trees provided shade
and comparative shelter.

Grandfather had quite a success in rearing both pheas-
ants and partridges. The partridges would be wild in the
beginning, but became gradually tame, and I remember
two old birds who fed with the chickens in the yard and
ran around, never attempting to escape. We fed the old
bu'ds also meal worms from the old windmill on the
estate. This food they were very fond of, but it is very
strong and heating diet and should be given in modera-
tion. This we fed also to two nightingales we had in
captivity.

I never found these big ant nests in the woods of cen-
tral and western Pennsylvania or New York, but think
they exist in the sandy portions of the New .Jersey coast
and the sand dunes along the Atlantic coast, or other
sandy portions of the continent, where they must be easy
to procure.
Young game birds in their wild state feed mostly on

grubs, ants and ant's eggs, small insects, seeds, etc., and
the nearer you come to their natural food and surround-
ings in conlinement the better will be yom* success in
rearing them. Care should be taken to keep the coop
well supplied with clear drinking water, keep the grass
plot green by sprinMing or put fresh grass flakes in. from
time to time, and keep everything dean and tidy, for

they will otherwise be bothered with lice. Eats, cats and
weasels are their great enemies, and should be carefully
kept out by close wire netting at least 3ft. from the
ground above the larger netting.

This all reminds me of the halcyon days of my youth,
and if this may be of any use to my brother sportsmen,
it will be ample reward of old

Julius the Foxhuhter.

LATE BIRDS' NESTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
On the 26th of August I found a quail nest with eleven

eggs in it. It was located in the corner of a rail fence,
and the old bird flew away when I jumped over. The
eggs showed a decided reddish hue, and, therefore, I ex-
pect that the young ones came out a few days afterward.
On the same day I also found the nest of a redbird with
young ones not over four or five days old. All birds have
been late this year, and I am not much sui-jirised about
the redbirds, as they always hatch two or three broods;
but quail eggs I never found so late before. No doubt it

was a second brood, and it shows that our law, which
allows quail shooting only after the 10th of November, is

not too late at all. The birds are pretty scarce in our
neighborhood this year. D. W. D.
Cincinnati, O., Sept. 3.

Editor Forest and Stream:
While out partridge hunting Sept. 8 I found a quail's

nest with 11 eggs in it. The mother was on the nest,
which was in a hollow between two roots of a stump.
Some one had placed a screen in front of the nest so the
quail could not get out. He had fed the quail but had
given her no water, 1 did not break any of the eggs,
but they were dark colored and looked as though they
were about half incubated. I removed the screen and
posted a notice informing him of the penalty for having
quail in possession before Nov. 1. I suppose he intended
to try and rear the young ones.
Going through a dry marsh on the 3d inst., I came upon

a quail and young about three days old. Calling my
spaniel to me, I showed him where they had been, and
he trailed them uj) and brought me one uninjured, which
I let go. A. G, B.
HotjLAnd, Mich.

THE CAROLINA PAROQUET IN FLORIDA.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I noticed some inquiry made in your columns as to the
Florida paroquets. I have been collecting animals, rep-
tiles and birds for a museum in St. Augustine for four
spring seasons. I find each season that the paroquet is

decreasing in number. Last spring I saw about half a
dozen small flocks, six to eight in number, in a mulberry
grove in the eastern part of Hernando county. Two
seasons ago I found large numbers of them there. It is a
habit of the paroquet to visit orange groves for the oranges
in .January and February; and more of them have been
killed for this than for any other reason in Florida. I

knew one man who killed over 200 two years ago in one
week in his grove. When one is wing-broken and begins
to cry, the drove will go to its rescue and easily be taken
in. They nest in hollow trees similar to the woodpecker
holes, and have two young. JoHK M. McCraey.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In the Aug. 6 issue of Forest and Stream, Mr. Frank
Chairman made a request concerning our only repre-

sentative of the ia-milj Psittacidce, the Carolina paroquet.
In writing this I think perhaps it may be acceptable, to
add my little mite for general information and possibly
help to encourage correspondence of others.

In several successive years, when hunting about the
cypress swamps of West Florida in April, I put up with
an old resident planter who lived within a few miles of
the bank of the Apalachicola River, and who appeared
to be well informed about all bird life in the vicinity and
through the river swamps. My inquiry about paroquets
he answered, "Very soon the nasty things will destroy all

the fruit of my mulberry tree?, which fruit is just about
getting ripe." How I wished the birds would soon start
in on their work of destruction, but I was not destined
to get the few desirable specimens I wanted, on the mul-
berry trees.

One day, however, when I was after a gobbler ui the
river swamps, in company of the planter's son, we were
suddenly startled by a grating and metallic sound, at
which the boy hurriedly said "Parrots!" Standing still

for a time, we noticed several birds suspended by their
feet, head downward, feeding on the red blossoms of a
species of maple. After carefully changing my cartridges
I shot one bird with each barrel; when about fifteen to
twenty more birds darted from the opposite side of the
maple tree with the motion and appearance of wild
pigeons.
The next morning we visited the same place and again

were so fortunate as to hear the note of the parrots.
Standing tn hiding beneath some foliage, we waited at
least ten minutes to hear that note again, to make it pos-
sible better to locate the birds, but ail in vain. By care-
fully examining the leaves of all the' trees near by, I

came to notice large yellow flowers with orange centers,
which appeared to be distributed over one of the trees.

Soon after I distinguished the green bodies of birds, which
were attached to the seeming flowers, and once more the
parrots lost a pair of their company. Several times on
succeeding days their call was noticed, though now the
birds mistrusted us and further approach was useless.
On the third and last occasion, April 6, 1889, when

crossing a piece of piny woods near the plantation, I
noticed a small flock of rapidly flying birds, alighting on
one of the more distant pines, with the fluttering motion
of our mourning dove. In another instant some of the
birds were suspended from corresponding limbs and three
parrots were secured while a fourth , shot on the "^i^ng,
dropped in a near field, whence one of the boys at Work
there brought the bird for me, to be added to the other
valued specimens. As Dr. Allen rightly says:
"Extermination of this interesting and beautiful bird is

not only due to wantonly shooting them for then- meat
and feathers and by sportsmen—not to mention the few
specimens for natm-al history specimens, but by cruel
and most destructive netting by calling them down
through caged companionB." Like our wild pigeons.

these poor birds have been netted until further supply
gave out.

One individual in particular, visited the above mentioned
locality, yeai- after year, always in July, when the young
birds were collected in flocks; and netted the paroquets
as well for om- Northern as for the European markets.
Thus I was informed by residents.
We regret to say that this beautiful and interesting

bird is certainly and rapily disappearing from our fauna.
There is very little hope of just a few of them to survive
many years. The most remote swamps only protect them
at ti mes; they are bound to leave the woods, to feed in
river bottoms on the much coveted cockle-spur, arid as
stated above, will also visit such fruit as mulberry and
banana. The banana appears to melt away when the
paroquets go to work with their heavy bills, and have
taken it into their heads to visit a plantation regularly,
to appease their very exorbitant appetites.

August Eoch.
Pennsylvania.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-
tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the
Game Laws.

NOTES FROM THE GAME FIELDS.
VERY discouraging chicken reports come in from all

parts of Kansas. It seems that the birds are shot
by farmer boys and market-hunters as soon as hatched.
What Kansas needs is absolute protection to game birds
for a period of years.
Last week it was the writer's pleasure to enjoy a hunt

in the northwest corner of Iowa, near the Sioux River, as
the guest of the Porter Bros., who have a large model
grain and "cattle ranch in that part of the State, just a
few miles distant from the South Dakota and Minnesota
lines.

We found the chickens scarce as compared with former
y ears . The Porters have an elegant English setter , Buffer

,

who could scent a covey a mile off. As soon as flushed
the birds would go to the cornfields, making the shooting
quite difficult. We hunted mornings and evenings,
and three of us generally succeeded in bagging a total of
20 or 30 birds each trip. The coveys were all small.
This is explained by the fact that English hunters had
been shooting a month before the law was up. Upon one
occasion we found a remarkably tame pair of birds. We
walked to within ten feet of them in stubble. The hand-
some birds seemed as tame as barnyard fowl, and were
flushed with diflaculty. It seemed a pity to slaughter
such elegant and fearless birds; but the relentles 10-bores
showed no mercy. A.
Leavenworth, Kan., Sept. 12.

By observation and by what can be learned from land
owners and local sportsmen in and around this section of
southern New Jersey quail are moje numerous now than
at any time before during the past ten years. Owing to
the dry weather during last spring and the early part of
summer in the time of their nesting and the rank growth
of vegetation later on affording an admirable cover for
the bu'ds, they have increased wonderfully. An observ-
ing gentleman residing near here, Mr. Nicholas Wain,
tells me that he "never saw more and larger coveys of
quail and of a better size at this season of the year than
at the present time." And what has been said in regard
to the number of quail will also apply to rabbits; the dry
weather earlier and the rank vegetation during the
greater part of the summer having been conditions suit-
ing their increase and protection. Squirrels also seem
to be numerous. Perhaps they show themselves more on
account of nuts being so plenty this fall. In regard to
partridges, from what I have seen and heard their num-
ber is about up to the average.
Taking it altogether, the quanity of game this season

around here is far above the average, and the sportsmen
are looking forward with high hopes to splendid shoot-
ing, especially in the line of quail, when the season comes
in. A. L. L.
Monmouth County, N. J.

We have large numbers of quail here this fall and ex-
pect great sport. Ducks, mostly woodducks, were plen-
tiful opening day, and a few good bags were made. A
party of three bagged 23 woodducks a few miles aouthof
here. A. G. B.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 9.

Every one reports grouse very plenty this year in thia
section. Although I have not been after them yet I hope
to go as soon as the weather gets a little cooler. I saw a
number of them ui the spring when trout fishing, which
shows that they wintered well. E. W. R.
Post Mills, Vermont;

Ducks are very scarce so far this fall. Hares are very
plentiful, also foxes. Snipe are nearly all gone. Of
plover there are few, and we expect some good flights of
ducks next month. Good bags of game can be got some
twenty miles east of us at any time. Deer have been
seen around this past summer. Hot,
Bedford, Quebec.

Woods Holl, Mass, Sept. 14.—A bunch of white wing
scoters has lived in Buzzard's Bay, near here, aU sum-
mer; these are not cripples, it is said, for they fly readily
when approached. The first flying scoters "seen by me
were eleven going to the eastward across Vineyard
Sound Sept. 10. Five sheldrakes were seen in the Sound
on the 11th. A wild pigeon has remained in this locality
during the summer and has been seen occasionally by
Mr. V. N. Edwards and others.—T. H. B.

Those Wildfowl Pictures.—A Pennsylvania reader
writes: "I wish to express my personal obligation to you
for illustrating your paper with woodcuts of wildfowl.
They are very natm-al. Personally I would rather see a
picture like the one in the last issue than res d the most
exciting gunning story."

The Forest and Stream's Book Catalogue has been
exhausted. A new edition will be ready about Oct. 1.
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ON LITTLE PETE'S POINT.

IT was November and the time had come at last for
starting upon our long anticipated trip. Many had

been the evenings that Frank and I had talked and
planned about this shoot; the discussions as to charges,
sizes of shot and number of shells to take had been in-
numerable, for I know of no greater field for discussion
than ammunition for wildfowl shooting. We had decided

,

however, to take some 500 shells apiece, with our heavy
10 and light 12-bores.
Eighteen hours by rail with the customary waits, nine

more on the water, found us just at dark located at one
of the numerous clubs on Currituck Sound, N. C. We
found the prospect for making a big bag was not very en-
couraging, as the weather had not been sharp enough in
the north to send the fowl down in great numbers.
At 4 the next morning with our man Billy we are off

in the dark, huddled up in the skiff, decoys and all, while
Billy sends us along nicely. Three-quarters of an hour
later finds us settled in the blind, and jiast discernible
about {30yds. off, bobbing up and down on the water, are
three swan, a dozen geese, and some sixty odd duck de-
coys of differenfkinds from canvasback to teal. It is a
bit chilly sitting here in the
blind, but we don't have much
time to think of the cold. The
dawn is just coming, and we
ai-e beginning to locate the con-
stant swish and whistle of fowl
which we have been hearing
over our heads. Bang ! right
over my head. Splash ! The
fun has commenced, and Frank
has scored first blood. Out
goes Billy after the bird: but
what is this? "Down, Billy!"
Too late. Five geese, coming
straight at us and seeing our
man, sheer off in the dusk just
too soon. It is no use to call

now; they have seen too much.
Our first game proves to be a
sprigtail.

Frank is bemoaning our luck
with the geese when Billy's
quick ear has caught the sound
of some honker and answers.
Sm-e enough three geese are
coming in and are not oOyds.
away now, "Let them have
it, Frank, Now for your first

goose." His two barrels are
followed a little later by mine.
Never a feather touched, and
with an affrighted honk the
geese are off, Billy says noth-
ing, but I can see that he is

wondering whether we expect
them to light on our guns.
"Too big, wern't they, Frank ?

First ones, you know, but
never—" My remark is cut
short by Billy's "Mark left

quick ! black duck !" We each
succeed in dropping one out of

a flock, missing with our
second, as they do not come in
well and the shots ai"e long
ones.

It is getting quite light now
and we can see many flocks of
mallards, sprigs, black duck,
teal, widgeon, and occasionally
canvasback and redheads scur-
rying down the sound; and we
hear the booming of the bat-

tery men's guns away out.

Now comes a flock of sprig,

well in this time, and three go
down; give that wounded one
another barrel: that's it; let

them be; down. A couple of
widgeon right and left fall to
Frank and both are killed

clean. AVe are getting quite a
respectable pile now, and have
all we can do for they are com-
ing thick and fast. I just suc-
ceed in dropping a couple of
teal, when a lone honker comes
in and Frank redeems himself
by fiUing him fuU, and right
after comes a flock of a dozen
with Billy just di'awing them
in with his goose music. Talk
about your baritones, tenors
and sweet-voiced sopranos.
Give me Billy's goose yoedel.
Look at them come. That fel-

low leading does not suspect
the reception awaiting him. Now softly, gluck! gluck

!

They are setting their wings. They look as big as houses.
You take the head ones, Frank. Our first discharge is

instantly followed by the second. Three are down. See
that other fellow; he has separated from the flock. Is he
going down? No. Yes, sir. There he goes all in a heap
stone dead. How could he go so far ? Four of them.
This rather beats the shooting up our way with the ther-
mometer at 10" or 15% eh, Frank?
Numerous flocks of swan have from time to time been

passing over, long gunshot off, and we have let go TT's
at them backed by 5drs., with the result of having the
shot bring up against them with a tlir-r-up, and seeing
them shake themselves and keep right on.
We stay till 4 o'clock with varying success, making

many misses and some good shots. Counting up we find
our bag for the day shows seven geese, six black ducks,
ten sprigs, three shovellers, seven widgeon, four teal—

a

total of thirty-seven birds. Not such a big bag, you will
say, but big enough, we think, and the best we have yet
done in duck shooting. By dark we are at our landing
again.^ After supper we adjourn to the room with an
open fire, our pipes are lighted and we give ourselves to
that comfortable sorb of drowsiness which comes over one
after a day's work of this kind, nodding in front of the
fire with an occasional eomment as to bow we might

have shot this one, and why we did not get that one-
Bedtime, which soon comes, and with it Billy, to find out
the morrow's plans, or as he puts it, "What'youse gem-
mens was wantiu' to do to-morrer."' We decide to try
Little Pete's Point again in the morning, with the fore-
most idea of securing that beautiful and majestic bird
the swan. In the afternoon we will try the Broad Creek,
where we may expect some mallard and teal, and so it is

arranged.
We take the sneak boat this morning, for there is a fan-

wind. The sail is up and we are off dowm the creek with
its intricate turnings, grounding now and then, but mak-
ing good time. Our decoys are soon out and the fun
commences again. Sprigs, widgeons, shovellers, black
duck and four geese, perhaps twenty birds have fallen to
our guns, and we have shot some half-dozen shots at the
swan with the same result as yesterday, when Billy says,
"Mark south !" Wuf-tvoo-ooo-ivitf-ooo comes the plain-
tive call to our ears, and Billy answers with truly won-
derful imitation (for he can call swan to deceive the
wariest of the flock). They are coming this time, and
now if they do not sheer off just out of range as they
always have before we shall get a shot. Fifty yards high,
straight as an arrow, they come for our decoys. Nearer

mallard, teal, widgeon and two geese. We made a
mistake though in not taking our light guns, for those
little greenwings would come in like bullets, take a shy
at the decoys and dart off before we could swing our big
guns on to them. What we did stop made it the more
gratifying though, for with their erratic flight we would
have to be pretty lively with our light guns.
We reached the house a little after dark, well satisfied

with our second day's sport. I might go on and teU you
how we spent the two remaining days after snipe and bay
bu-ds, but I have now made a long story. We shot dur-
ing our stay the following varieties; Swan, geese, read-
head, canvasback, mallard, teal, black duck, widgeon,
sprigtail, shovefler, blue peter, shell drake, jacksnipe,
beetle-head plover, yellow-leg, marsh quail, besides
several varieties of shore birds, and I will ventm-e to re-
mark that one does not often get in four days' shooting in
one place such a various collection as the above. The
result of our trip was more than satisfactory, and fulfilled
all our expectations. Sippican.
Phovit)ENCE, Rhode Island.

Utah Wakes Up.—Last Monday Game Commissioner
Barrett had J. H, Oliver and I. W. Little arrested for

killing ducks out of season.
The game law expired on Tues-
day, but it seems that these
sportsmen anticipated it by one
day, with the result stated.
They were taken before Com-
missioner Piatt and pleaded
guilty, and a fine of $50 each
and costs was imposed. The
gentlemen thought this was
pretty steep, and stood the
judgment off for a few days,
but finally settled up yesterday.
Commissioner Barrett is no re-
specter of person, and says that
the game law must be obeyed
so long as he is commissioner.
Salt Lake Herald, Sept 6.

The Adirondacks League
Club, it is said, has commenced
an action for trespass against
Supervisor M. M, Mayhew, of
Marcy. The club posted notices
on its preserve of 150,000 acres
in the wilderness some time
ago warning the public against
trespassing thereon, but this
had only a temporary effect,
and for the last two months
people have been fishing or
hunting on the club's lands
without any apparent regard
to the possible consequences.

,
About Sept. 1, the date when
the season for iiunting deer be-
gan, Mr. Mayhew and party
visited North Lake with a
number of dogs, presumably
with the intention of hunting.
It is not known that they killed
any deer, but the act of tres-
pass under the existing law
was evidently considered suffi-
cient cause "for action. It is
understood that the club pro-
poses to make this a test case.—Boonville Herald.

AMOm THE WILDFOWL.—lY.
Black Duck. See him Jump! Quick! Hold about thpvEe feet ahead axd he is yours.

they ceme, seven of them—80, 60, 50yds. from us, and
our guns roar. The leader drops, whirls a few times and
strikes the water with a tremendous splash, a confused
mass of neck and wings. Our first swan. I say our, for
we both singled him otit in our anxiety to make a sure
thing of it. It is a beautiful specimen, weighing 231bs.

He is carefully put away, for Frank is to have him
mounted to grace his billiard room. We now feel satis-

fied with our morning's work, and conclude to puU up
and get back to the house for some lunch in order to reach
Broad Creek by 2:30.

We got to the blind on the creek by 3 o'clock, but on
our way down I had an expfrience which made me any-
thing but comfortable. Seeing some ducks drop into a
slough on one of the islands we attempted to stalk them,
but found the land very swampy and the reeds high. We
located them at last, and saw some fifty or more mallards
and black ducks bunched in a little pond-hole not 30yds.
across. As I was getting into position to shoot I stepped
into a soft place, and down I went full length into the
mud and water. Frank was so rattled at my sudden dis-

appearance that be succeeded in dropping only one as
they rose. I did pull myself together in time to get one
too? but to finish our luck we could not find either of the
dead birds in the thick reeds. We were somewhat con-
soled, however, by ow work on the creek, killing severa-l

This Rescued Eooster
Lived to Crow.—^A peculiar
incident was described to me a
few days ago by the actor Mr.
Murr Brown, of Camptown, Pa.
In his way I give it: "Coming
home from Wyalusing with my
gun, a few days ago. I came
across the woods back ' of Elli-
ott's. I saw a motion on the
ground in a thicket, and made
out that it was a hawk picking
at something. I shot the hawk,
and found he was picking at a
large rooster. As I approached
the fowl seemed to move its

eye, and 1 found that it was
warm. I concluded that it

,
might be good to eat and took
it along homeward. It soon
began to revive, and by the
time I got home it was right
lively, and now it is out yonder
with the rest of my fowls as
well as any of them. It was a
brown leghorn, just what I had
been wanting to get. " It seems

to me that it would be well to call the progeny of that
rooster Brown's Hawkeyes. Only to bear in mind that
this suggestion is counting chickens before they are
hatched.—Geo. W. Litbg.

Canada Moose.—On a recent trip to the Ottawa River
we heard of one hunter who last spring killed forty-
seven moose and used the carcases as bear bait. There is

stiU good moose hunting at almost any point on the
Quebec side of the upper Ottawa. Steamers run from
Mattawa to the head of Lake Temiscamingue, 125 miles
further north. Half a day from the steamer will take
the hunter into good territory for moose, and by three or
four days' canoeing from the head of the lake good cari-
bou hunting may be obtained. Ruffed grouse are plenti-
ful everywhere. In addition to all this the scenery of
the upper Ottawa, particularly of the Seven League
Lake, traversed by the steamer, and of Lake Temisca-
mingue is very fine. Parties desiring as a trophy of skill
and prowess a head of the moose will make no mistake in
seeking the upper Ottawa.—S. R. Clarke.

Connecticut Rail Bird Shooting is reported to be
poor this year.
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HINTS FOR WOODS LIFE.

Editor Foreiit and Stream:
As hunters are too poor to caiTy a hotel with them I

propose to give some of <he ins and outs of woods life.

If it rains in summer peel a piece of spruce bark, say
3ft. square, cut a liole in the middle for your head, stick

your head through and g'long. Likewise spruce bark

your shelter at night.

If you are nervous about animals remember that fire is

their terror. Even a woman can easily drive any animal
from her path by a piece of birch bark lit with a match.
I believe any one could hold at bay a hundred wolves; if

he would place his birch bark in a split stick 4ft. long,

back up against a rock or tree and dexterously handle
his "terror."

But in winter we have another foe to fight—Jack Frost.

This recpiires a knowledge of camping out. A very good
way (if you have no teut) is to select a large standing

tree (leaning somewhat to the leeward). Build your fire

on the windward side, standing your wood endwise short

at first, but finally about 4+ft. long. The heft of your
fire will be at the top of your wood. There will be a
little smoke, but what there is will eddy around the tree

and spiral upward nicely. Now get sometMng to your
back and you are all right.

Another way is to select a sleeping chance on the lee-

ward side of a big log (the bigger the better). Build your
fire 4ft. in front, high up as possible, and provide several

log", one above the other, for back-log and chimney-
back. Now then, you want your fire so hot as to drive

your enemy Jack Frost weJl back. Then your friend,

the fu-e, tm-ns your enemy and drives you too. To
remedy this break half a dozen evergeen boughs and
stick them in front of you, thus grading the heat to a dot.

Then let the fire and Jack Frost charge and recharge
right over your heads, you're all right. Now you can
look the fire right in the face, go to sleep and dream.
Another good way is to find a large tree turned up by

the roots and select'your sleeping apartment in the angle
formed by the body of the tree and its turned-up root.

But in winter when the snow lies 4ft, deep it is hai-d at

the best. I generally try to find a dry stump or tree and
pull it across something', if possible, to break it up and
save chopping. Then I bake it as best I can. in any way
I can invent at the time. There is not much sleep about
it, anyhow, till just before morning, when your tire has
melted the snow away, when you may pick your chance
and catch a little "nip-nap." We sometimes shovel down
to the ground, ushig one of our snowshoes for a shovel,

but it hardly pays for a single night's camping out. A
fatigued hunter will often start a fire, eat his supper,

then lay himself away for an hour or so, then chop wood
by fire-light, sometim'es by spells all night. Sportsmen
know bat little of this. I have often been sm-prised at

some of their writings, so topheavy with scholarship but
with so little ballast. B.

STILL-HUNTING DEER WITH BIRD DOGS
Editor Forest and Stream:
"Aztec" requests information in regard to my method

I of training bird dogs to still-hunt deer:

I have no special method of training them for that pur-

pose. Before using them in hunting deer they were
thoroughly trained for bhds: that is to say, thoroughly
broken according to my idea of training. When thus
broken they \\ ill take to hunting deer as readily as birds.

Get one deer down and the dog is fully broken thereafter.

He will show more hapi^iness over one deer than over a
hundred birds.

Hunting deer in no wise injures the dog for bird hunt-
ing. In fact I believe it is a benefit, because you will be
more rigid in your discipline when after deer than when
after birds.

I have no choice between the pointer and setter for deer.

As for courage, the setter has enough. The only trouble
is a lack of discretion in attacking a wounded old buck,
sometimes. A single dog cannot manage an old buck as

a pack of foxhounds can, but soon learns to bring him to

bay and keep him there imtil you are within gunshot.
ill a race of a mile or two after a wounded deer that

dog will outstrip any foxhound I ever saw, and I have
seen many such a race.

I break my dogs when A^ery young as far as possible

before taking them into the field. I take them in walks
and discipline them to walk just in advance of me, and
do not allow them to leave that position without leave, by
a wave of the hand. When in the field, often in hunt-
ing up wounded or dead birds, I require them to maintain
the same position. Also to slow-trail in that position

birds that may be recovering, having only a broken wing.
When chey are thus broken, you will have no trouble in

still-hunting deer. H. L.

Kankakee, IlL

PAKTKiDaES THAT ARE Geowino Wiser.—Bedford,
Quebec—Om: dogs are not fit for partridge. We use only
spaniels, and the birds are so wild they won't tree as they
did some few years ago, audit is my candid opinion if we
used a good pointer or setter there would be good bags of

partridge got in and aroiind this place. I have seen some
account in the Forest aot) Stream that a man that would
shoot a partridge on a tree was nothing but a pot-hunter.
Well, I would only be too glad to have some of those fine

shots up here for a week or two. You go in the woods,
hear a roar, and off goes your bird; perhaps you never
see a feather of her. Then talk about not taking your
chances on the ground or in a tree.

—

Hot.

Hdnting and Fishing in thk iNokthwest. -Are you plan-
ning for an onting tuis summer? Have you ever looked up the
famous resorts of tlie Norchwest ? It is not an exaggeration to
say ihat rlie best hunting and fishing grounds in NortE America
are found in the territory tributary to the Northern Pacific Rail-
road. The lake park region in Minnesota affords iiickerel, pike,
bass and niascalonge; rock bass are found in numerous streams,
and deer, eJk and bear abound in the forest regions; antelope are
found in North Dakota. The Snowy. Bitter Root, Giazy, JRocky
and Cascade Moiiatains are the home of moose, elk, caribou,
cougarF, Rocky Mountain sheep and goat and other laige game,
while all of the Northwestern States abound in feathered game.
Rocky Mountain trout and grayling are caught in the Yellow-
stone, Granatin, Madison, Jefferson, Clark's Fork and Green
rivers, affording unrivalled sport. An interesting pamphlet,
"Game Preserves of North America," can be obtained free on
application to Chas. S. Feb, G. P. & T. A. of the Northern Pacific
R. R. at St. Paul, Minn. Descriptive publications concerning
Yellowstone Park, Pacific coast and AJasks will also be mailed on
receipt of application, referring to Forest and Stream.—Adv.
A Book About Indians.—The Forest and Stream wlU mall

free on application a descriptive circular of Mr, Grinnell'e book,
"Pawuee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," g^iving a table ofcontentp,
aud Bpeoimea lUastrt^tloo^ from the Tolume.—^civ.

THE YELLOWSTONE PARK.
EXTRACTS from the report to the Secretary of the

Interior, by Capt. Geo. J. Anderson, Acting Super-

intendent:
protection of forests.

Thus far the season has been extremely wet and we have
had very little trouble with forest fires; the few that have
apneared have been extinguished by the patrols without
calling out the troops for assistance. I sincerely trust the

same good fortune will attend us to the end of the season,

but it is scarcely probable. There are more camping parties

than usual in the Park this year, and it requires ceaseless

vigilance to compel them to thoroughly extinguish their

fires. Other sources of fires are carelessly thrown cigars aut!

cigarettes, lightuing, and probably even the rubbing together

of partially fallen dead trees as they are swayed by the wind.
The serious consequences of a fire here can only be under-

stood by those who have observed the almost impenetrable
thickness of the pine forests with their dense masses of

fallen and decaying trees.

OUTPOSTS .IX THE PARK.

Up to the present time there has never been an outpost
near the south line of the Park. As settlements are rapidly

springing up near .Jackson's and Henry's Lakes, and these

restions are becoming the famed resorts of hunters and
htmtiug parties, a permanent station somewhere near the
jtmctioh of the Lewis and Snake Rivers will become a

necessity. I hope to send a small party there to spend the
winter of lS91-'92, and render needed pi'otection to the im-
mense herds of game in that vicinity.

TOURISTS.

The most ceaseless vigilance is needed to prevent tourists

from mutilating the beautiful L'onnations in the Park. I do
not believe 10,0(50 men could entirely accomplish it. Ladies
are the greatest specimen hunters, and oUeu they do not
carry their trophies further than the hotels. By a careful
supervision of the guides I have managed to keep this form
of vandalism at a minimum. Another source of great an-
noyance is the persistence with which men will write their

unlovely names on everything that is beautiful within their

reach. "This form of barbarism is confined almost entirely

to men, and, if we may judge from the writing, to the boor-
ish and illiterate.

About a week ago a stage coming into the Park from
BeaA^er Canon was held up and robbed about 20 miles beyond
Park limits. I gave immediate orders for a careful search
by all the patrols in that direction, but so far have got no
trace of th e thieves.
There is an unusually large number of people entering the

Park with guns of variouslkinds. From those who are simply
making a tour of the Park, with the purpose of returning
this way, I take the arms and restore them to the owner on
their exit. A great many parties, however, come this way
with intention of going out by E,iver.side or Jackson's L,ake.

For such parties I can only seal the guns, with admonitions
not to break seals within Park limits. This is only a meas-
ure of security with such people as would not hunt inside
the Park in any event. If others get in unfrequented locali-

ties I fear temptation would prove too much for them.
I am constrained to recommend that sufficient notice he

given that from a fixed date, say June 1, all carrying of guns
within the Park will he strictly prohibited. Exceptions
can then be made and special permits granted by the Super-
intendent to people of undoubted reliability.

FISH.

For the most part the lakes and rivers of the Park are
literally filled with trout; I have never seen so many fish

elsew'here as there are in the shoal waters near the borders
of the Yellowstone Lake. Two years ago the Fish Commis-
sion began stocking the streams that were destitute of fish

and the work was continued last year. At the present time
some members of the Commission are in the Park making
an examination of these plants. I hope they may yet stock
some of the smaller lakes with black bass and thtis^ afford a
variety of sport to the angler.

POACHERS.

So long as there is no law within the Park for the preven-
tion of hunting and trapping, it will be a most difficult mat-
ter to break them up. Cook City, just off the northeast
corner of the Park, is fed entirely on elk meat, and I doubt
not a large proportion of it has been killed within the Park
limits.
On my arrival here I was told that one Van Dyck was the

principal hunter for that place, and that his hunting
grcundswere near Soda Butte. I sent out thi-ee separate
expeditions for him before he was finally taken, in his camp
near Lamar River, with beaver traps and other evidences of
his trade in his possession. I kept him in custody for over
a month awaiting the Secretary's orders, and then turned
him loose after confiscating all his property. He is now in
Cook City once more, but I hear that he is conducting his
expeditions outside the Park. As the killing of elk in
Montana is absolutely prohibited by law for a term of years,
it seems strange that this traffic at Cook cannot be broken
up.
I am satisfied that both hunting and trapping are carried

on within the limits of the Park over the western border.
I shall make an endeavor to "encourage" the majority of
these trespassers by bringing a few of them to justice this
fall.

Mr. Ed. M. Wilson, who has been a most invaluable man
as a scout, guide and hunter, mysteriously disappeared on
-July 27 and left no trace behind. It will be quite impossible
to replace him, for there is no man in the region who at
once has the intimate knowledge of the countrj^, and of the
hunters and their methods, that he had.

1 learn of three or four buffalo heads that have been
mounted in Bozeman, Livingston, and other neighboring
towns within the past year. I doubt not all of these were
killed within the Park, or very close to the line without it.

Such specimens are become very rare, and fine ones are held
at .§400 to $1,000. Such prices tempt the cupidity of the
border pirates who live near, and with small equipment
they can enter the Park on foot and take their chances
of capture and the confiscation of their small .stock in
trade.
The most effectual way to break up this business would

be the prosecution of the taxidermists who purchase the
specimens—possession of which is prohibited by the laws of
all the adjoining States. 1 have abundant e^ddence, how-
ever, that the buffalo are contented and quiet in the Park
and that they are on the increase. Some tourists who went
through the Park in May saw a herd of about tliirty,

vdth several small calves, near the Trout Creek lunch sta-

tion. About the same time some employees of the 1 ellow-
stone Park Association saw what was probably the same
herd, and I saw there an abundance of fresh signs the first

week in June.
In July I sent Wilson out to observe the herd that ranges

near the"west line of the Park. He found two small bands
of about thirty each, one with twelve or fifteen calves; in
addition he saw several single ones and small bunches. I do
not think it is exaggeration to say there are 200 and probably
there are 400, within the Park, and that they are thriving
and increasing.
The elk have increased enormou.ssy, and most conservative

estimates place their numbers at 35,000, and I have no doubts
of the presence of that many. Their continuance in the
Park is assured, and their overflow into adjoining territory
will furnish abundant sport for the hunter.

Mountain sheep, deer, and antelope are tame, numerous,
and on the increase; as they are httnted but little, if at all,

they are certain to be preserved. There are a few moose in
the extreme .southern part of the Park, whose uuuibers I
shall eudcfivor to apiiroximate duriug a trip that I hope to
make to that country in ( October.

1 presume trapping of the fnr-l)earinK animals i.s carried
on across the Park lines, but careful watching and one or
two arre.sts have reduced it to a Tuinimum. One or two
more examples like that of Van Dyck will put an end to it.

CAPTURE OF ANIMALS.

On my arrival here I found authority to capture animals
for the irrational Zoological CTardens,'at Washington, D. C.
Tlie appointment as hunter was given to Mr. ElwoodHofer,
the most competent man in the country. Owing to s ;arcity

of funds with which to pay him he resigned his appointment
after two months, but continued to collect specimens. He
has caught and turned over to me, and I hold awaiting
shipment, two black bear cubs, three young foxes, two elk,

and a black-tailed deer.
I also had two antelope, but one night about two weeks

since some carnivorous animal broke into their inclosure
and killed and ate them. When the time for shipment
comes I can readily trap and add to the collection a number
of the smaller animals, like wolverines, wolves, lynxes,
martins, badgers, porcupines, beavers, etc. All can be
shipped in one car, Avhich should go under charge of an
attendant.
Bears have become very troublesome at all the hotels,

camps, slaughter-houses, and other places in the Park
where there is anything f(n' them to eat. They have not
proved at all dangerous, but it is impossible to keep provi-
sions anywhere within tlieir reach.

I authorized the capture of one at the Fountain Hotel,
but he died o£ a rupture of the heart in his struggle to
escape. I had another caught in a trap there and he is now
in the Washington gardens.

I have had four .small bears caught; two I have still, one
broke his chain and escaped, and one was eaten up by an
old bear whWe he was chained in front of the house at Yan-
cej^'s. As winter approaches I may find it necessary to kill

an occasional one, especially if they Ijecome destructive of
the game, or beef and mutton herds. By another season I

hope to be able to supply specimens of all the animals native
to the Park; their retention here during the season has
proven very interesting to the tourists.

LAW IN THE PARK.
It .seems hardly necessary to call your attention to the

need of laws for the government of the Park. Senate bill

401, first session Fifty-first Cougress, as amended and re-

ferred to the Hoitse Calendar, has much to commend it, and
with a few modifications would effect all that can be de-

sired. For convenience the jurisdiction of the court should
be on the Montana side and the railroad charter (section 11)

should by all means be omitted. Otherwise the bill is as
nearly perfect as may be, and I trust the passage of it, or
one similar to it, may be pressed and accomplished.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British ProNunces are given in the Book of

the Game Laivs.

ANGLING NOTES.

MR. ALFRED C. HAND writes from Pequaming,
Michigan, that the season is now over for trout

fishing with them, and the anglers are regretfully putting
away their tackle for the winter. He says that it has
been a good season in that section for troitt. His best

average was 5 fish weighing Slbs. 3oz., and the largest

3lbs. loz. , but he landed one for a companion that weighed
4lbs. 4oz. This fish was taken on a No. 6 silver-doctor,

though as a rule he thinks that the old fashioned brown-
pahner is about the most killing fly in that country.

Mr. Jas. L. Livingston recently caught a 31b, 2oz.

speckled trout in Preston Pond, the last fish of the season.

He had just told his guide "Here goes for the last cast!?'

and it was a lucky one.

Mr. Chas. F. Imbrie has returned from his trip to the Adir-
ondack Club. He had very little fishing, but his son Andrew
kUled two fine bucks with his Winchester, not in the water,
but running. Professor A'ail chopped in to show some of
his photographs taken on a trip to Nova Scotia. They
are very beautiful, and some of the strings of trout are
enough to make an angler wish he could try that wonder-
ful country. Though rather late, yet there is time between
now and Oct. 1 to make the trip.

One of the happiest of the army of anglers recently re-

turned is Dr. Hasbrouck of this city, who killed 6 salmon
and 16 grilse on the Miramichi. It was his first trip after

salmon and it is worth while to hear the Doctor describe
how he lost his two lu'st salmon the same day he arrived
at the camp, and how he covered himself with glory the
next day by landing two without gaff or guide. I never
have caught a salmon, but I know just how he felt.

The man that kills his first caribou after a successful
stalk feels just that way.

In answer to inquiries as how to best preserve flies

through the winter, I would advise keeping them in an
entpty segar box, first seeing that there are no moth or
eggs among them. Wrap box up in paper, but there must
be no holes, and fasten securely. Moths will not eat
through paijer, but I think they rather enjoy camphor.

Bluefish are running '"outside" of large size and fine

condition, but there do not seem to be many in the
bays. The best way is to go down to Patchogue the night
before and make an early start. Boats and bait are plenty
there. Striped bass are being taken in fair numbers, but
they require hard work and good fishing. The largest I

have heard of lately was taken at Woods HoU, weight
351b3.

Somebody is trying to bootn Stamford and Crreenwich,
Conn., in one of the daily papers, but if the reports are
true, the fishing must have improved very suddenly.

Scaelet-Ibis.

The Gravel Counted.—Albany, Sept. 15.—Belle, nine
years old, caught two pickerel one day weighing 61bs. and
6lbs. lOoz. respectively ; but Geoi'ge beat her record last

week by taking a 7-pounder. Little Belle says if they had
brushed the gravel off him he wouldn't beat her record,

—

Dextek.
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FISHING WITH TRAINED CORMORANTS
By Captain F. S. Dugmorb. R. N. E., Master of the Falconry

Ciub 1878 to 1883.

APOLOGIA..

IN the Chinese Empire, the training and the serious use
of the cormorant as a bread-winner constitutes an in-

dustry by itself, receiving the entire attention of a large

class of professional fishermen, to whom this bird is as

much a necessary implement of their calling as the gill-

uet is to the mullet-catchers of the Gulf of Mexico.
In Earope, on the ether hand, for the last two hundred

years, the cormorant lias had little care bestowed upon it;

unless for its destruction by the owners of vahiable fish-

ing rights. A team of fishing cormorants has seldom if

ever been kept except as an adjunct, and a comparatively
unimportant adjunct, to a stud of trained hawks; attended
to only in the spare tuotnents of the master or his falcon-

ers, and very rarely used except when the weather, the
season or accidental circumstances made the infinitely

more exciting and absorbing sport of falconry out of the
question for the time being.

It is rather strange tliat such should be the case; since,

while anything like real proficiency in the science of fal-

conry in its numerous branches imperatively demands
the study of a lifetime, the entire details connected with
the training of cormorants, and their use for fishing pur-
poses, are so simple and so easily acquired that any person
of ordinary intelligence and of a nature sympathetic
with the animal creation can master the whole thing in a
fortnight; with a little skilled guidance he can become a
proficient in less than a month.
Moreover, while the maintenance of a falconry estab-

lishment is an exceedingly costly undertaking, a team of

trained cormorants is comparatively inexpensive.
So that it would appear somewhat remarkable that

many lovers of sport and of animated nature whose
leisure or whose means have not permitted them to in-

dulge in the "noble art" of falconry, have not gone in

for the only less pleasurable excitement so easily obtain-

able from the "coursing of the waters," as coi-morant-
fishing has been not inaptly designated.

It is more than thirty years since I began my own
apprenticeshij) to the art of falconry; and yet—though I

have lost no opportunity of picking the brains of such
experts as the Maharajah Dhuleep Singh, Colonel Delme-
Radclifi:e, the Rev. Gage Earle Freeman ("Peregrine" of

the London Field), the late John Pells, falconer to the
Dukes of St. Albans; the late Robert Barr, falconer to the
Champagne Hawking Club, and his still more celebrated
brother, the late John Barr, for some years my own head
falconer; as well as of studying the methods of Greek and
Turkish falconers on the shores of the Sea of Marmora;
although, too, I have owned considerably over a thousand
hawks and falcons of all kinds, and have myself, unaided,
carried out the entire training of hundreds of them—yet,

I say, to this very moment I never meet and compare
notes with a brother falconer without discovering how
much I have yet to learn.

It is vastly different with cormorants, John Barr and
I, between us, taught the late unfortunate Crown Prince
of Austria—a glorious sportman and a very apt pupil

—

how to handle and use them for fishing in a couple of

days; while it took less than a week to impart all requi-
site instruction in their management to the Count von
Eltz, whom the Empress of Austria sent to Broughall
Castle (my then residence in Ireland) to receive over for
conveyance to Vienna a team of six trained cormorants
presented by me to Prince Radolph.
Of course a practical falconer has a great advantage

over any other learner, from the habit, acquired by long
experience, of reading the thoughts, divining the inten-
tions, and thereby being able to anticipate the actions, of
his feathered intimates. But I will guarantee that any
sympathetic lover of nature, possessed of average intelli-

gence and patience, and of a reasonable amount of com-
mand over his temper, can, by following the plain direc-
tions I am about to furnish for his guidance, learn the
entire art of cormorant training in a fortnight, and
become a thorough proficient in taking fish with these
birds after less than a month's practice.

The sport is one that is preeminently well adapted to
this continent.

It demands very little time and very little outlay.
There is scarcely a part of the American coast where

the birds for training cannot be cheaply procured with-
out the slightest difficulty; they are found even on most
inland waters of any great extent.
There are very few places where coai'se or refuse fish

cannot be inexpensively obtained for their suijpnrt, a
great advantage over Europe, where I have had to feed
my birds on beef, mutton, horseflesh, bullock's liver, or
even rabbits, none of wbich are calculated to keep cor-

morants in good health for any length of time, while all

of them, excepting liver, which at best is only fit for a
makeshift, are rather expensive lUet for birds requiring
daily from 1 to 81bs. weigJit a head.
Tnen in America there is such an enormotis extent and

such infiniie variety of practicable waters available for
fishing with cormorants, without interfering with vested
rights, or provoking fancied grievances. You have all the
grand estuaries of the Atlantic seaboard, with their in-

numerable creeks and ramifications, fishable to their very
heads wherever so much as a yard wide and two feet

deep; the clear rapid rivers of Florida, where not a move-
ment of the bh-ds or their quarry is hidden from the
sportsman; and in more mountainous States, bright
rushing brooklets and trout streams, far too small for
fly-fishing, but along whose banks the owner can run un-
obstructed, keeping up with his birds in their lightning-
like dashes and sub-aquean doubles after the speckled
beauties. Prejudice, and prejudice only, might for a
time interfere with their use, or, at least, render it inex-
pedient, in preserved trout waters, which should as a
rule be avo'ded. Unlike the Old World, with its artifi-

cialisms and conventionalities, prejtidice in this great
country is a very fleeting and temporary affair. Peojjle

like the Americans, accustomed keenly to sift every
statement that is put before them, never keep a long or a
close hold on a prejudice that has not good sound reason
at its back; and the cormorant- fisher would do well to

respect the prejudices of his brethren of the angle until

they shall have learned them to be utterly without
reason or justification

j

The destructive capabilities of cormorants, especially

when domesticated, are not quite what they are popularly
imagined to be, nor is the working capacity of a trained
bird by any means imlimited. i

Against the current of a mountain brook—and our
com-se is always up stream—ten minutes' consecutive
work for each bird is more than enough, and will neces-
sitate not much under half an hour's cessation for rest
and drying; for, strange to say, and paradoxical as it

may appear, a cormorant cannot work under water when
once wet through. He requires to dry himsel E thoroughly
with many wing flappings in the sun and wind, after
which he will carefully dress his plumage over with oil

obtained from two glands just above the tail, by the
pressure of his powerful beak.
Unlike the "trout hog" of the Adirondacks, trained

cormorants despise fingerlings, especially when anything
better is obtainable. Their sporting instincts seem to be
so strong that they will always single out the largest fish

within their powers—sometimes above them.
Needless to say, there are no pricked fish to be returned

to the water, some to die, others to scare their fellows
with the tale of their narrow escape, which fish, like

ants, undotibtedly have some means of communicating
in a language of their own.
All things considered, T have no hesitation in asserting

that preserved waters will be no more injured by cormor-
ant fishing, within reasonable limits, than by customary
legitimate angling, also within reasoirable limits; far less

than by the exploits of the Adirondack trout hog, as so
often chronicled in the charming pages of Forest and
Stream.
The most rapid destruction I have myself ever accom-

plished with cormorants was twenty-two trout taken in
fifteen minutes by three i^irds. This was in a rough Irish
mountain stream flowing into the Shannon, averaging
scarcely more than 2ft. in width, and absolutely unfish-
able by ordin,ary methods. No one had ever succeeded
in rising a trout therein with a fly, and I never heard of
any good being done by the use of worms. The twenty-
two trout averaged about three to the pound, and there
was but one unsizeable fish in the basket, though I could
see numbers of small fry in the water.
Fishing (by permission) a stretch of preserved water in

Oxfordshire, a fine basket of trout (some of which turned
the scale at 31bs.) caught by my birds contained not a
single fish under a pound in weight, though . the pool,
generally kept artificially closed at both ends, was noted
as a breeding place. In fact no one had any idea that
this water contained fish so large as those taken out of it

by my cormorants; sreatly to the advantage, I imagine,
of their smaller comrades and customary prey. But in
so large and variotts-featured a country as' America,
there can be no excuse for (uninvited) encroachment by
the cormorant trainer on the domain of the fly-fisher.

I am myself personally acquainted with innumerable
lakes, tarns and mountain brooks in Wales, Scotland,
Ireland, Switzerland and Canada on which no one within
the memory of man has ever succeeded in getting a rise,

and on some of which trolling tactics have been scarcely
better rewarded.
Traveled Americans will doubtless remember a lovely

clear blue-green river—I have often vainly flogged it

—

near Cannes in Provence, teeming with fish which are
never caught by other means than netting; and many of
the tempting looking streams of northern Italy are s'imi-

lary circumstanced.
Conditions approximately identical prevail in many

parts of the United States, as indeed in nearly all parts
of the world. I have found them in Asia Minor, and far
in the interior of Africa, north and sotith.

A rod and line are useless in a mountain rivulet a foot
wide, and not much better in the long narrow creeks up
which the gray mullet love to run in close-packed silvery
shoals from the grand estuaries of the coast.

But these same foot-wide rivulets and ditch-like creeks
afford the very best opportunities for the cormorant
trainer without interfering in the slightest with other
people's sport. (There are some splendidly stocked creeks
running into Tampa Bay and Charlotte Harbor, in
Florida.) Here, then, I would advise the cormorant
fisher mainly to seek fresh worlds to conquer, fields

wherein to exercise the prowess of his feathered friends
"with a clear conscience, void of offense." I would
counsel him to follow my own practice of eschewing
waters, even unpreserved, that are frequented by
brethren of the angle, unless on exceptional occasions
when their owners desu'e to see an exhibition of his
birds' attainments. Readers of Forest and STREAM need
no reminder from me that "live and let live" should be
the first maxim of every true sportsman, no matter what
may be the particular branch of sport that claims his own
individtaal sympathies.

I will not occupy my reader's time with a long disqui-
sition on the natural history or habits of the cormorant

—

in a state of nature—thotigh I shall have much to say
about him in a state of grace, i. e., training, which
effects certain not inconsiderable changes in his entire
constitution. For his natural history any good ornitho-
logical work can be consulted.
Round the British Isles we have two species of cormo-

rant, the shag, or green and crested cormorant {Pelecanus
cristat'us), a lovely little bird, and very docile, but too
small to take a Sbb of any size; and the common black
cormorant {Pelecanus carljo), which, however, varies
somewhat in form in different localities, being evidently
adapted by nature to the particular waters in which its

living has to be obtained.

At one time I used to draw my supplies of young cor-
morants for training from Lul worth, near St. Alban's
Head in Dorset, In this district (the Isle of Purbeck,
famed for its marbles) the cliffs for the most part go down
sheer into the water, which is very deep close into the
shore. Consequently the local cormorants would starve
unless possessed of exceptional diving powers. I found
their conformation accordingly of a rather peculiar type:
long, slim, greyhound -like bodies, large feet, and very
long tails; the tail and feet constituting the bird's diving
apparatus, and having developed through long genera-
tions to suit its peculiar habitat.

On the other hand, round the Fai-ne Islands off the
Northumberland coast, the sea is shallow, but little div-
ing is required, and the fish run very large. Accordingly,
a cormorant I procm-ed thence had an exceedingly short
tail, was of jaowerful thickset build, and weighed half as
much again as the Dorset birds.

I imagine a similar rule holds good along the American
coast line. The cormorants I have seen about the Gulf
of Mexico, on the Florida shore, appear to be rather
smaller and weaker than the British black cormorant.
But I have seen larger birds off Labrador; and I little

doubt that anywhere in the north, near Cape Cod for
example, much stronger and better specimens could be
procured; and be it remembered, that size is the most im-
portant requisite, since the larger the bird, the larger the
fish he can tackle. The largest fish I have ever known
one of my own cormorants to bring ashore, pouched,
weighed a little under three pottnds and a half. But my
big Northumbrian, aided by another bird, succeeded in
drowning and dragging from"the Thames—for he could not
lift or pouch it—a pike of over 5lbs., after a grand battle
royal, lasting fully a quarter of an hour.
A few words as to the cormorant's methods of work

may not be superfluous. The pelican, gannet and booby
do their hunting in the air, only plunging into the water
to seize prey akeady found and marked. The cormorant
and razorbill {Alca torda) and sundry other diving birds,
do all their hunting under water. They plunge first,

before seeing their prey, seek it under water, and pursue
it under water ttntil caught, when they bring it to the
surface, and in the case of the cormorant, chuck it up
into the air in order to get it head downward into the
elastic neck pouch, preparatory to swallowing, or when a
trained bird is concerned, bringing it ashore. But while
the razorbill uses its wings and would be crippled with-
out them, as it literally flies under water, the cormorant
keeps his folded as tightly as possible to his sides, depend-
ing entirely on his feet as a propeller, twin-screw fashion,
and on his tail as a quick and powerful rudder. (Vide
illustration 1.).

We take advantage of our knowledge of these facts
to cut one wing of a cormorant, greatly facilitating
its traininer, especially in the case of an old-caught
bird, and in no way interfering with its work: while we
avoid with the titmost care breaking so much as a single
feather of its tail, as the bird would thereby be heavily
handicapped in twisting and doubling under water, es-
pecially after a fish that succeeded in breaking back past
its pursuer when working up stream.

[TO BE CONTINdED.]

PERCH VERSUS TROUT.
THE following series of questions about the relations

of predatory fishes like the perch to successful trout
rearing recurs so frequently in our correspondence that
we give the communication in detail with answers based
upon experience, and would be glad to receive expressions
of opinion and records of experiments in this direction
from others.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I am about renting a small lake here, about 400yds. in

length-and from 80 to lOOyds. in width, for the purpose
of stocking it with speckled trout. Before doing so, how-
ever, I wish to obtain some reliable information on some
points, and have concluded that I could not do better than
make application to your pajjer in the form of questions,
which I think it almost certain either you or some of your
correspondents would be able to answer.
The lake in question has a spring of cold water at the

upper end coming out of the rock, and for about 20yds.
that end of the lake is covered with stone and gravel, the
rest of the lake is mostly mud bottom. Up to about nine
years ago the lake was well stocked with speckled trout,
but was then nearly cleaned out by netting, and about
the same time some one put in perch, which have in-
creased enormously, as the lake abounds in food. For the
last four or five years not a single trout has been seen in
the lake, and my object in writing is to obtain, if possible,
the following information:

1. Has the introduction of perch caused the extermina-
tion of the trout, or must we conclude that the trout
were exterminated either by netting or some other means
before the perch were put in?

2. If the perch have exterminated the trout in what
way was it brought about ? Is it because the perch de-
vour the trout, or the trout spawn, or because the large
trout devour the young perch and the spines on the back
of the perch kill the trout ?

3. Is it possible for trout and perch to live together in
the lake I have described?

4. Is it advisable to exterminate the perch before at-
tempting to restock with trout ?

5. Wliat is the readiest and most effectual method of
exterminating the perch? Is there any way of doing it?

6. Are there any other varieties of fish besides bass and
pike that could live and hold their ground along with
perch ?

7. Would salmon trout live and increase in numbers in.

the lake I have described?
8. Wliat other variety of fish would you advise me to

put in along with perch in case trout will not live with
them? James P. Telford.
The probability is that netting caused the extermina-

tion of the trout. We infer from your letter that the
trout was reproducing naturally in the lake at one time
and found suitable food. The spines of the perch will
not injure trout, for the latter swallows sticklebacks,
which have stouter pines than the perch. If the perch
have diminished the trout, they may have accomplished
this by taking their supply of food. Perch and trout live

in the same body of water, but the general opinion is that
they cannot be reared together successfully, because the
former is more prolific and spawns later, so that it devours
trout eggs during the whole spawning season. It is,

therefore, advisable to remove the perch before intro-
ducing trout if you can; but this will be difficult, to say
the least. Black bass have so thinned out the perch in
Sunapee Lake, New Hampshire, that they no longer in-
terfere with the brook trout, and the latter are increasing
rapidly; but many persons object seriously to placing
black bass in trout waters, because of their predatory
character. Rock bass (Ambloplites rupestris) and calico
bass {Pomoxys sparaides) will thrive in the company of
perch, and both of these are excellent game fishes and
accessible to you, Salmon trout might live in a small
lake stich as you describe if the water is very deep in
some places and cold enough, and they would dispose of
your perch in short order. Whatever fish of the salmon
family is deemed suitable should be represented by well-
grown individuals and not by fry, which the perch can
dispose of faster than you can furnish them.

The Beardstown Rod and Gun Club sends us a ker-
chief invitation to their first annual fish fry, Sept. 35,
whiphproioises to he a most enjoyable affair.
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ALEWIVES AS EGG-DESTROYERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In your issue of Sept. 10 I noticed an editorial regard-
ing the alewives in lakes Ontario, Cayuga and Seneca.
As regards their migratoay habits from' Lake Ontario to
the sea I know nothing; but from observation of their
habits in Seneca Lake I consider tbem the direct cause
of the decrease of the game fishes in Seneca and other
waters.
They feed entirely during the spawning season upon

the eggs of the trout, pike, bass and perch. Of a cer-

tainty the trout and pike feed to a small extent upon the
alewives; but there is so much other food that is more
palatable, namely, the stone perch, swifts, shiners and
sucker fry, that the fish have no necessity to rasp their
throats with the serrated belly of the alewife. I have
watched the alewife time and again around black bass
beds. They would hector the mother bass until she be-
came exasperated beyond measurs. The moment she
left the bed to drive the intruder away dozens of them
would pounce upon tiie unprotected spawm, and in a
short time there would be an empty bed. The same with
the rock bass, and the beds of the trout, pike and perch
being unprotected fall an easy prey.
"When our Fish Commissioner ' stocked Seneca Lake

with alewives for the purpose of feeding the fishes he
caused more direct damage to the fish and fishing than
all the nets and spears that were ever used.
In closing I would say stock the inland lakes with

game fish and let the lice of the ocean, or the American
sai'dine, remain in its natural elements. Lakcewood.
Bellona, N. Y., Sept. 13.

[The above shows the alewife in a new role, and it

would be well to make sure that there is no mistake about
the identification of the robber. Some of the small
whitefishes or ciscoes consiime eggs in vast numbers, but
alewives are supposed to feed at or near the surface,
chiefly on small water fleas. "Lancewood" might serve
the cause of science by catching one of the fish engaged
in eating eggs and mailing it in salt to the ofiice of FOR-
Ess AND Stream for identification.]

TAMAGAMAMINGUE LAKE TROUT.
Editor Forest mid Sti^eavi:

Eeferring to the trout caught in Lake Tamagama-
mingue, of which I wrote you last June, Mr. Samuel Wil-
mot, superintendent of fishculture in Ottawa, writes me
that they are the Salmo namaycusli. On carefully study-
ing the description and drawing of this trout in Richard-
son's work, I feel no doubt Mr. Wilmot is correct.

It is supposed that the lake in question is fed by salt
springs. With the exception of the moisture from the
clouds it has no other visible means of support, though
it discharges a considerable quantity of water, more par-
ticularly at its southern outlet. There are none of the
Salmo fontinalis in the lake or in the streams issuing
therefrom, though the southern is for fifty miles in ap-
pearance an ideal trout stream, with water as clear as a
diamond swiftly flowing over a pebbly bed.

Whitefish and black bass are also taken in this lake,
the latter sea .green in color, the former having a strong
shade of purple beneath their shining, silvery scales.

The namaycusli will not bite during the summer
months, as they retire to the deep water. I have just
returned from a second trip to this lake in company with
Robert S. Lewis, of Rochester, and everything I have
previously said as to the edible qualities and extraordi-
nary beauty of the namaycusli I feel inclined to repeat
with emphasis. S. R. Clarke.

WHERE BASS ABOUND.
Editor Forest and Stream:

"O. O. S." in the Forest and Stream of Sept. 3 accuses
my friend and I of being "uncommonly gluttonous" be-
cause we caught 115 fish in five hours. Well, "maybee
we was," but it can't be helped at this date, and we kept
no small fish, putting all such back, and I can assure him
that none of the fish were wasted, and that we didn't
have enough to go around even then. As for the state-
ment that it was nothing out of the common to take twenty
or more any morning during the season, and that he con-
siders it "considerably out of the common," if he will
come out here and try a few days' fishing he will forever
forswear bass fishing in any other region. I can assure
him that the fish are the gamiest on earth, and that he
will not stop to count them when he is so engaged in
catching them. I am not a market fisher or hunter, and
never, to my knowledge, wasted a pound of fish, and our
waters will not be depleted by the amount of fish that
can be taken by legitimate fishermen. I think "O, O. S."
must be somewhat cross-grained, and if he will come out
here next season I will guarantee to give him a good time
with plenty of fishing, and he will not begrudge the
waters we fish over any of the fish we carry away.
Minnesota has more bass waters than any State in the
Union, and a visit to our shores Avill make a new man of
"'O. O. S." E. J. L.
West Dultjth, Minn.

BLACK BASS IN HEMLOCK LAKE.
ANGtLERS who enjoy the fine fishing for black bass in

Hemlock Lake, near Lima, N. Y. , will be interested
to learn that the lake was stocked more than 30 years ago
hy the Lima Angling Club. The Rochester Post Exj^ress
has recently learned the history of the transaction from
one of the members of the club, Mr. G-eo. A. Pierce. The
hasis of the planting was the following agreement:

It is agreed between &. A. Pierce on one part and H. J. Kintz of
the other part that Mr. Kiat^ will within ten davs deliver at the
•Genesee Valley depot, in Rochester, live black bass, in go"d
live healthy coadition, for the consideration of $35, to be paid as
follows: SIO cash In hand paid, 810 on deliverv thereof at Roches-
ter and 85 on the said fish being put into Hemlock Lalie, the
expense of barrels or vat to be paid for by Pierce.
March 30, 1869. Henry J. Kcntz,

Geokge a. Pierce.
H. J. Wood, i

G. A. PiEBCE. - Committee.
Dr, J. Requa, )

Fuiailed April, 1859, and March, 1860; 10 pno in April, 1859. and
4Q April, 1860.

The time was extended bec^iuse Mr. Kintz was unahle
to get the bass during the first year; but in 1860 the num-
ber of 50 was completed and th© result of the stocking
aoon became apparent. The fish were ma.Une and

i
weighed fpora 2 to jjlbs. each,

}

Eainbow Trout Flavor.—Highlands, N. C, Sept. 18,

'—Editor Forest and Stream: I have to differ with Blr.

Ripley (Forest and Stream, Sept. 10) in regard to the
eating quality of the rainbow trout. It is in the cooking
that this gentleman must have failed to get out the fine
flavor of this splendid fish. If he will take a 3 or 3-pounder
and broil it, as a shad should be, he will find that it has
fat enough to broil well, and will then be a toothsome
rneal for the most exacting fisherman. I can corroborate
his statement that this fish breeds well and gi'ows with
great rapidity. The progeny of a hundred of these fish

in my water three years ago have stocked the stream for
nearly 80 miles down, and they are rapidly becoming as
numerous as the common trout, while they grow much
more rapidly. The old fish are sometimes met with, but
in my narrow and rapid sti-eam always break the tackle
at the first dart, which they make with so much vim
that a long reach is necessary to hold them. The last

large one was taken last year," a.nd weighed S^lbs., at the
age of three years. It was in the pond where the finger-
lings were planted.—H. Stew.art.

Nantucket FismifG.—Ca,pt, A. C, Adams, of the Fish
Commission, went to Nantucket eaxly in the week and
brought us some news aboixt the fishing. The large
ponds—Miacomete, Seachaca, Long and Tom Nevers

—

contain white perch, eels and pickerel, the last occurring
in Tom Nevers only. Anglers have had fairly good suc-
cess during the summer, but overfishing and winter sein-
ing have thinned out the perch considerably. The cat-
boats employed there in fishing on the shoals during the
spring and fall for cod are engaged by sailing parties in
the summer. These boats, about thu-ty in number, are
splendid craft for sailing and fishing. They take had-
dock, pollock, mackerel, scup audbluefish in their season
around the island. Mr. A. H, Adams is a dealer in fish-

ing tackle and takes pride in telling visitors about the
resources of the waters. Scallops are very abundant on
the sandy bottom and quohaugs are obtained in^imoderate
quantities.

Tarpon at St. Augustine.—A tarpon weighing 1701 bs.
was captured in the Matanzas Eiver this morning by
Messrs. A. J. Kolb and J. W. Traver, The fish is the
largest ever landed in the waters about St. Augustine
and is a beauty. The two gentlemen started out early
this morning with the determination of landing a king
of the finny tribe. At 7:30 Mr. Kolb had a bite and im-
mediately the prize began to churn the water. It took
just one and a half hours to land the 170-pounder, during
which time the fish dragged the boat from Mr. Kolb's
wharf on the Matanzas, near Moultrie, up the river several
miles, notwithstanding Mr. Traver's elTorts at the oars to
keep the boat near home.^ The fish is now on exhibition
in Mr. Travers store on King street. It will probably be
mounted and placed on exhibition.

—

St. Aiigicstine {Fla.)
News, Sej)tember.

White Perch in Maine.—Among the beautiful fish-
ing lakes of Maine is Matamiscontis, about 50 miles above
Bangor. The Lake Megantic Railroad runs past it and
carries many campers into its forests. Capt. A. C. Adams
informs us that the fishing for white perch is superb, and
especially in August. In company with three friends he
caught 150 fine perch in an hour and a quarter, his own
line taking 79. Having no other bait, they begun fishing
with pork until they had caught a few fish, when they
used pieces of the throat and tail of the perch. The lake
is surrounded by forests, and the only settlement is
Whitney Ridge. Boats can be had for $1 per day. Capt.
Adams fished in about 13ft. of water. With suitable
tackle the perch of this lake would furnish rare enjoyment.

The Juniata Nets.—Port Royal, Pa., Sept. 18.—Act-
ing under orders received from the Fish Commissioners,
John 3Iateer, warden and two assistants, all of this place,
started down the Juniata River yesterday morning in a
skift'; they expect to be gone some days and will remove
all illegal obstructions in the river down , as far as its
mouth. This work should have been done long ago: this
stretch of river, especially below the Millerstown dam, is

notorious for the number of fish dams, baskets and other
illegal contrivances.

—

Onyjutta.

A Big IiLickerel was caught in 45 fathoms of water
off Seal Island, iSTova Scotia, on Aug. 6. It measured
26in. from the tip of the nose to the fork of the tail, and
was lOin. in girth. This is remarkable because of the
great size of the fish and the depth in which it was taken.
Capt, Pothier, who caught it on a cod hook, thinks it is
the largest mackerel ever seen on the coast.

—

Charles
Hallock,

Puget Sound and Commencement Bay are filled to
overflowing with salmon, so that many of the fish are
killed by the wheels of steamers. No such run has been
seen before within the memory of the oldest inhabitants;
even Indian traditions contain nothing to equal the
present abimdance.

^

A Large Channel Bass.—Mr, Charles S. Higgms, of
Brooklyn, caught off Fire Island, last Saturday, a channel
bass weighing Sllbs. and measm-ing 4ft. 3in. The fish
was taken with rod and reel , and only after 40 minutes
of hard fighting did the angler succeed in bringing the
monster to boat.

"Forest and Stream" Nursery Rhymes.
vm.

Two Vermonters a-fishing went,
One Angust day
In Missisquoi Bay,

And caught some bass for the President.
But while covered with glo-

Ry the anglers blow.

The bass,

Alas!

Can never Icnow

How grand a go
They had down the throat of a President.

Menml

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 33 to 35.—Inausural International Dog Show of the Mon-
treal Expoeilion Oompany. at Montreal, Canada. Entries close
Sept. 8. J. S Robertson, Secretary.
Sept. 23 to 36.—Inaugural Show of the Blue Grass Kennel Cltib,

at Lexington, Ky. Rotrers \VilliaTns, Sec'y.
Sept. 29 to Oct. 1.—Third Annual Dog Show, in connection witli

the Central Canada Fair, at Ottawa, Ont. Alfred Geddes, Supt.
Dec. 4 to 8.—Sixth At) rual Dog Show of tSie Northern Illinois

Poultry and Pet Sl,ock Association, at Rockford, 111.

Dec. 10 to li,—Inaugural Dog Show of the Preeport Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Freeport, lU. T. E. Taylor, Sec'y.
Dec. 30 to .Jan. 2.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mohawk

Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, at Gloversville, N. Y. F. B.
Zlmmer, Sec'y,

1893.

Jan. 5 to 9.—Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at CharlestoH, S. 0. Benj. Molnness,
Sec'y.
Jan. LS to 16.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C, P. F. Gapers, Secretary,
Greenville, S. C.
Feb. 9 to 13.—Fonrtli Annual Dog Show of Lhe Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago. 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y.
Feb. 23 to 26.—Sixteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Supt.
March 1 to 1.—Dog Show of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, at

Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown, Soc'v.
March 15 to 18.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Duquesne

Kenuel Club, at Pittsburgh, Pa. W. E, Littell, Sec'y.
April 7 to 10.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Cluh, at Boston. Mass. E. H. Moore, Sec'y.
April 20 to 23.—Fourth Aonual Dog Show of the Southern Cali-

fornia Kennel Club, st Loh Angeles, Cal. C. A. Sumner, .Sec'y.
May 4 to 7 —Annual Dog Show of the California Kennel Club,

at San Francisco, Oal. H. L. Miller, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 2.—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Cluh,

at Bicknell, Ind. P. T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the International Field Trial

Club, at Chatham, Ont. W. B. Wells. Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. O. Members' Stake Nov. 13. W. A. Coster,
Serretary.
Nov. 23.—Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point, N. C.

G. G. Davis, Secretary, Philadelphia, Pa.
Nov. 23.—Gordon Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point, N.

O. L. A. Van Zandt, Secretary, Yonliers, N. Y".

Nov. 33.—Second Annual Trials of the National Beagle Cluh, at
Nanuet, Rockland county, N. Y. F. W. Chapman, Sec'y.
Nov. 30.—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

LBxington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, U and 46 Wall street. New
York city.
Deo. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Cluh's Field Trials. Charles E.

Connell, Secretary.

1893.

Jan. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the Bexar Field Trial Club,
at San Antonio, Texas. G. A. Cbabot, Sec'v. Amateurs only.'
Jan. 18.—Ti ials of the Pacific Field Trial Club, at Baliersfield,

Cal. J. M. Kilgarif. Sec'v.
.-Fourth Annudl Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club, at New Albany, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Sec'y.

Names .ixn PoHTii-iiTS of Bihds, hy Girrdou Trumbull. A
hook particmarly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question aU the American game birds which I

they may kiU. Oloth, ^30 pages, price 63.50. For ?B!e l?y I'obhst

TORONTO DOG SHOW.
THE third annual dog show of the Industrial Exbibition

Association of Toronto opened on Monday, Sept. 14, and
closed Sept. 18. The account of the opening of the show and
the regular awards sent hy telp,ar.-iph appeared in our last
week's isstie. The result of the show was a .successful one
in ever}' sense. While the crowds that swarmed into the
building last year were to some extent smaller on this occa-
sion, still it must have been quite a financial success, as the
people were on the move most of the day, and at times the
aisles were uncomfortably crowded. The arrangements this
year were much better than last. Aisles were kept clean,
the building was well disinfected and we are doubly pleased
in having to compliment Mr. C. A. Stone on his courteous
treatment of exhibitors, and the indefatigable energy he
displayed throughout the show. The Toronto Fair people
are noted for their penchant for red tape, and a dog show
manager there meets with many obstructions through the
ignorance of those in power of the needs of dog men, which
reqtiires considerable tact and patience to ove^rcome. This
Mr. Stone accomplished. The obnoxious port to port cus-
toms regulations also add considerable bother and labor to
his position, as papers must be made out for every kennel
and individual dog before they could leave for the States or
the Montreal show. The building is exceptionally well
adapted for the show, in fact is built for the purpose.
The feeding was a great improvement on that of last year,

and we saw very little scouring. Spratts' biscuits were
used. The judging commencing on Monday at 2 P. M.
dragged on till Wednesday noon. Messrs. Kirk, Massey,
Junor, Mitchener, Donovan and Capt. Harston were actively
engaged during judglug and throughout the show in help-
ing things along. The weather, excepting on Friday after-
noon, was all that could be desired, perhaps a little warm,
but, the dogs in the cool, airy building did not suffer. The
class of dogs was about the same as at Hamilton the previ-
ous week, but the addition of puppy and novice classes ac-
counted for the increased entry without any improvement
to the show, as we saw several litters of puppies that had
been better at home. The judges' names are given vsdth
their respective breeds reported itpon, and little further can
be said except that Toronto has added one more most suc-
cessful show to its list of past triumphs. The criticisms of
the different classes follow the order of the catalogue, which
was a great improvement on that of last year, and had few
mistakes.

MASTIFFS—(CHAS. H. MASOK).
The exhibit in this breed this j^ear was a great improve-

ment on that of 1S90. The presence of the Flour City Ken-
nels showing the Canadians what really good mastiffs are
like. Champion Ilford Chancellor had a bloodless victory
in the dog challenge class, and was still in his good form; in
the next class Caution's Own Daughter had to give way to
Lady Coleus, for the reason that 1 pointed out last week,
not skull enough, though positions were reversed at Hamil-
ton. In open dogs, Elkson, an improving dog, and filling
out nicely, though still too tucked up, was placed at the
head of the class, beating Mode in size and forelegs, though
I like Mode's head better, he does not show so much dewlap
and skull is of better shape; third prize was withheld, and
only he. cards given to Trust, who is long-faced, feet turn
out and hardly bone enough; King has also not the type of
head desired; Minting Minor, first last year, was absent.
Miss Caution repeated her Hamilton victory in bitches; a
new one, Minna Minting, coming second; she is small sized
and loses in bone and body to the other, though she has a
nice head; Bess occupied the same place as at Kingston in a
much better class; Greenwood Juno, vhc, is fairly good,
but loses in head and front; Blondie is not massive enough
in head and wottld do with more flesh, her forelegs are very
good; Ilford Pess was absent. In the puppy class Elkson
smothered his only competitor, Flora, Irom whom second
was rightly withheld. In novice class first was withheld
and second given to King, who was out of shape and has
poor head. The Flour City Kennels of cotu'se took the ken-
nel prize, and Mr. Hugh Falconer that for the best four
owned in Canada.

ST. BERNARDS—(MISS ANISTA H. WHITNET).
These classes were a marked improvement over those c£

Jafltyear, sR^etaX vety fair locftl fing.^ beinR shownj unA ths
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presence of the New York St. Bernard Kennel added con-
siderable (jnality to the exhibit. Challenge rough classes

proved blank. In the open dog class Kingston Regent's ffood
quality, massive head, bone and good color could not be
denied', and he was au easy winner. The more one sees of

this dot< the more certain it is that he will prove a very hard
dog to beat in tlie very liest company; second went to
Hesper's Sou, a do^- of nice qnality, lacking in massiveness
of head and dark shadings, but well formed in body and
forelegs, hiijdlegs a little too straight, he is only 14 months
old and mil very 1 lively develop into a pretty nice dog;
Monk, third, is nicely marked but long in head, good bone
and shows lots of quality; Monarch, from the same kennel,
lacks blaze, is light in body, weak in pasterns, and bead not
short enough; Don Phylis, reserve, was at Hamilton; Bruce,
he., is suipy-muzzled and long-faced, his head is also almost
black; Oscar, iilso two letters, T did not see; Benmore, Jr.,

lost a letter in this company. The order in bitches was the
same as at Hamilton, Republican Belle, Zenith and Glenisla.
Beulah, fourth, loses to the others in head, a very poor one
without blaze, though in body and bone she is vei'ygood;
Phyllis, reserve, is long in head but good in body; Daisy May
hardly deserved vhc, she is not much better than a coarse
collie, with very little St. Bernard type. Nora, he, is much
better, though faulty in head properties, snipy and so on,
but is fairly good behind that part of her anatomy. Nell
Maida, c, is of poor coloring and quality. Tlie puppy class
for dogs was a tiig one and .some fair stock was shown, the
winner turning np in Mr. J^ell's "pick up" at Chicago, Sir
John. He is a well luade dog, but on account of his twitch-
ing from ctiorea, .siidnhl have been put back. He will, per-
haps, eventually grow cint of this, as it has already left his
shoixlder, but a.s it is tlii.s infirmity should count against him
at present, HC lias a fairly good "head, excellent bone, is of
good size, nice foii.t, .and when filled out his body will be
good. Ilesi)cr's Sou, for Lhc reason stated, should have been
first; Don Phyli.s came third, reserve going to Kildonan,
showing very good bone lint not straight on his pins. The
other mentioired ones I did not see, they having been taken
out. Intiitch puppies Lady Maud, the winner, is too houndy
headed. Theljen, second, has only his nice body au<l legs to
recommeLid; lacks type, head very poor. In clutUenKe,
suHinths, cli. Hector had another lonely victory. By afooli.sh
mistake Othello, who could have taken second in tlie rough
dog clas.s, was entered in the snujoths, and the mistake not
being kuowu until the smooth class was called, he was
thrown out and did not conifxite at all. In open bitches a
very fair lot turned out, Lady Swiss, the winner, lacks
blaze, but is nicely found in body and legs. Dell, second,
T failed to see. Geinmi, third, is faulty in iiead and Nun
Nicer came fotirlh, though she deserved a higher place.
Nero, in dog pupi)ie.s, couid do no better than second with-
out competition; liody the best part of him even now.
Gemuii won without competition in her clas.s. The win-
ners in the novice classes hav(! all been described above.
Altogether this was the bi'.st lot of St. Bernards ever shown
in Canada, Mr. .1. S. Williams having four roughs, took
both those keunel prizes, but the smooths did not fill.

BLOOnnOTfNDS-tCHAS. II. MASON).

Only two entries, and Jack Shepard completely smothered
Beauty, who was far away from him in head, though nearly
as good in body and legs.

SEWPOUNPLANDS— (CHAS. H. MASON).

Champion Leo added another to his score, although far
from a good one. Major, second, loses in depth of muzzle,
but harl he had a little attention would be quite as good in
coat. Neither are really true types.

GREAT DANES—(MISS ANNA IT. WHITNET).

Thanks to the Wolverine Kennels there was quite a fair
showing in this breed dear to the hearts of the Germans.
Considering the great number of Germans in this country
it is a wonder the number of this breed shown is not larger,
though perhaps the difficulty in keeping them is the chief
obstacle with the majority. No entries in the challenge
classes. As was the case last year another exceptionally
good great Dane was shown in the open class for dogs; this
was Imijerial, a much improved dog since Chicago, though
he can still cai-ry many pounds more flesh. He was a great
attraction at the show; in fact the chief one; he is many
points ahead of Favor, tliis time in his right class. Brutus,
third, is light in body, st raight in stifles, has a fairly good
head and nice bone. Pa.sL-ha 11. was at Hamilton. Bis-
marck, c, has a bad head. Minerva's li^awn, in competition
with those of her own .sex, here took premier honors, Ultima
coming next; both were desciibed last week. They also oc-
cupied the same position in the puppy class. Siegfrieda,
faulty in head, vhc.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS—(OITAS. H. MASON).

Only three were entered. Valdemir had no competitor.
He is not filling out as he should do in body, neither is

Princess Irma, who beats her litter sister Modjeska in head,
size aird bone, the latter is better in loin, but loses again in
pasterns.

DEEKHOUNDS—(CHAS, H, MASON).

The only one present was Silver Queen, short in muzzle,
heavy in shoulder, but otherwise fairly good; two other en-
tries were absent.

OflKVHOlTNDS— (ClIAS. H. MASON).

Though in uunil lers not as large as last year, still the qual-
ity shown was about the best we have,'East at any rate.
Gem of the Season had little difficttlty in beating the slack-
waisted champion Highland Chief in the dog challenge
class. Champion Balkis entered not for competition. In
bitches, champion Cassandra, whose six years or more of
usefulness are beginning to tell on her, was well ahead of
Spinaway in head and ribs. The next cla.ss was a repetition
of Hamilton as far as Ornatus and Pious Pembroke were
concerned, Mr. Pope's new dog, Old Stone, third, lo.sing in
feet, ribs and hindlegs. Highland Donald, gone oil" in front,
coming next: he is well known. Ranger had to put up with
three lettei'S this time. Dick, he, is badly pig-jawed and
longea.st. Bhrcher, c, be.st parts are ribs and loin; hind
parts, feet and pasterns faulty. An excellent class, showing
lots of quality, and the awards were fully indorsed by the
running of the dogs in the races afterward, proving that
bench show form is compatible with good work in the field.

The bitch class was also good as far as the top ones wei-e
concerned, Bestwood Dai.sy and Lilly of Gainsboro being the
order for the money; the latter has the better head and is

stronger in loin and better ribbed, also more let down in
stifles; the names as given in Hamilton report should be
transposed. Bestwood Dai.sy is brimful of quality. Bert of
Fashion, a name dangerously near that of the rioted English
bitch, was third, but I did not see this one. Lady Langtry,
I'eserve, is weak in pasterns, light in loin. Grimsby Jess is

not of much account, while Elsie II., by her good front,
gained two letters also. Galatea, c, is heavy in shoulders,
not straight in forelegs and lacks rib development. The
puppies were divided. The winner in dogs, Misterton, has
a poor head, but is good in front; body needs time. Jack
took second; he was out. The winner in bitches was Bed of
Stones, Mi.ss Glendine coming second. She h a.s nice fore-

legs, but feet are ()i)en; ks a bit ovei'shot and light i n eye.
Though local entries were few, there was no mistake about
the quality of the American dogs.

FONIIOIINDS— (.ions DAVIDSON).

As usual in Canada, there were some fairly good English
hounds shown, the winner last year, (ieuiii.s, again licing

placed in the van, with Rouser, not so well-ribbed up or as
good in head, second; both have good hound coats. Preacher,
third, has splendid well-boned forelegs, but is snipy in muz-

zle and stifles are not bent enough. Vexation, second last^»

year, was the only one in the bitch class; she is a bitch of
good parts. Classes were also made for American hounds,
several of those shown being weedy hounds and of the
English type. The winner in the dog class belonged to the
only and well-known Dan O'Shea, Ranger, better in legs
and feet, winning over Riugwood. Bingo, third, is more on
English type and a bit straight behind. Bruce, vhc, I could
not find. Dan also had the two winners in the bitch class,
Countess and Hasty, the latter a fair American. In har-
riers the winner is a fairly good one, though feet and pas-
terns might be batter. Tomboy is a foxhound puppy of
American type. In bitches Molly could do no better than
.second, very snipy and too long east.

POINTERS—(JOHN DAVIDSON).

A better lot than usually seen in Canada. Mr. Davey
.showed a very nice team, and as their breeding is tip top
there should soon be a good lot of pointers mnning round
his bailiwick. Challenge heavy bitches had champion Belle
Randolph, the winner, in Devon Nell's ab.sence. In heavy
open dogs Tempest beats Westminster Drake behind the
head. Revelation was the winner in heavy-weight bitches.
She is a bit straight-faced, but otherwise well formed, ex-
cepting a little weakness of pasterns, she was also too fat;
Ightfieid Madge, second, one of Mr. Davey's new ones, is ex-
cellent in front and bone. In challenge classes for light-
weights Pommery Sec and Fan N. won the prizes for Mr.
Hyland in their respective clas.ses. Both looked well. The
open litrht-weight dog class produced a few more entries,
and to Ossining went the blue ribbon; Shot, second, losing
in hindlegs and chest; Axtel King Don, whose front might
be better, and exiiression and muzzle hardly the thing,
otherwise fair, coming third; Save, vhc, is not abad stamp,
while Snipe, c, is too honndy-headed and throaty. In
liitches, that natty piece of dog flesh, Lady Gay Spanker,
true to her name, an elegant mover, was well in front; Miss
Rumer, second, is nicely fronted, though at times one elbow
goes out a bit, but little fault can be found with her; Phan-
tom, third, has been spoken of before. Lady Graphic, re-
serve, occupied an unusual place; in vhc, Dodo, is a bit
short in muzzle, feet open, and is a trifle long cast. In
novice clas.s the order was Ightfieid Madge and Dodo. Pup-
pies were fair, Bessie Girl being the be.st.

KNULISH SETTERS—(.lOllN DAVIDSON).

Mr. Davidson, as is generally the case, had a big welcome
in English .setters. As most of the dogs were commented on
in Hamilton report it is no u.se going over them again in
detail. Edgemark again proved himself a winner, and this
must qualify him for the challenge class; .second went to
Ightfieid Rliuilas, with whom little fault can be found,
might be a hit straighter in front, ears in carriage could be
improved; Viscount}, a little better looking as to coat than at
Hamilton, was placed third; Tony Glad.stone, reserve; Sir
Edward, vhc, have been spoken of before; Mount Royal
Stride is not straight in front, feet turn out a bit, but head
fairly good; B"'orest Tatton, he , loses in feet and loin and is

throaty. In bitches Nia was this time placed flr.st, shelooked
cleaner and in better shape, though still heavy looking and
moving queerly behind; Forest Heather, second, is throaty,
but otherwise well formed; Albert's Nellie went still a peg
lower to third place; Victress Lewellin, fourth, fir.st at
Hamilton, needs no further description; Canadian Lillie,
reserve, is hardly strong enough in muzzle, but in legs, feet
and body is still good; Monk's Fan, from the same kennel,
is a daughter ofMonk of Furness, and is much of his type; Vic
is a bit wide in front and not ribbed up enough; Nora III.

again captured three letters; in the he. lot Forest Gladys is

a bit wide in. front, skull too thick and eye prominent.
Novice dogs had the same as above, excepting Toby, a large
well-made dog, heavily marked but well formed if he is a bit
coarse throughout. In novice bitches Victress Lewellin was
ahead, beating Qtieen of Fasldon in body; Vic, third, is only
a modei'ate one. In puppy dogs Field Marshall, the winner,
is long-cast, the others were fair, but most of them had been
removed when I took my notes.

IRISH SETTERS—t-IOHN DAVIDSON).

The dogs in these classes were fully up to the average, and
many of them had been at Hamilton the previous week.
Challenge classes were drawn blank. Seminole again
proved the winner in the open dog class, beating Parnell in
head and front, Glen Jarvis, now well known, coming next.
Dr. H., fourth, is a big, coarae-looking pup, leggy and hardly
showing quality enough. Erin's Lad is a promising pup,
nice head, and Larry, faulty in front, well deserved his let-

ters. Eleo, though lacking type, should have had another
letter, and Hiawatha, faulty in head and forelegs, and not
ribbed up enough, also took two letters. In open bitches,
Irene, the winner, is a nice setter; skull is a bit broad, but
otherwise she will do. Duchess of Avondale, second, is

throaty, but of fair type of head, a little long cast in body;
Goldsmith Maid is too fine in muzzle, and feet turn out a
bit; Rose Palmerstou I have commented on before. Nellie
D., vhc, is light throughoiat, lacks character in head, and is

faulty in quarters. Minnehaha, in the same division, is too
prominent in brow and needs more flesh. Aurora, he, is

now well known in these columns; Lady Alice is narrow-
chested, light in body and faulty behind, otherwise of fair
type. Novice dogs—Rufus, the winner, beats Erin's Lad in
head, and Rose Palmerstoh was again placed over Lady
Alice in bitches. Puppies were a repetition of other

GORDON SETTERS—(JOHN DAVIDSON).

The same old crowd, Dr. Dixon's team scooping in all the
money in the challenge clas.ses. Ivauhoe and Leo B. classed
as at Hamilton in dogs, and Duchess of Waverley, beating
Becky Sharp in head, in the bitch class. Two turned np in
open dogs. Clyde, the winner, beats Pendennis in coloring
and head. Dorothea, the winner in the bitch class, is light
in tan, faulty in muzzle, and was shown fat; she beats Annie
G ordon in head and ribs. The third one was a late entry and
not named. Miss Mulfit, fourth, is faulty in ribs and head,
and Cherry Ripe's light body and lack of rib could get her
no more than three letters. The puppy and novice classes
were filled by these previou.sly mentioued. Outside the chal-
lenge dogs there was little quality shown, most of the ex-
hibits lacking depth of muzzle and bone.

COLUES—(JOHN DAVIDSON).

The absence of the Chestnut Hill Kennels leaves compe-
tition in these classes more open, as, though the Seminole
Kennels showed some of the old winners, still they are not
put on the bench as they should be Conditioning collies
aitd keeping their coats in show fettle is an art not learned
in a day. Roslyn Wilkes not being for regular competition
let Ro.slyn Dandy in for the challenge dog prize, and in
bitches Metchley Surpri.se had a walkover. In open dogs
many of the dogs were reviewed last week, the wfnner,
Dowry, although well coated is very faulty in head, coarse,
light-eyed and short-faced: I liked the flamOton winner,
Metchley Wonder II., fourth, tor the place, he is truer to
type, though out of coat; .second went to the coarse Moon-
stone, spoken of at Hamilton; Sir Walter Scott II., barring
coat, should have been above him, "'Square Deal" Eberhart
having trained his tail "down to the ground;" reserve went
to Roslyn Conway, who, though out of coat, is better type
than some of those over him; Rowdy, vhc, got all he de-
served; Wait-a-wee, he

, is too high in skull, faulty in ribs
and front; Toronto Wonder, same division, not straight in
front, lacking in ribs and soft in coat. The liitches were
only a poor lot. Masilla, the winner last year, wa.s absent,
and first went to Nancy, who has a soft woolly coat, is too
heavy in shoulders, and faulty in muzzle and ears; Dot,
small, but typical, should have won, is out of coat, butwhat

there is has the right feel; Belle, third, excels in forelegs,
has a fairly good top co.'it, but no under; Reta, fourth, is a
little wastrel; Maid of Dundee, vhc, is light-eyed, bad head,
poor feet, and not deserviug a card. A poor class on the
whole. The novice class awards followed the opeu, Egling-
tou taking second here and Sir Walter Scott first. In
bitches, Fury, the winner, is nice type, might be better in
front; Heuther Bell, second, has a nice head but ears are too
big, is light in body; Bes.sy's poor head was counterbalanced
by her nice textiu-e of coat. The puppy winners have been
mentioned, with the exception of Scotilla IV., who won
nicely in head and coat.

BULLDOGS—(CHAS. II. MASON).
This breed did not show up very well, though Bo'swain in

dogs and Bloater Girl in bitches were of a good sort and the
only entries. The latter was looking better than the week
previous.

BULL-TEKRIERS— (CHA.S. H. MASON).

Nearly all the same dogs as at Hamilton, consequently, as
stated, a good. lot. Their positions, however, were reversed
in most cases. Dufl'erin was the only clialleuge dog and the
well known Starliuht also had her class to herself." In dogs
Irlr. Mason thought Topspa.rkle the best, bis coal, or lack of
it, not to mention his head, should have put lajn:i buck.
Duke of Wellington, a heavily boned ptip, came second; he is

good in front, that is all. Ben Battle, third, has a good eye,
but is short and heavy faced. Prince Bendigo, losing flesh,
was reserve this time. Common, King of Hearts, Watch-
ful Wagtail, formerly Little Donov.an, were all vhc, aud
are well known, and so is Muster Dick, he. Hoyal is more
of a business dog, and Bu.vton Baron, second. He loses in
body and loin, fair head. In bitches Grave Duchess won
again this year. Edgwood Fancy and Queen of the Dale
were botli put over her the week before; the latter is not
improving in condition. Heb, he, was in bad shape and
head is nothing extra. In puppies Duke of Wellington
rightly beat Belle of Kdgewood. Au excellent showing and
something Canada has not seen before this year.

POODLES—(CHAS. II. MASON).

Only one entry in dogs, and that the "African poodle"
Friday. First withheld and second awarded and Frost,
though deserving a letter, was debarred from participating
in the spoils in the bitch class.

SPANIELS—(A. CLINTON WILMERDING).
Not "A. Clinton, Esq., Welmerding," as the catalogue

had it. Of coirrse Mr. Wilmerding's first appearance as a
spaniel judge in Canada was a .signal for a big turn out in
the spaniel classes, and especially in cockers. He had a
good light in the ring upstairs and rather upset some pre-
vious decisions.
An indifferent Irish water spaniel was given a second.
Clumbers saw the usual faces on the bench. Boss III.

had his challenge class to himself and well it was so; Lady
Bromine, the same, though not recovered, they are better,
but still should not be shown. In dogs it whs a tight go
between Johnny Junior and Darby; the latter's head is so
much.taetter type and front is so superior that Johnny's
good body can hardly counteract it. Lady Jo had the bitch
class to herself.

Field spaniels, with Mr. Kirk an exhibitor, were better
off tor quality, Newton Abbott Laddie aud Bridford Ruby
each taking a challenge flr.st. In open black dog.s Rideau
Bob has good body, legs and fi^et, is faulty in skull and
muzzle, not square enough. Samson, second, is well known
and Brantford Mohawk I spoke of last week. In bitches
Rosedale Bess, a promising youngster, beats Rosedale Belle
in head and front. Liver dogs saw old Bea.u, the winner,
looking quite himself. Any other color was a mixed lot;
Fancy, first, is better in head and coat than Billy, though
the latter is better in front. Toby, third, is beaten in fore-
legs and is a bit leggy. Bob beat Rosedale Scamp in pup-
pies, but both want propping in front.

The cocker black challenge dogs were a hot lot, and Rabbi
moved con.siderably up this time, going to the top of the
class, with Black Dixke second, the fatter beating old cham-
pion Brant in head. Miss Obo II. had an easy win over
Bessie W., both from the same kennel, in challenge bitches.
Any other colored challenge dogs were a gift to Brantford
Red Jacket, but King Puaroah's Sister is not up to chal-
lenge form, and a diploma would have suited her style of
head better. Open black dogs saw the well known Black
Dufferin a good winner, beating Oban in head and very much
in body and quarters. Dono, third, is equally as good as
the second winner and has improved. Black Brant, fourth,
I did not see. Obadiah, reserve this time, is au of fc-descri bed
dog. Brock, vhc, is too big and long in head. In fiitclies

I Guess, a .sister to I Say, whs put at the head nf affairs. I
like her better in body than I Say, has au excellent front, but
not so good in mu/.zle as the latter. Woodstock Cora no
doubt went over I Say on account of condition, coat, etc., as
she is not so good in head but has a nice body and is well
fronted, Cleo II. was described last week, and .so was Brant-
ford Flirt, reserve, and Brantford Topsy, vhc. Woodland
Susie, and Jealousy, he, may also be passed over with the
same remark. Any other color dogs hiid the winners in
Brantford Redman, described last week; he beats Nugget in
forefeet and behind to shoulders, which dip a bit. Bambo
and Rufus, third and fourth, need no further mention.
Molly proved herself supei ior to i^ady of Learning, the ma-
tron, in condition and body. Brantford Red Riding Hood,
a little long cast, came third, and Dolly Varden, fi-bm the
same kennel, could get no higher than fourth on account of
her legs, which are slightly out of fashion. Blushing Rose,
vhc, well known, aud Northern Queen, also, vhc, faulty in
head, too much cut out before the eye, completed the class.

The novice cla.ss awards were nearly all taken by dogs pre-
viously mentioned, though Ontario, a new face, third in
dogs, is too domy in skull, but has an excellent cobby body,
and Van Hood, vhc, is a little on the leg. The puppy win-
ners have also been described and their places can be found
on referring to the prize list,

BEAGLES—(.JOHN DAVIDSON).

Most of the winners are well known, champion Royal
Krueger taking the challenge dog prize, aud champion Una
the same for her sex. Tricotrin again won in dogs, with
Roy K. second. Roscoe, third, is coar.se but is a good stamp
of working hound, a little lai-ge sized. Hornell-Harmouy
Kennels also supiilied the winners in bitches, \vith Klf; ,she

beats Rnliy iu head, body and front. Periwinkle, third, is

nice type," but lit;lit .-ukI a little out of shape, has a good
hound coat. King Krueger won in puxipies; is long in body
and large even now; he wins over Guy in muzzle, feet and
coat. The under 13in. class had one entry, AvaW. well-
known.

EOX-TERRIERS— (CHAS. H. MASON).

A glance through the catalogue shows the names of nearly
all those at Haiiiilton the previous week, Dobbin being
about the only new face worth mentioning, Tne challenge
cla.sses did not fill. In ojien dogs the Woo<lale Kennels' new
dog made his fir.st appearance. He is a nice terrier, showing
lots of character, a fairly wtH-formcd head, though a little

too much stop, excellent front and good bone and coat, ears
well carried; he beats Bleniton Trump nicely, who in turn
was placed over Starden's .lack, re.serve going to Diver Third,
whose faults I spoke of last week; Painter this time doing
no better than vhc, as was Endclill'e Spice; Woodale Rival,
in the sa.me lot, i.s faulty in muz/.lr, a bit round iu skull yet,

trirlf long ill body bntriirt- and siiaimit in front. Nobody's
fJhild, he Those are with 1 he excepMun of Rival familiar
names now. Pepper is pinched in muzzle but coat of good
texture. In bitches first went to last year's winuerj Ebor
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Nettle, who beats Rnwtou Sa.fefcy in heacl, ears aurl body.
Venus, third, was commented on before. Woodale Radiant,
fourth, way ont of stall, a pnppy. Woodale Rel'usal is not
libbed enough, fair head and front ears trifle thick, and just
fair in coat. Dote pnppies were of no account, pri:»^es with-
held, and in bitches Rowton Safety, Woodale Radiant and
Arden Belle was the order.
In wire-haired dogs the judge Avas severe, withholding

first and jL.;i\'iiiti; Barton Sting second
;
Simdey. vhc, neither

as good as Adswood Jim If., lie,; Gale (Ireen Patch, c, all
commented on before. The prizes iu biti^h class were with-
held. In novices Nobody's Child had an easy win in dogs,
and in bitches Rowton ^Safety and Suffolk Riot outclassed
the others.

IBISII TERKIEKS—(CUAS. H. MASON).
In open dogs Jack Biiggs scored, having bepn conditioned

a bit since the week before, over Nailer, the latter losing in
body, legs, feet and coat; Evictor, bliick in skull, faulty in
muzzle and short iu coat, third. Two nice bitches turned
Tip in the next class, Exile's superior head, coat and front
gaining the verdict over Kai blcen.

PAKDIE DINJIONTK—(CIlAS. H. MASON).
Quite a show of these quaint terriers noted rather for

their ganieness than their good looks. King of the Heather's
superior head, coat and body led him out ahead of Valen-
tine, who in 1urn Ijeats Goyoa in front and length of head
aud niuKzle. i<'an won again this year in bitches, she is ont
in front, has a fair head, good coat and hindquarters. A
third only was given to Saba, out of shape, having puppies
at the show—a crying evil.

BEDLINGTONS— (CHAS. H. MASON).
Pica won in dogs, better in front, body and feel of coat

than Porkess, who also in turn beats Sir George in head;
Sting, coat of poor texture, delicienf in tips and topknot,
was vhc. In bitches Jerry the winner in topknot aud
arch of loin, theugh Zulo is better in head; Nettle, third,
was described last week.

SKYE TERKIKKS—(CnAS. H. MASOl^).

Sir Stafford had little dilliculty in. beating Sir John, who
loses in head, coat, length and bone.

BLACK A.NP TAN TERRIERS-(CHAS. n. .MASON).

Meersbrook Maiden, looking a little more like herself,
was alone iu the challenge cla.s.s. In open dogs Broom field
Sultan had little difficulty in winning over Rochelle Scot
and Buffalo Rex, which two the judge could not or would
not separate. Rochelle Scot has the better head and richer
tan. but loses in body. Buffalo Rex was badly breeched. In
bitches English Lady lost fir.st place on account of her
mouth, so it is said; she also loses to the other in head,
quarters anti chest, but is richer in tan, Grace, third, was
not in it in this company, nor yet was Merry. Puppies with
the exception of Rochelle Carraencita were poor. Somehow
with all the fairly good dogs imported our black and tan
breeders are .showing very little result.

TORKSHIKE TERRIERS—(CHAS. H. MASON).
Toon's Ro^al again placed himself in front of his kennel

mate Venus in challenge class, and Toon's Royal Gem was
alone in dogs. In bitches the silver Tot had to succumb ;to
Miss Halifax, true in coloring, though a poor one, getting
third prize only.

PtiaS— (MLSS ANNA H. WHITNEY).
Same old faces again. Bob Ivy, Bessie and Cassina in the

challenge classes. Eberhart's Cashier leading all again in
the open dogs, Curtis coming next; same order as at Hamil-
ton. Bradford Rowdy, third, has a nice skull, but muzzle is
wrong. Fritz Ernmett took reserve; his faults have already
been heralded. Kash, Jr., vhc, should have been above
him. In bitches, Satin won again, Mabel E. and Cribbage
coming again in the same order, Fanny K. taking three let-
ters and Princess Nellie he. Peggy Pride was the best of
the puppies.

TOT TERRIERS—(CHAS. H. MASON).
Three fair little toys as they go over here were shown, flrst

going to Trix, beating the other two iu markings and legs.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS—(CHAS. H. MASON).
In dogs, the large sized but well-shaped Royal Duke won.

Calumet Alice held her own nicely, beating Top.sy in muz-
zle and volume of skull: Ruby, third, too long in muzzle
and flat in skull. In Blenheims, Romeo, good in skull, but
long in muzzle and large-sized, claimed the only prize in
Calumet Cromwell's absence. In the toy .spaniels class the
piMzes Avere withheld; more like small, snipy cockers than
anything else. Miscellaneous had the Scotch terrier Kilston
for the winner, other prize.withheld from a moderate-look-
ing Japanese. H. W. L.

SPECIAL PRIZE LIST.
Best Mastiff dog, Ilford Chancellor; bitch, Lady Coleus. Smooth-

coated St. Bernard, dog. Hector; bitch, Lady Swiss. Great Dane,
dog, Imperator; bitch, Minerva's Fawn. Greyhound. Gem of the
Seapon. Deerhound, Silver Queen. Barzoj, Valdemir. Collie
dog ia open clas?, Dowrey; bred bv a member of the Collie Club,
Fury. Beaele, Royal Krueger. Smooth fox-terrier, dog, Dobbin:
bitch, EhorNettlp. Wire-haired fox-terrier, dog. Barton Sting.
Kennel prizes: Mnstiffs,^ Flour City Kennels; owned in Canada,
Husrh Falconer. Great Danes, Wolverine Kennels. Oveyhouiidp,
A. W. Purbeok. American foxhounds, Dan O'Shea. Pointers, T.
G. Davey; owned in Canada, T. G. Davey. English ."ctters. Mount
Wasbington Kennels; owned in Canada, T. G. Davey. Tvipb set-
ters, Douglas & Chflmbers; owned in Canada, D'>ughiK & Cham-
bers. Gordon setters. Dr. 8. G. Dix >n; owned in Canurta, J. Lome
Campbell. Collies, Seminole Kennels; owned i n Canada, McBwen
& Gibson. Bull-terriers, Frank Dolfi. Beagles, Hornell-Harmony
Kennels. Fox-terriers, Woodale Kennels; owned in Canada, Ar-
den Kennels. Black and tan terriers, Rochelle Kennels, York-
shire 1 erriere, Toon & Symond. Pugs, Dr. Cryer.

WILMINGTON DOG SHOW.
LSpe(nal RewyrtA

CONSIDERING that first prize was only %i aud second %2
and that the show was not advertised, 13!) entries must

be pronounced a success for the second annual dog show,
held in connection with the Wilmington fair. The quality
throughout was above the average, and .some of the classes
were well filled, the EaglisVi setters numbering 20 entries
and the collies 16, and there were but few absentees, Mr. F.
R. Carswell made a capital and perseve7'ing superintendent
and had everything in good working order with good attend-
ants to carry out his orders.
The building iu which the dogs were benched is not at all

a good one for a show, being dark and ;nivfching but weather
proof. The weather was very bad on the first day and the
i'udging had to be done inside. It cleared up luiantifully,
lowever, for the remainder of the week. Mi-. E. \\. Elliott
made the awards in all the classes, and his decisions in
mo.st instances were well received. Mr. F. E. Lamb acted as
ring steward, and the judging was got through without
delay.
Only two mastiffs were entered, and Je'fferson easily dis-

Sosed of his opjionent, Brandy, who was not worth a card.
eJIersou is good iu body, but is sadly lacking in head prop-

erties and color.
In St. Bernard dogs King Regent, son of the defunct

Prince PLegent, was placed over .Sir Lion. The correctness
of this decision was questioned I>y some on account of King
Regent's bad legs, but lie is so much superior in size, sub-
stance, expresHirni and char.ieter than iSir fjion, that we
think the 'leci.sion r-orrect. Sir Liou is a good dog, but too
low at the .sliouliiei's, and lacks length and breadth as well.
In bitches Margharita, by the great Plialimmon, secured

the blue; her superior bone, substance, girth of .skull and
depth of mu'AxIc made her score decisively over her two com-
petitors, in spi tie of h<',r \y,\A condition. 1 jatly Oastlereagh,
second, has good expression and character, but her muzzle
is hardly square enough eid;. Dart, third, is a fine roomy
bitch, l)ut does not show the quality of the other two. Only
one wretched specimen of a smooth St. P>ernard ptit in an
appearance, and the prizes were very lu-operly withheld.
A good, new Great Daue made her (lehut in Minka, a re-

cently imported bitch; she is a dark golden brindle in color,
has capital bone, a good aud typical head, a little strong for
a bitch, but is too straight behind; she was all out of con-
dition, showing evidences of maternal duties, but when iu
good trim will be able to do a lot of winning.
Greyhounds had only one entry and that was a bad one.
In heavyweight pointers the well-known Lad of Kent, of

course, won easily; he is a good all-round dog, full of
quality, but hardly sprung enough in ribs. His only oppo-
nent, Don, was a sorry spectacle beside him and was only
awarded third, .second prize being withheld. Major, a fair
dog, won in lightweight dogs, the other entry, Dallas, being
a rank bad one, and the prizes were consequently withheld.
There were no entries in either of the pointer bitch classes.
Glendon, second in English setter dogs, showed himself

very badly aud was not in condition. He is a prombsing
young dog and will doubtle.ss do better another day. Carl-
ton Pero, the winner, is a nice stylish dog, with a good skull
aud ear, but a bit short in muzzle. He won well, as he has
a capital body and is a beautiful mover and shower. Third
went to Dick Roy, last year's winner, shown very fat. He
is too filled up and short in muzzle, otherwise a good dog,
with capital coat and feather. In bitches a very typical one
full of quality was placed first. She is grand in exi^ression,
formation of skull aud set on of ear, and has a caj)ital body,
with the best of legs and feet. Peggie Dortch was second, a
nice orange ticked bitch, Imt out of coat. She shows gi-eat
character and style aud is a good mover. Third went to
Rustic Clip, a very promising puppy, with a capital head,
neck, .shoulders, legs and feet, with wonderful style. The
winner in this class last year could get no higher than vhc,
and in both the classes the competition was very strong.
In Irish setter dogs, Captain won. He has a oa[)it;d cont

and color and a fairly good head. Shannuire, seeoud, is

more typical in head and body, but was out of condition.
Dennis the Gos.soon, what a name! is light iu color aud
wanting in Irish .setter character. In bil^ches, Bessie Glen-
cho, iu poor condition, nevertheless won easily, as she is far
the most typical of the three exliiluted and shows a deal of
quality. LedaGlencho, second, won here last year. She is

a fine roomj^ bitch, faulty in head and color. Lassie, third,
is light of bone, pale in color, and lacking quality.
In Gordon dogs, Duke, a poor specimen, was giveusecond,

first being withheld. In bitches Viola, just a fair one, ob-
tained the i)lue ribbon.
A good foxhound in Dixey was alone in hia glory and car-

ried off fir.st prize.

In field spaniels Toady Obo ea.sily defeated Pascha, as he
was all out of coat and condition. In cocker dogs, Snowball
romped away from Banjo, who lacks cjuality all over. In
bitches a beauty iu Beauty won first. She is a smart little
buff cocker and will doubtless do some winning in good
company. Lady Gay, .second, a red, is full of life and shows
plenty of character. She carries her tail too high. Brownie,
a good liver, and Busy Bee, a nice little black, completed
the class.

In collies. Major Jum, a smart black, white aud tan, with
profuse coat and nice expre.ssion, was first; Dell Wilkes,
small and out of condition, but a promising puppy, came
second. Boskie, third, lacks quality and pricks his ears, but
is well made, with good legs and feet. Prince Wilkes, re-
serve, is a large, unfurnished, promising puppy, .showing a
lot of quality. The Scamp, vhc, might have been higher,
but has bad ears. In bitches, a very sweet and typical bitch
in Nancy Hawks won; she was quite out of coat. Collie B.,
a smart j^oungster, came second; nice coat aud ears, but a
little domed in skull. Fridena, third, is weak in face and
somewhat weedy, but good iu coat. The collie cla.sses were
good, the coarse-headed, bad-expressioned, common speci-
mens so often seen being conspicuous by their absence.
In bulldogs first was withheld, second going to a poor

specimen in Young Tiger\
Duchess of York, a good bull-terrier bitch, shown very fat,

was awarded first.

Two good and promising Basset hound puppies comprised
the next class. There was not much to choose between
them.
In beagles, Tony Weller, in poor form, won from Pete, a

prombsing puppy. Lady, a pretty little one, was flrat in
bitches.
Regent Brbsk, a smart terrier, was first in fox-terrier dogs.

He has a capital body and is a nice size, with fair head and
neat ears. Regent Domo, second, is large in ears aud lacks
expression and character, but is better iu muzzle than the
winner. Dandj^ B., third, is common in head and heavy in
ears, with a good front, le.gs, feet and coat. Rosalind, the
winner in bitches, is a terrier all over, but short and weak
in head. Positive, second, is better in head, but in all other
respects she is inferior to the winner.
Irish terriers had only one good one in Breda Jim. F^ady

Ire, second, was the best of the remainder. Pedro, a good
Skye terrier, won in the class. In black and tan terriers the
prizes were withheld. In black and tan toys flrst was
awarded to Dot, a moderate one, and second withheld.
Pugs were poor, all lacking color and head properties. Two
fair King Charles were in the toy spaniel class, Philadel-
phia Charlie winning easily from Manchester Teddy. In
the miscellaueous class Beauty, a good smooth-coated collie,
easily won frem a moderate black poodle. Two poor Ital-
ian greyhotmda and some smart Yorkshires complete the
list.

^ The .Bard.

BRUNSWICK FUR CLUB TRfALS.-Princeton, Mass.
—Editor £'oresh mid Stream: The Brunswick (Maine) Fur
Club have arranged to visit thisplacein November for their
annual foxhound field trials. They will be here by Nov. 9,

and it is believed it will bring together the largest number
of fox hunters ever .seen in the United States. The hillsides
of this town, Wachusetts, and Little Wachusetts Mountain
are excellent hunting grounds.

Having stated explicitly in our issue of Sept. 10 that the
article of Aug. 27 was written without suggestiou of any-
body, we are at a loss to under.stand how one can "sincerely"
or otherwise than with an ulterior purpose repeat the insinu-
ation (then disposed of; that we had been prompted to an
action by a suppo.sitious f(n-ger of telegrams. This forged
telegram story by the \v;iy is M.shy. The telegram was pub-
lished the wM'k after our article of Aug. 27, but with an ex-
planatiou tb^tt it had been received a month bel'ore in -Inly.

Now comes Mr. I 'lclrnont, who tells u.s tha t tlie tnlegrHtu was
sent uii, the (liiy avr arLiclvx lueru irnldistu'd. Who sent it?

Why was itsenti' Why the eager endeavor to connect it with
a .somebody who has been inrtueucing the Forest AND
StrkAM? The whole thing, ^veak at the best, appears to us
to have been clumsily conceived and executed bunglingly.

A LIBERAT. REWARD WTT.L BE PAID
(or llie cnri-tnt number of airy .jouiual wiUi ;i. Kennel I)p-

partment as newKj- and ui)-Lf -rlie-l.ijin's ;is HiiJi. of Hio I'VjnirsT

AND Stkka .\f . ArtdrPHH tlic ])<>(. Kkws Tu^cah'i im it.nt, care ot
Forest aud Stream Publishing Co., No. ol8 Broadway, Iscw York.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB.
Office op the American Kennel Clhb,

{
44 Broadway, New York, Sept. — . \

Editor Forest (vnd, Sl.rc.d/in:

I have iu.st re.id Mic editorial article concerning the Amei-
oan Kennel (Jluh, j.ublished in the issue of your journal
dated Aug. ':i7 (at which time I was .absent from the city),
and entitled "Is it Not Worth Con.sidering?" and also tie
article under the he.ading "Dog (Jhafc."

I must believe these articdes to have been written with
theintention of promotingthe l.)est interests of the Ain<'rican
Kennel Club, as otherwise you would hardly consider ifc

your duty or privilege to advi.se the individual defendants
in the litigation referred, to, wlio are a,cting under advice of
their chosen coutisel as to tiie course that should be pursued
by them, or to advise the officers of that club as to the course
to be pursued by them, so long as their present action has
not been questioned by the membership of the club, to whom
they owe their official position and duty.

It may be conceded that were the situation such as it Is
stated iu those articles to be, the advice given might be p6ir-
tinent and sound. But the situation stated to exist doea
not exist, and as it is always well before treating a case to
have a correct diagnosis of it I will take leave to review the
actual situation and contrast it with that portrayed in your
.iournal. It is fir.st .said:

Certain men whose names have been published among the rtis-
ciualified and suspended list In the American Kennel Club
(QtmMp), feeling themselves aggrieved, are bringing suits for
heavy damages.

From this it might be inferred that numerous suits of this
character had been brought. There are iu fact only two such
.suits now pending, one brought by Mr, Geo. B. Gallup, of
Albany, N. Y., and the other by Mr, Charles J. PeshaU, of
Jersey City, N. J. Again you state: •

The overi'ulin.g of the defendants' demurrer in one of these
suits at AlliMii V lias (l.'iovniined tliat tbe publication of the names
in the Oazclln is a libel, and tlie eiuiHO must, thorefore, go to a jury.
The ri'iiriering oi' this decision has been a. signal for numerous
other Hiiils of li Ice character. The America.n Ivonnel Clnh ofHcers
Kud various associate members have been made di'tendants.

It is true that the defendants' demurrer to the complaint
in the nallu]) case was overruled by the Special Term of the
Supreme Court, but it is not true that such decision "ha.s
determined that the publication of the names iu the QnmttG
is a libel," nor is it true that "the rendering of this decision
has been a .signal for numerous other suits of like charac-
ter." No action has been brought by any person since that
decbsion.
As to theGallupca.se and the effect of the decision ren-

dered, I am glad to have an opportunity to make a state-
ment of the facts for the informa.tiou of all your readers
who are interested in kennel matt< rs. Mr. Gallup in his
complaint alleges that he was ijcr: -

i!:;-' I ! i inded by the pub-
lication of an article in the KcjiijH '' in which it was
stated (1) that on Sept. 9, 1H89, tlu- - :

,

;

> (.unmitte of the
American Kennel Club ordered th. m spi'Mjaon of the Albany
Kennel Club for the non-payiip'iit (if its prizes at the show
held in March, 1889, and [lasscd a resolution that if the
prizes were not [laid within thirty days the penalty under
Rule 38 should.be enforced; Ci) that' on Dec. 18, 1889, the
thirty days having expired and no official notification of the
payment of the prizes having reached the office of the Ameri-
can Kennel Club, the pre.sident of the American Kennel
Club suspended the officers of the Albany Club under Rule
28, of which .suspension notice was given to Mr. Gallup and
the other officers; and (3) that subsequently the executive
committee of the American Kennel Club, acting under the
provisions of the by-laws, "disqualified" the officers of the
Albany Club until the awards given by the club were paid.
He also complains liecause of the ptiblication of his name
iu the list of "disqualified" members in the 7v'e'/mcZ Oa-
zettc.

These two articles were truthful statements of fact; that
is to say (1) the advisory committee, the president and the
executive committee of the American Kennel Club did take
the action with refei-ence to the Albauy Club which is stated
to have been taken; and Mr. Gallup, with others, was dis-
qualified by the resolution quoted in the publication, because
he was an officer. No one, so far as I know, has ever im-
puted auy personal misconduct to Mr. Gallup or any other
person.
Now, Mr. Gallop's complaint does not, when strictly con-

sidered, admit that the action was taken by the Kennel Club,
or that he had been disqualified, as stated by the JSTeiiiiel

Oazette, and then claim that the Kcnmel Qazette libeled
him by printing those true statements; but, on the contrary,
the complaint alleges that the articles were untrue and the
statements contained in them were false, thus asserting that
the American Kennel Club did not, in tact, take the action
which was .stated to have been taken by it, and that he was
not in fact disqualified. At the same time it does uot a-ssert
that the awarded prizes were in fact paid.
To this complaint the defendants demurred, upon the

grounds that even if the statements contained in the article
wex-e false and untrue, the publications were not libels upon
Mr. Gallttp. This is the question which was passed upon
by the court, and in over-ruling the demurrer the court
decided merely that if the statements of the articles were
untrae and the suspension and disqualification therein
stated to have been visited upon Mr. Gallup were not, in
fact, imposed as stated, then the articles are libels, and Mr.
Gallup is entitled to recover damages. The defendants have
appealed from this decision, and that appeal was argued last
week. They exjjectto secure a reversal of the decision. But
even if the decision of the Special Term should be affirmed,
the defendants will still have a right to defend the action
and show that the statements of the articles were true. In
view of all the facts the extreme improbability, and I may
say impropriety, of Mr. Gallup recovering a verdict in the
action, will be appreciated by all those who feel any interest
in the controversy. For, I suppose it to be common knowl-
edge that it is not a libel to print of a man anything which
is true concerning him. Again your article says:

Other suits are apprehended In which othor associate mem-
bers will be sued before the affair is settled. It allowed to go on
in this way every associate member wbo has any property that
can be attached will probably bo sued. The juries may award no
more than nominal damages, but even in this event there will be
costs and interminable annoyance.

As to this .statement I beg to say that the officers and
members of the American Kennel Club have no reason to
apprehend that any other like actions will be brought. Mr.
Vredenburgh has one lettenforwarded to him in which the
gentleman addressed is solicited by Mr. Peshall to bring
such an action. That gentleman has declined to do so.

Whether others were .similarly importuned I do not know;
but if so they have not as yet complied. It may also be
said that even were the American Kennel Club or its officers
privately liable to be mulcted in |damages because of the
publications complained of (and we are advised by counsel
that there is no such liability), there would still be no
liability resting on the associate members of the organ-
ization, and the actions would have to be dismbssed as to
them.
As to your .statement that the liabilities of the club and

associate members are daily being added to by the sonding
out of n<'vv copies of I he libelous puljlication, 1 beg to say
that the KchixAJIuxcIIi: did, as long as the bench show sea-
son lasieii, coul iniie tu publish the uames of [lerson.s who
had beiTi regularly ilisf] uali fied by the American Kennel
Club, but with the end of the show season the publication
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was discontinued. This course was pursued for the mani-
fest reason that subordinate clubs and their oiBcers might
Tbe kept advised as to who was and who was not on the list
of disqualified persons and thus avoid disappointment and
embarrassment in doing business through agents at the re-
spective bench shows. This was done under advice of coun-
sel, that such publication in the official organ of the Ameri-
can Kennel Club is a publication privileged and protected
in law. Again you say:

There are frequent notices in newspapers regarding these libel
suits. The American Kermel Club is acquiring an unpleasant
notoriety in which the associate members are sharing, since their
names are published as defendants for suits for libel, etc.

It is true that there have been freqtxeut notices in the
public press as to the actions brought by Mr. Charles J.
Peshall. For examjilG, by serving the summous and the com-
plaint at different times, instead' of at the same time, as is
the general custom, opportunity has been given for repeated
press notices of the same action: and whether inten-
tionally or not, the impression may have been conveyed that
the suits were twice as numerous as they were. As to the
"unpleasant notoriety" rel^ei-red to, I imderstand that Rlr.
Peshall has repeatedly stated hia intention to be to drive
every associate member out of tbe club, and if this is ttoie I
presume that in making them defendants in his action he
has been actuated more by this intention than by any ex-
pectation of iinally enforcing a liability against them. You
add:

In a word, the American Kennel Club is being plunged deeper
and deeper into expensive lawsuits. There is every prospect tiiat
the end of the litigation will be diaastrons. If these things con-
tinue as they have begun, suits will be piled on snits until the ex-
penses of defending them wiU be more than the club or the
members can spend.

Of this prophesy as to the end of things, T will not speak,
having no disposition to enter into competitive prophesying;
but, as I have shown above, it is not true that "the American
Kennel Club is being plunged deeper and deeper into ex-
pensive lawsuits;" nor is it true that "thei-e is every prospect
that the end of the litigation will be disastrous." So far
from the prospect being that the end of the litigation will be
disastrous, I feel, as do the officers and such of the associate
members of the club as have talked with me upon the sub-
ject, that the end of the suits will result in such a clearing
up that thereafter every one having a genuiue interest in
kennel matters can feel that the day has passed for virulent
criticism, which, having no foitndation of good motive,
springs from a desire for newspajjer notoriety and an inten-
tion to hai-ass and annoy all those who cannot be controlled.
I do not know to whom you refer by ( he expression "many
of our best dog men," but I do know that the prospect is
that the "best dog men" will stay, and that those who go
will probably be of those who can be spared with a gain of
credit.
Now as to the remedy proposed, namely, a compromise.

The officers of the American Kennel Club are discharging
their duty toward the club as they see that duty. Their
judgment may be bad, but they are" honest in their pursuit
of a course of action which they think best, and there has
never been any time when their action was not subject to
full inquiry and consideration by the American Kennel
Club, and subject to reversal at the desire of the member-
ship of that club.
There is a broad view to be taken of the port^e of the

Peshall and Gallup suits. It seems to me that, as a sport-
ing paper, you would hail a decisive result as widelv benefi-
cial, inasmuch as it will establish for the benefit of all
sporting org iuizations the question whether they have a
right or not to publish in an official paper or even any paper
the puaishments which they may have inflicted upon their
members for In-each of their rules, and which publications
are intended for the general protection of all interested in
the sport over which each organization may be presiding.
On ttiis account, every one having the interests of the
American Kennel Club at heart, should want to see this
matter through. As far as the experjse is concerned, I shall
be careful to guard the Atuerieun Kennel Club against in-
curring any. As far as the associate members are concerned,
they cannot suffer any annoyance, inasmuch as their in-
terests will be taken care of without expense to them and
without any personal inconvenience.
Outside of the two libel actions above referred to, which

are the only actions in which any associate members are de-
fendants, there are but three other actions pending, in one
only of which has tbe American Kennel Club any interest.
That is a proceeding in which Mr. Peshall is plaintiff .and
the club is defendant, and in which he asks that the club
be compelled to restore him to membership. Of tbe other
two, one is in action for malicious prosecution brought by
Ml-. Peshall against Mr. Vredenbtirgh, Mr. Anthony, Mr.
Wilmerding and myself personally, based upon the result
of the trial of the indictment for criminal libel found
against him by the Grand Jury of the County of New York,
in September, 1890, and the other is an action for libel
brought against Mr. Vredenburgh by Mr. Leslie Bruce,
editor of Turf, Field and Farm, because Mr. Vredenburgh
had written a letter in which Mr. Brace's name was asso-
ciated with Mr. Peshall 's, and with the article for the writ-
ing of which Mr. Peshall was indicted.
Outside of the actions brought by Mr. Peshall, we have

therefore but one action in which the American Kennel Club
is interested, viz.: that brought by Mr. Gallup. As to that
action there may be room for compromise, not because the
legal position of the defendants is wrong, or because they
are subiect to liability, but because I believe my fellow olli-

cers and members would, and I would, be glad to see the
suspension which the American Kennel Club was forced to
visit upon the Albany Club removed, and the latter again a
constituent in good standing of the former.
But as to the three actions brought by Mr. Pe.shall, why

should there be a compromise? The defendants in the action
are men of standing in the community, in their every rela-
tion to it. If there is any liability they must answer to it,

and being responsible, they certainly would not proceed in a
course which would subject them to an increased liability.
They are not asking any compromise, nor do they believe a
compromise desirable. Why under all the circumstances
it should he thoxight desirable to swerve them from a course
of action which as officers of the club they owe it to the
club to persist in; or relieve them by compromise from a
liability as individuals of which they do not ask to be re-
lieved, is something which I leave for others to determine.
Your articles, as I said before, were undoubtedly well

meant, and I am grateful for the interest which you take in
promoting the interest of the American Kennel Club. I do
not know from whom the suggestion of compromise has
come, but it is somewhat of a coincidence that upon the day
your articles were published, the A iiierican Field was the
recipient of a telegram asking that it recommend a compro-
mise; which telegram purported to come from Mr. J. Otto
Donner, btit which is declared by that gentleman to be a
forgery. Some one apparently desires a compromise very
much. Perhaps, since you have given us your advice, you
will be disposed to accept from me a little in return, which
I assure you is not given by way of retort, or captiously, but
sincerely and with good feeling. It is to consider whether
the person who so desires compromise may not be the same
who forges telegrams to the FlcM, and wliether he may not
also be capable of abusing the confidence of Forest and
Stream with false information and suggestions of compro-
mise to further his ends.
Requesting you to kindly give space to this letter in your

1 remain, ' AufiusT Belmont,
' Pra'^, A. J? a

DOG CHAT.
ONE of Canada's cleverest vets is Dr. Mole, of Hamilton,

Out. He is one of the few who has made a study of
the dog, and his papers read before the Hamilton Kennel
Club at their members' shows are always interesting. He
has effected some fine cures in Hamilton in cases 6i acci-
dents to dogs. Miss McGivern's wire-haired Jack was fight-
ing with another dog when a man, to part them, struck him
over the eye with a billet of wood. For a couple of days the
dog acted peculiarly, getting visibly more and more dazed.
Dr. Mole having noticed it found that the skull was frac-
tured and .suggested trepanning. About this time the dog
had a fit, and its struggles so aroused the sympathies of the
fair owner that she declared that no expense should be spared
to save him. Jack was taken to the hospital, and with the
aid of one or two doctors he raised the sk ull and took a piece
of bone out about the size of a dime which h.ad pressed on
the brain. The dog began to recover, the skull closed up,
and he is still one of the gamest wirehairs in that town and
a terror to everybody's "felines." He won vhc. at the show
and special for best local dog of his breed. Dr, Mole has
now a Skye terrier in his care belonging to Mr. Crook, a
hotel keeper, which fell a long distance down an elevator
shaft and was almost crushed to pieces. The dog is still
alive and may very likely recover. This doctor has also
made a cure in the case of a dog with paralysis and chorea.
The dog dragged his hindquarters along the ground. After
much patience and careftxl treatment the dog is now running
round as strong as ever. This shows what can be done even
in the most extreme cases, with patience and a knowledge of
just how to use that patience to the best effect.

We present our readers with an excellent portrait of Mr.
A. 1). Steward, tlie well-jtuown president of the Hamilton
Kennel Club. We have had experience with many shows,
but Mr. StCAvart's .second venture as a dog show superin-
tendent, in excellence of management, surpassed anything we
have yet seen. Mr. Stewart is a giant in height and size,
standing 6ft. 4%iu. in his stockings, while be is large in pro-
portion. A Scotchman by birth, hegraduated at Edinburgh
University, and, after traveling for a time, finally settled in
Canada, where he took a position iu the Bank of Montreal,
at Toronto, and while there, although it is not generally
known to the present run of dogmen, he superintended aucl
managed the dog show held in that city in 1878 when Messrs.
John David.son and James Watson iudgedthe dogs. Finally
Mr. Stewart drifted to Hamilton, where he became Chief of
Police, and was very popular on the force. Among other
celebrated arrests, he effected that of the notorious "Mother"
Mandelbaum. After a few years he resigned and, coming
to New York, joined Pinkerton's staff of special detectives.
Finding, however, that the climate here did not agree with
him he returned to Canada and opened a brokering and real
estate office. He was elected an alderman about "two years
ago, and takes a lively interest in the politics of the
Dominion. Mr. Stewart is a man of about 37 years of age,
and in his younger days was a celebrated athlete. While at
college he won the mile swimming championship of Scot-
land. He was also accounted the best all-around athlete in
Cauada In addition to being president of the Hamilton
Kennel Club, he is secretary of the Bicycle Club and a mem-
ber of most of the clubs of the city.

A dog with a historic pedigree has turned up at the Dun-
dee dog and cat show. The animal, which has taken the
first prize in the Bedlington class, is named Baccarat, and
belongs to a Glasgow gentleman. The catalogue states
the pedigree thus: "Baccarat, date of birth 0th August,
1889. Breeder, . By Scandal, of Tranby Croft."
Visitors may be inclined to regard this as a joke, but we are
told that the pedigrees of all animals are revised, and if any
mistake occurs the dog concerned is struck off the list—

a

probability which the owner would not be likely to risk.—
Pall Mall GlnzcMe.

The number of dogs registered in Ireland last year was
384,097. The amount of dogs' license duty received was
£38,409.

One of the most interesting features of the Toronto show
was the greyhound racing. On Tuesday afternoon the race
for the prizes offered by the show people took place, and
after some unsatisfactory running, owing to the crowded
state of the infield and the poor running of the several un-
trained contestants, few particulars could be obtained be-
yond the fact that Pious Pembroke, Mr. Purbeck's new
greyhound, proved the winner. The races were unsatisfac-
tory and gave rise to considerable talk among the owners,
the owner of Why Not, the crack Toronto I'acing grey-
hound, offering to run the winner then and there for SoO.

Profiting by experience, the races on Thursday were much
better tnahaged, the running taking place on the track, a
straightaway course of 170yds. being obtained. The going
was hard but did not seem to affect the dogs very much. A
rabbit was used by George Thomas to invite the dogs to do
their utmost. This race was a sweepstake of -S.d each, and
the whinner to receive a medal from the society and to be
known as the champion of Canada. The dogs were entered
and drawn as follows: A. W. Purbeck's Oraatus against
T. S. Thompson's Why Not. A. W. Purbeck's Pious Pem-
broke against Fred Dixon's Dick. C. A. Burns's Sam
against Harry Habart's Blucher. A. W. Purbeck's Lily of
Gainsboro against A. G. Fenton's Lady Langtry. In the
first round Ornatus made short work of Why Not, though
it must be said of the latter that she was running almost
on three legs, having cut her heel, and the hard track was
too punishing. Ornatus had 6yds. worst of the start and
won by about ten lengths.

In the next race Pious Pembroke had the foot of Dick to
the tune of some twenty lengths after a false start. The
race between Sam and Blucher was won by the former after
playing with Blucher all the way up the track. The last
heat in this round between Lily of Gainsboro and Lady
Laugtry was rather unsatisfactory, Lily had a bad start, but
picked up at the finish and won nicely. In the second round
Ornatus and Sam ran off. btit Ornatus played with him and
won as he pleased. Mr. Purbeck's dogs were then the only
ones left iu, and as the championship had to be decided
George Thomas withdrew Ijily of Gainsboro and ran Orna-
tus and Pious Pembroke togethei-. It was a clipping race,
running head to head when Ornatus got the verdict by a
neck and was declared the champion and Mr. Purbeck is
entitled to the medal, which we are told is something qirite
worth winning. Mr. .John Davidson acted as judge. "Hon-
est John" delights in a bit of sport and can always be found
on hand when anything like this is on the tapis. With
proper training, like whippets, such races are very interest-
ing, although at the same time it savors too much of the
drag hunt, and we would rather see the real thing, Orna-
tus's time, as taken by a practical horse timer in the judge's
box, was for the Ivlyds., 10%s. With a live hare in front of
him no doubt he could improve this by a second or two. It
was quite pleasing to those who uphold bench show form
to find these three winners more than holding their own in
the field, and especially as they have been doing summer
shows in England and are only'two or three weeks oft' the
ship.

Montreal show has 338 entries, and when one remembers
that no puppy or novice classes are provided, and no entry
lander 10 pi on ths, this js fnlly eqiial to 450 in .an ordinary

show. The exhibition was to be opened as soon as Lord
Stanley arrived at the show last Tuesday.

Mr. W. C. Reick seems to be doing better with Prince
Regent's sons than he did with the father. Kingston Regent
is taking all before him in Canada, and now he has safely
landed his litter brother Marquis of Ripon, whom he tells is
almost a couuterparfc of his noted sire, in fact, when he saw
him looking out of a st.ate-room door when he went on board
the Hindoo, Sept. 14, it seemed as if the old dog had come to
life again. Marquis of Ripon is about two years old, and
.stands about 33in. at the shoulder. Just now he is very
much out of coat and low in flesh, but this can soon be
remedied. He resembles Prince Regent greatly in markings
and color. Although he has won prizes on the other .side he
has not been extensively shown, owing to a slight chorea in
one shoulder, but with care and change of climate this may
be cured. Mr. Reick has shown good judgment and consider-
able pluck in securing these sons of Prince Regent, and we
hope his zeal will be rewarded by what is the height of his
ambition in that line—to breed a winning dog himself.

Mr. Frank Thompson, vice-president of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, is known as a great lover of dogs, and always
takes an interest in our shows. Dog men will therefore be
sorry to hear that on Sunday his magnificent stables at
JMerion, Pa,, were burnt down, and one valuable horse and
several of his favorite dogs met a horrible death. The coach-
man, Jomes Baker, was also severely burned.

Mrs. Eugene Clarke must be congratulated on her Jap-
anese spaniel Ootah's succes.sful delivery of five puppies.
This is a most unusual number, two or three being as a rule
the limit. They are by Kioto, a well-known winner at New
York shows. He is a black and white, while Ootah is what
is called a "custard aud white," and a very pretty animal it
is. Japanese spaniel mothers are, as a rule, .scarcely as
affectionate as they might be. They have an objectionable
habit of making away with their young by performing the
"happy dispatch" on them in just the sarne manner as the
subjects of the Mikado do hari-kari, using their teeth in-
stead of a knife. Ootah is said to have come from the
Mikado's kennels, and is herself an exceptionally affection-
ate mother, the benign influence of Western civilization no
doubt having a restraining influence on her "hari-kari"
notions.

An advance copy of the list of premiums is out for the
World's Fair dog show in Chicago. As we stated some time
since, no dogs will be allowed to exhibit unless registered
in the stud books of their respective countries, and applica-
tion for entry will be considered by a committee of three
appointed by the Chief of the Department of Livestock,
and their report will determine the eligibility of the entries.
The prizes in tbe classes for mastiff's, great Danes, St. Ber-
nards (separate classes for rough and smooth coats), deer-
hounds, greyhounds, foxhounds, shaggy foxhounds, blood-
hounds, Russian wolfhounds, pointers (separate classes for
heavy and lightweights), English, Irish and black and tan
or Gordon setters and griffons are: Challenge cla.sses, dogs,
medal; .same for bitches. Open classes, dogs, first, .?40; sec-
ond, •1f20; third, certificate of merit; same for bitches. In the
classes for Chesapeake Bay dogs, Irish water spaniels, Chtm-
ber spaniels, field spaniels, cocker spaniels (separate open
classes for black and other than black), bob-tailed sheepdogs,
retrievers, King Charles and Blenheim spaniels (no chal-
lenge classes in these two last-named), poodles, bulldogs,
bull-terriers, fox-terriers (smooth), fox-terriers (wire-haired),
Irish terriers. Dandle Dinmont terriers, Skye terriers, York-
shire terriers, black and tan terrier-, (under Tibs.), Scotch
terriers, Bedlington terriers, Clydesdale terriers, toy terriers
(other than Yorkshire, under 71bs.), whippets, and pugs,
dachshunde, beagles and Basset hounds, the prizes are:
Challenge classes, dogs, ineiial, bitches the same. Open
classes, dogs, ¥;;iO, .* 10 and certificate of merit respectively;
bitches the same. Collies, rough-coated, challenge classes,
dogs, medal; bitches the same. Open cla:s.se8, dogs, .$','.5, ^1.5

and certificate of merit respectively; bitches the same. The
same in open classes for Newfoundlands.

The annual meeting of the Canadian Kennel Club was a
most iuterest ng one, and we were particularly pleased to
see the number of Canadian fanciers who took part in the
proceedings at the Rossin House, Toronto, on the Wednes-
day night of the show. We counted over thirty local men
and visitors. The report of the secretary showed that there
were 814 dogs registered during the past year, and when a
stud book is issued aud pedigrees, etc., are made public,
this number will be greatly increased. The financial report
showed a balance of $378.16 to the credit of the club. As we
intimated some time .since, it was intended to make the
secretary's position a salaried one, and after discussion it
was voted that S150 a year should be paid this official in the
future. Then several changes were made in the by-laws of
the club. One of the resolutions passed, and a good one,
was that no show held under the auspices of the club should
last longer than four days. How this will affect the Toronto
Pair show remains to be seen, but five days is too long for
everyone concerned. A motion to abolish puppy classes was
unfortunately lost, but we hope this happy result is only
postponed, as it must come sooner or later. The election of
officers was a matter of great interest, and we congratulate
the club on their choice of president, for Mr. Davey has done
more than any one to improve the breed of sporting dogs in
the Dominion. The secretaryship was keenly competed for
by Mr. H. B. Donovan and Mr. A. D. Stewart, the Toronto
element, however, proving too strong for the Hamilton
representative. The following is the complete list of officers
for the year: President, T. G. Davey, of London; First-Vice
President, Dr. Mills, of Montreal; Second Vice-President,
Dr. G. S. Millar, of Victoria, B. C. ; C. H. Corbett, of Kings-
ton; P. J. Keyes, of Ottawa, and Thos. Johnson, of Winnl-.
peg: Secretary, H. B. Donovan, of Toronto; Treasurer, S. F.
Glass, of London.

During the Toronto show Lady Jane, the well known
Clumber, was reiilevined by her whilom or rightful owner.
Another sample of Mr. Mercer's good luck. It seems he
sold the bitch as a puppy to its present owner, and when it
was ^rown either lent or gave it to his .son, who in tm-n
sold it to Mr. Mercer, the latter of cour.se purcha.sing it in
good faith. The father coming to the show recognized his
dog and claimed that the bitch was his and his son had no
right to sell it. Mr. Mei'cer received a lawyer's letter and
.summons to deliver the dog to its proper owner at the close
of the show, which Mr. Mercer did. Whether Mr. Mercer
will be reimijursed is problematical and it is unfortunate as
it breaks his team for the other shows.

We are often asked where reliably-bred Chesapeake Bay
dogs can be purchased, as most of the good strains of these
dogs, indispensable to the ditck shooters, are owned by pri-
vate parties who do not advertise. We hear that Mr. J. G.
Morns, of Easton, Md., has an excellent strain of this breed
and has now both puppies and grown dogs that he can dis-
pose of.

We have from time to time chronicled the doings of Mr.
Charles Stedman Hanks, of Boston, Mass., while purchasing
dogs in England and Russia, Further particulars of hia
purchases of fox-terriers and Barzois may be of interest.
He has named his kennels the Seacroft Kennels, situated at
Manchester-by-the-Sea. Some time since we stated in thesa
.cob-imps that h.'^ y)P>A purchased ip England Damson, ^wl)
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sister to Dominica, Mr. Logan's crack bitch. Rlie has thrown
since her arrival six puppies by the great D'Orsay. Another
good one was Brockenhurst Queenie, purchased from Mr.
Tinne, and before she left was served by Venio, and she now
has four promising puppies. Another one from Mr. Tinne's
kennel was the bitch Grouse II., served by Mr. Redmond's
celebrated Dominie, and from her he has five puppies. So
it will be seen in starting the kennel Mr. Hanks has secured
young stock of the very best blood. While in Ru.ssia he
succeeded in buying three good Barzois, i. c, the dog Duk-
hoi, from the kennels of Prince Cralitzin, a bitch, Zlodeylia,

from the Czar's Imperial Kennels, and abitcb, Svodka, from
A. J. Rousseau's kennel. These Barzois left St. Petersburg
Aug. 31, and are now on their way to this coimtry, and it is

to be hoped that they will arrive "in better shape than Mr.
Hacke's recent imi)ortations. The bitch Svodka was served
before leaviug Russia by the celebrated .stud dog Otaman.
We shall therefore soon" have a very respectable collection of

this breed in this country, and shall therefore need some
definite standard to judge by, as they have evidently pecix-

liarities of form that cannot altogether be judged on grey-
hound lines.

We remind our sportsmen readers that intend running
dogs at the Eastern Field Trials in November next, that the
entries for the All-Aged Setter and Pointer Stake, with
prizes of S500, $250 and $150, close Oct. 1. Forfeit $10, with
$20 additional to fill. The Champion Stake also closes on
that date excepting for dogs that win an All-Aged Stake
after the date of closing of entries; these may enter the
night before running. Forfeit $\0 and $15 additional to fill.

An entries must be sent to Washington A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y.

Mr. Watson informs that arrangements have been made
whereby those who desire to attend the great coursing-
meeting at Great Bend, Kan,, in October, can do so for a
fare of $50 there and back. This is a big concession, and
further, if eighteen people signify their intention of going,
a Pullman hunting car can be secured. The trip will last
ten days, starting on Oct. 17; and surely there is a sufficient
number of sportsmen who will send their names to Mr.
Watson, 371Fulton street, BrookljTi, to secure this privilege.

hounds, English setters and fox-terriers will, no dqubt, be a
sight to cheer the heart of every sportsmen.

The comina: dog show at Cincinnati, Oct. 14 to 17, is the
talk of the town. Mariy calls have been made for premium
lists, which are now in the printer's hands and will be
mailed this week. The entries close Oct. 3; entry fee SI for

first and 50 cents for each additional dog. The show will
be fed with Austin's dog bread. Letters to the secretary
miist be addressed to 3 East Fourth street, Cincinnati, O.
Mr. Frank C. Wheeler judges all classes.

We have received a printed copy of the code of rules for

cour.sing of the National Greyhound Club and adopted by
the American Coux-sing Club. We notice that one of t^ie

rules provides that all dogs to compete in coursing meets
ol: the club must have been registered in the National Qrcy-
lioii nd dull SL'Ud Book. The Orcyliound Stud Booli. will

be published by the National Greyhound Club.

Captain Edwards, of whose breed of terriers called the
"Sealyham terriers" we spoke recently, writes to "Peto"
of the Canine World some interesting accounts of their
plucky doings. In speaking of their hunting capabilities,

he gives the following account of one of the smallest of his

terriers: "She was not bigger than a torn cat and got last

winter into an earth, which ran from a cover right up into a
field. I could hear the little terrier fighting terribly not a
foot from the surface. T sent for a spade, and there was a
great cra.g fox and the terrier, the latter's face and head a
mass of blood. I got her out, and in order to further test

her pluck, let her in again. At him she went as plucky as
ever. That day the Pembrokeshire hounds were drawing
the opposite side. There was a river between us. They
drew their side blank. Mr. Lort Phillips, our M. P. H., had
one of his 'whips' my side, and the curious part of it was
that when digging out the fox I could see the whip's horse
had been standing for many minutes right over where the
fox was, not a foot from the horse's hoof. Our M. F. H. did
not know I had marked a fox. However, I bagged this
great gray dog fox, and soon after, in going home, I met
Mr. Phillips and the hounds, and I told him I had a bag fox.

So we turned him off there and then. It was a quarter to 3.

handsome silver cup has been provided for the Derby at the
American Coursing Club meeting of Oct. 20. The finances
of the N. G. C. are in a flourishing condition. The com-
mittee reported that wax impressions oflthe medal to be given
at various dog shows were looked for every day.

Kennel Notes deferred to next week.

IRISH SETTER TRIALS.
EdUor Forest and Streamv,
The following are the entries for the Derby Stakes of the

coming Irish setter trials:

1. NUOGET (H. B. Anderson), whelped Jan. 8, 1890 (Red-
fern—Gyp.sy Maid). Breeders, IL B. Anderson and W. B.
Burlingame.

2. FiNGLAs (E. B. Bishop), whelped April 13, 1890 (Fingal
III.— Aveline). Breeder, Rev. Robt. O'Callaghan.

3. COLERAINE (E. B. Bishop), whelped April 13, 1890 (Fin-
gal III.—Aveline). Breeder, Rev. Robt. O'Callaghan.

4. Rose op Claremont (Geo. H. Kunkel), whelped Jan.
30. 1S90 (Claremont Pat.sy—Nino). Breeder, P. H. Perry.

5. PitiDR OE Patsy (F. H. Perry), whelped Jan. 20, 1890
(Claremont Patsv— Nino). Breeder, F. H. Perry.

0. Adonis (H. E. Richards), whelped July 29, 1890 (Tim—
Currer Bell III). Breeder, Dr. G. G. Davis.

7. Bessie Mavouknkrn (B. Masden Vaughan), whelped
July 39, 1890 (Tim—Currer Bell III.). Breeder, Dr. G. G.
Davis.

8. Leigh Doane VI. (Wm. H, Child), whelped Jan. 3,

1891 (Fly-Betsy Leigh). Breeder, Wm. H. Child.
9. Sqtjaw (Hudson River KenneLs), whelped April 15, 1890

(Darrah Pat—Ruby Glencho). Breeder, L. A. Van Zandt.
10. Qttees Bon Air Bluff (R. R. Jones), whelped Oct. 3,

1890 (Elcho, Jr.—Flipper). Breeder, IJ. S. Kennel Club.
11. Frank Blte (J. Frank Byers), whelped Oct. 3, 1890

(p;icho, Jr.— Flipper). Breeder, U. S. Kennel Club.
13. Maid of Borstal (Nelson Mcintosh), whelped Dec. 10,

1890 (Inchiquin—Onoto Belle). Breeder, Nelson Mcintosh.
13. Elcho's Maid (George E. Gray) (Elcho, Jr.—Maid).

Breeder, Dr. Jarvls.
AVhile the entry is not as large as I desired, still I think it

is fair, particularly in view of the fact that an interested

MR. H. C. CORBETT, KINGSTON, CAN. MR. A, D. STEWART, Hamilton, Can.

Having the himting car will allow of several dogs being
taken along free.

Mr. John Grace, of San Francisco, will judge at the
American Coursing Club meeting at Great Bend, Oct. 30,

This is a good selection, judging from reports of his previous
efforts.

Mr. Jamrach is dead. Mr. Jamrach was noted the world
over as a naturalist and importer, trader and exporter of
wild animals. When Barnum was burned out he supplied
him with many of his animals. To dog men he was known
as an enthusiastic breeder of long-haired Russian greyhounds
and Japanese spaniels.

Mr. Moorehead has sent us some further information
regarding his newly imported bull-terrier, Streatham Mon-
arch. This dog as a puppy was advertised for sale by Mr.
Copeman as being "the best bull-terrier puppy living at his
age, he being then four and a half months old, price, twenty-
five pounds." The pup was .sold at this price, but on the
day of delivery fell ill with distemper, and after being-
nursed through a very bad attack, being at death's door for
six weeks, he pulled through and was sold for fifteen
pounds. His sire is a flue large dog, named Streatham
Flyer, he by Gully the Great out of Daisy. His dam is the
well-known Trentham Baroness, a daughter of the well-
known bitch Miss Glendyne, now called Attraction, and at
present the property of Mr. Mariner, of Milwaukee. He
therefore combines the blood of the very best of his breed.
Forty-eight winnings have been placed to his credit, and
these have beeu won under fifteen judges. Streatham
Monarch is two years and two months old, weighs 481bs.,
and is a most prolific stock getter, two bitches having
whelped to him twenty pups, two litters of ten each.

Mr. Geo. H. Hill writes that the entries for the Blue Grass
Kennel Club's inaugural dog show, to be held Sept. 23 26,

closed with 461, divided as follows: 13 mastiffs, 28 St. Ber-
nards, 4 Newfoundlands, 10 Great Danes, 1 deerhound, 53
greyhounds, 6 Russian wolfhounds (Barzois), 34 pointers, 62
English setters, 14 Irish setters, 9 Gordon setters, 4 Irish
water sjianiels, 2 field spaniels, 4 cocker spaniels, 3 beagles,
89 American foxhounds, fi shaggy foxhounds, 5 English fox-
hounds, 12 collies, 4 bulldogs, 3 bull-terriers, 1 Scotch ter-
rier, 1 Dandie Dinmont terrier, 40 fox-terriers. 14 black and
tan terriers, 1 Yorkshire terrier, 38 pugs, 5 Italian grey-
^lounds, 3 Mexican hairless, 13 miscellaneous. This is a
splendid shovnng, aijd such a collection of fo^honnds, gi'ey-

The fox went off like a bolt; the hounds, getting a view,
nearly had him going through a fence; but he beat them
after all, although they ran him till nearly 8 o'clock. And
this is how he did it; Running parallel with the field in
which we turned him out was a road; down this he went,
then over the fence, then back into the road, over the fence
again, and so on, ultimately getting well ahead, and at last
got clean away and beat us."

Some people seem possessed of a mission to treasure up
mementoes of celebrated people, but a certain lady of noble
birth is original in her method of expressing her hero wor-
ship. She managed to despoil Bismarck's favorite dachs-
hund of some of his hair which she had set in a gold locket.
This reminds one of the struggle to shake the hand of the
man that shook the hand of Sullivan.

"Strange, true and amusing," says the Herald, in an
editorial, when "grim visaged war hath smoothed his
wrinkled front," he proves to be quite as soft hearted as
any member of the peace society. For instance, our war
ship Marion was meandering about in the North Pacific a
short time ago when a cur dog, who is an irregular member
of the crew, succeeded in falling overboard. Nothing on
earth is so worthless as a cur dog, except another animal of
the same kind, yet there was a general hubbub aboard the
Marion when the loss was announced, the vessel was
stopped, a lifeboat was lowered, the beast was picked up,
and then the vessel proceeded on her course. There was
nothing wrong in the incident. It showed what tender-
chaps our tars are when no killing is to be done; but it is

funny when you think about it." Why ? a dog's a dog for a'

that.

While it is grati fying to be told that of the five suits grow-
ing out of the A. K. C. troubles only three concern the club,
we are .still of the opinion that, if these suits could not have
been avoided in the first place, their early compromise, if

practicable, would have promoted the interests of the club
and of the kennel world. That they have worked harm, and
are working harm to those intei'ests, no well-informed per-
son will deny. Of the personal suits we have never assumed
to suggest any compromise.

The National Greyhound Club will submit to all its mem-
bers the question whether they desire to have a list of judges.
Some of the members have expressed a contrary desire, and
in this way the point will be settled. Those who favor the
lla^ be aakea to nonjjpf^6 tJioae f^^ey desire to aet, A.

member of the club wagered a bottle of wine that we would
not receive twenty entries in both States together. In view
of the fact that there is S400 in cash and a valuable trophy
to be divided into three prizes, I rather expect to see a goodly
proportion to fill. Some of the handlers I know mean to do
their best. Now for the All-Aged Stake. W^e are going to
make that interesting. I am going to take a hand in it my-
self. Let us all make some entries, and may the best dog
win. G. G. Davis, Sec'y and Treas.

MONTREAL SHOW.
[Spectol to Forest and Stream.]

MONTREAL, Sept. 23.—The Montreal bench show opened
to-day. Weather very hot; manaa;ement behind.

Judging commenced at 1 P. M. with mastiff class, which is

good in number but very poor in quality. Flour City Ken-
nels absent. Entries number over 350, with many absent.
Catalogues not out first day. At 9 P. M. over ten thousand
people had pa.ssed the turnstile to the building, which is too
small for comfort. The show promises to be a big success

.

Winners mostly so far are circuit dogs. Many new ones are
entered. Kingston Regent, Republican 'Belle, Zenith and
Nun Nicer won in St. Bernards. Gem of the Season first,

Scavenger second in challenge greyhounds. Maud Torring-
ton first, Spinaway second in bitches. Open dogs, Ornatus
first, Pious Pembroke second. Bitches, Second Sight first,

Bestwood Daisy second. Spaniels of good quality. In field
spaniels, challenge dogs, Sampson first; bitches, Gladis
first. Open dogs, Mawauk fir.st; open bitches. Woodland
Sally. Cockers, challenge dogs. Red Jacket first, Oban
second, Rabbi reserve. Challenge bitches, Bessie W. first.

Open dogs, Dufferin first; bitches. Essay first, Cora second,
Flirt third. Judging postponed until 10 o'clock Wednesday.
Dragging along in this way should be done away with.

BmiLixGTON Route.—But one night Chicago to Denver. "The
BurllTigtoa's Number One" daily vestihule express leaves Chicago
at 1 P. M. and arrives at Denver at 6:15 P. M. the next day.
Quicker time than hy any other route. Direct connection with
tnis train from Peoria. Additional express trains, making as quick
time as those of any other road, from Chicago, .St. Louis and
Peoria to St. Paul, Minneapolis, Ooimcil Bluffs, Omaha, Cheyenne,
Denver, Atohisna, Kansas City, Houston and all points West,
Nortnwest and Southwest.—^riv.

Forest axd Stheam. Box 2,833, N. Y, city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Lefaugwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot*
ing," which wUl be mailed free on request. The book ia pro-
nounced by "Nanit," ''Gloan" "Dick Swiveller," "Syhillene" and
other competent anthorjtie? to he tjie hest treatise on th^ subjest
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ALBERTA, CANADA, FIELD TRIALS.
THE secoQd annual Jiekl trials of the Calgary Rod andGun Club took place Sept. y, says the Calgary (Can.)
Trilmne, at a point about twelve miles from Cochrane
Members of the club and tbeir friends left the eveninK pre-
vious. Conveyances had been sent out to Cochrane to ac-
commodate the party, who left at an early hour for the
sceue of action, when the dogs were drawn in the following-
order: Don vs. Royal, Norah vs. Jury, Psyche vs Ben Hut
Dot vs. Ranger, Prince vs. Blarney, Dash B., a bye
At 7:35 in the morning H. H. McCullough's pointer dog

Royal and J. B. Smith's pointer dog Don were cast off in a
hilly country, interspersed with bluffs. Both dogs started
at a great speed; Royal raced up to a bluff and came to a
magnificent point, Don, at the time, being in another direc-
tion. The birds had ran to a blnff lower down the hill but
Royal was equal to the occasion and roaded them nicely
McCullough, ordered by the judge to flush, did so. Don in
the meantime was pointing in anofchei- direction. Birds
were very plentiful here but were running wildly. Bach
dog roaded and pointed in quick succession, some fine work
being shown m this heat, in fact it was generally conceded
to be the best heat run during the trials. After being down
thirty minutes the heat was awarded to Royal.
The committee afc this time thought this part of the coun-

try too bluffy to see the work of the dogs properly, so a move
was made to a place about five miles further on, when at 9
o'clock B. Hodder's Irish setter Norah and C. C. McCaul's
English setter Jury were put down to compete. A siugle
bird was marked and the dogs were .sent in the direction.
Jury showed game tir.st and roaded what was evidently a
running bird. She, however, did itiu an indefinite manner
and two birds rose wildly on reaching the top of the hlil,
Norah shortly after this made game and commenced to roadm a very .stylish manner, finishinsi up with a nice point. On
her handler shooting the flushed bird she ran in, and in con-
sequence lost the heat.
Mr. T. Stone's pointer Psyche and Mr. 8. W. Trott's

pointer dog Ben Hur were cast off at 9:20. Psyche went offm a listless sorb of way and showed that for some cause she
lacked the brilliancy of her work of last .season, when .shewon these trials. Ben Hur pointed a single bird, but at this
time Mr. Stone asked the privilege to withdraw his dog
which was showing signs of lameness. This was granted'
and the heat awarded to Ben Hur.
Mr. D. G. Robinson's English setter dog Ranger and Mr

George Gouin's English setter Dot were put down at eleven
Very inferior work was done in this heat, and bad any one
prophesied that Ranger would prove the ultimate winner
his prophesy would have seemed as probable and ridiculous
as if he had asserted (ifter the late boodle scandals at Ot-
tawa) that the Conservative party would again be re-
turned to power after a general election. Ranger was
awarded the heat, not from the good work accomplished,
but from his competitor's inability and obesity.

C. W. E. Hodder's Irish setter Blarney and Mr. Richard's
English .setter Prince were next cast off. No work of note
was done m this heat, and after being down one hour the
heat was avvarded to Blarney.
Mr. W. H. Hogg's English' setter dog, who had the bye,

was now run for twenty minutes to put him on an equal
footing with those that had run in former heats.

SECOND SERIES.

Royal and Jury were put down, and Royal again showed
great brilliancy in his work and outcla.ssed Jury, and Avas
awarded the heat.
Ben Hur and Ranger now were pitted against each other

Ranger in this heat woke up and made a number of points
showing grand accuracy on his birds. Ben also ran betterm this heat, but was beaten by a narrow margin.
Dash B. and Blarney then had a long give and take heat,

the judges finding it very difficult to decide on the winner
They, however, eventually awarded the heat to Dash B.
Royal and Ranger were now cast off. Royal ran riot in

this heat and was lost. Ranger in the meantime making two
or three points. It seemed ten to one from previous work
that Royal, who lost, would have won.
Dash B. and Ranger were now cast off to compete for first

place. Dash B. showed great pace, range and style, but
Ranger exhibited a splendid no.se and good locating power
besides being very staunxjh on his points and steady to shot
and wmg. According to the point system Dash B. would
have had this heat, but the judges con-sidered the qualities
of Ranger just mentioned more than balanced those of Dash
B.. and awarded him the heat and first place.
This left Royal and Dash B. to run for second and third

prizes. The owners of these dogs, however, agreed to divide
the same without running.
And thus a very successful and pleasant gathering ended

The first prize was a cup, presented by Mr. Thos, Stone, and
.$20 cash by the club, the second and third being .1rl5 cash.
Mr. S. W. Trott performed the arduous duties of judee

very eflEiciently and satisfactorily to all, being assisted by
Mr. Thos. Johnson, of Winnipeg.

It being now about 6 o'clock, a start was made for Coch-
rane, which was reached after a drive of about fourteen
miles, and where Mrs. Elliot had a smoking dinner ready,
which was enjoyed as such a meal can be enjoyed alter a
long day's shooting on the prairie.
As most of the sportsmen had to return this morning, the

shooting did not take place for the president's medal, but
this competition will take place at an early date.

it/Ill md ^hooting.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
REVOLVER SHOOTING IN ENGLAND.-London. Sept. 5-

The season at the South London liifleClub, the principal revolver
shooting club in England, is drawing to a close, there are only
seven mnre shooting days. There is a "spoon competirion" each
shooting day, and ttiB revolver champion.ship of the club goes to
the member who makes the five highest scores in the "spoon com-
petition" on five separate davs. at 30yd=-. Up to the end of August
thethrfeleaders for this wpi-p:
Mr 0 FLowe..40 39 38 38 37-J93 Mr Andrews.. .41 38 37 34 33-183
Mr Mav 38 38 38 37 3(i—187
On Sept. 1 Mr. Walter Winans weut down for the first time this

season, and in what was offlcially reported by the secretary as a
• 'hurricane," made the foilowtng score;

7 0 7 7 7 7-41
The storm blowing from the left he had to fight against being

blown to the right, and rather allowed too much for wind. Messrs.
Lowe and May did not compete, but Mr. Andrews made 87, and"
Mr. C. Brown (who shoots under the professional name of "Young
Nimrod") made a score of 36. Mr. Winans has now only ssven
days to make four SCO

'
es in, and it is the time of year to expect

rough weather as against the fine calm days the others have made
tbpir scores in.

On Sept. 8 at the weekly revolver competition at the South Lon-
don Rifle Club the winners were as follow*:
Walter Winaas. 777776—41 0 Brown 756577—38H Andrews . 755777-38
Tnis makes the scores toward the championBhio of the club

stand
Walter Winana 4141-83 H Andrews 4138—79
C F Lowe 40 39—79 X.
SOUTHBRIUGE, Mas?., Sept. 19.- Members of Co. K. 6th Mas-
achusetLs V . M., ha^e had their annual rifle contest. The Ou. K
earn was fifth m the race. Each man had a possible 50. The
work of the team follows:
Spret Mills 543,'j.i414S4-43 Oapt DUlaber OtPwl i.V!i4-Hl
Oapt Brnussean ... 434n45434t—40 Pvt Putufjy 53 '4:i4"i;34^Hl
Sergt Cozii'ins ...... 5433444441—39 Llent Goodell 2434034244 - 30
Mtisiclan Brouss6'u4434244444—?7

^^Tn^lfn'^Vr^l'^^Iu''? ^^''^^ Offered, l^esidPs nre-mmm prizes for the best five tickets. For the hmiseye target, nuen

P«t nJirn'^^^f i'!"'"^''
'''''' offpred hesides premiums for the high-estnninber ot bull.seyes made by any shooter during the f. sti val.the target of honor prizes, open to members only, and tho 1urh-e&'

^l^^ni ''v^f ^i^'^'^'iT
interesting in the shoot. A^ladios'

^nn+^„rnf^^^r"^ °T ^^'^ f'dlowing is the result ut theshooting ot the first day:

T^H^^po'^'c'^nf^f^'-"-/]'''?^™'*^ P'OSS 73, M. Dorrlpr C9, R.Bu.sse f)9 b. 1^ lack b'.). (1. Wegm^nn 69. Dr. Boyken 68, M. B. Bng^l
m' nn^rte'f ^' -Tanti^en 65. A. Stem 04, .J. Kraues 63.M Dorrler made an average of over 68 fnr his b- st ten tir-ket,?.

Target of Honor-J. Copperaraith 71, S. Flank 66, M. Dorrler 63,

S' ^^^T - ' ^^J^^H'^f, •''^ Hoffman 59, F. Roro .56, Q. Kran,s.4

e^-/^r?^'Vn,""'-^V- t'- Beunuia 50, W. Klein ,50, .J. Blumenbfrg .14.

,^<-fi\-p--^^^<i f^vshtM annual fostivpl of tho Zettler Rifle Club
closed to-day at Wissel's C'ypres.s Hill Park, and some Hue mflrkg-
manship was displayed by several of ir« members. The principal
competition was at the ring and bullscye targets. The targets of
honoi- also cauie in t'or u considerable share of patrons, but none
ot them could beat .J. CoppF^rsmiMr,s score of 71 made nn the first

lis," W^'' compel ition F. Ross's score of 73 kept the
lead, aathougb A. J. Boyken, W. Hayes and M. Dorrler followed it
very close with each. W. Hayes won the first premium prize
t<ir the best rings withF. Ro^s and J. A. BoyT^en second on a tic.
r

.
Koss also won the two priz<^8 for the first bullsove made on eachday A Stem and L.P.Hanson taking the two for the last on

eaf'h day.
The ladies' competition was very close, Mrs. Keller and Mrs.

Wis'^pll tying tor flr.st choice of prize. A. J. Chri.stian and P. H.
lownsend tied for the judges' prize with 44 each. E. Kranss being
belurid for second with 41. H. W. Hawp^ wot. the first prize for
the hullseye target by measurement. The following are tue scores
of tho tournament:

,.(> \Vr ' • J^^.c-i-i' ueai -lugie iicKets: k. rsusse bs), L; r lacK
n''

Wegmann 69, A. Stein 69, A. Begerow 69, M. B, Engel 68, J.
Bodenstadt 68 B. Z-ttler 68, H. M. Pope 68, S. J. Lyon 68, L. P,
H'lnson 68, J. Dolac 67.
Bullseye Targets-H.W. IJawes Hin.,W. Koch 20^, F. Ross

P. Fabarius 30, A. Begerow .34. .1. Coppersmith 38, A. Stein 43, U.
D. Ze.ttler 4414 R. Busse HU. J. Bodensfs-dt 5.5, M. Dorrler 63%. S.

r )Yr-
Hayes &)}4, «. Krausa 7334. Gr. E. Janizer 7914, G.

Joiner 81, (! W. Hassaly 9UM. J. A. Boyken 91!^.
Target of Honor-J. Coppers cnith 71, H. Holger 67, Q. Flack 66.

R. Joiner 66. G. Zirtiinermann 64, M. Dorrler 63, F. Hei ching 63, A.
H. Kohlmetz 03. M. B. Engel 61, R. Russe 61, W, Hayes 60, G. h.
Hoftmau .W, p. Kelln- 56, H. Ringler 50, F. C. Ross 56, E. P.
Fisher .oo Lr lvi.auss rri.a.W. Plalst«d 53, P. Armbrnsf .52, W.
Klp/in .50, J. B. Bermus .TO. T. J. Dolan 49, W. Begerow 48, H, Oehl
4i, J. B ume7iberg 44, C. Dreste 41, A. Stahl38, M. Engelhert 37, J.
A. Boyken 06, M. Trapp 35, M. R. RigE'.s 33, W. D. Ware 33, W. F.
Hauson 38, F. Fabarius -'3. K. Kb in 1.5.

Ladies' Prizes-Mrs. Keller 43. Mrs.Wissel .13, Mia. Oehl 41, Mrs.
Vogel 41, Mrs. Bonder 40, Mrs. Zimmermajin -lO, Mrs. L. Zetiler
39, Mr.s O. G. Zettler 38, Mrs. Windle ,37, .\lr«. J. Z.^ttler 36, Mrs.
B. Zettler 0.4 Mrs. Downs 34, Mrs. Basse 33. Mrs. Scherf 33, Mrs.
Hecking 31, Mrs. Schultz33, Mrs. Townsend 33.
At tho close of the shoot the prizes were awarded to the lucky

winners, after which dancing closed a very successful festival.
NEWARK N. .L.. RIFLE CLUBS.-The Oriental Rifle Club

held Its regular meeting on Thursday night 1 tst, at which these
officers for the ensuing term were elected: D. J. Mahoney. presi-
dent; Gu8 Widtnan, vice-president; Frank Boker. finaucial secre-
tary; Louis Widma-n. recording secretary; Charles Schott, treas-
urer; AAigust (?. Widman. captain; Thos. Upton, sergeant-at-
arms. The clnb has a membership of 58 members and decided to
leave the list^open until next Thursday. The Independent Rifle
and Sporting Club held its first meeting of the season on Monday
last, and considerable routine business was transacted. The
election ot" officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows:
President, J. M. Bray; vice-president, C. G Camp; corresponding
.secretary, Henry Rummell; financial secretary, E. ThrosseU;
treaatirer, Wm. Taylor: sergeant-at-arms. William Borden; cap-
tain, James McCallum; vice-captain, Charles Smiih; rifle iuapec-
tor, Wilhs Camp. This club, wnich is the onlv one in Newark
having headquarters of its own, is in a very prosperous condition
and will put a strong team in tho field this season. The bonks
are now open for those who wish to join. The club has a fine
house and two ranges at 88 Frelinghuysen avenue and is not con-
nected with a saloon.

THE TWI.3T OF RIFLES.-I hnve just been looking through
the entertaining pamphlet of Brother (Billv"?) Barlow of the
'Ideal" Company, and find among other things a table of the
twist employed by the different firms in the manufacture of va-
rious calibers. I wi.sh some one who 'knows—"Iron Ramrod" for
example, or our interesiing friend across the pond, "J. J. M."—
would tell us what principles, if any, are supposed to govern m
this matter. For instance, why is it that for the comtnoD 44-40
cartridge the Remington Oompanv gives one turn for every SOiii.,
the Colts one for every 28 and the Marlin and Winchester facto-
ries one for every ;j6? In the other calibers there is little more
uniformity. .\re we to infer from all this that the twist has very
little to do with the shooting of a riflei* -Aztec.
CONNECTICUT.—The adjutant-general has issued. orders for

the animal Scale rifle match of regimental teams of tlTe National
Guard to he held at such time and place as General Watson may
direct. The quartermaster-general is to issue 1.500 rounds of ball
ammunition to each team contesting. Tho prizes are t>ie State
silver cup, won in 1888 by the First Regiment and in 1889 by the
Second Regiment; a bronze medallion bust of General Grant, won
in 1888 by the Second Regiment and ITy the First Regiment in the
following year; and a bronze statuette of a Roman soldier, first
competed for in 1889 and won by the Third Regiment. There was
no match last year, A medal will be given to each member of the
team winning the first prlxe.

BOSTON, .Sept. 19.—All-comers' rest match—W. P. Thompson
113, J. Fra' cis 111, T. Warren 109, M. R. Baxter 106, O. Moore 101,
W. Peter 100, R. E. Tower 95, W. Conwav 94, W. N. Browne 90, L.
A. Moore 86, E. R. Drake 85, D. Martin 83.
All-comer»' ofl'-band mKt<"li-S. C. Sydney 85, L. A. Baker 83. J.

B. Fellow^ 80. A. Mavnard 78. J. B. Hobbs 77, D. N. Winn 73, M. T.
Meek 73, D. Martin 70, E. H. Corney 08, O. Moore 66, W. Conway 65.
Fifty yards, pistol match—H. Severance 95,

NEW ORLEANS, Sept. ]5.-The Southern Rifle Club held its
annual meeting and election of officers to-day, with the following
result: J. M. Lamare, Pre.s; G. Evans, Jr.^ Vice-Pres.; L. A. Des"
gouttea, Reo. Sec; J. J. Lamare, Fin. Sec ; J. A, Boze, Treas.; J.
B. Mayeur, Capt.; O. N. Bernnudy, Lieut.: A. Ohler. Sr., H. Brem-
ermann. Trustees; C. Beaver. Armorer. The club is every way in
excellent condition, and possesses one of the best equipped rifle
ranges in the State.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.-Commencing Sept. 1, at
theCreedmoor Cartridge Company's range, at Barberton, prac-
tice .shoots for the Walter Winans amateur revolver shot trophy
will be shot for three times a week. The scores will he taken by
a gentleman authorized and sent to headquarters. The davs hav'e
not yet been decided, but it Is probable that the contests will occur
on Tue8da.y, Wednesday and Friday of each week. There area
number of fine shots at the works of the company at Barbarton
and competition is open to all.

CANADIAN SHOOTERS.-lu his report upon the operations of
that most excellent iuBHtucion.-rhe Canadian Military Rifle
League—Secy. Lieut. W. R. Friugleurg^s that the League provide
for Martini shooting, and m f'at case to organize a team to cap-
ture the Hilton trophy at Creed moor.

THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE SHOOT.-The executive com-
mittee of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, since
sending out the programmes for the tournament to be held on
Sept. 39 and 30 and Oct. 2. has concluded that the expert handicap
is too severe a handicap even for experts, and has decided to adopt
a new handicap for this class of shooters, as follows: The experts
will he required to shoot their scores first from a set of traps
where the direction of the flight of the target can be changed in-
stantly, and while shoonng from known traps to shoot nn known
angles, rapid tinng system. They believe this handicap more
nearly equ-dTzes the expert and the amaieur than the Keystone
system of handicapping. The amateurs will shoot Crom known
traps, known angles, rapid firing system. The committee and the
v\ illiamsport (tou Club, n Oder whose auspices the tournament
will be held, extend^ a cordial invitation to all shooters in the

THE TRAP.

N. A. Hughes, Williamaport, Pa.

.JJ:?^^J°Z,
VM^oat^ml should he made out on the pnnted blank*prepared by the Forest and Strea/m, and furnished gratis to club

sjcretarteg. Correspondents who favor us loith club scores are par-limarly reguested to write on one side of the paper onJy.

FIXTURES.
if you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Sept. 33-34.--Baltimore^ Gun Club Tournament, at Acton's Park,

Paul ^^eet
Pa-rliculars address W. H. Linthicum, No. 15, St!

Sept. 39-Oct, 3.—First Annual Tournament of I he Pennsylvania
State Sportsmen'.s Association, Williamsport. Pa. Targets andlive birds. N. A. Hughes, Sec'y.

S'fJ"
l-yRoohestcr Rod and Gun Club Onen Tournament. There

xMll be at least two guaranteed prizes, all surplus added; one or

i vi n c^^v '?! ri?"°''''T?°A s;j^;«^"3take shooting all day. Rapid
tiling HV.stem. Address H D, McVean.
.*'^V^-^,-f'-^a^h;ngt.jn(D. C.)Rod and Gun Clnb Tournament.A^MrCirmick. 1013 Pennsylvania avenue, N.W.
o,"l-'-,l'^"l''-r^!aut>tf!u (Va.) Gun Club, assisted by the Inter-
Sl^ate MM iiutacturers' and Dealers' Association,

stooe.s
'

Ouen to*!i1l"^'^
Tonrnament, Flemington. N. J. Key-

iJ^2riJ'f-T^'^''h^'^f-^^
Chatha,m Gun Clnb. assisted by theInter-Slate Manufacturers ' and Dealers' Association.

DAYTON SECOND ANNUAL.
m?^tTr?lf «i?n ^r^''

• 15 -Obio is and has long been one of the fore-most tap-shootmg States m the Union, a,nd many famous shoot-eih cUiuj her Bojl as native. Oat of the many Ohio shootingtowns Dayton is one of tbe best, as witoess many earlier tranevents at tbat^city, notably, last year's totirnaSenr Ci^cfunati
Z^^rl fV^^ foremost shooting town of the West, but Cincinnati
IS now toremast only m its hmdmostness. Next year thev will be

^""'''^ builders' graves on the site of Cincinnati:

^^ffT fr^ln^^".?^ ^? as*^*^"^ ^'^'^li transformed Cincinl
in ^^Jooting matters (o a defunct has-fioen, where nothing goes but a hippodrome or .a. free-for-allDayton must easily claim the supremacy for southern Ohio Onlvw wh''n'?ff''*'

shooter is here to day, the "old Reliable" Ed, Tay-
lor, who lifts up his voice and weeps for his native city Thev
«^thA T^«?T^'''^™^S^^°*^?^\^'^,?.'^'^f.°'=il^"*" iust iiow, known
wh«n r^-'^-^'^?''*

Pompeu.'' This is touchingly appropriate.
Jjiien Cincinnati can onlv send one shooter to Dayton shoot, dis-tant only 60 miles, it's time to figure on last days.
Dayton shoot IS the second annual given by those well knownshooters, Mr. Scott McDonald and Dr. Parker. The tournament

progresses upon the fine grounds of the Diamond Gun Club aspleasant as any you will find, and much helped out hy a spaci'-usand tidy club house, to s<iy nothing of an outdoor kitchen, whit-hfurumhes meals not quabfied to discourage a shooter with lifeAt some places they purp.asely give visiting shooters such poormea s that tbeyare reduced to hunger and weakness, in whichcondition their money is easier to win. The Diamond Club doesnot operate on that basis. It tries to make the shooter helpless
rn,,'!.".''"'"''";;"^. >

ought to. The DiamondL.mb is so called because ea'di member wenrs ou his shirt front adiam,;m as argn as a hard-boiled egg. Cincinnati cannot weardidmondb. It wears oyor-the-Rhine stones, when it has a shirt.
If It had a shirf it might he here to-day.
The tact IF, there are a good manv absent who should be here.Ihe attendauee is very light, which is something that so-wellknown a management as this ought not to have. The programme

is a good and varied one. and the $600 in gaaranteed pui^ts oughtto he plenty of inducement tor a larger gathering. As it is, Itiuestion whether the boys will care to hold Scott and the Doctorto the giiarantees, and they will probably not be shot on that
basis. Foremost to suggest this was the always generous ColCourtnB.v, the Lefever man, who can't bear to soe any one play inhard luck. Col. Courtney, by the way, is the only one of the gungang present. He was shooting pretty comfortably well to-day
l°^i\"''?^i°^ himself a whole lot, as usual. It they hadu't modi-
fied that guarantee business, your uncle Courtney and Scoit Mc-Donald would have had to match coppers to .^ee who wonthat 810 for first average to-day, hut as it was. Penn, of Wheel-ing, \\ est \ a., fell into 30 straight a couple of times in the onlv

counted, and Osborne, of Toledo, followed close enough
Z'^:l\fr^?^^^/^'^'''''J^.^Xi'^''^2'^^-r,-^^'^'''''' Mumma shot fair tomiddling, and so did "Shorty" Bacon, the professional beautywith sleeves rolled up. Mr. Brown, of the Jmrniul, showed whatnewspaper man can do with a gun between works. All in all thiswas a very pretty, pleasant day, every way, though it would havebeen hetter if it had been bigger in some ways
Only targets were shot to-day, blnerocksand Keystones in about

equal 71 umber. The ties were generally divided. The moneywent 40, :10, 30 and 10 per cent. No favorites, nobody handicappedn9body barred, no waiting to make an entry, or to get your winlnmgs or your lunch. Ten traps. Keystone rapid-fliihg system
w^'^fYlo '

^""^
^^V7tK^"'u

^^"^b Uvely except the attendance:Why this was so light I shall not try to explain, unless it was thatt>e fie d-3hooting season is opening and will so .soon be open.
Trap-shooting is puzzbng anynow in its whys and wherefores.
\ ou bar profefisionals, or class them, and you don't get the crowdYon don't bar them, and you don't, get the crowd anvhow. 1 am
not going to theorize about, the attendance here, because theweather is too warm for philosophy, hut we all hope the crowd
will pick np to-morrow.
The following are the scores of the day:
No. 1, 10 singles, 81:

Canrrney 110111 in1- 9 S Weed 0111010111-7
Oiborne OlllOOlUl- 7 Profzman 1100101110- 5Penn lllllOllfK)- 7 Porterfleld lllllOOlll- 8
Banford 1110111101-8 Shorty :illlimn-iO
Young iiomiiii- 9 J w... lyoioroi- 4Mumma 0111111111-9 Nestor..., UllOKMll-

7

Taylor UllOlidll- 8 McDonald 1111111101- 9
Rolston iniinilO-9 Parker 0111100111-7
GlasBford 0010111011-6

ouiiUUUl 7

Shorty first. All ties div.
No. 3, 15 singles, 81.50:

Courtney
^HKH'U^I'^inH^ Glassford 000111 lOOOfllOll- 7Santord lllllinilOllll-U Shorty llOlllOlllOOlll—11

Osborne millOlOllUlO-13 McDonald. . . . lOllllilimou-13
Fenn lliimillllOll-14 JW Ulllllimoill-U

S?u"c-?.:::..v.;lSl?l!i;i;!lfc!l rS!?„T"; ;:-KllS!!Jt
&a:::::::j;!J!fhSrg »i"iiami-iS
Ties div.
No. 3, $.50 guaranteed purse, 30 singles, $3:

Courtney.11111100111110111011-15 J W llOnOOlUlOUllrllO-ir
Young ...11111111111101111111-18 Nestor.. .100 miui 1 1^^^^^^^

Sanford .
.
11110110011101111111-17 Glassford 111 IWO 1 1111(1011-15

Penn lUllUlimillUl 11-30 Short v. . . .11111 lUUOrKllll III-17
Osborn . . .lllllllUnilllllOll-19 Mumma . .IILOJOI 1 1 1101(1 1 i waRike llOlOlimiimnill-18 Pierson.. lllWllOlllS l -ll
S Weed

.
,.11001011011010000110- 9 Davenp't 00.^111 lOl lllioiii^

Tay lor....llllOimiin 1010111-16 Parkei' ...lOiniliiiitWn mi 11-16
Stone IIUOUOOIOOOOOUOOO- 9 MoDoualdlOlllOlOlllOlO 11911-14

Ponn first, Osborn second, Porterfield and liike diy, third
Shorty and Sanford div. fourth. A fifth prize, sp-ciai, a huntintr
scene picture, was won by Parker on the shout o/T in the 16 hole
and. Ralston won sixth, special, a Heikes hand protector.
No. 4, 10 singles, $1:

Courtney 11111 Ull 1—10 Penn 1011111111— 9
Osborne nilUIOll- 9 f^lassford .lOllOlllll- 8
Vounpc lUUinOl- 9 McDonald Hllllllll-lO
Sanford 1111111111-10 Pjrtorfleld 1100111110- 7Mumma .IIOIIIILII- 9 Shorty OHOllOlOO- .5

Taylor 1010101101- e Nestor OIllllllOiJO-

5

Ralston niomiu- 9 S Weed 1000110011- 5Davenport 1111011110- 8 J W UOOlOOOli- ^
Ties div. Porterfleld fourth.

-LLUUiuuUil 5

No. 6, 30 singles, $3 8"0 guaranteed:
Courtney, limiOOlim^^^ Ralston. . .niOHOlOlOlOllll 100-13
Osborne.

.
Ill 11 0 111 UUll^

^^P^^-- • • nillOllOlOllOllllOl-1.5jo.iuijjc.
.

I j-xixiiuiijii ij_iLixi— ,vi oert 11 IIUUUIUI 111101— l.^i

Young. .
.
.OinilOllllOmwill 1-15 MiUer 110ll00001101110iOii-]3

^enn 11111111111111111111—30 ,| W IIOIIIWIOI 0101101101—13Penn i-i.Aj.j.j.jAAJXi.iiii_iL_i—«iy ,» w i ioiiimiunumiDnoi

—

yzMumma
.
ailllOlOOOOOllllO 110-13 Ne weome.l 1 ijOl 11 1 1 loOOlOl 11 1 Oil—11

Sanford . -nilllOlllllllllllll-19 Pierson. . .11111111101110111111-18
Taylor. ...lUltXdlllOHH 01111 -16 Parker . . .101 [((fj 01 S'lll-13Brown ., ,10111011011110110111-15 Glassford.ll01f001111010l)10O10-ll
Stone llOlillOlOUllllOOll-ln Rrubaker.OlODllOUOOlOllllOlO-ll
Rike OlllUlllOUOOUOIll -15 James .... hXlOllOllOOOOOllllOO- 9
McDonaldllllllininininil-20 Bu mett . . .11 MllOloSll TO-13
Shorty. .

.
OlllOllllllUlOlllll-17 Nestor. . . . lOlOllOllOllllOlioil-14

Hamia . , , .00101011000imi010l)-10
niuiiuii m
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Penn and McDonald dir. first, Odborne aad Saliford div. ssooncl,

Pieremi rliird, iind Shorty fourth.
No. 6, 15 siiiglpp, $l.f)0 rutry:

Courtney lllllllKinill—M Davenport. . . .111110101110111—13

Mtimma 111011111010101- 11 Shorty 111111101111111-14

Hanford 111011111111011—13 PeTin IlimnimilU-M
Yontig 111011101111111-13 J W ooinioiooioiu- 9

Osbome 111111111111111-15 McDonald Ill 111101111110-13
Taylor... 011011111111111-13 Hike lIlUllimiHIl-W
Osborne first, ?ecoDd and third div., Davenport four! h.

Extra aweop. 15 singles, -ISl Wl entry: Courtney 11, Osborne l.").

Young 11, Saiiford 14, Small Weed 10. Rike 14. BroAVu 13, Stone, 10,

Pennl3. Mumma 11, McDonald 12, Albert 10, Pier.son U, J. W. 9,

Sborty 11. Ties div.
Ext.ra Pweep, 15 pintrles, Sl-RO entry: ('ourtnrv 14, Sauford 15,

Osborne 11, Penn IS.-Vuimj; 15, Rikp, ]J, piereou 13, ll.'mna 7, Stone
11, Shorty 14, Mcnonald It:, Mumma. 11, Poriertiekl 11, Taylor 10,

,laracR r,, Parkt?r 13, Nestor 9. Bro^-n 11. Ties div.
]< xti-.'i. r wf,ep, 10 Binglep, f 1: Oonriney 8, Sanford 0, O.sborn 10,

i'ciiJi S, Xnnvg 10, Rike 9, Piorson 10, Davenport 8, Stone 7. .1. W.
McDonald 8, Shorty 10, Munama. 5, BroAvn 10, Parker 8, Brubaker

.5, Hanua 5. Ties div., Smne fourth alone.
Extra sweep, 10 singles, $1: Courtney S. Stone (i, Sanford 10,

Young 9, Rike. 10, Penn 7, Shorty H. Brown 6, James 4, Bagga 7,

McDonald Tie.'^ div,, Yoinis Eecond alone.
Kxtra swoop, 10 .Hiunlen, SP Courtney 7, Sanfnjd 10, Ophorn 9,

Pt-nn 8, Riko 7, Youns^ 10, Taylor 9, Protzman K, Sni,all Weed 0,

Mumma McDonald 8. Ties div. Tbis closed tbe sbootlng tor
the day.

We6m.esduv,SMoM Hay^ Sept. 16.

Tbe weather was clear and bright, becoming very warm in tbe
afternoon. The shooting attendance was about the .saruR, though
many more spectators were on baud. Tbe gu'irantees were by
consent moditipcl, so that the managemeut w'U bo, protected. Os-
born again wnnfirst daily aversge, 81 out of Si iti ihe i^narantees.
Sfnborn, 2d, SO. Scott McDonabi chased theiu boih f.ir awhile in
the average. Courtney, a trifle used up by a coll, fell down below
Average pretty often, though bis name "wa.s the fir.st in everventry.
Penn and Osboru left for home to-nigbt. The battery of 10 trap.s

\vas of 5 bluerock and ,5 Keystone traps, eacb throwing its own
bird. Tbe ecorp

:

Esira sweep. 10 singles, SI: Courtney 10, "Riko 6, Young 7, Penn
8, Pierson 8, McDonald 9, Stone 4, Mamma 7, Brown ,5, Sanford 9,

Artz9, Court DPv first al07ie. Ties div.
Extra sweep, 10 singles, SI: Courtney 0, McDonald 8, Mumma 8,

Stone 7, Brown 7, Sanford 10, Young Artz5, Penn 10, Rike 9,

Piereon 9. All ties div.

No. 11, 10 singles, %V.

Oourlney IIOIOUIOO— 6 Brown lllOllllll— 9
McDoiiaid 1111111111-10 Craig 0001100000-3
Young , Iirimoil— 9 SmallWeed 1011011111-5
Sauford 1111110011-8 Stone OlllOOlUl- 7
Penn ,.1011111111— !) J W ....0001110111— 7
Mumma UlUlllOl— 9 Davenport 0011111110- 6

Osborne 1101111111- 9 Albert U110U1111-
Shorty 1111111011- 8
Pieison 1010101111- 9
Barrs 0001000110— 3
Protzman 1001101111— 7

Wa,lil 1UHI000100— 8

Bunt 0111101101— 7

RiJse 1111111111-10
Porterfield 0101010111— 6

Ties Hiv.
No. 13, 15 singles. $1..50:

Oonrtuey 111111110101010-11 Bike lllOllimilOflO-11
McDonald 111111111111111-15 Smill Weed ..lOlUlOnOlUOl-11

Young 101111111111110-13 Brown 111010111111101-12
Penn llllllOOllllUl-ia Shorty lUlUlllOlllll-M
Osborne 111110111111111-14 Stone 011111100011111—11
Sanford 011111111111111—14 Porterfi eld, .. .000101101111111—10
Bunt Oil 111 101001 lU-U Pierfon 111111010111111-13
Mumma lOOOlUlUlllOl-U Wall 011010101110000- 7
Craig 011111111011011—11 Barrs 011001110111001— 9
Ties div.
No. 13, $76 guaranteed by Parker Gun On . 35 singles, S3:

Courtney .01101001111001011100110101—15
Oaborne lllllOnillllllOlUllllll—23
Small Weed 10l1]lH101t)llimill0101-20
Penn. 1100111111111111001001011-18
T H Craig « OOtlOlltl UOIOIOOOOIOOOOOO- ..

Young lllllb.'OllOUlllOOlinill—20
Sanford IllOlllUlOlllllUllllUl—^'2

Burt luomiioiiiiommiioo—15
WaUl 100101 OUOi lOUllOOOOnilOll—11
Rike lllimillil.')Ullllllllll-34
McDonald niOllllllimilimoiiOl-22
Mumma 1 lOlllUlOl lllllOllll 1 1 11—23
^''horty lllllllimilllOllllOUlO—22
Pierson 1111111110111001100111011-19
Brown 11011 11 1 llt)101101110(X)1 11—18
Stone lOlOlllOLlOlOl 11101111011-18
Albert., 1101111111111111111111110-33
Barrs 101 lOlllll 1111 111 01000010-17
Craig 0111110010(300010010000111-11

J W 00101011 llllOlOtl 1 llllOll-lS
Hike first, Osborn and Albert div. second, Sanford, McDonald,

Mumma and Sborty div. third, Young and Small Weed div.
fourth.
No. 14, 15 singles, $1 50:

Courtney 111011101111010-11 Shorty. . . . . . , .111111110111111—14
San ford Ollll 1111 11 1 11 1-14 Pi^Tion OlllUlOHllOlO-l 1

Albert lOllKHJlllOllll-ll McDonald 011111111111111-14
Penn 010111111111111-13 Brown 111111111101101—13
Osborn llOllllOlllUll- 13 Mumma 111111111011110-13
Young 111111111111111-15 B.iggs 111111111101010-12
Wake OlOUtiOOllOlOlOl- (5

Voung fir't, aloue; second and third div.; B.iggs fourth alone.
No. 15, ,S30 e:uaraui> ed. 30 singles, $2:

Courtney. 11111111011111111000—16 Pierson .. .01111111111111111111—19
Osborn... .11111111111111111 111-20 Hike 01110100011011111101-13
Young. . . .11101101011110101111—15 MeDonaldlllllllOlllllllOllll—19
Penn 11111111110111111111-19 Albert.... lOUIOOllO^illlllOlOO-lS
Wake II 010100111001010 1 10-1 1 Barr ^ OtOOlllOOllOl 1001000-10
Sand ford . .111 Ulllllllll 101111 -1 9 Mumma - , 1110110110111111011 1 -16
Sm'lWeedlllOniOllOlllllllOO -15 Brown.... 01111111011011101100-14
Shorty.... 11111111111110111011-18 Stockert .01000080101101100000— 6

Osborn first, alone: second div.; Shorty third alone; fourth div.
No. 16, 15 singles. 81 50:

Courtney lOOlP 101010110- 8 McDonald.... 110111111111111-14
Sanford 1111 11011111111 -14 Rikfi 111111110010111—13
Parker 101111101111111-13 Shorty 111011111010111-13
Penn lllllllllUll 10 -14 Pier,-=on 111110111101010-11
Osborn 111111101001101-11 Mumma 111011111111111-14
Young OlllimilUlOl-13 Brown 100111111111111-13
Barrs lUlOOOOiOl 1010

Stone 111111111111101-14
Albert 011111111100111-12
Ellieott first aloue; ties div.

No. IT, 20 singles, $2, $30 guaranteed:

S Weed llllOtliailOlOO— 9
Oonek liaKXilOOlOOOlO— 5
ElUco tt llllllllUlllll-15

Courtnev.lOllllOillllllOOOin-lO
Osborne . .11111111011111111011-18
Rike ioniioimiioiiiiio-16
Penn 11111111011111111111-19
Sanford ..11111111111111111111-20

Shorty.... 11111111111111111101—19
P lerson ... 100 1 0101 1 1 1111111011—15
McDonalfllllllllOllllOlOlllll—17
Mumma..lOlOlllllllllinilOl—1'
Stone 01111111111011011111—1

Young. . . .OOllOlllOllOlllllUl-lo Barrs 1000000111111001 1100-10
Port'rfl'ld llllOllllllonillOlll-16 Brown. . .. 01011111011000111111-14
Protzman 10*1<J1111110101 110100 -13
Sanford first alone, Shorty and Penn div. second, Osborne third,

McDonald. Mumma and Stone div. fourth.
No. 18, 15 singles, S1.50:

Courtney IIIIIOIIOOIOIOI-IO Parker 011000111111000— 8

...011111111111111-14 Stockert 001100011011100—7

...111111111110011—13 McDonald 101111111111011—18
Osiiorn 011111101111110—12
Mumma 111111111101001—13
Sh.irty 100111111101111-12
Brown llOlOOlllllOllI -11

Young
Albert
Penn 011111011110110—11
Sanford 111111111111111-15
Birrs Oil 0001110 i KfW- 7

S:one 010111' 01001111- 9

Swford first. Young .second; tie= div.

No. 19, $30 euarH.riteed. 20 single.s. $2:

Courtney. 0)110001111101101111-14 Rike 10111111111011110111-17
Young ... .11111111111111111110-1!) P^nn 11001110111111111111-17
Osborn... .1111 1111111111111111—20 McDoDaWllOlllllOmmiOlll-17
Albert. . IKXlUOllllllllllOll—18 Mumma. lOOOOmiOOUlOllill-lb
P' rt'r field lOlOlOOllOllllOOOOlO—10 S tone 11 1111 0110101101 1000—13
S Weed . . .IIOIOIOKKMOOII 1111—12 Shorty. . . .11111111111111111111—20
Sanford ...1111111101111111 1111—19 Brown . .10111111100111111110—16
Bunt 11101101111111101111-17 Barrs 11110011110110001111—14
Osborn and Sliortv rtiv. first. Young second; ties div.
No. 20. 10 singles, |1:

Coun.ney llllllllol- 9 McDonald lllllllPl—10
Wabl - tiioiululll— 6 Shorty 1111110111— 9

Ba'rs OnillOOOl- 0 Albert 1111011111— 9

EUicoic lOllinilO- H Osborn 1111101110- 8

Parker OlloiiMOU- 5 LC 1111111101- 9

Stone.,.., imiiniO— 9 Kirbv 0101101111- 7

Sanford 1111111111-10 Brown 1111111111—10
Young lion i nil- 9 Rike OlUllOiU—

8

Mtimma 1011111111— 9

All ties div.

Exh'a sweep, 10 singles, fl: Courtnt^v 0, Stone 8, Young .S. Elil-

cott 7, Mumma 0. Oonk 7, Sanford 10. Fievsoi: 7, Small Weed 6, Mc-
Donald 10 Portertield 8, Barrs 5, L. C. 7, Kirh,v 0, Wabl 4, Albert
8, Osborn 9, Browu 9. All tie? div.
Extra sweep, 10 sint'leF, ,1i5l: Stone 9. Young 10, Kllioott 8 Brti-

baker 8. Sanford 8, L. C. Brown 7, Strong 9, McDonald 9, Bunt 8,

Osborn 9. Young first. Brown fourth. Ties div.
This clfised tbe shooting, which had been pretty steady all day.

To-morrow the shooting will be alto.tcetber at Entrlish sparrows,
at which class of sport Da.yion probably rjiuka lirst in the
country.
A number of the shooters were very pleasanth entertained in

the residence of Mr. and Mrs. S.vlvester Tronp. Master Mark
Troup, aged 11, violinist ,'ind Master Carl, a';ed 13, cornetis', ar-
companied by Miss Emma Rhunk, n-xi'd 1 i>' ; ii"3t, discour.«ed
some very taking melody. These Hf no tyros or
bunglers, but musicians, and 'isplayi ii < j'j- ^. Mf one could not
have expected. Mr. Havlcy Troekmorton, ot (JniUicotbe, who, by
the way, is doing the oflicial scorine, was also called upon and
kept the audience delighied rr convulsed for over two hours.
Mr. Throckmorton plays 22 di iferent, ioptrumeuts. including every
stringed instrtiment known, and in an of cxcepiional merit
at. guitar and violin. He \^ sometlniuf oi a celelinty. and bas
traveled upon the theatrical roa.d v,'itb various cnLunauies. His
imitations of the negro .-md other dialects were pure fuu, notably
in the song whore he described the ethnological and pliysiolngical
reasons why tbe negro, the 'possum and the ban.jn are always
found in close .iuxtaposition. The most charming of this young
man's bp cialties. however, is that of the musical glasses, at which
old but ever charming feature he is simply delightful. If tbnre be
music in heaven, surely it must be thethi". sweet, weird music of
the trembling crystal. Mr. Scott McDonald also asaisted with the
violin and guitar, on each of which he is an adept, and a favorite
among those who "follow the circuit." Allin aU. the evening was
unique and friicilous in id^a aud performance, and Mr. aid
Mrs. Troup I'l ^ '- '- •^rY hearty thanks for their courtesy. The
following w i Messrs. A. G. fjimrtney, Syracusp, N.
Y.; Harry I'a i

.
i

:
i

,
,

fliio; j . H, Strone and C. A. Young, Sprine-
field; J. H. Bninaker, E. Hardy, Phil Wall, M. Langdon, Dr. J. A.
Romspert, L. K. Buntain and Scott McDonald, Dayton: G-eo. C,
Osborne, Toledo; M. C. Sanford, Town.send, Oaio; W. J. Pierson,
Tipp City; Harley Throckmorton, Chillicothe

Tliwrsfiay, 1 Mrd Day, Sept. 17.

This was sparrow day. The targets were laid aside, and tbe
attention of the shooters was confined to the Dayton specialty,
the big-beaked Eaglish birds. To those not thoroughly familiar
with this form of sport, souae detailed moation of it may prove of
interest. In many feattu'es it is as clearly entitltd to the name of
sport as either target or live pigeon shooting.
In the first place, tbe English sparrow is an unlovely bird, pes-

tiferous, quarrelsome and mean of habit. No sympathy attaches
to him either in his capture or his taking off. States offer
bounties on his bead. He is execrated as a nuisance and a fraud.
If then we use such a bird as a target, it is quite as well, let us
say, as that we should use so gentle and lovable a bird as the
domestic pigeon. Sentiment might, possibly in some minds attach
to tbe latter bird; to the sparrow, none whaiever.
In tbe next place, the sparrow lias elements of gameness.

Naturally pugnacious and very hardy, it is prompt from the
trap, and a vigorous flyer for its size. This and its diminutive
size make it a difficult targ'^t. The scores show this to-day. It

takes practice to make a good sparrow shot.
In the third place, the sparrow keeps fairly well in confinement.

Nest, it is easy to handle. L tstly, it is abundant and reaoy to
be oaugh', if you know how to do that. They know bow to do
that in Dayton, the art having been thorouebly mastered by that
genitts, Mr. L. K. B'.intain, (^ne of the best known figures of Day-
ton sportsmanship. Mr. Buntain is county game warden, and
was lately State warden. It was be who fisured Tbi^i summer in
the shooting scrape reported in ForeoT ak^d Stream, ho being
obliged *o shoot twn roughs who resisted arrest and assaulted
him. One of these fellows bid fwir to die. and was reportpd as
dead, but botli are now recovermg. Mr. Baniaiu gave himself up
at once after the shooting, but within an hour there was a bond
of 8150,000 waiting to see bim released, !i,nd that was the last of
that trouble. "Next time you take a Winchester," said the chief
of polire, ' and shoot 'em harder." Well, Mr. Buntain, besides
bis diiiies as warden, has found time to study the sparrow ques-
tion closely. He will some day wri*e a paper for Forest and
Stream, and tell what he has seen of their hatiits. It is Mr. Buu-
tain's sparrow traps which have caught most of the sparrows
shot in D.^yton, though some few of the birds are imported from
Indianapolis, The way in which these traps work was shoivn
me.
Sparrows can be caught in two ways, by the wall net or by the

ground trap. Tbe wall net is a rolling net, run up on a high
square frame against the ivy walls where the birds roost. It is

used only at night. The frame is placed against the wall and the
net then drops down from above, rolling on itselt aad scraping
the birds from the wall into the bottom of the net. This is not so
interesting as the ground trap, for daylight use, which is Mr.
Bnntain's own device.
This trap, as shown to me, is a wooden frame, say 5ft. square.

At two sides are strong spirah, which work just like those on the
double-end rat trap, and operate, each, two sticks which serve as
stretchers or supports for the netting which makes the bodv of
the trap. This net is made of two sections, which meet in the mid-
dle when the trap is sprung, making a cover over the imprisoned
birds, which is precisely like an A tent of netting, about 18in. or
so in height. When the trap is set, the supporting sticks are laid
back, end to end, and stuck into the hollow frame of the ground
work. The net is alsri tucked neatly into the hollow frame and
the burlaps flaps are drawn over all. All you can then see is a
frame 5ft. square, its sides say of 4in. section, the top covered
with a strip of gunny sack. Bury tuis frame if you like, or cover
it with straw, and cover tbe ground within with bait, and you are
ready for tmsiness. This trap Cau be made large or small and can
iDe extended indefinitely by adding more net. Mr, Buntain has
one covering Misq. ft. He sets this big trap in an orchard, and has
caught 3.000 sparrows at that one place. He has caught 53 spar-
rows at one haul in the little 4X5f t. trap.
"At first sparrows are very shy of the trap," said Mr. Buntain,

"unless you bury it or cover it very well, but they soon get used
to it and will get to lighting on the frame. I bait with cracked
corn, and after a while they will get to feeding there in flocks.

When you see a lot of birds in the trap yon just pull the string and
you've got 'em. Not one escapes the net."
"You have to be very careful in getting the birds out of the net,

and not let any get away. If you let a bird get off, he will sit

around there all tbe time, and give the thing away in sparrow
English to the other birds. You won't catch anymore sparrows
till you kill that bird. I keep a Flohert for those fellows, though
very few ever get away. Sometimes I have an opening in ihe
net, and put a box with a false bottom in it next to this opening.
The birds go into this, thinking thpt is the way out. It is easy,
however, to get them out of the net by hand. I just reach in and
take them out, 5 or 6 at a handful."
In captivity the sparrows fight a great deal and injure eacb

other, but tliey are hardy. Cracked corn is the best feed for
them, aud plenty of air is necessary. Birds kept for a week or so
after netting are better flyers than when handled on the same day
they are taken, as in the latter case they are weak from efforts at
escape.
In the shooting to-day the handling was done by Mr. Buntain,

assisted by 5 boys who put the birds into the traps. The birds were
in t wo-story boxes. 50 in each compartment,. Mr. Buntain thrust
his hand in through the wire gate (or snmelimes ilirough an old
stocking, arranged eel-lrap fashion, for a door) and brought nut a
handful of birds at a time. The boys were instructed to hold the
birds by the neck, the body below tbe thumb, and the head eui.

The traps for the shooriug « ere ,5 in number, very neat little

things, a*- out 4 .•; Bin. Tnej' are the invention of Dr. Parker, of
Dayton. Bach cotisists ot two sectious, closing together, box form,
by two spiral springs inside. The pull on tie cord draws the springs
apart, the box falls in half, leaving the bird on the bottom. IE at
all normal, tne bird starts at once, and the. sharp clap of the trap
closing together behind it gives it a good scare to make it go
ahead. This it does very often successfully. At 26ydft. rise the
bird looks about as big as a bumble-hee. Out of No. 1 and No. 5

traps it IS only 45ft. to the 25yd. boundary (measured from No. 3

trap). You must stand dose behind the shooter to see the fun
clearly, but fun enough it is to sec tlie wiry little rascals dust
out of it. The scores will show how often they do that.

The proper load for sparrows would seem to be No. 123, Most
of the shooters used No. lOj. I liked the sliooling of Mr. Sanford,
of Townsend, very much, and he told me he used 12? in both bar-
rels. The birds should be grassed close to the trap.-, as their
twisting flight will save them, as the fine shot do not always by
any menus knock them down, aod the Tiattern rapidly spread's

and weakens after 30yds, Fine shot have not tbe velocity of large
and need some driving power behind them. Mr. Sanford told me
heu^ed 41r8. of 10-bore trap \''ood piwder, about ISxrs., in his 13-

gauge guns. This because he could not get tbe li.'-bore grade at
nand. Mr. Young, the clever trap shot from Springfleld, verv
successful at targets, haa hard luck at the sparrows, and so did
"Shorty" Brown, the pride of the Miami Valley. All in all, star-

row shooting is a crado of sport in itself, ond needs study, experi-
mKot and nractice, Scott McDonald, Dv. Parker, and others of
the Dayton mm are good at it. I ahould like to see the sport take
hold in Chicago. We have liirds cnougit there, nnd they can be
caught. At the next Illinois Si;,ate tournament this sport should
have a showing, and to in.stire amoothnefis Mr. Bnnlain should ba
induced to take charge of the details. As conducted here at Day-
ton to-day, sparrow shooting is a sport and one which should be
fostered.
The usual price paid at Dayton f ir the sparrows is 3 cents a

piece. The Slate offers a bounty of 30 cents a doz^n, I believe.
Illinois pays 3 cents a head during December ami January. The
birds were shot to-day at 10 centR a I'ird, wliich makes this shoot'
ing a very good thine for a management. At Scents a bird if

that were possible, this target would be more popular, but the
slowness of the shooting would render that price impossible,
doubtless, though, it is far more ra,pid than pigeon shooting.
Following are the scores:
No. 1, 10 sparrow.^. p2 iiird^ extra:

Mumma :.'IOOluiJll3— 6 Sanford 1111111111—10
Dv Parker 2il:.'12ll21-10 Protsman 1202t)02001— 5
Rike 0101212101-7 McDonald 1111210211-9
Young.. 0111211001— 7 Hannah 1011213101— 8
Troup 1101111001— 7 Shorty imilllU—10
Parker, Sanford and Short y div. first. McDonald second alone,

Hanna h third alone, Riko, Yountr and Troup div. fourth.
No. 3, special. 15 sparrow?;, S3, 50, birds extra:

Hannah 011102121121001—11 Mumma 010220110322110—10
RtKe 11U11012L1201 1-13 Shorty 011011110113100—10
Tronp. 010100100132010 - 7 McDonald 1312311 12021110—13
Baggs 111101011011111—12 Sanford 100111211110111-13
Dr Parker 021121011210113—13 Young- lOOOOOlOlUOllO- 7
Craig 11210inH21]01-i:3

Rilie, (Jraig an't McDonald div. first, Parker, Baggs and Sanford
div. second, Hannah tliird aloue, Mumma and Shorty div. fourth.
No. 3, .special, 10 sparrows, $1, 3 moneys, birds extra:

McDonald 1111110111- 9 Rike 1010111111— 8
Young 1220000101- 5 Kirby 112100010L— 6
Troup. 1102001001- 5 Mumma 1000111112— 7

*Ne3tor 0000201 1 4 L C 1111111122—1

0

*^mall Weed 0001110011- 5 Sanders 1103100020- 5
Sanford. 1111111111-10 Hannah 0001101120-5
C A Johns 2002011111- 7 Biges 1110111011— 8
Sandford md L. C. div. first, McDonald second alone, Rike and

Baggs div, third.
*Not in sweep; paid for birds onty.
No. 4, 10 sparrows, S2, birds extra:

L C 1110101101— 7 Baggs 1210111000— 6

Parker 2101111111— 9 Potterfield 0102111011— 7
McDonald 1111112210- 9 NO 0013020101— 5

C S Johns 2101110212— 8 young 2212121000— 7
Kirby 3111211112—10 Hanna,. 1102112202— 8
Sanford 1111111011— 9 R ke 3110111111— 9
G .Sanders 01.22022111— 8 Shortu- 1100201132— 7
Kirby first alone, Parker, McDonald, Sanford and R\k6 div.

second, Johns, Sander and Hanna div. third, L. C, Porterfield,
Young and Sborty div. fourth.
No. 5, S50 guaranteed, 25 sparrows, $5, birds extra:

M' Dona Id .-. . .0112111111 1131 122111 11111—34
Rike 10101 1 312201 1 5011111 1111 1—22
1. C 10000131101o2ni222111301—18
Parker 211313m3211312H0121331—24
B q ggs 10011111 111 2113111 1111100-21
Hanna 21 031 3101 1 1311 211 2 11 1 1001-31
Sander 10ln012212112200110£ni02-18
Sanford 11 1111 3111111 Ul 111011111—24
Young 2U111103201011 1U 1111110-21
Kirby U21011121133112111111110-23
Shorty OUlOllOll 122011120111111-20
McDonald, Parker and Sanford div, first, Kirby second alone.

Rike third alone, Boggs, Hanna and Young aiv. fourth.
At the close of the 25-bird event it was nearly sundown. Con-

siderable dissatisfaction was expressed among the shooters that
the 1.5-bird event, ©75 guaranteed purse, was not shot as pro-
grammed. This could have been shot as billed, instead of delay-
ing it till so late it was impossible to shoot it; but as other guar-
antees had been left out or modified by con.i^eut, and as several of
the shooters had expressed a willingness for that courso out of
courtesy for the management, tbe latter availed itself of the sug-
gested relief and the heavier guarantee was not shot. It will have
been noticed that the 875 purse gnarantepd by the Parker gun
people was not modified, hnt shot. This seeming unfair to a non-
resident and simply courteous firm, I inquired of the management
whether the Parkers would be asked to foot the loss, and was told
that the management would make good all or part of such to
Parker Bros. This, under the circumstances, wouid be thH only
fair thinf to do Trap-shooting as a sport is governed only by a
loose and indeflniie code, having no such firm rules, for instance,
as has tbe turf for guidance. Shooters come to a tournament,
allracted by good guarantees advertised. A guarantee is no guar-
antee, and not, therefore, good faith, unless paid or modified by
consent. Such consent should be general and unmistakable, and
this alone is the 1 est of the ethics in the case. I have no doubt in
tho world that so fair and generous men as these thought that
consent absolute, nr they would themselves have insisted on a
strict following of the programme. There seems but small moral
in this, except that managements should be extremely careful
in offering guarantees. I fancy, for instance, that the Interstate
Association has had to foot its euarantees when they did not fill.

It is the supposition that this is to be done in any such case and
under any management. 1 think the boys will all be back next
year at Dayton, however, and will have a good time again.
I have not figured the individual winnings very closely. San-

ford told me be was about £50 ahead at the close of the second
day. He won also to-day. Osborne must have been something
like that ahead on his two da\s, as he and Sanford shot close to
each other. Penn, McDonald, Young, R'fce and others must have
oeen substantially ahead of tbe game. Besides the four moneys
each event had one or more special merchandise prizes, the total
of these footing .S200. These were apportioned finally as follows:
Young and Weed a pair of vases; Courtney, Porterfield and .T.W.,

a pair of trousers, ownership not yet concluded, though Courtney
claims them; Prot/.man, a whisk broom and holder; Parker, a
box of cigars and a picture, a hunting scene, Ralston, a Heikes
baud protector; Taylor, a silver cup and a silk bat, Courtney pre-
senting his half of the latter; Mumma and J. W. each a quart of
whisky and a band protector; "I'ouog, a hand protector; Weed, a
hunting coat; Buntain, Craig, Mumma, Stone. Rike and Qf.ne.

eacb a hand protector: Pierson. J. W., Siofie and Brown, each a
quart of Col. Pepper's firewatei; Pierson. a hand protector; Pier-
son and Osborne, a shell case, ownership not yet settled; Rike
and Porterfield, a hat between them: Penn and Brown, a silver
cup, not decided; Courtney, a silver cup and a lot of perfume;
Barrs and Wabl. a hand protector; Mumma, a hat; Shorty, a
bamboo rod; Baggs, a hunting coat. AU these various things
were contributed by tbe generous local merchants, after the
ancient and inexplicable custom by which trap-shooters and man-
agements go begging and get something for nothing from tliose

who often have no interest, financial or other, in the sport.
Dayton as a trap-shooting city is of the best, and her promise

for the future is good. The town is also the center of an excep-
tionallv strong game protective society, and the observance of
the law is enforced for a large section thereabout. Dayton has
further a strong kennel club and a good rifle organization.

E. Hough.

WORCESTER, Mass., Sept. 13.—The meet this week at Coal

.

Mine Brook range of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club was the
last before the opening of the bird season. The principal event
was the last of the series of the classification series. Each man
had a possible 30 clay pigeons in the classifleation and 10 in the
class. The work of each follows: G. J. Rugg26, M. D. Gilman 34,

J, K. Tolmau 34, The money was divided according to the stand-
ing of the ihr» o men. Following is the classification and class B
shoots, thp first at 30 birds and the second at 10:

Edward Welsh 20 8 Chas Forehand 30 5

ABRClaflin 14 8 A L Gilman 15 5

B S Knowles 17 7 G P Harvey 17 4

A B F Kinney 16 7 H H Gabeler 8 t
Geo Holden 31 6 Edward Parker 14 3
EFSwan 12 H .Joseph Bertels 10 .3
GeoMcOlellen 5 6

BOSTON. Sept. 20.—The weather conditions were perfect for
shooting this afternoon, and there was a good attendance of mem-
bers of 'he .Jamaica Plain Gun Club at its range at Clarendon
Hills. Some excellent scores were made by the marksmen. The
merchandise match was the first event, tbe scores resulting as
follows: Ten bluerock=: Snow 8, Moore 8, Needham 7, Adams 5,

Barrett 8, Wadsworth 5, Wetherbee 9, Swan 4, Welister 1, Heiiner
1, Johnson ti. Wethei bee first. Snow, Barrett and Moore second,
Needham third. Seventeen sweepstake matches were shot im-
mediately at the conclusion of the merchandise match.

PHiLADELPHL\. Sept. 12.- The orack Pencoyd Gun Club, of
ManayunV, was defeated by the Modoc tiun Club, of Clifton
Heights, in an exeiiing contest on the latter's grounds tc-day, at
25 Keystones per man, 6-man teams, by a seore of 108 to 101.
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THEZINTER-STATE LEAGUE.
THE third of the series of five contests for the iBter-State live

Mrd chiampionship came off Thursday ]aet upon the grounrls
of the Central Gim Club, at Branohport, N^J. The first of the
series was shot on the grounds of the Atlantic Bod and Gun Club,
at Coney Island, in May, and resulted in a victory for the Newarks
with a score of 87. The second contest, in July, upon the grounds
of the Coney Island Rod and Gan Club, was a tie on 86 between
the Newarks and Centrals. On this, the third naeeting, the old
Fountain Gun Club came to the front and won in a walk, kiiling
94 out of a possible 100, thus establishing a record that is likely to
stand for many a day to come. The best, ou record for a ten man
team, previous to the wonderful performance of the Fountains,
was that made by the Newarks agatnst the AUentown (Pa.) Cluij,
at Erb's in 1890, when from five unitnown ground traps they killed
a total of 9,3.

The weather conditions on the day of this, the third contest,
were superb, and an enthusiastic audience of fully 500, amontr
whom were a large number of ladies, witne'^sed the contest. The
new grounds of the Centrals are conveniently located to the rail-
road depot at Branchport and were only recently secured, the
shooting house and fences having been erected within the past
month.
Promptly at 11 A. M. the captains of the different t^ams,

Qaimby for the Newarks. J. L. Price of the Centrals, Judge Ken-
neth Sutherland of the Atlantics, Hugh McLaughlin of the Conev
Islands and A. W. Phelps of the FouutainB came together anil
agreed upon Hugh Goodwin, of Brooklyn, for r<^feree. In drawing
for positions the Atlantics came first. Coney Island .=econd,
Newark third, Central fourth and FouutRiu fifth. The shooting
was in squads of five, one man from each club, the traps being
shot down according to indicator, each contestant knowing his
trap. Before beginning the shooting Secretary Pentz announced
that any man leavins or turning from the .score with either loaded
or empty .shells in his gun would be fined. This commendable
ground rale was rigorously enforced and considerable merriment
was caused by Ben West in collecting the penalties. At H;l.'i A.M.,
R. E. Morris, of the Atlantic Club, stepped to the score and the
match began.
Fountain G. C. of Brooklyn. Atlantic K. & G. C. of Conev Id.

L T Davenport (38) .1212222112-10 C E Morris (30) 2111212131—10
Bess Tan Riper (28)2221111122-10 R Dwyer (30) 2212211111-10A Eddy (30) 1102212121- 9 Ed Maginis [SO) I811121212-10
C Fisher (28) 1212111021— 9 J B Voorhees (30). .2111210200- 7
J"James" (30) 1222212121—10 J Bennett (30) 1111.22ol21— 9
E H Garrison (30). .o201212112— 8 E Helgens (28) 2122111210- 9
Ben West (28) ]linn2ol— 9 B PLanoike (-30) .. .0122212131— 9W Levene (28) 1111211212-10 .S Balzer (2.s) 22221oll01— 8
Dr Wynn (28) 1113222111-10 H Kronika (80) 0111122211- 9
C Wlngert (30) 1111011211— 9 S Northridge (28). ..1131121111—10

91
Newark G. C. of Newark.

Sam Castle (28) 0111111102- -S

Quint McGall (28)..121200o132- 7
C M Hedden (28). ...20o02222ia— 7
Wra Gi'een (38) . . , .0011221221— 8
A Freche (28) 2221111111—10
Dr Ziglio (28) 2222122222—10
Ed Collins (28) .... 122ol02101— 7HA Penrose (28). ..1121222110-- 9
ChrisRei'^hardl (28)1201121101- 8W Fred Quimby (30)1211121212-10

94
Central G. C. of Long Branch.
GeoCubherlv (28). .322111olll— 9
E Francis (28) 1222211021— 9
E E Tabor (38) 2o22120in— 8
C H Wooley (28) .... 1222121212-10
EW Price (28) 2212122213-10
E M Cooper (28) . . . 3112101o22— 8
J L Price (28) 0212212120- 8

H C White (30) . . . .21111oloi2- 8
.T Lumbreyer (28). ..01022.-.'2111— 8
J Van Dyke (28). . . .2111:212212-10

88 84
Coney Island Rod and Gun Club, of Broofclvn.

C Detlefsen (38). . . .1212213122-10 J Schmadke (30). . ..2121210211- 9
Fred Pfaender (28).2201012122— 8 Adam Ennig (30). . .02o0,52221()- fi

Dr Van Ord (30). . . .ol21222122— 9 W Lair (30) 21--.'122O201- ,^

I Hyde (30) 0111011112— 8 H McLaughlin (2*:) .0021111010- (i

J Schlierman (28).. 0211001111— 8 _
Frank Lanzer (28).. 0201221213- 8 79
At i:20 P.M.. just 5 hours and 5 minutes from the start, the con-

test was concluded, and hearty cheers rang out for the victors.
The contest throughout was a pleasant one. Dot a .iar of any kind
occurring. The referee, Mr. Goodwin, undoubtedly, tried to "he im-
partial and although on three different occasions his decisions
were manifestly incorrect they were accepted by the captains
without a murmur. The first of three decisions occurred on Van
Riper's eigtb bird; the bird, slightly hit, was coming in when one
of the trapping boys jumped and caught it; the bird would cer-
tainly have given out, st ill the referee allowed another bird, which
was killed. The second decision was oa Heddea's thLrd bird:
both barrels had been discharged and no challenge had been
made. When (he next man had shot the bird got up and flew out
of bounds; the bird could have been easily gathered but the referee
decided lost bird. The third was on J. L. Price's second bird,
which lit in a tiee on the back boundary, the bird was at; a much
greater height than the Inclosure, but a dead hird was allowed.
As soon as the contest was concluded Mr. Ben West announced

that the clam bake at Price's Pleasure Bay Hotel would be ready
at 5 o'clock, and on behalf of the Central Club he inviied the
visiting teams and their friends to take the carryalls that were in
waiting to convey them to the hotel. As there was time for a
sweepstake a 5-bird affair was gotten under way, and with 23
names on the score card was soon run off under the r&pic'-flring
system with the following result:
Sweepstakes at o live birds, $5 entrance, 3 moneys:

Ed Collins 22111-.'= W P Quimby 2.3210—4
S Castle 11212—.") W Green 02121-4
C M Hedden l]122-.'j W H Perrine 212o2—

4

J Lumbreyer '>VSi2-5 E M Cooper 13120—4EH Garrison 21232-.T J Schliermann 02211—4
li Davenport 11112—n E Francis ...11011—4
C H Wooley 21232—5 A Freche 00123—3
QMcGaU 21311-5 A Eppig 20131—3
Dr ZigUo 11221—5 F Hyer 00U2—

3

F Beale 22222-5 WCady 00111—3
Dr WjTia 11111—5 P Daly, Jr 00110—3
J Riggot... 12232-5
Ties div.
Upon arriving at the Pleasure Bay Hotel tables were found

arranged upon the lawn, with covers laid for 300. The party im-
mediately sat down. For an hour the dusky waiters were kept
busyser-ving the hungry sportsmen. Upon the veranda a table
had been reserved for the ladies of the party, among whom were
Mrs. H. B. Wallack. Mrs. B. W. West, Mrs. Geo. W. Brown, Jr.,
Mrs. Howard Stokes, Mrs. E. E. Tabor, Mrs. Fred Beale. Mrs. Jas.
G. Lane, Mrs. F. W. McGilnery, Mrs. Chas. W. Wingert, Miss C.
Wingert, Sirs. Adfur Eddy, Miss Lulu Rogers, Mrs. Hugh Mc-
Laughlin, Jr., Miss L. Conk, Mrs. A. M. Rogers, Mrs. B. A. Cur-
rier, Mrs. Conrad C. Meyer, Mrs. Jephia Van Dyke, Mrs. A. P.
Cubberiy, Mrs. W. Levens, Miss S. Levens and the Misses Flora,
Clara and Eva Ward. Among the gentlemen who partook of the
hospitality of the Central Club were the following: A. W. Phelps,
Hugh McLaughlin, Hugh Goodwin, C. W. Wingert, Adfurd Eddy,
T. S. Van Name, .Tohn A. Carney, Ed. Garrison, Samuel Crook, R.
D. Van Name, Thoe. Blankley, John D. Goodwin, Jas. E. Orr,
Louis T. Duryea, A. M. Rogers. Wm. Siebert, Dr. Wynne, J. C.
Blauvelt, Chas. B. Fisher, J. E. Lake, B. J. Magnus, C. H. Coffin,
W. H. Loomis, D. F. Lloyd. John C. DeFrame, Wm. Lair, Elias
Helgens, Joa. Bennet, Prof. Wm. Green, H. Kronicka, Scott Jam-
erson, Dick Dwyer, Wm. Weber, Chas. Morris, Jas. Voorhees,
Chas. Detlefsen, Sam Northridge, Frank Lanzer, Judge li. T.
Sutherland, Geo. Kleist, Henry Bolzer, John (jarvin, Geo. T. Shaw,
T. O. Tingling, Quint McGall, W. H. Cleveland. Dr. Ziglio, (^uf-
tave Freche, John Riggott, H. A. Penrose, Samuel Castle, Walter
Cady, W. R. Green, Eadie Collins, W. Fred Quimby, Jacob Pentz,
C, R. Hedden, Monroe Lnssman, E. H. Slocum, Dr. Robt. Taylor,
Artliur Lussman, Robt. O. Cox, Phil Lumbreyer, Fred Lumbreyer,
John P. Walcott, .1. A. Simme, Burt Cubberiy, A. Jones, F. A.
Beale, E. W. Reid. Jos. W. Clinton, J. Townley Crane. Walter
Taylor, Dr. Charles A. Vanderveer, D. C. Reed, Edmund
Wallen, Dr. George W. Brown, Walter S. Reed, W. H. Barber,
A. B. Sherman, Wm.> D. Pontin, W. Fred Boettche. F. W. Bates,
Adam Epplg, S. Eppig, J. Albertson, A. Anderson, J. E. Beebe,
A. B. Magee, Chas. Moppy, E. M. Cooper, H. C. While, C. Hesse.
M. F. Cornwall, Henry Field, Edmund W. Throckmorton, H. M.
Morford, Jos. T. Burrowes, Dr. J. W. Taylor, L. W. Campbell.
R. P. Dobbins, R. V. Beebe, W. R. Walmot, Jr., Col. Cnas. Hen-
drickson.
At the conclusion of the repast Mr. West called for Mr. Ewing

Patterson as spokeeman for the Central Club; that gentleman
having made his departure Col. Chas. Hendrickson responded for
him, and m a few well chosen words welcomed the visiting clubs
and their guests. Mr. Hugh Gordon read a letter dated at Paris
from Abel Crook, the president of the league, in which he sent
regards to all and expressed a wish for the isucoess of the meet-
ing. Mr. Hugh MoLauglin was called upon, and he responded for
the clubs of Brooklyn. W. Fred Quimby saiil he felt happy to
speak for the Newark team and said that although he had cap-
tained a losing teara he did not feel at all sore and promised in
behalf of his club a pleasant time lor the boys at the next meet-
ing, which was to be given under the auspices o£ the Newark
Club. Three hearty cheers were given for the members of the
jOenpira} pluj), yvljo had proven themselves such jolly hosts, and.

the party departed for the depot to catch the train for NewYork.
The meeting was a glorious success, and to the entertainment

committee, which consisted of Ben West. H. B. WallRck, E. E.
Tabor, A. P. Cubberiy, .Phil Daly, Jr.. R. Joline and E. W. Price,
much credit should be given, not forgetting Mrs. H. B. Wallack,
who attended to the wants of those upon the grounds.

Tek Kat,

DEXTER PARK TOURNAMENT.
The second of the annual contests for the Louis Miller trophies

was started on Monday at Dexter Park. L. I. The clubs compet-
ing %vere favored with magnificent weather, and a large audience
witnessed the contest. A.mong the noted sportsmen present were
noticed L. T. Davenport, Hugh McLaughlin, Dr. Hudson, Dr.

T. Wissett, E. Pitt, M. J. Quinn, T. A. Lackman, J. Hoops. L.
Moimtford, J. Brogan, C. Magee, J. J. Garritv, J. Wesson and N.
W. Linington. The conditions of the shoot were as follows: The
event to be shot in squads of 5 men on consecutive days, open to
teams of 10 men representing any club shooting at Dextor Park,
10 birds each man, from 5 ground traps, the gun to be clear below
the elbow until the bird is on the wing, the boundary 80yds., and
the use of both Imrrels allowed. The badges, presented by Loui?
Miller, to become the property of the two clubs making the high-
est scores. LTnder these conditions the following eight club=< en-
tered. Emeralds, of New York, captained by Col. J. H. Voss;
Glenmores. of Brooklyn, Capt. T. T. Edgerton: Parkways, of
Brooklyn, Capt. Bennett: Acmes, of Brooklvn, Capt.T. Short; Un-
knowns, of Brooklyn, Capt. J. A. Hoffman; New York German, of
Newl^ork, Capt. Frank Louter, and Jeanettes, of New York, Capt.
G. E. Loeble. Mr. Jacob Pentz was chosen as referee, and at 11:15
A. M. the contest was starred, and at 5:15 P. M. one-half the con-
test bad been run off with the following result:

Unknown U. C, of Brookl.vn. Jeanette G. C. of New York.
First vSqnad. First Squad.M Chichest. r (26)., .1123111113-10 C Steffens (25) . . . .1111211101- 9

E Vroome (27) 1211111111-10 CBusch (27) 0121200111- 7
1 Hyde (27) 1101131311— 9 J F Rottmann (27)..20:;'0221012— 7
D Mon^ees (27) 1232o22201— 8 A J Christian (35). .2101101022- 7
1 Housman (37) 1311U2211—10 G E Loeblo (35) 0200112011— 6

47 36
Emerald G. C, of T^ew York. Parkway 6. C. of Brooklyn.

First Squad.
Major RpHison (27).0112111112— 9 J Blake (25) 1211121121—10
J iJaesel (25) 1220111111- 9 A Andrews (25) 0220020110- 5W F Quimby (27j. . .1211ol2n3- 9 J Savage (27) 1133111111-10
GNowak (36) 1010311203- 7 L Miller (^7) 0111023111— 8W J Simpson (36). . .112o311111- 9 A Betty (27) 3111120112— 9

43
Manhattan G. C. of N. Y.

First Squad.
J A Hoffman (25). . .0131302001- 6
Sobilling (2.5) 0090000000- 0
A Lucas (25) 3010201020—5
J A Hoffman (25).. .322112001)0— 6
A Lucas (2.]) 0200101221— 8

23
N. Y. German G. C. of N. Y.

First Squad.
F Souter (37) 1011113103— 8
C Widman (37) 00023o2101— 5
C WellbrocK (35) .. .o2100olllo— 5
J Goerlitz (37) 1100123111- 8
C Wellbrock (25). ...1031o13010— fi

42
Acme G. C. of Brooklyn.

First Squad.
H L Mair (2.5) 0120201011— 6
F Rausch (25) 1011102010— 6
Chas KeppeU (35)... 0110010100- 4
J Link (25) 032000210o- 4
T Short, (25).. 10n213231— 9

39
Glenmore G. O. of Brooklyn.

First Squad.
D Van Weckleo (37)1020113113— 8
AdR.m Eppig (37). . .1200231112— 8W Selover (27). . .0312010100—5
J Van Weckleti (27) 13011l02n2— 7
GPfohlmann (^7).. 1100212011— 7

33 35

The birds, taken as a whole, were only a fair lot. Those of the
first half of the day's shooting were a good strong lot of flyers,
but toward the latter end they were ot a very inferior quality.
Quite a number of birds scored as lost were killed in bounds, but
scored lost on account of the position of the gun, the unfortunate
ones so paralyzed were Kepppll, of the Acmes, who lost his 1st,
7th and 9th; Selover. of the Glenmores, who lost bislst; Well-
brock, of the New Y'ork German, his 4th; Widman, of the same
club, bis 1st; Hoffman, ot the Manhattan, also his Isi; Hoffman,
on re-entry for the Manhattans, again lost his 8th, and Wellbrock
did likewise on his 4th. The Acme Club, after shooting three
men, found themselves short and were alloived to shoot Hoffman
and Lucas a second string, Wellbrock also shooting a second
score for his club.

Second Da/u, Tiiesday, Sept. 32.

The second day of the Dexter Park tournament was a lovely
one. and a large audience of interested spectators were on hand
to see the wind up of the contest. The birds were a much better
lotiban on the opening day. particularly those trapped in the
latter part of the contest. The Unknowns lost, the commanding
had of the first day upon its first round, their representative. Mr.
Hubbell, falling down to 5, thus enabling the Emeralds to tie
tbem, Louis Schortemeir, of that club, killing 9 in clean style.
The contest between these two clubs was watched with interest,
and not until Col. Voss, one of the usuallv reliable shots of the
Emeralds, had missed 3 of his first 3 birds did the followers of the
Emeralds j ield up the ghost. The different captains profiting by
Their experience of the first day, cautioned their men as to the
holding of the gun, and in consequence but 3 birds were scored
lost. Levens, of the Glenmores; Ryder, of the Parkways; and
Messerschmidt, of the Manhattans, each losing one.

Acme G. C—Second Squad. Glenmore G. C—Second Squad.
CWi3sell(25) 1100113110— 7 R Pfaister (25) 11121111-1-10W Voorback (35) . . .2111111332—10 Dr Powell (27) 1111221011- 9M Schoettler (.35). . .1211111122-10 W Levens (25) . . . . .1;:2031U20- 8
O Dethloff (?5) 1012131202— 8 T T Edgerton (27).. 2101111111— 9
C DethlofE(35) 20001o2313— 6 P Luther (37) 2Col001321— 6

41 42
First squad 39 First squad 3.5

77
Emerald G. C—Second Squad.
L Schortemier (2.5).1111Q111U— 9
C M Hathaway (25).1221001203- 7
L C Gehring (35) .... 1211313123-10
Dr Leveridge (35).. 3213211101— 9
Col Voss (27) 20o2122010- 6

70
Unknown G. C—Second Squad.
O Hubbell (25).. .. inOHOlODl- 5
J Flynn (27) 1022122222- 9

Dr Schwartz (37). .2311311323-10
C Detlefsen, Jr (2,5).1011111111- 9
HKnoeble.Jr (37),. 2103221000- 6

39
First squad 47

86
Manhattan G. C —3d Squad.
M Litchtenberg (26),23112-.i0101-8

V Lambrecht (2.5). . .20101o0;'23-6

H Flegenheimer(35) .11011221122—9

J Boyer (35). ^291003001—

5

NiVIe8Berschmidt(35)1010101111—

7

35
First squad 33

58 61
Jeanette G. C—Second Squad. Parkway G. C—Second Squad.
H Often (371 2112101112—9 E Steinheuser (2.5). ,2011202013- 7

J Krager (i7) 1200001111— 6 J Ryder (27) 0102100203— 5
C N Brunie (27) 2120122110— 8 J Bennett (27) 1231111031— 9
F Barr (27) 0111321201— 8 A Lehmen (27) 1233111012— 9
C Meyer (25) 2013111111- 9 E Helgens (25) 1211111123—10

41
First squad 43

81
N. Y. German G. C—3d Sqnad.
H Noble (27) 2200000112-5
J Schlicht (35) 003imo21-7
P Garms, Jr (25) 1222110320—8
H Thomford (27) . . . .3001001031—

5

J Klein (35) 0ol000310l—

4

39
First squad , 33

40
First Squad 38

40
First Squad 43

76 83
The total of the Emerald Club differed one bird from that kept

by myself, as Voss's sixth bird was declared lost by the referee.
The score given here is as declared by the ofiSiclal scorer.

Tee KA.T.

BRICK CHURCH, N. J., Sept. 21.—The East Orange Gun Club
held their second annual tournament to-day at Harrison, on Chris
Dunn's grounds. A large crowd was present and the shooting
was spiri(;ed. The event of the day was the team race balween the
East Orange and Woodside Gun clubs, and was won by the latter
with a score of 28 out of 30.

ASBURY PARK. N. J.. Sept. 23.—A shooting match at Long
Branch to-day at 100 live birds a side proved to be an unusually
interesting event. The contestants Were Frederick Hoey and
Louis T. Davenport, of New York. The birds came from Pennsyl-
vaula and weife exceptionally strong flyers. Mr. Hoey was In
great intm ftp,<J won the match by one bird. 8i) to .

MICHIGAN STATE TOURNAMENT.
Lansing, Mich., Sept. U.-Edttor Forest and Stream: I send you

scores made at our recent State Tournament, held at Rumsev
Grove, m this city, on Sept. 8 and 9. Fairer weather could not
have been desired. The attendance was large, and everybody
seemed to be pleased with the arrangements:
No. 1 was an extra sweep, over 10 birds per man, and resulted as

follows: Osmun 5. Brummitt 7, Davis 6, Sweet 8, Grubbs 8, Wig-
gins 9. Webb 6, Shelling 10, Hammond 5. North 5, Ettienne 8, De
LaVergne7, Thresher 7, Fishburn 8, Cooley 9. Bates 8, Nichols 8,Tompson 5, Spanogle 10, Hall 9, SchifHer 10, Huntley 5, Aldrich 6,
Holt 7.

No. 1, programme, 10 single birds: Shelling 10, Brummitt 7,
Aldrich 9. De LaVergne 8, Webb 3, Hall 10, Osmun 9, Wiggins 9.
Spanogle 10. Bates 8, Hammond 9. Huntley 10, Ettienne 6, Grubbs
9, SchifHer 8, Cooley 9, Fishburn 6, Holt 7. North 6, Whitehead 6
Davis 7, Eddy 6.

'

No. 3, 10 singles: De Lavergne 8. Hammond 10, Bates 9. Brum-
mitt 8. Webb 4, Holt 8, Pancost 9, Eddy 7, BeU 6, E. Hall 9, Etti-
enne 7, Huntley 7, Osmun 5, Wiggins 8, Spanogle 10, Cooley 10,
Fishburn 9, Whitehead 6, Schiffler 10, North 7, Davis 9, Hall 4
Grubbs 10.

'

No. 3, 15 birds:
Pancost 001111111011011—11 North.... 10101001lOMOl- 8
Grubbs 111011111000010- 9 Huntley 110160101101011— 9
Fishburn 011111101101111-12 Schifilsr 111111111110111—14
Thre.sher OIOOUOOIUOIOO- 7 DeLaVergne.. 011111111101111-13
Bates 0011111010111.00- 8 Halladay Hlim011imi-14
Eddy 010100110001010- 6 Sparrow 010101110011101- 9Tompson 111111011011110-13 Gordon 101111 000111101—10
Nichols 101111110111011-13 Sweet 111111111111111—15
Davis ..111111000111101—11 Aldrich 101101100111101—11
Bell 100001011011000- 6 Cooley 111111011111110-13
Hall OllOllOOUlOlOO- 8 Osmun 111111101111101-13
Holt OlOllOlOiOimi- 6 Wiggins 111111011111111-14
Brummitt 011011011101011-10 Soanogl© 111111111101111—

U

Ettienne lOllOllllOllKH-ll Shelling 010110101011111-10
Tborburn 110111111111010-13 Hammond 111110111111110-13
No. A, 10 singles:

Fishburn 1111111101— 9 Grubbs 1101001011— 6
Nichols nil 111110- 9 Hall 1001000110-4
Gordon OOOOlOOOl- 3 Hammond 1111111111—10
Sweet 1111111110— 9 De La Vergne OUOOOllOO— 4
Thompson 0110100010- 4 Shifler.... 1101 110111- 8
Eddy 1111011101- 8 Huntley 1111110101- 8
North 0110001101- 5 Wiggins OlllOHlU- 8
Bates. llOllOlOnO- 5 Holt UlUOOOU- 7
Bell OOnilOllO- 6 Osmun 1100010001- 4
Thresher 0101001110- 5 ScheJling OlllUllll—

9

Ettienne 0011000011— 4 Halladay 1101111111- 9
Pancost 1101011110— 7 Spanogle 0110111111— 8Webb IIOUIOIIO- 7 Sparrow 1111111111-10
Bauer 1011100101- 6 Cooley 1111101011- S
Brummitt 1111011111- 9
No. 5, medal shoot, 20 singles, |40 guaranteed with .flO gold

medal to first:

Davis niOUmimOllU 11-13 Schelling.lllOOllllllinilllll—is
Burgess.. .lOllOlllinnillllOl-17 HalladRy.UOOllHlllinuoui-i?
Eddy lOlOOlOOllOlOlOO' 011-13 Hamm'ndUimiUlOnilUlll-ig
BrummittllllllllOOlllOOlOOll-14 Pancost . .UiiiiiOOlllllllllllO-16
Ettienne..OOllOlOlllOlOlimiO -13 Sweet 11111110110111111111-18
Thresher..l0101001010010tiOC001- 8 Cooley. . . .lOOHUlHOUlllllU-17
Spanogle .11111110110113111111-18 Wiggins. 11101101111111111111-18
Shifler..

.
.111101)1101111101111-17 Whiteh'd.OlllOOoOOOOlOlOOllOO- 7

Huntley . .OOllOnniOlllOlllll-15 North 10011111011011011111-15
Osmun .. 11011100111110101101-14 Nichols.. .mmil111011101111-18
Aid rich... 10101101110010IJllia)-13 Fish burn. 100111111110(11111111-16
Delav'gne lllUllOOllOOimill-16 Holt nmuilll111011110-18
No. 6, 10 singles: Ettienne 5, Shifter 6, Huntley 8, ilotblast 9

Aldrich 5, Phillips 4, Webb 9, Cooley 8, Spanogle 6, Wiggins 9
Halladay 9, Holt 9, Brummitt 8, Pancost 6, Davis 5, Norlh'7, Bur-
gess 6, Parker 5, De LaVergne 7, Bauer 6, Whitehead 8, Shelling
9, Hammond 7, Osmun 4.

No. 7, 10 singles: Shellinc 7, Parker 3, Webb 4, Brummitt 7.

gins 8. Osmun 7. Davis 8.* _
No. 8, 20 singles: Osmun 18, Whitehead 15, Pancost 14, Halladay

15, Sweet 14, Hotblast 13, Fishburn 13. Nichols 14, Webb 13
Aldrich 16, Halley 11, Holt 14, Cooley 19, De LaVergne 14, Burgess
17, Shifler 16, Brummitt 14, North 16, Wiggins 16, Huntley 14
Spanogle 18, Hammond 15, Shelling 16. Davis 9.

No. 9, 15 singles: Sparrow 9, Sweet 14, Tompson 7, Pancost 9.
Webb 6, Holt 11, Eddy 11, HotMast 10, Halladay 13, Ettienne 9*

Burgess 14. Whitehead 10. De LaVergne 12, Hammond 14, Huntley
12, Cooley 13, North 8, Shifl«r 9, Spanogle 11, Shelling 14, Wiggins
11, Osmun 11, Brummitt 9, Bauer 10.

No. 10, 10 singles: Bell 6, Sweet 10, Powell 8, Nichols 9, Fishburn
6, Phillips 5, Thresher 7, Ettienne 3, Hotblast 6, Bauer 8, Hailstone
9, Holt 9. Burgess 8, Cooley 9, Huntley 8. Grubbs 6. Whitehead 7.
North 9, Brummitt 7. Webb 8, Spanogle 9, Eddy 6, Black 4, Shifler
9, De LaVergne 10, Hammond 8, Shelling 6, Wiggins 9, Osmun 8,
Halladay 9.

Seco7id Day.

No. 1, 10 singles: De LaVergne 6, Hall 6, Thresher 4, Huntley 5
Sweetie. Holt 7. Hopkins 9, Wiggins 9, Spanogle 8, Bushnel 5
Shelling 9, Yost 7.

No. 2, 15 singles: Yost 9. Bushnel 13, De LaVergne 12, Hail Stone
11, Pancost 14, Holt 8, Wiggins 13, Shelling 11, Spanogle 14, Car-
penter 7, Hopkins 9, Lee 6.

No. 3,

Threshe
Holt 15, , . ^ .

nel 14, Yost 15, Spanogle 17, Wiggins 10, Grubbs 13, Carpenter 16,
Schelling 14, Andress 10, Comshire 1.

No. 4, 10 singles: Lee 8, Davis 9, Thorburn 8, Sweet 8. Fishburn
7, Thresher 7, Bushnel 7, Carpenter 10, Huntley 8, Grubbs 7, De
LaYergne 9, Holt 6, Schelling 7, Kiadler 8, Spanogle 9, Andress 6
Yost 6, Hall 9.

Sweet lOlllOiniimillllllllOl-23
Blackmore llOllOlOOlOOllOlOO 1 101000—12
Powell 0001101001010011111011001—13
Fishburn 1110111111110101011111110-30
Carpenter 1011111811111110100111010—18
Holt 1111110011011111111101111-31
Pancost llllllOllOlllOllOUmiOl- SO
Schelling 1111111101111111111111110-33
Bfunett 1011001001001111000110100-12
DeLaVergne 0111111110100101110111011—18
Burgess 1101111011111111111111110-23
Kindler 1011010011110111111011011-18
Spanogle 1111111111011111111111110—33
Andress 1100100110111111011111111—19
Hailstone iniOlOOllOllllUimilll—21
Huntley 1110010111111111111110111-21
Bushnell OllOllllUOllllllOlOOlOll—18
Sutton. 1101001011110111101101111—18
Nichols 0111101101111111111111111—23
Wiggins 1 01111111111011101 01 11110-30
Akera lOOlOOlllOOlOlOl CO llllOl0—1

3

Foster lOOlOOOlOOllOOimiOUOOOO— 8
Chatterton 0100100001010111100001010—10
French 1001000110101110011011101-14
Grubbs Ill 1100001010011101(X)0110-13
Tompson lOlOlOOOOll 11101100100000—11
Hall 1011011001011001111010011-15
Davis 1011111111100110100101111-18
Cooley llOlimiimilOlllllllll-23
Bell llUllOOlOllllllllllOlll1—31
No. 6, 10 singles: Carpenter 7, De La Vergne 9, Wiggins 8, Hunt-

ley 9, Cooley 9, Sweet 8, Hopkins 9, Sutton 6, Burgess 7, Yost 9,

Kindler 7. Bushnell 6, Blackmore 5, Davis 7, Hall 7. Spanogle 8,

Schelling 5, Holt 7.

No. 7, 15 singles: De La Vergne 13, Akers 11, Blackmore 10,
Hopkins 13. Fishbm'u 12, Holt 13, Schelling H, Burgess 18, Davis 9,

Cooley 13, Bell 6, Carpenter 13, Sutton 10, Yost 8, Hall 7, Kindler
13, Huntley 11, Spanosle 1^, Bushnell 11.

No. 8, 10 singles: Wiggins 8. Sutton 5, Burgess 10, Cooley 9, Car-
penter 7, Sayers 5, Schelling 10, Kindler S, Davis 8, De La Vergne
7, Hall 2. Spanogle 8, Bushnell 5, Yost 7, Holt 4.

No. 9, 20 singles, S40 guaranteed, with $10 gold medal:
Carpenter01111001111111101000-13 Huntley. .11011111111101111101—17
Pancost . . .OUOllHlllOllllH11—17 Fishburn . 1lOHUOll 11 11111111—18
Kindler. ..11111111111011010110—16 Holt OilUIUOOIU 1111111-17
Burgess . .IIIOIIIIOIIIOIIUUO—16 Sutton. . . . 11011110101110101111—15
Davis 11110111101111010110—15 Wiggins. .llUlUOlllllll 11111-19

'

Cooley . . .11011110111011111111—17 Thorburn 01010111111111011101—15
Sweet 11101111100111101111-16 Spanogle..lll01imillllllim—19
Blackm're011010010H101(K)0000- 8 D'L'Ver'nlimOUlOlnnilllH-17
Nichols, . .IHllllUOl 1011 11111-18 Schelling.OllOmillUOlOllOll-15
No, 10. 10 ainirles; Burgess 10, Schelling 8, Sutton 9, Wiggins 7,

Whitehead 9. Southerland 4, Carpenter 8, Cooley 10, Spanogle 8,

DaVlB 9, Panoosc T, Holt 0,

J, R, NioijOT^s, Hffy I^ai)i8in,g IlotJ an*t ^\jn ninh^
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QUIMBY-HATHAWAY.—Al Heritage had a large Tjumber of
sportsmen upon his grounds at Marion, N. J., on Saturday after-
noon Isust to witness the match between the above named gentle-
men. The attendance was somewhat large, as Al had promised
to have plenty of birds for sweepstake shooting. Tne conditions
of the match were 25 birds per man, Quimby standing at the SSyds.
mark and allowing Hathaway lOyds. the best of the handicap.
The birds were a selected lot and the scores are creditable, Quim-
by's score under such conditions being particularly so.
As soon as the match was over sweepstake shooting began and

continued imtil dusk.
C M Hathaway 2213312030000111212020222-18W F Quimby 1102123201110121220100332-19
Sweep No. 1, 6 birds, 85 entrance. 3 moneys:

Penrose 122212-6 Hedden 22102:2-5

Q uimby 111112-6 Lindsley 222802—5
Kling 222112-6 Castles 011210-4
Stewart 121011—5 Cannon 111001—4
Ziglio 212012-5 Hoff 100112—4
Francis 102121-5 Leveridge 220101—4
Hathaway. 021112-5 Hudson lo2100-3
Moller 011212-5 Allen 0l0ol0-2
Ties div.
Sweep No. 5, $2 entrance, fi birds. 3 moneys:

Penrose ; 111111- 6 Castles 321111—6
Stewart 111111-6 Quimby 110212-5
Hudson 221112-6 Oannon 112211-8
Doeinck U1121-6 Leveridge 321120-5
Lindsley 323232-6 Hoflf 011122-5
Allen 2o2110-5 Hathaway 211111-6
Mul ler 111011-5 Francis 11101^'- 5

Ziglio 111122-6
Hudson and Doeinck withdrew pro rata in tirst money tie; the

others shooting oil Lindsley, Penrose aad Ziglio div. with 9 each.
A second match was made between Quimby and Hathaway,

25yds. rise, use of both barrels, Quimbv 25yds., to use one barrel
only, to be shot at Marion, Saturday, Oct. 3.—Tee Kat.

THE ESSEX TRAP LEAGUE.—Newark, N. J., Sept. 19.—The
sixth and tinal shoot of the series of the Trap Shooters' League,
of Essex county, which took place on the Riverside avenue
grounds of the Woodside Gun Club te-day, was attended by a
large contingent of shooters from different sections. The day was
an ideal one for the sport, the wind being just cool enough to
temper the rays of the sun so that every bon y kept comfortable.
The sport was announced to begin at 9 A. M., but it was after
dinner time when the first gun was fired. Ernest A. Geoffrey was
general manager of the shoot. The team race, which railed for
teams of six men each, each m.an to shoot at 3a bluerack targets,
was started at 3 P. M., W. R. Hohart acting as referee and C. H.
Townsend as official scorer. This resulted in another victory for
the team of the Maplewood Gun Club, the scores being as follows:
Maplewood G. C. Woodside G. O. Roseville G. C.

LDean 33 PVanDvko 20 Alfred What ton.. 17
TSigffins... 33 M Fuerth 13 Albert Whatton. . 18
R Drake 20 R Walters 20 G HufiE 13
CDean 22 A Osterhont 18 P Gantz 19
JW Smith 24 R Sickles 25 WHutf 7
ASickley 31 E A GeoflEroy 23 PCockefair 20

133 110 94
This victory gives the Maplewood team Ave out of the six con-

tests, the South Side team having won one, and gives them the
league trophy. The score of to-day was the highest made during
the series. The score of 35 straight, made by Sickles, of the
Woodside team, was the first of the kind ever made on the
grounds. The Maplewoods are jastly proud of their victory, which
proves conclusively that they have the strongest leaiu in Essex
county. The regular programme of events, nine in all, were shot
off in oi-der. The finest work of the day was done by Sickles, who
missed but 3 out of 95 targets.

FIRST TEXAS FIELD TOURNAMENT will take place at San
Antonio, Texas. Oct. 9, 10 and 11, managed by Oscar 0. Guessaz.
American AssociatioQ rules, excepting in the live bat matches.
All target matches will be shot according to the rapid-firing sys-
tem. Plenty of live pigeons and bats guaranteed.

KNOXVILLE TOURNAMENT SCORES have come to hand too
late for insertion this week.

Model FachU anci, Boats. Their design, maMng and swiltng, with
designs and worKing draioings. Postpaid, $2.

CENTERBOARDS AS SHIFTING BALLAST.
TT is a curious and amusing fact that while with almost un-

limited experience with the centerboard in America, tbe

board has never been used as ballast, the first successful experi-

ment with centerboards in Great Britain has been made in such
a way as to bring up a very complicated question. Heavy metal
boards are quite common here in canoes and open skiffs, and not
entirely unknown in larger open sailboats, but in decked yachts
of any size the weight of the board, though often considerable,

has been merely incidental, and hardly estimated as an element
of stability. The boards of Volunteer and Mayflower, for instance,

of 4in. oak with steel bolts and shoes and sufficient lead as well to

sink them, are by no means light, but still bear a very small ratio

to the total hall.ist. Very heavy boards have been tried at times,

as in the old Maria, but not in recent years, and the question of

tlieir standing as shifting ballast has never been raised.

This year for the first time have centerboard yachts competed
with success in British waters, the lO-rater Dora topping her
class, while the honors in the 3J^-rating class are divided by her
Bisters Elfin and Oronsay, all being Watson boats. The success of

these three craft, pitied against good fields of keel cracks would
be enough in any case to excite very strong feeling among the
conservative Scotch, and it is no wonder that there is just now
a terrible hubbub over them when we learn that Dora, for in-

stance, has a centerboard of jellow metal weighing over a ton.

while the other two are generously weighted in proportion,
While the limit of the Y. R. A. rule, that the boards shall be
handled only by manual labor, has not been exceeded, in one club
the prizes have been withheld from the smaller boats on the
ground that their centerboards are shifting ballast, which is

specially prohibited.

Absurd as this may seem to Americans, some allowance must
be made for men who have grown old in the belief that the hated
and prohibite"d "shifting keel" was the invention of the Evil One,
and who ai-e now called on to face a ton weight raised and lowered
at will in a yacht only 86ft. long and 10ft. wide. What the out-
come of the present agitation may he we cannot say, but it is a
little unfortunate that the centerboard experiment has been tried

under conditions which must call out an extra amount of preju-
dice against the new craft.

The claim that the centerboard is really shifting ballast, though
in a measure favored by the fact that a heavy weight, almost
equivalent to a lead keel, is lowered at will, is easily disposed of

when we look closely into the origin and intention of the most ex-
cellent rule which is now almost as generally respected in Amer-
ica as in Great Britain, by which all shifting of ballast is prohib-
ited. Although there is no more flagrant offense which a yachts-
man can be guilty of than the violation of this rule, there is at

the same time nothing morally wrong about the mere moving of

weight up or down, or from one part of the boat to another. The
sole reason for the rule lies in the fact that the great sail-carrjang

power which may be had by piling sandbags on the weather rail,

or as was once the fashion in England, of heaping up shot bags on
the windward transom, is obtained only at the risk of capsizing.

While tlie form of vessel whick is developed by the use of such
ballast is a very bad on© for every purpose. In order to prevent

CENTER BOARD CUTTER "DORA," lO-RATING. DESIGNED BY G. WATSON.

the use of craft which are unsafe from the nature of their sta-

bility at all times, and still more dangerous when caught with
ballast to leeward, the shifting of all ballast or heavy articles

from one side of a yacht to the other is pow most strictly prohib-

ited save in a few AmericanL olubs in which the sandbagger is sliU.

recognized.

The principle on which this rule is founded, however, does not
apply in the case of a weight such as the centerboard, which is

always kept in the middle line of the vessel and never shifted to

the weather side. In the case of American yachtfi, the stability

is not materially increased by the lowering of the board, or at

least the yacht is now designed to have a perfectly safe range of

stability with the board housed. In the case of the Scotch yachts,

while the stability is greatly increased by the lowering of the

heavy board, on the other hand it is not diminished to a danger-
ous degree by raising it. A yacht like Dora, with considerable

displacement and a beam of 10ft. on 36ft. waterline, with a heavy
fixed lead keel, should be perfectly safe from all danger of cap-
size even with the board housed.

Apart from the question of shifting weights and stability, there
is an objection to very heavy boards and yachts of any size

which may prove serious, and that is tlie danger of carrying a
heavy movable weight hung from the keel. The strain of such a
weight in a seaway must be very severe, far worse than if bolted

firmly under the wood keel. This, liowever, is a structural diffi-

culty that may be overcome, and is no worse than the danger
from some fixed keels in the hands of ignorant builders. We
judge from our exchanges that one strong ground of complaint
against the centerboard boats is that by housing the board they
cut off corners, besides being able to take risks in shoal water
where the keel craft would certainly ground. In America the
courses are in nearly all cases so located as to prevent any great
advantage to the centerboard in this way, and if some remedy
should prove necessary abroad it must take another form than
the prohibition of the centerboard or even the compulsory use of

it in one fixed position during the race under the plea that it is

shifting ballast in the sense intended in Y. R. A. rule No. 15.

Western synonym of the Arabic "Imshi"; while a large and
handsome steam yiicht lately built on the Lakes bears the name
of her owner, a fashion which is peculiar to Western yachtsmen
and canoeists.

THE CLYDE CENTERBOARD DORA.

WE are indebted to Le Yacht for the accompanying sketch of
the first centerboard cutter built on the Clyde, the Dora,

designed by G. L. Watson for Allan Bros., former owners of the
famous 5-tODner Doris. Dora is a "compromise," with moder-
ately deep hull and a lead keel, in addition to which she carries
a centerboard of Delta metal weighing tons. Her success
with the keel boats has been the remarkable feature of the season
in British waters.

ONE GUN STARTS-MEASUREMENT.—Two proposals have
lately been made in the Field for very important changes of the
racing rules. One, made editorially, we quote elsewhere, relating
to one-gun starts. The plan of starting with an interval of from
3 to 15m., in which a yacht may cross was once universal in Amer-
ica, the interval gradually being reduced to 5 and recently to Sra.,

while in many cases the one-guu start has been tried with suc-
cess. The objections to the plan of timing at the line are much
greater than indicated in the Field, where fleets of any size are
concerned. It looks very pretty in print to see thirty or fifty

yachts timed to a second in starting, but those who have had ex-
perience ©n regatta committees know how little is accurate and
how much mere guess work. Even in experienced hands it is

diflicult or impossible to take the times of twenty yachts crossing
together, many of them covered by larger craft. The other pi'opo-
sition is for the abolition of the length and sail area rule and the
substitution of a measurement of ''size." The "pound of putty"
theory has played a very important part in all measurement dis-

cussions in the past, but stlU survives, in spite of the plain fact
that it would produce a saucer-shaped craft with a deep lead
fin and enormous rig.

STEAM YACHT RACING.-The promised race between the
Vamoose and the Norwood is apparently as far distant as ever.

The latest development is the breaking down of the Norwood's
engine while on her way to the Harlem River on Saturday last,

where she proposed to do some very fast steaming. This incident
has proved a fruitful topic of discussion during the week. It is

a fact, however, that the arrangements for a real race have
actually gone so far that a letter has been written to the secretary
of the American Y. C. requesting the olub to take charge of a race
to which Jayelin, Now Then and the torpedo boat Gushing shall be
invited.

NOVELTIES IN YACHT NAMES.—The great West has lately
contributed two striking names to the yacht list; Mr. Hearst's
new steam launch rejoices in. the STiggestlve aama of Yamooa e, &

NEW HAVEN Y. C. FALL REGATTA, SEPT. 17.

THE annual fall regatta of the New Haven Y. C. was sailed on
Sept. 17 in a moderate S.W. wind, the course being from Par-

dee's Bar Buoy around buoy in mouth of Housatonic River and
return. There was no wind at 10 A.M., and the start was post'
poned until 11;15. The start was timed:
Flora .....11 16 86 Stranger 11 16 40
Ripple... in 5 36 Vidette .11 17 00
Clara 11 15 56 Edna 11 17 10
Pioneer 11 15 58 Phantom 11 17 40
Dare Devil 11 16 12 Fleetwing 11 18 05
Phyllis 11 16 16 Seabelle 11 18 47
Carrie W 11 15 00 Libbie 11 19 09
Eurybia 11 16 33 Mariota 11 17 30
Zephyr 11 16 27 Ariel 11 16 23
Egeria 11 16 35
Phyllis broke down and Ripple sprung a leak, both withdraw-

ing early in the race. Phantom fouled the outer mark and Flora
turned from the wrong side, both being disqualified. The order
at the mark was Phantom, Stranger. Eurybia, Zephyr, Carrie,
Flora, Dare Devil, Libbie. On the run home under spinakers
Eurybia passed Stranger and won in her class. The times were:

CLASS 3.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Phantom 11 17 40 Disqualified.
Carrie W H 16 23 5 02 23 5 46 00 5 46 00
Mariota 11 19 30 5 43 06 6 23 36 6 21 18
Flora 11 15 36 Disqualified.
Eurybia 11 16 27 4 55 47 5 39 20 5 38 13

CLASS 3.

Seabelle 11 IS 47 5 .54 14 6 85 27 6 35 37
Stranger 11 16 40 4 56 25 5 39 45 5 33 51
Phyllis ...11 16 16 Withdrew.
Vidette 11 17 00 5 59 16 6 43 16 6 36 23

CLASS 6.

Dare Devil 11 16 13 5 05 55 5 49 43 5 49 13

CLASS 7.

Ripple .11 15 43 Withdrew,
Egeria ,..,11 16 a5 Withdrew.

CLASS 8.

Libbie 11 19 09 5 19 15 6 00 06 6 00 06
Fleetwing 11 18 05 5 29 53 6 11 48 6 06 37
Pioneer 11 15 -58 6 22 16 7 06 18 6 59 17

CLASS 9.

Zephyr 11 16 27 5 03 33 5 46 06 5 46 03
Clara .11 15 53 Withdrew.
Edna ..11 17 10 6 14 06 6 56 58 6 54 08
Ariel 11 16 23 Withdrew.
A race fornaphtha launches was won by Isabel, Plover break-

ing down while in the lead. The prizes were as follows: Class 2,
Eurybia first prize, S30; Carrie W. second prize, glO. Class 3,
Stranger first prize, $20; Seabelle second prize, §10. Class 8, Lib-
bie first prize, 520; Fleetwing second prize, glO, Class 9, Zephyr
first prize, S15; Edna second prize, $10. Class 10, Isabel first prize,
S15. The judges were W. W. Price, R. B. Farren and J. O.
Gallagher.

ONE GUN VS. TIME STARTS.—"When the Americans adopted
OUT plan of underway starts, they also took over Che timing busi-
ness in crossing the line; they have found it to work satisfactorily,
and 80 have the French. The plan was abandoned here mainly
because of the trouble, and because one or two committees got
befogged in attempting to time the starters. There is no fear of
the latter occurrence in these days, and so far as the trouble is
concerned, we are sure no committee would mind that. Another
objection to the timing is, that the pitblic and competitors would
be worse off than ever in ascertaining which yacht is winning;
but so far as the competitors go, they would form a preity near
estimate if no more than three minutes were allowed. There is
also the objection to taking time at the start that it would tend to
check the keenness and smartness at present exhibited at a start:
this in some measure is true, but the deterioration would be small
if no more than five minutes were allowed. One great advantage
of reviving the plan, and one which, we are sure, sailing commit-
tees would much appreciate. Is that it would practically do away
with the necessity for recalls. The trouble, bother, and vexation,
caused by the 'recall' are indefinitely greater than that of clock-
ing the yachts over the Ime; and we feel svure that, if the plaa is
made penaistsihle, most salting committees wiU. act apou it, and
moat Tacht ownere appreciata it."—FidcL
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YOKKVILLE Y. C. OPEN REGATTA.-The open fall regatta
of the Yorkville Y. C. was sailed nu Sept. 22, the courses being:
A stakeboat anchored off the club house at 102d street and (he
East Riyer to and around Gangway Buoy and return, for
classes A, B, 0, F, G and J. ami to" snd arcund Stepping Stone
Lighthouse and return for classes E. H and I. The timeis were:

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS OVER oOfT.
Start. Finish. l^Japsed. Correded.

Obarles Welde 06 00 7 21 30 8 1.5 m 8 13 30
Calamity 11 06 00 Withdrew.
Emma and Alice 11 06 00 6 55 00 7 49 00 7 49 00

CLASS B—CABIN SLOOPS TrNDEH 30FT.
Alberta 11 OS 00 7 ;:4 40 8 18 40 8 13 40
Irene 11 06 00 Withdrew.

CLASS C—OPEN SLOOPS OVER 24PT.
Maud M 11 Oe 00 G 49 15 (i 48 1.5 6 43 15
J A Cameron 11 06 fjO !> 49 04 0 40 0.5 0 38 25

CLASS D—OPRN SLOfjPS UNDER 20FT
Tin Top 11 17 00 4 36 00 .5 19 00 r, 19 00
Bonita 11 m 1.'-, 4 si 05 h n 50 r, 31 05

CLASS P—CATBOATS OVER. 24FT.
Tattler 11 09 .50 4 2.5 ;30 a 15 30 .5 15 ,30

Truant 11 12 00 8 OB 00 C .54 00 6.53 30
CLASS O—CATBOATS UNDER 21ira'. ANE OVER 20FT.

Emmie 11 12 00 7 36 10 8 24 10 8 24 10

Ellen E, 11 12 00 Not timed.
Restless 1! 12 00 7 05 00 7 S3 00 7 .50 00

CLASS H—CATBOA'XS BETWEEN 20 AND 17FT.
Anglesey 11 15 25 4 43 40 5 28 15 5.28 15
Bon Ton 11 15 15 4 -14 20 5 29 05 5 26 55

CLASS I—CATBOATS UNDER llFT.
Tramp 11 16 .50 4 .59 .55 5 43 05 5 43 05
Pet 11 17 00 Not timed.
Hattie 11 17 00 5 37 31 6 20 31 6 19 01
Tenny 11 16 IK) 4 47 .50 5 31 50 5 31 26
Undine 11 17 00 5 03 45 5 46 45 5 46 45

CLASS J—CABIN CATBOATS,
Ordons n 06 00 7 20 OO 8 14 00 8 14 00
Julia S 11 06 00 Withdrew.
Emily 11 06 00 7 36 30 8 30 80 8 20 80

BROOKLYN Y. C, Sept. 19.—The regatta of the Brooklyn Y. C,
on Labor Day was very unsatisfactory, but the club rules prohibit
more than one regatta in a season. In order to have one good
race. Com. Sutton, of the sloop Mull, provided prizes for all classes
for a special race, nominally a cruise, on Saturday. The race was
started so late, 4:45 P. M„ that the finish vvus made by moonlight.
Tbe times were:

CLASS 1—CABIN SLOOPS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrpoted.

MaryA 4 48 80 7 11 30 3 23 00 3 23 00
Clara M<iy 4 48 30 Not timed.
Mull 4 46 43 fl !j2 45

GLASS 2—CABIN SLOOPS.
Iroquois 4 16 55 7 OUiO 3 15 05 3 15 05
Vida 4 48 30 Nnt timed.

CLASS 4—CABIN CATS.
Panoliet'a 4 ,53 40 2Vo 1 1 imed

.

Lina 4 50 03 r lO 30 3 20 27 3 20 37
CLASS 5—YAWLS.

Tropic 4 48 m 7 18 lH 3 29 40 3 29 40
Mariqulta 4 47 12 7 14 -10 3 27 26

CT-ASS 6—OPEN CATS.
Alma 4 55 00 0 32 .50 1 37 50 1 37 09

B. Q 4 54 03 6 b3 53 1 39 53 1 39 53
EddaD .4 53 10 6 30 35 1 38 25 1 36 .51

Roma 4 55 00 0 38 42 1 43 43 1 43 47
CLASS 7—OPEN CATS.

Dell 4 54 00 7 00 00 3 08 00 3 06 TO
Luna 4 53 00 Not limed.

CLASS 8—MIXED.
Empire .4 .53 05 7 15 45 3 23 40 3 351 40
Isolde 4 .51 46 7 10 00 2 18 14
The flagship Mull won in her class, hut declined to take the

prize.

BEVERLY Y. C—The 180th race, sixth sweepstakes, was sailed
at Monument Beach Sept. 12 in a good whole sail breeze, smooth
water and a clear sky by way of variety. Hector was ou haud in
first class but had no competitors. Race in second and third
classes was very close. Courses were No. 1, 10^ miles. No. 7, S^i
mtleg. and No. 9, 5 miles, for second, third and fourth classes re-
Speccively. Judge, T. S. Enmatids.

s ECO ISO Class.
Lfiigth. Elapsed. Corrected

Surprise, J. M. Codman, B. Y. C . .27.1)4 3 05 ,56 1 56 12

Anonyma, F. L. Dabney, B. Y. C. . ..27.01 3 06 11 1 ,56 11

Defiance, H. E. Perrv, Mon. Beach. .26. 04 3 08 15 1 57 25i

Mist, (i. H. L\man, Jr., B. Y. C 26.08 3 OH 21 1 57 .56

Mndgeon,M. Williams, Jr., B.Y.CJ, 26. 10 2 11 48 3 01 33
Grampus. W. E. C. Eusiis, B. Y. C. .27.09 Withdrew.
Wildcat, T. N. Norcross, Mon . Beach 26 .04 3 13 25 3 03 39

THIRD CLASS.
Eina, J. Parkinson. B. Y. C 22.10 1 53 38 1 41 44
Tycoon, J. L. .Stackpok-, Jr., B. Y. C.SS.Oi 1 53 47 1 43 08
Pnz'/le, Wm. Amnry. Jr., B. Y. C. . ..23.09 1 55 45 1 43 46
Daisy, H. Stockton, B. Y. G 22. tH Withdrew.

FOURTH CLASS.
Oat, B. Clark, B. Y. C 19.03 1 23 51 1 14 09
Edith, G. van Rensselaer. B. Y. C .19.04 1 26 37 1 16 49
Oharmion, J. Crane. Jr., B. Y, C 19. OB 1 32 07 1 33 37
Kitten, Toby Clu^> 19 11 1 33 37 1 28 20
Winners in second class were: Anon> ina first, Surprise second,

Deliauce third. Tnird class: Kina first, Tycoon second. Tliii-d

clas.s: CaDfir.st, Edith second.

AMERICAN MODEL Y. C SKI' P. I'.i-The second leg for the
Fisher cup was sailed off at ProHptct I 'ark Lake on Saturday,
four yachts coming to the line in a whole-sail breeze, north at the
start, chopping around TO northeast .just as first marij at end of
first leg was rounded. A triangular course was laid off. the first

leg being about ^^^uo of a mile, tne second leg --joo and the third
'E'loo, making in all i4 mile by chart. The lirst yacht to cross the
line was the Harrieita (holder ot cup) at 3:27:.30, with wind on port
quarter, making a very eood steady run for first turning stake
and sailing verj fast. The Marjorie crossed at 3:39:45, Electra at
3:30:15 and Star at 3:30:25, the last yacht gaining on others very
rapidly, rounding hrsc mark Imin. 80.sec. behind the Harrietta,
having gained Imin. 155ec. on tbe leader. The others rounded
clooe up all in a close reach for second mark. Harrietta was in
trouhle with her main sheet, thereby losing considerable head-
way and allowing the others to get close up: but she managed to
round the third mark ahead at 3:43:30, the Elecira at 3:43:45 taking
first place, Star falling back to thiru place, Electra having gained
Imin. 4Ssec. on Harrietta and Imin. lOsec. on Star. Now they had
the wind att, with hooms broad off to port, with prospects of a
fast run, but the wind petered out somewhat at finish, the Harri-
etta crossing the line at 3-48:20, Electra 3:48:40, Star 3:49:22, Mar-
jorie 3:50:25, the Harrietta making up 5sec. on this leg. Star gain-
ing 3sec, on Harrietta, Marjorie Imin. 203ec. taking third place.
The times were;

Star^ Finish. Elapsed. Corrected
Star -..3 30 25 3 49 33 18 57 18 50

Mariorie 3 29 45 3 50 35 20 40 20 40

Electra 3 30 15 3 4 8 40 18 25 18 25
Harrietta 3 27 30 3 48 20 20 50 ' 20 50
Electra wins by 33Hec. elapsed time and 2.59ec. corrected from

Star, and hy 3min. 2,53ec. elapsed and correctea from Harrietta,
former holder of the cup. The next leg for the cup will be sailed
oil Oct. 3.

CATBOATS ON THE BAY.—On Sept. 20 a race between 16ft.

fkiffs and skipjacks was sailed on New York Bay, the course
being from the Battery, around a mark off Liberty Island, a sec-
ond mark off Governor's Island and home. The prize was a silk

pennant, presented by Policeman Dick Ganley. The times were:
Start. Finish. Elap-ed. Corrected.

Dimple 3 13 00 4 41 00 1 28 00 1 27 10
By-Bv 3 13 00 4 43 30 1 30 30 1 29 30
Good'Bnough 3 14 00 4 43 30 1 29 30 129 30

Tiny 3 56 00 Withdrew.
Jessie L 3 12 30 4 45 00 1 32 30 1 32 30

Puritan 3 14 00 Withdi-ew.
Bum 3 02 00 W^ithdrew.
Maggie 3 12 30 Withdrew.
Dot.; 3 00 00 Withdrew.

PAVONIA Y. C—On Sept. 30 two races were sailed by the
Pavonia Y. O. on New York Bay, the times being:

MATCH HAOB—CATS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Millie 13 57 15 5 33 .53 4 36 38 4 35 38

Ohrietlue 12 57 45 6 37 16 4 39 31 4 39 31
JTB AND MAINBAIL YAQEraS.

H. H, Holwes 1 J.8 4 50 20 3 SB 58 3 38 58

^mf:'!7!^r..,r.^.^lm^ <i4Mr 3854s $^19

WINTHROP Y. C—The postponed races of Aug. 31 of classes
3 and 4 were sailed on Monday evening in a strong N.W. wind, the
times being;

THIRD CLASS.
Length. Elapsed.

Magpie, H. W. Hyde 19.00 43 40
Marion, Chesterton & Devereux 20 00 43 43
Mattie G., W. A. Garrett 18.05 38 15

FOURTH CLASS.
Modoc, D. W. Belcher 15.08 43 27
Scud, L. S. Meston 17. ()3 46 16
Cadet, C. L. Smith

16.09

47 00
Gr.acie, Chas. Belcher

17.00

48 00

STEAM YACHT BAOING.-The following notice has been sent
oui this week: American Y. C, Milton Point;. Rye, N. Y., Sept. 22,
1891,—The Amerion Y. C. otter a special jjrize valued at $500, t.)

the steamers Cushiug, Stiletto, .lavelin, Now Then, Norwood Hnd
Vainoone, for competition over the cluii str,=tieht-away course of 80
knot?, starting from a stakeboat iin'-hori^d Hi )-niots F.. H N. from
R..>ice Rock, and finish off tbe club house. Uonrse W. % S. to the
buoy off the Scotch Caps. The race to take place on Saturday,
Oct. 3, or at a later date, as may he agreed. Two or more to start
in the race. The boats to comply with the sailing regulations of
the club in that "the amount ot steam carried sh:\ll not oe in ex-
cess of that allowed by the insppclor's certificate." The prize
will be presented to the steamer wnich makes the shortest time
over the course without reference to allowance of time. Entries
to be addressed to No. 115 Broadway, New York city. Georob
W. Hall, Chairman Regatta Committee.

A HANDSOME YACHT TENDER.—Messrs. C. L. Seabury &
Co., of Nyack, launched on Sept. 17 a very fine maliogauy launch
for W. K. Yanderhilt's steam yacht Alva, to take the place of the
English launch used for several years. The laimch is 30ft. over
all. Off. 6in. beam, and 3ft. 3in. draft. The frame is of white oak,
with mahogany planking throughout, with all fastenings of cop-
per. The engine is compound, of 13 H. P., with a safety water
tube boiler, both being designed by the builders. The boiler is
tested to 2351bs. All ste.im pipes, connections, jacKets, etc., are of
copper or brass. There are two cockpits, covered by folding
hoods, the interior work being of mahogany and quartered oak.
The weight of the launch is 3,5001bs., or l,5001ba. less than the Eng-
lish one.

ENGINEERS LICENSES.-The Steamboat Inspection laws
make a difference between licenses for engineers of coastwise
ve.ssels and engineer..^ of ocean steamers. An ocean steamer,
specifically, is a vessel which navigates the high seas, and the
high sea is three marine leagues from shore, say nine miles. As
coastwise vessels are often on the high seas in the course of a
voyage, it follows that an engineer of a coastwise vessel is not a
lawful offlcer of the vessel when she is outside the three marine
league?, and cannot he held accountable for disasters, for he did
not go outside the legal limit of his own will. It is well to re-
member this point.—27)6 Enoimtr.

COMING RACES.-The L-irchraon t Y. C. is making an effort for
a final race on Sacurda y, in which Cinderella and Clara will meet,
while the schooners Viator, Rebecca and Princess are expected.
The annual clambake will bn held on Oct. 3, and the club will go
out of commission on the Monday following. The Douglaston Y.
0.. of Louglaston, L. I., has arranged a sweepstakes race of $25 a
boat for open yachts belonging to the club, to he saUed on Sept.
26, over the club course on Little Neck Bay. Silk pennants have
also been offered to cabin yachts to be raced for on the same day.

ROCHESTER Y. C—On Sept. 17 a race of the Rochester Y. C-
was sailed oft' Ontario Beach, the l imes being:

30FT CbASS.
Velnette 2 35 40 Amelia 2 42 17

25f"r. CLASS.
Romola 2 52 ty Undine 3 05 30
Amelia protests Velnette, no decision having yet heen made.

THE SAILOR'S HANDBOOK AND INLAND MARINE
GUIDE.—We have received from the putdishers. Smith & Swain-
son, of Cleveland, Ohio, the fourth annual copy of Beeson's
"Sailor's Handbook and Inland Marine Guide," containing a great
deal of in form ;txion about the great lakes. Complete lists of all
sieam and sailing vessels are .given, with tables f)f distances, lists
of harbors and of charts, custom houses and ofBciaia. The book
Is indispensahle to all yachtsmen on the lakes.

A CRUISE OF A LAND YACUIT.-Therc is very little water
in the "Cruise of a Land V'a.clii," la.tcly published by the Authors
Mutual Pub. Co., of Bo.sinn: luit Ih.^ author, Sylvester B.i.xter,

has written a charming .slory for boyi^. Th(i "land yacht" is

nothing less th.an a private car, in which the hero .ind his friends
cruise about tee LTnited States and Mexico. The bo^'k is hand-
somely made, with many clever illustrations by L. J. Bridgeman.

CONSTELLATION.—Cap t. Nat. Watson, of Huron. Pappoose,
aSnone and Sayonara, will be in command of Constellation next
year, with Capt. Richardson, an experienced navigator, as mate.
Capt. Watson has gone to Newport for the yacht, and afier call-
ing at Hempstead i3ay for some of her gear, he will take her to
Beverly Bridges 10 lay up. L.xter in the season she may fit out
for a cruise to the West Indies.

LAYING UP.—Beatrix is now laid up .at Salem; Alborak. Sayo-
nara and Ilderim at Law ley's; Nautilus and Mineola at Bay Ridge.
Oweene is still in commission. Jessica is in commission at New
London, hut is for sale. Volunteer Is laid up at Lawley's, ami
Capt. Haft has gone homo to nurse his sore leg, the result of an
injury while the yacht was fitting out, which has lately become
painful.

MIMETTE.—This cat yawl, advertised In another page, was
designed for ciuisiug, and with all her accommodation she is not
too large for a singlehander. She is of modern design and build
and very carefully constructed.

PHILADELPHIA Y. C—One of the handsomest club books of
the year is that of the Philadelphia Y. C, an organization now
numbering 160 members, with a fleet of ,56 yachts.

SOUTH BOSTON Y. C.-On Saturday the review and final sail
of the South Boston Y. C. toot place on Boston Bay, a very large
number ot yachts taking part.

ROMOLA, steam yacht, late Catarina, has returned from Europe
and is now laid up at Tebo's.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, Avith name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and raoes, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all

items relating to the sport.

ALUMINUM FOR CANOES.—A correspondent suggests the

use of aluminum in place of wood for the hull of a canoe, but so

far as we can learn there is a serious obstacle in tbe liability of

the metal to corrosion, especially in sea air. A rudder of alum-
inum bronze, a casting nearly %in. thick in places, has been used

during the season ou a canoe in New York, the boat only being

immersed at intervals and lying afloat but a few hours at a time

.

In the course of a few months the metal has honeycombed, and
after each Immersion the surface is covered with a fine white

powder which rubs off easily. The texture ot the metal is de-

stroyed and its strength is gone. From this test it would seem
that the durability of thin sheets would be very limited, and that

a canoe would not last out a season.

THE LAST RACE.—The open race of the Marine and Field

Club, which is announced elsewhere, promises to be the most im-

portant event of the year in canoeing, as it wiU bring out nearly

all the best men and canoes at the time when both are in their

best racing form. The Marine and Field Club has done a very

wifie RQd at the same time a very sportsmanlike tbing in plferlng

BALLAST IN CANOES.—One of the strongest opponents of the
use of ballast in racing canoes is Com. William WHllard Howard,
of the New York O. C, who last year sailed the Toltec, a large
canoe, ^vithout an ounce of ballast. Within the past three weeks,
however, Com. Howard has owned up to the soft impeachment of
carrying ballast in his new Aztec, but only ' a litQe for trimming
purposes." At the same time two 351b. bags of shot are misslog
from their accustomed place in the club house. Another member
of the club has just ordered a new 4ft. slide to replace a 3£t. one,
the largest he has ever used thus far.

BIG PINE CREEK AND ITS RAPIDS.
THE canoe club had been taking little run on the river by

moordight, and as they i-eturned to the boat house the men
bi-gan tiilkicig of their usual summer cruise.
Some had made the entire run of the uuper Su«quohannq and

wished to try some other stream, and W^ll suffgested the West
Branch of the Susquehanna. As it would take considerable
time to get to the headrt'atera of this stream, somo thought it pos-
sible to reach it by another route and found bv the map that Big
Pine Creek, in Tioga county, would be easily readied from their
home and give a nice cruise.
From all inquiry they found Big Pine Creek to be a narrow

mountain s'ream, very rapid and somewhat dangerous. This
struck their fancy, and, wishing some excitement, iu was decided
to take this course.
But out of the whole number who signified their intentions of

going only three were found ready on the morning of July 26 to
take the Lehigh Valley R.R. for Addison, N. Y., where a (ihange
of cars was to be made. These three were Tom, Jim and Will,
companions together on many a previous trip.
The party reached Addison at 6 A. M., and after a stroll and

breakfast at the leading hotel took the Addison & Pennsylvania
Railroad to Gaines and enjoyed a ride over this narrow-gauge
road. The ti'ain arrived at Gaines in time for dinner, which was
eaten at the Vermilyea House.
After dinner a team was engaged to take canoes, grips and box

of provisions to the stream, but a short distance away. While
they are unpacking it may be well to briefly describe the fleet.
Tom's canoe was of his own manufacture, and a credit to him,

being a very pretty model, 14ft. long, 35in. wide, weighing 401bs.
Jim's was nearly the same size, but Weill's was smaller, being
only 22in. wide. All were of tbe canvas order, decked and with
rubber apron overall and supplied with double blade paddles.
When the provisions had been divdded and packed in the canoes
they found them loaded somewhat deeper than desirable, but
after starting they glided along very steadily.
The stream was quite muddy, so they could not see the bottom

or pick out the course, but trusted to the looks of the water. The
current began to rnn swifter, and the canoes glided along with-
out any effort on the part of the canoeists, while the trees which
hung over the water's edge and l;he high rocky mountains rising
almost perpendicular above to a height of several hundred feet,
made a cool retreat from the sun.
All they could do was to watch the narrow stream ahead, pick-

ing out the e ourse here and there, now running around a liuge
rock on the right, a few quick strokes of the paddle and around
another on the left, then backing water with might and main to
avoid one in the center, working tmtil the canoe was on one
side before they could feel free to lift the blades again and shoot
forward.
But a tow miles below they came to quite a swift dangerous

plactf, the stream was quite narrow and ran with considerable
force into the face ot a high, steep rook and then made a sudden
turn to the right. Will passed through safely, but came very near
being thrown against the side of tlie wall. The others followed,
and Jim narrowly escaped a capsize, only the vigorous use of the
paddles sa%dng him.
This was only the beginning of the sport, and all were feeling

very gay, singing snatches of sougs or exclaiming as to the
grandeur of the scenery, which is beyond power of description.
But for the most part. Pine Creek ia a narrow, rapid mountain
strdam with a constant wild current, but few pieces of dead water
or even an eddy where one might stop for rest. On the west the
creek flows almost under the high, thlokly-grown mountain side,
in some places very craggy and steep, now and then cut by a deep,
narrow gorge which looked dark and gloomy, fallen timber, higU
stumps, and roots of trees and logs filled these places at tue
bottom, showing how the heavy rains had done their work. The
east side differed but little, the mountain being further away
from the stream, only at times approaching close to the water's
edge.
A few miles down they passed a large tannery, and had slower

running where the channel was somewhat wider; then the creek
narrowed up and began a wild rush. A short distance below there
was a pretty sight, a high shelving rock extended out several
yards over the water, and a mountain stream running its water
over the edge formed a miniature Niagara in tbe form of a half
circle. It was but the work of a moment to push the canoe for-
ward, duck the head and run under, then to look out where the
water was pouring over in a steady stream, completely shutting
one in; a shove on the paddles and a shoot out into daylight again,
with a little water running down the back of the neck. The
stream was too muddy to see bottom, but they could tell by the
paddles tbe depth, and had but little trouble in getting tluough.
This kind of running continued, the stream now and then

changing its course and running under the base of tbe mountain
until one began to think it would go into a tunnel, but hoou it

would come to a sudden bend, and as the canoe glided swiftly
around a new view full of beauty would present itself. Now they
would spin along through a narrow, rocky, ci'ooked course; then
another curve, and they pass along the edge of a hay field, where
the industrious farmer ia "making hay while the sun shines." At
a blast from tbe horn the farmer drops his scythe and runs to the
fence. "Say, look a-here!" he yells, "how far you fellers goin'?
Hain't them pretty small boats to ride in?" Jim answers, "Oh,
no; lots of room, couldn't tip over if we tried." By that time
some of the farm bauds had arrived, and began discussing the
merits and demerits of the fleet as it passed out of sight around
another bend.
After some 8 miles of the most charming canoeing, Ansonia

was reached with the Pine Creek R.R., which follows this stream
to its mouth.
As tne water is somewhat steadier here, the party floated

along easily, fixing the aprons more tightly and making ready
for another hard run. In a short while they are in the swirl and
awash of the rapids. First there is a rush, then a splash and
dash of water over the dei k and apron and almost into the face,
a jump, thump, bump, and the canoe just grazes a huge rock,
over which the water is boiling in a mad fashion. It does not
seem possible to avoid all the rocks, and there is many a narrow
escape, sometimes holding the breath as one sees the bows
almost on a boulder, then follows a furious use of the paddles-
backward; and then, working the canoe one side, we breathe
easier as she shoots by. Will was the last one to go through,
and as Tom went Into the rapid ahead it seemed as though he
had sunk, as only his head and shoulders appeared above the
water, but as Will followed on he came to the beginning of the
fall, and to look down through that rush of wild boiling, splash-
ing water it did not seem possible that a canoe could go" through
without an accident. Fortune favored them, however, and they
escaped without a wetting, then reaching a small eddy, or resting
place, which is just long enough to give a chance to arrange the
blankets, throw off the water from the top and make it secure
again.
A short distance below they run into Barber Riffs, one of the

worst and moat dangerous places to run in the whole river, and
many a raft has been wrecked in here. As the canoes run swiftly
into the narrow channel the owners can see plenty of rocks, snags
and foam, which indicated a hard struggle around the rocks,
which seem to fill the stream from shore to shore. At times they
think an end has come, as the channel seems almost entirely cut
off, but as the canoe comes nearer and nearer there appears a
narrow opening between two huge boulders, where the water is

boiling and foaming and splashing into the air. It is the only
chance, and as the light craft run through with a rush, a jar and
a thump, the skipper knows they have had a close call.

Thus the running continues, now and then a little chance for
rest, but they do not stop, the sport is too exciting, and one after
another the canoes rush along, sometimes coming to a riffle

which looks as though they would have to get out because of the
low water; but appearances are deceitful, and by holding the
canoe back as much as possible the shallows are passed in safety
only now and then the sudden jar and bump as the keel tries to
scrape an acquaintance with some of the rocks which "stand
high" on the river bottom.
About 6 P.M. Four Mile Run is sighted. It is a small station on

the Pine Creek R. R. and consists of a logger's cabin and a 6x10
depot. The axe was doing its work here, as the side of the moun-
tain was covered witb peeled hemlock logs which shone with
silvery whiteness in the fading light.

A wjmt?ep p£ loggers ytove, j»wyari»g for tftair supper aa the
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canoes passed by, and the crew were watcliing them too intently to
notice on tbe opposite i-iue a log cabin wit h seaTP, swiDgs and liam-
mock swinging under ; he trees until too late lo make a stop, and
ttiecurrent, which ran ve.i-y swiftly here, Hooncarried ttiein aronnd
the bend and out of sisht. A sudden fall over a rock dam caused
a holding; of brcaTh, and as the canoe shot over It the water came
rolling in, but the rubber blanket did its duty well.
A few yards beyond an eddy is spied, and quickly the canoes are

Steered for it, a landing is effected, and while Jim and Will put
the tent. Tom prepared supper, as be had been elected "chet"

in the culinary department. Ttie tried potatoes were good, but
tb08P on the bottom looked like Saratoga chips in chocolate; the
coffee was hue, in fact almost too line. The bread and honey
passed well, and soon supper was finished, and cutting hemlock
bonghs for tbe bed was in order. When this was ready they
packed thing:s snug for the night, as a heavy fog was roUiog up
the stTCam. Then they turned in. and each related bis experience
and told of the escapes lie bad had. The uoise nf the rapids made
pleasant music, and soon three tired canoeists were lulled to
sltunber.
Sometime during the night Will was aroused by a rap on the

bead, 'li d opened bis eyes to see Jioi sitting upright moving his
arnr 1 1: " IS'! he was paddling a race for his life. A good shake
ail) 'I iid be gave a stai-t and exclaimed: "I thought I was
goiiin • V t

- ••
I ini Elmira dam; 1 could near the roaring, and was

almosi goijt-. If you hadn't, wakened me up I should have gone
over sure," and the poor fellow struck a match and looked at his
hands to see if he Ijad blistered them. The roaring sound was
explained a,6 tbe red light in the caboose of a coal train disap-
peared around the distant mountain, and soon all was qui^-t again,
save the constarit rushing of the waters in the near bj liflle.

At G A. il. all were astir, and by a two-thirds vote Will was
elected to wash last night's dishes. Jfui took down tent and
folded blankets, while 'fom prepared breakfast. It was a (iecided
improvement on the supper, as the polatoes were excellent, the
coffee was better aud as strong as the butter, and was able to
stand on its own grounds Avilhout tbe aid of stimulants; a few
flies and ants in the honey did not aUect it materially.
The canoea were soon packed and again afloat, passing a long

rip-rap work of loss, which guarded the railroad, while opposite
was a chute some 10ft. higli and 30 to 40ft. long which probably
had been built to guide the water from the mountain gorge; be-
tween this chute ran a clear and bubbling spring, which supplied
a cooling draft.
As they continued on the stream became qidte shallow, and at

times forced the canoeists to jump out and lift over, at one place
a fallen tree lay completely across the stream, and thf water ran
quite swiftly under ii. Will piloted his canoe through safely, bnt
Tom narrowly escaped a capsize, and Jim became stuck on the
tree and ataid nearly ten minutes before he could get loose from
the branches and proceed on his way. When he baa caught up to
Will and Tom, who had pulled under some rooKs and were enjoy-
ing the coolness, he dropped his paddle and, with a forlorn look
on his face, exclaimed, "Boys, I have forgoi ten something!'' That
meant a long and tedious wait for his companions and a walk for
tim, so slowly Tom asked, "Well, what did you forgetV, ''Oh,
there was a rock back in that riffle audi forgot to run into it."

Then all took a drink from the spring close at hand, aud shoving
into the current were soou on-their way.
A few miles below Four Mile Kun is a nice cottage owned by

some SVellsboro parties and occupied by their families. Once a
fine large specimen of the bald eagle, frightened from his cool re-
treat, sails out and goes for ttie mountain top, the sun glistening
on his snow-white head and tail as he disappears from view
beyond a distant crag. A little further below is Tiadaghtou
slat ion, quite a resort for ti'out fisUermen and deer hunters. This
country was once a \ ast wilderness only broken by the narrow
stream which makes a liigbway or outlet for the lumber, but as
civilization advanced the best ground was cleared for use, while
the timber was cut and rolled into the creek until a sudden rise
carried it into the market at Williamsport.
This stream was the favorite cruising, camping and fishing re-

sort of the late lamented "Nessmuk," and many a time he has
glided down this river, and perhaps these canoeists stopped at the
same spring where in years gone by this woodsman quenched his
thirst.' Their canoesmay havegrounded on the same rocks where
the i^ackiail had grated before.
This is what ">^essmuk" wTote in the "Log of the Bucktail,"

printed in the Forest akd Stream of Oct. 11. bSSt: "June 17—
Picked up canoe at Tiadaghton for a week's cruise down the river;
worst racket I ever got; overboard a dozen times. Arrived at
Blackwell's pretty weU used up; staidall night at Gregoi'y's Black-
well House; clean, square meals. $1 per day.'"
"History repeats u«elf," and I will venture that "Nessmuk's"

racket was no worse than that of those three canoeists; for shortly
after leaving Tiadaghton the racket began. A swift, narrow
stream, a few sunken rocks, a canoe with bow high in air and a
canoeist's frantic etiorts to save himself, would have made a good
aim for a Kodak.
But little remains to be told. Jim struck a rock, the canoe ran

high, and swinging around with the current, and before he could
jump the water poured over and down it went. He managed to
save his grip, and Will, who was below, saved his blanket, a coat,
a package of cigarettes, and a novel. Tom assisted him in right-
ing his craft, and after making some needed repairs and wringing
out clotliing, he found the only loss, besides some eatables, was
one of his patent leather shoes. When ready to go on it was
found that Tom's canoe had sprung a leak, and Pis ardor as well
as his clothing was somewhat dampened, out after some exertion
thi-eo tired canoeists reached Blackwell's about 6 P. M., and im-
mediately struck for the hotel, the Blackwell House, kept by a
Mr. J. H. Barton, who kindly loaned the use of his kitchen lire to
dry clothing, etc.

they statu here all night and found Mr. Barton to be a very
agreeable and accommodating landlord, and he set a table which
a city hotel would not be ashamed of, while his prices were very
low. He informed them that the stream was loo low to afford
further enjoyment and was becoming more shallow each day, so
storing canoes Wilt left for home, as he had urgent business
which called him, while Tom and Jim continued on by rail to
Visit frienas in Williamsport. All agreed to come at some future
time and complete the runwhen there would be sufficient water
to carry them through. - K.

ROCHESTER C. C. FALL REGATTA.
THE annual fall regatta of the Rochester C. 0. Avsts held on

Sept. 17 at the club house on Irondequoit Bay. The race for
the Welters cup restxltedas folio wg:

Start. First round. Finish^
Marie 3 08 00 3 33,^0 3 15
Massiwippa 3 08 00 3 32 15 4 01 30
Vixen 3 08 30 2 34 00 4 03 SO
Prudence 3 08 30 3 35 00 Not timed,
Harris 3 10 00 3 36 30
Hero P. IG 00 Jifot limed
Arual withdrew. , ,, ..

Polly Wriggle withdrew. . .. ..

The result of this race gave the cup to W. H, Martin, canoe
Massiwippa, by a lead of fom- points over H. W. Stewart, canoe
Marie.
The next race vvas the paddling single blade quarter mile, with

5 entries: C. Smith, H, D. McVeau, Capt. W- Smiib, John Plum-
mer and C. F. Wolters. The race was very close, fiiii^-bing in tbe
following order: Capt. Smith, O. Smith and John Pliuntner.
The next race was a sail of a quarter of a mile and return.

(Miarles Smith and Fred Smith cam" to the finish almost together,
but Fred Smith crossed on the wrong side of tbe buoy ttnd so was
obliged to go about and croaa again, lofing first place.
The tandem race paddle, single blade, J-l mile, came next. Five

teams entered: Coi. Moody aud Oant Kugglea, John Plummer
and (leo. French, Oapt. Smith and C.Smith, H. O. McVean and
Fred Smith, H. W. Stewart aud \V. H. Martin. .Atartin and Stew-
art won by about 2ft., witli (Jypf. ymith and C. Smith seco- d.

The ta,ndem band paddlinu j-ace of liJOyiis. liad four entries—H.
W. Stewast and Capt. Smith, Col. Moody and C. Smith, H. D. Mc-
Vean and F. Smith, J. Plummer and W. H. Martiu. Plummer,
of the N. Y. C. C, and Martiu led the others and finished a good
first in spite of an upset that they had just before starting.
The last race was the tandem upset paddling, with three canoes

nntered-C. S. Smith and H. W. Stewart, W. C. Seward and Fred
Smith, J. Plummer andW. S. Smith. Stewart and Smith won
easily.
At tbe conclusion of the races the canoemen and their friends

adjourned to tbe Newport House, wliere an elegant suiipor vv'fls

provided them. After the supper and the award of prizes, dancing
was kept up till a late hour to the music of Hyland's orchestra.
The regatta committee included Messrs. Seward. McVean and
Stewart.

A SPECIAL CANOE RACE.

THE Marine and Field Club has announced an open sailing race,
to be held on Oct. 10, on Gravesend Bay, for cups to the value

of $50, given by tbe club. The race will be open to members of
organized canoe clubs, under A, C. A. rules, the entries thus far
beir.g as follows:

Bee Paul Butler Vesper B. 0.
D. L. Goddard Vesper B, 0.

Seabright VV, T. Wiutringham..:Marine and Field.
W. S. Elliott Marine aud Field.

Torment H. C. Smith Brooklyn.
Eclipse F. L. Dunnell Brooklyn.
Cricket Ij. B. Palmer lanthe.
Bonnie O. B, Vaux New York.
Bubble ...Wtu. W^hitlock — ...New York.
Kismet C. J. Stevens ..New York.
Aztec W. W. Howard New York.

Entries may be sent to Wm. Whitlock, No. 37 W. Twenty-second
street, New York. Mr. W. S. Elliott will take charge of the ar-
rangements at the Marine and Field club house, where canoes
may be sent in advance.

ALUMINUM CANOES,
Editor Forest and Stream:
As all sportsmen are interested in improvements which are

being made in the appliances pertaining to their craft a few facts
on the properties of aluminum and its alloys may not be amiss.
This metal, while the most abundantly distributed of all, owing
to the great difficulties experienced in reducing it from its ores,
has been more of a chemical curiosity than an economic mineral;
but recent advances in science have enabled the manufacturer to
offer it for 50 centa instead of several dollars per pound. In order
to show what interest this has for the hunter, take for purposes
of comparison a Peterboro wooden canoe 16ft. long and 31iu. ueam
having a superficial surface of about .SOsq.ft., this canoe when
new weighs nearly OOlbs.

Apiece of aluminum 1ft. square and Srjn, thick weighs .831bs.,

weigUt of a cauoe containing SOsq. ft. would be 411b8.. with the
advantage that it will not grow any heavier. The gunwale can
he made in the shape of a hollow airtight pipe, and an airtight
compartment at each end would provide the necessary buoyancy
to float her when full of water.
One of the alloys of aluminum is aluminum bronze, and consists

of copper, 90 per cent., and aluminum 10 per cent. Its strength is

double and its rigidity is three times that of bronze, its resistance
to compression equals that of cast iron, while in hardness and
tensile strength it is little inferior to steel. A similar canoe made
of this metal the one thirty-second part of an inch thick would
weigh about 731bs.

Another alloy is made by adding from 5 to 10 per cent, copper
to aluminum, which has the effect of greatly increasing the hard-
ness and toughness of the latter, while adding but little to the
weight.
As these alloys can be turned out in sheets of any desired size

or thickness, are exceedingly tough, light, strong and do not rust
or corrode in the air, there is no limit to the modifications that a
canoe Iniilt of tbem might not exhibit. It could be made in two
halves for ease in transportation, which could be fa.stened to-
gether in a tew minutes. Wltbout a doubt in a year or two canoes
large enough to accommodate a hunting party of three with all

their outfit, will be made of this metal or its alloys to weigh less
than40lbs. Mds-ke-ke-wa-no.

PADDLING RACES AT SPPi,INGFIELD.-On Sept. 10 a num-
ber of racing and paddling races were held on the Connecticut
River at Springfield, in connection with the bicycle tournament.
A paddling race with double blades was won by Perkins, of the
Vesper B, O., of Lowell, from tbree other contestants. In a second
race Mr, Perkins defeated Knappe and Euson, of Springfield.

A. C. A.—MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division: Leslie A, Taylor,
Lawrence, Jdass.; O. W. Whitlemore, Arlington, Mass. Atlantic
plviBion: J, A. Porter, Philadelphia, Pa,

THE VALUE OF DESIGN IN CANOE RACING,

IT would be a pity to think that even a part of the vast amount of
skill and labor which has been expended on the designing of

canoes from the earliest days of canoeing some ;.'5 years siiice, had
been in any wav wasted, but all who are faaiiliar ^vith the history of
caooe racing w"ill he able to recall manv instance.s of fast iMats which
are lacking in tbe points generally considered essential to good design,
while other boats apparently faultless have proved failures. Before
condemning the careful and elaborate work of the amateur designer
a-; a waste of time beside the simpler and quicker methods of the rule
of thumb builder, it is weU to consider the various processes which
are involved in the making of a complete design, and which are briefly

as follows:
First>-The selection of the crude dmiensions and elements, or, as

length is now practically limited to ICft., tbe selection of the beam, the
depth of hidl, and the displacement. This part is of more importance
in a canoe than in any other sailing craft, as the canoe must fit the
weigbt aud height of tbe man to a gre.at extent, the crew represent-
ing about bO per cent, of tbe total diaplacemeut and 100 per cent, of
the ballast.

Second— The proper disposition of the displacement throughout the
length of the boat, avoiding undue fulness or leanness in either end or
the middle, especially when the boat is heeled to her working angle.
Thu-d —The adjustment of the center of lateral resistance, the center

of effort, the determination of the outline of keel and draft at each
end, and the placmg of the centerboard.
Fourth—The de-sigaing of the actual "Hues" of the boat, that is tht.

drawing of the mid.ship section, the load waterline aud the fairing of
the whole surface.
Fifth—Tbe careful shaping of deadwoods, scag, keel, etc., so as to

carry out all lines fairly from end to end. This last point is a matter
of construction rather than design proper, but must usually be done
by the designer for the builder in order to insure satisfactory results.
In the estimation of many canoeists, the meaning of the word

"designing" is limited to tfie fourth process mentioned, though tbis
part of tne work is of itself but little mote tban mere drafting. Beyond
all qiiestiou, the most important portion of the work is the fir.st iueu-
tioned, the selection of the leading dimensions and the displacement;
and tbe actual fitting of the boat to the man who i'> to sail her. The
next in importance is the proper distribution of bulk; these two being
by far more important than the other three. While there are few
canoes iu which all five of these processess have been carried out
Eerfectly, there are many in which two or three are found, the per-
ormance of tbe boat depending on which they are. There are many

instances of fast cauoes of the roughest form aud finish, the bottom
unfair and lumpy, the laps uneven, and the two sides by no means
ahke; but a close investigation will discover the fact that the general
dimensions and power of the boat are fitted to the weight aud activity
of her crew; and that, in spite of local unfairness, the lines will show
a verv good curve of areas, mdicating a proper disposition of the
bulk." On the other hand there are many promising hoats, with a
good midship section, with all lines carefully faired, and with the
neatest of work about the stem, keel and deadwoods. which win but
third or fourth place. The work of a moderately skdful amateur
designer, or of many very clever builders is of this character, the
lines fair and pleasing, both sides symmetrical, and with neat finish
about the ends; but with these feattn-es are found often a lack of
power, too fine lines, and faults in the shape of keel or in the relative
fulness of the ends.
The value of all-around excellence of design is greatest in moderate

weather, in a good working breeze and nearly smooth water; under
these circumstances the niceties and refinements of model, the fair-
ness of all lines, the symmetry of both sides, the turning of the bilge
so as to give requisite power without abrupt curves, the careful modu-
lation of i;he waterline to give easy but powerful diagonals, the proper
contour of the keel and the shaping of the deadwoods are all impor-
tant factors of speed. In lighter weather, when little more than
drifting is in order, other qualities come into play, tlie area of im-
mersed surface, the absence of laps and projections, and the actual
smoothness of the surface, are of more importance than fairness and
symmetry of form, while very fine lines and a lack of stability are
less of a hindrance than under any other condition. When it conies
to very strong winds and rough water, everything is changed, and
the rougher a.nd cruder craft are likely to win from many of con-
fessetlly fair form, partly ou their power, and partly because, in
spite of ail local uiifah'ness, the distriDution of bulk, not pei-haps on
the designed waterline, but on the trim in which they are actually
sailed, is nearly what it should be, Tbe old Dot, a boat with clumsy
deadwoods and keel, rough laps, and a big lump m each end of her
garboards, was fast in a breeze aud rough water; Vesper, as she was
raced at the 'S6 meet, with unfair laps aud the light plunking htickled
in many places, sailed beside the smooth aud ctean lined I'eeowsic;
Blanche, another canoe 01° the .same date that is known to lie fast,

shows but jjoorljT when turned over beside some of tbe handsome
canoes that are seen at every meet; Iguana, tlie winner of the race at
Burlington ttiis year, iu which she beat boats of better model, is a
boat with full lines, the forebody apparently fmier than the after-
body, while the finish of stem and deadwoods is very rough. The old
Dawn, now the ilab, a powerful rather than a fair ooat, did well in
the record sailing at the meet, in heavy weather, and on several other
occasions, while in the rough water and strong wind of last week
Toltec probably saUed as fast as though every waterline and diagonal
had been fair from end to end, Cauuek also is by no means a fair
boat, showing a marked fullntiss 6ft. from the stem, but she has per-
formed wall m all weathers,

It is not infrequently the case that the builder,whileperhaps imfau"
in many of his lines. aU'l rough in finish, has an intuitive sense o
form which enables him to give his hoats the most important requi-
sites, though to the casual eye the craft are crude and unfair through-
out. On the other hand, the mere method of ivorlcing out a design on
paper is likely to lead the aniateuc U) the construction of beautiful
curves ill whieii the prime essentiah; of a good e;esign are entirely
lost. The designer and builder who take any pride in their work will
use evei-y eft'ort to secure fair lines, smooth' seams and surface anrl
fine deadwoods, and the absence of these features betrays careless
and clumsy work, but it does not follow of necessitv that a canoe will
be fast on account of them or slow for the want of them. The true
elements of good design lie much deeper than merely fair form, and
are certainly worth looking for.

.4t the same time it is a fact that excellence of design, even iu its
broatlesC sense, is of less importance in a canoe than in auy other sail-
ing craft. That combination of sail carrying power with a minimum
resistance of hull which is the object of all designers, aud which in a
yacht is dependent on the model and ballasting, in modern canoe sail-
ing depends not on the boat but almost entirely ou the weight, skill
.and agility of the man. as measured by the length of sliding seat
whica ho can use to advantage, and tbe amount of sail which he is
tliUT enabled to carry. His work is easier and surer in a canoe with a
reasonable amount of stability as compared with a V shaped craft,
but even the advantage he gains in this way may be easily offset by a
litile extra agility in the crew of the other "boat.
We have not touched ou tbe questions of rig or of arrangement and

fittings, but they hold a place between the personal skill of the crew
and the merits of the hull as factors of successful racing, so it wUl be
seen that the excellence of design, such as would meet tbe approval
of a naval architect or yacht designer, is of very limited value iu a
racing canoe. So long as the canoe has sutBcient displacement and
lateral resistance, and will tack surely and reach with a fairly ea.sy
helm, she may be looked to as a possible winner if well sparred and
sailed. At first sight such a conclusion is rather discouraging to those
who be.heve, as we do, in the value of carefm and systematic design
as diatioK'uisbed from aimless and haphazard work. It does notfollow,
however, that the labor of the designer is unuecessaryj or likely to
be thrown away; while lie is working on a smaller margin than iu the
case of yachts and larger vessels, there is still a held for improve-
ment in model, and instead of givmg up the task entirely, he must
look still deeper, and go at his work with a full understandiug of the
truth that successful designing goes a very great way beyond mere
fairness of form aud skill with a pen and battens.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AMATEUR. OARSMEN.-
This association in annuiil convention at Washington, on Aug. 18,
directed the puifiication of the report of the executive committee,
and the issue of a copy to each rowing club in the United States.
It is the rule to print with the annual report the laws of boat rac-
ing, the constitution and by-laws, and regatta rules of this asso-
oiHtion, and a list of associate clubs; to these it is thought advis-
able to add, for tbe beneSt of the fraternity, an accurate list of all
clubs, and the oflicers of the same are hereby urged to send at
once to the undersigned the n.ames and addresses of their secre-
taries and captains.—W''. Howard Ginsois, Sec'y National Asso-
ciation of American Oarsmen, Washington, D. C.

A LONG JOURNEY IN A CANOE.-Afeat never before ac-
complished has been performed by Eugene Underbill and Murray
Boocock, of New York, the latter a Yale student. They arrived at
St. John, N. B,, Sunday, having traveled in a canoe from Moose-
head Lake to the mouth of St. iTohn River, a distance of 504 miles.
They had three guides and three canoes. They left Mt. iJ^ineo on
the afternoon of Aug. 10 and lauded at Indiantovvn Sunday, hav-
ing been 34 days on the journey. Of this time, however, only 14
days were actually spent in traveling, the rest having been passed
in camp, fishing and shooting. The journey was without special
incident. They left for New York yesterday morning.—Sprf?ig-
fickl Repuhlican.

lANTHE C. C—On Tuesday, Sept. 29, the lanthe O. C, will hold
a river carnival and illumination, with chib four race, in which
it iu hoped many clubs will enter crews. The lanthe crews are
already made np and are as follows: No. 1, W. J. Stewart, Alex,
A rcbibald, Barron Fredricks and Turner. No. 2, Harry S. Farmer,
James Duguid. J. B. Stewart and Percie Hart. No, 3, Richard
Hobart, George Meize, L. B. P,almer and Geo. P. Douglass.

GEORGE A. WARDER.—Mr. Warder, who had intended to be
present at the meet but was delayed, has been in New York for a
week past. He reports having left Mr. Shedd in good health at
Tacoma, W. T. Mr. Warder is the happy possessor of a heavy
black beard, which has cbangetl his appearance considerably.

No Notice Taken of AnonjrmoaB Oorrespondents.

E. B. B., Bay Ridge.—We cannot lidentify {the bird from your
description.
T. C. M., Chicago.—The lines of a 17ft. cruising sharpie were

published Jan. 17, 18S4.

J. B., Greeupoint.—For clay-pigeon breaking No. 7 or No. 6 .shot
will give breaking power where No. 8 shot fail.s.

G . E. B., San Francisco, Oal.—We shall probably publish a de-
scription of the boat this fall. She has turned out quite speedy.

L. A. J., Saylesville, R. I.—Open season for grouse and quail ia
Connecticut Oct. 1 to Jan. 1. in Massachusetts, quail, Oct. 15 to
Jan. 3; grouse, Sept. 15 to Jan. 1.

H. W. S., Renforth, Out.-We have published no description of
the gun, but we understand it to be a perfectly reliable arm. and
one that is liked by its users. The manufacturers will doubtless
send you full description.

(-r. W. R., Charlestown, Mass,—1. The yacht mentioned would
draw too much water for Florida; we hope shortly to publish the
lines of a better boat for your purpose. 3. A 6 H.P. naphtha en-
gine would give the required speed with a good model and under
lair conditions.

Eb C.4PIT.A-N, Philadelphia, Pa.—1. A modern schooner SGft

.

over all would be about 42ft. l.w.l,, 13ft. beam and Ttt. 6in. draft,
lend keel and two headsails. 2. For a cruiser of this size a cutter
rig would be preferable in a yacht under SOtt. l.w.l 3. Your
figures are too indefinite, over all length has no meaning in con-
nection with modern yachts, the waterline length being the only
definite one.

Backwoods, Glady, W, Va,—I send you specimen of a plant,
some species of pine, and I should like to know what itis. It
grows iu the laurel swamps along Glady and other streams in this
section, running along tne ground and rooting fast at intervals,
sometimes for quite a distance. I have seen vines of it 30 or 40ft.
long, and probably in some cases much longer. It bears a scar-
let berry not unpleast to the taste. Ans. Itis the ground hemlock
(Taxm baccata, var. canadensis).

W. L. P., Vioksburg, Miss.—We wish to renew the hull for our
hunting launch, Greenwing. What is the most durable wood for
the outside, oak or white cedai? Centennial Lake, in which our
boat is anchored, becomes quite warm in summer, aud all wood is
put to a severe test in it. We are not familiar with white cedar
—will it last well in such water? If not, what is the best wood to
use? Ans. White cedar is the lightest and strongest wood for
small craft, and is to be preferred to oak both for bottom and
topsides. The best materials for planking are: for garboard and
possibly sheerstrake, white oak; for topsides, from waterline to
sheeratrake, clear Georgia pine; and for bottom, from garboard to
waterline, white cedar. The clear white cedar used for canoes
and light boats is not so good for larger crnf t as the coarser kind.
Cypress is also an excellent wood for the bottom, though, like
cedar, itis softer than yellow pine, and not so good for topsides.

A German chemist says thtit of the various remedies re-
commended for mosquito bites—such as ammonia, oil of
clove.s, chloroform, carboli zed glycerine, etc.—none is better
than ordinary soap. He is an ai'dent naturalist, and ou his
frequent excursions in the country he invariably carries a
small piece of soap, with which In case of a bite he makes a
lather all over the affected part and allows it to dry on. He
almost invariably finds that the relief is instantaneous, and.
that all pain soon ceases. Should it continue, however, as
sometimes happens, it is only necessary to repeat the appli-
cation.—iJo.sto?i Transcrtiit.

There is au old fisherman ou the Jersey coast, who, though
for 40 years he has followed his calling, has never eaten a bit
of fish. He says: "I kin live on rum and pork. Tliere hain't
no boties in them,"—Spfi/ngMld Bspurnqm'
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XVBOUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
with Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
}
With Adjustable Attachments,

For Sportsmen and Others. -

Combines Head Jack,
' BoatJack, FishingLamp,
Camp Iiamp, Dash I<amp,
Belt Iiantern, Hand Hiau-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FEBGUSOW, Office. 65 Fulton St. H. Y.

The Adipondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
iipcKet edition on map-bond paper. $1.00.
It Is the most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—forest and Stream.
Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-bond paper, 50 cts.

JL^olsS'-The Adirondacks, Illustrated,
16 mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

liake George and L.ake Champlain, 25 cts.

Address S. R. STODDARD, Glens Falls, N. Y.

Trout, Bass and Landlocked Salmon Flies.

Anglers about to visit CANADA, MAINE or the FAR WEST
will find it to their advantage to consult us about size and

patterns of flies adapted to these localities.

Special Patterns for the Lake St. John Waters, Nova Scotia, Yellowstone Park, etc.

Send 10 cents to cover postage, and we will mail you our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE, i8 Vesey St., New York.

OUR CATALOGUE

560 PAGES 30,000 QUOTATIONS

8,000 ILLUSTRATIONS WEIGHT, 2 LBS.

"We have been working twenty years on this identical book. There is

nothing like it under the sun

We send if only upon receipt of 75 Cents (Take Stamps? Certainly) to pay postage or expressage

111 to 116 MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 8 joint, 6 strip. Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood fonu, length 94, 10,

lOJft.
,
weight 7, 8, 9oz . .

, ....7.. i ....... . Price $2 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is oferman SUver Mounted '.

. . . ..... ........... ....... . . . . ................,.*.. . . . .
.'.

. .
.'.

. .
.'.

. . . . . . . . . .
.'.

. .
.'.'. .'.'. .'.'.*.'.'.*.".'. ".".'.

.
.*, .*.

. .
.".'. " 8 82

No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, sohd reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel moiintijags* complete in wood form," "length
84, 9, 9i, 10ft., weight 9, lOJ, 12, 1.3oz .' ..' 7........ ...Pnee 2 72

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 332
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake TrolHng Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings' iength" 'sict*.,* weight" 26oz! ".!!.'*.!!."'.!!."!!!.'!! " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint , «« 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow iiutt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft. .".

. . . . . .
.'.

.

.*.'.'
^ «« 90c.

Brass Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle, Screw OH Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c.; 40yds., 95c.; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle.
Shding Chck, Nickil Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SOOfb., 41c. J. P. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lmes on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15o. per
doz. ; treble gut, aOo. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15o. ;

2ft., per doz., 8O0. ;
3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., doz., &o.

Stand Se.
J. F. MABSTERS, 51, 53 ^ 55 Ooupt St., Brooklyi^. N. Y.

t&mp for TIlnstr»i«Ml C»«sIoena ^ot 1«B1. 0T»BW BVBTfTWCa.
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The Francotte Gun.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Goods.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE,
846 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, m.840

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sections are quickly
changed from &%tol% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to^ or 8oz. witn
the No. 8. All changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.
Extra center sections furnished to
increase the weight as may be d eslred.
Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
cents for a No. 2, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOlILmSON & CO.,
61 John Street,

NEW TORK.

CHAS. I. GOODALE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

vsUl now be fotmd at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he wUl give the same persoBal attention to all
^QCk httrnsted to Ms ciu» as fonuecl;.

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for »9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

Snaman's Combined Trunk and Bed
Pat,. March 17, 1891-

Por bunters, camping parties and horsemen. Write
for iUustrated catalogue to GEO. W. SNAMAN, JR.
199 Ohio street, AUegheny, Pa.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
5651 Atlantic St, EHei.EWOOD, Ills.

Troot FUflS a* 3, S, 7 and U Cent* Sacb.

Book of the

Game Laws
LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

RELATING TO GAME AND GAME FISH.

If you live in Boston, or New York,

or Philadelphia, or Baltimore, or Chi-

cago, or St. Paul, or Duluth, or any

one of a hundred cities where there

are gun and fishing tackle stores,

you need not send to us for the

BOOK OF THE GAME LAWS; your

dealer has the latest (April) issue.

Price 50 cents. Buy of your dealer.
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HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN

AUTOMATIC SHELL EJECTORS.

Instead of giving the dealer larger discounts we have decided to give the sportsmen the benefit of a reduction, and have concluded to ma.k& extraordinary-

low Net Prices on the Charles Daly Guns.
While making this reduction we might mention that the high standard of workmanship for which the Daly gun has always been renowned shall be retained.

We have expert testimony that these guns are equal in workmanship to the celebrated Purdey guns, and far superior to all other so-caleed London
makes, such as Greener, Scott and Westley Richards. An examination will soon convince the unprejudiced customer. They are more conscientiously made,

more beautifully finished, handsomer in appearance, with shooting qualities unsurpassed, in fact far ahead of guns costing $ioo more.

Should you live in or near New York, we would invite you to call and examine our stock and be convinced.

If you live anywhere else in the United States and your dealer has none in stock, insist upon his ordering one, or order o^e direct from us. Send
for Oatalog-ue.

'No. 55. .Fine Hammer Gun, Damascus Barrels, nicely engraved $85.00 Net | No. 155. .^ame as No. 55, but featherweight, 51 to 61bs $100.00 Net

No. 130. .Fine Damascus Barrels. Plain Finisli $110.00 Net
|

No. 150. .Automatic Ejectors, plain finish $165.00 Net
No. 120. .Featlierweight, ditto, 5ito 6lbs 125.00 I^et | No. 250. .Diamond Quality Aulorn atic, Highest Grade made 250.00 Net

Guns made in 10, 12, 16 and 20-Bores, 26in. to 32in. Barrels, 5K to 11 lbs.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway 84 Duane St., NEW YORK.

VALPARAISO, IND.
Manufacturer of

AND Civil Engineers' Clothing.
Illustrated catalogue, with sam-

ples of qualities and shades of cordu-
roy, mackintosh, canvas, flannel, etc.,
m-cfciled free. Address

H. J. UPTHEGROVE,
Valparaiso, Ind.

Chicago Agents: VON LBNGEKKE & ANTOINE, 246 Wabash Ave.

PARAVASLINE.
m Metal Xutoes. Handy to Carr>-.

Patent Lubricant and Rust Preventive.
A light coat of this ParaA'asline on any wetal surface will prevent

it from rvsting, and is invaluable for Gtms, Rifles, Bicycles, Surgicnl
Instruments, etc. Send 15 cents for sample. The great demand for
Pahatasline is a guarantee of itn cxcetience, and it h&a long been a
standarcl liibr icant.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE. SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,
DEPOT FOR SALES, 313^ BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

BRONZE STATUETTES
OF

American Western Subjects.
Statuettes in plain or silvered bronze of

subjects connprising Cowboys, Trappers, etc.,

of a size suitable for table and office orna-

ments, by Walter Winans.

SUBJECTS AT PRESENT READY:

"Shot."
(Trapper with pony). (Wounded cowboy falling off pony.)

nding off Indians."
)er with pc

"At Bay."
(Cowboy shootin

A "Trotter being Speeded to Sull(y," &c., &c.

(Cowboy shooting over dead pony.)

"An Indian Fight."
(Large group consisting of three cow

boys, a trapper and four bronch
ponies-; head of Sioux chief in wa
feather bonnet on base.)

"Bucl(ingBronclio," "Sioux Chief,"

&c., &c., IN PREPARATION.

These can be had in silver if preferred. For

further particulars and price list address

31 Place de la Bourse^ Paris, France.
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AOBNT FOR B. C. MILAMS'
„ Celebrated
Keutnckr Reels.

FtREAKMS, FISHING TAOKI.E, BICY-
_ 0LE8, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS, MUSICAIi

INSTRtJMENTS, SPORTING GOODS, *e. Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent on application to thosementiomng FOREST AND STREAM. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La SaUe St., Chicago, 111,

9»''THE OLD REMINGTON GUN STORE.

.«dV.e^^^2-^ Hammer
Oarv>'aS^^^^^^ Hammerless Breech-loadiner ^^/},

'^''''^^i::;^®''^*'!!"^ Pertaining to the Out-^^^v^o
Sportsmen,Jl^^^r^^^°

Send for Catalogue. 'Scr^'''^5peaS^^

CORNWALL & SMOCK. 281-283 Broadway, N. Y.

ists, Campers aid Hmters.

THE NUTRIMENT CO.'S

FLUID BEEF

Will give immediate relief from fatigue after a
day's tramping or exposure. Needs only to be
mixed with, hot water and seasoned with salt
and pepper. Invaluable in the camp kitchen, as
the most delicious soups can be nrepared from it
in a moment. Take a bottle vvith you on the
next trip. Sold by all dealers in sporting goods
and the leading grocers everywliere. Manufac-
tured wltli the most scrupulous cleanliness and
care by

THE NUTRIMENT CO., Chicago, 111.
Henry 0. Squires, 178 Broadway, Sevr York, carries a

full line of our goods.

BON'T FORGET YOUR FIEL,D GLASS.

Tlx© Ita,2:xol3.m«iMLj'

JUST THE GLASS FOR HUNTING EXCUR-
SIONS. LIGHT, COMPACT AND POWER-
FUL. Price, in leather case with shoulder strap,
810. Send for illustrated catalogue of Field and
Marine Glasses.

E. B. MSYROWITZ, OPTICIAN,
Maker of the BEST Spectacles and Eyeglasses.

895 & 397 FourtU Ave., S. E. Cor. 23d St., N. Y.

S3B.0Q^ MEACHAM UAMMERliF

ported Walniat Pistol Grip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, Pull Checkered, Matted Eib, Double
Under Fastening, Kubber Butt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, cJ^&, $36.29
SEND FOR GUN CATALOGUE.

E.G.MEAGHAM ARMS GO..ST.Lfluis.Ma

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

Glass Blower,
And Manufactiu-er of

Artificial Eyes
For Biros, Animals and Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North William St., New York.
Send for Price List.

THE EAGLE
\The Easiest Running Bicycle

in the World.

SPEED, COMFORT, SAFETY.

Iiarge Illttstrated Catalogue Free.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. COMPANY,
STAMFORD, CONN.

Send stamp for 11lustra ted catalogue of firearms,
etc. Fine shooting small-bore rifles a specialty.
Mail orders receive careful and prompt atiention,
REUBEN HARWOOD (Iron Ramrod),

Somervllle, Mass.

STANDS'") ilsMEfiiJ

WMASTirrcurMG
^MoKjNCi Tobacco.

A pure Virginia plug cut

smoking tobacco that does not

bite the tongue, and is free from

any foreign mixture. More solid

comfort in one package of Mas-

tiff than you can get out of a dozen

others. Packed in canvas pouches.

J. B. Pace Tobacco Co., Richmond, Virginia.

DECOYS.
Send for price list of thn finest decoy ducks in

the world. H. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer,
Box 1.54, Weedsport, N. Y.

itt me mm.

SIR FREDERICK
(31,741) Champion Royalty-Olinda.

The very cream of all England's breeding; no
better bred English setter lives. Winner of 44
first prizes, seven seconds, seven silver cups and
two gold medals. Extended pedigree witb litho-
graph, by mail. Imported August 8, 1891.

Fee $50.

DAD WILSON'S BOY
(13,880).

Will eive you the much coverted Gladstone
Druid and Count Noble blood. Swift as the wind,
pretty as a picture, full of bird sense. Fee Si35.

G. O. SMITH,
WHEELING, W. VA.

ST. BERNARDS.
AT STUD.

VJC3Xr»3ES3K«
This grand young dog is the best son of cham-

pion Otbo out of Lackme, a daughter'of champion
Merchant Prince. He is 33in. high, of a rich
orange color with complete collar and perfect
markings. He is a wonderfully vigorous young
dog, and has proven himself a great stock getter.
As a stud dog he is unsurpassed. Fee $50.mpples for sale.

THE ABBEY KENNELS,
Riverside and Grafton avenues. Woodside, N. J.

R. T. RENNIE, Prop.

IMPORTED IRISH SETTER

CHALLENGE INCHIQUIN.
(A.S.B. 18,191). Breeder. Rev. R. O'Callaghan, by
champion Sbandonll.—lona. The most phenom-
enal young dog of '91, winner of first and two
specials at four consecutive shows. Write for
particulars, pedigree and press comments. JOHN
J. SOANLAN, Box 339, Fall River, Mass.

RIDGEFIELD ST. BERNARD KENNELS

At Stud. KINQLIMHOIT. Fee $40.
i.)

Klnglimmon is orange in color with perfect
white markings and black shadings, staTida 34in.
high and is the sire of some very promising
youngsters. Address
C. A. HOUOK, 923 Madison ave., Albany, N. Y.

in tte mu.

GLENMORE KENNELS.THE CHAMPION IRISH SETTER KENNELS OF AMERICA.
m'J^ 43 St. James Ave., Cincinnati, O.AT STUD. The Champion Three.

Chmp. Ruby Glenmore,
The champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champ. Molly Bawn,
The ex-champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champion Winnie II.,
The only imported champion Irish getter dog in

America to-day.

Write for circular and prices.

Challenge BEAU BRUMMEL, Fee $25
The most phenomenal dog of the times.

(AK.C.S.B. 19,961).

mp. Sarsfield, - Fee $25
The greatest living Irish setter sire.

(A.K.O.S.B. 10,354.)

mp. Dan Mylrea, Fee $20
noted first-prize winner. (A.K.C.8.B. 19,173).

Yoimer stock always on hand.?^Tf Write for circular and nriIf you mention this paper 5 per cent, discount will be allowed on all sales

St. Bernards
AT STUD.

AfilSTOGRAT,
WINNER OF MORE FIRST PRIZES AND

SPECIALS DURING 1890 THAN ANY
OTHER ST. BERNARD.

FEE, $60.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Poughkeepsie, T.

DAVID E. LOVELAND, Manager.

AT STUD.
Kingston Regent.
This grand dog is the best son of the great

PRINCE REGENT, by Lady St. Gothard. He is

383^in. high and has the heaviest bone and richest
dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in America.
His head is remarkable for its character, depth,
of muzzle and expression. He was born February
26, 1889, and is wonderfully strong and vigorous.

Fee, $50.

Champion Hector.
winner of sixty-six first and special prizes and
stud cups. He is the sire of Champion Cleopatra,
Caleb, Lord Hector, Major Hector, Duke of
Sparta and many other noted St. Bernards.

Fee, $40.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH STREET AND THE HUDSON RI^TIR.

FOX-TEBRIEBS
IN STUD.

Champion Raby Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Pitcher 25
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

K-EAU THIS ! READ THIS
MASTIFFS.

At Stufl.—Ormonde; sire, Ch. Victor Hugo;
dam, Ch. Cambrian Princess. Ormonde is a pi ize
winner every lime shown, botti in England and
America, and his young stock is proving Mm an
exceptional sire. I have always on hand young
stock for disposal at fair prices. I have no blood
but the most fashionable in my kennels. Write
CHA8. E. BUNN, Peoria. HI.

MASTIFFS ABJI» BI^OOI>HOU?«I>S.
W. K. Taunton's Ch. beaufokt will re-

main in America but a short time longer in the
stud. Breeriers should improve their only chance.
A few choice English Noodhoimcls for aaU at all
ttnes. Three grand litters of mastiff pups for
sale, sired by Ch. Beaufort, BeauforVs Blach
Prince and Beaiifort^s Colonel, ot great promise.
Dams the best and most noted breeders, imported
particularly for this special mating; or American
ored ones of equal merit. Photograph 25 cents.

J. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vt.

N THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

Allin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street. Springfield, Mass. tf

At Stud.-English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 1st and specials. Pious Pem-
broke, winner of over 30 firsts and special; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale,
Gbbyhond and Poodm KbnnbijS, Salem, Mass,

J

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION CHAMPION

The Squire,
(E. 15,757). Fee $50.

Roslyn Conway,
(A. -). Fee $20.

'

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,735). Fee $15.

(A.-). Fee $35.

CHALLENGE

(A. 17,577). Fee $25.

ENGLISH
CHAMPION

Treasure,
(A. 10,596). Fee $15.

PUGS.
Kash, Jr.,

(A. 17,804).

Fee, - - - - $16.

IRISH SETTERS.
SEMINOLE,

I

ELEO,
(A.20,0i Fee ; (A. 11,450). Fee j

Extended pedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive tbe
best of care. Fine specimens of ilie above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of
ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following
noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cnp four times, the Hal-
sey Tropby twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee S150.00

Champ. PlilNMMMON, JR. (6864).

This grand young dng is a son of the world-
retiotmed Ch. PLINLIMMON, and although onlv
a little over three years old, is the winner of 37
first and special prizes, and sire of some siood
stock. Stud fee $50.00

LOTHARIO (18371).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee, should bo much sought after bv St.
Bernard breed ers. Stud fee $25.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.
A Felect stock most always on Iiand, sired by

the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMING KENmS, Melrose, Mass.

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

AT STUD. FEB $50

KING OF KENT
(A.K.q.S.B. 6364),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rap. Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.
Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,

Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,
Babylon, L. I.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth., immense rough-coat, the only son of
Lord Bute at stud in America. 3. Patrol, one of
our best smooths, fee $35 each.
.lOHN KEEVAN, 195 King st, Brooklyn, N. Y.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described In

show reports as "best Yorkshii-e in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos SOote. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H..
COOMBS, 1 Eschange Blook, Bailor, Me.
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SHARKS IN NORTHERN WATERS.

AN unusual number of large sharks has been reported

during September in Long Island and Fisher's

Island sounds. To these the name of man-eater is gener-

ally applied. Asa matter of fact, however, the true man-

eating shark {Carcharodon carcharias) is rarely seen on

our coast. This species grows to a length of 25ft. and to

the weight of one ton, being surpassed in size only by the

basking shark. It is a relative of the enormous shark

whose teeth occur fossil in the phosphate beds of South

Carolina. Any shark measuring 9 or lOf t. in length is

liable to be called a man-eater, and not without warrant,

for all of them will attack man with slight provocation

or when suffering from hunger. A few days ago Mr.

Willard Nye, of New Bedford, Mass., was attempting to

feed a small dusky shark at Woods Holl with the meat

of a clam. He had a theory that the animal would turn

before taking the food and would be slow in its move-

ments; but to his surprise the shark snapped sidewise

"as quick as lightning," took the clam and three fingers

of the hand that fed it. Other sharks in tbe pool, at-

tracted by the sight of blood, dashed up to the edge and

would have made serious work if a victim had been

within reach. The notion that sharks always roll over

when taking food is deeply rooted in the popular mind,

but the foundation for this theory is not evident. But

-we have seen them taking menhaden in the side of the

mouth while in the upright swimming position, shaking

the head like a dbg until the sharp teeth cut off a portion

of suitable size and afterward picking up the remainder

of the fish, provided some other shark had not captured

it. As Mr. Nye says, the shark is totally depraved and

swift in his depredations; it is, therefore, a dangerous

associate in close quarters, and bathers who fear it are

Tvise. Its indifPerence to pain is notorious: at Woods

Holl, Mass., some years ago a great many examples were
cut open to ascertain the nature of their food and in-

ternal parasites, and in some cases the contents of the

abdomen were removed entirely, It was supposed that

such rough surgery would kill them: but some of the

eviscerated specimens were seen swallowing food after

the operation as readily as if nothing had happened.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
npHE time has come for the fixing of shooting dates in

the Amateur Championship for revolver shooting.

In fixing the conditions, Foeest and Stream, with an

eye to the greater convenience of the greatest number,

diecarded the ordinary match method of getting all the

contestants together for one grand simultaneous shoot,

with all its inconveniences and virtual handicap to many
of the competitors. Instead, it was decided to have the

competition fixed to suit, as far as possible, the conveni-

ence of the shooters. This was the more readily decided

upon since the distance—30 yards—permitted the use of

galleries, where the conditiouw are ijractically uniform,

and where various dates oT shooting would not involve

the chances of differing weather conditions.

From the number of trial-practice targets called for

and sent out since the conditions were announced some

months ago, it is certain that much preparation has been

going forward in anticipation of possible participation in

the match. If those wishing to make record scores now
will write to Forest and Stream, places and dates will

be arranged for the shoots. These, of course, will be

public trials, and due notice will be given in our columns

of all steps taken. The conditions, it will be remembered,

are framed on the most liberal scale, with the intention

of permitting the best arms to come to the front in the

setting of a very high standard of revolver work.

PUT OUT THE FIRES.

THE distressing reports of forest and prairie fires in

the West, with consequent loss of human life and

destruction of property, have in them a warning for

shooters and campers. Particularly should the caution

be heeded in areas affected by drouth, where the burn-

ing of a discharged gun wad or the spread of an aban-

doned camp-fire may cause a conflagration. It is a curi-

ous trait of humanity that individuals who are sensible

enough in the customary walks of life mani fest excessive

stupidity and a thoughtlessness little less than criminal

the moment they step aside from the rut. A grown up

man will fool with a camp-fiLre in a dry time with all the

innocent glee of a baby playing with a can of nitro-

glycerine, and quite as unconscious of any possibilities

of harm. The careless woods visitor who starts a forest

fire usually pleads thoughtlessness and ignorance: but

this is at best a poor plea and less worthy now than for-

merly. In these days of forestry commissioners and sports-

men's literature, no reasonable man can pretend that his

ignorance should relieve him of the consequences of his

folly. For one thing, if a person would share the enjoy-

ments and reap the benefits of a forest outing, he ought

first of all to acquaint himself with the rudiments of

woodcraft; if he will kindle fires in the woods, he first

must inform himself about woods fires, and how to care

for them. As for them who will not so equip themselves

and with information so forearm themselves, let them be

debarred from the woods, and confined to the town

where fire departments are maintained.

LOST.

STORIES are told of guides who have dropped sticks

into streams to find which way they were flowing,

and when the sticks went in a different direction from

what they thought was right, disregarding their plain

testimony, and avowing that the stream was running up

hill.

Other stories are told of hunters who have been found

frozen to death in the depths of tangled swamps with

compasses picked to pieces because they would not point

the -way the bewildered maa thought they should, and so

were plainly out of kilter.

These stories, though individually unreliable, bear wit-

ness to a general truth. The fact is that it is the easiest

thing in the world under certain circumstances to become

''turned around" in the woods, and no one is exempt from

this failing, .

Old hands know and understand this faofc. It is only

the tyros who do not, and who ridicule those who own
up to having been lost. And when these scoft'ers go into

the woods themselves, nine times out of ten there comes

a night when they do not turn up at camp. Then there

is rejoicing among those who have borne their arrogance,

for it is the turn of these to crow, and they who laugh

last laugh best.

In a flat wooded country with the sun obscured and no

compass to guide him the best woodsman is apt to lose

his way. Under less unfavorable conditions the same
thing often happens from preoccupation. Interest in

hunting or fishing drives away aU thought of one's

course till suddenly he is rudely roused to find that he is

in an unfamiliar wilderness with no notion of the way
out.

SNAP SHOTS.

A MICHIGAN law of this year embodies a principle

unquestionably sound, but quite generally disre-

garded, respecting the stocking of private waters at pub-|

lie expense. The statute provides that when any navi-

gable or meandered waters shall ha.ve been stocked with

fish by the State or by the United States, the fishing in

such waters shall be free to the public and limited only

by general legal restrictions as to times and methods.

The people shall have access to the waters for fishing,

and no proprietor of adjoining lands shall recover for

trespass more than any actual damage sustained. We
believe that Michigan is the first to adopt such a law. It

is the common practice in most States having fish com-

missions to supply fry to individuals and clubs for private

waters. While these recipients of State bounty are to be

felicitated upon their good fortune, it is difficult to un-

derstand why their fellow men should be taxed to supply

them with infant trout, any more than with infant pigs

or chickens.

Mr. Henry J. Thayer's appeal to the sportsmen of Mas-

sachusetts to spare the introduced grouse will meet

with a cordial response. While the result of the under-

taking to stook New England covers with Western grouse

must for several years remain doubtful it should not be

said that the Association failed, because the birds were

killed off before they had fairly been given a chance. It

is hoped that any observations of the grouse by gunners

this autumn will be reported to Mr. Thayer, whose

office is in the Stock Exchange Building in Boston.

We print a 33-page paper to-day, to make room for a

large budget of newsy material.

A VENERABLE AFRICAN.

I^OT long ago we showed that the story of the man
-L^ who was ptilled up out of a hollow tree by a bear

was very ancient, and had been told and retold as original

in widely separated parts of the world. There are num-

erous other pleasant little tales equally widespread,

equally credible as of local happening, and not a whit

less ancient. The other day a reader sent in for our

"Camp-Fire Flickerings" (where, it must be confessed,

some venerable jokes have been printed), a deer-hunting

story, which he vouched for as never having been in

print. It was recognized as an oft-told tale. The Forest

AND Stream printed it more than ten years ago. It was

given in the Spirit of tlie Times away back in the 30's;

and no doubt one familiar with earlier shooting literature

of Great Britain could trace it further still. Here is the

story

:

"That reminds me." I once heard a good story that I do not

think has ever been in print. We were camped one night on the

St. Francis River in the Sunk Lands where we were hunting. In

the party was an old hunter, a typical Southern gentleraian of the

old school, who told among others the following story: In the old

days, before the war, I was living on my plantation in Louisiana,

and all my neighbors, prosperous planters, were ardent sportsman

like myself. In those days every Southern gentleman had a body

servant who was always with his master and acted as his general

factotum, and usually between the two there was a sineere and

kindly regard, A neighbor of mine, who was devoted to field

sports, had a servant of whom he was very proud and who also

had a natural love for the chase. So, when any hunting was to b«

be done, master and man were alwas found together. One night a

party of us were on a steamboat on our way to New Orleans, and

among the party, who wars all neighborins planters, was my
friend George and his inseparable body servant Joe. Ws were

sittins in the cabin one night and had told many stories of the

chase, and George had distinguished himself particularly for the

many seemrnglj improbable stories that he told, bat whem we

seemed incredulous and inelined to gnestion he would eallJoe in,

who would verify the story and explain how suck a wonderful

shot was made. "One evening," said George, "I was hunting in a
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swamp near my plantation. It was getting late in the evening
and Joe had tied the, horses and was following me iip. I came to an
open space in th« trees and paused, and while standing there a fine

5-pointbuckcameoutintoti«openand stopped. I raisedmy rifle

and fired and the biick jumped into the air and fell dead. I then
went up to bleed him and to my surprise I found him shot through
the head and through the hoof of his hindfoot. This, gentlemen, is

the most wonderful shot I ever made." Some remarks were made
which were calculated to cast suspicions on the truthfulness of
the story and Joe was called in to dispel any lingering doubts, as
he had seen the shot made. "Yes, sah," said Joe, scratching his
wooly head, afterihe had been told the story, "I was with Massa
G-awge when he shoot dat buck, and he act pow'ful queer, dat deer
did. I was standin' right beliind Mars Gawge when he shoot and
I was watchin' dat deer, and jes as Mars Gawge threw up his gun
to shoot dat old buck looked round awfxil curis like and den, jes as
Mars Gawge pulled de trigger de old buck reached forward with
his hindleg and scratched his nose with his foot, and de bullet bit

'im in de foot and den went Into his head jest at de year and killed

'Im." And Joe rolled up the whites of his eyes and showed his ivo-

ries in a smile thafwas contagious. Later that night Joe and his

master were together at the bar of the boat just before retiring,

and Joe was heard to remark: "Dat was pow'ful close. Mars
Gawge, when I had to explain dat shot, but all at once I 'mem-
bered seein' a deer feedin' down by de byou, and all of a suddin
he reached for'd with his hindfoot and scratched his year, and
den I seed how it was done. But it was pow'ful close, Mars
Gawge."

Another version is contained in the entertaining little

volume of "Negro Myths from the Georgia Coast," by Sfr

C. C. Jones, Jr. There it ie given in the vernacular of

the Sea Island negroes, among whom it appears to have
had a place with the Buh Eabbit stories:

Er Buckra man bin berry luh fub hunt deer. Eh nussen fub
brag too. Eh hab er Serhant wuh always gone wid um der wood
fuh dribe de deer. Him bin berry fond er eh Mossa, an eh ready
anytime fuh schway ter de tale wuh him tell bout how much
deer nem kill and way dem shot um. One time dis Buckra man
bin tell eh fren say him shoot er deer long er rifle, an wen eh gone
fuh zamine um, eh fine say de ball shoot off en bine foote an hit

um een eh yes. Him fren coiildn't see how dat happne, an dem
yent bin want fuh bleeve de tale. Den de hunter man call pon
topper him Serhant fuh proobe wuh him bin say. De Serbant
speak de wud same Ink Mm Mossa bin talk um. Den de gentle-
mans ax um how de same ball could er hit de deer een eh hine
toot an een eh yez same time. De Nigger cratch eh head an den
eh mek answer: "Gentlemans, me spec wen Mossa fire pon top-
per um, de deer mus be biu er bresh fly oflier eh yez wid eh hine
foot." Dat sorter saterfyde gentlemans, and sabe de Buckia
man wud.
Arter the gentlfmans done gone, de Serbant call eh Mossa one

side an eh say; "Mossa, me wlllla fuh back anything you say
bout hunt an kill deer, but lemme hague you nex time you teU
bout how you shoot um, you pit the hole closer. Dis time you
mek um so fur apart me hab big trouble fur git um togerruh."

tartsnjm ^ontist

TALES OF THE OLD WOODS.
THIRTY years ago the South Shore of Lake Superior

was a great wilderness, save a few scattered towns
along the shores. Back in the woods there was an
almost impenetrable forest for a hundred miles or more.
There the explorer found much to interest him besides
the valuable minerals which he was in search of. The
game was in the greatest abundance, both small and
great, and the remembrance of it lingers pleasantly in
my mind to this day. The student of natural history too
had much to learn of the habits of animals now quite ex-
tinct in that region. It was there that one could study
the habits of the black bear, the various fur-bearing
animals, and fish in great variety. Bear, beaver, otter,
lynx, and even the rai-e black wolf, were to be found
without the seeking, they ran across one's path continu-
ally. I have met the bear face to face within 10ft, and
neither of us flinched. Once I left the trail to gather a
few luscious blackberries that hung temptingly over a
big fallen pine. A rustling on the other side 5rew my
attention and looking up there was a bear so busily en-
gaged in the same pursuit that he seemed in no way dis-

turbed at my appearance. He went on picking berries,
gathering the vines In his arms and eating industriously,
while I was picking my way backward and left him to
his enjoyment, being unarmed,

I had several camps in the woods which were used oc-
casionally, and it was impossible to keep these animals

was all that was left of some poor fellow who had been
lost, and lost his reason in his fear and despair. After-
ward we were told that a man had gone hunting from a
camp and had never returned. We gave the bones to
mother earth, and carried a.way shreds of his clothing
and his sandy beard; but no one could identify them. A
sad tragedy, of which those woods might relate several.
Beaver were so abundant at that time that one of my

men took over $800 worth of fur in one winter. It was
a grand opportunity for studying these curious creatures.
And this reminds me of a matter recently mentioned in
the Forest and Stream. It is in regard to the sinking'
of the wood laid up by the beavers for their winter
rations. These sticks are kept at the bottom of the water
in the same way that the boy's toy called a sucker sticks
to a stone. The sticks are partly sunk in the mud and
cannot rise because the water presses on them and cannot
get under them to float them. There are many little
scientific toys used in popular science based on this prin-
ciple, only it is the an- and not the water that is the
material used. I had a water mill there and took the
water from a well inhabited bearer pond. The water
kept stopping in spite of all our tapping of the dam,
which had been made by beavers. It was the beavers
which I had seen bringing sticks to fill the opening we
made in the dam. It was a choice between the beavers
and the mill which should have the water, and to my
great regret the beavers had to give up possession. I
shot the last one bringing sticks to close the dam and
saw him beat them down and stir up the mud and dead
leaves with his tall to fill the crevices between the sticks.
Then we had the water in peace. These animals are as
playful as children. I have watched them for an hour
at their slide on a steep bank, which was worn quite
smooth by use. They would crawl up the bank, or
rather wabble in an ungainly way, and run around to
the slide and coast down into the water, where they
would chase each other about as so many boys might do.
The hindquarters of the beaver are delicious meat. The
canvasback duck is not more toothsome, and the tail is a
mass of rich jelly-like fat. For years it was one of the
delicacies of our camp fife. A bear's ham often varied
it when we were tired of it. It was here that Mr. Mor-
gan gathered materials for his book on beavers, the only
one extant, I believe, and I had the pleasure of taking
him to many of their dams in this neighborhood. One
dam I showed him was nearly a i[uarter of a mile long.
Then the deer were so numerous that one day in the

early winter I saw more than 300 brought into the village,
that had sprung up by that time around the iron mines,
and I bought a fine buck that weighed over 3001bs for §L
The fat was three fingers chick on his loins. The skin
made a fine sleigh robe. The Indians had caught these
deer in their long <-shaped fences as they migrated
southward at this season.
The trout, now alas all gone, were of the finest. At a

river then called the Yellow Dog, I have taken them up
to 51bs. The first experience with this river was a wet
one. I stood on the end of a log projecting over the
water to avoid the brush, and cast my hook baited with a
grasshopjDer. Before I had recovered myself I was jerked
off the log and found myself up to my neck in the water,
with all I could do to keep myself from going in deeper.
I thought I had a lake trout about a lOOlbs. weight on my
hook. But it was only a 51b. speckled trout. Four of
us took as many as we could pack home (it was 60 miles
away) in one day's fishing. "We carried salt with us to
cure the fish, and smoked them, after a light salting, over
a smudge of birch bark. Thus prepared, these large trout
are delicious. But they will not keep over a few days,
or the over salting spoils them. On& hour in the .salt is
enough. And so is my story for this time. H. S.

THE PELICANS ON WHISKYCHITTO.
'"THHE PELICANS" are unique. They (or it) are (or is)

JL a club—but a club without organization, without
constitution or by-laws, without officers or memberp,
without even a name. Sometimes they are called "Peli-
cans," on account of their fondness for fish, and then*
capacity for catching and eating the same; sometimes
the "P. D. Q.'s," because, when they make up their
minds to go a-fishing they are off with a celerity that
astonishes more slowly-moving persons; sometimes "The
Truthful Jimmies," on account of the strict veracity
which marks the narration of their exploits, and some-
times by other names, complimentary or otherwise, none
of which they acknowledge. But as, for the purpose of
these chronicles, they must have a name, that of "Peli-
cans" wiU do as well as any.

It was a typical mid-summer Louisiana day when the
Righter, hot and perspiring from his eight-mile drive

out of them. They burglarized them"constantly, and from his plaiiktion on^ayon d'Anglais, drop'pe
made shreds of the blankets. Going to one of these club's headquarters, in Lake Charles, to seek a glass of
.camps one day, with one of my men. a half-breed
Frenchman, we heard a terrible scrambling, and when
near the camp saw a most comical sight. A big bear
had been licking out an old butter keg, and had got his
head fast in it. There he stood on his haunches, pawing
for all he was worth to get the keg off his head. How he
danced and rolled in his efforts was a sight never to be
forgotten. We had no weapons with us or I could have
got the finest skin I ever saw. It shone like silk, and
waved as he danced about, like the long fur on the shakos
of one of the old Enelish lifeguardsmen. My Frenchman
was in ecstacies. "Voila! voila!" he cried out. See him
danser. See him pirouetter. Sacre N, de D.," and roll-

ing on the ground he laughed until he was black in the
face. I was equally incapable of doing anything, if any-
thing could be done. This went on for several minutes,
while both of us made the woods ring, and so scared the
bpar that he bolted against a big tree and burst the keg
and went off without saying good-bye, with the hoops
about his neck. That camp was never disturbed after
that.

The mosquitoes and black flies were past belief for
quantity, I have struck my pick in the moss on the
rocks and raised such a cloud of them that it was impos-
sible to breathe, and a sudden retreat had to be made.
Once one of my men was so tortured by them that he
became insane and ran off like a deer, and although I

had him searched for for several days we never found
him. Men were frequently lost in those woods. One day
I came upon a melancholy sight. The branch of a small
birch was bent nearly to the ground over a ghastly heap
Of old clothes and bones. The small end of the limb was

.
looped, and twisted in it was a bunch of sandy hair. Thig

ice water, a fan, an easy chair and a whiff of the cool
Gulf breeze. There he found The-Old-Man-Who-Bakes-
Fiah and the Maiden, clad in the scantiest vestments that
decency would allow, wiping the sweat from their brazen
foreheads and, as they smoked their pipes, discussing
ways and means for a trip to Whiskychitto after bass,
or, as we misguided Southerners call them, trout. To
them the Righter listened in silent contempt for a while,
and then, in choice and forcible Anglo-Saxon, gave his
opinion of any set of blanked fools who would ride forty
miles in a lumber wagon, under a broiling August sun,
to a place they none of them knew anything about, in a
helpless attempt to catch fish in a season of the year- and
a stage of water when nothing but gars and mtid-cats
would bite. And if they expected him to make such a
Tariegated and consummate ass of himself as to join
such an expedition of cranks and lunatics, they were "big-

ger fools even than he had always known them to be, if

such a thing were possible. When the Righter's breath
and his stock of objurgations were equally exhausted,
the Old Man said, placidly, "We'll leave here about 5
o'clock Wednesday morning and be at your place in time
for breakfast. Have your traps all ready and half a dozen
big watermelons on ice."

"All right," promptly responded the Righter, "I'll be
all ready for you."
So about 8 o'clock on the appointed day up rolled the

wagon to Bayou d' Anglais plantation, and out tumbled
the Old Man, the Maiden and the Churchman, htmgry
from their long ride. Breakfast was soon done with, and
off they started, anxious to make as much headway as
possible before the sun became too hot.
As the Maiden was the one who had proposed Whisky-

chitto, they naturally looked to him for guidance; but he,
with that shy modesty which befitted his name, had
failed to reveal to them the fact that he knew nothing
about the place, and still less about how to get there. As
none of the rest knew anything more than he did (about
the road, I mean), they began to inquire the way of every
one they met. This was a well-conceived scheme, and
might have worked all right had they met any one who
knew the road. But no one did, and as each wayfarer
met was too kind-hearted not to do the best he could for
them by sending them in a new direction, and as they
imphcitly followed each one's advice, the result was that
their tn ck, if platted, would have looked like a streak of
forked lishtuing. They had intended to camp for the
night at Phillips's Bluff, and, from the directions received,
began to think that Mr. Phillips must own every bluff on
the river for a hundred miles from its source. They went
N.N.E. by W S.W. and l N., with an occasional change
of course to E.S.W. and i N W. by W N. W., varied with
tacks to E.N.E. by W., or W.N.E. by S.
And so on, over the prairie, across.belts of pine woods,

through stretches of cypress swatnp they kept their
dogged way, scorched hy the blistering sun, soaked with
sudden tropical showers and bitten and punctured by
sandflies and gallinippers, and through it all the Old
Man kept his cheery good humor, the Maiden quietly
sucked at his pipe or blushingly told modest little stories
of his experiences with Red bones and with preachers;
the Churchman placidly flicked gigantic horseflies off
his near mule or cracked a dry jokp when the road or the
heat was worse than common ; while the Righter heaped
maledictions upon all fools who went afishing and an-
athematized roads, people, weather and the universe in
general. When at last they stopped for the night at old
Belizare's they only knew that after a day's steady travel
they were seemingly no nearer the fishing grounds than
when they started.
To them, in this state of doubt and despair, came riding

by on his way home, a certain Creole, named Meel-yaw
(by phonetic spelling), who kept a ferry on Upper Dar-
bonne. He reported fish plenty there, and told such a
glowing tale that next morning the Pelicans moved on to
his place, guided through the swamp and woods by old
Belizare, who, with the courtesy and kindheartedness so
characteristic of these people, neglected his own business
and rode miles out of his way to do a kind act to a party
of entire strangers. But, alas! either Meel-yaw was mis-
taken or the fish were not in a humor for biting. For
three days the Darbonne was fished persistently, but,
with the exception of a few small "pearch," the results
were nothing. The weather was torrid, and ticks and
red bugs by day, and gnats and mosquitoes by night,
made life hardly worth the living. ' Mr. Tanner," the
colored gentleman who acts the combined p^rts of guard-
ian angel, caterer and cook to the club, had a hard time
of it duriug those three days. Had he been taken out,
tied to a tree, and "given forty," one-tenth as many times
as that procedure was threatened, he wouldn't have had
skin enough left on his back to cover a flea. And, as if
his tribulations by day were not enough, his nights were
one prolonged torture, for, with the improvidence of his
race, he had neglected to bring a mosquito bar, and those
bloodthirsty wretches consequently made his life a ^ur-
den, giievous to be borne. But his unfailing good humor
and politeness never forsook him, and bis coffee was as
clear and strong, his fried fish and squirrel stew just as
delicious, and all the duties of his position as aptly and
cheerfully performed, as though fife were a bed of'roses,
and he in receipt of a princely salary, instead of doing
and enduring it all for the mere love of it. For Mr. Tan-
ner is as big a crank as any of the rest of the Pelicans.
He'll drop his work any day to go fishing, and the club
could not exist without him.

Sunday was a blue day in camp. The expedition so
far had proved a failure, and the Righter's "damnable
iteration" of "1 told you so," didn't tend to soothe ruffled
tempers. If they hadn't told their friends when f hey left
that they were going to stay a week, they would have
packed up and gone home, but, with that stuhb >rnne^s
which had won for them the namo of "The Mule Team,"
they were bound to stick it out. Whilf "cussing and dis-
cussing,'' a visitor came in the person of Ben H. Ben was
a long-lost brother-in law of the Maiden's, though the
latter, with his usual modesty, had failed to mention it.

Ben told them that they were only five miles from the
Whiskychitto, which was as full of bass as the pine woods
were of tick^, and that if they would come and camp at
his place he'd fill 'em to the muzzle with peaches and
melons. The Maiden replied, "Ben, you're a liar, and you
know it. There isn't any such stream as the Whiskychitto—there's not a bass in aU Louisiana—and you haven't got
a melon or peach on your place. But no place can be
worse than this, so we'll go—if only to make you ashamed
of yourself." And go they did, and it was a case of
"Paradise Regained." Ticks, mosquitoes, sand flies and
red-bugs vanished as by magic. The weather smiled upon
them clear and cool, like October in the Highlands.
Every eddy and pool of the swift-flowing, sandy-bottomed
stream was full of lively bass, ready to take the bait and
try their tackle to the utmost. And, best of all, cheery,
jolly Ben and his big-hearted sisters made them welcome
in a way which excelled even the proverbial Southern
hospitality.

Nothing in, on or around the place was too good for
them. Butter, eggs, milk, cheese, melons, peaches

—

everything was theirs. By day, Ben paddled them in the
pirogue to the hkeliest holes for bass, and at night or-
ganized coon hunts for theu- amusement. It will be a
long and cold day before the Pehcans forget what they
owe to the Ben H. family.
As soon as the first string of bass was taken, The-Old-

Man-Who-Bakes-Fish proceeded to show how well he
deserved the name. Sing, OMuse! the triumphs of his
zeal and skill! How deftly he split them from head to
tail, removing back-bone and fins; how tenderly he
placed inside the slice of lemon and of onion, the pinch
of pepper and of salt; how daintily he larded them with
the sweet, fresh butter; how snugly he wrapped them in
their envelopes of wet, brown paper; how cosily he tucked
them away in their bed of hot ashes, and how the fire of
genius Ut his eye as he compounded the sauce, stirdng
and tasting, adding a drop here and a pinch there, till it

was neither too sweet nor too sour, too strong nor boo
weak, but simply and absolutely perfect. But what shall
be said of the result, wh(-n at last the glowing embers
were raked aside and the crisp wrappings were removed,
while the fragrant steam arqse, and the palate was stirred
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by a new and undreamed-of delight. The first few
minutes passed in ailenee, for pleasure was too deep for
words; then the Righter, laying down his knife and fork,
arose and eolemnly addressed his companions:

*'I have eaten terrapin and canvasbackson Chesapeake
Bay, clam-chowder from Harpswell Point to Stratford
Beach, broiled mackerel fresh from the Banks ere death
had time to dim his prismatic hues, crab-gumbo in the
old French market in New Orleans, salmon-roe on Puget
Sound, kippered herring from Heligoland and fl sunders
fresh from C Jcasieu, but never in all the long years of a
wandering life has anything so filled and satisfied my
gastronomic longings as does this last triumph of the
g-enius of our incomparable comrade The Old-Man-Who-
Bakfs-Fiah. Give me another 3 pounder, please 1"

And the Churchman, breaking the philosophic silence
which usually enwrapped him as the shell enfolds the
pearl, said, calmly but firmly, "Them's my sentiments,
too !" H. P. U.

A DAY ON THE KALAMAZOO.
WHEN one goes a-fishing there is nothing like having

a proper companion, and when I jointed my rod
on the shady banks of the Kalamazoo River in Michigan
a few weeks ago, I felt I was in great luck. My com-
panion was the Sophomore of the University of Michigan.
He had been with me several times before, but then only
as a plain everyday youth who acknowledged there were
many things yet to learn in this world of ours. But when
a youth gets to be a Sophomore then his knowledge is

supreme; he solves all problems off-hand; nothing is too
deep for his understanding or his upperstanding. Never-
theless, the Sophomore loved angling as a boy loves to
steal watermelons, and his book lore on fishing was im-
mense. He could quote from Prime and Nessmuk, from
Walton and Henshall. And he had some ideas of his own,
and good ones too. His great motto was "test your tackle,"
"for," said he, cocking his hat at a sophomoric angle,
"many fish are Ipst at the critical moment from a failure
of the tackle which a proper examination might have prp-
vented." This was such sound advice that Izaak, Jr., could
not help saying, "Correct my boy. But we all know a
heap sight more than we practice. When I was a Sopho-
more like you many years ago I also was fuU of know-
ledge: but as the years go by I am gradually unlearning,
and it I live long enoitgh I will yet know something."

Discoursing thus, we arrived at a choice stretch of fish-

ing ground along a green, shady bank, where the river
current was deep and strong, and where the bronzed old
bass were wont, in times past, to ply their vocation and
their avocation. And now, what a 'sight met our eyes!
Along this choicest stretch of river was congregated a
church picnic party, with all th-at it implies. Throwing
sticks into the water, and splashing along the shores,
seemed to be the principal pursuits of these excursionists,
and while it was no doubt fun for them, it was exas-
perating to us. So we turned the boat up stream for a mile
above, where was another good reach of water, "I'd like
to know," I said to the Sophomore, "why, as soon as one
finds a good spot for fishing, these blasted excursions and
picnics have to come nosing around and spoil one's sport.
Ain't this world big enough without their having to fol-

low up the poor angler wherever he goes to render his life

miserable? Ain't there plenty of fine places without fish
where these people could goj' Why, I believe they set
spies on the anglers just to find new places to visit. I
can't see through it, I'm sure." And then the Sophomore
began a labored explanation, but a well directed slip of
the oar sent a small stream of water into his eyes and
mouth, and Izaik, Jr., was spared the infliction.

But as we got up the river our spirits begin to rise.

What music it is to hear the purling waters, and how
pleasant to gaze upon the wooded banks of the river! No
picnickers up here to mar our joy. Only the scolding
chatter of an occasional kingfisher or the "kerplunk" of
a turtle or frog as it tumbles into the water. But here at
this point, just ahead of us, is a famous hole for bass;
here is where Izaak, Jr., pulled out seven last year in a
half-hour's time. There, at that old log on the bank, is

the place to tie up. Aye, there is the same old stick we
tied to last year; and in the water we see the same old
snags. How these familiar things please one; after a year's
absence, they are like the grasp of a vanished hand and
the sound of a voice that is still!

I stand on the log, the Sophomore sits in the boat. Into
the water, at the same time, we cast our minnows, and
anxiously await results. Out straightened the line of the
Sophomore with that steady strain which told of more
than a minnow's -struggle, and I heard "I've got one,"
and my comrade began to reel in; there was a rush, and
back came the empty hook. In the first round the bass
was too much for the University of Michigan. Then the
Sophomore tried to explain that why he lost the fish was
because the angle of the strain upon the point of the hook
was not in conformity to the theorem of Euclid, that the
sine—but zip! went the line of Izaak, Jr., a slight pause,
then a twist of the rod, and, after a few minute^' tussle,
into the net slid a pounder. "Game, for a small one,"
said the Soph. "And the 'sign' was all right in my case,
eh?'" Then the Soph, took in a small one in good style,
and Izaak, Jr., another. No big bass here to-day, so up
the river we go to where the Rabbit Creek enters. 'Tis a
a most delightful spot, and a couple of more pounders
were taken. But tne sun was getting low in the west,
and we pulled down the river and went to the hotel for
supper. My ! what wonders a university education can do
for the stomach. The way that Soph, caused the food to
disappear was marvelous. He seemed to eat in aU known
languages. No time for learned theories then, but he did
manage to say, between eulps, that it was always best to
"test your tackle" before going fishing.

Next morning before the fog had lifted, Izaak, Jr,, and
the Sophomore were down at the river's bank, but our ex-
perience did not give us a great idea of day-break fishing.
Only one was caught before breakfast, and the honor fell
upon the Sophomore, who handled the two-pounder in a
very creditable manner.
After breakfast we took the boat and went up the river

again to the scenes of our exploits of the afternoon before.
At the deep pool at the point, Izaak, Jr., caught a couple
of fiuM babs, and his comrade had some good bites, but
lost them, "in spite of my university education," as he
exclaimed. And here happened an incident to me which
no doubt sounds like a "fish He" to the non-angler.
While standing on the log my hook became snagged with
about 30 Ct. of liae out, and being unable to l<5)Ben it, I
laid my rod em the log, and went along the bank to get a

frog. I was gone perhaps five minutes, and as I was re-
turning I heard the Sophomore calling me in exciting
tones to "accelerate my footsteps, as there was a vibration
at the extremity of my rod;" so I "accelerated," and sure
enough there was a good "vibration." I soon reached my
rod, and pulling gently found there was a fish on, but as
I struck to fasten him, like the Irishman's flea, he wasn't
there. I reeled in my line and found on the hook two
minnows; one had been hooked from the gullet of the fish,
thus enabling him to escape. But I was much obUged to
Mr. Bass for unsnagging my line. A few hours later, at
another place, I again had a caught hook released by a bass,
but this time the fish became mine.
We moved up the river watching the clean gravelly

bottom for signs of bass. As we neared the shady side
near a deep pool we saw a very large bass, looking to be
2ft. long as he lay fanning the water. "A veritable
Anak," said the Sophomore, who was vainly casting a
minnow in the direction of his lordship. We went up the
stream a short distance and then returned to find the big
fish still taking his ease. This would not do; so we went
to near shore above the pool and tied to a fallen tree.
There, for about half-an-hour, we had as fine sport as any
but a fish hog could want. Six fine bass, from three-
fourths to two pounds, were added to our string. Here it
was that the Sophomore's great idea of "test your tackle"
came into play. He was in the back of the boat, casting
toward the pool for an "Anak" of his tribe; he had several
fine bites, but only got one fast. Finally, with about
40ft. of line out, he got a strike, hooked him fast, and then
he yelled: "I've got that big one, sure:" and it looked as
if he had, the way the tip of the rod acted. "Give him
line," cried Izaak, Jr.. hue the Sophomore, who had been
catching fingerling trout and swinging them over into the
adjacent fields, didn't see the need of "giving line," but,
on the contrary, raised his rod, and his line parted 20ft,
out! Such a look as came over his face was a sight to be-
hold. Disgust, disappointment and revenge were all
there. "How did that happen?" I asked. "Did you test
your tackle?" Then he humbly admitted that he had
used the line a year ago, and had never tested it since, as
it seemed all right when he was "fishing for trout,"
After repairing his line, and when ready to make another
cast, he said, "Uncle," for be it known that the learned
youth was entitled thus to call me, "a university education
doesn't help much in catching fish, does it? I feel more
like a sucker now than does any fisb. But I didn'c use any
cuss words when my fine broke, did I?" I assured him he
was a hero in that regard, and that profanity and whisky
were never desirable adjuncts for any angler.
Up stream we again went to the mouth of Rabbit Creek,

but the sun was too hot for fish on that side of the river,
for it beat down with terrible effect with the thermometer
at about 100° in the shade. So we hugged the shady side,
and at every likely place we would get a strike. Even
during the noon hour, when the books tell us the fish do
not bite well, there was no cessation in the biting, and
while Izaak. Jr., handled the boat the Sophmore got the
bites, and that was about all he did get; for, except the
one in the early morning, his catch was only two small
bass, but, counting those he lost, his catch would have
been about fifteen. Now, why is it that two fishermen in the
same boat, using the same bait, and having similar tackle,
one will get the fish and the other will get left. Our rods
were both casting rods 7ft. Sin. long, weight 81oz., and
om- fines were both of silk. But the Sophomore persisted
in using a No. 1 Sproat, while Izaak, Jr., used a No. 2-0
Aberdeen hook, and therein I think may be found a
solution of the enigma. With a good-sized minnow, I
believe a No, 1 hook is too small in spite of the writings
of many in favor of whip lash rods, and finer tackle. On
our way down the river to the hotel I caught a fine 61b.
pickerel, or pike (which was it?), and the Sophomore
caught several fine bites. But the basket of fish we took
to the hotel was the finest seen for many a month, and
the astonishment was great that we should catch them
when so many had failed.
And thus ended om- day on the Kalamazoo. Even the

Sophomore, in spite of his ill luck, declared he never had
such a time before, and would always remember the trip,
and especially the "Anak" which broke his line. Next
year, perhaps, when the Sophomore becomes a Junior and
is less wise, he and Izaak, Jr, , will again forget the cares
of the world in an outing on the clear and classical
Kalamazoo, for

Better a day on the Kalamazoo
Than a cycle in the city hot.

HOW TO COLLECT BIRDS.

A RECENT issue of the Bulletin of the U. S. National
Museum contains a very useful article entitled:

Directions for Collecting Birds, by Mr, Robert Ridgway,
the curator of the Department of Birds, Mr. Ridgway's
gi-eat experience as a collector and as a handler of skins
collected by others makes him perhaps the best qualified
person in the country to prepare a set of directions such
as are given in this paper, and as a perusal of them wUl
interest a very large number of our readers, the unscien-
tific as well as the ornithological, we quote from this paper
at considerable length.
Passing over the subject of the collector's outfit, which

includes the collecting gun, ammunition, skinning tools,
poison labels, and so on, we come to the actual work of

PROCURING SPECIMENS.
The collector having provided himself with the kind

of gun and ammtmition which seem, according to his
experience or judgment, most suitable, he should then
place in his collecting-box or basket the following imple-
ments and materials:

(1) A considerable "wad" of raw cotton for plugging
shot-holes and the throats of specimens.

(3) An insect powder bellows filled with com meal,
and an extra quantity of the latter.

(3) A supply of paper cones or "cornucopias." These
are best made of some moderately soft, bibulous paper,
as newspaper or pamphlets. Some collectors prefer
making the cones as they are needed, and carry with
them folded newspapers or old pamphlets, but time will
bo saved if the cones, or some of them at least, are made
before starting.

(4) A small bottle filled with strong carbolic acid. (This
is needed only in warm weather.)
What to do 'With birds after they are fciZZed,—Immedi-

ately a bird is killed it should be picked up by the feet
(never by the tail) and held head downward to allow the
blood to drain from the mouth, which may be hastened
by gently pressing the bird; "flip" or otherwise carefully
remove the blood clots which may adhere to the bUl,
feathers, or other parts, and apply corn meal to absorb
what may remain. In the absence of corn meal clean
sand will do, and in the case of birds with white plumage
plaster of Paris will answer, but should be carefully re-
moved before it becomes hard. The holes made by the
shot, together with the throat and the internal (but never
the external) nostrils, should be plugged with cotton, to
prevent the escape of blood and the juices of the stomach.
Before plugging the throat a small quantity of corn meal
or clean sand should be inserted, as this will absorb the
blood, etc., and prevent its escaping arotmd the cotton.*
Should an eye be broken by the shot, the liquid should
be carefully pressed out and what can not be otherwise
removed absorbed with corn meal or sand, as nothing is
more difficult to remove from feathers after it once be-
comes dry.

It is very important that as much pains be taken as
time and other circumstances will allow to clean blood
and other stains from the plumage before becoming dry,
as neglect of this precaution will in the end involve far
greater loss of time or perhaps necessitate loss of the
specimen itself.

In very warm weather, before the throat is plugged,
the gullet should be swabbed with carbolic acid by saturat-
ing a small wad of cotton which has previously been
wrapped around the end of a small stick, straw, or wii-e,
or held in small spring forceps, with the acid, and then a
small quantity of the acid should be appHed to the skin
along the median line of the abdomen, the feathers hav-
ing of course been previously parted. In both these
operations great care should be taken to prevent the acid
from comiug in contact with the feathers. Some persons
use for this purpose a hypodermic syringe, but this in-
strument is quite unnecessary, besides being cumbersome
and expensive.
When the bird has been properly cleaned and plugged

it should be carefully dropped, head downward, into a
paper cone o: suitable size, the end of w^hich should then
be folded over the tail—care being taken not to bend or
break the latter, f and also to avoid doubling the head,
which is likely to be done unless the bill is kept exactly
in the middle of the cone and guarded from too forcible
contact with the paper during its insertion.
The bird thus enveloped should be carefuUy placed in

the collecting basket, which should never be closely
packed with specimens, as the pressitre thus caused will
not onlj^ force the blood through to the plumage, but
in hot weather will also hasten decomposition. The
larger specimens should be placed at the bottom, the
smallest on top; and if the bos or basket is only partly
empty the space should be loosely filled with grass, leaves
or paper, to prevent the specimens shifting about.
Hon- to hill ivounded birds.—A wounded bird should

never be killed by thumping or pounding the skull. If
the specimen is of smaller medium size much the easiest
and best way is to take it between the thumb and fingers,
underneath the wing, and squeeze it tightly, thus causing
its death almost instantly by suffocation. If of a large
size this cannot be done, and the collector sometimes has
a difficult problem to solve, particularly in the case of the
larger birds of prey, whose sharp talons are to be avoided,
it being very often extremely difficult to release one's
self from their powerful grip, which, besides being ex-
tremely painful, may lead to serious results. A bite
from the beak of such birds, even the most powerful, Ib
comparatively a trifling matter, and in the case of the
larger hawks and owls may be quite ignored. These
birds when wounded usually throw themselves on their
backs, with open feet presented for defense. In such
cases the legs of the bird should be quickly seized and
held firmly, which can easily be done by a careful and
alert person. Then, while the feet ai-e held, a sharp
pointed knife or scalpel should be quickly plunged into
the anterior portion of the breast, so as to strike the heart
or its vicinity, and the bud held head downward to allow
the blood to drain from the mouth. All these methods
are more or less cruel, and therefore naturally distasteful
to a sensitive person. But there can be no question that
it is far more merciful to dispatch at once a wounded
bird than to delay putting an end to its suffering. When
practicable, chloroform can be used advantageously by
simply saturating a handkerchief with it and holding it
over the bird's head for a few moments.
Care of specinmis on reaching camp or quarters—In

very hot weather, when specimens decompose rapidly, a
drop of carbolic acid should be put into the throat and
another into the intestines, to retard decay. This is most
easily done by means of a "swab," improvised of a small
stick and a little cotton. Care must be used not to allow
the acid to come in contact with the feathers. When
camp or quarters are reached, the specimens should be
taken out of the cones, one at a time, carefully ex-
amined, and the cotton in the throat removed and a fresh
plug substituted. Never delay skinning a specimen until
it begins to bloat or until it begins to smell offensively,
although, should it be impracticable to prevent this, very
desirable specimens should be skinned even in this condi-
tion. The best way is to skin the birds as soon as possible,
though in cold weather they may of course be kept several
days without danger of decomposition. At the same time,
however, allow a specimen to relax somewhat before yon
begin skinning it.

PRBPARIKQ AND PRESERVING SPECIMENS.

How to skin birds.—Before the process of skinning
is actually begun, certain preliminaries are necsssary, n
the work is to go on smoothly. A suitable table, stand,
or workbench must fii-st be provided and placed in a good
light. A paper cover should then be put over it (an old
newspaper is as good as anything). Then the box con-
taining the ai-senic or mixture of arsenic and alum; that
containing the corn meal; the skinning and stufling im-

* Perhaps a still bettpr plan is to push one nlug of cotton down
the gnllet nearly to the stomach, before ttie throat plug is in-
sertpd, to prevent the .luices of the latter from colleciiDg in the
throat, since, if allowed to do so In warm weather, they cause the
feathers to slough otf

.

+Crumpled or bent feathers may have much of their elasticity
and original shape restored by dipping in hot water. Steaming
will answer the same purpose,
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plements; the cotton, needle and tliread; labels or tags:
pencil, cleaning sponge and brush; cup of clean water,
etc. , are to be placed in convenient positions on the table,
room for the specinaen and the hands of the operator
being of course reserved. A basin of water and towel,
for cleaning and drying the hands^ shoald also be within
reach.
When everything is ready a label or tag should be

securely fastened to one leg of the specimen, and the
locality and date, as well as a number, inscribed on it,

the same data being written in the collector's field cata-
logue after the corresponding number. No measure-
ments are necessary, since all measurements of scientific
value are best taken from the dried skin, though in the
case of very large birds (and smaller ones also, if the col-
lector has plenty of time) the total length and the spread
of the fully outstretched wings may be taken and for
convenience may be written with the length first and the
spread last with a multiplication sign between, thus,

36.x 84. 50, the measurements being best taken in inches
and decimals. Then if there are any noteworty features
as to color of the soft parts they should be carefully
noted, this being a very important matter and one sadly
neglected by collectors. If the collector can provide
himself with a small box of good water colors and suit-

able brushes, together with some pads of drawing paper,
rough sketches of bills, feet, etc., may be made and the
colors exactly produced. If not thus provided, or even
as an additional aid if he is, a set of named colors on
paper should be at hand to help him in naming the differ-

ent hues.
The girth of the bird may then be taken by means of a

band of stiff paper passed round the middle of the body
over the wings and pinned in the form of a ring. It is

then slipped off toward the feet, and after the skin is

prepared is replaced, the stuffing inserted being enough
to keep it from falling off. The exact circumference of
the original bix-d can thus be readily maintained. In
fact the ring may be slipped on before the stuffing is com-
menced and enough cotton inserted to fill out the shoul-
ders within the paper.
After these preliminaries, relax the wings and legs by

pulling and stretching; then make an incision through
the skin only, from the lower portion of the breastbone
to the anus. Should the intestines protrude in small
specimens, they had better be extracted, great care being
taken not to soil the feathers or to mutilate the sexual
organs, thereby rendering it difficult or perhaps impossi-
ble to determine the sex. Now. proceed carefully to
separate the skin on one side from the subjacent parts
untU you reach the knee, and expose the thigh, when,
taking the leg in one hand, push or thrust the knee up on
the abdomen and loosen the skin around it until you can
place the scissors or knife underneath and separate the
joint with the accompanying muscles. Apply a quantity
of corn meal to the space between the skin and the car-
cass to prevent adhesion and to keep the feathers clean.
Repeat this operation for the other leg. Loosen the skin
about the base of the tail and cut through the vertebras
at the last joint, taking care not to sever the bases of the
quills, and invert the skin, loosening it carefully from
the body. On reaching the wings loosen the skin from
around the first bone and cut through the middle of it,

or, better, separate it from the body through the joint.

Continue the inversion of the skin by drawing it over the
neck until the skull is exposed. Arrived at this point,
detach the delicate membrane of the ear from its cavity
in the skuU, if possible, without cutting or tearing it;

then, by means of thumb nails, loosen the skin from
other parts of the head until you come to the eyes, where
extreme care is necessary in cutting through the white
nictitating membrane to avoid lacerating the ball. Scoop
out the eyes, and, by making one cut on each side of the
head, through the small bone connecting the base of the
lower jaw with the skull, another across the roof of the
mouth behind the base of the upper mandible, and be-
tween the jaws of the lower, and a fourth (horizontally)
through the skull behind the orbits and parallel to the
roof of the mouth, you will have freed the skull from all

the accompanying brain and muscle. Should anything
still adhere it may be removed separately. In making
the first two cuts care must be taken not to injure or
sever the zygoma, a small bone extending from the base
of the upjper mandible to the base of the lower jaw bone.
Clean off every particle of muscle and fat from the skin
of the neck, and invert the skin of the head to the very
base of the bill.

Then skin the wing down to the wrist joint, detaching
the roots of the larger feathers (secondary and prhuary
quills) with the thumb and finger nails; remove the mus-
cle from the bones, leaving all of the latter.* The legs
should then be skinned down to the lower joint of the
thigh (the heel, or tibio-tarsal joint), and the flesh removed
from the bone. Remove all the muscle and fat, includ-
ing the oil gland, from about the base of the tail, great
care being taken not to cut the roots of the feathers, which
would cause them to drop out.

During every stage of the process of skinning the fol-

lowing very important thing should be specially remem-
bered: (1) Always handle the skin, when detaching it

from the body, as close as possible to the point of adhe-
sion, to prevent stretching, a stretched skin being far
worse than one full of holes or rents: (2) always keep the
fingers between the feathers and the flesh, to prevent
soiling the plumage; (3) apply plenty of corn meal or other
suitable absorbent whenever a bloody or fatty place is ex-
posed.

Certain kinds of birds require deviation from the above
rules in some particulars. Most woodpeckers and ducks,
for instance, have the head so much larger than the neck,
that it is quite impossible to skin over the head by the
ordinary method. In such case the neck should be cut off

before the skull is reached, and the skin turned "right
side out;" then make an incision from the top of the
occiput down to the base of the skull and skin the head
through this opening. Of course the incision should be
sewed together after the skinning is completed, or at least
after the specimen has been stuffed. Pigeons, cuckoos
and some ducks, as well as other birds, have the skin
very tender, and adhering so cloFely to the rump and
lower part of the back (sometimes the breast also), that its

separation is a matter of very great difficulty. Such
birds should be kept until they are fully relaxed before

*Many prefer to clean the wwg by an entirely different method,
an incision Taeing made on the nnder side along the bone. ft.nd the
flesh removed i hrough the opening thus made. This Is the better
way with l9.rge birds,

work on them is commenced, and the operation of skin-
ning should be done with great caxe.
In warm weather or in hot countries very large birds

(as herons, cranes, hawks, etc.) should have an incision
made below the heel (tibio-tarsal) joint and the tendons
cut off; then, by making another incision on the sole of
the foot the tendons can be drawn out. The space made
by the removal of the tendons should be filled with
arsenic. This will prevent fermentation of the juices in
the leg and generation of gases, which so often cause the
skin to "bhster" or separate, thus entirely ruining the
specimen for motmting.
Birds having a pure white and very compact plumage

on the lower parts should be skinned through an incision
made under one wing, along the side, or on the back,
which will be found very ea-^y after a little practice.

[TO BE CONCLUDED.]

Those California Song Bieds.—I see by your last

number that the Californians think of stocking their
State with singing birds. Now isn't it probable that nature
understood her business when she made that region
and omitted to scatter song birds through it? During
certain seasons every spear of grass, every weed dries
up for want of water, and every insect dies for want of
grass and weeds; and how under such conditions little

birds can live I can't imagine. Tht y require water very
often, and Californians expect too much if they suppose
the little musicians are going to entertain them with no
grain, grass seeds or insects to live on and not a drop of
water to wet their whistle with. It may be that certain
kinds of birds would thrive and rest contented in Cali-

fornia if turned out in the vicinity of lakes or rivers, but
I think they will lose their labor if they turn them out
elsewhere.—DiDYMUS (Summit, N. J., Sept. 35). [But
what about the new order.of things created by irrigation?]

Western New York Natdralists' Association.—
Mr. E. B. Peck, of Clifton Springs, together with several
others, for some time past have been interested in form-
ing a society of naturalists, and on Sept. 16 a meeting
held in Phelps resulted in the formation of a society to
be called the Western New York Naturalists' Association.
The membership is restricted to persons residing in the
counties of Wayne, Ontario. Steuben, Allegany, Living-
ston, Monroe, Wyoming, Geneste, Orleans, Niagara,
Erie, Cattaraugus and Chautauqua. The active member-
ship is limited to fifty, with an unlimited associate mem-
bership. Corresponding and honorary memberships were
also aruanged for. The initiation fee was fixed at 50
cents, with annual dues of 25 cents. The next annual
meeting will be held at Brockport, Oct. 6, 1892.—O. S. B.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the

Game Laws.

A GROUSE HUNT IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
"TT^EEP a sharp lookout in the trees, and if you see
JV. one, don't wait for him to fly. All's fair in love

and pai'tridge hunting, I say. If the rascals will hide in
trees, why shoot them on their own terms. That's my
doctrine, and I never saw a man who hunted pa'tridges
much that didn't come to it."

So spake mine host, Sam Trescott, of the village
"hotel" in Groton, New Hampshire. We were out on
the hills for a day's hunt after ruffed grouse. It was late

in the fall, and the birds were in their prime. A flock
had been flushed and we were now following them up.
Sam had been giving me some advice as to how to shoot
the wily birds, and closed with the remarks quoted above.
There was some force in his logic, but though I had noth-
ing which I felt moved to urge in its disproof at that
particular time, still

A man convinced against his will

Is of the same opinion still,

and besides I never could see a skulking grouse in a tree.

There was some comfort in that reflection. So I let Sam
lead the way, inwardly hoping, however, that we might
find some of the birds at least on the ground, where they
could be located by my setter Don.
The timber through which we were passing was chiefly

hard wood, yet s© many leaves still clung to the limbs of
the trees as to make it difficult to see through them.
With a kind of instinct of direction, however, which I

have frequently noticed in native grouse hunters, my
companion led the way unerringly for forty or fifty rods
into the woods. "They ought to be right about here," he
saidinalow voicetm-ning to me. Just then with a mock-
ing whirr of wings a bird got out of a big ash tree right
over our heads. Neither of us had the hammers of our
guns raised, and if any theoretical grouse shooter chooses
to tell me that a man can cock his gun and get in a shot
at one of these birds flushing from a tree before it is out
of range f must respectfully invite him to go to the Val-
halla of prevaricators. It cannot be done. It looks easy
enough on paper, but just try it yourself and see. You
will find yourself in the condition of the young man who
remarked that it was easy enough to write Psalms like
David's. He was invited to try it, and— tried it. That
was as far as he got.

It is not to be wondered at then, that grouse number
one got away from us without so much as the smell of
powder drifting in his wake. "Confound it!" cried Sam,
"why wasn't I 'tending to business? That's always the
way. If a fellow takes his eyes out of the trees for a
minute, there is sure to be a bird sitting right over his
head."
"Well, I am going to be prepared for another such an

emergency," I replied, raising the hammers of my gun.
"Give me as good a shot as that again, and I don't believe
I should care to see the bird in the tree."

Meanvphile Don had bet-n ranging at his own sweet
will, and it was only when, of a sudden, T missed the
patter of his feet in the leaves, that it occurred to me he
might possibly be making game.
"Where's Don?" I asked.
"Don't care where he is," replied Sam, never relaxing

a muBole of his straining neck, "Thoee birds are where
he oan't do anything fojr us."

"I am not so sure of that," I replied. "Suppose you
continue your astronomical observations here tor a few
minutes, and I will find out." The last I had seen of Don.
he was ranging off to the left, so I turned in that direc-

tion, and had haidly gone 40yds., when, coming to the
crest of a little rise in the ground, I saw my faithful

setter on a dead point just across a little glade. J? earing,

if I called to Sam, the buds would flush wild, and know-
ing how intently my companion was occupied with his

own aft'fiirs jubt at present, I resolved to move forward at

once and take my chances. I could not ti 11 how long the
dog had been holding his game, but thought if there were
any birds there they must be getting pretty restless by
this time.
A few steps carried me to the center of the glade.

Then came the sudden storm and tbundtr of wings which
so often depiives the grous-e shooter at once of the power
of thought and action. Two t-plendid birds got up on the
wing at the same moment. They were both of them
within xiOyds. ot me, and for the fraction of an in.ntant

the same bne of vision photographed them on my brain.
Tl=ien one swung to the right and attemptt d to cross the
glade, while the other kept straight on. All this hap-
pened before my gun could reach my shouider. But the
instant it did so I swung on to the bird ciossing me, with
a kind of instinct for the more exposed shot. The report
of my right barrt 1 rang sharply through the woods. The
smoke hid everything for a momtnt. Then I heard a
bounce on the leaves and the rapid throb of wing-". Don
came bounding across me, and the next thing I knew the
biid lay in my hand, the little tpark of its life just

quelched, but the body warm and throbbing yet with
vigorous vitality. It was a young cock, and a plump,
handsome specimen.

I had barely dropped it into my game pocket when I
heard Sam's gun go off. Then I could easily distinguish
the flutter which a wounded bird makes as it drops from
branch to branch, ineffectually beating them with its

wings. A moment later I hear Sam's excited sbout,
"Hello, there! Bring the dog here, quick! There's a
wounded bird and I can't catch it,"

Don and I responded on the run. We found Sam scur-
rying abcut in ttie bushes in a great state of excitement.
"The confounded bird was away in the top of a tree, and
I only broke one wing," he panted. "Here, Dun—here !"

and he put the dog on the scent of the wounded and run-
ning bird. A long arid rapid chase it led us; for d. wounded
grouse will run like an ostrich. Djn soon grasped the
situation, and ceased trailing in his usual cautious man-
ner. He hurried along hotly on the scent, we at his hf els;

and at length we drove the bird into a dense hemlock
thicket, where the dog caught it and brought it to hand,
still alive.

Sam leading the way, we now turned off to the left, and
soon came out in a large clearing. Here, by the side of a
clear and cold brook, we lay down to eat the lunch which
we had put in our pockets and enjoy an hour's rett and
smoke. Then we began to work our way around the east
flank of the hill. Tue vall«y was broken into alternate
pastm'e and woodland. There were scarcely any evi-

dences of cultivation. Half-wild sheep and young cattle

tenanted the narrow strips of pasture, and as we crossed
the fields they huddled timidly and suspiciously together
or fled with swiftness of the wind.
Now, for the first time, we began to find birds plentiful.

But the cover was chiefly underbrush, and so thick as to
make bhooting d'fficulo and uncertain. We found no
more broods, but the birds lay tcattered, giving us singles
and doubles in a way which pleased me much better than
looking for shots in the trees. Don gave us eight or ten
splendid points, and we succeeded in bagging four more
birds between us. I was surprised to find Sam quite sn
adept at snap shooting, in his own pecul ar way. He
firea invariably with gun below the elbow, and \rO ex-
tremely quick was he in this kind of shooting that the
biid was scarcely off the ground before he firfd at and
either hit or missed it. It would hardly do for me to
speak of this kind of work as "random shooting," inas-
much as Sam bagged tbree birds to my one. There must
be considerable method in this kind of madness.
We reached the hotel shortly after 4 o'clock, not wish-

ing to get 60 tired that we could not go out again on the
morrow. A good supper refreshed us completely, and
after an evening smoke and chat with the usual habitues
of the public room of a country hotel, I turned in and
slept soundly all night.
Our beautiful day, however, turned out to be a

" weather-breeder," and next morning I woke up to find
it raining dismallv. This, of course, put a veto on all-

plans for sport, and I spent the day in the house reading,
playing an occasional game of checkers with mine hoj-t,

and listening to some choice music which one of the
latter's children ground out of a cylinder organ, with the
assistance of a long roll or perforated paper. The most
tantalizing of all the selections rendered, as I remember
now, was "Johnny, Get Your Gun."
The next day I was up eaiiy. Five o'clock found me

scanning the sky. The rain had ceased, although there
was still a thin curtain of clouds between the sun and the
earth. Breakfaht was ready at half-past 5 o'clock, and
by 6 o'clock mine host had harnessed his team and we
were t ft". This day our course lay down the river, on
both sides of which there were said to be plenty of birds.

Before we made our first stop the thin, silvery mist of
clouds began to break away, and the sun broke forth in
royal splendor, soon drying the wet grass and twigs.
About four miles down the ralley we came to a very
beautiful piece of woodland, consibting mainly of white
and golden birches Intermingled with spruce. A friend
of Sam Trescott's dwelt near by, and we hitched our team
under his shed and started for the gently rising slope
above the river. Climbing an old m"8R covered rail fence,
we were soon amcng the aisles of bircl'es, their white
triinks shimmering like the beautiful bodies of naiads or
wood nymphs. Here was sn ideal place to shoot, if we
could only find the b rds. We moved forward slowly and
cautiouslj , with Don ranging in front.

It was not long: before ibe eager dog began to show
signs of birds, We had struck inio a half -obi it era ted
wood rosid, on one side of which there was aiunning
th'cl'el of thimble b"rry bufehep, tl orn Hpples and sum; ck.
Along this 6tr pD»n began to creep with that cailke
tread, whirh indicated that h^ expfcted to find biids
clo-e at hand. We cocked our gurts and hteppf d expect-
antly forward abreast in the wood road. Siill the dog
foreWe to drop to a point* He led us down into a hol-

low, where a> tiny plaream wap flowiag bctobs a decayed
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bridge of logs up the ravine a few rods, and then stopped

with bis whole body indicating the base of a great oak
tree half way up the bank. We could see every inch of

the ground "between the dog and the tree. If there was
a bird there it must be lying on the opposite side of the

oak. Exchanging a glance of silent agreement Sam and
I separated, he going to the right and I to the left of the

tree. The dog stood his ground, and we knew that the

bird must be lying close in front of us. And so it was,

apparently crouched against the opposite side of the oak,

for before we could reach the tree the grouse sprang as

if out of its very roots. One person alone would have
stood very little chance of getting a shot at the wily bird,

but it could not so easily put the trunk of the tree between
itself and both of us. the grouse came into view first on
my side, and having a fairly unimpeded shot I succeeded

in dropping it with my first barrel. Having bagged this

bird we returned to the old wood road, as the likeliest

place to run across others. Scarcely had we reached it

when up sprang a brace of birds from the tbimbleberry

bushes, one of which fell to Sam's quick snap shot, while

the other succeeded in esenping both of my barrel-' more
deliberately aimed. We kept on down the road, and in

a few minutes Don gave us another point. A small hen
grouse got on the wing, and as she went straightawaw
we both fired and dropped her stone dead. Our next iwo
shots were at birds flushing wild, and we failed to score.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
OPENING DAY AT HORICON.—I.

CHICAGO, 111., Sept. 3.—Long ago something of a
history of the Chicago field shooting clubs was at-

tempted in these columns, and completed to such extent
as then seemed justifiable, though the story covered only
such clubs as had their membership exclusively or largeljp'

in Chicago, and such as at that time had most promi-
nence. Any history of Chicago enterprise, however,
must in these days be daily to be complete. Within two
years several new field clubs have been formed in Chicago,
and changes have occurred in others sufficient to bring
them within the scope of the series of articles above re-

ferred to. This series vrould to-day be Irighly incomplete
without mention of the organization generally known
here as the "Horicon Club," but whose real corpora* e name
was the ' Diana Shooting Club, of Horicon," Wis., and
whose membership, ouce confined largely to the latter

State, has now by recent changes come to he partly in this

city—largely, indeed, so far as the most interesting fea-

tures of the club f-re concerned. I have earlier men-
tioned the anticipated interest of "opening day" at Hori-
con, Sept. 1, and must beg now to blend the story of the
pleasant event with the more general history of this club,

which peems to have features as new, as distinct and as

interesting as any yet foundamong the Chicago clubs.

Winneconne and Poygan marshes, about twenty miles
from Oshkosh. Poygan Lake is strung on the Wolf
River, which joins the northern Fox for Winnebago
waters. We shall not follow the rail fence any further,
and indeed I do not know whither it goes further, though
the next jump must be a lone: one, for when the northern
birds get in to Wirneconne Marsh ahead of a storm they
are very tired and hungry, and must have come a long
way, certainly from far above the north line of Wiscon-
sin, for we now have touched the last of the greater feed-
ing grounds. Of all these grounds, the Horicon Marsh is

the greatest natural breeding ground, and has been so for
years. Indeed, we are now upon historic country, and
could, if we liked, leave shooting for a time, and go into
history of Indian and white man not altogether without
pleasurable interest.

Near the quiet little country village of Horicon, one of
those old, old towns that never grew, you may see to-day,
on the pleasant wooded bluffs which skirt the great
marsh, the corn hills still intact, which mark the plant-
ing grounds of the old Winnebago tribe, the first hunters,
probably, who ever tasted the inimitable possibilities of

that spot. Probably the Winnebagoes did little damage
to the fowl beyond stealing an easy livelihood out of their

eggs. They were lazy, like all Indians, so lazy that they
planted their corn in these same hills, year after year,
until the stalks dwindled and dwindled and hardly bore

AMONG- THE WILDFOWL.—Y.
"You Sox OF A OTJK,"

Then I succeeded in killing a bird which flushed from a
tree, and within the next twenty minutes Sara bagged
two birds, one skulking along the ground through a
thicket and another percned on the limb of a birch tree

and watching us with undisguised interest.

This completed the bag for the morning. On returning
to the team, Sam's friend insisted that we should take
dinner with him, which we were nothing loth to do, as
our lunch, though exceedingly good as far as it went,
would hardly have gone far enough, I fear, for two hun-
gry men. In fact, we easily finished it as a kind of after
piece later in the afternoon.
Driving on for a couple of miles, we were fortunate

enough to strike a piece of cover which contained some
late woodcock, undoubtedly flight birds, and bagged six

during the afternoon, besides two more grouse. I never
enjoyed more delightfiil sport than we had in that little

patch of birches and alders, while Don was working up
those November woodcock. The birds lay close, flew
swift as arrows when flushed, and were in prime condi-
tion for both gun and table. My comi^anion was not
used to this kind of wing shooting and only Bucceed«^d in

dropping one bird. But he declared that he should try
it again, and would beat me yet.

As it would take me about a day to reach home by
rail, and as I must certainly be in my office by Saturday,
thfs finished the record of my little trip to the hills of
New Hampshire. We had not found many birds, nor
made large bags, but found enough game to keep things
interesting and had a generally good time. Mr. Trescott
enjoys shooting as well as any visiting sportsman, and
thoroughly understands the habits and tricks of the ruffed
grouse. I hope another season will bring the weldomi^ ,

leisure which may be devoted to a second trip into the
glorious New Hampshire mountains. Paul Pastnor.

Glodcester, Mass., Sept. 13.—The plovers came along
with the easterly storm of the 6th and 7th, and I have
been told that it was the largest flight for a number of

years. They did not stop here, but continued on their

journey southward, and two days after the storm only
an occasional one was to be seen on the marshes.—E. F.

Locke.

I believe I have divided the Chicago clubs into the Kan-
kakee River, Sandhills, Illinois River and Fox Lake
groups, according to the sporting regions as above indi-

cated. We cannot class the Horicon Club under any of
these, and shall have to make another group for the Rock
River country. Properly the Blackhawk Club of Lake
Koshkenong would fall under this head also. The Rock
River flows west of the Fox River, emptying into the
Mississippi at Rock Island. The first great lake through
which it flows is Lake Koshkenong, in lower Wisconsin,
the famous wild celery lake which has already been de-
scribed. Rock River lies along what we may term the
celery flight of the northern wildfowl. Properly we should
make a separate class of the "celery clubs." Under this

head we should include the Fox Lake clubs, the Lake
Koshkenong clubs, the Nee-pe-nauk and Kaw Kaw clubs
of Puckaway Lake, Wis., and perhaps an Oshkosh club or
so, which latter we cannot call Chicago clubs and shall so

pass by for the present. Horicon Club lies on this flight,

though it has no celery feed.
Detaila like the above will be most interesting when the

reader takes down a map and locates the points men-
tioned. A study of the question in that way will be
indeed interesting. It will show, among other things,

that the flight of the migratory fowl is by no means on a
straight line, either going north or coming south. It is

much more like the zigzag of a rail fence in its direction.

Suppose we start in at the celery beds and wild rice of Fox
Lake. The fall flight into Fox Lake comes from Pewau-
kee Lake, the headwaters of the Fox River, to the north-
east, or from Lake Koshkenong, on the Rock River, a
;,xio<^ff zigzag to the northwest. From the celery and
carried Koshkenong, on the Rock, you must make a sharp
'PLevf^. in your fence northeast to Horicon Marsh, the
head waters of the latter stream, where there is the great-

est breeding ground in Wisconsin, and untold abundance
of wild rice, though no celery. Thence the angle of the
northern birds, not those bred on Horicon, bends north-
west again to Puckaway Lake, celery and rice. Puck-
away Lake is strung on the northern Fox River, which
flows into big Lake Winnebago, thence via the Neenah
River along the old Indian water trail from the Great
Lakes, Still ajiother angle the birds must make to get to

an ear. Even so the tribe dwindled, and when the I)ianil

Club was formed the last of the few Winnebago families
around the great marsh faded away from the old haunts
and silently joined that infinitely pitiful procession of an
almost forgotten race.

But now we have overshot other history more directly
essential to our purpose. In the earlier days white hunter
and Indian hunter crossed each other's trail in all this
country, and the smoke of the wigwam answered that
from the cabin of the pioneer. In those days the great
strip of rice and boglands was known to the latter as the
"Winnebago Marsh." It was then, as it is now, between
twelve and fifteen miles in length and six miles wide at
its greatest cross section. Then, also, as now, it was a
wilderness almost impenetrable of bayou, bog and slough,
covered with the densest conceivable gi-owth of rice, flag,

cane, grass, reed, weed and all the infinite vegetation of
the marsh. The banks were wide apart and gradually
sloping. Somewhere between the two rolling banks the
channel of the Rock River formulated itself. At the vil-

lage of Horicon it passed over and through a rocky ledge
where it was possible to confine its waters with a dam.
At this point that ancient citizen, Mr. Martin Rich, whom
you may see to-day in Horicon and shake by the hand as
I have done, built the dam for his big mill.

"Mart" Rich's dam was built in 1845, when this region
was just beginning to settle up. It was a good dam.
You can see proof of this yet in the timbers thereof which
lie in ruins. It held the waters, hut it could not stnnd
the law. The farmers all claimed that it stepped on their
riparian toes.

Naturally from the configuration of this country this
dam on the ledge at Horicon village backed the waters
far and wide over the shallow basin, through which they
flowed so sluggishly. The "Winnf^bago marsh" disap-
peared from the face of the earth, and "Lake Horicon"
took its place. This beautiful sheet of water, 16x6 milt's

in extent, filled all the b'^sin up and lay high upon the
sides of the timbered bluffs, as you may see hy the water
marks to-day. It was a fine shef-t of water. The wild-
fowl shooting was then simply magnificent, and the fish-

ing also was remarkable. In the winter the ice held
hundreds of fishermen's shanties.
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Now, all this land UBclei- the lake was of questionable
Talue at best, but some men loTe a law suit, and pioneers
were erer jealous of their rights. It seemed best for
them to sue Martin Rich for backing water over their
frog preserves or something of the sort. One by one
they sued him, and one by one he beat them, till finally

his purse gave out, which in the eye of human justice
is the end of everything. So the dam had to come out.

Mart. Eich destroyed it in the fall of 1867. A great rush
of devastating water lasting for days, a destruction of
millions of pounds of iish, an unsettling for the nonce of
all wildfowl plans, and the great lake was again a great
swamp, only this time its name was changed to the
"Horicon marsh," as it is known to-day.
So the farmers got their hay lands and frog lands back

again, and dreamed they owned the earth, because they
had purchased or stolen from the Government on very
reasonable terms. Speculation in these swamp lands fol-

lowed, and the upshot of it all was that the. taxes never
got paid, and the land reverted to the United States Gov-
ernment.
Eater now upon the scene of one of those things known

as a syndicate, in which Mr, Truman A. Woodford, Mr.
Shepherd and Mr. G. H. Lawrence figured principally.

This syndicate was known as the "Mechanics' Union
Mfg. Co.," and it bought of the Goverment at auction
sale at a price so low as 7 cents an acre a large body of
the 25,000 acres covered by the marsh.
The wildfowl clung steadiiy to the lake or marsh all

this time, paying no attention to the litigation, and
within the last decade the desirability of a great wild-
fowl preserve here became apparent to a number of Wis-
consin sportsmen. The Diana Shooting Club of Horicon
was formed and incorporated, the charter members being
Messrs. S. E. Davis, W. A. Van Brunt, C. A. Hart, J. B.

Hayes and Geo. H. Lawrence, June 8, 1883, was the

date of the club's incorporation, but on March 20, 1883, a
h ase had been arranged with the syndicate above men-
tioned, by which 5,800 acres of land, comprising the

southern and best portion of the marsh, had been leased
for twenty-five years, the annual rental being $100.
This lease has now been provided for out of the club's
sinking fund.

Originally only 25 memberships w^ere pold. and the bulk
of these were placed in Horicon and Milwaukee at first.

It chanced that Mr. Percy F. Stone, one of our prominent
Chicago shooters, who was born and raised in Wisconsin,
happened to be passing through that part of the State
when he heard of the starting of this club, in the spring
of '83. He knew the marsh, and was interested at once,
£0 much so that he telegraphed to the incorporators to
meet him at the train as he passed south. To them he
said, in brief, and while the train was waiting, "I will
take five memberships.'" Arrived at Chicago, he forth-
with tcok in on his spare tickets his friends J. O. Pierson,
C E. Cole, E. J. Marsh and C. C. Germain. These five

formed a club within a club, and put up what is known as

blue-winged teal breed bere in immense numbers. Woodduck,
widgeon, spoonbill and redhead are plentiful. Tbe canvasback
is occasionally taken. Pnd when tbe autumn flight southward
fairly sets in. tbe pintails seem to outnumber ail otber varieties.
While this entire mjrsh tract presects attractions for sports-

men unsurpaseerl, except in tbe far West and North, the grounds
controlled by this club are the cboicf-st to be found in the exten-
sive area cqveied by the marsh. They are easy of access, especi-
ally from Horicon by the river, which winds circuirously north-
ward for a distance of about three miles, when it becomes lost in
an infinite number of channels, bavous and sloughs trending in
every direction and of every coQceivable shape. Following to the
eastward tbis labyrinth of bog and channel, one soon reaches the
'•Four-mile-lsland Bay," a sheet of water covering an area of
about three hundred acres. On its eastern shore rises a ridge of
hard land, not many years ago denuded of its timber, but now
thi' kly covered with a growth of young trees, whicb is known as
"Four-mile Island,'' t>ie favorite resort of camping parties. To
the north of this bay is the "Skirmish Line."' A channel connects
the "Four-mile-islanrl Bay" with a sheet of water covering about
an equal area called "Malzpn's Bay," into which the east branch
of the river debouches its waters and affords access tothegrounds
from the east. West of the "Four-mile-island Bay," and con-
nectfd with it by several channels, is a sheet of water covering
about one hundred acres, which from the shallowness of the
water and the interminable depth of the mud, is known as "Mud
Bay." West of this, one again enters tbe maze of oog and bayou,
but after wending a distance of about two miles, reaches another
sheet of water ot about two hundred acres called "Mieske's Bty."
A mile north of this is the largest sheet of water on the grounds
of the club, known as the "Big Lake," and covering about twelve
htindred acres, and continuously supplied by tbe waters of the
West Branch. From all these principal sheets of water innumer-
able inlets, estuaries, bayous and sloughs, bordered w.th sedges,
flags, reeds and the various rank vegetation of the marsh, trend
and wi'-d in all directions and for seemingly endless distances,
thus forming thousands upon thousands; of acres fitted to the very
hiehest degree by nature as the home of the waterfowl.
One lost in the infiuite iuTrieacies of these morasses, afc the

gloam iig just preceding nightfall, when the m>riad animal life
is momentarily silent, cannot fail to be deeply impressed with the
sense of utter seclusion and desolation which everywhere per-
vades the place. But in a hazy autumn afternoon, when the fields
and woodlands that fringe the great basin in wh'ch you stand are
clothpd in brown, and yellow, and crimson, and gold all around
tbe horizon, and the western sky is bathed in the warm, "oft
tints ot an October sunset, the desolate, uninviting picture, upon
which a mere speck you are penciled, is lost and forgotten in the
gorgeous beauty of the frame in which it is set.

It will be observed that the grounds leased by the Diana
or "Horicon" Club are about 5x3 miles in extent, and
cover all the open waters and channels of the marsh.
Another club, with headquarters now at Milwaukee, con-
trols all the marsh north of the Diana grounds; so that
the whole marsh is preserved. A visit to the marsh
shows it to be the most easily guarded territory imagin-
able. The ground covered by the marsh growth is too
soft for a trespasser to attempt on foot, and the few chan-
nels which lead in to the shooting places can easily be
covered by two or three watchmen. The club has two
regular watchmen, both deputy wardens. Trespassing
is practically unknown. For a time the club sold shoot-
ing permits, but even these have now been abolished, and
a few guns only own this magnificent preserve. The
result of all these natural and artificial conditions is that
the supply of wildfowl is simply astonishing, as I shall
later mention in detail. At this very point, however, it

should be chronicled that, law or no law, the club never
has nor will permit spring shooting. The club rules are
so simple and admirable that they are herewith appended
in full.

RnXiE 1. The open season for wildfowl shooting on the grounds
of the club shall commence Sept. 1 and end Dec. 1 each year.
RniiE 3. Sec. 1. No person not a member shall be allowed to

shoot upon the chrb grounds except as a guest of some member,
and then only upon a written permit issued by an officer of the
club.
Sec. >!. No member shall be allowed more than one guest to

participate in the shooting privileges at any one time.
Rule 8. Sec. 1. The following table will govern the time for

commencing and ceasing shooting for each day. viz.:

Begins. Closes,
Sept. ItolS 5:15 6-25

Sept. 18 to 80 5:35 6:00
Oct. ltol5 5:50 5:35
Oct. 16 to 30 6:00 5:15
Nov. ltol5 6:^0 4:55
Nov. 16 to 30 6:40 4:35

Sec. 2. Any member violating this rule shall be liable to sus-
pension or expulsion, at the discretion of the hoard.
Rule 4. No member, hired man, invited guest, or person hold-

ing a permit, shall be allowed to shoot for the market on the club
grounds.
RttIjE 5. No one, member or otherwise, shall be allowed to bait

birds on the grounds of the club for shooting purposes under pen-
alty of expulsion.
Rule 8. No rifle, pistol, revolver or similar weapon shooting a

ball at either game or targets will be allowed, and no gun of
larger caliber than the ordinary lO-bore shotgun, fired from the
shoulder, shall be permitted on the grounds under any circum-
stances.

MAB OF HORICON CLUB (GROUNDS.

the Chicago Shooting Box, where thing ? were long run in
a highly exclusive and bang-up style, dinner in courses,
white caps on the cooks and waiters, and all that sort of
thing. This comfortable club house, four rooms, with
plenty of bunks and lockers for chance guests, made the
only club building on the grounds. A Milwaukee and
Horicon contingent built a big and roomy cabin boat,
which is annually anchored at the edge of the marsh, as
high up as the channel will permit, and other parties _ „
have put up shanties on the drier portions of the m&es for !3 dlis&s at one shot, once upon a time,

as may be seen by reference to the accompanying m^er hiat8,ftnd last of all the club men, who need teams, push-
The latter is the personal work of Mr. Stone, and it era, milk, eggs, chickens and what not, have in turn

There is no hobbledehoy business about this club. The
men you meet there are gentlemen who observe only quiet
and sportsmanlike methods.
Bat to return to the definite history of the club. The

Chicago Shooting Box pursued its way very happily until
death called away two of its members. Mr. Cole and Mr.
Pierson. Their places were filled, but finally things so
shaped themselves that it seemed wiser to turn in this
property to the club, to extend the sale of memberships
up to 40 out of the 50 to which the charter limits the
club, to protect the lease, make some improvements and
eventually to build a larger club house. In fine, this is

the present policy of the club, the 40 mark has already
practically been reached. The memberships are rapid ly
taken at the ridiculously low sum of $150, this, with the
annual dues of $15, being cheap pay for such privileges.
Little money is needed for spending on the marsh, for it

needs small help to make it perfect, barring the few
watchmen and the expense of a ditch or two. The rev-
enue from the dues will soon be enough to cover the ex-
penses of this tight little corporation. Another novel
source of revenue is the "rat money," The marsh swarms
with muskrats. Last year the club leased the trapping
right to "Old Man Miescke," a German farmer, whose
land adjoins the marsh, and who has been a great help to
the club in many ways. Miescke cleared $400 on the rat
deal that year. An odd character, Miescke. He came to
this spot forty years ago, when the country was perfectly
wild. His fine house and barns show his success, as well
as do his broad acres. He bought his farm with wild
,,duc^^ baited and slaughtered with a 4 bore. He killed

The ducks, the

well done and highly useful, both to the reader and to

shooters interested in this marsh. As explanatory of the
map, we may quote from the club history written some
years ago by a gentleman who was a member of Con-
gress, or of the Legislature, or something, and who may
therefore be supposed to be way off better able to write
about itthan I am:

Nearly every species of migratory water fowl knowa to the in-
land waters of North America can be found here. Mallard and

yielded golden harvest to this thrifty, dried up, but still

hearty and vigorous old-man-of-the-marsh.
Connected with the club from the start, and so thor-

oughly acquainted with its requirements, it was natural
that Mr. Percy Stone, so good an executive officer withal,
should have prominent place in all this recent work of
reorganization and preparation. It was Mr, Stone that
shoiddered the responsibilities and infinite detail of get-
ting ready for the opening of the season this fall, and
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converged all the chaotic wishes of his fellow members
into the happy focus of that event so eagerly awaited
each year, the day of days, the "opening day." This
year he had an additional and most serious source of

trouble—the water on the marsh was too low to let in the
boats. This occiu-s about once or twice in five or six

years, and while it does not atfect the number of ducks,
it does seriously affect the shooting. About four weeks
ago, therefore, Mr. iStonehad a dam built across the river,

just below the "iirst channel," about oppjsite the spot

marked on the map as "Stony Island." The river here
runs through banks of peat and muck, its bottom yards
down in fairly fa.thomles3 mud. The dam was built of

plank, peat, hay and mud. The river promptly burrowed
under the dam, and blew a great hole out of it. This
was temporarily filled, and lOin. of water at the dam set

the water back in the channels so that the boats could
go in all right. This was just in the last of August, but
unfortunately, only a few days hefore the moment-
ous 1st, Mr! Stone got a telegram that the dam had
gorie out again. It was therefore with some despond-
ency that the shooting party started for the marsh.
Work on the dam was continued persistently, and
on Sunday, the 30Lh. the leak was gotten nearly
under control. There seemed to be no bottom to the
mud. I saw a 16t't. fence board driven clear to the end
into the mud at the dam, and the last blows of the sledge
seemed to send it on down aa easily as the first. No one
can fathom the mud on Hoi'icon Marsh. When this was
Horicon Lake, the -whole hog, rice, reeds and all, rose
and floated, miles and miles of it. When the water was
drained off most of the hog sank again. If the water
rises the bog rises also. There are two kinds of mud on
Horicon, the kind that floats and the kind that sinks. If

you break through the bog while wading through the
wild rice, you may sink up to your- hips, or up to your
waist. You may strike terra firma in a layer of sunken
peat, or in one of the solid ledges which underlie portions
of tlie marsh; or then again you may sink a thousand
feet into the soft mud, the kind which doesn't float. I

dropped my jack knife while putting out my decoys. It

fell in 3in. of water, but though I plunged my arm up to

the shoulder after it, I never caught it, and think it is

going yet. Study the infinite combinations of these two
kinds of mud, the kind that floats and the kind that does
not float, and you will soon learn that pushing a boat on
Horicon Marsh is better when the dam holds.

It held all through the 1st, 3d and 3d, but the water
rose all too slowly. This dam cannot be permanent. It

is much an engineering feat to make one permanent that
side or Horicon Ledge: but granted that, and you have
the key to the prettiest shooting situation in this part of

the West. We have no marsh here which appraaches it.

The fastnesses of the marsh protect the birds, and they
are there in untold thousands. E. Hough.

NORTH CAROLINA GAME REGIONS.

AWAY from the immediate vicinity of the region of
which I am writing comparatively little is known

of the attractions offered the sportsman. Little do the
disciples of William Henry Herbert dream of the para-
dise for the lover of sport in the Albemarle section of
North Carolina, of the numberless resorts for water fowl
on its boundless waters, of the endless chains of forests,

iabounding with deer, and bear and turkey, and of the
toroad fields where the quail and partridge feed. Curri-
iiuok Sound has enjoyed an enviable reputation among
ishore shooters, long unchallenged by any rival within
the United S!;ates, but of the other vast tracts of inland
waters, and of the Southern home of field and forest
;game which has not been pounded to death by the con-
tinual hammering of the holiday shooter, an " ignorance
•exists which is almost unjust.
The design of this paper is not to depict incidents of

ffleld life, but to afford specific information to those who
care to enjoy it, consequently I shall confine myself
mainly to pointing out localities which can be readily
reached. To enjoy the sport in the Albemarle section
<one must take several days if he be from the North, but
ithe expenses need not be heavy, as all of the points I

ishall mention are within a few hours ride of Norfolk, by
ithe Norfolk & Southern Eaikoad or its steamers. Nor-
jfolk is connected directly by rail with nearly every por-
tion of the United States, and by daily steamers with
^Baltimore, Washington, New York, Providence and Bos-
•.ton. The fare for the round trip from the two latter

-cities is $18, by the Merchants' & Miners' steamers, and
Jfrom New York by the Oid Dominion is S13. These
jprices also include meals and staterooms. At Norfolk the
isportsman should stop at the New Atlantic Hotel, which
?not only provides the comforts of a Northern hostelry,
but a special rate is given.

Currituck Sound, on the coast of North CaroUna, un-
'doubtedly affords the best duck shooting to be found in
this country; and it does notrequu-e a greater expenditure
'of time and money to indulge in it than the sportsman
(can usually afford. All the conditions of shooting there
:are pleasant, for although, as in other places, there are
fgood and bad days, still when the fowl do fly, they fairly
swarm. It is nothing uncommon for a sportsman to kill

150 head of geese, swan and duck in a day's shooting.
Then again there is little or no exposure or hard work
about it; the points are not remote, and the thermometer
rarely falls below 40" ; the grasses and reeds, not being cut
down by the heavy frosts as they are further north, afford
natural blinds, where one can stand or sit at pleasure
without finding it necessary to lie on his back; indeed,
one often sits in a chair and waits for the birds. The Cur-
rituck, the Swan Island, the Lighthouse, the Narrows
Island, the Palmer Island, and the Monkey Island clubs
h&ve shooting stations there. The shooting is best during
the winter months, and in the main is done from a
blind, a battery, or over decoys. Snipe shooting in the
marshes is very good in season, and the forests are full of
deer and bear. The route to Currituck from Norfolk is

by the Norfolf & Southern Railroad to Saowden, the fare
is $1.20, then by stage to the shooting grounds. Board is

$3 per day, and the use of a boat and decoys about the
same.
At Snowden the fields are always fiUed with coveys of

Eartridge. This year the birds are unusually plentiful,
adeed, they are almost as numerous as Eoglish sparrows

in Central Park. The law is oft' Nov. 15, Living is

jreasopable, about |3 per day.
From Snowden one also enters the DismalSwamp,where

! deer and bear hide. Deer are very plentiful this year,
and bears so unusually promiscuous that all the farms
are posted with danger signs warning the sportsmen to

look out for the bear guns which are planted in every
conceivable locality.

Narrow Shore, Church's Island and CoUington Island
are most readilv reached from Shawboro, which is 3a

miles from Norfolk, fare 11.30, on the Norfolk & South-
ern. The first two are best fot duck, geese and swan,
while Collington Island presents unusually good opportu-
nities for the killing of deer, which, aa I have said before,

are very plentiful this year.
At Elizabeth City, 44 miles from Norfolk, on the Norfolk

& Southern, fare $1.70, the grounds lie adjacent to the
town, and snipe, squirrels, partridges, duck, fox, deer and
bear are abundant. Fox driving is a very popular sport.

The new Albemarle Hotel provides the best of accommo-
dations at $2 per day. Bear hunting from boats in the
Pasquotank River and Dismal Swamp Canal is very good.
Nag's Head, reached from Eliz ibeth City by the steamer

Neuse, which, by the way, is an ocean steamer, fitted for
ocean travel with its necessary accompaniments, presents
good all-around shooting all the year around. In the
season, snipe, curlew, willet, duck," geese, brant, swan,
rabbit, squirrel, deer and bear ofler excellent shooting.
At Okisko, 53 miles from Norfolk, on the Norfolk &
Southern, fare $1.95, squuTel, partridges, coon and bear
are found. They are al^o prevalent at Winfall and
Yeopim.
1 1 At Avoca, on the Chowan River, near Edentin, and
reached by the Norfolk & Soitthern steamer Roberts for
$3.70 from Norfolk, can be found nearly all game. Tur-
key is especially abundant. Bear and deer also offer ex-
cellent sport. Di-. W. R. Cipehart, who has there a plan-
tation of several thousand acres,can furnish all particulars.
An excellent inn has recently been erected at Bell

Haven, on the Norfolk & Southern, for the express ac-

commodation of sportsmen. It is 113 miles from Noi'-

folk and the fare is $4.05. Good waterfowl shooting
may b3 had thereabouts-, but deer are the attraction
this year. Fourteen were shot in one day by two men
recently.
No man who has not visited the Albamarle section of

North Carolina can have any conception of the plentitude
of game. During the winter months the streams are
alive with waterfowl. In the fields and forests is game
without limit. No great judgment is required in select-

ing a good spot, for the game is there, and any one who
can pitll a trigger can find satisfactory sport.

Frank A. Heywood,

THE CHATHAM ASSOCIATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your readers have been advised from time to time of

the very commendable and successful efforts of the
Chatham Fish and Gime Associaiion to restock the lands
in the Upper Passaic Valley with game birds and the
river with game fish and prevent illegal shooting and
fishing. The association is an incorporated body, and
the statutes of New Jersey give power to members of
fish and game protective associations to aiTest without
wai-rant any parties found illegally trespassing in shoot-
ing and fishing. It may not be known, however, to

many of your readers that the laws of New Jersey also

forbid the shooting on stich territory by any one not a
resident of New Jersey. The penalty is exceedingly
severe, being not only a fine, but imprisonment and con-
fiscation of guns.
The territory included in the reservation of this Asso-

ciation lies in the townships ,of Hanover, Livingston,
Millburn, Summit, Madison, Chatham, New Providence
and Passaic. The lands have been thoroughly posted
with "No Trespass" notices, and printed condensed state-

ments of the game laws have been widely distributed.

We learn that it is the intention of the Association to

defend fully the rights given them by the statutes and
through their contracts with land owners. It will there-
fore bs wise for those who are now arranging for locali-

ties to be visited at the opening of the season to seek
other points. We are heartily in sympathy with the
course pursued by the Association, which seems to be the
only effective way of restoring to the lands and waters
the old time abundance of game and fish.

A large number of quail were turned out in this terri-

tory last spring and numerous coveys have been seen
daily during the summer and fall, but the number that
may be shot by any one member has very wisely been
limited. The Association is in a very flourishing condi-
tion. It has raised among its members a very large sum
of money for further stocking the lands and waters, as
well as for the erection of a commodious club house.
The contracts for the erection of the building have been
let. Its location is very central and extremely conven-
ient for members and land owners. It is situated oti

Fairmount avenue, opposite the station of the D. L. & W.
R.R, at Chatham. Jeeset Bltje.

TO MASSACHUSETTS SPORTSMEN.
PABTICULAELY OF MIDDLESEX, NORFOLK, PLYJIOUTH,

BRISTOL AND BARNSTABLE COUNTIES.

THE Massachusetts Fish and G-ame Protective Associa-
tion, in its efforts to restock ttie public shooting

grounds of this State, last spring loosed 350 or more pin-

nated grouse (prairie chickens) in different parts of the
above mentioned counties.
From reports received thus far it appears that the birds

have thrived so well that at the present time there are
probably at least 700 to 1,000 scattered throughout the
eastern portion of the State; and without doubt many will
be seen this fall by sportsmen.
The association^ through its committee, most earnestly

requests that every sportsman let go unshot at, any of
these birds, thereby helping toward success a work being
cai-ried on entirely by private subscriution for the benefit

of every person in the Commonwealth who loves a gun.
If not molested for a, few years a splendid addition to

our game will result, and Massachusetts wiU be the only
State on the Atlantic coast where sportsmen may find

this kind of game.
Nothing except failure can be expected, however, unless

every sportsman shall aid in protecting from harm these
birds now for the first time in this State for over 150 years.

Give the birds a chance to live.

Henry J, Thaybb, Seo'y of Committee,
BOSTON, Sept. 28,

Maine's Big Game,—We refeired the other day to a
letter written by Mr. E, E, Harlow, of Greenville, Me.,
in the Bangor News, stating that several moose, deer and
caribou had been wantonly killed in the vicinity of
Moosehead Lake, by persons undetected. The NevJs re-

turns to the topic, and says; "From a personal acquaint-
ance with Mr, Harlow, the Neios knows him to be the
soul of truthfulness. He has been around Kineo and
Greenville for several seasons past, and knows a majority
of the guides intimately. Hence, he is not liable to be im-
posed upon by 'htmter's yarns.' The inference is that he
was rightly informed, that the guide.^ saw what thej re-

ported, and that Mr. ilarlow consequently gave a correct
account of actual events. Since printing Mr. Harlow's
communication, the Neus has taken pains to ascertain
how far the law is violated in the Moosehead region, and
while it is not ready to j)ublish all the details learned,

enough was found out to show that INIi-. Harlow's report
did not half tell the tale of illegal slaughter that is prac-
ticed in that vicinity. Employees of the Bangor & Pis-

cataquis Raikoad state that deerhounds and foxhounds
are constantly going 'up Moosehead way,' and that the
owners nf these dogs declai'e openly they are going to dog
deer. Names of parties who keep dogs at Greenville for

the purpose of chasing moose were also given, and many
other valuable pointers to show where the law breakers
hide. The same story with variations comes from other
parts of eastern Maine. The name of a sporting rendez-
vous atChemo where dogs are kept to run deer has been
given to the Neics with other particulars that would be of

value to, and is available for any honest game warden in
the State. The Forest and Stream, with the instincts

of a true sportsman, would be glad to learn that the re-

ports are exfiggerated. So would the News; and while the
News is practically convinced that the reports are true, it

still waits, hoping to hear of arrests for law breaking, or,

what is better still, a cessation of the most unholy prac-
tices that now prevail. The State of Maine is a" grand
old State, It is full of brave, law-abiding men and noble
women. It is a shame, the Neics confesses, that there are
cowardly lawbreakers who lay claim to citizenship. Yet
it is a lasting shame and disgrace to the game commis-
sioners and wai'dens to allow such deeds to go on from
year to year without making a vigorous attempt to bring
the offenders to justice. In conclusion, the Neics requests
all persons who know of parties who are violating the
game laws of this State to send full particulars to this

paper. The names of those sending the particulars must
accompany every letter, but will not be used if the writers
desire to I'emain unknown. It is time that the pirates of
the forest were shown up. They have ruled the State too
long."

Ways of the Ruffed Grouse.—The ruft'ed grouse be-

haves at times in so strange and unusual way as to lead
the most experienced observer and keenest student of
woodcraft to wonder what its motives are. While in
pursuit of this bird, in company with my brother, I was
wallung on a pasture land along the edge of a woods and
had stopped at a point I deemed favorable, my brother
being at the time some distance within the cover, when
a grouse started. The bird flew toward me, and making
a rapid swerve alighted on the greensward directly in
iront of me, just outside of the woods. He certainly was
not over 25Et. away. As soon a,s he lit, as is their nabit,

he straightened up, and turning his head from side to

side, looked around him. On the impulse of the moment
without thinking, being somewhat excited perhaps, I

drew up, and without taking aim fired at the bird. I

had now done an unsportsmanlike act, and yet I had not
shot a grouse on the ground. For strange to say not a
shot had iut the bird. The whole charge went over and
tore to atoms the foliage behind him. When I took the
gun down there was the bii'd as before, he had not moved
a particle. Thus we stood looking at each other for about
a half mmute, when my brother having heard the report
of the gun, approached, the bird turned his head at the
noise, and then taking a few steps flew and like a bolt
disappeared through the foliage. When my brother
came up I related the incident -t:-) him, and it was his
opinion that the groitse remained after I had shot at him
because he was paralyzed with feai-. Was this the fact?

or was it courageous conduct, combativeness? or was the
bird fascinated by the sound of the gun? I leave the
reader to decide this point and add another to the ways
of this mysterious bird of the woods.—Dorp.

Hunting Deer wnn Bird Dogs.— Portland, Ore.

~

Clear out here (at so near the "jumping off place" that
we smile when reading of people going out into the far
western Avilderness of Montana or Dak:ota, which to us
seems a long way east), I wish to echo the request of
"Aztec" that we may hear more from "H. L." or others
who know anything about still-hunting deer with bird
dogs. Although it is hardly necessary in this compara-
tively little hunted country to use a dog, yet a dog com-
panion is naturally desirable. Especially is it the case
with one who as myself much prefers hunting alone
rather than with human company, cronies excepted of

course. Now, if we can train our faithful bird dogs to
assist us in locating close game or in tracing the trail of
wounded "meat," cannot we all see how much more of a
fellow feeling and love we may justly claim for our glossy
chum of the silken ears?—^LouiS B. Akin.

Hajimerless G0NS.—The reason why I mentioned
hammerless guns as being dangerous was that many
persons are apt to be careless in theu- use on account of
theu" fancied security, not that I intended to hint they
were insecure because of their mechanism. A gun, no
matter what make or chai'acter, should, like the working
end of a strange mule, be treated with consideration.

—

Reignolds.

For "Chicago and the West," see page 331.

Owe Mostent, Pjleasb.—Do you contemplate visiting Dubuque,
St. Paul. Minneapolis. Marshalltown, Des Moines. St. Josepli,
Leavenworth, Kansay City, or any point in the Northwest, the
Piiget Sound recinn or the halmv South or Southwest? The
Cinoae'--, St. Paul and Kansas City Railwn.y will furnish you
trauBportalion enabling you to safely, quickly and comfortably
reacu your destination. Its splendid equifmput and excellent
management havp made it a popular favorite, F. H, Lohd, Gen-
eral Passenger and Ticket Agent, Ctiicago, 111.—^rtu.

A Book About Ikdiass.—The Forest ajtd Stream will mail
freeon applicatioD a descriptive circular of Mr, Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories ajid Folk-tales," giving a table of contents
Rnd epeolmen Ulustratlons from the volume.—4<iv.
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Worcester, Mass., Sept. 26.—At the meeting this week
of the Worcester Fur Company the following names were
proposed for membership: Arthur C, Moore, Sturbridge;
D. F. Joslin, M. A. Moffic. H. M. Ingraham, E J. B ite?,

A, L. Joslin, Oxford; H. C. Newell, Ashburnham; W. P.
Brigliam, Boylston; F. E. Harrington, West Brookfieid;

Samuel Smith, Wilson White, Hopkinton; E, W. Gill,

Princeton; Byron Stewart, Millbury; W. L. Tafb, Whit-
insville; Chas. Crompton, H. W. Wyman, Harry W,
Smith, Gilbert J. Rugg, W. B. Gage, Col. H. B. Verry,
Caas. A, Merrill, Mdcon Rand, Chas, A Allen, Asa R.
Jacobs, Oliver A. Benoit, J. Henry Locke, Jos. A, Smith,
C. Harry Morse, of Worcester.

An Indiscreet BRA^ao-i bt named Helm, of Hartford,
recently boasted in a Ciiicago shooting paper that he had
been out shooting on Sunday and had eluded the vigil

ance of Game Warden Collins. Now, Mr. Collins lives

in Hartford, and it was not to be supposed that he would
let such a case as this go by default; he haled the Sun-
day game killer into court and compelled him to put his

helm hard to starboard with fine and costs as in such cases

provided.

Mr, Austin Corbin sends us a map of Blue Mountain
Forest, his extensive wild game park in New Hampshire,
which was described at length in these columns last

spring.

Coons and Coon Hunters.—The season is drawing
when the Forest and Stream will have another full

page (and perhaps a column or two more) for the coon
hunters.

The Book of the Game Laws.

A WORD WITH THE ADVERTISER.

The question is often asked: What Makes tlie Best
Adlvertisingr aiedium? Tbe answer generally given is:

Tlie best advertising medium is the one which places the advei--

tiser before the largest number of the right sort of people in the

way best calculated to produce the effect it Is desired to produce

and at the smallest cost.

This is j ust what the Book of the Game Laws dpes tor advertisers

ol: sportsmen's supplies.

I. There is no waste circulation among those who are not sports-

men—euer;/ coptj goes where it will do must good.

II. Advertisements are placed opposite tresh reading matter^

where they ivilt he read,

III. Tne Bool: is kept for reference and the adv. thus exerts a

lasting influence upon the purchaser.

lY. Tne advertising rates are reasonable.

Write to us about it.

Forest and Stream Ptjbij.shing Cojipanv,
318 Broadway, New Yorls.

The ettlIj texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Boofc ol

the Game Laws.

FISHING WITH TRAINED CORMORANTS
By Captain P. S. Dugmore, R. N. R., Master of the Falconry

Cmb 1878 to 1S83.

Wontinued from page 186.']

CHAPTER I.—HOW TO PROCURE CORMORANTS FOR TRAIN-
ING.

WITH the foregoing preliminary explanations, I will

now pass on to consider the practical questions that

present themselves at the outset to the would-be cormorant
trainer. In the first place, following the precedent set

by Mrs. Glass in her well-known directions for cooking a
hare, I will tell him how to obtain the birds for training.

If he is sufficiently ambitious and self-confident to go to

work at once with old-caught birds, there is no difficulty

in getting them. It is only necessary to ascertain their

favorite resting places in any tidal estuary; usually the
summits of isolated piles, stakes or beacons, or—not quite

so convenient for our purpose—a channel buoy. A large

steel trap without teeth, or with the teeth thoroughly
well masked with tow, oakum or sacking, as indeed even
toothless jaws should be, and concealed by a little sea-

weed, will quickly supply our needs. The trap must have
a line attacaed of sufficient length to allow it to fall into

the water, or the bird's legs may be broken in its strug-

gles. The best style of trap is that used on poles for

catching hawks, with a semi circular spring round and
under the table, instead of at the side. But the ordinary
rabbit or fox pattern will suffice for use on a buoy, if

large enough. I always use very large traps, made especi-

ally for me in Birmingham (England), as if too small a
toe may be taken off or the web injured. A noose, if

cleverly set, can sometimes be used with advanta>;e. Or
if the water be muddy and opaque, a trammel net can be
set beneath the surface round the resting post or buoy,
off which a cormorant, when scared, will sometimes slip

into the water and dive at once without taking flight.

This net, however, must be closely watched, or the bird

will be drowned if not promptly extricated. A dollar or

two judiciously disbursed will often get a wild cormor-
ant brought home uninjured by fishermen in whose nets

he has got entangled. In fact, an unlimited supply of

the old birds can be procured almost anywhere and at

any season.
With the young birds it is very different.

The breeding places must be ascertained and visited at

the right moment, and a supply obtained in the spring
sufficient to cover possible loss by casualties of various
kinds that are pretty stire to happen before next breeding
season comes round.
In the North the dangerous ledges of precipitous cliffs

must be visited for the young biids, while m the Soijth,

especially in Florida, the cormorants nest (toward the
middle of April) on low trees, mangroves and other

brut^hwood growing out of the water in some secluded

bayou, generally very easily accessible. North and South
alike, they breed together in large and unsavory numbers,
in "rookeries," as their colonies are named in Florida;

one such breeding place will probably accommodate for

domestic purposes all the cormorants resorting to a
Stretch of fifty or sixty miles of coast.

The young birds sliould not be taken until nearly
fledged, with black feathers showing plentifully through
the white down of the infantile period of their existence.
Supposing that the embryo trainer can procure old or

young birds with equal facility, it will be well for him,
before deciding, to consider well the comparative advan-
tages of devoting his energies to old-caught birds or nest-
lings. He m ust remember that nestlings are much the
easier to tame, wild birds by far the easier to train, after
the indispensable preliminary of taming has once been
got over. And old-caught birds are generally much the
best and most intelligent workers, though I have had
nestlings that could not possibly be surpassed.
Nothing in the world can be easier than the taming of

the young birds; in fact they tame themselves, and
rapidly become even troublesoraely affectionate and
familiar. The only difficulty comes after they have
learned the lesson of obedience, and consists in teaching
them to catch fish. This difficulty disappears if theij-

owner possesses even one bird that has previously gone
through this very necessary past of his education^ as his
companions will very quickly learn to follow his ex-
ample; in no birds is the spirit of emulation more strongly
developed; so that an efficient working team can always
be kept up, and strengthened from time to time without
any difficulty, so long as one properly trained bird and
good worker remains on hand. I consider it quite Avorth
the while of a novice in the art, who does not care or feel
competent to work ordinarily with wild-caught birds, to
keep one or two of them, even if only half trained and
scarcely manageable, solely for the purpose of saving
many an hour from being lost in teaching the young
bu'ds how to fish.

Half-trained wild birds that cannot be trusted in open
waters may yet be worked with success in small ponds or
in narrow brooks. One objection to them is that they do
not take to changes of diet quite so readily as young birds;
this may be rather awkward in localities, few, I believe,
in America, where the fish supply is apt to run short,
rendering a temporary recourse to butcher's meat un-
avoidable.
For myself, I infinitely prefer the old-caught birds (a

similar rule holding good in falconry;, while notwith-
standing counselling the average beginner to go in for
nestlings (when procurable), with which his ultimate
succpss, though much longer delayed, is an absolute
certainty.

I once trained a wild green cormorant so rapidly that
I took fish with him in the Froome River in Dorset, Eng-
land, a fairly broad stream, as old country rivers go, just
forty-eight hours after his capture. This I believe to be
the fastest thing on record, and possible only in the case
of a particularly good-tempered bird, and with a trainer
like myself, able to read the bird's thoughts and to com-
municate his own.

CHAP. II.—TREATMENT OF YOUNG BIRDS; TRAINING TO
THE DINNER SIGNAL.

We will now proceed with the management of the
young birds as soon as taken from the nesting-place.
The best possible place for them is a pig-stye, or a lit-

tle yard or pen arranged like a pig-stye—if paved, so
much the better—with a shelter at one end in case of
rain and a few large stones for the birds to sit upon,
sufficiently high to keep their tails well clear of the
ground. With a fence of upright laths, planted close to-

gether, clear of any horizontal supports inside, there will
be no fear of their climbing over for some time to come,
at any rate. If they do get over they will make a straight
beeline for the kitchen, where their presence will scarcely
be appreciated, their habits not being so scrupulously
cleanly as might be wished, and their odor being about as
musky as the scent of an%,lligator.

The first thing is to give them plenty to eat—failing
fish, meat without bone or fat, bullock's heart, or occa-
Kionally bullock's liver—^until their feathers shall have
finished growing and their bones shall have become well-
knit, the utmost pains being taken to promote the great-
est possible development in size and strength. They
should be fed, at first, three or four times a day, at least,

with a gradual reduction to twice a day, morning and
evening.
On no account whatever are they to be allowed to get

into the water for a moment until all the white down has
disappeared; the result would probably be quickly fatal.

When first taken from the nest the less they are on their

legs the better; so long as they will be contented to lie

still and open their mouths, convenient pieces of fish cut
into long strip^i, clear of fins and sharp bones, should be
quietly slipped therein.

When, however, they begin to walk about and to look
out for their feeder, it will be time to commence their

training by makingthem acquainted with a call meaning
"dinner," and, simultaneously, with the basket or metal
can into which they will eventually be required to sur-

renderthe fish caught by them for their master's benefit.

It is important that "their infantile minds should be
early and permanently impressed with the idea that this

basket, can or pail, answering to the "lure" used in fal-

conry, represents their dinner table.

Most trainers use a wicker fishing basket, but a reson-

ant metal pail or can of fishing basket shape, something
like a live bait receptacle but larger and much deeper, pos-

sesses the very great advantage that a loud tap on it will

always serve as a dinner-bell; and on working days will

generally bring the laziest or most inattentive and dis-

obedient bird helter-skelter to the bank. As a comj)ro-
mise, a tin ]3ot, for the purpose pure and simple of noise-

producing, can be attached to a wicker fishing basket.

The vocal call used at feeding time and invariably re-

peated loudly while the trainer is approaching their in-

closure ^ith food may be "Come along, come along."

Cm e Qpmz do,
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mouth and outstretchfd neck; and then the food recep-
tacle, again rattled loudly, should be lowered among the
eager throng, who will very speedily empty it without
further assistance or persuasion.

I should have premised that, the sci=sor-like edpes of a
cormorant's beak are capable of inflicting a very nasty
gash, perhaps accidentally in the general scrimmage for
food, and that the trainer should on this account be pro-
vided with a strong pair of thick leather gloves or gaunt-
lets. Horfehide is preferable. The hooked end of the
upper mandible, too, is apt to give a severe scratch or
tear if the bird should chance to strike at the face or eye.
Nearly all cormorant trainers are in the habit of pi otf ct-

ing themselves by a wire fencing mask; in fact T imag-
ine I am the only European member of the fraternity
that has never adopted this precaution, preferring to
make myself sure of the bird's good -roHi—I may say
affpction—for except the goshawk, the cormorant is per-
haps the most affectionate of winged beings—before allow-
ing it to perch on my arm within dangerous distance of

Or a peculiar whistle may be used, but with less advan-
tage. Arrived at the pen, morsels of food should be
taken out and dropped back into the basket or can in full

sight of the young cormorants while the call is being

sounded and the vessel noisily rattled; a piece of fish may
be thi-own to each bird, to be cleverly caught with open

(foW TO TAi*,E HOLD OF. A TRA(/Vei> CdRAiORAWT
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my face. I have never met with the slightest accident
in this way. Still I should be slow to advise less experi-
enced trainers to risk an eye, which could be lost much
more quickly and easily than it could be replaced.
All this time, while the young cormorants are getting

thei3r feathers, they can be gradually accustomed, at
feeding time only, to more or less handling, always about
the head, beak and neck.
Thus, if one bird is observed to be crowded out and

unable to get his head into the food receptacle, an out-
stretched right hand may with advant ge meet his eager
head, just touch the upper mandible, glide over it and
over the crown of his head, gently seize him by the neck
and raise him on to the left fore-arm, presentijig him with
a delicate mouthful of fish before he has time to under-
stand or protest against his sudden elevation. And so, in
the course of a few days, it will come to pass that a
motion of the helping hand will be eagerly looked for,

and met by a general clamor of "Lift me, too !
" in cor-

morant language; the fortunate bird often coming in (after
the manner of humans) for a jealous bite or so on being
relegated from the post of honor back into "the madding
crowd."
All this takes some time and trouble to explain, because

I am anxious that my pupils should thoroughly compre-
hend the rationale of all that 1 ask them to do—a perfect
acquaintance with the ichy and the loherefore is the
surest foundation for proficiency in any art, and, above
all, in one dealing with highly intelligent living creatures;
but the beginner will find it all wonderfully plain (and
quick) saiUug when he comes to put it in practice. It is

necessary for me to tell him precisely how to touch or to
lift the bud, to save him from the mistake of roughly
collaring it by a wing, round the body, or by goodness
knows what part that might first present itself to his
grasp; with the result of a scrimmage, possible injury to
both parties, and consequent certain loss of just what we
want to gain and keep at all hazards, the biro's confidence
and good will—I might add, self-respect.

A cormorant must never be laid hold of excepting by
the beak and neck. In grasping the neck the palm of the
hand should lie on and cover the entire top and back of
the head, leaving the eyes clear; the fingers, excepting
the forefinger, bending round under and behind the lower
jaw, and the thumb pointing down the neck, the back of
the hand always upward. (See Fig. 2). While so holding
it a slight caressing motion' of the fingers can be em-
ployed to tickle the bird about the ears, the surest method
of appealing to the affections of all feathered beings that
will permit of the liberty being taken. Singularly enough,
while falcons (long-winged) will rarely, if ever, allow
this famdiarity, it is used with ease and with the greatest
advantage in the training of hawks (short-winged).
Wlien the feathers are fully grown it will be necessary to
decide whether or not to cut one wing. In the case of
old-caught birds this is, unfortunately, cle rigueur. With
nestlings it is quite optional. They wiU never fly away,
or, if they do, will speedily return. Its only advantage
with them is that it prevents them from taking liberties,

that in the exuberance of their affection are apt to become
somewhat overpowering and embarraesing.

It is all very well taking our walks abroad with a mob
of clamorous birds thronging round our legs like a flock

of geese, but when it comes to half a dozpn great lumber-
ing fellows with flapping wings di^puting for the perch
of honor on one's shoulders, or on top of one's hf^ad, a
man's equanimity is not always quite on a level with the
occasion. Personally, I have such a horror of interfering

with beneficent and always beautiful nature, or of crip-

pling, however slightly, the powers given by nature, that
I always leave some at least of my nestlings in full pos-

session of their means of flight, and put up with t-uoh

trifling mishaps as getting my hat occasionally knocked
over my eyes by their unintentional buffets. If, how-
ever, it is decided that the quills of one wing are to be
cut, it should be the left, always supposing that the
trainer means to follow my own practice of carrying the
bird on the left arm, leaving the right free to handle the
head and neck, and to parry any little plRyful dashes at

the face. Cut quills on the right wing would mean a lt:ft

cheek constantly scratched instead of lightly brushed.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Adirondack Teout.—Wawbeek Lodge, Adirondacks.
—Wawbeek, N. Y.,Sept. 36.—Trout fishing in September
was certainly shown up at its best on the 15th of this

month. Mr. R. L. Banks, Jr., of Albany, stopping here,

caught 10 lake trout, weighing 66lbs., in five hours time,

the largest weighing IS^lbs. Tois is the largest catch
made in the given time in the Adirondacks this year.

T. Edmund KEuaiBHOLZ.
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CAMP LIFE ON MUSKOKA LAKE.—II.

[ConMnwed from Page 8S.'\

THE next morning the sky looked very threalening,
and it vans a que>tioii whether it would be policy to

strike c imp or wait until more favorable weather. "Heads
wego, taibwe stay," We went, and the weather was
with u;-. It W3R a hard paddle, for the nearer we got to

the mouth the thiclier the logs bee 'me. Turning one of

the river's numerous bends, we sighted the little shanty
that gives shelter to the lone logman who guards the cut;

as we slowly crowded our way toward the opening a
figure emerged from the hut, and then there arose in the
air a ysll, such a yell, a combination of a war whoop and
the cry of a catamount. I have heard many try to imi-
tate it, but nonH to equal it, it is the sole accomplishment
of Johnny the Frenchman. There i^ no affectation there as

he c-ilh but, "Gentlemen! Gentlemen ! I is glad to see

you." We are soon on land shaking hands and com|:>ar-

ius notes with Johnny.
Bidding good bye to Johnny, who had thrown a couple

of nice pickerel into the canoe from his well-stocked fi-ih

pound, we made our way through the cut and into Mus-
koka Lake, Skirting the shore, we made for a bluif about
a mile further up, where we expected to pitch a tempo-
rary camp, for our intentions were to go back to the
shanty as soon as the logman left. The bluff made a poor
place for a camp, as it had no trees of any size and caught
the full benefit of the wind which is so prevailing on this

lake; but the mosquitoes did not bother us, on account of
the wind.
Early next morning, after breakfast, we took one of our

American flags and cliiubing to the top of a solitary pine
which guarded the door of our tent, tifd it to the topmost
branch, thinking that if any Yankees should pass by they
would be more likely to give us a call. While here our
butter was procured from a farmer, if I may call him
such. He is the owner of one thousand acres, of which
about fifteen are tillable. Living up the river about three
miles, he kepps his cows down at the lake: and each
morning and evening rows down the river, makes a
portage into Mud Bay, and from there over to the point
where the cows are. One would think this was farming
under difficulty, but the old man don't mind it, as the
boys row the boat and milk the cows, while he sits in the
boat and smokes his pipe.

Bf>fore many days we came to the conclusion that it

would be necessary to look for another camping ground,
as the wind sometimes made it almost impossible to cook
.a meal at the stove. We settled on the southern point of
an island about two miles from shore, it seemed to fill al!

the requirements needed, and later on confirmed our
good judgment, for we stayed there during the length of
time we were in camp. The island was called Gowan's
after its owner. Years ago he had built a cottage on the
point where we intended to pitch our camp; but the cot-
tage had gradually fallen to rack and ruin. On tlie east
side of the isla.nd high rocky p nnts ran out into the lake,
affording excellent fishing grounds. A small wharf had
been built nearby in front of an intended camp, but like
the cottage was gradually falling to pieces. It was not
long before we had here an ideal camp. The tent was
pitched under the trees about 30ft. from the water, on an
elevation of 5 or 6ft.; as we lay on our cot at night wp
could hear the waves dashing themselves on the rocks at
our feet.

One morning while getting breakfast we sighted a boat
making around the point of Big Island, about three miles
down the lake. As she drew nearer we recognized the
Bertha May, the only tug on the lake, and owned by one
of the lumber firms, who use her for towing logs and
scows of lumber from their different mills. Seeing she
was headed for our camp we went down to the old wharf
to give her a welcome; as she drew nearer they recog-
nized ua by our canoe, and toot after toot of the whistle
rang out, proclaiming they were glad to see us once more
among them. The Bertha is soon ti^d to the wharf and
we are shaking hands with our old friends, Capt, Bill,

Old John the engineer, .Jack the cook, and Bob and Hank
the hustlers. They tell us they came up after a couple of
bags of logs to take to the company's mills at the southern
end of the lake, but as there U a head wind blowing they
will not be able to do anything until it calms down, so
we spend a pleasant afternoon Iving in the shade and
listening to tiae stories for which Old John has a remark-
able memory. We have heard him tell hundreds of
yarns and no two alike; whether he makes them up as
he goes along or draws on his memory is a question which
he refuses to answer. The Captain told us before leaving
that he heard there was going to be a dance on Friday
night at a settler's house about twenty-five miles up the
lake. He would try and arrange things so they would
be up after a big of logs on that day; and (with a wink
of his eye) if there was a head wind we would go up to
the dance,
Friday afternoon came and with it the Bertha May.

The captain decided the wind would not allow them to
start out with a tow, so it was agreed we should go to the
dance.
The crew shaved and cut each other's hair; jumped

in the lake and had a swim, and then were ready
for the "blow-fiut." We started about 6 o'clock, and had
not gone far before the captain made a proposition which
showed had he been a financier instead of a tugboat
captain he would have made a grand success. It appears
that at a dance of this kind whisky is as necessary as a
cake at a wedding: so the captain proposed running into
Prouse's, where a supply could be bought, and getting a
gallon jusc filled; then he was going to take about half of
it out and fill the jug up with water. When we would
get to the dance they would all want whisky; we would
then take up a collection, return part way to Prouse's,
and bring them buck the gallon jug, while the boatwould
have the two extra quarts of pure whisky for nothing.
All thought this a pretty good scheme, so the whisky was
bought, divided and adulterated; but when we got to the
dance and came to take up a collection, not a picayune
could be raised ; so the tug had a sujjply on hand which
lasted them the entire season.
We arrived about 9 o'clock and found the dance going

on in the barn, this being much larger than the house,
which was a one-room log. A few lanterns hung up on
convenient nails furnished light for the two sets of
dancers who had the floor. We saw at a glance that
there was a scarcity of the gentler sex; the contin-
gent comprised six forlorn maidens; and one of the sets

wa3 danced a la stag. About two dozen fellows were

standing in front of the big barn doors watching the
dance, while another dozen were scattered around the
barn, sitting on plows and fanning mills. The next set

saw the crew of the Bertha May in line; they had taken
time by the forelock by asking the maidi^ns for the next
dance while they were still dancing in the first set; we
found that this watt quite the proper thing, for we noticed
the Bertha's people held the floor for the next two or
three dances. Will and I soon joined the crowd at the
door, and found them indulging in society topic?, eueh
HR the amount of hemlock bark Pete BrpwA was getting
out, etc.

We struck up an acquaintance with a young fellow,

who asked us if we had a bottle; we replied in the nea;a-

tive; he then asked us if we wene himgry, a question
which only has one answer in that couatry. He said he
heard there was going to be a "feed" la^er on, but he
doubted it, for if there was there would have been some-
thing said about it before this, but perhaps we had belter

go down to the huuse and see for ourselves. So to the
hou^e we went, where we found the room occupied by a
woman and a couple of men, while a baby lay asleep in
a rude cradle near the stove. A bedstead in one corner,
a dresser with some crockery on it in another, and a few
chairs and table comprised the contents of the house. On
the cal)le were a few pies and something else which looked
like sandwiches. We noticed that our friend kept near
the table, while we talked of the weather, the high water
of the lake and other leading topics; but not a word about
pie was said. Wdl became discouraged and proposed
going back to the barn to see how the dancers were get-
ting on. After we got outside our friend began to abuse
the folks about inviting people to their dance and not
offering them anything to eat. "Why," said he, "if a
fellow did not keep his eye peeled he would have to go
hungry." With that he produced a pie from tinderneatii
his coat. Making an equal division, we left the plate on
top of a stump, and made our way to the barn where our
friend informed every one that supper was ready, and
they wanted the crowd at the house right away. They
needed no second invitation.

AVill and I did not want to see what the outcome was
but made for the tug, where we crowded in a couple of
bunks and were soon fast asleep. How long we slept I

cannot say, but we were awakened by loud talking on
the shore; going on deck we found the crowd down by
the side of the tug and it looked for a short time as if

there was going to be a g-eneral fight. During the sup-
per numerous bottles had been produced, with the result

of Hank and another man stirring up a quarrel of old
standing. About a year before Hank had lost a deer
hound; several weeks after it was found dead, shot
through the bofiy, lying in a piece of timber belonging
to this man. He denied shooting the dog, although he
said he had shot dogs for running deer out of season and
would have shot his had he seen him. We finally got
Hank on board and casting off' our linp started back for
camp. It was so dark we could hardly see our hands
before u?!, but it made no dift'erence to the Captain, who
seemed like another man as soon as his hand touched the
wheel. Crowding on all steam, the little tug made her
way through narrow channels, twisting in and out
among the numerous islands, rounding points which
seemed to stretch across our path, threatening destruc-
tion to crew and boat alike. Whether the Captain steers

by instinct or not wr cannot say, but he claims to be able
to navigate blindfolded the lake from one end to the
other. It was after 3 o'clock when we arrived at camp
and it did not take us long to turn in. Next morning
when we arose the Bertha May and her tow were not in

sight; they must have pulled out a short time after land-
ing to enable them to get the start that they had.

We began to notice the fish were not biting near so
freely as they had been. Johnny, the Frenchman,
claimed it was on account of the low water, the lake
having fallen ov^r 2ft. since our arrival. We have been
doing most of our fishing with the troll, catching princi-
pally pickerel, and we knew from experience that as
soon as they stopped biting the bass fishing would im-
prove, which turned out to be the case.

For a steady fish diet we would prefer the pickerel to

any other fi^h we ever ate. During the twelve weeks we
were in camp we had fish once and very often twice a
day, and can truthfully say the last meal was relished
fully as well as the first. For the other nine months of
the year we never have any desire for fish, and should it

be placed on the table the chances are it would go away
untouched. There are several reasons for this, the appe-
tizing zest of the camp life, and the freshness of the fish

being the principal ones. Fish caught at night and kppt
until morning taste altogether different from those
caught, cleaned and put into the frying-pan before they
are done kicking.
Day after day went by, each day having some new

adventure to distinguish it from the rest. "Some morn-
ings we would start out with our tackle to be gone all

day, exploring different parts of the lake, trying new
fishing grounds, tilUng a pail with huckleberries fx-om
some small island, or lying in the canoe and drifting with
the wind.
The Bertha May was often tied up at our camp, one

time waiting a day and night for a change of wind. The
nights they were with us Johnny would come over from
the mouth, and we would all gather around the cheerful
blaze of an immense camp firp, while old John would spin
his yarns, the Captain would play the fiddle and Johnny
wake the night with his fearful yells.

Johnny was a great character, take him all in all.

Having a mixture of French-Canadian and Indian blood,
he was supersttiious, and had an utter disregard for the
truth, especially in his fish and hunting stories. Never
have I seen him throw his hook in the water without
carefully spitting on it. He also carried a bone which he
claimed was taken from the back of a sttu-geon caught
while the moon was at a certain fullness, and this he
carefully rubbed on the spoon before starting out for a
troll.

The Prized Grayling, of Michigan, is by no means
extinct. One of our Michigan correspondents reports
"some good times with the grayling, too. Do not know
as I said anything to you about that. Was up on the
Manistee River twice and had good success each time.
I have taken several large grayling this year, two that
weighed l^lbs. each, and one that weighed good plump
Iflbs."

SOUHERN CALIFORNIA ANGLING.
THE devotee of the art of angling may find very satis-

factory sport in several of our streams. While in
northern California all mountain streams are tributary
to streams flowing into the Sacrnmento or San Joaquin
and thus aff >rd a passage to the sea during at least a por-
tion of the year, the streams of southern California never
reach the sea except during the winter freshets in vol-
ume large enough to be passable for spawning trout.
During these freshets the streams are very muddy and
move with great velocity, the fall from the footV'ills of
the Sierra Msidre being 1,400ft. and the longest river
course, the Santa Ana, not exceeding 70 miles. During
the spring and summer the water is nearly all taken for
irrigation and the remainder sinks in the loose sandy and
gravelly soil of the various wide valleys which lead to
the sea. There are, however, two streams—the Santa
Inpz and Santa Clara—which are passable for trout at
all seasons; they drain the western spur of the Siprra
Madra—the Santa Inr z mountains. In all of these rivers
the trout are uniformly the rainbow {Salmo irideus)
with variations on account of location, which I shall now
detail. The trout in the Santa Inez and Santa Clara,
whose tributary—Sespe Creek—is supposed to be one of
our best fishing streams, are coarser in meat and have
larger scales than elsewhere in southern California. The
trout average about 6in. in length, very rarely reach Sin.

and are extremely wary. In the main ranere of the
Sierra Madre the" Arroyo Sfco. San Gabriel River, San
Antonio Creek and Bear Valley Reservoir, with its feed-
ers, are the principal resorts for anglers. The larges
and longest running of these streams is the San Gabriel;
its greatest width is about oOft., depth possibly 4ft. in
summer stage, and its bed is filled with immense
granite boulders, between whose shady shoulders, in
deep pools, the knowing and agile Salmo finds a home.
As in the Santa Clara, the trout are small, but are said to
furnish cipital sport. In all, the fishable branches of the
San Gabriel comprise about 80 miles of the toughest
climbing to be found in this vicinity, noted for its

precipitous granite mountains. But when we come to
Bear Valley Reservoir, we find the rainbow at his largest,

and epicures say, too, that his flavor is in proportion to
his size. This reservoir is maintained for irrigation pur-
poses, and supplies 50 000 acres of land. It is an artificial

lake, formed by building a rock wall across the course of
Bear Creek where it flows through a gorge 300ft. wide.
The depth at the dam, which is constantly overflowing,
is 53ft., gradually diminishing toward the upper end of
the lake, which covers 4,000 acres. There is plenty of
food for trout in the reservoir, its water supply is con-
stant, plentiful and icy cold, so with no cares to fret him
the trout grows very large and lazy. The largest so far
caught weighed ISjibs., and individuals of 7 and 81bs. are
quite usual. They do not vary much in appearance from
the smaller trout of the running streams, and are said to
maintain all their delicacy of flavor. Fishing in the
i-eservoir is by ]3<^rmission, so the fish are protected from
indiscriminate slaughter. The close season for trout
is from Nov. 1 to April 1. Besides trout fishing, the sea
fi'hing at the present time is excellent. Good catches of
barracuda and Spanish mackerel (Sarda ehilensif) are
made daily. The yellow-tail (SerioZa dorsaZ/s) ip just com-
ing in. Good catches of rock cod (Sehcislichthysj and bass
{Serraniis clathratus) are made from the rocky points
along the shoi-e. The best season here is usually from
Aug. 15 to Christmas. At other times fish are not plenti-

ful, so the fishermen say. Franklin Booth.
Loe AxGELES, Cal., Sept. 8.

ANGLING NOTES.
GEN. LOUIS FITZGERALD with a party of friends

visited Barnegat Bay last week in search of weak-
fish and bluetish. They did fairly well, particulaily
Major A. P. Montant, who covered laimself with glory.
The party were drifting outside of the beach when the
Major struck a big fish. He was rigged very light, only
expecting weakfish, and was using an 8oz. Abbey &
Imbrie split-bamboo rod; fortunately his reel held plenty
of line, for the fish was at first utterly uncontrollable. The
General had the deck cleared for action and timed the
fight. The great fish made four complete circles around
the boat and finally when the General called "time" a
magnificent channel bass lay on his side, used up, plnyed
out by the skillful Major, who was almost, if not quite,

as much exhausted as the fish. Time, oTmin.; weight of
fish, 381bs. Major Montant was a happy angler and is

havino: the fish mounted as a trophy of his skill by Wal-
lace. Every season one or more of these Southern visitors

are caught in our waters. This is the second heard
from this fall, Last year, the readers of Forest and
Stream may remember, fllr. H. C. Wilson, of 28 Beek-
man street, caught one off Fire Island on a light black
bass rod: this fish weighed 351 bs. The season before

T. H. Stead and party landed two large ones and lost

three or four—also while fishing cff Fire Island. No
doubt more could be caught if people only fibbed for

them at this time of year.

Mr. Watson Tomkins, of Stony Point, N. Y., caught a
fine shad one day last Aveek while fishing in the Hudson
River. Unfortunately he had no landing net and only a
single snell hook. When he lifted him in the boat the
gutpartfd and the fish st^ruck the edge of the boat and
fell in the water. He thinks it would have weighed be-

tween 3 and 4lbs.

I suppose it is ui=e1ees to prevail upon anglers to have
their rods put in order before putting them away for the
season, but if they only would do so it would be far
better for the rods. Most people will put them away just

as they last used them, often badly bent and out of shape,
until a few days before they start out in the spring. The
result is, that the pieces having been so long crooked re-

main so, and it is almost impossible for the workmen to

get them back into shape again, to say nothing of the
diificulty in getting the varnish to dry "in so short notice.

It takes 'from four to ten days for good rod varnish to get
thoroughly hard, and anglers generally want their re-

pairs ready the same day. Scarlet-Ibis.

Seneca Lake Bass.—Watkins, N. Y., Sept. 26.—This
promises to be a great bass season in Seneca Lake. I
have caught a number of two-pounders already, and
after the frost brings the big ones will send you a stick

full of fishing notes.—M. M. C, Jr.

0
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WASHINGTON ANGLERS.

MR. CHAELES H. LAIRD, of the tJ. S. Post Office,

had a yery successful trip to Point of Rocks la?t

week, when his party succeeded in taking upward of 100

bass. Mr. Laird says that ttiese fish ran the best of any
he has seen from the Potomac, and he has caught bis

share of them. Quite a niimber were taken weighing
from ?, to 51bs. each. Mr. Wet^fel, another of Washing-
ton's well-known a)iglers, spent a day at Riverton laet

week, but was not so successful, securing only 5 bass.

Mr. H. A. Parker, of the Smithsonian Institution, reports

sood bass fishing in Goose Creek, Virginia.
_
He captured

9 one day, while another gentleman, fishing the same
stream, took 18. The first were not so large, weighing
from f to lib., but as Uncle Thad. Norris used to say of

smair trout, "they were veritable firecrackers."' Mv.
Parker also caught a nice bass off the sea wall at the foot

of Seventepnth street.

Yellow perch fishing is opening auspiciously. It is in-

teresting to watch Capt, Blake, of the Mount Vernon
steamer, fish for perch from the Marshall Hall dock. Of
course the fish are small, but make up in numbers what
they lack in size.

W. C. Kendall, of the U. S. Fish CommisBion, called a
few days ago and told us some interesting things about
the Chesapeake. Capt. Piatt, of the steamer Fish Hawk,
has preserved the skin of a 5ft. tarpon, which was netted

at Cape Charles City. Trout (weakfish), botli spotted

and plain, were observed at Crisfield early in September;
a good many Spanish mackerel were present also; those

taken weighed from 1 to Slbs. each. Croakers, spots and
sea bass were in their usual abundance.

Messrs. J. H. Parkhurst and Clifford Wright bad fi-ne

sport at Coltoii"s Farm, near the mouth of the Potomac,
early in the month. Silver perch or yellow tail (BaircU-

eUachryHura) were taken in large numbers. It is an ex-

cellent fish, and very abundant in the Chesapeake and its

tributaries: as far as we are aware the silver perch is

never found in fresh water. It is a small member of the
weakfish family, and is not so closely related to the
white perch as its appearance would lead one to suspect.

The largest we have seen measured 9in. and weighed
about ilb. BONAET.
Washington, D, p., Se^t, ?6.

A Black Bass weighing SJlbs. was caught in the Dela-
ware, near Egypt Mills. Pa,, by Mr. H. 0. Ford during
his September fishing. The abundance of young bass of
the year gives promise of fine fishing in the future; the
shores of the LTpper Delaware are lined with these little

fishes.

St. Louis Notes.—A couple of weeks ago some of the
members of the Calhoun Hunting and Fishing Club,
finding gar-pike so abundant in the Giiead Slough, ob-

tained permission of the fish warden to seine out the gars.

They made one haul and got over oOOlbs. of the reptiles,

and the next day stai-ted to make another haul, when the

sheriff swooped down on them, and in spite of the fish

warden's permit they were each fined $10. Illinois offi-

cers seem to be on their mettle in a manner that would
even satisfy Brother Hough. . . . The State Fish Com-
mission of Missouri have a t the St. Louis Ex-pOvsition a
fine display of native fishes in two lar^e tanks. Another
small tank has a beautiful lot of rainbow trout also taken
from Missouri waters. The fish exhibit attracts as much
attention as anything in the exposition.

—

Aberdeen.

CuTTYHtTNK Bass.— Cuttyhuuk Club, Cuttyhuuk
Island, Mass., Sept. 20,

—

Editor Forest and Stream: 1

note in your issiie of Sept. 17 under the head of ''Cape

Cod Notes," that "a party of four caught fifty scup and
twenty-two sea bass in about two hours, using cut men-
haden for bait." Oa the 17th, in Buzzard's Bay, off

Quick's Hole, I caught in loss than two hours fifty-four

scup and twenty-eight sea bass with menba.den and lob-

ster for bait, to say nothing of the large cunners, flukes,

and old maids (skate) caught by me at the same time.

Yesterday afternoon from one of the stands on our island

I took three striped bass, 20i, 18 and laflbs., 54ilbs. in

all, in less than two hours, also one bluefish 5|lbs, which
(bluefish) we do not count. In July I caught while fish-

ing for bass thirteen bluefish, Bmalli-st 5Hb3., largest

131b8,, all taken with a light rod.—Heney P. McGowN.

A Big Champlain Bass —St. Albans, Vt., Sept. 36.—
The largest bass of the small-mouthed species ever known
to have been ca-ught in the Great Back Bay of Lake
Champlain, was captured near Samson's Lake View
House, on Woods bar, so-called, on the 24cb inst. bv Mr.
Jos. M. De Vean, president of the Mount Morris Bank,
New York city, John Armstrong guide. The fish xveighed

5-|lb8. At the same place and same day Mr. A. F. Troe-
scher, of New York city (Joe Armstrong guide), caught
two large bass, one weighing -If lbs. and the other S-Jlbs.

Mr. De Vean also caught a pike that weighed 9|lbs. He
declares it was about as gamy a fish as he ever caught
here. The 5flb. bass was photographed by Miss Troeecher
and is to be mounted by Mr. Goron, Vermont's celebrated
taxidermist, for Mr. De Vean.—H, L. Samson.

Black Bass Fishing in the Upper Potomac is very
good at present, and members of the South Mountain
Fishing Club just returned from a successful trip say
that the number of young bass of the year is unutually
large; the conditions were favorable for the spawning
and the early life of the fry. The chief difficulty now
lies in the bait supply, which is hard to get. Tho famous
stone catfish of the Susquehanna, although it occurs in

the Potomac, seems to be absent from the region near
Harper's Ferry, and the fishermen lack this desirable

bait for the bass. The silvery minnow, the favorite of

the anglers, is growing so scarce as to make its capture
unreliable.—B.

Black Banded Rudder Fish.—Gloueester, Mass.,

Sept, 13.—The Italian bark Andrea Lo Vico, loaded with
salt from Trapani, has been here about a week, and ever

since she was docked a strange fish has been seen around
her rudder. Capt. Collins calls it a black-banded rudder
fish; it is about a foot or 15in. long and is considered a
curiosity by all who see it,—E. F. L.

West VmoiNiA Bass.—Dr. Henshall tells us that Fort
Spring, West Virginia, is a capital headquarters for bass

fishermen. I'ort Spring is on the Greenbrier River, be-

tween Alderson and White Sulphur Springs, A good
stopping place is at Robt. Curry's, one mile from Fort
Spring, and right on the river.,

FfAIW-BOW TROUT PLANTING.
DURING the past few years hundreds of thousands of

rainbow trout fry (Saimo iridcus) have been liberattd
in many of the srreams, ponds and lakes of Pennsylvania by
the State Fish (Jommis'sioner, aiul onl3' in very rare instances
have they been known to propagate naturally. I am in-
formed that about three yeai's after the following named
ptxblic streams were stocked rainbow trout fry were discov-
ered in them in a, thriving condition, and in nearly every
instance is colder than is to he found in the general run of
Pennsylvania streams. Ilollister Creek, Wayne county:
Hornbeek's Creek and Mill Creek, Pike County; Newville
Creek, Cixmberlaud county, and Tumbliag Run, Schuylkill
county. In fact the result of stocking public waters in Penn-
sylvania with this species of trout has been so unsatisfac-
tory that the State Fish Commission concluded to abandon
the hatching and distribution of them as far as practicable,
and to that pnd about two years ago nearly all of the breed-
ing iish, many of them weighing from 3 to Slbs. each, were
liberated in streams of a low temperature with tiie hope
that the conditions would be favorable and that they would
strive with our brook trout for the mastery and that the
result would be the survival of the fittest. As yet, so far as
I can learn, very little has been heard of these adult fish,

except one instance I call to mind, when Hon. H. C. Ford,
last summer, while fishing for black bass in Egypt Mills
pool, on the Upper Delaware, was greatly surprised when
he felt a vicious strike, and reeled in a beautiful lake trout
that touched the notch at 2}^lhs. Evidently this trout hud
felt cramped in the narrow limits of either Hornbeek's or
Mill Creek and moved down in search of wider range, and
probably more abundant food in the way of minnows to be
found in the river.

la nearly every instance observers have noticed that these
rainbow fry linger about the place where they were liber-

ated from' one to two years, then mystei-iously disappear,
leaving no trace behind them and going no one knows
Avhere,
In the month of August, 1888. I was, in company with

Col. Graves and Major W. D. Tomlin, of Dulutb, Minn.,
both gentlemen being well known and enthusiastic anglers,
a guest of the famous Baptism River Club, at their com-
fortable club house, situated at the mouth of the Baptism
River, on the north shore of Lake Superior, and my banner
day was on that beautiful stream, where I killed three of
the largest brook trout it has been my good fortune to find
anywhere. The river takes its rise far back in the wildei*-

ness and its course is broken by several beautiful falls.

The first one is found about one mile from the lake; over it

the water tumbles fully 75ft. into a deep circular basin;
into this pool many monster brook trout ascend from the
cold waters of Sxiperior during the summer months and
find their progress stopped by the wall of rock before them,

I have always believed that the disappearance of the rain-
bow trout from Eastern waters was attributable ta a wider
range sought for, and I suggested to Col. James N. Gran-
ger, a very active member of the Baptism River Club, the
advisability of trying the experiment of stocking the lower
stretch of their river with this species of trout, at the same
time explaining to him the peculiar habits of the fish. The
following winter Col, Granger, acting on the suggestion,
procured 10,000 rainbow trout eggs, hatched them success-
fully and liberated the fry in the Baptism below the lower
falls.

A few weeks ago, in a letter received from Col. Granger,
he says: '"The rainbow trout which I planted in the Bap-
tism have been heard from, a number of the fish have been
caught off the stream this year. This proves the correct-

ness of your surmises that the waters of the streams on
the north shore of Lake Superior were adapted for that fish."

If the rainbow trout seeks a wider range than is to be
found in the contracted limits of the trout streams of our
Eastern mountains, as it grows in size, it will find plenty of

it in Lake Superior; but it remains to be seen whether it

will return to the Baptism River to spawn or not. I am of

the opinion that it will be found in the river when the ice

breaks up next spring. John Gat.
Washington, D. C.

tmml

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.

BETTER THAN AN ARMY WITH BANNERS.—The
United States Pish Commission does not make much noise
in the world, but it is adding more to the wealth of the
counti'y and doing more good than all the armies that were
ever organized. From time to time the JVetos has had occas-

ion to speak of the Fish Commission and the excellent ser-

vice it was doing in stocking the waters of Maine and New
England with valuable fish. Hardly a week goes by without
bringing fresh evidence of the good service it has rendered
the nation. And the work of the Fish Commission is not
confined to Maine or to New England. It extends all over
the country, and takes in Alaska, the despised foundling
which Mr. Seward adopted from Russia.—JBcoi go?' Daily
News.

YEARLING CALIFORNIA SALMON.—The U. S. Fish
Commission now has at Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y., 10,000

California salmon, which are to be distributed as yearlings.
One-half of these are to be sent to the Battenkill, in Ver-
mont, a tributary of the Hrrdson, and the remainder will be
deposited in a stream on Long Island. It is confidently ex-

pected that the introduction of salmon of this size will soon
make an impression on our streams, just as the operations
in A^'ermont and elsewhere with yearling rainbow trout
have speedily proved successful.

Joseph B. Frey, saloon keeper, on South Third street, and
William Bercaw were trout tishing up in Monroe county on
Saturday. While forcing his way through a thick clump of

bushes overhanging the stream Bercaw saw a good-sized
trout dart out from a bank of the creek and pass directly

beneath him. Working his way to a secluded nook a few
feet above, the angler cast a fly with such skill that in

a few seconds he caught and safely landed a speckled beauty
about lOiu. in length. He made a second effort, but could
get no more trout there. Well, the fishermen continued on
their wav until their sport had ended and then they seated
themselves to clean their fish, of which, of course, they had
a fine lot. On opening one of the trout the fish was found to
contain a diamond shirt stud. This caused Bercaw to look
for his diamond, when it was found to be missing. Then it

flashed to the fisherman's mind how fortunate he had been
—that in passing through the brush his diamond had been
forced from his shirt front: the trout he had seen dart in

front of him had swallowed the jewel, and then he had
succeeded in capturing the fish. To a reporter of the Express,
who incjmred of Mr. Bercaw conceraing the truthfulness of
the story the latter declared it to be a fact in every particular.

^Enstnn (Pa.) Ex'press.

DOG SHOWS.
Sept. 29 TO Oct. 1.—Third Annual Do? Show, in coBnection with

the Central Caiiiirla Fair, at Ottawa. Ont. Alfi-pd fieddes, Supt.
Dec. i to 8.— Sixth Annual Dog Show of the Northern Illinois

Poultry and Pet Stock Aasnciation, at Rockfnrd. I'].

Dec. ]0 to 14.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Freeport Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Freeport, III. T. E. Taylor, Sec'y.
Deo. 30 to Jan. a,—Fourth Antutal Dog Show of the Mohawk

Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, at Gloversvllle, N. Y. F. P..

Zimmer, Sec'y.
189^;.

Jan. f> to 8.—The New York and New Erglnnd Poultry and Ken-
nel Club's Dog Show, at Albany. N. Y. W. C. House, Fort Plain,
N. Y., Seo\v.
Jan. 5 to 9.—Annual Dog Show of the South Oarr'linn. Poultry

atid Pet Stock ABSociation, at Charleston, S, C. Berj. McItineBS,
Sec'y.
Jan. 13 to 16.—Second Auntxal Dog Show of the South Carolina

Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C F. F. Capers, Secretary,
Greenville, S. 0.
Ff b. 0 to 12.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y.
Feb. 28 to 26.—Sixteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at. New York. James Mortimer, Sunt.
March 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, at

Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown, Sec'v.
March 15 to 18 —Second Anotial Dog S>iow of the Duquesne

Kennel Club, at Pittsburgh, Pa. W. E. Littell, Sec'v.
Anril-? to 10.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New England

Ker nel Club, at f?>nstoa. Mass. E- H. Moore. Sec'y.
April 20 to 23.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Southern Cali-

fornia Kennel Club, nt Los Angeles, Cal. C. A. Sumner. Sec'y.
May 4 to 7 —Annual Dog Show of the California Kennel Club,

at San Francisco, Gal. H. L. Miller, Sec'y,

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 2.—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Club,

at Bicknell, Ind. P. T. Madison. Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. m.—Second Aunual Trials of the International Field Trial

Club, at Chatham. Ont. W. B. Wells, Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 13. W. A. Coster,
SerretaiT.
Nov. 23.- Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point. N. C.

Ct. G-. Davie. Secretary. Pbiladelpliia, Pa.
Nov. 3B.-Gordon Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point, N.

C. L. A. Van Zwdt, Secreiary. Yonkers, N. Y.
Nov. 23.—Serond Anraial Trials of the National Besgle Club, at

Nannet, Rockland county, N. Y. E. W. Chapman, Sec'y.
Nov. 30.—Central SMeld Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lexington, N. C. C. H, Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street. New
York city.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.
Connell, Secretary.

\m2.

Jan. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the Bexar Field Trial Club,
at San Antonio, Texas. G. A. Chabot. Sec'y. Amateurs only.
Jan. 18.—Trials of the Pacific Field Trial Club, at Bakersfleld.

Cal. J. M. Kilgarif. Ser'y.
.- Fourth AnnuHl Field Trials of the Southern FieldTrials

Club, at New Albany, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Sec'y.

LEXINGTON DOG SHOW.
THE inaugural show of the Blue Grass Kennel Club closed

Sept. 26, and for a first attempt in a new country the
management, and especially Mr. Roger Williams, the ener-
getic secretary ,

deserve considerable credit. The show pro-
posed and carried out in a short time, it needed some hustl-
ing to get such a number of dogs as 403 together, but those
who know the secretary and those who have heard of him,
are aware that he is not apt to let the grass gi-ow under hia
feet, and that they could depend on what he said. Consid-
ering the hot weather the arrangement of the benching was
admirably adapted to give the dogs fresh air and keep every-
thing sweet and clean without mirch disinfectant. The
.show was held under a covered track connected with Mr.
Brasfleld's sales stables out at the race track, a mile ont of
town. The shed was in the form of an oval, and allowed an
alleyway of some 1.5f b. between the inside and outside rows.
The'benching was the old style, without the partition, and
I must say that a quieter, more friendly lot of dogs I never
saw. Sometimes the mere fact of a partition sepai-ating two
dogs makes them inclined to fight, especially if they know
they cannot get at each other, hence the general ruihpus at
some of our shows. The numbering was hardly as good as
might have been, a straightaway course coitld easily have
been had, as the oval must have been over an acre in extent.

The center of this oval was uncovered, and is a grass field,

making an admirable place for judging, had the ring been
inclosed with rope or fence. This show wiis not held in con-
nection with the Charity Expo.5ition which gave fox hunts,
or rather chases, etc., on the track near by, still, one was
supposed to help the other.

Major .1. M. Taylor took all the sporting classes, aud
Mr. Frank C. Wheeler, who will be remembered as hailing
from London, Ont., and an enthusiastic terrier man, passed
upon the non-sporting division, and there was little grumb-
ling heard. It was afternoon on Wednesday before the
form- r got to work on his big classes of setters and finished
them up. Mr. Wheeler did not commence till Thursday
morning, when it did nob take bim long to rattle them off,

or out we .should say. The commended cards must not in

many cases reflect on the judges, as they were particularly
requested to do the very best they could for every one. The
weather was all that" could be desired, and though the
attendance was never very large, still, the expensed being
small, there will not be much, if any, loss to the club. Mr.
Geo. Hill was all there with his jolly face, doing his best for

every one and helping the secretary with the benefit of his

long experience. Some distinguished visitors dropped in on
Wednesday. Among them were Gov. Brown, Lieut. -Gov.
Afford, Gen. Wade Hampton, himself an enthusiastic fox
huntFr; Gen. Don Carlos Buell, Senator J. C. S. Blackburn
and Congressman W. C. P. Breckenridge. With these few
lines I will pass on to a description of the cla,sses, leaving
other items of interest for "Dog Chat."

MASTIFFS—(FRANK C. WHEELER).

So far down South, and with the principal kennel busy in
Canada, one could not expect a very great show of quality
in these classes, all being local entries. The winner in dogs,
Wafe, turns his feet out, has light eyes, ears wrongly car-

ried, and has little mastiii type; Duke, second, has a snipy,

weak muzzle; Onandaga, vhc , I preferred to any in body,
but feet are poor; and Jack, he, loses behind, too straight;

Prince deserved a couple of letters, as he has a trtier type of

head than any shown. Louise could only get two letters in

the bitch class, wrong all over. In puppies a second went to

K. TJ., though he might have just as well have been first, as

he has a fair type of head and a very good front.

ST. BTSRJTARDS—(FRANK 0. WHEELER).

There is great room for improvement in this breed in this

.section, although at the same time it i.s not a dog for the
country, and native-bred orie."? will never amount to any-
thing, the climati- being too warm and enervating, and most
of them will run light and snipy. The winner in the open
dog class, Columbia Knight, is a good boned dog, moves
queerly, lacks blaze, but has a nice coat; Neubie, second, is

long-headed and shallow: Cerebus, vhc, is poor in color,
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type, head and other characteristics; Hindoo, ^ven he. by
request, is the best I can say of it, and Mr. Wheeler was
foolish to let the card go. Beckie, first in bitches, is weak
in pasterns, head lacks type, is .sood in body but sadly cow-
hocked; Queen, second, was the only good n'ne on the bench,
has a fairly good head and coat, and shows St. Bernard type
throughout; Lady Abbott is another poor one, and hardly
deserved c. Neutie w^JS the only mentioned one in puppies,
getting second. Mr. Sawyer's entries were unfortunately
absent. Bitcli puppy prices were withheld. In smooths,
Nadja is very plain faced, flat-sided, but has good bone and
size; altogether, barring Queen, there was hardly a St. Ber-
nard worth pickiog up.

NEWFOTXNDLANDS—(FEAJTK C. VVHEELRR).

In Newfoundlands. Flora, one of the Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels' does, was the only decent one in the cla.ss, and won,
small sized, but showing a good deal of proper type.

GREAT DANES—(FRANK C. WHEEI.ER).

The presence of the great Imperatnr from Chicago showed
the Lexington people what a great Dane should be: he was
looking better than at Toronto, in flesh, and was, of course,
made much of by every one. In bitches a second went to
Columbian Daphne, a big brindle pup, with a most peculiar
head; looked as if a bee had stung it and the swelling bad
not gone down; feet turu out, too. "^Columbian Nell, vhc. . is

a bigger, black dog, with a better bead and body, and ought
to have won. First was withheld. In puppies these two
took the money in the same order.
There were no bloodhounds, and deerhounds had one rep-

resentative only, a fair bitch, the winner at Jackson, Mich.
GREYHOUNDS—(MA,TOK J. M. TATLOR).

Quite a good muster, and the Rookwood Kennels are re-
spon.sible for the improvement in this breed in that locality.
Their Master Kich aud Miss Bare, both very well known in
the North, had their respective challenge classes to them-
seWes. The winner in open dogs turned out to be Surplus,
heavy in shoulder, good legs and feet, skull too thick.
Blue, by Gay Lid, loses in front aud loin. Cyclone, reserve,
is a fairish dog, loses in front, shoulders and head. White
Socks, by old Snowflight, is too open in feet and not let
down enough behind. Moonsou, aLso vhc, is slack in loin
and long cast; nice front. The others call for no particular
mention. In the next class something of very fine quality
was shown by Mr. William^: this was Wild ^ Idle, a black
and white bitch, wonderfully well developed for her age,
shown as hard as nails: feet might be a little more compact,
but legs and chest are excellent, head well formed, ribs
nicely placed, but of course not sprung enough yet. loin and
quarters quite the thing; a bitch that will be noticed any-
where: she is only ten months old yet, and for a sapling she
showed some very good muscling. Minnehaha is also nicely
formed, behind the shoulders she is heavy. Skedaddle is a
bit coarse, and Creole Belle is too long cast. In dog pups
Faugh-a-Ballagh, a son of Norwegian, was placed "ahead,
beating High Flight in head, body and front, the latter's
feet turning out, nnd he is too loug-waisted. Salvator, a
son of Brabazoun's, is a nice yearling; bit too long in body
and pen-headed. Touchstone, be, loses in front, head and
hind parts. Out of twelve entries in tliis class the Rook-
wood Kennels liad bred nine of them. lu bitches Wild Idle
had an easy win over Belle of Elkhorn. tTreyhounds evi-
dently take well in that country and are quite statable.

BABZOIS— (JLVJOR J. M. TATLOR).
A first-class show of quality. Dr. Grimes having Mr.

Hacte's best on hand, six were entered hut four only put in
an appearance. In dogs the nev.- one Abrecb took first; he is
a capitally made one, truer in front than the others, but
hardly so deep in chest as OudaS; nor so good in head, but
better in loin, ribs and feet, rhey were shown in excellent
flesh, better than I have yet seen any of this breed, being
particularly strong in loin and shoulders; Zlooeem. a well-
known winner, mu.st here take a seat further back, as his
front will put him back. Prokaza, shown last spring and
looking a trifle light, was the only representative of the
female persuasion, the others entered not being in shape yet.
These dogs created a great deal of interest, and, as might be
supposed, were a revelation to the Kentuckians.

POINTERS—(JIA.JOR .X. M. TATLOR).
Not a very good collection, in fact poor. Otrr criticisms on

some of these classes may appear a little severe, but truth
must be told or breeders will not have any incentive to pro-
cure the good stock and improve their dogs. No challenge
dogs, and most of the entries were local. Krupp, a lemon
and white, won over Meadowthorpe Duke in heavy-weight
dogs, losing in front but beating in other respects'; Brown,
he, has a fair body but is coarse iu head and not right in
forelegs. Bell's Kate won in the corre.sponding biteh'class
and, barring her peculiar Roman-nosed head, she is a fair
bitch, beating Dot far away, the latter having a very poor
head. In light-weight dogs, Roger was only good enough
for second, he is dish-faced, open in feet, but body and
quality lair. In bitches Naso Belle won nicely over May,
the former is rather too scooped out before the eye, feet turn
out a Utile, body fairly well ribbed but shallow, good behind;
May w^as beaten in body and front; Flora, c, is snipy, big in
eye, and body and legs are only moderatej and she got quite
as much as she deserved. Puppies could not raise a first,
Mamos, given second, is long and snipy headed, and poor in
front; Reuben, given a c, has no doubt seen his best time-
the others were not mentioned.

'

ENGLISH SETTEES—(major J. M. TAYLOR).
Here was the quality exhibit of the show, and in numbers

they beat everything except the foxhounds. Many of the
winners have made their reputations in another field, and
this made the exhibition doubly interesting. In challenge
dogs, old champion Dad Wilson was on hand, but did not
take part in the fight for honors, content to let his son show
bis worth. Cincinnatus had, therefore, a bloodless victory
and was shown in good shape. The noted field trialer Bohe-
mian Girl also received a blue ribbon without any effort
Then came a romping big open dog class and it was shown
under some difficulties, as there being no roped ring, the
audience crowded the handlers somewhat. The Major, how-
ever, set them on the move and quickly picked out a select
few and sent the others back. When it came to the second
sifting Toledo Blade w'as marked tor honors. Just on what
lines these two, Cincinnatus and Toledo Blade, are judged I
do not know, as both are entirely different in type. Blade
having a well-made, compact body, and the oth^r being Ion"-
in body and head and slack in loin; Dad Wilson's Bov
second, is well known, and ran a close second, being much
the same type of dog and better In head. Gath's Mark, re-
serve, is well knowm everywhere; a bit coarse but well
fronted, body a little long. Ben Hur of Riverview, vhc. is
leggy, shallow in body, but has a nice head and front
Gamester, vhc, is a bit wide in chest and shape of head
might be improved, but he has a nicely ribbed body and
forelegs and feet. Rajah, same letters, a little faulty in
head, has" nice front and body. Sportsman Boy, he. Is a
trifle large, feet faulty and head too long, but well deserved
bis letters. Kentuckj^Dash, c. is coarse-headed and shallow
in body. Sir Frederick, the new dog from England, is of a
type chat the judge does not care for; all the same he is a
good dog with the best head in the class, bit short-necked
uice front, though elbows are hardly free enough; is well
ribbed and stands well behind, coat is "inclined bo curl aud is
quite wavy on back; a dog showing intense quality and
.should be placeil higher; his feet are not of the best." The
number of entiies in this class was twenty-seven.
The crush in the ring was repeated when the bitch class

came in^ twenty-fotu- facing or rather circling the jud-^e

The quality, however, was hardly so good. The winner
turned up in the sprightly Gossip, a bitch which attracted
the Major's attention at the Central field triab last fall by
her busy work and lively gait. She is nicely built, with a
fair head and good running gear; had the second winner.
Nell G., not been so timid in the ring it is doubtful how she
would have been placed, as to use the judge's words, "she's
as fine as silk,'' well fronted, nicelv ribbed, good loin, nice
skull, but muzzle and stop might be better. The Blue
Ridge Kennels were close up with another of their good
team of bitches, Belton's Countess, that took third at'Eal-
timore last year. Sunshine, vhc, one eye opaque, nice
skull, muzzle wrong before the eye, front and body pretty
good. Then came several commended ones which without
having serious faults, were hardly up to type of the others,
though I had almost forgotten Lady Zoe, 'he. first at Cleve-
land in the spring and reported on then; she might well
have had another letter. Lillian P., another he one, is very
poor in head, snipy. and so on, but has an excellent body.
The puppies were not up to fi rm, the best dog being Rex,
given a second; he is very snipy and leggy. Juno won in
bitches; she is the same way and the others call for no men-
tion. Mr. Hudson's team won the kennel prize.

IRISH SETTERS—(JIAJ. ,T. M. TAYLOR).
Irish setters were not SO good. The winner in open doo-s.

Captain, is a dog of good color, but too slnck in loin and
hardly up enough in pasterns. He won at Wilmington the
other dny. Frisco Boy, second, has not a bad shaped head,
skull a bit coarse, but he is straight behind and forefeet turn
out a bit, Meadowthorpe Rover has a head too much on
Faglish type, and could be inaproved iu ribs aud loin. Biz
Sarsfield is shallow in bodv. feet turu out and is plain iu
head. In bitches Lil VI. is heavy iu shoulders, faulty iu feet
and^pasterns, falls away in quarters, but has a nice type of

GORDON SETTERS—(MAJOR J. M. TAYLOR).
The Gordons could hardly be called first-class as a whole

but this is nothing new. First went to Don. a dog with
little claim to it, his head would adorn a bloodhound, with
any amount of dewlap, head very thick, stands out at elbow
good but not Gordon in hindlegs; Meadowthorpe Heather
Roy smothers him in type of head, feet and coloring; alight
tanned dog, Meadowthorpe Laddie was given c. In bitches
Mrs. Dager's nice-headed young bitch Janet, winner at
Cleveland, and making up into quite a fine bitch, good
front, head, coat and color, beat Meadowthorpe Sallie easily
her feet aud pasterns being very faulty, and she is out of
coat, almost bare.

SPANIELS—(MAJOR J. M. TATLOR).
The spaniel classes, after the grand collection seen all

along in Canada, were poorly filled. An indifferent Irish
water spaniel was shown. In fields Mr. "Foxhound" Cook
brought down Newton Abbott Farmer, faulty in head who
was alone in dogs, and WhatlSiot, a youngste- of iMr. Bell's
and quite a fair one too, was the "same in her class Iii
challenge cockers the well-known King of Obos had barren
honors, having the class to himself, and the same may be
said of Obadiah in the next class, he is not the dog he used
to be, and George Bell raffled him during Saturdav after-
noon, but who secured it 1 am unable to say, as I left befoi-e
it came off. In any other color Lady Obo-^'was returned the
winner, she was described at Cleveland this spring. There
were lots of dogs for sale, butnot out for the money. One of
Mr. Bell's is one of the best types I have seen for some time
head on the field line, but still a cocker, nice length or
leg, splendid cocker body and properly built for work a
type of dog we should more often see. This one, of course
goes back to Canada, his owner not having seen it till he
took it out of the crate at Lexington.

BEAGLES—(MAJOR J, JI. TAYLOR).
Only a poor couple present. The winner, Jesse, is too

long cast, fine in muzzle, nice skull, but not depth enough
of body; aud Lucy is another of the weedy kind, fas't, per-
haps too fast, in the field, but not bench show beagles!

FOXHOUNDS—(MAJOR J. M. TAYLOR).
To show off the capabilities of the district in the wav of

foxhounds may .almost be said to be raison d\'trc of "the
show, and old Kentucky turned out in full war paint with
an entry of 94. This, of course, passes all records, even that
of Richmond in 1SS8. Type—well, there was type of a sort,
some were built after the lean kind and others "the reverse'
though the extreme whippety-looking hounds oue is wont
to associate with the name of American hound was con-
spicuously scarce. The winners in the open class were
what may be termed poor English hounds, heavier than
the general run of American hounds, showing that thev car-
ried a considerable percentage of the former blood in their
veins. It the judge made any mi.«take it was excusable, for
a more bewildering class I never saw as they trailed round
the invisible ring. The class called for American hounds,
and, therefore, I think that hounds showing the most
evidence of American type should have been recognized
when the money was given out; these, and only these, were
those of the Cook Kennels. They are sorty, level and are
bred true to a distinct type; they are rather 'fine coated, that
is too smooth, but even that is another characteristic of
this type of hound. Champion Brave and champion Bern-
hardt were the only representatives in each challenge class
and were both shown tit and well.

"

'

Then the open class of 48 entries crowded in. Dogs, own-
ers and handlers, or whippers-in I should say, were new to
the business and situations were awkward sometimes. After
the weeding out process the winner was found in Ben", a dog
very much on the English type; good front, fair head, good
hound coat and well made behind. Red Stone, a red dog
from the same kennel, came next; he looks built for running
all over and is a workmanlike-looking dog, not much be^
hind the winner. Risk, from the same kennel, took third:
he loses in front to the others. Reese, reserve, loses iu front
and ribs. Then came a lot of Mr. Walker's vhc. hounds, all
fairly well made, faulty in feet and head formation princi-
pally. Roderick, a winner under this judge twice before,
was left with a vhc. this time. He is. however, a well-made
hound and should have been higher, and so might Drum II.,
who is also a first winner elsewhere. Streak'third. They
have all been mentioned in Forest and Stream before.
Brave's Boy is a nicely made hound of the Cook tvpe, with
excellent legs and feet. Then came the bitch class of 31,
the Sphar kennel again furnishing the winner iu Topsy, a
red, who, though not very well shaped m head, has "the
necessary underpinning to serve all practical purposes. Nell,
of the Bourbon Kennels, came next. She is well-fronted,
but hardly so strong in loin or .so good in shoulders; Mr.
Walker's keuuel coming up close with Fanny, losing in
front and loin, good coat. Fly, a winner at other shows,
took vhc ; she is too long cast and could be better in front.
Jet, soft in coat, was another three-letter bitch, and Frances,
second at New York, was another; .she is a nicely formed
bitch, and could have had more quite rightfully. Kate, an-
other more on English type, took vhc. also. The others
were more or less faulty in legs and feet, and there is no use
mentioning them particularly, as it is not likely they will
ever be seen outside of Kentucky's limits. The same mny
be said of the puppies, which were at; the neither liay nor
grass period.
In .shaggy foxhound dogs, The Bard beat Wilson iu head,

coat and front, and in bitches Clara was well ahead of the
others, she afterward winning special for the best.
Some English foxhounds were shown but they were little

heavier than some of those winning in the American class.
Fiddler, a fair-headed one. nice front, was alone in dogs

and so was Music in her class; the puppies were not up to
much. ^

COLLIES-(MR. PRANK C. WEELER).
The_^collie classes could not bv anv means be called a good

lot. In dogs Sir Walter Scot IL, whose career in the Cana-
dian shows has been recently chronicled, won over Meadow-
thorpe Reality, an old friend in Scotch Baillie's days: he
(Reality) IS getting th^'ck iu skull, but still has his good
co,at, in which he beats the winner. Dudlev, third, has
light .staring eyes, is too high in skull and ears are wrong.
The bitches were bniTed out. In novice class Sir Walter
Scott II. won over Dublin Scotilla, who shows quality, but
is weak in pasterns, big in ear and was out of coat. He after-
ward won in the puppy class, alone,

13I.TLLD0G&— (MK, PRANK C. WHEELER).
The dogs were not worth mentioning and it is a mistake

to do it, some would not be considered worth of a place
among the Boston terriers even; prizes were withheld and
cards given out. Priuce.ss Pedro h;id the only semblance to a
bulldog and w-as given first in her class, faulty in skull and
chops.

BTTLL-TERRIERS—(MR. PRANK C. WHEELER).
Duflferin in the challengeclass saved the quality of those

classes. Grip, prick-eared and too long and light in head
and light in eye, was given first in dogs.

ROUGH-HAIRED TERRIERS—(MR. PRANK C. WHEELER).
Poor old Meadowt.horpe Reiver, the noted Dandie Din-

mont that used to do .some winning under Scotch Baillie's
handling, looked as if he would like to turn up his toes-
scabby with mange, out of coat, he lolled in the sun a wreck
of his former sprightly self; we did what we could for him
for the sake of old times, and a tin of water seemed most
acceptable. Meadowthorpe Donald, the Scotch terrier,
though out of coat, was as lively as ever, and can give Kils-
ton a push yet. These were first in each class, only entries.

POX-TERRIERS—(ME. FflANK C. WHEELER).
No challenge entries, and old General Grant was the best

in the open dogs, shows age, is plain-faced and cheeky, he
was followed by Hlemton Match, one of Lucifer's sons, but
I could not find him when wanted, neither could I find
Gyp, third winner. Dixie Tartar, reserve, loses in front and
head. Quits, vhe, w.as complimented surely, thick, coarse
bead and long coat; Chippie is another of this sort, also vhc
and Blucher will never do as well again I'm afraid. In
bitches Blemton Lulu, that won first at Cincinnati last year,
was the winner. Then there were a lot of pupnies, more for
sale than anything el.=e, and it was impossible to find out
which was which, vou just took your choice and used your
own judgment. Columbine, a weak looking little terrier,
was the only wire-haired one; yes. it bad a rough coat.
Irish terriers were non est, and black and tan terriers

might just as well have been, for they were a poor, apple-
headed lot. first going to Margoline, vrho has certainly less
skull than the others, but her body held no hair, except tan
markings; Guess was rather a pretty little thing, but what
is I he good of mentioning them, they are not the type, and
.so I must leave tiiem to their mistre.sses, who will" and do
appreciate them better, one stating publicly that .$1,000
was her little brute's intrinsic value.

PUGS—(MR. FRANK C. WHEELER).
As might be supposed, the show was a pretty good one,

Rberhart's Castner taking the challenge prize, looking none
the worse for his Canadian tour, In open dogs Mr. Pitts
showed his new dog Bonsor, which has a nice muzzle", skull
could be fuller, eve all right, cobbv body, good legs .and feet
and tail carried O.K. Dixie and Bradford Ruby II. were
put equal second, why I do not know, if one is' right the
other is wrong. Dixie is much the best and one of the neat-
est little dogs out; could do with a fuller skull, muzzle and
tye first-class, body most cobby, deep and broad, legs well-
boned and straight and carries a, good curly tail with true
pug action. It is a pity his pedigree cannot be learned, but
that he is a dog of good breeding is shown in every line.
Bradford Ruby's size is his worst fault. Pug loses in head
and body to the others and Grover Cleveland is too flat in
skull. Plug is poor in ear and long in muzzle. Beauty
III., the winner at Chicago, was an easy winner over Fannie
K., beating her iu head, ear and front. Plug and Ko Ko
won in puppy dogs. Peggy Pryde, well-known now, won iu
puppy bitcUGS over Kentucky Belle, beating iu muzzle, body
and curl.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS—(MR. PRANK C. WHEELER).
Lavender, spoken of before in these columns, won well

over Prince, who carries his ears a la jack rabbit. Topsy. a
very small Mexican hairless, was returned the winner in
that breed. It was like a small Chihuahua dog without
hair, and Oyez, vhc, is a Chinese chow chow and not a
Mexican hairless at all.

MISCELLANEOUS CLASS.

A fairish Pomeranian won; the boys called him a "loup
loup." Then a dog called Ponto came next, which I could
find no trace of; then some Pima dogs, bred by Pima
Indians, but what they are would puzzle any one. They
resemble the worst fox-terrier one ever saw, and were given
vhc. Two fair retrievers and some coon dogs, who, kenuf led
in the hottest and brightest part, could see no tun in that
business andlolled aboutnodoubtdreamingof the "darkey's
hour just before the dawn." H. W. L.

PRIZE LIST.
MASTIFFS.—Dogs: 1st, i-rauk G. Ott's Wafe; 2d, Miss Mary

Sb^nkMtl'3 Duke. ^^er.y high c-m., Frank G. Ott's Onondaga.
High com.. A. S. Allen's Jack. Bitchfs: Hieh com., Ben LaBree's
Louise. Puppies.- 2ri, G, D. Weathers 's K. U. Very high com A
M. Gutzeu'.-< BuTicli.

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough-Coated—Dogs; ls\ Frank S. Ander-
son's Coiumbia IJrdolii ; :ia. Miss Anna f'arrell's Neutie. High
com.. E. D. Sayre, Jr. 's Hindoo. Bitchts: Isi. Ed. M. Wicklifle's
Becki( : 2d, Ptrcv Tulbert'- Qaetn. Vers- higli eom.. Meadovv-
ihorpe Keuneia' Lady Abbott.— l irppiES—£)0(7,s: 2d, Miss Anna
Farridl's Nem.ie. BiWies: Prizes withheld —.Smooth-C0 4lTed—
LXmjs: Ut, S. B. Buckner, Jr.'s Frilz. Bitches: Ist, Meadowtliorpe
K' nneis' Nn.-ija.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.-1st, Meadou'lliorpe Kennels' Flora.
GREAT DANB;S.—jDojys: 1st, Imperial Kennels' Jmpeiator.

Bitcltes:l<t wiiljhdd; gij .-md very iiigh com., Frank .S. Auderfon's
C.)JuD:bian Daphne and Coiumblnu Meli. P!,'2>p/('c.': lit and 3d,
Frank S. Andersvu'a Columbian riRptine and Coiumbum Nell.
DEERHOUNDS—1st. CasiP. P. Rowland's Thora lit.

GREYH(rUNIDS.-GHALLRNGE-Do().*.-lsh,Rookw(3od Gj'evhound
Kennels' eli.tmpion Mister Rich. BitcJics: la^. Rookwood Gre>-
houBd Kpunek' campion MissRaie.—Open—Dof/.s.'isr.H. Brown's
Sm-plus: 3d, W. Sacders's Bine. Res-rve, L. ti-entr.v's Cycloue.
Very high com, Vonng & Knafi's VVTiite Socks, R. WooUey's
HigDflight. J. H, VVooil's Moodsod. High com., A. M. Young's
AlfoDzo. M. RiobardsoD's SHlvator. Oora., Elizaoeth L.Searles's

horn, Rookwood Greyhonud Kennels' Creole Belle.—Puppies—
Dngs: Ist, E. V. Paul's F.<i,ugh-fl-3aUagb; 3<i, R. Woollev's High
Flight. Reserve, M. Ricbardson's Salvator. High com.," L. Wil-
liams's Touchstone. J. H, Wea'hers's Avon. BttcTifs: 1st, Rook-
wood Greyhound Kennels' Wild Idle; 2d, L. Grow's Belie of Elk-
horn.

RUSSIAN WOLF'HOU.N'DS(Ba,izois).~Oof7s: 1st, 3d and 3d, P.
H. H«okt:'«Abrtc.'{,Oadiiff ana Zloeem. Ditolies: 1st, P. H.Hacke's
Prokaza.
POINTERS.—35LBS. Axn Oveh.-jDo./.s: Ist, John B. Oastleman's

S-ImS,-Dogis: 2d, Robert Kennedy's Roger. Bitches: ist, E. P
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Morgari's Kaso Belle; 2d, Willie D. Herr's Mav. eom.. Martin
O'Neil's Flora. Puppies: 2d, Jolin B. Oastleman's Mainos. Com.,
Fabo Harrison's Reuben,
ENGLISH SETTERS.-CHALLENGE-Dof/s; Ist, J. E. Dager^s

Cincinnitui Bitclm: 1st, J. Shelley Huflson's Bolipmlan Girl.—
Open—Do(78.- Ist, J, E. Dager's ToleJo Blflde; 2d, G. O. Smith's
Dad Wilson's Boy. Eeserve, Blue Ridge Kennels' Gath's Mark.
Verv hia-li c^m., J. Shelley Hudson's Gamester. W. H. Walling-
ford's Ben Hnr of Riverview. and Blue Ridpe Kennels' i:ian Glad-
stone and Rajah. Hipti com., J. Taylor Williams's Sportsman
Boy and G. O. Smith's Sir Fredprick. Com., W. H. Wslllngford's
Kentucky Dash and Thos. L. Martin's Tendor. Bitches: 1st
nnd reserve, Blue Ridge Kennels' Gossip and Belton's Princeps;
2d, Dr L. A. Querner's ^JellQ. Very htsh com., .1. Shelley Hud-
son's Sunshine. High com., J. Shellpy Hudson's Lillian P., Harry
"Worthwood's Lady Dudley and .T. Taylor Williams's Lady Zoe.
Com., J. Shelley Hudson's Susie Gladstone, J. Taylor WilUamf.'R
Belle Sportsman, W. H. Wallingford's Lucille Hill. J. E. Smith's
Lou Gladstone and Daniel L. Martin's Niobe.—Puppies—Doers:
Ist, withheld; 2d, Fahe Harrison's Rex. Bitches: 1st, Fabe Har-
rison's Juno. Very high com., P. B. Winn's Mav Win. High
com., Oliver Redd's Flash. Com., C. P. Harp's Cute.
IRISH SETTERS.—Doffg; 1st, Seminole Kennels' Captain; 2d,

Geo. R Doehrer's Frisco Boy. Hieh com., H. O. Sherman's Biz
Sarsfleld, Meadr wthorpe Kenuels' Meadowthorpe Rover. Com.,
Jas, B. Pepper's Tan. Bitches: 1st, Jas. E. Pepper's Lil VI.
GORDON SETTERS,-Z)[i!js: Ist, Geo. Perrin's Don; 34 and com.

Meadowthorpe Kennels' iMeadovthorpe Heather and Meadow-
thorpe Laddie. Bitches: ist, Mrs. J. E. Dager's Janet; 3d, Meadow-
thorpe Kennels' Sallie.

LRISH WATER SPANIELS.-Bt(c7)es; 2d, Howard Downing's
Satan.

FIELD SPANIELS.-Doys; lat. The Cook Kennels' Newton Ab-
bott Farmer. Bttches: 1st' Geo. Bell's Whatnot C.
COCKER SPANIELS —Chai^lbngb-Doffs; 1st, Geo. Bell's King

of Ohos.—OPEK—Dorre; Ist, Geo. Bell's Obadiah. Bitches: 1st, Geo.
Bell's Ladv Obo.«.
BEAGLES.—Doffs; 1st, L. Gentry's Jesse. BitcJies: 2d, L. Gen-

try's Lucy.

^ AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.-OHAtLBNGE-Dops: 1st, The Cook
Kennels' champion Brave. Bitches: 1st, The Cook Kennels' cham-
pion Bernhardt.—Open -Dog's; Isr, 2d and 3d. Asa R. Sph'ir's Ben,
Red Stone and Risk. Reservn, W. S. Walker's Ref'se. Very high
com.. The Cook Kennels' Streak, Roderick and Drum IL, Redd
Bros.' Tickler. W. S. Walker's Scott, Boston, Bragg. Search, Sam
and Troop. Com., Henry B. BoswortHi's Reri Jack, Redd Bros.'
Leadf r. Bitches: 1-t, A?a R. Sphai's Topsv; 2d, Bourbon Kennels'
Neli; 3d, W. S. Wallser's Fanny. Very high com.. The Cook Ken-
nels' Fly, Jet and Frances, Asa E. Sphar's Kate, High com., The
Ccok Kennels' Fannie and May Queen, Redd Bros,' Fanchon and
Qut'en. Com., The Cook Kennel-' Wild, Redd Bros.' Houri and
Fly, Bnurhon Kennels' Ida.—Puppies—Dogs; l^t. Bourbon Ken-
nels' Guy; 3d. J. M. Downing's Commodore. Bitches; 1st, Bour-
hon Knunels' Texia; 2d, J. M. Downing's Lucilda; 3d, Dr. AV. L,
Atkins's Nell.

SHAGGY FOXHOUNDS.-Dogs; 1st and 3d, A. B. Whitlock's
Bard and Wilson. Bitches: 1st, Meadowthorpe Kennels' Clara.
ENGLISa FOXHOUNDS.-Doo«; 1st, Meadowthorpe Kennels'

Fiodier. Bitclics: 1st, Meadowthorpe Kennels' Music. Puppies:
Ist, 2d and very high com., Meadowthorpe Kennels' Dick, Tom
and Harry.

COLLIES.—Dofifs; 1st, .lohn Hawkes' Sir Walter Scott IIL; 3d
and 3d, Meadowihorpe Kennels' Meadnwthorpp R°alitv and
Dudley. Bitches: Withheld.—NoviCE-lsr, John Hawke&' Sir
Walter Scott; 3d. Seminole Kennels' Dublin Sootilla. Puppies:
1st, Seminole Kennels' Dublin Scotilla.

BLTLLDOGS.—Very high com., E. R. Pugh's Toby. High, com.,
H. B. Boulden's Gus and Willi.^^ Cole's Irish Pat.
BULL-TKRRIERS -Challenge—Does; Ist, Wm. J. Brvson's

Dnfferiu.-Open—Dogs: High com., R. P. Buchanon's Grip. Bttclies:
1st. wm. Mariner'.-^ Princess Pedro.
SCOTCH TERRIERS.-Doffs; Meadowthorpe Kennels' Meadow-

thorpe Donald.
DANDIE l>INMONTS.—Dogs: lat, Meadowthorpe Kennels'

Meadowthorpp Reiver.

FOX-TERRIERS.-Doos; 1st, H. Lai-hman's General Grant;
2d, Matthew Wilson's Bi 'mcon Match; 3 , Dr. E. B. Hag>ard's
Gvp. Reserve, Dixie Poultry Ya ds and Kennels' Dixie Tartar.
Very high com.. Miss Hermine (iratz'.s Quits and Par Lamphoar's
Cheopu. Hign com., Misn Israel's Biucher. Bttches: 1st. E. C.
Riedinger's Blemton Lulu; 2d, Dr. E. B. Haavard's Little Typsey;
3i, Dixie Poultry Yards and Keuuela' Hillside Mnrchioness.
Very high com.. Dr. E. B Hagvard's Typsev If. and E. T. Clay's
Gypsy. High com.. John Foster's Mabel and Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels'Scarsdale Folly.—Puppies—Dof/s: 1st,Prank R\eting'8 Stormy;
3d, Dixie Poultry Yards and Kennelh' Dixie Tartar. Very high
com.. Meadowthorpe Kennels' Quiz. High com.. John Foster's
Tom and Meadowthorpe Kenuels' Dr. Ed. Bitches: 1st, Meadow-
thorpe Kennels' Queen.—Wire Haired—Dogs; lat, Meadow-
thorpe Kennels' Columbine.
BLACK AND TAN TERRTERS.—1st, W. T. Fieklen's Margo-

line;2d. Miss Katherine Reed's Guess; 3d, W. E. Martin's Cute.
Very high com., W. T. Fieklen's Jumbo, Mrs. J. H. Nelms's
Topsy.

PUGS.—Dof/s; let. A. E. Pitts'.s Bonsor; equal 2tl, Eherhart Pug
Kennels' Bradford Ruby II. and C. L. Connor's Dixie. Ve y high
com., L.^Fogle's^ Pug, MissJViilie Sayre's_Plug. High com., L.

2,

F. W. Schapperle's Nero. Bitches: 1st, Eherhart Pag Kennels'
Peggy Pryde: 31, C. L. Connor's Kentucky Belle.

ITALIAN GREY^HOUNDS.—1st, J. S. Rockwell's Lavender; 3d,
J. Englehart's Prince.

MEXICAN HAIRLESS.—1st, Dr. C. E. Mooney's Topsy. Very
Jiigh com., Marie Adair's Oyez.
mSCELLANEOUS.-lst, G. R. Edmiston's Snow Prince (Pom-

eraniaa); 2d, W. C. Samuei^'s Ponto. Verv high com., Miss Rosa
Jeffrey's Lavitte (Pima dos), S. Thompson's Rags (Pima dog). M.
Kimbrough's Pearl (English retriever), Meadowthorpe Kennels'
Black Diamond. High com., Miss J. S. BosweU's Farley,

MONTREAL DOG SHOW.
[.Special Report.]

THE Montreal Exposition Company's First luteraational
Bench Show of Dogs opened at the Exhibition Grounds,

Montreal, Sept. 23 and closed the asth. The show was well
attended, and no doubt the company will reap a rich harvest
of over §1,000 profit. The building was pressed to its full
capacity to accommodate the entries, the judging being
done in a tent adjoining the building, whereat certain times
the heat was very oppressive. Dr. Wesley Mills acted as
superintendent, while Mr. Coulson and Mr. Robinson worked
like beavers. Spratts Patent did the benching and feeding.
P. Gr. Keyes, of Ottawa, judged Clumber, field and cocker
spaniels, while John Davidson, of Monroe, Michigan, judged
ail the other classes except black and tan terriers, which
were judged by Messrs. Davidson and Joe Lewis jointly.
The classes of dogs were about the same that have been
through the circuit and which have been commented on at
the other shows. Of course there were some strange entries,
but the bulk of the money went to the regular campaigners.

MASTIFFS.
The exhibit of mastiffs wa.«; A^ery poor in quality. Mode

in the challenge class, was alone, he has a nice head. In
open dogs Lord Caution was rightly placed at the head of
the class, fair in head and carriage of ears; second went to
Victor, long in head; Victor, third, is light throughout. The
best of the cards were given according to choice of a pooi-
lot,

ST. BEKNAEDS.
No entries in rough challenge class. In challenge bitches

Republican Belle made her first appearance in this class and
won. In open dogs, Kingston Regent, the winner at other
Canadian snows, good in head, bone and color, was an easy
winner; he shows lots of qualitj'-. Second, to Duke of Wel-
lington, very promising for his age, not quite right behind:
Lord Dalhousie taking third prize. Prince, vhc, is loo
small. The rest were not high flyers. In the bitch class
Zenith had a walk over, the Pottersburg entries being ab-
sent. In smooth challenge class Hector again came up

smiling at one endjof the chain and Mr. Mann at the other.
The judge finally ga.ve flrat prize to Hector. In smooth
bitches JNun Nicer had no competition, and was given first.
She was shown at Hamilton.

BLOODHOUNDS.
Jack Shepard had i t all hi s own way.

NEWFOTIKPLAKDS.
Only one entry. Czar, and a moderate one, head not correct

and coat not straight.
GREAT DANES.

Favor, second at Toronto, was an easy first here; and
second went to Pasha II., also well known; Brutus was
absent. In bitches, Mount Royal Kennels' Minerva's Fawn
was alone, she lacks size.

DEERHOUNDS.
Several deerhounds were shown, and were placed right;

they were chiefly lacking in coat and head properties.

6RETH0UNDS
were the same old stagers that have been doing the circuit
with the Thomas combinatioa. except in one or two instances.
In challenge dogs first went to Gem of the Season and second
to Scavenger, who through some accident has lost part of
his tail. In challenge bitches Maud Torrington was placed
ahpad of Spinaway, a correct decision. In open doss, a
repetition of the other shows, Ornatus first, with Pious
Pembroke runner up; third prize going to Elcho. In open
bitches a surprise was in store, first prize was given to
quite a fine bitch in Second Sight; second to Bestwood Daisy,
brimful of quality, each had their admirers, and I leave
them for the present; third to Lily of Gainsboro, The rest
will not set anything on fire,

FOXHOUNDS.
One entry in each class. Trailer, second at Kingston,

making an easy win here. The first in bitches is not
nearly so good as the dog.

POINTERS.
These were good in quality, Mr. Davey bringing on his

team. In challenge dogs, heavy-weight, there were no en-
tries, and Belle Randolph won in the corresponding bitch
class, Devon Nell taking second. In challenge light-weights
Pommery Sec made another win in his class, Pan, Jr., being
again first in bitches In open dogs 551bs. and over. Tem-
pest a^ain defeated Westmiu.ster Drake, King Bow's Bow,
the Kingston dog, being absent, having run away from
home, his owner had to leave without him. Open hitches
saw Revelation, quite a nice bitch, the winner, Ightfield
Madge taking second. In open bitches Mr. Davey again
showed first and second in Lady Gay Spanker and Miss
Rumor, both are very nice bitches and mentioned at Toronto
show, Frivolity winning third prize for the Mount Royal
Kennels; she is not good in head properties.

ENGLISH SETTEES.
Another surprise was in store for some of the winners at

the other shows. Kent II. was placed first over Edgemark,
the winner at King.ston, Hamilton and Toronto, third going
to Ightfield Rhulas, vhc. to Kent's Rex, second prize winner
at Kingston.

llilSH SETTERS.
Seminole again defeated Glen Jaryis, third going to Shot,

heavy in skull. Max, vhc, is not good in color. The rest
followed in the wake. In bitches, Elfrida won, good in
head and color, over Aurore, second prize, who is now well
known. Third prize to Ellen Vannan. vhc. to Rose Elcho,
mentioned before.

GORDON SETTERS.
Dr. Dixon's team again cleaned out the prizes with Ivan-

hoe and Leo B. in challenge dogs, Duchess ofWaverlyin
challenge bitches, Hilda winning second. Open dogs, two
fairly good oues were shown, Kent winning first, Jim Dandy
second. In o^en bitches that nice young bitch Lady Waverly
won, with Clip second prize,

COLLIES.

Roslyn Wilkes here to compete for special only, left Ros-
Ijm Dandy a winner in challenge dogs. Metch ley Surprise
had a walk over in the bitch class. In open dogs Dowry,
with his faulty head and ears, was again placed first. Mo.s's|
the second prize winner, is not good in head and lacks hard-
ness of coat; Metchley Wonder 11, taking third prize. I
consider him a better type and should have been placed
higher. In reserve, Rowdy got all he was entitled to; he
lacks coat and head not light: Roslyn Conway, a racy sort,
taking he. In bitches, Bernice was placed first; she is" quite
a different type to the winners in the dog class. Mayflower
won second, not so good in head, third going to Floss, large
in ear. Roslyn Belle, vhc. , lacks undercoat.

SPANIELS.

Samson and Bradford Gladys were alone in their respec-
tive classes in field spaniels. In open dogs first prize was
withheld, Brantford Mohawk taking second, with Hindoo
third. They have been repeatedly noticed before. In field
spaniel bitches Woodland Sallie was alone and Clumber
spaniels were the same as at Kingston. In challenge cockers
first went to Brantford Red .lacket, Oban taking second and
the well-known Black Duke was pegged away back to vhc,
Rabbi only getting reserve. Things mil be pretty warm
around Woodstock just now. In challenge bitches Bessie
W. was alone. In open dogs Black Dufterin added another
win, with Donovan coming in for second prize. In open
bitches Geo. Bell's I Say won well, Woodstock Cora coming
second. This turns the tables on Toronto. Brantford Flirt,
third. All described last week. Open class dogs other than
black had the winner in Redman, second going co Brownie,
third to the well-known Ru'us, a workmanlike dog, too!
In bitches Jessie C. was placed ahead of Brantford Red Rid-
ing Hood, the name being long enough to kill the dog.
Irish water spaniels had a couple of good entries. Handy
Andy winning in dogs, with a nice bitch, Marguerite, short
of coat at present, the winner in her class,

BEAGLES.
Not a large class, Roy K. winning in dogs, Vanity winning

in bitches, with Stella second. These have been noted be-
fore. Also the dachshunde were placed as at Toronto, the
winners are now old faces.

BULLDOGS.
Bo'swain made another win, also special for best bulldog.

In bitches Bloater Girl won, the rest were not of special
merit.

BULL-TERRIERS.
The Toronto awards were reversed in that Prince Bendigo

was placed over Top Sparkle, he only taking third, while
Common was given second, repeating the Hamilton judg-
ing. In bitches some more old faces faced the judge, My
[ueen getting first, Edgewood Fancy second, third going to
•ueen of the Dale.
In terriers, pugs, and so on, the winners have been noticed

so often it is not necessary to repeat. The miscellaneous
class was divided up, five iprizes being given, the whippets
taking most of it. Rolnat.

PRIZE LIST.

ou. o, -tv. oLiuii; a V lotui. very nign com., J,
and Tufk. High com., J. R. Short's Monarch.
ST. BERNARDS.—RouGH-CoATBD—Challenge—B/te7)6fi: 1st,

W.C. Reick's Republican Belle.—Open—Doss: Ist, W. C. Reick's
Kingston Regent; 3d, T. S. Vipond's Duke of WeUington; 3d, M. :

ArahiU'B Lord Dalhousie. Very high com,, Mrs. W. J. Taob's
'

Prince. High com., W. G. McNaughton's Faust. Com.. Mrs. H.
\. Meredith's Carleton.—B/fc/ies: Ist, W. C. Keick's Zenith.—
&MOOTH.CoATEn-CHALLiSNGE-Dofl.s; 1st, W. C, R<^ick Cham-
pion Hector.-OPEN-Bitehes; 1st, F. E. Lamb's Nun Nicer.
BLOODHOUNDS.-lat, R. G. U. Huntingdon's Jack Shepard.
NEWFOUNDLANDS.-lst, J. A. Minnis's Czar.
G^REAT D.\NES.-Doers: Ist and 2d, Wolverine Kennels' Favor

and Pascna It. Bitches: lat. Mount Royal Kennels' Minerva's
rawn.
DEBRHOUNDS.-DO0S; Ist and 2d, F. D. Monk's Banff and

Lennox; 3d. M. Ingres's Chic. Bitches: lat, F. D. Monk's Belle.
GREyHOUNDS.-CHALLBNGE-Dofite: 1st, A. W. Purbeek'sGem

2t
i?eason; 3d. G. C. Taylor's Scaveuger. Bitches: 1st, A Page'sMaud Torrington; 2d^ Woodhaven Kennels' Spfnawav.—Open—

Sight; 2(1 and 3L A. Purheck's Bestwood D&itfv and Lily of
Gainsboroueb. Very high com., G. C. Taylor's Northern (^ueen.
High com., Oynl Lautin's Topsy,
FOXaoXJ^m.—Dim: ist, Kingston and Bancroft Kennels'

Trauor. Bitdies: 1st, Geo. H, And, rson's Gypsy.
POTNTBRh.-Challenge—Btoh&s (.'idbs. and ovr); Ist, Robt.

Lesht's champion Belle Randolph: 3(i, Mount Royal Kennels'
Devon Nell. Dogs (under 551bs.); Ist, W. H. Hyland's Pommery
S^c. B<tc7ics (under 501b?.); 1st, W, H. Hvland'a Fun N.—Open--
Doa.5(-'ver 551bs.); 1st. W. Led yard's Tempest; 2d, T. G. Davey's
Wrstoimster Drake. Bitches (over .^Clbs.); l^^t and 2d,T. 0. Davev'8
Bevplaiion and Ighi field Mndere. Dog.s (under .Wlb^i.); 1st, W. H.H viand 's OsMuing; 2d, T. G. Davey's AxTpI's King Don. Bitches
(undPTofllbs.); 1st and 2d, T. G. Davey's Lady Gay Spanker and
Miss Rumor; 3d, Mount Royal Kennels' Frivolitv. Very high
com., VV. H. Hyland's Lady Graphic.
ENGLISH SETTERS.-Doffs; 1st. Oohannet Kennels' Kent IL

3d, F. S. Brov^n's Edgemark: 8d, T. G Dave^ '.Ugbt field Rt iulag.
Very high com., Kioe'ston Brancroft Kennels' K™t'3 Rfx and Mt.
Washington Keiviels' Viscount and Tony Gladstone. Higb com.,
11. Novthwood'.-j Kon-zinn. .1- ThI Rair'a Sir (r^lm-oT-ri nri- i7-««

nels'yictresF Lewellin. Very high com.. Mt. Washington Ken-
nels' Nora h HI., Dr. J. Hartman'a Albert's NfIHc. High com.,
Blake & Huhertson's El Cielo, Mrs. J. P. Piits's Patience.
IRISH SETTERS.-Do£(8; 1st, S»minole Kennels' Seminole; 3c.

Glendyne KenneJt' Glen .larvi.s; 3d, J. O'Rcurke's Sho^. Very
o'gh corn., Mu s M. E. Arntoii's Exile, Grove Kermels' Max. High
com., W. M. Blaiklnck's Rancer. John Ryan'i Red Kern. Com..
Seminole Kennels' Elcho. Bitches: 1st, Mt. Royal Kennels' El-
frida; 2d, SVminole Kennels' Aurore; 3d, T, W. Kermode's Ellen
Vannan. Very high com , Seminole Kenr els' Rose Palmerston,
Mrs. E. CoulBon's Rose Elcho. Com., L. Smito'e .

GORDON SETTERS.-CHALLENOE-jDwWs; 1st and 3d, Dr. S. G.
Dixon's Ivanhoe and L°o B. Bitches: lu. Dr, Dixon's Duchess of
Wnverlv; 3d, Mount Royal Kennels' Hilda.—OPEN-Doos; 1st,
Grove Kennel.-' K«nt; 31, J. McVej's .iira Dandy. Bitches: 1st
Dr. Nixon's Lady Waverly; 3d, A. Cbish drn's Clip.

COLLIES.—Challenge—Do(/s; 1st. Seminole Kennels' Roslyn
Dandy. Bitches: 1st, Seinuioie K nnels' Mdichlev Surprise.—Open
—1st and 3d, McEwan & Gih-on's Drurv and Metchley Wonder;
3d, W. Rutherford's Moss. Very higo rom., Stm nole Kennels'
Rowdy, John Duncan''^ Reality, Thyne & McfVviden's Ch,4mpion
HiBh com., Seminole Kenneis' Ro.ilyn ("o .wav. Com., Hon. 11. M.
Coohrnne's 'i'1p and W. Oi; nningh^nr,=i Don Chi isioplier. Bitches-
l»t, Tbyne & McFadden's Bernice: 3d, Mctewan <& Gibson's May-
flower; 3d, .r-jhn Duncan's Flo&p. V^a y high e m., Seminole Ken-
nels' Coi a IL, John Duncan's Rnslyn Beile, High com,, L. Lna-
deckins's . Com,, Hon, M. H. Cochrane's Bess.
FIELD SPANIELS.-CHALLENGE-Dim- Ist, Andrew LiidJaw's

Samson. Bitches: 1st, Andre v Lauilaw'^ ch. Bridford Gladys.—
Open—Dof/s: 3d, Brant Cocker K-nm ls' Brantford Mohawk; 3dW. H, Drummond's Hindos. Bitches: Luckwell & Douglas's
W'oodlaud Siillie.

CLUMBER SPANIELS.—Challenge-Doys; 1st, Mercer & Alid-
dl-iou'.^ Boss III.—Open—Do(/s: 1st, G, B. s.nait'd Darhv; 3d. H.
B. D. Bruce's Shell Bitches: L->t and 3d, H, B D, Bruce's Lucy IL
and Vic.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Challenge—Dof/s: 1st. Brant Cooker
Kennelh' R-d Jacket; 2d. A. LaidUw's O <Rn. Vf ry high com..

1st, W. B. Palm« r's Redman; 2d, Blake & Herbrrt^on'a Brownie;
8 I. F. .1, Lt-igh's Rufua. Bitches: Ui. O, H. Currie's Jessie C; 3d,
Brant Cocker Knnnels' Red Rining Hood, High Com., George
Payne's Tnpsy. Com., Thor-. J. FitMinimoos' MolUe.
IRISH WATER SPANIEL-;.-Doff; 1st, E. Pitt's Handy Andy.

Bitches: 1st, E. Pitt's Margarette.
BEAGLE^.—Dog: 1st, Rockland Kennels' Roy K.; 2d, G. D

Welto'i. Bitches: 1st, Guy D WeLon's Vanity; 2d. Joseph Lewis's
Stella; 3d, Rockland Kennels' Fannie K. Very high com., Rock-
land Kennels' Emmtllne.
DACHSHUNDE. Dogs: 1st. E. A. Maurice's Wind Rush Rioter;

2d, Joseph Lewis's Felamark; 3d, E. W. Gnaedinser's Chris, Very
high com,. T. J. Fitzsimmons' Wbai'.s That. Bttches: Isr. B. F.
Lewis's Jill; 3d, Joseph Lewis's Lina L.; 3d, E. \V. Gnaedinger's
Lina.
BLTLLDOGS.—Dof/s; 1st, E. A. Woodward's Bo'swain; 3d G

Dillon's KilJee. Bitches: 1st, A. J. Hutch's Bloater Girl; 3d, J. St'
G. Dillon's Gladys.

BULL-TERRIERS.-Challenge— Do9s; 1st, S. P. Howard's
champion Jubilee.—Open—Dof/s: Ist, H. P. Church's Prince Ben-
digo; 3d and higb com., Augl'i-American Kennels' Common andKmg of Hearts; 3d, F. F. Dole's Topsparkie. Very high com., W.
C. Sweden, M.D.'a Watchful Wagtail and A, Inglis's Burton
Baron. Bitches: 1st, S. P. Howard's My Queen; 2d, F. F. Dole's
Edgewood Fancy; Anglo-American Kenmib' Queen of the Dale.
Very high com. and high com., G. Jordan's Ku and Fly.
FOX TERHIERS.— Smooth—r;HALLENGE - .Doers; let. Oriole

AmericaPi Kernels' Venus and Oriole Kennels' Warren Sparkle.
High com., V. G. Hopper's Verdict —VA'rRB-HAinED—Do(/4!; Ist
and 2d, Battershy Kennels' Green Gale Patcb and Jim IL; Anglo-
American Kennels' Barton Sting. Bitches: 1st, Battershy Kennels'
Rasper's Rosanne.
IRISH TERRIERS.-Dofifs: 1st, Anglo-American Kennels' .lack

Briggs; 3d, E. Lever's Nailer; 8r), James Lindsay's Jack. Bitches:
1st. Anglo-American Kennels' Exile; 2d, E. Lever's Kathleen.
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—Challenge- Doy.s; 1st. J. F.

Campbell's Kaiser. Bitches: lat, Rochelle Kennels' Meersbrook
Maiden; 2d, Blake & Herbertson's Nanon.—OPEN—Dof/,*;; Isi,
Rochelle K^nnfels' Bioomdeld Sultan; 3ri, Blake & Uerbertson's

„ , „ „. Very
high com , Rochelle Kennels' English Lady and A. E. Elmer's
Grace.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.- Challenge - Doffs; 1st. Anglo-
American Kennels' Toon's Royal. Bitches: IsL. Anglo-American
Kennels' Venus.—Open—Dogis; Isi. Anglo-American Kennels'
Toon's Royal George; 2ii and very high com , Mrs. J. A. Pitt's
Little Pop and Bill Nje; 3d and very high c om,, Tbos. Kelly's
Valkyrie and R-meo. BHh com.. J. R. Bourdeau's Duke. Bitches:
1st and 31, Ttios. Kelly'.s G^nesta and Lottie; 2d, S. Ward's
Nancy. Very high com., Anglo-American Kennels' Tot.

DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS,—Doos: 1st, E. Brooks's King
o' the Heaf'Hi; 3d. O. J. Daniels's Valentine'; 3d, John Auld's
Jack Pot. Bitches: 1st, C. J. Daniels's Fan; 3d, John Auld's Miss
Dandle.
Sr-OTCH TERRIERS.- Oogs: 1st. Anglo-American Kennels'

Kilstor.

SKYE TERRIERS.—CHAii-BNGE-Dops: 1st, C. A. Shlno's Sir
Staflfard.-OpEW— Doffg; 1st, W. Hall's Gleniffier; 3d, F. P. Bachau-
an'a Laddie.

WELSH. CLYDESDALE. AIREDALE. WHITE ENGLISHAND PAISLEY TBRBIERS.-Dogs; let, W. Edmund's Jack.
PUGS.—CH.iLLENOE—Dogs: lat. Dr. H. M. Oryer's Bob Ivy.
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BUclies: lat. Dr. H. M. Cryer's Bessie.—Opes—Dogs: lat, Miss M"
Ball en tine's Curtis: 2(1, Dr. H. M, Cryer's Friiz Kmmet; 3d. Sem-
inole Kiyimels' Ka'*n.Jr. y»ry high cnm.. Jas. McVev'b Windsor
Rowdy and Alfred Pnpler's Puucli. Bitches: 1st. Hovi-ard Rro?.'
8ateen; 2d, Dr. H. M. Cryer's CribbaKe;3d, A. Pepler's Judy K.
"Very high com,, .Seminole IvBinfils' Priueeas Nallle «.nd Rustic
Queenie. High com,, .T, T, Catlin's Peg:?y and C. H. Currier's
Bijou.

TOY SPANIELS -£)oc/s.- lit and 3d. E. Bradford's Prince and
Spot. Bitclies: 1st, A. M. (roldsmith's Calumet Alice; 3d aud 3d,
E. Bradford's Jtiliet and Fannie.

TOY DOaS, OTHER RECOGNIZED BREBDS.-Ztops; 1st, I^.

Clark's Jack; 2il, E. Bradford's Punch, Bitches: Ist, D.Clark's
Tiny; 2d, L. Hare's Bezouue.
MISCELLANEOUS. — Pour dollars each to following: R.. J.

Ingils'H Niche, Miss Nellie Reid's Oyp, F. F- Dole's Friday, Camp-
bell & Blake's Benbow. Nellie Gray and Maggie.

SPECIAL AWARDS,
Besi; kennels: Four mastiflCs. J, B. Short; St. Bernards, W. C.

Beick; poinier. T. G. Davey; collie, Seminole Kennels; collie in
Canada, MoEwen & OibsoD; hull-terrier, P. F. Dole: spa^iiel, E.

tjTBTu oi Liie oesibuu: "ilcu. fMicona ^Mgriii. foincer oog, rerupiJSt;
owned in Canada, Westniia^ter Drnke; bitch. Lady Gay Sonnkerl
English setter dog, Kent II ; bhch. Nia. Irish setter dot: in Can-
ada. Shot; bitch, Elfrida. Gordon setter dug. Ivnnhoe; bitch,
Ducheris of Wfiveiley. Collie doe, Roslyn WiU-es; Wtcii, M»teh-
ley Surprise. Beacjle do)?. Roy K.; bitch. Vanity. Fox-terrier
dog, Starden Jack; bitch, Bbor Nettle; owned in Canada. Dart

-

mour Snowbroom. Best terrier of any recognised breed not
named in list, Sir Stafford.

OTTAWA DOG SHOW.
\By ieleorapli to Forest and Stream ]

OTTAWA, Sepfc, 28.—The Ottawa dotr show opened to
day. Weather very bad. -Judge Davidson comtnenced

judging at 10 A, M. and went throti^rh in the same day.
Yesterday he sat in the Governor-General's chair, an&,
therefore, rushed the does through. Tlie attendance very
small. Nearly all dogs have heen through circut, Mastiffs
only one. St. Bernards a poor class. The following are the
winners:

GREYHOUNDS.—Ch^udlenqe—1st, Gem of the Season.—Open
—Dof/x: 1st, Justinian; :Jd, Pious Pembroke. Bitches: 1st, Jetsam;
3d, Second Sight; 33, Bestwood Daisy.

ST, BERNARDS.-RODGH—1st, Othello,—SMOOrH-' ' F. E.
L-amb's Nun Nicer,

POINTERS.-CHATiT.ENa-Docr,s; 1st, W. H. Hyhmd's Pommery
Sec. Bitchfs: 1st, W. H. Hyiand'a Fan N.—Open-Doffs; 1st, W.
Ltdyard's Tempest. Bitches: 1st, Mount Royal Kennels' Friv-
olity.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—CiHAT^LENQE-Doffs: Ist, F. S, Brown's
Edgemark.—Open—X)oy.s.- isi, Cohannet Ktunels'Kentll, Bitches:
Ist, M<.unt Washingiou Kennels" Nia.

IRLSa SETTERS.—i)o(/.s: 1st, Seminole Kennels' Seminole,
Bitches: 1st, Mount Royal Keimels' Elfrida.

GORDON SETTERS -CHAbLKNGis-JDoffs; 1st and 3d, Dr.
D'xon's Ivanho and Leo B. Bitches: 1st, Dr. D'xnn's Duchess of
W-verly; 2d, Mount Royal Kenntla' Hilda.—Open—J3ite?if«; Ist,
Dr. Dixon's Lady Waverly.

CLUMBER SPANIELS. — Challenge — Dog.?; 1st, Mercer &
Middletnn's Johnny, Jr. BitcheH: Isi. Mercer & Middletou's Lady
Bromine,
FIELD SPANIELS.—CHAtLtBNGE—1st, AndrewLaidlaw's Sara-

so- .-Upkn-Doj/s; lat, ^rflut Cocker Kenuf^ls' Ri anttord Mohawk.
Bitche-x l9t. Luck we'll Douglas's Woodland SalHe.

COC KER SPANIELS.—OhajjLBNC4e—Dogs; lit, Braui ford Rpd
Jackft. Bitcher. Ist, Andrew LxidlaiV-, B-ssit V\'. -Open—Doas;
1st. Lurk well & Douglas's Black Dufferin. Bitclus: Is', (i.o.
Bell's I Say.—Any Other Color—Dtip; 1st, Othello. Bitches:
1st, Brant Cocker Kennels' Red Riding Hood.
COLLIES —CHALiENGB-S»minnle Kennels' Roslyn Dandy.—

Opf.n—Brtc7;f8: Jai, McKwen & Gibson's Mayflower,
BULLDOGS.—1st, E, A. Woodward's Ba'swain.

BULL-TERRIERS.-1st, Anglo American Kennels' King of
Hearts.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Challenge—l?t, Wnodale Kennels' Ehor
Nettle. OPEN-jDijfts; Ist, VVood:il= Kennels' Stan! en's Jack.
Bitchcfi: Is", Mt. Washington Kennels' Rowton .Safety;3d,Woodale
Kennels' Woodale Rival.

IRISH TERRIERS—1st, Anglo-American Kennels' Exile.

SKYE TBRRIERS.-lst, C. C, Shinn's Sir Stafford.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-OnALLENGE-Rooh^Ue Ken-
nels" Meersbrook Maideo.-Opes—Doer.x: isr, Rj ihelle Kennels'
Broomfield Sidtan. Bite//e«.' l=t, ADglo-Amerlcan Kennels' Match-
less.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—Challenge—Bftc/ie.?: 1st,, Anglo-
American Kennels' Venus.

TOY SPANIELS.—Doc^: lat, Yorke & Forsha w's Roval Duke.
Bitches: Ist, A, M. Goldsmith's Calumet Alice; 3d, E. Bradford's
Fannie.

PUGS.—Challenge—Dr. Cryer's Bob Ivy.—Open-Dops; 1st
Miss M. Ballentme's Curtis. Bitches: 1st, Howard Bro-;.' Sateen]

The rest of the classes follow in the same way as at pre-
ceding shows.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB MEETING.
THE regular quarterly meeting of the American Kennel Club

wns held at its rooms, No. ii Broadway. New Y'ork city, on
Thursday, Sept. 24, President August Belmont presiding. There
were present: Associate members, James L, Anthonv; California
Kennel Club, J. Tredwell Richards; Collie Club of America. J. D.
Shot well; English Setter Cluh, Wilson Fiske; Mascouiah Kennel
Club, James Mortimer; National Beasle Club. H. F. Sebcllhass;
Rochester Kennel Club, W.Whitney; Southern California Kennel
Club, James Watson; Toledo Kennel Club, Dr. H. T. Foott; Great
Dane Club, G. Muss-Arnoll; American Spaniel Club, E. M. Old-
ham; New York and New England Potdtry and Kennel Club. W.
E.ehurchJll.
Minut.es of the lust meeting read. Mr. Anthony: I move the

adoption of the minutes as read, with the exception of the portion
referring to the report concerning the pointer special prize, and I
ask that that be laid over for further consideration, for the rea-
son that at the last meeting it was impossible to have the entry
blank produced which wag made at tbe Washington show. I ex-
pect Mr. WebstPr, if he shall be present at this meeting, will have
it in bis possession, and will produce it. I have been informed
that it bears, upon its face, the signature of the CharlottevUle
Field Trial Kennel Club, Mr. Dexter, owner, and signed by him
If so, that disposes of the question. The whole matter rests upon
the q'lestion whether, at tne time of the entry by the Charlotte-
ville Field Trial Kennel, it was the property of Mr. Dexter, and
wli&ther he signed that entry as the owner of the kenr.eL In that
event, the dog could not compete because the special statyd that
it must be fur dogs owned and shown south of the Ohio River.
Mr. Dexter lives at Buzzard's Baj-, Massachusetts, and as he w'as
the sole owner of the kennel his dog was not entitled to entry.
On that ground I ask that that portion @f the minutes go over, in
order that when it comes up again we may have the original
entry produced.
The Chair called upon the secretary to state what had trans-

pired ,-incB the last meeting in regard to the matter.
Mr. Vredenburgh stated that the secretary of the Washington

City Kennel Club bad called upon him and stated that he would
bo glad to furnish him with the entry blank. Mr. Richards moved
that the minutes be confirmed. Motion seconded and carried.
The secretary's report was re«d and approved. It was in part as

follows;
Siiiee our last meeting I have received applications for admis-

sion to merribership from the tMlowing clubs: Mohawk Vallev
Poultry and Kennel Club, of Gloveri^vllle. N. Y.; the Omaha K'^n-
nel Club, of Omaha, Neb.; the Blu-^ Grass Kennel Club, of Lextng-
ton, Ky. These clubs have complied with all the requirements of
the Amerl^-an Kennel Club, nnd aro elicihle to admission at this
meeting. In the case of the Blue Grass Kennel Club, I would re-
port that its inaugural bsnoh ah6w began on tbe 33d inst.. and it
respectfully petitions this club to recognize its awards. I would
recommend such action at this meeting, noon the condition that
it complies with all the requirements demanded from active
memb^tB. The following credentials have been filed at this office:

From the Duquesne Kennel Club, apoointing Mr. James O'Hara
Denny as its delegat'^, and from the New York and New England
Poultry and Kennel Club, appointing Mr. W. E. Churchill as its
dflegite. I submit herewith reslgnatious as actire membprs
from the following clubs: Buffalo Kt'unel Ol'ib, of Buffalo, N.Y,,
Sonth Carolina Kennel Association, of Greenville, S. O.
Aug. 14, 1891. Mr. C, M. Munhall. secretary Cleveland Kennel

Club, filed at this office a notice of the suspension by said club of
Mr. Jas. V. R. Frost, for a violation of its bench show rules,
Aug, 17, 1S91, complaint was made with me that tho Louisiana

Poultry and Pet Stock Association, of New Orleans, La„ had
failed to pqy the prize awarded at its last show to Mr. Roger T.
Harris'>n, New York. Mr. Harrison has made demands for said
prize, and, under sam*" date, 1 ofHcially notifled by mail the ser-
retary of S"id club of the complaint, and requested a prompt liqui-
dation of the amount due tne exhibitor. No replies have been
received by either Mr. Harrison or mysfdf, and I would iherefm'e
reconnnend the enforcement of hench show rules Nos. XXV. and
XXVIII,
At the annual meeting of this elub, held Feb. 21, 1889, the fol-

lowing rpfiolution was adopted: "That the Canadian Kennol
Club, and all a wards under its rules, its disqualifioations and sus-
pensions, shall be recognized bv the American Kennel Club." The
purpose of this action was to bring aiiout a closer connection with
the bench show clubs and exhibitors across the border and thus
give substantial aid aud assistance to the Canadian Kennel Club,
then about org.aniziue. and to prnciically bring together all fac-
tions and kennel interests in the United Stated and Cauiida. We
are now completing the third year of this agreement, and it would
appear that the American Kennel Club receives very little return
for the benefits its confers. It is true that we exchange a recog-
nition of each other's registrations, yet we give the Canadian
clnbs the same benefits and advantages as are given to our own
memberfl, who have to pay annually dues therefor. The Canadian
clubs do not contribute one dollar toward the support of this club,
and our Canodian list of associate members and subscribers to the
Gazette, combined, only reaches a total of nine individuals. I
therefore report tbe practical result of this contract, deeming it
my duty to keep you informed upon all matters pertaining to the
interests of the American Kennel Club, and now leave the matter
in your hands for consideration, and for such action as you may
deem desirable.
In closing my report, I beg to bring to yotir attention tbe follow-

ing editorial, published in Forest and Stheam, Auet. 27, 1891, en-
titled, "Is It Not Worth Considerine?" and the ofHcial reply there-
to, which will clearly and fully inform you and our associate
members of the true state of affairs regarding the litigation now
pending against this club and a few oC its associates: [Here fol-
lowed the Forest and Stream article of Aug, 27, and the letter
ot Pres, BFlmont published in our columns last week.]
The treasurer's report was also read, and on morion approved

as follows: I herewith submit my report of moneys received and
disbursed by me daring the year 1891 to date:
Receipts from all sources from Jan. 1, 1891, to date Sg.ftW.ei
Expenses for same period 6,069.13

Balance on hand • • • $3,99(3.48
Respectfully submitted, A. P. Vredenburgh, Treus,

Mr. Watson, secretary of the stud book committee as follows'
and report was adopted: The number of paid registrations up to
date is 3 6.53 To show the great advance made this year it may
be stated that up to the "end of August the number was 2,444,
while last ye.ir lor the same period the total was 1,430.
Tne following cases have been passed upon by j^our crmmittee:

Pedigrpe of Bran. 15,7(K). This dog was registered as by Nulla-
more (4,T01) ex Dot (9 tififi). and the Chestnut Hill Kennels state
that it should have been by Strephnn ex Dot. This error also
affects Lassie Dorf, 16,210, and Bran's Jessie, 16,630. As the error
was not made tiy the American Kennel Club cfQcials vour com-
mittee decided that tbe entries be cancelled, and that any new
registrations must he at the expense of the owner.
Pedigree of Hebe K. The bveeder of the collie bitch Hebe K.

and her owner make coniradictoi y statements reearding the ped-
ifirree given, but as the breeder is the one who lodged the informa-
tion that the pedigree is incorrect it has been ordered cancelled.
Ped'gree of Ice Palace Queen, 16,775. there is no dispute that

the pedigree as registered cf Ice Palace Queen, 16,775, is incorrect,
and it has been ordered cancelled.
The attention of the executive committee is, however, drawn to

tbe acknowledgment of J. T. Pinches, who, under date of April
13. says that he was told that the pedigree he gave was correct.
Two requests for information as to who misled him have failed
to elicit any response, alchongh he was duly advised that bis re-
fusal w< nlo necessitate the case being piaced before the club for
further action. Y'^our committee recommends that J. T. Pinches
be suspended until such informat'on is furnished,
Rpd'gree of Taylor's Cleo, 22 397. The owner of Lnrnocit Elsa,

8,019, durin? the > ear 1889, when she state-l to have whelped Taj-
lor's Cleo, denies itiat she had any puppies in 1889. The registra-
tion has been cancelled.
As 00 response can 'be had from M. T. Mason, of Northampton.

Massachusetts, as to bis reasons for making such an entry, it is
recommended that action he also taken on his refusal. Tbe pen-
alty of snspension against James G. Burns, of Buffalo, has been
removed in accoreance with thf resolution passed by the execu-
tiye committee.—James Watson, Secretary.

Reports from special committees being in order, the secretary
read the following, on fit Id trials and coursirg meetings, sub-
mitted by Chairman Child, and laid on the table:
Tnis committee recommends t^e rconstderation and repeal of

the resolution passed by the executive committee of the A. K. C.,
May 33, 1890. relative to the definition of fle^d trial lecord, so far
as it relates to tht- same. Respectfully recommends the adoption
of the following resolutions by the executive committee of the
A. K. C.

1. Resolved, That only such field trial and coursing winnings be
recosnized at the American Kennel Club bench shows, as are
made at a meeting held under tne auspices of a club, a member of
tbe A. K. C, or if, as held under the auspices of a club not such a
member, a1 a competition open to all. 3. Resolved, That a dog
winning two first prizes in stakes open to all at field trial, or
coursine meetings, held under the auspices of a club a member of
the A. K. C. shall have won the title of field trial champion.
President Belmont: I have not banded in any report with

reference to anv arrangement tei be made with the Coursing Club,
because Mr. Whiton aiid myself have not actually reached a con-
clusion concerning it. I beg to report proi^ress in the direction of
an amic»ble arrangement, and such as would work p^ rfectly well,
hut the feature which I fear will be liable to wreck any arrange-
ment which we can make is that the Coursing Club desires the
American Kennel Club to publish practically a coursing calendar
and the estimates of the printer upon the publication of such a
volume are so expensive that I am afraid, unless the Coursing
Club is willing to guarantee it, it would entail a considerable luss,
besides occupying much of the time of our secretary and his as-
sistant. Unless some change is made in that respect, I desire that
some other arrangf ment should be perfected.
Dr. H. T. Foote, of ' he committee appointed to investigate the

breed of dogs of the Boston Terri-r Club, reoorted as follows;
The committee has had very little opportunity to investigate

The matter, and have been unable to learn anything of conse-
quence \mtil an hour b fore this meeting was called to order,
when Mr. Power, of tbe Boston Terrier Cluij. presented the stud
book of tbe specialt y club, containing some '62 pedigrees, carried
to the third generation, and some of them to the fourth and fifth
generation. As I understand trum him, these dogs, in pedigree,
were all dogs of this type, and he has the names ot eight others
that are eligible for registration in the stud book. He also ex-
hibited a number of photographs which show similarity in type,
and assured us that good Fppcimens of this type cannot be bred
from the first cross, or the second or the third cross—that is to
say, breeding a dog from the third generation would insure a
good specimen. One of the members of the committee, Dr.
Glover, is not able to be here, and Mr. Watson and myself, while
Wfc feel confident of the existence of such a breed of dogs in Bos-
ton, do not feel satisfied to recommend their recognition. That
tbe committee is not strictly called upon to do, for, as I under-
stand, the committee was appointed to establish the existence of
the breed. We feel that if the matter was laid over until the May
meeting, and the Bnsron Club would show the dogs, manv of ns
could become more famUiar with the type and perhaps many of
us would go to the Bf^ston show, where there is alwai s a number
of them exhibited. The club undoubtedly has been very actively
at work and appear very anxious to establif-h the breed. I feel
that we should encourage them, hut neither Mr. Watson nor my-
self feel satisfied to warrant a report that siroh a breed does
actually exist to any considerable degree. That thev have a
number of very eood specimens, perhaps » few hundred, as Mr.
Power states, there is no reason to doubt. I have had no time to
hand in a written report.
Mr. Watson said he thought they had made all the InvestigatioQ

of the matter possible, and that they felt that there was not suffi-
cient tangible ground to warrant all the Boston club desired. He
thought it wrong to come to the Anaerioan Kennel Olub to enforce
the dog upon the public; the public ought to enforce the dog upon
the club, 'I

Mr. Power being granted the privilege of the floor, said:
I would like to say that tbe Boston Terrier Club has proved the

existence of this breed, and I have here photogrdphs taken at ran-
dom that show the similarity of the type of dogs, and they do not
represent our first prize winner, or second or third. I think by
this means we have proved the existence of the dog, ard tbe ex-
istence of the club. The ciub now numbers fifty mpm>iers, and it

is in active operation. It is very difficult to get clubs throughout
the country to provide a class for dogs unless t ey are recognized
by the American Kennel Club, and i' would be almost useless for
the members to show their dotrs. as the winnings would not count,
and it would simply be throwing money away. The club means
business and are very anxious to have recognition for these dogs.
We can show thirt.\ -two guirant^eed pedierees of three genera-
tions or over. Every pedigree has been adopted, name by name,
after investigation of the stud bools committee, and has been pre-
sented to the club and urged before the club for their action, and
every one has been accepi ed. it is Impossible to breed a dog from
a bulldog terrier and make a Bo ton terrier in the first cioss or
second cross. If a dog was brouerht up. as the chairman of your
committee suggests, before a judge, and was not a Boston terrier,
he would be thrown out of tbe class immediately. We claim this
dog has been bred for twenty-flve years in purity, and the club is
ready to stand behind the dog and push it. We would like your
favorable consideration at this meeling. The club is acting in
good faith, and is just as anxious to have a good dog as you are.
The report was lilt- d, and the chair was empowered to appoint »

committee to su«Kest safeguards under which the Boston Terrier
Club may be admitted as a member of the American Kennel Club.
Mr. Shotwell offered the following resoluiion;
WJiereas, The New Jersey Kennel Club, having elected Charles

J. Peshall president, « nd appointed him its delegate to this club,
and by such action indorsing the course purs us^d by said Charles
J. Peshall toward the American Kennel Club, and in effect being
varticcps criminis in pioceedings prejudicial to the interests of
this club;

ifc-sofi'cd, Thaf. Article 9, Section 1, of the constitution he en-
forced, and that the New Jersey Kennel Club be. and hereby is,

expelled from this association.
Mr. Richards moved as an amendment to that resolution the

following:
U'/i*j-ea«, The New Jersey Kennel Club has elee'ed Charles J.

Peshall president, after his disqualification by the American
Kennel Club:

Resolvef], That Article 9. Section 1, of the constitution be en-
forci^d, and that the New Jersey Kennel Cinb be, and hereby is,

expelled from this association.
Mr. May Wenzel thought tbe New Jersey Kennel Club should

not be made to suffer on account of any action of its president,
and should not be expelled without the opportunity to be heard.
Mr. Richards offered this substitute amendment, which was

adopted:
Whereas, This club is informed that tbe New Jersey Kenne

CluD has elected Charles J. Peshall president, and has appointed
him its delegate to this club bince his disqualification by the
American Kennel Club;
Eesolvcd, That this club considers such action prejudicial to the

welfrtre of the American Kennel Club under Article 9, Section 1 of
the Constitution.

Be^o/i'ed. That charges be preferred against the New Jersey
Kenn id Club, based upon their election c-f Mr Peshall as presi-
dent and as its delegate to this club, after his disqualification, for
conduct prejudicia' to the welf tre of the American Kennel Olub,
a.nd that it be referred to tbe advisory committee and to offer the
New Jersey Kennel Club an opportunity to be heard upon the
charges
President Belmont asked for a motion giving associate mem-

bers and members of kennel clubs the privilege of being in the
room at any of 'he meetings, stating that at the last meeting
there was some misunderstanding on t he part of one or two asso-
ciate members who wore pre ent concerning a ruling made by
the chair, ostensibly to gfet rid of ascertain stehograpber, and who
considered themselves included in the mnion that outsiders
should leave the room. He further stated that it had caused one
re'ignation and led to the writing of a sharp letter on the part of
another. It was decided that at any public meeting.of the Amer-
ican Kennel Club any merLber of a club a member of tbe Ameri-
can Kennel Club and all associate members may be permitted to
be present.
Mr. Shotwell; I want to call attention to the furnishing by tbe

secretary of official reports of the proceedings of the club to dif-
ferent sporting papp.rs. It is a very unusual proceeding. They
have an opportunity of sending their own reporters here ard
writing up their own reports. These reports are furnished at
some considerable expense, which I think should he avoided.
The chair stated that the reason that course was adopted was

because formerly the papers did se' d their own leporters and it
was very difficult to tell wh'ch report was correct,
Mr. Shotwell moved that the secretary be instructed to discon-

tinue the practice of furnishing rf ports to the papejs after this
meeting. Motion earned, Mr. Watson voting in the neerative.
The Mohawk Valley Poultry aod Kennel Club, of Gloversville,

N. Y.;the Omaha Kennel Club, of Omaha, Neb., and tbe Blue
Grass Kennel Club, of Lexington, Ky., were elected members.
Mr. <^hnrchill moved that the recommendation of the secre-

tary, that their wins be reccgnized, be adopted. Carried, five to
four.
The resignations of the Buffalo Kennel Club and of the South

Carolina Kennel AssociHtum were accepred. The charges pre-
ferred against tbe New Orleans Club for default in payment of
their prizes in January was referred to the advisory committee
with power.
Regarding the communication from Mr. W. L. Wa'-hington. re

questing this club to define tbe breeder of the Irish setter bilch
Ruby Glenmore, Mr. W^atson moved that the breeder of Ruby
Glenmore was the Gem Kennels The owner of the kennel at the
lime of her being exhibited at Washington did not own the dam
at the time she was bred and was therefore not tlie breeder. There
is no suggestion of fraud on the part of Mr. Washington in any
of nis entries. Motion lost by four to two and matter referred to
the stud book committee.
Resolution recognizing the Canadian Kennel Club and its

awards, adopted at the A K. C. meeting, Feb. 21, 1889, was laid
over until tbe next meeting.
Mr. Wa'son moved that the spcretary be instructed to notify

Mr. J. T. Pinches that, in default of a satisfactory explapation
from him in regard to the pedigrep of Ice Palace Queen within 15
days, he will be suspended and subject lo disqualification by the
club.
The same motion was passed in regard to the pedigree of Tay-

lor's Cleo, referred to in the report of the stud book committee.
The report of the special committee on field trials and coursing

meetings was, on motion, laid over.
The secretary was instructed to ask tbe Washington City Ken-

nel Club for tbe entry blauk of the Charlotteville Field Trial
Kennel at its late show.
Dr. H.T. Foote gavf notice that jie would offer the following

amendments to the rules: Rule XII. A dog suft>ring from eczema,
mange or any contagious or objectionable diseases, etc.. as now
stau'is. Rule XVII. Bsnch show committees may provide such
clasFes for dogs of pure breeds as they choose, but in the following
classes: 1. Omit "pure breeds of," 2. As it stands. 8. Omit
"rr/cognized" after prize in third line. In-ert "in a.n --pen class";
after "won" in the lonrth line insert "such." Rule XVIL, Art. 4.
The pnppv class shall be for doss over six months and under
eighteen months in age. Art, 6 After "class" in third line insert
"one of which shall have been won at New York, Bostr>n. Chicago
or Toronto, shall have the privilege." etc. Rule XXI. Spei ial
prizes shall only be offered f>n- dous of pure ore- ds, and no dog,
etc, as at present. Rule — (about XIII,). Krrors marie in entering
dogs may be excused unless another exhibitor is injured thereby,
when the exhibit shall be disqualified. Rule—. No shows shall
extend over four days, including the last days of receiving and the
first day of liberating the exhibits.
The meeting then adjourned.

WHITE yiOJjET.—Editor Forest and Stream: A friend
of mine recently called my attention to an advertisement in
F0B£ST AND SxEEAil offering: the "celebrated bull-terrier
bitch White Violet for sale." Now, the celebrated White
Violet—the one winning six firsts and four specials in Eng-
land, first aud special at Lynn (beating ch. Starlight), and
first at Boston, 1891—is now in my kennel with five beauti-
ful little puppies. I bought her 'from Mr. Harris, of North
Wilmington, and have his letters to prove it. If any one
furchased the bitch advertised he has been greatly cheated,
shoxild have written you about it before, but the confusion

of moving with my family from Brooklyn to this place baa
Erevented. The advertisement occurred in an August num-
er, but which I cannot say, as tbe copy containing it is

pacjied away among my books, etc, 1 think it due your
readers that this should be exposed.—W. 0. SWEDEN. M. D,.
Riveriiead, N. Y >

>
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DOG CHAT.
"
IVr^^^'s

haste, less speed," is a saying that generally proves
.
-J-'-i- itself true, and that "the race is not always to the swift"

18 another one very applicable to this case. At the exhi-
bition grounds at T.^ronto a small steamer plied between the
city and the grounds. It is a plea'^ant sail enough, and
"Honest" John Davidson, the two Lewises and Dr. Kimball
thought the trip would be a change from the crowded cars
on the second evening of the show. The whistle blew and
"Honest John" and Joe Lewis, being swifter of foot than
the other two, succeeded in jumpint? on board a .steamer iust
as she started to move out of the do'ck. The other two were
left, but not badly, for the receding steamer never stopped
her engines till she landed the erring passenger.s at St.
Catherines, many, many miles down the lake. No trains
till morning and noon next day before they could return. It
was hard, but the boys bad their laugh just the same, and
Joe Lewis, after encountering the various experiences of a
trip to Europe, has pasted ia hi,shat che motto "Look before
you leap."

In talking with one of the BufiPalo Kennel Club members
we found that about the only reason they are not moving
muchi in kennel matters is, that thev cannot get a suitable
hall to hold a .show in. and it is suicidal to their interests to
have one in the building they unfortunately had before. We
hear. that their president has resigned from the associate
membership.

A marked catalogue was issued on Thursday at the To-
ronto show, Numbers correspondinsz with the catalogue
were issued to handlers in the ring, although in many cases
their use was allowed to lie idle. It is a fe'ature that in fu-
ture should receive the attention of every nhow manager,
large or small. The public pays admission to see the judg-
ing and buying a catalogue expect to be posted as to every-
thing that is going on, but if the handlers are not numbered
in the ring they might as well leave the catalogues at the
door.

Mr. T. G. Davey seems to have secured a good breaker in
Mr. Hallam, judging by the way his dogs were shown and
their nice condition. This handler we believe secured the
prize for the best training and handling at one of the prin-
cipal field trials in EoglRnd in the spring. The prospects
for the field trials at Chatham, Ont.., are very flattering, and
a goodly number of entries are assured. iVIes.srs. Davidson
and Smith will do the judging.

The American Pet Dog Club will hold its next meeting at
329 Lexington avenue. New York city, Oct. 14, at 3 P. M.

Mr. A. H. Moore has still fiirther strengthened his kennel
by purchasing from Mr. Booth the St. Bernard bitch Lady
Hopeful, by Royal Hesperus out of Beryl. She has some
good prizes to her credit, and is said to be brimful of
quality.

Mr. Glazier, of Salem, Mass., is a man getting together a
strong kennel of bloodhounds, and it is to be hoped he will
afford the public every opportunity to see these noble
hounds at coming shows, His latest purchase ia the noted
dog Jack the Ripper, from Mr. R. V. Blachford, Jackson,
Miss. Would it not be well with a change of ownership to
change its name as well, something not quite so blood-
curdling.

The attorney for the English Kennel Club, Mr. Deurdin
Dutton, has been instructed to proceed against Mr. Freeman
Lloyd, unless he apologizes unconditionally for his remarks
in our Philadelphia conteraporarv anent Mr. Shirley and
the ownership of the E. K. C. Mr. Lloyd, judging from the
correspondence published in the English papers, seems to
have apologized sufficiently for his misapprehension, but
the club persists in rubbing it in a little too hard, and we
applaud the stand he has taken. There is a little too much
absolutism in some of these matters.

The police of New York city have been busily engaged
the past week in taking the dog census for the firs't time. It
is a peculiar undertaking and not unfraught with danger,
but the owners seem to bear it in good part, and it is not
half so much trouble as taking the human census. Mayor
Grant is responsible for the order, and there is little doiibt
that the Police Pension fund will be materially increa.sed
thereby. From four to twelve men have been'detailed to
cover each precinct, and it is estimated that the number of
dogs in New York will not fall far short of 70,000, The law
under which they proceed to enforce the taking out of a
license is as follows: "Sec. 155. Every owner, person or pos-
sessor who harbors any dog shall take out a permit for each
dog at the Permit Bureau, paying the sum of S3 forthesame.
Sec. 156. The Mayor of the city of New York is hereby
authorized to take such measures as he may deem most ef-
fective to carry into effect the provisions of this article."
They say this law is obligatory. It declares positively that
owners shall obtain licenses for their dogs. The enumera-
tors work from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M., and it is expected all the
returns will be in by the middle of this week, and the
owners of those found to be unlicensed will receive notice
to step up and pay.

We regret to hear from the manager of the Flour City
Kennels, Rochester, N. Y , that their stud dog Horace has
joined the majority. He died on Sept. 16 after a few days
illness. He was by champion Minting out of Duchess. By
the way, we hear that Mr. Whitney, the owner of this ken-
nel, disgusted with the treatment he received at the hands
of the Mastiff Club and its secretary, in reference to a pedi-
gree which he wished to trace and their dilatory action in
regard to the club cups he won iu the spring, returned the
latter to the club, not wishing to have anything more to do
with it. This is not the way to treat one of our most in-
flueutal and enterprising mastiff men. A club that has the
interest of the breed at heart should do all in their power
to keep such men in their ranks and encourage them to
greater efforts, for to breeders like Mr. Whitney must we
look for importations of desirable stock that will tend to
improve the mastiff breed.

The fox chases at Lexington. Ky., cannot be said to have
been a success, and with the thermometer playing with the
nineties and a dry, dusty track, we do not see how it could
have been otherwise. Foxes were started, but generally
turned "brush" when they heard the yells of the "coons" by
the grand stand, and were either chopped by the hounds
which had ju.st started or ran back to the sheds. On Thur.s-
day one fox got well around the track, and the hounds getting
on the trail, the track having been watered, they ran a
pretty race, several horsemen following them over the
miniature hurdles set in front of the grand stand, led by
General Gentry's twelve-year-old son, a true chip of the old
block, and who was first in at the finish, A. deer was also
let loose, but turned back and ran clear throug'h the dogs,
who acted as if they thought it was a calf. The second at-
tempt, the next day, proved a better one, and the deer led
them a merry chase, making a gallant effort to jump the
10ft. fence surrounding the track. The sports were inter-
spersed with bicycle races, the ancient game of tilting ab the
i-ing, and drilling of local militia.

Mr. Reick, owner of the New York St. Bernard Kenuels,
sailed yesterday for Europe. He will be away a month and
will have some shooting with James Gordon "Bennnett.

On Thurisday, about noon, General Gentry, who wasuntir-
ing in ins efforts to make every one feel happy and at home,
copaled a number of owners of foxhounds, dogmen and
others, and taking them to a tent in the infield, invited
them to tackle a bountiful lunch and its Kentuckian fix-
ings. Right willingly did they do it, and then we were
treated to .some fine old Kentuckian speeches, and P. H.O Bannon, of Blue Ridge Kennel fame, nobly responded for
the dogmen there and at large, in his happiest vein.

On Saturday afternoon an auction sale of dogs took place
and Mr. "Amazement" Bell rang them up with hi.s name-
sake, and acting as auctioneer disposed of .several dogs at
low prices. We nave not heard who secured the lucky
ticket at the raffle for his noted cocker Obadiah, at a dollar
a chance, but at the same time we all hoped it would be the
fair reporter for the Kentucky LearJer, who was presented
with most of the tickets held by the susceptible dogmen
present.

The Danbury (Conn,) dog show in connection with the
fair is always a pleasant gathering, and should be taken in
by all well-regulated dog men. There is no entrance fee
and prizes are quite good, while excellent care is taken of
the exhibitors. The show opens Oct. 6, and entries will no
doubt be accepted this week. Mr, H. W. Lacy will again
judge all classes. We believe several New York kennels
will be represented. The show opens really Oct. 7, at 10 A.
M., allowing ample time for exhibitors to get there.

We are indebted to Mr. Jean Grosvenor for some very
interesting pictures of noted dogs in England, taken during
his recent visit to that country with Mr. E. H. Moore. They
represent champion Alta Bella and Mr. Moore, Lord Bute.
Young Plinlimmon and Mr. Shillcock. Cardinal Beaufort
the mastiff, and several others, and enable one to form a
very good opinion of these dogs without any aid from the
deceiving artist's pencil. Mr. Grosvenor .says he found the
"doggy fellows" iu England in most instances quite the
ri^ht sort, and he had such a good time that he intended
sailing on the Majestic a week or so since for a stay of two
or three months. Our absence at the shows is our excuse
for not writing of this before.

Junius Henri Brown, in the St. Loms Glohc-JJciaocrat,
strikes the right chord when he says: "A liking for domes-
tic animals, particularly for dogs—these appeal to virtues
which many men do not—is an amiable quality, denoting
sympathy and benevolence. He who hates dogs is apt to be
at heart a misanthrope; he who abuses them is a greater
brute than they. But there are degrees of liking; there are
attachments to animals, it seems, that transcend reason and
trespass on the confines immemorially ascribed to humanity.
Such are the attachments which many women feel or feign
for dogs of the most diminutive and ignoble kind. Men in
general of the dog fancying order fancy dogs of size and
dignity such as St. Bernards, mastiffs, spaniels, setters, col-
lies and hounds. They make companions of them, educate
them, and get great pleasure and comfort from their intelli-
gence, fidelity and aft'ection. But they do not treat them as
they would their dearest friends, or as superior beings. It
would be well if the same might be said of the peculiar ca-
nine sympathy of many women which manifests itself in .so

obnoxious a form. In the streets you meet them bearing
miserable curs in their arms and generally prattling to them
in a silly, sentimental way, as if anxious to advertise their
folly. Occasionally they put their burdens gently down,
and, holding a cord fa.stened to their collars, permit them-
selves to follow wherever the cur may lead. They are prone
to such comments and soliloquies as: 'Where are' vou going,
darlingFido?' 'You musn'tactso naughty, sweei Blanche.'
'Don't do that, my beauty.' 'Your mistress won't love you,
precious pet, if you behave so badly.' Sometimes tliey trans-
late such phrases into baby talk, unconscious, it"i.stobe
hoped, of their maudlin fatuity."

The joke was on worthy Dr. Foote at Toronto. The Doc-
tor is not a heavy-weight by any means, but he can reach
pretty high. He is always ready to fill a breach when re-
quired, and seeing a greyhound without a competent han-
dler he undertook to .show it to the best of advantage. Mrs.
Foote sat at the edge of the ring when she heard a lady he-
hind her say to her escort: ".Just look at that tall .slim iuan,
he reminds one of the greyhound he is holding." "Yes," he
answered, "same breed!" and Mrs. Foote enjoyed the joke as
much as any of us. Doctor included.

After many delays and overcoming of many obstacles, San
Francisco now has a model public pound. It was to be ready
for occupancy on the 15th. The main building of the
Animals' Home is 5Sft. long by 30 wide, and is in the colonial
style of architecture. We give particulars of the design of
the building so that others may profit by the evident good
arrangements made for the painless taking oft' of the city's
stray dogs: To the south of the administmtion building" is
what is known as the Canine House, which is .3lft. square.
The walls are 14ft. high, with a hip roof, making the imild-
ing about 38ft. in height. The roof is .supplied with venti-
lators and skylights, and is very commodious and airy. The
floor will be of asphaltum, and plenty of water will be sup-
plied to keep it clean. The floor has a pitch to the south-
east for drainage to the main sewer. The house has an 8 foot
entrance, so that the dog wagons mav enter and deposit
their loads. The floor will be divided off into small sections
by movable fences or partitions, by means of which any dog
or number of dogs may be kept from the rest. In the south-
east corner there is an opening into which fits a cage. When
it is decided to asphyxiate certain dogs they will be moved
toward the cage, which closes and runs on a track to a small
structure kno^yn as the lethal chamber. The lethal cham-
ber will be iUitb. by 9 and 4ft. high. It will be built of
pressed brick lined inside with glazed tile. The floor will be
of cement and the top a thick plate-glass covering. The
door will screw in and be made air-tight. When the cage
containing the dogs runs into the chamber the door will be
closed. A gaspipe connects with the bottom of the chamber
and the gas will be turned on. It is calculated that it will
take from .sev-'n to nine minutes to complete the asphyxia-
tion. When the time is over a stop will be taken out o'f the
top of the chamber, and the gas that escapes will be ignited
and pass off into the air without odor or offense to any one.

•» The son of Mr. Dudley, whose father has been quoted as
authority for ttie statement that the Cobden Club of Eng-
land has a corruption fund of -SI 000,000 to lay out against
McKinley, is well known, or was rather, to" dogmen as a
judge of mast iffs some few years ago. Lately he has taken
no active part in mastiff' affairs, although he .still breeds
them.

During the Lexington, Ky., show Mr. Geo. Bell purchased
the field spaniel Newton Abbott Farmer from Mr. Cook, of
foxhound fame.

Mr. R. D. Morgan, of Akron, O., sold his first prize win-
ning pointer bitch Naso Bell, by Tory White out of Nan of
Naso, to Mr. Sphar,whose foxhounds did so well at the show.
Though not in the flr.st flight as a show bitch Mr. Morgan
tells us she is a good one in the field.

Mr. F. G, Ta,ylor, of Toronto, is playing in hard luck just
now. First his crack areyhouud Scavenger was run over
and had a piece of his tail taken off'. The week after Mr.
Taylor himself slipped in getting on or off the cars and had

his foot so crushed that though the doctors are trying hard
to save it, it may eventually have to be amputated. Alldogmen will sympathize with Mr. Taylor under the circum-
stances.

"Uncle Dick" writes us that the .Johnstown Fair dog showwas quite an enjoyable one. There were about 100 entries,

n^^^'ifr u°"'?
fict.ing as judge. He adds that the people in

the Mohawk Valley are preparing for their show in Decem-
ber, when Mr. C. H. Mason will officiate in the ring.

The death of Watch adds another nail to the coffin of high
prices m St, Bernards St. Bernard breeder?, and especially
those m England, will receive the news of ttiis grand dog's
demise with sincere regret, not only because he was almost,
It not quite, the best in the world, many good judges scoring
him ahead of Sir Bedivere, though excepting in his grand
head we could never see it. The price given for Watch was
at the time second only to that of Piinlimmon, -SI,700 being
the tigure; and add this to the price of the grand ones
that have passed away since the New York dog show, and
our breeders have lost almcst $20,000 iu St. Bernards alone.
The money value does not, however, represent half the loss
in the breeders' eyes, as such animals are not replaced in a
day, however willing they may be to dip down into their
pockets. Watch had undoubtedly the grandest head ever
seen on a St. Bernard in this country. He was imported in
the spring of 1890 by Mr. Poag, of Toledo, O. Watch has
not been seen in public as often as he might have been, and
was to a certain extent lost to the mass of St. Bernard
breeders. He was by champion Guide out of Sans Peur,
and therefore royally bred. He stood over 3.3in. high, and
weighed m ordinary condition 330!bs,; he never was shown
u'^^y.^

^^^'^ fleshed. 1 1 was only through assiduous care that
he did not die when he first landed here, as he was badly
treated on board ship and was sick for some time after. All
dog lovers will sympathize, as we do, with Mr. Poag in his
great loss, and trust that out of the several litters he has
secured by him that he has something that will, to some ex-
tent, take his place. Watch was whelped Nov. 9, 1887, and
was, therefore, quite in his prime.

Gordon setter men must remember that the entries for the
Gordon Stake close Oct. 15.

The Pembrook hunt, master Mr. Mitchell Harrison, held
their opening meet on Tuesday last with a run of about
three miles. A fashionable gathering was present to see
the hounds throw oft'.

We hear that Messrs. Reick, Jacob Ruppert, Jr. and thp
VV estmmster Kennel Club will each put up one hundred
dollars for a trophy to be competed for at New York for the
best American-bred St. Bernard at the latter show, age and
conditions not yet decided.

We have received the September number of Pui-trnltH ofBags of the Day, audio this issue the Artotype Publishing
Co., 94 Reade street. New York, have fairlv surpassed pre-
vious issues, publi-shiog five instead of four portraits. The
St. Beraurd champion Hector, mastiff champion Ilford
Chancellor, the collie Christopher, a group of Mr. Wind-
holz's setters, and a capital pictui-e of Capt. McMurdo and
the pointer Rip Rap to please the field trial men, comprise a
collection of pictures that every lover of dogs should be
pleased with. This publication is on sale by Forest and
Stream Publishing Co.

THE IRISH SETTER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The prospect for the advancement of the Irish setter has

never been so bright as it is to-day, and it only remains for
the owners of this beautiful breed" of dogs to take advantage
of the opportunity that is now aft'orded them to run their
dogs in separate trials to prove to the sportsmen of America
that as a practical field dog the Irish setter is far above what
he is believed to be by the advocates of the other breeds, and
as soon as the ice is broken there is no doubt that many fine
dogs will be brought out by their owners that have hereto-
fore been kept in the back ground on account of the existing
supposition that the red dog cannot get his dues in mixed
trials. It is my candid opinion, however, that in our field
trials, as conducted to-day, that the best dog will win regard-
leas of color and breeding. I do not mean tolnsinuate that iu
days gone by a different state of affairs existed, but I wish to
confine myself to the present of which 1 am better qualified
to. speak from personal observation and experience.
Mr. E. B. Bishop is in my opinion doing more for the true

interescs of the breed than has been done by any one in late
years and his importation of that wonderful field trial win-
ner Coleraine from the kennels of the Rev. O'Callaghan will
add a stimulus to Irish .setter affairs that will' be most
wholesome in its character, e.specially as she has already
proven her wonderful worth by winning over the best dogs
of any breed in England and at the largest and most impor-
tant trials. In Finglas he no doubt has a dog that will also be
of immense benefit to the breed. Mr. O'Callaghan wrote me
of this pair while he was having them piepared for the trials
and before Coleraine had run, and he spoke of them both as
being the "best he had seen." Mr. Bishop has thebest kennel
of Irish setter bitches that has ever been brought together in
America, and with a little judicious lireeding he will no doubt
produce Irish setters that will elevate their field standard to
a high degree.
From a close observation of the best Irish setters of both

England and America, T have come to the conclusion that
Mr. O'Callaghan'sdogs slightly e.xcel ours, as a cla.ss. in body
and leg formation, but I think the Elcho strain has the best
of it in head, and although the Irish setter breeder.s of Amer-
ica have developed and maintained a very regular type, there
is a dibtinctiveness about the Irish setters that have come
from Mr. O'Callaghan 's kennel that is remarkable for its
unformity, and it proves beyond question that he is breeding
on the correct lines.

My friend, Mr. J. J. Mannion, of this city, an Irishman by
birth, and an excellent judge of the Irish .setter, spent the
greater part of the past spring and summer in England and
L-eland, and he has made the very startling assertion to me,
that there does not exist in Ii-elmd an Irish setter that has
been bred in that country that he would pronounce typical
of the breed. This is certainly a very broad statement, but
I have received the same information from other sources
equally reliable, and therefore cannot doubt it.

The Irish setter cJa.sses at the coming bench shows will be
very interesting fron:i all accounts, and I look for a new set
of cracks to be brought out, but whether they will be superior
to the winners of the last two yeais or even as good remains
to be .seen. I know positively of some halt dozen youngsters
that will take considerable beating if they are properly pre-
pared and shown.
As a parting suggestion I wish to impressupon the breeders

to not lose sight of the bench form and type of our dogs
which has attained a degree of excellence surpassed by that
of no breed of the canine race, and that the field qualities can
be developed and maintained together with a very high
degree of bench form has been proven by the experience of
Mr. O'Callaghan whose example it would be well to follow,
for as soon as we lose the type, which is most dear to all Irish
breeders, we will have lost tne Irish setter himself. In a
word, iioep the breed pure, breed only to high class and proven
dogs, and demonstrate to the sportsmen of the world that
the Irish Better in America is second to no other breed in
existence. W. L. WASRrN-fiTON-.
PiTTSiitrRG, Pa., Sept. <5.
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SPANIELS USED FOR SPORT.
BT EDWIN H. MOEBIS.

THERE is an old lecrend referring to the spaniel which
attributes the landing of the Danes in England to the

sagacity of a dog of this variety. Lodebrooke, of the blood
royal of Denmark, and father of Humbar and Hubba, was
ont in a boat with his hawks and his spaniel, when a sudden
storm carried the boat away from the land and drove it on
to the coast of Norfolk. This unexpected visitor was quickly
secured, and together with his dog was taken before Ed-
mund, the King of the East Angles, and accused of being a
spy.
Lodebrooke soon made himself known to the King, who

treated him very kindly, and when his skill in the chase was
known he became a great favorite. This aroused the jeal-

ousy of the King's falconer, who endeavored to get rid of
hini. but being iiusuccessfu), he waylaid and murdered Lo-
debrooke, concenling his body in the busbes. The court
soon missed the favorite, and although Edmund manifested
great anxiety ahoiitthe prince, nothing could be ascertained
until the spaniel, who had remained in the woods by the
corpse of his master, was driven away by hun.'?er, and sud-
denly appearing, he approached the King and commenced
to fawn, and then ran in the direction of the woods, to en-
tice him to follow, and on so doing the dog took him direct
to the dead body.
On the crime being traced to the falconer, he was punished

by being placed in the prince's boat and committed to the
mercy of the sea, which has been described in the following
verse:

"Then forth they dragged the falconer.

As by iheir monarch told,

And they chained him down to the prince's boat,

As soon 83 the tempest rolled;

Aad when a huge cloud in tiie sky
Stood up with a giant's form.

On a wave, that rose to worship it,

They hurled him to the storm."

It seems that the boat was homeward bound, for it reached
the shores Lodebrooke had quitted; the boat was recognized,
and the assassin, in order to avoid punishment, said that
Lodebrooke had been put to death 'by order of Edmund.
This so exasperated the Danes that they determined on the
invasion of England.
AVithout having any intention of trespassing upon debat-

able ground, 1t will be as well to remark that the "claims of
long descent" which have been urged in favor of this or that
variety of the spaniel family, geoerally commenced where
they should have finished, and where an unusual amount of
fervor has been displayed in favor of either variety, ignorance
or interested motives have invariably been the' prompter;
hence, instead of our being able to beeiu with the Eliza-
bethan period, we have traditional history taking us back
prior to the Norman conquest. We find some reference to
the spaniel in all the early hooks on sport, but none of them
give any good clue for the tracing of the different varieties,
they rather refer to them collectively as Shakespeare does in
"King Lear" (Act IV., Scene 6):

'Hound, or spaniel, hradi, or lym
Or bobtail tike or trundle-tail."

It is generally admitted by all the early writers that Spain
was the home of the spaniel, as the name implies. When
that country was at the hdgbt of her glory, when her mari-
ners were renowned for their daring aad Columbus had
contributed to its lustre, the spirit of chivalry was strougiu
the breasts of those who remained at home, and this found
vent in the practice of knight-errantry, in the daring of the
bull fights, and was exhibited in a milder form in the pur-
suance of field sports. It was during this period that the
Spaniards brought to so high a degree of perfection both
the pointer and the spaniel, and as the wave of civilization
extended northward, on its crest was borne the spirit of
gallantry with the attendant love of the chase, and the dogs
of Spain being so much superior to those used by other
nationalities, it naturally followed that they were taken.
Although the pointer was frequently used in conjunction
with the spaniel by the falconer of those times in England,
the latter was generally taken alone, and hence do we find
reference to the spaniel as used for the lordly pastime of fal-

conry in many of the early English writings on sport; but in
none do we find the sport so charmingly referred to as in
"Frank Forester's" lines:

"Lo! they muster, lord and ladj

;

Brow of pride and cheek of blooTH

;

Pointed heard and tresses shady.

Velvet robe and waving plume.

"Housings gay and bits gold tl ashing,

Bells of falcons tinkling light;

Cbargers tall and palfrey prancing,

Meet for damsel, meet for knight."

It is comparatively easy to thus demonstrate that the
spaniel was in general use and was highly esteemed many
years before most of the breeds which claim recognition to-
day were heard of, but it is more ditficult to explain the ex-
istence of several varieties, and perhaps the only good ex-
planation that can be offered is that these dogs came to
England through other countries, and not directly from
Spain; and the general characteristics, form and color, were
uudoubtedly the result of the blending of the blood of other
varieties of dogs common to those countries, through which
they passed, leading to types totally different from the de-
scendants of dogs of direct importation.
From pictures, or from specimens brought direct from

Spain, or descended from such, it is clear that iu those early
days in his native country the spaniel was a dog of medium
size, probably about 30Ibs. in weight, standing about 14in.
at the shoulders, more resembling the modern cocker span-
iel in build, though more full in the muzzle, and more
square than round in skull, in which respects he may be
said to be nearer the field spaniel in type, although in gen-
eral character he did not resemble the modern excessively
long and low detachment.
The color of these dogs was liver, white and black, lemon,

orange, sometimes with white patches, or a general mixture
of the colors, with occasionally solid hues.
The condition of Spain for centuries has not been very

favorable to the retention of any great degree of excellence
in sporting dogs, and at present no dogs could be found in
that country resembling those of the present age, or their
prototypes of ages past. The nearest approach to them is to
be found in the province of Picardy, iu Prance. They were
used in conjunction with the Barbet Griffon, Basset-hound,
or Braque, and other dogs, to produce the "setting spaniel"
for the hunters with the net, prior to the introduction of
firearms, so that eventually true bred spaniels could only be
found in England. In that country different districts
selected such types as were particularly adapted to the
country they were worked over, or perhaps chance and color
had much to do with certain varieties being named after,
and becoming common to different counties. Hence we find
Sus.sex, Norfolk and Devonshire with types named after
them. Formerlj' there were only two distinctions, those
used for land, termed field spaniels, and those more generally
preferred for water, called water spaniels. After this came
the distinction of counties, color and uses, when the larger
varieties, common to Norfolk, Sussex and the Midlauds,
were called springers, and the smaller kind found in Devon,
the West of England and Wales were called cockers.

The water spaniels wei-e sub-divided, and were formerly
known as the old English, common to the southern and
midland counties, which were liver in color, with occasional
white marks, they were of medium size, and were passion-
ately fond of water. The Northern or Tweedsdale was very
similar in color and instinct, but a trifle more resembling
the curly-coated retriever. There were also two kinds in
Ireland, the Northern, with much white, and not very thick
set, and the ancestors of the present Irish water spaniels,
which wei'e then chiefly found iu the South, and were liver
in color, more cobby in build, and so far superior to any of
the other varieties of water spaniels that tliey have been
vastly improved, and are now held iu high esteem, while
the other varieties have become extinct, leaving the field, or
rather the water, clear to the Irishmen.
This is a brief outline of the distant past of the spaniel iu

Britain, and in order to bring it down to the present we
have but to record the introduction of dogs from France by
the Duke of Newcastle about two hundred years ago, which
were supposed to have been the result of a cross between
the Spanish smaller sporting dog and the French Basset
hound, these are now called Clumber spaniels, the first

name being taken from the Duke's residence in Notting-
hamshire, called Clumber House, and they were classed as
spaniels, because of their supposed origin, and their being
used for the same purpose as the ordinary field spaniel.
Still they were known by some as the pheasant dog, because
of the lack of a name, some doubt as to their being of the
spaniel family, and because at first they were almost en-
tirely worked on pheasants.
The cockers were at this time generally used for woodcock,

and the springer or field spaniel, which now comprised all

the various strains, were used for all kinds of covert pur-
poses.
The field spaniels being the original, it will be well to

adopt the Spaniel Club's order, and speak of this variety
first.

The Norfolk spaniel has long since ceased to exist in its
old form. He was too heavy and sluggish for the sports-
men of a century since, and he was merged into the stock
common throughout England, then known as springers;
which perhaps accounts for the liver, and lemon and white,
of so many of the working spaniels of that country. There
is a probability that the first stock was imported from
France, and it may be that it was a prior importation of the
dogs which the Duke of Newcastle found in a more primitive
state, and which were afterward called Clumber's. There
was a decided resemblance in color, and they were much the
same in conformation and characteristics.
As the black field spaniel is only a result of modern views

and bench show demands, and as the Sussex is the only
variety which has been kept without any mixture of the
blood of other varieties in earlier times, it will be right to
refer to them fully, and as they were greatly used in the pro-
duction of the black and tan, and solid black modern field
spaniel, it will not be out of place, nor can it be taken as an
instance of partiality, if the Sussex are taken fii-st, though
somewhat contrary to the order of things iu club matters.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

NOTES AND NOTIONS.
'"pHE English correspondence of a Western paper gives a
X most astounding statement as to the action "of the
English Kennel Club in the permanent disqualification of
Mr. Wm. Graham, and I cannot but feel that there must be
something unexplained that accounts for such an uuheard-
of course. As it stands, dense stupidity and intolerable
despotism strive for the pre-eminence. As stated, the
trouble arose in Mr. Graham's dog being second to two dogs
placed equal firsts, the full prize money for second being
paid to mv. Graham. The owners of the equal firsts being
dissatisfied with the amount they received appealed to the
Kennel Club, vyho ordered Mr. Graham to return the money
received "iu error," which he refused to do, and was there
upon disqualified for life. It seems pa.st understanding how
there could be any fog on what Mr. Graham's rights were
with any one commonly conversant with the English lan-
guage. "Equal'' is a word of most positive and exact mean-
ing, as definite as "better" or "worse," there is no possible
chance for ratiocination here. The meaning of two dogs
bein^ "equal" is so obvious that it would be an insult to
the intelligence of the readers of Forest axd Steeaji to
offer an explanation. As they were equally entitled to the
prize money there was but one way of settling it, an "equal"
division. The owner whose dog was second was clearly en-
titled to the prize offered, and it is evident that the equality
as to the first position in no way affected his rights. To
rival this intense stupidity, the Kennel Club is said to have
inflicted a penalty, properly incurred only by discreditable
or dishonorable conduct, and it needs no argument to show
that refusal to surrender a right properly belonging—in a
word, a right—can never be discreditable or dishonorable.
The assertion of the Kennel Club, as propounded in this
reported decision, is that refusal to comply with their be-
hests is disgraceful! This is too monstrous a doctrine to be
tolerated for an instant. The truth is that all such bodies
as kennel clubs are apt to lapse into absolutism; to admin-
ister the laws the body itself makes is a severe strain, and
any victim of oppression such as is asserted in the foregoing
case would do a service to clubs and the kennel public gen-
erally by taking his case into coin-t, where the outcome
would not be in doubt. Litigation is generally to be de-
precated, but there are times when no other weapon will
answer.

A well-known gentleman^ for whom I have a great res-
pect, suggests to me a consideration as to the report of a
rude reception being given two American dog lovers at the
office of the London Stock-Keeper, although these persons
presented introductions to Mr. Geo. R. Krehl, the kennel
editor of that paper. It goes without saying that the report
must be very much overdrawn, circumstances might make
the reception a cool one, but that any approach to the rude-
ness described would be permitted at that office is out of the
question, nor would Mr. Krehl be described by the office
force as "a man who sometimes works for us." The affair
is paltry in the extreme, but it suggests atteutiou to the
almost criminal carelessness Americans display in giving
letters of introduction to parties resident abroad. Our easy
way of making acquaintances allows great latitude in sucti
matters in this country, and we all give !-uch letters with
very little thought, but in Europe the case is very dift'erent,

and an introductory letter there is taken as a thing of
weight. In this particular case the writer of the letter of
introduction could not have had any extensive knowledge
either of the bearer of the letter or the party to whom it

was addressed, and it certainly was rather stretching things
to give such a letter under the circumstances Think care-
fully when you give an introduction to an English party
and be sure that you clearly express the full eft'eet you
wish the letter to bear.

Comical suggestions that English and American judges
should follow the lead of Russian judges in awarding prizes
to Barzois arise from the fact that one of this breed sent as
a return gift by a Grand Duke to Col. North, the distin-
guished greyhound owner, was summarily set aside as a
very bad one by English judges, and some references that
have appeared from time time to the odd mixture oi" meta
physics and dog show form in Continental show awards,
suggest that the root of the ridiculous ideas Continental
judges and fanciers so often display is in their attempt to
conuDiue form and use in one measure and to require that

j

the good-looMng dog should always be a good performer,
and as a natural sequence to this, that the successful per-
former be of the correct show form. Some such hazy idea is
very apt to befogthe brains of intellectual people everywhere
when they first tackle fancy in her own realms: but ceutu-
ries of practical success as fanciers by the British and our
inheritance of their traditions have furnished a smother for
the folly, both here and in England, and the outbreaks of it
that constantly crop up soon terminate simply by neslect
and lack of attention. But, as during their stage of incuba-
tion they worry intelligent beginners not a little, it is nofc
amiss to consider the practical method that dispels such
fogs.

The proper and only "true'typ'e" of any breed is that which
most exactly subserves the purposes for which the breed is
designed. Any malformation which is likely to unfit the
dog for its use's is fatal to its being true to type, but it must
always be borne in mind that no amount of perfection of
form in.9ures real usefulness. No sensible man would ven-
ture heavily backing the very highest show specimen of a
greyhound in a coursing match when the animal had n^ver
run in one. It might have every detail of conformation to
make it a great performer, yet lose its first course and never
win another. Probably America never produced another
race horse so perfectly built and such a lovely specimen as
Montgomery, and very few, if any, uglier, more unlikely
specimens were ever seen than the great Fashion, yet had
they lived at one time and appeared in the same race, it
would have been thousands to one on Fashion. The London
Stoc/c-Keeper lately noted that the great Master McGrath
would have been put out of a show ring at sight, that the
crack Cooma.ssie was a miserable weed, and that another
celebrated animal that never lost a course was a mo.st indif-
ferent specimen. Now it by no means follows from these
examples that we are to aim at breeding -animals that look
like Fashion, Master McGrath or Coomassie. Nicholas I,

and Lexington, Memnon and Mother Demdike, are instances
of how the highest type can be united with the greatest of
performances. We should breed for type first and foremost,
and will find more instances of great performers among the
truly formed than among the untypical animals. This is
not only true of the specimens themselves, but of their
breeding value, the few odd instances of que?r and untruly
formed animals that were great performers do not contain
an instance of one that turned out of any marked breeding
value.
The path out of this fog is a verystraight and obvious one.

Keep the two qualifications entirely distinct, a show ring
cannot demonstrate ability for actual performances, and
performances by no means involve true form.

Mention of weasels reminds me of various references that
have appeared of late to a story of a dog being assailed by a
large number of weasels, three dozen, I think, was the
number mentioned—and with one exception, the references
have been in the nature of ridicule, dubbing it "a fish story."
ISTow, incredulity is almost as apt to go astray as the most
infantile credulity, and, in this case, it is by no means un-
likely that the doubting Thomases are the ones "off." The
congregation of three dozens of weasels is a very unlikely
thing, but very far fiom an incredible one. All kinds of
wild animais are subject to fits of congregating mania, when
they draw together in great numbers for no conceivable
reason. No theory of search for food will account for the
migration of animals in all instances, those of buffalo, lem-
mings, etc., for it has often been shown that the migrations
were from districts where food was abundant to others
where it was comparatively scarce. Why snakes gather in
lumps and knots, after the spring has opened, has always
been incomprehensible, warmth being out of the question,
they being cold-blooded animals. While therefore the con-
gregating of a large number of weasels is uncommon and
unexplainable, it will not do to laugh it away as impossible.

The Onlooker

ACCLIMATIZATION OF DOGS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Apropos of Dr. Niven's letter, I would Contribute my

experience, and draw no deductions from it, leaving that to
whoever wishes to do so. I have imported six mastiffs at
different times, four of them being bitches in whelp. In
every case the animals throve right along. All the bitches
whelped good-sized litters of healthy pups. My dogs run at
large over my ten acres without any restraint, are fed pretty
much whatever they will eat and all they want; in
fact, are pretty much left to themselves as far as other care
than clean, comfortable shelter is concei'ned. I have also
imported three adult and three bobtail puppies, all of whom
were kept under about the same circumstances as the
mastiffs and all did as well.
Just what my experience teaches I hardly know, but I

always did maintain that if you gave dogs a decent chance
to do something like nature indicated, they would do pretty
well, and when it comes to fussing over a dog, measuring
its food, regulating its hours of feeding, etc., as though it
were a delicate baby you were caring for, I propose to go
out of dogs, Dogs are essentially and fundamentally wild
animals, and how they are to be kept under unnatural con-
ditions of confinement i do not pretend to know, although
there is no question that .some breeders do succepd in breed-
ing and keeping dogs in good health and condition, with
the vevy minimum of room and liberty. Dr. .T. S. Ttrrner,
the distinguished mastiff breeder, is an in.stance in point;
but very few are Dr. Turners. W. WADE.
HtJLTOK, Pa.

DEATH OF WATCH.
Editor Forest and Stream:

1 write to inform you of the death of Watch on Sept. 21 of
inflammation of the lungs. He was sick but a few days.

John Poau.
T01,ED0, 0,

DOG'S INSTINCT VS. MAN'S KNOWLEDGE.—Denver,
Col.—^;cl?.tor Forest and Stream: A St. Bernard bitch of
mine while nursing a litter developed a cake in one of the
teats. I tried to grease and rub it out, but to no purpose, aS
it enlarged rapidly, suppui-ation setting iu. A physician
living near gave me an ointment to apply, telling me" to call
with her the next evening. After an examination at the
appointed time he said it was just ripe for the lancet, and he
would call around in a few minutes and open it. But it was
not necessary; on arriving home she began to gnaw at the
swelling and soon had it well opened, the pus flowing out
fi'eely. I did nothing, made no application to the sore,
which rapidly healed, and is now marked with a small scar.
As my medical friend remarked, "I knew dogs would take
good care of themselves, but never knew they would open
an abscess."—C. W. T.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Motes are inaereed without charge; and blanks

(farnlBb.ed free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

8noo<lie. By H. Wurzhach. Midland Park, N. J., for beagle
hiM;li, whelped April 31, 1891, by champion Royal Krueger out of
Tri-sa W.
OiUf of Tara. By H. G-. J. Hallowell, Oonshohooken, Pa., for

red Irish setter dog, whelped Jan. SL, 1891. by champion Chief
(Champion Berkley—champion Duok)otitof Bizreena (champion

[
Nimrod— Bizorah),
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Sham7-oc1t BeUe. By H. G. J. Hallowell, CJonahobocken. Pa., for
red Ir sh Fetr( r lutob. whelped Jan. 2, 1891, by Henirnore Shamrock
Sh'tmrork (Muskerry—Avoca) out of Daisy (champion Chief—
Le'gh On-Tip).

Ft<njal Dulie. Bird Banrter, Brasso 77., Prince of Fidd and Romu^
Im. B\ HiDrj Ruber. San Fiaiii-isco, Cal., lor liver and white
pcinnprp. whelppd .luly 18, 1891. by Beppo II. out of Sallv,
Molly Glen(iy7ie II., Lady GUndyne. Larry DooJan. Jeri~y Glen-

dyne .Tarvib GUnctyne and Glendyne. B\ Glentivne KpudbIs. Bris-
ti.l, R. 1 , for Irith pett'TP, wUeiped April 10, 1891, by Glen Jarvis
(Elcho, Jr.—Mno) out of Molly Glendjne (Glenmore—Nell).

BRED.
1^" Prepared Blanks aent free on application.
BoselJUd—Emooe. A. Coren. Jr.'s (Madison, J.) bull-terrier

bitcn Rosibnf) lo F. W, Moulton's Roscoe (tJendigo—champion
Brttie—Hiuiilcspurt''s Bci-gmann. Chas. F. Geutz. Jr.'s (Grand

R:.pi.is. aiich ) rlHciisiiunri tdich Bettie to Wm. Loeffler's Hunde-
spon'rt Brr^infiirn. Aug. 'ti2.

Alice—Himdf spirt's Bcrymann. Wm. Loeffler'fl (Milwaukee,
Wis ) ciachshuu'i bUch Ahce (Woldmann II.—Crawl) to his Hunde-
spnri's Beremann, Aug. 37.

Bora Bedne—Gale. L. Gaidaer's (Mt. Vernon, N. Y.) English
seiter tauoli Dor i Deane (Count Pans—Nellie Cambridge) to his
GaIc (ui'aninion Gaib'? Mark—Gladette), Sept.. 6.

Pearl of Ham'pton—Roger. Hampton Kenneli' (Hampton,Conn.)
Eiieii.-b -eit^v liioh Pearl of Hamoton (King Noble—B lleBelton)
10 1.. Gaviltipr'p R'.Ker (Count Noble—Qutt^u Meg), Aug. 16.
.Imnic.hl.—Kiigcr. N. Walla'-e's (Farmington. Conn.) English

s«iitr bitcu .Tiruuie 111. to L. Gardner's Roger (Count Noble—
Qufen MtB), AUl'. "5.

Lucille Glendyne-Lismore Glendyne Kennels' (Bristol, R. I.)

11 san f-eri-er bit< n Lucille Hlendjne (Karl—Irish Countess) to his
Li.-aiore (O'Donovan Ro-sa—Sedan), Sept. 2.

Harmunu—King Beticnt. Swiss Mouniain Kennels' (German-
to.vi:., Pr..) rough tel. Bernard bitch Harmony (Alton—Ducheas of
lina'^i^eir:, 1 to their King Regent (Prince Regent— Duchess of
Lent), Sept. 3.

MoUic—Kina Regent. T. Fischer's (Philadelphia, Pa ) rough St.
Brruhrd bitch Mo'lin (Marquis of Stafford—Hecla) to Swiss
Mountain Kennels' King Regent (Prince Regeni—Duchess of
Kent), AUi;. 20.

Lalime—King Begent, Swiss Mount un Kennels' (Germantown,
Pa.) rougi^ St. deriiaid bitch Lakme (champion Merchant Prince— BtrnieV.) to their Kmg Regent (Pnncc Regent—Duchess of
Kfnr). Aug. li.

Bomia—RocMngham. Rosecroft Kennels' English setter bitch
Donua (i'ab Beiton—Forest Dora) to F. Wlndholz's champion
R ckingbam (Beltbns— Bess), Aug. 39.

Lucy Bell NobleScn Hill. W. S. Baton's (Covington, Ky.) Eng-
lish s- cier bilch Lucy Bell Noble to J. Shelley Hudson's Ben Hill.
Ang 19.

Lilly Bondlme-Vanity Fair. Geo. G, Wharton's (Marion Ind.)
E:)gll;.Li se rer bitch Lilly Bondhu to J. Shelley Hudson's Vanity
Fi.ir, Julv 26.

Smat—Ben Hill. 0. J. Knright's (Covington, Ky.) English set-
ter r>itca Smni to J. Shelley Hudson's Ben Hill (Druid—Ruby),
Jiilv 25.

Kaiic—Tioslyn Dandy. V. D. Konover's (Hnlmesbnrg Junction,
P;i.) ctdlie bac'i K"lie (3ir Kelpie—Lady Trefoi ) to Seminole Ken-
nels' champion Rosljn Dandy (champion Scotilla—Cora II.),
JlilT 19.

Bcs^^'ie- Sir KeApie. Edtvard Shingle's (Philadelphia. Pa.) collie
b i n B^taie Co ,Scixiinole Kennels' Sir Keipio (Master Roy— Eilv),
.Juh ;'8.

Mctcliicy Swrprfsfi—r/ie Squire. Seminole Kennels' (Chestnut
HiU, P.,.) coliie oiicn Mbtchley .Surprise (Sefton—Lady Rutland)
to tiieir The Squire (champion Charlemagne—champion Flurrj),
Aug- 6.

Trusty— TJ^e Squire. Seminole Kennels' (Chestnut Hill, Pa.) col-
lie. bucuTi-usiy (Mtiohley Star— Peggie Lassie) to their Tne Squire
(ciiamp ou Cimrl^magne—champion H'lurry), Aug. 32.

Dot - Roslyti. Conivaii. Seminole Ken'.els' (Chestnut Hill, Pa.)
coli<e biicii Doi, (Cm ristopher-Active) lo their Roslyn Conway
(BdghHht-on Fox -Edtrbsston Bess). July 19.

RusJun Virginia—Jlie Squire. Semmole Kennels' (Chestnut Hill,
Ps.) col ie bi.ch RoHl.sn V'rgmia (champion Scotilla—champion
Flurry III.) to their champion The Squire (Charlemagne—Flurry),
Sv pT. .3.

Bonnie .Jean— Roslyn Dandy. W. Nickle's (Kingston, Ont.) collie
bi ci Bouiart, J.^iui (Uariuck— Lassie) lo their Roslyn Dandy (cham-
pion Scotilla—ar.rri 11 ), Sept. 4.

Mattie—Roslyn Conway. Cbas. Young's (WisFahickon Heights,
Pit.) Loliie !uicli Muitie (champion Dublin Scot—Daisy Dean) to
Seminole Keanelh' Roslyn Conway (Edgoaston Fox—Edgbastou
Be?e) Jul, 21.

Floss -Rosly II Comvau. Dr. J. H. Love's (Philadelphia, Pa.) col-
lie biicii Fios (cUamp'on B^n Nevis—Fl-^ssie) to Seminole Ken-
nels' Rorlvri (Conway (Eigbaston Fox—Edguaston Bess), Aug. 24.

Pi.m-in Boots—Ti'eamre. E. W. Barnes's ( WellsvtUe, N. Y.) pug
bircii . us.'i-ii -Bo 'lb (baady—Topsj ) to Seminole Kennels' cliam-
pi(in Trea .uro (Fritz- Banjo;, July 29.

Beauty—Treasure. E. Anams's (Pniladelphia. Pa.) pug bitch
Beaiuty (ct ^nnp ;)u Gtorge-Tops iy i to Seminole Knuel-.' champion
Treasurr (Fntz—BanjQ), Aug 31.

Cassina—Treasure. Semiriole Kennels' (Chestnut Hill, Pa.) pug
bit en Cas.^in . (ot hello—Ruby) to their champion Treatsure (Fritz
—Banjo), Aug. 17.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanbe sent free on application.

Laverack Elsa. F. E. Atkins's (Waterbury, A^t) pointer bitch
LaveracU Elsa, Aug. 8, thirteen (five dogs), by VV, H. Hyland's
pommi-ry .-tc; three b tches .since dead.
Hannah. \\ . J. Hami i ton'.3 (Cana«n Four Corners, N.Y.) p jinter

b ich Kannali (champion Fritz—Bird). Sept. 1. nine (seven dogs),
by Judge Juhn Barker's imported Duke (champion Sensation-

Dora, Geo. Laick's (Tarrylown, N. Y.) beagle bitch Dora (Ring-
woDil—Birdie), July 4, sis (three dogs), by his Laick's Rattler
(ClwnC'1'or—tJa teles-;
Mother Slilpion. Kilmarnock Collie Kenne's' (Braintree, Mass.)

collie biccb Mother Shipton (Stracathro Ralph—Harmony), Aug.
22, spvtn (three doss), by A. H. Megson's champion Metchley
VVooder (St Xfou—Minnit

)

Ruhena. Wyoming Kennels' (Melrose. Mass ) St. Bernard bitch
RuiiPi a (Nero 111.—Bi ni), St^p . 3, three (two dogs), by Thos. Slnll-
cock'H Lord Bul^ (cliampion Save—Sabrina).

Countess. Wyoming Kennels' (Melrose, Mass.) St. Bernard
bitch Countess, Aug. 15, twelve (eight dogs), by their Lothario
(cliampion Valentin —Saffron).

Flt.ra. Wyoming Kennels' (Melrose. Mass.) St. Bernard bitch
Flofii (champion Merchant Prince-Ltna), Sept. 7, eleven (seven
flosO tiv their Paul (champion Pllnhmmon- Jr.—Psyche.
Princess Alma. Wyoming Kennels' (Melrose, Mass.) roufb St.

Beriiriid bitcn P'incess Alma (champion Merchant Prince—Una),
Sept. G, fifteen (seven dogs), by their champion Sir Bedivere (Nero
11 1.-Bena),
Susie Gladstone. J. S. Hudson's (Covington, Ky.) English setter

bit"ii Su? e Gladstone, Aug. 18, ten (Sve dogs), by his Dad Wilson.
Bessie Roy- A. Rnfle's (Wanash, Ind.) English setter bitch Bes-

sie lioy, dept. 6, eight (four dogs), by J. S. Hudson's Dad Wilson,
Jr.
Jnliyr Dean. Seminole Kennels' (Chestnut Hill, Pa ) collie bitch

Jakyr Dt-an (Reudigo—Effle Dean II.), Aug. 38, seven (four dogs),
by i,h'ir The .Squire (champion CbarlemHgne—champion Flurry).
Maida. W. J. Cunis's (Summit, N.J.) collie bitch Maida (Sir

Kelpie-Lady Trefoil), Aug. 7, nine (five dogs), by Seminole Ken-
neW 1 he Squire (Charlemagne—Flurry).
AMve. Lotus Collie Kennels' (L^itus, lad.) collie bitch Active

(Saiumio—Miss Posej), Aug. 21, eleven (feu dogs), by Seminole
K°nnelb' The Satiire (Oharlpmapne—Flurry).

Countess. M. Ramsden's (.Vmbler, Pa.) collie bitch Countess,
Aug 5, nine (tour dogs), by Seminole Kennels' The Squire (Ohar-
lemagne—Flu rry )

.

Shep. E. Lonsdale's (Spring Village, Pa.) collie bitch Shep, July
20, SIX (four dogs), by Seminole Kennels' Sir Kelpie (Master Roy—
Eilv)
Betsey Leigh. W.H. Child's (Philadelphia, Pa.) Irish setter bitch

Betsey ' Lsigb (champion Bruce—Leigh Doane 11.), Sept. 5, five
(four dogs), by Seminole Kennels' Seminole (champion Elcho, Jr.—Red Rose)
Forest Dora. Kosecroft Kennels' English setter bitch Forest

Dora (Dick Laverack—Forest Fly), Auer. 4, nine (four dogs), by D.
S. Giimbli 's Grover (champion Count Howard—Dats«y Foreman).
Fly M. Jobn MulUne's (Marlboro, Mass.) beagle bitch Fly M.,

Sepi. 12, nine (eight dogs), oy champion Fitz Hugh Lee.

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

ArcMuke^Blush wheJps. Rough St. Bernards, whelped July 3,

1891, by Swiss Mountain Kennels. Gfirmantown, Pa., an orange,
wmie markings, dog to P. Isola, Pepperell, Mass.. and a white,
well marked beafl, bitch to Chas. Rothfuss, Philadelphia, Pa.
ArcJidyM€^Hecla whelp. Orange, perfect markings, rough St.

Bernard bitch, whelped July 7, 1S9I, by Swiss Mountain Kennels,
Germantown, P^., to W. Eborhardt, Philadelphia. Pa.
Archdulfe—Dan -whelp. Orange with some white rough St. Ber-

nard dog. whelped " pril 5, 1891, by Swios Mountain Kenneli, Ger-
mgntos\-n. Pa., to Mr. HasDngs, New York city.
Betsey Bobbett. Orange, perfect marklnss, rough St. Bernard

birch, wlielped April 1, 1888. by Nero out of Hef la, by Swiss Moun-
tain Kennels, Germantown, Pa., to D. McClinch, Gloucester,
N. J.
Revublicmi. Oraugf aud white St. Bernard dog, whelped March

6. 1889, by Dnkeof W^ellington nut of Hestless, by A. R. Ciwell,
San Pratcie- n, cal.. to .1. B. Martin, same pla^e.
Blemton Shiner—Beatrice rvhelp- White, black and tan fox-ter-

rier bitch, whelped May 14, 1891, by J. B. Martin, San Francisco,
Cal., to Harry L>wden, ssni'' p;acp.
Dad. Wilson-Bohemian Girl whelps. Black, white and tan Eng-

lish setter bit -Les, whelped June i3, 1891. by J. S. Hud^oi, Coving-
ton, Ky., one each to Dr. J. P. Brandon, Laura, 0„ and B. F. Rice,
Npwton FhIIs, O.
Eern-Kenora whelp. Orange and whHe St. Bernard dog,

whelped July 29, 18v)l, by Wm. H. Dixon, Jamestown, N. Y., to H.
C. Shearman. Wincnester, Ky.
Jerry Glendyne. Dark red Irish setter dog, whelped April 10,

1861, bv (ilt n Jarvis cut of M tlly Glendyne, by Glendyne Kennels,
Bristol, R- I., to G. A. Starkey, Troy, N. H.

Little Kash. Silver ja^\ n pug dog,whf4pi-d Dec. 6, 1890, by cham-
pion Kash out ot D.iisy, by Seminoln Kennals, Chestnut Hill, Pa.,
to R. Scragg. Jr., East Livtrponl, O.
Young Treasure. Silver fawn pug dog. whelped Deo. 16, 1890, by

c' a- piun Treasure out of Flossie, by Seminole Kennels, Chestnut
Hill. Pa., to Wachovia Kennels, Salem, N. C.
Topsy, Black and tan collie bifch, whf^lped Aug. 29, 1890. by

Glenn out of Lady Trefoil, by Sem'nole Kennels, Chestnut HiU,
Pa., to A. N. McDonald, Webster Park, Ncwlown, Mass.
Maud S. Black and tan Gordon setter bitch, whelped March 25,

1891, iiy vlarkland Ranger out of Belle E.. by C. T. BrowneU. New
Bedford, Ma^s., to W. Delano, Jr., New York city.
Henmore SMmrc>cl<—Daisy whelp. Irish setter dog, by F. L.

Cheney, Pitisfleld. Mass., to Wm. H. May, Jr., same place.
Henmore Shamrock -Moll vohelp. Irish setter dog, by F. L.

Cheney, Pittsfield, Mass., to Philip Goey, same place.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questioii.H under this head. All

questions rclaUng to aUments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. G.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal OiVegc of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to otlier matters conneeteAl with Kennel
Management and dogs ivill receive careful attention.

S. D. K., Ind.—Please send me a duplicate of the register of the
Irish setter bitch Annie Elcho IL, reeistered in the February
number or issue of 1888. Her numbtr is 4947. Ans. Annie EIr ho
IT., d»,rk red, star on breast, whelped Oct;. ,2f>, 18^(5. Bre.edors,
United States Kennel Club, Lafayette, Ind. Sire, Dude (A.K.R.
1843). Dam, Annie Elcho (A.K.R. 4440).

H. E. R.—Can you give me the name and address of the English
setter kennels which were located &t or near Pittsburgh, Pa., six
years ago? 1 want to get the pedigree of a dog which was nought
from a Pittsburgh kennel six years ago. Ans. Tner" was, ana is.

the Mount Wasuington Kennfls. Mr. R. Har'lev's, Mr. Howard's,
Mr. B. F Wilson's, etc. A h iter to Mr. S. L. Boggs. president of
iheDuquesne Kennel Club, Pittsburgh, Pa., would, no doubt,
bring you the desired information.

J. G. F.—I know where I can get a cotinle (dog and bitch) of well
bred foxhound puppies in England, and I want to prt^sent them to
a friend of mine in this country. Will you please tell me if there
is a duty on dogs imported for breeding purposes. Ans. Accord-
ing to t' e new tariff laws, the pups must be registf-red In the
English lipnnel Club Stud Book, and a certificate to that efEtct
must 1)° signed by the secretary and accompflny the dngs. Also
an affldavit must be procur"d from theo wner of the dogs stating
that tnose are the dogs registered. Tola will admit them free ot
duty if it is stated they are for breeding purposes.

L. A. L., Saylesville. R. I.—For about a year my setter bitch has
been troubled with diseased eyea, and local doctors have been
unable to cure them; there is a brownish scum or film growing
over them, and Bt timf'S it nearly covers her eyes and slie can
scarcely see. Can you suggest a remedy? And do you think it
cnrabl. y Ans. It is difficult to say what is the matter wit ho'it
an examination, but from your de=cripTion we think the eyes can
be cured. Try the following: Alrophine sulphate, half a gram:
dist lied water, half an ounce. One drop to be placed into the
eyes twice a day. Also take yellow ox'de of mercury, 4 grairs,
and vaseline, 1 drachm, and place a little of the ointment on the
corner (right of the eyt) twice a day. It will take some time to
cure the eyes. If there is no improvement in two or inree weeks
write again.

RANGE AND GALLERY,
THE ZETTLER RIFLE CLUB.

New York, Sept. 23 —Editor Fm-est and Stiram: The eighteenth
annual shoeing festival of tne Zetrler Rifle Club took place on
the 20th and 2Ist. many marksmen from other parts of theconntry
atteading. The weather was fine, and those particinating had a
most enjoyable time. Among tiiose from other clubs we noticed
were Mr. H. W. Hawes, ot Centreville. N. Y.: Messrs. Miller and
Vogel, of Hor.okeu, N. J; IL M. Pope, of Hartford, Conn.; T.
Lloyd, of Queens, N. Y.: Dr. Varick, L. P. Hansen, W. Welier, of
Je.rFey Cit^', a -d many others. The scores wer^ as follows;
Ring Targets—Two tickets to count for first five prizes, sir ele

tickets for ih^ remainder. possiMe 75 ner ticket: F. Ross, 73 71—
144; Dr. Bovken, 72. 71—143: W. Hayes, 72. 71—143; M. Dorrler. 72, 69—141;G Joiner, 71, 70—141: J. Conpersmith 71. G. Zimmerman 71,
H. Holges 70. R. Busse 69. L. Flack 69, G, Wegm^nQ 69. A. Stein 69,

A. B-gerow 69, M. B. Engel 68, J. Bodirustadt (iS, B, Zeitler 68. H.
M. Pon=^ 68, H. W. Hawes 68, S. J. Lyon 68, L. P. Hansen «S, J.
Dolac 67.

On the BuHseye Targets—Prizes were won for the best center
shots, bv mpasurement. in the toliowina- order: H.W. Hawes llin,,

W. Koch 20M, F. Ross 21J4, F. Fabarius 30. A. Begerow 34. J. Cop-
persmith 38. A. Stein 4.=?, 0 G. Zettler 4434. R. Busse 54%, J. Boden-
stab 55, M. Dorrler 63% S. J. Lyon 691^, W. Hayes 693.1; G. Krsuss
73U, E. G. Jantzer 7934. G- Joiner 81, C. W. Hassaly 9034. J- A. Boy-
ken 9134.
Premiums for most bullseves were won by F. Ross, who made

J, R. Busse 26, H. M. Pope 25, and M. Dorrler 24. A silver cup
was awarded to F. Ross, who made the first bullseye in the morn-
ing of the first day, and A. Stein who captured the last. On the
second day the following won cup^: H. M. Pope for the first bulls-
eye in the morning, A. Stein the last at noon. F. Ross for the
first in the afternoon, and L. P. Hanst^n at the close of the shoot.
Target of Honor, for members only. 3 shots, possi'^e 75—J. Cop-

persmith 71. H. Holger 67. L. Flack 66, O. .Tomer 8'3. G. Zimmer-
man 64. M. D-.rrler 63. B. Z rftler 63, F. Hetcbing 63, A. H. Kohl-
metz 62. M. B. Engel 61, A. Sl.ein 61, R. Russc 61 O. G, Znttl^r 6L
W. Haves 60, G. L. Hoffman 59, E. F. Kell-r 56, A. Rmgler .56, F.
Ross 56, E. P. Fisher 53, G. lirauss .52. F. Armbrust 52, G. W.
Plaist«d 53, W. Klein 50, G. Bernius 50. P. Dolan 49, A. Begerow
48, H. Oabl 47, J. Blumenberg 44, C. Dreste 41, A Stahl 38, C. Wis-
sel 88, M. Eneelert 37, Dr. Boyken 36. M. Tropp 36, M. L. R^ges 33,

N. D. Ward 83, G. W. Dowus 31, W. B. Wassow 38, F. Fabarius 23,

K. Klein 15.

Ladies' Shoot, distance 250ft.. 3 ohots on 16 ring targets, possible
45: Mrs. B. F. Keller 43. Mrs. C. Wissel 43. Mis. L. Vogel 41. Mrs.
H. Oehl 41 Mrs. M. Dorrler 40, Mrs. G. Zimmerman 40, Mrs. L.
Zetner 39. Mrs. O. G. Zattler 38, Mr«. Wendle 37, Mrs. J. Zettler 36,
Mrs. G. W. Downs 34, Mrs. B. ZetHer 34, Mrs. R. Busse HS. Mr>^.
F. Scbeu 33, Mrs. F. Hacking 31, Miss Schnltz 33, Mrs. O. Town-
send 23.

The judges prizes were won by C. H. Townsend, a gold locket,
and H. A. Christer, a gold-iiandled silk umbrella.

F. Kecking, Cor. Seo'y.

HUDSON RIFE CLUB.—Jersey VAty. N. J., Sept. 22.-The fol-
lowing are a few of the scnre-s made by memhprg Sept, 21, 10 shots,
off-hand, Anaerlcan 25-ring target. noa'?ible 250:

H Hansen.. 35 35 25 25 25 24 24 24 24 23.^-214

S Rebham 25 2.5 25 34 24 24 24 28 23 21—238
F Schneider ...35 25 24 24 33 23 23 32 21 20 - 229
C E Bird 25 24 34 24 33 23 23 38 31 19-229W Mussehl 25 25 24 24 23 22 23 31 30 19-325
A Schneider 25 24 24 24 33 23 21 21 20 20-225
Heitman 25 33 23 33 31 31 21 30 20 20-316

O. E. Bird, Sec'y.

NATIONAL GUARD INTER-STATE SHOOT. '

J

Spring FX ET,D, 111., Sept. 10.—The first day of the regular cnm-
petitton of the national guard inter-State rifle match was inaug-
urated by firing at known distances by the Sf-veral teams, 10 shots
bv each man were fired at 200, 300, 500 and 600vds. Frdlowing are
the highest individURl scores in the content: Illinois. R. H. Aiken,
17.5; C 'Uax Morris 173, Mtnnesota, E. C. Falk, 159; Iowa, B. E.
West, 160; Wisconsin, R. A. Kane, 174. Summarv:

200.
Illinois 412
Wisconsin 413
Minnesota 415
Iowa
The detail stood:

Illinois. low
Capt Aiken 175 Lieut-Col West.
Sergt Hamilton 163 Pvt Rnsh
SorgtShaw 161 Capt Garlock.

.

300. 800. 500. 600. Total.
405 430 400 1,H37

403 410 383 1,608
.415 404 409 374 1,603

1.571401 401 363

169
163

- - - 156
Sergt Petprson 169 Pvt McG bbous 163
Pvt May 143 Capt Cooke 155
Pvt Morris ...173 Lieut Fisher 147
CaptTolman 165 Sergt Kemble 143
Corp D-iyton - 185 Sergt Schofield 167

Pv^L^mhe^t 155
Col Mount 155

1,571
Wisconsin.

CorpK'iue 174
Swrgt H.iggen 163
Sergc-M-j Martin 168
Trooper Touasaint 160
Capt Grimmer 1.59

Lieut Warren 162
Pvt Au'^tln 1,58

Sergt Brwin 140
Lieut Rogers 160
Lieut French 164

I,e08
Sept. 11.—The shooting to-day was in skirmish firing, each man

having two runs, the figures standng:

, 166
,. 158

1,637
Minnesota.

SeTKi Bain .... 155
Lieur. Neal va
Pvt Hubbell 160
Sar^^t Morgan 1.50

Lieut Falk 169
Pvt Uarrow 168
Coi p Brit on 166
Pvt Wnitcomb . . 163

163
Pvr Hailv IRO

1,603

Illinois Team.
Skirmish.
1st 2d

run. run. Ag.
Capt RH Aiken ....70

Capt E B ^ohnan....53
Sergt GMHarail ton 65
Corp F B Dayton.... 45
Sergt CH Shaw 45
Sergt .3- W Connell..60
Sergt O M Pederson.45
Pvr Ben Eick 53
Pvt M May 43
Pvt O Morris 65

Wisconsin Team.
Skirmish.
Ist 2d

run. run. Ag.
.58-128 Corp R A Kane 68
85—118 Pvt O Austin 56
55—120 Sergt L O Haugen. . .48
60—105 Sergt E K Erwin ... .53
40— 85 Sergt-Mnj Martin. ..51
59—119 Lieut T J Rogers. . ..56
60- 95 Trooper Tousaaint . .60
33— 85 Lieut F L French ... 52
39— 83 Capt W A Grimmer 66
38-103

1010
Minnesota Team. Iowa Team.

Sergt W J B^ia 30 58- 83 Lieut-Col F B Wesl.39
.„

95 Pvt 6 W Rush 33
45- 85 Capt 0 F Gailoek...60
30- 90 Pvt J H Mi Gibbons.71
•10- 98 C.Hpt T F Cooke ... .36
34-10<5 Lieut F R Fibber... .28

66-115 Sdrgt Chas Kemble. ;^9

2.3- 64 S^-rgt N B Scofleld. .44
49— 93 Pvt F Lambert 24
75—1.51 Col CV Mount 63

41-113
70—126
55-103
66-108
25— 76
45-101
44-104
66- 118
67—123

1061

;orp F WBritton ..10

L-^ut N B Neat 40
Pvt E H Wnitcomb.fiO
Pvt li W Hubbell.. .58

Pvt O J Oieson 72
Q-M Sergr Morgan.. 49

Pvt F C Bailey 41
Lieut E G Falk 44
PvtNC Harrow.... 76

62-101
63- 96
31- 91
57—128
44- 80
40- 68
55- 94
66—HO
47— 71
65—138

980 Si67

The skirmish totals of the teams were: Wisconsin 1061, Illinois
1040, Minnesota 980. Iowa 967. The grand tola's for the two days'
contenis are: Illinois 2677, Wisconsin 3689, Minnesota 3583, and
Iowa 2538.

At the close of the day's proceedings a banquet was served,
after which the Washburn trophy vva=* presented lo the Illinois
team by Maj.-Gen. Geortje G-reene, adjutant general of Iowa, on
behalf of the. Military R fle Association. It was formally received
by his excellency Gov. Fit'er, on hehalf of the winners. The Gov-
ernor then presented each member of the tei,m with a beautiful
gold medal, which becomes their individual property.
The question of where the next inter-State match will take

place was not decided, but the general un lerstanding was thai it
would either be at Camp Douglas or Fort Suelliiig.
Members of the other State teams wlio Wf-re at Springfield say

that the winds on the Springfield range were very riecep ive, and
that they did not have sufflcfent opportunity to become atquainted
with them. They say they did most of their shooting on i he *'-5"

figure ou the skirmish runs. The general opinion of riflemen is

tuat tbe team made a mistake especially on a range with wbich
they were unfamiliar. Had they confined their practice at Lake
City to shooting on the "4" figure, and continued it at .Spnngtield,
the result would have oeon different. Shooicrs of experience
concede that the man who can make fourteen hits on the •5" sil-

houette can just as easily score « possible score on the ' 4" figure.
Tbia would give a total score of 70 for the former and 80 for tbe
latter.
The membership of the Association consists of the Adjutant-

General and the chief officers of the Department of Small Arms
Practice of the States of Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota and
WiBconsin.
There were present witnessing the contest Ma.i.-Gen. George

Greene, Adjutant-General of Iowa; Brig.-Gen. Jo.^eph B. Doe
Adjutant-General of Wisconsii): Gen. Otto H. FHlk, Quarter-
master-General of Wisconsin: Col. E. G. Faster, General 1. S. A.
P.. of Iowa; Col. Williams, of Minnesota, and Col. James M. Rice,
of Illinois.
There were also present Capt. E. G. Mafhey, 7th U. S. Oav., who

had benn detailed by the War Department.
The competition was an eminent success in every reepeot, aud

great creoit is due to Gen. Reece, Col. Rice, and those who ao ably
assisted them.

THE DAYTON SHARP-SHOOTERS-
D^YTON, Ohio. Sept. 38.—The veteran shot Cole.stin Schwind,

66 years old, has been duly installed Koenig of the Sharp-
sQooters' Society as reward for the best score at the Society's an-
nual kingshoot at Oakwood range, near this city. All conditions
were favorable for close shooting, and the day in the woods was
delightful, though sweltering hot in the city.
Tijere were 33 entries in the Koenig 0lmte8^, rifles, muzzle rest,

5 shots each, 300yds., no restriction as to sights, 13-inch bullseye,
lin. center, half-inch rings, possible 120, renler34.
C Sohwind 23 20 33 21 20-107 Ed Schwind...20 21 19 24 16-100
G Sander... . 24 18 32 23 20-106 C P Sweetman.l8 33 34 IB 20-100
Jllenn 30 20 33 31 20-104 A Schwind . . . .20 16 35 18 33— 99
D Bergk 17 30 31 33 32-103 C W Sander. . .t'3 18 23 21 15- 99Wm Sander... 19 21 23 20 17—100 J Wehner 16 24 19 .20 18— 97
Fred Huber scored 94, Charles Lang 93. Chas. Whea en 71, Geo.

Frver 91, Julius Weinst'in 89. Lonis Sohwind 88, Wm. Kiefaber 77,
David Pruden 76, John F. Beaver 70, Alex Mack 65, Wm. Schwind
63. A. L. Bauman 57, John N. Brill 5L

C-jlestin Schwind having made the highest score, 107, was
formally crowned King. Mr. Schwind has always been an active
member of the society, and is to be presented with an elegant
gold medal that has been ordered from New York for him.
The remarkable event of the day was the free for all, in which

there were 103 entries, 3 shots each, possible 73, same targets and
conditions as the previous match. The feature of the contest was
the clean score made by Gustav Sander, three center shots, never
before accomplished in the thirty years' shooting by this society.
Gustav Sander 24 24 34-72 Adolph Sohwind .. ..23 20 32—(35

Charles Whealen. . . .34 33 32—88 George Fryer 23 20 21—64
CharlesW Sander. . .23 21 33—66 Fred Huber 23 23 19—64
Ed Schwind 34 30 22 - 66 Daniel Bergh 31 20 22-63
P A Renhart 30 24 21-65 Julius Wehner 24 19 19-63
Center shots are often made at the annual shoots of the Sharp-

shooters' Sooipfy. but no man ever scored three straight centers
on the same ticket. Mr. Sander's first bullet was an exact center,
and the next two cut into the same hole, so that the hole was very
little larger than a silver dime. Mr. Sander shoois a40cal. Sharps,
and in the off-hand contest, 3 shots, 200yds., he scornd 69 ma
possible 73. A gold medal has been ordered for him as a souvenir
of his splendid shooting, and is to bearlh« inscription, "Gustav
Sender, Sept. 23, 1889., champion rifle shot, 300yds.. hit the bullseye
thjee times, score 73." ' Beown.

REVOLVJIR SHOOTING IN ENGLAND.-'Mr. Walter Winans
shot' fox the third time at the South London Rifle Club revolver
competition on Sept. 15, again winnijig first prize with a score of
41. Tills puts hiTft still further In thelead for the cliampionahip
of the club, which now stands as follows:
Walter Winans. .... 41 41 41-1^ Andrews 41 38 88-117
OF Lowe 40 89^-lir
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MASSACHUSETTS RIFLE ASSOCIATION. !

Boston, Sent. 26.—The Massachusetts Rifl.e Association dedi-

cated its new home at the Walnut Hill range this afternoon.
Adding to the pleasure ot the event, It was ladies' day, and about
75 or the gentl r sex were present. There probahlv Is no r)fl9

club In the United Slates belter known than Lhis association. It

has been in existence only Ifi years, and from a modest beginning
has developed its present nroportions, numi>ering among its

members nearly 200, owning one of the most attractive ranges m
the country, witb club house, outbuildings, etc., »nd, best of all,

ie out of debt and has a snue sum in its treasury. Its membership
Includes some of the best known shots in America, and it is in-

teresting to note how extensively the State has drawn on it for

insiruotwrs in rifle practice. There was Col. H. T. Ro- kwell, who
rose from the ranks to inspector general of riile practice; Maj. J.

P. Frost und Mnj. O. W. Hinrn n to inspectors of rifle pra<-tice of

the First and Second Brigades, M. V. M.; Lieut G, E. Hall to in-

spector of rifle practice First infantry aad Lieut. W. Gt. Hussey
to I. R. P. Eiebth Infantry.
The old house had done excellent STvice, but it was not water-

proof, neither did it afford the comfort and accommodations
whicu tUe members f-lt they could afford. Hardly was the
scheme to build a n^ w club bouse proposed tban a snffloient sum
ot money was pledged to pay all the expanses of ere<-tiug it, and
at once work was commenced on ihe new structure, Ohas. H
Eastman being the architect.

In less than three months the thought had become a reality,

and to-day the new bouse vvas dedicated with one of the most
joyous "honse warmings" on rf-cord.

The new buildiag occupies the site of the old club house, which
has been removed to a convenient location, having been fixed
over into sltepiug apurtmenis.
The new building has a cottage-like appearance, being two

stories nigli. The tower floor is finished without with clapboards;
the roof in sbinglfg, each part painted in tasteful contrast to the
otner. Ample piazza room is also a noticeable and meritorious
feature.
The hrst floor is 90ft. long by 20 wide and is to be used by the

shooters. There is ample shelf room along tliree of its sides,

while the other side faces tke targets. Down the center is an ar-
rangement for portable stands to be used when t here is an unusually
large attendance. There is also an otHce for the range keeper on
this floor.
The stairs lead directly to the dining hall above, which is

aOslOft., with a xmrlor or lounging room at the east end measur-
ine 20x20f t. This is fitted with a fireplace, easy chairs, sofas, etc.

and is a decidedly cosv xpartment.
Extensive impiovements, costing in the neighborhood of §500,

have also been made througbout tue whole range simultaneouhly
with putting up the new building.
The 500yas. range has been completely rebuilt, and the old iron

targets replaced with movalile ones. The SOOyds. range has been
elongated, and room secured for 12 targets in place ot 9, as hereto-
fore. Two lOOyda. targets have been put in. The trap-shooting
field has been leveled aod remade at a considerable expense.
The club has now tbe following ranges: Four targets for oOyds.

(pistol), 3 targets for lOOyds., 13 targets for 200yds., 3 targeis for
mid range (500 and 60(lyd!-.), and 4 targets at long range (SOO, i)00

and 1.000yds.).

At 1 o'clock the members, with their lady guests, had arrived,
and alter having had thwr '•pictures took" at once proceeded to
digest the programme of the dav. First f ame ttie preientation to

the Association of a handsome 20ft. silk flag from the ladies. Ex-
Presideut J. N. Frye introduced Dr. C. Gerrish, of Exeter,who, in
behalf of Ihe donors, made the presentation .-peech, and in turn
President N. B. Nafh accepted it. To Mrs. O. R. Dickey was
allotted the honor of unfurling the flag.

The presentation was followed by dinner in the new, hand-
somely decorated banquet hall. Tnen came several hours of
shooting and rifle practice, of which Mr. A. C. Gould, editor of
Sho<Jtwg and Fishing, had charge.
bevcral matches Dad been arranged for the ladies, but in each

instance their shooi ing was done by proxy, the y drawing lots to
see which member of the Association should represent them.
It was so arranged that each lady present won a prize, in the

shape of some trinket, which could be taken away as a memento
of the occasion. The party returned to the city at 5:53 P. M.
The committee of airangt ments was as follows; U. R. Dickey,

J. B, F-llows, J. N. Frye, A. C. Gould. H. S. Harris, N. C. Nash,
W. C. Prescoti, C. B Sanborn, W. P. Thompson.
Tbe foliowiuii composed the reception committee: L. R. Avay,

T. B. Carroll, C. O. Uarrett, Dr. C. J. Bell, Dr. Heber BtsUop, A.
L. Brackett, S. v\ . Card, W. C. Cady, D. L. F, Chase,W. L. Onase.
C. A. Dean, C. W. Dimick, H. W. Eager, C. H. Eastman, Dr. O.C.
Foster, .J. P. Frost, J. A. Frye, J. A. Faulkm^r, Dr. C. H. Gerrish,
H. E. aaynes, C. W. Hinman, W. G. Hu'sey, L. L. Hubbard, W.
H. Jackson, O. M, Jewell. S. Johnson, 3d, J. E. Kellev, M. Kuowles,
J. E. Leach, E. E. Partridge, F. J. Rabbetb, H. T. R/^ckwell, J. S.

Sawver, T. G. Strater, E. A. S-evens.W. P. Stevens, H. O.Warren,
Dr. C. G. Weid, S. Wilder, G. Woodruflf.

EPHRATA, Pa., Sept. 25.—Several members of the North End
Rifle Club met on the range near Ephrata several days ago to

enjoy several hours' cpovt ia pracicing at off-hand sbcoting,
20ii;d8., possitile 100. Tive day was exc ptionally good for shooi-
ine and the following scores resulted:

LMWiest 8 7 7 10 7 10 6 3 8 7-73
D W Winters 6 5 10 8 5 5 10 4 0 7—60
J A Srober 0 6 7 3 9 5 4 6 9 9-,58

DBL.tever , •••7 5 8 9 3 8 4 5 (5 3-57
The r> gular res' shoot for the Nortli End boys occurred on Fri-

day afternoon at 200yds. The day was cloudy at times with some
wind, which interfered occasionally with good shooting by tbose
using small-bore rifles. The following scores were made by the
participants:
JAStoOpr 9 10 7 10 8 9 10 9 S 8-L.
W D Winters 10 9 9 7 10 7 7 9 10 10-88
D B L-fever 787 10 9697 10 6-82
L iM ^ > iest 5 4 7 8 10 9 10 10 0 9-81
SL Sharp 9 5 4 7 7 8 7 7 7 8-69

NEWARK, N. J., Sept. 24 —The contest for the season's trophy
of the Newark Shooting f^ociety closed to-day, when almost a
doz»-n marksmen were at the parJj ranges. A'' Campbell and Seitz
had each won three and Boyken and Coppersmith each two com-
petitions, it was toought likely that one of the latter m'ght also
get in the tie by winning the final shoot. Campbell, however, put
his score up to 223 and won the handsome trophy. Trie scores
were: Campb 11 223, Seitz 220, Townsend 317. Begerow 217, Harris
816, Boyken 209, Brown 190. Coppersmith did not shoot. In tbe
expert match the scores were: BoyUen 125, 123; Begerow 119,
OampbeUllS. _ , . .

During the season 82 scores have been shot m the trophy contest
of the Newark Shr.oting Society, the total number of paints scored
being 16,153 an average of 196.80 per score. The lowest number of
entries on one day was five and the highest eleven. The highest
actual score was 228 and the lowest 161. The scores on which the
contests were won in order were as follows: 227, 334, 212, 219, 222,

231, 236, 23L 224, 224. 332. 333, these figures including hatdicap al-
lowances. The following shows the number of shoots taken part
in and the average made by each member:

Shoots. Average. Shoots. Average.
9 21T% G A Strnng 2 194O Harris . -

.

J Coppersmith.. 6

J A Borken.,,. .. 5
TBabcock 3

F Campbell 11

G D Weigman... 4

A Begerow 7

316'g
218>j

210^
2042*

199
191^

W O Gardner. .. . _

A Seiiz 12
C HTo\vnseud...]0
O Ivrauss 1

J T Brawn 3

185',

J

1851,2
1838,„
181

mi
OAPT. ZALINSKL—Oapt. E. L. Zalinski is now with his com-

pany of the 5th Artillery U.S.A. at the Presidio Barracks, San
Francisco. In a recent iuterview he spoke of his present work:
"I am endeavoring among other things," he said, "to perfect a
telescopic sight for small-arm use. I have an instrument already
patented, and afier actual experience in the field its defects, if any
will be apparent and can then be rectified. My idea is to have
authorized fh" i-sue of a small supply of the.se telescepes to each
company to be distributed among the very best marksmen. The
telescope sight is abour 12iu. long, having fitted in its interior not
only cross hairs but a spirit-level. Toe sight is fitted to the small
of the stock, and on the march is carried in a leather ca.sf .slung
over the shoulder after tbe fashion of a canteen." Capt . Zalinski
intimated that he had experienced somi^ difficulty in obtaining
from the Small Arm Boaid recognition of the sight, and it would
appear from what was learned from other sources that there is

little hope of the sight tieing looked into until a new small-caliber
rifle has been selected for the army, "Since my return.from that
rei ent inspection tour in Europe," he continued, "I have had an
opportuiiiry to reflect on much that I saw In military Circles
there. I am sorry to see th»i.t the .sub-caliber practice wit h tubes
ih field pieces is not belog taken up by our battery commanders,
as it certainly shouid be. I recommended this practice foi' the
men in particular, but somehow the i lea does not become popu-
lar. As to small arms I really am convinced that ihe best rifle

now in service iB the new Lee rifle, adopted by the British army.

I have absolutely no faith in the Lebel, no more than !n the old

ChasseiiOt. T^e German Manl'cher is a good, reliable gun, and I

think very highly of ihe Ki ag-JorE^nsen. I believe thail brought
over from the other Bide the hrst K'^st-Jorgensen ever seen by
our War Department officials. The United States army is badly
in need of a small-caliher rifle. We need a gun that can give an
initi.-.l veloci' v of at least 1.800ft. pi-r second, a great advance
over the present 1,260ft. The Small Arm Bi.ard is likely soon to

relieve the needs of the service."

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication ihoiUd be made out on the printed blankt
prexKired Jjy the Forest and Stream, and Jiimisncd gratis to club

S'.efetarie8. Correspondents who favor us with club scores ore por-
Itsula/rlv requested to xcrite on one side of the paper mily.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

- Sept. 29-Oct. 2.—First Annual Tournament of ihe Pennsylvania
State Sportsmen's Association, Wllliamsport, Pa. Targets and
live birds. N. A. Hughes, S- c'y.

,

Oct. l.-Rochester Rod and Gun Club Open Tournament. There
will be at lepst two guaranteed prizes, all su-plus added; one or

two merchandise sh"ots, and aweeostake shooting all day. Rapid
firing svstem. Address H. D. McVean.
Oct. 5-6.—WasbtnetoQ (D. C ) Rod and Gun Club Tournament.

A McCormick. 1013 Pennsylvania avenue, N.W. „ ,

Oct. 7-8—Tiurnament of the PeekshiU(N. Y.) Sportsmen's Club.
W. H. Pierce, Manager.
Oct. 20.—North Side Gun Club of Long Island. Tournament at

Qu-ens Count y Driving Park, Maspeth, L. I. Samuel Lyon, Pres.

Oct. 21-23.—Reading's Tournament, Flemington. N. J. Key-
stones. Open to all.

Oct. 27-29.—Savannah, Ga., Chatham Gun Club, assisted by the
Inter-Siate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association.

THE KNOXVILLE INTER-STATE.
KjioxviLLE. Tenn.—The eighth successful tournampnt of the

Manut acturera and Dealers' Association commenced here Tues-
day. Kniixville is a thriving Southern city, situated on a plateau
between the Cumberland ano Smoky range of mountains. The
weather is delightful here at this time of the year. The Knoxville
Gun Club is one of the leading Eun clubs of the Sou' h, and it

would be hard to find a team from any one club that c uld beat a
team composed of such men as S. Van Gilder, Rogers Van Gilder,
Thos. Bidredge, A. Meade, Frank Meade, Lovejoy, Wm. Jenkins,
John Ross, and last taut not least, little Charlie Ross, as they are
good 80 per cent, and 80 per cent. men. The club has 43 members,
with following officers: S. B. Dow President; T. S. DeVant, Vice-
President; R. Van GUder, Seiretary: Wm. B. Jenkins, Treasurer,
and S. Van Gilder, Captain. The club's grounds are about two
miles from center of city, pleasantly situated on the crest of a
hill. Tuesday morning found 40 shooters all ready for tbe tray.
Enoch D. Miller was the only expert on hand, and in consequence
50 per cent, of surplus was added to the purses instead of 40 per
cenr., leaving 20 per cent, to go to expert average, which Enoch
had all bv himself. Tuesday's averages were as follows: Expert,
E.D. Miller. 83.7 per cent., $27 25. Amateur—A, E.Meade and
Frank Meade first, 85 1 per cent.. 827,25; R. Van Gilder second,
84.9 per cent., $13 60.

The feature of tbe day's shooting was the breaking of 50 straight
by Enoth Miller under expert rules, which was marvelous shoot-
ing, considering the way the birds were thrown, very low.

No. 1. 10 singles:
E D Miller (expKrt).OllllOllll— 8 Eldridge 1111110110— 8

F Mead OlllllllU— 9 Lovejoy 1111001111— 8

A E Mead llOlllllH— 9 English 1110111111— 9
O Ross 1111100001— 6 Wmston 1111111011- 9

Jenkins 0010111101- 6 Lusk 1111111111-10

H L Williams IIOOIIUII- 8 Morris 11111110)1— 9

Bartells OOlOOOOO 1— 2 Sparger 0011010110— 5

DrRhea 1011011111—8 Johe 1111011011—8
Richardson OUOillOOO— 5 S Van Gilder 00111101U—

7

Slocum 0111110011— 7 R Van Gilder lOlllHlU— 9

J M Ross OtJlOUiillOO- 3 Richards lllllllUO— 9

Smith 1000111111— 7 Cannon 0100111101- 6

Di-nton 1101111110- 8

No. 2, 10 singles:
Miller 1110011111— 8 Atkinson 1111101111- 0

J M Roes 1111011110 - 8 Ju-tin King KKMOOOOl— 3

C ROSS IIUJIIOII— 9 Smith .. 0111110100—6
Bartells lOllOil 11- 8 MacDowell OOlOilHOl-

6

A E Mead 0011110111— 7 Dr Rhea llllUO 01— 8

F Mead 1111111111-10 Winston 1111011101— 8

Williams illll 1111—10 English IIIOIOIOU— 7

Wolf 0010001001— 3 Sparger 1101111100- 7

Eldridge 0111111001- 7 Morris llHOnilOll- 6
Lovejoy lOiiOHOOl- 6 Du Bray 1100111111- 8

SVaiigilder liiOllllli- 9 Cannon 1011110111-8
Jobe 1010101000- 4 Slorum 1110110010- 6

Denton OOiOlOOlll- 5 Jenkins 111110)100- 7

Richardson 0010110101— 5 R Vangilder 1111101111— 9

Lusk 1000111111- 7 Richard 1111111111-10

No. 3, 15 singles;
Miller 110111111101111—13 S Vangilder. . .101111110110101-11

J M Ross 01111100011 1010 - 9 Atkinson 011111111101111-13
Lovejoy 011011010101110-9 Lusk llllOillUlllll—14
Boyd OOlOOOlOOOmiO- 6 Jobe lUlOOOdlOOOOOOl— 4

Wolf 000110001110011-11 Du Bray lllllllllUllll-15
CROSS 111010110110111-11 M. Dnwell ....111111111111111-15
Williams 1 11111010 > 11111—13 Sparger 111110011101011—11

Smith llOlOlOiUOUll-ll English 011010111111111—12

A E Mead 111101111011011-13 Winston OOOUlilllOUlO-lO
FMead 111111111011111-14 Morris 111111111101100-12

King llOlllOli 1111011-11 Gannon OlllOlUOOOlOOOl— G

Bartells UlOllllOOllUO-ll Richard lllllPlllllOlO-lS
Denton IIIIIIOIOIOIIIJ 11 Dr Rhea 011101101111111-13

Eldridge 110001 Oil 01 1001— 8 SJocum 011011001111111-11

Jenkins 111101111111100-13 R Vangilder. ..118111011111111-13

No. 4, 10 singles, $1 50:

Miller lllllOllll- 9 Winston 0110011111- 7

J M Ross 1111111111-10 Snarger lOllOllOOl- 6

Smith OllinUll- 9 Eldridge 1100110111- 7

King OOlOOOOOOO- 1 S Vangilder lOlOllllOl— 7

O Ross OOliillim- 7 R Vangilder OllOlilOOl— 6

Bovd OiKWlKXlUlO- 1 English 1111111111 10

Bai-tell 1100111101— 7 Morris 0010110110— 5
Lovf joy llillllllO— 9 Richtirdson lOlOlOtXlO — 4

A E Mead lUlOilOll— 8 Cannon lUllUOOO— 7

F Mt-ad liOlimiO— 8 Jenkins OOOlUUdO- 5

Lusk DllOllOOl— 7 McDowfill 1111111101 - 9

Wolf lOlUlbOlO- 6 Du Bray 1111111111—10
Slocum 1010110111— 7 DrRhea 1100101111- 7
Williams ..1100011010 - 5 Jobe OlOlOOOOOO—

3

Dow 1101000010— 4 Richard 1111111111—10
Atkinson llllOliOOl- 7

No. 6, 20 singles. $3 50:

Miller 11111111101011011011—17 Wolf OOllOlOOOOOliniOOOll- 8

JM Ross..llll01tillimi011110-16 King llOiOlOOlOlOOOOlllll-ll

A E Mead.im 111111101111 1111-19 Du Bray . . 0111 10111111 1 1111110-17
F Mead. . .11111101011011111111-17 English . . .11001110110011111011-14
C Ross. . . .OllllOlOllOlOlGOllll-13 Sparger. . .01001110111111101110-14

R V'gildeTlllOlinillllUlOin-18 Lust 01111111111110110110-16
S V'«ildeill00110101ti01111111-15 Ackirso.n .01001001111101001001-10
Eldridge. .11101111101111101101—16 kartell. . ..110 1010011111111001-14
Jenkins. ..OOlOllUllOOlllOtJOlO -11 McDowelllllllllllllllllOOOU—17
Smith 01111101111111111101—17 Lovejoy . .00111101111011111110— In
Cannon. ..10011011001101100111—12 ii-chard .. llOllOllllllOiUllKil—15
Denton.. ..lOlOllOOllOtmoOllOl—11 Dr Rhea. .01111001111011111101—15
Slocum.. ..11110110110000111011—13 Jackson.. .11101111111] 11111111—19
Willtamp..011111001111iH(X)110-13
No. 6, 15 singlHF, S2

Mill r lllllOlOnilllO-13 Richardson.. OllOOlOOOUOOOO-

5

J MRoss lOlOlllllilllll—13 Williams OlOlllOlllliOlO—10
CRcss 11111011 li;)01Hl-12 Jenkins 111010101011111—11
AE Mead 11111111111.010—13 Slocum Oil 11011111110—13
F Mead 111111111011011—13 LusV 111111111111101—14
Smiih 110111111111011 13 Dr Rhea 110111110011111—12
R Vangilder.. .lUUmOilOOll—12 Winston llOUOllOiOOOU— 9

S Vangilder...OimiOinilllO 13 Du Bray lllilimuilll-15
Eldndee 11111111 li 11111^16 Atkinson lllOOllOlllh Ol—10
Cannon 1110 0001001011— 8 Lov--Joy lliblOH 011101-11
Birtell 11110.0010100.1— 9 M rns 010101 II 01 i 0101—

9

Legler 101011011011111—11 Ri^bara 111111111110010—13
Qoode OlOOOOilOUOlOlO— 5 McDjwell 1111111(1111111-15
King llllOOilOllOlOO— 9 Armstrong lOOlOOOOlllOOOO— 5
Wolf IIOOIIOOOIOOIOI- 7 JacKson 111111101111111-14
Sparger. ..OOlomoOlUlH-lO

No. 7- 10 singles, $1.50:
M'ller. .....Till 1111011- 9 Wolf ICOIOOOOOl- 3

C Ross 0001101011— 5 RiL-hardson llOtiOOOOOl— 3
K Vangilder 1111111111-10 Lusk OllOlIlllO- 8

SVnngilder OliniU'Ol- 7 .lenkins lOUOlUlOl- 8

Smith .1101111010- 7 Lovejnv lIlllPlil—10
A E Mead llllliulll— 9 Atkinson 10101111 0— 7

FMead 1011111111—9 Gass (011101010—5
Eldridge 1101111110—8 Slocum 0110111101- 7

Wilson 110110:3011-6 Du Biay 1111111111-10

Legler llOllllllO- 8 McDowell 1110111101- 8

Bartell .1101110110- 7 Richard llllimil-10
No. 8, 20 singles, $:5:

M Her.. . .00100111110011111111-14 S V'gilderllOOOOlOlinOOllini—13
C Ross.. ..11110011010111000111—13 RV't;ildprlllU10ilOHllll0111-ir
Bartell..,.11111111 101101111101-17 Eldridge. 11101111111011111111-18
Lovejo v.. .01110110111101011111—15 A F, MeadlllllliOnllllllllll—18
Smitn .'...11111111111111111111-20 F Mead . ..11101111101011113111-18
Wolf OlllOOOllOOlOiOOOOll-lO J Uos8....111101111111l0ll!0H-17
Legler.... 1101 11111110011 HI 11-17 Lusk llOOiniilllllllOlOI-16
Goode 00 1 Oil tlOl'Ul 1100011-12 McDowell 101101111 11101111011-16
WiUiamft . !0111inill011111110-17 Dr Rhea . .0111111011 111 '1 11011-17
Winston. .00110111101111110110-15 Du Bray..liailllllllOl001111 16

Richard.. lIlllilOUOllllI 1011-17 Jackson. .lllllUUOlllUlllll-19
King 00100100101111010010— 9
No. 9. 15 singles. 83:

Miller 111110111101111-13 A E Mead.... .innilllllllll-15
Lovejoy lOllOOlOtlllllOl- 9 FM-nd llOlOllilinill-13
Williams 101011011111111—13 R Vangilder.. .011011111111 111-13
Gass .111100111 HI 111—13 Lusk nillll!lllllll -15
Bartell 101111101111111-13 S Vangilder, . .111011111 ium-13
CROSS ,001(X)10110I0m— 8 Jar-kson 111111110111110-13
Sratth 101101111111111-13 J Ross, 110111111111111-14
Goode 00 1 001100 1 OHIO— 7 Winston 111011000111111-11
Arm-Strong.... lOOllOO.OlllOll- 9 Morris llllOOllllUlll - 13

Legler 111111110101111-13 Slocum (JIOIOIOIOIIUOO—

9

Wolf HlOOOOlOOlOlOO— G Du Bray 011111111111111—14
Cannon 111101111111111-14 Eldndge 111111111111111—14
Baynam 001111101110101-10 McDowell llOlOOOlUOiH-lO
Atkinson 101111111111011—13 Dr Rhea 011111011111101-13
Richard 110111101011111-12 Denton 101101011011111-11
Connor 100100110110101-8
No. 1, 10 singles, 81:

Miller lllllHlll—10 Wilson 0010000011-3
Eldridge 10110*)1011— 6 Richardson .1100111000—5
B,artell llOIHUll— 9 Lovejoy 1101011011-7
Gass 0110111101—7 Lusk lOllGOlllO—

6

Hughes 0000001011— S Ki g 1000111000—4
Dumont OOlHlllOl- 7 R Vangilder 1011111100-7
Smith lOOHlOlll- 7 S Vangilder 1110l0l«lll-5
Lf gler lUmOlOl— 8 A E Mead 1111000001—5
C Ross 0011000010— 3 P Mead 1100100111-6
Williams 1111000111- 7 Atkinson..- 1111000111-7
Cannon mHIOlllU- 6 John Ross 1000011011—5
Wolfe 0011011111— 7

Averages for to-day are E. D. Miller 84.8 per cent., S15. Ama-
teurs: A. F. Smith, of Bristol, first, 91.03 per cent., and A. Du Bray
86.7 per cent., §7.50.

Second Day.
No. 1, 10 singles:

Miller.. fl Williams B Lusk 9
JiVIRoss 7 .Tenkins 9 R Vangilder 6
A E Mead 8 Lovfjoy 9 Wilson 6
F 8 Mead 9 S L King 9 Conner 5
CROSS 9 Wolf 6 Atkinson 7
J King 7 Sparger -3 Morns 5
Bartell 6 Legter 9 Richards 9
Smith 9 Denton 7 DrRhea 9
S Vangilder 7 Good 6 DuBray 7
EIH ridge 7 Cannon 8
No. 2, 15 singles:

TVIiller ...U Jobe 7 Eldridge 10
J M Ross 10 S L King 10 Jenkins 9
Smith 15 Williams 10 A E Mead 7
Bartell 9 Sparger 8 FMead 13
Justin King 14 Cannon 11 McDowell 13
DrRhea 9 Good 10 Wolf 7
Lupk 13 Mays 5 Morris 13
S Vangilder 9 Legler 12 Lessor 7
R Vangilder 13 Atkinson. ..10 Winston 12
CRo.^p 9 DuBray ...13 Jachson 15
Vovejoy 13 North 9 Richard 8
No. 3, 15 singles, $150:

Miller 13 Bpunetc 5
J M Ross 13 L L King 13
" DuBray ir

Boyd 8
Dow 6
DrRhea 14

J KinB 6 Morris 8
Bartell 11 Hicks 9
Williams 10 Ricnard 15
Jenkins — 9 Jackson 14
Hill 7 Snirger 5

Mays 5
Lrgler 10 Dickfon 7
SVttU Gilder 13 N u-th 13
Ellridge 10 Murphy 5
Goode 11 McDowell 10
Cannon 10

Smith 14
0 Ross 8
Jobe 9
Lovejoy 12
Lusk 11
R Van Gilder ....10
A E Mead 13 Atkinson 13
P Mead 9
Wolf 4

Winston 11
Denton 10
Conner 9
No, 4, 20 singles, g3:

Milter 16 Eldridge 16 J King 13
JM Ro s 13 Wolf U Ri. h-ard ...18

DrRhea 17 Candon 18
Winston 17 Goode ;.. 8
Leeler 14 Lusk 18
Boyd 14 Jackson 18

Smith ..16 Jenkins 14 N'lrih 16
Lovej->y.... 13 DnBray 17 Williams 14
S Van Gilder 17 SLKing 13 Sparger 14
No. 5, 15 .singles, $3:

Miller 13 Winston ,13
J MRoss 13 Cam on .. 11
Smith 14 Atkinson. 11
L-.vejoy 13 Fldridge 13
A E Mead 15 Grubbs 5 Jan k son 15
FMead 10 McDowell 8 DrRhea 10
R Vangilder 1-t Leason 10 Du Bra,y 15
CROSS 13 North 15 Hicks 10
S Vangilder 13 Justin King 11 Slocum .11
No 6, 20 singles, S4:

Miller 17 R Vangilder 16 SLKing 13
J M Ross 14 S Vangilder 19 Jus in King,. 13
L'lyejoy. 16 Cannon IB DrRhea 14
Smitu 19 North 18 Du Bray 14

R Van Gilder 18
A E Mead 16
F Mead 18
C Ross 17

S L King 9
Lusk 12
Bartells 9
R'ch-.rd 14

L'gler 16 Eldridge 16 Winston 15
A E Mead 17 Richard 18 Jenkins 14
FMead 18 C Ross 15 Jackson 19
Lusk 13
No. 7, 10 singles, f 1.50:

Miller 10 Smith
A E Mead 8 Atkinson.. .

FMead 4 Gass
J M Ros? 7 Lovejoy
Bartell 9 Barnett;
Dickson 9 Gonds
Conner 5 R Vangilrter

.

.

Wilson 9 SVar gilder.
HiU 4 DuBray
Mays 4 Eldridge ....

No. 8, 20 singles. $1:
Millar 20 Eldridge,
A E Mead 18 DuBray
F Mead 15 C Ross.,..
S Vangilder 17 Jenkins..
Smith 20 J M Rosa,
R Vangilder 15 Cannon.
Goode 16 Gass ...

Lovfcjoy ..18

6
. 6
6
6
5

10 Win-^ton 7
8 O Ross. ....10

.
7- Murphey...
8 SUcum 7
8

. 7 Dr Rhea 9

.. .18
19 Richards. ....19
17
.10 North

Leason . 10
17

No. 9, 10 singles, $1.50:
Miller 10 Eldridge
Richard 8
Atkinson 7

A E Mead 7
Smith 10
Wilson 9
Roberta 5

C Ross.

, 6 Nicholson 4
Davaut 9 DuBiay 10
W.nstnn 9 J King 5
Conner 7 Lu»k 9
Bartell 9 Cannon 7
Lovejoy. 7
BTrett 7

Dickson— 9

G'iss
McDowell,..

No. 10, 10 singles, 81 50:

Miller 7 Smith 9
DuB'ay 8
Rici'ard 7
Atkinson 8

C R058 7

- Bartell , 8
Davaut 7 Lov.joy 9
Conner 6 Lusk 5
AE Mead 6 Cannon... 8
Winston 5

J. Parker, of Detroit, Mich., superintendent of "naoeiation,
though not shooting for average, made an average of 100 per cent.
In programme events and made a ran of 168 straight. Averages;
E. D. Miller 86 percent. Amateurs: T. Eldridge, of Knoxville,
first, 85 per cent,; S. Vangilder, o£iKnoxville,;8econd, 83.1 per cent.
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A specifll event was s>iot each day for mercbaBdise prizes and
casb donated by merchants of Knosville, and a Parker gun for
best averflge in these events was won by S. Vangilder and T. El-
dndge. of KnoxA'ille, wbo tied on 41 out of 45. John Parker was
the only one advanced to expert class.

Third Day.
No. 1. 10 singles, S1.50 entrance:

Miller 9 RTangilder 10 Barnet 7
Lovejoy. ... 8 Cannon 7 Dickson 5AEMead 8 S Vangilder 7 Morris. ...'..'.'.V.V.V. 7FMead 9 O Ross 7 Jackson 10
DuBray 9 Ricbard 10

~

Eld ridge 10 WUson... 4
North 7 Mocnm 9
No. 3, 10 singles, $l.bO:

Millpr 8 STangilder 9 Slocum 7
grouks 1 Lovfjoy 9 Dickson 5
Cannon f. O Ross 7 Barnet 8

Richard 9 Parker 10A E Mead 7 JM Ross 8
F Mead 7 Jenkins 9
C-onner 5 Rhea 7
Morris 8

DrRhea 8
Conner 3

Eldridge. 8
Lnak... 8
North 8

RV'=>ngilder e

D 1 B^ay 9
No. 3. 30 singles, $3:

Miller 18 Lovejoy 15 J M Ross 9
DuBray 19 S Van Gilder 17 Jenkins.... 18
AEMead.. . 15 C Ross 15

~
F Mead 18 Eldridge 17
North 17 Lnsk 18
R Van Gilder 15 Richards 17
No. 4, 10 singles, $1.50:

Miller 8 R Van Gilder 7
J M Ross 7 S Van Gilder. «
Wilson 7 C Ross 7

,

Jenkins S Richards 6 North. lo
Murphy 7 AEMead 6 Conner. '

4
Cannon 8 F Mead 8 Dow 'e

EAST ORANGE, N. J.S

The East Orange Gun Club shot a match on its ovVn grounds,
."sept. 86, agamt the Endeavor Gun Plub, of Jersey City, tbe teams
comprising 10 men each and each man shooting at 25 bluerock
targets. American Association rules governed. The < onte8t was
a close one and the margin at the finisa was very small. The East
Orange team was short several of its best men. The scores fol-
low:
East Orange Gun Cun Club.

PhiUips 18
Rabbage 18
R Dukes 17
Dentz 12
C M Hedden 21
Walters 33
Hobart 23
Osterhout 31
8 S Hedden n
T Dukes 23- 184

Endeavor Gun Club.
Heritage 23
Pudney 19
Lawrence 18
Hofif 18
Creveling is
Strader 11
Collins 24
Frost 21
Seeley 22
Holllster 12-180

Slocum 13
Cannon 12
Parker 30

Morris .. 7
Barnet 6
Lusk 7

A number of interesting sweeps were also shotV
The tournament of the East Orange Gun Club ou Monday and

Tuesday was not as successful as was hoped, or as the oluD de-
served. The management of both days was first class and the
grounds were in perfect condition. Among the visitors were Ed.
Collins and T. Landcake, of Hoboken; Messrs. Deacon and Van
Brunt, of New Utrecht, L. I.; J. R. Sreivart and .1. L. Smith, of
Hackettstown; R. Knowlton, of St. Louis, and J. W. Smith, of

SOUTH PLAINFIELD., N. J„ Sept. 23,-South Plainfleld Gun
Club sweepstakes, live birds. No. 1 ground trap, SOyds. rise, 80yds.
bounds, Hurlingham rules, $8 entrance, 3 moneys:

112-3 010-1
.0200-1 022—2 222-3
.1103- 3 132-3 202-2
.1023-3 010-1 102—3
.0200-1 021—3 332-3

111-3 121-3
.1002—2 310-2 110-2
.1110-3 110-3 011-2
.mi-3 000-0 011-2

Lovejoy. 9 DuBray
Eldridge 7 S L King
No. 5, 20 singleR,

<"~

.8 Parker lo

Miller
Lovejoy. ..

A E Mead..
F Mead
I)u Bray.. .

Eldridge
No. 6, 15 singl' s, ?6X:

Miller 13
DuBray 11

A E Mead 12

....19

....17

. ..18

....16

....15

18

S Vangilder 16
n Ross 17
J M Ross 15
SLKing 14
R Vangilder 16
Richard 17

Jenkins 16
Cannon 14
Lusk 16
North 18
Parker 20

F Mead .

Lovejoy 13 Richard... 14
!> Vangilder 14 North 13R Vangilder 13 J Ross 12

12 Eldridge. 14 Jenkins.,
O Ross 11 Lusk la Parker 15
SLKi-rig... 11

No. 7. 20 singles, $3:
Miller 16 North 14 Richard.. . 15
Lovfjoy 15 MRoss 13 SLKing.. 14Du Bray IS .Jenkins. 13 Dr Rnea ".

.'.'.V.17AEMead 17 R Vangilder 19 Morris
F S Mead 16 8 Vangilder 17 Parker
Eldrioge 16

No. 8. 10 singles, l$l SO;

Miller 10 Lovejoy 8
Du Bray 10
AEMead 9

F S Mean 8
Wilson 7

No. 9, 15 singles, $2;

Miller 12

Du Brav 8
A E Mead ....
PS Mead 11
Lovejoy ..12

No. 10, 10 siijgles. 81'50:

Miller 6 ^Vilaon
Du Bray 9

AE Mead 8

F S Mead 6

Lusk 6
Eldi'idge 6
Cannon 5
S L King 5

Lusk 13
Eldridge 14

.15 Gass 10
Cannon 13
S Vangilder 13

D Vangilder 9
R Vangilder 8
Richard 9
Parker 10

R Vangilder 13
Richard ....10
North 9
Parker 15

The big event of Monday was the team match, with two men of
a team, each man shooting at 15 bluerocks. Tne result was as
follows: Woodside Gun Club—Geoffi-oy 13, Van Dyke 1.5: total
28. East Orange Gun Club—L, Dukes 14, R. Dukes 13; total 26.
South Side Gun Club-C. M. Hedden 13, W. R. Hobart 1-3; total 26.
Iq a 25 target event Goeflry broke 23, Hedden 22, Stewart 21,Van Dyke 19, Hobart 18. In a 20 target race the scores were:

Hobart and \ an Dyke 19 each, Hedden and Stewart 18 each; L.
Dukes 1., W. Dukes 16, Geoffrey 15. At 15 targets Hobart broke
straight, Hedden, Stewart and L. Dukes 14.
The attendance was better on Tuesday tnan on the first day and

scores hne. In the first regular event at 15 targets each there
were six shooters, and of these Stewart, Van DvKe and Knowl-
ton made clean scores, T. Dukes and Breintnail broke 14 each.
and J. W. Smith 12. • • -
19, E.
art 16. , ^.
Dyke and Knowlton 14 each. Hidden 13, Sm th 12. At 25 targets:
Breintnail 24, Stewart 24, Smith 23, T. Dukes 23, Hedden 21, GeofE-
roy21. At 15 targets: Stewart, Hedden and Geaffroy 15 each.
Van iJyke and Van Brunt 14 each, Breintnail 13.
The two-men teams, shooting at 10 targets per man, scored as

follows: Hackettstown—J. L. Smith 9, Stewart 10—19; New
Utrecht—Van Brunt 10, Deacon 8—18; Woodside—Van Dyke 10.
GeoiEroy 8—18; Swamp Angels—E. Collins 10, Breintnail 7—17; East
Orange—T. Dukes 8, R. Dukes 7-15; Maolewood—Hedden 8, J. W.
Smitb 6—14; Harrison—T. Landcake 5, J. Collins 4—9.
A feature of Tuesday was the shooting of Fred Van Dyke, who

broke 159 out of 170 targets. Breintnail broke 121 out of 140.

Lovejoy.

.

Eldridge.
Lusk

6 Cannon 8
8 R Var gilder 8
9 S Vangilder 7
10 Parker 10

THE ARROW ROCKS.
Slater, Mo.. Sept. 1(.—Inclosed find scores of the third annual

Phoot of the Arrow Rock Gun Club, held at Ai-row Rock, Mo.,
Sept. 10 A. S. A. rules goveroed all shoots.
No. 1, 10 bluerocks, $1 entrance:

Rhoades 1111011110—8 Sutherlan 1110101101—7
Jones 1011011011-7 Brown 1100100110-8
Wood 01 001 00 101—3 Calaway 101 1 01 OOll—

6

Morehead 1011011011—7 Sparks 0001010000—2
Vaugban OOUOOO100-8
No 2, 6 bluerocks, $1:

Vaughan 101010-3 Tindall 001100-2
Mortis 011010 3 Calaway 110101—4
Jiil .110101-4 Wood 111010-4
Sutherlan 111101—5 Brown lllOil—

5

Jones 100110—3 Lewis OOOOJO—

0

Morehead 110011—4
No. 3, 10 bluerocks. $1 entrance:

S'^'Ott 0000010000-1 Lewis 0001001000—2
Vaughan 1100111110—7 D Brown lOOnOOllO-5
Wood inOllOOll-7 Tincal] 1110010110-6
Calaway 1111011101-8 Stean 1100010010 -4
Sutherlin 0111111011—8 Morehead 1100011100
Jones 1101101110-7
No. 4, 5 sparrows. $il entrHoce:

Wood 01201-3
Rhoades 10110-3
.Tones - 01210-3
Calaway 30110-3

Rhoades .1101100110-6

L Brown 11210—4
D Brown 12001-3
E Brown 1310'—

4

Scott... 110U—

4

DOG TAVERN GUN CLUB.
The members of the Dog Tavern Gun Club held their monthly

outii'g on the tarm of Douglas Darby, at Fanwood, N. J., on Fri-
day last. Thecluo is composed mostly of resident members of the
old Middlesex organization, and since the dissolution of that club
meet quite regularly. At their little gatherings the members and
their friends manage to have great sport at very little expense.
Lunch is served and all expens^es are divided prorata. Ou this
occasion the guests were C. W. Dodd, of Elizabeth, one of Union
county's most prominent ofQci'<ls, and Messrs. A. Albert, Fred
Binder and John Rothacker. of Pliiladelphia, the mree latter gen-
tlemen being the guests of Criarley Smith. The programme for
the day consisted of matches at live birds and bluerock targets,
sides being chosen and the losers paying for the birds. In the
bluerock matches an optional sweepstake was shot independent
of the match itself. The live birds were country birds and were
just a trifle too good for some of the boys, including your corre-
spondent.
Club matches, teams of 5 men at 5 live birds, modified Hurling-

ham rules, 5 ground traps:
DrZeglio 21321-5 31221-5 101-2
J RotURker 11222-5 10101—3 011—2W Squires 21221—5 OHIO—3 111—3
A Trust 0112O-3 01121—4 000-0
Tee Kdy 20011-4—23 02220-3—18 011—2— 9

A Alfred 10111-5 11111-5 111—3
D Darby 21o)0—3 22012—4 110—2
D Terry n2oi—i 011o2-3 111- 3
G Voehel 01112—4 0O03O-1 111—3
C Smith 11111-6-20 11111-5-18 111—3—14
Tbe tie of second match was uecided by third.
Team ra^e at 10 bluerock targets each man, Ame^-ican Associa-

tion rules, 3 traps, unknown angles, optional sweepstake, 50 cents
entrance. 3 moneys:
A "Alfred" 1111111101— 9
Dr Zeglio 1111110110- 8
D Terry 1111111111—10
W Squires* 1001111111- 8
Mack 1100110010— 5
A Trust .1111011111— 9—49

Vaughan 13111—5 Sutherlin '.21121-5
Piper ,: .21120-4
Stean 11312

No. .5, 5 sparrows, $1 entrance:
.Tones 11102-4
Lewis 02110-3
Wood. 01213—4
E Brown 11111- 5

Stean 12120-4

f
Lail 11111—5

Rhoades 11111—5
D Brown 12011—4
Vaughan 10111—4
Lail 11111-5
Sutherlin 01210-3

Piper 13O01—3 Sparks 00100 -1
Calaway 10021-3 Scott .01131—4
L Brown 12110-4
No. 6, 5 live pigeons, §2 50 entrance:

Piper 03001-2 Scott 12001-3
Wood . .

.20020-2 E Brown 12001-3
Rlioades 02210—3 Lail 12002—3
D Brown 10231—4 L Brown 01000—1
Sutherlin 01.300—2 Jones 00300—1
Calaway 00010—1 Stean 12310—4
Vaughan 12213—5
N". 7, 3 sparrows, 50 cents entrance:

E Brown 121—3 Lewis 010-1
D Brown 110—2 Stean Ill—

3

Piper 122—3 Wood 030—1
Calaway 110—2 L Brown 211—3
.Tones 111-3
No. 8, 3 pairs bluerocks, P entrance:

Jones 10 10 10—3 Stean 10 10 11—4
D Brown 11 00 10-3 Wood 10 10 10-3
Lindail. 00 10 00—1
Piper 10 OU 10-3
Rhoades 10 01 11-4

E Brown 10 10 00—i.

Su therleu 10 10 10—3W R. Rhoades.

LIVE BIRD SHOOTING WITH A PISTOL,-Mr. Walter
Winans shot tlie following score Sept. 15, at the South London
Rifle Club, with a shot pistol, 32-bore, hy Gastinne Benette, of
Paris, using half an ounce of No. 10 shot, 12^ds. rise, three ground
traps:
Winans 0010111100- 5 1010101101-6 0110000011-4

1011001001—5 1100010000-3 1110111100-7-80
He killed all his quartering and rising birds, but the straight-

aways, though many were hit, were too strong for the small
charge.

THE HARHISBURG OPENING SHOOT would have been re-
ported m full in these columns had not our intention been frus-
trated by a fire which drove the Fohest and Stream compositors
out of the building, threatened a melting ran of the type, and so
effectUBlly interrupted work that it was impracticable to put into
tyoe the complete scores of the meeting as furnished to us by the
eflicient secretary, Mr. H. M. F, Wordcn.
STAUNTON SHOOT POSTPONBD.-New York. Sept. 28,-

Ple-ise announce that the Staunton shoot has been postponed
until spring in order that we may devote more time to the Savan-
nah shoot, and cut same out of your list of fixtures.—Standard
Keystqwe Target Co.

C Smith 1101111011— 8
Tee Kay UlOOlUlll- 7
J Rothoeker 1111101111— 9
D Derby 1011011011— 7
Stephenson 1101010010— 5
G Voehel lOOOOOlUl— 5—41
*Not in sweep.

1100001101- 5
1111111111—10
1111111101— 9
1101111111— 9
1111011111— 9
1111110001- 7-49
1101111111- 9
1111011110- 8
0110101011— 6
IIOUIIIIOI— 7
IICOIIOOOO- 4
0101001001- 4—38

Tee KAt.

ning and Sisty 1, Teeple and E'>ner 0.
Matches at 10 bluerocks, $1 entrance, 3 moneys:

Brantingham 10 8 6 6 Teeple 6 6 6 8
Perrine 3 4 7 Soper 8 8 8 7
Lindsley .8 6 6 4 Ebner 8 5 8 8
Manning 3 7 6 7 TW Sisty 6

EPHRATA, Pa., Sept. 22.—Our town has enrolled a number o
young men who call themselves the "Ephrata Gun Club" and
meet every second Saturday on the shooting grounds for practice
at flying targets. O a Saturday afternoon was the regular shoot-
ing day, andwriuld have been well patronized had not an inter-
esting game of baseball kept away some of the members. The
members attending the shoot succeeded in making the following
passable scores:

1110110011111100111111111111111011110111-33W L Bixler 0011010Oll(IOO110lU10111OlO101111llHlll-27H W Gier 100100110011111100001111110110 —18
Ihe boys u°e the Keystone targets, thrown by three traps. The

club numbers 18 mptubers. many of whom are generally present
at the regular shoots.—S. L. Sharp, Sec'y.

PEEKSKILL, N. Y., will have a tournament Oct. 7-8, given by
the Sportsmen's Club, under the management of N. H. Pierce.
Bluerocks and live birds.

WALNUT HILL. Sept. 23.-The best of weather, a good attend-
ance and a most enjoyable day's sport were the conditions at the
range to-day. Match for Shooting and Fishing Company's tro-
phies, open to teams of five, 30 single birds and 5 pairs per man:

Wellington Gun Club.
Singles. Pairs. T'l

Rockey 11
Bennett 17
Adams 13
Snow 13
Gore 13

Massacliusetts R. A.
Smgles. Pairs. T'l

Stanton 17
Bowker 19
Wheeler 16
LeRoy 14
Black 17

35
25
23
23
26

94 ISS
Gold Coin Match.—Twenty Keystone targets, squad system of

firing, 5 traps: Black 19, Gore 19, Wheeler 19, Bowker 18, Snow 18,
LeRoy 16, Nichols 36, Bennett 15, Adams 13, Stanton 13, Parham
10, Rockey 10

NEW DURHAM VS. WEST HO 80KEN.—Pigeon match at
Secaucus, N. J., Sept. 25, between New Durham and West Hobo-
ken teams. The score being a tie, there will be another mitch on
Oct. 7 at New Durham:

New Durham Team.
A Johnson 1001 101111-7
J Earle lUllinoil-8
P J Colligan 10O10110O1-5
John Jones 1011011011—7—2'
O. E. Figge, referee.

West Hoboken Team.
J Heflich 1111011111—9
GBerkamp 1101110111—8
S Lowry 0111011100-6
J Brown 1000110010—4—37

SPRINGFIELD, N. J., Sept. 25.-The all-day's tournament of
the Union Gun Club to-day was a pleasant affair. The scores
throughout were high. R. H. Brientnall and Wm. S. Canon, of
Newark; W. S. Hallis, of Kearny; J, L. Smith, of Hackettstown;
Al. Heritage, of Jersey City; M. F. Lindsley and wife, of Hoboken;
and Wm. Sigier, of Montclair, were among the shooters. Jacob
Pentz, of Newark, was referee. In the various events the winners
were as follows: Ten singles: Miller 10, Brientnall 9, Sigier 9
Stewarts. Fifteen singles: Miller 14, Brieatnall 13, Sigier 13,
Stewart 11. Twenty singles: Miller 19. Sigier 17, Stewart 17,
Brientnall 16, Lindsley 16. Fifteen singles: Brientnall 14, Miller
13, Stewart 12, S'gler 11, Lindsley 11. Five pairs: Lindsley 8,
Stewart 6, Miller 6, Brientnall 5. Ten singles: Brientnall 10. Linda-
ley 1), Miller 10, Smith 9, Stewart 8, Sigier 6. Six live birds, $5
entry: Mdler 6, Lindsley 6, Brientnall .5, S'gler 5, Stewart 5, Smith
4, Hollis 4, Wanda 3. Seven live birds. $7 entry: Smith 7, Miller

AUBURN GUN CLUB -Auburn, N. Y., Sept. 25.-On Wednes-
day, the 23d inst., occurred the nineteenth prize contest of our
club. The rare was pretty difficult, being 10 single.s. Keystone
rules, 10 singles, expert rules, and 3 pair. The following is the
score:
A Class:

Carr 1111111111
Tuttle 1111111111
Whyte million
B Class:

Wheaton 1111111111 llllOlUll 11 11 01—24
C Class:

Kerr 1111111111
Brister 1111111011
Sinclair 1111111111
Tripp 1101111111 IIUIIOUO 11 10 10-21

1111111111
1111111111
1111111111

11 nil 1110
1111111010
nooiiiiii

11 n 11-26
11 10 11-25
11 10 11-24

11 10 11-24
11 10 11-22
01 11 01-22

White...
D Class:

Garrett
Goodrich

1101111110 1101111111 11 11 00-21

1111110011 lOUllUU 01 11 11-33
inomiii iinmooi oi lo 10-20

c. w. B.

"WATSON'S PARK.—Burnside, 111.. Sept. 17.—The Fort Dear-
born Club of Chicago, for club medal, 15 live pigeons per man,
American Association rules:
A Kleinman.. .131111212021120-14 H Nickels 110031313010002- 9
G Kleinman. . .211211110101232-13 F O G riffln . . . . 302012200312021—10
Dr Hutchinsonl31111211221301—14 AW Adam.s*. .1U201U33113011—13
C D Gammon..llll31231121131—15 Dr Williams. . .0100121131011 w.
*Not members.
Blackbird m^ dal. same day:

A Klein'n 11111101011111100101—15 DrHutc'n.OlOaOOllOOOlllllllll-13
G Klein'n U0001100im0011000—li.i AAdams*.lU01001101101011111-14
*Not a member.
iSent. ^!6'—The Gun Club. 10 live birds, Illinois State rules:

Dr J M HutchinRon.1131102001— 7 L M Hamline 222303332—9
Same dav, 20 Peoria blackbirds for medal:

L M Hamline 11101110001011101111—14
Dr J M Hutchinson 11110011011011010001—13
L. M. Hamline and Tony Dorainico, 35 live birds, $35 a side,

loser to pay for the hirds:
L M Hamline 0121031210331312202221232—31
Tony Dominieo 1222101220032220233331332—21
Tie shot oflE at 10 birds:
LM Hamline .2U3122122-10 T Dominieo 1212213310-9

Ravblrigg.

TOPEKA, Kan -West Side Gun Club, Sept. 16, 25 singl° Peorias
Eer man. unknown angles: Clark 18, De Bost 23, Price 18, Wick-
am 22, Piety 22. Wiggin 18, Bi^ooe 18, Dlbert 20, Bean 20.
Sept. 19.—De Bost 19, D'bsri 33, Bisooe 23, 22 (double score). Wig-

gin 19, 17 (dr^uble score), Piptv 10. Ciark 22.

Sept. 23.—Piety 17, Dibert 17, 18 (double score), Clark 16, 17 (double
score), Bean 19, Wiggin 19, Thempson 20, De Bost 2«.

THE NORTH SIDE GUN CLUB will hold Us annual touraa-
ment at Maspeth, L. I., Oct. 20.

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—The Manhattan Athletic Club shoot-
ing department inaugurated its weekly Friday afternoon trap-
shooting competitions, for members only, at Manhattan field to-
day. G. G. Van Schaick and S. H. Hubbard faced the traps for
two matches of 30 shots each. The conditions were 30 birds sprung
from 5 traps at different angles at 15yds.: G. G. Van Schaick, 23, 36;
S. H. Hubbard. 33, 39.

THE MOSQUITO GUN CLUB of Boston, composed of mem-
bers of the M. F. Y. C, was orgauized Sept. 23. The members are
W. T. Fisher, Pres.; James F. Barry, Sec.-Treas ; James Bertram,
Henry Jackson, C. W. A. Bartlett. E. J. Powers, .los. Longmore,
W. H. Grose, Jos. Vincent and Wm. Drew. The first slioot of the
club will take place Thanksgiving afternoon.—,1as. F. Babhy,
Sec.

HATHAWAY-QUIMBY.-New York, Sept. 25.—Editor Forest
and Stream: Owing to absence from the city I will not be able to
shoot Fred Qiiimby's match as published by you for Oct. 3. It
has been postponed.—C. M. Hathaway.

Model Fachts and Boats. Their design, making and sailing, with
designs and looming drawings. Postpaid,

MODEL YACHT SAILING.-This delightful branch of yacht-
ing has received far less attention than it deserves from American
yachtsmen, but of late there has been an increase of interest, and
several clubs are now established and holding regular races. In
England the sport has long b"en in high favor. Model yacht
clubs are numerous, while a monthly paper devoted to the sport
is published. Of course to those who merely care to go from
place to place in a boat, either by sail or steam, there is little at-
traction in model sailing; but to the thousands whose interest in
boats lies much deeper, including the whole subject of design
constractioD, rigging and sailing, the racing of model yachts offers'

a wide and inviting field. The principles involved are the same
as in the case of large vessels, the same fascinating experiments
in designing, building and racing are much more easily possible,

and the results are as valuable from a technical point of view as
in (he case of a Volunteer or a Gloriana. The two fascinating
problems now before yachtsmen, of design and construction, can
be completely worked out on a large scale only at a very heavy
expenditure; but the designing and construction of models in-

volves a most insigniflcent outlay. While within the reach of
boys and young amateurs, the sport is by no means beneath the.

dignity of veteran yachtsmen, and to the amateur designer in>

particular it offers every opportunity to test his theories and re-
vise tliem in the light of actual experience.

GLORIANA'S DRAFT.—We notice that Gloriana'a draft as
given ty Mr. Herreshoff is lift. 2in., just one foot more than the
figures published early in the season. Her staWlity would cer-
tainly indicate that the deeper draft la correct.

' YACHTSMEN OF NEW ENGLANO."-The current volume
of the useful n ference book published by VV. H. Couillard, of Bo.^-
ton, is far mora cnmprehensiva than its title indicates. -is It in-
cludes not only New England, but the leading New York yacht
clubs. A complete list of the names and addresses of members:
and dimensions of yachts is given for ench club, with the private--
signals of owners. The book is illustrated by handsome photo-
gravures of prominent yachts, and is very handsomely printed/
and bot^nd,
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A CORINTHIAN CRUISE.
ON June 8 of the present year my wife, my brother and I

arrivpd at Newport, and proceeding to the shipyard took
possession of my yacht. She lay on the ways, and after climhlng
a long ladder we finally put foot on her decks. Stie was a 83fr.
cutter, 9ft. beam, at waterliue, wltli a Que overhang aft and
old-fashioned cutter sttm. Her lines were nretty. and on the
ways she was a picture of a boat, her sharp bilge eiving Vjromise
of nofickening motion and her heavT keei, nearly ISin. across on
the bottom, elviug an assurance of stability, which fuUv justifled
itself on onr long cruise.
Of course the tii'st thing my wife wanted to do was tn examine

Ihe cabin, and unlocking tlie companionway doors and sliding the
hatch we went below. Kothing lirsuriottfl was to be found, but
everything for comfort in cruisii!,!; whs there. The cabin house,
13ft. long, was divided into two ]3firts. each r.f t. fore and aft and a
trifle less than 9ft in width, the after compartment formed the
main cabin, with OH-, transoms raised some gft. from the floor,
wide enough to sleep on comfortably and covered with silk plu«h
cushions. Tvvo small lockers aft, one for clotbiug and the otlier
for odds and ends, with the addition of a couple nf small state-
room lampF, one in each corner and a fine rug on the floor gave
promise of a cosy cabin, Forivard was a small stateroom occupy-
ing the second naif of the cabin, on the port side of which was a
double trank, and on the starboard a washstand, etc.. another
closet for clothes occupying the space under tlie denk. The fore-
castle was bulkheaded off from tlie main cabin with a small slid-
ing door opi^ning into one diminutive stateroom for use m pa=i^-
ing dinner and other meals through. Climbing into the fore-
castle, a good-sized one, about d^tt. long and 5ft. under the
beams, we found a ciiina closet on tue port side of the ljulkhead,
with a fine assortment of dishes, a stove, an oil burner, stuck
right up in her eyes, and a couple of hammock cots swung up out
of the way against the sides. Lifting off the hutch to relieve the
gloom made more apparent by a couple of skylights we sat down
on the narrow transom and discussed our plans for our cruise.
Soon I was on deck examining her upper works and spars. She

Tiad apole mast finished off at the top. 1 know then I tiad no top-
sail to mind. Of course her sails were unbent and stowed away,
80 getting out the buatswain's cha^r we first rigged the throat
halliards atiU beading on the chair next rove off the peak, the jib
and the forestaysail halliards. Having put the running rigging
in place, we proceeded to bend on first the m"insail, and next her
jibs. This for an amateur took up all that day. and when night
fell we bad the cabin well clearpd of all sails and rigging and had
plenty of room to sleep after a warm supper prepared by my wiCe
while we were finishing up on deck.
Of course that night there were uo sudden calls from slumber,

and we improved the opportunity to get what sleep we could,
knowing that after she was launched pumping would be the order
of the day, and night, too. lu the light of after events 'tis well
we did. Owing, perhaps, to our strange bed, we were early awake
and at work. My wife below arranging the cabin to her satisfac-
tion, we at work sandpapering the bottom and putting on a couple
of coats of copper botiom paint.
Toward evening she was ready to be launched, and as the sun

gleamed red in a rosy setting of clouds, giving promise of a fair
Clay, we prepared to pat the yacht into her elemnnc. As she slid
down the ways we struck off her old name, and my wife at the
bows with a cup of sea water dashed it over her as we struck the
water, and in impressive tones announced her new name Nayade.
Afloat! Afloat! How our pulses stirred as we began to dance

on the swells of the harbor, fast to moorings some 300yds. from
shore. And now began to twinkle the different beacons and
lights, ushered in by a loud report from Fort Adams announcing
sundown.
We were too much enchanted to think of supper; each twink-

ling ray of light as darkness began to fall twinkling brighter and
brighter, and each gentle curtsey made by the boat to Father
Neptune's lazy swells calming our excitement and helping to place
us in a contented and happy mood.
We soon had our anclior lights set and then supper was once

more suggested by our hungry bodies. Why isit that the material
wants of the body will intrude themselves at such moments to rob
the scene of poetry? Yes, unanswerable.
Down below plungf d my wife to light up the cabin and get sup-

per. She had no sooner struck the cabin floor than a scream
struck my ear-, followed by a hurried rush to deck wi^h skirts
dripping. While we had been enjoying oiirselves on deck the
water we had been admiring had forced its way through the
opened seams of the yacht and was six inches deep on the cabin
floor. Soon the pump began its choking cough, the water at the
same time falling until we could once more stand dryshod in the
cabin. Supper aud pumping alternated with each other, and
preparations were made to keep her clear during the night. My
wife retired to the stateroom on being assured she would be
awakened in tim" shouJd the water get beyond our control, and
we poor sinners took two-hour watches to punish us, I suppose, for
poetizing.
After dog watches all night, a cat-nap the next day was most

enjoyable and as the seams had begun to close we turned in after
breakfast for a few hours. Dinner brought us out of our sleep,
and my attention was given during the afternoon to the rigging,
wh'ch was as far as we could see in good condition.
By Thursday morning Nay ade's seams were so tight as to assure

us of safety for a short cruise, we accordingly took a vote as to
our destination and decided on Providence While the voting
was in progivss the mainsail had been flirting in the morning air,
setting the traveler to groaning and rasping with such a vigor as
to set the teeth on edge, so we only had lo set the staysail and iib,
when slipping our moorings we darted across the harbor. 'The
morning was fine with a strong breeze from the southwesi, seem-
ingly the prevailing wind at Newport. We slipped past Goat
Island and into the Bay at a slashing speed. By Bishop's Rock
and the grim training squadron anchored off the training school
with just 'mongh sea on to add a little variety. Past Prudence
Island we elided, watching as we went up the Bay a glimpse of
Bristol, where are located the famous Herreshoff Bros., unequaled
in designing.
We had a race with a little Soft, steam launcli from Prudence

up, and having a strong breeze and a fast boat we kept her astern
until nearly up to Providence, when we ignominiously went
aground. Then our competitor had a chance to show her magna-
nimity, of which he took prompt advantage, and casting us a line
did his best to pull us off. Instead of doing so he went aground
also, but having si earn to aid him succeeded in getting off. The
captain wanted to make another trial, but I thanked him and
begged him not to risk it, and threw myself on the tender mercies
of tne captain of a tug, which had approached us as buzzards do
crippled game. For two dollars we were pulled off without strain-
ing a timber, and keeping in the middln of the channel soon
arrived at Providence in 6ff. of water three hours after leaving
Newport. This trip showed me that my yacht was fast in a
strong breeze, and I have informed all my friends of the circum-
stance until it has become one of my stock of yarns.
We soon had all sail stowed and trooped to supper with good

appetites. After supper my brother and I lit our cigars and went
forward wUh a couple of cushions to enjoy a quiet evening, and
were soon joined liv my wife. A boat rowing around us in the
darkness with muffled oars at once aroused suspicions of river
thieves, and getting our guns ready we awaited their nearer ap-
proach. My wife becoming nervotts I sent her below, and we
watched sharply for the thieves. The glaring electric lights
ashore sending a path of liglit here and there over the ripuling
waters enabled us to occasionally catch a glimpse of our Black-
beards. We were kept in a state of suspense until nearly mid-
jugfat. when we heard their boat glide away in the darkness.
While we were rejoiced to see them go, still we feared a return,
Ijtit once below we fell sound asleep.
Early the next morning we arose to find ourselves aground, the

tide having left lis, not high and dry, but fast nevertheless. The
captain aud his wife went ashore to view thetowu, and on return-
ing found the yacht afloat once more. As Providence was warm,
and the berth we lay in none too fragrant, the anchor was soon
hove up and sail set, and off we went on the starboard tack with
a light wind from northwest.
The wind carried us well down until abreast Bishop's Rock,

when it failed entirely, and we lay bobbing in sight of Newport
until loug after the sunset gun had flashed from Fort Adams.
The wind came up about y o'clock, but it came in the shape of

oae of those disgustingly light zephyrs, and from about south-
west. With sheets close ha,uled we dragged our way along very
deliberately, past the training squadron with its flashing
lights, while our side lights cast a gleam on an unruffled surface
of black, over which we moved at a snail's pace, past Goat Island
Light and into the harbor, thankful that otir night sail was over.

I congratulated myself too soon, however, for no sooner had we
entered the harbor than pufl', and the wind left for other quarters
and we half a mile from moorings. In a short time, however, a
faint puff sent us in out of the trick of the steamers, and seeing
no chance of reaching our old anchorage dropped anchor off the
N«w York Y. C. station and turned m for the nigtit.
Morning light showed us tfiat we were in good company, for

alongside us lay Uvira, a Fife cutter belonging to Mr. Sands, and
tlie schooner Intrepid. A number of yachts from New York
dropped anchor in Newport waters during the next few days,
giving promise of the enormous assemblage later in the season.

Having plenty of time to spend in so delightful a place we re-
mained in Newport until June 24, occasionally varying the
monotony by a trip to Fort Dumpling, where w« were >iefogeed
for six hours and sailed up and down the bav. The wind during
the three wfekf- wb were there hung obstinatFly in the southwest,
and that furt'ished a good excuse for not sailing; bub the truth
was I bad fallen in love with the surroundings and my wife was
persuaded by her fi lends ashore not to leave till the last
moment.

I shall never forget one night when I awoke a>>out 3 A.M. and
found our riding light out and heard the paddles of the New
York steRmer slapping the water about a mile away. It gave
me the shivers to think what might have happened had 1 not
awakened. I ihrew the lantern overboard in my anger, but
thank Heaven it floated loug enough for me to swim to i'. Once
on board and the water out it was relit and swung in the rigging.
ju=tas ihf. Hound steamer sbowed her bow light around Fort
Adams. I did not feel safe in turning in until she had passed us,
whpu a dry ber^h was verv welcome.
Wednesday, Junt^ 34, at 6 A. M., we got up anchor and sail, and

with a steady and strong brpo'j5B from the northwest shot off on
the starboard tack. As we flitted by B^ort Adams we took a fare-
well look at its granite ramparts. iVly wife had persuaded a friend
of hers, whom we will call Miss Ella, to accompany us far as New
London. No so'Tier, however, had we passed Foi't Dumpling, that
picturtsque pile, and felt ihe heaving of Old Neptune's breast,
than the women folks retired below only to make an appearance
on deck some hours later in the midst of tbe Race. All the way
down the bav we were pursued by a little •10ft. schooner, but heel-
ing well over we dashed along and were the first to turn Reaver
Tail. Then we were on the sea. The solitude was oppressive;
uorhmgtodo but watch th^ various sailing craft flit by and the
enormous green hills roU up toward us, and catching us on their
cresis togs us beavenward. And then the slide down their glassy
surface I

The yacht spun along as though 'twere a delight to feel the rest-
less toss of the waves of old ocean, and we worked no a magnifi-
cent appetite, sharpened no doubt by the motion and air of the
sea. We made one leg of it fjom Beaver Tail to w ithin a short
distance oi Block Island, and then bringing in the six et and shift-
ing helm, we began our journey through Long Island Sound.
Taking the course marked on the chart— VV. by S. ^ S.—which we
fortunately were permitted to follow by the wind, we sailed down
the Sound past the well-known shores of Rhode Island and took
the outside passage through the Race. Hud we not had a strong
wind I should not have done so, for the Rac" runs at a speed of
several knots, and if the wind is light it is hard to work through
Well, we entered the Race and then there was fun; splash,

splash, tbe angry waves struck the windward side like battering
rams, trying, no doubt, to stave in the side, for 1 never noticed
such hungry looking waters as this spot contains. The waves
toss up and down at short distances apart like wolves seeking to
drag down their prey—mean, gray, tossing water, nothing majes-
tic like the roll of the sea, but snapping and splashing, and each
individual wave seeming to invite you to throw yourself on its
tender mercies. Owing, perhaps, to the strong wind, the sea in
that spot, at least, was higher than u-=ual, but the high wind also
helped to keep our boat safe from the jaws of these hungry wattrs
and we were hardly hindered by the current till we passed Race
Rock light and began beating up the bay. I never want the wind
to die out and leave me in the midst of tnat churning, boiling
waste of watnr; I am, perhaps, too sensitive, but I would as soon
trust a pack of wolves as them.
The sun was just setting as we passed between Race Rock light

and Little Gull lighf and the green shores looked inviting after
our day on tne water, nevertheless we had to beat up to Pi:.e
Island Channel, after which we could hold the wind right in.\W ran up past the Ocean House, ablaze with lamps, and finally
came to anchor at !):30 off the Pequot House, in about 30ft. o"f
water right alongside a black cutter, which turned out to be the
Huron. Glad were we to rest from our labors and grand was the
appetite for supper displayed by all hands: but there was no
snore going that night, we were all glad to turn in, and my wife
and Miss Ella bade us good night and sought repose in the state-
room, leaving us to turn in at our leisure.
Glancing up above I found the anchor light burning like a

young lighthouse and everything carefully furled and snug; so
dropping on the transom I soon was snoring in company with my
brother, asleep on the other side of the cabin.
We left New London the following Sunday, and as it was blow-

ing a gale went out under jin alone till we saw what sail we could
carry Lhrough the Sound. As we arrived off Sarah's Ledge we
felt the full strength of the gale, and I concluded we could carry
a two-reefed mainsail. This was soon set, and over the choppy
sea we glided for New Haven, keeping the Bartlett Reef Light-
ship to starboard. Nayade was again steered along the marked
chart course, which avoids all the shoals and reefs so profusely
scattered along the Connecticut side of tbe Sound. LTntil late in
the day the sea was very choppy and tantalizing to one in aburry
to get to New Haven.
About 3 o'clock, being tired of the unending tumble and toss of

the waves, I ran the yacht for tbe Long Island shore, which
seemed nearest, for a harbor in which to rest for the night.
When I determined to adopt this course I was about off Ham-
monassett Point and struck the Long Island shore about Hasha-
mommuck Beach, where it was impossible for a boat with a draft
of mine to find a safe place to lay and 1 did not care to retrace
our course and go through Plum Gut to Gardiner's Bay.
We had bai'ely turned our stern on these inhospitable shores

than the gale began to show signs of having exhausted its fury
and presently, with a puff of its old fierceness, failed us coinl
pletely. Here we drifted for some hours, the sails lazily flapping
as the yacht rolled in the sea: the tender constantly attempting 1o
stave in the counter, and kept us vigilamly watching its antics as
each wave threw it toward the Nayade.
1 am the sort of captain who cannot whistle for the wind during

calms, first, because f am in nowise superstitions, and secondly,
because I am in too angry a mnod to purse my lips, or stand still
for ibat matter, and so, of course, I was in agony during this time.
I saw the shades of night falling, and we with several hours' sail
before us ere we could reach New Haven. Even thrt delightful
sunset, the beauties of which my wife was consianily calling to
my attention, could not calm me. A night run is very pleasant
if there is no mean harbor to enter, and If you have a crew large
enough to make the duties light on each; but when one man has
to stand the brunt, and I that man, once in a season is enough for
me. L. J. S.
pHTnADELPfllA, Pa.

[TO BE CONCLUDED.]

''YACHT AND BOAT SAILING"-Se.venth Edition.- What-
ever may be the present condition or prospective fate of yachting
in the older and very limited aec ptance of the tern), as applied
to cruising and racing in decked sailing craft of perhaps 40ft. up-
ward, there can be no question as to the general prosperity and
brilliant prosptcts of yachting in its broadest sense, including all
manner of pleasure craft from the canoe to th«i sea-going steam
yacht. Types and classes have multiplied, models have improved
and constant advances have been made m all mechanical aud
material details, from a rigging screw or the bushing of a block
up to the quadruple expansion engine of the modern steam yacht.
One of the most encouraging features of this advance is the in-
crease and development of tbe smaller types of pleasure cratt, the
"wee barkies" which carry the great navy of Corinthian sailor-
men, a fleet which has grown with astonishing rapidity. In what
directions and to what an extent it has grown is easily seen on
comparing the two large volumes which makeup the seventh and
latest edition of Mr. Dixon Kemp's book witn the small volume
originally published in 1878, Tbe craft then described were to a
great extent crude and primitive from a yachting standpoint, in
many cases, such as tbe Itchen boats and the Brighton Beach
boats, they were working or fishing craft, taken up by yachtsmen
for want of something better, with rig and fittings changed by
degrees to fit them for new uses. Almost all pleasure craft may
be traced back to local working boats, and during the past fifteen
years the process of evolution has been most active, the results
being plainly manifest in tke new book. Localities which were
represented in the old work by a single primitive craft have con-
tributed to the new a variety of new designs, while large and
well-fitted classes are found racing as successors to a small fleet
of odd sizes and mixed rigs. With the increase in size, the ar-
rangement and scope of the original work has been retained
through each edition, but the various chapters, on selecting a
yacht, equipment, building, seamanship, racing rules, boat hand-
ling, etc., have been very thoroughly re-written. The portions
relating to practical handling, both of large yachts and open
boats, and especially the chapter on the Y. R. A. rules, are most
complete and practical. It is impossible to enumerate the many
craft described and illustrated, but every variety of sailing yacnt,
including some of the most modern raoers, is represented; while
steam yachts, ice yaobts, catamarans and canoes have received
equal attention with yachts proper. It is worthy of notice that
the book itself, in its successive editions, has been an important
factor in the improvement of the fleet, its many practical de*
tails and clear exposition of principles being of invaluable aid to
the Corinthian sailor, the amateur desltfner and the professional
builder,

^

MASSACHUSETTS Y. C.

THE 138th race was sailed at Dorcbester, Aug. 37. Course, 7
miles, triangular. Wind east, light. Summary:

SIXTH CliASS.

. . „ _ .
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Perl, F. Dnscoll 20.07 2 29 18 3 12 ,50

Magpie, H. G. Otis 31.01 2 ?.» 57 B 13 16
SEVENTH CLASS.

gnamp, O, H. Nute 20.06 3 18 00 2 01 23
Mirage, L. M. Clark 19 00 2 23 10 2 04 02
Psychp, F. Gray 19.01 2 24 49 2 05 49

139th Race—Run from Boston to Hull on annual fall cruise,
Stpt. .5. Wind east, very strong. Weather thick and rainy. Sum-
mary;

SLOOPS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Verena, W. O. Gav 39.09 0 53 .nO 0 53 46
Eihel, T. \V, King

28.00

1 05 00 1 01 01
King Philip, H. B. Torrey .36.00 1 03 00 1 01 62
Whistler, A. M. Blinn 1 41 30 1 09 04
Nautilus, E. S. Hilton 1 09 30
Nomad, H. A. Soils 84.00 1 15 30 1 13 44

SCHOONKKS.
Princess, C. B. Tower 35 00 0 59 30 0 58 04
Vif, L. Schlegelmieh 39.09 0 59 30 0 59 26
Magnolia, E. P. Boynton 40.00 1 01 30 1 01 30
Diana, Com. Soley 38.00 1 19 30 1 18 57
First prizes, Verena and Princess: second prizes, Ethel and Vif.
140bh Race—Run from Hull to Boston on annual fall cruise,

Sept. 7. Wind N.E.. strong. Weather rainy. Summary:
SLOOPS.

.
Length. Elapsed. Oorreoted.

Verena, W. O- Gay S9.09 1 00 19 0 ,59 08
Ethel. T. W. King 28. OO 1 13 29 1 03 10
Nautilus, E. S. Hilton 1 08 24 1 04 29
King Philip, H. B. Torrey 36,00 1 14 CO 1 08 07
Nomad, H. A, Soils 34, CO 1 16 01 1 09 00

SCHOONEBS.
Princess, C B Tower a5 00 1 04 33 0 58 28
Magnolia, E P. Boynton 40,00 1 03 13 0 59 19
Vif, L. Schlegelmieh 39.00 1 05 31 1 01 18
Diana, Com. Soley 38.00 1 38.54 1 31 83
First prizes, Verena and Princess; second prizes, Ethel and

Magnolia.
141st Race—Dorchester, Sept. 10, Course, 7 miles, triangular;

wind east, moderate. Summary:
SIXTH CLASS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Peri, F. DriscoU 20,07 1 28 41 1 10 13
Magpie, H. G. Otis 31.01 1 26 43 1 11 01
Phenomenon, D. L. Whittemore. , , ,22.03 1 35 37 1 11 33

SEVENTH CLASS.
Mirage, L. M. Clark 19.00 1 38 26 1 09 18
Cadet, Smith and Longstreet 19.03 1 29 10 1 10 19
Scamp, C. H. Nute '. 20. OB 1 28 34 1 11 57

142d Race—Dorchester, Aug. 11. Open by Invitation to the
Savin Hill and Dorchester clubs. Course, triangular, 7 miles,
wind southwest, very light. Summary

:

POttRTH CLASS.
Lfngrh. Elapsed. Corrected.

Caprice, R. W. Bird 22.07 1 46 24 1 33 13
Merlin, H. G. Patten 2 02 07
Posy, F. T. Hunt 27.04 1 46 24 Ruled out.

SIXTH CLASS.
Magpie, H. G. Otis 21.01 1 44 54 1 29 13
Peri, F. DriscoU

20.07

I 49 42 1 a3 14
Phenomenon. D. L. Whittemore ..,33.0i 1 48 09 1 34 04
F. P., VV^Ulard Scott 31 07 Withdrew.
Magpie protested for fouling Phenomenon.

SEVEVrn CLASS.
Marvel, H. M. Faxon 20 10 1 45 49 1 29 44
Scamp, n. H. Nute 20.06 1 47 31 1 30 54
Mirage, C. M. Clark 19.00 1 50 45 1 31 37
Cadet. Smith and Longstreet 19.02 I 51 35 1 32 44
Flora Lee. C. D. Lanning 158 36

14id Race— Dorchester Sent. 12.—Open to all yacht clubs. Oonrse
for class A, 10 miles triangular: for all other classes 7 miles tri-
angular. \Vind southwest, very strong. Summary:

CLASS A—CENTERBOAltDS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Awilda, J. J. Bligh 29 04 3 04 03 1 55 86
U-tane, S. N. Small 27.03 3 07 44 1 56 19
Moondyne, Shaw Bros , 2 13 47
Montezuma, G. E. Curry 3 15 00

CLASS A—KEELS.
Echo, E. L. Bur well.. 31.04 3 11 40 3 a5 .51

Alcyone, O. ft. Armstrong 29.03 3 17 25 2 09 30
Mildred G., L. Sears 2 38 10

CLASS B—JIB AND MAINSAIL.
Caprice, R. W. Bird 23 07 1 18 45 1 05 14
Idler, F. L. Dunne

26.03

1 15 IS 1 07 30
Trifle, .L F. Cashin Disabled.

CLASS C—CATBOATS.
Phenomenon, D. L. Whittemore . . . .23 02 1 18 43 1 04 88
P. P., W. Scott .21.07 1 19 38 1 04 43
Madgp, W. H. Thayer 1 20 05
Magpie, H. G. Otis 21.01 1 23 36 1 07 55
Siko, F. A. Mclnnes. 1 25 30
Memento, J. F. Small Withdrawn.
Smoke, F. B.Rice Withdrawn.

CLASS D—CATBOATS.
Mab, John Shaw 16.10 1 17 40 0 54 16
Florrie, W. H. Besarick 18.01 1 22 50 1 01 .59

Scamp, C. H. Nute 20.06 1 19 23 1 03 45
Cadet, Smith & Longstreet 19.03 1 21 38 1 02 47
Mirage, L. M. Clark 19.00 1 22 00 1 03 52
Marvel, H. M. Faxon 20.10 1 24 03 1 OS 01
Bessie, W. L. Y"oung 1 38 10

BAY VIEW \\ C —The Bay View Y. C, of South Boston, ended
its season on Sept. 3i5 by a race which resulted as follows:
PIHSX CLASS -KEaLS, SLOOPS AND SCHOONERS. 22FT. UPW.AKD.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Naiad Queen. O. L. & C. R. Lyman..28. 08 1 43 34 1 30 41
Kittle. J. .1. MoKinnon 25 02 1 46 21 1 30 51
Kate Maxwfll. A. Ross 30.05 1 51 00 1 29 30
Scotia. G W. Higgins 27.11 1 64 24 1 31 08
Mamie, A. E. .Justice iS.OO 1 58 04 1 34 .51

Dolphin, Balfour Brothers 27.03 2 04 01 1 40 13
loex, J. S. Carroll 28.07 3 OS 17 1 45 30
Edith. Lang Brothers 25.05 2 54 00 2 28 43
SECOND CLASS—KEELS, SLOOPS AND SCHOONERS, 15 TO 22FT.

Pink, G. VV. OorbetD 15.0.2 1 30 36 0 57 45
Favette, E. Porter 15.00 1 36 20 1 03 13
Eva, H. Nelson ..20.10 1 30 03 1 04 00
Ada, A. Seliuliz 18.06 1 43 37 1 15 OB
Comus. Smith & Sod-^rquist 20.07 1 48 00 1 31 43
SECOND CLASS—CENTSRBOABDS, SLOOPS, SCHOONERS, 15 tO 32FT.
Coot, T. Murply 18.07 1 22 21 0 49 53
Tike. James Leveridge 20.02 1 .24 0.5 0 53 .33

A dinner was served in ihe evening.

SAVIN HILL Y. C, SEPT. 26.—The closing race of the Savin
Hill Y. C. was sailed on Saturday in Dorchester Bay, being a sail-
off for first, spcond, third and fourth classes. Tbe wind was fresh
from the east, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Fannie. E. P. Sharp 32.03 1 44 2i' 1 19 39
Pioneer, J. F, Turner 21 03 1 .50 34 1 34 45
Mildred G., Loring Sears ..25,03 1 48 50 1 26 31

SECOND CLASS—CHAMPIONSHIP.
Peri, Frank Driscofl 18.11 1 48 26 1 20 33

SECOND CLASS—CtTP.
Caprice. R. W. Bird 20,00 1 41 43 1 14 49
F. P., W. F. Scott Withdrawn.

THIRD CLASS.
Marchioness, C. H. Hodges 16.01 1 51 33 1 19 59
Fiorrie, W. H. Besarick 16.06 1,55 43 1 84 43

FOURTH CLASS.
Tantrum, S. N. Small 14.08 1 39 38 1 13 13
Marigold. E. D. Gay 14.00 1 41 12 1 14 52
The championships go to Fannie in first class, Peri in second,

Marchioness in third and Tantrum in fourth.

SOUTH BOSTON Y. O.-The sail off of the South Boston Y. C.
on Sept. 28 resulted as follows:

SECOND CLASS KEELS.

, „ „ „ ,
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Swordfish, B. F. Hall 24.07 3 37 14 1 54 42
B. B., — Stone 23.08 3 18 25 3 44 50

8BC0ND CLASS CBNTBHBOARDS.
Awilda, J. J. Blye. 24.09 3 05 15 I 83 64
Good Luok, J. B. Farrell 21.09 3 10 48 I 84 48
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GLORIANA.
IN general proportions (save length on deck) and size of sail-spread,

the Gloriaua holds a middle position la her class: her draught
of water also is about the same as that of her sisters, and in shape
her sails are somewhat lower and wider than the others. Therefore
the difEerence between her and the rest of her class can be exDl>iined
only by the p'^culiar lines of her hull, to describe which wid be here
attempted : but to set forth in words what comes withia the riehtful
domam of drawing is not easy, and the patience of the reader is
solicit e'^.

The most apparent difference in t.he form of the Gloriaua when
compared witti other yachts, fs tier abnormal overhang: at both bow
and stern, her Jerjpt'i overall being 70ft., and on the water-line 4.'5ft.

4in., giving her a very marked character and a sinuular profile. Her
unusual overbangr is tmavoidable consequence of tne elongai ion of
the body, or bilge, of the vacnt. by which she gains abilit.y to carry
weight of lead Dallust and pre s of sad. Were we to esnmine the
model of a yacht of the usudl type, we would find that th? body, or
bilfce, comes to a gradual fnd near tne bow, which part, of the niodel
is made fine ana sharp so as to ensure an easv entrance, wtiile the
bilge at the fortvard part of the huil i-i quite full above the water. At
the waierline the form of the ve-sei is a long, easy curve, so that, so
long as the ves,sel rpmains in an upright iio.sition and does not pilch
or bury her bows, the euiranre is as easily performed as is possible;
but when by pres*; of sail the vessel careers, or when she is met by
waves that make her bury the bows more or less deeply, then lines
more or less alirupt; and full are made to form a part of the entrance
of the bull. Such concaci with wave after wave soon diminishes
essentially the sx'eed of tbe yacht, often to a very serious degree.
This unavoidable diminution of speed through bringing full line.s in

contact with water during pitching is exactly what the form of the
Gloriana is specially designed to counteract. If an observer were
to examine her model, he would see that the body extends the
entire length of the hud. From the extreme end of the over-
hang forward to the ei/d of her finely tapered stern, there is no
visible part above water than appears to correspond to the entrance
of the cotnmon type nf model; yeo below \vat«r her lines are
easy and sharp to a degree. Wbere the fullness of tbe bilge rises
from the water near the bow and reaches forward to the extreme
point I 'f the overhang, the water-line seems full when compared to
tne entrance of other yachts, and the casual observer might reason-
ably think that such an entrance would move with ditiiculty through
tbe waier ; but were he to watch closely the course of the displaced
•water when the vessel is underway, the mystery of her motion would
be in a measure revealed.

It is true that the Gloriana makes a fuss around her bows when
in motion, but it is of a wholly different character from that of other-
formed vessels, the surface of the surrounding water seeming to roll
over and disappear beneath the flare of her full-lined bow. Close
examination also shows that tbe wave which is rolled outward is not
a solid ma,-s, nor is it raised considerably in height above the surface
of the surroiindine water; and since the resulting waves thrown oft"

by her passage are few in number and small in size, the fact of easy
movement is absolutely verified.

The usual form of bow resembles a shai-p wedge with nearly verti-
cal .sides th«t push the water aside in a large wave, while the Gloriana's
bow is a more bluff wedge, having greatly inclined or flaring sides,
and seems to dispose of the water displaced by the hull in a manner
that makes but little disturbance of the siirfacf.

As the Gloriana careens there is a slight lengthening of her immersed
body, wnicb aids in speed-eiving, bother increase in length at such
times is far less than is popularly supposed ; ii is not more than two or
three feet in fairly smooth water, but. in rough water, at intervals and
for short periods, a greater length of her overhang at both bow and
stem is utilized.

Pitching and diving with the Gloriana are performed far differently
f(om the usual way. 0« ingto the buoyant nature of her overhang
she dOFP not dive into the waves as deeply as is usual, and, as has
been befoi-e stated, she immerses, when diving and pitching, lines that
are no fuller than those when progress in smooth water ts made.
Tbe effect is that tbe surface of the water is far less disturbed by her
passage, resulting in not only well-maintained higher speed, but in
far drier decks than one woidd find on boaul yachts of the common
form. During the race of the New York T. C. in June last the hatches
of a schooner yacht having a water-line length double that of the
Gloriana were washed o£E, while the decks of the Gloriana were wet
only by spray; not once did she take over solid (green) water.
Another most valuable qudity resulting fi-om this newly-devised

form is the ease and certainty that are given to the action of the rud-
der, which result is reached in a rather obscure but interesting man-
ner. All yachtsmen famiuar with the workmer of wide vessels of our
old type recognize fh^ difficulty of steering when the yacht is reach-
ing or sailing free from the uind; at such times it i.s often necessary
to have recourse or mechanical aid, in spite of whioh it is no unusual
thing to lose control of the vessel tempi 'rarily.

In the Gloriana the water of displacement is disposed of in such a
manner that it does not push the bow to windward; and at all points
of sailing, running, reaching or close windward work, she is guided
with tbe utmoKtease, answering quickly to the slightest motion of the
tiller, even though her lee rail be awash when reaching with a wind
of 24 mile.^ an hour.
Tbe increased deck room afforded by a long overhang is a factor of

great value in the managpment of a vessel; the bowsprit need not be
so long nor the boom project so far over the .«tem, t us giving more
easy access to outlying portions of the sails in the operations of reef-
ing, changing, and fiu-ling.- Lewis Herreshoff in the A^orth American
Meview.

FACTS AND FALLACIES ABOUT GLORIANA.
TWO valuable and interesting cantributions to tbe current litera-

ture of yachting have recently been made through the iVorfTi
American Eevieio by Mr. Lawis Herreshoff. a brother of the two
members of the Herreshoff Manufacturing Company, and a fellow
sufEerer with tbe eldest brother, being hke him lotally blind. Mr.
Herresnoff is a ready writer as wed as a close student of vachting,
and his comments on Gloriana, like his review on steam 'yachting
which preceded them by a couple of months, are very welcome read-
ing after the columns of utter nonsense which have been printed this
season on both subjects,

The popular comments on Gloriana are by far the most absurd that
have ever greeted any new yacht. She is simply so far above the
majority of her critics that they have been able only to gaze in won-
der at her lotig ends without attempting a c los«r mvestigatioo of her
real e]ementv«. Tne statement seriously made and very generally ac-
cepted that while measu'ing but 45rt. on the waterline when ar. rest,
she increased this waterline to an effective length from 55 to 65ft. as
soon as she was under way, is no less absurb t han one lately made in

an English nowspsprr, to the effect ttiat when in motion the full bow
threw showers of .=pray from 50 to (iOft in the air. The first state-
ment, which does little credit to the Araericiin pap'^:r8 Which fli-st pub-
lished it. is disposed of by Mr. Herreshoff in his present article; he «

points out that while th^re is a gain in power from the excessive area
of the leewaro portion of tbe load water plane, the actual length of
waterline when the y£ieht is heeled is but 3 or 8ft. longer than when
upright- or no more than in many boats with theconven ionftl modem
overhang at each end. Of course when pitching in greatly disturbed
water there is additional lifting power in tbe long full bow, but this of
itself is not equivalent to a legitimate increa.se of effective waterline;
in fact the actual length immersed would probably be greater In the
ease of a yac>-t such as Oweene or Sayonara, with a long cutwater
and stem, but with much leaner bows than Gloriana.
The chief feature of Gloriana is the fullness of the bows, a very

different thing from an excessively lorg stem heao ; and so far from
the mere length of stem being an element of .«peed. as has been go
generally asserted, it is but an incident, and an immaterial one. Had
there been any tax on overall length, it is safe to say that the deck
line and stem contour would have been quickly rounced in, shorten-
ing the length by 4 or 5ft. at least, altering the whole appearance of
the stem, but leaving the diagonals practically as they now are below
the inclined waterline. The .^tructural advantages of thepri=sentstem
are plainly evident, an i with no rule to limit them, all the lines were
run out fairly and natnrslly to a common point; buthad the necessity
existed, the essential features could have been preserved with a shorter
and very different stem.
So far as the stem goes, the great length is less conspicuous, being

little beyond the present fashion of all design rs. It should be pretty
w611-known by this lime, even to the lay writer and non-technical
yachtsman, that mere length of overhang does not give speed, that-o
far as the immetsed portion of the null is concerned, under all normal
conditions but a small fraction of tbe fashionable long counters can
be utilized, tne greater portion conti ibutmg to .speed exactly as much
as. and no more than the skeleton outrigger of an open catboat. A
proof of this was given years ago. when the "mean length" rule was
m exist nee; and in the stub ended boat-5 of that time, the Ell.sworth
craft especially, tbe counter was carried low for such aleneth as couJd
be effe;tive]y imroerfCd in sailing, that portion wi ich would have
always sailed in the air instwad of the water being abruptly chopped
off
The success of Gloriana is tlu" to no one element m preMomlnatlnf?

feature, to no evasion of the rtile-, but rather to the fact that the
whole boat, from keel to truck. In model, comstrnction and ever.y
trivial detail, is tbe oarmonions and syniiiiefrical effort of a master
mind; the result p obably of years of observation and .study in pre^
paration for such a return as this to the field of sailing vachts. A care-
ful study of the whole boat will show that in nearly all respects she

differs from the rest of her Class In details rather than principles, save
in one point The midship sec ion is of the cnnventinnsl type, but the
whole swetp, from rad to keel, is tashlon^d with care, the hollow of
the floor being greater than in oth»^r torty-sixes. The rake of stern-
post, the outline of keel below water, the lead keel itself, are in no
way remarkable as differing from modern practice. The excellence
of the boat lies to a great extent in such details as a higher center
of buoyancy, the elaborate construction by which, in a strong hull, the
center of gravity is kept lower than in the o her crafr, tbe adjustment
of weights and centers, the proportioning and mechanical littings of
the sail plan.
The one radical departure that her designer has made is in thf^ ex-

treme fullness of the ends, about and above tne waterline, and even
this ha-s been greatly exaggerated and mis represented.
The theory that water does not go around a boat in horizontal

layers, following exactly the conventional "water lines" of a parti-
colored model, but that it follows a very different course down and
under the bilge, has been hailed as a new and wonderful discovery,
an American invention; something thus far unsuspected by other
designers. So ftir from this being the fact, the value and priine im-
portsnce of the diagonal and dividing lines as compared with the
horizontal waterlines was recoi^uized long before the days of yacht
designers; over 40 years ago George Steers was building yachts and
pilot boat^ chiefly on the forms of the harpins and ribbands, and not
on the lifts of. the dissected model.
The convex waterline itself i.s no novelty, it was adopted to a mod-

erate extent a dozen years since by British designers as a matter of
necessity, owing to the displacement and narrovv beam then essential
to winning i-aces. In this couni ry i he old hollow bow. found in Shadow
in common with all of her class, has gradually been filled out until
the convex of waterline of Gossoon was reached. With tbe reduction
of forefoot, the filling out of the waterline has come naturally, and as
a matter of necessity, and designers generally have recognized to a
certain extent the posi-ihilities and advantages ihat lalfi in the direction
of fuller ends above water; a tact which they now fully appreciate by
virtue of that hindsight which is so much clearer, if a little more
tardy, than foresight.
The designer of Gloriana has been pictured by enthusiastic writers

as a second Newton or Franklin, the discoverer of new principles, a
role of wbieh he himself has laid no claim. A better comparison
would tie with Columbus, not as a tliscoverer of new worlds, but as the
hero of the hardly less famous incident of breaking tbe egg. Tbis is
very much what Mr. Herreshoff has done in modeling Gloriana'.s bow,
and his work has met with much the same reception; all understand
and appreciate it, now that they have seen it, and many are wonder-
ing why they did not do so before.

CKNTERBOARDS IN GREAT BRITAIN.—The next grave
subject for the Yacht Racing Association to legislate upon is the
question of metal centerboards and what amount of weight ought
to be permitted. It is quite evident legislation is wanted in the
meantime in the interest of the owners of keel boats, who are not
to lie swept off the course without sufficient time to realiKf the
value of their yachts. But if centerboards with metal keels are
really faster than keel boats, it is inevitable that in tbe interests
of the sport keel boats must go. Critics who argue otherwise
quite forget that steamers are launched every day with new im-
provements in machinery which run previously built steamers oft'

their route, and no one will pretend to argue that improvements
in engines should have penalties attacbed to them because slow
steamers will suffer. It may be argued that yacht racing is sport
and not business, and that the cases are not parallel. But they
are so. No one will sink money in building racing yachts unless
for the object of winning races, and rsces are only won by speed.
The sport would be nothing witliout racing, and no sort of legi.=la-
tioD can stultify this issue. All that can op done is, in the inter-
est of vested interests, to prolong [postpone?] the advent of metal
centerboards loaded up to the most advantageous point. This
legislation, if carried out, means a very great sacriliee to the pro-
gress of the sport, and delay in building racing yachts very much
faster than any craft hitherto raced in British waters. Tbis is
certainly a grave calamity to the sport, and threatens to retard
its success for years. The protest made against metal center-
boards, that they are an invasion of the rule against shifcing bal-
last, may to a certain extent be true, but tbe rule against shifting
ballast was made to prevent a dangerous arrangement of it. The
Clyde centerboards are quite as safe as tbe Clyde keel boats, and
tbe reason for the rule against shifting ballast does not hold good
in their case at all. All that the. Yjicht Racing Association can
do is to let the owners of keel boats down easy.— fflasfifow Herald.

NEW YACHTS.—Tbe report is current that the Herreshoffs
have an order for a new 46 fooler to t>eat Giortana, the name of
the owner being yet unknown. Mr. Waterbouse has recently
made a, new sail plan for the U. S. fishing schooner Gram nus,
whose lines were published in the Forkst and Stream of Jan.
13-SO, 1887. The Grampus, designed b.v Gapt. J. \V. Collins, of the
U. S Pish Commi8.sion, has done excellent service for some years,
and has given a pi-actical demonstration of tbe tnithof her de-
signer's theories as to the models of fishing craft. Messrs. Stew-
art and Binuey are at work on designs for two 23ft. sailing and
cruising boats.

LARCHMONT Y. C, SEPT. 26.—The three matches set for Sat-
urday were started, but were finally declared oft'. The wind was
very light from S.E. when the start was ma le at 3 P. M , the st.srt-
ei's being Viator and Rebecca, schooners; tbe 5-Wooters Clara and
Cinderella, and tbe 25-footers Needle and Nameless. Cinderella
was sailed by Capt. John Barr. Viator led Rebecca, and Cinder-
ella, afier being left astern, caught and pas- ed Clam; but as no
yacht finished within the reouired time, tbe three events were
postponed, and will probably be sailed next Saturday.

CONQUEROR.—Mr. Vanderbilt's steam yacht has been lying
idle off Clifton, Staten Island, for a month past, guarded by Cus-
tom House offleials, who have refused to surrender her to the
United States Marshal, who has tried to seize hpr under the libel
laid by her owner. The yacht went out of commission last week,
and will be laid up for the winter while the matter of duty is
fought in the courts,

THE STEAM YACHT RACE.—The entries for the steam yacht
race on Saturday from New Loudon to Milton Point are Vamnose,
Norwood and Y'"ankee Doodle, formerly Buzz, Javelin will not
enter, Now Then has not been heard from, and Acting-Secre-
tary Kamsay has declined to allow tbe Cushlug and Stiletto to
start.

CANARSIE Y. C—Th" annual regatta of tbe Canarsie Y. C.
on Sept. 27 over a 10-mile course on Jamaica Bay was a failure
from lack of wind, only one boat, the Atirora, completing the
course.

CORSAIR.—The new steam yacht Corsair, built for J. Pierpout
Morgan from designs by J. Beavor Webb, arrived at New York on
Sept. 28 from her builders, Neafy & Levy, of Philadelphia.

GANNET.—The cat-yawl Gannet. the experimental craft from
which Gloriana was designpd, has been sold by Mr. Morgan to
Mr. C. A. Prince, owner of Beatrix,

THE BURGESS FUND.-The fund for tbe education of the two
sons of Mr. Burgess has reached the total of 830,000.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forbso? A.ND
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and raoes, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all inrere'sted in ca.noeing are
requested to forward to Fokesx and Strham their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

RACING VS. GENERAL PURPOSE OANOES.-We quote
elsewhere an article on this suoje- 1 by one of the oldest and
ablest writers on canoeing, Mr. Baden-Powell, a cruiser, racer

and designer of over twenty years experience. While looking at

the question from an Ecglish standpoint, quite a different one as

canoes are now sailed from the American, there is much in what
he s^ys which is worth the attention of American canoeists. The
whole ti-nor of his remarks is in harmony with tbe arguments
which we have many times used in favor of tbe recognition of a
el»ss of "general purpose" canoes in addition to the extreme rac-

ing machine, and the gpneral features which he enumerates are

practically tttose embodied last winter In the A. C. A. rules.

TORONTO C. C—A very tempting ia\ntation in verse was ^ent
out by the Toronto C, O. for a pow-wow at the wigwam "Fancy
Free" on the Island, on Sept. i.

CANOEING IN 1891.

IN overhauling what has gone before in relation to the various
branches of canoeing, in order to place tbe subject "up to date"

we must bear in mind three points, viz.; (1) That many of the
designs and descriptions of model and fittings which at first
glance may now appi-ar to >^e quite out of date, when viewed from
the fitandflrd of tbe latest fashion in flrsr-elass canoes, are still to
a large pxtetit applicable and efficient in cruising snd traveling
canoes: (2) that in describing canoe designs and fittings the sub-
ject is to be primarily laid nut for beginners, not for experts, and
so it should treat of such matters only as are of practical utility;
(3) that tbere are "racers'" as well as "cruisers," and plenty of
room in the world for botb, and that it is impossible to obtain and
enjoy the fullest amount of racing and of cruisins; or traveling
qualities in one canoe—it must be a question of compromise
throughout.
The position of the "crew," i. e., sitting out on deck or sitting

below, has a very important bearing on the whole question of de-
sign of model and arrangement of detail throughout the canoe.
Tbe great and comm-< Tiding rightiug power obtained by sitting
out has induced nian.v designers to ignore entirely nil question of
initial stability as riepeudent on form and ballast" and heavy cen-
terplate. Such designs are of course made for racing purposes,
and no doubt are successful as sucb; but the danger to general
canoeing is that they do not die out with non-success in the racing
world, but filter into cru-sers' or beginners' hands, and thus enter
a service they were never designed or fitted for.
Highly efficient as is tbe outside deck position of the crew, there

are many positions and circumstHnees in which other means of
stability would be highly desirable—for instance, when running
dead before the wind m lumpy open water, or when caugbt out
cruising down a tidal estuary at night,
Tbe results of the ottt-board position in racingbave bv no means

conclusively shown that a minimum displacement coupled with a
shallow saucer form or V model is the most snccessful .'peed ob-
tainer—so far as English racing goes-seeing that in the Royal O.
C. season of 1890 the majority of races were won by comparatively
heavy displacement canoes, carrying from 301 bs. to lOOlbs. of bal-
last and a heavy centerplate. This, we venture to think, -will be
more clearly marked as time goes on. and is happily in the right
direction thus far—that is, against mere racing machines.
Racing men, as such, and embryo naval architects, no doubt

fret at being fettered in relation to design; out tbe general good
must be considered—either there should be no restrictions on the
prodnclion of the fastest racing craft, or some intelligent reason
should form the basis for such restrictions as are imposed.
The excuse for here going in'o any question of definitions of

canoe or club limitations, is that, of course, such limitations play
a very important and governing part in regard to design both of
model and fittings of sailing canoes. For instance, were there no
rules, a sailing craft of deep draft, lead keel and a cloud of sail
might claim to be, and to sail as. a "canoe," simply because she
was narrow enough to be paddled by a man with a double-blade
paddle, or. even more absurd, by men leaning over the sides.
Some definitions and limitations mu=t exist, and as invention and
improvement go on, the rub s must be altered from time to time
to keep pace. There is, however, both in England and America,
a strong desire to conserve the "general-purpose" oanoe rather
than to permit the increase of sailing machines. Such general
qualities cannot be easily set out in definition or condensed form,
but as they constitute the basis upon which the last Nautilus (as
well 8s nea,iiF all her predecessors) was designed, we will put
si^orlly the more important.
Tbe model should be capable of being easily driven by one man

under paadle, and easily propelled by small handy inboard sails.
The "f'irm" must be eithor natnrally stable— i. e., of compara-
tively flat floor—or a reasonable amount of ballast or weight of
centerplate must be a factor in tbe design, the balancing power
of the man being only contemplated as an auxiliary or sail-carry-
ing power.
The displacement should contemplate and allowfor the f fficient

carrying of a reasonable amount of extra weight, representing an
ordinary cruising kit and stores—say 601bs. The fitment must
allow of a permanent well of sufficient length to allow the man
to sit below; this needs about -tft. There should be two water-
tight bulkheads, one forward and one aft the well, and not over
6ft. apart. This precaution minimizes the danger of a capsize;
indeed, apart trom being smashed up by a heavy sea. there is
little or no danger attending the capsiKe of a properly fitted sail-
ing canoe, hardly even the risk of a ducking for the skipper, pro-
vided he knows his work. The rig must be sucb as can be set Or
slowed by the skipper from the well while afloat. And lastly, no
single part—such as centerplate or empty hull—should be of
greater weight tb»n a man can lift or drag unaided.— IF. Baden-
PoiveU, in ''Yacht and Boat Sailing," Seventh, Edition.

VESPER B. C. REGATTA, SEPT. 26.

ON Saturday afternoon the Vesper Boat Club held a regatta on
the Merrimack, just above the boat house. The starting

point being at the first bend, tbe course being up and down the
river for the sailing canoes, and down the river for the others, in
this last case the same point serving as the home stake. It was
after three when the contestants and their friends left the boat
house and awaited the issue of the flr.st race.
This was for single canoes, for -whlcb there were but two entries.

Walter B. Perkins, of tbe Vespers, and Oman W. ^^^littemore. of
the Arlington Boat Club. Perkins won easily in 9m. and lis,, the
distance being one mile.
Next came the single scull race, also one mile. Walters. Co-

burn was the only contestant, and he rowed over the course in
8m. and 153.

The third race, which was for tandem paddling, distance, }{a
mile, was very exciting. Five canoes started, and for a few hun-
dred yards were well hunched. Then Perkins and Brazer spurted,
and, increasing their lead gradually, won in 'tmin. 37sec. The
canoes manned by Knapp and Allen and Rolfe and Crosby pad-
dled bow and bow for nearly the whole distance, when the nrst-
named gave it up. Taylor and Wiggin, of the Lawrence C. Cwho
got a bad start, puUerl a plucky race and were beaten for secona
place by Rolfe and Crosby by only a half length. Adams and
Robertson finished fourth.

;

The fourth race was one for sailing canoes, distance i milesi.
There had been a fine breeze at the first part of tbe afternoon, but
it hiid partially died down when the boats were sent across the
line. Before the race was completed it died away altogether, so
that the contest was turned inro a drifting match. Finally the
boats came by the home stake in the foll owing order: Paul But-
ler, J. Arthur Gage. D. S. Goddard and Howard Otis.
While this race was still on the race for paddling fours was had

and proved very close Indeed, the winning crew having a lead of
but a few feet w^hen they crossed tbe line. The distance was but

mile, and the winning crew was composed of Perkins, Brazer.
iii^sell and Wiggin, the losers being Allen, Robertson, Knapp

and Adams. The time was 4m. 348.

Tbe officers of the race were as follows: Referee and starter.
Edward El lingwood; timekeeper, CD. Palmer: judge at stake-
boat, Rodney Hemenway; judge at«iart. Win. Taylor.
Counting the three rai es that W. B. Perkins participated in he

has been a victor in eleven cmrests since the first of July. The
boat he used is a new one. made expressly for him by W. F.
Stevens, and is the one which he used a few days ago. when he
won three notable races. It weighs but lOlhs. with the paddle
and is tbe first ever built of its kind. The skin is in one piece
from gunwale to keelson. Heretofore builders have claimed that
such ft boat could not be built in that size, but Mr. Stevens has
ably proved that it can. He also built the boats used in the sail-
ing class by Paul Buttler and D. S. Goddard, the latter being a
new boat just built for Mr. Bntler.—Lnwell Courier.

ANOTHER LONG CANOE TRIP.-A canoe trip to Lake Nipls-
sing and down tbe French River was recently made, a distance nf
ovi r 400 mile-, bv Geo. R. Ha' vey and C. J. Barr, two Cornell '93

students. J. Kf fie. of Toronto, and H. W. Gregory, of Lindsay,
Ont. They left Sturgeon Poiut on Aug. il and proceeded up the
Gull River waters and a chain of lakes a little to the east of tbe
Mupkoka l^ikes, crossed to the Petawawa waters and fnpnce to
the Mattawa. a main tributary of the Ottawa. Then they pad-
dled up the "'lattawa to its besd, crossed to Lake Nipissing and
then down the French River to its mouth. There were, of
course, a great many portages, the Inngest being about 4 miles.
They ha'i no guides or helper.^, nothing but a compass and a
chart. In every respect "they paddled their own canoes." The
trip took them just a month, and they rea -hed their destination
in spb'udid trim, «lbeit their last two meals c> nsisted solely of
"skilly" {oatmeal porridge wiih plenty of wate^). the rest of tbe
grub having given out. The route, except fnr the flrs- 50 miles,
was throngh wholly new terrltorj .—Sprmo^eZd Hepuhlican.

KNICKERBOCKER C. C. FALL CAMP.-A three days meet
will be held this wet k at Kgg Bench, opposite Spuvten Duyvll, by
the Knickerbocker C. C, beginning on Friday. A number of
r8C«8 will take plat s on Saturday, A number of canoemen from
other clubs will be present.
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IGUANA.—The new canoe ownert and u«eil by H. D. Murphy at
the mt^et has been purchased by H. M. M. Smnh, of Bo'^ton, wbo
sailed ihp Hornet at Lhemett, aud whohusjusi .loinef' I he A C. A.
Mr. Murphy goes atToad this month to Kiudy art, and will De
ab«eni f ' ir a couple of > ear.

Canvas CanncM and hoiu to Build Them. By Parker B. Field.
Price 50 cents. Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephem.
Price ^2.00. The Came Aurora. By C. A. NeidS. Price $1. Canoe
Handling. By C. B Vaux. Price $1. Canoe and Catnera. By T.

S.Stfle. Price IMO. Four MnnthainaSveaTibox. By N. H. Bishop.
Price $1.60. Canoe, and Camv Coo'krry. Bu "Srneca.'^ Price $1.

Ko Notice Taken of Anouymoas Oorrespondenta*

Matchless, Chicago,—The side with the head.

J. H. R.- Tbe New Jersey law allows squirrel shooting between
Sept. 14 and Dec. 10.

Subscriber.—The Virginia law does not forbid taking quail out
of the Siatt; but exportation is forbidden by the West Virginia
statute.

W- A. a., Cheparhet, R. I.—Is there any law now in forco In
Rhcde Island restricting black bass flsUng 1»n three days In eacb
week, or has thf re ever t'^en such a law in the Stale? Ans. No
such Jaw IS givfn in tbe Book of the Oame Laws.

G. W. v.. New Yorl? City.—Will vou please let me 'know the
game law of A comaek county, Va., as relating to ducks and
geese, what months tbey may be shot in, and whether any rp-
Htrict^ons as to shooting samp on certain days only of ench wetk?
Ans. Wildfowl may not be killed between May 1 and Sept. ], nor
at any tlmt in the night, nor except from the land; nor at any
time by non-residents.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111

,
Sept, 24.—You can gpt prairie chicken

and piunes for 40 cents now at C. C. Wm. Meyerg's

restaurant on Madison street, or at least this elfg^ant dish
was obtainable there a few days ago, Mr. H, D. Ntcholls
and Mr. C. D. G imm- n have between them located eight
cases of prairie chicken and prunes at Mr. M'^yerd's place,

and Mr. Abner Price one cas<^, and Messrs. John Haskell
and Ed Goodrich and a Mr. Potter three cases more.
Game is being generally pold at the restaurants now, per-

haps on the representations of unsrcrupulous dealers. It

is unlawful to sell prairie chickens in Illinois until Oct. 1,

though they may be killed Sept. 15.

President Price has had Scate Warden Buck in his em-
ploy for the past week, and the latter at last accounts had
located six cases on restaurants, including two on the
Washington street saloon restaurant kept oy one Fred-
ericks.

There will be four of the second crop Rector ca''es tried

to-morrow morning, or rather they are set for trial then.
Night before last Messrs. R. B. Organ, W. P. Mussey,

their friends Messrs. Haines and McPherson, and myself
visited the Stock Exchange restaurant, Monroe and Dear-
born streets, and located a whole broiled prairie chicken-
No prunes are served with game at thi-> place, which
should be held as an extenuating circumstance. I hope
the man Meyer, who serves illegal chicken and also prunes
will get it hard and heavy.
Last evening Mr, A. H. Harryman and myself again

went to the Stock Exchange restaurant. This time the
waiter was approached in regard to some quail on toast,

as per bill of fare, and he declared the birds young and
very good, "We found two of them so.

It is no trouble to get illegal game in the Chicago
restaurants. It i n'c much trouble to get the restaurants
fint d, either, and the boys are going to have some more
fun at this, a good deal of it, it would seem.

Col. C. E. Felton made high bag of Mineola Club, at
Fox Lake, on opening day, 40 ducks. He is now absent
in Minnesota chickens shooting,

Messrs. Place and Lapham had fair shooting at local

ducks on their Heron Lake, Minn,, trip, and also three
days of good chicken shooting.
Dick Turtle and Sam Booth got 40 chickens last week

on a little hunt in Lee county, less than 80 miles from

Chicago. The weather was very warm. The birds were
already taking to the corn and were banded.

Messrs. John L, Jones and his friend Mr. John Howley
made their annual trip this jear to Worthington, S, D.,

and had good shooting at chickens and at local duck^^.

Hdnk TwiicheJl is a market hunter and good guide at

Worthington. He says there will be water and a good
flight of northern ducks in that region in October.

The late torrid season has burned up the already dry
Njrth west, but to-day advices cjme that rain is fallint;

over the Dak-<tas and norlhern Minnesota. The latter

region has been visited by heavy furt'st fires, Duluth has
been enveloped in smoke for the past 36 Hours. Extensive
prairie fiies nave swept over South Dakota, cauuing the

loss of several lives.

The fall season at Fox Lake has been poor. The
norihern birds are of course not down yet. Snipe very
few. The Kankakee country expects little snipe this fall.

The Illinois River valley is unu ually dry below Peoria,

The Grand Rapids and Indiana and the Michigan
Central roads will make hunters' rates via Chicago, Mack-
inaw and St, Ignace to points in northern Michigan and
Wisconsin. Toe Chicago and Northwestern, Milwaukee
and St, Paul, WifOonsin Central, and Lake Shore and
Western roads have announced their intention to meet
the rates at once.

State Game Warden Land, for Colorado, has lately

tried to capture the parties who lately killed iive buffalo

on the Kenosha range, but failed to do Colorado pro-

tects the buffalo absolutely till J900. Warden Land says:

"I judge that we have now in the State something less

than fifty buffalo, and these are in four bunches. One of

these has recently been seen in Middle Park and numbers
but five. Another, and possibly the largest, is in the

Kenosha range, and numbers possibly twenty. The
third, of ten or fifteen head, is at Hdhn's Pe-ik;, in Routt
county. Ttie fourth, and the smallest except that at

Middle Park, is at Dolores."
Mr. W. W. Carney, late of Great Bend and Leaven-

worth, Kansas, and formerly owner of the Barton county
ranch, where the American Coursing Club held its run-

nings, will no longer De identified with the Middle West,
but with the Coast. He has gone to Portland, Ore., for

permanent residence. This U a good thing for Portland,

but bad for Kansap, where Mr, Carney was su generally

known and respected.

Chicago sho -ters have enjoyed Mr, Townsend's spirited

sketches, ''Among the Wildfowl," but two or three have
called my attention to the fact that there is something
wrong with No. 3, issue of Sept. 17, '-Where Ignorance
is Bliss." The bird shown in the act of dropping into the

decoys is going the wrong way. Ducks always alight

against the wind, and the shooter puts out his decoys so

ti-at the wind blows against his back and toward the

decoys. The reasons for this are obvious to a shooter.

Mr. Townsend's fleet seems to point against the wind and
the duck is lighting against the wind, but to do this it

has had to croes directly over the blind. Tnis would
keep it out of sight while "making the draw," unless the
shooter moved his head, as many shooters would. Out
here we shoot with the wind blowing from blind to

decoys, whenever that is possible, as our ducks are no
longer ignorant and are apt to take a jump if they draw
in close over a boat or blind by mistake. With the wind
at back, the shooter has the whole beautiful picture of

the "draw" in front of him. It is very likely that artistic

reasons, however, influ^^nced the able artist in grouping
his figures thus and m taking advantage of the perspec-

tive, so as to have the canvasback in front. If Mr, Town-
ser d did not know as much about shooting as any of us
he could not make these pictures.

It is bad news to say that State Warden F, L. Buck,
whose f ffective work for the State and for the Kankakee,
Fox. and latterly for the Illinois State Associations I have
taken such pleasure in recording, is to leave the work
altogether. He goes on the road for a hardware and tin

house. Warden Buck has not received his salary for

last April, he says, and he is not pleased with tbe fact

that the Fox River people aie making arrangements

with a $45 a month warden to watch the ice fishing this

winter, lie is to be paid out of funds which Buck had
helped raise. Perhaps there is some misunderstanding
in all this. Certainly it is to be regretted we lose so

good a man. The Scate has no appropriation out of
which he can be paid. I should like to see the Fox and
Kankakee associations make up that April salary be-

tween them. I believe Mr, C )le wnuld favor this.

Sept. £5—Mr. C. S. Burton U back from his shooting
trip to Dalton, Minn., and is downcast. He says he did
not get a dczen birds. The country was all dried up.
From the car window he saw in one field fourteen stacks
of wheat burning up in one of the prairie fires, the poor
farmer looking on helpless.

Reports to-day are that rain is falling in the Northwest,
The tires at Ashland. Wis., are dying out. The Rat River
Marsh, near Medina Junction, Wis, was burning all day
yesterday. A heavy fire has raged along the Wolf River
country. Seven deaths in the fires are reported from
Minnesota and Wiscimsin. Below us the heat is intense.

A fire on the Kankakee marshes now would mean that
the bog and peat would burn down five feet deep, utterly
destroying all duck feed, as was once the case at Cum-
berland Lodge. E. Hough.

An Incident op Deer Stalking.—London, Sept. 20.—
Thos. Fieiden, member of Paibamtnt for the Middlecon
Division of Lancashire, while deer stalking on Saturday
in the mountains of Scotland , was resting on a crag at

the summit of a mountain when he lost his balance and
fell backward over a precipice. Gamekeeper Eraser
sprang forward, and at great risk of being pulled over the
chff himself caught the vanishing bagstrap of the falling

man and checked his descent so that he swung upon a
rocky ledge 20ft. below. But for this hewtuld have
fallen to the bottom of the ra,vine, a distance of 1.000ft,

Fielden had been made insensible by the fall and contact
with the rocks. Eraser was obliged to hold fast to the
unconscious man and c >uld not leave him to summon
help. He shouted and fired his gun to attract the atten-
tion of Mr. Banner and others who were hunting with
Mr. Fielden. It was an hour before Banner and his

p^rty, who had heard the gun and were trying to locate

the point where it was fired, caught sight with their

glasses of their unfortunate companion. They sent their
eillies to fetch appliances for ihe rescue and care of the
injured man and themselves hastened lo the spot. It ^as
six hours from the time of the accidtnt bf-fore the res-

cuers arrived The six men in the party then managed
to raise Mr, Fielden, and he was carried on a stretcher to

G.endoll Lodge, Mr, Banner's place, where medical care
was procured. Mr. Field en's ribs were broken and his

ankle spra'ned and he also sustained severe scalp wounds,
but his injuries will probably m t prove fatal. Mr. Ftel-

den unquestionably owes his life to Ga,mpkepper Eraser's
faithfulness and presence of mind.—Oa&Ze to the Re-
corder.

During tbe terriflc thunder storm on Tuesday afternoon a
most remarkable event occurred on the farm of Fred Pless,
about one mile from Long Lake, ou the old Detroit and Lan-
sinjar plank road, Township of Genoa, Livingston countv, says
the Detroit Free Press. During the storm one of Mr. Pless's
hired men was standing in the open door of the grain
barn watching the descending flood, when a turtle was
rained down. The reptile, when measured, was found to be
5 by 3Xin., and weighed 7j4_ >z It struck upon its back in a
pool that bad been formed in front of tbe door bv tbe rain
with a "sp.at" or "crack" as loud as a pistol shot, indicating
its fall from a considerable height. W. H. H. Russel), the
attorney, who was at the house of Mr. Pless at the time,
secured the turtle, and now has it at his room 27 Moffat
block. His theory is that it must have been swept up into
the clouds by some strong uplitt of atmosphere from pne of
the numerous small lakes in that locality. Itsgrr-at weight,
however, makes the circumstances chiefly remarkable, much
more so than tbe fall of angleworms ana small flsh, which
have been noted in the past.

For jears the harness dressing manufactured by Frank Miller
has been tbe favorite preparation in r ur first-class staMes. for it is
a preserver and beautifler. Miller's harness dressing filves a beau-
tiful finish to the leather and will neither peel, crack, smut nor
harden it.

—

Adv.

FEKGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSU lAMP.
I With Adjustable Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.
CombiuoB Ut^ad Jxck,

Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp,
Oauip Lamp, Uash Lamp,
Belt Lantern, Band Lan-
tern, etc,

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office 6B Fulton St. N.Y

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Po. kei edition on map-nond pap r §1 00.
"It IS the most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—Jbresi and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-oond papt r. 50 cts.

Guide Booiss.—The Adirondacks, Illustrated,
16 mo , 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

Lake Oreorve and Lake Champlain, 25 cts.

Address a. »<TODIIARD. Klen« KalU. N. V.

BLUEFI$H,WEAKFI$Han(l STRIPED BASS
Can be caught in any of the waters around New York City. Big
bluefish are in large numbers along the coast. We can supply

the tackle. You can do the rest,

Call and examine our stock, or send us 10 cts. to cover postage,

and we will mail you our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,

Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

St^Vlish Turngqt
1 1^ .^^r^^ ^ FR^

requires a handsome harness, and a hand- ^

some harness requires the continued use of
j,

FRANK MILLER'S .ws^ HARNESS DRESSING.

'it^^ dituiM^ii^^of tbe WORlpD aud sold by aU Haniessi Dt^aicirt!*.
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''Perseverence keeps honor hnght;
To ham done is to hang, quite out of fashion.
Like a rusty armour Shakespeare.

We are nothing if not persevering. We propose to place a copy
of our Buyers Guide in your household if persistence will do it; pro-
vided, of course, that you are reasonable enough to want to know
what is going on in the world. You cannot be in the swim unless
you have a copy within reach. Fifteen cents pays the postage or
expressage.

IN to 116 MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increasesmy business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.

l^li*
iiamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk wMppings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9J 10

lO^ft.
,
weight 7, 8, 9oz , , * pTnoa jiq 'yo

No. 1, G, same as above but is _rermaa Silver Mounted V//// V// V///. . . . ".V.V. . ......
-rrice

No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Spat Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whipipings,'nickel'mora^
8i, 9, 94, lOft , "weight 9, lOJ, 12, I.3oz ' pS«, « 72

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver MDunted 0 go
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamooo Salt Water or Lake Trolhng Rod, 3 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie giiides,' nickel'moiint^^^^ iength 8ft!.* weight 260Z " 2 7*;
No. 8, same as No 7, but is 3 joint

. <« 375No, 280, 3 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft.".'.".
'. .'. .'.'.'.'.'.".

<« on^
Brass Multiplying Reeia, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Gup, flue finish, 25yds., 83c.; 40yds., 95c.: 60yds„ f 1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds.', $i.'25.' " "Hard "Rubber 'Muitir>l"vi"nff" "Repis ' "Rkianoe Handle

Sliding Click, NickcJ Plated, 40yd3., $1.75; 60yds.. $2.^; 80yds., $3.50; 2()0yds.; $3.75. braided' Linen Reel ihies on ^lock, Nos. 1, 2, 8, 4, 5, MoSt^ 41c I F M Brand l!nen ReelLmes on Block 300ft., 0 tnread, 38c. ; l| thread 4So. ; 15 thread, 46c ; 18 thread, ;3c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best QuaJltv Hooka on sinkle gut, per doz,,10c.7dS gu^flSc. per
doz,

;
treble gut, aOo. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, lit., per doz., 15o. ;

2ft., per doz., SOo.
; 3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15a aft., per doz., 8O0.

;
Sft., doz., «o.

J. F. MARSTERS, 51, 53 ds 55 Court SIm Brooklvi>' N. Y.

VALPARAISO, IND.
Manufacturer of

SPORTSMEN'S
m Civil Engineers' Clotiiing.

Illustrated catalogue, with sam-
ples of qualities and shades ot cordu-
roy, mackintosh, canvas, flannel, etc.,
moiiled free. Address

H. J. UPTHEGROVE,
Valparaiso, Ind.

Chicago Agents: VON L.ENGEKKE & ANTOINE, 246 Wahash Ave.

"THE OLD REMINGTON GXTN STOKE."

,
Goods, --^i^lmt^

A'^^^rT^'^ Hammer and ^^^^^^c/ew
Hammerless Breech-loading ^^^^^-^otS^^

'®^/fJ~^^r--^Everything Pertaining to the Out-_.^-^^o^^
^^^/eftT^-J^tting: of Sportsmen^;^^.^-^^

'
-^c/e ^---^ —-"""^^e^^^^

Send for Catalo^e. ®' ^tcT^ ^Z^^"^^

CORNWALL smock. 281-283 Broadwajr* N. Y.

New England Arms Co.'s

Guaranteed in Every Respect. All Improvements.
RECORD OF SHOOTING WITH EVERY GUN.

$34.00 $28.00 $35 00 $40.00
SEND FOR 44-PAGE DESCRIPTIVE LIST.

Sole Agent, CHAS. J. GODFREY, 7 Warren St., N. Y.

THE 3«EW

Handy Power Crimping Tool.
One cup produces a round or square crimp.

Has an auiomatic follower and huriiisner, crimping
every shell alike irrespective of the s'ze of the load,
producine a neat, close, even crimp, setting squarely
upon the wad. Far ahead of any other tool.

The ahove tool des^iened only for Foot or Power Lathe. All wearing parts
of hardened steel. Mailed fre« on receipt $2.50.

SJoxxci for S£».ini3Xe SlxeXX.
THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,

DEPOT FOR SALES, 8i8N BROADWAY HEW TORK,

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St,, Brooklyn, N. T.

Send for '9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

The Francotte Gun.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Gotjds.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
<:^ome Articles Not Found
Elsevphere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE,
246 Wabash Avenue, Chicago. 111.

ill

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center section" are quickly
changed from a ^ to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to 5jJ or 8oz. with
Che No. 8. AH changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.

Extra center sections furnished to
increase t he weight as may be d esired

.

Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
cents for a No. 3, and 30 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLINSON & CO.,
5 1 Jolin Street,

NEW TORK.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J. B. CROOE & CO.,

FISHING TAGEE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. mh & 29th Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEUD FOR OATALO&UE.

©AUGRAPH,
GREATEST SPEED!

Best for Manifolding. 100,000 Daily Users.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
fi6M Atlantic St., EirGt<s«'oo&, Ills.

tioBt FU«* »t S, fi, 7 »nd U Cents SmIi.
eeMTMiOwti for iwemum Qxtwivn,

THE MOST DURABLE.
Single Ca«e, No. 1, - - - - STTO.OO
Double Case, " 3, - - - - - 85.0O
New Special, 3, - - - - 1004)0

For account of speed contests and circulars, address

THE AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO.

HABTFORD, CONN. ^
Bnnoh Offloes : 337 Broadway, New-Tork.

14 West 4tli Street, Cincinnati, O.
1003 Arcli Street, Philadelplila.

ENGLISH FACTORY, COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

G-lass Blower,
And Manufacturer of

Artificial Eyes
For Birub, Animals and Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North William St., New York.
Send for Price List.

CHAS. I. GOODAIE, Taxidermist,
For the paat SO years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

win now befound at 144 Friend St.. Boston, where
be will give the saroe personal attention to allwk law^irted to his care as terawly.
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HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN

AUTOMATIC SHELL EJECTORS.

Instead of giving the dealer larger discounts we have decided to give the sportsmen the benefit of a reduction, and have concluded to make extraordinary-

low Net Prices on the Charles Daly Guns.
While making this reduction we might mention that the high standard of workmanship for which the Daly gun has always been renowned shall be retained.

We have expert testimony that these guns are equal in workmanship to the celebrated Purdey guns, and far superior to all other so-caleed London
makes, such as Greener, Scott and Westley Richards. An examination will soon convince the unprejudiced customer. They are more conscientiously made,
more beautifully finished, handsomer in appearance, with shooting qualities unsurpassed, in fact far ahead of guns costing $ioo more.

Should you live in or near New York, we would invite you to call and examine our stock and be convinced.

If you live anywhere else "in the United States and your dealer has none in stock, insist upon his ordering one, or order one direct from us. Send
for Cataiosrue.

No. 55. .Fine Hammer Gun, Damascus Barrels, nicely engraved $85.00 Net | No. 155. .^ame as No. 55, but featherwtigiil, 5^ to filbs., , $100.00 Net

No. 130. .Fine Damascus Barrels. Plain Finish , = .$110.00 Siet
|

No. 150. .Automatic Ejectors, plain finish ....$1(i5.00 N*'t
No. 120. .Featherweight, ditto, 5+ to 611-s 1 25.00 IK et | No. a50. .Diamond Quality xlulomatic, Highest Grade maf^e 250.UO Net

Guns made in 10, 12, 16 and 20-Bores, 26in. to 32in. Barrels, 5j4 to 1 1 lbs.

SCHOVERUNG, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway & 84 Duane St., NEW YORK.

Two Tar&ets with Smith & Wesson

TARQETS ACTUAL SIZE.

Ten consecutive shots at 12yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Double Action Kevolver; by Mr.
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield,Mass.

Six consecutive shots at 15yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .32
Target Revolver; by Prof. John
Loris, Washington, D. C.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results.

SMITH WESSO
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AaENT iroB B. 0. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky KeeU

FIKBARMS, FISHING TACKLE, BICY-
OI,ES, TENTS, LAWJSr TENNIS, MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS, SPORTINe GOODS, &(: Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent on application to those
mentioning FoBEsx AND STREAM. JAMES H. FISE, 193 La balle St., Chicago. 111.

BRONZE STATUETTES
OF

American Western Subjects.
Statuettes in plain or silvered bronze of

subjects comprising Cowboys, Trappers, etc.,

of a size suitable for table and office orna-

ments, by Walter Winans.

SUBJECTS AT PRESENT READY:

"Shoi"
{Wounded cowboy falling off pony.)

"An Indian Fight."

"Standing cff Indians."
(Trapper with pony).

"At Bay."
(Cowboy shootin

A "Trotler being Speeded to Sulky," &c., &c.

"Bucking Broncho," "Sicux Chief,"

(Cowboy shooting over dead pony.)
(Large group consisting of three cow

boys, a trapper and four bronch
ponies^ head of Sioux chief in wa
feather bonnet on base.)

&c., &C., m PREPARATION.

These can be had in silver if preferred,

further particulars and price list address

31 Place de la Bourse,

For

Paris, France.

§u ms mm.

Tobacco is man's most uni-

versal luxury; the fragrant aroma

ul Mastiff Plug Cut starts people

to pipe smoking, even those who

never used tobacco before.

J. B. Pace Tobacco Co., Richmond, Virginia,

ALL OF YOUR FRIENDS
ARE READING THE

Sportsman and Tourist
(The Leading Illustrated Montlily)

WHY DON'T YOU?
Will be sent from now (inclndiDg September

number) to January, 1893,

For One Little Dollarl
16 months. Just think of it. Sample copy free.

JAMAICA 1»IIBX,ISH:I3««5 CO.,
Jamaiea Plain, Mam.

SIR FREDERICK
(31,741) Champion Royalty-Ollnda.

The vpi-y cream of all England's breeding; no
better bred English setter lives. Winner of 44
first p'izes, seven seconds, seven silver cnp^i and
two gold medals. Extended pedigree vrith litho-
graph, by mail. Imported August 8, 1891.

Fee $50.

DAD WILSON'S BOY
(12,880).

Will eive yon the much coverted Gladstone
Druid and Count Nnble blood. Swift as the wind,
pretty as a picture, full of Mrd sense. F«e

G. O. SMITH.
WHEELING, W. VA.

ST. BERNARDS.
AT STUD.

This grand young dog is fhe best son of cham-
pion Otho out o' Lack me, a dnnghterof champion
Merchant PriU'-e. Hp is 33in. high, of a rich
orange co or with complere collar and perfect
markines. He is a woudprfully vigorous young
dog, and has proven him«elf a great stock getter.
A? a stud dog be is unsurpassed. Fee $60.
Fupples for sale.

TSE ABBEY KENNELS,
Riverside and Grafton avenu-'S. Woodside, N. J.

B. T RENNIE, Prop.

RIDGtFIElD ST. btRNAHD KENNELS

At Stud. KINGLIMMON. Fee S40.
I.)

Kinglimmon is orange in color with perfect
white marliings and black shadings, 8ta"ds 34in.
high and is thp sire of some very promising
youngsters. Address
C. A HOUCK. 923 M=idison ave., Albany. N. Y.

BLUE EIDGE KENlilELS.
IN THE STUD.

The celebrated champion stal^e winner Gath's
Mark. Gath's Hope and Dan. Gladstone. The
Blue Ridee Kennpl= has now onene'i its bonk for
the fall season of 1891 and spring of 1893 for Goth's
Mark an Dan Gladstone, limited to 50 services
each. $3 000 is given away in premiums to the get
of the above does, which win different Derby
stake" in 1893 or after. Particulars on application.
THE BLUB RIDGE KENNELS, Sperry-viUe, Va.

GLENMORE KENNELS.
THE CHAMPION IRISH feETTER KENJTELS OF AMERICA.

E. B. BISHOP, Owner, 43 St. James Ave., Cincinnati, O.AT STUD.
Challenge BEAU BRUMMEl, Fee $25

The most phenomenal dog of the times.
(A K.O.S.B. 19,961).

Imp. Sarsfield, - Fee $25
The greatest living Irish setter sire.

(A.K.C.S.B. 10.354.)

Imp. Dan Mylrea, Fee $20A noted first-prize winner. (A.K.C.S.B. 19.173).

\oiiTie ftock always on hand.
IIV^— TP „ 4.: J.!:- -l^lf you n^ention thT^ paper 5 per cent, discount will be allowed on all sales.

The Champion Three.

Chmp. Ruby Glenmore,
The champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champ. Molly Bawn,
The ex-champion Irish setter hitch of America.

Champion Winnie II.,
The only imported champion Irish setter dog in

America to-day.

Write for Hrcirlar and prices.

St. Bernards
AT STUD.

ABISTOGRAT,
WINNER OF MORE FIRST PRIZES AND

SPECIALS DUBI^G 1890 THAN ANY
OTHER ST. BERNARD.

FEE, $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

DAVID E. LOYELAITD, Manager.

K NGSION REGENT,
This grand dog is the best son of the great

PIUVCE REGENT, by Lady Ft. Gothard. He is

83J^in. high and has the heaviest bone and richest

dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in America.
His head Is remarkable for its size, depth of
muzzle and expres ion. Winnings: 1st Kingston,
Hamilton. Toronto, Montreal, 1891.

"The morp one sees of this dog the more cer-
tain it is that he will prove a vi^ry hard one to
V-eat in the very best company."—Forest and
Stream.

Fee, $50.

MARQUISlF RIPON.
Litter brother to Kingston Regent, and more

like Prince Regent than any of the other Regent
dogs. He is the sire of some splendid stock in

England.

Fee, $50.

NEW YORK Sf.BERN4R0 KENNEl^,
138TH STREET AND THE HUD=iON RIVER.

FOX-TEBRIESS
IN STUD.

Cbampion Raby Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 16
Suffolk Risk 10
Pitcher 25
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

irHAD THIS! RKAO THIS
MASTIFFS.

At Stud.—Ormonde; sire, Oh. Victor Husro;
dam, Cb. Cambrian Princess. Ormonde is a pnze
winner every time shown, both in England and
Am'erir a. and his young stock is proving him an
exceptional sire. I have always on hand young
stock for disposal at fair p ices. I have no blood
but the most fashionable in my kennels. Write
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria. 111.

MASTIKKS AJSO BI^OODHOlJPiDS.
W. K, Taunton's Ch BKAUFOKT will re-

main in America but a "hort time longer in the
8»ud. Breeners should improve their only chance.
A few cboice English Noodhouncis for saU at all

times. Tbree gra'>d li'ters of mastiff pups for
salp, sired by Ch. Bmufort. BcauforPs BlacK
Prince, and Beauforfs Colonel, of great promise.
Dams the beat and most noted breeders, imported
particularly for this special mating; or American
ored ones of equal merit. Phonograph 25 cpnts.

J. WINCHELL Fair Haven, Vt.

TN THE STUD -THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
J. ter Al, fee f2o. At was bred by th.e late Mr.
AUin and trained on ruff-d grouse by his nanriler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street. SSprlngfleld, Mass. tf

At Stud.-Bnglish greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 1st and specials. Pious Pem-
broke, winner of over 20 firsts and special; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.
GrwyhonD and PooDtiB Kknttbt/S, Salem, Mass.

CHAMPION

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION

The Squire,
(E. 15,757). Fee $50.

Roslyn Corway,
(A. -;. Pee $30.

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,735). Fee $15.

RrillWIlKlS,
(A.—). Fee $35.

CHALLENGE

isffl iiiii'iiy,

(A. 17,577). Fee $25.

ENGLISH PUGS.
CHAMPION

J^gJ^^ Jj.^
Treasure,
(A. 10,596). Fee S15.

(A. lT,80i).

Fee, - - , - $15.

IRISH SETTERS.
SEMINOLE.

1
ELEO,

(A. 20,088). Fee $20. (A. 11,450). Fee i

Extended podigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitcljes entrus*ed to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of 'he abnve breeds
for sale at reasona.i-le prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

THREE GRAND LITTERS
OF

BY

Ci. Sir BfiSivere ti Priicess Alma,

Lord Bute ex Rubena,
AND

Lothario ejc^ Countess,

AT STUD.
CI SIR PEBIVERE, Fee $150

CH PLINLIMMON, JR.,

"

LOTHARIO,
"

WYOMING KENNELS,
Melrose, Mass>.

AT STUD. FEE $50

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S B. 6364),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
R»p. Zig-Zag, Tapstpr and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.
Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,

Supt. Westminster Kennel Club.
Babylon, L. 1.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth, immense rough-coat, the onlv son of
Lord Bute at stud in America. 2. Patrol, one of
our best smooths, f^e $35 «ach.
JOHN KEEVAN, 1^5 King st , Brooklyn. N. Y.

YORKSEIR£ TOT TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in Americ-a."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cls. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H.
COOMB8, 1 Bxohanga Block, Bangor, Me.
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OCTOBER DAYS.

IT^IELDS as green as when the summer birds caroled

above them, woods more gorgeous with innumerable

hues and tints of ripening leaves than a blooming parterre,

are spread beneath the azure sky, whose deepest color is

reflected with intenser blue in lake and stream. In them
against this color, are set the scarlet and gold of every

tree upon their brinks, the painted hills, the clear-cut

mountain peaks, all downward pointing to the depths of

this nether sky.

Overhead, thistledown and the silken balloon of the

milkweed float on their zephyr-wafted course, silver

motes against the blue: and above them are the black

cohorts of crows in their straggling retreat to softer

climes. Now the dark column moves steadily onward,

now veers in confusion from some suspected or discovered

danger, or pauses to assail with a harsh clangor some
sworn enemy of the sable brotherhood.

Their gray-clad smaller cousins, the jays, are for the

most part silentlj^ industrious among the gold and bronze

of the beeches, flitting to and fro with flashes of blue as

they gather mast, but now and then finding time to scold

an intruder with an endless variety of discordant outcry.

How sharp the dark shadows are cut against the sunlit

fields, and in their gloom how brightly shine the first

fallen leaves and the starry bloom of the asters. In cloudy

days and even when rain is falling the depths of the

woods are not dark, for the bright foliage seems to give

forth light and casts no shadows beneath the lowering sky.

The ecarlet maples glow, the golden leaves of poplar

and birch shine thi-ough the misty veil, and the deep

purple of the ash glows as if it held a smouldering fire

that the first breeze might fan into a flame, and through

all this luminous leafage one may trace branch and twig

as a wick in a candle flame. Only the evergreens are

dark as when they bear their steadfast green in the desola-

tion of winter, and only they brood shadows.

In such weather the woodland air is laden with the
light burden of odor, the faintly pungent aroma of the

ripened leaves, more subtle than the scent of pine or fir,

yet as apparent to the scent, as delightful and more rare,

for in the round of the year its days are few, while in

summer sunshine and winter wind, in springtime shower
and autumal frost, pine, spruce, balsam, hemlock and
cedar distil their perfume and lavish it on the breeze or

gale of every season.

Out of the marshes, now changing their universal

green to brown and bronze and gold, floats a finer odor
than their common reek of ooze and sodden weeds—

a

spicy tang of frost-ripened flags and the fainter breath

of the landward border of ferns: and with these al<3o is

mingled the subtle pungency of the woodlands, where
the pepperidge is burning out in a blaze of scarlet, and
the yellow flame of the poplars flickers in the lightest

breeze.

The air is of a temper neither too hot nor too cold, and
in what is now rather the good gay wood than green
wood, there are no longer pestering insects to worry the

flesh and trouble the spirit.

The flies bask in half torpid indolence, the tormenting
whine of the mosquito is heard no more. Of insect life

one hears little but the mellow drone of the bumble bee,

the noontide chirk of the cricket and the husky rustle of

the dragon fly's gauzy wing.

Unwise are the tent dwellers who have folded their

canvas and departed to the shelter of more stable roof-

trees, for these are days that should be made the most of,

days that have brought the perfected ripeness of the year

and display it in the fullness of its glory.

SNAP SHOTS.

f T is sometimes practicable to find a better use for a

stately tree than to chop it down for firewood, and a

more sensible use for an historical site than to build on
it a factory. There has recently been incorporated in

Massachusetts a society under the title of "The Trustees

of Public Reservations," whose, purpose is to acquire and
maintain for the people the beautiful and historical

places and tracts of land. Mr. J. B. Harrison, agent for

the Trustees, invites correspondence from those who may
inform him as to places which should be given attention

by the Society. The special work assumed by the Trus-

tees of Public Eeservations must appeal to every lover of

natural scenery and to every public -spirited citizen. We
hope to see the example of Massachusetts followed by

other States. New York has already secured the Niagara

Falls Reservation, and ought to have an Adirondack

Park.

The Rhode Island Association for the Protection of Fish

and Game was incorporated many years ago, but after a

while it fell into decay and faded from public view. So

completely did it disappear that not even the sportsmen

of the State most interested in fish and game knew of its

existence. Last year, however, a new organization was
formed, and when the members applied for a charter

they discovered the existence of the old society. Some
of its members were called together, the promoters of the

new society joined it in a body, and with the accession

of members and interest the long inactive association

straightway became a power in the land. Systematic

warfare was waged on the snarers who had had full

swing so long as to have become defiant and boastful;

and special attention was paid to the market men and

the hotel keepers. Detectives were employed, prosecu-

tions instituted, snares destroyed and snarers arrested.

In short there has been an active campaign, and the

results already attained are most encouraging. Rhode

Island is only repeating the experience of other States

and thus emphasizing anew the almost universal rtde

that if we are to have any effective game protection in

this country, for the present at least it must be secured

by the efforts of individuals and societies.

If there is any one ''natural right" a Florida cracker

clings to more tenaciously than to any other it is to kill

deer at any time, not excluding the breeding seasons. In

1877 a law was enacted protecting deer, wild turkeys,

quail and mocking birds from April to September. This

was resented by the crackers, and one of the first acts of

the next Legislature was to repeal the obnoxious statute.

Subsequent efforts on the part of intelligent sportsmen of

the State have been fruitless until this year; but now
Florida has a law, which we trust will be respected and

retained. The open seasons prescribed are for deer the
months of November, December, January and February,
and for wild turkey and quail Nov. 1 to March 1. A pro-
vision evidently designed as a concession to local prefer-

ences is that the commissioners of any county may desig-

nate four other months for deer killing. This is quite
in keeping with the practice in most Southern States,

where such game laws as are in force at all are for the
most part county laws. It appears to be out of the ques-

tion for Georgia or North or South Carolina or Virginia
or Alabama to fix on a law applicable to the entire State.

The statute books are lumbered up with page after

page of county laws, and these are annually changing
to suit local convenience. As the chief excuse for

game protection is to protect the game in breeding
time, one fails to understand how the public can
feel much respect for regulations which are so incon-
sistent and in that inconsistency so unreasonable. If

nature demands the protection of birds in one county at

one period, the demand is equally urgent in an adjoining
county. We have already noted that under its new con-
stitution Kentucky will find a way out of the confusing
game legislation now in vogue, for all Kentucky laws
must in the future be of general application.

The Illinois State Sportsmen's Association, as repre-

sented by its president, Mr. Abner Price, and those who
are working with him, deserve all praise for the prosecu-
tions of Chicago restaurant keepers who deal in illicit

game birds. The newsy letters of our alert Chicago cor-

respondent have kept readers of this journal fully in-

formed of the progress of the work. Later developments,
since the publication of Mr. Hough's last letter, may be
summed up in a few words. C. C. William Meyer, con-

victed of selling four prairie chickens, has paid a fine of

!^20 with $14 costs; Aaron & Son, game dealers who sup-

plied Meyer, were arrested, and with two barrels of illicit

prairie chickens discovered by Warden Buck were taken
before the justice, who let them off with a fine of |30.

In the two barrels were 133 birds, and a full penalty

would have mounted up to $3,300. It is trusted that the

Association will not rest with the paltry result of the

Aaron case, George Williams, of the Lakeside restaur-

ant, has paid a fine of $15 and costs, this for chickens.

Rector has taken another continuance of his case. One
after another the restaurant men are coming up to settle.

What the effect of the years work will be it is difficult to

conjecture; but there would be no question whatever
about it if the Illinois Association would supply funds

for a persistent campaign this year and next year. After

all has been said it remains true that the Chicago prose-

cutions are almost wholly tlie result of individual activ-

ity. The Association should not fail to support its officers

in a work which is less for the benefit of Chicago than

the State at large. So long as the South Water street

game dealers handle game out of season the game will

be sent to them from Illinois covers.

A New England sportsman, who has been shooting all

his life and claims that something over 40,000 birds have
fallen to his gun, is fond of asserting that of all these only

two were killed out of season. One springtime, a relative

being ill and her physician suggested a game bird as

likely to tempt her palate, he took his gun and set out to

provide for the invalid a robin or a meadowlark. He was
crossing a little brook, when a cock woodcock got up
before him ; and without an instant's reflection he killed

it. The other instance happened one day in August when
he was out working a puppy. Most of the day had gone
by and not a shot had been fired. At length the puppy
made its first point, and a bird rose, which was taken to

be a woodcock (then in season), but being shot proved a

chicken grouse.

The frequency with which hunters in the woods are

mistaken for game by other hunters has prompted the

sportsmen of Bangor to invent a deer hunter's protective

vestment, consisting of a flaming red coat, piebald panta

.

loons and gilded helmets. To this equipment should be

added a tin tnimpet to be tooted at frequent intervals

like a fog horn at sea.

New York customs officers seized a big lot of smuggled
snakes last week. One of the reptiles was declared to

measure fifteen feet in length and to bark like a dog,

As we have no infant snakes of that variety indigenous

to this favored land the duty on serpent importations

is clearly for revenue only.
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FOUR OF A KIND.
" A LL aboard! Git."
J\. The heavy farm wagon, drawn by a pair of as

uncouth and raw mules as ever graced the western
mountains, commenced to move and we were off. We,
that is Ben. Dan, Jack and Shoshone, were going to
spend a week at the lake. For this event elaborate prep-
arations had been made. Under the seats were rifles,

guns, rods, tackle, bedding, cooking utensils, grub and a
wall tent. What more could we want? A twenty-mile
uphiU ride over a rotigli road is not a theme upon which
the lyric nurse can spread herself. Nevertheless we
sometimes derive health, zest and inspiration in spite of,
rather than aided by our surroundings, and that all-day
ride was as enjoyable to the mental man as it was un-
comfortable to his physical tenement.

It was Indian summer; not the Indian summer of the
East, with its gorgeous wealth of color, its hazy, sensuous
atmosphere, its dreamy transition from the lusty life of
summer to the dreary desolation of November, but that
unique season of the far West, when grassy hills and
pine-robed peaks but change their gi-een for sober garb of
gray and brown, when the fitful breezes do but moderate
the burning heat of August. We have no autumn. At
night we lie down and call it summer, and, before morn-
ing, a chilling, niioping frost has come. The branches
are bare, birds have flown, white are the mountain crests
and winter is here. But if there is an Indian summer
amid these Watsatch summits, it is the brief season
through which Ave have just passed.
At the end of the first hotir we are four miles from our

starting point, on the summit of a divide, where we stop
to give the team a good rest. Behind and below us is

the_valley of the Upper Sevier, a perfect basin through
which the slow-wandering river makes its sinuous path.
That little group of cabins and houses in the center of
the scene is Panguitch. About it are squares of golden
stubble and brown rowen. Surrounding these, on every
side, are the great gray hills, their soft blue serrated
summits holding up the colder, clearer azure of the firm-
ament. The wheels rumble and we pitch down into
South Canon and climb, between frowning, black walls,
six miles further to the top of the second divide. From
the second divide we drop to the creek level, and, by
mutual consent, we stop at the "white rocks" to secure a
trout dinner and then to cook it.

Famous throughout this section of the land are the
white rocks. Here the fishermen resort, in season and
out of season, but the supply of trout does not seem to
diminish, nor does the d'aAnij fontinalis learn wisdom by
the experience of his fellows. " The white rocks are fug-
ged waUs of sandstone, exclosiug a natural meadow
about half a mile long and from twenty to fifty yards
wide. The creek is in places open and again the willows
overhang deep pools where the trout hide during the heat
of the summer day. But there is scarcely a spot, upon
pool, riflfie or eddy, where a fly cannot be placed and
where it may not be placed so as to secure a rise. Three
of the party went for the willows and soon had long
straight poles, heavier by far than the fish that they ex-
pected to land. For bait they used whitewood grubs or
grasshoppers. Shoshone stuck to rod and reel, and
used a sober fly of his own fabrication, which he has
found to be especially killing in these waters, though it is

far from a thing of beauty when viewed from an artistic
standpoint. Ben has been the champion of the creek.
Fifteen years of fishing in its icy waters have taught him
where the largest, sweetest, reddest of the ruby-spattered
darlings lie, and he knows instinctively how and where
to drop his bait. He drops in first. His willow bends
until the tip almost touches the water. Then the butt is

lowei-ed and a silver streak flashes from brook, leaving
in its wake a string of ghttering pearls. An instant it

hangs trembling_ over its native element; then, looking
like a broken rainbow, it describes the ar^j of a majestic
circle and lies stimned upon the emerald sward full twenty
feet behind its captor. Very well done, Mr. Ben, very
picturesque; but, while you have been going through
jom: little performance,' Shoshone's fly has been float-
ing down the ripple just below you, and, though you saw
it not, from out the boiling white caps came a gleam, a
strike, the tug of war, and now you hear the merry music
of the reel. Ah, yes! You may have the tranquil pools
and crystal depths, but give the riffle to the dainty fly,
Ben is too absorbed to pay attention to any one else. He
goes down to another pool, while Shoshone lands five
in quick succession. How many more he might have
landed will never be known, for Dan, who is destitute of
any sportsmanlike chivalry, makes up his mind that the
riffle is the place for him. His heavy sinker splashes
down, dragging the gi-asshopper after it, and, needless to
say, the trout are gone.
We fished for perhaps half an hour and returned to the

wagon with forty-three fish, none of which weighed less
than half a pound. Jack had- not made a success of his
piscatorial efforts and had already built a fiare and tried
out enough bacon grease for the frying-pan. Ben took
charge of the flour and bake oven. Dan and Shoshone
cleaned the fish, and soon we were eating as though we
had left before breakfast.
The afternoon ride was much more delightful than

that of the morning had been. The creek flowed
through a wide valley that was covered with meadows
of lucerne and wild hay. The rolling hills that extended
for miles to the north and south were timbered only at
their summits, their slopes being covered with short
grass, where thousands of cattle were lying or feeding.
Every mile or two we passed a log cabin, corral and milk
house. This is a great dairy region. In winter the
ground is covered with deep snow, and no one visits the
spot; but in May the cattle are driven back from their
ranges on the Paria and Waweap. Then the famiUes
move up from the settlements to their summer homes.
The books of the county assessor show that last summer
(1890) 54,0001b3. of cheese and 14,0001bs. of butter were
made in this little valley. The season ends about Oct, 1.

As the sun commenced to slope toward the west there
was a constant flight of mourning doves about the wagon,
this way and that scurried bevies of half-grown dusky
grouse, and now and then a sage cock would arise with
loud clamor and sail majestically out of range. Over
the creek were teal and greenheads, young broods, just

right for broiling. Nor were quail wanting. The quail
do not belong on this side of the divide, but about eight
years ago several pair were brought over from Dixie, and
they having never been disturbed have multiplied with
surprising rapidity. Dan wanted to borrow Shoshone's
gun, but the latter had not forgotten the incident at the
riffle and informed the would-be borrower that the game
law did not expire for at least eight hours.
Five o'clock found us at the last steep climb of the

jom-ney. Beside us was the roar of the torrent, for the
stream made a perpendicular drop of 30ft. between lofty
walls that had been cleft rather than worn by the slow
action of the water. One long, hard pull and our goal
was in sight, Panguitch Lake, in the language of the
Utes, "the place of fish." There it lay nestled among
the grand eternal pine-clad hills, the liquid blue smiling
at the etherial blue above and mirroring in its clear
depths the waving trees and sentinel peaks that deck its
borders. Upon its limpid bosom sported a host of water
fowl, and we knew from the upland peaks and distant
canons even now some noble, velvet-antlered bucks were
watching our progress with curious eye.
Panguitch Lake has one gala day, the 34th of July, the

Mormon's great holiday. Then it is the gathering place
for southern Utah. For days the people of Kanab, St,
George, Cedar, Parowan, Beaver, Panguitch and a host of
smalller settlements make preparations for the festival.
On horseback and in great white covered family wagons
they come, until the lake, three miles long by one mile
wide, is surrounded by a city of canvas. It is reported
that on the last 24th but three able-bodied adult males
were left in Panguitch, a settlement of 961 souls. How-
ever this may be, every year from 3,000 to 5,000 people
gather at the lake and spend three days in eating and
drinking, in horse racing and foot racing, in rowing and
fishing, in buying terra alba candy, snow ice cream, cir-
cus lemonade, cheap tintypes, etc., and last but not least,
in dancing. Then the canvas disappears as noiselessly
and suddenly as it came, and naught is left to mark the
place of revelry but ashes, oyster cans and broken beer
bottles.

Driving slowly about the west shore we selected a camp-
ing place as suitable as it was beautiful. An elevated,
grassy point dotted with scattering pines and flanked by
a crystal stream that leaped and laughed in the sunset
glow, beneath the soft Italian sky. Beneath two pines
we set our tent and fixed our fire place. Ben and Sho-
shone made the beds, tables and seats while Jack and Dan
got supper. The ducks near the point had risen with loud
clamor at our approach, but as we ate they drifted back
within easy gun-shot, as though fear of man was to them
something unknown. Perhaps it was so, for the Western
mountaineer uses no weapon but the rifle. He may have,
among his lares and penates, an old, rusty, long-bai-reled,
anti-beUum muzzleloader, but the breechloader is to him
a new-fangled invention, "like the locomotive," and of
the hammerless self-ejector he knows as little as of the
telephone or phonograph. So much the better. Shoshone
was prepared to profit by their neglect. In the twilight
hour we stroll down to the nearest ranch and make ar-
rangements for a supply of milk during om- stay. This
cost us, delivered, 12^ cents per gallon. Then came the
smoker's hour about the camp-fire—the last and most
delicious hour of the day, when earth and its cares steal
gently from us, borne to dream-land on the balmy even-
ing breeze, when the stars come out one by one, and
brighten with joy as they see their own radiant forms
reflected in the darkening lake, when we hear the music
of the past and live again the days of auld lang syne. So
night fell upon the world and sweet sleep upon wearied
eyelids, and the silvery waves alone, that rhythmically
rose and fell upon the glistening 'sands, watched and
waited for the dawn of another day.

"Hist!"
That was all Ben said, but is was sufficient to awake

Shoshone, and a few moments later a couple of misty forms
stole out into the cold, bracing air of early morning, leav-
ing Jack and Dan to sleep the sleep of the just, and to
have breakfast ready when the sun should be an hour
high. There was a light fleece over the water, and above
this, over the eastern mountain, the morning star was
beginning to pale.

"Which way, Ben?"
"Oh, I believe I'll go up the caiion after a yearlin'.

Don't you want to take Jack's gun and go 'long?"
"Not much. I'm going for a mess of chickens. So

long."
A pull at the half-flUed coffee pot that rested in the

ashes of last night's fire and we separated.
And this was Sept, 1, the day when the hunter and

sportsman could bang away at any and every species of
game that he could hope to find, and in all this region
only Ben and Shoshone to take advantage of the privilege,
Shoshone's path led him about the foot of the lake, down
to the meadows where he knew the birds would take their
early breakfast. Nervously he fingered the shells that
had been loaded with so much care and precision. If
there is a species of "buck-ager," called "chicken-ager"
by specialists, he was afflicted with the disease, and a
Pennsylvania barn door would have been safe at 40yds.
From his feet rises a gray form and goes whirring away
into the gloom. The gun is raised but as soon dropped to
its old position.

"No, friend Centrocercus, I want nothing to do with
you soJong as any of your dusky cousins aie to be found
in the vicinity."
The coolness and steadiness come back, for the hunter

must be his own dog, find and retrieve as well as shoot.
Whhr! whirr! whirr! One, two, three, a dozen up and
still rising. How the old gun rang out, and how clumsy
are those fingers after six months' rest! What an age it

takes to get in fresh shells! Two more shots and the birds
are out of range, Mark them down, then gather up the
victims. Ah, it is slow finding in the damp, brown rowen,
where there is every opportunity for concealment, but
four dead grouse and a cripple, that requu-es a grace shot,
is not a bad beginning. And now the sun creeps over the
mountain and the golden light floods the valley. Here,
there, everywhere are feathery forms flying swiftly
through the air. This is the very intoxication of sport.
From afar on the mountain Ben's rifle makes faint echo
to the gun. He, too, is enjoying this grandest morning
of the year.
Ten birds in the pockets of Shoshone's hunting coat

remind him of a solemn compact, entered into by the
quartette, wherein it was stipulated that, until the day
before the return home, no more game should be shot or

caught than was required for camp use. So he turned
back to the tent, above which the pale smoke of the
morning fire curled lazily above the swaying pine tops.
Ben had been back, aroused the sleeping beauties, and
started up the hill with one of the mules. Even now his
powerful basso profundo, singing one of the old songs of
the "49ers," could be heard and soon he emerged from the
aspen cover. Over the back of the mule was slung the
biggest buck that we had seen in many a day. The wide-
branched, velvety antlers almost touched the ground on
one side and the sharp hoofs dragged upon the rocks on
the other. And there were shouts of joy from the little
camp as the aroma of coffee, slap-jacks and broiled
chicken ascended heavenward.
After breakfast we "fixed" camp, built a shade of

aspens, thatched with willows, from the tent to the tire-
place, and snaked a couple of loads of dried aspen poles
for fire-wood. Jack and Dan, to pay for their laziness
during the early morning, were assigned the hulk of the
work, and it was in the line of their duties to clean and
care for the game. Ben reported the caiion that he had
visited as being full of red raspberries, bullberries and
sarvice berries, and, while Shoshone, rambled about the
lake to secure a boat, the trio went berrying. Near the
upper end of the lake the cabias of the professional fisher-
men are built. Here a boat was found; heavy, flat-
bottomed, leaky, but it would save swimming after ducks
and diving for trout, and that was all that was re-
quired.
The heat of the afternoon was devoted to the regular

siesta. Then Shoshone launched his fragile bark and,
with rod and gun, Dan furnishing the motive power,
defied the perils of the mighty deep. Above the shore
were scores of hell-divers and mud-hens, but far out the
bosom of the lake was black with countless teal and
mallards. To shoot or fish, that was the question. Dan
claimed to know the best fishing grounds, and that settled
it. Over the lake we sped, and the dark mass of natatores
parted, sailing gracefully just out of range and leaving
us a clear channel. Under the shadow of the eastern
peak Dan rested on his oars and, pointing to a deep, dark
pool, lashed into spray by the eternal falling of a brooklet
that leaped full 20ft, from rock to glassy lake, said,
"Cast in,"

Shoshone arose and the grizzly-king fluttered over the
spot indicated and dropped, as gently as a leaf, upon the
surface of the water. No response to the feathery se-
ducer. Again. The same result. The third time—
"Dan, get her stern to. I've got a whale,''
"Divil a whale, but a dandy trout, old man," as the

boat swung around and old Salvelin us, as proud as he was
angry, showed what seemed to be three feet of radiant
loveliness as he endeavored to snap the leader with bis
tail,

"Pull for the middle,"
Dan obeyed as though his life depended on it. The

craft was clumsy and Dan did not know how to handle
her for this kind of work; so the only hope of success lay
in forestalling any latent desire on the part of Mr. Trout'
to run beneath us. Fortunately the idea did not enter
his head. He made a good fight for the lilypads, but
boat and reel were too much for his strength, and after a
fifteen-minute struggle he allowed himself to be drawn
to the net. The scales at the tent showed him to be a 4|-
pounder, and he was the largest fish taken during the
trip, Dan was now fairly enthused with the spirit of the
sport and needed no request to pilot the boat back to the
spot where the first cast was made. But, alas,

"The best laid schemes o' mice and men
Gang aft a-gley."

Trout No. 2 came up to the scratch in elegant form and
condition, but his tactics were diametrically opposed to
those of his predecessor. Under the boat he was deter-
mined to go, and under the boat he went, leaving to Sho-
shone a broken tip and the sad memory of a trout that
never was caught. But another boat was bearing down
upon the scene to take up the sport where we had dropped
it. Ben and Jack had managed to secure a punt, even
more leaky and clumsy than ours. They had a can of
grubs and a pail of minnows, and we were contented to
leave them, and, because it was impossible to fish, to tiy
our luck with the mallards.
Now, while the ducks were not exactly timid, they

were unusually reserved in their manners, and refrained
from making the acquaintance of strangers without the
formality of an introduction. They could swim as fast
as Dan could row, and they managed to keep about
75yds. from the boat. Once in a while there would be a
little teasing flight of 20 or SOyds., and at such times the
gun would do its duty. But the distance was so great
that only cripples fell, and these it was impossible to re-
trieve. At length the birds drifted into a little bay from
which escape seemed impossible. Shoshone changed hia
seat to the stern and laid a dozen shells on the seat. Dan
grasps the situation. The boat is planted, fair and square,
in the narrow entrance. Before us the brown, moving
mass wedges and packs together until the inlet is covered
by a solid carpet of feathers. For an instant the birds
are undetermined what to do. Then, with one impulse,
they rise. The noise is as the roar of the tempest in the
forest, as the beating of storm-tossed breakers upon a
rocky shore. Landward for a minute and then, by com-
mon consent, the grand wheel is made, and the mass
comes back toward open water. They are scarce 20yds.
above us. The sky is darkened and the sound of the gun
that cracks until eight shells are gone is lost in the rush
of many wings. Over the lake they flv, faster even than
the mountain gale, the ranks of the living closing up the
gaps that ruthless powder and shot had made, A mile
away, over by the western shore, they alight, and we are
left alone, between the blue above a.nd the blue below, to
gather up the spoils. Nineteen plump, iridescent-winged
beauties are stowed away in the bottom of the boat, and
we rejoin Ben and Jack, who have eight 2-pounders to
their credit, and are as ready as we for supper.
What a supper that was! It took a long time to pre-

pare it, but it paid for all trouble. Think of it ye purse-
proud, game-loving Chicagoans, that pay §1.25 for the
leg of a chicken killed out of season, and then, with true
devotion to the cause, cinch the seller! We had cream
biscuit and coffee, baked fish, broiled chicken, fried duck,
fried venison, and wound up with luscious raspberries
and cream, the meal costing, barring the broken tip,
less than 50 cents.

Clearly the pursuit of game on the morrow was out of
the question. We had made an agreement and intended
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to live up to it. There was game enough in camp to last

for several days; so a bear hunt was proposed. A study
of the topographical map of Utah will show the fifty

miles between Panguitch Lake and the Cedar and Ka-
narra settlements to be an tminhabited mountainous
region. The ;,Pah Vaut range, that extends northward
for 150 miles between the Sevier Valley and the western
desert, here joins the main chain of theWatsatch, extend-
ing in an east and west direction, and the result is a chaotic
mass of spurs and peaks. Here is the abode of big game
—grizzUes, mountain lions, wildcats and deer. The
grizzly is the king in the eyes of the hunter. As a proof
of valor, daring and coolness, its hide is worth a dozen
pelts of the mountain lion or a hundred big buck skins.

To the average sportsman the killing of a grizzly places
the lucky man on the top of the ladder and makes him
an equal with the slayer of the bighorn. Ben's nerve
and experience qualiiied him for the post of leader of the
expedition and he was chosen captain without a dissent-
ing voice.

Daylight found the camp deserted. At sunrise the
hunters were four miles away up among the higher
canons and wiUow-fringed marshes where big bear were
wont to resort after their morning meal. If the day
should prove clear and hot we were on the right track,
but if cool our climb had been for naught. Fortune
favored us—the fickle dame is said to favor the brave

—

and not a cloud veiled old Sol's face. Deer sign were
abundant, but they could not swerve the quartette from
the path of duty. The canon narrowed. The scant 10ft.

between the little creek and narrow walls was choked
with underbrush and we could see but 3 or 4yds. ahead.
Suddenly we came to a halt. Every man's breath stopped
for an instant and our hearts thumped like trip-hammers.
We had run fair and square into the mouth of a cave
that the briers had concealed, and any lurking bear or
lion would have had the whole outfit at his mercy. Ben
was the first to get his head. Holding his cocked rifle

before him, he marched boldly into the den and the rest
followed. The cave was deserted, but it had been so for
only a few hours, it was bruin's lair, and he had a well-
worn trail from it to the upper part of the cailon. His
track was hardly cold, and we were liable to run across
him at any moment. Thanks to Ephraim's weight
and magnitude our way was now comparatively clear.
Slowness and extreme caution were necessary if we ex-
pected to make the sm-prise party a complete success.
Already we had passed wallows that he had made within
a week, and everything indicated that the moment of en-
gagement was at hand. A swallow of coffee from the
canteen and every eye and ear were on the alert. It was
now 10 o'clock. The sun was beating down furiously
and we were sulfused as to our clothing with perspira-
tion.

Stop! Twenty yards ahead there is a crashing of wil-
lows and aspens and a grayish-brown mass, seemingly as
large as a Norman horse, is indistinctly seen through the
underbrush. Ben gets in the first shot and the fusilade
opens. Bruin may be wounded, but he is not crippled.
He wheels and charges toward his assailants. Four shots
more and he falls, but only for a second. It is too warm
for comfort, and we make a grand break for cover, trees,
rocks, anything, at a "get there, Eli," pace. We scorn
any imputation of cowardice, but circumstances alter
cases, and none of us cared to be a shuttlecock for an
angry grizzly's paw. Dan made for the open hillside.
He is almost out of the thicket when a hop vine trips
him. Up again, but the bear is close by and his gun is

gone, and now commences the dodging race for life. We
are trembling so from exertion and excitement that we
can hardly land a true shot, and often the rifle is raised
and lowered for fear of hitting the man who is in line
with the crazy brute,
"Shoot, boys! Shoot for God's sake! Don't mind me.

I ean't keep this up much longer."
Shot after shot rings out. Bruin falls, rises, struggles

feebly toward the fleeing man, then falls to rise no more.
We do not stop to ask who made the lucky shot, for be-
yond him, unconscious on the ground, lies Dan. We fear
that he has been struck by a misdirected bullet, but when
we reach the spot we rejoice to find that he has only
fallen in a dead faint, from which he soon recovered, full
of spirits as ever, but weak and trembling like a leaf.
And now we turn our attention to the conquered.

Skinning Ephraim, we find that any one of eight wounds
would have proved fatal, and besides there were five or
six flesh wounds. The hide is slung upon a pole, and Ben,
Jack and Shoshone take turns, two and two, in bearing
the spoils back to camp, which was reached about 5
o'clock. The hide was voted to Dan as a memento of his
close call, and we envied him the soft, warm rug that we
knew would lie before his fireplace in the little log cabin
on the Sevier.
Thursday was devoted to business by Ben and Jack.

They started early in the day to hunt yeUow pine timber
for their mill on the creek. Dan was' still rather shaky
on his puis and remained in camp. Shoshone went on a
tour of exploration about the lake. He had walked about
a mile when his nostrils were offended by an odor that
was never wafted from Araby the blest. It was a com-
bination of slaughter-house and dirty sage brush fire. It
betokened the presence of Indians, but before he could
reach the encampment he heard a familiar voice calling
his uncomplimentary Ute name—"Senab yodes" (devil
wolf). Coal Creek John, erstwhile the terror of southern
Utah, was the speaker and Shoshone was invited to par-
ticipate in the dance and feast that was in process of prep-
aration. But, after noting the dozen deer skins that
were stretched out to dry and getting some "pointers" as
to the best localities for venison, he excused himself on
the plea of a prior engagement. The fisher's cabin was
next visited and the men who make their living from the
lake were found in a state of excitement and curiosity.
A few days before a sti-anger from Salt Lake had come

among them and contracted for all the fish that they
could catch. G-enerally, as the trout will not bear the
shipment in warm weather, the fishing season does not
fairly open until November, but this stranger had a mys-
terious powder, which he called "our new secret prepara-
tion," that he guaranteed to preserve the fish fresh and
sweet for weeks. The powder came in half-pound
packages, from which he was careful to tear the label. It
was soluble in water and in the solution the fish were
soaked. Evidently it was a salycilate, probably that of
soda, and it may have been the identical game preserva-
tive that has been advertised in the columns of Poeesx
AND Stream. At all events it was a mascotte for the

fishermen and they ofi'ered fabulous prices for the for-
mula or for tlie address of the manufacturer.
The professional fisherman's life in winter is a hard

and dreary one. At 4 o'clock in the morning his alarm
clock calls him and he gets breakfast and does the cook-
ing for the day. Then he gets out on the ice (tempera-
ture seldom above zero) and chops as many holes as he
can before dawn. All day long he has to watch these
holes to keep them from freezing over. Into each hole
he drops his hook baited with wood grub. The line is

attached to a willow. Just at the peep of day the fish
commence to bite and the poles commence to bob so
that a man has to keep on the run if he would attend to
business. When the sun is; about an hour high the hun-
ger of the fish is partially appeased. The fisher gets a
bite every five minutes, every fifteen Iminutes and in the
middle of the day, only a bite an hour on an average.
Still holes and poles must be watched and he has no time
for rest. At 4 o'clock biting begins again, at dark it is
fast and furious. Then great iron kettles, filled with fat
pine, are brought out on the lake, and soon the light of
forty fires illuminates the scene. About 7 o'clock the
trout are satisfied. Then the men go back to their
cabins and get supper, after which they spend thi-ee or
four hours in cleaning and packing the day's catch. It
is nearly midnight before they can go to bed. On snowy
days, when the ice has to be kept clean, their labor is
nearly doubled. Altogether their lot is not an enviable
one. From $80 to §120 for the winter's work hardly pays
for the loneliness, discomforts and exposure.
By 6 o'clock all hands were back in camp and the pro-

gramme for the following day was arranged. It was to
be the last in camp and all that we could catch or shoot
was to be taken home for family use. Ben was to go for
deer, Dan and Jack were to fish, and Shoshone was to
attend to the feathered bipeds. What success attended
the efforts of three of the party and what sport they had
can be judged only by the results. Shoshone started out
on Friday morning intent upon the slaughter of ducks.
He was his own pilot and oarsman, and this may account
for the fact that he had absolutely no luck, getting only
one little teal, and that rather by chance than skill. The
birds refused obstinately either to be driven into an inlet
or to swim within range. Then he rowed down to the
lower end of the lake, tied the boat to the willows and
went down into the meadows after grouse. At this time
of day the birds were not to he found in the stubble and
rowen, but resting on the ground under the willows that
cover the creek bottom. They are not easily flushed and
their flights are short so that a mere tyro can secure a
big bag with little or no trouble. One flock of eight
birds was beneath a willow upon which sat a small hawk,
about as large as a sparrow hawk, but, more likely, a
young sharpshin. Every time the chickens flew the
hawk accompanied them. He would not stir from his
perch until they ai'ose, and he always lit within 5yds. of
them. He was too small to have been hunting prey, and
his strange freak saved both his own life and that of the
brood with which he had associated himself. But those
birds were never missed. An hour's walking gave Sho-
shone twenty-two young grouse, which was as mucli as
he cared to pack, and he rowed back to camp, dressed
his game, ate a light lunch, and joined Jack and Dan on
the lake, a peeled willow taking the place of a split-bam-
boo. It was a difficult matter to cast flies with such a
pole, and it was a more diflacult matter to play the fish
when they were hooked, but a fair degree of success
attended his efforts. After an hour's fishing we saw Ben
walking back to the tent, leading the mules that he
had taken in the morning. We were soon at the shore
and lugging up SOlbs. of fish, weighing from 1 to 31bs.
each, as the result of the trio's labor, we found two deer,
dressed and hanging beneath our bower. That evening
as we were cleaning our fish Ben remarked :

°

"Well, I guess this '11 hev to do me untilmy fall himt."
"Wliere you goin'?"
"Where I always go. Over on to the East Fork Moun-

tains, and may be ez fur ez th' Escalante Desert."
"Guess I'll go 'long."
"Me, too."
"And L"
So, Providence and the weather permitting and noth-

ing interfering, the November grand hunt is in store for
the quartette, and the buckskins of the East Fork will
please note this fact and make due prepai-ation for our
reception,
Saturday morning broke, but no sun was visible. The

clouds hung low on the lake and hid the opposite hills.
There was a disagreeably tangible humidity of the atmos-
phere that almost dampened om' spirits as we gathered
about the coffee-pot and frying-pan. The mental gloom
increased as we went out to loosen the guy ropes.
Bang! whiz! somewhere, not many feet above out-

heads, the bullet from a navy revolver cut the fog. We
looked for the offender, and in a very few moments he
hove in sight—a drunken cowboy who had just come up
from the settlement, and who, had it not been for that
bottle of Panguitch tangle-foot, would have reached his
own mountain camp on the previous evening. He was
too much under the influence of liquor to listen to reason,
and after putting a couple of bullets into the sacked
venison he then dismounted and made a target of the guy-
ropes. When Dan proposed to use force, he turned around
and punctured his hat in a manner that would have done
credit to any border tough. This settled it. No one wants
to be a mark for a drunken man's unsteady aim. The gun
was emptied, and before he could reload it Jack had
grabbed him from behind and thrown him to the ground.
We then rushed in, tied the culprit, now beside himself
with rage, hand and foot, confiscated the gun, which
Dan stuck in his own belt, teUing Mr. Cowboy to call and
get it when he eame to town. The whisky bottle was
tossed into the lake, and we proceeded to pack and load
as though nothing had interrupted us. In an hour the
mules were harnessed and we were ready to start. Ben
then untied the cowboy's hands, leaving him to unfasten
his legs at his own leisure.

"Young man," said Jack, ''you're a leetle too fresh. You
never want to git so drunk ez to forgit that four of a kind
will always beat a full hand."
Followed by his imprecations as long as we could hear,

we drove away. The clouds thickened, and upon the sur-
face of the lake big raindrops were splashing. But below,
upon the far-away settlement, the sun was shining, and
with light hearts we went homeward out of darkness
into light. Shoshone.
PANatrracR Lake, Utah, Sept. 10.

HOW TO COLLECT BIRDS.
(Co7itinued from last loeeh.)

pOISONING THE SKIN.-The skinning and cleaning
J~ of the specimen having been completed, the next
thing is to apply the preservative. For this, as has
already been stated, only arsenic or a mixture of arsenic
and powdered alum should be used. This may be applied
either dry or as a paste, by mixing vdth alcohol or water
(alcohol being preferable). If the dry powder is used, it
should be kept in a shallow box large enough to hold a
medium-sized bird, ajid while the skin is in every part
turned "wrong side out," it should be laid upon the
arsenic and the latter applied thickly to every part, care
being taken to put plenty of the poison about the head,
particularly close up to the base of the bill, about the
lower end of the denuded wing and leg bones and about
the base of the tail. This is best done with the foot of a
rabbit (or better still, that of the northern species, which
has longer hah- on the soles); but if one cannot be had, a
substitute may be made by securely tying a wad of cot-
ton to the end of the stick. After the skin is covered
with the arsenic (which should be applied while its inner
sm-face is moist), ^ it should be held over the box and
gently tapped to loosen the superfluous powder.
Should the alcoholic paste be preferred, it may be ap-

plied with a bristle brush, or better still with a wad of
cotton tied to the end of a small stick, the advantage in
the latter being that it can be thrown away when a day's
work is done and a new one quickly made when another
is required.
Cleaning soiled or greasy specimens,—While blood-

stained specimens are supposed to have been partially
cleaned immediately after ' they were shot, as directed,
further cleaning is necessary before the bird can
be considered a good and finished specimen. The final
cleaning should be done when the bird is entirely
skinned, but before the preseiwative is applied. Bloody
specimens should never be washed before they are
skinned, as the application of water only serves to draw
out more blood through the shot holes.
After the bird has been skinned, however, and the

inner surface of the skin thoroughly freed from blood by
sponging or wiping, then the feathers may be washed
clean, using a soft sponge and warm water, and dried
with corn meal or some other clean absorbent substance,
care being taken not to allow any of these substances,
especially plaster of Paris, to dry on the feathers, each
application being thoroughly removed as soon as it be-
comes saturated with the moisttire. Repeated applica-
tions and much patience are required to clean a specimen
thoroughly, but the result is well worth all the trouble
and loss of time, unless the specimen is one of no value.
Corn meal is probably the best of all substances for

drying moistened feathers, but cannot always be ob-
tained. In its absence, clean dry sand, whiting or plaster
of Paris may be used, although the two last named should
not be used on birds of dark plumage, since it is next to
impossible to remove it all from the feathers, which ever
after have a dusty or powdered appearance. On birds of
white or very light-colored plumage, however, plaster of
Pai-is is better than anything else; but even on these as
much as possible should be removed by persisting whip-
ping and blowing of the feathers.

Dr^y blood stains sliould not be washed, but should first
be pried or chipped off with the finger nail, or back of a
knife, and then carefully scraped and manipulated with,
a stiff brush, such as a jeweler's brush or a tooth brush.
Fat birds are very difficult to clean, but the removal of

every particle of fat is very important, since, in addition
to the certainty of the fat which is allowed to remain on
the skin gradually working out through the shot holes
and other openings and greasing the feathers, the combi-
nation of the fat with the araenic pi'oduces a chemical
compound which is very injurious to the skin, rendering
it "rotten," or brittle.

A bountiftil application of corn meal, plaster, etc., dtur-
ing the process of skinning is a great help toward remov-
ing the grease, and in the case of large birds a piece of
calico or cotton cloth sewed to the skin along each edge
of the incision will serve to keep the feathers from con-
tact with the fat, though even then an absorbent sub-
stance should be freely used.
Ducks and some other water birds when fat are par-

ticularly difficult to clean, owing to the fact that the roots
of the feathers form numerous prominent points all over
the inner surface of the skin, the spaces between them
being filled with fat. In such cases the surface of the
fatty coating should be slightly gashed with the knife or
scalpel to release the oUy substance, which should then
be gradually absorbed by a persistent application and
"rubbing in" of the absorbent substance. Of course all
free pieces of fat should be first cut away.
Should the feathers have become greasy they should,

after the bird has been skinned and the inside of the skin
itself cleaned, as above directed, be washed with spirits
of turpentine, and the latter removed by absorption with
corn meal, whiting or plaster, repeatedly applied and
removed, the absorbent substance, when sattu-ated with
the tm-pentine, being first shaken off and the feathers
then carefully whipped with a light elastic stick, until
no more remains. This process is tedious, but the ex-
cellent results amply repay for the time and trouble
expended.
The cleansing of water birds, especially sea birds, re-

quiring special treatment, the following directions (pre-
pared at om- request by Mr. Wm. Palmer) should be
closely observed:
As prevention is better than cure, time employed in

taking proper care of sea birds when first killed is well
used; but it seldom happens that one is able to do this,
and therefore it becomes necessary to spend more time in
cleaning specimens than is desirable. When freshly
killed, if a sea bird is immediately hung up by the legs
for several hours, much vexatious work is spared the
collector, but if one is on a lonely shore, with miles to
travel, this is impossible. A box, open on top, but with
movable slats on which to suspend the birds, is perhaps
the best plan to adopt in a boat or on shore where several
hours are spent. When tramping specimens may be

1 If the skin has become dry it may be moistened by gently
touching the surface with a wet sponge; but If the paste is used
this IS of course unnecessary.
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Lung up or laid on a rock or hummock until return, the
object being to prevent friction and. pressure while the
body is warm and lax. When cold and hard it is best to
wrap in cheesecloth, corn meal being freely used at the
shot holes, and the mouth and internal nostrils plugged
Just before wrapping. But with even the greatest care
the feathers will soil and it becomes necessary to clean
them.

If a bird is very bloody when picked up, wipe off the
excess of blood with a piece of raw cotton, and do not, if

possible, allow the blood to get dry on the feathers; never
wash it until you are ready to skin, unless you can dry
also, and never wash in salt water if by any means you
can get fresh.
When ready to clean, provide a vessel of warm water

and dip the bloody feathers into it, working it the while
with the fingers; do this in several waters until the blood
is all dissolved out, then dry by pressure with a towel or
cheesecloth; now, with a piece of raw cotton partly satu-
rated with turpentine, gently wipe the wet feathers
downward, so as to leave, as it were, a thin layer of tur-
pentine; oji this place dry plaster an inch or more thick,
according to the size of the bhd, etc. In a few minutes
replace with more plaster, and continue until all the
moisture is drawn from the feathers, when the plaster
adhering may be wiped off with raw cotton and the
feathers blown apart with a bellows, or by taking it to a
windy place and smartly striking and alternately raising
the feathers, the plaster will be blown away. A second
application may be needed if the feathers are stained.

This cleaning is usually done after the bird is skinned,
but sometimes it will be found convenient to doit before.
Benzine may be used instead of turpentine, and some-
times soap or wasliing compounds will be found useful.
With small dirty spots the water may be applied with

a piece of raw cotton, a sponge or cloth, and the feathers
gently stroked downward toward the tail, parting the
feathers with the left hand while the right applies the
watfer. Cotton is much the best, as when dirty it can be
thrown away and a new piece used.
The essential points in cleaning a bird skin are: (1)

Never let the blood get dry on the feathers; (3) always use
the plaster immediately after washing, and (3) always
blow out the plaster from the feathers. At its best, clean
ing feathers is a nasty job, but by following the above an
otherwise worthless bird may be made almost as good as
an unsoiled one.

A PEARL FISHERY.

MR. CHARLES H. TOWNSEND has published in the
Fish Commission Bulletin a report on the pearl

fishery of the Gulf of California. The season begins in
May, and the divers all wear diving suits. The shells of
the pearl oyster {Meleagrina margarifdfera) are the chief
object of the industry, but the value of pearls adds con-
siaerably to the revenues. Pearls are accidental growths,
"being caused by the deposition of nacre around some
foreign object, as a bit of sand or a parasite, but usually
an egg which has failed to develop properly." Some of
the most valuable jjearls are black. The largest one seen
by Mr. Townsend was about as big as the egg of the blue-
bird. The largest one known is Sin. long and weighs 3oz.
Mr. Townsend made a descent in a depth of 18ft., and
found the experience very uncomfortable. ''The hght is
gray and dim notwithstanding the intense sunlight above
the surface, but within a radius of a few yards everything
is distinctly seen. Owing to the pressure of water and
the weights necessary to overcome it, a novice has the
same difiQculty in maintaining the perpendicular as a
child that stands alone for the first time." The dredge of
the Albatross frequently brought up shells of the pearl
oyster in depths of 60 to 180ft. in the Gulf of California.
The Bay of Mulege has furnished some pearls of rare
value, among them "those magnificent pearls of which
the collar was made for the Queen of Spain, and which
evoked so much admiration at St. Cloud and Windsor
Castle." Among the choice pearls are various colors,
some white shot with dark specks, some light brown,
sandy, gray or black; but the most valuable ones are
pink.

A Queer Little Kitten was seen one fine moonlit
night at Woods Holl, Mass., and a thoughtless young
rtian, who was on his way to church with a lady, gently
kicked the intruder off the sidewalk—gently but dis-
astrously, for the kitten was of the black-and-white-
striped, strong-scented genus and did not suffer interfer-
ence gracefully. The kitten held its ground, but the
young couple hastened away and neither of them went
to church that evening.
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Antelope and Deer of America. By J. D. Caton.
Price $2.50. Wing and Glass Ball Shooting ivith tlie

Rifle. By W. C. Bliss. Price 50 cents. Mile, Mod and
Gun in California. By T. S. Van Dyke. Price $1.50.
Sliore Birds. Price 15 cents. Woodcraft. By "Ness-
muJc." Price SI. TrajectoHes of Hunting Rifles. Price
50 cents. Wild Foicl Shooting; see advertisement.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-
tories and British Provinces are given in the Booh of the
Game Laws.

AUTUMN.
THE sweltering days are over. Cool nights have come.

The harvest has been gathered, but the stubbles are
sprinkled with scattered grain and the shocked but
unhusked corn dots the fields. The thunder showers are
less frequent. The apples are being carted in, and the
cider mill gives out its well-remembered creak as old
Dobbin goes her round.
Now, if you are the true, keen field sportsman, whose

slumbers of late have been broken by grouse's whirring
wings or the sound of the shrill whistle of the woodcock,
you know your time has come. You take from the
closet the breechloader and look it over, throw it to your
shoulder and glance along its barrels. The feeling is
growing on you. How your heart thrills as you think of
the bags last season and anticipate the present season's
port I And fortunate you are if you happen to have been

country born or to have a friend or relative at an old
country place where you are welcome in the autumn
time. You know where to go for Bob White along the
hedges by the old buckwheat field and down toward the
hazel thicket, and for woodcock down along the spring-
holes in the alders, and for the lordly grouse beyond the
berry patch and bordering the sugar bush on the hillside
facing the warm sun. The same old sugar bush! What
a place it used to be in your boyhood for squirrels, gray
and black and the little saucy red chickadee.
You step forth in the crisp morning air and feel the

pure ozone as it fills your lungs. What a breath you
draw in! How your eye glistens as you glance over the
landscape! The grasses are dead and dry at the tops, the
soft maple leaves are turning to crimson and gold, and
perhaps you may perceive a slight tinge of frost on that
upper rail as you leap the fence. And your dog—ah!
how he enters into the spirit of the occasion: with what
frantic rushes he bounds here and there, away from you
and back again, but watching your every motion. Lpt
him go; he will be all right after you have crossed a field
or two. Let him run and roll over and give tongue in
the mad excitement of the first outing of the season.
The thrills at your heart are increasing, and will in-

crease and keep on in volume and intensity untU—but we
will not anticipate. You cross the pasture down to that
swale fed by the spring holes. You know the place well;
its alders and bogs have been trampled through by the
cattle in the hot days just past. Steady, Dash! He is
making game. How carefully he stops, now almost
crouching. He pauses. See the swift backward glance
of the eye to assure him that you are ready. How your
heart is beating now! He comes to a point, and soon the
bird springs from the bog and skirts toward that opening,
or essays to climb up through the small treetops. Your
heart stops beating, your nerves ai-e on a tension; and, as
Frank Forester says, with "eye of faith and finger of
instinct," you touch the trigger and seethe puff of feathers
drift oft" to leeward, and the lordly bird turn over and
pitch down by that water birch, or that clump of oak
turning red and yellow under the magician's touch.
And, ah! when your faithful dog brings it to you,

holding it so gingerly and yet so securely in those vise-
like jaws, with not a feather ruflled, you gently take itfrom
him and pat his head, .^ajdng, "Good dog; good fellow."
And if it is a woodcock, you hold it up by its long bill and
gaze at that large, full eye, fast glazing in death, and
mark its round cinnamon breast and soft velvet-streaked
back. Or if a grouse, you lay it on its back on the palm
of your hand and stroke the feathers from the black ruff
around the neck down its plump breast, calculating with
the judgment of a sportsmen on its weight. How your
breast is thrilhng now! And as you stow it away in the
recesses of your shooting coat you feel that the world is
very grand and that you are one of the very fortunate
ones "in it." Jacobstaff.

NOTIONS ABOUT GUNS.
THERE has been a lot of talk about feather-weight guns.

Is not the priuciple that calls forth a 12-bore of this
pattern an incorrect one, because of the recoil that is con-
sequent? The feather-weight shoots much the same load
as the heavy gun of the same bore. It is the bore, not
the weight, that requires the proportions of powder and
shot. One can hardly get along without Sjdrs. in a 12-
bore, and that load, shot in so light a gun, is bound to
recoil most uncomfortably after much shooting. My ex-
perience comes from using a light single-l arreled la-bore
now and then and a 7ilb, arm, which latter I have shot
many hundred times in a few hours, with black powder,
and my shoulder told me the result better than I could
describe it. I am aware that the nitro powders do away
Avith much recoil from black powder, and while I am a
wood powder advocate I am also aware that any force
sufficient to send the shot out of the barrels at a high
velocity must also expend a part of its energy back
against the breech. I have found this so with a light
gun and wood powder, and to such an extent that con-
stant shooting would have proved very unpleasant. The
gun I now shoot is a 91b. 13-bore, yet it is too heavy. For
constant handling, long tramps and quick shots the 5^
or 61b. gun is a delightful weapon, and, all other things
equal, would soon handicap the heavy gun, but a black
and blue shoulder is worse than a cannon to carry.
Hence, I believe, all things considered, that the happy
medium, the best all-round weapons, is the light 16-bore.
My boyhood shooting was with a muzzleloader of iG bore
and I was often very successful, even killing wild turkey
with it. However, it must be true that the larger bore
will do greater execution and a 12 bore as light as a 16^
bore dare be, with no greater recoil than a 91b. 12-bore,
would be a wonderful weapon. But is such a thing nos-
eible?

Is there anything comphcated about the proper use of
wads imder varying conditions ? I cannot see it, though
I know that in different guns different proportions of
powder and shot are necessary. I have found in shoot-
ing two very different 12 bore guns that two black-edge
wads would give much greater penetration than one
black-edge, and just as much penetration as three or four
of the same. The principle is simply this: The wad
next the powder is often blown to pieces, the next one is

not and it has sufficient stiffness to drive the shot per-
fectly, and another wad does not help in the least. I
have made this experiment a number of times, but only
with black powder. I cannot see why two black-edge
wads are not as good as pink-edge or felt, they are good
enough for me. Now, who knows it all concerning this?
One of your correspondents tells the young sportsman

to carry his gun always at the half cock. The principle
rather to be followed is never to touch the trigger till

the gun is to be fired; but when trami^ing after game,
expecting or at any time liable to shoot, the sportsman
should always carry cocked and be careful where the
muzzle of his gun is. IE he waits to cock at a sudden
rise of birds or jump of rabbit he is in more danger of
shooting his companions when trying to get the hammers
back in a hurry by his finger slipping oh the hammer
before the trigger catches than he would be by carrying
the gun cocked all day long. Most boys hold a gun about
horizontal when they are cocking it, and the muzzle
maybe anywhei-e if they are in a hurry. And if you
wish to teach a boy to shoot quickly and steadily, don't
handicap him with a half-cocked gun at a flush. Let
him begin by doing as the old sportsman does, and be
careful from the first. Again a gun with rebounding
locks, or with the half-cocked notch properlynflled so that

the trigger cannot be pulled away from the tumbler
when in the notch, together with a strong trigger spring,
is a safe enough weapon to be cai-ried loaded in a wagon,
a boat or a cyclone. Enough has been said of the ham-
merless, and enough may be seen on very short acquaint-
ance to convince any one without a prejudice for new-
fangled notions that the weapon is vastly superior to the
hammer gun in every way, safety included.

I think most sportmen are ignorant of the easiest, best,
cheapest and simplest method of cleaning guns. In the
first place, and most important, don't clean the inside of
your barrels at all when you return from shooting, no
matter how long the gun is to rest in its case or stand in
the corner. Merely wipe over the outside of the gun with
a rag that has been saturated with melted cosmolene (or
some such like preparation from petroleum), rubbing a
little hard. Then wipe with a dry rag if the gun is left
too greasy. Before the weapon " is used at all the inside
working parts—the locks, ejectors,etc.—should be warmed
and melted cosmolene run into every opening and joint.
When the parts cool the grease hardens and stays, and it
will last for years and preserve perfectly. When you are
ready to go shooting again, swab and wipe out the bar-
rels, which you will find are perfectly preserved under
the burnt powder dust. They will look as new and
bright after the wiper as if just polished. I have never
known guns to rust even in salt air and drizzle when
thus cared for. I have known cleaned and oiled barrels
to get rust spots inside in spite of every other precaution.

S. F, A.

PRESERVING TROPHIES.
FROM Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Roches-

ter, N. Y., comes a handsome booklet with excellent
engravings of mounted heads of big game. The moimt-
ing of sportsmen's trophies is growing to be an extensive
business with the establishment; and we quote the direc-
tions given for preserving such objects until such time as
they can be put into the taxidermist's hands:
"To prepare and preserve heads of deer, elk, etc., divide

the skin in a circle around the neck just forward of the
shoulders. Cut it open along the top, to a point between
the ears, from that point make a cut to each antler.
Take off the skin, being careful not to cut the eyehds, and
leaving part of the lining of the nostrils and the lips.
Skin out the ears. Cut away all loose flesh and cure with
plenty of salt, letting it dry in a shady place before pack-
ing. Skulls of all animals are interesting and valuable.
They should be enthe, without broken jaws, bullet holes
or broken teeth, if possible. Disjoint from the neck with-
out cutting the back of the skull. Wrap jaws so that
teeth shall not be broken or lost. Skulls with antlers may
be bleached and mounted on shields, and skulls of puma,
bear, etc. , on pedestals with brass standards.
"To Preserve Fish for Mounting.—The easiest method

for the sportsman is simply to remove the entrails through
a slit in the belly, and seal the carcass up tightly in
spirits; or if the specimen is to be sent but a short dis-
tance and mounted immediately, a strong brine will
answer as a preservative. In general, however, the skin
should be removed, especially in the case of large fishes.
To do this, make a flap of the entire skin on one side of
the fish, choosing the side most injured by the gaff Or
loose scales. Make an incision from the back to the belly
just back of the gills, along the belly to the base of the
tad, and up again to the back. Raise this flap, carefiilly
cutting the flesh away, and separating the fin from the
body close under the skin. With this flap laid back, the
dorsal and belly fins can be cut away from the body just
under the skin, the backbone severed close to the tail
and the fleshy body lifted out, cutting it away from the
head last. Then all fleshy particles should be scraped
from the skin, the inside of the head cleaned, eyes re-
moved, etc. For the more perfect mounting of the speci-
men, any striking colors of the various parts should be
noted, and the color of the eyes. After removal, the
skin should be thoroughly rubbed with salt or alum and
kept in a cool place. The sooner it is shipped for mount-
ing the better. In case of a large fish, such as a tarpon
or large muskallunge, it is desirable to mount only one-
half longitudinally on a panel, in which case the flap
turned back in skinning need not be preserved. A sharp
knife and a pair of scissors are necessary implements."
The booklet is well worth sending for.

MAINE GAME.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Deer are reported very numerous in eastern and northern

Maine this lall. Residents huntthem very little as yet, so
they will just look up as one passes and, in some cases,
continue to gaze. The best hunter in La Grange told me
that on the east side of the Penobscot River, well back in
clearings, 40 to 50 have been seen in droves and passed
within easy range. A. C. Adams.

A Boston correspondent writes: Inclosed find a
letter I received on my return home from the West. It
is not the first one of this kind, and in discussing the de-
merits of Maine native and visiting sportsmen you might
like to know such facts. The letter comes from a Maine
post-office and was written in August last. It reads:
"Dear Sir—Do you have any use for fresh game? K so,
how^ much do you pay for venison saddles? If you do not
want game please write me what places would pay good
prices for fresh game. This is a business letter and
strictly confidential."

Moose Hunters Hunted.—New York, Oct. 2.—A gen-
tleman just returned from the Metabatchouan River tells
ine that Mr. W. H. Briggs, of Bridgeport, Conn., was out
trout fishing with his guides near the club house the
other day when they saw a cow and bull moose swim
across the pond. That day they had left their rifles at
home, as they were not expecting to go any distance.
They cut off the bull and the guide struck at him with
his hatchet. The moose swung his head to escape the
blow, which broke off a piece of an antler. This enraged
the animal and he made a plunge for the boat, putting
both forefeet aboard and smashing the canoe. The occu-
pants barely escaped with their lives and were rescued
from drowning by some members from the club house;
but everything in the canoe was lost.—W. H.

Newfoundland Caribou.—Messrs. Cecil Clay and son,
of Washington, and W. Holberton, of this city, saUed
from New York last Saturday for a caribou hunt in New-
foundland.
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AMONG THE CURRITUCK BAY BIRDS.-I.

WHEN getting teady for my regular summer bay
bird trip—the North Carolina Sound—I looked

around for a good quartette. As the world goes, one
learns many things, and for a hunting party "us four
and no more" is the exact number that will give the
greatest mutual benefit. Four can pair off, four can
separate equally, leaviiig no man like the fifth spoke of
a wheel useless and alone. Four can make a full whist
hand, or "seven-up"; four is the sportsman number as
potent as the magic nine of the Chaldeans.
After an experience of a score or more of years spent

in hunting, mine may be of some use to tyros, or old
sportsmen, too, for that matter, who contemplate making
up hunting parties, especially as the autumn quail shoot-
ing and winter duck hunting is approaching.

It is a matter of indifference to me whether my com-
panions are good shots or not, actual shooting is but a
fraction of time spent on the trip, and it is good comrade-
ship that makes the sporting nomadism a success.
There are certain types of men that should be avoided

like poison on such expe-
ditions. There is the good
shot, selfish and opinion-

ated, who can talk nothing
but "shop" all the time.

No matter what subject is

broached, he turns the con-
versation to his own ex-

ploits, his sole object is to

make others feel small, he
never loses an opportunity
to boast of his prowess,

and in field, thicket, sea-

meadow or river, he invar-

iably chooses the best loca-

tion or occupies the best

blind, and like a bantam
rooster, he is in a continual
crow. Such a person can
run up the score, but can
add nothing to the enjoy-
ment of the party. Then
there is the envious man
who wants the best of
everything, and as envy
and suspicion go together,

he imagines that every one
is leagued against him, and
upon the slightest run of

bad luck he announces his

intention of breaking up
the party and striking for

home.
Who has not met the

penurious man who_ treats

a pleasure trip as if it were
purely a business trans-

action, and haggles over
every expenditure like an
old customer in a pawn-
broker's shop. "Sundries"
haunt his waking hours,
and drift through all his

dreams. If he would, oh,

if he would only keep it to

himself, but he does not.

No man will stand impo-
sition, but there is a wide
difference between extras
and robbery.
Then the kicker—we all

know what he is—but as
he often affords food for

mirth, and as the kicking
comes as often from hered-
ity, as untoward circum-
stance we can pass him by.

Lastly comes the chronic
gi-umbler—worse than all

the others combined. Just
as a pinch of assafoetida
can poison the whole at-

mosphere around, so can
the grumbler diffuse mis-
ery and discontent to all

brought within the bound-
ary of his malign influence.

He is an annoyance, a
grievance, nuisance, vexa-
tion, bore, and a general
sickener. If there is on a
hunting excursion a greater
thorn in one's flesh I have
never met it. The grum-
bler settles down to work
soon after the voyage com-
mences, nothing suits him,
it is worry, bother, plague, baiting and badgering. He
is a kill-joy, a veritable prophylactic snag and sawyer to
your pleasure boat floating down the stream.
Now the crowd I invited to my CuiTituck Club were

men of different metal. Everybody in Washington
knows Captain Burgess. A fellow of infinite wit, and
like Falstaff, the cause of wit in others; well in the
forties he is the image of Fritz, when Emmett of genial
memory was at his best, and had he taken to the stage in
his youth he would have made his mark. Cap, as he is

called, is fond of all kinds of game and is as much at
home bluffing on a bob-tail flush as blazing away at the
birds from sink-box or blind. Mac was a tyro but will-

ing to rough it, and except when his liver is out of order,
takes alike with a frolic welcome "the sunshine and the
storm." York, the youngest of the lot, is an ardent
sportsman, a quick, sure shot, and his capacity to rough
it is second to none.
Now for the outfit—a party going on a hunt is almost

sure to take much more than they need, I gave each
man a list for a week or ten days' absence, they were
simply to go in light marching order, with no wagon
train. One old suit of clothes for hunting to be worn
there and back, a change of underclothing, India rubber
boots or old shoes, oi!-cloth, 500 shells, a mosquito net,
and old kid gloves with the fingers cut off, both to pro-
tect head and hands from the pestiferous mosquitoes, an
old slouch hat, that was all, of course each man clubbed

in for liquids. Reaching Norfolk, I ordered one ton of
ice to be forwarded to the club via the steamer, to pre-
serve the birds. Then we took the cars to Virginia
Beach, and meeting Captain Drinkwater's team, we
drove along the beach for thirty miles to our destination.
The tide being high it was an all day journey, for instead
of fast trotting along the smooth velvet beach, we had to
plough through eight inches of sand, and an ox team
would have been as serviceable under the circumstances
as a pair of fleet goers.
The Currituck Inlet Club was founded some five or six

years ago by a small and select party of Norfolk gentle-
men, who kept the membership down to one dozen.
Afterward the club was enlarged to twenty, and then to
thirty, the initiation fee was increased, and certificates of
stock issued, though there were no printed constitution
and by-laws.
The place was famous for its sea meadows, and has

been celebrated for a century or more as the finest place
for bay bird shooting on the Atlantic coast. The ocean
on one side and Currituck Sound on the other; the club's
meadows were about a mile wide and a couple of miles

AMONG- THE WILDFOWI..—YI.

Dead fop. a Dfcat — At Sixty Miles an Hour.

in length. The grass is short and thick, with here and
there shallow ponds that are filled with water except in a
drought. These basins are the great reservoirs for the
yellow shanks, graybacks, grass plovers, mostly, which
arrive in May, disappear in June, and then return in the
latter part of July and remain until some time in October.
While epicures and gourmands consider these birds

most excellent in delicacy and fiavor, yet few ever reach
market, for these snipe are safe from the pot-hunter, for
one reason, their flesh is so fat and tender, that they spoil

in a few hours on a hot day, and they must be placed on
ice shortly after they are shot, and kept there until
they are served, else decomposition is sure to follow. Of
course market gunners can not afford to bring ice such a
distance even had they a refrigerator to hold it, and
packing contrivances to ship them, hence, though the
birds command a fancy price, and are in great numbers,
none of the natives nor gunners care to waste their am-
munition except to supply their own table.

This leaves the clubmen a fine show, and as few of
them ever come down during the summer there is choice
shooting for those who care to risk the positive discom-
forts of torrid weather, swarms of mosquitoes, and the
absence of all fresh fruits and vegetables, for this pure
sandy soil produces nothing, neither orchard nor garden
stuff. Even the milk is canned.
The glory of this club is in its snipe shooting, the duck-

ing privileges are far from choice, and cannot be com-

pared with the adjacent clubs; this being the case it is in
the interest of the club to guard zealously its rights and
privileges. How this is done I will presently show.
The regularly appointed keeper of the club is C. S.

White, or Shant White, as he is called. His brother
Leon once lived on the lands of the Swan Island Club,
but was forced by that organization to leave the place,
and owning a marsh and piece of ground on the lands of
the CuiTituck Inlet Club he erected his dwelling. Mac
and I stopped at Shant White's, while Cap and York re-
mained at Leon White's, about 100yds. distant.
Approaching the keeper's house we found him stretched

upon a shucked pallet in the yard playing with his baby,
A big pan filled with lightwood knots was burning
brightly, and though the flames attracted the mosquitoes
from far and near, yet the pungent, resinous smoke kept
them at bay. These smudges are the favorite method
employed by the islanders to get some rest and comfort
in the early part of the summer nights; they retire early
and get up late. Twelve hours good solid sleep, with a
half dozen naps during the day are suflicient to keep
them alive. About sunrise we started for the shooting

grounds about a mile away,
a team carrying our guns
and shells. The mosqui-
toes were out in force
•and literally covered our
bodies; but with the nets
covering our heads, the
gloves our hands, we bid
defiance to them,
"Skeeters is bad certain,"

remarked Shant, clutching
a handful off his neck and
crushing them in his palm.
"They will carry me off,

wagon and all, ef they
keeps on this way; almost
drain my blood,"
"What blood can they

get out of you, Shant? teil

us that," remarked Cap,
"They ain't after my

blood," said the driver;
"but after the supper I ate
last night, I reckon, and
then they will suck my
bones ef I let 'em." Then
he got down, broke off a
bunch of bushes and fought
them as if a swarm of ire-
ful yellow jackets were on
the warpath.
Fortunately for the sports-

men, the beams of a hot
sun, or a stiff breeze causes
these pests to sink out of
sight, and but for this wise
provision of nature such a
thing as hunting bay birds
on the North Carolina
coast would be an im-
possibility. I have had
some hard experiences in
my life with these insects.
I have fought the Jersey
mosquitoes, off the coast,
battled with them in the
Florida everglades, and suf-
fered torments from them
in the swamps of Cape
Charles, but for persist-
ency, bloodthirstiness and
relentless persecution, I
give to the North Carolina
coast mosquito the palm.
They seem to me larger
than any other species I
ever met, and as these shal-
low pools on the sea mea-
dows are their breeding
places, they literally are
in swarms. In the drive
through the bushes they
covered horse, cart and oc-
cupants, and not until we
got out in the open and
caught the strong wind
from the ocean did they
leave us.

We occupied blinds a
couple of htuidred yards or
so apart. A few bushes
stuck in the ground, a small
box to sit upon, a couple of
dozen tin decoys stuck in
the shallow ponds, and we
were ready for work. The
cart put back to the house,

Shant telling us he would call about 10 o'clock. All
around were the flying birds, and at once the snipe began
circling over the decoys, and each gun was ringing out
in the morning air. I alone had taken a trained setter to

the club, who crouched in the blind awaiting my signal
to bring the killed and wounded birds. The bay birds
here rarely fly in flocks, and consequently all our shots
were singles and killed flying. The birds seemed to de-
tect the cheat as they approached near the decoys, and
invariably shied off", thus bringing the gunner's skill in
fuU play. I suppose we averaged a shot every two
minutes, though of course not regularly. Sometimes we
would fire so fast but for our thick gloves we could not
have held the heated barrels, then a lull would come of
a minute or two. For over one hour I made preparations
to light my pipe, but before I could succeed 1 would have
to stop to shoot, and my friend and comforter was taken
up and thrown hastily aside a dozen times because the
birds came so fast.

There was no necessity for calling them, they would
head for the decoys of their own accord, and it required
at times some fancy shooting. It was comparatively
easy when they circled or beat against the wind, but
when they darted by, borne on the pinions of the breeze,
they went like a rocket, and one had to sling the muzzle
of his gun fully five or six feet in front to knock them
over. Alex. Huntee,

[TO BE CONCLUDED.]
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
OPENING BAY AT HORICON,—II.

SATURDAY at noon, the first of the Horicon shooting
party left Chicago, including Mr. Percy Stone, Mr. L.

M. Hamlme, his guest Mr. J. Hall, and his young son, Leo
Hamline, also a new member, Dr. H. C. Buechner and
the writer. The distance, via C, M. & St. P. R. R., is

about 150 miles, and Horicon is reached in the early even-
ing, the three miles' ride cross country putting one down
at the "Bos" just in good time and elegant trim for the
sort of supper Louie Dunham, the club cook, has waiting.
Louie is an old Mississippi River cook and a high roller
in culinary matters. We found that he had ordered,
among other items, twelve dozen spring chickens. Be-
fore we had finished supper he grimly remarked that he
was sorry he hadn't ordered another gross. If an assess-
ment isn't due to square the table account at the end of
the season, I miss my guess, for everything goes at Hor-
icon.
Now, if the reader will kindly look up the Chicago

Shooting Box, on the left hand side of the map as one
looks towatd the top,
he will find where
Percy Stone began to
show the writer some-
thing of the marsh,
'

' Miescke's Channel

"

runs clear up to the
boat house, and is or-

dinarily full of water,
but when Percy and I

started down it, it took
us over an hour to push
through the mud down
to the mouth of it, and
then we could not tell

where the mouth was.
It is xiseless to ditch on
the marsh proper, for
the bog simply melts
and fills a ditch with
soft black mud. A
bank for a ditch is an
impossibility.
Some time before

noon we got our boat,
the best mud craft I

ever saw, down
through Miescke's bay
to the dam, which was
just then beginning to
set the water back a
little. In a common
boat we should never
have gotten there at
all. The boat we had
was one of Mr. Stone's
design. It is much
like the Point Mouille
boat you see on the
LakeEi'ie marshes, but
not quite so deep. It is

double-ended, decked
and coamed, flat-bot-

tomed with small rake,
only 81n. deep in the
middle, 4 at each end,
and rather beamy. It

is very light, and can
run on a heavy sj^rink-

ling of corn meal,
vrater not being at all

necessary, as we dis-

covered. This I should
call the typical Hori-
con boat, though the
natives use a cranky
double-end sharpie,
easy to pole in deep
water, but absurd for
mud.
"Wait till we get

into Four-Mile," said
Percy, "and I will
show you more young
ducks than you ever
saw.'' So we pushed
on up First Channel,
and over waterless
mud flats, half way
across Four-Mile Pond.
Then w^g came upon
the first bed of birds.

I should think about
10,000 teal got out of
one bay, and these
started others, and our
rapping on the boat later on started yet other thousands,
until Percy's prophesy Avas fully proved. I never did
see the like. The birds flew up and down the bank of
wild rice which skii-ts the edge of Four-Mile Island, and
flapped in and out of the cover as far as we could see or
hear. There was no estimating the number. They were
all birds bred on the marsh. For the first time in my life

I was upon one of the vast natural breeding grounds of
the North, probably to-day the greatest this side of north-
ern Minnesota or British Columbia.
"The teal come out early," said Percy; "the young red-

heads are still in the grass to great extent, and the mal-
lards are not in this part of the marsh. We will go see if

we can find some of them now."
With extreme labor we now worked in over a quarter

of a mile of mud bar, into the edge of what is known as
the West Bay, We left the boat, took our lives and our
push paddles in our hands, and plunged through the rice
bog up to the edge of a bit of water. Here we called
aloud, and in answer myriad voices arose. We thought
about 2,000 mallards got up in one flock. They came
circling over us, a sight to drive one frantic.
"We'll get in here on opening day, if we have to drag

the boat over the grass," said Percy. "Right here is

where we two are going to shoot."
We made it back to the club house in the early evening,

and by that time I had seen enough ducks, apparently, to
supply the inhabited world with shooting. Percy told
he others of the party about the low water, but thought

the Big Lake, further north, would have more water in
it. Later information confirmed this supposition, and
the bulk of the party went in that direction on Tuesday
morning.
Mr. Stone's friends, the two Hunter boys, of Chicago,

were to go with him, and I was also so assigned, a great
good fortune, for he is doubtless the hardest -worker and
most successful duck shooter of the club. I never met a
better, outside of the market-hunters. His plan was soon
formulated. He and I were to take a tent, and go up to
Four-Mile Island and pitch camp on Monday afternoon,
then to return to the Box, meet the rest of the shooting
party due there Monday evening, get the two Himter
boys, go back to the tent and sleep there over night, and
thus get the much coveted early start Tuesday morning.
We did go in with the tent Monday afternoon, got within
50yds, of the island with the boats, cut a path through
the wild rice with a sickle, and half carried, half dragged
our skiff thi-ough the thick, deep muck and water to the
inner edge of the rice. We found the island a thicket too
dense to admit a tent, but on the edge of it the ground
was more open. We pitched the tent on ground so soft

NOT TILL THEN.
"^^HEN the brush of glorious autumn

Paints the maple lea^s with scarlet.

When the golden rod Is decked with glistening sprays,

Then 'tis time to seek the woodcock

'Mid the brier-tangled thickets

On the ifllsidBB* in the bright October days.

W. TOWNSEND.

and "trembly" that we kicked the tent pins down with
the toes of our rubber boots, an axe not being necessary.
It was the moistest looking camj) T ever helped set up.
As to how we were ever going to find that hole in the
wild rice after dark, that was still another question.
The evening train on Monday brought up Messrs. 0. E,

Felton,C. B. Dicks and the two Hunter boys from Chicago
and Mr. R. Merrill from Milwaukee, so that the Box fairly
overflowed with eager shooting humanity. At the club
boat below the dam we had already seen Capt. Clements
and son of Milwaukee, Mr, L, J. Petit and several other
shooters. Mr. Kretchmar and son were camped on Four-
Mile Island above us, Mr. Boehme was over at Mayville
shanty with two other guns, and all in all the occupancy
of many of the choicer shooting points was already fore-

gone. The party at the Box was divided up as follows:
Messrs. Hamline, Hall, Dicks, Merrill and Buechner started
at 3 A. M. the next morning for Big Lake, where their
boats were taken Monday. Col, Felton and his pusher
went by wagon to the dam early Tuesday morning, thence
up First Channel to the middle bogs of Four-Mile Bay.
Percy Stone and Charlie Hunter started at about 8 o'clock
Monday evening by boat for the dam, and I was to take
Tommy Hunter by land along the edge of the marsh, find
the road that ran down to the dam, and there meet the
boat party, all four then taking boat for the camp on the
island. As it tm-ned out, oirr camping party had rather
more incident than its share.

It was about that time of day which the club historian

calls the "gloaming just preceding nightfall" when
Tommy Hunter and I started for the dam. It was the
dark of the moon, or at least there wasn't any moon visi-
ble, and to make matters worse, a dense white fog had
settled over the marsh, so thick you could hardly see a
dozen yards ahead of you. We declined a guide, how-
ever, and with the pleasing prospect of getting lost on the
marsh started out, after arranging in regard to the signals
in case we did get lost. Our scheme was to follow a line
fence till we got to a certain wooded point, follow the
edge of this till we came to the road, and then follow that
till we got to the dam. This looked simple enough, but
we soon found it diflicult. The abominable fog shut out
every landmark. Tommy Hunter had never been there
before, and I was trusting to one trip and a compass. We
found the timber, took the right bearing for the dam, but
could not find the road. Back and forth we promenaded
on the blufl', unable to catch the wheel marks, and afraid
to trust ourselves to the marsh. It is astonishing how
difilerent a landscape appears after dark, especially v?ith
a white fog accompaniment. Finally I told Tommy that
we might be somewhere, but I didn't believe it, and if so,

I didn't know Avhere it

was. I was irritated
beyond measure at
knowing where we
were without being
able to prove it. Fin-
ally I left Tommy on
the point, and getting
the Milky Way on my
back started into the
marsh, and then we
fired three shots at
intervals, getting no
answer. The situation
was most puzzling.
We could get back to
the club house, but
could not get to the
dam. At length we
struck a cowpath,
which by the compass
had the right trend,
and presently we
found a cattle pond
which was familiar.
With Tommy for a
pivot here I worked
around in the marsh
till I found the wagon
trail. The next day I
learned that we had
crossed it on the bluff
a half dozen times, but
it was so scattered on
the hard blue grass sod
that we had missed
the wheel marks.
We got to the dam

ahead of Percy and
Charlie Hunter, for
they had had even a
worse time than we.
They had lost their
lantern overboard, and
their boat leaking bad-
ly and so taking in
great weight, they had
nearly stuck on the
march where they
could not empty her.
With a saucer for a
bailing vessel they had
kept afloat, though
very wetly so, and fin-
ally made their way
down to the dam.

It was now nearly
midnight, and the
hardest of our trip lay
before us. Percy and
I divided up the bag-
gage, taking a boat
apiece, and the two
brothers took a third
boat. Percy went
ahead with a lantern
to explore the channel,
and we followed single
file, pushing up First
Channel in the fog.
My boat was last, and
I shall not soon forget
the weird eflrect I saw
that night, the short
gleam of the lantern
on the white fog bank,

and the giant figures laboring dimly in the mist ahead.
It was all very grim and ghostlike. You can not stay at
home and see such things.
Of our push across the flats above the channel I shall

say little, for it was simply awful. The picturesqueness
soon wore off, and it became a sheer case of hard work,
three feet at a time, push, push. At 1 o'clock in the
morning we halted at the edge of the wild rice bank
and consulted awhile, finally concluding that the next
bank must be ours. Into the next bay we dragged on,
and here Percy Stone found a duck roost and a muskrat
house which he lined up, and out of these uncertain data
he figured out the tiny hole in the rice where we had cut
our landing in to the island. This was the finest piece of
marsh work I ever saw done by amateur or professional.
The difficulties of that fog-encircled journey cannot be
understood till tried in similar fashion. That same morn-
ing old man Miescke, the best guide on the marsh, got
lost on dry ground going up to Big Lake, and his son
Emil, born on the marsh, also got clear out of his calcu-
lations on the lake. With no channel or current to give
a hint, with a curtain of bog and marsh growth all about
and a sea of white fog sweeping over all, the problem of
finding a I4in, hole in a fourteen-mile rice bank fiveniiles
off is one which may well be thought to offer difficulties.

It was 2 o'clock in the morning when we blundered
half exhausted through the mud that lay between us and
the tent. We threw ourselves upon our moist and tincer-

tain bed with a great deal of relief and a good chance for
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malaria, of which latter we never even dreamed. At 4
A. M., two hours later, we were up and eating a hiirried
breakfast. Before that time some one on the "Skirmish
Line" had violated the rules and was firing in the sight-
less dawn. When we hurriedly pushed oiit into the flats

again the guns began to boom on all sides, and the swish
of passing hurrying wings was incessant. Opening day
had begxxn

!

An hour's push brought us all four to the mouth of the
channel, into West Bay, and here we left the Hunter
brothers. Percy and I pushed on deeper in, over a jour-
ney which I shall not attempt to desci'ibe. Walk a mile
3ft. at a step, two minutes to each step, and lifting; SOOlbs.
every minute, and you may get a notion of it. Early as
had been our start for West Bay, it was 8:30 in the morn-
ing, and the fog was lifting, when I got my decoys out,
and half an hour later when I had my' boat in the' blind.
Meantime the firing on the fiats back of ua was inces-
sant, rattling like miisketry of engaged lines two miles
long.
We put but few birds out of West Bay, and found when

morning cleared that the feed was largely killed there by
the lowness of the water. Still the bars were covered
with mallard feathers, and we knew we had found their
midday retreat. After a little they began to come in,

and Percy and myself were soon at work. I never saw
birds answer decoy and call so well, and for an hour or
so I saw the prettiest sort of duck shooting at its very
prettiest. I could see the bii-ds dropping to Percy's gun
over on the right, and before long I had down seventeen,
nearly all mallards.
Presently the firing ceased all over the marsh, and be-

fore noon Percy pushed over to my blind, a much dis-

gusted man, and said he was going in. He had thirteen
bii-ds in his boat, and had lost numbers in the rice and on
the bottomless mud. I could not say even so much as
that, for my very best wading and pushing had only been
able to get seven of my ducks together. The country
was simply impossible to traverse, either by boat or on
foot. After Percy left I shot only a little while, for it

seemed mere cruelty and waste. I left four big mallards
lying in plain sight on a mud bar, which I could not
reach in any way contrivable. With retrievei'S, or with
6in. more of water, we should have had a grand day of
sport.

Every locality has its own style of shooting. At Hori-
con there are two methods, over decoys and on the fly-

ways. It must be remembered that here the birds are
all young home-bred ones. The pounding on the marsh
on opening day sets them flying wildly in the morniog.
Then they get tired and hole uj) in the recesses of the
marsh, whence they do not emerge for a day or two.
While they are flying over the marsh they decoy easily,
but after they hide it is impossible to get in to start them
up unless the water is higher than it is this fall. A few
inches more of water would have added hundreds to the
bag of opening day this year.
As it was, the low water played havoc with the club's

expectations. Instead of 500 ducks, only about 100 were
brought in. Col. Felton shot on Four-Mile Bay and only
got seven ducks. The early Skirmish Line shooters had
the best of it, but we heard of only thirty-five ducks as
high bag there, where there was shooting enough to kill

a thousand. The Hunter boys had their hard work mostly
for nothing. The party at the Big Lake did better, Mr.
Hall having high bag, twenty-five, Ben Dicks sixteen,
and so on. They brought in about seventy ducks. Ordi-
narily more than 300 are brought in on "first day," It
was 327 last year to five guns only. The average at the
Box is rarely fess than twenty-five per gim. Mr. Boehmer,
of Mayville Shanty, has bagged ninety-three in one day.
It was he who got thirty-five this year. Mr. Hamline
has bagged eighty-three birds in two days there, and ]\Ir.

Stone does not usually fall much below fifty or sixty,
never less than thirty-eight since 1884, and last year
seventy-four before noon. The latter gentleman, who
had gone to so much trouble to secure sport for his friends,
felt a trifle disappointed, but he was the only one who
felt so. Everybody else was philosophical aiid happy.
Indeed, the shooting was plenty good enough, barring
the diificulty of getting the dead birds, and the day was
one of utmost pleasure from a shooter's point of "^view.
An epicure might have "kicked" had he belonged to the
tenting party on Four-Mile, for every living man of us
went off and forgot his water jug, so the day of hard
work was passed without a sup to quench the thirst, for
what little water there was on the marsh was quite un-
drinkable.
The next day, Wednesday, saw the water in the dam

slowly creeping back over the marsh. Had the dam held
at first the marsh would have been in perfect order. They
had about a foot of water at Big Lake, and the party of
Tuesday went back there again Wednesday, but by rioon
they returned, as the tired ducks had not yet begun to
fly. Percy Stone and I got a few jacksnipe "near the club
house. In a week or so, especially with a little rain, the
snipe shooting on this marsh will be probably the best
there is in the West. There is about ten miles of the
finest possible ground for them. Bags of fifty, sixty or
seventy snipe are easy here, and the walking along the
wet knolls on the edge of the swamp is not hard. Last
year Ben Dicks killed thirty-one jacksnipe out of his
duck blind in one day. Yellowlegs, sand snipe and rail
are never noticed by the shooters here, but fairly swarm
on the marsh. It is a most remarkable breeditig ground
for all the water birds.

I can not ask ppace to say more about the Horicon
marsh, but it well might take more space. I saw more
wildfowl there than I ever saw on a marsh before. The
northern flight had not dropped in at all, and the ducks
we saw were all local birds. About Sept. 20 the first of
the northern birds strike Horicon, though the main flight
is not due so soon. About that time, too, the Horicon
teal band up and start on their long journey for the south,
along the rail fence route earlier described so far as Chi-
cago. The Horicon mallards, and there are untold thou-
sands of them, as we can all testify who shot there this
week, breed on the marsh and stay there till ice. The
Horicon redheads are at this date still very young, and
are not all out of the grass. They will go south with the
main flight fi-om the north. We did not see all the ducks
the marsh held, Even the teal can not all fly yet. I saw
one bunch feeding on a bar, trim, beautiful little fellows,
not much bigger than quails. They swam slowly back
into the grass, not attempting to fly, though I approached
them within 30yds. The pintail flight from the north is

ppmething tremendous, they tell me. I should imp,gine

that on a blustering day in October, when the birds were
skurrying down before a northern storm, would afford
such sport as would be hard to duplicate outside of Hori-
con, But you must ask old Miescke about that if you
want duck stories.

One trouble about Horicon club arises from the discord-
ancy of the Wisconsin and Illinois laws. The season
opens in the former State Aug. 1, in the latter Sept. 15.

Furthermore, the law of Wisconsin forbids one to "export,
carry or convey" ducks out of the State, It may be
thought that the club men would disregard this latter
absurd law, which has been shown to be unconstitutional
in a dozen courts, notably those of Indiana, but such is

not the case, I do not know of any ducks that were
brought across the line, Percy Stone gave a big bag full
to relatives in Millwaukee, and I know all his ducks and
mine went there. It seems too bad that we cannot have
uniform game laws, at least for Indiana, Illinois and
Wisconsin, which are so nearly alike and so much visited
by the same sportsmen. The game dealers and restau-
rant men here, however, shall have no chance to lay a
charge of inconsistency against the Horicon men. Cer-
tainly, in consideration of the facilities their incompar-
able marsh affords, the latter act with dignified and
sportsmanlike reserve in framing and observing their
own laws, much more strict than those of the State.
The wildfowl would be swept from Horicon marsh in

two years now if it were not protected. It is protected,
and I am glad of it. I wish every good marsh in the
West were protected. I have no confidence whatever in
the public's ability to take care of shooting privileges.
History shows the greed and carelessness of the public in
such matters. Preserves we must have, or the game is

gone. Since this is so, it is fortunate that suchrare priv-
ileges fall into the hands of men who appreciate and
value them rightly and who will take care of them. A
Horicon membership is now nominally $150, In ten
years it will be worth perhaps .|1,500, perhaps $5,000, The
game is going.
The following are the names of the gentlemen now

holding memberships actually, though eight other mem-
berships are due to be issued early; L, J. Petit, Milwau-
kee, president; F. C. Donald, Chicago, vice-president;'
Frank Falk, Milwaukee, treasurer; Percy F. Stone, Chi-
cago, secretary. (The above, with Mr. F. T. Day, make
up the board of directors, who have absolue power over
the policy and management of the club.) The Chicago
members are Messrs. C. E. Felton, C. L. Hunter, L. M.
Hamline, W. S. McCrea, C, B. Dicks, W. T, Clark and
H. C. Buechner; this list shortly to be extended. The
Milwaukee men are S. and W, Clements, Gr. Preussner,
B. Leitersdorf, H. and A. H. Gardner, Louis Auer, W.
Sanderson and E. Merrill. Horicon members are H.
Miescke, E. A. Kretchmar, L. Dietz, W. A. Van Brunt,
0. A. Hart, S. E. Davis and J, B. Hayes. H. Boehmer
is from Mayville, and T, C. Schove from Manitowoc.

E. Hough.

GAME NOTES,
THE Halifax (Nova Scotia) Herald, Sept. 30, reports:

Major McDonnell, R.A., of Halifax, went into the
vfoods at Half Way Lake, Cumberland, and killed a fine
large moose. Franklin McLeod, Hubert Spiddle and Daniel
Ryan, killed three moose in northern Queens. They still-

hunted two on Friday last and on Monday afternoon
called up a fine bull near the Gardens road, "so near that
they went to the spot with a team and brought the moose
home whole, and dressed it in Mr. Spiddle's barn. When
dressed he carcass weighed TOOlbs. Mr. Ryant did the
shooting and ought to be looked after for violating the law.
The Gold-Hunter says: Hunters are in the woods in all

directions, and pretty soon moose horns will be plentiful.
'Twould be impossible to tell who are not out, or who
are planning to go. We learn, however, that bombarding
has been heard in likely localities where crack shots are
in ambush. Last week a party were out in quest of
moose. The familiar call succeeded in bringing to their
view a fine large denizen of the forest. The idea was first

to procure a photograph of the animal in his wild grandeur
as a souvenir of the trip, before taking him down. Accor-
dingly the camera was brought to bear with good success.
Having exhibited himself thus long before their admiring
gaze, and doubtless somevrhat suspicious of. the sur-
roundings, he made a sudden dash, and disappeared in
the forest, leaving but his shadow to tantalize the hunters.
[To this record should be added two bull moose killed by
Thos. J. Egan, of Halifax.]

Prospects for game very good indeed. Many flocks of
birds nearly grown. Mild winters and comparatively
few hunters. Very few were shot around here last
season. I generally have some gentlemen from your
city, but they could not well get off last season. Deei-
are getting to be right plentiful, and the foxes (the gray)
are very numerous, and they are awful on game. Wo
have a few wild turkeys; foxes are death on them. I

saw a small flock of wild turkeys not long ago, and one
of them was right white, the first I ever saw, and I am a
dear lover of hunting and have killed a good many
turkeys. The weather at this time hot and a little dry.

Samuel Burke.'
jEimiNG's Obdhstary, Nottoway County, Va., Sept. 30.

Chicken shooting is over here, they began to pack about
11 days ago. Ducks are here in full force and shooting is

fine. "More jack snipe than we have ever seen before.—A,
Fort Pejibina, North Dakota, Sept. 28.

Game prospects good! A, F. R,
Hehtfohd, N. C.

The Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective
Association sends us its handbook, which shows that the
society's membership (of 470 all told) comi^rises repre-
sentatives of Gl different cities and towns. The head-
quarters are in Boston; and communications may be ad-
areesed to Secy Richard O. Harding, 304 Washington
street.

The October Term of the Courts opened in this city
last Monday, and Morello, the restaurant keeper of West
Twenty-eighth street, paid a fine of i^loO in the clerk's
oflice of the Court of General Sessions, the amount col-
lected against him for selling game out of season last
winter.

Hunting Deer witk Bird Dogs.—In your issue of
Sept. 34, in my note there are two errors. The word
"recovering," in third line from bottom, should read,
"running." The words "the setter has enough," in the
eighteenth line from bottom, should read, "they have
enough."—H. Jj,

'm mid ^ir^r fishing.

Angling Talks. By George Daivson. Price 50 cents. Fly-
Rods and Fly-Taclde. By H. P. Wells, Price $2.50. Fly-
Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. By J, H. Keene,
Price $1.50. American Angler's Book. By TJiad. Norris.
Price $5.50.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Book of
the Game Laws.

FISHING WITH TRAINED CORMORANTS
By Captain ff. S. Dcomobb, B. N. E,., Master of the Falconry

Club 1878 to 1883.

{.Continued from- page 308.]

CHAP. III.—TRAINING TO FOLLOW, AND INTRODUCTION TO
THE WATER.

AS soon as all the down has disappeared from the plum-
age, the gate of the pen or stye may be thrown open,

and the birds permitted to follow their trainer, always
with his ba^sket or food-can in hand, to the nearest pool
or duck-pond—not running water—^for half an hour's ex-
ercise; a genial suimy day being selected, and an hour
not too late to allow of their getting thoroughly dry before
night. While disporting themselves in the water, occa-
sional scraps of fish should be thrown in well clear of the
mob, to be raced for.

Birds remaining lazily on the bank should be driven
into the water by cracking a doar-whip at them, at the
same time calling out sharply, "Get away, get away!" in
a tone eventually to be used as a signal to commence
work.
Finally, the feeding call should be sounded, and the

basket or can loudly rattled and deposited on the ground
about 10yds, or so from the water's edge, each bird being
allowed to help himself and to gobble down a few mouth-
fuls (only) before following trainer and basket home;
then another mouthful all around, and a full feed as soon
as they are all perfectly dry.
While the birds are young they should not be encour-

aged to follow for a longer distance than an eighth
of a mile at most; less, if they are on a stony road; urless
their wings have been left uncut, which will prevent, their
legs from being overtaxed and becoming bent and crooked,
A few days of this practice and there will no longer be

any chance whatever of the birds getting lost.

If the wings are uncut, of course netting must be
stretched over their pen, or they will be perpetually in-
ti'uding into the kitchen, their master's study; or drawing-
room, and in fact into any and every place in which their
odoriferous company would be least appreciated,

CHAP, IV,—TRAINING TO FISH.

By this time our birds will have learned to retrieve bits
of fish from under the water, and, what is equally im-
portant, to hold on to their prize; a lesson the greediness
of his companions, ever on the lookout for a chance to
snatch at the protruding corner of any scrap not properly
pouched, will very speedily impress upon the understand-
ing of each individual cormorant.
The next step is to teach them to catch living fish. And

here, if a wild-caught bird be not available as "pupil
teacher," let us hope that one at least of the team may
tm-n out to be a bird of extra quick perceptions.
In this case, he will rapidly instruct all the rest without

much assistance or interference.
Failing such a bird, we have before us the only really

bothersome part of the training.

If the cormorants, six hours after a very scanty apol-
ogy for breakfast, cannot be induced to notice a few live
fish, running from fom* to six to the pound, or even a
little smaller, placed ready for them in a small clear pool
or large tub, it may be necessary to commence by intro-
ducing them individually, one at a time, to live minnows
in a horse trough. If they seem extra stupid, a minnow
or two may be shown in the hand and thrown in before
their eyes.
My birds almost always entered themselves, sooner or

later, after being promoted from thek exercising pond to
a swim up a river or trout brook.

First one bird would be tempted, while under water, to
make a grab at a fleeing trout, and then the others, after
trying their level best to rob him of the unwonted deli-
cacy, would keep their own eyes uncommonly sharp-
skinned, on the lookout for a similar bit of luck. But for
this clear water is indispensable.
Care must be taken that they do not at this stage get

hold of a catfish, a black bass, a perch, or any kind of
fish armed with spines that might lacerate the membrane
of the pouch.
Brook trout, or sea trout, "weakfish" (so-called) are the

best quarry they can have to begin with.
Once the ice is fairly broken, three days will probably

make the whole team expert fishers.

During these days we must be careful to call them
ashore for a meal from the feeding basket (which must
be kept out of sight while they are fishing or they will
be pretty sure to strike work) before they have caught
enough to gorge themselves, and become disposed to as-
sert their independence. For at first, until our slaves
shall have learned to hug their chains, it will not take
quite so much as the blunders of a British Colonial Oflice
to remind true-bred American cormorants that "All birds
are born free and equal.'

OHAPT. v.—BREAKING TO COLLAR.
We have now to commence the final stage of educa-

tion, training our cormorants to give up for their mas-
ter's use the fish when caught.
We provide each bird with a collar, a pliant leather

thong, pierced with several holes, so as to be capable of
extension and contraction, and fitted with a buckle.
To this we attach, preferably by a hook swivel, a cord

of a yard in length, which we make fast to an iron peg
in the ground, or to a loop-knot in a rope sufficiently long
to hold the entire team at least four yards apart; the ends
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being securely pegged down on soft grass in a tolerably
shady spot.

Here we leave the birds, after a very light breakfast
given before collaring, until afternoon feeding time,
watching to see that they do not get entangled in the
course of their struggles against the unwonted restraint.

These struggles will very soon cease for good and all, the
cormorant, although by nature a good republican, being
a bird of a decidedly philosophical turn of mind.

In the afternoon we go down the line with our food
basket, sounding the feeding call, and throwing to each
bii'd a bit of fish (which will be cleverly caught in the
air) just too large to pass the collar.

Returning very leisurely to the head of the line, we
gently approach the first bird (which is looking the very
picture of abject discomfort), pass our right hand lightly

down the upper mandible of the beak, caress the head,
grasp it behind the ears, changing to the left hand, and

is very rapidly carried out, if carried out at all; i. e., if

you can succeed in establishing a good understanding
between yourself and your pupil.

CHAP, VII.—TRAINING WILD CORMORANTS.

The moment you receive the old bird, cut the quills of
one wing (the left), put a collar on him, and tether him
as previously described. Leave him alone as little as pos-
sible during the first forty-eight hours of his captivity.

Lie on the grass close to him—guarding your eyes against
possible attempts at reprisal—and with gloved hand make
gradual and cautious advances to familiarity, avoiding
abrupt or startling movements: scratch his head and
tickle his ears, as soon as he has discovered that biting

your strong glove is but poor sport, no fun to himself and
no harm to you, and beai's the light touch of your hand
without wincing or straining at his cord.

The second day he will probably take a bit of fish from

self vnth slackening his collar and allowing him to

swallow it. This will soon teach him to wait for your
helping hand, instead of plunging in and swimming off

with bis prize at your approach. Watch his eye keenly
as you approach him, and the instant you divine even a
half-formed intention of escape, arrest your advancing
footsteps and remain immovable, or even take a pace to

your rear, so as to give him ample time to reconsider the
question at issue.

Beware of allowing him to remain at large when nearly
full-fed; this may come to pass when he has made
many captures, and consequently has received many re-

warding mouthfuls.
If you intend working your birds, whether wUd-

caught or nestlings, from a boat on broad estuaries or
tidal waters with muddy shores and troublesome shal-

lows, you must provide yourself with a flat raft about 3ft.

square to be towed astern of your boat; and by feeding
your birds upon it, teach them to clamber thereon for rest

and drying instead of landing for that purpose. Keep
your feeding basket in the boat and lift each bird in turn
by the neck on to the gunwale to disgorge his fish and
receive his reward.
This is the Chinese system of working, being the only

practicable method of dealing with the mud-bordered
rivers of the Celestial Empire.

If your team consists of nestlings, you ,can practice
them in folio wing your boat, which they will do for
miles before they have learned to fish.

Needless to say, old-caught birds should not be used at

all on estuaries until thoroughly steadied by long and
successful practice.

[to be cootinued.]

with the right deftly slacken the collar sufficiently to

allow the food pouched to be swallowed, rebuckling it as

before. This we repeat four or five times, eventually un-
fastening all the cords and calling the birds homeward to

their pen for a worry at the food basket, still with their

collars on; finally removing the collars when the whole
lot are standing helplessly round with their pouches full,

and letting them finish their meal out of the basket with-
out further restraint.

This, repeated for three days, will teach the birds that,

though they may catch their food unaided, they stand in

need of your benevolent assistance before they can swal-

low ajid enjoy it; the result will be that they will soon
leam, when fishing successfully, to wait for that assist-

ance at the water's edge, instead of obeying the first

natural impulse of trying to escape with their i^rey.

After the first day, each bird when tethered should
have a large flat stone to sit upon.

CHAP. VI. —PRACTICE.

All®wing only a mouthful apiece for breakfast, and
adjusting collars immediately afterward, you may now
commence, in the afternoon, to fish with yom- cormo-
rants; a narrow stream that you can easily jump across

being the best water to begin with, provided always that

it is well stocked with fish; since disappointment is es-

pecially to be deprecated at this early stage of their sport-

ing career. Keep the food basket out of sight, behind a
bush or under a cloth, until you require to make use of

it. Turn the birds in all together, working up stream,
and keep them together, promptly heading back with
your dogwhip any that break away down the current.

As each bird makes a capture he will be driven ashore by
the persecution of his less successful comrades (whom
you must drive back instantly to then- work), and will

plant himself on the bank on a stone or stump with the
tail, or perhaps even two-thirds of the length, of a fish

protruding from his pouch. When all or most of your
birds have thus got cargo on board, it will be time for you
to attend to them with a view to relieving each in turn
from his embarrassments. Approach him with the feed-

ing basket in the left hand and a tempting morsel
prominently displayed in the right. Drop this into the
basket under his eyes; and, grasping his neck with your
right hand in the manner previously directed, bend his

head into the basket; when a Little gentle persuasive
pressure applied to the lower part of the pouch by the
second, third, and fourth fingers, will probably induce
him to disgorge his fish, for the purpose of instantly grab-
bing one of the more manageable pieces lying in its

depths.
Slacken the collar and let him swallow this; then re-

tighten it at once, and drive him back to work, unless so
wet as to require drying; carrying him back to the water
by his neck and throwing him in if he shows a disposi-

tion to stick to the basket after having received his

reward.
If the first bird you attempt to unload manifests any

disinclination to part with his fish, do not risk a trial of

strength with him, but leave him severely alone, while
you attend to another customer: the first meanwhile
standing by half choked and very uncomfortable.
Later on, if the waters are not too full of small fry and

too scantily stocked with good fish, it may save time to

work your birds with collars sufficiently slack to allow
them to swallow the rewarding mouthful, though not a
fish of any size. Each will then have to be driven from
the basket as soon as he has deposited his fish and helped
himself to a mouthful in payment; otherwise he wiU
quickly fill himself up and be fit for no more work until

the morrow.
The collar should always be adjusted round the bottom

of the neck, just below the pouch.
So much for nestlings. The training of old-caught

|>ii-ds differs, in th^t it consists prjjjcipg,lly of faming, and

your hand; small pieces only should be given and a slack
collar used (to avoid necessity of readjustment) for three
days at least. If he refuses food until forty-eight hours
after captmre, you must cram him as best you may: cov-
ering yotu" head with a cloth by way of disguise, if com-
pelled to adopt such forcible measures, and choosing for
them the dusk of the evening.
These precautions are necessary, because we do not

wish the bird to connect any disagreeable recollections

with his trainer, whose identity should therefore be con-
cealed as much as possible on occasions of this kind.
Use the call and show the basket from the first; let him
see every bit of food ostentatiously taken out of it, and
allow him to help himself out of it after the fourth day,
dropping in only a mouthful or two at a time, so as to

prolong his feast.

Two days later unfasten his tethering cord and let him
follow you and your basket, calling him along the road
and out of small puddles or ditches, and finally out of a
larger sheet of water with no fish in it. Unlike nestlings,

never let him go without his collar (unless he is turned
out to recover from sickness) into water containing fish.

Without starving or reducing him too much, he must
be kept hungry; a mouthful in the morning and a half-

meal in the afternoon will sufiice at this stage; he should
be left as little as possible to his own company. Practice
him in permitting his collar to be tightened and
slackened without opposition; then in exchanging into the
food-basket a fish that won't pass his (slack) collar for

pieces that will pass; and his training is finished.

There is no complication whatever about it, and very

CHANNEL BASS AT CAPE MAY.

I HAVE always been amused by the dicta of those who
profess to know all about fishing and fish, given with

the air, as Justice Manle (I think) characterized the
speech of a barrister, "Don't speak to the Court as if you
were God Almighty addressing a black beetle." There
are those whose literary style is excellent, and who give
information as to the habits and places for capturing fish,

whose experience is confined to their desks. The great
Samuel Johnson, if he knew the facts, would character-
ize their knowledge as "inspissated."

Some practical knowledge of fish would be of advan-
tage to those who write of them and their haunts, and
how to take them. For example, in regard to the chan-
nel bass. This is the fish known in the South as the red-
fish, and on the New Jersey coast as the red drum. There
are more namby-pamby and meaningless names attached
to the bass family than any other; some ought to be sepa-
rated and given a designation by themselves. The sea-

bass may remain as designated, for it has no other name
except (When small), and in New Jersey, "black perch"
and "nigger bass." The magnificent striped bass should
have its distinctive designation rock, not rock bass, which
is the appropriate name of an insignificant fresh-water
fish. There should be no more objection to calling a fish

a rock, because the word means also something else, than
calling another fish a pike, because that word is applied
as well to a short spear. Black bass is indefinite, but is

a name given to no other fish, although our Southern
friends call the fish green trout

!

But, assuming that the fish I have in mind is the chan-
nel bass, whether red fish or red drum (Scimia ocellata,

I believe, is the scientific name), our desk authorities are
ignorant in regard to its habits. Forest and Stream,
Feb. 9, 1890, states that he is known as an occasional
visitant on the New Jersey coast. The Government
books say that he has been found as far north as Long
Island, and as an occasional visitant on the coast of New
Jersey.

I have for many years pursued sea fish which are
powerful, about the coast of Cape May county, New
Jersey, both in the ocean and in Delaware Bay. The
channel bass is my favorite, with the rock, the "bluefish

and the weakfish closely following. I like game which
I can carry in my pocket, and fish which I can't "tote."

Instead 'of being an "occasional" visitor to the New
Jersey coast, the channel bass is the most reliable fish we
have. From the middle of September to the middle of
October the fisherman is sure of them. They swarm in

CHANNEL BASS (Sclcena ocellata).

little trouble; aU your efforts have to be directed to the
establishing of a good understanding between your pupil
and yourself, and all the rest follows as a matter of

course; the thing is done.
You may now take him to your fishing grounds, avoiding

at first localities where rocks, stumps or islets, to you in-

accessible, are to be found; and eschewing for the present
large stretches of open water, lest he should wander too
far from you, and his wild instincts returning should
tempt him to insubordination.
For a time he may require to be approached on the

bank—always with outstretched hand displaying a tempt-
ing morsel—more quietly and carefully than the nest-

lings, unless you work him in their company; and will

take a little more coaxing before he will surrender his fish

when caught.
In fact, in order to avoid anything like a fight (which

would quickly undo all that you have done), it may be
better, if he manifests the slightest disinclination to part

with bis capture—very probable at first^-to content your-

countless numbers along the shores of the ocean and up
the Delaware Bay. Fifty-two were taken from the iron

pier at Cape May Oct. 1. To be sure, the whole resident

population of the little town were fishing, but the catch
shows how numerous they are.

The channel bass is a beautiful fish of from 30 to SOlbs.

weight, I have never seen one upon our coast weighing
less than the former or more than the latter. He is of a
beautiful "old gold" tint, shading into red on the back
and snow white beneath, with the distmctive black spot,

sometimes broken into splotches, on each side the tail.

When he takes the bait he makes a fierce run of from
100ft, to 100yds., and he cannot be checked until the run.

is made. Then he can be quietly reeled back and the
Hue recovered on the reel, and his subsequent runs will

be short and near the boat. Strong tarpon tackle is

necessary, for sharks are numerous and very large. It

requires a stout rod to kill a shark of 300 to SOOlbs., and
there are more strikes from sharks than bass.

Ther-e is variety in the fishing, too. Schools of croak-
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ers. weakfish and bluefiisli pass along and make variety
and interest. The croakers average 21b3. weight and
fight well. Weakfish average 4lbs., and bluefish the
same. Sometimes the skates (some as large as a card
table) are great pests, and flounders are taken up to 12
pounds. The fishing is interesting and exciting.
A few from the aietropolis have found out Angiesea.

I tliink it is the best place for fishing in this country out-
side of the Gulf of Mexico. Two express trains run"there
from Philadelphia daily. One gentleman from New
York, I know, has fished theie every day since May.
The season will not close until November.
On the bay side is equally good fishing for the channel

bass, with a large flavor of big sharks. The fisherman
should take stage from the com-t house, which is also the
junction for Angiesea, and go to Nathaniel Holmes's
house at Dyer's Creek. There is good board and lodging
at $1 a day, and boat, bait and boatman at^ $3 more.
Two persons can have the best of fishing at $2,50 per diem
each.

I write this because I have been reading the pitiful
scores about New York, and especially the wonderful
luck of some New York angler (recorded in Fobbst and
Stream) who recently hooked a channel bass ofi' Long
Island, and "great 'miration'" (as Uncle Eemus would say)
was made over it. F. S. J. C."

Mr. Henry S. Tappan and Mr. Chas. S. Higgina were
fishing off Fire Island last Sunday, when Mr. Tappan
hooked, and after a hard fight took into the boat, a chan-
nel bass weighing SiJlbs,

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, III., -Sept. 26.—I believe I have said, and

certainly should have done so, that a couple of
weeks ago I was down on the Illinois River on the State
Fish Commission steamer Lotus, in company of Dr. B;irt-
lett, State Commissioner, If it were not for an early
October trip with President Cole over the same country.
I should like to make the patient column rules of Forest
AND Stream squeak with a longer account of this pleas-
ant voyage. Later it may be of interest to tell of the
way the work of reclaiming joung native fishes is carried
out, but now all must be brief.

The Lotus is the pride of Dr. Bartlett's heart, and her
captain and crew are equally beloved. Captain Brown is

an ancient mariner of the great island waterways, and
without him the Lotus would be incomplete. With him
she has the best pilot on the river, and the kindest, gen-
tlest soul on earth. Captain Brown, Mr. Bower, the U.
S. Government foreman, with Charlie and Dan, engineer
and fireman, made up the boat party during Dr. Bartlett's
visit, and they were under orders to lay off and go up the
river from the Meredosia Station to Beardstown, between
twenty and thirty miles. We all stopped to fish at La
Grange Locks, but the water was muddy and but a short
stay was made.
At Beardstown we met many friends of the Lotus.

Here is the hot center of marketdom. The fight between
the market fishers and the newly organized Beardstown
Rod and Gun Club has already received comment. It is

a war not fairly begun, but will be a bitter one. We met
Mr. A. A. Greene, president of the club, also Judge C. H.
Cummings and Prosecuting Attorney Hewitt, all bright
and able men. These Dr. Bartlett invited aboard, and
out of the ensuing conversation learned facts which wiQ
be of interest in the $5,000 damage suit which Smith, the
Beardstown market-fisher, has brought against him.
"The men who make up our club," said Mr. Greene,

"are our best citizens. We are moving cajefully and have
won every move so far. We will keep up the work, and
will grow stronger and not weaker. We find that these
fishermen are very ignorant. They are just like children,
and we have to treat them as such, They always have
fished here unhind'cred, and they think they always
should. They cannot understand restraint."

"I was shown that very amusingly," broke in Judge
Cummins, "not long since by old Garrison, the fellow
who didn't a,nte up his fish at the fishermen's free fish fry,
and who got thumped for not doing it, by the way. Garri-
son is ignorant to the last degree, and picayunish beyond
that. He wouldn't hire a lawyer, but he did come in and
borrow a lot of my law books, I question whether he
could read a line. He kept the books several days, and
then came into town looking wiser than a flock of owls.
He got a crowd of his sort around him. and laid down the
law to them, 'I tell ye, boys,' said he, 'them fellers kaint
tetch ye fur seinin' fish, an' I know it. I been lookin' up
the law, an' I read Webster. What does Webster say?
Webster sez, 'AH fish is free!' This exposition of a legal
authority seemed to satisfy the crowd. They will probably
go on seining until some one shows them that Webster
does not say 'all fish is free,'"
The Illinois River is very low. Flats opposite Meredo-

sia, where last year 50 car loads of fish were taken and
distributed by the Commission, are this year enturely dry.
The work is now carried on in Meredosia Bay, a big bayou,
now very low and shallow. This work is carried on by
the U. S. Government, which fm-nishes cai-s and crews,
the State of Illinois getting a certain per cent, of the total
shipping. The Lotus is indispensable in this work. She
is ingeniously fitted up with a pump which forces fresh
water continuously through a series of stop cocks which
extends entirely around the deck. Under these cocks are
placed the fish cans, the pump is started, and that is all
there is to it. The sti-eam of fresh water is constant, and
if a fish is alive when it reaches the boat its safety is as-
sured. There is absolutely no loss of fish. The old dip-
ping system is done away with. This idea of Dr. Bartlett
is now also in txse on most of the Government cars. It is

most fortunate. No other invention ever helped fish
transportrtion in any degree compared to this. Its use
means safety to the fish, no matter how long the journey.
Of this, more in due course, and more the work in charge
of Dr, Bartlett, who, outside of his own State at least, is

valued as one of the highest authorities in the land on fish
preservation. It may not be generally known, but the
U. S, Government comes all the way out to the Illinois
River bottoms to get all the pike, bass, croppie, sunfish
and catfish that it distributes all over the Union. A more
prolific stream than the Illinois does not flow in all our
land. Illinois is recognized as the best field to gather
supplies, and the method of this gathering is that first
used by Dr, Bartlett, Again it may not be known, but
Dr, Bartlett is offered a fine salary to leave his State work
and g<? iiitg the Government fish work altogether. This

he says he will not do, because he likes his State labors,
though he does not get a cent for his pains. So much for
the men who abuse him, and who think he is paid a salary
by the State, His only pay is his U. S, salary for this
work of reclamation of native fishes.

"Did you know that carp will bite worms?" said Dr.
Bartlett to me. "They will bite freely and pull hard,
though that is the best I can say for them. Last month
a party fishing in Lamb Lake slough, twenty miles above
Quincy, caught 160 carp on worms in one day, some
weighing 4 or 5lb8, We have caught mirror carp"thus in
Qiiincy Bay, right in town,"
Protective work along the Illinois is rapidly extending.

The latest society of which I have notice is the Astoria
Protective, Of this Mr. A. A. Greene got for me the
following brief account in the form of a letter to him-
self:

"Astoria, 111., Sept. 16.—Dear Sir: Yours of the 14th
received. Sept. 1 we organized the Astoria Game and
Fish Protective Association with about twenty-five mem-
bers and elected the following board of directors: John
H. Lutz, Chaf. Wilson, Harry Green, Henry Windherst,
Chas. Tohr, Jas. Turner, Harry Rockwell, Lon Grove,
Benj. Burgard and John Atkinson. The board elected
Chas. Wilson, President: John H. Lutz, Vice President;
John Atkinson, Secretary; Harry Green, Treasurer. We
have received our charter and are in good shape. We
used your by-laws with a few exceptions and additions
and will have them printed shortly.

—

John Atkinson,
Sec'yA. G, and F. P. A."

Astoi'ia Club offers $5 reward for information that wiU
secure a conviction under the game laws.
Beardstown Club numbers over 100. Sept. 25 the Lotus

was to be the scene of a mammoth fish fry picnic under
the auspices of this club, and I must thank Mr. Greene
for a neat invitation which I wish I could have accepted.
This gathering is simply to marshal more closely the
fighting clan, Astoria will follow, the Illinois Valley
Association will join, and all along the line we will have
some fun. This is the sportsman's year. To-day Mr.
John Stockton, of the Swan Lake Club, of Lake Senach-
wine, told me to call and see him as soon as possible.
Swan Lake Club is made up of Chicago men, but it wants
to fall into line to protect the Illinois River, and will give
money for that. It is all a mistake to say Swan Lake has
impeded any warden in his work. It wants to help the
work of protection, and the Illinois River Association
never had so good an ally as it will be. Get them all in,

.sll these clubs, every one, into the Illinois River Associ-
ation, and what splendid v^ork can be done on that splen-
did stream and its not less splendid tributaries. We'll
get results or we'll get reasons. We will see whether
"all fish is free."

Sept. ^7.—Still magnificent sport with the bass at Mak-
saw-ba Club on the Kankakee. Billy Mussey 18, 15 and
13, three days; Jo Card 18, one day; Johnnie Madder 13,
one day. All small-mouths now. Mr. Mussey had one
small-mouth that weighed 4ilbs. Mi-. Card hooked a pike
that didn't exactly pull him out of the boat, but got him
just as wet as if it had, for he stepped out of the boat
while playing the fish, and w^ent in all over. "Gimme
that landiTig net, Teeters!" was the first thing he said to
his boatman when he came up.

Col. Cooper and party are back from their mascallonge
trip to their new lakes. They kUled over 100 mascallonge.
The best fishing of the season, bass or mascallonge, is

from now on.

A very"pleasant Indiana friend, Mr. Ed. Varus, writes
from Cedar Lake, on the Chicago & Erie road, that the
bass are biting splendidly there now. Mr. Varus's ad-
dress is Winona, Stark county, railway station is Ora. I

have fished most pleasantly and successfully with Ed.
Varus as boatman, on Cedar Lake. Some ducks and
snipe there also.

Beardstown is just above Meredosia, where the State
and Government work of reclaiming young fishes is now
in progress. There would seem to be a good deal of
news in and around Beardstown in protective matters
just now, what with all these interesting legal fights on
hand and the struggle between the protective and de-
structive agencies in general. When you are after news
it is best to go straight to where the news is and see the
field. Furthermore, I have in mind Dr. Bartlett's long
time invitation to come down and see the State boat at
work. Thereforel shall start for the lower Illinois River
to-night, it being only about 250 or 300 miles run from
here to Quincy and periiaps 50 miles more to the east
from Quincy to Meredosia.

State Fish Commission Office Boat, Quincy, EL, Sept.
10.—Fortunately I find Dr. Bartlett at home, he being
kind enough to meet me and take me over to the head-
quarters boat. This afternoon we will go over to the
State working boat, steamer Lotus, on the Illinois.

Quincy is on the Mississipi River, Quincy Bay, an arm of
the river, running right past the "Q." depot. It is on
Quincv Bay that the office boat is moored, and it is on
the office;boat that they take you in and entertain you
and have a lot of fun with you. All strangers, it seems,
are sent do^vn to the office boat to be "initiated." Every-
body that ever came to Quincy has been initiated there,
governors, generals, statesmen, politicians, sportsmen,
everybody. They initiated the county sheriff there yes-
terday. This is the stock joke of the" Illinois Fish Com-
mission, and if it wasn't too good to keep I'd never tell

it, for thei-e ai'e still other men who may visit Quincy
some day.
The way they do that, or the way they did it in my

case, was this, Dr, Bartlett called up his foreman, whom
I will call BUly:

'Billy,'' said he, "this is a friend of mine who is a
fisher from away back, I've got to go up town for a
while, but you take care of him, get him some minnows,
and let him fish off the corner of the boat where they
have been catching all those croppies lately. I'll be back
pretty soon."
While Billy was gone after the minnows, I sat down by

the door of the boat and thought I would do some writing.
When he appeared with the minnows I thought I would
i'ust catch a fish or two, and then do some writing. When
e got the tackle out, I concluded I would just fish alto-

gether and let the writing wait.
The office boat is abouc 50ft. long, with a house on it,

and a platform running about the house. Billy got me a
chair and stationed me at a corner. "Just fish right near
the corner,'' said he, "and you'll soon get a bite." And
after baiting my hook be disappeared around the corner.

1 I cast in my line according to directions, and in half a

minute I was agreeably surj)rised to seethe enormous red
float with which they had provided me begin to walk off
and to finally disappear. I gave a yank on the long cane
pole, felt the usual tug of a fish, but finally brought away
the hook, empty. Again I baited, threw in, and hardly
had my balloon float settled when it began to gyrate
and finally went down with a jerk.
"Holy Moses! I've got one of those big yellow cats," I

yelled. "Wait till I yank him."
"Tliat's what you have," said a sympathetic bystander

(who had been initiated); let him have it, and then lift
him,"

1 let him have it, and I lifted him. Again the empty
hook came away, I could not understand it, but baited
up again and tried it once more. In half a minute the
red float went down with a surge, and with desperation I
snatched it up with all the strength of the cane pole. As
I did so I stepped forward a bit, and, as the hook again
gave way, I chanced to see a long cane pole come up,
floating on the water, and peering round the comer I saw
the face of Billy, convulsed and choking,

' 'Well, about how much does this cost me?" I asked him,
calmly as I could, and as soon as he and the rest of the
crowd could talk they told me. Then I was initiated.
The way the joke is worked is simple enough. They

always place the victim in the same chair, at the same
corner, and give him the same long cane pole, so that he
sits back quite a way from the corner. Then Billy goes
around the corner, and leaning over, thrusts his cane pole
into the water, of course out of sight, and works it around
until he ca,tches the sunken hook of the victim, who, of
course, from his position, can't see the least of what is

going on, A short looped string tied to the end of his
pole enables Billy to get hold of the hook easily, and long
experience has taught him how to pull as hard as he likes
and let go when he chooses. He can imitate a "bite" to
deceive the very elect, and many is the victim who has
been laughed at on the oflice boat at Quincy, LTsually,
or in special cases, they have a crowd of 50 or more back
on the bluff watching the fun, A man has been known
to fish for over an hour trying to catch that most decep-
tive fish, which constantly pulls that big red float under,
but which will not hook itself. Sometimes the effect is

varied by gently pulling the hook around the corner and
attaching an old bottle, a red herring or a little bell kept
for the purpose. In any event the whole thing is realistic
enough. This is the duly authorized and official joke of
the Illinois State Fish Commission. It is as old as Antony
and Cleopatra at least, as history and Shakespeare show,
but is just as good and just as practicable to-day as ever.
I hope I have not spoiled its future by telling about it

here.
This afternoon an officer came down and wanted Dr.

Bartlett to settle a little judgment for an illegal net he
had confiscated.

'•Nary settle," said Dr. Bartlett.
"Then we will take your body," said the officer.

"All right," was the reply, "but when you lock up the
servant of the U. S. Fish Commission you want to be
mighty careful, you know."
The officer went away and left Dr. Bartlett with his

body.
The Fish Commissioner's way is no flowery one. I have

been watching the oflice work to-day. The "daily mail is

very heavy, and two-thirds of it is solid kick. Men charge
the Commissioner with all sorts of things. A favorite
charge is that he takes money to leave certain offenders
alone. One fellow over at Havana to-day accuses him
openly of accepting a bribe, "an' so,'' the letter runs, "you
ellow'this ilegal fishing to Be Smugled in,"

"I'd have to go over and smash him once for luck,
Doctor," said I,

"Pshaw, I wouldn't have time, there are too many," said
he. "I'll just write him and tell him to go to the d—1 for
luck. I'm used to this. We have only so much money,
and can do only so much work, but we want to do and
are doing all that our limits will allow. Outside those
limits we dare not waste our time."
"How about this |5,0GO damage suit by Smith over at

Beardstown?" I asked.
"That will have to be defended, and that was all they

wanted. Smith has paid his lawyer $500. He wants me
to pay mine something. I will beat him. He can't collect
damages for being stopped in an illegal act."

All in all, I should think times were not always
altogether dull on the office boat,

"We will see a lot to write about, over at Meredosia,"
said Dr. Bartlett. E. HouaH.

RHODE ISLAND BLACK BASS LAW,
THE following is the text of the Rhode Island law re-

lative to stocked waters and black bass fishing, The
question has been asked us whether angling for black
bass is permitted only on Thiu-sday, Friday and Saturday
of each week. The law is given, and any one interested
may interpret its meaning for himself, 'See. 11 was not
given in earlier editions of the Book of the Game La ws:
Chap. 150.— Sec. 7. No person shall take or catcb flsh of any kind

from any of the inland waters of the State, set apart by the commis-
sioners of inland fisheries for the cultivation of fish, except at such
times and in such manner as is hereinafter provided.

Sec. 8. The prohibition of the catching of fish bv hook and line
from fisheries stocked as hereinbefore provided shall extend and be
continued for and during the term of three years from and after the
time when such fishery was first established; provided, however, that
fish may be caught through the ice only, and mth hook and line only,
in those ponds set apart for the cultivation of black feass during
December, January, and February, imtil the expiration of the afore-
said term of three yeai-s.

Sec. 9. After the expu-ation of said three years, no black bass shall
be taken in any of the waters of this State, except Sneach Pond in the
town of Cumberland, and Moswansicut Pond, io the town of Scituate,
between the first day of 5lareh and the fifteenth day of July, nor at
any time, except by hook and line as aforesaid. Every person taking:
any black bass during the time aforesaid shall be fined fifteen dollars
tor each black bass so taken, and possession by any person of any
biack bass during the time aforenamed, shall be evideace that such
black bass wis taken in violation of this chapter.
Sec. 10 Afl^r the expiration of said three years, no fish shall be

taken by any person from any waters legally set apart by said com-
missioners for the cultivation of shad or salmon, within one mile of
the outlet of the streams so set apart, except from and after the
fifteenth day of April until the fifteenth day of July, or at any time
except by hook and hand line, or by not less than three-inch mesh
net or seine or seines.

Seo. 11. No person shall take any flsu from any of the waters of
the State legally set apart for the cultivation of fiah, during the times
in which they are allowed to be taken by this chapter, except on
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays, during said term, except dur-
ing the months of December, January and February.

A Book About Indians.—The Forest and Stream veill mail
free on applicatioa a descriptive circular of Mr, G-rinnell's book,
"Pavrnee Hero Stories and JFolk-tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen itLustratlons from the volume.—4d».
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FLY-RODS FOR LADIES.

IT has been my good fortune during the past fishing
season to meet many ladies engaged in fly-flshing on

waters where trout of 21bs. or over were of not uncom-
mon occurrence. Only to angling on such waters, be it

understood, do the following remarks apply.
I have almost invariably found these ladies provided

with rods of from 4J to 6oz. in weight, varying in length
from 8| to O^ft. Now, if such a tool was in such a place
put in the hands of a man, would he not be considered as
greatly handicapped? If he were a novice, would not
every experienced angler regard his equipment as absurd?
Is stich arod, if advisable at all under such circumstances,
fit for any except an expert?
Reasoning in this way, I could but conclude that the

whole thing was fundamentally wrong. He who pub-
lishes a wrong assumes the obligation of making known
a remedy if within his power. I, therefore, offer this

solution of the problem for what it may be worth.
Now, a novice should be given all possible encourage-

ment in the way of success. To this end a longer and
heavier rod than such as an expert would prefer is desir-

able. But the labor required to use the rod must be well
within the physical power of the one using it, or physi-
cal fatigue will defeat the very end in view—the pleasure
of the user.

It seems to me the following course will meet all the
requirements and will prove of advantage all round—to

the lady in that she can accomplish more with greater
ease, and to him who provides the rod on the score of
economy.
Take a good 8| or 9oz. rod, cut it just above the handle

and insert a ferrule. The rod can then be used just as
before, the new ferrule, to my mind, being a very decided
improvement. At any rate, beyond its weight it is no
detriment. Now, provide a double-handed handle to fit,

with the reel near the middle of the handle, just like a
miniature salmon rod. The lady can use the rod with the
double-handed handle and both hands. When the hus-
band or other provider wishes to use it, he substitutes the
single-handed handle.
Not only does one rod thus do double duty, but it will

be found that most ladies can handle a rod of lOoz. with
both hands, with far more ease and precision than one of
5oz. with one hand. The art of casting will be acquired
in much less time than with a single-handed rod, more
water can be covered, and greater success will give
greater encouragement to persist. But one thing must
be remembered hj one used to a single-handed rod only.
In casting with a double-handed rod, the lower hand "is

the center of motion and the upper hand must conform

—

that is, the lower hand remains comparatively still,

while the upper hand moves with the rod.
Henry P. Wells.

New York, Oct. 1.

Death of Dr. Charles A. Kingsbury.—Philadelphia,
Oct. 4.

—

Editor Forest mid Stream: It is with deep
regret that I have to announce the death of Dr. Charles
A. Kingsbury, of this city, which occuiTed Oct. 3, and
which will be a severe shock to his many friends and ac-
quaintances on this side and across the water. He had
passed man's allotted time of three score years and ten,
but was a person of splendid physique and an enthusiastic
sportsman of the old school in its broadest and best sense,
and a great admirer of Forest akd Stream, and other
sporting papers of good moral tone. He was a person of
unusual cultivation, had traveled far and wide in foreign
lands, and was a wonderfully entertaining companion
afield or afloat, and probably one of the most expert
anglers in the United States, The writer has spent with
him many never to be forgotten days tramping the fields

dui-ing the open seasons or awaiting the coming of the sly

water fowl, a sport he was passionately fond of. He was
one of the kindest and most considerate of men, a friend
through storm as well as through sunshine, and a prince
among his fellows.

—

Levi Hedges, Jr.

Lake Matamisoontis.—I have made a brief visit to my
home in La Grange, Me. , and gathered a little information
about Lake Matamiscontis. A good many fishing parties
went from our town to the lake during the summer. The
greatest number of white perch taken that I could hear
of was 500 by a party of three or four. My son went, but
spent part of his time bunting, and caught only 30 or 40.

No pickerel were taken as far as I could leain, and the
white perch have been fished so much of late years that
they average smaller in size than formerly. The lake is

situated less than one-half mile from the settlement
called Whitney Ridge, and is entirely surrounded by a
thick forest. The road to the lake is quite rough, al-

though carriages drive to it. Two or three boats only are
to be let, and at a very cheap rate. The "home shore,"
so-called, is high and suitable for camping. Teams can
be put up at Whitney Ridge at very moderate prices.
The shape of the lake is more nearly circular than oblong,
I judge, and it is probably four miles across it at the
widest part.—A. C. Adams.

Juniata Bass.—Port Royal, Pa., Sept. 30.—This has
been a star month for small-mouthed black bass fishing.
The fish are taking the bait both in the river and the Tus-
corora Creek. In the latter stream Mr. John Robinson,
some four miles from its mouth, took 25 and 35 good fish

on different days. At Mifiiintown, on the river, bass have
been taken this month in large numbers, one boat making
a day's catch of 41. Another party from Patterson,
directly across the river fi-om Miflflintown, took two fish
aggregating 91bs. lOoz., the larger one being of 51bs., the
best bass we have heard of this season; 3^1b, fish are re-
ported almost daily. The river is very low and clear,
and the bass have taken to the holes.

—

Onyjutta.

I

Prepared Bot Not Ready.—Among the old whaling
captains are some quaint characters; and none of them
probably is better known or loved than Captain Jerning-
ham, who was eleven years ago in the fleet that harbored
in Plover Bay, Siberia. Captain J. told a good story and
we listened eagerly to his tales of adventure and danger.
He told of many narrow escapes from sudden death by
crushing of a boat or being caught in the jaws of a sperm
whale. After hearing one of his most thrilling tales
some one asked him what were his sensations at the criti-

cal moment. "Well, boys," he said, "I felt that I was
prepared to die but not quite ready."

A -Large Ohio "Salmon."—Bridgeport, Ohio.—The
State dam on the Tuscarawas River at Tuscarawas, O., is

a famous fishing place. It can be reached by the Pan
Handle to Urichsville, from which it lies three miles
west. I went fishing to the dam and arrived there about
4 o'clock P. M., and began to cast with minnows. I
caught a great many bass, one of them weighing 51bs.

2oz., and some "salmon" of 61bs. The largest catch was
a 15-pound "salmon," and this was made on a 9 ounce
split bauaboo. This is the largest fish of the kind that has
been taken here by rod and line in my experience of fif-

teen years, and T wish to have it mentioned for the en-
couragement of Ohio fishermen. The "salmon" (pike-
perch) is now frozen in a great block of ice and on
exhibition at the Stam Hotel, Wheeling, W. Va.

—

Nick
KUHN.

Excellent Bluefishing can be obtained by going out
with any of the fishing boats from Seabright, N. J., along
the beach in that locality. Two gentlemen last week
killed 130 on rod and reel, and there are plenty more left.

One has only to go out aV)out a mile and a half from the
shore and we understand that the charges are very rea-
sonable.

Mr. Nye's Fingers.—In our account of "Sharks in
Northern Waters" last week we meant to say that the
shark "took the clam and lacerated three fingers of the
hand that fed it." Mr, Nye's wounds were painful, but
fortunately not dangerous.

NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION.
THE twentieth annual report of the Fish and Game Com-

mission of New York shows the results of an unusually
successful year's work in stocking piiblic waters with native
and foreign food and game fishes and in protecting fish and
game from unlawful capture. The amoimt of money ex-
pended in this diversity of duties was less than $35,000. " The
number of young fish hatched and deposited was nearly
.55,000,OC0, an increase of 15,000,000 over last year, and the ex-
tent of protective measures was greater than ever before. The
zeal and energy of the chief protector, Mr. ,J. W;irren Pond,
have won for him a public acknowledgment of his valuable
services in behalf of the State. Except with the shad there
was a g;reatly increased output from the hatcheries.
Owing to the low temperature of the water in the Hudson

and its roily condition, due chiefly to the illegal dumping of
offal by scows, the number of sjpawning shad taken was re-
markably small; but this decline was more than made up by
the deposit of about nine millions of fry in the Hudson by
the U. S. Fish Commission. The distribution of fish by the
State is shown in the following table:

Shad 2,424,000 Frostfish 7,400,000
Landlocked salmon.. 49,000 Smelt 7,400,000
Rainbow trout 310,500 Channel pickerel 2,000.000
Brown trout 596,296 Mascalonge 1,750.000
Lake trout 9,678,600 Yellow perch 13.000
Brook trout 4,225,000 Pike perch 4,000,000
Whitefish 9,000,000 Tomcod 3,200.000
Ciscoes 3,000,000 Lobster 27,700
A notable Increase was made in the planting of lake trout,

whitefish, cisco, frostfish, smelt, channel pickerel and mas-
calonge. The famous Caledonia hatchery under the super-
intendence of Monroe A. Green has eclipsed its best pi-evious
record in trout culture. The Cold Spring Harbor station, in
addition to its work with the salmon family, has reared up-
ward of ten millions of smelt and tomcod and has demon-
strated the practicability of handling the weakfish and the
lobster in its locality. At the Saeondaga and Adirondack
hatcheries the stock of eggs is to be increased by building
rearing ponds for the spawning fish, and if to these the Com-
mission will add ponds for the care of the young until thev
arrive at the age of yearlings we may hope for better results
from their outlay of time and money.
The Commissioners repeat and emphasize their recom-

mendation for the revision and codification of the fish and
game laws in the interest of intelligent interpretation and
enforcement of their provisions, and they renew their pro-
test against the spoliation of the Adirondacks, by corporations
as well as Individuals, in tlie following vigorous language:
"The Commissioners regret that after so much agitation,

and even special notice by the Executive, measures have not
been taken for the preservation of the Adirondacks. This
question should receive the attention of the Legislature at
once. The people have but one mind in this matter. The
sentiment in favor of immediate steps for the establishment
of a State park is universal throughout the State. It should
not be delayed, and the next Legislature ought to act at once
in the matter or this wonderful wilderness will exist but in
the memory of its frequenters.
"Those who are familiar with it deplore already theserious

inroads that have been made, and a few more j^ears of neglect
may destroy it entirely. Thosewho have driven from Boonville
to Fulton Chain ortoWoodhuU can understand what will be
left when the Adirondacks have been deprived of their tim-
ber, and those who have entered by way of the Chateaugay
Road can appreciate the effects of a railroad irpon sxxch a
country. In place of a virgin forest filled with beautiful
lakes and running steams, there remains but a barren desert
of blackened stumps and dried up watercourses.
"The value to the State of this natural park in its present

condition miist be apparent to all. When trees are destroyed
and the game killed or driven away the land that remains is

of value to no one. It is not capable of cultivation, and it

may be truthfully said that the old clearings surrounding the
Adirondacks are filled with deserted farmhouses. The health-
giving properties of this great forest are in themselves so
valuable that it should be preserved for this alone, aside from
its value as the watershed for the Hudson, the Saeondaga,
and other important streams. Legislation should be enacted
at once, and this grand pleasure groimd for the people of the
State be kept for future generations."

OYSTERS IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.-While at-
tached to the Fish Commission steamer Albatross Prof.
Charles H. Gilbert made some investigations in southern
California relative to the planting of oysters. The small
size of the rivers and their Intermittent flow, together with
the low winter temperature of the water in the bays, make
the propriety of stocking the region. If, however, the ex-
periment should be made, the most promising areas are to
be found in Alamitos, Newport and Anaheim bays and the
mouth of Los Bolsos Creek, in all of which native oysters
are reported in greater or less abundance. The report is

gublished with illustrations in the Bulletin of the Fish
ommission,

"RAINBOW TROUT PLANTING. "—BcJiior forest and
Stream: In my article on "Rainbow Trout Planting," pub-
lished Oct. 1, I am made to say that Mr. Ford caught a
lake trout at Egypt Mills, Pa,," but I wrote that he took a
rainbow trout. Please make the correction. Everybody
knows that lake trout will not thrive in Delaware River.—
JOHK GAY (Washington, D. C).

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment in Disease. B^/
Ashmont. Price, $2. Kennel Becord and Account Booll.
Price $3. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points ot
all Breeds. Price 50 cents.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

F I XTU R ES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 4 to 8.—Sixth. Annual Dog Show of the Northern Illinois
PoTiltry and Pet Stock Association, at Rockford, 111.

Dec. 10 to 11.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Freeport Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Freeport, III. T. E, Taylor. Sec'y.
Dec. 30 to Jan. 2.—Fourth Anmial Dog Show of the Mohawk

Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, at Gloversville, N. Y. F. B.
Zimmer, Sec'y.

1892.

Jan. a to 8.—The New York and New England Poultry and Ken-
nel Club's Dog Show, at Albany, N. Y. W. C. House, Fort Plain,
N. Y., Sec'y.
Jan. 5 to 9.—Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Benj. Mclnness,
Sec'y.
Jan. 13 to 16.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C. F. F. Gapers, Secretary,
Greenville, S. C-
Feb. 9 to 12.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago. lU. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y.
Feb. 23 to 26.—Sixteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Supt.
March 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, at

Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown, Sec'v.
March 15 to 18-—Second Annual Dog Show of the Duqnesne

Kennel Club, at Pittsburgh. Pa. W. E, Littell, Sec'y.
April 7 to 10.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston. Mass. E. H. Moore. Sec'y.
April 30 to 33.—Fourth Anntial Dog Show of the Southern Cali-

fornia Kennel Club, nt Lns Angeles, Cal. C. A. Sumner, Soc'y.
May 4 to 7 —Annual Dog Show of the California Kennel Club,

at San Francisco, Cal. H. L. Miller, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 2.—Inaugural Trials of the United StatCH Field Trial Club,

at Ricknell. Ind. P. T. Madison. Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the luterualionttl Field Trial

Club, at Chatham, Onfc. W. B. Wells. Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. O. Members' Stake Nov. 13. W. A. Coster,
Serretary.
Nov. 23.—Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at Higli Point, N. O.

G. G. Davis, Secretary, Pliiladelphia, Pa.
Nov. 3H.—Gordon Setter Cltib's Field Trials, at High Point, N.

O. L. A. Van Zandt, Secretary. Yonkerg, N. Y.

Nanuet,
Nov. 3u.— i-' IKIU iiiin ^.JIUUD JLIlllU .£l.UUUi--ll i. flllia, MiL

Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street. New
York city.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

Connell, Secretary.

1893.

Jan. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the Bexar Field Trial Club,
at San Antonio, Texas. G. A. Chabot, Sec'y. Amateurs only.
Jan. 18.—TviiilH of the Pacific Field Trial Club, at Bakersfleld.

Cal. J. M. Kilgiirif. Sec'y.
.— Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club, at New Albany, Mies. T. M. Brumby, Sec'y.

OTTAWA DOG SHOW.
ISpccial BefmrLI

THE Canadians finished their circuit of bench shows this
week, the last one being at Ottawa, held Sept. 29 to

Oct. 1. The weather was not very pleasant on the first day,
neither was the attendance so large as might have been ex-
pected. It is not necessary to go into a detailed report, as
the dogs have been commented upon so m.uch at previous
shows. Entries were very small in many classes, notably
the larger breeds, the best of the dogs returning home from
the Montreal show. The entries, numbering 260, were, how-
ever, all that could be accommodated in such a small build-
ing. Judging commenced on the first day. Spaniels were
judged by W. B. Palmer, of Woodstock, Can. The rest of
the classes were handled by Mr. .Tohn Davidson, of Monroe,
Mich. The benching and other arrangements were far from
satisfactory to the exhibitors.
Only one entry was shown in mastiffs, not a very good one

but might easily have beaten those exhibited at Montreal.
In St, Bernards Othello, shown at Hamilton, won first,

and he can hold his own in pretty warm competition. In
bitches Nun Nicer was lucky not to meet with stronger
company, though the second prize winner, not so good in
color aiiil quaUty, is better in size.

KEWFOUKDLANDS.
Dan O'Shea led the class, with Leo Czar winner of second,

has been noticed before.

GEETHOUNDS.
The challenge class brought out three entries, Gem of the

Season beating Scavenger and Maud Torrington. In open
dogs Justinian, a new face, won. He shows plenty of beef,

is coarse and far from being as good as the second in body
and loin. Pious Pembroke, taking second, barring his
head, is a good greyhound. Elcho won third prize, Ornatus
being absent. Jetsam won first in bitches, Second Sight
taking second, Bestwood Daisy "winning third, is full of
quality and should have been higher.

HEEEHOrNDS.
Deerhounds were a fairly good show. Robbin, first prize,

was the best of the lot. Hilda, second prize, is not so good
in bone or head; and Duff is poor in head and ears.

FOXHOXraDS

had two classes. In dogs King won, second prize going to
quite a different type in Genius, one of the old stock, but
does not move nor stand well in front. Bitches saw Vexa-
tion to the front; she is the same type as the second prize
winner in dog class. Counte.ss, second, is weak in make up.

BEAGLES.

In the challenge class Racer was alone. In dogs Courier
won, but Dan O'Shea says it is a mistake in name. Roy K.,
second, has been noticed, Donovan, third, is not correct in
head formation. In bitches, Stella, noticed at Toronto, won
here, with Emmeline second.

6BEAT BANES.

The hrindle Juna, not good in head a,nd lame, was placed
over the small but typical Minerva's Fawn.

POINTERS.

The well-known Pommery Sec first in challenge, Ossining
getting the reserve card, and in the ladies' division Fan, Jr.,
ea.sily beat Belle Randolph in head, shoulders and body;
both have been noticed very often. In open dogs Tempest
beat King Bow's Bow, plsced equal at Hamilton; he gets it
in body and front, Bow is also coarse. Frivolity won in
bitches, her head is not good, otherwise ,she is a nice little
bitch.

SETTERS.

The same old faces. Edgemark in the challenge class.

Kent II., first ia opea dogs, with Viscouut, Tony .Gladstone
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and Kent's Bex follomng in the order naraed. As all of
these have been repeatedly noticed it is no use repeating. In
bitches Nia, the Toronto" winner, was again placed ahead,
Victress Llewellyn was given second and Albert's Nellie
was placed in third place. These are now well known and
it is a wonder how they .stand the change of climate and
constant travel so well, seeming to improve on it. Irish
setters were fairly good for the numbers, and most of them
bad been round the circuit. Seminole proved the winner.
Glen .Tarvis coming next, with Klco in third place. In
bitches Elfi-eda defeated the Toronto winner, Irene, Josie
D., shown at Kingston, coming in for reserve. In Gordons
the same old crowd again, Dr. Dixon winning all except
open dogs, where he had no entries. Hector beat .Nibs in
this class, both fair dogs.

SPANIELS.

Several entries appeared in Irish water spaniels, Countess
Bendigo, an old winner, being again to the front, with Mar-
guerite, low in flesh and out of coat, second. She is better
in head and topknot than the winner.
In Clumbers the well-known old rotmder Boss HI. was

entered for specials only, but was in wretched condition.
Johnny, Jr., and Lady Bromine won in their re.spective
challenge classes. In open dogs Flop won the fir.st prize;

not flat enough in skull or deep in muzzle, eyes a bit liglit,

good in bone and body, good in formation. The second
prize winner is not correct in head, but has a good body and
coat. La Grippe took third prize. The first in open bitches
is a new one, was too heavy in flesh and out of featner. The
second prize wi tan er, Lucy II., has lost one eye and is small-
sized, but capital in body and bone, fair in head, not quite
massive enough. Vic, tlxird, is high on the leg.

In field spaniels Samson won first, with Bridford Gladys
second; both are well known. In open dogs Brantford Mo-
hawk had a walk over. The first prize bitch, Woodland
Sallie, is a nice bitch, rather on the small side.

Cocker spaniels were mostly those that had been on the
rounds. In challenge class awards were upset, Brantford
Red Jacket going to the front, equal second being given to
Black Duke and Dufferin, champion Brant vhc. In chal-
lenge bitches King Pharo's Sistf^r being absent, left Bessie
W. the only one in the class. In the open class of black
dogs Black" Dnfferin continued his victorious career to the
end, and Bob Obo, second, is away behind the winner; he is

coarse in head and undershot, but is fair in body; Donovan,
third, may improve with age, is light in eye, go"od in body;
Trumps, vhc, is high on leg. Open bitches were, as usual,
a hot class, I Say again made a win here, .second going to
Rideau Flossie; Cleo II., third, is short and heavy in head,
but good in body; Cora, winner of second at Toronto, Avas,
unfortunately, either hung or died before the judging here;
Brantford Flirt got vhc, .she is light in muzzle. In open
dogs other than black Othello won first; he is heavy in ear
and skull is domed. Rufus, second, head coarse and eye a
bit light. Bounce is also coarse in head. In the correspond-
ing bitch cla.ss Red Riding Hood, a fair-headed bitch, but
pinched a bit in muzzle, won over Rideau Robina, which is
lull in eye; Mollie was absent. In novice dogs Donovan
won over Othello, both shown in other classes. Novice
bitches were nothing extra, first to Rideau Romola, Floss
Obo taking second.

COLLIES.

Roslyn Dandy was- placed ahead in challenge class.
Doury, the Montreal winner, was again in front. He is
plain in head and coarse, light-eyed, etc, Rowdy is acleaner
cut dog, but has not the body of the winner, though better
in head and ears, Mayflower, winner in bitches, is too
lightly made, nice quality, second going to Cora II., well
known, too cloddy,

BULLDOGS.
Bo'swain was again in front, but Nettle and Thunder are

lacking in many bulldog characteristics.

BULL-TEEEIERS.

The moderate King of Hearts had an easy win here, Mister
Dick, coarse in head and too chunky, coming .second. Duke
of Wellington arrived too late for judging or might have
won.

FOX-TEERIEBS
were mostly regular well-known rounders. The judge in
challenge class plnced Ebor Nettle first over Blemton Trump,
Volunteer following. There might have been a little change
here, though Nettle has a nice head and front. In open
dogs Stardeu's Jack again was placed ahead of Dobbin.
This might have been chaneed, too, as the latter is better in
head and coat. Painter, third, is bad in ears. In bitches
Rowtou Safety turned the tables over Woodale Radiant;
Safety is high on leg and has badly carried enrs, is light in
muzzle, but then R'adiant is short "in head. Verdict, third,
might have been higher, as she is a terrier all over. In
novice class the wire-haired Barton Sting, not in good con-
dition, was placed behind Woodale Rival.

IRISH TERRIERS.

This class had Exile, Jack Briggs and Kathleen winning
in the order named. All are old show goers aud the two
first were placed as at Hamilton.

SKTE TERRIERS.

Challenge, fir.st, the old timer Sir Stafford again. Bruce
was rightly placed in open dogs over the short-headed Moss.

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.

Dan O'Shea, with Zulo mentioned before was first.

BLACK AXD TAN TERRIERS.

The judge thought Meei-sbrook Maiden and Sultan equal,
and awarded the prize that way, but Maiden certainly shows
more quality. The dog class did not fill. In bitches" Match-
less was again to the front. Grace, the winner at Kingston,
coming next. Enslish Lady has lost her teeth, which may
have put her back of Grace, but teeth or no teeth there is no
comparison between the two, as Grace is coarse and thick in
head.

KIKG CHARLES SPANIELS
were a good .show. Calumet Alice winning in the challenge
class, Royal Duke winning again in the open. Several nice
Prince Charles were shown. Fannie, winner in King
Charles bitches, is quite a nice one.

PUGS
were the same as at other shows, nothing new of merit com
ing out.
Two ordinary Pomeranians or Spitz were shown, fir,st prize

foing to the best oae, Fred, second to Beauty, both faulty in
ead and coat.
Miscellaneous class was divided, a class being made for

dachshunde. Gill and Feldman K., both well known, were
given equal first, but Feldman in my opinion should have
been ea.sily first. In the miscellaneous class the judge gave
equals to Jack Shepherd, ICdstor and Punch, and these
might have been placed properly in the order named.

ROLNAT.
PRIZE LIST.

MASTIFFS.—Dofirs; Ist, Mercer & Midrlleton's Eaufrid.
ST. BERNARDS.—Rough and Smooth—LSHAtnENQE—Dorts;

1st, M8.ior J. C. Guillo(.'« Othello. Bitches: Isi, F. E. Lamb's JNun
Nicer: t'd, Ma.ior .J. C. G-uillot's Minerva; 3(3, J. Terrance's Trurap.
NEWFOUNDLANDS.—Ist, D. O'Shea's cbampion Leo; 2d, J. A.

Minn's Czar.

GREYHOUNDS.—Chat.lenge—1st, A. W. Purbeck's Gem oC
the Season: 2fi, Geo. C. Taj lor's Scavenger.

—

Open—Dogs: Ist, J.
B. Gordon's Justinian; 3d, Mount Roval Kennels' Elclio. Very
high com. and reserve, Geo. 0. Taylor's JMUo and Nibs. BttcJies:
Ut and high c<?iji., p. B. Q-ordon's Jetsam and Stylish Girl; 2d aud '

very hi^h com., Geo. C. Taylor's Second Sight and Northern
Queen; 3d and reserve, A. W. PurVveck's Bestwood Daisy and Lily
of Gainsboro. Com, L. N. Bate'a Galatea.

DEERHOUNDS,—1st, Col. Audet'a Robbin; 3d and very high
com.' Sir Adolne Caron's Brian and Hylda. High com., A, E.
Bradbury's Duff.

raFOXHOUNDS.-Uof/fi.- 1st. and high com., Wm. Pownnll's
King aud Johnnv: 3d, ,T. GIbb's Genius. Reserve, M. Switzer'.?
Trailer. Onm.. D. O'Shea's Ranger. Bitches: 1st, 3 . Gibb's Vexa-
tion; 2d, D. O'Shea's Countess.

BEAGLES.—CHALr^ENGE-lst, Rockland Kennels' champion
Racer, .Ir.—Open— Dogs; 1st, D. O'Shea's Oonrier; 3d. Rockland
Kennels' Roy K.: M. Kingston & Bancroft Kennels' Donovan.
Bitclie^s: Ist, Howard Bros.' Stella; 2d and 3d, Rockland Kennels'
Emeline and Fannie K. Reserve, D. O'Shea's Ruby. Very high
com., F. P. Robson'M Dot.

GREAT DANES.—1st. and 3d, Dr. Hurdmau's Juna and Tonka;
Sd, Mount Royal Kennels' Minerva's Fawn.

POINTERS.—CuAT-i/ENGE-Dof^s: Isl; and reserve. Wm. H.
Hyland's Pommerv Sec and Ossming. Bitches: Ist, Wm. H.
Hyland's Fan N. Reserve, Robert Leslie's Bell Randolph.-Open
Boas: Ist, Wm. Ledyard's Tempest; 3d, Kingston and Bancroft
Kennels' King Bow's Bow. Bitc1)es: Ist, Mount Royal Kennels'
Frivolity.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Chat.lenge—1st, Francis S. Brown's
Edgemark.—Open— Dof/s: 1st. Coi)annet Keanels' Kent II.; 3d
and M, Mount Washington Kennels' Viscount and Tony (Tiad-
ptone. Reserve, Kingston and Bancroft Kennels' Kent's Rex.
Very high com., H. Northwood's Benzine. High com., James E.
Hair's Sir Edward and Mount Roys 1 Kennels' Mount Roynl Stride.
Com., Dr. A. Lawyer's Zero. Bitclics: 1st and 2d, Mount Wash-
ington Kennels' Nia and Victress Llewellin; 3d, Dr. John Hart-
man's Albert's Nellie. Very high com., Kingston and Bnncroft
Jiennels' Liberty II> High com., Mount Washington Kennels'
NorallL

IRISH SETTERS.-Dfias; 1st and 3d, Seminole Kennels' Semi-
nole and Bleo; 3Ll,Gl"nds ne Kennels' Glen Jsrvis. Hiarh com.,
W. H. Lewis's Pat. BiWhe^: 1st, Mount Royal Kennels' El freda;
3d, Douglas and Chambers' Irene; 3d, very high com. and high
com., Seminole Keunels'^ •

. Aurone and Rose Palmerston.
Reserve, Kingston and Bancroft Kennels' .Josie D.

GORDON SETTERS.—CHALnENClK—Dof/s; latand reserve. Dr.
S. G. Dixon's Ivanhoe nnd Leo B. Bitches: 1st, Dr. S. Dixon's
Dueheps of Waverlet.-Open—Do£(s; Ist. W. B. McArthnr's Hector;
3d, Dr. Davidson's Royal Nibs. Ritc/ies: Dr, S. G. Dixon's Lady
Waverley.

IRISE WATER SPANIELS.-lSt, T. A. ORr.son's Cormtess
Bendigo; 3d, Ed. Pitt's Marguerite. Com., James Carter's Drake.

CLUMBER SPANIELS.—CHAnt.ENGB-Dof/,s; 1st. Mercer &
Middleton's Johnny Junior. Bitclics: Isn Mercer & Middleton's
Lady Bromine.—Open—i>or/s; 1st, P. IL D. Veith'd Fop; 3d, W.
MoMalion's Rake; od, Harry Morrison's La Grippe. Very high
com.. H. B. D, Bruce's Shell. Bitclirg: 1st, Mercejr & Middleton's
Lady Nancy; 3d and 3d, H. B. D. Bruce's Lucy It. and Vic.

FIELD SPANIELS.—OuALLENGE-lst and 31, Andrew Laid-
law'a Bridford Gladys and SamsoD.—Open—Dof/s; Ist, Brani
Co(?ker Kennels' Brantford Mohawk; 2d withheld. Bitches: let,
Luckweli & Douglas's Woodland Sallie.

com
equal „ -

law's Rabbi. Reserve. Andrew Laidlaw's Obau. Bitches: Ist,
Andrew Laidlaw's Bessie W.—Open (blacV)—D(i(/s; 1st, LuckwU
& Douglas's Black Dufferin; 3d, Rideau Kennels' Bob Obo; 3d,
Alfred Gcddes's Donovan. Reserve. Covktown Cockpr Kennels'
Tim Obo. Very high com,, Dr. Garrow's Trumps. High com.. T.
M. Robertson's Rex Obo. Com., F. H. Cunningham's Major.
Bitches: Ist, Geo. Bell's I Say; 3d, Rideau Kennels' Rideau Flos-
sie; od. Andrew Laidlaw's Cleo II. Re-erve, Corktown Cocker
Kennels' Dot Smirle. Very hiarh com., Brantford Cocker Kennels'
Brantford Flirt. High com.. T. M. Robertsnn's Floss Obo. Com.,
A. F. Grant's Rideau Romn and F. H. Cunninffbam's Corinne.—
Open (other than black)—Do(/.s: 1st, O. A. MacHaflie's Othello;
3d, F. J. Leigh's Rufus; 3d, Corktown Cocker Kennels' Bounce.
Reserve, E. A. Black's Brush. Com.. Alfred Cownn's Jack.
Bitches: 1st, Brant Cooker Kennels' Red Ridinghood; 2d, A, F.
Grant's Rideau Robina. Com., T. M. Robertson's Daylight.—
Novice- Dogs: 1st, Alfred Geddes's Donovan; 2d, C. A. MacHaf-
fee's Othello; 3d, Corktown C'icker Kennels' Tip Obo. Reserve,
Dr. Garrow's Trump?. High com., F. H. Cunningham's Major.
(Jom., J. F. M. DesRiviere's Bow. Bitches: 1st, Rideau Kennels'
Ridetni Romola; .2d, T. M. Robertson's Floss Obo; fqualSd, A. F.
Grant's RidPau Robina and F. H. Cunningham's Corinne. Com.,
J. F. M. DesBiviere's Fritz.

COLLIES.—CHAX.LENGE—1st and reserve, Seminole Kennels'
Roslyn Dandy and Metchley Surprise,—Open—Doors: 1st, Mr-Ewen
& Gilism's Drury; 3d and 3d, Seminole Kennels' Roslvn Conway
and Roslvn Rowdy. Reserve, Fred Daubney's Jack. Bitches: 1st,
McEwen & Gibson's Mayflower; 2d, Seminole Kennels' Cora II.

BULLDOGS.—1st, Edwin A. Woodward's Bo'swain; 3d, John
P. Lawless's Nettle; 3d, H. M. Lawless's Thunder.

BULL-TERRIERS—Dofifs: 1st, Toon & Symonds's King of
Hearts; 2d, J. Moorehead, Jr.'s Mister Dick; 3d, Geo. Spargo's
Rongb. BitcJics: Absent.

FOX-TERRIERS.—CHAii-LENGK-lst, Woodale Kennels' Ebor

Oriole Kennels' Blemton R,ansack. High com.. Toon & Svmonds's
End clitte Spice. Bitches: 1st. Mt. Washington Kennels' Rowton
Safety; 3d. Woodale Kennels' Woodale Radiant; 31, Toon & Sy-
monds's Venns. Reserve and very high com.. Oriole Kennels'
Warren Sparkle und Verdict. Higli com.. Wondale Kennels'
Woodale Refusal. Rideau Kennels' Clytie. Com.^V. G. Hooper's
Fussy.-Novice—1st, Woodale Kennels' Woodale Rival; 3d, toon
& Symonds's B^rt^n Sting; 3d, G. W. Prescotl's Ardeu Belle. Re-
serve. Rideau Kennels' Rideau Retta. Very high com.. J. War-
nock's Sam. High com., S. Simms's Lady, F. H. Cunningham's
Luke. P. Slattery's Jerry. Com., E. S. Skead's Bob.

IRISH TERRIERS.—1st and 2d. Toon & Symonds's Exile and
Jack Briggs; 3d and very high com., E. Lever's Kathleen and
Nailer.

SKYE TERRIERS.—Chat.eenoe—1st. 0. A. Shinn's Sir Staf-
ford.—Open—Ist. B. F. Lewis's Bruce; 2d. G. W. Kerr's Moss.
BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.-lst. D. O'Shea's Zulo.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-CuALLENGE-Equal 1st, Ro-
chelle Kennels' cbampion Meersbrook Maiden and Broomfield
Sultan.—Open—Dogs; Absent. Bitches: 1st, Toon & Svmonds's
Matchless; 3d. A. E. Elmer's Grace; 3d, Rochelle Kennels' English
Lady.
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—CHAiLBNQE-lst, Toon & Sy-

monds's Venus.—Open—^03.5: Absent. Bitches: 1st, J. Terrance's
Flossie.

TOY SPANIELS.—Challenge—Ist, A. M. Goldsmith's Calu-
met Alice.—Open—Dogs; 1st. Vorke & Forsba,w'8 Royal Duke;
2d and 8d, E Bradford's and Prince. Bitches: 1st, E. Brad-
ford'8 Fannie; 2d, Yorke & Forshaw'a Ruby.

PtIGS.—0H.4-LLENGE—l3t and reserve. Dr. M. H. Cryer's cbam-
pion Bob Ivy and ctiampion Bessie.—Open—Doffs: 1st, Seminole
Kennels' Kash, Jr.; 2d. Dr. M. H. Cryer's Prince Emmett; 3d, M.
Ballentine's Curtis. High com , Miss N. Farries'.s Buzz. Com.,
Miss S. Farries's Moses. Bitches: 1st, Howard Bros.' Satin; 2d,
Dr. M. H. Cryer's Crlbbage; 3d and very high com., Seminole
Krnnels' Princess Nellie and Rustic Queen. High com,, Mrs H.
S. Kirby's Judy.

SPITZ.—1st and 3d, Mrs. W. Roger's Fred and Beauty.

MISCELLANEOUS.—Equal Ist. R. G. H. Huntington's Jack
Shepard (bloodbound), Toon & Symonds's KdsLor (Scotch terrier),

E. Bradford's Punch (toy terrier).

DACHSHUNDE.—Equal Ist. B. F. Lewis's Gill and Joe Lewis's
Feldman K.; 3d, Joe Lewis's Lena L.

SPECIALS.
Best pair of following breeds: Greyhounds, D. B. Gordon; Eng-

lish setters, Mt. Washington Kenneh; Irish setters. Seminole
Kennels; Gordon setters. Dr. D. G. Dixon: pointers, Wm. H. Hy-
land; Clumber spaniels. Mercer & Middleton; cocker spaniels,
Andrew Laidlaw; collies, Seminole Kennel?; fox-terriers, Wood-
ale Kennel'; black and tan terriers. New Roehtlle Kennels; toy
spaniels, Y'^orke & Forshawe. Best raastilf. Mercer & Middleton's
Eufrid. St. Bernard. Major J. C. Guillot's Othello. Greyhound
dog, A. W. Purbeck's Gem of the Season; bitch, D. B. Goi-don's
Jetsam. Deerbound, Col. Audet's Rubbin. Foxhound, J. Gibb's
Vexation, Bpaglee, Rockland Kennels' champion Racer, Jr.

Great Danes, Dr. Hurdman's Juna. Pointer dog, Wm, Ledyard's
Tempest; bitch, Wm. H. Hyland's Fan N. English setter dog,
Cohannet Kennels' Kent II.; bitch, Mt. Washington Kennels'
Nia. Irish setter dog, Seminole Kennels' Seminole; bitch. Mt.
Royal Kennels' EuCrioa. Gordon setter, Duchess o£ Waverley.
Clumber spaniel dog. Mercer & Middleton's Boss IIT,; bitch, same
owner's Lady Bromine. Field spaniel, Andrew Laidlaw's cbam-
pion Bridford Gladys. Cocker spaniel dog, Luckweli & Douglas's
Black Duffe.rin; bitch, George Bell's I Say (2); novice cocker dog,
Alfred Geddes's Donovan; bitcb. Rideau Kennels' Rideau Romola.
Collie dog. McEwen & Gibson's Dowry; best collie open class.
Collie Club's medal. Dowry; second best, S(=*m1nole Kennels'
Ro.slyn Conway. Best bulldog. G. A. Woodward's Bo'swain. Fox-

pionBoblvy. Toy spaniel, A. M. Goldsmith's Calumet Alice.
Spitz, Mrs. W. Roger's Fred. Best brace cocker spaniels, Cork-
town Cocker Kennels' Tim Obo and Tip Obo. Best kennels: Eng-
lish setters, Mt. Washington Kennels. Irish setters. Seminole
Kennels. Gordon setters, Dr. Dixon. Pointers, Wm. H. Hyland.
Clumber spaniels, Mercer <fe Middleton.

THE MONTREAL DOG SHOW.
EdUnr Forest and Stream:
It is possible to state truth in such a way as to give a very

erroneous lu^pression. True, the management of the Mon-
treal show was behind on the first day, but neither Forest
AND Stream or any other paper, so far as I have noticed,
has mentioned the enormous disadvantage nnder which we
labored. Spratts were to bench and feed for us, but up to
Saturday evening the car shipped from Hamilton with their
stuff could not be heard from. The benching, etc., was not
on the grounds till Sunday and not a bench put up till
Monday. In the meantime we were occupied in trying to
find the car and in devising schemes aud arranging plans to
meet the emergency. It is not strange therefore that several
matters were behind, and in fairness to us this should have
been mentioned.
The catalogue was not out on the fir.st day, owing to no

fault of mine, but to circumstances I could "not control this
year; but for this we are willing to take blame nevei-thele.ss.
Unfortunately the climax came .soon after the marked cata-
logue was out on Thursday evening by a fire in the printer's
office, so that I am unable to send copies to many gentle-
men who wished them.
The .iudging was not delayed, but went on with as ujuch

speed as circumstances permitted. It began as .^0011 afier
the hour for receiving dogs had passed as was coTisi.^tcnt
with those concerned getting a little lunch, aud continued
on the fir.st day up to nearly ti o'clock, hot a.s it whs. (Jo
Wednesday Mv. Davidson worked from 10 A. M. ail day
(luDch hour excepted) up till the light failed, leaving only a
few classes and the specials for Thursday. Of rushitig
through the judging as at some shows I may have a word
to say again.
Allow me now, Mr. Editor, to state briefly a few facts

which have not come to light in the pre,o.s reports. Mon-
treal benched about 340 dogs, and it was generally admitted
that the quality has never been excelled in Canada; the
judging was steadily, carefully and sati.sfactorily done; all
prize money, including specials, was paid before the close of
the show to those claiTitingit; notwith.standing the dilemma
caused b.y the delay in Spratts benching, we managed, to
bench and feed fairly well. We had no pitppy classes aud
no dogs under ten month.s of age. A large pro'portiou of the
prizes was taken by Montreal dogs; in some cases they had
whole classes almo.st to themselves, and many first prizes
went to local dogs. The Montreal show is the first in the
history of shows, I think, to separate dogs and bitches in all
competitions, even for specials. The public was well pleased
with the show aud patronized it to the extent of 2-3,000

people. The balance oC our account is very largely on thp.

right side. At the same time my ideal of the management
of a bench show is so far in advance of anything I have yet
seeu that I am personally not at all satisfied with the re-
sults. Ho wever, I do not think that on behalf of those con-
cerned, and on behalf of the truth, I should allow the press
reports to stand in their present misleading form. In con-
clusion I wish to thank the various visiting handlers and
others for the good-natured way in which they adapted
themselves to the drawbacks of the first day.

The Superintendent.

TORONTO DOG SHOW.
Editor Forest and. Stream:
FOEEST AND STREAM has stated that it does not wish a

misstatement to go on record in its columns. Readers of
Forest and Stream believe that one of the leading objects
of the Kennel department is to give information and spread
knowledge. Most of us are of the opinion that any paper or
any person should state facts. Therefore may I, without in-
curring anybody's ill will, ask for a I'eply to a few of the
many misleading statements which appeared in your report
on the Toronto dog show.

1. Mastiffs.—"Caution's Own Datighter had to give way to
Lady Coleus, for the reason that I pointed out last week,
not skull enough, though positions were reversed at Hamil-
ton." As I, the judge that placed Lady Coleus over Cau-
tion's Own Daughter, am not authority for 3'our statement,
I think I am in order in asking you to substantiate what you
have written.

2. Bull-Terriers.—"Mr. Mason thought Topsijarkle the
best; his coat, or lack of it, not to mention his head, should
have put him back. Duke of Wellington, a heavily boned
pup, came second; he is good in front, that is all.'' As a
matter of fact, Duke of Wellington is not "good in front,"
and Topsparkle is decidedly better in front. However, will
your reporter be good enough to state which dogs should
have won the prizes and name the defects in those dogs ?

3. "The class of doga was about the same as at Hamilton
the previous week, but the addition of puppy and novice
classes accounted for the increased entry." Toronto had 581
entries. Hamilton had 308. Without "counting the under
18-months old, novice and puppy classes at Toronto, that
show had still over 400 dogs against Hamilton's 308. By
what method of figuring are three hundred as many as four
hundred, and why was the statement made?

4. Greyhotmds.—"Thoitgh in numbers not as large as last
year, still the quality shown was about the best we have."
It is a matter of fact that there were 22 entries last year
against 31 this year. Why are the 31 of 1891 not as many as
the 23 of 1890?
The statement that the "class of dogs (i. c. quality of dogs)

was about the same as at Hamilton" is not sustained by the
list of awards, which proves that Toronto was far ahead in
quality as in numbers. The Hamilton show and its man-
agers, like Baltimore, have had so much free advertising,
pufiing and taffy, in certain quarters, that I must apologize
to your readers for mentioning them again.

Charles H. Mason.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
We would like to announce through your columns that

the judges for our All-Aged Stake and Free-for-AU Stake
will be the same as for the Derbys, namely: Mr. J. M.
Tracy. New York; Mr. N. Wallace, Farmingtoii, Conn.; Mr.
J. S, Churchill, Middlehorough, Ky.
We would also consider it a favor if you would call the

attention of your readers to the fact that our All-Aged
Stake closes dct. 15 and the Free-for-All Stake Nov. 1.

C. H. Odell, Sec'y and Treas.
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DOG CHAT.

IN reference to the number of dogs at Toronte and Hamil-
ton, we may say that at the latter show 308 dogs were

benched, or entered as benched, there bein,e; no dnplicatea.
Toronto had 581 entries catalogued. We said in our report:
"The class of dogs was about the same as at Hamilton the
previotis week, bnt the addition of puppy and novice classes
accounted for the increased entry without any improve-
ment to the sJiov}, as tve saw several litters of vuppies that
had been better at 7iome." The italicized part showsour rea-
son for the remark. The puppy and novice classes, together
with the duplicate entries these usually entail, amounted to
249 entries, leaving a regular entry of 333, a difference of 34—
not a very wide mistake when speaking in a general way.We do not see what Mr. Mason has to grumble at in our
comments on the greyhound classes, unless it is for the
single reason of having a kick at something. Our reference
to numbers applied more particularly to the open classes,
where there were two more entered in 1890 than this year.We wrote without a catalogue of last year's show at hand,
and having in mind the dog class of last year particulai-ly,
which had 18 as against 8 this year, we wrote as we did, for-
getting that the challenge and puppy classes were larger
this year. At the same time, we are not aware that this de-
tracts from the splendid quality of this year's exhibit, with
which Mr. Mason should rest content.

Speaking of the beagles we recently illustrated in Forest
AND Stream from the Stock-Keeper (Eng.), that journal
.says, quoting us, "Their type of head is hardly what Ameri-
can critics ask for," and adds: "If our friends out there
prefer the chump-headed square type Or the wide-skull,
snipy-muzzle, and goggle-eyed type, tayit jiis pour eux, and
they cannot be properly imbued with true hound charac-
ter." We are not aware that our criticism would lead any
one to suppose that we had a liking for either, but rather
each part in proportion with the other. At the same time
those pictures lead us to suppose that the "snipy-muzzled"
type are the dogs that are winning in England.

Owing to late acceptance of entries at Ottawa, there were
altogether too many duplicate numbers. The A. B. C.
system does not look well in a catalogue, to say nothing of
the confusion it entaiLs. The club is, however, to be compli-
mented on securing such a good entry as 260 at the tail end
of the circuit, with ne'er a puppy among them.

Mr.William Babbitts, Jr.,Spratts Co.'s able representative,
whose doings we have chronicled occasionally, is usually
original in his methods, but this time he has been content
to follow in the well-beaten path. We find the following in
the Manitoba Free Press of Sept. 24: "Rabbitts-Cross—
Married on the 23d Inst., at St. John's Cathedral, Winnipeg
by the Rev. Archdeacon Fortin, William Rabbitts, of Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania, eldest son of Capt. W. J. Rabbitts,
formerly of Newfoundland, to Annie M., eldest daughter of
William Cress, Esq., master mechanic, C. P. R." The happy
couple will make a honeymoon tour of British Columbia,
California and other States, and we sincerely trust that Mr.
Rabbitts' added responsibilities will never "cause a shade to
pass over the smiling countenance he is noted for among his
fancier friends.

The dog show held in connection with the Westchester
(New York) county fair, on Oct. 1 to 3, contained eighty-
three entries. The dogs were judged by Mr. George Eaiek,
Tarrytowu, N. Y. The exhibits, with but few exceptions,
were poor, but were a slight improvement on previous years
both in numbers and quality.

We have received from the secretary of the American
Spaniel Club a neat little book containing names and ad-
dre.sses'of members and judges, constitution and by-laws
and the diflEerent classifications for bench shows. To the
spaniel man this is just what is required. Spaniel men
snould be proud of their club.

Those exhibitors who attended the Hamilton show will be
sorry to hear that the management is $700 on the wrong
side. As a guarantee fund of -13,400 was raised and in bank
before the show opened this will be easily taken up, and we
trust better luck will attend their efforts next year.

A test of the scenting powers of a pack of so-called blood-
hounds was made a few days ago near San Antonio, Cal.
They had been recently purchased and placed in the charge
of a Mr. Bergen, a farmer, for training. The trail was made
in the presence of the Sheriff and the County Commissioners.
The dogs were fastened in their kennels and a man was
started off from Mr. Bergen's house. He skirted the fence,
and reaching the railroad track climbed upon a freight-car,
walked along the roof of that and other cars, coming to the
ground again 300yds. off. He then took two long planks and
walked along them alternatately, so that for 300yds. neither
his feet nor hands touched the ground. He theii continued
his course, carefully covering his tracks in the dusty road-
way for half a mile. He continued his course for two more
miles, using various devices to destroy the trail and finally
took refuge in a tree. About three hours after the man had
reached the tree the dogs were brought out. As soon as they
caught the scent they started off on a run, finding their first
difficulty at the railroad car. They began to run around in
widening circles until the scent was picked up again at a
point where the man had left the car. The dogs, it is said,
had but little difficulty in following the trail from there to
the tree, where they came to a standstill, baying savagely
when they discovered the object of their search. It would
be interesting to have Mr. Winchell's opinion on this per-
formance. We know that several hounds from his kennel
have been sent to California, but whether they would be able
to trail a man aided by planks in a dusty roadway is ques-
tionable.

We understand that; Mr. F. H. F. Mercer ("Clumber,"
"Dogwhip," "H. Boulton," "Herrald") was presented with a
handsome gold watch chain at the close of the Ottawa show
by the exhibitors. Mr. John H. Naylor made the presenta-
tion speech in his usually happy manner, leading oft' with a
remark that he had been requested by the exhibitors to enter
a protest against "Clumber," etc. Of course Friend Mercer
was charmed to find it a bit of "Die Hard's" buncombe after
all.

We hear that Mr. H. W. Huntington has sent his Barzoi
bitch Zerry to England to be bred to the same dog as liucaa
goes to. She sailed on Saturday last.

The Ottawa show was not a success financially, and it is
said that the dog men of that city will in future, for a time
anyhow, be content to watch some one else undertake the
worry and loss such ventures sometimes incur.

Al Eberhart writes: "Entries are ahead of my expecta-
tions for our coming dog show, to be held in connection with
the Humane Society's fair, Cincinnati, 0-, Oct. 13 to 16, both
as to numbers and quality. Many noted kennels have en-
tered, and I want to thank my friends who have ao gener-
ously responded, I hope this show will stimulate the dog
interests in our city and wake txp some of our rather sleepy
members of the Cincinnati Kennel Club, so that we can give
a show next year under A. K. C. rules. I f©el highly grati-
fied, considering that our prizes are cups and medals, that
so many noted dogs will be here from long distances.
Adams, TJnited States and American Express companies

will return dogs free upon payment coming. Mark dogs to
Al Ct. Eberhart, Superintendent Dog Show, Carthage, 0.
(not Cincinnati), and they will be delivered at the grounds,
where I will be, at noon on Monday, Oct. 13, to receive them.
Exhibitors must ship dogs to arrive not later than 10 A. M.
Tuesday, 13tb. .Judging begins Wednesday at 10 A. M.
Mr. Frank C. Wheeler judges all classes. The show will be
fed with Austin's dog bred by Eberhart Pug Kennels. Our
special prize list is large and open to ail; several valuable
specials in the list."

Many of the exhibitors and handlers will remember the
man who had charge of the Flour City Kennels' mastiff's in
the earlier part of last spring's shows." His name was Geise.
It seems last week he was called upon by a policeman to
help him in disarming a man who was drunk. In the
scuille Geise, becoming enraged, took the gun from the man
and dashing it to the grouQd it went off, the charge lodg-
ing in Geise's groin. He was fatally wounded, but lived
till next morning. He leaves a widow and three children.
The woman is deserving and a subscription is afoot to save
the home she lives in so that she may have a chance to earn
a living for herself and family. Her husband had left the
kennels some time before thm happened.

Mr. C. A. Stone, secretary and superintendent of the In-
dustrial Exhibition Association dog show, Toronto, Ont.,
has been connected with dog shows .since 1877. He was born
in London, Ont ,

in 18r>3, and gained his show experiences
under that grand old manager, Charles Lincoln. He has
had some position with every show held in London, and was
secretary and manager at London in 1888, 1889, and Toronto
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1889, 1890 and 1891. Mr. Stone is also secretary of the Toronto
Kennel Club. He was one of the first, if not the first, origi-
nators of the Canadian Kennel Club, being the first secre-
tary. This position he held for two years, and is now one of
the executive committee. Besides being connected with dog
shows, he is an enthusiastic sportsman in the field, and was
one of the organizers and the fir.st secretary of the Canadian
Field Trials. His fancy runs to English setters, his kennel
being known as the Forest Kennel. He is a favorite with
the dogmen of both countries, and works hard to make every
show he is connected with a success.

The courteous secretary of the Blue Gra.ss Kennel Club,
Mr. Roger Williams, a man well-known in the ranks of
greyhound breeders, was presented with a gold medal by
the exhibitors at the Lexington show, in testimony of their
high esteem of him as a man and of his fair dealings as the
secretary. The medal was engraved with the following in-
•scription: "To Mr. Roger T>. Williams, by the exhibitors
at the inaugural show of the Blue Grass" Kennel Club."
Mr. H, E. Cook made the presentation speech, and in a
happy style spoke of the pleasant reminiscences they would
take away with them of the land of good horses,' gallant
men and beautiful women. Mr. Williams acknowledged
the compliment in a neat speech, sajing: "Gentlemen, your
action embarrasses me beyond measure7ior I enlisted myself
in the interests of the bench show solely to aid the Charity
Expo-sition, and to show my great Tove for that noble
animal, the useful dog. I had no hope or desire for emolu-
ment or praise; but at the .same time, I cannot deny that I
feel more than proud at the manner in which you have
treated me to-day. I thank you, gentleuien, one and all."
We are pleased to hear from Mr. Williams that the show
will be a financial success, and he adds in a letter to us,
"Do not accuse me of being 'off my base' when I tell you I
bought a cocker, a great Dane and a Gordon setter a't the
show." In fact a number of sales were made, and it proved
a good place for the regulars to unload. Mrs. King, the
fair reporter of the Kentucky Leader, held the winning
number in the Obadiah raffle, much to the delight of the
dogmen.

We sadly miss our copy of the Canine World this week,
and especially "Peto's" comments' on current matters; sen-
sible in his deductions he struck a line that we are sorry to
see come to a check so soon. We trust, however, h e will
make another cast and lift the scent in some place, for we
cannot believe he will give up writing altogether.

Mr. A. C. Wilmerding, the popular .spaniel judge, returned
from his trip to Canada loud in his praise of' the hospitality
and generous treatment be received at the hands of the
Canuckian spaniel men. They work their dogs as well as
show them, and he spent several pleasant days after par-
tridge round Woodstock with Messrs. Laidlaw, Kirk,
Luckwell and Douglas, and the "cuckoo" joke on Douglas
never misses fire.

The Australians are making rapid progress in a dogly way
since the first Victoria dog show in 1854. Then they had iOO
entries, this year 800. This increase is due to importations
from England under the moat adverse circumstances, a qua-
rantine of six months being forced on every dog imported.

Mr. Howard of Montreal has purchased the npted h\xll~
terrier White Wonder, about whom a good deal has been
said from time to time in these columns. It Is stated the
dog is no longer deaf, a pea having bees taken out of its ear.

If this is so, White Wonder has a brilliant future before
him, as he is a clinking good one.

The English Stocli-Keeper very kindly remarks this week
that the Forest and Stream "has become as full of news
as an egg is of meat," and in "indorsing "Onlooker's" piece
of advice about protecting strips to prevent bitches lying on.
their pups, says: "We adopted this precaution yea"rs ago,
but somehow it fell into disuse in our kennel. ^Onlooker's'
word.s have recalled its value to our mind, and the breeding
strips have again been affixed to the beds." Perhaps other
breeders will follow the good example and sq save many of
their pups.

We particularly draw the attention of sportsmen to the
closing date of entries Oct. 15 for the All-Aged Stakes of the
Central Field Trials. For the Free-for-All Stake the entries
close Nov. 1, Full psirticulars are given in our advertising
columns.

The advertisement of the Blue Ridge Kennels should com-
mand the attention especially of those who breed for work
in the field. Their liberality in offering prizes for winning
Derby dogs sired by their stud dogs is praiseworthy, and
their §1,500 Derby marks a departure in dog kennel manage-
ment as rare as it is commendable. In fact, we believe, it is
without a precedent.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.
/"CRITICISING the actions of .so distant a body as the

English Kennel Club is going somewhat far afield, but
the community of interests in kennel matters often renders
such criticism important. With this view in mind, the
recent astonishing action of a Mr. T. Duerdian Dutton,
counsel for the English Kennel Club, attains a most painful
prominence. On behalf of the club, he demanded an apology
from Mr. Freeman Lloyd for some misstatements published
by the latter, and incorporated in his demand, the out-
rageous statement that Mr. Lloyd knew his statements
vcere false when written, and refused any settlement that
did not include this admission by Mr. Lloyd! This was a
compound of despotism and intense arrogance not hitherto
developed in kennel tran.sactions, and I cannot but think
that this scandalous demand was unauthorized by the club
and that Mr. Dutton was alone responsible for it. 'No gener-
ous mind, no man above the level of a bully, ever wants an
apology for any other reason than righting a wrong done
him, and to make the apology the means of degrading the
apologist, brings him who requires it below any pos.sible or
imaginable level of the offender. The Kennel Club owes
itself two things, one to promptly accept the apology ten-
dered by Mr. Lloyd in which he regrets his ha%ung honestly
given out an incorrect statement and the other to retain
other counsel.

* **
The recent publication by the Eastern Field Trials Club

of its amended instructions to judges at their trials, and the
(Miitorial comments in the Canine World on the offer by
Mr. Wade of a prize for special, instinctive, intelligence in
sheepdogs, both mark a long needed departure in all classes
of dog competitions. Shows are primarily places where dogS
are shown, which involves that their looks are the chief
object to be considered, and, logically, it seems difficult to
devise any otber element to enter into such competitions.
But field trials of any kind .stand on an entirely different
footing; their avowed object is to test the real, useful value
of dogs, entirely apart from their appearance. Yet as a
matter of fact, it has come to pass that field trials are
really competitions between trainers and handlers, and dis-
play their skill far more than they do the abilities, physical
or mental, of the dogs. This is clearly a travesty on the
only logical reason for their inception aiid continuance. The
dog which conforms to the instructions of his handler, be
those instructions given during the trial or in previous
specific training, is certainly not the equal of the dog who
knows his work and does it of himself unaided by his
master's eye or hand. Not every sportsman is a trainer, not
every herder of stock a master of the art of training dog.a tor
the work, and the dog whose own mentality and educa-
cation has fitted him to be a thorough helper of
the user, is the dog we all want. This is admir-'
ably summed up in the introduction to a little work
on training sheepdogs, in the statement that it should be
the aim of the trainer to give the dog a liberal education,
not to teach him a lot of tricks, and such instructions as the
Eastern Field Trials Club proposes to give its judges will go
very far to corirect the mounte-bank style of training dogs
for, and working them at, field trials that has crept in dur-
ing the last few years.

Tn the interest of kennel matters, it is to be hoped that the
proposed dog show at the coming World's Fair, at Chicago,
will fall through. On no grounds does such a show promise
any good result, even on the financial ground it promises
disaster, as I cannot remember a show held under such
auspices that was not a failure in a money point. As an
educational enterprise, it will effect but the feast, for how
many who would visit such a shovv^ would have the least
idea of dog form, breeds of dogs, or anv canine matter? Dog
shows fall under the rule of all successfully conducted busi-
nesses, and, to use a homely phrase, "Thev must stand on
their own bottom." The Oklooker.

BRUNSWICK FUR CLUB'S FIELD TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The third annual field trials of the Brunswick Pur Club

will be held at Princeton, Mass., commencing Nov. 9, 1891,
and continuing until the several classes have been run off.
These trials promise to be the most brilliant the club has
ever inaugurated, for thf! officers have selected the ground
with much care, and attended to every detail with thor-
oughness.
The prizes to be competed for are the American Field cup,

the club's medal for highest general average, both of which
go to the same hound, Mr. Baird's endurance medal, Mr. R.
D. PeiTy's steel engraving, "A Promising Litter," which is
to be held for one year by the best puppy, and cash prizes in
each class to be offered by the club.
Arrangements have 'been made with Pratt's House,

Princeton, to accommodate hunters and hounds for a dollar
a day. A large attendance is expected, and it is desired that
those intending,to come should notify the secretary as soon
as possible, stating how many hounds they will bring.
Princeton may be reached from Bo.ston by Boston &

Albany Railway via Worcester to Princeton depot, where
conveyances will take passengers from each train three
miles to Pratt's House, or by Central Massachusetts division
of Boston & Maine Railway to Oakdale. thence by vehicles
seven miles to Pratt'.y House. The officers of the club, with
many members have decided to take the 8 A. M. train of
the Central Massachusetts division B. & M. Railroad from
Boston & Lowell station, Boston, on Nov. 9, and are due at
Oakdale at 9:31, where conveyances will be waiting to take
them to Pratt's by 10:30 A. M. Upon arrival the old hounds
will be chained up, baggage dropped in oQiee and the pup-
pies taken at once to the htinting gi-ounds for trial.
Princeton is said to be the best foxhunting country in

New England, and foxes are promised us in gi-eat numbers.
We cordially in-^ite fox hunters from all parts to attend

the trials and trust the fox catchei'S from the South and
West will come and exhibit their packs at the end of the
trials. We have several hounds we should like to race with
theirs. A, C. HfflTENOEE, Y.P. & Sec'y pro tem,
Portsmouth, N. H.
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PEDIGREE OF LORD CLOVER.
Editor Forest and Sti^emn:
How is it that none of our kennel papers undertake an

analysis of Dr. M. H. Crver's book "The Prize Pugs of
America and England"? The reason for this query is that
I have been very disagreeablv made aware of the necessity
for something of the sort. Dr. Cryer's work seems to be a
good deal like the laws of the Medes and Persians. It is re-

garded as absolute authority on all that appertains to pugs
on this side of the Atlantic. There seems to be a sort of
general impression stalking at large that the poor fellow
who first opposes the Philadelphia savant is virtually offer-

ing himself for a sacrifice between the upper and nether
millstones.
Isow without discussing the plan, trend audgeneral result

of the book in its relation to the fancy at large, allow me to

go sqiiarely on record as flatly contradicting some of the
alleged history it contains. I refer in particular to the
schoolboy account of the dog Lord Clover on page 72 of the
work, l" do not deny Dr. Cryer the privilege of forming
whatever opinion he pleases 'as to the quality and merit
or lack of both, in any dog of mine; but when he scatters

broadcast a mutilated pedigree and gives me the lie direct

on matters concerning ray own kennel, it is time to call a
halt. Dr. Cryer states first of all that Chas. M. Chatterton
bred Lord Clover, and then very coolly cuts out and elimin-
ates valuable blood from his -victim's veins. He denies that
Tjord Clover is a grandson of champion Little Dorrit and
then places me in the awkward position of one who attempts
to foi-ge a pedigree. For I, .sir, as firmly and flatly reiterate

that no man named Chatterton bred the dog and no man
can show a cloud of any kind on his direct relation to Little
Dorrit. I wrote Dr. Cryer four or five mouths ago in rela-

tion to this matter, I was then, and have been since,

deluged with very unpleasant corresnondeuce, all of it more
or less an impeachment based on Dr. Cryer's book. lap-
prised the Doctor of his error and furnished bim the facts.

As the animal's owner 1 deemed myself entitled to the
credit at least of knowing the dog when I see him. It ap-
pears 1 am not, for beyond writing a brief note embodying a
vague promise to correct errors, the astute historian makes
no sign. This was four months ago, and I have come to
the conclusion that the nuisance must stop. It is no fault
of mine that Dr. Cryer is ignorant of the subject matter
which he handles. I decline emphatically to "knuckle
under" to blunders.
I defy Dr. Cryer to successfully impeach the pedigree of

Lord Clover as .submitted: Lord Clover, by Loris e,\; Nellie,
Loris by Diamond ex Queen Rose, Nellie by Stingo Sniffles
ex Little Dorrit. More than that, he cannot know even the
rudiments of the pedigrees of the present prize winning pugs
in England, and miss acquiring a full knowledge of Gould-
ine's Nellie, the dam of Lord Clover. Dr. Cryer professes
acquaintance with English show rings and breeder's. Let
him write Mr. Houlker, secretary of the Pug Club, owner of
Lord Clover's sire. Let him ask Mr. Proctor for a draught
of the pedigree of Pitti Sing and champion Confidence;' let

him appeal to Mrs. Brittain, Mr. Grariuss, Mr. Hartley, the
Red Dicker. Captain Oppeushard, the folks at Cottesmore
or at Kirby Lonsdale. They are all reputablefanciers of the
breed and "in a position to know the facts. But the Doctor
will make no such appeal. His information, or more pro-
perly his lack of it, came from no such authoritative source.
Any and every one is liable to ei-ror, but in this case that is

not the point. Few men have the manhood to acknowledge
errors, particularly of the inexcusable blunder stripe, and
this seems to be the chief reason why I am forced to kick out
of the traces or take ail the mud from the Doctor's heels.
This is the situation at present—T affirm that the dog in dis-

pute is by Loris ex Nellie, Loris by Diamond ex Queen Rose,
Nellie by Stingo Sniffles ex Little'Dorrit. I also affirn that
Mr. Goulding, of Leeds, bred Lord Clover, and that Mr.
Proctor, also of Leeds, bred his dam. Dr. Cryer cannot pro-
duce an iota of reliable testimony against either of these
propositions. He wastes time and energy if he ever attempts
it. Thos. I. Balla>{TINe.
Peobia, lU., Sept. 14.

PETER AND THE CAT.

THE black and white cat, familiar by sight to thousands
who cross the Jersey City ferry as the pet and pride of

the ferry house employees, is not as frisky as she was a few
nights ago. In fact, she shuffled off this mortal coil at pre-
cisely forty-two minutes past 10 o'clock one fateful evening.
In so doing she was assisted in a lively fashion by a pure

white bull- terrier, known as Peter, who had a heated argu-
ment with her regarding the propriety of her roosting on
his back. Of course, finding that she had taken an unten-
able position, she may have choked to death out of sheer
vexation: but the weight of impartial evidence seems to be
to the effect that Peter's jaws did the business, as he mutely
argued his side of the case as well as he knew how.
To a cold and unsympathetic mind, ignorant of the illus-

trious positions occupied by these animals in the canine and
feline worlds, the occurrence might appear like an ordinary,
everyday scrunching and cat-clawing match. But such is

not the fact. The cat in the case was the property of Capt.
Robert Bloomsburgh, Superintendent of Perries for the
Pennsylvania Railroad, she came to him from foreign
parts two years ago as an impoverished emigrant, and was
a very wise cat in her day and generation.
She was also a great traveler, though she took no stock in

trips on land. Her fancy was for "the sea, the sea, the open
sea." Thrice, when she felt like making a voyage to Europe,
she boarded the Rotterdam line of steamers, without any
fufss and feathers, and just sailed away, saying good bye to
no one. She was so well pleased with Rotterdam that she
stayed there eight months on her first visit. Perhaps an
absent spouse was the attraction, for she came back with the
makings of a litter of kittens on her return from her first

absence, and faithfully adhered to the custom thus initiated

on each of her subseqtient tours. Whenever she decided to
try this country again, she would take passage on a return
steamer as unostentatiously as she went away. On her
arrival she would seek out Captain Bloomsburgh and
"meouw" a greeting to him quite as if she had been out of
his sight for onlv a few hours.
Then she would resume her usual routine of life at the

Pennsylvania Depot. But her disposition was such that her
life there involved a multiplicity of occupations. Her foreign
travel, high living, and the attentions lavished upon her by
the many admiring friends she made, had the efl'ect of in-

creasing outrageously her innate pride and hauteur. The
habit of taking charge of things grew upon her apace, and
she became more arrogant and domineering after each trip
abroad. She became so proud that she wouldn't look at
other cats or associate with them. For want of any other
name she was sometimes called "Annex."
Now it was her pride that went before her destruction

and brought about her undignified, not to say ignominious,
exit. She not only took to bossing all the other cats that
came into the ferry house, but vainly imagined that she
could lord it over all of the dogs she saw there as well. For
a long time, however, she was successful in the exercise of

her tyranny, and many an owner of prize-winning dog flesh
has had his soiil vexed with unavailing exasperation to see
this domineering puss jump on the back of his pet and
scratch, and gouge, and bite, until the harassed beast was
forced to beat a howling but timely retreat.
Peter, her conqueror, was as haughty as Annex, for he

was at)ull pup or the pure.st ca,ste. He is the property of
Charles J. Peshall. Peter's father waa champion Count,
from the Duke of Manchester's J^^xmels, who won 61 first

prizes and took every one of those offered in his class when-
ever he was exhibited in this country. His mother was
Peshall's Baby, a high bred terrier which was never shown.

It was at 10:38 P.M. (official time) that Peter, accompanied
by his valet, for so Mr. Peshall styles himself because of his
assiduous attention to the dog's vi'elfare, entered the ferry-

house from the Jersey City side. With them was his friend
Dr. Horning, who knows a thing or two about dogs and has
some terriers of his own which may become prize winners
some day.
The trio made their way to the portion of the depot de-

voted to the use of passengers who travel on the Brooklyn
Annex, and Peshall and his friend seated themselves on one
of the benches. There was a large number of people present
and many of them admired Peter's compact, muscular,
snow-white body and his dignified mien. He sat himself
down near the bench and looked about him with stolid com-
posure.
It was at 10:40 P. M. (official time) that a low growl from

Peter announced that he disapproved of something. Hi.s

watchful valet, owner, guardian and friend looked up and
saw the feline boss approaching.
"Be quiet, Peter," he entreated, and taking the cat in his

arms carried her to another bench some distance off. This
took but a few seconds, yet during the interval the watch-
ful and waiting crowd had become greatly interested in the
movement of the two animals. Knowing Peter's quiet dis-
position when he is let alone, and feeling a serene confi-
dence in his ability to "keep tabs" on the cat, Mr. Peshall
entered into conversation with Dr, Hornine.
For just one Ibrief moment, however, Peshall closed his

weather eye, .so "far as the cat was concerned, and winked
the other opt.ic. That moment, which came at 10:41)'^ P,M.
(official time), was fraught with disaster to Peter and de-
struction to Miss Tabby. Just how she sneaked arotmd
cmi\ planted her feet on Peter's back with a running jump
•seems to lie, as Dundreary used to put it, "one of those
things that no fellow can understand." But the fact that
she got there with all four feet and began scratching at his
eyes was made manifest by a series of yelps and snarls
which brought everybody to their feet in an instant. Then
the terrier clinched with his adversary.
"Come off, Peter, come off," shouted his master, as he

grabbed his pet by the hindlegs and .swung him and the cat
to and fro in the air like an animated censer.
"Shake him up, Peter, shake him up," responded an en-

thusiastic "sport" who saw that the steel trap jaws of the
terrier were set tight underneath the cat's forepaws.
But Peter took the "sport's" advice and attended strictly

to business. Notwith.standing the fact that he was heavily
handicapped by being waved about in Peshall's hands like a
banner, in one-half of a minute, corrected time, the cat
found out that she had bitten off more than she could chew,
while Peter demon.strated that he had not. Within the
same interval of time Captain Bloomsburgh's terror became
permanently weary of life.

When Mr. Peshall saw that the jig was up, he yanked the
lifeless cat out of Peter's grasp and proceeded to pummel
him for his disobedience.
"Don't hit him." urged the ".sport," give him another cat.

He beats bootjacks and bottles all to pieces."
"So say we all of us," put in a young man in a thunder

and lightning suit. So the whipping was discontinued.
Peter thoughtfully licked his chops and, though somewhat

disfigured, would have been able to attend his adversary's
funeral, if he had been invited.

Edwaed Wesley Potter.

DEATH OF LEONBERG CiESAR.—Minneapolis, Minn.
—Editor Forest and- Stream: I wish to record the death
of the Leonberg dog Ctssar, who was killed bj' an electric
car in tnis city, .luly 13, 1891. Csesar was the only son of
Monarch, the winner of one first and three special prizes at
the St. Paul dog show of 1887, also of 1888, these being the
only dog shows he was ever exhibited at. Monarch was
sired by the celebrated dog Sultan, whose arrival in this
country was mentioned by Forest and Stream .luly -SI,

1879. Both Monarch and Ca?.sar were bred from Mr. S. L.
M. Barlow's imported bitches Thekla and Minca, at Glen
Cove, L. I. All of these dogs will be remembered by theater-
goers for their wonderful performances in such plays as
"The Dogs of the Forest," "The Danites," etc., etc.; Sultan
being the only dog that ever had the honor of being an
attraction at Booth's Theater, New York, where he was a
feature for six weeks in 1881. All were mammoth dogs and
remarkable specimens of their breed, Monarch standing
35in, at the shoulders, beating Sir Charles at St. Paul,
Minn., who, up to that time, had taken several prizes as the
largest dog exhibited. At the time of his death C^sar was
the property of Mr, J, H. Mochell, of Minneapolis.—W. E.
Sterling.

BREEDERS' STAKE FOR MASTIFFS.—Port Huron,
Mich., Oct. i.—Editor Forest and Stream: There is quite
a .strong movement afoot to make a breeders' stake for ma.s-

tiffs whelped in 1891 to be shown at Chicago at the World's
Pair in 1893, It is just what is wanted, and no doubt will
find favor at the hands of our mastiff men. The object, I
understand, is to develop the mastiff and to keep him be-
fore the public. It is a well known fact that they have not
had the interest taken in them that they should have in the
past few years. A good-sized stake would cause some of
them to look around their kennels and find out what dogs
they could breed to and get a winner. It is proposed to
make the stake in payments, in 10 per cent, payments, Jan.
1, 1893. July 1, 1892, Jan. 1, 1893, and the balance of the
amount on naming the dog or bitch to be shown. This, I
think, should add interest in the breeding of a better class
of mastiffs and no doubt would well pay the winner of the
stake for his trouble.—JAs, J. Lykis,

DEATH OP THE COCKER FLOSSIE,—Newtonville,
Mass.—Editor Forest and Stream: 1 have lost my valuable
liver and white cocker spaniel bitch Flossie (Col, Stubbs

—

Pet), She was run over and killed by an express train of
the B. & A, R, R., Tuesday night, Sept. 39. She was con-
sidered one of the best liver and white cockers iu this part
of the country. She had many friends and not a single
enemy. Was' a grand little worker on woodcock, partridges
and ducks. She was in whelp to C, G. Browning's Cherry
Boy. I never expect to own her like again. Stie was my
coristant companion,

—

Geo, L. V, Tyler.

A LARGE PUP.—Sullivan, 111.—As a subscriber to the
Forest and Stream would like to submit a description of
a St. Bernard pup I possess, which seems exceptionally large
for its age. He was ten months old on Sept. 4, measures just
6ft. long, stands 'd2%m. high and, although very thin, weighs
l-SHlbs. He is one of a first litter, and while he is said to be
a full-blooded St. Bernard, he is off-color, being a rich brown.
White markings very good and has a fine head and limbs.
He was sired by Monte,—GtJY Hollingsworth,

One MosrEjjT, Please.-'Do you cod template visiting Dubuaue,
St. Paul, Miniipapollg, Marshalltown, Des Moines. St, Joseph,
Leavenworth, Kansay City, or any point in the Northwest, the
Pu?et Soimd region or the balmy South or Southwest? The
Chicago, St, Paul and Kansas City Railway will furnish you
transportation enabling you to safely, quickly and comfortably
reacti your destination. Its splendid equipment and excellent
-management have made it a popular favorite, F. H. Lord, Gen-
eral Passenger and Ticket Agent, Chicaeo, llL-^Adv.

DANBURY SHOW.—Pair Grounds, Danbury, Conn.,
Oct. 7.—Danbury show opened this morning with about 157
entries. Some fair dogs amoug them. Frank Dole here
with a good strine, also Dr. Haire. Wild Crow, Wood-
haven, Edgewood, Fenwick a-ad other Connecticut Kennels
well represented, .Judging commenced at tX and.will com-
plete to day,—H. W. L,

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are inserted without cliarge; and blanks

(fnrnlslied free) will be sent to any address.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Cricket—King Kell. W. E. C. Thomas's (Brocton. Mass.) beasrle
l)itcb Cricket (dhorty—Belle) to Ringwood Beagle Kennels' King
KpII (dport K.-Bpss K.), Sept. 8.

Damson—D''Ormy. Chas. S. Hanks'.s (Manchester-by-the-Sea,
Mass ) fox-terrier bi tch Damson (Dominie—Daphnia) to F. Red-
mond's D'Oraav. June 3,

Groiise Il.—Venio. Chas, S, Hanks's (Manchester-by-the-Sea,
Ma^s.) fox-terrier hitch Grouse II. (Rational—Olive II.) to Vick-
ery's Venio, Feb. 11.

BrocltcnhurstQueenic—Dominie. O. S, Hanl<s's (Manchester-by-
the-Sea, Mass.) tox-terrier bilch Bi-ockenhurst Queenie (Rational
StlDP) to F. Redmond's Dominie, Juno 31.

Mary Jones—Monk- H. P. Breay's (Hamilton, Out.) St. Bernard
bitch fllary Jcnes to .J. S. WiJbams's Monk (Sultan—Beulah), July
39.

Jennie, TIT.—Roqer. N, Wallace's (Farmington, Conn.) English,
setter bltcti Jennie HI. (champion Foreman—Tall man's Jennie)
to L. Garrllnpr'a Rogf-r (Count Noble— Queen Meg), Oct. 27.

Bcwt Lolic. Virgie-Spokann. Eberhart Pug Keniiels' (Cincinnati,
O.) pug hiich East Lake Vireie (chsTupion Bradford Ruby—Puss
B.) to iheir Spokane (cbsmpfon Hash—Lady Tbora), Sept. 10,

LiUle Broionic—Bradford Buhy II. Jas. A. Tuctter's (Concord,
Mich.) pug hitch Little Brownie (Uiiie— Silver Shoe) to Eberbart
Pug Kennels' Bradford Rnby II, (champion Bradford Ruby—Puss
B.), Sept. 16,

Fannie K.—EberharVs GagMe-r. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cin-
cinnati, O.) pug bitch Fannie K. (champion Kasti- Flossie II.) to
their Eberbart's Cashier (champion Kash—Lady Thora), Sept. 20.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Buffalo Lass. A. W, Smith's (Bnffalo, N. Y.) black and tan ter-
rier bitch BafTalo Lass, Sept. 27, four (one dog), by Rochelle Ken-
nels' Broom field Sultai'.
LadyVe/rne. O, P. Kinnie's (Lima, O.) pug bitch Lady Verne,

Sepi, 28, six (five dcge), by Eberbart's Douglass II. (Douglass—
Jum),

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Little Goldie. Pug bitch, whelped March 18, 1891, by John Bull
out ot PhyliiHlL, -by Eberhart Pug Kennels, CiucinnaLi. O.. to B.
L. Bn tnor, Grafton. N. D.
Bonaily Belle. Whi te fox-terrier bitch, whelped May 23, 1891, by

Blemtou Tiumn out of Hillside Baroness, by A. D. Stewart, Ham-
ilton, Out., to F. R. Clo<se, same place.
Grouse 11. White and black fox-terrier bitch, whelped Aug. 13,

1888, by J. C. Tinne, Lymington, ling., to C. S. Hanks, Manchester-
by-the-Sea, Mass.

Brockenhurst Queenie. Wbite and black marking fox-terrier
bitcli, wheiped Sept. IB, 1888, by Rational out of Stene, by J. C.
Tinne, Lymington, Eng., to C. S. Hanks, Manchester-by-the-Sea,
MasB.
Damson. White, black markings, fox-terrier bUcb, whelped

AprU 6, 1890, by Dominie out of Daphnia. by F. Redmond, Loudon,
Eng., to C. S, Hanks, Manchester-hy-the-Sea, Mass.
Sam. White and tan marks fox-terner dog, whelped Sept. 7,

1690, by Blemton Brawler out of Hillside Jaunty, by C. S, Hanks,
Manrhestex-bT-thc-Spa, Maps., to Frank Knight, same place.
Sport K.—Bess K. wlielps. Biack, white and tan beagles,whelped

July 39. 1891, by Kingwood Beagle KennRlp, Brockton, Mass., a dog
each tn G, I, Hodgson and C, 8. Brodrick, same place, and a bitch
to D. S. Hali, South Cabot, Vt.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
'Ilieie is no cliamv tor (ttisirwing questions under this head. jAll

quisliom reldlinij to aliments of dogs tvill he answered hy Dr. T, 6,
^'/le^l(;oort. a rnemher of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communwations referring to otiter matters connected with Kennel
Manngcmcnt and dogs will reeeive careful attentton.

W. M., Hyattville, O,—Two of a Utter nf six pointer pupa, aged
five weeks, have scabs on thfiir sides and back. Very thick scabs,
and matter is very white. Do not seem to run any, I believe the
old bitch is. troubled a little witb eczema. What shall I do for it?
Ans. Apply a little broacic ointment to the scabs twice a day.

J, D. B., Mount Morris, N. Y.—1 have a fine young pointer dog
which is poor and food does not seem to benefit him. To my cer-
tain knowledge he has a tapeworm, I having seen two or three
feet of it. Ans. Give the dog, after 18 hours' fasting, worm pills
or powders as advei'tised in POBEST AND Stueam, accompanying
which are full directions. Repeat tli« dose in a week. Feed the
dog on cod liver oil cake, meat, etc. Cakes can be procured from
Spratts Co.

S. C, Woodbridge, N. J.— Will you please inform me whether
dogs ever shed their teeth and if ttiere is any cure for a disease
of the gums that my dog hap, causing bim to have a very offen-
sive breath. My dog is a small house dog, 8yrs, old, very intelii-
gent and on account of his doinsr many tricks has been fed too
much rich cake, candy, etc, which I think ruined bis teeth, Ans.
Your dog has an accumulation of tartar on the teeth, which
causes the gums to recede, and thus the teeth become gradually
loosened and fall out. The tartar also causes ulceration of the
gums. Ttie teeth must be scaled and all very loose ones re-
moved.

J, W. H., Newburgh. N. Y.—How can I cure a dog of fits? I
have a fine pointer bitch, and I am having her broke. The man
that is breaking ber tells me that after having her out for a wnile
she takes one of these fits, when she frottis at the mouth and her
eyes almost start out of her bead, for about ten minutes. Then
she partly recovers and starts to run away, and don't aeem to
know her trainer tor a minute or two. She has bad seven fits

already. Ans. First treat for worms and then give the following
mixture: Bromide of soda 3drs., liq. arsenical is 1 dr.. water Boz.
Give one dessertspoonful three times a day. The dog ought to be
kept in a quiet place and only allowed a little exercise for the
present. It must not be excited in any way. See also that the
bowels are regular.

W. W. W„ Providence, R, I.—My bull-terrier puppy which you
prescribed for in your issue of Aug. 20. although somewhat im-
proved is still in a terrible condition. Two weeks ago she was one
mass of sores running pus, murus and blood. Her left side which
was contiguously affected all over has partially healed up. and
apparently is improving dailv, but is still in a very bad shape,
especially about her head. When these sores first break out, the
blood coming from the same coagulates and forms a crust as brit-
tle and black as coal. As fast as I heal them they appear in other
places, and have been and are now affected all over her entire
body. Including head. If gs and tail. On various parts of her body,
within a few days past, have appeared a number of swellings,
varying in size from a dime to a quarter dollar piece, containing
nothing but blood. She has lost entirely aU of her hair, and her
skin is still a bright red, and at times very feverish. He'>' stools
are black as ink, and the odor therefrom extremely offen.slve.
Appetite is good, and is as active as can be expected under her
present condition. Please advise if I shall continue same treat-
ment as prescribed. What is her disease ? Is it eczema or mange,
or both ? Am very sorry to trouble you again, but have no con-
fidence in the vet. who I called in to see this puppy. His advice
to "knock her in the head" did not meet witb my views, neither
did his diagnosis ot her disease, or the treatment prescribed by
him, inspire me with suflBcient confidence to allow him to proceed
with the ease. If time, patience and money can cure this puppy.
I am readj' to use the same freely, but "knock her in the head"
never. Ans. From your intelligent description the bull-terrier
must be suffering from follicular mange, but without an examin-
ation this cannot be determined. Mange is a most intractable
disease and very difHcult to cure, taking a long time, about six
months, to do so. Apply tiie following ointment all over every
other day, and to the sores dally: Naptbol beta, S ounces; lard, 20
ounce.''; powdered boracic acid, 4 ounces; oxide of zinc, 3 ounces.
The napthol must be dissolved in lard first by the aid of heat, then
add the other ingredients and mix till cold. Give the following
twice a day in a pill: Sulphide of calcium, 1 grain. Also wash
the dog occasionally in a solution of sulphide of potash (liver of
sidphur); two ounces to a gallon of warm water.
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RANGE AND GALLERY.

THE RIFLE ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
San Francisco, Sept. 36.—A mimber of the oflicers of the

National Guard asseinbleii for the State final shoot at Shell
Mound Park to-day. Some very good scores were made by several
of the officers. Generals Dickinson and Dimond each scored 40
out of a possible 50 points at the regulation target at 200yds.,
while Colonel Kellogg made a tot«l of 40. • Following are the
scores made by the members of the Governor's staff and by
General Dimond and stalT:

Governor's Scaff.—Marceau 39, Sanborn S5, Laidlaw 35, Zelle 8,

Bartlett 23, Holmgren 37.

General Dimond's Staff.—Dimond 40, Oastle 23, Kellogg 49,

English 33, Cutler 3S, HoUoway 35, Monahan 34.

Sept. 27.—The Second Artillery Regiment paraded for their
final State shoot at Shell Mound to-day. The regiment showed
up in strong numbers and completely filled the commodious isnge.
The contest winds up the State shooting as far as the regiments
stationed in and near this city are concerned.
Soma very fine individual scores were made. Battery C and

Light BatteryA did some remarkably good shooting. Battery A
uses the pistol, and the distance is 40yds. This fact must be
taken into consideration when comparing the results of the con-
test. All marksmen who have used either the rifle or iiistol

know how absurd a competition with a pistol at 40yds. and a
Springfield ritie at 200yds. must be. The guardsman who uses the
rifle stands no chance whatever, says ilie Call, with his more
fortunate comrade who is allowed the use of the pistol.

The shooting of Cant. Adolph Huber, of Battery C, was the best
that has b«en witnessed on the range in a long time. At the pre-
liminary State contest the Captain made the good score of 45

points out of a possible FO. To-day he appeared to ho determined
to equal, if not surpass, his first score, and this he did by making
the fine score of 46, which will give him 03 per cent, for both
shoots and he will receive a gold bar from the State and be
classed among the sharpshooters.
In order to obtain a State decoration it is necessary at each

semi-annual contest to make 30 noints, or 60 per cent., when a
bronze bar is given. All making;80 per cent, receive a silver bar,
and those making 90 per cent, receive a gold bar.
The unjustness of this high percentage has just been shown by

the final contests of the 1st, 3d and 2d Regiments. Although
many hundred men appeared before the butts and some excellent
shooting was done, but one man in the three regiments will re-

ceive a sharpshooter'.-^ decoration. Nearly all the marksmen in

the National Guard believe that tho percentage should be lowered
and the men given living chance. What is considered a fair

percentage in two contests is 55 per cent for marksmen, 75 per
cent. for"riflera.en and 85 per cent, for sharpshooters. The per-
cent'Bga is .sulficiently high, and if adopted by the State authori-
ties will result in bringing a larger number of sharpshooters to-

gether in the final meeting for the championship medals.

TORONTO RIFLE ASSOCIATION.
TOBONTO, Oct. l.—The thirteenth annual matches of the Toronto

Rifle Association were held to-day on the (xarrison Commons.
The weather was all that could bs desired during the forenoon,
there being very little wmd. while the light was excellent. After
dinner the wind increased from T,he left rear, but never got
troublesome. Under these favorable conditions the scoring was
very good. The matches were under the direction of Mr. A. D.
Cartwright. the secretary, and were completed to the satisfaction
of all the competitors. The following are the scores:

First match, series "A." the "Merchants," ranges 200 and 400yd3.,

7 shots each, position 200yds. anv, 400yds. prone:
T Mitchell 06 WG Fowler 63 A Curran 61W Harp 66 F W Brown 03 T P Hammon 61

A Bell 65 A Elliott 63 JMcVittie 61

E. MoVittie 64 TV S Duncan 63 R Rennie 60

G Thompson 64 A D Cartwright.. 63 C L Benedict 60

Second match, series A, the .all-comers' ranges, 200yds., kneel-
ing, .500 and 000yds. prone, 7 shots at each range, open to members
and assoeia te membRrs;
T Mitchell.... H H McVittie 87 R Rennie 80

WG Fowler fl -\D Crooks 84 T P Mammon 78

A Bell 89 W S Duncan 84 AG Ronan 78

JSimson 89 A D Cartwright. ...84 M S Mercer 77

C Crowe 88 JMcVittie 83 A BUiott 76

A Curran 88 G Thompson 81 J Dent 76

JOgg 87 W Mitchell 81

Team priites, to be competed for by three members of any trade
or profession:
Press—T Mitchell. .1 Dent,_W G Fowler 261

Book-keepers—A Elliott, .1 Simpson, J McVittie 248

Lawyers—A D Crooks, A D Cartwright, M S Mercer 244

Third match, extra series, 400yds., for aggregate of two scores:

J. Simpson 50, T. Mitchell .50, J. Dent 50. A. D. Cartwright 50. W.
G. Fowler 49, J. Ogg 48, R. McVittie and W. S. Duncan (tie) 48, J.

Crowe 47, A. Elliott 47.

Fourth match, extra series, 500vds.: •]. Ogg 24, J. Dent 33, T.

Mitchell 32, J. Simpson and R. McVittie (tiej 23, VV. G. Fowler 22,

O. L. Benedict 23, W. Mitchell 20.

Fifth match, the "Aggregate," first prize D.R.A. silver medal,
second prize O.R.A. silver medal: T. Mitchell 160, W. G. Fowler
154,
Sixth match, special aggregate prize, medal, value $35, given bv

Mr, A. Elliott. To be won twice, not consecutively: T. JNIitcnell

160.
.

REVOLVER SHOOTING IN ENGLAND.

ON Sept. 23. at the South London Rifle Club's weekly competi-
tion Mr. Walter Winans won first prize for tbe revolver com-

petition with a score of 41. Messrs. Lowe, Adams nnd Andrews
making 38 points each. It was a very windy day. The score for

the championship of the club now stands:
Walter Winans.. 41 41 41 41—164 Andrews 41 33 38 38—155
CFLowe 40 39 38 38-155
There are only four more weekly shoots till the end of the sea-

son. Only one more score is required for the championship, and
as he has such a lead Mr. Winans does not intend to shoot nest
week. After winning the revolver competition Mr. Winans shot
before the editor of the Shonting inmes at 81 live pigeons with a
single-shot 33-gauge shot pistol, making the following score, 1.5yds.

ri.se, 3 ground traps, strong side wind:
WinaiS 1010111001-6 0101101011-6 1101001001—5

1010111010-6 1111100101—7 lOllOlUOOl-5
0000110010-S* 1110010001-5 1-1. 44 out of 81

* Recovered blown out of bounds, dead. The pistol was b / Gas-
tinne Renette, a2-gauge, full choke, loM'n. barrel, 18grs. E. C. pow-
der, i^uz. No. 6 shot, very heavy trigger pull. The birds, which
were tavored by a strong side wind, weretheflrst half moderately
good birds, the last half best bluerocks.

MILLER RIFLE CLUB.-Hoboken, N. J., Sent, 30.-The follow-

ing scores were made by members at the club's weekly shoot, 10

shots, off-hand, American 25-ring target, possible 2S0:

D Miller 25 25 25 24 34 24 24 33 22 21-237
F Sohl 25 34 24 34 24 23 33 23 23 23-236
J H Kruse 35 35 25 24 24 24 33 22 21 31—333
E Fischer 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 S3 21 20-233
,1 Meyer 25 35 34 34 23 23 23 81 21 15-223
J Carrogher 24 22 2.R 33 33 33 23 31 31 20-323

W Forkel 24 23 23 23 23 23 21 21 20 19-221

A Stadier 25 'M 2;S 23 33 23 21 20 19 19-220
Capt Dewey 24 33 23 23 33 22 21 30 19 19-214

H Seltenreich 23 23 22 31 31 31 20 20 19 17-206

L Goldener 24 24 23 23 23 20 18 18 18 15—205
J. H. Krose.

GLOUCESTER, Mass., Oct. 1.—A competitive rifle shoot took
place at the rifle range at Grapevine Cove to-day, for the purpose
of determining what memberb of Company G. should rppresent
the company in toe regimental shoot to take place at South Fram-
ingham, Oct. 10. Any member of the company is entitled to a
position on the team, seven members being the Quota, but only
twelve men co^" tested. Tbe men making the best scores in two
trials of fifteen rounds each will be selectPd as the company leam,
the second trial to occur next Saturday. The score of each man
on the first trial was as follows, out of a possible 75:

Priv Hall 63 Priv Pocock 56 Priv Noyes 53

Priv Alderman .... 62 Priv Publ icover ... 55 Sergt Gibbs 53

Priv Gardiner 61 Priv Daniels 55 Sergt Thomas 53

PrivMcQuinn ... 59 Priv Day 54 CaptO'Reiiey 51

BRITISH REVOLVER SHOOTING.
IN a recent issue. Broad Arrow gives space to a consideration of the

matter of officers' arming, particularly in the infantry. The sword
it is pointed out is provided but no proper schedule for drill with it.

Tbe article then continues:
What then can be said of the revolver? This firearm Is generally

understood, in a covert kind of way, to be an authorized weapon o'f

the British oflicer. Few officers on home service possess one, and still

fewer have onportunities for revolver practice; and yet, were these
officers ordered on active service, nearly the first article they would
provide themselyes with would be a revolver. What an exceedingly
comical army it would be in which the ran k and file were only supplied
with rifles just before their departure for service in the field! In
England no attempt is made to train ofBcers to shoot with the revol-
ver; it may almost be said that the existence of such a weapon seems
to be ignored. In India matters are slightly better, for every officer
has annually to expend twenty-four rounds of pistol ammunition.
Fancy 1 an allowance of twentv-four rounds in a year to efficiently
exerciF^e officers in the use of the most difficult firearm ever invented!
It is a fact to be regretted, but one which happily can be remedied, that
the knowledge which the majority of officers have in the use of their
revolvers is rather less than their knowledge of swordsmanship. This
state of things, it must be bonie in mind, is not the fault of officers
themselves. In seeking a remedy for the evil, the chief point to be
kept in view is to provide opportunities for all officers to improve
their skill with arms.
The first act of the authorities ought to he the construction of at

least two revolver ranges in every barrack in the United Kingdom.
These would be small matters in themselves, and occupy but little

room, but when once they are in existence, one great difficulty under
which officers desirous of improving their shooting now labor will be
removed. Besides this, every regiment of cavalry, battalion of infan-
try, and battery of artillery should be enabled to start its own school
of arms. A spriCial instructor, whose duty it should be to divide his
atten tion between the different corps in a garrison, should be appointed
to every station where troops are quartered. Special classes, with
certificates obtainable at theu" close, might also be held at large
milicary centres, solely for the training of officers in fencing and re-
volver shooting Once a year one great inter-regjimental contest
could be iustituted and held simultaneously at dilTerent stations
throughout the country, every regiment being obliged to be repre-
sented by a team of at least six officers. In the confidental reports at
a generaVs annual inspection, special mention should be made of the
pistol shooting and swordsmanship carried on during the preceding
twelve months. Again, a return of all matches shot might be sub-
mitted quarterly, together with the results, to the headquarters of the
respective districts.

BOSTON, Oct. 3.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association was held at its range to-day under favor-
able weather conditions, with a light 9 o'clock wind. The matches
for the last three months closed, and below will be found the
winners and their scores, Eastman being first in the ofT-hand
match and Francis first in the rest match. The fall matches
opened to-day and will close Dec. 31: off-hand match with six
piizes, and rest match, six prizes, and pistol match with three
prizes; all to b« re-entry matches. The following are the scores
made to-day, 100yds., standard American target:
Be-entrv off-band cup match: S. C. Sydney 83, J. B. Fellows

77, H. D. Martin 72, L. A. Baker 69. C. Williams 69.

R»-entry oflf-hand cup match: ,T. French 107. S. Wilder 106, W.
P. Thompson 106, L. A. Baker 99, M. R. Barber 98, W. Conway 86.

Re-ontry pistol cup match, .50yds.: J. B. Fellows 94, H. Severance
91. L. A. Baker 87, W. C. Johnson 86, G. L. Hosmer 86, C. F. Gray
85, S. C. Sydney 79.

All-Comers' Rest Match.—W. P. Thompson 108, M. T. Day 106,

J. Frer.ch 103, J. W. French 101, A. R. B-iIlard 100, J. B. Hobbs 92,

W. P. St"vens 91, A. S. Hunt 90, D. N. Winn 86.

All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.—H. Ciishing 84, D. B. Jones 80, H.
Millard 76, L. A. Baker 75. 0. Williams 73, A. S. Hunt 67, D. Bay-
ley 85, B. A. Spring 63, O. Moore 60.

The prize winners in the record matches, just closed, were won
on each competitor's six best positions during the last three
months aggregating the least number of points, and are as fol-

lows:
Record Off-Hand Match.

CH Eastman 1 1 2 3 1 1 6
83 82 80 63 73 81—455

J B Fellows 1 3 1 3 1 2-9
81 77 76 70 85 83-J7I

SOMerville 1 1 3 2 3 1-9
83 87 75 79 76 84-484

W Charles 2 2 3 4 1 3- 14
77 80 80 73 83 76-467

Record Rest Match.
J Francis 1 1 1 1 1 1— 6

118 110 117 110 116 113—684
F Daniels 1 1 1 1 3 1- 7

108 107 107 115 112 111—660
M R Barter 3 3 2 3 2 1- 12

111 103 104 102 07 80—603W C Prescott 8 3 3 4 4 3- 18
104 105 103 70 98 82-570

SYRACUSE, Sept. 30 —These scores were made at the regular
shoot of the Syracuse Rifle Club at the Maple Bay range to-day:

Off-Hand.
Knapn 7 0 8 5 10 4 9 7 8 5-61
Stillman 6 10 7 8 8 8 7 7 6 8-75
Ball t5 3 3 3 4 5 9 5 5 5-47
Dailey 10 6 6 6 7 7 10 10 7 5-74
Leighton 8 7 6 10 10 8 8 9 9 7—81
A Ballard 5 68473065 .5-i9
Koehlor 9 7 7 7 10 6 10 10 10 7-83
Ward 10 75658849 i>-65

Seeley 8 0 9 » 7 « 3 5 4 6-66
Latbrop 7 3 7 6 5 8 4 5 7 3-50
Revnolds 8 2 7 8 7 8 6 3 5 3-56
Tallmiin 0 5 5 5 7 5 4 6 4 3—45
Cately - 6 6 8 4 4 3 6 7 4 5—52

Rest.
Stillman 1^ 10 U 9 11 10 10 10 9 9-101
Seelev 7 5 5 4 5 6 8 7 12 9— 68

Robotham 8 13 6 10 9 10 5 11 11 9- 91

Barnum 7 7 II 9 10 9 10 9 8 9- 89

Cately 10 76777675 8- 70

*Bucklin 9 9 8 9 9 10 8 0 9 9- 82

Bu(;klin 9 8 10 9 7 11 11 9 10 9- 93
*TeJesoope.

SBITZ VS. HERMANN.—The deciding team match between
the Seitz and Hermann Rifle clubs, of Jersey City Heights, took
place Tuesday evening at Liscbke's Runge, Milton avenue and
Lincoln street. The shooting was poor, owing to the execrable
light and the range, which was 108ft. long. Two hundred points
on this range was fine shooting, as a stliJ breeeze steadily kept
blowing in the shooter's face, the box being a half open one.

Hermann Rifle Club.
*AugMeyns 25 24 24 23 23 23 33 21 19 16-219
Wincklef 35 24 24 .34 23 23 21 20 19 15—217
Ebel 25 20 19 19 18 17 17 15 14 13-177
Auerbach 25 23 22 23 31 30 20 19 19 13- 205

*Tiecher 25 25 23 23 23 23 22 21 21 20—224
*Freitag 25 23 28 23 23 23 19 18 17 16-209
*Vogel 24 24 21 23 22 31 31 21 20 16-215
Brandt 35 25 25 24 33 23 21 31 20 17-223
Gidinger 24 34 23 22 33 21 21 21 20 17-21.5-1904

Seitz Rifle Club.
StoU 25 24 22 32 22 22 21 20 19 16—213
Schmidt 23 22 21 21 21 21 20 20 19 17- 205

Sentiffi 23 22 21 21 21 20 19 19 16 16-19S
Gras 25 24 23 23 19 19 19 18 15 15-200
*Kruse 25 24 22 23 23 20 20 1« 15 13—201
Hansen 24 23 .33 :.'3 23 23 31 18 18 16-313
Schurr .35 23 23 21 21 19 17 16 15 13—192
Herrschaft 25 25 24 23 21 21 20 19 18 18—214
Malz 25 23 23 23 21 21 20 20 17 12-204-1839

*Al.so members of Miller Rifle Club, Hobokeu.

THE TRAP.

CLEVELAND, O., Oct 1.—There were 10 entries for the country
badge shoot this afternoon, and for the second time It was won by
Mr. D- A. Upson. The following are the scores made at 50 birds:

DAUppon .43 Andrews 35 Prechtel 10

Wherry 40 Skinner 41 Holt 27

Calhoun 41 Williams 31 Sheldon 40

June 36
Wherry, Prechtel and Sheldon tied for third money, and the

shoot-olf resulted as follows: Wherry 9, Prechtel 8, Sheldon 9.

Wherry and Sheldon div., and Calhoun and Skinner div. second
money.
The members of the East End Gun Club held their shoot this

afternoon, with the following re.sults at 25 birds:

Joe 32 Murray 24 Wherry 24

I Wight 20 June 19 Sterling (visitor)-..31

Scores for publication ahmld be made out on iUe printed blank*
prepared by the Foregt and Stream, and fmnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents wlw favor us tvitU club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following::

Oct. 7-8.—T ournament of the Peekshill (N. Y.) Sportsmen's Club.
W. H. Piprce, Manager,
Oct. 15-16. - Orlando (Fla.) Gun Club Tournament. J. H.

Mooney, President.
Oct. 20.—North Side Gun Clxtb of Long Island. Tournament at

Qutens County Driving Park, Maspeth, L. I. Samuel Lyon, Pres.
Oct. 21-23.—Reading's Tournament, Flemington. N, J. Key-

stones. Open to aU,
Oct. 27-39.—Savannah, Ga., Chatham Gun Club, assisted by the

Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association.

PENNSYLVANIA STATE ASSOCIATION.
THE first annual tournament of the Pennsylvania State Sports-

men's Association began Sept. 29 and ran through Thursday.
It was held at WilUamsport, under the management of the Wil-
liamsport Gun Club, and on their admirably equipped groimds.
The annual meeting was held at the Park Hotel, Pres. H. A. Pen-
rose presiding. The clubs represented were as follows:
Harrisburg Shooting Association—H- Nutt.
Reading Shooting Association—H. C. W. Matz.
North End Gun Club, Philadelphia—W. H. Wolstencroft.
Ephrata Gun Club, Ephrata—S. L. Sharp.
Duncannon Gun Clnb, Duncannnn— J. Worden.
Philadelphia Gun Club, Philadelphia—Jas. Wolstencroft.
Germantown Gun Club, Phlla.—Harry Thurman.
Tonawanda Gua Club, Tonawanda—W. F. Dietrick.
Williamsport Shooting Association—J. H. MUlspaugh.
C. E. H. Brelsford, of the Harrisburg Shooting Association, was

elected President unanimously for the year. N. A. Hughes, of
Williamsport, was elected Vicp-President by acclamation. J. H.
Worden was elected Secretary; James Wolstencroft, Treasurer;
W. D. Filer, of the Re.ading Shooting Association, Corresponding
Secretary. Directors, Harry Thurman, Philadelphia; F. F. David-
son, Alleghany City; H. C. W. Matz, Reading.
The place for the next yearly shoot of the association will be

Reading, under the auspices of the Reading Shooting Association.
The date was set for the second Tuesday in August.
Mr. Millspaugh, as representative of the Williamsport Shooting

Association, presented to the State Sportsmen's Association a
very handsome diamond badge.
Mo^ ed by Mr. Wm, H. Wolstencroft that a vote of thanks be

exLended to the Williamsport Shooting Association for the hand-
some trophy presented by them. The motioa was carried unani-
mously. Mr. H. Nutt, of the Harrisliurg Shooting Association, pre-
sented the State Association with a haudsorne silver urn as a teatn
championship trophy.
Moved, seconded and carried by acclamation that a vote of

thanks be extended to tbe Harrisburg Association for their hand-
some gift.
Mr. Millspaugh, of the Williamsport Association, made a motion

that the target to be used by the association in their annual
shoots shall be at the option of the club under whose auspices the
next shoot is held. After a long discussion the motion, on a vote,
was lost. On motion, the Keystone standard tai'gen was adopted,
providing the price and quality be equal to any other standard
target in the market. Carried, only one vote being against the
motion.
A motion was made by Mr. Wm. H. Wolstencroft that a vote

of thanks be tendered to Mr. W. A. Hughes for his earnest, able
and hard work to make the first tournament of the State Associa-
tion a su'^cess. Adopted unanimously.
Individual Championship Badge.—Conditions governing the

contest for the individual championship of Pennsylvania at live
birds, prize, beautiful diamond badge, valued at S250, presented
by the citizens of Williamsport. To be contested for annually
under the following conditions: Each contestant shall be a bona
fide member of a club or association, members of the Peun's
State .Sportsmen's Association, or an individual member of same.
Entrance fee $10 (birds extra); 10 per cent, of the entrance money
shall go to the donors or holders this year, the balance shall be
divided into three prizes, .50, 30 and 20 per cent. First prize, the
diamond badge to the person making the highest score, the next
three highest scores to receive the 50, 30 and 20 per cenr. respec-
tively. The winner of the badge this year to receive 40 per cent,
of the entrance money next year, the balance to be divided as
above. Each contestans shall shoot at 15 live birds, under Amer-
ican Shooting Association rules, with the exception of IJ^oz. shot
allowed 12-bore guns. A bond in the sum of S250 shall be given
by the winner of the trophy to the club under whose auspices the
association shoot is given for its return to the club under whose
auspices the next Association shoot shall be given. Provided,
howftver, there be no Association shoot given it shall revert
to the Williamsport Rifle and Gun Club, of Williamsport, Pa.
Team Championship Trophy.—Conditions governing the contest

for team championship of Pennsylvania, prize, a silver trophy
valued at S200, donated by the Harrisburg Shooting Association,
to be contested for annually under the following conditions:
Teams shall consist of 6 men, bona fide members from any^club dr
association in the State this yi-ar "(hereafter they must be mem-
bers of the State Association), an entrance fee of $10 shall be
charged each club, one-half of which shall be in payment of tar-
gets, the balance, 50 per cent., to the donors or holder.-, of the
trophy, the balance, 30 and 20 per cent., to the next teams in
order; 35 targets per man, 1.50 per tep.m, will be shot at, known
angles, rapid-firing system, 10 and 12-gauge guns, a,t 16yds. rise,

A bond in the sum of 8200 shall bo given by the winners to the
club under whose auspices the Aseooiation shoot is given for Its
return to the club under whose auspices the next Association
shoot shall be given. Provided, however, there be no Association
shoot given it shall revert to the Harrisburg Shooting ABSooiation
of Harrisburg, Pa.
^ Following are the Bcores of the meeting:

First Day.
No. 1, 10 birds, SI entrance:

Miller 1111111010-8 Rothrock OllOlOnUI— 6
Apgar 0111100100-5 Stewart IIUIIIIOI— 9
Brooks 0111111100—7 Matz lOlOlOOlll— 6
Hobert 0011101111—7 KilUts IIOIOIIIIO— 7

Clark 1110111101-8 Manlove 0111111101- 8
Dill OllUOllll-a J Wolstencroft 1111111111-10
Thurman IIIUIOOII—8 Brewster OOUllllU— 8
Park 1110111111-9 Worden OlllimiO— 8
Kinser Ollli UIXIIO - 5 Brelsford 1111111 111—10
Maxley, A 0100001111—5 Cooper 1111101111— 9
Dusion milllOlO-S Fulford 1101111110- 8
Nutt 0111111100-7 Cookran 1111101111— 9
No. 3, 20 birds, $2 entrance:

Hobart . . .11111111011110010111—16 Dili 11111111101111011101-17
Apgar ... 01101111111101111011-16 Thurman. 11111111111111111111-30
Lindsley..0110111110111111l.Hlll—15 Fulford . . .11111111111111101111—19W Wolsten- MilspaughlUlOIOOOOllOOUOlOl—11

croft. ..11101111111111111111-19 Matz lOlIOIUl 111 11011111—17
Miller 11111110110111111111-18 Nutt 11111101101111100110—15
Brooks, . ..lllOlOlllllllllOulU—16 Cooper. . -.11111111111111111011-19
Kinzer... .11101111111111111001-17 Brewster. .11111011011111011101-16
Clark lIlOIllllinuiOOllll-16 J Wolsteu-
Kilh-.ts. . . .11111111111111111111—30 croft. . . .01111111111011111111-18
Stewart . . .11111111111111111011—19 Park 11111010111111101000-14
Brelsford .10111110110111111011-16 Worden . ..11111101101011111111—17
Manlove. .11111111111111001110-17 Cockran. .11111111111101011111—18
Duston. ...11111011101111101111—17 North. . . .01110111111111111101—17
No. 3, 15 blrUs, $1..50 entrance:

Lindsiey 001011111110101—10 Kinzer 111110111111111—14
Miller 111010101110011—10 Stewart 111110110110111—12
Apgar 011101110111 110-11 Nutt 1001111 111 1 1101-12
Brooks lUOlOllllUlOl—13 J Wolstencr'ltlUllllllllUOl-14
Hobart OlOllIIlUOlOll—11 Matz lOlillllOinilO—12W WolBtenc'ftlllllOIlllOllU - 13 Worden 111111111111101—14
Bisler OlOOUlllimOl-U Park lllUllllUlUl-lfi
Quiraby 111111111111111-15 Brewster UlllIllOlOUll—13
Brelsford 111111111110111-14 Cooper UllllllllonU-14
Manlove 111111011101011—13 CocUran llllOllllUim—14
Clark 111111101011111—13 Thurman 1111111 111 11110-14
KUlets llllllOllllim-U Duston. 111111111111101-14
Fulford 111110110110101-11 Dill lUOlU00111010-10
No. 4, 10 birds, SI eDtr;ince:

Miller 1111111111—10 Brewster IIIIOIIOII— 8

Lindsiey.- .. 0001111101— 6 Manlove IIOIOOIUI-

7

W H Wolstencrott.OllllQllll- 8 J Woletenoroft ...1111011110—9
Brooks UOllllllI- 9 Thurman IIUUOIU- 9
Apgar 1111110110- 8 Fulford llllllllOl- 9

Hobart lOlllUUI- 9 Nutt OlIlllOlll— 8

Sharp JOOllllOU- r Kiljets U0001111I-- 7
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Brelsford 1111111011— 9 IKinzer lOUllllOl—:8
Millspaugh lOliUOlll- 8 Matz 1111010011- 7

Stewart imilllll-10 Cockran llllllOni- 9

KoTtli 1111111111-10 Park OillllOUl— 8

Clark 1111011111— 9 Cooper 1111111111—10
Worden 1111111111—10 Dnston lOUlllOll- 8

Qulmby. OUUllllO- 8 Dill 0001010011- i

No, 5, 10 birdp, S3 entrance:
Apgar. . . .lOimilOnilllllOH-17 Dustou.. ..llllllUlin 11111111-20
Brooks.. ..lllliroillUllOlOlll-17 Cockran . .01111110111110111111—17W Wol«t- Cla,rk 11111111110111011111-18

eticrnft. Ill mil 111111101011-^18 Killets. ..01111111111111111101—18
Lindsley..11111100101111111111—17 J Wolst-
Miller .. ..mOlliniimimiO-lS eucrolt.llOlOllllllllllllOU-17
M'M'rchj 01011011111111111111-17 Brewster. 11011111011111111101-17
Fulford ...11111111011101111111-18 Quiraby ...11011010011101111110—14

Brelsl'ord.lllllinOllllllUllO-lH Tliurmat). 11111111111111111111-20
Matz minoilOOl 11110111 1-l.n Wordeti.. 01011111111111111101-17
North ....11111110111111111111-19 Cooper... .1110101111U1 1111101-17
Stewart . . .1111101011101011] iOl-15 Millsp'gh.01111111111010011011-1.5
Ki Dmr . . . .110111111011111111 1 1—18
No. 6, 10 birds, fl entrancr

:

LindBloy 1111011001- 7 Brelsford llOlllllll-OW Wolstencroft. . .1111111111-10 Thiirman 1111111101-9
Brooks OaiUOUO- 7 Rothrock 0010011011—5
MiUer 0111011110— 8 Maxey 0000110101-4
Apgar 1111111101- 9 Dustoa 1111011111-0
McMurohy 0011010110- 5 Rohrbuck 0101111011-7
Hobart 0011010111- (i .1 Wolstencroft 0111111111-9
Fulford 1111111111-10 Worden 1111001111-8
Bixler 0010110111— 6 Cooper .1110111110-8
Sbarp 1101110001-
Matz 1111010100- (

Ritter 1010001100-4
NortU 1000101011-6

Stewart 1111111111-10 Park 1111111111-10

Quimby 1101110111— 8

No. 7, 15 birdf=, $1 50 entrance:
Apgar 011000110011101— 8 Rohrbacb 101101111110111—13
Lindsley UOOllOlllOOOOl— 8 Snyder. lllOlOOOlLOOlOO— 7

Miller 111111101111101-13 Cooper 010111111011001-10
WWolsrncr'ftlllllOlllimil-U Killits 011011110111111—13
McMurcby . . .110111111011111—13 Dletrieh 111111111010011-13
Hobart lUlOllllOD 101-13 Wheeling 111111111111111—15
Stewart 010111111111111—13 North 111011111111111—14
Thnrman 111111111111111—I.t Worden 11 1001111111011—13
Bixler ICOOllOlOllllll-lO (iuimby 111110110111111-13
Keyes. 001111100110111—10 Brelsford 110111010111111-12
Sharp 011100111010111—10 Clark 110011110111011-11
Clover 111111111111111—15 Hughes 111011111111110-13
J Wolstencr'ftnilllllllllOOl—13 Duaton . ...011010111111111—13
Klnser 000101011111010- 8 Nutt 111011011010101-10
BrewBter 1001' Oil1111101—11 Fxilford 011100011011101- 9
S raith 110011011111111-12 Brooks 11 1101111110110—13
No. 8, 10 birds, $1 entrance:

Lindsley 1111101110- 8 Rohrbach 0111111101— 8
Brooks llOmOlll— 8 Keyea 1111111111—10
McMurohy 1111111011— 9 Snyder 1110111111— 9
Hobert 1110101111— 8 Brelsford 1111110111- 9
Miller 1111101111- 9 Cooper 1111111111—10
Fulford 1111111010- 8 Smith 1111101111— 9
Apgar 0111000110— 5 Clark 1110111101— 8W H Wolstencroft.millUll-lO Dietrich 1111000111- 7
Quimby ClDIOllllO— 5 Nutt lliniOOlOl— 6
Luston 0101111111— 8 Runk 1110111010— 7

Stewart OllllUUl- 9 Kinzer 1001001011— 5
Marlove 1100110110— 6 Whieeling 1111110111- 9
Dill 1111011011— 8 Matz 0110100001— 4
Thurman 1111111111—10 Ritter lOllOlOlU— 7
Killetts 1111101111— 9 Clover 1111001111— 8
Bixler 1000110110— 5 Park 0111111011— 8
Sharp 1011010100— 5 Millspaugh 1100101111- 7
Worden 1101101011- 7 Hughes 1011111101— 8
Cochran 1101111111— 9 North 1111111110— 9
J Wolstencroft . . . 1101110111— 8
No. 9, 15 birds, S3 entrance:

Lindsley OlOOUlHOOlOll— 9 Cooper milllllllllll-lS
Brooks Olllll 101100111-11 Brewster 101110011110110-10
Fulford 111111111010111-13 Cochran 111111001111111—13
McMurrhy. . . .010111110101111—11 J Wolstencr'ftllllll 111 111111-15
W Wol8te.nc'ttlllllllllll0110-13 Worden 111100111111110-13
Hobart 111111101110110-13 Smith 101010111111111-13
Miller 110010111101101-10 Wheeling 111111111111111-15
Apgar 111111111010110—13 Hughes 11 1111111101101—13
Duston UlOmmiOlll—13 Snyder 110111111111111—14
Killets 111011101011110—11 Keyes 111111110011111—13
Thurman 101111111111111—14 Bohrbaeh 011001100111110— 9
Stewart 11 1 IIUIIOIIIU—14 Kinzer 11 1 1 1 11111 11111—15
Clover 111111011110101—13 Green 1100101 OOOlllll— 9
Brelsford... .111110111111101—13 Park 111011101111011—12
Clark 111111100101111—13
No 10, 10 birds, $1 entrance;

Fiilford 0111111111— 9 Smith 1111111101— 9
Brooks lllinoUll— 8 Wheeling 1111111111—10
Lindsley ; 1110101111— 8 J Wolstencroft OlllillOOl- 7
Miller OlUllltOO— 7 Ritter 1011111110- 8
Apgar 0110111101— 7 Duaton 0111110101- 7W HWohstencroftill0110011— 1 Green 1111111111—10
Hobart 1110101111— 8 Kinzer 1111111100— 8
McMurchy 1110010111— 7 Snyder UOlOlOlll— 7
Thurman 1111111111—10 Millspaugh 1111110111— 9
Brelsford 1110111111- 9 Cooper 1111111111—10
Stevyart 0111111111— 9 Worden 1111111111—10
Matz 1100110111— 7 Dietrich. 101.1101001— 6
Cochran llllllOlll- 9 Hughes 1011111111- 9
Killets 0111001111— 7 Clover 1110111101— 8
Manlove 1010101111— 7 Rohrback 1111011111— 9
Clark 1111111110— 9 Dill 1010100101- 5
Bixler 1111111111—10 Park 1111111111—10
Sharp 1111111101- 9 Keyes 1101010110— 6
Runk OOOUllOll - 6 Huff 1100111001— 6
State shoot, |150 guaranteed, 5 moneys: Cooper, J. Wolsten-

croft and Brelsford 15; Thurman, Hughes, Worden and W. H.
Wolstencroft 14; Cochran and Smitli 18; Matz, Duston, Clark and
Rohrbach. 12; Fulford. Millspaugh and Park 11; Huff 10; Kinzer 8.

Second Day.
No. 1, 10 single Keystones, $1 entrance:

Fulford 1011100101— 6 St ewart .1111111111—10
Lindsley IIIHOOIIII— 7 Green 1011110101— 7
Miller 1010101101— 6 Clover 1011111011— 8
Brooks OlimOOOl- 6 Ritter 0101101101- 6
Hobart 0000100010— 3 Clark 1110111111— 9
Apgar 1100010101- 5 Killets 1111001011— 7
McMurchey 1100)11100- 5 Yost 0001000011— 3W H Wolstencroft.OlOllllOlO- 6 Warfleld 1100100111— 6
Dnston 1101101011- 7 Smith 1001010110- 5
Rohrbach 1011111111— 9 Peck 1110100101— 6
Rothrock 0110101111— 7 Pash lOllllUU—

9

Keyes. . . OlOOlOlOOl— 4 Anston 0011011000— 4
Snyder IIIUIOIU— 9 Cochran 1110101001— 6
Penn 0111111111— 9 Dietrich 0110000101— 4
Cooper llimilOl— 9 Manlove 0001110111- 6
Millspaugh 1111111011— 9 North 0100010110- 4
.J Wolstencroft 1110111111— 9 Kinzer OlllOllIll— 8
Matz . . .0011011001— 5 Weston llllllOlll— 9
Sbarp UOOlOlf'OO- 4 Nutt 1110111111- 9
Bixler 1000111100- 5 Brewster 1110110111— 8
Quimby lOOOOfOlOO— 2 Wetmore 0100100001— 3
Brelsford 1110001111— 3 Lourie 1111100111— 8
No. 2, 20 birds, S3 entrance:

M'MurchyOOOllllOOlOlllOlllll-13 MilspaoghOlllllllllllOlllllOl-17
Lindsley. .10110111001001010101-11 Duston . . ..10011101111111110001-14
Fulford. . .10010001100111100011-10 Penn 11100111111111001111—16
Miller ....11011011111111101111-17 Brelsford. 1111111 11011111001 11-17
Brooks....lOOlOlOOOlOllUOOOll-lO Quimby... 01010010100100111100- 9
Hobart.. ..lOiOOlllOllllllOOlll-14 Stewart . 10111101101100111111-15W Wolsten- Kinzer. . . . 11101110111101101011—15

croft. . . . 01101011101101011110-13 Green 10110110011111110101—15
Apgar. . . . 11101111001100110011—13 Brew8ter..llHO0O1111111110011 -15
Killets .... 11110001COllllOlOUO-13 Clark lOlOlllllOllllHnilO-15
JSdwards .OllOlOlllUUOOlOlOl—13 Manlove . .0101 1111111100100000-11
Worden...lOlOlllOlOlllllUlH—16 WarfleId..lllOOUOOCK3100010111-10
Nutt 11011011111111101111-17 RohrbachOlOllOlOlHlOlOmiO-13
Wetmore .11011111110000111110-14 Austin . . ..10110111101011110110-14
Yost 10111011110111101101—15 Cochran.. 00111111110011011111-15
Clover .... 11111110111111111111—19 Lourie .... 11111011101011011100—14
J Wolsten- Cooper. . ..11111111110111111111—19

crofr,.... 01111010111001110101-13 Matz 10000101000011001111- 9
F Smith 01011111010110010101-12
No. 3, 15 kingbirds, SI.50 entrance:

Park 111111111001111-13 Austin .101101100111110-10
Duston 111111111011001-12 Killets 101101111111110-11
Clark 001111001100100- 7 Worden 111011011111111-13
Thurman 110111101111111—13 Edwards IIOIUIOIOOIIOO— 6
Smith OlUlOlllOOOlOO- 8 Lourie IIOOIOOIOI/IOOOO- 8
Kinzer 001000001010110- 6 Peck 101111100010091- 7
Cooper OlOilOllUlUll—13 Penn 110011100011111—10
Nortb .omiimOOUOO-JO Clover 111111111111111-15

Cody 101011010110101- 9 JWolstencroftlllllllll011111-l4
Nutt 110011101111000— 9 Snyder 111111000111010—10
Smith 101111101101101-11 Keyes 111111110110010-11
Splcer .110000110110111- 9 Stewart OllOUllOUlOll-ll
MiUer lOOlllllllllOOl—11 Cochran lllUOOllOillOl—

U

Lindsley 011000101010101- 7 Brewster 111010100101101- 9

McMurchy... 011110100111111-11 Green 111110110001111 11
Fulford OlOOOlOlllllllO - 9 Brelsford 111111011011011-13
Broaks lOOOllOOOUlOlO- 7 Mntz OOOOOOllOOOOOIO- 3
Apgar OOlimOlOOlOll— 9 Sharp 0001111 11010010- 8
Hobart 011101011101100- 9 Warfleld 111111111010101-13
WWola t'nor'ftllOOll lOUlll 10 -11 Rohrbach 000110100011001- 6

Manlove 01001010011001)1- 6
No. 4, 10 birds. $1.50 entrance:

Lindsley 0110110111— Duston 1101011111— 8

Fulford 1110111111- 9 Worden 0111111110- 8

Brooks lOlomiOO- 6 Penn , 1111111110- 9

Miller llOOlilOOl— 0 J Wolstencroft 1101111100— 7

McMurchey, 1010101110— 6 Clover ......1111111101- 9

Hobart. 0111 110111— 8 Thurman . . .lllllimi-10
Apgar 1011101111- 8 Manlove 1011110110- 7

WHWolstencroft.. 1011111111— 9 Kinzer OlOOllOUl-

6

Huff 1111100111- 8 Killetts lUOHlllO- 8

White 0101001010— 4 Matz 1110110110— 7

Green lOlOOlOlll- 6 Cooper 1001101110- 6

Cochran OlOllOtKlOO- 3 Peck 1010001000—3
Stewart 1111111111—10 Keyes 1100001000— 3

Park 0110000101— 4 Clark llllllOlll- 9
Spicer 1011011001— 6

No. 15, 20 tare-ets, $3 entrance:
Lindsley ..llllimillllOOinil-18 Thurman .11111111111011111111-19
McM'rchyllllllimiOllllOlll—18 Clark 11101011011110100011-13
Hobart . - ..01111110111111011001-15 Brelsford .11011111110111111111-18
Brooks....11011111010101 100111 -14 Duston... .11110110101111111110—16
Fulford...01101110111111101010—14 Stewart... 11110111101111111011 -17
Miller 11111111111111111111-20 Worden . .11101011111010111101-15W H Wolsten- Kinzer. . . . UOOOOOlOlUOOlllOOO- 9

croft.... OllOllllllUOOllllll-16 J Wolsten-
Apgar . . .11)010011110110111010-13 croft. . . .11111101111111110110-17
Cooper. ...11110111111111011111-18 Clover. . ..11110111110110110011-15
Millsp'gh.11111101110001019110-13 Warfleld. .11111101001111100011—14
Spicer . . . 11110011101001110110—13 F Smith . . 11111111111111111111 —20
Penn 01111110011101010111—14
No. 6, 10 singles, 81 entrance:

Lindsley 1011100101- 6
Fulford 1011111010- 7

WWte 1110100100- 5
Rothrock 0110011011— 6

Brooks 1010100010- 4 Penn 1111101111- 9
Miller 1111011111— 9 Green 1101111111- 9
Apgar 0101111010— 6 Stevvart 1111111111-10W H Wolstencroft.OllOlllOll- 7 Cooper 1101001111- 7

McMurchy lllllllOll- 9 Troxell 0000111010- 4
Hobart lOoOOOlOOl— 3 Ritter 0100111111— 7
Spicer 1001101101— 6 Yost OlllOilOlOO— 4
Keyes 1101101010—6 Clover lllUOlllO- 8
Smith 1101011001—6 Dill ..1000111001— 5
Rohrbach 1111111111—10 Thurman 1101111111— 9

Post 0111100000- 4 Brelsford llOOliOlll- 7
Edwards 1101111111- 9 Park IIOIIIOIH— 8

Austin OlOOllUOO— 5 Dietrich lOlOUlUl- 8
Peck 1101010011— 6 Duston 1111010001— 6

Delagrum . .1001110001— 5 Nortli 1100111111— 8
Mircer 1110111011— 8 Bruster 1011101111—
Wetmore 1110001111— 7 Clark 1110110011- .

.7 Wolstencroft. . . , .1101110000— 5 Cochran 1001 Hill 1— 8
Hughes 1011011111— 8 Warden 1100111111— 8
Millspaugh 1111111110- 9 Rohrbach OltlOlllll- 8
No. 7, 15 birds. $1.50 entrance:

Lindsley 110111110101011-11 Keyes 001000001010011- 5W Wolstenc'ftil 1110111011111-13 Clark.. OlOlOlOlOOlOlOl- 7
Fulford 010111110111010-10 Bruster 111111010.100011-10
Brooks 101111111101011—13 Penn 001011111111111—13
Miller 1111000010111 11—10 Green 11 OlOUllOl 1 011—11
Apgar 111010011000011— 8 Wetmore 111010111011111—13
McMurcby.... 111111111101111—14 White 111110110000111—10
Thurman 011110001111011-10 Duston 111111110111011—13
Cooper llOllllolllim-13 Kinzer 111111110011011-11
Warfleld 101000111111000 - 8 Clover... 111011110111000-10
Spicer llOlOOOOOOlllll— 8 North 1111101(1111001-12
Brelsford 101110101100111-10 Edwards 010111011111101-11
Jones 010010000001000— 3 Stewart mOOOllllllOOl-10
Worden OniOlOOllOllU—10 Park IIIOIUIIOOOIIO-IO
Cochran 110111110011110—11 Rohrbach .010111111110111—12
No. 8, 10 birds, $1 er.trance:

Lindsley 0001100110- 4 Kinzer UllOllOOO- 6
Miller 0110111111— 8 Rothrock 1000101111— 6W HWolstencroft.inilllllU— 9 Maxey 0101010010- 4
Fulford lOlUOlOOl- 6 Mercury 1101000000- 3
Brooks 1010111101— 7 Post 0101111000- 5
Hobart 1111011110- 8 Cooper llllllOlll- 9
Quimby 000010)110— 3 Clover llUOllllO- 8
McMurchy OlllimiO- 8 Millspaugh 1111111111-10
Apgar 0111110111— 8 Dietrich 0100111111— 7
White OlOOOUOOO- 3 Park 1110010110- 6
Stewart 0010001110— 4 North llllOnoU— 8
Thurman 0111101111— 8GB Clark 0110000001— 3
Green OOlUlllll— 8 Cochran 0110111101- 7
J Wolstencroft . . . .1111111111—10 Edwards 1101111111- 9
J Brelsford 1011100111— 7 Lowrie OllOllOlQl- 6
Dnston 1111010111- 8 Clark 0111110101- 7
Penn UlllllOnO- 7 Cody lUOlllUl-
No. 9. 15 targets. SI entrance:

Lindsley 111111010001110-10 J WolstencroftllOlOlOllOlllll-ll
WW'lst'ncr'ftimiUl 1111110—14 Stewart llOOlllOlOlllll-ll
Miller 111111010111111—13 Spicer UlllllOllllllO-13
Hobart 111110110110101-12 Thurman Ullllll 1111111-15
McMurchy. . . .111110111101111—13 North 110111111101111—13
Fulford 111001111010110-10 Worden 100110111110111-11
Brooks 111000111101111—11 Cody 101010110011011- 9
Apgar 100111111011001-10 Brelsford 101111001110110—10
Kmzer 110011101010101-10 Duston 1 001 lllllHOllO- 11
Clark 01101 0110101111—10 Green 011100111111110—11
Cooper 110111101101011-11 Clover 111111111111111-15
Penn 111110111101111—13 Brewster llOOllllllolOll—11
Rohrbach 111101101111101-12 Millspaugh....001101011010100— 7
Hughes lllOllllllillll—13 Haff 001101100100001— 6
Hatfield 100100010010001— 5
No. 10, 10 singles, £1 entrance:

Lindsley 1111011110— 8 J Wolstencroft 1111111101— 9
Hobart OlOlOOOOll- 4 Rothrock 1110111011— 8
Miller 1101110111- 8 Thurman lOlOlOUll— 7
Fulford OOOllOOlUl- 4 North OlOlllUU— 8
Brooks 1111110101— 9 Green UOllllOlO— 7
McMurchy 1111111001— 8 Penn 1101010110— 6W H Wolstencroft.OllilimO- 8 Cooper 1101010011— 6
Apgar 1010111111— 8 Rohrback 1010011111— 7
Kinzer OUllimi— 9 Worden 1110111111— 9
Hatfleld 0011101101— 6 White 1100111101— 7
Post 0010100101— 4 Warfleld IIOOIIUOO- 6
IMaxey 1001111001- 6 Park , . . . 1111000011— 6
Mercer 0101110110— 6 Dietrich 0101111010— fi

Stewart 1111111111—10 Clover IIUIIUII-IO
Brelsford 1011111111- 9 Lowrie llOlimil— 8
Clark 1111111110- 9 Keyes 0111100001- 5
Duston OimiOOOl- 6 Cochran 1111011101— 8
Cody lOmilOll- 8 Edwards 1111001101- 7
Spicer 0011100111- (5 Millspaugh 1101111111- 9
Snyder lllOllllll— 9 Huff 1001100101- 5
Contest for team championship of Pennsylvania; prize, silver

trophy, value S200. Conditions, 6 men to a team, 25 targets per
man, $10 entrance per team:

Harrisburg Shooting Association.
Duston 1111110111111011111111110-22
Worden 1111010111111111111111110-22
Kinzer 1111111111101101010111001—19
Nutt llllllOOlllOlOlOmillulO—17
Brelsford 1011111110111111110111111-22
Fulford 11111111111110101011)11111—23-134

Oorry Gun Club.
Edwards 0101001110011 111111111110-18
Lau rie 0111110100110111100001001-14
Duston V 0011111111110111011110110—19
Swan 0011110000010110100101011—13
Wetmore 1011110100011011111111111—19
Clover lllimiOUllllllllllHll—34-106

Williamsport Rifle and Gun Ciub.
Park 11111101101111 111110111 11-33
Rohrbach UOOllOl 1001 1001111001100-14
Hughes UOOlll 110111101111111101-20
Smith. 01 11 000001010101100100001—

U

MiUspangh 1 0100011110011000 1 OOOOim— 9
Warfleld OHO] 10110001111100101111-16— 93

lliird Day.

No. 1, 10l)ird8, 81 entrance:
Daniels OlOlOOlOU— 5 Hughes IIIIIUIOI- 9
Hobart 1001011010- 6 Edwards OmOOUOO— 5
MiUer 1010111111- 8 North :.1110101Q10« 6

Stewart OlllOlOOOl- h MUls^augh llllllUll-lO
Apgar 1011011111— 8 Whetmore 0010100100— 8
McMurchy 1100011111— 7 Lourie 0111110110- 7
Mercer 0110010011- 5 White 0011010101— 5

A Maxey 1100001000— 3 Kinzer Olllimil- 9
Rothrock nuooiOUl— 6 Clover 0111111111— 9

Thurman lllOllllll- 9 W G Clark IIUIOIOII— 5
W Green lOUllOOOl— 7 Austin 1011110111— 8
Na. 2, 20 birds, S3 ontrancf

:

Daniels. . .11011011011110000110-13 Thurman.llllllimilllH 1111-20
Miller . . . .01111101111101111011—16 Hughes. . .11011010111111010111—15
M'Murc'ylOllllOlOlllllllllOL—16 Stewart . .11111011001111111111—17
Apgar . . . .01101111111111101111-16 Hohrbaeh.1111111110011110111-17
WWolsten- W Clark. .0111100110111111111-16

croft. . ..01101111111111101111—17 Lourln 0111111101011111110—16
Millsp'gh 11111111111111111110-19 Edwards.. lllOllOilUillllOll—17
Spicer . . .00111101110001111010-13 K'nzer . . .1111101111110111110-17
J Wolsten- W iireen..inpllllll01111U00-15

croft. . ..11100111111110111101-15 Cody lllllOmilOOllllll—16
Cooper. . ..11011111111011111111-18 North . . . ,.111H10111H1111101—18
Clover... .IIIIHOIIUIIOUIUI -18 Brelsford. .1111111111111111111—20
Word e u . . 111101011 11011110101-15 Hufl' llllOlOllOOOllOmi-14
No. 3, 15 singles. 81.50 entrance:

Daniels 011110101111101—11 Spicer 111111101111111-14
Miller .1 11111111111111—1 5 Brelsford 111011111111111-14W Wolstenc'ftimi 1111111011-14 Cooper 111111111111111-15
Brooks 001101110011111-10 Stewart 101110111110111—13
McMurchy .... 11111111111011 0-lH Ed wards OlOlllllll 101 11-13
Apgar . .010111111101111—12 Kinzer 111111111111111—15
J WolstencroftOlllOllOOUHll—11 W Green 110111111111111—14
Thurman 111111111011111—14 Clover 111111111110111—14
Rohrbach 111111110011111—13 Cody 010010111110111—10
Hughes 111011011110111-13 Lourie 111111011011111—13W Clark IIOIOOIIOOOOOII- 7 Millspaugh .... 111011111011111-13
Worden 111111111111111—15 North limillllOllOl-13
.1 B Reed 011000001101100- 6
No. 4, 10 birds, $1.50 entrance:

Daniels 0011001011— 5 Hughes 1111101111-9
Lindsley IIOOOIUU- 7 Brelsford 0101imil-8
Miller .1111101001—7 Stewart.. 1110111101—8WH Wolstencroft.lllllll 111—10 W Green 1001111101—7
Brooks lOlOOUOlO— 5 Cooper 1010111111-8
McMurchy 1111111101— 9 Lourie 0111110111—8
Apgar 1110100111— 7 Brewster 1111101110—8
J Wolstencroft IIIIUOIH— 9 Kinzler lOKOlliH—

7

Rohrbach 1111001111— 8 Edwards 0010111010—5
Thurman lOlOllOOlO— 5 Clover 1011111111-9
White 1001101001— 5 Cody. 0011011110-6
Huff 1001101000- 4 Millspaugh 1111111110-9
Worden 1101111111- 9 Spicer .1111111110-9
Clark 1011100101— 6
No. 5, 10 birds, $1 entrance:

Daniels 0001010111— 5 Hatfield IflOUOlOlO— 5
Lindsley 0110110100— 5 North 1111111111—10
Hobart llllUOUll— 8 Reed 1111001011— 7
McMurchy 0101110011— 6 Spicer lllOllllll— 9
Apgar lOOlllOOll— 6 Cody IIOIHIOII- 8
Huehes 0001111011— 6 Brewster 1111111111-10
Miller 1111111111—10 Cooper 1111001111— 8W Wolstencroft.. .1111111111—10 Edwards lOOOllOlU - 6
J Wolstencroft . . . .0111111111— 9 Green 0100101110— 5
Mercer 0101001011— 5 Brelsford 1111011110— 8
Rohrbach lllllllOll— 9 Stewnrt 1111011111— 9W Clark 1111100101-7 Thurman 1110110011—7
Warden 1101111111— 9 Hagenbach 0011011010— 5
VA'bite 0111011111— 8 Kinzer OUOOluOOO— 4
Lourie 1111111110— 9 Millspaugh 0111111101- 8
No. 6, 15 birds, $1..50 entrance:

Daniels 000100110111001- 7 Worden 111111101110111-13
Miller 111101001111110—11 Waldron 100111101110001- 9W Wolstenc'tt 111111111110101—13 Cool OlOOlOOllllllOO— 8
Apgar 111111011111011—13 Kinzer OllllOllllOOlOO— 9
Cody 011011100010000— 6 BreMord 110111101110111—13
Hobert 010011100111011— 8 Thurman 00101 1010100011- 7
Lindsey OlOUOlOllOOOll— 8 Stewart ,111111111101111—15
Brooks 111011111001111—13 Edwards lOllOlOlll 10111—

H

3 Wolstenc'ft.lllUllllllllll—15 North 11111llllUOm—14
Rothrock imiHlUimi—15 Spicer. lllllllimUOl—14W Clark 011111111111011-13 Cooper 111101111111111-14
White lOlOmilOlOOOll— 9
No. 7, 10 birds, $! entrance:

Daniels 1111111111-10 Worden 1111111111—10
Miller UUlOOOll— 7 White lllltXlOlll- 7W H Wolstencroft.lllllllUl-10 Stewart miOHiH— gWG Clark... 1100001110— 5 Austin 1110101101— 7
Hobart 10"0101111— 6 Edwards OlOlllllll— 8
Lindsley 1001001111— 6 Spicer 1101110101— 7
Apgar 1111101101- 8 Cool 1110100000— 4
J Wolstencroft ....1111001111— 8 Cooper 1111011011— 8
Brewster OlllOllIll— 8 North lUOlOlllO— 7
Post lOUOllOUO— 5 Clover 1001111011— 7
Rohrback 1111110011- 8 Cody 0111111000— 6
Green 1001111111— 8 Thurman 1111111111—10
Five live birds, p entrance, div. 40, 80, 30, 10 per cent., ties shot

off, miss and out:
Fulford 11111—5 Mercer OOlSO—

2

Quimby 01000—1 Hoyenbaeh 12OO0—

2

Penrose 21110-4 Rohrbach 12o22-^
Stewart 21111—5 Brooks... oOOll—

3

Clark 11211-5 Hall 22131-5W Green 00111-3 W^ Wolstencroft 22111-6
Armstrong olUl—4 Apgar 31220—4
Ties on 5 shot off, misa and out:

Fulford 231111—6 Hughes 133123-6
S tewar t 1 1 111.2—6 Cody 211113—6
Clark 210000—2 Miller 112311—6
Hall 000000-0 Cooper 000000—

0

Wolstencroft 121112—6 North 222220—5
Ties on 6 div.
Ties on 4 birds shot off, miss and out:

Hughes 11112—5 Cooper 11213—5
Hatfleld 21011—4 Brown 00001—1
Clover 10212—4 Spicer 03130—3
Hobart 30011—3 McMurchy 11110—4
Thurman 2C331—4 Lindsey 02032—3
Wolstencroft 22330—4 North 21223-5
Cody 11111—5 Dustou lo232—

4

Miller 31111-5 Clover 120—2
Penrose 310—3 Thurman 211—3
Armstrong 113—3 J Wolstencroft 121—3
Rothrock 20—1 McMurchy 112—3
Apgar 0 —0 Duston 211—3
Hatfleld 211-3
Ties on 3 div.
Sweepstake, live bii-ds, $7 entrance, 40, 30, 20, 10 per cent.:

Fulford 1111111-7 Cody 1311211-7
Quimby 1032112—6 Spicer 1122113 - 7
Penrose 1112112—7 Mercer 2211122—7
J Wolstencroft 1211211-7 Worden lo21210-5
Clover 0120320—4 Green. 1020111—5W H Wolstencroft 2111213—7 Thurman 1031010-4
Apgar 2203201—5 War fi eld 1210110—5
Stewart 1032120—5 Cooper 3121111—7
Mil Ipaugh 1 0121 11—6 Black 0o21001—

3

Miller 1111111—7 Davis 1113110—6
Lindsley 2222322—7 Rohrbach 1121110—6
McMurchy 0112131—6 Duston 1123111—7
G W Clark 0010013-3 Lourie 1112200-5
Waldron 2221211—7 Edwards 1022110—5
Brooks 1101213-6 Reed 00310ol—

3

Fourth Day.
Five live-bird sweepstake, $6 entrance, div. into four moueys,

40. 30, 20 and 10 per cent.:

McMurchy 11111-6

Warfleld 11200—3 Spicer 11213—5
Hall llol3—4 Mercer 10010—3
Stewart 13103—4 Dayton 23131—5
Denny 31001-3 Armstrong 12o00—

3

McMillan 12212—5 Lindsley 23233-5
Cooper 11111—5
All ties div.
No. 1, 5 birds, $5 entrance. 40, 30. 20 and 10 per cent.:

FuUord 21122—5 Cannon OlOll—

3

Quimby mil—5 Clark. 10010—3
Penrose 12111—5 Stewart 10133-4
J Wolstencroft . .Ullo-4 Lindsley 02202—3
Brooks 11100—3 W Green 20111—4
Hobart llloj-4 F Smith 22111—5
War field 12320—4 Mi Her 12123- 0
McMillan 11111—5 Dustou 00011—3
Schwartz. J.1101—4 Denny 01111—4
WH0reeii 11301—4 W Wolstencroft llUl-5
Clayton..... ,.,,^11—4 Edwards ... ,,,
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Welsh Oim—4 Thurman , 01222—4
Cooper 11111—5 All ties div.

Individual championship of Pennsylvania, at live birds, priz°,
beautiful diamond badge, valued at. $260, presented by the citir-ens
of William sport. To b>i contested for annually under tbe follow-
ing conditions: Each contestant sball be a hona-flde member of
a club or association, members of the Pennsylvania State Sports-
men's Association, or an individual member of the same. En-
trance fee SIO (birds extra), 40 per cent, of the entrance money
shall go to the donors or holders this year, the balance shall be
divided into three prizes, 50, 30 and 20 per cent. First prize, the
diamond badge, to the person makintr the highest score, the next
three highest scores to receive the nO, 80 and 20 per cent, respec-
tively. The winner of the badge this year to receive 40 per cent,
of the entrance money next year, the balance to be divided as
above. Each contestant shall shoot at 15 live birds, under Ameri-
can Shooting Association rules, with the exception of lJ4'^a- shot
allowed, 12-hore gups. lA bond in the sum of shall oe giveu
by the winner of tae trophy to the club under whose auspices the
association shoot is given. Provided, liowever, there be no asso-
ciation shoot given, it shall revert to the Williamsport Rifle and
Gun Olub, of Williamsport, Pa.
Fulford lloll2ailllllU-H Clavton 122122110212110-13
Hall 010012201112111—11 McMillan 2ol22212o221 131-13
Warfield lom&022122122-13 Cooper 111012112111131 -14
J Wolstencr'i:i020m221121112-14 Sober 011211011122110-12
Welsh 022211122112222 -14 Thurman 11 02olli222 1 222-13
Smith 031011211110221-12 Hill 112mol.)2ol213-13
Clover 022221111o21211-13 Edwards 012102021112110-10
Duston 211212221102311-14 Rohrbach 021201101111212-12W Wolst'ncr'ftll2022222110211-H Laurie 021210121121220-18
Denney 12o21221021112o-12 Cody .111012120101133-13
Huflf 122o01101002ol2- El Hughes 211031't22120Ill-13
Ties for badge, miss and out: JTulford 8, Duston 7, Cooper 5,

Welsh 4, J. Wolstencroft 3, W- Wolst.encroft 0. Ties for second
prize, miss and out: Tnurman 11, Wai field 10, Clayton.2, McMillan
a,nd Hill drew pro rata. Third and fourth div.
This shoot was shot in with the State shoot, and those that he-

longed to the State Associatinn and paid double entrance their
scores counted for this the S'ame as on the State shoot, entrance
$10. Appended are the scores; Fulford 14, J. Wolstencroft 14,

Clayton J3. McMillan 13, Cooper 14. Soher 13, Speer 10, Lindsley II,

Quimby 12, Stewart 14, Miller 15, Green 14, Brooks 13, Apgai- 13,

Penrose 14. Miller first, Fulford on shoot off won second, third
and fourth div.

ROCHESTER ROD AND GUN CLUB.
Rochester, N. Y.—Tbe fir-st annual open tournament of the

Rochester Rod and Gun CUih was held in the Driving Par !<; in this

city on Oct. 2. The attendance wa^i a surprise even to the most
sanguine, and the shoot was a success in every way but one, that
was that the entries were so numerous and the consequent length
of time taken to shoot ofl the events so great, tbat the programme
was only a little more than half shot off by 7 o'clock P. M. In
contest No. 3 alone there were 77 entries.

In consequence of the inability to shoot off the entire pro-
gramme, it was decided and annotmced on the grounds that the
club would give another shoot in about a month to finish the pro-
gramme. All contests were shot under American Association
rules, rapid firing system, at 10 traps. Events with over twenty
entries divided into five moneys, 30. 35, 20, 15 and 10 per cent.; ail

other events 40. 30, 20 and 10 per cent. The men shot in Equads of
ten. In all but third event ties were not shot off. Kingbirds
were used in all events. Following are the scores:

No. 1. 15 singles, entrance $1:

W A Hill 14 W C Hadlej
G A Mosher 14 Orange

No. 3. 10 singles, entrance $1:

Wilkinson 9 MoKee
Davenport 9 Elliott

Walzer ..9 Bruck
Miller 9 Hartley .-

Gregg 8 McVean
Waguer 9 Borst
Sprague 9 Orange
Stuart 9 Smith
Mann 8 Martin
Mosher 8 Barnard .

.

Babeock 8 Van Ostrant

12 0 Van Ostrand .

.

.10

913 AW Starr
,13 W H Davenport. . 9
.11 WW Harmon 9
,11 J Roche 9
10 0 U Goodrich 8
10 W Hill . 7
10 A Schmidt . 7
10 George Borst . 7
,10

.10 G Jeffrey

R'climonii.
8 6
.8 Ely

..7

5

-.7 Boyd

Truesdale .3
.7

Lane 8 Burns 7 Barry 2
La Force 8 Norton 6

In No. 3 first won by Sprague, second div. by Segerts, Smit h and
Mosher, third, Fulton; fourth, Martin; fifth, Li Force; sixth,
K. G.
No. 4, 20 singles, entrance S1.50:

Mosher 20 Rchmist 16 Hill 13
Richmond 19 Orange 15 La Force 12
Wagner 18 Smith 15 Adams 11
Hicks ...Its Wilkinson 15 McVean 11
Crug 18 Hyde 15 Roche 11
Keel 1" Walzer 15 Aman 11
Van Ostrand 17 Reissenger 14 Harmon 10~ ' " ~ 10Boyer 17 Foley 14 Boyd
Wellknown 17 Youngs 13 CReissinger 10
Miller 17 Bunk 13 Meyle 9
Hooley 10 Babeock 13

No. 5, 15 singles, entrance $1:

WeUer 15 Davenport 11 LaForce 9
Wagner 15 F L Smith 11 Norton ... 9

McKeel 1=^ Hyde 11 Stuart S
Boyer 13 Worver 11 McVean 8

Andrews 13 Foley 10 Hill 8

Brinsmaid 13 Honch 10 Martin.. a

Mosher 13 Kay 10 Heissinger 8

Wilkinson 13 Babeock 10 Rickman 8
Lane 13 Hayes 10 Goodrich 8
Moon .12 Redmond 10 Cook- 7
Hicks 12 Rabmor 10 Schwikert 7

Harmon 13 Gregg. 10 Williams 6

Hadley 13 Evershed 10 Halfmr C
Reissinger 13 Borst 10 Roche 6

AS Smith 11 Adams 10 Weyle 5

Mapee H Bchmidt 9 Starr 5
'• "

. 9 Rngg 4Sprague U Judson,
JEUliott

.

11 Orange 9 O. S. B.

BROOKLYN TRAPS.
Bbooklyk, Sept. 29.—The regular monthly shoot of tbe Atlantic

Rod and Gun Club, -which was postponed from the third Tuesday
of the month, was shot off this morning at the West End grounds.
Coney Island. The competition was tor the Quimby gold badge;
five men entered, each to shoot at 20 bluerocks. C. Morris won
the trophy with a score of 17. D. Monsees second with Ifi. In the
afternoon the regular moiuiily shoot at live birds was held for the
Engeman and Bonden medals, witti extra prizes, twelve men en-
tered, each to shoot at 7 bU-dp, club handicap. <J. Morri.s and D.
Monsees lied with 7 straight ff>r tlie Engeman badge, and a good
race took place on The shoot-ofT, Morris killing 11 to Monsees 10.

R. Dwyer won the Bonden meaal with a score of 16 out of 17, J. B.
Voorhees taking the thii'd prize with a score of 10 out of 12.

The postponed monthly snoot of the Ridgewood Gun Club was
held to-day at Deckelman'e Ridgewood Park, Long Island. The
club shoots at 7 live birds each, modified Hurlingham rules, 25ydH.
rise except L. C. Gehring, the holder of the medal, who was hand-
capped 3vd8. Two killed their 7 stra-'ght. They were P. Kramer
and J. Welz. In the shoot-otf Kramer killed 3 to his opponent's 3
and took the medal.
The Diana Gun Club had its regular monthly shoot at Dexter

Park, Long Island. The club shoots at 15 bluerocks in two claFse?,

28 and 30yds. C. Minich and C. Rings tied tor the first medal in
Class A and shot off. In the shoot-ofT Minich won by a score of
9 to 7. In Class B J. Hartman and L. Garner tied with 7 each and
had to shoot off. Three times they shot, and :at last Hartman
won by a score of 11 out of 21 shot at all told.

FLORIDA CHAMPIONSHIP.—The annual tournament of the
Orlando Gun Club will be held at Orlando, Fla.. Oof. 15 and 16.

Bluerock targets. First day.—Team match for Florida State
champloDBblp silk banner, now held by the Orlando Gun Olub;
also Individual sweeps. Second day.—Individual sweeps, Bapid-
ptin$ BystesQ. Amsrieaii Asaociation rules of 1880 to govern.

NEW JERSEY TRAP SHOOTERS.
Last April the clubs of Essex county organized the Trap Shooters'

League of Essex county, for the purpose of holding monthly prize
contests for teams ot six men each. The last of this series of shoots
was held two weeks ago, the Maplewood Gun Club winning first prize.
The league met with such flattering success and the sport received
such an impetus that the projectors have resolved to try and extend
their field, and are now perfecting plans for the formation of an or-
ganization that will excel anything ever attempted in this country.
They propose to go into forming an immense league that will take m
every club in Essex, Hudson, Bergen, AVarren, Morris, Sussex, and
rassaic counties, and bring the shooters from those sections together
in a series of contests that will interest the entire country. Every-
thing in the way of preliminary details has been carefully considered,
and it is expected tbat the organization will be formed so that the
opening shoot may be held next month.
The plan is to form what will be known as the Trap Shooters' League

of Northern New Jersey, which all the clubs in the above named coun.
ties will be urged to .lorn. These clubs number about seventy-flve.
Each club joining the league will pay an initation fee of $2, and the
annual dues will be ten cents for every name on the rolls. A series of
tournament shoots will be held, one on tlae grounds of each club until
every club has had its turn. Previous to the opening of the series
each club will pay $5 or SlO into the league treasury, the amount to
form a prize fund. At each shoot there will be a contest for teams of
five men each from the various clubs, each man to shoot at twenty-
five artificial targets, under such rules and regulations as may be
ordered by the league. At the conclusion of the series of shoots, the
club that has won the greatest number of contests will be declared
the champion of northern New Jersey, and a prize valued at thirty
percent, of the prize fund will be presented to the successful men.
The second, third, and fourth clubs in order will also receive prizes
valued at twenty, fifteen, and ten per cent, of the prize fund.
To make the contests still more interesting, the men breaking the

first, second, and third most targets in order in three-fourths of the
contests will receive prizes valued at ten, eight, and seven jjer cent,
of the prize fund, A number of prizes contributed by firms and in-
dividuals will also be disposed of in a manner to be decided by the
league. At each of the regular shoots there will be a number of m-
dividual contests.
As the final touches will not be put to the scheme within a fortnight,

it is not possible to say what clubs will enter. There is every reason
to believe, however, that there will not be less than twenty five clubs
in at the first shoot. The prospects are that the following clubs will
sign the roll as charter members: South Side G. C, Woodside G. C,
East Side Mutual G. C, Amateur G. C, Roseville G. C, West Side G.
C, Independent G. C, VVaverly G. 0., all of Newark; East Orange G.
C, Endeavor G. C. Leonia G. C, Maplewood G. 0., Paterson R. and
G. C, Boiling Springs G. C, Cherry QUI G. C, Caldwell G. C, Verona
G. C, Newton G. C, Hackettstown G. C, Harrison G. C, Englewood
G. C, Gentlemen's R. and G. 0., Jersey Oity Heights G. C, New Jersey
Shooting Club, Durham G. C, and Sufferns G. C.

THE STOCK PATENT DECISION,
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your readers and the sporting world generally will be inter-

ested to know that the Cleveland Target Company has finally
won the suit which the Peoria Target Company brought against
it, for infringement of what is known as the Stock patent for
traps.
This case has been in the courts for a long time, .since January,

1888. In May, 1890, an opinion was rendered by Judge Ricks sus-
taining the patent, and ordering an injunction and a reference to
a master. In November, 1890, a petition for a rehearing was
argued before Judge Brown, now upon the Supreme Bench of the
United '.States, and Judge tRicks. The rehearing was granted
by them, and the injunction which was ordered by Judge
Ricks in May was dissolved upon the giving by the defend-
ants of a bond for .¥10,000. This bond was promptly eiven, being
filed the same day. The case was heard in May, 1891, at Cleve-
land, before Judge Jackson, of Nashville, Tenn., and Judge Ricks.
Tbe Peoria Target Company sent down to argue its case one of
the most distinguished patent lawyers in the United States.
Judge Lysander Hill, of Chicago.
Judge Hill aided Major Taylor E. Brown, who had conducted

the case up to that time. Judge Jackson filed his opinion at
Cleveland, Sept. 24, 1891.

Judge Jackson concludes his opinion as follows:
"Our conclusions, in which Judge Ricks concurs, may, therefore,

be summarized as follows:
1. Tbat defendants do not infringe the first claim of thexe-issned

letters patent sued on.
2. That claims 3 audi of said re-issued letters patent are void,

because there was no accident, inadvertence or mistake in either
the specification or claims of the original patent, and because said
claims cover patentable inventions which were not embodied or
intended to be embodied in tbe original patent, but are for new,
distinct devices which formed the stibject of separate or distinct
patents.

3. That if said claims 3 and 4 constituted valid re-issues, the
device they describe and seek to have patented, was first invented,
that is, conceived and reduced to successful public practice by A.
H. Hebbard, prior to the date at which Stock invented his pivoted
device, and consequently no valid patent thereon could be issued
to said Stock, either under the original or re-is?U6 application.

It therefore follows that complainant is not entitled to the relief
sought by its bill, and that its suit should be dismissed, with costs
to be taxed. It is accordingly so ordered and adjudged.

HowEt-L E. Jackson, Circuit .ludge."
Sept. 21,1891.
The effect of this opinion ie, of course, to end the liligatlon so

far as the Circuit Court is concerned. It may be regarded as a
complete victory for the Cleveland Target Company, and as justi-
fying the confidence with which they have assured the trade and
the sporting community throughout tlie country, that they would
ultimatelv succeed in this suit, and that the threats which have
been indulged in by the Peoria Target Company might be disre-
garded by the trade and by all interested in trap shooting.
The Cleveland Company have endeavored to supply the trade

and all those who enjoy shooting, facilities for this sport at a
reasonable, fair profit, and have been satisfied with a fair manu-
facturer's profit. They propose hereafter to continue in this
course, and they hope to merit in the future, as in the past, the
continued confidence of tbe trap-shooting fraternity.

The Cleveland Target Company.
Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 26,

ONEIDA GUN CLUB.-Oneida, N. Y., Sept. 30.-The members
held a shoot this afternoon for a fine pressed leather ammunition
case. This case, together with a pressed leatiier gun case, were
presented to the club by Mr. Emigb, of New York. The contest
for the gun case occurred some time ago, in which B. I). Moot had
the good fortune to win. In to-day's match F. Petrie won the
ammunition case; and by virtue of the handicap agreed upon, F.
B. Cheney won second, a box of E. & L. linen collars, donated by
Munroe& Parsons, a locnl clothing firm. Scores as follows, 25
kingbirds, Keyctone system:
Maxwell 0111 11111 lOOllllOmillll-21
Tuttle 1010000110010111001101111—14
Petrie lOllllllllllllllimillU-24
Devereus OOlllllOOlllllllOUllOlOO -17
Moot llOUOOlllllOlimillllll -21
Markham IIIIIIIIOIOIIUIIOIOIIUI—21
Ransom 0011010110100100111111101-15

Cheney OlOllOlllllOOimOllllOlO-17

LONG BRANCH, N. J., Sept. 39.—A big crowd of enthusiastic
shooters gathered at Long Branch to-day, in spite of the rain, to
witness tbe second match at live birds between Frederick Hoey,
of Long Branch, and Louis T. Davenport, of New York. The shoot
was for $1,000 a side, and considerable money was wagered on the
result. The conditions were 100 birds each, 80yds. rise, 21yds.
boundary, 5 traps, and the use of both barrels allowed. A raw
wind swept across the grounds, to the great discomfort of the con-
testants and the spectators. Mr. John S. Hoey was the referee
and Mr. Harold Wallack the scorer. The birds were strong, quick
and erratic flyers. Tbe men shot about evenly throughout the
entire match, and amid much excitement brought down their
last bird and tied on a score of 88 killed. Under the circumstances
the record was excellent, a number of the birds dropping like
stones a few inches over the boundary fence. The first match
between Mr. Hoey and Mr. Davenport was won by Mr. Hoey by
one bird, the score being 85 to 84. A third match has been arranged
for a date about the middle of this month.

INTER-STATK TEAM SHOOT.-The next Inter-State Team
League shoot will take place on the grounds of the Newark Gun
Club, at Newark, N. J., on the 15th inst., and the final shoot at
Woodlawn Park, under the auspices of the Fountain Gun Cluh,
on tbe second Thursday In next mouth.

TORONTO, Sept. 30.—The scores at the Victoria Gun Club's
shoot this afternoon at Davison's farm were, at 10 birds: R. Har-
nett 10, Warington 7, Haines 7, Taylor 6, McCready 8, Swift o,

Evans 5, Knowles 8, Miles 7, Boswell 7, J. Barnett B, Oben 6,

Underwood 5.

Camas Canoes and how to Build 27;em. By Parlmr B. Field.
Price SO cents. Canoe and Boat BMding. By W. P. St&pliens.
Price ^2.00. Canoe HandJing. By C. B. Vaux. Price $1. Came
and camera. By T. S. Steele. Price 1.50. Four Months in a Sneak-
box. By N. H. Bishop. Price $1.50. Canoe and Camp CooTceri/.
jBj/ '^Seneca.^' Price $1.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and raoes, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

CHANGE OF RACING RULES.
OUT five or six weeks remain before the annual meeting of the

executive committee, and those having suggestions to make
relating to changes of the sailing rules will need to submit theta
very shortly to the chairman of the regatta committee. It will be
remembered that as the rules now stand, all proposals for changes
must be suhmittedto the regatta committee, and by it to the com-
modoreiin the annual report of the committee, and this must be
done in season to insure at least fourteen days noticein the oflSclal

organs before being voted upon by the executive committee.
Those having changes to propose wiU do well in the first place to

put the amendments in complete shape, as far as possible, and
then to ascertain by inquiry and oy reference to year books and
canoeing publications whether the same proposals have been
made before and possibly rejected for good reasons. After this is

done the amendment may be sent to the chairman of the regatta
committee, but a little preliminary work of this kind may save
much trouble and loss of time at the meeting of the executive
committee. Taken altogether, the racing rules, with one impor-
tant exception, are now in very good shape, though several amend-
ments are awkwardly worded and some minor points might be
improved. With Rule I. excepted, the rules can well be left for

another year exactly as they stand, thus avoiding that annual
change which is so undesirable.

There are two or three points which, though quite important,
hardly call for special amendments to the rules, hut can be as
effectively dealt with through a plain condemnation in the report
of the regatta committee. One of these is the "pumping" with
sails which created so much stir at the meet. Another is the
interference with a leading boat by one in the race, but one or
more rounds astern. A mere mention of each point in the report

win, with the publicity already given, serve as an efl'ective cau-
tion, and avoid the fnrther cumbering of the rules. Among the
less important defects in the rules may he mentioned the .absence

of any provision concerning the bonds for the two trophy cups,

now given by each winner; the use of a red flag for two purposes
at the start of a race, to indicate the port course, and also the
one minute signal; and the punctuation and wording of Rule XII.
relating to the use of the paddle, which is now in very indefinite

shape. It has also been proposed to omit all the first sentence of

Rule XVI., and to permit of a change of rules at any time by
means of a vote by mail. There are other minor details of word-
ing or punctuation in which the rules might be materially im-
proved, but at the same time no necessity of any radical changes
is apparent, and it is a question whether, with Rule I. corrected,

the rules might not be allowed to stand exactly as they are for at.

least a single season; being taken up carefully in the fall of 1893

and revised in principle and detail by the aid of next .season's

experience.

OLUB HOUSES BO RNED.-After several unsuccessful at-
tempis, the canoe house of the New Jersey Athletic Club, at Ber-
gen Point, N. J., was burned one night about two weeks since.
Tae N, J. A. C. is a large organization, formed some four years
ago, partly from the old Argonauta Rowing Club, of Bergen
Point, and the Viking Boat Club, of Elizabeth. The Argonauta
house was moved from the Kills to the new club grounds on the
Newark Bay shore, near the long bridge, and used for the shells
and rowing boats of the new club, the house and boats being leased
for five years by the old club, which still retained its organization.
At tbe same Time the smaller house of tbe Viking B. C, was pur-
chased and moved from the New York Bay shore at Bayonne to
the club grounds beside the other house, being used mainly by the
canoemen of the N. J. A. C. Several attempts have recently been
made to burn the house, one at last proving successful. Nearly
all the canoes and boats were burned, the building being very
rapidly consumed.
About four miles further up Newark Bay, at Greenville, is the

Crescent O, C, a new organization, in part a .successor to the old
Essex C. C, of Newark. About a year since the house of the club
was burned at night, all the canoes being destroyed. A new and
larger house was built last winter,with good floats and approaches,
and a new fleet ot some 20 canoes was made up. At about 1 A. M.
on Oct. 2 this house was discovered in flames, and was burned
before any oC the contents could be saved. The fire was of in-
cendiary origin, but no motive nor clue is apparent. Eighteen
canoes were burned, some being insured. The house was partly
insured, and will be rebuilt.

PURITAN O. C, OCT. 4 —Fir.st race wind E., light, distance 3
miles. The war canoe Googoozenia. under the guidance of Purser
Apollonio, of the Eastern Division A. C. A., started tbe races and
accompanied the fleet. Tbe finish was in almost a calm:

Start, Finish. Remarks.
Renah, J. S. Dean 1 4 163^x36 yawL
lona, J. E. Hill 3 2 161.^X36 yawL
Hex, C. E. Cartwrlght 3 . Disabled.
Sachem, E. S. Gilmore 4 .. Withdrew.
Imp, J. W, Cartwright, Jr 5 1 16x30.
Iris, L. Hedge 6 3 161-^x36 yawl.
Urehin, G. R. Underwood 7 5 12x28
XXX., G. A. Wills .. Witndrew.
Isis, F. B.Wheaton .. Withdrew.
The series wiU be continued on Oct. 11, 18 and 25.—James W.

Cartwright, Jr., Sec'y.

ALUiVUNUM FOR CANOES.—Cleveland, O.—Editor Forest and
Stream: I am much interested in "Muskekewano's" article on
aluminum canoes and, like him, think it would work a revolution
in boat ing. But the cost of ;.the metal is in my e.stimation a bar
we will have trouble in eetting over. Will "Muskekewano"
kindly give us the name of the producers of whom we can buy
aluminum at fifty cents per pound? I understand tbat the Cowlos
Co., of Pittsbureh, the largest producers in this country, if not in.

the world, list the metal in bulk, wholesale, at 82..''.0 per pound.
Any light on this subject will be most gratefully received by Don
F. Babtlett.
MARINE AND FIELD RACES.—The open races of the Marine

and Field Club will be started at 2 P. M. on Oct. 10 at the club
house, Bath Beach. Messrs. Butler and Goddard with the lead-
ing New York canoeists will compete. The club hou=e may be
reached hy the Thirty-seventh street ferry to South Brooklyn,
from South Ferry, New York, and the electric railway to Bath
Beach.

A. C. A. AUDITING COMMITTEK.—Fditor Forest and Stream:
TheA. C. A. committee to audit the Secretary-treasurer's ac-
counts is hereby appointed as follows: Rodney F. Hemenwayand
Frederick T.Walsh, both of Lowell, Ma.ss.—Walter U. Lawson,
Commodore (Boston. Mass., Sept. 30).

PASSAIC RIVER CARNIVAL.-The club four race set for
Sept. 29 did not take place, but in the evening a large number of
canoes and boats tm-ned out for the lantern procession, which was
a great succes?.

DOWN THE DANUBE.-Mr. foultney Bigelow has returned
to Loudon after a long canoe trip down the Danube with Messrs.
Alfred Parsons and Prank D. Millet.

KNICKERBOCKER C. C. OAMP.-The Knickerbocker C, C.
held a very pleasant camp at Egg Reach on Oct, 3 and 4, a large
number of local oauoeists beipg present.
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Small Yachts. By C. P. Kunhardt. Price $7. Steam Yachts and
Launches. By C. P. Kunliardt. PHce $3. Yachts, Boats and
Canoes. By C. Stansfield-Hicks. Price $3.69, Steam Machinery. Bp
BonaMson. Price $1.60,

INTERNATIONAL YACHT RACING.
A T tbe foundation of international contests lies the Amei-lca's

Cup. To it a debt is owed by naval science of incalculable
value. It bas done more than scores of industrious designers
could do if they studied their own work only and compared it

with similar types. And from this famous trophy we still look
for further influence in designing, and iu the development of

thought and practice in the noble art of naval construction.
If the conditions that surround the tenure of this wonderful

cup be not such as to promote friendly international rivalry, then
let the duty and wish of every spirited American yachtsman be to

modify the "deed of gift" so that soon our transatlantic friends
may visit us again, and stir us to get better and higher work.
Let us place the Cup within easy range of all the world, and if

it be lost we shall have gained untold times its value in incentive
to still greater improvement. Rut as we stand to-day as regards
the America's Cup, we can easily afford to be lenient, with a yacht
like the Gloriana to defend it, and a. corps of designers well at-

tuned to the "high pitch" of the requirements of yacht designing.

—Lewis HerresTioffi in Norffi American Review.

A CORINTHIAN CRUISE.
Wonchided /rom Page g/9.]

WITH sundown came a breeze, and our sails once more filled
and we were oiT. After dark I lost my bearings and made

the mistake of taking Faulkner's Island Light for that of New
Haven. As the wind was extremely light and almost north, and
we due south of the above liglit, it was a long heat. How-
ever, just as we got our suppers and were beginning to admire our
night sail over tue now smooth waters, and watching the port and
starboard lights alternately as we changed from tack to tack and
noticing their light on our sail, wo were suddenly disturbed by
seeing the lights of another vessel off our port, bow, evidently a
steamer. She was comiijg dead for us and the wind too light for
us to cross her bows in time. Those on board must have seen our
lights, but they never changed their course, and as things began
to grow desperate the fog horn was vigorously blown. Ot! iiow
relieved were we to hear a voice from the darkness cry "All
right." and the course of the tug (as she turned out to be) changed.
I hailed them for information as to where we were, for I had an
Idea in my head that it must be Faulkner's Island Light we were
running for, but the only information I got was, " Vou'li find out
If you go in there much further." I was angry and alarmed, and
doubly so when I saw a barge in tow of the tug coining right for
us. Much further in and we would have suuck the hawser, but
the wind blowing a little stronger I put the helm hard down, and
as we ran off before it out of danger a cheery hail from the
ghostly looking barge cameiioating ovcrtous, "Look out. captain
we have six tows behind us," "Thanks," shouted f. "Can you
tell me where we are?" Again his cheery voice answeivd. "Ab-^ut
in the middle of the Sound, opposite Faulkner's Island." Thus was
my conviction strenghtened that we were running into danger
and resisting all importunities to make a harbor, I made prepara-
tions for a night on the waters of the. Sound.
The reefs had long ago been shaken out, and we glided along

over the dark waters at a fair rate. 1 examined the charts while
my brother handled the wheel, and found to my satisfaction that
we could run all night on the marked course and not fall into any
trouble; that cotirse not changing from the time one enters the
Sound until between Sands Point and Stepping Stones Lights. It
is somehow always cold on the salt watej, and although 1 added
extra clothing while below, I never suffered so ranch with the
cold as that night. We had, too, to keep our eyes open for the
Sound steamers. Those we could tell by the throbbing of their
paddles while yet some distance away, and, although a steamer
is supposed to give way to a sailing craft, I determined to rake no
chances, and as soon as one appeared near us I changed our course
and ran due south for some of the twinkling lights along the Long
Island shore, and as soon as the steamer's port light disappeared
from my sight 1 resumed our course. Several times this maneu-
ver was gone through with during this long night, but we had
luckily no sailing craft to trouble about. These are more danger-
ous, i think, than a steamer, their movements being so silent.
While I shivered and chattered over the wheel, the others slept,

although my noble little wife was uneasily calling tome to let her
come upon deck and assist, which I declined for good reasons.
Finally I awoke my brother, and committing the wheel to his
charge, showing him the course to steer and giving him directions
to call me in case a steamer came along or the wind freshened, I
went below and turned in for half an hour, and I don't know
when I enjoyed so sbort a time asleep as I did that, ft ismostim-
pressive this sailing by night, especially on moonless nights. The
stars peep down on the dark waters, framed in by the black out-
lines of the land, and seem to accentuate the loneliness of the
situation by their silent twinkle. It strikes one to hear them
twinkle would be a relief, if it were possible. The utter sense of
loneliness is oppressive. The wind fain tly sighing through the
rigging sounds like the breath of sleeping Night, and the faint
splash of the waters is most soothing and at the same time a lone-
some sound. The distant lighthouses, with their flashing lights at
intervals, seem like the wink of some giant's eye, who is having a
lot of sport over one's lonesome and dark journey over the waters.
Bah! (jive me the sunlight, give me a gale; but after dark I don't
want to sail.

As daylight advanced it discovered to my view a mass of black
clouds iu the east, which disquieted me, but as we were off New
Haven I awoke our sleeping party to view the sunrise, only my
wife responding, and began to beat in for that port. Being well to
the west of New Haven, we coasted in as near as our charts an-
nounced it safe, and for such an ugly, unapproachable harbor we
did well. We lan m though a trifle too close to the breakwater
and took the ground, but a strong hreese from the east coming up,
1 brought ths boom amidship and laying well oyer we slid from
the treacherous mud-bank, and gliding up the harbor came to
anchor off the west sUore, but just out of the channel, which is not
very wide anywhere; a trifle out of your course and, plump you
go on a mud-bank, ^^'e came to anchor at 9:30 A. M., having been
sailing just 24 hours, and after breakfast all turned in for a hearty
sleep.
Monday and Tuesday were spent at New Haven, which, in spite

of its hot and muddy harbor, we looked on as a veritable haven.
Wednesday morning at 8:30 we set sail intending to make Hemp-

stead Harbor. The wind was light, but after getting past South-
west Ledge Lighthouse we found it a trifla stronger, and we were
enabled to bowl along at a respectable speed. The captain, mate
and crew felt well after their long rest, and much skylarking took
place from pure exuberance of feeling and spirits, and happily
the day passed till our misfortunes later put a damp on our ardor.
We soon arrived off Stratford Light. On looking around we
found Stratford Shoal Lighthouse, a solitary tower in the middle
of the Sound.
It was now approaching dinner hour, but on looking into the

larder we found that unless we made Bridgeport, now almost
abeam, our dinner, supper and breakfast must consist of naught
but crackers and coffee. Tttis makes a canltal lunch when sail-
ing, but is hardly .stable enough food on which to work a yacht
for twelve or fifteen hours a day, and so we headed for Bridge-
port, while the Captain fell to work to study the harbor as set
down on the chart. While reaching for the above city we passed
numerous fishermen busily engaged, while their boats sailed
along with scarcely any guidance. We thought at first a yacht
race was in progress, and next that they had escaped from their
moorings, for a number of them looked deserted. We had a little
larush with one of the sloops, hut though they had the advantage
of a topsail we reached the red buoy off the shore first, and pass-
ing iu bPtweeu this and the light considered ourselves in the har-
bor. We were fooled n'cely. On passing the light set on a heap
of rocks either naturally or artiflciall? placed there we, iu accord-
ance with our chart, kept to starboard of the first beacon. The
second beacon, so said the charts, could be passed on either side,
and I foolishly, as there was no vessel coming in to follow, took
the port side, and while taking iu our staysail were made aware
of our mistake by a scrape and a sudden jar. We were aground.
Aground again. I was mad. I iiried to lay the yacht over so

she would glide off to starboard, where by sounding with the
boat hook from our tender I found suflioient water. A fisherman
now arrived on the scene and informed raa that had I kept 8ft. to

the starboard of the beacon I should liave passed safely. Bitterly
I lamented my mistake, also my error, in not going into the beau-
tiful harbor of Black Rock, just a short distance below, where it
is pleasant to lie. Fearing the stores would clo?e before we got
off, I sent my wife and brother to town In the tender and re-
mained to take advantage of the tide. The iide proving too slow-
in coming in I clapped on all sail, and trimming the sails all mid-
ships heeled the yacht over tmtil she began to make little hops
like a frog, but not to starboard directly for the beacon. After
having played bullfrog and leaped along the bar for some distance
until the beacon was unpleasantly near, I put the wheel hard to
starboard and like a fairy she glided off to port into deep water.
I ran up the river until I arrived at a place where I saw a couple
of yachts anchored, and then came up m the wind and dropped
anchor. Long before my wife and brother arrived I had all the
sails ftirled and everything snug. After leaving New Haven and
spending half a day in deep water and half on a bar we rested
once more in deep water.
Friday. .July 3, we left Bridgeport about 13 o'clock. Our late

start was ovvintr to a warm oppressive calm which prevailed to
that hour. Owing to the light wind it was with some difficulty
that we at last got out of ;the harbor, but after passing Bridge-
port Light it breezed up a trifle from the southeast. From the
appearance of the sky it was plain to be seen that sooner or later
a squall would arise. We passed by the beautiful park situated
along the shores of the Sound, passed Fairweather Island Light,
the Penfleld Reef Light and tnen once more resumed our old
course.
Starting so late in the day and wishing to be at anchor at sun-

down, we of course could not take a very long run. We passed
the group of Norwalk Islands, on the largest of which, called
Sheffield Island, is Norwalk Island Lighthouse.
Upon tue Long island shore directly opposite is Eaton's Point

Light; this light has the prettiest situation of any along that
shore. From the surface of the water a yellow bluff runs upward
to the height of 80 or 90ft. Above this commences a green rolling
slope, on tne summit of which is btiilt Baton's Neck Lighthouse.
Thi=! is a stone towr 63ft. high, painted white with a black top,
tbe keeper's dwelling is also painted wliite and is remarkable for
the peotiliar appearance of its windows, which seem from the
distance to be black. The wooded slopes to the west of the light
make an admirable background of green, which throws the light-
house into bold relic.

If was now beginning to look threatening to the southwest, but
as we wished to make Oyster Bay we still kept on our course.
When we had nearly reached Lloyd's Neck the storm came on so
fast I thought best to make for Huntington Biy, toward which a
number of working schooners were making for shelter. We ac-
cordingly began to beat our way in, but when about oiT East Point
the storm struck us nearly abeam, we heeled well over under the
furious blast, but hastily throwing her head to the wind and leav-
ing the wheel and mainsheet in charge ot my wife, I ran forward
and took in the staysail.
Seeing it would take some time for us to beat into the bay ajid

n"t knowing how hard the wind might blow, I took three reefs in
the mainsail and set the No. 3 jib. Under this reduced sail the
wind, though blowing furiously, was powerless to harm us, and for-
tunately the rain had not yet commenced. It was now too dark and
stormy to give much attention to the chart, but the hastv glance
which I was able to give photographed it ou my m'nd. However,
a large three-masted schooner beating in for the same harbor
served as a guide, although they did not run very far in. We were
in as close to the dark and wooded shore as we considered was safe,
and dropped anchor in about 3)4 fathoms of water.
We had no sooner furled the sails and made all snug for the

night, than the rain began to come down in torrents and tbe
thunder to grumble and the lightning to flash almost incessantly.
It was a strange and oppressive sight. The shores surrounding us
looked like a great wall of darkness, faintly relieved here and
there by the twinkling lights. Lloyd's Harbor Light flashing at
regular intervals was palled into insignificance by the tight from
the black, stormy skies which flashed almost as regularly. The
wiud blowing like a solid wall past the yacht set the rigging to
humming and slapping against the mast.
How good it seemed to be in the tight cabin of our trim little

cruiser enjoying a good hot supper, while the wind shrieked out-
side and the rain fell in sheets. We were all tired and sleepy
after having faced the strong wind from the time the gale began
till we arrived at anchor. And though compelled to be up several
times during the night iu order to see that we did not drag anchor
and that everything was right, I, as well as the rest, was heartily
glad to turn in.
Early tne next morning we awoke to find the storm exhausted

and the sun shining. The wind was due west and blowing pretty
8'*rong. We determined to attempt the pa'isage, and by nine
were under way. An exciting race with a sloop yacht followed
until we arrived in the Sound. Had we a topsail we would have
beaten her, but as it was we hung right on to her quarter until
we changed our courses, she reaching for Oyster Bay and we for
the north shore.
We were soon reminded that it was the Fourth of July by the

numerous flags displayed by the working schooners and steamers
and by the .sullen roar on shore of cannon. We soon had our
ensign floating on tfie wind at the peak, saluting it as it arose by a
discharge from a revolver. Our first tack brought us over to the
Cows, but when we came about we lost nearly all we made. We
tacked across and across the Sound until 3 or 4 o'clock, wlien I
determined to make Captain's ttarbor. We had a great deal of
difficulty getting around Greenwich Point. We could have passed
the point easy enough, but off the shore there is a red buoy, and
between that and the land it is not safe to go. We finally slid in
between the red and black buoy, though seriously interfered with
by squalls about every ten minutes, and made for the Indian Har-
bor Hotel, off which we anchored about 5 n'elock.
We found quite a fleet there. Tbe Veto, Magic, Nimrod,

Loando, Stella, Diana, and later Nirvana. We were enabled to
enjoy tbe scenery around us on account of our early anchorage.
The hotel, situated on a rock extending into the water, rocky
islets on all sides, the steep, rocky shore to the west crowned by
farmhouses and waving crops of grain, and off toward tlie south
Great Captain's Island Light, situated on (a-reat Captain's Island,
which is composed of two green hills about throe-quarters of a
mile apart united by a narrow strip of land. On the western or
higher part of the island is the liehthouse, a gray dwelling sur-
mounted by a white lantern. Between Great Captain's and Little
Captain's Islands is a chain of dangerous reefs. We lay around
that evening on deck until after 13 o'clock watching the beautiful
display of fire-works against the black background of the sky, but
that hour found us ready to turn in.
Sunday, .Inly 5, we lay over enjoying life, and Monday and

Tuesday we were compelled to stay on account of a fierce gale of
wind from the west. One yacht lying near us on attempting to
get under way, with three reefs in mainsail and small jib, was
whirled round and round till she finalfy got under headway, and
scudded off like the rockets on the previous day.
Wednesday opened fine but with no wind. Toward noon it

began to breeze up, bringing with it clouds which threatened rain.
However, we got under way about 13 o'clock, and bidding our
friends adieu as we passed, continued on our cruise toward New
York. With a light southeast wind we ran out past Great Cap-
tain's Island and Parsonage Point into the now narrowing Sound,
and resumed our old course. We were soon off Hempstead Har-
bor, a good broad place, capable of sheltering a large number of
vessels, and next passed between Sand's Point Light and Newton
Rocks Light, where we cVianged our course to S. by W. 'aS. We
got safely by Gangway Book, Barker's and Hewlitt's Points, but
had no sooner passed Stepping .Stones Light than rain began to
fall, but luckily the wind came up a trifie stronger, and not desir-
ing to lose such a favorable breeze we tacked by Throga's Neck
and started up East River at a good gait. A number of vessels
were also taking advantage ot the wind, and I suppose all joined
with me in my prayer that it would last us through Hell Gate.
We arrived at the last mentioned place in time to take advantage
of the tide, but we had only got into Little Hell txate when puff
and the wiud was gone. A slight wind came up later from the
northwest, but it was too late; the tide had turned and was
stronger than the wind. With much reuret, therefore, we turned
the yacht's head and retraced our course to tne Knickerbocker
Y. C. moorings, where we were going to anchor lill morning, but
they kindly granted us the use of moorings for the night. We had
no sooner aU sail furled than the rain oegan to drop in torrents
and we sought the shelter of the cabin. Later a lerriflc wind
arose, causing us and the boats around much difficulty in keeping
our anchor lights lit.

The next morning we were up early, but had missed the tide,
and so had to await its pleasui-e. About 11 o'clock, the wind being
fair and strong, we started on our way through Hell Gate. Tack-
ing from side to side avoiding the rocks, we passed through, nar-
rowly missing Flood Rock or the dredger stationed there, which,
as the rock is removed, now remains to endanger vessels passing
through. No sooner M'ere we off Blackwell's Island than the
wind again became so light as to barely move us. The tide luckily
was ebbing and going our way, so, keeping out of the way of
boats, rocks and wharves, we drifted down the east channel and
down the East River till we again caught a breeze somewhere
above the Brooklyn Bridge, and passed under that mighty work
of genius with good headway. Making our way arpund tbe Br^ofe.

lyn side, we came to anchor about 3 o'clock off the foot of Twenty-
ninth street.
Here we lay for three weeks, making an occasional trip to the

Hook, lying off the beautiful Highlands and in the Horseshoe,
making our cruise just seven weeks. A more glorious time I
ne'ver spent, and when I put the yacht in a hasin for the winter
and with solemn services lowered her flag and put her outof com-
mission for this year, we all made up our minds that our next
crui=se should bo longer still. L .1 S
PHILADEfvPHIA, Pa.

STEAM YACHT RACING.
THE progress of steam yacht racing for the past five years has

not been so rapid and prosperous as to give cause for satis-
faction to the friends of the sport, the amount of talking and
writing having always been very large in proportion to miles
steamed over regular courses; but the failures of previous seasons
sink into insignificance beside the fizzle which comes as a finale
to the discu.ssion and agitation that has been inflicted on a help-
less public for the past two months.
Tbe American Y. C. has made a vigorous effort to establish

steam yacht racing on a permanent and satisfactory basis; it has
held several races; it has now the most costly cup ever offered,
open to international challenge; and it is ready at all times, as is
shewn in the present instance, to give prizes and carry out all
arrangements for any parties desiring to race. Since its organi-
zation in 1883, the club has done all that was possible to encourage
and promote racing.
Unfortunately the few races which have really taken place have

not proved entirely successful, and of late it has been very evi-
dent that steam yachtsmen, with possibly one or two exceptions,
do not wish to race, and will not start their boats. For several
years no annual race has been held, and the one announced for
last .luly, and for wliich a number of yachts were reported as en-
tered, was postponed from the original date on account of a fog,
which has not yet lifted, from all appearaces.
So far as the regular fleet of large steamers is concerned, it is

an indisputable fact that they will not race, and tbe reason there-
for is not hard to find. No boat that is steaming about for season
after season with a 30-knot chip on its shoulder is going to venture
anywhere near an accurately measured course of 90 nautical
mileB, with a chronometer at each end, and the inevitable cer-
tainty of a published record of 13 to 15 knots in cold type.
There is a very wide difference in the standards of speed of the

steam yachtsman and the sailing yachtsman. The standard of
the former is absolute: he takes the best recorded time, of 37 knots
or more, and calmly asserts that his own craft is good for, say, 1.9

to 26 knots, according to circumstance. The sailing yachtsman
has, very fortunately, no speed records and no absolute standard,
but everything is relative. He may assert mostunblushingly that
his craft can beat Volunteer, Gloriana or Minerva, but he does
not at the same time claim a speed of 15 knots as her regular per-
formance, and consequently is not afraid to race her at all. There
is a polite and pleasing fiction about the actual speed of steam
yachts which would certainly be dispeUed by racing; and it is not
to be expected that owners as a rule will make a sacrifice of their
boats on the altar of science.
So far as the larger craft, which are really built for other pur-

poses than speed, are concerned, this does not matter much.
While much might be learned from systematic and constant
racing, there is still an unlimited field for improvement in the
thorough study of the boats in their usual work of cruising and
ordinary fast running, and nearly all the intricate problems of
steam engineering and marine propulsion can be studied as well
under these normal conditions as under the special ones incident
to racing. Steam yachts are now so numerous, and the rivalry
between different owners and crews is so strong that more or less
competition exists without the aid of the set races and prizes
which are necessary in the case of sailing craft.
There is, however, a type of steam yacht to which real- racing

is a necessity, the craft of 50 to 100ft. length and built exclusively
for speed, other considerations being for the most part neglected.
A number of these yachts are now aoout New York, the Norwood,
Vamoose, Now Then, Yankee Doodle, Javehn and others less
known, and their performances, or ratner promised performances,
have been kept before the public for two months, until the very
name of steam yacht racing has become odious.
There is no question that all of tbe boats mentioned are verv

fast, some in all probability are capable of making a very credit-
able record, aud a hona-fiflc race with three or four starters would
be of interest to yachtsmen and to the general public, and pos-
sibly of real value from a scientific standpoint. From all appear-
ances, however, there is no probability of such a race taking place,
and the matter is apt to end as it begun, in idle boasts and point-
less correspondence. The miserable fiasco of last week, of which
no plausible explanation has yet been given, is enough to throw
discredit on the whole proceeding, but it is only one of the many
obstacles and hindrances which have arisen.
For some time these flyers have indulged in the safe and inex-

pensive pastime of racing various passenger steamers engaged in
their regular traffic, and when this amusement palls, a series of
negotiations and correspondence follows. When matters have
gone so far that a race is actually arranged, the real trouble be-
gins; one boat breaks down when after a year's preparation she
is on her way to break the record for one mile, another certain
winner cannot procure a license in time, a third flyer has lost her
owner and cannot enter until she finds him; while to cap the
climax, when every obstacle is removed, and a race seems inevit-
able between two yachts out of the lot, a mysterious boy pilot op-
portunely turns up from nowhere in particular and wrecks one of
the contestants.
The conduct of one of the parties, the owner of Vamoose, has

been dignified and sportsmanlike throughout. His yacht has been
ready for some time, and he is evidently anxious for a race, his
latest offer being a start of five miles to any other Herreshoff
yacht over the 90-mile course. Unfortunately he is the exception,
and the conclitsion is forced on one after reading the nonsense
that has filled the daily papers that most steam yachtsmen would
rather talk than race.
In all that has been published there is absolutely nothing of

technical value, or of other than personal interest: all discussions
of triple or quadruple expansion, composite construction, pitch
and form of screw, and forced draft, have been lost sight of in the
presence of questions of ethics and etiquette; whether the cook of
tbe "Git Thar" was justified in inviting the steward of the "All
There" on board the former craft; what is the private opinion of
the owner of the "Move On" regarding the designer of the same
boat. The fact that the "Stay There" has broken a gauge glass is
exploited at length in the daily papers, with diagrams of the
break and portraits of the crew; while the bumping of the "No
Where" against a pier head, w\ih ttie loss of a little paint, calls
for big headlines and several columns of correspondence. The
correspondence is. by the way, one of the most remarkable fea-
tures of the entire show, amounting in the aggregate to a "Steam
Yachtsman's Complete Letlerwrittr."
Taken as a whole, the sensation that has been worked up by

owners, crews and the daily papers is not racing, is not yachting,
and is discreditable to all concerned.

If steam yacht racing is to be restored to that position which it
has certainly lost of late, its friends must put a speedy end to one-
sided trials of speed against boats which are not racing; to irrele-
vant and sensational correspondence and idle challenges, to inter-
views and assertions by irresponsible employees; and, above all,
they must show at least one bona fide race in which someone
shall win and someone else shall be beaten without crying about
it.

KILL VON KULL Y. C. Oct. 3.—On Saturday a special sweep-
stakes for $100 each was sailed betwe en the four catboats Bon Ton,
Ges So, Torment and Shore House, under the management of the
Kill Von Kull Y, C, of Staten Island, The course was ten miles
to windward, down the Bay, from Robbins Reef Lighthouse, and
return. When the race was started, at 13:43 P. M., the wind was
quite fresh, and the Ellsworth boat Ges So, sailed by Capt. Joe
Ellsworth, was over canvassed. The times were as follows:

Start. Turn. Finish. Corrected.
Torment 13 42 10 2 20 1.5 4 ^lti 44 4 04 34
Shore House 13 43 27 3 29 58 4 47 -35 4 04 40
Ges So 12 43 1.5 3 40 05 4 54 36 4 06 25
Bon Ton 13 41 45 3 35 36 4 61 43 4 03 38
Bon Ton beat Torment 66s., Shore House Im. 2s., Ges So 2m, 473.

LARCHMONT Y. C—The final race at Larchmont took place
on Oct. 3 between Viator and Rebecca, the times being:

Start, Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Rebecca H 35 00 6 02 61 6 37 51 ti 27 51
Viator 11 29 45 5 ;;3 d4 6 43 09 6 40 09
The clam bake and entertainment in the afternoon and evening

closed the season.

OWEENE.—The firm of A. B. Turner & Bro., brokers, of Bos-
ton, of which Mr. A. B. Turner, owner of Oweene, is the senior
member, made an assignment on Oct. 2. Oweene has finished her
racing and Is hauled ttp at Lawley's.

GANNET, yawl, recently sold by Mr. Morgan, Is the property of
Mrs, C. A. Prince, wife of tl^e half owaer of jBeatris. \
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THE GREAT STEAM YACHT RACE.
THE great stpam yacht race, under the manaEiement of the

Atnerioan Y. C, over its 90-inile course from Nbw London to
Milton Point, for a purse of $500 offered by the club, was set for
Saturday last. The entries were Vamoose, Norwood and Yankee
Doodle, but the latter boat did not come to New York from Phila-
delphia owing to some difficultv over a license. Great prepara-
tions were made at both ends of the course, many outside steam-
ers being ready to carry spectators. On Friday morning as the
Norwood was steaming down the Sound for New London in charge
of Collis S. Eaves, a licensed pilot, in broad daylight and in clear
weather, siie ran hard aground on Penfield Reef, smasliing her
wheel and bending the sh&tt. She put into Bridgeport and was
later taken to Branchport for a new wheel and general repairs.
Vamoose was ready at the starting line, but declined to make a
record run, as proposed by Norwood's owner, and the race was
postponed until the Norwood can be repaired, which will take
from three to six weeks, when it wiU come off if nothing hap-
pens to prevent. ^^^^

BEVERLY Y, C.

THE 181st race, 3d championship, was sailed Sept. 19 at Marble-
head. As usual there was a smashing breeze all morning,

which by noon had died down to a drifting breeze. Hawk was on
hand, but refused as usual to take a walkover. The first leg was
a free run to Curtis Point. Wanda made an excellent, start.
Kiowa was slow, 30s. later, followed by Marchioness and Kraken.
Kraken with a walkover kept oitt of the other's way. Marchioness
with her big sail fanned along fast, Kiowa took the lead. On the
second run, a long and short leg to Bowditch Ledge, Wanda tacked
to front, with Kiowa after her, both lost to the others; they
rounded, Kraken, Kiowa, Marchioness and Wanda, the latter
2}^rn. behind Kiowa. It was a jam on the wind home, with the
air dying out, only the strong ebb tide allowed the boats to make
it on one hitch. Kraken spun out a long lead. Kiowa gained
handsomely on Wanda, while little Marchioness crawled up on
Kiowa at the finish in a drift, her actual starting time was taken
by arrangement, others were timed at the gun:

Elapsed. Corrected.
2 16 28 2 05 25
2 20 40 2 09 46

3 11 20

THIRD CLASS—CATS.
Length.

Kiowa, W. Llovd Jeffries 22.07
Wanda, R. C. Robbins 22.09

THIRD CLASS—SLOOPS.
Kraken, Percy Chase 26.03 2 09 16

FOURTH CLASS.
Marchioness, C. E. Hodges 2 16 06
Kiowa, Kraken and Marchioness take prizes. Kiowa and

Marchioness take and hold pennant, and Kraken ties Hornet.
The 182d race, third Buzzard's Bay championship, was sailed in

a good northeasterly breeze Sept. 36. single reef at start, whole
sail at finish. Violet had a sail over in the first class. Puzzle
having won pennant in third, only Daisy and Elna fought the
prize, latter winning by less th^n a minute. In fourth class Cat
and Edith each had a leg, and made a hard fight, Cat getting pen-
nant by 48s. The race of the day was in the second class, Mist and

Surprise each having a leg, every inch was fought for, Anonyma
winning by 6s; the sail off will take place Oct. 3. Courses—No. 3,
10^ miles for first and second classes; No. 6, 7% miles for third;
No. 9, 5 miles for fourth. Wind N.E. by N., good breeze:

riRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Violet, Tohey Club 27.08 2 11 41 2 13 17

SECOND CLASS.
Anonyma, F. L. Dabney 37.01 2 11 12 3 01 13
Surprise, J. M. Codman 37.04 2 11 18 3 01 34
Mist, G. H. Lyman 36.08 2 15 28 2 05 03
Widgeon, M. Williams, Jr 26.10 3 17 49 2 07 34
Grampus, W. E. C. Bustis 27.09 2 18 30 3 09 10

THIRD CLASS.
Bina. John Parkinson 32.10 1 43 15 1 33 26
Daisy, Howard Stockton 31.01 1 45 43 1 33 11

FOURTH CLASS.
Cat, Bruce Clark 19.03 1 09 36 59 54
Edith, G. Van Rensselaer 19.04 1 10 34 1 01 46
Kitten, Tobey Club 19.11 1 13 19 1 03 08
Charmion, J. Crane, Jr 19 08 1 12 36 1 03 06

Winner first prize: First class, Violet; second class. Anonyma;
third class, Eina; fourth class. Cat. Winner second prize: Second
class. Surprise; fourth class, Edith. Champion pennant, actual
time: First class, Violet tieing Mattie; second class, Anonvma tie-
ing Mist and Surprise; third class. Cat. Judges, T. S. Edmunds
and A. H. Hardy.

8TATEN ISLAND Y. C, Oct. 3.-The Staten Island Y. C. sailed
a special race for catboats over the regular 13 mile course on
Saturday, the times being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Danneborg 1 53 40 5 28 40 3 36 00 3 21 18
Mamie S 1 52 50 Did not finish.
Amy 1 53 20 5 26 50 3 33 30 3 21 02
Cygnet 1 53 26 Did not finish.
Amy wms by 16s. Mamie S. led, but when near the stake boat

was becalmed and could not cross.

SAVIN HILL Y. C—On Oct. 3 a race was sailed by the Savin
Hill Y. C. between Faunie and Ustane, the times being:
Fannie, F. P. Sharp 3 09 15 a 10 59 3 01 44
Ustane, S. N. Small 2 08 20 5 10 15 3 01 55
One of Fannie's crew was knocked overboard by the boom, but

was picked up safely. Fannie has won five firsts and one second
for seven starts. The judges were Messrs. Frank Driscoll and W.
H. Beserick.

NEWPORT CATBOATS.—On Got. 8 a regatta for catboats was
sailed off Newport under the management of Vice-Corn. B. D.
Morgan, N. Y. Y. C, who presented the prizes, three cash prizes
in each of three classes, with a pennant for fourth and a life buoy
to the last boat in. The wind was strong S. W., the courses beine
from the Torpedo Station around Castle Hill Buoy and around

Byre's Island and return, 11 and 18 mDes. The winners are: First
class, money prizes: Rainbow, Three Sisters and I. M. C.; pen-
nant, Bessie; life buoy, Jennie. Second class, money prize": Four
Brothers, Lizzie and Martha; pennant, Annie; life buoy, Zephyr.
Third class, money prizes: C. C, Osprey and Jeroboa; pennant,
W. A. Card; life buoy. Shamrock.
On Oct. 6 a second race was held for cash prizes given by the

summer residents of Newport. The wind was N.E. with a heavy
sea. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Honore 3 33 13 Amelia 3 39 21
Bessie & Essie 3 36 43 Three Sisters 3 39 12

SECOND CLASS.
Four Brother 3 43 12 Annie 3 49 03
Martha 3 48 16 3 51 38

THIRD CLASS.
C. C 3 36 19 Jeroboa 2 39 42
Gordon 2 38 51 W. A. Card 2 42 09
Ethel and Four Brothers fouled, Ethel afterward springing her

mast.

Inm^s to ^amsfiandmts.

No Notice Takea of Anonymous Correspendeuts.

H. L. BuRDiCK.—Letter here for you from ''Forked Deer."

E. L. E., New York.—The best book for your purpose is "Theo-
retical Naval Architecture," by Thearle, price $4, two volumes.

J. R. P.—In West Virginia the deer season is from Sept. 15 to
Dec. 15, use of dogs not permitted. Wild turkey, Sept. 15 to Jan.
1; quail, Nov. 1 to Dec. 20; ruffed grouse, Nov. 1 to Jan. 1. Forbid-
den to export deer or wild turkey.

P. K.—I have a rifle which I desire to stain or brown. Please
give receipt and directions. Ans. Take loz. muriate tincture of
steel, loz. spirits of wine, 34oz. muriate of mercury. J40Z. strong
nitric acid, J^oz. blue stone, Iqt. water. Mis well, and allow to
stand thirty days to amalgamate. After the oil or grease has
been removed from the barrels by lime, the mixture is laid on
lightly with a sponge every ten hours. It should be scratched off
with a steel wire brush night and morning uutil the barrels are
dark enough; and then the acid is destroyed by pouring on the
barrels boiling water, and continuing to rub them until nearly
cool.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by Its use they can
identify without question aU the American game birds which
they may kUl. Cloth, 230 pages, price $2.50. For sale by Forest
AND Stream.

SAVE YOUE^ TROPHIES.
WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Ruga, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

G-lass Blower,
And Manufactvu-er of

Artificial Eyes
For Birdb, Animals and Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North William St., New York,
Send for Price List.

NESS AND HEAD NOISES CURED
bj Veot's Invisible Tubular liar Cushions.

pan heard. Successful irliec »Ufeinedie8|

BLUEFISH, WEAKFISH and STRIPED BASS
Can be caught in any of the waters around New York City. Big
bluefish are in large numbers along the coast. We can supply
the tackle. You can do the rest.

Call and examine our stock, or send us 10 cts. to cover postage,
and we will mail you our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

F*RICE^S ^® seldom mention prices when advertising. ^ Don't believe in

it. Our gun man, Mr. Holt, says lie could fill this paper full of

prices—interesting prices, enticing prices, entrancing, reliable, attractive,

tempting, original, cash-with-order prices. Wouldn't know where to begin

or leave off. Lots of time to write letters, though, no matter how many
questions you may ask.

OUR CATALOGUE—YOU SHOULD SEE IT. Fifteen Cents pays postage

MONTGOMERY WARD i CO., Ill to 116 Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk -whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood fonn, length 94, 10,

lOift.
,
weight 7, 8, 9oz '

! T.l 1 ....... . Price $3 72
No. 1, Gr, same as above but is orerman Silver Mounted " 8 82
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, soUd reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8i, 9, 9J, 10ft., weight 9, 10J, 12, ISoz Priee 2 72
No. 4, G-, same as above but is Q-erman Silver Mounted " 3 82
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake TrolUng Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint ,

" 8 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft " 90c.
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c. : 40yds., 95c. : 60yds., $1.05 : 80yds., $1.15: 100yds., $L25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

SUding Chck, Nickol Plated, 40yds., $1.75; OOyds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. P. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43o. ; 15 thread, 46c, ; 18 thread, 58c. Brass Swivels, 15e. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20o. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15o. ;

2ft., per doz., 30c. ; Sft, per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, Ift, per doz., 15c. 2ft., per doz., 30o. ; Sft., doa., &e.

J. F. ULABSTEBS, 51, 53 A 55 Court St, Brook^ N. Y.
jllHid S«, tAMp for XUwrtr»t«4 CbkftsAofM for 1891. OPBH ITBITIirfiB.
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HAMMERLESS SHOTBUN

AUTOMATIC SHELL EJECTORS,

Instead of giving the dealer larger discounts we have decided to give the sportsmen the benefit of a reduction, and have concluded to make extraordinary

low Net Prices on the Charles Daly Guns.
While making this reduction we might mention that the high standard of workmanship for which the Daly gun has always been renowned shall be retained.

We have expert testimony that these guns are equal in workmanship to the celebrated Purdey guns, and far superior to all other so-caleed London
makes, such as Greener, Scott and Westley Richards." An examination will soon convince the unprejudiced customer. They are more conscientiously made,,

more beautifully finished, handsomer in appearance, with shooting qualities unsurpassed, in fact far ahead of guns costing $ioo more.

Should you live in or near New York, we would invite you to call and examine our stock and be convinced.

If you live anywhere else in the United States and your dealer has none in stock, insist upon his ordering one, or order one direct from us. Send.
for Catalog'ue.

No. 55. .Fine Hammer Gud, Damascus Barrels, nicely engraved $85.00 Net | No. 155. .Hame as No. 55, but featherweight, 5i to 61bs $100.00 Net

No. 130. .Fine Damascus Barrels, Plain J'inish $110.00 Net |
No. 150. .Automatic Ejectors, plain finish $165.00 Net

No. 120. .Featherweight, ditto. Site Gits 126.OO Net | No. 250. .Diamond Quality Automatic, Highest Grade made 250.00 Net

Guns made in 10, 12, 16 and 20-Bores, 26in. to 32in. Barrels, 5}4 to 11 lbs.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES.
302 Broadway 84 Duane St., NEW YORK.

New England Arms Co.'s

Guaranteed in Every Respect. All Improvements.
RECORD OF SHOOTING WITH EVERY GUN.

$24.00 $38.00 $35.00 $40.00
SEND FOR 44-PAGE DESCRIPTIVE LIST.

Sole Agent, CHAS. J. GODFREY, 7 Warren St., N. Y.

THE JiiEW
It.

Handy Power Crimping Tool.
One cup produces a round or square crimp.

Has an automatic follower and burnisher, crimping
every shell alike irrespective of the size of the load,
producing a neat, close, even crimp, setting squarely
upon the wad. Far ahead of any other tool.

The above tool designed only for Foot or Power Lathe. All wearing parts
of hardened steel. Mailed free on receipt $3.50.

JSciid for So^ixxiolo JSlaolX. ^
THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,

DEPOT FOR SALES. 313^ BROADWAY NEW YORK.

L7MAN AGGELERATINe SHOTfiUN CARTRIDeE
The " EXPERT " is charged with a

perforated cake of especially prepared
powder, which burns progressively. Shot
started easily, with rapidly increasing
velocity and least recoil. Perfect comhus-
tion, little smoke, harmless dry ash resi-
due. Cake biirns in shell. Greatest uni-
formity of pattern and penetration. No
nitrates, decomposing, or changeable chem-
icals ! DetonaUnQ imvosffihle Sliotted car-
tridges, or Blanks containing powder cake

only. 10, 13 and 16-GaHges. For sale by Liyman Cartridge Co., Englewood, N. J.
J. p. DANNEFELSBK, 9 Chambers St., N. Y. City, / sjaIHt,^ A.»«ntaJOSEPH LINK, 800 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. T., (

»«"InS Agents.

2^6
The Francotte Gun.
Finest Rods and Tackle..
Imported Goods,
^and Loaded Shells.
TJpthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE,
346 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

ESTABLISHED ISSV.

J, B. CROOE & CO,,

FI8HIN6 TACKLE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 38th & 29th Sbs., NEW YORK CITY.

SEND FOE OATALOaUE.

BRONZE STATUETTES
or

American Western Subjects.
Statuettes in plain or silvered bronze of

subjects comprising Cowboys, Trappers, etc.,

of a size suitable for table and office orna-

ments, by Walter Winans.

SUBJECTS AT PRESENT READY:

"Standing off Indians."
(Trapper with pony).

"At Bay."
(Cowboy shootin

A "Trotler being Speeded to Sullcy," &c., &c.

(Cowboy shooting over dead pony.)

"Shot."
(Wounded cowboy falling of£ pony,)

"An Indian Fight."
(Large group consisting of three cow-

boys, a trapper and four broncho
ponies.; head of Sioux chief in war
feather bonnet on base.)

"Bucking Broncho," "Sioux Chief,"

&c., &c., IN PREPARATION.

These can be had in silver if preferred. For
further particulars and price list address

31 Place de la Bourse, Paris, France.
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AOENT FOR B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated
ntiicky Reels.

FIREARMS, FISHING TACKLE, BICT-
CI,ES, TENTS, I.AWN TENNIS, MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS, SPORTING GOODS, Ac. Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent on application to those
mentioning Forest AND STEBAM. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Tobacco is man's most uni-

versal luxury; the fragrant aroma

ol Mastiff Plug Cut starts people

to pipe smoking, even those who

never used tobacco before,

J. B. PACE) Tobacco Co., Richmond, Virginia.

THE

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sections are" quickly
changed from a M to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 3, and from a 3 to 5>J or 8oz. with
the No. 8. All changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.
Extra center sections furnished to
increase the weight as may be desired.
Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
cents for a No. 2, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLINSOIJ & CO.,
51 John Street,

NEW YORK.

J>ON'T FORGET YOUR FIEIi» GLA8f^.

JUST THE GLASS FOR HUNTING EXCUR-
SIONS. LIGHT, COMPACT AND POWER-
FUL. Price, in leather case with shoulder strap,
$10. Send for illustrated catalogue of Field and
Marine Glasses.

E. B. MBYROWITZ, OPTICIA.N,
Maker of the BEST Spectacles and Eyeglasses.

895 & 291 Fourth Ave., S. E. Cor. 23d St., N. Y

Medals or Baflps
Write to

JOHJ»f KlilCK,
0 Liberty Place, N. X.

(Opp. 21 Maiden Lane.)

Designs and estimates fur-
nished. High olnss work at
lowest prices. Mention Forest
and Stream.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper $1.00.
"It Is the most complete map of tlie Adirondack

region ever published."—-Foresi and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-bond paper, 80 cts.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, Illustrated,

16 mo , 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

liake Georffe and Lake Champlain, 25 cts.

AddresB W. Tt. !i<TOn»AK.n. Gl«^ii«» Falla. N. Y-

,rS7^ CHICAGO PISHING TACKLE FAOT'Y
n^fnk 665^1 Atlantic St., Englkwood, Ills.

ir\l/?J Tront Flies at 3, 6, 7 and 11 Cents Each.
^—21^ Send Tbd Oonts £oi UAnSTRATKB CATALORtrj

GAPAS CANOES;
AND

EOW TO BUILD THEM
By PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-

sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
87in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill ol

any careful amateur. No technical terms arc
used and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceeding.to the next. Illustrated; paper
48 pages; price 50 cents.

FOEEST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New ITork.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Much Lane, CorahlU.

CHEAPEST HOUSE
IN AMERICA FOR

GUNS! GUNS!!

AGKNT FOR
Remington,

Parker,
L. C. Smith,

Lefever, etc.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalog'ues free. Blent iou Forest and Stream.

Two-thlrdg elzc only.

"SURPRISE WHISTLE,"
The Lioudest Whistle Known.

The Elastic Tip make.s it capable of producing
. 1,000 different sounds.

Perfect Dog or Quail Call, 25 cts.
Dealers write for Discount.

Manufactured only by
AMEEICAN PIN CO.. Waterbury, Ct.

"''flHAMUAMMERLESS
n GUN.

Top Snap,
'

'Extended Rib, Im-
ported Walnut Pistol Grip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, Full Checkered, Matted Rib, Double
Under Fastening, Rubber Butt, Compensating Hlngo
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, choked, $36.^
SEND FOR CUN CATALOCUE.

LCMEAGHAM ARMS GO..ST.lquis.M(l

FEBOrSON'S PATENT

Hefieotmg Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive ReHectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
With Adjustable AttaolunentB.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combines Head Jack,

Boat Jack, Fisliiiig Iiamp,
Camp I^amp, Dash I^amp,
Belt Xiantern, Hand I^an-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ILBEfiT FERGUSON, Office, %l Fulton St.. N. Y.

Snaman's Combined Trunk and Bad
Pat. Mare]) 17, iR!)] ..

For hunters,, camping parties and horsemen. Write
for illastrated catalogue to GEO. W. SNABIAN, JR.
I9ii Ohio street. Allegheny, Pa.

THE EAGLE
\The Easiest Running Bicycle

intlie World.

_ '

SPEED, COMFORT, SAFETY.

Large Illustrated Catalogue Free.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. COMPANY,
STAMFORD, CONN.

Send stamp for Illustrated catalogue of firearms,
etc. Fine shooting small-bore rifles a specialty.
Mail orders receive careful and prompt attention.
REUBEN HARWOOD (Iron Ramrod),

Somerville, Mass.

its m mu.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth, immense rough-coat, the only sou of

Lord Bute at stud in America. 3. Patrol, one of
our best smooths, fee S35 each.
JOHN KEEVAN, 195 King St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

GI.ENMORE KENNELS.
THE CHAMPION IRISH SETTER KENNELS OF AMERICA.

E. B. BISHOP, Owner, 43 St. James Ave., Cincinnati, O.

AT STUD. The Champion Three.

Chmp. Ruby Glenmbre,
The champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champ. Molly Bawn,
The ex-champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champion Winnie II.,
The only imported champion Irish setter dog in

America to-day.

Write for circular and prices.

Challenge BEAU BRUMMEL, Fee $25
The most phenomenal dog of the times.

(A K.C.S.B. 19,961).

Imp. Sarsfield, - Fee $25
The greatest living Irish setter sire.

(A.K.C.S.B. 10,354.)

Imp. Dan Mylrea, Fee $20
A noted first-prize winner. (A.K.C.S.B. 19,173).

Younsr stock always on hand.
If you mention this paper o per cent, discount will be allowed on all sales.

St. Bernards
AT STUD.

ASISTOGEAT,
WINNER OF MORE FIRST PRIZES AND

SPECIALS DURING 1890 THAN ANY
OTHER ST. BERNARD.

FEE, $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Ponglikeepsie, N. Y.

DAVID E. LOYELAND, Manager.

KINGSTON REGENT,
This grand dog is the best son of the great

PRINCE REGENT, by Lady St. Qothard. He is

83J^\n. high and has the heaviest bone and richest

dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in America.
His head is remarkable for its size, depth of

muzzle and expresMon. Winnings: 1st Kingston,
Hamilton. Toronto, Montreal, ISDl.

"The morn one sees of this dog the more cer-
tain it is that he Avill prove a very hard one to
beat in the very best company."—Forest and
Stream.

Fee, $50.

MARQUISlF RIPON.
Litter brother to Kingston Regent, and more

like Prince Regent than any of the other Regent
dogs. He is the sire of some splendid stock in

England.

Fee, S50.
JPUJPI»IES FOR SAI^E.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH STREET AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

FOX-TERSIEBS
IN STUD.

Champion Ral>y Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Pitcher 25
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

RHADTHIS! READ THIS

MASTIFFS.
At Stucl.—Ormonde; sire, Ch. Victor Hugo;

dam, Ch. Cambrian Princess. Ormonde is a piize
winner every time shown, both in England and
America, and his young stock is proving him an
exceptional sire. I have always on hand young
stock for disposal at fair prices. I have no blood
but the most fashionable in my kennels. Write
OHAS. E. RUNN, Peoria. 111.

RIDGEFIEID ST. BERNARD KENNELS

it stud. KINGLIMMON. Fob $40.
a6,366,)

Kinglimmou is orange in color v/ith perfect
white markings and black shadings, stands o4in.

high and is the sire of some very promising
youngsters. Address

C. A. HOUOK, 923 Mfidison ave., Albany. N. Y.

IN THE STUD.-THE ETHAl^ ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

Allin and trained, on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two pnppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

At Stnd.-English greylujunds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 1st and specials. Pious Pem-
broke, winner of over 20 firsts and special; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.

Gbeyhond aistd Poodlb Kbjnhum, Salem, Mass,

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION

The Squire,
(E. 15,757). Fee $50.

Roslyn Conway,
( A. —). Fee $20.

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 11,735). Fee $15.

CHAMPION

n
(A.-). Fee|35.

CHALLENGE

(A. 17,-577). Fee $25.

ENGLISH PUGS.
OH.MPION

J^gjj^ Jy_^
(A. 17,804).

Fee, - - - - $15.

Treasure,
(A. 10,596). Fee $1.5.

IRISH SETTERS.
SEMINOLE,

I

ELEO,
(A. 20,088). Fee '. (A. 11,450). Fee i

Extended pedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrus*ed to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of ihe aboA'e breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

SIR FREDERICK
(21,741) Cliampion Royalty—Glinda.

The very cream of all England's breeding; no
better bred English setter Jives. Winner of 44
first prizes, seven seconds, seven silver cnpa and
two gold medals. Extended pedigree with litho-
graph, by mail. Imported August 8, 18!)1.

Fee $50.

DAD WILSON'S BOY
(12,880).

Will give you the much coverted Gladstone
Druid and Count Noble blood. Swift as the wind,
pretty as a picture, full of bird sense. Fee igiSS.

Gr, O. SMITH,
WHEELING, W. VA.

ST. BERNARDS.
AT STUD.

This grand young dog is the best son of cham-
pion Otho out of Lackme, adaughter of champion
Merchant Prince. He is Solii. high, of a rich
orange color with complete collar and perfect
markings. He is a wonderfully vigorous young
dog, and has proven himself a great stock getter.
As a alud dog he is unsurpassed. Fee $50.
Puppies for sale.

THE ABBEY KENNELS,
Riverside and Grafton avenues. Woodside, N. J.

R. T. REMNIE, Prop.

AT STUD. FEE $50

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rnp. Zig-Zag, Tapstpr and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Prippies for sale.
Apply to JA8. MORTIMER,

Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,
Babylon, L. I.

BLUE EIDGE KENNELS.
IN THE STUD.

The celebrated champion stalie winner Gath's
Mark. GaCh'.s Hope and Dan Gladstone. The
Blue Ridge Kennel has now opened its book for
the fall season of 1891 and spring of 1892 for Gath's
Mark an^ Dan Gladstone, limited to 60 services
each. $2000 is given away in premiums to the get
of the above dogs, which win different Derby
stakes in 1S92 or after. Particulars on application.
THE BLUli; RIDGE KENNELS, SperryvillR, Va,

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50ctB. A
limited number of his puppiee for sale. P. H.
OOOMBS, 1 Ezchauge Block, Bangor, Me.
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OCTOBER VOICES.

ON the marsh and in the woods one notes in October

how few and how lessened in variety since the

spring and early summer have become the voices that

80 incessantly stirred the atmosphere in those tuneful

days.

Here, where then was heard continually the mating

calls of many waterfowl, the booming of the bittern, the

muskrat's whimper, the gurgling jangle of the black-

birds, ceaseless as the babble of brooks, the resounding

chorus of the bullfrogs, twitter of swallows and innu-

merable voiced expressions of happy, teeming life, the

strained ear catches only the raucous quack of some

dusky duck calling its dead or scattered comrades, the

startled squaak of a lingering wood duck, the ejaculatory

squawk of a rising bittern, the sudden outcry of a rail,

alarmed by splash of oar or careless tap of paddle, and

perhaps the clatter of a kingfisher, faring with jerky

flight along the winding course of his fishing route.

These only now, witli many intervals of silence, or if

the marshes have been much harried by sportsmen, not

even one of these, nor aught else to break the silence

unless some blundering bumble bee comes droning aboard

your craft, him perhaps that you saw in the frosty morn-

ing benumbed on the clover blossom where he supped.

Almost every songster of the woods has departed. Of

those that stay or linger, only the chickadee remembers

his loTe notes, and rehearses them Isut rarely. The

robins tarry at the feast of wild cherries that now hang

thick in black racemes among the orange leaves, but few

and brief axe the notes of the busy flocks. The tap of the

woodpecker is a slow, laborious sound, never the rattling

yiQlte that echoed through the woods in mating time,

and the yelp of the smaller kinds is brief and infrequent,

though now and then a great log-cock marks the course

of his loping flight with a loud cackle.

The voices that oftenest strike the ear are the clamor
of the crows, the squalling of the jays, the bark of the

gray squirrel and the scoffing of his little red cousin,

never too busy with his nut rasping toMndulge in an out-

burst of cynicism.

Louder than any of these, not a sound of nature, yet

so common to the season that it almost seems one to the

accustomed ear, from marsh and woodland bursts the sud-

den roar of guns, now deafeningly near, now faintly afar

hke a fitful puff of wind.

As one idling under October skies listens to theselminia-

ture thunder-claps, he is apt to guess upon what game
the brief storm here and there is breaking. Here in the

gaudy upland, was it a ruffed grouse bursting up like a

gray rocket through the gorgeous foliage, the bright

leaves fl^uttering down like sparks behind him? or was it

a hare limping through the yellow tangle of frosted

ferne? or a squirrel skulking in the topmost twigs of a

nut tree?

Or there on the broad level of the marsh, where a long

moment before the report strikes the ear, one sees the jet

of smoke cast up and floating away in a dissolving veil,

was it a duck splashing to flight from its sedgy cover? or

a rail forced to reluctant wing from his lilypad raft? or a

flock of teal following with swift pinions the bends of

the channel? or was it a snipe fluttering|out of the rush-

shaded ooze and zigzaging away across the sunny marsh?

or only a poor heron or lagging bittern?

Any of these it may have been, but whatever and

wherever each sudden boom marked a moment of some

one's expectation, some one's satisfaction or disappoint-

ment and some thing's sudden pang of death or exulta-

tion of escape.

With or without a gun it is good to be afield or aflood

in these glorious days.

SHALL THE ADIRONDACKS BE STOCKED
WITH BASS?

AT the last meeting of the New York Fish Commission

President Blackford reported, as the result of re-

cent investigation in the Adirondacks, that pickerel have

invaded the Upper and Lower Saranac lakes, where they

are rapidly increasing and constitute a serious menace to

the trout supply. It is supposed that these fish were in-

troduced here maliciously, as other pickerel were some

years ago put into Meacham Lake, where the disastrous

consequences to the trout fishing are well known. Com-
missioner Burden reported that pickerel had been found

this year in waters near the Sacandaga hatchery, and he

expressed a conviction that it was only a question of

time when the entire Adirondack system of connected

waterways would be invaded by this predatory species.

The presence of pickerel means the ruin of angling, for

pickerel prey on the trout and will in time exterminate

them. Tbe Commissioners have been appealed to to ex-

terminate the pickerel. But this is something they are

utterly powerless to do. Once introduced into a water,

the fish is there to stay; it cannot be exterminated by any

known device of man. And more than this, it is ex-

tremely improbable that the Commissioners will be will-

ing to furnish trout fry for waters cursed by the pickerel

pest; for to plant infant trout would only be providing

the pickerel with food.

Confronted by the present deterioration and ultimate

destruction of trout fishing attractions in these waters of

the Northern Wilderness, some of the persons most

nearly interested are seeking a substitute. If the trout

must go, the next best thing will be some other game
fish; and the species best fitted to maintain itself by a

natural modus vivendi in the same waters with pickerel

is the black bass. Pickerel and bass observe an armed

truce, live and let live, and thrive and increase together.

Thus where it is no longer practicable to have trout fish-

ing there may be bass fishing.

In reply to an inquiry by Dr. Samuel B. Ward respect-

ing the stocking of the Saranac waters with black bass,

President Blackford has cited Sec. 19 of the game law,

which provides that no one shall put into the Adirondack

waters any fish unless "indigenous to the particular water

where placed," except non-preying or non-destructive fish

which may supply food for trout. This law clearly rules

out the black bass; if we ai-e not in error the enactment

of the statute grew out of the indignation which followed

Seth Green's introduction of black bass into the Eaquette
Lake in 1873 to the ruin of the trout fishing.

While the law is an excellent one, a modification of it

might be wise to meet this emergency, and the Fish

Commissioners might well be authorized to stock certain

designated waters of the Adirondacks with black bass.

It is probable that agitation to this end will be undertaken
next winter to secure needed legislation. We under-
stand that the Fish Commissioners look Avith favor on
the project of Adirondack bass stocking; and we would
be glad to have -the opinion of others respecting it.

SNAP SHOTS.

T F a life spent among the wildfowl shall count for any-

thing, Capt. Edward B. Gallup, of Havre de Grace,

Md., is entitled to be heard when he talks on "the duck
question." Born on Spesutia Island in Chesapeake Bay,
world-famous for its canvasbacks and redheads, and as

he tells us raised on birds and fish, he has for mdire than
a half-century been familiar with the conditions of

Maryland wildfowl grounds. The interpretation of his

ingenious dream, printed on another page, is in brief that

the ducks are scarce because there are so many gunners
in pursuit of them by day and by night, on water and on
shore, by methods legal and in ways unlawful, by
"sports" and by market-gunners—a destructive host

which Maryland's voluminous statutes and hired duck
police forces are powerless to cope with.

Mr. W. H. Pierce's short account of the stocking of

Hemlock Lake is a story of honor and dishonor—of honor

to the anglers who stocked the lake, and dishonor to the

"poachers" who have depleted its waters. If, on general

principles, the spearer of breeding fish is doing a mean
act, he is guilty of a lower degree of baseness, when the

fish he clumsily butchers have been provided by individ-

ual enterprise and at private expense for the common
advantage and pleasure of the community. To this lower

scale the spearing hotel keepers and cottagers of Hem-
lock Lake appear to have descended. The story should

be read, because in small compass are here seen the

working and results of public-spirited and meanly selfish

motives in conflict.

Mr. Henry Loftie, of Syracuse, who has already done

so much for the angling interests of Central New York,

has offered to give a suitable plot of ground and to raise

funds for a hatchery building if the State Fish Commis-
sion will conduct the work of pike hatching on Oneida

Lake. At the meeting of the Commission last Tuesday

Mr. Loftie's proposition was favorably received, and

Messrs. Blackford and Burden were appointed a commit-

tee to take the matter in charge. At Mr, Loftie's request

also a supply of muscalonge will be sent to Oneida Lake.

Long Island has a new game protective society, pat-

terned after the Connecticut association of farmers and

sportsmen; and every sportsman who shoots on Long
Island should support the movement. The organization

of the society is due primarily to the active efforts of

Mr. H. B. HoUins, and with him are associated Messrs.

Roosevelt, Wagstafl", Moeran, Frazer, and others, whose

names afford substantial assurance of success.

Mr. F. W. Pugsley, of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., has issued

a call for a meeting at Cooper Union, in this city, next

Thm-sday to form a world's society for the preservation

of all species of animal life which are in danger of ex-

termination, one proposed line of effort being to establish

preserves or parks of refuge, with a view to looking out

for the animals and for posterity.

Maine deer are reported as abundant, and they must be

to stand the hunting, which began in May and has been

kept up ever since. Hounding is a generally practiced

mode; it is done without attempt at concealment. The

wardens acquiesce in it. Demoralization appears to be

the rule.

Will some one who knows tell us why Wisconsin has

forbidden the use of dogs in grouse shooting?

Something we have all heard; "You'd orter a been

here last week!"
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THE SUMMER GIRL.
T DON'T linow how it happens, but places I used to go,

Stealing away for a quiet day or a summer week or so.

Have grown unhomellke to me now because of a curious pest—
Perhaps that isn't a pretty word, or isn't the very best;

I'm only a bluff old-fashioned fisherman anyway
And blurt right out the word at hand whatever I seek to say;

Bat, fact of it is, in my old haunts which nobody knew before,

Are droves of dudes in rainbow clothes a crawling around the
shore.

While fluttering here, -and fluttering there, the summer girl is

found,
Who drives the fishermen away and draws the dudes around.

No more I meet the brave old lads so long my comrads leal.

My bronzed and bearded cronies, my knights of creel and reel.

No more I find them in the coves where languid grasses sway,
Nor where the combers thump the ledge, nor down the dimpled

bay.

No more across the waters their sails at sundown come,
Red in the fading glimmer like sea birds gathering home.
No more they fling beside the bar their prizes of the day.

And tell betwixt heroic drinks how "big ones" broke away;
But swarms of diides, with sashes on, with silken tassels wrought.
Sip lemon sodas on the porch and lisp their simple thought;
While up the beach and down the pier, in outing flannels gay.
Abounds the buzzing summer girl—who drives the men away.

I've heard it said they're mostly found in places by the shore.
Maybe, but this I'm certain of, it never was so before.

And there's Bill Pratt, lie tells me that they're bred way back in-

land.

Though why they seek the water so, he doesn't understand.
He doesn't seek it much himself, which is the reason why,
Excepting as a chaser or in trout time with a fly.

But no matter where they come from, there's one I saw to-day,
A face as fair as lily buds that float upon the bay.
With lit)s that would have lured a bee and eyes so shyly bright,
I felt half sad and lonesome, till the bass began to bite.

Ah, well ! I'll pack my fishing traps and seek another ground.
Some hidden cove, if such there be, no summer girl has found.

M. M. Cass, Jk.

IN THE GREAT WOODS OF WASH-
INGTON.

HUMPTULIPS, Wash., Oct. 8.—Editor Forest and
Stream: Your paper often publishes letters from

various parts of the country, and so I thought one from
this section of Washington might interest some of your
readers.

Since June I have been buried in the forests of Chehalis
county, on the east fork of the Humptulips. Such sense
of isolation does it give one to go into these woods, and
such a feeling of "returning to man" to leave them, that
people here use the terms "Going in" and "Coming out"
to describe the traveling to and from them. There is
something tremendously solemn in their dim lights and
far off, muffled noises. A dull, booming roar from some
distant falling giant free; the faint, faint echo of a rifle
shot; the cry of a bu-d high up in some towering fir, and
the thumps from the flying feet of some hidden, startled
game—these ai-e impressive sounds enough. But how
much more impressive is it when the great trees bow
with majestic sweeps to the mighty power of a heavy
gale.
I remember one September, years ago, being camped

six or seven miles north of Laramie Peak, in Wyoming.
Our camp was in a low draw in the thick pine timber, but
not far from a large open park. There were three of
us—an old ranchman, my cousin, just out from the East,
and myself. None of us were very much used to the
thick timber. One gray, windy morning, when a spatter
of rain came with every other gust of wind, we shouldered
om- rifles and each took his separate course for an elk
hunt. I had not been out half an hour before I fomid
my nerves and fancies being unpleasantly acted upon by
the soughs and moans of the swaying trees and the howl-
ing of the wind. After some hesitation 1 betook myself
back to camp, and there found my two companions had
already returned. We looked, questiouingly and with
some amusement, at one another; and after the natural
reluctance, each confessed to the same reason having
brought him back that brought the others.
On quiet days, when the wind is not sighing nor the

leaves rustling, one can hear the thunder of the ocean's
surf. The mighty Pacific, though but twenty miles off,
seems at other times to us shut down in these dense forests,
an infinite distance away. Occasionally, on a favorable
breeze, comes floating a mill's whistle from Aberdeen,
quite a score of miles south in an air line. It is hard to
realize, with all our primitive life and wild surroundings,
that civilization is so near. There are no roads nearer
than ten or twelve miles from my cabin; and one has to
have a good knowledge of this region—the lay of its
ridges, courses of its streams, and other points—before it
is safe to strike out on the trails without a compass.
Even with that the inexperienced often lose their way.
As yet the lumberman has left these forests untouched;

but it will not be many years before the growth of the
lumber trade of Gray's Harbor shall force the loggers to
come here too. Each year he creeps nearer. Now there
is not a good patch of timber for miles about on the un-
surveyed lands that is not taken up by some squatter.
I doubt if it takes four years to exhaust all the supply of
fair public lands in this part of the State.
Trout are plentiful in the river; and now the salmon

are running, it is easy to lay in a stock of them for winter
use—a great advantage to us settlers so far from stores.
Elk are fairly numerous. I have, however, not seen

larger herds at any time than eight or ten^ Some ac-
quaintances about two months ago happened to stumble
on to a herd of fifty or sixty cows, bulls and calves, which
leisurely crossed the trail ahead of them.
Deer are rarely seen right here. Black bears are now

and then seen. Cougars at rare intervals. We have a
few wolves, too, and now and again a wildcat or lynx
prowls this way. I sometimes see their tracks in the
sand of the river banks. But all this large game is in
the late fall, winter and spring more plentiful nearer the
coast, where the country is flatter and more open. Here
it is rugged, the ridges being high and steep, and the
valleys generally very narrow and tortuous. The soil is

nevertheless excellent, which accounts for the fine tim-
ber. It is no unusual thing to see in this vicinity
quarter sections that will cut ten million feet and some
more. The timber is mostly fir, with some pieces of
hemlock and a scattering of spruce and cedar. There is

an undergrowth seen on the top of some ridges of vine
maple, and underbrush windfalls, except on these
ridges, make traveling very hard work without any
burden. With a 401b8. pack it is a tremendous labor.

ROBT. H. Lawrence.

BLACK BASS IN JAMES RIVER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Some of your readers may be interested in knowing the

resources of the streams of this region. If the dams
which at short intervals obstruct the waters of James
Eiver were removed that stream and its tributaries would
soon become first-rate fishing ground for black bass.
And the excellent trout streams that occasionally find
their way to it from their sources in the Blue Ridge, the
close proximity of the luxuries and refinements of good
society to all the beauties of primeval nature in that
delightful climate, would render that river a favorite
resort of the game-fishing sportsman.
There is first-rate bass fishing here now—as good as

there is in the world—but this is only stumbled upon oc-
casionally and results from conditions which rarely exist.
Before the dams were built—and since the railroad has
supplanted and destroyed the canal they have become
utterly useless—shad came up as far as Lexington. The
bass is a comparatively recent importation, and the way
in which it has fiourished under adverse circumstances is

an earnest of what it might do under better.
The original stock of bass, from which have sprung all

those which now fill the waters of this part of the Atlan-
tic and abroad, were brought over—by a gentleman whose
name I am sorry not to remember just now—in the water-
tank of the first locomotiA^e on the B. & O. Railroad, that
passed over the divide between the waters of the Ohio and
the Potomac, and placed in the basin of the Chesapeake
and Ohio Canal. Such is their wonderful fecundity and
hardihood that in a few years the progeny of this stock
made good fishing in the Potomac.

It is the small-mouth variety of the black bass which
populates the upper James. I saw the first that were
caught in that section, and the man who caught them
made various conjectures as to the kind of fish they
were.

"Silver perch," or calico bass, before the reign of their
cousin, the Micropterus dol., abounded in the long,
deep, still ponds above the dam. These calico bass,
chubs, catfish and even pike have almost entirely disap-
peared before the ravenous tyrant—and we eould well
afford to make the exchange.
About 1880 two old farmers of Rockbridge, as they

were returning in their skiff from an hour's fish for calico
bass, stopped in the mouth of Elk Creek, a large, clear,
freestone, mountain stream, and baiting their hooks with
live minnows dropped them into the water. Presently
one of the men saw his "cork" go under and felt a tug
which made his old veins tingle. After a hard struggle
he landed a 3-pound black bass. That was the beginning
of the bass fishing in the upper James. In the course of
the evening those old farmers had twelve black bass in
their boat, ranging in weight from 1^ to 3+lbs. They
went home with their fish, in great exultation, making,
with moderate excitement, many erroneous and amusing
guesses as to the nature of that "new" fish. Since then
many big catches have been made by sportsmen famous
and not famous.
Six or seven years after that time there was very ex-

cellent fishing here, but later, as the bass worked them-
selves down below the dams and failed to get back to
spawn, the fishing fell ofl' considerably. Recently, how-
ever, some of the dams have been removed, and in the
longer stretches of open water the good effects are alreay
apparent.
Coming down seven miles of the river one day in

August just passed with three companions in two boats,
fishing both with the fly and bait, we caught fifty-six
bass of good size.

The most comfortable and profitable work I found was
done with a helgramite used just as a fly on a light rod.
Bass rise to the helgramite just as they do to a fly, and
when they once taste it they greedily devour it, so that

, when they strike, you are almost sure to hook them if

you give them time enough. The helgramite is in this
locality one of the favorite foods of the black bass, and
when the tough larva is properly placed upon the hook it

is almost as durable as an artificial fly. I have caught
ten bass vsdth one helgramite used thus as a fly.

But one day in the present month all the conditions
existed under which I have never failed to have the very
finest fishing. After a hard rain for a day and night the
river had become high and muddy, and its waters backed
up for some distance into Elk Creek. The creek itself
was somewhat flushed and just milky enough to render
it possible to approach the bank without alarming the
fish, which can scarcely be done in its usual crystal clear-
ness.

With a fly-rod, a multiplying reel, a small braided silk
line, a gut leader, and a small hook, which, if of good
quality, I found superior to large ones, even for large bass
—I cast a crawfish under the shadow of a bush on the op-
posite side of the stream. When the bait had sunk a few
inches I saw the graceful form of a bass as he gently
rose, took it in his month, and disappeared. I did not
feel him at the end of my line, and yet, in another sense,
I felt that he was there. Waiting a moment for him to
swallow the bait, I gave a sudden jerk and had him
hooked. Then the fight commenced, and I knew that he
was a big feUow. For a long time I did not see him. He
went low down and staid there.

The bass on my hook was not alarmed as yet. That
was a good bait, and he was resolved to keep it, though
it must have occurred to him that it was wonderfully
strong and was making most frantic efforts to get away
from him. He was mad, he sulked. But presently he
seemed to get scared. A thought suddenly struck him
that he had better try to get away from that crawiish.
There must be something dangerous back of it. He
reared, he plunged. My reel hummed as he went oft'

down stream. After a little I checked him, and he
started back, and it was well that my reel multiplied, or
I would have had too much line on my hands.
My bass got wild and frantic. I got hiui close enough

to the top to see him now. He made some beautiful
leaps, three or four feet above the water, but I held a taut
line. After a half hour of plunging he was tired and
sick. He only resisted by his sheer weight and I was
dragging him to within reach of my dip-net, I had got-
ten him in shallow water when he made his last desperate
and splendid effort for his life. Sticking his head out of
the water he opened his mouth to its fullest extent, and
with a savage jerk he disgorged the whole contents of his
stomach, and sent minnows, crawfish, bugs, flies—or
rather their remains—flying for yards in all directions

—

a pint or more—the earnings of a whole morning's vigi-
lant voracity. He hated to give them up, but he had
swallowed the hook and he knew that the trouble was
there.
He did not disengage the hook, but when he made that

sturdy jerk in the air my line snapped just above the
hook—it had become rotten in the few days since I had
used it, and I had foolishly failed to test it thoroughly.
But I had not expected such fish.

I felt very weak "about the gills." I sat down and
rested. That fish "grew upon me." The more I medi-
tated upon him and the way he had fought me the larger
he became in my eyes. That last time he opened his
jaws was very vivid, it seemed to me I could have gotten
my head into his mouth.
"At the very least," said I, "he was a seven-pounder,"
But I did not long sit thus. Breaking off the rotten

end of my line I rigged up again. After some little

casting I hooked another bass, and my former experi-
ences were repeated, with the exception of the last feat-
ure. I landed him and he weighed iUhs,
During the day, varying my bait "between live min-

nows and crawfish and casting them into promising spots
under the bushes, I killed eight black bass ranging in
weight from 2 to 4|lbs. And the crowning and most ex-
quisite satisfaction of the whole day's sport was that one
of the last fish that I killed was the same one that I had
first hooked and lost. My hook with gut attached was
BtiU sticking in his gullet. He was a buck, but only
weighed S^lbs.

For Aveeks afterward I ruminated with delight over
the events of that day, and still have an agreeable picture
impressed upon my brain of the bronze and old gold sides
of a magnificent bass glinting in the sun as he rose like a
cork through the nile-green water under the green bushes
and seized my hook—and then the heroic struggle.
There is a statute in Virginia to protect black bass

during the spawing season, but it is enforced badly or
not at all. Miles Poindextee.
Glenwood, Va., September.

FREEMASONRY OF OUTDOOR LIFE.
BY W. H. H. MURRAY.

WHAT a splendid freemasonry this is of outdoor life!

How gentle and generous its rivalries! Which
head shall dive deepest in the cool depths or speck the
white surf furthest from shore? Which rod shall lift the
heaviest trout or gun show to its credit the fullest bag of
game? Whose deck shall shine the cleanest, or whose
white sails shall lead the fleet to evening's anchorage?
Whose table of bark shall boast of the tenderest venison
or lodge front display for ornament the noblest spread of
antlers? Whose rifle is truest to the camp when food is

scarce, or is silent longest when game is plenty and the
larder over full? These are the generous and healthy
rivalries of the outdoor life which stimulate but never
fret, and leave both victor and vanquished healthy and
happy still. Compare with these the scramble for
wealth; the rivalries for gain; the suicidal despair of
some; the vain and boastful bearing of others; the bitter-
ness and ruin of those who lose; the arrogance of those
who win; the sneering envyings and rankling jealousies,
ripening to hatred as the years go on, which characterize
the lives men live in store, ofiice and street, and note the
contrast. Who of us frank-spoken and kind-hearted vaga-
bonds of tide and field, of deck and camp, are envious of
any? Each man we meet is comrade, fellow-picnicker,
brother-man, partner of ours in the sweet profits of our
healthy, happy, natural life. Mild-mannered and light-
hearted wanderers; boys with smooth or wrinkled faces,
gray-headed some of us, but boys still, thank God;
canoeists, campers, yachtsmen, our fires are lighted on a
thousand shores, and our evening song floats over a
thousand lakes and island-studded rivers. We are a
family of nature's saints. Our spirits have been touched
and softened by the sweet grace of nature. We have
been indoctrinated in the truths that shine out of stars
-and which the blue heavens declare at noon and night.
The leaves of the catechism we have studied have been
the flowery meadows, the voiceful slopes of mountains,
the shining beaches, the whispering leaves of trees, the
thunder-shaken firmament or the star-lighted depth of
level waters. From these un-Calvinistic text-books we
have learned sweet lessons of God, whose gentleness we
saw in the very leaves we studied. Our souls have drank
the waters of life, fresh from native fountains, and our
spirits have bathed their scars in rivers which flow from
Him whose voice is as the sound of many waters. All
hail! Ye healthy-bodied, healthy-minded, kindly-
hearted, gentle-mannered saints of flood and field, of hiU
and river, of oar and sail, of deck and camp; your smiling
faces rise befor^ me in thousands, and your voices, in
happy talk, in joke and song, come from afar and stir the
silence around me into laughter. Joke, laugh and rest
on, ye thrifty vagabonds and gentle loafers; into each
hour you are storing the honey of health, on which in
future days of toil and strain your strength shall feed and
fill itself with vigor. I hail you, fellow saints, in this
lower heaven of God, where each happy one is his own
priest, each pure mind its own creed, and the gentle
wishes of each heart its only "sum and substance" of
doctrine.

Adirondack Deer.—North Woods, N. Y., Oct, 13.—
Few deer have been killed by parties leaving this place.
Mr. White, of New York, shot a doe four weeks ago.
His guide killed a doe also. A few days ago a doe came
and put her head throueh the board fence foiu- rods from
Mr. Roberts's house. Mrs. Roberts stood in the door of
the house a few minutes, then the deer walked through
the lots a quarter of a mile to the garden of Mr. Quack-
enbush. The last seen of it, it was walking toward the
woods. The next day Mr. Roberts found a doe dead in
his pasture, The hide will be preserved.

—

Ray Spears.
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BIRDS OF THE CHEHALIS FORESTS.

THE following notes of bird life in Washington are
contributed by Mr. Robt. H. Lawrence, whose inter-

esting description of the locality is printed on page 246:

The birds about me this summer I haye somewhat care-
fully noted. Having a small clearing in front of my
house, where the sun's ray falls for half the day, it seemed
that I had a few more varieties than my neighbors. A
family of Oregon jays came nearly every morning to

forage about the door. I noticed them first July 28, when
the young bird was'still of a very dark color, and decidedly
inexperienced, though able to fly pretty well. One day I

built a brush fire and next day saw two Steller jays flutter-

ing about it. They evidently knew a camp-fire meant
stray morsels of food for them. They are rather more
shy than the Oregon jay, A large hemlock tree (near the
cabin) in falliug must have knocked ofl: some cones from
a fir it leaned against. A few days after, on Aug. 14, a
flock of American crossbills lit on the gi'ound near my
door step; and for many days they were constantly about;
now whirring from tree to ground, only in a moment or two
to whir back again. Some were most beautifully colored,
a dark crimson lake and brown, others bright vermillion
and yellow. About Sept. 5 these birds took to the higli

treetops, and I saw them no more, but could hear them
chattering as they flew in straggling flocks up and down
the river.

The American dipper is seen about the river here, and
the belted kingfisher is often met with. This last bird is

very abundant in the lower stream, or about the Harbor
tide-lands. Ravens I often see, but always at a distance.
The varied thrush, rock wren, western winter vsTren,

chestnut-backed chickadee, Harris' woodpecker, sooty
grouse, and Oregon ruffed grouse, are all pretty often
seen or heard.
In salmon-berry time I heard a plaintive note at dusk or

early dawn; but never saw the bird. I judge it to have
been made by the russet-backed or dwarf hermit thrush.
Two pileolated warblers spent some ten days about my
brush heap. I first noticed the pair Aug. 15. A rusty
song sparrow with a bit of moss in its mouth and a half-
grown young one by its side, I saw Sept. 5 on a fallen
hemlock. What it was doing with the moss I could not
tell; though I observed it several times after in that place
with the young one. Looking out of my cabin door the
morning of Sept. 2 I spied a small bunch of feathers on a
bough of the fallen hemlock. It was a tiny owl, I shot
it, and on comparing it with descriptions in "Cones's Key"
(ed, 1884) found it exactly fitted none. It may be a Cali-
fornia pigmy owl {Glaucidium gnoma californicmyiy.
though I am not perfectly sure. At dusk Sept, 15 I heard
the deliberate, clear, sad notes of a bird, which a settler,

who was staying with me, said was a rain crow. "At
least," said he, "that is the way they sound back in
Virginia." The next day it rained. Again at dusk Sept.
27 I heard the sad, distinctly reiterative notes, and near
the same place. The bird was overhead, high up in a
dead fir, and I could see its form dimly outlined against
the sky. It must be the yellow-billed cuckoo {C'occyzus
americanus). A small flycatcher, very light in color,
with no distinctive marks excepting two whitish wing
bars (was it the little flycatcher?) three white-rumped
shrikes seen together July 10; one western lobin Sept. 3,

others heard occasionally; and a small hawk or two, com-
pletes my list. When winter sets in I hope to add to it,

WAYS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE.
IN your issue of Oct. 1 "Dorp" mentions shooting at and

missing a sitting grouse, and the bird remained
motionless until frightened away by the approa,ch of
another hunter.

This same thing has occurred with me quite a number
of times. When a boy, during my first experiences with
this game, through a combination of bad guns, poor am-
munition and buck fever, I several times missed sitting
grouse at short range, and they almost always remained
for a second shot. This generally brought them down,
but once, one of the first I ever shot, seeing that I was
badly rattled, very accommodatingly waited for the third
shot, which I managed to hold a little straighter. My
notion is that the birds do not connect the mere report of
a gun with any sense of danger to themselves, and the
same is true of other game. I have shot partridges in
the northern Maine woods, and then moving on jumped
deer within a hundred yards of the spot, which might
easily have made off unobserved had they been so minded.
Other hunters have observed the same thing and their
views agree with mine.
In her papers on the Nicatowis Lake region last winter

Miss Hardy spoke of the creeping up to and shooting of
a drumming grouse. Well this is a feat, and then again
it isn't. It all depends on circumstances. In the Aroo-
stock woods, where the birds aire tame as hens, I have
often walked up to and shot drumming birds, when I

made nearly as much noise as a railroad train walking
over dry dead leaves and sticks, and have seen them
straighten themselves up and di-um when they knew I

was watching them a short gunshot away in plain sight.

On the other hand, when the birds are wild, haunt
dense thickets, and the walking is noisy, it is impossible
to get up to and shoot a drummer. He will hear or see
you and sneak off.

Another thing, which I think is not generally known,
is that in the fall the birds drum as the notion takes
them, when feeding or roaming through the woods, not
confining themselves to any particular place. They pre-
fer a log, stone or other elevation, but in the absence of
these wUl di-um on the level ground. I have noticed this
in many widely separated haunts. E. W. L.

Maine.

Among the many pleasant sounds heard at times in the
woods by the hunter on a clear and calm day, not the
least interesting is the deep booming of the grouse far in
the woods on his ancient log. The location of this sound
is extremely deceiving. I remember once, while stand-
ing quietly in the woods, hearing a grouse drumming far

away, as I supposed. Moving in the direction, I had not
gone more than 2oyd8. when I came to an old log; and I

was just going to sit down when a grouse rose close

iwhind it, He was not more than 4ft. away, This

bird, taking me thus by surprise, startled me consider-
ably.

On another occasion I was walking 40 or 50ft. from the
edge of a woods in the field, when I heard a grouse
drumming. I had not gone more than 40yd8. and ap-
proached a stone wall, when, looking over it, I saw a
grouse just leaving a large boulder in the field, about
60 ft. distant. This bird had been driven out by a rival,

and dared not perform the joyous act in the woods.
The grouse makes a whirring noise when he flies from

the ground or a tree. This noise he can gauge at will,

making it a roar or a mere buzzing whirr. I have heai'd
a grouse many times rise from the ground with a sound
no greater than the robin makes at times in its flight.

Tlie grouse in walking generally goes silently and softly,

but at times just the reverse. 1 recollect once while
seated on the brink or edge of a gorge eating my lunch,
about noon on a warm, clear day in October, I heard a
loud rattling among the dry leaves on the opposite side,

about 60yd8. away. I supposed at first it was some per-
son walking. After listening and looking sharply for
some time 1 saw it was a grouse walking on the side hill

aboxit 15ft. from the top. After the bird had gone about
50 or 60ft. I heard the well-known roar, the leaves flew
and the noise ceased.
The mother grouse talks, in her own way, to her little

brood in those woods where the industrious ants have
built up their- mounds in great numbers, many of them
larger than a half-bushel basket. Here, while feeding,
she clucks to them to come, or utters a piercing cry of
alarm and warning at the approach of danger, and other
faint notes of endearment and love.
The male grouse also, when alone, clucks at times. The

bird is always walking when he does so, and appears to
be in a quandary as to some noise that he has heard, just
as men sometimes whistle when surprised and not know-
ing what is to come next or Ijow to act.
The ruffed grouse makes stiU another noise, which on a

clear, frosty morning may be heard 100yds. or more; it

is a short, shrill peeping, frequently repeated as he moves
slowly back and forth over the ground, always in thickest
cover, because it is a note of extreme trepidation. The
grouse will not remain long on the ground after this
sound is heard, usually a quarter to a half minute.

I have heard the grouse make this noise when a hawk
was perched in a tree 25yds. away, and I have heard it

also when a dog was slowly moving toward the bird, and
not 50ft, away. The grouse when he utters this sound is

always near the edge of the woods. Dorp.
Schenectady, N. Y.

A Virginia. Rail in New York City.-—New York,
Oct. 12.—The foundations are now being laid for a new
building on the corner of Broad and Beaver streets, piles

having been driven, the place being partly covered by
water. Last Saturday morning the workmen there
caught a Virginia rail,which had evidently stopped during
its flight South.—Spencer Aldkich.
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Antelope and Deer of America. By J. D. Caton.
Price $2.50. Wing and Glass Ball Shooting ivith the

Rifle. By W. C. Bliss. Price 50 cents. Rifte, Rod and
Gun in California. By T. S. Van DyJce. Price $1.50.
Shore Birds. Price 15 cents. Woodcraft. By "JVess-
m?tfc." P/Yce $1. Trajectories of Hunting Rifles. Price
50 cents. WiM Fowl Shooting: see advertisement.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the

Game Laws.

STALKING THE DRUMMING GROUSE.

I SUPPOSE if I were to sit down and in cold blood tell

the readers of Forest and Stream that I would de-
liberately steal upon old Mr. Grouse while drumming and
shoot him off his favorite log I should hear a chorus of
voices exclaim, "He's a pot-himter!" Well, that may be,

but I'll "deny the allegation and defy the alligator," and
try to prove that I am not a pot-hunter, I believe in
taking fish or game on the square. I have supreme con-
tempt for the fisherman or tlie hunter who would catch
fish or capture game in any other way than by placing
his skill and knowledge of their habits, acquired only by
experience and close observation, over and against their
instinct, native shrewdness, and the means that nature
has given them to avoid their natural enemies. I have
no use for any one who would captm-e fish with dyna-
mite, snare a grouse or drive a deer into the water and
kill him with a club, I have profound respect for the
fly-fisher or the skillful wing shot, and yet while I have
caught hundreds of trout on the fly and have killed some
birds on the wing it has been my fortune to learn these
things without a teacher, for I have never seen a trout
hooked on a fly nor a bird shot on the wing by any one
except myself. This may seem strange to many: but re-

member, that until very recently I have lived either in

the back woods or very near to them, and modern
methods were not in vogue.
Much has been written on the ways of the ruffed grouse,

and there is still much that may be written, for after all

he is the royal game bird of this continent. To success-
fully stalk a drumming grouse and shoot him on his drum-
ming log, requires no mean skill. This is true because
you have to meet him on his own ground. Now, I don't
know why a grouse drums, no more than do those other
fellows know why or how the woodcock whistles; but I

do know just the kind of a place old Mr. Grouse selects to

beat his drum, and I think I know how he does it. I'll

not tell you just now how he does it, but I'm not divulg-
ing any secret when I say tnat the cock grouse selects the
deepest and closest thickets (such as grow around old
fields, in old choppings and on hill sides) in which to do
his drumming. Here on some favorite log or rock on a
frosty morning and before the coming of a storm or a
change in the weather, either in the fall or spring, he
makes his music, that sets the heart of the hunter drum-
ming too. There like a statue he stands, surrounded it

may be by leaves and foliage just his own color. About
once in every five minutes he drums, betraying to the
hunter his presence, if not his exact location. An old
drummer, if hunted by a dog while drumming, will seldom

tree, but will seek safety by flying to some other thicket,
where he will remain quiet until his pursuer has left,
when he will return to his favorite haunts, and probably
to his log, where he may be heard again. If stalked by
the still-hunter the old drummer will seldom fly, but he'
will drop from his drumming place and run further into
the thicket where he cannot be seen.
My first drummer was killed many years ago. The

civil war had not yet been fought, and I was armed with
a Harper's Fei-ry musket. It was about a lO-bore, and so
long that I had to get up on to a log to load it, while the
nipple was so big that I had to split the old-fashioned elk
head caps to make them fit. In short, it wasn't much of
a gun, compared with my new Remington, but it cost me
but a trifle, while it afforded me a deal of boyish pleasure,
with many a dinner of pheasants or wild pigeons, to say
nothing of many a sore shoulder. Since I shot that old
drummer, near the Saw Mill Run on the headwateisj of
Mot Branch, T have heard many an old cock beat his last
tattoo; but none of them ever gave me the genuine pleat-
m-e I felt when the smoke of that old musket had cleared
away and my first grouse lay dead at my feet.

I cannot tell you how to stalk a drummer successfully,
no more than I can teach you on paper how to cast a fly
on one of our mountain streams and catch the wary
trout, but I can tell you how my last grouse was killed,
and then my story is ended. Our grouse season opened
Thursday, Oct. 1. Long before the frost had melted
from the house-roofs or the fog had lifted from the low-
lands I had climbed the western hills in search of grouse.
For two hours I hunted carefully and had seen but one
bird, but he had business elsewhere before I could inter-
view him, I had left the high ground, where game
seemed to be scarce, and had gone into the bottom.
Working my way around the foot of the hiU I tried to
get a shot at a couple of large hawks that were scream-
ing and keeping up a running fi^ht with a flock of crows.
I knew there ought to be birds m that locality, so I sat
down to rest and to meditate on the uncertainty of a
grouse dinner. In a very short time I heard an old drum-
mer, but the wind and the racket kept up by the crows
and hawks prevented my locating him. I sat still unCrl
he had drummed three times, when I concluded he was
in a pine thicket on the hill above me. Taking off my
hat, which was rather conspicuous, and stuffing ie into
my game pocket, I proceeded cautiously in the direction
of the music. I concluded from the sound that he was
within lOOyds, of me, and when I had gone about one-
fourth of that distance I sat down. I had but a moment
to wait until I heard the bird again, and before he had
struck a dozen beats I was stealing upon him. I soon
located him in a heavy thicket above me and just over
the ibrow of the hiU, so that I might get within, a few
yards of him withotit his seeing me. I crept close to the
top of the hill and secreted myself behind a big log,
where in a very short time I heard the thunder within
30ft. of me. I could almost feel the wind from his wings
and my heart tried to get up into my throat. Placing
the root of a fallen tree between the bird and myself, I
made a few short steps and stopped. Just in front of
me and behind the root came the signal that I awaited,
and before he had beaten a dozen notes I laid the drum-
mer dead, F. G. H.
Clearfibt-d, Pa., Oct. 5.

NOOSING DEER AND CARIBOU.
BEATTIE, Moose River, Me., Oct. 1.— Editor Forest

and Stream: From this reputed home of the largest
game of America, I will call an old friend to aid in awak-
ening unknown officials of this State, as I find much re-
mains here to be protected. To-day I visited Clear Pond,
three miles north^of the C. P. R. R., and found as I had
expected well worn paths, where deer approach the feed-
ing ground through a border of low-boughed cedars. But
as I stepped from the old craft, in which I managed to
keep afloat long enough to save a dry collar, I nearly
grasped a small rope, of good quality, that was adroitly
suspended in the cedars, with a running noose across the
deep worn trail. The absence of tracks larger than of
deer in the shallow water caused me to look further for
similar devices, and two more were near at hand. Other
trails had an odor and evidence of a struggle for life, but
the ropes had been removed. At one point the spot was
covered with faded boughs cut in early summer, and
under them were the remains of a large female caribou,
the hair showing that last winter's coat had not beeii
shed.
The noisome character of the once pure air of this gem

of the forest caused me to return by a logging road that
runs nearly up there; and in the afternoon I visited Big
Indian Pond and made the circuit in the most difficult
traveling I had ever found in the forest. The low over-
hanging cedars that surround it have a backing of dense
undecayed fallen trees of the same family, through
which a young stock is growing. In one place, where
several well-defined paths entered the feeding ground of
lilies by a deep worn rut in the bank, I bent forward
and endeavored to get ont toward the water; and found
my arms were bound by a wire, when I had been look-
ing for more rope. On the shore of the pond I found
evidence of last winter's crust hunting, the authors of
which are gentlemen compared with these brutal demons
who destroy the mothers, leaving the fawns to starve in
sight of its choked protector.

I have looked carefully after a way to solve the ques-
tion of extermination in this locality. There is but one
—a fearless, honest man who will devote all his time in
the v^icinity of the extensive lumbering concerns on this
river, Ned Norton.

Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Associ-
ation.—The regular October meeting was held at the
United States Hotel, Boston, on Thursday evening, th,e

8th inst. After dinner, at which 125 of the members
were present, the regular routine business was transacted.
Messrs, Nat. A. Francis, Wm. A. Cameron, C. A. Priest
and Ed. S. Beach were elected members, and fourteen
proposals for membership were received.—Richard O.
Harding, Secretary.

Vermont League.—The first annual dinner of the
Vermont Fish and Game League will be held at the Van
Ness House, Burlington, Vt., at 8 o'clock P. M. Gov.
Carrol S. Page, Hon. Redfield Proctor, Secretary of War,
members of the United States Fish Commission, and
other distinguished guests ai-e expected to be present.
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THE DUCKS IN CONVENTION.
WHAT has become of the ducks? This question is so

frequently asked and not satisfactorily answered,
that it is now called the great duck puzzle. Manj' are in-

terested in this matter and it has caused the State thous-
ands of dollars for the protection of ducks that visit our
waters. Yet we are compelled to say that our duck laws
are very little respected. Sports and pot-hunters have to
pay a license for the privilege of gunning, which is

handed over to the duck police, appointed by our Gover-
nor, like all other State officers, through the recommen-
dation of a lot of political bosses.

I feel safe in saying I have accidentally learned the
answer to the puzzle. I learned it in this way.
One day while on a visit to Spesutia Island, where I

was born and raised, and the dearest spot on earth to me,
I took a stroll around the beach, and looking out on the
Susquehanna I saw several flocks of ducks. Feeling tired
I sat down to rest and soon fell asleep. While asleep I
had a remarkable di'eam. I dreamed that one of our
native ducks, called black duck, came near where I was
sitting and asked me if I lived on the island. "No," said
I, "but I was born and raised here." He said he had
often heard his family speak of five brothers who occupied
the whole of the island in 1813, when John Bull's fleet

came and anchored near here and stole all the chickens,
turkeys and geesp on the island.

I told Mr. Blackduck this was true—they were my
ancestors. Then he said, "You are all right. I was afraid
you were a Havre de Grace bird." He then gave me an
invitation to attend a duck meeting, to take place near
by, where would be representatives of some of the most
noted families of ducks that visit these waters. The invita-
tion was so remarkable that I accepted it promptly, and
was escorted to the meeting, where I was introduced as a
friend of the ducks.
The ducks flopped in and were soon ready for business.

I saw my old friend Canvasback was boss. He called the
meeting to order, and made some sensible remarks. He
said that as the time was drawing near when the duck
families would go to their native homes, they had de-
termined to stop here a few days to see the great perform-
ance on the Susquehanna flats, which had been played for
several years, and also hold a little experience meeting.
Seeing me on the beach with a book in my hand they
concluded I was a newspaper reporter and had sent one
of our Southern birds to invite me to the meeting.

I told Mr. Canvasback I felt much flattered by the in-
vitation, and was glad to see the duck families again in
our waters.

"Yes," he said, "for a few days only, for as soon as your
sports and pot-hunters see us sitting around, theii- navy
will be ordered out and the great theatrical performance
will commence."

I interrupted him to ask him what he meant. He said:
' '1 am astonished that you should ask the question. Have

you not heard that your Susquehanna flats are and have
been for many years under the control of a large flock of
birds called sports and pot-hunters, who have changed
the programme and now have a dramatic company or
variety show? If you have never been there during the
gunning season you have lost the best leaf of the history
of your life. They don't play any of ilr. Shakespeare's
pieces, but their scenery and costumes are certainly
grand."
Mr, Canvasback then gave me a programme of the

play and said that before you will be admitted as a mem-
ber you will have to go to Bel Air and procure a season
ticket. A box ticket will cost you but you can get
a second-class whacker's ticket for igS, No reserved seats,
as this is a grab game. The fellows who can say the
most bad words generally get the best seats. Your pro-
gramme wiU tell to be sure to be on the feeding and
roosting grounds at 5 A. M., when you will see a grand
sight. As if by magic himdreds of lights spring up in
every direction, and you will conclude you have made a
mistake and have alighted in the center of a large city.

At 6 o'clock the lights are extinguished, which is a signal
for the show to begin. When the sun shows his beautiful
face above the treetops on old Bull's Mountain you will
see the greatest navy that ever floated on top of the cel-

ery beds of the Susquehanna flats. Boats of all sizps,
from a floating palace to a common 16ft, flat boat, and
sports and pot-hunters of all classes and colors, from the
city millionaire to a second-class colored gentleman. In
front of every box are from 100 to 500 of those hateful
wooden images called decoy ducks; but not a man can
he seen—all are hidden in the boxes and whack boats,
where they spend the entire day waiting for a dart or a
scull,

Mr. Canvasback said some of the actors had been try-
ing for years to learn the duck language, as he had fre-
quently heard them attempting to caU his family,
Mr, Blackduck and Mr. Widgeon both spoke up and

said they had often been fooled by these sports and pot-
hunters with a whistle,
Mr. Canvasback said all this was rough on the ducks,

but the big-gun pot-hunters with sneak boats that can be
found every calm nigh cruising all over the feeding and
roosting grounds are worse. They go with large cannon-
like guns, murdering the duck families by hundreds.
When one of these big guns is discharged its roar can be
heard for twenty miles, and Mr. Blackduck's family be-
gin to cry, "Lindsay, Lindsay, why don't you come and
see us again? If you have handed in your checks and
your spirit can come, that will stop the big-gun pot-
hunters." Lindsay was a strange bird that made his ap-
pearance in these waters some years ago, and after get-
ting very sociable with the big-gun pot-hunters took his
flight, but soon returned with two more birds out of his
flock and gobbled up the whole flock of big-gun pot-
hunters, with then- cannon, boats and everything,
Mr. Canvasback said some people thought he ought to

feel proud that his name and that of a fellow called Ter-
rapin headed the list at all the gi-eat dinners, and that
members of his family, even when dead , had been sold in
the markets at $1,35 a pound. He was not proud, he said,
and was willing to leave all such vanities to other duck-
lings.

He then introduced Mr, Redhead, who told about the
manner of warfare carried on in the lower rivers and
creeks. He said there was no navy in those waters, but
all the shores are rented or owned by a large flock of
sports who live in the cities, and that on every point is a
masked battery, with from 400 to 500 decoy ducks in front
of it. This battery resembles a large bird's nest, as it is

built of marsh grass, and is just large enough to accom-

modate two men, a Chesapeake Bay dog, a jug of water
and a bottle of old rye. Here the sports spend the entire
day, remindirg you of a land terrapin, for when they see
a duck they draw their heads into the nest, and you can
see nothing but their eyes, but if any of the duck family go
near these innocent-Looking nests you will hear it thunder
out of the clear sky.
Mr. Eedhead told a good joke about one of these nests

on Bengie'e Point, where he saw a strange looking bird
peeping out, and offered to bet no one could tell what it

was. I said it was an American eagle. You came within
one bird of it, said he. They call him Bennyharrison,
and said he was the biggest bird in Uncle Sam's flo6k.
This remark came very near causing a row and the

noise woke me up before any other members of other
duck families had a chance to give their experience. But
there was grim reality in all that I heard, and yet people
ask, "What has become of all the ducks?"—Caj^t E. B.
Galhvp in Bel Air {Md.) ^gis and Intelligencer.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, Oct. 3,—A prairie fire is reported to have

burned over a strip of country 200 by 300 miles in
extent west of the Missouri Eiver, N. D. The report
comes from Fort Yates. A bone gatherer of the plains is

said to have started the fire. Much game must have
been scattered or destroyed.
Snow fell in Montana and over much of the British

Possessions Sept. 30.

The West and Northwest remain very dry. No fall
flight of ducks can be expected in this part of the coun-
try. At Horicon marsh. Wis,

,
snipe have been abundant,

though the water is still too low for successful duck
shooting. At Fox Lake, lower down on the flight, snipe
are now scarce, and the northern birds not in, except a
good run of teal. Ed, Howard wrote down yesterday
that he thought the shooting would be good. The cold
storm north may have set the flight down a bit, but the
shooting will not amount to much,
Horicon marsh, above the Diana Club line, has been

burning for some time, the fire having gone six miles
wide and six feet deeji, into the peat, Kankakee marsh,
below here, is dry enough to burn as badly. Little shoot-
ing is reported from the Kankakee. Jack Whiting, who
last week got twenty-eight ducks in a day and a half,
sixteen of them mallards, is pointed out as a phenomenon
of luck.
Mr. John Houston and his friend Mr. Brady, just back

from the Platte, in Nebraska, report any quantities of
snipe. They got fifty-seven ducks in two hours one day.
Mr. Houston also had the singular fortune of killing a
glossy ibis, a bird certainly not usually found so far
north. The specimen is to be mounted. I have not seen
it, but the name is so given by Dr. VeUe, of the Academy
of Sciences,
A shooter, whose name I do not get, bagged sixty snipe

near Sioux City, la., one day this week. ""The birds seem
all west of us.

I was out in Iowa this week. At Des Moines I met
Charlie Budd, C. O. Perkins, "Friday" Eason, Mr. Royal
and Irish Setter Perry, all sportsmen of the deepest dye.
Mr. Perry shows hopes, for a dog man at least, inasmuch
as he is now engaged in the newspaper business. Charlie
Budd told me he could get some quail not far from Des
Moines, and a few woodcock below the city, Mr, Per-
kins reported a very successful two days' shoot at chick-
ens in Hamilton county, below Mud Lake. This is the
county where I used to shoot when I was a boy. It was
quite wild then, but all settled up now. Tbe corn pro-
tects the birds, I am glad there are some left on that
once marvelously prolific region.
At Newton, Iowa, I heard of two or three coveys of

chickens not far from town. Shooting at these birds in
that county (Jasper) has not been thought of in late years,
but a few of the birds hang round the old farms. My
father has showed me where inside what are now the
town limits of this quiet village, he used to kill 30 to 40
chickens a day if he wished. No one dreamed in those
days that these birds would ever be scarce.
Mr. Valentine Hicks, of the Rising Sun Game Park

Association, Ashton, III,, writes me to-day that they are
still prosecuting trespassers on their leased grounds. He
says he would like to ask me out to shoot, but the new
by-laws forbid it. There are chickens in that section.
Mr. Geo. T. Farmer this week took one day off at

Monico Junction, Wis., bagging 7 woodducksanda 231bs.
mascallonge.
Mr. Spross, of this city, bagged' 97 ducks on the club

marsh at Toledo, O., Sept. 1.

Oct. 5.—Unquestionably a season of scarcity is upon us
so far as wildfowl are concerned. A few birds are down
ahead of the late cold snap north of us, but we have little

to ofl'er them by way of attractions. The Kankakee has
no wet marsh. ' Tolleston Club loses the best of its shoot-
ing by reason of a natural gas company laying pipes
across its marsh, the workmen disturbing the birds. The
niinois Eiver is very low. The Mississippi River at Daven-
port is lower than it has been for 37 years, I have al-

ready spoken of the lowness of the water on Horicon
marsh. Wis,, and I append a letter from my friend, Mr.
W. Y. Wentworth, State Warden and club superintendent
of Blackhawk Club on Lake Koshkonog, Wis., which
shows a bad outlook for that once famous water. Mr.
Wentworth says:

"Black H.^wk Clxjb House, Lake Koshkonong.—As
is the case all over the West, the long-continued drought
has caused all our streams and lakes to be very low. I

don't think there can be found in Lake Koshkonong any
water Cft, deep at this date. The bog north of the house
is nearly dry, and it is an impossibility to push a boat
through it. There are less birds here now than I ever
knew at this season of the year. I cannot account for the
scarcity, but such is a fact. There is an abundance of
feed; rice and celery never gi-ew more abundant in our
water. Usually at this date we have teal, mallai'd, blue-
bill, black-head and red-head, but strict search does not
find them now, and we must be content and wait their
arrival from their nesting grounds.
'•We have had good fishing here most of the season,

large catches of bass, Oswegoes principally, a few small-
mouth. Good fishermen have not failed of good catches.
Swan and Grossman, of Milwaukee, and Geo. Bluhn and
Duft'ee, of Chicago, can testify to above statements.
"The club has made several improvements to their

grounds, having purchased and leased more lands; they
now control nearly 500 acres of land. Have posted some

and propose to control it for their own use and their
friends. Have built a new cottage, making more room.
The membership is full, and all active members, 50 being
the Kmit.

"If you can make it convenient to come up hefe, if

only for a short time, please let me know and I will send
you a permit and try to use you well while here.—W. Y.
Wentworth."
Mr. John Stockton, of Swan Lake Club, whose grounds

are near Lake Senachwine on the Illinois River, has an
item of great interest in his story of the planting of the
wapato, or Indian potato, on Swan Lake grounds. The
wapato, as many will know, is a great duck food on the
Northwest coast. It is not learned t(^ be native east of
the Rockies, I believe, nor low down the coast. Hon.
John Dean Caton, that eminent naturalist who has done
so much in many ways for sportsmanship, suggested to
Mr. Stockton that he try planting the wapato, adding
that he thought it would spread all through the Illinois
Valley, as he had himself tried it in one of his ponds in
the home park at Ottawa, where it bid fair to take pos-
session of the whole water. Mr, Stockton fiurchased |60
worth of the bulbs of Mr, Geo, L, Curry, Jr., Portland,
Ore., and last spring these were planted. It has been, so
far, impossible to tell what success has attended the ex-
periment, and the season has been unfavorable at best;
but some of the pushers report a "new plant" as having
appeared, and eventual success is probable.
While upon the topic of the Swan Lake Club, I should

say a word about protective matters. It will be remem-
bered that Dr. M. D. Green, the La Salle fish warden,
had some rather slighting words to say about the sport-
ing clubs in his recent story of the work he had done in
apprehending ihegal fishermen. Swan Lake Club must
have been meant, though not mentioned. The facts are
that the Woods boys, keepers of Swan Lake Club, were
among the party arrested on Senachwine by Warden
Green, and the latter probably thinks that the club might
employ better club keepers than illegal marketmen,
jumping from this to the conclusion that the club favors
lawlessness.
Than this last conclusion nothing could be further

from the facts. Swan Lake Club sportsmanship is
genuine, and as good as that of any of us, and the club
would lend itself to no form of lawlessness. I know
personally that the Woods boys were told that if they did
anything illegal they could not look for help or sympathy
from the club. I know further that last January the club
actually paid these same T\roods boys $250 cash to keep
them from doing what they could legally do, %1'io not to
shoot any mallard ducks and $125 not to catch any bass.
This may seem like hush money, but it is not, as will
apj)ear from the terms of the Swan Lake leases. To get
possession of this marsh, much of which was taken from
"old man Woods," the privilege of legal netting and cer-
tain shooting was expressly reserved. Therefore, within
the limits of the law, which, under that old "corijorate
dam" clause, have never yet been actually determined,
the Swan Lake Club can not stop the Woods boys from
netting. Yet, as if to expressly show and prove their
opposition to any waste of wild game or fish, they have
put their hands in their pockets and paid, in addition to-

their lease and to the keepera' salaries, this extra money
to save the bass and birds. As for the coarser fish, not;
game fish, the Woods boys will not give uj) anj' rights;
they can legally get there, for they make a considerable-
amount of money at that. The club deprecates this, but.
can not stop it. Stopping that form of fishing is for Mr..
Green and the rest of us. Swan Lake Club will con-
tribute its share toward stopping illegal fishing in the
Illinois Valley. "T wish we could get a law to prohibit,
seining and netting altogether," said Mr. Stockton to me.
I believe this to be the voice of the club, and I know the
club is one of sportsmen worthy of that name in every
way. Certainly they should not be blamed for what they
can not help, and when it is seen just how it is that this
peculiar feature of netting is in existence on their grounds,
I do nos believe that bl-ime will be attached to them by
any reasonable man. When the IlUnois Valley Associa-
tion want funds let them send to Swan Lake Club,
through Mr. Stockton, let us say, and I think the result
will set at rest any doubts as to their willingness to help
any proper measure in protection. I will go further
than this and say that I do not believe there is a legiti-
mate Chicago club which would oppose a warden in his
work, or which would not aid him in his work if possi-
ble. If there is a single specific instance against this
general proposition I should like to hear of it and to pub-
lish it.

Bright shining like a good deed in a naughty world is

Mr. Sharp's bag of thirty-six snipe one day last week on
Mak-saw-ba grounds. This is the only bunch of snipe'
I have heard of for some time. We are in the dol-
drums.
An Atchison, Kas., man sends on for inspection by

friends here a new target which is affording them some
fun in the Sunflower State. This is a target for night
shooting. In appearance it is much like the ordinary
composition target, except for an elastic band crossing
from two hooks let into the sides of the target. These
hooks also carry each a bit of fuse paper. The target is

placed in the trap, any one of the ordinary traps serving,
and before being thrown these fuses are hghted and burn
brightly during the flight. If struck by a shot the rub-
ber band pulls the two separate fuses together in one
compact flame. This night shooting is said to be great
sport, I have not yet seen it anywhere, but some of the
country clubs here may take it up. E, Hough,

Connecticut Notes.—Since the rain and cooler
weather I have been out with a descendant of Grouse

-

dale trying to enjoy the weather and invigorate myself
among the game birds in the vicinity of Willimantic, and
with satisfactory success, for the game bag averaged
three quail, one woodcock and one partridge a day. For
this success we will thank the stars or rather the
unusually good seasons since the blizzard, for they have
been excellent ones for the birds to increase, multiply
and reijlenish. One of the land owners, with whom I

caught a ride, told me that he heard more shooting in
the latter part of September than he had since and for a
number of days about the Fourth of July; he heard a good
many shots to the southward, toward the creek. They
were presumably after woodcock, and it's a great pity
that any shooter would punish himself and dog so much
in those hot days of July for the sake of proving that old
Adam has not been thoroughly outbred yet,—C. N, B.
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AMONG THE CURRITUCK BAY BIRDS-II.
IConcluded from Page ?^9.]

IirSED that morning a No. 12 Colts gun, and found is

worked admirably. The natives here though invari-

ably shoot snipe with a No. 10 bore. As regards the sizn of
shot the standard seems to be No. 8, but I think that it

too large for the work, one size smaller, or even two,
being better adapted to the task, as the snipe is not
a tough bird and is easily killed.

The sun was about an hour high when the sky became
overcast with clouds, and one of those sudden storms so

common to the North Carolina coast buirst upon us. The
rain came down in a perfect deluge, and driven almost
horizontally by the gale of wind. Now it was that the
bay birds came with a rush, and it was something new
to me to shoot in the face of a tropical thunder storm.
The rain was so dense it was impossible to see the snipe
until they were well over the decoys, and it was tough
work bringing them down. I had to shoot entirely with
my bade to the wind, it was utterly impossible to see how
to aim facing the blast. The. rain came like buckets of

water dashed in my face, completely blurring my vision.

As it was I made many misses, and only knocked over
about one for every two shots. In a few moments the
face of the whole country becamed changed, instead of

the level sea meadows with here and there a pond, the
scene was reversed, and as the

storm died away and the sun
burst out his struggling beams

_^
showed a vast sheet of water,

with only here and there a hil-

lock of sand.
Then ensued some minutes

of rest which we all utilized in

gathering our game. My setter

J essie saved me many a long
chase after cripples. It is a
singular fact that a blue-blood-

de setter hates to retrieve a
salt-water snipe. From long
generations of hunting the

quail, they learn to know that

kind of game by iustifJct, and
any bird so different in scent

from the quail, or upland game
birds, ceases to aft'ord them
pleasure. Certainly, Jessie

manifested at first great reluc-

tance to touch them, and it

was only the result of implicit

obedience brought about by
thorough training that made
her obey my commands.
Unless one forces himself to

eat at the untoward hour be-

fore sunrise he is certain to

suffer for it. Nature abhors a

vacuum and shooting at such
a f>lace on an empty stomach
is sure to be followed by a
violent headache; the face be-

comes flushed, the eyes glassy,

and the temples throb pain-

fully. The summer before all

my" three companions were
compelled to stop shooting

and be taken back home in

the cart utterly prostrated.

This time I insisted upon the

crowd eating at least a biscuit

apiece, so when we knocked
off for the morning all hands
were as fresh as the proverbial

lark.

A count up showed that my
pile contained 114 birds to 150

shells fired. Cap came next
with a score of 80, while York
made a fine showing, it was
Ms first experience with the

bay bu-ds, and with 100 shells

used he had brought down 57

birds, all single shots.

Tuesday we varied the pro-

ceedings by a water trip to the
various clubs in the Sound. The Swan Island property
is very valuable, so also is that of the Lighthouse Club,
and a glance over their register shows they are a set of
genial, jolly fellows, sportsmen and gentlemen to the
core. Our party is much indebted to the courteous
beeper of the Lighthouse Club for many kindnesses.
Monkey Island Club is a secluded retreat and is probably
the smallest club in existence, having only four members.
There have been three new clubs lately formed in this

vicinity, the Martin Island Club, the Deal Island Club,
and the Ragged Island Club. The two former are fine

places for ducks, such as mallard, shufiius, black duck
and the like; but the Ragged Island's property is without
exception the finest game i^reserve along the whole At-
lantic coast for redhead and canvasback. This lies m
Back Bay, adjoining Currituck Sound, and consists of
some thirty or more islands, ranging from six acres to a
few rods in area. The preserve is about three miles long
by one and a half miles wide. The Ragged Islands have
been the most famous shooting spot in this section, in-

deed, if all the tales I have heard of the bags made there
are true it is a sportsman's paradise. The shares of this
association are held at .| 1,000, Mr. C. A. Woodward, a
young merchant of Norfolk, is the president.
Returning, we reach our own club about 10 o'clock,

nearly starved, only to find Shant gone to bed and noth-
ing in the house to eat, he not expecting us until next
day. We then went over to Leon's house, and found the
remains of a supper. As hungry as we were, the sight
took away our appetites, and we told him we would eat
no supper if he would have a smoking hot breakfast for
us earlj' in the morning. To this he assented, and we re-

turned to sleep with such aching voids that it tinctured
our dreams.
We aroused ourselves and went over to Leon's to eat

that hot breakfast; to our dismay the whole house was
buried in a profound sleep. After hammering at the
door that worthy came yawning into the porch, his
"gallusses" hanging down his back. He then drawled out
he "hadn't no breakfast," and he ushered us into the
same table that had already turned our Btomachs the

evening before. There lay the greasy ham and the
saleratus biscuits. It was eat or starve, "we could not go
to the blinds in our condition, since we had not eaten a
square meal for twenty-four hours. We were like the
man who had to eat crow, "we got outside of it, but we
didn't hanker arter it."

Getting Shant White to hitch up his team, York and I
put out for the blinds, and during the whole journey not
a word was spoken. We were too mad. But the bay
birds flew beautifully, and kept us working at our guns
in a lively manner. I used a No. 10 and 16, and the
latter fully answered my purpose in the majority of shots.
After the first rush of birds was over I filled 'my briar-

root, and discovered I had forgotten to bring matches.
Calling Jessie, I strolled over to York's blind and found
him puffing away at his pipe, the perfect picture of con-
tentment. I noticed a couple of strange men in the
blinds banging away like mad, I was amazed, for I
knew none of the clubmen had arrived, so I inquired of
my companion what it meant. "Why," said he, "they
are two visitors that Shant White invited to shoot."
"Who gave him the power to invite people to shoot

over the club grounds?" was my natural question. "No
one,'' responded York, "White says he owns a portion of
this marsh, and can ask whom he pleases: he invited
Burgess and myself to come and shoot here whenever we
wish to, saying he would take care of us." "Well," I

,

CLUB TEAM TROPHY.
The trophy, made by Messrs. Tiff-my & Co , of New Yoi'k, Is a punch bowl, nuiu. in height, Uln. dla

about l-lpoz- The bodv Is decorated with a flock of pigeons and festoons of laurel yrowlug from the uup
tci.aud weight

_ _ _ .edg", while the
stem Is divided In section!!, where the names of the wiaaors are to be inscrloed. On the lower partoi ase is etched in
floriated letters the iascrlption, "The Club Team Trophy." The bowl is richly gilt inside, and circling around the lining
the names of the competing clubs are etched In harmony with the rtecorationfl: The Carteret, Westminster Kennel,
Country Club and Larohmorit. The cup is now on exhibition in Tiffany's window on Dnion Square.

rejoined, "I don't see that we clubmen have any rights
at all."

"No," said York, "neither Burgess nor I are going to
take any stock in this club, we might as well throw our
money in a ditch." About noon we knocked off with
about eight dozen birds apiece to our credit.

Wednesday evening we drove in the wagon several
miles, and seeing some grass plover I placed my decoys
in a pond and without any blind I squatted on the edge
and awaited developments. The others kept on to occupy
their old blinds. Of all the birds in this section the grass
plover is the finest, and largest, they do not often come
in such numbers as to afford continuous shooting. They
are fast flyers, and rarely circle around the decoys, but
dart by. I happened to strike the right spot at the right
time, and never in my experience did I ever see such a
steady flight, they came twenty or thirty a minute with-
out a break. I had some three score of No. 10 shells, and
I fired straight along, the birds ch-opping right and left,

and but for my dog I would have lost most of them, for
it was useless to chase cripples, one would miss a dozen
shots by so doing, and owing to the long shots, fully one-
half were only winged and fell into the grass. Jessie lay
crouched at my feet motionless, and only at the word of
command would she dart like a streak after the bird and
drop it at my feet. Owing to my want of concealment
all the birds shied to the right or left and every shot had
to be taken over 50yds. Just about this, time there oc-
curred the most fascinating effect for a sportsman that it

is possible to conceive. The birds flew straight from the
west, and low in the western horizon was a huge bank of
clouds behind which the beams of the setting sun
gleamed, changing the mass of vapor into a roseate,
golden and crimson hue, The sight was a gorgeous one,
and dazzled the eye. Right from this mass of opaline
tinted clouds the birds shot out like a dart hurled by a
powerful engine. The glare was so strong that the birds
could not be seen until within 50yds, It seemed an
occular illusion, to see the flash and glancing of wings
appear suddenly from the fantastic, colored mist and

wing equal to a seagull's, and they know how to use
them; when killed they do not fall, but tumble to the
ground. I soon fired my last shell from my No, 10
Greener and seized my No. 16-bore, but I might as well
have shot with a horse pistol.

The sun had set by this time, and I killed a few that
were directly over my head, but I did not knock over
more than one in five shots with the small gun. I
stopped shooting before it was too dark to pick up the
birds that had fallen in the pond, and just as the wagon
drove up I finished my count, having exactly 51 grass
plover and a few yellow shanks. Though I built a blind
in the same spot soon after, I never silled another plover,
nor did any of my companions. The birds simply and
mysteriously disappeared. Cap's score during the day
was 160 gray ducks and yellow shanks.
Thursday morning all of the party save myself went

fishing about three miles uj) the beach, where a half sub-
merged wreck lay. They caught nothing, but the sun
got in its powerful work and as they had splashed about
bare-footed they all had blistered feet and ankles. The
condition of the men Friday was pitiable. Mac was sick
in bed, York had a big swelling on his upper lip, which
prevented him enjoying the hugest joke, for to laugh was
torture. The skin was cracking on his nose, and he
could hardly limp across the room. Cap was used up,
his ankles had all the skin burned off by the sun, his face

badly scorched, and his wrists
blistered by bites of mosquitoes
and bedbugs, and I was scari-
fied by the devilish insects on
wrists and ankles. I went to
the blinds alone that morning,
and had scored over a hundred
birds before my friends ap-
peared. The yellow shanks
and grass plover had vamoos-
ed, and the graybacks were
by themselves. When Shant
White dropped me my decoys
the sun had just risen, and I
was no sooner settled in my
blind than three men formed a
skirmish about 100yds. ahead
of me, and two more stood an
equal distance behind me, and
they blazed away at every bird
that flew over them. By what
authority they were shooting
on the club's territory I do not
know, nor did I ask. I was
almost as humble as Uriah
Heep by this time. Though I
said nothing, I was like the
Irishman's owl, and kept up a
thundering sight of thinking.
The birds flew beautifully, and
when my 135 shells were ex-
hausted it was somewhere
about 9 o'clock, so I signaled
Shant to bring up his cart and
take me back to hie house.
The others remained in the
blinds and retm-ned three hours
later, with but few birds, as
they had dispersed over the
feeding grounds.
Early in the morning, and

late in the evening, is the best
time for shooting, the birds are
on the wing then and stool
readily. It is a waste of time,
labor and patience to sit in the
blinds during the forenoon and
afternoon, to gay nothing of
the positive discomfort of sit-

ting under a dazzling sun, un-
protected by shade or umbrella.
The secret of making big

bags consists in three things,
first, good shooting, it goes
without saying that the expert
handling of the gun is the
paramount consideration. Sec-
ondly, to keep motionless in
the blind until the very mo-

ment you are ready to shoot. A single incautious gesture
and the game will swirl to the right or left out of gunshot.
The third is, to let the birds pass the decoys, and just as
they turn or beat back give it to them. Never, if you
can help it, let a bird light among the decoys. One is

almost certain to shoot, and the scattering pellets will
riddle the decoys as well as kill the birds. Many large
scores have been made by members. The club has un-
fortunately no written record, and he tallys are marked
Hke Rip Van Winkle'sscore on th^ wall. As brief as it

is, nothing could plainer show what excellent shooting
this place affords. The worst score was a member from
Washington City, who wrote on the wall under date of
May 7, 1890, "I bagged five yellowlegs, and that was all.

I made big preparations, and these snipe cost me about
$30 apiece."
Friday all hands were out early, and it being our last

day we remained in the blinds until the early afternoon.
Cap, who took an all day's shot, closed the day with 106,

Both York and Mac did weU. I stopped at 118. A final

count up showed that the grand total was 1,267 birds.

As large as the Ecore is, it could have been easily doubled
had we hunted steadily and started out by dawn every
morning.
On returning from each shoot the birds were laid side

by side belly upward in shallow zinc cases about 3ft.

long, 12in. wide, and about Sin. deep, there was only one
layer of birds put in each case, which was then fastened
and placed in a large refrigerator, and covered with
broken ice. In shipping these cases were placed in ice
boxes. The birds soon become frozen, and will remain
fresh and sweet as long as the ice last, which should be
renewed every twenty-fom- hours. It is indispensable
that this is looked to, a change of temperature for even
one hour will ruin the birds. We were compelled to
order another ton of ice; at least half was lost by melting
in transit. Another thing, the birds when packed must
be ijerfectly dry. The slightest moisture decomposes
them.
After dark all hands set to work collecting our traps.

luminous shade. These grass plover have a spread of Mac and I settled with Shant. His charges were ex-
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tremely moderate, $7.50 for board, $3.50 for boat hire,

cart hire and personal attendance. Just then York came
in laboring under some excitement and askedme to come
over to the other hoiise' as there was going to be music in

the air, Leon's bill would bankrupt the crowd. It was
exactly double the other. I have one beside me now,
and will copy the unique production: "Board for Cap
and York, $18; horse and wagon, $6; three days' labor,

$9; for hire of boat, $2; one bottle of 'peches', $1; down
to "Wash Woods, $3.60; use of decoys, $4.50; fishing,

$1.50."

Charging $9 for personal service topped in the way of

extortion anything that ever came under our observation,
seeing that both York and Cap cut their own bushes,
made their own blinds, planted their own decoys, brought
in their own birds. The labor of this worthy consisted
in dumping his guests on the ground and then driving
off. Even the the decoys were not his, I lending York a

Eortion of mine. A highwayman will generally allow
is victim to retain enough money to take him back

home, but Leon would take his last cent if he could.
Last summer Col. Lewis was at the club and received

an urgent telegram recalling him home. It happened on
the odd day of the week, the steamboat only leaving on
the even days, so the only way to get to Norfolk was by
a drive to Virginia Beacb. Shant's team was away, and
the Colonel applied to Leon to take him to Virginia
Beach. Now the regular price for carrying sportsmen to

and from the beach to the club is $3 each way; but this

Shylock insisted upon charging the Colonel just five times
as much, well knowing he had the guest in his power.
Not a cent would he abate; the Colonel paid the bill, but
has never been down to the club since. Tbe issue is

plain, if this man is allowed to invite guests at will to

this club, and to practice such extortion, the Currituck
Inlet Association will go to pieces to a certainty. If this

man does own the land his house stands upon and the

piece of marsh he claims, it should be inclosed within a
wire fence, and he be made to keep within bounds.
Many of the shares are held by sportsmen in Baltimore,

New York and Boston, and it is a pity their shares should
be made as valueless as the paper they are printed upon.
And it is hard that an exceptionally fine hunting resort

in defiance of all right and justice should be utterly

ruined. Either this squatter must go or the club will be
bursted insisted of twelve months.
The three sportsmen I took down intended joining the

club, but now decline the honor with thanks. I could
not blame them. Alex. Hunter,

BOSTON SPORTSMEN.
Editor Forest and Stream: .

^

The open season on quail in Massachusetts begins on
Oct. 15, before these lines can have been perused by the

readers of the Forest and Stream. The prospects for

quail shooting in that State are fair, but they would be
better but for the fact that too many quail have been
killed since the law was off on partridge and woodcock.
The dog points a bird. The hunter is all on the qui vive

for a partridge. The bird is flushed, but up goes a quail!

In nine cases out of ten bang! goes the gun, and possibly

bang! bang! a bird vrith both barrels. This is done almost
before the sportsman has time to think, even if he be a
good friend of the conservation of quail. The temptation
is great, and the chances for shooting, almost uninten-

tionally, are numerous. A report comes from reliable

gentlemen who have been shooting shore birds on the

Cape this fall, that it is of no use for the Massachusetts
Fish and Game Protective Association to put out live

quail and partridge on many parts of the Cape for the

sake of restocking with these game birds. The farmer's

boy is there with his snares, and in some cases the farmer
himself. One gentleman declares that he knows of many
rods of snares in the vicinity of Marshfield, and of birds

being taken in them. He does not care to furnish infor-

mation to the game protectors that shall lead to the con-

viction of the guilty parties, for he goes to that neighbor-

hood every fall for shore bird shooting.

The Plummer boys, Gordon and Albert, of the Boston
leather trade, had more than than their usual luck, at

Nantucket, with the shore birds this year. The shot701bs.

of birds on their trip. The number of birds was 380 in

all, with the biggest score at 383 in one day. The next
day after this big shoot not a bird was to be seen at the

very place where the great luck was had. The flight had
passed.

L. W. De Pass, assistant secretary of the Boston
Chamber of Commerce, with Dr. W. B. Cutler, of Boston,

and C. W. Hodkins, of Reading, have lately returned
from a fairly successful trip to the Cape after shore birds.

They report fair flights this fall.

E. M. GUlam, commercial editor of the Boston Adver-
tiser, is shooting rather more than usual this fall. Mrs.

Gillam is also shooting with him. She is practicing with
the shotgun with the determination of becoming a good
wing shot. They live in Denham, and go out nearly

every morning with their finely trained dogs. The other

morning Mr. Gillam rather missed a good shot. A friend

invited him the night before to be on hand at 4 A. M. to

start for a duck hunt. He was up in season and started

to drive to his friend's house. The road he was some-
what acquainted with in tbe daytime, but in the darkness

matters did not look right. He drove and drove, but

still did not reach his friend's house. The road did not

look right. At last he reached his friend's place by a

very roundabout way twenty minutes past four. His
friend's wife informed him from her chamber window
that her spouse had been gone about five minutes, fast

driving would doubtless catch him. Again Mr. Gillam
drove and drove till he was tired, and at last he drove

home and put up his team. Later he met his friend with
seven beautiful black ducks, the result of the morning's

shoot. Mr. Gillam has another invitation to a duck
shoot.
Two of the most successful local gunners in suburban

Boston, as well as two of the best shots, Gardiner Eames,
well known as "Gard," and Charlie Davies, have been
out several times, with the result of a good brace of

partridges each time. The other day they started three

birds. One Gard shot. The other two were likely to get

away, but Charlie's right barrel nailed one. He whirled

and shot the other with his left. But the charge did

more. One shot hit Gard squarely between the eyes. It

went in so far that it had to be cut out. But Gard kept

on gunning as usual. He says that at first he thought
that his left eye was gone. "If 't had," he remarked
afterward, "I should probably bave kept on gunning

but if it had been my right eye, I should have been
obliged to have practiced shooting from the other shoul-

der. If it had been both eyes I should most likely have
been obliged to have given up shooting altogether."
Among the late sportsmen to start for the Maine woods

and waters may be included Mr. L, Dana Chapman, of

Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, tackle dealers in Boston,
with S, C. Dizer, of Prouty & Dizer, of the boot and shoe
trade. Late in September they started for the Megantic
preserves, with the view of hunting moose in Canada till

the open season in Maine, when they designed to make a
return trip, via Tim and Seven Ponds.
Mr. E. B. Hosmer, of the well-known grain firm of

Hosmer, Crampton & Hammond, of Boston, is loolKng
for moose and deer at the Megantic preserves.

Mr. Herbert C. Leeds finished the trout season at Birch
Lodge, Eichardson Lake, the guest of Mr. Bayard Thayer.
Mr. J. Otis Wetherbee, a well-known Boston lumber
dealer, also spent a couple of autumn weeks at that beau-
tiful camp.
Judge Allen, of the Massachusetts Supreme Court, made

the autumn trout season at Lake St. John. His success

was only fair in that much boasted region,
Mr. H. S. Kempton, assistant managing editor of the

Boston Herald, is making the first and second weeks in

October at Camp Stewart, Richardson Lake, looking for

deer and partridges.
Mr. P. H. Kelly, the well-known Catholic church

builder, with his friend Bateman, the architect, were at

the Upper Dam for two or three weeks. But they did not
have their usual success at fly fishing. The weather was
too hot and the water far too low. Spectal.

PENNSYLVANIA QUAIL SEASON.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Our Legislature some time ago cut off two weeks of

our quail season by making Dec. 15 the closing date; the
purpose as given was to save the birds from being pot-
hunted in the deep snows; but as we have few snows
prior to Jan. 1 this was unnecessary. Not content with
this the next Legislature cut two weeks off the beginning
of the season, moving the opening date to Nov. 1, thus
making the time but six weeks, probably the shortest

season of any State, and certainly an absurdly small pro-

portion of the year in which to use our dogs and guns; I

understood this movement was made by members from a
few of the garden-spot counties, Lancaster, etc., who
probably hoped thus to save their few remaining birds;

but their country assuredly cannot be garden spots and
game covers at the same time, and it is dotlbtful if com-
plete protection in such closely cleaned up fields and
pastures would help the supply, while it is plainly unfair
to the remaining nine-tentlis of the State, which require

no such limited season.
It may be said that Oct. 15 found some coveys of quail

too small to shoot; yet if the opening date was deferred
to Dec. 1 there would even then be an occasional lot of

imdersized birds, for it is found that now and then broods
will be hatched as late as the fall months; but take a
normal season, and by Oct. 15 most of the coveys will be
found well grown.
The change to Nov. 1' deprives the quail hunter of prob-

ably two of his happiest weeks in the season. October is

the ideal shooting month, and the last two weeks of it,

when the master and dog hardened their muscles and
cultivated endurance, when the former, as much as the
shooting, enjoyed nature at her best. Even though it

cuts off the Christmas shooting for the vacationist and
home-comer we will willingly forego Decembers last

two weeks, but for tbe two cut off at ^he beginning of

the season we say make the season an even eight weeks
and restore us again those last days in lovely October.

^^^^^ OSTYJUTTA.

MOOSE IN NOVA SCOTIA.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have just returned from a two weeks' moose hunt in
Nova Scotia, and am promjpted to give my experience.

I went to the same grounds that I hunted in the fall of

1890, and found the cow moose signs more numerous than
last year, but the bulls scarcer. This I attribute to the
unusual hot weather of September, The bulls will not
travel much until frosty weather. The trout fishing was
fine, and partridges more plentiful than last year.

The first morning's hunt we called up a large bull

moose. He stood about 300yds. off', almost breast on (a

trifle quartering), looking straight at us. He never made
a bit of noise in coming to the call. Finding he would
come no nearer, 1 fired at him and wounded him badly.

The bullet passed through him somewhere, as he was
bleeding on both sides, and although we followed him
for nearly three miles, we had to give him up.

The next morning we called up another bull, but he
would not come out of the cover. We could hear his

horns knocking against the trees, and hear him answer,
but we never saw him.
Two mornings after I killed a very large bull moose.

The largest I have ever seen. We were calling some four
miles to northwest of our main camp. That was an ex-

citing morning's sport. It was wonderful what sagacity

that animal showed in coming to the call. At one time
he stood for fully fifteen minutes without moving,
about 600yds, off, looking straight at us. Finally he
moved toward us. We could see his great black body
passing through the underbrush and hear his horns strik-

ing the trees. At last he came out in an opening about
300yds. off, and looked in our direction. He made a
grand picture as he stood there, with his mane bristling

up and horns looming out in the foggy light of dawn.
Thinking that as good a time as any, I shot. He ran
about 150yds. and fell stone dead. He was shot through
and through. He would easily weigh l,0001bs. when
dressed. His horns were not so long as one would sup-

pose they ought to be for so large a moose. They spread

3*:t., and the bend of the horns measured almost 5ft.

They are nicely palmated and even. We salted him
down where he fell, and the meat filled three large

barrels.

That same morning we heard a cow moose give a long
plaintive call, and looking in that direction we saw her
standing in an open not very far from where we had
been calling. She soon passed out of our sight. A cow
came up with the bull that I killed. A few days after

we called up another bull, but we did not get a glimpse
of him,
One could have good sport on these grounds ia Optober,

as the bulls must have come in there by this time. There
have been fifteen moose killed that I know of, within a
radius of thirty miles of where I hunted, and probably
several more that we did not hear of, A bull moose was
hauled out past where we camped the last night in the
woods, 1 fear from what 1 heard that a good many of
these moose were snared. This fall I saw four moose
and heard two others in two weeks, and last year in three
weeks I saw eight and heard several others. We set
three log bear traps and baited with trout, but after
awhile the bait became soft and the bears took out the
bait, failing to spring the traps. H. W. HAMiiYN.
HOHOKTJS, New Jersey.

NOTES FROM THE GAME FIELDS.
CANADENSIS, Monroe Co., Pa., Oct. 5,—The grouse

shooting among the Pocono Mountains has not been
a success so far this year. The birds ai'e in good num-
bers, but on account of the heavy foliage cannot be seen
when they ai'e flushed. Rabbits are in large numbers,
and on Nov. 1 will offer lots of sport. Every morning
the hound runs one or two into tbe clearing back of this
shooting box. There are a few ducks flying now; and
once in a while we get a few on Elk's Pond, which is a
short distance from here. One bag made on the first day
of the grouse season consisted of two woodcock, five

doves and eight grouse—a far return for a twelve-mile
tramp. The birds are on the hills still feeding on the
wild frost grapes, and so are very hard to get at, as the
walking is beastly. We are all looking for a hard frost'

and a good blow to help rid us of the foliage. The trout
fishing was. very good this year and promises to be better
next, as the underbrush along the runs has been cut out.

COLLINGWOOD.

Snow geese first appeared in this vicinity Sept. 28.. ^

Hutchin's brant arrived about a week earlier; in small
flocks yet and flying high. Canada geese have been fly-

ing for three or four weeks. Mallards and teal are coming
down from the north in small numbers, although duck
shooting has been goftd around the coulees and slough
holes wherever there - is any water. Prairie chicken
shooting has been very good and t^here are a good many
strong coveys left yet. The indications are good for ex-
cellent goose shooting for the next six weeks. Visiting
sportsmen of the right kind will be well received and can
get good accommodations. E. T. Jvbd.
CANDO, North Dak., Oct. 3.

Have been hunting ever since I could hold an old
musket against a tree, but have never seen quail so
thick in all my life. Come down and be convinced and
satisfied. H.
DovEB, Oklahoma.

Weather is delightful, QuaU are more than plenty.
Fishing always good. Tarpon.
Tabpon Sphings, Fla., Oct. 5.

A SUFFOLK COUNTY ASSOCIATION.

I>
EPRESENTATIVES of the principal sporting clubs

of Suffolk county, L. I., have recently formed a
game protective association entitled "The Suffolk County
Game Protective Association.'' The objects of this asso-
ciation are the enforcement of the game laws of this
State and the preserving and propagation of game and
fish in tbe county of Suffolk.

Special game constables will be placed in various partsi

of Suffolk county, and the association has determined tO'

take energetic measures to secure the enforcement of the*

garne laws, to prevent the unlawful taking of game birds',

and the selling of the same out of season.
The directors are: Harry B. Holfins, Alfred Wagstaff,.

Arthur D. Weekes, Robert B. Roosevelt, and Frederick:
Edey. Its membership includes representatives of all',

the sporting clubs on Long Island. Mr. Jil. H. Moeran isi

counsel of the association.

Among the clubs represented in the association are the'

Southside Sportsmen's Club, the Brooklyn Gun Club, the
AVaverly Gun Club, the Bay Shore Gun Club, the South-
ampton Sportsmen's Club, the Robins Island Club, the'

Westhampton Club, the Flanders Club, the Hempsteadl
Club, and many others.

The association has been organized for the same pur-
poses and somewhat on the same principle as the one:
now so sticcessfully conducted in Connecticut, and it is;

to be hoped that it will receive the hearty cooperation of
the public and the authorities in accomplishing the laud-
able objects for which it was formed.

THE CONNECTICUT ASSOCIATION.
THE officers of the Connecticut Association of Farmers

and Sportsmen for the Protection of Game and Fish,
for the year, are: President and Treasurer, A. C. Collins^
Hartford; Vice-President, Dr. N. W. Holcombe, West
Simsbm-y; Secretary, Hon. Geo, P. McLean, Simsbury,
I3irectors: Hon. Geo. P. McLean, Simsbury; Hon. J, C.
Chamberlain, Bridgeport; John R. Pitt, 'Middletown;
Francis B. Skinner, Rockville; F. W. Whitlock, Water-
bury: Samuel A. Eddy, Canaan; Geo. A. Reed, Chaplin;
Z. R. Robbins, Norwicb. Executive Committee: A. 0,
Collins, Hartford; Dr. N, W, Holcombe, West Simsbury;
C. H. Smith, Jr., Hartford; A. E. Hart, Hartford, and
Geo, P. McLean, Simsbury.
Mr. Collins writes: "Since our organization in 1888

we have successfully prosecuted seventy game and fish

law violators at an expense of nearly $1,400. It costs
about §20 to convict a fish or game violator, or in other
words, it costs our $1 members about five cents for each
conviction. If we were furnished evidence it would cost
less," We bespeak for the association a cordial support
by farmers and sportsmen. The movement is in the right
direction. They have hold of the right end of the stick.

Locked Elk. Horns.—Mr. E. C. Sloan sends us an in
teresting photograph of two pairs of elk horns locked
together. They were discovered by Capt. David Howard
and his son in Pacific county. Wash., and were sold to a
Milwaukee purchaser for $300. The skeletons of the
antlered foes were found where the horns were; as Mr.
Sloan says, "There was no survival of the fittest here,"

It was found impossible tp separate the two without
breaking them,
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WITH DOGS.STILL-HUNTING DEER
Editor Forest and Stream:
Since contributing an item to your paper in regard to

still-huntin;; deer with bird dogs my attention has been
called by Mr. J. H. Mayne Campbell, of Toronto, to a
very interestins: article, by Sir Henry Pottinger, in the
February last Fortnightly lievieiv, entitled "An Island
Deer Forest," Norway. It seems the writer of that article
liad no luck in "bagging" a deer and resolved to try an
"elk dog," a hound, in still- hunting the red deer, and
met with success. He labored under very great disad-
vantages in the use of that dog on that occasion, because
the dog had to be handled in the leash by a servant. A
dog which the sportsman is compelled to handle in that
way in still-hunting deer is better than no dog.

I stated in a previous article that I have for several
years been without a dog, yet for two seasons during that
time a companion with whom 1 have hunted deer had a
good blooded setter, yet the dog was not well broken for
deer and had to be led, and would be continually testing
the patience of his master by trying to pass the wrong
side of a tree, or under a log when the convenience of
his master required him to jump over, or by the chain
becoming entangled in brush. A led bird dog, according
to my experience, is far preferable to a led hound in still-

hunting deer. The bird dog will allow himself, when
his master becomes vexed at the pertinacity of his dog,
in going where according to the judgment of his master
he ought not to go, to be jerked bottom side upward,
without whimpering, but the hound, according to my ob-
servation, will on every trifling chastisement, when led,
cry out at the top of his voice.
Let the sportsman take his intelligent, well-broken bii-d

dog with him once when still-hunting deer and he will
never regret the experiment. H. L.

AMONG THE WILDFOWL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your Chicago correspondent, Mr. Hough, under date of

Sept. 24, mentions that there is ''something wrong" with
sketch No. 3 of the wildfowl series, entitled "Where
Ignorance is Bliss." In a few words (with your permis-
sion) r propose to explain just what the sketch was
intended to convey:
A duck hunter has set his rig on a se^gy point, and,

after a survey of the waters adjacent thereto, seeing
nothing either swimming or flying, he concludes (the day
being perfectly calm) to take a snooze, hoping for a breeze
later on. The sedge gra^s stands straight, scarcely
nodding, so still is the air. A catspaw gently plays among
the decoys, 'tis just enough to make them head up, and
with the catspaw ruffling the water, a wandering canvas-
back takes the opportunity to breast it and investigate,
while our friend is sleeping.
From the tone of Mr, Hough's letter I judge he is

pleased with these sketches, and I trust that succeeding
numbers will meet with commendation from one who is
evidently a thorough sportsman, both legally and other-
wise. W. TOWNSKND.
Bay Ridge, N. Y,

A HoLLY^vooD Incident.—The New York Times tells
this little story of an incident at Hollywood Park, Long
Branch: "Everything was conducted on a scale of splen-
dor and magnificence that bewildered the native Jersey-
man, who began to regard Mr. Hoey as a modern Monte
Cristo, with an endless som'ce of wealth. His ambition
was to establish the most unique place of its kind in
America, if not in the world, ana money was not spared
to carry out that ambition. Travelers from all parts of
the country went to Long Branch to see Hollywood.
The proprietor himself was generally seen on Saturday
in a suit of the rustiest old clothes and a time-worn hat
inspecting his possessions. A small fox-terrier was his
faithful companion on these occasions. Very often he
was mistaken for one of his own workmen. One morn-
ing he caught a sportsman shooting at quail in the woods
in the rear of his residence. He pointed to a sign, 'No
shooting or trespassing allowed,' and asked the guAner if
he had seen it. "Yes,' said the sportsman, 'but old John
won't know the difference.' Hoey was dressed in hi's
rusty suit. He walked up to the young man and said in
an off-hand tone, 'That's a fine gun.' 'Yes, I paid |'43() for
it. It is one of the latest. You see it is bammerless.'
'I never saw a hammerless gun,' said Mr. Hoey, inno-
cently. The sportsman handed him the gun, w'ith the
remark, 'Look out, she's loaded!" 'So much the better,'
said Hoey, stepping back and pointing it at the sports'-
man. 'It will cost $25 more to get it from the Justice of
the Peace. So old John won't know the difference, will
he? Now git!' And he got."

A Mexican Sportsman's Club.—]\rexico City, Oct. S.—A meeting was held yesterday to arrange the prelimi-
naries for the organization of a shooting club called the
Chapala Shooting Club. The object of the club is to pur-
chase grounds for shooting purposes adjacent to Lake
Chapala on the Guadalajara branch of the Central Rail-
way. The proprietary members are: R. S. Towne, New
York; E. C. Brown, San Luis Potosi; E. W. Gould, Jr
E. H. Whorf, W. A. Frost, A. C. Michaelis, E. W. Jack-
son, Guillermo Landa y E=candon, Charles Sommer, Dan-
iel Turner, W. H. Keller. Thomas Braniff. R. M. de Aro-
zarena, Geo, D. Barron, E. Harris, H. C. Payne, Mexico;
H. A, Vaughn, Guadalajara; S. W. Eevnolds, Boston; H.'
C. Pierce, St. Louis; M. S. McCay, E.'V. Sedgwick, San
Luis Potosi. Other applications for membership are in
hand which will^soon be dealt with. Besides the 35 pro-
prietary members, there will be 25 associate members
elected. The necessary grounds will be secured forthwith
and a club house erected thereon, and boats, etc., will be
bought, a committee having already been appointed for
the purpose. The lake and district of Chapala aboimd in
game, and the members of the club will have excellent
sport there. A hunt vfill be organized just as soon as the
club house is erected. The principal game will be duck,
snipe and geese.

^

Long Island Deer Hunting.—The law permits deer
hunting on Long Island for the first ten days of October,
exclusive of Sundays, but this year hunting was kept up
on both Sundays, the 4th and 11th. The number of deer
killed can only be conjectured, but it approximated 75.

Game Peotegtor Kidd.—In summer and winter,
fall and spring, says the Newburgh (N. Y.) Journal,
Dr. Willett Kidd is a busy man. He conducts a dental
business, and at the proper seasons indulges in ice-
boating and fishing. Yet as fish and game protector
he ia industrious aa well, all the year round. One of the
official's latest victims, in contact with the inexorable
game laws, is the young son of a well known and wealthy
New York wholesale grocer. This young man has re-
cently been obliged to pay the full fine imposed for a
violation of the law in wantonly shooting pretty song
birds. Another of Dr. Kidd's latest cases is that of a
prominent official down in Rockland county. That gen^
tleman has settled for an infraction of the law, in catch-
ing fish in a net in Orange county. He ought to have
known better before the act: he certainly does now. New
case No. 3 is that of Wm, Rhiuehart, an Ulster county
market man, B.e lives at Rutsonville, but is charged
with having transportect certain game birds out of season
from Bruynswick. Both places are located out near the
town of Shawangunk. Suit has been brought against
Mr. Rhinehart in the Supreme Court for the recovery of
penalties aggregating |250.

St. Louis Notes.—This week there was concluded an
important deal in the way of a hunting and fishing pre-
serve. [Some 10,000 acres of land, taking in eight miles of
the Merrimac River, located in Crawford county, has
been purchased by a number of St. Louis gentlemen,
among whom we note Judge T. R. Partis, James E.
Blythe, D. Able, George Bain, W. W. Withnell, George
Burnett and J. W. Buel. The price paid for the property
was $50,000. It is proposed to spend $50,000 more in
making improvements, and a summer hotel is on the pro-
grarnme. The property is less than 100 miles from St.
Louis, and' contains an abundance of large game.
The quail season has opened with many hunters out, who
report an abundance of birds. One hunter reports to us
having in one day come across three broods of quail too
small yet to fly. It seems as if these young birds must
be the result of a second hatching, but if not, the opening
season should be Nov. 1 instead of Oct. 1.—Abeedebn.

Pulled the Muzzle.—The Troy Times reports that a
Castleton, Vt., boy "went out Sunday to pick up walnuts
that had fallen from the trees Saturday night, so as to
prevent outside parties getting them. He took a shotgun.
While picking the nuts he saw a gray squirrel in a
tree. He reached for the gun, which he had laid across
a fallen tree, and took hold of it by the muzzle. In lift-

ing it the trigger caught on the tree and the gun was dis-
charged. The charge of shot entered his left arm, near
the jvrist, and ploughed through clear to the elbow, tear-
ing the arm almost to pieces and showing the arteries,
muscles and bones. He made his way to his grandfather's
house, and from there he was taken home, where the
doctor attended^

"Forest and Streann*' Nursery Rhymes.

npOM, Tom, a nimrod's son
Sneaked his father's loaded gnn;

Out in the field he found a hare,

"Old Betsy" she was fixed for bear.

She peeled his nose, she soiled his clothes.

But still be smiled for he got there.
AZTJEO.

WAtebbury, vt.

A gun crank bought a gun,

For a while he thought it fun
To "target" the same,
TUl his shoulder was lame,

And of shot he'd used a ton.

A shooter went out to shoot,

The targets wen t oif with a scoot,

He "held on," "held ahead,"
Wasted plenty of lead.

And missed 'em all, the unlucky galoot.

Eph Aye.

Angling Talks. By George Daivson. Price 50 cents, Fly-
Bods mid Fly-Tackle. By H. P. Wells. Price $S.50. Fly-
Fisliing and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. H. Kerne.
Price $1.50. American Angler's Book. By Thad. Norris.
Price $5.50.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British P-rovinces are given In the Book of
the Game Laws.

LEDGE FISHING FOR OUINANICHE.
^T^O say the oiMuaniche is a landlocked salmon, writesX Ripley Hitchcock in the Christian Union, would
seem to relegate him to the rank of his brethren of Lake
Sebago and Lake Sunapee and other peaceful waters—an
honorable rank, yet inferior to his own. For the ouinaniche,
while the naturalists may dismiss him as simply the
Salmo salar, variety sebago, is the result of peculiar con-
ditions. For him, more than most of ue, life is a struggle.
He lives in the rush and roar of torrents, and seeks his
food where no weakling may venture unscathed. At the
Main Chute of the Saguenay, where the vast volume of
white water roars past Laurentian crags, and at the foot of
cataracts on the Mistassini and Peribonca, the ouinaniche
is at home. Naturally , he has become possessed of a body
like vibrant steel, a tail of incredible size and power, and
a dorsal fin which shows above the water as he feeds like
a lateen sail. If in all this there lurks the sin of over-em-
phasis, it will be pardoned by those who know the joy of
finding a fisherman's legend fovmded upon the eternal
verities.

I leave to others the discussion of the migrations of the
ouinaniche, his exact habits, and the possibilities of his
extinction. My own introduction was under circiuiistances
so adverse at first that I seemed on the point of repeating
the familiar experience of those who gorge the bait offered
to "sportsmen" by the hotel prospectus and railway adver-
tisement. I had "outfitted" at Roberval on Lake St. John,

and, with my two half-breeds, a canoe, two tents, blankets,
and a small mountain of supplies, I crossed the lake on
an absurd little logging steamer, which finally stopped by
the simple process of running aground on the sand-bars
a mile off the mouth of the Mistassini. The birch-bark
canoe was launched and loaded, and the men bent to their
paddles in a heavy rain, which pursued us fitfully at
dinner, at our night camp in the 'dripping forest, and at
our waking. The men hung back. "Trop mouillee," was
Philippe's constant plaint—my stalwart Philippe, with a
face more ferocious than that of any Apache renegade
whom I have ever seen in Arizona, and a voice like that
of a homesick calf. It was simply one of the questions of
will and discipline which are apt to be raised in "the
bush," and by good men, too, merely to test a new
employer and to determine the chances of an easy-going
trip. But the issue was met and settled then and there,
and late in the afternoon of the second day, despite rain
and four long portages, we reached the magnificent fifth
falls of the Mistassini and apparent failure. Not a single
ouinaniche could be bribed to take my flies.

It is easy to con=^ole one's self with the familiar "it is not
all of fishing to fish" when the fisherman stays his hand
from mere satiety; but philosophy is more diflScult for the
empty-handed. It was true that the air of that northern
solitude was a tonic, and the cataract itself worth the
journey from New York. Yet philosophy and the natural
man fought hard for the upper hand as I lay on my fra-
grant bed of fir boughs, listening to the patter of rain on
the tent and the roar of the mighty waterfall close at
hand. But in the morning, after more frtiitless endeavor
here and there among waves which tossed the canoe like
the traditional cockle-shell, we landed on a sharply sloping
ledge of Laurentian rocks. There I stood braced in a
crevice above the water, but not out of reach of waves
which leaped up from a troubled sea, and there in that
angry flood , where fly-casting seemed a mockery, I found
the ouinaniche. There was a sudden tug down under
the surface, and at the answering strike a silvery body
flashed four feet high in air, and I heard Louis's whoop
and Philippe's shout, "C'est un gros, Monsieur, un grosl"
"Un gros" the fish certainly seemed to be, as twenty-five
yards of line were taken from the screaming reel in the
first rush out into the rapids, were another leap was fol-
lowed by a rush straight in, and then a fit of sulks. So
themoments crept on, each second vibrant with suspense,
while the gallant fish, now in water, now in air, fought with
a courage and tenacity w^hich I have never seen equaled
by trout or black bass, nor by a grilse in point of enditr-
ance, nor hardly, pound for pound, by a salmon. How
long this battle royal lasted it would be hard to say.
Philippe measured time by his pipe, and he smoked three.
At last I was able to strain the ouinaniche toward the
ledge where Philippe clung precariously, and in another
instant the fish was in the net, Louis was gripping it

through the meshes, and both men were scrambling like
cats up the face of the rock to a safer place. There we
administered the coup de grace, and I noted the shapely
head, the clean-cut body, with the iridescent greenish gill-
markings and dark spots on the silvery sides, and I mar-
veled at the width of the powerful tail and the size of the
dorsal fin. No sportsmen could ask finer game, and no
gourmet could take exception to a fish whose flesh is more
savory than the trout, and less cloying than the Salmo
salar.

It was olf this same Laurentian ledge that I fought and
killed allmy ouinaniche during those rare days. They were
days of moving experiences with ouinaniche which seemed
to spend all their time in air, with others which leaped up
on the rock beside me, or fought their way far out into the
rapids, or "bored" doggedly at the bottom, while the line
vibrated as if at strokes of the powerful tail. And all this
time I was at a place which would make the fortune of the
summer landlord if it were, unhappily, accessible to "sum-
mer visitors," and not so far to the northward that even
the outpost cabins of settlers are below, and the only-
human beings to the north are a few trappers and the Eski-
mos.

TROUT INJURIES.
Editor Fofest and Stream:
May I ask for information? While on rny last outing

in Maine I visited Blanchard Pond in the Dead River
region, and there enjoyed one evening's fly-fishing such
as I have never experienced before or expect to for some
time to come. The trout averaged l^lbs. each, and took
my silver- doctor and brown-hackle viciously. I have
caught speckled trout weighing over 41bs., but never did
any give me battle like these of Blanchard Pond. After
supper, as we were admiring our gamy beauties, my guide
called my attention to several ugly sores on the sides and
backs of all my fish and asking me to explain their pres-
ence. I could not, and that is what I am about to lay
before you. On turning to my diary I find that the pond
is a pretty sheet of some five acres in extent, surrounded
by heavily wooded hills and supplied by springs. The
water is a clear coffee color and very cold. Along its
border long-stemmed lilies grow and are its only vegeta-
tion. Curiously enough it has no visible outlet, yet this
lake rarely rises or lowers its surface, as can be seen by
its'i shores. The trout themselves were finely shaped,
lithe and ferocious, very, very dark in color, with spots
almost black, the upper jaw projecting and terminating
in a slight hook similar to the salmon. They were ap-
parently in good health except for the sores, and gilfe,
which were very pale or faded. We did not eat these
fish, fearing they had some blood disorder'. Have you.
ever met with a similar case in your experience? and if
so, pl6ase state plainly the circumstances, and thereby
help to explain, to me, a very interesting case.

Sedge.
[Juding from the hooked jaws we believe that the in-

juries observed resulted from battles between the males
approaching the breeding condition. It is to be noted,
however, that leeches cause sores on certain fish, although
we have not known this to occur with trout. Another
very common cause of injury in the salmon family is the
fish louse—a species of lerngean, which fastens itself to
the sides, gills and mouth, and causes severe inflamma-
tion and ulceration. It has been supposed that the habit
of going to sea was acquired through the desire of becom-
ing free from these troublesom parasites.]

A Book Aboui Indxans.—The Forest and Stream will mall
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book
"Pawnee Hero Stories and folk-tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen lHustratlons from the volunae.—wldt).
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FISHING WITH TRAINED CORMORANTS
By Captain F. S. Dugmore. R. N. B., Master of the Falconry

OlTib 1878 to 1883.

^Concluded from pa^e »^.]

CHAP. VIII.—DAILY MANAGEMENT.

WHEN all your cormorants have been tborouglily
trained, and have had say a week's constant

practice with plenty of good hick, the wearing of the
collar may be dropped except on jfishing days, when
it must be adjusted immediately after the morning
mouthful.

If you keep them in a pen and there does not happen
to be among the lot a spiteful bird, a born anarchist or
agitator by nature, given to biting his fellows and to
making things generally disagreeable all round, no sub-
stitute for the collar will be necessary. But if you have
no convenient inclosure, or if you find any difficulty in
keeping it clean—a paved yard should be slushed down
every day—picket your birds by the legs on a grass plot,
using leather "jesses" fin. broad, somewhat similar to
those worn by trained hawks and falcons.
The hawking jess pnre and simple (Figs. 3 and 4), ex.

Figs. .3 and 4.

cepting that it is cut straight, lightness being no object,
i8_ generally used; with a yard long cord, knotted or run-
ning-looped at one end, passing through a hole in each
jess, in lieu of "leash" and swivel (Fig. 7). But it has
one disadvantage; it cannot be quickly removed by gloved
fingers.

Consequently I prefer an arrangement of my own (Figs.
5 and 6), the jess being used as a simple slip or running

^ ^^^^
CORMORANT JESS .^ aifC,^^^^ patter™.

"^^^^^Slip-Kvar -LEASH .

Figs. 5, 6 and 7.

noose, with a stop consisting of a sudden break in the
width of the leather to prevent its tightening close round
the leg. This can be slipped off in a moment without
any diflJiculty.

Keeping your cormorants thus tethered by the leg to
loops on the picketing rope, a whole team of eight to
twelve birds can be fed in five minutes instead of twenty,
which would be required if collars were habitually worn.
To avoid destroying the grass, as well as for sanitary

reasoas, the picketing Une should be shifted every day,
or every alternate day at the very least. 'JVith regard to
feeding, once a week before a day of perfect rest, the birds
should have a "gorge" or full feed. On other days,when
fully grown and trained, they should get about a half
ieed in the afternoon, in addition to a mouthful or so in
the morning.

Over-feeding, especially while the bird is wet, may
bring on indigestion; for the digestive organs of cormor-
ants are by no means so strong as would be imagined,
judging from their exuberantly healthy appetites.
Underfeeding and overwork, together with too much

exposure to cold and wet, may bring on cramp of the
lower limbs, almost always ending in hopeless paralysis.
For indigestion, rhubarb and cayenne pepper or ijejjper
corns, concealed in a morsel of food, are the best reme-
dies. For cramp, cayenne, warm wraps and the kitchen
fire.

Either malady, not attended to, will often prove fatal
within twenty-four hours; neither need ever occur wdth
reasonably careful management.
For laziness and torpor, thirty drops of the second

homoeopathic solution of uux vomica on powdered white
sugar, repeated for several days an hour before feeding
(in the morning), may effect some improvement.
The best possible cure for a trained cormorant that

appears to be seedy or out of sorts (of which drowsiness is

the first unmistakable symptom) is a recourse to Darue
Nature herself.

Turn the bird loose for a couple of days, without collar,
into some small lake or pond containing more or less fish,

and leave it to take care of itself.

When a sick bird is under treatment, the collar must
invariably be removed, lest it should impede vomiting and
cause apoplexy; as also at any time when a bird may be
observed trying to throw up a "casting" of fish bones"and
indigestible skin.

After all the birds are perfectat their work, they should,
as a general rule, be used in couples or in threes; both
because emulation will prove a powerful incentive to ex-
ertion, and because they assist one another greatly under
water, the hindermost bird often striking at and captur-
ing a fish that has suddenly doubled back past his leading
comrade. (Illustration 1.) They work together just like
greyhounds at a coursing match.

UittM quite perfect, it is better to work the learn all

together, so that backward birds may be stimulated by
the example of their companions, until all shall have
approximately attained a uniform standard of excel-
lence.
To be capable of giving a good afternoon's sport, a work-

ing team of cormorants should not consist of less than six
good birds, to be used in relays of two at a time, the
remainder resting or drying themselves, A team of nine
can be worked with great advantage in relays of three.
To make quite sure, I prefer a minimum' strength of
eight; consequently, if nestlings are used, considering that
any losses cannot be made good until next breeding sea-
son, not less than twelve birds should be procured and
put in training. Once trained, any superfluous birds can
be kept in reserve without trouble. They never forget

j

their training to such an extent that it cannot be com- -

pLetely recalled in a couple of d^ys, '

la ^ietriets where wild birds can be readily caugkti at

any time, the total strength of the team may be fixed at
six; their capacity for work is usually much ahead of
nestlings.

While these numbers are recommended as placing their
owner in a position to be certain of showing sport at any
time without risk of failure, I do not wish to dishearten
persons who may prefer to go in for the use of cormorants
on a much smaller scale, or only as an aid—and a very
material aid—to their housekeeping economies. In a
favorable locality, a couple of wild-caught cormorants,
while costing nothing for their own maintenance, will
amply suffice to keep a large family thoroughly well sup-
plied with fish, and that without occupying much of their
masters time: given fairly well-stocked waters, of which
there is assuredly no lack in America, the two birds will
provide daily more fish than a dozen people can consume.
A couple of nestlings, if good ones, wiU do almost as

much; but the smaller the number of nestlings that are
put in training together, the less chance there is of any of
them turning out exceptionally well. As before ex-
plained, each bird assists in the education of his fellows.
So that it is well to train more than are required, after-
ward reducing the strength of the team by judicious
drafting.

OHAP. IX.—THE PALANQUIN.
We now come to the means of conveyance to and from

the fishing grounds that we intend working. If these are
close to home, the trainer and his friends can carry a cor-
morant apiece on the left arm, the right hand retaining,
as a rule, hold, or at least a light touch of the bird's head.
This, not only as a precaution to save the carrier's face
from possible damage, but to prevent the eager bird j ump-
ing off and hurrying prematurely to work directly the
water is sighted.

If you have some distance to go by water, with a little

assistance the birds may possibly be kept tolerably quite
in your boat. But if an overland journey of a mile or so,
or perhaps a long drive, has to be performed, it is quite
another matter, and you must have recourse to a cormo-
rant palanquin. (See Fig. 8.)

Fig. 8.

This is a rectangular box or hamper, 3ft. Oin. in length
from '62 to 40in. in breadth, divided into either ?ix or
eight compartments running the entire length of the pal-
anquin and closed at each end by flap doors opening down-
ward. The compartments are in two tiers.

The object of the door at each end is to allow of the
bird, which must have no room to turn round inside, being
both put in and taken out headforemost; this is indis-
pensable, to save the tailfrom being smashed. Loops are
arranged on the four upjjer corners of the palanquin, for
poles by which it is carried, and as a means of suspend-
ing it under the axles or buckboard of a wagon or buggy.

If the palanquin is made of wood, each of the doors
must be pierced with several i-in. holes for ventilation.
For the sake of lightness, strong basket-work is prefer-

able to wood. My own cormorant palanquin is made of
cane with a wooden floor to the upper tier.

Wood or basket-woi-k, it must be thoroughly washed
out immediately after being used.
The birds, each tempted in for the first time or tvro by

a tiny morsel of fish at the further end of its own com-
partment, should not be kept in the palanquin longer than
13 necessary; but as soon as practicable after arrival at the
scene of operations, should be tethered out by the collar
to the picketing-rope, a sjiady spot being selected in sum-
mer, a sunny and breezy place in cold or damp weather.

CHAP. X.

—

L'ENVOI.

In conclusion, I would add a few words of encourage-
ment to those of my readers who may be induced by
what I have written to take up seriously one of the most
charming, easy, and economical of outdoor amusfments;
one, moreover, with which it is in their power, if of un-
selfish disposition, to afford much pleasure to any num-
ber of friends and acquaintances, whom perhaps the
hustle and bustle of business leaves without leisure to

provide for themselves the active relaxation and un-
bending that, as a mental tonic, is so much more valu-
able than mere, dull, passive rest.

They may go ahead in the full confidence that the art
is absolutely devoid of the element of uncertainty that
attaches to almost all other outdoor sports, such as fal-

conry, racing, gunning, angling or dog-breaking; in each
of which, at best, oeeasionrtZ success, alternating with, and
oft times spoiled by disappointment, can alone be reckoned
on with anything like certainty.

The cormorant master is not dependent on a precisely
proper amount of ripple on the water, or of flying
clouds in the sky, without which tht holiday so long
anticipated by the fly-fisher may turn out a melancholy
blank.
Given the fish, and given the trained cormorants, 'a

blank day is an impossibility.

A muddy state of the water, or too large an expanse of
it, may deprive him of some of his pleasures, by conceal-
ing the beautiful evolutions and

.
ingenious maneuvers of

the birds, as with snake-like necks and prying eyes they
rapidly explore every hole in the bank, the dark recess
behind every clump of roots or group of boulders, while
traveling up against the river's current; but he can still

see each captured fish brought to the surface, adroitly
pouched, landed, and obediently surrendered; while he
enjoys the proud satisfaction of feeling and asserting
man's "dominion over the fowls of the air," not by their
wanton destruction, but hy rendering their marvellous
intelligence subservient to his own. It is sport, too, that
can be ta.ken up at one time and temporarily dropped at
another, to suit the convenience of the moment; and that
without loss.

Unlike hawks, cormorants, when once perfectly trained
and well practiced, can be left idle for many months
without any peimanent deterioration whatever. After
being shut ui> in a yard for a year, and their food

j

hurried ij llirpwii to them, t^vo or three days exercise will

'

make thenaffs good as ever they were; though, of course,
where their owner has a small isolated lake at his disposal,
turning them loose thereon is a more satisfactory way of
keeping the birds through a period of idleness.

It is quite possible to use cormorants all through their
moult, while scarcely advisable to choose that season to
recommence work with birds that have been long idle.
Then it is a great comfort to feel that the cormorants

having no intrinsic value and being so easily replaced,
an accident such as the loss of a bird or two is not a mis-
fortune of any great consequence; so long as one good
bird is left, recruits will almost train themselves; more-
over, a disappointment about birds from the April breed-
ing places in the South can always be remedied up to the
end of June, or even July, by having recourse to the cliff

s

of the far North.
*

* *

I believe nothiiig is required beyond the advent of some
energetic propagandist who would add the performances
of a good fishing team tg the attractions of a camp-meet-
ing of the American Canoe Club, to enhst so many dis-
ciples that ere long cormorant fishing shall become a
national and popular recreation of the masses of the
American Commonwealth; so to remain long after the
present feverish multiplication and increasing perfection
of implements of destruction shall have deprived the
gunner of any game to shoot at excepting clav-pigeon?,
and shall have made field trials impracticable for the dog-
breaker; unless indeed the same clay-pigeons rubbed over
with red herring or aniseed, and sown promiscuously over
the competition grounds, can be utihzed to display the
attainments of his pointers and setters.
The foregoing not very voluminous chapters do not, I

think, constitute much of a tax upon the understanding
or the memory of the tyro; and yet, as a very old cormo-
rant fisher, I can safely affirm that they contain all the
information than can possibly be required. No authori-
tative text-books on this art exist, so far as I know, in the
English (or American) languages. A French pamphlet,
written after perhaps half a dozen days or less out with
trained cormorants, by an ardent Parisian (literary) sports-
man and old friend of my own, whose trainer was
(previously) sent to me to be trained some seventeen years
ago. is, I believe, out of print; as is also a chapter or ap-
pendix to an excellent work on falconry by another old
friend of mine. Both are to me inaccessible at present,
my library being thousands of miles away.

.
But an ounce of fact is proverbially worttua pound of

theory : couFequently the leanier may follow the fore-
going directions with the assurance that they do not con-
tain one single word of compilation or imagination, but
are drawn exclusively from my own personal experience;
and that 1 do not ask him to do anything that I have not
myself actually done.
Once more counselling him to go and do likewise—only

more so—1 now take my leave of him, with best wishes
for the signal success that, he may take my word for it,

is at his absolute command.
[The writer has consented to reply to any requests for

further explanation that may be addressed to him (under
cover to our office) by actual learners,]

MAINE WATERS.
THE Maine trouting season closed exceedingly dull.

The number of trout taken in Maine waters was
probably smaller during the late August and all of Sep-
tember than for many years. Low water was doubtless
greater the cause of this ill-success to the rod and reel
fisherman than any other. No rain in the Maine woods
during the summer and none in September rendered the
streams and la^es remarkably low. Such conditions are
not favorable to trout fishing, especially when accom-
panied by weather abnormally hot. Indeed the latter
days of September and the first days of October were hot-
ter in the Maine woods than was the average for the same
number of days in July, Trout fishing was at a low ebb,
Not even the evenings and mornings were cripp and cool
as usual in the late September, conditions which bring
the trout up to the fly at that time of the year. No active
rising to the fly is reported from any of the Maine waters
this fall. This dry weather and remarkably low water
may also be productive of other results not favorable to
the fish, as well as the ruining of the fall trout fishing
this year. The trout have begun to seek the spawning
grounds as usual. But these spawning grounds are
not found where they should be, On the contrary,
the water has far receded from them and they are only
plats of dry gravel, in some instances, many rods from
water sufficient for the trout to breed in. Richardson
Lake, one of the Rangeleys noted for its noble trout, was
on Oct. 1 fully 18ft. below high water mark, and 14ft.

lower than it has been for the past 4 or 5 years at the
commencement of the season when the trout usually
seek the spawning grounds. The other lakes of the
Rangeley chain are nearly as badly off, as indeed are all

of the many trout lakes in Maine that are used for the
storage of watei- for the turning of mills below. What
is the result of this low water thus far? The trout are on
new spawning beds further down the mouths of the
streams they have usually ascended to spawn. Giant
trout might be seen on these beds on the last days of Sep-
tember. Considerable fly-casting was dbne over them by
excited sportsmen. But they did not rise to any con-
siderable extent. Mr. C. H. Johnson, of the Camp Stewart
party, took one on a mongrel fly, partly silver-doctor
and partly something else. The flsh weighed Gibs. ; a
male, with all the usual autumn markings of dark Ver-
million sides and greatly hooked under jaw. Had the
fish been plump, as in the spring time, it would have
weighed at least Tibs. There was nothing in the cavities
of the body. The fish had evidently eaten nothing for
weeks. *•

What is to be the result of tliis low water at the
beginning of the spawning season? Later, and. before the
spawning season is over, the new spawning beds will be
under many feet of dark and probably roily waters. The
fall rains will doubtless bring up the lakes and streams to

the U5ual pitch. The little trout^ if hatched under such
conditions, will be in the very teeth of all the enemies
that nature has taught the parent trout to seek to avoid
for their progeny, by ascending the stfteameas far as pos-
sible to spawn . It does no look as though the trout breed-
ing season of 1891 could be much of a success in most of
the Maine waters, and the possibilities of artificial etook-
rng are bi'ought more forcibly to mind than ever.

Special.
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THE HEMLOCK LAKE BASS.

HEltLOCK LAKE, N. Y., Oct. 8.~Editor Forest
and Stream: In Fobest and Stream of Sept. 24 is

an article, '-Black Baas in Hemlock Lake," which is cor-
rect so far as it tells the tale of stocking: the lake with
bass in 1859. But credit is given to the Lima Clnb en-
tirely, whereas the movement originated in Spring water
with twenty-two subscribers to the oaper; then it was
Sent to the late H. J. Wood, of Lima, who obtained
twenty-nine more subscriptions at Lima and Livonia.
The original paper lies before me; I have kept it as a
memento, my brother, Geo. A. Pierce, keeping the con-
tract as a memento. These bass were the large-mouth or
Oswego bass and never became plenty.
The black bass we now get are the small-moulh. Thev

were put in the lake in January, 1871, together with rock
bass and wall-eyed pike, by Geo. A. Pierce, N. A. Kel-
logg, myself and two or three others. T went to Roches-
ter and obtained them of Seth Green.
We had fine bass fishing until two yea.rs ago. For two

years the poachers have speared them on their beds while
they were taking care of their young, thus destroying
thousands at a blow; and the hotel keepers, riu .leaders
in it, then ask their patrons to come and fish in the sum-
mer, and wonder fish are scarce.
Last May and June I could see almost any night from

my cottage from one to five lights spearing "bass. Result

:

the bass fishing ruined.
The trout fishing is also ruined by set lines and gill

nets; but few are now caught, though for twenty years
nearly every winter N. A. Kellogg and myself have pro-
cured trout fry from Mumford in behalf of Springwater
and Dansville subscribers, and stocked the lake. Mr. L.
A. Pratt, of Rochester, and Lima and -Livonia parties
have also put some in. Three years in succession we put
in whitefish; a few have been caught by giil-nets. Pick-
erel and perch were placed in ihe lake in December,
1838, by A. Southworth, H, S. Tyler, S. G. Grover a,nd
others of Springwater. A disease used up the perch a
few years since, and they are now seldom caught. Fly-
fishing for perch at one time was great sport.
The above is a correct account of the stocking of Hem-

lock Lake, one of the finest lakes in the State, its clear,
deep waters producing the finest quality of fish. It is
quite a summer resort; on its shores are about 130 cot-
tages and four hotels. It is seven miles long, one-half
mile wide, and about 100ft. deep. Abrupt hills, over
1,000ft. high, rise each side, covered with a forest on the
steep sides. Just now the trees are putting on their
autumn tints. In the summer there are on the lake
numerous steamers, yachts and rowboats, making a
lively picture. Alas! the fishing is ruined by the
poachers, and that includes many who own cottages, as
well as some of the landlords. W. H, Pierce.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Oct. 2.—Mr. Frank Lawrence had on

exhibition yesterday at Spalding's a magnificent
mascallonge lately taken by himself at Tomahawk Lake,
Wis. The fish was reported to weigh 32^1bs., and was a
beauty in every way, as shapely as a salmon.

I suppose the worst fish liar and best tackle salesman
on earth is Mr. A. Hirth, of Spalding's house here, better
known as Papa, or Paw, or old man Hirth. Mr. Hirth
could doubtless stop a clock, but he could not stop a street
car. Attempting the latter, he sprained his knee, and
has had a great deal of trouble with the injury since then.
I do not think his conscience can be sprained.
Our friends should by this time be pretty well acquained

with the Mak-saw-ba notables, Messrs. J. P. Card and
Billy Mussey, and so I know I shall be forgiven for my
regular weekly Mak-saw-ba bass item. This week it is
hardly less than wonderful. There were brought into
Mak-saw-ba Club house last Saturday 75 baas, nearly all
small mouths. Of these Mr. Card had 81, of which 16
were small-mouths, a total weight of over 501bs. Mr.
Mussey had 15 and Messrs. Holden, Harris, Organ and
Kinney also had fine strings. Mr. Kinney took what is
thought to be the largest bass ever brought into the club
bouse, a big-mouth that weighed ^lha. Billy Mussey
also caught a dogfish that weighed 141b8. The quantity
of fish being taken out of that narrow, deep stream in
Mak-saw-ba marsh is something fairly startling.
The Kankakee Association has a Committee on Pro-

• taction. It is time this committee should do something.
It should delegate a man to visit Mr. Dennis, the State
Fish Commissioner of Indiana. It should further take
action in getting a warden for that part of the river which
lies in Illinois, as all below Momence does. It seems that
an evil exists of which little knowledge has existed , here at
least, and that is winter netting. I append a letter from
Mr. George Kamper, president of the Vermilion County
Association, whom Dr. Bartlett reports as one of the best
wardens he has in the State. The latter was written to
Dr. Bartlett, and by him referred to President Cole, of the
Kankakee Association, from whom I obtained it. It
reads as follows:

Dastville, Sept. 23 -Mr. S. P. Bar«e(t-DEAR Sir: I have iust
returned from a three clays' fishing trip In ihe Kankakee River at
Mnmenee, and you can readily believe that I did not fail to in-
quire Into the matter of illegal flsliing in that vicinity. I found
that during the cold wpaiher there is a great deal of fishing witli
gill nets, trammel nets, hnop nets and spears, and that perhaps
hundreds of tons of game fish '(bass, pike, wall-eyes, croppies,
goggle-eyes, etc.) are destroyed anunally by those methods winhin
ten miles each way of Momence. I know of course that the Kan-
tabee River Association, which is composed principally of
Chicago sportsmen, intend to enforce the law, but have made a
wrong start.
I know a young man there named Chas. Heimbaugh, who is a

true sportsman and a genuine enthusiast in flsh and game pro-
tection, who would be the right man in the right place. He lives
a mile above Momence and knows every violator up the river for
ten miles. Charlie is enthusiastic enough in the cause of flsh
protection to have gotten from me a promise that 1 would come
up there any time he ijiigbt call for me, although that would be
considerable of a sacrifice for me to make. Trie distance from
Danville to Momence is 75 miles, and although trains run it In
about two hours the fare of 50 per trip, roupled with other
small necessary expenses, causes me to have absolutely no desire
to make trips of that kind. I give my time and labor cheerfully,
but can hardly afford to give in addition a considerable amount
of money for the good of the cause and to principally beneflt
others. If the Kankakee Associaiion would: make arrange-
ments with Chas. Heimbaugh; they might succeed in stopping
the illegal slaughter of game hsh, which is being carried on every
winter near Momence.
lam not acquainted with any members of the Kankakee Asso-

ciation and have for that reason applied to you in the hope that
you may be able to do something in the matter, feeling that ynn
will be conflrient that my sole desire is for the good of the cause,
trying simply to devise the best possible means for accomplishing
the desired end.

Hoping to hear from you in this matter 1 remain yours, rospect-
fiuly. Geo. Kampbb.

The above is very good testimony for Mr. Heunbaugh,
and it is very good food for thought for that hibernating
committee.
Mr. Geo. E. Cole, president of the Kankakee Associa-

tion, and myself expect to run down the Kankakee and
look at the fish ways next week, thence going down the
Illinois River to Peoria, where the State boat Lotus is at
present lying, and meeting there Dr. Bartlett and all the
jovial crew of that sturdy little steamer for a further trip
down the Illinois. Properly made, this would be a pleas-
ant and useful trip, though hurry will Biwil much of it

for ua. The Kankakee is very low, and it is said a row-
boat cannot float in one unbroken stretch over 12 miles.

E. Hough,

Abundance of Salmon.—EcZ#or Forest and Stream:
Is there any foundation for the following story chpped
from the Tu^o RepiiUics of Mexico City? "This is a great
year for big crop,s. Now it is the salmon crop that ex-
ceeds anything in the history of the United States. Puget
Sound is reported to be so filled with salmon, making
their annual run to the sound shores and the fresh water
streams for feeding and spawning, that the steamboats
seem to be floating on a solid mass of fish. The paddles
kill hundreds of them, and are choked with their bodies.
The sound steamer captains describe the run as an un-
broken string of salmon thirty miles long, and the water
for that distance being fairly alive with them. Neither
the oldest inhabitants nor the aged Indians remember
such a big salmon run. The residt of the enormous ran
is a big: reduction in prices. Usually good salmon sell for
10 to 25 cents apiece, but now at 1 cent each the market
is glutted with the finest quality of fish. At Port Williams,
a few days ago, two casts of a'seine netted over 3,000 fine
salmon. Everybody is fishing."—Aztec. [It is true that
Pacific salmon have been unusually plentiful during the
past summer, prices to fishermen have been uncommonly
low, and serious troubles have been caused by the surfeit
of fish. The runs of salmon are in direct relation to the
amount of rainfall, drought being followed by a scarcity
of ascending flsh and freshets by increase in the number
and size of the incoming schools.' Concerning the Alaskan
yield Mr. Franklin Booth writes us: ' Big catches are re-
ported from Chignik Bay and Bristol Bay this year,
Karluk has fallen off from its 1889 record, "but still is a
good fishing ground," The bays mentioned are on the
east and west sides of Alaska Peninsula. Karluk is on
the west side of Kadiak Island. The decline here is

ascribed chiefly to injurious methods of fishing, but was
influenced also by the withdrawal of most of the men in
the height of the season. The rivers of southeastern
Alaska were unusually full of salmon.]

Albany Anglers.—Mr. H. S. Ball writes in the Albany
Union: '"The season for fresh-water fishing has about
closed. To be sure, there will be many days when lines
will be cast after bass and pickerel, but the average ang-
ler puts away his tackle long before November sets in.

From this time on but little fishing will be done: a few
enthusiasts will keep up the hunt, and even when winter
comes and the waters are ice-bound, they will be found
angling through the ice, a very enjoyable pastime when
properly followed. In the vicinity of Albany the season
has been only fairly successful. Large catches have been
few and far between, while the average weight has been
lighter than usual. In the waters some distance away,
the usual good reports have reached us. The St. Law-
rence, Lake George and Lake Champlain have furnished
better records than any time during the past ten years.
The Adirondack region, outside of club preserves, is in a
woeful state of depletion. Anglers should always look
forward to the next season; if the results of the year have
been bad, they can be made better. How? By coming
rigbt down to easnest work, enlisting the services of our
fellow anglers, in seeing that the streams and lakes are
restocked, and most important of all, seeing that during
the closed season these waters* are protected from the
ravages of the fish hog and fish thief. There is a great
deal the angler can do from now on to better the possi-

bilities of next season. He can well afford to put in both
his time and money, for the next season will soon roll

around again, when by augmented scores and better sport
he vpill be paid for all he has done."

The Anglers' Association of the St, Lawrence
River continue to display their old-time activity in pro-
tecting the St. Lawrence River from netters. A few days
since Protector Northrup with assistants made an inspec-
tion of the upper portion of the river, and in the vicinity
of Fox Island, where several nets had previously been
taken, he found and captured 10 large hoop nets, which
were burned the same evening at Alexandria Bay. Pro-
tector Northrup seems to be a thorough and eificient

officer and is continually on the scent for law breakers.
Since his appointment on July 14 he has captured 16
trap, 10 hoop and 3 gill nets, besides a number of nis:ht

lines. It is to be hoped that at an early day the Canadian
authorities will see the wisdom of protecting their side
of the river as efficiently as the Anglers' Association of
the St. Lawrence River do the American waters.

Red Drum or Channel Bass.—New York, Oct. 5.—
While chumming for bluefish last week with Mr. John G.
Prague, he landed a reddish fish, weight 361bs., length
4ft. The fish was sent to New York, and quite a disjDute

arose as to its proper name. The fish had a head like a
cod, red back, silver belly and three black spots on each
side of its tail. What nam« is the fish known by in these
waters?—P. H. MORRIS. [About New York the fish is

called red drum. See plate 125, Fisheries Industries, U. S.,

where it is styled redfish or bass of the Sotith. Sometimes
only one black snot is present on the tail and occasionally
several are seen.]

Big Catches.—I was glad to see the article of "O. O. S."
in your issue of Sept. 3 in regard to "big catches." When
I remember the many good fishing waters I knew 10 and
30 years ago—when I remember the bushels of lish I

have seen catight and left to rot upon the shore—and the
strings of mother bass caught oif the. spawning beds,
when I realize the fact that to-day those fishing grounds
are practically barren and worthlesp, then my gorge
rises, and I should like to see the perpetrators of these
outrages "beaten with many etripes.'^—H. P. U.

St. Louis Notes.—The Big Piney River has become a
great favorite for bass fishing, and many fine strings
have been taken this fall. Spring Lake, in Illinois, is also
furnishing fine sport and big bass. We are informed that
seining and dynamiting fish has been carried on all
summer in the Merrimac River. What is the Missouri
law for, and what have the State Fish Commissioners done
to prevent this illegal destruction of fish? The Merrimac
River is one of the finest streams in Mifsouri, and should
be full of game fish. Now it is given over to gar pike
and dktfish.

—

Aberdeen.

A Stranded Whale measuring 75ft, in length and
with flukes loft, across was cast up on the beach at Ocean
City, Md, , on Friday last. Hundreds of people have been
attracted to the place by the dead monster, A telegram
was sent to the National Museum reporting the strand-
ing, and the curator of mammals, Mr. True, went to see
the animal in the interest of the Government collection.

October Black Bass Fishing has improved in the
Potomac since the recent rains. A fishing party at Great
Falls, D. C.,last week took seventy-five bass, among them
some 3|-pounders. At Waverton, near Harper's Ferry,
and for some distance down the river, fishermen are hav-
ing excellent sport. Reports from the Shenandoah also
are very gratifying.—B,

Dogs: Their Manaaement a nd Treatment in Disease. By
Ashnwnt. Price $2. Kennel Record and Account Bonk.
Price $s. Trainimi vs. BreaMng. By 8. T. Bartim.ond.
Price $1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of
all Breeds. Price 60 cents.

FIXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 4 to 8.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the Korthern Illinois
l^nultry and Pet Stock Aseociatlon, at R.ockford, lil.

Dec. 10 to 14.—Inaugural Dog Show of tlie Freeport Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Freeport, 111. T. E. Taylor, Sec'y.
Dec. 80 to Jan. 2.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mohawk

Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, at Gloversville, N. Y. F. B.
Zimmer, Sec'y.

1892.

.Ian. 5 to 8.—The New York and New England Poultrv and Ken-
nel Olub's Dog Sho\v, at Albany. N. Y. W. O, House, Fort Plain,
N. Y., Sec'y.
Jan. 5 to 9.—Annual Dog Show of the South Camlina Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at CharlestoB, S. C. Benj. Mclnness,
Sec'y.
Jan. 13 to 16.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C F. F. Capers, Secretary,
Greenville, S. C.
Ffb. 9 to 12.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y.
Feb. 23 to 26.—Sixteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at Ne\v York. James Mortimer, Supt,
March 1 to 4.—Dog S''ow of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, at

Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown, Sec'v.
March 15 to 18—Second Annual Dog Show of the Duquesne

Kennel Club, at Pittsburgh, Pa. VV. E. Littell, Sec'y.
April 1 to 10.—Seventh Annual Dog St\ow of the New England

Kennel Club, at P>oston. Mass. E. H. Mooi-e, Sec'y.
April .20 to 23.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Southern Cali-

fornia Kennel Club, nt Los Angeles, Cal. C. A. Sumner. Sec'y.
May 4 to 7—Annual Dog Show of the California Kennel Club,

at Sttn Francisco, Cal. H. L. Miller. Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov, 2.—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Club,

at Bicknell, Ind. P. T. Madison, lodianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the International Field Trial

Club-, at Chatham, Ont. W. B. Weils, Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 12. W. A. Coster,
Serretary.
Nov. 23.-Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point, N. C.

Gr. G. Davis, Secretary, Philadelphia, Pa.
Nov. 23.—Gordon Setter Club's Field Trials, at Hjgti Point, N.

C. L. A. Van Zandt, Secretary, Yonkers, N, Y.
Nov. 23.—Second Annual Trials of the National Beagle Club, at

Nanuet, Rockland county, N. Y. F. W. Chapman, Sec'y.
Nov. 30.—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street. New
York city.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

Counell, Secretary,

1893.

Jan. 10.-Second Annual Trials of the Bexar Field Trial Club,
at San .iVntonio. Texas. G. A. Chabot, Sec'y. Amateurs only.
Jan. 18.—Trials of the Pacific Field Trial Club, at Bakersfleld,

Cal. J. M. Kilgarif. Sec'y.
.-Fourth Annual Field Tri9,ls of the Southern FieldTrlals

Club, at New Albany, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Sec'y.

COURSING.
Oct. 30.—American Coursing Club's Meeting, at Great Bond.

Ira D. Brongher, Secs'y.
Nov. 3.—International Coursing Olub's Meeting, at Merced, Cal.

BEAUFORT RETURNS TO ENGLAND.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Champion Beaufort returned to England Monday last on

the steamer Tauriti. He will arrive in time for the Crystal
Palace show on the 27th. Beaufort was in the most perfect
health and show condition. His visit to America has im-
proved the dog, if such a thing was possible, and to see him
running and playing in the fields with tbe young ones he
has sired he seems as much of a puppy as any of them, and
from a distance he can hardly be distinguished from the
others. It is to be hoped Mr. Taunton will enter him for
competition with England's best that have appeared in his
absence, just to prove that he is still the best mastiff living,
and the greatest show dog, as he always has been. That he
is the greatest stud mastiff remains unquestioned. Mastiff
breeders in allowing him to return made the greatest mis-
take. They prefer to import his get at big prices to use as
show and stud dogs, as they always have done when they
wanted a sure winner. But he has left some here that we
can be prottd of. It remains to be seen how they will be
used. If American breeders were judges like the English
breeders, there would be some hopes for the mastiff here in
the future. If they used tbe same understanding and judg-
ment that tbe breeders of trotters or of the great milking
strains of Jersey or Holsteins, we would not have to go
across the water to buy correct ones. If such a dog as Beau-
fort is and always has been is "guessed at," not judged, the
breeders know it. They do not then breed to a dog'simply
because he has won prizes, but with the object in view of
improving their type. The universal request to have cham-
pion BeHufort returned there for stud purposes clearly proves
they have bred nothing his equal. J. L. WiNCHELL.
Fair Haven, Vt

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB TRIALS.—Franklin Park,
Mass., Oct. ^5.— Editor Forest and. Stream: We would re-
spectfully announce to the beagle men of America that
Frank Forest will not run in the field trials this year (1891),
aa, in the interest of the National Beagle Club, we desiie
that dogs other than the winners of last year should make a
record this year.—Fobest Beagle Kennels.
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DANBURY DOG SHOW.
ANOTHER pleasant little reunion of Connecticut fanciers

took place at tbis pretty town last week. The show
properly opened on Wednesday, Oct. 7, and closed on Satur-
day evening. There is always'a charm about the Danbury
Pair sliow. In the first place there is a deliciotis sense of

freedom from the trammels of red tapism so often encoun-
tered at these shows. The managers are obliging, courteous
and hospitable, and if the exhibitor does not win a prize it

is from no fault of these good people, as the judge must be
blessed with considerable firmness of character to withstand
their urgent appeals to not withhold this and that prize.

"Oh! gire them something, came a long way. perhaps, and
you know it costs money." Soinething like this was whis-
pered in my ears repeatedly. Still, it was a pleasant little

show, not s'o many well-known faces there perhaps as last
year, nor yet so many dogs, but still on the whole quite a
fair show. Frank Dole was there and winked the other eye
as be told me of his varied experiences amoug the dog men
of England during his summer trip. He had a good string
along with him as usual, aud after the prizes were awarded
he was busy trying to find out how much he had won, as
part of the entrance fee. five-eighths of one dollar, was re-

turned to the winner. As there were no catalogues printed
it made it difficult to find out who was in it, so to speak.
Dr. Haire, Louis Contoit. W. H. Hyland and other

fanciers were present. Mr. Geo. E. Sears worked hard to
keep everything going smoothly, ably aided by Mr. Reed,
who worked like a Trojan to get the dogs into the ring.
The quality on the whole was about on a par with last year,
but until this show is held tinder the wing of the A.K.C.,
and wins will count, they cannot hone to get the entry they
should have so near to New York. This verj^ likely will be
arranged for next year, when we shall expect to see a well

-

organized exhibition. This year the long list of Canadian
shows also had a deterring eiSect on the handlers who had
expected to be present. As there were no catalogues, the
awards were taken from the secretary's books.

MASTIFFS.

There were no challenge classes in any breed. In the dog
class of the above breed three put in an appearance, but
neither of them would enthtis3 the heart of a connoisseur of
the breed. Scipio, getting au old dog now, added another
win to his list; never a good dog, he still had better type
and a head nearer the standard than Grover, who is long in
head and none too good in forelegs and feet, he, however, is

deeper in muzzle, better in forelegs and much better in body
than Kaiser MMlliam, who this time had to be content with
vhc. In bitches, Ethel beats Medusa in body, forelegs very
much, and skull, although she was shown in whelp and as
much too fat as the other was too thin. Pupijy prizes were
withheld, the only representative would have made a fair
greyhound.

ST. BERNARDS.
Three entries. The winner and only one present in dog

class was Le Roi, a well bred dog, but whose head was the
best part of him. Coat stary, and he might be better on his
pins. The bitch class produced two runts, snipy and far
from high class. First was withheld, and the judge, unable
to tell which was the worst, gave them equal second at the
earnest request of the manager.

GREYHOUNDS.
Mrs. Adam Forepaugh .showed a fairish one in the dog

class in Glyto, who beats Fido in head, neck and fore and
hiudlegs. Something better appeared in the bitch class with
Spinaway to lead off, she beating Topsey in head, shoTilders
and hind parts. Dr. Ivnox showed a very fair pup in Nellie,
which took the prize in its cla.ss.

GREAT DAKES. ,

With the dogs from the High Ground Kennels on iand
there was, of course, a good show of this breed. The well-
known winner Paseha beating his kennel mate Nero in head,
cleanness of neck and body. Tigi, vhc, a savage one, had to
be judged in his stall. He was a fairish dog, peculiar in
color, a sort of liver harlequin, with drop ears. In bijbches

Flora Florida, not improving with age, scored over Lucy in
head, body and general quality^ Queen, a harlequin, getting
vhc. She loses in head considerably to the others, being
snipy. In New^foundlands no self-respecting judge could
give any prizes to the brutes shown, although urgently re-

quested and told "it was only Danbury," at which show the
opinion seems to prevail that everything goes.

DEERHOUras,
This breed showed up well, thanks to Mr. Davison's ken-

nel, his dog Brave scoring well over Douglas in bone, head,
ribs and loin. Two eight-months-old puppies were shown
in the bitch class, but their names I could not ascertain, the
winner beating in ribs, bone and head. These two also
took the puppy prizes.

FOXHOUKDS.
Nothing like the entry of last year. Frank, the only one

shown, but for his forelegs, which seem to run every way
but the straight one, is a very fair hound; so is Bess in the
bitch Glass, a hound more on 'the American type than the
other, stands true in front but was shown in whelp.

POINTERS.

This breed did not show up so well as last year, Dash
being the only entry in dogs; he is not a bad pointer, might
be better in forelegs and carries his tail high. Bessie was
the only one of her sex; she is a bit wide in front, snipy
muzzle'd and also carries her stern too gayly. The puppy
shown is snipy, light in bone and was very shy.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Better classes in this breed than any other in the show,
about ten being entered and nearly all present. An old field

trial friend in Reverdy, now owned by Mr, Bossa, had a
sharp tussle with a dog called Rockford, that Frank Dole
handled, Reverdy beating slightly in head, ribs and loin.

Rockford is a more stylish dog and shows lots of (quality,

very like old Plantagenet in head, neck aud back. Canadian
Locksley, although a nicely formed one, has some weakness
in hind parts; he, however, beats the young Sir Edward,
vhc, in head and front considerably, who in turn beats
Count Robert in front and condition, the latter being very
thin and out of coat. Planet, he, is a bit lengthy, but head
and front fairly good; the others given c. had faults in head
and forelegs principally. Bitches had the winner in Belle,
who, though a little short in head, has a nicely formed body
and good, straight forelegs, of course more matured than
Dr. Haire's promising puppy Nancy, who beats her kennel
mate, Lady Likely, in head, bone, rib and loin. Both show
a good deal of quality, and are of the type of the well-known
Albert's Nellie, who was bred by the same kennel. In pup-
pies the Wild Crow Kennels showed two neat youngsters in
Clip and Sterling, the former being a better mover and
better in front and body. In bitch pupoies this kennel
showed a beautiful headed pup in Lornie Locke, and which
is also nicely formed otherwise. I could not separate her
from Nf'ocy, and 1 gave them equal first. Lady Likely com-
ing next.

IEI.SH SETTERS.
Entries small in numoers, ))Ut of good quality, Contoit's

Sbanmore being alone in dogs. He is well known from
being on the spring circuit. In bitches that nicely formed
one, Bessie G-lencho, from the same kennel, in good shape,
won easily over Sport in color, head, body and general qual-
ity. A promising litter of very young puppies was shown
in the puppy class.

GORDON SETTERS.
Not a bad lot for a small show like this. Dickmont, a son

I

of Beaumont, won easily over Nip, who loses in head, mark-
ings, bone and coat. Dan, vhc,, is too curly-coated. In
bitches a pretty little short-headed, but nicely "foi-med bitch
in Montine won easily over Feathers, who showed very little

tan.

COLLIES.

These classes showed a great falling off from last year's
entry. No doubt the entry fee of $1 instead of free admis-
sion had something to do with it. In the dog class only two
were brought out, and these were poor ones, one especially
so, was pig-jawed and inclined to be i)rick-eared; and I mor
tally offended some one by not giving it first, because, for-
sooth, it had a pedigree "as long as your arm." Old George
Helli well's celebrated reply occurred to me at once—"Next
time you enter the dog bring the pedigree and leave the dog
at home." The winner was nothing to go into ecstacies
over either, as he had a habit of scratching the back of his
head with his tail, besides standing wide in front, and with
ears that would do credit to an Airedale. Then another
weedy looking black and tan one turned up in the bitch
class, so first was withheld and a second given. Puppy en-
tries were absent.

SPANIELS.

In the field division two fairish specimens came into the
ring. It was a close thing between the Sussex Fidele and
the black one, .Jet, the former just getting it by a straighter
front and better ribs and carriage of stern. In cockers San-
ford's Prince Obo is quite a nice red, good height from the
ground, straight in front and good type of head; he simply
smothered the other two leggy, weedy-looking specimens,
one shown with his tail in ail its undocked glory. Sambo,
a black and white, took second. Some nice little 'lalack pups
were shown.

BEAGLES.
In the dog class Mr. Scufate's dog, name not given, was

awarded the prize; it is a coarse dog, but well shaped, look-
ing a workman all over. Mr.s. Knox's Minnie Ginks, a typ-
ical looking little backwoods rabbit dog, is too lightly built
and snipy to deserve more than a second, if that, and first

was withheld. Minnie's accomplishments, however, lead
her to take a backward view ot life, for she is an adept
double somersault performer.

BULLDOGS.
With the. well known champion Harper on hand there

may be said to have been plenty of quality in the dog class,
he being the only entry. The old dog is improving with
age and is even better at elliows than he used to be; he was
in nice shape, too. A new one of Frank Dole's, Countess of
Norfolk, a nit flat-faced, but well out in front, was the only
representative in the bitch class.

BUXL-TERRIERS.

The quality class of the show, comparatively speaking.
In dogs Topsparkle beats Placid Jim in eye, body and tail;
Davison's dog, vhc, is .short and chunky in head, but beats
either of the other two in front, both being a bit out there.
Mr. Dole again claimed all the money in the next class with
the well-known Starlight, looking as fat as a mole, and
White Matchless, whom the former had no difllculty in dis-
posing of. A fairish pup in Edgewood Princess brought up
the rear of the bull-terrier classes.

FOX-TERRIERS.
Not as good a show as last year. Woodale Rifler won

hands down, and was the only terrier with pretensions to
form in the class. Beauty, winning second, is little if any-
thing better than Rabbi, vhc, both too coarse, cloddy, vride
in skull and front. In bitches, Fussie, a little heavy, but
not a bad terrier by any means, bit short of coat and coarse
in shoulders and head, was the only recipient of honors,
taking flr.st, other prize withheld. In puppies two poor ones
were shown, and in looking them over afterward, po.sitions
I found might well have been reversed, for the winner,
Randy Stanley, is very much out in front and bad in ears,
though Flirt is short in head and too coarse throughout,
but truer on its pins.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.

A consignment from the Rochelle Kennels livened things
up a little in the terriers. The average Coanecticut fancier
o£ this breed has a vyry old-fashioned idea of what con-
stitutes a black and tan, and consequently the above kennel
had everything its own way. In dogs, Rochelle Salts—quite
the doctor's dog—was the only one in it, and he is notliing
to enthuse over, though not matured yet, justiu the hobblede-
hoy state; second prize was withheld from a dog showing no
tan, Avhose owner said it was wrongly entered, "should
have been in the black terrier class." The well-known
Broomfield Madge, light in tan aud spoilt ia cropping, took
the prize in the ladies' division; second withheld, and he
given to Nan, more of a big toy than anything else. Rochelle
Otero was practically alone iu puppies, beating Daisy in
head, tan and type. Dot and Tot are two promising little

apple-headed toys.
The remaining classes having only one entry in each, it is

no use allotting separate space to them in this report. In
York.shire terriers Gip was not bad in color, but leggy, big
head, short of coat. Irish terriers were represented by
Biddy Mahone, one of those shown last year, a well made
terrier but plain-faced. Dachshunde were well represented
by Windrush Rioter, fresh from Canadian victories. He
seems now to be losing that suspicion of weakness in hind-
legs. Friday, Frank Dole's "South African" poodle, was
alone in his class—he needs a shave badly. Daudie Din-
monts were well represented by King o' the Heather, the
noted English winner. He loolss ragged in coat and needs
attention there. King Charles entries were absent; but one
Blenheim, Pearl, was on hand; it was of that breed and that
is the best I can say of it, too long-faced, .short iu ear and
out of coat. Dalmatian.s, Doyle's Cute is not a bad shaped
dog, but spots run in too much; they should be distinct.

Princess, entered as a Scotch terrier, was changed to the
Skye division, possesses a good coat and length, fair head
and drop ears. Second was given to a so-called retriever.

Jack, too open in coat aud bushy iu tail; first withheld.
Pug prizes were withheld, as the only specimen would make
a good small mastiff' pup. Some fair little six weeks old
puppies were entered and money piizes distributed among
them. In toy terriers first was withheld, for with all the
scope this class gives to the judge, he could do no better than
second for the black Dixie. Mr. Mead showed a nice little

Chihuahua, or what looked like one, and another of Mi^
Mead's, Leo, supposed to be an Irish water spaniel, but,

looked more like a liver and white setter, brought up the
rear guard of the show in the misscellaneous class, except a
Siberian terrier that could not be found. H. W. Jj.

LIST OF AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—Coffs: ist, G. B. Heftou's Scipie; 2d, Jos. Atchin-

Pon'M Grover. Very hitjh com.. Georpe E. Sears's Kaiser William.
Bitches: Isf, MissL. Lyne's Ethel; 2d, G. B. Hefion's Medusa.
Puppies: Prizes withheld.

ST. BER NTABDS.—Dojys: 1st, W. B. Houseman's Le Roi: others
absent. Bitches: 1st wunheld; equal 2d, Arthur Rilter's Ravens-
wood Jaro and Afargarecta.

GREYHOUND!?.—Dor/s; 1st. Mrs. Adam Forepaugh'a CIvto; 3d,

E. Atkins's Fido. Bitches: Isr. L. C. Whiion's Spicaway; 3d, Jof.

E. Elbe's Topsey. Puppies: 1st. Dr. Knox's Nellie.

GREAT DANES,—Dog.'i; 1st and 2d, High Ground Kennels'
Pascna and Nero. Very high com., Johr Henderson's Tigi.

Bitches: Island 2d, Higli Ground Kunneis' Flora Florida and
Lucy. Very bigb com., Everett Tioe's Queen.

NBWPOLTNDLANDS.—Prizes withheld.

DEEREOUNDS.-Do(/s; 1st, G. Howard Davison's Brav-e; 'Sd,

D. L. Biilinge'p Douglas. Bitches: lat and 2d, Davison's
and . FieppieB: l8t and 2d, Davison's and——

.

POXHOUnT)S.—Dogs; 1st, Mrs. Tolman H. Bradley's Frank.
Bitches: 1st, W. H. Colepaugh's Bess.

POINTERS.—Does: 1st, G. W. Forsytbe's Dash. Bitches: 1st,. P.
E. Roberts's Befsie Girl. Puppies: Ist, Gilbert Orres's Gilbert
Orres.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—DofiTs; Isf, V. L. Bos»a'.s Reverdy; 2d.
Frank F. Dole's (agent) Rockford. Reserve, VVild Crow Kennels'
OaBadian Locksley. Very high com., 0. H. Birch's Tim and Dr.
Jas. K. Haire's Sir Edward. H^gh com.. Louis Conto't's Count
Robert and J. Pierce's Planet. Com., Joe Thomas's Jep and J.
Pierce's Sung. Bitches: let. J. Pierce's Belle; 'M and very high
com., Dr. Jas. IS. Haire's^Nancy and Lady Liljely.— i;^uppies—Drjgs:

1st fiTir] 2d, Wild Crow Kennels' Clip .and Sterling. Bitcltes: Equal
Ist. Dr. .las. E. Haire's Nancy nnd Wild Crow Kennels' Lornei
Locke; 2d, Dr. Jas. E. Haire's Lady Likely.

IRISH SETTER S.-Dot/s.' 1st, Louis Contoit's Sbanmore. Bitches:
1st. Leu's Contoit's Bessie Glencho: 3d, G. W. Mead's Sport. Pwp-
p)ies: G. W. Mead's litter, no names.
GORDON SETTERS.—Doers; 1st, Smith Bros.' Diokmont; 2d.

Augusta, Hull's Nip. Very high com., Mrs. Tolman H. Bradley's
Dan. Bitches: Ist, Smith Bros.' Montine; 2d, B. E. Roberts's
Feathers.

COLLI ES.-Do-j,s; 1st, W. H. Perkins's Fordbrook Star; 3d, Mrs.
David Hull's Lothian Prince. Others absent. BitcJies: 1st, with-
held; 3d. C. H. Crandall's Flirt. Puppies: Absent.

FIELD SPANIELS.-lst, Miss Lynes's Fidele: 3d, H F. Brown-
lee's J «^t.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Dofifs; 1st, L. C. Sanford's Prince Obo;
3d, G. W. Mead's Sambo. Bitclies: 1st, L. A. Lory's Fidele. Pttp-
}He,v 1st, Dr. Brownlee's Dixie; 2d, L. A. Long's Daisie. Very-
high com., E. R. Rickett's Pippin.

BEAGLES.—Dofifs; Ist, Scufate, Jr.'sdog. Bitcfies: 1st, withheld;
2d, Dr. Knox's Minnie Ginks.

BULLDOGS.—1st, Frank E. Dole's champion Harper. Bitches:
1st, Frank F. Dole's Countess of Norfolk.

BULL-TERR lERS.-Doos; Ist and 2d, Frank P. Dole's Top-
sparkle ahd Placid -Jim. Very high com., Howard Davis's Ben-
digo dog. Bitches: 1st and 3d, Frank F. Dole's champion Starlight
and White Maichlpss. Puppies: Ist, Frank F. Dole's Edgewood
Princess. Others absent.

FOX-TERRIERS.—1st, A. L. Spencer's Woodale Rifler; 2d, W.
Storme's Beauty. Very high com,, W. H. Hayward's Rabbi.
Bitches: 1st. W. H. Hayward's Fussie; 3d withheld. Puppies: 1st,
Mrs. E. M. Baldwin's Randy Stanley; 3d, W. Mead's Flirt.
Others absent.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS. -Doos; 1st, Rochelle Kennels'
Rochelle Salts; 2d, withheld. Bitches: Ist, Rochelle Kennels'
Broomfleld Madge; 3d, withheld. High com.. S. W. Bradley's
Nan. Puppies: l.st, Rochelle Kennels' Rochelle Otero; 2d, JoS.
Charter's Daisy. Com., S. W. Bradley's Dot and Tot.

YORKSHIRE TERRiERS.-lst, T. V. Jones's Gip.

IRISH TERRIERS.-lst, F. F. Dole's Biddy Mahone.
DACHSHUNDE.-lst, Mr. Manlce's Windrush Rioter.

POODLES.—Ist, F. P. Dole's Friday.

DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.—1st, E. O. Brooks's King o'

the Heather.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—Entries absent.

BLENHEIM SPANIELS.—Ist, C. E. Knott's Pearl.

DALMATIANS.—lat, John Doyle's Cute.

SKYE TERRIERS.-lst, John Norris's Prince.

ENGLISH RETRIEVERS.—1st, withheld; 2d, E, G. Thompson's
Jack.

PUGS.—Dof/s: Prizes withheld. Puppies: Prizes awarded to
three in a litter.

TOY TERRIERS.-lst, withheld; 3d, L. Poschsber's Dixie.—
Other than Bi^aok and Tan—Ist, G. W. Mead's Nellie.

MISCELLANEOUS,—1st, S. 8. Mead's Leo (water spaniel?).

THE NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB TRIALS,
Editor Forest and Stream:
As the time is now near at hand for the second annual

field trials of the National Beagle Club, I will, with your
kind permissiim, endeavor to make clear to your many
readers just, what this live club has already accomplished
and what it proposes to do in the future. I will then leave
it to the intelligent breeders and owners of beagles iu Amer-
ica whether or not it deserves their influence and support at
the trials this November.
To begin with, on April, 1, 1890, there was no National

Beagle Club and I might, with equal accuracy, say no beagle
club at all, for although there was an organization called the
American Beagle Club, on the roll of the A. K. C. it was, in

all intents and purposes, an inactive member and had been
for some time. The causes that had led to its decadence, it

is not necessary for me to enumerate here, snfl3ce it to say
that one of the principal causes was the apparent lethargy
of the beagle men themselves and perhaps also the fact that
owing to the nature of its constitution and by-laws it was
impossible to hold meetings (which by the way, are the life

of any club) and discuss the best methods of procedure.
But to resume. Several prominent owners and breeders of

beagles, after vainly trying to infuse some "go" into the
American Club, met, respondent to a call from one of their
number, at the time of the New ICngland Kennel Club Show
in April 1890, at Mechanics Hall, Boston, Mass., and then
formed the nucleus of what is now the National Beagle Club.
The new club grew verj; rapidly and prospered notwith .stand-

ing the dolefufprophesies of the wiseacres who Avould have
it that the N. B. C. was merely a bubble that would soon
burst and bring its members into disrepute.
In April, 1891, just a year from its formation, its member-

ship was far greater than that of many clubs who had pre-
dicted its fall, and had distributed among its members in the
shape of special prizes, numerous silver urns, pitchers, cups
and trophies to the value of several hundred dollars, to say
nothing of contributing liberal cash specials at many of the
leading shows. It did this solely to encourage the breeding
of fine show dogs, but not content to have already done more
in one year for the breed than had been done before in a period
covering many years, it: apped the climax by holding a
public field trial for beagles—the first successful event of the
kind ever recorded; and this, too, in the face of such
opposition and discouragement as would have daunted men
of less determination of purpose. But the trials were held,
nevertheless, and conclusively proved to the world that
beagle trials were as feasible as those of setters or pointers.
This fact proven, the general public began to assume a

a diflrerent attitude toward the club and think that perhaps
the club would amount to something after all; the one thing
that seemed in the eyes of many to be against them was the
fact of their having been refused admittance to the A. K. C.
on the grounds that there already was one beagle club as a
member.
Many advised a change in the constitution, viz: striking

out the clause "The improvement on the bench" and leaving
it the "improvement in the. field," only, thus practically
making the N. B. C. a field trial club; but to this the club
would not hear and I think the president voiced the senti-

mants of all when he .said, "The N. B. C. has nothing to take
back. This club was formed for the improvement iu the
field and on the bench of the beagle hound in America, and
will enter the A. K. C. with its constitution unchanged if it

enters at all."

In February it was suggested by the American Beagle
Club that a committee of the two clubs confer at the New
York show with a view to amalgamation. The sugge,stion
was favorably received by the N. B. C. and as a result of the
conference an amalgamation was effected under the name of
the Ndtioual Beagle Club, the A. B. C. accepting the con-
stittirion, by-la ws, officers, etc., of the N. B. C, and agreeing
to petition the A. K. C. to charge the name of the A. B. C.
to that of the N. B. C. and accept all oflacers of the N. B. C.

as then elected aud holding ofE^ce.

This was in February last and the events which ha
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occurred subsequently are too fresh in the minds of all in
terested in beagles to need mention now. The N. B, C. stands
before you as an example of a successful specialty and field

trial club, on the eve of its second annual field trial.

Regarding these trials I will answer as briefly as possible
some of the questions which are daily being asked of me, viz:

"Where are the trials to be held, how shall we get there, etc.

The second annual field trials and bench show of the N. B.

C. will be held at Nanuet, Rockland county, New York, the
week beginning Nov. 2?., 1891, and entries close Nov. 1, 1891.

The does will be run on rabbits and will be judged both on
the bench and in the field by Messrs. W. S. Clart, of Linden,
Mass., and Pottinger Dorsoy, of New Market, Ma.
Nanuet is 18 miles di.stant from New York city, 2 miles

from the New Jersey line and 5 miles from Nyack on-the-
Hudson, due west. It can be reached con leniently by four
lines of railroad. Station on main line Erie Roailroad is

SufleroB, where a branch runs direct to the place, distance 9

miles; station on West Shore Railroad, West Nyack:, which
is 2 miles from Nanuet. carriages are in waiting to meet all

trains. From the Erie Railroad depot in Jersey City two lines

run direct to Nanuet. Trains on Northern Railroad of New
Jersey and New Jersey & New York Railroad run almost
every hour, fare for round trip SI. 10. Ample hotel accom-
modations will be found at Nanuet, rates being $1 to $1.50

per day.
All dogs entered In the trials will be taken care of gratis

by the Rockland Kennels, which is a guarantee of proper
treatment, and particular attention will be paid to entries

coming by express shipped care "Rockland Kennels" and
unaccompanied by owner or attendant, (^ood, practical

handlers will he on the ground for whose services no charge
will be made, so that parties desirous of sending their dogs
and being unable to accompany them may re.st assured that
their dogs will have every opportunity given them to win.
Entry blanks, running rules and any additional infor-

mation may be had by addressing the secretary.
Remember, gentlemen, this will be a gathering of sports-

men from all over the country and that the ti-ials are open to
the world. If you have no dog and can spare the time, come
yourself and enjoy the fun. All are welcome. In writing
address all communications to F. W. Chapman, Sec'y.

Melrose, Mass.

INTERNATIONAL FIELD TRIAL CLUB ENTRIES.

THE entries for the International Field Trials Derby
closed with 22 nominations, of which 14 are English

.setters, 2 Gordons and 6 pointers. Entries for the All-Aged
Stake close Oct. 15. The trials will be held on the
grounds at Louisville. Birds are said to be very plentiful,

and the trials show every promise of being a success. The
Derby commences Nov. 3. The special Mr. Heywood-Lons-
dale sent over, of $35, will in all probability be added to the
All-Aged Stake.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Rhxtilas (T. G, Davey's), blue belton dog, 15mos., byDown
—Scenavdh.
Lot! Dido (Jas. Kime's), black, white and tan bitch, 17mos.,

by Mingo—Lou Moll.
Dick. (S. Holmes's), black, white and tan dog, 16mos., by

Tramp—Lulu.
ViCK (S. Holmes'sl, black, white and tan bitch, 16mos., by

Tramp—Lulu.
DiTKE (W. B. Wells's), black, white and tan dog, ITmos.,

by Toledo Blade—Carabriana.
KOMNET (W. B Wells's), black, white and tan dog, 17mos.,

by Toledo Blade—Carabriana.
TicKT Tack (W. B. Wells'-s), black, white and tan dog,

ITmos., by Toledo Blade—Cambriana.
- Daphne (W. B. Wells'?), l)lack, white and tan bitch,

17mos., by Toledo Blade- Cambriana.
Toledo Belle (J'as. McGregor'si, black, white and tan

bitch, 15mos.. by Toledo Blade—BafEett B.
Sanceo (G. p. Taylor's), liver and wite dog, ITmos., by

Toledo Blade—Cambriana.
Manitoba Pet (Thos. Johnson's), blue belton bitch, by

Dick Bondhu—Manitoba Belle.

Manitoba Patto (Thos. Johnson's), blue belton bitch, by
Duke of Gloster— Flora.
May (B. H. Gillman's). bitch.
Amy (F. W. Eddy's), bitch.

GOBDON setters.

Pendennis (J. L. Campbell's), black and tan dog, 12mos.
by champion Beaumont—Cherry Ripe.
Chekey Ripe IT. (J. L. Campbell's), black and tan bitch,

13mos., by champion Beaumont—Cherry Ripe.

pointers.

R. K. (W. H. Tighe's), black and white dog, by Sport-
Dido.
LL'ky Deal (T. G. Davey's), black biteh, by Luck of the

Goat—Midgee.
Sam ri. (W. J. Bennett's), black and white dog, 15mos., by

Sport—Dido.
RoGEPv CHerbert M. Kipp's), liver and white dog, Slmos.,

by Bang F.—Nellie.
Central Bang (F. W. Shaw's) liver and Tjrhite dog, 9mos.j

by Trinket's Cash—Bang.
Carrie (D. Williamson's) bitch, by Darky—Sparks.

THE BENCHING AT MONTREAL.—New York City,
Oct. 8.—Editor Forest and Stream: In your last issue I
notice a letter from the superintendent of the Montreal dog
show in reference to certain delay which took place in the
erection of Spratts Patent benching at that show. I am in
a position to confirm what the superintendent says in refer-

ence to the delay in the despatch of the car from Hamilton.
Our representative was put to a great deal of inconvenience,
extra trouble and expense on account of this delay. The
car was loaded on Sept. 12 and promised by the railroad
authorities to be despatched on the 14th, and, as the Mon-
treal show did not open till the 22d, there was plenty of
time to send the car from Hamilton to Montreal two or
three times over. I beg to inclose copy of letter from the
superintendent of the Grand Trunk R.R., which you will
see places the cause of delay at the door of the Custom
House authorities. At the same time our representative in-
forms me that all our benching was up by noon on Monday,
the 21st; there was a little extra benching of a special char-
acter which had to be improvised on the spot to suit the re-

quirements of the rather awkward building in which the
show was held, which was not completed till Monday after-
noon at 4 o'clock. We intended having all ready on Mon-
day morning but the technicalities of the Custom House de-
layed us. As, howcA^er, our work was all completed at 4
P.M. on the day preceding the opening of the show we think
it is scarcely just to lav blame to our door.—G. G. Cleather,
Yice-Pres. Spratts Patent (America) Limited. [Copy.]
"Montreal, Sept. 29.—W. C. Ehrmann, Esq ,

Spratts
Patent: Dear Sir-The delay to the material aljout which
you enqutred at my office was owing to the fact that it was
m bond. The necessary permit from the Customs, aiithor-
izing our agent to manifest the material, was not received
b^ him until the 15th, and then through misunderstanding
on the part of Customs authorities the manifest on Mon-
treal could not be prepared until the instructions were cor-
rected. This was done on the 16th, car was forwarded from
Hamilton at 7:45 A.M. on the 17th and, as you are aware,
arrived at Montreal on the night of the 19th.—J. Lawben-
SON, Superintendent.

OUR DOGMEN IN ENGLAND.
Editor Forest an d Stream:
I have already told some of the readers in sporting papers

of my first experience at an English dog show. Now, the
second Kennel Club show f was at was held in the Royal
Engineers' hall and grounds in Leeds, and it was certainly
a grand place for a show, there being plenty of room to ex-
ercise the dogs. Under the general management of M.v. T.
Ashtou, who was a fit man for the position, as he kept mov-
ing around among the dogs all the time, the benching was
all kept clean. I noticed they kept the attendanfs continu-
ally watering the dogs, and that is something 1 did not see
in any of the other shows in England. Another great help
to the show was in having the assistance of the "Hon." Syd-
ney Smith, for he is a bard worker and did all he could to
make the show a success: and this was the best managed
show I saw. They had nearly 600 entries, and the dogs
showed lots of quality. We next visited the Bristol show,
held under Kennel Club rules, at Colston Hall, .June 23 to
25. The dogs were benched on the second floor, and one had
to climb a couple of flights of stairs to get there. They
were benched in two separate rooms, and this was one
of the old-fashioned shows. Their benching was badly
arranged, and being so close together and the light so bad,
it gave the spectators a poor chance to see what the dcga
looked like. They had 648 dogs there, and the qualify in
some of the clas.ses was very poor. A bad feature of this
show was that they did not get out their catalogue until
about 12 o'clock on" the second day of the show. This made
it bad for the reporters, as none of them could do anything
until they got the catalogue. I heard a number of them say
they were going to leave that night. Now, when they com-
menced looking over the dogs, T thought I would just see if

they could examine 648 dogs in that short time and get up a
good report. I went round the hall watching them, snd it

hurried me to keep up, for it did not matter which end of
the dog was toward them, they never thought of taking hold
of the chain to get a good look at it. That is something
they don't do in England, that is, to get a dog out of the
kennel and place him on the ground so you can have a chance
to examine him properly. I asked some of the reporters
why they did not do this, and they claim they can see all

they want to while the dogs are in the ring during judeing.
I don't see how they can do that, there being from four to
five rings in a show, and these rings in different parts of the
building. I think there are a number of dogs in a show that
the reporters never get a look at, and that kind of work
would not suit the boys on this side.

There is one thing I must say, however, Geo. Raper and
L. C. P. Astley know nearly every dog in England on the
bench and can describe without going to look at them. The
above named gentlemen are far ahead of any one I saw in
regard to judging dogs. I would rather show dogs under
those two than any others I know of on English soil. I
think if ever they wanted to get any judges here for all-

rotrad judging and at the same time make a change, either
one of the above gentlemen would fill the bill. Another
good old judge I showed dogs under is George Hellewell.
He is Vjetter on sporting dogs. The old man is getting on in
years, but still has an eye for a good dog. I will now speak
about the classes for setters. In the Bristol show the Eng-
lish, Irish and Gordon setters were all in the same class.

Pointers are also shown in the same way, light and heavy-
weights all together. It is no wonder they don't get better
classes of .setters and pointers in England, and they never
will imless they divide up the classes. I have seen more
pointers and setters in one of our big shows here than I saw
in three on the other side. Next time I write I will let you
know about some of the one-day shows I saw.

Jos. Lewis.

DOG CHAT.

A LEARNED and well-known dog lover in England
writes to a friend of ours on several interesting topic--.

"No doubt," he writes, "they (skunk.s) can eo rabid like all

of their genus. Of course it is quite possible for a man to
be, in some way, susceptible to a specific poison which a dog
may not be affected by, but that poison is not rabies. It is

very curious— this immunity business. A mouse is suscepti-
ble to tetanus, a rat is not. A house mouse takes septicoemia,
a field mouse is quite exempt The most humane way to
dispose of dogs is (except the lethal chamber as used at the
Dog's Home) the hypodermic injection of prussic acid (one
drachm, Scheele's acid). It causes almost instant death, and
is a far better plan than giving it by the mouth. It is a
curious thing tnat young puppies seem to be able to take
more prussic acid and to be longer in dying than grown
dogs, I don't know whether others have noted this, but it is

my experience."

At the meeting of the National Beaele Club, held Oct. 2,

in the absence of Mr. Brooking, Vice-Pre.sident Power oc-

cupied the chair. On motion it was voted to go into execu-
tive session. Little business was done beyond voting that
the matter of advertising be laid on the table till the next
meeting. It "Was then voted that a special meetine be called
for Oct. 17, at 266 Washington street, Boston, at 7 P. M. All
members are requested to attend to settle important busi-
ness connected with the coming field trials.

Mr. Hacke's Barzois, recently imported, were, as our
readers are aware, in pretty bad condition when they landed,
and they were sent to Spratts Co. 's Kennel to be renovated
a little. In our Lexington show report-we spoke of the ex-
cellent condition of Abreck and Oiuiaff, two of the consign-
ment, and if Supt. Brett does as well with the others in his
charge he certainly deserves great credit, for he did wonders
with these two in the short time at his disposal.

"Get out o' this, you nasty tramp, or I'll set the dog on
you." "Set away, ma'am. He'll never hatch nothin'. I'm
a bad egg.'"—Neio York Sun.

In the office 'of the Mayor's Marshal the clerks are over-
run with the work of issuing new dog licenses. This is all

on account of the dog census that has been taken during the
past three weeks by the police of New York city. We are
afraid the sight of a dog to a policeman detailed to take
this census, three in each district, will be like a red clof h to

a bull, for they have had a memorable time of it. Most
people in the crowded tenement districts looked upon the
affair as a joke and gave all sorts of evasive answers to the
puffing policeman who bad toiled itp many fliKhts of rickety
stair.e. Half the extra license fees will go to the Police Pen-
sion Fund, and as over 2,000 new licenses have been issued,

the fund is some S3,000 the richer, as each license costs S2.

But the men who took the census would rathea retire with-
ont a pension than go through another stich experience.
The returns, which are now all in, show that there are
3,387 licensed dogs in this city and 33,116 whose owners have
not complied with the law, making in all 36,503 dogs. The
owners of unlicensed dogs will receive a notice to step up to
the desk and settle. Last year the revenue from dog licenses

was SlO.ieo, but up to this month in the present year §13,800

has been taken in. New York city differs from other mttni-
cipalities in that the ovrner is granted the license instead of

the dog, and should the dog die the license does not lap.se,

bttt can be transferred to another pet until the year is up.
A peculiarity in the census is that within an hour on Oct. 6

Sarati Large, John Small and Peter Short applied for

licenses.

At the annual meeting of the New England Kennel Club

the following officers were elected : President, F. Blackwood
Fay; Vice-President, F. M. Curtis; Secretary, E. H. Moore;
Trea.surer, G. A. Fletcher. Board of Governors: F. Black-
Avood Fay, F. M. Curtis, E. H. Moore, G. A. Fletcher, C. S.

Hanks. Col. John E. Thayer, H. A. Harris, Jean Grosvenor,
J. N. Newman. Delegate to the American Kennel Club, F
Blackwood Fay. Bench Show Committee: F. Blackwood
Pay, F. M. Curtis, H. A. Harris, C. S. Hanks and E. H
Moore. A balance of -$1,100 was reported in favor of the
club.

The Columbus Fancier's Club will give a local bench shew
in December, and hope to recuperate their treasury fund
sufficiently to enable them to give a regular show in 1892.

There are quite a number of fine dogs owned by members of
the club, and they expect, with a little outside assistance, to
make a creditable showing.

We hear that the New England Kennel Club 'will lodge a
protest with the A.K.C. against the New York and New
England Poultry and Kennel Club, of Albany, N. Y., for
adopting a designation that confiicta with theirs.

There seems to be quite an enthn.siastic feeling among
New England sportsmen in regard to the coming field trials
of the recently organized New England Field Trial Club.
Through the efforts of several well-known sportsmen in
Massachusetts and Connecticut the club was formed and
officers elected. At the meeting held last Friday, at which
there was a large attendance of members, it was decided to
hold the trials at Wareham, Mass., game pro.spects having
been reported favorable by Mr. D. A. Goodwin. They will
commence Nov. 3. The judges selected for the inaugural
trials are Messrs. N. Wallace, Farmington, Conn., and
C. Fred Crawford, Pawtucket, R. I. Mr. Geo. W. Loyell
resigned his position of secretary, and Mr. Geo. B. Stickney,
the Irish setter man of Newbnryport, Mass., was elected in
his place. Another meeting will be held Oct. 31, at 2 P. M.

It seems to us, from what we have heard, that a lack of
game and the short time allowed for preparation will han-
dicap the club somewhat in the initial effort. However, if

suitable grounds can be secured and protected like those in.

the South, there is no reason why trials held in New Eng-
land should not be a success. There are two stakes offered,
a Derby and an All-Aged. Entry fees in each stake are $5
to nominate and SIQ additional to fill. The prizes will be a
percentage of the entrance fees divided as follows: 40 per
cent, to fu-st, .30 per cent, to second and 30 per cent, to third.
Until Nov. 15 the initiation fee to the club is SIO, which ex-
empts members from further payments till January, 1893.

We understand that it is the wish of several sportsmen in
western Michigan to organize a kennel club for the purpose
of encouraging the breeding of good dogs for sporting pur-
poses. The idea is, as the members would neces.sarily be
widely scattered, to have those who feel an interest in the
undertaking, to send their names and addresses to the
American Fish and Game Warden, Kalamazoo, Mich., so
that printed matter relating to the formation of the club
can be sent to them. The organizers hope to be able to hold
dog shows at Grand Rapids and Kalama/.oo. Everyone
who feels at all interested in dogs should join these pioneer
clubs in their locality, for this is the best means whereby
the breeds of dogs can be improved in these new districts.
The best plan is to hold shows in connection with the agri-
cultural fairs, the expense is lessened, and a larger number
of people are likely to see the dogs.

The dog show connected with the Humane Society's fair^
at Carthage, Ohio, to be held Oct. 14, promises to be quite
an interesting affair. Mr. Eberhart says every one is sure of
a "square deal" at this show. We suppose this means there
will be no blanks, and the kicker is to be conspicuous by
his absence. The entries closed on the 7th, and the cata-
logues were ready on the 10th, quite a feather in friend
Eberhart's cap. Entries number 168, composed as follows:
Mastiffs 11, St. Bernards 23, great Danes 8, deerhounds 4,
greyhounds 9, pointers 4, English setters 9, Irish setters 5,

Irish water spaniels 5, cocker and field spaniels 1, beagles 5,
collies 9. bulldogs 3, bull-terriers 5, fox-terriers 7, Yorkshire
terriers 3, pugs 20, Italian greyhounds 12, and thi.s is about
the largest entry of this breed at any show we remember.
"This ain't bad," writes our informant, "considering it is
not A. K. C. and no money prizes," and we quite agree with
him. Next year the society expects to come into the A.K.C.
fold and hold a big show. Mr. F. C. Wheeler will judge all
classes.

Stock-Keeper (Eng.) takes up "Highland's" article on Mr.
Hacke's recent importation of Barzois very fully, and says,
of the remark of this reporter, that it was a great pity that
those dogs reached the kennels in such an emaciated con-
dition, "We take leave to say that it is much more than 'a
great pity,' it is no less than a cruel, inhuman scandal, and
had it happened in this country, if the parties responsible
for it had not been prosecuted by the Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Animals, we should unhesitatingly
have denounced the Society to the public as an ineffectual
sham. * * * It is a sickening tale of animal misery and
human indifference, carelessness and vanity." Now, after
this outburst Stock-Keeper should have sonie consideration
for our remarks anent Prince Regent and Scottish Prince.
About black markings in these dogs this journal says
"Highland" errs in saying that no single authority is op-
posed to black. "One of the best known Russian breeders,
whose name we quoted at the time we published the Russian
standard, gives it as a disqualifying point. We are not
aware either that any Englishman has yet condemned black
in the ring; on the other hand, we know that Mi-. Krehl has
given a prize to a black and tan Barzoi, though whether he
was justified in doing so or not we are unaLile to state."
They have, however, asked a Russian authority to clear up
this question of color. Stock-Keeper also wants "High-
land'S' ' authority for saying that the Barzoi unquestionably
sprang from the Persian greyhound, as they have collected
every bit of information on the subject and have nowhere
come across this.

Mr. Edward Booth called on us on Monday while on his
way to Poughkeepsie, where he takes charge of Col. Ruppert,
Jr. 's kennel of St. Bernards. He left the Cloverdale Farm
of his own accord, and, judging from the credentials Mr.
Moore gave him, Mi-. Booth should never find any difficulty
in getting a berth with any kennel.

Mr. Rowland P. Keasbey, the secretary of the Spaniel Club,
has purchased from Mr. J. F. Kirk, of Toronto, Ont., the
noted field spaniel bitch Rosedale Ruby. The sale was con-
summated«ifter the Toronto show. On the day she arrived
at her new quarters she was bred to Mr. Keasbey's spaniel
Beverley Negus. We are glad to see Mr. Keasbey take his
bad luck by the horns, for he received a facer when he lost
by death three of his best bitches within a few days of each
other.

We have so many inquiries for something that will pro-
mote the growth of hair on dogs, also rid them of fleas, that
the following mixture strikes us as a dressing that will do
the business: Take one tablespoonful of powdered sulphur
and one pint of kerosene oil, diluted with a gill of warm
water. Apply freely, and keep the dog away from draughts.
This will also be found a good mange cure, and is very
cleansing in its action.
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Frank F. Dole, of New Haven, Conn., lias ptirchased all
Mr. Sacbett's kennel of bulldogs. When we say that thi.s
lot includes champion Harper and The Graven 'image, Mr.
Dole will.be found to be equally strong in this breed as in
bull-terriers.

Coursing in California seems to take firm hold in popular
favor, for we see that over 2,000 people attended a meeting
at Ocean View, near San Francisco, two Sundays ago. The
attraction was a sixty-four dog stake. The stake was only
half run through, and was to be completed last Sunday.
Several dogs that ran at Merced last year are competing.

The Birmingham, Eng., dog show will have 228 classes
this year. The prizes have not increased in value. The
sporting division, always a feature at this show, has classes
provided for pointers and setters that have competed in field
trials. Judging will be pxiblic and commence Nov. S8.
Twenty-one judges will pass on the merits of the different
breeds, and the list comprises some of the best known names
in English dogdom.

Another successful run of the Pennbrook harriers took
place from the Wissahickon Inn, at Germantown, Pa., last
Saturday. The drag led them over a coiu-ae of five miles in
full view of numerous society people present. The master,
Mr. Mitchell Harrison, took part in the run.

It is strange that in a city so large as New York there
is no infirmary for the free treatment of horses and dogs.
The nearest approach to a public infirmary is thedi.spensary
of the American Veterinary College in West Pifty-fourfch
street. Clinics are held there twice a week, Wednesday and
Saturday afternoons, when horses, dogs and other domestic
animals are examined, treated and operated on free of
charge. For the year ending February, 1891, 363 dogs were
treated. The expenses are borne entirely by the medical
stafl:, Dr. Liautard being the chief surgeon. The house sur-
geons are chosen from graduates by yearly competitive ex-
aminations. These budding "vets" serve without pay.
Aided by subscriptions this department of the college might
he made of great benefit to our four-footed friends whose
owners are too poor to pay for regular surgical treatment.
In the hospital proper the rate of charges for dogs is 50
cents to $1 per day.

Coursing has come with a rush these October days, the
sport being in full swing in England now, and with the
opening of the Gi-eat Bend meeting next week coursing men
in this country will have a good deal to occupy themselves
with till snow flies, the great meeting at Merced taking
place Nov. 10. It is unfortunate that Mr. Watson's call for
the party to go out to Great Bend repeived such little en-
couragement, and the project has been given up. Our grey-
hound men should show a little more interest in the sport;
and if Great Bend is too far, cannot we have a meeting
nearer home? The dogs should certainly be given a chance
this fall.

Mr. Lawrence, of Cambridge. England, has suilered a
severe loss in the death of his noted bloodhound bitch Ches-
terton Duchess II. after whelping ten puppies. She died
from blood poisoning.

From Fanciers' Gazette we learn that Lord Hawke, the
captain of the English cricketing team that is now measur-
ing bats with American players, has entered into a partner-
ship with a Mr. Tom Cadell in establishing a kennel of fox-
terriers. The kennel will be known as "Montrose."

The New York Evening Sun, in an article on St. Bernards
says of Lord Bute: "As a prize dog his record is exception-
ally good. He was beaten at SheflSeld by Sir Bedivere. The
judges at the time declared that in lines and formation
Lord Bute was the equal, and in some respects outpointed
Sir Bedivere, but lacked color. * * * He was the best
dog of his kind in England last year." Why do people
write such stuff ? Lord Bute's most enthusiastic admirers
do not claim he is a good show dog. His ability to beget
winners mil bring him more lasting renown than any num-
ber of prize cards. The same paper gravely states that he
stands 36in. high and weighs 2471bs!

It is rumored that Rochester intends giving a show next
spring. We heard something about it when up in Roches-
ter the other day, but were also told that it was hardly fair
to expect one or two moneyed men in the club to shoulder
all the debt incurred by the last show, and until this was
paid off another show would not be held.

We see a statement in one of the daily papers to the effect
that the Philadelphia Club, at their meeting on the 13th,
would discuss the advisability of withdrawing from the A.
K. C. We are afraid to say more on this subject, as when
speaking joeulaj'ly on the subject of the Philadelphia Ken-
nel Club some months since, friend "Hunky Dory" dis-
played a lamentable lack of knowledge in current kennel
affairs and a disposition to look erroneously on the dreary
side of life.

Barzois! Barzois! it is all Barzois nowadaj;s. News comes
now that the Duchess of Newcastle has just received at
Clumber from Russia a consignment of six of this handsome
breed.

The well-known bulldog Holy Friar has been sold by Mr.
Jack Ellis and finds his new home in Belgium.

Mr. Kennard Milling, of Chicago, 111., has purchased from
Mr. Creep, Lee, Kent, Eng., the great Dane bitch Hecla.
She was shipped by Spratts Co. per S. S. Spain, Sept. 27.

When Mr. Reick sailed for Europe he told us not to be
surprised if he purchased the crack St. Bernard of England.
This he has done. Just as we go to press we received his
cablegram, which reads; "Bought Princess Florence,
Young Keeper." Mr. Reick must be congratulated for his
pluck and enterprise, for we know that the former's price
was held at something liKe $3,000. Both dogs are so well
known they need no further introduction this week.

A.t Merced Coursing Meetine- the stakes will have prizes of
$500 to first, .$200 to second, and glOO to third. Dogs winning
two courses save their stakes, and those winning three
receive $25. Surely a very liberal programme.

We hear that a new kennel is to be established within
twenty miles of New York city; and the proprietors are now
looking for a reliable and experienced kennelman to take
charge of it.

A gentleman who advertised some beagle pups recently in
FOEEST AND STREAM, dropped into the office to say that he
nad over twentj^-flve answers and sold the whole litter in
short order. Among the new kennel advertisements we find
this week are the following for sale: Ancient and Modern
Spaniel Kennels, several fine cocker spaniels; J. W. Doug-
las, trained Irish setter bitch; Poston & Burdell, pair Glad-
stone's Boy pups; A. Haskell, English greyhounds; C. T.
Brown^ll, Gordon setters; G. Hult, pointer pups: Silas
Decker, Irish setter dog pups; G. W. Patterson, several St.
Bernards; John J. Biggs, fox-terrier pups; J. R. Purcell,
pointers; Bryn Mawr Kennels, trained pointers and setters,
and C. E. Bnnn, several fine litters of mastiffs. la the stud;

IT. V. Jamieson's beagle Valentine. Wants: % T. mde-
way, a trained English setter, also R. D. Gould.

coursing rules drawn np by
the ISational Greyhound Club. It is handsomely gotten up
and should be in the hands of every lover of theleash.

Last Thursday morning the president of the A. K. C, Mr.
August Belmont, suffered considerable loss in the burning
to the ground of the mansion on Fifth avenue, which he had
leased for the season from the Cutting estate. Numerous

i
of vertu and valuable paintings were destroyed,

and Mrs. Belmont had a very narrow escape of encounter-
ing a horrible death, her clothing and hair catching fire as
she made her escape, Mr. Belmont was traveling in the
South at the time.

The Chestnut Hill Kennels' sensational collie bitch Roslyn
IJolly, since her return from England, has whelped a fine
litter to Gladdie, the lEuflish dog, noted especially as the
sire of the crack Sefton Hero and Kinton Diamond.

CENTRAL FIELD TmALS.-EcUtnrForest and Stream -

Weave requested by the Pointer Club of America to give
notice through your columns to the owners of pointer dogs
* *^nn ? Pomter Club of America offers a special cash prize

or i$10q to the best pointer, either sex, competing in the Cen-
tral Field Trial Club's trials at Lexington, N. C., said trials
commencing Nov. 30, 1891, this special prize to be awarded
by our regular judges in any way they think best, either
trom work done m the regular heats or by a special heat.
I he competition for this prize is to be confined to does be-
longing to members of the Pointer Club.—Central Field
Trial Club, C. H. Odell, Secretary.

MOHAWK SHOW.-Gloversville, N. Y.-The Mohawk
Valley Poultry and Kennel Club have voted to change their
dates and begin and end one day earlier, .so the awards can
all be made and credited in 1891. The present dates are
Dec. 29, 30, 31, 1891, and Jan. 1, 1892. "Uncle Dick" is to
superintend the bench show, consequently exhibitors may
rest assured they will be well used, and that their dogs will
receive good care.—F. B. Zimmer, Sec'y.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are laaerted without charge; and blanks

(furnished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application,

Joste M. By J. B. Murphy, New York city, for white, black and
ticked setter bitch, whelpsd Julv 33 1S91. by Mack III. (BineDick—Buckeye Belle) out of NeU IV. (Blue Druid—Molly Rake).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

msebud—Soyaartn. J. Keevan's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) St. Bernard
bitoh Rosebud to his Soggarth, Sept. 20.

Verona Nell—Soauarth. E. Cahill's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) St. Ber-
nard bilch Verona Nell to J. Keevan's Soggarth. Sept. 25
Flora Roland-Patrol V. Welker's (Brooklyn. N.Y.) St. Bernard

bitch Flora Roland to J. Keevan's Patrol, Oct. S.
Hillside Spinster—Pitcher. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass,)

fox-terner bitch Hillside Spinster to their Pitcher, July 18.
Richmond Olive^Pitcher. Hillside Kennels' fox-terrier bitch

Richmond Olive to their Pitcher, July 19.

; -Russley Joker. Mr. Rath bone's fox-terrier bitch to
Hillside Kennels' Russley Joker. July 21.
Heatltcrbelle—Bran. Hillside Kennels' deerhound hitch Heath-

orbelle to their champion Bran, July 23.
Warren Lilly—Pitcher W. Rutherfurd's fox-terrier bitch War-

ren Lilly to Hillside Kennels' Pitcher, Julv 23.
Rafjy Mixer. Cloverdell Stock Farm's fox-terrier bitch

to Hillside Kennels' champion Raby Mixer. July 24
Berga—Clansman. Hillside Kennels' deerhound bitch Berga to

their champion Clansman, Aug. 1.

Nora—Romer Chieftain. B. S. Deriiig's deerhound bitch Nora
to Fllllside Kennels' champion Robber Chieftain, Aug 7
Bebecca^Pitchcr. W. Cushman's fox-terrier bitch Rebecca to

Hillside Kennels' Pitcher. Aug. 8.

Suffolk Slipahod—Pitcher. W. Rntherfurd's fox-terrier bitch
Suffolk Sliphhod to Hillside Kennels' Pitcher, Aug. 14
Hilhidc Jaunty-Russley Joker. E. Conant's fox-terrier bitch

Hillside Jaunty to Hillside Kennels' Russley Joker, Aug. 14.
Warren Sequel—Pitcher. W. Rutherfurd's fox-terrier bitch

Warren Sequel to Hillside Kennels' Pitcher, Aug. 20
Dona—Russley .Joker. Hillside Kennels' fox-terrier bitch Dona

to their Russley Joker, Aug. 27.

Warren Selfish—Pitcher. W. Rutherfurd's fox-terrier bitch War-
ren Selfish to Fiilkside Kennels' Pitcher, Sept. 5.
Jlillside Leda— Pitcher. Hillside Kennels' fox-terrier bitch Hill-

side Leda to their Pitcher, Sept. 7.

rerdict-Pitclier. J. A. Logan's fox-terrier bitch Verdict to
Hillside Kennels' Pitcher, Sept. 16.
HiUside SattpMre—Russley Joker. Hillside Kennels' fox-terrier

bitch HillHide Sapphire to their Russley Joker. Sept. 18.
HilMde Boimty—Rahy Mixer. Hillside Kennels' fox-terrier bitch

Hillside Bounty to their champion Raby Mixer, Sept. 20.
Hillside Ruth—Pitcher. Hillside Kennels' fox-terrier hitch Hill-

side Ruth to their Pitcher, Sept. 20.

Freya—Pulley Joker. Hillside Kennels' fox-terrier bitch Freya
to their Russlev Joker, Sept. 31.

Warren Comely-Rahy Mixer. W. Rutherfurd's fox-terrier bitch
Warren Comely to HiUside Kennels' champion Raby Mixer, Sept.

Pluck—Pitcher. Hillside Kennels'* fox- terrier bitch Pluck to
their Pitcher. Sept. 23'

Hillside Syren—Russley Joker. Hillside Kennels' fox-terrier hitch
Hillside Syren to their Russley Joker, Sept. 23.
Rosa Cantna^Pitcher. HiUside Kennels' fox-terrier bitch Rosa

Oanina to their Pitcher. Sept 28.

Suffolk Riot—Raby Mtve7\ A. D. Stewart's fox-terrier bitch
Suffolk Riot to Hillside Kennel-' Raby Miser, Sept. 28.
Brockenhurst Belle—Raby Mixer. J. J. Patterson's fox-terrier

bitch Brockenhurst Belle to Hillside Kennels' Raby Mixer, Oct. 1.

WHELPS.
1^" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Darkness. Park Kennels' (Providence, R. I.) schipperke bitch

Darkness, Sept. 9, five (three dogs), by their Midnight.
BaUyrush. Park Kennels' (Providence, R. I.) Irish terrier bitch

Ballyrusn, Sept. 17, seven (four dogs), by their Killaloe (Benedict
—Breda Florence).
Sunol. L. Gardner's (Mount Vernon, N. Y.) English setter bitch

Sunol (Gladstone's Boy—Flame M.), Sept. 15, twelve (nine dogs),
by his Roger (Count Noble—Queen Meg).
Phyllis. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) deerhound bitoh

Phyllis, Aug. 29, ten (hve dogs), by their champion Robber Chief-
tain.
Brazen. Hillside Kennels' deerhound bitch Brazen, Sept. 6, two

(one dog), by their Clansman.
Princess. Hillside Kennels' fox-terrier hitch Princess, Sept. 7,

six (four dngs), by their Pitcher.
HiVside Heather. H'llside Kennels' deerhound bitch Hillside

Heather, Sept. 12. three (two dogs), by their Chieftain.
HiUside Svinster. Hillside Kennels' fox-terrier bitch Hillside

Spinster, Sept. 13, five (three dogs), by their Pitcher.

One Moment, Please.-Do yon contemplate visiting Dubuque,
St. Paul, Minnpapolis. Marshalltovvn, Des Moines, St. Joseph,
Leavenworth, Kansay City, or any point in the Northwest, the
Puget Sound region or the balmy South or Southwest? The
Chicago, St. Paul and Kansas City Railway will furnish you
transportation enabling you to safely, quickly and comfortably
reach your destination. Its splendid equipment and excellent
management have made it a popular favorite. F. H. Lohd, Gen-
eral Passenger and Ticket Agent, Chicago, 111.—^di'.

Names and Portbaits op Birds, by Gnrdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question aU the American same birds which
they may kill. Cloth, 220 pages, price 83.50, For sale by Fobbst
AND Stream.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Time is no charge for answering questions uyider this head. AU

questions relating to ailments of dogs wiU be ansivered by Dr. T. O.
bherwood. a pwinbe^- of the Royal College of Veterinary Suraems.
Lommumcatwns referring to other matters connected %vUh KennelManagement and dogs will receive careful attention.

H. M., New York City.—The terra blue belton is given to a set-
ter with the blue or black tickings you mention. The blue beltonwas the strain ot dogs that Mr. Laverack prized so highly. OldMoll and Ponto, tne origina'-ora of his noted strain, were of that
color. Ihere is also a strain called the lemon belton, with lemon
ticks instead of black.

L. L., Grand Rapids, Mich.—I want information about a certain
kind of hound that I want to get. It is a cross between an otterand a foxhound. They are used here for coon hunting. I have a
bitch that la half Kentucky fox and shaggy hound, knd she haspups now. I wish you would tell me if you know of any of that

?>°\^ru^-^?^, °t shaggy foxhounds bred andowned by Mr. A. B. Whitlock, Sekitan, O. He may Iknow some-
thing of a cross similar to that you describe. Write to him.
O. T. N., Klttaning, Pa.-l. Please give the pedigree of the

white^and liver ticked pointer bitch Bridget II- out of the im-
B^^^'^^r^^SS Jioi and Bridget, owned by a Dr. Paddock, of Pitts-
tield, Mass. 3. Please write me the best points of a pointer, such
as head, body, legs, tail, etc,, also field work. Ans. 1. We cannnd no trace of Bridget II. in the stud book. 3. We have not
space to nrint the pointer standard, hut if you write to Mr. Geo.^ .

La Rue, secretary of the Pointer Club, 239 Broadway, Newlork city, he will send you a copy.
F. L., Sharon, Conn.—My hound dog had a swelling under the

let t eye twice last summer. It discharged each time and the
swelling went down. Last Sunday it began to swell again, and
last night It started to break. He looks fine and feels well. The
place IS very sore but is doing well. I don't know of his being
hurt or anything to cause it. Please tell me what to do for it.
Ans. Without an examination one cannot toll what causes the
abscess. It may be due to a small piece of diseased bone or dis-
ease of the lachrymal duct. Foment two or three times a day and
apply a little boracic ointment. If necessary make opening in
abscess larger. Why not consult a veterinary surgeon.

J. L. A. H.. Monument B-^ach, Mass.—Will you teU me what I
can do for one of my hounds whose eyes roll in. that is the under
lid rolls mto the eye so far that the eyelashes and some of the
hair below the ej e be in the eye, and when I take my thumb and
draw it out it looks white aud has a soaked-out appearance. The
eyes also discharge a lot of matter. The dog is entirelv well other-
wise, and does his work in the woods as well as any o'ther hound.
Ans. It 18 due to an inverted eye lid, and can only be cured by an
operation, iiou can i-elieve the irritation greatly by pulling out
the eyelashes and apply frequently with a small piece of sponge
the following lotion: Sulphate of zinc, 1 scruple; tincture of
opium, 1 drachm; distilled water, 6 ounces.
G. , Boston, Mass.—1 liave a pug dog 4i^yrs. old, who as soon as

nea season opens, begins to bite and scratch himself. His skin
becomes inflamed and thick scabs form, which, when they loosen,
take the hair with it, lea ving the akin beneath almost black. The
hair grows coarse and "brash" on these spots, which begin at the
root of the tail and spread to its neck, also down the tail. He
Itches and I have tried the different soaps and Spratts mange cure
to no good effect. Is it mange or distemper, or some other disease?
aud what would you recommend that could be used on a house
dog/ ihe same dog has a habit when excited of turning a,nd bit-
ing his tail and spinnintr around like a top, growling and hanging
on until he brings blood and is almost exhausted. About a year

,® ^J-^, ^^'^^ spells in a week, and in the last one he
pulled off the end of his tail with .^in. of the vertebrsB. No one
that I have asked could give a satisfactory reason for such spells.He will start out of a sound sleep and "whirl." A sudden noise,
or the fear that he will be hurt or anything that over-excites him,
will set him going. Some said "worms," but that was not the
case. How can you explain it? Remedy? He has good qualities
and IS very intelligent, otherwise he would have "passed on" long
ago. Is the first a blood or skin trouble? Ans. Eczema, brought
on by the irritation set up by the fleas. Have the following dress-
ing well rubbed all over every other day for a fortnight, then
wash off and repeat if necessary. Cocoanut oil, castor oil, cotton
seed oil and kerosene, of each equal parts. Also give one of the
following powders twice a day mixed with food: Precipitated
sulphur, sulphate of magnesia one dram, bi-carhonate of potash,
half a dram; mix and make twelve powders. The irritation you
mention is due to thread worms which are lodged in the rectum,
for which inject into the bowel twice daily one ounce of the fol-
lowing extract: KramerioB, one dram: tr. of kramerite, one dram;
water, add six ounces. Also treat for worms again.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
'T^HE time is now approaching when it will he necessary to fix

times and places for the final contests in the revolver cham-
pionship for the possession of the Walter Winans trophy indica-
tive of the amiteur revolver championship oif America. No
match of equal importance has ever been drawn under more
liberal conditions. The utmost freedom from anything approach-
ing a handicap on the best work has been avoided, and in every
point the shooter is left free to follow his own fancy and adopt
anything which he may imagine or which he knows from experi-
ence will assist his scoring. The limitations are few and easy.
The distance has been a standard one on the great English range,
while in this country shooting with the small arm runs all the
way from 13 to 5(fyds, indoor and outdoor practice.

The plan of carrying out the finals is a very simple one and par-
ticularly convenient for the shooters. Those who may wish to
shoot will now send in their names to the Fokest and Stream,
indicating, if they have any, their preference of gall'iry for shoot-
ing. There are several good shooting ranges in this city, Boston,
Philadelphia £ind Chicago are likely to be other points of contest
and in each of those places good gallery accommodation is avail-
able. Dates can then be fixed for the several record shoots, of
which due notice will be given in Forest and Stream. It is the
intention to close np the whole series in all the cities, where dates
and places may be fixed upon before the holidays; but to do this a
prompt start should be made, and to facilitate this contestants
should indicate at the earliest date their intention of taking part.
The following are the

CONDITIONS.
Open to any citizen or permanent resident of the United States.
Any revolver, maximum length of bore, including cylinder,

ten inches.

Any trigger pull.

Any sight, both sights to he on the barrel or forward of the grip
of the pistol hand.
Any fixed ammunition.
Cleaning allowed only between scores of sis shots.
Distance, 20yds.

Position standing, free from any artificial support, the revolver
held in one hand only with the arm free from (he body and un-
supported in any way. The rear sight shall not be nearer to the
eye than twelve inches.

Target—Ready measurement disks, one shot on each disk and
the measurement to be taken by mechanical Vernier scale from
center of disk to the center of the shot hole.

Scores-Aggregate of best three in five scores, each score to con-
sist of six consecutive rounds. The five scores to be fired consecu-
tively.

Amateur Standing—The standing of a contestant as amateur
and professional to be determined in each individual case by
Forest and Stream rules.
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Where not in conflict with conditions herein, the rules Of the

Massachusetts Rifle Association for revolver competitions to hold.

The decision of Forest Avt> Stream to be final on all points.

Any winner of the trophy shall hold it suhlect to challenge for

a term of two years, after which It sliaU become bis personal

property. Upon receiving a challenge the holder shall agree with

the challenger upon a place and date for their meeting not later

than six weeks from the receipt of the challenge, of which meet-

ing at least two weeks' notice shall be given through Forest and
Stream, and the shooting at said meeting shall be under the same
conditions as the original competitions for the championship

trophy. In case of a failure to agree upon a time and place of

meeting they shall be fixed by Forest and Stream.
The tropliy shall be deposited in the custody of Forest AND

Stream at least one day prior to any challenge meet, and if re-

quired, holders must give bonds to Forest and Stream for its

safe return.

The holder sliall not be required to accept a challenge pending

the determination of a challenge shoot already under date. In

case of any dispute about the right of priority in shooting chal-

lenges. Forest and Stream shall determine the order of shoot-

ing. All expenses of targets and gallery will be borne by Forest
AND Stream. Contestants will defray all other expenses.

THE SYRACUSE TOURNAMENT.
Syracuse, Oct. 7—The shooting tournament of the Syracuse

Rifle Club opened to-day at the club's new range at Maple Bay.
The weather was anything but favorable to rifle shooting, j-et the
attendance was good for the opening day and the contests were
interesting. Considering that the shots were made against the
wind the records were good. Most of the entries were Syracuse.
BaldwinsviJle a.Bd Camillus crack shots. The club house, which
was built by W. S. Barnum at a cost of $1,000, is perfect in its ap-
pointments. The club can boast of some improA'-ements which no
other range in the country has, notably electric systems of noti-
fying the markers and of counting.
Among the most successful of the 20 contestants yesterday were

Dalley, Leighton. W. Morris, Egglestou, Stillman and Seeley.
The following .scores show the highest records made on the open-
ing day of the tournament:

25-ring target, possible on three targets 335:

Dalley 67 65 67-199 W Morris 63 ,59 ,56-177
Leighton 71 63 61—19.5 Smith 60 fiO 59-169W Morris 65 63 63—191 Kna pp . . . 61 53 54—16S
D Eggleston 60 63 68—191 Kcehler 64 54 45—163
Seeley 64 64 62-190 Ball 55 53 53-161
Stillman 63 63 62-188

Point target, possible on three tickets 45:

Stillman 13 8 8-28 Leighton 10 7 6-23
Dalley 9 9 8-26 Eggleston 6 6 8-20

Man target, possible on three tickets 300:

Stillman 83 84 94-261 Dalley 78 64 61—203

Rest target, possible on three tickets 180:

Eggleston 46 48 44-138 Bucklin 46 87 41—124
KBehler 47 43 43-133

Oct. S,—The attendance on the second day of the Syracuse Rifle
Club tournament at the Maple Bay range, was larger than that
of the opening day. The spectators were numerous and there
were plenty of contestants. Among those who participated were
crack shots from New York and Rochenter. The records made
were better than those of the first day. The scores of the day's
shooting are as foUowe:
Twenty-five ring target, possible on 3 tickets, 335:

Dalley 71 67 67-205 Seely 64 64 62—190
Stillman 70 68 64—20i Koehler 64 60 60-184
Leighton 71 65 6^199 W F Morris 62 59 ,56—177
Eggleston 67 68 64—199 R E Smith 59 00 50-169W Morris 65 65 66—195 Knapp 61 54 53—168
Bovden 64 65 68-195 Ball 55 53 52-160
Point or 3 ring target, possible on 3 tickets, 45:

8- 28
9- 28
8- 24
7- 23
7- 23

Seely
Roykin
Koehler. .

Reynolds.

,

CHrgill....

7 7
7 7

,7 6
6 4

, 6 2

8- 22
8— 22
6- 20
4- 14
2— 10

i 48 23-139

Stillman 13

Dalley... 10 9

Eggleston 8 8

Leighton 10 7

WMorris 8 8.
Man target, possible on 3 tickets. 300:

Stillman. . . . . . .-.83 84 94-261 W F Morris
Dalley 78 64 Gl-203
Rest target, possible ou 3 tickets, 180:

Leighton 54 52 51—157 Winegar 50 47 48—143
Cargill 52 50 53—1.55 Stillman 47 47 46—140
Barnum 50 5 1 46—147 Koehler 47 43 43—132
Eggleston 49 49 49—147 Bradley 39 39 ,38—116
Bucklin 53 46 46-145
The medal shoot of the Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club was

also held at Maple Bay this afternooa. There was a good attend-
ance and the shooting was lively. In the first class these records
were made out of a possible ,50: Chase 45, Lefevre 43, Hookway
42, C. Walters 41. Mosher 37 and Ashton 35. Chase was the
winner of the gold medal for the first class. It was his first
success in the record shooting. One must win five times to own
the medal. Charles Becker won the prize in the second class and
now belongs to him, as he has been victorious five times. Mr.
Becker had uphill work in securing tlie prize, which is in the form
of a diamond charm, valued at 8^:5. He had won four times in
succession, and lost in tlie six shoots followine, the very best men
that could be found having been pitted against him. He succeeded
to-day in defeating Howeil, who came here from Port Byron to
wrest the prize from him. These were the records made in the
second class out of a possible .50: Becker 43, Bowell 42, H. Frazer
11, Mowry 41, Petit 38, Ginty 37, Holden 37, Harwood 35 and
Phelps 32.

THE THIRD BRIGADE SHOOT.
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 3.—The fourteenth annual meet of the

Third Brigade Rifle Association on the Rensselaerwyck range
closed to-day. It was a successful shoot, above tbe average witli
good scores, and with the Binghamton shooters once more ahead
of the home team. The several matches and the leading scores
in them stood as foliowe:
Match No. 1. short range continuous military match, open to ail

comers, except as to the first prize, which can only be won by a
member of the Third Brigade; 200yds., 5 shots, re-entries un-
limited, the aggregate of the best two scores to count; standing
and off-hand, any military rifle:

D H Ogden 55545-24
F M Oongdon 45554—24
W T Meyer 45455—33
C Bodenstein 44555-23
Col W E Fitch .544,55-23W C Oomph 454.55 -23

Cant A n-^nner 44.545—22

Lieut C Hitchcock ,54454—22

AH Beanie 54445-23
F W Harris 55444-22
ESHoag 34565-23WW Stowe 45454-22
(Japt Olmsted 444,53-31

J Murphv 35444—20
Capt E V Dennison 54444—21W B Coa es 44444—20
H P Worrliing 35444-20
Lieut GP Hilton 44144-30
Match No. 2. Standard American target, re-entry match (this

match was shot from the house and on the llin. black center),
open to all comers, 300yds., 5 shots, standing and ofT-hard, any
rifle, entries and re-entries, 25 cen's each, re-entries imlioiited,
aggregate of the best three scores to count for the first three
places, best two scores lo count for all below:
WC Gomph.. 9 10 9 in 10-48 8 10 8 9 10-45 9 10 9 10 7-4,5-138

FMaybery. .. 8 9 10 9 9-45 8 9 9 9 10-45 10 9 8 9 9-45-135

W F Moulton. 8 9 10 10 10-47 10 9 5 9 10-43 8 9 8 9 7-41-131

J Bodenstein . 10 7 8 10 10-45 10 9 7 7 10-43-8
GZautner 9 6 9 9 10—43 " '

"

H Pf.rsons 10 9 6 8 10-43
H S Cros.s 8 9 9 9 9-43
D E ChilriB 6 10 10 7 8-43
JBT vl. r 9 9 8 10 6-42
JNesvbu-y 9 10 5 10 9—43
A Donner 7 6 6 7 10-36 9 5 9 4 9-3o-v3
Matcti No. 3, mid-range continuous military match, open to all

comers. 500yds. at second-class target, 5 sho* s, unlimited re-en-
tries allowed, the aggregate of the best 3 scores to count for first

3 places, best 3 scores for all below, position any, any military
rifle;

45^45-23- 47
54554-23-47
54455—33-46
45945-33-46
5,5445—23—46
54554—23-46
45445—22—44
44445—21- 43
44454-21-43
44445-21- 43
44464—21- 43
44444—20-43
34454—20-41
55148-20-40
44422-18-89
34434-18-88
24435—18—38
54342—18—38

7 8 10 10-43-86
8 8 8 9 9-42—85
4 9 10 11 9-42-85
7 9 9 9 7-41-83
9 8 9 7 7-40-82
7 9 7 10 6—39-83

D H Ogden .- , ..56555-25 5555,5-25 555.55-35-75

0 H Ghius 55556-25 .55555-25 45555—24-74WW Stowe 65555- 25 55555-25 54555-24-74
Lieut Hitchcock 55555-25 55455—34-49
A H Rennie 545.55-34 554.55-24- 48
SSchreiber ,545.55-24 5454.5—23-47
Gen a F Robbins 55554-24 54455-23-47
ColW E Fitch .55515-24 45554-33- 47
FW Harris 5,5,5,5.5- 25 ,54544-32- 47

G Rommel .54455-23 4455.5-23-46
CL Underwood 45455-23 3^.555-2.3-46

ESHoag 555.54—24 55434—21—45
Uapt Olmsted .5.5354—31 .54444-21—43
J Murphy 55445-33 44443-19—43
Match No, 4, Carton ma,tch, open to all comers, SOOyds., on

second-class target, 11-in. carton to count 6, number of shots 1-5,

unlimited re-entries, one score only to count, any position, any
rifle:

S Schreiber. . . . 6fi5fi65?5f!R66fi6r)-85 Lansing 6.555.565456964,5(5-79

DGeiger... i>' '' 'r8—85 G Van Camp. .4,56.554866465.565—78

CHGaus •,r,(Vi-.Hg Sut O'Neil 865666546656066-78
P Hein :.,.!.1-,S3 Li Houghkirk.fit56,5.5455665,546-77

F Root iiiii;;iii.".;..>iii;>i;55-,-8] a B Cooper. . . . 44i>466.55fi654S65~75

K L Rowe 66Hr)G6i3565;iS56-81 W C Rcid ,^66654556554555-72

H Wh itbeck . . .665555655665555—80 M Bates 6ii550.5465845233-71

In the above, Mr. Schreiber leads, although his total score is tied
with that of Mr. Geiger. because the latter has one "4" and Mr.
Schreiber has not.
Match No. 5. Colt's target revolver match, open to all comers

and to revolvers only, distance .SOyds., on the Standard American
target reduced, 5 shots, tmlimited re-entries allowed, aggregate
of the best three scores to count, each score to be completed bp-
fore counted, position standing, off-hand, use of one arm only
allowed, revolver not to exceed 31bs. in weight, maximum length
of barrel (exclusive of chamber) 8in., open sights, ammunition
any, cleaning allowed between scores onty,-revolvers must not be
loaded until the competitor has taken his position at the firing
point, the muzzle must always be kept in a vertical position or
pointed toward the target:
DB Men ill 810 7 9 10-44 10 9 8 7 7-41 8 7 8 10 8—41-126
BC Andrews... 8 10 8 710-43 7 8 7 810-41 10 8 7 8 8-41-125
C H Gaus 8 9 7 810-43 10 8 7 9 8-42 7 81010 .5-40-124
J E Parsons .... 8 71010 7-43 8 9 910 6-40 510 5 810-38-120
EL Howe 8 5 8 510-36 7 7 8 8 8-38 510 5 9 5-3i-108
D L Eddy 8 7 5 5 8-33 10 5 8 5 9-87 8 8 7 6 7-36-106
Match No. 6, Third Brigade team match, open to teanis of 8 com-

missioned ofticers or regularly enlisted soldiers from any bat-
talion or separate company of infantry in the Third Brigade, N.
G. S. N. Y., each team to appear in the uniform of their corps (ful-

dress or fatiguei, and to be certified by their commanders to be
commissioned officers or regularly enlisted soldiers in good stand-
ing of the battalion or separate company they represent, under
the restrictions laid down in Par. .373, State regulations; entrance
fee $1 for each man, distance 200 and 600yds,, 5 rounds at each
distance, position standing at 200yds., any, with head to target, at
500yds.; weapon. Remington rifle, New Y'ork State mode):

Tenth Battalion Team.W E Fitch 44544—31 46584-21—42
EV Dennison 44,344—19 43432—16—35
G Hil ton 44484—19 5.5525—22—41
.1 Roach 44444-20 34554 -21—4

1

A H Rennie 44443-19 24444 - 18—37
G Rommel 44443-19 45333-18-37

117 116 233
Twentieth Separate Company Team.

Lieutenant C H Hit;ohcock 34544-20 6.3,534-20-40

Sergeant H P Worthing 4,5334-19 ,535,54-22—41
Sergeant W W Stowe 32444—17 33443- 17—34
,lobn Murphy 34444-19 44444-20-39
TM Oongdon

.5.54.54-23

42,54,5-20-43
Corporal E S Hoag 44144-20 35,538-19-39

118 118 236
The prizes in all the matches were the same as every year.

BOSTON, Oct. 10.—Following are the scores made to-day. dis-
tance 200yd8., standard American target, all being re-entry
matches:

50 Yards Pistol Cup Match.
H Severance 9 10 10 10 10 9 8 8 8 10-93
J B Fellows 9 9 9 10 9 10 9 8 10 3-91
SC Sydney 8 10 7 7 9 10 10 10 10 10-91
G L Hosmer 85 L A Baker .85 C Francis 83

All-Comers' Rest Match.
*J Francis 117 J W French 100 P Martin 88
*T Warren 109 M R Barter 98 H N Haven 81
F Daniels 107 J French 95 R H Woeds.. 81W P Thompson... 101 H L Willard 89

*Telescope sight.
All-Comers' Ofl-Hand Match.

D Bayley 77 O Moore 69 EC Wesley 62
AMaynard 73 H H Williams;.... 63 F W Scott 61
B Alson 73 E Parsons 63 F H Feitel 60

A S Hunt .73
Pistol Practice Match—50yds.

H Severance 90 L A Baker 83 J B Hobbs 76
J B Fellows 87 C Francis 81 D Martin 73

G L Hosmer 85 M T Day 78 AD Stevens 70
O Moore 84

PHILADELPHIA, Oct. .5.-The members of the First Brigadr,
who are located in Philadelphia, as well as the various shooting
clubs, have always found it very hard to procure a place to shoot,
where they could either practice or enjoy a day's sport without
serious danger to any one concerned. This evening at a meeting
of the Board of Officers of the First Regiment a scheme was pro-
moted and a committee appointed to look into the advisability of
the same, and to communicate with other organizations and
solicit their support. Tbe scheme is to raise ten thousand dollars
toward buying and fitting up a range where the members of the
guard could practice, and also where the various gun clubs could
also enjoy a day's shoot. The numbpr of organizations that there
is in this town, tOKCther with the numerous military companies,
would make the expense comparatively small to each one of the
parties concerned, provided they would all contribute. It is said
that for ten thousand dollars a good substantial range could be
erected and ground purchased for the same. There is lots of
ground near the city which is easy of access by railroad trains,
which could be utilized for this purpose and which would make
good safe plates to shoot. Lieutenant-Colonel Hufllngton and
Sergeant-Major Harry Mehard, of the First Regiinent, have been
pppointed as the committee, and will be pleased to hear from any
military organization or gun club in Philadelphia. A letter ad-
dressed to either of them at the Armory, Broad and Callowhill
streets, will reach them safely.

MILLER RIFLE CLUB.-Hoboken, N. J., Oct. 7.—The follow-
ing scores were made by members at the club's weekly shoot, 10
shots, oil-hand, American 25-ring target, nossible 250:

b Hencken 35 25 25 24 24 23 22 22 21 20-236
Capt Dewey 25 25 25 35 24 23 22 22 21 20-232
J H Kruse 35 35 34 24 23 23 23 32 21 20-332
D Miller 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 33 31 31-232
E Fischer 25 25 24 24 33 23 23 23 23 20-232
J Carragher 35 25 24 34 23 23 23 22 31 20—230
F Sohl. . 25 24 24 34 23 33 22 23 33 20-329
F Brandt 24 24 23 28 23 22 23 22 21 19-223
D Peters -^5 24 23 23 22 22 23 29 20 19-223
H Seltenreich 23 23 23 23 23 21 2J 20 20 13-209
J J Devitt 22 21 21 21 21 31 31 19 17 17-201
A Stadler 23 22 22 23 20 20 18 18 18 17—200
Team and medal shooting will be inaugurated next week.

THEY WON WITHOUT HAYING TO SHO0T,-A very amus-
ing incident happened at the late Bisley meeting. A Scotchman
who won minor prizes in the revolver competitions was going
round trying to get up an international revolver competition.
What he suggested was that teams consisting of two men each
(representing diilerent nations) should shoot two entries in each
of the revolver competition^, the highest aggregate made by a team
to win. He got a Scotch, an English and an Irish team, and asked
Mr. Walter Winans to try to get anothe'' American so as to get up
an American team. Only one other U. S. American could be
found in camp, and he had never shot a revolver, so Mr. Winans
asked if a Canadian would no. This was agreed to, the Scotchman
having the second prize winner as his partner and thinking he
had a sure thing in the match. The day of the match Mr. Winans
sauntered up to the Scotchman, and said, "I have got a Canadian,
and we will be there to shoot," and walked away. Turning back
after going a few steps, he said, "Oh. I forgot to mention my man
is the revolver champion of Canada." The match never came oflf,

as several of the competitors had "previous engagements."

HUDSON RIFLE CLUB, of Jersey City Heiehts, K J., will hold
its second annual prize shootiner festival at the range, 15 Giles
aventte, Oct. 26 and 37,1891. Target of honor, open to members of
the Hudson Rifle Club only. Ring target, open to all comers, dis-
tance 75ft., 25.ring targets. Shooting on this target each evening
from 7 to 13.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication ghovM be made out on the printed blanks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
sucreta/ries. Correspondents who favor us tvith club scores are par'
ticularlv requested to write on one side of the paper only,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced hare

send In notice like the following:

Oct. 1,5-16. — Orlando (Fla.) Gun Club Tournament. -J. H.
Mooney, President.
Oct. 20.—North Side Gun Clvib of Long Island. Tournament at

Queens County Driving Park, Maspeth. L. I. Samuel Lyon, Pres.
Oct. 31-23.—Reading's Tournament, Flemington. N. J. Key-

stones. Open to all.

Oct. 27-29.—Savannah, Ga., Chatham Gun Club, assisted by the
Inter-State Manufacttirers' and Dealers' Association.

Nov. 2t5.—South Side Gun Club Tournament, at South NorwaUf,
Conn. E. H. Fox.

1893.

June 13-18.—New York State Sport smea's Association's Thirty-
fourth Annual Convention, at Syracuse, N. Y. Ohas. H. Mowry,
Sec'y.

WASHINGTON ROD AND GUN CLUB.
On Monday, Oct. 5, the newly organized Washington Rod and

Gun Club gave their first totirnament, and had a general house-
warming on their new grounds at the National Capitol. The
grounds are on the river bottom and adjoin ttose of the Capitol
City Club. The club house is a neat structure and the grounds
are well equipped. The programme was originally intended to
be open only to shooters of the District, btit as several non-resi-
dent shooters put in an appearance the events were thrown open
to all. Among the visitors were Messrs. Bond, .Hartner and" H.
M. Heflin ("Capron") and Heflin, Jr., of Baltimore, W. F. Stewart,
of Galveston, Tex , Neat Apgar, representing Squires of New York,
and Paul North, of Cleveland. Mr. North's electrical tr-ip pull
was exhibited and gave perfect satisfaction. The bluerock self-
angler traps were used, and as Apgar, shooting in the regular
squad, was handicapped at unknown angles, the perfect working
of the angler was fully demonstrated. The only prizes in the
events consisted of merchandise, as there was no entrance
charged, birds only being paid for. In each event six prizes were
given, and the aggregate value of the plunder, all of which was
contributed, amounted to over $300. President Geo. S. Atwater
was a busy man during the shooting, and the guests of the club
left with more than a kindly feeling toward him. All events shot
rapid firing system, bluerocks, from one set of ten traps.

No. 1, 25 singles:
Atwater llOillOOnnoillOillOlllO-18
Jos Hunter lOlllOlllOOnilillOliini—19
Dick Jones 0011101101010011101010110—14
Lanvoigt 1 0111110111 101111111 1 1 1 01-31
Hancock lOOlOlOlOlOOllOOlOOCOlOOO- 9
Rothwel 1 OOlJ 01 01010110111 101 101 11—16
Wilson 0111001111110111101111011—19
Steele 1111100111 HIOIJ ] 1101 1111—31
McCormick 1010110110111101111001111-18
Gulick lllOllOlllllOlllilllllOll-31
Wagner 1111111111111111111111111—25
North 1101110111 101111110111011—30
Wanstall OOOOOOO1O(X)OOOOOOOOIOOO0O— 3
Doyle 1110111111111011011001011-19
Osborn - 1101011111110110010111111—19
Bond inoiiinoiiiioiiniioiii-31
Williams 010010001 00011 0001001 OOOO— 7
Happer, Sr 1101111110111101110101111-20
Laird -ilOllOlOlllllllllOllllOlO-19
Copperste "lOlOOllOOOOlOOOOlOOlOOOl— 8
McGruder 1111110111001101011101001-17
CoUison 1101110101011111011010101—17
Mattingly 0111011011111011111010100-17
Rothwell. Jr. 1111110111111011111111111-33
Happer, Jr 1010011011011101011011010-15
Stewart 1110111011110111111110011-20
Apgar 1100111111111111111110011-21
Capron 1101111111110111110111011-21
Friguble 1 010 lOOO 10 1 Oil 1 1 01 1001001-13
Wise 1110011101101110111101010-17
Stubner 1011101 OlOlllllOlll 111001-18
Prucett. 1100110101010101011101011-16
Barr 1101110110111010110110111-18

No. 3, 30 singles:
Atwater 34 McGruder 20 Pruitt 18

Joe Hunter 21 Doyle 27 Hopper, Jr. 24
Dick Jones 25 Blue Rock 28 Stnbner 33
Rothwell 20 Finlay 13 RothwelJ,Jr 27
Steele 36 Payton 24 Webb 36
Wise 26 Wilson 24 Hartner 23
Hancock 14 Coppersite 15 F Seymore . 19
Wagner 28 North 36 Barr 34
Lanvoigt; 32 Mattingly 20 TrimblG 14
McCormick 18 Brashear 11 Happer, Sr 27
Osborn..... 23 Stewart 33 Smythe 3
Gulick 21 Apgar 27 A Hunter 20
Lain 21 Capron 14 Soussa 11

CoUison 21 Capron, .Tr 23 Williams 15
Drumond 17 Bond 20

All ties div. except second, which Apgar won on .shoot-off.

No. 3, 20 singles:
Atwater 26 F Seymore 34
Drummond 18 Pruitt 23

Dick Jones 23 North 37

Dr Rothwell .19 J Finlay 12

Wise 23 Coppersite 14

Happer, Jr 35
Webb 31
Blue Rock 38
Soussa 17
Hawas.

Wagner 27 Bond 26 CoUison 23
OO n. T„ OA XTlTit n.Osborn 28 Cason, Jr 20

Mattingly 26 Daw 17
McCormick 18
York 14
Paj-ton 28
Apgar 37
Brasheal 11

Heal 24
33

Wilson 24
Hf^rtwell 25
Rothwell, Jr 24
Happer, Sr 20
Baw 21
Allpander 13
Parker .20
Williams 30

Steele..
Hancock 11

Landvoigt 26
Gulick 26

.Stubner 18

Stewart 27

J Hunter 26 Doyle.
No. 4, 15 singles:

Atwater 13 ColUson 8 Doyle 10
Morris,.- 5 Steele 13 York 8
Dick Jones 10 Capron 13 AlexHunter .12
Rothwell 8 Caproo,Jr. 10 Blue Rock 14
Wise 14 Gulick 10 Brown 7
Wagner 14 Mattingly 9 Vance 3
Mngruder 7 Danell 7 Brasheal 10
Trimble 7 North ..15 Payton 13
Osborne . . .13 Happer, Sr 13 Alexander 10
Drummond 6 Coppersite 5 Williams 6
Apgar 14 Parker 5 Bond H
Carroll 5 Landvoigt 4 Hartner 14
Webb 10 Finlay 7 Johnstone 7
Stubner 13 McCormick 8 Waggaman 3
Steward 13 Wilson 12 Baw 9
Peet 7 Rothwell, Jr 9 Meen , 6
Pruitt 13 Young 10 Du Bray U

Happer, Jr 13 Franklin 10
Daw. 12

Seymore 10

Soussa 9
No. .5. 10 singles:

Atwater 7
North 6

Gulick 3

Jones 6

Brasheal 3
Mattingly 6
Daw 7

Coppersite ,. 3
Barker 9
York 2
AlexHunter 7
Pruette ..... 8
Barr 7
Dr Van Bogan 0

Franklin 6 L'lndvoigt 5
Johnstone 6 Young 7
Stewart 8 Wise 9
Webb 3 Capron 5
Soussa 6 Doyle 9
Apgar.
Post 5
Steele 8
Happer Jr 5
Bond 8

Pal ten 9

Hartner 10
Blue Rock 3
Happer Sr 7
Stubner 9
Roth 5
Wagner 0
Wilson 7
Collinsom 6
BothwellSr 5
Rothwell Jr 5
Capron Jr 7
McCormick 5
Hancock 5

Magruder 4 Kingsbury 3
DuBray 7 Adams. 4

Taintz 8 Dewonet 3

HOEY VS. DAVENPORT.—It has been definitely arranged
that the third match between Fred Hoey of the Central Gun Club
and L. J. Davenport of the Fountain Gun Club shall take place on
the Larchmont Gun Club's grounds soon after Oct. 15. The con-
ditions will be 100 live birds each, 30.yds. rise, Slyds. boundary, for
$1,000 a side.
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THE DAYTON KENNEL CLUB ANNUAL.
Dayton, O.. Oct. 5—Members of the Dayton Kennel tiun Club

and their families made a picnic of The annual live-bird tourney
by turning out in fall force, gentlemen, ladies and children, for a
day in tbe grove adioining the shooting grounds on David Sliroy-
er's fa,rm a abort diataiice south of the club kennels. Sparrow
and pigeon traps had been set, string boundaries tixed, chairs and
tables provided for referee, scorers, sUootPrs and reporters; and
tents, chairs and refreshment stands conveniently located for all
before 8:30 o'clock this morning. Cool water and mild beverages
were furnished by the club free for members and spectators, and
cold lunch for shooters. Family parties enjoyed dinner from
their own baskets in picnic style through the woods. At 8 A. M.
Adolph Sander, who was the projector of the plan for this tour-
ney, arrived on the grounrt with provisions, wet goods, ammuni-
tion and birds. Afew moments later a sharp bugle blast signaled
the coming of a large wagon, four-in-hand, carrying membors.
then until noon carriages and buggies were arriving with families
and other visitors. Dayton h^^s lieen famous as a shooting center
and this -was the climax nf a ll her tra.p events.

Ir is true that to Adolph Sander is due the credit for inception
and enr ouragement of the proposition that grew in^o this splendid
affair. The active workers in it were Adolph Sander, E. F. Cooper,
Gustav Sander, E. B. Weston. Dr. D. G. Porter, T. iS. Haunch and
your cirrespoudent. Gustav Sander was made chairman of the
committee of arrangements, and T. B. Hanna secretary; E. F.
Cooper and E. B. We^^ton, committoB on programme; and Messrs.
Weston, Cooper and Hanna committee on rules.
The scheme took lilje wildfire. All of the 75 members of the

Kennel Club became interested, and this drew wives, sweethearts
and friends into the excitement. Business men of the city took
hold of it and began offering special prizes, until so many came
in that a committee Avas appointed to classifv the four or live
hundrt d pieces, valued at f750. Probate Judge Kreitzer presenled
a marriage license with blank spaces left for name of bride and
groom.
The programme to-day provided for six sparrow matcbps. 15

prizes in each, 15 sparrows to eacli man, 6 traps, 26yds. rise, 50yds.
string boundary, a bird touching the ground within the boundary
to be scored dead. Each shooter to pay for his own birds. The
committee paid 3c. to 5 •. each for sparrows, and the shooter paid
10c. each. The pigeons were hougnt here at 30c. a pair, and the
shooler was charged 40c. At the shoot the sparrow traps, made
of wood by S^le Good, were 4in. square, opening at the top like a
gripsack. Pigeons were shot; from scoop traps.
_There were 3.200 sparrows and 400 pigeons in the coops when the
first shot was fired. ATr. .John W. Dickson was appointed referee,
and Capt. Ashlty Brown official scorer, with Mr. Lafayette Grod-
jiaski assistant.
Fifteen sparrows:

E Rike llOninilinn—14 J C PorterfieldlonillUOlllll—la
D G Porter. . . .011011111111111—13 AW Kumler. .OUOlOOOOlllllO- 8
E B Weston...UllllllOlOllOl-13 H Daudo 110010101101111-10
R O Heikes... 111111111111111—15 C A Waltmire.lOOOUO 11101110- 9
E F Cooper. . .111111010111100—11 J Sto^'cklein . ..000000lOOOOOlOl- 3
S S Troup ClOOlOlOlOOOIll— 7 W M Kinnard.OlllOOllOllOllO- 9
G Sander 001100111101100- GVolker 111110001101011— 9
A Sander 111110110011111-12 W P Chubb.. . .101101011111100-10
T B Hannah...1111111I101101W3 A Mumma.... 101101110011010— 9
G Makley 011111011111011-13 F Withoft 001100010001001- 5H G Carnell... 000000010001111- 5 C Whealen.... 100111101111100-10
C W Sander. . .110110111101111—13 E D Grimes. . . 0111001001UOOl— 8
Heikes Ist, pocket knife; Rike 2d, barrel of flour. Scores In suc-

ceeding matches settled ties, and in this way Hannah won 3d, a
rug; Portei-field 4i b. pair of blankets; Porter 5th, picture; Weston
6i h, two nightshirts; A. Sander 7th. knit jacket; C. W. Sander 8tb,
pair of slipoer.'; Makley 9tb, box of cigars; Cooper lOth, box of
cigars; Chubb 11th, box of cigars; Dando 12th. rubber blanket-
Whealen locb, load of wood. Mumma 14th, silk handkerchief'
Volker ISth, hand protector; Kennard 16th, pocket book; Walt-
mire 17 rh, bottle of sherry.
Fifteen sparrow?: ^

Porter 110101111001000- 8 Kumler UOOIOOOOOOIUO- B
Whealtn OlUOlllOllOlOlO— 8 Porteraeld 011111101100011-10
Rike 111110110110110-11 A Sander 011110111011011-11
Heikes 111111111111111—15 Mumma 111101110110111—13
Cooper 1110011101101311-10 Stoecklein 101101101011111-11
Weston 111101110101111-12 W^altraire 0001101 IIOIUU- 7
Hannah lOtllOllllUlU—13 Grimes 10101 1100011001— RCW Sander.. .011111010111010-10 Kinnard 011101111000611— 8
Chubb 1101011 1000 1lU-10 Dando 001101111110110-10
Volk.'r OlOOOlOOlllOUl- S G Sander lllOlomoooooO- 7
Troup 1101011111011 10-11 Makley 011110011101101-10
Blessing llOiOlOllOOOOOO- 9

Chubb 9th, pair of slippers; Makley 10l;h, 6 bottles Hock; Porter-
field lit-, three dressed ducks; C. W. Sander 12th, pair of shears;
Cooper 13ch, 51bs. smoking tobacco; Dando 14th, pocketbook; Por-
ter 15th, pound of chewing tobacco; Grimes 16th, Heikes hand
protector; Whealen 17lh, bottle of sherry.
Ten pigeons:

Hannah 1001001011— 5 Kinnard 0010101010— 4
Whealen 0111011010— 6 Grimes 1101000111— 6
Blessing 10001)01011- 4 C W Sander .1111111001- 8
Stoecklein 1110100011— 6 A Sander 1011101110— 7
Cooper ..1100101111—7 Mumma 1111101111— 9
Heikes.. 1111110111— 9 Troup "... .1111110111— 9
Rike lllllllOll— 9 Volker OlOlOOllOl— 5
Makley imilllll—10 Weston 0111111101— 8
Porter. 1101011011— 7 Kumler.... OUIUIIOO— 7
G Sander 1111100100- 6 Ritty 1001011001— 5
Dando Oil 1 01 0011— 6 Van Ausdal 0001001011— 4
Chubb 1111111111-10 W Brown 1111100101- 7
Porterfleld 1111110110- 8 Withoft OOOOOOOOOO— 0
Waltmire lOOOOUOOO— 3 Stoddard 1001011110— 6
Chubb 1st, rocking chair; Makley 3d, cut-glass olive dish; Heikes

3d. smoking set; Rllje 4th, box of soap; Troup 5th, silk hat; Mum-
ma 6tb, rubber hunting boots.

BROOKLYN SHOOTERS.
Oct. 7.—Three doctors were in'the final ties for the Duryea cup at

the Fountain Gun Club shoot at Woodlawn Park to-da"y, besides
"Snapper" Garrison and two others. Two of the doctors. Sheila
and Schwartz, made a great fight for the cup. All killed their 10
straight in the regular shoot, and it was left to the two doctors to
flght it out. Bird after bird was killed until each had totaled 12
straight. Dr. Shells killed his thirteenth bird, but Dr. Schwartz
was unfortunate enough to lose his, although it dropped dead
just out of bounds. This is the second time that Dr. Shells has
won the cup. One of the features of the shoot was the fine per-
formance of Mrs. F. Lindsley, who after missing her first bird,
killed the other 9 straight.
About two months ago R. Pfister, Jr., W. C. Levins, of the Glen-

more Rod and Gun Club, and J. Blake, of the Parkway Rod and
Gun Club, made a match to shoot a series of four shoots at 15
hirds each, Hurlingham Titles, SOvds. rise, for a silver pitcher to
cost. $100. To-day the last two shoots took place at Dexter Park.
In the tirst shoot R. Pflster, Jr., killed 13, RIake 1+ and Levins 13.

In the second shoot R. Pfister killed lo. Blake 9 and Levins 15,
Yesterday the total scores for the 30 birds each were: W. C.
Lay.ns 38, J. Blake 34. and R. Pfister, Jr., 26. This made the
total on the four shoots, R. Pfister, Jr., 54, W. C. Levins 50, J.
Blake 47.

The Manhattan Gun Club defaulted in its monthly shoot at
Dexter Park to-day.
The Dexter P« rk Shooting Assaciation will soon he started at

Dexter Park. Sweepstake shooting at bluerocks from 5 traps
similar to the State shoo-is, will he commenced at 1 P. M. Any
member of any reputable gun club is allowed to enter. The com-
mittee reserves the right to refuse an entry.
The members of the Acme Gun Club held their flr.«t shoot of

the season at Dexter Park lo-day. Eleven members competed
for the best average, prize shooting, but the results did not in-
terfere with the total averages. The result of the ten months'
eompetion is as f'^llows: Fir.st prize, J. Short; second. M. Schoet-
tler; third, W. Vorbach; fourth, H. Menkel; lifth, C. Deshloff;
sixth, J. Linstedt; seventh. J. Stentzle; eighth, J. Lemaire; ninth,
C. Munk; tenth, F. Rausch. In the sweepstake that followed M.
Schoet.tler won first and C. Wissel second.

Oct. .9,—The regular shoot of the Ridgewood Gun ClubatD'-ekel-
man'.s Park to-day, proved a pleasant occasion and a success for
L. C. Gehring. He won the gold medal of the club for the fourth
and last time, killing his 7 straight. His record for the season is
45 killed out of 49 birds. The club shot at 7 live birds, Hurling-
ham rules, for a gold medal, club handican. rt^sulted as follows:
C. Laeger 6. L. C. Gehring 7, A. Crane 5, C. Zarwick 4. C. Wagener
6. G. Notle 2, J. Welz G, J. Kraemer 6, C. Deckelman 3, ,f. Siegel 0,
C. Schneider 4. P. Ibert 3, J. Gardps 4, G. Durst 4, J. Nicol 8, A.
Lowenthal 2. Referee. O. Laeger. Scorer, J. Leich.
Nineteeu members of the Unknown Gun Cluis competed to-day

for the club medal and extra prizes at Dexter Park. L. I. The
hirda were strong, fast flyers aaid sppie o£ them ca-rried consider-

able quantity of shot out of bounds. The 'club has ret?Bntly
adopted a new rule of using both barrels, making a slightly
tnoditied adaptation of the Hurlineham rules. The difference is
that the gun must be held below the elbow until the bird is oti the
wine. The scores were as follows: I. Hvde 7, J. Bovd 3, H. Ran-
kin 5, .7. Akhnrst 6, E. Vroonie 4, W. Skidmore 6, H. Knfbel, Sr. 5,
J. Plynn 7, D. Iron^eea 6, J. Vagts 5, M. Brown 6, J. Ratbjea i, H.
Knebel, Jr. 6, H. Bolmermann 5, D. Snipe 6, J. Lohden 3, F. Mark-
ofT 6, J. Schumacher 6, J. Deet jen 4.

ROCHESTER GUN CLUB.
The flr.=it annual tournament of the Rochester Rod and Gun

Club was shot on Friday Oct. 2, at the Rochester Driving Park.
A,ll contests were shot tinder the American Association rules,
rapid firing system.

No. 1,15 kingbirds. 10 Keystone traps, 18yds. rise, rapid firing
svBtem, A. S. A. rulP?;
Peck lOllOlOllUllll-12 WG Hill lOOOlOOlllllOOO- 7
Schmitt 010000101101101- 7 C Rissenger. . .1001100001010110- 5
Borst 10101 1000100101— 7 Brasie 011011001111110-10
Hicks 111011111111101-13 Mnrtin 110101111110111-12
Mosher 111111111101111-14 J Ressinger. . ..KXlOmillllOll-11
Babcock 011010101111101-10 Wagner Ull 11 101011111-13
Davenport. . . .101110001101101— 9 Van Ostram . . .101011101110011 -10
Orange 111001111110111-13 Rickman 010111111101001-10
Norton 111100001111110-10 Jeffery lOOOOUOOOniOlO- 5
Lane 1101111011111011—11 Foley KWllOlUUtlll—12FL Smith 111011111010010—10 Mus?elman ...111111111101111-14W A Hill 111111111111011-14 Harmon OllllOiiJOlOllOl- 9
Wilkinson. ...111111111111011—14 Boaeh 1 1101000 11 lllGO-

9

Welter 111101110111111—13 Goodrich 001111010100110- 8
Starr 100111000110111- 9 Richmond 111111111111011-14
Walzer 111111101111101-13 Moschler lOlOOlOlOUllil—10
La (force 01 101 1 11Hill 10-12

No. 2, 10 birds, same conditions:
Peck 1011110110- 7 Hicks llOIllOlll— 8
McVean 0011111011- 7 Lane 0111011111— 8WAHill 1010001011- 5 La Force 1111011011- 8
Borst 1000000000- 1 K-'el 1001111111— 8
Wilkinson Olllllllll— 9 Elliott 1U1110011— 8
Norton 1011101010- 6 Foley lOOlOlOUO- 5
Ely 1010101100- £ Van Ostram miOlUll— 9
Davenport IIOIOOIOOO - 4 C Rissenger lOOllOlOOl— 5
Walzer 1100001010- 4 Brink 0111111110- 8
Weller 1101111111- 9 Richmond 1111110000- 6
Manu lOimUlO- 8 Youngs 0100101011— 5
Gregg lOlOlimi— 8 Harmon 1100111011- 7
Boyd. 1001100001— 4 Starr 0101101001- 5
Schmidt illOlOOllO— 6 Rickman.. 0111111001— 7
Mosher ..1111111100- 8 Burns.... OlllllOlOl— 7
Wagner llimiOll— 9 Leary 0100001( 01—3
Orange 1001111101- 7 Meyer OlOOOioOOO- 2
Snrague 1111110111— 9 Stewart llllOlllll— 9
F L Smith 1101110110- 7 Moshler OlOllMOll- 5
Babcock 1100111111— 8 Ketchum lOlOlOOlll- 6
Martin 1111001011— 7 Roach 1010101001— 5
Barnard IIIOUOIIO— 7 Berry 0010001000— 2
J Rissenger 1110111111— 9 Truesdale lOOOOlOOlO- 3
xUusselman lOUOlllll— 8 Allen 1000110000— 3
No. 3, 15 singlps, mt^rchatidise match, entrance free:

J F Norton. . . .101010011010000— 5 A Schmitt 011001100111110- 9Wm Foley 011100001101111— 9 H D McVean. .110110110011001— 9
E U Ely 111011101010110-10 E S Berry 011000001110010- 0
J E Mattern... 001110100000111— 7 C V Tenny. .. .101100111101110-10
Spraeu«- lllllUnilUll—15 W O La Force.lIlOOOOllUllll-ll
Geo AMosher,11110111111im-14 Burns IIIOIIUOIOOIOI—10
Wagner 011111 lOlUllOO-U B Rickman... .101110111011111—12
Jeffreys 011010010000000— 4 Goodrich OlOOOOOOOlOlOll— 5
Davenport IIOOIOOIOOIIIOI— 8 H M Stewart. .110101111111111—13
Orange UOOlOlOllOllOl- 9 E D Hicks 111111111111011-14
Walzer 110011111111100-11 F L Pitkin . . . .010100100101001- 6W J Mann .... 110001011001111— 9 0 F Adams. .. .111001001110010— 8
Waterous 010111010000000— 5 W A Hill 011111001010011— 9
O Rissenger...011110011001011— 9 W D Hill .. ..101111111001111—12
Keeble lOlOOOOlOOOOOOO- 3 W F Hill 111111110101011-13
J Roche. 011101101001101— 9 Jas Barry aUOOOlllUltOO- 8
Elliott 011111101101110-11 C Brusee Oil UOOOOOIOIOI - 7
C E Lane 111111101111110—13 A Rickman. ...010001110101111- 8
Van Ostrand..111111010111111-13 Gregg 110111111010111—12
PMKrel 101001101111011-10 L V Bver.... . .111011111111111-14
Peck 111100101111111-13 W M Hyde. . . . 110111001011101-10
Truesdale lOIOlXIOlOlllOlO- 7 D Bill 190(100000101110— 5
F B Allen IIICIOU 1010001- 9 A D Martin. . .011110110111111-12
D Foreman OOOOOllOmUll— 9 Wilkinson 111101101111100-11
Geo Beorst.... 01 0100101100 100— 6 Weller 111101101101111-13
J T Bovd OOlllllUOlOUl—U B Hicks 010001000100000— 3
Babcock 011111001110100- 9 B A Very 110110011110110-10
J Rissenger . . .IIOIOOOUOIOIIO— 8 MM Banker,..1(11101101011010— 9
Mussleman. . ..111011111111011—13 R Spaulriing. . .010111110001101—10
Harmon OOOlOllOOlllOlO- 7 N C Fulton. ...101111110111111—13
Brink 011111110011100-10 Ketchum 1110i)101100000l— 7
E Meyer 110000111101101— 9 J Aman lOllllOlOOlOlOl-

9

D J Leary . . . .OKHWOO lOlOOOOO- 3 G H Mason .... lOOllOOOOOtlOllO- 5
Moschler lOlOlKKjn ] 1 1111-10 G B Bates 001100000001030— 3
Young 1011(11111111111-13 E Hayes ...100000001110010—5
Evershed 011111111101111-13 W H Larned ..OOIOOOOIOOIIIOO— 5
Richmond ....010011101111111-11 C H Rugg 101011000100001—

B

FL Smith 110001111101110-10 Brinsmaid.. ..OOOIXllOlOOlOlOO—

4

C Green 101111001111111-12
Ties on 13, at 5 birds, 18yds=.:

Van Ostrand .11111-5 Musselman . . .01111—4 Fulton 10110—3
Ties on 13, at 5 bihis, ISyds.:

Peck 11111-5 Grf'gg." 10111-4 Martin ....'..01101-3
Ties on 11, at 5 birds, 18yds,:

Wilkinson....11111—5 Wagner .11101-4 La Force... lOOU—

3

Ties on 10, at 5 birds, ISvds.:

F L Smith. ..11111-5 PMKeel... .01111-4 Ely.... 10101-3
No. 4, 20 birds, $1.50 entrance:

Orange. . .10110111111090111111—15 Brink 00001011101111111011-13
Mosher. . .lUlllllimilllllll-20 LaForce. .11010111101101101001-13
Sprague.. 111111101 11011100011-15 JRiss'ng'rOlOOlOIll 111 11101110-14
Wagner.. 1111 1111011111111111-18 V'Ost'audllOllllllOlllllllOll-17
PLSmith. 11111110001110111110-15 W Fohy. .00111101110111101111-14
P M Keel. 11111101111111011110-17 W Hyde. .11101100111011111110-15
EBabcoeklilOOOOOnilOHlOOll—13 ASchmittllOllOlllOllOllllUl—10
Hannon...11011100000110011000-10 Walzer. - .0 110111110101111111— l.-S

Peck 10111101111111010101—15 LV Byer.llllSllllllUOlOOOll—17
Richm'ndlllllllOllllllUllll—19 Wilkins'nllllllOllUmillOll-17
J F Boyd.lOOlOOlOlMllOOOllll—10 Weller. ...00111111111111(11111-17
Young. . . .111100110110000)1111—13 E Meyer.. 11100000100110001101— 9

C Ariams..011010110(X)010110111—U J Roche.. .01111011001010001111—18
HMcVeanOOimOllOOlOlOlUOl—11 E D HickslllllllllllllllOllOl-11
Musselm'nOlOlOlllimOlllllO—15 J Aman. .10010010110100101110—11
RissengeTOlOlOlOlOlllOloeoOlO—10 Gregg llOOllllllUlUlllll—ISW A Hill OOllOlOOJllllOilOlU—12
Ties div.
No. 5, 15 kingbirds, entrance SI:

E Mever lOOOOOllOOllOOO— 5 Martin 010010110101011— 8W Peters lOOOlOlOlOOOOlO- 5 Rugg lOOOOOOlOllOOtlO- 4
A E Babcock. .llllUOllOOfllOl-lO Elliott lllllOlllllOOlO-il
Orange 111001000011111- 9 C Hoehn 010101101101111-10
Wagner 111111111111111-15 S P Kay lOOIlllHOOllOl-lO
DaveuDort 110101100111111-11 W S Smith. .. .101111101001111-11
E n Hicka 111111110111011-13 H D McVean. .001011000011111- 8
CRi8singer....llOl00110110001- 8 C Williams. .. .010100101010010- 6
E Hayes 111000101011111—10 P M Keel 111111111100111—13
Redmond 110101010111110-10 L V Bayer 111110111011111-13
J Roche 000010101011010— 6 J Haffner 100100000111100— 6W O LaForce .101000110110011— 9 A Sr-hmitt 010011001111101- 9

Richmond 100111111111111-13 W Jillann OlOlllUllOllll-lg
Gregg 111111010100101-10 WA Hill 100010111110100- 8
P L Smith 111101111011001—11 J H Andrews. .111111101101111-13W W Harman.101101111111101-12 J J Mapes 111011101011101-11
Peck 111111111110010-13 Walzf-r 110111101111010-11
Weller .111111111111111-15 JF Norton.... 110)01011101 101 - 9
Wilkinson H111110111110W3 Evershed 0110111 OUlOOll—10
J Kissinger.. . .111100111011111—12 B A Very 100100111101010- 7
St»rr OIUCOOIOOIOOOO— 5 G Boerst 0111.00110111000— 8WM Hyde....lllllO1100Ollll—11 Stewart 110111101001100— 0

J A Judson.. . .011011110011001— 9 C P Adams. . . .lOltHllOlOOllll-10
Surague 110011111110110-11 Lane 011111110111111—13W Foley 101011011111001-10 Richman 000110110100111— 8
Brinsmaid 001111111111111—13 Goodrich 101001101100011— 8

Mosher 011111101111111-13 Schwiokert. . ..110011100101000— 7

Cook 100111010010010- 7

SOUTH NORWALK, Conn., Oct. ll.-The South Side Gun Club
of this place proposes holding a tournament at club grounds
(Baxter baseball ground?), upon Thanksgiving Day, an all-day
shoot, five traps, rapid firing system, no handicaps, and no one
barred out. Upon this day the new shooting house will be dedi-
cated with appropriate ceremonies. Circulars mailed upon appli-
cation. All are invited and a general good time expected.—E. H.
Fox.

THE NEW JERSEY TRAP LEAGUE.
AIMEETING of delegates representing the Trap Shoofj^rs'

League of Essex county was held Oct. 10 at the store of Von
Lengerke & Detmold to wind un the affairs of the recent tourna-
ment. The secretary reported S37 50 on hand. Out of this amount
be was authorized to pay the Mnplewood and South Side Gun
clubs amounts sulncient to buy the prizes won bv them. His re-
port showed that the league had been a surcess throughout, and
the resnlts of the shoots had been satisfactory to all the clubs in-
terested. The dclfgates resolved that aa soon as the secretary had
wound up the business affairs the league should disband.
The delegates at once reconvenod and on motion of Wm. R.

Hobart thev informally organized an association to be known as
the Trap Shooters' L°ague of Northern New Jersey. Cha-.. W.
Brown was elected chairman, Peter Gsntz, recording secretary
and treasurer, and C. H. Townsend, corresponding secretary. It
was resolved t'^ op^n the rolls to aU clubs in Essex, Hudson, Ber-
gen, AVarren, Morris, Sussex and Passaic conntiee. The corres-
ponding secretary was in=<tructed to corre=pond with all clubs in
the above counties, requ6=5ti2g them to affiliate with the league,
and to call a meeting of delegates to perfect the organizations aa
soon aa he receives favorable replies from the clubs.
The above counties can muster in all about forty-five active

clubs, and it is confidently expected that at least two-thirds of
'

these will join. The Maplewood, South Side. Woodsidf and Rose-
ville Gun clubs are already mfmbers. The East Side Mutuals, of
this citv; East Orange and Endeavor, rf Jersey City, will surely
join at once.
The scheme is to hold a monthly team contest on the grounds of

each club that joins the league, and at the same time to have
several contests for members. The teams will comprise five men
each instead of six, a.« in the Essex County League. Valuable
prizes will bo nffprpd l)y the league in both team and individual
contests, besides which manufacturers and dealers in this section
may also contribute prizes. Each club joining the league will pay
$3 as an initiation fee, and will also pay annual dues of ten
cents for each member on its roll. A prize fund for the purchase
of the principal prizes will be contributed by the clubs.
The scheme is a popular one and is bound to give a big boom to

the sport of trap-shooting in this section of the State and will
eventually lead to the formtaion of a league to comprise every
club in the State, and the arrangement of a series of matches
between county teams for the State championship.

CHICAGO SHOTS.
CHICAGO. Oct.18.—Mr. J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, writes

Mr. R. B. Organ, of this city, seeking a match with the Klein-
mans, or any body else. Mr. Organ has replied that he is not
now negotiating such matches, and must refer Mr. Elliott to the
said Kleinmans. Mr. Elliott says the Kansas City boys wouldlike
to shoot the retu''n match with Chicago in November. I do not
think Chicago will shoot earlier than midwinter. No prettier
shooting pvents ever transpired than these inter-urban matches,
and we all hope to see the third and decisive race shot here.

E. Hough.
Watson's Pabk.—Burnside, 111., Oct. 1.—Fort Dearborn Gun

Clnb, .'American Association rules, 15 live birds:
C D Gammon..0201012L1111111—13 G Kleinman. ..122222131011112—14
J Hutchinson. 011102011103001— 9 Dr Williams. .111000100002013— 7
Same day, 20 Peoria black biids for medal:

AKlelnm'nOlllllinOOlllimil-17 Hutchins-nOllOOlOlOOOllOlllllO-ll
Q Kleinm'nOllOlOllllllOlllllU-16 Williams. lOlOllilOllOlllOlOll-U

Ravjslbigo.

ST. LOUIS, Oct. 1.—The championship shoot of St. Louis and
St. Louis county for the Rawlings diamond bage-took iilace Sept.
26. This match is quite an event for the local trap-shooters.
There were 31 contestants, the conditions being 100 bluerock tar-
gets and 5 traps. The winner was Jas. E. Haggerty, who for the
first time used his new "Smith Monogram." The scores were as
follows:
J E Haggerty 91 L Herpes .

.

JSteffen 89 LPage
E Mever 89 R Beneke .

..72

..70

L Denning
B Weaver 81 G Held
Ed Prendergast 80 Dr Plister
Ben Westhus 80 G Alexander..
(t Prendergast 80 M Woodward .

MC Brown SO P Weber
H (Jriesedick. ^ 79 M Dawes
SHiU 78 A Nelson
iVI Schenok 72

,.55

.52

.49

Aberdeen.

NEWARK, N. J., Oct. 8.—The Newark Gim Club had a big time
on the occasion of the monthly club prize shoot, which took place
at John Erb's. In the club shoot at lOlive birds, modified Hurling-
ham rules, for club prize=, the scores were as follows, each man
shooting at 10 live pisfons at handicap rises:

M F Lindsley (28). .2222213322-10 W G Hollis (28) IIIHIIOIO- 8
CM hedden(30)... .1231122221-10 H Smith (38) 0212012012— 7
B H Breintnali (30)0131112111- 9 C Heath (28) OllllloOlO— 6
S Castle (38) 2211121101- 9 G Griffen(28) 21]o'.-21001- 6
P .r Zft^'lio (28) 2110112113- 9 J Larue (28) IICOOHIOO— 4
G Bald win (:;.Si . .1012213121— 9

A number of sweeps were shot, which resulted as follows. First
event, 4 birds, 85 entry, 3 money?: Castle, (5riffen,-Zeglio, Breint-
nali and Bald win 4 each; Hollis 3; Erb 3. .Second event, same:
Castle 4; P. J. Z"glio. Breintnali. Hollis, Francis, Baldwin. Smith,
and Htddtn 3 each: GrilTen and Jos. Zeglio 2 eaeh. Third event,
same; Castle, P. J. Zeglio, Breintnali, Baldwin and Hedden4each;
Griflen, Hollis, Franci?, Heath and Larue 3 each; Smith and
Lindsley 2 each. The tie for second money was shot off. Heath
winning it. Fourth event, 5 birds, $5 entry, 3 moneys: Lindsley,
Castle, aollis and Baldwin 5 each; Heath, Hedden, Griffon and
Smith 4 cacti; Larue and Zeglio 3 each. Fifih event, same as
fourth: Griften and Leddy 4 each; Heath, Castle, Smith and Ray-
nor 3 etxch; Liudalsy 3, After the second round in this event It

was so dark that dark birds had no trouble in ge tiling beyond the
boundary.

CLAR EMONT, K. J., Oct. lO.-Marksraen of the New Jersey
Shooting Club faced 1 he traps nearly five hours this afternoon at
Claremont. Among the two dozftn competitors in the eleven prize
events were neatly all the crack shots. In six of the events first
prizes were won by men who did not miss a bird. They were
closely pushed. Bhicrock clay pitreona were the targets, sprung
from 5 traps, G. DeWitt Smith and A. C. Hunt carried off most
of the honors. The summary shows the prize vnnners and the
number of bluerf^cks smashed by eaeh: Ten singles. Keystone: A.
C. Hunt 9. A. F. Conipson 8. (}. DeWift Smirh 7; 10 birds, walking:
G. DeWitt Smith 10, A. O. Hunt 9, A. P. Oompson S; 10 singles
Kevstone system: G. lieWitc ^imith lU, A. F. Gompson 8, A. C.
Hunt and F. G. Moore 7 eacti; 10 singles. Keystone: A. F. Oomn-
son 10. A . C. Hunt, J. D. B^rd an and G . De \Vi tt 9 each, P. G. Moore
7: 10 birds, walking: A. F. Compsou 10, C. A. Pope, W. J, Simpson
and A- C. Moore 9 each, J. D. Biu-.lan 8; 5 pairs: A. F. Compsou 8,

F. G. Moore 7, J. H. Richmond 6: 20 singles. Keystone: G. DeWitt
Smith 20, C. A. Pope 19, A. F. Compsou and J. H. Richm-nd 17
each; 10 bird.=*. walking: A. F. Compson 93/^, F. Vredenbur^h SJ^. J.
C. Hobart 8; 20 Bingles, Keystone: G. DeWitt Smith 20, J. C. Hobart
19, G, W*. Purdy 18; 10 singles. Keystone: G. W. Purdv 10, W. J.
Simpson 9, C. A. Pope 8; 10 singles, team shoot—Team No. 1: E. E,
Bigoney 9. G. DeWitt Smith 7, A. F. Ciimpson 8, T. Richards 5, F/
G. Moore 6, C. Tatham 3, total 41; Team No. 2: G. W. Purdy 8, W.
J, Simpson 6. H. Ccok C, J. D. Berdan 7, J. C. Hobart 8, C. A. Pope
7, E. Vredenburgh 7, total 53.

NEW DURHAM VS. WEST HOBOKEN. - A pigeon match
between West Hohoken and New Dui-ham teams was shot at
New Durham. N. J., Oct. T. Mr. P. M. Colligau shot at the last
bird; the first barrel hit bird, and second barrel failed to explode,
but bird dropped about 5yds. outsioe of boundary. Referee Bur-
ton decided to allow another shot, but Mulholland refused to,
claiming it was a lost bird; and after much talk the New Durham
team let it go a lost bird, but refused to make another match with
the West Hohoken team.

Wi^st Hoboken Team. New Durham Team.
Geo Berkamp.. 1111011011- 8 Ad Johnson.... Ill 1111111-10
J Brown OlUOlOltiO— 5 John Jones 0101111111- 8
S Lowry 1110111111- 9 J Barle 1111010001- 6

J Heflich 0111111011- 8-30 P M Colligan . . .OOlUlllOO- 6-SO
CLEVELAND, O., Oct. 8.—The mouthly shoot of the Cleveland

Gun Club, which wag well attended, took place this afternoon at
their grounds near Blue Rock. Following is the score in a possi-
ble 25: Up--on 20, Rudolph .

'20, W. Tamblvn 19, Stirling 16, Albert
14, Elworthvl9. CalbouulS. Watts 18, MeNiiltv20, Williams 17,
Coggswoll 17, Silsby 21. Safford 11. Brainard 15, Wherry 19, Curtis
13. For tie on second badge: Upson 2, Randolph 3, McNulty 3.

The first badge was won by Silaby, the second by Randolph, the
third by W. Tamblyn and the fourtji ty W,»tts.
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PHILADELPHIA. Pa., Oct. 10.—An interestine match at live

sparrows took place between six members of the North End Gun
Club on their grounds, at Frankford, to-day. The conditions of

the match were to shoot at 2.5 live pparrows each man, 20yds. rise

and .50yds. boundary, from 3 trapo. The birds, which had but re-

cently been caught,' were an exceptionally fine lot and darted oil

like arrows as soon as the traps were pulled off them. A large
number of people were present to witness the shooting, who at-

tested their appreciarion of the skill of the shooters by frequent
applause. The match was closely contested all around, resulting
in a tie for first and third honors, which, owing to darkness com-
ing on, could not be shot oil.W H WolstencrofC 1011111100110111101111101-18W Henry 1101111011010101110111)11-18
Wade Wilson OlOiOllllOll0111101110011—17
J Rothacker 111001 11101101lllOllOnoiO-16
« Richards 0111101000101111110110110-16
J Wolstencroft 1011100100101011011111111—16

WOODSIDE, N. J.—The Woodside Gun Club will hold an open-
to-all tournament on the grounds foot of Riverside avenue. The
events will be under the expert-amateur rules, shooting to begin
at 9:30 A. M. and continue until dark each day. Lunch and am-
munition will be on band. The evenfs. in order, will be as fol-

lows: First day, 10 bluerocks, $1; 15, $1,50; 30, S2; 35. S3.50; 10, $1;

15, $1..50; 20, $2; 25, $2 50; 10. igl; 15, $1.50. Second day, 10 bluerocks,
$1; 15, $1.60; 20, $2; 35. $3.50; 10, %\\ 15, $L50; 20, g2; team shoot, 10

bluerocks per man, teams of two from any regularly organized
club, $3 per team; 10, $1. Extra events will be arranged to suit
the contestants.

MILLER'S LONG RUN.-While shooting at Knoxville, Tenn.,
in the Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tournament, E.
D. Miller, of Springfield, N. J., scored 45 straight Keystone tar-
gets, shooting under expert rules and using a 12-gauge Parker
gun. This is the longest run ever made under the expert handi-
cap.

FOHEST AND STREAM. Box 3,833. N. Y. City, has descriptive illus-

trated circulars of W. B. Leifingwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on rec^uest. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," '"Gloan" "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.

Canvas Canoes a/)id how to Build Them. By Parlur B. Field.
Price SO C67its. Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens.
Price S^.OO. Canoe Handling. By C. B. Vaux. Pi-ice $1. Canoe
and Camera. By T. S. Steele. Price 1.50. Four Months in a SneaTt-
box. By W. H. Bishov. Price $1.50. Canoe and Camp Coohery.
By ''Seneca.''^ Price $1.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and raues, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all

items relating to the sport.

LARGE AND SMALL SAILS.—There is something amusing in

the race of Saturday, in which two men who came several hund-
dred miles, had with them the proper canvas for the weather,

while men who were but three miles from home had left their

largest rigs at their club houses, and had not sail enough. A
number of the men who were left behind by Butler and Goddard
had large sails home, but could not get them at half an hour's

notice. Both the Vesper rigs were fitted with a practical and
smooth-working reefing gear, and so were ready for moderate as

well as very light weather. Of course if it had come to reefing

ithe boats with moderate-sized standing rigs would have had an
advantage over the Vesper sails reefed to the same area; but
where a man is going to a distance from his club house for a
single race and cannot well take his whole box of sails with him
there are certainly great advantages in a good reefing rig.

LIMIT OF WEIGHT OF CENTERBOARDS.-It is a fact that

has escaped general notice that the limit of weight for center-

boards, which has been in the A. C. A. rules since 1882, has this

year been dropped from the rules, and no limit is now to be found
in the book. Of late this clause of the rules has become a dead
letter, the prevailing fad since Pecowsio's advent in 1886 being for

JLigbt oenterboards. It does not followi however, that the limit,

eOlbs. for toial weight of all oenterboards, is no longer necessary;

already canoeists have learned that too thin a board is a bad

thing, and thicker boards are used now than those of even last

year. At the same time canoeists are awakening to the fallacy of

the absolute rule laid down by some, that all ballast is bad in any

canoe, and it is probable that by next season the use of lead in

moderation may be quite general. If ballast is to be carried at

all, and there is ample proof that it is necessary to some models

and under certain conditions, a fair portion of it can be better

stowed in the form of a gun-metal board than any other, and

knowing the predilections of canoeists for the greatest extremes,

it would not surprise us to see a 751b board put into a 30ln. canoe.

Just now the tendency in yachting is to sling a very great weight

of ballast low down beneath a comparatively shallow hull, as Mr,
Watson has done in the Clyde centerboard boats, and as Mr. Herr-

eshoff is doing in a new keel racer. There are extremes enough
in canoeing to-day, and in order to prevent any further ones the

old limit of weight should be restored for the general purpose
class at least.

A NEW CANOE SAIL.—The peculiar battened spritsail de-

vised by Mr. N. G. Herreshofl and used successfully by him on sev-

eral cat-yawls, has some features which make it specially adapt,

able to a canoe. A sail of this pattern has just been rigged on
the Torment by Mr. Smythe, of the Brooklyn C. C, and was used
in the race of Saturday. A somewhat similar sail, with one sprit

and batten, was used a couple ofyears since by Mr. Baden-Powell,
but the details dittered from the Herreshofl rig.

"GLORIA AZTEC."—The new canoe Aztec, built by T. Mc-
Whirter for Com. William Willard Howard, of the New York C.

C, made a very creditable showing on Saturday, coming in ahead
of all the local boats, and being third in a fleet of 13 starters. On
this occasion she was sailed by Mr. Schuyler Schieffelin, his per-

formance being specially creditable from the fact that he had
never sailed her before this race.

A CENTERBOARD-KEEL CANOE.
IN this handsome design, for which we are indebted to Mr. C.

W. D. Dyer, a Holyoke, Mass., canoeist, now a student at the
^^'o^cester Polytechnic Institute, the attempt has been made to
produce a canoe that, while conforming to the A. C. A. rules,
shall be faster and more powerful than the usual type, approach-
ing more nearly the modern yacht models. At the time the de-
sign was made, last February, there was no limit on the draft of
a canoe, while the centerboard was limited to 601bs. weight and
fixed keel ballast tf) 361bs. In order to carry the greater weight,
the lead shown in the plans would be fitted with a pin and lifting
rod, so as to be raised and lowered, though in use it would be kept
housed in the keel. Since the design was made, the A. C. A.
rules have been changed so as to limit the draft to lOin., while all
limit of weight has been taken from the centerboard, so that if
desirable even more lead might be carried. In order to comply
with the rule the rabbet has been carried very low, leaving only
the required IMin- of keel exposed.
Tbe keel being so deep should be of some light wood, clear

spruce or even white pine, in preference to oak. The construc-
tion is clearly shown in the large section, but the keel might well
be made a little deeper and hollowed out on top to the exact
curve of the timbers. Toward the ends the timbers would be in
two parts each, with heels rabbeted into the keel and dead woods.
The details of construction are very clearly shown, additional
particulars being given in the following tables. Tbe sail plants
large, being intended for racing, for which use the bucket cock-
pit and a 4ft. sliding seat would be put in. For ordinary use the
draft is much greater than yet carried, but for open and deep
waters this would be no serious objection.

DTMENSIONS OF CANOE ZIP.

Length . T 16ft.
Beam extreme 3ft. 6in.

L.W.L 3ft. 3in.
Draft ift.
Freeboard 5]4\n.
Sheer bow Sin.

stern 5in,
Depth, deck to garboard inside 1ft. IMin.
Crown of deck 3in.
Fore side of stem to forward mast tube 1ft.

after mast tube 12ft.
forward bulkhead 5ft. 8in.
after bulkhead lift. Bin.
fore end of weU.

, , ,
, , . 6ft, 9in.

after end of well..,
.

' , . , lift, 8ln,

TABLE OP OFFSETS.

Heights. Hale Breadths.

a
o

Diagonals.
"§

Keel. Deck Deck 16in. 14 in. LWL lOin. 8in. 6in.
No. 1. No. 2.

0 1 1

8

2 1* 0' 01 0' 0' 01 01

1 1 lO-i 3" 2" l* 0' 3

3 e< 1 9' 6' 43 1' 0' 52 33

3 51 1 8^ 93 77 65 5 3» l* 01 72 45

4 41 1 7* US 10' 8' &> 45 0' 91 55

3' 1 6« 1 1 11' 105 8« 62 33 12 10* 65

6 23 1 6' 1 3 1 1= 1 0= 10^ V 42 1" m 73

7 1^ 1 5" 1 25 1 2= 1 12 11« 92 15 1 05 7'

8 13 1 5" 1 2' 1 2' 1 2 1 05 101 52 15 1 12 82

9 1 1 a* 1 3 1 27 1 2'' 1 1 104 55 1« 1 1* 83

10 05 1 5= 1 2' 1 25 1 1' 1 0^ 102 52 15 1 11 82

11 03 1 5' 1 2» 1 3 1 1 113 8' 45 1' 1 02 75

13 0' 1 6= 1 12 1 0* 11^ 9» 7 3" 13 111 6'

13 0 1 6' 113 103 9^ 74 5 25 11 93 5'

14 0 1 7' 8° 73 62 4" 3 15 0« 6' 4.*

15 0 1 9 4' 35 2' 3 12 0« 03 3f'

16 0 1 10" Qi 01 01 01

Stations 1ft. apart, waterlines 3in. apart. All measurements to
outside of planking. Heights measured from lowest point
keel. Measurements in inches and eighths.

MARINE AND FIELD CLUB RACE, OCT. 1 O.

EVEN Gravesend Bay,'one of the few good pieces of water for
canoe sailing still left about New York, is not exempt from

the whims and vagaries of the wind, and on Saturday last it
served the Marine and Field Club rather a poor Inrn by doling
out the breeze very sparingly for the greater part of the after-
noon. Although tliere was wind enough for a race when it finally
came, there was a general disappointment over the light weather,
as both racers and spectators wished to see the fleet in a whole-
sail breeze. Perhaps the most disappointed of all in one way was
Mr. Paul Butler, who had brought his new Bee from Lowell, in
company with Mr. Goddard with the Wasp, in order to test the
new boat in rough water, something that he has not been able to
do since she was launched. Gravesend Bay on this occasion was
as smooth as it could possibly be, but in the end both canoeists
went home tolerably well satisfied, having finished first and sec-
ond out of a fine fleet of thirteen starter?, including most of the
local flyers. The race was arranged by Mr. Wm. Whitlock for the
Marine and Field Club in order to bring together the leading rac-
ing boats at the time when they were in the best possible form-
better in most cases than at the meet. Two handsome prizes were
oflEered, the race being open to all canoeists. The starters were
as tollows:
Bee Paul Butler Vesper.
Wasp D. S. Goddard Vesper.
Aztec Schuyler Schieffelin New York.
Eur-^lda W. S. EUiott Marine and Field.
Bonnie O. B. Vaux New York.
Eclipse F. L. Dunnell Brooklyn.
Torment H. C. Ward Brooklyn.
Seabright W. T. Wintiingham Brooklyn.
Bubble Wm. Whitlock New York.
Kismet C. J. Stevens New York.
Guenn H. L. Quick Yonkers.
Rival Fred. Fricke Red Bank.
Ohingachgook Oscar Hesse Red Bank.
It will be seen that the fleet was a notable one, the principal

local boats being present in addition to the two visitors Tomake it complete there was needed only Toltec, Tempest, Cricket
Uno, Beta and Lieda. Mr. Schieffelin jailed Aztec in the absence
of Com, Howard, Mr. Quick sailed Guenn, Mr. Whitlock trying
his new Bubble, which had Just arrived from the builder after
some material alterations made since the meet.
Uoth Butler and Goddard had their large reefing rigg ot UOft.,
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but the local men for the most part turned up with small rigs,
having left their largest sails at the club houses. The consequeiice
was that nearly all were under-canvassed throughout the race.
The course was a triangle of about two miles, the first leg a

reach with booms to starboard, then a jibe and a reach to the
outer buoy, with a beat home. The tide was running out of the
Bay. The wind was light from the north, baching a little on the
last round and freeing after the leaders had finiahed. The course
was a very good one, with the exception that the fiaishline, which
was at right angles with the starting line, was laid oil to leeward
Instead of to windward of the home buoy. The consequence was
that several boats on the last leg laid up to weather this buoy, as
in the first two rounds, when they might have fiaished a hundred
yards to leeward.
At 3 P. M. there was not wind enough to start the race, and the

first signal was not given until 3:07:30, the start being given at
3:13:30. Bee was perfectly timed, go ng over quickly with good
headway, while GueTin, Wasp and Saabright followed her closely.
The fleet was well strung out from the start, several being far in
the rear. The.iibe at the first mark wac made in the following
order: Bee, Guenn, Wasp, Bonnie, Aztec, Eclipse, Chiugachgook,
Eurylda, Rival, Bubble. Seabright, Torment, Kismet. On the
second leg Bee ran so far ahead that she was SHillng alone. Wasp
was pushing Guenn for second place, while Aztec had left the
Back well astern. The order at the leeward mirk was: Bee 3:25:40,

Guenu 3:26:50. Wasp close to Guenn, Aztec, Eurvlda, Bonnie,
Eclipse, Rival, Chiugachgook, Torment, Seabrigbt, Bubble,
Kismet.
On the windward work Bee, Wasp and Az':ec gained on the rest,

the fleet being broken up from this time out into three divisions.
Bee, Wasp and Aztec made up the first, some distance astern were
Gnenn, Eurylda, Eclipse. Bonnie and Torment, while in the rear
were Seabrigbt, Bubble, Kismet.
The first round was timed;

Bee 3 36 30 Torment 3 4158
Wasp 3 39 1:3 Seabrigbt
Aztec 3 39 55 Rival 3 43 45
Guemi 3 U) 48 Bubble 3 43 47
Euryla 3 41 10 Ki«met 8 48 07
Bonnie 3 4! 30 Chingachgook 3 46 12
Eclipse ...3 41 33
The wind wa? so light that the men were hardly outside the

boats, none being fairly out on the seat. On the first leg of tbe
second round several managed to wing out, but th'^ leaders sailed
with booms both to srarboard, as at the Ptnrt. After completing
the first round Rival and Chingachgook withdrew: The order at.

the flrst mark on second round was: Bee, Wasp, Aztec, Guenn,
Eurylda, Eclipse, Bunnie, Torment. Seabrigbt, Kismet and
Bubble. On this round Torment picked up, but the places
were otherwise but little changed, the end of the round Oeing
timed:
Bee 4 IX) 40 Eurylda 4 OS 15
Wasp 4 01 46 Bonnie 4 OB 42
Aztec 4 03 53 Seabrigbt 4 11-50
Torment 4 06 55 Bubble 4 11 51
Guenn 4 07 22 Kismet.. 4 13 14
Eclipse 4 07 33
Bubble withdrew, having broken her steering gear. On the

next leg the wind was so far aft that most of the boats ran
wing and wing. The order was not taken at the intermediate
buoys, but was little changed, as the final times show. After Bee
hud finished the wind came in freer and rather helped the lag-
gards. The finish was timed:
Bee 4 23 35 Eclipse 4 33 33
Wasp 4 27 05 Torment 4 .33 0.5

Aztec ..4 .30 03 Guenn 4 .35 43
Eurylda 4 32 45 Seabright 4 33 20
B-,nnie 4 33 55 Kismet not timed.
This race is the last open event of the year, and marks the end-

ing of the season of 1891. Like the June race of the same club it

has proved a success, the two being among the moat Important
events of the year^

' RUNNINGTHE RAPmS."-Mr. O. Klackner, of 5 East Seven-
teenth street, has just published an original etching by the artist
Wm. M. Gary (size of plate -SOxlTin.), entitled ''Bunuing the
Rapids.'' It has been dedicated to the •"Canoeists of America"
and is full of spirit and action. The scene is laid in the Adiron-
flacks, in a passage from one of the chain of lakes. Tbe canoeist
from the city being on a hunting and fishing trip evidently knows
how to really enjoy his vacation. The old and trusted guide is
kneeling in the forepart of the boat aad paddling with aU his
energy to keep oflE the rooks as they dash down the rapids. Tne
packs and camp kits being stowed amidships help to serve as
ballast to the frail birchen canoe, the guas lying flat on the bot-
tom to prevent accident. They have evidently left an early
c^mp, for the morning mists are not cleared awayfrom the moun-
tains, but roll up and take fantastic shapes as they rise and dis-
appear before the heat of old Sol as he climbs the heavens. A
flock of mallard ducks have just risen from the edge of the
stream, seeming to enjoy and appreciate the fact of their being
safe, although in easy range of the occupants of the canoe, who
would like to take a shot at them, but dare not while ruuning the
rapids. Mr. Gary has had considerable experience in canoeing in
the Wild West, at one time making a trip down the Missouri
through the Mauvais Terre or bad lands, from Fort Benton down
to Bismarck, a distance of 1,800 miles, in a Mackinaw. We would
recommend this picture to lovers of sport as well as of etchings,
the subject being entirely new and original, nothing similar hav-
ing ever been placed before the public.

Small Yachts. By C. P. Kunhardt. Price $7. Steam TacMs and
Launchas. By C. P. Kunhardt. Pi-ice $$. Yachts, Boats and
Cmwes. By 0. Stansfield-Hichs, Price $3.69. Steam MacMnei'y. By
Donaldeon. Price $1.50.

WINNING YACHTS.
i^WNERS of winning yachts will confer a favor by sending to^ ns as soon as possible the records of their yachts for the past

season, giving number of starts and prizes, as well as places in

each race, and also amounts won.

THE DRIFT OF DESIGNING.—The present tendencies of

yacht designing, especially in the smaller classes, are too plain to

be overlooked. While beam, and where the rules allow, length

also are used liberally, displacement is being cut down, while

stability is secured both by beam and low ballast. Depth of body
Is being decreased, giving a higher center of buoyancy, while the

center of gravity is lowered by means of very light construction,

giving a higher percentage of ballast to displacement, and hy;the

very low position of the ballast. The smaller keel boats are

rapidly approaching the extreme wine-glass section, or the saucer

with a deep metal fin, and a still greater extreme is possible in

the direction of the new Herreshoft Dilemma, a wide, shoal racing

machine, with all ballast suspended deep below the real keel.

The same extreme is practicable in the case of centerboard boats,

the board being heavily weighted. As yet no harm has been done
in the larger classes, the machines being confined to the smaller

racing boats, but the general tendency is toward the production

of an undesirable type in many classes.

"CITY OF THE STRAITS."—This craft, which was defeated

last week by Pappoose, is not a lake steamer or ferryboat, as

might be supposed from her name, but a 35ft. cutter of modern
type, a compromise model, with lead keel and centerboard.' "The
City," as she is commonly called, was designed by E, B. Wendell,
of Detroit, a very clever young amateur. She would have been
much faster had the sail plan and construction ot the designer

been adhered to, but she was built with the scantling of an old 70-

footer, and much oversparred at first.

A NEW 46-FOOTBR.—All doubt has been removed as to the

fact of a successor to Gloriana being under way. Mr. Herresholf

will build a 46-footer during the winter on much tlie same lines

as Gloriana. The name of the owner is still a secret, but it Is

stated that he is aNew York yachtsman, and not Mr, Morgan.

A SHARPIE CRUISE IN FLORIDA.
THE Kingfisher's cargo is stowed at last, the skipper Is making

sail, and Ed and Charley are disposing of themselves as com-
fortably as possible for the run down the river. Be it known that
the Kingasher is a tight little sharpie yawl, built by the skipper,
and christened in honor of that writer, whose "Camps of the
Kingfishers" have made glad so many readers of the Forest and
Stheam. The little craft is handy, fast and able; has good cabin
accommodation for two, and has been tested so well and so often
that the skipper has unbounded confidence in her ability to go
anywhere or to do anything.
Ed and Charley are two friends from the Hub, who were here

some years ago and had such a good time that they have always
longed to try it over again, When they wrote to the skipper last
February and asked "Can you go?" it did not take long to settle
the matter. And the skipper; well, the leas said about him the
better.
We are off at last, the wind is light but fair, and as speed is no

object, we are just as happy as we would be if going faster. Clos^
behind us comes the Commodore in his wonder—said wonder
being a Boston-built craft, and of such a peculiar model that
some unregenerate scamp (not having the fear of Com. P. before
his eyes) has dubbed her the Boston Baan Pot. She is 16ft. long
by 9ft. beam, or 9ft. long by Itift. beam, I have forgotten which,
and carries sail enough to carpet a township.
When just clear of the buoy the wind falters a little and finally

jumps out right ahead. It is flood tide, and with a sigh the skip-
per lets everything go by the run, and picking up the long
C5T)reas pole proceeds to drive the yawl against the wind and
tide. The operation is not speedy or easy, but it is dreadfully
sure, and in due time we arrive at the mouth of the river, where
we make sail and on an easy bowline stretch away to the south'r l.

It is one of oitr best days, when everything and everybody seem
to have accepted the fact that life is worth living. The boys are
busy looking over the guns, overhauling cartridges, tackle and
all the thousand and one things which sportsmen take to tbe
woods and waters. At sunset we reach Clearwater, Ed. and
Charley going up to see their old friend "Mao Dak," and the
skipper gels his supper, takes his quiet little smoke and, like a
good sensible cruiser, turns in early.
An owly morning, but after many pros and cons we start.

About 3 miles away Little Puss, where we are to trv the Gulf;
before we reach the Pass, bow-ever, the wind jumps "out of the
southwest, and with such a determined and vicinus objection that
we decided to beat up the bay a while. This course was arrived
at after due consideration of Charley's liability to be seasick at
the slightest provocation. The wind increased rapidly, first a
double-reefed mainsail, then down cime mainsail altogether and
the little yawl under jib and dandy climbed up to windward in a
way to do a sailor's heart good. But Charley's stomach gets un-
ruly, and after some seven or eight miles thrashing we tie up at
an old orange wharf and make up our minds to go fishing until
better weather.
The wharf where we made our halt is at what is known as the

"Powledge Grove," one of the oldest groves on this cost, and still
in prime condition. Near here is where the LInited States military
store house stood during tho Seminole war. It was a large log
Btructuro, two stories high, built against the bluff, which at that
point was quite high. At the time of the great gale in 1848 the
old house was stowed full of fish barrels. The wind and sea com-
pletely demolished the building and some of the fish barrels were
afterward found several miles inland.
After getting everything snug on the yacht, we organized for

dinner, and then came a ramble through the grove, and as the
wind was still high, with a heavy sea, the fishing gear was got out
and the boys had heaps o' fun catching gamy snappers.
The next morning opened bright and clear, with a rising tide

and fair wind. After a little di'^cussion, it was voted to try the
pass through the Narrows—a passage between the key and the
main land, some five or six miles long, and from a few yards to a
half-mile in width. It is a noted place for birds, but owing to the
very snoal water the navigation is not very good. However, we
struck it right, and went through without any trouble, the boys
getting a few birds on the way. Below the Narrows comes Boca
Ceiga Bay, which we run through with flowing sheet.
At noon we are just inside Pass-a-guille. Here we have a choici

of two evils; to cross Tampa Bay at the mnuth, where the distance
is short, or to go straight t i dodge the big swells, but making
our time between land longer. We decide on the latter course.
Bearing to the east'rd a little, we skirt Pine Key, passing

through a shoal channel which leads us along the edge of flats
and by sandbars untii we strike Tampa Bay at about two miles
from its mouth and at its widest part. As we open out the ship
channel past Egmont we make a discovery: the white squadroa
are maneuvering around Egmont. We are too far to the east to
get much of an idea what the evolutions are, but we can hear the
roar of the guns, and that is some comfort.
Tampa Bay is on its good behavior, hut when nearly across the

wind howls just enough to bring us close-hauled to the buoy off:

Manatee River, where we meet a sharp tide rip, which makes
poor Charley wish he had not eaten so much dinner. He takes it
philosophically, however, merely suggesting that we hunt stnooth
water as quickly as possible.
We are soon in Sarasota Bay and in quieter waters. We are

now below the eftects of the freeze of 18S9, and the bright green
mangroves are more cheering to the eye than the tangle of dead
branches that line the shores north of Tampa Bay.
We soon come to Long Boat Inlet, the home of the mullet fisher-

men. Here we see multitudes of small skiffs, all rigged alike;
mast well aft, with sprit mainsail, and jib set to stem head. (By
the way, that is the original cutter rig.) They are wonderful lit-
tle sea boats, and go anywhere and at anytime. It la growing
late, and as we clear the middle ground of Long Boat the minds
of the party turn on camp and 'supper. OhaiFley has recovered
from his seasickness and wants to stop where there are birds.
Cow Key is a good place, so we crawl into a lee, down goes the
anchor, and Charley and Ed are away in thn dinghy.
The skipper snugs up a little and turns his attention to supper.

Meanwhile the wind, which has been veering about fromS.W.
to N.W. all day, has got well to the north'rd and novv begins t^
pipe in earnest. "Whew! how cold it is. Can this be Florida?"
Supper is ready. Charley and Ed are back with a dozen birds,

and an appetite, and the skipper—well the skipper always has an
appetite.
Morning again, off and away. Twelve miles south is Sarasota,

where we stop for dinner and for the boys to call on their old
friend "Homosassa Jones;" everybody who comes to the west
coast knows Cap«. Jones, and "Mother Jones" is as well known
through Florida, We find thHt Oapt. Jones has gone to Key
West, but Mother Jones is at home, and besides we meet other
familiar faces whicb makes our short st.ay more than pleasant.
While eating dinner the skipper notes the tide rising fast, and,

consulting a native, finds it is higher than usual and still coming.
Whereupon the party conclude to try a run through tbe "man-
groves;" said "mangroves" being a collection of narrow tortuDuj
channels through coon oyster bars, mud flats, etc.

With a good breeze and a free sheet we skim along for some two
miles, and then the fun begins, "Luff!" "Keep offl" "Hard upl"
and "Hard down," until we are fairly into a -eeemingly endless
labyrinth of bushes, snags, deep holes, flats and bars. Hera tbe
skipper shows some of the fine touches of Florida navigatioa;
down mainsail and jib, overboard, and with one hand on the nose
of the Kingfisher, away he goes. Sometimes picking his way over
an oyster bar, sometimes knee deep in the mud and then up to
his hips in deep water, he winds in and out until soon we see open
water ahead. But what are the boys doing? Ed is dividing his
time between tne cob pipe and helping the skipper with a polet
and Charley, with the Kodak, is in the dinghy picking up the
views which he thinks he may want to look at again, and that
will please his friends when he once more returns to civilization.
We are soon at Seminole Point, where the skipper and the cook

had a notable camp-fire. This is tbe place, too. where a cracker
came over and tried to drive out the "man with the rag canoe"
(it didn't work). We make sail here and soon run down to
"Webb's." Capt. Webb has been here some twenty-five years
and is chock full of stories of the good old times. A pleasant
camp on the point, a cheerful camp-fire, with interesting yarns
from Capt. Webb, a flash light photo with the Kodak, and we all

turn in.
With the sun in the morning comes a sharpie from Carey's

Pass; tbe crew tells tis the pass is closed, so we flatten in sheets
for Little Sarasota. On the way Ed gets in a fat shot at a flock
of ducks; we pick up a round dozen and go on, getting to the pass
about noon. Here we decide to make camp, fish and rest. We
fill up the afternoon with all it will hold and at 9 P.M. the boys
crawl into their nests in the cabin of th9 Kingfisher, while the
skipper rolls in his blanket by the camp-fire.
The fire burns low, the skipper gets up, punches the coals to-

gether, lays on another log or so and is soon in the land of dreams,
but always wakeful and easily roused, he soon opens liis eyes and,
wUhout liioviag, scans the circle lit up by the camp-fires blaze. A
soft footfall is heard, nnocher, and out of the darkness steps a
man; slowly he advances to the fire, and when within a few feet
the skipper says, "Well! what is it?" The stranger steps nearer
and says, "I have walked from Stitmp Pass (26 miles) and I was
never so tired in my life. I ran my schooner ashore above here
iu the Wow last Thursday and I have been to Stump Pass to get

help to get her afloat again. I want to borrow a lantern to go
aboard and get soma coffee." "All right," says the skipper,
"here's your lantern, bring it down early in the morning." Away
he goes and the skipper is soon asleep again.
In the morning, after an early breakfast of smothered duck,

we are just making sail when down comes the stranger with the
lantern. We are soon out of tbe Pass, and with a very light wind
heading south. To-day is a black day for Ed. He was the pos-
sessor of a Wiachester, a rifle that had been tried and proved,
an old friend that he had cheerfully carried on many a long
tramp, a compauion endeared to him by a hundred recollections.
Many a fat deer had he brought down by its aid and many a
plump turkey had fallen to its deadly lead. We were running
along close-hauled, breeze light, with occasionally a strong puff.
Ed. was busy trolling for kingfish, when below Carey's Pass we
fell in with a school of porpoises; thoy raced alongside, darted
across our bows and cut up their monkey shines all around us.
Ed. makes fast his trolling line, and with the remark, "I'd make
you hump," he pulls out the favorite rifle. Taking it from its
case he pats it lovingly, wipes oft' an imaginary speck of dust,
slips in some shells and stands at a ready; but now the porpoises
seem to be gone—not one in sight—so after a few moments' watch-
ing he lays the gun on the companion slide and turns to his king-
fish line. As he becomes busy with his line there comes a short,
sharp puff, the Kingfisher heels to leeward, some one yells, "Look
out for that gun," Ed. turns just in time to catch one fleeting
glimpse of the muzzle of his old favorite bound for the bottom ot
the Gulf. There are sorrows too deep for words; this was one of
them. A aad, wistful look came over his face, but no words.
Charley and the skipper knowing they could not help the matter
wisely remained silent.
The breeze freshens and we are soon In sight of Stump Pass.

Working in just around the point we make camp and prepare for
a day's stay. We notice thousands of little fish like sardines, and
Charley is soon busy with net and bucket. He quickly has a
bucket full, and selecting his rod, is at work casting in an eddy.
The tide is half flood and the bait does not have to wait long for a
strike. Ed is still mourning for the gun, but as he sees Charley
struggling with a bier sea trout he forgets his sorrow, and, reach-
ing for his rod, is soon in the same fix. Two fine fish are selected
for supper, and then the boys catch and unhook until they tire of
the sport. There is a camp of mullet fishermen on the opposite
aide of the pass. The boys take the dinghey and pull over to inter-
view them. They soon return for guns; "ducks" says Charley,
and soon the skipper hears them banging away. At supper time
they put in an appearance, each with a bunch of ducks and a big
smile. And so it goes, we eat, sleep, smoke and fish, and on the
th'rd day spread our wmgs f'^r another flight. ^
Working inside through the Mangrove Islands, w^open out

Kettle Harbor. A splendid day, with a splendid breeze, ducks by
the thousand, blue herons, a fiock of ItJis, schools of mullet. Over
yonder is Grove City, but we "don't want no city, ain't lost any."
We're looking for fun and fresh air. In and out among the keys,
now creeping along through a narrow channel, now over a mud
flat, then along some sandy beach, but always happy, contented,
peaceful, and always on the lookout for fun.
In the middle of the afternoon we reach Big Gasparilla. The

boys want to see the fish ranch there, and so we point into the
harbor. As we near the little wharf we see a small dog. He ap-
pears to be dancing a jig: as we get nearer the little fellow runs
down on the wharf. He frolics and capers, yells and howls and
does all he can to bid us welcomp. An old Sicilian sailor who is

in charge of the ranch, comes down and apologizes for the dog.
"He so glad see somebody. He don't know what to do." We tie
up at the wharf, and as usual, the boys start for ducks. There is

a fresh water lake near .by, and the ducks are in force. .In an
hour's time the boys return, each with his bunch of ducks, and
feeling as proud as if they had never seen a bird b-efore.
After supper we haul out iu the bay and get ready for sleep.

The skipper takes the top of the cabin, but the boys go for their
berths below. They make complaint in the morning of being
annoyed with mosquitoes, but the skipper says he didn't feel
any.
To-day the wind is ahead and very light, and we only make Cap-

tiva Island, before reaching which we cross Boca Grande. In the
Pass are some large vessels waiting for their load of phosphate.
We pass close loan immense four-masted schooner. As we croae
her stern she looks nearly as high as our masthead, and the little
Kingfisher is small in comparison. Soutli of Boca Grande is La
Costa, one of the flop«t islands on the coast. Here is located a
Spanish fish ranch. Vessels come here from Havana and load
with fish for that market. It looks queer to any one who knows
hows jealous the Spaniards are of foreigners coming to the coast,
to see their vessels come here year after year, without hindrance
or question, occupying the land to the exchision of native born
Americans, filling their holds with tne finest fish; when if an
American fisherman or sponger is caught within three miles of
the Cuban coast he is taken, forfeits his vessel and cargo, and is

lucky if he gets away alive. But that's a pulitieal matter, and 1

detest politics.

At Captiva we run into one of the prettiest of pretty little har-
bors. Here is another Spanish ranch owned by Key West parties;
but they are very good fellows, and we enjoy the evening hugely.
In the morning up and away for St, James, that Mecca of the
tarpon crank.
On our way to St. James we have an amusing incident. It

happened in this way, there was a strong breeze, well aft, but as
the distance was short we decided to tow the dinghy. About half
way the sea got so lively that somethina: had to be done. FJ<i, who
is always up to emergencies, says "I'U fix it." So he lowers the
dandy, then makes the dinghy's painter fast some 4ft. above
deck on the dandy mast. All right for avvhile, but the Kingfisher
pitches over one of the short, deep seas, tbe dinghy hanging
nearly up and down, and the following sea rolled right into her.
We had a bag of grape fruit and oranges iu the boat, with a
number of other tricks which had been put there to give us more
room aboard. They were out of our way now, for the sea distrib.-
uted them so effectually that we never found them afterward.
VVhoever has tried to pick up a small boat in a heavy sea can
understand the job we had. but we did it, and in a short time
were going along with the Kingfisher, Jr., on the house.
We soon reach St. James, to find but few guests liere, and they

preparing to leave. It baa been a bad winter for fishing, and
everyone was dissatisfied with his luck.
At St. Ja-mea our party received news that compelled them to

change their plans somewhat. We had planned to visit the
Thousand Islands, but the female contingent at home had planned
a little raid of their own and notified their lords to meet them on
a certain date in Washington. Ah, well! Man proposes, but
woman decides. The thing was settled, we had just a week longer,
and we thought we could do no better than take a run through
Estero Bay.
Next evening in a furious norther we made sail and filled away

for an eight mile run across to Estero, and made the run all right,
although Charley got rather white on the last half of the way.
We ran into the bay some two miles and cam« to for the night.
Next morning away again soutti, reaching Hickory Pass in the
evening. The boys went out but got no birds.
Toward night, as the weather looked owley, we ran in for a

mile or so for a better harbor, found a nice little shell beach,
where we landed; and as it was quite cool soon had a rousing
camp-fire. After .supper and a pleasant day all hands turned in
for the night, the hoys in the cabin, the skipper on shore.

It proved to be a night of horrors. It was a strong breeze at
sunset, and by 12 o'clock it had increased to a gale; and cold—talk
about Arctic weather, I have been on the Northwest, on the coast
of Alaska and in Siberia and I httlieve I never suffered from the
cold as I did that night in Florida. Somewhere in the morning
hours the skipper waked and found the fire nearly out. Very re-
luctantly he crawled out from his blankets, very carefully put on
his shoes, also tied them up and went for the fire. The wood we
used was dead mangrove. It makes the hottest kind of a fire
and just the very hottest kind of coals. The skipper tugged along
some logs and then commenced to punch up the big bed of coals
to provoke a blaze. He was successful, for a good, nice lively
coal about the size of a walnut flopped into his shoe and wedged
there fast. Great Cwaarl what a timel That shoestring wouldn't
break and the shoe wouldn't come off without. The skipper
claims that he never learned to dance, but he took some steps
that time. Finally be sat down, untied his shoe and found a place
about the size of a dollar that was literally cooked.
Daylight at last, breakfast is ready, and the boys creep out of

the cabin and stand shivering around the fire. Charley gets out
his toilet paraphernalia, but it is too cold to use, and after a lick
and a promise, we all settle down to coffee. As the day advanced
the gala moderated, the sua shone bright, and by noon it was
comfortable. The boys take the dinghy and go to the Pass, but
find no birds. We visit some settlers on the island, and then
finally comes night and we all turn in early to make up for last
night's unrest.
Morning, and almost a calm. What wind there is proves fair for

the run back, and we take advantage of it and are off. Toward
noon the breeze freshens, and we work out of the paas and up for
Punta Rassa, reaching tne latter place about 4 P. M. We stop at
the wharf, alongside a little yawl-rigged naphtha launch, the
Etcetera, of Hartford, Conn. The boys spent so much time a&hora
that we lay at the wharf all night.
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In the morning, away for the Caloosahatchee. There we find

plenty of dnckg, but they are so wild that we only get two. We
run up the river a few miles and come to mooring again, the boya
are getting tired, the mosquitoes plagued them last night. They
rjg up, however, and start for bii-dH, get bade at noon with a few
millet and enormous appetites. After dinner we push for Sword
Point—a famous place for Rharks, and that evening we tried to
coax some of them out of the wet. But they either knew what we
were at, or they were noc hungry, for not a bite did we get.
Tnat night we have a grand camp-fire on the Point. We try to

be jolly, but it is the last night In camp, and the fun is rather
forced. We finally roU into nnr blankets and watch the st.ar.s
nntil the sweet, restful sleep fall* on ns. that never comes as it
apes in camp under the stars; and we know no more until the
skipper shouts "Cofleel"
We are soon up and away, first to Pnnta Rassa for telegrams,

then haul our wind for St. James. We find the place deserted,
the hotel closed, and everything and everybody with a forsaken
look. The mail boat leaves to-morrow, and Ed and Charley are
to go to Punta Uorda to take the train for Washintrton.
The odds and ends are all picked up, the trunks have been

hauled to the steamboat office, the "good-bys" have been said,
and the skipper makes sail with a heavy heart, for has he not said
good-bye to his boys, and the thought will come that it may be for
the last time. But life is made up of meetings and partings; there
IB no time to waste in regrets.
And riorht here is a good plaee to say good-bye to the reader. I

might tell you of my run up the coast, of the row with the devil-
fish, of the squall and iho waterspout in Boca Ceiga Bay; hut theyam is overlong already. So we will belay all, and with a good-
night to all the skipper will go below. Tabpon.

NEW YORK YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION.
A MEETING of the New York Yacht Raeing Association, called

for the purpose of listening to the report of the regatta com-
mittee for the third annual regatta, held on Labor Dav, and for
the transaction of such business as should come before it, was
held at O'Neill's on Friday evenitig last.
The meeting was called to order by the president. A. J. Prime.

Delegates from the following clubs were present: Brooklyn,
Canarsie, Columbia. Harlem, Hudson River, Indian Harhor Jer-
sey City, Newark, New Jersey, North Shrewsbury. Pavonia. Sing
Sing, Williamsburgh and Yonkers Corinthian, 14 clubs.
The report of the regatta committee was then submitted by

Geo. h. Gartland, its chairman. Its most salient points follow:
After touching upon the number of entries, 150, which was unpre-
cedented in the history of yachting, and calling attention to the
fact of the incessant ram that fell lor nearly a week before the
contest, the gloomy outlook of the morning .of the race and the
nor'wester that was blowing, preventing a great many starters
the regatta committee are confident that had there been hut a
^holesail breeze there would have been at least 1^5 starters, the
large number of 75 started notwithstanding the inclement weather.
But for several mishaps before the race, such as capsizes and
breakdowns in the strong mnd, there wonld not have been less
than 90 starters. The regatta committee also call attention to the
matter of numbers; they have been to considerable expense andmuch trouble arranging for their proper distribution to the con-
testants, and notwithstanding this fact when they took up their
position at the starting line over 50 had not procured their num-
bers and the committee had to delay starting the race until most,
it not all, were provided with them. They suergest that the num-
bers be sent to the various secretaries of iha respective cluos for
distribution among the contestants several davs before the race.
The following are named as the prizewinners in their respective

classes. Classes A. B and C, no starters:
Class D—Nottis, Com. W. M. H. Rowe, Columbia Y. C, beats

Gei-trude, H. B. Pearson. Jersey City Y. C, 2m. 1.53. corrected time.
Class E—Carrie Tan Voorhees, J. H. Thorne, Yonkers Cor.Y C

beats Nautilus, Pringle & HasKins, Columbia Y. C, 8m. 55^ cor-
rected time.
Class F—Yawl Bessie. Garret Van Home, Jerpoy City Y C

beats Forsythe, Alex. F. Poe, Jersey City Y. C, 18m. tt^ns. cor-
rected time.
Class G-ChriBtine, Smith & Chester. Pavonia Y. C, beats

Bertha, A. C. Skinner, honkers Cor. Y. C, 14m. 52,„3. corrected
time.
Class 1—No starters, Charm, E. S. Ketcham, New Jersey Y C

breaking her boom on her way to the starting line.
'

Class 3—Carrie B.. Gilbert S. Brown, New Jersey Y. C, beats
J. T. Cameron, M. J. McCarthy. Hudson River Y. C, 15m. SoS. cor-
rected time. "

Class 3—Leader, Otto M. Ran, Pavonia Y. C. wins, her com-
petitor not hni shin g.
Class 4—Cabin Cat Henry Gray, Com. Orthiel and T. McArdle,New Jersey Y. C. beats Ella P., Quick and Dickson, Yonkers Cor

\. C, Im. I^y^ius. corrected time.
Class 5—Mary Anna, T. H. Throop, Pavonia Y. C, beats Rest-

lesF. Mersereau & Cochrane, Oceanic Y. C. 8m. 82,oS. corrected
time.
Class 6—Norah L„ J. H. Leving, WJlliamsburg Y. C. wins, her

competitor not finishing.
Class 7 -Only Daughter. Theo. H. Rogers, New Jersey Y C

beats Henry Dauer, Dougherty & McCabe, Hudson River Y. c'.!
Zlm. r. corrected time.
Class a- Pauline B, Charles S. Raymond. Sing Sing Y. 0., beats

Lizzie B., Geo. A. Bowker, Bayswater Y. C.,3m. 173,n9. corrected
lime.
Class 9—Ges So, Capt. Jne Elsworth, .Tersev Citv Y. C, beats

Torment, W . Honquont, Kill von Kull Y. C, 8m. 37-, nS. corrected
time.
Class 10-Gracie, J. H. Stevenure. Kill von Kull Y. C, beatsHarry C„ W. T. Porter, Harlem Y. C, 9m. 55',„s. corrected tima.
ihe cotnmittee called attention to an anonymous protest against

the yawl Bessie, claiming that she had been improperly classifiedby the committee with cabin sloops, and should have been classi-
fled as a cabin oat. The committee of course could not consider
U. This was a singular proposition to classify a boat carrying a
Jib, mainsail and mizzen with a cabin cat, that under.association
rules was allowed but one sail only. It afterwarri transpired that
the protest emanated from Mr. A. F. Roe, of the Forsythe, belong-
ing to the same club as the yawl Bessie. Mr. Roe was nresent at
the meeting, and spoke at considerable length in support of bis
position, and asked that it be referred to the e-wcutive committee
of the association. The regatta committee then asked leave to
refer the question to the executive committee, and so referred itA recess was taken, the executive committee meeting and uphold-
ing the report of the regatta committee.
Mr. Roe then gave notice of an amendment to Rule I of the

racing rules of the association relating to classification, inserting
between class G and class I, class H, all yawls. This is a goodmove, and the association would do well to adopt it, creatine anew class for yawls. We cannot recall any club where they havea special class for yawls, they having to sail against sloops, and
ate generaUy rated when so doing at seven-eighths of their meas-
urement.
The committee in their report also call attention to a protest bv

the Henry Dauer against the Only Daughter, sailing in Class 7. inwhich the tormer claimed that "^oing down before the wind Iwas to windward and one of the crew of the Only Daughter caughtmy mam sheet and held it, at the same time trying to put me on
the Can Buoy."
It would seem from the evidence that the Oaly Daughter started

over three minutes after the Dauer and passed to leeward of the
latter outside the Narrows, and seemed to have got well clear of
the latter when the Dauer came up and covered the Daughter
putting her boom across tlie latter. The alleged foul, it is claimed
occurred just above Buoy 9, off the Lower Hospllal Island The
committee notified the respective parties for and against the pro-
test to appear before them, and on their appearance examinedthem concerning the alleged foul. Their report concerning the
foul IS as tollows:
"Your committe carefully considered the testimony as sub-

mitted and concluded to ask for affidavits from the respective
Owners bearing directly on the question.
"In accordance with a resolution of the committee the re'^oee-

tive owners were requested to furnish aflSdavits to Mr. Gartla nd
jnftirman of the committe, at his office, on or before Sept. U,

"Before the expiration of the time fixed yotrr committee received
aflttdavifs from the members of the crew of the Henry Dauer inwhich tlicy swear that one of the crew of the Only Daughter
took hold ot the mamsheet of their boat at or near Can Buoy No.
9, and thereby almost forced their boat to foul said buoy. On
the other hand, the crew of the Only Daughter presented affi-
davits, and each member positively swears that he did not touch
any part ot the Henry Daner, nor did he see any one on board theOnly Daughter touch any part of the Henry Dauer, nor in anyway interfere with or foul her during the race.
-Your committee further report that after a full and thorough

consideration of all the evidence in the case, thev have determined
to aiid have dismissed the protest of the Henrv Dauer and
awarded the race and prize in Class 7 to the Only Daughter, she
tia\ang beaten the Henry Dauer 22m. 59^iei-y corrected time, over
the ooTirse. '

The committee aleo attach a Btatement of their receipts and

disbui'sements and conclude by saying that they trust that at the
next regatta instead of 150 entries there wlU be that number of
starters.
The entertainment committee having charge of the steamer

Cygnus also submitted their report, showing a net balance to be
placed to the credit of the association of S''0.77.A motion to give a special pennant to a yacht winning in her
class three consecutive times, that had been laid on the table at
a previous meeting, was taken from the table, and on bemg voted
on was lost.
There seems to be a sentiment that the association is growing

too large and old for champion pennants and a great many .seem
to think they .should be done away with altogether, and that
prizes are all that are necessary.
After an appropriation of S200 was made to buy prizes the meet-mg ad.iourned.
Tlie regatta committee wUl procure the prizes at once and

present them to the winners at a subsequent meeting of the asso-
ciation to be called for that purpose.

BEVERLY Y. C. 1 S3D REGATTA.
THE 183d race of the Beverly Y. C, a sail-ofif for champion pen-

nants, of Buzzard's Bay was failed on Oct. 3, the contest be-
ing close and exciting. In the first class Violet and Mattie were
tied, but as the latter had been sold out of the club, it was a walk-
over for Violet, and she took things easily, starling after second
class m order to keep out of the way. A fresh aoutbwester was
blowing. Defiance and Hanley 's Torment, just round from Boston,
were on hand to sail over course, though not in race. Mist started
under single reef, Violet with three, all the others with twoAnonyma was euchered out of at least a minute at the start by
crossing the line on the port tack and being forced round by Sur-
prise and Mist; once clear of them she showed her u.sual form to
windward and took first place. Surprise being second, while Tor-
ment was besting Defiance. Mist was doing well, but not well
enough. Oft the point the wind lightened and Surprise shook out
reefs. Anonyma did so later, but made a mess of it, getting in
irons and losing a good deal of time; in spite of this she rounded
the windward mark a minute ahead of Sui prise, with Mist someway asieni. Defiance and Torment had turned back, the latter
vyith a broken boom.
Surprise outran and overtook Anonyma, who had sprung a leak,

and a series of luffing matches all over the bav ensued, till it
looked as it Mist would pass both; finally she forced them to stop,and they crossed the line in a bunch. Surprise leading
Surprise is right on the line between the classes, a little extra

ballast hnds her m 1st Class, she put some in on Friday and wasmeasured to see if she was still in the class, and was found to be
IMin. into first; she took out ballast that night in order to get back.
Alter the race Anonyma protested her length, and she protested
Anonyrna's (who has very recently been twice measured on pro-
tests, with same result).

'

Course No. 1, distance 10>4 miles, wind S.W. strong, but growing

flEST GLASS.

xri.i + u D- V Elapsed. Corrected.
Violet, G. H. Richards 37.06 3 24 33 3 14 48
„ . T ,^ ,

SECOND CLASS.
Surprise, ,Jas. M, Oodman ,27.04 2 09 13 1 55) 31Anonyma, F. L. Dabney 27.01 2 09 38 1 59 38
Mist, G. H. Lj^man 26.08 2 09 58 1 59 33Wmnens of championship pennants, Violet and Surprise, Judge.
vV. L. Jeffries.

CENTERBOARDS.
THE council of the Y.R.A. has undertaken to consider whether or

not it is desirable to place any restrictions on weight of center-
plates or weighted centerboards. This will no doubt be a very difficult
matter to handle, if a determination to hmit the weight is arrived at-
but for our part we think that either centerplates must be allowed'
without restrictions, or their use must be forbidden altogether So far
as the weight is concerned, we can only see that an advantage can be
gained in one way, and that advantage can. we think, be placed in
complete check. The manipulating the center of gravity of a yachtby raising and lowering a portion of her dead weight cannot be an ad-
vantage, except in an indirect manner. We can suppose that a 10 rater
like Dora has a centerplate of 1 ton lOewt.. and that when the plate is
lowered the center of gravity is also lowered, say, as much as 0 7.5ftand this would then he her condition o£ greatest stitfness; or in other
words, shewoidd be able to carry her canvas more effectively with the
plate down than she would with it up. We cannot imagine any point
of sailing a yacht could be on when this would not be an advantage so
far as the means of propidsion are concerned. It is true the advan-
tage would be insonsiderable when before the wind, and it mi°-ht'be
a greater advantage, so far as speed is implicaterl, to reduce the immersed surface by lifting the plate. At any rate it would be a verv
small matter one way or the other, and ic can safely be claimed that
so far as speed is concerned, there is no advantage in being able to
lift a centerplate any mora than it would be an advantage to lift a
porti'on of a yacht's ballast-say, take it from round the heel of themast and place it round the mast on deck. A yacht, therefore fitted
with a fixed keel shaped hire tlie centerplate, and otherwise in' every
other respect like the yacht with the movable centerplate would be
on equal terms, provided the question of draught of water is not intro-
duced. This latter question is really at the bottom of the center
plate. No doubt some courses would not be practicable for vacht<i
with fixed keels if their draught of water were made to equal that ofa yacht with her centerplate lowered to its most effective depth
Loolring at the matter from this pomt of view, it really seems that
the difficulty would correct itself if courses were so laid out that
yachts of any extreme draught of water could sail round them Nodoubt there are a great many objections to increased draught ofwater and irregular keel bearings for taking the ground or docking •

but these would not be so formidable as at first sight they appear to
be, nor, indeed, need the fixed keel boat be the exact equal in draught
of water and m contour to the centerplate yacht to be her equal in
stiffness and speed on any point of sailing. We, therefore are in
dined to think that the practical objections to a centerplate—the
increased difficulty of construction ana the bother of working it— will
always decide the question in favor of the fixed keel vacht for choice
as it can be shown she maybe made the equal of' the centerolatfi
yacht on all points of sailing.

^

There is another aspect of the case we have not loolced at vet
Supposing it can be proved that there are very considerable ad van"
tages to be derived from the use of a heavy centerplate which cannot
in any known way be given to the fixed-keel yacht, is it a right
principle to bar the heavy centerplate? This is a matter we have
very grave doubts about, and it raises a question which cannot be
got rid of oft hand. The main excitement of yacht racing or the
operations which sharpen our sensation and convert sailing into a
sport, are those of speed and weatherliness, and therefore, from a
sporting point of view, no checks sbotdd be interposed which will
prevent these qualities being enjoyed in their grandest state of per-
fection. We should also look at this question from a still broader
view. We for many years strived to get the restriction on center-
boards removed, but the subject would not for a moment be enter
tained. At last, when the contests for the America Cup seemed to be
becoming annual events, and when the pubfie saw our fixed-keel
yachts beaten year after year by the centerboarder, it gradually
dawned upon the British yachtsman that tfle centerboard might have
something to do with our successive defeats. It w-as then declared
that we could never hope to regain possession of the America Cup
until we were allowed by our rules to sail centerboard yachts But
even with all this before our eyes, the proposal to remove the restric-
tion on centerboards aroused a very angry opposition of the personal
kind similar to that which was commou when the old tonnage rule
was spoken of disrespectfully. However, the restriction was at
length removed. It cannot be claimed that the attempts to take ad-
vantage of the removal of the restriction have been very great But
it would seem that w e are really at last finding out how a centerplate
can be used to advantage. Whether this discovery is being made or
not we are unable, as already pointed out, to say decisively But
what we do thmk is most extraordinai-y is that, directlv it is beino-
proved that any advantage can be got out of the centerplate, a pro^
posal should be made to forbid the employment of the means bv
wliich the advantage has been gained. This, from an international
point of view, is very bhnd policy, just as it is from a sporting pouit
ot view.—Field, Oct. 3.

f & i

THE ROBERTS BOILER.-The Roberts Safety Watertube
Boi ler Co. reports a vesy prosperous season, the boiler having
found favni- wherever It has be«n trtod. The sales to date reach a
total ot aba boilers.

8ARACEN.--Mes8r3. Stewart & Binney have sold the second
Saracen to H. S. McPherson, and at the same time have sold the
original Saracen, once the Jack and later Lorelei, for Mr. Morse toA. P. Loimg.

LLOYDS REGLSTER.-The supplement to "Lloyds YachtRegis-

1 45 40
3 04 30
1 53 21
3 03 20

115 06

0 26 17M
0 37 11>|
0 34 30

0 15 §9^
0 J 6 5834
0 17 56

Q C--Tlie first regatta of the new Olympic f. C, ofSouth Brooklyn, was sailed on Oct. 11, the courses being 30, 14 and
9 miles, on New York Bay. The wind was very fresh.'^Nellie W..Irene and Mizpah losing their topmasts. The times were-

FTBSX CLASS, SLOOPS 26 TO 32FT.

Nellie W., E, W. Woodman if^!fl5 fsito ''Tilif
"

Y^^tBh^Sit^'::::::::::^ ff ill IIV^
'i^'J^^^'-nh^^'"^'"'^ 12 15 20 2 48 15 2 "26 55
Eddie, D. E. Dement 12 15 35 3 08 40 3 49 15
Deer, Oscar Reed 12 12 50 S 49 30 2 31 20

^ioH^;",^

V

t^P^^'^^ 13 14 40 Did not finish.
swallow, C. Kline 13 13 30 Did not finish.

^r ii T,
SI2COND CLASS. CABIN CATBOAT.S 20 to 25fT,

Village Belle. Capt. G. Minett. .. .13 18 10 3 59 05 3 59 05Irene L., George Hanklns 13 18 40 Did not finish

o -r, ^ THIRD CLASS, OPEN CATBOATS OVER 16eT.By By, Commodore Dugan 13 31 25 1 45 30
Arrow, George Simpkin. 13 37 15 3 04 30
Maggie, P. Conklin 13 19 35 1 .53 gl
Harry, C. Clinp 13 29 35 3 03 20
, .„. ^ VOVnXB CLASS, OPEN HOUND-BOTTOM BOATS,
Lillie H, Stephen Howard 13 26 00 1 41 05 ^

.
Frolic, F. Boland 13 26 30 Did not finish.
AMERICAN MODEL Y. C, FISHER CUP.-On Oct. 3 and 10tyvo more races ot the series were sailed for the Fisher Gun thetimes being:

THIRD OLASS-THTKD LUG.

T?! T DP •« .?l¥h finish. Elapsed. Corrected
Electra^ J. Pfeiffer 3 55 13 4 21 31 0 26 19 " ^ '

Marjone, H. Fisher. 3 55 30 4 23 43 0 37 13
Anna, J. C. Meyer 3 57 00 4-31 30 0 .34 -30
Star, G W. Townley 3 .56 00 Rai aground.
.lennetta, G. W. Lvon 3 56 83 Withdrew.
Electra wins by ,543. Wind light from south.

^, , ^ THJHD CLASS— J'OTTRTH LEG.
Electra, J. PfeifTer 4 14 55 4 30 40 0 15 45
Mar.ione, H. Fisher 4 14 45 4 31 45 0 17 00
Jennetta, G. W. Lyon 4 15 10 4 33 08 0 17 58
Anna. J. C. Meyer 4 15 30 Withdrew.
Star, G. W. Townley 4 15 SO Withdrew.
Electra was disqualified for fouling stake on last turn, givingthe race to Marjorie, who won from Jenetta by 57>g3. Wind N-W.The next leg for the Fisher cup will be sailed on Oct, 24 On Oct

p/rvl^f'i^*.''''*^ ?^ ^^"^ Pbiladeiphia M. Y. C. will be at Pro.spectPark for informal rfices with the home craft. On Election Daythe second and third classes will race.

LARCHMONT Y. C. FALL RACING.-Although the seasonhas nominally closed at Larchmont the sailormen are reluctantabout giving up the racing, and on Oct. 3 two races were sailed,one by the Soft, class, for the Welmore cup, the other a privatematch, without allowance, between the cutter Clara and sciiooner
Viator. The courses were around Hempstead mark ard Center
Island Buoy, 23 miles; and around Hempstead mark and Matin-
?T w^*^.?^"?' 1^ miles. The wind wa.'^ very light from N.E. toN.W-. the start bp.mg made at noon. Clara gai tit-d on the Viatorfrom the start, but the wind fell so that neither could flmsh The
competitors for the Wetmore cup, for the third and la«t' race
vvere Nameless, Needle and Alma, the last an-wcomerin the
class, owned by Mr. Chas. Olmstead, Atlantic Y. C. Namelesswon very easily. Alma giving up when 20m. astern at the outermark. The times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Nanaeless 12 11 43 3 54 H 4 42 28
Needle 12 11 26 3 59 39 4 48 03Alma.

. ,12 13 37 Withdrew.
Nameless has been sailed in most of her races this season bvCom. Oswald Sanderson, of the Corinthian Mosquito Fleet whohas made an excellent record for her. She has scored 10 prizes, in-

cluding the Wetmore cup, to 14 starts.

STEAM YACHT RACING.-The damaged Norwood will not beready tor a race for three weeks, but in the meantime Mr Hearst
has left for California, while his yachtVamoo.se will be '.shipped
by steamer tor San Francisco in a short time, so that there is no
probability of a race. Her engines and wheel wiU be removed and
the hull cradled on the deck of a vessel. On Saturday Vamoosewas at the station of the American Y. C, where she made several
exhibition runs. A course of one mile was measured off bv the
wire used for the Norwood's trial on the Merrimac River last
year, and V amoose covered this distance four times, the resttlt
liemg:
First mile (against tidej.. ..3,50 Third mile (ag.wnst tide) 2 30Sex_ondmile (with tide) 3 30 Fourth mile (with tide) 3 35She would have made her fourth mile in 3.20 or 2.15. but vvhen
partly over^the course her stuflang box of the stewm steprtu'^ gearblew out. bhe was immediately stopped and a txViw and tackles
fitted, after which a second trial was made, the time beiu"- 2 35Od her return to Brooklyn she was steered by the tiller and
tackl*^s, narrowly escaping a collision with a ferryboat in the
East River.
l.a(6r.—Vamoose will remain in New York until spring, and will

be ready to race Norwood at any time.
PAPPOqSE AND CITY OF THE STRAITS -On Oct. 8 a pri-

vate match, 10 milt-a to windward and return, was sailed on Lake
St. Clair between the keel cutter Pappoose. formerly of Boston
and now owned by Davenport Galbraith. of Erie. Pa., and the
compromise City of the Straits, of Detroit, the stakes beino- i500per side. The wind was strong from N E. at the start, both yachts
carrying lower sails only, with one reef in mainsails. "The City"
led by Im. 8s. over the line. Some time after the start the wind
fell and reefs were shaken out, "The City" losing some time by an
accident to her haUiards. At the outer mark Pappoose had a lead
of om. The run in was made under spinakers, "The City" carry-
ing a clubtopsail and Pappoose a jibheader. The official times
were:

^ Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Pappoose...^.

_ 11 32 28 3 03 15 3 39 4T
City of the Straits.. 11 31 30 • 3 06 04 3 34 44
Pappose received about 38.s. allowance, winning by 5m. 35s She

has thus- met and defeated two of the crack yachts of the Ijakes
Merle and City of the Straits, leaving the final question of the
championship bet ween her and Yama.
A NEW RACING MACHINE.-On Oct. 9 a new and curious

craft was launched from the Herreshoff shops at Bristol, a 25-
footer. designed by N. G.Herreshoft' and named Dilemma. The
hull IS 39tt. over all, 35ft. l.w.l and 7ft. beam, with a bow similar
to Gloriana. The depth of hull is moderate, but underneath themam keel IS hung a steel plate, nearly rectangular in shape, to
the bottom of which is bolted a cigar-shaped mass of lead. The
steel plate weighs 883lbs. and the lead about 3 tons. The rig is a
simple mainsail and jib, with no bowsprit. Of course the yacht
has no cabin, merely a large cockpit.
CONQUEROR.—The Conqueror case is still before the courts,

where it promises to remain for a long time, but a new turn was
given to afiEairs on Thursday of last week, when an armed force of
Lnited States Marshals boarded the yacht at the Erie Basin,and drove the Customs Inspector on to the dock. The marshalsnow hold the yacht, representing Mr. Vanderbilt, and he can reta-.n
the use of ,her by giving bonds while the case is being tried.
AWA-^EMMY C—Mr. Chas. E. Cameron, of the Newark Y. C.has sold nis sloop Emmy C, to another member of the club, ani

has bought the centerboard cutter Awa, designed by Burgess
She is 40ft. l.w.l., 15ft beam, and 6ft. draft. The Newark Y G is
one of the growing clubs, and the new purchase will make an im-
portant addition to the fieet.

ST. GEORGE -The steam yacht St. George. Mr. E. ,L VVythes.
arrived at San Francisco on Oct. 10 from Yokohama and Van-
couver, B. C, on a cruise around the world. She is a very hand-some auxiliary, with steel frame and inner plating completely
sheathed with teak. Her length is 200ft., beam 32ft.

KILl. VON KULL SWEEPSTAKES.-The r.ace of Oct, 8 be-tween Bon Ton, Ges So, Torment and Shore House was declared
^pcount of a mistake in the course, and was resailed on

Oct. 10, Ges So winning, with Shore House second.
A NEW YACHT CLUB.-A yacht einb has been orga.nlzed atStevens Institute, Hoboken, with the following oflii-ersl Com JW. Gilmor^ '94; vice-com., A. A. Dal Molin, '91; rear-c-m . a'g

Kollstede, '94; fieet captain, R. E. H-sU, '9-;; treas W W Ward
'95; meas., A. Church, '94. The club has adopted as its pennant a
blue-pointed burgee with a Stevens pin. '

CORONET, schoonor, has been sold by Mr. Bateman to J. D.
Wing, of New York.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. R,L. D. writes to know of a good bear country in Pennsyl-

vania, Wisconsin, Michigan or Georgia,
ciuoia

W S., Danville, Pa.—Please let me know if you ever heard ofblack woodcock I- A party out gunning said *hev saw some andshot at them, Ans. We have records of white ivjodcock, but not
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SAV,E YOUR^ TROPHIES.
WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives dlrectioDs for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

G-lass Blower,
And Manufactm-er of

Artificial Eyes
For Biras, Anirna Is and Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North -William St., New York.
Send for Price List.

DEAF^

BLUEFISH, WEAKFISH and STRIPED BASS
Can be caught in any of the waters around New York City. Big
bluefish are in large numbers along the coast. We can supply
the tackle. You can do the rest.

Call and examine our stock, or send us 10 cts. to cover postage,
and we will mail you our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York,

A ONE-WAY RULE
Customers have sometimes asked us how it was that we insisted upon their trusting us

with their money, but would not trust them?

"WES
Are on a mountain top, at the foot of which is a vast concourse of people. We are

in plain sight of all; anyone can tell you whether we are all right or not, if you don't
choose to see for yourself

Are one of the many; we cannot see you or find out much about you.
This is one of the reasons why we transact a strictly cash business; another is that we

are enabled to sell goods cheaper.

Do you want anything in Sporting Goods? "Write

111 bo 116 Mi^bigap QbiGago

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as nsual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Iiow prices and good quality of goods Increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 8 joint, 6 strip. Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood fonn, length 94. 10.

lOift.
,
weight 7, 8, 9oz . . ! i ....... .Pnce $3 2

No. 1, G, same as above but is J^erman Silver Mounted «' s 82
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, "length

8i, 9, 9^, 10ft., weight 9, lOJ, 13, 13oz .Price 2 72
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted «« 3 82
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint " 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft " 90c.
Brass Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c.; 40yds., 95c.; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds.. $1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding Chck, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SOOfb., 41c. J. P. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 0 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread, 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Qualify Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15o. ;

2ft., per doz., 30o. ; 3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30o.

;
3ft., doz., »o.

J. F. MARSTEBS. 51, 53 Sc 55 Court St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

WILB INDIAN LIFE.
PAWNEE

HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEORQE BIRD GRINNBLL ("YO.")

Cloth, 417 pages. niustrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales

and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac
count of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sbeer gallantry and in-

domitable pluck wiU match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were aU away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pavmee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that the
bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. Grinnell
also has vso-itten a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last

Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naked with no other arms
than their bo vvs and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-

ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skiU in sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-

dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-
able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their

tricks is a close parellel to the Bast Indian mango Jeat. . . . Those who desire to leam
of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pages for themselves.

As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend and character that has been
written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.—iV. Y. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

UiVWiw; J>AYim & CO., I Fb)ob Lctne, CoroMi.

NewEdition of SmallYachts.
Now Ready: Small Yachts, Their Design and Construc-

tion. By C. P. Kunhardt. A new editio' , enlarged
and extended to 4*70 pages of text and illustrations,
and 87 full-page plates. Size of page, 14>^xl3}^ln.
Price, $10.00.

As comely as it is practically serviceable to yachtsmen of large as weU as small craft.—
Evening Post.

The new edition should be purchased and carefully studied by any amateur yachtsman
who wants to buy or build a boat and is not yet certain as to what he wants.

—

N. Y. Herald.

NewEdition of SteamYachts.
Steam Yachts and Launches; Their Machinery and

Management. By C. P. Kunhardt. A new edition,
with extended text and many added illustrations.
Cloth. Price, $3.00.

With Fly-Rod and Camera.
A magnificently illustrated volume descriptive ot fly-

fishing for trout and salmon. By Edward A. Sam-
uels. Cloth, Frioe, $£».0Q,
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HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN

AUTOMATIC SHELL EJECTORS.

Instead of giving the dealer larger discounts we have decided to give the sportsmen the benefit of a reduction, and have concluded to make extraordinary

low Net Prices on the Charles Daly Guns.
While making this reduction we might mention that the high standard of workmanship for which the Daly gun has always been renowned shall be retained.

We have expert testimony that these guns are equal in workmanship to the celebrated Purdey guns, and far superior to all other so-caleed London
makes, such as Greener, Scott and Westley Richards. An examination will soon convince the unprejudiced customer. They are more conscientiously made,
more beautifully finished, handsomer in appearance, with shooting qualities unsurpassed, in fact far ahead of guns costing $ioo more.

Should you live in or near New York, we would invite you to call and examine our stock and be convinced.

If you live anywhere else in the United States and your dealer has none in stock, insist upon his ordering one, or order one direct from us. Send
for Catalog'ue.

No. 55. .Fine Hammer Gun, Damascus Barrels, nicely engraved $86.00 Net | No. 155. .Hame as No. 55, but featherweight, 5i to 61bs $100.00 Net

X3:^.Mivs:ii::Ei.iLiE!sss G-xji^a's.
No. 130. .Fine Damascus Barrels. Plain Mnish $110.00 Net I No. 150. .Automatic Ejectors, plain finish $165.00 Net
No. 120. .Featherweight, ditto, 5i to 61bs 125,00 Ket 1 No. ^50. .Diamond Quality Automatic, Highest Grade made 250.00 Net

Guns made in 10, 12, 16 and 20-Bores, 26in. to 32in. Barrels, 5% to 11 lbs.

, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway & 84 Duane St. NEW YORK.

The Golobratod Sfliith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arm
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvements—-Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleaible cast iron, and often sold for the

genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH & WESSO
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AoKNT FOR B. C> MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reela.

FIREABHS, FISniNO TACKLE, BICT-
ChES, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS, MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS. SPORTING GOODS, &e. Illnstrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent, on application to those
mentioning Forest AND STREAM. JAMESS H. FISK, 193 La SaUe St., Chicago, 111.

It-

Handy Power Crimping Tool.
One cup produces a rouncl or square crimp.

Has an automatic follower and burniBber, crimping
every shell alike Irrespective of the size of the load,
producing a neat, close, even crimp, setting squarely
upon the wad. Far ahead of any other tool.

The above tool designed only for Foot or Power Lathe. All wearing parts
of hardened steel. Mailed free on receipt $3.50.

StoDCLcX for S^xxizsle SlxeXl. ^
THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,DEPOT FOR SAL.es. 313H BROADWAY NEW YORK.

Tobacco is man's most uni-

versal luxury; the fragrant aroma

ol Mastiff Plug Cut starts people

to pipe smoking, even those who

never used tobacco before.

J. B. Pack Tobacco Co., Richmond, Virginia.

ill

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sections are quickly
changed from a M to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 3, and from a 3 to 5}^ or 8oz. with
the No. 8. All changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.
Extra center sections furnished to
increase the weight as may be desired.
Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
cents for a No. 3, and 2i) cents for a
No. 8,

TOMLIITSON & CO.,
51 Joliu Street,

TTEW YORK-

or
Writ« to

JOHK KRICK,
6 Liiberty Place. N. Y.

(0pp. 21 Maiden Lane.)

Veaigns and estimates fur-
nished. High cIhss work at
lowest prices. Mention Forest
and Stream.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper, gl.OO.
"It la the most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—i^bresj ami Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-bond paper. 50 cts.

Guide Books.—The Adivondacks. Ulustrated,
16 mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

liake Georsre and Lake Champlain, 25 cts.

Address «. W. WTOODARn. f^lena FnH«. S. V.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
5664 Atlantic St., Englkwood, ILM.

Trent Mi9B at 3, 5, 7 and 11 Certs Each.
Send Ten 0«»t« for Iu,n8T«Ai«a> CiTij.offTi»

DECOYS.
Send for price list of the finest decoy ducks in

the world. H. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer,
Box 154, Weedaport. N. Y.

CAMAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM,
By PAilKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as poa-
Blble for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceeding.to the next. Illustrated; paper
48 pages; price 50 cents.

yORBST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway. New York-

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, CorahilL

CHEAPEST HOUSE
IN AIttERICA FOR

GUNS! GUNS!!

Remington,
Parker,

L. C. Smith,
Lefever, etc.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogues free. Ment ion Forest and Stream.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J, B. CaOOE & CO,,

FISHING TAGEE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 29th Sts., NE3W YORK CITY.

SEKD POE CATALOGUE.

The Francotte Gun.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Goods.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON lENGERKE & ANTOINE,
246 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

S2^0

SPORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THE
AMEKICAN NEEDLE AND EISH

HOOK CO., Kew Haven, €onn.,
who have the
largest faciU- ^

ties, and make Best goods in the world.
Foa Sale by the Trade Evesywhere, Ask.
Foa Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ALFORD & BERKELE CO.,
p. O. Box 2002. SPECIAL AGENTS,

No. 77 Cuambers St., N. Y.

Two-thirds size only.

"SURPRISE WHISTLE,"
The Lioudest Wliistle Known.

The Elastic Tip makes it capable of producing
1,(X)0 different sounds.

Perfect Dog or Quail Call, 26 cts.

Dealers write for Discount.

Manufactured only by

AMERICAN PIN CO.. Waterbury. Ct.

GLENMORE KENNELS.
THE CHAMPION IRISH 8JETTER KENNELS OF AMERICA.

E. B. BISHOP, Owner, 43 St. James Ave., Cincinnati, O.

AT STUD. The Champion Three.

Chmp. Ruby Glenmore,
The champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champ. Molly Bawn,
The ex-champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champion Winnie IL,
The only imported champion Irish setter dog In

America to-day.

Challenge BEAU BRUMMEl, Fee $25
The most phenomenal dog of the times.

(A K.C.S.B. 19.961).

Imp. Sarsfield, - Fee $25
The greatest living

(A.K.C.S.1
Irish setter sire.
10,854.)

Imp. Dan Mylrea, Fee $20
A noted first-prize winner. (A.K.C.S.B. 19,173).

Young stock always on hand.
If you mention this paper 5 per cent, discount wiU be allowed on all sales.

"Write for circular and prices.

KINGSTON REGENT,
This grand dog is the best son of the great

PRINCE REGENT, by Lady St. Gothard. He is

33J^in. high and has the heaviest bone and richest

dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in America.
His head is remarkable for its size, depth of

muzzle and expression. Winnings: 1st Kingston,
Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal, 1891.

"The more one sees of this dog the more cer-
tain it is that he will prove a very hard one to
Heat in the very best company."—J'orest anA
Stream.

Fee, $50.

MARQUISlF RIPON.
Litter brother to Kingston Regent, and more

like Prince Regent than any of the other Regent
dogs. He is the sire of some splendid stock in

England.

Fee, S50.
prrraES for sxjlm.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH STREET AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

FOX-TESSIERS
IN STVD.

Champion Raby Mixer $15
Reckoner 15

Pitcher 25

Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

VALENTINE.
(Ch. BANNERMAN ex Ch. TWIN-XWO.)
English basket beagle, will be allowed five

bitches of approved breeding for first and fourth
choice of litter. Full pedigree and particulars
for stamp. Photos 15 cents.

H. V. JAMIESON, Melrose, Mass.

RIDGEFIELD ST. BERNARD KENNELS

It stud. KIHGLIMMON. Fee $40.
(10,366.)

Kinglimmon is orange in color with perfect
white markins's and black shadings, stands 34in.
high and is the sire of some very promising
youngsters. Address

C. A. HOUCK, 923 Madison ave., Albany, N. Y.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth, immense rough-coat, the only son of
Lord Bute at stud in America. 3. Patrol, one of
our best smooths, fee S35 each.
JOHN KEEVAN, 195 King st., Brooklyn, N. Y.

IN THE STUD.—THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee $25. Al was bred by the late Mr.

AUin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address P. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

At Stud.-English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 firsts and specials. Pious Pem-
broke,winner of over 20 firsts and specials; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.

Gbevhound & PnoTiiiB Kennem. Salem. Mass.

ScMtific IMm of Ml
FOR THE GUN.

A new work by an English writer,

"H. H."
The instructions here given are the result of

the author's amateur practical experience
of thirty-seven years. A review in Fokest
AND Stream says:

'•This work is a very well written treatise upon
the subject, containing some new ideas and much
that is interesting and instructive to the new be-
ginner as well as not a little that will be beneficial

to even old hands to study. The chapter devoted
to kennel management Is a short one. but it is

very nearly complete, and is alone worth many
times the price of the work to any one that will

heed its teachings."

Price $2.50, postpaid, by the

FOJEIEST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

CHAMPION

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFrER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION

The Squire,
(E. 16,7,57). Fee $50.

Roslyn Conway,
(A. -). Fee $30.

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,735). Fee $15.

(A.-). Fee 835.

CHALLENGE

mm EAii,
(A. 17,577). Fee $26.

ENGLISH PUGS.
CHAMPION

J^gjj^ J^^^
Treasure,
(A. 10,5! Fee $15.

(A. 17,804).

Fee, - - . - $15.

IRISH SETTERS.
SEMINOLE,

I

ELEO,
(A. 20,088). Fee j (A. 11,450). Fee \

Extended pedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

SIR FREDERICK
(21,741) Champion Royalty—Olinda.

The very cream of all England's breeding; no
better bred English setter lives. Winner of 44
first prizes, seven seconds, seven silver cups and
two gold medals. Extended pedigree with litho-
graph, by mall. Imported August 8, 1891.

Fee $50.

DAD WILSON'S BOY
(13,880).

Will eive you the much coveted Gladstone
Druid and Count Noble blood. Swift as the wind,
pretty as a picture, full of bird sense. Fee S83.

G. O. SMITH,
WHEELING, W. VA.

ST. BERNARDS.
AT STyi>.

This grand young dog is the best son of cham-
pion Otho out of Lackme, a daughter of champion
Merchant Prince. He is 331n. high, of a rich
orange color with complete collar and perfect
markings. He is a wonderfully vigorous young
dog, and has proven himself a great stock getter.
As a stud dog he is unsurpassed. Fee $50.
Puppies for sale.

THE ABBEY KENNELS,
Riverside and Grafton avenues. Woodside, N. J.

R. T. RENNIE, Prop.

AT STUD. FEE $50

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
I\)inter Puppies for sale.

Apply to .IAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L. I.

BLUE EIDGfE KENNELS.
IN THE STUD.

The celebrated champion stake winner Gath's
Mark. Gath's Hope and Dan Gladstone. The
Blue Ridge Kennel has now opened its book for
the fall season of 1891 and spring of 1892 for Gath's
Mark an"" Dan Gladstone, limited to 50 services
each. $3 000 is given away in premiums to the get
of the above dogs, which win different Derby
stakes in 1892 or after. Particulars on application.
THE BLUE RIDGE KENNELS. SperryviEe. Va.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER. ^ ,Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in Ajnerica."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos BOotfi. A
Umlted number of his puppies for sale. F. H.
COOMBS, 1 Ezcliaaga Block, Bangor, Me.
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ARE KENNEL INTERESTS ADVANCING 9

RELAXATION from business cares leads many men to

take up some hobby which, in nine cases out of ten,

has in it some element of sport. A love for the gun
naturally leads to the ownership of a dog, and the pos-

session of one often paves the way for another, until a

kennel is formed. Then the breeding that necessarily

follows entails either the selling or giving away of the

produce, their training for the field, and so on. All this

is continually increasing from year to year; new kennels

devoted to the breeding of high-class field dogs are crop-

ping up in every direction, till the capital invested in

field dogs must be treble that of a few years ago.

A glance through the list of the entries of the Eastern

Field Trials stakes, in our kennel department, will show
that some of our brightest business men and shining

lights in the social world are devoted to field sport.

The Englibh setter has long held the first position in the

minds of many sportsmen, but the signs of the times show

that the pointer is also receiving that care and attention

at their hands which their fine qualities entitle them to.

The success of the pointer in the trials last year was very

marked.

Specialty clubs have been formed within the past

few years devoted to the improvement of the several

breeds they are interested in. The Irish and Gordon

setter clubs are working hard to bring their favorites

prominently to the notice of sportsmen and to induce

them to lay out money for their proper education for the

field.

The present year has seen the largest and most success-

ful dog shows ever held in this country. With few ex-

ceptions and contrary to past experience the show com-

mittees have been able to show a balance on the right

side. This is due to a great extent to the increased in-

terest taken by the public in dogs, The daily papers

have devoted columns of space to chronicle the merits of

the exhibition in their towns and have educated the gen-

eral public to a desire to see what a good dog looks like.

In former years the shows would generally have been
passed over with a brief paragraph.

We Americans have always been renowned for our

go-aheadedness, and in the matter of dog breeding this

trait is very apparent, for the prices that Americans have
paid for dogs of the best field and show qualities have
astonished the world. A few years since $1,500 for a St.

Bernard was looked upon as the acme of extravagance.

Now, however, it is a very ordinary sum to pay, when
we find that Sir Bedivere cost $6,500, Scottish Prince

$5,500, Prince Regent $3 000, Lord Bute $4,000, Watch
$4 000, Hepsey $3 500, and only this last week Princess

Florence was purchased at about $4,000. No argument
that we can advance can better prove the growing inter-

est in kennel affairs in this country than this very tangi-

ble one of dollars and cents.

YACHTING STATISTICS.

'T'HE tables and figures which we print this week on

another page are, we believe, a novelty and, although

far from complete, serve to bring out clearly a particular

phase of yacht racing, one that is quite important,

though perhaps hardly interesting. While one would

hardly expect to derive from dull columns of figures the

amusement and excitement afforded by a lively discus-

sion of the question of measurement or type, or the in-

spection of a new design, th re is at the same time much
to be learned from such a compact digest of yacht racing

as our figures present.

Had it been practicable to have carried our researches

still further, to have included the many smaller clubs

which are on the whole just as important as the few

larger ones, and to have summed up the smaller classes

as we have the larger, there would have been much more

ample data for our conclusions; but such a summary
would have involved almost endless labor. The figures

as they stand show that the season, though by no means

a brilliant one in popular estimation, and marked by no

special features such as yachtsmen have become accus-

tomed to through the America Cup races, has neverthe-

less afforded a very fair amount of sport in the larger

classes, more by far than in the two preceding years.

Outside of the 46Et. class there have been no yachts

whose performances have been specially notable. Even

the presence of C mstellation and Volunteer among the

larger schooners has failed to spur either class to any

remarkable displays, and the latter class has certainly

retrograded, so far as sharp, keen racing is concerned,

since the days when Grayling, Sachem and Sea Fox were

out under racing flags. At the same time, the general

racing among the schooners shows a great improvement

on 1889 and '90; on the New York Y. C. cruise, and in

the races in the East, a very fair turnout of schooners

has been seen, and some very good races have been sailed.

In the singlestick classes, also, although there has ha.rdly

been a race of note outside the 46ft. class, there has been

a very promising amount of general racing. In the 46ft.

class the racing has been something phenomenal; over

fifty separate events have been open to the class, though

some have not filled and some have been decided on the

results of other races: at the same time our list includes

thirty -seven days of racing.

A peculiar feature of yacht racing is the sympathy

which exists between widely different branches of the

sport, an international race between a few large yachts

leads directly to an increase of general racing in all

classes; and similarly a season of general racing in the

classes included in the tables is accompanied or followed

by renewed activity among the smaller boats that make
up the great total of local racing.

This season has been a specially active and prosperous

one among the yacht clubs in all parts of the country.

Not only has the local racing been close and keenly con-

tested, but very material evidences of general prosperity

are visible in the shape of new club houses and basins,

and of new yachts. The two years, 1886 and 1887, when
the victories of Mayflower and Volunteer followed that of

Puritan, were notable ones in yachting, as the interest

and enthusiasm awakened by the success of American

yachts found vent in the establishment of new clubs ar d

the strengthening of old ones.

The cessation of international racing was seriously felt

in 1888 ^lid t889, p-ud its disastrous effect is still evident;

but the condition of yachting in those years has brought
in a new factor. The clubs, both large and small, have
awakened to the necessity of helping themselves, of ex-

erting all the influence they possess for the encourage-

ment of racing, and this season has witnessed a general

effort in this direction. While many specific attempts

can how be pointed out as failures, there still remains a
large balance on the side of racing in 1891 as compared
with 1890, and even more if the figures were given for

1888 and 1889. This balance may be credited largely if not
entirely to the active work of the clubs through their

regatta committees, and whether the good results are due
solely to the special measures adopted, or as is more pro-

bably the case, in a great part to the general agitation of

the subject which preceded these measures, there is every
reason for satisfaction at the favorable showing, and
every inducement to continue the same line, especially

as the indications of renewed business prosperity give

strong hopes of more building and racing next year.

The great influence on yachting of the financial con-

dition of the country which is popularly summed up in

the term -'Wall street," is generally recognized, but at

the same time yachtsmen do not consider how differently

this factor acts in its upward and downward movement.
A panic or business depression in Wall street is instantly

and disastrously felt in yachting circles, but it is not

always the case that prosperity in the "street" will be
immediately apparent in yachting. Men cannot raOe

yachts unless they have money, but a great many can
and do have money without the idea occurring to them
to expend it largely in yacht racing rather than in other

directions. In order that yachting shall reap the fuU
benefit of good times when they do occur it is necessary

that the sport should be kept prominently before the
public by some such means as international racing.

While as yet there are no brilliant promises of new and
large boats for next year, everything points to a prosper-

ous season in yachting at large, if not in the few large

classes, and a continuation of the present work by the

clubs will in all probability bring about still more satis-

factory results. What is most needed, however, at this

time, is the resumption of international racing for the

America Cup, if the holders are willing to throw it open
to the world on such fair terms as those originally indi-

cated by its donors; if not, for some other trophy which
shall bring American and British yachts together in

friendly contest^

SNAP SHOTS.

COL. WALTER L. STEELE, whose pen name of

"Wells" was familiar to readers of this journal,

died at the Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore last

Friday, aged sixty-nine years. Col. Steele was President

of the Pee Dee Manufacturing Company of Rockingham,
N. C. He was a member of Congress from North Caro-

lina a few years ago, and was one of the most influential

men in the State. He was a graduate from the Univers-

ity of North Carolina, and recently had the degree of

LL. D. conferred upon him. Col. Steele was a type of

that large class of busy men, who in later life take up
again the field sports of their youth to find in them relax-

ation from workaday life; and he possessed in an unusual
degree, perhaps, the happy faculty of extracting genuine

enjoyment from field experiences which really had in

them little of "moving accidents, by flood and field."

His pleasantly written letters to the Forest and Stream
contained no exciting accounts of "hairbreadth's 'scapes";

rather were they the relations of uneventful and even

commonplace happenings; and being such they reflected

the experiences of nine-tenths of us, and as frequent

comment gave assurance, were for this reason well re-

ceived.

Readers of the October Atlantic have a treat in the

story "Gran'ther Hill's Pa'tridge," told by Mr. Rowland
E. Robinson, and if the Atlantie reader be also a Forest

AND Stream reader of Mr. Robinson's "Uncle 'Lisha's

Shop" sketches, he will find an added pleasure in the

story because of familiarity with the characters.

Another national park has been provided by the Presi-

dent's proclamation setting apart 1,350,000 acres of land

in the White River Plateau in Colorado.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of tha

current issue of the Forest akd Stream by sending 1^9

on a postal card the name of that friepd.
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THE ADIRONDACKS IN 1853.
A STORY TOLD BY PAUL SMITH.

THEEE was a period of Adirondack life and adTenture
which might be called its prehistoric era, meaning

a time before Mx. Murray, or Mr. anybody else, had writ-

ten historical romance about it and it had become fash-

ionable. In those Acadian days hunters, amateur and
professional alike, livtad in the woods in primitive style,

and shared the same fatigues and the same humble fare.

The whole kit was carried in a canvas bag, waterproof
coverings either not having been then invented, or not
being, as now. in common use.

The outfit for an expedition, or tramp, comprised the
following articles: A frying-pan, a kettle, a ladle for
melting lead for biillets, tin mugs (forks and spoons were
a luxury), hard-bred, coffee, flour and sugar, and the in-

dispensable salt pork, with pepper and salt in a bit of
newspaper. All these and fome rope went in the canvas
bag. One of the party carried an ax. The hunter had
his large-bore rifle on his shoulder, and in one of his

numerous pockets caps, and in another bullets of his own
molding, some lead and a mold. In his belt was a large
sailor knife, u=ed, for skinning deer, dressing trout, and
for purposes of the kitchen and table; also a hatchet and
a tin mug. Slung at his back was a blanket or rug, and
his dress was a flannel shirt with numerous pockets, cor-
duroy' trousers, large heavy boots, and a slouch hat. A
powder flask and haversack completed his equipment.
The haversack contained fishing lines, book of flies, a
flask, matches, slippers, an extra shirt, and a few toilet

articles. In a j-pecial pocket was a compass and a whistle.

There were no dogs in the party. Dogs were introducpd
later, In those days Poll Smith's way of putting it ex-
pressed the whole matter: "I tell ye, boy», a feller must
be able to endewer grief that goes on thi se 'ere f xcjusion
parties."
In that golden age, deer could be seen and sometimes

shot from the porch of old Martin's tavern at Saranac
Falls. Martin was Poll Smith's father-'n-l tw. Tiiis came
after. But who was "Poll" Smith? No one can ask who
has once "interviewed" the sleek landlord of the fine

hotel on the lower Sc. RegL". "PoU" went into the woods
one winter, many years ago, and "got out'" the timber of
which that hotel is built, with his own hands. At least

80 "Poll" says. But in the palmy days of which I am
speaking Poll kept a little place on Loon Lake, where the
humble table was laid in the kitchen, and the venison
and trout, of which there was always plenty, were trans-
ferred direct from the spider, or rather from the frying-
pan, to the plate of the guest by the hands of Poll's

excellent mother. The hostelry itself was a shabby
10ft. tenement, of two rooms and the kitchen in the L
part, unpainted, and full of cracks, and the prospect
from the front porch was of a field of charred stumps
planted with potatoes and a root fence, for the fore-
ground, and some ghostly bleached and blasted pines in
the near distance. Within sight were no lakes, no moun-
tains, no romantic glens, nor savage forest; in short there
was no inducement, outside or in, to make you stay
another day at that inn, or to come again, however modest
the price of entertainment. Yes, there was one, and that
was Poll Smith.
And in those days Poll, I mean Mr. Apollos Smith,

"went a-huntin' " for a living. He was glad of a chance
to go as guide, and to provide boats and food, charging
each man one dollar a day. For this moderate pay he
would follow a blaze line through the forest, or row or
carry across, or sit watc oing for deer until the black flies

ate him up; at evening he would put up the shanty and
cover it \vith bark, haul and cut wood, strip the hemlock
boughs and fry the flip-jacks; and then perhaps paddle
half the night with a jack-light of smoking fat-wood that
his "folks," i, e., the party he was then conducting,
might see the ghost of a deer and hear him stamp and
whistle. I say Mr, Smith would do all these things for
that small price, but truth compels me to add, not unless
he could get no one else to do the hard work. For Poll
(I beg his pardon, Mr. Smith) was to be most firmly be-
lieved when he said he "always was a lazy man," and he
was at his best when, stretched at full length with his

feet to the fire and smoking his pipe, he saw somebody
doing the work, while he talked. Tall and strong and
handsome, with a slouch or lazy-streak in his gait, a fine

face and the hands of a gentleman, he was every inch a
Yankee, but of the best type. The charm was in the
merry twinkle of his blue eyes and his fine white fore-

head. His forehead has since extended its domain quite
over his head, and has gravely compromised the occiput.
His yellow hair thinning upon the cranium fell upon his
cheeks and chin into a long soft beard, which he pulled
and stroked as he talked. His laugh was rare but hearty,
and his musical voice had a tone of gravity and serious-

ness which reproved any untimely mirth.
One night is well remembered, when a heavy rain had

drenched the canvas bag and spoiled its contents. There
were nO flapjacks, the flour was a soggy lump of dough.
Blank were the looks at supper time. The air was sultry
and heavy. Midges were in great force, and the hateful
smudge had been lighted in order to keep them off.

Now, the midge, or punky, has made a vivid and lasting
impression upon my memory. He is a most pertinacious
and voracious blood-sucking- fly, stealing upon you un-
perceived in foggy, misty clouds of millions, and of a size

so minute that the meshes of the finest broadcloth open
to his entrance as wide as a barn door.* The only means
known to prevent his insidious and irritating attacks is

the smudge

—

L e , a fire of green wood smothered with
turf—which, filling eyes and lungs with its pungent
smoke, blinds or suffocates midges and men alike. The
undergraduate of Harvard was in misery by reason of
his wet cowhide boots, which, his feet being swollen,
refused to come off, and mut-t be worn to bed. "Say,
Poll," in a tone of despair, "did you ever know any one
who had a decent home who was fool enough to come up
here twice?"
"I tell ye, bojs, it would astonish yo' to see the folks

* To excitable and impressionable natures the midge is to man
what the tvetsl of Central Africa is to dumb beasts; butlnfUe
pages of some veracious hist-orians of the Adirondacks—who write.
It would appear, chietly in the interest of hotel keepers and
guides—r,o larger space is given to him tnan might be reasonably
claimed for a creature so minute as to be nearly imperceptible to
tlie naked eye.

that come up into these yere woods everysummer a-hunt-
in'. I don't believe there's the half on 'em knows what
they come for anyway. Now, there was a Mr, Sulloway
come up here last summer to my place from Philadelphy.
Some of my friends sent him up to me; told him to be
sure and git me to go with him if he could. Wall, I

never knowed just who the man was that sent him, but
that man had better not come up to my place and let me
find him out, I should go for him.'boys, bald-headed.
It would jest ha' made ye laugh to hear that Mr. Sullo-

way talk to me when I used to call him Mr. Sillyways.
'Oh, pray, Mx. Smith, don't pronounce my name in that
way. I "once had a very serious quarrel,' says he, 'with a
member of the club I belonged to because he addressed
me familiarly as 'Silly,' but it was finally healed up be-

tween us by his voluntary admission in the presence of

several prominent members and mutual friends that the
expression was in very bad taste,'

'•Wall, it takes all sorts to make a world and after all

there's jest sich. But Mr. Sulloway, 1*11 allow he beat
any circus I ever went to. He was the tastiest man
about himself you ever see. He had a little knife with
scissors into it to pare his finger nails and little tweezers
to pull out his eye winkers, and he had tooth pickers
and a comb and brush for his mustache, and another
comb with a point on to it to part his hair, and no end of

such knick-knacks; and all them things had to be toted

round with him wherever he went to. Why, boys, he
come up here to go into this 'ere wilderness with one of

these yere Saratogy trunks, such as women carries, as

big as a covered wagon, and I had to back that there
trunk through these woods and over the carries and
away up the St, Regis River and across the St, Regis
ponds and down the Raquette and home agin. And
you wouldn't nf'ver guess the things that he had into that

there trunk. Why, it was amazin'. The fust day out,

when we was cfossing Rainbow Lake, he stopped and
hauled up the little canoe we'd fetched along a pur^jose to

carry the trunk, and he opened her and took out a little

pink umbrella with a top on to it about as big as my hat.

He saw me lookin' at him out of the corner of my eye
and says he, 'It's very light and easy to carry, Mr.
Smith, and this sun is extremely dazzling to the eyes.'

He had a great long bag made out of flannel that he used
to creep into at night with a string to pull up at the
mouth of it. He said that was to keep the insects out.

Why, he used to dress himself up in the mornin' to go a
huntin' in these yere woods jest the same as if he was a
Boin' to a ball. There was a looking-glass sot into the in-

side top of the trunk and he'd put the cover up and fix a
little cross-legged stool in front and then he'd open a case
with a gold top to it, and some gold bottles, and take
out his razors, and he'd shave his chin and slick his

mustache and whiskers with pomade and part his hair
in the middle and rub perfumery into it, and put on a
clean b'iled shirt and and a stand-up collar and wrist-

bands, and then he pulled on to his legs a pair of loni

leather cases with little buckles on the outside edge, ani

a purple necktie for his neck with a breastpin into it, and
a red velvet waistcoat with pearl buttons. And then his

coat! You ought to see that velvet coat. He had two of

'em with big metal buttons with dog's heads and deer's

horns, and guns and powder flasks stamped on to 'em,
and as many as forty pockets. There was so many of

them pockets he could never find nothing when' he
wanted it. It used to take him more than an hour to get
inside of all them clothes mornin's, and then he'd put
over his shoulders a powder horn on one side and a tele-

scope on the other; and he had the master great knife
that ever you see that he used to buckle around his waist.

The blade' was as much as 2l:t, long, and covered all over
with engravings, and the scabbard to it was all crusted
on with gold and sich like. He never drawed it but once,

for use, I'll tell ye how that was. Ye see he had a most
a beautiful shootin' iron, but Lord! he couldn't hit

nothin'. He used to say it was because the boat
wasn't steady. That umbrella of his'n would scare
any four-footed beast on airth, and when he did

fet a shot (and I rowed him on to as many as ever
see to one man) he took the buck aguey and shook

so as he couldn't draw a bead on one of 'em. One day I

see a young fahn that had strayed away from its dam and
I rowed him close up and he fired and wounded him some-
how so that he sot right down on his hindquarters.

^
'Now,' says I, 'Mr. Sulloways, there's a chance to blood

[ that there big knife o' yourn. Do put that poor little

j
critter out of his misery. It's too bad. I'll put ye ashore.'

I
'Dear me! What is to be done, Mr. Smith?' 'Catch him
by the ears,' says I, 'an cut his throat as quick as ye can.'

So he drawed out that there scy metar and stepped ashore
just like Columbus discovering Ameriky, and he went at

the critter to try to catch ahold of his ears, and the fahn
he kep' a dodging his head away, and there he stood in

front of the little beast with that big cleaver in his hands
till I couldn't help laughing. And when he'd got ahold
of his ears and was just histen up the battle axe, the little

critter opened his mouth and baad light out at him. 'Oh!
Mr. Smith. Did you ever hear such a piteous sound? I

can't do it, Mr. Smith.' 'Wal,' says I, 'Mr. Sillyways,

you and me'd better go home, your feelin's is too tender
to go a-huntin,'

"He was the moderatest softest-spoken man that ever
you encountered. Mild as a May mornin'. But he was
the master sot crittur that ever I took a-huntin'. Things
had to be jest so or he couldn't go nowberes ntr do noth-
in'. At last it got to be nip and tuck between me and
that there trunk. It was death or life. The fust crisis

come when we tried to run the rapids of the Raquette,
The canoe got away from us—wall, somehow—and the
last we see of it that ere canvas-roofed trunk was a-rush-

ing down among the rocks and whirlin' round and round
in the eddies like a caravan of raging tigers, Bimeby
we passed it stranded on a rock right in the middle of
the stream. Waal, we had to hev a reg'lar Boston town
meetin' about it, I argueyed that it warn't no use tryin'

to save it. But he took on so about it that next day I

waded out and brought the cargo ashore. We discussed
the question pretty well that time, but there was a divi-

sion of the house and the ayes had it.

"After that Mr. Sulloways and me was done. I was the
sickest of him I ever was of any man I ever took into the
woods. One day I see my chance. I showed him a deer
standin' in a medder. He was dressed out, Mr. Sulloways
was, in full tog that mornin'. He had his sword on and
the teleFcope on his side, and a fresh b'iled shirt and dia-

mond studs and the umbrella and everything. There
was a place where the water was all covered over with

this floating morss and grass and stuff and looked just like

land, so I rowed right up to it, 'Now,' says I, 'Mr. Sullo-

ways, is your chance. You can't hit nothin' from this

little shaky boat. I'll put ye on terry firmy.' He had
his eyes on the deer, and as soon as we touched the bog
he stepped right out. 'Look eout 1 Look out where you're
a goin' to!' I sung out. But it warn't no use and down
he went. There was a mountaineous splash and a scream,
More'n four acres of the stuff shook and swashed around,
and the black mud bubbled up out of the bole just like

ink. The deer, he Mowed his whistle and h'isted his flag

and departed. For as much as a minute there was an
awful silence, and I thought the mylennium had come,
and then I see his head all trailing with slush a comin'
up, I caught holt on to him by the collar and hauled him
into the boat. He was the blackest looking cuss that ever
you p'inted at, 'Oh! oh! Mr. Smith!' says he as soon as
he could catch his breath, 'this is tremendose, this is per-
fectly awful. I beg you to take me home at once.'

"'Wall, boys, thatwas the last of Mr. Sulloways' huntin'."
Poll knocked the ashes out of his pipe, pressed it down

with his finger and pulled at it until it smoked.
' 'Some nice men has been up here sence, that he knowed

and recommended, and I hear that he always gives me a
first-class certificate of character; so it's all right,"

"Do you suppose he'll ever come up here again?" in-
quired the Harvard student.
"Wall, no, boys, I guess Mr. Sulloways had about all he

could endewer." Zab. Boylston Ax)AM8.

THE SAC AND FOX OPENING.
SATURDAY, Sept. 19, at 3 P. M., I got my daily paper

saying that the Sac and Fox Reservation was to be
opened for settlement on the 22d at noon. It took me an
hour to fix my business so that I thought it was reason-
ably safe; and at midnight I went east on the train head-
ing for G uthrie in light marching order—two blankets, a
change of underclothing, an extra flannel shird and a
.45 Colts six-shooter. Changed cars at Newton, and at 2

A. M. Monday morning in a train of twenty passenger
cars rolled into Guthrie. The town was boiling full of
peeple, so Bruff (my comjpanion) and I hunted a bed and
finally had to pay 50 cents to sleep on a table in my
blankets.
We were up at 7 Monday morning, and I managed to

get a team at $7.50 a day. Bruff engaged a driver and
guide, who said he knew every foot of the surrounding
country for 100 miles, but got lost after we came to the
second fork out of Guthrie, I got a third man to go with
us and bear a third of the expense. Bought grub till

Bruff declared that he was not going to set up a erocery
store out there. The guide had a fry-pan and coffee-pot;

and away we went eastward at noon.
At 10 A, M, Tuesday we were on Deep Fork, a stream

dividing the Kickapoo Reserve from the Sac and Fox,
It was only four miles west of the Government town site

(Chandler). About 5,000 people in wagons, on horses and
afoot were assembled, strung along the creek for miles.
The creek was a deep ditch with a little water at the bot-
tom of it. One could cross anywhere on foot; and the
people cut down the bank and made half a dozen cross-

ings. Many more would have been made, but no one
dared cross and make the going out place, for to cross the
water made you into a "Sooner,'" or to be plain, you would
be in the Sac and Fox before it was thrown open by the
Government, and that debarred you from taking land or
lots.

I found the crowd of men that I had been hunting.
They had a good crossing made, and though there were
1,000 wagons ia line I was squeezed in as fourth from the
ford, much to the disgust of a pompous old land agent
with mutton chop whiskers and a high-priced and high-
colored whisky nose. The colonel swore and yowled, but
his team was shoved up and I was shoved in. At 11 a
land agent man blew a horn and lectured to about 1,000
about a town that he and his directors were going to
start on a certain school section. It was to enrich us all.

So we hollered hurrah! and all forgot him and his town,
I believe he got a negro and a prohibitionist to follow
—on the ground that colored and cranky people would
have a fair show.
At 11:50 A,M, 300 horsemenwereafcmy ford on the west

edge of the water. All the horses crazy. Men ditto. I

put my driver in the carriage and told him to drive
across and never mind me, for there was such an excite-
ment that I was afraid of a jam in thenarrow cut, I ex-
pected to see people killed right there, so I stood at the
ford by a jack oak, ready to climb if the crowd got too
thick.

At 13 "boom," went a distant cannon, a bugle sounded,
and as the cannon sounded "Meddler" Bill Tilghman's
sorrel race horse sunk his hindfeet in the bank and
landed at one grand spring SOft, into the promised land.
He was gone like a sorrel flash for a race for the banner
claim ; and the horsemen were across and gone too in
two seconds. Then came a noise of crashing trees, of
horses' hoofs, of guns going off, shouts. Then a roar, as
thousands of wagons commenced to cross. At our cross-
ing the first wagon (a road cart) got jammed ci-osawise

by the second going up the further b^nk, and it was liter-

ally pulled to fragments in two seconds. The driver
knotted up his traces, jumped on his horse and disap-
peared like a flash, without a word of protest. My car-
riage crossed, I ran through the water and piled in as it

ascended the bank, and off we went through the jack-
oaks. I grabbed the reins, and the first thing I saw was
niggers and white men on foot, men on horses, men on
mules, men in road carts, men in buggies, men in and on
everything, streaming east like maniacs, through the
woods, A white man and a nigger took the fii'st claim at
the crossing. They were disputing as I passed them
about who was there first, I know the white man was
there first, for I saw him drive his stake, but it's not my
funeral. His name is Henry Garris, Then I passed a
broken buggy, then four or five. Then a horse with a
broken or dislocated leg, saddle on, rider gone on to seek
his fortune, I drove slowly, four in a top carriage and a
camp outfit make a big load. Hundreds passed me, but
at 1 o'clock 1 was camped in a nice open oak grove
200yd8. south of the Government town site. It was a
tract of 320 acres, surrounded by soldiers and U, S.

marshals, and was being laid off into lots by a large force
of surveyors. Men were fitill running around like mad
cats hunting claims. As Bruff and I didn't want any we
got dinner and ate it.

I will now, that I have got my breath after the first
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iniD, describe the laud. It is a gfntlj rolling country,
well watered, 10 per cent, jack oak ridgts and sandy,
poor goil, 40 per cent, open, p-irk-like timber—big trees

10 to 30in. m diamtter, post uak, hickory, black walnut,
sycamore and many other ki.nd>: no pine or c^dar; trees

full of acorns and hickory nuts and black walnuts; grape
vines full of fruit: tangles of rasphorry vines; plum
thickets occasionally. Tben there is 50 per cent, of bot-

toms along the creeks, meadows with grass 4ft. high, and
good water any where, all over the town site included,
notwithstanding the newspaper lies. And now comes
the best—lots of whitetail deer, lots of turkeys in every
creek bottom, quail everywhere, squirrt l:i,ph, my ! Fish
plenty, suntish, bass and channel cat, in ail the creeks
that have deep h<iles. Yoti can catch them with any-
thing for bait. I fished with a piece of qaaii, squirrel and
beef liver, and they bit all che fame. Wedn-^sday after-

noon I borrowed a shotgun and killed twelve quail. I

could have killed many more, buc my cartridges gave out.

Thursday I bought hJf a deer for $1.25 -about 40 lbs.

Thursday afternoon I saw a man wiin a buggy! o-'td of
young turkeys, 75 cents; squirrels, 10 cents; teal ducks,
10 cents. They sold rf adily.
The hickory and black walnUt trees are loaded with

nuts. Woods are full of acorns and Indian hogs eating
them. The c mntry has a pleasant, homelike look. It

seems queer to eee no houses in it. I am told it is bad for

fever aud ague iii the summer. It ought to be, for such
a paradise ought to have some drawbacks to it, I saw an
Indian cornfi Id that v^^iil yield 60 bushels to the acre.

It bad not he.pn well tended.
The town site was to be opened Monday noon, Sept, 28,

and meantime about 5,000 of us camped around it, mostly
on the south sidw of it, tluee qaarters of us without tents;

and I had a real good time. Sunshine, nice grass under
trees to camp on, lots of dry dead wood 9.nd something
new to look at everywhere. I have lived in the West so
long that I knew a great aiany of the people and could
get a saddle horse whenever I wanted one, so I rode
around for miles away from camp. I took no lind. Am
going to wait f r the opening of the Cherokee Rtrip and
then try for a picce that I want. One can find a quarter
with less timber and more open farm land there,
Monday noon came at last and then we made another

rush for lots in Cha-jdier, With a roar like a mighty
tempest 5.000 people ran in on horseback and on foot to
grab for :i,400 lots: and, of course, some got left. I got
a lot, not one of the best, but gof)d enough for me; I am
a very ommon sort of man, I filed on it Wednesday.
The town has a good location, all reiiorts to the c mtrary
notwithsljanding, Water is good and plenty on the town
site. It is on a .slight elevation, but reasonably flat on
top, and is sure to be more healthy than if it were on a
level creek bottom. It is sure to be a good town and
may be more than that.

There was no one seriou ly injured in either of the two
rushes except one woman, Diiay , whose horse fell,

and she got run over accidentally—she is going to get
well I heard, I saw a few tist lights, but they resulted in
nothing more than a black eye. 'No murder, no stealing,
except a few horses. 1 think"that the order can be attri-

buted to the good sense and executive ability of Judge
Allison and his corps of twenty-three U. S. deputy
marshals. Allison had lo act as dictator for a few days;
and I can say, as an impartial observer, that he did as well
as a man could do. He gave a few snap judgment"

;
may

have hit it wrong in one or two instances, but he had a
lot to do and was kept v^ry busy. The G-jvernor (Mr.
Steele) and the other officials deserve great praise for the
smoothness with which this thing went off.

I left fnr Guthrie Thursd ly and came borne Saturday,
I saw many good business openings in Chandler, and they
are there yet, I am a Kansas man and would hate to
leave here and go even to the Garden of Eden, so I came
home to my big windy plains where we raise wheat and
county seat fights; and was as glad to get home as I had
been to go away. If you want further information in
regard to the Sdc and Fox I will give it, but you had
better go to Guthrie and go to Chandler and see for your-
selves. W, J. Dixon,
CiMARKOK, Kan,

HOW TO COLLECT BIRDS.
(GoncJuded from page $$8 )

HOW TO STUFF A BIRD SKIN,—There is far more art
in EtufiSag a bird t-kin properly than in getting the

skin off the bird, a skillful taxidermis being able to make
a go 3d specimen out of a skin which had been badly torn
or otherwise abuted, while an inexperienced operator will
naturally make a poor specimen out of one that has been
properly prep^sred for him. The most essential of all

things, in the way of material, is a good quality of raw
cotton, that with a long staple or fiber bt-ing necessary.
The orbits (holes fiom which the eyeballs were re-

moved) shoidd first be filled, a smoothly* rounded, elastic
wad being inserted in each, with the smoothest and
roundest side outward. This is best done while the skin
is reversed and the first thing after the preservative is

applied. A moderately compact, elastic roll of cotton,
free fi'om irr-: gu!aritie.s and about the thickness of the
natural neck, is then inserted through the neck and
pushed forward until the end of it can be grasped by the
fingers or a pair of forceps within the mouth, where it

should be firmly held until the forceps are withdrawn,
when the anterior end within the mouth should be care-
fully pushed back so that when the bill is closed no part
of it is exposed. ^ While a pair of long forceps is usually
used for inserting the cotton through the neck, a far
handier toolfor the purpose is an ordinary knitting needle,
around which the cotton may be deftly twisted and
shaped, while the smooth needle can be much more easily
withdi-awn than can a pair i f forceps. This same needle
may also be used for shaping the eyelids, by pushing from
the'inside the wad of cotton which fills the orbit, and is

convenient for other purposes.
The next step is to t;ike a wad of cotton and manipu-

late it into an oval, loose or fluffy ball, as near as pos-
sible the size and shape of the origin ai body. Insert one
end of this into the opi-ning of the skin beneath the end
of the neck roll, which snould be caa-efuUy raised and
held whUe the body stuffing is worked beneath it; then
taking hold of the edge of the incision, first on one side

and then on the other, push the cotton into place, or else
by holding the cotton g:ently pull the skin over it. A
single btiich about the middle of the incision is sufficient
to close the opening, but even this is not necessary.
Should the bird be of medium or large size, the leg

bones should be wrapped with cotton (or whatever mate-
rial has been used for stuffing), so as to give the thigh its

proper shape.
All birds with long necks or fpuder skins should be.

stiffened by wrapping the neck stuffing as well as that of
the body around a wire or stick. If a wire, it should be
sharpened at both ends, the anterior end being forced
through the anterior portion of the head and the opposite
end through the root of the tail. If a stick is us^-d, the
anterior end may be blunt and fitted into the cavity of
the skull, or it may be sharpened and forced into the
bones of the palate or anterior portion of the head. All
water birds (especially ducks and small waders), as well
as doves, trogons, (JapHmulgidm, and other tender
skinned birds should be thus strengthened.
Now comes one of the most important, and in some

respects the most difficult, parts of the whole operation

—

the shaping or "making up" of the eptcimen. No matter
how faultlessly the bird has been skmned, or even stuffed,
if badly "made up" it will be a bad specimen, while on
the other hand many defects of either skinning or stuff-
ing may be hidden by careful manipulation at this im-
portant stage of the process. To do this properly proceed
as follows:
Take a thin sheet of long-stapled raw cotton (the thinner

the better, if it only holds together and will stand the least
strain) of sufficient size to entirely inclose the bird when
wrapped around it. Lay this on the table in front of you,
with the fibers running toward and from you; lay the
bird carefully on this, on its back, with head to your left.'^

Fluff up the long, loose feathers on each side until the
thumb and forefinger can be placed beneath them and
then gently press the aides beneath the wings together,
just as you would squeeze a wounded bird to kill it, only
the pressure need not be so strong. Then bring the wings
up against the tides in a natural position, allowing the
feathers of the sides to fall or lay over them, and adjust
the wing-tips beneath the b.ise of the tail. Liy the feet
in a natural position, spread the tail as much as may be
desired, and touch up the plumage wherever there is'any
disarrangement of the feathers. W hen the specimen has
been thus properly i leaped and smoothed take up one
ed^e of the cotton and lift or wrap gently over that side
of the bird and hold until the opposite edge is brought up
and lapped over it, drawing less where the circumference
is greater and more where it is smaller ^—the main object
being to have the cotton envelope fit as exactly as possible
the contour previously given to the specimen. Care should
be taken to see that the feathers of the abdomen overlap
and cover the incision and that tlify are held thus by the
cotton envelope. The cotton about the head may be
twisted around the point of the bill, so as to keep it closed,
but it is better to first close the bill by passing a slender
needle and thread through the nostrils and tying beneath
the lower mandible.* This had beat be done immediately
after the neck filling has been inserted.

Different collpctors, however, have almost as many
methods of wrapping skins. One of the best, and perhaps
easier to follow, as well as more satisfactory in its results,
is the following, practiced by Mr, C. W. Eichmond, of
Washington, whose specimens are particularly admired
for their fine shape and smoothness.
After the incision on the abdomen has been stitched

together,^ the feathers arranged and the legs crossed, the
skin is ready to be wrapped. For wrapping, physicia,ns'
absorbent cotton is the best. Take a strip of this about
three times as wide as the diameter of the bird's body,
and, finally arranging and smoothing the feathers on the
under parts, lay the sheet of cotton over the bird, which
should be held, on its back, in one hand, between the
thumb and forefinger to prevent the wings getting out of
place. One end of the cotton should be brought over the
head, and the biid then placed on the table or skinning
hoard, belly downward, resting on the cotton. Any ex-
cess of that portion of the cotton which has been brought
over the head may be removed, the plumage of the back
arranged, and the corners of the cotton sheet brought up
over each wing, taking care that they bind somewhat
firmly at the shoulders, so that the wings will be kept in
the proper position after the opposite edges of the cotton
have been lapped and blended together. The two poste-
rior corners of the cotton sheet should then be brought
together over the rump, to hold the tips of the wings in
place. Care should be taken to have the sheet of cotton
of uniform thickness, otherwise the skin wiU present,
after drying, irregularities of contour, corresponding to
the varying thickness of dift'erent parts of the wrapping.
It is very important to avoid drawing the cotton too \ight
and thus squeezing the skin too much, a very common
and very serious fault with many collectors, an under-
sized skin being far more objectionable than one which is

overstuffed, for the reason tliat the defect is practically
irremediable.
After the bird has been wrapped the wings may be

properly adjusted, care being taken to have the tips even
with one another and not crossed or overlapped. In fact,
at this stage the skin may be so manipulated that any
desired degree of smoothness and regularity of shape may
be given it, practice being of course required before the
beginner can become really proficient. The finishing
touches should then be given, and the skin laid aside to
dry, the last thing being to see that the feet and tail are
properly adjusted.
The proper wrapping of a specimen, as described above,

simple as it may seem, is one of the most difficult of all

things connected with the preparation of a bird skin, and
requires some patience as well as considerable practice.
Some experienced coUectora and taxidermists, though

2 Many taxldermistfi, instead of passing the cotton along the
tbroat to tile mouih, push tbe end of icinio the cavity of the skull,
and fill the throat with bits of loose cotton passed through ttie
mouih. This Is a very good method, eapeciaily if the head is bent
so toat its axis epnst'S at moie or If^ss of an angle wilb that of the
body, spfccinn'n^ thn? prepared being f.ir easier to mount than
those wnich have been made with the axis of the head condnuons
with ttiat of the body,

8 If iVe operator is left-handed the position should of course be
reversed.

^ Tniek, short bills (such as t^ose of grosbealc;) cannot thus be
kept closerl, but th's may be Hone by stioliing a pin (not too largt

)

thi'onch the extreme anterior angle of the chm Into the under
surface of the upper mandible.

* As mentioned before, it is not absolutely necessary to aew the
edges of the Incision tosether n fact, many good collectors dis-
pense -with this entirely.

able to make first class sppcimens in their own way,
never become expert in it, and consequently do not adopt
this method. If the beginner can Jearn. however, to
make up his skins in this way he should do so, sir ce
there can be no question as to its advantagea, the most
important of which are that specimens dry much quicker
than when put away in a piper cylinder, hola their
shape better, and when dried are all ready for packing.
The only serious deftct in the danger of wrapping the
skin too tightly, thus making it "unaersized." allud'ecl to
above as a very common fault with those who have
adopted this method. Tni'i may be avoided by firtt tak-
ing the circumference of the bird before it is skinned by
means of a paper band or hoop just wide enough to hold
the wings up against the sides (as recommended pre-
viously), and then putting this hoop around thestuffedbird
before tne cotton is wrapped around it.

Very large birds should never b" stuffed to their full
size, which would invulve unnecessary waste of space—

a

very serious thing when traveling. -Just enough cotton,
tow or exui^lsior, or whatever is used for stuffing to keep
the opposite sides of the skin ]rum coming in contact
with each other is sufficient, the reck, however, and
the thighs being stuffed to nearly, if not quite, the natural
size.

Large birds with very long necks or legs should also
have these members folded or doubled over to economize
space in i^acking.

If the tail has peculiar markings which cannot be sat-
isfactorily seen unless it is spread, they can be easily dis-
played by the follow ing very simple process: The ba-e
of the tail having b -en properly cleaned by cutting ont
the wedge-shaped p:ece which proj cts into the ndt'd e
portion, removing the oil-gland, etc. (as described ue-
fore), pass a needle and thread fr im one side of the
base to the other, across the intervenins: angle, and then
tie the thread after id has been drawn tufficiently tight

—

the tighter it is drawn of course the more the feathers
will be spread apart at the end.
The primaries can be spread for a similar purpose by

passing a sufficiently small sharpened wire through their
stems, near ttie bise, and separating the individual quills
to the desired distance from one another.
Birds with crests should have the head turned so that

while the bird lies upon its back one side of the head lies
upward, the feathers of the crest being erected and kept
in that position untit tne skin is dry.
Determining the sex of specimens.—The sex of a speci-

men should never be guesstd from the charao'er of the
plumage, as is unfortunately very often dine, but always
by dibsectiun. Sometimes the generative organs have
been so injured by shot that this is impossible. Should
this be the case, the sex mark*^ should be wholly ignored
or else queried, as circumstances most justify. If the
organs hcive not been injured, the sex ot the specimen
may be a^certainedaftertikinning by making an incision
in the side near the vertebise and expo&ing the inside sur-
face of the "small of the back," Toe generative organs
will be found tightly bound to this region (nearly opposite
to the last rib.-) and separating it from the intebtines.
The testicles of the male wdl be observed as two sphe-
roidal or ellipsoidal whitish bodies, varying with the
season and species from the size of a pin's head to that
of a hazelnut. The ovaries of the female, consisting of
a flattened mass of spheres, variable in gize with the
season, will be found m the same region.
A good magnifying glass is of great assistance in deter-

mining the sex of small birds, particularly the young, in
which the organs are but sliguily developed.
Labeling specimens—Yhn labeling of a specimen is a

very important matter; in fact the label is part of the
specimen, whose value is in direct ratio to the concise-
ness of the data inscribed on its label.

While tags have been recommended for temporary use,
a permanent label, attached to the specimen as soon as it
is prepared, is far better, and should, if practicable, be
used in preference. Tie your labels on securely, and do
not tie with e string longer than is necessary. "^Essential
data are precise lucality, date, sex, and name of the col-
lector, but other items of information may be added if
the collector sees fit.

To tie the label to both legs (where they cross one
another), is possibly an advantage as making it less easy
to tear the label off; but this doubtful advantage is much
more than counterbalanct d by several disanvanlages,
which are unpleasantly realiz-'d when a meai-urement of
the tarsus has to be madeor when one is describing or mak-
ing a drawing of the specimen. It is r* commended, there-
fore, that th^ label be always titd to one leg only, prefer-
ably the right.

Dicing shins.—Skins should be dried before they are
paclied tor snipment, otherwise they may mold. Tnis
may be done by exposing to the sua for a short time (a
longer time is of course required for larger specimens), or
keeping in a warm dry room for the neces,-hry length of
time. They should not be dried too quickly, however, as
this will cause them to become brittle, and, above all,

never attempt to d'y them by baking.
Pi'otection against imects.—N o matterhow well poisoned

with arsenic, stsins are ape to be attacked by insects, which
destroy or disfigure parts not protected by the poison, as
the bdl, feet, shaft-s of the quill and tail-feather.';, etc. In
order to prevent this, tlip parts liable to such injury should
be painted with an alcoholic solution of oil of bitter
almonds, oil of red cedar, or some equally pungent sub-
stance, and the box in which the spei imens are packed
should be tight as possible, and tobacco leaves, naphtha-
line, or camphor placed in with the sppoimens. An
alcoholic solution of coTOaive sublima'e is very effective,
but is also dangerous to the health, and its use is not to be
recommended unless other equally efficacious sub.stances
cmnot be obtained. An exceilpnt way to protect speci-
mens from destructive insects ia to wrap each one 'in a
piece of paper and gum together all the openings so that
insects cannot enter—a drop of oil of red cedar or oil of
bitter almonds, a few crystals of naphthaline, or some-
thing of the kind being inclosed with the skin,

PACKING SPECIMENS FOE SHIPMENT,

If specimens are not properly packed they cmnot be
expected to reach their destination in goud conditiem, hut
it IS very easy f o pick them in the right way if the follow-
ing ru'es are observed:

(1) Never pack bird skins in the same box with geological
epecimenp, stone implements, deer heada, or other hard or
heavy objects.

* The signs uwd to denote tbe sex are $ for male, ¥ for female
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(2) Place the largest birds at the bottom of the box, the
smallesfc on top,

(3) Fill spaces between the epecimens with "excelsior"
packing or some other dry elastic vegetable substance
(not cotton, which is too ligb t, except for small birds alone).

(4) Pack the box quite full.

(5) Line the box, if practicable, witlk thiqk paper before
the birds are put in.

RECORDS.
The field notes of a collector may be nearly as valuable

as bis specimens. They should include observations on the
habits, notes, etc, of the various speci'^s met with, the
Mnds of looHlities they frFquent, their food, and all matters
which concern their life history. These notes may be
written either in a book or on separate scraps of paper
(preferably the former), but should never be written on
both sides of the paper, unless the supply runs short, in
vpliich case it will be necessary to have one page of each
leaf copied before the notes can be properly utilized.
In addition to these field notes, the collector should

catalogue his specimens as they are obtained, beginning
vdth No. 1, and he should have'a single set of numbers.
The catalogue number of each specimen should be given
both in this catalogue and on the label of the specimen it-

self, and the full data also duplicated in the same manner.

SOME NEW VARIETIES OF BIRD SONG.
LAST summer (1890) vras, to me, especially rich in spar-

row song; but one of them is in the foreground of my
memory, and will always remain there, it was po unique,
so sweet in tone and so remarkably distinct in enunci-
ation—and the words were these, teet, teet, ie-dee-de,
sweet. Not much of a song, you will say; and it was not
as elaborate as other sparrow songs; but there was some-
thing inexpressibly winning in the tone, the distinctness
of utterance and the individuality of this bird's song.
I felt as though the bird was a particular friend; I felt as
though it was directing its song to me porfonaliy.
The first time that I heai-d it, on the 6th of April, I was

awakened by it in the morning, and was struck by the
singularity and power of the notes, the middle part of
the strain was so different from that of other song spar-
rows. Usually one cannot distinguish notes in that part;
it is simply a rapid trill. In this it seemed to me that the
word sineet was uttered as distinctly as a human being
could do it. I heard these strains frequently during the
day

—

teet, teet, te-dee de, sweet; sometimes after a pause,
a second sweet, lower, like an echo. As it went further
off, I heard repeatedly te dee-de, sweet; and sometimes I
heard, by the same voice, a low, sweet call, twee, tivee,

sweet, with rising notes. At night I thought I might
never hear it again—it might be a passing thing; but the
next day I heard it again and again.

I wanted to see the sweet singer to see if it looked dif-
ferent from other song sparrows; and after some days,
while I was at work in my flower garden, he alighted on
a trellis near me and sang before me. It was an ordinary
looking song sparrow. Two or three times after this i
witnessed his singing. I continued to hear it every day
for three months.
One day I found a dead sparrow near the house, and

feared it was Te-dee-de-sweet, as I called him; but soon
after was gladdened by the sound of his voice. Many a
time when I heard him I involuntarily exclaimed, "You
little darling!" I loved that bird as though it were a pet
cage bird, and enjoyed his song in his natural environ-
ment far more than I could if it were encompassed by
four walls.
One day I sjsent several hours at the pine ridge, half

a mile from home, and while there was surprised to hear
Te-dee-de-sweet. As the summer advanced, he omitted
the first two words. Early in July I left home to visit
the birds among the bills of New Hampshire. As I sat on
my trunk at the door, just before starting, Te dee-de-
sweet sat on the fence before me and sang: and a few
'hours after my return, a month later, he welcomed me
back with the same old song; a,nd right glad I was to find
that he was still here. Daring August we had continuous
hot weather, and I did not hear him. I presume he went
northward. On Sept. 24 I beard him once again; but he
only said sweet, siveet.

On July 1, a few days before I went away four young
song sparrows appeared in the east garden, and I have no
doubt it was the family of Te-dee-de-sweet, for I had
often heard him singing in that direction, and I had
known that there was a nest in the buckthorn hedge
near by. The mother bird had anxiously objected to my
trimming the hedge. The young birds came to the edge
of the garden within a feV,^ feet of the open window
where I was sitting. Young sparrows are prettier than
the older ones, for though the color and markings are the
same, they are mxich fresher looking, the dark is darker,
and the light is lighter, the eyes are bright and the ex-
pression youthful. They are not sun-faded and care-
worn. When I returned, a month later, I saw them in
the same place, as fresh- looking as ever. As I sat at the
window they appeared on the scene, noiselessly coming
out from under the current bushes. They always kept
near each other, and seemed fearless, not looking about
constantly as older birds do, and when the wind rattled
my paper in the window they were not frightened away.
They were almost as playful as kittens, and would, I

presume, have been fully so if they had been physically
capable of it. They picked up pieces of dry grass, aup
threw them about, then suddenly whirled around anp
around, cuddled and fluttered in the dry earth, scatter-
ing it over each other's heads, and hopping up frequently
climbed the sticks of the peavines and jumped down,
then went to picking insects from under them. "When I
saw them the month before I noticed that they had not
the dark spot on the breast. They now had the two
smaller spots on the throat, but not the one on the breast.
One of them sang tit, tit, ta-ree in a weak unmelodious
tone. A few days later I saw them on the other side of
the hoti^e under the grapevines taking shelter from the
rain. One of them came up on to the plank walk near
the house and looked up at the window, A slight brown
spot then appeared on the breast.
Another new sparrow song that I frequently heard was

tee teedle, tee-dee. This was very sweet, but not as pow-
erful and attractive as the other. I once met the bird
near the river hedge. It hopped about near me; some-
times looking at me, at I stood still until it flew away,
I liked to believe that this was the mate of Te-dee-de-
sweet, as it seemed a fitting one.
One moonlight night, happening to be passing an open

window at 2:30 A. M. I heard Tee-toedle-tee-de singing
i
on the hillside, across the river. Then a catbird, at my
wharf, sang the most beautiful song that I ever heard
from one of its kind, and some of its notes were in imita-
tion of this sparrow. I did not hear this singer after my
return. Three times during the first week in October, I

saw and heard a song sparrow uttering a long-continued
warble like a canary or purple finch. At first I could
scarcely believe my eyes and ears: it seemtdas though it

must be a canary.
Some say that the song sparrow has seven different

songs, but I have heard more than tbat from it. On
several successive May mornings, I was awakened by an
oriole in the branches" of the apple tree close to my cham-
ber window, meditatively uttering his interrupted notes,
while diligently searching the blossoms for his breakfast
of "species," old or new, ic matters not to him, the practi-
cal entomologist. I could see him for some time as I lay
in bed, and every time that he disappeared from view he
said distinctly. Good vtoming.
As I was passing a great buttonwood tree one day I

heard a beautiful and unusual song issuing from among
its branches, the voice similar to that of a robin but not
as loud. I thought it might be a variation of a robin or
a red thrush, until finally Lord Baltimore showed his
colors. It was the only real song that I ever heard from
the Icterus haltimore, though I have heard rich and
beautiful notes among the varied vocalisra of its kind.

I was ones listening to the clear, strong warbling call
of a rosy finch, when I heard an oriole near by imitating
it precisely. The rosy finch straightens itself up when
warbling, but I could not see whether the oriole imitated
it in this respect. The catbird has a "mounting song,"
as well as the mockingbird. I have seen it mounting
from branch to branch, between its strains, until it

reached nearly the top of the tree. Its song was then
unusually harmonious.

The note of the blxiebird is teticler and sweet.
As he fliiis through the apple tree branches above.

Right early in springtime, your ears It wili greet.

Yet he warbles no song bat the call to his love.

This is the rule, but last spring there was one excep-
tion; while in the orchard I heard a bluebird caroling so
rapidly and continuously that for a moment I thought it

a purple finch.

Probably most of the song sparrows do come to us in
Massachusetts about April first, as reported: but I have
seen and heard them on my grounds in the first week in
February, The voice was harsh and feeble in the first

attempt at singing, but two or three days after it was
not so; and on Feb. 27, when there^v/as a perfect concert
of bird voices in the river hedge, i heard the full, con-
tinued and gleeful warbling of a song sparrow.
Burroughs says that the meadow lark often passes the

winter as far north as Pennsylvania, but I hear them in
Massachusetts in mid-winter and at all times in the
year.
Their usual plaintive strain is see-ee meee when hidden

in the meadow grass, or can't see mee when perched on
the ridgepole of the barn, but one cold morning, after
the promise of warm weather, I heard one saying in a
disappointed tone, too cold for me ee. 1 saw one the
other day standing on my orchard fence stretching its

long legs, flapping its wings and saying don't you see
7nee? Another in the field answered see9 o?a ("yea" in
trench, pronounced we).
One warm, still morning in the middle of l^^ai'ch, I sat

at an open window listening to the bird voices in the
river hedge. Woodpeckers were hopping in the road,
redwings were walking about near them reiterating
oTcalee, English sparrows were calling like distressed
chickens, and song sparrows, hunting on the snow in the
garden, looked up at the sky and sang; and a full con-
cert was going on in the hedge. Then there was a pause,
and I heard a new voice, which at first I thought was a
robin, but was soon aware that it was not such a strong,
clarion voice. It was clear, flute-like, easy and beauti-
ful; then the notes changed and fell on the air in slow,
measured cadences—solemn, sweet, exalted. It was the
most moving strain of bird music that I ever heard, yet
not plaintive. It reminded me of Burroughs's impre^6ion
of the fox sparrow's song, which he expresses so beauti-
fully- He says, "I have heard the fox sparrow in April,
when his song haunted my heart like some bright, sad,
delicious memory of youth—the richest and most moving
of all sparrow songs."

I thought my bird must be a thrush of some kind, but
did not think the brown thrasher, or red thru-h, could
put so much soul into a song, though he is a brilliant ex-
ecutor; but soon after I heard unmistakable thrasher
strains and concluded that it must be the same bird,
though he must have been in a more gentle and sublime
mood than the thrasher usually is. His strain was like
this, in words, tu-lee, tu-tU-lee.

During two or three days last April I sometimes heard
a robin, as I thought, in a neighboring field singing in
such an unusual manner that I, at first, thought it a red
thrush; it said tudle ee, tudle-ee, with rising inflection
like a question. I called it a robin, as it sounded much
like one, but with a difference. The tone was similar,
though more mellotv, the manner was more leisurely and
the words different. I thought it a robin, but if any
other reporter of birds should tell me it was a grosbeak
I am open to conviction, as I did not see the bird, and I

had seen a rosy glow on a bird of that size, which flew
over the river the day before; but that was the only
time that I have ever seen anything that I could suspect
was a grosbeak. Zangille says it is local, fond of swampy
woods,
March 17, Te-dee-de-sweet has returned—one

blustering March morning lawoke hearing a sparrow
voice, yet not distinctly. I thought to myself, wouldn't it be
singular if Te dee-de-sweet should be here again next sum-
mer—the next moment I heai-d distinctly, Ze-dee-c7e, sweet.
May 2Jf.—I hear the full song daily

—

teet, teet, te-dee-de,

sweet. The distinctness with which that bird pronounces
the word sweet is remarkable, so also is the power and
sweetness of its voice.
Aug. 17.—Te-dee-de-sweet is still here; I see him fre-

quently, but have not heard him sing for a week or two.
I know him when I see him because he has lost his tail

feathers, and I saw him singing after he lost them.
Tee-teedle-tee-de has been here all summer. When he

returned in the spring I noticed that his voice was sweeter
and richer than it was last summer. There is a beautiful
turn or roll in the third syllable of the song whichreminds

me of the hermit thrush. The oriole who imitated the
rosy finch was here again this stmimer. He evidently
admired the song of his rosy neighbor, learned the part
well, and remembered it. Julia M. Hooper.
Massachusetts.

A Nesting Woodcock,—Mr, Chas. Hallock sends ua
this interesting note, extracted from a letter from a Min-
neapolis correspondent: "I found a woodcock on her
nest there last summer in some hazel brush at the edge
of a swamp, I frightened her off her nest by nearly
stepping on her, and thus discovered her home'. After
that I visited her frequently, but never could locate her
exactly without a great deal of looking. I have stood
within three feet of her, and although I knew within an
inch of where she was, she had gathered leaves and grass
about her so similar in color to herself that it always
took time to get just her lines. I could have done this
more easily, but she would always hide her eye behind
the stem of a bush, so that I could not see its glitter. One
time I actually put my hand on her and stroked her, and
then withdrew without her leaving her nest. Think of
it, and a woodcock, too!—H. E. P."

American Ornithologists' Union.—The ninth con-
gress of the Amei-ican Ornithologists' Union will convene
in New York city, on Tuesday, Nov. 17, 1891, at 11 o'clock
A, M. The meetings will be held at the American Mti-
seum of Natural History, Central Park (Seventy-seventh
street and Eighth avenue). The presentation of ornitho-
logical papers will form a prominent feature of the meet-
ings, and members are earnestly requested to contribute,
and to notify the secretary in advance as to the titles of
their communications, so that a programme for each day
may be prepared.—John H. Sage, Sec'y (Portland, Conn.,
Oct. 6).

Recent Arrivals at the Philadblphia Zooloqioal Gaii-
i)EN.—Ptirchasfcd-1 Chfioma baboon (Cynoccphalns vorcarim), 15
UU^t-n-, mom^^(^\^~ (Mf-tr/un^ nijthxju-) 1 i^ac r, ti monkev iSimno-
pitliecuH cntoMus), -J wtnie-throaiod cobus {Oelms hypoleiicuH), 1
blown (t-bns {Cfliu^ IntitrUu.^) f ipiomvs (((tinnmys pilo7 irlcn), I
bliick-+aile(] tiee pon iipuie ^^^}J)^lh^ i ;)« 7(U(?/n«<). 1 A/ara's opo'.-
bvlvb {Didelpfnis azarce),! roe Oeer (Capreolus mpraea). 4 golden
pheassincs {Tiiaitmalea picta), S Ri-pv-e's pheaf^anis (PhnsUimix
recvm), 3 vine; nffked pheasanrs (Phasiamis tdrqxMtns). 2 Ara-
Iw.TH'''^ vhe.asAJits {Thmim<ilm amherfitue), 1 Ivrinynr'n piTrakeer
(Plat ijverciia 'pennailit), ! n>sp Mil parrsikeet (Platycereus fxlinim),
i i.i-.ii'i puia'-efr'. (P^ittarnta piu-iuiva) 1 M k i - Ihoa <_'i

rrouiitril (Icterus uvlaris), t Cuban igUHTias (Cydum mihila) 1 pntt
anQ.-r {V}pera arietnns) 3 tree boas (XwlioHima hortiihina)- \ 'Tt-e
boa (X/;j?i'jso(/irt spj, 3 fer ae lar^cp {Buthrops lanceolntii!'.) ] deadly
snake l Hut/tro7JS atrax) 1 stiake {Buthrops sp ). 1 ^ moo- h-tniL-d
tree snake (Leptoplvis Itoc^rcm). t rat snakes (Spiloti's corais'.l
cariDEiea tree vniife^, (HcriModryas carinatm', 1 tt'irk-neck^d treo
boa (Epicrotcsce?)c7tru(), I du~kv rat sn 'ke (Spilotes pullntii.i) I
cnpperhpad snake {Anci..-itradon contorinx), 1 ! <iig.i unake (spilotes
erehennus). 1 SackenV garter sniike (Eutcenia saclcmi), 1 hUok
hog-nosKi snske (Beterodon platyi-liivitx atmodes), ] \mp. snake
(Pituophts rnelarinh'ucusi. 5 common bog-nosnrt snakes (Ui'LTodmi
pkiturlnnus), -4 sl isa mnkc' {Ophumturus vcntr-cdie), 5 coachwhip
snakes {Bascamum flageJlitorine) snd 4 common biark snakes
{Baseamum constrictor). PreseriTed—1 bj'own cehus (C*hs fntvrl-
luH). 1 hlank snake (Pithecui satanm), \ grav squirrel (Scfurm caro-
hnensis).l gveRt-horned owl (Bubo virmmanm), 1 srreeco owi
(icoiJi.- asio). 2 goldec-^rowned Conines lOonurm nnrcu.'-). 1 mifUi
heron {ISycttcorax grii^em ncevtntt). 1 nuK^kmebu'd CAtfdws pniynlot-
tus). 1 f;lMv->lead^rt love bu'd (A{;aporms cana) 2 ailisiacias (Adiqa-
Uirmmimpfikm"'\ X Agassi z'a lortmse (Xerohatcs ngn-Wzih 1 Jaad
tonoiH'

' 1 dinnaoud-btjfkf'd i>-r' apni I Malmoelcm-
mys paiii -

: :
,

.i wr-d ifrrapm (Ohdopvt^ iv^^cidptufi). 1 horned
iiZjitd I i 1 niitn), 1 ETi^ei. ii/nd uinnU^ piuuipaUs)
Hiid 1 tii'iii;i;i]( I I (Moiopoma alledhcnimmx) Born—1 axis riter
(Ce)Tiis (J'.ci.s). 1 Vjri;iiii>! i><\t r {Canacu3 vnyLnianus) und 20 water
snakes Uropidonolm mpcdon).
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Antelope and Deer of America. By J. D. Caton.
Price $2.50. 'Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with the
Rifie. By W. O. Bliss. Price 50 cents. Rifle, Rod and
Gun in California. By T. Van Dyke. Price Sl.50.
Shore Birds. Price 15 cents. Woodcraft. By "A^ess-
mule." Price $1. Trajector-ies of Hunting Rifles. Price
60 cents. Wild Fowl Shooting; see advertisement.

The fttll texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the BooTi of the
Game Laws.

A SORA HUNT ON THE JAMES RIVER.

HOW shall I tell about it? What shall I say to my
brother sportsmen and to the readers of the Forest

AND Stream? How can I tell them of the fun we had,
and of the sport we had down on theJames River for ten
days in September?
Our party consisted of three—G., M, and Bob. Then,

of course, we were taken care of by our genial friend
Capt. Prcctor, of City Point (long may he live, for there
never was a keener sprrteman, a warmer friend or a more
hospit»ble man than Capt. J. D. Proctor).
Having ahipj^ed our shells by express and our other

ammunition, we found ourselves on the morning of Sept.
16, bright and early, fresh and eager, on board the steamer
Ariel, at Richmond, Va., bound for City Point, on the
James River, the far-famed river of Dutch Gap, Malvern
Hill and Drury's Bluff, all familiar to our memories and
associated with war times. Arrived at City Point about
10 A. M., we found our hospitable host waiting for us on
the dock.
Hot! Oh, my! but it was and no mistake. We were

expecting an equinoctial storm in a day or two to cool
the air, but nary a storm, and for seven eventful days
the sun poured its rays upon land and water and baked
and boiled. But we were not to be deterred by Old Sol's
rays, and as Capt. Proctor was ready for us with three
boats and three pushers, in about two hours' time we
started forth to inspect the marshirs. Those in the vicin-
ity of City Point are located on both sides of the Appo-
matox River, commencing about a mile above its mouth,
also just above Bermuda Hundred, at which place there
is a very fine marsh.
In about an hour's time we found ourselves in the

grass and the pushers shoving us through at a fair speed.
We had not preceded far, when the birds began to ap-
pear. My man John was an adejib, and knew his busi-

ness thoroughly. Not only is it necee^iary for a pusher
to know the best places in which to find birds, but he
must be skillful in marking them down or a great many
birds are sure to be lost in the grass.

All of our men were proficient at this, and we ecaroely
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lost a bird. Well, here we go! I have impi-ovisecl a peat
out of a cracker box, which I find very comfortable.
Push, push, push, and we move along.' Suddenly the
pusher cries, "There goes one!" and ttp goes the gun and
down goes the bird; "there goes another!" and down he
goes; ''there go two more!" Missed them clean. Then
we stop and gather in the dead birds.

In the meantime Captain Proctor's gun is banging
away at a lively rate about half a mile away, and the
other two guns bang away too. It is fun and no mis-
take, especially when the tide is high and birds are plen-
tiful.

The rail bird (or sora) is a queer little creature, and all
sorts of stories are told about him. It is said that it is

not known where he nests or where he comes from. In
fact the superstitious negroes insist that they are noth-
ing more than frogs, and point to the fact that before
the birds arrive the marshes are alive with frogs, which
disappear as soon as the sora arrives. We scarely saw a
frog in the whole seven days' shooting; and we certainly
succeeded in clearing out the sora, and there did not
seem to be any new arrivals from day to day. Captain
Proctor disputes this belief, and says that as soon as they
get a good storm there will be new arrivals.
Well, after having our lunchon, we pushed on up the

marsh, till the receding waters warned us it was time to
' 'get out," and turned our faces homeward. Upon count-

a bushel or so in case he needed them to keep ahead of us.
He seemed to have a favorite place to find the birds, and
that was in the woods on the edge of the swamp. We
would see him, way off in the distance, standing up in his
boat, with a great cloud of smoke in the air, banging
away into the bushes, and we found sometimes that he
would bag 15 or 20 birds right out of the bushes in the
woods. As near as we coufd find out, when the shooting
be^an the birds began to fly to the woods, and, of course,
being rather green hands at sora shooting, it did not
occur to us to look for them anywhere excepting on the
marshes.
We shot over the Bermuda Marsh three different tides,

and at the end of our seven days' hunt found we had
bagged a little under 1.200 birds. This is not considered
extra sport down in that section.
There is a marsh located about two miles from the

mouth of the Appomatox Eiver which cannot be shot
over excepting on an equinoctial tide. It is covered with
quite a growth of an aquatic plant which bears a yellow
flower. It is not a grass, but a regular flowering plant,
and at ordinary tides stands too high above the water to
push a boat ovtr it. The sora bird lives under this thick
growth, and only the highest tides suffice to drive them
out of it. We succeeded in having our pushers get us a
short distance into this marsh, but no birds were to be
seen or flushed. The pusher would take his pushing pole

doubled up with rheumatism, who walks or crawls about
with the assistance of two canes, and is known as Uncle
Joe. One day the old fellow was sloAvly making his way
through the village street, when along came a white
man, a very well-known character in that tewn, "half-
seas over." He was pretty nearly "as full as a goat," and
he happened to have his rifle with him, and a crack shot
he is, whether drunk or sober. As soon as he saw Uncle
Joe seated on the stump he siing out, "I say. Uncle Joe,
let me put a potato on top of your head and shoot it off.

I will give you 50 cents if I bust the potato or a dollar if

I kill ye."
The old negro looked up and replied, "Do you say, boss,

you will give me 50 cents if you bust the potato or a dol-
lar if yer kill me?"

"Yes," was the reply.
"Well, den, go ahead, boss," said the old man.
The potato was placed on the top of the old negro's

head, and the white man staggered off about thirty paces
and drew a bead. The smoke and fire shot from the rifle

and the potato spun high in the air.

"Well, I'll be shoved!" said Jim, "I did do it, or I'm a
sojer!"

He staggered up to Uncle Joe, fumbled around in two
or three of his pockets, fished out a half dollar and handed
it to him.
The old man seemed very much surprised. It was a
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ing up, we found we had bagged altogether 208 birds.
The next day we tried it again, but were not so success-

ful, until we struck a new piece of the marsh and there
the birds seemed unusually plentiful. In fact, we shot
until our guns were too hot to handle, and when we came
home we had about 260 head to the four guns. The next
<lay we concluded it would be a good thing to try the
Bermuda marsh, if the tide was high enough to permit us
to push over to the marsh. G. and M. tried their luck.
Capt. Proctor and Bob said it was too hot and they were
too lazy, so they stayed at home.
In the evening, upon the return of G. and M., they re-

Eorted the birds plentiful and had each bagged about 50
ead.
As the tide served at 5 o'clock the next morning, Capt.

Proctor routed us out of bed at 3 A. M., and we started up
the river in a thick fog and not a breath of air. We had
nothing to shape our course by excepting the moon,
which shone brightly.
After pulling for about an hour, a dark object appeared

before us, which proved to be a lot of lily pads which
were on the edge of the Bermuda marsh, and we then
found ourselves just where we wanted to be. As soon as
it was daylight, it seemed as if the marsh was alive with
birds^ they were coming up singly and in twos and threes
from every direction, and it certainly was the keenest
Tiind of sport. Captain Proctor is an old hand at sora
shooting and he seemed to understand the art of getting
where the birds were, and thus beat his Northern friends'
score completely. It really did us good to see how much
he enjoyed "beating the score of those fellows and their
$350 guns with his old plug of a flO shooter," as he ex-
pressed it.

He seemed to laugh and enjoy it so much that we
really did not want to overstep his score, and we there-
fore let burds go by for fear we would beat him. He
killed 60 many birds that we asserted that he had un-
doubtedly stored away in a safe plaQe in the swamp half

and bang it into the marsh, and you could hear dozens of
birds squawking from every direction. When the equi-
noctial tides occur the sport on this marsh is superb.
Last year Capt. Proctor bagged 176 at one tide, and could
have killed twice as many had not his ammunition given
out.

All of these marshes are posted and protected and it

was only through the kindness of our good friend Cap-
tain Proctor that permission was secured to enable us to
shoot over them. We were informed that there were
quite a number of gunners from Petersburg who had re-
cently poached there and that four of them had been
arrested.

A' the end of the seventh day, there having been no
equinoctial storm and no tides good for anything, the
terrible heat still continuing, we decided to break camp
and start for home. Bob took with him a box containing
138 sora, packed in ice, which by repacking en route he
succeeded in getting home in good condition. We all
voted that our hunt was a success and that we would try
it again providing we could succeed in getting permission
to shoot on the marshes.
There is very good duck shooting on the James River

during the winter months, canvasback and broadbills in
the winter and mallard and teal in early autumn. The
laws of Virginia are so very strict against non-residents
that unless one has friends who own the marshes, there
is prettv sure to be trouble if one attempts to hunt on the
James River. Pot-hunters are especially abhorred by all
of the gentlemen owning plantations along the river, and
they are very summarily dealt with if they attempt to
hunt the ducks.
Before I end this yarn I think I will tell a story. We

always used to tell stories, and sometimes a good many of
them, every night after we got home from our day's
shooting. There is a negro man at City Point so old that
nobody knows how old he is—one of those old knock-
kneed negroes about lOO years old, all twisted up and

long time since he had seen so much money. He looked
at it lovingly, bit it, turned it over, looked up to Jim, and
said, "Well, boss, I'se sorry I did not git de dollar."

ROBT. C. LOWKY.

St. Louis Notes.—The Sunday exodus of hoodlum
hunters from this city into St. Louis county has become
such a nuisance to the farmers that the latter have organ-
ized, and with the assistance of the sherifiF and his depu-
ties, propose to put a stop to the disgraceful acts of these
so-called sportsmen. Seventy-five special deputies have
been appointed who have been ordered to arrest all per-
sons found shooting on Sundays. Last Sunday, at the
stations on the Missouri Pacific and Frisco roads, the
shooters were met by the ofi&cers and warned not to shoot
nor commit any trespass. These hoodlum hunters have
been in the habit of shooting everything they came
across even to the poultry of the farmers. Cattle,
horses and hogs have been shot by these Sunday hun-
ters, but now they will have to stop. In showing the
need of a later date for the opening of the quail season it
is only necessary to visit Union Market and see the large
number of baby quail exposed for sale. Commission men
have had to send out notices warning shippers not to send
in these small birds, as they could not be profitably
handled. The extremely low water in the Mississippi
River has left thousands of game fish to die in the dried
up pools and sloughs where the fish went when the water
was higher.

—

Aberdeen.

GorN'G TO California.—A person can take a seat in a palace
car at Dearborn Scniion any alterroon and go over the Atcnison,
Topeka and Santa F6 Railroad to Sm Francisco, Los Angeles or
San Diego wictiont changing cars. The fast express on this line
mak-s at least twenty-four hours quicker time to Lo.s Angeles
than any other line, and in fact the Santa Fe is the only thor-
otlghly comfortable route to taice. The office is at No. 313 Clark
street, Chicago,—.4du.
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FIRE-LIGHTING.
FIRE-LTGHTINGr is practiced to a. greater or less ex-

tent by a few market-gunners exclusively for gain
in the shallow bays adjacent to 1 he Atlantic seaboard.
There is a strong gen«^ral, as well as local, sentiment
against the pursuit of water fowl in this manner, and the
laws are generally pronounced against it. For this rea-
son it ia a rather diflScult matter to obtain mtich rehable
information regarding it from those engaged in this
calling.

We consequently have but limited knowledge as to the
modus operandi of pursuing water fowl in this way or its

effects. My desire to know something about fire-lighting
has been strengthened from time to time, wliile on my
shooting trips, by seeing usually just after dark, certain
lights creeping slowly out on the bay, or moving silently
along the snorps, and which, as I watched tbem, would
often change from drizziini; brightness to total darkness.
It was some years before I had an opi^ortunity to investi-

gate these lights, but it finally came through an experi-
enced bayman whom I had previou,-ly employed, and
who, at times, went after water fowl in this manner.
The great desi ieratuni in this kind of shooting is the

lantern, as on its construction much depends, and I de-
scribe it from memory in detail in order that a better idea
may be formed of the t ffect its use is likely to produce on
birds. A large light is necf^saary. A locomotive head-
litcht would serve admirably, for it throws a broad and
strong light. A small lantern would be of comparatively
little use, for ibe more powerful and far reaching the
rays of light, the better the chance of successfully ap-
proaching the water fowl. As not many of the bayrapn
can afford a locomotive headlight the result is a variety
of 1 interns are used, varying according to the means and
ingenuity of the owner. The one my boatman used
might come under the head of first cla^s lights. It was
about I4in. wide and ISin. high, and was made of tin
with plain glass on three sidep, the back being tin, bright
inside and supporting two large reflectors, in front of
which were placed two kerosene lampg with large
burners.

Tin doors lined with looking-glass were attached to
the pla>n glass sides, ttms leaving only the front uncov-
ered. There were funnels at the top to carry off the
heat and smoke from the lamps. When ready j or use
the lantern i^ securely fas-tened at the bow of a small
boat. The lamps are then lighted and turned low. The
boatman rows toward the birds he is in quest of and
which may be a quarter of a mile away, renting on
some sandbar or fecaing along the shore. C mada geese
are the birds usually pursued. When snfificienlly near
for his purpose (it now bemg quite dark), he turns up the
lamps, and the looking-gUss Uuors are opened and kept
in place by a wire rod at such an angle as to focus the
rays of light in conjurction with the refit ctors at the
back. Thu^ there ii cast ahead of the boat a broad and
far-reaching stream of light. Dark evenings are most
suitable, and the water should be smooth. It is desirable
that the boat have smooth sides instead of lapstreaks, as
the water makes a noise when striking against the latter.

Tije boatman stands or sits at the stern with his gun in
readiness and sculls or poles the boat according to the
depth of water.
Great care must be exercised in approaching birds, as a

careless knock of the oar against the boat may alarm
them. After thp birds have come within the rays of
light, they musi; be kept covered by it until shot at, for a
ctiange from liyht to darkness will cause them to fly. A
thorough knowledge of the surroundmgs, and judgment
in guiding the boat by the diree'ion of the wind, is neces-
sary to prevent getting turned around, or going to the
windward, when the biids may tcent your approach.
Before starting out, it i-: important to know the where-
abouts of one or more flocks of birds. I remember -. n
afternoon, there being every indication of a favorable
evening, when 2.T Canada ger se sat on a sand bar about
a mile from whfre we were. My boatman said, "We will
go after them with the lantern to-night." While on our
way to them I s .t behind the lantern perfectly still with
cocked gun, while the boatman, standing upright in the
stern with his gun beside him, scullt d silently along, the
stream of light from our lantern, with its well-defined
limits, lighting up for quite a distance the path in front
of the boat. Presently he asked in a whisper if I saw the
geese; I replied "No, and he pointed out some indistinct
specks ahead of us. As the wind was blowing across the
boat there was no danger of our bping scented.
A.S we ppproached I did not take my eyes from the
geese. Toey did not appear afraid of suspicious, but
acted in the most natural manner possible. One preened
its feathf^rs, another rubbed the siae of its head on its

back, another dipped its bill in the water, of which there
was a depth of about 3 or 4in. on the bar on which they

'

were standing. The rays of the lantern covered the
flock, while outside of its limits all was inky darkness.
Not the slightest curiosity or uneasiness was evinced by
them on the aijproach of the light. The boat meanwhile
approached too near, being within ISyds. of them, and
altbough they were not standing close together, we were
now obligred to ftre. Confusion followed the reports; but
it was seon still. Those that could do so flew away, leav-
ng seven dead. That we could have gone into their very
midst seems proba ble.

Leavmg this locality we headed out from shore in
search of a large flock of brant whjch we bad heard
wnen on our way to the geese. We had no difflculty in
finding them, but could not get near enough to see them,
although we chased them for a long distance by their
call'^, being quite near them at times. The^e birds swim
faster than thp boat can be propelled, and I am told are
as a rule difStuT'^ tr, approach. Having decided to re-

turn, we wej e gilen ly moving along the edge of the
marwh, sweep. i g the water adjacent to the shore with
our light, whe n a p dr of black ducks were observed
feeding and p iddling in the rays of the lantern. They
were perfectly uticoncerned, and although the boatman
was standing up. they could neither see nor hear any-
thing. They would turn arotind and lower their heads to

the water. I saw no signs of fear or curiosity, and they
showed no particular interest in the light. I finally per-
ceived a slight uneasiness, and as we approached nearer
thev commenced to swim away with their heads up, ap-
parently with a su=picion that all was not as it should be.

I think they may have heard us whispeiing, still they
made no attempt to fly until we fired at them from a
distance of not over a dozen or fifteen yards.

Several years after I tfied an experiment to see how
near I could walk up to a flock of common terns (Sterna
hirundo) with an ordinary hand lantern. They were
roosting on the beach. I found I could approach to
within about three or four yards of some of them, when
they would fly a little way and alight again. This was
the result after several trials.

I think the reason I could not approach nearer was that
the lantern distributed an equal amount of light in all
directions, thus making me visible: had the lantern been
BO arranged as to cast the rays only ahead, I think I could
have walked among them, or at least close to the outside
edge of the flock. The above instances seem to show that
the only efl'ect was the dazzling of the birds by the bril-
liant rays of light cast on them from the lantern. This
with the absence of any scent or sound sufficient to make
the birds suspicious caused them to act in the manner
most natural to them. It seems reasonable to infer, that
when such a concentration of light is artificially directed
at a person, animal, or bird, the same effect is produced
as when loakitig- steadily at the sun; in othtr words, the
liaht is so dazaling to the eyes as to render thpm incipv
ble of seeing any objpct for the time being. This peems
to me to be an explanation of the effect of the light
thrown on the birds from the lantern. Had a noise been
made when we were near them, they would have flown
away quickly enough, lantern or no lantern.

It seems to me that the principal objection to the use of
a light in pursuing wildfowl after dark lies in the fact
that such nif^ht shooting harasses the birds on their roost-
ing and feeding grounds, which, as any one who has tad
any expeiience know.*, causes them toforsake such places
and seek others where they will be unmole.'-ted. Fire-
lighting is generally not remunerative, and the men who
follow it have much to contend with, both in retrsrdto
weather, birds anel the law. It is likely to be engaa-t d in
by only a few of the biymen, as most of iheir friends
who shoot, being day gunners, are opposed to it. knovving
well its evil eflt cc on wildfowl. While I regret that my
experience has been so limited, I can still congratulate
myself that it has been no greater, I present the.^e notes
as a slight contribution to the knowledge of a pubj'^ct on
which little has b^en written.—Ceorge H, MacTeay in the
Auk.

MAINE WARDENS.
GAME WARDEN " Jock " Darling- writes to the Phil-

lips PhonograpJi under datp of Se pt. 26: '-In reply
to some of the leaders of the Phonograph, v. ho wi&h to
know what change of heart I bave nnci that induced me
to accept an appointment as game warden, I willsay ihere
has not been any charge in heart, but some change in
business, which has been brought about for several rea-
sons. In the fii St place, I have always believed in pro-
tecting our fish and game when it should be, and all the
talk tliat has been made in newspapers ard otherwi.se
about my being an outlaw, a notorious pe)acher, etc., was
because I advochted the use of dogs tor deer only, and
during^the open eeason merely. Some of the reasons for
my taking the efiice of warden I will give: Fii>t. I own
and run sporting camps for fishermen and hunters, and
all the way I have had any business was to allow sports-
men to have guides with dogs to hunt deer, which gave
the guides employment at big wages. The use of dogs
was against the law, and I had to stand ip the gap and
do all the fighting. I went to our Legislature several
timeH the past six years and done what I could to have
the game law amended, and I have been working hard
fjn a poor man's purse; not a hunter or guide helped me
to a cent, but on the otber hand they have in sevrrel
ways worked against me. I found that I was not gomg
to get any 1 elp from them and was not able to fight the
State of Maine, etc., alone. When the G^me aind Fish
Commissioners with some of their friends came to my
camps and talked the matter over I could see no other
way to do than what I did. I did not accept the office
of warden for the purpose of any unfair way of getdng
money, as seme have insinuated, but to see if I could not
prevent some of the wasteful game slaughter that is

going on. As soon as my business will allow T shall
move in that direction, and I believe that I have already
done some e:ood. Not long ago I received a letter from
a well known guide at Moosehead Lake; he bad s-een the
appointment of my bfing a warden and he wanted to
know if it was a fact; if so, if I meant business, for, says
he, 'we know that with the knowh dge you have of the
woods, country and hunter?, that if you mean business
you will make warm work for some of th( m,' My first

move will be to try ard induce them not to kill game
when it should not be, and if ihey do I shall get thpm if

possible. One di-'adv ntage most wardens have worked
under, they were not po)-ted in woodcraft and had to fol-

low the main traveled roads. Many times the news that
they werp coming passed along ahead of them, and
this may be the case 'with me. but the chances are that I
shall come out ahead part of the time."

A, J. Darling, the veteran hunter and game warden of
Eafield, writes to the Bangor News: "As many articles
have been in print for and against the game laws and
the ore great interest that we all have, or should have,
for our big game interests, as well as fish of all kinds, I
will say that I have been a warclen for many years and
have always tried to use moral suasion on the people. A
man that has it in his mind to hunt and fl^sh whenever
he chooses, one might as well try to stop the north wind
from blowing, as to fpend any time talking to him.
Never yet in my time have I taken any hush money; but
I cannot say that I have not had chances to receive such.
I have been in our forests this season and finel that the
deer are quite plenty all along the line, particularly in
the eastern portion of the State; and good, reliable men,
who have been in the lumber regions tell me that deer
and caribou are plenty all the way from the Pasaadum-
keag stream to the head of the Mattawamkeag and up
through Ai oostook county, and with fair hunting; will
surely be plentier in years to come, I have assisted thi^
season in subduing forest fires that were not set by sports-
men but by inhabitants of Maine. I wish no hunter any
harm, but our laws are not severe enough for the maa
that will kill game when he well kn'iws that it is to be
left to Fpoil where it is killed. I believe it is my duty to

look after the best interests of our fish and game when-
ever 1 can, whether I am a warden or not; but it is itn-

possible to follow every fisherman and hunter wherever
he may ti'avel.'"

WEAPONS FOR GAME.
DURING the present year a highly interesting book

has been published in England, calltd "Wild Beasts
and Their Ways," by Sir Samuel Baker. It contains an
account of the l ?rge game of which that celebrated
traveler and fpoitsman has had personal experience; and
in the opening chapter he gives his opinion as to the best
weapons for killing the various classes of animal^. Upon
the latter subject many first-rate hunters will differ from
him, but his ideas are well worth careful consideration,
because it is doubtful if any man has killed a greater
quantity and variety of large game, and during an un-
ufcually long sporting career he has always had ample
pecuniary means for trying experiments with weapons of
all sizes and patterns. Notwithstanding these facts. Sir
Samuel Baker is by no means dogmatic. He says: "It
would be imposi-ible to cffer advice that would suit all
persons, I can therefore only give a personal opinion ac-
cording to my experience.
"For all animals above the size of a fallow depr and

below that of a buffalo, I prefer the ,577 express— 648grs,
solid bullet, 6drs. of powder, not 6i, as the charge of Gdrs.
produces greater accuracy at long ranges. The weight of
this rifle should be ll^lbs. or not exceeding iSlbs,
"For smaller game, from fallow deer downward, I

prefer the .400 express, with from 8ogrs, to 4 Irs. of powder
—solid bullet, excepting in the case of black buck, when
on account of numerous villages on the plains it is neces-
sary that the bullet should not pass through the body.
The important question of weight is much in favor of the
A.< 0 —as great power and velocity are obtained by a
weapein of only Silhs,

"The Paradox gun, invented by Col. Fosberry and
raanufftciured by Messiv. H(;lland & Holland, of Bond
street, is a most useful weapon, as it combines the shot-
gun with a rifle that i'^ wonderfully accurate within a
range of lOOyds. The No. 12 Paradox weighs Silbs. and
carries a bullet of Ifoz,, with 4|drR, of powder. Al-
though the powdpr charge is not sufficient to produce a
high express velocity, the penetration and phock are
most formidable. * * * It also shoots No. 6 shot with
equal pattern to the best cylinder-bored gun."
Referring to the pachydermata the main opinion ex-

pressed is as follows:
"I do not think that any larger bore is actually neces-

sary than a No. 8 with a charge of 12 or I4drs. of powder.
Such a rifle should weigh 151 bs. and the projectile would
weigh 3 z. of hardened metal. * * * Such a rifle will
break the bones of any animal from an elephant down-
ward, and would rake a buffalo from end to end, a matter
of great importance when the bf^a'^t is charging. There
arp many persons who prefer a .500 or .450 express to the
.577 or .400, I have nothing to say against them, but I
prefer those I have named, as the .577 is the most fatal
weapon that I have ever used, * * * There can be
little doubt but that a man should not be over-weighted,
but that every person should be armed in proportion to
his physical f-trengtb."

The followirg extract from the book may perhaps be of
use to those who are in search of the much-talked-about

;

"all round liflr":

"The purchaser should strongly resist the delusion that
any onp particular dpscripiion will be perfect as a so-
called general rifle. You may as well expect one kind of
horse or one pattern of ship to combine all the re quire-
m< nts of h comotion, as to suppose that one peculiar rifle
will ^uit every variety of game or every combination of
locality."

There is probably no point upon which so many hunt-
ers vvill diffe-r from Biker as in that of hia preference for
sol'd bullets of pure lead in < xi^ress rifles. He says: *'I

difft^r from many persons of great authority in the qual-
ity of projciiles. * * I contend that the smasning
up of the l)ullet is a mistake, except in certain cases when
the animal is small and harmlens, and when the bullet
would bp exceedingly dangerous should it pass through
:ind ricochet into seme unlucky village. * * * I have
frequently heard persons of great experience dilate with
satisfaction upon the good shots made with their little

hollow .450 express exactly behind thef-houkler of a tiger
or some other animal. I have also heard of failures which
were to themselves soraef imes incomprehensible", A solid
.577 never fails if the direction is toward a vital part.
The position of the animal does not signify * * * as
the solid bullet will crash through muscle, bone and
every oppo.'^ing obstacle, * * * If the metal is pure
lead, the bullet .577. with an initial velocity of 1,650ft. a
second, will ass-uredly assume th^form of a button mush-
room immediately upon impact, and it will increase in
diameter as it meets with resistance upon its course, until,
when expended beneath the elastic hide upon the oppo-
site side, it will have become fully spread like a mature
mushroom. * « *

"I have seen verv many instances when the .500 hol-
low expiesp, with 5drs. of powder, has struck an animal
well behind the shoulder, or sometimes through the
shoulder, and, notwithstanding the fatal wound, the
hp.nst has galloped off as though untouched for at least
lOOyds, before it fell suddenly and died. This is clumsy
ehoi'ting. The solid bullet of pure lead would have
killed upon the spot."

Attention is also drawn to another advantage of the
solid bullet: "A hollow bullet from an express rifle will
fly into fragments should it strike a twig the size of the
little finger. In thick jungle a sedid bullet may deflect
slightly but it will generally deliver its message direct,
unless the opposing objects are more formidable than or-
dinary small branches." In the above-mentiemed .577
rifle the charge of powder is only one-fourth the^weight
of the bullet, and when loaded in that proportion it is

quite possible to obtain regular accuracy with pure lead;
but with the loads usetl in ordinary .45 or ,50 express
rifles the shooting is irregular unless the bullet be hard-
ened with about one-tenth part of tin. Probably even
then it would mushroom in the manner advocated by Sir
8. Baker, on account of the much larger proportion of
powder. If it fail to do this the bullet might be cast
with a very small hollow, as recommended by Mr. Van
Dyke, J. J. Meyrick.

[TO BE CONTINCTBD.]

"Vebmoot Fish .4j^p Game League.—The annual meet-
ing win btt h<-ld m i hp parlors of the Van Ness House,
Burlington, Vt.,Nov. 4, 1891, at 6:80 P. M, Every mem-
ber is urged to attend.—Heney R. Doer, Pres.. John W.
TlTOOiHB, Sac'y (Rutland, Vt., Oct. 10;,
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FUR BREEDING.
A NEW CH^OE E-OR SMaLL CAPITAL.

I KNOW its as old as the hills, and t say so to get ahead
of the critics, but all the same ii's new.

I want to know why it is not taken up by some of your
numerous correspondents who write fo jou every little

while to know if there is any money in i'rug raising or
gander farming.
Three inquirers are nearly always persona with a strong

taste for natural history pursuits, rei-idents of the coun-
try, and have a little land avd fpare capital; and to ihese
I would say, why not try fur breeding, Good furs are
always saleable, always fashionable and always beauti-
ful, and I think that a person with suitable surrounding'^
and experience could make a fair percpntage on a small
capital, especially if he added skillful tanning to his
operations.

It seems quite essential that the animal experimented
with should nave a valuable fur, should be prolific, easily
managed in confinement and quick to mature.
The most valuable furs then, would naturally claim

first attention; but the best of these—black fox, "beavfr,

otter, fisher, etc.—are from animals that are non-breeders
in confinement, or are very unprolific or otherwise un-
manageable.
Of a lower grade of value are marten, skunk and mink.

Marten is always valuable, and is said to be fairly prc l fic

in a wild state; but as a semi-domestic animal I know noth-
inK of it. Skunks are quite manageable in large inclos-
ures, while mink are, as is well known, as easily managed
as rabbits and are fairly prolific; so that when the fur is

valuable there is good money in it.

In the third grade of furs we may place the common
cat and rabbit. Although both are staple-! in the fur
trade, I never heard of any attempts being mide to im-
prove them by breeding for fur; that is, by careful selec-

tion and management with a view to fur only. In this
connection it might be well to note the following: facts

:

1. The fur is more readily changed by breeding than
any other part of the animal.

3. Furs vary in value immensely, according to indi-
vidual quality. Thus a fine dark mmk may be worth a
dozen poor light ones.

3. Furs are greatly improved by exposing the animal
to cold weather and supplying with abundance of proper
food.

4. The size always and the quality often, of furs is

greatly improved by castrating: the males, which should,
of course, be set aside for the market.

If I were to experiment myself I should make some
very large cages and try the marten, mink, pkunk and
common cat, aiming to produce a large, very dark or all

black animal in the first three, and in the last named a
glossy gray, a richly spotted black and yellow or an imi-
tation of lynx; with cats, however, the color p issibilities

are unlimited, so that one can in time have anything that
may be fancied.

All these animals, unfortunately, are carnivorous,
which is an objection, unless the breeder has a fish pond
and abundant opportunity of getting and keeping ott'al.

A herbivore would be much more eas ly fed, and this
consideration brings up the names of the chinchilla of
South America and perhaps the little bettonga or mouti-
tain kangaroo. Both are said to be very prolific and
both are apparently easy to manage in a cage. Experi-
ments have been made with crosses between coyotes and
dogs, also, as is well known, between buffulos and com-
mon cattle, but with what degree of financial fcuccess I

cannot say.
This is more a letter of queries than it appears to be.

At the same lime I must say that in view of the rapid
disappearance of our wild animals I believe that the
question of fur breeding will in the near future become a
very practical one. Ernkst E. Tuoivipson.

OHIO DEER HUNTERS.
CAMP STEDMAN, Alger County, M ch,, Oct. 18.—

We have had a good Sunday dinner incur cabin on
the little lake—pheasant potpie, "baked pike and stewed
venison—and now, while enjoying our pipe-', will tell

Forest and Strea.m readerri about the huniing and fish-

ing. Our party of four—Byron Stedman, Aichie Mays,
Charles W. Sander and Ljuis R. G-roneweg—are from
Dayton, O., and we come to chese glorious pine regions
every fall for a month's deer hunt. The first afternoon
in the woods we jumped a three prong buclr, and Seed-
man shot him dead, and to dite we have kided ten deer.
The Powell Brothers, of Powell's Point, Mich., well

known market-hunters, are in camp near us, and have
killed forty-one deer. They ship the saddles to Detroit,
and leave the forequarters hanging in the woods. What
a pity to waste so much good meat ! This is the result of
the new game law, making the open season for d< er so
early. Half the venison that is killed thus early is

spoiled by warm weather.
A party of hunters from Troy, O., in camp near us

here, killed a number of deer. Tney also killed a gray
timber wolf and took the scalp to Au Train and received
$18 bounty from the county officials. Ttie county pays
that bounty for every wolf killed. The "loaferc," as
these wolves ai"e called here, are getting scarce, and it's

a good thing, for these wolves have heretofore killed
more deer each winter than the hunters.
We have a canvas boat, and yesterdav we took it to a

small lake that has never been fished. We otught a boat-
load of fine grass pike, many of them over two feet long,
and we now have a live-box full in the lake at camp, and
can have a fish fry whenever we want, and plenty to sup-
ply our neighbor camps. The woods are fuU of pheasant.
We intend to hunt deer until the law is out, October aS,

then turn our attention to the pheasant.
Fine Squiebel,

DAtTON, 0.,Oct. 19.^A second party of deer hunters
will leave here next week to oamp a mxonth in the pine
lands of Wisconsin, south of Ash/and. The party will
consist of Charlea Wheeler, Ed. tichwind, Joseph Manter,
Gustav Smder, Philip Kern and Michael Sohwind, and
their colored cook. Tfaey have three b?g tents and all

other necessary camp equipage, and will take with them
provisions and ammumiion to remain until the last of
November.

^

Bird shooters in vicinity of this city are patiently wait-
ing for the quail season to open, although every day now
sotne are in the marshes for woodcock and snipe. " - -'

-

are coming in, and the woodcock are reasonably plenty,
fat, and fine shootin?, There are but few wild ducks
along the rivers. Teal did put in an appearance in
September, but mild weather sent them back "to the lakes
again.
Quail have been abundant for the past three years, and

are more abundant now than ever. The coveys are very
large, and ihe birds all full grown and not wild. R-)-

ports come in of coveys feeding through the villages, and
one or two C'^'Vt^vs have scattered through the center of
this city of 65,000 inhabitants. A novelty is hearins: quail
whistling from the tops of four-story houses in Dayton.
Piieasant shooting has been fine sport to a few of the
hunters who took the fi^ld in Darke and Mercer counties.
Cold, frosty weather will be welcomed by the hunters and
dogs. Brown,

ADIRONDACK DEER.
NUMBER FOUR, Oct. 10.—RdUor Forest and Stream:

The slaughter of deer the present open season for
hounding bids fair to rival that of any preceding year,
Since the opening day the woods have been full of pot'

hunters. Every stream, lake and pond has its watchers,
Bucks, does and fawns are butchered in the water indis-
criminately. Tiie towns on tbe borders of the woods are
kept supplied with venieon. A number of deer are taken
to town, each accompanied by a himter who claims to
own one deer, and when the load of putrid venison is dis-

pos(d of they 3 etarn to the woods, kill and take out an-
other load, and will continue to do so to the close of the
season. No attention is paid to the law limiting the kill-

ing to three.

A hotel proprietor in the town where the game con-
stable resides told me the other day that he had just re-

turned from Long Pond, and says that over seventy deer
have been killed in that pond since the open season for
hounding. And that one man himself had killed over
twenty deer. F.ve deer have been butchered in the
vvater here to-day. And still the slaughter will go on so
long as the hound can find a deer to drive into the water.
They will not stop Oct, 20, at least last fall hounding was
practiced for a week after the close season. No method
of hunting could be conceived more potent for the de-
struction of deer than by hounding them into the water.
The legaliz ition of killing on the deep crusted nnows of
winter would be protection in romparisnn. The cruel
jaws of the steel trap would be less revolting and more
sportsmanlike than this water butchery. With the
present game laws on our statute book the only chance
for the continuance of deer in the Adirondacks lies in the
hope that it may pass into the hands of private Individ
uals or clubs who will regulate the killing to the increase.
It is to be regrettf d that the late purchase of Dr. Webb,
of the central portion of the Adirondack wilderness, d 'cs

not comprise a larger area, as he ses ms to understand the
first principle of deer protection. No hounding of deer
will be permitted, and dogs that wdl fullow a deer are
rigorously excluded from the grounds. I am glad that
Dr. Webo has made his premises an asylum for the much
persecuted deer^ Musset.

TOPEKA NOTES,
TOPEKA, Kan., Oct 16,-1 see deFcriptionsof the mag-

nificent wildfowl preserves of Eastern gun club-^
and of the work that is being done to pre.'^erve the wild
game, but I fail to see anything that would indicate that
here is any man west of the Mississippi. River who
knows a jack snipe from a mallard or could, excejit in
self defense, kill a bird of any description. More than
thi*, we know of at least two men who can distinguish a
teal from a sandhill crane. So to inform the general
public that we are alive I am going to give one or two
:.terns of what may be news to some.
The West Si<)e Gun Club, of Topeka, has just leased a

small lake, known as Lake View, about 30 miles east of
here and will put up a club house and make other im-
]3rovemer.tp. The lake is a stopping place for every
flight of ducks that goes over eastt-rn Kansas, and great
numbers of teil and woodduck breed there. Jack snipe
are thicfc in the marshes surrounding one end of the
lake. Black hats abound and, as the lake is on the line
of the SiUta Fe and there is a eta'ion there, I see no
reason why the lease should not prove one of the best in
the country.
Five of the Topeka boys went down to McPherson

county a few days ago duck hunting. Yesterday they
wired, "Come down and bring a club. Gun unneces-
sary."
There is a rumor that the Kansas Citv people who got

beaten in the struggle for Lake,View have leased a marsh
near St. Mary's, 25 miles west of here on the Union
Pacific. It is to he hoped that the rumor is true, as the
place is a good one for duck and snipe and is located in
a good quail country. If they will k^ ep pot-hunters off

the place will be a good breeding ground in a few years.
F. E.

ordinary gunner using reoog^ahsed methods for this kind
of game. It seems to me that there is about as much
genuine sport in pursuing ducks with steam launohes and
4-bore guns a^ there would b.9 in shooting cows in a
meadow, If duck butchery like this is lpga,l, its legaliza-
tion was got by "pulls" in politics, Westchester's repre-
sentatives in the State L-'^ialature ought to take step-; as
soon as they meet their fellows in session to stop this
steam launch shooting. They should be asked by name
in the public prints to do so, as indeed I venture to say
thpy will be.—W. H. MEAD. (The law as amended in
1887 permits the pursuit in boats on the Hudson below
lona Island. The guns prescribed are such "as are habit-
ually raised at arm's length and fired from the shoulder.'"]

NOTES FROM THE GAME FIELDS.
Edior Forest and Stream:
Tne fall flight of woodcock is making its appearance in

this vicinity. Hall Waring and myself bagged twelve
fine birds on Saturday. Partridge are only fairly abundant
and are unusually wild. We believe, however, that one
will experience better luck a little later when the leaves
are off. Quail are unusually abundant, and will afford
excellent shooting when the season opens.
Charley Roberts created something of a sensation in

town this morning by bringing in a wildcat, weighing
301b-",, which he killed in the mountains back of Boston
Corners on Friday night while on a coon hunt.

MiLnEETON, N. J., oot. 19. J. T. Waring, Jr.

We are having a magnificent fall, and our ^porting
friends are in high glreovpr the prospects of gamer which
is in great quantities this year. ' G-, Van F.

QtTEBBC, Canada^

DticK Shooting feoji Steam La.unc5he3.—.ffdiio/- For-
est and Stream: Is it permissible under the game laws
of New York to shoot duoks from steam launches in the
waters of the Hudson near Sing Sing? Would-be sports-
men are now engaged in this work, using therefor cannon
in the shape of 4-bore guns. Surely the birds will be
driven from that part of the river if suoh pi^actices con-
tinue. As it is, they pre wild beyond th^ reach of the

Gettinc* Lost.—Patten, Me.—I have often !au!<hed to
see how quick orie will change from sense to nonsense-

—

from a bright man to a pitiful demented object the
moment when he first realizes that is really lost. A
kind of frightened foolish feeling comes over him at
once. The right way then is to consult the heavens.
The sun is our best guide stars next, and clouds and the
wind will do. The tops of naountains, the course cf
brooks and lumber roads will do, but to see the sun
right in the north at noon looks funny and makes one
feel funny. I have looked right at a mountain, long be-
fore I was able to rccognizta it, though quite familiar
with it. I once came out of the woods to a neighborhood
in a lost condition. There stood two of my neighbors
whom I knew; there was the road five rods away; there
were the buildings ten rods away. I gazed around with-
out recognizing a single thing except the men, I stepped
up into the road, and like a flash the scene was quite
familiar.—D.

A House Boat Hunt for Varmints —W. H. Peter-
son, cashier of the Middles-^x C )unty Bank of Perth
Am boy, N. J., and two of the Valentines, of Woodbridge
(Bob and R jss), started last Saturdiy for BHXter Springs,
Ark., where they are to join the Perkins brothers, form-
erly of Rq,hway. The party will embark aboard a house-
boat, 9x30ft., and float down the Neosho and the Arkansas
rivers as far as Fort Gibson, Indian Territory, tying up
here and there along the route and trying their luck with
the various kinds of game which is said to abound in that
rf gion. The expect to be back by the loch of November,
and calculate that -HiSOO apiece will see them through

,

counting everything.—J. L. K.

Sportsmen's Trophies are mounted with decided skiE
and taste by Thomds Rowland, of this city, whose adver-
tisement appears in this issue.

Angling Talks. By George Dawson. Price 50 cen ts. Fly-
Rods and Fly-Taclde. By H. P. Wells. PHce $2.50. Fly-
Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. H. Keene.
Mce $1.50. American Angler's Book. By Thad, Norris.
Price $5.50.

SHARKS AND THEIR WAYS.
V17HEN Mr, Nye, of New Bedford, attempted to feed
V T a shark with his fingers and in constqutnce nearly

lost them he was acting upon a wrong theory.
Where the story originated that a shark was obliged to

turn on its side or back to take its food is hard to say.
Like many other popular errors it has been copied by
one writer from anothei;, most of whom probably never
saw a shark, its origin being lost in the mists of antiquity.
Many such legends are current; that of the hoopsnake;
the belief that if a person is bitten by a dog and that if

the dog afterward runs mad, the person bitten, though it

be years before, goes mad also; th-^t the alligator can
raise its upper jaw; that the white-headed eagle is a bald-
headed bird.

Truth, it is said, lies at the bottom of a well, being too
modest, perhaps, to appear among men. But we know
that error has no such semples.
As to sharks, thp writer has taken many of them, both

with hand-lin^- a^id rod and reel. The dusky shark, the
shovel-nose, the hammer head and the nurse shark; often
in clear and shallow water, where the movements of the
fish could be seen, and he never has sren one i t either of
these species turn over in taking the bait, but it was taken
as other fishes take it. He has aLso seen large sharks,
man-eaters perhaps, taken at sea with hook and line, but
they turned no summersaults till thpy got on deck.
There is much resemblance between the shark and the

wolf. Both are voraciou->, ferocious and cowardly, and
seldom attacking any animal capable of retit^tance, ex<^ept
when very hungry or when embolden* d by numbers.
Then they both become dangerous. In fishing for channel
bass on the east coast of Florida, where sharks are
numerous, I have sometimes had them take my bass away
while I was playing it; biting off a large fish with as
clean a cut ag an ax would make. They would sometimes
come round the boat in numbers so boldly that we thought
best to move away, but I have never been attacked.
An old fisherman on the coast of Florida, who had been

in the habit of taking sharks for their oil, and had killed
hundreds of them, told me that he thought a shark less
dangerous than an alligator, by which animal he had been
attacked more than once, but by a shark, never. We had,
however, found half of a good-sized alligator in the
stomach of a large shark, which shows the enormous
power of the jaws of that fish. I asked him whether a
shark was obliged to turn over to seize its prey; he said,
he had never seen it do so. and as the shark lived mostly on
fish, he could not catch it in that way, but would starve
to death if he had to turn over. ' S. C, C.

New York: Game and Fish Laws.—A meeting of the
codification committee will be held at the Fifth Avenue
Hotel, in this city, to day, at 11 o'clock A. M., for a con-
ference With Commissioners of other States and the Can
adi^n Provinces respecting the fish laws. The meeting
will be a public one.

A Large Bluepish was taken in the latter part of Sep-
tember at Provinoetown, Mass. Its weight was ISlbs,

and its length a little more than one yard.
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PREPARATION FOR TARPON FISHING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
It has been suggested to me that a condeused state-

ment of what is needed for the pursuit of tarpon, pub-
lished in Forest and Stream, would be appreciated by
fishermen intendicg to attempt the capture of that king
of fish. For the tarpon, so lately unknown, his name
even being found in no encyclopedia, and in no lexicon
except the latest edition of Webster, as an object of sport
i? now a fixture, and all the fresh-water anglers in the
world cannot drive away his Totaries. There have been
now and then lately bitter attacks upon his pre-eminence,
only one worthy oe notice, and that from a genial but
opinionated old gentleman who shows an eunuchlike
and petulant envy, which is a tribute to the vigor of his
pursuers.
I do not claim any special qualification to supply what

I am told is a want beyond successful pursuit of fish for
five consecutive seasons and willingness to give the re-
sults of my experience. No one has given positive direc-
tions or advice except Mr. W. H. Wood and Col. Pick-
ney (Ben Bent), whose charming little book was com-
piled from what he learned from the former, bis per-
sonal experience being very brief and not successful.

I assume the fisherman wishes to give four wetks to
tarpon.

THE PIACE TO GO.

St. James City, San Carlos Hotel, at the southern end
of Cbarlotte Harbor. This is central. Accommodations
are very good. If the fish are biting in salt water, go to
Estero Lagoon, south of the harbor. A sailboat can be
hired with conveniences for camping. If (as last spring)
they are in brackish water, take the steamboat which
runs daily, and move all luggage to Fort Meyers, up the
Oaloosahatchie, and stay there. A return of a day or
two for rest can be made to St. James at any time.
From Estero Lagoon excursions can be made into Estero,
Mulox, Spring and Surveyor's creeks—narrow, deep
streams, great favorites of the tarpon and abounding in
great jewfish.

COST.

To go and return from and to Philadelphia costs about
$100. At St. Jame^ sailboats cost per diem $5, rowboats
$3, bait about 60 cents. The best plan is to hire a sail-
boat. The guides should catch the bait, but they cannot
be relied on. A small tent is desirable. Two fishermen
can be accommodated and share the expense.

I always calculate that mj trij> of six weeks will cost
me, from and back to my home, less than $400. Expense
of fishing is halved with a companion.' Board at St.
James is from iS.oO to $4 per diem. "Camping" (on the
boat) costs very little. There is a fair general store at
St. James, where supplies can be purchased.
In the matter of tackle, I can only give my experi-

ence, which has, however, been satisfactory. I don't
want to puff any tackle maker, for there may be many
of them just as competent as the one I buy from, Ed-
ward vom Ilofe. I have but one caution to give, do not
experiment with his new ideas, or rather, do not rely on
them. Tell him what you want and insist on it that you
don't want any changes, and he will give you tackle that
you can depend on.

THE REEL.

His Star reel—costing about |50—is unnecessarily large
I think. The reel he sells for $26 (without case) is large
enough and much more convenient. You want a leather
guard on it, but you should have a shoemaker put one on
of stout sole leather, and have it project over the next
reel-bar and not have the dealer give you his short, pulpy
"improvement." Be careful not to have the leather so
wide as to bind on the sides of the reel. Stout thumb
stalls, crocheted at home of heavy cotton cord, are very
desirable as an adjunct. A single fish will wear through
the kind purchased of the dealers. It required twelve
fish (half of them brought to gafi') last March to wear
through a thumb stall made for me by a courteous Eng-
lishman last year while we were becalmed on the wav to
Sanibel.

THE LINE.

Hall's bass and tarpon line, 300yds. long, No. 18 (that is

21 thread). If the reel will not take it all, save the ex-
cess for sphcing. Two balls are needed, and they will
make three lines. Twice a week is often enough ti dry
the line. Soaking in fresh water is not necessary. When
a line shows signs of wear change ends.

THE SNELL.

I must be dogmatic about snells, for every one has his
favorite. The one I have at last settled upon as the ne
plus ultra, and which has produced that repose of mind
which comes to him who is satisfied that he has that
which cannot be bettered, is this: Have your dealer—
Vom Hofe makes them under protest—make two dozen
18-inch lengths of piano wire, divided in links of Gin.
each. There must be a ring or swivel (former preferred)
at each end of the wire snell. Lash your hook to 6 or
8in. of stout cord—a piece of the soft, heavy cotton snell
ordinarily in use is to be preferred, for you might save a
tarpon hooked in the mouth—and fasten the cord to the
ring on one end of the wire and attach your line to the
other end. The object of this contrivance is to lose your
shark and save your tarpon. The shark will bite your
cord snell close to the hook and escape, and your tackle
will be saved, with but a few minutes, at most, expended.
On the other hand, the tarpon must swallow the hook,
and get it well down in his gullet, to make his capture
probable. Then his "shears" play upon the piano wire
harmlessly. I had six sharks in succession cut my cord
snell inside of half an hour, and saved the wire; and I
took three tarpon with one snell, and my companion,
who fished after I returned home, tells me he took three
more on the same snell, and hnally lost it by the line
breaking.

THE HOOK.
O'Shaughnessy Nos. 9 0, 10-0 or 11-0—the last pre-

ferred.

THE GAFF,

Buy it at "the store'" at St. James, unless your boatman
has one, as will be likely.

Among the minor matters which will add to the com-
fort of the fisherman I will mention these: Take with
you a half dozen pairs of thin thread gloves as a protec-
tion against sunburn. Cut off the fingers, the back of
the hand only needs protection. The air at Charlotte
Harbor is deUghtf'ul, and makes one forget that the sun

is very powerful. I have known a case of blood poison-
ing from sores made by sunbm'n. Spectacles or eye-
glasses of colored glass are useful at times. A rubber
air cushion adds greatly to comfort. Vom Hofe has in-
vented a weighing machine, about as large as the hand,
which will weigh fish up to SOOlbs. with tolerable accur-
acy. Get 50 to 100 grape fruit from Fort Meyers and
stow them under the forward deck of the boat—you will
think this the best hint given you. After a week you
will not regard an orange when a grape fruit is to be
had,
And lastly:

THE ROD.
Here should be economy. The rod should be in a

single piece; no joints, with double reel seats and guides.
Edward vom Hofe makes one at the moderate price of
$5. The fisherman should buy two and not take the
trouble to take them home when he goes North. A rub-
ber butt, such as is used on chairs on smooth floors, should
be attached.
Bait and the manner of attaching it to the hook is to

be considered where used.
The best time for fishing is in May and extends back-

ward with a diminuendo. Tarpon spawn late in May and
throughout June. From the middle of March to the
middle of April will suit the Northerner, and he will have
good results and be sure of fish.

HOW TO REACH ST. JAMES CITY.

The best train to take is No. 27 of the Atlantic Coast
Line, which runs direct from Boston to Jacksonville
without change of cars. That is to say, the "Boston
sleeper" goes all the way through. Other sleeping cars
are taken on at Washington. This train is called the
West India Mail, and is more likely to run on time than
any other.
Berths in the Boston sleeper should be bespoken at least

two weeks in advance. The train reaches Jacksonville at
noon, and cars are then changed for Train 27, running
from Jacksonville to Tampa. This latter place is reached
about 9 o'clock in the evening,
Mr. Plant, the great railroad magnate of Florida, runs

a steamer twics a week from Tampa to the lower end of
Charlotte Hajbor; and my recollection is that the trav-
eler leaving Philadelphia at 7:20 A. M. Friday by the
West India Mail, w^ould reach St, James by this steamer
Sunday morning at 10 o'clock. This is the preferable
way to go and the most expeditious. Those who fear sea-
sickness can take the route inland via Lakeland, Bu-tow
and Punta Gorda. Information as to this can probably
be obtained afc the offices of the Atlantic Coapt Line in
the large cities. F. S. J. C.

Florida has few more attractive fishing resorts than
Tampa, and beauty of color is mingled here with extra-
ordinary size and grotesqueness of form. In the clear
waters surrounding the numerous mangrove islands
schools of snappers, grunts, groupers, yellow-tails, squir-
rel fish, jewfish, porgies, sheepshead, silver perch, chan-
nel bass, spots, croakers, kingfish, sailor's choice and
hosts of other species not included among anglers'
fishes are to be seen at almost any time. The mullet, the
cero, the Spanish mackerel and the barracuda are within
easy reach, and the tarpon flourishes in all his silvery
beauty. If the tarpon fishing should fail to satisfy the
thu'st for excitement the fisherman need only turn his
attention to the great devilfish, a gigantic ray whose disk
reaches a width "of 20ft. and whose strength is sufficient
to tow a whaleboat, or even a vessel of several tons.
Elliott has vividly described the dangers and excitement
attending this kind of fishing in his "Carolina Sports,"
and the following graphic account has recently been pub-
lished by the G.ilveston News:

Tampa, Fla., Sent. 21 —A party of fishermen that came in
yesterday attracted great attention on acoouot of the vari-
ety and size of fish brought in by them. All day long a
steady stream of sightseers visited the boat and asked the
men questions regarding their adventures.
The fishermen brousht with them the skins of three mag-

nificent tarpons, weighing when caught from 125 to SOOlbs.
The greatest curiosity was a fine devil 0sb. It had a large
flat body, with two Ions; flippers extending like thepoiutsof
a star from its sides. The breadth of the fish from tip to tip
of these flippers was just lift. Tin. A man could be taken in
its huge mouth, as it was SOin. in breadth. Prom eye to eye
the head was 36in. across, the eye protruding on the outsidp
of two big feelers, which are rased hy the fish in eating, and
project in front of the head abont lOin. Prom the point of
these feelers to the end of the tail was lift. Sk'tn. The fish
was estimated to weigh fully l,20Ulbs., hut'ihere was no
way of getting the weight accurately when the fish was first
caught.
Toe fishermen had an exciting time catching the monster,

and it towed their three-ton schooner over an hour when
haipooued. It was first seen at about 6 P. M., playing in the
shallow water near Egmbnt Key. Running up"^, they har-
pooned it with a lily iron. It at once leaped high in the air
flung itself, and then started with a rush for deep water!
Tbe schooner turned with a whirl and was towt-d along
rapidly. The big fish plunged frantically and leaped in the
air in its efforts to shake onttheiron. It would run straight
for half a mile, and then suddenly swing under the vessel,
whirling the schooner like a toy.
Fire was opened on the monster with Winchesters every

time it appeared above water, but they seemed to make him
only more furious. At the fifth volley it turned suddenly
and rushed for the vessel. The men were crowded at the
side, and the flsh struck the schooner just below them,
throwing them down on the deck and breaking tbe collar
bone of one of the sailors. The fish seemed to be somewhat
stunned by the blow, and floated. Two more harpoons were
put into it. and musket balls were fired into its big body.
Ropes were then thrown around it, and it was drawn aboard,
it taking the united .strength of all seven men to get it up.

The eyes are lateral and not at the ends of the so-called
"feelers," as intimated in the narrative. The "feelers"
are the ear-like prolongations of the front part of the
pectoral fins. The devilfish, sea devil or manta is among
the largest of the fishes, and a good stuffed skin is one of
the greatest desiderata in museums. The name manta
means blanket, and is used at the pearl fisheries off the
west coast of Merico "to designate an enormous fish
much dreaded by the divers, whom it is said to devour
after enveloijing them in its vast wings,"

From "Tarpon's" account of his cruise, presented last
week in our yachting columns, we have extracted this
tritmte to the harrytoitiveness of the tarpon fishermen:
"On the way we pass several tarpon fishermen patiently
waiting for that big fish that they do not get. By the
way, it taies a very peculiar man to make a good tarpon

crank. He must be lazy to begin with, and have an un-
limited stock of patience, while his bump of hopefulness
must be large. 1 met one man who told me he had been
tarpon fishing for five successive seasons, and had not
caught one yet, but he thought he should next time.
Poor fellow, I wonder if he ever figured out the fun he
had lost by not fishing for fish he could catch,"

AROUND LAKE MICHIGAN.
IT is claimed by the fishermen along the north shore of

Lake Michigan that fishing is greatly injured by the
bark that is ground very fine by the constant chafing and
rubbing of the logs as tbey are boomed and towed
through the lake, becomes water soaked and sinks, cover-
ing the food of the whiteflsh, destroying their spawning
grounds and driving the fish away. Tons of this bark can
be seen along the north shore of Lake Michigan, At one
place I measured, near Epoufette, Mackinac county, an
average depth at edge of vvHter of 2^ ft., extending back
23ft. and 250ft. in length. Every few miles similar banks
can be seen, especially in small coves where the surf is
not high enough to wash it aw.ay. All aloug the shore
the bottom can be seen covered with this bark. About
17,000,000ft. of lumber passed through the Mackinaw
Straits last spring, and this has done great damage. For
the past three years logs have been towed through in the
shape of slack booms, made by chaining a number of
large logs together by their ends'and formine an immense
circle around the rafo of loose logs. In this shape tbey do
more damage to the fi^jhing grounds than the rafts did
when the logs were aU chained together, and of course
could not chafe and rub as the new method will allow
Ihem to. In 1889 the fishing along the north Fbore was
better than it has been for a number of years, Tne fisher-
men claim that few logs were brought out of the woods
on account of the very mild wintpr, consequently the
fishing was much improved,
A great deal of complaint is made about the sawdust

that is also driving the whitefish further out in the lake
and destroying their spawning grounds. It can be seen
washed up on shore for a distance of forty miles from the
nearest mills. Whitefish will not remain in waters pol-
luted by sawdust. Occasionally they are found dead
floating on tbe surface of the lake, and in most every in-
stance sawdust is found in their intes'ines. which, it is
claimed, caused their death.
The large fiaherics that are carried on in the Great

Lakes where lugs are used ar.- liie means of driving away
the whitefish and eausiog sume pxrts of the fishing
ground to become deserted, Wnen they go out to their
nets, which are from five to tliirty llvi" miles off shore,
and which they do whenever the weather permits, and
take aboard their catch which amounts to from 1,200 to
3,0001bs. per day, to save lime -.md trouble the fish are
cleaned on the way in, and the off al is thrown overboard,
causing the fish to leave immediately. This custom is

strictly contrary to law, which requires them to bring all

offal ashore and deposit it eight rods from high-water
mark. They do sav'e tbe offil rccasionally and bring it

ashore in order to avoid suspicion By depos.ting one
barrel of offal in the water it has a bad effect from 400 tO
SOOvds, in circumference by driving tbe fish away. The
cinders and clinkers that are thrown overboard from the
steamers passing through the straits also prove very de-
structive to whitefish.
Whitefish make their appearance in a body and are

very seldom caught in water le^'s than five fathoms, and
from that to 90 and 100 fathoms.

Whitefish and lake herring prove the be^t bait for hook
and line fishing. It is cut u[> in pieces about lin. square.
When this kind of bait is not to be had trout is used
wilh very good efff'ct. A great many sportsmen during
the summer and fall months visit the North Shore of
Lake Michigan and also the inland lakes for the fishing.
The best months for whitefish are June, July, October

and Nove mber. They run best in the fall. Trout fishing
is generally the hest in September, October and Novem-
ber, April and May. They leave the feeding grounds
close in shore in the summer and go out to deeper
waters where it is cooler. Trout spawn in September
and October, whicefish in October and November.
Very little benefit is derived from the flsh hatcheries

in this vicinity, as the large fisheries from this and other
Stales locate here with their small mesh-nets, as small as
2 in., and destroy millions of small whitefish. The law
requires dim. mesh for pound-nets and 4iin. mesh for
gill-nets. I have the names and addre-sses of two gentle-
men who claim they can prove that a large fishery came
hei'e from the coast and destroyed tons of small white-
fish, that were thrown ashore to rot; as many as fifty
could be put in a cigar box at once. The hatcheries
would do excellent work if the law were enforced so that
these small fish would not be caught. The small fisheries
claim that they are not allowed to use a net smaller than
is required by law, as they are watched all the time, but
very little, if any, attention is paid to the large fisheries,
consequently they catch most of the large fish and most
all of the small fish, forcing a numbpr of small fisheries
to abandon fishing altogether. The spawn has to be
shoveled out of the boat very often while returning: and
unloading their catch. Men claim that they have waded
in .spawn up to their ankles.
Tne "pot-gut" or deep water trout are caught in goodly

numbers on the banks oft' Marquette (Lake Superior).
They are caught in water from 7a to 80 fathoms. The
average length of the fish is 16in.; the average weight is

2ilbs. They are caught every month in the year.
The lake bottom of Whitefish Biy is composed of

gravel, sand and rock, mostly sand. The food for white-
fish commonly called the whitefish worm is found more
abundantly on muddy bottom. The snail or small clam
is another important article of food for the whitefish.
Millions of them can be seen along the lake shore. They
grow to the size of a thumb nail—those eaten by the
whitefish are from the size of a small pea down to the
size o2 a pin's head.
From the town of St. Ignace and six miles out is the

beautiful Mackinac Island, whose shores are in some
places low and in other parts perpendicular from the
water's edge. A fine hotel and a number of beautiful
cottages are found here. A great many sportsmen spend
the summer months on the island fishing and strolling
about its shores. Trolling seems to be the principal and
most successful mode of fishing, lake trout and masca-
longe being mostly sought after.

The eel-pout, or what is called around the Soo the losh
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is very destructive to whiteflsh, as are also pickerel and
trotJt. Ten years ago a great number of pickerel were
caught in the Soo Eiver and a very few whitefish.
Most all the pickerel are now caught, there being very
few left, and the whitefish have returned in good num-
bers.

A great many fish, especially bass, are caught in Mud
Lake and" S JO River in the samuier sea^oa by vifiitors.

They troll, using minnows, ci'awfisb, worms, grass-
hoppers, etc. The principal food for trout in the Soo
River is small fish; for whitefish, the snail and whitefish
worm. The bottom of tlie Soo is mud, s-and and gravel,
Hat reck. etc. Sturgeon are caught, and a great many
trout eggs are found in their intestines during the spa \v'n-

ing seasou. Oa the Canadian side thev do not allow anj'
kind of fishing from Nov. i until Dec. 1, during the
epawning season. On the American side fiahins is

Cdrried on at all times, there being no restrictions. The
fishing in the Soo has been decreasing for several years
past.

Lake Winnebago, Wis., is a beautiful sheet of water
about 36 by 13 miles, with an average depth of from 30 to
40ft. : bottoin rocky and gravelly, also a good deal of nuid.
Along the Fox River, which is 'an outlet of the lake into
Green Bay, there are about 12 dams, a great number of
small fisb going over the damp, but none are able to
return, as there are no fishways. All fishermen and
sportsmen claim that fishways would be a great benefit,
as the fish would then be on the increase instead of de-
creasing as the case is now, and has been for years. The
lake is fed by Fox and Wolf rivers and numerous small
streams and lakes.

John Roberts and Otte Jorgensen, of Neenah and Men-
asha, have beautiful places bordering on the lake; they
also have a complete outfit of fishing tackle of all descrip-
tions, together with fifteen or twenty boats. They em-
ploy guides who are expert oarsmen and fishermen to
accompany sportsmen who visit them every season from
all parts of the country. A great many small-mouth
black bass are taken by the anglers, also wall eyed pike,
silver bass, mooneye, or fresh-water shad or herring,
which is caught with the flv. For black bass the com-
mon shiner or a spoon is used. The largest black bass
that has been caught in the lake weighed oibs. 2oz. The
different clubs have offered a reward' of $100 to any one
catching a Gibs, bass.
The mooneyes are never taken before June; they are

caught for six weeks and then disappear. The largest
pickerel ever caught in the lake weighed I61bs. The
pickerel are very destructive to young fish, one having
been t aught in Fox River with thirty-five small speckled
perch and shiners in him. The losli is another great
destroyer of young fish. Pounds, gill-nets, fyke-nets and
trammel-nets are used in the lake, very few of the latter
are used. It is claimed that a great deal of nefc-fishing ia

carried on out of season, which is proved by the number
of arrests that w^ere and are being made by Mr. C. E.
Lucas, fish warden, Fond du Lac, and the great number
of nets destroyed. Cuff,
Washington, D. 0.

TAPEWORM IN TROUT.
DURING the course of his explorations in the Yellow-

stone National Park, Dr. Jordan collected a lob of
intestinal parasites from the trout of Yellowstone River
and suckers of Witch Creek. The trout parasites ap-
peared first in cysts among the casca at the hind end of
the stomach, later in the liver and viscera, and finally in
the flesh of the belly, where they reach a lengtb of five
inches. In lakes partly fed by geyser water all the trout
contained worms. About one-quarter of the suckers
which abound in waters as warm as 80" or more are
wormy, and the parasites often exceed one foot in length
in the abdominal cavity.
These parasites were sent by Commissioner McDonald

to Prof. Edwin Linton for study, and the report upon
them was recently published in the Bulletin of the Com-
mission. The subjrct was of so great interest that in the
summer of 1890 the Commissioner requested Prof. Linton
to join with Prof. S. A. Forbss of Idinois in the investi-
gation of the life of the Park, the work of Prof. Linton
to have especial reference to the cause of parasitism in
Yellowstone Lake trout. The report upon the latter sub-
ject has appeared in the Bulletin. The trout worms were
first mentioned in Hayden's Report on Montana and
Adjacent Territory for 1871, and were again dipcusaed in
reports by Bradly (1872) and Capt. Jones (1873). Dr.
Leidy described the species as Dihothrium cordiceps.
Prof. Linton found the larvaj '

' either in cysts among or
on the viscera of its host, the trout {Salmo myJciss); free,
on or among the viscera; beneath the peritonea Llining
of the abdominal cavity ; or burrowing in the muscular
tissue of the body--walL" " This parasite occurs, so far as
known, only in the Rocky Mountain trout. I have found
it in the trout of Yellowstone Lake, Yellowstone River
above the lower falls, and in Heart Lake. I did not suc-
ceed in getting any fish from below the lower falls for
examination. I am told, however, that wormy trout are
never found in the river below the falls. It is very prob-
able, however, if careful search were made for them,
that an occasional trout in the river and its tributaries
below the lower falls would be found with cysts of this
parasite. At the Grand Canon Hotel I examined some
trout which were said to have been caught below the
upper falls, and found one with cysts in the abdominal
cavity and a large larva among the abdominal muscles.
In Heart Lake I found the trout not infrequently infested
with this parasite, occurring in cysts and free on and
among the viscera, but not among the muscles. Dr. Jor-
dan reports that the trout of Riddle Lake, which drains
through Solution Creek into Yellowstone Lake, are ap-
parently free from parasites. It may be that this conclu-
sion would have to be abandoned if an examination were
made of several of the large trout of that lake."

Prof. Linton found a number of parasites of other
kinds in the trout. Sp^nt females were usually found to
be most seriously affected. The source of the infection
is_ believed to continue during several months. Prof.
Linton believes that the worms are not injurious to man,
except as their presence makes the fish distasteful to the
palate. Parasites are extremely common in fishes, but
as a rule they do not live in man, and their vitality is de-
stroyed by cooking.
The adult staee of the trout tapeworm was found in the

white pelican {Pelecanvs erythrorhynchus). In this ho^t
the life history of the parasite is completed, and the prob-
able cause of the wormy trout is found by Prof. Linton

in the wormy pelican. In the'case of similar worms in-
festing European fresh-water fishes the migrations have
been made out as follows :

* The eggs develop in the
water, where they give rise to ciliated embryos, which
bear a close resemhlance to ciliate infusoria. Tfaf f e oa?8
into fishes, * * * where they become estabhfhel in
the peritoneal cavity. The round of life is completed in
ihe intestines of aquatic birds, where the eggs are rapidly
formed."
One of the remedies proposed for this parasitism of the

trout is the pxtermination of the pelican—a measure
which Prnf. Linton considers unnecessary and inadvis-
able. Ue believes that the increase of visitors will lead
to a reduction of the number of deceased trout, particu-
larly if the dead fish are not left on the shore or thrown
into the water. The introduction into Yellowstone Lake
of the chub of Heart Lake he thinks would be advan-
tageous, since the parasite does not develop in the chub,
and this fish would furnish healthy food both for the
trout and the pelican, "and with fewer pai-asites in the
pelican would go a diminution in the number of ova dis-

seminated in the water, and consequently a lessening of
parasitism in the trout."

FISH OF THE MACKENZIE BASIN.
THROUGH the courtesy of Dr. G. Brown Goode we are

able to present some extracts from the answers of
Robert MacFat lane, Chief li'actor of the Hudson's Biy
Company at Fort St, James, B. C, to Senatorial queries
concerning the resources of the Great Mackenzie Basin.
The important statement as to the absence of salmon in
Mackenzie River will caitse surprise, since Pacific salmon
are known to occur in Arctic rivers west of the Macken-
zie, and have been reported also to the eastAvard. We
expected to hear that the inconnu occurs in the Mac-
kenzie, as it abounds in large Alaskan rivers and is not
anadromous. Coming from an authority like MacFar-
lane these facts will be extremely valuable to ichthyolo-
gists,

Fish of Lalce Athabasca.—Trout, pike, pickerel, methy
and whitefidh abound throughout the lake; but I have
heard it btated that since the steamer Qrahame began to
jjiy in the vicinity of the fisheries of the post and mis-
sions neaj- Fort Chipewyan, as well as on Quatrc Fourches
River, the annual catch of fish has pei ceptibly dimin-
ished.

Fish of Great Slave Lake.—^Tlie trout and whitefish are
somewhat larger and of rather better quality than those
of Lake Athabasca. The inconnu (Stenodus mackenzii)
abounds in this lake, and also in the Mackenzie and in
the Slave River to the foot of the ''Rapids of the Drowned,"
one mile above Fort Smith. Its flesh is much inferior to
that of the true salmon; but when taken on the lower
Mackenzie and Anderson rivers it is firm and rich, but
still less palatable than good whitefish.
Fish of Great Bear Lake.—I have never been to Great

Bear Lake, but 1 know that excellent trout, whitefish
and other northern fish are to be had in plenty in its

waters. The fresh-water herring {Coregomis lucidMs)
also aboimds, it is similar to that of the Mackenzie and
equally fine. While a resident of Fort Simpson, Mac-
kenzie River district, we received in March, 18G7, a large
and splendid trout, weighing, I think, TOlbs., which had
shortly before been caught in Bear Lake, east of old
Fort Franklin. The lake is very deep and clear, and
ice is said to be seldom wholly absent thereon for much
more than two months out of the twelve.

Various Lakes of the Mackenzie Basin.—A thorough
exploration of the Mackenzie Basin would probably de-
termine the existence of more than one sheet of water,
whose area would fully equal that of Lesser Slave Lake.
The Simpson, Petitot and Colville lying to the north of
Great Bear Lake; the Pio Nono and Tache on the west
side thereof, and Lake La Martre to the northwest of
Great Slave Lake and many of a lesser size, besides those
laid down on maps, all contain trout, whitefish, jack and
other fish. During winter and also other periods of the
season numbers of Indians find subsistence in these
waters, as well as on many of the rivers and sti-eams
which, among other fish, also contain lots ol j^oisson bleu
(Back's grayling) of various sizes, and on a few of the
former the Hudson's Bay Company sometimes establish
fisheries to supplement the food requirements of their
northern trade posts. Scarcely any of those lakes, how-
ever, are accessible by eteam, owing to the obstructions
in the rivers, which connect several of them with the
great lines of communication with southern Canada.
The best and most generally diffused fish throughout

the numerous lakes and rivers of the Mackenzie Basin
is the whitefish, and it is quite plentiful, especially in the
Athabasca, Great Slave and Great Bear lakes. In weight
in these waters it ranges between 2 and 41b&,, but on some
of the lesser, and indeed in several of the smallest fish
lakes of the far North, a few are met with which attain
to 5, 6 and 7lbs. and upward, and the flesh is excellent.
Trout of a large size (7 to oOlos.) abound in the greater,
but they are of lesser weight (5 to 251bs.) on the smaller
lakes. Several speckled trout have been caught on the
lowsr Anderson River. Jackfish of various sizes are
plentiful on most of the lakes, and on Clear Lake, which
with Lac Manmrawee are but a continuation of the west-
ern end of Lake Athabasca, they often weigh as much as
30, 35 and SOlbs. Carp, dore, ioche and suckers are pres-
ent on all the larger lakes, as well as in most of the
smaller sheets of water. The fresh-water herring is

abundant in Great Bear Lake and also in the lower Mac-
kenzie River, and some were obtained by us on the
Anderson River. This is also a fish of fine quality and
weighs about Slbs. The Loucheux and ilare Indians
catch in nets and dry a large quantity in summer for
winter use. Some are also thus secured at Fort Norman,
while a few are caught up as high as Fort Simpson; the
best are, however, taken on the lower Mackenzie. Back's
grayling, or poisson bleu, abounds in many of the streams
falling into the Anderson and Mackenzie, as well as in
many others throughout these regions, where it is fre-
quently met with in various stages of growth, from 2oz.
to matm-ity at 21b3, The inconnu, as already mentioned,
is numerous in the Mackenzie, in Great Slave Lake and
in the Slave River to Fort Smith, It is also plentiful in
the Anderson, which is known to the Indians as the river
of the toothlefa (inconnu) fish. The largest specimen of
this fish I ever saw was taken on the Anderson River
within forty miles of its outlet in Liverpool Bay; I should
say it would "have weighed about 50 or 60ibs.; its fiesh
was white, firm and oily. Tfaei-e are no true salmon in
the Anderson or Mackenzie rivers, and yet in most of the

Arctic streams to the westward of the latter and to the
eastward of the former they are said to be very abund-
ant.

The Esquimaux who used to frequent Fort Anderson
succeeded most seasons in killing one, but seldom as
many as two, large-sized whales, which proved of im-
mense value to them as an article of food. They band
together and hunt it in the number described 'by Dr.
Richardson in his Boat Expedition. Seals, walruses and
water fowl are also taken by the E'^quimaux in the way
mentioned in the volume. On my first visit to Franklin
Bay, on June 'Z^, 1863, and again about the end of the
same month, in 1834, we distinctly heard one or two
large whales spouting in a lane of open water which ap-
peared amid the ice covered sea. We found Langton
Harbor almost entirely free of ice on each of our sum-
mer visits. The daily tides and gales of wind materially
help to break up the ice of Langton Harbor and Franklin
Bay. The former is more deeply indented to the east-
ward than a passing boat or vessel would be able to
notice. Quite a number of seals and walruses were seen
basking in the sun on floating as well on stationary fields
of ice.

[The carp above mentioned is probably one of the
laige members of the cyprinoid family, of which several
genera are known in the Puget Sound region and north-
ward; it would be interesting to know what fish is meant.
The loche is our burbot {JLota, maculosa). The dore is

pike-perch. The occurrence of pike is known, but we
liave not heard of pickerel in the region except as an-
other name for the dore.]

THE COMMODORE CLUB.

AT the outing of the Commodore Club, at its beautiful
club house on Harmony Lake, Maine, there were

some twenty-two members and invited guests present.
Among these gentlemen were Mr. John G. Wright, of the
Boston wool trade; A, A. Adams, of Boston: Gcu, Hamlin,
of Bangor, Me.; W. Bullevant, of the Boston leather trade;
Judge W. V. Kellen, Dr. Rowe, Superintendent of the
Boston City Hospital; Robeit Moriville, W. F. Lawrence,
J, W. Riciier, H. M, Stephenson. W. K. Browne, R.
Brown, of Peabody ; W. Shaw, of P'eabody; Mr, Clark, of
Peabody; R. B, Howland, of Amesburv; W. Buffington,
of Boston; Thomas Walker, of Warren, Me.; H. C. Fuller,
of Hartland, Me,; Mr. Coffin, of Stoddard, Lovering &
Co., Boston; W. H. Souther, of Boston; Mr. Nelson, of
Milfoi-d; Charles Hall, of Boston; Charles Gallagher, of
the Boston School Committc' , and Mr. Jacobs, of Pea-
body. The well supplied table of the club house was
amply supplied with guest?, but as for fresh game and
fish from the w^aters of the lake there was a lack of sup-
ply. The weather was so warm, and had been so warm
all the season, though it was then in the early October
dayp, that the black ducks had not begun to come into
the ijond, and as for grouse, only a few could be found
by the closest hunting.
Some of the party that was at the club house before the

first of October, tried diligently for trout and landlocked
salmon in the lake, but the weather was too warm, and
but few trout were obtained. But the members of the
club are charmed with the location, and they propose to
try and help the fishing. They will restock with all the
landlocked salmon and trout that they can get. They
are strongly in favor of keeping the little fish till old
enough to take care of themselves, instead of turning
them out the first year, or about as soon as hatched, as
has been the case heretofore in many of the waters in
Maine. I understand the Maine Fish Commissioners are
also in favor of the same policy in the matter of restocking
hereafter. It is feared that the fry, turned out as soon
as free from the sack, can only fall a prey to other fish,

while if they are retained till they are a year old, they
will have attained sufficient strength and caution to be
able to escape from their enemies.
Mr. John G. Wright, a prominent member of the Com-

modore Club, has fisned during the past year in the
famous Loch Leven. in Scotland, and he is a thorough
believer in restocking of our lakes and streams with
trout and salmon. He says that Loch Leven is only about
the size of Harmony Lake, Me., and that each year some
28,000 trout are taken out of its waters. The trout taken
are all carefully weighed and recorded, and such is the
result. Small trout are immediately returned, since
nothing but fly-fishing is tolerated, and the fish are not
liable to great injury in being hooked. Restocking is

w^hat keeps up the fishing in that celebrated lake, and
Mr. Wright believes that the same might be done in
Maine waters. Commissioner Henry O. Stanley is of the
same opinion. Special.

BASS IN THE ADIRONDACKS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your editorial in this week's issue. ''Shall the Adiron-

dacks be Stocked with Ba^s?" is timely; and I shall watch
for the answer it is sure to bring forth, as it is a question
I am much interested in. With some twenty others I
have cottages on the shores of East Canada Lake, fifteen

miles north from here, but fully in the Adirondacks.
The main lake is some two and a half miles long by half
a mile wide and is 165ft. deep for considerable distance:
it was a famous salmon lake until ten years ago, when
fishing through the ice and rapidly increasing pickerel
finished them. Several attempts have been made to stock
the lakes with black bass, but with little success. A few
have been seen, and two weighing over Slbs. each were
caught this past year. There are any number of yellow
perch, but they are a nuisance. Three years ago I wrote
to Commissioner R. U. Sherman, giving him the particu-
lars; and he advised trjing lake trout again, which, with
the protection we now give the lake, and its being a deep
water fish, be thought would soon stock the lake. There-
fore we put 50,000 in June, 1890, and this past spring the
same number. But your editorial casting doubt on trsiit

being ever successfully planted in pickerel waters makes
me anxious to learn what the experience of your
readers is.

I have just filled out application for 60,000 lake fry and
frost fish for food fish, but shall not send it on to the sec-
retary of the Commission until I see what answers your
article brings fr rth. There is no use of our going to
further trouble and expense if the experience of those
who have tried proves that trout will not live in waters
where pickerel have once got g, foothold.

M, S, NoitTHRUP.
•TOHNSTOWN, N. Y., Oct. 16.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
GHICAGO, 111., Oct. 14.—When Warden Buck started

in OQ the work of gpiting the fishways put in along
the K>nkakee E ver, he was promised a new fishing out-
fit by the flshway committf e, xjrovided he had all the
fishwavs in before fall. When Warden Buck left this

field of activity for another, he Ferved notice that there
was a fishing outfit due him, as all the ladders were in
except the one at Momence, on which, he said, work was
commenced, Later he wrote to President Cole, from
Marseilief", and said that the flshway there was all in but
the cover, and would be th^ finest on the river. At the
time Mr, Buck left the warden bu-iness, he told me that
he had not been paid his April salary, and also that he
did not like the way the Fox Eiver Association had acted
about getting another and cheaper warden for the winter
work in the Fox Lake district, toward which work he
had helped raise funds. Mr, Cole saw these latter state-
ments in x> iot, and said they wete not accurate.
"Buck expns=!ly agreed to work in April as he did,"

said Mr. Cule. ' I toLl him that we liad not any funds
for that time, and explained that there would be some
work later for wh'ch we could pay. It would not, I
think, be just for the associations to pay that as bick
salary. As ro the winter warden's work, neither JBuck
nor any one else has been chosen for that, and so far as I
can learn he only raised $2 toward that fund."
To let thrse former st <tpments go uncorrected would

hardly be just to the Fox Eiver Association or to Jwr.

Cole, who has had the handling of the wardens of this
part of the S^ate in charg-e. We will now gee about the
actual condition of the Kankakee fi-hways, as shown to
Mr, Cole and myself, both of the flshway committee, in
the trip which we took last week for the express purpose
of inspfcting all the Kankakee Eiver dams. I regret to
say in advance that the facts were not so flattering as we
had thought, thrush evidently the work had been well
laid our, and in some pLces well finished. In plain
English, and with a rude regard for fact, the actual case
is that instead of there heing sev^n working fishways
finished on the Kankakee Eiver, there is only one finished,
and it needs some improvf ment. This is what President
Cole and I found, as will be set forth at more length.
We started in Wednesday morning, Oct. 7, at Momence,

Work had not been started on the fishway here at all,

though we were told the contract had been let, Mr.
Fred. Duryee, that kindly-souled sportsman whom every-
one who goes to Momence knows, told us that he would
look up the delay and try to get the work started. L-iter
he wro'e Mr, Cole and said that the delay was over that
old injunction of the^ railway against the dam owners. As
the rail '^ay and the dam owners had both signed a stipu-
lati m allowing the way to go in, the wherefore of this is

not plain. Mr. Cole will try to learn from Mr, Wooster,
agent for the owners, what the trouble is, Mr, Duryee
thought the way would be in this fall. In the name of
all conscience, why was it not i.n long agoV Do the dam
owners and their agent know that this delay is illegal,

and that they are subject to fine for it? The association
has been quiet and courteous all along, but an unexplained
and abrupt stoppage of all work such as thin delay is, im-
presses one as being wrong treatment of those who have
been always courteous and fair. Let high water come,
and the work mu-t lie over a full vear, f>nd thef-pringrun
balked again. We found the water lower than it has
been tor years, and the contractor on the fishway could
put it in with perfect ease. When everything is so favor-
able, why this delaj? Another trip to Momence neems
necessary. Bat let it be set down here that that fiohway
goes in.

Ac Momence there is a choice little shooting club of
Chicago men, only ten in 'ill, who^e box is about a mile
and a half above the town. There are some nice wood-
cock covers near by. The club killed 78 woodcock this
summer. Mr. Metcalf, Mr. Geo. Marshall, Mr, Bird and
other familiar names are members of this club. Its
keeper is Chas. lleimbaugh, mentioned fHVorably earlier
as a candidate for a-ssociation warden. With Mr. Heim-
baogh we were well impressed, and since our return have
sent on a petition for bis appointment as a State fish war-
den, which we hope all Momence wiU back. We wished
also to have him appointed a game wa'den, and here we
struck one of the incongiuities of our gilt-edged law.
Tne Illinois fish laws are good. The Illinois t;ame laws
are vile as any well could be. A fish warden can act all

over the State, and he can arrest wiihcut wa' rant. More-
over, the ^< vernor can app nnt a^^ many fish warden.s as
he likes. Under the law there can, on the other hand, be
only three game wardens, one for each of the thrte lar-

gest cities. Our attorneys tell us that these wardens can
not, under the statute, deputize their powers. Only a
game warden can see or seize illegal game, and lefore he
can search he must swear out a warrant. This amounts
to barring the whde country district of Illinois of all

game waidene. I know that Siate Game Warden Pipino,
of Qaircy, has taken steps to appoint Mr. Harlan, of Li
Salle, a deputy game warden, but I should doubt the
povvers of tne latter, XJoder these circumstances we ad-
vised Heimbaugh to consult with his county sheriff, and
to circulate a petition, which we sent to him, for bis ap-
pointtuent as a depuoy sheriff, with the spec al duty of
lolioftiog game law c <8es. In this way a game warden
can be created who, with proi er warrant, can act within
the limits of his county. As fish warden, he can go any-
where and arret<t without a warrant. Will the next
sportsmen's legislative c immittee reflect on the wisdom
of this innocent littie clause in the fish law?
We hired a boat at Momence for a week, and at noon

on Wednesday left the ovi-ner lam'^nting on the bank in
fear that he would never see his boat again. Heimbaugh
went a few miles down the river with us, for some word
about a seining party of which he had heard. He took
his dog along with him, and in the afternoon we were
fortunate enough to find a corner of the river where
there were plain signs of woodcock on a little wild rice
flat adj icent to a thicket. We skirmished around here
for a few moments and got five beautiful woodcock, two
of which Mr, C .le and I had for breakfast next morning.
The row down ihe river was delightful. The Kankakee

here is a wide and lovely stream. We did not fish any
beyond a few casts just after dinner, but passed water
which had the day before yielded a fine lot of bass to a
local fisher. It was a half-hour after dark, however,
when we pulled into Aroma, or Waldron, only nine miles
below Momence, after leaving Heimbaugh half way to
walk back, be having learned nothing or the seiners at
Clipis, Can. ' ^here we at© lunch,

We struck a good country hotel, Miller's, at Aroma,
and passed a glorious night in sleep. In the morning we
went to the dam, me^^ting there Mr. Beard-<ley, agent for
the mill owners. We found the fishway here of no
earthly use. Mr, Beardsley promised to extend it 8 or
10ft. at the bottom, and to dig out a good pool at its foot,
and to sec the chute at the top down flush with the top of
the dam, and to cover all the upper part of the fishway,
so that spearing could not be done quite so easily. It
seems that Warden Buck had told them to set this chute
down into the dam, but they had not done it. He had
supposed it was all right. Eeally, it was all wrong.
Aroma fishway, as we saw it, was about as good as a
piece of tin pipe bent over the dam, not touching water
at either end, and perfectly dry inside. Hish water, of
course, will help this way, and if Mr, Cole's directions are
not slighted, it will do. A trip will be made to see that
they are not slighted.
From Aroma to Kankakee is five miles pull, all in

back water, but down a stream wide and noble, edged
^iih banks a continual shifting scene of beauty. The
Iroquois Eiver joins the Kankakee just below Aroma,
As we looked on the clean, well-timbered banks of the
stream, so similar to those of the Illinois Eiver, we could
not help wondering at the separation in name of a stream
one in character. The actual facts of history will show
this wonder well grounded. The Kankakee and the Illi-

nois would have one name to-day had there been one
discoverer instead of two, Pere Marquette ascended the
St. Jo Eiver in Michigan to the Portage Prairie, near
South Bend, Ind.. where he earned over, three miles, into
the Kankakee, He gave this stream the name by which
the Indians called it. He probably also named the Iro-
quois Eiver, He left the Kankakee Eiver somewhere
near Aroma, and did not descend to the junction of the
Kankakee and Dps Plaines rivers, which the maps show
as forming the Illinois, Meantime, 'Sieur de La Salle,
descending the Des Plaines Eiver, far out of character
and inferior to the Kankakee, came to the greater stream
and called it Illinois, after the Illinois or Ulini tube of
Indians, the one explorer not knowing of the other's dis-
covery. The Illinois and the Kankakee are one stream, a
long, varied, beautiful and noble one. From Momence
to the mouth of the Des Plaines, and even further down,
the bed of this stream is nearly solid rock, and the banks
are bluffy and well wooded for the most part. The
marshy character which follows through Indiana has
here altogether disappeared.
We reached Kankakee town at 10 A. M. The fishway

here is a poor affair, though the mill owner said it was
located by Commissioner Bartiett. It should be out by
the side of the mill, where the fish would naturally run,
and not concealed behind the mill and under the bridge
which covers the raceway, A fishway should show good
light through the top, as a fish will not run up into a
dark hole. Some light comes into this way, but it is

located altogether wrong. Buck's idea, of a wing of
masonry run out into th« stream, has helped matters
here. The mill owner said that in ihe spring he would
show Mr, Cole fish going up this way. Little more could
be done than to pray that this might be so. We urged
that the way be kept clean, and lossed on.
The river being so very low, we hired a team here to

take our boat below the shallows, which we were told
ran ,down for ten miles. On our way we met a farmer
and transferred to bis wagon, he putting us do%vn at
4 P, M, twelve miles below Kankakee. Even here the
stream was shallow, though brawling and rapid as a
trout river in places. By dint of occasional wading w^e
got down into the backwater of the big Wilmingtom
dam, and soon the water grew so deep that the push
paodle could not be Ui-ed. A head wind detaiuf d us, and
It was an hour after dusk when, tired and hungry, we
got into the little rivtr hamlet of Custer Park and put
up for the night at a sort of fishing resort hotel run by
H. D. Little.

Before leaving this day's record I should add that we
found three more fishing clubs at the little village of
Aroma. The chief of these is the Lafayette Fishing Club,
of Lifayette, Ind., once a body of 14, but in these days
of dfpleted waters much fallen eft'. In the cosy little

club house we found Me?srs. J. J. Cumberson, J. S.
Ewry, J. P. Wagner, John F. Bruff and W, D. Hiller, all
gofid men and tiue, who are hoping that the fishways
will help them next year. The Waldron Fishing Club
is made up now of a half dozen railway conductors who
c jme to their box here for some sport when they can,
Ihe Strir Club, of Cincinnati, O., once a strong body of
men, has now much disintegrated. We will hear of
them further down the river. Their neat c ub house
shows in f'e timber across the river from the village.
Mr. S, D, Phillips, of Lafayette, has, I understand, put
up the new bulidine- on the raceway which we heard was
to be usf d as a club. Thus we may see the whilom glory
of the Kankakee as a fifhing stream even in other lands.
Another thins' about Aroma, and this for Heimbaugh and
for Warden Kamper of Danville. The chief of the men
who are doing the seining near Aroma is Jack Stansbury.
Catch him and you stop the seining,
Custer Park is about 6 miles above upper Wilmington

r'a.m. The river here is fairly straight, very wide and
dee-i, a veritable inland sea, yet with bold high banks.
We got a good st ^rt and made the upper dam early in
the morning, though delayed ingetting a team to take
our boat around the dam.

We found the upper dam an immense affair, 17ft high.
But here, thank fortune, is the best fishway, and indeed
the only one now complete on the river. This way had
just been finished by the carpenters, after the model left

i'j Buck, and the work had been done in an honest and
workmanlike manner. At the top of the way the earth
had been left uncut on the comb of the dam, so that only
a small hole was left, apt to be clogged.
Sending the team on ahead with the boat, we walked

on down, a half-mile or so, along the ruins of the old
canal which the State of Illinois built for the grain-
carrying trade in the anti-railway days. We found the
canal between us and the fishway when we got down to

the lower dam. but in spite of a gang of surly workmen
who were repaii ing this dam, we fished a boat out of the
ruined old lock, paddled over with a board, and found an
abbreviated washboar'i intended as a fishway. This way
was wide enough and well made for strength, but it was
quite t' o short at the lower end. The steps had no cups
at the ends, this not essential, but desirable.

At Wilmington village Mr. Cole found the agents in
pharge, and they promiged to ote^t ^-way the top of the

upper fishway and to build out the lower end of the way
in the lower dam. They seemed very pleasant about this,
and we think this will be done. At any rate, the worst
difiiculty on the river is overccm^. Upper Wilmington
dam is an absolute barrier. No fish can ascend it at any
stage of the water. It is a comfLat to think that there is

a good fishway there. Through its 6ft, of width must
pass every fish that goes up the river from this region.
These two dams have no mills on them, and are kept up
now for speculative purposes. Speed the day when they
are taken out!
A mile below Wilmington we i3ut in our boat and made

good time for a while, till we ran hard and fast upon the
'•riff" above what is called the "old State dam above
Kelly's," Over this we dragged and got to a ruined dam
and a lockway now fallen into dilapidation and decay.
Here we studied for a while, hardly caring to risk shoot-
ing through the race, a^i the low water made the rocks
conspicuous. At length we unloided our boat on the
comb of the dam, thr 'w her bodily over into the river
below, tossed the stuff in again after we had regained
jjossessioii of the era r, and so fared on apain, joyful. It
was now only a half-mile to Kelly's, and Kelly's is—well,
it's Kelly'."-, you know,
M. L. Kelly is a State fish wa.vden, one of the best and

most interested in the Snate. B-sides running his farm,
he keeps a little fishing place, which latter is known to
many in Chicago and elsewhere. The fij^hing at Kelly's
is the best below Moireiice. The river there is very wide
and rocky. For fly-fishing this is the best point on the
stream.
There is a State dam at Kelly's, a low afllair, often well

covered in the spring. The fi.3hway in this dam is a
howling farce, and how it c ime to be called a fishway is

a mystery. It is a straight cut through the rock, below
the top of the dam, it is true, but without a single defined
step or resting place for a fi.sh. The water through this
cut would be a plunging torrent instead ( f a broken de-
scent, Cipt. Lpjghton, engine' r in charge, will b© noti-
fied by Mr. Cole, and as he has expressed a willingness to
put in any way desired, this will probably be corrected
soon. But I must defer the rest to next week. E, Hough.

THE TAIL FLY.
THE trout season was nearly over, and I had not wet

a line. The thoughts of running water, v^hispering
leaves and bright sunshine, made the noise, smoke and
heat of the great city too much to bear with patience: so
I got out the rod, overhaul; d the fly-book and dreamed
that night of catching the big fellow beneath the bank
where the stream bends and runs under the roots of the
crooked birch.
Twentv-four hours aft-^r I got out of my berth in the

sleeper of the Chicago & Northern at half-past fom-; and
a moment later two yoimg chaps followed, rubbing the
sleepy seeds out of tneir eye^. Breakfast over, we
mounted the wagon and started for Johnson's ranch,
twenty-.=!even miles away. The joints of our spines
squeakfd before we reached it late that evening, and a
sleep more like a trance than anything else followed sup-
per, which was diapatc'ied in short order.
The next day was awfully hot, and I spent most of my

time w^atching the ahado^vs On the lake in front of our
cabin, eating, and as the darky said, "jus' restin'.".

Johnson's ranch consists of two log cabins, one of which
is occupied by the family and contains the dming-room;
the other is used by the fishermen for liviutr and sleep-
ins. In front is the beaudful lake Wabie Leibeniss or
White Eagle. The big pmes ca.^t long shadows on the
smooth grass in front, and a little to the left stand the
frames of the ab-indoned Indian home, and three curious
graves near by tell the oft-iep ated story of the vanish-
ing shadow of the red man. Cimp life in the woods
with the sting of uncomiorlableness drawn—the first

and only time I ever saw it done.
The second day the two young men started out for bass,

and as tbey were to pass near a tent left standing near
some good trout fishing T joined them. When we reached
the tent we dibcovered taat some giust ng root diggers
had jumped the tent, but they had another and there was
room enough, so the old guide and I took the trail for the
stream, where he had a dugout hid away. The day
pasicd pleasantly. There was trout enougli to satisfy
any reasonable person, although none were large; but on
the other hand there were no fingeibngs. The old man
dressed the tit-h instanier, and put them away in the
shade on some moss. Those fish kept better than any
other I ever saw, a>'d I vote it as w^ll worth the extra
bother. The old guide growled at the time required to
land a fiph, and orce remarked, "He know< d where a
trout lived that ud fix that dum switcbey thing so it ud
be nofurder bother."
That day did me good. I saw my old friends the jay-

bird, the woodduck, swallow ami hawk, LiUghed my-
self sore at the porcupine the old man ran the dugout
over; his awkward attempt.^ to reach the shore, his head
covered with green shiry inoFS, was a comic show all by
itself. Then as the shadows grew long we walked back
to camp, and wound up the day as all pleasant ones end,
with the supper, ihe big fire, the pipe, and the stories
which Letter were quite good told by the "shang" diggers
with their soft Kentucky acc-'ut.

The next mcming alfter breakfast I asked the guide
where the rod-smasher lived. He laughed, and Yankee-
like answered by asking if I could bear disappointment
well. 1 said I coulo do so, but liked success better,

"Well," said the old man, "right below us is a dam, and
there is a little good fishing in tlie back-water; and at the
upper end is the big one, He won't always bite; in fact
n<'t often: Imc you will see him anyway: and go home
with something broken if you hitch on to him " "Come
on," I said, "that will be good fun anyway," So we
walked a short distance to where he had a flat-bottomed
skiff. Fishing toward the head of the back-water I caught
some nice ones. After a while the old man came along-
side some small dead alders. He cauk-ht one and let the
boat swing about with the slight current, I knew in an
instant th s was the plnce, but cast out my line the same
a- u ual. There was no time lost. He was at home and
hungry; and tiiat white swirland therjolid dead tueat the
line set me wild and I yelled out, ' Get away from the
brush, hurry up! Get out into thp middle, kefp away from
th it bunch of grass; kppp a way I Conf.^unditl There,now,
see what he has dont !" He had run quite around that
one bunch of grass, and my line would hardly run out at
.^11, while he yanked his head savagely from side fo Pide.

Zeep went the reel. He wa^ away on a xv-eb^ The grass
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had pulled up and was floating on top. That was his
game. Either the dead alders or the grass; and the last

time he tried it he started the prass and it pulled up. The
guide sent the boat into deep water, and five minutes
later slipped the net under him, and it lay on the bottom
with not a kick left in him, Hia mouth backed up the
old guide's story of bis many fights, and I was more
pleased to get him than I would have been any other fish

m the stream. He was the handsomest fish 1 ever saw,
both in color and shape, and that is saying a good deal.

His weight I do not know, but he measured 7in. around
the thickest part.

The "shang" diggers had the head of a pickerel on a
post near their camp which, when a whole fish, weighed
IGlbs,, and the young men who came in with me caught
as many as they cou Id carry out from one of the lakes,

Every person I saw at Johnson's caught trout a plenty,
and some who came early caught enormous strings. All
the waters about are clear and particularly cold. Here
there is a good place to go for good fishing, good food,
good beds and good water, good fellows and a gnod time.
Go with a party of four; reach Ellis Junction Tups^lay,

Wagon runs that day and no other. Pink Edge,

MAY BE YOU'VE NOTICED.

I CAUGHT fl string of beauMes
Up on the Nortli Fork to-day,

Tbf tinest trout, that wpre e'er pulled out

—

But,the Biggest One Got Away 1

And down in the mill-pond meadow,
Tlie boys that were makine hsy,

Wnii forks and rakes killed 3 000 snakes—
But tHe Biggest One Gjt Awaj

!

And so I have heard of liars
Since Ananias's daj;

There are just a few that receive their due—
But the Biggest One Gets Away!

0 F. LummiSs in Puck.

THE TENCH IN MISSOURI.

THE tench is a European fish, and one of the best of the
carp family, to which it belongs. To the angler it is

well and favorably known, being possessed of gamequalities
and firm flesh of excellent flavor. In Europe it Decomes
torpid in winter and ceases to feed. The species is verj'
prolific, a female containing 297, 0(X) eggs being recorded.
The eggs are small and of a greenish color. In 1877 the Fish
Commission imported several varieties of tench from Europe
—the king or Hungarian, the common and the gold tench.
These were kepi; in Driiid Hill Park, Baltimore. In the
spring of 188S a few tench were brought to the C-irp Ponds
in Washington. The growth of the fish has never been
satisfactory, and no impression was made upon the waters
to which they were introduced. Late in December, 1889,
Commis.sioner McDonald .sent twenty-three tench ranging
from 3 to lOin. in length to the recently e.'?tablishecl Neosho
Station in Missouri. Here they were placed in a pond and
were not seen agaia until the middle of the following April,
although the water was clear nearly all the time. On May
a, 1890, a female spawned, but the eggs were not discovered
and the yoitng fish were not seen until long after hatching.
In the winter of 1890 9i the brood stock continued active,
and at spawning time in the spring of 1891 they were very
healthy. At the present time Supeiintendfnt PMge has
35,000 ttngerling tench awaiting the fall distribution—the
first tin qualified success with the fish 'since its importation.
The warm, clenr waters of southwestern Missouri have fur-
nished the conditions eminently suitable for the tench, and
the region will profit by the introduction of a valuable and
extremely hardy food fish.

CALIFORNIA SALMON^ HATCHING.—At the Baird
station the fishing and egg-collecting from the first run of
fish continued until Sept, 20, and nearly .3,000,000 eggs were

, secured. The rua was several days shorter than usual. The
eggs were remarkably large and healthy, and the loss in
handling was much smaller than heretofore. The first lot
was shipped to the California State hatchery at Sisson.Sept.
39. The State co8perates with the United States Commis-
sion in developing eggs and distributing the fry in its own
waters.

Dogs: Their Management arid Treatmentin Disease. By
Ashmont. Price $2. Kennel Record and Account BooTi.
Price p. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points oi
all Breeds. Price so cents.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the w/eek they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

F I XTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 4 to 8,—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the Northern Illinois
Pi'Ultry and Pet Stock A^^soriation, at Rockford. Id.
Dec. 10 to 14.—Inaugural Dog Show of ihe Freeport Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, at Frcport, 111. T. E. Tajlor. Spc'y.
Dec. 30 to Jan. 2 —Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mohawk

Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, at Gloversville, N. Y. F, B.
Zimmer, Sec'y.

1892.

Jan, 5 to 8.—The New York and Vpw Englfltid Poultrv and Ken-
nel Club's Dog Show, at Albany. N. Y. W. C. House, Fort Plain,
N. Y., Sec'y.
Jan. 5 to 9.—Annual Dog Show of the South Carrilina Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Charlestoa, S. C. Benj. Mclnness,
Sec'y.
Jan. 13 to 16.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C F. F. Capers, Secretary,
Greenville, S. C

F' b. 9 ro 12 —Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-
nel Club, at, Chicago. 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y.
Feb. 23 to 2e.—S'xteerith An^-ual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York, James Morfimpr, Supt.
March 1 to 4.—Dog S 1^0w of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, at

Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown. Sec'v.
March 1.5 to 18 —Second Amiual Dog S^ow of the Duquesne

Knunel Olnb, at Pittsburgh, Pa. W. E Littell. Sec'v.
April 1 *o 10.—Seventh Annual Dog; Show of the New England

Ke- Del Club, at Bnston Mass. B H. Moore. Sec'v.
April 20 to 23 —Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Southern Call-

foiuia Kennfl Club, at L^.s Angeles, Cal. C. A. *^umner. Sec'y.
May 4 to 7—Annual Dog Rbow of the California Kennel Ciub,

at San Francisco, CaL H. L. Miller, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 2,—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Club,

at Bicknell, Ind. P. T. Madison. Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the International Field Trial

Club. atChftlbani.Onr. W, B, Well?, Sec'y,

Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,
at High Point, N, C. Members' Stake Nov, 12. W. A, Coster,
Se' retory.
Nov. 23.-Irish Setter Club's Fi< Id Trials, at High Point, N. C.

G. Or. Davis. Secretary, Philarieiphia. Pa.
N v. 33.—Gordon Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point, N,

O. L. A Van ZiTidt, Secre arv. Yonkerg, N. Y.
Nov. 23.—Re. ond Anrual Trials of the National B^flgle Club, at

Nanue' , Ri ckland county, N. Y. F. W. Chapman, Sec'y.
N<-w. 30.—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

L»xingtoB, N, 0. C. H, Odell, Sec'y, U and 40 Wall street. New
York city.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

ConneU, Secretary.

1893.

Jan. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the Bexar Field Trial Club,
at San Antonio. Texas. G. A. Chabot, Spc'v. Amateurs nulv.
Jan. 18.—Trials of the Pacific Field Trial Club, at Bakersfield.

Cal. J. M. Kn^arif. Ser'y.
Fourth Aunuil Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club, at New Albany, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Sec'y.

COURSING.
Nov. 10,—International Coursing Club's Meeting, at Merced, Cal.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB ENTRIES.
ENGLISH SETTEES,

Gou>rr Gladstone (Adolph DIU's), black, white and tan
dog. Oct. 39, 1889 (Count Noble—Ruby's Girl).
COKSAIE (E O. Damon's), black, white and tan dog, 4yrs.

(Dan GlHtlstone—Haidef j.

CousT W. (N. Wallace's), black and white dog, July T,

1889 (Count Noble—Jennie III.).

Maud (N Wallace's), black, white and tan bitch, April 21,
1890 (Rowdy Rod—Pearl Noble).
Hakky C. (Greenfield Hill Kennels'), black, white and tan

dog, 3yrs. (Roderigro—Countess House).
Eve (Heri3ert Merriam's), black and white hitch, June 38,

1889 (Gus Bonrihu—Roval Spot).
Daisy Huxter (Joseph H. and .John A. Hunter'.s), orange

and white bitch, April 9, 1887 (Gath's Hope— Daisy F.).
Flight (Win. McKeuman, Jr.'s), black, white and tan

bitch, April 2(i, 1889 (Paul Gladstone—Belle Ward),
Edge Mark (Francis S. Brown's), black, white and tan

dog. 3yrs. (Skidmore—Flo Maclin).
Peg Wofpington (Francis S Brown's), black, white and

taa I.itch, 3Kvrs. (Ben Hill—Nora).
Col'^nt Kric (Edward Gray'.«), black, white and tan dog,

Aug. 30, 1887 (Coimt Noble—Fannie W.).
Joy (Geo. J. Harley's), black and white dog, June, 1889

(Paul Gladstone—Gypsy).
Sam R. (Geo. P. Jones's), blRck and white dog, February,

1889 (Dash Brysou—Dai.sy'.s Hope).
DoKOVAN {h\ J. O'Connell's), black, white and tan dog,

3yrs. (Bob Gntes-Fannie Gladstone).
Dick Bondhu (W. W. Tims'), black and white dog, April,

188(3 (Dashing Bondhu—Duchess Primrose).
Cigarette (J. I Case, .Jr.'s), black, white and tan bitch,

3yrs. (Roval Rod—Clara).
ALBERT'S Duchess (Dr. John Hartman's), black, white

and tan bitch (Warwick Albert—Princess Belton).
Nahmke Philip (E. W. Durkee's) orange and white dog,

.Tan. 6, 1889 (Roy Monarch—Saddlebags).
Lou Noble (B. Ridgeway's) black, white and tan bitch,

3yrs. (Count Noble—Alphousine).
Tory Lieutenant {W. R. Hirchcock's), black and white

dog, Jan., 1889 (Jean Val Jean—Princess Helen).
Tory Petronella (F. R. Hitchcock's), bbick, white and

tan bitch, March 13, 1889 (Roderigo—Belle of Bridgeport),
Tory May (F. R.Hitchcock's), black, white and tan bitch,

April, 1889 (Roderigo—Bo Peep).
GUENN (Blue Ridge Kennels'), black, white and tan bitch,

2}iyvs. (Paul Glndstone—Belle Ward).
countess Rush (Blue Ridge Kennels'), black, white and

tan i>itch, SMyrx. (Count Noble— Belle Ward).
Gossip (Bine Ridge Kennels'), black, white and tan bitch,

April, 1888 (Rodtrigo—Belle, of Piedmont).
Dad Wilson. Jr. (J. Shelly. Hudson's), black, white and

tan dos, April 14, 1888 (Dad Wilson—Lit).

Dolly Heill ( l. Shellv Hudson's), black and white bitch,
April 27. 1889 (Ben Hill—Dolly S.).

Blade (Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s), black, white and tan do;
May 24. 1889 (Toledo Blade—Lula C ).

Antevolo (Pierre Lorillard, Jr'.s), liver and white bitch,
Sept. 11. 1889 (Count Noble—Trinket II.).

iSlATALiE IL (Bert. Crane'.*), bla-^k, white and tan bitch,
Aug 13, 1887 (King Noble—Natalie).
Wagtail (O. W. Donner's), black, white and tan dog, 1890

(Roi d'Or—Belle of Piedmont).
Atlanta (L. W. Smith's), black, white and tan bitch,

23^yrs. (Jean Val Jean—Sheena Van).
Joe Lewis (J. O'H. and F. H. Denny's), black, white and

tan dog, 19mos. (Count Noble—Fannie).
FiNGAL(Edm H. Osthaus's); black, white and tan dog,

March 21, 1889 (Toledo Blade—Lady G.).

Top Mark (B. M. Stephenson's), black, white and tan
doe, 3vrs. (Gath's Mark—Burd Helen).
Pansy Blossom ( W. H. Wallace's), blue belton bitch, 3yrs.

(Rockingham—Pansy)
Rupert (.J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's), black, white

and tan dog. April 3t, 1889 (Roderieo—Bo-Peep).
Orlando (J. M. Aveut and Bayard Thayer's), black, white

and tan dng, April 30, 1889 (Roderigo—Bo'-Peep).
Folly (J. M. Aveut and Bayard Thayer'sj, black, white

and tan bitch, March 13, 1889 (Roderigo—Countesa House).
\J. S. Dan (J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's), black,

white and tan dog, January, 1888 (Roderigo—Juno A,).
Andy (J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's), black, white

and tan dog, March 15, 1889 (Jean Val Jean—Sheena Van).
Robespierre (J. M. Avent and Royal P. Carroll's), black,

white and tan dog, 1890 (Roderigo—OIlie S.).

Betty S. (Highland Kennels'), black, white and tan bitch,
oyrs. (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).
Lemones (J. E. Dager's), lemon and white dog, March 21,

1889 (Toledo Blade—Lady G.).

pointers.

Bounce (G. W. Amory's), dog, February, 1887 (Bob—Sal).
Grouse (C. C. M. Hunt's), liver and white dog, 2><yrs.

(Mainspring—Swain's F;y).
Wild Damo^j (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'), liver

and white dog, ij^yrs. (Damon—Flora).
MoNTRAY (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'), liver and

white tiitch, 2vrs. (Tory White—Lapford Pearl).
Croxie Wise (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'), lemon

and wiiite hitch, S^yrs. (Croxteth—Young Beulah).
MAID OE Kent (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'), liver

and white bitch, 2yrs. (King of Kent— Hops).
Marquis (Ed. H. Osthaus's), liver and white dog, Aug. 26,

1889.

DON-Fis Hel (W. R. Fish el's), black dog, July 26, 1888
(Devonshire Saoi—Nellie B.-mg).
Duke or Hessen (Hempstead Farm Kennels'), liver and

white dog, 6yrs. (Luck of Htrssen— Blarney),
Graphic VI. (Wm. Mahone, Jr.'s), liver and white dog,

.Syrs. (Graphic—Daisy IL),
Dash ( Watkins Moorman's), orange and white dog, 4yrs.

(.Marks—Sappho).
Fhank (A. L Sanford's), liver and white dog, Sept. 13,

1888 (Duke of Vernon—Royal Cute).
Feppo III. (Jas. L. Anthony's), liver and white dog, May

•36, ISSi (Priam— Meally).
Flake of Flockfinder Jr. (J. R. Purcell's), lemon and

white bitch. 3v'r8. (Iflockflnder^Ion).
NicxDDEMus OF loN (J. B. PuTcell's), Uvw md wiiite dog, I

2yr8. (Dick Swivellej-—Ion),
j

JUMTBR (J. R. Pureell's), liver and white dog, ayrs. (Tom
Bowline- Belle C).
RazZle (G. Lee Knapp's) dog (Dexter—Seldom).

champion stake—.setters.
Chance (J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's), hlaok, white

and tan dog, 1885 (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).
Antonio (J. M. Avent and Nnrvin T. Harris's), black,

white and tan dog (Roderigo-Bo-Peep).
DAISY Hope (W. W. Titus's), orange and white bitch,

4yrs. (Gath's Hope—Dai.sv V.).

Toledo Blade (J. E. Dager's), black, white and tan dog,
May 20, 1888 (Roderigo- Li Hi an).
Sunlit (California Kennels'), orange belton bitch, Syrs,

(Sportsman—Sweetheart)

.

pointers.

Rip Rap (Charlottesville Field Trials Kennels'), black and
white ticked dog, 3yrs. (King of Kent—Hops).
Tribulation (B. M. Stephenson's), liver and white dog,

3Xyrs. (BepponL—Lass of Bow),

IRISH SETTER TRIALS ALL-AGED STAKE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The following are the nineteen entries for the All-Aged

StHke in the Inah .setter trials:

Duke Elcho (Dr. Wm. Jarvis's). Elcho, ,fT-.—Maid.
Edna H. (Dr. Wm. .farvis'.«), Elcho, Jr.—Romaine.
COLERAINE (E. B. Bishop's), Fingal III.—A veline.
FiNGLAS (E, B. Bishop's), Fingal III.—Aveline.
Onota Dojt (F. L. Cheney's), Chief—Bizreeua.
Jes.sie Jones (C. P. Hubbard's). Lee GrousR—Magg.
Sedan (Michael Flynn, Jr.'s), Chester D. Herald—Nancy.
Jim Beatty (R. E. Lutz's), Lee Grouse—Lew.
Claremont Patsy (F. H. Perry's). Frisco—Nellie IX.
Spinaway (G G Davis's), Chief—Tyrrell's Nellie.
Silk (G. G. Davis's), Chief—Gypsy Maid.
Limerick (C. T. Thompson and W. H. Child's), Glenelcho

—Nora.
Pickens (P. F. Capers's), Tim—Florid.
ROCKWOOD (C. T. Thompson's), Desmond 11,—Luraylll.
Inchiquin (J. J. Scanlan's), Chandon II.—Iowa.
Blue Rock (G E. Gray's), Muskerry—Nancy Lee,
Hope (G. E. Gray'.s), Brian Born, .Tr.—Biddy.
Ready II. (Max Wenzel's), Red Dash—Ready.
Irish Ranger, Jr. (W. T. Irwin's). G. G. Davis, Sec'y.

PHILADELPHIA WITHDRAWS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As the withdrawal of tne Philadelphia Kennel Club from

the American Kennel Club will no doubt be the subject of
discussion by the sporting pnpers and among dog men gener-
ally, it is not inappropriate that I, as president of the club
and as the one who prompted this action, should give some
of the causes which impelled us to this separation. I have
always appreciated the almost unlimited field of usefulness
of an institution such as the American Kennel Club ot/f/Tit
to be, but when I saw, as I have seen, and as every one who
has read the sporting press must have seen, that the club
was being run not for the interest of the dog but for those of
a few men who live in New York city or near thereto, I
became satisfied that this sor iirty which had been conceived
in good for the dog had resulted in the injury of the cause.
The American Kennel Club should be governed by the

delegates from the several clubs which compose it, and each
delegate should in its deliberations have an equal voice with
anotner, and when our delegate informs us that not only
once or twice, but time and again that bis voice is never
heard, and that all of the proceedings of that organization
are "cut and dried" before the meetings, I think every man
of sense will agree with me that a proper respect lor our
club and for ourselves justifies us in refusing to send such
delegates to such meetings. This ''cut and dried" business
has been a cause of complaint for a long time, and when the
A.K.t'., or rather the ''cliqtae" that runs it, deliberately laid
upon the labl , without a rea.son, a report of a comriiittee
favoring the recognition of our field trials, forbearance ceased
to be a virtue, and I brought it to the attention of the club
with the result mentioned.

I don't complain about the rffusal of the A. K. C. to re-
cognize our trials, but to the "manner" in which such re-
fusal was made.

I think that I can truthfully say that the Philadelphia
Kennel Club has done as much as any other for the develop-
ment of the dog, and when a committee of the A. K. C.
favorably reported the recognition of our trials it would
have been at best scant courtesy for the A, K. C, or rather
the "clique," to give the reasons for their action. 1 know
of no law to compel them to give reasons, nor do I know of
any which compels self-respecting men to be humiliated by
men whose chief and only aim seems to be to fight a few
members who have dared to question their methods
The Peshall business has been simply disgusting, and

should have been ended long ago, but with that we have
nothing to do, except to suffer with others the humiliation
that such a matter inflicts. I mention this as one of the
many things that have disgusted our members and have
compelled us to take the course we have taken.
What the dog men of this country need is an American

kennel club (not a "clique" organization), wherein each club
shall have equal voice and in which the only object shall be
the development of the dog and not the personal ambitions
or passions of the officers. 1 could give many other reasons
for the action of our club, but the gist of them all is that
the American Kennel Club has ceased to represent the
several kennel clubs of which it is composed, and has out-
lived its day of usefulness, and we have nothing to gain and
all to lose bv connection therewith under its present man-
agement; and that by its unmanly action toward the report
of its committee rcognizing our field trials and its continued
disregard of our delegate it has forfeited our respect. We
have not taken this course with any degree ot pleasure, I
can assure you. We have been driven to it, and I express
the .sentiments of our members when I say that if the A. K.
C. will so conduct itself as to fulfil its mission and will
select for its officers men who will do their full duty we will
be only too glad to renew our association with them,

Francis S. Browts".
Philadelphia, Oct. 15.

NATIONAL BEAGLE TRIALS.-Nanuet, N. Y.-Editor
Forest and Stream: It has been intimated to me that cer-
tain members have expressed themselves as belie-vdng that
my dogs would have an advantage in the coming trials, for
the reason that they w^re being worked over the trial courses.
For the benefit and information of such members I will say
th=tt their impression is entirely erroneous. Nanuet is com-
pletely surrounded with the most excellent hunting grounds
for rabbits, in fact so much so, that the folly of belitving my
dogs would have any advantage will, I think, be %^ery clearly-
demonstrated on the ground in November, much better than
I can do it on paper in October. Notwithstanding this, I
have given posi ive instructions to my trainer to absolutely
av id certain districts which are adj icent and particularly
well adapted lor the trials. This verv point that is now
raised was one of the mo.=t prominent objections that I real-
ized in sugge.=;ting Nanuet as a suitable place for the trials.
While I presume the advantages to myself referred to were
the most natural inferences with those unfamiliar with the
.situation, I feel called upon to make this statement in the
iuterest of true sport ftod good fellowsbip.—H. L. Kbki-dek,
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AN APPEAL TO LOVERS OF ST. BERNARDS.
THE following letter received from the editor of the

English kennel organ, StockrKeeper, speaks for itself:

EMlor Forest an d Stream:
Oq behalf of thenoblest association of the handsomest breed

of dogs, I beg you to do the service of printing the inclosed
appeal for subscriptions. I feel coufldent that a nation so
distinguished for generosity and sentiment as America,
would be hurt at not being asked to help. Editor.

"An Appeal to all St. Bernard Lovers, Breeders, and
Exhibitors —Our attention has been drawn by a leader
in the DaAly Telegraph to the sad intelligence that the
St, Bernard Hospice is langnisliing for lack of funds.
This institution, from which the dogs ta.ke their name,
was founded in Switzerland over nine hundred years
ago, by Saint Bernard of Menthon, a native of Savoy,
'whose kind heart being deeply touched by the dangers to
which travelers journeying in' winter-time over the Mons
Jovis were e.vposed,' led him to establish cells for a dozen
monks on the mountain, to which was added a guest-house
for belated and invalided wayfarers, and it is distressing to
hear that the unobtrusive and inoffensive fraternity who'can
claim so splendid an historic record of doing good are im-
poverishpd, and need help. The monks of St. Bernard are
bound by their vows to give gratuitous shelter and food to
all wanderers who seek their hospitality, but in modern times
the convent, during the summer, had been a favorite resort
for touri'its. among whom English and Americans predom-
inate. Notwithstanding all the revolutions brought about
by the railwavs, ic is estimated that at least twenty^'thousaud
per.^ons, chiefly belongiog to thepeasant class, find their way
every year over the St. Bernard; and the normal expenditure
of the hospice is never less than fifty thousand fi'ancs, or two
thousand pounds sterling per annum. A variety of causes
seems to have led to the dwindling away of the annual
revenue, and the consequent drifting of the entire institxition
into financial embarrassment. In England and America
descendants of the brave dumb animals which assist the holy
brethren in their humane task have become the favorite com-
panions of a vast number of dog lovers. To the hearts of
these owners and admirers who take a pride in the well-being
of their canine friends we appeal on behalf of their less for-
tunate relations in their cold home at the monastery. For
the sake of the faithful dogs and the monks we beg for con-
tributions which sh ill help to keep the roof over their heads,
and preserve an institation which has rendered such great
service to humanity in the past, and is now in danger of
being lost to future lost travelers for want of financial assist-
nuce. We shall be glad to take charge of contributions from
St. Bernard men, and of all dog lovers, rich and poor, in
America and Lrreat Britain who will wish to assist in help-
ing so aood a cause. Subscriptions may be addres.sed to the
Editor of the Stock-Keeper, 169, Fleet street, E. C."
For the convenience of subscribers in America, the Forest

AND Stream will be pleased to acknowledge any contri-
butions to this fand and forward the same to the English
Stoch-Keeper.

DELIBERATE AND HASTY JUDGING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Since in most of the reports of the shows of the last Cana-

dian circuit by the various journals, this one included, ex-
pressions were used which seemed to imply that the judging
was not done rapidly enough, such as "judging delayed,"
"judging hanging on," etc., it may be well to examine just
what there is in it all.

It will at once be agreed that, if possible, judging should
commence at the hour appointed and not be postooned
without good cause; while the dogs should be brought before
the judge as rapidly as po.ssible. But all this may be done
and sciil the judging will take perhaps two full days at a
show with 2.50 to 350 dogs, unless several judges are em-
ployed, even with present methods of judgine:.
The expense of a single professional judge is considerable,

and the employment of several would bankrupt many a
show.
Last year the judging was delayed at Toronto owing to

lack of promptness on the part of one of the judges, bnt he
improved in more re.spe«ts than one this year; and the rest
of the shows did their judging without more delay than
was unavoidable from the circumstances, The dogs were
got into the ring and from it fairly rapidly, and the judges
all worked steadily, and some of them very long hours.
The judging of some of the specials at Toronto was late in
beginning, but with this exception I am at a loss to see
wherein there was ground for the complaints. By doubling
the entry tee one or two more judges might be employed,
but exhibitors do not want to pay that price for more expe
ditious judging. Montreal might with advantage have had
one more judge, but that show grew in proportions from its
first conception too rapidly to permit of this, and besides
being a first venture the management did not like to risk
too much and perhaps kill all future shows by having a big
deficit.

But behind these complaints of "judging delayed" there
seems to be a belief that less time should be taken in de-
termining the standing of the dogs shown. It is against this
feeling we must contend, I am satisfied, if the best interests
of .good judging are not to sufi'er. It any judge is led to feel
that unless he pushes through his work at a certain pace he
will be subjected to criticism, it follows that there will be
the temptation to "scamp" his work and place the awards
in some fashion, whether after deliberate examination and
consideration or not.
What is to be gained by determining the awards a few

hours earlier? Exhibitors get their curiosity satisfied and
the press gets the reports a little earlier; beyond that there
is absolutely no gain and much loss.

The haste to learn how a dog is to stand has no good basis,
and the reports to the press are exactly in the same position.
As to the loss: The general public like to see the winning
dogs, but they like better to wi tness the process of determining
the awards when they have a fair opportunity. The space
ai'ound every judging ring is crowded. If any'management
would erect a separate building for judging with an area
large enough to permit the dogs to be freely moved, and
surrounded by a gallery, a great and poptxlar step in advance
would be taken. Toronto could do this, and would make
mouey by doing it, I am convinced, and the same would
apoly to other shows.
Now, what I have been persistently contending for is more

systematic, thorough and therefore more deliberate judging;
and while in the casH of several of the judges there has been
an improvement in this re.^pect on the last Canadian circuit,
I hold that all wouM be the gainers if there was still more
thoroughness. It would take more time, but all who saw
such judging would he instructed. The reporters, more-
over, could then take their notes chiefly while the class were
in the ring, see them as the judge himself sees them, and
not as they lie tired out on the benches. Reports thus fur-
nished dealing with the dogs as they stand and move would
be infinitely more satisfactory. It is rather hard on a judge
who has examined a dog in the ring, walked, trotted and
galloped him, to have some reporter a day later look at the
dog in his .stall and there only, and write boldly that the
dog should have been placed differently.
Kingston furnished the best place to judge dogs I have

ever seen. A long space of fully 20yds. Avas available. Seats
were placed around r.his and some of the best society of the
city sat watching the judging for hours. In such a place
there is a chance to eronp dogs in similar positions, to exer-
cise them in any fashion, and in a word to make as thorough

an examination as any man can desire. People are inter-
ested in this; exhibitors can see differences in the dogs for
themselves, and the judge can do his best, which he certainly
cannot and does not under the cramped condition of most
judging spaces.
Judging, to serve its highest purpose, should be a series

of o'lject le.sson8, a source of clear instruction to those who
exhibit and to the gener.tl public.
As a matter of fact I do not hesitate to say that the judg-

ing at the recent shows, which was most deliberately done,
over which most time was spent, was better and gave more
satisfaction than when it was pushed more rapidly, even
when the same judge officiated at different shows.
By the way, at our fall shows the dogs could in most cases

be well judged in a large space adjacent to the show build-
ing and .surrounded by a high fence.
Not to occupy more of your space, Mr. Editor, I suggest

that the best interests of the kennel world will be served Ity

thoroT;gh judging by eye and hand, and that the press will
a.ssist in this matter by encouraging judges to take plenty
of time to do their work, and reporters to come to their con-
clusions chiefly while the dogs are in the ring.

Wesley Mills, M.D.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.
IX/E occasionally hear of persons burying puppies as a
Vt means of dispo.siog of them, and the common im-

pressinn is that the act is the result of simple brutality.
This is not the exact truth, as the practice is one of those
siutrular evolutions of superstition that so often crop up. It
is an old superstition that it is "bad luck" to kill cats,
either as cats or as kittens, and the ancient idea was that
burying alive was not killingl From this original supersti-
tion as applied to cats, the idea spread that puppies should
be killed the same way. It is somewhat difficult to exactly
define the character of such an act, as it is not brutality
pure and .simple, and in these days of "faith cure" It is not
wise to characterize any outbreak of superstitious folly by
any strong term. The kennelraan who buries puppies alive
and the mother who sees her child sink away in the clutches
of typhoid or scarlet fever, refusing medical aid, come very
near together.

The EngMsh correspondence of the Fanciers' Journal and
the London Stock-Keeper mention a proposed rule of the
English Kennel Club designed to make the club the court of
final appeal, and its embracing some provisions of some
"Arbitration Act," neither party giving any particulars as
to the provisions of this act. It would appear, however, that
the act is substantially the same as provided in many of our
States for a voluntary and decisive arbitration between dis-
putants, and apparently, the English Kennel Club proposes
to require of all exhibitors that they accept the decisions of
the club under this act. If this is correct, the objection to
the proposal is very obvious. All such arbitrations are Viased
on the theory that the arbitrators will be entirely un-biassed,
while a majority of the cases the Kennel Club decides arise
on indictments brought by the Club it.self for transgressions
of Its own laws. This directly contravenes the spirit of all
law on the matter, English as well as American. Several
hundred years since, a King of Scotland was himself ex-
cluded from sitting in judgment on one of his barons, in a
case wherein the King was interested.
If the Kennel Club confines its authority as a final court

to cases arising between other parties, the Club itself in no
way being a party to any question involved, the require-
ment of exhibitors agreeing to their authority, is quite
proper, but in such cases only. Criticisms by an American
on official acts of Englishmen savor of impertinence, but
Erecedents in England are so apt to be allowed much weight
ere, that it is well to consider in advance proposals there as

well as those made in our own country.

* * * •

A recent number of the Fanciers' G-asette, of London, has
an article by Dr. Stables on the vexatious variations his
name receives, such as "Dr. Gordon's Stables," etc., quite a
humorous flavor being given by the statement that he once
received a letter addressed to "The Manager of Gordon
Stables," to which he replied that the energy of Mrs. Stables
and his own efforts, had managed to keep him in that posi-
tion himself. However, the point striking me is the final
one, wherein Dr. Stables explains his .surname by sayine
that an ancestor took the name of the French family St'
Abies, which eaisily degenerated into "Stables." A hasty
reader will be apt to take this as a very specious explana-
tion, if not a fiction pure and .simple, but there is nothing in
the least unlikely about it. Historic French names, that
came into England with the Huguenots, have undergone
most wonderful transformations. "xMullins" is taken for
Irish to the root, whereas it is only the English butchering
of one of the proudest names of iFrench hi.story, "De Mou-
lines." "Mnshet" is a survival of "Montfltchet," "Death"
of "D' Athe," etc. Nothing is to be wondered at in the ety-
mological horrors of a people who can turn "Cholmondeley"
into "Chumley" or "Belvoir" into "Beever." fairly matched
from north of the Tweed by such Scotticisms as Mingis,
Sinkler and Stinson, renderings of Menzies, Sinclair and
Stevenson.

* *

A very terrible story recently appeared about a child being
frightfully bitten by a mastiff bitch and her pups in Wheel-
ing, W. Va., and I am pleased to be able to turn .some light
of simple fact on the matter. As the result of some inqui-
ries, I find that the child was playing with the puppies,
whose play erew rough, the child screamed, kicked or other-
wise hurt one or more of the puppies, who howled dismally,
when the bitch rushed out and >ittacked the boy. Altogether
the story is very much like that reported from Camden some
years since, and is just one of those deplorable accidents that
will occur as long as dogs and children run together without
constant supervision, which, of course, is the natural order
of things. And as long as the "general utility" reporter
retains his "pernicious activity," such incidents will be
seized on and magnified, every horror painted in rivalry of
a conflagration, and every scrap of common sense carefully
eliminated. However, extraordinary and unforeseen results
from natural conditions do not make a rule of action any
more than the reporter affords foundations for accurate his-
tory or studies in polite literature.

* * ••

One characteristic of dogs is constantly forgotten in treat-
ment of them. Every breed, except the decidedly delicate
ones, can stand cold itself very well, but only exceptionally
tough breeds can stand cold accompanied with wet. Keep
your dog diy and zero will not hurt him; let him get wet
and kennel him so and weather at a freezing point puts him
in great danger. It does not hurt a healthy man to work, in
the rain all day, but to lie down in wet clothing invites the
most serious consequences. Therefore, if your dog becomes
wet in cold weather, dry him the natural way, by exercise,
bnt dry him before you kennel him. THE Onlookee.

THERE IS JUST ONM PAPER IN THIS
country that la in the frouc with its Dog JVeu's. If you want

the news, all the news, when it is news, pre&ented in au interest-
jDg way and readable all through, you must have that paper in
vour mail bos, T^^or name and address sjee our onteide front cover.

CINCINNATI DOG SHOW.
THE show held by the Humane Society of Ohio, Oct. 13 to

16 wasquite a success, 130 entries being catalogued, Mr.
Prank C. Wheeler, of Cincinnati, 0., judged all classes sat-
isfactorily. The following is a list of

MASTIFFS—Dogs: Uf.F C B Mamis's Chappie; ad, IT.Moebl'a
Master. Bitches: Ist, C. W. Beli's Mademoiselle, Puppies: 1st, G.
H. Str^iUf's Dan; 2lI, J. A. Bcvis'd Queen.
ST. BERNARDS. -RouGH-cOATED-jDor/K Major J. C. Guil-

lot'fi Othello; 2d. P. S. Anderaon's Golumbtiin Knight; 3d and very
high com., Cincinnati ZntJlojjical Garden's Mardo and Swiss Saul.
Very high com., W. Strihiey'ri H'^ctor II. Bitches: Isc, E. B. & O.
VV. Pfau's Narka. Puppies: 1st, A. U^re'-ht's Cmcinnatus; 2', G.
Fox's Cheqna=sef-. Lucreiia; 3d, .1. H. Luoke'ij Queen City Bell.
Very high cnm., S. Wheat Held',? Rjyal W.
ST. BRRNAKD 8mooth-0oated—Dof/s: lit, &nii 2th Cincin-

nati Zoiilogical Garden Kon"els' Zuricu Hector and Swiss Saul;
3d, S. Wheaifield's Vinco- Very nigh com., R.W. McGregor's
nbamnnnis. Bmiies: Prizes withheld. Ptippies: 3d, E. M. Mayer'iS
Unnamed.
NEWFOUNDLANDS.—Pwppics; 23, W. H. Seymour's Rover.
GREAT DANES—Dogs; 1st, J. O. Unennan's Fritz; 2d, J, N-

Van Dyke's Han?; 3'', H. Rarelmyer\s King. Vnry high com , Cin-
nati Z Ological Garden Ks-naels' .Uukc B!Uhc«: 1st, O. Fli isch-
mau's Herta; 2d, Ronkwood KennRls' OoluTritn in Null,— P0PJ?IBS—
Dom: l9'. Dr. S. L Anderson's Jeff. Bitches: 1st. Rookwood Iven-
utib' Columbian Nell; 3'i, F. 8. Andersoa'd Coinmbinn Daphne.
DEERHOUNDS.-iioflrs; 1st, C. Fleischman's Jack. Bitelxeti: 1st,

0. Pleisohnaan's Lady Bird.

GREYHOUNDS!.—CHAni.iSNGE—Uof/s: 1st, Rookwo'^d Kennels'
Mh-Ip.i- Rich. Bitclics: Ul, Rookwood Kemiels' Miss Riim.—Open
— Dof/.^: 1st. and .3d. Llookwood KonoeLs' Salvator anti Kentucky
Biur; E. P. Roe;'^r's Romt'u. Very hif^h com., G. R. Vai'dor-
wf^e'a Vwmpa. Bitches: Isr,, Rookwood Kennels' Wild Idt . -Pup-
pies—Dofjs; 1st, Rookwood Kennels' Salvator; 2d, F. S. Andei-
sun's Columbia Daphne. Bitches: lat, Rookwood Kennels' Wild
Idle.

POINTERS -Dogs.- l.st. Miss F. E. Turner's Dixie; 2d. J, H.
Law's Pride of the Kennel; 3d, F. Weinheimer's Johnny. Bitches:
1st. J. H. Law's Mel.
ENGLISH SETTERS.- Dofiis: l=t and vpry high com., 'WamnE!-

ford & Bidale'd BenHur and Kentucky Dash; 2d and 3d, Joe iB,

Fenlcy's Ciunt B. and Dash B. Verv hish cotd., F. Weinheimsr's
Dick Cambridere. Bitches: 1st, Dr. L. A. Querner'a Nell Q.; 2d,
Wallinifford & Biddlfc'8 Lucille HUl; 3d, J. H. Law'a Maggie P.
Puppies: Ist, Joe B. Fenley's Beauty B.

IRISH SETTERS.-Z)0(ys.' 1st, Henry Pohlmati's Major C; 3d, T-
Hanna's Peter H. Bitches: lit, VVm. J. Walsh's Queen; 2d, J. P-
Heister's Beauty Behe.
GOROON SETTEKS.-jDo!/*'.- 1st. Rookwood Kennels' Meadow-

thorpe Liddit; 2d, E. Reising's 'irover.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—Dons; l.?t, HaU & Rockwell'^ Irish
Pat. Bitches: 1st,, Hall & Roekw^ll'd Biddy. Puppies: Ist, HaU &
Rockwell's Hunter.
FIELD SPANIELS.—l«t. H. H. MnRae's Sir Walter Scott.

J?ifc?)e,s; 1st, Ancient and Mod prn Kennel b' What Not .-Puppies—
Dogs; Ancient and Modern Kennels' Youuk Kine. Bitches: lat,
Ancipntand Modern Kfunels' What Not.—Other Than Black
—1st, Nowton Abbott Farmer.
COCKER SPANIELS.—Challenge—Do(/s; Isr, Ancient and

Modern Kennels' Kins: of Ohos. Bit<:hes: 1st, Ancient and Modern
Kennels' I Say. Open—Dogrs; 1st and 3d, Ancient aTid Moder.i
Kennels' Woodland Pele and Wo'^d 'and Duck. BiYrJjcs; 1st and
2d. Ancient and Modern Kennels' Busy Hnd Lady Olio.—Puppies
—Dogs: Ist and 2d, Ancient, and Modern Kennels' Woodland Dick
and Woodland Duck. Bitches: Ancient and Modern Kennels'
Bell's Girl.

BEAGLES.— Dof/s: Ist, E. L. Fox's Dan; 3d. O. L. Hnnomler's
Levi; 3d, A. J. Fox's Kin? William. Bitches: 1st, E. L. Fox'a Jen-
nie. Puppies: 1st. A. J. Fox's King W^illiam.

COLLI ES.—Doos; 1st, J. Hawkes'a Sir Walter Sf^ott; equal 3d,
J. Htekin's Eeekin's Biixce and C. A. (^hriscraan's Bon; 3d, C. A.
Christman's Vfack. Very high com., Cincinnati ZoiJlosical Gar-
den Kenn' Is' Bob. H. C. Cunning's Sir Kenneth. High com., A.
Holz's Sbep. Bitches: 1st, C A. Christman'.s Lady Bruce. Pup-
(Jies: Ist, O. A. Uhri&tm;m's Juliet.

BULLDOGS.-Dods; 3d. A. S. White's Buck.
BULL-TERRIBRS.-CHALT,ENGE-lst, Wm. J. Bi-vsnn's Duf-

fprin.—Open—Dogs; 1st, R. P. Buchanan's Frisco. Bitches: 1st,
Geo. Barkau'.s Lidy. Puppies: 1st, H. .VI. Caldwell's Fay of Bag-
dad; 2d, Geo. LttBoutillier'tj Queen.
FOX-TERRIERS.—Open-Dogs; 1st, Heury Lackmau's General

Grant. Bitches: 1st, E. O. Reidinger's Blemton Lulu; 2d, H. Lack-
man's Lucky Belle; 3.1, Wm. Lee's Vic. Pujmlcs: Ist, F. Rsting's
Stormy.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-lst, Geo. B. Marshall's Babe.
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.-lst, Jaa. Parley's Teddy. Puvplm'

Ist, Jas. Farley's Teddy II.

TOY TERRIERS.-lst, J. A. Roesch's Midget.
PUGS.—OhALLTsnge— Dof/.s; lat, Eborhart Vng Knnnels' Eber-

hart's C»8b1cr.—OpKlN—Dof/s; l^t, 0. L. Connor's D'xin; 3d. Ener-
hart Pug Kennels' Bradford Kuby: 3d. A. Holz's Dick. Bitcli.es:
1st and equal 2d. EberUart Puc Ktuntls' i\l ibel E., FanniR K. and
East Late Virgie; 3d, Mrs. M.S. Fogg's Lilly Fo(?. A'pry high
com., R. S. Warke's Flossy.—Puppies— Do(/s; l-'t , G, Hozen'fl Gnf;
2d, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Hu.«tier. Bitcltes: Isi, Eberhart Pug
Kennels' Ppggy Prvde: 2d, MiesM. B. Mariin'd Lady B-jou; 3d, 0.
L. Connor's Cora Hope.
FRENCH POODLES.- P(tppf£s; li, O. P. Widman's Paris; 31

and very high com , Mrs. Sleiner's Miss Lncy and Miss Tippy.
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.-Dogs; 1st, J. Fnglebardt's Prince

E.; 2d, Dr. L. S. Anderson's Don Pedro. Bitches: 1st an6 very
high com., J. S. Rockwell's Lavender and Flora; 3d, 3d luid
vpry high com., J. Bnglehardt'a Challis, Victoria and Jewell.
Puppies: 1st and 2d, J. Englehardt's Rick and Spot; 8d and very
high com., J- S. Rockwell's Pelro, Tot and Bob.

MISCELLANEOUS.—Ist A. Meiningers Koko (Japanese pug);
equal 2d, G. P. Tippenhauer's Hans (Dachshund) and Jake.
Best kennel pues. Eberhart, Png Keunels: ereyhounds. Rook-

wood Kenni^ls; collies, C. A. Christman; English sf Iters, Walliug-
ford & B'ddle; cookers, G. Bull; Italian greyhounds, J. Engle-
hardt. [The report arrived too late for insertion this week.]

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB MEETING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The meeting of Oct. 17 was called to order at 8 P. M.,

President Brooking in the chair. Minutes of last meeting
accepted. The report of the treasurer, as follows, was read
and accepted: Balance on hand, ?30.f)l; amount due the club,
mot); total assets, $T3.1L The following were admitted to
membership: W. H. Ashburner, Yeadon P. O., Pa.; and F.
E. 0,2;ier, Cleveland, Ohio. Voted to place advertisements
in three sporting papers. The follow^ing nominations were
made for the January election: Eor President: O. W. Brook-
ing. W. A. Power, H. L. Kreuder, W. S. Clark, H. V. Jami-
son, F. W. Chapman .nnd B. S. Turpin. For Vice-Presidents
(3): B. S. Turpin, H. V. Jamison. W. S. Clark, W. A. Power,
H. Gr. Nichols, A. Parry, O. W. Brooking and H. L. Kreuder.
For Secretary and Treasurer; O. W. Brooking, W. S. Clark,
H. V. Jamison and F. W. Chapman. For Executive Com-
mittee (3); H. V. Jamison, H. &. Nichols, O. W. Brookiue,
B. S. Turpin, W. A. Power, C. S. Wixom, H. F. Schellba.ss,
Wm. H. Child, N. Piowe, Geo. Laick, Geo. P. Berry, H. L.
Kreuder, I'. W. Chapman, W. S. Clark and H, W. Lacy.
Meeting adjourned at 11 P. M. F, W. Chapman, Sec'y.

BOSXON. Mass.

WRONG PEDIGREE,—Bridgeport, Conn.—Editor For-
est and Strea77i: In your issue of two weeks ago I see, under
the head of Visits, etc., that the Rosecroft Kennels had bred
their bitch Forest Dora to Mr. Gamble's Grover (Count
Howai'd—champlou Daisy Foreman). I don't wish to say
who is at fault, Mr. Osborn or Mr. Gamble, but if he will
look into the matter I think he -will find tuat Grover is by
Warwick Albert out of champion Daisy Foreman, aud not
Count Howard, as he claims,—JAS. E, Hair,
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DOG CHAT.

THE "World's Fair dog show will be held about June 12,

1893j and entries will close abont May 20. The show will
be held m stock buildings that are 50xS00ft. in size, and the
dogs will be their first occupants, so that everything will be
perfectly clean. There is any amount of room, as there will
be about fifty of these sheds or buildings at the naanager's
disposal. It only remains now to choose a manager and
Judges in whom exhibitors on both sides of the Avater can
have full confidence.

Mr. E. B. Hears had his grand Wyoming Kennel team of
St. Bernards on exhibition at the Worcester County Agri-
cultural Fair. The team was composed of Sir Bedivere,
Plinlimmon, Jr., Hepsey and Lady Wellington.

It is said that some fine collies arrived on the S.S. lira-
bda last, week: but diligent inquiry has failed to elicit
any information about thtm beyond the fact that one is

called Lady Macdonald and supposed to be worth "a pile."

It is not often that a dog's value increases so rapidly as
the one under notiee. It seems Mrs. Clara Louise Kellogg-
Strakosch, the celebrated singer, was patting a strange dog,
whea the animal swallowed a.f350 ring which Mrs. Kellogg
held in her other hand. The prima donna at once com-
menced negotiations for the purchase of the dog, which she
succeeded in securing for the moderate sum of fifty cents.
The dog now has a value which its outward appearance
would hardly denote.

The prizes to be given at the New P'ngland Kennel Club
and Poultrjr Association's dog show at Albany, N. Y,, Jan.
.5 to 8, are $7 and $3 in the regular classes. Kennel prizes of
$10 will also be given for the more important breeds. The
club has a guarantee fund of §1,000, and held at that time,
the show should meet with good support, especially as the
popular superintendent of the W. K. C., Mr. Jas. Mortimer,
will don the ermine.

The A. K. C. has on the market a breeder's certificate
which breeders are asked to purchase. It is intended as a
protection to purchasers of dogs, and to accompany every
transfer of the animal as a means of identification.

We have received a picture of Dr. Wartenburg's great
Dane Tyras, which he advertises in our business columns.
Tjras's color is a rich tiger brindle, and from the descrip-
tion which his owner sends us, for the convenience of any
intending purchaser, he must be a handsome animal. We
shall be pleased to show his letter to any who may feel in-
terested.

Another of the stud books arranged by Mr. Hugh Dal-
ziel and published by Messrs. Upcott. Gill & Co.. of London,
is that devoted to the St. Bernard. The compiling of such
a work entails endless trouble and pains. The book also
includes a list of the principal shows where classes for St.
Bernards have been provided, and with these are the piize
lists, making an invaluable reference record for the breeder.

In another column will be found the entries for the All-
Aged and Champion Stakes in the Eastern field trials to
be held next month. Compared with last year, there is an
equal number of settere, 44, but pointers show this year an
entry of 17, as against 11 in 1890, a gain which the success
of the pointers in last year's trials fully indicated. Our
principal breeders are well represented, and sportsmen will
also find new names among those who have entered dogs,
showing that, like bench show exhibiting, the field trial
element is daily drawing new recruits. The entries are very
representative, aspirants for honor beingentered from many
dilSerent States. The Champion Stakes show an entry of
seven, the same as last year; the setters as usual predominat-
ing The judges so far selected are Messrs. H. B. Duryea
and Arthur Merriman. who officiated last year, the third
judge has not yet been chosen.

Mr. W. A. Coster, well known to all sportsmen as the
secretary of the Eastern Field Trials Club, has been urgently
requested to officiate as one of the judges at the Philadelphia
Kennel Club's trials, and will accept, in company with
Herbert Merriman. of Weston, Mass., another well-known
sportsman. These two gentlemen acted in the same capacity
last } ear, and this is the truest proof that their decisions
met with approval.

Here is a good suggestion we find in the English Field.
The writer says that his Irish terriers persistently ran away
when walking them out. Recently he bought a little bitch,
perfectly broken, and such is the influence'of her good ex-
ample that his dogs when in her company can now be
safely trusted either walking out or hunting.

We have received a very neat catalogue issued by Mr.
Charles E. Buan, of Peoria, 111., describing the merits of
his kennel of mastifi's. At the head of the kennel stands
Ormonde, whose breeding is of the very best, and the list of
matrons in the kennel will at once strike the eye of the
mastifE men as showing a variety of blood of the fight sort.

It is not often the case that a weekly journal has the op-
portunity to retail apieceof important news before the great
dailies, but Forest and Stream led the way in "Dog Chat"
last week in reporting the purchase of such a notable dog as
the St. Beruard Princess Florence. It was an important
purchase, and a much needed one, for it is to the female
portion of the breed that we must look for the improvement
of the St. Bernard, and other breeds as well, in this country.
The example Mr. Reick has set in not being daunted by a
large price for a St. Bernard bitch, we trust will be exten-
sively followed by others. In a recent article in one of the
English kennel papers we read that they, the P^nglish
breeders, should not bewail the loss of their good St. Bernard
dogs when the Americans allowed them still to retain such
animals (naming several noted bitches, amongthem Princess
Florence) as still remained. It has been our contention all
along, and both privately and publicly have we urged that
bitches of known and proved superiority should be imported.
We have all the stud dogs that can be profitably used, but
until we follow the blood lines more closely and import the
producing matrons, we shall gain very little by the outlay
of such large sums as have been paid for St. Bernard dogs
this year. When urging this argument we are generally
met with the replv, "I won't run the risk of giving such
prices for a bitch." In view of recent sad events, is it any
more risk to import high-priced fruitful bitches than to pay
such large sums for stnddogs? In only one case, of late,
has a high-priced bitch (Plevna) succumbed to the inevitable
before her due course was run.

Princess Florence is well known to St. Bernard breeders,
and as Sir Bedivere is the king so may she be termed the
queen of the breed. Whelped in 1888 "she is now coming
into her prime. Before she was nine months old she had
earned her right to championship honors, a dignity no other
St. Bernard has attained at that age. She has not been ex-
tensively shown, and only then at the best shows in Eng-
land. At that early age she had won the St. Bernai'd Club
cup for the best of her sex, and has given both Plinlimmon
and Sir Bedivere close rubs. In a letter £rom Mr. Cnapman
he told us that she weighed over 20(Hbs., and her bone and
height, 33fA<in. at shoulder, is far- beyond the average for one
of her sex. Following out tbe policy of obtaining all the

Prince Regent blood he can secure, Mr. Relck has selected
the very best of this noted sire's get and the one that gave
him his early reputation. Young Keeper, as bis name de-
notes, is a sou of the grand-headed .smooth champion
Keeper, and will no doubt prove a valuable addition to the
smooth ranks, now that Watch has gone. Princess Flor-
ence's departure from England on the 24th of this month
per S. S. Aurania, together with Young Keeper, will prove
a great loss to the English St. Bernard fraternity. Through
the New York St. Bernard Kennel, New York will now be
able to hold its own in future competitions for team prizes,
and we trust that the owner will show as much judgment
and care in suitably mating Princess Florence as he has
shown in his purchases.

Mr. Geo. V. Glazier, of Salem, Mass., has been appointed
chairman of a committee which seeks to have an obnoxious
law repealed relating to the keeping of bloodhounds in Mas-
.sachusetts. He has forwarded to us an extract of the law,
which is as follows:

Mapsaclui.'^etts Acts of 1886, Chapter did —An act concerning the
keeping of doga known as hloodhonnds: Spc. 1. No ptsdd shall
keep or have in his caie or poasesaion any dog of the species com-
monly knowB as blondhoundR, nr any dog which is or h«a been
clas.«ed by dog fanciers or breeders as Cuban blood hoinid". Sibe-
rian bloodhounda, German mastiffs or great Dane, boarliound or
t'lmer dog. he said dog in whole or in part of said species, udIrmp
the same be kept for exhibition solely, in which case said doe
shall be at all times st'curfly inclosed or chained, and shall not
be abowed ^o be at lai'ge, even though ip charge of a keeper, un-
le«s proDeriy and securely muzzled. Sec. 2, Penalty, Sec. H.

Dogs to be removed or killed.

Mr. Glazier is now collecting evidence with a view to have
this law abolished in so far as it aflft-cts bloodhounds, a breed
he is conspicuously interested in, and asks for information
frorn those who know the breed as to its disposition, nature
and qualities. Such a law certainly savors of ancient blue
laws and bigotry, and no doubt is begotten of the absurd
superstition iu relation to these dogs engendered by the
more or le.ss sensational tales of old slave-hunting episodes,
and not of nineteenth century experience. Outside of the
so-called "Uncle Tom's (I^abin bloodhounds," which have no
earthly title to the name of bloodhound, the true English
bloodhound is comparatively scarce in this country, being
confined to a few kennels, of which Mr. Winchell's is the
rincipal one. In conversation with that gentleman we
ave always heard him speak highly of their dispof^ition.

The bloodhound proper is a dog that does not make friends
with the first one who patq bis heail, and as such is to be
praised, but after acquaintance, from what we can gather,
man has no more faithful friend or companion. A savage
bloodhound like a savage mastiff or dog of any breed should
be closely guarded, or unless very valuable to breeding
interests, destroyed; but to enact such a law as this is, we
think, an unpardonable discriminatiou to one of the noblest
and on occasions useful breeds of dogs we have. We should
like to have the opinion of Mr. Winchell and other breeders
or former owners of dogs of this breed on the subject, so that
Mr. Glazier may be fully prepared to carry out his inten-
tion. Concerning great Danes, also mentioned in the act,
the breed is comparatively common, and no greater reftita-
tion of their savagery could be advanced than a .sight of the
ring at one of the New York shows, when the Hmh Ground
Kennel turns in a dozen of their dogs to romp together.

One of the latest acquisitions to the St. Bernard fancy is
Dr. John W. Dunlop, of Clare, Mich., who has named 'his
kennels the "Clare City Kennels." They are situated on a
charming elevation on his farm of sixty acres, watered
by a beautiful stream fed by never-failing springs. A
.spacious mansion is now in process of construction, and
beautiful lawns are being laid out and orcb.srds planted,
the whole to co,st when completed upwardof ?.50,000. Among
the latest additions to the kennel is Bonnie Doon (Ben Lev
mond—Capitolab who will probably be bred to Lord Bute
and should produce somethmg of merit. He has also pur-
chased of H. F. Littlefield, Lake View. Worcester, Mass,
that excellent brood bitch Beulo (16,0€0), served by the
typical young dog Guy. Also two perfectly marked young-
sters, Prince Clare and Moxie, which the Doctor says "are
making excellent improvement" in the Michigan climate.
The Doctor is taking up the breeding of St. Bernards not so
much for the profit as the pleasure and recreation to be de-
rived from it, his aim and object being to produce stock
that will make its mark. Dr. Dunlop will be a welcome ad-
dition to the already large list of St. Bernard breeders.

The New York Herald suggests that British doe owners
shall participate in the World's Fair dog show in 1893, and
their correspondent on the other side has sounded English
exhibitors on the subject, and they express themselves as
favorable to the idea of having the different specialty clubs
select a certain dog and bitch as types of the breeds to be
sent to America. These clubs to pay the expenses of the
dogs to New York and back, while the Chicago manage-
ment— i. e , the Mascoutah Kennel Club, for we hardly
think the World's Fair people would trouble themselves so
far, if they identify themselves with the big show—to pay
the expenses of transportation from New York to Chicago
and return. The plan is a likely one, in the suggestion, and
would no doubt enable our breeders to get a look at the best
specimen of many breeds wherein we are lamentably behind
the times. As Colonel North is sending his race horses, a
draft from his noted greyhound kennel would give a great
boom to coursing and grevbound interests; some typical
Newfoundlands and the different breeds of terriers would
also serve to arouse greater interest in the.se breeds. Our
suggestion of International Produce Sweepstakes would
also tend to a friendly rivalry that would be bound to serve
a good purpo.se. The matter of judging is the only stum-
bling block to the English side of the question.

Dropping into the A. K. C. headquarters the other day
Secretary Vredenburgh said very seriously, "Do you know
I've just come across the best St. Bernard stud dog in the
country?" We, in our innocence, answered that we knew
of one or two good dogs in that line too. "Oh, well," he
said, "my dog beats them all. Do you know a dog called
Sir John, shown in the novice and puppy classes at Toronto,
and entered as registered in the Canadian Kennel Club?"
"Yes." "Well, the dog is ISmos. old and entered as by
cbaovpion Sir Charle«. Sir Charles was burned at Colum-
bus, 0., show in 1887." AVe confessed that certainly Sir
Charles was a wonder and remarked that it was about "time
the C. K. C. had a stud book published on proper lines.
The secretary of the A. K. C. protested the award and has re-
fused to recognize the award as a record.

A new sanitarium near London, under the direction of
Dr. Sewell, the celebrated English canine "vet.," has been
established. Here are separate wards for each dog disease,
a surgical operation room, dissecting room, bath Toim,
kitchen and separate exercising grounds for each division
of the institution. Dr. Sewell last week demonstrated the
fact that veterinary science applied to dogs developed
points incredible to the general public. A valuable fox-
terrier bitch was in danger of death in consequence of her
inability to bear nups to a collie. The Doctor succeeded in
performing the CEesarian operation, and the bitch rapidlv
recovered. It is said to be the first 'operation of the kind
known.

The Meuthou Kennels have bought of Mr. J. J. Lynn,
Port Huron, the young rougb-coated St. Bernard bitch Lidy
Martin, by Canada's Merchant Prince (6,327) out of Blaz

(9,010). Mr. Croskey has been lucky in picking up this
proniising young bitch, and she will be bred to Lord Bute.

We hear from Peoria, 111., that a pug well known a few
years ago joined the silent majority some little time since.
This was champion Little Toby, half brother to the ill-fated
champion Lord Nelson. Roth of these dogs were bred in
Scotland, At the same time another old-time importation
went the way of all flesh, Lady Fiossie, dam of Miss Whit-
ney's Thunder, Tiny II., Midget Lord and other winners.

We are asked to correct the statement that the pug Curtis
won third at Ottawa. Curtis won first in the open dog
class.

The action taken by the Philadelphia Kennel Club is sure
to can.se considerable comment among members of dogdom.
This club is one of our oldest kennel organizations, and in-
cludes members who are at all times active as exhibitors or
sportsmen in the field. The principal grotind on which the
resignationis based is the shelving of the recorajnendation
of the committee appointed by the A. K. C. that wmners of
field trial stakes held by clubS; members of the A. K. C.
should be recognized, and two wins in an open to all stake
should constitute a right to the title of field trial champion
in the eyes of the A. K. C. This would have allowed the
winners of the stakes of Philadelphia Kennel Club trials to
compete for .specials at shows given for dogs with best field
trial records, etc. The question just lies iu a nutshell:
Should the winners of .stakes in P. K. C. trials be put on a
par with winners of stakes at other trials where the compe-
tition is open to all. That is a matter for the A. K. C. to
decide. One member of this committee put it to us this
way: "Well, the .stakes are open to all, for the membership
in the P. K. C. is open to all." But that is not the way to
look at it. The other charges brought by the president of
the P. K. C, that the proceedings at the A. K. C. meetings
are "cut and dried," should be investigated and the charges
sustained or refuted. The moral standing of the A. K. C.
demands it, made as it is seriously in print by an important
club like the Philadelphia Kennel Club. Interviewing the
secretary of the A K. Con the su inject we were told that
Mr. Child, the P. K. C. delegate, said to him after the May-
meeting that "if those resolutions were not adopted the
club would resign," and no answer vyas made.

Through a mistake in the secretary's book we credited the
Wild Crow Kennels with the ownership of the first prize
winning English setter pufjpy, Clip, at the Daubury show.
The pup belongs to Dr. Hair, of Bridgeport, Conn.

There is likely to be a rumpus about the unauthorized en
tering of Mr. Little's Clumber Newcastlein the Ottawashow
without bis knowledge. Of course the circumstances may
be subject to explanation on the part of the Ottawa people,
but sach loose methods should certainly be looked into and
Mr. Little in exposing it has done the proper thing at the
right time. The question arises was there a reason for it
and why was it done?

The secretary of the A.K.C. is now preparing a certificate
for the use of breeders who intend to exhibit at the World's
Fair show, for which a fee of 50 cents is to be charged. This
will be submitted at once to the World's Pair people, and
when passed will be for sale. These certificates will be
available at once, so hs toavoid the rush that will inevitably
occur in the A.K.C. office when entries for the show areabout
closing. It will be seen by this certificute that the rule
about a dog winning two prizes at a kennel club show being
eligible for registration will not hold good; the dog must be
eligible to registration through pedigree alone. This will to
a great extent affect the representative character this inter-
national event should have.

Mr. W. B. Robinson, who recently bought out the Ash-
mont Kennels, has had the hardest kind of luck lately. Ben
Franklin turned out a brute as regards temper and bit his
wife and a stranger so that he had to destroy it. Then his
neighbors summoned him on account of the rJogs barking

—

result, a .110 fine, and as if this was not sufficient, a few days
after Ashmont Juno WHS poisoned. Then last week Ash
mont Alice, by Imperial Chancellor, also fell a victim to the
poison fiend. The reason that the latter bitch's death is
most unfortunate is the fact that she had been served by
that wonderful headed dog that created such interest at
New York in the spring, Ingleside Maximilian, and as she
was a most suitable bitch to breed to him it means a great
loss both to Mr. Robiu.son and the fancy. He is doing all
in his power to find the guilty parties,' but this is not an
easy matter. The analysis showed the poison used to be
phosphorus. Mr. Robinson will, we are sure, have the sym-
pathy of his fellow breeders in his troubles.

Among the new advertisements this week we find that the
following have dogs for sale: J. H. Miller, well-trained
beagles, foxhound.s, pointers and setters; James Berry,
trained pointers; G. A. McGillivray, St. Bernards and buU-
terriers; Geo. H. Stibbs, pointer pups; Handsome Brook
Kennels, cocker spaniels; University, Miss., great Dane; F.
M. Bennett, trained Gordon setter; M. T. Mason, pointer
pups; Mrs. A. Girt, pointers; Rochelle Kennels, black and
tan terriers; Strebnr Kennels, pointer pups; H. Northwood,
fox-terrier pups. In the stud: H. North wood's fox-terrier
Painter. Wants: W. B. Palmer, red cocker spaniels.

Dr. Joseph L. Hancock says in the American Naturalist
that his attention has recently been called to the work on
"Organic Evolution" by Professor Eimer, page 114, to a
paragraph in which he seems unable lo account for the dogs
iu Constantinople carrying the tail upright. In speaking of
the subject he says: "But the reason why these dogs begin
to erect the tail and carry it upright, w'hile the ancestral
jackal, like the wolf, carries it hanging down, is not so easy
x,o discover, although the fact could scarcely be explained as
a case of adaptation." "1 beg to ofler a provisional explan-
ation of this phenomenon, and also to take exception to the
latter statement— that it cannot be explained as a case of
adaptation. While my observations were not made at Con-
stantinople, the dogs accompanying the several tribes of
Indians I observed in the western United States, [the words
dog and wolf are used synonymously iu this note] some of
which are tamed wolves, or are directly descended from the
wild American wolf known as the coyote, offer opportunities
of study which brought me to a realization of this subject,
which may be summed up in a few epitomized remarks. As
the dog becomes domesticated it is prone to use the tail as an
organ of expressing mental states, especially those of emotion,
for example, the wag of the tail express'ive of delight, or
.sudden dropping of the tail between the legs at some disap-
pointment or fright. The ancestral or wild wolf carries the
tail hangmg down, because that position (the tail being
especially bushy and large in the wild animal) would be less
couspicious and more compatible with life in a free state of
nature, or, as it were, to better elude detection. A family of
wolvesplaying together undisturbed occasionally carry their
tails curled upwards. By degrees the tail acquires naturally
the upright position as a result of coincident evolution of
the mind of the wolf incidental to domestication, and more-
over thus instancing the slow adaptation of the appendage
as an organ of expression. The cessation of natural selection
in the domestic dog would give to the tail greater freedom
of motion without detriment to life; and artificial selection
perfects the caudal appendage into many diverse shapes. Still
greater inflnenee is exerted bycertain expressions of the mind
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by that appendage, tending to keep It up, and by the influ-
ence of heredity, transmitting those tendencies. The muscles
correlatively become strengthened and developed, and the
erect position ultimately passes into an apparently fixed
character in some varieties of the dog." This explanation
is excellent and satisfactory, but how about the curl of the
tail of the pug—not to speak of the pig? Artificial selection
perhaps.

Mr. Everett Millais, whose name is familiar to most fan-
ciers in connection with his efforts to down the demon dis-
temper in shows and kennels, met with a most painful
accident while working in his kennel. His knee was badly
smashed and the internal synovial membrane has been in-

jured. To an active man like Mr. Millais the twelve-month
sentence of enforced rest that we are told this will entail
must be particularly irksome, and Mr. Millais has our sin-
cere sympathy.

There are several interesting notes of English news that
must wait till next week for lack of space.

Through the Fanciei's' Gazette we learn that Mr, H. Bows,
in far-away Salt Lake City, Utah, has purchased the St.
Bernard Lady Rose from Mr. H. O, Milnes. She has been
shipped by Spratts Co.

We draw the attention of sportsmen interested in beagles
to the annojjincement in our business columns of the
National Beagle Club field trials. This enterprising club
has struck the right trail and is running on a hot scent, and
from all we can hear with few, if any, obstructions in the
way. Entries for the trials close Nov. 1, with a fee of $5
per dog, and as the special prize list is sure to be consider-
ably augmented the next few week?, ownei-s of beagles will
find it quite worth their while to spend a week at Nanuet,
N. Y., to say nothing of the pleasure to be derived from the
sport they are sure to have. We saw last week two persons
from that neighborhood who say that hares are very plenti-
ful, so that there will be none of the tiresome experiences of
last year among the fastnesses of Hyannis and the swamps
and stone walls of Salem. All men who know Mr. Kretider
can rest assured their welcome to his place will be hearty
and we do not think that the most inveterate kicker will
for one moment think Mr. Kreuder will seek to gain any
advantage to his own kennel, rather would it; be the other
way. We are .sorry to hear that his best entry, Fanny K.,
having been mated to Racer, .Jr , on the late circuit, will be
unable to take part in the fun. The following specials have
been donated: Mr. H. L. Kreuder offers 15 each for kennel
of four or more making the best average ia trials and oo
bench; $5 each lor the best pair (dog and bitch) making the
best average in trials and on bench: $5 each for the dog and
bitch with best voice; only members of N. B. C. to compete.
P. W. Chapman offers a suitable piece of silver, value *5,

for the best beagle, sired by champioa Bannerman svflce

1888, in the trials. Open to the world and donor not to
compete.

Professional judges in England who are at the same time
dealers and breeders, are very properly getting some hard
knocks iid English kennel papers. We do not see how the
two vocations can run well together and keep the confidence
of exhibitors be the judge ever so conscientious. We were
told some curious instances of this sort of judging by those
who have been over there the past summer.

It is rumored that early next year the St. Bernard Club
will join forces with the Grreyhound Club for the purpose of
holding a specialty show. The Pet Dog Club, although they
had raised a guarantee fund among themselves, have de-
cided not to hold a show this fall as proposed, the other
specialty clubs having shown little interest in the matter.

BARZOI DISCUSSION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
My attention having been called to the London Stock-

Keeper's "round up" of my article on the Baizois (lately

reported) in a Philadelphia contemporary, 1 would state to
those who are interested in the breed that I have endeavored
to answer it logically, and have j^ut forth such questions as
I think both deserve and will elicit a reply from those who
are considered authorities oq the subject in question. Con-
sidering the Imperial Society had issued the standard for
Barzois, it seemed more than strange that any one would
arrogate to himself the right to disqualify a dog for color,

when no such quf'Stion was raised or discussed by the soci-

ety making the standard.
As the subject of color is a question of vital importance, T

hope all lovers of the Barzoi will closely follow the discus-
sion in the Stock-Keeper, and so be able to determine for
themselves the vital point now agitating the admirers of
the breed. HIGHLAND.

COURSING AT GREAT BEND.—Spec7.al to Forest and
Stream.—Great Bend, Kan., Oct. 31.—Dogs here from Cali-
foruia, Maiue, Colorado and Illinois. Forty-six entries in
All-Aged Stakes, twenty-two in Puppy Stakes, being the
largest entry yet, and of fine quality. Mr. Grace, of Cali-
fornia, is an able judge. Everything smooth, weatberpleas-
ant, running now progressing in the All-Aged Stake.—E.
Hough.

WHEN OLD JACK DIED.

WHEN old Jack died we stayed from school (they said
At home we needn't go that day), and none

Of U8 ate any breakfast,—only one,
And that was papa—and bis eyes were red
When he came around where we were, by the shed.
Where Jack was 'ying half wy in the sun
And half way m the shade. When we begun

To cry out loud, pa turned and dropped his head
And went awaj ; and mamma she went back
Into the kitchen. Then for a long while,

All to ourselves, like, we stood there and cried;
We thought so many good thiugs of old Jack,
And funny things—although we didn't smile.
We could only cry when old Jack died.

When old Jack died, it seemed a human friend
Had suddenly gone from us; that some face
That we had loved to fondle and embrace

From babyhood, no more would condescend
To smile on us forever. We might bend
With tearful eyes above him, interlace
Our chubby flngers o'er him, romp and race,

Plead with him, call and coax—aye, we might Send
The old halloo up for him, whistle, hist,

(If sobs had let U5-) or as wildly vain,
Snapped thumbs, called "Speak," and he had not replied;

We might have gone down on our kness and kissed
The tousled ears, and yet they must remain
Deaf, motionless, we knew, when old Jack died.

When old Jack died, it seamed to us, some way.
That all the other dogs in town were pained
With our bereavement, and some that were chained

Even unslipped their collars on that day
To visit Jack in state, as though to pay
A last sad tribute there; while npighbors craned
Their heads above the h^gh board fen^e and deigned

To sigh '"Poor dng!" remembenng how they
Had cuffed him when alive, perchance, because
For love of them he leaped to lick tbeir han'ls—
Now that he could not, were they satisfied?

We children thought that, as we crossed his paws,
And oVr his grave, 'way down in the bottom lands.

Wrote "Our First Love Lies Here,'' when old Jack died.
James W?i,tt(Somb iJiJey.

RUN THE DOGS ON THEIR MERITS.—New Market,
Md.—Editor Forest and St/ream.' I see in your last issue
the following annouacement made by the Forest Beagle
Kennels; "We would respectfully announce to the beagle
men of America that Frank Forest will not run in the field
trials this year (1891), as, in the interest of the National
Beagle Club, we de.sire that dogs other than the winners of
last year should make a record this year." I, as a member
of the N. B. C. fail to appreciate the magnanimity exposed
in the above announcement. Wby should one that carried
off the colors in a little skirmish, be recognized as a great
hero? Bring him out and let him have a chance to have his
colors lowered or elevated, and if you don't care for your
dog's record, you need not be so thoughtful of the club's in-
terest.—A Club Member.

iifl^ mid ^hooting.

flANCtE AND GALLERY.

OTTAWA SHOW.—Bflitor Forent and Stream: Allow
me to correct the statement made in your last week's issue,
to the effect that our late show was a financial failure, as
such is not the case, and next year Ottawa will be found as
usual, one of the fall circuit. I wotild also like to state that
the cocker spaniel Cora II. was not haaged as statedinsome
of the sporting papers, but died from natural causes.—Al-
fred Geddes, Supt.

KENNEL NOTES.
KeaueU, Kotea »re Inserted wltboiit cUapge; and blanks

(furalshed free) will be sent to any address.

BRED.
freparad Blanks sent free on application.

Prairie Qit«en U.—Ormmidn. T. Huston's (Manomb. Ill,) mastift
hitch Prairie Queen II. to C. E. Bunn's Ormonde fVlclor Hugo-
Cambrian Princess), Sept. 15.

Echo-Ormonde. B. K. Morsf"'a (Ridgefield, ID.) mastiff hitch
Echo to C. E. Bunn's Ormonde (Victor Hugo—Cambrian Princess),
Sept. 17.

Fannie A.—Orrmn6e. P. S Osborne's (Chicago, 111.) mastiff
bitch Fannie A. to 0. E. Bunn's Ormonde ( V lotor Hugo—Cambrian
Prinoess). Aug. 3.

Lady Cohrey—OrmonAe. O. E. Bunn's (Peoria, 111.) mastiff bitch
Lady Uobvey (Beaufort—Toozle) to his Ormonde (Victor Hugo-
Cambrian Princes'-). July 17.

Gertrude F.—Ormonde. W. C. (Junn's (Chicago, III.) mastiff bitch
Gertrude P. (Turk—Druidess) to 0. E. Bunn's Ormonde (Victor
Hug''-Cambrian Princess), July 9.

Eadgyth—Ormonde. O. E. Bunn's (Peoria, lU.) mastiff hitch
Eadg) m (Baldur—Elglva) to his Ormonde (Victor Hugo—Cam-
brian Princess). Julv 6.

Flossie P.—Black Duke. John Pascoe'^ (VV^oodstock, Oat.) cocker
spanttl bi'ch Flos-<ie P. to Luckwell & Douglas's < hampiou Black
Duke (r-h-^mnion Obo II.—Woodlan-I Queen), Aug. 31.

Viek—Black Dufferin. Wm. Fnrbes's (Silsonburg, Ont.) cocker
spaniel bitrh Vic to Luckwp-U & Douglas's Black Dufferin (cham-
pion Brant—Bonita). July 30,

Grade—Black Dufferin. J. Whilicker's (Windsor, Ont.) cocker
spaniel hitcb Grade (imp'-'rted Raven—Re-idy) to l^uckwell &
Douglas's Blafk Dufferin (champinu Brant—Bonita), July 19.

G\)p»cy— Black Duke. Wm. BardaVs (Georgntown, Ont ) cocker
spaniel Ditch Gypsey to Luckwell & Douglas's champion Black
DuVe (champi' n Obo II.— Wnodland Queen), July 17.

Marguerittcv—Blaclt Dufferin. J. G. Jorgensen's (Woodstock,
Ont.) coi ker spaniel bitch Margueritta (champion Black Duke-
Lady Nelb to Luckwell & Douglas's Black Dufferin (champion
Brant—Bonita), ,Iuly 14.

.let—Black Duke. J. F. Kirk's (Toronto, Ont.) cocker spaniel
bitcb Jet ( hampion Obn II.—Shadow) to Lu<-kwell & Douglas's
champion Black Duke (champion Obo IL—Woodland Queen),
J uly 13.

Maggie B. -Black Dufferin. W. Rice's (Woodstock, Out.) cocker
spaniel bi I ch Maggie B. (champion Bob, .Jr.—,Iealous> ) to Luck-
well & Douglas's Black Dufferin (cbampion Brant—Bonita)
Julv V.!.

Romlale Bens-Black Daffertn. J. F. Kirk's (Toronto, Ont,),cocker
spaul' 1 bitrh Rnsedale Btss (Beau—Shadow) to Luckwell & Doug-
las's Blark Dufferin (f^hampion Brant—B mito), Sept. 16.

Queen BenMoo—Streatham Monarch. John Moorhtad, Jr.'s hull-
terrier bitch Queen Beadigo to his Strcatham Monarch, Oct. 6.

WHELPS.
j^" Prepared Klanks sent free on application.

Hallam Queen. Morey Kennels' (Fairfl'dd, Conn.) fox-terrier
hft< h Hallam Queen (champion Rahy Mixer—Richmond Queen),
Oct. 11, five (tour dogs), by their Vendetta (New Forest—Ebor
Nettle).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Liherty IL White, black and tan English setter bitch, whelped
Dei ember. 1886, by Count Gladsome out of Glen, bv Kingston and
Bancroft Ki-nnels to G. O. Smith, Wtieelms, W. Va.
Lass of Kingston. White, black and tan English setter bitch,

whelped July 23, 1891, by Kent's Res out of Liberty 11. , by King-
ston and RancrofL Kennels to W. H. Watts, LowelL Mich.
Comit Frontenao and. Freedom. White, black and tan English

setter dog and bitch, whelped Feb. 4, 1891, by Grouse out of Lib-
erty II., by Kingston and Bancroft Kennels to J. VV. Fitzsimmons,
New VVesimmster, B, C.
Gypsy. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped 1886. by Kingston

and Bancroft Kennels to J. W. Fitzsimmons, New Westminster,
B. C.
Wordsley JVelL Black, white and ticked English setter bitch,

whelped July 15, 1891, by Soapy Sponge out of Sinful Pride, by H.
Northwood. Martin's Perry, 0., to Mr. Naylor. NUes. 0.
Frank Northwood. Black, white and licked English setter doe,

whelp d Juh 15. 1891, by Soapy Sponge out of Sinful Pride, by H.
NoTthwofd. Martin's Ferry, O., to Chas. Howe. East Liverpool, O.
Woi'dsley Dart. Black, white and ticked English setter do",

whelped July 15. 1891, by Soapy Sponee out nf Sinful Pridp, by H.
Northwood, Martin's Ferry, O., to John WatKin, East Liverpool,
Ohio.

Wordsley Dandy. Bl«>ck and wh*te fox-terrier dog, whelped
Aug. 25, 1891. bv Painter out of Barrowby Shitty, by H. North-
wo' d, Martin's Ferry, O., to L. W. Breck, Kingston. Ont.
Grinstead. Fawn mastiff dog. whelped March 10, 1891, by Or-

monde out of Eadgyth, by C. E, Bunn, Peoria, 111., to B. F. Miles,
Paxton, 111.

Ormonde—Edmet whslp. Fawn mastiff dog, whelped Feb. 24,

1891, by C. E. Bunn, Peoria, 111., to W. E. Dean, Santa Barbara,
CaL
Ormonde -Echdgyth whelps. Pawn mastiffs, whelped March 10,

1891, by C. E. Bunn, Peoria. 111., a dog to Anna H. Whitney, Lan-
caster, Mass., and a bitch to E. Taylor, Edward Station, IlL

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
G. H. K., Burlington, la,—Can you furnish me with a score card

of hull-terriers and pugs? Ans. According to A^'ero Shaw's ' Book
of I he Dog" the score of points by which bull-terriers should i. e
judged is as foUows: General appearance, 5; color, 10; stern, 2;

• eet and legs, 8; body and chest, 10; bead 15; lotal. 50. Pugs—Gen-
eral apoearance, 5; color and mask, 15; tail, 5; legs, 5; body, 5; eyes,
5; muzzle, 5; skull, 5; total, 60.

H. E. P., Lake George, N. Y.-L Write to Mr. C. G, Davis, im
Walnut stree', Philadelphia, Pa , for a standard of points issued
by the Iiish Setter Club. 2. White on throat or chest to a small
extent does not indicate a lack of true breeding. 8. Owners of
stud dogs naturally desire to breed to bitches whose pedigree is

authentic. 4 In your case you could not register the pups unless
you can show an authentic pedigree for thi'ee generations on
both sides.

. J. M, KiTT.—Is it possible to register a pup bv a non-registered
dog, grand sire and dam registered? Ans. Yes, if the dam's
parents are also registered. We have so many questions of this
sort, that we reprint the rule of the A. K. C on this subject: "Re-
gistry in the American Kennel Club Stud Book can he made only
under the following conditions: l«t. Where sire and dam are
already registered, or are directly descended from dogs already
registered, in said book. Sil. Where dogs posse'^s au autbeTiticated
pedigree extending back three generaiions. 3d. Where dogs (not
eligible under 'he provisions ae above reanired) having won not
less than two first prizes In the regular classes at any show or
have been placed at any field trial recognized by the American
Kennel Olub."

Hahpeb Manqb Otjkb.—Roalindale, March 6. 188X.—M. S. P.
WUhams. De^ir Sir—I used your manee cure according to
directions aed the dog is getting -well raoidly. It is almost magio
in its cure. Very truly yonre, J. E. Moetok.—Jldtf,

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
Its this city the Revolver Club, which holds Its meetings at the

Schuetzen Range in St. Mark's place each Saturday evening, is

taking a lively interest in the championship match, and a whole
batch of records will come from that organization. The gaUery
has been arranged for both rifle shooting at 100ft. and for revolver
shooting at SOyds, In laying out the range the requirements of
the two sorts of practice have been carefully attended to. In rifle

shooting a dark range with the light thrown brightly on the tar-
get is the best possible arrangement. In revolver shooting such a
plan is calculated to embarrass the shooter very much. With the
small arm an open, freely lighted range is the best plan for good
scores. The revolver bullet travels best in the open, because the
shooter can see just what he is doing. Shooting a rifle is largely
like looking through a surveyor's instrument, and if the light is

good on the object fired at the bpst bead can be drawn upon it.

Among some of the New York lievolver Club men the feeling is

in favor of an afternoon of score making on the Crpress HiUs
open-air range of the club. This, It would seem, was like putting
a handicap on their efforts, since with a date announced in ad-
vance all risks of weather would necessarily be taken by the
shooter.

The entry list for the match is atUl open, and for information
of all who may be interested the conditions are annexed:

CONDITIONS.
Open to any citizen or permanent resident of the United States.

Any revolver, maximum length of bore, including cylinder,

ten inches.

Any trigger pull.

Any sight, both sights to be on the barrel or forward of the grip
of the pistol hand.
Any fixed ammunition.
Cleaning allowed only between scores of six shots.

Distance, 20yds.

Position standing, free from any artificial support, the revolver
held in one hand only with the arm free from the body and un-
supported In any way. The rear sight shall not be nearer to the
eye than twelve inches.

Target—Ready measurement disks, one shot on each disk and
the measurement to be taken by mechanical Vernier scale from
center of disk to the center of the shot hole.

Scores—Aggregate of best three in five scores, each score to con-
sist of six consecutive rounds. The Ave scores to be flred consecu-
tively.

Amateur Standing—The standing of a contestant as amateur
and professional to be determined in each individual case by
POKEST AXD Stkbam rules.

Where not in conflict with conditions herein, the rules of the
Massachtisetts Rifle Association for revolver competitions to hold.
The decision of Fobest akd Stbkam to be final on all points.

Any winner of the trophy BhaU hold it subject to challenge for

a term of two years, after which it shall become his personal
property. Upon receiving a challenge the holder shall agree with
the challenger upon a place and date for their meeting not later

than six weeks from the receipt of the challenge, of which meet-
ing at least two weeks' notice shall be given through Forest anb
Stream, and the shooting at said meeting shall be under the same
conditions as the original competitions tor the championship
trophy. In case of a failure to agree upon a time and place of

meeting they shall be fixed by Fokesi ano Sibbasi,
The trophy shall be deposited in the custody of Forest and

Stream at least one day prior to any challenge meet, and if re-
quired, holders must give bonds to Forest axd Stream for its

safe return.

The holder shall not be required to accept a challenge pending
the determination of a challenge shoot already under date. In
case of .any dispute H bout the right of priority in shooting chal-
lenges. Forest and Stream shall determine the order of shoot-

ing. All expenses of targets and gallery will be borne by Forest
AND Stream. Contestants will defray all other expenses.

BOSTON, Oct. 17.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association was held at Irs range ro-day. A perfect
autumn day grfeted the large gathering of riflemen, and as the
shooting conai! ions were good fine scores were made in most of
the matches. Sydney, Francis and Severance took the lead in the
cup matches, and Lee, Daniels and Francis in the other matches.
Following are the scores made to-day, all being re-entry matches,
200yds„ standard American target:

A 1-Comers' Rest Match.
J Francis 112 F W Chester 104 J W French 95
,1 R Munroe 110 E R Stover 103 H N Have 91
VV P Thompson . . .110 A H Ballard 99 D Martin. 8(5W Peters ....108 J French 98 W S Newton 84
DFGunn. 105

All-Ootcers' Off-Hand Match.
HLLee 81 MTDay 76 ER Stover 73
AMavnard.., 78 D N Wmn 75 DMariin, 70
N B Mason 78 LA Baker... 74 W S Newton ,69
O Moore 76 A S Hunt ...73 J B Hobbs 63

Mibtary Match, Creedmc r Target.
AditJAFrye 42 MTDay 40 J H Lathrop 37
L W Swan 43 B A Lenfest 38 Maj FH Briggs . . .83
AMWhitten 41 F H Peitel 38

Fifty Y.i.rd8 Pistol Match.
J B Fellows 89 S C Sydney 85 DNWinn 76
G L Hosmer 86 M T Day 84 AN Mann 75
CFi-aucis 85 A D Stevens 83 E R Stover 74

MILLER RIFLE CLUB.-Hoboken, N. J.. Oct. 14:

Fitzsimmons 25 25 25 25 24 21 2H 23 31 19-2;J4
Miller 25 25 25 25 34 24 23 23 22 20 -233
Lie hi 25 25 26 24 24 24 23 32 22 19-283
Fischer 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 22 22 20—233
Hencken , 25 25 25 23 23 23 23 28 21 20- 331
Varick 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 23 20 19—228
Kruse 25 35 24 34 23 23 22 23 21 20-227
Carragher 25 24 24 33 23 23 23 22 20 18-22(i
Peters 25 24 23 23 23 32 22 29 20 19-223
Capt Dewey 25 24 24 23 38 20 20 20 20 19-220
Rogers 25 24 24 23 23 20 20 20 £0 19-318
Stadler 25 34 23 23 23 20 20 20 20 19—217
Klernt 25 28 22 31 21 20 20 18 10 1 9-209
Seltenreich - .24 23 28 20 20 20 19 18 18 19-20-^
Devitt 23 23 23 21 31 20 18 18 18 15-200

J. H. Kbube.

CREEDMOOR, Oct, 17.—The eighth sharpshooters' match of
the treason was shot at Ci-eedmoor tt^-day- The weather was fair,
with a light wind. The scores, possible 50, 5 shots eaoh, at 200 and
uOOyds.: Cavalry Match, Troon A- F. C. Ooudm-t 45, E. A. Thomp-
son 43, C. M. Baldwin ^3. I-I. V. 0'Donobu8 43 Infantry Match,
Seventh Regiment : H. W. Warren. Co. K, 44; J. D. Foot. Oo. F,
13; G. O. Brown. Co. L 42: F. C. MoLewee. Co. 0, 46: J. Dwigbt.
Jr„ N. C. S.. 46: A- N. Jordan. Co. C. 42; W. M. Halsted. Co, B. 48;

H. A. BostwicU, Jr., Co. B, 4'^: A. W. Trotter, Co. E.43; A. Ber-
trand, Co. C, 42; G. 8. Tnwle. Co. D. 46; B. M. Dunn, Oo. R, 45; H.
Ooburn. Jr., Oo. C, 45; D. L, Williams. Co. G, 44; D. O. Meyer, Co
0, 44; J. E. Sc^usler, Oo. B, 43; G J. Weavr, Co. I, 43. Twentv.
third Regiment: F. J. Kraft, Co. D, 44: W. H. Stokes, Co. H, 43;

G. T. Warren, Oo. K. 47; H. M. Field, Co. P. 47; F. A.Wells^ Co. B,
47; E. S. Spink, Co. F, 42; C. W. Simmons, Co. A, 47. Thirteenth
Reijiment: B. W. Lotz, Co. G, 46; W. Donaghy. Jr., Co. H, 46; J.

McNevin. N, C- S„ 47; G, E. Constable, Co. F, 46; G, W. Cowen,
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Co. F, 47. 0. F. RohMne, Gpflerals etflff. 44, Seventy-flret Rpgt
menf : T. W. T mp'on, Oo. B, 46; M. P. Rnss, Co. H, 48. Twenty-
secoBf? Regiment; M. E. Kurnion. stfifT, 43.

HUD!^0>! RIVER CLUB —On Monday and Tuesday next the
Huason RivfT Club will hold its eecinid annual prize meeting at
its range, 35 Gilts avenup, Jersey City HeigUts. There will be a
target of houor, open only to members who will contriUute the
prizes. It will be three shms at the 25-r'ng target. Tlie ring-
target contest at 7.ift. will be open to all comers. Ten cash prizes
wttn premiums for bast tickets.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publicaMon should he made out on the printed blomhi
prepared by the ForeM and Stream, and fimiished gratis to club
s'xretaries. Correspondents who favor vs rvith club scores are par-
tliiula/rlv requested to twite on one side of the pape/r oni«.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be annoitn'Gftd here

send In notice like the following:

Oct. 21-23.—Reading's Tournament, Flemington. K. J. Key-
stones. Open to all.

Oct. 27-29.—Savannah, Ga., Chatham Gun Clnb, assisted by the
Inter-S ate Manufanturers' and Dealers' A.BSociatir>n.

Nov. 26.—South Side Gun Club Tournament, at South Norwalk,
Conn. JS. H. Fox.

1892.

June 13 18.—New York State Sportsmen's Association's Thirty-
fourth Annual Convention, at Syracuse, N. Y. Ohas. H. Mowry,
Seo'y.

THE DAYTON KENNEL CLUB ANNUAL.
The last part of Mr. Brown's copy came to hand too late for

la.Ht wee-k, and the list of prizes in the third match as given
was inconiplere. The full list ran thu : Chnbb 1st, rocking c hair;
Makley 2d, cut glass olive dish; Helkes 3d, smoking 3yt; Rike 4tb,
box of soap; Troup 5tb, silk hat; Mumma 6i,h, rubber hunting
hoots; C. W. Sand-^r 7 rti. bos of orang"?: Porterfleld 8th, inkstand;
Weston 9th, sack of flour; Kumler 10 h, load of wood; A. Sander
lUh, snaVewond cleaning stick; Cooper, 12th, hflndsan; Porter,
13th, necktie; Grieves 14th, hano protector; G. Smder Wth, box of
soap; Chas. Whealen 10 :h, pockeibook; Dando 17th, bottle of tine
old Sherry.
F 1 ftefn sparrowp

:

Porter 111011111101001—11 Dnndo 011111110111010-11
Cooper 101111011101110-11 Walrmire 1 101110000ilOlO- 8

Chnbb mmiOOlllOiO-n Makley 111111011011111-13
Hannah inillllOUl 111—14 Troup UlllllOl Kiillll—12
Weston lOinillonilUO—11 Rike lllllllUllOlOUl—11
ASander 111111011100111-12 Heikes..... ..011111111111111-14
Knmler OolllllOll 11111—12 Volker 101010111011111—11
Wnealt-n OilllllUlOlUOl—11 Stotcklein OllOllOlOOolllI— 9
G Sander 011101111011111—12 Carnell OOOOO 1111010010- 6
Grimes 111111101101111—13 Mumma 111110001111111—12
C Sandpr 101111111110111—13 Port erfleld ... .111111111011011—13

P'ifteen sparrnwt-:
Carnell Oini10010301010— 6 Makely 101011010101101— 9
Grimes UlOlllOOll lid 1—11 Volker lllllllluOllOll—12
Troup IIIUIIUIUIIIIO—la GIa,nder OKIllOllllllllO -11
Chubb 110101111001101-10 Stoecklein ....lOOlllOOlllOOll— 9
Dando OllllOllllitlOlO—10 Ponerfleld. . . .101111010101101—10
A Sander OniOiiOlllOlOU- 9 Hannah 011111110110111-12
Co..per 111111111011111—14 Porter 111001100111000— 8
Weston lOimiOlllllll-13
The committfe had announced that in one unknown event of

the tourney prizes were to be ar.arded in reverse order to the
usual way. That is. the lowpst score was to have first prize, sec-
ond lowest second prize, and in that manner on up the list, so that
the highest score should receive the booby prize. After the tour-
ney anoouncement was made that the sixth event was the one
designated by Mr. Weston, and here is the result:
Fifteen sparrows:

Carnell 1101(lOf>in01110- 0 Weston 111111100101011-11
Portcriield. . . . OOHlOlllUllOtl-lO Grimes IIIIOOOOOIUIIO- 9
A Sander 111111011011 00-11 G Sander 111110100111110-11
Dando 1101011111 10111-12 Cbubb 111001011111001-10
Hannah 011111111111101—13 Stotckl in lOlOUlOOl 11 110-10
Troup......... OOllllOllHllll-12 C W Sander...0111 lOlUl 010111— 9
Porter OllOiOllOOOOOU- 7 Heikes 111011111111111—

U

Volker OOUIUOUOIOIO- 9 Mumma 111010111111111—13
Makely 111111111111111—15 Rike IIOIUOIIIOUOIII- 9
Cooper .011111111111100-12
Fifteen sparrows-:

Carnell 001011000111011— 7 Cooper .101110000010000- 5
Porterfield.. .Olllini 11111110-12 Weston 101111001 lOUlU—10
A Sander llllllOllOolOlO—10 Grimes 111111000101001—9
Dando lOUlllllOlOUU-ll G Sander 111110101001011—10
Hannah lUOlOllllOULl-12 Chubb UiOllOllllli iiO-ll
Troup llilO OOUlOuOO- 8 Stoecklein OOllllOOOOlOOlO—

6

Porter llllOllHOlUll-13 Kumler OllllOlOUlOllOO - 8
Volker lliilOiOOOlOOOlO- 6 Walimipr 10 llOiillinOU-ll
Makely 10111lOOOOlllJO— 9 Whealen ...111011111101111—13

Prizes were also eiven on averages based on 1,000 points:
1. Heikes 980 9. Adolph Sandtr740 16. Grim< s P40
2. IVIumma 830 10, Chuob 720 J 7. Kumler ti40

3. Hannah 820 11. Dando 710 18. G Sander 630
4. Makelv 7^0 12. Troup 710 19. Volker 600
.5 Weston 770 13 Whealen 700 20. Waltmire 540
G. Porterfield 760 14 Cooper 700 21. Stocklein .540

7. Bike 700 15. Porter .670 22, Carnell ...390
8. 0 W Sander... .750

Mr. Sale Good, superintendent of the kennels, and Jack Wond^,
supplied a very inier> sting feature of the tourney in handling the
ttiree dogs which, bv announcement of the committee, were to
retrieve the pigeons m the 10-bird match. The dogs performed
the work without a fault, and er. j lyed it with as mu' h keen ex-
citement as did the large audn-Dce. Minaie, the Irish setter
owned by Mr. S. S. Troup, was turned loo.se first, and the bird
had scarcely struck the ground before she bad it. Then s e
whirled and came running in with it. Royal, the English setter
owned by Mr. J. F. Campbell, was next sent out, then the pointer
Noble Bang, owned by Mr. Charts Whealen. The three dogs
altcnated in the work, and thouah in high state of excitement
from the continuous applausf* over their triumphs, they did not
falter in their exbi 01 tion ot perfect training. Not one bird was
mutilated by the dogs, and each dog bad opportuaity to re'rieve
birds dead out of bounds 150yds. a way. Bkown.

PENNSYLVANIA TRAPS.
SPRTNff City, Pa., Ojt. 17.—The second grand shooting tourna-

ment of the Spring City Gun and Game Club was held on their
grounds here to-day.
This heiog one of the hrierhtest days of this fall, everybody ex-

pected a large crowd at this tournament, especially as this club
had been attending most of thw different club shoots all around
their neighborhood and a great many had promised to attend, but
failed to materialize as promised.
Among the visiting shooters were E. David Landie, of Philadel-

phia; J. Thurman and Harry Tburman. of Germantown; Frank
Hoagland, of Roxborough; H. E. Buckwalter, of Boyersford, G.
Pryor, of Pottstown.
The shooting commenced at 10 o'clock and ran along smoothly

until dinner lime. Althongh the entries wi-ie not large, gi'eat in-
terest was mauifesti-d In the shooting, under American Associ-
ation rules, S traps, rapid firing system.
No. 1, 5 birds, entrance 50 cents, divided JiO, 30 and 20 per cent.;

Item mil-o G Quay 00111-3
IjMiobener 11101-4 H Landis 11110-4
G Wilson 00010 -1 J Ul man 01003—1
H Wunder 10010-2 J Thnrman 01101-3
E David lOill—4 F Hoaeland 01111-4
l!em tir=t, T. Micbener, E. David, H. Landis. F. Hoagland sec-

ond, G. Quay, J. Thnrman third.
No. 2, 10 birds, entrance gl, divided 50, 80 and 20 per cent.;

Item 1111111111-10 H WuD<ler llQOOOOOlO— 3
H Landis IIOOUOIU- 7 J Ulman 1111111111-10
F Hoagland OUiO.lllll- 7 G Quay UllOllllO- 8
TM'chener ....1111111111—10 E Uavld IIOIOIIUI - 8
G Wilson 1111011001— 7 J Thnrman lUlllHOl- 9

I em, T. Micheuer, J. Ulman first, J. Thurman second, G, Quay,
E. David third.
No 3, 8 birds, entrance 75 f-ents, div. 50, 30 and 20 per cent.:

Item llOlUH-7 David lOLlllOl-6
O Wilson 1.0O00110-3 Ulman 10111101-6
Hoagland.... 11110111—7 Quay 01101001—

i

Landis.. 11111111-8 Michener... 11110101—6
Johupon limui-s J Thurman 10111111—7
Dieijaon , OOllOUO-4
Landis and Johnson first. Item, Hoagland and J. Thurman

second, David, Ulman and Micbener third.

No. 4, 18 birds, entrani'e SI 50, div. 50, SO and 20 p'^r Cfnt.;
I-era lllllllliunil-lfi Ulman 111010100011101— 9
Landis 111im01110Hl-13 David lOlUOlllOw. —6
Johnson OlUUlOOulll 10 10 J Thurman... .lUUlOOlw- —5
Hoagland 111111111110111-14 Micbener lllllllOmilOl-13
Quay OlOUOlOOllOiil- 9
Item first. Hoagland second, Landis and Micbener third.
No. 5, 5 birds, entrance 50 ''en's, 3 moneys:

Item 11111-5 David .10101—

3

Landis 11011—4 Wilson 11100-3
Micbener... 01000-1 J Thurman 11111-5
Ulmat) 01111—4 J Wunder 11111-5
Hoagland 11111—5 Dickson 10100—2
Quay 11111-5
Item, Hoagland, Quay, J. Thurman, J. Wunder first, Landis and

Ulman seconrl, David and Wil-on third.
No. 0, 10 bird.H, entrance i^l, 3 mom-ys:

Item 1111111111-10 Landis 1111111110- 9

David linmHl-10 Qu-ry 1110001110—6
Buckwalter 1011111 101- 8 J Thnrman lllllllUO- 9

Wilson 1"00011011- 5 Hoagland 1111111111-10
Johnson 1111001011— 7 Mifhener llOllOllll- 8

Ulman 0110111011- 7 Wunder lOUOUlOO— 5
First money. Item and Uavid; second, Landis and J. Thurman;

thi'-d. Buckwalter and Micbener.
No. 7, 5 birds, entrance iiO cents, 3 moneys:

Landis 11111—5 J Thurman 01111—4
Micbener 11111-5 E David 11111-5
Ulman 11001-3 Hoagland 01111-4
O Dickson UOil-l Wilson i... .10001-2
E F-ey .....10110—3
Landis, Micbener and David first, Dickson, J. Thurman and

H"agland second, E. Frey third.
No. 8, 7 birds, entrance 75 cents, 2 moneys:

Landis lllllU-7 Frey 0011100-3
Mlchener 1 11 11 J 1-7 David 1111 1 1 1—7
Ulman ilOlJUO-5 Wilson loillil—

C

Landis. Micbener and David first, Wilson second.
No. 9, 10 birds, entrance $1, 3 moneys:

Landis 1011011111-8 J Thurman 111111111"- 9
I'cm inillim—10 Hoagland 1011111110- 8

Ulman 1101001011- 6 David 0101111110- 7

Wilson IH'IOIOIU— 7 Frey lUllllOOl— 8

M chener llllOlllll - 9 Buckwalter OlOllUlll— 8
Item first ; Micheuer ana J. Thurman second; Landis, Hoagland,

Frey and Buckwalter third.
No. 10. 5 birds, entrance 50 cents, unknown angles, 2 monpvs;

JTnurman 11111-5 Item 11111—5
Hoagland .10111—4 Wilson 11001—3
L ndis 10111-4 Frey 11000-2
David 11111—5 Micbener 10100-2
First, J. Thurman, David, Item; second, Hoagland, Landie.

CORTLAND COUNTY SPORTSIVIAN'S CLUB.
Caztenovia, N. Y., Oct, 13.—Enclosed find scores made at Cort-

land County Sportsman's Club grounds on Oct. 13. The weather
was perfectly lovely, not a cloud obscured the sky nor a breath of
wind to cause the targets to pnj sue an erratic course. Shooting
was all done from five kingbird traps, they workfid to perfection.
This club has the finest grotmds in the State and only needs a club
house to make it complete in every way.—HAiiMERLESS.
No. 1, 10 single kluarbirdn, entrance .50 cents, rapid tiring.

Rindge .llUllllll-lO Beard 1111011010 .

Lefever 1111111111-10 Mowry 1111111111-10
Schemerhorn lllUl OU— 9 Lansing OiUOUlllO
Cruttenden. llluilUli— 9 Cl«rk illlllllOl „

Adams 0011111111— 8 Williams IIOUIIOIO— 7
Aylmg 1110110111- 8 Hill 1111111111-10
No. 2. 10 single kintinird-s, entrance 50 cents, unknown anflOH."

Rindge. OOllllOUl— 7 Clark IIOIUOOOI- 6
Lefever IIOIOIOIU— 7 Ayliog IlllllllOl— 9
Beard.... OllllOulOO- 5 Hill 1111110101-8
CrutteLden 1110100101- 6 WiCiams llllllHOl- 9
Schemerhorn 1111111011- 9 Lansing IlllOOlOtU— 6
Mowry 1101111110— 8 Adams OlOlHjOi.00— 4
No 3, 15 single klu. o rds. entrance $1, rapid firing:

Bindg>^ OOlllCOllllOlU—10 Lansing 111110110111111—13
Lefever llOUllllllllU—14 Schmerhorn...111111111111101-15
Mowry HID 1111111111—15 Clark lllilllllOlUOOl-11
Beard OOhlOl 111000010- 6 Cruttenden. ...111111111111111-15
Aj Img OOUllOllOUm—11 Hill 111111001111111-13
Adams 101111111111111-14 Witli^ms llllllOOillllU -13
No 4, 5 pairs kingbirds, entrance 50 cents:

Rindge 11 10 11 10 10-7 Avlmg 00 10 10 11 10-4
Lefever 10 10 11 11 11—8 Mowry 10 11 10 11 11—8
Cruttenden 00 11 11 10 10-6 Clark 10 11 11 01 11-8
Lansing 10 11 10 00 11—6 Wiiliams 10 11 10 11 10-7
Sch - merborn. . .10 11 10 11 11 8

No. 5,20sinelp kinu'iu-'i.s. entrance $1, rapid flrins:

Ri nd ge . . .
.11011111111111111101—1 8 Cru l re'd'n llTOUOOllOOOOlllll1—12

Adams., ..lllOlllUhillOllOlOl-15 Lansing. ..UlllOllOtXlKlOOuilU-B.'
Mowry . ...11001011111(.01111111-li Ayling. . . .11010111110010111111-15
Lefever.. .11111110<il0011imil-16 Beard lllOllllllllilllOHl—18
Schem'h'.ll0111111111lllJ0111-18 Williams. llOllllOllllllU'110-17
Clark nilOUllllUlllllli-19 Harr'gtonimOIllOlOlllllOlU-16
N^. 6, 10 kingbird--, enirxuce 50 cents, unknown angl-v:

Rindge 1111111101-9 Clark 1010111111-8
B-ard lOODOUOOOl—2 Ay ling 1111110101—8
Lefcver IIOIIOIIUI—7 Lansing 0111001111-7
Cruttenden 1111011000—6 Hill lUOJlllll—

9

Mowry 1101111111—9 Schemorhorn 1101110101—7
Harrington 1111111011—9
No. 7. 15 kingbirds, oiiirance 75 cents, rapid firing system:

Rindge llllOlillllOlll—13 Oruttenden.. . ,1111111011im0-13
Jones lOOUOOOlltllllO— 7 Beard 011100110111111—10
Mowrv 11110101 1011111—12 Agling OUllllhiOllOlO—10
Wallace 111111110100101-11 Hill OlllUOOOlOim 10
Lefever limilllllllll-15 Williams. . ..111111111111111—15
Clark llOlOilllOHlU-12 Lansing 111011111110111-13
Schemerhorn..11111111111101 1—14
No. 8, 5 pairs Kingbirds, enirauce 50 cents:

Cruttenden ...10 11 11 11 10- 8 Hirington 10 10 10 10 11— 6
Li-fever 11 11 11 10 11- 9 Wallace 11 00 00 00 11— 4
Ayiing 10 10 01 10 11— G Jones 00 11 01 11 11— 7
Lansing 11 11 11 11 11—10 Mowry 10 11 11 il li— 9
CI.ark 10 10 11 10 11 7 Ri dge 11 11 10 U 10- 8
S;:iiemerhorn...lO 11 10 10 00- 5 Gray 10 10 10 10 10— 5
No. 9.10 kingbiras, entrance .SI. rapid firing:

lUndge 1101011111- 8 Gray IIUIIOIOI— 8
Wallace 1011000110- 5 Clark llllUliOi- 9
Senemerborn OllllOllll- 8 Miller 1111111111-10
Lefever 1110111111-9 Wilhams llllllllui- 8
Lansing . . . .lOlilOllll— 8 Ayiing 1 1011D 110-

8

Mowry 1111111111-10 ( 'ru'tenden 11111 11111-10
Hill 1111101110- 9 Harrington 1111110111- 9
Hcbem«>rhorn 1111111111-10
No. 10, 15 kingbi i-os. en trance $1.00 rapid firing svstem:

Gray 111101011011011-11 Mowry .llllllHlllllll-15
Lefever lllllllllllllU-15 Jones ILOIOIOIOUOOI- 0
Harrington . . ..lllUOOiOOlOlOl— 9 Crut- endon. . ..OlOlUlllimol-U
Miliar 110111111111111-14 Agling 111011111000111-11
William" 011110100110110- 9 Hill Ill 101111 limi-14
Schemtrham..llllllllimm-15 Clark lllimUOxlHO—13

ATLANTIC CITY. Oct. 15.—The Atlantic Gun Club members
held their u^ual wefkly sheot at Atlantic City. N. J., to-day, with
results as follows: First event, regular shoot at 25 targets, handi-
cap conditions—conceded odds: A. O. Griscom 23, C. Minerd 22,
C. .Sonfter21. R. n. Griscnm21, J. Y.-ung 18, S. Lillie 20, D. Smith
18, C. Gale 18, 0. Wippie 20, C. Harrold 20. .1. Lorner 13, D. Sander
16, Dr. Wright S, G. Cluen 16. The prizes were: First, can black
powder; second, bat; of shot; third, can American wood powder;
fourth, box ol shells; flfOi, l,00tJ wads. Seven 50 cent i we' pstakes
followed. There was a live pigeon match, for $100 a side, 50 birds,
American Association rules, between Capt. Minerd and Peter
Goff. It was thottght by m'lny that the plucky Captain would be
beaten, and as a cmsequence many bees were made against him.
Golf, howevr, did not shoot in his old-style form, and was com-
pelled to retire before finishing his score, being shot out. About
S500 changed hands.
Peter Goff lOOllO'llOOlllOlOOOllOUOlOIOllOOOlOOlOlllllw. -24
Captain Minerd V OllllllllllOlllOlOlllOOlllOlilllOOOOllllOlllllll-37
It is said that Goff will cuallenge Minerd to a KXl-bird race, for

$100 or more a side.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Oct. 17.—Another interesting match
was shot on the grounds of tue Wellington Gun Clab to-day be-
tween Frank and Melcher The match was at 30 singles and 10
pairs, and the purse was f25 a side. They tied in the singles,
breaking 23 each, while Mf'li'her broke 17 of his doubles to 12 for
Frank, giving the purse to Melcher by a score of 40 to 36 for
Frank. Eighteen t weeps! ake matches followed,

FULFORD—BREWER.—It is announced that the match be-
tween E. D. Fulford and .lohn L. Brewer, announced for Marlon,
N. J., this week, for S200 a side in each of three matches, at 100
birds each, has been postponed till next month, Nov. 12, 18 and 14.

BROOKLYN TRAP DOINGS.
Brookltn, 0-t.14.~A fine progremme had been arranged for

the C"ney Island Rod and Gnn Club'.^ meeting to-day at Graves-
end, but unfortunately one of the prin ipal events was postponed.
The mutch between R. J Uwyer. of the Atlantic Rod and Gun
Oluh, against ' Snapper" Garrison, of the Coney I'sland Cmb, waS
prevented. Dwyer •prained bis leg and he was unable to com-
pete. The match will be shot off after the next Inter-State League
shoot at Newark by mutual consent. A pigeon shooting match
was also arranged between R. J. Sutherland and J. Loud, of the
Atlantic Rod and Gun Club, The conditions are: To shoot at 50
live birds, 25yds, rise, 80yds. boundary, medifled Hurlingbam
rules The match will take plice on ihe Atlantic Rod and Gun
Clnb's grounds. Coney Island, Oct. 28. To satisfy the big crowd
that bad gathered to see the contest, L. T. Davenport challenged
Garrison to Hbo'jt at 10 birds, the former taking a handicap of
2j da. on the gun, "Snapper" was in great form, killing his 10
straight to Davennort'^ 8. A match was tbca arranged between
L. T. Uavenport and Onariey Morris. The former won after a
cl"se race by the score of 9 to 8. The next event was the shoot-off
of the balance of the ties iu the several clas.ses of the last mon h's
shoot for the "Fury" diamond badge. Davenport and Lair shot
for the emblem and first money. Davenport won easily, killing 32
to Lair's 31, R. J. Schlieman won the second money, with a
straight score of 3, The contest for the third money resulted in a
good race between I. Hvde, J. E. Lake, A. Eppig, C. E. Morris and
H. W. Blattmacher. Hvd" won oq the eighth round, Eppig and
Morris mi ssinsr, A triangular match between -T. Schlieman, A.
Eppfa and W. Lair for ti-e birds and a sweep, resulted in the Ex-
cise Commissioner setting stuck, missing one birrl out of 5, Lair
and Eppig diviaing the money. The regular shoot for the "Fury"
diamond badge was then held. Twenty-two shooters went to the
traps. J. E. Lake, C. E. Morris, A. Eppig, D. Monaees, C. Detlef-
sen and .1. C. DeFrain killed 7 straight. On the shoot-off Eppig
killed 10 and won. His fetal score to-day was 36 out; of 37 shot at.
The Parkway Rod and Gun Club did not have such a larse at-

tendance as is usual at their regu'ar monthly shoot at Dexter
Park to-day. Usually they have quite a crowd, bitt only twelve
men went to the score. The club snoots at 7 live birds, modified
Hurlingbam rules, f-^r a liandsome g"ld badge. E Helgans and
A. Botty killed their 7 straight and shot < fl. Botty outshot bis
opponent by one bird, killing 12 straight, and won the badge. He
shot in a sweepstake that followed and killed 8 straight, making
his record 20 straight. Another sweepstake was divided by ,T.

Bennett and A Andrews.
Oct. 16 —The members of the Jeannette Gun Clnb, of New York,

had a flue day's sport to-day at Dexier Park. Eierhteen competed
in the several classes under LoTig inland rules. J. Vaght, 28vds.,
and 0. Vnght, 28vd6., tied with 7 each for the gnld meHal in Class
A. and the f >rmer was awarded the emblem, as he made the best
score with his first barrel. J. Kroeger, 25' ds.. took the Class B
medal with a score of 9. W. Bunger and H, Hoops tied for the
Class C medal with 8 each, and the former won, having the best
score with bis first barrel. C. P. Oflfarman was awarded the club
medal for the highest score made with the first barrel during the
day. Sweepstake contests were shot off after the regular shoot.
The first, was divided between J. Kroeger and C. Brunce, each
killing .5. .J. T. Rothman won second with 5.

Oct. 17.—Several club^ were represented at Dexter Park to-day
at the formal opening of the Dftiter Park Shooting Association.
So many were present that but few sweepstakes were shot. They
were all at 10 bluerocks, 20yds. rise. H, Knebe], Jr., of the Un-
known Gun Club, won the first with a score of 7; the spcond was
divided by G. Pfoblmau and Kuttersloth, each breaking 6; the
third was won G. Pfohlman with 9; the fourth and fifth were won
by H. Knebel, Jr.. with scores of 9 and 10, and he also won the
sixth with a score of 12, beatine Pfohlman by one bird. Knebel's
record for the dav was 49 out rf 55 shot at.

A small party of Fountain Gun Olnb men went down to Wood-
lawn Park. Long Island, to-day and some of them shot sweep-
stakes. It w as a sort of trial to show what L. T. Davenport could
do with a specially picked lot of birds that had beenxarefully
selected by Blattmicher himself. This was in view or Daven-
port's match wiib Fred Hoey, of the Central Gun Club. The first
sweepstakes was at 20 birds each, 30yds. rise, and the scores were:
Dr. Sne.ils 15, L. T. Davenport IS, A. Purdy 18, B. West 19, C. Wil-
iams 16. Another sweepstakes under the same conditions resulted
Dr. Shells 1.5, L. T. Davenport 19, A. Purdy 18. The third sweep-
stakes was at 30 birds each: Dr. Shells killed 28 and L. T. Daven-
P'>rt29. T ' finish up the birds Dr. Shells and L. T. Davenport
shot bird for liird and each killed ".straight. This brought Daven-
port's total for the day up to 76 out of 79 shot at.

WOODSIDE GUN CLUB.
The tournament of the Woodside Gun Club on Thursday and

Friday last was very poorly attended, 12 entries being the highest
in any event. The scores in the various events follow:
Thiirsday —Ten Keystones: Hnba>-t, Cooper, Van Dyke Pud

Smith 9 each, Dean 8, Brantingbam 7, M mning 5.

Fifteen Keystones: Van Dyke 15, Hobart and Smith 14 each.
Dean and Manning 13 each, Brantingbam, Geoft'rey and Cooper 13

Twenty Kevstones: Hobart, Dean, Brantingbam and Cocke-
fair 19 each. Van Dyke 18, Smith 16. Manning 13, Cooper 11.
Twenty-tive Keystones: Van Dyke 24, Hobart 32, Cooper 21,

C. ckefaii 20, Smith 18, Dean 17.

Ten Keystones: Dean, Van Dyke and Cockefair 10 each. Brant-
ingbam, Hobart, Dean and Cooper 9 each, Drake 8, Geoffrey 7,
Manning 5.

Fifteen Keystones: Dean at^d Brantingbam 15 each, Hobart and
Cooper 14 each. Manning a•^d Van Dyke 13 each, Smith and Drake
11 each, Cockefair 10, Gecffroy 9.

Twenty Keystone^': Hebart and Van Dyke 20 each, Drake and
Geoffrey 18, each. Smith 15, Collins 14.

Ten Key-tones: H'^bart and Manning 10 each. Dean, Collins,
Drake, Geoffroy and Van Dyke 9 each, Cooper and Smith 7 each,
Jaf kson 6, Brantingbam 5.

Fifeen Keystones: Cockefair aud Van Dyke 14 each, Geoffroy,
Collin", Brantingoam, Cooper and Hobart 13 each. Smith, Dean
and Drake 12 each. Manning 9.

Twenty-five Keysiones: Van Dyke 2.5, Hobart 24, Drake and
Smith 22 each. Geoffroy 21, Collins 19, Cockefair 17.

Ten Keystones—Drtftu, Smith and Cooper 10 each, Hobart and
Biantingnam 9 each. Manning 8, Reoffrey 5. Same—Hobart and
Cooper 9 each, Geoffroy and Dean 8 each. Manning and Smith 7
ea<'h, Bran'ingham 0. Same—Hobart 10, Dean 9, Brantingbam,
Smith and GeofTroy 8 each. Van Dyke 7, Cooper 6. Same—Dean
and Van Dyke 10 each. Cooper, Smith and Brantingbam 9 each,
Hobart, Manning and Geoffroy 8 each, Same—Drake, Manning,
Dean and Van Dvke 10 each, Geoffroy 9, Collins 8. Smith and
Cockefair 7 each, Furth 6, Manning 5,

Fifteen K-ystonen-Hobart 14, Smith, Drake and Van Dyke 13
each, Collins and Geoffroy 11 each, Walters and Cockefair 10
*ach.
Ten Keystones—Van Dyke 10, Furth, Drake and Hobart 9 each,

Cock' fair and Smith 8 each, Collins 6.

Team match, 10 Keystones each—Collins and Van Dyke 30,
Hobart and Geoffroy 17, Smith and Drake 16, Furth and Cocke-
fair 13.

Friday.—Ten Keystones—Hobart and Van .Dyke 8 each. Sickles
8, Hunt and Geoffroy 7 each.
Fif'een Keystones—S'ckles and Van Dyke 15 each, Hobart and

Geoffroy 13 each. Hunt 11.

Ten Keystones-Hunt, Hobart, Van Dyke and Geoffroy 9 each.
Sickles 8.

Fifteen Keystones—Van Dyke 15, Hobarfe and Sickles 14 eaeb.
Hunt 12, Geoffroy 10.

After the close of the tournament Fred Van Dyke and Ernest
O. Geoffroy shet a match at 25 Keystones each, the latter to re-
ceive 3 broken birds. Geoft;roy won by a score.of 24 to 28. They
then shot another match on even terms, when Van Dyke broke 24
to Geoffrey's 31.

In two days' shooting in regular events during the tournament
Fred Van Dyke broke 322 out of 340 Keystone target.s and W, R
Hobart broke 266 out of 290.

BAYONNE, N. J., Oct 18.—Nine bluerock clay-p'geon matches,
shot this afternoon by the New Jersey Shooting Club, attracted
much attention. First prizes in six events were won by men who
did not miss a flying disc, A. F. Compson sbot in the best form,
while E. E. Bigoney, W^ J. Simpson, A. C. Hunt and G. De W'itt
Smith took first prizes on clean scores. The nummary shows the
numl^er of birds broken in each match by prize winners: 10 sin-
gles, first A, F. Compson 11. second A. O. Hunt 9, third C. A. Pope
8: 10 singles, first Compson 8 second Hunt 6, third W. Simpson 5:
10 bingU 6 flrtit Oompson. Hunt and Simpson 10, second G. De Witt
Smith 9, third Pope 8; 10 singles, first Compson 7, second Sampson
6. third Smith 5; 10 singles, first Comp=on and Smith 10, second
Pop" 7. third Hunt 6t 10 singles, firs" Simpson 9, second Compson
8 third Bigoney 7; £0 singles, first Compson and Bigoney 20, the
former won on shoot-off. Smith 17, Simpson 17, Pope 16, Hatha-
way 15. Latham 14: 10 singles, walking, first Smlili 10, second Pope
S%, third Simpson 6; 10 singles, first Simpson and CorapBon 10.
second Smith 8, third Virden 7.
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PHILADELPHIA, Oct. Ifi -The mombers of the Philadelphia
SboollDg AsBoaiadon viaiued Germantown for a friendly match
with the Qermanto srn Ga^i Olu^, and on thf? Krounds of the latter
the battle oarae off. It proved very excilios? at the finish whm
the G-ermanlown boys pulled out with only two birds to sp ire.
The weather was cloudy and chilly, with a srood breeze blowing
across the traps, bat the boy^ warmed up to their work and
Btarted for each other's scalp with blood in meir eyes. The milch
Phoot was 5 tr»ps, American As^ociaiion rules, 35 birds per man,
8 men on a side, as follow?:

Philadelphia Shooting Aesoriation.
E David ....llllOiOllOLiOlllOimOlOIl-lT
TCumminK3 lUlolOlOl(G(ilOionillll]l—16H Landis. 1101101)01101111001101011—18
J Reese llOillllllOUillOOinilll-21
C Lane llOlOUllllllillOllinill—2i
H Brady 1111111111 10,011111110111—?3H Timm llOiniliO'illiniulimol-20
T Bowcroft 1101111010111111111111111-33-167

G-ermatitown Q d n C ub.
HThnrman. 1111111011110111111111111—23
HLutz lllllllinOOllilllllIlOlO-31
B Royda lOlimillllllllOlllllUl—23Wm Jay 0111)111111111111111111111-23Wm Green 1111111111001101101111111—21
J Thurman 1010111 IIIIIOIUOIIUO 11—20
M Gilbert 1110m(»110til000110H«110—14
S White 0000110103)10011011111011—14—159
Keleree—J. Lawrence. The reiurn match will be shot off on

the Philadelphia Shooting Association grounds. Twenty-seventh
and Lehigh avenite, some time in the near future.

TORONTO. Oct, IS,— These are the complete scores of the
Torotito Junction Gun Club's annual bIiood held yesterday and
to-day:
First clasa, 15 live pigeons, 28yds. rise:

DBlea 15 P Wahetleld 13 J Douglas 13
DBfldon 15 JTownsen 13 O Sinclair 11

J Barrett 15 W McDowell 13 W Sinclair 11

G H Bciggs 15 W Dodge 12 W Emond 11
D Black 14 GCarruthers 12 C Hinton 10
H Henry 13
TiesatlS won by .J. Barrett. Ties at 13, H. Henry. Ties at 13,

W. Dodge.
Second class, same conditions as first class;W Blea IS T Sawden 10 W Bogg 7

J Fisher 11 DC Walton 9 S R'ce 6
WDavidge 11 G Spiler 9 A Walker b
TBoswell 11 T Charlton 7
Ties at 11 won by J. Fisher. Ties at 0, D. 0. Walton. Ties at 7,

T. Charlton.
Third class, sam« conditions:

G- Dumont 10 ALaf'celles 7 G Somers 5
F Wakefield .10 F Mclnerny 6 C Zeioler 5
FDavidge 10 A Miller 6 J Spmks 4
C Brewer 9
Ties at 10 won by G. Dumont, Ties nt 8, F. Mclnerny.
CLEVELAND, O., Ort. 15.-Thi8 afternoon was by no means an

ideal one tor sliooting. The wiDd Cilew too strong and the clouds
hung so low that it was almost impossible to distinguish a target
against them. The inanimate ciay birds took queer notions of
jumping and ducking aoout as though they were filled with life,

and it took a quick eye aufi a do e trigger to o itch tnera. A. busi-
ness eQga^^enlent prevented Mr. Wherry from being preaenl.and
the matcn bel^veen nimand Paul Nor th had lo be posLpnned until
ihe nt'xr, meenus. N jrth shot at 100 birds, nowever. and made a
good score, all things beinii consi dered. The results of the club
shoot were fair and the a-ores made are as follows:
Case lllOllllllllllOOmillllOlClll-25
Srveitmau ClllOlOOOOllOOllOllllllllllOll—20
Brockway 01 lol 11 lOOUlllll 10 llOll 10 1010 -21
North 01 1101 1 1 1 0 1 1111110101101 1 11 111—24
Blooi% fl()01i»U00110tW001l01110010in 11-14
Murray II 1011111111 1 1 10 illll 1101 1 1 lOfl -25
Elworthy .010101011111111100110111111010-21
Ward 01 lOUOlOOllOOlOllOlOOOOOlOlXIO-l 2
In the shfo'-off for first place Murritv won. After tne regular

club shoot an mierpsting and closely contested match was shot
between two sides made up by choice, witli the following i-esulr.p:

Murray 12. North 11, Elworidy 14, Sterling 11. Wa^rd 10; total 58.

Case 11, Rudolph 12, Brock way 10. Bloom 9, Curtis 11; total 53.

There ]« considerable talk of firranging several matones among
the local shooters in a friendly way lu order to increase the
interest in the clubs.

JERSEY CITY. N J. Oct. 17 —The veteran sportsmen who
comprise the Es^ex Gun Club looked hale and bearty to-day as
they stepped to the scire at the -JerHi y C-ity Heights Gun Club's
grounds. Marion, N. J., tnis aft ruoon and di-cided ti'O regular
monthly live bird shno' or the organization. The conditions were
10 birds pnr man, handicap li'-es aud Hiu lingham rules lo govern
The scores f 'llov^: Ohise A (30\ ds,), Fiech^lO, BreintnaU H, Hayea
8. ClaFS B (SSsds.), L. O. ti^ddeu 10, LeddyS, xMorris 7, Force 6.

Class C (36,ds.),_Sniith 9, Thomas 8. Spetr 8.

TOPEKA. Kan., O. t 16. -Trep-shoo-ing was nractically closed
for the season on Oi t. 1. 'Ihe West Side Gun Club awarded prizes
as follow: Gold medal, highest average for season, A. B. Ue
Bost. Huntti's outiit, second averaa-e from .Tuiy 1, L. B scoe.
Hunter's outfit N '. 2, thud avcraae from Jnly 1. c. P. Wiggin.
Silver fl >sh, highest smele score from July 1, De Bost. and Wiggin
tied Oil 48 in 50; shook dice and Wiggm won.—iTRANK L. Epps.

Canvas Canms and how to Build T}iem. By Parker B. Field.
Price 60 cents. Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephe^is.
Price is.OO. Canoe Handling. By C. S. Vaux. Pries $1. Canoe
and Camera. By T. SU-fle. Pi-ice 1.BO. Four MonOis in a Sneak-
box. By N. H. Biahop. Price H.bO. Canoe and Camp Conkeru.
By "Scwcrt." JVire $1 -

MODERN MYTHOLOGY.
/RETIMES I've read In days gone by" Of that old pagan gods' community,
Where Peyclie and tier butterfly

Together dwelt in loving unity.

Their love that surely should have lasted

Through endless cycles of Cathay,

Has now, alas, been rudely blasted, '

And Billingsgate has won the day.

For fickle Psyche, sad to tell,

Hf r jealous spleen to gratify.

With flashing eye and savage yell

Now .jtunps upon her butterfly. Ultisia.

THE OTTAWA C. C. AND AYLMER B. C.

MEET AND BEQATTA.

LAKE DE-5CHENES, aboufcnine oi- ten nriles from Ottawa, was
again this year the scene of a very succi'ssful meet and re-

gatta under the joint auspices of the Ottawa 0. C. and Aylmer B,
O. Encouraged by the pronounced success of the five days' meet
last year, it was decided to continue this year's meet for fifteen
days, from Sept. 1 to 15, wit h a two-flays' regatta on Sf'pt. 11 and
13. The Bile chosen was the same as that of last year's camp, as
it was conceded that the location could hardly be improved on.
A large number of canoeistF, including a number of ladies, went
into camp, while others preferred to put up at one or the other of
the summer hotels in the village of Aylmer. An efficient train
service between Aylmer and Ottawa enabled many of the Ottsiwa
men, who would have been unable to attend the meet at. a less
accessible point, to go into camp without serious interruption to
their daily duties.
The Aylmer Boating Club, which only came into existence

shortly before last y.-ar's meet, has grown and prospered during
the interim, and has now a membership of oyer one hundred, a
wiarf, a commodious club house and a Jarge fleet of canoes and
boats, Includini? tie war canoe Whiskers. The members of the
Club were ttierefore in a splendid position to contribute to the
comfort and enjoyment of their Ottawa visitors, and it is needless
to say that they did everything in their power to make things
pleasant. In short, it is perhaps not too much to say that the suc-
cess of the regatta and meet was almost entirely due to the energy
and hard work of the Aylmer men. What with cruises and pic-

nics during the day and olglitly harraonlouB reunions round the
^ftmp-flre, to %&y 9ot^iH|; of the obarmi of an oecaalosal dajiea at

one of the neighboring summer cottages, and a large ball lu Ayl-
mer, the two weeks sped all too quickly away. One favorite 6b-
;l':-ctive point for tbe cruises vras a tieautiful park on the other idde
of the lf^ke about eight miles above the camp, known as *'Beech-

;

mouof." On one of the lastdays of the meet a particularly suc-
\
cessltil expedition was held to this point, the two war canoes. Red

I

Elephant and Whiskers turning out wHh full crews, and the less
energetic of the canoeists following with the ladies, in two steam
launches.

It had been arranged that some of the sailing events should be
called on the first day of the regatta and all the paddling events
were announced for the second, and as .he first was a de id calm,
nothing could be got off on that day btft the swimming and diving
competitions, leaving all the other events to be crowded into the
second day. Nevertheless the regatta committee succeeded in
getting them all off before dark. Swimming and diving events
are, by the way, somewhat novel features at a canoe meet, though
it is much to be reg''etted that such necessary accomplishmenta
for boating and canoeing men ahonld be so little encouraged on
such occasions.
The chief attraction of the regatta was, of course, the Lans-

downo cup race, for a challenge cup pre.sented to the Ottawa O. C.
by the Marquis of Lansdowne, to be sailed for annually by mem-
bers of recognized Canadian clubs sailing Canadian bottoms. It
was sailed in a good stil? breeze and won by Mr. F. Msrritt of the
Aylmer B. C, who took the lead at ibe start and never lost it
during the race. The cup was held last year by Mr. Charles
Archbald, of the Pomte Claire Canoe Orew, Montreal. By far the
most exciting race was that between Rod Elephant and Whiskers,
the war canoes from Ottawa and Aylmer respectively. Whiskers
is a trifle deeper and some 2in. narrower than Red Elephant, but
they are otherwise of precisely tne ssme size and build. For
about a quarter of the way down the course neither canoe gained
an inch on the other. Then the Red Elephant gradually forged
a lead of about half a length, and held it without further gain
until the finish.
On the whole the events were well contested, and everything

passed off without mishap. The results are as follows:

First. Day, Sept. Xi.

I. Swimming race, lOOyds.: R. Bradley first, R. D'Arcy Scott
second, J. H. Fairweather third.

3. Swimmine race, }^ mile: R. Bradley first, W. T. Lawless
second, H. Drummond tnird, Et. D'Arcy Scott fourth, F. Leclair
did not finish.

3. Diving competition: W. T. Lawless first. W. McDougall
second, R. Bradley third, J. T. Prince fourth, J. M. McDougall
fifth, and several other contestants.

Second Day, ScjJt. 1'2.

1. St. Lawrence skiff sailing race, for Conroy challenge cup,
course 6 miles: R. H. Haycock, in Edelv.eiss, first; F. M'errett,
in Ninimousche, second; E. Hubbell, in Vivian, third: J T
Prince, in Thistle, fourth.

2. Yacht race: E. L. Brittain's Nautilus, Britannia Nautical
Club, first: Graham Moon's Stormy Petrel, Aylmer Boating Club,
second.

3. Lansdowne cup, canoe sailing race, 8 miles: F. Merrett, in
Scotch Thisile, first; M. Gilmore, lu White Wings, second; A. S.
A.-M. Adamson, in Banshee, thiro; Mclllentiy fourth; F. H. Gis-
bjrue. in Eira, withdrew, having touched a hole through the
bottom of his cane just bafore the race.

4. Morris challenge cup, paddling race, double blades, half
mile straightaway: W. H. Cronk first, C. S. Clark second.

.5. River men's race in driving boats, tour oars and paddle, one
mile with turn: Joe Leclair's crew first, Fred Leclair's crew
second.

6. Double scull race, one mil-? with turn: H.Kenny and F.
IT'cek first, G. L. Bourchier and P. D. Btntly second.

7. Open Lanoe paddling race, single blade, naif mile straight-
away: C. S. ClarK first, W. J. Johnstone second.

8. Tandem paddline, single bladep, half mile, straightaway: O.
8. Clark and W. H. Cronk first, W. J. Johnstone and N. Lett 'sec-
ond, Jackson and W. H. Norton-Taylor third, Hanning and Neeve
fourth, G. L. Bourchier and C. D. Fripp fifth, H. Street and W. H.
Berry sixtii.

9. War canoe race, half mile straightaway: Red Elephant, of
Ottawa, first; VA^hiskers, of Aylmer, second.
Last vear's meet and the impetus it gave to boating and canoe-

ing on Lake Deschenes bore fruit early this season in the forma-
tion of still another local aquatic organization, the Britannia
Nautical Club, made up of the canoeista and boating men who
spend their summers at Britannia, a suburb of Ottawa, on the op-
posite side of the lake from A>lmer.
Tbe joint annual meet of the O. C. C. and A. B. C. has now

taken its place among the regular annual events of more than
lo. al interest. Next year the committees intend to make a
greater effort to accommodate outside canoeists, and with thai
end in view it is proposed to reduce the time to ten days and fix
the date immedihtely after the meet of the A. C. A., so as to en-
Hble those wbo mav wish to do so to come here on their way back
from the A. C. A. meet,

THE LIMITATIONS OF RACING CANOES.
A COMPARISON of Ru'e I. as it stands in the 1890 Year Book

and again in that of the present year shows three important
omissions. In the first place, the Vcrynecessary limit of minimum
weight for nad'tling canoes is omitted entirely; wbile with it has
di-appeared the two limits of depth, a maximum one for sailing
and a minimum one fot paddlnii; canoes. In regard to the latter,
it is possible that both were omitted under the impression that
thpv were covered by tne new limit of draft imposed. Ttie limit
of 16in, as the maximum depth of sailmg canoes is now of little
Imnoriance, not having been built to for f-ome years, but the limit
of 8 n. lor the minimum depth of paddlinv' canoes is still a very
IttiportHnt on^, as is tbe weight limit of 40lbs. As the ruin has
sto d this year, it would be possible to bring to camp a racing
shell of the lightest possible construction and with no freeboard
to ppeak of. Another omission is the limit of weigut of center-
boards which has been in the rules from the lirst.

Rule 1. was originally framed in l^aS. since which time many
ch'^nges have very naiur dly been made in accordance with the
development of canoe racing. As a ma- ier of course, the rule now
is a sort of patchwork, thougQ the main faul'S lie in the form
rather than the matter of the wording. In addition to the omis-
sions no'^ed, there is no prov sion made for the unlimi ed class
cri ated by the executive committee last year, thougu such a class
is Incidentally referred to. Tue present condition of canoe bui Id-
ing and racing does not call for any material revision of the rule
to check undesirable extremes, but at the same time there are so
many omissions and minor faults that an entire overhauling
would not be out of place. We suggest the following a^ meeting
all the requirements and as promit-ing to stand witu little altera-
tion for some time to come. With one exception it is identical in
efftct with the old rule.

RuIjE I. A canoe to compete in the regular races of the A. C.
A. must he sharp at both ends, with no counter-stern or transom,
and capable of being efficiently propelleu with one paddle. The
measurement and classes shall t^e as follows;
JMeasttremenfc.-The length, taken between perpendiculars at

fore side of stem and after side of stern, shull not exceed 18f l.; the
beam shall not oe greater than 30in. for a length ot 16ft.. tiut may
be mcreast d by ^in. for each full inch by wnioh the lengLh is de-
creased. The beading, if under l,4in. wide, shall not be included
in the measurement of the beam. The depth from under side of
deck to Inside of garhobrd at fore end of well shall not be more
than loin, nor less than 9ln,

CT.ASSES.

Paddlim Class.—Weight of canoe to be not less than 40lbs.: beam
not less tnan Stiin.

Oeneral Purpose Class.—The draft shall not exceed lOin. The
cauoe shall have one watertight bulkhead in eacti end, with not
lees tban 6ft. slet-ping space between them, of which .5ft. shall be
clear of obstruction from conterboard trunk, etc. The well shall
be at least Win. wide for a length of oft. Bin. Centerboards shall
not exceed 60ibs. total weight, and shall house within ttie canoe,
not projecting below the keel nor absve the adjoining portions ol
deck and coaming when housed. The sliding seat shall be capa-
ble of closing, so as not to project beyond the sides of the canoe.
All sails shall be fitted to hoist and lower effectively.
In cent«rboard canoe" the keel oatside the garboard shall not

exceed lYiin. depth, including a metal keel band of not over 34in.
depth.

In keel canoes the keel shall not exceed a depth of 3in., ana tbe
tnt 'l weight of keel band and ballast in keel shall not exceed
38lbs.
SaUina Class —The only limits for this class shall he a maximum

length of 16tc.. with an ac^ompanylDg beam of SOim.beam and
length vai'ying as In Paragraph 8, There shall be no limit to
draft, drop of board, dppth of keel nor length of sliding seat,
and standing sails shall be allowed.
Bv the above wording the paddling racers for the trophy rice

are'lef r, exactly as they have been for two years, and the limits of
the general-purpose cauoe are unchanged, save in the require-
ment of two hulkheade, f be uecesslty for which reqtilres no argu-
mnntf aud is the rBmavitl of tie limit of ISio. to drop of aenteir.

board. This latter limit has become useless in view of the require-
ment that the bwd .shall house entirely within the canoe; if this
Is done, there can be no object in hampering the canoeist as to the
drop ot board in addition.
The only radical change from the old wording relates to the

sailinsr class, in which the limits of depth of hull and outside keel,
as well as drop of board, are removed. If still considered desir-
able, the limit of draft maybe retained, but the two limits of
depth of keel, IJ^in., and drop of board, 18in.. are now entirely
useless, being eatdly evaded by a trick of construction, and merely
hampering tue coDncientious desigUKr who looks at the spirit of
the rule. As the rule has stood for a long time, it has been possible
to build a perfect keel cutter of almist any draft, or in tbe case of
cunterboard canoes, to place a deep-fixed fin of any leneth, nom-
inally a centerhoavd but actually immovable when afloat, thus
completely evading tne spirit of the rule.
The limitation of ISin. drop was originally incorporated in the

A.C.A. rules from those of the Hoya) C. C, and in the canoee
tiaed ten years since it served effectively to keep the size of the
centerboard within couvenienl and practicable limits. TTnfor-
tunately a very wide opening was left unintentionally on the top,
there being no requirement that the hoard should bouse com-
pletely within the canoe, though all the earlier centerboards did
so as a matter of course. The result has been that while limited
as to tbe drop of board, there has been ao limit as to the actual
size, aud boards have grown until they monopolize the entire use-
ful portion of the cunoe. A man is at liberty now to put a 5ft,
board in his canoe, allowing it to project 2ft. above ihe deck
when raised or fixing it so that it forms practically an 18in. beel
in racing. As long as such extremes are permitted, it is absurd
to say that no centerboard shall drop more than ISin. The sail-
ing canoe nas reached a point of development more extrem« than
any other civiUz-d sailing crafi; a maa may use a 10ft. plank
across his boat if he is aiile io do so. and may crowd on sail with-
out the smillest restriction, while he may put in any si s!e and
weight of centerboard. Under these conditions it is absurd to re-
tain the petty limitations of depth of keel and drop of board
which were once necessary, but nave long since failed to exert
any Influence. We would engage to turn out almost any sort, of
monstrosity in the shape of a racing machine under the present
rule with the understanding that it would be eligible to the prin-
cipal races, including the sailing trophy: and as long as this is
the case it would seem reasonable that limitations which do not
restrain but only annoy should be wiped out entirely.
For several seasons the sailing rules have been amended in a

hasty and carelpss manner, the pressure of other work has pre-
vented the executive committee from giving sufficient time for a
thorough discussion, and after the proposals for amendments
have been read they have been turned over to two or three men
for final action, with what results may be seen by reading the
rules. It Is time now for the executive committee to give sprious
attention to a thorough revision of Rule I. at least, discussing
every point and settling finally on the exact wording of every
change. With such a report from the regatta committee before
them a.s is called for in Chapter IX. of the By-Laws, the whole
work of amendment and revision would not require over three
hours' time; and it is only fair to the racing men who spend lime
and money freely each year to make the meet attractive and
interesting, that the executive committee should do its part
toward the improvement of the racing rules.

BRITISH CANOE RULES.
THE racingrules of the American Cauoe a.ssociation were originally

based to a great extent on those of the Boyal 0. (J. though the
classification was very much better from the first. Wben theROC
rules were revised m 18S8, they in turn borrowed some, features from'
tue A. C. A. rules. Although far from perfect, they have stood for
three years without change, a method which has its advantages aa
compared with constant and hasty tinkering. It would be an ex-
cellent thing for the A. C. A. if ics racing rules could for once be care-
fully, dehberately and eonatitutionally amended, ao as to stand for
more than one season without patching up. We copy from the Model.
Yachtsman and CanoeisI: the R. C. C. rules and some comments on
them as follows:
The classification of sailing canoes of England is practically governed

by the rules of the Royal 0. C. At the auniran meeting of the Royal
O. C, held on Nov. 21, 1888, the fohowing rules were passed for classifi-
cation and rule 21 was altered so that the classification as then pas.sed
should stand for three years, as will be seen from tbe following copy

"20. Subject to rule Sa.—No rule of the club sbah be changed uulesa
at a general meeting, after due notice given of the proposed change,
such alteration shall be approved by two-thirds of the members
present at the time of voting.

21. No rule, or alteration of rule relating to the build, sails, ballast
or classification of canoes made (except at the autumn general meet-
ing) shall take effect until after next autumn general mefting.
The rules relating to clas-iiflcation and hmitation of racing canoes

as they stand at the close of the autumn meeting. 1888. shall so stand
until the autumn meeting of 1891. unless a majontv of three-fourths
of the members voting is in favor of alteration, due notice having
been given.

CLASSIFICATION.
27. DeckBd Canoes—First Cla.ss,—Greatest length from fore side

of stem to aft side of stern post shall not exceed 16fc. with a maxi-
mum beam of 30in. for tnat length (a beadin? not exceediue IjAin in
depth and %ia. in thickness shall be allowed without being measured
in the beam;. The beam may be increased by J^m. for each inch of
length decreased. Minimum length 12ft. and miuimum beam iSin
Depth in.side from centre of deck to earboards (alongside keel' at

fore end of wefi, minimum 12m. l><3pth outside from top of crown of
deck to lower edge of garboard not less than 12in., takf-n anywhere
along up to 2ft. from ends of c=inoe. Depth from side of deck at 1ft.
out trom middle line abreast of fore end of well to level of lower edge
of garboard at keel not less than 12in. A fixed keel of wood tot more
tban 2in. deep, including metal baud (if any) a 1 iwod.

All ballast (except keelband of notover iriin. deep and centerplates
bilge nlates and metal deck fittings) shaU,~iE carried, be within the
cauoe and above the garboards Ballast may be shifted duringa race
but all ballast on board at starting must be carried throughout the
race.
Centerplates, drop keels or bilge plates, must house within the

canoe when they are hauled up, and must not exceed ^in. in thick-
ness and 18in. drop below the keel band. The after end of case, ex-
cept in the case of bilge plates, and centerboard cases that do not rise
more than 4in. above the inside of tbe garboards alongside the keel,
shall not be aft of center of length. Fore end of after centerboard
case, if any, not more than 3fc. from stern post. Length (combined
if more than one), ot centerplates, drop keels or bilge plates, must
not exceed half the canoe's length.
No deck seat shall be extended beyond the perpendicular of the

sirles of tbe canoe. The well space below shall not be less in lengthi
than 6ft. between fixed bulkheads, but movable bulkheads allowed
forming a wefi of not less tban 4ft. The well-opening or hatchway
shall not be less in lengtn than 33iu, nor less in width than 14in. for
2ft, of its length, (removable hatches or covers may be used). Tuere
shall be a space of not less than S2iu. between the cases of the bilge
plates at their lower edges.
Tne total sail area shall not exceed 112 sq. ft,, exclusive of spinnaker,

which shall not exceed 50 sq ft.

28. Decked Cauoes—Second Class.—Limitations as in the first class,
and to be clinch huiit (plank edges overlapping and forming lands).
The minimum beam 8ha.ll not be less than 26in.

Sail area.—The area of largest sail shall not exceed 60 sq. ft., and
the lotal area shall notexceed 75 sq ft., exclusive of spinnaker, which
shall not exceed 25 sq. ft.

29. t)pea Canoes—Third Class.—Any material and build: other
limitations as in second class, and end decks allowed, each not ex-
ceeding 2ft. 6in. in length; remainder of canoe not decked and not
covered i •, and paddled by a single blade paddle.
Note —The above limitations shall not affect adversely any cauoe

built prior to Nov. 1, I8rf8, which might have been eligible to saU R.
C. C. matches under the rulas of 1888."

SPRINGFIELD C. C—A complimentary banquet was given
last night at the Massasrut House by the members of the local
canoe club to C. V. Winne and W. B. Wackerbagen, of Albany,
the commodore and secretary-treasurer-elect respectively of the
American Cauoe Association. These officers are making a tour
of the Eastern clubs, and the Springfield club, because of it size
and prominence in tne A'isociation, was honored by the first visit.
The visitors left; on the 9:35 train west, and will visit the Roches-
ter club next. Capfc. Emit Knappe presided, and short speeches
were made by the visitors, while music was furnished by the
Springfield Banjo Club, three members of which are also enrolled
in the canoe ciub. P. A. Nickereon also favored the company
with a few of his cnaracteristic songs and recitations. Before
Ipaving Com. Winne announced the appointment of K. H. Barney
as a member of the regatta committee for the coming i ear. There
were at the table besides the two guests: Capt. Emil Knappe. Dr.
H. E. Rice, E. H. Barney, F. A. Nickerson, E. H. Hall. W. C.
Marsh, B. D. Marsh, Ward Oalbraltb, P. J. Norton, John Leshure.
E. M, Surprise, H. D. Banas, H. P. Wright. F. L. SalTord, Henry
Robinson, J. G. Reed. L. W. White, W. R. Hodgdou, F. C. Avree
W. H. Parks, C. A. R. Euaon. R. 0. Cooley, W. C. Gunn, W. 15,

f
'arsons, R, F. Warren, J, 0. Kemater and B. N. Richards.—
ftHngfidd RepuMiom.
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ATLANTIC DIVISION AUDITIKG COMMITTEE.—Vlce-Gcm.
DorlflTid has appointed the followiug committee to audit the ac-
tion uts of Purser Hobart: W. H. McK. Mluer. W. J. Stewart .T.

K. Hand.

Small TachU. By 0. P. Kimhardt. Price ^7. Steam YachU and
Launches. Bii C, P. KunMrclt. PHce $S. Yachts, Boats ami
Canoes. By C-. Slamfia<i-Ji<£ks. Pt-ivK S3.BS. Stmm Aiochiiierv, Bi
Dnnatdson. J'rlce i^l.BO

WINNING YACHTS.
WNERS of winning yachts will confer a favor by Bcndina' to^ U3 as Eoon as possiblo the records of their yaobts for the past

season, giving numbpr of starts and prizes, as well as placfs in
each race, and also amounts won.

RESPONSIBILITY EOR MAKKB0AT8.-A qDestion Vfry
similar to that raised in the Yokohama 8. C. and discussed by us
last winter has just been decided by the Royal .Southatnpton Y. C.
The facts as stated were t bat a mark was so placed on the edge
of a shoal that at certain stages of tlip tide there was barely room
for or e yacht to turn inside of it. The cntters Deciraa and Dis,
both of about the same (J raft, came for the mark together, Dis
Inside. In keeping off to avoid fouling her, Decima ran aground
and was hung up for some Lime, finally withdrawing. From the
reports it would seem that the mark was so located that only the
yacht nearest to It could turn without grounding, and all other
yachts had no choice but to wait and follow her or to risk running
aground. The committee declared the race off and ordered it re-
sailed. This decision, plating the responsibility for the proper
mooring of marks on the committee, is in accord with our com-
ments on the Yokohama race.

"ENTENTE COEDIALE."-AU canoeists who are famil<ar
with the family jur which has resulted in a lively exchange of
courtesies between the champions of two largo clubs will appre-
ciate and enjoy the clever little rhyme which we print this week,
the work of a non-combatant.

YACHT RACING IN 1891.

THE general verdict of yachtsmen on the .sea.son just closed is
that it has been a dispppointing one, leaving out the one class

which has be^n itie only salvation of the racing. There has bfen
no bu'lding, no mternational racing, no racing of large single-
stickers, and no life or spirit in the regular classes. On its face
the record might be briefly summed up as amounting; to Gloriana
and the 46fi. class; "Only this and nothiug more.'" Such a re-
sult would be specially disappointing this year, as thi.sis reallv
the first lime that anything approaching an intelligent study of
the conditions a ffcnting yacht racing, and an attempt to proSi by
a knowledge of these conditions, has been undertaken by the
clubs. Alttiouerh this movement has been independent, and no
concerted action has been taken, it has been quiie general, and
the cltibs have. fnJlowtd much the same course throughout. The
rules of classification and meiiaurement have ref eivcdlittleatten-
tion, but the whole effort of the various committees has been to
promote general racing among the existing yachts and in the es-
tablished classes.
To this end the regulation regattas, without other limits than

the club rtiles, have been largely suppSemented by races under
special conditions, such as sweepstakes, handicaps and under
cruising trim limits. The regatta committees of the New York,
the Larchmont. the Seawanhaka and ihe Eastern clubs in partic-
ular devoted much titne and labor to this task in the early sprine,
and the annnuncemenia tlien made offered most ur usual itioucp-
ments to yacht owners, especially to the many who own m her
tha,n the latest racing ci-af t. The committee of the Eastern Y. C,
to mention hut one instance, made a svstematic and thoroush
canvass of the yacht owners of tlie club to learn their wishes and
preferences as to unlimited, cruising and handio>ip races, the in-
formation thus obtai'ipd beitg used as the hasis of an excellent
and varied programme for the entire season. That it was not
fully carried om, and ihat tlie racing in the East has been disap-
pointiog, is in no way tue fault of the regatta committee of the
Eastern Y. C, and the same cnmmeut applies to the efforts of
other committees about New York and the coast generally. In
all clubs, from the largest to iho smallest, the whole subject of
racing is receiving a systematic care and attention that was un-
known a lew vears since, and that must result favorably in the
future if not immetiiately.
Even in the present > sar, although there is little of special in-

terest to look Pack to, and although many of the best arranged
races were failures, a close inspect inn or the actual records shows
a much mote promising sta'e of affair:! than would at first sight
be suspected. It is a rat her sugges'ive fact in itself that in place
of an off-hand record of brilliant vietorie-, and stirring stories of
hard-fougbi laces, the unwilling historian is fo-red to fall hack
on dry columns of flgurec; but for once the result may be at least
instructive, if not highly amnsing; and mpanwhile' we live in
hopes < r better times ne.vt season. In making up a tabulated
record o I: each clas^, wbicn, however mechanical and dry, has
the merit of presenting plainly ranch that would be lost in a
mere discussive story, we have followed the same form as Inat
year, a table similar to that published some three years since in
Engineering, the work of the Hon. Secretary of the Castle Y. O.,
of Sourliampton.
In these tables we have, as last year, omitted all races not

actually sailed to a finish, and included all 'louble events in which
two or more prizes were competed for at the same time, as in the
Larchmont annual 46tt. class, and the Corinthian of Marblehead
of Aug. 18, which was also counted as a leg for the Cherry Dia-
mond cup. In compling from the tables of each class the general
fiaures in the present article we have counted each day's racing
as one race, reeardless of the number of prizes involved. The
figures are carried down only as far as the 40f f. class, that b ing
The smallest in which Ihe racing is general, from New York to
Marnleuead, and not merely local. The singlestick classne are
taken B«^parately, but the schooners are included in one class.
The following table shows the number and kind of races given
by each club, also the number and kind of races sailed by each
class.

Table A.
Clubs, Races and Classes, 1891.

Open Special Private Racing
Regattas. Matches. Matches. Runs. Totals.Clubs. „

New York 1 3 2
Larchmont a 1 4

aeawanbaka 1 1

Atlantic 1 1
Eastern — 3 1
Corinthian, N. Y ... 1 1

Corinthian. Marblehead. .. 5 1
Cherry Diamond Si

New Rochelle I
Marine and Field 1
Riverside 1
American 1
Massachusetts i .. 1

Totals 13 16 7
Classes.

Schooners—all Glasses... 8 3 «
70ft. Class 2 a I
61ft. Class 2 1
."iSfr. Class 4 1 1

4aft, Class 11 16 1
40ft, Class 3 1

11
r

2
7

2
B

1
1
1

1
1

28
10
8

15
37
a

The totil number of races, forty-four, gives a very inadequate
Idea of the extent of yacht racing in America, Including only the
larger yachts, but it will servo as a basis for > omparison, the cor-
responding figure for last year being but thirty-five: in 1884, the
year precedltig the revival of the America Cup races, the total
was but seventeen. The most interesting point in the table is the
division of the races, the regular open club regatta, with prizes
foir every class in the list, numbera but twelve, while the special

matches number sixteen. This latter class Includes such special
events as the Oorlnihlan sweepstakes, at Newport, the Corinthian
series, at Mnrblehesd, the Cherry Diamond cup and the many
races specially provided for the 46ft. class this year. This clas-s
of races is yearly giowiug more popular with owners and specta-
tors, and ha-^ already dimmed the prestige of the old regattas for
all sizes of craft.
The private matches this year were of little outside importance,

mteresiing only to the participants; but the total of the racing is
swelled by a number, some not appearing in the table, as they
were sailed in conn.tction with otner races, while several failed
on Hccnunt of the weather.
The racing runs in the case of one club, Ihe New York, have be-

come a permanent and popular feature; in those of the Eastern
Y. C. this year the classes were not filled so as to make the racing
ot general interest; but at the same time the owners derived a
good deal of sport and amusement, although (Cinderella, Sayon-
ara and Gossoon make rather an incongruous class.
In regard to the part taken by each club, the figures are quite

incomplete. They show not what the clubs did, or were willing
1o do, hut whfit the owners accepted. To make a full showing it
would be tiece=sary to include all races announced but not sailed,
such as the Cherry Diamond annual, the IVIassHchusetts annual,
tne Larchmont fall, and some races of the Eastern Y. C ; and at
the same time to give the sums otl'ered and awarded by each club
as prizes. The, table gives amnle evidence, however, that the
yacht clubs are fully awake to their responsibility for the success
of racing fctnd are doing much to further the sport. There are
races now for all who care to enter and many offers of prizes are
made without being accepted.
So far as the number of races goes, there is little complaint to

be made. To a certain extent, the first part of the table shows
what the clubs have done; the second part shows mainly what
the owners have not done, as it gives i he number of races of each
kind in which each class competed. When we consider that in
many races some classes were represented by one starter which
sailed over or withdrew, it ia evident that save In fuch a class as
the 46ft., the prevailing fad of the year, the spirit of competition
is at a low ebo among owners of the larger yachts. Such racing as
there has been in the classes above 46ft. was mainly on the New
York Y. C, cruise, as the table shows. The schooners make a
fairly good showing, but the full table of the schooner racing, to
follow next week, will show that lu many cases the classes,
though represented, filled very ooorly. The following table, how-
ever, shows the part t.aken by the yachts in fuller detail, giving
the total number of starters in each class, with a comparison of
races, classes and starters for both 1891 and tne preceding year:

Table B,

Races, Competitors and Starts in each Class.

Races. Competitors. Starts.

1890 1891 1890 1891
12 15 31
6 10 4 5
1 8 1 4

12 15 4 5.

10 87 8 13
34 8 15 6

75 104 47 64

entries are all present are the exception rather than the rule at
the present time. While light or moderate weather is cnmraon,
races in heavy weather and over windward courses are sufficiently
numerous to call for staunch and fairly seaworthy craft, even for
racing nlouf ; and to win any fair amount of prizes a yacht must
be capable of knocking about the coa.st betwf en Boston and New
iork regardless of weather, and of keemncr up with the proces-
sion in such a race as the long beat of 63 miles from Huntington
Bay to ^ew London In a reefing breeze this rear, or of sailing m
such weather as is frequently met in summer off Newport and
Vineyard Haven. There U no place in modern racing for the
•sled" t> pe which once made its records ahout New York in Jane
weather, but an aspiring winner must be ready to face anv sort
of a blow, though at the same time speed in moderate weather is
most necessary.
Last year we gave, in the tablfs of each class, the rules of meas-

urement and classification under which each race was sailed.
This year's tables show the following details in regard to meas-
urement and classitication:

Measurement.
Seawanhaba rule, length and

sail area 39
Mean length 1
Private matches t

Handicap... i

44

Classiflcatiuri.
By waterliije length 30
By length and sail area B
Private matches—no claFsifl-

cation 8

44

Prom this table it ia evident that a great deal more racinir was
done in 1891 than in 1890, and the greater part of this gain may be
set down to the credit of the regatta committees, as tne seneral
conditions were no more favorable this year than last. The 46ft.
class has practically changed places with the 40tt., and what gain
there is In the number of competitors is not due to the transient
popularity of any one class, though the schooners certainly show
a great imp^ov^ment, but this is lor the most part distrihuted
over a numlier of classes. The figures indicate a renewed Inter-
est on the part of the older boats, no new ones having been built,
save in the 46ft. class, and this interest may be directly attributed
to the cruising trim and handicap r^ces and similar measures
specially devised by the regatta committees for the outbuilt
craft.
As a matter of fact the figures do not give a correct idea of the

size of the racing fleet, whicii is less than most persons suspect.
Leaving out all yachts which have started but three times or less
the number of competitors for this year ivould be: Schooners, 13-
70ft. class. 1; 61ft. class, 2; 53tt. class, 2; 46ft. class, 9; 40ft. class, 2;
total 39 in place of 63. As this proportion is nearly constant from
year to year, it does uot tffect the table so far as comparisons are
concerned.
This year two classes, th'^ first and second by the New York Y.

C. rules, are entirely missirg. The second class has never h»d a
real existence, though last .\ ear a lonf and soliiary second class
yachi cast a faint shadow on onr record. At the same lime the
first class had a nominal place by virtue of a couple ot races be-
twc^en Puritan and Volunteer. This year the latter turns up in a
new role, and the chtss ia but a memory. As matters are now,
there is no need to waste tears over either claims, but the condition
of the 70fr. class is a much more serious matter. In spile of its
ace and respectability and its real merits the class has disap-
peared BO far <»s any systematic racing goes; Katrina and Sham-
rock had a look in at the early races. Bedouin turned up laier on
the Nhw York Y. O. cruise, buf the brunt of the racine, such as it
was, fell on Gracie, she making more starts and having harder
lui k. than any of the others.
There is no lack of evidence to prove that the 70-footer is the

largest single-sticker for which there ia a permanent class and a
perm nent dfma; d in America, in fact in England as well; but
the cl^ss has been in hard luck for a long time. It struck a boom
in the early days of the cutter controversy, when Bedouin and
WenoLah were built, and BedouinV battles with Gracie and her
mates served to put the class in definite shape at a ppriod when
all present classes were being gradually crysialiized from a lot
of odd^izes. .lust at a critical perion there come the challenge
from Genesta, followed bv the construction of Puritan and Pris-
cilla, and the first trial race put the smaller class in a very bad
position, the larger bonts at ouct- jumping into favor. For a time
the newboatsTnania, Katrina and Shamrock save afresh intt-rest
to it, but the barring of the class from all comiietiaon for the
America Cup has deprived it of much of its prestige. This last
season has left it iu a still worse pli ght, as the more modern
racers, though so much smaller, have robbed it eveu of the Goelet
cup, and mined its prestige in the usual races. It is evident that
there is little left for the existing boats in unlimited racing, and
if the class is to continue some new and faster craft are needed
for it.

The 61ft. class has never played an important part in yachting,
in spite of the record of the famous old "iron pot" Mischiei, of
61ft., whose place was at the head of the class in the days when
all sizes from 60 to 70fr. raced as one class. But one new boat, the
keel Wayward, has been added to the class for many y^ars, and
she has done no racing. This year Hdriegarde, with a lead keel,
and Mischief, have had some sport with each other, and the class
nas served to make up the large if incongruous fleets which we all
like to see on the cruise; beyond which there is little to say for its
present or future.
The .53ft. ( lacs is much where it was five years ago, only older

and quite passe, two f>f its three members being well past ihf>. bey-
day of you>h. lu their day they have seen great changes, and
while a few years since they would not hesitate, with the
chances in their favor, to tackle a 70-footer, they have lived long
enough to see 46-footer8 which are too big for them. Tte 48 and
40£t. classes have this > ear changed places, the former monoprdiz-
ing all the building and rar ing to the extinction of the latter; Just
the reverse of the preceding year.

Table C.

Locations of Races, isoi.
New York Bay 8
Long Island Sound n
Newport 7
Marblnhead 10
Vineyard Haven, , i
Racing Runs 9

Total 44
The above table shows the location of the various races. Long

Island Sound heads the list, being now th" racinu ground for New
York yachtsmen. Next year w.U probably show a s< ill larger NEW STEAM YACHT.-The Davis Boat and Oar Co have
total in rompariS9n with N.w York Bay. Marblehead and its lately finished a 25ft. launch as a tendei- for the ufss^^^
vicinity are next in order, all the races of the Eastern clubsin the Marigold, and are now building a 48fL launch, with 7fl6in beamclasses over 30tr. being sailed there. Newport, with its central with triple expansion engine?, the guaranteed speed bVinHs
location and open water, has been the most fa vored port of all, 1 he miles per hour. They also have a contract for a 75f t. flush deckedscene of the principal races of the season, such as the Or elet cups steam yacht for a Chicago owner

uecivea

and Cor'nthian sweepstakes, the special races of the cruise, and i a NFW YAOTTT' apfmov r<..r,t A,.t>„-,„ tt rii 1 v
several private matches. jmi.vv VAt^tii, AGliNOY. ~ Capt, Arthur H. Clark has
As regards the conditlrns of wind and water under which races ' il27«"^nn^* vn^,^io« J? tn'l^'^L'^''®''?^

in Boston. Oapt. Clark has
are sailld, a very important question, Ihe tables show that of the ^^yl'^^i^^® l^^^^^ V° 'T^" S'^^n try a,nd England,
44 races about 34 have been sailed in winds that may be classed as

was i or some years a surveyor for Lloyds in London,
light to fresh, while 10 have been in reefing breezes. Besides these OWEENTE.— A. B. Turner has sold his 4H-footPr to F, W,
races are probably half a dozen postponed or unfinished through Andrews. Capt. Charles Barr ia now without a ship,
lack of win

J,
and one or two whicn were not started on account of REPUBLIC, lachr., has been sold by Thomai H. HaU to E, Bheavy weather; though postponements for this reaBOQ when the Condon.

»•> ^aau^a,* mx. anuit^ ju, a.

The table shows that in the important matter of measurement
a most satisfactory^unanimity prevails among the clubs, the S^a-

wanhaka rule, ——^"—- ia in universal use, only one race out ot

forty being sailed under the old length rule. As the table deals
only with a dozf-n clubs it fails to snow the extent to wiiich this
rule is now used, it being in general use among American and
Canadian yacht clubs, and all imoortant raof s being sailed under
It. The length *ule is still retained bv the clubs devoted to f pen
boat sailing, but its influence is purely local, and is rapidly pass-
ing away.
The length and sail area rule is practically the only one reco"-

nizBd in America and Great Britain; and in this country, of the
varmus formulas suggested and tried, that first adopted by the
Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. in 18&3 has gradually but surelv
superseded all others.
_
Just as the principle of measnring by length and sail combined

in place of length alone was obliged to fight, bard at first for a
foothold, its advocates being subjected to abuse and ridicule for
the first two or three years; the sister principle cf classifying by
length and sail area in place of simple length is now fighting its
way slowly% though gaining much faster than the table would
indicate. Of late its advocates have been content to abandon all
active fighting, and leave the result to the plain logic of facta. At
the same time classification by correctpd length is gaining ground
the idea becoming more popular as it is better understood, and as
the objections urged against it are gradually disproved by the
actual development of yacht racing and building.
Great bodies move slowly, and the general adoption of a com-

plete and sal Isfactory .system of classification by corrected length
deppnds on the pleasure of several large clubs which are exceed-
ingly great, if report is to be believed, and which have thus far
opposed It. At the snme time, there are many cluhs throuehout
the country which have had the courage and enterprise to attack
the quest'on of classification 00 its merits, and after a thorough
and intelligent inve'tigation have adopted corrected length as a
basis. Foremost among these in the large and powerful Lake
lacht Racing Assnciation of Lake Ontwrio, which after fwo
seasons' trial has found the rule a most satisfactory one. The
Larcnmont Y. C. also has u*ed the rule for two seasons with no
falling nfl in tne racing. Among the clun^ which have lately
adopted the same cLisslflcation is the re-organized Philadelphia
y. C, formerly the Quaker City, a club which has made astonish-
ine progress in a ve-ry short time. The Riverside Y. C, a young
and liltle known club, hut amost progressive one, has also handled
the subject in a very able manner this season, making a careful
study ot tne whole questi'^n, resulting in the adoption of correo'ed
length. In all of these clubs the main reason for the adoption ot
the rule has been a belief in the truth of the principle on which it
is based, and not a hope of any immediate benefit, but rather a
look toward the future. At the same time the racing in all
clubs which have adopted correrfed length has been as
good as under the old rule; a result which is all that
could be expected in the first stages of ti e working of a new ruleA thorough and conclusive trial can only come through several
seasons ot building and steady racing, and such a test has beenmade in Great Britain, the result of the building and racing sm' e
the length and sail area rules for b-nh m-^asurement and cltissifl-
cation replaced the old tonnage rule in 18S7 oning most satisfac-
tory in the partial revival of yacht rwcmg under some adverse
cor ditions, and in the develoomt-nt of a very de irable t'. pe of
yacht. Just now there is no proposal btfore the clubs for the
general adoption of a corrected length classification, tmt. there is
every indication that such a movement will come in go^d time
and in the present condition of yacht racing it really makes little'
difference what the clossifioation may be. Tfie necessity for one
general cla^Bifif;ation for all the large clubs will not arise until a
general revival ot yacht builfiiog in several classes shall begin-
and that time has not come yet. With building confined to one'
class, and that a new one each year, and with the type of yachtnow in fashion, un great harm can come, though the final settle-
ment of the question should be left for another .season or so- aa
the results of such experiments as the 46ft. class may prove of
value. Nt.xt week we propose to take up the record ot the schooner
classes.

THE GOVERNMENT YACHT DESPATCH.
THE loss of the United States sfeamahip Despatch opposite As-

saieague Island, Md., on Oct. 10. removed from tne Navy a
vessel with which was linked many pleasant memories, and even
at her death she was on an errand of further pleasure and duty
combined, having loft New York that day for Washington, to con-
vey the Presi ent. Secretary Tracy, and some offiut-rs of the Navy
to the Naval Piovmg Grounds, down the Potomac, to witness ex-
periments in testing some armor plate for use in the armament ofnew vessels. Af 'er this mission she was to have been laid up for
repairs, and was soon to have been displaced by the Dolphin, now
being fitted out at Norfolk as a dispatch vessel. The cause of the
wreck was apparently through an attempt to line the coast too
closely to avoid the heavy gale, and when her danger was dis-
covered it was too late to work off the lee shore. She became a
total wreck, though all hands were saved.
The Despatch was originally a steam vacht, called theAmericus

and owned by Henry C. Smith, a Wall street broker. She was
designed and built by Henry Steers, one of New York's noted f hip.
bu'lders. When Mr. Smith met with reverses of fortune, in 1876
the Amerious was sold to the Government for $90,fX)0, le.'s than
half her original cost, and was renamed the Despatch. Then she
served two years among the navy yards as a transport, hut in
18<8 was sent to Europe as a dispatch -steamer for the United
States minister ar Constantinople during the Russo-Tarkisa war
In 1879 she returned with the invalids of the American fleet, and
wa? fitted with new boilers. On Oct. 17, 1880. she bpcame the
President's yacht, and was distinguished as the first Gnvernment
vessel to hoist the President's flag. Since then she has carried
every President upon his official tours, and very many eminent
people from abroad have dined in her cabin, including Dr^m Pedro
King Kalakaua, Queen Kqpiolani, Chief Justice Lord Coleridge!
Jospph Chamberlain, and the Count of Paric, so tt.at her walls
and taides re-echoed with gems of post-prandial oratory.
The Despatch was 200ft. loiisr over ali, SoJ/.pt. beam, lli^ft. deep

and had a m«an draught of ISJ^f C. Her whaleboat and "gig were
used on the Greelv Relief Expedition on the Bear and Thetis, her
barge was named Queen Kapiolani, and the captaiu'.s gig after the
daughter of ex-S^cretary Whitney, the Dorothy. Her armament
consisted of one breech-loading 31n. rifle.
Since Jan. 15, 1887, the vessel was under command of Lieut.Wm

S. Cowle.K, recognized as one of the most compel ent navigators and"
seamen of the Navy. She carried two other lieutenants, a pay-
master, surgeon, and engineer officers, and a crew of some thirty
men. The U. S. S. Yantic and Atlanta were sent from the Brook-
lyn Isavy Yard at once to the scene of the wtpck.—Marine Jourrmi.



FOREST AND STREAM. [Oct. 32, 1881.

COOPER'S POINTT Y. O.-The open racp. of the Coop°r'8 Point
T. C. on Sepr,. 28 re^uUeri as follows: Elrst cla«8 cabin pIo pa,
Nance wins, with 7 star' erg; seotnl cl«.s=! open cai?, Bonnie Jean
wins, wi'h 4 starters; third class opf-n cats, Kiig wins first prize,
Olark second pr z=, with (5 starters; fourth class lucbups, Louisa
Wins, with 4 starters; fifth class tucKups. ABnie wins, wlih 4
startere; sixth cla'S dou 'le enders. McGmty wins, with 4 star ers;
the Louis* also wins the Onmrnodore's Cup in the sail-oif Oct. 3.
Wind light S.W., Witli a waning ebb lidp, and it was agreed by
the sailing masters that the regatta committee steamer should
anchor as a lower turning mark in case the leading hoiit could
not reach the regular mark. Thi« was done with the above re-
sults. Bonnie Jean. Riverton Y. C. made the quickest time ovpr
the course, and did bome fine sailing. The little double ender
McQ-iniy was the feature of the race.heing third to turn the
lower mark. She is fine-lined and as slippery as an eel. The
Nance, Corinthian Navy, the smnllest cab'n slnop on the Dela-
ware, save the Lark, cutter, Treuton Y. O., did srlendidly, ht»r
large clubtopsail drawing nicely oinse-haul d. The Louise did
phenomeDai sailing. Soon after the stai t on the sail-off race she
lost a man overboard by the Hie linp parting. He was picted ud,
and yet she Wf-n by 6m. The Anme wins a parse of $20 b-sides
her prize. The King sustains her well earned reputa ioa as a
prize winner in the O. P. Y. C, and the Clarke, last year's chaui-
pion in the same club, did remarkaiily well, winning second prize.
She was bandied bv fleet captain Tiarks. The regatta committee
were Commodore W. Kinsey, W. Cook and Capt. R. W, Wilkins.
The Hild, cabin sloop, oeat the Nance on Oct. 11 for a cabin lamp.
The race was from Cooppr's Point around black buoy below block
house and return. Oa the same day the Bianca, cabin sloop, won
the trio race by fioi., starting froni the salt works wharf, around
Chester buoy and return. Another race between ihe Rork, cabin
slo ip, Hnd Carrie, cnbm cat, starting from Cooper's Point, around
Chester buoy and return, was won by the oat by Urn. The South-
wark Y. C. ('uckui)g.) also had a spirited rane, and the Clarke,
Eckman and Burton sailpd a photo race. Clarke wins. I men-
tion the^e races to show that, alihough it blew almost a N.E. sale,
the racing season for us is nor ov^r, alihongb ihe Philadelphia
boats are nearly all out of commission,—Pointer.
MASSACHUSETTS Y. O.—The new winter quarters of the

Massachuseris Y. O. will he at No. 15 Hayward Place, Boston,
where a very comfortable club iiouse b^s been fitted up. The
summer stations Ht Roe's wharf and Dorchester have been
closed.
CORINTHIAN Y. O. OF SAN PRANCISQO. -This active club

closed its season OQ Oct. 17 with a reception at the clubhouse,
Tiburon. The club bas one of the most attractive burgees in the
yacht list.

BRUNHILDE, schr., J. J. Phelps, has j'lst been c>>artered to
the Board of Trade of one of tile West India Inlands. A col-
ored crew came ud last week and is now fittrag her out at Tebo's
wharf.
SULTANA, steam yacht, T. L. Park, was at Sou^hamnton at

last aavices, from Antwerp. Sne was in dock for overhauling.

CANOE.YAWLS AND CA'^fOE-YAOETS. -The canoe-yawl
during the pa-st season has been very much to tne fore in the
Soleni races. First, the Spruce, and later the Torpi^do, both light
displacement craft of what is known as the Oxford" type of
yawls, have raced against the flset of crack J^-rating yachts, and
frequemly have competed successfully Many of these yachts
are provided with lead kpels of about ton weight, so that the
battle has been one of differing types. It has usually been when
sailing on a reaching wind that the canoe-yawls have proved their
superiority. Both these boats were built by Mr. Theo. Smith,
Medley, Oxford. The latter made her passaee bv sea from the
Thames to the Me of Wight. Her owner, Mr. Walter Stewart,
will probably be known by name to most. canoeists, as the designer
and sailer of the Charm canoe, -which twice won the £50 fhallenge
cup of the R. C. C. The compptition hetw en these widely dlf-
fert-nt types is another proof of the suitability ot the Y. R. A. rule
of measurement, as L. X 8. A. rating appears to have classed the
boats very fairly together. Thus far it seems qui'e reasonable to
assume that canoes and canoe-) awls miebc fairly be raced
together under the same rule. As before mentioned in these
pages, the rat'ng of a canoe of 16ft. with ll-2;q, ft. of S. A.—the
R. O. C. limit—is .8, and, provide d canoe form and the oiher
definitions of a, eanoe-jawl (R. C. 0.) be retained, and this rating
not exceeded, we can see no reason why all the R.O.C. races
should not be made "oppn to canoes and can<ie-yawlj not exceed-
ing .3 rating."

—

Model Yachtsman and Cavoeist.

PAPP00'='E-C1TY OF THE STrtAITS RACE.-Dp.troit, Mich.,
Oct. 19.—Noticing ihp account of the Pappoose City of the Straits
race in your paper of Oct. 15 I thought it no more tnao tair to ' he
City to saytl'at Pappoose gave tbo City Im. 333.. instead of the
City giving her 38i.. tuus beating the City 3m. 24^. instead of 5m.
35s. as stated. The accident to ihe City occurred when both
yachts had gone about 8 miles on the first leg. The middle peak
halliard block gave way. leaving her wi'h the gaff dropppq for
five minutes, all this time the heavy sea driving h< r to leeward.
We believe this mishap cost her the Taee, as it certainly delayed
her more than the length of time she was beaten. She showed
her speed going free by gaining on Pappoose Im. 5s. coming home.
—E. B. W.
ATLANTIC, schr., has been sold by E. C. Homans to C. B.

Setley and W. H. Marshall, of the Larchmont Y. C. through
Hughes' agencv. The yacht was out ia commission this spring,
and partly sold, but, on examination, a part of her qusrter was
found to be rotten from water which had found its way in from
careless laying up. She was dismantled and laid up beside
Sachem in Nortbport harbor, where she has laid all summer.
LTOWANA.-W. W. Durant has cabled from Cowes to J.

Beavor Webb, the designer of Utowana, that the yacht went
through the recent gale in a most satisfacory manner, though
losing her jib boom and damagiog the steering gear. She is now
at U"wes, after calling at Fayal, Mideira, Gibraltar and Lisbon.

WHIM, schr., Mr. Jentiing.:", has recently been hauled out at
Wintringham's and her plankiug stripped off. The oak dead-

woods and the greater portion of her frames of hackmatack and
oak, as well as much oi the planking, also oak, are entirely rotien
and a general rebuilding is necessary. The vacbt was built as
late as 1885, and has been in como-issioa for the greater part of
the time.

Ko Notice Taken of Anonymous Oorrespondents.

C. O., New York.—If you will send your address we will answer
by mail.

J, B., Missouri.—The bird of which you send us wing is the broad
Vising hawk (Butco lattssimm).

J. K., West Gardner, Me.—The Maine deer season will close Jan.
1. Write to Capt. C. F. Barker, Rangeley, Me.
H. W. C, Stockbridge, Mass.—Try the makers of loading tools,

whose addresses you wll find in our advertising coloumns.
S. T.. Philndelphia.—We know of no recent work on game re-

sorts; the FOBBST AND STREAM flles contain notes on scores of
of them. 2 Use the larger i alibtr for large game. 3, The 12-
gauge will ktU the further. 4. The powders now in market are
not recommended for that use.

J. E. B.. Oswego Falls, N. Y.-l. Will you kindly inform me
through your valuable paper if wild rice lives from the root or
does it grow each year from the seed? 2. How old are pointer
dogs when they get their nost? Ans. 1. I' grows from the origi-
nal stock, as other grasses. 2. He should point, naturally, when
from six to ten weeiis old.

F. A. K., St. Anthony's Park, Minn.—On opening the crops of
two pintail ducks, I found the small seeds in one and the large
pieces in the other. Will you answer to next i.-su^^ what they are?
Ans. Through the courtesy of Dr. Mprriam we have the identifica-
tion of the grass seeds by the botanist of the Agricultural Depart-
ment as belonging to the tall orairie grass or switch grass (Pan-
icumvlrgatum'i. The small tubers have not yet been made out.
but eflTorts will be made to determine them. The grass is thus
described in Dr. Taspy's report on "Agricultural Grasses and
Forage Plants of the U. S.," 1889, page 28, and the plant is ngured
on plate 16: "A tall perennial gtass. 3 to 5ft. hieh, growing mostly
in clumps in moist or even in dry, saudy soil, verv common on The
sea coast, and also in the interior to the base of the Rocky Moun-
tains. This is a good and prolific grass if cut when young; when
ripe it becomes harsh and unpalatable. It forms a large consti-
tuent of the na'ive grasses of the prairies, particul-rly in moist
localities. It is said to be cultivated in some parts of Colorado,
and with very satisfactory results."

SAVE YOUE^ TROPHIES.
WRITE FOR OUR iLLUiTRATED CATALOGUE

It gives direc'iors for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

G-lass Blower,
And Manufacturer of

For Bii^^,

Artificial Eyes
uimais a.u^ luanufacturing Purposes.

16 North William Sty New York.
Send for Pri.':P List.

(U. Bolilonlyl>jF.HlBCOX,853B'way,N.T. Write for book ofproofsr

BLUEFISH, WEAKFISH and STRIP
Can be caught in any of the waters around Hew York City. Big

bluefish are in large numbers along the coast. We can supply

the tackle. You can do the rest.

Call and examine our stock, or send us 10 cts. to cover postage,

and we will mail you our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,

Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

It has taken us nearly a quarter of a century to build up our business.

What an unwritten history of failures and successes, of bridges built over

swollen rivers, of persistent goaheaditiveness, of planning to make and

keep trade, of intelligence in buying in the right markets.

We think we have fairly won the public confidence which we now
enjoy. We think we fairly ask for your confidence. Our past record is an

open book—read it. The present or the future must of necessity be as free

from tarnish.

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO., Ill to 116 Michigan Ave.,Gliicago.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, S joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk -whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form. length 9i, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price f2 2

No. 1, G, same as above but is Jermaa Silver Mounted : • • a Z2

No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Bp lit Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete m wooq form, length

8i, 9, 9i, 10ft , weight 9, lOJ, 13, l.Soz • Price 2 72

No. 4, 6, same as above buf is German Silver Mounted • 3 82

No, 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trollmg Rod, 3 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz
||

^75
No. 8, same as No 7, but is 3 joint— -

No. 280, 3 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft i;-:" "A' ;• " rr
Brass Multiplying Reew, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine flnisn, ^iyds., 83o.; 40yds., 95o.; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $L15; 100yds,, $1.35. Hai-d Rubber Multiplymg Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding Click, Niokt-l Plated, 40yd8., $1.75; 60yds., $2.^; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $8.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41o, J. P. M. Brand Linen Reel

Lines on Block, SOOft., 0 thread, 38o. ; 12 thread 43o. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53o. Brass Swivels, 15o. per doz. Best Qualifcv Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, l5o. per

doz. ; treble gat, 30o. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15o. ;
2ft;., per doz., 30c. ;

Sft, per doz., 45o. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. - 8ft., per doz., 30o, ; 8ft., doz., 450..

J. F. MABSTEBS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brookl7i>. N. Y.
to. iuap lor OIUbwM a»UlacM Mr I8>1. OP^ BTBHIKSS.
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HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN

AUTOMATIC SHELL EJECTORS.

Instead of giving the dealer larger discounts we have decided to give the sportsmen the benefit of a reduction, and have concluded to make extraordinary-

low Net Prices on the Charles Daly Guns. _ , , , , ^ u „ u . • ^
While making this reduction we might mention that the high standard of woricmanship for which the Daly gun has always been renowned shall be retamed.

We have expert testimony that these guns are equal in workmanship to the celebrated Purdey guns, and far superior to all other so-cal_eed London

makes, such as Greener, Scott and Westley Richards. An examination will soon convince the unprejudiced customer.
_

They are more conscientiously made,

more beautifully finished, handsomer in appearance, with shooting qualities unsurpassed, in fact far ahead of guns costing |ioo more.

Should you live in or near New York, we would invite you to call and examine our stock and be convinced.

If you live anywhere else in the United States and your dealer has none in stock, insist upon his ordering one, or order one direct from us. Send
for Catalog'ue.

No. .$100.00 Net
55. .Fine Hammer Gun, Damascus Barrels, nicely engraved $85.OO Net | No, 155. .Hame as No. 55, but featherweight, 5i to Gibs

No. 130. .Fine Damascus Barrels. Plain I'inisli $110.00 Set I No. 150. .Automatic Ejfctors, plain finifvh ^I?^*?.^
No. 120. .Featherweight, ditto, 5i to 611-s 125.00 JSet |

No. zbO. .Diamond Quality Aulomatic, Higtiest Grade ma'ie 350.UU Net

Guns made in 10, 12, 16 and 20-Bores, 26in. to 32in. Barrels, 5K to 11 lbs.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway dc 84 Duane St , - NEW YORK.

1-^
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Thei Best Rifle Cleaning^ Rod in the World.

No. Ul B No. Ml B.

IN A NEAT CATVVAS BAG. The No. 141 B. Is a four-joiu*ed brass cleaning rod, liavlng a revolving
snake woori Handle, and has no equal for quality and strength. Made in .22 to .50-c«l. Send 60 cents for sample.

Our No. -.f « 6 B Brass AVlr*; Bi-usli, adjustable to the No. 141 B. Rod, removes dirt, lead, calling, etc.,

and win not injure the finest rifle. Send 85 cents for a sample Rod and Brush complete.

For Sale Everywhere. Catalogues Mailed Free.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,
DEPOT FOR SALES. BROADWAY NEW YORK.

Some N^ative Birds for Little Folks.
BY W. VAN FLEKT, M.D.

A handsome imperial octavo volume of mitechnical d^criptions of the lives and ways
of fourteen American birds. The list comprises:

Robin, Chickadee, Kingfisher, Great Horned Owl, Bobolink, Blue>
iay. Woodcock, Nathatches, Meadowlark, Ruffed Grouse,

Cedar Bird, Kildeer, Summer Duck and Crossbills.

EacH ot chese birds is beautifully illustrated by the photogravure process from drawings
by Howard H. Darnell. The paper is substantial, and the 147 pages of large, clear, handsome
type contain just the sort of information necessaiy to make little folks better acquainted
with the birds described, and to awaken a taate for extended study. Everything has been
done to make the volume one of the most haodsome gift books of the year. Price, postpaid,

18.00. FOREST AND 8TRRAM PUBLI.SHma CO.. 818 Broadway, New York-
DAVIES & CO.. 1 Finch Lane. Cornhill.

WOODCRAFT. Frio*, S1.00.
FOB SALE BY FOBEST AND STREAM FUBMSHINe OO,

New Edition of SmallYachts.
Now Ready : Small Yachts, Their Desigrn and Construc-

tion. By C. P. Kinihardt. A new editio , enlarged
and extended to 4*70 pages of text and illiist rations,
and 87 fnll-page plates. Size if page, 14>^xl2>4in.
Price, $10.00.

As comely as it is practically serviceable to yachtsmen of large as well as small craft.—

Evening Post.
Tne new edition should be curchased and carefully studied by any amateur yacht'sman

who wants to buy or build a boat and is not yet cei-tain as to what he wants.—iV. Y. Herald.

NewEdition of SteamYachts.
Steam Yachts and Launches; Their Machinery and

Management. By O. P. Kunbardt. A new edition,
with extended text and many added illastrations.
Cloth. Price, $3 00^^

With Fly-Rod and Camera.
A magniflceiitly illustrated volume descriptive ot fly-

fishing for trout and salmon. By Edward A. Sam-
uels. Cloth. Price, $5.00.

UNCLES USHA'S SHOP.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland.

By BOWIiAND E. ROBINSON.
A book that appeals to all who know anything of the old-fashioned New England life.

These are some of the chapters:

The School Meeting in District 13. Uncle Lisha's Spring Gun. In Uncle Lisha's Shop. Con-

cerning Owls. Uncle Lisha's Coui'iing. How Zene Bumham Come It on His Father.

A Rainy Day in the Shop. The Turkey Shoot at Hamner's. Sam Level's Thanksgiving.

Little Sis. Sam Level's Bee-Hunting. In the Shop Again. The Fox Hunt. Noah Chase's

Deer-Himting. The Hard Experience of Mr. Abija^ Jarvis. The Coon Hunt. In the

Sugar Camp. Indians in Danvis. The Boy Out West. Breaking Up. The Departure.

The Wild Bees' Swarm.
They make a handsomely printed volume of 187 pages, bound in cloth. Sent, postpaid, oa

receipt of price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 818 Bboadway Nbw Yobk.
DAVIEB & CO., London, England.
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AOENT FOB B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reels.

FIREARMS, FISHING TACKLE, BICY-
CtES, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS, MUSICAL,

INSTRUMENTS, SPORTING GOODS, Ac. Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent on application to those
mentioning PoKEST AND STREA.M. JAMES H. FISK, 183 La fisalle St., Chicag'O, 111.

Tobacco is man's most uni-

versal luxury; the fragrant aroma

ul Mastiff Plug Cut starts people

to pipe smoking, even those who

never used tobacco before.

J. B. Pace Tobacco Co., Richmond, Virginia.

DOS'T FORGET YOUR TIELD GLASS.

T13lo R^ia.oli rri ^xx,"

JUSTTHE f>LASS FOE HUNTING EXCUR-
SIONS. LIGHT, COMI'ACT AND PUWKK-
FUL. Price, in U ather case with shouldpr strap.
flO. Send for illustrated catalogue of Field and
Mar'ne Glasses.

E B. IVIKVROWITZ, OPTICIA^TSr,
Mal<er of the BEST Spectacles and Eveglassep.

Z95 & 397 Fou. tli Ave., S. B. Cor. 2Si St., N. Y

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Po kei edition od aiHp-t>ond oa.p^ r $1 00,
"It Is the most complete man of the Adirondack

region e^er published "—Forest and Stream.

Pociret Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Mdi-oond pa-p- 1. 50 cts.

Guide Books.—The AdirondackH, Illustrated,
16 mo , 272 puges, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

Lake Georgre and Lake Champlain, 25 cts.

Adriress •*. R.. »«TOnnA Rli. Glenn Fnliu, N. T.

DECOYS.
Send for pr'ce list of th'" finest decoy ducks in

the world. H. A. STEVENS, Manafac'urf r.

R..X 154. Weedsport, N. Y.

CANVAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
Bt PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sihle for the construction of a canoe 13ft. Bin.

>

27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill oi

any careful amateur. No technical terms arc
need and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made cleai
before proceeding to the next. Iliastrated; paper
48 pages; price 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..
fift Broadway, Nnw Vork.

nAVTFS * no., 1 Finch Lane. Oortihfll.

L0& CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with fuH and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & GO.. 1 Fincb. L»jie.

CHEAPEST HOUSE
IK AMERICA FOR

GUNS! GUNS!!

AGEJ<iX KOHL

Remington,
Parker,

L. C. Srhith,
Lefever, etc.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogues free. Meni ion Forest and Stream.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

), B, caooE & CO.,

nSHING TACKLE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 29fch Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEND POE OATALOGUE.

The Francotte Gun.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Goids.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want,
some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Oar Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LEKGERKE & ANTOINE,
346 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

'^SPORTSMEN WILL consult their owm interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THIS
AMiiKlCAN NK11.DL1S ANO FISH

HOOK CO., >ew Haven, Conn
who have the
largest facili-

ties, and make Best goods in the world.
For Bale by the Trade Everywherk. Ask
For Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ALFORD & BERKELE CO.
p. O. Box 2002. SPECIAL AGENTS,

Ko. 77 Ck.ambers St., Hi. Y.

Two-tliircls size only.

"SURPRISE WHISTLE,"
The lioudest Whistle Known.

The Elastic Tip mak^s it capable of producing
1,000 different sounds.

Perfect Dog or Quail Call, 25 cts.

Dealers write for Discount.

Manufactured only by
AMERICAN PIN CO., Waterbury. Ct.

Medals or Baflps
Write to

JOHN KRICK,
6 Liberty Place. N. T.

(0pp. 21 Maiden Lane.)

Designs and estimates fur-
nished. High cl^ss work at
lowest prices. Mention Forest
and Stream.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
b65i AtUntic St., Englbwood, Ills.

Tront Flies al 3, 6, 7 and 11 Cents Each.

Send Ten Oeats for ILLUBTBAIBD Ci.ZALOOU«.

fitm 3m.

GLENMORE KENNELS.
THE CHAMPION IRISH SETTER KENNEI.S OF AMERICA.

E. B. BISHOP, Owner, 43 St. James Ave., Cincinnati, O.

AT STUD. The Champion Three.

Chnnp. Ruby Glenmore,
The champion Irish setter hitch of America.

Champ. Molly Bawn,
The ex-ehampion Irish setter hitch of America.

Champion Winnie II.,
The only imported champion Irish setter dog in

America to-day.

Write for circular and prices.

Challenge BEAU BRUMMEl, Fee $25
The most phenomenal doer of the times.

(A K.O.S.B. 19,961).

Imp. Sarsfield, - Fee $25
The greatpst living

(A.K.C.S.1
Irish Fetter sire.
10,354.)

Imp. Dan Mylrea, Fee $20
A noted first-prize winner. (A.K.C.S.B. 19.173).

Ifouna: stock always on hand.
If you mention this paper 5 per cent, discount will be allowed on all s^es.

FOX-TEBBIEBS
IN STUD.

Champion Rahy Mixer $15
Reckoner 15

Pitcher.. 25

Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

late
"Ratan."

Imported Fox Terrier (smooth)— PAINTER.
A grand dog, perfect terrier head (7J.g inches),

beautiful ears, cap tal bone, best of legs and feer,
short, strong hack and grand, hard coat. Own
brother to Ch. Radiance, by Ch. Result—Lady
Ethel. Winner of eight firsts and two seconds in
l^^ngland. beating Rational, E^or Spendthrift,
Dudley StarchT, Sundown, Rifleman and o'her
weH-known prize d gs. Senond Kingston, Ont.,
1891; 2d, Hamilton, 1891. Fee $1.5.

PUPPIES FOK SAIiB.

H. NORTEIVVOOD. Martin's Ferry, Ohio.

VALENTINE.
(CU. BANNEKMAN ex Ch. TWIN-TWO.)
English basket beagle, will be allowed five

bitches of approved breeding for flrst and fourth
choii e of litter. Full pedigree and particulars
for stamp. Photos 15 cent?.

H. V. JAMIESON, Melrose, Mass.

RIDGEFIELD ST. BERNARD KENNELS

it stiid. KINGLIMMON. Fee S40.
(16.366.)

Kinglimm^n is orange in color with perfect
white markings and black shadings, sta^'ds 34in.
high and is the sire of some very promising
youngstprs. Address
C. A HOUCK, 923 Madison ave.. Albany. N. Y.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth, immense rough-coat, the onlv son of
Lord Bute at sLud ia America. 3. Patrol, one of
our best smooths, fpe each.
.lOtiN KEEVAN, 19.t King st.. Brooklyn, K. Y.

TN THE STUD -THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
X ter Al, fee $25. Al was bred by the late Mr.
Allin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Spriagfleld, Mass. tf

AtStud.-English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 firsts and specials. Pious Pem-
broke,winner of over 20 firsts and specials; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale
Rbkvctoxjvti & Pr>orvT,K Ktnnft,8. .'Salem. Masp.

Scientific Education of Doss

FOR THE GUN.
A new work by an English writer,

"H. H."
The instructions here given are the result of

the author's amatem- practicil experience
of thii'ty seven years. A review in Forest
AND Stream says:

'"This work is a very well written treatise upon
the subject, containing some new ideas and much
that is interesting and instructive to the new be-
ginner as well as not a little that will be beneficial
to even old hands to study. The chapter devoted
to kennel management is a short one. but it is

very nearly complete, and is alone worth many
times the price of the work to any one that will
heed its teachings."

Price $2.60, postpaid, by the

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

THE FOX-TERRIER.
History and Description with

Reminiscences.
By RAWDON B. LEE,
Kennel Editor London Field,

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.

15 Portraits and lUnstrattons; 180 pages.
PKtCE, 81.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PURLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

CHAMPION

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION

The Squire,
(E. 13,7.57). Fee $50.

Roslyn Conway,
(A. -). Fee $30.

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,735). Fee $15.

(A.—). Fee $35.

CHALLENGE

(A. 17,577). Fee $25.

ENGLISH PUGS.
CHAMPION

J^gJ^^ J^^
Treasure,
(A. 10,5! Fee $15.

(A. 17,804).

IRISH SETTERS.
SEMINOLE,

I

ELEO,
(A. 20,088). Fee ! (A. U,450). Fee !

Extended ppdigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrus'ed to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of 'he above breeds
for sale at reasonai le prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

SIR FREDERICK
(31,741) Champion Royalty—Olinda.

The very cream of all Ergland's breeding; no
better bred English setter lives. Winner of 44
first prizes, seven seconds, seven silver cops and
two gold medals. Extended pedigree with litho-
graph, by mail. Imported August 8, 1891.

Fee $50.

DAD WILSON'S BOY
(12,880).

Will fi-ive you the much coveted Gladstone
Drnid and Count Noble blond. Swift as the wind,
pretty as a picture, full of bird sense. P«je »35.

G. O. SMITH.
WHEELING, W. VA.

ST. BERNARDS.
AT STUD.

This grand young dog is fhe beat son of cham-
pion (jtho out of Lack me, a daughter of champion
Slerchant Prinre. He is 33in. high, of a rich
orange co or with complete collar and perfect
markinEfS. He is a wonderfully vigorous young
dog, and has proven himself a great stock getter.
As a stud dnghe is unsurpassed. Fee $50.
Puppies for sale.

THE ABBEY KENNELS,
Riverside and Grafton aventiPS. Woodside, N. J.

R. T. RENNIE, Prop.

AT STUD. PEE $50

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S B. 6364),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
R»p, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.
Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,

Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,
Babylon, L. I.

BLUE RIDGE KENNELS.
IN THE STUD.

The celebrated champion stake winner Gath's
Mark, Gath's Hope and Dan Gladstone. The
Blue Ridge Kennel has now opened its book for
the fall season of 1891 and spring of 1892 for Gath's
Mark an ' Dan Gladstone, limned to 50 services
each. $3 000 is given away in premiums to the get
of the above dogs, which win different Derby
stakes in 1^93 or after. Particulars on application.
THE BLUK RIDGE KENNELS, .«perryvil]e, Va.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.^ ^ ,Champion Bradford Harry, described In

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winning free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P.E.
CQOMBS, 1 Escbaagta gloc^, Bangor,^
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FATE OF THE FUR SEAL.

Wf E publish in our columns a very important paper by
' ' Mr. William Palmer, taxidermist of the National

Museum, vpho went to the Seal Islands last year to obtain

a series of skins of walrus, seal, sea lion and other animals

of the Prybilov group for the Museum collection. His
observations are those of a trained naturalist, and deserve

the closest attention on this account, and because of the

importance of the subject treated. The address was read

by the author before the Biological Society of Washing-
ton, and was discussed by Doctors Dall, Gill, Bean and
others. It was stated by Dr. Dall that the estimates of

the seals on the islands were greatly exaggerated. In

his opinion a million of seals never were gathered on the

rookeries at one time, and the diminution now apparent

to every one is due chiefly to the number of young males

legally killed. He recalled the fact that in the early days

of the industry fur peal skins were worth only 12^ cents

each; but about 1867 the fur became fashionable and the

business was more carefully managed. At first the prin-

cipal market was found in China, and the European de-

mand was very small. The invention by Raymond of a

machine for preparing the skins revolutionized the indus-

try. Dr. Dall attributes the present decline chiefly to the

excessive killing of young males; there is not now a suf-

ficient number of males on the breeding grounds to main-

tain the species. He admits that the method of driving

referred to by Sir, Palmer is also very destructive. The

excessive destruction of males began in 1873, and has

continued to the present time.

It is evident that the number of seals on the Islands

must have been much larger that Dr. Dall is willing to

admit when we consider the enormous number killed

within the last few years in Bering Sea. For the last

three years the skins sold by poachers averaged fully

30,000 a year. It ia generally known that most of these

are females containing unborn young. The actual de-

struction of seals, on the basis of the returns, is 100,000

^eajrl^; but besides this it is well known that from 50 to

90 per cent, of the seals [killed by pelagic hunters sink

and are not recovered. It is safe to say, therefore, that

in years of successful poaching the actual number of

seals killed is fully 500,000. As this practice has been
continued for a great many years a very small amount
of calculation will serve to show that the number of fur

seals inhabiting the Prybilov Islands must have been
fully up to the estimates mentioned in Mr, Palmer's

address. Pelagic sealing is undoubtedly the most waste-

ful of all methods of taking the fur seal, and the present

legalized method of driving is likewise very destructive

to seal life. The remedies proposed by Mr. Palmer and
others, to stop the killing in Bering Sea, drive only killa-

ble seals, and proclaim a close season, must certainly re-

commend themselves to every one interested in the

future of the fur seal.

BROWN TROUT VS. BROOK TROUT.
npHE Caledonia Fishing Club has a singular experience

on its hands in its leased waters of Spring Creek,

The creek has been liberally supplied for the past two or

three years with brook trout fry, and yet the moat ex-

pert fly-casters have noted a marked decline in the catch

of fontinalis. The usual enemies of the brook trout were
charged with the destruction of the fish ; but Mr. Annin
has discovered that the brown trout is the real culprit,

or at least one of the most active enemies of the brook
trout. By setting a large-meshed gill net in the creek he
caught a 6lbs. brown trout, whose stomach was filled

with brook trout. An 8-pounder, taken later, had cap-

tured a brook trout 6 inches long. Mr. F. P. Brownell
caught a brown trout last May weighing lllbs., and Mr.
Annin is convinced that examples weighing lolbs. exist

in the lower part of the stream, near the Caledonia

hatchery, from which the brown trout was introduced

into the neighboring waters. The brown trout grows
very large, is a powerful fish and a voracious feeder : it is

feared that it will soon exterminate the smaller, but
more beautiful, brook trout unless kept rigidly in check,

if not, indeed, removed entirely from brook trout waters.

The brown trout is a magnificent fish, and a decided ac-

quisition to Eastern waters, which have no native black-

spotted trout ; but if it should unfortunately clash with

the interests of the fly-fishermen, there will be " trouble

in the camp " at once. The Caledonia Fishing Club will

try to exterminate the brown trout in Spring Creek before

they commit any fatal damage. The problem of selec-

tion of fish suitable to a given region is a grave one, and
well worthy of serious study before introducing a preda-

tory species. We invite free expressions of opinion upon
this important subject.

SNAP SHOTS.

TylT HILE deer hounding on Long Island is limited to

' ' the first ten days of October, the still-hunt-

ing pei'iod extends to Nov. 1, the law in this respect

being identical with the general statute. Four baymen
who had clubbed a deer to death with their oars in

Champlins Creek, Islip, on Oct. 17, were haled before a

justice for having killed game out of season; but were
quite properly discharged. The Long Island deer area is

so limited and the hunters are so multitudinous that

prudence dictates a revision of the existing law in the

direction of a more restricted season. The codification

bill of last winter provided for a five years' close time.

Such a clause, we trust, will be contained in the amended
law. This failing, those interested in the game might
prevail upon the county supervisors to enact special

ordinances, as they are empowered to do.

In a suggestive note last week Mr. E. E. Thompson
wi-ote of the breeding of certain wild animals for then-

fur, and of the possibilities of profit, as well as of pleas-

ure to those whose tastes incline to natural history.

It goes without saying that we have not learned to use

to best advantage many of our natural resources of this

character. On the contrary, the history of man's rela-

tion to the brute creation shows in numerous instances

that species have been foolishly exterminated, which,

with moderate foresight and recognition of their eco-

nomic value, might profitably have been conserved for

the benefit of the human race. It was not until the buf-

falo was all but extinct in this country that any intelli-

gent effort was directed to determine its adaptability to

domestication and to furnishing a substantial contribu-

tion to the country's food supply. A writer in the

London Sj}ec;fator has just pointed out that by domestica-
tion of some of the species of large animals now wild, a
valuable addition might be made to the meat food re-

sources of mankind; and curiously enough he selects as a
fit subject for experiment in this direction an African
species which now seem doomed to meet the fate of the
buflialo in America, This is the eland, one of the largest

antelopes, whose flesh no less an authority than Lord
Randolph Churchill has pronounced to be "peculiarly ex-

cellent, having in addition the valuable property of being
tender immediately after the animal is killed, which
makes it much appreciated in Central Africa, where the

meat is usually as tough as shoe leather and nearly as

dry." In size the mature eland is as large as a two-
year-old short-horn; it is hardy, can live on scanty fare,

and when given good pasturage puts on fat; it is quite

tame, is easily domesticated, and can be acclimatized!

Specimens have been reared in the Jardin des Plantes, in

Paris, and also on English estates. "It seems to be a
waste of the resources of natui-e," says the Spectator
writer, "to allow these fine creatures to be exterminated,

as they soon will be, in our new African empire, Why
should we not save the eland, the harmless antelope, the

koodoo, and other large African antelopes from exter-

mination—and even try to rear some in England? The
experiment may be recommended to some of the noble

owners of parks and chases who have already done so

much to preserve our own deer and wild cattle from
extermination. America has allowed the bison to per-

ish. Shall we not take warning, and presprve for our

own use the splendid African antelopes which, within

the memory of man, were a thousand times more numer-
ous than they are to-day?"

Among those who visited this city last Thursday to at-

tend the conference of Fish Commissioners [and others,

relative to international legislation, was Mr, J, TJ.

Gregory, of Quebec, Agent of the Department of Marine

and Fisheries, and well-known to scores of visitors to

Canada, because of his never-tiring courtesy to anglers

and sportsmen, Mr, Gregory was here to represent the

Dominion Government and expressed himself as being

greatly disappointed that the session should not have

been prolonged, so that he might lay before the commit-
tee tbe special measm-es toward securing which their in-

fluence was desired, Mr, Grf>gory tells us that the deer

from Maine are invading Canada in ever-growing num-
bers without heed of boundary lines and import duties;

and are now found in sections where they have not been

known for many years.

It is a pleasure to record the work done by the Anglers'

Protective Club, of Rangeley, Me., in replenishing the

fishing resources of the Androscoggin Lakes and tributary

waters in Maine ; and we trust that the report given in

our angling columns may call out substantial recognition

from residents of other States who go fishing in Maine
lakes. The work of the association has been intelligently

conducted; the Maine Fish Commissioners are in co-opera-

tion with the Rangeley people; and sufficient has already

been accomplished to warrant public confidence in the

movement.

We printed the other day a note from Mr, Verner de

Guise, of Mahwah, N, J., reporting his complete success

in rearing English pheasants. The publication has

brought to Mr. de Guise numerous letters, which show

that the subject is one of wide interest; and it is probable

that within a year these birds will have been introduced

into the game covers of widely separated sections of the

country. The Tuxedo Park managers have been success,

ful with their birds this year-

The Hon. "Buffalo" Jones, late of Kansas, now of Camp
Cook, Neb,, sailed from this port last Tuesday, having in

charge ten of his cross-bred bulTaloes, which he is convey-

ing to Liverpool there to grace the park of Mr. Chas. Le-

land. Mr. Jones, it is said, will receive $1,000 apiece for

every one of the animals delivered in good condition at

their destination. These buffaloes are a cross betvfeen

the buffalo and the domestic cow; but it is difficult to dis-

tinguish them from the ptire buffalo.

ANY subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Forest akd Stream by sending Us

on a postal card the uame of that friend i
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A NIGHT OF PERIL.
A EEMINISCENOE OF THE NEPIGOf

.

"There is a day of sunny rest

For e%'ery dark and troubled n'ght;

And grief mar liide an evening guest,

But. joy shall come with early light.'"

ON my second trip to the Nepigon, the finest trouting

waters in the world, an eventful incident occurred
which came near sending me to the portals of an un-
known world. It happened while I was in camp at the
lower end of Pine Portage, and has so impressed itself

upon the tablets of my memory that the mere mention
of that famous stream reproduces it again in all its start-

ling reality. Hoping it may prove of some interest to the
gentle angler, if not to the general reader, I will outline it

as briefly as possible.

It was late in the afternoon of a most charming day,
when the azure sky was resplendent in fleeces of gold

and crimson, the atmosphere deliciously balmy and all

nature rejoicing, that with a light and happy heart I

started with rod and net in hand to seek some unex-
plored waters in the rapids below Robinson's Pool,

Leisurely I threaded my way along the old worn trail,

through tangled forests of sombrous pine and hemlock,
tamarack and balsam, with sylvan notes of birds in

aureate hues and rosy tints greeting me from bush and
brake. Ever and anon a butterfly in gossamer wings of
violet velvet and spotted silver, a creature to brush the
dreaming eyes of a poet, fluttered in the dancing sun-
beams; flowers rich and rare, like treasures of silver and
gold, nodded in the waving grasses; mosses and ferns so

daintily delicate and multiform came into pleasing re-

view at infrequent intervals, while as if to excite idle

curiosity, a tiny field mouse, startled by noisy foot-fall,

peeped with wide and wondrous eyes from beneath some
friendly leaf. So fascinated was I with all these delights

of forest and pathway that for the present the capture of
radiant trout, wil h the rhythm of revolving reel, was in

abeyance. Sson the sounds of roaring rapids dashing its

way through huge masses of broken rocks and massive
boulders fell upon the ear in tones of moaning thunder,
while the white waters that leaped in one unbroken sheet
o'er the ragged falls roared and raved like the terrible

winds of a western cyclone.
If the walk through the whispering forests with their

waving tops in golden glow, the impish play of dancing
shadows, the entrancing melody of beautiful birds and
the grand music of torrent stream was rapturously im-
pressive, far more attractive were the magnificent pools,

Hamilton's and Bobinson's, as I admiringly viewed them
from the eminence above, being pictures in dazzling set-

tings of gliuimering gold and leafy green, of such rare
and bold poetic beauty that nature only could present.

Ddwu in the deep, translucent waters, as I carefully

picked my way along the ruaged embankments, I could
here and" there see poised by rocky crevice or granite
boulder the qmw^xinf^fontinalis in hi>! shapely outlines, too
beautiful indeed to fall a victim to the lure of artificially

wrought fur and feather. I cared not then to coax this

lovely idol of the icy waters to the feast deceitful, so

strolled along in the laughing sunshine and grateful shade,
under the pure blue sky, drinking in new life and strength
with every step, as I intently looked for the unexplored
pool, the IJtopim dream of the gentle angler who seeks
the hercnit trout in his spangled robes of vermilion dye.
In such delightful exploring your years are forgotten,

often your maladies, and evea your white hairs are no
longer in remembrance. It is a happy jaunt, and thrice

blessed he who loves the angle, for it brings him in deep
communion with the charms and loveliness of nature.
•'Ah! no copyist of the old masters can render his original

upon the canvas as faithfully in every Line and hue, or
with expression so perfect and speaking, as it pleases God
here to translate his own works in the engravmgs of this

marvellous page!"
"Nature pBints not

In o'ls, but frescoes the great dome of heaven
With sunsets, and the lovely forms of clouds

Aud flying vapors."

My ramble soon broughtme to Robinson's Falls, abeauti-
ful sheet of water that tumbles and rages into seething
foam, and then my perspiring walk along the tumultuous
rapids commenced. It was over immense piles of shattered
and terraced rocks, that glittered in the sunlight like

blocks of silver
;
by rude unfashioned tracts along hilly

sides; through dense forest? of cedar, balsam and spruce
that defiantly crowded to the very edge of the roaring
waters; all uniting in investing the landscape's continual
pageantry with a nameless charm that made me forget
my weariness and sporting desire, and

"A wild dedication of yourselves

To unpathed waters, undream'd shores."

At last, after much exertion, I came to a pool hemmed
in by immense blocks of stone, so lonely and lovely in
fleck of pearl and sapphire as the slanting sunbeams fell

athwart it, that you'd declare it the isolated retreat of
some naiad queen. Against its walls of adamant the
rushing waters, which sparkled like a girdle of jewels,
were caumed into masses of foam that beat and beat in
vain, for this ideal pool firmly retained its rimpled beauty
unmolested, despite the fierce assaults of the tireless and
violent current. I was more than charmed with this deep
and secluded basin, and as access to its shimmering waters
was comparatively easy, at once clambered down to the
edge of the roaring river, in which I found an immense
rock, as if placed there by Titanic hands, and which ap-
peared to command the complete limits of this picturesque
pool. It was 3 or 3ft. from the shore, and 6 or 7ft., I

thought, from top of the bank, and as it seemed to me an
easy jump, undaunted made the leap, alighting upon my
feet with a terrible jar that shook my entire system. The
distance wasmuch greater than I had carelessly calculated,
but as I was unharmed it mattered not. What a lovely
little sheet of protected water it now appeared, and so
artfully concealed by crescent shore and iron-faced cliff

that no angler could wish a more inviting isolation. You
ould gaze and gaze again into the limpid waters, as if

expecting some fair nymph with seraphic eyes and
golden locks to arise to the crystaline surface and greet
you with an entrancing song of the murmuring surges
and the ever tiassing foam.

My admiration of this hidden retreat in the golden glow
of a declining sun was ariested by the enthusiasm of the
angler reasserting itself, and then I soon had my fly danc-
ing on its rippling surface, where it met with such an
instantaneous and savage response as to almost throw me
ofl: my balance. Fortunately I hung the spotted redcoat,
and at once ascertained that I had a foeman worthy of

my steel. His strength, activity and strategy gave me a
world of pleasure, and after a gallant battle of about five

minutes I had his spangled sides pressing the narrow
meshes of the net. He seemed to be all of five pounds,
and was as magnificent a specimen of the Salvelinus fon-
tinalis as ever beautified a dimpling pool. It is needless
to detail the enjoyable trouting I had here, as that is not
my purpose in this letter, but will simply state that for

about an hour I caught trout with my little Chubb
rod as fast as I could hang and kill them, for at nearly
every cast I had a royal rise, and frequently two would
break at the same time for the tempting fly. It was a
regular preserve, and I am confident I could have taken
fifty that evening if time and inclination had permitted.
After securing eight of the iridescent beauties, I dis-

continued the sport and prepared to thread my way over
the tortuous route to camp. Turning and facing the
shore rock from which I had jumped, I was greatly
astonished at its height, yet still thought I could reach its

top without much trouble. Throwingmy trout and land-
ing net to the bank, and inclining my pole, which I had
not taken apart, against its surface, so I could easily pro-

cure it when on shore, I leaned against the precipitous
rock, which gave me an angular position, and then reach-
ing up for the top was amazed, after most strenuous
efforts, to find that I could not grasp it by a foot or more.
No wonder my jump to the invitmg rock had so jarred
me, for the distance was fully eighteen inches more than
I had reckoned. Here was a situation not at all pleasing,

for I was satisfied if I escaped from my unfortunate posi-

tion, it would be by some means other than climbing the
flinty surface of the cliff, as that was just then impossi-
ble. I might leap for the edge and manage to reach it

with outstretched hands, and probably pull myself np;
but if I failed, down into the rapid oirrent I would
assuredly go. between the shore line and the huge rock
upon which I was standing, there being in the intervening
space fully three feet of water, as I have before stated,

and deep enough to drown. I keenly knew the danger,
and concluded I %vould not just then attempt it, and only
when necessary as a last resort. I looked along the pre-

cipitous shore to see if there were any chance near, where
a sudden plunge in the icy waters would carry me to

some low or shelving rocks that I could scale in safety.

The roaring rapids, as they take their sinuous way with
a swiftness over and against the sharp-edged blocks of

gray granite, gave me no encouragement, as it would be
fatal ever to be engulfed in its seething foam. From
this dread element I tvuned painfully away. All this

time I was consoled by one thought, that of my comrades
in camp, who would surely search for me on my non-
appearance.

I finally sat down upon the weather-stained rock, with
my legs dangling over its inner s'de, and while looking
at the smooth surface which confronted me, endeavored
to evolve some method of escape. Nothing, however,
offered. Had there been a crevice in the rock I could
have utilized my fishing rod for a peg or two, but sad to

relate, it was unfortunately smooth as ice. Even had
the rock upon which I stood disclosed a seam on its inner
surface that I could also have used to advantage, but it

was not only unwrinkled, but as flinty as the Egyptian
Sphinx. Turn to which way I would, escape whs shut
off at every point in view. I was completely trapped,
and that only by a few inches of intermediate space. It

was not only provoking, but apparently hopeless, 1 was
now iuWj satisfied that unless my comrades rescued me I

was a prisoner for the night. Bemg in an untrodden and
almost inaccessible part of the rapids, a night search, it

struck me, would evidently prove futile. The pangs of

hunger and the chilly night air I could endure, but they
would assuredly rob me of much vitality and probably
unfit me for any desperate undertaking with a view to

my escape the next day. Nothing, however, was to be
gained by despondency, so arising from my position,

I turned and faced the raging waters and then watched
the shadows as they lengthened on the purple hills, the
clouds as they glowed with the sunset red, the gray twi-

light as it deepened into night. Suon the moon, a pale curl,

was observable in the west, while the jeweled sky dis-

played its twinkling lights, a cool breeze sprang up that

swayed the luxuriant forest to a moan. It was night,

and the nocturnal ramblers were now abroad. The flight

of a nighthawk, the sweep of a whippoorwill and the
quivering wings of a bat gave some animation to the
wild scene, while the far-away hoot of an owl fell in dis-

mal notes upon the ear. Turning to the shore, I noticed
shrub and bush alive with ephemerss, while many insects

of grotesque shape, as unlike the creatures of sun as

though from the Stygian world, were darting about
as of in pleasure or rapine bent. Then came resonant
sounds from

"More hideous foes than fancy can devise:

With helmet beads and dragon scales adorned."

Under other circumstances I could have enjoyed this

living night world that alone belonged to the moon, to

the deer, to the darkness, and reveled in the spangled
heavens, or the foaming rapids of the wild and pictur-

esque river, but as a prisoner on that fated rock I was in

no mood for the poetry either of the skies or of the earth.

During all this time I climg to one hope—my compan-
ions, everyone of whom I knew would leave no stone
unturned to solve the mystery of my absence.

The air gradually grew colder and the wind increased

as the night wore along and soon the heavens took on a
haze, and the gray spots on the fleecy clouds began to

deepen. The twinkling stars, the companions of my
vigfls, were gradually being blotted out, until finally the
Pleiads were alone left, and soon they also, seemingly
weary of their loneliness, disappeared from the fiirma-

ment. A storm was evidently "brewing, as "a looming
bastion fringed with fire" in the dreary wpst revealed,

and, as if my position were not already sufficiently un-
comfortable, was also to make me feel its cruel wrath.
Back and forth upon the circumscribed space of that iron

rock I stamped and beat my body with 'active hands to

keep myself from the chilly influence of the terrible

night a'ir. Oh! how slowly the weary hours dragged
' and with what a solenin refrain this nisMng

waters beat as they plunged against the solid blocks of
ragged granite in the bed of the roaring river.

The moon had vanished behind the dark mountains,
withdrawing her littte delicately-curled golden horn as
if to blow a trumpet warning of the future. A glance
at my watch, by the flash of a match, told the midnight
hour. Thankful was I, indeed, that the gray of dawn
would soon greet me from the eastern hills. "Would
the storm which was fast gathering break ere then and
chill me to the marrow, and would my companions find

me in this wild spot?" were questions of vital interest just
then to rae. "Ah! what's tbat, a shoui? Thank God," I

cried, "I am saved!" Already they are scouring the
woods and stream and will assuredly rescue me from my
unfortunate position. I yelled aloud in response, but,

much to my surprise, it remained unanswered, Now I

could see the flash of their torches gleaming through the
dark forest as they carefully wandered along in their

eager search. Anon another shout reached me, to which
I again replied with stentorian lungs. Still no welcome
answer came. How eagerly I watched the bright light

of a blazing torch, and with what mathematical accuracy
I measured its distance, as it moved. Fortunately it

came toward me and again I shout with a frenzy born
alone of despair, and still no response. Ever watchful
of the moving light along the bald and jagged summits
that hemmed me in, I soon discovered that it was now
departing from me. Again and again I gave a frenzied
shout, but alas! The torch light was fast fading in the
distance and my companions, whose hearts I knew were
true as steel, were deploying in fruitless fields.

It now dawned upon me that their halloo was from the
windward, and therefore easily heard, while mine, on the
contrary, could not prevail agaiubt the strong brepze
which was gradually increasing, and also the terrible

roar of the rapid-". I must confess I grew Fomewhat
despondent, yet still was cheered by the thought that the
e»riy morning would find them again actively on the
search.
Everything was now wrapped in deep gloom, with the

chaos of commingled phantoms of things of the night.

The heavens were like a funeral pall, the forests groaning
a dirge-like lament with a long drawn piercing moan, as
the winds swfpt fiercely through them, while the water
with its weird roar dashed itself to threads and flukes of

foam as it svirled along its sinuous and rocky bed. My
brain was keenly alive to every change in the elements,
while my feet and arms were beating in union with the
stormy cadences of the wild, plunging rapids. A thousand
fantasies assailed me in that dismal darkness, with the
terrific beat and bend and twist of crashing trees: even
dread d^^spair laid his cold hands upon me, and led me to

think of the world beyond. Would my attocopt at escape
by the surging rapids, among those sharp protruding

rocks, result in my entering the Halls of Valhal'a or was
I to find enforced passage with Charon, tbe grim ferry-

man of the Styx. "The flat of death is inexorable. There
is no appeal for relief from the great law which dooms us
to du^it. We flourish and fade as the leaves of the forest

;

and flowers that bloom, wither and fade in a day, have
no frailer hold upon life than the mightiest monarch that

ever shook the earth with his footstep-i. Greneraiions of

men will appear and disappear, as the grass, and the
multitude that throng the world to-day will disappear aa

footsteps on the shore. Men seldom think of the great

event of death until the shadow falls across their pathway,
hiding from their eyes the faces of those whose loving

smile was the sunlight of their existence. Death is the
antagonist of life, and the thought of the tomb is the
skeleton of all feasts. We do not want to go through the

dark valley, although its dark passage may lead to para-

disc; we do not want to go down into damp graves, even
with princes for bed fellows." After all, why shrink
from life immortal,

"Since every man who lives is brvrn to die,

And none can boast sincere felicity.

With equal mind what happens let us bear.

Nor j^y nor grieve for things beyond our care,

Like pilgrims to tbe appointed place we Ipnd;

The world's an inn. and death the'J lurney'a end."

My moralizing on the Stygian ferry was suddenly rele-

gated to oblivion by a piiiiul bowl, as if from a wolf, that
fell acutely upon my attentive ear. Soon I heard the
stealthy footfall of the prowling beast at the edge of the
oUff, and then I saw the fierca gleam of his flashing eye
and the ugly glitter of his sharp teeth.

Ah! he is feasting on my beautiful trout, the odor from
which doubtless attracted him to the spot. I preferred
that he should dine upon them rather than upon my
anatomy, though I was positive I could master him if he
dared attack me upon my rocky pedestal. Little did I

think the lovely princelings of the pool were to assuage
the hunger of a savage wolf. It aroused my animosity to

ascertain that these highly-prized darlings with the doited
jackets were fast disappearing in the rapacious maw of

this accursed animal, and I therefore dearly longed to be
where I could give him a fierce battle for the spangled
spoils.

My rod, which I had unjointed and put in its sack ere
nightfall came upon me, 1 untied, and taking out the first

joint and butt, put them together, and then placing
thereon my Frankfort reel, had a slung shot heavy enough
to brain any animal of ordinary size. Being thus armed, I
stood on the inside edge of "the rock and waited and
watched with faithful patience in hopes of getting in a
fatal blow upon the purloining wolf—for such I took it to

be—should he come near the edge. At last I was re-

warded, for the crafty animal in bis gluttony had nosed
one of the trout near the brink of the chff , and just as his

gleaming teeth were about to close upon the radiant fish

I gave him such a swinging blow with the reel that he
staggered and fell with a howl of pain, his head and fore-

legs hanging over the raeged edge of the rock. Quick as

a "flash, I fortunately grabbed one of his legs in that Cim-
merian gloom, and giving it a sudden and energetic

yank, the apparently senseless animal involuntarily

slipped from the cliff, striking the water with a splash

and a yelp, and was soon dashing down the torrent never
again, I hope, to feast upon a fonfinalis. Although my
hands were crimsoned with gore, and my situation a
desperate one, I smiled to think that the little Chubb rod
was doing double duty, taking trout at one end, slaying

wolf at the other, both sustaining and defending life.

Trifling as the sanguinary incident was, it revived my
drooping spirits, giving me an assurance that I might
possibly succeed in fighting tbe bat^e for my release.
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I bad become very cold by this time, it requiring the
most active exercise on that flint rock to restore me to
any dejjree other than severe suffering. In addition to
this, a dense blackness with "ragged rims of thunder
brooding low" had now eettled all around me and to such
an extent that it became impossible to see even the inner
shore line or the edge of the rock upon which I stood.
Soon the heavens were rent in twain by a blast of light-
ning that seemed to fly like a dazzling shaft of flame
from the north. It vvas almost instantly followed by a
crash of thunder, ear-splitting as the explosion of a park
of artillery. This vv'as the signal for the elemental war,
for upon its heels came violent winds that made the
forest liowl in some stirring lamentation, while the
heavfns were alive with lurid flashes, accompanied by
peal after peal of deafening thunder that found its count-
erpart in the roar and rush of the wild waters of the sing-
ing river. It was a spectacle to call for the hand of Dante
or Milton.

"Compared to these storms death is bat a qualiM,

HeJl somewhat lightsome, the Bermtidas calm;
Darkness, litrhlVi eldest brother, his birthright

Claiiiis o'er the world!"

"All this clangor and crash was like unto the denizens of
a thousand forests that were flying before the roar of a
tornado among the trees, every savage beast raising its

own savage cry as it went,'' and with &uoh a horrible
clamor as to make you shudder at the unknown forces
that fracture mountains wild and shake the very earth.
Rain was now the next element I had to contend with,
and that would soon come inarching along "with beaded
btibbles winking at the brim," deluging the land with its

copious showers.
Oh! how I prayed for the dawn that I might make

some rash attempt to escape, even if it proved unsuccess-
ful; for my pjsition was becoming unbearable amid thp
terrible wrath of the elements that so enveloped mf. I
struck a match to look again at my watch, and was re-
joiced to learn that it was nearly 3 o'clock, and that but
a short time would elapse before the welcome gray in the
eastern skj^ would appear. This gave me some slight
hope, and my courage rose accordingly. Would the
sombre clouds break and drench me with their cold
Sllowers and chill me to the marrow, or, like the roving
wolf, was I to follow its fatal course adown the frantic
stream in any maddening attempt I might make for
escape by the wild and riotous rivers. My mind was now
strung to the utmost tension, ready for any desperate
struggle with the coming dawn, yet reason held me in
abeyance and whispered "Wait;" and then my compan-
ions in camp came in mental review, and prudence again
©tithroned itself.

In these high latitudes during the summer solstice
rAurora begins to brighten the eastern horizon as early as
B o'clock, though a few stars, the eternal jewels of the
night, may still twinkle. Yet the black pall, which now
enveloped everything, would doubtless delay the herald
of light. Oh! how I watched over the eastern hills for
the first ghmpse of dawn, cold, hungry and exhausted
from the night's vigil amid the wild roar of the elements
above and the raging river of seething foam below. I,

of course, was somewat nervous from intense anxiety,
though at no time was I completely demoralized.
After a tiresome watch, which seemed houi's, the gray

dawn began to streak the eastern belt of the horizon, and
then it gradually commenced to lighten the silent earth
and creep along, as I thought, at a snail's pace. The sum-
mits of the hills appeared in sombre shade, with here and
there clusters of pine and balsam looming up in the air,

as it were, and framed like pictures in fading mist, A
burden of baden damp, with all the warmth, the glories
of color, and lovely bits of landscape disencharmed by
the imiversal pall. No sunlight, like angel spears, flashed
along the heavens or over the earth. The tumultuous
gods with their roar of thunder, their vivid lightning and
their crape-like clouds sweeping like spectral armies, were
in absolute control. It was a dawn of grief so human in
its sadness, so melancholy in its aspect, and yet so fraught
with hoi^e, that I dared not anticipate any realization fz-om
it other than of success, and with that feeling patiently
awaited the first glimpse of coveted morn. At last the
triumph of day ia fully assm-ed, and I now see outlined
my painfid surroundings. All this time the reverbera-
tions of thunder and the glare of lightning continued, yet
the threatened rain had not fallen. With serious intent
I take in every foot of shore line, looking like the drown-
ing man for even a straw to cling to. As I view the huge
bulwarks of stone at the head of the pool, against which
the water is dashing with desperate violence, my eye is

gladdened with, the sight of a small sapling, one end of
which is rapidly vibrating on the surface edge of one of
the huge blocks of nature's masonry. Like lightning it

flashed upon me that if this were secured it would pave
my way to freedom. It was hope's precious pearl, and,
though it was about 30ft. away, I immediately commenced
solving the problem as to its possession. As T was well
up in natatorial skill, I was confident that, with a dive
from the rock and a few bold strokes the prize would be
in hand. The great danger was cramp from the icy
water, and probably the resistance of the current, which,
however, was not so strong but that it could be overcome
by unusual strength. The well-worn axiom that '-he who
hesitates is lost" came ju3t then upon me with full force,
and determined me to make the attempt, let the result be
what it would.

"Better to sink beneath the shock.

Than moulder piecemeal on the root."

I at once unrobed in the frigid air that almost numbed
me, and rxuickly taking position on the edge of the rock,
made a desperate dive, which alone must have co\ ered
fully 20ft,, and on rising to the surface chilled to the
very marrow, made a few bold strokes and gained the
rock completely exhausted and exceedingly cold. It
took hut a moment to dislodge the quivering sapling,
which was about 20ft, in length, and then placing it at
right angles with the current, set it afloat with a direct-
ing_ aim that would surely bring it abreast my prison
rock. However, I did not wait for it to reach the posi-
tion desired, fearing that some untoward turn of the
current might drift it into the rapids below, so I again
sprang into the water, and having the current with me,
soon overtook the slender spruce and had it abreast the
rock, which I quickly mounted, with my teeth chatter-
ing and my limbs shaking as if in palsy. A rub or two
of the dripping water fi-om my trembling body and I
began with unsteady hands to complete my toilet. I

assure you I was somewhat akin to a small iceberg when
I started to robe myself, but the task once completed and
an actual dance or two upon the rock with rapid heating
of arms around my body, I was soon in a fervent glow,
and felt recuperated to a degree that not only surprised
but comforted me. I now took the sapling, which ap-
peared to be perfectly sound, and which had doubtless
found its way into the stream from the heavy wind of
the prevailing storm, and placing it in position against
the shore rock, had an inclined bridge which readily
opened the way to freedom. After throwing my rod
upon the bank, 1 took hold of the infant tree, a pearly
path to me, and with apparent ease reached the shore
with a breast so overflowing with joy at my timely
escape that language would feebly express it. I fully
realized how exquisite is pleasure after pain.

"That's my joy
Not to have seen before; for natiu-e now
Oomes all at once, confounding my delight."

Looking around for my landing net and rod, I was
agreeably surprised to find that the banqueting wolf had
left untouched four of my magnificent trout. These I
strung upon the crotched branch of a maple, and then
securing my tackle, startpd on my tortuous tramp for the
trail and camp. Little did I heed the warring elements
now that 1 was free and could with King Lear exclaim:

"Blow winds, and crack your cheeks! rage! blow!
Your cataracts and hurricanes spout
Till you have drenched our steeples."

Once over the steep rocky ledges I struck directly for
the well-worn path, which I soon reached, and then I had
about three-quarters of a mile of easy walking, which I
was sure to make before the threatened rain began to fall.
As I progressed with a happy heart, I could see in the far
west the dark clouds pouring dowm their floods, which
were gradually approaching, and would, I opined, soon
be upon me. The deep-toned thunder had now subsided
into a mere mutter, while the electrical flashes were
scarcely visible upon the inky clouds. Jove had about
expended his ammunition, satisfied to conclude his grand
battle with pacifying showers to the parched earth. I
hurried along with flying footsteps, and ere long had the
satisfaction of seeing the silent tents under which reposed
in restful slumber my warm-heai'ted companions, who
were doubtlessly worn out with their night's anxious
search. It was really an impressive sight in the gray of
that dark and quiet morning, with the white surges of the
cataract in their front leaping and then driving along the
grassy edges of the roaring stream, with the foliaged
trees swaying and moaning to the relentless storm.
Nothing living was astir. Yes, there is the leap of a
spangled trout in the eddy of the falls, and still another
by yonder bush that laps the swift flowing waters. Here
comes in view the freebooter of the fields, a sparrow-hawk
with his feathers ruffled to the swift breeze, scouring
along the rugged shore in search of some affrighted game,
and as if in defiance of the storm, a solitary woodpecker
is beating a tattoo from some hollow tree near by, while

"The loon's weird laughter far away."

comes plaintively upon the ear. There stands the giant
rock breaking the foam of the falls, where but "yester
morn" I lured several of the speckled fontmalis to the
banquet of the flies. Just beyond, on the rocky shore, a
tiny wild flower or two is struggling into beautiful life
from a granite crevice, and as if awakening rmder the
first caress of day, some delicate mosses, bathed in
gemmy dew, are rejoicing in the companionship of these
crimson-hued buds; while the grasses which sparkle in
beads of moisture run riot in the virgin forest so solemn
in mantle of green.
So enthused was I with the magnificent beauty of this

picturesque panorama, particularly with the swirl and
foam of the rapid river, as I overlooked it from the emi-
nence I had reached, that I stopped to drink my full of
the entrancing landscape which the wild stream, in its
solid walls and serrated shores of aspiring pines and
hemlocks, presented.
But a few moments ago, while on my prison rock,

its inspiring grandeur was so inappreciable to me that I
could see nothing but hazard of life in its charming
rapids, its foaming cascades, its leaping cataracts or its
dimpled pools. Now beauties the most fascinating and
romantic were peeping out and confronting me from
every side. It is really the conditions under which you
view nature that gives it true value, for it can only be
fully enjoyed with a happy heart.
Having satisfied, for the novice, my love of matchless

nature, I took up my tramp and entered camp as a trou-
badom-, singing "When Johnnie Comes Marching Home,"
The wild wind took up the cheerfiff refrain and wafted it

to the ears of the sound slumberers, who awoke and lis-

tened to the familiar voice in ectasy of joy, for a moment
or two, and then "Old Ironsides," as' "our boys" called
him, sang out in stentorian voice: "I'll be blanked if he
hasn't turned up."
And then from the tents came pouring anglers and In-

dians, who immediately surrounded me with wondering
eyes and gaping mouths, as if I were from the pearly
gates of that kingdom where sceptered angels sat as
princes. After a few minutes of speechless surprise their
tongues flew into active play, and then all talked at once,
creating a perfect babel of sounds. Tom, the nimrod of
the party and my canoe companion, feeling that the
happy event demanded some kind of celebration, brought
out his double-barreled shotgun and let a few charges
reverberate with a Fourth of July hurrah, while the cook,
an Afriqite, also enthused, gathered up the frying pan
and toasting fork and beat a reveille that went gleefully
along with the whistling winds of the forest and the
mtisic of the roaring waterfall. I really felt as if I had
achieved some heroic feat and was receiving the plaudits
of an admiring audience, when in fact I had only escaped
from a very foolish venture which freely exemplified the
necessary warning of the old adage, "Look before you
leap."
"Now, boys," said I, after I had fully recovered from

the royal welcome, "give me something to eat and drink,
for I am as hungry as a famished wolf and as dry as if I
had crossed a burning desert; and then I will relate the
night's peril I have passed."
Of course the preparation for the feast was at once

made. The hastily prepared meal was soon spread upon
the table. After I had satisfied, in a measm-e, the pangs

I

of my rapacious maw, I commenced the recital of that
perilous night with every eye riveted upon me and every

ear an attentive listener. When I had reached the adven^
ture with the prowling wolf, Joe, the half-breed, who was
waiting upon the table, interrupted me by saying:
"No wolf—Indian dog."
"Very like a wolf?"
"Yes. Half wolf, half dog.'*
"All the same, wolf or dog, he is blotted out, and will

no more purloin the angler's hard-earned trophies from
the crj'stal pools."
The interruption concluded, I continued till I had re-

lated my dive and swim for the coveted sapling, when
Tom declared, "INobody taut an insane man would ever
have attempted such a foolish feat in such an icy stream,
and you are only here to relate it from the fact that your
natal star was a lucky one,"
The narrative being concluded with my timely escape,

I turned to "old Ironsides" and requested an account of
the night search they had made for me.
He stated by way of preface, that they did not grow

uneasy at my absence till near bed time, for frequently
when a distant trip from camp is made it is sometimes
quite late before the party returns. Waiting patiently,
he continued, till 9 o'clock, and I not then appearing, the
entire camp started out with pine torches on the search.
They carefully scoured the woods and the river, when
they could approach it, until they went fully a mile be-
yond Hamilton's pool, but in searching they never once
thought of then going to the big rapids, for that is never
invaded by anglers, being too difficult a path for pisca-
torial pleasures, and therefore neglected.

It was long after midnight before they returned, and
then it was only to snatch a few hours of needed repose
that they might recommence the search in the coming
morn with renewed vigor, when they intended to follow
the river closely from camp. They had shouted as they
hunted, and as a result some of the party had their vocal
organs so disorganized that if, like little Tommy Tupper,
they had had to sing for their supper, they would doubt-
less have retii-ed with unsatisfied stomachs.
After "Old Ironsides" had finished his brief outline of

the search, he solemnly arose from the table that had been
cleanly swept of its toothsome food, and beckoning for
the little brown jug proposed the health of the angler
who never looked before he leaped, but who fearlessly
dove and swam in icy currents, that he might retrace
the unlocked leap.
Tumblers containing the necessary fluid were clinked

and quickly emptied, and then Tom, amid the rain which
was now falling, and which necessitated a retreat to
cover, proposed three cheers and a tiger for the fortunate
Piscator. These were given with a vim and vigor, and
the "Night of Peril on the Nepigon" passed into the
reminiscence I have here related. Alex. Starbuck.
Cincinnati.

FATE OF THE FUR SEAL IN AMERICA.
Read before the Biological Society, of Washington, D, C, Oct. 17,

and illustrated by lantern .slides.

THE present condition of the Alaskan fur seal islands
is but another illustration of the fact that the ignor-

ance, avarice and stupidity of man have succeeded in
reducing an overwhelming abundance of animal life,
that by careful and considerate treatment would forever
have been a source of immense wealth, to such a condi-
tion that it becomes a question of great moment to devise
means to prevent its extermination and adopt measures
to restore its former abundance.
In 1867 the United States purchased of Russia for

$7,300,000 all of fthe territory known as Russian America
and now as Alaska. At the time it was expected that it
would prove a paying investment. Great tales were told
of the fabulous wealth that was there in the shape of
lumber, coal, precious metals, etc., and but little stress
was laid upon the fact that fur seals were found in abun-
dance upon two small islands, but nowhere else in North
America. Now, after the experience of over twenty
years, what is the result? Alaska itself pays almost
nothing into the national treasury: in fact it takes over
$200,000 yearly to support its management, while the
two little islands of St. Paril and St. George, with a
direct yearly expenditure of less than $20,0^0. have almost
returned to the National treasury the lai-ge sum paid for
the whole of Alaska. The net income from the seal
islands for the past twenty years has been in round num-
bers $6,000,000. The net income for the next twenty
years, based on the bids of the new company holding the
lease, would be over $20,000,000; but the actual amount
will be less than a million unless stringent measures
are taken to prevent a further decrease of seal life and
to provide for better methods of management.

It will be seen by this that the preservation of seal life
on the Pribylov Islands is really dpserving of the utmost
consideration and that a proper enforcement of the best
means and measures is demanded even from a purely
'ousiness point of view.
Rainy, foggy and cold nasty weather is the rule on the

islands, and to this fact is greatly due the residence and
abundance of seal life during the summer. Wherever a
rocky slope extends into the sea there the seals haul out
and form a colony. On St. Paul's there are nine of these
places, the smallest having a sea margin of 750ft., while
the largest, that at Northeast Point, is 15,850ft. in length.
On St. George's there are five with an average sea margin,
of only 700ft. The average width is 100ft. The seals on
the islands are divided by name into fom- groups, or
divisions, which are well known to everybody there.
The male seals of seven or eight years old and'upward
are known as bulls, and are the only males large and
strong enough to maintain a position on the breeding
grounds. The female seals are known as cows, while
the young seal of the year is called a pup. The male
seals one year old and upward are called "holluschickie,"
or bachelor seals, and it is from the ranks of these that
the killable seals are taken. The breeding grounds are
known as rookeries. In 1874 Mr. Henry W. Elliott, as
the result of two seasons' work, estimated that there were
on the rookeries 3,193,000 breeding seals and young.
Last year, as a result of another survey of the rookeries
on the same basis, it was found that less than 1,000,000
breeding seals and young were left.

About the end of April there appear about the islands
a few old bull seals; these gradually increase in numbers
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until by June 1 all have arrived and occupied positions
on the rookeries. This is only done as the result of con-
tinual fighting and bellowing which is kept up incess-
antly. Ab mt June 10 the cows arrive and by the middle
of July they have all landed on the rookeries.
Soon after the cow lands, sometimes the same day, she

gives birth lo a single young, and in the course of a week
or two returns to the sea to procure food. For this pur-
pose they travel from 50 to 100 miles west, southwest and
northwest of the islands, where thpy only too readily fall
a prey to the seal hunters, who have learned to await
their arrival at these places in Bering Sea.
While the fur seal is a quiet, shy and easily alarmed

animal, it has several peculiar habits which are taken
advantage of by the seal huuters and render its captuue
almost an easy matter. Fur seals are commonly seen
scratching themselves while at the surface of the water.
A seal having satistied its hunger, and desiring to rest,
will afccend to the surface, and with only the tip of its
no^e and a small portion of its back, with now and then
a flipper out of water, will sleep, though in a rather fitful
manner, or with closed eyes it will roll over and over,
keeping its body in a continual slow motion, with one
flipper gently beating the water and besding its body in
every cunceivable position. I had many splendid oppor-
tunities of observing ttiis habit of the seals. On one
occasion I wa<ied out until I could have touched with my
fingers a fur seal floating on the surface. With its eyes
closed it rolled over several times a minute, at the same
time bending and twistitjg ir,s body into every possible
position, using one of its fore flippers as a paddle, and
occasionally fccratching its'elf with a hind flipper. I stood
thus for more than fifteen minutes, and could at any
moment have easily killed it. But suddenly, as it was
slowly drifting to leeward of me, its great eyes opened, a
look of astonishment seemed to pass over its face, and in
an instant with a great plunge it had disappeared below
the surface, only, however, as is the habit of the fur seal,
to rise agaia a few yards away, take a last look at the
strange object that had alarmed it and again disappear,
this time tor good.

It is to this habit of the fur seal that the success of the
pelagic seal hunters is due. On a calm day hundreds of
the seals may be seen on the surface engaged in this man-
ner; the poachers are provided with canoes, mostly
manned with Puget Sounrl Indiana, who stealthily pad-
dle up to the unconscious seal from leeward, and shoot-
ing it through the head immediately attempt to prevent
its sinking by catching it with a pole armed with hooks.
It is known that from five to nine of the seals out of every
ten that are struck sink before they can be reached, so
that the waste of seal life by the pelagic seal hunters is
from 50 to 90 per cent. But there is to be added to this
statement another fact. The greater number of the seals
captured in the waters of Bering Sea are females which
are on their way to or have left their young on the rook
eries while they are seeking food. As it is a well-known
fact that a mother seal will onlv suckle its own young,
and that the young seal id unable until it is several months
old to procure its own food, it necessarily obtains that the
death of the pup follows that of its mother in a short
time. The numbers of dead pups about the shores of St.
Paul's began to attract my attention about the middle of
July last year. On Aug. 3 I stood on Zoltoi Beach and
counted 17 dead pups within ten feet of me, and a line of
them stretched the whole length of the beach. Many of
them starve to death on the rookeries, but by far the
greater number sink in the deep water along the margin
of the rookeries.
But pelagic seal fishing is not the only cause of the de-

crease of seal life on the Pribylovs.
Probably an pqual cause is the unnatural method of

driving seals that has been followed on the islands since
the first seal was captured.
The mere killing of seals as conducted on the islands is

as near perfection as it is po.-sible to get it. They are
quickly dispatched, and witnout pain. One soon recog-
nizes, as in the killing of sheep, that in the quickness
and neatness of the method lies its success, ail things
confiidered.

But the driving is a totally different matter. I doubt if

anyone can look upon the painful exertions of this dense
crowding mass and not think that somewhere and some-
how there is great room for improvement. It is conducted
now as it always ha^ been ; no thoUiiht or attention is given
to it, and with but one exception no other method has
been suggested or even thought necessary.
Each day during the season, which lasts from June 20

to Aug. 1, there are thiee killings; one on S\ George, one
at the village of St. Paul, and another at Northeast Point,
St. Paul.

I have marked on outline maps of the islands the ex-
tent of some of these drives, which are as follow,-: Mon-
day from the R^ef, Tu.e.-dfiy from Lukannon, Wednes-
day Tol>toi, Thursday at Half-way Point (the drive being
brought from P.jlavma), Fiid iy at Zipadnie (when the
water is smooth the killers go by boat to Zapadnie, but
in rough weather the seals are driven to the village),
Saturday and Sunday drives are mideupfrom some of
the place's driven from earlier in the week, or a number of
small drives from several places are united. At North-
east Pant drives are made commencing at one end on
Monday and continuing round wherever enough seals
can bfi found. On St. George diives are made from each
rookery in succespion, the killijig ground being just below
the village. Some of these driving trails are from a
quarter to a mile long, but the longest, from Z ipadnio, is

five miles.
The fur seal is utterly unfitted by nature for an ex-

tended and rapid s^fe journey on land. It will progress
rapidly for a short disiaoce, but soon stops from sheer ex-
haustion. Its fl'ppers are used as feet; the belly is raised
clear of the ground, and the notion is a jerky but com-
pai-atively rapid lopp. When exhausted tiie animal flop=!

over on its side as soon as it stops moving, being unable
to stand up.
The drives are conducted in this manner. As soon as

it is light, wMch is between one and two in the morning,
several natives make their way between the seals hauled
out near a rookery and the water and cut out as large a
drive as possible. As it is the habit of the seals when
alarmed to get as far as possible fi om any strange object,
it follows that they are easily driven in any direction by
simply walking behind them waving the arms and mak-
ing a noise. The characfc>-r of the ground over which
the seals a.re driven is in many places utterly unfit for
he purpose; up ^nd down, the steep slopes p£ sand dunes.

over cinder hills studded with sharp rocks, some places
being so bad that they are avoided by the people them-
selves; but the seals have been driven over the same
ground for many years, and on some of the hills deep
paths have been worn by the passing of tens of thous-
ands of seals. No attempts have been made to remove
the roc lis or to lessen the difiiculties of the passage, and
the seals are still driven pell-m«ll over huge rocks and
down steep inclines, where many are crushed and injured
by the hurrying mass of those behind. When the drive
reaches the killing ground it is rounded up and left in
charge of a man or boy to await the killing, which be-
gins at 7 A. M. A pod of perhaps sixty seals are then
cut out of the drive and driven to the killers, who with
long wooden clubs stun those seals that are of proper
size and condition by a blow or two on top of the head.
The seals that are not killed are then driven away by tin
pans and a great noise, and while in an excited and over-
heated condition rush as fast as it is possible for a seal to
go into the icy-cold waters of Bering Sea.

It will thus be seen that these seals are subjected on an
average from two o'clock in the morning until ten, to a
long drive over very rough ground, then to a dense herd-
ing where they are continuady in motion and crowding
each other, thence to an intense excitement on the kill-
ing ground, and finally in a condition little better than
madness rushing into icy cold water. Uncivilized and
partly civilized man has no pity for dumb brutes, and as
these drives are conducted entirely by the natives, who
preler indolence in the village to the discomforts of a
drive in the fog and rain, it follows that the seals are
often driven much faster than they should be and abso-
lutely without thought or care. But this is not all. The
seals that are spared soon haul out again near a rookery,
and perhaps the very next day are obliged to repeat the
process and again and again throughout the season, un-
less in the meantime they have crawled out on a bench to
die or have sunk exhausted to the bottom. The deaths of
these seals are directly caused as I shall explain, and as
far as I am aware it is mentioned now for the first time.
A seal body may be said to consist of three parts, an

inner, which is the flesh, bones, etc., a ring of fat sur-
rounding this of from one to four or five inches thick, and
then the skin which carries the fur. I think it will be
readily seen that a forced drive for a long distance over
rough ground, up and down hiUs and over and among
huge boulders and fine sand, with a subsequent herding,
and then after a most violent exercise a sudden b:ith in
icy cold water, must of necessity disturb that equilibrium
of vital forces which is essentiai to the good health of any
animal. It is known that the stomachs of the fur seals on
the islands contain no food, and that in all probability
many of them have fasted for several weeks. When
driven into the water the seals are weak from two causes,
the drive and lack of food; before they can secure food
they must rest, and rest is only obtainable at the expense
of that most vital necessity of these animals, their fat. I
remember looking with great curiosity for the cause of
death of the first dead seal that I found stranded on the
beach. Externally there was nothing to indicate it, but
the first stroke of the knife revealed instantly what I am
confident has been lhe cause of death of countless thous-
ands of fur seals, it had been chilled to death; not a trace
remained of the fat that bad once clothed its body and
protected the vital organs wichin. Since the day that it

had escaped from the drive it had consumed all its fat in
the effort to keep warm, and nothing remained but to lie
down and die. I opened many after this and always dis-
covered the same, but sometimes an additional cause, a
fractured skull perhaps. I have even noted tho.^e left
behind in a drive and watched them daily with the same
result in many cases. At first they would revel in the
ponds or wander among the sand dunes, but in a few days
their motions became distinctly slower, the curvature of
the spine becamn lessened; eventually the poor brutes
would drag their hind flippers as they moved, and in a few
days more become food for the foxes. In every case the
fat had disappeared.

It will be seen also that by this driving process the two
or three-year olds, which are the only ones killed for
their skins, are culled out almost completely from the
seals which visit these islands, and therefore that very
few male seals ever reach a greater age, consequently
there are not enough young bull-i growing up to supply
even the yearly loss on the rookeries, much less to pro-
vide for any increase.

It should also be thoroughly understood that until a
cow seal is three years old she is but a cipher so far as a
natm-al increas-e of the rookeries is concerned, and that a
male seal must be at least seven or eight years old before
he can possibly secure a footing on the rookeries.
During these three and eight years they have to run the
gauntlet of the poachers. If they escape the driving

—

and this seems impossible— they have their natural
enemies to encounter, sharks and killer whales, so that
taken altogether nearly everything is against this in-
ert ase.

During the eight years minority of the few male seals
that have escaped their enemies it is safe, I think, to
assume that at least four summers were spent in getting
an experience of the drives. Does any one think that
they were then capable of fllling their proper functions
on the rookeries?
But some one is not satisfied with the accidental land-

ing of the seals on the beaches from whence they can be
easily driven. Along the sea edge of the rookeries are
many small outlying rocks, on which the young male
seals congi egate in large numbers and survey the rook-
erieti from which they are disbarred by their inferior size
and strength. An old bull seal will suffer himself to be
slaughtered rather than yield an inch of his chosen loca-
tion. The cows are so timid that only the greatest ex-
ertions of the bulls prevents their being stampeded, while
as to the *'hollu8chickie" the sight, even the scent, of a
man or strange object will drive them peU-mell instantly
into the watei*.

The natives have been provided with whistles, and
wh'-n a boat finds itself near a rookery (and a pretense
for its presence is easily found) good use is made of them
with a consequent confusion among the seals and a prob-
able increase in the next morning's drive. And yet a
stranger on the islands is bimbooz'ed with the informa-
tion that his presence a few yards from the v llage is
fr. U2;ht with great danger to the C(jmpany'ri interests.
The breeding seals on the rookeries represent the

principal of the sealing industry, while the quota of
.100,000 skins taken annually for the past twenty years is

the interest on the principal. Owing to poaching and the
effects of driving and culling, the principal has become
seriously impaired, so that it is no longer possible to pay
this large rate of inierest. The work on the islands has
been directed entirely to collecting this interest at any
cost. The principal was left to take care of itself.
The decrease in seal life began about ten vears ago,

before then it was an easy matter to secure 100,000 skins
a year from St. George's Island, the rookeries near the
village of St. Paul and at Northeast Point. The rookeries
at Polavina and Zapadnie were then never driven from.
But ten years ago it became absolutely necessary in order
to secure the full quota of skins to make drives from these
places, and the custom has been continued since, to the
great injury of the seal business.
But these drives from Polavina and Zapadnie and the

decrease in seal life seem to have been carefully concealed
from the Government and others interested in the welfare
of the seals, in fact it has been strongly put forth in the
reports of the Treasury agents in charge and elsewhere,
that the seals have actually greatly increased in numbers;
but a comparison of the sketches alone in Mr. Elliott's
"Monograph of the Seal Irlands," made in 1878-4 and
6, with the actual condition of affairs at present on the
islands will convince any one that the opinions and reports
of political appointees are almost worthless when dealing
with the fate of the fur seal.

How can it be otherwise? Their tenure of office exists
only with that of the Secretary of the Treasury ; with every
change of that office new men who know nothing of seals
are sent up, and these men are entirely dependent on the
seal company even for their passage and board while
there. All visitors to the islands are regarded as inter-
lopers and meddlers.

It may be interesting for a moment to compare the
management of the Russian side of Bering Sea with our
own. Dr. Stejaeger, of the National Museum, who has
spent several seasons on the Commander Islands, assures
me that instead of decreasing the fur seals there are
actually increasing in numbers. A comparison of the
Russian ideas of seal management with our own will
readily show the reason. The necessity for great care
in the driving and management of the drives S'^ems to be
a fixed fact in the minds of the Russian officials and
natives of the Commander Islands, while on the Pribylov
Islandsnottheslightestintereatistakeninthematter. ' On
the Russian side the natives are firm in the belief that their
interests lie in the proper care of the seals, consequently
when a drive is made it is composed of manv small drives
carefully selected and slowly driven, so that the large
and small seals unfit for killing are gradually weeded out,
and when the drive reaches the killing grounds it is com-
posed almost entirely of killable seals.
On the American side, on the contrary, the seals are

driven as fast as possible, the only ones weeded out being
those too weak to go further, while of those round*?d up
on the killing ground by far the greater number are
allowed to escape. Out of a drive of 1,103 counted by me
only 120 were killed; the rest were released. On the
Russian side it is a settled fact that the islands and seals
belong to the Russian Government, and that the company
taking the skins has only certain restricted rights for
that purpose; but on the American side it seems to be a
settled fact, at least in the minds of the company's people,
that they own the seals and the islands, while the duty of
the Government is to collect the tax and appoint agents
to subserve the interests of the company only. The na-
tives are utterly dependent on the seal company for their
support, and while having a very vague idea that some-
how the Government is a big thing, they natm-ally look
to the company for everything affecting their interests.

Sealers have no doubt about the fate that would be
their lot if caught poaching on the Commander Islands or
within three miles of their shores, and accordingly have
given them a wide berth; but they have heretofore done
as they pleased about the PribyloV Islands and even on
the rookeries. la the absence of the revenue cutters the
islands are utterly defenseless and liable at any time to
be raided.

I have only touched lightly upon several questions of
the sealing industry and have by no means exhausted
the subj' ct, but enough has been said, I think, to show
that if an industry which eighteen month'^ ago was ex-
pected to pay the Government a net profit of over 2,000
per cent , and is, besides, a great natural exhibit, the
only one of the kind America can jiroduce, is to be saved,
reform is necessary. For twenty years the fur seal has
been the spoil of politics and the victim of the poacher.
Inexperience on the one hand and avarice on the other
have well nigh ruined the industry in American waters.
There are then two ch'ef causes of the decrease of seal

life on the Pribylov Islands—poaching in Bering Sea and
the driving and culling of the seals on the islands. The
remedy in simple. 1st. No seals should be killed by any
one at any time in the waters of Bering Sea. 2d. All
seals driven on the islands should be killed, none should
be driven and again allowed to enter the sea.
These remedies are not new. Nearly twenty years ago

Capt. Daniel Webster, whose knowledge and experience
of sealing are second to none, said, pointing to the drive,
"Every one of them should be killed, none should be
allowed to return to the water," and gave reasons which
while unsupported by evidence then, and which in view
of the immense abundance of seal life seemed absurd at
the time, are now beginning to be accepted as true.
There should also be a close time for at least five years

to allow the rookeries to be replenished, and then by
careful management by a bureau and employees of the
Government, trained in the knowledge and care of
animal life, a rich and profitable industry will be saved.

William Palmeb.
U. S. National Museum, Washington, D. C.

A Woodcocb: in Brooklyn.—A woodcock flew into
the new Brooklyn Post-Oflice building last Friday, was
killed by a workman and was sent to be stuffed for Col.
Booth, the superintendent.

QoiifG TO California.—A person can take a seat in a palace
car at Dearborn Station any aflerronn aai go over the Atctiison,
Topeka and Sant.a F6 Riillrosd to S m Fraucisnn, Los Angeles or
San Diepo wisliout clianL'i'iff cars. Tti- fiiat, exp;-=-ss oa this line
mak 8 ar, least, twenty-four hours q.iick-r tiai ^ to L )s Angeles
than any otaer liae, and in fact the Santa Fe is the only ttior-
oughly comfortable route to take. The oflBce is atNo.SlgOlark
street, ChiB&so—Adv.
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Antelope and Deer of America. By J. D. Caton.
Price $2.50. Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with the
Rifle. By W. C. Bliss. Price 50 cents. Riffle, Rod and
Gtm in California. By T. S. Van Dyhe. Price $1.50.
Shore Birds. Price 16 cents. Woodcraft. By "Ness-
m.uk.' Price $1. Trajectories of Hunthig Rifles. 'Price
50 cents Wild Fowl Shooting; see advertisement.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the

Game Laws.

AMONG THE WILDFOWL.
THE sports of an outdoor life are many; and fortunate

it is that there is such variety, for each one of us
may choose that which best suits his taste, Wiidfowling
has its devotees, and we will ask that you spend the day
with us in our blind among the brown sedge grass.
True, 'tis not a perfect day for ducking, rather too

calm; but the air is crisp and cool, and those "sheep-

too late—an elegant shot too. Now keep your eyes peeled,
there are more where he came from and they will soon
be along. There! take him! Bang! Splash! among the
decoys, "a clean kill." Stand up and stretch your legs,

while I fetch him. If we let him drift like enough the
gulls will tear him badly before he comes ashore. By the
way, did you ever know a dead duck will drift the way
he is headed almost every time? I have not always found
it so myself, but some of the old baymen will swear to it.

Down! Quick! Here they come; little suspicious, eh!
I wish we had a larger show of decoys. Keep still! they
are swinging in again, see 'em set their wings. No! off

again, evidently not satisfied yet. Now lookout! they
mean business this time. Now! and as with outstretched
necks, fluttering wings, and feet thrown forward they
bunch over the decoys, we let them have it.

Did you ever cripple a shelldrake? Well, of all the
flouncing and spluttering I ever saw they make the most.
Knock one out of a flock and the moment he strikes the
water he will flounce around like mad for a moment, and
then sit motionless as though paralyzed with his sudden
fall. The instant you show yourself, however, presto!
he's under, and it takes lively work to stop him. At times
he will have as many lives as a cat, and unless you hit
him just where he lives he will carry away a pile of shot
in his tough old carcass.
Come! let's take up and get home. We've had enough

Many a time, and oft, have my friend Albertson and I
sent our compliments from Shell Point and the Goose
Box, below Salt Cove, as well as other choice spots in the
Great Back Bay, from our heavy 10-bores, in the shape
of lioz. No. 4 shot, backed by odrs. powder, to a wary
caavasback—heard the '"biff" of the shot as they struck
him amidships, saw abundant feathers floating down the
wind, and heard the "tchuck" of the quarry as he struck
the water, as dead, apparently, as ever duck was killed

—

only to see him right himself up out of reach, discover
where his trouble came from and forever disappear from
view!
Mr, Townsend has evidently been there, and is to be

congratulated for so truthfully depicting the scene and
giving such moderate utterance to his sentiments as
"You Son of a Gun," GEORaE McAleek.
WOKCESTEB, Mass,

WISCONSIN GAME.
MILWAUKEE, Oct, 32,—From all sides come pour-

ing in reports of the flight of the wildfowl, good,
bad and indifferent.

Water is undeniably very low. Without doubt this

will materially inj ure the shooting on migratory birds,

as they will follow the Mississippi more closely in their
southward flight.

AMONG THE WILDFOWL.—YIII.

BROADBILLS—A TRIFLE SUSPICIOUS.-" What do tou fellows sat ? Shall we try it ?"

skins" floating up in the northwest sky may give us a
breeze ere long and set the ducks to moving.
There is often hard work in ducking. Cold weather

makes the fingers numb, and in the old days of muzzle-
loaders the putting on of percussion caps was often a
difiicult as well as a painful task. Oh, those "old days"
and "old guns." Who does not remember what a trouble
it was to load, when after a day's sport, the barrels were
so foul with constant firing that the wads could hardly
be driven home? We used a 121bs. 10 -gauge muzzle-
loader then, made by John MuUins, and to drive the
charge home effeotuallv we had a stout hickory rod, at
least Sin. longer thau the gun barrels, and with this, no
matter how foul the gun became, we generally suc-
ceeded in driving the charge down. While the breech-
loader does away with all these impedimenta and en-
ables one to be more at his ease, still the "old boys" with
their "old ^^ms" used to "get there," and there was just
as much deLght in "downing" the fowl then as now.
In a snug blind on some sedgy point, how soul-satisfy-

iag it is to lie at full length and hear the wind piping
through the reeds and grass, to sniff the salt breeze and
see the scurrjdng clouds flying overhead, and now and
again feel the thrill of success as a good shot makes the
blood bounce tbi-ou^h the vein-?. It is worth all the
rheumatic pains and aches of later years. Well, if not
all, at least most oc them. The Doctor tells me that my
gunning for du^ks, lying out in blinds in all sorts of
weather, laid the fouadation of my rheumatism. Be it

so, I've had lots of fun.
Here comes the breeze at last, and there goes a bunch

of broadbills—one can always tell them as far as he can
see, for they fl^y compactly, rarely scattering or stringing
out like other fowl. Wh.isht-t-t! I didn^t see him untU

for to-day, and to-night you can lie between the sheets
and dream it all over again: you will hear the whispers
of the wind in the sedge, and see the quivering foam
flakes clinging on the edges of the blind, even sniff the
brine-laden breeze, and in the morning take the train for
town with the record of another bright day, carefully
treasured in memory's note book for future reference.

Wilmot.

The many and valuable features that appear in rapid
succession in the columns of Forest and Stream deserve
the warmest commendation from its readers. Such ver-
satility and enterprise must touch a responsive chord in
its army of sportsmen readers, and it emphasizes the
fact that their favorite journal is still well abreast of the
times, and although its years of adolescence are past it is

still full of energy, virility and ambition to excel. No
one feature that has enriched its pages in recent times

—

and it has furnished many that have contributed to the
writer's pleasure and benefit—has fm-nished us so much
entertainment as the sketches of Mr. Townsend, "Among
the Wildfowl." We desire our thanks to go on record
not only to Mr. Townsend for the admirable truthfulness
and suggestiveness of his sketches, and for the labor of
preparing them, but also to Forest and Stream for
placing them before its readers.
They are admirable in their conceit, and to gunners of

experience among the sea fowl of the coast of Virginia
and North Carolina, they appeal with all the force of
personal experience and serve to recall vividly many a
pleasant day and thrilling experience. They are all true
to life, but the one in issue of Oct. 1 came home with
more force to me than any of the others. I have turned
to it time and again and as often enjoyed a hearty laugh.

A party of three leaves to-morrow for Marquette,
where they will spend a few days among the Puckaway
canvas, redheads and bluebills.

Messrs. Chapman and Atwell have recently returned
from their annual trip to Minnesota, where they had
royal sport with the snipe and duck. Chickens they re-
port as being very scarce.
Eecent shooters from Poygan Lake report the flight

just on, but the birds very hard to get at, owing to the
low water.
Last Monday morning I saw a magnificent string of at

least 100 jacksnipe, to say nothing of a large bundle of
ducks, bluebills, widgeon, butterballs, etc. The snipe
were being borne upon the broad shoulders of Louis
Aner, who, with his party, spent Sunday at Pewaukee,
where his shooting box is situated.
One sometimes sees amusing things even on "blue

Monday." As I left the St. Paul depot for my office on
the morning of the 19th, an object just in advance of me
arrested my attention. It was a tall, thin youth clad in
the height of fashion. His short overcoat allowed the
wind (which by the way was anything but springlike) to
gambol with the many folds in his trousers. From one
shoulder there depended a dainty russet bag such as a
lady might carry on a shopping excursioQ. Over the
other shoulder was borne a tiny .2^cal. Flobert rifle,

while in his hand he proudly carried a string of four
rabbits.

Considerable activity is being shown among the shoot-
ers in Oconomowoc just now. While in that city last
week I heard of several very fair bags of woodcock hav-
ing been made lately. L. J. Stone of that place has lately
returned from Sioux City, Iowa, where he has been dur-
ing the two weeks past. Quail are quite plentiful there

^
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and the Missouri River bottoms are alive witii snipe. In
one afternoon, in company with Mr. Frank Kimball.. Mb
brother-in-law, Mr. fcjtone killed 31 quail, while the after-

noon following they bagged 64 snix^e and a number of
ducks. Oconomowoc has lost its crack shot, as Mr. Stone
has removed to Chicago this week to engage in business
with his brother, Mr. Percy F. Stone, well known among
that city's shooters.
On Sunday last, with two friends, I visited a tiny lake

at the further end of a long drive over heavy roa'ds. I
refrain fi'om mentioning any names, as this lake (which
is more of a pond than a lake) is a particular favorite of
mine. We made a,n early start and arrived at daybreak.
An engagemant called us awa,y in season to j-each home
at 1 P. M., but before we left we had collected a hand-
some bunch of birds, nearly all mallards. Of fifteen
birds I knocked down I could secure but ten.

I have promised myself that when the sun goes down
next Saturday night it will find me happily located in-

side my Protean tent on the bank of . I came
very near mentioning the place, which for lack of substi-
txite name, we will call — Lake.

I also know of a very choice bit of anipo marsh, which
f hope to have time to run over early next week. It lies

upm the west shore of Bark River, some seven miles
from town.

Mr. Dooiittle, of the Northwestern Mutual Life Ins.
Co., of Milwaukee, has to-day returned from Koshkonong
Lake, where he has been stopping at the Black Hawk
Clab House. There are thousands of ducks on the lake,
but it will take rough weather to put them in motion.
There is a weak spasmodic liight morning and evening,
but during the interval the birds bed out in the open
water, where they cannot be approached. Mr. Dooiittle
brought in some forty ducks, five canvasbacks amon^
the lot. Ex-G-ov. Hoard and son are now spending a few
days at the Black Hawk club house. Greenheab.

OUR MOOSE HUNT UP THE OTTAWA.
HAA^iNG read in the October Harper''s Mr. Ralph's

charming account of his moose hunt near Mattawa
on the Ottawa, we were so badly attacked with the de-
sire of going and trying our luck that we fouind there
was no cure but to go, so just dropped business and
everything else and went, and as our experience may be
of interest to the readers of the Forest a^td Stream, we
tell the story of the trip, how we went, and what we saw.
On the evening of Oct. 81, 1890, Mr. E. and the writer

took the 9:15 train on the Hudson River R. R. for Morris-
town, where we arrived at 10 the next morning: and
crossing the St. ILiawrence River bv steam ferry, we
reached Brockville, Ont. Canada? Yes, that we knew
for there stood the Custom House officer waiting for us.
We soon found they had heard of the 3IcKinley bill, for
his greeting was, "What have you got, gentlemen?" and
upon our answering "Only our guns; just going for a
little hunt," he replied, "Any ammunition?'' "Yes:
oOlbs."' "Well, gentlemen, fifty per cent, duty on that,
and you will have to go up to the Custom House with me
and have yom* guns appraised, as you will have to pay
duty on them also. New order, just out." We went and
found we were the first victims at Brockville under the
new rule of collecting twenty per cent, duty on all sport-
ing implements brought into the country, and which they
keep. Formerly the duty was returned when one re-
orossed again. Arguing was of no use, so we paid. After
dinner at the Revere House, and meeting its genial pro-
prietor, Mr. John Bain, who is a good man to know when
up this way, and who did all in his power to start us
right, and whom we wish now to thank for his courtesy,
we left Brockville at 3 P.M., making close connections
at Carlton Junction with through train on Canada Pacific
for Mattawa, our object point, where we arrived at 11:50
P. M., making tlie run from New York in about twenty-
seven hours. The ride was a pleasant one on the C, .1?.

R. R., thanks to the fine service of the road. Every one—engineers, brakemen and conductors— were aU, it

seemed, either hunters or fishermen, as we were regaled
all the way up with stories of forest and stream. At
Mattawa we were met by stage from the Ottawa House,
whose proprietor, far-famed (around there) Mr. Peter
O'Parrell, had furnished much amusement for Mr. Ralph
and Frederic Remington, as set forth in the account of
their hunt in Harper's. The stage, like its owner, was
an odd affair, the like of which v/e had never seen before
—a long, low body with low top of sheet iron, which
rattled and banged while riding over the frozen ground
like mock thunder in a theater. TJpon asking the' driver
why it was made of iron he replied, "Because O'Farrell
did not want it to break when the stage turned over,
which it did very often." This reply made us cling to
our guns the tighter; but we soon reached the Ottawa
House without accident, and were glad enough after our
long ride.

Sunday opened cold and raw. Slight fall of snowdur-
ing the night gave promise of a good tracking snow.
After breakfast, when seated around the stove in the
"office," Ave found by listening to the talk that we had
made a wise selection by coming, to Mattawa, as several
sportsmen had just returned and nearly every one had
been successful in getting a moose; and as for deer, they
were everywhere. Mr. P., a New York lawyer, had shot
a big buck from the steamboat going up the river only a
day or so before. Our hopes ran high, and during the
day we engaged two Indians, Peter La Clair and Joe,
at $10 each per week; and good guides they proved them-
selves to be, willing and clean, and they knew their busi-
ness. Our tents and supplies were furnished by a firm
who make a business of outfitting jjarties in addition to
their general store. In doing this we found we had made
an error, as they charged us with everything, but on our
return only gave credit for a little that was returned; but
perhaps it was an error on their part. Camping utensils
can be purchased reasonably at Brockville, and the Can-
ada Pacific make po charge for sportsmen's baggage.
We were to go up the Ottawa to a point where Peter

said we would be sure to find moose; and Monday morn-
ing found us after breakfast waiting on the dock for the
engineer to thaw the ice out of the boiler. About nine
we got off, with full cargo of supplies and goods, for the
lumbering camps up the river and the Hudson's Bay forts,
away up in the wilderness, the goodness knows how far!
The river is a noble stream with~a swift current and with
rapids every few miles. The steep rocky banks 'on each
side are covered with small pines and cedars, the timber
having been cut o&. years ago. Four miles above Mattawa

we reached the first rapids, where we leave this steamer
for another, and walk across a narrow point to the one in
waiting, while freight is run over on a flat car on tram
way, a much easier way of making a portage than the old
style of carrying everything over in packs. We made
four of these portages on the way up: and it was well
along toward night when we reached Seven-League Lake,
a name given to an expansion of the river where there is

little or no current. Going up this lake some 10 miles,
with the help of a boat from the steamer and our canoe,
we soon reached camp. Just back in the woods a little

way from the water we found a logger's shanty, of which
we took possession, and soon had a fire going and frying-
pan and coffee pot on.
After an all-day's ride on the river, plain, old-fashioned

fried pork and coffee was not so very bad. We had a
call from an Indian, and to judge from the jabbering of
French-Canadian-Indian carried on between him and
Peter, they must have been old- friends. Peter said the
man told him that he had b^en hunting, but had aeen no
moose, so the best thing for us would be to go further
up the river. By getting an early start in the morning
we could reach the end of the Long Sault at the head of
the lake, where we could take the narrow-gauge road
that runs up some ten miles to Lake Temiscaming, an-
other expansion of the river, as near there he knew of a
place where we would be sure of finding moose. As our
canoe was too small to carry us all and om- duffie, we en-
gaged the Indian to come at 4 the next morning and take
Mr. E. and the sci"ibe up in his canoe. What a night we
put in at that place when the fire got low! It was cold
enough to freeze one. and besides it was the first on the
trip in the woods. We were glad when we saw Peter
putting on the teapot and getting ready for breakfast,
even if it was half-past 3—a little earlier than we had
been getting breakfast of late. On turning out and go-
ing to the door of the shanty we seemed to be looking at
a picture of bygone ages: for at our feet a few rods off
on the shore of the lake we could see in the dim light one
of the Indians bending over his canoe, turned bottom up,
stopping a leak, with a birch bark torch to warm the
pitch, which he then pressed into place again with his
thumb. Soon everything was packed and loaded in the
canoe, for these Indians move quickly, and we were off
up the lake. It was a nasty morning, cold and foggy,
and it was very uncomfortable being cramped up in the
bow; but it almost made a fellow feel warm to see that
Indian paddle, he only stopxnng once in about five miles
to give us a shot at a muskrat swimming along shore.
But even the longest and coldest rides have an end.
At a little past 7 o'clock we could hear the roar of the
Long Satxlt, and soon were at the landing. We were told
that there was good deer and partridge shooting just
across the river; and in fact we learned that deer can be
found all along the river with little trouble. About 10
o'clock our train started. The freight comprised barrels
of pork, beans and beef, axes, pikes and poles for the
himbering ca,mp8, bags of shot and supiDlies of all kinds
for the Hudson's Bay forts, hundreds of miles up the river,
some we saw even going to the fort on Lake Abittibe,
just south of James Bay. This freight was being rushed
up for fear the river would freeze and travel cease. On
leaving the end of the Sault the road follows the river,
and the views from the car were very fine even in win-
ter; it must be charming in the sj>ring and fall.

The road is built on a very narrow gauge, the oars
look almost like playthings and are pulled by a funny
little dummy engine, which at times is not strong
enough to pull the train over the grades; a conductor
said it was a common thing to get stuck on a grade and
then have to fill the boiler with a pail from the river.
But we made tho trip in safety and arrived on time, if

there was any stated time of arrival, for by 11:30 we
were at Gordon Creek, the last stop on the road. The
' 'town" consists of freight shed and tavern ; but it is a place
of much importance, as it is at th6 foot of Lake Temis-
carning, another expansion of the river, at the head of
which, some sixty miles up, are located some very prom-
ising silver mines, reached by steamboats from this point.
Good muskalonge, bass and pickerel fishing may be found
in the lake.

Stopping only long enough here to arrange the packs,
we were soon pushing our way up the river bank and
back into the woods to the spot where Jloe said we were
to find the moose. Reaching the top of the hill, a fire
was stai'ted at the foot of a dry stub and dinner was soon
under way. While the guides were busy with this we
had a chance to look about. And such a view as lay be-
fore us, Tho sun was shining brightly on the snow,
making it a dazzling white, covering the mountains as
far as the eye could reach, while at om- feet rolled
the noble river, which we could see for miles winding in
and out. Rapids foam-crested, glassy pools and eddies
followed each other in regular order, rushing on and on
until the river was lost in the St, Lawrence many hund-
reds of miles below, a wild stream, but used as the
highway for the great stretch of coimtry away to the
north and west.
But A^iews and rivers were forgotten when dinner w^as

announced, even though it only consisted of fried pork,
bread and tea. With pipes alight we again took the
packs and struck into the woods, this time following an
old logging road. As we left the river behind we found
more snow, some six inches, so walking was not'jbad and
we had enough snow for tracking. ^To me that walk
was one of the most interesting I had ever had, for at
every few yards would be seen tracks of deer, martin or
fisher. The woods seemed to be alive with game, but
never a thing did we see, save one lonely red squirrel.
Following this road for some two miles we came out on
a beaver meadow, (Peter says "Shantyman'die turn into
old beaver and makes meadow.") ;A little back from this
we made camp, as Joe said we were close enough to the
brule, where we were to hunt.
Leaving the guides to make camp we took a fish line

and went to find a trout stream they said was near, in
the hope we could change the pork diet to one of fish.
We found the stream, but no trout; but along the banks
saw many tracks of deer; and some much larger than the
rest we i>ut down as being made by a moose: so we re-
turned to camp with bright hopes for the morrow. The
men had up two tents, ours heated by a small folding
sheet-iron stove, which we found worth its weight in
gold.
After an early breakfast the next morning we were

away into the woods, Joe leading, followed by the scribe
armed with a Winchester .45-60 carbine, Mr. E. and

Peter following, the former carrying a .44-70 half maga-
zine Winchester, the guides only carrying their axes and
the lunch. The day was one in a hundred for our purpose,
high wind and a melting snow, so we made no noise. We
had not left the camp but a mile or so behind when we
came to a track of moose, but made the day before; and
we decided to look for a fresher one. Soon we came to
where the snow was all mashed down flat and much cut
up with tracks, and around which were some fresh
droppings. Then the fun commenced. The guides acted
like a pair of setters, working back and forth, and in
whispers reported that three moose had made a bed tJaere
last night and must be very near by. Joe and I oiicled
off to the left, and the others to the right; and we had
hardly lost sight of them when crack, crack went Mr.
E.'s Winchester. .Joe shouted, "Moose, moose, shoot,
shoot!" but just then my foot went into a hole and I went
into the snow. Recovering myself and running a few
yards, I caught sight of a streak of something going
through the trees: and let drive, but the "something" did
not stop. AU this time I could hear a regular Fourth of
July over Mr. E.'s way, and running up a few yards more
I saw my first moose standing perfectly still. "l could see
all but the head, which was behind a tree. As I was
within lOOyds. I stopped and. aiming just behind the
shoulder, fired. It gave a jump and went out of sight.
Slipping in another shell, I ran up to where it liad been
and found quite a lot of blood on the snow. All hands
coming up, we followed the trail and within a few yards
cams to a big buck down in the snow. Looking him
over, we fountl that one ball had cut a furrow across his
nose and another had gone through his heart; but, much
to my regret, this last shot was on the right side; and as
I had shot from the left I knew it was not my bullet.
While Mr, E. and I were looking him over the guides

had discovered that there had been three in the bunch
and all had been hit. And sure enough, for there were
two tracks leading away, and both leaving blood marks
behind. Following them up a ways we saw a yearling
calf going hke a streak, and -as it had stopped bleeding we
did not shoot but let it g©, for the Indians said it would
no doubt get well as it was not hit hard. Though we fol-
lowed the other track until late in the afternoon we could
not get a sight of the moose again. Talking it over on
the return to the dead bull, the guides said we had come
upon a bull, cow and yearling calf all lying down and
perhaps asleep: that Mr. E. had killed the bull and hit the
calf, while I had shot the cow through the hump on the
back. How did they know that? Because they usaw
where she had brushed against a tree and there was blood
on both sides of the trail. Am glad I did aim a little
high, as knowingly I would not kill a cow moose. On
returning to the bull the guides set to work cutting him
up, and we wished for a Kodak that we might get that
picture, the gxeat wicked looking beast, the Indians and
the two cold and tired, but happy hunters, for now the
excitement was over, we soon found how cold and tired
we were. Cutting off the hindciuarters, head, hide and
tongue, the former we left hanging to a tree, and were
off for camp, which seemed much further than it was in
the morning. But a good supper of moose steak put us
iu shape in short order and we thouglit it was the very
best meat we had ever tasted even if Joe did put on
enough pepper nearly to take the roof of one's mouth off".

After supper we turned in and knew nothing until
morning, though the fire went out and it must have been
very cold in the night, as we found everything frozen
stiff, even my boots. This made still-hunting out of the
question, had we desired to hunt; we therefore decided
to pull out for home. The guides went out to bring in
the meat, and by the time they returned we had every-
thing ready to start. The return to the river was with-
out interest, and just as night fell we wore again at Gor-
don Creek, where we passed the night at the tavern,
price per day. Friday we found it raining when we
turned out and it continued all day. Train came along
about seven and we were soon again on the steamer
going down the river. On board we met Mr. and Mrs.
McDonald, of Ottawa, who had been on a farm up on
Lake Temiscaming for a month fishing and shooting, and
they promised us, should we come again next year, a
deer every day, and trout and partridges without num-
her, cream, fresh eggs and butter from the farm, and a
good time all around. We live in hope that the day will
come when we can enjoy these good things with them.
Though we kept a sharp lookout all the way down for

deer, we saw none. The captain of the steamer we met
at the diimer or middle stop said one swam across the
river as he came up, but as they had no gun on board
they did not get it. We reached Mattawa at dark, left
again at 3:30 Saturday morning, and arrived at Brock-
ville at 1:30; and takine' the train again at Morristown at
3:30, arrived at Grand Central Depot at 7 A. M. Sunday,
and our moose meat with us also.

The trip was a very pleasant one, the people we met
did all they could to help us out, and without doubt we
were lucky in finding the game so soon; but we are con-
vinced that this is a great game country, and another
could have nearly as good luck. As for expense, there is

very little outside of railroad fares, and for about §60 one
could get a two-weeks' fciip. As to being easy of access
there is no question, for I do not believe we had to walk
five miles from the time we left New Y^ork until we
reached camp. A party of four or five can make very
liberal terms with the (Canadian Pacific Rafiroad, and it

is indeed a pleasure to travel on that road. Niagara.

A STORY OF WOLVES
" r^TD you ever see a woir?" asks a friend of mine. Y'es,
1-J more times than once. The first time was in thisthis

wise. We were boys together, Johnson and myself, born
in the same neighborhood, strapped v^dththe same piece of
leather in the red schoolhouse that topped the hill, behind
which was a pond in which we bathed and swam together:
gathered beechnuts into the same basket, shot partiidges
in the same woods, and last, but not least, trapped wolves
and other game, honestly dividing the proceeds between
us. It was winter, the snow 2ft. deep in our settlement,
which was in the Province of New Brunswick, Wolves
were plenty, and Johnson and myself were doing a good
business trapping them. On each was a bounty of $10
and each skin was worth $3 more.
One Sunday morning after Johnson had made himself

ready for church he thought he would examine one of his
traps set in the edge of the woods neai- his father's field.

Putting on his heavy boots, and without gun or axe, he
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strolled across the field. When near the spot, the rattling
of the chain by which the trap was fastened quickened
his pace: and behold a large wolf was in the trap. John-
son saw at a glance he w&s slightly caught by the end of
his paw. Now he soliloquized, "if I go back for the gun
he may succeed in getting free before my return," for
the brute was making frantic efforts to free himself. The
bounty $W, skin |3, it would uot do to miss him. Being
a line atfdete, Johnson n\ade a bound for the wolf, catch-
ing imn by the throat. In the meantime the wolf had
cleared bimaelf from the trap. Then came the tug-of-war
in that 'ift. of snow. The struggle was short andl'urious,
Johnson held his death grip, sometimes on top and again
underneath the brute, both so covered in snow it was
difficult to distinguish wolf from man. The wolf at last
was OTercome, kicked and choked to death by his power-
ful antagonist. Johnson did not attend church that day,
for his Sunday clothes hung in tatters: besides there were
some ugly scratches from the sharp claws of the noAv
dead game, "I neTer will try that again, Mack," he said
tome, "I thought myself a match for almost any wild
animal of tliese woods, but this fellow was a bigg'er job
than I reckoned on." Johnson was but 17 years of age
and I was 16. That winter was my first experience with
wolves.
Five years later, I was working in the logging woods at

a place called the Narrows, head of Grand Lake, in
Maine. The second evening after our arrival at camp the
most of the crew had turned into their berths, the cook
only was outside the camp door, when he called, "Boys, I
hear a dog howling across the lake." I had seen a wolf
track that afternoon, and knew the kind of dog across
the lake. We were all outside the camp in a few
seconds. The moon was full and bright, and the
wind asleep—not a sound but the howl of the wolf.
Soon another and another gave tongue, until the recruits
nurnbered a dozen or more. 'Boys,'" I said, "those
devils are up to some mischief; they are old ac-
quaintances of mine. Listen!" One would think pan-
demonium had broken loose. They had discovered a
deer at our water hole. Over they came, the hills echoing
and re-echoing their cries, making the night hideous
with bowlings.
The startled deer rushed by our camp, with wolves in

close pursuit. It was an unequal match. The poor
animal found they were closing with him ; and ran back
to the lake, the merciless pack at his heels. Again he
made for the woods, and in a clump of thick cedars they
took his life. There was but one gun in our crew and
that was not loaded. We did not enter into the scuffle.
Not one of the men but myself had ever heard or seen a
wolf before; and none of us had desire for a nearer
acquaintance. The next morning we visited the spot.
Afcer killing their game they had dragged it out on the
ice; and so completely demolished was the carcass that
scarcely a vestige remained. H. P.

ADIRONDACK DEER.
MMtor Forest and Stream:
Four Uticans, and the writer was fortunate enough to

be one of chem, spent the last three days of the season
wlieu it was legal to hunt deer with dogs at Henry Paull s,

in the town of Wilmurt, on the southern edge of the
Adirondacks. As the 18th inst. was Sunday, of course
the dogs were not put out, but we took a stroll as far
Mill Creek Lake, three miles distant. On our arrival
found that two hunters from a neighboring resort had
preceded us and killed a deer which they had already
dressed and hung up. The day was bright and warm,
and the pretfiy Uttle lake nestling at the foot of the moun-
tains, and the brilliant colored foliage of the trees which
covered the latter from base to summit, formed a picture
of rare beauty. We were loth to leave the spot, and
passed the greater portion of the day there enjoying the
beauties of nature.
The next day was a counterpart of its immediate pre-

decessor as far as the weather was concerned, but we
spent it in a very different manner. Soon after daybreak
every one in the house was astir and an early breakfast
was had. Then we were assigned to runways on the
West Canada Creek, and the proprietor of the house and
one of his men started out on the mountains with five
hounds, which were placed on the tracks of deer. It so
happened that a party from Kreitzer's near- Morehouse-
ville was hunting on the same territory that we were.

In the Kreitzer party was a man from Cold Brook,
Herkimer county, and it transpu-ed that he was assigned
to the same runway that one of our party had been. The
two hunters met on the runway, and agreed that if either
killed a deer it should be equally divided. During the
forenoon a doe came over the i-unway ahead of one of
Kreitzer's dogs, and safely ran the gauntlet of the Utican's
rifle and the Cold Brook man"s shotgun. Later, however.
PauH's dog drove a fine buck into the creek at the point,
and it was killed by the Utican, although his componion,
who was very excitable and got his shots mixed, first
tilled the animal's hide with, bird shot. A pole was cut
and used in carrying the buck to the spot where it was
decided to leave it until the day's hunt was over. Subse-
quently the pole, on which a few twigs remained, was
thrown into the Stillwater ajid it slowly floated down
stream. A little after noon the hunter from Cold Brook
caught sight of an object in the creek, which he mistook
for the head of a buck swimming in the water, and at
once opened fire on it. Shot after shot followed, until
more than a score had been fired and his ammunition was
exhausted. He then persuaded the ITtican to shoot three
or four times. Still unsatisfied with the result, the ex-
cited hunter upon the arrival of two other members of
the party, who had been attracted by the fusilade, en-
deavered to borrow their guns to continue the attack.
When his request was refused he excitedly exclaimed:
"Well, if you wont't shoot, the deer is dying ardying any-

in the woods?"

way.
"Where is the deer, in the creek

queried one of the new comers.
"Why, in the water, i^an'fc you see his horns?" replied

the Cold Brook man.
"Great Scott! that is the brush vxi the pole we threw

into the creek," exclaimed the Utican j who had killed the
buck, as be burst into a roar of laughter, in which ail but
the excited man joined. It was some time before the
latter could be thoroughly convinced that he had been
shooting at the brush instead of a deer's head.

an island at the head of the Chestley Stillwater, and be
tween 10 and 11 A. M. beheld a magnificent buck walk,
ing leisurely down the stream and coming directly
toward him. Biding his time until the buck had come
within eight rods of him, the Utican fired one barrel of
his shotgun, and a,8 the animal bounded into the air he
endeavored to discharge the other, but in vain. The
hammer feel again and again with a dull thud, and the
shell stubbornly refused to explode. The deer, after
nearly running over the hunter, escaped into the woods,
and the latter sat down and tried to decide whether it

would be better to throw his gun into the creek or take
it home and get the look fixed.
As Oct, 20, the day when the hounding season closed,

was dark, cold and rainy, none of us cared to spend a
great deal of time out of doors.
From the time the season for running deer with dogs

began until it ended, the cervine animals had but very
little rest in the West Canada Creek country. Over TO
deer were killed. George Dorn of Albany shot the biggest
buck of the season, at Morehouseville. It weighed 226lbs.
An unusually large number of deer have been seen this

fall in this part of the woods, and also in the vicinity of
the State reservoirs on Black Piver. The Trenton Falls
Lumber Co. is engaged in blasting rocks on the West
Canada Creek above the Stillwaters, to enable it to float
logs, and in the Woodhull and Moose River country heavy
blasting is being done on the line of the Adirondack and
St. Lawrence EaiLroad. Old hunters think the deer have
been driven out by the noise, and that this accounts for
their being plentiful on the outskirts of the Wilderness.
There is a growing sentiment among the guides that both
hounding and floating, or jacking, shoidd be abolished.
Utica. N. T., Oot. 24. PORTSA..

Another member of the Utica party had a shot that ...... . ^..jt'-s -^^^ x^-x. .wu lu a uuuk.
day, the first he ever had a.t a deer. He was stationed on • and during the .cutting season Smith's camp wiU accom-

DEER IN WISCONSIN WOODS.
CHICAGO, Ul.—For the benefit of your Chicago read-

ers I will write a short sketch of a deer hunt on
which I went in October of 1890. The impression is gen-
erally held here that to hunt deer it is necessary to go a
long distance from home, and that even then the deer
are few and far between. My object in writing of my
experience in the lumber region of Wisconsin is to dispel
these ideas.
Our party consisted of Mr. Willard, lb'. Dixon Bean,

Mr. Thatcher and m;yself. We left Chicago Friday, Oct.
17, on the Wisconsin Central at 5 P. M. and reached
Phillips, Wis., at 5 A. M. next morning. Friends
at Phillips had already located our camp and had en-
gaged an experienced hunter with his dogs and a cook.
I have since learned that our hunter named Eaton has
killed more deer than any other man in that part of the
State. Upon our arrival we immediately set out for
camp, twelve miles through the pine forests on the Big
Elk River. During the logging season cabins are built
by the lumber men for the accommodation of the cutters
and when the lumber is all cut in a given vicinity the
camps are deserted and new camps located in another
portion of the country. Our camping grounds were
made in one of these abandoned camps, and were very
picturesque as well as comfortable. Our beds consisted
of straw thrown upon the floor and a large blanket placed
upon it, and to a tired hunter such a couch under the
circumstances answers as well as the regular made
article.

After breakfast we tramped across the country through
the slashings and windfalls to the river. Our stations
were assigned us by Eaton, and he confidently assured
each and every one of us that a deer or perhaps many
would come down the runway each man guaj-ded. In mv
eyes, my runway looked particularly inviting to deer, and
I could not see how they could resist the temptation to
come up and get shot,

I examined my rifle very carefully to see that every-
thing was in working order, and then gave myself good
advice as to how i should not get the buck fever at the
critical moment. After straining my eyes and ears for
at least two hours for the sound or sight of a deer, T at
last heard in the distance the deep melodious baying of
the hounds. At times the sounds drew near, and then
again they seemed but a mere echo. My runway was
particularly free from deer, and I amused myself by
bringing my rifle to bear upon an imaginary deer some
distance up the runway, and it is needless to say I
brought him down at the first shot. Iwatched and waited
in vain, and thought deer shooting excessively tauie com-
pared to duck hunting.
My discouragement received a sudden check when I

heard two sharp reports of a rifle, and my spirits revived
when I thought that perhaps the deer was not hit and
would come my way after all. My excitement was
intense, and I could not resist the temptation to abandon
my runway (an unpardonable sin) and make my way
through the lorest in the direction of the shooting. In a
short time I came up with several members of the party
and gazed upon the first fallen prize—a fan- two-year-old
buck, weighing, so Eaton said, about loOlbs, I rejoiced
with my friends over our success, but was a little disap-
pointed to learn that Eaton had shot the buck.
After returning to camp w?. rested, and about half-past

one again made our way through the woods to our re-
spective stations. Our spirits were all at a very high
point, due to the success in the morning, and each felt
sure of shooting a deer before nightfall. We fou nd plenty
of tracks, which seemed to me to be very old, but Eaton
assm-ed us that they were quite fresh.
The entire afternoon was passed away without our vigi-

lance being rewarded, and we returned to camjj foot-sore
and weary from our long tramp, but hoping for better
success the next day. Like genial Micawber, we had hope
and faith to buoy us up.
We arose next morning at 4 o'clock and after a hearty

breakfast set out for the positions already assigned us by
Eaton. We were not in our positions more than an hour
when the hounds were heard. They drove a deer down
a runway watched by Mr. Beau. His aim was good and
at twenty rods the deer fell in its tracks,

i

The next day we pulled stakes and set out for Smith's
campj which was a, legging camp about three miles from
our own. A logging camp consists of several log houses,
one is used as a sleeping apartment, another as a dming
room and another a bcirn, etc. The sleeping apartment
is particularly interesting to a new comer. On each
side are arranged bunks similar in appearance to the in-
terior of a sleeping car. The men sleep two in a bunk.

modate about 75 men. The men are mostly Norwegians
and Swedes, and as a rule are tall and well-made. Their
clothing is made up of materials of many colors and the
wider the stripe and larger the square in the materials
the prouder the wearer. They seem to love bright colors
and nine out of every ten wear heavy red socks pulled
up over the trousers. The effect may not be very har-
monious in coloring from an aesthetic point of view, but
the general appearance is ver}' pleasing to a tenderfoot.
They rise at 4 A.M. and work until sundown and retire
about 8 o'clock, all work and no play being the rule at
the logging camps.
Over the stove in the sleeping department are branches

of trees suspended from the ceiling; upon these the men
hang their socks to dry and to warm them up before put-
ting them in use the next day. Having no ventilation
these cabins are so close that it is with great difficulty I
could breathe the foul atmosphere. When the order for
all lights out was given I sighed for my soft bed at home
and wondered if I could sleep a wink during the night.
But being very weary I found no difficulty in sleeping;
and in my calm repose killed more deer than the mighti-
est hunter could have slain in a lifetime. We were called
at 4 o'clock, and that day we were fortimate enough to
shoot another deer, making three in all.

On the fourth day, when I took my lonely watch I waa
heart-sore and weary. My hunting boots were stiff and
hurt my feet, and altogether I voted deer shooting a fa,il-

ure. My spirits revived when I heard the baying of the
hounds and I forgot for the time being my misery and
kept a sharp lookout over.my district. Iwiis on a high
point on the river bank, w'hich commanded a view of
the opposite shore with considerable territoi y back of it.

In a short time I was overjoyed to see in the distance a
doe coming at a break-neck pace down the runway to-
ward the open with the dogs slowly gaining Upon it, I
stepped behind a stump and breathlessly awaited its

arrival. My nerves were steady, and the much-dreaded
buck fever seemed to have no power over me. This
being my first deer I naturally felt a wave of excitement
pass over me, and I settled down to business. When the
doe got within easy range I took a good steady aim when
she rested upon the ground and fired. The ball w^as well
directed and I was delighted beyond measure to see her
fall. I shouted for joy and regardless of the swift cur-
rent I forded the stream and looked with pardonable
pride upon my first deer. My companions soon came up
and I was congratulated upon my success. In a modest
way, I think, I increased the distance at which I shot
about ten rods. We returned to camp, and I concluded
that deer shooting was far more interesting than bird
shooting. We now had four deer to oin- credit, and all
of US felt very happy.

Mr. Thatcher left our camp that afternoon to visit a
friend camping three miles down the ri^er from us. He
returned to our camp the next morning, and we saw from
his smiling face, as he came toward us, that he had suc-
ceeded in killing a deer. He related his experience, and
was quite positive that the buck he shot w^as the largest
ever seen in that portion of the country. It weighed
when dressed 1861bs. Mr. Thatcher was of the opinion
that the buck always remained in the stream because his
antlers were so large that he corrld not get through the
woods with them with any comfort. It was said that Mr,
Thatcher fired his entire magazine at the buck and yet
but one shot struck him. Mr. Thatcher explains this" by
saying that all the shots were directed at the same spot
and made but one hole. We had our opinion regarding
this point and annoyed the gentleman by expressing it.

Our party succeeded in killing seven deer, and being
gone but one week we considered our success as phenom-
enal. I hope my article will reach some who are ignorant
of the fact that such rare sport is within such easy reach,
and I can recommend Mr. Eaton as a good hunter and a .

splendid shot. The trip will repay any one fond of out-
door exercise, and is comparatively cheap.

Sam R. Jenkins.

Steam Launches and Hudson Rivee Bvcks.—Editor
Forest and Stream: In last week's issue of your paper
I noticed a letter from Mr. W. H. Mead complaining of
certain sportsmen in Sing Sing shooting ducks from a
steam launch off that place. It certainly is unsportsman-
like and the law allowing them to do so ought to be re-
pealed at the next session of our Legislature. It to the
gunners of Sing Sing is a well-known fact that the law
was changed in 1887 simply to allow this family the
privilege that they now enjoy, by a certain resident of
that district, then a member of the Legislature. These
men have been known to steam by a gunner who had
sighted a flock of ducks, and was sculling upon them in
a. sneakboat (a fair and sportsmanlike way of shooting
duck, and one that embodies more labor than the steam
launch shooters care to employ), and shoot among them,
thus robbing the hard-working gunner of his sport. One
of these men spends most of his time in scanning the bay
with a glass, and as soon as a flock of ducks arise he is

after them at once. Is this fair to the gunner who em-
ploys fair means and plenty of hard work in trying to
.^etashot? How many shooters are there living on the
aanks of the Hudson below lona Island who can afford
to hunt ducks in steam launches? I dare say you can
count them on the fingers of one hand. Individuals who
are fond of sport and have very limited means to enjoy
it with are generally set down as pot-hunters, while the
rich individuals who sport fine guns, etc., are sportsmen,
I ask the readers of this paper who are the pot-hunters in
this case; the poor gunner who employs fair and legiti-
mate means in approaching his game, and is satisfied if
he kills two or three ducks, or the wealthy individuals
who employ steam launches and 4 bore guns and are
never satisfied no matter how many they may kill.—
Sneaicboat,

Mr, E. M. MfisSEKGER.of the Bromfield House, Boston,
last week gafe a \ ery interesting lecture on the scenery
of Alaska, the mode of life and customs of its inhabitants,
ilustraled by the stereopticon from pictures taken by
himself duriiig a recent four-months' visit to that and
other portions of the counti-y. The views, embracing a
large variety of subjeotSj were of unusual excellence,
while those ot the icebergs and glaciers may be especially
mentioned for their clearness and brilliancy,

The Ideal Manufactubing Co. report that after de-
lay due to exhaustion of their first edition they have been
unable to supply handbooks, but that these are now
ready.
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NOTES OF THE GAME.
OTTAWA, Kan., Oct. 33.—Last Sunday I witnessed

the first large flight of geese and cranes in this part
of the country. Finer weather than this could not be
wished for and the woods are full of squirrels. Quail
there are, also, but the law protects them for about ten
days yet and I think it has been pretty well observed this

year. Although there are not so many birds as there
were last year, there ought to be enough to go round.
Ducks will probably be very scarce this year because the
streams and ponds are so low that they could not find
feed.—F. B.

Daring the past two weeks the coots, ducks, etc., have
been quite plentiful and the gunners have had good
sport. One man killed 67 in a day in Ipswich Ba.y. Dur-
ing the last storm there was quite a flight of yellow-legs,
beetle-heads and grass birds. I know three men who
shot a bushel of grass birds in one day and 60 yellow-legs
and beetle-heads on another trip. E. F. Locke,
Gloucester, Mass,, Oct. 16.

Guns and Loads. — Editor Forest and Stream: I
notice in your edition of Oct. 8 an article by "S. F. A,,"
regarding feather-weight guns, etc., wherein he claims
that it is necessary to use 8Jdrs. of powder in a 13-bore
gun, and that the recoil is so great in an arm weighing
even 7i^lbs., that a bruised shoulder is the result, which
is more than carrying a cannon. I formerly had the
same notions as to the necessity of a heavy charge of
powder to do good work, and carried an 8+lbs., No. 18
gun, loaded with 3Jdrs. of powder, and it certainly
weighed a half hundred at night. My attention being
called to the feather-weight I purchased one on trial and
loaded with 3drs. of Schultze powder. The result was a
heavy recoil and a bruised shoulder, 1 at once reduced
the load to 2^drs., and the result was marvelous. No re-
coil, great velocity and long range. I easily killed par-
tridge at oOyds,, and can do good execution at any ordin-
ary shooting distance. Let "S. F. A." load a gun for
what it is built to carry, and he will not have bruised
shoulders nor complain of inability to bring down his
game. I would not carry an S^lbs, gun if it were made a
present to me.—W. F, B.

Beavee Dam DgcK Club.—Memphis, Tenn.~The great
influx of northern wild fowl, now swarming at Beaver
Dam, Duck Lake, gave earnest zest to the eighth annual
meeting of that clever organization last week, and a letter
from the faithful keeper, Andrew Jackson Bounds, says
the fall flight is now fully on, with mallards, teal, sprig-
tails and gray ducks. The beautiful and dainty wood
ducks are still abundant. The old ofiicers were re-elected
as from the genesis of the club: Dr. R. W. Mitchell,
president; Col. A. C. Treadwell, vice-president; W. A.
Wheatley, secretary and treasurer; M. L, Seldon, George
Gilham and J. A. Austin are the executive committee;
housekeeper, Mrs. Victoria Bounds. New cooking and
heating stoves were bought, with fall culinary outfit, and
from the gorge of moss, jonkapins, coltsfoot and peri-
winkles abounding in Beaver Dam, excellent sport is in
sight. Much of this di.ick food was planted by the club,
and much more has grown from deposits of feeds and
bulds by the two last overflows, filling the lake with
vegetation.

Worcester Fur Club.—The annual grand hunt and
dinner of the Worcester Fur Company will he held to-
morrow, Oct. 30. Headquarters will be at the Bay State
House, The hunter's horn will sound at 5 o'clock on the
morning of the hunt. The start from the hotel will be at
6. Carriages will be in readiness to convey hunters to
the grounds. The meet will be at Hey wood farm at 7
o'clock. The annual dinner will be served at the Bay
State House at 7:30 o'clock on the evening following the
hunt.—E. Sprague Knowles, Sec'y.

Buffalo for England.—Ten of Buffalo Jones's buf-
falo passed through this city last Monday on their way
to England. They have been purchased for the private
park of Mr. Leland, of Liverpool.

An Island on the Coast of Maine, stocked Avith deer
and other game, is advertised for sale in another column.

Angling Talks. By George Dawson. Price 50 cents, Fly-
Rods and Fly-TacUe. By II. P. Wells. Price $2.50. Fly-
Fishing and Fly-Malcing for Trout. By J. H, Keene.
Price $1.60. American Angler's Booh, By Thad. Nori'is.
Price $5,60.

THE ANGLER'S PROTECTIVE CLUB.
RANGELEY, Maine.—iJdttor Forest and Stream: This

Association has been in active operation for the past
two seasons undpr the title of the "Franklin County Fish
and Game Association." The name has been changed as
indicated above, as the old name implied that the interests
of the Association were confined to but a portion of the
lakes and streams embraced in the Rangeley or Andros-
coggin Lakes region, while its object is to preserve and
propagate game and fish in all the waters of this system
Tne season of 1889-90 was too far advanced when our

hatching house was finished to enable us to obtain any
spawn from this region. We obtained, however, from
Messrs, Stanley and Stilwell, the Fish Commissioners of
the State of Maine, some 40,000 spawn of the landlocked
salmon, hatched in our troughs a large percentage of the
spawn, and fry were turned into streams tributary to
Rangeley Lake in June, 1890.
During the season of 1890-91 we were again indebted to

the Fish Commissioners of this State for a supply of sal-

mon eggs and hatched some 13,000 fry. We took also
from this neighborhood about 850.000 trout eggs, of which
not less than 235,000 were successfully hatched. Of the sal-

mon 4,500 were placed in Toothaker Brook, emptjanginto
Cupsuptic Lake, 3,500 into Whetstone Brook, a tributary
ofKennebago Stream, 3,000 went to Kennebago Lake,8,000
to Parmachenee Lake, 500 to Dodge Pond and 500 into the
!-:( ream emptying into Smith Cove, Rangeley Lake. Of the
; rp.it 40,000 were plar;«fl in lYbptstone Brpok, 90,000 in

Witham Brook, a stream emptying into Mooselookmegun-
tic Lake near Camp Bemis, and the balance, 165,000, were
placed in Smith's Cove Brook, Haley Pond Brook and
Niles Brook, tributaries of Rangeley Lake. It has been
the aim of the managers to distribute the young fish in
different localities, suitable for their development, and in
proportion bearing some relation to the interests of those
contributing to the funds of the cltib.

It is our desire to conduct during the coming year one
or more ponds on lands to be owned by the club in which
we may ke<^p yoang trout and salmon until they are a
year old and thus more able to care for themselves. For
this purpose we need about |o00, and special subscriptions
are solicited from the friends of the Association. For the
coming season we expect to be able to make temporary
arrangements for keeping our fish in a private pond, under
our own control, but it is eminently desirable that we
should own our own ponds as soon as possible.

It is proper that we should acknowledge here the uni-
form courtesy and generous support which we have re-
ceived at times from the Commissioners of the State of
Maine, Messrs. Stanley and StiJwell. We also desire to
extend our thanks to the Phillips and Rangeley, Sandy
River and Maine Central Railroads for generous financial
aid in the past.

We urge the members of the club to call the attention
of the friends to this meritorious work, to solicit aid from
those interested in this region, either as residents or
visitors during the summer season, to subscribe liberally
toward the construction of the ponds, and to see that
those in arrears for their annual dues make prompt pay-
ment of the same to the treasurer, Mr. Arthur L, Oakes,
Rangeley, Franklin county, Maine, to whom all remit-
tances should be addressed,

Frederick S, Dickson, President,
Akthuh L. Oakes, Secretary and Treasurer.

SANDUSKY BAY WHITE BASS FISHING.
THERE is no portion of the great Lake Shore route

which so interests the traveling public as the ride
from Marblehead Junction to Venice—a distance of five
miles—across the Sandusky Bay, I think the ma jority
of the readers of the Forest and Stream are familiar
with the name, at least, as it has been the favorite route
for years to the islands of Lake Erie, Aside from the
varied and pretty scenery and the enjoyment of the
ever-refreshing lake breezes the average traveler seldom
thinks of the life at the bottom of the bay, or cares about
the depth, the width, the length or the changing cur-
rents; but an angler is anxious to learn more about this
broad sheet of rippling water. He wonders whether the
channel is deep and winding, if the water is always clear
and fresh, or if the bay is shallow and covered with
marsh gi'ass, subject to change according to wind and
tide, and whether any one has ever tried to steal from its

inviting eddies, deep holes and shallows the cunning
black bass, the savage pike, the timid sauger or the often
welcome, but greedy, "pan fish." Some time ago my
business called me in the immediate neighborhood of
this bay and I questioned the shore farmers as to the
fishing with hook and line, and kind and quantity of
fish caught in the many pound nets leading from the
shore. Their experience as anglers were not very flatter-

ing, but I was respectfully referred to Mr. John Robinson,
a fellow townsman, whom I learned was a native of this
vicinity and had the reputation of being the most suc-
cessful fisherman "in all the country round about."
"Why," said one of the pound fishermen, "he can make
more tempting varieties bf bait out of a red and white
piece of cloth than all the spoon manufacturers in the
land.'" I promised to see him when 1 returned home.
John Robinson is a detective, quiet, unassuming, of very
striking appearance, and his manner is characterized by
the nameless charm which shows itself when you ask,
"Do you enjoy fishing with the spoon?'' He was the last

man I would select as being an admirer of the rod and
line. An engagement was very quickly made. "Meet
me at the depot at half past three Wednesday morning
and I will show you something not found in books." I

was there on time.
Many stories have been told about the great quantities

of white bass caught in the tributary rivers of the bays
of Lake Erie; even the venerable Judge Potter informed
me that a long time ago he stood upon a Maumee River
dock, and with the barb removed from the hook filled

barrel after barrel with silverj' white bass and never
touched a fish with bis hands, "Simply dipped them
out."
The anglers along the Maumee have been listening

to these exciting stories for years, and until but recently
has the Judge's experience been verified in Sandusky
Bay.
A short distance from Marblehead Junction the Lake

Shore crosses a drawbridge, and all trains stop a moment
giing east and west before going over. It was at this

draw we were to do our fishing. "Now, we use no min-
nows," said Mr. Robinson. A small spoon was tied at
the bottom, a foot above a hook with a narrow piece of
white cloth, and another above this, with a fourth hook
tied to the sinker. In the channel around this draw, and
in fact between the trestle work where the water runs
freely in and out, since the 30fch day of June to the pres-

ent—the 80th day of September—the water has been at
times literally alive with white bass. Thousands can be
seen sporting at morning, noon and evening, a continual
stream going in and out for hours at a time, now chasing
a frightened perch, following a crippled fly, darting here
and there with lightning rapidity. "And has all this

been going on for months," I said, admu-ing the picture,

"and, too, in sight of some of the best anglers in

America?"
At the first cast hundreds of these handsome fish darted

right and left after the moving, deceiving bait. Often
two, sometimes three, and occasionally four bass were
caught at a oast. The fish would swim in schools, and,
as if tii-ed of moving in the same direction, would sud-
denly disappear but to make the water foam at another
point,

Mr. Robinson, by actual count, landed 805 white bass,

weighing from a half to a pound each. As for myself,
there are a few readers of the Forest and Stream who
would " wink the other eye" if I named the number caught;
but suffice it to say when the noon train stopped at the
draw, homeward bound, I should not have refused assist-

1

ance, had it been offered me, to get on the coach. From
j

pacing and jaaullTig iii fish my arpfjs were lapje for a.

week after. It was the richest treat I ever had the pleas-
ure of enjoying, and even greater catches have been
made by expert fishermen during the closing summer
months.
The bass are not always in sight during their sporting

movements, but they are there and ready to take the
spoon. They readily took a minnow, and the deeper
fished the larger the bass. Many lake pickerel were
caught during the past month.

Capt. Jerry Dewey, of Cleveland, who received his
graduating lessons in capturing large fish from Col.
Edwards, landed a pickerel that supplied one of the
largest hotels in Sandusky, and half an hour after he
caught the fish there was not enotigh money in Sandusky
county to purchase it. There has not been a day since
the middle of June, so the bridge tender informed me, but
that great schools of white bass were sporting around the
stone-filled piers and trestle works: and, contrary to some
^fishermen's signs, the stronger the wind blew from the
east the greater number of bass appeared in the openings,
and any person familiar at all with the rod and line could
catch more fish than they could carry in a short time.
This fishing has not been equalled in years, and has only
been enjoyed by a few who were familiar with the facts.
By accident I had the pleasure of meeting the Izaak

Walton of Port Clinton, a Lake Shore, Ohio, town, the
genial angler W, M. Montgomery, and after listening to
my wonderful white bass story, he raised his bands and
moved them toward me and blandly said, "That ain't
anything. You fellows don't know what fishing is. I can
take you to a place where black bass are so plentiful that
if you are an expert at handling a landing net you can
just dip them out, so to speak. The territory extends for
many miles, never been fished with hook and line, and is
to-day the finest black bass fishing grounds in the United
States."

I readily accepted the invitation to accompany him.
He named the day. I was there; and if the reader can
stand another exciting fish story I will tell you something
about the "greatest large-mouthed black bass fishing
grounds in the world," in a later issue of the Forest and
Stream. J. E. Gunckel.
ToT.EtiO, Ohio.

THE LAMPREY EEL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Can you tell me whether the common lamprey eel of

our American rivers is fit for food, as is his European
congener. If so, whether at all seasons or only a certain
period of the year. And also, whether any' particular
method of preparation is necessary,

E. W. GreenouGH.
SUNBtTRY, Pa.

[The great sea lamprey {Pettomyzon marinus), whidh
runs up our rivers from the ocean during the shad season
from March to June is edible and may be obtained in the
markets of many large cities. Those who like lampreys
prize them very highly, but the demand for them is

very limited in most localities. Along the Connecticut
they are held in high favor. Many New England famil-
ies formerly salted the fish for use in winter. The mode
of taking Ibis eel is singular and is based upon the cixri-

ous habits of the species. The apparatus used is a pole
about 6ft, long, with a hook in its end, or a shorter piece
of iron terminating in a hook. The lampreys ascend the
streams in schools and build nests of stones heaped to-
gether by fastening their suctorial mouths and drawing
the stones into heaps. As the fish are found in shallow
water their capture is easily accomplished; they may
even be taken readily by the hands, the fishermen wear-
ing mittens to prevent the fish from slipping from their
grasp. In Germany and France lampreys are cooked in
eartlienware jars with vinegar and spices. In early days
in Eui'ope they were drowned in wine and afterward
stewed. In New England, after being salted for a few
weeks, the eels are fried, and are said to be very palat-
able. The lamprey has a cartilaginous skeleton aiid there
are no libs, so that after the removal of the "backbone"
in dressing the whole of the flesh can be eaten, [

INTERNATIONAL FISH PROTECTION,

A MEETING of rei^resentatives of different sections of
the United States and Canada, who came together

in response to an invitation sent out by Hr, A, D. Stewart,
secretary of the Ontario Game and Fish Commission, met
at the Fifth Avenue Hotel, in this city, last Thursday.
Those present were: Messrs. H. M. Smithers, of Wash-
ington; R. U. Sherman, E. G. Whittaker and Robt. B.
Roosevelt, of the New York Codification Commission;
Henry C. Ford, of the Pennsylvania Fish Commission:
G. H. Welshour, of Pittsburgh; E. G Blackford and L.
D. Huntington, of the New York Fish Commission, and
E, P. Doyle, Clerk of the Commission; Frank .J, Amsden,
of the Cheaper Food Fish Association: J. M. Skinner and
G. H, Strough, of the Anglers' Association of the St.

Lawrence River; A, D. Stewart and G. A, McCallum, of
Ontario; J. U. Gregory, of Quebec.

R. B. Roosevelt was appointed chairman and A. D,
Stewart, secretary. After some discussion as to the pre-
cise line of effort, it was voted to confine the effort to

securing proper uniform fi-sh legislation for the Great
Lakes. A sub committee of nine was appointed to meet
and draw up a report to be submitted to an adjourned
meeting to be held at c »ll of the chair. The sub-commit-
tee will meet on Nov. 10, at Rochester. It is made up
of the following: Messrs. H, W. Smith, A. C. Ford,
Henry Burden, J. A. Henshall, G. A. McCallum, F. J,

Amsden, R. U. Sherman, Dr. Parker and J, U, Gregory.

Black Bass East of the Allegany Divide.—Ports-
mouth, 0.,Oct. 19.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In your
issue of the 15th I noticed Mr. Poindexter would like to

know who introduced black bass in the waters east of the
Allegany Divide, Mr, Thomas Schreiver, of Wheeling,
W. Va,, placed 14 bass and 9 catfish in the tank of a
locomotive and sent them to Cumberland, Md,, where
the bass were thrown into the river and the catfish into
the canal, in the summer of 1853, From them has sprung
our fine bass fishing,—G. B. Leary,

A FULi. Roe Shad was caught last Tuesday at the
mouth of the Great Wicomico River, Mr. Noel, who is

in the oyster business, says it is the first time he ever
knew of such a catch ia those waters in this season.—'
Baltimore Sun, Oct.
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Teotjt and Ouanaotche.—One of the handsomest dis-

plays of trout and ouananiche (winninish) ever seen in
this city is now on exhibition at Wm. Mills & Sons, 7
Warren street. These fish are among the largest that
were taken by Messrs. Chas. A. Bryan, Jas. Rice. Jr., D.
N. Coats, Lody Smith and D. Willis James, Jr.', mem-
bers of the Springfield Fishing and Game Club, while at
the club's newly opened paradise for sportsmen on Lake
Amabelish, Canada, during the two last weeks in June
of this year. The specimens of brook trout are certainly
beautiful and range from 4lbs. to 6lbs. in weight, and of
the ouananiche (famous landlocked salmon from the
Lake St. John region) equally fine examples from 31bs. to
4jlb9. in weight.

A Large Black Bass.—Richmond, Ind., Oct. 19.—In-
closed find outline dimensions of a bass caught in Cedar
Lake, Starke county, Ind., Aug. 10,1891. Although it
was in "dog days," when no sensible fish would so far
demean himself as to be inveigled, yet he was a willing
victim to a dancing frog at the end of a line. When
taken from the water he weighed 71bs. 2oz. bv steelyards.
I have him nicely mounted and suspended in my office.—W. T. Denjsiis, Fish Commissioner. [The outline re-
ferred to represents the fish to have been 6in. deep and
22m. long. The weight brings it close to the limit of size
in northern waters, and makes it a splendid trophy of
angling skill.]^

COLORADO TROUT AND WHITEFISH.
COLORADO with its .six thousand miles of streams and

its numerous beautiful lakes, is one of the very best
fields for the artificial propagation of fish in this country
It may truthfully be said that nearly all of the wa^^ers of the
Centennial State are the home of the black-spotted trout,
which is indigenous, and many thou.sauds of rainbow trout
and Ela-stern brook trout have within the past few years been
liberated, and are shining in several of the mountain
streams and lakes. The most beautiiul, and probably the
largest specimens, of the black-spotted trou C, are to be foundm the Gunnison River, in the vicinity of the Black Catton,
where it is not an uncommon thing for a good angler to take
them weighing as much as 3!bs. each.
The native trout are preferred to either the rainbow or

speckled brook trout by many of the veteran anglers of
Colorado, among whom Senator Teller probably is the
most prominent and best known. Another very good fish
usually known as the Rocky Mountain whiteflsh (Core-
gonm 'WilUamsoni) is found, I believe, only on the western
slope of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado, notably in the
White River. It reaches a length of a little more than a
foot, and a weight of about lib. It spawns in October and
November, entering the small tributaries for this purpose.
Judge France of Denver, the well-known writer and angler,
is a great admirer of this little fish, and speaks kindly of it
in his delightful book recently published, "Mr. Dide, his
Vacation in Colorado," as follows:
"These whitetish were the first we had taken, although

they are quite plentiful in the stream, (White River) and
are sometimes an a.nnoyance to those who are seeking trout
only. Why they should be a source of vexation to any one
is a mystery. The fish is beautiful in contour, more .slender
than the trout, has a delicate mouth, rises eagerly to the
fiy, and its mcHt is delicious. Break a Brazil nut in two,
and the firm white kernel will remind you of the meat of
the whiteflsh when it has been properly cooked. They are
good fighters withal, though they do not break water when
hooked as readily as the trout. To my mind the complaints
have in them .soaiewhat of affection, unless one is indulging
solely in the science of angling."
As will be seen, Judge France has quite a weakness for the

whiteflsh, and I understand is taking steps toward intro-
ducing them in some of the waters nearer Denver. This is
an excellent move, and the artificial propagation and dis-
tribution of the mountain whiteflsh would be well worth
trying. JoHK GAT.
Washington, D. C.

HUDSON RIVER SALMON PLANTING.—Mr. A. N.
Cheney has selected a stream in Vermont (one of the head-
waters of the Hudson) to receive a planting of 5,000 yearling
salmon by the United States Fish Commission. It is Green
River, a tributary of the Pattenkill, at a point near the vil-
lage of Arlington, miles from the line between Vermont
and New York.

Dogs: Tlieir Management and Treatment in, Disease. By
Ashmont. Price -pB. Kennel Record and Account Booh
Price p. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points oi
all Breeds. Price so cents.

All eottimunicatlons must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

F I XTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 4 to 8.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the Northern Illinois
Poultry and Pet Stock Assnciation, at Rockford. 111.

Dec. 10 to 14.—Inangural Dog Show of the Freeport Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Freeport, 111. T. E, Taylor, Sec'y.
Dec. 30 to Jan. 2.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mohawk

Valley Poultry and Kennel Cluh, at Gloversville, N. Y. F. B.
Zinimer, Sec'y.

1893.

Jan. ,5 to 8.—The New York, and New Bnglsnd Poultrv and Ken-
nel OJub's Dog Show, at Albany. N. Y. W. G. House, Fort Plain,
N. Y„ Hpc'y.
Jan. .T to !).—Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at CharlescoH, S. C. Benj. Mclnness,
Sec'y.
Jan. 13 to 16.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Kennel Association, at Columhia, S. C F. F. Capers, Secretary.
Greenville, S. C.
Jan. 2Ho 25.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Blmira Poultry

and Pet Srock Association, ai Elmira, N. Y. 0. A. Botvman, See.
Feb. 9 to 12.—Fourth Annual Dog Sdow of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, III. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y.
Feb. 23 to 26.—Sixteenth Annual Dog Show of the" Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Supt.
March 1 to 4.—Doe Sliow of the Philadelphia Kennel Glut), at

Philadelphia, Pa. F. 8. Br"wn, See'v.
March 13 to 18 —Second Annual D^g S'^ow of the Dnquesue

Kennel Cluh, a,t Pittsburgii, pa. W. E Ltttel], Sec'y.
April 7 tolO.—S' ventb Annual DogStr.w of tbe New England

Kernel Club. Rt RnQton Maps. E H. Moore. Sec'y.
April 30 to 23.—Fourth Arinual D 'g Show of the Southern Calt-

fomia Kennel Club, at Loa AngeieB, Cal. C. A. 'Sumuer. Sec'y.
May 4 to 7.—Annual Dog Show of the GaitKiiiiia Kennel Olub.
§f,u;Francjseo, Gal H. L. MiUer, Seo'v -

;

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 3.—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Club,

at BickneU, Ind. P. T. Madison. Indianapoli.^i, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the International Field Trial

Club, at Chatham, Ont. W. B Wells, Sec'y
Nov. 10.—Eastern Field Trials Olulj's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 12. W. A. Coster,
Se' retary.
Nov. 23.—Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point. N. C.

G. G. Davis, Secretary, Philadelphia, Pa.
Nov. 23.—Gordon Setter Club's Field Trials, at Hign. Point, N.

O. L. A. Van Z*ndt, Secretarv, Yonkers. N. Y.
Nov. 33,—Ser oud Annual Trials of the National Beagle Club, at

Nanuet, Roclsland county, N. Y. F. W. Chapman, Sec'y.
Nov. 30.- Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lf'smgton, N. 0. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street, New
York city,
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

Connell, Secretary.

1893.

Jan. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the Bexar Field Trial Club,
at San Antonio. Texas. G. A. Chabot, Sec'y. Amateurs onlv.
Jan. 18.—Ti ials of the Pacific Field Trial Club, at Bakersiield,

Cal. J. M. Kilgarif. Sec'y.
.-Fourth Annual Field Trials of (he Southern FieldTrials

Club, at New Albany, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Sec'y.

COURSING.
Nov. 10.—International Coursing Club's Meeting, at Merced, Cal.

THE AMERICAN COURSING CLUB MEET.
(^\ REAT BEND, Kas., Oct. 19.—Tbe man with tbe dog
\ J that can catch every rabbit that jumps up is here, and
the dog, as usual, is in the shed just "arouurl the corner of
the Morrison House. The man who is .going to have justice
or knock tbe props out from under heaven, is also here. The
man with the long slender greyhound with four toes off is
here, and so also is the man with tlie condensed and portable
greyhound whicb has lost a set of ribs in a barbed wire
fence. Likewise we have with us tbe gentleman whose
phenomenon was unforttmate enough to meet physical dis-
liguremeut ju.st before entering in upon an easy course of
glory, nor is he absent whose dogs are not in condition, but
could win the whole shooting match if they were. Dogs of
haughty lineage and inerown toe nails mingle with the
plain blue cooking dog with no coronet but a kind heart.
Then there .are dogs which are fit, which are in condition,
which are greyhounds, noble ones, the pick of America's
possessions, no doubt. These iu quantity and qualitv surpass
those of any previous year. From San Francisco, from
.Maine, front Colorado, from Illinois, from all over Kansas,
these contributions to the fame of the American Coursing
Club have come and it is a pleasure to see so good a lot to-
gether in this old accustomed rendezvous. Tbe dogs as a
class improve yearly. The tnen stay about the same. The
horses degenerate. There are horses here which have been
ntiTsed tenderly into an old age far beyond tbe natural term,
simply for the pirrpose of hiring them out during the cour-
.singmeet. The most genuine enthusiast in coursing is a
Great Bend liveryman. He fosters the sport at about five
dollars a foster.
In past years the desire of the American Cour.9ing Club

was to intei'est the California men and to get some Califor-
nia dogs here. The little visit of some of the club members
to the Merced meet last fall has borne good fruit, and now
for the flr.?t time we have a Coast contingent. The judge of
the meet, Mr. John Grace, reputed to be the best practical
field judge of greyhounds in the West, comes from San
Francisco, thanks to the wise action of the executive, Mr,
Cronin, a wealthy Frisco man, sends on two good ooes,
Kathleen and Chicopee Uass, the latter runner-up to Sam
Nash in the Merced meet. .J. J. Ed wards handles these dogs
and nominates them, as also one of his own. Walnut, of un-
known parentage, but bred on Haggin's great ranch in Cali-
fornia and of alleged good blood. P., P. Canavau bandies for
Mr. Chas. S. Wieland, another liberal San Franciscan, three
dogs—Examiner, entered in the All-Age, and two puppies,
entered here as Morning Call and Chronicle, though one of
these was run at Merced, I hear, as Charlie Wieland.
From his farm at Poland, Me., Mr. N. Q. Pope, of Brook-

lyn. N. Y., sends out by his handler, McGregor, a pair for
the All-Age, Highland Warrior and Old Stoiae. The latter
is said to be imported. He is a fine-looking brindle and
white, reported never to have seen a jack. He is very eager
of appearance and wonld be poptilar if fit. He is said to
have had 25 miles a day for three months, but this cannot
possibly be true, as lie is not specially hard.
Denver sends down Dr. Johnst. Gower with Baronet and

Queen Belle, and Mr. T. W. Bartels with Pearl of Pekin,
Monk Bishop and Irish Lass. Of these Pearl of Pekin
should do as well or better than any.
Mr. Alfred Haigh sends out Master Glendyne, a Trales

dog, from Cable, 111, and Mr. J"ohn Russell, of the same
place, has along the old black Cable bitch Bar Maid.
Mr. C. G. Page, now of Chicago, has no dog along, but

nominates two of iVlr. Lowe's exhaustless Lawrence Kennel.
Emporia, Kansas, has iu only two entries, Dr. Foncannon

nominating Brilliant and Salvator.
The Lawrence contingent is exceptionally strong, socially

and caninely speaking. Mr. H. C. Lowe has located his
breeding kennels there for some time past, and I understand
that some of the Lawrence gentlemen present have interest
in a few of his breeding. Mr. Frank L. Webster, a bright
journalist of Lawrence, and his friends, Messrs. S. T. Field
S. C. and J. P. Usher, W. L. Bullene, H W. Hayne and r!
C. Moody, are all on from Lawrence. The string of Law-
rence dogs, Including Master Peter, Liberty and Lancashire
Lass, which ran last year, is a Que one. Lady of Fashion is
as stylish and attractive a hound as ever was seen here. She is
by Lord Neversettle— Partera, as is also Comedy and Master
Neversettle. Prince Charlie is by the same dog out of White
Lips, tbe old-time favorite here.
Mr. Luse, of Great Bend, has the black freak Lady in

Black, the scarcely less freaksome Lady Barton, his good
wolf-dog Lanaradzo, the winner Lord McPherson, and the
brindle bitch Little Thought Of, some of which will be re-
membered as very close to the tail gate of the runnings last
year. Mr. Luse is quite a stand-by of the club, and his
enthusiasm is not purely selfish . This year the winner of
the All-Age will have cause to remember Mr, Luse very
heartily, for that gentleman has offered to the greyhound
earning that place a fine trophy, the Luse Silver Cup.
Terms, winning must be by same kennel two years in suc-
cession to own, stake to be run down absolutely. This hand-
some trophy will add greater interest to the chief greyhound
event of America.
Much valued is the presence of Mr. J. Herbert Watson, of

New York, a gentleman not apparently of vaulting am-
bition, but who has vaulted high none the less in esteem of
the club within one easy year."" Mr. Watson brings only a
dog, a Greentick puppy, Royal Crest, and this one he had
the misfortune to see badly cut on a barbed wire yesterday,
the scalp having to be sewed up for some inches. Mr. Wat-
son, as the emissary of the National Greyhouod Club, brings
yet another cup. a tasty silver one, for the absolute winner
in the Puppy Stakes. A still furtaer fraternal gift irom
the generous Eastern organization is a silver medal, not yet
completed, to go to the winner of the All -Age.
Messrs Price and Royce, of Topeka, who now own about

all of Mr. Allison's o.d Trdles stjck, and some new dogs
also, have on a good line of Glendyaes and Trales. Oth'i r
dogs, some of interesr, make up the most notable collection
that <-ver graced the Cbey^nne Flats.
The usual preli minary business meeting washeld to-night,

Vice-President Watson in the chair, Mr. Heizer absent. On
motion the secretary declared elected T;inanimou8ly to mem-

bership. Dr. John Gower, of Denver; Mr. Chas. Wieland, of
San Francisco; Messrs. .J. P. Usher, Jr., S. C. Usher. Frank
Webster and S. T. Field, of Lawrence, and Mr. N. Q. Pope,
\t Brooklyn, N. Y. Tbere were elected honorary members
Mr. John Grace, J. J. Edmonds and P. F. Canavan, of San
Francisco, and Mr. B. Hayman, of St. Louis. The National
Greyhound Club rules were adopted, barring the registra-
tion clause for this year. iVlessrs. C. Gr. Page, A. C. Scber-
merhorn and Ira D. Brougher were appointed field mar-
shals. Mr. Brougher has made a good club secretary the
past year. Tbe old reliable Arthur Ma.ssey is again to act
as slipper. The drawing of the dogs began nearly at mid-
night. It was found that 46 entries were made in the All-
Age, 38 being the largest previous entry. There were 22
entries for the Great Bend Derby or puppy stakes.
The running will be as formerly, on the' old Carney ranch,

but it will not be the same old place. If it is good to be
missed, Mr. Carney should be happy in his present home in
Portland, Oregon, for there is simply a lament that he is
not here. The ranch house stands silent and smokeless on
the hill. There isn't going to be any annual press dinner
this year, and Louise and the Shetland pony will not be in
line.

Tuesday, First Day, Oct. 20.

The day was fair and warm. The line started from the
club house at 10:1.5. The Cheyenne bottoms are wet this fall
and the grass is high. A long walk was had before a hare
was started. The brace down in the first round of the All-
Aged Stake was

BELLE—QUEEIir,

a good slip. Queen did it all in speed and the little work.
Belle tripped to no merit. Queen killed in air and won.

LADY ALICE—BLACK BESS.

On a long lead-up. Lady Alice was the better, and also
turned and killed. Bess was gaining, but too late. Lady
Alice won.

TKOUPE—MASTER PETEE.
One hare unsighted. The walk was long. Master Peter

became bad in the slips, sulking, and the brace was taken
up, temporarily.

PKINCE CHABLIE—FLEETFOOT.
Fleetfoot was keener th-m Charlie, and dragged him,

Charley not at all cleverly broken to slips. One hare was
unsighted. The party took lunch.

TROTTPE—MASTER PETEPv.

These now got a good slip on a fine hare, well sighted.
Master Peter forgot his slouching, sulky gait, and showed
great quality, running up, doing all the work, and a lot of
it, c[uite alone, and Iciiling after a hot course. Troupe was
pointless. Ma.ster Peter won.

PRINCE CHARLIE—FLEETFOOT.
These got a good course. Charlie led and did the work for

a quarter of a mile, placing Fleetfoot, which scored and
killed, but too soon. Prince Charlie won.

BARONET—LADY OF FASHION.
Lady bad all the superiority in the run up to a demon hare

on the short grass. The hare led for the hiUs, and though
Lady drew clos-, little work was done. No kill. A cour.~-e
of over a mile. The judge spoke well of Lady. Baronet
was pointless. Lady of Fashion won.

LADY ILIFF GLENDYNE—WILL-O'-THE-WISP.
The beating was now on the short grass near the bluff by

the old red barn. Here Mr. Carney had planted all his
phantom jacks, marked and guaranteed. Ever and anon
one with a brass ring in its nose and a blue smoke wreath in
its rear arose and flitted for the bills. Mr. Grace said these
were faster than any hares he had seen in California, and
some of them he did not think could be caught by any two
living greyhounds. This pair, however, killed a hare not
quite so good as the best. Will-o'-the-Wisp shot in ahead
and scored for a half mile. Lady drew by and was rapidly
cutting down the lead, but killed too soon. A pretty course.
Will-o'-the-Wisp won.

QUEEN BELLE—BAR MAID.
Maid went up, and went wide on a squat, but regained

well. Queen got possession, but there was exchanging,
after a little of which Bar Maid began a series of exhibi-
tions of the most flagrant sorts of running cunning. Queen,
none too fast, was honester and killed. Queen Belle won.

LANARADZO-VAN RICHARD.
Lanaradzo ran up, but lost to Richard. A bruising course

to the hills, three-quarters of a mile. Van Richard won.
COMEDY—BRILLIANT.

Comedy, very fast from slips, got the run-up and two
points ahead of Brilliant bpfore the tremendous hare started
the procession for the hills. Little work done then and no
kill. Comedy won.

MONK BISHOP—CHICOPEE LASS.

Lass led up, very quick and clever, with plenty of work
for 300yds., Monk helping very much. Lass worked the
closer and killed. She is a very eager and clever worker,
though not guaranteed to stay. "This was the neatest
course of the day. Chicopee Lass won.

LORD MCPHERSON—LADY R.

McPherson led up, and at 300yds. turned and held second
place in the procession, the hare a veiy good first. Lady
was placed , but fell out of it. Lord McPherson won.

PEARL OF PEKIN—BABAZOtTN.
Two hares sprang, and a bad sight. Babazoun, much

favored In the sight, ran up, but went wide and placed
Pearl. They exchanged. Babazoun fell heavily, Pearl ap-
pearing then in the lead. Babazoun drew in, but later Pearl
gave him a go-by, and worked the closer to the end of a
three-quarter mile coui'se. The kill was in a gully and un-
seen. Pearl of Pekin won.

VERDURE CLAD—LANCASHIRE LASS.

A very fast jack. Verdure led up and scored distinctly.
Lancashire Lass showed ahead ss the hare straightened for
the hills, but did no scoring. Verdure drew by later, the
Lass not running strong, but showing less determination
than was expected, as she is usually so good. Verdure Clad
on.
Dolly and Lady in Black went in, but found no hare.

The runnings for the dav were declared ended. At this
time it does not seem possible to finish the running of both
stakes Tvithln the week.

Wednesday, Second Day, Oct. 21.

The line left the club house at 10 A. M. The weather was
verj pleasant. A crowd of 1,000 or more, very unruly toward
evening, impeded the sport to some extent. The hares were
found in good numbers in the a ternoon on the grazed
ground near the hills. Seventeen courses were decided, the
Puppy Stakes being nearly finished for the first series. The
sport, as sport purely, was good. The best display of coursing
ever seen here tor evenness and pluck was shown by Dolly
and Lady in Black, la the All-Age. The fl lest individual
performance ever seen here was that of the puppy Royal
Crest
Ktxnning was continued in the first mund of the All-Age:

DOLLY—LADY IN BLACK.
Lady passed when they straightened after an imperfect

sight, and was faster to the first turn, also wrenching. Dolly
seemed to gather speed, and when placed held to a turn. Go-
by a.nd trading of point?- follpwed t'9r each dog npw, Dolly
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tlien forging ahead for a quarter of a mile, for the bulk of
the work closely assisted by Lady in Black. The scoring
then became rapid and constant, both the little bitches
working admirably close. Their staying was wonderful, for
the hare was very fast and strong. The kill was in corn,'
Dolly had the course in hand toward the close. Dolly won.

KATHLEEN—MASTER GLENDYKE.
Kathleen ran up and killed the hare, which had a hindleg

down, within 100yds. Master Glendyne was outside, crowd-
ing to get in, but it was over too soon. Small test, and the
dogs should have gone again. Kathleen won.

LADY BARTON—IRISH LASS.

Lady a length ahead in a tight run up, turned and worked
to five points ahead of Lass. ^ The latter, placed, did little.
Lady drawing by and working in her close style, ran up
eight points more and turned the hare to Lass's kill, the
latter, however, of some merit. Lady Barton won.

MAJOR GLEHDYNE—HIGHLAND WARRIOR.
One hare was unsighted, but a good slip and sight on

another followed. Highland Warrior, the Maine dog, had
never seen a hare, and did not know what was wanted, and
was stai'tled to find his collar jerked oil from him, leaving
him alone in the middle of the Cheyenne bottoms. Major
closed rapidly, and Warrior grasped the situation, there-
after cheerfully endeavoring to get a look in over a very
long and bruising course, but falling out when placed.
Major led for three-quarters of a mile. Warrior, soft and
unconditioned, moreover not handled understandingly in
the last two days here, showed great pluck and followed.
Major ran the hare to a standstill, and reaching for it,

ttu-ned to Wai-rior, which killed. Major Glendyne won.
LIBERTY—-PUZZLE.

I'uU sisters, both owned by Mr. Lowe. Mr. Page naming
the latter. The slip was short, the dogs being excited.
Liberty, favored by the hare, ran up, turned, wrenched and
killed in 100yds. Pretty short work, but perhaps enough.
Liberty won,

LITTLE THOUGHT OF—LITTLE CLIilBER.

A long course. Little Thought Of led up and did the
ilrst work, but Climber drew by and was quite the better
for a half mile. Little Thought Of got one go-by. but lost
on the turn. Climber now took it up and, showing won-
derful staying quality, followed hard to the hills, Little
Thought Of losing interest. Little Climber won.

WALNUT—PRINCE RUPERT.
After lunch these dogs, which found no hare when first

down, went in again and got one soon, Priuce, favored by
the hare, ran up, going wide on the turn. Walnut, now
placed, followed carefully on the bank of a wet strip.
Prince, going by him, making straight for the hare. Wal-
nut got one go-by, but lost. Prince working the truer and
closer, placing Walnut to kill. Prince Rupert won.

LADY GRACE—girl's EAVORITE.
One hare badly .sighted, and Girl broke away, but was

taken up. Two more hares got off unsighted. When
slipped. Girl did it all, Grace onlv placed for scant work,
the score being 16 to 5. Girl's Favorite won.

MASTER NEVERSETTLE—OLD STONE.
A tremendous course. Old Stone justified the hopes of

seeing a good greyhound proved in him. It is a pity he was
not conditioned. He seems certainly, however, to have
coursed before. His showing was good, though he could
only lose against so fit a one as the Kansas one. Old Stone
had the run-up, and for three-quarters of a mile was the
faster, working handsomely, but could not stay on his form.
At the mile Master passed him and cut down the lead. The
bare then turned and came directly back from the hills for
which it was making, Master now in the lead. The course
passed through the line of vehicles. The California dog.
Morning Call, carelessly held by a boy, broke away, ran in
and killed the hare, on which Master could not close. Old
Stone was pluckily following close and showed good
quality. Mr. Canavan was fined -$5 for allowing his dog to
escape, which fine he promptly paid. Master Neversettle
won.

P. D. Q,—EXAMINER.
Colorado against California. Examiner, the Coast dog,

ran up and did the work over a sharp course of one-quarter
mile. P. D. Q., placed, picked up the hare in his stride.
Examiner won.
This closed the first round of the All-Age. Running was

now begun in the Puppy Stakes, or

GREAT BEND DERBY.
A grand lot of youngsters, and they showed themselves as

killing as their elders. In the 23 entries there are some good
ones. The first down were

MORNING CALL—STARLIGHT.
The former is one of Mr. Wielaad's, of San Francisco.

Starlight was given by Mr. M. Phister, of Cincinnati, to Mr.
Luse, and is better than she looks, she not being in especial
form. Starlight is by Norwegian out of Buenretiro. Star-
light was thrown out by the slips hanging, but drew up, and
in one-quarter mile had won a go-by and a lead. Call
also scored, but was again passed by the fawn, which held
to a kill of merit. Starlight won.

ROYAL CREST—LAPLANDER.
Two hares ran, the slips holding back Laplander, Royal

Crest went up and placed Laplander as he came up. Royal
Crest is now a long and rather lathy-looking one, and can-
not be called in condition, being, moreover, still fresh from
a wire cutting. He, however, showed his Greentick blood,
and set the crowd cheering, for he turned close as a monkey
and had speed and giit beyond belief. He had all the work
to do. The hare was very fast, and on the hard short grass
Crest could not reach it. He, however, coursed it in noble
style alone for a punishing run of over a mile. He ran the
hare dead and picked up. Mr. Grace, the judge, as he came
back, said, "That is the grandest puppy in America. If
mine, $1,000 could not buy him." Certamly he did not look
capable of the grand work he showed here. Royal Crest
won,

VAN RICHARD—CHRONICLE.
The California puppy Chronicle went out. Van ran up

sharply, led well, scoring fast, giving Chronicle only placed
points till toward the close. Chronicle, then drawing in,
killed too soon for his own good. Van Richard won.

VAN PETER-LAVINIE.
Little choice on run up. Peter first to turn. Lavinie

scored two go-bys, Peter three and led ahead to the hills,
putting a fast hare to earth. Van Peter won.

EMPORIA LASS—BRITTON YET.

Neither was too fast or too honest. Lass led up, turned
and wrenched. A long course followed along the edge of
the hills, Lass, the better plainly and crowding the hare,
which took to earth. Emporia Lass won.

BOB HOOD—BLACK PRINCE.

In a twisting lead up Prince was the better, but Bob then
did it all, working close to a kill of great merit. Bob Hood
won.

BELLE BARTON—TWISTER.
""Belle held by the slips. Twister favored, but after they
were both placed to .score Twister showed faster, and held
ahead in the exchanging, turning the hare to Belle, which
picked it up, dropped it, Twiater then kjlling.. The latter

'

FOREST AND STREAM.
I

is a White Lips puppy, only ISmos. old. -Belle was point-
less. Twister won.
Salvator and Blue Maid ran a good course, even points,

undecided, and were taken up.
Viola and Gallant Boy went in and a long heat in the high

grass on the wet bottoms raised no hare that was sighted.
It growing late the running was declared closed for the day.A successful and pleasant day's sport.

Tfmrsday, Third Day, Oct. 'M.

Weather cooler. A very early .start from town was made,
but the first pair did not go down till 9:35. The sport to-day
was more like ploughing corn than coursing, as the hares
proved very scarce in the middle of the big pasture where
most of the time was spent, only 14 courses and 3 byes
were gotten off, and that by dint of late work. Mr. Grace
can not be complimented too much as a judge. He is a good
rider, prompt, pushing, and moreover, a juiige of coursing.
His decisions have been unimpeachable, and if the club ca'n
get him next year, it should by all means do so. That may
30t be possible, for Mr. Grace finds the iron soil of these
plains harder to ride over than the Merced springy footing,
and the hares extremely "long." To-day the hares were
very strong, in nearly every instance leading the dogs close
to the hills, whether that meant a mile, a mile and a half,
or even further. Some grand courses were consequent, and
the class of coursing seen was good. The pasture in which
most of the beating was done is 1,950 acres in the cle-ir with-
out fence.
The American Coursing Club is a private concern, sup-

posed to be made up of gentlemen, but in the crowd on the
grounds to-day an ignorant spectator might have gathered
wrong impressions, as a goodly mob of hoodhims and semi-
hoodlums were present. The colored "gemman"who occasion-
ally shows up and runs the affairs of the day was on hand,
and also several vehicles adorned by toughs who carried im-
posing Kansas jags. The order was not good. In days
coming a better system must be adopted and enforced, or the
gentlemen of the club must see the pleasantest features of
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their sport ruined. An admission fee of 35 cents was charged,
and some paid it, many free citizens whipping past the gate
keeper. There is talk of getting some sort of a lea.se on these
grounds. If that be done, a regular fence and gate should
be established, and an admission fee of at least $1 charged.
That would bar out the wor.st of the mob. A line of 100
breeders would be worth more than the 600 or 800 disorganized
people who spoiled the pleasure to-day. It is hard to see
what the club gains by the presence of the mob, which
spoils sport, but does not ada to it. The day must come
when all this will have io be faced and settled. The last
of these meetings will be disgraceful and dangerous, and the
condition of things was not far from that to-day.
Running was continued in the Derby.

SALVATOR—BLUE MAID.
This was the undecided in the Derby first round yesterday.

Two hares were unsighted. On the next, Salvator fell an
awful cropper in the run up, and squealed with pain, rolling
clear over. Blue Maid was much the faster, and rolled up
a score of thirty points, unchecked, though Salvator came
stronger at close. The hare went to earth, and LTncle Bobby
Smart pulled her out, placing her in the crate with Blue
Maid, which made no further effort to damage her, Blue
Maid won.

VIOLA—GALLANT BOY.

Viola not well sighted. Boy went up fast. Viola, placed,
could not hold for a point, and the White Lips puppy, un-
aided, made a grand course for one only 13 months old,
crowding the hare to the hills, where it escaped in weeds.
Viola beaten pointless. Gallant Boy won.

ORPHAN BOY—VANNESS.
Orphan first up, but favored by hare. Vanness drew by,

and outpointed the other distinctly in the exchanging to
the bluff. Boy then coming stronger. An unseen kill was
made in weeds. Vanness won.

LIVING YET—YAN'S GENERAL.
Living Yet better in run-up, but thrown out by the hare.

Van scored, but the other led with one point to the good,
and increased this by a clean go-by. No kill. Van's General
nearly quit. Living Yet won,

ALL-AGE STAKES—Seco?u7 Bound.

The first rounds in both the All-Age and Puppy stakes
were now flnished. In the second round the first pair found
no hare for a long time. Going in to lunch, the crowd be -

came boisterous. Some fool disobeyed the reiterated in-
junction which forbids smoking on the grounds and threw
the stub of a cigar in the grass. It flared up, and had it not
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beep promptly stamped out the fire would have run wild in
an instant, ruining the ranch for the season and putting an
end to the American Cour.sing Club. The miscreant was
not found. Some day the club will learn to make rules and
enforce them, but this maybe at the cost of a shocking
lesson.
After luncheon Dr. Q. Van Hummel proceeded with his

greyhound auction, as advertised, he offering to sell Baba-
zoun. Verdure Clad and four of their puppies. Mr. Cana-
van, auctioneer, was unable to get a bid on any of them, so
none of them were sold.

QUEEN—LADY ALICE.
A short course. Alice ran up, was better and closer*

Queen killed. Lady Alice won,
MASTER PETER—QUE BELLE,

Slouchy Peter, the most unattractive of Mr. Lowe's at-
tractive string, suddenly woke up at .sighting the hare, and
threw large gobs of cold alkali dust info the countenance of
Dr. Gower's Denver bitch. Peter was very fast, and had a
long score to the good when the hare as usual straightened
for the hills. Que Belle, which certainly was not in con-
dition, but apparently sick, then unexpectedly found
strength, but could not cut. down the lead. Kill unseen.
Master Peter won.

PRINCE CHARLIE—VAN RICHARD.
Van Richard announced withdrawn. Prince Charlie ran

a bye with Babazoun, and had no difficulty in making a
blooming spectacle of the latter. Prince is Lord Neversettle
—White Lips, and shows the elan of the latter.

LADY OF FASHION—CHICOPEE LASS,

Ml', Lowe's most beautiful, though not perhaps his best
bitch, now went down with the California bitch, Chicopee
La,ss. The latter showed a very fine drawn, graceful, eager
little bitch. The Lass was much the faster up, and turned
beautifully close, an ideal coursing greyhound if she can
do this often. She passed Lady of Fashion at will on straight
go-by, placing her for about all she got, and .staying phen-
omenally. She was fresh and keen still when the hare, a
big white-tail, went to earth, Lady being well worn out.
The score was the almost incredible'one of 33 to 7. Chicopee
Lass won.
We are not familiar enough with the California dogs, I

should have stated, to be correct, that Chicopee Lass is a
litter sister to Sam Nash, which ran up to Al Farrow, win-
ner at Merced meet last fall.

WILL-O'-THE-WISP—LORD MCPHERSON.
A bruising course, the longest yet run, and a close one,

though the hare was too fast for much scoring. Will o'-the
Wisp ran up and scored ahead of Lord McPherson, seeing
fast. McPherson took it up, and with only 4 points against
6 went ahead toward the close, but could' not cut the lead.
No kill. Will-o'-the-Wisp won.

COMEDY—PEARL OF PEKIN.
Mr. Lowe's Comedy is by Lord Never.5ettle—Partera, and is

thought good. She had a nail off to-day. Pearl of Pekin is
St. Patrick—Daioy Dublin. She looks a beauty, flue drawn
and trim. Honors were even up to the hsre, but Pearl had
the speed of it when they straightened. Comedy really had
the first turn, but the hare favored Pearl, who placed it to
Comedy. Comedy triuped and killed handsomely, but too
soon. The score was 8 to 6. Pearl of Pekin won.

VERDURE CLAD—DOLLY.
Verdure led up and earned her 6 points ahead. Dolly

turned once, got a straight go by and killed, too soon.
Score, 12 to 5. Verdure Clad won.

KATHLEEN—LADY BARTON.
Kathleen is another of the California dogs. Lady Barton

is one of Mr. Luse's last year winners. Kathleen ran up and
turned, Lady turned, Kathleen turned twice, assisted,
doubled close and killed neatly. Kathleen won.

MA.TOR GLENDYNE—LIBERTY.
Major Glendyne drawn, his foot being disabled in his first

course. Liberty ran a bye with Belle, one of Dr. Show's
twin bitches. They got a tremendous hare on pumping
course, no kill.

LTTTLB CLIMBER—PRINCE RUPERT.
Climber, nominated by Mr. Page, is really Mr. Lowe's

property. She is by Lord Neversettle out of Pa'rtera. Prince
Rupert is by Lord Neversettle out of White Lips, and is also
owned by Mr. Lowe. Prince Rupert led up, and le( t Climber
in possession but briefly when placed. He took the hare by
himself over a most punishing course, perhaps two miles,
allowing Climber nothing. The score was 18 to 8. Prince
Rupert's performance was admirable. Pi'ince Rupert won,

girl's FAVORITE—MASTER NEVFRSETTr.E.

Girl's Favorite is the Emporia nomi nation, and is hyTrales,
an American C. C. first, out of Bessie Lee, Mr. Luse's win-
ning bitch of three years back. Master Neversettle is by
Lord Neversettle out of Partei-a. Little choice in the twist-
ing run up, but Girl's Favorite far the better when both ex-
tended, placing Master, A merry course then to the close.
Girl picking up the hare in her stride, then falling with it.

Girl's Favorite won,
EXAMINER (A BYE).

This was run off with Dr, Shaw's Dolly, the other twin, a
good hot course.

It was now nearly sundown, and the running closed. The
second round of the All -Age was now completed.

Friday, Fourth Day, Oct. 36',

The start was at 9:35. Weather pleasant till afternoon,
when the heat was oppressive. A rattling morniug's work
was run off, 9 courses before lunch, 11 and a bye after lunch,
or 21 iu all, the hares being more abundant.
To day the crowd was orderly and pleasant, only one inci-

dent marring the enjoyment. Van Hirmmel's handler, a
specimen of the exceedingly fresh darky, who has made
himself a disgusting nuisance throughoirt the week by his
forwardness, fell foul of Arthur Massey, the slipper. As
Arthur was trying to slip the dogs in the bye race which
closed the day, this fellow ran his horse ahead after the
hare, yelling as usual. Arthur called out to him, "Here,
nigger, come back there, nigger!" This offended the "gem-
man ol: honah," and he later had words with Arthur. The
latter made up to smash his head, when the negro, before he
was appi'oached within 30ft., reached in his hip pocket and
puDed out a knife. Judge Grace stood ready to catch his
hand, but others interx'upted in time. Arthur Massey was
unprepared to administer the correct treatment to the
ruffian. I mean he was not heeled. The necessity of the
slipper of the American Cour.sing Club going heeled'in order
to be safe is one which must be a trifle humiliating to the
club. Should the committee allow this ruffianly handler on
the grounds to-morrow, it will have established, in a brief
and easy waj^, the fact that the club has no respect for
itself whatever. This I do not fancy will be the case.

GREAT BEND DERBY—Sccc«(i! iJouxd.

The work began just nicely at the second round for the
puppies.

STARLIGHT—ROYAL CREST.

Crest ran up fast on a fast hare, worked our his six points,
then doubled them up to twenty, placiny: Starlight, which
could not hold. On soft ground Starlight sho\s'ed to front,
but wrenched only feebly. Kill not seen. Royal Great
won,
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VAN'S RICHARD—KMPOmA LASS.

Richard first up, Lass not sighted well. When scoring
began Eichard was much the closer. Lass a bit cunning and
unable to bold when served the hare. At the hill Lass drew
by on speed and turned twice, but could not cut down the
lead. Lass killed. Van's Richard wou.

van's peter—bob hood,

Peter ran up. turned twice, placing Bob, which killed,

100yds. Van's Peter won.
TWISTER—BLX:E MAID,

Twister had the lead up and scored his six points ahead,
then doubled up four more, leading for a half mile. Maid
was ph<iced, scored twice, and Twister then led to hills. No
kill. Twister won.

GALLANT BOY—VANNESS.
Boy first up to the turn, but went wide. Vanness, very

quick and handy, held for ten and a half jjoints ahead. Boy
drew by clearly, but lost again, and they traded for a time,
Vanness the better. Boy ahead at close. Boy killed. The
full score was 27 to 10. This was a most punishing course,
probably two and a half miles in all. Hare and doss were
both at a standstill. Gallant Boy lay down on the hai:e he
killed. Vanness won.

LIVING VET (a bye).

This, a merry go with Lavinie for running mate, closed
the-second series of the Derby.

ALL-AGE STAKE.—Third Bound.
In the All-Age the running last evening was also nicely

stopped at the end of a series, running now beginning in the
third,

LADY ALICE—MASTER PETER,
Peter held in the slips, but yet ran clearly first in the lead

ap of 50yds. Alice was close and picked up place at the sec-
ond turn. Peter drew by, and was much the faster, cleverly
handling his hare for a half mile, Alice was placed and
scored, but lost on a go-by. On the line to the hills trading
was easy, both staying. No kill. Score 10 to 4, Master
Peter won.

PRINCE CHARLIE—CHICOPEE LASS.

Ghicopee's short tail attempted to curl with eagernePs.
She was badly punished in the work of yesterday, and Ed-
wards, her handler, said she had only one leg" to run on.
With this one leg she was swift as a nawk. The slip was a bit
short, though the grass was high. Cbicopeeran up, turned,
and with mouth wide open for loft, of her stride, glided up
and killed within 7.^ or 100yds. Rather slender work, and
many judges would have said no course, though Mr. Grace's
theory is that work after the slips are olf must count. Chi-
copee certainly showed speed and cleverness. Chicopee Lass
won.

WILL-O'-THE-WISP—PEARL OF PEKIN.

This course brought out the most admirable individual
performance of the day. There was really not much diiJer-
ence in the lead to the swerving hare. Will perhaps first up,
but he went very wide on the turn, though .scoring later.
Pearl then handled the hare beautifully, and cut down the
lead, going by Will. She had four points the lead when she
picked up the bare and apparently killed. The hare, how-
ever, again started. Pearl then ran past, scored as she liked
alone to nine points additional and killed. Her performance
was remarkable. Pearl of Pekin won.

VERDURE CLAD—KATHLEEN.
Kathleen was one of the good array of California dogs still

in it. Kathleen ran up and turned twice ahead of Verdure.
The latter, placed, worked cleverly and evened things in the
first quarter mile. Kathleen took a go-by out of Verdure,
and handled the hare, a terrible customer, along the edge
of the hill, and scoring after the first three-quarter mile,
which has been the exception on these hill demons. No kill
was seen, though later a man said he found the hare dead,
and Kathleen nearly dead. Kathleen won.

LIBEliTY—GIRL'S FAVORITE,
One by one Mr. Lowe's dogs had been going out, and now

he lost another. Liberty was first ixp, and earned five points
ahead, placing Girl, which rolled up an equal score. The
hare struck the hard road, and here Girl wrenched it from
.side to side, Liberty falling out of it. No kill. There was
not much to spare between them before they struck the
road. Girl's Favorite won.

PRINCE RUPERT—EXAMINER.
In the opinion of "Greyhound" (Mr. J. R. Uickson), of the

California Spirit of the Times. Examiner was not thought
in perfect condition when he left San Francisco, but had run
well so far through the meet, and now dismissed another of
Mr. Lowe's candidates. Examiner ran up and turned to five
points ahead. Runert was close and clever, but in a quarter
of a mile of it Examiner drew by twice. Rupert helped
honestly to the close, and killed on the hard gi-ound over
which the hares usually escape. Examiner was leading
chiefly. Score 13 to 9. Examiner won

.

During this course Mr. P. Canavan, riding after Examiner,
was thrown by his horse stumbling. He landed on his ex-
pansive stomach, which saved his life, though it cost him
his wind for some time. He woke up calling "Examiner
wins!" and sure enough he was right about it.

GREAT BEND DERBY. -T/i/rtZ. Round.

The Manning puppies had to repeat their races to-day in
spite of the heat.

ROyAL CREST—VAN RICHARD.
Mr. Watson's Greentick ouppy had become a favorite. He

was not, however, in hard enough condition to repeat to-day
and did not make so good a showing. Crest ran up and
turned, and honors were easy for the next three corners.
Richard drew by, rolling up" a formidable showing for a
quarter of a mile. At the foot of the hills Crest drew by,
not scoring. No kill. Van Richard won,

VAN'S PETER—TWISTER.
No merit in the lead up, both dogs at fault for a moment.

Twister scored five points ahead, losing to Peter, which
worked very keen and close on the twisting hare and killed
to merit. Mr. Lowe's last puppy was now out. Van's Peter
won.

VANNESS—LIVING VET.
Living Yet a three-points run up, and three turns, then

eleven points total ahead. He appeared the superior in the
later turning, well assisted. This was a punishing course
of over a mile, and the hare left the dogs, which got at
tauit and ran about for a time unsighted. Living Yet won.

ALL-AGED STAKES- FoT/rtTj, Bound.
In the next course Mr. Lowe saw his last dog. Master

Peter, go out of the running. Mr. Lowe has been unfortu-
nate, several times coming near winning, but not winning.
He brought the handsomest specimens of greyhound seen
here this year, and has always brought good ones, fine ones,
albeit perhaps carrying a trifle too much fiesh. His bitch
White Lips, carried back to Greentick blood fsay Royal
Crest), would get him some puppies which would win. Of
course, Mr. Lowe would not hear to this, but he might well
do so. Of stud greyhound material in this country we have
next to nothing that is fir.st- cla.ss, though of bitches there is
a plenty of grand ones. Mr. Lowe's White Lips puppies
showed well here. Many think White Lips the be.st grey -

hound that ever stood on these grounds, con.sidering type,
blood and performance. Would not a shade of closer-tum-

ing quality bring such puppies out winners? Mr. Lowe
comes nearer to his ambition every year, and that, I believe,

is to breed a dog which can go back to England and win in
one of their large stakes, ' He has had his eye on a dog in
England this year whose blood suits him, but whose get'ir

not yet determined.

SIASTER PETER—CHICOPEE LASS.

Chicopee led up and turned twice ahead. Peter, placed,
evened the score. Chicopee raced by, and then showed
superior, staying Ijeyoutl belief, and moreover scoring, to
her own kill. She has been called a "park dog," a "whip-
pet" and the like, bufc her performance here showed her far
more than that, for quarter dogs have no busine.ss with s-uch

hares as these after a mile of work. Chicopee Lass won.

PEARL OF PEKIN—KATHLEEN.
A grand course between grand performers. Pearl led up

and turned twice. Kathleen pi'omptly cut this down, but
could not stay the pace. The dogs'ph.ssed a wire fence,
which stopped the borseineu, but Pearl could be seen clearly
in the lead and scoring in fine style. Both bitches are white,
but Kathleen has black ears. By this it could be seen that
Kathleen killed, her head showing dark as she turned to
the hare. Pearl of Pekin woQ.

GIRL'S FAVOKITE—EXAMINER.
Examiner led up and earned his .six points ahead, and led

quite speedy for half a mile, putting the hare to earth, and
leaving Girl practically pointless. Examiner won.

GREAT BEND DERBY-Foi/rf/i nound.
By the rules, Living Yet having had one natural bye, was

not entitled to another, and so went in against the top dog
left above her on the card. The pair was therefore

VAN RICHARD—LTV I R<} YET.

Living Yet ran up and turned, sliowiug a great burst of
.speed, though where he got it after his late hot and long
course no one could tell. Bichard, when placed, could not
hold before him, and the hare went to earth with the score
of b to 3, Living Yet won.
Mr. Luse named this puppy "Living Yet" in no view of a

iuncture like this. The puppywas sickly and was long ex-
pected to die, but hung on to life. Every morning Mrs.
Luse would ask, "Is that puppy dead yet?" and Mr. Luse
would answer, "No, he is living yet," This grew from a
byword to a name, which latter Mr. Luse thought to-night
was not a bad one.
Van's Peter a bye. This closed the day.

Saturday, Fifth Day. Oct. M.
The start was at 10 A. M. Weather still glorious. Not a

large crowd was present, ljut it was cheerful and orderly.
The colored member of the executive committee, self-ap-
pointed—the same "gemman" that wanted to use his cutlery
on the slipper—was conspicuous by his absence, and a vast
quiet reigned over the Cheyenne plains.
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ALL-AGE STAKES.- Bound.
CHICOPEE LASS—EXAMINER.

The gritty bitch that wore the red collar showed as game
as any that ever gazed through aOy collar. Her feet' were
torn raw. The training of California does not fit a dog for
this cast iron soil. In spite of all this, Chicopee Lass ran up
for two points, turned for a third, and then led the white a
merry bout over the level to hill, placing him once for a turn
and a wrench. The hare straiehtened with Examiner in
the lead, but on the hillside the Lass drew straight by and
led over the cre.st of the bluft:. No kill. Score 8 to i

Chicopee Lass won. ^
'

PEAEL OF PEE IN (a bye).

Pearl of Pekin was thought a certainty for first, being
much less punished by earlier work. In the bye with Monk
Bishop she did not perform, and as the .judge remarked, th6
latter would have won had it been a course, as Pearl was a
bit shy, and apparently not warmed up to it. This was a
trifle .startling, as her earlier work had been grand.

ALL-AGE STAKES-Sia;m Round and FiiuM.
CHICOPEE LASS-=-PEARL OF PEKI>J.

It was a question of feel for the La.ss, It seemed cruelty
to let her run, but cocaine and- her native sand kept her
going on them. The bitches made a pretty picture, both
being bright anel eager in slips, and fine-drawn elegant
hounds. Unfortunately now occurred a mishap to mar the
perfection of what might have been a perfectly pleasant
course. The hare was started in rather high grass, and the
crowd happened to be gathered close about, having just
come through a gate. At the slip the hare was right among
the horses, and amid great confu.sion numbers of horsemen
rode after the dogs as they doubled through the crush.
Chicopee Lass went up as swift as a falcon and took away
the run-up and the turn. Pearl got in four point.s, serving
the hare to Lass, which then added two turns more to her
score. At this point J. J. Edmunds, nominator of Chicopee
Lass, was riding through the crowd following the course
and the hare doubling sharnly. Pearl ran into Edmonds's
horse, striking sharply and yelping with pain. The judge
did not see this accident, the crowd being in the way at that
moment. Pearl continued gamely, but Lass drew by her
like an arrow and killed. Score 10 to i.

Chicopee Lass won the All-Age.
At once upon the rendering of the decision, Mr. Bartels,

owner of Pearl of Pekin, announced a protest, on the ground
that his greyhound had been ridden over by his opponent
(B.ule 26). This was referred to the executive'committee for
action during the business meeting in the afternoon.
Much discussion arose over this" last course, Mr. Bartels

standing on a literal construction of the rules and making
claim for the first place and the money. Others disinterested
could only see that this rale was meant to cover merelv the
case of brutality in intentionally riding down an opponent's
dog, which latrer was not attributable to Edmonds in the
,east. This being the case, it became merely an accident of
+he field. The weight of opinion ran decidedly in this
^ireetion.

As to the relative merit of the two greyhounds, as they
ran to-day and as they ran in this course, there was not the
slightest question possible. Had the hare ever gotten out to
live longer, Chicopee Lass would have beaten Pearl of Pekin
in a style simply hollow. Mr. Bartels may think this acci
dent a misfortune, for now he can still believe that Pearl of
Pekin was as good to-day as she was yesterday, and this may
be .some comfort for him, though no d i.si nte rested coursing
man who followed these runnings could think it for a
moment.
Meantime there had been run the

GREAT BEND DERBY.—Fi/«i Round and Mnal.
LIVING VET—VAN'S PETEK.

Another surprise was in store here. Living Y''et was
thought sure to win the Derby, but he could not do what he
did yesterday evening. Peter ran up, and gave Living Yet
what little he had. The latter drew by, possibly on the in-
side, as the hare straightened, but both dogs .struck a wire
fence cruelly hard, and the hare went to earth just beyond.
Van's Peter won the Derby.
At the closing of the d,ay's work Mr. D. N. Heizer, the

president of the clqb, made a neat address, felicitating the
members upon the .success of the meeting, and particularly
upon having secured so perfect a judge as Mr, Grace. In
this latter Mr. Heizer was not only complimentary, but cor-
rect. With all due deference where that belongs, Mr. Grace
is the best judge ever seen here, and doubtless the best in
America, as he is univer-sally held on the Coast. Much of
the plea.sure of success of the meet has been due to him, and
there is not one of us fit to criticise a single decision that he
made. I venture to say that nothing has helped this club
more than to see coursing done as it should be done. Very
appropriate is the remark that that rough diamond Uncle

Grace, for Arthur Massey, "the best slipper in America;" for
Mr. Heizer, and lastly for Chicopee Lass. That nervy brute
deserved it as much as any man.

THE ANNUAL MEETING.
The regular annual meeting of the club was called at 4

P.M. at the Morrison House, President D. N. Heizer in the
chair. The secretary's report was read and approved, and
the disbursements of the treasurer also approved. A vote
of thanks was tendered Mr. .John Grace, of San Francisco,
for the able manner in which he had discharged his duties
as judge of the meet. A -vote of thanks was extended to
the press. Routine committee reports followed.
Mr. Bartels formally protested the decision in the final

course of the All-Age, Chicopee La.ss—Pearl of Pekin,
claiming flrst for Pearl of Pekin, on the ground that she
had been run over by the handler of Chicopee Lass. Re-
ferred to the executive committee, who asked time to col-
lect evidence as to the facta. Ijater on, after hearing much
unpleasant and unfortunate "kicking," the committee de-
cided that the protest could not be allowed. Mr. Bartels
oft'ered to compromise and Mr. Edmunds refused. The lat-
ter made aflidavit on request to the eft'ect that the collision
was pure accident. This closed the matter and Chicopee
Lass goes home to-night a winner of first, where on her
showing she honestly belongs.
Bhction of officers followed with the followins; results-

President, Dr. N, Rowe, Vice-Presidnt, Dr. S, J.^Shaw, of
Great Bend: Secretary, Mr. Ira D. Brougher, of Great Bend:
Treasurer, Mr. J. V. Brinkman, of Great Bend. Executive
Committee, Mr. D. C. Luse, of Great Bend; Mr. H. C. Lowe,
of Lawrence, Kas., and Mr. C. G. Page, of Aurora, III.
Grounds Committee, Messrs. Dick Tavlor, A. C. Schermer-
horn and 1). C. Luse, all of Great Bend.
Votes of thanks were extended to Dr. N. Rowe for bis

annual .*100 cup purse; to the National Greyhound Club, of
New York, for the handsome trophies oft'ered to the Ameri-
can Club; to Mr. D. C. Luse for his fine trophy cup.
Much discussion has been on of late relative to a po.ssible

international coursing meeting, to be held on these grounds
in 1893, a 64 dog stake, 83 English and 32 Amfricau nomina-
tions, £10 entry, £.500 guaranteed, £700 to first, £.'500 to run-
ner-up, £100 each to next two, and £10 each to the next four.
Mr. J. Herbert Watson, of New York, was earnestin agitat-
ing this, and moved for a committee to work to that end. It
was finally decided to leave the appointment of this commit-
tee to the incoming president. In 1893 sporting events will
be larger than any we have ever seen in America at turf,
trigger or leash. In 1893 this great meeting can be held and
held successfully. One member of the club, Mr. R. R.
Pri ;e, of Topeka, guarantees ^500 toward it and thinks the
Santa Fe road will add $500. The purse can be raised. Is it
too much to say that this must be and will be?
In the evening the California party started West. Mr.

Grace takes with him for entry in California events one of
Mr. H. C. Lowe's beautiful young greyhounds. Prince
Rupert. "He comes out of the best kennel in America,"
laid Mr. Grace, "and there is not as fine a one on the Coast."
Dr. G. I. Royce and Dr. S. J, Shaw are planning and may go
on to Merced meet. It is proposed to trade years with Cali-
fornia, Merced meet being brought bodily to (xreat Bend
next year, and nice versa. Of this more later, and let us
hear from ourgood friends of the Coast. This is how Cali-
fornia came to what it calls the East and what we call the
West, and showed us how to course. Colorado and Kansas,
we may be sure, will not grudge her the honors after the
smoke of battle, or rather the alkali dust of these same
Cheyenne Fiats shall have cleared away.
The following is the

SUMMARY.
Ai^L-AGE STAKES.

First Ruimd.
Ira U. Bfoiigher's (Great) I S. .J. Sbaw's 'Great Bend>

Benri) f b Queen (Arkansaw;- heat \ w & bdl b Belle (Trales -

Traveler—Mary AudersoD) i f HiimminKbird).
Price & Royce'd (Topeka,) { Alfred Haigh's (Cable. 111.)

Kas.) b & wb Lady Alice (Joe !- beat b <Sr w b Black Bess (Spidell
Burnside—Humming Bird) S I —Alice).
H. G. Lowe's (Lawrence, i

I D. H. Halladay's (Great
Kas.) bit d Master Peter - beat -( Bond) bl d Troupe (Triimp—
(LordNeversett.le—Partera) ) (MissBuie),
H. O. Lowe'.'? w & b d

)

Prince Chaiiipj Lord Never-
J-
heat -[ Col.) b & w d Fleetfoot

( J. H. Gower's (IST.S. Den ver
- ^ 1

) '^'ol-) b & w d Fl
"

^ettle-White Lips) \ /(Gladstone-Ticket).
H. 0. Lowe's w & f b Lady 1 I J. H. Gower's w & Liu d

of Fashion (Lordl<Ieversettle >- heat -I. Baronet (St. Patrick—Daisy
-Partera) Dnhlini ^-Partera)

H. O. Lowe's hdl & w d )

Dublin).

, .... ^ - , r 1
Price & Royce's w & bb

Wdl-r-the-VV)SD (Lord j>.ev- > heat < Lady Iliflf Glendvne (Tralea
ersettle—Partera).

) ( —Lady Graham Glendyne).

.LH.Glover'sfb Que Belief L "l^"^^ .^W^e'i'f ^1''^

(Blondie-Browne). " '^^"^ "j & ,w b Bar Maid (Charles
) i Boyle—Alicp).

pr.Va,riHnmmell's(KaDS. I
( D. C. Luse's (Great Bend)

City) bdl d Van's Richard ^ fceat ^ f & w d Lanaradzo (Trales—
(Babazoun-VeTdnre Ol«d) ) ( Dick's Darling).
H. C. Lowe's w & f b Com- ) I T. F. Foncaimon's (Empo=

edy (Lord Neversettle—Par- V hedt •< ria, Kans ) w & h b Brilliant
tera)

j ( (Briton Still-Elfrida).
J. .1- Edmonds' (San Bran.) i T. W. Bartell's (Denver,w & b b Chicopee Lass (Chic- > Imt < Colo.) w & bdl dog Monk

opee—Lily of Killarney) 1 ! Bishop-
D. C.La.=ie'sw& bdl d Lord ) i .S. J. .thaw's w & bdl ta

Mcpherson (Trales — Bick'e V be«t - Lady R. (Lord McPheraon—
Darling) ) / Jessamine).
T. W. Bartell's w b Pearl) ( Dr. Vnn HummeP's r d

of Pekin (St. Patrick—Daisy )• heat Babazoun (Briton St ill -F*.-<-
PiibUii \ Icinator),
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i Thought (

/ Da'liDg).

T
[

l>eat
]
„

J- J- Edmonds's b d Wal-

Dr. Van HtiiDmell's bdl b j ( H. 0. Lowe's bdl b Lanoa-
Terd-nre Clad (Gfeentick— >- beat -{ shire Lass (Lord Neversettle
CouilloD) ) (— Partera).

S. J. Shaw's w & bdl b I ( D. C. Luse's b b Lady in
Dollv (Trales — Humming V hmt - Black (Trales—Dick's Dar-
Bird) ( ( ling).

J, J. Edmonds's w & bbl ( A. Haigh's w & b d Master
Kathleen (KiUarney—Calve- V teat < Griendyne (Trales — Little
reen) * I Lady Glendyne).

D. O. Luse's f b Lady Bar- i ( m txt Rortpll'a w *. b b
t on

^

(Trales - Dick's Dar- C beat
-| Jsb'^ass^'^'^^*"

s w & b b

Price & Royce's w & bdl d 1 ( N, Q. Pope's (Brooklyn. N.
Major (Jlendyne (Trales- \ Tjeat - Y.) w & bdl d Hierhland War-
Little Lady (Jlendyne) ( ( rior (Balkis—Cassandra).

H. C. Lowe's bdl b Lib- ) ( D. G. Page's (Aurora, 111.)

erty (Lord Neversettle—Par- V beat - w & bdl b Puzzle (Lord Ney-
tera) \ ( ersettle- Partera).

D. G. Page's (N. f^.) w & i I D. 0 Luse"s bdl b Little
bdl b Little Climber (Lord V Jjeat -{ Thought Of (Trales—Dick's
Neversettk—Partera) ^ •

H.C.Lowe's w & b d Prince
Rupert (Lord Neversettle-
While Lipp)

T. F. Foncannon's b b b ) ( R. Smart's (EUinwond,
Girl's Favorite (Trales—Bes- } lieat < Ka=.) b b Lady Gr.-,ce (Trales
sie Lec) ) ' —Miss Smart).

H. C. Lowe's bdl & w d ) I N. Q. Pope's bdl & w d Old
M^aster Nevprsettle (Lord

J-
lieot - Stone (Oresto — Bouncing

Neversettle—Partera) \ /Bessit).

Chas. Wielaud'.^i w d Ex- ) ( Dr. J H GowAr's w & fd P.
aminer (Snowdrift — Lidy - 1)eat D. Q. (St. Patrick—Daisy
Emma) ) ( Dubhn).

Second Bound.—Lady Alice beat Queen, Master Peter beat Que
Belle, Van's Richard beat Prince Charlie, Cbicopee Lass beat
Lady ot Fasbion, Will-o-the-Wisp beat Lord MoPherson, Pearl of
Pekin beat Comedy, Verdure Clad heat Dolly, Kathleen heat Lady
Barton, Liberty (a bye) [Major Glendyne withdrawn], Prince
Rupert beat Little Climber, Girl's E'avorite beat Master Never-
settle. Examiner (a bye).
Thml Bo«??(L—Master Peter beat Lady Alice. Cbicopee L^ss

beat Prince Charlie. Pearl of Pekin beat Will-o-the-Wisp, Kath-
leen beat Verdure Clad, Girl's Favorite beat Liberty, Examiner
beat Prince Rupert.
Fourth Bottnd.—Cbicopee Lass boat Master Peter, Pearl of Pekin

heat Katbleon, Examiner beat Girl's Favorite.
Wifth _RoM?id.—Cbicopee Lass beat Examiner, Pearl of Pekin (a

byp).
Sixth and Final UoMiid.—Cbicopee Lass beat Pearl of Pekin and

won the championship.

The conditions of the All-Age Stake are as follows: Open
to the world. For thirty-two or more all-age greyhounds.
Entrance fee 110: the winner to receive 50 percent, of en-
trance money and cup (§100 cash) donated by Dr. N. Howe;
also a solid .silver cup, donated by D. C. Luce, owner of
American Coursing Kennels; cup to be won twice by the
same kennel; to he withheld if stake be divided; also a silver

medal, donated by the National Greyhound Club, of New
York city; the runner up .50 per cent, of the remaining en-
trance money; third and fourth, 25 per cent, each ot the
money remaining after second division.
The names, positions and winnings of the winning dogs

are as follows: First, Cbicopee Lass, -8330 in cash, the cham-
pionship of America, the Luse silver cup and the National
Greyhound Club medal. Second, Pearl of Pekin, S165 cash.
Third, Examiner, 828.75 cash. Fourth, fifth and sixth, in
order, Girl's Favorite, Kathleen and Master Peter, .S9.50 cash
each, of which winnings 12}4 per cent, is retained bythe club.
Cbicopee Lass, first, is a 451bs. white and black bitch

(Cbicopee—Lily of Killarney), 4yrs. of age, still perfectly
true and of great dash. Her quality lies much in her per-
formance, though she is muscled right and has room to
breathe.
Pearl of Pekin (St. Patrick—Daisy Dublin), runner-up is

only 20mos, old, about oOlbs., white, and much of a grey-
hound.

THE GREAT BEND DERBY.
First Round.

D. C. Luse's f b Starlight ) I Cbas. S. Wi eland's w & b b
(Norwegian—Buenretiro) V beat - Morning Call (Dan B.—Lady

\ ( Emma).
J. H. Watson's (Brooklyn, ) i D. C. Luse's b d Laplander

N. Y.) b d B'.ynl Crest V beat ->(rrailes— Dick's Darling).
(Green tick—Royal Rate) ) /

Dr. Yan Hummell's bdl di \ Chas. S. Wieland's b& w d
Van's Richard (Babazouo— > beat < Chronicle (Dan B. Lady
Verdure Clad) ) (Emma).
Dr. Van Hummell's r d j I D. C. Luse'-s f b Lavinie

Van's Peter (Babazoun— V Tjeat < (Trales—Dick's Darling).
Carmire) ) (

T. F. Foncannon's r b Em- ) I J. Russell's bdl and w d
porta Lass (Lord McPherson > heat < Britton Yet (Prince Trales
—Teenie) I ( Glendyne—Busy Bee).

J. V. Brinkman's w & bdl ) ( J. Russf ll's n & w d B'ack
d Bob Hood (Lord McPher- > heat < Prince (Prince Trales Glen-
son—Jessaminei ) ( dyne—Busy Bee).

H. C. Lowe's w &bd Twis- / I Richard Tayloi's b & \v i

ter (Lord Neversettlfc-White >- ibcat < BfUe Barton (Trales—Thor-
Lips) 1 I na),

Robert Smart's bl b Blue
/

C T. F. Foncannon's bdl d
Maid (Tom Sayers—Daisy) - heat { Salvaior (Lord McPherson-

\ \ Tennie).

H. O. Lowe's w & b ri ) ( Dr. Van Hummell's bdl b
Gallant Boy (Lord Neverset- ) heat { Viola (Babazoun — Verdure
tie—White" Lips) ) (Clad).

Shaw's b d OrphanDr. Van Hummell's r d ) lore
Vanness (Babazoun — Ver- > tfmt A n^U

'

dure Clad) ) \

D. C. Luse's w & f d Liv- J ( Dr. Van Hummell's r & w
ing Yet (Trales—Dick's Dar- J- heat d Van's General (Babazoun
lins) 1 (-Verdure Clad

K

Second Uowid—Royal Crest beat Starlight, Van's Richard beat
Emporia Lass, Van's Peter beat Bob Hood, Twister beat Blue
Maid, Vannese beat Gallant Boy, Living Yet a bye.
Third Round—Yun's Richard beat Royal Ci est Van's Peter beat

Twister. Living Yet beat Vanne-s.
FouHh Round.—liiv'mg Yet beat Van's Richard, Van's Peter a

byp.
FiftJh and Final Boimd.—Van's Peter beat Living Yet and won

the Derby first.

The conditions of the Great Bend Derby are as follows:
For 16 or more greyhounds, 18 months old or younger. En-
trance fee $5; the winner to receive 50 per cent, of entrance
money, $50 cash, donated by the Morrison House, Great
Bend, and silver cup by the National Greyhound Club,
of New York city. The runner-up 50 per cent of the remain-
ing money, and one-half of $-50 donated by citizens of Great
Bend; third and fourth 25 per cent, each "of money remain-
ing after second division. AflBdavit of age must be made by
ownei*.
The names, positions and winnings of the winning dogs

are as follows: First, Van>s Peter, $107.50 cash and the Na-
tional Greyhound Club Derby Cup, Second, Living Yet,
$.53.75 cash. Third, Van's Richarcf, $13.40 cash. Fourth,
fifth and sixth in order, Vanness, Twister and Royal Crest,

S13-40 cash each, of which winnings 12)4 per cent, is retained
bv the club.
Van's Peter, winner of the Derby first, is a compact grey-

hound, perhaps 471bs. weight, red fawn, a consistent per-

former. He is by Babazoun—Carmine. His dam must be
good.
Living Yet, runner up, is a white dog, about 451bs., im-

pressing one as rather lathy-looking, but is a flashy, snappy
performer. He is of Mr. Luse's favorite old strain, Trales—
Dick's Darling.
A few pedigrees of dogs entered have not been given

iSom^e are unknown, a,iid a few not hmided in are not obcaiu-

PHILADELPHIA WITHDRAWS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As a delegate to the American Kennel Club I feel obliged

to make some reply to the untruthful and impertinent
squeal that the disgruntled president of the Philadelphia
Kennel Club makes in the last issues of the sporting papers.
In the first place he suggests pulling down a structure
which he claims is run in^the interets of a few men living
in New York city and that has injured the cause of dog
breeding. Certainly no organization could be founded on
broader or more liberal principles than is the A. K. C. It

remains with the kennel clubs .spread throughout the land
to correct any mismanagement, and the Philadelphia Club,
if they gee anything wrong, as they claim, .should retain
theii' representation and endeavor to correct it.

Compare the status of dog breeding now and before the
organization of the A. K. C, and will any one posted breeder
say we have gone backward?
Will the president of the Philadelphia K. C. explain in

what way the New York city men have gained any more
through the A. K, C. than have those living outside TJn-

fortunately many of us residing within easy traveling die-

tance to New Yo'rk are serving as delegates for distant clubs
through their urgent requests, but so far as I am concerned
I accepted the position with reluctance, and only on condi-
tion that the club I represent would advise my action on
important questions. I was not advised how to vote in the
matter of the Philadelphia club's field trials, and no clique
or other delegate in any way influenced my vote. To me the
question was too ridiculous to be worthy of serious con.sider-

ation. The Philadelphia club might with equal reason have
asked recognition for wins at a family bench show arranged
for the dogs owned by members of their club.

It seems to me in this instance that the "clique .shoe" is

on the other foot, and that the Philadelphia club were try-
ing to take advantage of the representative body of all other
clubs to gain a point which I very much question if they
would have been willing to extend to the other clubs had
similar recjuests followed.

I would gladly resign my appointment as delegate to see
an active member of the club I represent take my place, but
I am told such is not practicable. If the Philadelphia club
sees a remedy for the present method of representation, by
all means return to the fold and present ib. As to the "cut
and dried" proceedings of the A. K. C. and the inability of
their delegate to get a hearing, that is absolutely untrue. I
have seen none of it, and having attended all of the meet-
ings for more than a year, I have always had my say when I
wanted it, and if the representative of the Philadelphia
club has not found a hearing he must have sadly lacked
gumption.
The Philadelphia Club may have been one of the parents

of the A. K. C, but their action in this matter, together
with the letters of their pre.sident. savors strongly of their
having reached their second childhood. "The Peshall busi-
ness has been simply disgusting." So say we all of us, but
why, oh why, didn't their delegate stiggest some practical
and diguined plan of terminating this very "humiliating"
affair, "instead of joining issues with this other disgruntled
boy in the conception of a clique bugaboo, the membership
of which they assert are furthering their' own "ambitions
and passions." The field trial ambitions of the Philadelphia
Club fortunately were a mouthful a bit too large for the
majority of the delegates to the A. K. C. to chew, and for-

tunately again, with all due respect to the Philadelphia
Club's delegate, he could not be heard sufficiently to poke
this down our throats in spite of our better senses. The
officers of the A. K. C. are active in its interests. Had they
not been they would not have received their present dis-

tinction.
In every organization that I have been a member of I have

found that the real work, usually unpleasant and thankless,
has fallen upon a few, but lam sure that those now bearing
the brunt of the dissatisfied minority, who lose no oppor-
tunity to publicly vent their abuse, will gladly step down
and out whenever the satisfied majority are desirous to have
them do so.

I am sorry the A.K.C. has lost the co-operation of the
Philadelphia Club, but if their feelings are truly represented
in the letter of their president, they have outgrown their
usefulness, and we can better spare them than not. In spite

of all dissatisfaction the kennel club grows. Never was it

.stronger in membership and finances than it is to-day. It

cannot be easily destroyed. Its improvement is but a
ciuestion of unselfish co-operation which is extended to all.

H. T. FOOTE.

DISPOSITION OF BLOODHOUNDS.
BdMor Forest and Stream:
In your "Dog Chat" you refer to the act of the Massachu-

setts Legislature in passing the act of 1886, Chap. 340, in
reference to keeping a bloodhound and also ask my opinion
of the bloodhound, as to his general disposition. That
such a law as this could have been passed seems strange to
me or any one who has ever seen or been familiar with a
pure bred bloodhound.
Certainly the laugh is on the learned Legislature of 1886

then, for there was not an English bloodhound in America
at that time. The first kennel that was ever shown in this
country was in 1888 at the Westminster Kennel Club's
show by Mr. Edwin Brough, of Scarborough, England. But
the makers of the Massachu,setts law are the same as ninety-
nine in a hundred that visit my kennels to see the blood-
hounds. Their first remark would be, "Aj-e those blood-
hounds? They don't look as I thought they would. Why,
they cannot be a cross dog." The bloodhounds would be so
pleasing and plead to be petted that before they were aware
the children and ladies were caressing and petting them.
How can it be otherwise, his breeding association and the
care he has received from association with the oldest fami-
lies is stamped iilainly on his deeply- wrinkled solemn face

and deep-set eyes. They speak a majesty and pathos which
at times is startling.
The breeding of certain strains of the old English blood-

hound has been kept as pure and extends as far back as the
time of William the Conqueor, and breeders boast of it as
they do of their own.
The general appearance, disposition and intelligence of

the bloodhound are the strongest proofs of this assertion.

Their appearance at the INew York dog show was a revela-
tion to the American public.

He probably got his name by his use in the past in track-
ing wounded game, and h j. unerring scent. When once
laid on any trail he know f that one trail and no other, no
matter how many time i J *i,rail is crossed and recrossed.

In 1888, when Mr. Btcu| i exh bited his kennel at New York
I was fortunate enou I > < oecome associated with him and
to retain all but one of h isteam. Since then they have been
shown at most of the principal shows from New York to

San Francisco, and at all of these shows there has not been
a hound shown or imported, with one single exception, that
did not come from or traces back to us. In quality and
number of dogs I can say 1 have stood second only to Mr.
Brough in England, usually having thirty or more on hand.
During the summer months it keeps one man occupied most
of the time to show the dogs to visitors. They will all bear
me out in my assertions that they never saw a cross blood-
hound at my kennels, and that they and their children
handled them with the greatest freedom. Further, 1 will

say of all I have bred I never had one but that any child or

lady could pet and handle at all tinaes, even when eating, or

that it was not perfectly safe for them to go into the kennel
yyheris. tifeey iim puppif«i if ' V?^? Wit]* t^eai: That J cour

sider the greatest test of any dog's disposition that can be
made. I should make one exception to the above. I did
have a very fine blooded .stud imported whose disposition had
previously been spoiled by confinement and his keeper. I
soon disposed of him to a party in Dakota, where he ran
with a pack of hounds and had the greatest liberty; here he
became one of the best natured dogs.
Another point for the bloodhound. Where have most of

the dogs gone that I have sold ? Not surely to people who
want a savage, dangerous dog. They have mostly been
bought by the same class of people who own them in Eng-
land; have been taken into the families of the wealthy as
companions, and by ladie.s as house pets. Mr. Glazier prob-
ably can get letters from some of these parties which would
have .some weight. I would like nothing better than to
have the honorable body visit my kennel with their good
ladies and children, and 1 would assert that before they had
been there long the ladies and children would be petting and
caressing them the same as other people.
About the time I commenced breeding bloodhounds I was

at the kennels of Mr. E. H. Moore, of Melrose, Mass. He
laughingly gave me his experience in court the year before.
It seems some one was bitten by a dog. The owner was
sued for keeping a bloodhound. DJir. Moore and other ex-
perts testified the dog was not a bloodhound, nor had the
slightest resemblance to one in anyway, and more than that
they did not know of one in America.
Another instance will show what they know of blood-

hounds in the South. I sold the very fine specimen Jack
the Rapper to a lady in Jackson, Miss. This is a terrible
name for one of the most gentle and affectionate dogs I ever
bred. She entered him at the New Orleans dog show la.st

winter as a bloodhound, but on his arrival they denied that
he was a bloodhound, and put him in the miscellaneous
class. Poor .Jack! Imagine bis feelings in being called a
mongrel and put among them; but his revenge came when
he was brought before the judges, who, not content with
giving him the first prize and pronouncing him the best one
in America, but in addition awarded him the much-coveted
special prize for the best dog or bitch of any breed in the
show. Afterward Jack made the rounds of the shows, and
still remains unbeaten. 1 am pleased to say he has passed
into the hands of Mr. Geo. W. Glazier, of Salem, Mass.', wi th
several other fine ones. Among them is Belhus, one of the
mo.st famousman trailers of England. I have alsoimported
for him from Mr. Brough's kennel the fine bith*" Benison,
which he secured on the 15th inst. Besides her, he has a
very promising young one, sister to Victor.
One of the most powerful arguments that could be used

for the repeal of the section relating to bloodhounds would
be to have a committee visit Mr. Glazier's kennels with their
wives and children, and if then they do not find them the
most affectionate, gentle and pleasing dog. they have ever
seen, I will then agree with them that the law is right as it

stands. J. L. WlNCHELL.
Fair Haven, VL

LORD CLOVER'S PEDIGREE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

1 am sorry that t he owner of a pug dog named Lord Clover
should be thrown into such a state of excitement by reading
anythingin the "Prize Pugs of America and England." My
first impulse was to send him a prescription for a sedative;
but as time often works more wonders than drugs, I hope
he has returned to his normal state of mind.

I have four different pedigrees of this pug. One published
by Messrs. Hudson and Gillivan, the form'er owners, one in
the A. K. C. Stud Book, one written by the present owner,
and one compiled by me from the best information I could
obtain at the time. " I find no two of these pedigrees agree-
ing, and am still inclined to think the one compiled by ray-
self is correct, and if I should publish another edition of the
book I would nob change or extend it unless I had more
proof than has been furnished me.
The present owner claims that the dog's grand dam on

the maternal .side is champion Little Dorret. Will he kindly
fui'nish me, through your journal, with her English Kennel
Club Stud Book number? Also the E. K. C. S. B. number
of Nelly, if she has one? I have examined the English Stud
Book on several occasions to find these two bitches, but have
so far failed, except Nelly as the dam of Lord Clover; their
numbers would assist me. M. H. Ckyek.
PHILADEnPHIA, Oct. 26.

COLLIE CLUB SPECIALS.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Now is the time to begin to get your dogs in condition for

the early spring shows. The Collie Club announces the
following specials for the Westminster Kennel Club's bench
show:
The Collie Club trophy, a silver cup, value «500, for the

best American-bred collie, exhibited by a member of the
Collie Club; the silver club medal, value -SSO, for the best
stud dog; .silver club medal for the best collie dog under
2yrs. of age bred by a member of the Collie Club; silver club
medal for the best'collie bitch under 2yrs. of age bred by a
member: a bronze medal, same die as the silver medal, for

the best collie in novice class exhibited by a member. Also
a grand collie sweepstakes, open to all, entry fee S5: SoO added
to the stake. Blank forms of entry with conditions, etc.,

may be had from the secretary of the club. Entries for the
sweepstake close Nov. 15. J. D. Shotwell, Sec'y.

No. 83 Hillside Avenue, Orange, N. J.

BARZOIS-PSOVOI.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Up to date I have refrained from emitting any judgment

on the subject of the controversy re the Barzoi. I did nob by
any means want to be styled an "authority," and to have my
name indi.scriminately used for the support of this or that
"sharp" business purpose. At present 1 am ready to answer,
as far as I am able, any questions your readers may ask me
through the medium of your esteemed organ.

I protest against the use of the terms "Russian wolfhound"
and "Barzoi," by which the variety introduced in England
and America is generally designated. The first name has no
meaning whatever, and the second is a generic name, used
throughout Rus.sia to designate any breed of coiu'sing bound.
I venture to propose the use of the term "Psovoi," literally,

"thick-coated," used in Russia to designate the breed which
has lately appeared in the show ring.s of England and
America. LrErx. G. TAESOVSKi.
Mebv, Transcaspian Province, Sept. 25.

THE HOSPICE OF ST. BERNARD FUND.

WE sincerely trust that, for the reputation of American
generosity, our breeders and lovers of St. Bernards

will respond to the call for funds published in our last issue.

This benevolent institution is in danger of cea.sing to exist,

and it should be the care of every St. Bernard fancier to con-
tribute whatever he can afford to keep alive such a time-
honored institution. Mr. Croskey has started the ball, let

it roll up a goodly sum.
Editor ForeH and Stream: I see by your valuable paper

that the monks ot St. Bernard are in need of funds. In-

closed you will please find ten dollars, which please forward
in the name of Lord Bute of the Menthon Kennels. Every
lover of the St. Bernard should open his heart and give
.something, if it is only SI.—Knowles Croskey.

^•LordButn"
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UNITED STATES FIELD TRIAL CLUB ENTRIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The foliowiiiE is the list of entries to the All-Aged Stake

of the first annual trials of the United StatfivS Field Trial

Club, There are 25 setters and 30 pointers:

ENGLISH SETTERS.

I'ATJL Boo (Richard Merrill's), Wack, white and tan dog
(Pant iTladstone—Bohemian G-irl).

Daisy Hunter (J, H, and J. A. Hunter's), orange -and wMte
bitch (Gath's Hope—Daisy F.).

The Corsaib (E. O. Damon's), black, white and tan dog
(Oyu Gladstone— Haidee).
Jliis'NESOTA (Paul H. Gotzian's), black, white and tan bitch

(Monk ot Furness—Tjady Faydette).
Maek's Mack (W. L. Taylor's), lemou and white dog

(Garh's Mark— Georgia Belle).

Nannie G. (P. E. Gregory & Bro.'s), black, white and tan
1 itch (Brvce—Dora Gladstone),
Noble Count (S. A. Elliott's), orange and white dog

(Mac 1).—Lady Mac).
FiBENzl (H. J. Smith's), black, white and tan bitch (Gath's

Mark—Flame Glad.stone).
Cigarette (.J. I. Case, Jr.'.?), black, white and tan bitch

(Royal Rod—Clara).
Blue Duke (Geo. W, Earhart's), lilaek, white and tan dog

(Hln« Kins: V.—Blue Queen V.)-
DoN (J. R.. Hays*.«), orange and white dog (Dom Pedro-

Fan nie).

LuLA Hill (Wni. A. Ilinesley'.y), black, white and tan
biw.ti (Ben Hill— Nora)
DONCASTER II, (St. Mark M. Mundy's), black, white and

tan (\oi£ (Doncaster—Louise Gladstoae").

Lou Noble (B. Ridgeway's), black, white and tau bitch
(Connt Koble—AlphoRsine).
Count Eoderigo (Wra, C. Kenuei-ly'&), black, white and

tan dog (Roderigo—Lady Glads(;oDe).
Ben W. (T. J. Wielrig's). black, white and tau dog (Don

Gladstone—Charlotte C.).

FiNGAL (E. H. Osthaus's), dog (Toledo Blade—Lady G.).

BlMONiDES (N, T. Harris's), black, w-hite and tan dog
(Gath's Hope—Gladys).
Lemons (J. E. Dager's), liver and white dog (Toledo Blade

—1 >ady G.
)".

Joe R. (il. T. Smith's), black and white dog (Count Roder-
igo—Fly Noble).
Don's Nellie (H. J. Gleason's), black and white bitch
Don of Alma (A. J. Gleason's), black and white dog (Dan

Foreman— Don's Nellie).

Cricket Glaosionb (R. M. Riley's), orange and white
bitch (Piush Gladstone—Qaail).
CouKTBS Rush (Blue Ridge Kennels'), black, white and

tan bitch (Count Noijle—Belle of Piedmont).
Bonnie Bondbu (Geo. A. MeLin, agt.), black, white and

tHu bicch (CouDC Wakefield—Pearl Bondhu).

POINTERS.

Bounce (G. W. Amory's), liver and white dog (Bob—Sal).

Bertraldo (Hon. .L B. Gninotte'.si, liver aud white dog
(Ooruerstone—Bessie Bufort).
Rosaline Wilkes (Hon. J. E. Guinotte's), black aud white

bitch (Ossian—Faauie Iv.).

Black Wonder (J. H. and J. A. Hunter's), black dog (Ike
—Bane Bang's Pride).
Don Fis Hel (U. R. Fishel's), black and white dog (Devon-

shire Sam—Nellie Bancr)
Naso Bov\^ of the Elms (Paul H. Gotzian's), liver and

white do\r (Naso of Kippen—Lass of Bow).
Rex i.Vlrs. (reo. A. Cdstleman's), liver and white dog

(Vlfliii^jpriuu— Dell).

Nutwood ( James Board's), liver and white dog (Ossian—
Nellie K ).

Joe H. K. (J. H. Kerc's), black dog (Joe Pape—Nan).
Donovan (J. M. Vaughan's), liver and white dog (Creep-

P,^acb).
Pearl's Fan (Louis .Stuchmer's), liver and white bitch

(Luck of the Goat—Pearlstorie)
McManus's x4lone (Thos. Wanl McManus's), black dog

(Black Joe— Dianoraij).
McManus's Hero (Th^Sa •Ward JSteMaHTia's), bla<ik dog

I Black .Joe— Diarior lb).

McManus's Wish Bone (Thos. Ward McM.inus'.--). black
doe (BlacK Joe— Dianorab).
McManus's Countess Wanda (Thos. Ward McManus's),

black hitcti (Black Joe—Dianorab).
Joe's Ace (Thos. Ward McManus's), black dug (Black Joe

— Dianorab).
Black Joe Jb (Thos. Ward McManus's), black dog (Black

Joe—Dianorab).
Promotion (Dr. .John R. Daniels's), liver and white dog

(Lord Graphic—Belle;.
Franklin (J. L. Adams's), liver and white bitch (PLobin

Adair—Blossom).
Thelma (F. E. Willard and E. P. Hilliard's), liver and

white bit^ch (Lord Graphic—Minnie Ha Ha).
Joe (R. B. Morgan's), liver and white dog (Gascon

—

Gannie).
Hops II. (Ossian Pointer Kennels'), liver and white bitch

(King of Kent—Hops).
Manton (Munson and Scudder's), black and white dog

(Luck of the Goat—Clary).
Paxico (A. J. Gleason, agent), liver and white dog (Ossian

—Nellie E.).

King Robin (Ed. Rowland's), liver and white dog.
Pickwick (McGufiBn and Madison's), liver and white bitch

(Graphic— Marguerite),
La Grippe (C. C. Weaver's), liver and white dog (Ralph—

Bniwu's Madge).
Ben a. (Dr. D. W. Yandel'-s), black aud white dog (Stod-

dard—Jet II.).

Index (R. P. Daggett's), liver and white dog (Ossian—
Nellie B).
Maggie (John F. Shipley's), bitch.

P. T. MAT5IS0N, Sec'y.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.

IT seems a pity that the articles by Mr. Geo. R. Krehl,
beaded "Fancy Free," now appeadag in the Stock-

Keeper, should not have ornamented some journal of wider
Ijretensions. True, some lover of dogs with a soul above
the pettinesses of the usual round of doggy matters, may
draw in a breath of satisfaction with the reading of such
charming descriptions, wherein humor is ever present and
buffoonery always absent; but .still, the bits of qnamt
moralizing and the sound views of life deserve a ^ider
and more permanent medium. Certainly I cannot remem-
ber anything in any of our leading magazines—J^Q /'per's,

Century^ etc.—as charming as these fresh bits of life.

Are you not somewhat mistaken in your inference that
doggy interests are advancing, as demonstrated by the high
prices paid for St. Bernards ? Any moderately prudent
business man dreads a "boom" as a great evil, and^his course
is to make as much money out of it while it lasts, and to
lose a^T little in the revulsion as is possible. A very wise
mainifaetmer once said to me, "I hope (his manufac-
ture) will never get to $50." "Why?" I asked, "Why, be-
cause when it gets to S30 I will be so over-sold that when it

gets to §50 I will hf b;:;ij i-:rupted." Is not the present absurd
price of Lhtsiidoga oti Lhe nature of the very worst .sort

of baom You may say that business principles do not
apply to questions of "fancy. " Well, so much the wor.>ie,

Jftucy tiherj becojvies fashiou, J^ud im.'igiae, if you can, hoQp.

skirts or microscopic bonnets being counted as assets. That
there will be a turn in this maniacal boom is as certain as
fate. Either purchasers will grow weary of paying prepos-

terous prices, or owners will become tired of such expensive
fads, Jn either event the bottom will drop out of the

"boom," aud not a few of the boomers will fall through the
hole.

* *

It would be totally foreign to the spirit and purpo.se in

which "Notes and Notions" have always been written to

take any part in any disputes, acrimonious or personal i7i

their character, and therefore "The Onlooker" does not in-

tend to discuss the invited quarrel as to the withdrawal of

the Philadelphia Kennel Club from the American Kennel
Club, But doggy interests are paramount to any question
that can ever arise as between any doggy organizations,

and it is well to point out the courses in which such a dhs-

pute should run to do the least mischief, or, perhaps, even
the greater good. In addition to si)ecific ground in the rejec-

tion of certain proposals atlectiug field trials, the Philadel-
phia club arraigns the American Kennel Clubon theground
of cliqui .sm, incompetent and discreditable management of

publicaffiairs. Now the charge of "cliqnism" is one very easily

made, and its proof generally difficult, the difficulty lyiugin
the fact that if there is a clique existing, the members of

it take excellent care that no definite proof of their collusion
is permitted to escape. Therefore, the charge can only be
sustained by general evidences, in fereuues and indications
in the vast inkjorttv of cases, aud, therefore, it i.s incumijeut
on the A_m(?rican Kennel Club that in any defense they may
make to the charge of cliquisra, they do not sheltm- under
the mere letter, avoiding the spirit. Thi.s very difnculty in

proving a charge cf collusion or conspiracy is one of the rea-

sons why .such a charge is so often accepted, when another
charge, capable of definite disproof, is dhsregarded. The
American Kennel Club can well afford to disregard such
charges coming from jn-ivate individuals, either privately or
through the press; but they cannot afford to pass them by
as insignificant when brought by so weighty a body, practi-

cally the entire dog lovers of Philadelphia.
The 0"nlookek.

DOG CHAT.
OWNERS of ti'ld dogs which they de.sire to run in the

Free-for-All Stake in the coming Central Field Trials,
must remember that the entries close Nov. 1. The stake is

open to all pointers and setters regardless of previous win-
nings, aud those sportsmen who piide themselves in the
po.sscy.sioo of dogs noted for endura.nce as well as speed
.should not let this opjiorbunity pass of winning -SI, 001) and
lots of glory. Entry fee is ^50, with goO additional to fill.

Col, C, H. Odell, .secretary of the Central Field Trials
Club, informs us that at a special meeting of the club, held
Oct. 17, the following gentlemen were elected members: H.
B. Hollins, C. O. Iselin and Wm. L, Davis, all of New Yovk
city: John K. Garnett, Savannah, Ga.; Dr. S. W. Battle
and J. S. Churchill, of Asheville, N. C, and N. Wallace,
Farraington, Conn.

SuflOicient entries and subscriptions have not been made to
enable the Gordon Setter Club to hold the Gordon .setter

field trials this year. If owners of Gordons generally had
shown an interest equal to the Irish setter men, and come
forward with their dogs and money, the trials could have
been held: but it cannot be expected that a few will again
bear the expense and trouble as was the case last year.

As a result of the Hamilton show and a feeling that he
must own a good dog, Mr. Andrew Murdoch, the vice-presi-
dent of the H. K. C has recently purchased the Irish ter-

rier bitch Rugby Norah from Mrs. N. Carthew, of Hartford,
Eng., a well-known exhibitor on the other side. Stock-
Keeper (Eng ) says: "Through her parents, Rugby Mike
and Rue:by Sligo,^ she combines the blood of champions
Pagan II. and Bachelor. Nor.ah is a stylish terrier of a nice
size, with a good coat of the ort'nodox color, quite free from
whil:.e. Her toe nails are black, small ears perfectly carried,

a good front, straight legs and a well-formed body. Norah
is'game and an admirable companion. She was a winner in

the open and second in the novice class at Chelmsford,
second puppy and three specials Manchester, second Glou-
cester, third Darlington-" Norah has been bred to Ben IV.
and will be brought out to her new home next February.

Mr. Chas. H. Mason's address is now 810 West 116bh
street, New York.

Thei'e .seems to be no end to the virtues and accomplish-
ments of the Mexican hairless dog. Besides having the
power to hypnotize the panther, as gravely related in these
columns some time since, we now hear that he is facile
princepH as a cure for rheumatism. Let him lie against the
affected part, and the heat from his body will draw the pain
so cxuickly that the hottest mustard plaster will burn itself

out with envy.

Dog shows ax-e increasing the interest taken in dogs in

Canada, and besides the notable ones recently held, shows
have taken place at Barrie, Ont.; Winnipeg, Man.; Halifax,
N. S.; Victoria, B. C; St, John, N. B., and other places.

Those who fancy the coming breed of Barzois or Psovoi,
a,s Lieut. G. Tarnovski calls them, will be interested in this

Russian gentleman's letter explaining the true meaning of

the misnomer Barzoi, The breed has not become so general
in this country but that the name Barzoi can be dropped and
Psovoi substituted. Lieut. Tarnovski is an authority on the
l)reed and a Russian, aud should therefore be able to put us
on the right track in this matter. When we have seen a
letter written by this gentleman on the breed we shall most
likely have some further interesting communications to
make.

Mr. J. C. Crugom, of Milwaukee, Wis., has had the mis-
fortune to lose by death, through pneumonia, his valuable
pointer bitch Dolly C. This bitch, with only six weeks'
pi-eparation , won second in the All-Aged Stake at Bicknell,
lud., when she was 1,5 months old. On the bench she won
first at Chicago last spring in heavy weight bitches, and we
remember speaking favorably of her in our report Mr.
Crugom is not disheartened, for he has two Duke of Hessen
pups and a sister of Dolly C. that are very promising, and is

enthusiastic over a brace of English setter dogs by Gath's
Mark out of Paxie Maid, which ,are two of the "finest," aud
of course are not for sale.

The Elmira (N. Y.) Poultry and Pet Stock Association
will hold their second annual dog show Jan. 21 to 35, 1892.

Mr. C. A. Bowman is the secretary. After the next meeting
full particulars will be given out, but it is expected that the
prize list will be on a basis of 87 and $3, and a large number
of cash specials will also be given.

Sheepdog trials seem to have become quite popular on the
other side, several having been held during the past month.
The one at Rhayada, Wales, was a most successful gather-
ine-, although the time allotted (ten minute,s) to pen the
sheep was too short, considering the difficult grounds to be
traversed. One dog, a cross between a collie rmd a bobtail,
did some very good syork in his exhibition after tne trials,

having lost] the prize through having one bad sheep. He was
the best trained dx'g ori the .ground, yi^orkiug entirely by

whistle, and his creeping and the way he answered every
sound of the whistle is said by the Stock-Keeper to be extra-
ordinary. The specials were puppies given by Mr. C. H.
Wheeler, the noted collie breeder, and a very good plan, too,

to disseminate collies of pure breeding among the farmers
and shepherds. Some trials were also held at Rhyl, Wales.
The entries were very large, 40 being entered in the Tidal
Stakes. The sheep used were a wether, a ewe and lamb, a
contrary enough trio in all conscience. The time allotted to
pen wa.s ten minutes. One performance in the Local Stake
was especially noteworthy. Gett, an old-fashioned silver-,

gray, had a trio that was very wild, one fell, another broke
right away, and they all took to water, but still he penned
this difficult lot iu nine and a half minutes. Taking three
sheep like this across a bridge to pen is no easy matter, as
those who have been accustomed to the contrary ways of

of these "lamb-like" animals will testify. The trials which
our Collie Club intend to hold next year vrill, we trust, re-

sult in a new interest iu breeding for work. At present, as
might be expected, the eutries iu these trials on the other
side are chiefly either cross breeds or dogs of indifferent

lineage, very few dogs known to fame on the bench taking
part.

Mr. W. C. Reick, who purchased Princess Florence during
his short stay iu Europe, returned on S. S. Gascogne Mon-
day last. Meeting him on the dock we found him loud in

the praise of the Princess. He says she is just as "pretty as

a picture," and that unlike the first sight of many animals
with a big reputation, his expectations were more than
realized when he saw her. The price paid must have been a
stiff one, as Mr. Chapman, it is said, had iDeen ofEered $.5,000

for her. Mr. Reick was not impressed by any of the does
over there now, with the exception of Salvator Rosa and
Young Bute, The former cannot be purchased, and Young
Bute is held at too high a figure. How^ Alta Bella came to

beat Princess Florence is an"enigma, explained perhaps by
the fact of the latter's poor condition at the time, for Alta
Bella is described as very faulty in hindlegs. Princess Flor-
ence weighed lO'i'lbs. when Mr. Reick purchased her. She
will arrive with young Keeper, a pup, on the Aurania next
Sunday or Monday.

The intelligence of the collie has once more been brought
to notice through the brave work of a dog of this breed at a
fire in Covington, Ky., the other day. The fire broke out at

5 o'clock in the morning, in a one-story house occupied by
a widow and her four children. The animal was permitted
to sleep iu the kitchen, and sometime after the fire had
broken out he managed to reach the bedroom adjoining,
and jumping on the bed. barked and scratched at the face
of his mistress until he aroused her. Both the rooms were
now in flames, and another moment's delay would have
been fatal to the entire family. The mother managed to
reach the front door, aud her screams aroused the neighbors
and then she fell to the floor, overcome by the dense smoke.
In the meantime the faithful dog had dragged the two
yotmg children from the bed iu which they were lying half
dead from the smoke and had pulled them to the door,
where they lay when the neighbors arrived and found the
dog, half smothered with smoke, barking at the other two
children. The dog was badly scorched, but would not leave
the house until the family were all safely outside. The
house and two others adjoining were destroyed. But the
crowds attracted to the scene were more anxious to see the
dog than the ruins. And yet some people will say a dog is

a nuisance in the house.

Our readers will find that in another column our Hospice
Fund has commenced in earnest. It does not happen very
often that dog lovers particularly, are called upon to sub-
scribe to any charity so nearly allied to a certain breed as
this of the jJospice of the St. "Bernard. We are sure that
every owner of a St. Bernard, or at-least he who makes of

his dog a companion, will, in imagination, when patting its

head, discern a mute appeal in the eyes of his favorite, and
we trust that few will be able to withstand it but send on
their dollars to this office, where they will be acknowledged
and forwarded to the English Stock-Keeper, which started
the fund. W^inter is close upon us and when the weather is

cold and bleak the knowledge th.at your mite may have con-
tributed to the saving of one poor life in the snowy passes of

the Mount St. Bernard will be a comforting reflection in-

deed.

The following is a copy of the notice sent to the secretary
of the New Jersey Kennel Club to appear before the Advisory
committee:

[Copy] Neav York, Oct. 22.—Mr. George L. Wilms, Sec'y N. J.
K. C, Jersey City, N. J.—Dear Sir: You are hereby invited to
at tend the meeting of the Advisory committee, to be held Wednes-
day, Oct. 8, at 3 P. M, at the office of the American Kennel Club,
where an opportunity will be afforded you to show cause why thts

New Jersey Kennel Club should not be prooFeded against, under
Article IX. See. 1 of the constitutior. of the A. K. C, as per notice
sent vou per registered letter Sept. 18, 1891. You are also reguested
to produce the books of Che New Jersey Kennel Olnb at said meet-
ing. Yours truly, A. P. Vredenbubgh, Sec'y. (Per registered
letter.)

We :tre informed that no specific charges have been form-
ally preferred against the N. J. K, C, and it is doubtful if

they will be represented at the meeting.

The noted bulldog Forceps, after many rumors, has at last
definitely changed hands, Dr. Benison having sold this good
bulldog to a Mr. Weston Bell.

Talking of bulldogs reminds us of a visit we had from Mr,
Frank F Dole last week. He is having the usual experience
of those who breed these "hangers on." His bitch Queen
Adelaide, recently imported, afteriWhelping iu good shape,
lost the whole litter with the exception of one. As these
were by the celebrated dog King Lord, the loss is a severe
one. This dog is one of the best in England, his record ait

Edinburgh show (Scottish Kennel Club) being first iu under
451bs. class, special for best in open classes and the Berrie
cup. Friend Dole tells us, however, that he plucks up cour-
age by taking a look at the splendid litter ot seven that the
noted dachshund bitch Janet, which Mr. Mannice imported
through-Mr. Dole, has whelped, and which are doing well
iu his care. The pups are by the great Pterodactyl, the
crack dachshund now iu England. Mr. Dole has just pur-
chased from Mr, Wright the bull-terrier Ben Battle, that
won third at Toronto show last month. Ben may find his
home in California before long. Mr. Dole has "also sold
Edgewood Fancy to Mr. Wright.

The New Jersey Kennel Club, at a meeting held last Tues-
day evening, decided to hold a dog show, and claimed the
dates Feb. 16 to 19, 1892.

The trials of the New England Field Trial Club will be
held at Assonet, Mass., instead of Wareham, as first pro-
posed. Assonet is 43 miles from Boston on the Old Colony
Poad, and 8 miles from Pall River, Mass.

Our advertising list is increasing weekly, showing that
advertisers with dogs for sale appreciate a good medium.
Among the new ones this week we find that C. H. Geugen-
bach has pointers for sale; Box 179, pair pointers; Fairmead
Kennels, Great Dana pups; O. H. Randall, pointer pups;
E. H. Bragg, beagles; C. E Glass, English setter pups; Dr.
Lordly, Gordon setter pups; D. H. Lockwood, Irish setters;

C. T. Brownell, Gordon setter pups; C. F. Kent, trained
foxhounds, etc.; f, W< Proefcqr, TPisU setter; J9.S,, Cs'fii^oinjj



FOREST AND STREAM.

English setter pups; Box 386, black cocker dog; J. E, Hills,
black field spaniel dog; E. G. Hanford, mastiff pup. Wants,
B. T. Bradway, pointers.

Anothei' crack St. Bernard for America. Mr. Reick, the
owner of the New York St, Bernard Kennels, has just ptir-
chased the great stud dog Eefuge II., from Mr. Robson, of
Hauley, Staffordshire, England^ This is a veiy important
purchase, for Refuge II. is considered about the best stud
dog in England, having won the stud dog medal at the
Agi-icultural Hall, London, this year. His head, bone and
size are said to be enormous. Besides being the biggest St.
Bernard in England at present, he is also "the best-headed
son of old Plinlimmon. These qualities he transmits to his
.stock, and he is the sire of many winners. Refuge II. is by
Plinlimmon out of Recluse, and was whelped April, 1886.
His addition to Mr. Beick's kennel will be a valuable one
for breeding purposes, and will make his team very formi-
dable on the bench. Mr. Reick is making an enviable record
as a plucky St. Bernard buyer.

We draw attention to the publication, Hoi'traitf< of Dogs
'»f the Bay, advertised in our business columns. The Octo-
ber uumber is i^articularly interesting. One subscriber
writes; "Enclosed find one dollar for October nuiuber.
which send at once, as they are too nice to wait for long."
The Portmits are for sale by Forest Axn Stream.

In "Club Member's" letter last week on the beagle trials
the words reading "magnanimity exposed" should have
read "magnanimity expressed."

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are iaserted wlthont charge; and blanks

(fnxnlshed free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Diana ofNaso. By G. Cushman, Soutbboro. Mas?., for liver and
white ticked pointer bitch, whelped June 15. 1^91. by Spot Dash
(Sir Philip Sydney—Tempest) out of Nadjyof Naso (champion
Nick of Naso—Temptation).

BEED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Peggie TT.—Bomor. W. A. Williams's (Memphis, Teun.) pug
bitch Peggie II. (champion Joe—Tody) to A E. Pitts's Bonsor,
Oct. ].

Penrice Girl—Bonsor. Howard KennRls' (Columbup, ().) pucr
bitch. Prarice Girl (Penricp—Vic) to A. E. Pitts's Bonsor, Sept. 28.

Flossie—Ka-sli. Mrs. J. V. Newton's (Toledo, O.) pug bitch ]?los-
sie to A. E. Pitts's champion Kash, Aug. 81.
NeUie—Kash. J. W. Pist.nr's (Bingbamton, N. Y.) pug bitch

Nellie to A. E. Pitts's champion Kash, Sept. 9.

JIaijlc G-rove Luatli—Randolph. Maple Grove Kennels' (Lngan
O.) collie bitch Maple Grove Lua^h (Clifton Hero~.SparJile) to j'

A. Long'.'^ EaTTdoIph (Archibald—Petunia), Oct. 13.
Carrie P.—Bang GraiMic. F. C. Rochester's (Losan, O.) pointer

bitcb Carrie R. (Meteor I J. -Carrie) to G. Falloon's Bang Graphic
(Granhic—White Bose), Sept. 38.

^

LUHan. P.—Ben IlilJ. J. S. Rudson's (Covington, Ky.) English
setter blteb Lillian P. (champion Dad Wilson—Gaihlit) to his Ben
HiU (Druid—Ruby), Oct. .5.

Pearl of Tempest—Bail Wilmn. .}. 8. Hudson's (Covington, Kv.)
English setter bitch Pearl Tempest (Ben Hill-Tempest) to liis
champion Dad Wilson (Cambridge—champion Dido II.), Sept 13
IdaGathmark—Dad Wilson. H. Northwood's (Martin's t'erry,

O.) Engbsh setter Ida Gathmark (Gath's Mark—Dell i to.I. S. Hud-
son's champion Dad Wilson (Cambridge—champion Dido II.),
Oct. 5.

Greed Gladstone- Dail \rilson. F. Milhaus. .Ir.'.s (\^'noster, O.)
English setter bitch Creed Gladstone to J. S. Hudson's rhampion
Dad Wilson (Cambridge—champion Dido II.) Oct. 9.
AltoneUa—Lord Bute. F. E. Lamb's (Baltimore, Md.) rough St.

Bernard bitch Altonetta (Alton—Scottish Lady) to Menthon Ken-
nels' Lord Bute (champion Save—Sabrina), Oct. ".

Laily Nettie—Woddbrook Sulfan. F. E. Lamb's (Baltimore, Md.)
rough St. Bernard bitch Ijady Nettie (Leo—Lore) to his Wood-
brook Sultan (champion Beauchamp—Kron), Aug. 33.
Mountain Queen— King Eegent. O. W. Volger's (Buffalo, N. Y )

rough St. Bernard biich Mountain Queen (Burns—Lady Valentine)
to SwissMountain Kennels'' King Regent (Prince Regent—Duchess
of Kent), Sept, 36.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Cilver Queen. A. C. Pitts's (Columbus,0.) pug bitch Cilver Queen,
Aug. 17, four (two dogs), by his Bonsor.
Golden. F. E. HookwaVs (Wooster, O.) pug bitcb Golden

(champion Kash—Peggie II.), Sept. 3, five (four dogs), by A. E.
Pitts's Bonsor.
Lady Ruby. Wm. Stukey's (Mt. Sterling, O.) pug bitch Lady

Ruby, Aug. 35, foui- (two dogs), by A. E. Pitts's Bonsor.
Bessis Marshall. ,1. S. Hudson's (Covington, Ky.) English setter

bitch Bessie Marshall (Ben Hill—Tempest), Sept. 13, eight (Ave
dogs), by his champion Dad Wilson (Cambridge—champion Dido

Biya. F. E. Lamb's (Baltimore, Md.) rough St. Bernard bitch
Riga (Othello—Bessie Bayard), Sept. 14, nine (four dogs), by his
Woodbrook Sultan (champion Beauchamp—Kron).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Mack's Jmio. Liver and white ticked pointer hitch, whelped
.Fuly 1, 1S9U, by Rex Morgan out of Fleet, by W. B. McCloud,
Hyattville, O.. to C. W. Hughes, Fostor-ia. O.
Monarch. Silver fawn pug dog.whelped Aug. 1 7, Ig'Ji, bv Bousor

out of Cilver Queen, by A. E. Pitts, ColumbuB, 0., to \j. Lamb.
Clinton, la.

Legal Tender. Silver fawn pug dog, w-helped Aug. 38, IS'Jl, liy
champion Kash out of Nun Nicer, by A. E. Pitts, Columbus, O.,
to Wm. Marx, Cincinnati, O.
Tracey. Pawn pug bitch, by Mrs. Peabody, Union Furnace, O.,

to F. O. Rochester, Logan, O.
Smie Gladstone. Black, white and tan English setter biti-h,

whelped May 3, 1886, V>y Gladstone out of Jessie Turner, by .1. S.
Hudson, Oo\'inKton, Kv., to W G. Neale, Lexington, Ky.
Duplicate. Black and white English setter bitch, whelped .Tune

23, 1S91, by champion Dad Wilson out of champion Bohemian
Girl, by J. S. Hudson, Covington, Ky., to J. S. Hutchinson, Shreve-
port. La.

Woodbroolt Victo?-. Orange and white rough St. Bernard dog,
whelped Jnne 13, 1891. by Princelimmon out of Nun Nicer, by F.
E. Lamb, Baltimore, Md.. to J. ,J. Davis, Clarksburg, AV. Ya.
Woodbrook Ldna. Orange and white rough St. Bernard bitch,

whelped June 13, 1891, by Princelimmon out of Nun Nicer, by F.
E. Lamb. Baltimore. Md., toC. Couttis, Chicago. TIL
Ben mil—Dolly 8. whelp. Black, white and tan English setter

dog. whelped May 9, iSOl, tiy J. S. Hudson, Covington, Ky., to F.
J. O'Connell, Coal Grove, O.
Dad WiUon—Daisy Camlyridge n. Whelp. Black, white and tan

English setter bitch, whelped April 31, 189L by J. S. Hudson, Cov-
ington, Kv., to N. Tl. Jones, Athens. O.
Dad n'{lso7i—Biihi')nian Girl whelps. Engli.sh setters, whelped

Jtme 33, 1891, hy J. S. Dudgon, Covington, Kv., a lemon and wtite
bitch to WW. Titus, West Point, Miss., and a black and white
bitch to E. H. Hight. Lynn, Mass.
Lord Bute—Clydesdale Nell vjhelps. Orange and white roneh St.

Bernar(ls, whelped Aug. 3, 1891, by F. E. Lamb. Baltimore, Md., a
dog each to A. H. Moore, Colmar. Pa., and H. R. Granger, Catons-

Mass
^ ^^'^^'^ ^° ^' South Framingham,

PRESENTATION.
JosieM. White, black and tan English setter bitch, whelped

July 33, 1891, by Mack III. out of NeU lY.. by J, B. Murphy, New
York city, to T. T. Greene. Port Royal, S. C.

SALMON REARING at Graigs Brook, Me., is meeting
with noteworthy succe.ss. At la.st accounts the ntimber of
fry held for this purpose was about 2{i5,000, all of these but
about 20,000 are Atlantic salmon; the rest are principally
aDrtlopted .salmon and T/Och Leyen front.

.

RUN THE BEAt^LES ON THEIR MERITS.—EcZitoy
Forest and Stream: The announcement made by the Forest
Beagle Kennels in a recent issue of your journal savors very
strongly on the one hand as a "free ad." and on the other
of "we're afraid." If a dog should win once in poor
company, when aome of the competitors he would have
met had to be withdrawn for obvious reasons, it does not
seem to me that such a dog is entitled to much honor
or glory or that it is in anj^ way in the interests of the
National Beagle Club that his owners should refuse to run
him. I expect to start a beagle or two in the coming trials
to be held at Nanuet, and if there is one dog more than
another that I should like to meet in competition that dog
is Frank Forest. I do not believe it will make one entry
(bar his own) difference whether he is entered and starts or
not. May the best dog win and win on his merits.—Beagle.

EUTHANASIA—HAPPY DEATH.—New York.—Editor
Forest and Streain: Ha%dng recently seen a good deal of
correspondence in your columns as to the most humane way
of destroying dogs, and as yott refer to it again in "Dog
Chat" this week, 1 thought I would give yott my experi-
ence. I iind that prussic acid is undoitbtedly the best agent
to use, and if administered hypodermically iit causes almo.st
instantaneous death. Here in America it is most difficult
to obtain a strong solution of the acid, that usually sold in
drugstores is too weak. This, I think, accounts for so many
of youi- correspondents differing as to its action. Such a
powerful poison ought only to be handled by competent
persons.—T. G. SilEBWOOB, M.R. C.V.S.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answcrina iniestinns under thin head. All

qmstions relating to ailnienl.^ of d-ogs u'ill hr. anstvercd hy Dr. T. G.
Sherwood, a uicriiii".r of Uie Royal College of Ycterinani Surgeons.
Communications referring to other mcdtcrs connected with Kennel
Management and dogx will receive care.t ul attention.

R. F. H.. Lowell. Mass.—The conjunctival membrane on the
eyes of my 7 months English setter puppy appears to be abnor-
mally extensive. It also seems to be unusually fleshy in charac-
ter and near the center of the outer deriphery there is a small
gathering ha%-ing the appearance of a*cyst. At all times the
lower part of the membrane is bloodshot, as if inflamed, although
I am not certain it is the source of any pain. A pus-like matter
forma in both eyes frequently during the night. It gives the pup
that old and mournful appearance that we sometimes see in the
sunken eyes of old dogs. A veterinarian told me a couple of
months ago the membrano -ould be removed and that sometimes
it was necessarry to do it. Can you form an opinion as to the ad-
\isability of such action in tills case and if it should be done,
whether now or later. I am inclined to t'nink it interferes some-
what with the dog's vision, as he apparently views things "cross-
eyed," In looking at mo, for instance, his eyes seem directed to
a point several feet to one side, generalty to the right. Ans. I
presume by the conjunctival membrane you mean the "haw," or
membrana nictitaris, a third eyeljd. It is the membrane one
ofren sees passing over a dog's eye. If this is the membrane
that is affected the enlargement can easily be removed. Try the
following lotion first: Sulphate of zinc, one scruple; tincture of
opium, two drachms; distilled water, six ounces. Apply to eyes
frequently with a piece of sponge.

W. J. H., Guthrie, Ky.—I have a St. Bernard bitch, eight months
old, that passes large quantities of short flat worm?. Will you
please let me know what to do tor her. Ans. Give, after eighteen
hours fasting, two scruples of powdered areca nut and four
grains of santonine. Two hours after give dose of castor oil. Re-
peat powder in a week.

FIXTURES.
If you •want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Oct. 37-39,—Savannah, Ga., Chatham Gun (.Jlnb, assisted by the
Inier-Srate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association.
Nov. 3.—BlauveliviJle, N. V. See announcement.
Nov. 36.—Canajoharie, N. Y.. Gun Club Tournament. Thanks-

giving Day: live and clay birds; r.pen lo .ill. T. C. Pegnim, Sec.
Nov. 26.—South Side Gun Cluo Tournament, at South Norwalk,

Conn. £. H. Fox.
1893.

Jtme 13-18.—New Yoi'k State Sportsmen's Association's Thirty-
fourth Annual Convention, at Syracuse, N. Y. Chas. H. Mowry,
See'y.

RANGE AND GALLERY. •

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
With the coming on of the season for indoor work with rille

and revolver the interest in the revolver championship increases.

Already a number of galleries have applied for designation as

places for the record shoots. So far as possible their requests will

be complied with, as this will accomodate the shooters to the

widest degree without in anyway establishing any preference.

Any open range, with good light and sulHciont ventilation, will

give a shooter all the advantages he can ask. There are no tricks

of the wind to sludy. There is no long line of shooters each

startling the next and giving clouds of smoke just as the inop-

portune moment, 'Wlion records are made they ought to repre-

sent just what tlie shooter could do at that time. His score will

be free Prom any tlukes or fiuctuations due to outside intluencea.

Mr. N. P. Leach, the "Stanstead" of Forest and Stream, has
kindly volunteered to manage for us any competition in which
Ohio shooters and others may participate, at the special range of

the Creedmoor Cartridge Company, at Akron, 0. The range
there is an excellent one, and the Creedmoor Company have been
so much interested in the revolver match that they liavo been
holding a series of preliminary shoots. It would not surprise us

if the winner were to be found very near that spot. As Mr. Leach
has been authorized to represent the Fobest and Stream, for

contestants convenient to the range, correspondence with him is

invited.

THE MASSACHUSETTS STATE SHOOT.
South Framingham, Mass., Oct. 31.—Col. Chase, as State In-

spector of Rifle Prtu-iice, put through the regular day of test with
some passably good showing in some directions, but generally tbe
scoring was disr.ppiinting, especially for a Massachusetts range.
The iuatch opeued at 9:30 o'clock, the 20t>yds. range beicg cov-

ered. Tilt re \YHS a strong breeze blowing across the range at this

lime, but Che men were assisted in holding by the protection
afforded by flies erected at the firing points.
There was more or less poor marking, and several shots were

challenged, yet thf> distance was covered on time, and all hands
withdrew to the 500yds. range.
The shooting chances had improved here, for the wind had

dropped, the sky bpcame overcast, and during a portion of the
time a light rain-not enough to distub anybody—fell.

Scores at this distance should have shown great improv*ment
over the SOOyds. range, but the record don't show it. Whiln the
shooting was fair, it could easily have been made excellent if any
sort of coaching had been done. But one team on the ground was
really well handled, and that team pulled up because itwas.hand-
somely and intelligently directed.
There were but few visitors, and the absence of military officers

was noticeable.
Col. Chase was ably at^^^isred bv Maj. Briggs, 1st Brigade Staff,

and Lieut. L. O. Garroil, Naval Battalion. Lieut. Parker, 1st In-
fantry, was present as mustering oilice, and Assistant Surgeon H
L.Chase, 1st Battalion Artillery, was present as tbe medical rli-

rectoj-.

Besides the team matches, all competitors (excepting distin-
guished marksmen competent, first, lor the two highest aggre-
gate scores by sharpshooters of record took place with this result:
First Prize, Private B. Denrick, Co. F, 8th Infantry, score (il; sec-
ond prize. Private G. G. Bradford, Co. A. 3d Cadets, score 60.
Also, for the three highest aggregate scores for nrst-clsss marks-

men. They resulted as follows: First prize. First Sergt. N. Hill,
Co. D, 3d Cadets, score 60: second prize. Private J. D. Fowle, Co.
G, oth Infantry, score 00; third prize, Corp. C. W, Facey, Co. B,
5th Infantry, score 59.

Then there were prizes for the four highest aggregate scores of
the junior classes, which were won as follows: Cup. F- E. Gray.
Co. A, 6th Infantry, 59; Sergt. H. A. Howe, F. 5th Infantry. .55;

Adjt. J. A. Frye, 1st Infantry, 53; Lieut. L. O. Garrett, Naval Bat-
talion, 62.

Other individual scores were: Major Hinman. Ist Brigade, 61;
Capt. W. H. Bean, Co. G, 6 h Infantry, 51: Private W. W. Tolman,
Signal Corps, 1st Brigade, 55.

Ttie team records:
2d Regt of Infantry. 6th Regt of.lnfantry.

300yds. 5U0yds. .300yds. oOUvda.
Lieut Sterling 36 26—53 Bugler Killam 80 29—5y
Lieut Bumstead 2H .33—liO Corp Gray 38 31-59
Major Southmayd.. 30 3.5—54 C apt Cutter ....39 36-53
Sergt Stevens 30 36-55 Corp Boardman 38 17—45

2i-U PrtOrr 38 33-50
38-^T Pvt Kouuh 33 33-64
3.S-.56 Busier Murphy 39 33—52
37-51 Sergt Farreil 36 31—47
31-60 Pvt Mackintosh 35 30-45
36-55 Lieut Gibson 31 30-6]
37—55 Corp Howard 28 33-60
30-59 Sergt Mills 35 31-46

Sergt Rae 30
Corp Bearard— ... 31

Corp Owens 3S
PvcSrearns 34
Capt Whipple 3!)

Pvt Caddigan 39
Pvt Hioes 38
Pvt Bridges 29

ist Regt of Infantry.
Sergt Baudoiu 39 29-,58
Sergt Russell 29 30—EO
Pvt Pope 27 31-48
Pvt Win 80 r 30 37—.57

Adjt Frye 34 28—53
Corp Gibbs 39 .38—.57

Corp Bradley 25 36—51
Corp Fuller 38 .38-56
Pvt Blake 29 30-59
Pvt Bat ties 39 ,37-56
Corp Huddleson 26 32—58
Corp Siocum 38 25—53

664

643
1st Corps Cadets.

Pvt Conn 38 3'i-6(l

Pvt Bradford 39 31—60
Pvt Langton .36 31—57
Pvt Paine 38 30 -.58
Sergt Parker 33 38—50
Corp Churchill 26 37—.53

Sergt Pond 39 35-54
Mus Macfarlane 37 25—.52

Sergi B.iker 37 26—53
Pvt Portal 37 31-48
Sergt Wells 28 14-43
Pvt Thayer 27 17—44

Eighth Regiment of Infantry.
Capt Murray .26 24-.50
Lievt Hilbker 33-60
Sergt Edgerly .'27 30-57
Pvc Alderman .36 20-46
Lieut Whitten....

.

.31 18-49
Pvt Hickey ..30 29-59
Lieut Conner .30 39-59
Corp Higgina .37 33-69
Lieut S'.sson .26 30—56
Pvi Sturtevant. .. ..38 37—55
Pvt Dimock ,.£U .33-61
Lieut Hu.ssey, staff ,39 24-53

Second Corps

(

Pvt Hull
Corp Cummrags..
Sergt Hill
Pvt VVonhen
Corp Smith
Capt Baker
Corp Robertson .

.

Pvt K'l vv irds
Pvt Kiucaid
.Sergt Ropes
Corp Rruce
Sergt Symonds ...

. 27

...38

...38

. .i9

..31

..36

..36

..30

• -H
'. '.23

,. .38

Fifth Regiment Infantry.
Lieut Adams ">0 21—51
Pvc Lombard 27 32—59
Pvt Fowle 30 30-60
Pvt Grant 27 37—54
Lieut Phillips 37 30—47
Pvt Pagney 27 31—48
CorpFaCey 26 33-59
Pvt Perkins 28 31—59
Sergt Launsbury 28 30—58
Pvt W F Fowle 29 3:1—53
Sergt Howe 24 31—55
Lieut Edes, staff 29 31—60

Naval Baitaliou.
B MDillaway 33
Sergt Merrill 39GM Sweet 27
B :vl Sears 24
Lieut Brown 33
Lieut Garrett, si all.. 37
Sergt CobVi 37
Cox Goodwin 31
Lieut Bingham 27
Lieut Carey 35
G M Carter 34
Sergt Briuckerhoff... 39

O'h Regiment of Infantry.
Maj Donovan 36 18—44 Pvt Martin, K ,

Lieut Breen .
, 27 31—48 Corp Wood, K

Sergt Morris, L 30 34—54 Sergt Monahan, .

Sergt Rice, L..- .26 33 - 48 PvtCox.K
Capt .Joubert, F 30 17-47 Lieut G.tniey, M, . .

.

Lieut Hunter, L .32 13—34
Sergt Taylor, K ...... 27 22—19

Cavalrj Team (Carbine).
Pvt Jackson, D 39 19—18 Corp Keyes, F
Pvt Fmniok, D 31 10—37 Corp Sabine, F
Lieut Shaw, F 37 33—49
Sergt Herrig, F 26 9—85

631

:tS. -

0—27
38—56
33- 60
36-55
36—57
34—50
39-55
17-47
19-43
25-52
24- 46
o0-5i?

603

27-56
32-49
26-.50

3.5-47
25-53
24-5-1

34-45
;35-r)2

26- 51
33-46
18—47

59J

31-49
13-37
20-45
31-49
24-46

550

38-55
33-47

MILLER RIFLE CLUB.—Hobokeii, N. J., Oct. 21.—The follow-
ing scores were made in the shoot for class medals:
D Miller 35 25 25 35 34 34 23 -33 33 21-236
Schlicht 33 35 35 24 21 34 34 33 33 3]-2St;

Fitzsimmons 25 35 25 34 31 33 3;; 33 23 31—3:^4

Fischer 25 36 34 3 t 34 34 33 33 •2 19—333
Hencken 35 35 34 .34 34 34 33 33 21 19-3-33

Brandt 35 35 34 34 34 33 33 -3 31 30—2:^]

Kruse .25 35 35 34 33 33 23 33 ,33 18-239
Varick 25 35 34 34 33 33 2-', 30 20 16—335
Capt Dewey 35 35 33 23 33 33 33 30 30 18-333
Seltenreich .35 :33 33 32 33 33 30 ,30 19 19-315
Kateneamp 23 33 23 -J) -'.0 30 30 30 18 17—204
Carragher ..33 33 :'i 'M ::v 'h 2(1 IS 17—303
Forkel 23 3S v ^0 19 16-30.5

Stadier ,23 32 : ••• .i- 30 I« 17-203
Miller wins first class medal, Kruse secotid •la.'ra uiedal, Selten-

reich third class medal.
Team shooting followed among the members present between

teams captained by "Dave" Miller atd Tom Fitzsimmons with
the following result:

Miller's Team. Fitzsimmon's Team.
D Miller
(i Schlicht
F Brandt
Capt Dewey
H Katenkamp

—

JH Kruse

326 T Fitzsimmons 330

... .239 E Fischer ..338

238 G Varick 333

;324 J Carragher 317

213 H Seltenreich 325
340—1380 D Hencken 28:2—1364

The club's representative ten men team are getting in readiness
for t'ue season's work.— .J . H, Kruse.

BOSTON. Oct. 34.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association w^as held at its range to-day under very
unfavorable weather conditions, thei'e being a s'rong, unsteady
9 to 11 o'clock wind and a bad light. Some flue scores were made
ia the pistol cup match, considering the conditions, and much in-
terest was shown by the competitore. Following ar" the scores
made to-day, all being re-entry matches, distance 360yd8., Stan-
dard American tiirget:

All-Comers' Rest Match.
W P Thompson . . .107 U Martin 97 AG Home 87

W Peters 104 F D Mann 95 A "-ield 8S

M T Day 103 O Moore 90 J B Hobbs 81

M R James 99 J French. 90
All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.

H L Willard 75 J B Hobbs 73 M T Day 64

O Moore 73 L A Baker 70
Pistol Match, .50yds.

J B Fellows 87 S C Sydney S3 D M Stevens.... ,-,87

L A Baker 85 C Francis 83 A H Ballard .;T6

G L Hosmer 84 M T Day 81 AS Hunt .H

OMAHA, Neb., Oct. 16.—The Omaha Gun Club closed the shoot-
ing season to-day, and the 6 prizes going to tho.«e wiihthe besr.

averages were aVarded. These prizes were given for the best
averages made during the shooting season of '91, no man being
eligible to a prize esceptlng those who parti. ipated in twelve
shoots. Following are the averages ol' each man in the club, and
the number of .shoots he took part in;

Shoots. Av. Shoots, Av^
Parmalee. 16 90 8-10 LoomLs. V |76 7-10

Nason-. .12 85 Brueker 5 7J T-lO

Brewer 13 81 Hughes .....4 80

Kennedy 13 79 8-15 Gwin 6 60 7-10

Fogg 15 75 Bedford ..4 40 7-10

Townsend 13 73 8-10 Petty 1 84

Fuller 14 70 9-10 Field... ,....1 68

Gray 11 60 4-10
, , ^

The c ouditionp of these shoot-! Were 35 bluerocts or bye birds to
each man, at 1^ and 30yds, rise respectively, from 5 unknown
traps.



FOREST AND STREAM.

A GALLERY COMBINE—An iuvitation has been sent out to al! tlie

local clubs of New York and New Jersey to send delegates to a meet-
ing to be held at the Excelsior ranges, 7(3 Monlgomcry streer, Jersey
City, on "WednesJa^- evening, Nov. It. to perfect .^rraiifieineuts I'or tlie.

league contests. I'lie plan as 'lutlined is to arrange a series of
niatcbe.s for teams oMive or lou men, preferabij tlie forruei-, f'l-om

each of the clubs in the two States, each team to sliool a nome-avnl-
home match with eacli other team. If live men teams are decide I

upon tbere will ijrolmbly be best two ont-of-three matclies ou each
range. Each cIlUi will pa.y a given amoimt into the treasury a( tbe
commencement of ihe series, to constitute a ftmd for I he purchase of
prizes. The following clubs have been invited lo talce part: Essex
Amatems, Puritans, Newarljs, North Wards, Orientals. Independents,
Oaklands, Howards and our Owns, of this city; Excelsiors and
Equitables, of Jerse.y City: Iludsons, of Marion; Friday Nights, Stan-
dards, Leirzs, Hermanns and Millers of Hoboken ; Zettlers, New Yorks,
Empires, Turtle Bays and Harlems. of New York.

CREEDMOOR, Oct. 23.—Henry Cox. a farmer of Hempstead, applied
to Ju.stice Oullen in the Supreme Court, in Brooklyn, to-day for a
writ of mandamus to compel Charles P, Robbms, State Inspector of
Rifle Practice, to discontiuiie the use of the Creedmoor rifle range.
He swore that he used the land ad.Joining the range for pastiu ing
horses. After the range was established he had to keep them in diu-
ing the day and let them out at night. The place was dangerous be-
canse of stray bullets went over the embankment in the rear of the
range. He had leased the )and-to three different persons, but they
nil refti.sed to renew their leases. In 188B the land owners received
cotuDeu~ation up to that date, but when the range passed into the
hiinds of Che State further compensation was refused. Judge Advo-
cate Qenera] Jenks said that Oreedraoor was not dangei-ous. The
court took tliis view and said that the remed.y was for the relator
to apply for an injunction to restrain the person in charge of the range
from using it.

NEW ORLEANS.—A somewhat peculiar condition of affairs exists
m East Feliciana parish, in this Stale, as maybe judged from the
complaint that the Parish Superiutenrfent of Schools makes to the
School Board of tbe habit of bo.vs. e'^ eu in the lower schools, going
there armed with revolvers. He msists that this is a bad custom, that
hoys ought not to cari-y pistols, and that the teachers should ]>rohibit
them from doing so, and makes the following suggestion lo clie School
Board in his official report: "Carrying pistols to school should be posi-
tively forbidden, and any teaclier kuowiugly permitting it should be
dismissed. If people see fit to allow their boys to go on in this uncivilized
manner they should not bepermitted to carry weapons to school to crip
pie the children of other people." The board favors the proposition,
and the revolvei- will no longer be regarded as a necessary branch of
the curricuhun in the East Feliciana public schools.

CANADIAN BIKLEMEN.—There is much talk in the Dominion
over the prospect that the next year's team is to be commanded by
a petty political potentate of some sort, but not a shootinar man.
Tlie Canadian Militia GazcUc is most outspoken about it." Thau
such a step a« this nothing could be bettor calculated to discour-
age the body of riflemen in the ranks or of officers over them to
better themselves in the art of accurate shooting. There are
plenty of methods of tacking hippodrome junketing members on
to a team without exalting them to the captaincy.

THE TRAP,

Scores /or pxihlicatian should he made out on the printed bJaiiht
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to elui
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
tiaula/rly requested to vyrite on one side of the paper only.

W(LLIAIVISPORT, INDIANA.
WIU.T.4MSPORT, Ind.. Oct. U.—The third annual tournament of

the Williamsport Gun Clnb closed yesterday. Tfie meeting passed
ofl pleasantly under the management of W. L. Slauter; Thos.
Harvey refereed. Weather was fair, American Shooting Associa-
tion riiles, ties div. unless noted.
First match, 6 bluerocks. Iti and Jyvds., 50, 30 and 20 per cent.-

Lew AUen UllOl —5 Martin llOOli—

1

D M Kirtley 101111—5 J t^ay OllOlO-lt
S Gay lOlOOl-o Atkinson OlOOlti-
Thompson 011110-4 Hatke Ollill
Cadwallader 000000—0 Wilton 101111-5
Titus 000110-:^ De Hart OlOOll-'J
No. 'A, 10 Peorias, Iti and IKyds. rise:

Allen OlimUdlO--H J Gav 1111110111—!l

KirUoy IHlUini 1 - !i Atkinson 1101100011-tl
Cadwallader onilllULio-ti Tltu?... .1011011100—fi

Hatke 1111111011-9 Wilson llUlllllO—

H

Epperson OIUOOOIHO—1 De Hart OmOlllll—

8

Madarea 1101011101—7 Thompson fllOllllOlO—

0

S Gay IIHIUOIO—S Hottenstoin OOIOIUUO—

6

No. '>, 15 bluerocks, 15 and 18vds. rise:

Allen ...uriult)01i)inm~](i .Martin 011001111001100—8
SGay linilimiOllO-Kl Wilson OlllimilllOll-13
Hatke lOllHlOinill!- 13 Cadwallader.. .000011110100111— 8
J Gay OIOUICOIUIDII—10 Atkinson 110101111011010—10
Kirtley limOllUlOOUO-lO DeHart OllOOOmOlllll-iO
Thomp?on 1101 1111HH1(I1-13
No. 4, 5 live pigeons, 2(1 and 35ydB, 80yds. boundary, American

Shooting A-^sociation rules. 50, 30 and 20 per cent.:
ThompsoQ 11111—5 Atkinson ]IX)0!}_1
Madarea 11011-1 Hatke 11111-5
Wilson 11101—4 Titus 11101—4
S Gay 11110—! J Gay 001 10-a
Cadwallader ll(JOO-;i

First divided, Titus second on shoot-otf.
No. 5, 5 .single and 5 double bluerocks, 16 and 18yds. rise:

Allen 10101 lU 01 LK) 00 00- 5 Cadwalla-
Kirtley.... 10011 11 11 10 0011-10 der 00110 00 10 10 01 10-0
Stokes 01011 H 10 011011—10 Wilson.... 11111 1111010101-13
Martin .... 11010 01 10 10 11 0(t— 8 Titus 11001 10 10 10 00 10- 7
Thompsoninil 1111110111-11 Hatke lOlll 10 10 10 10 10— ft

,
SGay IHn 1100101110-11

No. fi, 13 bluerocks:
Wilson 11 Atkinson 8 Titus 11
Thompson 11 Martin. 9 DeHart "

T
Allen 6 Hatke „f| Stokes .7
Cadwallader 5
No. 7, citizens' purse *75, 30 bluerocks:

ThompsonlllllOUniOOOllllll-lG Hatke llIOlUllOOllllOOlll- 15
Hfttton . . .lOOOHlOllOlOOllllll-13 Titus 10110101110111110^00-13
Allen 11011111100011011100-13 Atkinson .11001001100010111101-j I

Brown . .
.
.01011111011111111111-17 J Gay lOUlllOlllllOOOllOl-U

S Oay . . .01011110011101011111-14 Kirtley . ..10100111001101110010-11
W)lson . - .10011111111111011111-17 Stokes. . . .10011011111101101101-14
Cad walla- Newkirk. .llOllOOOlOlOOUlOOlO-10
der miOOOlllOOl0100110-U Atartin . ..OlOOOllllOllOlOOOOOO-lO

DeHart. . .00111101011100011000—10
No. 8, 7 live pigeons, 38 and 26.yds. rise, 80yds. boundary;

Wilson " imin-7 Slokes . . ".oIlKin-a
BrowTi llonltX) Titus OOdoOlC—

1

Thompson llllOJi— Newkirk .llolUl—

5

Cadwallader 0OO0*i00-'i S (iay 0110111 -!i

No. 9, 1:2 sinclo bluerocks:
Madarea .10 SGay ,9 Bi'owii 10
Thompson 8 Stokes 6 Cunniiigbam (j

Cad Titus 8 Park 9
Wilson W Tbom i>soji U Hatke lU
Weber H iMarfin S
No. 10, 10 single tducroeks:

Thompson Titus 10 Hunter
Wilson 9 Messuer 4 Park
Weber 5 Martin 6 Harvy ;{

Hatke - o

Second Diiy-

No. 1 , 9 single bluerookP:
Wilson 7 SGay 7 Ho'tehfitein
Park 1 Hatke z Epperson «
Thompson 8 J Ga\ S
No. .3, 13 single bluerocks:

SGay 7 Park 9 J Gay . . 7
Wilson 12 Hatke 9 Titus S
Thompson 13 Epperson ;

.NTo. 3, 10 single liiuevooks:
Wilson 9 Epperaoa 5 .1 (;ay 7
Park 9 Mitton 7 Titus r,

Thompson- 10 .S G;iy U
No. 1, 15 single bluerocks;

Wilson i:3 Tiius 8 J Gav .11
AIloD 12. Hatton 10 Madaiva 10
Epperson 7 Tliomp,9on 13 Hatke . 14
SGay ...12 Park 10
No. 5, 5 live pigeons:

S Gay .00100-1 Cunningham 00101—2
Wilson -,.10111-4 Epperson OoHO—

2

Thomp.sou olOll—3 Park - lUOO—

3

Hatke
, llOTO-S Newkerk olOU-3

Madarea .11110—4 '

No. 0, 15 single bluerocks:
Thompson 11 Titus 9 Epperson 8
Allen..- 12 J Gay 13 Park 13
Wilson t-t SGay. 9
No. 7, 1.1 single bluerocks:

Thomp'=on U Park 15 Titus
S Gay 9 Wilson 13 Epperson 10
J Gay 8
No. 8, citizen's purse, 25 single hlueroclcs:

Geo Rice OOlOOOlintHinOil lOi il 01 01 1-lS
Wi Ison 10101111 1 1111 01 1 0 1 1 ti 1 ( II 1 1- 19

Madarea OnOlOOll 1 1 101 1 1 mil 1 1 0010— 1

3

Thompson HllllU 111 IIU 11 111 11101-24
SGay 1 1 1 1 11 01 H 1 1 1 Oil 1001 1 1 (1011—18
Titus Illl0l0(dliinlllllll010010-lfi
Allen 1010010110101101111111111—18
Park 1011100001911111111111110-18
J Gay 11 UlllOilOlOOll 101111001-17
Martin 1010101111000011001010101—13
No. 9. 5 live pigeoas:

Thompson 01110-3 Wilson lOUO-3
Madarea 0001 1—2 Hedrick 11001-3
Park .OlllL-4
No. 10, 10 single Peorias:

Madarea. 7 Hatton 8 Stanton 0
Green 6 Titus ...Ij

No. 11, Green shoo*:
Little OOOOUOOOl-3 Pitcher 1111011001-7
Green lOUlllOll-8 Jo Rice 0110010110-5
Harvy 0110100010—4 Yea.gey 0000101001—3
Marlatt 0100100000-2 Kiger 1111111010-8
Stephenson 0000101011—4 Geo Rice OOOIOOIOOO—

;

Tie on first at ti: Kiger 3, Green 4.

This closed the lomnament with everybody feeling good. One
hundred loaded shells were donated to Wilson for best average of
first day, 99 out of 112; a bos of cigars to Thompson IVr second best
average. 92 out of 112; a handsome silver cup to Thompson for
best average second day, 95 out of 111; a keg of powder to Parks
for second best average second day.

W. L. Slaiitisr, Spo. and Treas.
J. De Hart, President.

CHICAGO TRAP SHOTS.
Waison's Park, Burnside, III., Oct. B.—Chicago Shooting

Club, American Association rules:
M J Eich..2.23121222m 10110111-18 Hin'nm'n2111I221131232211Ul-20
Hutch'sonlin 11121110111 11222—19 GKrnm'n21122l211H22in21]3-20
HamlincO?!! nin202n(K22212-l(5 Mussey. . .21122210212012112111-18
At water.. 11 11 1021122 1211 12210-18 Willard...11111110011120011220-15
Wadsw'tb221221l221212.2122021-19 HofEman..lllll230011211111111—18
Ehlers. . . .01113221310122111121-18
By the Chicago Shooting Club's handicap L. M. Hamline gets

3 birds, W. P. Muesey 3, Dr. J. M. Hutchinson 1. Henry Ehlers 2,
A. J. Atwater 2. Making 6 ties for medal on 20: Henry Klein-
man, Geo. Kleinman. A. J. Al water, \V. P. Mussey, Dr. ,1. M.
HutchiDson, Henry Ehlers. Will be shot oil' in next club shoot.
Match at 25 Peoria blackbirds:
M J Eich 0111011011011011111111111—20
George Kleinman 1010111110111111111101111-21
A J Atwater 0011111111001111111111111—21
L. M. Hamline lOOOOllOlCOlOOlOlOw
C E Willard 1011011001111001111111111—19
Ties on 21:

G Kleinman....01111-4 10111-4 A J Atwater. ...11101-4 11111-5
Oct. .9.—The Gun Club of Chicago, 10 live birds, Illinois State

rules:
LC Willard 1221111111-10 Niclc Ford 1111201101-8
F E Willard 2201121212- 9 C F Templeton 10I2212I22-9
Same day. 20 Peoria blackbirds:

L Willard 01111111111111011111-18 N Ford .. .11101100001001100000- 8
F Willard OOllHOOOOlOOlllOlll—11 Templet 'nlOllOOlllllOUOlllOl- 14

Oct. Pullman Gun Club, 10 live birds, lUiuoii. State rule, tor
club rup:
Wm Dallyn 1120022122-8 Jim Finn 0221;?:mo2-8
Ike Watson 2220222220-8 C Scluth 002:M>i211—

7

A Torkingtou 2202020121-7 Mike Wolf 2111200211—8
G Williams 0020200102-4 A Schutler 10222ai012-8
Geo Watson 0121000212-0 R Runstien 2212200112—8
E M Gardner 2121220213-9 E U Inguld 01:21312131-9
Ties on 9 for medal: Gardner. ?32—3: Inguld. 210-2.
Pullman Gun (Jlub vs. South Chicago Gun Club, Amei icau As-

sociation rules:
South Chicago GuQ Club. _ Ptillman nnu (!lnb.

Marsh 112222021202221 -13 Geo Watson ...n j.iii iV:.- ' '122-11
Fosle 11C203200322022-10 Gardner. 212122U21202122-13
Willard 122221231122223-15 Finn 02212221 OV.22222-13
E I Reeves 20203203200201^- 9 ScUith 0023112221102122-11

100 88
Oct. iS.—Practice shoot, American Association rules:

H McMurchy 211112111110111Hllllil2112111-29
C E Willard .0mill312011 1111111 llllll23ti0-26
T Marshall 211111133102111111232111011121-28
Pumphrey 111212111211122111102011123120 -37
Dr Miller 1203100122I130U11321211211111~2U
R O Heikes 1112113111-10 Gardner. 1210201110-7A Thomas 3210212221- 9
Twenty-live Peoria blackbirds:

McMurchy .OlOllOUHlllimOw.
Heikes 111111011011111101111H11-22
Willard OI011010111001000111111U—10
Marshall 1 1 1 1111 10111111011 1 1 llUl—24
Pumphrey 1011110111101110110111111—20
Miller limiOdl UlllllUOllimil—20

Oct. i4.—The CMcHgc. Gun C'ltih, American ,\ssociaticn rules-
LWillard.2221112102111110x::.'12-18 A Reevep.2l:i212211;nill211201—19
FWillard.012122U11222002293:i -hi B Fogli . ...03]10211202231in2]02 -11
DrLarkin22112111113310.201021-17 E Marsh . .21311212221121320220-18
Same day. :}0 single Peoria blackbirds:

L C Willard OOlllOOllOllUlOlllllOOOlOlOlO-lS
F E Willard. OlOOOllOiOOlOlIOllOOllllOOllOl-lii
B Fogli OllOlOlOlllllOUllllllllOOOlOl-21
A W Reeves llllllllOllllOUlllllOOOllllIl-25
Ed Marsh 11001000101 1 11 100H11 000011101-18
Aruold OlOOl OCn! IflODO I OOOl 1 1ll OllOOOlI— 12

Oct. h'r.— Fort Dearborn Club, Americaii A 'KO<'iatiou rules:
Dr J M Hutchinson 122111122111112-15

(Jet. 'io.— Sweepstake shouriui^, American Association rules:
Geo Hoffman UOUXi-l 22220—4 01,2:i?— 4 02112-4WP Mussey 21102—4 11102—4 02121—4 11013—4OB Dicks 11122—5 11131—5 11222—5 01132—4M J Eich aOlll-4 11110-4 10111-4 11111—5
Capt Anson 20221-4 32132-5 10231—4 13110—4
K O Heikes 11133-5 12111-5 i:J211-5 21121-5
Dr J M HutclusoD IIIII—5 11110-4 11111—5 10222—4
MAKeUer 1("I131—4 21111-5 11102—4 12211—5
C E Willard 11111—5 11101—4 11021—4 11110—4
O Vou Laugerke 02000—1 00020—1 00100—1
lu ehoot off in first shoot, C. B. Dicks and R. O. Heikesdly. first,

(.'apt. Aneon and M. A. Keller div. second.
In shool-off in second shoot, C. B. Dicks and R. O. Heikes div.

fu'st, Dr. J. M. Hutchinson won second.
In shoot-off iu third shoot, R. O, Heikes won first, M. J. Eich

and M. A. Keller div. second.
In shoot-off' in fourth shoot, R. O. Heikes, M, J. Eich and M. A.

Keller div. first, W. P. Mussey won second. R^^TET.Broo.

THE INTER-STATE LEAGUE.
Thuhsuav last, the day upon which the fourth of the Inter-

state League contests came off, was one of the most unpleasant
daysimaginablefor trap-shootinar. A cold northeast storm was
in progress, and rain fell continuously throughout the entire day
Despite the inclemency of the weather fullv 150 entbusiastie
sportsmen were gathered at John Erb's shooting park to witness
the contest. The rules of the J;eaguc allow uo postponement, so
the affair had to be rtm ofr". All]:15 A-M. Referee Hugh iJoodwin
called the first tquad to the score, and C. M. Hedden leading oft',

scored a dead bird for the Newarks, and the match was under
way. From start to finish the contest was an exciting one, the
leaders kept close enough to make the result doubtful until
almost the last gun had been fired , and the beastly weather seemed
to have no effect upon the spirits of the contestants or the en-
thusiasm of the spectators. The men of the Central Club shot a
good up-hill race, but the pace set by the Newark men was a kill-
ing one, and before the tenth man had shot the result was a fore-
gone conclusion, and the desire of everv one was to see the record
broken. The Newark men had reserved a good strong finisher iu
Quimby, and their confidence was not misplaced, as he killed
straight and put the record out of sight. The birds furnished
were a good average lot. and on a clear day, when not handi.

capped by drenching rain, they would have been as good a lot as
ever were seen trapped in a similar contest.

Newark Oun Club, Cant. Charles Heath.
C M Hedden (28). ...122211)1,2,21- 9 O Reiubard t (28)1021101 121— 8
G L Freche (2H1 1112111221 -10 J lliegott (28) .. .1111221222-10
S CaHi !'

. .1211112111—10 W H Green (28 1 2111210131— »
Capi -I, .1112211111-10 Ed OoUins (88.)..313231 1311-10
DrZ. -.2121212321—10 W Quimby (-lO)..2212111213-10—86

"tr^il dun Clnb, Capi. .1. W. Price.
Geo Cubbcrly r-'8i..i- l""!!i:i. in C WooJ<^v (28). ...2112022222—

9

W C Price (28) 9 H loline"(38) (1121112313-9HO White (80) :-i ! E Tabor (.28) ;?211I11120-9
E W Price (28) i:: -M::I -': -10 J Y-ax\ Ovke (28). 11.22111110—

9

FLumbrever (28) ..2:-;2-.'L';;'l::2ti— 9 O (Juhberlv (28) ,1111111110-9-92
Coney Lsland Rod M.nd Cuq Cliib. CalJ^. llturh .McL nishlin.

J AEppig (30) I0'.il23H23— 9 F Pfae'ndei- i2'-\! 215:111 1213—10
I Hyde (30) 2,221222221-10 Blattmatli. > - - JiO-9
T Schliermann (28).1110201110- 7 J Defraini^ :ii2- 9
C Dettlefsen (28>...1120222122- 9 Nortbridt; -

. : 1:^—10
Dr Van Ord (30) .... 1222120001— 7 W Lair (2S( ,(il-Ji:;ii,'2- 9-89

Fountain Gun Club, Capt. Abel Crook.
L Davenport (38) . . . 2211211313—10 J J ames (28) . . . 201 1( )22a21— 8
E H Garrison (30). .2020022022— 6 Dr W>nn (28). ..12112o2311— 9
A Eddy (.30) 1011121110- 8 W Le\'en-^ (2S) .

.v'022 12102.2— 8
0 Fisher (28) 1101111212— 9 B West Cl'Oi 21221:;ill2—10
R Van Riper (28)...,2122331103- 9 C Wengert (28). 11 1211 1111-10-87

Atlantic Rod and Gun Club, Capit, W, Weber,
E Helgaus (28) 2112312213-10 D Monsees (30), 1120212011— 8
B T Laneake (28)...2111211111-10 H Kronika (30),12I3]32]21-10
R Dwyer (30) 0220121221— 8 C Carlos (28) ,, IlllOinO-'O— 0
C E Morris (30).,, .2133132021— 9 Sutherland (28). 1102113102- 8
J Bennett (30) 0012131231— 8 W Weber (30) . . .202s;i2o210- 7- 83
As soon as the contest had been concluded the particips^uts and

their friends were invited by President Heath to partake of the
hospitahf.y of the winning club. A mammoth tent had been
erected and beneath its canvas Caterer Davis, of Newark, served
a delightful cold luiaeh. In addition to the contestants the fol-
lowing well-known sportsmen were noticed: Pres. Abel Crook, of
the Fountain Gun Club: Pres. A. P. Cubberly, of the Central
Gun Club; Pres. Hugh McLaughlin, of tbe Coney Island Rod and
Gun Club; Pres. Hudson, of the Emerald Gun Club; Pres. Al.
Heritage, of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association; W.
G. Ives and Robert Lumber, of Norfolk, Va.. and Messrs. S. Sie-
hert, A. Phister. J. E. Link, Fred. Boettcher, Harry Wooley, Henry
White, Frank Wooley. Fred Beal, R. Sunderman, Fred VanUvke.
Phil. Lumbreyer, Sr., Milt. F. Lindsley, Quint McCall, T. O. tng-
ling, A. M. Crommerliu, R. Heber Brientnall, Wm. Cleveland,
Charley Dollar, Robert Hooper, Geo. Vandeveer, Ghas, Towns-
end, A. S. Jameson and Harry MuUer. The next contest of tbe
series will be held at Woodlawn Park, Brooklyn, under the
auspices of the Fountain Gun Club, probably upon the last Thurs-
day in November. In the contest for supremacy the Newark
Club have quite a decided lead, having won twice, and tied the
Centrals once. The Fountains have sored one win, that upon
the last meeting at Long Branch, where they pirt up a score of 94.
Should either the Central or Fountiin win in the next race, the
Newarks would be compelled to shoot, and win their tie with the
Centrals in order to secure first place. Tee IvAy.

NORTH BALTIMORE VS. TIFFIN.
North Baltimore, O.—On Tuesday morning, Oct. 2ti, eight

merry members of the North Baltimore Gun Club went over to
Tiflin, and shot a match with eight jolly men of the Tifiin Gun
Club on the grounds of the latter, adjacent to Highland Park, for
a purse of SlOO and the price of birds. Bach man shot at 100 blue-
locks, rapid firing system, American Association rules. Added
to the discomflture of a dark, chilling atmosphere, a drizzling
rain was falling, but sportsmenlike they did not let this deter
them from the matter in hand. Following is the score:

North Baltimore.
F P Clark.. ,llllllllllllH1110m01001111111111111111110111111

iiiiiiiHiimi-iiiiiiiiomiiiiiiiioiimiiiiiiiii-93
HBenscott'nlOlllOlllllIlllOll lllOllOOlllOllllllllllllllllHl

lllIlllllllllllllllllllOlllllOllOinilOllllllllUll-87
B H Peters. .OllllllUlllOllllOimilllOlllllllllllUOlOllllllO

iiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiimi]iiiioioicoiiioiiioiiioiii-8fi
D E Petera, .iiiiiomuiiiiioiiioiuimiiiiiiiioiiiiimiiiii

llOllIllllllllOlllOllUOIIllllOOlOllllllOllllOOlU—86
E Goldner. ,11000011101111111111111011110111111110110101111111

llUOlOlllllllUOmUOllllOllllllllllllllllllUll-85
J Hamilton ,UlllI11111110110imillll0111H111101111111100111

oioiioiooiui U01111iiiioiuiiiiiuoiio 1 nool 1looo-so
FCaisse 0111100101110101031100U001111111100101H111111111

iiimioioiioiimooimiiiiiiioioiiiioiiooiiiiioo-r3
J WWeayerlOOllOlllOOOOimillOllOOlliolllllOlllllOlOllllOll

010111000101011 UOlOIOlOllllOll lOlOUin I010110001-fi5- 654
Tiffin.

T S FalknerOllIlllllPOOlllllllllllllOlllllOllllllllllllUliu
lomiiimoiLiiii 11111110111111111111 100111111111-89

J Connors. .111111U10011IH11111U011111111011111111011111101
00111101111111111111111111110111111111111111101011-88

R D Sneath.llHllllllllllllllOllOlimilllllllOOnilHOlOllll
liniHlllOlllOOlOllllHOlllllllllHOOmill 111111-87

S Geyer. .
. ,11110111111110111110101101010011101110011111011011

lllllOIlllllllOllOIlllllllllHll011111111101101111—81
A Geyer llllllOlOlOOllllOlllllllOlOIOllllllOllllllllllOlH

lOllOOlllllIllllOllllODllOlllOOllllOllllOlllOlllO -81
E J Baker.. .OllllHllOOlOlllllOOOOOOHlllllOOUlOlOllllOllOlll

10011101110101100111110110010111111101110011011110- 68
D Buskirk. .llOOOlOOOliOOlllOOOlOllllOlOlOllllllOlllllOOllllll

10IO111110O1O11111111100O11111O1O111O1101111O11O11-68
O Geyer OOOllllllllllOOllllOltXllOOlOOOlOOOOOlOlOlllOOlOllO

01100011100I110110101I00111010101IOI00111110010010-54-606
The event was witnessed by sportsmen from Dayton. Monroe-

ville. Norwalk, Fremont, Fostoria, Findlay and other cities, and
was followed by several sweepstakes, lu which Mayor Clark of
North Baltimore, was the principal winner, he taking first money
in each event, and Ofl^cerT. S. Falkner.ot Tiffin, and T.W. Lathani
of Monroeville, generally dividing second.

'

Recentlj- Charlie Ross, proprietor of the Ross Hotise, Bowliuf
Green, O., offered a $50 trophy, in the shai* of a handsome pair
of terra cotta bird dogs, open to any gun club in Wood county
making the highest avera.ge per team of 6 or 8 men at 35 bluerocks
per man. There were three teams entered for the contest, each
team shooting T men. The North Baltimore Gun Club won the
trophy by 63 majority, and the prires are now on exhibition in
Mayor Clark's drug store.

MASPETH, L. L, Oct. 20. -Tbe first annual tournament of the
North Side Gun Club was held to-day at the Queens County Driving
Park. The events were all sweepstakes, the events of the moruing
being at bluerocks and in the afternoon live bird sweep were the
prmcipal attraction. Some fine shooting was witnessed, as the sub-
joined scores will show

:

Frrat event- .Ten bluerocks, 8 entries. Hobart first with 9, Petty
Short, and Lyon divided second with 6, Tiernan third with 5. The
other scores were : M , ftleyer 3, A. H. Schroeder 2, Wahlen 1,

Second event—Ten bluerocks, 9 entries. Hobart first 8, Lyon second
ti, Tiernan, Petty, and Short divided third with 5, The other scores-
Wahlen 4. O, 3Ieyer 4, Manning 2, Schroeder 0.
Third event—Fifteen bluerocks, §20 guaranteed, 11 entries, F

Lindsley and J. Hobart divided first with 12 each, Tiernan, Collins
Lyon, and C. M. Meyer divided second with 10 each, Jleuke and c"
Meyer divided third with 8, T, Short and J, Manning divided fourth
with 7 each.
Fourth event—Nine bluerocks (siugles), 3 pair (doubles), 7' eutries

Hobart first with 11, E. Collins, Tierna.u, and Lyon divided secoud
with 8, C. M, Meyer third with 6, H. Menke 5. Helmcken 5,

Sixth event—Ten bluerocks, 7 entries. Hobart and Lyon divided
first with 9, Tiernan and Short divided second with 5, Manninir thu-d
with 4. The other scores: Petty :?. Wahlen 3,
Seventh event—Ten bluerocks, 5 entries. Hobart first 10 Short

second 9, Mannine and Lyon divided third with 7, Tiernan 6
Eighth event—Six five birds, 13 eutries, Collins, C. M. Meyer, Tier-

nan, Booty, and C. Meyer killed 6 each and divided first money. Man-
ning, Hobart, "Wanda," and Menke killed 5 each and divided second
F. Lindsley and J. N, Meyer killed 4 each and divided thud money
A. Chevallier taok fourth with 3.

Ninth event—Seven live birds, 14 eutries. S. Lyon, "Wanda," and
Grane kiUed 7 straight and divided first mone.\-, Collins, C, Meyer C
M. Meyer, J, N. Meyer, Manniug. Major Eemsen, and Booty k'uie'd
each and divided third money. F. Lindsley took fourth iHonev with
4. Menke kUled 1

Referee, Jlr, T. Short.

NEW HAVEN, Oct. 20.—The Me Shooting Club has been re-

hxed at 5;!., and dues of 81 are payable in the fall and spring.
Semt-weekly shoots will be held at the Yale field, and the fivemen making the best average will shoot against Harvard next
spring. The shooting club was formed last year and won the
shoot between Yale and Harvard.
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ORANGE, N. J., Oct. 23—The advantages of usins the five-trap-

rapid-flriner system was demoastrated to-day on tli* grounds of
the East Orange Gun Club, when 1,200 Keystones were trapped
in a little less than 4;hree hours. The main attraction of the
day was a team match between the East Orange and Cherry HtQ
gun clubs. The condiiious were 10 men per team, 25 Keystones
per man, but as the Cherry Hills were short-handed, the teams
were reduced to 8 men eacli. L. Sickles and W. R. Hobart were
referees and C. H. Townsend scoivr. The result:

East Orange. Cherry Hill.

Hedden 19 Walker 17
Phillips 20 Heritage .19

T Dukes 83 Ely
Walters 16 Davis 15
Hobart 23 Freidman 23
Van Dyke 23 Jersey 18W Dukes 20 J B OoUins 18
SioWes 24 Post..., _a3

iii 154

A mimher of hotly-contested sweeps were shot.

THE OTTAWA GUN CLUB have been amusing themselves at
the trap and getting in practice to meet other clubs of this county.
Last week they shot against a team picked from tne Richmond
and Princeton clubs, and were badly beaten, althoueh very poor
shooting was done by both sides. When the shoot was about half
over some one carelessly threw a lighted cigarette into the dry
grass, which was soon burning fiercely, and required a great deal
of work to subdue. After this no one seemed lo be able to shoot
and the score was discouraging to both sides. The club is now
making preparations for a contest at Princeton in the near future
and promises to redeem its reputation there.—F. B. ((3ttawa. Kan).

BOSTON, Oct. 24.—The closing meeting of the Jamaica Plain
Gun Club for the season was iield at tlieir range at Clarendon
j&ills this afternoon, hut with the high and puffy wind that was
blowing good scores were out of the question. The sixth event
was the conclusion of the merchandise match, which has been
scoring for ten eonsectitive weeks, the following being the win-
ners in their order and the prize selected by each: Needham, $10
ia gold; Wetherbee, silver ice pitcher; Herbert, banquet lamp;
Adams, revolver; Heffer, $5 in gold; Snow, cane: Wadswortb,
split-bamboo fishing rod; Barrett, canvas shooting jacket; Moore,
SI in silver.

ERIE GUN CLUB, Oct. 22.—The regular shoot of the Erie Gun
Oltib, at Woodlawn Parle, Long Island, to-day, had 13 shooters to
go to the score. Br. Schwartz, of the Pountam Gun Club, was in-

vited to shoot, and equalled the score of the winner of the gold
medal of the club, Alsesser, each killing their 7 straight.
J. Plate, C. .Jumbo, W. Scheelje and J. P. Schmadeke killed 6

each, and shot off for the second prize. Schmadeke killed 8

and won it. Tne third prize, the fives, was won by F. Graef. He
killed 3 in the shoot-off to the others' 3 each. A sweepstake at 5

live birds each, 2.5yds. rise, was won by J. F. Schmadeke.

DaYTON, Ohio. Oct. 3(5.—Prank Makley invited a party of his
friends to a live nigeon shoot, Association rules, 15 bii-ds each:
S S Troup llililHlllim-15 Ed Cain 111111010011101-11
Wm Kinnard..0110110111l0111-ll E Hardy lOOllllOOlOOlll- 9

GMakley 111111110111111-14 J E Artz illOllllOOmil-12
E B Weston . . .011111110101111-13 Dr Adams 111111001111101-13
J C Porterflel.illHlllllllllll—1.5

Each shot at one pair, Troup killed 1, Kinnardl, Makley 1, Wes-
ton 3, Portertield 1, Cain 1, Hardy 1, Artz 2, Adams 2.—Brown.

CLAREMONT, N. J., Oct. 34.-The New Jersey Shooting Club
made large scores to-day in spite of the strong wind. Out of eight
events first men in seven did not miss a target. There were sev-
eral ties left undecided. G. DeWitt Smith has won three of the
five matches for the rifle. Fifteen more are to he contested.

BLAUVELTYILLE. N. Y.—The members of Spring Hill Gun
Club have their regular holiday matches on Eleciion Day, Nov. 3.

Bluerocks, keystones and king birds for targets, and 200 live birds
for afternoon. C. M. Hathaway, Pres.

THE A. C. A. RACING RULES.-We' publish this week the

proposals for amendment of the racing rules, a matter of import-

ance to every member, especially the racing men. The proposals

will ba acted on by the executive committee on Nov. 14. In the

meanwhile we will give every opportunity for a discussion of the

subject in the Forest and Stream. Now is the time for those

who object to or favor the proposed changes to state their

opinions before a final decision is made.

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING.— The annual
meeting of the Executive Committee of the American Canoe As-
sociation will be held at the Delevan House, Albany, N. Y., on
Saturday, Nov. 14., beginning at 10 A. M. The Mohican C. C. will

give a dinner to the committee and visiting canoeists at the same
place at 7:30 P. M;

AMENDMENTS TO THE RACING RULES.
THE report of the regatta committee contains the following

proposals for changes of the racing rules, which are now
published as required two weeks prior to the meeting of the ex-
ecutive commit tee, on Nov. 14.

Proposed bv the regatta committee:
To add to Rule X. '-No rtnider shall be used in paddl'ng races."
To add to Rule XII. "No rocking or fanning with the sails or

sculling with the rudder shall be permitted."
To add to Rule XIII. "There shall be a time limit for all sailing

races."
Proposed by F. S. Gisborne to omit from Rule XVI. the words

"In the event of a collision being imminent, owing to the canoe
on port tack not giving way, the canoe on starboard tack shall
luffl and go about, but shall never bear away. A canoe on the port
tack compelling a canoe on the starboard tack thus to give way,
forfeits all claim to the prize,"

( tProposed by Colin Praser to insert in Rule XXII. in place of the
words "meeting of the executive committee, at which they are to
be acted upon," the words "vote of executive committee is taken
thereon."
Proposed by W. U. Lawson to add to Rule X. the words "In

jiaddling and combined races canoes shall be started by their
sterns and the finish time shall be taken when their tows cross
the line."
To add to Rule VI. the words "In sailing races a canoe shall be

considered to have finished when her forward, or mainmast has
crossed the line."
To substitute in Rule XHl., third line, the word "yellow" for

"red,*'
To substittite in Rule V., second paragraph^ the word "men" for

"man."
To tiuhstitute in Rule V., first paragi-aph, after the word

"second," the words "in each race" tor "in each regular event,"
Commodore Lawson calls attention to the omission in the first

paragraph of Rule I.. "In paddling raceajthe miuimnui weight of
canoe shall be lOlbs."
Secretarv-TreasurerBrazer proposes as an amendment to Rule

L, To strike out all limit as to weight of canoes.
Proposed by W. P. Stephens to amend Rule I. to read as fol-

lows:
RuiE I. A canoe to compete in the reerular races of the A. 0.

A. must be sharp at both ends, with no counter-stem or transom,
and capable of being eJBciently propelled with one paddle. The
measurement and classes shall be as follows:

ilfeasiweJ/ient.—The leneth, taken between perpendiculars at
fore i^ide of stem and after side nf stern, shall not exceed 16ft.; the
beam shall not be greater than SOin. for a length of 16ft., but may
be increased bv i^in. for each full inch by which the length is de-
creased. The beading, if under l)4m. wide, shall not be included
in the measurement of the beam. The depth from under side of
deck to inside of garboard at fore end of well shall not be more
than 16in. nor loss than 9in.

CLASSES.

Paddling CZass.—Weight of canoe to be not less than iOIbg.; beam
not less than 28in.

Gmerca Purpose Glass—The draft shaU not exceed lOin. The
canoe shall have one watertight bulkhead in each end, with not
less than 6ft. sleeping space between them, of which 5£t. shall be
clear of obstruction from oenterboard trunk, etc. The well shall
be at least lein. wide for a length of Sft. Bin. Centerboards shall
not exceed Wtlim. total weierht, and. shsM bottae within the can oe,

not projecting below the keel nor above the adjoining portions of
deck and coaming when housed. The sliding seat shall be capa-
ble of closing, so as not to project beyond the sides of the canoe.
All sails shall be fitted to hoist and lower effectively.
In centerboard canoea the keel outside the garboard shall not

exceed IMin. depth, including a metal keel band of not over Min.
depth.

In keel canoes the keel shall not exceed a depth of 3in., and the
total weight of keel band and ballast In keel shall not exceed
3611)8.

Sailing Ciass.—The only limits for this class shall be a maximum
length of 16ft., with an acconipanying beam of 80lu., beam and
length varying as in Paragrapn 2. There shall be no limit to
draft, drop of board, depth of keel nor length of sliding sea^^, and
standing sails shall be allowed.

These amendments and changes are all which have been brought
to the attention of the chairman of the regatta committee, and
are by him submitted to the wise judgment of the executive com-
mittee.
Lowell, Mass., Oct. 20.

THE NEW COMMODORE.—The club house of the Rochester
C C, on Irondequoit Bay, was the scene of a pleasant gathering
on Oct. 18. The members of the local organization entertained a
number of the officers of the American Ca^noe Association, and
an enjoyable afternoon was passed. A dinner at the Newport
House was one of the features of the day's enjoyment. The visit-
ing canoeists were C. V. Wiuue, of Albany, commodore; W. B.
Wackerhagen,; of Albany, secretary of ttie Aasociatlnn; W. R.
Huntingdon and Thomas Stryker, of Rome, and Mr. Bellman, of
Amsterdam, members of the executive committee. Commodore
Winne's object in visiting the various clubs of the Association is

to gain their views upon the location of next sttmmer's camp.
Last year the Association camped at Wellsboro, on Lake Cham-
plain, and the commodore, representing the feeling of a number
of clubs, wishes the site to become a permanent one. Others, in-
cluding the Rochester Club, are strongly in favor of Grmdstone
Island, in the St. Lawrence River, because of its greater accessi-
bility. The decision rests with the exectitive committee,-
Roclietster Morning TIerald.

REGATTA COMMITTEE.-Oom, Winn6has appointed the fol-
lowing reg.itta committee for 1892: R, W, Gibson, chairman; R. S.
Oliver, E. H. Barney, Ford Jones and H. L. Quick,

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.-Atlantic Division: Rev. J, B, Sentz,
New York,

TAXING OVERHANG.—The Boston Herald is now making a
fight against the "mean length" rule still in vogue abotit Boston,

by which overhangs are heavily taxed. The designers and builders

who are specially interested in the smaller racing classes are all

opposed to a tax on overhang, and it is not unlikely that the rule

will be abandoned in favor of a more reasonable and modern one;

leaving the New York Yacht Racing Association as the only im-
portant body which sticks to the ancient and obsolete "mean
length."

ANOTHER DILEMMA.—The fertile brain of Mr, caapham has
lately tttrned out another novelty, a racing .machine with long
overhang, centerboard, and wide sponsons above the water, to

give added stability when heeled. The rig will be the siarplest

torm of jib and mainsail, with no bowsprit.

A NEW LAUNCH MOTOR.
THE superiority of liquid fuel over coal for all classes of small

launches, especially those used for pleasure, has been very
clearly established, and in the United States at least the use of coal
in such boats is a thing of the past. A number of different motors
using kerosene and naphtha are now in general use, and within
the past season a new one has been tried in New York for which
many advaaitages are claimed. Tliis motor was invented by Mr.
Gottiieb Daimler, of Cannstatt, Germany, and has been in prac-
tical use for the past four years in Europe for all purposes where
small power ia required in a very convenient form, such as
stationary engines for small shops, printing offices, etc , small
locomotives and tram cars, and for driving dynamos. A special
form of motor has been fitted for boats, and is used for all classes
of small craft, both for trade and pleasure. There is no boilt- r, the
motive power being a charge of gas raised with air, which is
ignited in one end of a single-acting cylinder, driving the piston
down. In stationary engines the common illuminating gas may
be used , but in all cases where this is not obtainable, a s in launches,
the gas is generated as needed from gasoline. The engine consists
of a cylindrical casting bolted to the timbers of the boat, in which
the crank shaft revolves, while on the upper side of this casting
are placed two small vertical cylinders, each with a piston and
valve gear, the two connecting rods being on the same orankpin.
The generating apparatus, consisting of a tank for the immediate

supply of gasoline, containing but a few qnarts, and of an arrange-
ment of tubes and valves bv which a small quantity is carried at
each stroke to a lamp and platinum burner, ia attached to the after
side of the engine, occupying but little space. The main supply
of gasoline is carried in a bow tank, surrounded bv water, and
from this tank the small reservoir on the engine is replenished as
rt quired. The consumption is remarkably small, bfing but 1 pint
per H. P. per hotir. The liquid Is not U9ed under pressure, b^t is
pumped as required from the large bow tank to the small one on
on the engine, the two being connected by merely a Min. copper
tube, leading from the top of the bow tank and running outside
the boat around the gunwale, being completely hidden by the
moulding on the side of the boat. After the small tank is once
filled, a valve is closed, shutting off the supply of naohtha until
again required. The valves for stopping and .starting are very
simple and located on top of the engine. There i.s no smokestack
and no flame or smoke, a small exhaust pipe through the hull
carrying off all the waste, while the smell is reduced to the small-
est minimum. Excepting the small pipe under tne moulding,
there are no pipes nor connections outside the hull.

The engine may be started in less than a minute after liMhUng
the burner, and the lamp maybe estinguished in.stanilv, or the
engine may be 3toi)ped temporarily by shutting ofC the. air pipe.
The engines run constantly in one direction, the reversing being
done by a friction clutch on ihe line shaft, a lever near the floor
serving to operate it. For a 25f i. launch, a d H. P. motor is re-
quired, weighing abotit -ISOlbs. and occupying a very small space.
The advantages claimed by the makers are:

No condenser pipes on outside of boat to be injured by contact
with rocks, or to be eaten away if boat lies in mud. Fuel vaporized
only as required for use and instantly consumed, thtis sectiring
absolute safety. No stuffing boxes to be looked after. No gear-
wheels to rattle, grind or mutilate the hands. Reversing-gear so
arranged that engine need not be stopped when boat is stoiiped.
Peculairly adapted as auxiliary motors to sailboats, no smoke-

stack being required. No boiler or coil to soot up and re-
quire cleaning. No electricity in any form used. No steam, coal
or ashes to handle. Powerful and reliable in towing. Th« engine
being a practical working machine, can be used (when placed in
a boat) for pumping, dredging, hoisling and other pui'imses when
not in use propelling,
Tliese motors have been in successful use abroad for several

years, and during the past stimmer a number have been l,riod in
this country. The makers, the Daimler Motor Co. of New York,
are now preparing to build them as large as 10 H, P., aiid to fur-
nish launches of 50£t. downward completely fitted.

NEW FIFE YACHTS.—The success of Yama on Lake Ontario
has brought Mr. Will (fife two new orders, both for Toronto. One
member of the Royal Canadian Y. C. has ordered a yacht for the
40ft. (Yama's) class and another member ot the same club will
build a SO-footer, corrected length. Mr. Fife furoishe.";, in addi-
tion to all plans, the complete frame for each boat. The keels
will ba cast and the yachts ouilt in Toronto. The Fife yard at
Fairlie has lately been fitted with a complete plant for steel and
composite construction and for lead casting, as the two success-
ful Fife boats, Ahalia, in the 40-rating class, and Dragon, No. 3,

in the 20-rating, are likely to lead to plenty of orders. These two
are the first composite yachts built at the Fairlie yard, Clara
having been built at Oulzean, Composite construction is now
the order ot the day for racing, the wooden construction of
Minerva and the yachts of tarec ymra ago being a thing of
tlie past where prizes ate considared.

YACHT RACING IN 1891.
n.—THE SCHOONER CLASSES.

THE extent of schooner racing in 1891 is very clearly shown in
the accompanying table; in fact the whole story is of a nature

easily told by figures and calling for little additional explanation.
Tha.t there has been a good deal of racing is evidenx in comparing
the present table with that of last year, published Dec. 11, 1890.
At the ss.me time there is not a race on the list which will ever
go into history or will even be remembered by those who saw it,

saving of course the Goelei cup race with its famous collision.
The leading incidents of the season are the appearance of Vohtn-
teer as a new vessel and nu'ler the schooner rig, her promising
performance and her collision with Gracie. To these may be
added the excellent performance of Mayflower for the first time
since her change of rig, the fast sailing ot Iroquois in some of
the races, and the amount of general racing on the cruise among
the older yachts. No new yachts, no close and exciting races,
and no entries for the big regattas, make the season a quiet one.
At the same time tho.se immediately interested have had a good
deal of sport, ttiere has been rivalry and competition of a quiet
kind, but sutficient to keep a number of the boats in the racing.
Our table is made up in the same manner as last year; every

event for which a prize was offered being included, whether sailed
separately or in connection with another race, so as to make the
actual record of prizes won an accurate one. In the cruising races
of the New Y''ork and Eastern clubs no prizes were given for each
race; but in the New York Y. C. first and second prizes were given
for tne best average record in each class; while in the Eastern
Y. C. first, second and third prizes were given for the average
record, alt schooners being classed together. The prizes are indi-
cated by lull-faced figures, the other figures denoting only the
place wnen no prize was given. In making up the totals, the
second places are only counted when four or more started. In
this way the record of places and sail-overs shows just how many
times a yacht has beaten a number of competitors, and is thus a
faii'er basis of comparison than the total record of prizes. We
have endeavored in this table and the others to follow to include
every race and to place every starter properly, but the list is so
long and complicated, and ofllclal information is often so difficult
to obtain, that errors are unavoidable. We will be glad to receive
any corrections for publication. In some cases private sweep-
stakes are arranged quietly between owners, but luis year none
have come to our notice. We have included no events that were
declared off or not finished for some reason and never re-sailed.
So far as the schooners were concerned, the regular regattas

which open the racing season were total failures, the offers of
good prizes and the special inducements in the way of cruising
trim and handicap classes, failed to bring out a single well-filled
class in any race: Marguerite was ready with the opening of the
season, and sailed over in the regatta of the Atlantic and New
York clubs; the Seawanhaka C, Y. C. had only the flagship,
Miranda, which started but finally withdrew, as the weather was
very light and she had nothing to sail for. The Eastern Y. 0.,
after the failure of its special handicap race of June 19 for lack
ot starters, mustered up four schooners. Merlin, Mayflower,
OSnone, and the old Triton for its annual regatta on June 29, but
the day was light and fluky and the long race was dull and tire-
some, Merlin and Triton dropping out.
The Larchmont Y. C. began the season with several schooner

races, in which the principal fi^re was the keel schooner Viator,
a cruising craft designed t)y Burgess and built in 1888, of 83ft.
l.w.L, 16ft. beam and 10ft. draft, with a lead keel of 33 tons.
Though hardly a racer, she has been in the racing throughout the
whole season, and what schooner racing there has been about;
Larchmont is due entirely to the persistency of her owner.
As usual, the real schooner racing did not begin until the cruise

of the New York Y. C. early in Atigust. As good prizes were
offered for the four or five projected squadron runs, a first prize
being offered for the winner in each class, with a second for four
starters, and as the races were ail in cruising trim a great deal of
sport was expected. The conditions laid down as constituting
"cruising trim" were: "Anchors on bows and cables bent, cruis-
ing complement of boats carried, cruising deck, cabin and galley
fittings and fixtures in place, topsails extending above the truck
or beyond the end of the gaff, barred." The rendezvous this year
was so far J;o the westward, at the extreme end of Long Island
Sound, that several of the Eastern yachts were not present, join-
ing the fleet later at New London and Newport. As a compensa-
tion, however, a larger garnering of New Y^^ork yachts was looked
for, and in a measure realized, tnough tho fleet which gathered
in New Loudon harbor two days later was not so large as sevei'al
that have come there for the rendezvous in previous years.
The schooners at Glen Cove on Monday afternoon were Con-

stellation, Dauntless, Columbia, Palmer, Intrepid, Montauk,
Oihione, PhH.ntom, Viator, Viking, Fleur de Lys, Fortuna, Mar-
guerite, Quickstep, Elma, Iroquois, Mayflower, Rebecca, Princess,
Meteor, Curlew, Magic, A.gne8, Gevalia, Comanche and Norse-
man, Some were present merely to witness the gathering of the
fleet and the starting of the cruise, but the majority came with
the intention of starting for the squadron runs. The big Constel-
lation was present after a year's retirement, Columbia and Mon-
tauk were out under new owners, Fortuna made her reappearance
after a year's absence with a ne'V pole bowsprit in place of the
old-fashioned double head rig, being almost the last of the schoon-
ers to make the change. The only new yachts were Fleur de Lys,
a cruising craft designed by Burgess and built during the previous
season at Bath, Me., a keel boat 86ft. 6in. l.w.l., 23ft. beam and
13ft. draft; and Comanche, the old centerboard schooner ^ISolus,
just rebuilt at Port Jefferson for now owners, Messrs. Bishop and
Fowler. She is still a centerboarder of 8.jft. l.w.l., 23ft. 3in. beam
and 10ft. draft.
The principal yachts which were missing were Grayling, in

commission, but not racing this year; Miranda, also in commis-
sion, but tied up at Noank by the customs authorities through a
suit for light moneys, which was finally decided in favor of Com.
Hill, but too late to allow her to take part in the cruise. The East-
ern yachts still to join the fleet were Merlin, Sea Fox, Quickstep
and Volunteer.
The latter yacht was delayed in her finishing after the verv im-

portant alterations of the spring and only reached New London
in season to start in the second run, and then she was very far off
her racing form. Early in the spring she had been hauled out at
Lawley's yard, where her tore and middle body was cut aM'ay,
leaving only thfi keel, trunk and afterbody. She was then rebuilt,
her waierline being lengthened from Soft. llin. to 88ft. 71n., with a
fuller bow and longer overhang forward, the sheer and deck
work being entirely new. With this alteration of hull was a still

grea,ter change of rig, her old mast and mainsail being shit led
amidships and a foremast added, with a new pole bowsprit. The
foremast v>-as very short and very far forward, making a rig
which wa.g dubbed by many a "a two-masted sloop," just as
Miranda on her first appearance fifteen years ago was christened
the "two-masted cutter." Whatever tli.y merits ot IhB rig, tne
hull WRS improved in appearance and apparently in model. The
yacht showed to very liitte adyantuge in a sombre coat of black,
unrelieved by a stripe or I be faghiouable trail board:}, but she has
gained by the remodeled ends, and in spite oC a drop at the hows,
a little of the old-fashioned "powder horn." the sheer is bold find
pleasing. The work having been hurried she presented an un-
fluished appearance, while the new sails and gear were lu no
shape for racing.
"It was August the third, and quite soft were the skies," when

on Monday afternoon the fleet assembled at Glen Cove, and the
prospects for racing on the runs were most promising. Under
the conditions whicli usually prevail on the cruise there would
have beon plenty ot racing, but Tne.«day Tnornioy told another
Btori ; a cloudy sky spitting ram, a rising sea and a strong eat-t-

erly wind dead ou end, with New Loudon 03 miles away. A
specially early start was impsfai ive, and all hands were called by
daylight, the tirst gun being fired at G:20 A- M. There was a good
field of :jta,rter5, but the trouble began early; sr-veral ot the
larger sclioonerG mistook the. st;artiug si.Kaals and crossed btl'ore
their gun, thus being oat of the ro.ce, though they did not from
appearances (li.scover the fact in time to start again, but kept on.
As the day advanced and the wind rose, others became tived and
dropped out at convoulent places along the road, Bridgeport, New
Haven and t-'ort Jefiierson, until the fleet wnicix was finally timed
from the flagship at New London between the early evening and
midnight on Tue.sday was but a fraction of the brave array that
sailed into Htintington Harbor on Monday aftt^rnoo'i. Even
after another day and night of fair weather the roll call on
Thursday morning, when the second run began, showed a num-
ber unaccouitted for and presumably "killed, wounded or miss-
ing."
Constellation naturally headed the fleet, coming in first in spite

of some delay over a. lost jib, buf^ her performance was entirely
eclipsed by Iroquois and Mayflower, both within lam. of her
in elapsed time. Iroqnoisdid byfaj-thebcst work of the schooners,
being but seconds astern of Mayfiov/er in eLiipfed time, though in
a lower cla.ss. At the same time the performance ot tlioa i hooners
was dimmed by the single stickers, Katriua beating them all,

and Bedouin beating all but Constellatiou, on elapsed time; while
the real honors of the hard day go to the smaller boats, the 46-

footers, whose average time for the 63 miles was 13 hours, com-
,
pared with 11 for the schooners of 30 to 60ft. greater iengtli, and
th in a strong wind and lumpy water.
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Classes..

Schooners, 1 89 1

.

1

2

8

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

15a

16

17

18

19

20

31

22

23

24

25

26

June 6..

June 16.

June 18.

June 20.

June 20.

June 29.

July 4...

July T...

July 11..

July 23..

Aug. 4..

Aug. 6..

Aue. 7..

Aug. 8..

Aug. 10.

Aug. 10

Aug. 11.

Aug. 13

Aug. 18.

Aug. 19.

Aug. 33.

Aug. 35.

Aug. 26.

Sept. 7..

Sept. 8.

.

Sept. 13.

Oct. .3...

Club.
Meas.
and

Class.

LarcLmont, spring \
S -C.

W.

w.

w.

Atlantic, annual

New York, annual

Seawanhaka, annual

Larchmont. m ,

Eastern, annual

Larchmont, annual

New Rochelle, annual

Riverside, annual

Eastern, special

fist run to New London

3d run to Newport

G-elet Cup

3d run to Vineyard Haven . .

.

Special race.. •.

Special keel class

4th run to New Bedford

5th rua to Newport

Newport, m
Newport, m

p fist run

-' 3d run

Udrun

Larchmont, m
Eastern, fall

Larchmont, m
Larchmont, m

W.

!.-W.

I.-W.

I.-C.

;.-w.

!.-W.

i.-W.

5.-W.

5.-W.

3.-W.

5.-W.

Ovr-r
100 Ft.

I) to 90 rt.

88.7

Under 70 Ft.

l8.0

1.S.0

Number

of

StarterF.
Wind,

Weather

and

Water.

/, Clear

I, Clear .^.

s. Stormy, rough.

I, Clear

I, Clear

VI, Clear

ni, Clear

I, Rain

(, Clear

m, Clear

s, Rain, rough....

I, Clear

m, Clear

?, Clear

/, Clear

/, Clear

I, Clear..

s. Clear, rough...

m. Clear

/, Clear, mod. sea

t. Foggy

/, Clear, mod. sea

I, Clear

s, Clear, rough...

I, Clear

I, Clear

I, Clear

Princess 3.

Gevalia, s. o.

Dauntle--s lost masthead, w, Gevalia,

Miranda, only starter, w.

Princess, 1,

Triton, to; very fluky race.

Lotus 2, Tempest 3.

Viator protests Rebecca, not allowed.

Nirvana sails over.

Norseman 3, Intrepid 4, Phantom w, Fleur de Lys W,
Sylph w!, Clio lu

Dauntles=» 3, Intrepid w, Montauk 3, Phantom 4,
Fleur de Lys 5, Lydia 3.

Volunteer and Gracie in collision.

Daxintless 2, Crusader 4, Phantom 3.

Dauntless w. Special race Vineyard Haven,

Dauntless iv. Special prize for keel clas?.

Private match with Huron, cutter. No allowance.

Private match.

Marblehead to Eastern Point. Sea Fox 3.

Isle of Shoals to Boothbay. Peerless 4, Sea Fox 5.

Ram Island to White Head. Sea Fox 4, Peerless 5.

Private match with Clara, cutter.

Very fluky wind.

Private match.

Private match.

Starts

First Placts

Second Places.

Sail Overs

Total Places....

Total Prizes. ..

10 10

i

6
,

3

I
1

I

2

! 2 1....

6
!

9

4

3 ....

e! 4

1
1

4

S. Seawanhaka rule. C, Classed by corrected length. TF, Classed by waterline length, s. o, Sail over, y, Grounded. c7, Disabled, to. Withdrew, n. £, Not timed, p, Disqualifled, with or
with<;ut protest. ??!, Private match. Z, Light wind. 771, Moderate. /, Fresh breeze, s. Strong wind.

Thursday's run, the sect)Tid, was little like th<^ first, barely half
the distance, in clear warm weather and through smooth water;
but a number which would have made the whole cruise under
such conditions had been left behind in the trying run of the open-
i Tg day. Wit h Volunteer and Merlin added, however, the schooner
il^et was nearlv complete, though Sea Fox did not show up as ex-
pected. ConstelHtion had sailed aaead for Newport, leaving an
easy victory for Palmer in the class, after a slow and uninterest-
ing race. Fortuna came aiocgsids of her old rival Montauk for
the first time in two years, fhoush it is longer than that since
either has done any real racing. This time Fortuna wm very
easily, coming in 45m. ahead. Volunteer and Merlin sailed a close
race, with less than a minute between them; but as the two were
half an hour astern of Mayflower their work attracted but little
attention.
Mayflower's performance was equal to that of the previous run,

as she easily ran away from tue whole schooner fleet; the first time
that she has at all justified the expectations of her admirers since
the change from cutter to schooner rig in 1889. This vear, with
a good owner and under a skillful skipper, she has sailed in better
form than in any year since Gen. Paine owned her. Mai'guerite
rather turned the taoles on Iroquois, while the two kept well clear
of QSnone. Quickstep had no real antagonist, and was forced to
sail alone.
The great race of the year for the schooners is the Goeiet etip,

and although a cup is provided for the sloops and cutters as well,
the prominent feature of the day has always been the schooner
racing. It is for the Goeiet Cup, and ovar one of the two courses
off Brenton's Reef, that the moat tamou? schooner races of recent
times have be-n sailed, and the hoLor of heading the class for the
year, held sucoes-ively by Montauk, Grayling, Si hem and Sea
Fox, has been won here. Even the presence of^Volunteer, May-
flower, Puritan an i Prisciila in the single stick class failed to de-
tract from the performances of Sachem and Grayling sailine side
by side with them. This yeai-, sad to say, the schooner racing
was, so far as the numerous spectators were concerned, a mere
incidental attractioo, the great event of the day being the race of
the 46ft. class. This was in part due to the reappearance of Glori-
ana for the first time since her successes in June at New York;
but it was also due to the slow working of the schooner division
through the windward portion of the race.
With only a moderate breeze, and starting a few minufes after

the smaller boats, the schoon<="rs were soon astern as the little
fellows chased out to windward, and the movements of the big
boats were doublv slow in comparison. Marguerite led the fleet
for a long time. Volunteer being se-ond and Iroquois third. In
cruising trim, and with some weight aboard, Mayflower had done
well both in light and moderate weather, but unfortunately the
tradition that a yacht must strip to the ceiling for a race was too
much for the judgment of her skipper, and she was completely
cleaned out in tne morning. The result was that she i.igged
astern through the early part of the race, and made but a poor
showing all day, being beaten on even time by Irnquois. The
latter sailed the race of the day, saving her time on Voiunteer in
the windward work.

It was at the end of this first leg, when Volunteer had taken
the lead of her class and was well ahead of all but froquoi«, that
the memorable collision with Gracie occurred. Although Volun-
teer lost some time in the actual collision and was obliged to sail
the remaining 24 miles with a great rent across her mainsail, the
whole strain coming ou the leach rope, she did her best sailing
after the accident. Iroquois chased her hard all day, and the
ownership of the S1,000 cup was only decided by a close measure-
ment of each boat, depending on some dozen seconds.
The third run, to Vineyard Haven, amounted to little, as the

wind was light and flak 7, in part a drifting match. Mayflower
beat Merlin and Paantom e'l-^ily, while Marguerite was over an
hour ahead of Iroquois and GEaonp. The special race in Vineyard
Sound fared better in the matter of wind, there being plenty to
spare all day, afresh southwest breeze, much the same as the
Vineyard Haven race of 1889 was sailed in. Datmtless, Palmer,
Fortuna, Mayflower and Merlin were classed together, while

Marguerite, Iroquois, GEnone and Quickstep made up a second
class. In addition a prize of §300 was up for the four keel boats.
Dauntless, Palmer, Fortuna and QSoone. Mnyflowor again de-
feated Merlio, beating her on elapsed as well as corrected time,
the larger boats being well astern. Marguerite was lis. ahead of
Iroquois, making a very even race, but both were beaten, of
course, on allowance by little Quickstep. In the keel class the
smallest boat, CEnone, won quite easily.
Mayflower now left the fleet, and only six schooners made the

run to New Bedford, Iroquois and Quickstep each sailing alone.
Volunteer sailed against Merhn but was badly beaten. The last
run, from New Bedford to Newport, was under similar conditions
to the first, though only half as long, with a strong head wind
and rough water. Unfortunately the fleet was so small that the
racing was wi thout interest. Constellation sailing against Fortuna
and Merlin against Iroquois, while Quickstep sailed alone. This
practically ended the class racing of the season, as the runs of
the Eastern Y. C. cruise were limited to Volunteer, Mayflower
and CEnone.
To sum up, it was a matter of course that Constellation should

win in her class, her only important antagonist being Palmer.
Fortuna sailed in rather hard luck, having no classmates, and
the pretty little Quickstep was in the same position; so neither
had any chance to make a record. Had Montauk continued the
racing, there would have been some interesting fights between
the two ancient adversaries. What Volunteer mignt have done
bad she been ready a few weeks sooner and sailed the entire
cruise, is a matter of speculation; but she sailed enough to show
that she is in all probability as fast under two sticks as she was
under one, and that the alteratioas of hull and rig have been suc-
cessful. The chief point in the 90fr. class is what Mayflower did
do, which was to make the best showing of the year in the
schooner classes. The result should be gratifying to her owner
and skipper, as they have proved that the old boat was and still
is a fast one.
In the 83ft. cla's Marguerite takes the prizes; but Iroquois has

done exceptionally good work, better than her record shows on its
face. In the hard race of the first run she made the best showinar
of the whole large fleet; in the Goelpt cup she missed the great
prize of the year by a few se'^onds only, beating three larger rivals
on elapsed tim^; and in the Vine.vard Haven race she almost tied
her chief competitor, both being beaten on allowance by a much
smaller boat. Tne chief point about her is that she was designed
for a sea-going cruiser and has done some remarkable work in
deep water, spending nearlv every winter in the West ladies and
about the Florida coast. Her reputation as an excep ionally fine
cruiser is established beyond question, and yet, with her regular
crew and sailed hj^ her owner, she has this year succeeded in hur-
rying a number of yachts which are in every sense racing boats.
The cruise was followed by two private matches off Newport, in

one of which Marguerite defeated Iroquois by 3mi. and in the other
she defeated the cutter Huron, of 65ft. l.w.l. The cruise of the
Eastern Y. C in the latter part of August was a rather quiet,
family affair, the schooners racing on but three of the five runs.
Sea Fox took part, but won nothing; Volunteer won the three
runs and first pi'ize, Mayflower won two seconds and one third,
which gave her second prize, while CEaone, through one second and
one third, took a third prize. The first and third races were short
and of little importance, but the second, of 64 miles, in a fresh
breeze and open water, lacked only starters to make a stirring
race- The Larchmont fall regatta was a failure, all that finally
came of it being a match between Viator and the cutter Clara, the.
latter finally being disabled an-i withdrawing. The fall regatta of
the Eastern Y. C. was also of little interest owing to the calm and
fluky weather. The season was finished by a couple of quiet
matches oft Lirchmont between Viator and the old Rebecca, now
owned in New Vork again.
Since the season closed there has been a ripple of excitement

among yachtsmen over the change in ownershi p of the blar Constel-
lation, Vice-Com. Morgan, who DuilD her in 1889 having sold her
to Mr. Bayard Thayer, former owner of Pappoose and present
owner of Sayonara. It is well known that Mr. Tha^^er has been

anxious for some time to build a large yacht and visit England,
and now that he has Constellation there is every probability of
his doing so.

It is too early to forecast the prospects for schooner racing in
1893, but the outlook thus far is favorable, even more so than last
year. What is needed in most classes is not more new boats, but
no more new ones and more racing among existing craft. In the
smallest class, under 70ft., there is now but one boat. Quickstep,
with any pretentions to speed, and of course there can oe no rac-
ing until something is built to beat her; but in the principal
clasp, the 90ft., there is already a very fine fleet,Volunteer, Merlin.
Sea Fox, Grayling, Mayflower and Sachem, enough to make very
good racing if all would start.
Already the usual rumors of new yachts are afloat, but yachts-

men have heard the cry of "wolf" so often that they are a little
incredulous until they see the keel laid. The loud promises of
new nineties and 85-footers which were made last fall were not
realized, it is needless to say, and when one hears the same stories
now he may be pardoned for a little doubt. At the same time one
yacht then mentioned has become a certainty, as the final signing
of thp contract took place in New York last week. Mr. Gardner
has designed her, for Mr. L. M. Clark, of St. Louis, and she will
be buUt of steel by Lawley, at South Boston. She is a keel craft,
90ft. l.w.l., 19ft. beam, and 13Et. draft, with a forward overhang
that will be fully up to date. Another 90-footer is talked of for
Mr. Bloodgood, who has been negotiating with the Herreshoffs.
It is also a fact that a number of yachtsmen have of late been
looking at Quickstep with a view to something to beat her, as she
offers a most convenient size of boat for both racing and cruising,
and it is not unlikely that one or more additions may be made to
the class this winter. Next week we shall take up the larger
single stick classes^

NEW YACHTS.
THE present time is the dullest of the year in yachting, and

usually few orders are looked for by designers and builders
until later in the winter; but at the same time tuere is now a fair
promise of new yachts, both sail and steam. Mr. J. Beavor-Webb
nas in hand a small auxiliary for E. M. Fulton, for whom he de-
signed the Gadabout two vears ago. Mr. Gardner has lately
formed a partnership with C. D. Mosher, the designer and builder
of the Buzz and Norwood, an engineer who has made a special
study oC hisrh-speei yachts, and the two are now at work on a 75tt.
craft for W. B. Coggeshall. She will be built by Wood, of City

'

Island, the hull mainly of mahogany, and will carry quadruple
expansion engines of 600 H P. They have in hand also a design
for Mr. C. A. Postlev, former owner of Resolute, schr., for a cruis-
ing steam yacht of 140ft. The design for the Clark OOEt. schooner
has been sent to the builders, Lawley & Co., and the yacht is now
being laid down. The 5.3ft. cutter for Mr. Bullock will be built
duimg the winter. Mr. A. Gary Smith has been very busy this
season with large steamers for passenger use, but he has just
completed a de.sign for an auxiliary steam vachtof H6ft. Lw.l. for
an American yachtsman now in Japan. The yacht will be built
of wood. He is now at work on a design for a 90ft. schooner. Mr.
H. J. Gielow has jast placed a contract for a steam yacht of 95ft.
over all, 78ft. Lw.l., loft. 6in. beam and 6ft. draft. She will be
built by Poillon for Mr. Sidenberg, of New Y'ork, and will be
schooner-rigged. At Herreshoffs' the frames are out for a new
46-footer, the osvner being unknown, thougnshe is credited to Mr.
Bayard Thayer, owner of Sa,yonara and CDUstellation. The boat
will DB an improved Gloriana. Messrs. Stewart & Binney have an
order for a new fisherman, an enlarged Carrie E. Phillips, for the
same owners. The origiaal boat has just been sold to Province-
town parties for $8,000, or but Sl.oOO less than her cost four
years ago, and she has proved a very profitable vessel. The new
one will be OTft. l.w.l., 35ft. beam and I3ft. 8in. draft, and will be
built by Storey, of Essex. Mr. Waterhouse has recently designed
a eat yawl for the Lakes, to be 37et. over all, 3aft. Lw.l.. 8ft. 6in.
beam and 6ft. draft. The single-hauder for Marbleaead Harbor
will be aott. over aU, 30ft. lOin. Lw.l., with jib set to sterahaad
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Mr. D. J. Lawlor has designed a steam yacht tor Mr. Conistock, of
Providence, and also a pilot boat. The Boston Yacht Agency has
in hand the rebuilding of the steam yacht L. J. Bird, making her
96ft. over all, 72ft. l.w.L, 15fc. beam and 6ft. draft.

NEW YORK Y. C —The fifth general meeting of the New York
Y. C. was held on Oct. 23, Com. Gerry presiding. The reports
from the two committees on sites and floats were adverse to the
plan for a club house oti the water, hut recommended the estab-
lishment of several small club houses and floats at convenient
points, probably Vineyard Haven, New Loudon, Slielter Island
and Whitestone. These houses will he less elaborate, but on the
same plan as the one at Newport, a small building with ladies'
parlor, telephone, and a good float, v,'ith a Janitor in charge for
four jnonths in the year. Ttie estimated cost is building, $1,200;
float, $100; furniture, P5 and janitor |200. A committee was ap-
pointed including the Commodore and tlag officers of the club,
ex-offleio members, Vice-Commodore E. D. Morgan for Newport,
David Banks for New London, H. A. Tucker for Vineyard Haven.
Clarence McKim for Whitestone and F. T. Robinson for Shelier
Inland. The sum of $10,000 was oppropriated for the building and
equipment of foitr stations and some cnanges were made in the
by-laws to conform to the new scheme. A communication was
read from Rear-Admiral Walker, thanking the club for copies of
its book sent to vessels of the navy. The regatta committee re-
ported that over fifty silver cups, costing nearly $4,000. are being
made for prizes. A nominating committee was appointed as fol-
lows: Yacht owners, .Tames D. Smith, sloop Pocahontas: Ruther-
ford Stuyvesant, schooner Palmer; E. C. Benedict, steamer
Oneida; Ogden Goelet, schooner Norseman; and Llnvd Phoenix,
scliooner Intrepid. Non-yacht owners—J. R. Piatt, A M. Cahoone,
J. C. Barron. F. M. Cronise and Stephen Peabody. An auditing
committee was also appointed, E. M. Rrown, E. A. Houghton and
Joseph Sterling. The following new members were elected:
D;ivid H. King, Jr., W. F. Havemyer, Watson F. Blair, Chas.
Albert Prince. M. C. D. Borden, Frederick Munroe, H. Maitland
Kersey, J. M. Maodonough, Ciias. F. Havemeyer, Amns T. French,
T. A. Molntyre, Molton H. Forrest, M.D., John D. Wing, J. Mor-
gan Wing and L. Stewart Wing. Messrs. Wing are the new
owners of the schooner Coronet.

HARLEM Y. C. LA.ND CRUISE, OCT. 20.—It was 9 P.M. when
the drags left the club house at the foot of East 121st street, amid
a blaze of glory and fireworks provided ny the club and residents
of the neignborhood. On the way to Harlem bridg-^ severpl busi-
ness places saluted the drags with rockets and red fire, while the
bridge engineer greeted tiie "fleet" with three blasts from a steam
whistle. The drags were quite nautical looking. The blue ana
white signal of the Harlem Y. C. floated above the drivers' heads,
the American yacht ensign waved proudly at the stern, while
private signals adorned the port and starboard sides of the drags,
which were furnished with red and green lights. Oars were car-
ried along, together with auchor lights, fog horES and a compass.
Some land lubber, lust before the drags weighed anchor, made

fast a bottle of whisky and two loaves of bread to tlie stern of the
rear drag. "What's that for?" shouted Capt. R. H. Wylie." "I
was on a cruise with you last summer," shouted back the land
lubber, "and that's all I was fed on. It's all you ever take on a
trip," and the provisions remained. With a fair wind the drags
made good time to City Island, in spite of the rough sea of mud
ruts in the annexed district. The crews of ttie drags pulled their
caps down over tneir eyes, made several observations—through a
glass—and reported tliat Stepping Stones light was still red and
had not mov^ed. H. B. McAllister, a foremast hand, insisted that
the light, as far as he could see, was green, but no attention was
paid to him by the experienced navigators. After crossing Pel-
ham bridge the drags tacked for City Island and reached the har-
bor of the Bay View Hotel in good shape, having carried away
only one flag and the two loaves of bread. The lookers of the
hotel were found to be well s'ocked and were soon empty. V^hile
eating a white flag was displayed from the porch as a signal that
visitors should not come aboard tmtil the meal was finished, and
the etiquette -if yachting wa? not violated. Blue absence flags
were hoisted on the drags while the dancing was in progress, and
it continued until six bells in the morning. Boatswain A. G.
Austin then blew his whistle, the drags hauled alongside of the
hotel float, the offlcers, crew and passengers were soon aboard
and the homeward trip was commsnced. The sail home was de-
lightful, and although the weather grew somewhat thick at times,
the sailing directions were so perfect that the log shows no acci-
dent.—A^e«i Fo7-7f Herald.

STRA.E.—The steam launch Strae, launched on Oct. 20 from the
works of Charles L. Seabury & Co., Nyack on Hudson, is .55ft. over
all, 9tt. beam, and 8ft. drafi; designed as a day launch, and also
arranged as a cruiser. The frames are of selected white oak,
planking cedar, copper fastened throughout. The machinery con-
sists of a Seabury triple expansion engine of 75 horse power, and
a Seabury safety water-tube boiler, with a guaranteed speed of
12 miles an i our natural drafi, and nearly 14 miles per hour with
forced draft. The working pressure allowed is 2501bs. The cabin
arrangements are worthy ot special comment, as all the room is

used to advantage. There is a pilot house, owner's cabin, toilet
room, coat room, eogiue room, ei'ew's cabin, and after cockpit.
The machinery is compact, strong and of light weight, and sets low
down in boat; the coal consumption being about (iOOlbs. for 10 hours'
running. Steam can be obtained in ten minutes from cold water.
The cabm work is all mahogany, with windows to slide up and
do -in, and the furnishings are of silks, damasks, plushes, and
VVi lion carpets, making beautiful contraat with the wood work.
ThP Strae was designed and built by Messrs. Seabury & Co. for
Mr. Thomas A. Mclntyre, New York Y. C. Her first trip will be
to Jacksonville, N. C.

MICCO.—The new sharpie ketch Micco. built for Com. R. M.
Munrop, Biscayne Bay Y. C, by A. C. Brown, of Tottenville,
Staten Island, sailed for Florida on Oct. 15. She is similar to the
well known Presto, but is 49ft. 4in. over all and 13ft. beam. She
is rigged as a ketch, a rig that is almost unknown in America, but
which is rapidly coming into favor with the Biscayne Bay Y. C.

Elapsed. Corrected,
0 20 31 0 20 31
0 If) 03 0 19 03

10—NEEDLE.—On Oct. 17 a special race was sailed for a cup
offered by G. C. Barnette, the contestants being the keel yacht lo
and the 25-footer Needle. lo is a keel sloop, designed and built
by J. D. Ooughtry In 1889, and is 28ft. fiin. over all, 24ft. l.w.L, 8ft.

beam aud 4fc. lOin. draft. Needle is th", third of the 25ft. corrected
length boats designed hy Gardner this year, and is between 24 and
25ft. l.w.L, with about 6i8sq.ft. of sail in her jib aud mainsail, no
topsail being carried. Several othfr yachts were invited to enter
by Mr. Barnette, but none were present. The course was from
New Rocheile, around the buoy off Sands Point, two rounds. lo
led by lOm. at the end of the first round and 5m. at the finish.
There was no time allowance.

AMERICAN MODEL Y. C, Oct. 24.- The fifth legfor the Fisher
cup was sailed in a very puffy N.W. wind, eventually narrowing
down to a match batween the Eleetra and Marjorie, the former
winning by Im. 283. elapsed and corrected time, the times being as
below. This gives the cup to the Eleetra permanently, she having
won it three times:

Start. Finish.
Marjorie 4 09 47 4 30 38
Eleetra 4 06 .57 4 29 00

CORSAIR — KANAPAHA.—The steam yacht Corsair No. 1,
built in 1880 by Cramp & Son, and owned for some years by .J.

Pierpont Morgan, has recently been sold to the Rev. W. L. Moore,
Atlantic Y. C, owner of the steam yacht Lagonda. Mr. Morgan
reserves the name Corsair tor his new yacht, just completed, and
the old craft has been re-ohristened Kanapaha.
CAMILLA—VIVID.—A match was sailed on Oct. 24 from City

Point, Boston, around Half Way Rook, between the open boats
Camilla and Vivid. The day was clear but very cold, with a fresh
wind, W.N.W. to N.W. Camilla led at the start, hut was soon
passed by Vivid, who held her lead to the finish. The times
were:

Start. Turn. Finish. Elapsed,
Vivid 8.50 00 U 40 00 1 20 00 4 30 00
Camilla 8 49 00 10 50 00 1 40 00 4 51 00
The stakes were flOO per side and a supper for both crews, 14

men in all.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. P., Toledo, Ohio.—To whom should I write in order to obtain

from the Government the difl'erent treatises they have published
on fisheries or fish of the United States? Caul obtain them all,
and if I can, how much (if anything) will they cost me? Ans.
Apply to Marshall McDonald, Commissioner of Fisheries, Wash-
ington, D. C. No charge is made for these publications.

J. D. P.—Can a gun club leaving their grounds in the State of
New Jersey, bu^ not incorporated under the laws of the State of
New Jersey, shoot live sparrows and live pigeons from trap;? Ans.
Yes.
S. P. N., Jr.—You will find deer and quail in the vicinity of

Brunswick, Ga., with salt-water fishing. We believe there are
hotels there; and it should not be difficult to secure board at mod-
ate rates.

SAVE YOUR^ TROPHIES.
WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

Glass Blower,
And Manufacturer of

Aftifioiai Eyes
For Birds, Animals and Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North William St,, New York,
Send tor Price List.

VB «k g=OMESS HE:A0 NOISES CURED
g B W" MLM 'ly Kolt's Invisible Tubular Ear Cuahioos. WhiB,

9tB B per.s heard. Sucoessfiilwhen allrpmediegpppi-
hU. Boldoilljl)jF.Hiscoi,66SB'l«iy,N.Y. Write tor bookofproofsr Ktt

FISH, WEAKFISH and STRIPED BAS
Can be caught in any of the waters around New York City. Big
bluefish are in large numbers along the coast. We can supply
the tackle. You can do the rest.

Call and examine our stock, or send us 10 cts. to cover postage,

and we will mail you our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

We are often asked,

" Why do you not send your

Catalogues free; other houses,

do.?"

There are about a million

people in this country with more

postal cards than brains, who

delight in sending for anything

that is free.

When you send the |5c.

which we require for postage or

expressage on the BUYERS'
GUIDE, it is pooof to us that

you want tlie hook.

O
We save you

Middlemen's profits.

III to 116 Michigan Ave., Giiicago

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am agraiD as usual cutting the prices of l^ isiiiiig Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my businesHS. it will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No, 1, 8 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, niekel mountings, silk wWppings, extra tip, aU complete in wood fonn, length 9i, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz , .... Price $2 2
No. 1, Gr, same as above but is ^rermaa Silver Mounted " 3 82
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait B,od, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8J, 9, %, 10ft., weight 9, lOJ, 13, l.Soz - Price 2 72
No. 4, Q-, same as above but is German Silver Mouated " 3 82
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt "Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 3 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint " 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft " 90c.
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw OU Cup, fine finish, 35yds., 83c. : 40yds., 9oc. : 60yds., $1.05; 80yds.. $1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding Chck, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds.. $3.35; 80yds., $2.50; 300yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41e. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 0 thread, 38c. ; 13 thread, 43c. ; 15 thi-ead, 46c. ; 18 thi-ead, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz ., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gat, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15o.

;
2ft., per doz., 30o.

;
3ft., per doz,, 45e. Double Gut Leadera, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;

2ft., per doz., 80c.
;
8ft., doz., 45o.

J. F. MABSTERS, 51, 53 ^ 55 Court St., Brooklyp, N. Y,
«md Se. taatp for m«rtr»t«d Oatalocn* for 1881. OPSM BYBNINS8.
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HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN

AUTOMATIC SHELL EJECTORS.
J

Instead of giving the dealer larger discounts we have decided to give the sportsmen the benefit of a reduction, and have concluded to make extraordinary

low Net Prices on the Charles Daly Guns.
^ . ^ . .

, , r. , i , u ^ u uu . ^
While making this reduction we might mention that the high standard of workmanship for which the Daly gun has always been renowned shall be retained.

We have expert testimony that these guns are equal in workmanship to the celebrated Purdey guns, and far superior to all other so-caleed London

makes, such as Greener, Scott and Westley Richards. An examination will soon convince the unprejudiced customer._ They are more conscientiously made,

more beautifully finished, handsomer in appearance, with shooting qualities unsurpassed, in fact far ahead of guns costing $ioo more.

Should you live in or near New York, we would invite you to call and examine our stock and be convinced.

If you live anywhere else in the United States and your dealer has none in stock, insist upon his ordering one, or order one direct from us. Send
for catalogue. WEW P^ZOXS^

.

No. 55. .Fine Hammer Gun, Damascus Barrels, nicely engraved .$85.00 Net | No. 155. .Hame as No. 55, but featherweight, 5i to Bibs.. ............. .$100.00 Net

No. 130. .Fine Damascus Barrels. Plain Finish $1 lO.OO Net I No. 150. .Automatic Ejfctors, plain finish ^A^^-^J^
No. 130. .Featherweight, ditto, 5^ to 61bs 125.0O Net |

No. 350. .Diamond Quality Automatic, Highest Grade made. 250.00 Net

Guns made in 10, 12, 16 and 20-Bores, 26in. to 32in. Barrels, 5}4 to 11 lbs.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,

Two Targets with Smith £ Wesson Revolvers.

TARGETS IZI

Ten consecutive shots at 13yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Double Action Revolver; by Mr.
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield,Mass.

Six consecutive shots at 15yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .32
Target Revolver; by Prof. John
Iioris, Washington, D. C.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results.

SMITH <&, WESSO
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Agent for B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reela.

FIREAKMS, FISHING TACKLE, BICY-
CXES, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS, MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS, SPORTING GOODS, A-o. Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent on application to those
mentioning FOREST anbSteeam. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago. 111.

The Best Rifle Cleaning Rod in the World

1. Ul B

IN A NEAT CA

No. 141 B.

— . ^ -iG. The No. 141 B. is a four-Jointed brass cleaning rod, having a revolving
snake woo'i handle, and lias no en iiai 1 or qutiilty and strength. Made in .22 to .50-caI. Send 60 cents for sample.

Our No. -^te B Jirnss \\ ire lirnsh, ad justable to the No. 141 P. Rod, removes dirt, lead, caking, etc.
and will Dot injure the finest rifle. .Send So cents for a sample Hod and Brush complete.

For Sale Everywhere. Catalogues mailed Free.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,
DEPOT FOR SALES, 313H BROADWAY NEW YORK.

Tobacco is man's most uni-

versal luxury; the fragrant aroma

ul Mastiff Plug Cut starts people

to pipe .smoking, even those who

never used tobacco before.

J. B. Pace Tobacco Co., Richmond, Virginia.

THE BSiMS TYPEWRITER
SllS ABCDEFGHI $i

A perfect and prairUeal Type 'Writing machine for only ONE
DOHAB. Exactly like cut;regDlar Kemlngton type ; does
the same quality of work; takes a fools cap sheet. Cnmplete
with paper halder.antnnmtie feed, jperfett type wheel & inking
roll; uaes copying Ink; In fact It does all of tba work of
a high priced machine. Speed, 15 to 25 words a minute.
Size. 3x4x9 inches; weight, 12 oz; BIESTIOS THIS PAPER.
Satisfaction guaranteed : Circulars free; AGENTS ^VAKTED.
Sent by express for $1.00; hy mail, ISc extra for postage.
B. II. INGtESOLL&BEO., 65 COUTLANDTST., If.l. CITT.

FBBGVSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors,

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
I

With Adjustable Attachments,
For Sportsmen and Others.
Combines Head Jack,

' Boat Jack, Fishing Liatup,
Camp Liamp, Daab Lamp,
Belt JLiantern, Hand Lian-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office. 6S Fulton St. N. Y.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on nanp-bond pa-p^r $1.00.
"It is the most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—/"orest and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map=oond paptr. 50 cts.

Guide Books.—The Adirondaclis, Illustrated,
16 mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 35 cts.

Jjake G-eorge and Liake Champlain, 25 cts.

iidieaa S. 9. STODDAHO, Gleup Fall*, N. Y.

CHEAPEST HOUSE
II« AMHR.ICA FOR

GUNS! GUNS!!

AGEIfX FOR
Remington,

Parker,
L. C. Smith,

Lefever, etc,

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., BrooklyB, N. Y
Catalogues free. Meni ion Forest and Stream.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J. B. CROOK & CO.,

nSHM TAGEE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 29bh Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEND FOS OATALOGUE.

3^6
The Francotte Gun.
Finest Kods and Tackle.
Imported Gofjds.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want,
iiome Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON lENGERKE & ANTOINE,
246 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

124Q

SPORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THE
AMiiKICAN NliJiiDiE AIvI> FISH

HOOK CO., Xew Haven, €onn.,
" who have the

—
largest faciU-

ties, and make Best goods in the world,
i OR Sale by the Trade Everywhere. Ask
if OR Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ALFORD & BERKELE CO.,
O. Box 3002. SPECIAL AGENTS,
No. i7 Chambers St., I*. Y.

Two-thirds size only.

"SURPRISE WHISTLE,"
The Lioudest "Whistle Known.

The Elastic Tip makes it capable of producing
1,000 dlJEEerent sounds.

Perfect Dog or Quail Call, 25 ots.
Dealers write for Discount.

Manufactured only by

GLENMORE KENMELS.
THE CHAMPION IRISH SETTER KENNELS OF AMERICA.

E. B. BISHOP. Owner, 43 St. James Ave., Cincinnati, O.

The Champion Three.

Chmp. Ruby Glenmore,
The champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champ. Molly Bawn,
The ex-champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champion Winnie II.,
The only imported champion Irish setter dog in

America to-day.

Write for circular an«l prices.

AT STUD.
Challenge BEAU BRUMMEl, Fee $25

The most phenomenal doe of the times.
(A K.O.S.B. 19,981),

Imp. Sarsfield, - Fee $25
The greatest living Irish setter sire.

(A.K.C.S.B. 10,354.)

Imp. Dan Mylrea, Fee $20
A noted first-prize winner. (A.K.C.S.B. 19,173).

Yoxine stock always on hand.
1^° If you mention this paper 5 per cent, discount will be aflowed on airsale's?

FOX-TEBRIESS
m STUD.

Champion Rahy Mixer $15
Reckoner 15

Pitcher 25

Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

RIDGEFIELD ST. BERNAiiD KENNELS

It stud. KmCLIMMON. Fee $40.
a6,366.)

Kinglimmon is orange in color with perfect
white markings and black shadings, staTids 34in.
high and is the sire of some very promising
youngsters. Address
C. A- HOUCK, 923 Madison ave., Albany, K Y.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth, immense rough-coat, the only son of
Lord Bute at stud in America. 2. Patrol, one of
our best smooths, fee 83.5 each.
JOHN KEEVAN, 19,5 King st., Brooklyn. N. Y.

At Stud.-English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 firsts and specials. Pious Pem-
broke.winner of over 20 firsts and specials; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale
OBEYTinxjNTi & PooT>T-B Ki;NNTcr,s. SSslpm. Mass.

Scieific Eftncatioi of Do£s
FOR THE GUN.

A new work by an English writer,

"H. H."
The instructions here given are the result of
the author's amateur practicil experience
of thirty seven years. A review in FoRKST
AXD Stream says:

"This work is a very well written treatise upon
the subject, con taining some new Ideas and much
that is interesting and instructive to the new be-
ginner as well as not a little that will be beneficial
to even old hands to study. The chapter devoted
to kennel management is a shnrt one. but it is
very nearly complete, and is alone worth manv
times the price ot the work to any one that will
heed its teachings."

Price $3.50, postpaid, by the

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

CHAMPION

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHABIPION

The Squire,
(E. 15,757). Fee $50.

Roslyn Conway,
(A.-). Fee.S30.

'

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,735). Fee $15.

(A.—). Fee $35.

CHALLENGE

ROSm MIM,
(A. 17,577). Fee $25.

ENGLISH PUGS.
CHAMPION

g^gj^^ Jj.^
Treasure,
(A. 10,5! Fee $15.

(A. ir,80i).

Fee, . . - -
:

IRISH SETTERS.
SEMINOLE,

I

ELEO,
(A. 20,088), Fee ; (A. 11,4.50). Fee j

Extended pedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of ihe above breeds
for sale at reasonatde prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

THE FOZ-TERRIER.
History and Description \irith

Reminiscences.
By RAWDON B. LEE.
Kennel Editor London Field,

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.
15 FortraltB and Illngtratlena; 180 pages.

PRICE, 81.50.

FOREST AND STRI5AM PURLISHING CO.,
318 Broad wnv. New York.

The CoHie or Sheep Dog
A HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OP THE

BREED.
By RAWnON B. 1.EB.

Demy 8vo., 157 pages, printed on plate paper
with illustrations. Price §1.50. For sale by

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
Rifi Tlrmwlwav. Nr«»w York.

'edigree Record Book
Containing 175 blank pages arranged for carry-
ing out a dog's pedigree to the fifth generation
with a lettered Index for ready reference. 83.50

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..

ALL OJF YOUR FJRIENDS
Are reading the

Sportsman and Tourist
(The licading IlluMrated HI*>ntIily)"WHY 3003Xr'T -STOTJ?

Will be sent from now (includiTie Sept. num=
ber) to January, 1893, TOR OSE LITTLE DOLLAE

I

16 months. Just think of It. Sample copy free.

f^jpXOA PnB3;aS5PG..OO., Jamaioa PUb, HLmb.

SIR FREDERICK
(31,741) Champion Royalty-Glinda.

The very cream of all England's breeding; no
better bred English setter lives. Winner of 44
first prizes, seven seconds, seven silver cnps and
two gold medals. Extended pedigree with litho-
graph, by mail. Imported August 8, 1891.

Fee $50.

DAD WILSON'S BOY
(12,880).

Will erive you the much coveted Gladstone
Druid and Count Noble blood. Swift as the wind,
pretty as a picture, full nf bird sense. I'ee »3S.

a. O. SMITH.
WHEELINf^. W. VA.

ST. BERNARDS.
AT STUD.

This grand young dog is the best son of cham-
pion Otho on t of Lack me, a daughter of champion
Merchant Prince. He is 33in. high, of a rich
orange co'or with complete collar and perfect
markings. He is a wonderfully vigorous young
dog, and has proven himself a great stock gett.er.
As a stud dog be is unsurpassed. Fee S50.
Puppies for sale.

THE ABBEY KENNELS,
Riverside and Grafton avenues. Woodside, N. J.

B. T. K.ENNIE, Prop.

AT STUD. FEJB $50

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. 62(i4),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rsp, Zig-Zag, TapstPr and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.
Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,

Supt. Westminster Kennel Club.
Babylon, L. I.

BLUE EIDGE KENNELS.
IN THE STUD.

The celebrated champion stake winner Gath's
Mark, Gath's Hope and Dan Gladstone. The
Blue Ridge Kennet has now opened its book for
the fall season of 1S91 and spring of 1892 for Gath's
Mark an ' Dan Gladstone, limited to 50 services
each. S2 000 is given away in premiums to the get
of the above dogs, which win different Derby
stakes in 1^92 or after. Particulars on application.
THE BLUK RIDGE KENNELS. Sperryvllle. Va.

YORKSHIRE TOT TERRIER.
Champion Biradford Harry, described In

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P.H.
COOMBS, 1 Sscbejuea &oc% Bangor, Me.
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STOCKING YELLOWSTONE PARK WATERS.
TN our columns of Nov. 13, 1890, we announced the

planting of 70,400 yearling fish of the salmon fam-

ily, by the Fish Commission, in the waters of the National

Park. It is gratifying to learn that this experiment, in

continuation of the work accomplished in 1889, has been
eminently successful. Commissioner McDonald sent

Prof. B, W. Evermann to the region last summer to

ascertain and report upon the results of the planting, and
has received a communication to the effect that speci-

mens of brook, Loch Leven, rainbow and black-spotted

trout were found in the stocked streams, and all of them
in excellent condition, showing that the surroundings

are favorable and the future of the fish promising. In-

formation was obtained from Mr. Elwood Hofer that he

had discovered trout in Nez Perce Creek Oct. 9. These

are the Von Behr or^Jbrown trout {Salmo fario). The
brook and Loch Leven trout, which were planted in 1889,

must have spawned in 1890, for yearling fish of these

species were collected by Prof. Evermann. The high

temperature and mineral character of the water of Twin
Lakes apparently proved fatal to the whitefish brought

there from Horse Thief Springs, Montana, and the Yel-

lowstone River contingent probably fell victims to the

voracious trout which abound in that stream. In the fall

of 1890 Shoshone Lake received a plant of about 34,000

lake trout from Northville, Mich. , and Lewis Lake was
supplied with about 12,000 lake^trout and 3,350 Loch
Levens from the same station. The Loch Leven trout

were found in goodly numbers in Heron Creek, a tribu-

tary of Shoshone Lake, and Mr. Hofer saw trout rise in

Shoshone, Oct. 7, about 75 yards from the shore. The
evidence of successful planting and of conditions favor-

able to the growth and multiplication of trout and salmon

in the Park waters is conclusive, and we trust that the

work will be regarded as no longer experimental, but

practical, and wjll bg pushed with renewed vigor,

CARP IN CALIFORNIA.
l^EA-RLY two decades ago, and five years before the
-'-^ United States imported the fish from Germany,
Mr. J. A. Poppe placed five small carp in one of his

ponds at Sonoma, Cal. Nine months later (May, 1873)

his stock had grown to 16in. in length, and 3,000 young
were obtained from the first breeding. The fish were
sold to farmers throughout the State, and some were
shipped to Central America and the Sandwich Islands.

The increase of the species, especially in the marsh or

"tule" lands, was remarkable, and the demand con-

tinued steady. Now a reaction appears to have set in,

and a most unjustifiable style and amount of abuse is

being heaped upon a really valuable food fish, which has

also long held a worthy place among the anglers' favor-

ites in countries wherein it was best known. The quali-

ties which led to the action of the Government in behalf

of carp acclimation were the following:

1. Fecundity and adaptability to the processes of artifi-

cial propagation,

2. Living largely on a vegetable diet.

3. Hardiness in all stages of growth.

4. Adaptability to conditions unfavorable to any equally

palatable American fish and to very varied climates.

o. Rapid growth.

6. Harmlessness in its relations to other fishes.

7. Ability to populate waters to their greatest extent.

8. Good table qualities.

These properties still exist and no amount of unreason-

ing prejudice can alter or reduce them. When we are

told that the carp is a kind of sucker and "sucks the roots

out of the banks of the ditches, causing the banks to wash
out," we are bound to reply that California is noted for

the variety and size of its suckers, but the carp is not one
of them. The habit referred to is not observed in the

carp and the real culprit must be sought in some other

direction. It is gravely asserted also that the food of the

ducks and other wildfowl is consumed by the carp and
the game birds are deserting the marshes in consequence.

Again, it is charged that the salmon and trout waters are

being invaded and the eggs devoured on the spawning
beds. Carp in water having a summer temperature of

54 degrees would be about as untimely as oranges on the

tundra at Point Barrow, We shall next hear that the

carp has utterly destroyed the salmon industry of Alaska

and driven the seals out of Bering Sea. As a matter of

fact, California has many native fishes of the carp or

minnow family, some of which swarm in the irrigating

ditches, while others inhabit trout waters, and certain of

these are known to be very destructive of eggs. In the

Pit and McCloud, for example, may be found a large

species of Ptyehoehilus, known as the Sacramento "pike,"

which is really a giant minnow, growing to a length of

5ft, This, or something like it, is probably the fish for

whose sins the carp is now suffering in the estimation of

many good people of California. Before passing final

judgment on the subject, send some of the cold water

carp and the burrowing nuisance to some one who knows
the fishes of the State for identification. Dr. Jordan, at

the Leland Stanford, Jr. University, will settle all doubts

for you", and Forest and Stream will take pleasure in

aiding investigations of any sort into the habits of fishes.

SNAP SHOTS.

WHAT is to be done when a fish which ought not to

be caught and which one does not wish to catch,

perversely insists upon being captured, whether or no,

and actuallylforces itself into one's possession? That was
the question that stared Mr. J, U. Gregory, of Quebec,

full in the face when he was fishing for trout atTadousac

one fine day of the past season, The trout were lawful

game, but salmon, in the same waters, forbidden fruit.

It was then with a sigh of sincere and unfeigned relief

that the angler saw a hooked salmon after a bit of mag-
nificent play break away with the hook and parted

leader. But satisfaction was changed to dismay when
the leaping fish came with one grand vault after another

directly for the boat and at last lay stunned and helpless

in the canoe. Mr. Gregory promptly solved the problem

by regaining his fly, and assisting the fish back into its

element, there, like the patriotic orator, to sink or swim,

live or die, survive or perish.

The celebrated North Pond, or Hebron Pond, case has

just been settled finally by a decision of the Connecticut

Supreme Court, wjiioh Dr, W. M. Hudson sends us and

we print to-day. The facts in brief are these; North
Pond was formerly open to the public, and the people of

Hebron were accustomed freely to fish in its waters.

Years ago Mr, P. W. Turner, a manufacturer, came into

control of the flowage of the pond and of all the land
suiTOunding it, whereupon he claimed also to control the

fishing, and for twenty years he has succeeded in pre-

venting any person's fishing without permission. The
residents of Hebron did not surrender without a bitter

and prolonged legal fight for what they claimed were their

fishing rights in the pond ; and after failing to sustain

these rights, they finally appealed to the courts to lay

out a highway to the pond, thus giving the public free

access to it. The petition was granted, and the highway
laid out. Mr. Turner appealed from the finding of the

committee, and on the contention that the road through

his property to the pond was not a public necessity,

carried the case up to the Supreme Court, The decision

just handed down reverses previous findings, and sustains

Mr, Turner. The case is an involved one, as are most of

those wherein riparian rights are involved.

The British soldier in India who wants to go shooting,

is permitted to do so only under a somewhat complex
and it might be thought irksome system of regulations.

No shooting party may consist of less than three men,
and one of the three must be able to talk in the vernacu-

lars of the district, but no matter how fluent may be the

linguist of the party, they must not converse with any
native woman. One of the most important of the restric-

tions, as outlined in the Asian, is that which forbids

shooting animals regarded by the natives as sacred or

entering upon certain sacred localities. There is posted

in each barrack room an oflacial list of such animals and
places. It is a pity that for the sake of the game sup-

ply we have not a liberal number of sacred localities in

this country.

The pith of the decision just rendered by the Connecti-

cut Supreme Court, respecting the constitutional charac-

ter of the law forbidding the export of game, is con-

tained in these words: "It being conceded that the

State, under its general police power, may lawfully pro-

hibit the killing of the game birds in question it may, of

course, control such killing and the times and purposes

thereof. It may lawfully enact that they may be killed,

and sold and held for sale only for domestic consump-
tion. The State in the exercise of its power, instead of

prohibiting the killing altogether permits the person

killing them to acquire only a qualified right in them,

namely, the right to appropriate them to his own use

and the right to sell or transport them for domestic use."

The discovery of one or more wild deer in the woods of

eastern Connecticut has awakened considerable excite-

ment in the vicinity, and every man and boy possessing

a gun is reported to be on the warpath. Whereupon Mr.

John H. Gould, of New Haven, suggests that a fund be

raised for the purchase of deer to be put out in Connecti-

cut woods, where he thinks with protection they will un-

doubtedly thrive, multiply, and in the future furnish fun

for a host of sportsmen.

Among the goodthings in store for Forest and Stream
readers will be a series of papers by Mr. Charles Hallock

descriptive of the shooting and fishing attractions of the

eastern counties of North Carolina. Mr. Hallock sailed

via the Old Dominion Line yesterday, for Norfolk, Va,,

whence under commission from this journal he will pro-

ceed by canal and sound, for an extended tour of observ-

ation and investigation, the results of which will be given

timely publication.

The note in our shooting columns of the "battue" of

English pheasants at Tuxedo Park the other day has a

decidedly foreign flavor and might havebeen clipped from

an English journal. It records a phase of shooting which

will be common enough in this country ten years from

now, for confirmation of which fore-telling consult Vol.

LVII. of the Forest and Stream.

By the death of John B. Clarke, editor of the Mirror

and Farmer, New Hampshire fish and game interests

have lost an influential supporter. For many years Mr.

Clarke was president of the New Hampshire Fish and

Game League, in the work of which he took active

part, and to it contributed substantial aid.
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SMOKE WREATHS.
IT is, as you see, a very ordinary brier-wood with an

amber mouthpiece. "^The amber has been broken o£t

and rudely mended with the brass shell of a cartridge.

The leather case is scratched and worn, and its velvet
lining is faded. Just an old brier-wood pipe. But then
you remember Aladdin's lamp was old and battered so

that no one guessed its wonderful power. As the magic
lamp was only for its possessor, so this old pipe unfolds
its secrets only to me, its owner.

I am not much of a smoker, and 1 use my pij)e but
seldom. It is smoked oftener by others, who never get an
inkling of its magic properties, but think of it simply as
a sweet one which they enjoy.
But when I light it, and the curling wreaths of blue

smoke float gently upward, while the subtle influence of

the tobacco soothes the senses, then it is that it becomes,
to me, different from other pipes. On those same curling
wreaths of smoke I am carried away to other days and
scenes, some of which are separated from the present by
long intervals of both time and space—to places and times
when the old pipe was my companion and in the smoke
come visions which, while ever changing, are replete
with vivid pictures, familiar forms and well-loved faces.

Wild scenes most of them are; mountains, forests, lonely
lakes and rushing rivers. Places where the cry of the
loon, the tread of deer, the splash of leaping trout are the
sounds which mingle with the voice of the wind in the
pines trees. And the faces—three there are which come
oftenest, and one is more often a reality than an illusion,

though in the smoke I see it again by my side in the
woods and by the streams; the sweet face of awoman into
whose dear eyes God grant I may look for many years to

come. And the other two—one, a younger brother whose
love of nature is the same as mine; the other, the best
friend a man ever had, and like another older brother in
the affection I bear him.
Other faces there are, some of which have the copper

tint of the aboriginal races, but all, except the first one,
are far away under the blue skies of New England, many
miles from our home on the shores of Lake Michigan.
As I touch my match to the tobacco I have in mind a

stanza from Whittier, who above all others is the poet of
New England, of her history, her traditions and her
people.

"Wildly round our woodland quarters,

Sad-voiced autumn grieves;

Thickly dowu these swelling waters

Float his fallen leaves.

Through the tall and naked timber,

Column-like and old,

Grleam the sunsets of November,
From their skies of gold."

The lines run through my mind, and they and the magic
of the pipe form in the curling smoke a picture.

On the shore of a lonely lake in the wilderness a giant
pine stands alone near the water. Some of its branches
are bare and dead; some are clothed with the living
green. Beneath the pine tree is a small tent gleaming
white in the twilight, and in front of it a camp-fire is

burning merrily, throwing out a grateful heat and cheer-
ful light. Back of the camp is the forest, through which
many and many a mile intervenes between the little tent
and the nearest settlement. la front is a strip of hard,
white, curving beach, stretching for half a mile around
the water; and the sand is covered with the tracks of
deer: a larger hoof print shows where a moose has come
out to quench his thirst. Across the placid surface of the
lake in which the dying sunlight is reflected, the purple
peaks of a mountain range are sharply defined agaiust the
amber sky. To the north a stupendous mountain rears its

lofty summit far above the timber line, its black sides
showing the white scars of avalanches which occurred no
man knows when. A birch canoe is drawn up on the
beach and a rod and rifle lean against the tent. The car-
cass of a deer hangs on the pine tree, its antlers showing
it to be a buck. By the fire two men watch the light fade
from the western sky. The one an Indian , the other a
white man, and there is no other within many miles of
them. For days they have been voyaging down from the
head waters of the stream, their frail canoe borne onward
by the flood till at last they pitch their tent under the
big pine tree on the sand beach. It is late in the after-
noon when they land, and after preparing the camp they
go out in quest of game. It is a warm, glorious Indian
summer day, and as they paddle across the pulsing water,
the canoe, now empty of its burden, leaps forward like a
thing of life. Across the lake they go and in among the
shadowy islands near the inlet.

The white man in the bosv places his paddle carefully
by his side and takes his rifle. On they go through wind-
ing channels where great trees overarch the dark water,
and the shores are bordered with gi-asses and lilypads.
Here and there a maple in its autumnal splendor adds a
splash of gaudy color to the sombre evergreen forest.

The minarets of the firs and spruces sharply cut the sky
and the peace of the dying day is over all. The Indian's
paddle is as stUl as death as he sends the canoe along
through this beautiful, silent land. Hark! a stealthy
tread is heard in the bushes, but nothing is visible.

Then a snort from the hidden buck proclaims that his
keen nostrils have apprised him of lurking danger. It is

useless longer to look for him, and again the canoe steals
forward.
The daylight is fast growing dimmer among the

islands, but as the hunters emerge from them into
another pond there is more light. This sheet of water is

even more lonely than the lake on which the camp is

situated. It is smaller and the mountains approach more
closely, their dusky slopes hem it in on all sides. How
still it is, as if the solitude had never before been disturbed
nor the bosom of the lake kissed by gliding prow. As the
view first bursts upon the sight it is like a revelation of
nature. The eyes of the white hunter search every rod
of shore and behind him two other eyes are on the alert.

No word is spoken; both men sit motionless but the
arms of the Indian are working from the shoulders; the
Made is not lifted from its element. The canoe, ap-
parently without propulsion, goes onward like the shadow
of a cloud across the water.
Suddenly it stops,

"Nol-ke nah-za-ket,l' whispers the Indian in his own
tongue. "There is a deer over there."
Yes, on the opposite shore can be seen a moving red

body, but so far away that but for the motion it might be
mistaken for a dead spruce top. Once more the canoe
steals forward, but though it moves swiftly there is not
the least suspicion of a sound. The rifle is cocked and
ready. The distance rapidly decreases and the deer can
be plainly seen. It walks along the shore, turns toward
the woods and disappears behind the windfall. Has it

gone? Is there to be no meat in the camp to-night? The
same gliding motion of the canoe continues, and eyes are
strained for the reappearance of the game.
Ha! there it is coming toward the shore. It stops,

gazes out across the water, and the canoe ceases to move.
It lowers its head to eat and again the silent boat is in
motion. The deer is apparently restless; will it remain
in sight till the rifle is near enough to speak? Then
further up the shore another deer comes out to drink and
eat the succulent lily pads. The first one is now stand-
ing knee deep in the water drinking. It lifts its head
and looks toward the canoe, and then turns toward the
woods. It is a buck, and as he turns, a few swift, strong
strokes send the light craft swiftly, but just as silently,

nearer to him. He is now headed directly away from
the hunters and presents a poor mark, but there is no time
to lose. The rifle is brought to the shoulder, and as the
antlered head is turned to take another look at the strange
object on the water, the sharp crack awakens the echoes,

and at the sound the buck drops in his tracks. Reverbe-
rations bound and rebound across the pond from one
mountain to another. The second deer gives one hasty,
startled glance, and with prodigious leaps seeks the cover
of the woods. Another cartridge is thrown into the bar-

rel, but it is not needed, for when the canoe reaches the
quarry it is found lying amid the grass in the edge of

the water, shot through the neck, dead.
"Good shot. Not much time to lose that time," is the

brief comment of the Indian as he takes his hunting knife
and prepares to dress the animal.
In a short time the work is done, and then with the

fatigue of the day forgotten, the game is placed in the
canoe, the bow is pointed campward and the paddles are
wielded by arms into which success has infused new
life. It is after the return, and the fire has been rebuilt

and preparations made for the night, that we see them
sitting by the blaze. Two loons out on the lake and the
deer tracks in the sand are the only signs of life. The
light fades away and the night comes. The soft, black
shadows creep out from under the hemlocks and spruces,

and gradually envelop all things in their sombre cover-
ing. Through the branches of the pines atove the tent
the moon floats slowly upward and the stars begin to

twinkle in the sky.

The silence is broken only by an occasional remark,
sometimes in the soft, musical language of the Abenaki,
sometimes in the more sonorous English. More wood is

heaped upon the fire, and as the warm flame leaps into

the air, dissipating the darkness in one small circle, but
making the outer blackness jnore intese, they sit and
smoke.
And one of them is smoking an old brier wood pipe.

W. A. Brooks.

THE RED SHANTY CLUB.

AN account of a week spent in a permanent camp, on
the shore of Barnegat Bay, may interest some of

the readers of the "good old paper." The first week of

August, 1891, will long be remembered by four "camping
cranks," who had fun galore in a tight little shanty built

on stout piles driven into the salt meadow.
Everj'thing having been collected, on the morning of

Aug. 1 the duffle was packed on board the crack naphtha
launch NejDtune, owned by the writer's father, and we
started down Toms River. The wind was blowing hard
southeast, and when we got out in Barnegat Bay we
caught it fast and furious. A few minutes suificed to

wet us to the skin, our oil-skins being spread over our
duffle. The Neptune, 25ft. over all, and a staunch little

craft, rode the heavy seas admirably, and we made the
run of 7^ miles in one hour and twenty minutes, with a
heavy yawl in tow, having water barrels on board.
The shanty is painted red, hence the name of the club,

which, by the way, is a close corporation on account of

the shanty being 8xl3ft. in size. We soon had things
snugly fixed. Two of us had bunks, one over the other,

and the other two fellows had one a cot and the other the
floor. But we had good bads—after we had appropriated
enough salt hay for mattresses.
We spent the ensuing week fishing, crabbing, swim-

ming, and last, but really it ought to be first, eating.

If any dyspeptic wants to find a good appetite let him

I

spend a weak or two near the salt meadows; the salt air

and the peculiar smell of the black salt mud will make
him want to eat a cow raw. Mem, White potatoes
boiled in salt water have a remarkably fine flavor.

Business compelling our return to office and shop, on
Aug. 11 we reluctantly broke camp, resolved to spend a
whole month next summer in the "Red Shanty."

Broadbill.

TEXAS TURKEYS.
WITH very little ceremony in preparation, but with

ample of everything that was substantial in the
way of camp fare loaded into our wagon, we mounted to

the seat aboixt 10 o'clock, and bidding a merry good-bye
to the ladies, went oft' down the road on our way to the
hunting ground on the river, leaving all care behind; and
living in the present were boys again. After following
the public road for a while we turned off into the chap-
paral, and taking a trail reached the river about 2 o'clock.

We rested in camp until late in the afternoon, and then
stai'ted out in separate directions to sit around and listen

for turkeys to fly up to roost. My old friend and I went
together. Just about dusk we heard one gobbler away
off, but too far to reach him; so when it became dark and
it was useless to wait longer on our stand, we started
back to our camp about one-half mile away through the
woods. The timber which skirted the creek was so nar-
row on the side which we were traveling that we felt

certain if any turkeys were roosting on the creek we must
pass under them. We moved cautiously, expecting to
see one at any time on the roost. When about 300 or
800yds. from camp I felt my companion pull me; and he
pointed ahead into a large tree. I knew what it was at

once. Who that has hunted the magnificent game can

ever forget? That form was unmistakable, so plump, so
graceful, so erect and keenly alert to all surroundings, it

poised on the limb in a nonchalant attitude, clearly out-
lined against the horizon, while we below were obscured
by the shadows of the trees. I saw at a glance that it

was a nice gobbler, and raised my gun to bring him down.
My companion whispered "Wail," and then cautioned
me that I must not mistake a large grapevine running
parallel with him for his head and neck and shoot that.

Although I felt confident that I could see distinctly, still

I waited to take a good look, and being satisfied of him,
drew a bead on his head and neck and fired. Out he
rolled, and the fall was a heavy one, echoing through the
woods far and near. We ran to him ,

neglecting to look
about for others in the trees, as we should have done;
and they commenced to fly oxxt, quite a bunch leaving
us. We went into camp, and soon retiring to bed, slept
the sleep that can only come to those who live out of
doors.

Long before daylight next morning we were" up sitting

around a merry crackling fire drinking coffee and wait-
ing until it should be time to start out to hunt them on
the roost. When we started each went in different
directions. This time I was all alone. Going up the
creek near to where we had been the evening before, I
sat down to listen and wait. It was quite dark under
the trees, but the sky was lit by myriads of twinkling
stars. The stillness was oppressive," not a voice of ani-
mal life to break the quiet, all nature seemed hushed in
sweet repose. The witchery of the scene was contagious
and I caught the inspiration. Sweet spirits, voiceless
and unseen, hovered near, and the atmosphere, heavy-
laden with perfumes of early spring blossoms, breathed
into motion by the plants and flowers. The large forest
trees towering majestic, silent and stately in the shadowy
background, were massive columns in an enchanted castle

in which I, the sole occupant, was musing all alone.
How small I seemed and how grand the surroundings,
brought thus face to face with nature. How weak was
I and all mankind compared to this. Where is the use
of the perpetual struggle going on the world; the strong
trampling down the weaker; the rich man's continual
strife to accumulate more riches; the poor man's cease-
less struggle for bread? What care I, living in this en-
chanted garden, for stocks or bonds, or for panics or
crises? Who would not lay aside the jealousies, the heart-
burnings and follies of society to abide in these surround-
ings?

My reveries were interrupted here by the twittering
whistle of the redbh-d, the first tiny herald of the ap-
proach of morning. Soon his note is answered by an-
other, and another, and then taken up by all the feathered
tribe of the woods. Then sound multiplies sound in

gradual volume, until all the world seems to be awaking
from its slumber. Soon the god of day gives one shy-

peep—like a lazy boy from his bed—over the surround-
ing hills, probably to ascertain if the little stars were still

watching. But they were not; the timid little things
had long since said their good-night and hastened away
to hide. Thrown back on the curtain of mist and dark-
ness which so recently enveloped the world, and with
one bound the sun springs out full, robed in the grandest
of his habiliments and sheds a smile over the whole
world. His coming dispels my dreams—for dreams van-
ish with the stars—and as I have not heard any gobbling
I rise and take my way back to camp. Soon the others

come in, my Richmond friend with two nice turkeys, but
both hens. Our host would not hunt except to pilot us
about, he did not even carry his shotgun with him from
the house, for he said he wanted us to have a good time
and do the shooting.
We passed the day pleasantly around the camp resting

and fishing. For dinner we had fish and the breast of

turkey cooked as steak, which was delicious.

For the evening hunt we planned to cross the river and
hunt in the broader bottom of the other side, hunting the
turkeys at night while on the roost. It was too late in the
season to do this successfully, as the leaves had all come
out thick on the elm trees, making it hard to see them at

night. We went a mile above cami) to a shallow ford and
crossed over the river, waiting until it became quite dark,
and started down the bank of the stream. We had poor
luck, scaring out quite a number, but killing none for
quite a while. When about opposite to our camp aud we
had been scattered out into the woods for some time, I

came upon my companions standing close together and
holding a whispered conversation about something in a
tree which attracted them. One of them said he thought
it was a turkey, but the other said it was a bunch of moss,
I guessed what it was, and solved the problem by firing

into it, and not waiting to express an opinion on the sub-
ject. Out rolled a turkey. My friends were teased of

course. This was all we killed, and being near to camp
we waded the river and turned into camp and beds.

The next morning was our last in camp, and we arose

early, as usual, and went out to our stands. My host and
I went together again on a stand, when, just before it

was light good, there opened up quite near us an old

gobbler, who was joined in a chorus by others. I went
to the roost, which was quite near, as quick as I could

,

and after looking around soon located the tree which con-
tained the leading spirit of the flock. It was hard at first

to see him, but when my eyes became accustomed to the
surroundings I located him and brought him out. Just
before I fired my friend shot one about 30yds. from me
with his rifle, but did not get it. After I had fired and
was looking into the tree for others which I could hear
but not see, my friend came running up to tell me to go
to some others not far off. He did not know the tree which
I had killed one out of was full of them. Out they all

went and left me with only one. That ended the prospects

for that bunch, but before I picked upmy gobbler to leave

there came one from down the creek and went whirring
through the trees. As it passed I fired and brought it

down with a broken wing, but it got away although I

gave it a second barrel at long range, knocking it down.
When we got back to camp my other friend was there with
a fine gobbler.
We broke up our camp and started home that day. It

was Saturday and we felt that we had enough game for

one short hunt.
The next day our host took us back to Beeville in his

hunting wagon; we had enjoyed our hunt to the utmost
but were willing to go home, Oa our way in that morn-
ing we had no idea of shooting anything, for besides hav-
ing had hunt enough, it was' Sunday, vve were all in-

clmed to respect the dog. Bnt who pan withstand temp-
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tation? The best of us will yield when the tempter
comes. A villainous coyote crossed the road directly in

front of us and looked at us saucily. It was so like a
*^'dare." Of course, he didn't stay there long, but moved
out of the road to let us pass and stopped on our right
about 150yds. off. I grabbed my gun and a buckshot

. cartridge, and jumping out of the bacJi on the opposite
bide told the otners to drive on, which they did without
halting, and the wolf's gaze was attracted to the hack
and its occupants. I fixed my gun and ran in a stooping
position toward him until I was within 100yds., then rose
and fired, turning him over. It was a splendid shot. Is

it any harm to kill a coyote on Sunday?
We reached home that night, having killed twelve tur-

keys and one wolf, not counting small game, bringing
with us the recollection of a delightful hunt. We said
good-bye to our friend and host at Beeville regretfully,
and trust some time to join in another liunt as pleasant.

Galveston, Texas. S. D, Calder.

iN NEW YORK CITY WILDWOODS.
VAN CORTLANDT, New York City, Oct. 25.— In

these last autumn days, those who like myself are
fortunate enough to enjoy them up here must feel as I

do—a great longing that many more of the inhabitants
of the great city might be privdeged to inhale the pure
air of tbeee hills and revel in the glad sunshine of depart-
ing summer. A glimpse only of this fair country would
be necessary to induce a long ramble, such as we had to-

day, across fields and deep into the woods—the woods of
New York city—for on this northern boundary, away
from the limits of noisy, paved streets, there are generous,
wood-covered hills, with many grand old trees, running
brooks and little lakes. The birds have been very sOent
of late, and scarcely visible, so it is almost startling to
find that every coppice and all the woods are filled with
the songsters of bygone days. They are here gathering
their clans for a journey to the south and tarry by the
way to feast on the abundance of bright berries that
adorn almost every shrub. The silver birches have al-

ready shed some of their foliage, but are scarcely less beau-
tiful, while the light let in from above permits them to
see their graceful lines reflected in the mirroring pools.
Thrifty squirrels are busy everywhere laying in winter
supplies, and in a shady valley is the moss-grown rocky
home of a chipmunk's family. First acquaintance with
him recalled the days of boyhood when the discovery was
made that chipmunks liked whistling and in that way
could be coaxed from their holes in the stone wall. This
chipmunk has the same tastes. He was brought out to-

day and sat contentedly listening to the melody from
puckered lips, until his eyes began to close, and the other
fellow suggested that the whistle had made him tired,
thus demonstrating the human qualities of the chipmunk!
The sun has sunk low as we return, tinging the sky with
rich color that indicates another day of radiant warmth.
This may be followed by a bleak gray day or two, but
even these melancholy days have a beauty and great
poetic charm all their own.' Chem Esor.

THE PORCUPINE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Since I sent in some notes on fhe porcupine last winter,
hinting strongly that it was a nuisance, there has been
published a good deal of correspondence concerning this
prickly animal,

Mr.Jack thinks the porcupine is not especially noted
as a trespasser on man's domain. Here his observations
differ from mine most widely. Leaving out my experi-
ence in the State of Maine, which was mostly in the deep
woods, I have seen ten porcupines within inclosed fields

for every one I ever saw in the woods. The injury to
the horse, the raid on the hen house, and the mingling
with the turkeys, mentioned in my former letter, all
occurred not less than a half-mile from any woods. Dr.
W. L. Macdonald, of Boston, who lives two or three
months each summer on his farm near here, has killed
one or two around hi^ house every season for the last six
years. In J une, 1877, I saw one enter the open front
door of the house of E. P. Colpitts, of Elgin, about 9
P, M. one evening—the house was in the center of a good-
sized milling village. A young man (Mr. Henderson) of
Forest, Me., t-old me that he had killed two in the act of
gnawing their way into his house. Every year I see
evidences of their ravages in the buckwheat fields around
here, and the crops of two men, Messrs. McAlary and
Belyea, whose farms abound in rocky ledges, are
materially injured by them.
Mr. Jack does not think that they girdle and kill trees.

Though I had seen trees barked, gouged and partially
trimmed by them, previous to 1887 I never had seen more
than a half dozen small trees that they had girdled. But
ill the bouldery country adjoining the Chiputueticook
lake (that is the place for porcupines) there ai-e hundreds
of large trees bearing such unmistakable signs of having
been killed by porcupines that "he who runs may read."
I have seen where they had gnawed the bark off a space
of 4ft. extending clear around a hemlock tree that would
"top" 13in. at a distance of SOPt. from the ground. The
gnawing would be above the first branches, but the tree
would be as dead as J uhus Cajsar. I saw yellow birches,
spruces, beeches and elms that had been similarly treated,
and one big malformed beech, about ISin. in diameter at
the butt and 30ft. high, had evidently been used by them
as a boarding house, it was completely denuded of bark
"'from the lowermost root to the toppermost bough," as
the darky said. This was at the head of Spruce Moun-
tain Cove, Speduic Lake; and any one who visits that
place can easily see all I have described in the way of
tree mangling. " It was there that I made up my mind that
tVie porcupine was a nuisance and did much damage to

i n e timber.
"The Drummer" says that the flesh of the porcupine is

good for food, and that alive he is an interesting pet. As
to the latter, I think it is a case that would justify the
use of the much overworked De gustibus proverb: but it
if a question of taste with which I am not disposed to
quarrel. I don't think I would have to overtax myself
much to find nine hundred and ninety-nine animals' that
would seem more desirable to me in that capacity.

I never tasted the flesh of the porcupine, but almost any

one around here can tell you "that it tastes just like mut
ton," though you will search long and diligently before
you find a man that will plead guilty to having eaten it

in any quantity or even to tasting it at all. Week before
last Dr. Macdonald, mentioned earlier in this letter, killed
a large, fat porcupine. His nephew has a "squaw-man"
living on his farm, who assists him in the farm work, and
the man begged the Doctor to give him the carcass. "He
had often eaten porcupine," he said, "and it was good-
it tasted like lamb." The Doctor told him to take it home
and dress it, but to save him a small piece. Next morn-
ing the Doctor asked him how the "lamb" went. "The
devil," he said, "could not eat that ])articular porcupine,
it was 80 strong, but taken in small quantities it might be
blanked good medicine for cholera. His wife couldn't go
it either," he added, "and they gave it to the cat and dog
and they didn't appear to care about it." Now, there is a
saying that "anything is chuck to an Indian," and a diet
at which a squaw and her dog and cat turn up their noses
does not seem to me extra desirable for white people,
"Jacobstaff," in his recent letter to Forkst asii) Stream,
sums up the porcupine about right in my opinion. Though
I am sorry to be obliged to differ in my views from Mr.
Jack, a man who is mtich my senior in years and wood-
craft, and whose writings have given me so much genuine
pleasure, I have tried to show that my opinions are not
loosely or hastily formed, and that the conclusion to
whicli I have come is not without some show of reason.
McDonald's Corner, N. B. L. I. Flower.

THE FEEDING HABITS OF SHARKS.
DURING the summer of 1887 there w^ere in one of the

aquaria of the U. S. Fish Commission at Woods
Hoi], Mass,, three sand sharks, each about three feet
long. They became very tame, taking chunks of fish,
or whole fish of convenient size, either ahve or dead,
from the hand, just as a dog will; but one had to be care-
ful of one's fingers, as it mattered not to the sharks
whether they took fish or flesh. There was never, to the
writer's knowledge, a tendency on the part of these fish
to turn on the back to take food, nor could one imagine
a necessity for so doing under the circumstances.

In a lai-ge walled tidal pool outside, however, there
were several large sharks, about six feet in length. These
were fed with fish taken from a pound-net close by.
When the fish were thrown in the sharks quickly gorged
themselves with the dead and with the injured ones
which could not swim well; but they did not seem ex-
pert at catching the active ones, with which the pool was
well stocked. They would dart after them, sometimes
rolling completely over, but the fish were generally able
to escape by darting close to the wall and into some
woodwork supporting steps arranged around the pool.
It is probable that the sharks would have had better suc-
cess in the open water, as they were unable to move very
swiftly for fear of striking a wall. As they were not fed
regularly, they sometimes became very hungry.
The writer took much interest in watching them and

found that, at times at least, they took quite as much in-
terest in him. At all events when at high tide the water
was on a level with the step on which his feet rested, the
sharks would come up so close, turning on one side and
smiling so benevolently, with a "come-in-out-of-the-wet"
expression, that he was fain to get up a step higher, as a
matter of precaution at least. Whether they were but
asking in their way, as other fishes do, to have some fish
thrown them or whether they were thirsting for human
blood can only be conjectured. They were not of the so-
called "man-eating'" kind. It was inferred, however,
from those observations that their actions in taking food
were, and would likely be. controlled by the character or
the position of the prey. There is nothing more probable
to the writer than that in attacking a larger fish, a school
of fish, or a man, they would come up beneath to prevent
escape, and considering the position of the mouth noth-
ing seems more probable than that they would at times
turn on Iheir backs. It is a mere question of expediency,
however, and not necessarily a fixed habit. For an ob-
ject of small size it would not be necessary,

William P. Seal.

"FATE OF THE FUR SEAL."
Editor Forest and Stream:
In the editorial column (p. 385) of your issue of Oct. 29,

under the caption "Fate of the Ftir Seal," commenting
on Mr. Palmer's interesting paper, several statements
which I never made are mistakenly attributed to me. As
I have been accessible here at any'time since the paper
of Mr. Palmer was presented to the Biological Saciety, it

would have been better for the gentleman who undertook
to report my remarks on a subject of so muchim()ortance,
to have submitted his version to me before sending it

away for publication. The misunderstanding of a word
or phrase so easy in hasty notes of an off-hand discussion
may, and in the present case does, entirely change the
statements so modified.
For instance I said that "iVIr. Elliott's estimate" (not

"the estimates") of the number of seals "on the rookeries"
(not "on the islands") was "a gross exaggeration,'" a fact
which cannot be controverted, since his estimate, one
seal to every two square feet, depends upon a physical
impossibility.

I said also that in my opinion "there never were three
million seals (not "a million'") on the rookeries: three
million being Mr. Elliott's estimate, taken in round num-
bers. I said that "in 1866" (not "in the early days of the
industry") I purchased first-class fur seal skins at 12* ots.
apiece, that being the price at which they were sold by
the Euasians. The point of this observation lies in its
appHcation to the oft repeated statement that as Mr. Pal-
mer says "little stress was laid upon the fact that fur
seals were found in abundance" at the time of the pur-
chase of the Territory by the United States. No stress
could reasonably have been laid upon it, since 100,000
seals would at that time have been worth only some
112,500, which would have hardly paid for the trouble of
taking them. Of course, almost immediately afterward,
this was no longer true.

I did not say that "the diminution now apparent to
every one is due chiefly to the number of young males
legally killed," nor did I attribute "the present decline
chiefly to the excessive killing of young males."' Such
has never been my opinion. What'l did say was to inti-
mate that after the killing in the open sea (the most im-
portant factor in the diminution), the second factor was

the killing of too many young males rather than injuries
caused by driving; the latter bting a view much insisted
on by Mr. Palmer.
Again, I did not credit Raymond with the invention of

the machine for removing the coaj-se hair, which machine
IS of English origin. What Raymond of Albany did was
to invent a method of dyeing the underfur.
But I have said enoiig'h to show how incorrectly I have

been reported. This is not the time, nor your excellent
paper the present place for me to discuss the details of a
question now under a quasi-judicial investigation. The
matter is too complicated and the factors concerned are
too numerous to be handled hastily or in ex cathedra
fashion. The testimony which will l^e brought before
the commission which is inquiring into the subject will
doubtless throw much needed light on all the many sides
of the question, which can then be discussed with proper
knowledge and due consideration. Wm. H. Dall.
.Smithsonian Institution, Washington, Oct. 31.

THE ANTICS OF A TAME JAY.
AMONGr the birds which my children raised this year

is one which gives us more pleasure than I ever ex-
pected. It is a bluejay, and he is the most cunning
plumed fellow you can think of. I had to clip his wings
because he woidd not stay in a cage, but Ukes to hop and
flutter around the house. He is not afraid of the dogs,
will hop around and about them, sit on the head of a big
bloodhound and yell at the top of his voice just for mis-
chief. He defies all the chickens if they try to take some
food away from him. I suspect his terrible war cry
scares them. He will sit on our shoulders and hands and
beg for food, but as soon as his appetite i.s satisfied he
takes what more are offer him and hides it away in some
nook. Sometimes he will put it down in my vest pocket
or under the collar of my outing shirt. Water he likes
exceedingly well, and shows signs of disgust if without
his regular bath; and lo! how he will jump in when the
dishpan is filled with the fresh, cool liquid—drink, dive,
splatter and yell for joy. Then out he goes to the sunny
lawn and lies down on one side first, spreading the oppo-
site wing, then he turns over to spread and dry the other
one. He will also take dry sun baths in the same manner.

If nobody is around he will perch on a chair on fhe
porch and sing: and he can sing right well in a losv voice,
imitating other birds. His efforts to talk are also re-
markable. Everybody in the house loves him, but we
have to keep out of his reach everything that glitters and
is not too heavy for his strength. This, of course, is the
inherited vice of the corvine tribe, and the only complaint
I can raise against him. The ladies don't like him to
enter the house, as he will leave marks of his existence.
But taking it all around, I can highly recommend to
lovers of pet birds to raise and tame a young bluejay, as
it will certainly be a source of great pleasure to them.
OiNCrNNATI, O. D. W. D.

A Black Chipmunk.—Some ten years ago three speci-
mens of black squirrels, or what I considered common
"chipmunks" di-essed in black, were brought me during
the months of October and November for mounting.
Save in color I could distinguish no particular wherein
they differed from the "chippies," which are so abundant
in Maine; in fact the lateral stripes were almost discern-
ible through their black coats. From that time till the
present month I have not encountered another, but
within a week I have caught one, which I now have
caged. Its coat is as black and glossy as possible, and I
can distinguish no indication of the side stripes, as I am
quite certain I could in the previous specimens. la it
probably a case of melanism or may it be a separat«
species or variety, or are there two types of "chippies,"
the normal and the black, as there are the red and gTay.
types of mottled owls? Will some one kindly post me
through the columns of Forest and Stream?—j. G.
Mead. [This is clearly a case of melanism, and a very
interesting one. Dr. Allen, in his monograph of the
rodents, states that melanistic examples of the striped
squirrel or common chipmunk are rare. He mentions a
skin of the collection in the Cambridge Museum of Com-
parative Zoology from Norway, Me,, which is intensely
alack throughout excepting a narrow white streak on the
breast. He notes also that Dr. Adams has met with sev-
eral instances of melanism in this animal in New Bruns-
wick,]

English Pheasants at Tuxedo Fark.—Editor Forest
and St7-ea7n: Last Thursday, Aug. 29, the Tuxedo Cub
held their experimental battue of English pheasants. It
was in every way completely successful. Six guns came
to enjoy the morning's sport in magnificent weather, and
by mid-day 100 out of the 120 birds turned out had been
accounted for. The members of the club are so pleased
with the result that it is proposed to hold battues every
week next season. Their stock this year was supplied by
the pheasantry at Mountain Side Farm, Mahwah. N. J.,
but it is their intention (as they have a most capable
rearer in J. Ainsworth) to have a small pheasantry of
their own for the future, to supply a portion of their re-
quirements, and for that purpose have kept back a small
head of birds. The cocks flew splendidly, and it spe.aks
columns for the accuracy of the six well known sports-
men who enjoyed the fun that so many birds were bagged.
It only remains to congratulate the club sincerely on the
success of their spirited endeavors to permanently intro-
duce this game bird on a large scale, and to offer them
every good wish in their efforts in this direction in the
future—G.

An Unfortunate Nest Builder.—Cincinnati, O.—
Two years ago we had in a bush in our garden the neat
of a little yellow warbler {Dendroeea cestiva). The bush
was so near the porch that we all enjoyed watching the
little things while building. One day my son remarked
that he had not seen the birds for a day or two, and by
peeping into the bush he found the male bird dead at the
entrance to his nest, hanging by the neck, entangled in a
long human hair, which he bad woven in with his other
building material. You can imagine how sorry we were
for the sad fate of our lovely little neighbor.—D. W. D.

Forest and Stream, Bos 2,832, N. Y. citv, ha« descriptive illus-
tratPd circulars of W. B. Lefling-weirs book, "Wild Fowl Stioot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanlt," "Gloan" "Dick Swiveller," "Sj-billene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subjeei
extant.
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Antelope and Deer of America. By J. D, Caton.
Price $2.50. Wing and Glass Ball Shooting ivith the

Rifle. By W. C. Bliss. PHce 50 cents. Rifle, Rod and
Qua in California. By T. «. Van Dyke. Price $1.50.
Shore Birds! Price 15 cents. Woodcraft. By "Ness-
miik.' Price SI. Trajectories of Hunting Rifles. Price
50 cents Wild Foiol Shooting; see advertisement.

The ttjll texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Booli of the

Game Laios.

WEAPONS FOR GAME.
IConclutUd from page 270.}

rHAVE succeeded in making a .45 express shoot solid

bullets of pure lead weighing 370,^s, quite as accur-
ately as the longer hollow bullets of the same weight by
using powder about as slow-burning as the Hazard FG
instead of the English No. 6 grain, reducing the charge
from 135grs. to llOgrs., and putting a thick lubricated
felt wad under the bullet in order to diminish the sud-
denness of the blow of the powder gas upon its base. The
grooves in this rifle had only one turn in 48m., and I
doubt if good shooting could be made with a much
quicker twist unless the lead were hardened or the quan-
tity of powder reduced.
The two facts in Baker's observations upon rifles which

seem to me most worty of note are:

1. He is not willing to sacrifice accuracy for the sake
of a very flat trajectory. He objects to even |dr. of
powder over the usual 6drs. charge, because the latter

"produces greater accuracy at long ranges." The pro-
portion of powder in his .577 rifle is only one-fourth the
weight of lead. This, with the No. 6 grain made for
rifles in England would give rather more than 1,600ft. a
second muzzle velocity, which would mean a trajectory
about 2in. high up to 100yds. and about lOin. up to

300yds.
3. Baker's experience has not made him in love with

very small bores. Few living men have killed as much
large game, and he is known to be an excellent shot at
both running and standing objects. His hunting has
been chiefly in localities remote from civilization, where
the game would be approachable within comparatively
short ranges. For years together he has shot in order to

provide food for large numbers of camp followers, and
must therefore have had immense practice in stalking.
With all this we do not find him stating, as I have

heard the advocates of small-bores say, that "a little

bullet is sufficient when put in the right place."
For anything not larger than a fallow deer (which is

about the size of the Virginia deer) the least powerful
rifle recommended is a .40 with 85 to llOgrs. of powder.
For such game as the moose, wapiti, caribou and grizz'y
bear, the advice practically amounts to, "Use the most
powerful rifle you can handle with efficiency." And this

seems to be on the ground of humanity as much as of

safety to the hunter. When an animal struck properly
in the shoulder gallops lOOyds. before falling, the shoot-
ing is called "clumsy." '-Do not wound, but kill out-
right."
While saying that men should be armed in propor-

tion to their strength, he himself prefers a .577 of laibs.

weight. Doubtless this is because he is, or at least was
when in his prime, far superior to ordinary hunters in
physical power. For men of average strength who may
desire to try the system advised by Baker of large gauges
and solid bullets of pure lead, I imagine there could not
well be better weapons than the American .50 95 or .60

110 repeaters, with bullets of about .SSOgrs. A .50-95

Winchester which I tried at lOOyds., with only the short
300-grain bullet, cari-ied very accurately, and although
only about bilbs. weight, the recoil did not seem more
than that of an ordinary shogun. Even with a 3U0-grain
solid bullet it might be found to have plenty of penetra-
tion, but I have read that it is not liked by American
hunters.
The .40-110 rifle of the Winchester Company has proba-

bly been tried by many hunters upon the ordinary small
deer, though I have not seen the results mentioned in any
American paper. For my own use I would prefer the
.40-82-360 on account of its superior accuracy, and can-
not understand why Baker likes the .40 express for ante-
lope shooting. A very good express of .40 or .45 gauge
will rarely put several successive bullets into less than a
10 or 12-inch circle ot 200yd8. The part of a black buck
antelope's chest which must be hit In order to insure kill-

ing quick is, as Baker states, not more than 4in. square.
I have killed numbers of those animals and know from
experience that it is often impossible to stalk nearer than
300yds., and they are frequently too wild to allow of
even that. If, therefore, an express rifle be used, many
antelope will inevitably escape with broken arms or
badly torn wounds at the edge of the chest, unless the
hunter make up his mind (as he ought) never to fire at

any animal which he judges to be more than lOOyds. dis-

tant. Even at this range, if the game be facing the
hunter, a shot which, with the .40-82-2(30 would be ac-

curate enough to hit in the center of the breast, would,
with the express rifle, sometimes let the animal escape
with the shoulder joint smashed in pieces.

The hollow bullet is certainly advisable for this kind of
shooting, because it not only stops in the antelope's body
when it hits, but when it misses it if so knocked out of
shape on striking the grovmd that it is not liable to
ricochet to dangerous distances. With the hollow as
large and deep as in the factory-made bullets, although
they are hardened with one-tenth part of tin, they are
not satisfactory in their action unless hitting nicely
behind the shoulder or in the breast. If fired at game
running straight away they make a disgustingly torn
wound in the quarters and do not penetrate to the vital

organs. When express riflps were first used in India the
most absurd accounts were written in the newspapers of

their wonderful effects, by sportsmen who had given them
a limited trial. The bullets were stated to travel without
any perceptible curve up to 200yd3. ; to either penetrate
three feet into an animal's flesh or knock him three feet
backward; to either drop tigers on the spot or paralyze
them so that they could neither charge nor run away.

I soon bought a single breechloading .45, carrying 110

grains of powder with a 280-grain hollow bullet, and
tried it upon a couple of black buck, one at 120 and the
other at 130yds. Eich was killed in his tracks and I
thought the rifle perfect, except that shooting at a target
had shown it to be unreliable beyond ISOyds. Shortly
afterward I was sent on a seven weeks march in charge
of more than 60u army remount horses, with a corres-
ponding number of natives to lead them; and then I
accidentally discovered the want of penetrating power of
the hollow bullet. At one of the camping grounds
several of the mus&ulman grooms (called syces) came to
my tent and asked me to kill for their food "a wild bull"
which they had found in the neighborhood. I thought it

might be a bison or buffalo, so took the express rifle and
accompanied them to a field covered with a crop of a
leguminous plant called dhall, 5 or 6ft. high. .Some
animal completely hidden in it was making a kind of
grunting and moaning noise. So to obtain a better view
1 movmted a piece of ruined mud wall about oft. high
and watched, In a few minutes a bull nylghai raised
his bead above the dhall SOvds. distant and I instantly
fired at the root of his ear. He fell, apparently dead, but
when we went near he jumped up and galloped away. I

followed at a run and found him in a field of sugar cane
half a mile further on. As it was impossible to move
through these without alarming him, I walked round
the edge of the field and at last saw the lower part of his
neck through an opening in the canes 60yd8. distant. I

fired at the spine, when he ran a few yards into a thicker
part of the crop and stojiped. The blood could be heard
pouring upon the ground and in a few minutes he fell. I

then sent the mussulmans in to "hallal," or make him
lawful to eat, by cutting bis throat before life was
extinct.
When skinned I found the first bullet in fragments at

the root of the ear, the base resting on the bone, which
was slightly cracked but not driven inward. The second
bullet had struck the spine without even fracturing any
part of the bone, but one piece of lead flying downward
had cut open the large blood vessels of the neck.
There were numerous wounds on the skin, showing

that he had been driven out of a herd by another bull.

The nylghai, being as closely related to the ox as to the
antelope tribes, is not eaten by Hindoos, owing to reli-

gious prejudice. A full-grown bull is about 14 hands
high, witli large dense bones and a hide so thick that it

was formerly used by the natives for making shields.

Devonshire, England. J. J. MeyEIOK.

NORTH CAROLINA GAME REGIONS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Some time ago I made reference to the game regions

of North Carolina. This letter is written for those readers
of FoKEST AND Steeam who have requested fuller details.

There is unusually good shooting this year in the terri-

tory. Birds are plenty, squirrel and coon are numerous,
and deer and bear are familiar sights to any visitor.

Sportsmen who have first-class dogs, and who can cope
with the discomforts which must necessarily confront
the northern visitor, unacquainted with the peculiarities
of the soil-tilling Carolinian, should visit the "Albemarle
section.

Good shooting can be had within fifteen miles of Nox--

folk, and there sport combined with comfort can be pro-
cured. Geese, duck and swan are plentiful in Linkhorn
and Lynnhaven bays. Deer and bear can be found in
the Dismal Swamxj, Partridges are plentiful along the
eighteen mile line of the Norfolk, Albemarle & Atlantic
R-dilroad, from Norfolk to Virginia Beach, A train leaves
Norfolk at 6 A. M., returning at 7 P. M. The sportsman
should leave the train at London Bridge or Oceana, and
walk to Vii'ginia Beach, a distance of only a few miles.
The country is open and a guide will not be needed.
Dinner can be procured at the Princess Anne Hotel at
any time of the year.

If the sportsman cares to enter the Virginia desert im-
mediately north of Virginia Beach in quest of deer, bear,
wild cattle or hogs, a guide and cart can be procured at
Drinkwater's. The guide is an absolute necessity to a
stranger, the cart a luxury one cannot well do without.
The Dismal Swamp, too, with its plethora of wild game,
is within easy distance of Norfolk, Snowden. Indian
Creek and Hickory Ground, on the Norfolk & Southern
Railroad, can also be made in a day, and it is at those
places where the birds are found in larger coveys than at
any other points in the United States,

SxDortsmen who wish to go further south and yet wish
conveniences impossible to procure in a private house
should go to the hotel at Ebz ibeth City, Hertford, the
Edenton, Avoca, Pantego, or Belle Haven (P. O, Belport),
All of these places are in North Carolina, and are on the
Norfolk & Southern Railroad, At Elizabeth City the
grounds are good for snipe, squin-el, deer, bear and fox.
At Edenton turkey are more plentiful than at any other
point, unless I except Avoca. Hertford afl'ords excellent
sport for the bird shooter. Belle Haven is noted for deer
and at Pantego one can find abundance of birds. Beech
Ridge, ten miles from Pantego, offers very attractive par-
ridge shooting. Guides can be obtained at all these
places, and good horses will be furnished at moderate
prices. At Pantego last week Sam Shavender, who ap-
pears to have been built after sketches by "Porte
Crayon," drove me eighty-two miles with the rain pour-
ing torrents in eleven hom-s, chansing horses but once.
For this service he charged me Hut %o.

There are but few farm houses I can recommend to any
visitor. The ordinary Carolinian farmer has a fear of
strangers, and to them, I dare say, he is not an over-
cordial host. The visitor is largely to blsme for this ap-
parent lack of hospitality, for he is usually very critical,

and at times unpleasantly sarcastic. Breakfast is seldom
served before 9 o'clock, and supper at an hour equally in-

convenient to the sportsman. The table is hardly up to

my idea of "what's what," though usually better supplied
than that of the average Northern farmer. Private
houses which rank closely with the hotels, and ones
which I can recommend any one to, are as follows : Station
agent Etheri=dge, Indian Creek; W. L. Northern, Hickory
Ground ; and Mi". D ^sier, North West, Virginia ; C. R. Van
de Car, Movocb; Milton Snowden, Snowden: Dr. Shaw,
Shawboro; M^ik Gregory, or J. W. Small, Okisko; and
James Towe, Chapanoke, North Carolina. O" course fven
Northern sportsmen are well aware that at Currituck the
best points for wildfowl are controlled by clubs, but Mrs.
Nettie Midget, whose address is Coinjock, Va., controls

some very good ones, and she is the only party who can
accommodate sportsmen.

There are a few marshes in North Carolina which are
for sale, but I would not advise anyone to purchase
until the game laws of the State are adjusted properly.
For shooting wildfowl in Carolina waters a No. 13,

81b3., 30in., or a No. 11, 91bs., 86in. gun is the bear, the
heavier the weight in the breach the better. With proper
handling one can do all the execution which opportunity
may afford. For shooting turkey I belitve a nfle is the
only proper instrument to use, as well as in killing bear
and deer, though many use a shotgun loaded with buck-
shot.

The shooting for birds commences Ndv. 15, though I
believe that January is a better month, from the fact
that at that time the cover stalks have been broken
down by the cattle which are turned into the fields about
Dec. 1. The birds are found within a few yards of under-
brush or else in the numerous ditch rows which cross the
fields. Pointers are of very little use. A large share of
the work is done in the ditches, which are full of briars,
creating labor fatal to the delicate-skinned pointer. The
birds rise singly, and a favorite form of ditch work is for
two hunters to follow the ditch from each side, dropping
the birds as they rise.

The lovers of bear and deer hunting can find the best
sport on the Alligator River, This is unknown country
to most sportsmen, as one must be prepared to rougu it in
every sense of the word. The Alligator River can be
reached only on Tuesdays and Friuays. The sportsman
must leave Norfolk, via the Norfolk & Southern, at
9:45 A. M,, and at Elizabeth City take the steamer Lizzie
Burrus for Fairfield and Alligator River landings. On
application to Bill Basnight, East Lake, N. C, the sports-
man will be notified when to come, though I will say
January is the best month for bear, as at that time they
take to the gum trees, which are full of juicy berries.
Mill Tail and Whippin's creeks undoubtedly afford the
best opportunities for the bear hunter in the Alligator
River region. Deer may also be found there, though the
records made at Belle Haven this year compel me to re-
commend that place over all others.
Most lands in North Carolina are posted, but this is

chiefly for the purpose of keeping off the negroes, who
with a gun in tueir hands are as dangerous as cans of
dynamite. Permission to shoot can be obtnined of any
owner by any gentlemen. Frank A. Heywood,

Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Heywood's article in your valuable paper relative

to game in North Carolina, stating I would give any in-
formation relative to Avoca, has caused a considerable
number of gentlemen to address me letters of inquiry.
While it is pleasant to commune with the sisortsmen of
other sections, said letters are absorbing much more
time than I have to spare, and as my business calls me
away frequently, causing much delay in rendering the
information asked for, I will with your permission place
where your many sporting friends will see what I am
writing to individual inquiry.

First, Avoca is nineteen hours from New York city
and easily reached. Fare from Norfolk $2.70 instead of
S3. 70 as stated in article alluded to. Ac Avoca is the
House Dukinfield. Board $10 to $14 per week.
As to game, you will find attached to the property ten

thousand acres of protected shooting lands, well stocked
with deer, turkeys, birds and squirrels, foxes, etc. Geese
and ducks aa-e about four houib' run below us, but easily
reached. The birds this year are in great abundance,
large pea flelds offering best of cover andfeeding ground.
Deer are plenty and easily found within 1-| miles to 4
miles. Turkeys are more plenty than for years, there
being great quantities of beech, hickory and oak nuts.
There were 28 seen in two flocks two days ago by parties
at work on my plantation. Squirrels are plenty and on
good dry grounds for hunting. Mr. Todd, an amateur,
killed two gobblers, one with each barrel, as they rose,
aggregating 431b8., last spring, 1890.

In Salmona Creek, near the hotel, you have a nice
stream for boating. It is well filled with North Carolina
speckled perch and big-mouth bass, that are game tind
take live bait or fly. Tom Webb caught 841bs. aggre^rate
at two successive fishings, with common hook and line

and live bait, this season. W. R. Cajpbhaht.

COONS IN "BANKS'S HOLLER."

IN the southern part of "York State," fifteen or sixteen
miles above the Pennsylvania line, some twenty five

years ago, a group of about thirty houses, a blacksmith
shop, tavern and grocery store, situated at the intersec-

tion of two main roads, constituted the village of P
V . The inhabitants were of that kindly class of people
who considered themselves superior to none and equal to
all. Neighborly feeling prevailed, and old and young,
rich—if there were any—and poor, associated on the
same level. The grocery store on one corner and the
tavern on the other were the principal resorts of the men
folks, when their day's work was ended, for an h( ur or
two's social gossip before bedtime. Then the frequenters
dropped out by ones or twos for their several homes, for

bedtime was an early hour, and 9 o'clock usually saw the
proprietors putting up their shutters for closing, except
in the amusement season, when sleighing parlies and
protracted meetings were in vogue. Then the nights
were enlivened by the jingling of old-tashioned sleigh

bells and the good-natured hilarity of sleighing parties on
their way to some distant farmh^.use to spend the night
in dancing to the tune of "Money MuEk" or whatever the
fiddlers chose to give them by way of music, until hard
cider or mayhap a secreted bottle of something str nger
got the better of the leader or of both of the musicians,
when, if there were none in the party who could or
would take their places, it broke up and returned home
to a late breakfast and the duties of the day.
When the protracted meeting season was on, which,

designedly or otherwise, usually came after dancing par-

ties began to lag, footsteps were turned toward the ( Id

red school house a little further up the road on the hill,

where, night after night, the circuit preachers, elders and
deacons held forth with all their might and eloquence to

re-enthuse the good people of the town and surrounding
country in the work for their spiritual and moral welfare,

and bring back to the fold such as had so far strayed
away as to be considered backsliders. Aside from the
good that was done, this made excuse for beaux and
sweethearts to meet oftener, and for them the season waa
too short.

There were some oongemal charactere in the oommun-
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ity -whose tastes inclined a sportive way, and among; their
favorite pastimes of hunting, fishing and trapping was
'•coonin'." Hardly a night in the season passed that the
baying of Silas Larkum's black hound was not heard
among the buckwheat and cornfields or the woods and
hollows of the low surrounding hills. Other dogs, prob-
ably as good when alone, frequently added their voices
to the night's concert; but old Don was acknowledged by
all to be their leader, and it was said that he never struck
a trail that he did not find the end and his master the
coon.
One night in the latter part of September the door of

the tavern opened and Hank Bender, a tall, handsome
woodchopper, entered with an axe and lantern, followed
by a young spotted hound, and after a glance or two
around the room he set his axe in one corner, and draw-
ing one end of a long bench a little nearer to the big box
stove, whose sides now gave out a luddy glow, for it was
a cool night, inquiringly remarked as he sat down:
"Guess Sile 'nd t'other fellers ain't bin round yet?" To
which the portly landlord, who bore the name of Askem,
replied, "No, but I bin expectin' on 'em every minit.
Sile said he'd be here 'baout half-past seven 'n' iVs most
that naow," glancing at the clock which hung on the
wall above a small looking-glass and a row of bottles and
glasses behind the counter.
A lean individual, whose presence Hank had not noticed

Sib he thought they had "better be gittin', for it's a
mighty good night, and 'f we don't git coons to-night we
won't never," Then they took note of their equipments,
which consisted simply of Hank's axe and lantern and a
campaign torch carried by Joe, who reminded Sile that
he had his "pipe 'n' tobaccker 'n' a pocket full o' matches,
'n' guessed he'd take a smoke," which was a signal for
the rest to do the same; and then the quartette filed out,

leaving the landlord and Pete to comment on the ques-
tionable pleasures that induced men to go "skivin' raound
thro' the woods at night after coons."
Along the road the party proceeded, the lantern throw-

ing out magnificent shadows of moving legs, for Joe
would not light his torch until they were in the woods.
Up the hill, past the school house and down the other side

a half-mile further they went, until they came to bars
which opened into a lane leading a short distance fur-

ther, where it ended at the corner of a cornfield and at
the foot of a wide hollow through which a small creek
ran. The dog knows their duty and without any orders
commenced to hunt while the rest sat down to await the
result of their investigations. The night was dark, ex-
cept for the stars, which gave a faint light, and the
moon would not rise until near daylight so Sile said.

" Wal, I don't care about no moon 's long 's we got
this," said Joe, patting the handle of his still unlighted
torch and for want of something better to say. Hank

baying and waited for the hunters to do their share of
the work.

It was the duty of some one to climb the tree, Joe
volunteered his services, and as the rest were willing he
handed his torch to Jim, doifed his coat, and cutting
himself a stout club, gave a glance upward to locate the
lower limbs, spat on his hands, and grasping the tree

with both began to "shin it" in so adept a manner that
he soon reached the bottom branch and drew himself out
of sight in the foliage. At Sile's suggestion Jim gathered
twigs and wood to build a fire, which, by the time Joe
was well up the tree, was burning brightly. They now
waited patiently for some report from Joe, and had not
long to wait, for he soon shouted, "Here 'e is!" "Which
side?" inquired Sile. "Upper side, I haint got to him
yet," returned Joe, as the scraping of his boots and clothes
against the bark of the tree told that he was still climb-
ing. "Look out, now," came from the tree, "Git round
further up hill. There; that'll do now. Hank, he'll fall

jist about where you be. Are ye ready?" "Yes; let 'im
come," shouted Sile. "All right; look out." Whack.
"Darn ye!" Whack. "The dum cuss!" Whack. This
time the club struck something soft. Whack, crash,

rattle, "There 'e comes." Thump. Don and Jack were
in the right place, and so was the coon. For three or

four minutes pandemonium reigned supreme, but the
dogs, aided by Sile's club whenever he could strike with-

iintil now, and whose equilibrium was almost upset by
the movement of the bench, having lecovered his balance,
inquired, "Where be ye goin' to-night. Hank?"
"Well, I d'no where we'll end up, we made it out to go

over to Banks's holler first; Bill said the coons 's work-
in' on his corn, 'nd judgin' from the way they bin eatin'

on it, there's a passel on 'em there; then we'll likely get
over the ridge into Widder Hodge's woods 'nd down past
Diimore's cornfield 'nd so ontbrough the big woods home.
But ye can't never tell where ye'll get to. Sile '11 go
wherever his dog '11 take 'im 'nd that might be clear down
to Millport."
"Sho ! wal, ye got a long tramp ahead o' ye, 'n' I'd

Tuther it 'ed be you 'n' me. Fer my part, I'd ruther fleep
'n go runnin' raound the woods in the dark, breakin' my
shins 'n' legs over stumps 'n' logs 'n' sich. I don't see no
fun in sich kind o' fun no way. Why don't ye hunt day-
times like decent folks?"

"Oh, git out, ye don't know what fun is; 'nd don't I
hunt daytimes, too? But there's more fun in coonin' 'n

ye'll ever see 'till ye go, besides ye can't hunt coons in
day time, 'nd ye see things in the woods at night 't ye
don't see in the day time, too; 'nd it's kinder bewilderin'
to know just where ye be sometimes, 'nd then it's fun to
hunt yer way out, 'nd ye have more fun talkin', for folks
talk different, 'nd the woods smell different, 'nd the trees
'nd the bresh look different, 'nd—well, there's more fun in
it anyway,"
"Wal, everybody to his taste. That's Sile, I guess,"

returned his listener, as the tramping of half a dozen feet
was heard outside. A moment later the door swung open
to admit Sile with two companions and the coon dog Don,
a short-bodied black half-hound, whose battle-scarred
head had lost almost every vestige of hair and one eye.

" Wull, Hank, ye'r on time," said Sile, who, like his dog,
was short-bodied and stoop-shouldered, and who loved to
hunt, fish and go coonin' more than anything else. "Me
:and Joe here was jist sayin' 't we might have to wait on
ye, but I'm glad we won't."
"Well, ye won't have to wait any, for I'm ready," re-

plied Hank.

AMOFG THE WILDFOWL.—IX.
A Ceippled Canvasback Makes a Good Decoy.

drove his axe into the log on which the rest were sitting

and refilling his pipe sat down to listen quietly for the
first warning from the dogs.
So still was it now that the sniffing and the rattling of

the corn stalks cauld be heard as the dogs worked their
way through them, now far away, now nearer. Once
Don came back so near that Joe thought he had given up
the hunt, but continued past until he was so far away that
nothing could be heard of him. Thus the time passed,
until even Sile began to grow doubtful, when a short,
quick bark gave notice that one of the dogs had found
scent, "That's Jack," said Hank. Jest wait a little," said
Sile, as the young man Jim arose. "Don '11 git 'round
there purty soon." Another bark a little closer and then
the young dog came nosing along past the hunters and
disappeared in the corn. Soon the barking became more
frequent and then stopped for a few minutes, until a long-
continued howl caused Sile to get up and say, "That's
Don, and he's struck the track ahead o' Jack." "How d'ye
know that?"' jealously inquired Hank. "How 'd I know;
why, coz Don won't never speak 'f there's another dog
ahead o' him. What 'd I tell ye?" as Jack gave tongue
again, by which his position was icnown to be in the rear,
Don's baying now became regular, and Sile, picking up the
lantern, started to follow, leaving the others to get along
as best they could, stumbling and falling over rocks and
stumps, until Dons voice changed to a quick succession
of yelps and then settled down to long and continuous
baying. Then Sile stopped and waited for the rest to
come up, remarking, "He's got 'im treed, and ye needn't
hurry,"

"Jack's got another one," said Hank, unwilling to de-
prive his own dog of his share of the honors, as he con-
tinued to give tongue, but in the same direction that they
were going. "Mebbe," said Sile, "but I think he's on the
same track, we'll see."
Joe now lit his torch and they got along more comfort-

ably, climbing a rail fence and following the direction of
the sounds into the woods a few hundred yards, they
came upon both Dan and Jack sitting at the foot of an
ordinary-sized hemlock. Then the dogs oeased their

out hitting a dog, soon made the battle a short one, and
as Hank snatched the still panting beast from the young-
dog's jaws and held him up to the light he pronounced
him "a ol' sollaker."

The fun was not yet ended, for while they waited for
Joe to descend, his voice came down, "By gosh! here's
another on t'other side; I can't reach 'im, 'n' '11 have to
shake 'im out. Git fm'ther dovra. Now wait, I got to
climb down a limb 'r two." The scraping of boots and
rattling of loose bark and twigs was heard, accompanied
by some puffing and blowing, until Joe set foot on the
branch that held the coon. Joe had descended further
than he thought he would have to, and his boots and part
of his legs were now visible in the light of the fire. As
his body was lowered and he peered out into the dark-
ness, the eyes of the others followed the direction, and
the young man who held the torch exclaimed, "By gum!
I see 'im; there he is. See?" pointing toward a bunch
which began to move slowly toward the outer end of the
limb. The hunters now had every advantage, for they
knew just where to place themselves. Joe crawled out
as far as he dared to, and began a lively shaking, but the
coon clung tighter. The man could not reach the animal
with his club, and to go further was to endanger the
breaking of the brittle hemlock. If he had a long pole
he thought he could reach the coon and punch him oif

,

There were poles enough to be had for the cutting, but
Joe was out of reach of the longest that could be handled.
However, Hank selected a tree sapling, and having cut
and trimmed it, Jim bethought himself that he might
climb far enough to hand it to Joe, but he made Joe
promise that he would not commence the punching until
he was safely on the ground again. The idea seemed
good enough, and after much labor, during which the
coon exhibited more patience than any of the others, Joe
was in possession and Jim had returned to the ground
Now Joe carefully poised his weapon, pushed so hard
that he nearly lost his balance, and missed. After sev-
eral efforts more carefuUy managed, he succeeded in
giving the beast a dig in the ribs that made him snari
and partly let go and hang by his fore paws, vainly strive
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ing to recover his lo&t hold, until another dig knocked
him completely of£, and he fell, catcljing on to a lower
limb for an instant, then dropped to his death.
Joe reached the ground in time to view the dead ani-

mals, as Sile laid them out side by side near the fire; and
he felt no little satisfaction in" the knowledge that his
share in the honors was not small. "Tell ye what," he
said, "them fellers looked mighty big up there, 'n' when
I hit that first one he jumped right at me, and if I hadn't
give it to 'im good we'd a had a tussle." His next move
was to get out his pipe, which he filled and lit at the
torch.

"Well," said Hank, as he picked up half a dozen large
chips from a pile of his own making, whei'e he had been
chopping here on some previous day, and threw them on
the fire, "'f we 're goin' to find 'em 's easy 's this I ain't
goin' CO hurry," and he threw himself on the ground the
better to enjoy his smoke. Sile and the rest were dis-
posed to follow his example, and as they reclined in
peaceful comfort under the soothing influence of the
weed, too comfortable even to talk for a while, the flick-

ering glare of the fire on their faces and the surround-
ing trees and bushes made a fantastic and effective tab-
leau.

Is it not the memory of such scenes and short periods
of restful comfort that go with the greater hardships of
hunting, be it for coons or more worthy game, and the
happy consciousness of having accomplished a little more
than was expected, or nothing at all but the uncomfortable
feeling of tiredness which gives excuse to make comfort
out of it by stopping to rest awhile that makes the
sportsman's life a happy one? Who does not sometimes
wish to be alone that he may light his pipe and draw up
to the fire of a long winter's evening for no other pur-
pose than to dream over his past hardships and bring
back the little comforts that he got out of them, and does
not time so soften the hardships that he can see a little

comfort even in them?
By the time Site's pipe was so far smoked that he had

to pack the ashes down in the bowl with the end of his
middle finger, the fire needed poking and the spell was
broken by Joe, who asked Sile ''how many coons he ever
ketched." "Well, thet's purty hard to tell," returned
S le. "We ketched forty-nine with Don last fall, and I
never kep' no count afore, and wouldn't then 'f t'other
fellers hadn't bin countin' 'em up one day. Thet's 'bout
the best fall's huntin' 't I ever done, and I bin huntin'
coons twenty year 'r more. We got seven out o' one tree
once."

"Gosh all hemlock! Must o' been a good tree fer coons,"
said Joe, "where 'd ye do that, Sile?"
"Wull, 'twant a hemlock, but an oak, and 't was 'bout

nine 'r ten year' ago. Two on 'em was old ones and
'tother five was young ones, and they was all o' one
family 'f none on 'em got away," replied Sile, who seemed
to want to let the matter drop. But Joe pressed him for
the story, and as Hank wanted to hear it too, he con-
tinued: "There was a feller over in Big Flats 't had a
coon dog 't everybody was a talkin' about, and I wanted
to go huntin' with him, so I made it up with Pete Haw-
kins 't lived over that way to go over some night and
see him. One afteruoon Pete come 'round with his boss
and wagon, and said he had everything fixed for a hunt
that night, and he'd come to take me over. We started
'long about 4 o'clock and got over to the flats about 7
Pete drove 'round to the tavern and put up his Iiosh; and
the feller was there, 'n' we went in and took somethin'
and talked dog and hunt for a while, and then we took
sumthin' more, and the feller he got to teltin' us where
we was goin' to hunt that night and where he'd bin hunt-
in' before and how many coons he'd ketched 'round that
part 'f the country till I began to think 't we was goin'
to do all the huntin' in the tavern, and I said we'd better
take sumthin' more and be goin'. Wull, the feller 'd
'bout winded himse'f and was satisfied, so we went over
to his house a little ways f"m the tavern and got his dog.
Don ain't much for han'some, but he's a beauty t' what
that one was—'bout half bulldog and t'other half nothin',
leastwise, I couldn't tell what t'other half was. The
feller said he was half hound: Pete said he was a cross
between a bulldog 'n' a barn door, I didn't say nothin',
we got started purty soon. We stopped at another fel-
ler's house and got him and an axe 'n' lantern, and then
struck 'cross lots f'm there for a cornfield and a big
woods and let the dog go. He wasn't gone more'n five
minutes till he set up the alfiredest yellin' ye ever heard
in one place, and the feller didn't know what to make 'f

it hisself. I thought he'd holed a skunk, but the feller
gaid he wouldn't notice nothin' but a coon,
"Well, we hurried up and found the dog barkin' up a

big oak tree. We built a fire and Pete clum up, and
purty soon he hollered down that he seen 'em and they
was coons; he didn't know how many. So when we was
ready he knocked one out and the dog grabbed it and
killed it before we could git to him. Pete knocked an-
other down and the dog killed that, and another one, and
all three on 'em was young ones 'bout half grown. Then
Pete told us to look out for the next was an old one, and
the dog didn't git away with that as easy as with the
young ones, but he had a regular bulldog way of grabbin'
'em, and he soon finished him. Pete kept it up till he
knocked out two more young ones and an old one, and
said there wasn't any more and he guessed he'd come
down, I never seen a dog behave hisself so beautiful.
He didn't let one get away, and when he got a grip on
one it was a goner."
"How d' ye count for gettin' 'em all up one tree?" in-

quired Hank.
"Wull, I s'pose they was feedin' on the acorns and the

dog run in on 'em so sudden they didn't have time to
run," said Sile, "We got four more that night, but we
didn't git 'em all at once and had to cut down a big
hem— There's your dog!" exclaimed Sde, as he was
interrupted by the baying of Hank's dog, which had
stolen away while Sile was telling bis story. They were
all on their feet and listening now,
Don pricked up his ears and as if ashamed at being out-

done by his younger companion soon slunk out of sight
into the darkness. Jack continued to give tongue at
irregular intervals, moving slowly away into the denser
woods; and after Hank had kicked out the now dying
fire and Joe and Jim had picked up the two dead coons,
they started to follow the direction of the sound. Their
course took them through the level woods a short dis-

tance, then down into the hollow toward the creek,
Jack's voice leading them slowly on until he reached the
bottom, when he became silent. After listening a while,

and as Jack was not heard again, Sile declared that he
had lost the trail in the water and he moved on, the rest
following him, until they came to the creek, where he
stopped and listened again. Jack could be heard now as
he nosed along the bank trying to find the lost trail.

Hank encouraged him, but all in vain, until he was ready
to give up; but at that moment the deeper voice of Don
broke out loud and musical further up the stream and
on the other side, and Jack broke away to join him.
When he found the trail again he gave joyful " notice of
his discovery, and the baying of the two made the woods
ring and echo back the glorious sound so musical to the
ear of the hunter. After a long chase and as the trail

became hotter, and finally ended, when the do^s seemed
to be moving no further. Sill said: "He's treed, boys,
come on."

The eastern sky was silvery gray when Jonas Askem
opened the door of his tavern to go out and take down
the shutters of his bar-room windows, He heard
voices coming down the road, and liitening, he reco^nizpd
them as belonging to Silas Larkum and Hank Bender.
By the time he had the bars down and the shutters set up
in their accustomed places the party were within speak-
ing distance, and stepping to the edge of the broad porch
he bade them a cheerful good morning, and inquired,
"Wal, boys, haow d' ye make aout?"
"Got five," said Sile, nodding toward the ringed tails of

as many skins which Joe and -Jim held up to view, "Wal,
ye done well, but I wish ye'd brought me one a' the car-
casses, and I'd had my woman bake it. Tell ye what,"
he said, as a new thought struck him, "Next time ye git
any, 'f ye'll bring 'em to me, we'll git the folks together
and I'll ^ive ye all a coon supper, and we'll have a slashin'
old-fashioned dance,

"

"All right," said Hank, who was more than pleased
with the proposition, "ye shall have 'em inside of a week.
What d' ye say Sile?"

"We'll git 'em," returned Sile.

Then they divided the skins and separated, Joe and
Jim each taking one to add to those they already had at
home, as they said, when they got enough they intended
to ' make buflfalo robes out of 'em." And Sile the rest,
for Hank cared for nothing but the fim of the hunting,

J. H, B.

WILD RICE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
On returning from my vacation and on looking over

some of the numbers of Forest and Stream which had
come to hand during my absence, I found in the number
dated Sept, 3, an ai-ticle on wild rice, signed by Mr, E,
Hough, As the old saying is, "One story is good until
another is told," I thought possibly my experience in
planting wild rice in the fall might be of interest to some
of your readers. Last fall I gathered about six bushels
of wild rice at Rice Lake, Ontario, Canada, I took the
same with me to Lake Nipissing and planted it, about
the middle of September in one of the marshes in South
Bay. On my return there this fall I found (to use the
words of Mr. Hough) the result simply amazing. I
found rice growing abundantly over the entire marsh,
thousands of yards away from where any had been sown.
How it spread itself in this manner is a puzzle to me.
Formerly the marsh was full of a sort of joint grass of
which I doni't know the proper name. I planted the
rice wherever I found an open hole in this, and very
much feared that the joint grass would choke it out, but
instead of that the rice has choked out the joint grass,
and there is scarcely any of it left, I also plantpd Fome
in several small creeks, and in every case it did well,
except in one place where the bottom of the creek was
clayey, and where in spring there must be rather a swift
current.
Unfortunately, I fear that the pains I have taken to

improve the shooting in South Bay will be useless, as the
Indians, who are a curse to the entire lake, obey none of
the game laws, and this summer there were four or five
families of them who camped in South Bay until Septem-
ber, During this time they were shooting the ducks,
both young and old, and the result was that when I
arrived Sept, 8 I found the ducks scarce and wild. When
the place is let alone till the season opens, there is very
fair shooting during September, Most of the ducks breed
there, consisting of black duck,wood duck, pintails, green-
wing teal, bluewing teal, and little sawbilis. For some
reason the fall ducks do not visit the bay. Nipissing.
Boston, Mas?., Nov. 3,

GOSSIP OF GAME AND GUNS.
THE quail season should open Oct, 15 in Pennsylvania,

simply because those two weeks in October are the
halcyon days of a true sportsman's life; the clear bracing
air is an exhilaration itself, with gun and dog, neither too
hot nor cold to traverse hill, dale, swale, covert or field,

and warm enough to bask in the bright sunshine, and to
enjoy the crystal waters of some spring and lunch, smoke
and compare notes with the hunting friend, and rest or
dream the waking dream of beautiful creation all around.
One such day is worth a week or more of plentiful shoot-
ing in chilling, raw, blustering and (for some years in my
experience) rainy November, or the whole two weeks of
freezing, icy December,
And what foilv ; woodcock July 4, squirrels Sept, 1,

grouse Oct. 1, wild turkey Oct, 15, quail Nov, 1; that is

Pennsylvania game law, A woodcock shooter may respect
the law in July because he finds nothing else to shoot;
the men who can shoot squirrels in September and fight
mosquitoes will shoot anything. Can the true sportsman
hunt grouse and woodcock in early October and refrain
from full-grown early quail? For example, from Oct, 1

I have been training one of my dogs on grouse, the covers
adjacent to fields I find the best localities while the leaves
are yet on. An occasional woodcock occurs, but quail
are abundant. The other day a grouse flushed near me,
which I heard but failed to see. On hunting further with
dog well in, he stiffened and a bird rose through dense
foliage, I was almost sure I had heard the thud of the
dead bird, and sent the dog to retrieve. But neither he
nor I could discover it. Then it struck me that probably
my imagination only had done what my gun had failed
in. So I advanced further along the line of flight, again
the dog stiffened, the bird flushed, and this time the
whistle (wings or throat) told the tale; but Schultze "did
the rest" this time, I was hunting grouse, but was more
than pleased when the dog brought a plump, brown wood-

cock to hand. In twenty-five years of quail and grouse
shooting I had never raised woodcock in that cover.
Further on, in passing a cornfield, I flushed another

woodcock, realizing too late that it was not a quail.
After that I flushed a bevy of large quail, and they took
the same cover which I was just about to quarter for
grouse, and now also for woodcock. The quail were
rising constantly, and twice more I let the woodcock go
without proper salutation, and finally lost him, My dog
now became disgusted and took to chasing, concluding
no dotibt that if his master was merely fooling and not
shooting, he ought to catch a few birds himself. And
the master, too, was disgusted and wholly demoralized,
almost badly enough to sacrifice honor and law, and
shoot a lot of those full grown, plump quail, on which
my dog had become staunch last year—its Derbv. At
two score and ten the 91 bs, gun grew heavy: at three
score and a few over I find an S^lbs, arm very heavy; I
trust the 71bs. hammerless will ease the balance of my
shooting, which will be most likely confined to quail on
practically level country.

I was tempted with the 61bs, or 6ilbs, 16-gauge, but
was dissuaded by the experience of others, with sidrs,
powder, loz. shot, my charge for small game, and with
wood powder, a 61bs. gun might have been better. In
the near by and by I may wish 7 were only 6.

I have but rarely, in 'twenty-four years, found wood-
cock in any number in October or later, this year is quite
an exception, for they are almost numerous enough to
induce special hunting for them.
In all parts of Pennsylvania from which I have had

reports quail are said to be abundant; but this year there
are some of the latest broods I ever saw or heard of. On
the 10th inst. my dogs stood a very large brood, which
were evidently hatched within a few days only, and I
have at least three broods on my place which will not be
fit for shooting at the end of the season, at least not for
me, for half and three quarter flutters can not, unless
maybe in midsummer, send the thrill of happy anticipa-
tion through the true sportsman, Juniata,
PENNSYIiVANTA,

Editor Forest and Stream:
Let me coincide with your correspondent "W, F, B."

on "Guns and Loads," I have shot a good many gray
squirrels and ruffed grouse in the course of my life, with
a 12-gauge gun, and 21drs, Hazard or Dupont powder,
Uoz. No, 6 shot, and one good Eley wad on powder. The
above are both hard "birds" to kill, but I seldom failed if

I held right,

I never shot "crockery," but think the present tendency
is to overload, I never wanted a gun to kick me, I pre-
ferred that the energy should be expended on the game.
We have had a warm and delightful autumn, and the

colors on the hills are just fading into a sombre brown.
The majjiles and chestnuts have about shed their leaves,
and they are showering down to day from the elms in the
village, but the oaks will keep their colors up a few days
longer, I have done no shooting myself for two years, I
cannot hear the bark of the squirrel, or the rustle or drum
of the grouse, and desk work and spectacles have nearly
spoiled my vision for the woods. Well, I have no right
to repine, I have had many a happy day in them, fii-st

with my brother, and since with my sons, but I fear I
have fired "my last shot." VoN W.

THE SPORTSMEN'S JOINT.
('i O into any village and a place will be found where
T the hunters and fishers gather to exchange tales of

mighty hunting episodes or big strings of fish. It is

natural for sportsmen to meet together where they may
converse on the topics of the times and discuss relative
merits of weights and gauges of guns, breeds of dogs,
quality of powder, durability of bamboo and lancewood
rods, and a thousand other points of no earthly interest
to the vast majority of mankind, but of profound con-
cern to men of the rod and gun. A village is indeed
small where a few congenial spirits do not meet on lo; g
winter evenings to converse on deeds of the past and
prospective events.
We are favored here with a host of hunters and fishers,

and also fortunate in jjossessing a man, who, while he is

engaged in the gunsmith business, is interested heart and
soul in chickens, dogs, guns and the trap. Henry
Waruf's store is always open to the sportsmen of the
world, and a mighty concourse of choice spirits is an
assured thing.
Among those who habitually linger through the winter

evenings and are always atn-oll call are Will O" Byrne and
Abe Francoise, of the Horseshoe Kennels; Will Locher,
the fancier of foxhounds; Thomas, the chicken breeder
(game jjreferred); Jake DeKam, the mighty hunter; Ira
Johnson and brother, small talkers but good listeners;

Charles Eling, who speaks very little, but always about
"my boat," and Reddy Clement, the only man who can
catch thirteen bass on the same fly, Waruf presides, or
at least we let him think he does as he runs the ranch,
and if any of the gang gets a notion that he don't, the
proprietor challenges him to the work room in the rear
where the boxing gloves are donned and some one gets
polished off.

In addition to these many others drop in, but not so
regularly. Mr, Wirtz, who has hunted all over the West;
Ben O, Bush, who'd rather hunt than eat his game; Chas,
Williams, the light-weight; Dr, Gibbs, the "has been;"
Charlie Crosby, who travels and therefore can hunt only
one day out of the seven; E, H, Ranney, the marvelous
Kankakee duck shot; Fred Clough, the truthful James of
the joint. Occasionally David McDonald, the druggist,
appears, he is a true friend of the dog, Pete Appeldoorn
was formerly in the fold, but of late he is rarely seen,
having joined the matrimonial alliance,

Mr. Luker, from the great State of New Jersey, is a
good sitter and a marvelous story teller; the thrilling

recital of how he ran a mile with a SOOlbs, buck on his
shoulder and escaped from a huge panther is worth going
a mile to hear. His salvation rested in the fact that he
had a huge chew of navy plug in his mouth, and by
ejecting the irritating juice into the catamount's eyes
when it followed too closely he came through with a
whole skin. The narration is brilliant, and wiU bring
tears to the eyes, as I jjresume the tobacco juice did to

the catamount's.
We must not forget Theodore Sbide, who was with us

well and hearty less than a year ago, now laid with the
great majority, A gentleman by nature, and of pleasing
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manners, he will always be remembered as one worthy
of our highest regard.
In our informal meetings, six evenings in the week,

there are many othei's who should be mentioned here,
and several there are, new comers, who recently joined
our growing gang, but apace foivbids my saying more.
Then there are the dogs galore, which infest the store

from every corner of the city. They are all of the best
breeds, and would in themselves supply a bench show
with prize winners in any class from a beagle up to the
size of a pointer or setter.

Let us wish for a long existence of our sportsmen's
resort, the prevaricator's roost, as it has been termed, and
may all committees have a place of meeting as open for
the lovers of rod and gun. Scolopax.
Kalamazoo, Mich;

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Oct. 30.—Our ducks are not here this

fall, everything is too dry. Horicon Marsh, in
"Wisconsin, is the only one near here olTering much shoot-
ing now. Dr. Buechner, of the Horicon Club, must be
meeting good shooting, as he has been up for a week.
He got 16 mallards in an hour one morning this week, as
the club keeper reports.
A few snipe are in around the Calumet country, but

George Kleinman, who lives there, kills them about all

before they have a chance to light.

In Barton county, Kan., last Monday Mr. D. C. Luse,
of Great Bend, and myself found a great abundance of
wildfowl on the shallow lakes of the Che.yeune Flats.
With no decoys and poor pits we killed 30 ducks and a
goose without much trouble. If we had been prepared
to work them properly we could have had splendid shoot-
ing, as there were thousands of ducks. Two drawbacks
to sport exist there, the rafting of the ducks on the
wide ponds and their habit of clearing out entirely from
the smaller lakes when disturbed. With plenty of guns
to keep them going, the fun would be fast and furious
there. I was surprised to find most of the birds bluebills
and ringbills, though greenwing teal and mallards were
also numerous.
Western Kansas is alive with quail, and I longed to

have a quail hunt, but of course could not. No attention
is paid to the law out there. Tbe season opens Nov. 1,

but the law seems to read that no one can shoot quail ex-
cept on land owned by himself. This latter clause may
or may not be worth observing, but the Nov. 1 date was
of course a bar for any one who knew the law, as vei-y few
of the residents do out there.

Chickens are a poor crop this year in Barton county.
Rush county is much better.

Mr. D ck Mei'rill, of Milwaukee, is in Chicago to-day,
on his way toBicknell trials, Indiana, where he has a dog
entered. Mi-. Merrill is just back from Colorado, where
he and his Milwakee friend, Mr. Nuneniacber, were very
successful with the black-tail deer. Tiiey were in Delta
county, on the D. & R. G.

Illinois, Indiana and Ohio all have an unusual abund-
ance of quail this year. Mr. Frank Place and three
friends bagged 137 quail, 2 grouse and 1 woodcock in one
day, 12 miles below Warsaw, Ind., last week. Mr. Place
says he never saw quails so thick. Most of that country
is posted, however.
Two gunshot accidents in Illinois this fall. At Dixon

fourth annual tournament C. R, Ken accidentally shot
H. Treffer in the face, some of the shot penetrating the
nose and passing into the mouth. This happened Oct. 39.

On Aug. 28 a yet more unfortunate affair transpired, in
that it was fatal. Fred Bowers accidentally shot Joe
O'Dowd, of Centralia, 111., the wounds resulting in death.
"Public sentiment," says tbe correspondent, "is very
strong against Bowers, this being the third person he has
shot by carelessness."

Hennei>in Shooting Club has a fine large new cabin
boat accommodating 35 guests, now on the club preserves
on the Illinois River. E. Holtgh,

WiiSTERN MASSACHUSETTS FOX HUNT
THE interest manifested in last season's Western Mas-

sachusetts Fox Hunt was phenomenal, as shown by
the unusual number that participated and the large addi-
tion made to the membership. There were more than a
hundred names added to its roll. This was due no doubt
to the fact that the place of meeting had been changed
to Westfield. With an enlarged field for action and with
its many other advantages, the change was a most favor-
able one for the club, and it is to be hoped that the grand
success of last season will be repeated again this year.
The club members are making due preparations for their
annual hunt, Nov, 11 and 12. Thus far not a fox has
been disturbed in these particular localities. Even the
farmer boys have not as yet in any way distm-bed rey-
nard, but all are anxiously waiting for the grand hunt of
the 11th and 13th.

It is desired that all sportsmen will be proinptly upon
the grounds the evening of the 10th, as the hunt will
begin promptly at 6 o'clock on the morning of the llth,
when the hunter's horn will be sounded and the hunters
in twos will start for the grounds selected. The return
will be made in season for the evening's spread at the
Gem Opera House, where tbe members of the club with
their friends and visiting sportsmen will enjoy the banquet
provided as in previous hunts, and which has always
proven one of the enjoyable features of the occasion,

WOEONOCO.
WEPTFiBiiD, Mass.

On the Arkansas River.—The party which left
Perth Amboy, N. J., Oct. 17, for a hunting trip along the
Arkansas River in a house-boat (see Forest and Stream
Oct. 22) had to abandon the latter soon after leaving Bax-
ter Springs, Ark,, on account of low water. They are
now in camp on the Grand River, Indian Territory, about
seventy-five miles from their stranded boat, in a beauti-
ful game country, and are taking things easy.—J. L. K.

North Dakota Game.—Grand Fork*, N. Dak., Oct.
31.—Returned yesterday from Devil's Lake with an im
mense bag of geese. Birds moving south gradually and
last night it turned cold, wdnd northwest, some snow and
sleet. Saw no redheads or canvas, but plenty of mallards
and gray ducks, some yellow-legs and black-breast plover.
—Pink Edge.

St. Loms Notes.—Oct. 31.—The St. Louis Fish Com-
missioners have announced that after Nov. 9 they will be
ready to distribute young flsh. They have a large suj)ply

of young bass, croppie and German carp. The members
of the King's Lake Club had their annual coon hunt last

Saturday night on their grounds at King's Lake. Some
50 members of the club participated in the hunt, headed
by Major Carutb. Ten coons were taken, being the
reatest number for any of the previous hunts. Last
unday "Big Lake," a famous hunting ground for St.

Louisians, was burned. The lake is a slough which in
dry seasons is covered with rank vegetation and is the
home of thousands of rabbits. The fire caught from
bm-ning brush, and as the flames swept over the bottom
they put in motion vast droves of rabbits, which beat a
wide path in their escape to the uplands. Along with
the rabbits were occasional coons and opossums, aud fol-

lowing all came a mass of moccasin snakes on their way
across the railroad tracks. The novel sight was witnessed
by many people. The area burned over was about eight
square miles. Fishing in the Merrimac, Gasconde and
Big Piney has been excellent. The water is low and
clear.

—

Aberdeen.

Beaver Dam.—Memphis, Tenn., Oct. 27.—Three mem-
bers of Beaver Dam Duck Club on Thursday last bagged
sixty-seven teal and mallards there in about half the day,
and the ducks were in prime condition. They decoyed to
the club's fleet of tame puddle ducks, who called them
down perfectly. But for a dence fog the bag might have
been doubled, as the feed beds hold the ducks within
Beaver Dam Lake. Beaver Dam Lake is in Tunica
county, Miss., on Louisville, New Orleans & Texas R. R.,
43 miles south of Memphis, Tenn.

CONNEOTICUT WOODCOCK.—It seems to me that the
abolishing of summer woodcoct shooting is bearing good
fruit. The birds are becoming more plenty than form-
erly. A friend and myself killed 21 in a couple of days
this week.—Wm. M. Hudson.

NON-EXPORT GAME LAWS UPHELD.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Herewith I inclose a decision relating to the consti-

tutionality of Cennecticut's game export law. The chief
point in the decision of the Supreme Court of Errors is to
the effect that game killed within the State is not an
article of commerce:
Edgar M. Geer, New London, was caught by Game

Warden Robbins sending birds by boat to New York. In
the trial he set up the defense that the complaint was in-
sufficient, and also that the law was unconstitutional.
The case went by appeal through the City Court of New
London, the Court of Common Pleas and the Superior
Court, Geer losing each time. The Supreme Court sus-
tains the lower court, so that not only is Geer finally con-
victed but, a much more important fact, the game law
prosecutors are sure of their ground in their efforts to
check in the future what is a very serious drain on the
revenues of the State. The full text of the decision fol-
lows, the other judges concurring:

St ATP T7H TT.nr Aw TVT nvvn i SUPRBMB CODBT OF ERRORS,bTATB VS. J1.DGAII M, GEER. g^cQ^n JUDICIAI, DISTRICT.
Opinion of the Court.

Seymour. J.
Tbe General Statutes, Section 2,530, provide that "every persoa

who shall buy, sell, expose for sale or have in his possession for
any purpose, or who shall hunt, pursue, liill, destroy or attempt
to kill any woodcock, quail, ruffed gfrouse. called partridge, or
gray squirrel between tbe lirst day of January and the first dav
of October, the killing or having possession of each bird or squir-
rel to be deemed a separate offense * * * shall be fined not
more than tn enty-live dollars," etc.
Section 2,5i6 provides that "No person shall at any time kill any

woodcock, ruifed grouse or quail, for the purpose of conyeylng the
same bevond the limits of the State; or shall transport or have in
possession with intent to procure the transportation beyond said
limits, any such birds killed within this State. The reception by
any person within this State of any such bird or birds for ship-
ment to a point without the State shall be prima facie evidence
that said bird or birds were killed within the State for the pur-
pose of conveying the same beyond its limits.
The defendant is prosecuted for unlawfully receiving and hav-

ing in his possession, on the 19th day of October, A. D. 1889, with
force and arms and with the unlawful intent to procure the
tran.sportation beyond the limits of this State certain woodcock,
ruaeci grouse and quail, killed within this State after tbe first
day of October, A. D. 1889, against the peace and contrary to the
foim of the .statute.

He demurred to the complaint because: (1) The allegations
contained therein do not constitute any ofiEense in law. (2) Be-
cause in the complaint it is not alleged that said birds were killed
for the purpose of conveying the same beyond the limits of the
State.
It will be seen from the section of the statute above quoted that

it is unlawful to kill or have in possession for any purpose, wood-
cock, quail or ruffed groiise between the first day of January and
October, and that it is unlawful to kill them at any time for the
purpose of conveying them out of the State. It is also unlawful
to have them in possession with intent to procure their transporta-
tion beyond the limits of the State, if killed between the 1st day of
October and the 1st day of January, regardless of the question
whether they were killed for the purpose of conveying them out
of the State. In other words, if they were lawfully killed, i. e.,

between Oct. 1 and Jan. 1, and without any intention of conveying
them out of the State, can they be lawfully neld with the intent
to procure their transportation beyond the limits of the State?
In 1883 a.n act was passed as follows:
Section I. "No person shall at any time kill any woodcock, ruffed

grouse, or quail, for the purpose of conveying the same beyond the
limits of this State."
Section II. "No person, corporation or comiiany shall transport

or convey beyond the limits of this State any woodcock, ruffed
grouse or quail killed within tliis State, or sell or have in his or
their posschSion any of such birds with the intention to procure
the same to be conveyed or transported beyond the limits of this
State any woodcock, ruffed grouse or quail within this State, or
sell or have in his or their possession any of such birds with the
intention to procure the same to be conveyed or transported
beyond the limits of this Stale."
Section III. "The reception by any person, company or corpora-

tion within the limit's of this State of .any quail, woodcock or
rutfed grouse for shipment to a point without the State shall be
irriinafacie evidence that the said bird or birds were killed within
the State for the purpose of carrying the same beyond the limits
of this State."
Section IV. "Any person violating any of the provisions of the

preceding sections shall be fined not less than seven nor more than
fifty dollars and costs of prosecution." Public Acts of 188S,
chapiter 103.

It is evident that under the act as originally passed the com-
plaint would ha\'e been good and suflicient.

It is claimed by tbe defemlaut that under the act as revised no
offense is committed unless the bird,«. by bim held for transporta-
tion, were kiUed for the- purpose of being conveyed bevond the
limits of the State.
He says that the word "such" in the provision of section :i,346

against transporting or having in possession, wirh intent to pro-
cure the transportation beyond said limits, any of such birds
kUled within the State, mtana wondcock, ruffed grouse or quail
killed for the purpose of conveying the same beyond the limits of
tbe State.
Aa already suggested that construction involves a change in the

law from the original act. which expressly forbade anv person to
have in his possession with the intention to procure the same to
be transported beyond the limiia of the State, any v.'ooacoclf,
rnffed grouse or quail killed within the State.

It seems to ns ei-idnnt, al-^o, upon the face of the statute as re-
vised that the word 'such" was nsed only to obviate theneCBSsity

of repeating tlie words "woodcock, ruffed grouse or quail." and
that to carry its force and operation further, so as to include the
purpose for which they were killed, would not only be unnatural
but dangerous as a precedent for construction in view of the
terms of the old statute.
We cannot believe that careftil revisers would have undertaken

to change the law without some more definite indication of such
purpose.
Then again when the words "such birds" are used in tbe very

nest line of the section, it is evident that they are used to take
the place only of the words "woodcock, ruffed grouse or quail,"
as it it read the reception by any person within the State of any
woodcock, ruffed grouse or quail for shipment to a point wiH^out
the State shall be pi-ima facie evidence that said bird or bir ia
were killed within this State for the purpose of conveying the
same beyond its limits; otherwise we should have the absurd pro-
vision that the reception by any person within the State, for ship-
ment to any point without the State, of any woodcock, rutfed
grouse or quail killed for the purpose of conveying the same
beyond the limits of the State shall he prima facie evidence that
said birds were killed within the State far the purpose of convey-
ing the same beyond its limits. That is, the fact that they uele
killed for transportation shall be priWKJ. facie evidence that tney
were killed for transportation.
The words "such" in both sentences refer to the same anteced-

ent.
It is plain enough that the revisers intended not to change, but

to condense, the sections of the original statute, and the language
should be construed in the light of such intention. We conclude
therefore, that the complaint is suflicient.
We see nothing in the decision of Commonwealth v. Hall, 138

Mass., ill, to which the defendant refers us, inconsistent with our
conclusion.
The object of the act therein involved was to protect the game

In that commonwealth and not in another. And a construction
confining its force to birds killed therein was to be expected in
tl:e absence of controlling words to the contrary. All the reason-
iner in that case may certainly be held sound without impugn-
ing the reasoning upon which we arrive at our conclusion in this.
But in this view of tbe matter another question arises. The

defendant further demurred to the complaint "(8) bpc ;use section
2,.54(i of the general statutes is unconstitutional and void .so tar as
it may be construed to forbid the transporting from tl-e State, or
having possession oCsnch birds with intent to procure .such trans-
portation to another State, birds described therein, which birds
have been sold to parties in such other State, and have begun to
move as an article of inter-State commeice. And (4i because ifcis
made to appear in said complaint that the defendant is guilty
under said section if such birds were bought by the defendant in
the markets of this State as merchandise and commerce and had
begun to move as an article of commerce.
In short, the defendant insists that the statute, as construed by

us, Is unconstitutional as restricting inter-Sta^e commerce, and
refers to Robbins v. Shelby Taxing District. 120, United State.t,
4fi9: the Daniel Ball v. United States, 10, Wall, 560; Hannibal &
St. Joseph Railroad Company v. Husen, 95, United States, 46.^;

State V. Saunders, 19. Kansas, 137; Territory v. Evans (Idaho) 23,
Pacific Reporter, 11.5; Territory v. Nelson, id.. 116, State ex rel.
Corwin v. Indiana & Ohio Oil, Gas, etc-, Company (Indiana) 3;J,

Northeastern Reporter, 778, and American Express Company v.
People (Indiana) id., 759.

In State v. Saunders, 19, Kansas, 127, Supra, the court s^ays it
seems to be finally settled, among other things, that no State can
pass a law which will directly interfere with the free trant^porta-
tion from one State to another, or through a State of anything
which is or may be subject to inter-State commerce. That a law
which prohibits the catching and killing of prairie chickens may
be valid, although it mav Indirectly prevent the transportation of
such chickens from the State to any other State: but a law which
allows prairie chickens to be caught and killed and thereby to
become the subject of tralBo and commerce, and at the same t'me
directly prohil3its their transportation from the State, is uncon-
stitutional and void.
Without stopping to consider the construction which was given

to the constitutional provision under discussion by the earlier
commentators, except to suggest in the language of Judge Story
(Story's Com. Vol. 2, p. 511) that a very material object of its
adoption was the relief of the States, which export and import
through other Staffs, from the levy of improper contributions ou
them by the latter, an object which was shown to be important
by the experience of the States during the confederation period,
we feel constrained to hold the provision of the statute to be con-
stitutional. It being conceded that the State, under its general
police power, may lawfully prohibit the killing of the game birds
in question, it may of cotu'se control such killing and the times
and purposes thereof. It may lawfully enact that they may be
killed and sold and held for sale only for domestic consumption.
The State in the exercise of its power, instead of prohibiting the
killing altogether, permits the person killing them to acquire
only a qualified right in them, namely, the right to appropriate
them to his own use and the right to sell or transport them for
domestic use.
Toe birds in question never become articles of commerce within

the meaning of the term contended for by the defendant. They
became private property of a qualified character.
The law limite'd the purposes for which they might be killed

and become private property.
The difference between property of this sort and the ordinary

private property of commerce is obvious.
The apparent assumption of the Kansas court above referred to,

that game which the law allows to be caught and killed, thereby
necessarily becomes the subject of traflRc and commerce, mean-
ing interstate commerce, appears to us unsound.
If the proposition were true then the conclusion that a State law

interfering with such commerce would be unconstitutional might
pass unquestioned. But we cannot acquiesce in a decision which
would deny the power of the State to limit the right to kill, sell
and hold its own game by any provision short of an absolute pro-
hibition without thereby transforming it into that species of
property the transportation of which from the State it Is uncon-
stitutional to prohibit.

Hartford, Conn., Oct. 33. A. C. COLLINS.

THE CHATHAM ASSOCIATION.
WE have before called attention to the rapid progress made by

the Chatham Pish and G-ame Protective Association, of
Chatham, N. J., this combination between land-owners, farmei s
and sportsmen. The Association is largely made up of Newark
and New York owners of estates and farmers in Morris, Essex,
Union and Somerset counties, in the towns of Millbtirn. Living-
ston, Summit, New Providence, Sterling, Chatham and Hanover.

It will be observed that this ten-itory is in the upper Passaic
Valley. The land-owners have very generally joined in this asso-
ciation, and sportsmen therefore wIU wisely take notice that the
regulations granted associations of this character will b»
thoroughly observed. By the New Jersey statutes every member
has the powers of a constable and can make arrests for shooting
in this territory. The shooting is strictly limited to members of
the association and land-owners.
In addition to the protection afforded by the new powers given

members, the association has had appointments made of special
constables by the township committees of the respective town-
ships. In most instances these are farmers located in every part
of the territory. They have also employed special game wardens
who will hfc constantly on duty during the open season of Novem-
ber and December. The association has been at large expense in
stocking these extensive grounds with game birds, and have
wisely limited ti e number that can be shot by members. It is
proposed to prevent the destruction of the birds as has been donem the past by indiscriminate shooting.
It may not be known by non-residents of the State of New Jersev

that in addition to the heavy fine inflicted for trespassing, tha't
tiie law empowers the seizure of the gun carried by the sportsman.
The farmers in this territory have in the past suffered from the
destruction of their domestic fowl and animals, breaking down of
fences and damage to growing crops to the extent of thousands of
dollars. And in addition to this, roughs in the guise of sportsmen
have inflicted serious personal injury upon farmers who objected
to trespassers.
The association has ample financial capital, hasretained counsel,

and among the members are many prominent lawyers. Therefore
no question exists as to the decisive steps that will be taktuiu
case of any infraction of the law in trespassing upon their grounds.
They have advertised in several papers offering large rewards, in
addition to the fines levied for trespass, for evidence that will lead
to conviction of any one trespassing.
We heartily command the position taken by the association, as

in this way only can game be protected and preserved, and again
become abundant in the vicinity of large cities and towns.

Jersey Blue.

Peeth Amboy, N. J., Oct. 31.—Game prospects here-
abouts are fair. A good many ducks are killed inRari-
tan Eiver and bay, and quail and rabbits are reported
plentiful, though woodcock have been Kcarce.— J. L.
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Angling Talks. By George Dawson. Frice 50 cents, Fly-
Rods and Fly-Tackle. By H. P. Wells. Price $2.60. Fly-
Fishing and Fly-Making for Ti'Otd, By J. H. Keene.
Price $1.50. Amencan Angler's Book. By Thad. Norris.
Price $5.50.

TSE FULL TEXTS of the game fish laws of all the States,
Territories and British Provinces are given in the Booh of
the Qame Laws.

THE U. S. FISH COMMISSION EXHIBIT.
MUCH interesting work is now being done in Wash-

ington by the several Qovernrjient departments in
preparing the great collective displa,y of the IJ. S. Govern-
ment for the World's Columbian Exposition. Captain J.
W. Collins, the representative of the TJ. S. Fish Commie-
sion, in charge of the preparation of the exhibit of that
bureau, informs us that his exhibit will be the most com-
plete historical representation of the fisheries ever put
before the world, although it will be the first of its kind
displayed to the American public.
As boats and vessels were the basis from which the

fisheries were developed, Captain Collins has undertaken
to show these in a historical series, beginning with the
fishing shallop of "ye olden time," and showing the suc-
cessive steps to the type in use at the present time, which
will be represented by a model of beauty and grace, as
produced by Edward Burgess in his fishing vessel, the
Fredonia.
Already ten lull-rigged models have been prepared,

these including an authentic representation of the old-
time Marblehead fishing schooner, the Pinkie, a type of
vessel used during the 'oOs, another during the '60a, and
others during the 708, and the pioneer of the new deep-
draft fishing vessels, the Fish Commission schooner
Grampus,
One of the interesting features of the di-^play will be a

series of the food and economic fishes of North America,
including the Atlantic, the Gulf of Mexico, the Pacific,
and the Great Lakes and interior river fishes. The work
of making new moulds and casts of fishes is being done
by Mr. Sherman F, Denton, who uses a certain glue
compound for the casts. The secret of this compound is
known only to himself, and produces a product that can-
not be readily broken like plaster of Paris, This feature
is of peculiar importance, since considerable difiiculty
has already been experienced in transporting casts made
of plaster of Paris, because of their liability to break.
Already about 133 casts have been prepared, as well as

?apier mache casts of larger species, such as sharks, etc.
wo most interesting fishes were received at the exhibit

not long ago, being additions to the fish fauna of the
United States. One of them, the esoolar, while known
to inhabit the Mediterranean and the waters of the
warmer climates, has never been found in abundance,
but is highly prized as a food fish at the Canary Islands.
The second is the opah {Lanipris guttatus), the "first spec-
men ever recorded as having been taken in American
waters. This is a very beautiful fish, an inhabitant of
the Gulf Stream. Its colors are brilliant, the fins and
edges of the belly being a beautiful red, its sides a sil-

very white, and its back and head from a deep to a light
blue, with white spots radiating in all directions from
the eye. It will thus be seen that its general coloration
is_ that of the national emblem, though CApt. Collins is
disappointed that there are more than forty-two spots on
the blue field. Both of these fishes were taken on the
La Have Ridge by American fishing schooners, and
much credit is due to the thoughtfulness of the captains
of these vessels in bringing them to port.
The fishcultural section is under the direction of Mr.

W. deC, Eavenel. Thus far all of the historical ap-
paratus has been brought together, put into shape and
packed ready for shipment. There will also be included
in this section models of the principal hatcheries in use
by the United States Fish Commission, more particularly
the representative stations for each of the important
fisheries.

It is proposed to show at Chicago a model hatchery in
full operation, with jars of eggs of the different species of
fish that can be obtained while the Exposition ia open,
while the process of hatching other fish will be shown by
means of artificial eggs.
Our attention has also been called to the proposed plan

for the live-fish display. Ample provision has been made
for the accommodation of the most extensive exhibit of
aquaria ever established in this country, in one of the
buildings connected with the fisheries department. Mr.
W. P. Seal, the well-known aquarium expert of the U. S.
Fish Commission, is in charge of this work, and it is as
well to recite what he has to say on the subject:
"The building designed for the aquarium is a polygon,

about l35ft. in diameter, having a central rotunda 60ft.
in width, in the middle of which will be a pool 26ft. in
diameter, surrounding a mass of rugged moss and fern-
covered rooks, from which streams of water will ooze
and drip to the reeds and rushes in the pool below, where
gorgeously colored fishes will dieport.
"Surrounding the rotunda, under a glass roof, run two

lines of aquaria, separated by a gallery, or corridor, loft,
wide. The inner line of aquaria, ten in number, will
have glass on both sides, one of which will front on the
rotunda, and the other on the gallery. These tanks will
have a depth of 7ft. of water, the bottoms running down
on an incline from each side to about 2ft. below the
bottom of the glass, which will be 5ft. high. The diam-
eters of these tanks will be about 10ft. They will be
from io to 60ft. long, with a capacity of from 7,0C0 to
28,000 gallons, or a total of over 90,000 gallons, weighing
more than 380 tons. The outer line of aquaria, forty in
number, will have glass in the front only, the backs
being of slate, and what is known as 'slope-back' in de-
sign. The glass in these will also be oft. high. The
width of this series of tanks will be Bft. at bottom and
6ft. at the top, the length from 5^ to lift., the capacity
varying from 900 to 1,800 gallons,"with a total capacity
of over 50,000 gallons. The entire series of aquaria will
contain 140,000 gallons of water, weighing about 600 tons.

"Fifteen tanks will be devoted to marine species. These
will have a capacity of from 900 to 14,000 gallons, or a
total of about 40,000 gallons. The entire amount of sea
water in circulation will be nearly 75,000 gallons. The

pumps and piping for this part of the exhibit will be con-
structed of hard and soft rubber, wood and glass. Two
pumps will be made in duplicate, to provide against acci-
dents, though but one will be used at a time. Every
f ft'ort will be made to provide for anv possible contin-
gency in this respect. It is expected that the building
will be completed a year before the opening of the exhi-
bition, thus affording ample time for deliberately and
methodically establishing satisfactory conditions, and for
the transfer of the plant and animal life, so that when
the exposition opens there will be one of the most won-
derful displays of the kind ever presented to mortal eye,
"Among the fresh-water species of large size that will

be displayed will be the Atlantic and Pacific salmon, the
mascalonge, the lake trout, the sturgeon, the spoon-bill
catfish, the great Mississippi catfish, the long and short-
nosed gar. the alligator gar, etc. Smaller species will
include all the species of trout, the whiteflsh and other
lake fishes, the basses, carp, buffalo and other Cyprinidse,
catfishes, sunfishes, eels, etc.
"Of the larger salt-water fishes there will be repre-

sented sharks, dogfish, skates, rays, torpedoes, the goose-
fish, striped bass, drums, grunts, sheepshead, porgies,
tautog, flounders, bluefish, equeteague or weakfish and
many others,
"Smaller species will be represented by sculpins, sea-

robins, toad-fish, sea-ravens, puffers or swell-fish, mullet,
blennies, gobies, sticklebacks, pipe-fish, sea-horses, as well
as many Mexican, South American, Asiatic and European
varieties. There will also be Octopi, commonly known as
devil-fishes, and possibly cuttle-fishes, but these latter are
difficult to transport in good condition when living. The
same may be said of the jellyfishes, but attempts will be
made to exhibit them at Chicago, with some hope of suc-
cess. OP the lower forms of life, generally, there will be
representatives of the mollusks, anemones, starfishes, sea-
urchins, holothurians or sea-cucumbers, corals, etc.
"There will be a wonderful showing in the aquaria of

algai, or sea weeds. The exquisite foliage and wonder-
ful coloring of these plants cannot be described, but must
be left to the imagination. It may be stated, however,
that the colors range through the various shades of yel-
low-brown, green, red and purple, some species display-
ing the most exquisitely beautiful hues. The fresh
waters will also be represented by natural growths of the
great variety of their plant life. The magnificent filies

of our ponds will be seen from their other aspect. We
are familiar with them in the ponds of our beautiful
parks; but to see them from beneath the water, with the
fishes dispersed among them, as never before displayed or
even attempted, will be one of the novel and interesting
features of the Exposition,
"Outside of the Fisheries Building will be a series of

ponds illustrating methods of pond culture and the possi-
bilities in the practical and ornamental use of aquatic
and semi-aquatic plants; the question of having in these
ponds an exhibition of manatees, seals, sea lions, etc.,
has been under consideration.
"The time is near at hand when the great cities of the

country will vie with each other in the establishment of
great aquaria, for the wonders of the waters are fast be-
coming objects of popular, as well as scientific, interest,
and our growing wealth and leisure cannot be devoted to
projects of greater interest.
"The experience at Chicago will thus be valuable in

affording a basis of practical knowledge which will be
available for the general information."

THE BIG TROUT OF THE STONE DAM.
IN the summer of 1890 it was my good fortune to spend

a couple of weeks with two companions in camp at
the forks of the Magalloway, about four miles below Par-
machenee Lake. In the last few years I had met a num-
ber of anglers who had been in that region, and each and
every one had sung the praises of the pool at the old
stone dam on the Little Magalloway, and told, as only
anglers can, of the number of two and three-pound trout
taken at this pool, but they added that there always
remslined the giant of the waters, whom many had seen,
a few had hooked and had with him a few moments of
anxious and expectant pleasure ; but none had been able
to become intimately acquainted and to place their
hands upon his gleaming sides. I had heard so much of
this talk, that the one spot on earth, or rather water,
where I longed to cast my fly was that stretch at the old
stone dam on the Little Magalloway.

It is needless to say that as soon as we got camp well
fixed we made a call at the old stone dam, which is about
a mile up the Little Magalloway from the forks. A
glorious morning's walk over the trail past Sunday Pond
brought ua to the stone dam. The sun was just giving
the pool its early morning greeting as we reached it. It
was indeed an ideal spot, and if beneath its rippling
surface the patriarchs of the trout tribe were taking their
morning swim and were ready for breakfast, I also would
sing its praises. Jointing our rods, we commenced cast-
ing the fly from the head of the pool; and at the first cast
they were ready for business. We caught a goodly num-
ber before they stopped rising to the fly. They were nice,
fat, handsome fellows, from a quarter to three-quarter
pound in weight, and made glorious sport on a light rod,
as we frequently took two or three at a cast. We did not
get any of the old "he busters," but I, too, saw the father,
nay the grandfather, of the trout of the Magalloway.

I had hooked a good half-pound trout, and it had made
a gallant struggle for life and freedom, but the constant
spring of the rod was too much for bim, and be lay upon
his side at the top of the water; and I was slowly reeling
him in, when a giant trout rose directly beneath him,
opened a pair of monstrous jaws, slowly brought them
together again, and my half-pound trout disappeared from
view as would a two-inch shiner in the mouth of a 51b.

basB, What happened next 1 do not know, for I lost my
head, had "buck fever," or something else, and the boys
said I jumped about two feet in the air and gave an awful
"yank," The first thing I realized was thatmy trout was
in the air, and I had a glimpse of a fan-like tail as it dis-
appeared from view. Perhaps it will be best to drop the
ourtaiu on the next few moments. Suffice to say that
every angler has had some such experience and can pic-
ture the scene for himself and I siroerely hope he can do
it justice. I cannot.
For the next few days by common consent that pool

was my property, and I spent at least an hour there every
day. I was there in the early moruino- before the sun
was up, and at nigfit when it was so dark I could not keep

,
the trail by Sunday Pond—and climbing windfalls after
dark is not pleasant traveling, I cast upon its waters flies

I

of every size, shape and color, from tiny midge to large
and gaudy bass fly, and when these failed I descended to

I bait, the abused angle worm, wood grub, a strip of fish,
the fin of a trout, and live bait from a two-inch shiner to
a half-pound chub. Many a handsome trout did I get,
but not one glimpse of the old patriarch of the pool until
the last day of our stay,

I was making my farewell visit to the stone dam alone,
and was idly casting a fly upon its waters, and was just
ready to reel up and leave, when, throwing my fly in the
rapids near the dam, it was taken by a 8ma"ll quarter-
pound trout and I commenced to reel him in. But he
was a gamy little fellow and was darting here and
there as quick as a flash; and the thought struck me,
why not try him for a bait? But no, I will never be
guilty of piercing the sides or lips of a lordly trout
and using him for bait; but as this is my last cast, and I
can see that you are lightly hooked in the lip, for the
gaudy wings of the Parmachenee-belle can be plainly
seen, you may take one run down through the pool, and
if you do not get away I will gently release you and you
shall go free. I drew the line from the reel to give him
all the play he wanted; and down to the center of the
pool he went, and there he stopned for a few playful
darts this way and then that. Then he started again
down the pool, until I had all the line from the spool and
thought it about time to reel him in. But I could not
start the reel, and still he went, I involuntarily struck
and raised the tip, and for an instant a big fin showed
above the water and I knew I was fast again to the old
patriarch of the waters. What a predicament. There I
stood on a rock at the head of the pool with one of
Chubb's little 4oz, "Kaymond" rods in my hand, not a
single turn of the line upon the spool of my reel, and
I40ft. away, hook' d with a No, 8 Sproat, was the giant
trout of the Magalloway. There was one thing to do.
and I gave him the butt. Whether the little rod was too
much for him or he concluded he had gone that way far
enough I do not know, but he turned and started for the
head of the pool diagonally from me, and I had time to
get a goodly lot of line on the reel; and then I took a
good long breath. It is useless for me to attempt to des-
cribe the battle that followed. How long it lasted I do
not know; but it was down the center, forward and back,
cross over and all hands round and repeat, until at last
he lay upon his side and w.as drawn' across the landing
net, and I had barely strength to lift him from the water.
What a big one he was. Four, five pounds; yes, we will
call bim a six-pounder; as handsome in foim and as
brilliant in coloring as a half-pound trout. And why
should he not be, this cannibal of the waters, who would
refuse every kind of bait or fly and would have naught
but his own beautiful spotted tribe, his relatives or per-
haps his own children. But you have had your last one,
you old rascal, and the other trout can now swim in
peace.

To understand the "subsequent proceedings" it will be
necessary for me to describe the stone dam. This was
not made by man, but was a natural ledge, running clear
across and extending up the river for perhaps a couple of
rods; but the fall was mostly in the last rod before the
water fell in the pool below, somewhat more than half-
way across, when the water was at its usual summer
height the ledge protruded from the water. This was
worn smooth by the action of the water, and formed a
flat table-Hke surface with rounded sides. The water upon
each side of this ran with the swiftness and force of a race-
way ; but with cai'e and a cool head it was possible for one
to wade and jump to this rock without having the water
come above a pair of high boots. Directly below this
ledge, and jutting into the pool, were two large rocks,
which could be reached from the ledge by a little careful
wading, and from these rocks a good caster could reach
all the best parts of the pool below. It was from this
rock that I had been casting and upon which I now stood
with my prize; and I wanted to get to shore with the fish
soon as possible. Grasping the net above the trout, I c^pt
to the ledge above and attempted to crossto the shore; but
I was so weak I could hardly stand and hold the fish.

With my first step the water nearly took my feet from
under me; and I realized that I must rest before I could
cross in safety, I therefore lay the landing net down upon
the ledge with the big trout in it, and the handle pointing
up stream, and stepped upon the frame in such a way that
the fish could not get out, I had hardly straightened up
when I heard a grating on the ledge, and just caught a
gUmpse of a long handle as it swung or rolled into the
water. The moment the full force of the current caught
it my feet flew out from under me and I sat down with
a "dull thud," and the only reason why the ground did
not shake was that I only weigh I30lbs, and there was no
ground there to shake; it was all rock.
The current was fast drawing me in; I was wet all

over before 'I could manage to grasp a protruding rock
and drag myself out to look for my landing-net and fish.

The frame bad caught in the rocks and the handle was
playing shuttlecock on top of the racing water. Quickly
grasping it, I began to raise the net; and as I did so the
big trout came to the top of the water, some little way
below, and with a dash was carried to the pool beneath.
As he reached the more quiet waters of the pool and lay
upon his side, he gave one "spat" with that giant tail,

wTiich was plainly heard above the roar of the waters,
and disappeared from my view forever. No, not for-
ever. Many a time during the past winter, as I have sat
by the open fire, my feet upon the fender, watching the
fantastic shapes the blaze would assume, have I seen the
handsome form of that monstrous trout, and the scene at
the old stone dam was all before me. And many a time
in my dreams have I fought that battle over again and
have been awakened by the "spat" of that fanlike tail as
the trout disappeared from view—only to find that the
noise was made by the alarm clock.

I told my companions that day that I had not got the
big trout, that I had slipped into the water and was now
ready to go home. From that day to this I have never
told the story of the big trout. It was a very sore spot in
my memory (and I had another one somewhere else) for
many a day, but time works wonders. The sportsman
only remembers the pleasure of a trip, the trials? and dis-

oomflture are forgotten or are made light of; and now I
am enabled to look back with some degree of pleasm'e
and tbink of that royal battle with the monstrous trout
of the big pool at the old stone dam on the Litlle Magal-
loway. Ojipompasoosuc.
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THE DAMS OF THE KANKAKEE.
HOLYOKE, Mms.—Editor Forest and Stream: In

yuur issue of Oct. 2-i there is a letter from E.
Hough concernii3g fish ways on the Kankakee. He writes
of the Upper and Lowpr Dams in Wilmington and cries
"Speed the day wbtn they are taken up." As I had the
honor of building those dams and the connecting canal,
and spent some sixteen years along the banks of that
river, and certainly caught my share of bass and pike
perch Avhcn I was therp, I feel that I know as much
about that river as Mr. Hough concerning the obstruc-
tions to the movement of fish from the Illinoia to the
Kaiikf lTee marshes.
The Upper D.im has a fall of loft, and not 17ft. and I

have seen bass ascend even that dam in high water. Mr.
Hough says that these dams have no mills upon them and
are kept up now for speculative purposes. He ussd his
eyes to little purpose when he was there, for the second
dam supplies power to the electric light works, to the
White Cloud Flour Mills, to machine and wagon shops,
and to a large paper mill. Negotiations are now pro-
gressing for sale of power at the upper dam, and when
so used employment will be furnished to thousands; and
surely the general public will derive more benefit from
such development of new industries than it can from the
oatcliing of a few fish by anglers at Kankakee or
Mom'-nce.
Now I would ask of the Forest and Stream what is to

be gained by the erection of the fishways at these dams so
loner R8 Chicago pours its sewage down the Des Plaines
and Illinoie? How far do bass and pike and pike-werch
migrate? Do they descend the river any lower than the
deep pools wherein they winter? Will not these fish
spawn just as freely at the head of each reach or pond as
though they ascended to the headwaters? If they do get
safely through ail these fishways and ascend to the Indi-
ana marshes: and if no Illinois angler can fish within half
a mile of these dams, when will the Illinois man get his
inuiugk? Must he wait until a few fish that have not
been caught in Indiana are whirled over these dams to
the rocks below?
We have an expensive fishway here in Holyoke, built

by us some years ago at a cost of $30,0l0, and so far as is
known no shad nor Faltnon has evrr yet got to the top of
the stairs. We have the black bass,. but he does not
ascend the way either. Nothing but eels care to go up.
The fishways on the Kankakee dams will prove as useless
as the one here. Fish are scarce at Momence, not on
account of the dams below, but solely for the reason that
there pre ten fishers where there was one twenty years
ago. For ten years after the large dam was built the
fishing ten miles above was better than was ever before
known, and evm now, notwithstanding the number of
the fishermen, there are more fish than were there before
that dam was built, the reason being that the deep and
long pool caused by that dam increases the number of
the spawning beds, and secures safe retreats during the
winter and furnishes more room for the smaller fish,
which are the natural food of the game fishes. Let these
dams remain. Put up more rather than d<^stroy the
present ones. E. S. Waters.

THE BAY OF QUINTE SEASON.
BELLEVILLE, Out., Oct. 26.—The angling season,

which is virtually closed here, has been a fairly
sxiccessful one, Black bass were more than usually
numerous, as also were pickerel (doie), many of which
ranging up to S^lbs. were taken, but maskinonge were
scarce, although more numerous than last year. A
numerous party of Americans, chiefly from Newark,
N, J , including Mayor Huahes,'of that city, and Mr. G.W Snyder, of Peck & Snyder, New York, were among
the Litest visitors to our Bay, and had, I understand,
good sport among the bass.
The largest whiteflsh ever caught in these waters was

taken in a seine last week at Point Ann, near the city.
It weiglied Olbs. l-.z., which I can verify, having seen it
weighed.
At Hay Bay, which is a favorite fishing ground for

maskinonge, the sport is still being prosecuted, and with
good i-uccess, as is narrated in the following extract from
the Ndpanee Beaver of Saturday last: "Mr. Wellington
L-iys-, who was in town on Tuesday, states that at
present the maskinonge is unusually plentiful, and that
General Davies, of New York, and his nephew, Mr. David
Clark, of Ogdensburg, had caught fourteen in the past
seven days. On Tuesday the General and Clark caught
one weighing Solbs. This large fish was hooked in the
side, but by some means the line had became wound
about his gills and he was captured after a hard fight.
The General in September last succeeded in catching
eleven in nine days. He is 82 years old, and for the past
aeven_ years has made one and two visits a year to this his
favorice resort. Although an octogenarian, he is as active
as a man of 65, and bids fair to enioy many seasons yet
at Hay Bay."
The deer hunting season opened on the 15th, and the

parties vsho went out early are now returning. The
records so far reported are: 10, 4, 3, 1, 0. Several parties
are yet to be heard from.
Small game, such as duckf, ruffed grouse, plover,

snipe, black and gray squirrels, have been more pl*^ntiful
than nsual. R. g. b.

LONG LAKE FISHING.
FROM a body cf water yielding but a minimum of food

fish. Long Lake, in the northern part of Cumberland
county, Maine, is developing into as good an all-round
fishing region as one can ask for. For nearly ten years
it has afforded excellent bass fishing, no very large fish,
but plenty weighing up to Sflbs., and this feature has
add^d materially to the number of summer boarders
seeking the iocility. In 1881 "fifty odd" white perch
were introduced from Winthrop Pond in Leeds; they
have thriven beyond all expectation and a catch of 75 to
150 from the steamboat wharf at North Bridgton is no
unusual (ircurrence. They will bite anything from a bare
hook to live bait or fl.ies, and afford rare sport for those
who do not care to battle with more gamy fish. From
ea.rliest history the lake has always contained landlocked
SHlmon, but they had become so depleted and demoralized
by spearing that it looked as if their total extinction was
but a matter of time. After a while a new sentiment
sprang up and an attempt to restock was made; many
thousands of young fry were turned into tbe tributaries

and flourished exceedingly well until they gr>t to be 6 or
7in. long, and then they fell prey to the brook fishers, who
either mistook them for speckled ti out or caught them
for what they really were without even giving thanks to
tho'^e whose efforts they were upsetting. Finally it was
decided to get. Cr-rtain brooks set Hsidft for restocking pur-
poses, and all fishing in them prohibited. Such an act
was accordingly passed by the Legislature about three
years ago, and the results have been very gratifying; for
instance, during a certain week in September last anglers
fishing oflF the mouth of Rogers Brook (one of the closed
streams) caught five "lanrtlocks" weighing from lib. to
51bs., and two "red spots" weighing lib. and lib. 9oz.
respectively—probably as many as have been taken in
Long Lake with hook and line in twenty years before, so
really it looks as if the way to restock this lake is to place
a perpptital close time on its feeding streams.
On Crooked River the Commissionf^rs are again operat-

ing their weir and have already 300 or more fine land-
locked salmon awaiting the time when they will be
delivered of their spawn. The great mass of the fish
have been kept back by exceedingly low water. It is said
the river is full of them and if there should come a few
heavy rains probably the catch will be unusually large.

North Beidqton, Me. J. 0. Mead.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
lOoncMded from payc :37U.]

AT Kelly's is located the Moire Antique Club, of Cin-
cinnati, eighty-four members strong, president, W,

H. Hughes, Chief of the Cincinnati Fire Departuaent, a
rugged but pure diamond of a man. As to how the
Moire Antique Club got its name, that is another story,
but as a club it is a corker. To get at this cosy fishing
house tbe members have to travel all the way from Cin-
cinnati to Chicago and then^own again this far. Such
is the fame of the Kankakee. Just now the jolly crowd
on hand were not having much luck, but they were not
troubled by that fact, and slept of nights and fished of
days just the same. A good old club is the Moire Antique,
though only four years of age. It is built of the frag-
ments of the old Star Club, of Aroma. In its constitu-
tion there is embodied a clause which makes the club
also a benevolent institution, and it is found that these
slight monthly dues serve to hold the club together. A
meeting is held the first Friday of each month. The
House Rules of the Moire Antique Club are simple, and
insist only that no gentleman shall throw bones under
the table or step on the tail of the club cat, An ofBcer
of the day is appointed regularly, and it is his duty to
clean the fish. Any member doing illegal fishing is fined
.|o. (Why not expelled?) I am promised further acquain-
ance of this genial lot of men, and only wish 1 could
take space to write more fully of the club here.
And so for Kelly's. Hey for Kelly's! Would we

could all live at Kelly's, where the river talks among the
recks. At Kelly's, with careful Mrs. K^Uy and Kelly
himself, the two grown-up daughters K'-lly and Essie
Kelly and Baby Kelly and Kelly's chickens, Mr, Cole
and I would fain have lingered. But not a minute even
for fishing. It was evening when we got in, and the
next morning we left, taking our boat by wagon to
Lorenzo, the local station on the A. T. & S. F. Railway,
whereat one disembarks for Kelly's. Time was now
growing short, and we coulti not finish the trip by river.
We shipped our boat back by rail to Momence, and arc
gratified later to learn that we didn't altogether knock
the bottom out of it.

Good-bye, then, to Kelly's, and a short run by rail up to
Joliet, along the Des Plaines, whose junction with the
Kankakee is only five miles below Lorenzo. At Joliet
we met a very lovable, genuine sportsman and angler,
who fishes at Kelly's and helps with money when the
warden needs it. With him we spent some moments all too
brief, and asked him to watch that fishway, and promised
to come down fly-fi'^hing next spring, Tiaen we took the
Rock Island train, 38 miles to Marseilles, where our last
dam is located. This is really on the Illinois River, but
is above the main breeding grounds, and so is essential to
be well provided witli a fishway.

It was here that Buck had spoken of the way as all in
but the cover. Barring the sides, bottom and steps, we
found this description correct. The cut had been made,
deep down through the comb of the dam. and the slope
for the ladder was displayed. The cut was a good, deep,
honest one, not in the dry end of the dam, but over a pool
10ft, deep. We saw that this dam, the most important
on the stream, and the highest and hardest, barring Wil-
mington, would finally be supplied with a good and
durable fishway, and at this Mr, Cole gave a long and
hearty sigh of relief, for the trip had thus far been rather
an unsatisfactory revelation to him.
We talked with Mr, Mclvor, the contractor in charge

of the repairs now going on upon Marseilles Dam, and
found him a thorough workman, and luckily, moreover,
of wide expprience in building fishways in Canada, where
they don't have our loose Yankee way of looking at fish
and game. Mr. Mclvor promised to put in the way here
within the week, as his lumber had now arrived, and we
left feeling satisfied that this would, indeed, be the best
wa;S^ on the stream when completed. Mr. Cole is to be
notified when it is done, and another trip wiU then be
made to make certainty certain. These fishways must
go in, and be absolutely known to be in.

It was now dark on Saturday evening, but we concluded
to run on down to La Salle, and see something about the
Illinois Valley Association, the vigorous protective society
of which earlier mention has been made. Readers will
remember reports of work by Warden M. D. Green. It
was at the office of Warden Green that, after some search
and running around, there finally assembled the little
crowd which earnestly talked protection into the wee
small hours. Warden Green is known now as a bustler.
In Mr. H. L. Wattington, the association attorney, I think
I see a lawyer who knows some law, and in Mr. N. W.
Duncan there is distinguished the quiet and earnest man,
thoroughly and unselfishly interested, who is much to be
sought after in all thi*? sort of work.

I can not stop to more than mention this good body of
workers. Membership 35, and it will grow. They aver-
age about one conviction to every member. They have
been successful in most of their work, and have oome out
boldly with the black flag, declaring that all seining, all
netting, all illegal fishing shall be stopped on the Illinois
River above the Copperas Creek Dam. They don't go on
the supposition that tUey may lose under that miserable

corporate dam clause in Sec. 6 of the fish law, but on the
theoiy that they may win, and are going to win. Any-
how, they will fight, and so more power to them, for
men and not idlers. They have posted notices that they
will prosecute all netters and seiners, lin,, 2in., or any
other sort, found above the Copperas Creek Dam, and have
declared for a joined i^sue to test Sec. 6. Attorney General
Hunt, replying to Dr. Birtlett's letter, says that clause
will have to be tested in the upper courts, though he is
not clear that the sportsmen's interpretation of the law
will hold. It will have a chance to hold, or break, for the
Illinois Valley Association will go right on after all the
netters clear down to the big dam. If this be bad law,
make the most of it. It will tie up the seining, anyhow,
and meantime the pondering can go on just as well. Some
folks always have to hustle while the other fellows
ponder.
Mr. Watlington was anxious to get the support of the

Chicago Swan Lake Club, whose grounds are not far
below La Salle, and promised to come up to Chicago, so
that he and I could go and see Mr. John Stockton, of that
club. I explained as best I could the relation of that club
to their clnb keepers, the notorious market-fishers, Frank
and Tim Woods. To this Warden Green listened with
more interest than conviction. He evidently did not like
the idea of market men for club keepers to sportsmen.
One point of law I learned of Mr. Watlington that

evening, which was brought out in a damage case
brought against Warden Green. Ordinarily, the State
cannot take an appeal if its prosecution does not hold.
The State cannot appeal in a game law case. In a fish
law case it can appeal. The fish law is good. The game
law is no good. The Illinois State Sportsmen's Associ-
ation has accomplished little or nothing in the improve-
ment of the game laws, so far as I can learn. But it has
killed a pile of pigeons, gentlemen.

Oct. To day Mr. Watlington writes me from La
Salle:

I am forced to postpone my ran to your city until Haturriay
mornirg. One reason is that I will in all probability- have io go
to Putnam to prosecute some illegal flshers from Senacbwine
Lake, as we have informatioTi that fishing is being clone tbere at
Dight witli an illegal net. Greene and posse gro to- night to raid
them. Our committee have determined to supprpss all seining,
e'c. after the 22d mst. Green has circulars printed notifying all
parties that prosecutions would follow violations of the law. No
news ot importance.—H. L. Wailinoton.

Oct. ie.—And now comes a letter from Warden Green
at La Salle, date of yesterday. It is interesting:

1 express yon this P. M. a couple of black bass, one of which
please SPUd io President Cole. The fish I bought this morning
from Woods bi-others, of Senachvvine, and are a part of a haul 1
saw them take with a seine. They caught about 3,000lbs., of which
about ^JOOlbs. were game ti?h, and none of the fe-am^- flsh of any
size were thrown hack. This is the way tbey keep the contract
you spike of while here. Mr. Watlinmon will call on you S it-
urdiy, and I will have srmething written np for Forest and
&TBEAM by that time.—M. D. Green.

Well now, I have something to write up for Forest
AND Stream, and I want the Swan Like Club men to
read it. The fact is that club is being victimized by its
precious keepers, and it ought to know it. It is bad
enough for a good club like this to have market-hunters
and fishers for keepers under any circumstances. It is

worse to have to strain the law to an unsportsmanlike in-
terpretation at least so as to allow these men to fish with
quasi and questionable legality. It is worse yet to have
to pay money, a bribe, to these men to get them to put
back into the water all game fish they take in their ques-
tionably legal seining and netting. It is worse yet,
worst of all, and certainly humiliating to a club mem'ber
of any self-respect to learn that these same men, bribed
to be decent, doubtless bribed to be lawful, are showing
their employers a sample of their honorableness. Verily,
all is fish that comes into the Woods brothers net. Swan
Lake Club and all! How does the club like that and
what will it do?
There is only one thing for it to do, and that is to join

the fight which goes on to test Sec. 6 of the fish law; join
the Valley Association and lend a hand to stop all sein-
ing and netting, bar none. Woods boys, club keepers and
all: join the work to test that Sec. 6. and if necessary
ruin it and replace. Swan Lake Club cares little for
fishing. It wanted that Senachwine marsh, and it

wanted the Woods boys on its side and not against it. I
cannot believe, however, that men like these are not
sportsmen all the way through. I cannot believe that
they will see themselves fooled and laughed at by men
whom they hire. I cannot believe that when they un-
dertand the situation they will hold back from the rem-
edy. I do believe that they are sportsmen and will
wink at nothing unsportsmanlike in any line. I do
believe that they will finally unite and say, "Here, this
thing must stop, even though the Woods boys go, even
though the lease goes with them. We'll shoot clean-
handed or we will not shoot at all!"

At present I do not think Swan Lake Club understands
all these circumstances. Mr. Watlington and I will have
a good talk with Mr. Stockton, and ttiis will duly be set
forth.

Oct. 17.—Meantime the fight has gone on hotly on the
lower Illinois. Dr. Bartlett has secured one |50 fine
against the notorious leader of the market fisher's league.
Smith, and will follow this with prosecutions in other
coimties, probably making Smith weary before he quite.
The big damage suit against Dr. Bartlett I do not hear
from. Smith did, however, get a |3o0 judgment against
the sportsmen's representative in Beardstown county.
This case was appealed. One suit will follow another in
the courts there, but the sportsmen of the Beardstown
Club have no cause yet to be discouraged. Thank
Heaven, we are having a fight, anyway. It's this ponder-
ing that eats up armies, men and measures.

Chicago, 111., Oct. 28.—Earlier I have paid some at-
tention to the little differences between State Fish
Warden Green, of La Snlle, III., and the Swan Lake
Club, of Lake Senachwine, and have tried to adjust
these differences by showing that the club was not re-
sponsible for any lawlessness of their keepers, the Woods
brothers, but had really paid the latter to return to the
water all bass and other game'ffsh they captured in their
netting, the latter supposedly legal. Mr. Green sent up
some baes which be said he saw taken from the net by
the Woods boys. This looked bad for the latter, and I
wrote sharply about the relations of the club with these
marketmen. The strictures would be quite just on the
facts, but first let us get the facts. It is called to my at-
tention that the club paid the Woods boys only to return
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bass captured in the creek and narrows, not in Senach-
wine Lake. It is further stated that the bass Warden
Green saw taken were netted in the main lake. I hope
this\ covers all the facts. We should be absolutely just
and impartial, even with the Woods boys, and I hope
this closes the matter out, so that the white-winged
angel of peace will get a chance to hatch out a good un-
derstanding; between the Swan Lake Club, Warden Green
and the Illinois Valley A.Bsociation. lam glad to state
that the predictions' as to the feeling and position of
fchp Swan Lake Club were exactly accurate. This club
will neither foster nor sanction lawlessness, even by its

own keepers. It has, as a club, proved this to the Illi-

nois Valley Association by means of its late hearty finan-
cial support in the protective work, and its cordial assur-
ances of sympathy and assistance morally. Speed the
titnewhen, out of this timely agitation, the day will
corue of absolute prohibition of nets and seines on the
Illinois and all its waters. Let Swan Lake work for that.

E. Hough.

St. IjAweence Pickerel.—Mr. Ohanning Brittain, of
Brewster & Co. , this city, received one day last week two
f'-ckerel, weighing together an even 351bs., which came
^'-om the St. Lawrence River. They were taken by Mr.
Geo. F. HiU of Clayton, and the incident of their capture
iliusti-ates the style of fishing they have near Clayton.
'Mr. Hill went out in the afternoon, with Henry Webber
."^H boatman; and within three hours from leaving the
I'ouse caught these fish and shipped them to his friend in

New York.

NORTH POND FISHING RIGHTS.
Phineas W.TURNEB i Hartford District, October Term, 1891.

St?.i.ectmenSf Hebron. [Supreme Court of Coimecticut.

Opinion of the Court.
Aji DREWS, C. J.
Ou the 16th day of May, 1888, the selectmen of the town of

liela-OTi laid out a public hiEhway in that town over the land of
Pbineas W. Turner, which l^vout was accppted by the town at a
to"n meetins? holden on the 6th day of June fnilowing.
On the 2d day of .luly Mr. Turner marie Application for relief in

Uie nature of an appeal from the doiuRS nf the selp^tmen in lay-
nm out Baid highway to the superior court in Tolland county,
iillcaine as a reaBon for said application that the said highway
was not of common convenience and necessity. In the Supprior
'^'^nrt a committee was appointed piirsuant to the statute, section
2,701 of the general statutes, to hear and determine said applica-
lion, and to make report thereon. The coTnmittee heard Ihe
parties and made their report to the court. Mr. Turner remon-
str'ated against the acceptance of the report, but the court over-
ruled the remon=t,rancB. accepted the report, and dismissed the
fi pplication of Mr. Turner with costs. From that judsment he
now appeals to this court, and assign'* various reasons of appeal.
Tbfi statute above cited provides that "if said committee shall

find that the highway is not a common convenienop and necessity
. . . said court shall set aside such layout thereof; but if they
shill find that such highway is of common convenience and
n-'iessity . . . the application shall be dismissed with eosis."
The said committee, after setting forth the facts at some lenfrth,

concluded thpir report in th'ese words: "These are the essential
facts in the case; and if on these fac!s the law is so that nil mera-
bfrs of the unorganized public have the ri)?ht as against the
phMntiif to fish in North Pond except the part owned by the plain-
tiff as aforesaid, then the committee are of opinion and finri that
the laid'out wav is of common convenience and neces -ily. But if

ou these facts the law is ot"^erwise, then the committee are of
oi inlou and find that the laid out way is not of common conve-
ni'^nce and necessity."
The only question we propose to consider is whether or not the

law is so on the facts stated that all members of the unorganized
pu^ilic have the right as against Mr. Turner to fish in said pond.
Korth Pond is a natural pnn'l situated in the towns of Hebron
-id Lebanon. By deeds which were confirmed by the colonial

1 'aislature the title of said pond and the soil beneath it became
vested in the propriptors of said towns, much the larger part in
the proprietors of the town of Lebanon. This part by sundry coi-
vpyanoes came to Abigail Bosworth in the year 1773. There is no
record on the town rpcords, or probate rf cords, or other record
t hat the title of said land ever passed from said Abigail; and so
1 h.> committpe find that the title of said land "never passed from
S5<id Abigail Boswortb to any party or parties, but the same has
iiecnme lost and abandoned." Of that part which once belonged
to the rroorie'ors of Hebron a portion has come to and now be-
longs to Mr, Turntir, and the remainder, so far as the records dis-
ci- so the title, still belorgs to that town.

to 1865 the plaintiff became the owner of all the land surround-
ing the pond. He raised the dam at the outlet so much that be
thereby raised the water of the pond 7^ft. The present area of
the pond 18 188 acres, of which more than one-fourth is covered
bv such raising of its waters. The plaintiff applied the water of
the pond to use in manufacturing, in which he employs 1213 per-
sons. Prior to the time which the plaintiff became so owner, and
* from time immemorial , all members of the great unorganized pub-
lic. both near the pond and remote from it, whenever and where-
ever disposed so to do, flshpd in North Pond as a matter of right
at all seasons of the year, in boats during the spring, summer and
fnll, a"d through the ice during the winter. This was done wiih-
out objp.c' ion from any source whatever down to the time when
the p'aintiff bought all the land adjoining the pond."
"When the plaintiff became the owuer of all the land surround-

ing and adjoining the pond, he posted notices foroidding all per-
sons fishing in the same, and on one occasion he drove a party
with force and arms from the pond whom he found fishing there.
He sought to prevent all persona fishing in the pond wttjhout his
leave, and did so far as iC was within his p^wer. At one time be
spent the sum of SlOO stocking the pond with fish. His obj"ctirin
to flabing was not on account of the value of the fish, for he freely
gave permission to fish whenever requested, but through fear
that the puljlic might acquire the right by prescription to fish
there."
These facts, while they may not be sufficient to show that Ihe

plaintiff lias acquired title to the soil under the original pond, do
show that ho has acquired the riglit to keep that soil covered with
water. The easement of flowing he owns, and so h" owns the
water. Smith vs. Tbe Mill River Company, 34 Conn., -iSS. These
facts also show that the plaintiff as such owner of the water and
of the land surroundiner the water had been for more than twenty
years in the actual, exclusive and uninterrupted possession and
occupation of the right of fishing in the entire pond, claiming it
as his own and keeping all others away. There is no evidence
that since 1865 any person whatever has succeeded in fishing in
that pond except he did it by the permission of the plaintiff.
"Whoever has attempted to fish there without such permission has
been driven away.
By the action of the Colonial Legislature in confirming the title

deeds of the land under and around North Pond no public or com-
mon right of fishing therein remained, if such a right had ever
existed. Smith vs. Miller, S Mason, 101; Adams vs. Pease, 2 Conn.,
481. Nor could tbe unorganized public, as such, acquire the right
of fisbing there either by grant or prescription. A deed or devise
to tbe unorganized public by that name would be void for uucer-
taintj; and there can be no prescription where there can be no
grant. Merwin vs. Wheeler, 41 Conn., 23; Pearsall vs. Post, 22
Wend. 425; Washburn on Easoments. 119; Rogers vs. Brenton, 10
A. & El. (59 E. 0. L.), 26-(i0. Donbtless any member, or each mem-
ber of the unorganiz<^d public might obtain tbe right of Ashing In
that pond in either of the ways mentioned. There is no sugges-
tion of any grant. The right which the committee say was exer-
cised by all the members of the great unorganized public was "to
fisb in the pond at all seasons of ilie year, in boats during the
Eprlng, summer and fall, and through tlie ice during the winter."
It the right, fo exercised hud been completely acquired by long
ti8« it would be right in the nature of a profit a prendre in alieno
solo and must have belonged to each member in gross. The facts
Show* d that the right was not exercised as appurtenant to a free-
bold. Such a right is a mere personal one; it cannot be assigned
and it does not descend to heirs.
We are not, however, interested so much to discuss what right

of fishing io Nort'i Pond the unorganized public may have had in
1835 as to ascerLain 'vbat right of fishing in that pond Mr. Turner
did in la.ct have iij l^cS.

Pr/)/ia-/acir tlie t-Ldit to take flsU in any water, other than
navigalile nvprp, 1>_1 jnus to the ovmers of the soil over which the
Wati r flows. This i.- bacaus-ia ordinary cases thti ownership of
the toil carries \vica it the cvvnerslup of tiie' water. But the

ownership of the water may be separated from the ownership of
the soil, and where this is done the right of fishing goes with the
ownership of the water. The law is stated in Coke's Littleton 4.
b. "If a inan be seized of a river and by deed do grant sejiaraJe??)
pisc(wium. in the same and maketh livery of seizpn secumclum for-
mam cimrtce the soil doth not pass nor the water, for tbe grantor
may take water there, and if the river becomes dry be may take
the benefit of the soil, for there passoth to th° grantee but a par-
ticular rierlit and tbe livery being made secundum formam cliartm
cannot enlarge the grant. For tbe same reason if a man grant
rt^MO/m SJ«7»i. the soil shall not pass, hut the piscary within tbe
water pas^^eth therewith." See also Comyen's Digest. Grant E. b;
Jackson V. Halatrad, 5 Cowen, 216. Whenever the ownership of
water is in one person and the ownership of the soil under the
water is in another, the right of fishing in the wafer belongs to the
former, for he owns that element in which alone tbe flsh can
exist. Mr. Turner being the owner of the water of North Pond
was the owner of the right, of fishing therein. Coke Litt. 5b.
A several or exclusive right of flshiDg in the estate of another

may also bp. gained by an adverse, uninterrupted and exclusive
use and enjoyment of it for tbe period reouir'^d by the statute of
limitations. 2 Washburu's Real Estate (4 ed.) 36(5. Tinicum Fish-
ing Co. vs. Carter 61 Pa. H. 21. In such case the one so using it
acquires title to the right of fishing againstall the world. Chalker
vs. Dickinson 1 Conn ,382; Church a's. Meeker 34 Conn., 421; Preble
vs. Brown 47 IMaine, 384. 3 Kent 43. And can maintain trespass
against any one even the o\yner of tbe soil, for takiner tbe fish,
Adams vs. Pease 2 Conn.. 48; Smith vs. Kemp 4 vid

, 187; S. C. Sal-
keld 637: Halford v«. Bail v 13 Q. B. (6ti E. C. L.) 42(j; Collins vs.
Benbur- 5 Tredell Law 118; Delaware, etc., R. R. vs. Slump H Gill
and J. 479; Phipps vs. State 22 Md. 380.
Whether we regard the plaintiff as tbe owner of the water of

North Pond and so tbe sol© owner of the right of fishing therein
or as having acquired the exclusive right to fish there by adverse
use, we are (dearly of the opinion that a"* against him no member
of the unorganized public has the rigbt to fish in that pond. It
follows from this that the report of the committee findssaid high-
way not to bo of common convenience and necessitv.
There is error in the judgment of the Superior Court.
In this opinion, the other judges concurred.

PACIFIC SALMON gOR THE HUDSON.
GLENS FALLS, N. Y., O ;t. 30.—Editor Forest mid

Stream; In Forest and Stream of Oct. 29 there is
mention of a plant of 5,000 salmon yearlinsts to be made by
the United States Fish Commission in a tri butary of the
Battenkill River in Vermont, which in turn is a tributary
of the Hudson.
Two at least of the New York daily morning newspapers

have printed a special dispatch concerning tbe planting of
these youDK fish, in which it is announced that yearling
salmon are now to be planted because the previous eiiorts of
the United States Fish Commission to stock the headwaters
ot the Hudson with salmon fry have proven to be unsatis-
factory.
This is a misconception of facts which I desire, so far as I

may, to correct, although I am in no manner responsible
for the error. The yearling salmon that are to be planted in
the Battenkill by the U. S. Fish Commission are quianat,
chiuuook or Columbia River salmon from tbe Pacific coast,
and tbe National Fish Commission has made no previous
effort to stock the Hudson with the fry of this si^ecies of s tl-

mon. Tbe State Fish Commission 'did, some years ago.
plant fry of tbe Pacific salmon in the Hudson and elsewhere,
and the result was unsatisfactory to those who had the
matter in charge. The United States Fish Commission
began in 1883 to plant the try of the Atlantic salmon in tbe
headwaters of tbe Hudson, and tbe experiment was highly
successful from the first, and the success has been contitmed
to this date. The quinnat salmon to be planted in the Bat-
tenkill are not really yearlings, bttt are aboitt eight months
old, and will number 3,500, and are equivalent to the whole
number of salmon fry of this species previously planted in
New York waters. A. N, Cheney.

Dogs: Tlieir Managonent and Treatment in Disease. By
Ashmont. Price ^2. Kennel Becord and Account Book.
Price $3. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of
all Breeds. Price SO cents.

F IXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 4 to 8.—Sixth Annual Dog Show oC the Northern Illinois
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Rockford, 111.

Dee. 10 to 14.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Freeport Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Freeiiort, 111. T. E. Taylor. Sec'y.
Dec. 00 to Jan. 2.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mohawk

Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, at Gloversville, N. Y. F. B.
Zimmer, Sec'y.

1892.

Jan. 5 to 8,—The New York and New England Poultry andKen-
nel Club's Dog Show, at Albany, N. Y. W. C. House, Fort Plain,
N. Y., Sec'y.
Jan. 5 to 9.—Annual Dog Show of the South Carnlitia. Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. O. Berj, Mclnness,
Sec'y.
Jan. 13 to 16.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C. F. F. Capurs, Secretary,
Greenville, P. C.
Jan. 21 30 25.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Elmira Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Elmira, N. Y. C. A. Bowman, Sec.
Feb. 9 to 12.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, Ifl. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y.
Feb. 23 to 26.—Sixteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Sunt.
March 1 to 4.—Dog Show of tbe Philadelphia Kennel Club, at

Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown, Sec'v.
March 15 to 18.—Second Annual Dog Show of tbe Duquesne

Kennel Club, at Pittsburgh, Pa. W. E. Littell, Sec'y.
April? to 10.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of tbe New England

Kennel Club, at Boston. Mass. E. H. Moore. Sec'y.
April 20 to 23.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Southern Cali-

fornia Kennel Club, at Los Angeles, Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 4 to 7.—Annual Dog Show of the California Kennel Cflub,

at San Francisco, Cal. H. L. Miller. Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the International Field Trial

Club, at Chatham, Ont. W. B. Well". Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Tria ls Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 12. W. A. Coster,

Vov.^ls.—Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point, N. O.
G. G. Davis. Secretary, Philadelphia, Pa.
Nov. 23.—Gordon Setter Club's Field Trials, at Higti Point, K.

O. L. A. Yan Zandt, Secretary, Yonkers, N. Y.
Nov. 23.—Second Annual Trials of the National Beagle Club, at

Nanuet, Rockland county, N. Y. F. W. Chapman, Sec'y.
Nov. 30.- Central E'ield Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lpxingtou, N. O. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street, New
York city,
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

Connell, Secretary.

1892.

Jan. 10.-Second Annual Trials of tbe Bexar Field Trial Club,
at San Antonio, Texas. G. A. Chabot, Sec'v. Amateurs only.
Jan. 18.—Trials of tbe Pacific Field Trial Club, at Bakerafleld.

Cab J. M. Kilgarif. Sec'y.
Fourth Annnil Field Trials of tbe Southern Field Trials

Club, at New Albany, Mies. T. M. Brumby, Sec'y.

COURSING. .

'

Nov. 10,—InteruatioDtd Coursing Club's Meeting, atMerced, Oal.

NEW ENGLAND FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.
ALL-A&ED STAKES.

Berkshire (F. W. Whitlock's), black, white and tan (For-
most—Lady Norma).
Rod's Whim (E. O. Damon's), black, white and tan (Rod-

eriso—Florence Gladstone).
S^riPE (D. A. Goodwin, -Jr.'s), orange and white (Edge

Mark—Nellie G.).
FoREMAK's Lass (Harry A. Waldon's), black, white and

tan (Forman—Grace B.).
Miss Monarch (Chas. C. Gray'.s). black and white (Roy

Monarch—Flossie).
Ward's Spot (M.Ward's), black, white and tan (Gloster II.

Ward's Mad a).

Kit Carso^t (E. K. Sperry's), blue belton fHair's Belton—
Lillian Bondbu).
Bessie (Dr. Henry A. Baker's), black white and ijan-(IJii-*

known—Unknown).
NiNKE Pniup (E. R. Burkee's), orange and white (Boy

Monarch—Saddle Bags).
Spot R. (Geo. W. Lovell's), liver and white (Covenet—

Clover).
Telamox (C. L. Hopkins's), H)]ack, white and ticked

(William Tell—Daisy A.).

THE IIERBV.

Kit Carson (E. K. Sperry's), blue belton (Hair's Belton-
Lillian Bondhu).
Becky Noble (E. O. Damon's), black and white (Count

Noble—Gladstone's Girl).

Countess (J. K. Wells's), black and white (Kent II.—
Jessie Noble).
Snipe (D. A. Goodwin, .Jr.'s), orange and white (Edge

Mark— Nellie G.).

All of the entries are Engli.sh setters except Spot R. and
Tel anion, pointers.

ASSONET, Mass., Nov. 3.—The running of the first field
trials of the New England Field Trial Club will begin to-
morrow. The drawing to-night was: Derby Stake—Countess
against Becky Noble, Kit Cai-son against Snipe. All-Aged
.Stake—Bessie against Berkshire, Rod's Whim against
Nahmke Philip, Spot R. against Miss Monarch, Snipe
against Foreman's Lass, Kit Carson against Ward's Spot.

P. K. C. FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Inclosed please find complete H'-t of the entries for the

Derby, All-Aged and Members' stakes of the Philadelphia
Kennel f'lixb's Field Trials, to l>e held at Deatonsville, Va.,
on Dec. 14. As will be shown, Ibtre are 20 entries in the
Derby Stake, of which there are T2 English setters, 6
pointers and 2 Irish setters.

The All-Aged Stake contains 26 entries, of which there
are 13 English setters, 6 pointers, 6 Irish setters and 1 Gor-
don setter.

The Members' Stake contains 1!) entries, of which there
are 12 English setters, 0 pointers and 1 Gordon setter.
This is a large increase in nutnbers over previous years,

and it is certainly very encouraging to the kennel club to
note the names of many famous dogs on the list. The qual-
ity and character of the dogs entered in the Philadelphia
trials and the large attendance, place the club among the
foremost in tbe country.
Tbe dogs entered in these trials are owned exclusively hy

members of the club, but as the membership is not confined
to residents of Philadelphia it will be seen that a number of
noted dogs, already field trial winners, are entered by prom-
inent sportsmen from different sections of tbe country.

C. E. Connell, Sec'y Phila. K. C.

ALL-AGE STAKES—ENGLISH SETTEES.

Tory Lieutenant (F. R. Hitchcock's), black and white
dog, 2yrs. (Jean Val Jean—Princess Helen).
Tort Petronella (F. R. Hitchcock's), black, white aiid

tan bitch, 2yrs. (Roderigo—Belle of Bridgeport).
Edgemark (F. S. Brown's), black, white and tan dog,3yrs.

(Skidmore—Flo Maclin).
Peg Woefington (G. S. Brown's), black, white and tan

bitch, 2yrs. (Ben Hill—Nora).
Lou Noble (B. Ridgway's), black, white and tan hitch,

3yrs. (Count Noble—Alphonsine).
Ezra Noble (L. Shuster, Jr.'s), blue belton dog, Syrs.

(Count Noble—Alphonsine).
Old Smed (L. Shuster, Jr.'s), blue belton dog, 3yrs. (Ezra

Noble—Cornelia G.).

Joe Lewis (J. O'H. Denny's), black, white and tan dog,
.2yrs. (Count. Noble—Fannie).
'Bob H- (Dr. Alex. Glass's), black and white dog, 6\U'S.

(Count Noble-Belle Boyd). ^
Rod Gem (E. VY. Clark, Jr.'s), black, white and tan dog,

6yrs. (Roderigo—Gem).
Albert's Duchess (Dr. J. A. Hartman's), black, white

and tan bitch, Syrs (Warwick Albert—Princess Belton). ^
Roanoke (Arthur Burt's), black and white dog, Syrs. (Bosh

-Lottie B.).

Ben Hub Franklin (W. B. Smith's), orange and white
dog, 4yrs. (Ike—Leda),

POINTERS.

Genesta CJ- W. M. Carteza's), liver and white bitch (King
of Kent-Hops).
David op Delphos (J. W. M. Cardezo's), liver and white

dog (Dick of Delphos—Westmoreland Bessie).
Rock II. (C. E. Connell's), liver and white dog, 4rrs,

(Graphic—Lady Belle).

PoNTiAc (Charles Heath's), liver and white dog, Syrs. (Mil^
ton Bang II.—Climax).
Arthur (Charles Heath's), liver and whijjp ^gg;, %rs,

Graph ic—Meall y)

.

Daisy (S. Murray Mitchell's), liver and white hitch, 7yrs.,
imported from England.

IRISH SETTERS.

Silk (Dr. G. G. Davis's), red bitch, 3yrs. (Chief—Gypsy
Maid).
Spinaw^Ay (Dr. G. G. Davis'.s), red hitch, 3yrs. (Chief—

Tvrrell'a Nellie).

RocKWDOD (C. T. Thompson'.s). red dog, 3yrs. (Desmond
XL—Luray III,).

Merlin (S. Harlan Price's), red dog, Syrs. ((3-rab—Flora).
Beau II. (S. Harlan Price's), red dog, iyr. (Fly—Noma).
Limerick (Thomp.son & Child's), red dog, 6yrs. (Glencho

—Nora).
GORDON SETTERS,

_
Flash (B. Frank Hall's), black and tan dog, 6yrs.

members' stakes—ENGLISH SETTERS.

Roid'Or (F. R. Hitchcock's), black, white and tan dog,
4yrs, (Roderigo-Bo-Peep).
Tory May (F, R. Hitchco(Jk's), black,white and tan bitch,

Syrs. (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).
Edgemark (F. S. Brown's), black, white and tan dog,

.3yrs. (Skidmore—Flo Maclin).
King's Mark (B. Ridgway's), black and white dog, Syrs.

(King Noble-Belle Belton).
Joe Lewis (J. O'H. Denny's), white and tan dog, Syrs.

(Count Noble—Fannie).
Bob H. (Dr. Alex. Glass's), black and white dog, 6\ts.

(Count Noble—Belle Boyd).
Rod Gem (E. W. Clark's), black, white and tan dog, (Jyrs.

(Rodei-igo—Gem).
Lena (Chas. Heath's), lemon and white bitch, lyr. (Prince

Lucifer—Juneau).
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KOANOKE (Arthur Burt's), black and white dog, 3yrs.
(Bosh—Lottie B.).

Keno (Isaac Yearslev, Jr.'s), lemou and white dog, 4jvs.
(Boybel III.—Fraud).

'

Bejs- Httr Fbaxklin^ (W. B. Smith's), lemon and white
doK, lyrs. (Ike—Leda).
GrROVER (Edward V". Dougherty's), lemon and white^dog

(liigttuing—Eosy Morn).
F0ISTE1?S.

David of Delphos (J. W. M. Cardeza's), liver and white
dog (Dick of Delphos— Westmoreland Bessie),
KOCK 11. (C. E. Coiineirs), liver and white dog, 4yrs.

(Graphic—Lady Belle).
Bloomo UI. fJ. H. Winslow's), liver and white bitch, 3yrs.

(Lad ot Bow—Bloomo).
PONTiAc (Chas. Heath's), liver and white dog, 5yrs. (Mil-

ton BanK IL—Climax).
Arthur (Chas. Heath's), liver and white dog, 5yrs.

{GvH phic—Meally).
Sport TI. (S. Murray Mitcbelli's)^ l^mon and white dog,

tiyi's. (Sport—Daisle).
CORDON SETTEES.

Flash (B. Frank Hall's), black and tan dog, tiyrs.

PRINCESS FLORENCE ARRIVES.
AFTER many truitlesa efforts to purchase her, the great

Pn'ucess Floreoce has at last fallen into the hands of
a.n American, not however until her previou.s owner, Mr.
Hedley Chapman, once owner of her paternal and maternal
grand sire, Plinliuimon, had repeatedly refused munificent
offers from Mr. Diffemlerfler and several other well-known
St. Bei-nard enthusiasts on this side Her purchaser, as has
already been announced, was Mr. W. C. Beick, proprietor
of the New York St. Bernard Kennels.
She arrived on the Aurania last

Sunday under the special care of
her owner's sister, Mrs. Buckby,
who curtailed her trip in Scot-
land, in order to have Princess
Florence's companionship. Nor
did the latter appear to have suf-
fered under the charge of so fair
a custodian, for judging from her
robust appearance she had evi-
dently received that tender atten-
tioji which only woman is capable
of adniiriisterinir. She lor.keiltbe
picture of health, and but for
having lost most, of her coat
would have been fit to show in
the keenest competition, if ever
such a marvelous bitch can ex-
perience competition from one of
her own 'sex. Her head, which
has all the sweetness of expres-
siou so characteristic with de-
scendants of Plinlimraon, might
to the hypercritical be shorter,
but Avhen the vastness of her
body, the immensity of her bone
and the unprecedented extent of
her height is considered, it will
be seen that her head is only in
proportion to her other wonder-
ful properties. Her neck is beau-
tifully placed into shoulders of
great power; her bone is enor-
mous and would make that pos-
sessed by the majority of the
sterner sex appear trivial: but it
is not until one comes to her ribs
and loin that her wonderful size
reveals itself. In thpse iiroper-
ties she is phenomenal, and never
has there been a dog to approach
her in these respects. Her hind-
quarters and carriage of stern
are in keeping with her bea utiful
proportions, and being bred in as
she is to Plinlimmon, her rich
orange color, ^vith correct white
markings, are easily accounted
for. The following measuremeents, when only a year old.
speak for themselves:

^ ^
Inchfp. Inches.

Nose to stop i\4 Loi n . , 33
htop to occiput 7 Elbow 13
Occiput to tail .13 Pastern 9
SliulL --; aVVi Height 31^
Depth below eyes 11% Weight, lbs 189
Chest 89

To further emphasize this bitch's great size, it maybe not
out of place to refer to Mr. Reick's impression when he went
to Mr. Chapman's kennels to look at her. She was running
about with Sir Hereward and Bessie HI. . and directly Mr.
Reick saw her he said to the keeper, "What an enormous
dog Sir Hereward is!" ''That's not Sir Hereward. it's
Princess Florence," was the response. The answer deter-
mined her destiny, and from that moment the owner of her
sire resolved to have her. The conditions of her sale were to
be kept strictly private by Mr. Chapman's request, but that
they were in the neighborhood of $5,000 I am in a position to
state.
• Princess Florence is a daughter of Prince Regent, by Plin-
limmon, and Lady Ida by Plinlimmon; Ladv Ida being out
of Lady Eva, by Barry. She was born Sept. '37, 1888, and
bred by C. Smith. Her winnings are (for the only times she
was exhibited) five first and specials, including 100 guinea
cup for best bitch in show, St. Bernard Club show, Windsor,
1888, Rev. A. Carter, judge. Four first and specials. Kennel

• Club show, Olympia, S. C. Norris-Elve, judge. Four first
and specials, Birkenhead, 1889, S. W. Smith, judge. Six
first and specials, including gold medal for best bitch in
show, Scottish Kennel Club, Edinburgh, 1889, S. W. Smith,
]udge.
Besides purchasing Princess Florence, Mr. Reick could

not resist the temptation of buying a young smooth dog
named Keeper, Jr., by Keeper from Sm-prise, by Guide
who IS due to arrive to-day. He has also bought Refuge II.,
who IS a son of Plinlimmon, and Recluse (dam of Lord and
Lady Melrose). The latter sails next week from England.

Brittle.

THE GERMAN DOG (GREAT DANE).
Editor Forest and Stream:
At thek- last meeting, in Frankfort on the Main, May 30,

1891, toe Zwingerverband der Zilchter von Luijushunden
uud Fox-terners, commissioned by the Court of Delegates
of the German Kennel Club, revised and laid down as new
principles, the rules and regulations how to judge by points
the dogs in the German bench shows.
As au importer and breeder of the "German dog" (and

being a member of the above named club and aLso of the
Deutsche Dogge Club), I accepted the order to distribute in
this country the book of new rules, and submit hereby to
all who are interested in the German dog (great Dane) the
tollowiug description of the same:

1. General Appearance —The German dog (great Dane)
combines in his whole appearance, height, strength and
elegance, more than any other species of dogs. "He has
nothing of the plumpness and heavy form of the English
mastiflc, nor of the .slender and frail figure of the grevhound.

but stands between these two extremes. The main feature
about him is his great size and weight and yet so genteel
and elegant, his far-reaching (wide) step, proud carriage,
head and neck high, the tail, in its natural position, hanging
downward; when excited, level with his back with a slight
upward curve at the end.

2. -Hcfld.—His head is of medium length, and rather high
and compressed on the sides, but not broad and flat appear-
ing. The forehead, seen fi-om the side, shows a prominent
curve leading to the muzzie and running almost parallel
with the nose backward, or showing a very slight elevation.
Looking at the head from the front, the forehead should not
be much broader than the well-developed muzzle itself. The
muscles of the jaws should not be too much developed. The
general appearance of the head should be striking and sharp
cut at all points. Nose large. The back of the muzzle
straight or very slightly curved. Lips (or flews) vertical and
blunt in front, overlapping only a trifie, but with a decided
fold at the end. The lower jaw neither projecting nor re-
clining. Eyes of medium size, round, with a sharp expres-
sion, the ej^ebrows well developed. Ears well set and not too
wide apart. When clipped, pointed and standing upright.

3. Nccli. and. Shoulders.—The neck long, powerful and
slightly curved and vpell developed, and tapering from the
breast to head, showing no loose flesh or wrinkles. Should-
ers long and slanting.

4. Brea.sf.—Well developed, but not too broad. Ribs well
bent and deep in front, almost touching the elbows.

.5. J3oc7;/.—The back of medium length, the flanks .slightly
curved, tlie back part (stern) short and slightly tapering, and
forming a beautiful line with the tail. Looking down on
the dog, the broad back must form one line with the well-
bent ribs. The loins should be well developed and the
muscles on the upper part of the leg very prominent. The
muscles of the abdomen well drawn up toward the hiud-

Mb. W. C. Reiqk's St, Bee^taed Pkincess Floeekce.

legs and forming a beautiful curved line with the bottom of
the breast.

6 Tail.—Of medium length and only reaching a trifle be-
low the hocks, broad at the start and tapering to a ratlike
tail; but never, even when excited, cariied high above the
back, nor should it curl.

7. The Forelegs.—The elbows well set; that is, forming a
right angle if possible with the shoulder blades, and neither
inward or outward bent. The upper arms muscular, limbs
strong: seen from the front, thev appear slightly bent, on
account of the strong developed muscles; seen 'from the
sides, they are perfectlv straight down to the foot.

8. pi-G Hindlegs.—The bixttocks muscular, the lower
shanks long and strong, standing oblique to the short feet.

9. Feef.—Almost round, neither inward nor outward turned.
Toes well curved and closed, nails verv strong and well
curved. Dew claws are not a blemish, biit are not desired.

10. Coat.—The texture very short aud thick, smooth, and
on the bottom part of the tail not very much longer.

11. Co7or.—^. Brindle colored dogs. Prime color from
a very light to a deep red yellow, always showing black or
dark stripes. B. Dogs of a plain color, as fawn, gray in dif-
ferent tints, either of one color or with a darker shade on
the muzzle, eyes and back: also either black or white. The
nose of the briudle-colored or plain-colored dogs (with the
exceptmn of the white-colored ones) is alwavs black, eyes
and nails dark. White spots not desirable. The gray-
colored dogs show sometimes light but never glassv-looking
eyes. C. Spotted dogs. The ground color white with
irregular spots, but these well divided over the body. Black
or gray spots preferred. Other colors than above mentioned
are not so desirable. On white dogs glassy or light-colored
eyes, as well as flesh colored and spotted muzzles, also light-
colored nails, are not to be considered a blemish.

-Hei£/7t.t.—At the shoulder the dog should not be below
80m. (o cm,), possibly 83in. (80 cm,), That of a bitch not
below 28in, (70 cm.), possibly 30in. (75 cm.).

POINTS.
Head 20
Neck iQ
Tail.
Breast and chest 15
Back and loiu,s 10
Hindquarter IQ
Legs and feet lO
Height '.

5
Coat and color . . . . . . . r>

Carriage and movement . . k

Dexhoit, Mich.
100

Dk. Nicolai.

Going to California.-A person can rake a seat in a palace
Tm.f'i.-o ^^^c'" f''''i''P^i> ^^P'

afternoon and go over the Atchison.Topeka and hanta F6 Raili'oad to San Francisco, Los Angeles orSan Dxego without changmg cars. The fast express on this linemakes at least twenty-four hours quicker time to Los Angeles
n?,thw°J^

l^^e.and m fact the Santa Fe is the only thor- , -r-, - v"-^""-' ucau man xur ils master, ana
StfoS5o?-^d.i;!° ' ^^^"^

' shouldSi°died b".lde b^^^^
'''''^^'^ itself uifder

DOG CHAT.

NO one will be found to gainsay the fact that Messrs N.
Q. Pope and Jas. Herbert Watson show much enthus-

iasm and pluck in sending their dogs almost across the
continent to cour.se the festive jack on his native heath. At
the same time their enterprise should be tempered with
wisdom. No one familiar with greyhounds could expect to
gain a decisive victory over seasoned dogs, and dogs accus-
tomed to the air and country of Great Bend with greyhounds
that only ai-rived there a day or two before the meeting, and
besides, as was rumored, never having seen a jack rabbit.
If our coursing men wish to win honors in the West they
must send the dogs out in August, and so allow them to be-
come thoroughly acclimated and have a chance to harden
up and have an occasional brush with the game. All this
we pointed out last year, but the suggestion! seems to fall
on rocky soil. Royal Crest, Mr. Watson's new purchase
from England, seems to be a real clinker to make the judge,
Mr. Grace, soenthusiasticover him, andMr. Watson must be
congratulated upon the acquisition, for this dog ran under
very adverse circumstances, both as to condition and the
severe accident to bis head that befel him in encountering
the wire fencing. If Mr. Watson will have this dog prop-
erly trained he may yet hope to bring some of the Great
Bend trophies far enough east to be exhibited to his fellow
members in E. C. C. and N. G. C,

To show the increasing interest our dailies are taking in
kennel matters the New York Herald intends to donate
several cups a^s specials at the next W. K. C. show. It has
not been decided yet how they will be placed, but it is cer-
tain that St. Bernards will get one of them.

We are sorry that the report of the Cincinnati show at
Carthage arrived too late for publication last week, and as

other papers had already men-
tioned the show more or less ex-
tensively, the time had passed for
its publication. That the show
was a success is due in great
measure to the exertions of Mr.
Al. G. Eberhart, the well known
pug breeder, for interesting his
personal friends in the matter.
Heworkpd up a good show, and
that the Humane Society of Ohio
appreciate his endeavors the fol-
lowing letter will prove: [Copy,]
"Mr. AI. G. Eberhart. Dear Sir:
At a meeting of the fair commis-
.sioners, held on the 21st inst., a
resolution of thanks to you for
valuable services before and dur-
ing the fair was unanimously
adoptfd, and the undersigned
directed to forward same to you
with the best wishes of your
fellow commissioners. Respect-
fully, L. Barney, Sec'y Ohio
Humane Society."

To kill time in India the army
officer.s and civilians have "in-
vented" or revived many peculiar
sports. The Gymkbawa at Se-
cunderabad is a novelty and
shows the dogs ahead again. We
are told in the Asian that the
chief event of the evening was the
Noah's Ark Stakes, a di.stance
handicap for all animals. About
forty went to the po.st nnd two
dogs ran a dead heat. The field
comprised ten eleohants, a pan-
ther, a bear, a bandicoot, a lizard,
a hen, a parrot and several .sheep,
pigs, goats, bullocks and mules.

Among the new announce-
ments in our ad, columns are
those of greyhounds bv Dr. Van
Hummell, pointers by Chas. Gar-

r ^, . „ rett and W, H. Hyland, setters by
J. W. McCrea, A, H. Brown, D. H. Halladay aud Wm H
Hyland, St. Bernards by F. B. Echlin and the Wyoming
Kennels, mastiffs by Wm. Thorn, and beagles by A C
Krueger.

Is it not a remarkable thing that a man should sue another
for $.5,000 for a dog bite on his left hand? says the New York
Sun. This shows the advance of civilization, but does it not
also show how civilization, as it advances its enchantments
also enhances the dangers of li\dng? What was a dog's bite

"

a few years ago? Nothing that one sporting man would
speak of to another, nothing that any man would ask dam-
ages for, unless his right arm were horribly injured or bis
face painfully deformed. Not long ago amau was bitten by
a dog on his left hand. He has learned from newspapers the
horrors and infinite possibilities of hydrophobia; his life has
become in consequence a nightmare; he never looks at water
without a shudder; he lives in a purgatory that leads to hellWhy should he not be recompensed for his mental sufferings'^
Civilization brings comfort, but it also brings dread to those
\vho know too much. Why shotild the susceptible imagina-
tion of the man who was bitten receive so great a prize, when
the man who ignorantly owned the dog was, perhaps, so in-
nocent and such a simple-minded lover of dogs? A question
is asked of serious import. Why should a peaceable ma.nnow be punished more for the ownership of a dog than hewould have been fifty years ago? It is a question as difllcult
to answer as it is to evade.

Arriving at Vincennes, Ind., midday last Sunday from
JSew \ ork, on our way to the United States field trials wetoimd there was no train for Bicknell till the next morning-
so as the day was typical of Indian summer weather we
secureo a team and drove the 16 miles to Bicknell through
a very fine farming country. Midway we passed a thrifty
looking farmhouse where over the front gate was a lar^e
board on which in large letters was painted: "Bull pup
for sale." On investigating, with visions of a possible •

dark horse," we found it a fair sample of the dog ycleot
/Boston Terrier," and we thought as we drove on that evenm this out-of-the-way district they evidently had a better
luea of its true nomenclature than the citizen of the "citv of
culture,"

Everybody says that the Forkst and Stream had the onlv
report of the Great Bend meet. No other paper was "in it,'"'

A touching incident is described by the Times (England)
correspondent in his story of the decisive battle of the re-
cent Chilian war: "On entering one of the houses, under
one ot the two miserable beds in this place lay a large blackNewtoundland dog. I wondered that it lay so quiet amid

,Then I.saw it was dead. It had been shot on
ttie field, and crept into the ranch and curling itself in a
corner beneath the bed had thus died. In another corner
lay another small terrier, dead from a bullet wound- and
past outside the hut, beside a soldier who had been shotthrough the forehead, lay another dog. In its delirium ithad evidently mistaken the dead man for its master, and
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A more revolting case of cruelty than that perpetrated by

a farmer in England on a collie dog whicli he suspected of
having worried some of his sheep, we never remember
hearing:. Demanding the dog which belonged to hia
brother's widow, he with the aid of his son, poured a
quantity of mustard and water down its throat, by way of
an emetic. Then they tied the poor brute by its hindlegs
to the bnuah of a tree for an hour and a half, with the idea
of making it vomit so as to show some evidence of its pre-
sumed guilt. The poor creature's cries were heard over a
mile away, and its injuries were of such a nature it was
found necessary to kill it and put an end to its sufferings.
A post-mortem established the poor dog's innocence. The
wretches who did this work were prosecuted by the S. P. C.
A., and the magistrate, evidently one of those who believe
in the saying, '*Give a dog a bad'uame and you may as well
hang him," fined the defendants only twenty-five cents and
costs, and every one who loves a dog will quite agree with
the sentiment expressed by Stock-Keejjer. that the magis-
trate, and we would add the defendants,' would be justly
and properly brought to appreciate the poor dog's sufferings
by being treated in the same manner. Such a sentence is a
parody on justice.

It is a notable fact that many actors and actresses are
fond of dogs, and our greatest emotional actress, Clara
Morris, is no exception. She is exceedingly fond of her
dogs, her fancy running, as maybe supposed, to toy dogs
and such fragile pets. In an interview recently she is
quoted as saying, when pointing out her dogs' gravevard
in ther spacious grounds at Riverdale, New York, "Yes,
Bartie was my little black and tan, the only friend and
companion I had when I came to New York in 1870 and was
too poor to brintr my mother or employ a maid. Little
Bags was a Skye (?) who thought that every one who came
to the house came solely to see him. Another, 'Poor
Pansy,' is known as the heroine of the teacup, because in
coming from England on the steamer she fell into a cup and
was badly burned. L«)sea was a tiny black and tan and
Tibbs was a Yorkshire." She attributed the death of most
of her pets to heart disease. "In whatever part of the world
I am at Christmas time," she added, "this tablet, in com-
mon with my large picture of Dickens, is decorated with a
wreath " Clara Morris orflered a marble for the little grave-
yard, on which is the inscription: "My pets, who were my
friends." Passing the grounds the other day we saw sev-
eral little dogs in the gateway, one a King Charles, an ex-
ceedingly good one, with longer enrs and shorter face with
one exception than any we remember now on the show
beach.

Dogs tliat have passed the best part of their existence on
ttie show bench are not, as a rule, very long lived- The
English pug bitch champion Set Set is, however, an excep-
tion. She died a few weeks since at the age of 14 years. She
won many prizes in her time, and is also known to fame as
the dam of the well-known pug champion Stingo SoiiBes.
Stoch Keeper says that though the shortest-faced pug
known, she could tackle and kill rats 16in. long.

An Englisb setter recently fell down the shaft of an old
mine at Belvidere, N. J., aOO'ft deep. The dog seems to have
miraculously escaped material injury, and can be heard to
bark whenever anyone goes near the mouth of the shaft.
There is no means of getting it up, and the dog seems to i;e

doomed to a long imprisonment. A butcher kindly throws
it down some meat every day, but it is very doubtful if it
can find any water to drink.

Weary Wilkins—Madam, could you kindly give a poor fel-

low a bite?
Madam—No; I couldn't myself, but we have a bulldog

who—here Towztr!-£rt;.

One of the striliing features in the Russian palace ot Gat-
schina, we are told, is the great Danish hound that stretches
his powerful frame in the hall leading to the piivate apart-
.raents of the Czar. This great dog, said to be the largest of
its species in the world, was presented to the Czarina about
four years ago by her father, the King of Denmark. It is
said that the Czar took a liking to the animal from the
stai't, and n^ver goes on any prolonged journey without its
company. Having but little confidence m those about him,
he seems to center his faith in the dog as a guardian of un-
failing fidelity, and the dog apparently reciprocates the at-
tachment. It was reported last summer when Nihilist
i-umors were rife and documents of a threatening nature
found their way to the very table of the Czar's private cabi-
net, that the aut:ocrat of all the Russias permitted the hound
to sleep iu the hall adjoiniag his bedroom. For some un-
explained reason the dog became very suspicious of one of
the guardsmen, and growled continually when this man was
placed on duty as a sentinel in the palace. Nothing could
be shown and nothing was suspected against the man, but
to satisfy the dog he was withdrawn from sentry duty. In
the ca=e of another sentinel it is reported in S^. Petersburg
that the hound leaped upon him and nearly tore him to
pieces the first time he saw him. The Czar, hearing the
cries for help, went to the door of his apartment and hastily
called the dog, which obeyed his summons. The sentinel
was found to be badly lacerated. The Czar directed that the
injured man should be cared for and compensated, but also
ordered that he never be permitted to enter the palace again.
The autocrat apparently has faith in the judgment of the
dog, whom he has named Peter, after the founder of Russia's
greatness.

THK COURSING MEET.—New York, Oct. aQ.—EdUor
Forest and Stream: Lovers of the greyhound who have
never coursed the Kansas jack, know little of what they
missed when they failed to attend the meet of the Am»='rican
Coursing Club, at Great Bend. How, as I read my FOEEST
AXD Stream, the blood quickened in my veins with pleasure
and excitement, for as I read I could almost imagine myself
once more astride my Lady, a Milesian-Electric filly, and
my Gipsey Queen and Percolate at my heels watching for a
"jack" to jump. Some of your readers doa't know that
there is as much difference in jacks as in dogs. There are
three varieties of jacks- The large white-tail, large black-
tail and the little black-tailed snuff-colored fellows, who can
leave his big white-tailed relations as far behind as Chico-
pee Lass would leave a cur dog. Our Eastern coursing
friends will find they want to keep their hounds in the West
for some months previous to a meet such as the one at "the
Bend." Think of sending dogs 3,000 miles and coursing
them one and a half or two days after arrival, and expecting
them to win. I think Mr. Watson's move to hold an inter-
national meet in 1893 is good, and the thing should be
agitated. If the Forest akd Stream takes hold of this we
know it will go through. Your .article on the American
Coursing Club's meet is well worth the sub.scription price-
but don't stop here.—Pawnee.

Uah a Smack of Camp Life.—Frankfort, Ky., Oct. 5 —
luclosed I hand you express money order for M, one year's
subscription to your valuable paper, as per inclosed notice.
The Forest and Stbeam is, to me, much like a reflection of
our "Kingfisher Camps" in the North Woods—and that is

saying much in its favor—if you only knew "how it was
yourself."—SAMurEL R. Smith.
T HAVE only missed thirty-eight numbers since you ab-
orbed the Rod and Ghun. Would not think I could put in
a week without it. The next best thing to an outing for
yourself Is to read of some ochev feLow's.—E. S. D.

SPANIELS USED FOR SPORT.-IL
BT EDWISr H. MOREIS.

[.ConUnued from Page BIS ]

SUSSEX SPAKIELS,

ALONG the Sussex coast the marshes were so bad that
beaters could not work, and here, and especially in

what was termed the "battle turret" locality, also in districts
in Sussex and the neighboring counties, where the brush
was thick, and near the downs aroimd Battle and at Pemsey
rnar.sh, a breed of spaniel had been used for many genera-
tions. They were invariably golden liver in color, very
strong, hardy, active and full of hunt and intelligence.
When names were adopted for the different varieties, these
were termed Sussex spaniels. Among the names of gentle-
men connected with the breed were Lord Derby, the Earl of
Abergavenny, Sir P. Micklethwaite, Sir Nicel* Greslev, Mr.
b. W. Marahant, Mr. T. B. Bowers, Mr. T. Burgess, Mr. H.
Saxby. Mr, ,J. Puller, Mr. Burdett, Mr. Raggotts and Mr.
Root, keeper to Sir Isaac Goldsmith, Mr. Fred' Cork, keeper
to a wealthy Tanbridge Wells brewer, Mr. Woodhouse and
Lord Middleton's keeper, also Mr. Mitchell, keeper to Mr.
Cronk, of Southborough; all these being deeply attached to
their favorite, the Sussex.
Being devoted to a bread of dogs meant something more

than a passing fancy in those days, and before any new kind
of dog could get a footing iu that district, he had to prove
his superiority in field work, and many are the trials that
were made with these dogs in brush and marsh, or in driv-
ing pheasants in heavily wooded districts, which demon-
strated their superiority to the mixed varieties then in use
throughout England, and induced tho^e mentioned to pre-
vent the introduction of alien blood. When the Clumber
came upon the scene, fresh contests were made, but the Sus-
sex were never beaten in the field. Of course, the admirers
ot this variety could not be blind to the attractions and
showy colors of the Clumber, and gradually, with the aid
ot such a seductive influence as "a present from the Duke,"
or very likely you would hear as an excuse for neglecting
the old sort, "Must keep them round, you know, the land-
lord sent a brace as a present, it's the latest fad from France,
and only the personal friends of the Duke can get them;
very elegant, grand dog to look at, but give me the old Sus-
sex for the country and work." This sort of thing had much
to do with the tests being of little value, and soon the Sussex
became somewhat scarce.
Mr. S. W. Marchant obtained some of the best blood,

about half a centtxry ago, which he keot pure until Old
Rover was produced. His strain was called "the Rosehill,"
after the name of the parish where it was located. The dogs
of Mr. J, Fuller's stock, which were of much the same
ancestry, were also termed "Rosehill," and there are many
breeders who have a great respect for this name even to-
day. On the other hand, there is sometimes found an igno-
ramus who will contend that as oue of the Rosehill kennels
became reduced to one true bred specimen, the renowned
Bustle, this ancient breed of spaniels has no pure bred repre-
.sentatives, when there were many kennels of Sussex at
the time. It is very amusing for those who are at all
versed in spaniel lore, to have hypothesis of such a nature
presented to them as a basis for conclusions derogatory to
the breed, especially when this is done with the intention of
boosting another variety. This is a matter where the inex-
perienced are likely to be misled, and it is as well to remind
such that ijoth the English and the American Spaniel Club
provide a class for the Sussex spaniel, and as such clubs
should be guided by some intelligence and knowledge, it is
reasonable to suppose that they do not provide classes for
mongrels. Therefore the writings of some are not only
in bad taste in reference to the clubs, but they aoply equally
to those members, individually, who have used Sussex blood,
in improving their field spaniels of other colors, and still
more to those who still believe in keeping the Sussex pure.

Dr. W. W. Boulton, one of the best known spaniel breed-
ers, who is greatly esteemed on both sides of the Atlantic,
writes as follows regarding this breed and their use for the
improvement of other field spaniels: "As to any Sus-sex
cross, I am not aware of it up to a certain point, viz,, when

Buccleugh was begotten by one of my dogs out of a Sussex
bitch, and he turned out so generally good all round—as a
large-sized field spaniel—that i bred from him. When I sold
my stud of spaniels to Mr. GiUett, of Hull, the two types
were still clear and distinct: but after he had them for a
time they were crossed and recrossed, and particularly aiter
he, in turn, disposed of them to Mr. Arthur Eaton, they
were crossed with champion Solus—a dog full of Sussex
blood; long, low and heavy, The result was eminently sat-
isfactory on the show bench, among others producing cham-
pion Bruce, one of the very best and most successful stud
dogs ever known, and his sister, that lovely spaniel Busy."

BLACK FIELD SPANIELS.

When Dr. Boulton founded the once-renowned Beverley
strain of spaniels, he had a definite aim, and his constant
endeavor was to make it embrace as much of the blood of
Sir Francis Burdell's stock as was possible; unfortunately
his knowledge, aims and thoughts could not be transferred
with his dogs, and when change succeeded change, it was
natural that there should soon be a lack of uniformity, a
mixture of types, and even varieties, in such a haphazard
style, that the earlv promise which was connected with the
name or prefix of Beverley soOn became almost a deception,
Sone of this strain having recently been imported to

America, it may be of service to those interested in spaniels
to have some further information, or thi§ country maybe
subjected to a repetition of variations which will be to the

, ci-e<iit of none, injure the interest of breeders and in a more
I insidious manner than the appointment of incompetent

judge.s counteract the good effects of a club we pav our sub-
scriptions to and rely on for guidance.
The somewhat dira'inutive form of many of the specimens

witn the Beverley prefix has been commented on by one or
two mtelligent critics, and it has also brought out some
singular remarks, when dogs of the size of champion Biron
have been compared with the Beverley Negus type. The dif-
ference lies in the great amount of old English cocker blood
which has been used in the production of the latter. Dr.
Boulton's Poll was one of these; she was the dam of Zoe,
the sire of Rose, and from her Rhea (E. 2,238) was bred, and
this blood in union with the Buccleuch stock (referred tom Dr. Boulton's remarks) produced Young Rhea CE. 12,751).
But at this point Mr. Farrow's cocker blood is introduced,
for Keno (E. 16,471) was by his Obo (E. 10.453) out of Young
Rhea. Keno, with the assistance of Beverley Beauty (E.
18.492), became one of the pillars of the once renowned Bev-
erley strain. Beverley belonged to Mr. W. R. Brydeo, and
came from an equally complicated mixtttre of Sussex,
cocker and mute spaniels, the first predominating, being in-
troduced through the famous Bebb, a dog 381bs'. in weight,
standing ISin., while in Mr. Read's Sailor we get a mute,
and probably a cross of the variety afterward known as
Clumbers. It will therefore be seen that the cocker was
freely used in the Beverley strain of field spaniels, and this
is probably the only satisfactory explanation that those
bearing such a prefix to-day so much resemble the cocker in
conformation and size; and it is to be hoped that this will
be kept in view in any negotiations for a standard of points,
and that a breed or mixture which has been tried and found
wautine in England shall not stand in the way of progress
in this country.
There is one point on which the successors of Dr. Boulton

deserve congratulation, they have not lost ttie black which
their predecessor took so much care in insurintr, and which
has done so much for this and other strains. To those who
know the kind of material used it is a matter of great sur-
prise that Dr. Boulton was so successlul in producing a
strain of black field spaniels. In conjunction with Mr. W.
B. Tegetmeier, he published a pamphlet on this matter, but
we cannot go beyond remarking that these black dogs,
which invariably throw pups of that color, have ancestors
of all shades, viz., liver and white, black and tan, golden
liver, black and white, liver and roan, besides the varied
hues of solid colors. When black became the fashion the
wisdom of the producer of this strain was soon apparent.
As it would be impossible to refer to each of the kennels

which have supplied field spaniels of the approved type,
within the compass of this paper, it will be as well to name
some of the more prominent breeders, giving the best
specimens produced. At one time Lord Derby and an English
duke had excellent kennels of field .spaniels. Old Beb came
from the former, and many noted dogs, and in fact the
nucleus of the most prominent kennels of a few years back,
came from the latter; although it was never publicly known,
and the real breeder never received the credit due to his
skill and knowledge. Mr. T. B. Bower became known iu
connection with Bustle and Bebb, and Capt. Arbuthuott,
through the black bitch Nellie. Rev. W. Shields had Rex
(2163), Sappho and Fuss: Mr, Burdett owned Frank and Bob;
and Mr. J. A. Hnndy had a good one in Floss; while Messrs.
Cox, Hooker, Burgess, P. Bullock, Jones, Mousley, Footman,
Travener, Roby, Palmer and Y,ates were also among those
who did much to develop the field spaniel, Mr. H. B.
Spurgin came out, and maintained his position for some
time with such well-known dogs as Bachelor, Christy, Bosco,
Foil, Alonzo, Don Fulano, Roysterer and Baron; but Mr.
Jacobs had got hold of some of the finest of the produce of
the fashionable strains, and by shrewdly breeding for the
craze, or to meet the ideas of the various judges, he acquired
for the Newton Alabott Kennel a world-wide reputation, old
champion Squaw being one of his best and most typical
specimens.
Mr. Jacobs wisely avoided the mistakes of Dr. Boulton's

successors, and by judicious mating, without having re-
course to the cocker cross, he maintained a strain of field
spaniels with a definite type.
Mr. Moses Woolland's kennel was at hia father's farm iu

the same neighborhood, and he conceived a great desire for

field spaniels of the same order, and having secured a very
beautiful specimen from an officer who was called away by
war, he soon became a rival of his neighbor; and with
the invaluable aid of Mr. Hooker he eventually became
his most formidable opponent, and thus the Bridi ird
strain came to the front. Keeping more strictly to the Sus-
sex, hp was not long in leaving all those who had stood by
the golden liver far in the rear, and he pressed the Newtou
Abbott blacks very close.
Both of these breeders relied greatly on the old Sussex

blood, which was mainly derived from the stock kept bv
Mr. Marchant, of Rosehill, Brightling, Sussex, and Mr. H
Smiley, of Lewes, from which sprang such noted dogs as
Buckingham, Bustle, Fan, Peggie, Buccleuch, Fanny and
Bachelor,

[to BE CONTIJTUED.]

THE WHIPPET BEN BOW.-Detroit, Mich.—I am very
sorry to have to report the de^th of my Whippet Ben Bow,
Ben Bow's best times were 200yds. in 13 seconds, lOOvds. iu
6 1-0 seconds, at the Detroit Athletic Grounds. We have a
young one from him that we expect to be as fast,—Thos
Blake,

Names and PoiiXKArrs oj? Bmns, by Gurdon TruTubull. A
book particularly interesting to (runners, tiv by its use they can
identify wlthont question all the Amprican jtame birds whloli
they may klU. Olotb. 290 pages, price S2.50. For gale by FoRBEW;
AND Sthbam.

Sussex Spaniel Champion Lauv. Late Ownek, Mr. Eowlakd P. Kessbey, New Yokk.
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UNITED STATES FIELD TRIALS.

BICKNELL, Iiid., Nov 3.—On our arrival atBicknell we
found owners and handlers galore crowded round the

office stove recounting the tri-ils ot the ps^st and loolsing for-
WHid to the blessitifcs of tbf i^nture. Among those preseut
wf re Messrs, T. H. Poindcxter. SUuif on, Tenn.; A Gleason,
Katisa.s: J, Polk, Oaktown. Ind.; J. P. Callender, Vincenues.
Ind ; R. B. Morgaii, Akron, O.; Col. Sloo, Viuceuues, lud.;

Coon and Baage't. Indianapolis, fnd ; Chas, Barker, Michi-
gan; W. G. Collins and J. Board, Indianapolis, Ind.: G. R.
House, Tennessee: John A. Hunter, Sanborn, lud.: Geo. E.
Gray, Appleton, Minn ; Priank Richards, P, H. CBaunon,
find Harvey Hulman, Jr., Terre Haute, Ind.: Dr. N. Rovve,
Bernard Waters, Chicago; Abner T. Hetfield, Saybrook, 111.;

.1. R.. Hayes, Detroit. The very early morning train from
Vincenues brought Chicago people and .sport.smen from
Vincenues till quite a goodly crowd assembled in front of
the unpretentious pb.za Hotel.
The principal haudiev,3 here have the following dogs in

the several stakes:
Gto. Madia haiidlts S, A. Elliott's Noblfe Co\1nt for tbe

All-Aged.
Mr. D. E. Rose is handling the Blue Ridge Kennel dogs,

among which are Countess Rush, Lady Evelyn and Bob
Cooper, all for the Setter Derby, and Countess Rush in All-
Aeed. Outside of these he ha.s Donovan in the Pointer
Derby and Hope Mark and Wun Lung in Setter Derby;
All-Aged Setter Stake—Simonides and The Corsair. In bis
string is Toledo Blade, which runs in the Eastern Champion
Stake.
John A. Hunter has his Daisy Hunter in All-Aged and

Black Wonder in Pcinter Derby.
Frank Richards has for the P'ointer Derby Abbess of Kent.

G. W. Richards has in Setter Derby Latonia II. and Dr.
Quiun, Frank Ricbai-ds has iu All-Aged Pointer Stake,
Nutwood, and G. W. Richards, Naso Bow. Setters: Prank
Richards Paul Bo, and G, W. Richards Minn Girl.

Chas. Barker has the pointer Promotion for the Derby.
Setter Derby: Booth, Lady Elton, Monnie C. All-Aged:
Lou INoble, Cigarette.
W. B. Statford has Castlemau's Rex for All-Aged Pointer

and Joe Roderigo for All-Aged Setter. Maaitou and Black
Chloe for the Pointer Derby.
U. R. Fishel has tlie lilack pointer Don-Fis-Hel for All-

Aged Sr.ake.

The draw for the Pointer Derby took place at 8 A. M. and
resultf'd as follows:

.J. M. Vaughn's Donovan against H. F. Wood's Forest
Lassie.
H. F. Wood's My Lidy against Oug and Shuttleworth's

D' de N.
•T. R. Daniels'tj Promotion against St. Louis Kennel Club's

Black Chloe.
Mark Ivl. Muudy's Phantom agaiust St. Louis Keanel

CItiu's Manitou.
-J H. & J. A. Hunter's Black Wonder against Frederick

.Tfv's Abbess of Kent.
Judges: Messrs. Merriman, Sloo and Dr. Rowe.

[Special to Forest and Streirm.]

BiCKNELL, Ind., Nov. 3.—The running was resumed this
morning with the Pointer Derby. Weather cold and raw;
.snow falling toward noon. Manitou and My Lady ran for
two liours with little result. .Ii;dges then decided that
Hunter Bros.'s Black Wonder wins the Pointer Derby. J.
R. Daniels's Promotion secoud. J. Wood's Forest Lassie
and Manito divide third.
The draw for Setter Derby took place last night and re-

sulted as follows: Travers's Doc Quinu against Hunter
Bros.' Hoosier Girl. Rose's Hope Mark against Smith's
Ruiiy Gladstone, Widrig's Boy against Gleason's Belle of
Alma. Morgan's Bruce M. against Wun Lung's Sistei.
Hny's Dou against Blue Ridge Kennehs' Boy. Kopper
Horn's Flyaway ag;iinst Gleason's Gloriana. Ridgway's
Booth against Blue Ridge Kennels' Rod. Corode's King
Irex against Bi-idd-ll's Latonia 11. .J. I. Ca.se's Monnie
against Kramer's Eric Elcho. Widrig's Tough against
Gleason's Maid Alma. Ross's Wun Lung against Wiles's
Frank Doncaster. Smith's Firenzi against Blue Ridge Ken-
nels' Lndy Evilsie.
Doc Qaiun showed bettrr work than Hoosier Girl on first

heat. Neither up to the mark. Hope's Mark proved better
than Gladstone; both made flushes, but Mark will be heard
from again. Belle of Alma showed superior to Boy, scoring
several points to one. Wun Lung's Sister was a faster and
better ranger than Bruce M., and did more work. The Don
and Bob Cooper heat showed the latter to be the best out yet
in setters, being much superior to Don. Flyaway and
Gloriana heat showed former best, but neither good", both
makintr several bad flushes. Iu next heat Booth and Real
did very moderate work, and neither will be found in
the money. Kins Irex did better work than Latonia, who
flushed several times This ended the day, with the work
done not so good as that in the Pointer Derbv.

H. W. Lacy.

WRONG PEDIGREE.—New Haven, Conn., Oct. 27.—
Editor Forem and Stream: I notice iu your issue of Oct.
33 a pai'agraph headed "Wrong Pedigree,'" and signed by
James E. H*ir, of Bridgeport, regarding the breeding o"f

Mr. Gamble's Grover, who was bred to our Forest Dora.
Mr. Hair took exceptions to the claim that Grover was by
Count Howard, claiming that he was by Warwick Albert
I object to the insinuation (as I take it) that i was at fault
or was trying to " fake" a pedigree. I did not breed to pedi-
gree, but to a dog t bar. suited me, aufl one that I thought
would nick well with Dora. I have investigated the matter,
and find that Mr. Gamble, through some error or oversight or
lack of interest iu the matter, made a mistake when he told
me his dog was sired by Count Howard. Mr. Neal, the
owner of Daisy Foreman, informs me that Mr. Hair is cor-
rect, and that Grover was sired by Warwick Albert instead
of Count Howard. I certainly had no intention of misquot-
ing the breeding of this dog, and think that I am well
enough known among the dog people of this country to let
this explanation sufftce without further comment.—G. E.
OSBOKK.

^

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inger^ed Avltboat charge; and blanks

{turiiieiied free) will be eent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Corktown Olianee and Corhtown Ghimp. By Corktown Cocker
Kennels, Qrtawa, Ont., fur black cocker spaniel dogs, whelped
Sppt. 32, 1891, by Bob Obo (champion Obo—Farrow's Nelut) out
of Tough ( VVildalr—Bellt ).

CorMnivn Clip. By Corkto wu CocVer Iveupels. Ottawa. Ont , for
cockf T spuniel bitoh, whelped ^ept. 3:3 1891, hy Bob Obo (champion
Obii—FaiTOiT'R Nellitj out of Tough (W'kiaii-—Belh ).

Co; liloivn ClUu By Corktown Cocker Kerinel?, Ott'awa, Ont., for
black coi.'.ker spaniel bucb, whelped Mnrch S, 1891, by Hector
( hampiou Brani -Bonitc ) rmt of Jet (champion Little Ued Bovpr
—SpuEke^ ).

Prince Jam&s and ]\ldii\'riiid. By Jas. Bla-k. Sheepshead Bay,
L. I-. for bliictc aiid wbUf ereytioDiid dog and bitch, wbelp-d May
^. 1891. b'- Prince Albert (Macplierann—Brighton Lady) out of

iTi- ce Bvin.it (Aberbrianf—Grace Bidles).
F'rinccii. Fioijal. By Jas. Block. Stieepobead Biy, L. I., for black

greyhound hitoh, whe]p=d M^y iJ8. 1891, by Prince Alaert (Mao-
nheiBon—Brishlon Lady) out of Gracu EJriant (Aberhriant~Grace
liifilp\).

Lttf/e WoucUr. By Jas. Black, Slipr-yhe^id Ray, L. 1., for white
and liiack groyhound hitch,whelped MnySS, 1S91, by Prinee Albert
(Macpberpon-Brighton Ladj;outof GJ-race Briant (AberbriB^nt—
Grace Ridley).

Bukeof Kent. By Jas. Black, SheepBhend Bay, L. I., forbrlndle
greyhound dog, whelped May 28, 1891, by Prince Albert (Mac-
pbersofi—Brighton Lady) out of Grace Briant (Aberbriant—Grace
R'-ilpy).
Ciyurt Lidy. Bv Jap. Black. Shpopahead Bay. L. I., f i^r black

grevti'und ni'ch. whelped May 3. 1831, bv Prince Albert (Maepher-
son—Brighton Lady) out of Cheerful Girl.

BRED,
Prepared Blanbs gent free on application.

Dot Simitier-TIm Obo. Cnrktowu Cocker Kpnnols' (Ottavra,
Ont.) cockpr spinif 1 bitch Dot Sniiiie (Bob Obo—Tongb) to their
Tim Oho (Bob Obo-Cleo), Oct. 13.

WHELPS.
iP^" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Tough. CorJjtown Cocker Kpnnels' (Ottawa, On^.) cocker span-
iel bitch Toutrh (Wildair— Belle), .Sppt. 22. four (two i^ogs), by
Rirlpau Kennels' Boh Obo (champion Obo—Farrow's Nftllie),

The Shrew. H F. Church's (Taunton, Mass.) bull-terrier bitch
Thp Stire vv (Gullv (he Great— Korp), OLit. 3. four (three dogs), by F.
F. DoIp'.s Hincks (WhI'e Sam—Duches IU.}.
Donna R'tserroC' Kpnnp'<*' English setter hitch Donna (Pale

Bell on—Forest Dora), Oof. 38, seven (t.wo dog.'), by F. Windholz's
Rockingham (Belt bus—Bess).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks eent free on application.

Sir Wallace, Black and tan dog, whelped Jan. 9, 1887, by Ma-
homet out of Lady, by Blake & Herbertsou, Detroit, Mich., to A.
E. Elmer. Kingston, Can.
Earl Fawn''It!ilian greyhound do?, whelpp.d October, 1890, by

Prince out pf Victoria, bv Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O.,

to Eugene Hal), Burlirsjton, Wis.
Tina. Mouse and white Italian greyhound bitch, whelped Jan-

uary, 1891. by BHerhart Pug Kennels, Oiuclnnati, O.. to M. F. Mc-
Donald, St. bonis. Mo.
Prince Albert—Grace.: Briant wheip. Blue greyhound bitch,

whelped May 28, 18:)1. bv Jas. Black. Sheepshead Bay, L. L, to Dr.
Chas. De La Verne, Brooklyn, N, Y.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is vm charae for answering qiu'stinv.s unrler this head. All

questiM»i rdating t<i ailments nf dogs ivill he answered hu Dr. T. O.
Sherwoud. a mcralnr of the Royal CoVege of Veterinarii Surgeons.
ComiiiunicuViom referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Manaijcmeni and dogs wilt receive careful attention.

II. O. S., l;ovvell, Mas«.—Will you kindly inform me what is the
trouble with n puppy having tho following syroptnms. ako what
you cousider would be the best freatment in such a cage? He is
of the buU-terrier type, fourteen weclcs old and rather poor in
flesh. Has a constant twitching of the forelegs, bringing them
together, and when siandingof crnssintr them. When held up
wil h p•^ ws p-iinting from me and b^ek toward me with legs held
rigid, the paws have a motion similar to that of a chicken's foot
when you pull the cord. After being held in the lap for a short
time and then put on the flnor it is about all he can do to stand.
In about ten or fifteen minutes he will ruu about ingo^d shape
and quiie playful, but when he slops he pommenoes to twitch
ag'iin. When he is wished he will lay on the floor as motionlpps
a-sifdead. Ans. The symptoms you describe are choreic and due
to worms or the result of distemppr. Treat for worms and then
give the following mixture: Tincture of nux vomica and liquor
arsp.nicalis of eaph one drachm, dialysed iron oue drachm and a
half, simple syrnp one ounce, water, add six ounces. Give one
taHpspoonful three times a day. Give dog a fair quantity of
meat and cod-liver oil cakes, to he had of Spratts Co.

W. H. H- Tarrytown, N. Y.—Please give me name and breediner
of Irish setter dog that won first in puppy clas^ New York 1887?
Also nnme and address of owner of same. Ans. Nimrod, by Chief
out of Fawn. Owned by Louis L. Hayes, 75 Duane street. New
York city.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
AMERICA AGAIN AHEAD.

The revolver championship of the South London Rifle Club has
bpc-n won by an American with an American revolver. On Oct,
20 the last day nf the season, the leaders in the revolver competi-
tion had a iHststruggln for the championship. Mr. Andrews ar-
rived first and worlied till he got a scire of 40, then Mr. Waiter
Winans arrived (it is curious that these two gentlemen, though
comp'^tiog against each other, have never yet met). He had
only 33 to makf^ to win the champ'onsaip, as he had such a big
lead. He made it at the first attempt, then he started after Mr.
Andrews's tcore for top place m the day's "sp''>on" competition.
Hp made three fOs and then a 41, which latter won first prize for
ihesDOOTi; be was greatlv handicapped bv his favorite eld revol-
ver, out of which he has shot many thousand shots, working loose
in the action, which made it have drop shots every little while
and be had no other with him to take its place.
The championship goes lo the competitor who makes the largpRt

flpgresate m five eoores shot on diff-rent daj s during the club's
shooHng peasnn with a milita-y revolver and ammuuiiiou.
, Wal-e-- Winans ('^mith & Wesson), winner of championship fif

tbeclu^iflud gold jewel representing the same. Score, 41, 41, 41,
41, 41-305 ont of a possible -'10.

Mr. Andrews (Coif), second, 41. 40. 40, 40. -39—200.
Mr. C.F. Lowe (OoU). third, 40, 39, 39 39, 3h-198.
Mr. Winans only shot on fine days, the others pretty regularly

all through the season.

THE ELCHO SHIELD.
LONBON. Oct. 17.—This afternoon the Elchn Shie'd, after sev-

eral years' absence, was brought back to the Guildhall of Loudon,
to remain in the custody of the Laid May nr untd next July,whi n
it will be again competed for by three Eights at Bisley, As in
former years, the reception of the trophy by the Lord Mayor was
a'teuded by a brilliant ceremony, and tliough the weather was to
some pstent uupromtping, the large h^ll was so crowded with
spectators as to leave hut little room for the VoUiuteer escorts
which brnua'ht it to its destination. The shield was pi 'Ced upon
a gun carriage of the Honorable Artillery Cnrop-in>'s Horse B it-

tery, at the Blackfriars end uf the Thames Embankment, shortly
bef''re 4 o'clock, and by that time tne nrne escorting parties had
arrived, that of the Hon'^rable Artillery Company under Capt.
Pash, Lqadon Artillpry (Capr. 8. Wi^hattJ. London Engineers
(M^jor Harrisoi.), ihe London Rifie Brigade (M^jor Wilberforce
Marshall), 3d L m''on Rifles (OapC. Masoa), 3d London Rifles
(Maj ir D '11), 1-t V. B. Royal Fusiliers (Capr. St^allird), 2d V. B.
Ro\al Fusiliers (Capt. Blumeuthal) and 3d V. B. Royal Paslliers
(Cflpt. Piieh).
Maj r Raker, of theH. A. C, took command of the whole, and

at half-p-HSl four tbe column marched off. the crowd of spectators
which had assembled on the Embankment neing increased as the
corifeie made its way, with hands plaving, along Queen Victoria
street and through Queen street and Kingstrei t to the Guildhall.
Here many well-known Volunteers—snd especially celebrities in
the shooting world—tad already arrivrd; and among the company
were Admiral and Lady F/emantle. Brigadier- General Sir Henry
Wilmot, V. C. (captain of the English Eight), Colonel Hope. V. C,
Colonel G. Clark, Colonel Tally, and other prominent Volunteer
officers.

II was nearly half-p^st five when the Lord Mayor and Lady
Mayoress entered the hal', accompanied by thp sheriflrs and State
officials of the fJorporation, and immediately af erward tt e pond-
erous fhitid was Dome in by seven of the eight winners—Ma jor
M'llish, 4tU V.K. D'-rbyshire Regiment; Capt. the Hon. T. F. Fre-
msntle, 1st Bucks; Mr. H^nry Whitehead, of Biirj ; Capt. Poulkes,
3d V.B. Cheshire; Oapt.Gibbs,3d GloascesterEnsrtneers: L;eut..J.S.
Osley, 3d, V. B. K"ial Sussex, and Sergt, Worth, 1st Gloucpster
Engineer?. The only absent member of the team was Capt. Lamb,
ist Battalion South Lancashire Regiment.
In the evehing at t>e splendid banquet given the eipht at the

Mansion Hou=e, the health of the eight was ihe main toast.
Sir Henry Halford, after expressing his thanks of the English

Eight for the manner in which the t0H6t bad he"-!! prono«ed and
reoaived went on to spe?k of the future of "Any Rifiy" compett-
liooB. He said that he spoke wdthout having consulted his col-
leagues on the Oouaoil of Ihe N, R, A., and mxi^t not ba taken to
commit ibem f'Tr whai lie sald- Ho t!;ou<iht, that the Mme had
nenrly com.c when Maioii nflps fii.'oul;! only ha admitted which
would talie the Lee-Meiford cartridcjc cusf . His reasons for this
suggestion were that lioth EnKland and all the Conrinenial
nations had now definitely adopted a rifle with a boie of about ,3,

and that the comparatively large bore of the present match rifte
Wil'* now out of date. That rid j had prictlcallv done its work iu
proving what a good man with a good rifle couM do.
The Natior.al Rifle Association was founded for i;he advance-

ment of rifle shooting, and he thought that the mission would be
best fulfilled by enrouraging the best shots hi thP worhl to cum
thPlr attemion to the devplonmpnt of the 303 rifle. He did not
admit the .iustice of the onslaught that was beine' raide on the
A. R, cpmpeiitions at Bislpy, bur, he tnought that there was a
great atid useful fleld in tlie development of a rifla takine tho
preeeni: service .303 cartridge case. Ot course, the change which
lie sugaested could nit be made at once; but he thought that it

might take effect in 1893,

MILLER RIFLE CLUB.-Hoboken, N. .L. Oct. 21.-The follow-
ing scores were made iathe weekly .^hoot for plass medals:
Fitzsimmons 5J5 35 25 35 35 2.5 34 .28 23 33-248
D Miller 25 35 U 24 31 34 23 23 23 23-337
Kruse.- 3,5 24 24 24 24 24 ;i4 23 23 23—337
Sob 1 25 25 35 25 25 25 23 33 30 19-284
Fischer 25 35 25 24 23 33 23 .23 SO 18—229
CnptDawey 25 35 25 24 33 ?3 23 33 21 20—229
J Meyer 35 25 25 24 34 23 32 23 20 20—229
Hencken .. .25 35 25 24 24 22 23 23 20 20—229
Vartck 25 35 24 24 23 23 3^ ^« IH 17—335
Fr»-itag 25 25 24 23 33 'M 23 21 18 17-233
Peters 25 31 34 33 23 33 32 22 19 18-323
Seltenreich 35 35 28 23 33 33 33 30 30 lti-330
Devi It 23 25 23 33 23 33 31 30 30 17—219
KammeU 35 35 33 33 3 i 33 31 20 19 18-219
Stadlpr 35 34 33 23 22 33 21 30 19 18-217
Dunsteadt 24 24 32 33 33 33 31 20 20 20—217
Fi'zsimmons wins first class mbdal, 243; Kruse, second class, 337;

Seltenreich 230.

Team shooting among the members present followed with this
result;

Miller's Tdsm. Fitziimmon's Team,
D Miller 326 T Fitzsimmons.. ...... . 837
AStarller 237 F Sohl 330
n O Varick 318 H Spltenreich 326
.1 J Davit I 209 R W Dewey 333
D Hencken 229 J H Kruse 319
F Dunsteadt 215-1324 D Peters 233—1358
Ern' st Fisher in practice afterward^ made the fine score of 848.

2.5 35 25 25 25 25 25 35 24 24^248—J. H. Kkusb.

PHILADELPHIA. Oct. 28,-This pveniug the rooms of the
Vv'uifflein Rifle and Pistol Club, at 337 North Eighth street, were
opened to a large number of invited guests, composed of a large
number of the rifle shooters of Philadelphia. These rooms are pii
the second floor, comfnrtiy furnished, a handsome mnqnette cai-
pet covering the floor, a large extension table, suitable for all
purposes, bent wood chairs to seat the weary ones, two rows of
closets for exclusive use of the memberp, hannaome waliiut desk
for the secretary's use. lavatory and wasnstand on the same floor,
the gall 'ry proper is full 35yd8. long, two targets -paper targets
b^ingused exclusively, and run down to the butts by wire oper-
ated in the room, .3.2cal. rifle,i, any weigh% any sights or trigger
pub, only to be used. These rooms are open to the use of the
members only from 13 M. to 13 P. M. The members will be di-
vided into three classes on the followiue basis: First class, on the
score of 335 out of a possible 350; second clas?, on the score of 225,
and the third class on the score of 215. 10 shots, and the M'inch
ring target, to be shot in the presenc" of the secretary or one of
th« Board of Directors aid duly certified to. The score and the
target must be preserved for the inspe"tion and approval of at
least three of the Board of nirectors. M-mbersmusr shoo* three
official scores in each month to become el'gible to compete f ^r the
monthly prize shoot. Cash prizes will be shot for in each diss.
The membership of this club is limited to fifty apfive members

—

associate members nnlimited. The following officers were duly
elected: President, Harry J. Mehard; Vice-President, S. J. M^ r-
phant; Secretary, John .J. Mountjov; Treasurer, Wm. Wurfflein.
Board of Directors -H. .J. Mehard, T. P. S'^onert, W. Wuiffluin,
S. J. Merchant, B. Travis. The honorary roll was opened bv the
fnllowing named eemlemen: Hil. Fitz Gerald and Ed. Cole, of
Philadelphia, and Geo. W, Coulston, of New York. The reception
and banquet given to those present was as an enjoyable affair as
cotdd be desired.

GALLERY WORK.—There is a strong probability that during
the present season all the leading gallery clubs of Now York and
New .lersey will come together in a series of home-Rntf-home
matches, that will not only settle the question of suprem'^cr, but
will give the members of the various oiubs a gond chance to be-
come betier acquainted with one another. On Wednesday even-
ing. Nov. 11, a meeting will be held at the ranges of the Excelsior
Rifle Club, 76 Montgomery street, 3 rsey City. The object is not
to organize a permanent league, hut simply to form a temporary
association. The plan is to throw the tournament open to af]

regularly organized clubs in New York and New Jersey, each club
to enter one team of five or ten men, to shoot home-and-home
matphes. Each club entering the tournament will be expscted to
pay $5 08 an entrance fee, and ten cents dues for each name on
their roll. This will constitute a fund for the payment of run-
ning expenses. At the end of the series of shoots the balance re-
maining in the treasury w 11 be utilized for the purchase of prizes
to be awarded to the clubs winnmg the hisruest numlier of
matches in order, tbe number of winning teams to be graded ac-
cijrdinE to tbe number ot entries. The shooting will be done with
Hnv.33cal. rifle, using rim-flre ammun ition. Hud there will be no
restriction as to weight of rifle or trigger pulL TiiP 25-Ting target,
with a IJ^^'n. builseye, will probably be used. No man will be
allowed to shoot on more than one team dui-ing a series. Tie
scheme is an immensely nopular one. The clubs areas follows:
Zet'ler, Emp-re. Albig, New York, Hailpm, New York Cit>; Ex-
cel-ior and Equitable. Jersey Ctt\; Miller. Friday Nleht Seitz,
Hermann, Stan-^ard, Hoboken; Hndson, of Ma'ion; Howard. Es-
sex Amateur. Newark, North Ward, Ouf Own, Puritan, Oakland,
Independent, Oriental, Newark.

BOSTON, Oct. 31.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts R fle Association was held at its range tn-day. The shooting
conditions were not good, and not many high scores were made.
A s'rong 7 toll o'clpck wind was blowing all day. Most of^the
interest was centered on the pistol cup ma*eh, where the shooing
was very sharp. Following are the prinnipal scort s made to-day,
all being rt-entry matches, distance 200yds., standard American
target:

All-Comers' Off-Hand ^^atph.
AVCharrles.. 85 M T Day 79 DM-rtin ...67WC Johnston. ....St L A Baker 76 A S Field 66
A Maynard 84 T K Mason 74 Hall 60

Ali-CnmP-rf.' Rest Mn*ph.
J R Fellows 113 J W French 107 AH Bull 98
J R Monroe Ill A S Hunt ItW J French 87
S Wilder 110 MTDav ]01 H N Haven 84

oOyds. Pistol Match.
E E Partridge.. .. 89 SC Sydney 85 C Williams 83
F Carter 88 G L Hosmer. . . . .85 A D S'evens 80
O M Howard 87 P Eaton .'83 D Martin ,78
A Remington ,86

NEWAUK. N. J.-The Volunteer R'fle Club has orgnmzedfnr
tbe ensuing season by the election of thp following ofTicers: G.
Hnber, president; James McCandless, vice-presideni; B. Reilly,
corresponding secretary; J. Knaisch, financial secretary; H.
Huber, treasurei; B R?illy, captain; C. End. assistant captain; J.
McCandless, scorer; F. Wenderla,tid, sprgeant-at-;irms. They have
their headquarters at Huber's Hall, porner of East Ferry street
and Oxford street. The club is ready for challenges.

TRENTO>'. N. J , Oct. 31.—Gen. W. Bird Spencer, Inspector Gen-
eral of Rifle Practice of New Jersey, says that the proposed Inter-
State Mihtary Rifle Association will be formed this winter, and then
a conference of all the States interested will take place at Washing-
ton the second week in December. Gen. Albert Ordway of the Dis-
trict of Columbia, who bad a tr-am at Sea Girt and also at Creed
moor. Is interested in the movement; and has invited the conference
There will be a large representation of the Eastern States in tbe aspi.-
ciation. The other States are Connecticut, Rhode Island, Ma=sa-
chu-setts, Pennsylvania, Maryland. New .Jersey, and Deliware. New
York will not come in because of the rifle practice rules in that State,
which cpmpel the use of the Remington 50cal. sIow-twi«t rifle. It is
the regid- tiOD arm, and there is no desire to mske a chanee. The
other States agree on the rul^s of rifle practice and they will have no
trouble in arranging a consolidation of by-laws. The "first matches
will lake place at Sea Girt next snmnaer The New Jersey range is

popular and regarded as the best shooting ground in the Eastern
state?. The main ob.lect of the association will be to foster and en-
coi!;-,igP: the attainment of proficiency In the use of the milir-iiry arms,
Hii'i 10 rill!: end annual meetings will ha held in one or aooiiher of the
Slate . A-t I hesB meetings there wUl be t-esm competitions between
team! renresenting the several States; team contests, open to "r-
gauizations, and a number of Individual contests. All the contests for
team? v,'iU be arranged according to the regular army regulations,
to include shooting at both known and uukaown dists^nces.
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THE TRAP.
for publicaUon shavaA made out on the printed Mmm

p epcured hy the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
s'.cret(m-ies. Correspondents icho favor m with club scores ore par-
iinaa/rly requested to ttrite on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Nov. SR.—All Day Shoot at, Live Birds, Thanksgiving Day.
BoiliuR Springs Gun Olub. Rutherford, N. .J. Open to all.
Nov. Canajnharie, N. Y.. Gun Club Tournament. Tbaukf-

giving Day; live and cJay bird:-; open to all. T. C. Pegnim, Sec,
Nov. 26.—South Side Gun Cluo Tournament, at South Jforwalk:,

Conn. E. H. Fox.
1892.

June 13-18.—New York State Spori smen's Association's Thirty-
fourtii Annual Couvention, at Syracuse, N, Y. Chas. H. Mo wry,
Seti'y.

HIGHLAND GUN CLUB.
DbS MoXnes, Iowa. Oct. 24.—The second annua] tournament

of the HigDland Gun Club commenced Oct. ?0. The weather was
line but the attendanoa was not a=i large as was expected, owing
to the fact that, a number of sportsmen are game shooting at this
season of the year. The shooting was from three screened traps
at targets anil five ground traps on live liirds. Among the visitors
weres Ohas. Grim, of Clear htike', S. S. Sessions and H. Duraul,
of Algona: .J. A. R. Elliott and Mr. Bohney, of Kansas City;
Chas. Stravvn. of Jacksonville, Fla.; J. B. Smith, of Omaha; Dr
Porterfleld, of Atlantic; Dr. Dauthett, McFarland and Mowrv, of
Osceolf; INlr. PoweiL of Ottumw«! N. R. Crosby, of Oft<illeri- S
A. Tucker, of Parker eun fame; Geo, Christianson, of Randall;
John Georgeson, of Stony City. Owing to business matters Mr
J. G. Smith, an honorary member of the Highland Gun Club, Was
Una>>le to s trend, and his absence was regretted very much by all,
for Uncle John, as the boys call Mm, is a prime favorite and
ranch liked by all lovers of trap and field shooting who have the
pleasure of his acquaintance. On Monday, Oct. 19, Messrs. Boh-
n*-y and Elliott, of Kansas City, shot two team matches with
Messrs. S<-lby audBudd.of Des Moines, for $50 a side in each
match. Ellio'.t and Botiney won one and Budd and Selby the
other, so honors rest equal so far. A number of the boys re-
mained over Friday and a team shoot for birds and supper was
got ten up- Ties fiivided unless noted:

First flay, Oct. 30.—Sbont No. 1, 9 single targets, entrance Stl.SO-
Kill 01 1 110110011—IS Durant lOlillllO-7
G -im lOlUlOU—7 H'cks ...lOlOllOOl—.t

Bjhnty 111111111-9 Georgeson UIUUIO—

8

CVosby llllimi-9 Strawn 111111110—8
Budd llimill—9 Tucker .lOOIHllU—

6

No. 2, 13 single Ihtk ts, enirano^ 82:
Bohney ...OOllUOillll— 9 Orosbv 111111111111-12
Klliott. nilUlliOlO—11 Strawn llimmilO-ll
Hicks .101011111101- 9 Tucker lOlllOllilll-10
Bu'ld llllllUlin—12 Georgeson 111111111001—10
Grim 111011111111-11
No. 3, 9 sinclpR and 'i unrs targets, entrance $2.

B.bQpy.. -.111111111 10 10 01-12 Tucker ...111111111 10 10 10-12
Klliott 111110111 111110-13 Hicks 110111101 11 U ll-l.l
(irim lllllllll 1110 10-13 Bud<l 111111111 10 11 11—

U

Durant .. 110110111 10 10 11—11 Georgeson.OUlllOOl 00 11 01— 9
Si 'awn. ...010111110 10 10 11—10 Crosby OllllUll 111110-13

>.o, i, 1!) sinaL. s. einrvmce ."$2:

B.hney 111111110111011-13 Strawn 11 111 lllllllll 1—1.5
Elliott nuiOHllllllli-13 Tucker ... 111110111110001-11
Crosby 101011111 11111-13 Hicks 111111111111111-14
Grim lIlllllllTillll - 11 Georgeson llllOllllUllll—

U

Smith IIOIOIKXIOUOII-10 Budd 111111111111111—1.5
No. 5, 5 pairs lar gt-ts, enirance $1.35:

Elliott 10 01 10 11 01- 6 Strawn 11 11 11 n 10- 9
Crcsby ...U 10 II 11 01— 8 Tucker ... .11 10 11 iO 10- T
Bolmey 11 11 10 10 11- 8 Hicks 11 lo 11 11 ll— 9
Budd.. ,11 11 11 11 11—10 Georgeson ....h) 11 10 10 10— 6
Grim 11 10 11 11 10- 8

No. ti, 81lve bud", en'nmcp $H:

Grim 11120111—7 Seeright 12111111-8
Budd 11211021-7 Lmgley 21222211—8
Bobney 22222222-8 Tacker 11112212-8
Strawn 21220111—7 Durant 01010102—4
Smith 11213220-7 Canine Illid031-(i
Sanford 21021021-fi Hicks ... 22112300-0
EllioH- 21312101-7
No. 7, 9 singles, unknown traps, entrance $1 50:

B)hney. 111101010-0 Durant OlllllUl—

8

Elliott 010011111—6 Crosby 1] IIUOIO -7
Strawn 101111111-8 Budd 111111011—8
Smith .010111111-7 Hicks 101100000-3
Grim 111011011-7 Georgeson 010111111—7
Tucker 111110011-7
Extra No. 1, 12 targets, entrance $1: Georgeson 13, Grim 9,

Crosby 9. [licks 11, Budd 12. Georgeson won.
Extra No. 2, 12 singles, unknown trap.«, entrance $1: Giim 12.

Elliott 8, Bnuney 11, Georgeson 10, Strawn 7, Budd 11, Selby 9
Searight 10, Smith 10.

Extra No. 3, 10 live birds, entrance $8:
Elliott 2111121201— 0 Smith 1322233002— 8
Grim 3310111111— 9 Sanford ,2113312211—10
Budd 1223111012- 9 Searight 0312331310- 8
Bohney 3211133220- 9 Canine 1200132101- 7
Strawn 00U1001012- 4
Extra No. 4,12 singles, entrance S3: Allentoivn 13, Strawn 12,

Grim 10, Bohney 10, Ray 11, Dauthett 9, Smith 9, Tucker 12, Bur-
nett 10, Byers 8, Searight 6, McFarland 7, Crosby 11, Mowry 9,
Budd 13. Langley 8, Hicks 9, Kirsher 11, Sanford 11, Georgeson 8.

Extra No. 5, 9 singles and 3 pair: Bobney 10, Budd 13, Mowry 8,
Strawn 13, McFarland 8, Grim 11, Tucker 13, Searight 11, Kirisher
14, Georgeson 13, Crosby 15, Burnett 11, Sanford 14, Dauthett 9,

Hick-s 9, Byers 10, Ray 10, Smith 9.

Extra No. 6, 12 singles, entrance $2: Grim 13, Budd 13, Strawn
10, Georgeson 8. Crosby 11, Bohney 3. Perkins 6, Seai'ight 9, Mc-
Farland i, Kirsher 8, Sanford 10, Mowry 0.

Second day, Oct. $l.—'No. 8. 12 singles, entrance |2:
Grim 111111111111-13 Smith 011111101111-10
Sessions 110110101111— 9 Hicks 111111011110—10
Mowry niniooOOOOl— 5 Scad lOlOlOOOOWd— 4

Budd 111111111111-13 Dauthett 110101111011- 9
Durani 010111010111 8 Strawn 011111111111—11
Goorg£son.........lllll011(i011- 9 Selby 101111110111- 9
Croisbv 111111111111—12 McFarland 111000110110— 7
No. 9, 5 pairs, entra,nce SI. 50:

Sessions 10 10 10 10 10-5 Crosby 11 10 11 11 11-9
Strawn 10 11 11 11 10-8 Georgeson 11 11 10 10 10—7
Grim 11 10 11 10 10-7 Hicks 10 11 10 10 11-7
Sanfor.l 11 10 11 10 10-7 Budd 10 11 11 11 11-9
No. 10. 15 singl"^. • ntranc° $2.50:

Grim 110011111111110-13 Georgeson 010111101111111—12
Sessions. 01101101 1110001— 9 Budd 111111111111111-15
Strawn lllOOlOOUOnU-lO Sanford 111111111110100-12
Crosby 111111111111111—15 Dauthett 111001101011111—11
Smith . 111110111111101-13 McFarland-.. -010010010110011—

7

Fountain OllOOOOOlllllOO- 7 Hicks 110100011111111—10
No. II, 10 singles and 5 pairs, entrance $3:

Strawn 1111111111 01 10 11 10 10—16
Budd.... llOllUlll 10 01 01 10 10—14
Grim 0110101011 111110 1111-15
Sessions ; 1101101011 10 10 11 10 01-13
Crosby... 1111111011 11 11 01 01 10—10
Porter lUllllUl 10 10 11 11 11-18
Bohney 1111110111 00 11 11 11 11-17
Elliott , 1111111011 11 11 10 10 10-10
Tucker 1110111111 11 10 01 11 10-16
Sanford .1111101111 11 00 10 11 11-16
Georgeson 1111101111 11 11 11 10 11-18
No. 12, 10 live birds, entrance 810:

Grim 2111131811-10 Georgeson 3110032218- 8
Poster 1020120011— 0 Tucker llllUllll-lO
Elliott 1231112231—10 Strawn 003121^10- 7
Smith 32030000W Hicks 0121002213- 7
Budd 2101221122— 9 Sanford 2001011131- 7

Bohney 2122212210— 9 Kirsher 0012113321— 8
Perry 32011000w Langley 2021121303- 8
No. 13, 25 singles, entrance ifl:

Reed OlOllOlllOlOllOllllllllOl—18
Allerton IIOIIOIUOIOIUOIHOIII 11 -19
Byer llllOllOlllOOOlOllOimid-17
Grim. OlllOlllOllllUllOllin 11—21
Strawn 110111111110111 1111111101—22
Porter 1101111111111101110101011—20
Budd 11 1 lUll UlllllllllllUOl-34
Bobney 1111011011111011101111111—21

lott LlOllllWllOllllllllllUll-33

Crosby lOllllllllllllllllllUlli—34
Smith .1111111011111111111111110-23
Sanford 1111110111111011111111111-23
Georgeson Illl0llll0llll01110111111-31
No. 14, 9 single targets. Unknov?n traps* entrance Sl.SOi

Allerton...... 110111111—8 Crosby llOllllll—

!

-iohney Ullll 111-9
Porter 111010111-7
Strawn OOllllOU-6
&rim 111101101-7
Budd .101110111-^

Kisher 001100111-5
Hicks aiOllllll-8
Ketchem .101010000-3
Smith 111111111-9
Georgeson aoiOlOlH-6

Elliott 010111011-6 Burnett. 101111110—7
Semins 111001100-.5 Langley 101111101—7
Tucker •..001110101—5 Byer 001101111-6
Fountain .... .000110011-4 Word 111001111—7
Extra No. 7, 10 singles, pn trance 50 cents'

Ward 1000110101— 5 Georgeson 1100101111— 7
Durant OllHUOOO— 6 Budd 1111101111— 8
Mowry 1000110100- 4 Crosby lOllllllll— 9
Grim 1111111111—10 Hicks .1111111101— 9
Extra No. 8, W singles, untranoe S3:

Dauthett UllOlOlOllO- 8 Smith 111111111111-13
Grim 111111111111-13 Strawn lllOnilllU—11
Crosby lllllOUllH—11 Porter 011111111111-11
McFarland 111100011010- 7 Sanford 111111111111-13
Bahney lOllUimil-ll Hicks 110100010011— 6
Budd 111111111111-12 GeorgsoQ JJllOOIllllOl-

8

Tucker 111111111111-12 Roy... lOailllllllO-

8

Elliott - - lOllll 11 1110-10
Extra No. 9, 16 singles, entrance $3;

Porter.. lllfJlllllllOOll-13 Strawn 011101111110111—13
Grim : .111113101011101-12 Crosby 1 11111011111011-13
Dauthett OllOOUOlllllH-ll Elliott .111111101111110-13
Bahney 111111111011111-14 Mowery 010111101110101—10
Extra No. 10, 7 live birds, entrance $5:

Grim 1011121-6 Smith. 03l(1113-8
Sessions 10ni313-5 Hicks 1102121—6
Bahnny.... .1321130-6 Kirsher 0120213—6
Elliott .1212112—7 Crosby ..2322120-6
Budd 1111211—7 Strawn 1222001—5
Georgsnn 2110020-4 Searigh t 01221 1 3-0
Fountain .0220202—4 Langl«y 2212113—7
Tliird -Day, Oct. «.—No. 15, 12 singles, entrance $1.50:

Elliott 111111111111—13 Crosby ..111111111111-13
Strawn 101011101111-9 Bahney .nillllllllO-11
Grim. OlllUlllllO-lO Porter lOOlllOlllll—

9

Georgpson., llllOllllOOl— 9 Gubben .OlllOlllllll—10
Hicks IIOIIIOIOIIO- 9 Fountain lOOlOOOOOOOl- 3
Durant .101111110011- 9 Grubbs. 011111111111-11
Smith 111111111011-11 Budd. 111111111111-13
No. Ifl, team of 8 men. 13 singles each, entrance $4:

Sanford It 111 1111100-10 Strawn 101111111111—11
Searight 111011101111-10-20 Smitn 111111111101—11-22
Crosby 111111111111-12 Georgeson ...011111111100-8
Porter lllllllllllO-H-23 Gubben ,...,.111101111111—11-19
Grim 111101111111-11 Langley... . .llUlOllllll-ll
Budd 111111111111-12-23 Hicks .UlOOlUllOl- 9-20
Bahney 110111101111-10 Grubb IIIOIUOIOI 1- 9
Elliott 111111011111-11-21 Tucker 11011111111—10-19
No. l*?, 6 pairs, entrance S2.50:

EUioti. ... ..11 11 11 11 11 10-11 Cro=by 10 11 11 00 71 11- 9
Bdhney 11 11 00 10 11 11- 9 Gubben 01 10 11 10 11 10- 8

Budd 10 11 11 10 11 01- 9 Tucker 11 10 10 10 11 10- S

Grim 11 11 11 10 11 Li-11 Searight 10 11 11 10 11 11-10
Porter 10 11 00 11 10 10- 7 Georgson. . .10 11 11 11 00 10 - 8
Sanford 10 10 10 10 11 10- 7

No. 18, 10 live birds, pntr.ance $'.50:

Grim 1110011111—8 Smith....... 1220311210—8
Budd U31212212-10 Perry 1021131211- 9

Bohney 1111001231— 8 Sanford 1221312100- 8
Elliott 1103132212 - 9 Strawn 1100010102- 5

Gubben 2im23112-10 Langley 0211103110- 7
Tucker ;3122121101— 9

No. 19, 12 single targpts, unknown traps, entrance $2:
Elliott 011111111111-11 Searight 111111111101-11
Smith 111111001111-10 Gub .en 111111101101—10
Grim lUllimill—12 Jones 000110111111— 8

Perkins OOHllllUll-lO Read 111101101111—10
Bohney 111111111111-13 Langley 011111111111—11
Porter 001111011111- 9 Budd 011111111011—10
Sanford lOOllimOll— 9 Strawn 001111111101- 9
Crosby limillllOl-11 Hicks 110111111101—10

No. 20, 12 single targets, pntrance g].50;

Budd ..111111111111-12 Bohney 101011101111— 9

Grim 111101111111-11 Strawn 111111111111-12
Tucker 101011111111-10 Ray ttlOlllllllU-lO
Smith llllimiUl—12 Perkins 110110111110- 9

Crosby 111111111111-12 Fountain 100110111001- 7

Porter UOlllllUll-ll Sanford 111101000111- 8

Gubben 011011111111-10 Searight 110110111111-10
Read .110110101010- 7 Langley llUllllUOl-ll
Elliott 111011111011-10 Jones 010011100101- 6

Extra No. 11, 10 sineles. entrance $1:

Grim 0111111110- 8 Grubbs lllOuOOlU— 6

Georgeson lOlUllOIl- 8 Crosby 1111111111 10
Grubben 1011010010— 5 Budd lOOlOlllll— 7

Extra No. 13.20 singles, entrance f3:
Porter. . . .11111011101111111111-18 Budd 11111111111111111111-20
Strawn . ...01111011111000110111—14 FJliott. . . .11111111111111111111—20
Grim HillH 11 1 1111111101-19 Smith .... 111110111111 1 1111111-19
Bohney. .11011110111011101111—16 Crosby. . .,11111101111111111111-19

Extra No. 13, 7 live birds, entrance $5:

Porter. 1120121-fi Perkins 1110110-5
Grim 1211331-7 Searight - 1000020-3
Babnev 0311022—5 Langley 2012010-4
ElUott 1111228-7 Strawn 1100111-5
Budd 8231211—7 Allorton 2000012-3
Gubben 0132222—6 Hick s 1100201-4
Smith 2110113-6 Sanford 1111101-6

No. 14, 5 live birds, entrance $2..50:

Christianson 00220—2 Converse 10;201—

3

Strawn 20101-3 Smith 12101-4
Ketebem 10201—3 Budd 11111—5
Tucker 01111—4 Crosby 03200—2
Dimples 22011—4 Roy 01131—4
Perkins 11110-4

Special shoot, C. M. Grim, vs. 0. Budd, 50 live pigeons, 30yds., 5

ground traps, for $100:
Grim 1221123121101120111011112-22

0201111221122111120023211—21—43
Budd 0228112112211311111112211-24

21 12123:312231211203121121—24 - 48
The bii-ds were a good lot. not one refused to fly when traps

were pulled.

Team shoot, for birds and supper, Budd and Crosby chose sides,
15 live birds per man. 6 men in each tenm:
Budd 113201112320112—13 Crosby 111232113110111-14
Tucker 111112113311110-14 Perkins 002111211010131—11
Smith ..012011101122200-10 Strawn 113312201010311-13
Christianson.. 13I200110000010- 7 Converse 113120111101031—13
Roy 100,211222212311—13 Dimple 111111031311011-13
Ke'tohem 030221111220230—10 Searight 122211101012122-13-

6T 75.

C. W. BuDu.

CLEVELAND, O., Oct. 39.—There was a great shoot at the traps
of the Cleveland Gun Club this afternoon, and in the face of a
gale that blew the targets in all conceivable directions except on
a straight line, the work was very creditable. The most exciting
contest resulted after the regular shoot, when Upson and McNulty
shot off their tie for first place. For round after round the scores
of both men were identical until it becamo so dark that it was
nest to impossible to see the targets at all. Upson finally won by
a majority of just one out of thirty shot at. There were any
quantity of umisual good shots made during the afternoon, and
much more than ordinary interest was manifested. Five trans
were used. Upson won the first badge and Andrews the second.
Silsby 15 Flick 15 SaBfold 12
Rudolph.. 17 Bishop 14 Andrews 18
Upson 19 Eiworthy 17 Tamhlyn 19
McNulty 19 Ward 10 Watf 12
LO Jones 16 Corvell 15 Bartol...., 5

Visitors,
North 20 Althan 13 Allen ......17

KANSAS CITY-CHICAGO. -Ohicag«. 111., Oct. 28.—Under the
present arrangements, not absolutely perfected but probably not
to be chaneed, the third and conclusive match between Kansas
City and Chicago will he shot in Chicago, the three days preced-
ing Thanksgiving d'ly. The cbanr-os are chiefly thar Chicago will
win The race, but this it cannot do easily. The contest will be
watcbed with the greatest interest by the shooting fraternity.—E.
Hough.

SAVANNAH TOURNAMENT.
THE ninth and last of the series of inter-Statetournaments took

place on the grounds of the Chatham Gun Club, Savannali,
Ga., Oct. 27, 28 and 29, The tournament was a pronounced success
and all the shooters were highly pleased with the manner in which
the meeting was conducted, so much so that the Chatham Gun
Club has asked for another tournament next spring, though there
was a shortage of $173.55, which is the first shortage of any account
th.at the association has been called upon to make up. The five
representatives of five different members of the association
present thought it a profitable investment, and it really was, as it
Is the first money that the association has given to the shooters.
The Chatham Gun Club is the representative gun club of the
South, a fact due mostly to the energetic efforts of its secretarv,
W. R. Curtis. The best shots of the club are John Ulmer, W. R.
Curtis, Geo. Cope, H. B. Lenicke, Harry Palmer, and they can
hold their own with any team of amateurs in the country. The
Forest City Gun Club, of Sayannah. has a number of good shots
also, among whom are Chas. Westcott and John Rock«r. Among
the visiting shooters present were H. McMurchy, Neaf Apgar,
Geo. Courtney. H. A. Penrose, Thos. Gaines, Alston and Anigee of
Atlanta, Ga.; Martin, of Blufft.on, Ga.. and Boykin, of Talfahaa-
see, Fla. Herewith are the scores. The experts were Apgar,
Courtney and McMurchy.

F'/rsf. Dan, Oct. '27.

No. 1, 10 singles, entranop ,f1 50:

Apg-ir.. .1010110111—7 Palmer. . ,.1101111110—8
Du Bray.. 1111100111—8 Barnes 0101111111—8
Martin 1011111111—9 Westcott 1111110111—9
Angler .1110000111-6 Ross 1111010101-4
Bnykcn 1001110101—6 L J Alston 0010101111—(1

Ulmer 0010111101—9 E L Neidlinger 0111111010-7
Allen 0010111100—6 D C Neidlinger 1001101101—ti

Rocker, , J- 111111011—9 D Entelman 1011111100-7
No. 2. 10 birds, entrance ftl.SOi

H McMurchy 1111111111-10 Allen 1110100001—

g

Apgar 1111100000- 5 Aneier 1111100001-6
' burtney 1111001101— 7 L J Alston 1111011111-9
Du Bray IIIIOIOIIO— 7 Rocker .1011000111—7
Ro-s 1100011000— 4 Palmer 1001011010—7'
Martin 1101111110- 8 Boyken 1111100111-8
Westcott.. . 1111111111—10 EL Neidlinger 1100011111-6
Ulmer 1111001111— 8 W C Neidlinger 1001001100—4
Entplman ^^OlOOOOlllI— 4 Barnes 0111110101-7
J Wolltjen lOlOlOlOlO- 5
No. 3, 15 birds, entrance $3, $75 guaranteed;

A offar .001101111011001- 9 Ulmer ......... 111111101111100-12
McMurchy,. . lOOUOlllOlll 11-11 Alston lOOllllOOllllD-ll
Courtney 100100110111100 - 8 Boykin lllllOlimilll-14
DuBray .OlllllllllOOUO-11 D Entelman. . .OOlOlOOlUOOlOO- 6
Ross. 110101111001011-10 Rocker 011011 111111101—13
Westcott 011111110111111 -13 Allen 011100011000100— 8
Palmer 110110110111011-11 Wolltjen 010111110011011—10
Cijpe ;011]10111111110-13 Lamoite 00110011.0101001- 7
Angler OlOlOlOOlOlllll— 9 Barnes 011111011100111-11
Martin 011111111111011-13
No. 4, lo singles, entrance $1.5C!

Apgar 1001111011—7 Martin ....llllOltUO—

S

McMurchy lOOIllllll— 8 Brandt lOOlOlllOO— h
Counney-.. 1111111110-9 Ulmer 1011111111—9
DuBray 0011011110— 6 Barnes 0111111001— 7
Westcott 1111111111—10 Entelman OOOlOOOlll— 4
Pv^ss 0110010101—5 Allen 0100111101—6
Angler 1101110110- 7 Lamotte 1000101100- 4
Cope 0111011011— 7 Neidlinger IIOOOOOOU— 4
Rocker OOOlOOlllO— 4 Neidlinger 1110110111— 8
Boykin lOllOUlll— 8 Palmer OOllllllll— S
Alston OillOlOOOO- 4
No. 5, 20 singles, entr^.Tice S3.50, $100 guaranteed;

Aogar. . . .11100110111011110111-15 Alston. ..01111111011110011001-14
M'Murc'jOlllllllllllllllllll-19 Rocker....11111011111101111111—18
Courtney.00101111101011111110-14 Brandt. . ,00010000010101000010- fi

DuBray ,.10010001101011000111-10 Ulmer. . ..11110111111111111111-19
Cape nOllllOUOUlllll 11-17 Lamotte. 11011110011001101111-13
Ross 10110011011010010001-10 Karnes... ,1101011111 1010101 101-14
Martin...llllllUUllllllllll—20 Schley ...10011011100111001101—13
Westcott.OlUOllllUllllOllOl—18 Wolltjen. OOCOOl1000 —2
Barker. ..11110101101110111101-15 Curtis ....1111 111101 -9
Angler..- OllHlllllOlOllOlllO-14 Lemcke. .0011010001 -4
Pal mer. . . Oil 10100101111111110-14
No- 6, 15 singles, ent'-ance $3;

Apgar 110110011001100- 8 Lemcke .001110111010100— 8
McMurchy. . . .110011101111111—13 Alston 111111110111111—14
<:!ourtney lOlllllOlOOOlU—10 Janstetter 111111110111000—ll
DuBray IIOOOIOOUIIOIO- 7 Merriman 00)111100101001— S
Bovken 110111010111111-11 Schley 010011111100001— 8
Ptilmer 011101111111111-13 Ulmer 111101111111111—14
Martin 111110110111111-13 Lamotte 000110110101001—7
Cape... .111001111111101—13 Wolltjen 000000101011000— 4
Angier.... 1 111001OOOIOOUO- 6 Entelman 001111101111001—10
Westcott 111111111111111—15 Rocker 01111011111 1111—13
Ross 010111010011011— 9 Allen 100111111111111—13
Ott .111011011010001— 8 Brandt OOOOIOOIXIIOIOOI— 4
Brandt 101111100001101— 8 Curtis 111010111100111—11

No. 7, 10 singles, entrance $1.50:
McMurchy 0101111111- 8 Boykin UUlllOlO- 8

Apgar 1111110011- 8 Martin llOUOOlli- 7
Courtney 1001111010- 6 Allen 0111111111- 9
Du Bray. 1110011110- 7 Jungstetter 1111111101— 9
Westcott imilllOl— 9 Lemcke ...1110100101- 6
Cope 1011111111— 9 J Wolltjen . . . lllllOOia)- 6
Brandt 0000110101— 4 H Wolltjen 1010101000- 4

Angier. . . 0100101100- 4 Entelman 1111010010— ft

Ross 1111111111-10
Palmer 0111 011111- 8

Merriman 1111011111- 9

Ulmer 1111011111- 9
Alston 1111111111—10
Lamotte 1010000110- 4

No. 8, 20 sinerles, entrance %

Ott 1100110000— 4
Rocker. lOlllUOU- «
Barnes ..1100111111— 8
Heam 1011101111- 8
E L Neidlinger.,...0111111011— 8

5 guaranteed:
McMme'yllOllUlUOmilUll—18 Lamotte. .01000010010000011100 - 0
Apgar . . . 01111111111101111110-17 Hearn. . . .01011010111010001111-13
Conrtney.OllOlOOOllOlOilOOOOl— 9 Jungstet'rlOlOllOlOllllOiOUlO—13
Palmer... 01111110011111100101—14 Martin... .01101111101111111111—17
Gordon... 11110100101111111110—15 Ulmer ...11111011111101011110-16
DuBray . .lllOOUOlOllOOllllOO—13 Alston ...11111111101111111111-19
Ross HimOUlOOOlllim—16 Rocker... lOOllllllllimillll—18
Cope 111111 1000lOOlOl0100—11 Curtis. ...lOllllOOllllOlUlOll—15
Angier.. ..01100001101011111011—13 Lemcke . .01111101101010010110—13
Westcott.llllllllOlinOlUm—18 AUen ....11111111111111011101-18
Boykin . . .11111011111111110111—18 MerrimanllOlllOlllOllllHlll—17
No. 9, 15 singles, putrance $3. $50 guaranteed:

Ap?« r lllimillllOlO-13 Palmer 111111101111111-14
McMurchy 111111111110111-14 Rocker 001111101111001-10
Courtney 101111011011111-11 Ulmer OOllCOllll 11111-11
UuBray lOllOllUOOOUO- 9 Alston 111111110011111-13
Ross lUOOlOOOlOlUl- 9 Allen 111111111111011-14
Cape 001111010111110-10 Westcott 111111111111111-15
Angier 110101000110111— 9 Jangstette. ..r.lOlllllllOlOOIO-10
Martin 111111011110111—13 Barnes 101111111111110-13
Boykin OllOlllllOHOll—11 Lamotte 101110011011110-10
Schley 011110101111111—13 Curtis U0101110101011-10
Ott ,..110100110011001- 8 Norton OOOIIOOOIOUOOOO- 3

No. 10, 10 singles, $1 entrance:
Apgar llllUOin— 9 Alston 1110101111- 8
McMurchy 1111111111-10 Allen llllllllll-lo
Courtney ,..1001000001— 3 Wescott 1011110111— 8
Curtis 1111011111— 9 Thompson UllOHillO— 7
E L Neidlinger UOlllOlll— 8 Ross 0011111110— 7W C Neidlinger. . . .0000111010— 4 Ulmer 1111111101— 9
Henrn - lOlOOOlOOl— 4 H WoUtjen 0110111010— 6
DuBray 1101001111- 7 J Wolltjen lOOlOOHll- B
Angier lllllOlOlO— 7 Lamotte lllllOOUl— 8
Boykin 1111011111— 9 Jangstetter lllllllOU— 9
Martin .1111011111— 9 Intelman 0110001110— 5
Schley 1110110101- 7 Reederman 0011011111— 7
Cape 1110111111- 9 McMurchy UUllllU—lO
Palmer 1111111010— 8 Barnes H1 1100011— 7'

Brandt - lOllOOHOl- fi Monahan PlOlOllU— 7
White 0110010110- 5 Courtney 1110010101- 6
Rocker 1010001010— 4

No. 11, Merchandise Stakes, 15 singles, entrance 45 cents:
Brandt 011101011010110— 9 Palmer 101101101011111—11
Norton 001111111010000— 8 Westcott 111111110101110—13
ELNeidlingerOllOOOOlOllllOl— 8 Martin 011111111011101-13
WCNeidlingerlOllOllOllllOlO—10 White 000000000000000— 0
H Wolltjen . . . OUOllCOOlllUl—10 Cape 111011111001001—10
J Wolltjen,... 001010111111100— 9 Ulmer llllOftOOIOlllOO—

8

Ross 101101011111111—12 Rocker 1111 111 1 0011011—12
Hearn lOOOOlOOOOClOOll— 4 Ebberman ....llllOOOOKXUlll—

9

Alst on 11111010111 11 01-13
Lament 000111010010:)10— 6

A 11 en 1 1 1101111101 1 10-12
Boykin, llliomoioilio-li

Entelman 110110001110100- «
Reederman . . ..01010(XX)1(X)1UO- 6
Lemcke. 000110111110011—



Kov. 0, XS»i.] P^OHEST ANt) STREAM. 1^

Ties on first for hammerless revolver:
Rocker 1111111101- 9 Martin 1111111111-10
The others withdrew. Ties on second, 500 loaded shells:

Boykin 11111-5 Palmer 1110-
Ties oil third, pair liunilng boot,!': W, C. Neidlinger 5, others

withdrew. Harvey McMurehy won first average in expert class,
88 per cent.; and Neat Apgar, of New York, 80 per cent, and second
average. In amateni' class Chas. Westcott won first average, 93.f

per cent.; and Thos. Martin and John Ulmer second, 85.9 per cent

Seamd Day, Oct. 38.

No. 1, 10 singles, entrance $1.50:
Martin 1010111111-8 E D Neidlinger 0101110111-
Ulmer 1111100111-8 Boykin 1101011111-1
Lanier.. 0110111111—8 Westcott 1111010010—6
Cape 0011111111-8 Lpmcke 1111110101—

(

Ross llllOlOliO-T J WolUjen..... ... .1000001111—7
Angler 1111111101—9 H Wollt.ien.... 1011101111-8
Palmer 0101111010-6 Allen . . , 1111111110-9
Alston 1111011110—9 McMurehy 1111111011-9
Norton 1110001000—4 Courtney 0111111011-8
Bocke r Ill 10 11010-7 Apgar 1001110111—'WO Neidlinger.. 0101100001-4 l)u Bray 1011011111-8
No. 2, 15 singles, entrance $2. gSO Euaranteeci:

McMnrehy 100110111101111-11 Westcott 111101111111101-18
Courtney lOOOllOOOaJlUl— 7 Ulmer 101111111111111—14
Apgsr .111010101111111-13 H Wolltjen. . . .OOiniOlOOlllOll— 8
DuBray 110101011111110—10 Rocker 110011001110110- 9
Ross OlOlOllOlOlOin— 9 J Wollt;ien. . . . 111011011100011—10
Cope 100011111110100— 9 Norton 010111111000100—8
Palmer 111111111111111-15 Allen 111011110101111-13
Lanier llllOlOllllOOll—11 Monahan lOOlilOOlll 1 100- 9
Boykin lOllllOlHlllll—la Alston 111111111110111—14
Angler IIIIIOIOOIUIOII- 9 Lemcke 111111011101110—12
Martin 011111011111111-13 Diiun lOOlOlOllcOOOU—

6

No. 3, 15 singles, entrance H..50:
McMurehy. . . .111111110111110-13 W Thompson .11000011111 1011—10
Courtney 110111100110111—11 Dunn 111100110101011—10
Apgar 111110111111011-13 Monahan 011110111110111-13
DuBray 111111111111111—15 Alston 001101111111110-11
Westcott llOUlLOUOlOll-11 Allen OiOlllOllllOllO—10
Brandt lOOlOllOllliaTO- 8 Palmer 101011111101011-11
Cope 011110111110101—11 Rocker llllUlOlUllll—14
Lanier .111100001101011— 9 Ulmer 011111010011111—11
Boykin 11111011U 11111-14 H Wolltjen.. .000101110111111-10
Martin lllUOllllllOlO-13 .1 Wolltjen. .. .OHOlllOllllOU-ll
Ross 101100111011110-10 Lemcke 111011011110111—13
Angier llOOlllimilOl-13
No. 4, 20 singles, entrance $3. f40 guarHntee<l:

M'Mnre'y 01110111110111101111-16 Cape 11111110010111111110-16
Courtney. 11011110111100111111—16 Angier. ...11111111111011011011—17
Apgar . . . .11111001111111111111-18 Palmer. . .11111011111111111111-19
Campseu .11010101111111011110—15 Ulmer . . . .111111 11111111010110—17
DuBray. ..01111011111111111111—18 Rocker.. .11111110111011111111—18
Monahan. lOllOlllOlllliOlUOl—15 Dunn 11110001011101011101—13
Westcott. 11101101 111011111011-16 Alien 10110101111100111011—14
Boss lOlOllOOOlOlOlllOllO-U Ehh'rweinOOOUlllIOOlllllOlll—14
Boykin....11111111111110100011—16 WCNeid-
Lanier. . . .11111101101111111101—17 linger. ..OOOlOtXlOnOllOIlOOlO .

Thornpa'n 11101101001110101111—14 Ma? tin . . .11110111111111111111—ig
Alston. . . ,11111111111111111101—19 .7 WolltjinlOllOlllOlOOllOlllOl-13

Bfandt....00010110111U1001100O— 9
No. 5, 15 singles, entrnnce $3:

McMurehy... 010111111110111-13 Wolltjen 001111110111000-9
Courtney IIOIUIUOIOIOI-II Alston 111111110111111-14
Apgar.. lllOOllin 10110-11 Brandt 101111010001110— 9
Boykin 1111111110111It-U Dunn 111100111010101- 10
Monahan 101011011111111-12 Palmer IIOOOOIOOIIUU— !)

Campson 111010111001111—11 Cape .110111111011111—13
Da Bray 001110111111111—13 Allen 110101011110111-11
WNe)dlinger..0001001011IX)0Ul— 5 Westcott 110101111111111-13
Angier llllllllU 01111—1 3 Ulmer UlUlUll 11010 -13
Lemeke 11011111111 1101- 13 Martin 11 1 1 1 111 1 Oil 111—14
Ross OlOOOlOOlOOUll- 7 Ott 101111100001010— 8
Rocker IIIOIOIIOIIIOU—11 Entilman 101011011101110—10
Thompson .... 110011100111001— 9 Ebberwein .... lOlOlOKWlOOOll— 7
No. 6, 2f) Hinglee, $i eutrance:

M'Murchy.101011011111111111 11-17 Martin. . . . 11111101111111111101-18
Courtney. .11011110001100111111-14 Rocker ....10111111111111111111-19
Apgar 01111111010110101111-15 Ebbern-eln.lOllllOOOlOlOlOOOOlO- 9
Du Bray . . .01111111111111101110-17 Westcott . .11111 110110001111011-15
Monahan.. 11100111011010101110-13 Alston lllOlllOllllllllliH-is
Palmer. . . 11001000011111111010-13 Lpmcke ... .1 101111110111110101 1-16
Cape 11111110111111110111-18 Dunn 11101101100110010101-1-1
Angier 10001110111110110110-13 «31ordon. . . . 10111101110011110101-14
Boykin. ...11111111111111111111-30 Thompson.l0101111110101110100-I3
G- CampsenllOO'^0110110] 1001011-11 I.,amotte . . .10100100 tOlluOllll 10-11
Ross 11111011000010011110-13 Allen llOOllllOllllllHiOO-15
Lanier 11111111110111111110-18 .Tangatett'rllOlllllllllimmi-is
Nemer 10111111111 11110 1 111-18

No. 7. 10 singles, entrance $1.50:
McMurehy 1011011111—8 Ebberwein 1011110001— 6
Apgar 1110111111— 8 Gordon llOUOOlll— 7
Courtney 1111111110— 9 Ross IIOIIOOIU— 7
Brandt 1110111010- 7 Alston 1111111111—10
Dylly 0010000110- 3 Lanier OllOllllll— 8
DuBray 1111011111—9 Ulmer 1011111111—9
Hirshback 1001000111— 5 Lemelie 1110111111- 8
Cape 0111111101— 8 H Wolltjen 0101100111— 6
Martin 1101111111— 9 J Wolltjen 1100001110— 5
Monahan 01(^1001001- 4 Schley OllllUlll— g
Campson 0010010100— 3 Roclier lOlOlilOOl— 6
Dunn 1100101111— 7 Entelman 1011110011—
Westcott 1111111011— 9 Lamotte .1110010011— „
Angier 1101111111— 9 Jangrtetter 1111111111—10
Boyken 1111111001— 8 AUea 0111111111— g
White OllllOOOll— 6 Branch lOUllllU— 9WC Neidlinger. . . .0110110011— 6 Brown 1111111111—10
EC Neidlinger 1111101011— 8 Thomson llOillUOO- 7
Ott 1101110011— 7 Schley 1110011011— 7
No. 8, 30 singles, eutrance $4, $100 guaranteed:

Mardn. ..01110011111011111111-16 Alston. . . .lllllllllllllllimi—30
DuBray. . .11111111111111111101—19 McM'rchyllllllllllllHllll]l_20
Palmer. . .10111111111111111111—19 Courtney.IIOIOIKJOOIIIIOOIOU—12
Ulmer. . .11101111111111111111-19 Apgar . . . .10000111111111110100-13
Monahan. 1011111011 11110101 II—16 Gordon.. .0111111011011110 011—14
Angier. . .01101111101111111111-17 Allen 11101111100011111110—15
Bovkin . ..11101011111010111111—16 Rocker. . .11111011101111110111-17
Cape 11111111111101111110-18 Westcott. OllHOlllllOOUOUllO—13
Camp^en. .01 1 101111 10111011000—13 Lamotte . . 11101000011011010101—11
Curtis. . . . 11111101111111111111-19 Schley. . . .10111111111111111111-19
Boss oiiiiioioioiinmoi-15
No. 9, 15 singles, entrance $3, $75 guaranteed:

McMurehy. ...011111111111111-14 DuBray 110001011111111—11
Apgar immil 111101—14 Monahan 110101100000111— 8
Courtney 10111001011011 1-10 Angier 110110111111111-13
Lemcke 1111111 10111111-14 A Iston Ill 11111 11011 11—14
Curtis 101000001000011- 5 Cape 111111110111103-13
Boykin 111001111011000- 9 Rocker 111011111111111-14
Campsen 001011101111111—11 Jangstetter . ...OUllUlllOOOOO- 9
Westcott 111001111111111—lb Brandt 1111011110101111-11
Palmer 101110001101110- 9 WCNeedlingerlOOOlOlOlOlOlOl- 7
Martin 111111111111011-14 Waring 111110111111001-13
Ulmer 011111111111110-13
No. 10, 10 singles, entrance $1 50:

Lemcke 1100111110-7 Curtis llllDOOll-

8

Alston 1111111111—10 Martin 0111101111— 8
DnBray.... 1101111111— 9 Boykin 1111101011- 8
Lanier 1101111101— 8
H. McMurehy won first average in expert class, 85.7 per cent.,

and Neaf Apgar won second, 80.7 per cent. In amateur class
Alston, of Atlanta, won first average, 90,9 per cent., and Thomas
Martin, of Bluffton, won second. 90.3 per cent.

IMrd Day, Oct. Sd.

No. 1, 10 singles:
McMurehy llilllllU—10 Linier 1111101111— 9
Apgar 0111111111— 9 Boyken 1010111111— 8
Curtis OllliOUll— 8 Rocker 1001111101- 7
DnBray 1111111011- 9 Brant 1110000111— 6
Angier 1101111111- 9 Ulmer ,..1111110111— 9
Martin 1110111101- 8 Alston 1111101111— 9
Lemcke 1111111111—10 Cope 1111110110— 8
No. 3, 15 singles, entrance S3 ,$75 guaranteed:

McMurehy.... 111111111110011-18 Alston 111011011111110-13
Apgar 111111111111111-15 Palmer ..111011100111111—12
Courtney IIUIOIOOIIOIII—11 Ulmer 111111111111110—14
DuBray 111110100011111-11 Brandt .......101001011011111-10
Curtiss 011111111011111—13 Westcott ..111001110011111—11
Manhon llUlllllllllll—15 Cope 110001111101110-10
Lemcke 110101111001110-10 Rocker 111111111111111—15
Lanier 011111111111111-14 Ott 110111111101001-11
Boykin 101101101011110—10 Rndman lOllOOlUOClOU— 9
Angier 110111111111011-13 J Wolltjin 111101111001111-13
No. 3, 30 singles. $4 entrance. $100guarantepd:

McMuro'yllOlOOlOlOlllUOOlll-13 Westcott.lllllllllOllllllOOU—17
Apgar.. .11111110111111111100-17 Rocker....11110011101111111111-17
Courtney .01110011101010111110-13 Martin , .i.lUllllimiHimu—20

DuBray. -.10001011111110101111-14 Ulmer. . . . 01111101111111110011-16
Lemcke - .11011111111111001110-16 Lanier. ..11111111111111011111—19
Boykin. . . ,11010110011111101011-14 Monahan .01 UOOlOl 11110111011—14
Alston ...11101111101111110011-16 Woltjen.. 01111 100101110101010-13
Palmer. . .10100011010111011111—13. Curtis . . . .11101111111111111111-19
A ngier . . . .llOllOUOl 1101111011—15 Jangstet'rlllOlllUl 1110111101—17
No. 4, 10 singles, $3 pnrrance:

McMurehy...: IIIIIOIUO- 8 Rocker 1111100101— 7

Apgar ...1110111101-8 OU 0101111111—8
Courtney 1101101111—8 Ulmer UOlllllll—

9

DuBray 1111111110— 9 Alston llUlOllll— 9

Angier 1010111110- 7 .langstetter 0101111111- 8

Martin 1011111111— 9 Reedman IIIOUIIOO- 7

Monahan 1101101111— 8 Lemcke lUUOllll- 9
Compton ololllOlll- 7 Lanier 1110110001— 6
Boykin 11101111 II— 9 Wolltjen 1101000011- 5
Brandt OUOlllIlO- 7 Curtis lOllOlUOl— 7
Westf ott 1111111111-10
No, 5, 15 singles, entrance $3;

McMurehy.. -.101111111011011-13 Rncker 111101110110111-13
Apgar 111011111111101—13 Curtis 111011110011111-13
Courtney 101111010101111-11 Ulmer 110111111111111-14
DuBray llllOOlOOllllll-ll Linier 111001110111100-10
Angler 111011110110111-13 Monahan 111100111101111-12
Alston nUllOllOlOOn-U L-mcUe 810110111101110-10
Brandt OlOOOOOKKlOOOai— 3 Weattott OnilOllUlllOl—13
Compson 101100110111111—11 Martin 110010111111110—11
Boykin. 101111011011011-11 Paltner 111100111111111—13
Ebberwein . . . .101101110101111—11
No. 6, individual championship of vjeorgia, 50 singles, entrance

$5, silver cup:
i>)eid lin-
ger . 11110001 HUOlOl 11110111011-16 OllOOnilOlOOlOlOOlUOlO-13 -29

Brandt..0110111100(JiriUK11 11110111-16 011010111011100110111111-18-34
Angier. .1011111111011111111 101111-33 011110111111101001011011-18-40
Curtis... llllllllOUlOUlOimUlO-21 111101111111011101111110-31-43
Rocker. .1011111111111111111111111-34 111111111111111111111111-3.5-49
Martin. lllUiroilOlllom 1011111-30 111111111111111101110111-23-43
Palmer 43, Alston 40, Ulmer 46. R tcker won.
No. 7, interstate team r^ce, 15 singles. 5 doubles, entrance $10:

ChathHm Tfam.
H Palmer 111101101111111-13W R Curtis 111101111011101-13
H B Lemcke 101101010111111—11
1 Ulmer 111111111111101-14
Cope 101111111011110-13

n 00 11 11 11- 8-21
11 11 10 11 11-9-31
11 11 10 10 11-8—19
10 11 11 11 10-8-;
10 01 11 11 00-6—18

Forest Citv Tpam.
Westcott 111111111111101—14
RccRer 110111111111111-14
.langstetter 011111111010110—11
Campsen 011111111110111—18
Monahan 111111110101111—13

101

10 11 11 11 11-9-33
11 10 11 10 11-8-23
11 10 11 11 11-9-30
11 11 10 00 00—5—18
11 10 11 11 11-9—33

105
Open sweep, 15 singles, entrance $3: Cftpe 14, DuBray 15, Parker

13, Martin 14, Manning 9, Erskine 13, Angier 8, Alston 13, Palmer
10, McMurehy I t, Ulmer 11, Monahan 13, Apgar 14, Rocker 13. Cur-
tis 13, Lemeke 14, Lanier 13, Penrose 14, Campsen 7, Westcott 15,
Boykin 9, Reederman 11, Courtney 11, W. J. Thompson 13, .f. F.
Thompson 10, Neidlineer 7, White 10.
Open sweepstakes, 10 singles, entrance $3: Manning 7, Erskine

9, McMurehy 10, Monahan 10, Martin 10, Curtis 9, Angier 9, Du-
Bray 7, Alston 8, Apgar 10, Cope 6, Ulmer 9, Westcott 9, Reedman
8, Rocker 8.

Neaf Apgar won first average in expert class, 90 per cent., and
H. McMurehy 80 per cent. In amateur class John Ulmer won
first average, 88.5 per cent., and Alston 80 per cent., second aver-
age. H. McMurehy made one rtin of 48 straight, which was re-
markable shooting (expert rules) considering the way the targets
were thrown. Neat Apgar made 90 per cent, the last day, beating
the amateur average, which is the second time 90 per cent, has
been made by the experts, W. Wolstencroft making 93 per cent,
at Saratoga. Standard Keystone traps and targets were used and
gave the best of satisfaction. John Parker.

ROCHESTER ROD AND GUN CLUB.
Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 38.—The concluding matches of the first

annual tournament of the Rochester Rod and Gun Club were con-
tested to-day on the club grounds. The shooting was begun at 9:30
o'clock in the morning and was continued until sunset. Five
traps were kept busy nearly all day by the large gathering of
sportsmen. The weather was favorable for the shooting, but it
was rathar chilly and the marksmen, while waiting- for their
matches to be called, found the shelter of the new club house very
comfortable. The shooting can be watched from the building,
there being a row of large windows across the frott of the
structure.
There were 13 entries in the first contest; 15 Peoria birds were

shot at: Peck 15, McVean 11, Mann 13, Bver 10, Fulton 9, F. L
Smith 13, Van Ostrand 14, Borst 10, Hicks 13, Weller 13, Wilkinson
13, Meyer 9.

No. 3, 15 birds: Fulton 9, Richmond 14, Ottawa 9, Rickman 11,
Halley 11, F. L Smith 14, Beyer 10, Benson 4, Van Ostrand 11,
Mann 10, Borst 8, Wilkinson 13, Meyer 10, McVean 10, Weller 8,
Davenport 10, Lane 13, Babeock 11.

No. 8, 15 birds: Peck 12, Williams 6, Wagner 13, Richmond 14,
Ottawav 11, F. L. Stnith 13, Hicks 15, Mann 10, Wilkinson 13. Mc-
Vean 17, Meyer 13. Van Ostrand 15. Borst 11, Beyer 24, A. Rickman
10, B. RicUmam 12, Weller 9, Lane 13, Davenport 9, Reisinger 10.
No. 4, 20 birds: Richmond 19, Peck 17, Mann 18, Ottaway 13, Ful-

ton 11. McVean 14, F. L. Smith 16. Bever 14. Williams 15, Wagner
20, Reissenger 15, Van Ostrand 13, Gregg 15, Nisbit 9, Weller 15,
Lane 11, B. Rickman 16, Wilkinson 16. Musselman 18, Tasselman
18. Tassell 18, Borst 16, E. Hicks 14, B. Hicks 13, Gord..n 10, Benson
13, Orange 16, Walzer 17, Meyer 14, Combes 15, Cook 1.5, Green 16,
Perrein 11, VV. S. Smith 13, Bruff 10, Fulton 13, Brinsmaid 11, O S
Smith 10, Aman 13, Allen 15, Elliott 17, Spaulding 9, Porter 13,
Andrews 17, Babeock 15, Dean 17, Wagner made the highest
score.
A team shoot for visiting clubs was to have been the fifth con-

test of the day, but it did not fill. No. 6, 15 birds, was as follows:
Wagner 11. Orange 13, Hicks 15, N. S. Smith 11, Porter 8, Judson 8,
Gregg 9, Nesbit 10, Borst 8, Walzer 15, Wilkinson 11, Andrews 11,
Lane 10, Smith 15, Elliott 13, Williams 8, Richmond 14, Reissenger
11, TasseU 13, Beyer 14, Van Ostrand 13, Cook 8. Peck 11, Babeock
13, Green 13, Meyer 14, Mann 13, McVean 6 C. S. Smith 8, Aman 9,
A. Rickman 11, Weller 13, Hiss 11, W, A. Hill 6, Bauerschmidt 7,
Snyder 9, Hohen 11, Ely 8, Macomber 11. Hicks and Walzer div.
first money.
In two extra matches, at 15 birds each. Hicks and Weller won

first, killing straight.
Peck had the best average in the afternoon events. His prize

was a smoking set valued at $20.
All contests were shot under the American Association rules,

rapid-firing system. In the contests in which there were
more than 20 entries, five purses were offered. In the matches
in which there were 20 or less contestants, four purses were
offered. Besides the money prizes, a number of valuable articles
were presented to the winners ot the dift'erent classes of Ihe fourth
contest.

CAMDEN, Del., Oct 28.—Messrs. Cleaver, Evans and Terry's
tournament was quite a success, although they were disap-
pointed in the number of shooters, as a great many that had
promised to come failed to put in an appearance. The shooting
as a general thing was poor. Mr. H. David, of Philadelphia, being
the only one to make a straight score the whole day. No one
could account for the poor scores. The shooting started promptly
at 1 o'clock. The winners were: No. 1. 5 birds, Thurman first,
Landis. Hock and Evans second. No. 3, 10 birds, Landis first,
Thurman second, Evans third. No. 3, 10 birds, Landis first, Thur-
man second. Cleaver third. No. 4, 10 birds, Thurman first, Terry
and Hook second, Cleaver and Landis third. No. 5, same as No. 4,
Landis first. Cleaver and Thurman second, Terry third. No. 6,
same. Landis and Hock first, Thurman second. Cleaver, Terry
and Holmes third. No. 7, same, Holmes first. Cleaver and San-
ford second, Thurman and Hock third. No. 8, same, Thurman
first. Hock second, Ten-y third. No. 9, same, Thurman and Hock
first, Evans second, Noll and Holmes third. No. 10. same, Thur-
man and Evans first, Landis, Terry, Holmes and Hock second.
Cleaver third. Extra No. 1. 10 birds. Thurman first, Evans second,
Hock third. Extra No. 3, 15 birds. Hock first. Cleaver and Thur-
man second, Landis third. Extra No. 8, 15 birds, Cleaver and
Evans first, Thurman second, Terry third.

OMAHA, Neh., Oct. 24.-The Omaha Gun Club's annual banquet
was given at Mauer's this evening and was of course a royal affair.
The expense of the affair was provided for on the previous Satur-
day by a shoot, in which the losing side won the privilege of de-
fraying the same. The losers were W. D. Townsend, Frank E.
Parmalee, H. B. Kennedy, George Darrow, Howard Gray,
"Stock" Heth and J, A. McDongal.

ELLIOTT-GEO. KLEINMAN.
Chicago, III., Oct. 30.—A $25 Prize Machine gun, 60, 40 and 30

and 10 off, some rude, harsh pigeons, a few "gobs" of plain black
Deartshoi powder, and Br'er Gawge Kleinman. of Chicago, to-day
again made life an anguished dream for Col. J. A. R. Elliott, ot
Kansas City, "champion" of America on the tin cup system.
Jim Elliott has been trying for some time to step on the tail of

Chicago's coat, although Chicago hasn't been trailing any coat in
particular. A good many didn't want Jim to come up here any
more, for he was due to win and was shooting well. The majority
of Chicago shooters, however, are unshaken in their hellef in
Bi'er Gawge, and to-day saw their faith fully justified. This
makes the third censecutive time that the latter has defeated
Elliott, and meantime Br'er Abe has also defeated him once, and
Jack Brewer has done him up three times. This shows about
how much thpre is in a "championship" sometimes. To-day El-
liott said, "I give it up. I can't beat this m!An." At the close of
the race he ofifered to bet $1,000 +0 $750 that he could beat Genrge
in Kftnsas City. ' I've got youl" said a Chicago man, and forth-
witn produced a bundle of stationery to that efliect. Elliott
didn't want it then. "Now I'll bet yon $1,000 to $700 that George
can beat you again here next Monday." Elliott didn't want that
either. Elliott has been unfortunate here and fortunate at Kan-
sas City. I should hate to hack any one against him on his own
grounds at Kansas City, but after this he can break Chicago if he
can beat George Kleinman here.
The match this afternon was for $2.50 a sidw, 100 live pigeons,

American rules. Mr. R. O. Heik* s was referee, Mr. W, P. Mussey
ofiicial scorer. The birds were remarkable. Probably 200 better
were never trapped between the two seas. A higli wind made
the shooting yet more difficult. Each man did brilliant work.
George missed 4 easy birds, incomers, and got the hard ones. His
score under the circumstances was probably the hest one he ever
shot, as the conditions were of unusual difficulty. Elliott shot
his Greener and New York load. George, as above stated, hung
to his old cheap rattletrap of a gun, using Abe's Sehultz.'i shells in
the rieht and the customary Kleinman handful of Deadshot in
the left. The man who wants to go up against this long and
quiet figure, bow thin, though once almost gigantic, and this old
gun which has given us all so much fun in the description, would
better think spriouslv several times before he makes up his deci-
sion to that effect. Br'er Gawge would be very likely to rub the
gilt and varnish off from a whole lot of fine guns and fine
shooters who have ideas crosswise in their heads.
The race could not he called especially exciting, for it was not

close. After the 37th bird Jim was not in it, and txeorge drew fur-
ther ahead at each round of 30. The follov/ing is the detailed and
descriptive score:

J A RElliott.

T LD LD D RT TI p I D LD
. 2 3 0 3 3 0 1 1 2— 8

L LD D T LU I D LD L
2 3 3 2 3 0 1 2 1- 9

LD TD D D D D LD D I D
3 3 3 1 1 1 1-10

LD D R D LT LD R D T D
1 1 1 2 1 1-10

R D LD D LD LD R R D
1 3 3, 3 2 1 0 2— 9

T T D D LD LI f LI D L
2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 0 3— 9

T D T R D LD I 1 L D
1 1 1 3 3 3 1 1-10
I IjI RI D LI LD D D D L
3 1 3 3 2 1 2 1 1- 9

D D RI LI LD TD LD D L D
a 3 0 2 3 1 2 2 1- 9

LI TI I T R L D T LD LD
0 2 0 3 3 1 1 1 3— 8-91
LT T LD LD R L I R D D

2 3 3 1 1 3 3 2- 9

D RI T L D T R h D I)
2 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 - 8

D I LD TD R R LI RI T LD
2 3 2 1 3 1 1 0 1 0- 8

LD T TD D D D D D L LD
a 1 3 3 1 0 2 1 3- 9
LD M L T LD LD D D T D
3 1 2 2 0 1 1 1 1- 9

LI L LD p I L D LD LD TI
1 1 1 1 1 3 1-10
TD I L L I B RI D D 1

2 3 0 2 1 0 3 3 3- 8
D D RI TD RI D LD D LD LI
3 1 0 3 1 2 3 2 3 2- 9
L D LI D RI D I D D RI
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1— 9

LI D LD D L I R TD LI LI
0 1 0 1 I 1 0- 7-86

At the close of the festivities Br'er Qawga quietly picked up his
Prize Machine gun, and he and Br'er Abe got into the hist' ric old
buggy, drawn by the same historic, melancholy horse, and with
the boodle under the seat swaying one side of the buggy down a
good deal, drove oft' in slow procession for the home by the shores
of Calumet, where they learned how to shoot ere yet the day of
champions was young. Br'er Gawge and Br'er Abe, the gun, the
buggy, the same old horse, the mournful ride home with the
boodle—all these may well be stereotyped, because Jim may come
up here again. Don't you do it, Jimmle dear. Stay home. " Don't
pester any more. E. Hough.

At the conclusion of the Kleinmau-EUiott race, a match was
announced and immediately commenced between Mr. C. 8
Bahney, of Kansas City, and Mr. J. L. Wilcox, of Chicago. The
conditions of the race were, .50 live birds each man, tor $100 a side,
American Shooting Association rulfs, the loser to pay for the
birds. In this, as in the previous match, Mr. R. O. Heikes was
chosen referee, and. at the request of Mr. Elliott, I acted as scorer.
The birds were a fair lot, though, as compared with those Elliott
and Kleinman shot, they seemed duffers. Both men appeared
nervous and shot in poor form, although Wilcox made one credit-
able run of 16. At tne finish Bahney went completely to pieces,
only scoring 4 out of his last 10 birds. Wilcox was also in poor
form, but out of his last 10 succeeded in scoring 7, and pulling out
with a tie score a match that he should have lost by a half-dozen
birds. Following is the detailed score:
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_W. P. Mussey.

CLABEMONT, N. J., Oct. 31.-The marksmen of the New Jersey
Shooting Club shot half a dozen exciting matches at clay pigeons
at Claremont to-day. The results were: A walking match, 10
bluerocks, second barrel to count one-half: A. F. Compson and
Ct. W, Purdy 10 each. A. C. Hunt and E. E. Rigoney 9 each, C.
Hathaway 8. G. De Witt Smith 7. Keyston** system contest, 10
singles: G. W. Purdy, A. C. Hunt and A. F. Compson 8 each, C.
Hathaway 7, 6. Smith 6, J. D. Bsrdan 5. Ten birds from unknown
angles: Compson and Purdy 10 each, Hathaway 9. Smith and
Hunt 8 each. Walking match, 10 each, second barrel counts one-
half: Hathaway, Purdy and Compson 10 each, Smith 9}4 Berdan,
Pope, Vincent, Hunt and Vredenburgh 9 each, Tatham 7. Fifty
targets each. Keystone system: Hatnawav 50, Vincent and Ber-
dan 49 each, Vredenburgh, Compson and Purdy 48 each. Smith
46, Pope 41, Hunt and Tatham 89. Sixth of the series of matches
for a Marlin rifle at, 20 birds. Keystone system: Compson and
Hathaway tied on 30 each: The former won on the shoot-olf.
The other scores w*re: Smith 19, Berdan, Pope, Vincent and
Hunt 18 each,
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BROOKLYN, Oct. 38.—Some flae s>iootlng was witnessed to day
at the regular montlily shooi, of the Glenmore Rod and Gun Club
Ht DextPi" Park, U mff Island, for thp Epp'ns diamond badge. The
Hcorps were as followp; J. V. Van Wicklen 7, J. Bennett 7, A. Ep-
pig 6, L. EpDlg4. O. Kneiebrectit 7, G. Pfohlminn 5. P. Sutton 5,

E, Helgpns 5. W. Vorbpch 5, J. Delanev 4 .T. Sc'il 3, J. Hedden 5,

W. L-vi'n° 4, W.StrasserS, 0. Phistor, Jr. 3, E. Vro'^me 5, C. Ma-
gee 3. W. Livingston 5, P. Male 4. J. .Sehliemmn 4 R?feree—Mr.
A, Botty. At tbe close of tbp regular sh'->ot a sweepstake contest
witn 13 entrii s was shot. A. Botty won first.

The regular sboot of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club at Coney
Islaud tr-riay broiigbt Snapper Garrison, the jooiiey. to the front
as a pigeon shot. He won the Eneeman bad ge with a straight
score of 28 bills, boating 0. G. Morris, A. Boyle and D. Monsees,
ail noted shots. Garrison won in the shoot-off by killine 7

straight- Boyle made him hustle, and was only bea ten by 1 bird.
There were six ties for the second best prize. B. J Sutherland
won by Itilling 3 straight. The five kills divided the third prize,
and so did the fours.
An old-fashioned single bird trap match at 50 live birds, 35yds.

rise, was shot by R, Loud and R. J. Sutherland, at the Atlantic
Rod and (-iun Oiuh's ground-- at Coney Island, to-day, for SlOO,
It proved that Robbie Sutherland is a rising trap-shot, as he won
hands down, killing 3B, when bis opponent Withdrew. His com-
plete score was 41 kills out of 50.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.. Oct, 29.—Sweepstake shoots of Onondaga
County Sportsmen Club at Maple Bay:
Walters 10 10 10 Chase 5 7 8
Ginty 6 7 0 Mowrv 10 9 9

Holloway 7 8 8 Ashton 5 7 7
Spangler 7 8 8 Sanford 4 7 5

Small Yachtg. By G. P. Kunhardt. Price $10. Stemi Yacht8 and
Lawichas. Bu C. P. KunJiardt. Price $S. Yachts, Boats and
Games. Bu C. Stamfield-Hick», Prica $3.66. Steam MacMnery. Bii
Donaldson. Price $i.sil

THE YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION.- Whatever truth

there may have been in the complaints of American yachtsmen
in the past about the unfairness of certain rules of the Yacht
Racing Association of Great Britain, there can be no denial of

the liberal and progressive nature of all recent legislation. A
very good instance of this is found in the report of the recent

meeting, wliich we piiblish this week, at which, after a very full

discussion, it was decided to leave the centerboard as free and
unrestricted as in America. The Yacht Racing Association for

many years bore the odium of supporting two rules that were
highly offensive to American yachtsmen, the old tonnage rule of

measurement and the famous Rule 8, prohibiting centerboards.

It must be remembered, however, that when the Y. R. A. was
originally formed, under the same difficulties which would ac-

company a similar attempt iu this country, the tonnage rule and
the prohibition of the centerboard were accomplished facis

which the young organization was obliged to accept, and which it

was for many years powerless to oppose, even if it had been in-

clined to do so.

Whether or no its reforms might have been made sooner we can
not certainly say, such changes must always wait the tardy
march of public opinion; but it must be admitted that when once
taken in hand the work was performed most thoroughly and sat-

isfactorily. The replacing of the tonnage rule by the length and
sail area rule was preceded by a full and elaborate investigation

of the whole subject, including the collection of opinions from all

the leading designers, and a similar method was followed in the

ease of Rule 8, and again in the casejusfc qaoted. In each of

these three cases the final decision has been a wise and libera

j

one, however delil)erately it may have been reached; and how-
ever far from perfect the organization of the Y. R. A. may be, we
can only wish that the direction of yacht racing in America was
in hands of an equally able body.

THE STATUS OF SMALL CRA.FT. -There is something very

suggestive of the altered conditions of yacht racing in the pro-

posal lately Fubmitted by Mr. W. Baden-Powell to the council

of the Y. R. A. for tl\e limitations of the functions of that body to

a certain minimum size of yacht, the 2)^ -rating class, about 25ft.

corrected length, being sugge.sted as the limit. As our readers

are aware, a great deal of racing in British waters this year has
been of a sort that may almost be classed as boat sailing, in craft

of 15 to 26ft. l.w.l., large numbers of these little fellows, steered by
well known yachtsmen, having sailed in the various local events

of the Clyde, the Solent and other localities. The attempt to ex-

clude this general class from the Y. R. A. has not only met witli

opposition on all hands, but was promptly voted down by the

council at the recent meeting. It is easy to understand and fjym-

pathize with the feelings of a,n old racing yachtsman who sees the

sport degenerating into contests of mosquito craft and j'acht's

dingies, but at the same time we have to face the fact that the

general racing of largo yachts has had as serious a tumble as the

late lamented Hampty Dumpty, and that an edict of the Y. R. A.
would be as powi-rless to resiurrect it as all the Kint^'s horses and
all the King's men were in the other case. It might be po Bible to

separate the small boats from the yachts, and to hamper greatly

the former, but neither course would help in the least the cause
of the latter. If it were a question of choosing between the racing

of large yachts and the racing of small boats, the choice would be

an easy one: but when it comes, as it has, to a question largely of

small lioat racing or no racing at all, there simply is no choice, but
yachtsmen and the clubs must take what they can get.

THE LIMITATION OF CENTERBOARDS —We reprint this

week from the Field the very complete and interesting discussion

over the question of the limiiation of we'ght of centerboards,

which has been brought out by the prottst of the Royal Western
Y. C. to too Yacht Racing Association. The opinions of the de-

signers are specially valuable, and though considerable differenre

of opinion ex-'Sts, many are opposed to a limitation of weight or

position of the board. Mr. Watson has disposed of the plea that the

centerboard was on the same plane as shot bags aud sandbags to

windwai'd as shifting ballast, and Mr. Preseott Wrstcar has em-
])hasized the same point. The arguments presentPd agiinst the

use of heavy boards remind us of the popular outcry in this coun-

try again&t lead keels some ten years siu'^'e. In this time we have
seen some very bad engineering and reckless use of lead, but there

has never been a serious accident to a yacht with a heavy keel,

though some buildei's have done a good deal to invite one. The
caae is the same with the centerboard. Great extremes and bad
construction will be dangerous, but probably no more so than in

the case of the fixed keel. The liberal and progressive Hpirit

sliown by the Y. R. A. is certain to find favor with American
yachtsmen.

THE RIGHTS OF SMALL VESSELS.—"It is a crying evil that

on our streets and on our waterways the rights of the weak are

utterly disregarded by the st ong. Big tugs on the rivers run

down little p'easure parties, and big carta in the sti-eets run over

men, women and children, utterly I'egardless of their lives. After

imperilling the lives of citizens who ha,ve a perfect right to he

wh^re they are, these big fellows turn o,Bd laugh at the fright

their reckless brutality has caused. The river is broad at the

point where the defendant ran down this pleasure party. There
was no other craft in sight and there was plenty Of room for the

tug to have given way to tbe yacht. Your verdict, I hope, will

prove a very salutary lesson to all pilots on our rivers."—Jwdge
CoioiiWs address to the jury in the WaJsh case.

YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION.
AN important meeting of the Yacht Racing Association was

held Oct. 20. There were present the vice-president (Sir
Gtorere Curtis Lampson, B-irt). in the chair, Lieui. W. Henu, R.
N., Ma.ior Percy Hewitt, Mr. T. B. O. West, Mr. C, W. PreKcoti-
VVe-tcar, Lieut.-Col. Villiers Bagor, Mr. W. Baden-Powell, Capt.
•J H. Bainbridgp, R N ; Lieut.-Col. A. D. McGregor. Mr. Frank
Wlllan, Cap". O. G. Nottnere, Lieut.-Ool. FifOToy Clayton. Mr.
Gibson-Sinclair, Mr. W. M. Dunnage, Mr. A. Manning, Mr. G. B.
Tbompvon, Mr. C. Newton-Robinson, Mr. Frederick Cos and Mr.
G. E. Lake.
At the meeting of the council held at Ryde, Aug. 15, the follow-

iog resolution was adopted: "That it is desirable r.o limit thesize
of yacht the Y.R.A. shall legislate for or notice or decide protests
for, and thai thw exact linoitation be determined at the next meet-
ing of the council "

Mr. Baden-Powell nowmoved that the limitation be fixed at the
2]4 rati-ig class. Secouded by Mr. T. B. C. West.

iVir. A. .Manning moved as an aroendment. "that the Y. R. A.
will legislate and decide protests for all classes recogniz d by
yacht- clubs whose races are sailed under Y.R.A. rules." Seconded
by CoL Bagot.
Tne members present generally supported the amendment. Mr.

Frank Willan stating that he, like some others, had changed his
opinion on the matter, seeing that it was evident the clubs did
not desirf» any change, nor did the majority of owners of boats in
the small clasees.
On the amendment b»ing put, fourteen voted for it and two

against, the chairman staling that he also supported the amend-
ment, although he did not vote. The amendment was then de-
clared carried, the majority being more than two-thirds of those
present.
A protest having been lodged with the Royal Western Y. C, of

Scotland, that metal center plate or weighted centerboards were
a form of shifting ballast, the matter was referred to the Y.R.A.,
who obtained the opinions of the various yacht designers on the
point as follows:
Mr. G. L. XVatson replied: "I think a vessel by careful schem-

ing aud building could be got to carry a centerboard of pretty
well any reasonable weight. Whether it would be judicious to
put stich a one in her is another matter, and a heavily-weighted
board Inadequately supported is certainly not a desirable item of
outfit. I think, loo)<ing at the whole question broadly, it might
be advisable to limit the weight of centerboards. Good men and
judicious builders \vill limit the weight for themselves; but the
only necessity for legislation of any kind is for the blockheads
and knaves, and on this account it might ho wise to protect the
former against themselves and protect the clients of the others.
On the other hand tbe international side of the question has to
be looked at, and if a weighted centerboard, even in Its most ex-
aggerated form, is found to be a decided elemen'' in speed, it
would be a pity to unnecessarily fetter British designs in any in-
ternational competition. The question, howevpr, in the present
state of matters connected with the American cup is not press-
ing. As to the limit which should he placed on the weight: Dora
carries about one-tenth of her lating, and I was incdined to sug-
gest that the board should not exceed the cube of the logarithm
of the rating. This would work well enough down to a 2-rating,
but for a 1 -rater it would be rather out. Perhaps a clause that
metal centerboards shall not exceed in weight in tons as followF:
.07-rating-F.3 ton. This would give a 1-rater .37 ton, 10-rater 1 ton,
lOO-rater 7.3 tons. In a l-rater it would be on the heavy side, so
tar as use went; hut if any one liKed to experiment with such a
board the hull could be made quite strong enough to take the
strain coming on it."

Mr. Wm. Fife, ,Tr., replied: "My reasons for objecting to
heavily weighted centerboards are: Fjr.^t, becmse they are
dangerous. The twistioe strain in the keel of a vessel with a
heavy centerboard would he a constant source of danger; and,
although tuis objection might be met by increased strength,
thpre would always be a tendency to increase tbe weight of the
centerboard to the point of danger. Secondly, a heavy center-
board is a distinct infringement of Rule 15. and if this is allowed
the restriction as to shifting ballast shoiild be deleted from this
rule. No one wrmld think of doing thi.s, therefore the maximum
weight of centerbcard (which is simply shifting ballast In anothi-r
form) should be defined. I think, if a vessel is fitted with a cen-
terboard or plate which exceeds five per cent, of such vessel's
total displacement, the centerboard or plate .should be fixed dur-
ing a race, and not altered in any way whatever; and that if tbe
centerboard is less than the above percentage there should be no
resTiction as to its use,"
Mr. J. M. Soper replied: "I am positive, if some restrictions

are not placed on the weight of these boards, it will soon lead to a
dangerous type of boat with a large amount of ballast in the
centerboard, and arranged to travel fore and aft as well as ver-
tically with a very shallow type of boat. If centerboards are to
be allowed, I should say restrict them in weight to, say, five per
cent, of the whole hallnst, and when sailing with fixed keel ya"nts,
the board to be secured in one position and not disturbed during
a race. If weighted boards are allowed they will become mor^
dangerous, as far as stress on the hull is concerned, than the
shifting inside ballast in former years, and will make the boats
more costly to produce and to race."
Mr. A. E. Payne replied: "f betr to say I have a strong feeling

against heavy centerboards, as I think that thfir unrestricted use
will engender a very bad type of boat, which, if c "Ughi^ in a .sea-

way, might be highly dangerous; and a collapse in such a case
would be even more serious than a cap^izs in an ordinary light
dioplacement oenterboarder of the late American tyne. I have no
objrctiona to centerboards used 8Dl(ilv as len boards, but have a
very strong feeling against them used ai shifting ballast; and I

think it is very desirable that tLe Y. R. A. should restrict the
we'ght of centerboards a,ccording to the size of the yacht, and I

would suggest the following as a reasonable scale, viz., IJ^cwt.
pf r unit 01 rating."
Mr. Alexander Richardson replied; "I am very decidedly of the

opinion that the rule relating to centerboa''ds requires alteration,
I remember toe time when the question of allowing centerboards
at all was under consideration by the councl, I told them that it

was possible to work a very he-ivy weight in thH form nf a center-
board, and if ceute'-boards were to be allowed they should take
some steps to prevent the possible reinrroduetiou of f he evil of
shifting ballast. I have i-een no reason to alter the opinion I ex-
pressed at that time: on the contrary. I think it is pretty w^U
conlirmed, at any ratH by present practice in some of tbe smaller
classes, and there is no reason why the same thing should T>ot ex-
tend to the large ve-sels. I, for one, am quite prepared to design
a vessel for, say tlie 20 or 40-rating classes, and fii her with a cen-
terboard weighing anything you like trom 10 to 20 ton.s, worked by
manual power; and for a large vessel still heavier, li is simply a
question of poundf-, shillinss and pence.
"Whether it would 'pay' from a racing point of view, is quite

another question. I think the Y. R. A. would De wise to recognize
the posbibillty and stop it before it is ag*i«i brought b-fore them
in the shape of an accomplished fact and 'vested interest^,'
"Prohibiting metal in any form for a centerboard is all that is

required-not even allow a metal shoe on the lower or anvedee of
a centerboard; .still less a center plate p.anked with wood. Vi-rv
111 tie in the way ff ballast shifting can be done with a bona fide-

wooden center^>oard."
Mr. J. E. Wilkms replied: "I do not think I care to add any-

thing to my letter sent to the Fields more than that I do really
think centerboards ought to be taxed both for area and weigit,
and I do not tlunk there ea,7i he a bt»Lter mode of dealing with
th^m than that suggested in my letter above referred to."
Messrs. Campt^r and Nicholson replied: "Wo beg to .say that

in our opinion centerboards should not be restricted in their
weight or in any other way."
Mr. C. P. Ciavtoii replied: "In reference to centerboards, I do

not think it advisable to now alter the V'. R. A. rule about them,
and I fail to see how the Y. R. A, could do so without stultifying
their original opinions abotit tbem. It has no' been conclusively
proved that the advantages rf a weighted centerboard exceed us
disadvantages; conaeouently existing arrangements had better be
allowed to work tberaiflvea ou'.."

Mr. Dis^n Kemp replied: "I do not think it would be found to
be of service for match sailing to have a large portion of ayaohl's
ballast in the form of a heavy metal plate or weighted cenlier-
board, except, perhaiis, on c >urs6S wO'-re advantages could be
obtained by working t'des and over Shoals; these advantages,
however, are common to all Cfnterboard yachts. I think if courses
were properly laid our no restriction ou the weight of board be-
yond that contained in the Y. R. A. rule would be necessary, as
no advantage could be obtained by shifting a weight from the
position which gave the maxiaium stability dbtaias-ble from it,

Tho arRument certainly goes to shew that there can be no harjn.

27 ft

37 ft 10.0
47ft 20.0
60ft 40.0

in reBtricting the weight of centerboards, as the maximum stabil-
ity referred to can be obtained by a fixed weight. Should it, there-
fore, hp con.sldered desirable to restrict the weight of ceurer plates
or boards, I think it will entail iiic mvenience to m ike the limita-
tion proportional to I he rating or displacement of ballast, and I

suggest that it should be done as follows:

—— = Tons weight allowed.
iUUll

This will allow the weight of centerboard or plate to be:
L.W.L. Biting. Weight of Plate,

16fc 0.6 256 tons.
.400 tons.
.7:30 tons.
1.020 tons.
1.370 tons.
3.300 tons.
3.600 tons.

Soft ....120.0 7.250 tons.
There will occasionally be diftiaulties iu the way or arriving at

the weight of a centerplate, hut it can always be roughly ascer-
tained by measuremt'nt.
Mr. G. B. Thompson had given notice that he should call the

attention of the council to the matter at this meeting, and now
moved, "That it is desirable r he w-^ight of centerboards should be
limited." Seconded by Mr. C. Newton Robinson.
A long discussion ensued, the general opinion of the meeting

bemg expressed bv Mr. Frank VVillan, that nothing had occurred
to Justify the Y. R. A. interfering in the matter, any more than
that they should regulate the weight of lead J?eels, or the mode of
fastening them, or the construction Kenerally of a yacbt. It
would b« unwise to shut the door t/^ experimen ts, because possibly
they might not be saiit-faciory. With regard to a center plate
being thif lins^ ballast, Mr. Preseott Westcar pointed out that the
plate must be taken when in its most effective position -that is,

lowered—and every foot it was lifted lessened the ptability of the
yacht. Tbis was tue exact opposite of the effdct and meaning of
"shifting ballast." Mr. Baden-Powell was strongly of opinion
that this was a Odse that called for no interference on the part of
the Y. R. A., so far as present developments had gone. Lieut.
Heun took the same view, and said the scare had been got up on
account of the success of the Dora, and he should like to see some
more such successes, and also gee the question thrashed out with
fixed keel yachts before the Y. R. A. iu any way interfered with
the freedom of designers. He regarded a centerboarder as a much
more useful yacht, from every point of view, than one of the
modern type fitted with a "fin keel," which was a very awkward
customer in a variety of ways.
On the motion being put, (here voted for it 4, and against it 14,

the chairman not voting. The motion was therefore declared not
carried.
Mr. Baden-Powell now moved that centerplates or boards be ex-

cepted in Rule 15 relitlng to shifting ballast. Seconded by Lieut.
Heun, and carried ncm. con.—tbis being a corollary of rejecting
tlie previous motion.
Just as the meeting closed the following additional statement

was received from Mr. Watson: "The idea of a weighted center-
board being shifting ballast Is absurd. Is it not just as logical, or
indeed a good deal more so, to assume the yacht as designed with
the board down, the only shifting being raising it? There is, I take
it, no objection to shifting ballast to leeward."
A protest referred by the Livingston Regatta Committee and

made by the owner of Quinque against Savourna for bringing
about a foul while the yachts were cross-tacking, was decided in
favor of Quinque.
The following case was referred by the Islaud Sailing Club: The

committee, acting under the latter part of Rule 30, disqualified
yacht Minnow in a race sailed under Y, R. A. rules, on Sept. 23,

on tbe statement of her owner, the Hon. G. C dville, that he had,
during a calm, propelled the Minnow by means of kedging, thus
nfringing Rule 25,

Mr. Colville contended that the use he made of his anchor was
legitimate, and such rule is not excepted iu rule 26, which allows
a yacht to anchor, and that as the anchor was both let go and
weighted at the stem head, he had a right to use any impetus or
way thus g'ven to the boat to bis ad vantage, there being no record
of a protest against any yacbt for so doing. Also that it is un-
doubtedly a custom among racing yachts to use their anchors in
this way, and as it was only done atintervalsof about t^n minutes,
and the boat's ordiuary anchir and warp used, the rules had not
bpon infringed. That rule 25 does not reft r spacitioally to this
method of propulsion as an excfption, and that if the council con-
sider that it should not be allowed, a new rule is necessary to pro-
vide against it. and the committee had no power to disqualify
under the existing rules.
The council now defiried that the decision of the committee

must be confirmed.-J^feW.

THE RUNNING DOWN OF THE AMELIA.

IN the FOKEST ANT) Stre.vm of June 11 we published the text of
.fudge Benedict's decision in the case of tlie yacht Medusa aud

the tug Staples, with our additional comment calling the atten-
tion of tugboat men to the legal decision as to the rights of sailing
and especially pleasure vessels; Only three days later the offense
of the Staples was repeat»'d by another lug, and in this case with
a more serious and fatal result, the yacht being sunk and two of
her crew drowned. The pdot of the tug, Thomas Walsh, was ar-
rested on a charge of manslaughter, and his trial took place last
week, resulting in ins conviction of manslaughter in the second
dfgree.
Tue facts, as brought out by ample and reliable testimony at the

trial, were as followp:
The sloop Amelia, 37ft. l.w.l., 15ft. beam, was beating down the

Hudson River at about 11 P. M. on a clear night, with both side-
lifcthts burning brightly and three of her party of eleven on the
lookout on deck. When ofl' llOth street the tug F. W. Dnvre, Capt,
liogan, was met, bound up the river, with Pilot Walsh at the
wheel, the captain being asleep in the pilot hou-e. The tug struck
the yacht and sunk hpriuafewmoment8,twomenfrom the yacht
leaping aboard the tug. The tun ran on until her captain com-
pelled the pilot to turn back, when s^vnnmen were picked up
from the water, two others being drowned.
Toe evidence proved that the yacht was on her course, both

lights in order, the night clear and bright, and that the tug was
seen some time before sue struck the yacht. It was also fully
proven that Pilot Walsh was intoxicated at tlie time of the colli-

sion. In his behalf he claimed that he was sobsr, hay ins drank
only a few glasses of beer, and tiiat he paw only tiie red light of
the yacht. The evidence as to his condition was very coueluaive,
while as to the position of the yacht and her lights, slie was ai ruck
twi' e on the starboard bow. After a careful ch irge from Judge
riovyin^r, 1 he jury brought in a verdict ofauHiyol rn'mslfiut'Oier
iu the second degree, with a recommendation to mt;rcy. .Sentence
was su'^perided until Nov 16. Such a verdict is most gratifying,
as the case was a specially flagrant one.

UTOWANA.—The U'owana, American auxiliary ateamahip,
owned by Mr, W. W, Durant, and under the command of Captain
A. Corkum, arrived at Oowes on the 15th Inst, from Lisbon. Th'S
magndicent yacht was builr at Philadtlohia, and launche iin
Maich this year. She, is built of steel and r gged as a three-mast
fore and aft schooner, and is fitted wirh auxiliary steam power,
her engines being of the tripl--exp-insiori type. Her leotjth over
allialfilft ; extreme breadth. 27fr. 7in ; draft of water, 14ft. 6'n ;

gro3« 'oonage aboilt "i'JO. Hor saloon and cabin fittings are prin-
cipally of ant-qut; oak, and her upholstery is of the very best
quality. The yacht left Boston, U. S.. on Sept. 2, and has vi^^itel
H ayal, St. Mich el's, Madeira, Teneriffe, Mog dor and Lisbon.
The yacht left r he latter port on the 9th iost., and reached Cowes
on the 15'h. after a very boisterous passage, having encountered a
heavy gale in the Bav of i^iacay, and met tbe hurricane on ti e
13ch inst. in the English Channel fff Portland, when distant seven
miles from which plai e; thestferiog gear was carried avyay in
heaving the yacht to, and the jihboom was afterwards lost when
off St. Albans. The hurncane blowing as it v/as, and the vessel
Sieerincr under relief tackles, the capi,aiu did not think it prudent
to run his sh-p until the weather moderated on tbe 15th, when St,
Oatherine'.s light was sighted at 9 A. M. in the in irning. and the
vacht arrived at Cowes the same day. Ths vessel .steamed into the
harbor on the iBth, and is moored between tbe doclt piers to re-
pair d -mage=, to refit, aud will go into the drv dock for cleaning
and coating previouB to again 1* aving the harbor. Her ma'e, Mr,
Crosbie, lett S iUtbampton on Thursday per South German .mail
steamer Havel for New York, where he will rejoin the schooner
Fortune, wh ch, undtr the command of Captain Newcomb, was
in English waters three years agn.

BISOaYNE bay Y. C—Tbe new club book of the Eiscayne
Bay Y. C, a noatlittl-j volume, ia now ready, aud tlie aciive sea-
son of the club will soon hegin. The membHrship is 23, with 33
yaoht«. Among The bonoTHi'v members it L>eiif. Hruu, who will
spend the commg winter in Florida. Galatea, after b-tngin cm-
mission all summer, is now advertised for chatter during tbe
winter, and Lieur. and Mrs. Henu will soon be in Neve York. The
officers of the Biscayne Bay Y. 0. are: Com., R, M. Munrop! Vlce-
Com., Thos, A. Hine; Sec, Kirk Munroe! Treas,, W. H. Browuej
Meae., Jean de Hedouville,
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Classes..

70. 61 and 53ft. Classes, 1891.

Date.

Juue 16.

Jane IT.

JjinelS.

June 30.

July r...

Aug.4..

Aug 8..

Ams, 7.

.

Aug. 8..

Aag. 10.

Ang. n

Aug. 18

Aug. 18

Aug. gS.

Aug 25.

Aug. 26.

Ang, 20.

Sept,. 7..

MeaF.
ami

,
Class.

Atlantic, annual ! . S -W.

Marine .iT)d Field, annual
,
(^.-W.

New York, annual
j

S.-W.

Seawanhaka. annual I S.-W.

New Roclielle, annual. M.-W.

i fist run to New London S.-\V.

3d run to Newport fi.-W.

G oletCup,
,

S.

3d run to Vineyard Haven ....j S.-W.

Special race S.-W.

4th run to New Bedford S.-W.

^^h run to Newport
, S.- W.

Newport, m
|

Ist run
I
S.

lO
I 3d run., I S.'

J I
3d ruu I S-

I
1 4l1i run

Larchinont. nt..

70Ft. Cla'-

L.W.L
i

.'iS Ft. Clase.

63. & 61 61
!
PI

Number

of

Starter^'.

O
!
O

I

|ls.o

1 3

1 |. ..

...| 1

Is 0 1

s o

1

1 2

3
I

3

2

1

....

1 I...

J, Clear

h Clear

/. Stornay, rougb.

(, Clear. .

—

I, Clf ar

8, Rain, mod

U Clear

m, Clear

J, Clear

,f, Clear

?„ Clear

8, Rough

TO, Clear ,

.

/„ Foggy

/, Clear, mod

I, Clear

s, Clear, mod.....

8, Rain, rough.. .

.

Ventura, -Wft., started, but withdrew.

Clara disabled at start. Whileaway w.

Whitby 3,

Fiye starters from 46rt. class. Gracie in collision
with mark and Volunteer.

Thetis beaten in private maich with Huron.

61 and .53ft. clasFcs sail together.

Marguerite, schooner, fiT'st.

Marblehead to Eastern Point. Sayonara 1, Thelma 3,
Gossnon (1. u\

Isle of Shoals to Boothbay. Sayonara 3, Gossoon 3.

Ram Island !o Whitehead. Gossoon 1, Sayonara 3.

Canaden to Bass Harbor, Sayonara 3, Gossoon 3.

Viator, schooner, 1, no allowance.

Starts

First Places

Second Placef.

Sail Overs

Total Placi .s...

.

Total Frzef. ,..

1 1...

1 1

1 1

3
I

IT 16 ' 34 I 73

1 I'"

S. Seawanhaka rule. 0, Classi'd by corrected length. TF, Classed by waterline length, s. o. Sail over. (/, Grounded, d, Disabled, w. Withdrew. ?i.t. Not timed, n, Disqualifled, with or
wltta ut prottst. m, Private macch. I, Light wind, m. Moderate. /, Fresh breeze. 8. Strong wind.

YACHT RACING IN 1891.

in.—THE TOft., 61m\ and .53pt. ciiAsSES.

''pHE smallest and least important part of the season's racing isX that covered by our table this week, the single-sticker yachts
«t the largsr clnsses, over 46ft. l.w.i. The ''big sloop" class, so-
called, that was to have developed into a tine tieet of 90-footers,
has dwindled away until only the smallest of the class, Puritan,
islr-ft. There is now no indication of its rehabilitation, save in the
two remote contingencies of a challenge for the America Cup;
and that from a 90-foocer, a size of yacht that is as rare in Eng-
land as on this side. The racing of large yachts in Great Britain
is in no hotter condition than in Ameru a, in fact but two vachls
of over e.'ift. l.w.l. ai-e If ft in the regular racing class. One nf
these, Valkyrie, is of hut 70ft. l.w.l., the other, Iverna, being 83ft.
Bin. The other yachts over 60-rating, about (i.5ft. l.w.l., sail only
in cruiser and handicap races.
Thus far there are no indications of new yachts over 40 or 60-

rating, and it is very doubtful whether either Iverna or Valkyrie
will tit out next season. With such a state of affairs in the home
racing everythiner tending toward small tonnage, and with a tol-
erably clear, though tardy understanding of the new deed of gift,
British yachtsmen are little likely to hurry in a challenge and
build a 90ft. cutter, Even if such a thing should happen, the most
that could be expected on this side would be the building of two
or three new yachts, and possibly the change of Volunteer to her
criginai rip; so far as any permanent establishment of a class of
1.0ft. sloops or cutters, it is as tar distant as before the Puritan-
Genesta races. This year even the 70ft. class has been little bet-
ter than moribund, one or two yachts have followed the racing
in a half-hearted way. but there has been no real life nor excite-
ment in the class.
Tne sad death of Mrs. Iselin last fall, and the withdrawal of

Titania's owner from racing, left the yacsit laid up this season:
and the rumors of her sale that were flying about at one time all
jiroved false; she has been at City Island all summer in idleness.
Sramrock's owner tot k up wi'h the fashionable fad and did his
r .cing in a new 46-foofer, so she did nothing all the season, mak-
'ug but two starts. K itrina has only looked in at a few races,
Redouin and Huron attempted nothing more than to keep up
with the fleet on the New Vork cruise, and Gracie, though mak-
ing the most starts, did not begin her racing until the cruise, and,
then lost several runs through her unfortunate mishap in the
Gnelet cup race.
The opening race of the class, the Atlantic Y. C. regatta, fonnd

only Shamrock, who sailed over. Two days later Katrina ap-
peared ana gave Shamrock a handsome beating in the New York
Y. C. regatta, in a brei-ze and rough watef, but it must be said for
the latter that her owner and part of her crew were on Nautilus,
leaving Shamrock with a small crew. These two events com-
prised the sum total of the spring racing, and the class was not
beard of again until the rendezvous of the fleet at Glen Cove.
Shamrock never makes the cruise, but the others were on hand,
Gracie. Bedouin, Katrina and Huron, and all started on the first
run. Katrina did some notable work on the long passage, leading
the fleet, and easily distancing her class. Bedouin heating Gracie
by over an hour. Only Katrina and Gracie took part in the
second run. the former leading into Newport by 2.5m.
When the Goelet cup for sloot>=i and cutters was first given, in

1882, it was practically for the WtK clas>, but with the advent of
Pa I Iran and Priscilla in 1885 rhe orieinal heneficiaries were
obliged to take a very unimportant place in the procession
around Hen and Chickenf : and only once in sis years has a 70-
tnorer won the annual cup, Titania taking ir, in 1889, neither
Volunteer nor Puritan starting. With the large class off the
c .urse tor an indefinite time, it was to be expected that this
year the 70-footers would have the racing all their own way,
there being but one class for each rig. It is three years, how-
ever, since a new yacht has been added to the class, and while it
has stood still, other classes have come forward, and the best of
the 48-fonters, new this year, have proved themselves able to sail
w iih tne 70-footers at any time with a fair chance of success, and
to beat them handily when the conditions are favorable. The
j'esnit was that on the morning of Aug. 7, with a fair bright dav,
a smoo'h sea and a moderate breeze, no less than five of the 46
foolers, headed by Gloriana. were at the starting line wiih one
solitary 70-footer, Gracie. Katrina was entered and a long wait
was made while she beat out from Newport to the start off Bren-
ton's Reef lightshin, but when finally there she announced tbat
she had no intention to start. As events proved, this was a wise
move on her part, as she could hardly have saved her time from
Gloriana; In tact, she had little to gain and muctt to lose In such
a race.
As for the lone starter, &raoie she was never in the race with

the smaller boats from the gun, being at least 7 minutes astern of
Gloriana at the windward mark, 13J^ miles from the start; where
( he notable foul with Volunteer toon place, the two on the same,
starboard, tack, pinching up to weather the markboat, Voluateer
to windward. The detaUe of this raueh dlsButed eoee, wltaespcd

by several hundred persons, have been published at length be-
fore, and need not be no w recounted. Volunteer, though b.idly
damaged, was able to continue the rac°, and finally won the
schooner cup. Gracie was obliged to withdraw, losing her spread-
ers and some gear.
So far as any elucidation of a knotty point in yacht racing, or

the establishing of a most important precedent is concerned, it
must be confessed that the collision was a failure. The ques-
tion of facts and positions was hardly considered, and little o£ the
larere amount of evidence at hand? incluiing a number of instan-
taneous photos of various phases of the collision, was called for.
The final decision of the regatta committee was mainly technical,
the protest of Grade's owner being thrown out on account of the
obviously faulty nature of two of the most imnortant claims.
Without attempting to determine the probable result of a thor-
ough inquiry and welshing of evidence, it is safe to say at least
that Grade's own friends were her worst enemies; and that if
they had confined themselves solely to Article 14 of the rule, and
to the pi'oduction of evidence that Gracie was in a position to
have weathered the mark without tacking had Volunteer been
out of the way, they would have presented a very strong case in-
stead of a very weak one. As it is, no ofBcial decision has been
made as to the rights of a yacht in the position claimed by Gracie;
and the question is as far from an authoritative settlement as
when first discussed in our columns a year ago.
This race kept Gracie at Newport for a couple of days, and she

missed the Vineyard Haven race. Katrina went no further east
than Newport, but Bedouin and Huron held with the fleet, Huron
and Thetis sailing a private match for $230 per side on the run to
Vineyard Haven, Huron winning. The special race at Vineyard
Haven was a very dull affair for the 70ft. class. Bedouin and
Huron being far astern of the 46-footers all day. Next day
Gracie sailed alone on the run to New London, and the following
day on the last run to Newport, A few days later Huron
sailed a private match with tne schooner Marguerite and was
beaten, which ended the class for the year.
Tne sum of its performances and prizes is a small one, but as

yet there is no indication that the class will do better next year.
The present boats are clearly not up to the standard of the 43ft.
class, and while they may still find some sport among themselves
on the cruises and in special races, the class can-not be a popular
one as long as its members sail only even with or astern of a much
smaller size. No new lioats are yet talked of, but some are needed
before the 70ft. class can hope to be what it might, the principal
single-stick racing class.
The 61ft. class this year has consisted of but one boat, the old

sloop Hildegarde, built in 1876 as the Niantic and rechristened
Hildegarde by Mr. Herman Oelrichs when he purchased her from
her oriElnal owner.
In 1888 she was altered to the Americanized cutter rig by Mr.

Burgess, and this past winter she had a lead keel added, thus plac-
ing her in the ranks of the "compromises.'' Gracie went through
a similar process in 1886 and '89, and Fanny was also remodeled
last wintre, so that the once representative American centerboard
sloop has entirely disappeared. So far as can be judged from the
rather solitary performances of Hildegarde this season, with no
close competition in her class, she nas been improved by both al-
terations. She sailed alone in the early regattas, finally meeting
Mischief on the cruise and beating tne latter four ont of tne five
times they met, her best performance during the season being on
the ruo to New Bedford. Mischief's superiority over the old
Hildegarde was proved ten years ago. and cannot be considered
as disproved by the recent racinar, as Mischief merely ente'ed the
runs of tr^e cruise, with no pretensions to being in racing form.
The new keel Wayward made a couple of starts but scored no
wins.
The o3ft. class is much as it has been for the past four .seasons,

with but three boats, Clara, Cinderella and Anaconda. Tha only
change in the clats is the transfer ot Captain John Barr from the
tiller of Clara to the wheel oi: Cinderella. Tne latter yacht was
not in commission until late, and only Clara and Anaconda
started in the first races. Clara was sailed by a Corinthian, w'th
a scratch crew, and in fact has been kept at work cruising through
tne entire season, but she managed lo beat Anaconda in two
races, the Atlantic and Marine and Field regattas. After her ex-
perience of the previous year in the regatta of the New Rochelie
Y. C. she did not enter this season, Anaeonda sailing over alone
and then giving no all racing.
Cmdereila and Clara came together at the opening of the cruise,

but just after the preparatory gun Clara broke a chainplate, and
did not attempt to start in the long race. After some temporary
repairs she jogg-d on, finally catching and passing Cinderella
when the latter s'ruck the rough water, and making literally a
most brilliant finish by sailing into New London harbor a long
way ahead of Cinderella with her whole after cabin, ablaze. As
she had not been timed at the start her performance counted her
nothing, but to all intents and purposes the credit for the first
run is hers. After repairing the damage from fire and getting a
pew chainplate on the "lay day" at New London, she started in
the eeoond ?un and wob oaslly, while Im the driftlig match which

made up the third run, to Vineyard Haven, she was still ahead,
tnough but a few seconds.
In the special race at the A'"ineyard. Cinderella not only beat

Clara by some 16m., but won from the larger Hildegitrde, the two
classes sailing as one, the strong wind and smooth water giving
her a fair chance. Next day on the run to New Bedford, Cinder-
ella again won by so large a margin, 30m., as to indicate a fluke
somewhere, the wind being light with a very strong head tide,
and the whole fleet being scattered over the breadth of Vineyard
Sound. On the last run, back to Newport, Cinderella started in
good shape with topmast housed, a very wise move as events
proved, the wind being strong and the sea fairlv heavy, but she
was unable to beat Clara, there being over 7m. between them at
Brenton's Reef Lightship.. This ended the racing for the year,
though Cinderella raced with Sayonara and Gossoon in the
Eastern cruise, and Clara started once in September in a private
match with the schooner Viator, breaking down before the finish.
As far as Cinderella and Clara ar^ concerned, the strong inter-

est which attended their races in 1886 has to a great extent dis-
appeared, Cinderella made the cruise this year with old sails and
by no means in flrsr-class racing form, while Clara through the
season has been used more for cruising than for racing, though
starting in most of the regular races. Neither has made even a
fair showing besides the 46ft. class, being badly outbuilt.
Just now the usual rumors of new hoats for the class are flying

about in indefinite shape, and the phantom 63 from Fife's yard
for Admiral Tweed is likely to be manned very soon by a picked
crew from the daily papf^rs and se^t on a winter cruise, but the
only order yet placed is that of Mr. Bullock for a keel boat, the
designs for which have already been completed by Mr. Gardner,
though no contract has been made for the bmlding. If built she
will De hardly a full powered racer, the comfort of her owner and
general cruisina: qualities being the first to be coi^sidered; at the
same time, with good composite construction, she should be well
ahead of the existing boats of t he class. A 53ft. boat of moderate
power will prooably give more for the money in the way of com-
fortable accommodation, r-ruising qualifies and utility for racing
than can be combined on any other length. We are Informed that
in tne runs of the New Y'ork Y. C. cruise a prize will be given for
each run, and not for the average, as was done last j ear This
will make a change in the prizes in our list of last week, but not
in the places. The table this week is made up on the basis of a
first prize for each run in which two or more started. Next week
we shall take up the 46ft. class.

"SMALL YACHTS," by C. P. Kunhardt, was a handsome and
most useful manual when first putilishe d by Foh,est and Stbeam,
but the new edition as enlarged is a library of knowledge for those
who sail canoes, cafboats or sloops. With its eighty-seven plates
and numerous cuts in the text, its advice how to build, launch,
rig and sail various sorts of small sailing craft, and its careful de-
scriptions of certain types of yachts, the folio is a yachtsman's
friend indeed.—iVett' YorTc Times.

lO—NEEDLR:.—We are informed that the prize won by lo in her-
race wi'h Needle was given by Mr. W. E. Iselin, of New Rochelie.
lo is 23ft. l.w.l., 8ft. neam and 5ff. 10 n. draft. We un lerstand
that lo was huilr, frr-m the designs of the cuiter Witch, published
In the Forest and Stream of March 17, 1887, m which case her
sail area is probably anout 1,100ft., and corrected length about
28ft., compared with 618ft. sail area and 25ft. corrected length of
Needle.
CLARISSA.—The 20-ratpr Clarissa, designed by her owner, Mr.

H. D. MfGildownev. and built in 1890, paried her cable during a
gale on Oct. 14. in Baliycastle Harbor, Ireland, and was totally
wrecked agains'" the nf>wpier.
YACHT SKIPPERS.-The New l^ork Herald has recently begun

a series of articles on the leading yacht wailing masters, having
published thus far poriraits and biographies ot Capt. Hansen, of
the Quickstep; Capt. Banks, of the Water Witch, and Capt. Dand,
of the Stranger.
NORNA, schr., C-»m. E. R. Coleman, Philadelphia Y. C, was run

into by a brick sloop while at anchor in Gowanns Bav, on Oct. 26,
and sustained some damage.
THISTLE-VENTURA.-H. D. Tiffany has sold the Ventura,

of Bronx River origin, to Col. Austen, and has purchased the
sloop Thistle-
NAVARCH, steam yacht, built this year, has been sold by Vice-

Corn. Morrill, Boston Y. C, to Henry Whitman, and will bu re-
plaf-ed by a larger yacht.
SAY WHEN, steam yacht, now owned by W. C. White, of

Cleveland, has just receivnd a Roberts safety watertuhe boiler.
VETO, steam yacht, Mr. George Law, will be cut in half and

lengthened 13ft.

Camas Canoes and hoio to Build Them. By Parker B. Field.
Price 50 cenU. Canoe and Boat Building. Bu W. P. Stephens.
Price ^S.OO. Canoe Handling. By C. B. Vaux. PHce $1. Canoe
and Camera. By T. S. Steele. Price 1.60. Four Months in aSnean-
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THE RUDDER IN PADDLING RACES.—The rudder an-l its

appropriate foot-steering gear form such an important ansiliary
in paddling that it seems strange that it has been little used by
the leading racing men. Of course where a paddler stands on the
gunwale of his canoe, or has both feet laced in shoes which are
screwed to the tloDr of the boat, or even talies the Ijneeling posi-
tion of MacKendrick or Muntz, all use of footgear and rudder is

out of the question. These methods, however, are of compara-
tively recent introduction, and as late as 1887 the majority of
pa'ldler^at the A. 0. A. meet used the sitting position, with feet
extended before them. In fact, the first man to adopt the stand,
ing position was Mr. Johnson, who stood in his canoe in the Class
I. paddling race at Lake George in 1888. Even when using the sit-

ting position, the best paddlers, such as Rice, Johnson and Leys,
used no rudder; the advantage of a rigid foot brace, in some cases
with the feet strapped fast, being considered greater than the gain
through a straighter course.

However true this may be in perfectly smooth water, or even
before or against a light wind, with a little sea and a moderate
quartering breeze we have never doubted that a good rudder
would more than pay, by virtue of the shorter course and more
especially by the saving of power by the division of strokes on
each side, for the loss through drag or lessened rigidity of the foot
rest. Of late the sitting position has been abandoned entirely by
the Canadians, who are the recognized leaders in paddling, the
men standing as nearly erect as possible, or kneeling on one knee,
with the other foot before them, and there is every reason to
believe that these positions permit of a longer stroke, freer move-
ment, and the expenditure of more power, and to better advantage,
than in the old sitting position. At the same time it is no easy
matter to steer the canoe at any time, and with a quartering wind
and sea she is apt to go pretty much where she pleases, regardless
both of the course and the will of her owner.
Those who cared to do so, have always been at liberty, as a

matter of course, to use their rudders in the paddling races in the
past, and no comment has been made. This year, however, both
the tandem and club four races were run off in rough water, and
won, as it happened, by a canoe using a rudder. This fact gave
rise to comment on the part of some of the paddling men, and
though no protest was made, there was a good deal of oh.iection
to the use of the rudder, tbe result being seen in the recommen-
dation of the regatta committee, published last week, that the
rudder be prohibited in all paddling races.

The sole argument that we have heard against the use of the
rudder is that paddling is not only a matter of propelling the
canoe, but of steering it as well, and that where a rudder is used
there can be no test of skill in steering. This miy be perfectly
true as applied to one man paddling with a single blade; the en-
tire work of steering is done, not by extra muscle or by an added
number of strokes, but through the adroit handling of the paddle,
by which the boat is directed by the same movement by which
she is propelled. In double-blade paddling, however, the ques-
tion of skill in steering hardly comes in at all; it is a matter of go
many- more strokes on one side or the other, and the steering is

totally different from the case of a single blade. As the latter
has gone out entirely for racing, the superiority of the double
blade for speed being long since conceded, the whole argument
based on the question of skill falls to the ground.
The facts are briefly, that the man who stands or kneels in his

canoe can probably propel her faster through the water than the
man who sits down; at the same time, the steering of a canoe by
means of a double blade only, involves a longer and indirect
course and a serious waste of power from the necessity of doing
much of the work on one side of the boatu instead of on each side
in alternation. If a man is willing to take a position which of it-

self is considered to handicap him in the matter of speed, we can
see no reason why he should not be allowed to avail himself of
the legitimate advantages which accompany the position.
If the use of the rudder is prohibited because it does away with

all tests of skill in steering, then it would be perfectly proper to
forbid a man to sit down in his canoe in a paddling race, as such
a position is no test of his skill In balancing. The rudder is re-
cognized as a legitimate appliance in all varieties of racing craft
especially in rowing boats, and we know of no precedent for its

prohibition in canoe racing.

THE LIMIT OF WEIGHT FOR PADDLING CANOES.-The
limitation of 40lbs. for the minimum weight of paddling canoes
was inserted in the A. O. A. rules in the fall of 1889, and if we are
not mistaken was generally approved by the paddling men. The
Canadians in particular were desirous of a weight limit which
would admit to all races held under the A. C. A. rules the better
class of open Canadian service canoes, at that time generally used
for paddling races in Canadian regattas, and though these canoes
weighed nearer 50 than 401bs., the latter limit was thea considered
a safe and desirable one both for the A. C. A. paddling as well as
for the regulation of local regattas. Since that time the A. C. A.
paddling trophy has done much to stimulate rasing and improve
the canoes from a racing standpoint, and no\T there are a ntmi-
ber of racing men who desire the abalition of all weight limits in

the paddling class. So far as the main purpose of the 40lb. limit

is concerned, the necessity for it no longer exists, the 401b. canoes
at the meet this year were each of them far too fast for the open
servicrt canoe, and the entry of one of the former boats would kill

the paddling cla=s at any ordinary regatta.
It is claimed by the opponents of the present limit that while

it restricts the improvement of the "trophy racer," to coin a
term, it at the same time does nothing for general paddliog, and
so should he abolished. It is simply the old story that Is found in
all racing, the boats have reached a point of development where
the racing craft must be strictly separated from the service boat
that formerly did most of the racing and much other work
besides. The paddling racers are now few in number, probably
not more than a dozen have yet been built, while there are good
open canoes by the thousand which have hitherto taken part in
the paddling events of all club?, but especially in Canada. The
former class mns; noiv be recognized and encouraged, as the
trophy race depends on it, and at the same time the old class in
w-hich so much good racing has been done should not be wiped
out by a few racers. There can be no objection to removing all

limit of weight from one class, and at the same time placing a
certain limit which shall reserve some races in club regattas, if

not at file meets, for the open service canos to which canoeing
in general, as well as paddling racing in particular, owes so
much.

REPRESENTATION AT THE ANNUAL MEETING.-Next
week there will assemble at Albany a body of canoeists repre-
senting the largest and most important canoeing fraternity in
the world, and including delegates from each section of the
United States and Canada; the American Canoe Association re-
cognizing no political boundaries. The work of this body is so
important, and within certain limits is so largely national and
not sectional, that it is specially desirable that each division
should be represented. It has been the wise policy of the Asso-
ciation for some years to conduct its meetings publicly and to
allow the greatest freedom in debate, all members of the Asso-
ciation, whether on the executive committee or not, being ad-
mitted to the meeting and allowed by courtesy to make sugges-
tions or take part in the debates. The policy of the officers has
always been to consult the general interests rather than to cater
to local ones.

In order to do this successfully it is most essential that each
division shall be fully represented at the meeting, and that the
men who are present shall have ideas and opinions and not be
afraid to express them; and to this end we would urge upon the
division officers the necessity for securing in some way a good
attendance from their respective divisions. The rule covering
this matter is a very fair one, any member of the executive com-
mittee may appoint a member of his division to vote for him at a
meeting of the committee, providing that no member or proxy
shall have more than one vote.

The Northera Division has been specially lax in the matter of
attendance at meetings; tor two years, 1889 and 1890, it has been
unrepresented at the November meeting, and has shown a general
indifference to what was done there. This year in camp, though
a number of members of the Division were present, not one
brought a proxy for the meeting which is always held in camp,
the nearest approach to it being one man who presented himself,
saying that two members of the committee had asked him to
reptesent them, though he had no written proxy from either. Of
course it is quite a journey and often in a busy season, from Can-
ada to New V'ork, Albany or Boston, but there must be a few out
of the many officers and members of the Northern Division who
can make it, and probably other members of the Division who ace
temporarily in the States who could at least be present as proxies.
It is not altogether fair to the oth'er divisions for one to be absent
entirely from the meeting, as with the best intentions it is not
possible for the committee to comply with the wishes of any
Division or section unless it is informed what those wishes may
be. We hope to see this year a full representation, either by the
regular officers or their proxies, from every Division of the Asso-
ciation.

THE RUDDER IN PADDLING RACES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I would like to know of some good reason why one should not

be allowed to carry a rudder in a paddling race if he is willing to
handicap himself with its weight and drag?
I presume that the claim is made by the "straight" paddling

man that there is no skill in paddling without a rudder, and with
him who has a special paddling canoe it maybe all right to go
without one; but take a decked sailing canoe with a straight keel
in a "following sea" and she will shoot from side to side in such a
way that it is almost impossible to keep from fouling. I think we
are handicapped enough now in paddhng a sailing canoe in many
races against a mere paddling shell, without depriving us of a
necessary appendage. In a large pa-ldling race at the A. C- A.
with twenty to thirty starters, there would be less fouling if more
of them were carried. AtL Around.

THE RATHBUN CO.—A recent number of the Northwestern
Lumtierman contains a very interesting article on the Rachbun
Co. and its works at Deseronto. Mr. F. S. Rathbun, one of the
nroprietors of this immense corporation, is an old canoeist, hav-
ing been commodore of the A. C. A. In 1886.

ARTHUR BRENTANO.—Mr. Arthur Brentano, one of the 13
founders of the A. C. A. who were present at the first meeting,
and one of the organizers of the Knickerbocker C.C.. has recently
returned to New York, after a residence of several years in Paris,
as the head of Bretano's store there.

A. 0. A. iMEMBERSHIP.-Central Division: C. D. Martin,
Rochester, N. Y.

THE PADDLE IN SAILING RACES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
It has been suggested to me by one of the members of the A.C.A.

regatta committee that I state in print the faces relating to my
use of the paddle and disqualification therefor in the record sail-mg race at the meet, and invite a discussion of the merits of the
case.
As the action of the committee has been quite severely criti-

cised I think the suggestion a good one, as some comments may
help to improve the rule hearing on the subject, or at any rate
give some idea of how it should be construed, as its meaning at
present seems very vague and uncertain.
Rule Xtl. states: "The paddle shall not be used in sailing

races, except for steering when the rudder is disabled, or for
shoving off when aground, afoul of anything, or in extreme
danger, as from a passing steamer or from a squall."

^ The question is, when is one in sufficient danger to justify its

The facts in my case were as follows: The record sailing race
was one of the hardest races I have ever experienced, and the
wind and sea was probably one of the worst that an Association
race has ever bpen sailed in.
The first leg was a beat to windward, and as I rounded the buovm the lead I let out my mizen sheet as I squared away for the run

to tbe second buoy. As I did so I lost the sheet, which let the sail
out far more than at right angles. In my eflEorts lo regain the
sheet a squall struck me when on the top of a wave, which yawed
the canoe around suddenly and capsized her. I righted heV. and
then both sails jibed, and over she went on the other side. It was
very hard work to right her this time, and as I did so she rolled
over again on the other side. By this time I was completely
tangled up in halliards and reef lines, and had I gone out of the
canoe might have been in a serious predicament. On account of
insufficient rubber packing, my deck hatches leaked, and by the
time I righted her for the third time, which was very hard to do,
the compartments were partly full and center of the canoe en-
tirely so.
I then laid to and bailed out the cockpit, when I proceeded to

get my sails in trim, particularly the mizen, which was badly
tangled with the aforesaid sheet, so that I had to lower the sail
to disentangle it.

While in this position the bow of tbe canoe fell olf the wind
and I was in danger of going over again, so took about six or eight
backward strokes on the windward side to bring her head up
again.
What else could I do? I could not get my sail up in time,

as in that weather it took the canoe but a short time to determine
what she would do next. And to meet her I resorted to the only
thing that seemed possible to accomplish the desired end.
By the time I had sail on again the fleet was far ahead of me,

but I continued in the race and worked my way to second place,
which earned me a tie fou second nlace on the record, with a pro-
test against the other man.
No protest was made against me, and I felt so satisfied of my

position that I did not report it; but the regatta committee took
it up, though they did not see it, but simply heard some one say
what I had done, and late that afternoon, without any warning,
called me up and asked me for my evidence in the matter.

It was a hard thing to give a very clear version of the affair
without thinking it over, for between the gybing of those booms
and keeping on top of the canoe, things were happening so thick
and fast that aU was not clear in my own mind at the time.
There was no claim that I improved my position by the use of the
paddle, and the fact that nearly ev^ery one in the race either
broke down or upset, and that I had never hefoi-e in all my ex-
perience used a paddle in a sailing race would seem to me to be
sufficient excuse, to say the least, for using it as I did.
I shall be glad to have my action criticised, especially by those

who were in the race or saw it, as if I misinterpret the meaning
of the rule I am ready to be convinced by practical racers: but if
I was right there would be a good deal of satisfaction in knowing
it, even at this late date; and while the past cannot be undone, it
may help to give some one justice in the future.

Newark, N. J., Oct. 30. George P. Douglas.

TOLEDO C. C—The Toledo C. C. is now in a flourishing condi-
tion, having paid off all its debt. Measures are now being taken
to incorporate the club.

mw^H to ^ams^andmts.

||^~ No Notice Takea of Anonymoaa Correapoudenta.

N. G.—We do not know of a game preserve at Hicksville, Long
Island.

E. C , Albany.—1. A rifle of small caliber made by any of the
American makers. 3. See our advertising columns.

An Old Subscriber.-Would you kindly inform me if the eat
commonly known in the northern New England States as the
"coon cat," is a cross between a domestic cat and coon, or a dis-
tinct breed? Ans. It is not a cross between the cat and coon, but
a distinct cat.

A. G. B., Holland, Mich.—While skinning a rabbit which I
killed this morning I noticed a worm or grub about lin. long and
i^in. m diameter in the middle, between the skin and the flesh on
the side of the neck. Color, brown. I have often been tnld of
rabbits having "grubs," but this is the first I ever noticed. Would
you kindly let me know the cause of it and if it injures the flB=h
for food? Ans. The grub is the larva of:the rabbit-bot flv (Cuter-
efrj-acioiicttH); it does not injure the flesh of the rabbit for food,
but bores through the skin, which it spoils, and completes its de-
velopment in the ground. The fly deposits its eggs under the
skin, usually on the neck. See Eorest and Stream, VoL IX.
W;, p. 207.

L. M.. Norwalk, Conn.—1. There is a firm in New York that
makes tin cans by the name of Ginna & Co. Please give their ad-
dress? 2. If a man gets out a patent, can another person make an
improvement on the same article and get it patented if he has to
use the first man's article to attach his improvement to? 3 Are
all trout baskets made in France? 4. If there is any firm in the
LTnited States that makes trout baskets, please state their address?
o. Please state the address of a New York firm that makes cork
floats? Ans. 1. No. 53 Beach street. 3. One may patent an im-
provement on a patented article, but may not use the original
article, nor may his improvement be used by maker of origioal;
each patent is separate. 3 and 4. Trout baskets are imported from
Prance and Germany. 5. American Net and Twine Co., Fulton
street. New York.

SAVE 70UE^ TROPHIES.
WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and aU kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

BLUEFISH, WEAKFISH and STRIPED BASS
Can be caught in any of the waters around New York City. Big
bluefish are in large numbers along the coast. We can supply
the tackle. You can do the rest.

Call and examine our stock, or send us 10 cts. to cover postage,
and we will mail you our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York,
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Possibly yon are one of the few who are .going to send for a copy
of our Buyers G-iiide "to-morrow" or "some day." Of course our busi-

ness will go on just the same, whether you do or not—when you are
ready for us you will find us ready for you—but we do want to point
out to you the fallacy, in these days of postage stamps, of depending
upon to-morrow, the day that seldom comes, the day after never.

We like to deal with wide-awake, to-day people.

Montgomery Ward lit Co., Ill to 116 Michigan Ave., Chicago

^'Our yesterday's to-morrow now is gone,
oind still a new to-morrow does come on.

We hy to-morrows draw out all our store.

Till the exhausted well can yield no more''—Cowley,

HAMMERLESS SHOTBUN

AUTOMATIC SHELL EJECTORS.

Instead of giving the dealer larger discounts we have decided to give the sportsmen the benefit of a reduction, and have concluded to make extraordinary
low Net Prices on the Charles Daly Guns.

While making this reduction we might mention that the high standard of workmanship for w^hich the Daly gun has alwa5's been renowned shall be retained.

We have expert testimony that these guns are equal in workmanship to the celebrated Purdey guns, and far superior to all other so-caleed London
makes, such as Greener, Scott and Westley Richards. An examination will soon convince the unprejudiced customer. They are more conscientiously made,
more beautifully finished, handsomer in appearance, with shooting qualities unsurpassed, in fact far ahead of guns costing $ioo more.

Should you live in or near New York, we would invite you to call and examine our stock and be convinced.

If you live an3^where else in the United States and your dealer has none in stock, insist upon his ordering one, or order one direct from us. Send
for Catalog'ue.

ISTo. 55. .Fine Hammer Gun, Damascus Barrels, nicely engraved $85.00 Net | No. 155. .Bame as No. 55, but featherweight, 5i to 61bs $100.00 Net

No. 130. .Fine Damascus Barrels, Plain Finish $llO.0O Net | No. 150. .Automatic Ejectors, plain finish. $165.00 Net
No. 120. .Featherweight, ditto, 5^ to Gibs. 125.00 Net No. 250. .Diamond Quality Automatic, Highest Grade made 260.00 Net

Guns made in 10, 12, 16 and 20-Bores, 26in. to 32in. Barrels, to 1 1 lbs.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
3Q2 Broadway A 84 Pnane St., PJESW YORK.

Notice to Fisliermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Iiow prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip. Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel momitings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 94 10

lOJft.
,
weight 7, 8, 9oz ....... . Price $3 2

No. 1, Gr, same as above but is Jerman Silver Mounted V. . .V.
' '.

. . .V.'.'.'.'.V. " 3 82
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, sohd reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form," "length

84, 9, 9J, 10ft.
, weight 9, 10J, 12, 13oz Pnce 2 72

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted '

,
".'.'.. '.'. *

", ".'. '. " 3 82
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 3 joint, soUd reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings," ieng'th "s'ft!," weight 36o"z". "

" " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint _ ,

'
«• 3 75

No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings" 9'f"t". ......
.".*.".".".'.'.".'.*.' '." '

".
" *.", " 90c

Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw OU Cup, flue finish, 25yds., 83c.; 40yds., 95c.: 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; KWyds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying" "Reeis," 'SaiaM^ Handle!Shdmg Click, Niekol Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds.. $3.25; 80yds., $3.50; 300yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J F. M Brand Linen Reel
Lmes on Block, 300ft., 0 thread, 38c. ; 13 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15o. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20o. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, Ift., per doz.. loo. ; 2ft., per doz., 30o. ; Sft., per doz., 45o. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. - 3ft., per doz., 30o. • 8ft , doz , 45o.

J. F. MABSTEBS. 61, 53 & 55 Ck»urt St.. Brooklyi'. N. Y.
Sand Se. tm.m.v> for mutFatml C!ataJoff«a for 1891. OPSN BTBNIiroa, ^

By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

FOREST AID STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
7 DAVIES (S: CO, London, England.

Illustrated with Thirty-one Photographs from Life.

By CHARLES H. MASON.
588 Pages. Gold Stamp. BizeSxll. Sent postpaid. Price: Cloth, $3.50; Russia Ieafcher,$6.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 818 Byoftdway, New York.
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Aqest foh B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentncky Reela.

INSTRUMKWTS, SPOUTING
mentioning Forest and Stbbam.

FIEEAKM8, FISHING TACKLE, BICY-
OLE8, TENTS, tAWN TENNIS, MUSICAI,

GOODS, «feo. Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices,

JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle
sent on application to tboae

St.. Chicago. 111.

The Best Rifle Cleaning Rod in the World.

E HI B No. Ul B.

IK A KEAT CAN\A!! UAG. The No. 141 B. Is a four-jointed brass cleaning rod, having a revolving
snake wood handle, and has no equal for quality and strength. Made in .22 to .50-cal. Send (» cents for sample.

Our No. '^46 B Brass Wire Brush, adjustable to the No. 141 B. Rod, removes dirt, lead, caking, etc.,
and will not injure the finest rifle. Send 85 cents for a sample Rod and Briish complete.

For Sale Everywliere. Catalogues Mailed Free.

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,
DEPOT FOR SALES, 313H BROADWAY NEW YORK.

THIS 15 THE ARTIST FORTHE

mmm

i Smoking T)BACCO,
Tobacco is man's most universal luxury ; the fra-

grant aroma of Mastiff Plug Cut starts people to pipe
smoking, even those who never used tobacco before.

.T. B . Pace Tobacco Co.. Richmond. Virginia.

CHEAPEST HOUSE
IN A9IE:riCA for

GUNS! GUNS!!

AGEPfT FOR
Remington,

Parker,
L. C. Smith,

Lefever, etc.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogues free. Mention Forest and Stream.

DOTX'T FORGET YOUR FIELiD GLASS.

JUST THE GLASS FOR HUNTING EXCUR-
SIONS. LIGHT, COMPACT AND POWER-
FUL. Price, in leather case with shoulder strap,
$10. Send for illustrated catalogue of Field and
Marine Glasses.

E B. MEYBOWITZ, OPTICIAN,
Mater of the BEST Spectacles and Eyeglasses.

395 & 397 Fourth Ave., S. E. Cor. 33d St., N. Y
FBKGUSON'S FATBNX

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
I With Adjustable Attaohments.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combines Head Jack,

Boat Jack, ITisliing; X^amp,
Camp Lamp, Dash I^amp,
Belt Xiantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXGELSiOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON. Office, 6S Fulton St. N. Y.

The Adipondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond pappr. $1.00.
"It la the most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—Jbresi and Stream.
Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-bond paper, 50 cts.

Guide Books.—The Adfrondacks. Illustrated,
16 mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 35 cts.

Liake Georire and liake Champlain, 35 ots.
'

B 8» Bo gTODDARB, Glens Falls, K. Y.

24=Q
The Francotte Gun.
Finest Kods and Tackle.
Imported Goods.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LENGERKE £ ANTOINE,
246 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Two-thirds size only.

THE
"SURPRISE WHISTLE,"
The lioudest WMstle Known.

The Elastic Tip makes it capable of producing
1,000 different sounds.

Perfect Dog or Quail Call, 25 cts.

Dealers write for Discount.

Manufactured only by
AMERICAN PIN CO.. Waterbury, Ct.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J, B. CROOK & GO.,

FISHIR6 TACKLE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet, 2Sth & 29 bh Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

mj> FOE CATALOGUE.

GLENMORE KENNELS.
THE CHAMPION IRISH SETTER KENNEI.S OF AMERICA.

E. B. BISHOP. Owner, 43 St. James Ave., Cincinnati, O.

The Champion Three.

Chmp. Ruby Glenmore,
The champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champ. Molly Bawn,
.The ex-champion Irish setter bitch of America.

Champion Winnie II.,
The only imported champion Irish setter dog in

America to-day.
Write for circular and prices.

AT STUD.
Challenge BEAU BRUMMEL, Fee $25

The most phenomenal dog of the times.
(A K.C.S.B. 19,981).

Imp. Sarsfield, - Fee $25
The greatest living Irish setter sire.

(A.K.C.S.B. 10,354.)

Imp. Dan Mylrea, Fee $20
A noted first-prize winner. (A.K.C.S.B. lfi,173).

]k:oung stock always on band.
If you rpention tiiis paper 5 per cent, discount will be allowed on all sales.

FOX-TEBSIEBS
IN STUD.

Champion Raby Mixer $15
Reckoner 15

Pitcher 25

Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

late
"Rata.n."

Imported Fox Terrier (smooth)™ PAINTER.
A grand dog, perfect terrier head (73^ inches),

beautiful ears, capital bone, best of legs and feet,
short, strong back and grand, hard coat. Own
brother to Ch. Radiance, by Ch. Result—Lady
Ethel. Winner of eight firsts and two seconds in
England, beating Rational, Ehor Spendthrift,
Dudley Starcher, Sundown, Rifleman and other
well-known prize dogs. Second Kingston, Ont.,
1891; 2d, Hamilton, 1891. Eee $15.

PUPPIES FOK SALE.
H. NORTHWOOD. Martin's Ferry, Ohio.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth, immense rough-coat, the only son of
Lord Bute at stud in America. 3. Patrol, one of
our best smooths, fee $35 each.
JOHN KEEVAN, 195 King St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

At Stud.-English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 firsts and specials. Pious Pem-
broke,winner of over 30 firsts and specials; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.
OJbevhoitnt) & PonBt-i; Kennei/B. Salem. Mass.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 60ct8. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H.
OOOMRS, 1 WYnbane^i Blof te. Rrtipot. Mp

THE FOX-TERRIER.
History and Description with

Reminiscences.
By RAWDON B. LEE,
Kennel Editor London Field.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.

IB Portraits snd niaatratlens; 180 pages.
PKICE, «1.60.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

The Collie or Sheep Dog
A HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OP THE

BREED.
By BAWDON B. lEB.

Demy 8vo., 157 pages, printed on plate paper
with illustrations. Price $1.50. For sale by

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway. N«w York.

Pedigree Record Book
Containing 175 blank pages arranged for carry-
ing out a dog's pedigree to the flftb generation
wfth a lettered Index for ready reference. $2.50

TOBEST AND STREAM PUBLISHING OO.,

ALL, OF YOUR FKIEUDS
Are reading the

Sportsman and Tourist
(The Ijeadiiig Illustrated Monthly)

T^^HY UOaXT'T
Will be sent from now (includine Sept. num-

ber) to January, 1893, POE ONE LITTLE DOLLAE

I

16 months. Just think of it. Sample copy free.

JAMAIOA PUBLISHma 00., Jamaica Plain, Maaa.

SPORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by XIIE
AMEKICAN NEEDtE ANO FISH

HOOK CO., Kew Haven, Conn.,
who have the
largest faciU- ^

ties, and make Best goods in the world.
For Sale by the Trade E\t;eywhebe. Ask
Fob Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ALFORO & BERKELE CO.,
p. O. Box 2003. SPECIAL AGENTS,

No. 77 Cnambers St., N. Y.

CHESTNUT HILL. PHILADELPHIA. PA..

OFFER THE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION

The Squire,
(E. 15,7.57). Fee $50.

Roslyn Conway,
(A. -). Fee $30.

Sir Kelpie,
(A. 14,735). Fee $15.

CHAMPION

(A.-). Fee $35.

CHALLENGE

iSlII Dili,
(A. 17,577). Fee $25.

englis"h pugs.
Eash, Jr.,

CHAMPION

Treasure,
(A. 10,896). Fee $15.

(A. 17,804).

Fee, - - - -

IRISH SETTERS.
SEMINOLE,

I

ELEO,
(A. 20,088). Fee \ (A. 11,4.50). Fee i

Extended pedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonahle prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

SIR FREDERICK
(31,741) Champion Royalty-Olinda.

The very cream of all England's breeding; no
better bred English setter lives. Winner of 44
first prizes, seven seconds, seven silver caps and
two gold medals. Extended pedigree with litho-
graph, by mail. Imported August 8, 1891.

Fee J$50.

DAD WILSON'S BOY
(12,880).

M''ill give you the much coveted Gladstone
Druid and Count Noble blood. Swift as the wind,
pretty as a picture, full of bird sense. Pee «35.

G. O. SMITH,
WHEELING, W. VA.

ST. BERNARDS.
AT STUD.

This grand young dog is the best son of cham-
pion Otho out of Lackme, a daughter of champion
Merchant Prince. He is 83in. high, of a rich
orange color with complete collar and perfect
markings. He is a wonderfully vigorous young
dog, and has proven himself a great stock getter.
As a stud dog he is unsurpassed. Fee $50.
Puppies for sale.

THE ABBEY KENNELS,
Riverside and Grafton avenues. Woodside, N. J.

It. T. RENNIE, Prop.

AT STUD.

KING OF
FEE $50

KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rnp, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.
Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,

STipt. Westminster Kennel Club,
Babylon, L. L

BLUE RIDGE KENNELS.
IN THE STUD.

The celebrated champion stake winner Gath'a
Mark. Gath'a Hope and Dan Gladstone. The
Blue Ridge Kennel has now opened its book for
the fall season of 1891 and spring of 1893 for Gath'a
Mark an'' Dan Gladstone, limited to 50 services
each. $3,000 is given away in premiums to the get
of the above dogs, which win different Derby
stakes in 1893 or after. Particulars on application.
THE BLUE RIDGE KENNELS, SperryviUe, Va.

RIDGEFIELD SI BERNARD KENNELS

At Stud. KINQLIMMON. Fee $40.
(16,366.)

Kinglimmon is orange in color with perfect
white markings and black shadings, stands 34in.
high and is the sire of some very promising
youngsters. Address

0. A. HOUOK, 9g3 MadwoB ave-, Albany, K. Y.
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''BOB WHITE" IN CHINA,

IN the Mongolian pheasant China has aupijlied us with

a new game bird; and now the United States is re-

ciprocating by adding an American game bird to the

shooting resources of the Flowery Kingdom, Foreign

residents of Shanghai, Nankowand Foochoware engaged

in the enterprise of introducing American quail for slock-

ing the covers near those cities. Mr. J, Ward Hall, sec-

retary of the "Bob White" Committee, sends us his report

to the members, under date of Sept. 22, 1891. From this

it appears that there was contributed for the purpose a fund

of $616. Mr. Hall procured in this country 568 birds, which

were shipped from Chicago to San Francisco. But owing

to over-crowding of the cars, a large majority of the birds

perished before reaching the Pacific coast; and when the

remnant reached Shanghai only sixty-eight were alive.

Of these four died before they could be put out, and the

sixty-four survivors were duly turned down, last Febru-

ary, in suitable country near Kashing. How they have

fared has not been ascertained; but Mr. Hall is so confi-

dent of the ultimate success of the undertaking that he

proposes to repeat the experiment in March of next year,

with 300 pairs of birds from Kansas. The Forest and
Stream wishes them good speed. Thus may our gallant

bird make his way around the fence rail of the globe,

that the American wanderer in far off lands, greeted by
Bob White's cheery whistle, shall in fond fancy see again

the loved fields which surround his old Kentucky home,

or his Kansas home—or any other home so that it be an

American home, which is the best home in the world.

It cannot be said that the Rev. D. T, DeWitt Talmage

is remarkably strong on ornithology. Witness, in the

New York Observer, his exhortation: "Listen to the

voice of the condor, among the Andes, battling with the

reindeer." Listen also to the grizzly bears shaking pecan

p^uts froiqi l-lie palta trees in Florida.

NETTING GAIRDNER'S TROUT.
i^ALTFORNIA fishermen have been taking the so-^ called steel-head salmon or Gairdner's trout in

violation of law through ignorance of its real character.

Section 633 of the Penal Code of the State makes it a mis-

demeanor to catch any kind of trout at any time except

with hook and line. Misled by the common name steel-

head salmon, fishermen netted these fish in salt water in

Eel RLver in large numbers, and have been warned by

the authorities to discontinue this method of capture

under penalty of the law. In om- Trout Supplement of

April 4, 1889, the young Gairdner's trout is well illustra-

ted, and it would be wise on the part of those interested

in the protection of this tine game fish to compare doubt-

ful black-spotted trout with this figure. The rainbow,

which is more widely known in California, is shown near

its relative, the Gairdner's trout. The need of precise

information about California trout is made evident by
the fact that even the authorities most zealous in the

protection and propagation of the valuable species are

sometimes at a loss to identify the common kinds. In

the excellent paper, for example, of Mr. Wilson, secre-

tary of the California Fish Commission, in the Overland

Monthly for September, a beautiful cut of the red-throat

(Salmo purpuratus or myldss) is named Sahno irideus,

which is the rainbow and a very different species. In

all matters affecting the protection, preservation and
propagation of our choice fishes let us be sure we are

right and then go ahead.

SNAP SHOTS.

THE Havre de Grace duck shooting has not opened

auspiciously this year. The fowl are not yet pres-

ent in great abundance. The shoaling of the Susquehanna

flats has been more noticeable this season than formerly;

in many instances, on the opening day, decoys and boats

were aground, with the ebbing tide, in places where form-

erly there was abundance of water. Old gunners who
have been watching the deposit of sediment and the

encroachment of the shoals declare that the time is not

far distant when many sections of the flats now famous

for duck shooting will become dry land and the ducking

boats and decoys will be supplanted by plows and mowing
machines. Meanwhile the provident duck hunter is

making hay while the sun shines, and the State of Mary-

land is collecting $20 license fees for sink-boxes and $5

for sneak-boats.

The brief of Attorney Fiske respecting fishing rights in

Adirondack navigable waters (see our angling columns)

is only a lawyer's opinion and has not the authority of a

decision by the bench. NcTertheless, it appears to be

good law, and the point is of interest to a large class of

visitors who resort to the Fulton Chain and to other fish-

ing waters in the North Woods. A large share of the so-

called protection or preserving of large tracts of land

and water in the United States and Canadian Provinces

is accomplished not by legal means, but by " bluff," and

these questions of public rights with respect to shooting

and fishing in uninclosed ranges are bound to come up

again and again.

Private enterprise, realizing the profitable nature of the

investment, has begun the artificial culture of the salmon.

One of the foremost of the packing companies, having

an extensive establishment at Karluk, Alaska, where

nearly one-half of the salmon brought from the Territory

are taken, in March last sent up a fishculturists with a

hatchery and all its equij)ments complete. The sum of

|5,000 has been expended up to the present time, and the

company had 5,000,000 thrifty young red salmon in its

ponds at last accounts. The hatchery is located on the

Karluk River, and is owned by the Karluk Packing Com-

pany. Great credit is due this organization for beginning

a work which must benefit others as well as themselves.

It will be remembered that last March the President by
proclamation set aside a tract of land to the south and

east of the Yellowstone Park as a forest preserve. The

power to create such forest preserves was conferred on

the President by an act of Congress approved March 3,

and this first reservation contains about 1,500 square

miles of territory, most of which is rough timber-covered

mountain land. In the original proclamation the boun-

daiTies of this tract were not altogether definitely laid

dovm, or at all events there arose some question as tp

just what lands were intended to be covered by the proc-

lamation. In order to set at rest any such, doubts, the
President issued this fall another proclamation referring

to this forest preserve, which is again described in the
following words: "All that tract of land situate in the
State of Wyoming embraced within the following boun-
daries: Beginning at a point on the parallel of forty-

four degrees fifty minutes north latitude, where said

parallel is intersected by the east boundary of the Yellow-
stone National Park, thence due east along said parallel

twenty-four and one-half miles; thence due south to the
parallel of forty-four degrees north latitude; thence due
west along said parallel to its point of intersection with
the west boundary of the State of Wyoming; thence due
north along said boundary to its intersection with the
south boundary of the Yellowstone National Park; thence
due east along the south boundary of said Park to the
southeast corner thereof; thence due north along the east

boundary of said Park to the place of beginning." The
proclamation warns all persons against entering or mak-
ing settlement on the tract of land described.

The Vermont Fish and Game League is an institution

which means business. Since its organization last Novem-
ber it has caused the appointment of temporary fish

wardens in 54 towns, has promulgated the game and fish

laws, has warned offenders; and where warnings have not
sufficed, has substituted prosecutions; and has in various
ways promoted the cause of fish and game protection.

A recent modification of the League's membership has
been adopted, under which clubs may be represented by
an individual delegate. We think that the reduction of

membership fee from $5 to $3 was a wise one. The
members who have worked in behalf of the organization,

in particular Secretary Titcomb, are to be felicitated upon
the very substantial and enthusiastic character of the

League, as shown on the occasion of its first annual
gathering last week.

Quail are very abundant in Ohio this year. There is

probably no State where the landowners are more par-

ticular with regard to trespass by gunners than in Ohio.

Farms are for the most part posted ; and in numberless
cases this protection is insisted upon not only against

strangers, but against neighbors as well. Many farmers

are sportsmen themselves, and preserve their quail for

their own sport, and others save the birds for friends

from town. While all this makes it difficult for a certain

class of gunners to get much shooting, there are few true

sportsmen who find any difiiculty in gaining access to all

the ground they want. Indeed, there is on the part of

sportsmen a strong sentiment in support of strict trespass

laws and their rigid enforcement.

The Helen Keller fund for the maintenance of the little

blind mute Tommy Stringer, at the Perkins Institution

and Massachusetts School for the Blind, in South Boston,

has grown to a total of $1,636.31. Of this sum $350 has
already been drawn to pay his expenses; and the re-

mainder, $1,286.31, has been deposited with the New
England Trust Company, in the name of Mr. Anagnos as

trustee, to be drawn as the child's needs may require.

The story of how the establishment of this fund grew out

of the killing of Helen Keller's mastiff Lioness is a

familiar one, but it is an incident of the brighter side of

human nature well worth recurring to.

The Texas Court of Appeals has brought that State into

line among those which recognize that a dog is property,

for the larceny of which a thief may be punished. Be-

fore long this will be recognized everywhere, even in

Maine, whose courts, it may be recalled, have classed the

dog as ferce. nakirce. The next question for the courts

to take up will be the unjust laws and outrageous prac-

tices by which unlicensed dogs are officially butchered

off-hand in the public streets. Whether good law or bad

law, it is barbarism unworthy of this age and a disgrace

to the land.

The Syracuse Standard reports that sportsmen in that

neighborhood are up in arms against the game protector

because he has announced his intention of enforcing the

law against hunting rabbits with ferrets. A curious

variety of " sportsmen " they must be.

If the New York Legislature shall provide for a live

fish display at the World's Fair, the Commissioners pro-

mise to send from Caledonia a series of specimens which
tvrill do credit to tfee fisheultuya). seryice.
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THE POSSUM HUNT.
OF all sports of field or forest, mountain or plain,

wooded hillside or swampy jungles, none affords
such real genuine, jolly, rollicking fun as the old-fashioned
possum hunt, which is a peculiarly Southern institution,
and can he seen in perfection only on the old plantations
and among the darkies; it is a joyous, boisterous, go-as-
5^ou-please frolic, and it is eagerly entered into and en-
joyed by all classes, from the learned judge to the irre-

pressible small boy and the happy-go-lucky cornfield
negro. If "all the world's a stage," war and the hunting
and killing of men is certainly high tragedy ; fox hunting,
hawking and such like sports constitute melodrama;
while possum huncing is assuredly comedy in its most at-
tractive and enjoyable shape, and no audience ever went
to circus or playhouse more determined on fun or in such
humor to be pleased as does the party which starts on a
possum hunt. The possum is nature's clown, and plays
his part to perfection, and the very sight of one is pro-
Tocative of laughter; I have never seen a man (unless it

was some disgruntled poultry owner, whose hen roost
had been the objective point of Br'er Possum's nocturnal
visits) who could look the "varmint" in the face (no
matter whether it was swinging by its tail from the limb
of a persimmon tree, or playing possum and feigning
death as it lay on the ground, or when it had reached its

highest mission and, being nicely baked and browned
and garnished and guarded by a cordon of sweet potatoes
and rich gravy, filled a big dish and the poet of honor on
the dinner table and smiled a hospitable welcome to
hungry hosts) without a good-humored broadening of his
own countenance and a licking of his chops, in reminis-
cence of the fun of possum hunting and anticipation of
a feast fit for the gods; in fact the possum himself appears
to know and appreciate his role, and has a droll way of
laughing at everything and under all circumstances,
seeming to enjoy the hunt and his bodily sacrifice as much
as do his captors and the knights of the knife and fork.
The opossum is unique; it has the body of a pig, the

coat of a sheep, the sharp head and keen teeth of a coon,
the tail of a rat (which is also prehensile, has a grip like
a vise), the pocket or pouch of the kangaroo, in which
it shelters its young from the weather or in times of
danger, feet with four fingers and a thumb like a human
hand and which have a firm grasp; the cunning of a fox,
an appetite and digestion which devour and assimilate
everything that can be masticated, from the luscious
grape and the tender spring chicken to the coarsest vege-
table and the odoriferous carrion of the common. The
possum is, indeed, more omnivorous than the hog and,
while he takes his food au naturel, nothing at all edible
comes amiss to him, yet it must be acknowledged that
he has a decided penchant for the sugary persimmon and
the fragrant paw-paw, and his favorite haunts are where
these fruits do most abound. On account of his promis-
cuous eating habits, it is common among the more fas-
tidious epicures to ha.ve a "fattening pen," where the
animal is fed on clean food and vegetables for a week or
two after it has been captured, and is well fattened and
cleansed from the effects of its too general diet while at
laxge; these pens are made by sinking a barrel or hogs-
head half way into the ground, sometimes covering the
top to keep out rain, but often open, for the possum can-
not climb up the sides of a barrel nor, indeed, can he
climb any tree whose circumference he can not grasp
more than half-way round. There are often a dozen or
more possums in one pen, where they are fed and watered
regularly and soon become as fat as a Strasbm-g goose.
The possum when killed is dressed like a pig, that is,

the body is scalded and picked (not skinned) clean of its
coating and well singed; it is then given a thorough
salting and placed in an oven, with a liberal seasoning of
red pepper and a plentiful supply of sweet potatoes, and
baked until it is cooked through and through and the
skin is toasted to a crisp brown; its own fat and juices
make the most piquant of sauces and a sea of the richest
gravy, in which float the miniature islands of brown
potatoes that melt in the mouth. The possum, when
cooked, is very much like a sucking pig, both in appear-
ance and taste, but is far superior in that it is so much
more juicy and has that gamy flavor so highly prized by
gourmands. Nest to a possum hunt, there is nothing
which a native Southerner enjoys more than a possum
supper, for it is to him what a terrapin stew is to a Mary-
lander or a clambake to a Down-Easter, and banquets are
often given where a dozen baked possums grace the
board. There is one peculiarity, however, about the
flesh of a possum , and that is that no dog wiU eat it
under any circumstances; I have time and again tempted
and deceived the hungriest of dogs with the daintiest bits
of cooked possum meat and bones, but, without excep-
tion, as soon as the dog would get it in his mouth and
taste it he would drop it as he would a hot cake. Why ?

No man knows.
In the fall and early winter is the season for possum

hunting, for as the darkies say, "possums don't git ripe
till 'Simmons does," At this time only is the possum fit

to eat, and at all other seasons he is allowed to go scot
free, and is rather given protection by man from his
other enemies. He is essentially a nocturnal animal and
is seldom seen in daylight, except under the utmost com-
pulsion or an unavoidable stress of circumstances; but
when nightfall comes and "the sable mantle of darkness
is spread o'er all the earth" then the possum comes forth
in all his glory, "his highway is everywhere," and he
forages in forest, orchard, vineyard, henroost, and every
other place, a very monarch of the night, seeking what
he may devour. It is therefore in the night time that he
must be hunted, and as this is a leisure time with all
hands, and no expensive ammunition nor costly equip-
ments are required, there are few clear nights when the
hunter's horn is not heard or his bright fires seen gleam-
ing in the woods. When a possum hunt is on the tapis,
it seems to get into the very air and become infectious,
and by some sort of freemasonry is at once known to all
male kind on the plantation, from the austere master
and the young gentlemen of the "great house" to the
white-wooled old "uncle" and monkeylike pickaninnies
of the "quarters"—and I have often snatohecfone of these
whimpering and dusky nimrods from the grasp and
wrath of bis irate "mamruy" and borne him in triumph
tg tj^e wQpdB, he feeling that the lu^urf was cheaply

purchased even at the expense of the severe paddling ho
was sure to get on the morrow. Even the dogs, Bruno,
the majestic St, Bernard; Leo, the surly mastiff; pointers,
setters, hounds, terriers and flee, ours of high and low
degree. Tray, Blanche, Sweetheart, all are imbued with
the spirit of the occasion and eager for the fray, and the
rallying notes of the horn can hardly be heard above the
din of shouts and laughter of human beings and the
howls and yelps of canines. An axe is usually the only
weapon carried on a possum hunt, though occasionally a
gun is taken along for a chance meeting with bear or
other game, but plenty of matches or a chunk of fire and
a supply of "fat" kindling wood are indispensable, for a
possum hunt without fire is "Hamlet" with the prince
left out.

At a given signal the motley assemblage "makes a
break for the woods," laughing, shouting and singing
"corn songs," and the dogs keep up a full chorus of de-
lighted barking and baying. Some well-known persim-
mon grove, paw-paw patch or grape vine thicket is

decided on and hither the merry crowd goes pell mell.
Soon a young and ambitious hound gives tongue, and is

answered by a score of vigorous whoops and halloos; but
Uncle Sam, the veteran possum and coon hunter, says
shortly, "Dat pup's jess jumped a ole haar [hare], 'taint
no possum, an I'se gwine ter larn de dog better sense
'fore I gits done wid /iwn." The noise tones down and
the pup and his companions are "blown off the trail," and
started on another tack, while the party trudges on.
After a while old Drummer, the trailer of the pack, opens
with a deep mellow bass and finishes up with an anxious
tremulous whine. Instantly all feet stop and all tongues
are still until the oracle, Uncle Sam, speaks, "Now, dat's
somethin' like, ole Drummer he know what he 'bout, an
I'll bet a ginger cake a possum's been 'long dere to-night;"
and he cocks his head knowingly to one side and his ears
seem visibly to stretch toward his favorite hound. In a
few minutes the old dog sends forth a confident and jubi-
lant yelp and immediately is joined by the rest of the
pack in full cry. Uncle Sam simply says, "Dat's him,"
and a shout goes up, waking the echoes in the woods and
hills for a mile around, and a rush is made "to where the
music is." No attention is paid to briers, bushes, grape
vines or creeks, except by those who trip and fall, and
they are left to pull themselves together and follow on.
A short and sharp run is made and old Drummer's victori-
ous baying tells that the game is treed, and Uncle Sam
calls a half-halt with, "Don't you all be in such a big
hurry, de possum's dar an' we'll git him, I know, 'cause
dat dog don't lie." Still the excitement continues, and
aU move forvrard, the hindmost keeping up as best they
can. The possum is a clumsy and slow-moving animal
on the ground, and when he finds himself pursued will
take to the nearest tree he can climb, and try to conceal
himself among the branches and leaves, so that a quarter
or half-mile chase is the longest, and he is often treed
within a few yards from where the trail is struck.
On arriving at the tree, around which the dogs are

jumping and howling as if to split their throats, fires are
built, if found necessary, and the hunters peer into the
treetop and search'until one sings out, "Dar he. I sees
him." "Whar?" "Ober to de lef side, on dat limb dar
to'ads de moon." And sure enough, there is seen what
appears to be a bunch of wool. All wait for orders, which
Uncle Sam issues sharply and decisively, knowing they
will be obeyed without hesitation. "Here, Pete, you clam
dat tree an' shake de possum out. Marse Gus. you hoi'
Bruno; Marse George, you hoi' Leo; an' you little and big
niggers hoF all dem oder dogs 'cept ole Drummer, he aint
gwineter hurt de possum. Now min' what I teUs you."
Pete goes up the tree like a squirrel, and, finding the

limb on which the game has sought refuge, braces him-
self and commences the attack by shaking the limb vigor-
ously. This is not such an easy matter as the uninitiated
may think, for the possum is a close dinger and his
human-like hands grasp the limb firmly while his pre-
hensile tail is curled around it and drawn as tightly as the
coils of a boa constrictor; indeed, so powerful is the
animal's hold and so tenaciously does he hang on that the
shaking at one end and the weight at the other often
breaks the limb, and the possum falls to the ground with
his frail susport still in his embrace; or each foot may be
shaken loose, one after the other, and the possum will
hang by his tail alone for a long time, and sometimes it is
necessary to cut the branch from the tree to get the game.
When Pete has fairly shaken the possum loose, and sees
that he is about to succumb, he gives the cry of warning,
"Look out, here he comes," and as the quarry strikes the
ground it is covered by old Drummer, while the other
dogs surge frantically and try to get into the melee. There
is no fight, however, for the animal simply curls himself
into a baU and "plays possum," while his thick coat of
wool and fur protects him from serious injury by the dog's
teeth (it is another peculiarity of this animal that it will
seldom fight a dog, although it often whips a coon that
can get away with half a dozen dogs). When the dog
tousels the possum until it is thoroughly "sullen," it is put
in a bag, or its tail is wrapped around a stick (to which it

holds "like grim death to "S dead nigger"), and thus it is

carried by the hunter. There is a general jollification
when the game is bagged, and point after point is visited,
with varying success, until the crowing of the chickens
in neighboring barnyards warns the hunters to hasten
homeward and snatch what sleep they can before morn-
ing, when the game is taken home and put in the fatten-
ing pen until ready for the bake oven.
Sometimes a dozen or more possums are caught in one

night, and again not more than one or two; when a hunt
is successful everybody is jubilant in the extreme, and I
have seen a dozen men and boys and twice as many dogs
return from a hunt with only one possum, yet cheer more
enthusiastically than other parties who came in laden
with deer, turkeys and bear. But if a possum hunting
party that gets caught in the rain and secures no game,
especially if it runs across the trail and has a fight with a
polecat (which all dogs are in honor bound to do on every
opportunity), there is afforded a most perfect picture of
disgusted despair, and the hunters are the legitimate butt
of the jokes and chaffing of the neighborhood until re-
deemed by a successful hunt.
The possum hunt is often varied by a "possum bake" in

the woods, and this is one of its most pleasing features.
The party take along a supply of salt, red pepper and
bread, and occasionally a jug of cider. The possum is

to be caught and the potatoes ai'e to be foraged for in
some convenient patch, and if an orchard is handy a few
l^atfuls of apples §nd g, l^tQ w§.terme}p|iQr two fiiruisk

excellent dessert. When the first good fat possum is
caught, the chief cook immediately sets about dressing
it, whUe the others dig a hole of suitable size in the
ground and build a rousing fire in it. By the time the
possum is dressed the hole is red hot and makes a first-
class oven; and the carcass, after being well salted and
peppered, together with the potatoes, is placed in the pit
(in a pan usually brought for the purpose or on a thick
bed of green leaves). It is covered with a flat stone, and
a lot of live coals are heaped over and around it. The
crook remains in "camp'" to attend to the baking, and the
others continue the hunt, returning in a couple of hours
or so, by which time the meal is ready to be served. The
keen appetites of the hunters, the rich juiciness of the
game, the cheerful blaze of the fires and the wild sur-
roundings give a zest and piquancy not to be found at
more elaborate banquets, and never to be forgotten by
one who has been so fortunate as to participate in a
"possum bake" in the woods.
There is a charm and a fascination in the possum hunt

which always brings sweet memories to the country-
raised Southerner, and are not to be appreciated by
others. Just say to one of these old white-haired veter-
ans, "Let's go possum hunting," and immediately hia
face lights up with a smile, there is forgiveness in hia
heart for every enemy and he is at peace with all the
world, while memory runs riot in the misty paPt, and the
most pleasant recollections and reminipcences displace
the corking cares and tiresome troubles of to-day, and it
is only with a deep sigh of regret that the dream is
broken. I have known grave Senators, astute lawyers,
millionaire business men, iirofessional men and foreign
travelers, men from almost every grade and pursuit of
life, to return in their sixties for brief visits to the old
plantations, and despite their rheumatism they would go
possum hunting and enjoy the sport in full as much as
their accompanying grandsons, and each had a stock of
marvelous tales to tell of bis glorious hunts, "When I
was a boy, before the war, you know." Well, well, pos-
sum hunting is the essence of broad, good-natured fun in
sporting, and is free from many of the unpleasant draw-
backs and dangers of other kinds of hunting, and will
richly repay a stranger to its fascinations any trouble or
inconvenience of a trial should he be sojourning in the
land of possums in hunting season. Such an one would
be repaid for a journey to the favored land for that
special purpose, though tyros should by all means get
some Uncle Sam, who is to be found on every plantation,
to act as master of the hunt. '

P.

IN CARIBOU LAND.

IF you set out for a land well known to be flowing with
milk and honey, bear in mind (lest disappointment

follow) that you may strike the stream at a point where
the milk has become sour and the honey has been infected
with rank herbs. Perhaps the surest way to get these
luxuries in their best state is to buy your milk in sealed
bottles at the creamery and get your honey at first hands
from the manufacturer of glucose.
These thoughts occurred to me some two weeks after I

had begun to haunt a region known to be swarming with
caribou. Two years before a sterling sort of a man, whom
I know, had been over the same country, and his tales
inflamedme with the hope that a moderately weak person
could walk far enough and fast enough to catch all the
caribou he wanted in a few days in that favored spot. My
informant himself had been fairly besieged by the ani-
mals. Camp where he would, the oldest bulls with the
biggest heads would come to look in on his domesticity.
He would usually kill what specimens he needed for hia
museum before breakfast, and would meet the remainder
of the herd when he went to round up the horses.
Oh! country of Cockagne. Oh! game preserves of

Spanish castles, where are you now? While I had spent
weeks of wheezing exertion in scaling the rocky homes
of sheep and goat, this my informant and good friend had
in a few days filled his platter and his game bag and
loaded his pack animals with hides and horns and ten-
derloins. You can see the hides and horns to-day set up
in such a fashion that you would think the great beasta
could move, if you visited a certain museum in one of the
chief cities of British Columbia, but the tenderloins are
gone forever.
Age and experience, "which ought to teach a man sense

in any other relation in life, have little effect on the con:
firmed lover of woods and mountains. He will seek the
stimulus of that dear society, though it cost him labor
that might win a fortune if rightly applied. Like the
whisky toper and the opium fiend he may suffer, yet he
must have his accustomed tonic. Here then is a man,
whose age and experience avail him nothing, listening to
stories of the easy capture of splendid trophies. It is a
combination of fire and tow, resulting often in smoke.
In caribou land it is best to have a guide. In most

f
laces where the features of the country are pronounced
prefer to have only a packer and a map, but it is differ-

ent here. For mile after mile the surface presents the
same general appearance. Low buttes, shallow lakes,
swamps surrounded by wide tracts of evergreen timber,
damp and mossy under foot, heaped and tangled with
fallen logs and underbrush. For hours one can see noth-
ing but the trees around, and little patches of sky above,
while the turnings of the path take away all sense of
direction, if the day be overcast, so that the sun gives no
help. If you go far without knowing the lay of the land
you will be lost sufficiently to spend the night in cold,
wet discomfort. So I took a guide. The fact that the
price of guides is rising is a good indication that the
hunting is on the decline. And when guides band to-
gether, like cab drivers, to oppress their customers, it is

clear that sport in that neighborhood is overdone. But
my guide Inness was so good that I forgive his price.
Then I took a boy for cook. Really I meant that the

guide should cook and the boy should look after the
horses, for Donald was a half-breed fresh from the
maternal wigwam, who made sad work of his few words
of English and with savage bluntness proclaimed, "Guess
I don't know much cook." However, he did cook, and
by a little teaching he became a very decent camp cook

;

also he packed, also he tended the horses.
Inness was a half-breed too, but his command of

English, though small, was larger and, besides the re-
sources of the Smilkameen and the Chinook languages,
he had a certain stock of trapper's French. Perhaps
trappers' French is the same as Canadian French. Per-
haps Inness s|>oke poor French anyhow. At alj ©vents
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it was different from the French of Stratford atte Bowe,
with which I am familiar. But as Inness was more com-
fortably at home in Fi-ench than in English I chose that
tongue rather than either Smilfeameen or Chinook.
My retinue were dark, slim, silent fellows, chatting, to

be sure, in low tones in their mother tongue, with speak-
ing gestures, at night after I had left them or when they
were at other times isolated and unoccupied, but while
at work they spoke hardly a dozen words a day. The
packing was done by instinct, pieced out with an occa-
sional sign. The horses were di-iven without a shout,
without even a whisper. If some refractory animal left

the line or tangled himself up in the brush Donald trot-

ted out and herded him in, but not even a muttered oath
passed the hps of either of the pair. At times I would
he sm'prised to see the men dismount and creep 'around,
catlike, picking up stones and firing them at some tm-
seen target, but usually the proceeding was explained by
the capture of a fool hen. Well does the bird deserve its

name, and why it is not already as extinct as the dodo is

a puzzle. One day Inness brought home eleven birds, that
he had "'rocked'' "to death, tied to his sash.
In one thing, and one thing only, the taciturn habit of

the men was inconvenient. If I asked Inness a question
I did not always know whether he had heard me or not.

His dull, inscrutable, ruminative expression continued
unchanged until he had selected the words for his an-
swer. He was a modest fellow in liis pretensions, too.

His especial pride was a knowledge of the habits and
haunts of caribou. Mountain sheep, for instance, lay in
a different province. It seems, in this connection, that
on. one occasion he had accompanied a band of Pend
D'Oreilles Indians across the range to the Piegan country in
Montana. I fancy that he communicated with his com-
panions "chiefly by silence, for the Indians knew, he said,

only a little English, which, considering his own inca-
jjacity in English, must have been inadequate. He re-

lated the incident as follows: "I go one time wid dem
Injun to dat place. We see some sheep up dat moun-
tain—five or six of it. I go a piece. I look down. I tink
I fall down. I say to dem Injun, 'You go hunt dat sheep:
I stay to de camj).'

"

But now we are in the mountains, and it becomes evi-

dent that caribou entertain truly cordial relations only
with their fellow countrymen. Not merely do they ab-
stain from intruding on our camp-fires, but they are not
at home when we visit their jpeculiar quarters. Three
Sabbath days' jom-neys, with other journeys on all the
intervening week days, fail to develop anything more
tangible than advancmg or retiring tracks. Inness shows
me where Sir Thomas Nonesuch killed fiTe out of one
band; where the same gentleman slew the hero of the
herd, and, coming back after lunch to secure his trophy,
found the rest of the stupid animals still standing
around.

"Drette par icite," says Inneas, "je ere qu'on. pent
ouerre les os—Right over here I think we can see the
bones." And, sm-e enough, we did so. Yet interesting

. as were these tales and relics of another's prowess, they
still left me as far as ever from the great antlers, the
"beau panache," that I was seeking on my own account.
But the period of absent fortime was' not without a

lesson. For one thing, I had made a little progress in the
art of walking. It seems like the first step in knowledge,
yet in tagging around after Inness for a couple of weeks
with nothing to do but to get weary in following and ob-
serving him, I began to be able to reproduce faintly his
type and style of walking.
The Indian hiinter has a distinctive gait. His toes,

either straight before him or pointing inward, cover the
center of gravity. His hips sway slightly to the stepping
side, and his rear foot is not exactly lifted, but rather
peeled off the ground just high enough to clear the sur-
face and settled in its new place before the weight comes
on it. He does not swing bis shoulders, nor walk with a
spring, nor plant his foot with a shock, as the white man
does. If the Indian were turned to stone while in the act
of stepping, the statue would probably stand balanced on
one foot. This gait gives the limbs great control over
his movements. He is always poised. If a stick cracks
under him it is because of his weight, and not by reason
of the impact. He goes silently and with great economy
of force. The muscles have less strain on them and do
not tire so soon. Sometimes it seems as if they never
tired. He treads through woods and swamps and down
timber with no noise except the rustling of the grass and
leaves disturbed by his passage. His steady balance
enables him to put his moving foot down as gently as you
would lay an egg on the table. You could not hear the
thud of a footfall if you Listened a week. The gait is not
elastic nor springy nor handsome, and it even makes the
man seem bow-legged. Put the same person in leather
boots on a floor, and you would truly say that he stumped
along, but in moccasins on a hunt, he does not walk, he
glides.

If my friend and adviser did not say that it never
rained in caribou land, but that balsam-scented breezes
breathed peacefully under a stainless sky, he at all
events expressed that idea in less delicately chosen
words. But in my experience he was mistaken. Indeed,
I begin to think ttiat I bring bad weather, like the dead
albatross.

It sputtered, it rained, it lowered, it sleeted, it snowed
and stormed with wind, and on one occasion snow fell
to the depth of twelve level inches.
We kept on hunting, however, until we had pretty

thoroughly scoured the district and until our food supply
had run down to a little rice and a little cornmeal. Then
we retreated with a single head only, and that the head
of a little two-year-old bull, whose horns were so short and
spindling that a self-respecting blacktail would blush
to own them, not by any means what Inness would call a
" beau panache," Inness took a modified comfort from
the fact that while several parties hunting around us got
nothing, we alone secured one trophy, but this, I confess,
consoled me but little, and I recite our failm-e in order
that others may start out with a more chastened hope
and get less of a shock from poor success.

H. G. DULOG.

De-Winging Ants.—When in Richibucto, New Bruns-
wick, during last summer, I noticed swarms of winged
ants covering the doorsteps of the houses; these ants
were casting their wings. In one instance I saw one de-
liberately unwing itself, using its feet for such purpose;
in this it succeeded only after much puUip.g and, ft good
deal of labor,—BpwARD Jack.

SOUTH FLORIDA.
THERE are a great many of us who have the ardent

love for rod and gun and who read articles in For-
est AKD Stream, and give up in disjjair of traveling in
distant lands at the thought of expense. We are not all

made of money, and would it not be well to tell each
other how we may go here and there with the least
necessary outlay?

I was very much interested in articles of last year in
Forest and Stream, telling how far persons might go
from Chicago for |5 and have good sport. This was a
fond greeting to the eyes of many, and aroused the
latent love once more for broad fields, quiet lakes and
rippling brooks.
We left Wadsworth, Ohio, Jan. 6, Tom, .lohn, the

writer and wife, who remained with friends at Arcadia,
Desoto county, Florida, our destination for the first sporti
After a rest of a few days from the long journey we clean
up our guns and get ammunition, ready for a short hunt
of three days on Tiger Bay slough. Fifteen miles from
Arcadia we pitch our tent beneath spreading boughs of a
clump of live oak trees on the banks of a small stream.
Camp is hardly completed when John is after gi-ay squir-
rels and Tom casting for bass. Many fine birds are flying
past our pleasant camp. At break of day the writer is

out at fu'st gleam of light, the No. 10 loaded with double
Bs for a stray gobbler that might stay on the roost too
long; but I found none. The sun was about one hour
high when I came out of the thicket along the stream
upon a broad marsh. Here I saw a sight of water fowl
that I shall never forget. Cranes big and little of almost
ail colors, singly and in flocks, were flying hither and
thither, screeching and croaking, wading and feeding
or standing as still as a sentinel basking in the warm sun.
Among the long-legged friends were the web-footed

tribes, mostly ducks, making no less noise and many
times the number of the former. They were mostly at
work gathering tUeir food among the roots of plants
where the water was but a foot or so deep.
Along the shore of ponds, and where the water was not

too deep, were an endless number of yellowleg plover,
and as I crept slowly along in high grass a jack snipe
would dart quickly up in the air, not to go far, but to
drop quickly back to his favorite retreat. I gazed long
on this lovely picture and then selected my position
among some low bushes. I removed the BBs and re-
placed them with 5s. One loud report and then another
and the sky was almost blackened with bewildered birds,
and as a hurrying flock of teal would pass again the ten-
pounder would speak in tones that would still more
frighten the bewildered birds. Not until the barrels were
quite hot did they learn to steer clear of that one parti-
cular clump of bushes. Not having our four-footed friend
Kiser with me I did my own retrieving. As the water
was warm I did not mind getting wet above the knees.
And the ducks all gathered in presented a fine sight, I
now replace the os with Ss and start after the yellowlegs.
They are not wild and allow a shot at close range. As
they rise and fly past a fine rake shot from both barrels
causes many birds to drop. Again and again they come
back, until that remnant of a flock makes high and oft'.

Having all the birds I can carry I wander back to camp,
now and then taking in a snipe as he darts zig-zag over
the marsh.

It is 10 A. M. I have not had my breakfast, but the
appetite is not wanting. Tom the fisher has had good
luck and so have the others, I cut a couple of palmetto
fans, using the stems to broil the bacon and bu-ds on.
They are placed before the fire, the bacon above, to allow
the di-ippings to fall on the birds below, salt and pepper,
a raw onion, bread and butter, and hot coffee complete
the meal. Who could ask for more ? No pepsin is re-
quired to digest or aid the stomach, but good healthful
exercise, fresh air, good water and a refreshing night's
sleep soon rebuild the inner man. After breakfast we
dress the birds and salt them.
After dinner, which came a Uttle late, we cast for bass

with a small live frog, A few small ones are landed,
when presently Tom gets a hard strike by what promised
to be a very large fish ; but imagine his surprise when he
lands a fine large catfish.

We wander home on the thii-d day, with bright expec-
tations for our great hunt to the Sand Hills, which is to
come as soon as we can make ready.
Another short rest, and we have everything ready for

our hunt. Teams and the necessary provisions are pro-
cured, which consisted of flour, bacon, sugar, butter, lard,
rice, "grits," sweet potetoes, crackers, salt, baking pow-
der and coffee. We also take several sacks of grain for
our horses, for grass forage is short at this time of year.
We travel east through a scattering pine forest, now and
then stopping at some fine orange grove to sample its
dehcious golden fruit; or old Kiser would point a covey
of quail, which would generally result in the addition of
a few of those plump morsels to our larder.
We wend our way slowly along until we have gone ten

miles, when we leave the pine woods for open prairie
covered with thick saw palmetto, except where the tires
have destroyed them. Over roots, along sloughs, through
ponds, ever headed eastward. We camp at dusk beneath
a tall clump of cabbage palmetto. A more beautiful
camping spot could not be found. These clumps of trees
look like islands upon the great prairie. Our cook William
soon had all the utensils in use, which he handled skill-
fully on the log heap. Sweet potatoes were thrust bodily
in hot ashes. At call for supper all are present. The
principal conversation is "pass the coffee." Camp-fire
tales were next in order, made lengthy by long pulls on
the old pipe, until the logs were well burned up. We
retu-e to the tent and roll snugly up in the blankets, some
to sleep, others to roll and tumble, for campers do not all
sleep well the first night. At first break of day, break-
fast quickly dispatched, we again take up our line of
march. Nothing of importance happened during the day
until about 4 P. M. , when one of the party shot two deer.
We pitched camp at dusk among some scattering pines

on the bank of Lake Ann, two miles south of Lake Childs,
both beautiful sheets of water. Here we remained two
weeks, and during that time we killed deer, turkey,
ducks, quail, squirrel and jack snipe, besides a great
number of black bass that Tom caught. The mouth of
one of them measm-ed 6in. when extended. We had no
means of weighing him. These were all caught on a 9oz.
rod.
The writer killed the only rattlesnake that was seen on

the hunt, it measured 6ft. in length. From the extent of
cotmtry that we traveled over, it might be inferred that

snakes are few and far between in south Florida. There
is plenty of game around these lakes, such as deer, bear,
wolves, wildcat, etc. The cover along the low ground
gives them the best and safest retreat. It will be many
long years before the deer will be driven from here.
Reluctantly we break camp and return to Arcadia,

where we rest a few dajs and have everything arranged,
take the train for Punta Gorda. Here we charter a sloop
and telegraph for the remaining party, which consists of
six ladies and five men. Provisions are procured and
everything held in readiness for their arrival. In the
mean time we wander out upon the hotel wharf and
make the acquaintance of Mr. Wm. C. Prince, of New
York city, who was casting a fly with the greatest skill.
Tom and I watched closely each move as he lifted it to
let it drop quietly and naturally far out upon the cle-ar
water. How could the fish resist a morsel so natural and
attractive?

The train arrives and we are soon all aboard, and as we
have a strong aft wind we sail smoothly out of Pease
River and into Charlotte Harbor. At 9 P. M. we are
anchored off Gasparilla Island in lOft, of water. We
make a landing and have the pleasure of forming the
acquaintance of the breakers.
The next day is taken in making camp snug. We re-

main here two weeks, all enjoying the finest of fishing,
bathing and boating. We took in all seventeen different
varieties of fish, from the beautiful sea trout and Spanish
mackerel to shark and jew fish.

We fished mostly with fly, while the ladies took the
sheepshead with bait line, and great sport it was for them.

It being a little early for tarpon we let good enough
alone and fished for those prizes that took the hook more
freely. We were learning our A, B. C, in salt-water fish-
ing. As we advance in the art, we will tackle the silver
king. It is no little sport to the amateur to take jewfish
and shark that weigh from lOOlbs. to oOOlbs.
The trip as I have described from Wadsworth, O., and

return, complete, did not exceed S80. To those that are
interested in such a trip I will be pleased to answer all
questions through these columns or by letter.

J. F, Detweileb, M.D.
Wacswoeth, Ohio.^

Ft. Myers, Fla.—If you enjoy fisMng come to Fort
Myers. The Caloosahachee, one and one-half mUes
wide, offers the angler a generous range of sport. If he
be ambitious and stout of heart and mind he may bait
with half a mullet and quietly lie in wait for that king of
fishes, the silver king (tarpon), of which more are seen
and caught in sight of our beautiful village than at any
other point. If wishing quieter sport, withal lively, he
may troll for the jack, and in him find a heroic fighter.
Perchance while trolling for jack he will strike a channel
bass or weakfish. If he wishes to still-fish he can anchor
in the channel, bait with crab, and catch wesikfish, channel
bass, sheephead, snapper, sand perch, etc. If he is a
black bass fisher, he may take a small skiff and pole up
any of the creeks and catch black bass that will astonish
any Northern fisher. The usual mode is with live bait,
although they rise to fly and spoon.

T have fished in the Northern waters as well as in the
West, but for real fishing in endless variety the Caloosa-
hachee and tributaries lead them all. Mrs. N. L. Lang-
ford, some time since, landed a 131b. black bass unaided.
They have been caught upward of iSlbs.
The shooting is excellent, deer, turkev and quail are

very plenty. By going 15 to 20 miles back from town a
dozen deer can be jumped any day; and often one gets
within 20 to 30ft. of a deer before he starts from his
hidden bed in a bunch of saw palmetto. Taylor Frierson
will guarantee to show a man 100 wild turkeys in a day,
and I myself have seen as many, and within 15 miles of
town. There is no end to quail, I have three coveys that
feed on my place, within four blocks of my office. By
going further and into the cypress, panther, wildcat, bear
and wild hogs can be hunted. Taking it all around, south
Florida offers the finest sporting of any section of the
U. S. that I have seen, Walte'r F, Mickle.

"THE FATE OF THE FUR SEAL."
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of the 5th inst. appears a letter from Mr.

Dall, who speaks of my estimate of the space required to
accommodate the fur seals as they bred in 1872-'74 on the
Seal Islands "as a gross exaggeration."
This modest assertion of Mr, Dall encourages me to

reply that the grossness of the statement rests wholly
with his language and not on my figures.

I have demonstrated the fact that the adult mother seal
(cow) requires but 3 sq. ft. of ground upon which to rest,
as she does rest when out from the water, and that the
"pup" seal when born and for two weeks later requii-es
only 1 sq. ft. of ground; inasmuch as the pup seals and
their mothers, during the height of the breeding season
and when they are all there, and at the time to make this
survey (July 10 to 20 inclusive), outnumber the big bulls
thirty and forty to one, the ratio of 2 sq, ft. for each
animal is nearer correct than any other figure, for the
space requu-ed by the bulls, 8 sq. ft. , is more than bal-
anced by the virgin females, which do not bear young
this year, but which leave soon after landing withou't
giving any evidence of their having been on the islands, as
the other cows do, by the birth and suckling of their oft'-

sj)ring.

This is a fact which I am entirely able to satisfactorily
demonstrate the truth of. I have heard of the matter
many, many times before, and have patiently and will-
ingly gone all over the ground with abler critics than Mr.
Dall, who have never as yet been able to present a better
hypothesis for arriving at an idea somewhere near the
truth. Henry W. Elliott.
RocKPOHT CoTTAaE, Cleveland, O.

An Albino Porcupine.—IMr. J. Henry Clarke sends U8
sample of hair and quUl of a perfectly white porcupine
kiUed near Unity, N. H., by Joseph Smith, of that town.

Birds op the Chehalis Forests,—Mr. Robt. H. Law-
rence's notes of Washington birds, published in our issue
of Oct, 15j related to observations made in 1890,
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FEEDING HABITS OF SHARKS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
While quite ready to admit that a shark in taking a

live bait does not pay much attention to the angle that
he tiu-ns, I must still heg leave to differ from the state-
ment of S. C. C. in Forest and Stkeam, that a shark in
taking a bait—that is, with hook and line attached—does
not turn on his side. From personal observation in six
or eight cases the shark seemed iu no particular hurry to
bite, but finally coming to the conclusion that he was
hungry, tm-ned slightly on his side before taking it. On
five of these occasions I was on the Fish Commission
steamer Albatross, in either the Caribbean Sea or near
the Bahamas, where the clearness of the water and the
height of the deck above its surface gave a splendid
chance for observation. In all cases the shark turned on
his side before biting. On one occasion the shark swam
by the bait, vsdthin about two feet of it, as if he did not
care a snap one way or the other : but after going thi'ee
or four yards, apparently came to the conclusion that he
had passed something and, turning around, took up a
position within about a foot and a half of the bait, and
after looking at it for at least fifteen seconds, turned well
on his side and bit slowly so as almost to suck it in. Now,
the conclusion T draw is, that in taking a baited hook the
shark sees the line, and mistaking it for part of the bait,
thinks his nose projecting as it does over his mouth will
push the bait out of the way, turns on his side to get over
the difficulty. At least this is the conclusion I have
reached after careful observation. With his moiTth
where nature has placed it, it would be almost impossi-
ble for him to take a bait with line attached without
turning on his side. The shai'k which I so foolishly
played with evidently took me for live bait, in which he
was entirely correct ; in fact, I was very much alive for
the next few minutes, as those present can testify.

WiLLARD Nye, Jr,Nw Bedford, Mass.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Believing it desirable to place on record facts relating

to the natural history of our fishes, and having had many
opportunities in a sea experience of more than 30 yeai's
to note the feeding habits of sharks, I may perhaps be
pardoned for continuing the interesting discussion relat-
ing thereto which has appeared in Forest and Stream.

Several varieties of sharks occur in considerable abun-
dance in the Gulf of Maine in summer and on the south-
ern mackerel grounds in spring. Aside from the dog-fish,
which will not be considered here, the mackerel shark
{Lannia corniibiea) is the most numerous, and this species
in particular was the bete noir of the mackerel fisherman
in the days when hook and line fishing was the most
common method. Many a good day's fishing has been
spoiled by these sea wolves, and a frequent experience
was to see a fine school of biting fish disappear like magic,
while a flash of blue and white glancing by fathoms
down in the clear blue water showed the cause.
So frequently did tliis occur that on most vessels fish-

ing in the Gulf of Maine it was the rule to have a baited
shark line drailing from the stern while drifting for
mackerel, or at least ready to throw out upon the first
indication of the presence of a shark. The bait was al-
most invariably a freshly caught mackerel, mostly of
small size. Only a few fathoms of line were played"out,
and the bait was kept in plain sight. It was therefore
easy to see how the sharks bit at the lure.

I do not now recall a single instance, of the hundreds
I have seen biting at mackerel in this way, where the
shark failed to turn either on his side or back down. In
most cases, where they came at the bait with a rush,
they turned on their sides, with their mouths on edge, as
one might say. But quite as often they would approach
the bait in a leisurely manner and swim around it several
times, as if suspicious or waiting for a favorable oppor-
tunity to attack. Generally this was followed by the
shark turning almost completely belly up. to seize the
bait.

It was not unusual to see them turn on their sides
when in pursuit of living prey, so that the white of the
lower part of their bodies could be seen. So far as my
observation extends this habit is common to many, if not
most sharks, though it is entirely possible there may be
exceptions to it. j. w. Colmns.

A New "Nottall's."—Little, Brown & Co. announce
a new edition of Nuttall's Ornithology, prepared by Mr.
Montague Chamberlain, of whose editorial work the pub-
lishers say: "Keeping fully in mind the need of a popular
and untechnical book on American ornithology, Mr.
Chamberlain has added to the merits the original work
possessed in this respect by giving the names by which
the birds are best known to the people, in addition to the
vernacular names used by naturalists. The scientific
names used are those recently adopted by the American
Ornithological Union. Of the original work by Nuttall
everything of value and interest has been retained, includ-
ing all of Nuttall's delightful descriptions of bird-life, a
feature of the original which has had much to do with its
popularity. Only those portions which have been ren-
dered valueless by recent discoveries and determinations
are omitted. The present work will be found to be more
fnlly illustrated than the original, and throughout its
preparation everything possible has been done to thor-
oughly adapt it to the needs of time and to make it a
convenient and useful manual for the household and for
the student who can carry with him only a work of
moderate size."

It is not generally realized that there are in this country
literally millions of lakes which are available for water-
farming; in size all the way from mere ponds to the great
inland seas of fresh water. In Illinois alone there are tens
of thousands of lakes, and hundreds of thousands more
can be readily created. There are in Illinois manv ex-
tinct lakes, which can easily be transformed into sheets
of water by the simplest means. All the enormous "Lake
Plan," as it is known to geologlists, comprising Wiscon-
sin, Minnesota, and Michigan, north of the Ohio River,
is dotted with countless sheets of water, conditions being
favorable for creating many more by such inexpensive
artifices as the damming of streams. By damming at
intervals, every creek and rivulet can be made to form
artificial lakes. Even the vast arid region, the "Great
Desert" of the West, is specked all over with multitudes of
extinct lakes which can be filled once more and made to
teem with life, as they once did.—

Mr. Nye and the Sharks.—We have told the story
of Mr. Nye's painful injury at Woods Holl, Mass., while
feeding a shark. The sequel to the accident has come to us
from Superintendent Maxwell, who has informed us that
the injm-y was fully repau'ed in about a fortnight, and
Mr. Nye evened up the account by harpooning a number
of the sharks, in order to clear out the pool for cod and
other breeding fish. Although poisoning was feared, no
lasting bad effects followed the ugly lacerated wounds
made by the serrated teeth.

The ftjll tests of the game laws of all the States, Terri-
tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the
Oams Lavjs.

AN OLD WOOD ROAD.
WHETHER it is because I am growing older and

think more of my ease, and am beginning to
magnify the molehills of youth into mountains as the
years slip by, I know not, but certain it is that now when-
ever I snatch a day's pleasure with my gun I leave the
dense thickets and thorny brakes to younger men, and
resort to some one of the many wood roads I have marked
down during years of shooting in this vicinity, and along
its sinuous trail take whatever of success the good Pan
may send me and take it thankfully.
There is a charm about a wood road in October that is

irresistible to°me. I love to follow its erratic windings
and revel in its sylvan surprises as I advance step by step
along its leafy carpeted way.

It is early morning and I find myself on a favorite
forest avenue, with the one idea of squirrels nerving me
for a long quiet tramp over this well-known highway.
My friend and shooting companion, a noisy editor with a
noisier spaniel, bent on birds, is beating the woodcock
grounds in the valley, and the whole v^ooda are left to
silence and to me.
There has been a succession of sharp frosts, and the

chestnut burrs are all agape, so with the bright sun rising
and a soft south wind blowing and the dew-laden leaves
along the path as noiseless as a "Wilton carpet, I am sure
of a delightful day at least, come what may in the way
of success. I am not blood-thirsty. In fact, I have con-
fessed in these columns to a change of heart in the mat-
ter of wantonly destroying God's creatures. Still there
are times when the old Adam asserts itself, and when,
as I stole along, the ventriloquial call of a squirrel came
to my ear, I was like a newly converted cracker that the
refractory mule kicked back into the beggarly elements
of the world, and immediately set all my wits to work to
get a shot at the black nutcracker. After infinite toil
and patience, advancing while the call sounded and stop-
ping when it ceased, I caught sight of my quarry in a
distant chestnut, and an open space intervening, making
further advance impossible, I drew a careful bead with
my left barrel (which is a modified choke), fired and
missed. But wait a minute. With the report of the gun
another black squirrel appeared within easy shot upon
the bough of a basswood tree, and without waiting to re-
gret my fii-st failiu-e, I brought him down with the right
barrel (open bore and was loaded with 8s for a possible
grouse). Shall I confess that my triumph melted into
regret as I picked up my game,* but a moment before
buoyant with life, and as I watched the glazing eye and
—all that sort of thing ? No, I won't say anything about
it : it is enough to know that I put him in my game-bag
and resumed my walk along the road.
"What a lovely day it was. Just such as one reads

a description of between the lines when Rip Van Winkle
went squirrel hunting in the Kaatskills, when he heard
the rollmg of the nine-pin balls of the crew of the Half-
moon, and the squirrels were out, too, and more than
once that day I stifled my regret swhile my game pocket
grew heavier with each stifle.

There are many things to see along an old wood road, if
only one is a lover of the woods and keeps his eyes open.
Every log alongside has a story to tell of drumming grouse
or gnawing squirrel; there are the marks as plain as
though written. Here is a hollow in the track where a
grouse dusted not an hour ago, and a little beyond a hand-
ful of scattered feathers speak mutely of a woodland
tragedy. In the moist mould, where a little spring crosses
the track, Br'er Coon's plantigrades have left an impres-
sion; and the marks of the busy Httle chipmuck are every
where. Speaking of the chipmuck, I believe that the
little rascal plays a very important part in the economy
of the woods in acting as a sentinel for the more noble
game. Who has not, in squirrel hunting, had the song of
the game he was following suddenly cease as one of those
little stripped-backed watchmen sounded his shrill note of
alarm? No use looking for the squirrel now, nothing is
left but to sit down and wait or depart for fresh fields.
As I walked down a little incline in the roaSj with

stiff thicket on either side, I suddenly became aware tha.^,

there were grouse about. How I knew it I cannot tell.
There was no sound, no movement—nothing to indicate
the presence of the birds. StiU, I seemed to know that
they were not far away, and instinctively cocked my
right barrel and brought my gnn to a ready. I have a
friend who declares to me that on a damp, still day.
when the grouse are lying well, he has more than once
on approaching his dog that was pointing, detected the
subtle game odor of the birds. I have told him that no
matter how well the birds were lying, he was lying
better: but he would not see the joke, and insisted that it

was true. Be that as ifc may, I know, and every sports-
man knows, that there is something about the presence
of game that often manifests itself in an inexplicable
way, so that one is almost certain the quarry is just
before him, although he has seen or heard nothing to
warrant it.

I was all ready, and the bu-ds—one, two, three, four

—

got up all about me; and poking around to get a shot I
never fired my gun. A little further on, however, a
grouse jumped from a log, presenting a fine side shot,
which I took and missed.

I ate my lunch and eat down and waited, but as the
day wore on the leaves became dry and brittle, and it

became utterly impossible to stalk a sqxiirrel. I had
enough, however; and as the walk home was a long one,
I descended into the valley, found my editor and home-
wai-d we plodded, he enthusiastic over his day's sport and
I quietly content at what my dear old wood road had
yielded me. H. W. D. L.

'ONE OF THE MISTAKES OF MOSES."
IVTOSE was my friend, and so one morn

We started off together.
Bound to explode or have some fun,
'Twas glorions winter weather.

Off to the woods with hurried stride?;

Our swiftest pace was still too slow.
Earth seemed more fair than e'er a bride,
lu its pure wMte dress of snow.

Our outing was in quest of game-
Bear, deer, partridge or quail;

Fur or feather, just the same,
Anything—crow to cottoutail.

We hurried on, till very soon
We saw upon the snow a fresh-made track.

Mose called it rabbit, I a coon-
It prored to be a cat.

We followed it with anxious haste.
Till we could plainly see

It ended in a hole beneath
An old dead basswood tree.

Mose knelt down, and looking in
Saw something moving there;

He knew it was a cottontail
By the color of the hair.

With outstretched arm he made a grab,
And pulled from out that hole

A rabbit—no, alas! it was
The cat that's sumamed pole.

The thing itself was black and white.
The air around was blue;

A -misty haze obscured the light—
'Twas not the falling dew.

He did not hold his captive long.

But with a mighty yell

He kicked the stuflin' out o' him,
And left him where he fell;

Then came toward me—or started to—
But looked straight down my gun,

And understood our friendship then
Must be a distant one.

I did uot think that it could be
That trifles "light as air"

Could come between my friend and me;
But I just then became aware

That I no longer cared to have
His presence quite so near,

That strongest friendships could not live

In such an impure air.

How bright the start, how sad the end.
We hurried home without delay;

1 walked to windward of my friend,

A hundred yards away.

Mose changed his boudoir to the barn,
He also changed his clothes

For those less pleasing to the eye
But more so to the nose.

The tailor makes the man, 'tis said;
If this is true—it's hard.

The tailor part of Mose is dead
And buried iu the yard.

Be mortuis nihil nm bomim.
May serve to cloak men's evil habits;

But Moses says, and says it with a dum,
It don't apply to long-tailed rabbits. Norton.

OREGON GAME GROUNDS.
PORTLAND, Ore., Nov. 8.—Our markets are well

supplied with all kinds of birds. Deer, bear and
an occasional elk adorns these places where game is used
as merchandise.
The lakes around Portland are all leased to local sports-

men except those more fortunate who can afford to buy
the lakes and the ground surrounding them. Last sum-
mer tiiie famous Muckle place, containing about 900 acres,
and one of the best shooting resorts in this part of the
country, was sold for ,$27,000 to four of our local sports-
men. The buyers were Messrs. Walter and Herman
Burrel, C. C. Clark and Wm. Sibson. The place was
formerly leased to a party for .$350 a year. Another partv
bought the Little Jewett for $13,000. and still another
bought a part of the Dead Willow Lake for $3,000. This
shows thajgthe sportsmen of Oregon are not idle.

Some o«ne l^^st bags of ducks made this year were
ly Capt. W. J. Riley, Robt. Jennings and A. .J. Johnson,
who got 120 in eight hom-s. C. K. Marbaugh killed 51
mallards in seven hours. S. H, Green bagged 36 in
three and a half hours. Many others have got good
shooting here. A few canvasbacks have made their ap-
pearance, and the fact causes the hunters to expect very
severe weather, as the canvasbacks are strictly cold
weather birds. The late heavy rains have driven the
snipe to other grounds, A great many of these gamy
little rascals have been killed this year, one hunter bag-
ging 137 in one day. The brant are with us yet in large
numbers, and a great many have been killed this fall.

One hunter reports having seen and killed a genuine
woodcock at the lower end of Greer Lt^he ThA? r^nzj

or may not have been a woodcock and as ii ic tne first

report of the highly-prized bird in this part little credence
is given by the older sportsmen.
The Mongolian pheasants are rapidly increasing, and

in some parts of the Willamette Valley the farmers are
shooting them for self protection. They are gi-ain de-
stroyers of the first water, and will fmrnish great sport
when the open season comes, as they are swift iiyers
and alight on the run and then keep running. If all re-
|)orts concerning this beautiful bird are true, the most
speedy of our dogs will come in second best in a foot
race with them. We have no woodcock here, and
some parts of the East have no Mongolian pheasants
Now, if any enterprising sportsman will exchange a few
live woodcock for the same number of Mongolian pheas-
ants, let him say so through the columns of the Eoeest
AND Stbeaji. Sand Hill,
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OUR CAMP ON HORICON.

TT/ITH two others I have recently returned from a
V T short shooting trip to Horicon Marsh, and it is

with much rpgret that T have to announce that that once
famous old shooting ground is little like what it was a
brief number of years ago. The water we found to be
much lower than has ever been known before, and where
in former years there was from two to four feet of water,
to-day there lies a long stretch of mud flats upon which
are busily engaged a vast army of snipe and plover, of
every known variety
and size, from the tiny
sandpiper to the state-

ly yellowleg. Here
and there at irregular
intervals is a stagnant
pool of water, dimin-
utive in size and liter-

ally alive with bull-

•heads, pickerel and
suckers, a swarming
wriggling mass of

fish, which have been
•cut off from the main
channels of water and
penned up in these
liny ponds, they are
dying by inches as
the water daily settles

and becomes less. It

was a melancholy
sight for me to wit-
ness such a complete
change in this once
magnificent ducking
resort. All the sloughs
and pond holes, once
so plentifully found
along the eastern
shore, have disap-
peared, while in their

places is found a suc-
cession of weed-grown
beds dry as tmder,
where one might safe-

ly walk with the thin-

nest soled shoes, so far

as danger from wet-
ting is concerned.

It was on the even-
ing of Sept. 2'3 that,

with wagon heavily
laden, C, E. and the
writer diverged from
the main traveled
road, and taking a
well-defined hay
track, struck oiT

across the dry and
waving sea of marsh
grass toward the near-
est body of water vis-

ible to the eye from
the highway. The
Horicon Shooting
'Club's buildings are
just visible two miles
to the northward,
situated upon a tim-
bered point of land
which juts out into

the lake some little

distance. Between
the point and the
track we are slowly
following floats a vast
smoke cloud from the
marsh fires, which
have been fiercely

burning on the west
side of the lake for
several days. The
wind veering drives
the smoke in our di-

rection, but we have
little to fear, as the
wide expanse of mud
flats precludes any
possibility of the fire

reaching our side of
the marsh. This is

not the shooting
ground of which Mr.
Hough so ably and
pleasantly writes in

iPOEEST AND StEEAM
of Oct. 8, but is that
portion of the marsh
which lies to the north
and above the Diana's
preserve and extends 't*;."-^

over the north half of
the lake.

We had left the
little German town
of Mayville early in
the afternoon, after a
conference with
Messrs. Clark and Butter, the president and secretary of
the club, and it was decided, owing to the extreme "low
water on the marsh, that we had better not put up at the
club house at all, but rather make our way out upon the
low land a mile or two south of the club buildings, and
drivmg as near the water as possible pitch camp there in
preference to daily poling over waterless mud flats in
order to reach the shooting gi-ound, as the bulk of the
bu-ds remained south of the point. In anticipation of
this course our tent and camping outfit had been brought
from home, and as the sun smiled itself from sight on
the evening of the 22d it left us comfortably settled and
allm readiness for a few days shooting, One of Com-
stock's "protean" tents proved itself a treasure on this
trip, adding very materially to our comfort and enjoy-
ment. The canvas is unrolled, the single pole is jointed,
and in less time than it takes to describe the performance
our camp is made. With a sickle we cut two or three

armfuls of hay, which are carried inside and spread upon
the ground ; over this is stretched a square piece of sail

cloth cut just the proper size and fastened at the four
corners, forming a dry, smooth floor. During the warm
portions of the day we made good use of the fly, which
was converted into an awning, and we spent many hours
under this during the blistering hot days which followed
one after another, stretched out in the greatful shade
afforded by the fly, that ingenious device for the camper's
comfort. All old hunters know^ how insufferably hot an
ordinary tent will get on a sultry day, and out on that

AMQNG THE WILDFOWL.—X.
A DOTJBLE OS MALLAKDS.

almost boundless marsh I hardly see how we could have
survived had it not been for our awning. Some of the
nights were very cool, but after supper the guy ropes
attached to the fly would be transferred to a set of stakes
nearer the tent entrance, and a moment's work renders
our little dwelling made close for the night, One word
regarding our oil stove. This was a compact, extension
top, two burner kerosene oil affair, and saved us a vast
amount of labor, while the surprise of C. and E. at the
marvelous way I turned out buckwheats upon it was only
equalled by my surprise at the number of cakes they dis-

posed of. Truly, this is an age of improvement.
Our first night in camp was a pleasant one. The coffee

pot puffs out its fragrance and finally we sit down to our
initial meal. 1 shall not weary the reader with an
exhaustive account of how many cups of rich old Java
we imbibed, nor relate the number of times each was
helped to a fresh supply of bacon, I have an indistinct

recollection of cautiously making a survey of the plates

on at least two of the corners of our triangle as we sat

eross-legged upon the canvas floor then transferring to

my own plate the last scrap of bacon. For a brief space

of time we sit staring at the empty pan like Nicholas

Nickelby and the miller at the empty bread plate, then

we pile the soiled dishes into the dish pan with a reckless

disregard for neatness and order, and walk outside for a

breath of fresh air and to admire the moon, which has

stolen a march upon us and is now looking down trium-

phantly over the dark line of timber to the eastward.
Far to the southward
there presently flashes

into view a tongue of

flame. Gradually it

widens out until a
narrow line reaches
from east to west
many yards in length.

Higher and higher
still it mounts, and
now in the foreground
thrown into bold re-

lief against the ruddy
sky there appears in

view a cluster of

stacks a mile or more
distant. Poor old
farmers, 1 thought,
the result of your
many hours of labor
in the broiling July
sun will soon be re-

duced to ashes by the
fiery element. A few
minutes later a tiny

flame mounts to the

peak of a stack; for a
moment it flickers,

seems to die down,
regains strength,

grows larger and
larger, till until fin-

ally the whole mass
is ablaze. Dense
clouds of smoke
mount skyward and
the shower of sparks
soon ignite stacknum-
ber two. For an hour
we are treated to quite

a sight witli the stacks
roaring and biazing in

plain view, then the
conflagration gradu-
ally subsides, and at

last naught but a
mass of smouldering
ashes remains to mark
the spot, A pair of

owls flit by noise-

lessly, wheel and cir-

cle back to see what
great white object has
invaded their nightly
hunting grounds. A
nighthawii wheels
with querulous call

overhead, high in the
air one minute, but
sweeping gracefully
earthward the next,
uttering that familiar
grating call. Our
watches indicate but
9:80, yet our eyes per-

sist in blinking oiit

their protest, so the
blankets are spread
inside, our lantern is

e X t i n g ti i shed, and
with the gentle night
wind rustling the field

of waving grass
around us, we fall into

a restful slumber. The
alarm clock hangs
from the peak of our
cosy little tent and
ticks out its vigilant

watch throughout the

night, and as it glee-

fully whirrs out its

summons to arise as

the hour hand indi-

cates 4 A. M,, we
awake, refreshed in

mind and body by our

long sleep,

lue east is just com-
mencing to tui-n pink,

but over all the marsh
land there hangs a
huge fog bank, dense
and white. It envel-

ops our little camp
with its moist and
clinging grasp, and
wherever it touches

the moisture forms. One by one w^^ straggle outside. I

draw a cup of water from our barrel, ana f l^^liiJlv
the cold liquid a shiver passes over Z! uftl
withdraw to the tent and touch a ^^i^^^p^^.^Tllv thP
stove, for the morning is chilly indeed.

^^i^^J^y
fog clears away, and as we once more emerge iio

tent, warmed through by our onslaught upon tfie conee

and buckwheats, the sun is just rising ^^^,^^,f fhtj;
monished that it is verv late tor hunters to be ^^eir

wav to the blinds. Ou'r two boats have first to be cairieu

out to the water's edge, and this proves —
, , . , _>

task as the wet grass and reeds stand shoulder uign ana

brush their loads of dew in our faces as we staggei

through the rank growth. Nearly an hour is consumea

ere we stand upon the shore. Only C.'s parker has been

brought out from the tent, and this is soon brought mio

requisition on the flocks of plover which circle temptingly

within easy reach of the point which juts out westward

to be no smaU
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toward the once famous Center Bog. Uttering their
plaintive cries a bunch of fifteen or twenty yellowlegs
are coming down wind. Without a waver in then- flight
they near us and as they pass over the open water
directly opposite us the 10-gauge booms otit. Pat, pat,
pat, pat, and four of the mottled beauties are lying upon
the surface of the shallow stagnant water, while a badly
disconcerted flock of plover is scurrying away with ac-
celerated speed. "Mark north," I hear a voice and three
pairs of eyes soon espy a single pintail winging her way
toward us. Unsuspicious of danger she draws near, and
even as C. rises with the Parker at his shoulder she
merely swerves a trifle to one side. At the report tlie

game falls with a resounding splash. E, and I hold a
conference, and not caring to make an extra trip back to
the tent for our guns as the morning flight will soon be
over, we conclude to watch C. The day tm-ns out to be a
very warm one and we are glad to return to camp and
stretch ourselves in the shade thrown by the awning, and
only retrace our steps to the water's edge at 4 o'clock to
secure the evening shooting.
"Wednesday, the heat not abating, most of our time is

spent in camp. Thxirsday dawns upon another kind of
day and with high hopes we make our way down to the
boats shortly after daybreak to find a northwest wind
blowing great guns. I am just preparing to pole north-
ward along the narrow channel, when I see great num-
bers of birds have risen in a body from the big lake and
are moving in our direction, so I make for the west side
of the bog and hastily draw my boat from eight. I have
just time to conceal myself from sight when a bunch of
pintails passes between us. They are much nearer the
boys than they are to my side of the shore, and presently
I see dark barrels pointed upward wit]i deadly effect, for
three of the flock are killed outright, and in the panic
which follows the flock swerves over to the west side of
the channel upon which I am hiding, and though the
distance is great, I manage to score one kill, and secure
the victim by wading out in my long boots. .1 have just
regained the cover when I see a long-necked bird ap-
proaching. He is high, but is directly over head and
presents a shot in which I take no little pride. With my
first I cause him to stagger, but under such headway as
not to fail. A second barrel follows the first, and after a
struggle to keep under motion there follows along, slant-
ing fall, and my duck, a spoonbill, lies dead upon the
surface of the bay tliu-ty rods distant. A single teal slips
upon me, getting nearly by before I catch sight of him.
The leaden hail j)atters around him but he seems to bear
a charmed life, for even my second fails to bring any-
thing except a tiny wing feather. Ah ha, you rascal, you
are not yet safe, for from the further side of the chan'nel
your progress is being noted. Well may you dodge and
waver in your rapid flight, as you a.t last catch sight of
the form which has risen to cover with deadly barrels
your tiny form. But it is too late, for long before the
sound of the muflied report has reached my ears I have
seen your fall, and I am revenged.
The flight slackens and I get into my light ducker and

with long poling paddle in hand slowly make my way
northward, where now and then huge bodies of wildfowl
are seen to rise in the air for a moment, to settle in the
water once more after making a short flight. It is very
slow work and an hour has elapsed before I reach the
open water. A ruddy duck bounces up from somewhere,
although I did not see him until his plump little form is

pattering by me. Down goes the poling paddle and I
turn slightly and send a charge of 6s hustling around
his devoted little head. What, a clean miss ? Well, take
that then, and down splashes my bird all in a heap. He
is picked up and I continue on my way. I think I see a
bunch of teal swim in behind that tiny island of reeds
and cattails, but it might have been nothing but a flock
of water hens, of which there are hundreds boldly feed-
ing all around me. It was nothing but a glimpse and the
distance was too great to make them out distinctly, but
we will make the sneak at any rate; and the poling pad-
dle is laid in the bottom of the boat and a short sneaking
paddle is taken up in its place. Softly now. I gain the
margin of grass and commence the circuit of the island.
I am so busy planning how I will rake the unsuspecting
teal upon the water with my first barrel and create a
panic with my second as they rise that I am almost star-
tled into falling overboard when with great fuss and splut-
ter an old redhead duck mounts upward almost from
under the bows of my boat. I forget about the teal in the
excitement of the moment and not until I have retrieved
my victim do I remember about the teal, and then too
late I see a fine flock of some 30 birds scurrying away,
But they are turning, are they not? Sure enough, and
now they are fairly on the way back. Hastily I shove
the boat into the shelter of the coarse grass and await
their coming. Now I can catch the flicker of their wings,
but, Great Scott! how they are traveling. There is a
flash of blue and brown and they have passed by me.
Bang, bang, slip in two more shells and knock over those
two cripples and four birds are mine.

I draw the boat well in among the bogs and settle
down for a little flight shooting. A few scattering birds
afliord an occasional shot, but I am getting discontented. I
am just on the point of pushing out when I descry an
old pintail duck making her way leisurely toward my
place of concealment. Her long thin neck is stretched
out to its fullest extent, as if suspicious of danger, but
nevertheless she approaches, and when at last I rise to a
sitting posture and draw down on her she is thrown into
wild confusion. The report is follovved by her fall. Two
or three different blinds are experimented with with
more or less success, but at last I turn the boat's bows
toward camp. It is growing dusk as I pick my way
along, and as I mark the distance between the point
where I know the boys are waiting for me and the flat
upon which I am leaving a glistening trail behind me,
I see bright flashes; one; two, three four seconds pass,
and at last there comes to my waiting ears that sound so
musical to the hunter's ear

—

ah-rooni, ah-room, room,
room, With a row of blisters upon the palm of one
hand I finally push in beside them, and together we
make our way toward camp along the now well-beaten
path. Our birds are spread out to cool in the damp night
wind, and we lie at length inside our tent discussing this
good and that bad shot made during the day. Supper is

finally disposed of and we prepare for the night, our last
night in camp, too. Outside in the distance the fires are
raging; now lying down leaving only a smoking heap of
burning peat then leaping aloft as a gust of wind carries

onward, to a new stretch of njareh,

WORCESTER FUR COMPANY'S HUNT.
WORCESTER, Mass., Nov. 1.—Friday, Oct. 30, was

the day selected for the fifth annual grand hunt of
the Worcester Fur Companv, and the success of the day's
hunt proved the selection a most happy one. At 5 A. M.
the clear notes of the hunter's horn rang melodiously
through the Bay State House corridors and were wafted
across Main street, awakening many a late riser who
wondered what on earth could have struck the town, for
the hunter's horn was something the lodgers in and about
the Bay State had heard only in print. The hunters,
most of whom had laid awake all night listening for the
welcome sound, were soon astir and at 5:30 a party of
twenty men or more gathered in the hotel dining room
ready to lay in the foundation for an all day's tramp; and
this same breakfast was one of the greatest features
adopted for this year's hunt.
Six o'clock, the hour of starting, found a jolly and pic-

turesquely dressed crowd of all sizes and ages and of all
degrees of experience in fox hunting, fiom the veteran
of 77 years, "Uncle Natie," to the representative of one
of the morning dailies, who blushed through a week's
gt'owth of beard left on for the occasion, whenever the
scornful eyes of an old timer chanced to fall on him. All
sorts of vehicles were drawn up before the hotel to convey
the party to the meeting place. First came the two
barges, which took in about half of the party; then fol-
lowed a long procession of single and double rigs, hunting
carts, etc., with the famous "Mustang Gang" bringing up
the rear. As the line moved up Lincoln street and out
through Adams Square, it could be seen that the day
would open with a blaze of splendor and all hopes were
high. The sky was cloudless, not a breath of air was
stirring, as could be seen by the lazily rising columns of
smoke that bespoke an occasional early riser, mindful
that only through the agency of a roaring fire could the
morning cup of coffee be forthcoming.
At the Heywood farm, the usual place of meeting, all

was excitement. Horses impatiently pawed the turf,
men excitedly besought President Kinney to assign them
a favored locality, hounds tugged at their chains, the
aroma of choice ''sun cuxed" filled the air with a delicious
perfume, and before one could get through greeting
friends from out of town the party was scattering in all
directions and the hunt was on.
John M. White and party fromMillbury with a pack of

hounds were despatched to the cidar mill. There was a
time when to hunt foxes with John White meant a day's
sport such as seldom falls to a man, but something has
"queered'' John of late, and ever since he got harnessed
up with Linfield's hammerless gun he can't seem to get
quite in touch with the big hunts.
One of the first packs to start a red was that of the

Northboro and Marlboro party, who were run in north of
Straw Hollow. They took up a fox and drove him up
toward Rocky Pond, where he met his death. Stationed
at the fork of the road by the old burned house was a
hunter, whose nerves have never played him false, whose
eagle eye is never dimmed, at least not by 8 A. M. One
barrel settled sly reynard, and, as "Denny" expressed it.

"No red-headed fox need come fooling around unless he
was bald-headed," pulling ofl' his bat and exposing to the
gaze of the astonished natives that noble head which has
been the butt of so many of Dennj^'s best jokes. But
Denny never gave himself so hard a rap as Burdick did
when he sold him the setter Dick. That is another
story, however, and entirely outside of fox hunting. The
Mustang Gang joined the Millbury party, and entertained
any stray htmters who were so fortunate as to run across
them at lunch,

Billy Dean and Uncle Nathan , lasha and his party, with
a large number of others, headed for the shoemakers,
which is usually the center of the hunt. A dozen hounds
were cast off, and, after some hard work, took up their
fox on the nortii end of each ridge, and as he took a turn
south every dog within a radius of three miles, which
was not driving, swung to the pack. Down toward the
Harlow place they went, in which direction a couple of
guns were heard, but the dogs kept on, and it was thought
he had crossed to Sewell Hill. Soon they are heard com-
ing back on the lower side of the ledges.'the pack by this
time increased to a perfect mob of barking, baying, howl-
ing, even squalling, dogs; and as they turn ' again and
swing south, the hunters in that vicinity are treated to a
drive that makes the day's hunt a success, however it may
end.

More guns were heard to the south, but some hunters
had so far forgotten the simplest ethics of sportsmanship
as to bring along a setter and indulge in bird hunting,
strictly against the rules of the club, and many of the
shots were attributed to them. What became of the fox
nobody knows, for the hounds ca,me back, one by one, and
soon took up another fox, which proved to be less
fortunate. When jumped be led straight away, and the
dogs went out of hearing. Soon Mr. Geo. Hoibrook saw
a fox coming toward him. When about 13 rods off he
turned, and seeing he would come no nearer Mr. Holbrook
gave him a barrel, which only served to in crease his speed
a trifie. Geo. Cutting driving along the road paw him
coming, and stopping his team, jumped out, seized his
gim, and had only time enough to insert one shell when
the fox was within range. He shot, but only wounded
him, and he disappeared from sight across the road. Mr,
Cutting followed and came across him in an orchard.
Two more barrels laid him out, and 1.5 minutes later the
dogs came up, having apparently been bothered back in
the swamp.
All this time old Railsplitter could be heard driving to

the north, and some of the party who gathered about the
successful hunter went to the old dog's assistance.
Among them was A. W, Hunt, who had stumbled on to
a fox near Randall Rocks, and stalked and killed him as
he woi'ked across a meadow listening to the hounds. No
dogs were after him. By this time it was 10 o'clock, and
over on Bond Hill, where Mr, Kinney put in his hounds,
there had been a perfect cannonade since early morning.
Many thought the Lake View Gun Club were holding a
"tourney,'^ Others thought the foxes had all congre-
gated there, and were counting up how many had prob-
ably been killed. Some thought as many as fifteen sure,
and the most skeptical and conservative gave them a
half dozen. Ima2:ine onr surprise on learning that the
entu-e fusilade had been directed at one poor little fox
that weighed less than seven pounds, and that the dogs
had been obliged to catch her to finish the chase. No one
oouldl tell who shot at her flret, bvit Charlie Steel gave

her two barrels and claims to have hit her. Shot after
shot was fired after her and every one hit her. Still she
kept on. As one hunter expressed it, "The more they
shot her the better she ran," Finally Frank Sweet, of
Ashburnham, got a crack at her and gave her both bar-
rels, later he shot two more, and claims to have hit her
the fourth shot, though he admits missing clean with the
first three. No hounds coming on her track, Sweet set
out to get a dog; and finally ran across a couple, which he
worked up to the trail, and was rewarded by seeing them
take it the back way and whoop it up for more than it
was worth. It was three-quarters of an hour before he
could get hold of a dog again, and this time the fox was
started and Mr, Sweet contributed another shell; and
after a short run the dogs caught her. Another youthful
fox hunter shot off' his gun about this time and claimed
the fox, but his claim was not allowed; in fact, the self-
constituted governing board of the club declined to give
Mr. Sweet the credit of kUling the fox, claiming it was a
clean catch for the hounds, an idea so ridiculous that it

merits the severe criticism it is receiving at the hands of
the majority of the club.
Early in the morning Mr. E. O. Conforth was so -unfor-

tunate as to break his gun. He walked back to the city,
hh-ed another gun and a little before noon was back at
the Heywood farm. Finding the famous crossing "the
old oak" uncovered he took up his station there and soon
heard a dog driving on Burncoat Plain. The music drew
nearer and in a few momentsj Mr. Conforth bowled over
a fox.
Will Brigham, of Boylston, was out with his hounds

and killed a fox, but as he was not present at the dinner
the particulars of his run could not be learned. Charlie
Howe, one of the club members, was putting in his vaca-
tion up in New Hampshire and killed a fox which was
not counted, as he failed to produce him with the pelt
on, as is required. Throwing out Howe's fox gives the
hunt a total of six, which is the largest score made at an
annual bunt since the club was formed.
The day opened up perfect, but about 9 o'clock the

wind came up and interfered Fomewhat with hearing
and also served quickly to dry off the leaves and grass,
so that by noon the following was extremely di'y and the
bunt was practically over.
Hunters and dogs came straggling back to town during

the afternoon; and at 7:80 a large party were gathered in
the corridors of the Bay State House discussing the hunt,
with an anxious eye on the dining-room door. The annual
dinner was fair— to speak well of it. The serving of it

was miserable—to let iffdown easy; and the post-prandial
speaking was about half-way between. Still every one
enjoyed the dinner, for appetite had been sharpened by
the long day's outing and every one had had a good
time. On such a day no one with blood in his veins
could do otherwise than enjoy himself if he were but out
in the woods.
The himt on the whole was not so satisfactory as some

precedinff ones, in spite of the large number of foxes
killed. The majority of hunters did not hear as much
driving as usual. The runs were short, or the foxes led
oft" and took the dogs out of hearing, and a number
scarcely heard a pack with a running fox. But what
driving there was was fast and furious and the number
killed proved that on their old ground the Worcester
Fur Co. have plenty of foxps for the most successful and
enjoyable "grand hunt" held in New England. Hal.

WILD GOOSE SHOOTING IN DAKOTA.
ONK! HONK! ONK! HONK!" the voice of the wild

goose is heard in the land , and our sportsmen are
putting aside their chicken shot and loading a supply of
shells with B.B. The noble birds are just beginning
their flight from their remote northern nesting grounds,
and the Dakotas seem to be like a half-way house for
them, where they can "rest and refresh themselves" be-
fore completing their long journey to the Stmny South;
and they find plenty of the very best feeding gTounds in
our extensive wheat sttibbles and cornfields.
In the State of New York I never saw wild geese fight

or act as if they were looking for a feeding place. They
passed over in unbroken V-shaped flocks and at an alti-

tude far above the reach of the best fowling piece. I once
killed one there with a long-range rifle, but I considered
it a mere chattce shot, for I believe the flock was more
than 200yds, high. Here in Dakota tliey are usually
seen in irregularly shaped flocks, not very high and ap-
parently on the lookout for food and ready to light where
there is any chance of getting something to eat, always
j)rovided the situation looks perfectly safe to them. In
this respect they manifest a rema,rkable amount of cau-
tious cunning, invariably selecting a place in an open
field, where there are no sharp ridges nor other irregu-
larities in the surface that might enable a sportsman to
approach them unseen by their sentinels, several of
which are always on the lookout while the others are
feeding, I never knew them to trouble a cornfield
where there was a good even stand of stalks, but if they
discover a piece of scattering corn, where the seed has
been mostly taken by gophers or worms they will not
hesitate to go in and gobble up what corn has been per-
mitted to mature. Bat their favorite feeding ground is

on wheat stubble; in fact that is their only chance in the
spring. For several years the autumns have been so dry
here that the scattered wheat on the stubblefields has not
sprouted, and in the spring the geese find it a little soft-

• ened and just to their taste,

I am a practical sportsman, but I never go on "a wild
goose chase," and I notice the amateurs who follow them
and try by one device and another to creep up to them,
seldom come back with any birds. My way is to get there
first, and let the geese come to me. They are naturally
quite regular in their movements and habits, and no one
need expect much success in endeavoring to shoot them
until he has familiarized himself with their ways, Moat
of the geese that pass here stop several weeks to feed up,
before completing their long flight. During the night
they stay in the many small lakes, at a safe distance from
shore. Shortly after sunrise they fly out for food, return-
ing about 10 A. M. They go out again in the middle of
the afternoon and do not come back until after sundown.
I have sometimes been quite successful by watching a
fly-way at the shore of a lake, and shooting them by twi-
light as they came in. Looking upward, I could see a
dim outline of the shape of the flock and would blaze
away at the front ranks. With two barrels I have
brought down ae many as five in this way, from gne flock.
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It was' often too dark for me to see where they fell, but
my well trained retriever was sure to secure all that were
disabled, and to put them in a pile at my side. A good
dog is very essential, for he secures many geese that
would otherwise escape. A goose is a very strong, enei--
getic bird, and in proportion to his size it takes more lead
to stop him than any other game bird I ever shot. I have
often seen them fly over half a mile after being shot, and
them drop dead. If a goose is only winged , it is often
very difficult to get him without a dog.

In this vicinity the best goose shooting I find is in
wheat stubbles, I select a field as remote as possible
from buildings or roads. Near the center I dig a pit, 3ft.
wide by 6ft. long, with a jog or shelf at one end to sit
on, deep enough to leave my head below the surface
when sitting. Then I put in some straw or hay to make
it comfortable. In front of me at my feet is plenty of
room for my dog, gun, shells, etc. I take great pains to
scatter the loosened earth evenly in the stubble; if it were
left in a pile the geese would notice it and avoid the
place; but if they are flying low enough to shoot they
cannot see the pit until they are nearly over it, and then
it is too late for the discovery to be of any use to them,
provided the sportsman does his part well. I take care
to make all these preparations at a time of day when the
geese are on the lakes, for should I wait until they com-
menced flying out for food every flock that saw me at
work would be sure to give my field a wide berth.
After the pit is ready and I have made all its surround-

ings appear as natural as possible, I set out a lot of sheet
iron decoys, shaped and painted to resemble a wild goose
so closely that they will deceive the oldest leaders until
they come very close to them. Everything is now in
readiness, and I get into the pit with my dog. Sport
understands as well as I do that it is essential to keep
perfectly quiet. I take a book or newspaper, together
with a large stock of patience, for sometimes I have to
wait for hours without getting a shot. But if any geese
come in my direction, they are quite sure to discover the
decoys from a great distance and to shape their course
with the intention of taking dinner with what appears to
them to be another flock of geese already feeding. On
they come, but they will not light: they swoop down
quite near the decoys, and discovering " the deception,
start upward in disorder, with clamorous cries of alarm.
Now is my time. I spring to my feet and fire two barrels
in rapid succession, usually bringing down several of the
noble birds, sometimes as many as eight. Sport is out as
soon as the gun cracks, and the birds that fall furthest
away and show the most activity are sure to receive his
first attention. The dead geese make good decoys when
set up in a natural position, the head being held" up by a
small stick set in the ground. A score of 33 in one after-
noon is the best I have made. But it is not often they fly
so good.

I have killed at least six dift'erent varieties since I came
here. What is known as the Canadian goose is much the
largest and best kind for food; when full grown they
weigh from 12 to H31bs. One kind is quite beautiful, they
are rather small, of very graceful form and perfectly
white, with the exception of black tips on the ends of the
wings of the ganders. This variety usually appears in
very large flocks, and in the spring are the last to take
their departure for the north, A. N. Alward.
Crow Lake, South Dakota.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CCHICAGO, 111., Nov. 5,—The perils which may beset

) the hunter when afield are evidenced clearly to the
minds of Chicago shooters this week. No man of the
shooting fraternity here is better known than Mr. R, B.
Organ. Without him we should be lost. Yet we came
near missing him this week, and the Minnesota pleastire
trip on which he started so blithely came to the point of
being his ultimate disaster.

Once in a while a business man shows unconscious
ability as a newspaper writer and describes a thing better
than he would if it were his business to do so. ]VIr.

Organ's story of his adventure came to his friends here
in the shape of a letter to Mr. W, P. Mussey. This letter
tells the facts in so straightforward a way that it is given
in full:

Minneapolis, Minn.. Nov. 3.—We broke camp near Pelican
Bapids, Sunday, P. M. Had a splendid time. No big shooting,
but killed quite a number of all kinds, from canvasback down to
the merganser. Our party consisted of Mr. Whitcomb, J. C. ,Ioys-
liD, W, H. Jacoby and your humble servant.
Am sorry to say that our hunt came near terminating with a

death, and it was my misfortune to be the one that came so mar
going down to a watery grave or being frozen to death. Will re-
late ihe circumstances and then you can di-aw your own conclu-
sion as to bow near I was to the door.
It happened as follows: On Thursday last Whitcomb and my-

self cut heavy poles about 20ft. long, went up about the center of
Lake Lizzie, where there is about 9£t. of water and 8ft. of mud.We put down six poles, three on each side, placed our dtcoys,
made a nice blind oy putting strine around the poles and then
weaving in rice and flags. Left the blind that night and intended
going back Friday morning. WTiitcorab and I started trom the
camp about 6 A. M. and only went a short distance when the wind
commenced to blow very hard, and as our boat was very smalt. I
turned back, put him ashore, and went to the blind with the in-
tention of shooting till noon, when we were to break camp and go
home.
I had hard work to get to the blind as the wind was so strong

and within five minutes after I was in and had the boat tied down
on each side, it was blowing so hard that I could not get out with-
out rtinning in the trough of the sea, as the white caps were very
high. I was sure the boat would ride the waves providing I could
head her do^vn the wind, which I could not do unless the wind
changed. v

1 decided to not attempt getting out until the wind abated,
which I thought it would surely do toward night, as the wind
usually goes down with the sun; but instead of going down it in-
creased, and I hardly thought it possible for it to get worse than
It was. I found out in my wait of twenty-six long hours that it
was only fooling the first twelve hours compared with the last
fourteen.
About ii P. M. it got colder, blew harder, then rained, afterward

changed to snow and then to sleet. The water washed over the
side of the boat, which contained from 3 to Bin. most of the time.
I busied myself with a cigar box bailing out, was wet through,
chilled to the bone, nothing to eat, and not clothed to stand a
Minnesota blizzard.
When I did not return at noon on Friday the boys in camp be-

came alarmed and went around on the east side of the lake and
fired signals to which I replied, and as soon as it was dark they
raised a light on a long pole at the lauding, which I could see
from my blind as late as 8 o'clock, then 1 fired the next to the
last cartridge I had. They heard the shot and knew I was alive.
They got a team, left camp about 3 A. M. Saturday, with Whit-
comb and Jacoby and a sectional boat in the wagon. They drove
around to the west side of the lake to what is called Hosterman's
Point, where there was a large clinker built boat. Tbev offered
the o%vner of the boat $2,5 to go to the center of the lake and get
me, which offer he most respectfully declined, and added that
they could not get him to go on the lake in sttch a storm. After
seeing the boat they knew it was perfectly safe, and they started
for the blind, which they found empty, as I had left there at 6:20

A, M., about twenty minutes ahead of them. Coming to"the
blind and fiuding it empty they thought of course that I was
drowned or frozen. They prodded the bottom in search of me,
then hunted tht3 shore. Started for camp, and when within half,
a mile of camp saw a while flag up, which was the signal that I
had returned. I never expected to gei, out alive, as it was the
roughest night I ever was out. The wind was bo strong that it
blew many trees down, and ice froze over an inch thick. At 8
A, M. the wind did not blow quite so hard, so I decided to make
the attempt. As the wind had changed a little in my favor 1 cat
the boat loose and she swung around on the top of the waves, and
then I kuew for the first time that I was O. K.
I expected to die, aiid you know there are some tbinfirs about a

fellow's business that his wife should kuow. I searched my
pockets for a pencil but found none. Before I started I took off
my vest, put my watch and money in it, made it fast under a
brace, tied my gun to the boat, and made a rope with a slip noose
fast to the rowlock, so that in case I had to go down my dead body
would be with the boat, as I have heard that it is unpleasant to
have to wait some days for a fellow to come up.

T was very weak a few minutes before I started, but after I had
pulled twenty minutes it would have taken a Hanlon to beat me
that mile and a half. I got into camp about a half hour ahead of
the searchers, and was all right until I got into the tent, then I
was too weak to stand up. I am all right now with the exception
of a few bruises, swollen ankles, etc.
Aru t^lad to hear that Kleinman dirt Elliott up. With best re-

gards to the boys, R. B. ORGAN.

At last advices Mr. Organ was sick at Minneajjolis.
The shock which his system must have eustained is not
shown by the above simple story. Jn August, 1884, Mr.
Organ was nearly killed by a powder explosion while he
was loadmg some shells at Grand Crossing. It is a ques-
tion whether he has ever been the same man since. Now
comes this awful night, in which, thinly clad, he spent
26 hours on the edge of life, the thermometer meantime
dropping 69^ and threatening death from sheer exposure.
We shall feel that we have simply found Roll Organ
when he gets back here, though very thankful therefor
indeed.
Far worse than the above is the fate of another

Chicago sportsman, killed lay the hand of a friend. The
dispatches cover that:

Glbnwood Springs, Cnlo., Nov. Last Saturday ft. W.
Price, son of Dr. Price, of Chicago, and n member of the firm of
the Price Flavoring Extract Compatiy; A. V. Fleisebner, of the
same company, of Chicago; ai^.d .). B. Oobb, of the Denver Omni-
bus a-nd Carriage Compans ; wit hW . H. I fuhbard, of Soring Va Iley,
near Clenwood Springs, as guide. uuUit ted here and'started for'a
two weeks' hunt on the Big Muddy. List niglu they camped in
Jerome Park at the bead of Tnompson Creek, In Pitkin countv, in
a place called Dun's Dugnur.. Some time during the night Mr.
Price, who, it is claimed, was a somnamoulist, went outside of the
dugout, leaving the others asleep. Upon his return, as he crawled
into the room on all fours, Hubbard called out. "Who's ther* ?"
and called to the dog. but as the dog became frightened and no
answer was given, Hubbard exclriimed: "Bovs, I holiev© it's a
bea'! Give me a gun, quick !" Oobb ha.stilv handed him a 'iScal.
Colt's revolver, and without further thouglit Hubbard fired two
shots, one of which p^issed through the top of Price's head into his
body, causing his death in about tsvo houfs. The party relumed
immediately to Marion, where an engine was procured, and all
came to Glenwood Springs this afleraoon. Coroner G. Clark im-
mediately summoned a n'uryi and a verdict of accidental shooting
was rendered.

Dr. V. C. Price, father of the victim in the above
deplorable affair, denies that his son was a sleep-walker.
George W, Price was twenty-six years old, recently mar-
ried. He was a prominent young business man, much
esteemed. Killed by his g-uide.

Yesterday, in West Virginia, occurred another fatal
accident in the field, one of the sort which it is hard to
understand as possible to a man gifted with fair posses-
sion of his faculties, but one which happens all too often.
Several men were hunting near Wilsonburg, when a

little seven-year-old child, being in the edge of the woods,
became frightened at the firing and la^y down behind a
log. One of the hunters mistook the little head for some
animal and fired, putting a bullet through the boy's
brain. The father of the boy was one of the hunting
party.
Nov. 6.—Some good duck shooting within the past

week or so in the Illinois Piver country. Senachwine
Lake reports some heavy bags, and at Hennepin Club,
above there, the sport has been fine. On Oct. 16 W. W.
McFarland, at Hennepin Club, killed 95 ducks in one
day and 0, D. Gammon 75. Last week Messrs. McFar-
land, Gammon and Eich bagged 271 ducks in 4 days
down at the old reliable Hennepin Marsh. The Hennepin
boys are all delighted with their new club boat—hot and
cold water, washstands, and all that. Is it to this that
Charlie Gammon attributes the attack of inflammatory
rheumatism which has him now confined to his bed?
The buft'alo is gone. Mr. Albert Bierstadt'a sorrow at

that should be mitigated. His painting, "The Last of
the Bufl'aloes," has lately been sold for $50,000.

Quail very plenty in Indiana and lower Illinois. Good
bags are reported, notably one by Oscar Von Lengerke,
of Von Lengerke & Antoine. E. Hough.

Lake Waitghbunsey is about thirty miles south of
Council Bluffs, as the crow flies, and two or three miles
east of a small station (Bartlette), on the "R. C." The
east shore of the lake is bordered by high bluffs, the margin
being shaded by drooping willow, ash and oak, underneatfi
whose shade there is a thick growth of rushes, sweet flag
and red-stemmed smart weed, which makes splendid feed-
ing groimd early in the fall for wood duck and teal, but
later when the shooting becomes general they leave the
shore for new feeding places farther out in the lake among
the bushels of smart weed, wild celery and other tender
aquatic plants. At night the ever gregarious teal and
wood dtick will collect around some large rat house to par-
take of a rich supper of celery and other tender roots and
plants brought to the surface by the industrious rats.
Mallards, too, get their share of the edibles and keep up
a continual quacking throughout the night. The west
shore of this lake is bordered by prairie grass, slough, red-
twigged maples and little silver-twigged willow. On
these boggy bottoms is the home of those palatable and
sprightly little grallatores known to gunners as jack snipe,
tiptail, yellow legs, etc. Farther over in the fields are
quail in great abundance, but the tall grass aud weeds
are hard to pull through and make this kind of hunting
rather laborious, however over there in the woods to the
east the quail and squirrel shooting is very good, and one
is now and then rewarded by bagging a pheasant. There
is no trouble about securing boats at this lake, as several
new ones have been launched this fall and rent for 10 cents
an hour.

—

Omalia Bee.

Texas Wildfowl.—Port Lavaca, Nov. 3.—Mr. John
Dearlam of Long Mott brought the result of a day's shoot-
ing to town last week. It consisted of 200 ducks. Count-
less thousands aa-e in the vicinity.

_
MAINE! GAME.

'T^HERE.comes^upialwaiffrom Portland, Me., papers
JL that partridges can hardly be had in that city at
any price. Then the Portland Express attempts to ex-
plain the scarcity from the fact that the new game laws
provide that a man shall kill only fifteen partridges, and
then, if he wishes to sell them', be must take them to
market himself. The express companies, on this account,
have refused to take them, and have notified the hunt-
ers to that effect. This, that paper claims, reduces the
supply, and makes the lover of partridges pay high
prices if they will gratify their love for game. The
same growl comes from the Lewiston and Bangor mar-
ketmen. They say that the stage drivers, who, in pre-
vious seasons, have done a good business buying part^
ridges along their routes and then bringing them to
town, are afraid to touch them this year.
Mr. D. H. Blanchard, of Boston, who has been almost

every year into Maine for partridges for many years, says
that he has found them unusually scarce this year. He
has spent several weeks in that State this fall, in the
upper Moosehead region and in the Nicatous region, but
he found not one-third the usual number of partridges.
He believes that it is the excessive shooting of the young
birds, while yet in broods, that has so greatly thinned
out their numbers; and he believes that the open season
begins altogether too early. Oct. i would be early
enough. Then the young birds would be in full plumage
and better able to take care of themselves.
The Boston marketmen are not getting partridges this

year, and though they have little to say as to what points
the supply has ceased to come from, yet it is quite cer-
tain that it is Maine that they have chiefly in mind-
Why, under the old law a man in Bangor by the name of
Abbott, as I remember, built a refrigerator, and one fall
he bought several thotisand partridges at 10 cents, 15
cents and 20 cents apiece, just as he could get them. He
put these in cold storage, and when they became worth
§1 a pair in New York, he sent them there by the car-
load, and realized thousands of dollars on his venture.
Under the new law he couM have had only fifteen birds
on hand at once, or at least he can transport only that
number, and that, too, openly. It is perfectly natural
that such men should fight the new law. They are no
worse than the generality of men if they do, but they
must find some other means of profit. There is little

doubt, however, but what a good many birds will be
quietly shipped to P^^rtland and Bangor aud then stealth-
ily out of the State. But the Commissioners have a bet-
ter law to work with than ever before, and they will try
to enforce it.

There is no doubt about the scarcity of moose in the
Maine forests this year, compared with three or four sea-
sons past, and there is little doubt about their being iUe-
gally killed in several instances. But when one is asked
to believe all the stories that have been told about the
slaughter of moose in the close season in the Moosehead
Lake region, his good sense is reflected upon seriously,
especially if the listener be at all accjuainted with the
Maine woods, and the extent in which moose have existed
there during the past eight or ten years. Scores of city
sportsmen go into the Maine woods every season, and
their great desire is to kill a moose. To most of them it
matters but littte as to whether it be in the open or close
season, if they can only slay their moose. They will take
the chances of the fines, though using every jprecaution
against being found out till well out of the State. But in
spite of this lawlessness of feeling, that has existed for
several years, the number of moose killed in Maine this
year, up to date, has been unusually small. These men,
when they reach their city homes, are very likely to brag
of their exploits, but it is a curious fact'that not the usual
number of stories of moose slain are being told this
season. If these fellows have killed their moose apiece
this year, they ar'^ keeping unusually still about it. Some
moose stories are told, to be sure. One young gentleman,
who has hunted along almost the entire border of Maine
and Canada, tells of killing a moose, while he was back
in Boston previous to Oct. 1. But he claims that his
moose was killed on Canadian soil.

Two other sportsmen mentioned the killing of a moose
during the last days of September in the region of Spen-
cer Lake. They were not intending to hunt large game
till it was legal to do so. But about the 28th of Septem-
ber, on one of those beautiful days that the season has
been remarkable for, they were sitting in camp, when the
guide called out, "Look at that moose!" Just across the
pond an enormous moose had come down into the shallow
and nearly dried out marsh to feed. The guide rushed
for the boat, and both hunters got in, with their Winches-
ter repeating rifles. The guide paddled them very
cautiously around a curve and into a bend of the pond
in such a way that the moose did not see them. They
were approaching close to an easy rifle shot.
But one of the hunters relented, and said that there

was no moose for him till the open season. Tlie guide
sneered, in a whisper, and told the hunter that it was
the chance of his life. The hunter still relented. The
guide turned to the other hunter with the threat that if
one of them was not going to shoot, he should shoot the
moose himself. He requested them not to make a noise
thtrt would frighten the beast away. The hunters con-
cluded that they might as well shoot as to have the guide
do the killing. They came in sight of the monster just
as he scented them and began to tm-n his head. The
second hunter succeeded in putting a ball just back of
the fore shoulder, when the moose, an enormous buU,
staggered and toppled over. He came down with a great
splash into the muddy water, and lay lifeless.

Then it was that the hunters regretted the work they
had done. With all the force they could muster they
could not pull the great beast out of the muddy water
and get him where he would float. They finally gave up
in despair. They did not like to go to other camps for
assistance. The weather was hot, as everybody remem-
bers, and nothing of the moose was saved but his head
and antlers, and the few steaks that were cut from the
quarters before the whole begun to spoil. They had no
ice at their camp—only a temporary one—and there was
none for miles. The moose was wasted. Those say they
are done with moose that must be left to spoil.
The reports of deer killed in Maine, since the open

season begun, are beginning to come in, though it is
curious to note that not one has yet appeared in the
Boston market. At the Eastern Railroad Station the
other morning there were three fine deer tagged to a Mr,
H. F. Bailey.
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Chatham Fish and Game Protective Association of
New Jersey.—The results of restocking the territory
covered by this Association were largely exhibited on
Nov, 3 and 3, the first two days of the open season for
quail. In every locality where quail had been turned
out last spring they were found more abundant than for
years, except in one instance. In this latter case lawless
poachers went upon the ground and killed off probably
the larger number of those that were turned out in the
spring. Reports from members and their friends, as well
as from the farmers, were of the most gratifying charac-
ter. Not only were a large number of quail shot, but
niany ijartridges, woodcock, snipe, rabbits and a sprink-
ling of raccoons a.nd other small animals. One ti-espasser

was arrested and his gun confiscated by the game war-
dens. A few sportsmen who, ignorantly or otherwise,
were upon the grounds, were met by game wardens, con-
stables or members and prudently took their leave. The
farmers and land owners are deeply gratified at the
almost entire freedom from annoyance and the destruc-
tion of domestic fowls. The community is generally in
favor of the action of this Association. The territory is

being enlarged in a considerable measure by the volun-
tary requests of farmers and land owners for permission
to sign the Association agreements. Arrangements are
being made to have permanent covers erected as protec-
tion for quail and other game birds, and supply them
with buckwheat and other food during the coming win-
ter. The frame for the new club house opposite the
Chatham Station is now being constructed.—R.

How to Tell the Point of Cojipass with a Knife
AZND A Watch.—£'cZ#o?' Forest and Stjvam: Not long
ago one of your correspondents told how to find the points
of compass with a watch, but he said nothing about find-
ing the sun on a dark day, and that is a very important
part of the programme. ' My way of finding where I am
when lost in the field or upon the water on a cloudy day,
is to place the point of a knife blade upon the middle of
my thumb nail-the blade in a line perpendicular to the
plane of the nail, A shadow will then be seen upon the
nail pointing at the knife point, and one can readily de-
termine where the sun is. If l,he hour hand of a watch
is then pointed at the sim, half of the distance between
the hour hand and 12 o^clock is due south at any time
between 6 A. M. and fj t\ M. Between the hours of 6 l^.

M. and 6 A. M. half of the distance between the hour
hand 13 o'clock is due north. In the woods one can be
deceived by the nail shadow if he stands among trees
and light comes through an opening in the forest. It is

necessary to stand in an opening clear from the trees, and
then it must be a very dark day indeed when the nail
shadow is not sufficiently well defined to give the direc-
tion of the sun. I never bother to carrv a compass on
hunting trips.—Robt. T, Morris, M.D.

Ntght Shooting Ducks on the Potomac—On Sun-
day morning, Nov. 1, a little before daylight, two men
were seen shooting ducks by the aid "of a large head-
light, such as may be seen on canal boats, at Four-Mile
Run, near Washington. They fired a great many shots
and seemed to be killing plenty of game, paddling up
and down in the vicinity, and w'ithin easy reach of the
pclice boat. Heve was a double violation of the law

—

shooting on Sunday and using a light. Yet the paid pro-
tectors of our game slept serenely through the entire
bombardment. Is it wonderful that law-abiding sports-
men seldom find a duck within rifle shot?

Long Island.—Oakdale, Nov. 4.—The whole of Suf-
folk county is a natural game preserve and we want our
own laws. There should be a law against killing deer
for five or ten years; law on rabbits to be the same as on
quail (November and December); to snare rabbits unlaw-
t*ul, as the apj)le bait catches partridges; strict law on
shooting on the Sabbath on the bay and upland; fines for
snaring, trapping and trespassing should be heavy; a
strict law against the netting of ducks. Quail are_very
scarce. After a deal of hard work my son and I got
only eight on the first day.—Alfred A. F'rasee.

West Virginia Game.—Mr. T. B. Wilson writes from
Capon Valley, Hardy county, that pheasants and turkeys
are as plentiful as they were ten years ago, and we know
from experience that they were abundant enough then to
satisfy any reasonable hunter. Deer, however, appear to
be growing scarcer, whUe signs of bear are unusually
promising. There is a great quantity of chestnut mast,
and Mr. Wilson believes the game will be likely to stay
in the region.—T. H. B.

Mississippi.—Meridian, Oct. 36.—Weather here has
been dryer than in any year of the eight or nine I have
been in the South. A party of three went squirrel hunt-
ing about two weeks ago, getting 37 in two days. Had it

not been for the wind and the extreme dryness of the
fallen leaves the score would have been doubled or
trebled. All reports indicate a fine season for quail, but
we must have rain and cooler weather to make hunting
t^l rto c(0 ^—(jT ^^Sf S

Drought and No Ducks.—Forgo, Nov. 1.—I seai-ched
the northern and central parts of Minnesota for duck
shooting, and I can assure you it is not there, nor in South
Dakota either. Small lakes all dry. I put out money,
brains and time to find ten days' good shooting, and
failed. Let the duck hunter be migJity certain that his
particular spot is all right or he will get left this year —
Pink Edg-e.

Cderituck DtjCkS.—Mr. Charles Hallock, on board
steamer Newbern, Currituck Sound, N. C, Nov. 9, re-
ports a big bunch of geese off Back Island, on the inshore
side of the sound. A few black ducks, teal and mallards
moving, and some new blinds out. Weather mild, and
wind light from the southward and eastward.

Going to CAltforsia.—A persoa can take a seal in a palace
oar at Dearborn Scation any afternoon and go over the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad to San Francisco, Los Angeles or
San Diego without changing cai'e. The fast express on this line
makes at least twenty-foui- hours quicker time to Lis Angeles
than any other line, and in fact the Santa Fe is the only thor-
oughly comfortable route to talie. The offiae is at No. 313 Claa-k
street, Chicago.—^fiy.

Angling Talks. By George Dawson. Price 50 cents. Fly-
Rods and Fly-Tackle. By H. P. Wells. Price $2.50, Fly-
Fishing ami Fly-Making for Trout. By J. H. Keene.
Price $1.50. American Angler''s Booh. By Thad, Norris.
Price is.60.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the BooTi of

the Game Laws.

VERMONT FISH AND GAME LEAGUE.
THE first annual meeting and banquet of the Vermont

Fish and Game League was held at Burlington,
Nov. 4, an excellent representation of the several sec-
tions of the State being in attendance. In the business
meeting, President Dow in the chair, the following new-
members were addf d: Frank A. Dwinell, W. H. DuBois,
Dr. Geo. L. Nichols, C. C. Bancroft, C. M. Wilds. Major
A. B. Valentine, A. D. Farwell, Albert W. Ferrin, P. C.
J. Cheney, E. P. Warner, O. E. Adams, Henry J. Hall,
A. F. Lincoln, Col. U. A. Woodbury, John A. Barrett,
Wm. S. Dewey, H. B. Ellis, Dr. D. A. Bisbee, A. T. New-
man, H. S. Peck, O. J. Cain. Honorary members: Mar-
shall McDonald. A. N. Cheney, Dr. Jas. A, Henshall, Col.
E. B. Hodge, C. H. Wilson, E. H. Lathrop, Rowland E.
Robinson, Samuel Wilmott, J. G. A. Creighton.
The officers elected for the year were : Presideint

—

Henry R. Dorr, of Rutland. Vice-presidents—M. S. Col-
barn, of Manchester Center

;
Henry Ballard, of Bm-ling-

ton : Thad M. Chapman, of Middlebury
; W. W. Miles,

of Barton : Herbert Brainerd, of St. Albans ; Hiram
Atkins, of Montpeher ; F. S. McKenzie, of Woodstock ;

James Ritchie, of St. Johnsbury : Nathan Ilobson, of
Island Pond ; George W. Hooker, of Brattleboro. Secre-
ta,ry— John W. Titcomb, of Rutland. Treasurer—J ames
W. Brock, of Montpelier. Executive Committe (one for
each county)—Addison, W. R. Peake, of Bristol : Ben-
nington, ('. F\ Orvip, of Manchester; Oaledonia, James
Ritchie, of St. .lohnsbury; Chittenden, Willifim W.
Henry, of Burlington : Essex, Nathan Hob.'ion, of East
Brighton^ Franklin, E, C. Smith, of St. Albans: Grand
Isle, N. W. Fisk, of Isle La Motte ; Lamoille. C. S. Page,
of Hyde Park: Orange, R. J. Kimball, of West Ran-
dolph : Orleans, W. W. Miles, of Barton ; Rutland, C. A.
Gale, of Rutland

; AVashington, John E. Hubbard, of
Montpelier ;

Windham, Walter H. Childs, of Brattleboro;
Windsor, F. S. McKenzie, of Woodstock. Auditors

—

E. C. Orvis, George W. Wing, William Walker. Mem-
bership Committee—H. R. Dorr, M. S. Colburn, J. W.
Titcomb.

The treasurer's report showed one life member, 108
members who had paid Ifo each and |185.87 on hand.
A proposed amendment to the constitution changing

the anntial assessment from $5 to $3 was read and "was
opposed by Mr, Senter, of Montpelier. Mr. Atkins and
Dr. Gale discussed the pi-oposed amendment, both oppos-
ing any reduction, the president favoring the reduction.
Ex-Gov. Stewart thought it desirable to get a large mem-
bership. He oould see how many_ men of ordinary means,
who desired the protection of fish and game, could not
afford to pay |5. Charles H. Sheldon, of Rutland, desired
to popularize the league and advocated the reduction,
John P. Hoskinson argued that the league coold not be
popularized. He considered fishing a luxury only to be
enjoyed by men of wealth, arguing that a man had a
right to fish on his own land. Mr. Atkins said the object
of the association was the general public good. Gen.
Henry favored the adoption of the amendment. The
amendment was adopted.
Another amendment, proposing the admission to the

league of branch clubs by the admission of one member
was adopted

.

In his opening address, after the excellent banquet had
been discussed, President Dorr said:

"There were disturbances in neighboring States yester-
day, and even from the seclusion of these blessed valleys
of Vermont we could hear things drop. To-day there
are mournings in the tabernacles of the mighty, and, to
change the metaphor a trifle, the hit bird flutters in
other localities. But here to-night there are no parties
and no partisans. The roaring beast of prey and that
gentle domestic animal, so familiar in political mythology,
here lie down together. For fear of causing a discussion
as to which is which, I shall pm-sue this line of thought
no longer.

"I want to say one serious word concerning the aim of
the Vermont Fish and Game League. It was not incor-
porated for social recreation, nor for boys' play. It has
for a serious and honorable purpose. We wish to protect
and propagate the fish and gaaie suited to our woods and
waters, and render the Green Mountains so attractive to
genuine sportsmen that they will come from less favor-
able places to join us: and I pray heaven that all sham
sportsmen, however lavish of their money, may stay
away. I think I voice the sentiment of this league in
saying that we would rather stock the streams and woods
of Vermont for the poacher who kills to eat out of season
than for the wanton who destroys simply for the sake of
killing, and thinks his skill is indicated by the great
numbers of his slaughtered victims.
"Numberless schemes are devised for the development

of Vermont, but I hope this grand old Commonwealth
will never be developed and polished into the character-
less conventionalism of the typical summer resort, and 1

believe that the stocking of our forests and streams will
accomplish more for the State in a money way than all

the other elaborate plans submitted to "the intelligent
judgment of our people. Maine and northern New York
and New Hampshire gain millions of dollars every year
from visiting lovers of the rod and gun. Here in Ver-
mont we have everything but the fish and game. No
fmrer lakes and streams for fish and water fowls, no love-
ier cover for birds, no grander ranges for deer exist any-
where; and they are lonely to-night because the denizens
of old days have gone from them these many years. The
pursuit of manly sport with rod and gun and their whole-
some outdoor life gave to the founders of the State the
uerve, the brain, the sturdy frame, the splendid qualities
of mind and heart which stamped each one of them a
nobleman. The mountains, crags and hills lifted their
thoughts to high and patriotic themes; the solitude of

forest places led them to serious meditation ; and the song
and sunshine of meadow and open gave jocund gladness
and buoyancy of spirit—and all made sturdy, manly,
generous men. Let their descendants, with luxury at
hand or in sight, always remember this.
" We are just beginning to reahze that the league

means business and is accomplishing something. In the
name of the league I want to thank the governor and
legislature of Vermont for the appropriation to build a
State hatchery and to render our grateful thanks to the
national government for appropriating money to build a
national hatchery within our borders. This is a splendid
beginning, and Col. McDonald, United States Fish Com-
missioner, has given this matter generous personal atten-
tion, for which we are profoundly grateful. However,
the stocking of lakes and streams will be worse than use-
less if laws are not furnished and enforced to take the
place of the awful hodge podge of uncertain and contra-
dictory statutes governing this subject. I hope the
action of the league this evening may end in the enact-
ment of good and wholesome laws', calculated to curb
unbridled audacity and protect the fish and game of the
State."

Gov. Page, to whom had been assigned the toast,
"Vermont," was detained in Boston, and Col. W. A.
Woodbury responded, saying the present governor once
prevented him responding to Vermont. Now his absence
permitted it. Small in area, sparse in population, poor in
numbers, Vermont yet claims prominence everywhere.
She has a quality others do not possess—a storehouse for
game and fiah, beauties others may covet. It needs the
poetic imagination of a Dorr to write her praises. The
character of Vermont's citizens gives her prestige, in
which she is unexcelled. Though we have lost an
Edmunds, a noble son of Vermont will fill bis place to the
credit of both

; they are men above reproach.
Secretary Proctor, responding to the toast, "The Na-

tional Government,"' said he was in New York and the
current news made him long for home, and he came.
He was not a hunter, but he took the fishing disorder
early with an alder stick. His tenth birthday was the
start, and a free use of the slipper followed his return
with one trout. A place in Pensacola Bay would here-
after be known as "Proctor's Snapper Bank." A pre-
requisite to meii'.bership in the league is .speaking the
requisite truth. Hence his recent sojourn to Mount
Vernon and the cheri-y tree.

Gen. W. Y. W. Ripley, speaking on "With Gun and
Rifle," said he stole a gun for his first hunt, aided by a
chum, IGame in abundance prevailed, partridges and
squirrels were plenty. Trout were plenty when he was
young, foxes abundant, with occasional deer. Legal re-
straint to-day as to seasons is the only safety for the
forests and streams. Game grows less abundant every
year. Shorten the open season for all fish and game, he
said. A trout 6in. long in the fall is too young to propa-
gate the next season. Such trout may have spawn, but
it will not fertilize. The Gin. law should be changed to %
or 8 at the least. Nine inch trout are pretty fights, but
they leave small streams for better food supply. Shorter
open seasons, May 1 to Aug. 15, is sufficient—Oct, 1 tc
Dec. 1 is enough for game until supply equals demand.
Match hunting is an abomination which true sportsmen
abhor.

Speaking to the toast, "Our Abandoned Farms," ex-
Gov. Stewart saw no sign of discouragement to Vermont
farmers. Few farms are abandoned. Many houses are
abandoned by small holdings passing to other hands.
Vermont's soil is fertile, equal to any^ few Verruenters
would change for western land, where schools and
civilization are unknown.
Gen. Wm. W. Henry, responding to the toast, "The

Birth of the League," said the father and mother of the
league was the Fish and Gun Club of Rutland. He read
the objects of the league, urging all to join it.

President Ezra Brainerd illustrated his remarks on
"Uses of Recreation" with stories of his summer outing,
and although confessing to his inability to kill game,
proved his ability to kill time-.

_ In speaking on "Where We Ai-e," Hon. Walter E.
Howard admired the epigrammatic sentiment of the toast
and paid a glowing tribute to Burlington, her beauties
and industries, her scholars and soldiers.
In his response to the toast "Fish and Fishermen,"

Charles M. Wilds related his experience in going from
Middlebury to Isle La Motte, keeping his auditors in good
humor.
President Buckham spoke of "The Future," fittingly

closing the first annual dinner of a new but successful
organization.

DituiD Hill Paek Ducks aud Bass.—Loitering pe-
destrians, as well as persons behind fast horses spinning
aroimd the big lake in Druid Hill Park in the afternoon,
stopped to admire the graceful movements of the wild
ducks which had congregated on the bosom of the lake,
near its centre. The ducks seemed to know they were
in safety inside the limits of the park and fed and played
in disregard of their human observers. Going down near
the centre of the lake, they would occasionally come up
near the iron railing w hich incloses the beautiful sheet of
water. A little group of sporting men enjoyed the
evolutions of the birds exceedingly, and one of the more
experienced of the party told about the game in the lake
swimming abaut under the ducks. He said no body of
water of like size in the world contained more or larger
black bass than Druid Lake. On a sunny day large bass,
singly or in groups, float lazily in shoal water, sunning
themselves. They do not take fright readily, feeling, like
the ducks, secure inside the sacred precincts of Druid
Hill Park, nor are they disposed to take notice of bait
thrown in at such a time. Tempting bait thrown on the
surface of the lake at other times almost always causes
a rise of bass, and the sportsmen who try this diversion
are rewarded by seeing some of the handsomest specimens
of bass imaginable make the water fly as they disaj^pear
with the bait. The largest bass that ever came out of
Druid Lake measured over 3^in. in length and was
broad and thick in proportion. It was such a fish as
would cause the xaulse of any appreciative angler to
quicken. A party of workmen were inside the rail repair-
ing the riprapping, when this monster bass jumjjed out of
the water and on the atones. One of the workmen struck
it with a hoe which he had in his hand and captured the
prize. It was sent in to one of the park commissioners,—Baltimore Sun.
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BASS IN THE ADIRONDACKS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The article entitled "Shall the Adirondacka be Stocked

With Bass?" was read by me when it was published with
sadness. I reflected upon what, from time to time, has
come to my knowledge re&pfctingthe waning of excellent
trout fishing that once existed in the Adii'ondacks.
Gentlemen, eportsmen, who killed two, three and ten
times the numbsr of trout possible for use in camp;
guides who caught all the big trout, through the ice, in
early spring for market, continuing through May and
June the nefarious practice of killing and carrying out all
they could stagger under, to sell; the lumberman who now,
through impatience, "dynamite the ice" in the spring,
that the channel for floating logs may be more readily
cleared—those are the three chief agencies of the " waning"
spoken of. Further material for sad reflection arises
when the subject of bettering the fishing in the Adiron-
dacka comes lip in combined thoughts of'tbe guide—van-
dal—who threatens the introduction of pickerel into the
headwaters of the Beaver River because Dr. Webh inter-
feres with his predatory proclivities, and he who cut nets
set by Mr. Marks—Fulton Chain Hatchery—for the ex-
termination, in a measm-e, of catlish or bullheads.
You ask for information on the subject of introducing

black bass in the Adirondack waters. My information
can but amount to an opinion. I should think that it

would be well to introduce black bass into the waters of
the Adirondacks where pickerel already exist, but not
with the idea that the bass will exterminate the pickerel.
Your letter to me implies that bass were introduced

into some of the waters at Blooming Grove Park with
the result of exterminating the pickerel, Sach was not
the case. There were obtained from Oreeuwood Lake
and the St. Lawrence River, large and small mouth bass
•with the idea that they might improve the bass fishing
in Lake Giles where, in previous years, had been placed
many thousands of small-mouth "bass, taken from Lake
Laura on High Knob, without obtaining the desired re-
sults. The experiment of placing large-mouth bass in Giles
has resulted in improvement to some extent in taking
bass. I should .judge that the pickerel are as numerous
as before. At best the lake is not a bass lake; it is fed by
springs entirely and is deep. And my opininion is that
all such cold deep waters will not result in good sport
fishing for bass. Such waters are well adapted for land-
locked salmon and trout. For example, Lake Giles after
three years stocking with adult brook trout, has afforded
aiore sport than dm-ing the previous ten years. It has
been my fortune to be cognizant of matters at Blooming
Grove Park for thirteen years. It now has become the
practice of our management to retain for two years about
5,000 brook trout for the purpose of obtaining spawn and
stocking, then to release them in Giles, where there are
pickerel, bass, lake trout and landlocked salmon, perch,
bullheads, eels, sunfish and shiners. It is quite a com-
mon occurrence for members to bring in trout, bass and
pickerel as the result of one excursion around the lake.
As regards information for the Commissioners, I would

refer them to the result of stocking with bass the
Raquette River section of the Adirondacks.

Spencer. M, Nash,

THE CASTALiA TROUT.
C^fflCAGO,Ill., Oct. 6.—Last April I visited the famous

J Castalia trout stream of Ohio, and wrote about it.

Mr. Milton P, Peirce made comment on my article. He
seemed to think that my statements as to the origin of
the Castalia trout were wrong. I thought them right.
Now I know they were right, and have proof for it. This
comes through the courtesy of Judge Emery D. Potter,
of Toledo, O,, a member of the Ohio State Fish Commis-
sion, to whom I wrote last summer for' further informa-
tion. Under date of July 10 Judge Potter wrote me as
follows:

"I am averse to entering into any controversy with Mr.
M. P. Peirce, a man I never saw, nor heard of till within
the last year or two. But as his statements to which you
allude have been dignified by a column or more in the
FoEEST A?JD Stream, a publication of acknowledged
authority among sportsmen and scientists, I propose to
dispel some of .his theories and statements, that the public
may not be led astray by letting them pass uncontra-
dicted. To do this efl'ectually it will require some little

time to procure the data necessary to establish my posi-
tion. When completed I will submit my paper to you to
be used at your discretion.—Emery D. Potter."
On July 29 Judge Potter wrote again: "I have just

returned from Sandusky and Castalia. I found half a
dozen farmers who have lived on the banks of Cold
Creek (Castalia) from thirty-five to fifty years, and who
have fished in that stream up to the time John Hoyt in-
troduced the trout into it, and they all declare that no
trout were ever seen or caught there up to that time.
The only fish taken was what they call 'horned dace.'
I have been familiar with this stream for over half a
century, and know from personal observation that there
was never a trout in it till John Hoyt put it there. I

am promised letters from the gentlemen interviewed to
establish the transplanting theory, I will soon send you
proofs.—Emery D, Potter."
Later on, at my request, Judge Potter kindly embodied

the main facts of his position on this matter in a single
statement, which he has just sent on to me. Nobody
ever had any real question as to the fact that these trout
were planted. Any question as to their origin was
absurd, and after the following simple arrangement of
the facts, by an authority like Judge Potter, who in
interest of fact and truth purely has given his time to
this matter, any such question would no longer be enter-
tainable in any form. Judge Potter's final letter, for
which Forest and S ieeam will thank him. is as follows:
"Ohio State Fish and Game Commission.—Some

years ago John Hoyt built a dam across Castalia Greek,
in Sandusky county, on his own ground, raising quite a
large pond. The citizens of Castalia Village, believing it

injurious to health, prosecuted the dam and pond as a
nuisance. The trial was finally ended in the Supreme
Court of Ohio in Hoyt's favor. "The litigation was a long
one. Chemists were employed to analyze the water of
this spring or creek, and among others the water of
Avon Spring, New YorK. The results of both were iden-
tical.

"Finding trout at Avon, Hoyt built a hatchery at his
pond, introduced trout spawn, hatching a considerable
jtmniber ; these he placed in the stream below his mill,

where they prospered and where they are to-day in great
abundance. I have lived within forty miles of Castalia
for fifty-six years, have often visited that neighborhood
on fishing expeditions, and never saw or heard of the
trout there vmtil within the last ten or twelve years. I
have recently visited the stream from the spring where it

rises to the lake, and inquired of old farmers whose
lands were watered by it, many of them having lived
there for over fifty years, and they all tell the R«me
story, that there was never a trout there till John Hoyt
put them there. The only native fish were chubs and
small mud fish.

About four miles from Castalia is RockweH's Spring,
with sufficient water at the outlet to run a large grist
mill. Trout from Castalia were introduced there a dozen
years ago, the waters have been leased by a number of
gentlemen from Bellevue, O., who now find good sport
there.

"I have fished in every available fishing ground in
Ohio, and I know that the only stream in the State where
brook trout were found (natives) was the west branch of
the Chagrin River in Granger county, where Dr. Gar-
lick and I have captured many a good string, and from
whence we took many dozens to supply the Doctor's
hatchery near Cleveland. I can vouch for tl^e fact that
neither Dr.s. Garlick or Ackly ever saw Castalia Spring,
and if they told Mr. Peirce that they got trout from there
they wer« guying him. It is very strange that as many
years as I knew Dr. Garlick, and the days we have spent
together in fishing and in his experimental hatchery at
Cleveland, where I spent two years, that I should never
have heard him mention the name of Castalia or MUton
P. Peirce.—Emery D. Potter."
This settles that. E. HouOH.

ADIRONDACK FISHING RIGHTS.

AT the r? quest of people interested in knowing whether
- the public has a right or can be prosecuted success-

fully for fishing in the Fulton Chain waters, Attorney L.
W. Fiske, of Boonville. has looked up the law in the case
and gives facts and points below which will also apply to
other similar sections of the Adirondacks. He ha^ pre-
pared a brief which is reported in the Boonville Herald
as follows:

//( the Matter of tlie RinM of the Public to Fish, etc., in the FuUvii
Clmin of Lakes.

r-iKNEUAL Statemest.— It Is asked whether indiviclnalri of the
getibral public can be prosecutf^H for trespass for using fov navi-
gaiion, or for fishing in i,he Fnltou (Jhaiii of hikes" ;so caih^.ri),

which are a part of the forest preaerye, in the oppn season, bv
owners who hnve oigaiiized private parks under tlje sta tute.
The Fulton Chain of lakes consists of a series of inloud lakes

numbering from 1 to H, tlu'ough which runs one branch of the
Moose Ri^er and all of them are navigable during the whole venr
except when frozen over, The State has built dams on outJei-, of
the riiflferent lakes to raise the waters thereof foritseanal s,vsiem;
has built a flsh hatchery on said river to stock said lakes with
trout fry, and for over twenty years has every year stocked said
lakes with fry from said hatcherv or from others which it owns;
has also put the territory in which said lakps lie under the control
of its fish and game wardens, and made rules and regulations for
control of the same.
The public has used these lakes for navigation and flshinjiC pur-

poses from before and since 1S40. The statute under which the
ri^ht to exclude the public in so callpri private parks whs passed
by the lesislatnre ot this State in 1879 (see rdiap. fl34, thereof).
This act repealed alt other acts inconsistent with it (see sec. 10
thereof).
The sections of the said statute, givinar the right to organize

private parks may be found in sections; 27 and 28 thereof as now
amended.
Section 27 of said act among other things says: "Anv owner

having the exclusive right to shoot or hunt l,hereon, or fish therein,
desiring to lay out, devote, etc., shall publish three months, etc,
and post notice, and having so done, said territory becomes ex-
clusive, etc."
The constitution of this State (see Section 3 of Article I) says:

That the people of the State in their riglit of sovereignty are
deemed to possess the original, and ultimate property in, and to
all lands within the jurisdiction of the State,
The letters patent for the land conveyed in Herkimer and

Hamilton counties, convey by lots, as they are numbered and no
specific grant has ever been made of these lakes or that under the
waters of the lakes.
The Law of this State.—The Court of Appeals of this State

has settled the law in reference to what waters of the State are
navigable therein, and as those lakes come wi'hin the definition,
they must be deemed to he subject to the law prevailing, and
riparian owners take their grants from the State with the im-
plied easements and servitudes, that followed a grant by common
taw.

(a.) Navigable waters in this State are such as are capable of
being used to float in boats or rafts or >^ven in their natural state
the products of our forests and fields to market, and it is not
essential that this use will continue thr' Ugh the year, nor at all
seasons, nor that they are navigable against the '-urrent. 35 N.Y..
454, 8: 6 Cow, 518. 556; 19 N. Y.. 523; 92 N. Y , 40.3; 110 Id. !?380; 12
How. U. S.. 464, opinion of Judge Tanev Kent's, com., .549.

.Judge Johnson vs. Schofleld, 8 Barb. 239, says "The common law
of England from utter want rf fitness has never been adopted in
this State in reference to our inland waters, etc., or if adopted
has bpen modified to fit the condition of the country,"
(b) The title to land under navigable waters is in thp State. 1

How. pr. N. 8, 510. 514: 7 Wend. 571; 26 Id. 404; 4 Hill 369; 47 How.
398; 23 N. Y., 500; 41 Hun, 458; 19 N. Y., ,533,

A State grant of land upon a river or navigable lake confers no
right upon which the riparian owner can claim the land under
the water. (37 Hun, 375 ; 110 N. Y.. 380 ; 51 Sup. R., 482).

(c) Hemlock Lake, an inland lake with general charncteristics
like these, washy the Court of Appeals in 92 jSI, Y., 468, declared
navigable water, and Judge Ruger, in delivering the opinion of
the court, says :

" Among other rights which pertain to sove-
reignty is that of using, regulating and controlling for special
purposes the waters of navigable lakes, whether salt or fresh,
and the rights and interests of the public, such as fishing, etc., are
preserved in all navigable waters, and inalienable attributes of
sovereignty.
CoNCLtrsiOK.—It will be seen from the above that these lakes

are navigable waters : that the title to the land under them has
never been conveyed by the State; that riparian owners never have
had any right in them ; that the public have freely used them for
navigation and fishing purposes for over fifty years.
That the State, by virtue of its inalienable rights therein, have

made them available to the public and for their benefit in stock-
ing them with fish.

That the so-called owners of the so-called private parka have
never had any excluaive use of them for any ptu-pose.
Hence it follows that they cannot prosecute successfully any

action for trespass for fishing in or navigating any portion of said
lakes, even though within the territorial limits of their so-called
grants.

Curiosities Among Fishes.—Mr. E. Titus, Jr., has re-
ported an unusual appearance of large weakfish at West-
port, Mass., during the fall of 1891. Mr. W. H. Wood,
while trolling for bluefish in the vicinity, took many fish
of this species (known there as squeteague), weighing
from 7 to 91bs. Weakfish have been uncommon in those
waters of late years. Mr. Titns has noted also a red drum
taken at Anglesea, N. J,, Oct, 31, in which the upper cor-
ner of the tail fin is prolonged into a narrow lobe. We
are always glad to record notes on the habits, distribution
and variations of fishes, and hope to hear from other
students of these interesting subjects.

The Velvet Thais of the Monon Route between Chicago and
Oincinnati oilers the best and most luxurious service obtainable

. between those points.—.^du.

LAMPREYS.
CHARLESTOWN, N. H., Nov. 1.—Editor Forest and

Streami: A recent correspondent of Forest and
Stream asks^ about the edibility of lamprey eels, or
"lamper eels," as they are commonly called in New Eng-
land. You had better refer him to ray friend Fish Com-
missioner Eiddle, of New Hampshire, for an answer.
The lamprey has always been considered a great deli-

cacy by the dwellers on the banks of the Merrimac, and
fifty years ago, before the Lawrence dam was built,
they were taken in great numbers all the way up the
river. There were a set of semi-amphibious old fellows
living about Pawtucket Falls, who cut ice in the winter
and caught shad and salmon in the summer, and in the
late sjiring, jirst before these fish made their appearance,
were always on the lookout at the falls with their long
gaffs for the eels—precursors of the fish. I have seen
many a one "snaked out" (a very fitting expression in
this case) just below the Lowell dam in May, Thousands
of them were taken at the falls at Amoskeag, or Man-
chester, as it is now, and when some forty years ago the
centennial of the settlement of that town was celebrated,
a poem was read by the late William Stark, a grandson
of the old general of Revolutionary fame, of which I can
recall but two or three lines, as follows:

"When all their hope for future years,

For the present world and the world to oom.e,

Was a st ring of eels and a jug of rum."

Thus commemorating the prominent tastes of the early
settlers,

The Lawrence dam, 25ft. perpendicular height of solid
granite, stopped the eels until the flshway was built by
the State of Massachusetts twenty years ago, since which
time the eels have resumed their migrations, and the fish-
w.ay is at times full of them.
The State of New Hampshire has transplanted several

colonies to the river above Manchester, and they have
made their appearance at the fishery there. They are
rather rich food, like all eels, bub those who like them
think them the choicest of dainties,

I had a call last week from my friend E, S. .Brewer,
the president of the Amabelish Club, and we talked about
the winninish, which he says is different from the land-
locked salmon of Maine, and which he says is called
wannanish, which accounts for the outlandish spelling
of some of your correspondents. He says they left the
t|uestiou of name and spelling to various parties in
Quebec, among them an old Indian, who all spelt it

''ouannaniche," but I told him that was no authority^
The Indian language was merely vocal and had no alpha-
bet, and the French, who had no "w" in theirs, just
mixed up two or three vowels to meet the sound, aa in
their word of assent, "oui," and pronounced "we."
I believe the word should be written according to

English rendering of the Indian sound, I don't know
what the French have to do about it. The fish does not
live in the French ijossessions. Speaking of French, in
Forest and Streaju a week ago, I saw an article on the
fish of the McKenzie River, which read, "This inconmi
(toothless) fish," etc. Now, inconnu does not mea,n
toothless, as would appear on reading the article, but if?

only the French for "unknown." Perhaps the writer
did not mean to convey that impression, but it reads
like it. Von W.

A Highland Gillie.—Donald MacPherson was a very
quiet man, but he knew how many beans made five. He
was acting as boatman and gillie to a gentleman not very
long ago on a Highland loch, and the latter, with a view
to spur him to his best efforts as well as to keep things
square, said, on beginning to fish : "Now, Donald, we'll
have a dram for every half-dozen fish." "I'll not be
mindin' whatever." was Donald's reply. This arrange-
ment was duly carried out to their mutual satisfaction.
Some days later the same gentleman went to fish on the
same loch, and Donald was again his boatman. After
lauduig several fish Donald looked up and insinuatingly
remarked: "I'll be thinkin' that's a half dozen?'" "No,
only five," returned the gentlemen, "Six, to be sirrely,"

repeated the ofher. And the catch being coimted, six it

was, and as Donald expected, the flask was produced.
The fishing continued and again Donald suggested:
"That'll be another six," "No, Donald, only five this
time. I counted them," Without further words Donald
opened the basket, and, sure enough, a dozen beauties
lay therein. The fisher was astonished, as he had counted
his catch, the more carefully for being wrong the first

time. Bat seeing's believing, and, much to Donald's
satisfaction, the flask was produced. The next time,
however, the gentleman counted most carefully—one,
two, three, four, five—then turning, to his amazement

—

and, I may add, amusement—he caught Donald in the
act of taking: a fish from his pocket. The worthy Gael
had, in anticipation of the same arrangement as the first

day, provided himself with a number of fish as a means
to hasten the dcr&vas.—Montreal Star.

"Bass Eats Bass,"—Colonel Richard Bright had a
remarkable experience at Woodmont on the Potomac
while fishing for black bass about the end of October.
He was casting with minnows of moderate size and was
slowly reeling in a small bass when a hungry 8-pounder
shot out from his concealment and bolted the hooked
fish bodily. The Colonel became aware of the augmented
strain on the reel and by careful management landed his
double prize. The small bass went into the maw of his
big cannibal brother smoothly enough, but his sharp spines
stuck in the throat of his captor and made epcape impos-
sible. The two bass were presented to the National Mu-
seum, where they are preserved just as they came from
the Potomac, the tail of the small one projecting from
the mouth of the larger. The weight of the two is S-Jlbs.

"Necessity knows no law," and hunger recognizes no
relationship.

St. John River Whitefish.—A whitefish resembling
in a general way the common form of the Great Lakes
has been found in St. John River, New Brunswick, by
Mr, Philip Cox, who is endeavoring to get some examples
to send to the National Museum for identification.

Nahes and Portbatts of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
hook particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kill, Clflfch, 330 fiaffes, price For ealebyPoB^iST
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Yearling salmon for Vermont.

IN accordance with his plan of making a i^rompt and
lastiDE impression upon waters to be stocked, Commis-

sioner McDonald will introduce large numbers of yearling
fish of the salmon family into suitable streams. ' At the
various stations adapted to the pui-pose rearing ponds have
been established, and are being multipb'ed as rapidly as cir-

cumstances will permit. One of the cars of the Commis.sion
left Washington on Thursday last with carp for New York
and New England, and received on Fridaay, in good condi-
tion, from Cold Spring Harbor, New York, 3,500 yearling
California salmou, to be planted in the Battenkill, in Ver-
mont, and certain of its tributaries. Mr. A. N. Cheney, of
Glens Falls, N. Y,, went to the Battenkill Valley recently to
select streams favorable for the undertaking, and he reported
favorably upon Green River, which is a fine trout brook,
Benedict Brook and Mattisou Brook, tributaries of the Bat-
tenkill River. The waters are clear, free from sawdust,
and well supplied with fish food. The sentiment of the
people is favorable to their protection. Mr. Cheney met the
car at Troy and personally assisted in the distrilDution of
the salmon in the waters above mentioned. The United
States Commissiou has never distributed fry of the Cali-
fornia salmon in New Y''ork, but simply furnished eggs for
hatching and planting by tbe New York Commission. The
imccessfnl, though mysterious, acclimation of the rainbow
trout in the Battenkill gives ample assurance that the Cali-
fornia salmon will find conditions favorable to their growth
in the same waters, as these species do well together in their
native streams in California.
Preliminary to the distribution of landlocked salmon from

Maine, Governor Ripley, of Rutland, Vt., made a survey of
the rivers of the State, tributary to Lake Champlain, to
select proper localities for stocking with this species. It is

the desire of the commissioner to hold the salmon in the
streams u.ntil maturity, when they can go down to the lake
to spawn, and need not reenter the rivers. In the selection
of rearing waters, therefore, the return of the fish was not
considered iaiportant, and the range of choice was wider.
The following distribution, suggested by Gov. Ripley, has
been made:

Wincosky (at Waterbury) 6.000
Brown's River (for the Liamoillt) .5.000

Indian Brook 2,000
Mallett's Creek 1.000

Sunderland Hollow Brook 1.000

Lewis Creek .5,000

Total...- 30,000

The young fish were placed in waters as far removed as
possible Irom the lake, m order to avoid the pickei'el and
other predatory flab which abound in the lower i^ortion of
all the rivers. Sunderland Brook is particularly promising
for the protection of the salmon, as it carries a bountiful
supply of piu-e water and runs for miles through an inacces-
sible alder swamp. Lewis Creek, although small, is con-
sidered as the best stream for the purpose. The commission
had the co-operation of State Commissioner Atherton, Gen.
W. W. Henry and Mr. S. C. Caines in the safe accomplish-
ment of tliis important work. The results already obtained
Irom experiments with landlocked salmon in Lake Cham-
plain prove the wisdom and desirability of the undertaking.

NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION.—At the nieeting
last Tuesday Commissioner Blackford reported that a sup-
ply of carp l eceived from the United States Commission was
now ready for distribution. They are given out free, 20 to
each applicant, the only charge being 25 cents for a can and
shipping. 1'he Fulton Chain (Adirondacks) hatchery re-

IDorted the collection of 500,000 trout eggs. A petition was
received from residents on the Long Island Sound asking
the Commission to undertake the cultivation of salt-water
fish, particularly striped bass and weakfish, to restock the
Sound. This was referred to Mr. Huntington, who is speci-
ally interested in the subject, and who has been investiga-
ting the possibilities of salt-water work. Reports Irom the
fish and game protectors for the month of October showed
activity on the'part of the force. In reply to a communica-
tion from Capt. J. W. Collins asking if New York would be
represented by a live-fish display at the World's Fair, it was
stated that such a display could be made only if provided
for by the next Legislature.

YOUNG SHAD have come down the Delawai'e this fall
in remarkable numbers. Commissioner Ford has informed
theU. S. Commissioner that they begun the journey sea-
ward on Aug. 1, and on Oct. 20 the run still continued with-
out dimiuutlou. The natural spawning in the upper waters
was without precedent in recent years, and was due partly
to the unfavorable conditions in the lower river during the
spawning season, but chiefly to the removal of obstructions
by means of flshways and dams. The effect of this enormous
production of fry should be evident in a greatly increased
fishery several years later.

%^ Menmt

Dogs: Tlieir Managem ent and Treatment in Disease. By
Ashmont. Price $2. Kennel Becord and Account Book.
Price $S. Training vs. BreaMng. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of
all Breeds. Price SO cents.

F I XTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 4 to 8.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the Northern Illinois
P.-.nltry and Pet Stock Association, at Rockford, 111.

Dec. 10 to li.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Freeport Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Freeport, 111. T. E. Taylor, Sec'y-
Dec. 30 to Jan. 2.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mohawk

Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, at Gloversville, N. Y. F. B.
Zimmer, Sec'y.

1898.

Jan. 5 to 8.—The New York and New England Poultry and Ken-
nel Club's Dog Show, at Albany, N. Y. W. C. House, Fort Plain,
N. Y.. Sec'y-
Jan. 5 to 9.—Annual Dog Show of the South Camliaa Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Oharleeton, S. 0. Becj. Mclnness,
Sec'y.
Jan. 13 to IG.—Second Aunixal Dog Show of the South Carolina

Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C, F. F. Capers, Secretary,
Greenville. S. C.
Jan. 21 to 25.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Elmira Poultry

and Pwi Brock Association, at Elmira, N. Y. C. A. Bowman, Sec.
Fi ii. 9 10 13.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

ncl Olui>, a'. (Miicago, 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y.
Feb. hi In T.).—S=cond Annual Show of the Central City Kennel,

Jackson, Mich. D. E. L. Kimball, sec'y.
Feb. 23 to 26.- Sixteeuth Aurjual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at Kew York. .Tames Mortimer, Supt.
March 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, at

Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown, Seo'v.
Mfirch 8 to 11.—Washington City Kennel Club. Washington, D,

O. Fred. S. Webster, Sec'y, 738 Broadway, New York.
March 15 to IS.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Dnquesne

Kennel Club, at Pittsburgh, Pa. W. E. Littelk Sec'y.
AnrilT to 10.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Maes, E. H. Moore, Sec'y.

April 20 to 33.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Southern Cali-
fornia Kennel Club, at Los Angeles, Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 4 to 7.—Annual Dog Show of the California Kennel Club,

at San Francisco, Cal. H. L. Miller, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.

Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Anntial Trials,
at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 12. W. A. Coster,
S6 X*Gtill'y

Nov. 23.-Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point. N. C.
G. G. Davis. Secretary, Philadelphia, Pa.
Xov. 2^.—Gordon Setter Club's Field Trials, at High Point, N.

O. L. A. Van Zandt, Secretary, Youkers, N. Y.
Nov. 38.—Second Anmtal Trials of the National Beagle Chrb, at

Nanuet, Rockland county, N. Y. F. W. Chapman, Sec'y.
Nov. 30.- Central Field Trial Club'.s Third Annual Trials, at

Lexington, N. C. C. H. OdeU, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street, New
York city.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Olttb'8 Field Trials. Charles E.

Connell, Secretary.

1893.

Jan. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the Bexar Field Trial Club,
at San Antonio. Texas. G. A. Chabot, Sec'y. Amateurs onlv.
Jan. 18.—Trials of the Pacific Field Trial Club, at Bakersfield,

Cal. J. M. Kilgarif. Sec'y.
.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Southern FieldTrials

Club, at New Albany, Mies. T, M. Brumby, Sec'y.

UNITED STATES FIELD TRIALS.

THE inaugural trials held by this club at Bicknell, Ind.,
may be said to have been a great success. Commencing

Nov. 2. they concluded Nov. 9. Dxiring the week numerous
sportsmen visited the little ^ullage to view the work done by
the "bird" dogs, and the hotel and houses in the village that
would take visitors were full to the roofs. On Thursday, in
addition to the spectators on foot, there were 43 horsemen
out, and the need of a field marshal that knew his business
was obviously apparent. Attimes the spectators were riding
-ndth the judges, and the reporters had to do the best they
could. .Judges complained and made several little speeches,
but they had little effect. The tramping of so many horses
near the dogs seriously aiJected the work done at times, and
spectators spread out over ground that should have been
hunted. Another year some good man should be appointed
who, while acknowledging the rights of the Hoosier in his
own country, still should make it thoroughly understood
that the club leases the land on which they hunt, and that
spectators are there only by courtesy of the club.
The extreme dryness of the ground had a good deal to do

with the scarcity of game, to what is usually found on these
farms. Game, as a rule, is very plentiful in this section,
and the first day in one field four good bevies were found.
The judges. Colonels Merriman and'Sloo and Dr. Rowe, did
their work in an e.vceptionally able manner. Plenty of
time and opportunity was given' the dogs to show what they
had in them, and the dogs were a happy medium between
the I'acing speed of the Eastern and the .slowness of the Cen-
tral. Among those who visited the trials during the week
were: O. J. Winston, C. C. Weaver, John Hensenberg, St.
Louis, Mo.; R. S. McKever, Spencer, Ind.; G. T. Kerr.son,
Indianapolis. Ind.; J. W. Doyle, E. A. Crossen, Washing-
ton, Ind.; E D. Garr, Louisville, Ky.; E. G. Elliott, Provi-
dence, R. L; H. T. Thus, Vincennes. Ind.: P, F. Marick,
Princeton, Ind.; J. W. Good, Bruceville, Ind.; H. C. Hair-
bank, Indianapolis, Ind.; Abner T. Hitfield, Saybrook, 111.;

J. R. Hayes, Detroit; .Ino. A. Sauu, Jr., Olney, 111.; B. F.
Kramer, Evansville, Ind.; Dr. Alexander; Jas. D. Poston,
Columbus, O.; C. W. MuUer, Jas. Board, J. W. Pater.son,
Indianapolis, Ind.; O. P. Irvin, Cincinnati, O.; H. A. Lam-
eran, Columbus, O.; H. M. Pollock, Cincinnati, O.; A, Lis-
man, Carlisle, Ind,; A. Jewatt, Lon Calto, J. M. Hart, Oak-
town. Ind.; J. L. Merifield, Eniison, Ind.; Chas. Polk, Isaac
Polk, Oaktown, Ind.; .las. Bowes, Evansville, Ind,; R. L.
Shamnar, Louisville, Ky.; D. C. McDonald, La Grange, Ky.;
Dr. H. G. Thomas, Winston, N. C; C. H. Roberts, Wash-
ington, Ind., and C. M, Munhall, Cleveland, O.
As space does not permit any extended notice, I will pro-

ceed at once to a description of the running.

Pointer Derby.
BiCKXELL, Ind., Monday, Nov. 2.—After the draw for

the Pointer Derby at 8 A. M. no time was wasted, and
a short i-ide, just out of the village, brought us to the
Philippi farm. The morning was quite frosty, but a warm
sun soon dispelled all dampness from the ground and left it

dry and dusty. No rain except a slight shower has fallen in
these parts for nearly five weeks, and clouds of dust were
raised by the large crowd of mounted spectators, upward of
forty horsemen assembling at the start. At 8:37 the first brace
were put down in a large stubblefleld.
POKEST L.\ssiB—Donovan.—Frank Richards handled For-

est Las.sie, and D. E. Rose, Donovan. Both dogs are liver
and white. Neither dog started off very fast, keeping near
their handlers. Soon after starting handlers flushed a bevy.
Donovan soon after pointed to the right, and Lassie catch-
ing .sight of him came to a standstill, nothing found, how-
evei; then Donovan pointed again, evidently on scent of
birds that had flushed. After ranging some time, Donovan
showing better speed and range, we passed into a cornfield,
then on to oak woods, where, at the further end, Donovan
made game but could not locate. Then Lassie, coming
down wind to her handler, nearly walked over a single that
flushed at Richards's feet. Nothing more was done and
dogs were called up at 9:30. Both are stylish workers,
Forest Lassie showing most speed, but neither ranging very
wide. Retracing our steps, the ne.Yt brace
My Lady—Dude N. were put down in stubble at 9:31 . My

Lady was handled by Frank Richards and J. H. Johnson
looked after Dude N. Getting otT well and ranging wide at
edge of some corn a large bevy flushed in front of Dude,
then again when galloping throitgh wheat stubble Dude
went right into a large bevy across wind. Passing into an
orchard Lady came to a point at foot of an apple tree, then
roaded one; then Dude drew to a beautiful point which
Lady honored in good style, Johnson fltishing. Dude made
a jump for the game but" stopped to order, Lady was also a
bit careless. My Lady looked too much to her handler,
who seemed to do most of the hunting at first, improving
afterward. Dude made game in weeds but could not locate,
and then in fence row Lady dropped to a single which
flushed wild. At the edge of some woods Ladj^ pointed and
was h«ld some time till Dude was brought up to back; when
coming he. failed to honor and put up the bird, both steady
to the rise. Going into woods several birds got up at
approach of dogs and nothing further being done they were
called up at 10:43. The dryness of leaves and gi'ass made it

difficult for dogs to catch scent. My Lady proved herself
the best, though not a free ranger.
Promotion—Black Chloe.—These two started off well at

10:50, Charles Barker handled Promotion and W, B. Staf-
ford Black Chloe. Working into standing corn Promotion
came to a nice point, but birds flushed wild. Then Chloe
pointed at edge of a ditch but nothing found there, but
judges afterward raised a single. Then getting into a sort of
lane Chloe pointed a bevy which her handler flushed and
fired at, both dogs steady. Then Promotion showed some
good work along a fence, getting several singles, some of
which Chloe had passed. Down in the lane again Chloe
pointed a brace which handler flushed; birds were scattered
all round here and flushed wild in several directions. Far-
ther on in rag weed Promotion pointed a bevy. This dog,
though a lanky, loosely-put-together sort, did some good
work, ranged out well, quartering as if he knew what he
was doing, and was much the best of the two. At 11:40
Chloe was allowed to have tbe fields to herself, but beyond
pointing a single at edge of a ditch, did not improve the op-

portunity, and dogs were called up at 11:50, when luncheon
was in order. This was a scrambling rough and ready sort
of affair and had little charms for stomachs fresh from
civilization, hungry as we were. After luncb
Phantom—Manitoit were put down at 12:55. Phantom

had the .services of John Good and Manitou was handled by
Stafford. These two dogs ranged oft' in fine style and sooii
put two or three big fields behind them. Going into oak
woods Manitou made a point, and was held on it some time
till Phantom could back, when Stafford walked up the bevy
and fired, Manitou steady but Phantom broke in a bit. Out
of woods into rag weed, along the fence Manitoti pointed,
but nothing found. Birds were running, and Manitou roaded
ou till a single got up in tbe ditch; then further on Manitou
was found pointing, and Phantom brought up to back had
to be cautioned, when Stafford going up flushed a single
right from under the dog's nose, which stood as staunch as
a rock to rise. Then down in swamp Manitou pointed fur,
it was supposed, as a hare ran out of the briers, but Stafford
passing, a single got up behind him. A few yards further
on Manitou pointed again, but Phantom did not seem to
understand his duty and failed to honor promptly; Stafford
walked up a single just in front of the dog. This close work
shows the dryness of the grass and earth. Manitou showing
herself a tireless worker, but in galloping at speed through
an open field nearly ran into a bevy, just stopping as they
flushed. Some more ground was traversed and dogs called
up at 3 o'clock. Manitou showed very much better work,
and is sure of being in second series. The other acting very
puppyish.
Black Wondee—Abbess of Kent.—J. A. Hunter handled

his own dog and Frank Richards, who piloted Spotted Boy
to victory last year, handled Abbess. Sent oft' at 3:10 in
roiigh grass, they ranged at good speed into an orchard,
when in the fence Abbess scored fir.st blood, getting a bevy
which flushed wild. Then Black Wonder, down in a hollow,
pointed a bevy, which also failed to stay for the handler to
come up. Then in ruuning down a ditch Wonder stopped
on asingle, which Hunter put up, shot atand killed; Wonder
inclined to break in, stopped to word. Then further ou
Wonder pointed a brace, but was not very steady at the rise.
Abbess then did a false point in a hollow. Wonder mean-
while going along a fence winded birds in the other field,

pointed, but they flushed wild and dog was inclined to chase.
On down the hill Wonder pointed another bevy, which
Hunter put up and shot at, dogs steady. Following them
up, Wonder picked up a brace, then Black Wonder was
taken up at 2:35, and Abbess worked for five minutes more
alone, but with no result. This finished the first series,

and, after some consultation, judges decided that in

Second, Scries

DoNONAN—Forest Lassie should have another trial
After going some time L.assie, by the main road, flushed a
single; then crossing a field she redeemed herself in good
style, Don backing nicely, when birds got up some distance
away. Theu Donovan thought he had" some thin y.' and Las-
.sie honored him, but Rose conld find nothing. Then dogs
were held up and we moved on some distance when dogs
weve put down in a corn patch, and after dogs had passed a
single got up. Then Lassie pointed a single in the fence,
which flushed befoi-e Richard coidd get up. Then Ro.seheld
ui> his hand, which meant a point for Donovan, he proving
to have the rest of the bevy. A no result point by Donovan,
who was nicely backed by Lassie and the dogs were called
up at 4 o'clock. A little more consultation by the judges
resulted in
Black Wonder—Promotion being put down at 4:08 in

wheat stubble. Soon after starting Wonder, near sooje corn,
pointed a single, and going ou into open fiild got mi other
iDird, but when flushed was not quite steady to wing.
Alongside a fence Wonder made game, then roaded on: cross
ing the fence. Promotion came to a stop but Barker could
not find. A few minutes after, down in a hollow, Wonder -

pointed a bevy nicely and Promotion honored the point.
On into thick brier bushes Promotion pointed a brace, Bar-
ker fired and killed, dog steady; some nice work on singles
by both dogs followed this, when they were called up at
4:45. It is a near thing between these two, but Black Won-
der has had a little the best of it on birds. A move was now
made for home, which proved, we vere glad to fiad, not far
away, as the end of the first day found us all pretty sore and
tired from our unusual exercise. One more heat is to be run
before the judges decide on the winner;! to-morrow. In the
evening the draw for the Setter Derby took place at 9 P. M

TUESDAY^.
If yesterday was an ideal Indian summer day, this morn-

ing was just as much the other way. Cold, bleak and raw,
our warmest clothing was in order, and we were painfully
warned that winter is coming on apace by r-scveral slight
snow flurries till toward evening, when it became a little

warmer. The start was at the Methodist chapel, almost iu
the village,, and continuing the second series the first brace
down were
Manitou—My Lady at 8:02. Soon after starting, in wheat

stubl^le at edge of woods, Manitou pointed aud My Lady
backed but nothing found. Then a lot of ground was tra-
versed but nothing of importance done, dogs false i3oiuting
several times till acrcss the railroad they each flushed a bevy
in high stubble. Then Stafford in thick cover claimed a
point for Manitou which could not be seen. After this
Lady flushed a bevy, and it did not seem worth while wast-
ing further time on those two, but going on in bottom in
high weeds Lady pointed asingle unsteadily, then she passed
a single that rose after she went by, followed by others
that she should have secured. Another flush of a single in
a fence followed this; birds were all round her and she had
a good opportunity to do good work. Dogs were called up
at 10, and the judges announced the result of the Pointer
Derby. Black 'Wonder, first; Promotion, second; Manitou
and Forest Lassie to divide third.

SvmiARY—First Series.

G. A. Maelin's (agt.) Donovan with H, F. Wood's Forest
Lassie.
H. F. Wood's My Lady with Ong & Thuttleworth's Dude N.
Dr. J. R. Daniels's Promotion with Scudder & Munson's

Black Chloe.
St. M. M. Mnndy's Phantom with Scudder & Munson's

Manitou.
J. H, & J. A. Hunter's Black Wonder with I'l-ederick Joy's

Abbess of Kent.
Second Series.

Donovan with Forest Lassie.
Black Wonder with Promotion.
Manitou with My L:idy,
Black Wonde" first money, $200.

Promotion second mcmeyj -S175.

Manitou and Forest Lassie divide third prize, $125,

Black Wonder, as his name denotes, is a solid black dog,
having a little white on chest, and is by Ike out of Bang
Bang's Pride. Without being a brilliant performer he has
a good nose, but is inclined to hunt for himself and not for
his handler. He knows the ways of the game in this part of
the country, as his home is only twelve miles from here.
Promotion is a lemon and white dog, a son of Lord Graphic
out of Belle. He is a bit leggy and loosely put together and
can lope along.

' Setter Derby.
Tbe draw for the Setter Derby took place Monday night,

aud resulted in the order that they are reported. The fii'st

brace.
Doc Quinn—HoosiBB^-OiaiSL, were put down at 10:33. G.
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W. Richai'ds had Doc Quitia in charee, and J. A. Hunter
bandied Hoosier Girl. The start was iu weeds and stubble,
and both rftng-t'd oufcTDerrily. After some time in a corner
of oak woods Doc should have placed a brace of birds
to his credit, but passed on, birds flushing; then she
pointed a robin. At edge of woods she varied the proceed-
ings by pointing f\iT. After going over some more fields

very thoroughly with no result, dogs were called up at 11 :0r).

T)oc Qiiinn seemed to be the better of the two, but neither
showed good work by any means.
Hope's M.vrk—Eu'bt GladstoinE-—The former was under

D. E. Rose's care, and Ruby Gladstone was piloted by J. H.
Pol n dexter. They were sent off in a large field at 11:13, and
went out well. At edge of ditcli Ruby pointed false, Mark
backing. Then Mark pointed without result. Over the
railroad dogs flushed a bevy and dropped to winu, and two
more birds flew over them. Then Mark began to road,
pointed, hut birds evidently running: going on into orchard
Mark came to a stop again in ragweed in corner, but Rose
could find nothintr. Birds were running, and Ruby coming
up on one side put up a single and another got up off almost
ijare ground. Striking across into other fields, Mark made
a fjeautiful point on a bevy, R,ul)y being held some distance
away. Rose fired, dog steady. They were taken up at 13:02.

Hope's Mark showed hiinself much superior in style, range
and nose; the day was, however, a bad one for good work.
BoT—Belle or Alma..—J. H. Johnson handled Boy, and

A. J. Gleason the other one. To work toward luncheon
Elace, they were put down in stubble at 12:08. A flush in a
ollow was soon scored by Boy, but he redeemed himself in

pointing a bevy, losing some of the credit in the break in
when .lobnson put up the birds; Belle honored Boy's point.
Belle then flushed one and pointed one, and reading on care-
fully in orchard a reporter flushed a bird that she had
passed. Then .she pointed a bevy, steady to wing. Reading
on carefully, she pointed a single iu the open which staid
down till Gleason ordered the dog on, when it flushed. Boy
had backed prettily. Dogs were ordered up then at 1:43.

Both stylish workers, but Belle had the best of it. A move
for lunch and this had been more or less discussed, accord-
ing to the streagth of the hungry one's stomach, the food
being cooked and set with a very rough and ready style,
when
Bruce M.—Wtis- Lung's Sister were put down at 1:27.

Brnce M. handled by R. B, Morgan, and Wun Lung's Sister
by D. E. Rose. Soon in a thicket, Sister flushed a single ex-
cusably. Another a flush and then Sister pointed higher up
a single and Rose flred, dogs steady to shot and wing; Brnce
having honored the point. Gros.sing some open fields, in
one of which, in high rag v\-eed, Sister pointed a single of a
small bevy that had flushed wild; the bitch was .steady to
wing. Across a ditch Sister pointed, and the other dog
coming in ahead of her the bird fliished. Nothing of im-
portance was done further and the dogs were called up at
3:18. Wun Lung's Sister showed work of good order, and is

a tireless ranger. She will be seen out again. Bruce M.
worked indifferently, not getting out enough.
Don—Bob Cooper.—Down in stubble and soon after

starting Don pointed a large bevy and Bob, handled by D.
E. Rose, honored his opponent's point; when birds flushed
Don was not very steady. Bob then got in a point and was
steady to flu.sh. Going on some distance Bob picked up a
single in high grass in bottoms; Rose put it up, fired, and
dog steady. BoP followed this good work up by getting
another single which Rose put up. Bob continued his run
with a point by a fallen tree, on a bevy which Don, in trot-
ting round in front, flushed. This i^ractically ended the
heat and dogs were called up at 3:45. Bob Cooper showed
himself immensely superior to the other in speed, style,
range and nose. Next brace were
Flyaway—Gloriatsta.-E. W. House handled Flyaway

and A,. J. Gleason had another try for honors with Gloriana.
After being down a quarter of an hour Gloriana pointed at
edge of a ravine, and Flj?away refusing to back, put up two
birds, and ten yards further on raised the balance of the
bevy. A bad piece of work, as she paid no attention to the
other dog. She followed this xxp by another flush, but .soon

a,fter, by the side of a road in the woods, pointed a single
nicely and was steady to shot and mng. Then, in following
round a thicket Flyaway whirled to a point as a single
flushed wild. Then" dogs were held up for a while to go
through a farm. Starting at 3:.55, Flyaway, in galloping
through rag weed, wheeled to a point and Gloriana backed,
when a single rose between them. Then followed some poor
work that will go hard against their chances in the
stake, flushing by both being the cause. LTp at 3:48, neither
having showed much merit
Booth—Reel.—Chas. Barker handled Booth and Frank

Richards, Reel. Down at 3:53 in grass and stubble, their
heat was productive of little meritorious work. After going
fast and wide, but with no purpose, seemingly, except to
gallop. Booth started by flushing a bevy and then a single.
Then Reel tried the same tactics and soon passed right by a
bevy that flushed afterward. Very poor work. "Then a
point for Reel, and the heat closed. Both fast, but puppyish
yet. Neither will do for the stake. The last brace down
was
KiKG IREX—Latokia XL—It was getting dark when Geo.

A. Maclin slipped King Irex and Frank Richards did the
.same for Latonia II. Both ranged off pretty well, but went
some time before finding game. Latonia II. pointed a bevy,
and King backed and afterward dropped to some birds at
side of fence and was steady to wing. King, further on,
dropped to a small bevy, Latonia, being in front, had galloped
and flushed two outlying birds. It was nearly dark now,
and we galloped off home, cold, stiff and hungry.

WEDNESDAY.
We started in good time this morning. The day was one

of those dull, cold, gray ones when there seems to be little

animation in anything. At 7:54 King Irex and Latonia II.

were put down again. King started off with a bevy flushed,
.steady to wing. Latonia, not to be outdone, also flushed a
bevy. This bad work was redeemed later by King Irex
pointing a bevy. Latonia honoring tht; point, 'Maclin shot,
both steady. AVorking into corn stubble, Latonia soon
pointed a single, another getting up to one side; dog not very
steaty to shot and wing. Dogs were taken up at 8:38. There
was little choice between them to-day, but yesterday Latonia
had the best of it.

MosKiE—Eric Elcho.—Chas. Barker handled Monnie
and the Irishman had the services of G. A. Maclin, and he
needed them, or did not need them, one of the two, for he
seemed to have no heart in him but a consuming desire not
to offend his handler, a more cowed Iiish dog I never saw.
They were put down in rags at 8:40. Crossing a field and in
a patch of weeds Monnie pointed a small bevy very nicely.
Barker flushed and shot, dogs were steady. Dogs were held
up 13 minutes to change ground. A false point or two was
made by Monnie and then the heat closed at 9:58, Eric doing
practically nothing to help along the Irish cause—just gal-
looed and pottered round.
Tough—Maid of Alma.—This was another pair that

showed but indift'erent wcrk. Tough had the services of
Johnson and A. J. Gleason handled his own setter. Thev
were put down iu large gi-ass field at 10:10 and we tramped
along with not a sign of game till 10:35, when in a hollow in
oak woods two birds flushed when dogs were moving round.
Poor work. A little fuither up Tough roaded to a point on
a bevy, Maid doing her duty nicely, some birds goc up and
sent on; the balance of bevy rose as Tough stopped. A
point for each on brace followed and then as a single got up
Maid stopped and the balance of bevy raised, when she was
steady to wing. There was little to choose between them,
but neither got out to htmt in proper manner.

! Wrrw Lung—Frank Doncaster.—This heat showed us
.•-•ome vigor on the part of the dogs. Down at 11:23. Wun
Lung was handled bv D. E. Rose, and Frank Doncaster by
Milton Wiles. Wuh started ofl' fast and ranged wide, but
nothing was found when lunch time brought a welcome
rest. Little time was wasted in the cold, and at 12:20 the

dogs got to work again. Two bevies were flushed near the

farm on approach of hnr.semen. Then down in a hollow
Wun picked a single out which Rose shot at, dog steady,

Frank, a yard or two away, dropped slovenly to the balance
of bevy. Higher up he got a single, steady to shot and
wing, Wun" backing some distance away. Frank got
another single in brier thicket, Wun really earning it by
careful roading. Some di.stance from her in hollow a large

bevy was pa.'^.sed by the dogs, and then Wun pointed foot

scent. Then some pretty work down a fence concluded the
heat at 1:20, with the advantage in Wun Lung's favor in

style, speed and range. Frank, however, was an honest,
careful worker, though not so s):appy as his rival.

FiRENZi—Lady Eveline.—These two were put down in

same place at 1-35. G. A. Maclin handled Firenzi, and D. E.

Ro.se Lady Eveline. We worked through oaks, crossed
Fome big fields and then in hollow, dogs flushed a bevy, and
Fireuiii afterward pointed a .single, and Lady, in weeds,
flushed one. Then she pointed, but Firenzi coming up
would not honor it; nothing fonnd. After working some
distance Lady, in a hollow, pointed a bevy, and Rose shot
and dog was steady. Dogs ordered up and judges consulted
as to wTiich should stay in second series. It was announced
at 3:40 that Hope's Mark, Wun Lung's Sister, Bob Cooper
and Wun Lung should stay in.

Second Series.

Hope's Mark—Wun Lung's Sister.—This proved the
banner heat of the meeting so far, and was marked by bril-

liant work by both dogs, Hope's Mark especially. True,
they had a bit of luck in birds, but they knew what to do
with them when they had the opportunity. Down at 2:54.

Soon after Sister made a pretty point and Mark dropped to
back when a single flushed. Rose flred, both steady as
rocks. Mark then in hollow made a pretty point, and
further on Sister scored likewise. Mark honoring it in bis
usual way. Sister then got two singles, and Mark at same
time pointed the rest of the bevy. Sister coming up backtd
unsteadily. This was hot work as little time was wasted.
Then Mark to the right where other birds had flown pointed
a .single. Rose putting it up. Sister backing. Further on
through woods and in the IVnce Mark clo.sed this brilliant
heat by a point on a brace. Sister doing her duty well too.

Dogs then ordered up at 3:1(5. The way these two worked to
each other was very pretty to see, and no better work could
be done. Ro.se had to handle both of them and did it well.
I must say a word here about the way this well-known
handler trains his dogs. In excellent condition his dogs are
not in that half-starved looking shape some of the others
are, and his dogs seem to look upon him as a friend and not
a task master. There is not that shrinking into the ground
at the least movement of the hand that we see with some of
the dogs at the meeting.
Complaints had been continually made by the judges

about the big crowd encroaching too near the dogs, and here
Judge Merriam laid down the law and appointed Mr. O'Ban-
non field marshal. There was better order after this.

Wun Llno—Bob Cooper.—The.se were also in Rose's lot,

and it may be surmised that he had his hands full. Down
at 3;;;;4, both started oft' fast. Bob, acro.ss a field, flushed
birds, then a minute after Bob pointed a bevy, and Wun
backed. Then Wun pointed body scent. Then both pointed
at edge of oaks and swamp. Rose put up fur, both beautifully
steady. Bob drew on to a single, further down, very prettily,
and both pointed singles very stylishly coming out of
bottoms. In clover field Bob pointed and Wun backed, but
nothing fouud, body scent most likely. Dogs were soon after
called up, at 3:50. Both did good work, but Bob had the
be.st of it. Then for the final te.st between
Hope's Mark—Bob Cooper.—It was getting exciting

now, and each had their champions, but Hope's Mark was
the favorite. It soon became too dusky to see what was
done, and for such an important beat as this clear light was
needed. In bottom Mark pointed a single, and Bob was off

on his own hook somewhere. Rose had some difficulty in
keeping them both in hand. Bob was found eventually on
a point, and birds were flushed. Dogs were then called up
at 5 o'clock, to be put down to-morrow.

THURSDAY.
The undecided heat of the previous evening had now to be

run, and at 7:.55, at the Methodbst chapel, the dogs were put
down in stubble. The morning was simply delightful, and
fully appreciated after the bleak weather of the last two
days. A large crowd was out, including several ladies.
Mark pointed, and Bob coming up would not honor it,

ignoring Mark altogether, although repeatedly ordered to
stop; no bird.s found. Then both xjointed a bevy, and when
birds arose started on, but Mark stopped to caution instantly,
Bob not so obedient. Several points followed but nothing-
came of them. Both ranged out fast and wide, and were
difficult for one man to handle properly. Called up at 8:35.

It took one minute's consultation and judges decided that
Hope's Mark wins first. Bob Cooper second, Wun Lung
third. Wun Lung's Sister might also have had a taste of
third money, as she did very creditable work. Mr. Rose, in
taking the three prizes and" having four of his dogs left in
the finish of the stakes, has certainly broken the record, and
none begrudged him the honor. The Blue Ridge Kennel,
by pui'chasing Hope's Mark before the running, owned first

and second winners.

StmMAB.Y.—First Scries.

C. A. Travis's Doc Quinn with J. H. & J. A. Hunter's
Hoosier Girl.
Blue Ridge Kennels' Hope's Mark with H. J. Smith's

Ruby Gladstone.
T. J. Widrig's Boy with A. J. Gleason's Belle of Alma.
R. B. Morgan's Bruce M. with Wun Lung's Sister.
J. M. Vaughan's Don with Blue Ridge Kennels' Bob

Cooper.
N." T. Harris's Flyaway with A. J. Gleason's Gloriana.
B. Ridgeway's Booth with Blue Ridge Kennels' Reel.
A. Corrodi and C. S. Greer's King Irex with Poston &

Burdell's Latonia II.

J. I. Case, Jr.'s Monnie with Eric Elcho.
T. J. Widrig's Tough with A. J. Gleason's Maid of

Alma.
D. E. Rose's (agt.) Wun Lunj^ with M. C. Wile's Frank

Doncaster.
H. J. Smith's Firenzi with. Bine Ridge Kennels' Lady

Eveline.
Second Series.

Hope's Mark with Wun Lung's Sister.
Wun Lung with Bob Cooper.

Final.
Hope's Mark with Bob Cooper.
Hope's Mark first money, S200.
Bob Cooper second money, §175.
Wun Lung third money, .??123.

Hope's Mark is a good-looking bhie helton, and is by
Gath s Hope out of Lady May. Bob Cooper is by Roi d'Or
out of Miss Nelly Y. Wung Lung is by Captain Bethel out
of Enid.

All-Aged Pointer Stake.
The draw for this stake had taken place last night and

resulted iu the order of heats reported below. As soon as
congratulations were over on the result of the .Setter Derby,
the first brace in the All-Aged Pointer Stake,

Ro.saline Wilkes—Promotion, were put dovm in rag
weed; both ranged off well and independently. After rang-
ing some time Promotion wimled and pointed a single
which Barker, her handler, shot and the dog was inclined to
break in, but stopped to caution. Then Rosaline got a point
on a single; to the left she got another single and qualified
this by walking nearly on top of a bird in^'high weeds; she
was steady to wing, however. Dogs were then called up
at 9;30. Promotion did not do so well as in the earlier part
of week, but was better than the other. Judges then ordered
out
BoLrscE-Joe H. K. at 9:35. Poindexter handled Bounce

and G. A. Maclin did the same for .Joe H. K. Put down in
wheat stubble they ranged through this nicely, throu^-h
woods and then into corn stubble, and Bounce afterward in
some high rag weed pointed a single very nicely which
Poindexter killed, dog steady to shot and wing, but did not
retrieve, and while trying to find dead bird another single
got up in rhe thicket, to which he dropped, p. wasnow get-
ting very warm for dogs and all concerned. Nothing
further being done, dogs were called up at 10:27. Joe seemed
to be slightly the better dog.
La Grippe—Rex.—G. W. Maclin was out again taking

care of La Grippe this time .and J. B. .Johnson handled Rex.
Put down at 10:48 in wheat stubble both dogs started fast
and ranged out. quartering their ground thoroughly. Then,
into an orchard, where La^Grippe fiushed a single the other
side of hedge, excusable, and others flushed wild on the
other side of fence. On through the orchard in briers and
oaks La Grippe flushed another single by the side of a dry
ditch; then over ditch La Grippe pointed again, when a sin-
gle rcso. Drawing on she roaded some distance. Then Rex
pointed, drew on and pointed again, but nothing found.
Getting into a sort of land between fields. La Grippe did
some nice work on scattered birds, which got up in every
direction. Dogs steady and Rex backing. Then Rex
pointed a single which Johnson fired at and dog broke in a
little. La Grippe backed steadily. Up at 11:48. La Grippe
did best work and showed more "'get up and get" than the
other. Rex did not do well in this heat.
Ben A.—Nutwood.— In rags again at 11;54. Ed. Garr

handled Ben A., and well too, and Nutwood had the services
of Frank Richards. A minute or two after starting Ben A.
dropped to a bevy and Nutwood brought up to back did so,
Garr flred and both dogs steady. On toward some woods in
a patch of briers in corner both dogs pointed, both handlers
claimed, but Nutwood had the preference, when Richards
put up a bevy, tired and both dogs were steady. Turning
back into the big field after scattered birds Ben A. at edge
of a dry ditch pointed a single, which flushed before Garr
could handle his gitn. Dogs held up for water. Some
more hunting was done through open fields and orchard,
but nothing found and dogs taken up and a move made for
lunch near by. Ben A, was much the best dog, going with
more snap and vigor. After lunch, at 1:47,
Don Fisciiel-Black Wonder were put down in rag

weed. Don Fischel handled by Geo. A. Maclin, and Black
Wonder by owner. Both dogs' went off fast and ranged
wide. It was difficult to tell one from the other, as both are
solid black. Black Wonder had an idea he knew where the
birds were, and would pay no attention to his handler, and
was lost some time. He was found after a while in high
ragweed, pointing a bevy which flushed as Judge Merriman
came up. Tlien after going off again Don had to be held up
till Black Wonder could be brought round again. The heat
was very tr.^dng to the dogs, which were taken up at 2:37.
Black Wonder, if he could have been kept to the gun, was
much the best.

Paxic'O—Pearl's Fan came next and were slipped at 2:46
in wheat stiibble. Neither went off very well, kept near
handlers. A. J. Gleason handled PaxicoJ and Pearl's Fan
was handled by Geo. A. Maclin, who seems to have a
majority of dogs here, Crossing a field in edge of woods
some uncertain work was done by Pearl's Fan drawing on,
pointing and at last holding the birds which Maclin flushed.
Paxico had also pointed from the other side of bevy; both
steady to wing. Then in woods both pointed a siugle in
brier thicket, Maclin had the advantage and put up the
bird; then edge of woods in wheat field Paxico pointed a
single and vas steady to shot and wing. Sent on in corn
and woods Fan pointed a .single, and afterward in getting
over a fence hurt her stifle joint, but got round ail right
again in short time. A good deal of ground was gone over,
but nothing came of it, and dogs called up at 3:25. Pearl's
Fan had the best of it, the other pointing false several times.
Bertraldo—Naso Bow op the ELMS.—Put down at 3;.50,

Bertraldo was handled by A. J. Gflea.son and he-of-the-long-
pame by Geo. W. Richards. Starting off, Naso pointed fur.
Then in corn by the fence he pointed a bevy and in the same
corn patch Bertraldo nailed two birds at which Gleason
flred, dog steady to shot and wing. Naso then dropped to a
single which flushed wild on other side of corn. Then Ber-
traldo pointed a bevy in wheatneld and Naso honored

;

Gleason fired and both dogs acted well. This was very
pretty, being right in the open. Down in woods Bertraldo
pointed again

; nothing found. Naso further on nailed the
bird very nicely; bird flushed wild. Then Bertraldo in
wbeat-fleld pointed, but no feather raised. Up at 4.40 and
home early this time. Bertraldo was much the best of
the two.

FRIDAY.

A lovely day and the ground the first hour wet enough to
dampen our boots, something not experienced before, but
the warm sun soon dried this up again, leaving us dustier
than ever. The first brace down at 8.07 A. M. was
Pickwick—Don Fishel, the former running oft' his bye,

and handled by R. M. Riley. - They were put down in wheat
stubble near Methodist Chapel. Don started off with a
flush. A great deal of ground was worked over, but though
there must have been birds, these two could not find them.A single and balance of bevy were flushed by horsemen
after dogs had passed ; there was no excuse for this poor
work. Dogs called up at 9.32 and Pickwick will retire for
a long rest.

Second Series.

Judges then consulted, and decided after quite a lengthy
chat that Ben A. and La Grippe, Rex and Paxico. Black
Wonder and Pearl's Fan should run in this order again.
Bertraldo might also have been given another chance, as he
had done work equally as good as Rex and Paxico.
Ben a.—La Grippe.—Put down at 9:4,S in wheat stubble,

but having to be held up and a move made to another farm,
it was 10:17 before they .started again. When in middle of
field Ben came to a beautiful point, and La Grippe, wheel-
ing round by his side, honored his work nicely and a bevy
flushed wild ahead. La Grippe then made game .side of
fence near housf, but did not stop, and several birds got up.
Both dogs ranged out well and showed marked superiority
to some of the others. Then Ben pointed in a fence bottom,
and over the fence a voost was found in a thicket. Ben A.
had done the best work, and dogs were called up at 10:44.
Rex—Paxico.-Down at 10:50. Rex started with a point,

but birds were running, and going on he pointed again-
Paxico backed and birds flushed wild. Into scrub oaks, then
into open fields, where both dogs pointed from each side and
then bird got up in front of Paxico. Rex pointed two more
of same bevy a yard or two further on. Rex got in ahead of
Paxico again, who seemed content to follow on, and his
handler took him away to strike out a new route, as the
other was getting game all the time with careful work that
would have afforded the sportsman some pretty shooting.
Several false points were now made and nothing' of intere.st
occurred. While Rex was roading carefully on running
birds, Paxico came across and pointed them when a larg
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bevy flushed wild; Richards shot, dogs steady. Then after
a while Rex pointed fur in a thicket, Ijreaking cover,
Richards fired and hit bm bunny carried his load to other
parts. A good deal of ground was gone over and then
Paxico pointed in high grass but nothing put up, but horse-
men in passing flushed a single. Dogs were called up at
11:58 and lunch was the welcome order. After a cigar and a
little dog chat,
Black Wonder—Pearl's Fax were pub down in the

conclnding heat of this series, about a mile from the farm
in a clover field at 1-11. Some way in woods Wonder pointed,
then drew on and roaded nicely to point on a single by a
fallen tree. This was pretty work, but he was not quite
steady to wing; further on he roaded to a point just as
several birds flushed. Wonder hunted these woods' alone,
Fan being with one of the judges down below in hollow
where she pointed fur. Pan, when dogs came together,
pointed, drew on but failed to locate. Birds were there,
however, as three flushed which she should have nailed,
Black Wonder as well. Then passing out of woods Fan
nailed a single. Then each got a single in rag weed. Maclin
fired, dogs ste.ad.y. Then dogs were called up at 2:07 after
covering a good deal of woodland.
Judges consulted some time and handlers and everyone

were on the anxious seat, Ben A. and Black Wonder being
the favorites. .Judges soon announced that
Black Wonder—Ben A. should have a try together to

decide first place. They were sent off at 2:;>4 in stubble, and
Wonder started off in great shape, though his previous heat
was a tiring one. Going down the woodside in shade Won-
der made game, pointed, drew on, pointed again, but Ben A.
passed him and took little notice of the work being done,
when Hunter kicked the rail fence and up got two birds
which flew into oak. This decided it and the dogs were
called up at once at 2:31, and Black Wonder had won the
All-Aged Setter Derby in addition to the Pointer Derby;
Ben A., second; Pearl's Fan, La Grippe, Paxico and Rex to
divide third prize.

SUMMARY.
AllAged Pointer Stake.— First Series.

J. E. Guinotte's Rosaline Wilkes with Dr. J. R. Daniels's
Promotion.
6. W. Amory's Bounce with J. H. Kerr's Joe H. K.
C. C. Weaver's La Grippe with Mrs. Geo. A. Castleman's

Rex.
Dr. D. W. Yandel's Ben A. with Jas. Beard's Nntwood.
W. R Fishel's Don Fishel with J. H. &:J. A. Hunter's

Black Wonder.
A. J. Gleason's(agt.) Paxico with Louis Stuchmer's Pearl's

Fan.
.]. E. Guiuotte's Bertraldo with P. H, Gotzian's Naso Bow

of the Elms.
McGulfln & Madison's Pickwick a bye.

Second Series.

Ben A. with La Grippe.
Rex with Paxico.
Black Wonder with Pearl's Fan.

Final.

Black Wonder with Ben A.
Black Wonder flst money, ?200,

Ben A. second money, $175.

La Grippe, Paxico, Pearl's Fan and Rex divide third
money, $125.

Black Wonder is also entered at the Eastern field trials,
and we shall see how he fares in a sti-ange country and
under different conditions. I have already described "him.
Ben A. is a heavily-marked black and white dog, well
built and pretty fast. He is by Stoddard out of Jet 11,

All-Aobd Settee Stake.
The draw for this stake having taken place last night, re-

sulted as reported by heats below, Names of owners will be
found in summary. No time was wasted, after the winners
in the Pointer All-Aged had been announced, in starting
the first brace.
Noble Count—The Corsair.—Geo. A. Martin handled

Noble Count, and D. E. Rose had a confident look on his
face when he loosened The Corsair's collar. They were put
down at 2-46 in a dry, bare looking wheat stubble field, and
Corsair at once showed his superiority in speed and range,
Noble Count just dawdling along till he stumbled right
into a bevy. This was a bad beginning. To redeem himself
he stopped stiff at a tree stump, but he was mistaken and
vhe passed on the other side. Then Corsair pointed a single
in a clever manner in some grass. Rose fired, killed, and
Coi'sair retrieved in an exceptionally fine way from a deep
ditch. This showed his quality, and the question arose, is

Rose going to give them the double cross again, for Corsair
a few yards further pointed a single again, which Rose put
up from under the dog's nose. Corsair nailed a brace in a
swamp, birds flushing wild, dog steady to wing. A long
tramp through several fields without result, and dogs were
ordered up at 3-24. As may be surmised, the best of the
other dog is his name, though I am told he is a good dog
when at home. The Corsair will not be far off when the
numbers are up in this stake.
Countess Rush—Paul Boo.—If Rose had a good one in

the first beat he evened matters a little with Countess Rush,
and Frank Richards may pull some money out of the meet-
ing yet with Paul Boo. Off' at 2:33 in a bare, di-y clover
field, both ranged out fastandwide, quartering their ground
nicely. Countess started in ragweed with a point, drew on
and a bevy flushed wild; then over the fence Paul pointed,
but persistent tramping round on Richards's part revealed
nothing, Coixntess backing nicely. Paul next nailed a single.
Countess honoring: the latter afterward pointing false, and
then going at a gallop through ragweed flushed a single, but
dropped to wing; then galloped over another. Poor work,
and Rose looked daggers at her. I thought her aptly
named. She followed this by just stepping over another as
it rose. She did not seem under good control. Paul was
here getting out well to his work, though he passed a single
he shauld have secured. In avoocIs Countess flushed some
more birds. Paul then pointed, drew on, but failed to locate
exactly; but getting into woods got a bevy which rose over
thetreetops. The dogs brought together, and in ragweed
Paul pointed a single which Richards shot; dog steady.
Dogs called up at 4:10. Paul Boo much the best. It was
getting dusk as
Joe R.—Daisy Hunter were put down at 4:17. J. B.

Johnson handled Joe R. and J. A. Hunter took care of the
well-known Daisy Hunter. Soon after starting Joe R.
pointed a bevy by a fence; dog steady to wing. Daisy had
ranged far ahead in her usual style, pointed a bevy and
Hunter shot; dog steady. Then a wait for Daisy ensued,
and soon after coming together both pointed a single in a
ditch. Retracing our steps, Daisy pointed a bevy and Joe
honored her work: birds flushed wild. Both dogs tihen made
game and roaded carefully, till further on Daisy pointed in
scrub oaks and five birds got up to one side of her; Hunter
fired and missed; Daisy steady to shot and wing. A point
directly after by Joe R. in some brush and briers. Richards
firing at birds, concluded the day's work at 4:55, with the
heat considerably in Daisy Hunter's favor. Home!

SATURDAY.
A lovely hunting morning with more breeze than any day

this week. The meet was at Bunting farm in the open stub-
ble field. The first brace down at 8:10 was
FlNGAL—Bonnie Bondhu.—D. E. Rose handled Fingal

iSijd Maclin had a good one at last in Bonnie Bondhu- Fia-

gal started off badly, making several flushes at commence-
ment of heat. Workina: on through several fields Fingal in
oaks made a "Roderigo" point, affordinerone of the prettiest
pictures of the meeting. Bonnie coming up to one side,
backed, both very stylish; nothing, however, came of it.
Then Bonnie pointed, and being jealous of the other, drew
on but failed to locate. Going over some more varied ground
both pointed a hexj and handlers fired, both dogs steady.
On into high weeds Bonnie pointed a single which Maclin
fired at. Bonnie steady to shot and wing. In briers Fingal
pointed, Bonnie honoring the point, nothing found, but
afterward judges flushed a bird. Two more points on sin-
gles for Bonnie were scored, Fingal backing nicely: then
dogs were called up at 9:05. Bonnie Bondhu had clearly the
best of it and will stand a good chance in the stake. Fingal
is one of Bnse's off dogs this time. Both are stylish workers
and range out well.
Sdionides—LoN Noble.—Weather was now getting quite

warm, and a lot of tramping was done in this heat with
httle result, D. E. Rose had Simonides and Chas, Barker
handled Lon Noble. Put down in ragweed and stubble at
9:14, both started off well. Soon Simonides pointed a bevy
near a fence, and Lon backed; Rose shot and killed, both
dogs steady. The dogs were taken up to get on to other
ground about a mile away, and this was the order all
through the heat, making it quite a tiresome one. Down
again at 9:40, when soon after Lon flushed a bevy. Then in
a ditch she made a bad flush. Dogs up at 10.30. An unsatis-
factory heat, and Simonides bad little chance to show his
quality, though doing much better than Lon Noble. The
.ground was verv dry and dusty and work veryhard on dogs.
Nannik G.—Don's Nellie.—A. J. Glcason handled Nan-

nie G. and E. W. House looked after Don's Nellie. They
started off at 10:34 in very dry, bare stubble field. Both
ranged out well. A good deal of ground was covered, then
Nannie pointed, Nellie backing. This may have been on
bird that rose before coming to fence. Then we were stopped
by one of the feudal loi-ds of the district and the dogs had
to be taken to another farm. At 11:37 down again. In a
ditch Nellie got a single. House shot, dog steady. In briers
Nannie got a point, Nellie also pointing; Gleason fired,
do.gs steady. Along this ditch and Into ragweed, when Nan-
nie nailed a single nicely and Gleason grassed it in good
style, dog steady. After this Nannie ijicked up aiiother sin-
gle and another followed this; pi-etty good work. Dogs
ordered up at 11:55. Nannie G. did much'^the best work and
should stand a chance in second series, and Nellie made no
mistakes. It was now lunch time and plenty of time was
taken over it, as we could not finish the trials to-day anyhow.
Minnesota—Blue Dick.—Frank Richards handled Min-

nesota, and Blue Dick was in charge of Fred Erb, the famous
pigeon shot. In thicket Minnesota pointed, but Dick refused
to back. Minnesota then in open pointed fur twice in a
thicket. Then Minnesota brought to other dog; in gully she
pointed a woodcock, which Erb tried his skill on success-
fully, dog steady. Birds were scattered here and Blue
Dick picked upseveral singles, and Minnesota nailed another
bunny. Edge of woods Blue Dick scored another point, and
then two false points for each followed, and dogs were
ordered up at 3:13. Neither was fast, but Blue Dick had the
best nose and did better work.
Cigarette then ran off! her bye, handled by Chas. Barker.

She showed fair range and speed, and in about thirty
minutes' work scored two points on bevies, and was ordered
up at 2:50. She showed very fair work and handled well.
This finished the first series and the brace to decide ab-

solute winner of Derby,
Hope's Mark—Black Wonder, was put down at 3:20,

after going some distance to other ground, In open both
pointed a bevy, birds flushed wild. Then they both came
on another bevy about same time ; Rose flushed the birds.
Rose taking his dog into a lane, Mark nailed a single, steady
to shot and wing. Meanwhile Black Wonder was lost in
cover and Mark was held up. In stubble Mark pointed a
bevy and was backed by Wonder, Rose flushed a number of
birds, which unsteadied both dogs, needing caution from
handlers. Mark scored another point further on. Wonder
pointing to Mark drew on and birds flushed wild. Wonder
then passed some birds that Hunter flushed. Wonder re-

deemed this by another point, and was steady to shot.
Little else was done, and they were called up at 4:37 and the
heat and title of absolute winner of Derby given to Hope's
Mark, who showed better speed, range, style, and was more
obedient to handler than Black Wonder, who was better in
this last respect to-day than yesterday. Nothing more was
done, and the order was home for a welcome Sunday's rest.

Summary—All-Aged Setter Stake.
S. A. Elliott's Noble Count with E. O. Damon's The

Corsair.
Blue Ridge Kennels' Countess Rush with Richard Mer-

rill's Paul Boo.
H. T. Smith's Joe R. with J. H. and J . A. Hunter's Daisy

Hunter.
E. H. Osthaus's Fingal with Geo. A. MacUn's Bonnie

Bondhu.
N. T. Harris's Simonides with B. Ridgeway's Lon Noble.
P. E. Gregory and Bros.'s Nannie G. and H. J. Gleason's

Don's Nellie.
Paul H, Gotzian's Minnesota with George W. Earhart's

Blue Duke.
J. I. Case, Jr.'s Cigarette a bye.

MONDAY, NOV. 9.

Second Series.

Rain fell Sunday night and on Monday it came down in
torrents. Nevertheless a start was made at 8:29 at the Meth-
odist chapel. "Very few spectators out to-day.
Daisy Hunter—The Corsair.-Dogs ranged oft' finely

and did not seem to mind the rain, but birds were scarce,
and those out were running all the time. In woods Daisy
got two bevies, but judges did not see the points before
flushes. Then she pointed a possum which Hunter put his
foot on, possum playing dead. Hunter had possum by the
neck when we arrived on the spot. The Corsair did nothing
except ranged out finely and at speed.
Then Bonnie Bondhu and Paul Boo were put down a short

time, Bonnie getting a point in woods.
Rain coming down cats and dogs, we galloped into town

and waited till afternoon, when weather clearing another
start was made on Bunting farm with
Bonnie Bondhu—Paul Boo.—Down at 2:lf, they ranged

through ragweed and corn, then in weeds again. Bonnie
began to road, pointed a single, pointed again, drew on.
Birds were running ahead, and carefully she roaded the
weeds out for ten minutes, scoring a couple of singles, and
then at edge of weed patch birds flushed as she pointed
again. Paul Boo backed this last move, but was oft' nose
the other part of time altogether, ranging back and forth,
taking no notice of Bonnie's work." Dogs up at 2:45, and
judges decided that Daisy Hunter wins first. The Corsair
second, and Bonnie Bondhu third. This ended the L'nited
States Field Trials for 1891. The heat to decide absolute
winner will be run off at High Point, N. C, this week.

Simimary Second Scries.

Daisy Hunter with The Corsair.
Bonnie Bondhu with Paul Boo.

Final.

Daisy Hunter, first money, 1300.

The Cor.sair, second money, $175.

Bonnie Bondhu, third money, $135.

Daisy Hunters victory makes a great record for the Hun-
ter Bros., who have thus won the Pointer Derby, All-Aged

Pointer Stake and All-Aged Setter Stake; thus they also
own the absolute winner of All-Aged Stake, whichever it
may be. This is a record to be proud of, and besides winning
$800 during the week, their kennel gains considerable pres-
tige. Daisy Hunter is a lemon and white, well made bitch
and is by Gath's Hope out of Daisy F. H. W. L.

NEW ENGLAND FIELD TRIALS.
ASSONET. Mass., Tue.sday, ISov. 3 —The New England

Field Trial Derby was started this morning. The
weather was favorable for field trial work and the grounds
are well adapted for the purposes, there being large sedge
fields with woods and thicket here and there, which afford
good coyer for birds. There are hollows and gentle slopes,
thus affording opportunities for working out his grounds.
I doubt if there are better grounds in New England. Birds
were quite plenty, and before another season the grounds
will be well stocked. The judging was well conducted and
satisfactory to ail. The meeting was a successful one, and
everything passed off very pleasantly. The spectators were
allowed a little too much liberty by going too close to
handlers and judges. Prominent sportsmen from all parts
of New England were present. At the meeting of the Board
of Governors the thanks of the N. E. F. T. Club were ten-
dered to the judges, Messrs. C. Fred Crawford and N. Wal-
lace for their courteous, kind and just decisions.

THE DERBY.
The quality of the work done was not of a high order.

Kit Carson, the winner of first, is a good-looking blue belton
dog, ranged well when at bis best. He is by Hair's Belton
out of Lillian Bondhu and was bred by E. K. Sperry.

Mrst Series.

Countess and Becky Noble.—Mr. J. L. Wells's black
and white setter bitch Countess (Kent IL—Jessie Noble),
handled by Chaffee, and Mr. E. O. Damon's black and white
bitch Beckv Noble (Count Noble—Gladstone's Girl), handled
by C. F. Waterhouse, were cast off in the open field at 7:30
on grounds called the Market Garden. A number of fields
were drawn blank, when Becky flushed a bevy a short dis-
tance from the starting point, and the dogs" ordered on,
failed to locate. Chaft'ee flushed a single. Dogs ordered up
at 8:19. Becky was superior in range and speed.
Kit Carson—Snipe.—E. K. Sperry's blue belton .«etter

dog Kit Carson (Belton-Lillian Bondhu), handled by L. A.
Pearle, and D. A. Goodwin, Jr.'s oi-ange and white setter
dog Snipe (Edge Mark—Nellie G.), handled by S. A. Ellis,
were .started at 8:20 in the open, a single was flushed by
handlers, both dogs steady to wing, One of the judges
flushed a single. A large bevy flushed wild and in open
side of the road near the river at 9:27, and put down in the
thicket. Snipe and Kit both roaded. Three birds flushed
in front of handlers. Dogs ordered up at 9:35, the heat a
close one. Snipe had a shade better range and speed.

ALL-AGE STAKE.
BKSsns—Berkshire.—Dr. H. A. Baker's black, white and

tan setter bitch Bessie (pedigree unknown), handled by
owner, and Mr. F. W. Whitlock's black, white and tan
setter dog Berkshire, handled by owner, were cast off' in a
large sedge field at 9:40, and worked to the cover where the
birds had put down. Bessie roaded and pointed, but failed
to find. Hunted through a large thicket of scrub oakn.
Dogs failed to find game. Ordered up at 10:10; no birds
found. Both were very slow working dogs, and did not
show the spirit and hunt of the Derby dogs, Bessie had
the best style.

DERBY STAKES.
Kit Carson—Cou^sttess at 10:17 were cast off in the

thicket, Kit having the best of it from the start; Countess
pointed a rabbit, went on and Countess again pointed, a bird
flushed wild. Kit made a good point; was well backed by
Countess; bird was flushed, both does -steady to wing. Soon
after a bird was flushed by the indges. Counte.ss pointed,
backed by Kit, but nothing found. Judges flushed another
bird. Dogs ordered up at 11 A. M. This was a very good
heat, both dogs doing some pretty work. Countess is a nice
little dog. and with a little more age and experience will
make a crack one.

ALL-AGE.
Rod'sWhim—NahmkePhilip.-Mr. E. O. Damon's black,

white and tan setter Rod's Whim handled by C. F. Water-
nonse, and Mr. E. W. Durkee's orange and white dog
Nahmke Philip were put down at I ] :19. Three lai-ge fields
were drawn. Whim pointed; went on: nothing found. In a
swamp of alders and small oaks Philip found a grouse and
pointed it in good shape. Aldrich flushed the bird, both
dogs steady to wing. Later both dogs made several false
points; dogs ordered up at 12:30. Philip was a wider ranger,
has more speed, kept up a good gait through the heat.
Whim hunted more to the gun, has good style ami action, a
more suitable dog for New England shooting and under
good control. Both hunt with extra high head.

DERBY STAKE.
Snipe—Becky Noble were cast off' at 1:35 after dinner in

a stubble in rear of Carnos' barn. After drawina: two large
fields blank Becky pointed a woodcock in .some alders. Bird
flushed, do.gs steady to wing. Moving on both dogs pointed;
nothing found. Crossin.g to a large stubble Snipe made a
stylish point, well backed by Beckv, where birds were seen
to get up from. Dogs taken up at 3 P. M. Both dogs under
good control, Becky showing the best nose.

all-actEd stake.
Spot R,—Miss Monarch.—Mr. Geo W. Lovell's liver and

white pointer dog Spot R. (Coronet—Clover) and Mr. C, C.
Gray's Miss Monarch (Roy Monarch—Flossy) were cast off
at 3:08, Spot R. handled by owner, Miss by T, M. Aldrich.
In the briers on side of the hill a bevy fiushed wild in fsont
of dogs. Going on Spot pointed. Miss backed; birds were
running, dogs failed to locate. Working to a sedge field
Miss flushed a bevy, which went to deep cover. Going
through, same birds flushed wild again. A bird flushed by
the judges was marked down and ailss pointed, Aldrich
flushed and shot and Miss retrieved to order. Soon after an-
other bird was flushed. Spot R. false-pointed several times
and dogs ordered up at 4.45. Miss Monarch was best in
ranging.

WEDNESDAY.
The morning opened bright and pleasant, a gentle wind

blew from the northwest. A start was made at the Market
Garden.

DERBY STAKE.
Kit Carson—Becky Noble were cast off at 7:65, both

dogs going a better eait than yesterday, A large bevy was
flushed by handlers and put down in a sedge field: dogs
failed to find game. Waterhouse flushed a single. Becky
flushed a bird and dogs ordered up at 8:4.5, and the winners
of the Derby were then decided as follows:

First, Kit Carson; second, Becky Noble; third, Countess
and Snipe divide.

ALL-AGE STAKE.
Snipe—Forman's Lass.~D. A. Goodwin, Jr.'s orange

and white English setter Snipe (Edge Mark—Nellie G.),
handled by S. A. Ellis, and H. A. Waldron's black and
white bitch Forman's Lass (tTorman—Grace B.), were cast
off at 9 o'clock, near the corner. La.^^s flu.shed a single.
Snipe pointed, failed to locate. A bird flushed wild in front
ofLiss. Crossing the road Lass flushed an outlying bird,
then pointed a bevy; as Snipe came up La.ss roaded on and
flushed the bevy; Snipe steady to wiag. Crossing the rail-
road ti-ack Snipe pointed a partridge, which was flushed by
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spectators. Dogs taken up at 10:23. In speed, range and
style Snipe was superior to Lass.

Kit Cabson—Ward's Spot.— E. K. Sperry's blue helton
English setter dog Kit Carson, handled by L. A. Pearle,
and Matt Ward's black, white and tan Eoglish setter dog
Ward's Spot (Gloster II.— Ward's Mada), handled by T. M.
Aldricb, were cast off at 10:45, near Market Garden. After
hunting thirty minutes Kit tlushed a bevy on side of the
road. Moving on Spot nailed a single; Kit refused to back;
Aldricb flnshed. shot and missed; both dogs steady to shot
and wing. Spot again pointed. While waiting for Kit to
come up and back the bird flushed. Dogs tajkeu up at 11:40.

Kit under best control.

Rob's Whim—Miss Monaech.—After lunch a .start was
made at Assonet Neck, called the Quaker place. Whim
bandied by Waterhouse, Monarch by Aldricb, were ca.st off

at 1:55 in a swale covered with brush. Monarch found and
flushed a bevy. Moving a short di.stance Whim pointed a
single; backed by Monarch; Waterhouse flushed, shot and
killed; dogs steady; bird retrieved by Whim. WhiiB again
Eointed, backed by Monarch. Waterhouse shot and killed;
ird retrieved by Monarch. Soon Whim got another point;

bird Hushed by Waterhouse. Dogs ordered up at 3:2.3. This
was the best" heat seen so far, both dogs doing- snme good
work. Harry Tallman had a chance to snap his Kodak on
them a number of times.

Nahmke Philip—Snipe.—JSTahmke Philip, handled by
Aldricb, and Snipe, handled by Ellis, were cast off at 3:43 in
an open field. This was a long, tiresome beat. After hunt-
ing large stubble fields, meadows, peach orchards, etc., for
two hours without making game, the dogs were ordered up
at 4:40. Philip was a much wider ranger; both dogs worked
well ahd quartered their ground in good style. For range,
speed and style they oixtclassed any dogs in the trials. This
ended the heats for' the day.

THURSDAY,
Spot R.—WAfju's Spot.—It was a bright, cool morning,

and frosty. A start was made at the cemetery grounds,
near Market Garden. Spot R. handled by Lovell, Ward's
Spot by Aldricb, were cast off at 7.50. Working out a large
sedge field, Spot R. false pointed, backed by Ward's Spot,
Soon after Ward's Spot pointed on tbe side of the hill

backed by Spot R. Xo game found. MoWng on Spot R.
roaded to a bevy and pointed. Lovell flushed, shot and
mis.sed ; Spot R. was steady to shot and wing. Wai'd's Spot
false pointed, then Spot R." flushed a single and was steady
to wing. Ward's Spot then pointed again, backed Iby Spot
R. Aldricb flushed and killed : Ward's Spot unsteady,
went in anil retrieved the bird. After working out a corn
and wheat stublile without results, dogs ordered up at 9.10,

Spot R, ha\'ing the best of the heat.

Rod's Whim—Xaunke Philip were cast off' in the open
at 9:20. In a few minutes a bevy tlushed wild in the open
Held. Crossing the road Whim pointed near a stone mill;
Phil came down on the other side and also pointed; both
challenged; roaded on; Phil pointed staunch at the left.

Whim the same at the right of the field, but nothing found;
evidently tbe birds had been running there. Going onto
the thicket, Whim pointed a single in fine style!^ Phil
called up to back refused, went in between Whim and the
bird; did not catch the scent; Waterhouse flushed the bird,
shot and missed. Going on to an alder swamp Phil pointed
a bevy; Aldricb flushed, shot and killed; both dogs steady.
Phil ordered to retrieve did so. Then Phil false pointed,
backed by Whim. Dogs ordered up at 10:30. Without a
doubt, this was the best brace in the stake. The winners
were; First. Plod's \Vhin-i. second, Nahmke Philip; third,
divided by Spot R.. and Miss Monarch.
Rod s Whim, the winner of the All-Age Stake, is a good-

looking, fevenly^marked, black, white and'tan English setter
dog, by Roderigo out of Florence Gladstone, and was broken
by Mr. C. F. Waterhouse He is good on all game, and his
owner may well feel proud of him^ Blue Ridge.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIAL CLUB ENTRIES.
ALL-AGED STAKE,

SETTERS.

Orlando (Roderigo—Bo Peep), J. M. Avent ajid Bayard
Thayer.
Rupert (Roderigo—Bo Peep), J. M. Avent and Bayard

Thayer.
Andy (.lean Val Jean—Shem Van), J. M. Avent and Bay-

ard Tnayer.
Folly (Rodedgo—Countess House), J. M. Aveut and Bay-

ard Thayer.
Robespierre (Roderigo—OUle S.J, J. M. Avent and Royal

Carroll.
Roanoke (Bush—Lottie B.), Arthur Burt.
Edgemakk (Skidmore—Flo Maclin), Francis S, Brown.
Peg Woffington (Ben Hill—Nora), Francis S. Brown,
GUENN (Paul (jladstone—Belle Ward), Blue Ridge Ken-

nels.
Countess Rush (Count Noble—Belle of Piedmontt, Blue

Ridge Kennels.
Gossip (Roderigo—Belle of Piedmont), Blue Ridge Ken-

nels,
Natalie II, (King Noble—Natalie), Bert Crane.
COMO SIE Madre (Roderigo—Maud), Bert Crane.
The Cobsais (Dan Gladstone—Haidee). E. 0. Damon,
Count Gladstone (Count Noble—Ruby's Girl), Adolph

Joe Lewis (Count Noble—Fannie), J. O'H. & F, H. Denny.
WAGTAIL (Roi d'Or—Belle of Piedmont), O. W. Donner.
Nahmke Philip (Roy Monarch—Saddlebags), P. W. Dur-

kee.
Count Eeic (Count Noble—Fannie W.), Edward Gray.
HARRY C. (Roderigo—Countess House), Greenfield Hill

Kennels,
Reveler (Gath's Mark—Esther), W. B. Hill.
DAD Wilson, Jr. (Dad Wilson—Lit), J. Shelley Hudson.
Dolly Hill (Ben Hill—Dolly S), J, Shelley Hudson.
Daisy Hunter (Gath's Hope—Daisy ¥.), Jos. H. and .J, A,

Hunter,
Tory Lieutenant (Jean Val Jean—Princess Helen), F. R.

Hitchcock.
Tory Petronella (Roderigo—Belle of Bridgeport), F. R.

Hitchcock.
Antevolo (Count Noble—Trinket II.), P. Lorillard, Jr.
Blade (Toledo Blade—Sula C), P. Lorillard, Jr.
Flight (Paul Gladstone—Belle Ward), Wm. McKlnnan,

Jr.
/. .

Paul Bo (Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl), Richard
MeiTill.
Bonnie Bondhu (Count Wakefield-Pearl Bondhu), Geo.

A. McLin.
Eve (Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl), Herbert Merriam.
Randolph Roy (Ned—Bett's Belle), Randolph Kennels.
Lon Noble (Count Noble—Alphonsine), B, Ridgway.
Top Mark (Gath's Mark—Burd Helen), B. M. Stephenson.
SAM R. (Dash Bryson—Daisy Hope), W. W. Titus.
Joy (Paul Gladstone—Gipsy H.), W. W. Titus.
Donovan (Bob Gates—Nannie Gladstone), W. W. Titus.

pointers.

NicicoF Naso (Nasu II. -Pettigo), H. R. Baldwin.
"Bod (Phil. T,—Rose), R. C. Cornell,
Rock H. (Graphic—Ladv Belle), C, E, Counell,
Maid of Kent (King of Kent—Hops), CharlottesviUeFiel^

Trial Kennels, "

Exile (King of Kent—Hops), Charlottesville Field Trial
Kennels.
AViLD Damon (Damon—Flora), Charlottesville Field Trial

Kennels.
Croxie Wise (Croxteth—Young Beulah), Charlottesville

Field Trial Kennels.
Monterey (Tory White—Lafford Pearl), Charlottesville

Field Trial Kennels.
Promotion (Lord Graphic—Belle), John R. Daniels.
Don Fis-Hel (Devonshire Sam—Nellie Bang), U. R.

Fishel.
Black Wonder (Cowell's Jike—Bang Bang's Pride), Jos,

H. and J. A. Hunter.
Backer's Grouse (Mainspring—Swain's Ply), C. C. M.

Hunt.
Duke of Hessen (Luck of Hessen—Blarney), Hempstead

Farm Kennels.
Rock ford Bang (Trinket's Bang—Nellie Bow), W. T.

Irwin.
Abbess of Kent (King of Kent—Lannie Bijou), Frederick

Joy.
Grousedale (Underwriter—Trix),R. R. Moore.
Dash (Marko—Sappho), Watkins L. Moorman,
Graphic VI. (champion Graphic—Daisy II,), Wm. Ma-

hone, Jr.

Frank W. (Duke of Vernon—Royal Cute), A: L. Sanford.
MARQUIS, W. W. Titus.
Devonshire Don (Molten Baron—Village Star), Dr. H. J.

Thomas.
Bob White (Luck of the Goat—Meteor's Trinket), Chas.

Whealen and Gustav Sander,
Trinket's Dill (Brackett—Robert's Trinket), Charles

Whealen and Gustav Sander.

free-for-all stake.

Antonio (Roderigo—Bo-Peep), J. M. Avent and N. T,
Hani?.
Change (Roderigo—Bo-Peep), J. M. Avent and Bayard

Thayer Kennels.
Rip Rap* (King of Kent—Hops), Charlottesville Field

Trial Kennels,
Maid of Kent* (King of Kent—Hops), Charlottesville

Field Trial Kennels.
Natalie II. (King Noble—Natalie), Bert Crane.
Count Eric (Count Noble—Fannie W.), Edward Gray.
Betty S. (Roderigo—Bo-Peep), Highland Kennels.
Paul Bo (Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl), Richard Mer-

rill.

King's Mark (King Noble—Belle Belton), B. Ridgway
and Francis S. Brown.
Frank W.* (Duke of Vernon—Royal Cute), A. L. Sanford,
Tribulation* (Beppo III.—Lass of Bow), B. M, Stephen-

son.
* Pointers. All others setters.

BEAGLE TRIAL ENTRIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Following are the entries for the National Beagle Club's

second annual beagle trials, to be held at Nanuet, Rockland
cotinty, N. Y., Nov. 23. Classes A and B for dogs and
bitches 15in. and under in height. Classes C and D for
those 13in. and under:

CLASS A. _

Tricotrim, w b t. May 23, 1889 (champion Royal Krueger
—Midge), Hornell-Harmony Kennels.
Sedgewick, b w t, June 27, 1889 (champion Royal Krueger

—Lillie), Hornell-Harmony Kennels.
Hunter, w b t, June, X890 (Forest Boy—Ladj Liee), Forest

Beagle Kennels,
Champion Racer, Je„ b w t, April 4, 1885 (Racer—Vickey),

Rockland Kennels.
Roy K., b w t, Dec. 23, 1889 (champion Rattler HI.—Dora),

Rockland Kennels.
Bill Nye, b wt, June 30, 1890 (Rip Van Winkle—Queen

Nellie), Wm. H. Hyiand,
Stormy, w b t. May 30, 1888 (champion Royal Krueger—

Pussie), Pocantico Kennels.
Fleetwood, b w t, May, 1888 (Prince—Dotty), F, F. Ogier.
Ton Y Wellee, w b t, March 24, 1885 (Keno—Fly), Wm. H.

Child.
Rung, wbt, Feb. 22,1889 (Victor G,—Try R,), Glenrose

Beagle Kennels.

class b.

Midge, w b t, April 12, 1886 (Bounce—Jessie), Honiell-
Harmony Kennels.
Nellie, b w t, July 15, 188G (Rattler—Rosebud), Homell

Harmony Kennels.
Lady Lee, w bt, May, 1888 (Fitz Hugh Lee -Reed's Nell),

Forest Beagle Kennels.
Gypsey Forest, w b t, April, 1889 (Frank b'orest—Sue

Forest), Forest Beagle Kennels.
June Rose, w b t, June, 1889 (Frank Forest—Juno II,),

Forest Beagle Kennels,
Tone, w b t, December, 1885 (Flute M,—Skip), Glenrose

Beagle Kennels.
Belle of Rockland, b w t, April 16, 1890 (Clunier—

Countes), Rockland Kennels,
Fanny Racer, b w t, July 10, 1890 (champion Racer, Jr.—

Nellie), Rockland Kennebs.
FlopA K., b w t, April 18, 188T (Lee—Topsey), Rockland

Kennels.
Dora, w b t, March 36, 1885 (Ringwood-Birdie), Pocan-

tico Kennels.
Countess Juno, b w t, September, 1889 (Boston—Count-

ess), F. F. Ogier.

class c.

Royal Krueger, w b t, March 23, 1S87 (Bannerman—
Cora). Hornell-Harmony Kennels,
Clyde, w b t, April, 1889 (Prank Forest—Sue Forest),

Bradford S. Turpin.
Fairy Lee, b w t, July 6, 1889 (Lee IL—Fairy), Edwin

Field. M.D,
CLASS D,

Judy, b w t, February, 1890 (Spelo-Nell), W. H. Ash-
biu-ner.
AVA W., wbt, May 23, 1889 (Royal Krueger—Midge), Hor-

nell-Harmony Kennels.
Nibs, wbt, May23, 1889 (Royal Krueger—Midge), Hornell-

Harmony Kennels.
Belle Ross, wbt, June, 1889 (Ross W.—Cricket), Brad-

ford S. Turpin.
ToxY, b w t, Feb. 1, 1890 (Flute M.—Skip), Glenrose Beagle

Kennels.
Romp C. b w t, Dec. 18, 1890 (Tony—Skippy), Glenrose Bea-

gle Kennels.
CLASS E.

The Czar, b w t, April 6, 1891 (Mac—Fanny K.), Rockland
Kennels.
The Pasha, b wt, April 6, 1S91 (Mac—Fanny K.), Rock-

land Kennels.
Jumbo, wbt, April 19, 1891 (Bannerman—Virginia), Paul

C. F. Hoffman,
Romp C, b w t, Dec. 18, 1890 (Tony—Skippy), Glenro.se

Beagle Kennels^_
|

A Book Ason-r Inoians,—The Fokbst a^d SxRisAM will mall
freeonapDlicatioa a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and J'olk-tales," giving a table of contents
and speciznm IJltistratlocs from tlie yolam6,~-J.d», i

THE PEARL OF PEKIN INCIDENT.
Editor Forest and Stream:
"Fair play is a jewel," and "consistency is a virtue," but

the majority of the executive committee seem never to have
heard of those goed old sayings, as evinced by their .grossly
erroneous decision regarding the winner of the AU-Agecl
Stake at their late counsing meet at Great Bend, Kas.
A rule under which all coursing meets in England and

the United States are run was made for the especial pur-
pose of preventing any interference of any kind with the
dogs while running a course. It specifically states: "If any
subscriber or bis servant shall ride over his opponent's
greyhound while running a course, tbe owner of the dog so
ridden over shall, although the course be given against him,
be deemed the winner of it,"
Can any rule be more explicit or more easy to compre-

hend? Now what are the facts at issue? During the last
course in the All-Aged Stake, which was between Bartel's
Pearl of Pekin and Edmunds's Chicopee Lass, Mr, Edmunds,
the owner of Chicopee Lass, rode over Pearl of Pekin,
knocking her down, hurting her so that her yell of pain
could be heard a mile.
Numerous eye-witnesses offered their affidavits to that ef-

fect to the executive committee, who refused to accept them.
Mr, Grace, the judge of the meet, stated, "I saw her run
over, and had I known it was Edmunds that run over her I
would have immediately given the course to the Pearl of
Pekin."
By what method of reasoning the executive committee

gave flr.st prize to Chicopee Lass seems incomprehen.sible to-
any fair man acquainted with the rules of coursing. The
rule referred to is absolute, made and provided for exactly
such a case, and under the rule the Pearl of Pekin was
clearly entitled to first prize. The question as to whether
the collision (admitted by Mr. Edmunds) was the result of
intent or not, cannot enter as a factor in giving the decision;
and if the unjust decision given shall not be reversed, hon-
est lovers of tbe greyhound and coursing will give Great
Bend meets a go- bye.
Interest in the sport of coursing has largely increased in

Colorado the past year, and numerous purchases have been
made here of highly-bred dogs; and Colorado would prob-
ably be well represented in next year's cour.sing events had
not this unfortunate and outrageous departure from honest
judging been made. This year seven Colorado dogs were en-
tered, and one of them certainly won first prize, whether she
i8_ unjustly dtprived of it or not. Your valued paper is
widely read and greatly esteemed in Colorado, and we be-
lieve its first ambition is to see the wronged righted. As a
lover of the greyhound and vice-president of the Queen City
Conrsing Club, recently organized here, I wish to utter an
earnest protest against the decision of the executive com-
mittee of the American Coursing Club at Great Bend, and
to re(iuest your paper, as a representatiA'e paper devoted in
a measure to dogs and tbeir interests, to investigate this
most unrighteous decision. J. H. LeMoyne,

Vice-Pres. Queen City Coursing Club.
Denver, Colorado.

THE MASSACHUSETTS "'BLOODHOUNDS."
Editor Forei<t and Stream:
With tbe utmost respect for my friends. Messrs. Wincbell

and Glazier, really their proving the disposition of blood-
hounds, with the A^iew of securing the repeal of a very silly
law of Massachusetts, is a waste of effort. The trupi course
is to attack the law on its inherent weakness and innate
stupidity. It goes withorrt saying that the legislators who
passed this law were very poor judges of a dog, and the
chances are great that not a man of them knew a beagle from
a terrier, a smooth St, Bernard from a mastiff, or a foxhound
from a pointer, and m.ost certainly they did not mean the
English Bloodhound, for they might as well have passed an
act against the pterodactyl, one animal being about as
common as the other in the Old Bay State when the act was
passed. I reckon that what they had in their heads was the
dog of so many names, that we call boarhound, for you will
remember that one of its names used to be "Siberian blood-
hound,'' a mild fake of poor Butler's, for those gigantic
mongrels he used to breed a la the "Great American dog
Prince." Parenthetically, there was rather a jolce about the
invention of that name. Butler wanted to get a name con-
nected with some country, making his inventions a national
dog, and somebody suggested Siberia, it being a country
from which none returned, and therefore he would risk con-
tradiction all the less,

I suspect that if the true inwardness of this statute is
traced back, it will be found that shortly before its passage
some blood curdling dog horror occui-red, in which a
"Siberian bloodhound" was the actor, and the act was passed
on the spur of this occurrence. The idea of a legislature en-
acting anything specifically as to any breed of dogs is some-
thing very amusing, and a thoughtful Governor would be
very apt to veto any such act on account of its indescriptive-
ness and impossibility of application. Imagine a case turn-
ing on the question as to whether a certain dog was, or was
not, a "bloodhound," and Judge Gray or .Judge E, R. Hoar
sitting on the case!

I do not propose to attack any breed of dogs as to their
temper, but I would suggest that you go slow before certify-
ing to the angelic character of boarbounds. There are kinds
and kinds of them, but a majority of dog show habitues will
tell you that they are rather more chary of the boarbounds
than of any other dogs in the show. ' W, Wade.
HULTON, Pa.

BARZOIS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

If you will kindly give me a few lines I should like to pre-
vent a mistake concerning the above breed to take root.
Lieut. Tarnovski, in your issue of Oct. 28, pi-otests against

the current name and proposes a new one. Whj^ the old and
well established name does not suit him I do not know, but
his proposed name of psovoi is certainly too vague, as it

may apply to any dog. Moreover the barzois themselves
are distinguished as gusto psovoi, or thick-coated, and chisto
psovoi, smooth coated; so it is evident that the shorter word—psovoi—alone cannot be used to designate them.
Nor is the name barzoi applied to any coursing dog, but

only to this special breed, as I remember from my long
residence in Russia, and as the official pedigrees of the dogs
lately imported shows. So let us better keep to the old
name, and certainly neither Lieut. Tarnovski nor any other
single man can change it so lightly, T. CoLlN.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 4.

PUG WINNINGS.—Bdttor Forest and Stream: In the
catalogue of the bench show of dogs given by the Ohio
Humane Society, of Cincinnati, I find in the entry of Eber-
hart's Cashier that this dog won "first New York, 1890; first,
kennel and special for best pug in show, Cleveland, 1891; first,
Detroit, 1891; first (challenge c]a.s.s), kennel and special for
best pug in show, Lexington, 1891." Tim won first at New
York, 1890, Eberhart's Cashier won first puppy class. Eber-
hart's Casbier did not win the special for best pug in show
at Cleveland, neither did his kennel win the kennel prize.
He won first at Detroit 1890, not 1891. This dog was awarded
the first challenge class at Lexington, but he was not elig-
ible to compete for it. There was no special given at Lexing-
ton for the best pug in show, therefore he could not have
won such a prize. Mr. Pitts's new pug Mr. Bonsor was at
Lexington, and those who read the statement in the Cintin-
nati catalogue would conclude that Bonsor had been bealeu
by Cashier. There are other similar statements in Mr.
"Scjuare Peal's" entries at Cincinnati.—Matthew Henry,
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THE DOG IS PROPERTY IN TEXAS.
SAN ANGELO, Tex., Nov. 'd—Editor Forest and Stream:
_ I send you an important decision just rendered by our
Court of Appeals (wMch is here the final court in all crimi-
nal cases), establishing the principle that the dog is prop-
erty and a subject of larceny. All Texas sportsmen indorse
and feel a just pride in this decision, and hereby extend to
our brethren elsewhere an invitation to come and hunt with
us. assuring them of full orotection to themselves and their
dogs. MiLTOK MAT.S.

Henry Hurley vs. State: appeal from Bexar.
Conviction for the theft of a dog with the punishnieut

fixed at two years in the penitentiary. Whether a dog is

the subject oi! larceny under our statute is a point not raised
by counsel either in the court a quo or in this court. So far
as the coui-t is advised, this is the first conviction in this
State of a felony for stealing a dog. Mr. Justice Wheeler
said in State vs. Marshall that by the common law the steal-

ing of a dog does not amount to larceny (13 Tex. 58). But by
statute in England severe penalties are inflicted for stealing
them. In Cooper vs. State (3 Ct. App. 489) this court held
that dogs are not recognized as other property and are not
subject to an ad valorem tax. Mt. Bishop says: "Of those
animals of which there can be no larceny, though reclaimed,
are dogs, cats, polecats, coons, etc. These animals may
when reclaimed have a recognized value and the right of
property in them be protected in civil jurisprudence, it is

otherwise in criminal." In Texas civil actions for negli-

gently and willfully killing them have been sustained (78

Tex. 300).

Our statute provides that " within the meaning of per-
sonal property which may be the suhject of theft are
included all domesticated animals or birds when they are
proved to be of any specific value.'' By another statute it is

made an offense to wound, poison or disfigure any horse,
mule, swine, dog or other domesticated animwl. In Maine
it was held that dogs are not domestic animals, but there
was a dissenting opinion which the court quotes with
approval. "A dog is the subject of ownership. Trespass
will lie for an injury to him. Trover is maintainable for his
conversion. Replevin will lie. An action may be had for
his price. He is a domestic animal. From the time of the
pyramids to the present day, from the frozen pole to the
ton'id zone, wherever man has been, there has been his dog.
Cuvier has asserted that the dog was perhaps necessary for
the establishment of civil society. He is the friend and
companion of his master, accompanying him in his walks,
his servant aiding him in hunting, the j)laymate of his
children, an inmate of his house, protecting it from all

assailants." In New York it was held that the term "per-
sonal property" included dogs, and that the stealing of a
dog was therefore larceny. The court in that case said :

The reason generally assigned by common law writers for
the rule is the basene'ss of their nature and the fact that they
were kept for whim or pleasure. When we call to mind the
small spaniel that saved the life of William of Orange and
thus probably changed the current of modern history, and
the faithfurst. Bernards, which, after a storm has swept
the crests and sides of the Alps, start out in search of lost
travelers, the claim that the nature of the dog is essentially
base and that he should be left a prey to every vagabond
who chooses to steal him will not now receive ready assent.
Under our statute there can be no question but that the

dog comes in with the term domesticated animals, and as
such is the subject of theft. The dog stolen was a fine

pointer and was worth at least S50. Bills of exception pi-e-

sent no error. Affirmed. Opinion by White, P. J.

DOG CHAT.
"VrO better country than that around Bicknell, Ind., could

be chosen to hold field trials on. Game is very plenti-

ful, a bag of 50 quail being an ordinary day's occurrence.
Bevies are large and strong on the wing, and as for hares
they are as plentiful as the most industrious pot-hunter
could vpish. The land is well tilled, the farms all looking
thrifty, in wide contrast to the deserted wilds of North
Carolina round High Point and Lexington. The United
States Field Trial Club have leased about 4,000 acres for five

years and the land is posted. Most of the fields are from 30

to 50 acres in extent.

Bicknell is a pretty village of about 700 inhabitants and
essentially a farming community, though a couple of coal
mines near give employment to about 50 men. The villagers

and farmers take a great interest in the trials and are
sociably inclined, unlike the High Point and Lexington
people, who seem to hold aloof from all association with the
field trial element.

The winning of the Pointer Derby and All-Aged Stake
must be very gratifying to the Hunter Brothers, in their
own State, J.^'H. Hunter living only about 12 miles from
Bicknell, at Sanborn, Ind. We heard that during the week,
on the field, Mr. Hunter was offered S'300 for Black Wonder,
and having won ^400 with him they would have realized,

had he accepted, a neat sum out of a dog that, while not by
any means a brilliant performer, is an honest worker, but
not much to look at.

The Blue Ridge Kennel victory in the Setter Derby was a
popular one and the presence of Mr. Pabst would have made
the joy of the other owners, Hulmanand O'Baunon,complete.
As there is no photographer here, our "Hawkeye" snaps on
the winning dogs must wait till next week for publication.
The above kennel purchased Hope's Mark from Mr. Janan
the first day of the meeting, and thus with Bob Cooper were
able to take first and second prizes. Hope's Mark was bred
and raised by Mr. D. E. Rose, who handled him, selling him
about three months since to Mr. Janan, consequently Mi'.

Rose is very proud of the pup and hopes in the East"to do
just as well. There is no reason why he should not, as the
ilog is excellently trained, has lots of bird sense and is quite
fast enough. This is Rose's year evidently, and he has a
good string, for at this writing it looks as if the All-Aged
Setter Stake would come very near his kennel. The Brue
Ridge Kennel gave an oyster supper with champagne fixings
at the hotel, Thursday night, to commemorate their victoiy.

Some waggish handler wrote on the blackboard in the office:

"We Hoped to win, but the dogs Bobbed round so that they
left us with but Wun Lung." This was a little nistic wit
that elicited rounds of applause. Hope's Mark, Bob Cooper
and Wun Lung, the three winners in Setter Derby, were
handled by D. E. Rose, and this winning certainly beat the
handlers' record, capped as it is by Hope's Mark absolute win
of Derby. No one begrudges him his good kick for he is gen-
tlemanly and quiet in manner, and very evidently a kind
trainer with his dogs.

Mrs. Smyth, owner of the Swiss Mountain Kennels, has
purchased the St. Bernard bitches Lady Blanca (Kastlehorn
—Topsey) and Geraldine (Kastlehorn—QEda II.) from Mr.
James Watson, who latelj' imported them. They are said
to be pretty good specimens, Geraldine especially, she stand-
ing 31Kiii-; and is a big-boned animal. With the bitches
alreadyIn this kennel, Mrs. Smyth has now a very nice,

even team.

We were pleased to meet Col. Sloo, one of the judges,
down at the trials at Bicknell. He is County Clerk of Knox
county, Ind., and a general favorite. Ever ready to volun-
teer information as to the work of the dogs while running,
we take this occasion to acknowledge his kind aid, whicii

helped us materially in our report, his six feet four of solid
humanity enabling him to see several little points which we
otherwise would have missed.

Spratts Co. informs us that they have received the news
that their London house is sending over the St. Bernard dog
Keeper, Jr. (?) for Mr. W. C. Reicli, and also two more Bar-
zois, a dog and bifeh, from Russia, for Mr. Paul H. Hacke.

Inclosed find draft to pay my subscription for another
year to the best dog piper in America. You always manage
to get the latest and best news, and, better than all, it is

always reliable.—A. W. Smith (Buffalo, N. Y.). This .seems
to be the opinion shared by many others.

Mr. R. M. Isherwood. publisher of the. Times at Delphi,
Ind., has probably the largest pupoy of its age ever raised in
America. It is a rough-coated St. Bernard, bred by .John W.
Farnof, at the Illinois St. Bernard Kennels, and weighed
123J<lb8. at six months of age.

Champion Elcho, Jr., died last Monday at Harry Good-
man's kennels. Auburn, 111. The death of the dog takes from
us the most typical Iinsh setter in America during the past
decade. He was by Elcho out of Noreen, and was about ten
years old.

Among the new kennel advertisements this week are the
followintr olfers for sale: A. Youngdolph, e-reyhound pup:
Walter J. Comstock, Irish terrier oup«: W. S. G. Baker,
great Danes; A. S. Weeks, setters; F. L. Cheney, Irish set-
ters; 938 Prospect avenue, Gordon setters; Mignon Kennels,
cocker spaniel; D. A. Goodwin. .Jr.. English setter: W. H.
Pierce, pointer dog. The Oak Grove Kennels offer Kildare
in the stud.

The second annual dote show of the Central Citv Kennel
Club will be held at Jackson, Mich., Feb. 16, 17, 18 and 19.

Dr. Edwin L. Kimball is secretary.

We note the following from the Shootiihfi Tinies (London)
of Oct. 24; "The Barzoi Zerry arrived in London in excel-
lent condition and a credit to the butcher of the National
liner who looked after her. Zcrry is on exception all j'^ fine
bitch, fawn in color, •<^th a lovely body, shoulders, legs and
feet. I think she is the best I have seen, bar Pagooba " As
the writer of the above is the owner of the noted Barzoi
Whirlwind, such comment of the bitch must be very grati-
fying to Mr. H. W. Huntington, who owns her. Zeiry was
sent over to be bred to the best Barzoi dog in England', and
considering she is criticised as being next best to Pagooba
(the best in England), her pups ought to be exceptionally
fine,

Mr. H. W. Wilson, of Ballardvale, Mass., has purchased
of the Anglo-American Terrier Kennels a little bitch puppy
four months old, by Toon's Royal from Tipsy, which is less
than a pound in weight and as smart as a cricket. This lit-

tle one hids fair to give other American-bred ones a severe
rub, as it has a grand body on the best of legs, showing
much quality.

A meSfing of the executive committee of the Irish Setter
Club is called for Thursday, Nov. 19, at 5 P. M., at the resi-
dence of Mr. Child, 634 Race street, Philadelphia; also one
to meet at High Point during the progress of the same.

We have received §10 from Mr. A. H. Moore for the St.
Bernard Hospice Fund.

The Washington City Kennel Club will hold a show on
the dates March 8, 9, 10 and 11, 1892. It has been arranged
so that Washington can have the dates previously given the
Maryland Club, they having abandoned their intention of
holding a show next year.

THE CANADIAN TRIALS.

CHATHAM, Out., Nov. U.—Special to Forest und
Stream : Rain all day. No running attempted. Draw-

ings tor All-Age resulted : Westminster Drake against Ma-
tane I/^dy. Patch vs. AxteTs King Don. Manitoba Pet vs.

Lady Gay Spanker. Canadian Jester vs. Count Graphic.
Dart vs. Luke. Cambriana vs. Ightfield lilithe. Ightfleid
Settou vs. Rose Rapid II. Lady Spot vs. Dan O'Connell.
Still raining. Looks bad for to-morrow. E. Hough.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are laserted without charge; and blanka

(farnished free) will toe sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED,
g^"* Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Locli. By W. H. Ellsworth. Manchester, Conn., for red Irish
setter dog, whelped Nov. 1, 1800, by Ned Roy (Dock—Flag) out of
Bridtret D. (Beau—Aggie).
Chriisa and isubella. By H. L. Littlefleld, Worcpster, Mass., for

black and tan collie bitches, whelped Julv 15, 1890, by Gilderoy
(champion Ohaiiemfigne—Hasty) out of Zillah (Rutland Jock-
Spit).
Satan, Ben Hui\ Hindoo and Niola. By Eberhart Pag Kennels,

Cincmnati, O.. for silver fawn pugs, turee dogs and one bitch,
wnelped Auer. 30, 1891, by Spokane (champion Kash—Lady Thora)
out of Sara Bernhardt (Lord Roseberry—Cara)

.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

BcAdo—Guy. H. P. Littlefield's (Worcester, Mass.) St. Bernard
bitctL Beulo (Barnard—Beulia) tn Guy (Grin3,sell—Dell), April 22.

Nina—Guy. H. F. Littlefield's ( Worcester, Mass.) St. Bernard
biicti Nina (Knight—Roxie) to Guy (Grimsell—Dell), Aug. 19.

Golden Rod—Bismark. H. F. Littlefield's (Worcester. Mass.)
coUie bitch Golden Rod (Scots Guard—Lothian Maid 11.) to hia
Bismark (Lothian Chief—Edgecomb Beauty), May 14.

Beulo—Guy. J. W. Dunlop's (Olara, Mich.) St. Bernard bitch
BfcUlo (Burnard—Bexilia) to Guv (Grimsell- Dell), Oct. 5.

Lake View Spot—HuUand Jock. H. F. Littlefield's aVorcester,
Masfe.) collie bitch Lake View Spot (Victor Htigo—Minnie) to his
RuTland Jock (cbampion Rutland—Penelone), Sept. 4.

AUonetta—Lord Bute. F. B. Lamb's (Bali imore, Md.) St. Ber-
nard bitch Altonetta (Alton ) to Menthon Kennels' Lord
Bute (Save—Sabrlna), Oct. 7.

Flo—Toon''s Boyal. Anglo-American Terrier Kennels' (Salem,
Mafcs ) Yorkshire terrier bitch Flo (Bright—Pan) to their Toon's
Royal (Ureadnaught— Fills), Nov. 2.

Lotta—Prince Besent. Davis & Winter's (Pittsburgh, Pa.) black
and tan bitch Lotta to Anglo-American Terrier Kennels' Prince
Regent (Sir Henry—Lund's Rose), Oct. IT.

meersbruoli Einpress—Prince Raglan. Anglo-American Terrier
Kennels' (S^lem, Mass.) black and ran bitch Meersbrook Empress
(General IlL—Empress) to their Prince Pi.aglan (BeaconsQeld—
Minnie). Sept. 20.

Sissey—Valley Bo:cer. Anglo-American Terrier Kennels' (Salem,
Mass ) Irish terrier btiehSissey (Apprentice Boy-Nelly) to their
Valley Boxer (Bob—Liffey), Sept. IT.

Lady Rostnond—Lord Bute. Jos. Stiner's (New York) St. Ber-
nard bitch LadyR-'smond (champion Beauchamp—Queen of Soot-
land) to Menthon Kennpls' Lord Bute (Save—Sab rina), Sept. 23.

Lady Hopeful—Lord Bute. A. H. Moore's (Colmar, Pa.) St. Ber-
nard bitcb Lady Hopeful to Menthon Kennels' Lord Bute (Save—
.Sabrina), Oct. 13.

Juno—Lord Bute. D. E. Hirsh's (Lancaster, Pa.) St. Bernard
bitch Juno to Menthon Kennels' Lord Bute (Save—Sabrina),
Sept, 24.

Sunray—Lord Bute. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germantown,

Pa.) St. Bernard bitch Sunray to Menthon Kenaels' Lord Bute
(Sflve—Sabrina). Sept. 9.

Lalla Room—Bradford J?m7ji/ IL Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cin-
cinnati, 0.) pug bitch Lalla Rookh to their Bradford Ruby XL
(champion Bradford Ruby—Puss B.), Oct. 25.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lake Vieui Spot. H. P. Littlptield's (Worcester, Mass.) collie
bitch Lake View Spot (Victor Hugo—Minnie), Nov. 6, nine (four
dogs), by his Rutland Jock (champion Rutland—Penelope).
Golden Rod. H. P. Littlefield'a (Worcester, Mass.) coUie bitch

Golrlen Rod (Scots Guard- Lothian Maid XL), July 12, seven (four
dogs), by bis Biamark (Lothian Chief-Edgecomb Beauty).
Nina. H. I-'. Littlefleld's (Worcester, Mass.) St. Bernard bitch

Nina (Knight-Roxie). Oct. 19, fourteen (seven dogs), by Guy
(GrimseH-D>-]l).
Beulo. H. P. Li ttlefteld's (Worcester, Mass.) St. Bernard bitch

Beulo (Barnard—BruUa), June 19, nine (five dogs), by Guy (Grim-
sell—D 11).

Florence Gladstone. Poston & Burdell's (Columbus, O.) English
setter bitch Florence Gladstone (Gladstone—Flounce), Nov. 1,
eleven (three dogs), by Avent's Roderigo (Count Noble—Twin
Maud).
Wairen Team. Moray Kennels' (Fairfield, Conn.) fox-terrier

hitch Warien Tease (champion Splaueer—Warren Testy), Nov. i,
four (one dOg), by their Raby Trigger fBroseiy Tack—Pearline).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Beulo. Orange and whits St. Bernard bitcb, whelped January,
1889, by Barnard out of Beulia, by H. P. Littlefleld, Worcester,
Mass., to Dr. J. W. Dunlop, Clare, Mich.
Blanchcij Ward. White and orange St. Bernard bitch, whelped

May 12, 18^1, by Scotch Bonivard out of Hecla, by H.P.Iattlefleld,
Worcester, Mass., to C. G. Oliver, Canton, 0.
Scotch Bonivard—Hecla whelp. White and orange St. Bernard

dtg. whelped May 13, 1801, by H. P. Littlefield, Worcester, Mass.,
to G. T. Lird, TunveryiUe, Conn.

I>M/iv Leslie. Liver and white ticked pointer dog. whelped Aug.
3, 1891, by Rex Morgan out of Mack's Juno, by W. B. McOloud,
HN'attvillo, to John Thomas, sam*^ place.
Prince Clare and Mo.vie. Orange and white St. Bernard dog and

bitcb. whelped June 19, 1891, by Guv out of Beulo, by H. tf. Little-
fleld, Worcester. Mas'*,, to Dr. J. W. Dunlop, Clare, Mich.
King C. and Queen C. Orange and white St. Bernard dog and

bitch, whelped June 19, 1891, bv Guy out of Beulo, by H. F. Little-
fleld, Worcester, Mass., to T. W. Clelland, McAlester, Ind. Ter.
Guy-Bculo wlielps. Orange and white St. Bernards, whelped

June 19, 1891, by H. F. Litilpfield, Worcester, Mass., a dog each to
C. M. Smith, Jacksonville. Pla., and Judge H. C. Fox, Richmond,
Ind., and a bitch to P. E, Prentiss, Auburn, Mass.
Spot Naso- Rose Graphic whel'o. Liver and white pointer dog,

whelped Aug. 16. 1891, by C. D. Roberts, Dexter, Me., to C. A. Hol-
den, Sedgwick, Me.
Graphic TIL—Meteor's Flii t whelp. Lemon and wliite pointer

dog, ^^helpad Aug. 5, 18DL by C. D. Roberts, Dexter, Me., to J. P.
De Saussure, Charltston, S. O.

A^ltoness. Orange and white St. Bernard bitch, whelped Nov. 17,
1890. b\ Alton out of Alaric IL, by Menthon Kennels, Phoenix-
viJjo, Pa., to A. A. Cobb, Wilmington, Del.
Tobey^s Princess. Rough-coated St. Bernard bitch, by Mascot

Beraaud out of Merchant Princess, hv A. H. Moore, Philadelphia,
Pa., to a gentleman of Doyle.stown, Pa.
Sibyl. Rough-ooated St. Bernard bitch, by Bausomond out of

Queente, by A. H. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa., to Paul Garber.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Thereis no cliarcie for answering questinns under this head. All

questiom reletting to ailments of dogs will be answered hy Lr. T. G.
Sherwood, a member of the Rhyal College nt Veti rnutru Sinvons.
Conrmum'cations referring to other matter.-i cnnncetca irdh Krvnel
Management and dogs will receive careful attentuni.

C. M., Brooklyn, N. Y,—For the last week my setter's back
between front and hindquarters has been curved; he cannot reach
to the floor to pick anything up: he cannot sit up straight; ae con-
tinually lies down and every few minutes begins to squpal and
moan as if in great pain. Ans. Give 1 defsertspoonfttl of the fol-
lowing mixtui-e three times a day: Sodii salicylHs 2dre. to«oz. of
water. Apply this liniment to back twice a day: Menthol l^oz.,
chloroform 2oz., olive oil add 8oz.

R. W. W., Boston.—I have two Irish terriers about 14 weeks
old. When I received them, about four weeks ago, one had its
coat lull of dry skin, like dandruff, and it had a number of spots
over his body where the hair had come ofi', leaving skin bare, but
no signs of soreness: I have treated him with carbolic vaseline, but
he is no better. The other broke out with a number of sores about
awpck ago; the puppy scratches these until they bleed, they then
heal up with a hard scale andoeasetotrout'lehim; he has not been
troubled long enough to have any scabs fall off. but baa som^^ new
sores every morning. Both puppies are very lively, eat wall, mad
appear in the host of health. Ans. Treat for worms, and apply
the following ointment all over twice or three times a week:
Precipitated sulphur, 4 drachms: oil of tar, o drachms; vaseline, 4

ounce^. Give a little meat in addition tr the food mentioned.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

THE ORDNANCE REPORT.
Washington, D. C—The annual report of the Chief of Ord-

nance, U. S, A., ready for transmission to Coiigress, describes at
length the exhaustive experiments made by the department with
magazine small arms, including the latest European models. On
this sublect the report says: "The radical change from a caliber
of .45in. (otu' present service standard), to the much smaller one
of .30, the use of the long and narrow cartridge thereby necessi-
tated, and the introduction of the smokeless powder for impart-
ing a greatly increased velocity to the bullet without subjecting
the barrel and breech system to undue augmented strain, have
all operated to retard the efl:orts of American inventors to perfect
their guns, and the result is that but few magazine guns of Ameri-
can design have yet been brought before the board. To assist in-
ventors the department has sofd at cost price caliber .30 barrels
and smokeless powder CBrtriages for such preliminary experi-
ments as they might desire to make. A number have availed
themselves of these opportunities, and will probably soon have
their inventions ready for trial by the board. The elaboration o£
a magazine system suitable for the military service is an opera-
tion requiring not only ingenuity, hut both time and patience to
bring it to perfection.
"Experience has demonstrated the ability of American inven-

tors to produce the best small arms in the world adapted to the
conditions which formerly existed. This department is doing all
in its power to afford American inventors an opportunity to
meet the requirements of new existing conditions. Reports of
foreign service indicate that continuous rapid firing may not be
expected in the use of the magazine gun, as it is limited by the
endurance of the soldier and the healing of the gun. Reports
from our army show that an expert soldier can fire the present
service Springfield single loader with the accuracy generally
needed in action about twenty times per minute. So far as
rapidity of flre alone is concerned, these repoT a reduce .somewhat
the almost universally estimated necessity for an immediate
change to a magazine system. It is important to state that up to
the present time the investigations made and knowledge gained
by this departmput have not demonstrated so much excellence in
the magazine arms which have been adoptoi by foreign nations
as was expected, and have not shown such perfection in any one
of them as could warrant its adoption for our service. It is hoped
that this country can produce a better arm, and until it can, or
certainly uutil it has been demonstrated that it cannot, it would
be wise to defer a change from the excellent single loader now in
service to a magazine system. No efforts will be spared lo arrive
at a satisfactoi-y magazine arm."
The new caliber .-30 Springfield is said to have been very suc-

cessful with smokeless powder.

YOUNGSTOWN, O., Nov. 5.—The third shoot of the Logan
Rifles to-day on their grounds in the south«aEtern pari of the
city resulted as follows, out of a possible 2.5: Captain Logan 18,
Sergeant Snvder 18, LiPutenant Montgomery 18. Corporal All^u
1.5, Lewis Steiner 20, White 16, Thomas 17, Williams 17, Cook 13,
Reed 10.
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NEW JERSEY RIFLE SHOOTING.
EQUITABLE RIFLE CLUB, Holjoken, N. J., Tuesday. Nov. S.-

Head quarters, S23 First street, Hoboken. Teu shots off-hand, 25-
ring; American target, distance lOOft :

A Meyr« ^5 ^r, Si 24 24 24 24 23 23 23-339
.TMeyor...^ 25 25 34 24 24 23 23 23 22 22—235
F Rrandt 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 23 22 22-232
J H KmsQ 3n 25 24 28 23 33 33 22 22 21-233
Geo Roedel 25 25 25 25 22 22 23 22 22 21-231
K Becker 25 25 24 24 24 24 22 22 20 20-230
J D SinolBlr 25 35 24 2 4 24 23 23 22 20 20—329
L H Hart 21: 34 24 23 23 23 23 23 30 20—225
FK Rovt 23 23 23 22 22 22 33 21 20 20-318
C W Rot-ers 35 25 23 23 23 21 21 21 20 16-218
The club will have this team to represent tliem in the ten-meu

team matches 1 tiis wijiter: .lohn Casper, Atisnat Meyrs, George
Roedel, F. Brandt, J. H. Kruse, John Meyer, A. Malz, F. Sahl,
George Graf and Henry Beeker.

PALISADE RIFLE CLUB-Oapt. John Reinhardt, Jersey City
Heights, Tuesday evening, Nov. 3. Ten shots ofT-haiid on 25-ring
American target, possible 250:
George Graf 1 25 25 24 24 -x : 30—230

•
" ' 25 25 24 23 - ,;::::2 17-225

25 25 25 22 22 22 22 2:, 22 17-224
25 24 23 13 32 22 22 21 17 18—218
24 24 23 23 22 S3 20 20 15 15-208
25 24 23 23 22 21 21 21. 16 12-208
24 33 22 23 I'l 21 20 30 18 16—207
34 23 22 21 31 20 II) 20 18 ]M—207
24 23 32 21 20 20 ;.0 20 17 17-204

F Miller _ 24 24 22 21 20 SO 20 19 Hi 16-20)
H Rosenthal 23 33 33 33 30 20 20 19 17 15-203
The club is anxious to arrange a match with the Jetterson Rifle

Chib of the Heights. All communications for this club can be
addressed to Gus Finger, secretary, headqtiarters 354 Palisade
avenue.
MILLER RIFLE CLUB.-Capt. Richard W. Dewey, Hoboken,

N. J., Wednesday, Nov. 4, iO shots ofT-band, poH-.-iblc 250. These
scores were made in the shoot lor class medals:
D Miller 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 28 22-238
E Fischer 35 23 24 24 2t 24 24 24 22 32—338

" ..25 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 21- 238
.,35 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 23 20—23i!

...25 25 24 24 28 23 23 23 23 19-232
. .25 24 24 24 23 23 23 22 22 22-233

".'H 24 24 24 28 23 22 23 22 22—231
..25 24 24 24 28 23 22 22 22 21-230
. . 25 24 24 24 24 23 22 21 21 21—221
. .23 25 24 24 24 24 22 22 21 17-228
. .24 24 23 23 22 22 23 21 21 16-218
. .25 3 5 25 22 32 23 30 20 1 4 13-218

22 31 30 20 20 15 15—2f)5

George Graf, Jr
Capt Reiuhardt
James Johnson . .

.

C Borneman..
(t Finger
F Reiubaidt
P Woods
A Rushjy..

H D Heuekeu..
L Vogel
TFitKsimmons.

.

JHKru-e
F Liell
FSohl
F Brant
A Scariler
Cap'. Dewey
H Seltenreieh...
HKleinr,
F Karamell.
F Dunsteadt 24 24 23 23 20 20 20 19 16 15-204
The medal winners in their respective classes were: First class,

tie; second class, J. H. Kruse, 232; third clas", A. Stadler, 229;
Dave Miller, Ernest Fischer and D. Heneken tiedin the first class.
On shoot-off tbo scores made were:
B Fischer 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 2:2 20 19-229
D Miller :;5 ;25 24 24 24 ?,i 24 24 23 23—240
HD Heneken 25 25 25 25 23 23 :iH 23 23 18-233
This, therefore, gives Dave Miller rhe medal tnis week. The

clubs will shoot for turkeys on Thanksgiving eve.

SEITZ RIFLE CLUB. Chap* . Ghas. Burk, Jersey City Heights,
Wednesday evening, Nov. 4, 10 shots, off-hand, American 25-ring
target, possible 250:

H L Hansen 25 25 25 25 25 23 23 23 23 25 -240
Geo Graf 35 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 23 22—239
A Malz 25 25 25 24 23 23 23 23 22 22-2;i5
Capt Burk 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 22 22 22-:.'33

A iSchniidt 25 25 24 23 23 23 23 22 22 :;2-233
J Stoll 25 25 25 24 24 23 22 22 22 .20-232
A Slrabinger 25 24 23 23 22 22 22 22 22 23—227
G Graf, Jr 25 25 25 24 23 23 22 21 20 20—227
E Wagner 25 24 23 22 21 21 21 21 21 20—219
H Hoppe 24 24 2 1 23 23 21 21 20 20 lS-218
0 Grosser 23 23 23 23 22 21 21 21 20 20-:.'16

C Seilz 24 24 24 22 21 20 20 20 W 19-214
G Herrschaft 25 25 25 24 24 23 32 21 20 19-238
JKehrwald 25 25 25 22 22 x'2 22 21 20 20-224
H Rappo 24 24 :.'3 2;i 23 2:i 21 20 20 14-214
H Hietman 23 23 22 22 22 21 21 20 20 18-:213
A turkey shoot for members only takes place on Thanksgiving

eve.

UNION RIFLE CLUB.—Hoboken, N. J., Nov.S. Headquarters
233 First sti'eet.

OaptH Becker - 25 25 25 25 34 23 22 33 23 21-234
C Sehroeder 25 25 35 25 24 24 22 23 23 20—233
J H Kruse 35 25 25 24 24 33 23 23 23 20-233
G M Roedel 25 25 2* 24 23 S3 23 32 21 20-230
F V D Heyden 2.5 25 25 24 23 22 33 23 33 19-339
B J Link 25 25 24 24 33 33 33 23 33 17-327
S A Russell 25 23 23 23 23 33 33 21 31 31-333
L A Martin 25 22 22 22 22 21 21 31 30 18-314
Jos Feuerbaoh 24 24 ;?3 23 22 21 31 21 30 14-214
O Wiskow ;» 23 23 23 22 21 20 10 20 18 -213
D Meyers 34 ;24 23 22 21 31 20 30 30 17-212
Team shooting followed with this result, the teams being cap-

tained by Geoi'ge Roedel and C. Sehroeder:
Roedel's Team. Schroeder's Team.

G M Roedel 229 C Sehroeder 233
H Becker 231 J H Kruse 233
B J Link 237 F V D Heyden 227
J Fexierhach 228 S A Russell 226
D Meyers 220-1135 0 Wiskow 310—1138

FRIDAY NIGHT RIFLE CLUB (headquarters, 311 Washington
street,).—Hoboken, Friday, Nov. 6, 1891.—Ten shots off hand on
American S5-ring target, passible 250 :

Miles 25 25 24 23 33 22 21 20 30 19-320
Davison 25 25 25 25 25 23 23 21 17 16—235
C GeilK 25 25 34 34 23 33 33 23 31 31—231
L Geils 34 24 34 24 23 33 33 33 31 31-339
Campbell 23 33 33 22 31 21 19 19 17 17—205
Phalon 24 24 £3 23 23 32 31 31 31 18-230
Spolm 25 24 24 23 23 23 28 21 20 19-235
Zang 25 25 24 34 23 23 33 31 33 21—239.
A Guerber 25 34 34 24 23 23 23 23 31 19-328
Murken 25 34 34 24 33 l^j 33 30 20 19-331
H Guerber 25 25 24 33 28 33 22 23 33 21-230
The club gives a reception on Tuesday evening, Nov. 17; a feature

of the evening vriU be the presentation of a medal to the member
having made the highest average during the year,—J. H. Kbuse.

BOSTON, Nov. 7.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massa<;hu-
setts Rifle Association was held at its range to-day. The shooting
conditions were very unfavorable, there being a bad 11 to 3 o'clock
wind, and the large number of riflemen present went home with-
out running up any very high scores, except Francis and Sever-
ance, they topped the matches at rest and pistol shooting with a
fine 116 aiid 96. Following are the scores made to-day, all being
re-entry matches, distance 200yds., standard American target:

All-Comers' Rest Match,
J Francis 116 W A Winchester. 98 I R Thomas 91FW Chester 106 A Montgomery. .. 97 T R .Stuart 91
N O Good 103 J FMmn 95 UN Haven 85
MTDay 100 H L Willard 91 T Havens 83

All-Comers' Ofl-Haud Match.WM Foster 74 MTDay 73 D N Winn 64
L A Baker ,.74 B B Comey 70 AS Hunt 60
C N Mason 72 J B Hobbs 68

50yds. Pistol Match.
F Carter 87 S C Sydney 83 D Martin 79
O Moore 85 A D Stevens 80 J B Hobbs 75
J L Hosmer 83 M T Day 80

WAKEFIELD, Mass., Nov. 7.—An interesting contest took
place here this afternoon between the rifle team of the Richard-
son Light Gxiard, Co. A, 6th Regiment, of this town, and a team
from Co. M, 3d Regiment, of AdamS; The loeal team holds the
championship for the militia of the State at 300yds., off-hand, and
tne crack team from Adams came here to wrest the honor from
them. The contest was an exciting one, and the tesms were tied
at 395. but the match was won by the Wakefield team, which had
fewer threes in their score. Following ai'e the scores, 10 shots per
man, off- hand

:

O ). A, 6th Regt. Co. M, 3d Regt.
Pvt C E Horton 41 Pvt J C Cadigan 43
Pvt P S Killam 45 Corp G P Savles 41
Corp F E Gray 89 Pvt GE Whipple 39
Sergt J L Orr 43 Corp E J Laferriere 43
Pvt J H Keough 48 Sergt H O Hicks 45
Lieut E J Gihou. , . . ,

43 Capt E A Whipple. 48
OorpI^ Howw^ ,M<i=^5 Sergt & HowatttJr 48^395

ZETTLEB CLUB, N. Y.. Nov. 4.-The Zettler Rifle Club closed
its season shoot with the distribution of the prizes to the winners
at 319 Bowery to-night. The scores made at the last shont in
Cypress Hill Park were ou the ring target. F. Rnss 330. C. G.
Zeft!er313, B. Zettler 205, M. B. Engel 319, F. Fabarius 181. In
the pool shoot on the man target B. Waltbcr and J\l. Dorrler, 57
each, divided 70 per cent, of the monev; F. Rosp, 56, took
thira money, 20 per cent., and E. Busse, 55, fourth, 10 per cent.
The greatest number of points during the season, 16,345, was
scored by F. Ross with 760 sh,ots, sn Rverage of 21.51. The other
winners were :\1. Dorrlcr, B. Zetiler, (J. if. Zettler, F. Fabarius,
V. Steinbacli, G. KrnuBs, R. Busse, G. I). WiUiams, H. Holges, G.
A. Kohlmetz. J. A. Boy ken, M . B. Eiigel, B. Walther and E. F.
Keller in tne order named. The first premium for the greatest
number of red flogs scored during the t?eas n, that is, shots in the
IJ^in. center, S20 in gold, given by C. Wissel, went to F. Ross,
with 61; H. Dorrler, 46, took second premium, ^11), given by 1 he
clnh. The extra prizes on the man target were the Benzer trophy,
a |50 medal given by Jnsepb Benzer, and by W. Walther with 75
reel flag=—shots in ttie J-^in. center line. R. Buase, 73, won a hand-
some gold watch, presented by President Waliher, and M. Dorr-
ler, 72, received a .^20 eold piece, donated by O, Wissel. The gal-
lery practice shoot of the club was opened during the evening,
when the following scores were made: R. Busse 336. J. A. B"yken
346. M. B. Engel 317. F. Fabarius 2i9. H. Ho'ses 243, F. Heoking 331,

G L. Hoffman 142, F. Lindkloster 240, G. W. Plaisted 243, F, Ross
338, H. Witte 344.

REGIMENTAL SHOOTERS.—New York, Nov. 7.-Tho opeiing
shoot of the Seventh Regiment Rifle Club lastniglit brought out
160 entries. The event was the sharpshooters' match at 200 and
•500yds., and it was nec-issary for contestants to score 65 out of a
possible 70 points. Up to midnight only eight of the 160 entries
had covered the 65 limit. These wore: Lieut. J. W. Cntihran, Co.
D. 33 and 33, total 66; Sergt. H. V. D. Black, t^o. B, 33 and 33, I otal
65; Sergt. G. S. Fowle, Co. D, 31 and 35, total 66; Sergt. P. M. Dunn,
Co. G, 33 and 34, total 66; Corp. S. Frothingbam, Co. K, 33 and 37,
total. 69; Pvf. F. S. Kennedy, Co. D, 34 and 33, total 67; Lieut. R.
M. McLear, Co. K, 32 and 35, total, 67; Sergt. F, W, Poble, Co. D,
31 and 35, total 65.

ARMY MARKSMEN.—In the rifle reports there is a space for
remarks and explanations when men drop into the third class.
The recently filed report of the Department of Ari/.oua gi\'es the
following : 11, defective vision ; 23, nervouine=s ; 10, old age ; 3,

unfavorable weather; f4, no apparent reason; 29, insnllicient
practice ; 15, inexperience ; 3, natural inaptitude

; 5, lack of con-
fidence; 13, flinches ; 4, cannot, learn; 3, Intoxicants; 1, inferior
intelligence; 3, clumsiness; 1, carelessness; 8, indifference.
There are a few others for militarv reasons. The " for no appar-
ent reason " is somewhat of a puzzler.

THE TRAP.

seoreg for publieatUm should be made out on the printed blank*
prepared hy the Fore«t and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor u& with club scores are par-
ticula/rly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Nov. 26.—All Day Shoot at Live Birds, Thanksgiving Day.
Boiling Springs Gun Club. Rutherford, N. J. Open tn all.

Nov. 36.—Canajoharie, N. Y.. Gun Club Tournament, Thanks-
giving Day; live and clay birds; epen to all. T. C. Pegnim, Sec.
Nov. 26.—South Side Gun OluD Tournament, at South Norwalk,

Conn. E. H. Fox.
1892.

June 13-18.—New Y''ork State Sportsmen's Association's Thirty-
fourth Annual Convention, at Syracuse, N. Y. Chas. H. Mowry,
Sec'y.

BROOKLYN TRAP.
BrookIjTN, Nov. 4.—Members of the Fountain Gun Club held

one of i heir monthly outings to-day at Woodlawn Park. Graves-
end. L. I. Many of the members were away on game-si ooting
expeditions to parts where they heard that good bags could be
filled.

Yesterday's sport opened with a team match, 3 on each side, 5
birds, 25yds. rise. Wmgeit's side beat Ben W'est's side by the fol-
lowing score: O. Wingert 5, Dr. Shields 4, A. Purdy 5; total 14
B. West 4, E. H. Garrison 3, Hulbert 3; total 10.

The next event was a sweepstake shoot at 5 birds each, same
conditions. Score: Dr. Shields 4, E. H. Garrison 3, B. West 4,
Dr. Shields and West div.; Garrison iJaid for the birds.
The third was a sweepstake shoot of 10 bird.s each, 35yds., 6 en-

tries. The score was as follows: Hulbert 10, C. Wingert 8, E. H.
Garrison 7, A. Purdy 6, Dr. Shields 5, B. West 4. Hulbert won
and West paid for the birds.
The fourth event was a match at 20 bluerocks each, 18yds., be-

tween C. Wingert and E. H. Garrison. Wingert won by the score
of 9 to 7.

In a match at 10 birds each, A. Phelps, vice-president of the
club, tied with A. Loomis, with a score of 4.

Sixteen went tvs the traps to compete for the Duryea Cup and
the average prizes in the classes A, B and C. The contest was at
10 birds each, class handicap, Hurlingham rules: B. West and A.
Purdy killed 10 straight for the trophy, and on the shoot-off the
later won. Four killed 9 each, among whom was Mrs. Lindsley,
who shoots under the name of "W'anda," and is quite a favorite
with the members of the Fountain Club on account of her good
clean marksmanship. The scores of the regular shoots were as
follows: B. West 10, Dr. Shields 8, A. Purdy 10. W. Allen 6, F.
Boettcher 6, J. V. Voorhees 8. E. H. Garrison 5, J. Hunter 7. W
Hunt 9, J. E. Lake 8, H. W. Rlattmacher 8, H. McLaughlin 6, F.
Lindsley 7, Dr. Van Ord 9, "Wanda" 9. W. Gilman 8. Ties for the
Duryea Cup: B. West 1, A. Purdy 2. Referee, Hugh Goodwin.
At the conclusion of the regular shoot a sweep at 3 birds,

mi.<5S and out, with 7 entries, resulted in a tie between "Wanda "

C. Wingert and Dr. Van Ord. On the shoot-ofT the two first killed,
and the latter missed the first bird. The other two then div. The
score: F. Lindsley 3, F. H. Garrison 3. "Wanda" 3, C. Wingert 3
Dr. Shields 3, Dr. Van Ord 3, W. Hunt 1.

iVou. 0.—The Prospect Heights Gun Club had its regular shoot

Summers 30, and W. H. Atkinson 33, were the scores nearest to
him.

J. Riggott, of the Newark Gun Club, and L. .1. Davenport, who
have already shot two matches at 100 birds each, will shoot
another on the return of Davenport from Michigan. He has gone
to shoot at deer and other animals for a month.
As so many of the members of the gun clubs forming the Inter-

state Team League are away at game shooting, it has been decided
to postpone the last shoot of the I<eague until the last week in
November or the first in December.
Sparrow shooting by the Italians is now rife around the farm-

houses around New Utrecht, Gravesend and Parkville. They get
a good price for the birds, selling them as reed birds in the
market. They have got the slaughter down to a fine point, killing
as many as forty or fifty at one shot, through trailing some oats
or wheat in a direct line for the sparrows to feed on.

iN'ou. 6.—The Crescent Gun Club had hut few members present
at the regular monthly shoot at Dexter Park yesterday. The club
shoots at seven live birds each, modified Long Island rules, club
handicap. Dick " Snipe " won the first prize, vrith a score of six
out of seven. J. Belton took the second prize, and J. Vagts and
J. Rathjen divided the third prize. A sweepstake at three birds,
miss and hit, 25 yards rise, was won by J. Bolton. J. Rathjen and
J. Vagts divided second money.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Nov. 7.—There was a larger attendance
than usual at the grounds of the W^ellington Gun Club to-day, and

and Stanton ; 7 targets. Rockey ; 7 targets, Rockey ; 3 pair targets,
Rockey ; 3 pair targets. Bond and Cook ; 10 targets. Bond ; 5 tar-
gets, Stanton ; 6 targets. Bond, Comee and Gore ; 6 targets, Stan-
ton ; 6 targets, Bradsfreet and Stanton : 5 targets, Stanton and
Bennett; 5 targets, Peabody, Cowee, McKay and Bond; 3 pair
targets, Cowee; 3 pair targets, Peabody; 6 targets, Stanton,
Bradstreet and Bennett; 3 pair targets, Stanton and Comer ; 10
targets, keystone match. Bond and Stantou.

MONTREAL.—Mr. Damon, w-ho is one of the best known fancy
shots on the continent, as well as being remarkable for his left-
handed shooting, is at present in Montreal. On Monday afternoon,
Nov. 9, he gave an exhibition at rifle and pistol shooting at the
Athletic Oiub house grounds, Oote des Neiges, apd there was also
an old-time BwwPBtake at clay Wrds.

AUBURN GUN CLUB.
Attbubn, N. Y., Nov. 6.-Inclosed please find scores in detail of

our tvventy-second prize contest. Tne day was all that could be
desired, and the shoot was \-ery much ei joyed by all who jiartici-

pated.
In addition to the regular event occurred a match between J. J.

Carr and Wm. Whyte, Whyte to ahoot 65 kingbirds, Oavr to shoot
50 bluerocks, Keystone rules, misses to count. Whi te missed 7
birds, Carr 5, thus givimr the race to Carr. The score of the
regular event is appended.
A class, 25 singles, Keystone rules:

Carr 1 111111111111111111111111—26
Tuttle 00111 1 101111mil 11 1n 111-23
W hyre 1111111111 llllOlllOl 111 10—33

B clas", 25 singles, Keystone rules:
Corning . . . , llinilOlllllUlllUinil—24
Wbeaton _ 1111111101111111111111111-24
Tie. 15 einglep;

Corning 110111111111111-14 Wheaton 111011111111011—13

C class, 35 singles. Keystone rules:
Sinclair 11111111111111' 1011111111-34
Brister.... . lUlUlll] 101 111111111111-24
Tripp nilllllllOllllllUniOll—33
Kerr 1111011111111111111011011-33
Tie, 15 singles:

Sinclair 11111 111 llUllO-14 Brister 101111101111111-13
I class, 25 singles, Keystone rules:

Garnett Ill 11111111 1 101111 0111011-33
0. W. B.

TOROiSfTO, Nov. 4.—The Victoria Gun Club's annual pigeon
shoot was held tr-day at Mr. Davison's fjirm. There was a fair
turn out of twenty-one participants. The afternoon squads had
a decided advantage over the morning hoys, as the birds in the
fore part of the day were a particularly lively lot, many cfirrying
two charges away, only to drop stone dead just, outside the
hounds, while those in the afternoon mostly hugged the traps.
There were two classes, first and second. The shoot was divided
into two matches, fir.'>t at 10 birds, second at 5 birds. Members
winning prizes in the first match of either class were handicapped
4yda. when shooting in the second match, thus giving competitors
who had not taken a prize a chance to do so in the second match.
There were two special prizes. The first for the man who made
the highest score with single barj-el throughout tire match. This
was won by E. Manning, with H out of 15. The second was for
the man who made the lowest score in the match. This prize is

between Evans and Da^nson. Conditions, 36yds. rise to 10-gauge
guns, 24yds. to 12-gauge, first ban-el to count 1 bird, second barrel
to count >3 a bird, 100yds. boundary:
First class, 10 bird match, 5 prizes:

J Barrett 1011112201-7 J Taylor 1:310100120-5
F Oben 310001 llll-6!4 T Roswell 2001210011-5
G Spiller 1201011011-634 T Warrington. . ,.0011010012—4}^
D Barrett 1122011120-61.4
R A McCready . . . 1010011011-6
H Haines 1200121102-5U
C Burgess 2020111102-ni|

D Beatty 0010221120—4^
J Knowles 31031020?0—

4

F Davison 0100002000—134

Five-bird match, 5 prizes:
Warrington 11113—414 Boswell 12001—3
McCready 31113-4
D Barrett 12112-4
J Taylor 12110-3]
Haines 21110-3]

J Barrett 31021—3
Burgess 00131-214
Knowles 30011—234
Spiller 10031—2}^

Second Class.—Ten bird match, 5 prizes:
G Underwood 1113111201—8 J China 0020111010—4j.^
E Manning 1211211010—7 J Tizzard 6011103100- 434
J MilPs 1001110311-034 F Habart 2100001110-4
G H Simpson 2212012021—5 G Evans 0000200110-2}^

Five bird match, 5 prizes:
Manning 11111—

5

China 11100-3
Miles 10110-3

Simpson ...20220—134
Habart 00010—1
Tizzard 00100—1

Underwood 01210—3>.4 Evans. 02000— 14

CLEVELAND, O., Nov. 5.-There was not a particularly good
attendance at the regular shoot of the East End Gun Club thi«
afternoon in spite of the fact that it was an ideal day for outdoor
work. The traps worked to perfection and the scores were above
the aver.^ge for that reason. Prior to the regular club slioot
North and Wherry shot a match for 50 birds in which North gave
Wherry 4. It was not Nortli's day to win, or to be more accurate,
Wherry had one of his davs when he could not miss, and tied
North at 41 in the race for 50 without the handicap. Following
Ibis interesting match was the regular club shoot, in which
Wherry once again CRme to the front with a big score, and car-
ried off the cup. He was closely followed by North. The follow-
ing is the score:
Murray 000111111100011111111111101011-32
North 101111111111111101011111111011-26
Wherry 111111111111111110111111111010-37 •

June 1 11100101011001110101 111111011-31
Conger 011011101101111011110001011101—20

Visitors.
Jones lllOmOllOllOOOlllOllOlOllOU-19
Storey 110111111001011010111100011100—19
Those of the club who were present chose two teams, and North

for once was lucky enough to pick out two men who could help
him to win. The following is the result of that shoot:

Team Shoot.
North 011011111111111—13 Wherry. . . . 090100111101100— 7
Murray ...101111111111111-14 June 111001110111100-10
Storey 011011110111111-13—39 L O Jones. .011101101001101— 9—30
Conger shot a string of 18 with the following resul':

Conger 100111111101110000-11
A match for 6 birds between North and Mui'ray resulted as fol-

lows:
North milO-5 Murray 111010-4
Wherry and June tied on 9-bird race, and June beat the former

out in the shoot-off:
Wherry 001101111010—9 June 110101011111—9
The following is L. O. Jones's score of 15 birds:

L 0 Jones lllllllOlOOUlO—11
One of the inc'dents of the afternoon was the shooting ot a rab-

bit by one of the members of the club without moving from t he
trap platform. Bunny had been raised from his hiding place by a
dog and was converted into material for a rabbit pie.

WALNLTT HILL, Nov. 4. -An exceptionally rare autumnal day.
with every weather condition favorable to the sport, has been en-
joyed by the trap-shots who met at this range to-day to participate
in the regular fortnightly series of matches. The main feature of
the day was the tenth competition in the gold coin match, in
which there was sharp rivalry, Messrs. Black and Rule t'eing tor
first place, with Mr. Hosmer oidy one bird behind. In shooting
off the tie Mr. Rule dropped one bird, while Mr. Black made a
clean score; 20 Keystone tai'gers. squad system of firing: Black
17, Rule 17, Hosmer 16, Bowker 15, Stanton 15, Gale 15, Snow 15
Maynard 13, Gore 13, Cheat 13, Curtis 13, Adams 10, Parham lo!
Nichols 9.

SYRACUSE.—Onondaga Coiinty Sportsmen's Club, shooting
for medal at Maple Bay, Nov. 5. Medal won by Mowry, breaking
46 birds:
Lefever 35 Holden 37 Hookway 43
Mosber 36 Petit - 3S Ay res 43
C W^alters 43 Frazer 33 D Walters .38
Ashton 43 Ginty 43 Mowry 46
Becker 39 Hollawav 43
C.Walter has won the medal four times In succession, but it

must be won five times, and Walters will have a very hard time to
win it again, for the boys are all after him. Even Ginty is shoot-
ing up in first class.

PROFESSOR JOHN LOBIS, the rifle and revolver shot, has
issued the following challengt: "It being announced that Charles
Damon, beUer known as 'Left-handed Charley,' of Texas, and the
Bennett brotherp, of Boston, Mass.. are open to shoot with rifle and
revolver against any man in the world, 1 hereby challenge either
one or a'l of the Bennett brothers and Charles Damon to shoot a
match, with revolver and rifle, for $500 or $1,000 a aide and the
championship of the world. Conditions: Stand still and shoot
from 10 to lOOyda. target, at moving objects, disappearing targets
and revolving glass balls, with revolver and rifle. If neither ac-
cept, the challenge is open to any crack shot in the world.—Prof
John Lobis."

FOBEST AND Stream, Box 2,833, N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. LeiB.ngwell'8 book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan" "Dick Swiveller," "SybiUene" and
other competent autboriti<@B to be the beat Ireaclge qb tlie subJeGt
extant,
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Cmvas Canoes and how to Build Them. By Pa/rher B, Meld.
Price SO cents. Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens.
Price ^S.OO. Canoe Handling. By C. B. Vaux. Price $1. Gaiwe
and Camera. By T. S. Steele. Price 1.50. Four Months in a S7ieaTt-
box. By N. H. Bixluyp. Price $1.50. Canoe and Camp CooTi-ery.
By ''Seneca." Price $1.,

THE A. a. A. EXEOUTrVE COMMITTEE.-On Oct. 1 Com.
Walter U. Lawson and Sec.-Treas. Ralph F. Brazer ended their
terms of office, their places being taken by Vice-Corn. C. V.
Winne, of the Central Division, and the new Secretary-Treasurer,
W. B. Wackerhagen. On Saturday next the terms of all the
division officers will end, the new board, which constitutes with
the Commodore and Secretary-Treasurer the executive commit-
tee, being as follows:

Central Division.—Vice-Oom. E. L. French, Buffalo, N. Y.; Rear
Com. T. H. Stryker, Rom'^. N. Y.; Purser C. D. Mead, Dayton,
O.; Ex. Com., T. J. Kirkpatrick, Springdeld, O.; C. F, Welters,
Rochester, N. Y.; C. &. Belman, Amsterdam, N. Y.
Eastern Division.—Vice-Corn. .7. W. Cartwright, Boston; Rear

Cam. E. C. Knapp', Spri agfleld; Purser R.Appollonio; Ex. Com.,
Paul Butler, Lowell; W. U. Lawson, Newton; S. R. Upham, Provi-
dence, E. L; T. H. Metcalf, Holyoke.
Northern Division—Vice-Corn. D. B. Jaques, Toronto; Rear

Com. W. F. Sweny, Kingston; Purser W. H. P. Weston, Toronto;
Ex. Com., R, Easton Burns, Kingston; D'Arcy Strirkland, Lake-
field.

Atlantic Division.—Vice-Corn. L. W. Seavey, NewY'ork; Rear
Com. Richard Hobart, Newark, N. J,: Purser J. K. Hand. New
York; Ex. Com.,W. S. Elliott, New York; J, R. Lake, New York; C-
V. Schuyler, Arlington, N. J,

DmSTON REPRESENTATION. - If we are not mistaken,
several Divisions have provided themselves with members at
large far in excess of the number allowed by the constitution. A
Division of 100 members is entitled to the tiiree flag officers, but
no member at large; a Division of 200 members is entitled to but
one member at large; a Division of 300 members to two; and in
order to have three a Division must show at least 301 names on
the roD. It looks as though this was only another instance of
that carelessness in reading and applying the rules, which is be-
coming entirely too common in the Association, and which usu-
ally arises from the basty manner in which business meetings
are conducted. As we have remarked before, there is no use in
enacting and printing rules which are not to be observed. Last
year, taking the A. C. A. book as authority, there were two
Divisions each with one more member on the committee than
they were legally entitled to, but the matter passed unnoticed.

THE DIVISION REPORTS.
ATLANTIC BIVISXON, PURSEfi'S HEPOBT.

Eeceipti'.

By cash from former purser g234 63
By dues from 1886 to 1890 (inclusive) 5 00
By dues for 1S91 285 00
By dues for 1892 2 00
By entrance fees .39 oo
By Division meet receipts 26 00

S591 62
Expendlture^^.

To office exrpenses S43 01
To Division meet expenses 159 60
To regatta committee expenses 48 n
To A. C. A.
To 30 per cent, receipts from Sept. 1890;to Sept. 1, 1891..$98.70
To sending out 6 supplements Sail and Paddle at

$2 03 12.48
To 3-10 expense sending out 2,500 year books 29.70

$140 88
To balance Oct. 15, 1891 2fio 03

$SS1 6S
Audited and found correct.

(Signed) W. J. Stewart.
.J.4MES K. Hand.

MemJ)ersMp.
Members Nov. 7, 1890 .297
New members .39

Reinstated 1—40
Dropped for non-payment 33
Resigned 13
Deceased...... , 3-47 Loss.. 7

Total membership, Oct. 15, 1891 290
RiCHAHD HOBAHT, Purser.

JS'ewark, N. J.

OBNTRAT. DrVISION, PURSER'S RBPORT.

Receipts

By balance received from former Purser
By dues of members for 18V1 210 00
By back dues _ 17 00
By dues for 1892 2 00
By initiation fees 57 00
By interest _ . i 35

!f414 92
Erpenditwrei,

To office expenses $91 41
To A. C. A. Treasurer 85 80
To balance Sept. 15. 1891 237 VI

Mem}jersh%p.

Membership. October, 1890 162
New members, 1891 57
Reinstated 14—71
Dropped for non-payment, etc 33 Gain.. 49

Total membership . , , 211
W. Howard Brown, Purser,

Albany, N. Y.

EASTERN DIVISION, PURSER'S RBPORT.

Beceipls.

By balance from former Purser gl44 09
By dues collected for 1891. 325 00
By initiation fees 99 00
By back dues 6 00
By dues for 1892. 1 00
By camp dues coUeeted at Eastern Division Meet 36 00

S611 09
.'ExpenHituren,

To oiilcs expenses , .S 68 30
To Eastern Division headquarters at meet 22 EO
To tliree-tenths expense on mailing of 2,500 Year Books.. . . 29 70
To six supplements Sail and Paddle 14 40
To expense at Ertstern Division meet 54 VO
To amount due and paid to A. C. A. Treasurer 398 70
To balance October 1, 1891 23 19

$611 09
Audited and found correct,

(Signed) E. 8. G-ilmore,
iiATHROP HEUaE.

MembersMp.
Members, October 1, 1890 ggeNew members

, 99
Reinstated '. 4—103
Died ..... 3
Resigned

i.

3

Transferred to other divisions .

."

1
Dropped for non-payment 67— 74 Gain.. 29

Membership October, 1891 325
R. ApoLLONio. Purser,

Winchester, Mass.

NORTHERN DrVISION, PURSER'S REPORT.
Receipls.

By balance from former Purser s 7 55By members dues for 1891 110 00By initiation fees 188 00By receipts from meet '

'

12664By subscription special 53 00

$i71 19
E.vpendHureii.

To amount of loan repaid $ 75 30
Tostationery ... 22 00
lo postage and sundries 14 75
To expenses of meet 136 71To expenses of camp site ,55 05
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CHANGES IN THE RACING RULES.
Editor Forest anfl Stream:

^ Pi^ot^st against the proposed rnle prohibiting rudders
in paddling races. I cannot see any reason for it except to help
those too lazy to rig foot steering gear or who stand while pad-
dling, for under many conditions it is certainly a great help. If
It were not a benefit there is certainly no use of ruling it out.
Also, this affects more than the races at the A. C. A. meet, as the
ma:iority of the clubs in the A. C. A. nave a turn in the paridling
races at their club regattas, when unquestionably the rudder is a
great help. As these races are almost invariably under A. C. A
rules, this question is quite serious, and the rudder is certainly a
legitimate device. Nearly every cruiser uses a rudder when pad-
dling, and it the rules are to be drawn so very fine, I propose as
an offset, a rule to prohibit carrying 01- using a bailer in sailing
races. Tliere is as much sense in one as the other.

IdIjEMERB.

Editor Forevt and Stream:
The proposed changes in the racing rules, as offered by the

regatta committee and others in Forest and Stream, will no
doubt be the cause of much discussion. J think that to add toKute A. No rudder shall be used in paddling races," is rather
unjust, as the rudder is as much a part of the canoe as the
centerboard, and m the record paddling race centerboards must
be earned, and why should a man be compelled to discard his
rudder when it may be of some assistance to him. which, like the
centerboard, is simply extra dead weight? In the record sailing
and combined each canoe must carry the same rig and ballast,
and why should a man in the record paddling take off his rudder?
and if it can be carried in that race, wby not in all paddling
races?

1 also cannot see anything to be gained in starting all paddling
and combined races by the stern of the canoes, as it gives the 16ft.
canoe an advantage of li^ft. over the 14ft. 6in. canoe, and the race
IS not the whole distance Between the start and finish lines.

I am glad to see that some notice has been taken by the addition
to Rule XII. to stop the jockeying that was witnessed at the A. C.
A. meet this year in two races. A. 0. A. 1254

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic Division: William Brad-
ford, New York; Paul MuUer. Jersey City, N. J.; Gilbert L. Crow-
ell, Jr.. and Edward Ridoux, Arlington, N. J. Northern Division:
Piers Davidson and E. M. Fulton, MontreaL

Small Yachts. By C. P. Kunhardt. Price $10. Steam Tachts and
Launches. By C. P. Kunhardt. Price $11. TachUi, Boats and
Comes. By C. St-ansfleld-Hieks. Price $S.59. Steam Machinery. Bi
Donaldson. Price $1.60.

STEAM YACHT RACING.—The fast river steamers having
laid up, the amusement of beating them is over for the season,
and steam yachtsmen who must race have found a new way of
doing It without the danger of defeat. A course is laid out on the
water by stretching a copper wire between two buoys, over which
distance a record run is made. The repairs to the Norwood hav-
ing been completed, it was announced that she would make a run
of this kind on Saturday last, and a number of spectators were
present at Wintringham's Basin, Bay Ridge. The elections being
over, and news proportionately scarce, it is needless to say that a
large portion of the audience consisted of reporters. As it hap-
pens, it was very fortunate that the run did not take place a week
sooner, as at that time it would have been unnoticed in the daily
papers, or have been disposed of in five lines instead of being
pulled Dut to a column length. -

The distance was laid off by a copper wire floated by corks a
few inches apart, the whole being paid out from a tug and two
buoys set, after which the run began. There was some talk of
1.50, the conditions being favorable, but the first run showed only
2.12. A start was made on a second run, but something went
wrong with the safety valve, and the yacht ran into the Basin, the
wire was coiled away and the spectators went home greatly en-
lightened, though some were sufficiently censorious to remark
that the slight damage might easily have been repaired and a
second run made.

CONSTELLATION.—It is reported, on very good authority,
that Mr. Bayard Thayer has given up all idea of visiting Eng-
land with Constellation, and will race her next season against
Volunteer. As the two are not in the same class, Constellation
being 108ft. l.w.L and Vohinteer under 89ft., they will only come
together in a few races in the East, in which all schooners are
classed.together, and in the Goelet Cup race. In the races of the
New York cruise, which bring out the best entries of the year.
Constellation will have nothing modern to sail against.

"GEOFFREY HAMPSTEaD," A l^ACHTING NOVEL.- We
have received from the publishers, Messrs. D. Appleton & Co.,
New York, a very bright and clever novel which cannot fail to
interest yachtsmen,<-especially those familiar with the lakes the
scene of the story being on or about Lake Ontario. The author,
Mr. Thomas S. Jarvis, is an old late yachtsman, formerly a
Toronto lawyer, who, during the past season, has become known
to New Y'ork yachtsmen through some excellent work in the New
York papers, and is now yachting editor of the TFeefr'8 Sport. The
yachting portion of the story is particularly bright and fresh,
and two or three very exciting incidents are well worked up.
While the plot is always interesting and often exciting, the chief
merit of the book is in the character studies, the principals and
their friends being admirably drawn.

YACHT RACING IN 1891.
m.—THE 46ft. and 40ft. classes.

A FTER the meagre records of the larger clashes last week it isXV a pleasure to turn to the long and interesting record of the
46rt. class, as shown m the accompanying table. The first strik-ing tact is the. altered position of the 46 and 40ft. cf^es as com-pared with the previous year. In 1890 the 40f:t. class was themainstay of the racing, the 46ft. class being merely in embryo!with a few new boats and several old ones, but none specially
built for racing In 1891 the 40ft. class had practically disap-
peared, but one boat racing through the whole season, ind shestarting generally m the 46ff. class. At the same time, tie 46ftclass has grown into a fl-jet of a dozen boats, all spacially built j:or

Out of the large fleet of forties built between 1883 and 1890, onlyGossoon was fitted out for racing, the majority of the others beingsold for cruising. Mmerva was laid up all the season at Beverl^her young owner having given up yachting. Pappoose was soldand towed to Lake Erie; Choctaw, Mocassin and Xxra were sold
^^}^ Hudson, Awa came to New York to a new owner, Verenaand Baboon were also sold and Ventura as well. Mar iquita, stillowned by Mr. Belmont, \yas fitted out for cruising use only? 00k-
ing. better m coat of black than she ever did as a white boat.Liris was fatted up for cruising, with a cockpit and wheel, and hasbeen m constant service all the season.
The growth of the 40ft. class was deliberate and pro<^ressive the

isqn'' ^^hhfif^PP'?"^^' ''^^^ ^'^ ^"'i last. Gossoon, in
1890. The 4bf t. class, however, sprung into existence in a single
winter, being the first instance of a large class practically btiilt
to order at short notice for racing. Out of the eleven yachtswhich made up the class, nine were built last winter for it the
other two being but one year old and to all intents new boats.The class had its origin m an agitation which began in Boston
^"I'iar!'',®

success of Minerva in 18S9
, and of Minerva and Gossoonm lf)99, had sealed the fate of the existing class. The first to acton the niany suggestions for a new class was Mr. August Belmontowner of the Mariquita, who ordered early last fall a 46-footerfrom Mr. Burgess. Closely following him came Mr. Bayard

Thayer, owner of Pappoose, who ordered Sayonara, and Mr A
B. Turner, owner ot Milicete, who ordered Oweeue, wiihMr!
Cornelius Vanderbilt, owner of the .30ft. Gladys, a new comer in
the racing ranks, who ordered the new Ilderim. Ail of these
were to be designed by Mr. Burgess, and all were keel craft, theirbeam being little wider than the Burgess 40-footers sn.-b »=;
Chispaand Jlariquita.
•With the existence of the class well assured by these orders

other yachtsmen soon came in, Mr. Foster, owner of Ventura'
placed an order with Fife; Mr. ,lohn B. Paine, son of Gen Paine'
after two successful attempts at designing in the smaller classes'
turned his hand to a forty, which was later enlarged to the fash-
ionable size. The greatest surprise of the winter, however was
the announcement that the Herreshoffs were at work on a' new
yacht for the class, designed by Mr. N. G. Herreshoff, and later
that this boat was for Vice-Com. Morgan, wno had buCt twice for
the 40i:t. class with ljut poor success. All of these were keel craftand it looked at one time as though the centerboard would not
have a representative, but late in the winter Messrs. Bryant and
Prince set to work to get a centerboard racer of the latest type
from Mr. Burgess.
In addition to these new yachts, there was already the 46ft. Jes-

sica, built by Fife the previous year and sailed across, \fter a
little unsuccessful racing in the previous fail, she was refitted
with a larger rig during the winter. Another Fife boat was also
added to the class before the racing began, Uvira, 43ft Lw 1

somewhat similar to Minerva, built for a Halifax yachtsman "in
1890 and sailed across. Early last spring she was purchased by
Mr. F. P. Sands, of Newport. Thus lar tne class was very much a
Boston affair, the yachts being owned or built in the East, but just
before the building season was over a keel was laid in New York
for the yacht Nautilus, designed and built by H. C. Wintnneham
for Mr. J. Roger Maxwell, ovmer of Shamrock.
The work of building was begun so early, in many cases the

spars for some of the Burgess boats being worked out in rhe'fall.
while the hulls were startpd at the same time; that the general
expectation was that the fleet would be complete by thp time of
the first races. Such, however, was very far irom being the case
and the usual annoying delays and attendant expense and disap-
pointment fell to the lot of most of the owners. The experiment
made with Liris, in 1889, ot part composite construction with the
evident necessity for a lighter hull and more ballast below led to
the adoption by Mr, Burgess of some very radical changes in con-
struction in Ventura, Mocassin and Go-soon; and when the new
class took definite shape it followed, as a matter of course that
the construction of Mariquita, Nympa, Thelma, Milicete, and the
older Burgess boats must be materiajly modified.
la all of the new boats then, the effort Was made to reduce

weight, though but with poor success 4n the end, as the boats
began a course of leaking and breaking down as soon as they
were launched, which has been kept up throughout the season
In the first place a serious delay was met with in finding the
large number of heavy keels logs required, and all of the later
boats were delayed on this account. Spars too were scarce by
the time that all were ready for them, and some were glad to get
even poor sticks rather than none at all. Seasoned material for
planking was also scarce, the result being that a number of the
boats leaked very badly. In readiness for the new clasps a num-
ber of early events had been arranged, especially in the East, but
when the time came none of the boats were completed. Mineola
when completed sailed at once for New York to get in trim for
the races there; but the folding up of her channels sent her to
the smithshop at Bay Ridge, where she stayed until much of her
ironwork was replaced, thus losing valuable time. Sayonara also
started for New York, but was compelled to put back to Boston
with her channels gone, through which mishap, and a good deal
of trouble from leaks, she only reached New York after the prin-
cipal regattas had been sailed. Ilderim, after being one of the
first completed, was laid up for the whole season at Lawley's, her
owner deciding to spend the summer abroad. O weene. Beatrix
and Alborak w ere aU late in getting out, and then there was
much work to do before they were fit for racing, all showinjr
weakness and especially leaking considei'ably at first.
So far as construction went, the New York boat. Nautilus, was

far ahead of the Eastern ones, having proved amply strong in use
while her hull is quite light. She, too, was late in fitting out, an<i
not fully ready for the first races. The best construction of all
the American boats was that ot the Herreshoff craft, Gloriana,
with steel frames and straps and a part double skin, the hull
being very light. Although a weakness of the deck developed on
the first trial, it was soon remedied, and the yacht has sailed
through the season without a breakdown.
The Fife boat, Barbara, was by far the most thoroughly con-

structed of the fleet, having, at the expense of some weight a
complete system of steel straps and ties inside the planking- but
she, on launching, had trouble wirh her ballast, going down by
the head and being over the class limit, so that sne had to haul
out for the removal of a ton from the fore end of keel.
iVlthough the shortcomings of some of the boats were in a meas-

ure due to a consideration of expense, the designer and owner'*
not deeming it necessary to go to the additional cost of a double
skm, as in Liris and Gloriana, the fleet throughout was an expen-
sive one, and supposed to be fitted out in the best possible manner
in spars, gear ana sails, as well as in hull. In a number of cases
the best available men were secured to sail them; Captain Nat
Watsbn naturally took charge of Sayonara, having sailed Pap-
poose for two seasons; Captain Charles Barr, of Minerva a skip-
per who has made a reputation for himself in but two seasons
was in command of Beatrix; Captain Harry Haff went from Mari-
quita into Mineola. Alborak had the benefit of the elder Captain
Hank Hafl's experience, but had no skipper in charge, her owner
sailing her; and Barbara and Nautilus were also sailed by their
owners. Gloriana was sailed in part by her designer and also by
her owner, and as her home port was Newport, not far from the
Herreshoffs' yard, with plenty of clear water for sailing, Mr
Herreshoff had unusual opportunities for getting the boat into
trim before the opening races; the splendid shops at Bristol, with
facilities for the finest wood and metal work, contributing theii
share to the yacht's success.
The Eastern Y. C. had prepared to open the season with ahandi

cap regatta in which the new class should play an important
part, sailing its fir.st race, but as the day approached it became
evident that the new boats would not he ready for at least a
month, and the regatta dwindled down to a race of the 30-footerB.
The first race about New York was little more .suecesstul for the
reasons before mentioned, only Jessica coming to the line at
Larchmont on June 6. Liii? was in the harbor, and went in to
mak=! a race, vrith the agi eemeni that no balloon sails should be
allowed, as she had none on board. The wind was light and Liris
was badly beaten. It was not until ten days later, in the Atlantic
Y. C. regatta, that the racing really began, Gloriana very easily
defeating Mineola^ Nautilus and .Jessica.
In the regatta of the Marine and Field Club, on the following

day. Jessica alone was present, and the old sloop Madcap started
against her to make a race, not finishing, however.
The New York Y. C. regatta, a day later, was sailed in a NJE.

storm, a strong breeze and quite a tumble of sea. It bad been
foreteld by many tiat when Glorlaufionoe struck roui^b water sh^
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Classes..

46 and 40rt. Classes, 1891.
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13

13a

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

22a

33

34

3.5

26

37

27a

28

39

30

30a

31

32

33

34

35

86

37

Date.

.luTie 6..

June 16.

.Tune 17.

.Tune 18.

.Tune 20.

June 33.

June 23

June 29.

June SO

July 1...

,Tuly 3. .

July 4,.

.

July 4 ..

July 6..

July 7...

July 16

.

July 33..

July 23,.

Aug. 4..

Aug. 6..

Aug. 7..

Aug. 8..

Aug. 10.

Aug. 10.

Aug. 11-

Aug.l3

Aug. 13.

Aug. 17.

Aug. 18.

Aug. IB

Aug. 19.

Aug. 37.

Aug. 28.

Aug, 38.

Au?.29.

Aug. 33.

Aug. 28.

Aug. 26.

Aug. 29.

Sept,. 8.

.

Sept. 10.

Larch mont, epring

Atlantic, annual

Marine and Field, annual . .

.

New York, annual

Seawanhaka, annual

Oorintliian N. Y., annual

—

Atlanti", ppecial

Eastern annual

Larcbmont, special

Cor. Marblehead, sweeps

Seawanhaka, special

Larchmont, annual

Larchmont, annual

American, annual..

New Roclielle, annual

Meap.
I

I g
and x. a

Class. Q«

Massachuaettp, special

Eastern, special

Cor. Marble Ilea"!, sweeps

1st run to New London—
3d run to Newport

Goelet Cup.

3d run to Vineyard liaven

Special race

Special sweeps.. . .

4th run to New Bedford . .

.

.5th run to Newport

Special race

Corinthian sweeps

Cherry Diamond

Cherry Diamond, private ra,

Cherry Diamon'1

Corinthian, series

Corinthian, series

Cherry Diamond ....

Corinthian, series

'1st I'un.

p

.4th run.

Eastern, fall..

Corinthiau, m

S-C.

s.-w.

8.-W.

S.-W.

s.-w.

s.-o.

s.-w.

s.-w.

s.-o.

s.-w.

s.-w.

C.

s.-c.

s.-w.

M.-W.

s.-w.

s.-w.

s.-w.

s.-w.

s. w.

s.

s.-w.

s.-w.

s.-w.

s.-w.

s.-w.

s.-w.

s.-c.

s.-w,

s-w.

S -W.

s.-w.

S.-w.

s.-w.

s.-w.

s.-w.

s.-w.

s.-w.

s.-w.

s.-w.

s-w.

46 Ft. Class. 40 Ft. Class.

2 Id.w

2 I 3

1

1

d.iv

3

3

4

g.w

3

g.w

3

4

7

1

1

3

6

d.w

d.w

1

Ci.W

d.w

4

3

4
!
a 'p

...\d.w

... d^w

d.w

3?i.t

1

3

Number

of

Starters.

5 5

8

5 5

6 5

8 4

3

3 3

!

3

5

3

Wind,

Weather

and

Water.

h Clear

I Clear

I, Clear, rough...

8, Stormy, rough.

t. Clear

I, Clear

I, Clear

TO, Clear
|

8, Clear, mod. seal

)7i. Clear

m, Clear

m. Clear

m. Clear ,

8, Clear

^-Rain....
!

m, Clear
j

!

m. Clear

j

/, Clear, mod. sea

8, Rain, rough... .

|

i. Clear

TO, Clear

Clear

/, Clear

/, Clear

I, Clear

8, Clear, rough .

.

?, Clear

7, Clear

w. Clear

TO, Clear

/, Clear

ly Clear

8, Rain

8, Rain

8, Clear

I, Foggy

/, Clear, mod..

I, Clear

I, Clear

I, Clear

I, Clear

Liris starts to make a race for Jessica.

Madcap, v>, starts to make a race for .Tessiea.

Ventura sails in 46ft. cla.s8. Mineola springs mast.

Gloriana wins Leland cup.

Uvira, Liris, Mariquita (3) and Broncho (w) in one class

Gloriana wins Banks cup (first prize). Mineola loses
topmast.

TLelma 3.

Regular prize on official handicap.

Special prize under regular allowances, Connor cup
goes to Sayonara.

Mineola runs down markboat. Afterward dismasted.

.Jessica protests Sayonara. Not allowed.

Sayonara parted bobstay. Gos'ioon fouled mark.

Milicete 7.

Grade and 46 ft. class sailed together,

Milicete parted bobstay, w.

Snecial sweepstakes for Beatrix.

Milicete 4. Beatrix timed but not in race.

Mineola wins 1 leg, also $90 sweepstakes.

Private match decided on above race.

Jessica wins 1 leg for cup.

Oweene protests Beatrix. Not allowed.

Leg for Cherry Diamond cup, given to winner of
above race.

Thelma 2, Cinderella 3. Marblehead to Eastern Point.

Cinderella 1. Isle of Shoals to Boothbay.

Cinderella 3. Ram Island to Whitehead.

Cinderella 1. Camden to Bass Harbor.

8 11 19 25 24 13 19 10 3 8 13 7 4 1.56 15 176

Ij

First Places 8 7 5 6 4 1

11 8 6 3 1

5 1

1

5 4

Sail Overs

Total Places 8 8 18 13 7 1 7 3 1 1 5 4

Total Prizes 8 8 8 10 5 1 7 1 2 5 3

S. Seawanhaka rule. O, Classed by corrected length. W, Classed by waterline length. 8. o, Sail over. <j, Grounded, rt, Disabled, iv. Withdrew, n. f. Not timed, p, Disqualifled, with ov
without protest, to, Private match. 7, Light wind, m. Moderate. /, Fresh breeze, s. Strong wind.

would stop; but so far from this being the case, she started with a
No. 3 clubtopsail and carried it all day, doing her best work when
outside tVie Hook. Mineola made very poor weather outside,
Anally springing her mast when only three miles off shore, and
towing home. Jessica and Nautilus sailed well together, Jessica
Anally winning. Those two races, in light and heavy weather,
went far to indicate that Gloriana had things her own way, at
least for a time until the other boats were workpd up; and this
opinion was confirmed in the three following regattas of the Sea-
wanhaka Corinthian, N%w York Corinthian and Atlantic, the
latter a special race for the 46£t. class. The weather was light on
each day. and the water smooth, but whether in a mere air or an
occasional scupper breeze, Gloriana kept far ahead of the fleet.
Sayonara, after many mishaps. Anally reached New York in time
for the Corinthian regatta, but failed to save her time from
.Tessiea. Uvira was also present, but classed with Liris and Mari-
quita, defeating both. In the Atlantic special, Sayonara defeated
Mineola, while Jessica again led Nautilus. The result of all this
racing was to-show that Gloriana was far and away faster than
any of the boats which raced with her, and, moreover, that she
would probably be so through the whole season.
There still remained the four Eastern boats—Oweene, Beatrix,

Alborak and Barbara. The latter two were never considered as
winners, but Oweene was looked upon from the flrst as a fast
boat, as she has proved to be; while the majority of Eastern
yachtsmen were confident that Beatrix, the Burgess center-
boarder, was destined to lower Gloriana's colors. It was expected
that several of these boa ts would start in the annual regatta of
the Massachusetts Y. C on June 17; but none were ready, and the
day was so bad that only a few of the smaller boats completed
their course, the larger ones, sailing outside, all giving up. The
sweepstakes of the Eastern Y. C, on June 19, fared no better,
there being no large yachts present, and the annual regatta ten
days later was flat and inconclusive, though Beatrix sailed her
lirst race. She had against her only the old Thelma and the 40-
footer Gossoon, which latter has been through the season in the
46ft. class. The race was a fluke. Gossoon winning by 3J^min, even
time from Beatrix. Two days later a better race was sailed by
the Corinthian Y. O., of Marblehead, but unfortunately Beatrix
was disabled and did not start. Oweene and Alborak sailed their
first race. Gossoon being with them. Oweene defeated Alborak
very easily, the Paine boat proving defective in many points.
Returning now to the Sound, the special race of the Larchmont

Y. C. on June 30 had but three starters—Sayonara, Mineola and
Jessica; this being the order at the finish. There was a strong
breeze and moderate sea, the two larger boats starting with one
reef in, though this was mainly on accou Qt of the wep.kne88 of

their rigging. The finish was very close, Sayonara winning,
though the corrected time was not calculated for the usual rea-
son, neither boat being measured. The special race of the Sea-
wanhaka C. Y. C. at Oyster Bay, on July S, found the same trio,
but this time Mineola won by a minute. Her victory was the
more creditable from the fact that her owner, v,'ho was obliged to
steer her, having no Corinthian substitute, was suiforiug from a
serious mishap in the shape of several broken ribs, and steered all
day sewn up in a heavy canvas jacket. Jrssica was also handi-
capped in the matter of a helmsman, having no Corinthian to
steer. Mr. A. P. Montant was Anally persuaded to take the stick,
and though entirely new to the yacht, and accustomed to sailing
smaller and different craft, he sailed a very Ane race, beating Say-
onara and being but a minute astern of Mineola.
The Larchmont regatta of July 4 was a novelty, the yachts being

handicapped, Jessica receiving the generous allowance of 8m.
from Mineola and Sayonara. At the same time in this class
another prize was offered under the regular club allowance,
while the Connor cup was also open, under the regular allowance,
to all yachts enrolled in the club. This time Nautilus was ready
with the other three, Gloriana having returned to Newport imme-
diately after the Bay regattas, with the intention of doing no
more racing until the New York cruise. Jessica was given the
generous allowance of 8m. each from Mineola and Sayonara, but
to the surprise of all she beat both very handily on even time,
thus taking the two club priaes, and only missing the Connor cup
through not being enrolled a as club boat. The wind was moder-
ate all day, a mild breeze, varying in spots, but giving no special
advantage to any one boat. Jessica sailed well on all points, but
made her greatest gain to windward, beating home from Cap-
tain's Island to the Hempstead mark, gaining over 3m. on this
leg. A part of the erf dit for her line showing on this occasion
must be given to the steering and pilotage of her Corinthian
helmsman, but even with this she should not have outsailed the
two larger boats in such weather. Nautilus again made a poor
showing to windward, though reaching and running very fast.
The ownership of the Connor cup was left undecided between
Sayonara and Mineola, neither having been measured, while
there was but one second between them in elapsed time. As
Mineola shortly afterward lost her mast and replaced it, her
exact measurement in this race was never determined and the cup
went to Sayonara.
The same quartette was on hand early Monday morning for the

sailing regatta of the American Y. C, off Milton Point, a few
miles from Larchmont. The wind was strong northwest, Jessica
and Sayonara each setting a jibheader over a single-reefed main-
sail, mi a very fine race was promised. Mineola had a good lead

at the outer mark, but her impetuous skipper ran into the mark-
boat, nearly turning it over. Though out of the race after this
manetiver, Mineola kept on in the lead all the way home; but
when witbin a couple of miles of the finish Capt. Haff undertook
to Set his jib heaaer, though there was still a strong breeze, aUd
t^ok the mast out of her. This made Sayonara the winner, with
Jessica again ahead of Nautilus. Only Sayonara and .Tessiea
came to the line next day in the New Rochelle Y. C. regatta, the
former taking the prize. On the first leg a foul occurred as
Sayonara was passing Jessica, and both yachts protested, but the
regatta committee declined to giye a hearing to the case.

A DANGEROUS VOYAGE.-The Golden Eagle, ss., owned by
Lady Scott and commanded by Captain A. Paterson, arrived at
Cowes on October 18 from Stromferry, after a very perilous voy-
age. The yacht left Stromferry on the 2d inst., but on account of
bad weather had to put into several ports, and only reached
Kingstown on the night of the 12th, und remained until the 15th,
and rode out the hurricane ot the 13th and 14th. On the 15th
another move was made for Cowes, and when the yacht was off
the Smalls the same night a southerly gale of great violence
sprang up that no canvas could stand, and the yacht was hove to
in a mountainous sea, and so bad was the weather that great
fears were entertained as to the capability of the vessel living out
the gale. The weather moderated somewhat on the 16fch, and the
yacht was put on her course, and from then until the 18th a series
of moderate gales were experienced, and on the morning of this
day, when the yacht was within Ave miles of the Needles, the
main shaft broke and slipped out until the after stern post stopped
it, taking all the packing out with it, and allowing the sea to rush
into the vessel in such great quantity that it would have caused
the yacht to founder in a short time. The boats were ordered to
be in readiness, but happily were not required, as, by great perse-
verance, the hole was sufficiently stopped, and by the aid of the
ship's pumps and bailing the yacht reached Cowes safely. The
master reports that he has been fifty years at sea, but has never
experienced such awful weather. The yacht has since come into
the harbor and is being dismantled, and will go on the patent slip
for survey, as, besides receiving the damages named, she is con-
siderably strained.—iajid and Water.
UTOWANA.—Steam yacht, W. W. Durant, has been laid up at

Cowes, her crew being sent home. The abandonment of the long
cruise for which the yacht was built is due to the illness of the
owner's wife at sea.

SULTANA.-Steam yacht, T. L. Pdrk,"has recently left England
for the Mediterranean,
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AMERICAN MODEL Y. C.
'T^HE notice to attend in force to dpcide the mea-iuremetit ques-
J- tion resulted in filling up the pleasant rooms of Mr, Townley,
showing the great interest felt in the matter. After consider-
able disgussion on the merits of taxing sail area, the questionwas put to a vote and carried with only two dissenting votes,
ihe present rine for^m^surement is by the l.w.l. alonp. The new
rule will be 3^—^ = sailing length; yachts to be classified

by l.w.l. as heretofore.
was then made to introduce a new class, namely 42 to

48in., this being a part of the old Second C ass, and to discard the
present First Class, making it Class A; this class to run up to 63in.
rhere will probably be very little if any racing in this class.
ine motion was seconded and carried to make new classes as

follows: Class A, 53 to CSin,; First Class, 48 to 53in.: Second Class,
4^ to 48m.; Thu-d Class, 35 to 43in.A motion was made to do away with sailing to windward andtowing back to starting line—by making all classes sail over a tri-
angular course. After some discussion it was thought impracti-
cable to sail the larger class over such a course, as with a beamwmd they were apt to get away from their skippers and be
wrecked on shore, or to run down row boats some, it being no inke
to be punched m the ribs by the nosepole of a runaway model
yacht of 6oin. w.l. It was finally decided to sail Class A aud First
Class yachts to windward only. The Second and Third Classes to
sail over a triangular course; the triangle to be one-half mile, overwhich the above named classes will sail twice, making the
distance sailed one mile. The windward races to be sailed in
heats, best two out of three. The amendments to take effect
next season.
The result of these new rules has decided owners to build new

yachts to fit them. Mr. M ich all es will build a 46in.; J. Pfeiffer,owner of Electra, has ordered a 40 from Oapt. N. Avedson, of New
York; H. Fisher has received an orde- to build a racer for G. Arm-
strong; G-. Sheridan has accepted a design and plans for a 46-incberfrom the board of F. Nichols; Mr. Rogers is negotating for plans

lease of life"
^^^^ designer. So model yachting has taken a new

The fourth and last regatta of the season was sailed on Nov. 3,the wind bemg W. and proving very unsatisfactory. It gave the
regatta committee considerable trouble to^ locate a satisfactory

was'^stak^' off
'
^^^^^ hour's shifting about, a M mile course

The first heat of the third class was called at 12 M., all yachts
crossing the line 6m, later, Mr. Lyons' Jennelta winning this heat
hy Im. 58^3. corrected time from Mr. Townlev's Star.

•K omV®^'^'°^'*-,o?'?'^
^^^^^ ^^^-ts were won by Mr. Pfeiffier's Electraby 301^9. and 23i^s. corrected time respectively from the Star.

1< irst heat of second class was called at 1:45 P. M. This proved
the prettiest race of the day. Kate and the schooner Normandiecommg for the finish line on starboard tack with the schooner on
tne cutter's lee beam and Marguerite well to windward of both
but somewhat astern. The cutter not having es^ablished an over-
lap was hailed to give room lor schooner to clear leeward stake
the cutter s skipper complying, at once went about, the schoonertackmg at the same time, both getting their port tacks aboard asthey crossed the finish almost together. Marguerite in the mean-
time had gained by this, she holding her starboard tack until she
crossed the line with the others. This was a very prettv picture
tor the spectators, but one of the committee who held the clock
sutterea untold agony, and it is a question whether he can tellwhich IS the clock and which is the second hand as yet. K^ite CMr. Shpridan, winning by 31s. corrected time from Marguerite,
il. iisher this yacht having carried away bobstay and bowsprit
Shrouds, Kate O. .winning second heat and race by 29s. corrected
V'^,*^*^?'^^*^'?:'"^"®"'^*^-

Three hearty cheers being given for the
A. M. y. C, the season being at and, the yachts went out of com-
mission.

SECOND CLASS—FIRST HEAT,
Srart. Finish. Elapsed. Coi-r-^ctPd.

Norraandie 1 53 41 g 01 00 0 07 19 0 07 49
Kate C. , 1 53 60 2 01 02 0 07 12 0 07 30M
Marguerite 1 53 -JO 2 01 02 0 07 22 0 08 OlM
Henretta 1 54 10 2 05 37 0 11 27 0 11 21

SECOND HEAT AND PINAL.
Normandie 2 12 00 2 22 44 0 10 44 0 11 19
Kate C .2 13 00 2 23 15 0 09 15 0 09 4314
Marguerite. 3 14 30 2 24 23 0 09 53 0 10 12MHenretta 2 12 46 2 26 07 0 13 23 0 13 26

THIRD CLASS -FIEST HEAT.
Jennetta 12 05 30 13 13 SO 0 07 20
Marjorle 12 05 48 12 15 30 0 09 33
Star 13 06 08 12 15 30 0 09 23
Electra 12 05 20 OuTside flags.

SECOND HEAT.
Jennetta 12 35 54 12 35 15 0 09 21
Marjorie 12 25 38 12 36 10 0 10 33
Star 12 37 00 13 36 19 0 09 19
Electra.... 12 25 15 13 33 50 0 08 30

THIRD HEAT AND FINAL.
Jennetta 13 49 51 13 59 00 0 09 09
Marjorie 13 50 OO 1 00 32 0 10 22
Star 13 51 43 1 00 31 0 03 37
Electra 13 51 27 13 59 03 0 07 35

07 49%
10 C7
09 485^

0
0
0
0 09 00

09 55M
11 07

10 om
10 53
08 58^
08 35

THE FUTURE OF YACHT RACING,—We have heretofore
said there is a vague, hazy sort of feeling afloat that the Y. R, A.
can do something to cause a "good type of boat to be built," al-
though the good type is not very clearly delineated: also that any
variations from this conjectural good type shall be barred by the
Y. R. A. The Y. R. A. might be even a«ked to go a little further,
and pass a rule that only the type of a boat produced by one p ir-
ticular designer should be allowed to compete. This sounds like
an absurdity, but practically it is no more than a regulation to
conserve a particular type would amount to. As we hav-e already
said, the reasons do not exist now in the pot«nt manner they did a
few years ago for endeavoring to make the racing vacht a good
type to copy for cruising yachts. The cruising sailing yacht is
being rapidly displaced by the steam yacht, and as racing steam
ya^-hts has not, and is not likely to become a fashion, they cannot
suffi^r in form by the exigencies of racing. Thus the main thing
we have to consider now is the development of the small racing
yacht, although no doubt there will be -lO-raters and 60-raters
Duilt for some years to come yet: but so far the boats of that size
which have been built under the present rule are better for either
racing or cruising than the last narrow yachts which were built
for racing under the old tonnage Tule.—Field. v 0
KATYDID.—Mr. H. L. Wiiloughby has laid up his steam yacht

Wampanoag at Newport and will spend the winter in Florida, as
usual, taking with him the 26-foot Herreshoff launch Katydid,
which he recently purchased from Vice-Corn. Morgan. Katydid
left Newport on November 3, with her owner at the tiller in the
after cockpit and the engineer in the forward cockpit. She
reached Sionington that night, continuing her voyage next day,
and arrived at Bay Ridge on Saturday afternoon. Her owner and
crew lived on board through the entire trip. A bed was made up
aft, the melon or canopy was closed, and with both feet near the
boiler there was no discomfort from cold. The engineer made up
a bed in his compartment, and the cooking was done over a
single burner naphtha stove, the furnace being used for an occa-
sional broil. The launch has a two-cylinder compound engine of
light construction, but which has proved very satisfactory, and a
Herreshoff coil boiler. Only the regular bunker supply, half a
ton,was used on the trip, an extra sack of coal carried being
unopened. The launch will be shipped from New York to St.
Augustine by steamer.
CENTERBOARDS.—There are, we hear, some additional experi-

ments to be made with heavy center plates; but it is very prema-
ture, to say the least, to assume that tne Dora, Ornsay and Elfin
settled the matter as against lead keel yachts this season. In
their case there was a good deal besides the metal center plate
which brought about their success; and if the taste for fixed keels
still exists, there is no reason, so far as we can at present see, why
It should not be gratified. But supposing it is proved that a vessel
with a center plate, well and smoothly fitted in its case, is a
superior yacht for racing to the yacht with a fixed lead fin. is it
not also likely to be proved that she will be also a better yacht for
cruising on most parts of the coast?—f^ieZcl.

A NEW WINTER BASIN.—The large works of the Gas Engine
and Power Co., at Morris Docks, have lately been improved by the
construction of a basin with 13ft. of water at low tide, in which
are now laid up the steam yachts Tillie, Com. Siarbuck; Oneida,
E. C. Benedict; Orienta, J. H. Ladew; Puzzle, A. B. Claflin; the
schooner Republic, T. H. Hall; the new auxiliary cutter Half
JVloon, James RooseveP, and other craft. The shops offer every
facility for repairs and alterations of all sorts, a regular force of
ship carpenters, boiler makers, machinists, joiners, cabinet
makers, painters and upholsterers being constantly emnloyed.
Separate storage rooms are provided for vachts laying up.

'

A NARROW ESCAPB.-Oapt. Wm. O. Cutter, of the steam
yacht Grace, of Wareham, narrowly escaped drowning on Oct. 30.
He had started for New Bedford from Onset with his small sum-
mer excursion steamer, the Satan, and had the Edward Bangs, a
large steam yacht, of Boston, in tow astern, which was being
taken to New Bedford for repairs. Off Wing's Neck, in Buzzard's
Bay, a rough sea was encountered. Capt. Cutter attempted to
clear the towlines, which fouled, and was drawn overboard. His
head struck the side of the vessel, rendering him unconscious,
and he sank and passed under the steamer. His assistant, Wm,
Burgess, rescued him with diflaculty. He was revived and will
probably recover.- Bosto;?, Herald.
STEBBIN8' COAST PILOT.—Mr. N. G. Stebbins, of Boston,

has recently made several trips along the coast on the tenders of
the Lighthouse Board, for the purpose of securing additional
viows of lighthouses and beacons for a new volume of the "Coast
Pilot." Tliis book, which will be ready by March 1, will include
all lighthouses, lightships and prominent marks between Montauk
Point and Cape Henry, as well as New York Harbor, Delaware
and Chesapeake Bays. The first volume, from New York to East-
port, Me., has proved very successful.

STEAMERS AND YACHTS.—We take pleasure in reprinting
the fo' lowing from the American Sliiplmilder: ' The Astoria Ferry
Company has voluntarily paid for repiinng Fred. M. Smitii's
sloop yacht Mauptte, which was damaged by collision with thfs
ferryboat Harlem on Sept. 20. The company also made a gift of
money to Boatkeeper Fitzgerald, who picked Mr. Smitli and his
frieid out of the East River when they were knocked overboard
by the shock."

^nm^B tit ^arres^mdmh.

No Notice Taken of Auonymoas Correspondents.

G. M. W. H.. Baltimore.—Will you inform me what breed dog
Ciidie is, also Sanco? Ans. Your data too meagre.
F. B., Boston.— I am told that the common wildcat s'ill inhabits

the woods of western Massachusetts. Is this true? Ans. We do
not know of its existence there.

B. R. H., Chicago.—Which will kill furthest, a 10-bore loaded
with 4i^dr8. powder and IMoz. No. 6 shot, or a IS-bore loaded with
3J^drs. powder and li^oz. No, 6 shot? Ans, The 10-bore if each
gun is properly choked.
R. T. M.—Is it true that we cannot ship game from one county

to another in New York State ? If so, please give reference to the
law? Ans. It is forbidden by the State law to transport more
than one carcass of deer in any part of the State except Long
Island ; to transport game or woodcock from the forest nreserve
unless accompanied by owner. County ordinances forbid ex-
portation from Cattaraugus, Chautauqua, Chenango, Monroe.
Oneida and Rockland counties. See Book of tlie Qavie. Laws tov
full text of these several laws.

Camper.—The trout and venison preserved by "J. H. D." wero
treated in this manner, as stated in our second Adirondack
number: "Our trusty and active guides, who understood the
business, built a stone smoke-house of small but sufficient dimen-
sions, laid sticks across the lop, and on these the meat, cat into
strips, with the trout properly dressed, and slightlv salted, were
laid, and the whole covered with thick bark. A'sIow fire was
kindled in the pit and kept burning till all were partly cooked and
well dried. In this condition either will keep tor months, and
when eaten at home is a pleasant reminder of camp scenes and
life."

A. ;H. p., Lawrenceville, N. J.—Wanting to purchase some
unmounted heads of elk and moose from Canada, can you tell me
if there is any tariff on such things, and if so. what the amount
or per cent, may he ? Ans. Paragraph 713 of the Act of October
1, 1890, reads as follows under the free list :

" Specimens of natural
history, botany, and mineralogy, when imported for cnbinets or
as objects of science, and not for sale." If the heads of the
moose and elk referred to by you are imported '• for cabinets or
as objects of science and not for sale," they would be entitled to
free entry. If undressed or unmounted and imported for sale,
they would be dutiable at ten per cent, ad valorem, as an ua-
enumerated unmanufactured article.

SA7E YOUR^ TEOPHIES.
WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

It gives directions for preparing and preserv-
ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Pish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy,

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

BLUEFISH, WEAKFISH and STRIPED BASS
Can be caught in any of the waters around New York City. Big
bluefish are in large numbers along the coast. We can supply
the tackle. You can do the rest.

Call and examine our stock, or send us 10 cts. to cover postage,
and we will mail you our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York,

^^Fi7ie sense and exalted sense are not half so
useful as common sense. There are a score of
men of wit for one man of good sense. Ee that
carries nothing about with him hit gold,^ is every
day at a loss for readier change."—Addison.

There are more men of sense now than in Addison's time.
By men of sense we mean men who can comprehend the theory
and advantages of a business that places the man or woman
buying for his or her own wants, in contact with the makers of
the goods. Practicing as we preach, we buy this way ourselves,
cheaper and better. We know yon can do the same.

to 116 Michigan Ave., Giiicap
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HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN

AUTOMATIC SHELL EJECTORS.

Instead of giving the dealer larger discounts we have decided to give the sportsmen the benefit of a reduction, and have concluded to make extraordinary-

low Net Prices on the Charles Daly Guns.
While making this reduction we might mention that the high standard of workmanship for which the Daly gun has always been renowned shall be retamed.

We have expert testimony that these guns are equal in workmanship to the celebrated Purdey guns, and far superior to all other so-caleed London

makes, such as Greener, Scott and Westley Richards. An examination will soon convince the unprejudiced customer. They are more conscientiously made,

more beautifully finished, handsomer in appearance, with shooting qualities unsurpassed, in fact far ahead of guns costing |ioo more.

Should you live in or near New York, we would invite you to call and examine our stock and be convinced.

If you live anywhere else in the United States and your dealer has none in stock, insist upon his ordering one, or order one direct from us. Send
for Cataloerue. ^^^^^ E^KIOSESSs
No. 55. .Fine Hammer Gun, Damascus Barrels, nicely engraved $85.00 Net |

No. 155. .I^ame as No. 55, but featherweight, 5i to 61bs $100.00 Net

No. 130. .Fine Damascus Barrels. Plain Finish $110.00 Net I No. 150. .Automatic Ejectors, plain finish $165.00 Net
No. 120. .Featherweight, ditto, 5-i to 61bs 125.OO Ket |

No. 350. .Diamond Quality Automatic, Highest Grade made 250.00 Net

Guns made in 10, 12, 16 and 20-Bores, 26in. to 32in. Barrels, to 11 lbs.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway & 84 Duane St., NSW YORK.

The Celebrated Smith & Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleaible east iron, and often sold for the

genuine Smith Si. Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH & WESSON,
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FOR THE GUN.
A new work by an English writer,

"H. H."
The instructions here given are the result of
the author's amateur practicil experience
of thirty-seven years. A review in Fobest
AND Stream says:

"This work is a very well written treatise upon
the subject, containing some new ideas and much
that is interesting and instructive to the new be-
ginner as well as not a little that will be beneficial
to even old hands to study. The cliapter devoted
to kennel management is a short one. but it is
very nearly complete, and is alone worth many
times the price of the work to any one that will
heed its teachings."

Price $S.50, postpaid, by the

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York,

FIRST LESSONS

J>ogTraining
WITH

Slaiilarils and Foiiiti ofMm
JOB

All BREEDS OF DOGS.
Being the Standards of "Stonehenge" and also

those adopted by Specialty Clubs,

BeTised to Date.
Price, 60 Cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING OO.
318 Broadway, New York.

T.<MimAw nAVlUlS no,. 1 UHtipVi T.aTio-

TeufeltheTerrier;
OR,

The liife and Adventures of
an Artist's Dog.

Told and illustrated by J. YATES CARRTNG-
TON, and written by CHARLES MORLEY,

a friend of Teiifel's.

A book which has had wonderful popularity in
England. Paper. Price. 75 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..
318 "BroA-dwav, Nflw Ynrt

THE FOX-TERRIER.
History and Description with

Beminiscences.

By RAWDON B. LEE,
Kennel Editor London Field.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.

15 Portraits and Ulnatratlons; 180 pages.
PRICE, SI.60.

FOREST AND STREAM PURLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

The Collie or Sheep Dog
A HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE

BREED.
By KAWDON B. LEE.

Denay 8vo., 157 pages, printed on plate paper
with illustrations. Price $1.50. For sale by

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
31fi Rroorlwqv "Wpw VorV

TENTS AND CAMPING
Is the subject of a new book called

Gypsy Tents and How to Use Them.

It gives a vast amount of information about

how to live out of doors. Besides tents, how
to make and put them up, it teUs of camp
fires, camps, pack saddles, cooking utensils,

bedding and clothing, and the joys and sor-

rows of camping. All outers need it. Fully

illustrated. Price $1.35.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

NESS AND HEAD NOISES CORED
I by Peck'a Invisible Tubular Ear Cualiions. Whis.

pers heard. SucceSBfulwhen all reraedieapfjPPDEAF

2^6
The Francotte Oun.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Crowds.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Crood Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE,
246 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, HI.

Two-thirds size only.

"SURPRISE WHISTLE,"
The LiOTidest Whistle Known.

The Elastic Tip makes it capable of producing
1,000 different sounds.

Perfect Dog or Quail Call, 25 cts.

Dealers write for Discount.

Ma,nufactured only by
AMERICAN PIN CO.. Waterbury, Ct.

SPORTSMEN WILL consult then- own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks tbej^ Insist up-
on having those only made by THE
AMKKICAN NEKBLE AND KISH

HOOK CO., New Haven, Conn.,
who have the
largest facili-

ties, and make Best goods in the Avorld.
For Sale by the Trade Everi'tr'heee.
For InnnsTRATED Catalogue.

THE ALFORD & BERKELE CO.,
p. O. Box 2002. SPECIAL .VGENTS,

Ao. T~ Ciiambers St., N. Y.

IB mil II iiii'i iiiipjiiigi^.diaai!ia

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
5654 Atlantic St., EKGLBWOOD, ILLS.

Tront Flias ft» 3, 5, 7 nnd 11 Cents Kach.

FESGUSON'S PATENT BEFLEGTING LAMPS,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
With Adjustable Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combines Head Jack,

Boat Jack, Fishing:Lamp,
Camp Lamp, Dash Lamp,
Belt liantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office. 6g FQlton St. H. Y.

PHOTOGRAPHS
of the A. e. A.
SIADK AT

Wellsboroug'h Point, Lake Champlain.
Miniature copy of the 35 Photographs will be

sent on receipt of 10 cnts in postage stamps.
Address S. R. STODDARD, Publisher,

Glens b'ALLS, N. Y.
(There w'll be no book of ' Glimpses" this year.

"Glimpses" of 1890 by mail, S2.00.)

ALIi OF YOUK FKlBiJ^DS
Are reading the

Sportsman and Tourist
(The Leading Illustrated Monthly)WHY IDOKT'T TTOXJ?

Will he sent from now (iticludinff Sepf. num-
ber) to January. 1893, FOE ONE LITTLE DOLLAEI
16 months. Justtbinkof it. Sample copy free.

JAMAICA PirBLISBIN& 00.. Jamaica Plain. Maas.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

G-lass Blower,
And Manufacturer of

Artificial Eyes
For Birds, Animals and Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North 'William St., New York.
Send for Price List.

Pedigree Record Book
Containing 175 blank pages arranged for carry-
ing out a dog's pedigree to the fifth generation
with a lettered Index for ready reference. 82.50

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING OO..

CHEAPEST HOUSE
XN AMERICA 1 OR

! GUNS!!

AGEKX FOR
Remington,

Parker,
L. C. Smith,

Lefever, etc.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogues free. Mention Forest and Stream.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

I. B, caooE & CO.,

FISHING TACKLE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 29bh Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEIJD rOR CATALOGUE.

ST. BERNARDS.
AT STUD.

This grand young dog is the best son of cham-
pion Otho out of Lackme, a danghter of champion
Slerciiant Prince. He is 33in. high, of a rich
orange color with complete collar and perfect
markings. He is a wonderfully vigorous young
dog, and has proven himself a great stock getter.
As a stud dog he is unsurpassed. Fee $50.
Fuppies for sale.

THE ABBEY KENNELS,
Riverside and Grafton avenues, Woodside, N. J.

U. T. BENNIE, Prop.

AT STUD. FEE .$50

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. 6284),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapstpr and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.

Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Cluh.

Babylon, L. I.

BLUE EIDGE KENiNELS.
IN THE STUD.

The celebrated champion stake winner Gath's
Mark, Gath's Hope and Dan Gladstone. The
Blue Ridge Kennel has now opened its book for

the fflll season of 1891 and spring of 1892 for Gath's
Mark an ' Dan Gladstone, limited to 50 services
each. $2,001:) is given away in premiums to the get
of the above dogs, which win different Derby
stake" in 1893 or after. Particulars on application.

THE BLUE RIDGE KENNELS, SperryviUe, Va.

RIDGEFIEID ST. BERNARD KENNELS

It stud. KINGLIMMON. Fee $40.
(16,366.)

Kinglimmon is orange in color with perfect
white markings and black shadings, stands 34in.

high and is the sire of some very promising
youngsters. Pups for sale. Address

C. A. HOUOK, 923 Madison ave.. Albany, N. Y

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth, immense rough-coat, the only son of

Lord Bute at stud in America. 3. Patrol, one of

our best smooths, fee S35 each. ^
JOHN KEEVAN, 195 King St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

AtStud.-Englieh greyhounds. Gem of the Season,

winner of over 50 firsts and specials. Pious Pem-
broke,winner of over 20 firsts and specials; Dexter,

corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.

Gbeyhound & PoontE Kennels, Salem, Hasp.

Y Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos SOcts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H.
noOMBR. 1 Kxchansr«< BloWV. Baneror. M«

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFERTHE SERVICES OF THE FOLLOWING

STUD DOGS:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION CHAMPION

The Squire, iiififim,

Roslyn Conway, ouA^^na^

sir 'Keipl, mm Dim,
(A. 14,735). Fee 815. (A. 17,57"). Fee S25.

ENGLIS~H PUGS.
Kash, Jr.,

CHAMPION

Treasure,
(A. 10,5! Fee $15.

(A. 17,804).

Fee, - - - -

IRISH SETTERS.
SEMINOLE,

I

ELEO,
(A. 20,088). Fee $20. I (A. 11,450). Fee S15.

Extended pedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of ihe above breeds
for sale at reasonaide prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

SIR FREDERICK
(21,741) Champion Royalty—Olinda.

The very cream of all England's breeding; no
better bred English setter lives. Winner of 44
first prizes, seven seconds, seven silver cups and
two gold medals. Extended pedigree with litho-
graph, by mail. Imported August 8, 1891,

Fee $50.

DAD WILSON'S BOY
(12,880).

Will give you the much coveted Gladstone
Druid and Count Noble blood. Swift as the wind,
pretty as a picture, full of bird sense. Fee SaS.

G. O. SMITH.
WHEELINO, W. VA.

FOX-TEBBIESS
IN STUD.

Champion Raby Mixer $15
Reckoner.. 15

Pitcher 25

Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

St. Bernard Pups
for sale, of choicest blood and fine auality. Also

valuable pugs.

CHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass.

SPRATTS

PATENT
EAT FrBRDTEDOG OAKES (WITH BEBTEOOT)

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods Increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
, oi ^

No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, aU complete in wood form^length
^

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz. . .* V.'. .V.V. " "

No:i3^joTnr6"ri?Sp\^t"B^
8i, 9, 9J, 10ft. , weight 9, lOJ, 12, 13oz *."...'....".','.". "

^'ja??
^^^.l^^-^l^^/.- -Av -riViXw-

•

•
• • ^Av •i;;^-;^ k,;;;.

• i;;a;;mo,mtin^s: 9ft.:v,;: V.V.;; V.V. V.V.
'.*...*...'..'.".*

".

2 72
8 32
2 75
3 75
90e.

Handle,
Linen Reel

J. F. HABSTEBS, 51, 63 A 55 Court St^ Brooklyis N. Y.
mmmA Sc. tmmv for lUwtratoA CatelocM for 1881. OPBH BTBHUrOB.
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NOVEMBER DAYS.

T N a midsummer sleep one dreams of winter, its cold,

its silence and desolation all surrounding him ; then

awakes, glad to find himself in the reality of the light and
warmth of summer.
Were we di'eaming yesterday of woods more gorgeous

in their leafage than a flower garden in the flush of pro-

fusest bloom, so bright with innumerable tints that

autumnal blossoms paled beside them as stars at sunrise?

Were we dreaming of air soft as in springtime, of the

gentle babble of brooks, the carol of bluebirds, the lazy

chirp of crickets, and have we suddenly awakened to be

confronted by the desolation of naked forests, the more
forlorn for the few tattered remnants of gay apparel that

flutter in the bleak wind? To hear but the sullen roar of

the chill blast and the clash of stripped boughs, the fitful

scurry of wind-swept leaves and the raving of swollen

streams, swelling and falling as in changing stress of

passion, and the heavy leaden patter of rain on roof and

sodden leaves and earth? .

Verily, the swift transition is like a pleasant dream
with an unhappy awakening.

Yet not all November days are dreary. Now the sun

shines warm from the steel-blue sky, its eager rays de-

vour the rime close on the heels of the retreating shadows,

and the north wind sleeps.

The voice of the brimming stream falls to an even

softer cadence, like the murmur of pine forests swept by
the light touch of a steady breeze.

Then the wind breathes softly from the south, and

there drifts with it from warmer realms, or arises at its

touch from the earth about us, or falls from the atmos-

phere of heayeii itself, not smoke, nor haze, but some-

thing more etherial than these, a visible air, balmy with

odors of ripeness as the breath of June with perfume of

flowers; and pervading earth and sky, that melt together

in it, till the bounds of neither are discernible, and
blending all objects in the landscape beyond the near

foreground, till nothing is distinct but some golden gleam
of sunlit water, bright as the orb that shines upon it.

Flocks of migrating geese linger on the stubble fields,

and some laggard crows flap lazily athwart the sky or

perch contentedly upon the naked treetops as if they

cared to seek no cUme more genial.

The brief heavenly beauteousness of Indian summer
has fallen upon the earth, a few tranquil days of etherial

mildness dropped into the sullen or turbulent border of

winter.

In November days, as in all others, the woods are beau-

tiful to the lover of nature and to the sportsman who in

their love finds the finer flavor of his pastime. Every
marking of the gray trunks, each moss-patch and scale

of lichen on them, is shown more'distinctly now in the

intercepted light, and the delicate tracery of the bare

branches and their netted shadows on the rumpled carpet

of the forest floor, have a beauty as distinctive as the

fullness of green or frost-tinted leafage and its silhouette

of shade.

No blossom is left in woods or fields, save where in the

one the witch-hazel unfolds its unseasonable flowers

yellow beneath cold skies, or a pink blossom of herb
Robert holds out with modest bravery in a sheltered

cranny of the rocks; and where in the other, the ghostly

bloom of everlasting rustles above the leafless stalks in

the wind-swept pastures. And there are brighter flashes

of color in the somber woods where the red winter-berries

shine on their leafless stems and the orange and scarlet

clusters of the twining bitter-sweet light up the gray
trellis of the vagrant climber.

No sense of loss or sadness oppresses the soul of the

axdent sportsman as he ranges the unroofed aisles alert

for the wary grouse, the skulking woodcock, full-grown

and strong of wing and keen-eyed for every enemy, or

the hare flashing his half-donned winter coat among the

gray underbrush as he bounds away before the merry
chiding of the beagles. The brown monotony of the

marshes is pleasant to him as green fields, while the

wild duck tarries in the dark pools and the snipe probes

the unfrozen patches of ooze. To him all seasons are

kind, all days pleasant, wherein he may pursue his sport,

though the rain pelt him, chill winds assail him or the

summer sun shower upon him its most fervent rays, and
in these changeful days of November he finds his full

measure of content.

MINNOWS JA PONDS.

MANY persons have noticed the remarkable changes

which often occur in the life of ponds and streams.

In some cases these are readily explained by the influence

of settlement, with its necessities and caprices, and their

demands upon water-courses and reservoirs. But again

there is an element of mystery about some of the trans-

formations during a generation. As an illustration, we
may refer to a recent conversation with a Forest and
Stream correspondent, Mr. S. F. Denton. Near this gen-

tleman's home at Wellesley, Mass., there is a small sink

hole about 100 feet in diameter, known as School House
Pond, During Mr. Denton's boyhood this was full of

catfish or horn pouts and contained no other fish. About
eight or ten years ago a fishing party, on their return from
a trip, had a pail of bait minnows left over. One of them
said: "Boys, it's too bad to throw these minnows away;

let's put them in School House Pond." Into the pond

they went, and to-day the water is filled with them; they

can be caught in enormous numbers and are just the size

for bait; but Hot a single horn pout nor any other fish ex-

cept the minnow is to be found there. Water plants are

plentiful and frogs too, but the minnow fills the category

of fishes and supplies the neighborhood with bait. These

little fish resemble the shad in shape. The same fish

abounds in Waban Lake, near Wellesley, and keeps the

bass and pickerel so well supplied that it is difficult to

catch them with live minnows. As an illustration of their

abundance, Mr. Denton remarked that on one occasion,

when he and his friends had exhausted their supply of

bait, they took up all the captured fish lying in the bottom

of the boat, turned them head downward, shook them,

and obtained minnows enough in this way tO continue

fishing half the afternoon.

ARTIFICIALLY REARED TROUT.
'T^HE Massachusetts law. as most others, forbids the

sale of trout in close season. There are in the

waters of that State, according to an estimate by Mr. W.
S. Gilbert, the successful trout culturist of Plymouth,
from 15,000 to 20,0001bs. of artificially reared trout; and
persons engaged in the business regard it as a hardship

that they are not permitted to market these fish when-
ever they might do so to advantage. At the meeting of

the Massachusetts Association last week Mr. Gilbert pre-

sented the claim of the trout culturists and asked the

Association's aid in securing a modification of the law in

their favor.

When the law was enacted, artificially reared trout

were an unknown factor. The law was not intended to

apply to them. But experience has demonstrated that

to protect any species of fish or game its sale in close

time must be stopped; and the one point for the board

of managers of the Association to consider is whether or

not the desired permission to sell cultivated trout may
open the way to the sale of wild trout. While the rais-

ing of trout for market is an industry which should be

given every reasonable encouragement, because of its

contribution to the food fish supply, the primary purpose

of the statute is to protect the wild fish, and this must be

effected, even at the expense of private enterprises.

Minnesota allows possession and transportation of trout

reared in private waters, and prescribes that they must
be accompanied with a written statement, signed by the

proprietor of the hatchery or waters from which they

have been taken.

SNAP SHOTS.

''pHE horse show which is now in progress at the Madi-
-A- son Square Garden, in this city, and which is proving

a great success both financially and otherwise, will con-

tinue to the end of the week. The weather for the first

two days was unfavorable, but notwithstanding this the

attendance was large even on these days. The quality

of the exhibits is remarkably good, but it is to be noticed

that most of the exhibits are those of pleasure horses,

and that work horses do not appear in any numbers.

The arrangement of the show is far better than it has

ever been before, and it is easy to get about and examine

the animals. Never has this show been so fashionable as

it is this year, and never has it been so difficult to obtain

seats for the most interesting events. Among the exhibi-

tors and prize winners may be seen more than one name
which is well known in the dog world.

In response to the Chatham Association's communica-

tion respecting spring shooting President Harrison returns

a rather non-committal reply; and even if he felt strongly

on the subject, we fail to see just what the Pi-esident

could do about it. Game legislation is distinctly within

the province of the several States; Congress has no juris-

diction, and recommendations on the subject would not

come within the scope of a message. Another fact is

that the tendency of game and fish legislation is in the

line of local and special laws, and too many of them;

witness the county game laws of the State of Maryland,

where President Harrison is just now duck shooting in

company with ex-Senator Sewall of New Jersey,

The latest device in photography is the happy thought

of a Vienna genius, who has invented a camera which is

attached to a rifle and takes an instantaneous picture

when the trigger is pulled. This would be a great thing

for the Massachusetts man who had his Maine guides

stall a big moose in the deep snow while he first photo-

graphed and then deliberately shot it.

And now it looks as if the proposed stocking of Alaska

with reindeer might be accomplished. Dr. Sheldon

Jackson, the Government Agent of Education in that

Territory, has already imported sixteen reindeer from

Siberia, and Capt. M. A. Healy, of the revenue cutter

Bear, reports to the Treasury Department that the pro-

ject is one worthy of every encouragement.

This is the season of field trials of pointers and setters

on quail, beagles on hares and hounds on foxes run in

the good old-fashioned New England style. Every in-

dication points to a growing interest in these events.

Our full and able reports cause the Kennel to encroach

somewhat upon the space usually devoted to other de-

partments.
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SONG OF A GOAT HUNTER.
The white goat, 3Iazama, mnntana, often descrihed in these

columns, is allied to ihe chamois of Europe, and inhahits tbe
highest and most dilfieult peaks of the Bocky Mountains. The
"Song" is from tbe pen of a hunter who has killed many a goat,
and its truth will be appreciated by any one who has ever hunted
these sturdy j-ock climtiers.

TT was a goat, a goat of two—
Ever sing pantingly, pantingly—

Who climbed a peak to take a view,

Hunters live enchantinely.

'Twas there he met his snowy mate-
Ever sing pantingly, pantingly—

Who graceful on her haunches sate.

Hunters live enchanlingly.

The hunter climbed that ridge so tall—

Pantingly, oh so pantingly—
In deadly fear to get a fall

Adown the slide rock slantingly.

The huuter got within a mile

—

Pantingly, oh so pantingly

—

The placid goats above him smile,

Hunters live enchantingly.

The hunter hied him weary home—
Pantingly, oh so pantingly—

The mild-eyed goats uninjured roam.
The mountains rise enchantingly.

H. G. Dttlog.

WINTER SPORTS IN NORTH CAROLINA.
I.

BY CHAKLES HAXLOCK.

A COUPLE of successive visits to the eastern counties
of North Carolina within the past three years, to-

gether with some previous acquaintance with the game
resorts of other portions of the State, including the
mountain region, has prompted me to pitch my tent here
at Newbern for the winter, where the climate is suffi-

ciently warm without being enervating, and where th<?re

is plenty of game and iish at hand in great variety. The
sounding ocean is but twelve miles distant as the crow
flies, but the penetrating salt sea breeze is tempered by
its passage over the land. The piny woods country lies

directly back of us; the wire grass and saw grass prairies

are below us, and the sweeping buzzards in the air are
above and all around us. Morehead City and Beaufort
are within an hour's ride by rail, and tbe Neuse and
Trent rivers, which inclose the city, run up into the
homes of the Tar Heels and Crackers. Surely such a
happy combination of seashore and upland, of river, lake
and brackish sound, of meadow, marsh and forests, of

rank lagoons and barren sandy points, of sunken ledge and
broken reef, of blue sky and genial, bracing atmosphere,
can seldom be found in the winter season anywhere. Of
course there are raw bleak days at intervals; but this is

the weather that hardy sportsmen want, for it brings in

the ducks and geese, and there is no field sport that can
compare with it. Yet the average day is as nearly per-

fect as capricious man could desire, and happy is he, I

say, whose lines may happen to fall in such pleasant
places.
Friends and followers of Nimrod and Izaak Walton can

find an abundance of diversion all over North Carolina
from coast to mountain, but when It comes to the "best
sport in the world," a local writer says the eastern
counties bear off the palm, and I am not disposed to

question his testimony, though I intend to prove it by
personal tests forthwith. Faith I have. It is not the
grain of salt, but the grain of mustard seed which enters
into this equation. This gentleman says:

Our fall and winter hunting is pretty near perfectinu. lathe
first place, our weather during those seasons is nearly perfect.
This, of course, is of the utmost importance to those who desire to
leave the frosts and snows of the North, with its accompaniment
of lowering skies and icy winds behind them, and are in search of
a country where they can revel in balmy sunshine, and whose soft
winds bear upon them the breath of eternal spring.
The climate of eastern Carolina compares with that of southern

France. There are comparatively few cold and wet days, the
winter weather being for the most part, bright and crisp. It is

claimed that there are several points along our coast where frost
has never been known. On the mai aland, on our coast and the
islands adjacent, the climate is nearly perfection on account of
the proximity of the Gulf Stream, which tempers the cold winds
coming from the North.
The lovers of the rod and gun can find no more delightful spot,

neither can they iind one where they will meet with greater suc-
cess. They will fiad the waters teeming with game fish, and on
the main land and islands plenty of game. It seems in'-redihle,

but it is nevertheless true, that within less than a day's journey
from New Vork, and a few hours from Washington, bear,
deer, wild turkeys, wild cattle, wild hogs, etc.. are to be found
in great abundance, while during the fall and winrer mouths
the lakes, rivers and sounds swarm with all kinds of water
fowl. Swan, geese, brant, wild ducks of all kinds, shore birds and
in fact all kinds of water fowl to be found in this country. The
woods and meadows are full of small game, squirrel, partridge,
snipe, woodcock, CLUail, opossum, raccoon and many other kinas,
plentiful enough to delight the heart of the hunter.
Then as to fishing, whether in the ocean or the landlocked

waters near the coast, the fisherman has but to drop his line to

Eull out a plentiful supply of the gamest kind of fish, such asblue-
sh, mackerel, bass, trout, chitb, pike, etc.

To give an idea of the variety of the sport we give the result of
a hunting and fishing trip made by a party of gentlemen to the
country near the Albemarle Sound. They brought home the
skins of three wildcats, two ottei's, the antlers of three large
stags, and a wagon load of fish and turtles. They also killed a
large number of minks, squirrels, raccoons and opossums, besides
a large amount of small game.
Deer, bear and wild turkey are very plentiful, and along our

eastern streams an occasional shot may be had at an alligator,
and if a fisherman gets tired of the famous sport of inland fishing
he can take a sail otit upon the broad Atlantic, fitted out with the
proper tackle, and after catching a shark or two he will have all
the excitement and exercise he will need for some time.

There is certainly an encouraging outlook for the ama-
teur sportsman with an ample field for prowess; and the
best of it is that the statements put forward are fuUy
substantiated by intelligent correspondents of Fokest
AND Stream who have hunted the State over. Just at

present there is captivating sport at Morehead catching
sea trout or weakfish, and the fish very large and fine;

but as it is altogether deep sea fishing with handline in

ten fathoms of water, I soon tire of it myself, though
others like it fresh every hour. The best of the run will

be over by December, but it is no trick at all at present
to catch 2001bs. per dajr.

A week ago I came m from a tour of tbe landlocked
sounds which lie between Norfolk and Newbern, and I

candidly declare that I never enjoyed a short salt water

cruise more heartily. This is saying a good deal for an
old barnacle like myself, who has coasted almost the en-
tire Atlantic and Pacific coasts from Labrador to Alaska,
"as I sailed;" but in fact the whole voyage is so novel,
and so cheap and comfortable withal, that I am con-
strained to press the like enjoyment upon any one
who requires a week's or three months' relaxation and
change of climate at this season of the year, or at

any other season for that matter. One can run out of
the latitude of snowfalls and sleet in twenty-four hours,
and tie up at Newbern with bright-leaved perennial
plants, good friends, and no end of oysters all around
him. He can curl himself up in the sunshine like an old
house dog on a south verandah, with rosebush and
wistaria climbing over if, and enjov contentment until
his heart is full. If he be from the East he will find lots

of folks here whom he has long missed from home and
wondered where they have been these many years. Here
he can contemplate the -'New South" in its changing
aspects, with the African penumbra gradually passing
oft' and giving place to the bright efl'ulgence of a better
day, and a community of elements, once discordant, but
now so intimately blended that politics cannot split

them. And when he has chewed his clover cud of

fancy for two days and a half, until the return steamer
sails back to Norfolk, and been the recipient of unwonted
hospitality from the energetic residents, and visited the
oyster canneries, the pulp and lumber mills, the ginnery,
and miscellaneous factories, and inspected the fair

grounds, the coquina sea wall, and the cemetery inclosed
by the same quaint shell rock dug from the river bed, he
will go away with new impressions and advanced ideas
of this peninsular section and its capabilities.

For my own part, I am here to stay until the end of
spring. This is a restful place. Before me is a lawn
bespangled with roses and cape jasmines, and shaded by
the glossy-leaved magnolia and the dark-hued cedar.

The sweet gum, the catalpa, the china berry and the
mimosa are just passing out of leaf and baring their

limbs for the winter tussle; hue there is left a great pro-
fusion of clambering vines and bright-leaved plants, ever
green, to grace the halcyon season. From a broad ver-

andah which flanks my sitting room I have an unob-
structed view of the noble Neuse River, here a full mile
wide, with woodpd bluffs of autumn foliage along the
opposite shore. Near by a yacht club has its cosy quar-
ters, where jaunty crafts ride at anchor, or spread their

white wings' betimes and speed away. A ghostly revenue
cutter lies in midstream, one of the milk white squadron.
In the distance a vista opens down river toward Pamlico
Sound, twelve miles off, in the blue. The outlook is very
charming. Our steamer came up this river at sun-up one
still, bright morning, when the reflections of the wooded
banks were distinct upon the surface of the water; and
during all this week "the silvery moon has been casting
its silvery sheen upon the ripples at night, and at the full

bridging it with a lambent zone which stretches from
shore to shore. One evening I fancied that I saw a young
water sprite or naiad diving off from the edge of it, but
it was only the splash of a sturgeon in the moonbeams.
These sounds of eastern North Carolina are a great

deal larger than they look on the map. Pamlico Sound
is forty miles wide at its broadest. Vessels in mid chan-
nel are always out of sight of laud, or would be were the
bottom not so near the surface. Land is often visible

alongside over the rail. On the shoalest spots small cab-
ins are built on iron piles to serve as beacons for mariners
by day and night. Being far from land and apart from
intercourse with men, the isolated keepers are apt to dis-

cover in due course of time that solitude and inaction are
not rest.and peace. Such man have abundant opportunity
to imagine what existence might be if it only were.
Gulls would become lonesome in such places. Of course
agriculture does not enter into their industrial economy,
though it is a current joke among the "combers" and
beach men that they raise [from below] all that they eat.

Quiddities like this, however, are tolerated only on the
forecastle deck on a cold day.
Besides Pamlico Sound, there are the Albemarle, Cur-

rituck. Roanoke and Croatan sounds, all of which the
regular packets traverse on their watery routes. These
constitute a pleasant alternation from the navigation of

the canals through which they have to pass on the way
from Norfolk or Elizabeth City. The whole hydrographio
system is much like a chain of lakes with slack water
connections. Altogether the voyage is a novel experi-

ence, and well worth a description in my next letter, I

think.

It is very easy and comfortable to get one's luggage
snugly stowed aboard one of the elegant steamers of the
Old Dominion Steamship Line, at New York, say the

Guyandotte or the Roanoke, and have no more care of it

until it is put ashore on the company's dock at Newbern.
You simply change at Norfolk from a sea-going vessel to

a smaller light draft craft, that will carry no more than
7ft. through the canal. There is satisfaction in traveling
in this way. You are at home all the time; you are the
guest of the steamer. You lounge, play cribbage, eat

and smoke; you are not hustled, your rest is sweet and
unbroken, if the weather be fair, and T have never hap-

Sened to strike bad weather yet. You need not, in these

ays, if you take pains to consult the weather forecast of

the U. S. office. This is a marvelous age!

The supplementary steamers of the Old Dominion Line
leave Norfolk for Newbern every Monday and Thursday.
The duration of the round trip is three days, and the cost

$2 per day and all found, if one sticks to the ship. I left

New York on a Wednesday at 3 o'clock P. M.
,
arriving at

Norfolk at 5 o'clock in the evening of Thursday, and so

had three days in that city and Richmond before leaving
for the south on Monday, with lots of time to visit the

clubs and the markets, and to inspect the Navy Yard and
Naval Hospital, the North End improvement, the docks
and warehotises, the peanut factories and all points his-

torical from way back, besides attending service at Christ

Church, and visiting the ancient churchyard of St. Paul's,

with its collection of rare plants and trees, its tombstones
250 years old, and a round shot imbedded in its walls of

imported bricks.

Norfolk is a sort of nursery for sportsmen, market gun-
ners and fishermen. Many of its resident gentlemen are

members of the Currituck'gun clubs, the Ideal, Rugged
Island, Martin's Point, Deal's Island, Knots Island, and
others. Steamers run regularly from Norfolk to Knot's

Island, which is three miles from the grounds of the

Currituck Shooting and Fishing Club. Trains run daily

over the Norfolk & Southern R. R. to Virginia Beach and

thence there are stages to Martin's Point, twenty-five
mites, and to other points along Carrituck Sound. Mar-
tin's Point is a new venture, started last spring. Its

ofllcers are Capt. Geo. W. Taylor, President, and Mr. J.

B. White, Secretary. It has a membership of thirty-

eisht now, and there are twenty-two shares for sale at

$500 each. The point boasts the finest beach and bay
bird shooting in the country. Last Atigust Mr. A. B.
Simmons, of 49 Wall street. New York, shot 1,500 yellow
legs, graybacks and plover in thirteen days, just to see
what could be done. It was cruel slaughter, I vow. but
it demonstrated the abundance of that sort of game.
There are also English snipe and bay snipe. In the season
there are swans, geese, canvasbacks, widgeons, sprigtails

and black ducks.
On my way south, Nov. 9, I saw a bunch of geese afloat

in Currituck Sound off Buck's Island, with a few blinds
already up, and the wind blowing light from the east. In
a few more days, if the weather be rough, the shooting
will be good. Any gentleman who has not the entree to

the clubs can get what he wants at Mrs. Midget's, at Coin-
jock, which is on the direct route of the sound steamers.
She controls several excellent points and is accustomed to

accommodate sportsmen. I'd advise any reader who is

willing to be advised to take this in, and if possible to

take passage with Capt. Soutbgate on the Newbern.
This boat can accommodate two dozen comfortably.

SOME IDAHO FIELD NOTES.
AUTUMN in its annual return brings to our people

this year unusual meastire of plenty and sources of
happiness. Here in Idaho the October just past brought
only days of sunshine, with cool and occasional frosty

nights. This perhaps should be limited to the valley

portions west of the mountains. At the close of October
no rains had fallen since early in July. Even now the

hunter or prospector may go iar toward the summit of

our high mountains without need of care for cold beyond
his camp-fire and blanket. Soon, however, the higher
ranges will be covered with deep snow and the big

game, elk and deer, then come down to the foothills and
about the thickets bordering the rivers running through
the valley. With such autumn weather the sportsman
and all who love the forest and mountains should be
fully satisfied.

The October numbers of Forest a^'D Stream, contain-

ing so many descriptions of rambles lor game in these

autumn days, have given me untisual pleasure. I used
to wonder from whence the hunting stories would come
when the old-time race of hunters had passed away. I

need wonder no longer. The stories of grand hunting
trips, "great killings," and narrow escapes ai-e plenty yet.

During two months of our warmest weather I was,

with one companion, camped high enough in the hills

for comfort, and on a good trotit stream—one of the trib-

utaries of the Payette River. An hour's fishing each day
furnished us with all the trout we could use. Beyond
that we sought to kill no trout, and so of other game.
Three varieties of grouse were to be had in almost any
ravine about our camp.
The first and second nights of our camping on the

creek I received uncommon visits from a very common
animal. On the first night I was aroused from sleep by a

loud scratching at my provision box. The moon was
shining on the front of the tent and the box just inside,

and I saw a large skunk busy at the box. I made a noise

in rising, and he left. Assuming there would be a second
visit the next night I made preparation, and when he
came I shot at him with tine shot when only about twenty-
five feet away. Instead of being killed or driven off by
my shot, he came towards me as fast as such vermin can
run, evidently meaning to bite. When he had nearly

reached the muzzle of my gun I fired again, missing him.
He came on until I was obliged to push him away with
my gun until I could throw down the flap of the tent be-

tween us. Evidently he meant to bite and discarded the

use of the usual skunk weapon. After waiting inside the

tent for a minute, I foimd he had left. It is said that

their bite is fatally poisonous. However that may be, I

was glad he was gone, leaving no unpleasant reminder of

his visits. Perhaps it did not fare so well with him, but
I saw him no more. The small spotted skunk of the

coast is not found here. In southern California one of

the small sort came into the house and took up his abode
in the lower one of the drawers of my bureau, entering

the drawer through the bottom, where the boards had
shrunk, leaving a space scarce more than an inch wide.

The trout in the creek we were on and in all the other

creeks, I believe, which empty into the Snake and Colum-
bia rivers, are of the rainbow variety, the larger of them
from six to nine inches long, and thousands of them from
two to six inches. I frequently put back into the stream

five or six, as too small for use", for one saved. The size

does not vary, whether taken from a large or small

stream, only so its waters flow to the ocean.

In the spring it annually occurs that great salmon
work their way up these creeks in pairs (the female being

much the larger) and deposit spawn as they work their

way up as far as the depth of water will permit. I have
watched the female salmon, when only a few feet away,
come to a gravelly riflie, and with nose root away a little

of the sand and deposit eggs. The male comes up quick

alongside, turns partly over, and sometimes when a foot

of water is running between them, throws his milt like a
streak of lightning to the spot where the eggs have been

deposited. Both then make their way up the stream

until another satisfactory place is found, when the pro-

cess is repeated. The number of salmon running up one
of these creeks is so considerable that if only a small

fraction of the eggs hatched the stream should be filled

with fish, as it is; and at the proper age they should find

their way to the sea. Is the rainbow trout a distinct

species? Is he found anywhere (unless transplanted) ex-

cept in streams flowing into the sea from the Sacramento
River, north? One gentleman writes that rainbow trout

have, transplanted, attained to several pounds weight. If

fed well, I think he may expect they will get t© weigh
some 15 to SOlbs.

In October I made a second trip into the hills, and m-
terested myself mostly with ruffed grouse. Their habits

vary, of course, in different latitudes. Here we expect to

find them iix t^p thick willows which line the water
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courses, On tbeii- being disturbed they run swiftly behind
some thick clump of bushes and take their flight from
these, giving the sxjortsman a chance to exercise his best

skill in shooting. Contrary to their usual habit I saw
one standing in an open place perfectly still, and about
ten steps from me. Its tail was spread, standing straight

up, making a semi-circle. Its ruff was brought close up
to its eyes. It was looking at me intently. I tliought it,

in that attitude, the most beautiful bird T ever saw. No
turkey cock could be prouder. I looked at him in wonder
until, without any warning, he started in flight. But it

was too late. My gun had been ready and a moment
latpr he lay fluttering on the ground.
The rufled grouse, from that place, at least, were un-

usually fat, and I noticed their crops were filled with
what'appeared to be a light green colored berry, I saw
the same at the bottom of the creek and floating on the
water, and further search showed some fastened to the

leaves not yet fallen from the willows. The apparent
berry, as I cut through several, had a firm, rich pulp, and
in the center a well-formed grub, then about ready to eat

its way out. Some insect stings the main rib of the wil-

low leaf in May and lays its egg. The juices from the
leaf form this' berry-like appeai-ance, and thus food is

furnished the ruffed grouse in place of the beech nuts
and berries of other latitudes.

About this time blue grouse collect in great flocks and
go to some place where the pine trees are plenty and make
that their winter home, living mainly on pine buds.
When fairly settled in a thick grove, they are very reluct-

ant to leave, and a sportsman may shoot all day on a few
acres without driving the flock away. No one here hunts
for market, and but few grouse are killed in winter quar-
ters, but a large share of them die in. winter from cold
and hunger.
The quail, which are now very plenty in the valley,

have this year raised an unusual number of second
broods. The younger are almost too small to shoot, but
they go with older broods and share their fate before the
sportsman. Some peculiarity of the season may account
for it. I notice some fruit trees in town, after maturing
one large crop, blossomed again. Geo. H. Wyman.
Boise City, Nov. 5.

THE FATE OF THE FUR SEAL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of the 5th inst. appears a characteristic

letter from Wm. H. Dall, who, among other things touch-
ing upon the status of the fur seal rookeries of the
Pribylov Islands, declares that my estimates of the num-
bers of the fur seals on the Pribylov rookeries in 1872-'74

is "a gross exaggeration:" that my figui-e of two square
feet for each seal thereon is too small; that the physical
conditions make it so, etc.

In the first, let me say that he w^ho writes for the in-

formation of his fellow men that which will not stand
the test of unlimited criticism is a failure; and he is

equally a failure if he keeps quiet and allows dogmatic
and superficial denials of his work to be made and not
answered.
"What Mr. Dall now asserts was said to me in 1881 by

an associate of mine in the Smithsonian Institution, who
is a far abler and better known zoologist than Mr. Dall;
lie was promptly challenged by me at the time to bring
the question before the Biological Society of Washington,
and when he declined, I made the matter entirely clear to

him, and he was satisfied.

The following statements of fact as to this matter of
the numbers of the breeding seals, as introductory, are
pertinent:
First—No fur seals except the females (nubiles, primi-

pares and multipares) and their young, and the full-grown
males, are found upon the breeding grounds during the
rutting season; emphatically none at the height of this

season in July every year.
Second—The proportion of females to males in 1872-

'14. was an averat^e of fifteen bearing females and their
fifteen young, newly born; and of nubiles, or virgin fe-

males (or those coming into heat for th^ first time), an
indefinite number, because they leave no evidence of
their being on the ground by pupping, I believe that
four or five of these young females to each male in 1872-
'74 was a fair average.

If the reader will bear these two leading statements
steadily in mind, as he follows my explanation below,
he will not get my argument mixed" up with the size and
weight of the bachelor seals, or non-breeding males that
never came upon these rookeries in 1872 -'74, during the
breeding season aforesaid.

Now for the physical fur seal data:

A nubile female average length 45in.*; weight 53 to fiOlbs.

All old female average length 48 n.; weight 75 to lOOlbs.
Anewly-born (2wks.old)average length ]4in.; weight 10 to lllbs.
Full-grown bull or male, average length 75in.; weight 800 to 400lbs.

These figures are from a large series of measurements
which I made on the killing grounds of the Pribylov
Islands in 1872-74, inclusive, and they cannot be im-
peached.

Therefore your readers will observe that a female seal
is not quite 4ft, in length, her greatest diameter is at her
shoulders (w^here her girth is from 28 to 32in,), from 10 to

12in., the body then tapering rapidly from thence to both
ends, anterior and posterior.

That a puppy seal, from one to three weeks old (and
when m,y estimates were made), is a scant foot in length,
with its greater body diameter not more than 5in,—really
not more than a full 4m. in most cases.

That a full-grown bull fur seal is between 6 and 7ft. in
length; with an average of 6ift. for the entire rookery;
that its greatest body diameter, through its shoulders and
under its "wig," is an average of 2^ft.; tapering rapidly
from here to the tip of nose and root of tail.

These statements of fact being uuderstood, now I ask
the reader to note the following;
No fur seal, young or old, when resting on the breeding

grounds, stretches itself out at full length on the rocks or
earth unless injured in the lumbar regions, or deathly
sick, and the number you can see in this condition you
can comit on your fingers at the end of every day's close
observation of hundreds of thousands.
The female fur seals and their young take three typical

positions when hauled out on the breeding grounds, as
shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3; while the pups add a fourth
position assumed by curling themselves up so as to form

* From tip of nose to root of tail; tail very short, never more
than 3 to 4in. in length.

a round ball as in Fig. 4; and the adult males take rela-

tively the same positions of the females above indicated,
but owing to the great fatigue that ensues from fighting
among themselves and serving the females, they sprawl
out at intervals in almost every conceivable form except
that of stretching themselves out at full length. All fur
seals when at rest invariably throw their hindquarters up
under their loins, just as a dog or cat does; in the case of
the hair seals it is the reverse.
Now, understanding these points, the reader will please

take a survey of the following diagrams, which show a
female seal outlined as she rests on 4 sq, ft. of ground,
ard her pup as it lies by her.
The following diagram shows the superficial area

breeding; that they never crowded here or thinned out
there : that the ground was densely occupied anduniformly,
no matter whether only a belt under the cliffs or where
the rookery ground extended for hundreds of feet away
back from the sea margin.
The dense massing of these seals on the rookery

ground was made then evident to the most careless ob-
server when his attention was fixed on the subject; it was
made by the appearance of the pups themselves, which
between the 10th and 20th of July, every year, lay in so
solidly together that the ground itself seemed fairly
covered by them alone, since not more than one-third of
the mothers are on shore among the pups at any one
time.

Dorsal profile of adnlt male fur seal, occupying esij. ft. of ground.

Dorsal profile of female fur seal and young (three weeks ol<l), as they rest on 45q. ft. of ground (or an average of
2sq. ft. for each when applied to the whole field).

covered by a "bulF' as it rests so as to cover the greatest
space in any one posture that it naturally assumes.
Now, is it not entirely plain that the females as they

rest on the breeding grounds require but 3 sq. ft. of sur-
face; that their pups require a trifle less than 1 sq. ft.

each, and that the bulls or adult males occupy little more
than 8 or 10 sq. ft.? But, right at this point you may

OKIGINAL FIELD DIAGRAM.

Diagram of a section of exactly 100 sq. ft. of breerlin^ ground, showing
the relative area and numbers of fur seals thereon as tliey ajjpear massed
uuifornily all over the entire breeding ari a of the Pribylov Islands, between
July 10 and 20, at the height of the breeding season. There are shown 18
breeding females (primlpares, C, multipares, D), 4 virgin females (nubiles,
Bi, 24 newly-born pup^ (E), and one old bull, or "sea catch" (A); a total of 47
seals big and little on this area.

reasonably ask, "while it is clear that 4sq. ft. of area will
embrace a female fur seal and her offspring, yet why do
you ignore that larger space which you admit the bull
occupies?"
For this reason : I have not been able to fix upon the

number of virgin females which have been upon this

breeding ground during the rutting season, for the reason
that these females naturally leave no mark behind them
of their being here, as the other classes of females do, and
they do not remain themselves long on the field after
being served, but it was reasonable to give each bull an
average of at least four of these nubiles at the lowest cal-

culation, this would cover the ground which he occupies,
and reduces the whole basis of calculation to the simplest
form, viz., 3 sq. ft. for each animal, big and little, S , $

and o, that existed on those brpeding grounds as these
animals hauled out and bred in 1872-'74,

Everybody admitted in l872-'74 who was on the islands
and especially charged with observing the seals, that I

was right in then saying that the seals obeyed a natural
law of distribution over a given area of ground when

In conclusion I desire to commend to the dogmatic Mr.
Dall the following; opinions of Lt. Washburn Maynard,
U. S. N,, who in 1874 gave the entire breeding season of
these animals his careful studious attention; this, Mr.
Dall never has done, and the "gross exaggeration" of my
work he finally arises to a consciousness of , after sleeping
over the publication of it, full sixteen years—in the mean-
time, never seeing anything of the life itself that was, or
is worthy of itemizing! Lt, Maynard says in his report to
the Secretarv of the Navy, made in 1875 (43i Congress,
1st Sess. Ex. Doc. No. 43):

Importance of Knowing the Number of Seals.—It is of very
great significance in this connection to know how many seals
come annually (o the islands, or rather to understand how many
may be killed for their skiris annually, without causing less to'
come hereafter than do at the present time. To determine howmany there are with accuracy is a task almost on a par with that
of numbering the stars. The singular motion of the animals when
on shore, the great variety in size, color and position, the extent
of surface over which they are spread, and the fact that it can-
not be determined exactly what proportion of them, of their sev-
eral classes, are on shore at any given time; all these desiderata
for comprehension make it simply Impossible to get more than an
approximation of their numbers. They have been variously esti-
mated at from one to fifteen millions.
Methods op Enumeration of the Fur Seal.—I think the

most accurate enumeration yet made is that bv Mr. H. W. Elliott
special agent of the Treasury Department, in 1873. This calcula-
tion is based upon the hypothesis that the breeding seals are gov-
erned in hauling by a common and invariable law of distribution,
which is, that the area of the rookery ground ;is directly propor-
tional to the numher of seals occupyiEg it. He estiniates that
there is one seal to every two square feet of rookery surface.
Hence the problem is reduced to ihe simple operation of obtaining
half the sum of the superficial area of all the rookeries In squa.ra
feet. He surveyed these breeding grounds of both islands in 1873
and 1873, when at their greatest limit of expansion, and ohtained
the following results: Qnon St. Paul Island there were 6,0t)0.000ft.
of ground occupied by 3,030,000 breedmg seals and their young.
On St. Gt-orge Island he announced 326,S40sq. ft. of superficial rook-
ery area occupied bv 163 420 breeding seals and their young; a total
for both islands of 3,193,420 breading seals and their voung. The
number of non-breeding jseals cannot be determined"in the fore-
going manner, as they haul most irregularly, but it stems to me
probable that they are nearly as numerous as the other diss is.
If so, it would give not far from 6,000,000 as the stated number of
seals of all kinds which visited the Pribylov Islands during the
season of 1872.

General accuracy of these Results.—It is likely that these
figures are not far from the truth, btic I do not think it necessary
myself to take into consideration the actual number of seals in
order to decide the question of how many can he taken each year
without injury to the fishery. The law that the size of the rook-
eries varies directly as the number of seals increases or dimin-
ishes seems to me, after close and repeated observation, to be cor-
rect. All the rookeries, whether large or small, are uniform in
appearance, alike compact, without waste of space and never
crowded. Such being the case, it is unimportant to know the
actual numoer of seals upon the rookeries. For any change in
the number of seals, which is the point at issue, increases or de-
creases in size, and the rookeries, taken collectively, will show a
corresponding increase or decrease in the number of breeding
seals; consequently changes in the aggregate of pups born
annually, upon which the extent and safety of the fisheries
depends, can be observed accurately from year to year by follow-
ing these lines of survey.
Surveyed Plats of the Rookeries.— If, then, a plan or map

of each rookery be made every year, showing accurately its size
and form, when at its greatest expansion, which is between the
lOtb and 25rh of July annuallv, a comparison of this map will
give the relative numb.^r of the breeding seals as they increase or
diminish from year to year. I submit with this report maps of
St. Paul and St. George islands, showing the extended location of
breeding rookeries and hauling gmunds upon tDem. Tnese maps
are from surveys made in July, 1874, by Mr. Elliott and myself,
and a map of each rooifery on both islands drawn from careful
surveys made by Mr. Elliott in 1872, show them now as they were
in the season of 1871 as compared witn that of 1872. I respectfully
recommend that enlarged copies of these latter maps be furnished
to the government agents in charge of the islands, and that they
be required to compare them each year with the respective rook-
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enes, and note what change in size and form, if anv, exists upon
Ihem. This, if carefully done, will afford data, after a time, by
which the seal fisheries can be regulatpd with comparative cer-
tainty, so as to produce the greatest revenue to the government,
without injury to this valuable interest.
NridBER or Seals Killed,—Since 1870 there havp been killed,

on both islands, 112.000 young male seals each year. Whether this
slaughter has prevented the seals from incrtabing ia numbers or
not, and, if so, to what extent, can only be deduced from their

'^'floJ^'
wWch unfortunately is very imperfectly given. In

iSdb to 1839 there were fewer seals upon the islands than had ever
been seen before since their first disc overy in 1786. On St. Paul
Island, then, there were not mure tiiau t vvelvo or fltteeu thousand
of sll kinds. The killing of lueni was theu stopped, and not re-
sumed until 181b, when it was done gradually, and, as had never
been the case before, only the j oung males were killed. The
rookeries continued to increase in size until 1857, since which time
they have remained in about t he same aggregate, although a loss
number of bachelor seals weie killed yearly between 1857 and 1868
than have been slaughtered since.

One word more: I\lr. Dall speaks of buying Alaska
fur seal skins in 1865-'67 for 12^ cents each—these skins,
as sold in the fur markets then, brought from $2 50 to $5
each, Henky W. Elliott.
ROCKPOBT CoxTAGE. Olevelani. O., Nov. 9,

P. S.—Since writing the foregoing I hare found and
send you one of my original field diagrams, made by me
July 12, 1874, on St. Paul's Island. This particular spot
measured was right under a vertical bluff 16ft. high,
which enabled me to have a perfect bird's-eye view of
several thousand square feet of the breeding area.

—

H. W. E.

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION.
''pHE ninth annual meeting of the American Ornitholo-
-L gists' Union is now being held at the Museum of
Natural History in this city. It opened on Tuesday,
Nov. 17, and is to continue for three days, closing this
evening.
The session of Tuesday was devoted to the business of

the Union, and was not open to the pubUc, being mainly
devoted to the reception of reports of committees and the
election of officers, and other routine work. The report
of the treasurer showed that the assets of the Union
amounted to over $4 000.
The election of oificers resulted in the choice of the old

officers with the exception of the vice-president, Mr.
Ridgway, who resigned. Mr. H. W. Henshaw, of the
Bureau of Ethnology, was elected in Mr, Eidgway's
place. Mr. Ridgway was chosen a member of the Coiin-
cil in Mr. Henshaw's place. To supply the vacancy left by
the death of Col. G-oss, Mr. C. F. Batchelder, of Cam-
bridge, was elected a member of tbe Council.

It was voted to elect no new active members this year.
Nearly 100 associate members were elected, one honorary
member and two corresponding members.
After the business meeting was concluded two papers

were read, one by Rev. Samuel Lockwood, "Why the
Mockingbird Left New Jersey—a Geological Reason,"
the other "A Probable Occurrence of the European Car-
lew {Nmmnms arquatm) on Long Island, N. Y.," by
Wm. Dutcher.
On Tuesday other papers on the list were read, the

president, M^ Elliott, leading off. His subject, "The In-
heritance of Acquired Characters," while it has received
much attention from biologists generally, has been
neglected by ornithologists. In his interesting address
Mr. Elliott devoted special attention to the evidence on
this point which birds furnish.
The following is a complete list of the papers presented

and to be read during this session:
'*The Inheritance of Acquired Characters," (President's

Address), D. G. Elliot. "The American Scoter," Gurdon
Trumbull. "The Migrations in Chester County, South
Carolina," Leverett M. Loomis. "Summer Birds of the
Crest of the Pennsylvanian Alleghanies," Jonathan
Dwight, Jr. "Birds Attracted by the Rays of Liberty's
Torch," Jonathan Dwight, Jr. "Tbe Genus Fenccea'as
represented in Cooke County, Texas," George H. Rags-
dale. "A Preliminary StudyVjf the Grackles of the Sub-
genus Quihcalus,'" Frank M, Chapman. "Geographical
Variation in the North American Forms of the Genus
Colaptes" J. A. Allen. "The Intergradation of Colapten
auratiis with C. ea/e?'," J. A. Allen. "Suggestions re-
garding the Genesis of the North American Forms of
Colaptes," J. A. Allen. "List of Birds Observed at Tala-
manca, Costa Rica, from March 15 to April 12, 1890,"
G-eorge K. Cherrie. "Why the Mockingbird left New
Jersey—a Geological Reason," Samuel Lock wood. "Hab-
its of the Black-bellied Plover in Massachusetts," George
H. Mackay. "Habits of the Eskimo Curlew in New
England," George H. Mackay. "The Bu-ds of the Priby-
lof Islands, Alaska," illustrated by lantern slides, Wil-
liam Palmer. Exhibition of lantern slides, representing
birds in life, contributed by members, "Causeof the late
Breeding of the American Goldfinch," Henry Hales.
"Former Occurrence of the Carolina Parakeet in the Ohio
Valley," Amos W. Butler. "A List of Warblers Found
in Raleigh, North Carolina," C. S. Brimley. "A Probable
Occurrence of the European Curlew (Numenius ariquatus)
on Long Island, N. Y.," William Dutcher. "Some of the
Results of the Death Valley Expedition," Dr. C. Hart
Merriam.
The paper on the birds of the Pribylof Islands and the

exhibition of lantern slides will be given in the Lecture
Hall of the Museum, at 4 P. M. Thursday, Nov. 19. The
other papers will be given in the Reading Room of the
Library.
The following is a list of the officers and Council of

the American Ornithologists' Union, 1891-93: President,
D. G. Elliot; Vice-Presidents. H, W. Henshaw. William
Brewster; Secretary, John H. Sage; Treasurer^ William
Dutcher. Additional Members of the Council: J. A.
Allen, Charles B. Cory, R. Ridgway. Elliott Coues, C. F.
Batchelder, C. Hart Merriam, Leonhard Stejneger.

Wolves in Floeida.—New York City, Nov. 12.—
Editor Forest mid Stream: In your issue of to-day, imder
the title of "South Florida," I note that Dr. J. F. Det-
weiler mentions wolves as occurring in De Soto county.
The wolf is now so near the verge of extinction in Florida
that a more detailed account of the information obtained
by Dr. Detweiler will be a welcome contribution to the
last pages of its history; indeed any Florida records of this
animal will be of value.—Frank M. Chapman (American
Museum of Natural History),

Names and Pohteaits of Bihds, by Gurdon TrumbiiU. A
Iwok particularly Interesting to gunners, for by Its use they can
Identify without question aU the American game birds which
they may kUl. Cloth, 220 pages, price $3.50. For sale by Fokbst

Antelope and Deer of America. By J. D. Caton.
Priee $2.50. Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with the
Rifle. By W. C. Bliss. Price SO cents. Rifle, Rod and
Gun in California. By T. S. Van Dyke. Price $1.50.
Shore Birds. Price 15 cents. Woodcraft. By ''Ness-
muk.' Price §1. Trajectories of Hunting Rifles, Pt-ice
50 cents Wild Fowl Shooting; see advertisement.

The full texts of the game laws of aU the States, Terri-
tories and British Provinces are given in the ^ooTc of the
Oame Laws.

MR. OLDMAN AND THE YOUNG MEN.
BUZZ-Z-ZI "A splendid covey," soliloquized a sports-

man, as he emerged from the bushes, through
which he was making his way to the open fields thick
with brown cover, in which some twenty quail had
settled and so beautifully scattered as to make the face
of an enthusiastic sportsman glow with delight.
"Hold on there, old man, them's our birds!" was the

imperative and impertinent expression of one of three
young men, who, with a dog, were coming up with
rapid strides.

"Pardon me, I didn't see you, or I wouldn't have in-
truded," said the man. "But I like to shoot once in a
while, and if you will allow me to take a few chances
you may have all the game I shoot."

"There's three of us now, and that's too many; I don't
like so much bangin'," said the principal spokesman and
owner of the dog. But as you are here and will give us
the game, come along."
This was addressed to a rather queer-looking individual,

somewhat tall, stoop-shouldered, with but one eye and a
lame leg, and bearing the weight of about 65 years. As
they walked toward the place where the birds lay, the
man said, "I'll step off to one side so we won't be bunched
together too much. I'll pick up the stragglers if they
chance to come my way." So saying, he moved a con-
siderable distance from the eager, expectant young men.

"To-ho, Bob."
The dog had scented the birds.
"Come up," said the foremost to his companions.

"Every one get a shot."
Whiz! Whirr!
Crack! Crack! Bang!
Away went the birds unharmed, and every barrel

empty. Bob ran furiously after the fleeing birds, and in
his impetuosity ran upon one which flew (Srectly toward
the old man. Cyclops saw it coming and instantly
turned his back to the approaching bird.
"There he comes, old man; down him!" vociferously

shouted one of the boys.
With the rapidity of lightning the bird whizzed past

the old man's head. The next moment the gun of Cy-
clops was at his shoulder, and the quail fell dead.
"Bully for you, old man!"
Before the old man could pick up the bird the dog

pitched in and proceeded to make mince meat of the
beautifully shot quail. With some difficulty Cyclops
succeeded in snatching it from the murderous jaws of
the ill-trained or spoiled Bob and shoved it into his
pocket.
"Two bad faults, boys."
"How so?"

"Running in when you shoot and craunchtng a dead
bird."

"Did you ever own a dog?"
"I should say I did."
"Come, old man, load up," said one, as all proceeded to

"tmlock" their barrels. But almost as soon as they had
their cartridges in place, Cyclops had the empty barrel of
his muzzleloader charged for another trial of skill.

After a few sound lashes on the dog as a wholesome
check to his over-eagerness, he was bidden to "hie on."
"There, he's found 'em!"
A moment later and three birds rose. All the young-

sters blazed away at one bu-d, which escaped. The other
two flew in good range of Cyclops, and both fell at the
touch of his triggers.
"You beat the dickens, old man: you've shot quail be-

fore," exclaimed one of the young men in a tone that
savored more of chagrin than of admiration for the old
man's skill.

Cyclops answered not a word, but picked up the quail
and put them into his pocket.
"I wonder if he means to keep them birds," said one.
"We'll choke him if he does," says another.
"Just wait and see," said the third, "if he makes off

with them we'll stop him or dose him with bird shot."
All had again loaded up and struck out for the timber

among which the birds had flown.
"Ho, Bob!"
"Where on earth is the dog?"
"Here he is," shouted the old man.
Crack!
Down came another bird to the aim of Cyclops,
"Hang us if he didn't kill that bird!"
A rush was now made toward the man and dog, when

a bird almost trodden upon sent the dry leaves whirling
as it rose an(J sped away like an arrow. A volley was
poured in, and a few breeze-wafted feathers showed that
the bird had, at least, been grazed. On he went, how-
ever. Cyclops took a long shot and brought the bird to
earth.
"See here, old man, it's about time you was counted

out."
"Why so?"

"Because that gun of yours shoots better than ours do,
and gets all the game."
Til let you shoot it and I'll take yours if you say so."
'No, I won't bother with a muzzleloader, wouldn't have

one about me."
"Well, I'll withdraw if you say so," said Cyclops.
So saying he took the birds from his pocket and handed

them to the boys.
"Maybe it's too had, old man, to take 'em after you've

shot 'em."
"Oh, no it ain't, what I say I stick too. I don't go back

on my word—not for a few quail; besides, I can come out
here any day and shoot a good mesa for dinner even if my
old dog Dyke is dead."
"Who may you be, old man?''

"The same you have called me. My name is Oldman,
but you have emphasized the last syllable pretty strong,
but it's the way of the rising generation. I hear my din-
ner horn biowin'. Good day, and better luck."

||Confound it! why can't we shoot like that old feUowf"
"Don't know; suppose we try some court plaster over

the left eye?"
JST. D. E.

"MUD HEN" SHOOTING.
THE mud hen, or clapper rail, is a game bird three

times as large as a rail bird, with like habits; and
when cooked, without the skin and after being soaked in
salt water over night, a well-browned and broiled
"-carsh hen" surpasses an ordinary beefsteak. The close
season ends Aug. 31, The Philadelphia gunners leave
standing orders along shore to be called by wire when
the heavy tides are imminent, and rush off for the shore
with their hammerless guns, ready for the mud hen fray.

J. J. Sturmer, of Anglesea, has' a dog trained for mud
hen shooting, which will stand to a clapper rail as quickly
as to a quail. But it is dry work, with the marsh mud
8ft. deep, and the best gunner is only sure of an
occasional bird, either put up by the dog or caught run-
ning down the beds of the sloughs or creeks when the
sea tide runs out of the meadows.
Two brothers, Frank and Harry Swayne. who live near

Townsend's Inlet, Cape May county (Harry Swayne being
the best wing shot in Cape May county) promised us one
good day among the mud hens. For this I had waited
two years, for a mud hen tide waits not on the gtmners
coming or going.
My first born, Henry Sydney, who possesses a |135

hammerless, has grown to be a crack shot, who can down
25 pigeons out of 26 in a trap. He had never had a day
among the mud hens, and he was prompt to wager a big
pile of ammunition that he could "wipe my eye" on the
count of mud hens killed and brought in on a single tide.
Albeit I have long passed the fifty mile post and was edu-
cated in Indiana with a .flO muzzleloader in my hand, I
am not a bad shot with a $25 breechloader, which is good
enough for me.
When the telegram came to Henry Sydney, " The tide

is on to us," we hastened by the West Jersey Railroad to
Swayne's Station, where we found our two friends, "Hal"
and Frank Swayne, waiting at the station, both stalwart
specimens of Cape May boys, born almost with a shotgun
in their hands : as ready with the blade of an oar or at
the top of a mast as in chasing a covey of quail with two
of the best dogs in West Jersey. These boys live on the
family homestead of 160 acres and always give their gun-
ning friends a warm and generous welcome.
We arrived at 6:30 P. M. At 7:30 Mrs, Swayne, the

mother of the boys, gave us a Fupper of fried eels, broiled
mud hens, scrambled eggs and waffles. It nearly put me
in my grave, for I saw all my grandfathers 200 years
back, and in pale and ghostly array rose before me, while
digesting the eels and mud hens in ray sleep, all the
defendants I had defended in homicide cases in a quarter
of a century last past! The next night I begged Mrs.
Swayne not to get us quite so elaborate a supper, with
the net result that we had a better meal ; but a good day 's

shooting in the marsh drove the spectres away, while
good digestion waited on appetite.
Henry Sydney and J. M. S, looked over their guns at

4 o'clock in the morning, when Frank's heavy knock was
heard at our bedroom door annotmcing breakfast. It
was not yet light, when after the matutinal meal, good
enough for a king, "us four" took up our march for the
marsh. Henry Sydney arranged to go with Frank and 1
with Hal Swayne as pushers. The tide was so high that
our walk was brief. Each in a Httle boat, we pushed
down the creek for the open marsh. It was not yet light
when we started, but as the stalwart Hal poled my skiff"

toward the open country the far-off cloud peaks in the
east were delicately tinged with crimson and gold; and
slowljr, but seemingly with human tenderness, as avant
courners of the sun, the red, red blush of the modest
dawn ran lightly up the sky, leaving a faint visible flush
on the young clouds like the warm kisses of an ardent
lover on the lips of a maiden fair.

Though all unused to shooting sitting down in the bot-
tom of a small boat, I managed to kill two out of three
birds. We were soon in sight of six mud hens slowly
crawling out of their roost of the night before, and T
speedily "bagged" four out of the six, leaving to Hal
Swayne to knock over a distant flying bird, so only one
escaped out of the first six. It looked as if I would be-
corne "high boat," as Henry Sydney and Frank were
sailing across the meadows putting up never a bird.
Presently I heard two rapid shot^ from the $135 hammer-
less, and looking across the "mash" (as the natives call
the marsh) I saw two birds fall to Sydney's gun, and the
halliards cut in two at the second shot, much to Frank's
amusement. Not two minutes slipped away ere Sydney
killed three at one shot in a cozy nest among the reeds,
where he only saw the glittering eye of one bird on
guard and ready to fly. We were now even, both with
five birds, and both eager to win that wager. May be we
didn't scour that meadow of 500 acres of submerged
marsh, including every nook and hiding corner where
reluctant mud hen could find cover. The shooting was
nearly even, as we were within sight of each other and
almost within gun shot. Finally, at 9 o'clock in the
morning, we called a halt, and our pushers turned the
prows of our little boats shoreward and homeward.

I had almost forgotten to say that a flock of bay-birds
flying over my head yielded to my right-hand barrel
three English snipe to my count of twenty-two birds. I
had high hopes of being "high boat" among the October
mud hens on that morning tide.

Frank pulled hastily to the long wharf and we began
to count. Henry Sydney had twenty-two birds. J. M. S.
had twenty-two birds. But, alas! Frank, the referee, de-
cided that as three of mine were bay bu-ds, Sydney was
"high boat," and my little birds didn't count.
We were all well satisfied with the morning's sport, for

we were back at Swayne's at 9:30 A. M., and we had
missed the high tide of the afternoon before, on which
Gaffney and Piatt, two officers of ti e West Jersey Game
Protective Society, had killed fifty-foui- birds in one hour.
Ours was the last high tide of the week.
The birds stay around Cape May county till the thin

ice begins to form over the meadows; then they make
their hegira, like the red drum or channel bass, and about
the same time, for the softer skies and milder tempera-
ture of Florida marsh and sea.

There must haye been over 1,000 marsh, or mud, hena
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shot from the An^lesea lighthouse up to Towusend's
Inlpt, a distance of 8 miles.
English snipe, killdeer and many other bay birds are

fairly abundant in Cape May county, and, thanks to the
West Jersey Game Protective Society, the quail which
have been planted here for two years are fairly abundant,

I rather rejoiced that Henry Sydney, with his |125
harj merless, had "flattened me out at the polls" at our
first bunting bout. But when I catch him in the Cape
May woods, after gray squirrels, I will "wipe his eye" in
such sportsmanlike fashion that he will become "weary"
and want to go back to his quail, mud ben, killdeer and
English snipe. Forme my $25 gun is quite good enough;
the "peskj" pheasants and woodcock fly too fast for me.
I am 'content with an occasional mud hen and can still

knock a squirrel's eye out with a rifle at 100yds. And a
handline is good enough for me, though on occasion I

can take a red drum with rod and reel in the most ap-
proved Pesthetic fashion. When I fished for trout the
red worm was always eminently satisfactory; and some
r:f the "heavy swells" of the Philadelphia Club, twenty
}*ear.^ ago, with their book (worth |100) of grizzly-king
and uOck-Scott flies, were quite willing to acknowledge
me as "high hook" among the Tobyhanna trout: albeit
Ihey assumed to curl their noses at my bait au nature!.

J. M. S.

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS FOXHUNT
''pHE fourth annual fox hunt of the Western Massa-
l chusetts Fox Club was held Wednesday and Thurs-

dav, Nov. 11 and 12.

The evening of the lOth the officers of the association,
with a goodly number of the members, collected in the

parlors of the Park Square Hotel and established their
headquarters there, giving the house and its surroundings
the appearance of a frontier post, instead of the leading
hotel of a quiet New England vdlage. The scene was
one long to be remembered, and one to please and delight
a. true hunter's heart. The officers of the club were
liusied in enrolling new members for the association and
greeting the old ones whom they had not seen since the
meet of a year ago. Many of the arrivals sought an early
couch so as to be prepared to join in the early morning,
providing the storm should subside during the night.
At an early hour the huntsman's horn was sounded,

and the shrill note of the bugle was heard up our princi-

pal streets indicating to hunters that despite the drizzling
rain the hunt was on, and that let it blow high or blow
low, the hunters who composed the Western Massachu-
setts Fox Club were up and prepared for an early start.

The start was made from the Park Square Hotel about
6 -.30 amid the baying of hounds, shouts of bus drivers,

firing of red fire and the best wishes of the hosts of
friends, and of more than one of the many members
of the club who were obliged to remain behind owing
to the severity of the storm, iphich at the time foreshad-
owed the day's sport and cast a gloom upon all.

When President Rorabock gave the order to start some
thirty hunters with a dozen or fifteen hounds set out for
the East Mountain district, where the Westfield division
had territory assigned them. In the meantime a squad of
hunters from Northampton, Easthampton and South-
ampton were to occupy the territory at Rock Valley,
adjoining the East Mountain district, while a third party
of Springfield and Holyoke hunters was to begin the
chase at Bears Hole upon the opposite side of the East
Mountain chain. All the divisions were to rendezvous at
or near the Hampden Ponds, four miles from Westfield,
and from thence in a body to return to Westfield in time
for the supper which was to be served in the Gem
Opera House. The Westfield division was divided into
two sections, one under the leadership of C. D. Allen
and the other headed by Burt R, Holcomb, the veteran
fox hunter of this section, who, by the way, showed
twenty-eight fox pelts for last season's score,

A. portion of the Holyoke party, owing to tb© rainy

weather, came to Westfield in a tally-ho coach, arriving
about 7:30, and learning that the Westfield party had
left they immediately gave orders to the driver to pro-
ceed at once after the Westfield men, whom they soon
overtook, and with them joined in the hunt. But the
storm soon assumed such proportions that the hunters
were glad to find protection in barns or other outbuild-
ings so they might protect themselves from the deluge of

water that was falling; and many is the joke that is told

at the expense of officers and members, of the means
that was resorted to, to occupy the time during the late

hours of the morning, especially those who occupied the
leaky old barn near the ponds. All were more or less

wet, and many disheartened returned to the hotel at

Westfield to await the return of clearer skies.

At about three in the afternoon a decided change for

the better occurred and the hunters who had the pluck
and nerve to withstand the storm of the earlier portion
of the day began to return, and as the result Mr. Lyons,
of Southampton, scored one, the Owen Bros., of East
Granby, scored two, Burt R. Holcomb one, Charlie Mer-
ritt a beautiful silver gray, shot near the Montgomery
line; Hon. R. B. Crane one, shot near his Wolf Pit Stock
Farm; P. B. Rumrill one, concerning which there is a
question. In all seven pelts were upon exhibition at the
hotel, and the fortunate hunters were of a necessity the
heroes of the hour. A beautiful and clear sunset in-

dicated for the morrow a rare day.
Thursday morning, the 12fch, an early start was made

for West Parish, the "fox district," and the Southwick
Road, where last season a good showing was made; and
it proved this season to be the same, for with a much
smaller number of hunters four foxes were secured and

AMONG THE WILDFOWL.—XI.
Will They Cosie ?

several were driven into rocky hedges, showing that this
is a most favorable resort for reynard ; and the club made
no mistake in selecting Westfield as its objective point in
this direction.
At the business meeting of the club the following offi-

cers were unanimouslv reelected to serve another year:
Geo. W. Rorabock, President; F. S, Gross, Vice-Presi-
dent; N. A. Harwo:)d, Treasurer; Dr. O. J. Shepardson,
Secretary. Probably most of the other officers will be
retained. It is still further to be hoped that Westfield,
with its many advantages, will be selected for next sea-
son's hunt.
Three young foxes were upon exhibition at the Opera

House during the banquet, and attracted much notice as
they paced about the cage with large red ribbons about
their necks. They were captured a few days previous to
the hunt in Southwick, being dug out of one hole, and
the Southwick hunters say "the woods are full of them."
Considerable of a laugh is occasioned when the names of
two nimrods are mentioned, and all from the following
fact: About a week previous to the hunt these two
noble and valiant hunters had hired the sons of a well-
known farmer to secure for them two foxes and to keep
them caged until the fox hunt, for which service they
were to pay $10 a head. The offer was too tempting to
be overlooked, so the two foxes were secured and the
hunters were so informed on the second day of the hunt.
The crafty sportsmen departed for the home of the

farmer in high glee with the prospect of two pelts before
them. Arriving they proceeded to tie the two foxes to
trees, and then proceeded to blaze away at the poor help-
less victims, with the proud hope in their noble breasts of
carrying home the pelts. But alas for the fickleness of a
hunter's fortune and the unsteady aim of the hunter.
One poor fox was slightly hurt and was afterward ;killed
by the farmer's son, while the other was liberated, the
shot cutting the string with which he was tied ; and when
PhU, after the smoke had cleared away, looked for his
fox, it was seen making long and rapid strides for the
adjacent woods. It is said that at the hotel at Southwick
these two nimrods were trying to hush up the farmer and
his sons by tempting bribes of double fees for services
rendered.

There is no question but that with favorable weather
the club would have increased its membership to 300

,

but even with the unfavorable conditions it is to-day
probably the largest club in the country in point of
numbers. Some 250 names appear upon the roll of mem-
bers, including men from all walks of life.

WORONOCO.
Westfielt), Mass., Nov. 14.

NIGHT SHOTS AT A "BOCK."

I WAS in camp this fall with Dr. Houston, near the
Au Train River, in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.

As a rule, game is fairly plentiful there, though this fall

the cold weather came very late, the leaves hanging to
the smaller trees and brush to the close of the hunting
season, which made still-hunting very difficult. Nearly
all the hunters with whom we talked were dissatisfied

with the change of the open season, saying that it closes
much too early ; however, notwithstanding a poor season to
hunt, neither the Doctor nor T were "skunked."
Oar nearest neighbors were a party of four from Pitts-

burg and Windsor, Ohio, one of whom is a famous hunter
and fisherman, who has hunted the woods and fished
every stream there for some eight or ten years; in fact,

S. visited the region before any roads were opened, the
rivers, lakes and trails which bear his name all testifying
to the fact that he is a veteran woodsman.

S. worked hard to get a shot at a deer, tramping miles
by day, and shining late into the night when the weather
permitted, but all in vain; but he did not get discouraged.
Often when he passed our camj) in the evening, on his
way to the river, he would announce his firm determin-

ation to "kill a bock" that night; this occurred so often
that the phrase "kill a bock" passed into a byword with us.
For the benefit of the uninitiated, I will explain that

"shining'" consists in strapping a bullseye lantern to the
head, which will on a dark night show a pair of deer's
eyes seventy-five yards or more away. Sometimes you
can get near enough to see their bodies, but often you
can see nothing but their eyes, which shine like two
bullseyes, and you shoot at them. There is an uncertainty
and sometimes danger attending this mode of hunting, as
one cannot always tell what he is shooting at. I heard
of one homesteader who shot his own cow; a gentleman
from Chicago killed a neighboring camp's pet cat; and on
our return to Au Train we heard of a more serious acci-
dent that had happened the night before, a man shining
had been shot in the neck, though not killed, by another
hunter who was inexperienced and mistook his bullseye
for an eye. Shining is unlawful, but the game laws can-
not be enforced ten or twenty miles back in the woods.
But to return to S. and his "bock." He started out

with a companion one dark night and ere long I heard a
report and hoped he had been successful, so when I came
in an hour later, I dropped in and inquired, "what luck?"
At first he replied that he had missed, but afterward, on
my pledge of secrecy, he told his experience. He was
cautiously following a trail near by; getting an eye, he
nudged his companion to keep quiet, waited until he got
the second eye, a nd then fired. He assured his friend it
was "bock," as the eyes were big ones, but hearing noth-
ing he looked again, and found he had been shooting at
the moon, which was just rising and shining through the
trees. Manning Fish.

Mississippi Valley Deought.—Alexandria, Mo.—The
entire valley of the great Mississipi has had an unbroken
drought of four years. The snows and rainfall have been
so light that there was scarcely any drainage to support
the rivers. The Mississippi has been lower than it was
ever known, and the historic low water mark of 1864 has
to yield to the record of 1891. These successive dry sea-
sons and low water account in a measure for the small
number of waterfowl that hare frequented these regions.
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HAD A GOOD TIME.

THE party from Perth Amboy and Woodbridge, N. J.,

recently in camp on the Grand Rwer, Indian Terri-

tory, have retiirued, and seem to have had a good time
in spite of the drought and its consequences. They
started from Baxter Springs, Kan., it maybe remem-
bered, in a house boat, on which they expected to float

down to Fort Gibson, hunting and fishing on the way.
A-t intervals of half a mile all hands (eight) had to get

OYerboard and yank the boat by main sti'ength over a
shallow riffle—but they had a good time. At a point
eight miles from Baxter they had to give up the ship, and
took to wagons. The roads were pretty rough and
rocky (they were neaiiy disemboweled, and one of the
party was thrown violently to the ground and hurt)

—

but they had a splendid time. On the pra,ixie road they
were nearly smothered with dust, their quail and chick-

ens spoiled on their hands in twelve hours, and water was
mighty sca'ce—but they had a perfectly elegant time.
However, their camp tent was very comfortable; they
heard selections from "Trovatore" beautifully played by
an Indian girl at the Cherokee Orphan Asylum; they saw
some curious rocks and curious people, and managed to

kiU some deer, turkeys, chickens, ducks and squii-rels,

which the law prohibited them from sending out of the
Territory. And on the journey back to Baxter Springs
(75 miles by wagons with no springs) they were not an-

noyed by dust, for it rained steadily the whole two days
and nights. Moreover, their total expenses, per capita,

feU within the estimated amount (|iOO). So that, all

things considered, they must have had an altogether gor-

geous and utterly hyperskyruginous kind of a time, and
traveled only about 1,700 miles and back to have it.

J. L. K.
Pebth Ambot, N. J., Nov. 10.

MISADVENTURES.
A YOUNG man last summer essayed to descend from

the red mountain crag which rears its umber head
above the little station of Wagon Wheel Gap, Ool., and
does not care to risk the chaffing that that poor fellow
got. He had climbed up to the top of the cliff as adven-
turous and sight-loving youth will sometimes do, and
about 4 o'clock in the evening essayed to come down, and
in about half an hour, after a rough experience in roll-

ing, slipping and struggling downward, found himself
clinging to the face of the cliff at a point where he could
neither go up nor down. He was fairly treed, and per-

force began to wake the echoes calling for help.

A mile away, to the hot springs hotel, one came riding

in hot haste. A man had fallen from the cliff and broken
his leg, and the doccor should come at once; and there
was a hurrying to and fro, and a chorus of exclamations
and a great stir among the guests, and the doctor was off

like the wind, and numerous lights could be seen afar

climbing the mountain, and when the help reached him
he was neither dead nor dying, had no broken limb nor
strained arm or ankle, but was simply rock-bound,
entirly unable to lielp himself. Above him was the per-

pendicular cliff, below a narrow overhanging shelf of

rock and a fall of 30ft. to the broken stones below, with
a possible roll all the way to the bottom of the moxmtain.
Those mountain folk are rough jesters; w^hen they

found that he was unhurt they began to chaff" him un-
mercifully. They told him they had brought candles to

have a wake; that he should have a first-class funeral

;

that they didn't see what he could do but j ust to drop off

over the shelf and take his chances and be done with it.

But kind hearted, as they always are, one of their number
climbed up under the projecting shelf of rock, got a firm

hold with one hand, and outstretched his other arm to

give what aid he could, and the others stood below to

catch him as he fell, and thus, if possible, save his life;

and he was directed to back over the cliff crawfish fashion,

face downward, swing off, and then hang on like grim
death. This done, the nearest man, with his outstretched
arm, grabbed his feet and placed them upon his shoulders,

and the poor fellow let go to find himself the next moment
convulsively grabbing the neck and shoulders of his

rescuer, and somehow he slid down to the others with-
out broken bones. But how he was chaffed and ridiculed!

He fled awav in the darkness and was not seen again for

days, " Texas.

Mr. F. M. Gilbert, of theEvan8ville(Ind.)r/"ib?«ie, tells

this:

"Camp life is all very nice in its way, but there are
some bad points about it, as our friend W. B, Lacy, who
is just back from Arkansas, can testify.

"On Tuesday last the day became cloudy at noon, and
it looked as if a shower was pending, and Lacy left camp
alone, intending to go to what is known as 'Over Cup
Flat' and watch for a deer. By some means he neglected
to take his compass (which, by the way, is never needed
on a sunny day, aa all hunters go by the sun). Just be-

fore dark he g'ot a shot at a fine little buck, shooting it

just back of the heart, too far back to kill it at once. It

ran about a quarter of a mile, and Lacy trailed it by the
blood and finally overtook it and cut its throat. He then
decided that he would drag it into camp himself rather

than hang it up and take chances on the wolves getting it.

"On starting back, however, he found that in his pur-

suit of the deer he had failed to take his bearings, and it

took but a few moments to show him that he was hope-
lessly lost (and that in a great "bottoms" that is 70 miles
long and the nearest settlement S7 miles away). He at

once built a fire and hung up his deer as best he could,

but his trouble had only just begun. The wolves had
struck the trail of the blood made by his deer and rapidly
following it up soon appeared around him, snapping and
howling aa only a gray wolf can. Wbile there was
really little danger, as they very seldom attack a man,
they were rinythiug but pleasant companions and would
strike a nameless ter)-or to the heart of the bravest man
living. Hoping to kill or frighten some of them and at

the same time bring aid from the camp, Lacy fired every
shot he had in his Marlin and then emptied his revolver

at them.
"Eelief came at last, in the shape of men from his own

camij, and the camj) of tlie Hinkleville Gun Club, both of

which had started out searching parties for him as soon
as he failed to appear at dark. Some idea of those dense
swamps may be gained from the fact that both of the
searching parties got lost also, and were only guided
])&ck to camp by the continued blov?ing of horns and

firing of guns by parties stationed some quarter of a mile
apart.

"Lacy says he was not the least bit worried, but he
will have to tell that story to somebody who has never
been lost at night in Black River bottoms. Those wolves
would cause the hair to stand up straight on the head of
the bravest man on earth."

OHIO GAME.
ILLERSBURG, Ohio, Nov. 10.—The opening of the

quail season in this section of the Buckeye State
was ushered in in true sportsmanlike manner, and many
gunners were in the field ready for work before the sun
had shown above the eastern horizon. The State game
law allows the shooting of quail only from Nov. 10 to
Dec. 15 inclusive, and every farmer being a self-constituted
officer, in no State is a better observance of the law had
than here. S.M.Hanna,the efficient game warden,enforced
the law to the letter at the beginning of his term of office,

two years ago, and gave a few illegal shooters at that
time to understand that a fine of .$25 and costs was bad
medicine to take every few days. Hence, shooting out of
season was entirely broken up, and there has not been an
arrest made this year. The great fight now is between
the gunner and the farmer, and nearly every farm is

decorated with the familiar sig-n, "No shooting or himting
allowed on these premises without permission," and the
tiller of the soil takes good care to see that his rights are
not infringed upon. However, go to a farmer in the right
way, ask permission to hunt, and agree not to load his
stock down with lead through careless shooting, and as a
general thing he will give you permission to shoot, fre-

quently going with you and pointing out the best game
haunts. The horny-handed pumpkin husker has all the
law on his side, and even the county squire, and about
all that a cranky hunter can do is to keep moving on from
one farm to another, greeted every fifteen minutes with
"git out of thar."
Quail are plentiful this season, owing to the last two

winters being open and the seasons very favorable to their
breeding, and they are well-grown, fat" and plump. There
were but few late broods hatched, as we find from inquir-
ing among the numerous sportsmen who were out on the
opening day.
This section of Ohio is generally hilly and bi-oken, with

plenty of underbrush and covers, yet pheasant shooting
has not been as good as in past years, the birds being
scattered and very wild and do not lie well to the dog.
Fair bags have been made, however, since the opening of
the season on Sept. 1. Joe Push.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Opening day was ushered in with a perfect gale, the

wind blowing tremendous all day, with a slight sprinkle
of rain; in fact, it was the most disagreeable day we have
had this fall. Notwithstanding the inclemency of the
weather, several of our sportsmen could not withstand
the temptation, as due preparation had been made to
open the season on a grand scale, and thpy braved the
storm for a day's sport. Owing to the conditions no big
bags were reported; the writer bagged eight cottontails
and one gray squirrel, having grand runs with the merry
little beagles. Rabbits and quail are very plenty. We
have also had more gray squii'rels this fall than for years.
I was out this afternoon and bagged two cottontails and
four quail, all shot either running or on the wing, no pot
shots. I almost forgot to tell you how many misses I

scored; weU, not less than one. Muzzle Loader.
Cadiz, Oliio, Nov. U.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The annual meeting of the Central Ohio Fox Hunters'

Club was held at this place to-day, and it was a gala day
for lovers of the chase. The district is composed of the
counties of Holmes, Coshocton, Tuscarawas and Wayne,
and this is the only organized club in the State. Every
county was well i-epresented by ardent sportsmen, and a
number of visitors from other counties were present and
well entertained. Seventy-two handsome foxhounds
were shown in the parade during the afternoon. A wild
fox had been caught a few days before, and on the day
of the meeting was turned loose. After giving reynard
a half hour's start the hounds were put on his trail, and
he led them a merry chase lasting two hours, when he
wont to earth in a rocky ledge two miles east of town,
where he was perfectly safe from both hounds and hunt-
ers. The club adopted the following resolutions:

Resolved, That the members of tins club use all honorable
meaBS lo protect tbe property of tbe farmers of the district,
which includes stock, fences and other farm property, ana that
we will lend our assistance in loolting after ali outside parlies
who may infringe upon the rights of farmers or the rules of this
club.
Resolved, That we will do no fox-hunting during the months of

June, July and August of each 3' ear.
Resolved, That it is the duty of all members of the club to look

after and return to the owners all stray foxhounds found in their
locality, with a description of the same, to the secretary; and any
member losing a dog shall at once notify the .secretary, who will
report the same to the chairman of each sub committee in the
district.

Speeches were made by Hon. E. L. Lybarger, of Spring
Mountain, O., and Col. LakeE. Jones, of Wooster, after

which the following officers were elected for the ensuing
year: President, E. L. Lybarger; Vice-President, Elias
Mast; Secretary, L. G. Barton; Treasurer, Chas. M. Will-
iams.
The following committees were also appointed:

Coshocton county—^^''m. Reed, John A. Buckley, John
Chubb, W, W. McNeal, C. M. Williams. Holmes—Frank
P. Anderson, A. B. Cutter, John S. Duncan, R. Winbig-
ler, M. C. Lisle, Josiah Snyder. Tuscarawas—Wm. Zin-
kon, Wm. Woodrtiff, Ira Miser, Jonas Ban-, George Steis.

Wayne—Dr. Grenamire, David Adkins, Lake F, Jones,
John Brandt, J. M. Shafer, David Stinson.

Col. Lake F. Jones was selected as a delegate to attend
the December meeting of the Tennessee "Wild Goose"
Fox Hunting Club.
After finishing the general business brought before the

club all members partook of an excellent banquet that
had been prepared for the occasion, and we assure you
that fox-hunters are in every way capable of disposing
of all edibles that may be set before them. There are

many fine dogs in this section, and that great sire Red
Dan is at the head of nearly the entire family. All com-
munications should be addressed to L. G. Barton

, Sec'y,

Millersburg, O. JOE Push.
MiLLBRSBUBG, 0., Nov. 13,

A COMPASS IN THE WOODS.
Editor Falsest and Stream:
A correspondent in to-day's issue explains how to sup-

ply the want of a compass by a watch, in connection with
the shadow of a knife blade on the thumb nail. In an
emergency this may answer. But without intentional
disrespect to Dr. Morris, I trust that no uninitiated will

hastily become converted to the Doctor's views, as ex-
pressed in his closing remark, that he ' 'never bothers to

carry a compass on Ms hunting trips." For the initiated

no warning is needed. I have just returned from a
Maine trip, with a veteran hunter and trapper of 45
years experience. I noticed that this experienced woods-
man invariably carried two compasses. Let us see where
the knife-watch-thumb-nail substitute might leave a man
on a "hunting trip."

The camp is in meat and you do not want anything but
"an old big one with horns." You have accordingly been
searching far and wide, when suddenly you come upon
the track of a bull caribou. It is about noon, the track is

fresh, fairly smoking—and with high hopes for a speedy
shot you are off. You forget that in order to have a
short race with a caribou it is not enough that the track
is "fairly smoking;" it must be actually "on fire," and
after you have whipped up and down three or fom- moun-
tains, and through one or two old slashings and half a
dozen swamps, you conclude that your bull has sworn off

feeding and lying down until Mr. Fassett is elected. Your
watch indicates half-past four; it has come on to snow a lit-

tle, is dark and windy. You are perhaps three miles from
the old Indian line, four miles from camp, with three-

quarters of an hour before dark. A northeast course will

strike the line, and with a few birch curls you can follow
the line to camp after dark. You put your knife on your
thumb-nail and get your watch in position. No shadow

—

the trees are too thick ; you must find "an opening in the
forest." But the heavy spruce and balsam flat has no
opening, and when you finally reach bard timber ten
minutes of pre.cious time is gone. No use for a shado vv

now; you have not the legs of a caribou and you cannot
reach the line before da.rk. So a scramble for fire-wood
and a slanting tree where you can keep body and soul
together imtil morning, because—you "did not bother to

carry a compass." And only an hour's journey away
there is a comfortable log camp, where three good fellows
are burning tobacco on stomachs full of sirloin, coffee and
cakes.
Young men, I know those who have been there. Don't

go to the woods without a knife, a full match-box and a
compass. And learn how to use the latter before you go.

And if you are hunting caribou and have grit to hang,
add a small hatchet (easily carried in a double loop on the
back of yom- coat) and a slice of fat pork. Then, if your
game iiisists upon visiting New Brunswick before he
lunches or makes a bed, you can, at least, go with him
part way. SEYMOUR Van Santvoord.
Trot, N. Y., Nov. 12.

BOSTON AND MAINE.
GOVERNOR WILLIAM E. RUSSELL, of Massachu-

settts, returned on Thursday from a short visit to

the home of the Commodore Club, at Hartland, Me. The
Governor is a member of the club, along with ex-Gover-
nor Brackett and the Hon. Benjamin F. Butler. Governor
Russell evidently understands just how to obtain the best

sort of rest after the worry of a most brilliant campaign,
and the winning of a victory of which any Governor of

one term might be proud. He slips quietly away on a
shooting and fishing trip, and has his outing and is back
again almost before the public are aware that he has
stepped down from the executive chair. This time Mr,
John E. Thayer, of the Governor's staff, with his brother,

Mr. Bayard Thayer, were with him. Mr. Bayard Thayer,
it will be remembered, is the owner of the beautiful Birch
Lodge, at the head of Richardson Lake, in Maine. Gov-
ernor Russell was the guest of the Messrs. Thayer on both
their fall and spring fishing trips to Birch Lodge this

year. These gentlemen, young and genial, seem to be
companions almost inseparable in their hunting and fish-

ing excursions. This time they are charmed with the
beautiful home of the Commodore Club on Moose Lake.
They were down there for duck shooting, for which sport

that lake has long been noted. The Governor is a good
shot, and is winning laurels, to say nothing of the prow-
ess of the Thayers in that direction.

Ducks have not come on to the marshes at the bead of

the lake in the usual abundance this fall. There is a
very good reason. The weather has been so terribly dry
that the marshes are shrunken lo the smallest space im-
aginable. Here blinds have been erected and here the
Governor tried his hand, morning and evening. One
morning he was at the blind waiting for the darkness to

lift and for the black ducks to come down to feed. Now
this black duck, as all sportsmen are aware, is about as

swift as a cannon ball, but the Governor took them "right

and left." Sam Furbish, the keeper at the home of the
Commodore Club, says that the "Governor went right in

for business every time," killing fotir ducks in succession

with right and left barrels.

The next day Sam Furbish and Harry Williams, a
young local hunter, offered to put the Governor and
Adjutant-General Dalton, who was a member of the

party, on to a fox trail, with some good hounds to do the

work. Tbe Governor and the General accepted gladly,

but fox hunting amounted to nothing that day. as it

frequently does in Maine, as well as any other State in

the Union. But the courage and sturdiness with which
the gentlemen followed the hounds won the admiration
of the local fox hunters.

Mr. L. W. DePass, Asst. Sec'y of the Boston Chamber
of Commerce, and C. vV. Hodgkins, of the Boston &
Albany freight office, have been on a gunning trip in to

the edge of Andover, Mass. They got no partridges,

though having a couple of good dogs. They started four,

but each one started from high trees and flew a long dis-

tance, doubtless lighting again into high trees, for the

dogs could not find the scent. But the exceedingly dry
weather is another feature and the birds may have left

very little scent, even if on the ground. Though quail

were put out in that section last spring, by the efforts of

the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Associa-

tion, yet these hunters found no quail. They made in-

quiries of the residents and found that no quail had been
seen or heard since early in summer. One old gen-

tleman, well informed in such matters, suggests that par-

tridges have been troubled a great deal this year with
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ticks. He has seen but one or two birds that have been
taken in that section this season, and these were covered
with ticks.

The Canard steamer, which ai-rived in Boston on
Monday, had, among other items in her cargo, a box
with eleven live English partridges. The box was directed
to Mr. Henry J. Thayer, of the JIassacliusetts Associa-
tion, and the birds will go to Oregon.
Mr. Cone, a grocer of Waltham, Mass., with his friend.

Mr. Bull, have just returned from a most successful deer
hunt in Maine. They went to Bangor, and from there to
Penobscot headwaters. They evidently struck a section
where deer were plenty, for they were gone but about
two weeks and brought home five deer and one deerskin.
They report that they could have obtained more, but that
the law permits only three deer to a sportsman in a
season. The deer were on exhibition at Mr. Cone's store
in Waltham.
Two deer were received by a well-known Boston com-

mission dealer the other day, the saddles alone of tvhich
weighed over 27olbs. They were remarkably fat and
heavy, and the hunters, a couple of Boston men who
have been kown to Maine, realized almost $50 for the
saddles, these saddles selling for 18 cents per pound. The
boys do not care to be styled market-hunters, and yet
the |oO comes handy to them.

J, P. Longley, of Lewiston, Me., has just returned from
a trip to the Machias River. He says that bears have
never before been as plenty in that part of the country.
A bear has recently killed a cow and two-year-old bull in
a pasture in that vicinity. The farmers have been greatly
troubled this summer by bears, and many sheep have
been lost. Mr. Longley brought home an elegant bear
skin.

A moose weighing over TOOlbs. has recently been killed
at the Ten-Mle Shanty, near Milo. Me. The cook at the
shanty went to the spring a few rods away for water
just at nightfall, when he saw five moose at" the spring
drinking. He ran back to the shanty and alarmed Mr.
A. T). BumpuB, who had just come in from the Katahdin
Iron Vvoriis. Mr. Daggett yelled that there were moose
at the brook, when guns were grabbed they succeeded in
killing the big bull of the herd.
Arthur Bounce , of Milo, has killed the first moose of

the season in tliat vicinity this year. It was a monster,
and Mr. Bounce sold the "head for $50 and meat enoTigh
to come to $60 more. Mr. Bounce is an old man, with
one of his legs so barlly crippled as to be almost useless,
and yet he manages to get around in the woods some
way. The moose and the money it brought come very
acceptable to him. Special.

THREE TURKEYS AT A SHOT.
J?VANSVILLE, Ind., Nov. 10.—Editor Forest and
J Stream: 1 wish to call your attention to an incident

which happened in Ciay county, Ark., during our recent
hunt, from vvhich we have just returned. It is straight
goods and I can make oath to it.

One of the party, Mr. Lacy, made the most wonderful
shot ever made. He was seated at a stand on Big Cache
waiting for deer. In front of him was one of those little

weed prairies, so frequent in Arkansas. While on the
watch he saw the outlines of a wild turkey, which seemed
to be picking in the weeds. Holding at the butt of its

wing he fired , and had the satisfaction of seeing it flutter
a few yards and fall. But on going to pick it up what
was his surprise to find two more turkeys shot through
the neck. Such a thing as three wild turkeys killed with
one rifle ball was probably never heard of before. The
writer was not over 100yds. from him, and can swear
that only one shot was fired. Mr. Sam Blackshare was
at the next stand, the same distance away, and can testify
to the same—that is if Mr. Lacy's word "was not amply
sufficient. The supposition is that the two turkeys shot
through the neck were squatting in the weeds, and seeing
Lacy raise his rifle to aim, raised up their heads just in
time to receive the fatal ball. This will go on record as
one of the most wonderful shots ever made in the whole
history of hunting.
We got four deer, thirty turkeys and small game in

countless numbers and variety. Lost nearly all by hot
weather, and came out through forest fires on all sides.

F. M. Gilbert,

WISCONSIN DUCKING.
MILWAUKEE, Nov. 9.—The long deferred rain has

come at last, but alas too late to insure good snipe
shooting. Last Tuesday morning all the shallow ponds
and small bodies of water were found to be frozen over,
ice having formed in many places half an inch in thick-
ness. A few scattering snipe may still be found in low
springy ground, but the bulk of the birds have made a
parting bill-thrust into Wisconsin mud and silently de-
parted for a warmer clime. Wildfowl, however, are"here
m great abundance, and every known means is being em-
ployed for their destruction. 'Parties are daily leaving the
city bound for the various ducking resorts of the State.
Large bags are being reported from Fox Lake, Puck-
away Lake come^ in for a front seat in the list of choice
places. Mr. H. Bosworth, who spent a few days of last
week at the Caw Caw club house, has lately returned
with a fine lot of ducks—bluebills, redheads, and canvas-
backs. Of the latter I believe he had four or five.

Messrs. Fitch, Mariner, Pierce, and Moses left late last
week for Wmneconne Lake, where they will remain a
few days on board their finely equipped yacht, The
Idle Hour. The shooting :was reported very good at
that place, and it is expected that the Northwestern road
Avill be called upon to furnish an extra large box car in
which to convey their ducks back to the Cream City.

Greenhead.

Freak op the Gray Squirrel.—Wm, Eaines, of
Huntington, W. Va., relates a novel experience. He
claims to have been a good shot with the rifle and seldom
failed to drop his squu-rel. At one time, however, he de-
liberately fired twelve shots at one without success, and
then ceased firing through utter discouragement. The
strangest part of the circumstance is that the squirrel
barked constantly under fire. Mr. Raines says his grand-
father had a similar experience, with some variation, In
the latter case the squirrel not only kept barking under
fire, but at length ran down the tree and scampered off,

barking as it ran.—*.

SLEEPING BAGS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I would like to say a few words about sleeping bags.
Last fall I spent about three weeks in the Provinces
moose hunting. My companion on this trip had a sleep-
ing bag which he "had purchased from Mr. Squii-es in
your city, while I had a rubber blanket and three quite
heavy woolen ones. On this trip we had eight days and
nights of almost continuous rain, and I confess that I
rather envied my friend in his sleeping bag. I would
lie at night under our lean-to completely saturated,
while he in his bag would be as dry and comfortable as
he could wish. On my return I ordered a bag at once
and used it last winter sleeping on frozen ground in an
open camp with the mercury at times below zero.
This season I spent some three weeks hunting moose

and I advised my companion to take a sleeping bag,
which he did, and is loud in his praises of it, saying he
does not know how he could have got along without it.

The bags are made with difi:erent thicknesses of lining,
and I would advise getting a bag with fairly heavy lining,
and also to have an extra lining to be put in or taken out
as desired. I have arranged my bag so that I can remove
one thickness of blankets, and when replacing tie the two
lower corners with tape. With a bag so an-anged you
can use the extra lining when sleeping in a close, warm
camp, the original bag making a good mattress, and
when you wish to spend the night out of camp the extra
lining will be needed.
The bags are put up in a very portable form, and are

much easier to carry than blankets. The outside covering
is very durable, and perfectly waterproof. I spent a good
many nights this season, when moose calling, lying out
on boggy ground, without a fire of any kind, and was far
more comfortable than with twice the amount of ordinary
blankets.

I think any sportsman who roughs it to any extent will
find such a bag very serviceable. C. M. Stark.
Dttnbaeton, N. H,, Oct. 29.

MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION.
BOSTON, Nov. 16.—One hundred and seventy-five

members of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Pro-
tective Association attended the regular monthly dinner
and meeting at the United States Hotel Thursday even-
ing, Nov. 12. Messrs. Wm. A. Browne, Geo. A. Clay,
G. Arthur Swan, Geo. H. Richards, Jr., A. M. Lsavitt,
Chas. H. Smith, Arthur A. Glines, Chas. E. Willard,
Arthur B. Curtis, Moses Bamber, Herbert C. Brooks,
Noble H. Hill, John HLllis and Jos. H. Woodford were
elected members.
Fourteen applications for membership were presented.
Messrs. H. H, Kimball, Chas. F. Munroe, Chas. Stewart,

Ivers W. Adams, Waldron Bates, Geo. B. Appleton and
Heber Bishop were appointed a nominating committee to
present at the December meeting a list of candidates for
officers for 1892.

Messrs. Ivers W. Adams, Benj. C. Clark, M. A. Morris,
W. M. Brackett and Geo. W. Wiggin were appointed as
a committee on arranging for the annual dinner.
Mr. W. L. Gilbert, of Plymouth, Mass,, addressed the

meeting, asking that domestic raised trout be allowed to
be sold during the months of January, February and
March, as well as in the open season. After general dis-

cussion, in which the members objected to any such law,
the matter, was referred to the board of management,

Richard O. Harding, Secretary.

FLORIDA BIRDS OF PLUME.
Editor Fairest and Stream:
Now that the Legislature of Florida has passed an act

to protect the birds of plumage and song from destruc-
tion, the tomrist and pleasure seeker can do much to aid
in the enforcement of the law by suggestions in all

localities they may visit, as to the organization of local
societies, to see to the proper enforcement of the law. A
united effort on the part of the citizens of Florida and
tourists will put a stop at once to the wholesale destruc-
tion now going on by those who hunt the birds to supply
the dealers in plumes.
A healthy public sentiment once established, the en-

forcement of the law will not be difficult, and the birds
which now add so much to the beauty of the Florida
landscape will be preserved.
Chummie, so long the writer's constant companion in

rambles and travels, died a weeJi ago in southern Mary-
land from distemper. He was a dog of great intelligence
and many vu-tues, with a personality almost human. He
will be long and sadly missed. " D. W. W,

A Novel Fox Hunt.—Plain HQl, Conn.—While our
farmer S. was returning from a neighboring town early
in the afternoon one day last month, he saw something
that made him rub his eyes at first. A bunch of a dozen
sheep, wooly with fright, were galloping up and down
and across a pasture near the road, closely followed by a
full grown fox. The fox apparently was only chasing
the sheep in play, and he circled them aroimd the lots,
headed them off and turned them back about as his fancy
pleased. Now S. is considerable of a s^jortsman, and
generally carries a shotgun with him under the wagon
seat against just such chances, and in about three winks
of the eye he had inserted a couple of cartridges in the
gun, jumped from the wagon, climbed the fence, and
waited for the sheep and fox to pass. This latter gentle-
man, generally so cunning, had dropped oft' his eyeglass,
and his only thought was the pleasure of the chase. On
came the fast panting sheep, followed closely by the fox,
and alas! by the whang of the gun. Reynard was gath-
ered in. Moral: Free wool may prove itself not always a
blessing,—Flin.

Woodcock at Bay Ridge.—From Bay Ridge, on New
York Bay, comes a photograph with this note: "Bay
Ridge, Nov. 11.—I inclose you, with mv compliments, a
scene from life, or rather from my vine-clad piazza. It
aU happened in prosaic Bay Ridge. You will remember
what a perfect day we had for election, and I was wish-
ing in the morning that I were far away over the hills
after woodcock, when the thought came into my head
that just for the sake of "Auld Lang Syne" I would stroll
over the old spots where the gaUant "woodcock used to
atop on their aiitumn migration. Well, here you see the
result of one short half hour's fun—as fine a brace of

brown-backed fellows as I ever downed. Found within
OOOyds. of the house, in a cosey little sunlit brier tangle,
where I have flushed many in past years, and within a
stone's throw of the screeching steam dummy tracks.
You know what 'Frank Forrester' said about autumn
woodcock shooting. He's right; I found it all true; just
where I least expected it, as new streets, gas and water
pipes, realjestate agents and town lots, are hardly proper
accessories when afield after these lively birds.

" Pardon
my enthusiasm, but 1 have not quite recovered from my
surprise party yet, I may add that the only dog that
accompanied me was an English bulldog (Piper). I shot
the woodcock and my brother's Hawkeye did the rest.

—

W. TOWNSENB."

St. Louis Notes.— Nov. 14.—There was a general rain
over the State this week, the first for nearly three months.
The season has been too dry for hunting birds, a condition
removed by the late rains. A 110-pound catfish was the
attraction at LTnion Market on Monday. The weather
has turned cold and blustery, and the ducks are coming
down. A decree for incorporation has been issued to the
St. Francis Literary, Hunting and Fishing Club. Con-
gressman Seth Coisb is president of the club.—Aber-
deen.

Pennsylvania Ducks.—Erie, Nov. 13.—Clarence C,
Converse writes: "This is an uncommonly good ducking
season here, the ducks rivaling the grain crops in abund-
ance. Though aU fair shots are daily bagging nice lots
of ducks along our peninsula and bay shore, yet they
have to play second fiddle to the nets of Erie fish com-
panies placed off the lake shore from Erie to Dunkirk,
some nets yielding of a morning several hundred ducks
each."

SPRING SHOOTING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Tbe foUowintx conespondence between William Elder, our

Secretary, and the President of the United States will be read
with interest. We are very glad to know that your widely circu-
lated and most valuable paper has always been favorable to the
legislation proposed. Energetic action at ibis time ought speedily
to result in the necessary legislation in the respective States.
Would it not be quite in line with the good worli already accom-
plished in various directions by Fohest and Stream, ilial \o\i
should initiate this movement? Geo. Shepard Page,
CHATHAiM, N. .T., Nov. 12.

CHATHASr ElSH AXD GAME PkOTECTIVE ASSOCIATION. ]

Chatham, 2^. J., Oct. 23, 1891. T
jMr. President:
Deah Sir—With the knowledge of your great interest in field

sports, I take the liberty of addressing you on a stibject which is
of vital importance to the propagation and protection of game
birds. We are using our strength towards the abolishment of
spring wildfowl and snipe shooting and also of shooting woodcock
in stimmer. As a sportsman, you can readily perceive the short-
sighted policy of killing and disturbing birds on their way to
breeding haunts, the result of which has been to steadily dimimsh
the class of game mentioned, and you will at once recognize the
great benefit which wotild surely follow united action on The part
of the different States.
To bring this question of a close season during the spring and

early summer to a successful settlement, it should be placed
prominently before the sportsmen of the country and bv them
taken to their respective legislatures. We know the problem is
a dilHcult one and it may take years to accomplish the result.s we
are seeking, but I feel that we are acting rightly in asking your
approval and cooperation. Your recommendation of the change
would have great influence and be most eft'ective in crystallizing
the efforts of the game societies of the country.
1 trust this matter will receive your favorable consideration.

Any suggestions you may make will be heartily appreciated.
We have a membership numbering 1S5 and control the lands in
the valley of the Passaic, which ''Frank Forrester" so often men-
tions in his writings. Your obedient servant,

Wm. Elder, Secretary.
To His Excellency, Benjamin Harrison, President.

ExEcuTrvE Mansion-, I

Washtxgton, Oct. 28. 1891. f
yruiiam Elder, Esq., Secretary. Chatham, iV. r.;
iNlY Dear Sih—1 have your letter of the 23d, in which you dis-

cuss the necessity of a closed season for migratory game birds. I
do not doubt thab tbe adoption of legislation by the States, pro-
hibiting spring shooting of these classes of game birds, would
greatly tend to increase their numbers, and I have sometiires
thought that it was essential to the preservation of some of these
species. Very truly yours,

(Autograph signature.) Benjamin Harrison.

A Book About Indians.—The Forest and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell'a book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen lllnatratlona from the volume.—^dlu.

Angling Talks. By George Daioson. Price 50 cents, Fly-
Rods and Fl.y-TacMe. By H. P. Wells. Price S^.SO. Fly-
FisJiing and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. H. Keene.
Price $1.50. American Angler's Book. By Thad. Norris.
Price $5.50.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the BooJi of
the Game Laius.

A MICHIGAN BASS WATER.
IONIA, Mich., Nov. 12.—On Nov. 1, 1891, myself with a

friend left home at 8 A. M. and di'ove eighteen miles
to the Maple River, in Clinton county, one mile east of
Matherton, and there met Mr. E. Shattuck, a fisherman
and hunter by profession, and he took us in his boat and
rowed about one mile, and we jointed our rods and com-
menced to fish, for what we did not know. Had been
told that there were plenty of pickerel in the Maple
River. Shattuck only had about forty-five minnows, and
those very small ones. We fished 3+ hours and caught
forty-nine black bass, small-mouth, and one pickerel.
The whole of them weighed lOoilbs.; fourteen of them
weighed 491bs. This catch was made on Nov. 1. On
Nov. 7 I made the same drive with two men besides my-
self, and caught seventeen bass and twelve pickerel, and
on the following Sunday another party of four gentlemen
caught out of the same place thirty-four bass and seven
pickerel.
Maple River is a small, slow, sluggish stream with deep

bays in it, the water in places being 30 to 40ft, tieep, and
riir • that way for about half a mile. At this particular
place where we caught these fish the water was very
deep. We used about 75 to 100ft. of line. They were not
very voracious biters, but pretty gamy when hooked.
This seems like a big fish story, but is nevertheless true.
I do dislike so much to give it up, but I have to quit on
account of cold weather. H. L. Bailey.
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"GENESIS."

IT was in the spring of '71 that I first essayed the trout

in Maine waters—or for that matter, in any waters.
From early childhood, with an instinctive love of nature,
I had roamed the woods within a radius of a dozen miles
around my home, and made pot shots with the old

muzzleloader or bobbed for eels or skittered for jiickerel

in the sluggish streams and muddy ponds within my
ken; but only from hearsay had I any knowledge of the
wary troTxt, with his penchant for clear, cold, running
waters, and his lordly beauty of form and color. An
opportunity unexpectedly offered me to visit the Range-
leys, with a friend better posted than I, was hailed with
the wildest delight, and phantom shapes, spotted with
crimson and gold, haunted my dreams for many days
while I was planning and saving to accumulate the
wherewithal to cover the expenses of the trip,

SuflSce it to say that on the 8th day of June my com-
panion, John , and myself embarked on the Portland
steamer from Boston en route to Andover, Me., via

Bryant's Pond, loaded to the muzzle with a complete
camp kit and dunnage enough to swamp a whaleboat.

I must have been completely dazed when we reached
the hotel at Andover, for time seemed to shp by on the
wings of the wind, till John and I found ourselves alone
in an enormous chamber over the office, gloomy with the
deep shadows hardly illumined by the small oil lamp left

with us.

We were younger then, John and I, than now; and the
courage born of innocence and inexperience began to

ooze away as we hstened to the moaning of the wind
around the gables, and realized that we were indeed
'*stra.ngers in a strange land."
Why was it, too, our room possessed so many doors,

leading whence we knew not? A consultation of war
was held, and our first move was to barricade the en-

trance door to our room, which was only fastened by a
rusty, time-worn lock, by wedging a chair under the
knob. Then producing an antique pistol from our satchel

we began to examine our quarters.
Opening one door after another, we discovered only

closets; but with the opening of the last door, we felt our
doom was indeed sealed. Only a mass of impenetrable
darkness stared us in the face". Bang went the door, and
down we sat in fear and trembling. What was this

dreadful space of Stygian darkness?
Another consultation resulted in .John's determination

to " do or die," and once more advancing, John ahead,
holding the lamp high aloft, I following, pistol cocked,
we opened up the door. All was still, and listening

breathlessly, we heard no sound. Getting bolder, .John

took two steps forward, stopped, listened, and then, with
a " Come on, I'm not afraid," took a step one side to

enable our " battery" to move up! Slam! iDang! crash!

—

John gone—utter darkness—a pistol shot—oblivion.

It seems, as after investigation proved, that we were
encroaching on the large hall used for dancing, with an
entrance from the kitchen by a stairway, at the head of

which was a ti-ap door, open at the time, and as John
stepped to one side, he fell down the hole in the floor,

and the trap promptly responding to the unexpected caU,
dropped sharply into place, shutting out all traces of poor
John, who, clinging to the lamp, sliding like lightning
on his back down the stairway, came to anchor with his

feet sticking through the panels of the kitchen door
below. No bones broken.
Next morning, arranging for our boat at the "arm of

the lake," we piled up our belongings on the conven-
tional "buckboard" and started. That same buckboard
was a revelation to me, and if I remember aright I felt

like Jonah before our exodus. Such thumping and
banging I had never before experienced, for with my
ignorance of horseback riding I didn't "rise to the trot,"

but keeping everything taut and rigid and hanging on
for dear life, I nearly lost it. At last, sore and wretched,
we came to a halt at the arm of the lake; and its pictur-
esque location and the glimpse of the fair water, with a
cool breeze coming down from above, did much to re-

lieve us of the ennui we felt. But the boat. We had
pictured in our minds an airy-fairy giddy thing with
white wings that would fly over the foam-crested wave
and bear us hither and thither ad liJ). Alas, our hopes
were dashed, for half out of water, like a stranded
whaler, lay om* boat, a weather-stained, battered nonde-
script, one end rotting in the sun, the other completely
water-logged, only one whole oar, the other little better
than a raft pole.

In the meantime the team had sneaked away; and left

to our own resources and with no alternative we sadly
hauled the thing out of water, allowed the sun's rays to

partially absorb some of the moisture in the water-logged
end. and then daubing on the seams inside and out a
quantity of pitch and tar—fortunately left, perchance,
by old Noah—we launched and loaded her.

I can never describe how we strained and tugged with
our puny muscles till against a strong head wind we
finally found ourselves ashore in the cove above the
middle dam completely exhausted. We didn't wait for
supper, but turned into the blankets instantly, forgetting
that we had a tent, or too tired to pitch it.

Next day we fished about the dam, and there I caught
my first trout. Reader, have you "been there?" I sup-
pose I made a fool of myself, but then, I can console
myself with the reflection that better men and older men
than T have lost their heads and given expression to most
extravagant antics on such occasions. The following
day, the wind shifting, we had a comparatively easy row
up the Lower Richardson, past Rich's Camp and Metallic
Point, at the moxith of the Narrows, through the Upper
Richardson, skirting the western shore part way, and
finally crossing to the foot of the carry at Upper Dam.
We camped near there on the south side of the dam.
During our stay at this spot, where we for the first time
set up our tent and unpacked our truck, we had remark-
able fishing for greenhorns. Initiated with the mysteries
of fly-fishing by such a notable example as that of J udge
Webster, who was stopping at the Upper Dam, we be-

came Nase in a short while, and subsequent arrivals un-
doubtedly admired the sang froid with which we struck,

played and (sometimes) netted two and three fish at a
time. Why is it that the novice always catches at least

one tremendous fish on his first outing? I have now an
outline on birch bark of a trout I took that spring below
the Upper Dam, whose size is far in excess of any I have
ever taken since, he measured Slin. in length. I often
look at this outline sketch with pride, and I still strive to

go one better, but while I have caught many a heavier
trout I have never landed another so large. '

From this trip my love of trout fishing has developed
into a passion, and every opportunity offered finds me 1

with rod and reel "where the trout hide."
|

I have caught black base, wall-eyed pike and muskal-
longe in Michigan, and fish of other species in places less

remote, but the memory of my first trip to the Pine Tree
State in quest of trout has indelibly impressed itself upon
my brain, and I love to think of that honest, whole-souled
delight I felt when I landed my first trout.

A. T. Bond.

WHITE BASS FISHING.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have had a chance at different times to see your
paper and I never see anything from this locality. Now,
I think we have here a daPS of sport not to be had any-
where else on the ball, and that is catching white bass.

This city is on the Sandusky River, at the head of navi-
gation, and in the spring the white bass come up to

spawn, and then the fun begins. We use a small minnow
with a red head: by the way, the minnow comes with
the advent of the biss and is called by us natives a "red
head," Two hooks, a small one about a foot above the
other, are employed, and it is an ordinary thing to make
a double catch. The white bass is of the trout disposi-

THE WHITE BASS.

tion, quicker than double-greased lightning. You either
fish from a boat or use a pair of long boots and wade,
and when jou get a strike you either get him or you don't
—it is like a flash. If you get him, don't land him too
soon,, for for his size he is "a good 'un." They don't grow
very large, lib. being a good average. I think we had
the best run this spring we ever had, that is, the largest;

a few were caught that weighed 21bs. and a great many
of 1 to lilbs. About the middle of August they go back
to the lake, which is about 30 miles distant; in the fall

we fish between here and the lake for what T call the
king of American waters, the black bass, and we do get
some daisies; 51bs. 9oz. is the largest up to date.

Fbemont, O. J. 0, Cark.

[The white bass referred to is the Roceus chrysops, of

the "Fishery Industries," plate 171. The "red head" min-
now is hard" to identify, as the males of several species
have the head more or less rosy in spring. The yellow
bass of the Ohio and Mississippi valleys and the white
perch of the East are the nearest relatives of the white
bass.

J

FISHWAYS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Youx term of "a continental failure" is a new one, but

fits the fishway at Holyoke very well. It is a monumen-
tal failure certainly, for as your correspondent Mr. Waters
says, it is reported to have cost $30,000, and there is no
record of any fish except a few eels ever going up it.

During the five years I was on the New Hampshire Fish
Commission I visited it frequently, and never saw a fish

of any sort in it.

The trouble with it is that like many of the early fish-

ways it was built from a wrong "point of view," or as the
boys say, "hind end first." The Lawrence fishway was
built in the same manner, or with the mouth of it far

down stream out of the main current, up which the fish

always go until they meet an obstruction, when they try

to get around it.

The Lawrence fishway was utterly useless for the first

few years, until in 1877 or '78 the Commissioners cut it in

two in the middle and turned the lower end backward,
so as to bring it into the pool at the foot of the dam where
the fish could find it. The New Hampshire Commission
have always protested against both of these fishways as

first built, "and my colleague, the late A. H. Powers, went
to Massachusetts to urge the change in the one at Law-
rence.
The instant it was changed fish of aU kinds (except

shad) began to come up it, and the number of salmon has
been increasing yearly. I do not know how many Com-
missioner Hodge took in all this year at the halchery at

Plymouth, N. H., 100 miles up the river, but he had
taken 76 the last time I heard from him, and a number
had been caught on their way up, about Garrins Falls,

above three fishways. The New Hampshire Commis-
sioners have begged' those of Massachusetts again and
again to bend back the fishway at Holyoke. They
plead ofl:' at first on the excuse of great expense, but
have had a better one since in the fact that the Con-
necticut fishermen caught every fish that attempted to

ascend the river in their weirs and pounds at the mouth,
and the Connecticut Legislature refused to coirect thp
evil. The result was that the salmon, with which New
Hampshire and Vermont stocked the river in 1874, were
ail caught before they could get up as far as Hartford,
biit a large number were taken below there for two or
three years, I think in '78 and '79.

So as New Hampshire cannot move Massachusetts, nor
Massachusetts start Connecticut, the river remains un-
fruitful. I have never heard of shad going up any fish-

way, without it be the McDonald, and that is impracti-

cable in our Northern rivers, on account of the heavy ice

brought down in the freshets in the spring, which would
smash any timber construction to splinters, unless pro-

tected behind a heavy stone abutment.
It is easy enough to build a practicable fishway, if the

builders will only look at it in the right way, and remem-
ber that the fish are going up the river, and not down.
That, except eels and small fish, they are usually out in

mid current, and not being up in the air like birds, they

cannot look down and see the ingenious ladders which
men have built for them, far down the stream, but go on
against the current tiU they run against a dam or reck,
and then try to get around it to the right or left. It
makes no dift'erence where the upper end is, so long as it

is in the water of the upper level.
I built the Manchester fishway from the pool below the

dam, leading up to the canal, also below the dam hori-
zontally, or down stream, but on the upper level. Let the
fish once surmount the fall, and they will find their way
up through the headgates of any canal fast enough. Tf e
Manchester fishway has been a perfect success, although
some ignorant busy-bodies found fault because the fish
stopped to rest for a day in the pool at the foot of the
dam, after climbing the natural "chute" below, before
they attempted the second climb of the fishway. Let me
repeat, it is no matter where the upper end of the fishway
is, if on the upper level, if the lower end is in the pool, as
near the fall as possible. You may build a loop round
the end of the dam, you may run down, and come back,
as at Lawrence, or lead into the canal as at Manchester,
but have the lower end where the fish can find it with-
out "going up in a balloon" to look for it. They will find
their way down any fall, "tail first," fast enough. The
Holyoke fishway needs only to be cut in the middle and
bent back to the dam.

I did not mention the one at Lowell, and it should not
be omitted, but it simply consists in leaving off one flash-
board at the north end of the dam, opposite the city,

where the ledge rises to the surface, so that the dam is

only 2ft. high. When the fish meet this fall they simply
"turn to the right and find their way round the corner!"
A series of "log cabins," 13ft, square or so, was fii'St

built at Lowell, against the center of the dam, each one
about 3ft. lower than the one above, expecting the fish

to jump up from one to the other, but it was worthless.
The point seems to me to be here, the fish do not go up
stream by sight, but by feeling, and go against the most
favorable current.

I do not think a fish can see very far in the broken
water of a fall, and I do not think from my experience
as an angler that they see objects out of water, through
it, under such conditions. I always prefer to fish a pool
from the upper end, where the broken water serves to
hide me.

I forget how far down stream the Holyoke Fishway
debouched, and have lost my record, but think it was
about 400ft. and away off at one side, where no fish

would think of either looking or feeling for a passage.
chaelestown, n. h. Von W.

A LARVAL CONGER EEL.
Editor Forest and, Stream:
A very interesting fish has recently been sent to me by

Commissioner Blackford, and as it was found at Rocl!'-

away doubtless some of your New York readers will be
glad to hear about it. The gentleman who found the
specimen was fishing off the shore at Rockaway last

spring. "He noticed something in the water that shone
very brightly, and after watching it a few minutes it was
washed ashore. He noticed it moving on the sand and
picked it up, thinking it might be a curiosity. " The cap-
tive was put into a vial of alcohol and afterward given to
Mr. Blackford, through whose kindness I am enabled to
describe the specimen.
The eel is about 4in. long, whitish in color, and with

two rows of minute black spots, one along the middle of
the body and the other on its lower edge. The jiws are
much like those of an adult eel. The fins are not devel-
oped, and the body is deep and ribbon-shaped. In life

the animal is translucent and is almost invisible in tea
water. Very few specimens of this kind have been
taken on our shores, and the whole number caught at the
surface by towing nets from vessels of the Fish Commis-
sion is comparatively small. The variations among the
forms, on the other hand, are numerous. None of them
are exactly like this Rcckaway example, and so 1 am at
a loss to know what is the adult form of this laiva. It

may be a young Conger; it is certainly one of this type of
eels, but there is no adequate guide to the study of ihes^
curious fishes. Dr. Jordan's "Manual of the Vertebrate^"
(page 90) mentions a single species {LeptocephaiuM mor-
risi) as occurring on our coasts. The collections of the
Fish Commission, however, contain many species of
widely differing characters. These larva; have been con-
sidered to represpnt a stage of arrested development of
young eel-like fishes which increases in size, but never
attains the characters of the perfect animal. The gener-
ative organs are undeveloped and the skeleton is cartila-

ginous: even the skull is composed mainly of cartilages.

Lejjtocephali are pelagic and abundant, but. on accoimt
of their transparency, seldom discoverable in the water.
They move slowly and feebly, and but for their protec-
tive coloration would have little chance to escape from
predaceous fishes. The largest specimen recorded is

lOin. long. Dr. Gill now regards these larv?e as young
stages which will develop, in a shorter or longer period,

into the perfect animal. T. H. Bean.

FlSHVFAYS IN THE SUSQUEHANNA.—In 1886 two of
the Rogers fishways were put in the dam at Colum-
bia, Pa., and the fact that shad will pass through
it was established by setting a gill net around the
upper exit and catching in it several of these fish.

There was at this time a good stage of water and the
entrances were easily found by the shad. Since that
time, however, the shoaling of the water has made the
openings less accessible and shad have not been able to

find them until the difficulty was remedied. At the best,

however, the fishery above the dam amounts to very
little except when breaks occur, and this ixnfortunate

state of affairs is undoubtedly due to lack of proper ad-
justment of the entrances to the ways. About two years
ago there was a break in the dam and between 2,000 and
3,000 shad were caught above the obstruction.

We Should Say So.—"John Smith" writes to the

Evening Post: I find the following in your paper of this

evening: "The Rev. Wm. H. Ryder preached in a Glou-
cester, Mass., church last Sunday on the topic, 'Can a

man be a fish dealer and a Christian?' " I would re?pecr-

fully ask if this is not rather hard on the Aposlles, sev-

eral of whom are understood to have been in that

business?
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THE INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES CON-

VENTION.
THE committee named at the meeting of Oct. 22 in

this city convened in Rochester last week, Nov. 10,
11 and 13. There were present of the committee: Messr?.
R. XT, Sherman, of the New York Codihcation Commis-
sion; A. D. Stewart, Canadian Fish Commission; Henry
C Ford, Pennsylvania Fish Commission; George F. Dan-
forth and F. J. Amsden, Fish Food Association of New
York State: Hoyt Post, Detroit. Michigan Fish Commis-
sion: H. N. Smith, Washington, United States Fish Com-
mission; George H. Welshon and Louis Struebler, Penn-
sylvania Fish Commission. The Anglers' Association of
St. Lawrence River, including R P. Grant, treasurer; W.
ri. Thompson, secretary: G, W. «kinner, of executive
committee: Hon, E. B. Buckley, H. S. Folger. Members
of the local Cheaper Pish Food Association, including
Senator McNaughton, ex Congressman Baker, Postmaster
Reynolds, W. F, Cogswell, W. F. Balkam, Geo. Darling,
L. P. Ross, Monroe Green and James Aunin of Caledonia-
Senator McNaughton spoke in appreciation of the pur-
poses of the meeting. It was decided to prepare a reso-
lution asking Congress to provide for a complete examin-
ation of the Great Lakes with respect to their fish sup-
ply; a resolution was adopted favoring laws in the several
States forbidding the taking of salmon trout under 21bs.,
bass under lib., and blue pike under fib. weight. An-
other resolution was adopted as follows:

ReftoJvcd, Tbat tbe members of this committee from the Domin-
ion .iiid thp States be requestpd to examine the text of tlie Game
and Fish Code prepared by the New York roinmission and con-
sider the sume in regard to the applicability of the same to their
purposes, and to indicate what provisions may be acceptable and
what changes they may deem advisable to meet their partictilar
wants, so that at the final meeting it may be found what final
changes may be desired.

A meeting will be held in Hamilton.

Salmon Teout of the Yellowstone.—Livingston,
Montana, Nov. 9. —The largest salmon trout ever cap-
tured in the Yellowstone River was caught this week two
miles below this city with hook and line. The specimen
weighs 8 lbs. 5 ozs., and is 25 in. long. It will be sent by
Mr. Wetzstein, of this place, to Rochester, N. Y., for
m ounting.—Livingston.

"How Long Will Trout Live?" we asked Mr. Thomas
Andrews, the well-known fish breeder, who says: "I
knew a man whose father put a trout lilbs. into a well:
after twenty- five years the fiph was taken out weighing
less than llh."—Fishing Gazette, London,

TROUT AND SALMON IN MEXICO.
XTNDER tbe supervision of Ssnor E. Chazari the Mexican

J Goverumieat has three flshcultural establishments.
wDlch have received from time to time since 1885 supplies of
esgs and fish from the U. S. Pish Commission. The most
important of these hatcheries, located In the District of
jjerma, has a capacity of 40.000 liters of water a minute
with a temperature of oOdeg. Farenheit in winter, and some-
times reaching 60deg. at mid-day in summer. Here are to
he found 7,000 rainbo\v trout, 1,000 brook trout (fontinalis)

,

500 lake trout inamaycush), 9,000 quinnat or California
salmon, a few Von Behr trout or brown trout {Salrao fario),
and 15,000 carp.
A second establishment in the hacienda of La Condesa,

Federal District, with a supply of 150 gallons of spring
water per minute, at a temperature of 60 to OSdei?. Fahren-
heit, contains 20,000 carp, about 20,000 goldfish, and a few
red-eye perch, all of which were obtained from the United
States.
The third hatchery, in the hacienda of Asencion, is sup-

plied with river water, highly oxygenated, cold at night and
warmer at mid-day. This is devoted to carp which fielded
about 10,000 young in 1890, and these when seven months
old weighed from 4 to 6oz., a slow growth on account of the
low temperature of the water.
Carp have proved rather delicate in the cold spring water

of the region, but some of the breeding fish now weigh 9 or
lOlbs. Tbe fish have been fed on earthworms and crushed
boiled corn. The first public distribution will be made
during the coming winter.
Lake trout eggs received in 1690 yielded 500 fry, which

have not grown rapidly, averaging now only fioz. in weight.
The species is very difficult to rear in Mexico.
Rainbow trout eggs were obtained from California in the

winter of 188S. From these 5,000 young were reared, among
tbe product are fish measuriug 28Ln. and weighing 91bs.,
while the average weight is fully 21bs. In December, 1890,
some of the fish spawned and furnished 50,000 eggs, which
yielded 25,000 healthy fry. The j'oung were fed on cooked
Besh and blood, and their development was wonderfully
rapid. Their natural reproduction in large numbers shows
that the species is well adapted to certain Mexican waters.
Brook trout forwarded in March, 1889, did not thrive very

well, but some examples reared in the establishment now
weigh 2 lbs. In December, 1890, some females were heavy
with eggs, but no males entered the spawning races, and
the attempt to cross fertilize with milt of the rainbow was
unsuccesiful. Some eggs obtained in January, 1891, suffered
le?s dnriug the critical periods, and abotit 2,000 young are
now developing from them.
iS Quinnat salmon seem better adapted to the region than
any other of the family. The eggs received in October, 1890,
produced healthy try, of which 9,000 now remain. Their
average weight is 8oz. They are fed on flesh mixed with
cooked blood.
Red-eye perch received in 1889 have not grown much,

weighing only 5 to 6oz. each, and they have not spawned.
The food given them is earth worms.
Tench obtained in 1SS7 and 1889 have merely held their own,

some of them now weighing 21bs., others not more than i^lb.,
and no spawning has occurred.

CToldfish have done reasonably well, some of them spawn-
ing at the age of 7mos.
The most gratifying results have been obtained with the

rainbow trout, and Senor Ghdzari is highly pleased also
with the growth and condition of the California salmctn.

Imnet

Forest an d Strea^i. Bos 3,833. N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-
trs-Jf-d circulars of \V. B. Lefflngwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing, which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan" "Dick SwiveUer," "SybUlene" and
nt her competent authorities to be the bsBt treatise on the subjeet
»-R.(«nt.

The VBI.VBT TRAriN of the Monon Route between Chicago and
Oinciunati offers the he?r and most luxurious service obtainable
r>etween those .ooints,—^Ic'o,

Dogs: Their Management and Treatmentin Disease. By
Ashmont. Price $2. Kennel Beeord and Account BooTi.
PHce $S. Training vs. Breakinq. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $1. First Lessons in Dog 'Training, with Points of
all Breeds. Price 60 cents.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
UForfvlUr details sec issue of Nov.

DOG .SHOWS.
Dec. 4 to 8.—Sixth Annual, nt Rockford, IlL
Dec. 10 to 14.—Freeport. 111. T. E. Taylor. Sec'y.
Dec. 30 to Jan. 3 —QloversviUe. N. Y. F. B. Zimmer, Sec'y.

18512.

Jan. 5 to 8.—Albany, N. Y. W. O. House, Fort Plain, N.Y., Sec'y.
Jan. 5 to 9.—Charleston. 8. O. Benj. Mclnnisp, Sec' v.
Jan. 13 to 16.—Columbia^ S. G. F. F. Caper.«, G reenville, Bec'y.
Jan, 21 to 25.—Elmira, N. Y. O. A. Bowman, Sec'v.
Feb. 9 to 12.—Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr.. Sec'y.
Feb. 16 to 19.—Jackson, Mich. 1). E. L. Kimball, Sec'y.
Feb. 28 to 26.—New York. James iVIortimer, Supt.
March 1 to 4.—Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown, Spc'y.
March 8 to 11.—Washington, D. C. F. S.Webster, 738 B'way,N.Y.
March 15 to 18 —Pittsburgh, Pa. W. E. Littell. Sec'y.
April 7 to 10 —Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore, Sec'y.
April 20 to 23 —Los Angeles, Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 4 to 7.—San Francisco, Cal. H. L. Miller, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 23.—Irish Setter Trials, High Point, N. C.
Nov. 33.—Gordon Setter Trials, High Point, N. C.
Nov. 23.—National Beagle Club. Nanuet, N. Y.
Nov. 80.—Central Field Trials, Lexington, N. O.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club, Deatonsville, Va.

18P2.

Jan. 10 —Bexar Field Trials, San Antonio, Texas.
Jan.18 —Paciflc Field Trials, Bakersvilie, Cal.

. —.Southern Field Trials, New Albany, Miss.

INTERNATIONAL FIELD TRIALS CLUB.
THIRD ANNUAL.

CHATHAM, Ont.. Nov. 10.—It is probably correct enough
to speak of tbe Chatham meeting of this fall as the

third annual meeting of the International Field Trials Club,
for although the latter has held but one trial previotis to
this, it is the surviving spirit of the meeting held fir.st under
the then existing trials branch of the Canadian Kennel
Club. The International Club, (iiie Canadian, changed and
widened its purpose with its name. The widening of the
name entitles it to about a two-column head from a printer's
standpoint. In the significance of its fame, now growing,
this noble little club calls for far more room than that. In
the short term of its existence it has pushed quite into the
place of notice, and must be remembered fuUv by all sports-
men of this continent who have an interest in the trials cir-
cuit. In the two meetings which it has conducted to suc-
cessful close it has certainly developed strong showing of
good pointers and setters, as witness the remarkable quality
of last year's entry, and it has at once established nne fact
at least, namelj^, that it is far from easy to win at Chatham
trials. Beyond this lie the further facts of good officers,
clean membership, unselfish enthusiasm in spirit, a towii
furnishing abundant and comfortable accommodations, and
ground well stocked enough and pleasant for the running.
It is bard to conceive of any but a flattering future for this
trials club. Just now the gentlemen who" own field dogs
are asked to go to the remote South if they care to enter
them in competition for the most considerable' stakes. The
reason for this is not obvious. The South does not furnish
a central meeting ground for those who enter dogs there-
at High Point, for instance. In point of accomniodations,
character of cotmtry and abundance of birds, it is a grave
question whether Ohio could not furnish better and more
desirable qualities of attraction, to say nothing of its being
altogether more convenient and central. Some day the big
meetings of the setters and pointers will shift northward.
In that day the International Club will have an additional
prominence and interest. This year it can offer only -$75 to
the winner of the All-Aged and $40 to the Derby first, but
purse and entry are bound to grow, and the time will come
when the States dogs will make a far larger shovring than
the two or three which make the total showing for the
country below and west of the narrow Detroit River.
Mr. Thos. Johnson, all the way down from Winnipeg

again, has only three with him, but these should be good.
In the setter bitch Manitoba Patti he has what he believes
to be tbe fastest dog in the Domi nion. That popular favorite,
the pointer bitch Ightfleld Blithe, is also here. Two years
ago I stated Mr. Johnson's intention of making a gift
of this beatttiful little bitch to Mr. Amory R. Starr, of Texas.
Mr. Johnson never so presented her, for the simple reason
that Mr. Starr would not accept so valuable a gift. Ight-
fleld Upton, Mr. Johnson's third, is a grand big pointer, fit

to go through a cover of rail fences and carpet taclis.
Mr. W. B. Wells, of Chatham, the secretary of the club,

would scarcely enter poor ones, and should offer hot company.
He has three in the All-Aged, Malone, Luke of Cambriana,
and in the Derby will stand upon his Toledo Blade—Cambri-
ana stock, of which he thinks rightly well.
Mr. T. J. Davey, of London, is standing a great lot of

quizzing about his Gothic black pointer Lucky Deal, which
should prove a good courser, at least, and" trained dog
enough for that; but he picks the winner in Canadian Jester,
and shows also two pointers. Lady Gay Spanker and Axtel
King Don, which seem genuine good ones at this writing.
Yet another excellent pointer, in many regards, is Count
Graphic, but of training for which Mr. Milkins is not over
sanguine.
Only one Irish setter comes to notice, Dan O'Connell,

entered by Mr. Louis N. Hilsendegen, of Detroit. The work-
ing of this dog is awaited with interest. He is confidently
called far better than his sire, Sarsfleld, though what that
may imply is something wide. Dan is much of a specimen.
There are, I believe, but two Gordons in the lot, Mr. J. L.

Campbell's Pendennis, in the Derby, and his Gordo, in the
All-Aged.
The drawings were sent in for last week's issue, and it was

then stated that the judges of the meeting would be Mr John
Davidson and Mr. L. H. Smith. Lately'Mr. Davidson had
an accident with a horse which he was leading, and hurt his
arm, stift'ening it badly, and since then has had the ftu-ther
misfortune to jar or strain his leg in jumping over a fence,
so that he ismore nearly crippled than'any one ever saw him
before, though still able, he protests, to go.
The intention is to take the boat up the river daily five or

six miles, working not over two or three miles from the
river. This was the plan last year, and it obviates long and
muddy rides over the country roads. To-day, however, the
rain, heavy and continuous, put an end to all thought of
foing afield, and no start was made by boat or team. The
ownfall continued throughout the day, and all were

obliged to seek amusement indnors. To this Mr. Wells'
little negro stable boy, " Oleander." has contributed largely.
Oleander is a genuine lover of a dog, and shows strong pro-
clivities toward being an all-around " sport." He is helping

Mr. Johnson about his dogs, and the latter has made quite
friends with him.
"Now, Olie," said Mr. Johnson to him to-day, "you're

growing up, and you'll be looking for a calling before long
to follow. Tell me, what sort of profession would you
rather have?"
Olie cast one enraptured look on Mr. Johnson's well-filled

cords and leggings, and replied, unhesitatingly:
"Spo'te.sman, sah!" Indeed, he might have chosen worse.
Canada and the States are practically one country, in

sportsmanship at least, all along this region, but I noticed
one peculiarity of the land this morning. In Chicago hotels
they call you briefly by electricity or gruffly by a negro.
The latter will jar a panel in your door and say in a harsh
tone of voice, "S' glock! g' up!' This morning I heard far
down the hall the plaintive voice of the old "porter at the

him at my door, or on the other side of it.

"Say," said I.

"Yes, sir," said he.
"What's that you said?"
"Six o'clock, please sir."
"Is there any choice about it?"
"I beg pardon, sir."
"Why, I mean if it doesn't make any difl:'erence to you, it

would be just as w-ell, and would please me better, if it
wasn't 6 o'clock at all."
"H'ob no, h'oh yes, .sir!" (This struck me as being

diplomacy in pure form; but through the dark and the door
I could see the puzzled look on his face.)
"Moreover," said I. looking at my watch, "by Chicago

time," which is good enough for anybody, it is only 5
o'clock."
A moment of thought followed, and then his face bright-

ened, I could feel. "You'r a 'nour further h' east, sir," said
he. "It's 6 o'clock, please sir."

I like this way of being called, it is so much gentler and
easier than the electricity or the Chicago negro, and starts
one on the day with so much less of wrath and' revenge in
his heart. 1 wish they could learn politeness in Chicago.
To-morrow, if this rain keeps up, we will not get up till

10 o'clock, plea.se sir.

At the dul)'s annual meeting to-night little was done
beyond routine work and the drawings in the All-Aged. It
was pointed out that under the rules of running, no credit
sh outd be given a dog for retrieving.
The following were the ofiicers chosen for the ensuing

tary and Treasurer, W. B. Wells, of Chatham, the present
incumbent. Committee, L. H. Smith, London; John David-
son, Monroe, Mich.; Montague Smith, Forest; L. Hilsen-
degen, Detroit; H. C. Eddy. Detroit; T. J. Davey. London;
J. Nicholls, S. Holmes. .Jos. Kime and C. R. Atkinson,
of Chatham.
The rules, as revised into the spotting system, may be

briefly outlined by the following, taken from Rule' 9: "Dogs
sball be drawn by lot and numliered in the order drawn.
Each dog shall run in the first series as a brace with the
next available dog in that order After the first series has
been run through, the judges shall announce which dogs
they wish to see run again, and order of running them.
Discretion is given the judges to ruu the dogs as often and
in what order they think best, until they are satisfied
which are the best dogs; but they may announce the win-
ners any time after the second series, provided the first and
.second piize vrinners shall have run together."

WEDNESDAY, NOV. IL

The day da\yned clear and cool. The going was bad from
yesterday's rain. In the afternoon it became cloudy and
rain fell, with a raw wind. The day was not a good one for
field work. The average of the performance was not high
at all.

Yesterday Mr. Johnson got in from Indiana his second
setter bitch, Manitou Pet, and so made good his provisional
entry of her.
Mr. Davidson had trouble with his injured leg all day and

found the walking difficult, but was ably supplemented by
the other two judges, Mr. Smith and Dr. Nichols.
The trip up the river was made on the tugboat Vick, a

craft not noted for speed. It was 8:30 when the first brace
went down in the Derby.

Derby, First Series.

PEJTDElSTJIS—DAPHNE.
Pendennis is a Gordon, the property of Mr. J. L. Camp-

bell, and was handled by J. McGregor. Daphne was handled
by xMr. W. B. Wells, her owner. Neither showed much field
quality. Daphne made game, Pendennis ran by and flushed.
On scattered birds both were irresolute. Daphne under good
control. Down 35m., and when ordered up it seemed plain
that neither would get a further look in at the Derby.

SAM H.—LOU DIDO.
Mr. W. J. Bennet's pointer dog, handled by J. McGregor,

and Mr. .los. Kime's setter bitch, handled by owner. These
worked on stubble brush. Barring a rather low head. Dido
showed fair style, and was more independent than Sam.
Sam made a bad flush on a bevy, up wind. On the scattered
birds Sam pointed. Later he flushed, down wind, however.
Dido backed his reading stop later. Dido flushed also. Sam
flushed a bevy in a swale, sheer up wind, Dido backing his
stop. Both under fair control. Down 4om.

LUKE—MAY I.

Two setters. Mr. Wells owns and handled Luke. May 1.
is owned by E. H. Gilman. of Detroit, and was handled by
Huddleston. A merry brace enough. Luke carried a very
high head and showed considerable ranging quality. The
dogs were worked to a bevy started by the crowd, but were
unfortunate on the scattered birds,' getting little work,
though many birds were started from the brush heaps.
Down 35m.

RHWLAS—R. K.

was I

the pointer R. K. for Mr. Tighe. j.ue auie training or
Rhwlas was soon manifest. He quartered admirably, and
was very businesslike, going a steady and machine-like,
but not headlong gait. After leaving the stubble for the
woods, Rhwlas roaded and pointed a bevy, R. K. passed to
steal the point and flushed. Both steady to wing and under
control. The scattered birds were wild, hut crossing a log
Rhwlas doubtless made a flush, though very steady to wing.
Down 31m.

LUCKY DEAL—CARRIE.
Mr. Davey now came in for some more chaffing about his

black pointer Lucky Deal, which he handled, Huddleston
handling the setter bitch Carrie for Mr. Williamson. Lucky
Deal showed fast, which led the unkind ones to point out to
Mr. Davey that he had a good combined courser and pointer,
invaluable for hares. Leaving the stubble for the slashings,
Lucky pointed the lunch basket and later on was near by
when a wild bevy went up, neither pointed nor flushed.
Carrie pointed, standing high on a log over a brush heap.
Lucky backing nicely. Carrie again made out a single, but
flushed it clearly. Lucky flushed a single later, and again
flushed unmistakably in a clump of briers by a log. Lucky
ranged wide, but was obedient, Carrie seemed industrious,
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and was -ander good control. Carried pointed and dropped
to wing at order, and the brace were taJien up. Down 81m.

ROGER—EOMNEY.
Mr. H. M. Kiff owns and handled the pointer Roger. Mr.

Wells owns and handled Romney, another of his Toledo
Blade-Cambriana puppies, said to be his best one. Romney
seemed a, good, independent and fearless worker, not so hieh
in he^d carriwye as his brother Luke. Roger failed to back
Romney'sroadiug stop, but Romney backed a similar short
stop for Eo^:;er later. In a starting Roger made a grand
point, staunch and decided, on a bevy at least thirty-five
yards distant. Romney ran past and "^flusbed in bad style
indeed. Across a blank cornfield both dogs pointed a bevj'.
This was put up and again located, both dogs again point-
ing nicely. Romney ft bit the steadier. Down 35m.

CENTRAL BASC4—MANITOBA PATTI.

McGregor handled Central Bang, pointer, the setter being
handled by :\Ir. Johnson, owner. The predictions of the
latte];as to the spf-ed of his bitch appeared verified. Patti is

the fastest one entered in the Derby, and a, n^errier and more
independent raoger \Toald hi hard to fLad. She had been
worked on quail only about a week, and the down stuff of the
slashings proved neiv con jtvy tor her and not of the best.
Two bevies were put up, iind the dogs worked to the scat-
tered birds, where Patti established a point; Bang coming
up, j)c>inted also. Air. Johnson fired and missed, both doKS
steady to wing and shot at order. Bang pointed at side of
bitcb, and Patti backed. This was not worked otit very
well, but no bird was put up. Down 30in,

TIGKY-TOCK—MANITOBA PET.

Both setters. Mr. Wells owns and bandied Ticky-Tock,
Mr, Johnson Manitoba Pet, the latter hardly acquainted
with her handler, rrho has only had her on for one day. A
bevy was put up and markfd. Both dogs drew and pointed
stauach nt ;i hru^h heap. When the bevy rose, Tock sprang
up on a log, but stojiped at order. Pet seemed to need a
sharp vcord nr so at wint:. Tock false pointed .later. At a
fetice row 3 bird sprauL; ahead of the dogs. Pet broke in
chasiag, Tock following. Both stopped at command. Down
o'im.

This closed the series. The j'.idges now retired, and after
consultation announced that the dogs wanted for the next
series wonid he five brace, viz.: Sam H. and Roger, Lou
Dido and M-tv L., Rhwlas and Carrie, Romney and .Manitoba
Patti. Luke Iv.d. Central Banc. This threw cut Pendeunis,
Daphne, R. K., Lncky Deal, Ticky-Tock and Manitoba Pet.
The owners could certainly not complain at this very liberal
allowance, for under rigid comparisons, two or three more
would ha.ve gone out also.

Derby, Second Scries.

SAM H.—ROGER.
Mticb alike U\ range, btit both lacking decision in locating

their ijirds. Roger flushed n bevy at a fence, and later did
sonu'thing vijry like tile same thing over the brow of the
hill. S nxL potter;'d uloLitf The fooiscent, Eoger backing bis
p;inses thrre tiuies. A third bevy wa-< found in a weedy
swaU, Sauj flnsoia^; R jger pointing a single, but unsteady
to winu. AVorkitig up the swale, RiOiier pointed the foot-
scent, i^iving Pam a .ureat chance on the bevy, which had lit

close by. Tlie Inrtev could make little of it. Roger was
brrjught up, and hero v\'ent aliead, and finally pointed the
bevy, none too snaiipily or decisively. He was not very .steady
to \vhig, but stopped at order. Down 13in.

LOU DIDO—MAY I.

A pretty heat. Dido not so good as in her first heat, and
May I. better. Dido at times carried a very low nose in
making out her erame. May was brilliant at times in
picking out her birds. May flushed a bevy and later a single.
May pointed handsomely, dropping flat on her belly in her
peculiar style. Dido backed nictjly. Duddleston killed, dogs
steady to word. May pointed ruouing birds, Dido backing.
May pointed again, sharply, falling fiat as before, and soon
dropped elegantly to get another point, and was steady to
wing. Dido was not in this, and indeed perhaps put up a
bird beyond a lug, .iu^t as May pointed it. Dido pointed
very irresolutely, probably a runniug bird. May backing,
turned halt double. Dido dia not show much disposition
to b.ack during the heat, and was not what was expected of
her. Down 28m.

KHWLAS—CARRIE.
Rhwlas kept up hissteady, old-fashioned way of going, nob

brilliant, but desirable. Both dogs obedient. Both stood
irrasolute on a footscent. Could nob make out a bird. Carrie
flnsiierl umi chased 5Qlt

,
stopping at command. They passed

im o a weedy edge of a field, and here Rhwlas roaded. Carrie
was ,^.5yds, to the right. Rhwlas straitened on a point of
questionable merit jast as the bevy rose. The birds got up
about ijalf way between the dogs, and it could not be said
that Carrie flushed. Hallam shot, Rhwdas remaining in
place steady as a rock. Rhwlas handles well, and needs
small.admonishing. Down 30m.

ROMNEY—MANITOTT PATTI.

Patti went off with her inimitable dash. In vim, range
and the natural disijosition of the hunting dog, she appeared
the superior of any dog in the stake, though not broken
well to this work. Oa the stubble she was so fa.st that she
kept Romney apparently trailing, though the latter !s a
good free ranger. The dogs got no bevy, but on singles
Komney m.qde two flushes, and Patti also probably one, she
needing considerable admonishment at wing. Romney
back Patti's brief pause on foot scent. This was about all
the work they got. and both dogs did a lot of running about,
apparently with no idea of what they were there for. At
dusk, having been down 45m., tbey were taken up and the
party repaired to the Ijoat, and had a very cold and slow
ride down the river Thames, with the additional delay of
going aground in midstream—an accident which might
have become serious, or laughable, as the tug carried no
small boat
To-day the work was very largely over heavy slashings,

ground covered with logs, stumps and dense brambles "or
the like. The dogs could not work well. Range was some-
thing not to be tested. Much of the time it was difHcult to
see the dogs unless right upon the rn. It can not be said
that the countrv used to day is adapted to field trial pur-
poses. The birds were abundant enough.

THURSDAY, NOV, 13.

Weather cloudy and raw, the birds not moving much.
Banning was continued in the Derby, the first brace going
ilown at 9:15.

KOMNEY—JIAJflTOBA PATTI.

Patfi held her gait, Romney trailing after her speed. No
birds found, Down 17m.

LUKE—CENTRAL BANG.

For some reasou the judges seemed to wish to see Central
Bang perform again. He showed small quality, was not
positive, and showed a disposiLisra to keep hi.s uose in close
cornmuuiou with the earth. Luke was liigh-hej.ded and
rangier, showing the effect of the breast-high cover on
which he was first broken in Manitoba. Down 10m.

ROMNEY—MANITOBA PATTI

In ordering this brace down again Mr. Davidson explained
that they had not yet been seen sufficiently on birds. They
were down 12m. more, Romney false pointed, Patti back-
ing tiucertaiuly. Patti had beforf> covered the ground where
Bomney made his point. No further work was had.

It now appeared that the running was Co be conducted

practically upon the heat system. The fact of the total of
previous work seemed lost sight of in this brace, and it
further seemed that what should be the spirit of puppy
trials, namely, the search for natural quality rather than
for a few points here or there, had been also overlooked.
No hardship, however, was worked beyond a slight loss of
time, for Romney never came up again. Doubtless the
judges found some reason for wishing him down so long.
Others could not.
This closed the series. The announcement for the third

.series showed that the judges had determined to give every-
body a run for their money. They called itp Mav I. and
Rhwlas, Lou Dido and Luke, Carrie and Manitoba Patti.

Derby, Third Series.

MAY I,—EHAVLAS.
Rhwlas kept up bis methodical quartering. He is not

brilliant, but well trained. May wasalsoindu.strioiis. May
false pointed, RhwLas called up refused glaringly to back.
Further on in the slashing there was some work which
caused discussion. The dogs made game crossing the open
flat, Rhwlas establishing game first. May was the first to
point, but Rhwlas nearly as quick. Rhwlas drew by May,
but on his own nose and alittle to one side. He then pointed,
drew up and made his bevy handsomely. Many thought he
stole May's poiut, but this was not thought the case by the
judges, who were closer up, and who credited Rhwlas" with
first making game. Both dogs steady to wing. Down 30m.

LOU DIDO -LUKE.
Dido still with head too low. Luke ranging well in his

peculiar high-headed .style .and showing some quality. Luke
false pointed. Dido lay meantime on the grass, arid a bird
went up not five feet from her nose. Dido Hushed, and her
work on the scattered birds was not good, she lo.sing three
opportunities. Down 13uQ.

CARRIE—MANITdBA'PATTI.
Carrie flnshed a single. Patti pointed a bevy and Carrie

pointed a single at the same time. Huddlcston killed the
bird, both does .steady. Moving on, Carrie pointed a bevy.
Patti was called up to back, but was found pointing a singre,
Down 17m.

Derby, Fourlh Series,

Only one brace ordered down.
MAY I.—LUKE.

May pointed at brush heap, Luke going by her direct,
much to blame. Down 6m.

Derby, Final.

LUKE—MANITOBA PATTI.

Only one brace here also, and why they were ever put down
at all must probably remain a mystery. A bevy was flushed
wide of the dogs, "but no work 'whatever was done. Patti
simply further proved what she had already proved much
earlier, that she was the superior in ranging quality. Down
13m.
The judges now made known their decision for the Derby.

They placed Rhwlas first, May I, second, Luke third, Mani-
toba Patti fourth.

It may look ill for one to differ from three such able
judges, but it certainly did seem that, laying aside all
scale of points and following the spirit ancl iutenliou of
these rales, the proper order of these puppies should have
been Rhwlas flr.st, Manitoba Patti second. May 1. third and
Luke fourth. The question really lay between Rhwlas and
Patti as to the best puppy in the stake. Rhwlas has
worked a season before this, and his i^lace on his total work
here belonged to him rightly, Patti's one week or le.ss on
quail not having given her enough insight into this style
of hunting, though her ciuality as a field dog is unques-
tionably high class.

In many ways the country over which the running has
been conducted is an unfortunate one for field trials, and
this impression becomes confirmed the more as the week
passes. The birds are .generally found or go to slashings,
full of logs and brush heaps. The wide, confident ranging
which most sportsmen prefer is out of place here. The "kill-
ing dog mttst be one which will v.^ork out the brush heaps
like a spaniel. It is easy to lei a lot of points thus acquired
outweigh qualities which would roll up far more points in
a proper country for trial work. It is doubtful whether the
trials will be held on these grounds next year. In facta
movement is now on foot to secure a good strip of territory
elsewhere, and this has a pro.spect of success.

AU-Aues Stahe, First Series.

WKSTilINSTER DRAKE—MATAN

E

Drake, a pointer, handled by Hallan; Mr. Wells, owner,
handling the setter Matane- Drake showed a .sia.shing,
confident: gait, was fearless of cover, and displayed a very
good style in covering his ground. Drake pointed at a fence
by the roadside, Matane coming around and tryiug to com-
mit highway on his point, and making an ugly fiush in the
attempt. After I8m. of work the dogs were taken up while
the party took lunch, going down again at 12:o0. Matane
false pointed. Drake did not back. Matane's tail was going.
Some dogs will not back under .such circuoistances. Drake
seemed independent and cast off for the bevy, making game
in the swale near by. Birds were flushed in the brush acro.ss
the swale. Matane false pointed, wagging his tail, Drake
pas.sed in ahead, not backing. Matane pointed a bevy, and
Drake, brought around to back, went in ahead, doing some
work far from creditable, as he got no point, though several
birds got up near by. Down 16m., or 34:m. in all.

LADY PATCH—A5TEL KING DON.

Mr. Jos. Kime handled Lady Patch, setter, Hallan hand-
ling the pointer Don for Mr. Darby. Much alike in range,
though Patch faced the cover more honestly. Both indu s-

trious and obedient. Don showed a rather' better carriage
and style in covering a stubble on which they were turned
Qown. Patch pointed a heyj on the stubble handsomely,
Don making a long back, or, more properly, a drop to orderi
as he was not allowed to go up and back standing. Kime
shot and missed. Both dogs steady. On the scattered birds
some pretty work was done. Don" pointed a bird jnst as a
spectator flushed it. On the green wheat Don crouched to a
stylish poiut, Patch backing none too well, and Don not per-
fectly steady to shot. Don again nailed a bird on the wheat,
but got too close and flushed. Both dogs now pointed beatt-
tifully, both steady to wing. All this was in the open. A
merry lirace, though Patch impressed one as not having
steam enough to stay with a real good one. Down 33m.

MANITOBA PET—LADY GAY SPANKER
Mr. Johnson owns and handled Pet, setter, the same

puppy he had in the Derby. Mr. Davey owns and handled
Lady Gay Spanker. Pet poked up a bird and ran around
the thicket to see which way it was going. Mr. Johnson
was disgusted. "She doesn't belong in here," said he, and
forthwith took her tip himself. Down 18m.

CANADIAN JESTER—COUNT GRAPHIC.

Mr. Davey, owner, handled the setter Jester, Mr. Mil-
kins, owner, handling the pointer Count Graphic. They
were down for 10m., finding nothing, and then follov.'ed a
wearisome walk of nearly an hour, the do,gs mo~t of the
time on chain. Finally a bevy was marked. Jester showed
himself a very useful quail dog, was under perfect control
and very confident and snappy on singles. He whirled to a
poiut on a single, and then nailed another, Count backing
when brought up, both steady to wing. Count ran right
into a flush, putting up five birds. Jester false pointed,
Count not backing, but going in ahead. Count pointed
false and Jester made a very elegant back. Mr. Milkinsnow

declared that his dog was not suflBciently trained for the
work and took him up. Down 30m. in all.

^ DART—LUKE.
Mr. A. Mathers, owner, handled Dart, pointer, Mr. W. B.

Wells, owner, handling Luke. The latter won third in the
Derby, taut should hardly go down again in the All-Ages.
Both pointed a bevy. Dart a bit unsteady to Mr. Mather's

'flushed at a brush pile, and later pointed false. Down 30m.

CAMBRIANA—IGHTFIELD BLITHE.
Mr. Wells handled his own setter bitch, and Mr. Johnson,

owner, handling the pointer Blithe. The latter is simply a
professional beauty of a pointer, and a merrier, pleasauter
little worker never went down. She showed a lot of pace
and a model style. Mr. Wells' brood bitch Cambriana also
reminded observers that we were now come down to dogs
which would show some ability She had a. head of ht r own,
and cut out her own work cleverly. In the bush Blithe
made a very fetching point, but, unfortunately, there was
nothing in it. Cambriana backed when she came up on one
side. Blithe stopped again and Cambriana backed, but
Blithe went on, no bird being located. Mr. Davidson
marked a bird, and both dogs worked within 20ft of it, Mr,
Wells flushing it when Blithe was not 10ft. from it. In a
log pile Blithe pointed sta,unch, Cambriana backing beau-
tifully the instant she caught sight. Both .steady to Mr.
Johnson's shot. On a slashing Blithe pointed, but though no
bird was found, not much time was given for thai. A
squirrel ran not far off. Mr. Johnson hardiy spoke to Blithe
throughout her work, her obedience being p'erfect. Cambri-
ana had more handling, but Mr. Wells .seemed far more con-
fident in his old bit h than he had been with her puppies.
Down 50m.

IGHTPTELD UPTON—ROSE RAPID II.

Mr. Johnson, owner, handled the pointer Upton, Mr. Geo.
Kine, owner, handling Rose, a setter. They made a very
fair showing. Upton, like all of Mr. Joitnson's .stock,
sermed a smashing goer in the or)cn, and was admir,ably
broke. Rose also was capable and obedient. Both pointed
at bru-sh, side by side. As the party came no, Hose left her
point to go around clo.ser Kine shot and killed, both dogs
steady, Upton later pointing dead nicely. Ro,se poiateal.
Rose then flushed and dropped. Rose false pointed at a
brush heap, Upton backing, but leaving soon. Upton
flushed three birds in .some ragweeds, few seeing this. Rose
roaded along the railwaj- track, and a bevy was walked up.
Down 40m. The day's runnings closed.

FRIDAY, NOV. 13.

A light wind and hazy sky, temperature falling toward
noon. The bu'ds seemed uneasy and restless all day, so
that, although it was not a good scenting day, plenty of
them were found.
Dr. Nicholls, one of the judges, was absent. Mr. David-

son and Mr. Smith, by consent of owners, continued with-
out a third judge.
As a day of sport in the field, and one of high class work,

to-day was a memorable one. It is much a question whether
a better was ever seen at any of the larger meetings. All
predictions as to the excellent ijurdity of the dogs entered
here were fully justified. The Derby of the International
this year was dull, btit the All-Aged was brilliant in the
extreme. It ended in the development of two dogs which
will stand favorably any comp:any, and of tbes':' oue is fit to
go into any field competition with the odds much in lu-r
favor. To-night no oue in Chatham will have anything iuit
Blithe, and Mr. Johnson is justly a very happy man indeed.
Of this engaging little bitch Mr. Davidson, who should
know a field dog if any one, said to-uight: "She is the best
pointer in America. I have never seen her work surpassed,
and if I owned her money could not buy her." This is high
and valuable praise. The result of to-day fully conflrfns
the high opinions which the writer formed of Ightfield
Blithe two years ago when reporting these trials. Last year
she was only beaten by the best of the Lonsdale dtigs, and
beat one (Jttice) which later beat the best in the lower trials
of the States. This year her work is brilliant almost to the
point of absolute faultlessness, showing, therefore, the ex-
treme consistency of her performance. This is all the more
worthy of notice when it is .stated that Oct. 15 she had a
litter of puppies, and w^as .suckling on the 22d. Mr. John-
son destroyed the litter in order to bring Blithe here to the
trials, which neck-or-nothing act lost him probablv §.500

worth of property, but afforded us all the pleasure of seeing
some field work for whose equal we may have to wait very
long.
Canadian Jester, second, is Mr. Davey's stud dog. He is

a cltver and very safe performer, finely broken and also a
killing game dog. At close work he is quick, confident and
sure, and though his performance is not so stirring and bril-
liant as that of Blithe, he shows an equal bird seu,se and i,s a
field dog of the utmost value and usetulness.
As to first in the AU-Ageu, t*ere could be no question; as

to second there was no question. As to third it became
more difficult, taut there was no doitbt that Westminster
Drake deserved it as he got it. As to fourth, there were
half a dozen to choo.se from. Lady Patch and Cambriana
were given a divided fourth. I can not think that the
former belonged there, and violently bad as was Ightfield
Upton's work to-day, should prefer him for the marked dash
and field efficiency from which he only incidentally departed.
Mr. Davidson holds Cambriana very much of a setter, and
liked her work exceedingly. She is a good middle cla,ss

game do.e, and at this dose brash and log work is quitf at
home. She backs beautifully, and is staunch and .steady,
but is not a very bold and clever ranger. With dt-ference to
those more able to pronounce, it would still seem that in
these field trials we should be reaching oat after the high
class actual type of field dog, such as we should like in the
stud, and not for the few artificial points of a scale, gained
by a circumscribed experience in a certain .style of country.

If we may criticise the judges—and if we may not, then
for what purpose are judges given us? it would se=m tha^
here they kept too clo.se to the old scale of points and to the
heat system, looking at one dog as against its running mate
and not at one dog as against them all. It took nineteen
heats to decide the All-Aged, where it would have taken
ouly fifteen under the heat system. This is not against the
record, but had the initial heats been longer than the usual
limit, the remaining ones could have been fewer, and we
should not be obliged to feel, as was unavoidable in the
fiual runnings for the lowei places, that one dog was run-
ning directly against the other, and that a point one way or
the other on the artificial scale would decide the matter as
soon as it was made. This was the iridividnal against the
type, the meat dog against the dog which even the meat
dog's owner would rather breed from. I do not believethat
this was what the spotting system contemplated. As was
stated fibove, there were several to choose fcom at the bot-
tom round, and all judging or criticism, no matter on \vhat
point, is after all only a matter of human opinion, the dif-
ferences in which make the basis of all trials, and indeed of
all sport in any form, yet it seems to me that on a general
look at the lot, as evidenced by their total workrwould
place Ightfield Blithe first, Canadian Jester secondj West-
minster Drake third, Axtel King Don fourth. The latter
dog, even in the roughest country, covered more territory in
better style and gait, and showed as a better cla.ss field dog
than any of three or four which beat him on the heat sys-
tem. At the fourth place, however, there were a half dozen
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digerent opinions among those who mi^lit well be entitled
to an opinion. Thus it was thought hy some that Matane
was better than Cambriana. This 1 mvself do not think
at all.

This is miich a membership meeting, owners handling to-
day exclusively, except the handlers Mathers and Hallam.
Tom Hallam is an English boy, of whom we shall hear well
in the States trials later. He is now employed by Mr.
Davey, and only came over last August. In England he
trained in the kennels of A. P. Heywood Lonsdale, Esq.,
and there trained Ightfield Upton, Rhwlas and others in
the old country, and did the preliminary training of Ight-
field Blithe before she was given to Cameron to fioish. He
won the 5 guineas purse for the best handler in the English
field trials last year. Hallam is a very quiet, fair and
pleasant handler. Indeed, this meeting has been an ex-
ceptionally pJeasant one in every way, and to-day a fitting
close to it. Very just is the remark of the "eeutlemau
from Mumblepeg"—as Mr. Thos. Johnson is called here—
"I shall remember this day of all days so long as I live."
The following are the runnings:

All-Ages Stalte, First Series.

LADY SPOT—DAK O'COSSELL.

Dr. J. Kime, owner, handled the English setter Spot, A.
Mathers handling the Irish setter Dau for Mr. L. Hilsen-
degen, of Detroit. The dogs blundered upon a bevy, Spot
ahead, neither noticing mtich till the birds rose, both then
steady. Spot pointed a single by a log, Dan, coming around
the other end, drew up and pointed alongside, not backing.
Both sjbeady to Mathers' shot. Further on Dau nosed along
a log, making game uncertainly, and put a bird 6ft. from
his nose, he having the wind in his favor. He was steady,
but did not drop to wing. Spot was of fair range and intel-
ligence, Dan being slowish and with the bad habit of a
rather low nose. Down 30m.

All-Ages Stalic, Second Series.

WESTT^lIJrSTER DRAKE—IGHTFIELD Ul'TOX.

In the open these showed a fine slashing pair of big point-
ers. Upton's stride is the longer, he going faster than he
looks, and he stayed out better and more independently,
Drake often coming back to his handler. In a slashing
a bevy was flushed, probably wild, as the dogs were feather-
ing along the bush, and their flight put up a second bevy.
Upton later flushed a single out of a bevy, both pointed
then and the bevy went up. Drate pointed a single, Upton
running itp not backing, and pointed alongside. Drake
pointed on footscent, Upton backing unsteadily on order to
stop Drake pointed again, Upton acting very rank indeed
about the back and putting himself out of it in comparison.
Down 42m.

MATANE—AXTEL KING DON.

After a spinning out on the flat, these were brought up to
a marked bevy. They did ill at a brush heap, Matane show-
ing faint sign of game and Axtel walking into the bevy at
the treetop. Both steady to wing, Axtel later pointed by
a log, Matane backing to one side. The judges seemed to
think Matane had the point, and ordered Mr. Wells to find
his bird. This he could not do, and meantime Axtel moved
on and pointed, probably tnesame bird, in a clump of briers.
Matane came around and the bird flushed, Matane dropping
to wing, Axtel steady. Axtel dropped to wing as a flitshed
bird passed close, but it is probaoie that he did not flush
this bird himself, for Hallam was walking near by. Axtel
ranged exceedingly well, and was industrious and obedient.
In a fallen tree Matane pointed, Mr. Wells not seeing the
bird, which went out behind him as he was tramping the
brushy top for it. The dogs got then a spin on stubble.
Down 25m,

LADT PATCH—JESTEE.
These got down on a nice stubble field. Soon thereafter

there transpired as pretty a field picture as ever Avas seen.
Jester pointed on the hillside. Didy Patch, folly 50yds.
away, whirled, saw him and fell into a beautiful back, fac-
ing him directly. Over 100yds. on the lower open ground
came on several owners and spectato-s with the other dogs.
Ml'. .Johnson leading Blithe and Upton. The point and back
on the hill not being broken, Mr. Johnson cast ofl: the collars
from his dogs. Blithe took a step or two forward, caught
sight of Jester, and froze into an elegant back. Upton, a
bit to her rear, backed Blithe steadily, and there the four
stood, over a triangle 50x100yds. It was a beautiful sight.
The unfortunate part was, however, that Jester could make
out no bird when ordered on. On a cornfield later Jester
made game and pointed a trifle the first, the bitch more un-
certain and looking once or twice to him for confirmation of
her nose. Jester worked up the reading faster and more
direct, and located the bevy nicely. The latter started a
second bevy when put up. Down 15m.

LADY GAY SPANKER—IGHTFIELD BLITHE.

The prettiest heat of the entire meeting, perhaps, unless
we except the final between Jester and Blithe. Both these
bitches showed merry, busy workers and elicited enthusi-
asm. Blithe ran a fattlbless heat. Her rapidity, brilliancy
and absokite reliance on herself were perfect. After a spin
on the corn the dogs were worked to a brtishy fence, where
the two former bevies had been marked. Mr. Darcy had
not marked the birds down, and Mr. Johnson politely
showed bim just where they lay. The dogs crossed the
fence, came back to order, and went racing up the knoll,
Blithe ahead. Bang! she went into a whirling point, one
foot up—simply lovely. Gay backed nicely. The bevy went
out, and the dogs, ordered on, raced again to the top of the
knoll, Gay a trifle ahead, and again smash! they went into
a doLtble point. Blithe a bit the quicker, and falling with
her hind legs spread out, like a frog. Any amount of style
was in this work. Again the birds were put out, and again
the dogs were ordered on, racing down the opposite side of
the knoll, as merry a pair as ever went. Again they got the
scent, and wheeled square into a noble point. Blithe ahead
and with the honors. Gay very probably wheeliDg, at first
instance, to Blithe's example, and then at once making her
own point. Gay did not drop to order. They were taken
back over the knoll, and Blithe nailed a single like a flash,
making a simply ideal picture as she stood. Gay was not
steady to back and moved up Mr. Johnson, on going up
toward Blithe, put his hand on Gay, his opponent's dog,
and steadied her down, an act very characteristic of the man.
"I didn't want her to do anything bad," said he. Mr. John-
son shot and missed, and both were perfectly steady. Gay
evidently needed more work. Down 12m.

DART-ROSE RAPID II.

Rose false pointed, Dart would not back, but broke in.
The brace might have come up then. Rose flushed and
dropped to order, later on breaking in after a single which
passed over her. Rose pointed a bevy, Dart quite indifferent,
though directly down wind, and not dropping to wing.
Down 6m.

CAJJIBKIANA—LADY SPOT.

Lady made game and worked understandingly to a bevy
point, Cambriana backing handsomely, both steady to shot.
Cambriana pointed. Lady not steady at back or wing.
Cambriana pointed and dropped dovvn. Lady brought up
close and backing none too readily. Cambriana false pointed,
Lady backing. Cambriana ag-Vin made game, Mr. WtJls
claiming a point just as the birds rose. Down 30m.

All-Ages, Hi.ird Series.
'

The judges, after a rather confusing announcement, in
which they called for Rose and Drake, Lady Spot and Axtel,
Lady Gay Spanker and Cambriana, finally got out their

dogs as follows: Lady Patch and Drake, Rose and Axtel,
Lady Gay Spanker and Cambriana.

LADY PATCH—WESTMINSTER DRAKE.
Drake pointed, but moved on, Patch following his ex-

ample merely. At a log Patch made game, but was not
sure of her nose, though three birds flew out beyond. She
then flushed four birds under nose in a patch of briers.
Drake pointed. Patch backing, btit the latter passed by and
flushed three birds. Patch pointed, reading. They feath-
ered on, and Drake pointed. Patch backed, but left her
back and drew by, but not rattling Drake. 'No birds were
found to this point, but just beyond the fence Patch flushed
a single, probably the runner. Down 15m.

AXTEL KING DON—ROSE RAPID II.

Don pointed but moved on. Meantime Rose, called to
back, did not come up. Mr. Kine claimed a point for her,
and flushed three birds, this, however, 30ft. across wind from
her. Axtel still showed considerable htinting quality, rang-
ing independently and vnth sense. Down lorn.

LADY GAY SPASTKER-CAMBRIAis'A.
Cambriana made game. Both dogs climbed on the brush

pile and a bird went out, another later. The hunt for a
point by one or the other went on. Both dogs walked into
a bevy, Cambriana ahead, she dropping only to order. No
actual work of notice. Down 20m.

All-Ages Stake, Fourth Series.

IGHTFIELD BLITHE—CAI^ADIAN .JESTER.
A bevy was marked in the woods and both made game.

Blithe pointed and a bird went out, Jester backed. Blithe
pointed by a log, her tail moving faintly, Jester backing
nicely, but the birds were running. Blithe climbed on a log
and pointed, standing on her head, but moved on along the
trail. Jester now moved off to the right and pointed, mov-
ing on. Blithe poitited, standing up with her head poked
through a fence, and a bird was seen to ritn to cover just
beyond. This gave Blithe the right to go on to her ga!me,
but instead of this Jester was allowed to come up. Both
dogs crossed the fence, and Jester pointed hard and fast.

Blithe, crouching hot on her trail, passed Jester and went
out of sight ai'ound a log. This could not be called a failure
to back. The birds went up. The judges now ordered the
dogs up. Time 17m.
While the judges retired to consult, and while everybody

was standing around talking, no one noticed where Blithe
was, Mr. Johnson, passing around the log, saw her stand-
ing stretched at full length, her front feet just reaching the
log, her eyes glistening. At first he thought she was merely
backing Jester, which was lying down near his former
point, but when he went up he flushed several birds from
the treetop. Thus the poor little bitch had been left stand-
ing, in a most uncomfortable position, for fully four and
perhaps five minutes. Blithe had all the reputation in the
world with the spectators after that. She showed herself
good in or out of harness. Her rapid, snappy work, with
her positiveness and staunchness, placed her a high and
easy first.

All-Ages Stakes. Fifth Series.
WESTMINSTER DRAKE—CAMBRIANA.

Drake made game, pointing just before the bevy rose, he
steady to wing. In a little draw on a smooth pasture Drake
pointed staunch. Cambriana stopped a moment, and then
on the open pasture, in full view of the other's point, de-
liberately went by and stole the point. This was glaring,
and enough to disturb any dog. Drake, however, was
steady. Cambriana had previously been backing well. Her
work on this was exceedingly rank, as the ground was per-
fectly open. Down 7m.
The long series of heats now came to an end, and the

judges after consultation announced their decision in the
All-Ages:
Ightfield Blithe first.

Canadian Jester second.
Westminster Drake third.

Cambriana and Lady Patch divide fourth.

The Absolute.
Mr. A. P. Heywood Lonsdnle, of England, offered a purse

of §25 for the absolute winner, the first in the Derby and the
fli'st in the All-Aged stakes to run. The judges at once
called for

IGHTFIELD BLITHE—RHWLAS.
Rhwlas drew carefully and pointed; Blithe came up,

snilfed at it and went on. ISTo birds were found. On the
stubble Blithe made game, and with faultless style rapidly
and decisively roaded up, pointing her bevy in the corn.
Meantime Rhwlas had also made game in the corn, but put
them up, droppingto order. The remaining birds were run-
ning very fast up the corn field, and Rhwlas roaded on, care-
ful, but very slow compared to Blithe's nervous accuracy.
He pointed weakly just as a bird went up, dropping to order.
He then worked alone up the corn field, and here showed not
too much idea of it, for he left the corn for the stubble and
got no point, though eight birds got up from time to time in
the corn as the party moved on. Rhwlas pointed on a single
marked down, but nosed up too close, his bird going out.
Blithe came around in front in the high grass, not brought
around. to back, and perhaps not to special fault. Rhwlas is

careful and is admirably under control, but cannot be called
a dashing or brilliant performer. The latter is quite what
Blithe is. The dogs were down 43m.
Ightfield Blithe won the Absolute.
The description of the dogs and order in which they ran

may be seen in the following

SUMMARY.
International Derby".

First Series.
Mr. J. L. Campbell's black and tan Gordon setter dog

Pendennis (Beaumont—Becky Sharp)
roji urith

Mr. W. B. Wells's black and tan English setter bitch
Daphne (Toledo Blade—Cambriana).

Mr. W. J. Bennett's black and white pointer dog Sam H.
^Sport—Dodo) ran VJith

Dr. Jos. Kime's black and white setter bitch Lou Dido
(Mingo—Lou Moll).

Mr. W. B. Wells's black, white and tan setter dog Luke
(Toledo Blade—Cambriana)

ran ivith
Mr. E. H. Gilman's black and white setter bitch May I.

(Tip Gladstone—Queen of Counts).

Mr. T. G. Davey's blue belton setter dog Rhwlas (Down—
Scouaidh) ranivilh
Mr. W. H. Tighe's black and white pointer dog R. K.

(Sport—Dodo).

Mr. T. G. Davey's black pointer bitch Lucky Deal (Luck
of the Goat—Midget) ran with
Mi: B. Williamson's black and white setter bitch Carrie

(Darkey—Spark).

Mr. Herbert W. Kipp's lemon and whitepointer dog Roger
(Bang F—Nellie) ran with
Mr. W. B. Wells's blue belton setter dog Romney (Toledo

Blade—Cambi-iana).

Mr. J. W. Shaw's lemon and white pointer dog Central
Bang (Trinkets' Cash—Van Bang)

ran ivith
Mr. Thos. Johnson blue belton setter bitch Manitoba Patti

(Dick Bondhu—JQiCaiiitoba Belle).

Mr. Thos. Johnson's blue belton setter bitch Manitoba
Pet (Dick Bondhu—Manitoba Belle)

ran with
Mr. W. B. Wells's black and tan setter bitch Ticky-Tack

(Toledo Blade—Cambriana).

Second Series.
Sam H. and Roger.
Lou Dido and May I.

Rhwlas and Carrie.
Romney and Manitoba Patti.
Luke and Central Bang.

Third Series.
May I. and Rhwlas.
Lou Dido and Luke.
Carrie and Manitoba Patti.

Fourth Series.
May I. and Luke.

Fifth Scries.

Luke and Manitoba Patti.
Rhwlas first. Weight, 50lbs. A handsome setter.
May I. second. Weight, 38lbs. A fair middle class.
Luke third. Weight, about 441bs. A very useful-looking

one.
Manitoba Patti. Weight, 411bs. Fairly a show dog, bar-

ring head.
Moneys were: First, S40; second $20, third §10, fourth -$5.

All-Ages Stake,
Mr. T. G. Davey's liver and white pointer dog West-

minster Drake (Lad of Bow—Kate VIII.)
ran yyith

Mr. W. B. Wells's black, white and tan setter dog Ma-
tane (Mark J.—Cambriana).

Dr. Joseph Kime's black and white setter bitch Lady
Patch (Mingo—Lady Thunder)

ran un.th
Mr. T. G. Davey's liver and white pointer dog Axtel King

Don (King Don—Meteor's Dell).

Mr. Thos. Johnson's blue belton setter bitch Manitoba
Pet (Dick Bondhu—Manitoba Belle)

ran with
Mr. T. G. Davey's liver and white pointer bitch Lady Gay

Spanker (Rumor—Lady JSIorrish).

Mr. T. G. Davey's blue belton setter dog Canadian Jester
(Knight of Snowden—champion Leddersdale)

ran ivith
Mr. H. Milkins's liver and white pointer dog Count

Graphic (Lord Graphic—Lassie Faust).

Mr. A. Mather's black and white setter bitch Dart (Dur-
kie—Spark) ran vnth
Mr. W. B, Wells's black, white and tan setter dog Luke

(Toledo Blade—Cambriana).

Mr. W. B. Wells's black and white setter bitch Cambriana
(Cambridge—Romp) ran vMh
Mr. Thos. Johnson's liver and white pointer bitch Ightfield

Blithe (Dancer—Bloom).

Mr. Thos. Johnson's liver and white pointer dog Ightfield
Upton (Ightfield Dick—Polly Peachem) ^

'

ran %oith
Mr. Geo. Kime's lemon and white setter bitch Rose Rapid

II. (Mingo—Rnse Rapid).

Dr. Jos. Kime's black, white and chestnut setter bitch
Lady Spot (Mingo—Lady Thunder)

ran. %vith
Mr. L. Hilsendegen's red Irish setter dog Dan O'Connell

(Sarsfleld-Coe H.).

Second Series.
Westminster Drake and Ightfield Upton.
Matane and Axtel King Don.
Lady Patch and Canadian Jester.
Lady Gay Spanker and Ightfield Blithe,
Diirt and Rose Rapid II.

Cambriana and Lady Spot.

Third Series.
Lady Patch and Westminster Drake.
Rose Rapid II. and Axtel Kinsr Don.
Lady Gay Spanker and Cambriana.

Fourth Scries.
Ightfield Blithe and Canadian Jester.

Fifth Series.
Westminster Drake and Cambriana.
Ightfield Blithe first. Weight 391bs. A compact, cobby-

built pointer,
Canadian Jester second. Weight oOlbs. A well-framed

and handsome setter.

'"Westminster Drake third. Weight 601bs. A very decent
big one, pointer.
Cambriana, 35lbs., and Lady Patch, 451bs, dividers of

fourth, are both of useful field type, the former of consider-
able quality.
Moneys were: First, $75; second, S40; third, S20; fourth, $10.

Tlie Absolute.
Ightfield Blithe against Rhwlas.
Ightfield Blithe won. E. Hottgh.

BEAUFORT'S HOME COMING.—Fair Haven, Vt.—
Editor Forest and. Stream: It might interest your many
readers, more esppcially the mastiff breeders, to hear of
Beaufort's safe arrival in England. I have just received a
letter from Mr. W. K. Taunton, in which he says that
Beaufort arrived there eighteen days after he left my ken-
nels. He came in on the night of the first day of the Crys-
tal Palace show; that he was in very fine shape indeed, not-
withstanding the rough passage he had. He was taken
directly from the steamer and benched at the show, and was
the attraction the remaining days. It was an agreeable sur-
prise to his many old admirers to find him in his usually
fine condition and health, and still able to hold his own
tbere with the best. There was a great desire to see what
had happened to him while in America. I am happy to say
that even after his long confinement and very long, rough
lassage, and without any especial attendant, they found
lim as lively and as active as ever and in fine show shape,

—

J. L. Winchell.

MR. BURR'S EXPERIENCE,—Middletown, Conn., Nov.
10, 1891 —Forest and Stream Pub. Co.: Sirs—Please discon-
tinue my ad. in the FOREST AND Streajc. Have sold Red
River Glencho to go South, and disposed of all the dogs I
have except two youngsters for my own private use. Am
sorry to give up breeding Irish setters; but am now so situ-
ated that I cannot attend to it. I shall always speak in
highest terms for the Forest and Stream as an advertising
medium to reach the best class of sportsmen. Having sold
a great number of fine Irish setters, my orders have come
nearly all from readers of the Forest and Stream, and
nearly every order from men who represent the best liusi-
ness enterprises in the country, showing the class of readers
the Forest and Stream reaches. Although I cannot keep
so many dogs, I shall not lose interest in the Irish setters.

—

R. H. BuEK.
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EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.
MEMBERS' STAKE.

HIGH POINT, N. C, Nov. 12.—It can hardly be said that
the Eastern Eield Trials proper have eommeijced yet,

the regular meeting not starting; till Monday next. Arriv-
ing at High Point, late on Wednesday night. Nov. 11, we
found Messrs. F. H. Hitchcock, H. B. Duryea. E. C. Kent, U.
L. McOoob, Bockes, Washington A. Coster, A. D. Shephard,
Jr., Col. Purcel, S. C. Bradley, D. E. B-ose. CoL Mcrrimau
and J. M. A vent already at the Hotel Bellevue. Next day,
Nov. 12. a late start was made from the hotel in beadtiful
weather, the frost of the previous night tempering the rays
of the early sun, whose promise of warm weather during
the day was fulfilled. There were only four entries in this
stake that filled, and so there was no need to hurry much.
The dogs were drawn as follows: Mr. F. R. Hitchcock's Roi
d'Or with Mr. H. B. Duryea's Bettye S,; Mr. F. R. Hitch-
cock's Tory Lieutenant with Col. Geo. T. Leach's Guy. The
start was at the Blair farm, and owners had, as usual, to
handle their own dogs, but each of these men are well versed
in this especial branch of field sport, so that the dogs did
not sufEw from inexperienced handling. The work done on
the whole was very good. The Judges who kindly and
efficiently officiated were Messrs. Washington A. Coster,
Berrsrd Walters and S. C. Bradley. Birds were quite
plentiful enough. The first brace,
Roi U'Oe—Bettye S., were sent off at 9:39. Roi D'Oor

was handled by Mr. Hitchcock and Bettye S. by Mr. Duryea.
Both dogs started out well, and after ranging several fields
and rough land, Roi, near a fence, fiushed a bevy. Moving
on Roi roaded and was drawing to a point when'Mr. Hitch-
cock, thinking the dog was .iust pottering, ordered him on,
when dog turning away, the birds flushed, and uo error can
be charged to the dog. About the same time Bettye made a
point to cue side, and Mr. Duryea fired at the raise, Bettye
steady to shot and wing. Moving on, Bettye made a splen-
did point on a single in very heavy weeds. It maj' here be
noted that the vegetation tliis year on the club's grounds is
very rank, affording abundant cover for birds, and dogs will
have to keep their noses in good order to get them. Nothing
further happening, the brace was called up at 10:46. Bettye
S. did snappier work on birds, and had better range, speed
and style,

TonT LiEUTEifANT—Gut.—Mr. F. R. Hitchcock handled
his last year's Derby winner, and Col. Leach held the gun
over Guy. Put down at 10:50. After working some time we
came to a hollow in woods where Guy began reading, and
while locating Lis birds Tory came at a gallop from a cast
he had been making to one side and nailed them before Guy
could get up. Mr. Hitchcock flushed them and dogs were
steady to wing. Then on the scattered birds Guy did some
good work, making two points, and Tory put one to his
credit, too. Guy at once showed himself much more certain
on his birds, going to them without hesitation. Moving out
of woods to find another bevy, Guy found the game in corn,
Tory backing nicely, when Mr. Leach put up a single, and
then sent his dog on which pointed the remainder of the
bevy a few yards further. Guy then pointed another bird
and was steady to shot; Tory at the same time either backed
or pointed.

Col. Leach here began to feel a thirsty pang and moved to
adjourn to a spring near by, and taking his dog along, Guy
on the way there pointed a bevy, and on returning repeated.
This work was not accepted bv the judges, the dogs being
practically held up. Another time, for the .sake oC his dog,
it would be well for the Colonel to carry his spring along
with him. Resiiming work, dogs were then taken to where
a bevy had been flushed to look for single birds. Tory
pointed, but Mr. Hitchcock's tramp, tramp, in front re-
vealed nothing, and dog moving on a single was afterward
flushed a yard or two to one side by spectators, so no false
point was credited to Tory. Mr. Hitchcock afterward
flushed a few birds, and Guy coming up pointed foot scent,
roaded on, then pointed another bevy which was put up by
Col. Leach; dog steady. Dogs then ordered up at 13:36.
Guy was superior in nose and manner of picking out his
birds, and quite held his own in speed, range and style.
Dosvn Ih. 16m. The company then moved on to the Model
Farm for lunch.

Seoond Series.

Bettye S,—Guy.—After lunch these two were sent ofl' at
3:20 i u gi-ass field to decide first honors. After working
through various fields and rough land Guy pointed a bevy
in an open at edge of oaks, and Bettye backed, both making
a pretty picture. Moving on into the woods after these
birds, some very pretty and careful work was done, Guy
pointing the balance of bevy, Bettye backing; birds flushed
wild. Then in firs to right Bettye pointed a single, which
Mr. Duryea fired at and missed; dogs steady. In thick firs

Guy pointed, but Mr. Leach could find nothing. Then
Bettye dropped to a point in another ditch, and a single got
up to Mr. Duryea's tramping. Crossing the open fields, Guy
at edge of firs pointed a large bevy, which flushed wild as
his owner came up; Bettye backed and both dogs were steady.
Moviug on into the thick firs after these birds, Guy soon
pointed, drew on, and pointing again Mr. Leach put up a
single, Bettye S. seconding Guy's work very nicely. Then
Bettye dropped to a single as it flushed wild. Birds were
scattered all round here, and both dogs scored several points,
Guy getting the most and doing move certain work. Going
out of woods, Guy pointed another single nicely. Brought
back to open ground, when, after going over a lot of fields,
dogs were called up at 3:30 P. M. Guy"showed signs of his
previoiis long heat, and was not so fast or as wide a ranger
as Bettye S,, but had the nose of the bitch all the time, and
iu a quiet way getting right on to his birds without mis-
takt. .Judges after a short consultation decided that Guy
won fir.st, Bettye S. second and Tory Lieutenant third.

Summary, First Series.

F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan dog Roi d'Or
(Roderigo—Bo Peep) with H. B. Duryea's black, white and
tau ('itch Bettye S. (Roderigo—Bo Peep).

F. B. Hitchcock's black, white and tan dog Tory Lieu-
teuaot (Jean Val Jean—Princess Helen) with Geo. T.
Leach's black, white and tan dog Guy (Gladstone's Boy-
Lady).

Second Series.

Guy with Bettye S.
Guy wins first money, 1100.
Bettye S. wins second money, .$75.

Tory Lieutenant wins third money, .f50.

Guy is a well made little dog with good forelegs and feet,
but is hardly in shape for prolonged work. He has a good
nose, and understanding the style of country, hunts with
good judgment and goes right to his birds. Bettye S. is a
handsome heavily marked bitch, stylish worker and tireless
ranger. Tory Lieutenant is well known from his perfrrm-
ances last year, when he proved a styli.sh, speedy and wide
ranger and wa« good on his birds.

High Poixt, N. C, Monday, Nov. 16.—During the last
two days handlers and owners have been coming io, till
now most of tlie veterans in the game are on hand. But
somehow entries were scarce, and the Derby did not fill up
to expectations, only fifteen filling at Sunday night's draw.
The divided stake seems the more popular. Among the vis-
itors here are Pierre Lorillard, Jr., New York; J. O'H.
Driiiiy, Pittsburgh; F. J. O'Counell, Coal Grove, O., and L,
E. b'ocdmjin. The handlers and owners present are Messrs.
J. M. Avent.- C, B. Buckle, Capt. McMurdo, John N. Lswis,
S, C. Bradley, Prof. Schuyierj Joseph H. and Joha A. Hiia-

ter, J. B. Stoddard, George Nefibitt, D. E. Rose, Charles
Tucker, T. M. Aldrich and G. E. Gray. The drawing for the

DERBY
took place last night and resulted as follows:
N. Wallace's Maud Noble with Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s

Ijora.

CharlottesvilleKennels? Exile with J. M. Avent & Bayard
Thayer's Ca.mille.
Charlottesville Kennnls' Mainstay with Royal Phelps

Carroll's Robespierre.
O W. Donner's Wagtail with Col. Purcell's Tall Son of

York.
Harry Korthwood's Amy Robsart with Blue Ridge Ken-

nels' Bob Cooper.
Royal Phelps Carroll's Iza with N. T. Harris's Wun

Lung.
Blue Ridge Kennels' Hope's Mark a bye.
The judges were Messrs. H. B. Duryea, Arthur Merriman

and R. L. McCook. The latter gentleman was some time
since connected with Mr. Duryea iu the proprietorship of
the Highland Kennels, that owned the pointer Robert le
Diable at one time, selling him to his present owners.
The start at 8:40, in cloudy, misty weather, was at the

Blair farm, and the first brace down was
MAUD Noble—LORA.—Maud Noble, a black, white and

tan English setter (Rowdy Rod—Pearl Noble), was handled
by S. C. Bradley, and Lora, same color (Hailstone's Boy-
Ruby D.), had the guidance of Chas. Tucker. Both started
well, and Maud soon pointed a bevy in woods, but to the
raise broke in and chased, stopping to order. Following the
birds in woods, Maud pointed, but nothing came of it. Then
we turned into sedge field, when Maud pointed a bevy which
flushed wild. After these birds into woods, Maud stiffened
out when a single flushed and she went after it again. Lora
then began to get in her work, and pointing a single a few
yards from where others flushed, was steady to shot and
wine. Then she got another single in sedge, steady to wing.
She then repeated this. Maud then pointed in same sedge
and Lora honored it, but nothing found. Dogs were called
up at 9:09. Both had fair speed, but neither ranged out very
well. Lora was the best on birds.
Exile—Camille.—Put down in open corn stubble, the

black and white ticked pointer Exile (King of Kent—Hops)
was handled by Capt. McMurdo, and the black, white and
tan setter bitch Camille (Jean Val Jean—Haidee>, by J. M.
Avent. In orchard and weeds Camille was first to nail a
bevy which flushed wild as Exile was brought up to back,
both steady to wing. After the .scattered '

birds, Camille
nailed a single and was steady to shot. Then in crossing
some hedge a bevy flushed wild but too far away to see
whether dogs pointed or not. Exile was then sent on to
work alone, Camille being held up. Exile pointed foot
scent several times, but bird running he could not just nail
it till reading carefully out of woods he stopped as a single
flushed. Then pointing another in edge of woods, he was
called up at 9:.59. Camille did the best work on birds and
was the better ranger.
MAINSTAY—Robespieree.—Mainstay (Mainspring—Bar-

maid) is a black and white ticked pointer in Capt. Mc-
Murdo's lot, and Robespierre (Roderigo—Ollie S.) is a black,
white and tan English setter handled by J. M. Avent. Put
down precisely at 10 o'clock, both started oft" well, and after
working out several fields Robespierre pointed a bevy in
ragweed; Mainstay brought up to back, but had not got
there before Avent fired as birds flushed. On into woods
after them, both dogs made game but failed to locate. Then
in some briers Mainstay pointed twice on singles. Up
further in firs, Robespierre then dropped to a single, drew
on, dropped again and bird flushed. Then he pointed again,
when Mainstay, coming across, drew in ahead of him,
nothing found. Further on Robespierre flushed birds, drew
on and pointed several more which flushed wild, dog steady
to wing. Up at 10:32. Robespierre did best work on birds
and hunted with better judgment.
Wagtail—TALL Son of York.-The black, white and tan

setter Wagtail (Roderigo—Belle of Piedmont) was handled
by Capt. McMurdo, and Tall Son of York by owner. Col.
Pursell. Down at 10:35 in sedge, neither started out well,
though Wagtail much the best. Going down ragweed.
Wagtail flushed several birds, stopping to wing. Going on,
neither dog ranging out much, York content to watch his
handler. Wagtail stopped as balance of bevy flushed wild,
York backing. Then both pointed at same" time edge of
.sedge, drew on and Wagtail stopped again, then roaded on
carefully and a single rose, McMurdo fired, dog steady.
Then in making a cast Wagtail stopped right on top of an-
other single, drew on and pointing again a yard or two fur-
ther, York coming across pointed too, and another single
rose just after, then nailed another. Birds were thick all
round and there was oppDrtunity for pretty work. Called
up at 11 '04. Neither ranged out enough and York pottered
m est of the time. Neither will do for the finals.
Amy Robsart—Bob Cooper.—Something better here.

Down at 11:12. The lemon and white bitch Amy Robsart
(Dad Wilson—Bohemian Girlj was handled by H. M. Short,
and the chestnut, tan and white Bob Cooper (Roi d'Or—Miss
Nellie W.) by D. E. Rose. Both went off fast and ranged
wide. After going some distance Bob pointed a bevy which
Rose put up; dogs steady. Leaving these birds and striking
to the right, nothing was done for some time; then Bob
pointed in woods, nothing found. In ragweed outside of
woods Amy pointed a bevy, Bob backing. After the birds
in orchard, Amy dropped to an outlying bird, then pointed
again, drew on and stopped as another single rose; Short
fired; dogs a good deal steadier than some of the horses, who
jumped at every shot. Nothing more was done and the dogs
up at 12:20. Both ranged out well and fast, and work on
birds was about equal. A move was then made for the
Model Farm for lunch.
IzA—WiTN Lung,—The black, white and tan bitch Iza

(Roderigo—Ollie S ) was handled by J. f!L. Avent, and black,
tan and white Wun Lung fCaptaiu Bethel—Enid) by D. E.
Rose. Put down iu corn stubble at 1:30, Iza at the side of
fence pointed, and birds flushing Avent tired, dogs steady;
then both pointed in meadow lower down, but neither han-
dler found anything. Into the open and passing through
some scrub oaks. Wun Lung pointed prettily to a single,
which Rose fired at, dog steady. Then Wun Lung made a
beautiful long cast to the top of hill, and went right to a
bevy, holding the point some minutes till handlers could
come up, when Iza coming across field to order stopped to
back, left it, and went right in and flushed birds, a bad piece
of work on her part, Wun still steady to wing; then, a few
yard further on Wun pointed au outlying bird of this bevy
in sedge, Iza pottering behind. Wun roaded some distance,
made another cast, but failed to locate birds, and dogs up at
2:08, Wun Lung showed himself .superior in every particu-
lar—.=peed, range, style and decision on points.
Hope's mark—Joe Lewis.—It was intended to run Joe

Lewis in the stake, but notwithstanding he had filled last
night, it was found that he had not been entered in the
Derby, only in All-Aged Stake. He, however, ran the bye
with Hope's Mark. Hope's Mark, black, white and tan dog
by Gath's Hope—Lady May, was handled by D. E. Rose, and
Joe Lewis, same color, by Count Noble—Fannie, was looked
after by Prof. Schuyler. Down iu corn stubble at 2:20.
Hope in woods roaded carefully to a large bevy which Rose
flushed, birds going only about 75yds. further on in sedge.
Then Mark pointed same birds agaiu, Joe also dropping to
them iu an uacert un manner. Mark then in pines pointed,
Joe bucking; Mark also put another bird to bis credit, the
other dog acting puppyisn. Out in open sedge Mark made
a point with his flag and hindquarcer.-s high in the air, hiud-
egs on a atone; Joe backed but Rose eould find nothing,

though a single was afterward flushed by horsemen to the
right. It then began to rain quite sharply. Dogs soon
after called up at 8:.52, Judges consulted some time, when
they announced that in

Second Series,
Robespierre-Bob Cooper should run together. Put

down at 3:25 both went off as if they meant business, Hobf s-
pierre not quartering so wide as the other. Bob, sour dis-
tance off, at edge of woods, either stopped on or HiK^asd
birds. Then into woods after them Robespierre iiou,ted a
bevy which flushed wild, steady to wing, Robespierre again
pointpd, footscent this time. On in the open Bob nailed a
couple nicely, Robespierre backing. Bob a bit unsteady to
flush, moved on a step and balance of bevy rose, Robespierre
dropping to flush_, too. Lower down Robespierre pointed.
Bob backed, nothing found. Making a cast Bob pointed a
single nicely, which flushed wild. Before Robespierre could
come up, dog chased, when he got a taste of fir balsam, ex-
ternally applied. Dogs up at 3:56. Bob best on birds and
ranging out two to one of the other. He needs to be a little
steadier to wing, however, being very excitable on birds.W UN Lung—LoHA were also called out at 4:07. In firs and
oaks both dogs pointed, then both made game and roaded
carefully but could not locate. Lora pointed down in a hol-
low, Wun dropped to back, but Tucker could find nothing.
Then Wun made a good point and was held a long time for
Lora, and just as she came up and dropped to back, birds
flushed and Rose fired, dogs steady, but horses again the
reverse. Wun Lung taken up at 4:24 and Lora went ou
alone and secured two points in woods. Wun showed much
better range and speed, more bird sense and did stylish
work. Has a good look in for the stake.
CAMILLE—Hope's Makk were then called up and put to

work at 4:35. Soon after .starting a bevy was flushed by
horsemen. Going on Camille flushed a bird of this bevy
where they had settled. Then she got another bird, Avent
firing, dog steady. Then Mark pointed, Camille honoring
the stand. Some distance further and dogs up at 5 o'clock,
with work about equal.

The All-Aged Stake to-night filled well and the draw is as
follows:

J. M, Avent and Bayard Thayer's Rupert with B. M.
Stephenson's Top Mark.

J. R. Purcell's Nicodemus of Ion with N. H. Wallace's
Pansy Blossom.
A. L. Sanford's Frank W. with (^eo. G. Harley's Joy H.
Dr. Hartman's Albert's Duchess with Wra. Mahone, Jr.'s

Graphic VL
Bert Crane's Natalie II. with Charlottesville Kennels'

Maid of Kent.
Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s Antevolo with J. H. and J. A.

Hunter's Daisy Hunter.
Geo. P. Jones's Sam R. with J. M. Avent and Bayard

Thayer's Orlando.
J. Shelley Hudson's Dolly Hill with W. W. Titus's Dick

Bondhu.
C. C. M, Hunt's Grouse with E. O. Damon's The Corsair.
N. Wallace's Count W. with Hempstead Farm Kennels'

Duke of Hessen.
Wm. McKeunan, Jr.'s Plight with J. Shelly Hudson's

Dad Wilson, Jr.

Greenfield Hill Kennels' Harry C, with Pierre Lorillard,
Jr.'s Blade.
Charlottesville Kennels' Wild Damon with Edward Gray's

Count Eric.
E. W. Durkee's Nahmke Philip a bye.

High Point, N. C, Nov. 17.—[Special to Forest and
Stream.-]—The concluding heats to determine the Derby
winners were run this morning. We did not start till 10
o'clock, owing to rain and cloudy weather and high winds
toward afternoon. Amy Robsart and Maud Noble ran to-
gether, when both did fair work. Amy the best on birds,
Down 2om. Then Camille was tried alone and picked up
two bevies in short t ime, behaving nicely. Bob Cooper and
Wun Lung then ran a heat of forty minutes, but neither
located birds, though pointing often. Hope's Mark then
ran alone, but did hot go in his usual .snappy style; found
one bevy. Then Bob Cooper was put down after these
birds, finding several singles and two bevies.
After lunch Camille and Bob Cooper ran to decide second

place. Bob found most birds and ranged better, a little un-
steady at flushes. Judge decided N. T. Harris's Wun Lung
fir.st. Blue Ridge Kennels' Bob Cooper second, Avent &
Thayer's Camille third. Rose handled the two first and
Avent handled Camille
The All-Aged Setter Stake then commenced with Rupert

and Top Mark. Both did good work; Mark best on birds,
Rupert more speed and range. Frank W. and Joyce ditl
poorly, neither ranging out much, Joyce the best on birds.
Albert's Duchess and Graphic VI. run about 30m. with the
work done in favor of Albert's Duchess; but neither will be
seen nut again.
At this stage of the game wild turkeys were sighted and

excitement caused broke up the heat and the dav's work
ended. The judges in All-Aged Stake are Messrs. 'Duryea,
Merriman and Rowe.

High Point, N. C, Nov. 18.—At the meeting of the
Eastern Field Trials Club last night officers were elected as
follows: President. T. B Hitchcock: Vice-Presidents, H. B.
Duryea and Pierre Lorillard, Jr.

;
Sec'y-Treas., W. A. Cos-

ter. J. W. Lorillard offered three medals for dogs showing
best bench show form.

Covington. Ky,, Nov. W.~Editor Forest and Stream: I
am this day in receipt of a letter from W. W. Titus, dateii
at High Point, N. C, Nov. S, iu which he says: "I am sorry
indeed to inform you that Arline has just come in heal".
She will be iu full blast by field trial date, ne^t Monday
week. I know you will be disappointed, but it leaves me in
a hole, as she was the only Derby I brought E;a.st with me.
'What can't be cured mustrbe endured,' I suppo.se, but it
mixes a fellow's plans pretty badly sometimes. Arline is

in the pink of condition and was doing strong work for the
dry weather, and I was hopeful of getting in the front row
with her. However, 'We will see them later'." This is a
sad disappointment to me, for I certainly had a very .strong
entry in Arline, not only on account of her royal breeding,
she being by champion Dad Wilson out of champion Bo-
hemian Girl, but she had all along, since puppyhood,
showed remarkable high-class work.—J. Shelley Hupson.

CASHIER'S WINS.—Cincinnati, Nov. 15.—Editor Forest
and Stream: How kind ( :') of "Mathew Henry" to correct a
few printer's errors in the Cincinnati show catalogue as to
Eberhart's Cashier's wins. People who know me do not take
me for a fool, and such I would be if I intentionally had
printed and .sent out a claim for prizes that my dog did not
win. Eberhart's Cashier did win flrist (puppy) in an undi-
vided class of about twenty at New York, 1890. He did win
fir.st, open (beating Sprake), at Detroit, 1S90 (no show '91).

He did win first, open, and special for best pug in open class
{beating Penrice) at Cleveland, 1891, both tinfes under Miss
Anna H. Whitney, the best judge of pugs in America. I
consider Mathew Henry not ignorant, but vicious in stating
what he knew to be untrue when he says that "Cashier was
not eligible to challenge class at Lexington." I've got
seven dollars in my inside coat pocket and know a pawn
broker of whom I can borrow a few hundred more by putting
up Cashier as security, and I'll just risk the whole busines.'?
that Cashier wa,s eligible to challenge class there (where he.

won). Bonsor (whom I showed for Mr, Pitts) won there in
open class,—Al^ G. Eberhabt.
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THE PEARL OF PEKIN INCIDENT.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I must protest R^ainst tbe ground assumed by Mr. ,T. H.
Le Moyre, and the tone of his letter in yours of the 13th.

An jron-clad rule such as Mr. Le Moyne makes of the one
he cites would be ruotistrous, involving the idea that a per-

sou shall be punished for an act that may have been utterly

beyond his control. The intent of the rule is most praise-

worthy, and it evidently is that no owner of a dog shall im-
peril the chances of an opposing dog's winning.

It seems that Mr. Edmunds's riding over Pearl of Pekin
was unintentional, and tbe only remaining point for deter-

mination is, could the accident have been prevented by tbe
exercise of ordinary, reasonable care on Mr. Edmunds's
part I'' For it is evident that in such a case as this, careless-

ness is no excuse for a transgression of the rule. I trust Mr.
Le Moyne will excuse me for pointing out how objectionable
his characterizing the decision in this case as "outrageous
departure from honest judging," "most uni-ighteous de-

cision,"' etc., is, and I would point out that such an assump-
tion as that Mr. Edmunds's intent "cannot enter as a factor

in giving the decision," is more deserving of harsh words
than anything that appears on the face of the case. Surely
Mr. Le Moyne cannot seriously mean to say that Mr. Ed-
munds must be punished irrespective of whether it was
humanly possible for him to prevent the accident? Please
remember that I am passing no opinion on the case itself;

let that be decided on its own merits; let Mr, Edmunds be
held to the strictest accountability to show that reasonable
foresight would not have suggested precautions to him
that would have prevented the accident, but the idea of

holding a man down to a Draconian code such as this rule,

without ciualiQcation, would be, is abhorrent to every sense
of justice. I am no lawyer; but I know that the law always
considers intent as a prime requisite to every act, and that
this intent may properly be inferred from tbe circumstances.
If the law did not consider intent, Mr. Bumble would be a
thousand fold right in his dictum that the law is an ass.

W. WADE.
HuxTON, Pa., Nov. 13.

BRUNSWICK FUR TRIALS.

'"PHE cordial invitation extended to all fox hunters by the
L Brunswick Pur Club to attend their field trials at
Princeton, Mass.. drew me to that pleasant village on Nov.
9. The view of the country during the long stage ride from
Oakdale showed that the club could not have chosen better
grounds for the meeting. The high barren hills and great
stony pastures, with only here and there a strip of woods or
swampy thicket, make it possible to see the horinds during
the greater part of the chase.

On arrival at Pratt's, the club headquarters, I found
assembled some of the finest hounds in New England and a
host of ardent sportsmen eager for the bunt to begin.
Among them was the president of the club; L. O. Dennison,
of Waltham, Mass,, with his handsome Buckfield-Byron
hounds, Ben Butler II. and Trimmer: E. J. Bates, of Oxford
with Spotty, Lead All and Wild, the two latter of the Wild
Goose strain : R. D. Perry with a couple nf Avent hounds.
Leggins and Clinker, Slip from the Wild Goose pack, and
the native bitch Qui'ltie; the jolly party from Brunswick,
Me., H. .1. Given, H. A. Stetson, Med Snow, A. G. Hall and
Sam Knight. Jr., with the handsome hounds Beauty, Rover
and Golden Rod, tbe latter a Cook dog; President Kinney,
of the Worcester Fur Co., with his tine natives. Major,
Trim and Lancaster; H. L. Aldrich, of Diamond Hills, R.I.,

with Fannie D. and Hunter; O. F. Joslin, president of the
Oxford Rod and Gun Club, with the English dog Rover; L
M. Conant and C. A. Sbafer, of Waltham; Dr. Heffenger, of
Portsmouth, N. H.; "Uncle Nathan" Harrington, the vet-

eran fox hunter of Worcester county; P. G. Stewart, of
Hoosac Falls, N. Y., and many others.

According to the programme the puppy class was to be
run on the first day of the ti-ials. On account of the late
arrival of many of the club men and bounds, an early start

was out of tbe question, and when the line left headquarters
at 11 o'clock the heavy white frost of the morning had
melted under the warm sun. To start a fox late in the day
under these conditions was a difficult task for young dogs.
It was 11:50 when R. D. Perry, M.F.H., gave the signal on
Calamint Hill to cast off the four and a half couples entered
in the puppy race. The dogs covered the stony pasture well,

worked through the scattered wood on tbe crest of the hill

and down into the valley on the north side, where a momen-
tary excitement was caused by two of the pups driving a
large yellow cat across a field and up a tree. Tbe hounds
were by this time well scattered, but Rover and Beauty
hunting together worked a cold track slowly across the road
and into the swamp, where Trimmer and Golden Rod joined
them, but the scent was too old and the four had to give it

up after doing some pretty work.
Meanwhile one or two of the pups put in their time hunt-

ing rabbits, and it looked as if a fox would not be started.
But Dennison 's Trimmer, a persistent hunter and fine trailer,

went further into the swamp with Rover and jumped a fox
at 2:15. As they drove him towards Calamint road, Spotty,
Pynt ,

Beauty and Golden Rod joined the chase, and with a
grand burst of music sent him across the road and through
the woods into a stony pasture. Here the scent was very
poor, and, with much difficulty and many checks, the fox
was followed for a mile or more across the upland and into
Calamint swamp, where the track was finally lost, though
the pups proved themselves stayers by their persistent efforts

to pick it up. About .sunset the dogs werecalled off and the
party returned to the hotel, where they did full justice to a
smoking hot dinner. In the evening the judges made no
awards, but decided to give the puppy class another trial

under more favorable circumstances.
Tuesday morning the hunting horn awoke us at 5 o'clock

and half an hour later the party were at breakfast. It was
the first day of the All-Age race and at 6:30, after raising
the handsome club flag over the hotel, the line of march
was taken for Fay's hill with the seven couples entered. In
addition to the hounds Jack, Mr. Kinney's fox-terrier, was
on hand. He is the hero of many a battle royal with rey-
nard and evidently felt that the success of the hunt rested
on him alone; he was the busiest dog in the field, now ex-
amining a burrow, then resenting a fancied insult from
some big hound and always looking eagerly for his part in
the fun to begin. At 7 o'clock the dogs were cast off in the
pine woods on the crest of the hill and worked rapidly
through the underbrush into Goodnow's pasture, while the
hunters followed the center Hubbardston road. At the foot
of the hill Perry's Clinker and Slip gave tongue, and the
rest of the pack harking to them carried the trail up the
hill to the road. Here for a moment they were at fault, but
Joslin's Rover circling wide picked up the track in the
thicket across the road, where he was followed by Trimmer,
and the Wild Goose beauties Leads All and Wild, These
four dogs, led by Rover and well in advance of the rest of
the pack, trailed rapidly over the ledges of Little Wachu-
sett and at 7:20 jumped the fox on the side of the mountain
and in full cry ran east.

Mean while Kinnejf's Trim had been trailing on his own
account, and he started a second fox which ran up the
mountain side not long after the first one had carried the
pack out of hearing. In twenty-flve minutes the fox first

.started was driven around the mountain, and as the pack
crossed the road Clinker, true to his record for speed made
last year, was leading, with Slip a good second and the rest
welTbunched a little behind. Entering the woods the fox
ilirew tbe pack off for .some minutes, and succeeded in get-
ting a long lead on the dog.s, but could not escape them.

The track was again found, and after he had been driven
around the mountain for the thiid time he started east to-

ward Wachusett. Many of the party climbed Little Wachu-
sett, and seated on the ledges at the summit watched the
dogs as they drove tbe fox over the pastures, through the

woods, up and down the hills, now near and then fai away.
The music was grand, and not often does one have the good
fortune to see such a race. After a time the terrific pace set

by the Wild Goose and Avent hounds began to tell on the

young dogs, and some of them dropped out, but most of the

pack hung together, though well strung out, and drove the

tox ont of hearing.
Those who were on foot lost the pack, but the judges tak-

ing teams followed the dogs many miles, having an excel-

lent view of the chase and a good opportunity to judge the
hounds. It was a great day's sport.

Tuesday evening the conversation turned on the ability or

Southern hounds" to catch foxes in New England. No one
believed they could do it, but to settle the question once for

all a number of gentlemen agreed to purchase from Mr.
Garrett a July bitch in whelp to one of his best dogs—such
a hound as finds an hour's amusement in running down a
red fox. The entire litter will be raised and trained to-

gether, and at the trials next year will run in the puppy
class; two years from now they will be hunted as a pack.

These dogs will be watched with great interest. Shall we
see them catch a fox on our New England hills?

The Brunswick Fur Club is composed of ardent sports-

men; enthusiasts in fox hunting; they are working hard and
accomplishing much for the improvement of the foxhound;
they deserve the support of every hunter and lover of dogs.

May good luck and success attend them.
Wednesday morniug my stay with the club ended, and I

returned home delighted with the two days' sport.
Bradley.

MASSACHUSETTS SIBERIAN BLOODHOUNDS.
Editor Forest mid Stream:
Concerning the Massachusetts law of 1886 about "blood-

hounds," etc, Mr. Wade is partly right and partly wrong
in his assumptions. The law grew out of the circumstance
of the terrible mutilation of a couple of children by a so-

called "Siberian bloodhound," and was introduced and
pushed in the Legislature by an impetuous and not over-

wise member, who sought and obtained a little temporary
notoriety by his crusade "agin" dogs, aidedby tbe sentiment
of sympathy for the children, and antipathy to dogs in gen-
eral temporarily engendered by the occurrence.

I was a member of tbe Legislature at the time, and in
connection with other gentlemen who do and did "know
something about dogs," we endeavored to stay the passage
of so useless and indefinite a statute, but one can readily
imagine the stampede of a body of men, intelligent gen-
erally, but intent upon averting if possible the recurrence of

another such accident by laying hold of the nearest apparent
remedy at hand, viz., the making of a law, with little re-

flection upon the construction thereof and its applicability.

It is characteristic of tbe modern legislator to endeavor to
cure all evils of the body politics by a "law," and the result
is the creation by statute of what may appropriately be
called "artificial" offen.ses to the ultimate detriment of the
enforcement of all laws and the respect of the people for the
law-making authority. I have yet to know of a prosecution
under this statute.
There are other statutes and many of them in the Com-

monwealth of like nature, and reflecting people are tending
toward the desire to see a Legislature that would largely
confine its duties to the repeal of unnecessary statutes.

E. H. Lathkop.
Springfield, Mass., Nov. 13.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The law passed in Massachusetts in 1886, making the

muzzling or so-called bloodhounds, great Danes, Ulmers,
boarhounds, etc., had no reference to English bloodhounds
like Mr. Glazier's. The member of the Legislature intro-

ducing the bill consulted myself as to the bill, and the only
object was to make the law effective against the so-called
bloodhounds, or great Danes. The occasion was the pain-
ful mangling of a little girl in a neighboring town by two
of these dogs, and the determination to keep such large
brutes from repeating such mangling. I am very positive
that the law had no application to such bloodhounds as Mr.
Glazier keeps, which are more noted for delicacy of nose
and inborn tracking qualities than for savageness—although
Hon. Grantly Berkely wrote of them that they were kind
and quiet unless aroused, and his breed would take no
whip. I should certainly consider them as harmless as any
hound, setter or spaniel.

The great Dane I detest, to my mind be is a big unruly
brute; too large to control without a muzzle, a terror to
smaller dogs and treacherous. My reasons are that on two
occasions when invited to see them, each time a pair, male
and female, the female of one pair could not be let in to the
room or store where strangers were, although her master
and the man who fed her were present. In the other case
the bitch actually attacked her master and was beaten off

with a chain. Those instances, with the various accounts
one sees of their ability and inclination to do mischief,
makes the repeal of the law regarding great Danes very
improbable. The intentions of the law does not affect Mr.
Glazier's dogs in the least to my mind. Dry Land.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.

I REGRET to see the Bog Fancier has taken umbrage at
my hope that the Columbian Fair Dog Show would not

materialize. As no line has ever appeared in Notes and No-
tions inspired by any personal feeling, I may dismiss what
may have been meant as an imputation o"n the writer's
motives. The objections to a dog show at such a place as
such a show are by no means dispelled by the promise that
the show will become an accomplished fact. They still re-

main in the facts that in such an aggregation of objects of
interest the dog show will exert no appreciable effect; visit-

ors, as a rule, will not see it. It will call forth great effort

on the part of dog owners and dog lovers to make it vie with
the other features of the exhibition, and, necessarily, these
will fail. One-half the effort expended on the proposed show
devoted to fifty small shows at country fairs, where the dogs
would be features of interest and note, would advance canine
interests far more.

* * *
I note that Forest and Stream, in common with some

English kennel journals, falls into an error as to that party
in England who hung a dog up by the legs to force it to
vomit, in pursuit of evidence as to whether the dog had
killed sheep. It appears this hanging up was a common
practice in this offender's district, and while the act itself

most certainly was brutal as well as foolish, it by no
means follows that the actor was. Enforcing this deduction
as a necessary one would work very queer results in many
cases, the excellent old town of Salem, Mass., would savor
very strongly of the regions below from the witch burn-
ings, and one eminent pillar of theology would find Vienne
a Golgotha. The Onlooker.

Going to California.—A person can take a seat in a palace
car at Dearborn Station any afteraoon and go over the AteUiaon,
Topeka and Santa F6 Railroad to S^n Francisco, Los Angeles or
San Diego without changing cars. The fast express on this line
makss at least twenty-fonr hours quicker time to Lds Angeles
than any other line, and in fact the Santa F6 is tbe only thor-
oughly comfortable route to take. The offlc« is at No. 813 Clark
street, Chicago.—^df.

SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS ALL-AGE ENTRIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Inclosed find list of the entries to the All-Age Stake of the

Southern Field Trials Club's fourth annual trials. The list

contains thirty-six setters and five pointers, a. total of forty

-

one:
SETTEES.

Bltte Mark (W. T. Irwin's), b w t (Gatb's Mark—Lufra).
Pann>: M.* (Blue Ridge Kennels'), b w t (Gladstone's Boy-

Flame).
Tremont (Whyte Bedford's), b w t (Gladstone's Boy-

Speckelgown).
Noble Gladstone (P, H. Bryson's), b w t (Count Noble—

Girly Gladstone).
June (C. M. Round's), b w t (The Corsair—Tchtda).
Top Mark (B. M. Stephenson's), b w t (Gath's Mark—Burd

H.).
•Jean's Boy (H, S. Bevan'e), bw fc (Jean Val Jean—Rowey

B.).

ANDBOJiETEti* (H. S. Bevan's), b w t (Count Noble—Moon-
stone).

Laddy (H. S. Bevan's). b w t (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).
Countess Rush* (Blue Ridge Kennels'), b w t (Count Noble

—Belle oE Piedmont).
Glen (R. B. Parker's), b w t (Captain Bethel—Enid).
Dan Tucker (Chas. F. Louden's), I w (Gladstone's Boy-

Flame).
Sam R. (Geo. P. Jones's), b w (Dash Bryson—Daisy's Hope).
Joy (W. W. Titus's), b w (Paul Gladstone—Gipsy H.).

Donovan (W. W. Titus's), bwt (Bob Gates— Fannie Glad-
stone).
Eugene T. (A. P. Gilliam's), b w t (Count Noble—Ruby's

Girl).

Blade (P. Lorillard, Jr.'s), bwt (Toledo Blade—tiulu C).
Antbvolo (P. Lorillard, Jr,'s), w 1 (Count Noble—Trinket

ID.
Nannie G.* (P. E. Gi-egoiy & Bro.'s), b w (Bryce—Dora

Gladstone).
Dave B. (F. I. Stone's), b w (Startle—Clio).
Reveler. (W. B. Hill's), b w (Gath's Mark— Esther).

Paul Bo (Richard Merrill's) bwt (Paul Gladstone—Bohem-
ian Girl).

Dad Wilson (J. Shelly Hudson's), b w (Ben Hill—Dolly 8.).

FiNGAL (E. H. Osthaus's), bwt (Toledo Blade—Lady &.).

Mark's Mack (W. L. Taylor's), bwt (Gatb's Mark—Georgia
Bell).

Natile II.* (Bert Crane's), bwt (King Noble—Natile).
CoMO See Madre* (Bert Crane's), bwt (Roderigo—Maud).
Ligero* (Bert Crane's), bwt (Roderigo—Maud),
FiRENZi* (H. J. Smith's), bwt (Gath's Mark—Flame Glad-

stone).
Tory Lieutenant (F. R. Hitchcock's), b w (Jean Val Jean

—Princess Helen).
RoBESPERiE (Avent & Carroll's), bwt (Roderigo—Ollie S.).

RuPER (Avent & Bayard Thayer Kennels'), bwt iRoderigo
—Bo-Peep).
Orlando (Avent & Bayard Thayer Kennels'), bwt (Roder-

igo—Bo-Peep).
Zulu M.* (Whyte Bedford's), Iw (Toledo Blade—Rhet).
Whyte B. (P. H. Brj-^son's), bwt (Count Noble— (jirl>

Gladstone).
pointers.

Hops II.* (P. T. Madison's), 1 w (King of Kent—Hops).
Bounce (G. W. Amory's), 1 w (Bob—Sal).

Heniken (J. R. PurceU's), 1 w (Flockflnder-Ion).
Don-Flsh-Hel (W, R. Fishell's), b (Devonshire Sam—Nelly

Bang).
Marquis (W. W. Titus's), 1 w. T. M. Brumby, Sec'y.

Marietta, Ga., Nov. 14.

* Bitches. The others doga.

DOG CHAT.

\lt7E have pust learned that Mr. A. Clinton Wllmf-rdiug
V > has within a few days terminated a deal that has
been the occasion of much correspondence between him and
Mr. J. P. Willey, of Salmon Falls, New Hampshire, and
which has ended in tbe latter gentleman parting with one of
his best dogs—we refer to champion Black Pete. Since the
loss of champion Doc, Mr. Wilmerding has been on the keen
lookout for something wherewith to replace him in the stud,
and finally settled on Black Pete, Mr. Willey's good dog,
and now has him in his kennels. Pete is by importid Obo,
Jr , out of Phonsie. Obo, Jr., by Farrow's champion Obo
(E. 10452) ex Farrow's Nellie (E. 1273ti). Phonsie, by cham-
pion Obo IL (A.K.C.S B. 4911) (x Blackie III. (A.K.C.S.B.
4912). This is the best of American and English breeding,
and now that the dog is centrally located, we expect to hear
of his increased use. He has won many prizes and his get
have done remarkably well upon the bench. We congratu-
late, etc.

Mr. E. E. Bishop has at last been able to move West, and
is now at Hutchinson, Kan., where Mr. W. T. Irwin and tbe
Irish setters of tbe (rlenmore Kennels have been located
some time, preparing for the trials. Coleraine and Fingal
will, however, not start this year, as Mr. Bishop writes us
that, owing to the still weak condition of his leg, he cannot
spare Mr. Irwin from the kennel. This will be a disap-
pointment to field trial men, for tbe presence of these two
noted field dogs and their presumably good work would
have gone far to encourage the Irish setter men to make
good their claims.

The St, Bernard His Majesty is, we hear, now in Phila-
delphia, having been purchased recently in England.

Mr. John H. Najdor will attend the RockCord, 111., and
Jackson, Mich., shows, and will be pleased to take charge
of any dogs that may be consigned to his care for exhibitors
not able to attend personally, and the latter may rest assured
their dogs would be well taken care of.

Mr. Mercer should long remember the year 1891, as his
series of accidents have confined him to the house a good
part of the time. He has now sustained injuries that compel
him to keep to his bed, and his numerous correspondents are
advised that this is the reason he has not been able to fulfill

his postal duties.

Mr. A. E. Pitts, of Columbus, O., sold a half interest in
his imported fox-terrier. Raby Signal, to Mr. Frank Tall-
madge, of Columbus, and he will be found at that gentle-
man's kennel.

It looks very much as if, at the present time of writing,
the Blue Ridge Kennel and D. E. Rose would repeat their
Bicknell victories, though possibly not in tbe same order
exactly. The work on Monday was hardly so good, on the
whole^ as that at the latter trials, notwithstanding the bet-
ter condition of weather and ground.

On our way to High Point, N. C, from Bicknell we were
surprised to 'find Mr. L. L. Boggs and Joe Lewis in the train
at Lynchburg, Ya. They were on their way to Lincolnton,
N. C. , for several weeks shooting. They had about eight
dogs with them, including their late English purchases and
ToIiy Gladstone. Birds are reported plentiful there and we
trust they will have good sport.

The Maryland Kennel Club litigations have been compro
Diised and settled out of court, Messrs. Malcolm, Mallory
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and others having been reinstated, have resigned. Now
that factional embarrassments have been sloughed we trust
that the club may walk in joaths of progress and peace, and
in due time give a show.

The ISTational Greyhound Chab has sent out to all its mem-
bers a ballot to determine by vote whether or not the club
shall have an officiHl list 'of judges for dog shows, and if
there shall be jurlges who the judges shall be, and whether
or not the members should show under other than the desig-
nated judges.

At the meeting of the A. K. C. advisory committee last
week charges were prepared against the New Jersey Kennel
Club, and will be presented at the December club meeting.
The charges are found "upon the ground that the action of
the said New Jersey Kennel Club in electing one Charles J.
Pe.shall as its president aud appointing him as its delegate
to the American Kennel Club stibsequently, to the disquali-
fication of said Peshall by the American Kennel Club, is
action prejudicial to the welfare of the American Kennel
Club."

Atnong the new kennel advertisements are the followin^^
oiiers for sale: Jno. Cox, LleAvellin setter pups: Hansome
Brook Kennels, field spaniel; P. O. Box -310, Chesapeake
Bay piius; Lawi-ence Tiixipson, Skye terrier; Geo. Colling-
wood, English setter; 12 Alanning Arcade, fox-terrier pups;
Sam Bury, pointer; Frank F. Dole, cockers; C. D. Bem-
heimer, fox terrier; L. N. Edwards, foxhounds. E. Jaek-
man offers field spaniels and the Stretor Kennels offer
pointers at stud.

Kennel Notes are unavoidably held over.

WILLIAM CHAILLE PERCY, well known to the many
readers of the Forest asd Stream over the nam do vlume
of "Kit Killhird," passed away from this earth on Sept. 80,
at his plantation residence near Bayou Sara, Louisiana.
He was born .Dec. IS, 1840, in West Feliciana Parish, La.
At the age of 21 he entered the Confederate service at Port
Hudson, La., joining Boone's Battery, in Mile's Legion,
where he characterized himself for daring and reckless
bravery that he was afterward noted for. Inheriting from
his family a love for hunting, he founded the Killbird Ken-
nel, and afterward made it one of the finest in the South-
west until forced to give up the business on a.ccount of
health failure. He leaves a wife and six children to mourn
his loss.

THE BALTIMORE SUITS SETTLED.
Mallobx et An.

) ,

vs
,

• - In til. c Otmttt Court No. n, of Baltim ore, (M y.
Massamokb f.t ax, )

Tnis case bemg submitl-.ed, it is, by consent of all parties, this
13th day of November, 1891, adjudged, ordered and decreed as fol-
io ws:

1. That the noi ice i.ssued for the meetiBg of the B^a.^d of Gov-
oruors of the Maryland Kormfd Club, called for November 15,
1800, ;inrl the notices issued for the meeting: of ths^ Maryland Ken-
nel Club for the same dfiio wero insufficient, hut not fraudulerit,
and therefore the proceedings at Pach of said meetinES whicli
I'U I ported to repeal 1 lie resobition of censttre theretofore passed
up'm ftie American KHnuel Club and to apologize to the American
Kt luiel Club for the p.is.sage thereof, were and are hereby declared
l, j be illegal and voiri ; all other proceedings of said meetings and
eaoti ot ihem bidng hereljy declai ed valid by consent.

;;. That the plaintifEs, Jert^miah D. Mallory, R. B. Glanville,
Cricliton Ma] oim, I-Tai-ry R. Vonderhorst and Harry Malcolm, be
and tbev are li ere by reins! ater] 3,s mrmhers of the Maryland Ken-
rel Oluh, with all rixies aud assessments canceled to this date, and
without any liabiiiry Tor as.?esEment for any expense heretofore
incurred by said olub for any cause, or hereafter to be incurred in
coPiieetion with this pi-oceeeing or that of Harry Macom vs. the
same defendants in this court.

3. No suit or suits shall be brought or prosecuted hy any of the
parties to this cau.se against aav other party or parties hereto for
or on account of any cause of action whatever up to this date.

4. That ihe costs of thpse proceedings, to be taken by the
Clerk, shell be patd by the Maryland Kennel Oluh.

(Siene i) Charles E, Phelps. Judge.
This case is submitted for decree, anl it is agreed that theafore-

goir;g dfcorpf^ shall be passed.
(signed) William A. Hammond, Sebastiax Brown,

Solicitors for Plaintiffs.
ISIDOIt Rayjser, E. J. Farber,

Solicitors for Defendants.

Harry Malcolm ) In the
vs > Circuit Court No. K

Geo. W. Massamore, et al. ) of Bcdtimore City.

This case being submitted, it 'S, by consent of all parties, this
13th day of Nos'emher, 1891, ad.iudged, ordered and decreed as
lollows:

1. The resolution of the board of governors of the Maryland
Kennel Club, purporting to have been passed on the first day of
January, A.D. 1S91, removing the plaintiff, Harry Malcolm from
the position of president of said dub and su=ipending him from
membership therpin, be and the same is hereby declared illegal

and void, and said Malcolm is declared to have been the legal
presidentof said club up uatil its annual meeting in March, 1891,

and to be still a membtr thereof; but all the acts of the said vdce-
president, or the de facto pre-ident, or any one acting in lieu
of the president during said period, are hereby declared to be
valid.

2. That the following allegation contained in the third para-
graph of the answer of the defendants, viz: "That Harry Mal-
colm, the plaintiff, has been e:uij ty of dishonorable action in eon-
Eec'ion with dogs, and his resianation for that particular reason
has been actually requested by the Gordon Setter Club of Amer-
cu," Ebad ha eliminated by interlineation.

3. That the costs of these proceedings, to be taxed by the clerk,
shnll be paid by the Maryland Kennel Club.

(Signed) Chas E. Phelps, Judge.
This case is submitted for decree, and it is agreeo that the

aforegoing decree shall hp passed.
(Signed) William A. Hammond, Sebastian Brown,

Attorneys for PlaintifiC.
ISIDOB RAYNER, E. J. FARBER,

Attorni^ys for Defendats.

LORD CLOVER'S PEDIGREE.
PEORIA, 111., Nov. 7—Editor Forest and Stream'. Dr. Oryer says

that several conflicting pedigrees of Lord Clover are bottled
up in the sanctum ot the author of "Prize Pugs." As Dr. Cryer
on page 14 ot his book gives one pedigree for the well-known pog
Stingo SmlflBS, and endows him vvdth a different one on page 130
of the ssme volume, ahd as he does the same ihing m even a more
glaring furm in mentioning Georere Bell's imported bitch What's
I'nat, it is singular that Lord Clover's pedigree should stick so
obstinately in his gullet. It Is noticeable that the Doctor cau-
tiously refrains from enumerating the alleged points of difference
in the Lord Clover pedigrees he speaks of. He also forgets to ad-
vance any evidence in support of his course in differing from
them all. The fact is. that the only point of diverBence is the
name of the breeder. Mr. Gillivan and the American Stud Book
ononeously names Mr. Chalterton in place of Mr. Gottlding. As
I)r. Ci ycr incorporates this blunder into his book, it is wisdom on
his part to suppress the point of difference. In all actttal es-
sentials, Mr. Gillivan, the American Stud Book and myself agree
with the Knghsh Stud Book. Dr. Oryer alone and individually is

responsible for v.-batever confusion exists.
One would naturally infer that with his own confessed ignor-

ance of two important factors staring him in the face, the Doctor
would refrain from originating a Cryer pedigree long enough at
least to c;ui8ult the English breeders who are respoiasible for the
show ring credentials of the strain. But singularly enoueh he
does nothing so sonslble. On the contrary he first declarer his
own opinion iafaliible aud in the nest breath voluutarily avows
igcorance ot the issue at stake. Mr. Orynr's reasoning is unique
aod picturesque. He says that he knows actually nothing as to
the d ^m and grand dam of Lord Clover. He denies me and every
one else the right to know any more thaw he does, and then with
gitilaless simplicity he wheels around and naively requests me to
give him the facts. This course is novel and somewhat peculiar.
Dr. Oryer was noLifled six months ago that Mr. Proctor, of Leeds,
England, bred Nelhe, the dam of Lord Clover. I did not suppose

It would be necessary to add that the same gentleman owned
Ltttle Dorrit, his maternal granddam. The Docior is reppecfcfullv
refe,rred to Mr. Proctor. Mr. Houlker, of Accrihgton is SPcretHry
ot the Pug Club, of England. He is also owner of Lord Clover's
stre togethpr with the paternal granddam and other blood rela-
tives of the dog. Mr. Houlker is excellent authority on the sub-
ject.

Ifadditionalt.estimonyisreqnired.it gives me genuine satis-
faction to refer the Doctor to the "Prize Pugs of America and
England." In this work is a biographical sketch of 1 he well-known
American bitch Rustic Queen. The author mutilates her pedigree
nrecijely as he does thai of Lord Clover. It is glvan as by Rustic
out of What's That—What's That by Stineo Sniffles out nf Lirtle
Dont, Little Dont seem?' to be an unknown quantity to the
author, and well she may, as no such animal ever existed. Now
the fact is that this bitch What's That was full sister to Gould-
mg's Nellie, dam of Lord Clover, both bred hy Mr. Proctor. Hhe
was not out of Little Dont but out of Little Dorrit. Dr. Cryer
cannot consistently challenge this statement, for the author of
' Prize Pugs" confirms it on page 109, where he names Mr. Proctor
as owner of LitUe Dorrit, and flatly onntradiots his own lettpr in
last week's Forest and Stream. If Dr. Cryer will compare the
English stud book prdigree of Lord Clover with those of bis litter
brother Lindon. Lothair. Lola, Haughty Nellie and others of the
same strain; if he will write any member of the English Pug Club
or all of them, this discussion may linallv prove to htm a blessingm disguise. It is more than likely that the Doctor knows, as be
says, nothing whatever of Little Dorrit. He is not the first fledg-
ling to commence an editorial career with the scissors and tie
him=ie]f up in a hangman's knot in an effort to reconcile contra-
dictory clippings. As the matter stands and Dr. Cryer's igno-
rance is isubiicly confessed over his own signature, it concerns me
very little whether or not he perpetrates his blunders in as many
eduions of his book on pugs as an overdndulgent Providt-nce per-
mits him to publish. Ii his faith in the docirine of his own infal-
libibty can stand any more such trials by fire, he is perfectly free
to put it fn the crucible. The initiatory test seems to have robbed
it of Its sting so far as the breeding of my dogs is involved.

Thos. I. Ballantine.
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W. M. P., Stoelton, Pa.— An epih'ntiu (it probably due to worms
or ovcr-pxonion ;ind exr iti incnt. Trea.t lor worms and then eiive
the following mixture Liq. arsenicalis and fr. nucls vomica, of
each 1 drachm; water, 3 ounces; give one des=Rrtspoonful twice a
day. Give very tittle exeroife at hrst, then gradually increase.
T. W. C, McAlester, Ind. Ter.—Will you please state, through

your valuable paper, the best method of feeding "Soratts" dog
biscuits? Ans. Feed Spratts biecuire dry. Once a we.*^k mix with
weU boiled vegetables and fted cold. Encourage dog to eat the
biscuits not broken, to give him benefits derived from gnawing as
at a bone.

G. W. H., Rochester, N. Y.—What can I give my Irish sett.pr
pup; he seems to have been all right until this A.M., when I
found he would not eat and seemed to have something the mat-
ter with his hindquarters. He walks as tliougli it gave bim pain
to uso his hind legs. His age Is 11 weeks. I gave bim some milk
with a little sulphur and a pinch of quinine this noon, which he
di'snk slowly, taking a rest after sipping may he a doiien times.
Ans. Give, a dose of castor oil and try the following mixture:
Pot. Bicarb. IJ^drs.; compound tincture of gentian, 2drs.; water,
6oz, Giv^e one talilespoonful three times a day.
E. L. P., Ansonia.—A pointer puppy of 7 mouths has bad fits

since he was 8 months old. These flis come on after exercising
auoufc an hour. When taken he suddenly rears on his hind fee*
aud falls, striking on his side aud head. I keep him in a pen
7xi3rt. When in a fit he kicks violently and foams at the mouth
a little. They last about 3 or .5m., after which he is apparently as
well as ever. His diet has been chiefly boiled corn meal and
milk, with a very little meat. Have given him sulphur, castor
oil and one bottle each of Humphrey's veterinary specific, C. C.
and J. K., Iternately. as directed in book. The pup does not im-
prove under this treatment. Ans. Treat lor worms and then
give the following mixture: Pot. bromide, 2 irs.; liquor arseni-
calis, Idr.: add 3oz. of water. Give one dessertspoonful three times
a day. Do not exercise for the present. Feed on bread and gravy,
meat and milk.

J. R. P„ Philadelphia.—An Irish setter, three and one-half
years old, during the summer and fall was bothered with fleas,
and scratched a great deal. I used a bottle of mange cure on
him, and afterward there appeared a dry, scaly substance like
dandruff. This set msto itch him, as he bites himself until be
makes sores. This is only perceptible on the back to the tail. He
also passes short white worms in quantities. He is also losing his
hair around the root of tail. His appetite is good, and he is lively
enough, though some mornings I notice large pieres of gelatine
looking stuff in the corners of his eyes. Aug. Apply the follov/-
ing dr. ?sing all over the dog every otner day for a fortnight, then
wash off and repeat if necessary: Kerosene, cotton seed oil and
sperm oil—of euch equal p irts. Treat for worms, and then give
this mixture: Ferri verchlorone drachm and a half; liquor arsen-
icalis one drachm, glycerine half an ounce, water a':d six ounces.
Give one tablespoonlul twice a day. Feed well.

E. W. O , Nevfport, R. I.—1. An English setter 16mos. old has
something the matter with his left eye. The haw seems to have
grown partly over the under side of the pupil and ihe lower lid
looks as though it were drawn down, as it shows red. This is

more noticeable when the dog is looking up than at any other
time. Sometimes both eyes run a great deal: at other times with
the excepiion of the haw nottdng seems the matter with the eyes.
When I bought the dog four months ago he was in very poor
condition. He was as thin as a rail, had a litlle eczema and his
eye was very bad. 2. An English setter about llmos. old has a
lumpthes'ze of an English walnut on his hip Sin. from the root
of his tail. It is soft, but not inflamed and doesn't seem sore or
tender. It looks a great deal like a wind gall. It has been on the
dog about a month. The dog is in pretty fair condiiion, although
rather thin. Ans. 1. Without a personal examination it is diffi-

cult to say exactly what is the matter with the eye. From your
description the haw must be enlarged, in which case it will have
to be removed. Why no'- show the eyeto your family doctor? 3.

Probably a serous abscess, the result of an injury, or a swell
growth. In the former case it will have to be lanced; in the lat-
ter first try iodine liniment; apply with a brush twice a week for
a few weeks, if no improvement then have it removed.
W. S. B., Philadelphia.—^1. I have a cocker puppy, 7mos. old,

that had eczema, which I cureii bytreaiing as advised in Dr.
Sewell's article published in the FoRfisr asd Stream. His hair
is very rough and without any gios.-,. He al-o passes a jelly
substance streaked witii blood. Have tried for worms, but no
success. 3. I also have a cocker bitch, iyrs. old, that failed to
whelp (owing to rear presentation). Had to have them taken
away. This was in April last, and while in good health and fair
appptite. she has never been in season since, and she is as thin as
a. rail. Ans. 1. Another dressing or two would probably make
the r-oat look better. Give the following pills: Pulverized kino,
3 scruples; pulverized ipecac, l.grs.; pulverizsvl i iiium, 6?rs.; to
make 13 pills, (xive one throe times a day. 2. It is often the case
when there is any ciifficiilty at whelping that the following heats
do not come on at the usual time. Hdve you treated for worms?
Give the following mixture: Liq. arsenicalis and tr. pucis vom.,
of each Idr,; dialyzed iron, IJ^drs.; water. Ooz. Give one table-
spoonful twice a day. Give plenty of meat and try cod liver oil

cakes.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
The opening shoot for the Amateur Revolver Championship of

the LTtdted States and the poeses^ion of the Wiuans uophy will

he held at the gallery of the New York Pistol Club, Eighth street,

near Third avenue, this city, on Saturday e\'ening next, Nov. 31.

The gallery is specially adapted to piBtol and revolver work,

being an open and lighted one, while in the matter of safety it

has every possible prcctation. The .shooting vvill open at 8 o'clock,

and as far as time will permit all contestants presenting them-
selves will bo given opportunity of making a record. In case it is

found impossible to give ample time for all who may wish to
shoot, other evenings will be agreed upon and designated until
all who may desire have had opportunity of shoiting. The record
shoots, of course, will be open to the public as spectators to the
capacity of the gallery. A representative of Forest and Stream
will be present and conduct the match under the conditions as
given below, and which have been before the public since July
last.

The target selected for the final record is a cardboard circnlar
disk of 5iu. diameter. It is white, with a black bullseye of from
1 to 3in. in diameter. Each shooter may select the bullseye best
adapted to his eye sight, and as the measuring is by scale from
the center of the disk to the center of the shot hole the size of

the bullseye fired at does not affect the scoring record.

Possibly other galleries will be designa,ted for other contestants
in this city and these dates can be fixed at once if those desiring
to compete will send to this office their names and addresses. The
same will apply to those who wish to compete in other cities. If

they will at once communicate by mail with Forest and Stream
arrangements will be made to have dates fixed and galleries

selected. No time should be lost. No scores will be published
until alter the measuring up and this will not take place until

after the competition has closed. The measuring of the disks will

be placed in the hands of a competent expert at thi.? line, acting
under direction of Forest and Stream, and the total list of
scores will bs published in Forest And Stfieam as soon as possi-
ble after the conclusion of the record shooting. The conditions
of the match are:

CONDITIONS.

Open to any citizen or permanent resident of the United States.
Any revolver, maximum length ol bore, including cylinder,

ten inches.

Any trigger pull.

Any sight, both sights to be on the barrel or forward of the grip
of the pistol hand.

Any fixed ammunition.
Cleaning allowed only between scores of six shotSi

Distance, 30yds.

Position standing, free from any artificial support, the revolver
held in one hand only with the arm free from the body and un-
supported in anyway. The rear sight shall not be nearer to; the
eye than twelve inches.

Target—Ready measurement disks, one shot on each disk and
the measurement to be ta ken by mechanical Vernier scale from
center of disk to the center of the shot hole.

Scores—Aggregate of best three in five scores, each score to con-
sist of six consecutive rounds. The live scores to be fired consecu-
tively.

Amateur Standing—The standing of a contestant as amateur
and professional to be determined in each individual case by
Forest and Stream rules.

Where not in conflict with conditions herein, the rules of the
Massachusetts Rifle Association for revolver competitions to hold.
The deciision of Forest and Stream to be final on all points,

Any winner of the trophy shall hold it subject to challenge for
a term of two years, after wdiich it shall become his personal
property. Upon receiving a challenge the holder shall Mgrce with
the challenger upon a place and date for their meetinK noi l;itcr

than six weeks from the receipt ol the challenge, of whic-ii meet-
ing at least two weeks' notice shall be given through Fouest a?;i)

Stream, and the shooting at said meeting shall be under thesume
condi'ions as the origin,al competitions for the championship
trophy. In case of a failure to agree iipou a time and place of
meeting they shall he fixed by Fobesi and Stream.
The trophy shall be deposited in the custody of Forest and

STREARt at least one day prior to any challenge meet, and if re-

quired, holders must give bonds to Forest and Stream for its

safe return.

The holder shall not be required to accept a challenge pending
the determination of a challenge shoot already under date. In

case of any dispute about the right of priority in rdiooting chal-
lenges. Forest and Stream shall determine the order of shoot-
ing. All expenses of targets and gallery will be borne by FOKJSST
and Stream. Contestants will defray aU, othei" expenses.

NEW JERSEY RIFLE SHOOTING.
[Spe('.ia}lij Reported for Forest and Stream.']

EQUITABLE RIFLE CLUB, Tuesday. Nov. 10. Headquarters,
323 H irst street, Hohoken. Ten shots, off-hand, :.'5-ring American
target, 100ft., possible 250:

A Meyns
F Tirandt
J Meyer
J H Kruse
G M Roeclel
J D Sinclair
H Becker
C W Rogers.
FK Hoyt
L Schmidt

F Kleist
C Kathmeyer
0 Daref...

. 25 25 S.f-) 2i 21 2+

21 .V3
"25 25 24 34
2'> 25 25 24
25 24 24 24

24 2!)

24 2z
2:5 25 25 34 .24 2S
.25 25 2i 24 2ii 21
24 2} ;m

.24 24 -I

35 i

2,3 2

)

34 24 2a 22 20 20

21 s!l ;iO-22I
20 20 1!)-214
1'.) IH 18-2i4

The mcflal winners in their resuectivc classes were, first, A.
Mevne, 238; second, G. M. Roedel, 2.33; third, P. K. Hovt, 323.

Team shooting followed with this rt-suli, the teams being cap-
tained by Geo. Roedel and Henry Becker:

Roedel's Team.
GM Roedel 230

A Mey ns 335

F Bratidt 232

J D Sinclair 228

F K Hoyt 223

LH Hart 215

Becker's Team.
H Becker ...281
J Meyer 230
J H Kruse 23S
C VV Rogers ,229
L Schmidt.. 229
F Kleist 32(1

.208-1.580C Kathmeyer 310—1573 CDaief

MILLER RIFLE CLUB.-Hohoken, N. J., Wednesday, Nov. 11,
Headquarters 80 Hudson street. Hohoken. The following scores
were made in the shoot for weekly class ^medals, 10 shots off-hand,
25-ring target:

E Fischer 35 25 38 25 25 23 33 23 23 23-240
FlJell 25 25 24 24 24 24 2.1 23 33 21—236
D Miller 25 24 24 24 24 24 24 2;S 23 20—235
Capt Dewey 25 25 24 24 21 ;.'3 23 ;.'3 32 30-233
A Stadier 25 25 24 24 23 ;S 22 22 22 21—231
F Freitag 35 34 24 34 34 33 23 22 22 19—230
J H Kru=e 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 22 21 19—329
J Meyer 25 24 34 23 33 23 33 33 22 20—329W T Taylor 25 23 33 23 23 23 32 22 31 21 -"^fi
JCarragher 34 24 24 24 23 33 2'? 2' 1

.

HDHeneken 24 24 23 33 ;jy 2:J _

D Peters 25 24 23 23 2'^ k2 :.]

H Seltenreich.. 25 24 23 «j 22 30 19 If I:, i. Ml
J J Devit.... 35 24 23 22 20 J9 19 i9 19 »
F Dunsteadt , 2,5 .24 .23 22 21 20 19 l,s 17 17--,2(ia

F KaramelL. 25 24 24 22 31 20 19 18 l i 1.5—.20H

The medal winners in their respective classes were: First, E.
Fischer, 240; second, J. H. Kruse, 229; third, A, Stadier, 331. Team
shooting followed, resulting in a tie;

E Fischer 235 D Miller 235
FLiell 235 FFreitay 3.32

A Stadier 228 J H Knise 8.30

Capt Dewey 231 J Meyer. 231W T Taylor 238 J Carragher - 229
H D Heuckeu 234 W Forkel 331
H Seltenreich 281 D Peters 380
J J Devitl 315-1637 W Dunsteadt 319-1637
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EXCELSIOR RTFLE OLUB, Jersey City, Tuesday, Nov. 10,

headLinarters 79 Montgom'^ry street, 10 shots off-hand, 25-ring
America-, tarnet, possible 2f>0. la the shoot for class medals the
scores made were;

Firet Olass,W Webar 23 35 26 35 24 »1 ::x ?4 •?:? ^3—3tn
li P Hnnsen 35 25 25 2i U 3-i - -rASi

WJChaniang 35 35 35 24 24 :'" ., v .

Wvf IJeuLiei^sv. 25 25 24 34 24 ;J -:i;i4W K iTLJlfK^-di _ 25 2f) 24 24 23 23 23 22 22 20-2;il
JSpei'-'lif-r 25 35 24 23 23 23 23 2L 20 IT—322

Firsi. cliiss medal was won hy W. Weber.
Second Class.

C Bniiclile 35 25 r, 'M; 23 32 20 20 20-237
(; L l-'enney 25 24 24 :.'4 23 23 31 21 31 21—22fl

.r llllt'lits 2.-, 3) 21 2J 2,) 2i 31 30 18 18-2.^0

Second class medal was won bv O. Bauchle.
Third Cl«s?.

a C Varick 35 35 25 34 24 23 23 23 31 17-229
C Boag 35 35 34 24 35 33 23 23 30 20-237
G C Boyre 25 24 33 22 21 31 31 21 21 20-219
Third cbiss modal was won by G. C. Varick.

PALISADE RIFLE CLUB-Capt. John Reinhardt, Jersey City
Heights, 3"4 f'alisade arenue, Tuesday evening:, Nov. 3. Ten shots
oil-hanrl on 25-riEg American target, distance 85ft., possible 2ri0:

Geo W Gi'af 25 24 24 24 23 23 33 23 23 20-329
Capr lieinhardt ....35 2+ 24 23 23 22 23 31 .31 17—223
G FinKei 35 25 24 23 33 32 22 21 19 15--218

George L Graf .35 :i3 22 23 31 23 20 20 30 20—314
James .lot! as.m 35 2t 23 23 33 33 21 19 17 17—214
A Rufisv 34 .24 3^3 23 21 20 ^0 .20 19 18-212

" 0 Born;ir.aT! 35 25 34 23 21 30 30 19 Iti 17-312
F Reinhardl 25 ,25 25 31 ?1 21 20 30 19 13—311
H llarvev 25 23 .32 21 21 20 20 ]9 18 18—207
H Roeenihal 32 23 22 21 21 31 30 20 18 18-205
F Miller 35 33 33 31 30 20 IB 19 18 17-204
P Wi.<Kl.5

, .35 25 20 30 20 20 20 19 18 1.5-202

P L Warden 24 23 ,23 21 20 19 17 10 15 ]4-lS)i

SEI'l'Z RIFLE CLUB, Chnpt. Chas. Burk, Jersey City TIei!rhts,

hesukiuaners 351 Palis ide avenue, Wednesday, Nov. 11, 10 shots,
off-hand, 25-rintc American target, possibie 2.50:

II L Ifan-jeii .",
. 25 35 24 34 33 23 22 33 32 32-33 ;

Geo G raf 24 34 24 34 34 33 23 :i2 31 31-33fi

A Mai/..... 35 35 35 34 34 34 23 33 30 18-230
J Sfoll 34 34 34 33 23 33 22 33 31 19-335
Capt Burk .25 35 34 34 23 21 21 31 20 20 -224
G Graf, Jr '.'5 25 25 ,23 33.33 33 ,31 30 18-321
A Schmidt 23 2+ 2-i 24 33 23 32 20 30 19—223
E Wagner 2=, 25 25 23 32 21 30 30 30 30-221
A Sn-abin,iP,r 25 Sj 34 34 34 23 30 20 18 18-221
G HerrK'lK.ft 25 34 24 24 33 23 20 20 20 18- 221

JKelirvvald 35 25 23 22 21 22 22 20 20 20-22i i

HHoppe 25 25 2t 24 33 22 21 21 18 l(i-2--.'u

H Heilmau 24 23 33 33 31 21 21 20 20 19-211
H Bappe 35 24 34 31 20 20 20 30 20 18-212
C Smiz 35 24 33 33 31 20 19 18 15 15-;,'02

UKIOX RIFLI^ CLi:i^.-IL;adqaar(crs 233 Firs^ sireet.-C.ii'-

.

Henry Becker. Thnrsdaj', Nov. 13. 'J'ho shoots oll'-hand, 35-riii;,c

tar}?el, possible 350:

C Schrocder 35 35 35 24 24 34 33 23 33 30-33o
Oa.pt H Becker 24 25 24 24 23 23 33 23 22 31 -2:i3

J H Kruse 25 25 -5 23 23 23 ;.'3 23 ,20~2:-'2

F V D Heydca 21 :J1 24 2i 24 23 33 23 22 20-231
GM Koedel 36 25 2* 24 34 33 33 23 23 17-;:30

B J Link 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 ,2] 31 21-328
H L Harmon 2,^, 3 1 21 ,24 31 33 31 31 30 20—,320

LA Martin 35 25 :.'5 24 23 23 23 31) 30 18-225
8 A Russell 25 25 :.'4 24 23 23 21 30 19 19-222
Jos Feuevbaeh 25 ;M 23 23 22 .21 20 18 18 17-2 i i

O WiHkow 24 23 23 23 21 ?0 20 19 19 17-yi-

L Miller 31 23 22 31 31 ,30 30 lit 18 ]7-::i-

D Meyers '3 :.'3 23 23 21 20 19 18 17 16—202
H Watsnu 23 23 22 21 20 20 18 18 17 15-19
Team shootinir followed bet weeu t anis capiaitjcd by ,Ioa Feuei -

bach and Dan Mevers. wiv.li this rcsulU
Peiierbach's Team. Meyers's Team.

J Feuerbuch 213 D Meyers 205

C Schroeder 330 H Becker 228

J H Kruse 329 G M Roedel 228

F V D Heyden 330 H L Harinon 325

B J Link 215 S A Russell 217

li A Man in 334 L M iUer 309

C Wiskow 315—1545 H Watson 3U8-1520
The club v/ill soon commence its shoot for class medals, this

being the most feasible way to spur the members on to do their
best shooting.

FRIDAY NIGHT RIFLE CLUB.—Hoboken, Friday, Nov. 13.-
Headquarteis 210 Washington street. The scores made were:
C Geils 25 35 35 24 24 33 23 23 22 22-236

...25 25 25 33 23 33 23 23 23 21-2,^4

. ..25 25 -M 34 23 30 30 20 20 18-319
. . .35 35 35 25 24 24 23 33 33 22—339
. . .35 25 25 25 24 24 23 33 23 19-235
, .35 25 35 25 36 35 33 3b 32 20-21 _

. . 35 35 24 34 23 33 33 32 30 30-229
...25 25 24 23 33 22 22 21 20 16-221

. . .25 35 25 25 35 25 24 24 34 24—246
. . 25 35 35 35 34 24 23 28 22 20-336
..35 34 34 23 23 23 32 23 20 19-235
..25 23 23 33 33 33 31 20 20 19-218

THE TRAP.

FIXTURES.

C Miles....
G Brandt. . .

.

L Geils
T Davison ..

A Guerber ,

.

F Merken...
C Zang
H Guerber..
E Phalon ...

J Hagen... .

J Campbell
The averaere scores of the Friday Night Club rank among those

of the leading- clubs of Httdson county, and on Tuesday, Nov. 17

will award prizes to their members who have made the highest
scores throughout the year. In connection with this the guests of
the club will be entertained by some first class talent and the
many friends of this organization will find this another token of
liosijitality for which this club is famous.
Quite a number of rifle clubs of Hoboken, Jersey City, Marion,

Jersey City Heights, Newark and New York were invited to send
deltgates for the purpose of forming an inter- State tournament
for riflemen for this winter. The meeting was to be held at the
Excelsior Rifle Club's rooms, on Montgomery street. Jersey City,
last Wednesday. No quorum was present, as only the Puritan
Rifle Club, of Newark, was represented, therefore no meeting was
held. Another effort will be made to hold a meeting, as the Idea
is a good one and would furnish lots of entertainment for New
Jersey and New York riflemen this winter. J. H. Kkusb.

BOSTON, Nov. 14.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association was held at. its range to-day, with a large
attendance. The shooting conditions were unfavorable for high
scores. Mr. Hickey won the bronze military medal. Following
are the scores ma^e to-day, 200yds., standard American targets,
all being re-entry matches:
Bronze military medal, 10 scores, 10 shots each:

J P Hickey 41 41 37 37 43 41 40 43 39 43

All-Comers' Rest Match.WP Thompson.. .109 P W Chester 100 J French 97

L A Baker 107 S E Howard 99 AS Hunt 96W Peters 104 J W French 98 PMWillard 94

All-Comers' Oft"-Hand Match.
B Mason 79 AS Hunt 72 O Moore 69W M Foster .... 77 S E Howard 69 J B Hobbs 69
MTD.a,y 74

Military Match.
J P Hickey 45 A S Field 41 F W Chester 39

M T Day 43 D Martin 40 A S Hunt 37
O Moore 43 J B Hobbs 40 L Thomas 32

50yds. Pistol Match.
H Severance 91 JW Oomey 84 A D Stevens 80
BEPatridge 87 D Martin 82 O Moore 79
A S Hunt 86 H L Greene 81

MANHATTAN CLUB,—Dr. W. R. Pryor, director of shooting
at the Manhattan Atriletic Club, announces that the revolver
match tor club championship will begin November 25. Condi-
tions: Thirty consecutive shots, off-hand, at 20 yards; 3-pound
trigger pull; 7)4 inch barrel. Ammunition furni'shcd free by
club; 3 prizes, 2 gold, 1 silver. Entrance fee, S3. Trap shooting
for members at Manhattan Field every Friday thereafter.

LONDON, Out., Nov. 12.—The annual matches of the Western
Ontario Rifle Association were held at the Cove ranges to-day.
The aitendanc was large despite the weather, and the scores
made were creditable.

Sing a song of shooting, the birds begin to fly,

I'll put my gun in order and then I'll have a try.

If I do not kill some, they surely can be found,
Either killed honestly, or snared upon the gi-ound.

FULFORD VS. BREWER.
DuiuNO the week past liasteru sportsmen havo been treated to

an exhibition of shooting skill that is unparalleled in the history of
pigeon shooting. To say that the spectators, who were fortunate
enoueh to witness the events, were astonished, would be puttiug
it mildly, for they were completely carried away with the won-
derful performances. When the matches between John L. Brewer
and 15. "D Ful^ord were announced but little notice was taken of
them, and the only coraments heard were those of sympathy for
the comparatively unknown shooter who had the nerve to run up
against the acknowlodged champion of the world. All that was
known of the ability of Ed. Fullord as a pigeon shot was based on
his two public perroruianoHs, in matchos shot last storing, when
he defeated C. M. lledden ami Frank Class, liotb of Now Jersey;
as both wins were on very ordinary scores, no one placed him in
ttie same class with Brewer. It won hi have been a hard matter
to have found one man in the audience on the day of the first con-

test that believed he had a ghost of a chance of being in the game
at the finish. As the match progressed and it dawned upon the
spectators that he was a shooter, and at the finish when by mag-
nificent work he had surpassed all records, the question was
asked. Who is he? Mr. Fulford's tells us he was born at Long Hill,
Connecticut, 7 miles from Bridgeport, and is 29 years old. He
took up shooting at an early age, shooting both in the field and at
the traps ever since he could hold a gun. He is a constructor of
telegraph and telephone lines, and for the past 4 years has been
chief constructing agent for the Bell Telephone Company, and has
built lines from Portland, Maine, to the Rio Grande. He claims
no particular place as his home, as he is continually on the move,
but for the past year and a half has been in the East. He Joined
the Newark Gun Club last year and shot in one of the Inter-State
League matches, making onlv an ordinary score. He has no
desire to shoot matches, but felt that he could shoot a bit and
wished to try himself once and so made for the biggest game. He
certainly has done magnificent work and has leaped with one
bound from almost obscurity to the very front rank of the world's
trap shots.

First Match, Hiursday, Nov. 12.

As early as 11 A. M, there was a large number of spectators as-
sembled at the Jersey City Heights Gun Club Grounds, at Marion,
N. J. Sweepstake shooting was indulged in until the hour an-
nounced for the beginning of what proved to be the greatest
reeorri -breaking contest that has ever been known in the history
of pigeon shooting, 199 birds scored out of a possible 200, and that
one dead out of bounds. Fulford arrived at the grounds about
noon, and was quickly followed by Brewer. As soon as their guns
were put tog^-ther, they stepped to the score for practice, each
man shot at 10 birds, and each killed straight. At 1:30 P. M,, when
Referee Wm. H. Wolstencroft, of Philadelphia, called the match
on, there were 300 spectators upon the ground. Among them were
noticed: Milt F. Lindsley, Miles Johnson, C. M. Hedden, Ered
Qtiimby, Gastave L. Freche, Robt. Schrofft, W. H. Green, Dr.
Zeglio, Frank Class, Tom Taylor, Sam Castle, James E. Wheaton,
Eddie Collins, Justus Von Lengerke, Hugh Leddy, Chas. H. Town-
send, Ge". B. Eaton, Lewis Cokefair, Wm. Husrhes, Asa W..ite-
head and Fred Van Dyke, all of New Jersey. Ben West and Ad-
ford Eddy, of Brooklyn; Walter Cady, of New London, Conn.; D'-.
Hudson, president of the Emerald Gun Club, of New York; Thos.
Diffly and Harry C. Squires, New York city; Wm. H. Wolsten-
croft, Isaac Wolstencroft and Harry Thurman. of Philadelphia;
A. C. Krueger, of Wrightsville, Pa.; Wm. H. Fieles. of Christiana,
Pa.; James Bebee, Trenton, N, J.; and John Fulford, of Altoona,
Pa. Brewer was first to the score, and he easily stopped a right-
quarterer, Fnltord doing likewise on a quarterer to the left. The
birds fui-nished were far from being of a high order, and, as there
was no wind to speak of, a good fast one was an exception. A de-
tailed description is not necessary, as a careful perusal of the
scores will tell the story, each bird, trap, and direction of flight
being given in detail.
The conditions of the three matches as follows: 100 birds each

man, for $200 a side, Hurlingham rales, fence boundary, each
man paying his own exp.rnses. Gate money divided. W. H.
Wolstencroft, referee; Jacob Pentz, scorer; Neaf Apgar, trap
puller. Score:

E. D. Fulford.

No. of trap 533334441
Flight L LD BD R RD E, RI BD LD
Score 113 3 13 3

4 1 3 3 4 5No. of trap 3
Plight RD LI
Score 1 2

No. of trap 5 8
Flight LI
Score 1

No. of trap 4
Flight R
Score 1

No. of trap 1
Flight D
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No. of trap 3
Flight RD
Score... 2
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I
1

RD
3

4
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X

RI RD RD LD1111
3
I
1

3
RD
3

3
L
1

3
U
1

2

H

1
R
1

3
RI RD
1 3

3 3
RI RI
3 X

3

3
RI
1

5
I
1

1
I
1

1
LD
1

X
R

4
R
1-10

3
R
1-10
5
R
1-10
1
RI
1-10

5
1
1-10
3
D
X~10

No. of trap. . .. 1 3 3 B 4 4 5 3 3 4
Flight .. R R RI D R RD I I RI R
Score . . 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 3 1—^10

No. of trap .

.

.. 5 3 1 1 3 2 4 5 5 1
Flight ..RD I LD I RD RI RD LI R LT
Score .. 1 3 1 1 1 1 3-10

No. of trap 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 5

Flight .. L I R R R .R[ R B£ R L
, 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1-10

No. of trap .

.

.. 4 3 4 3 3 1 5 1 4

Flight R R RD R L BD D I RD RD
Score .. 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 3-10-

Called birds .5. No birds 3.

John L. Brewer.
No. of trap 5

Flight B
Score 3

No. of trap 4
Flight D
Score.- 3

No. of trap 3
Flight HI
Score.... ........ 1

No. of trap .... 2
Flight LD KI
Score 2 1

No. of trap 4 5
Flight R
Score 1

No. of trap 1

Flight I
^icorc 3

N'o. <if l,rap ,.. . 1

I'light LD
Score 2

No. of trap 4
Flight LD
.Score 1

No. of trap 2
Flight LD .LI
Score 1 1

.^'o of trap 5
Flight RI
Si ore 1
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LD RD RD
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1
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1
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4
R
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RI RD H
1 3 3

3 4 3
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3 2 2
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1

4
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RI RI
3 1

R
I 1

4 1
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1 1

5 1
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1

3
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4

R
1

3
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4
L
3

4
R
1

1
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1

3

L
1

5
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1

4
R
1

4
TI
1

4
R

3
RD

4

4
L
1-10

4
I
3-10

3
RD RD
3 2-10

3 5
L
3

3
RI
3

4
L
1

4
B.

1

4
L£
1

3
RI
1

4
R
1

I
3-10

L
1 -10

3
R
1-10

1

1- 0

4

RI
2-10

4

TD
S-10
5
RD
2—10- 99

Called birds 12. No bird 1. Time of match 3h. 45m.
Brewer used a Westly-Richards hammerless weighing 71bs.

14 z. His load was SM/lrs. Sehultze powder and IJ^oz No. i
chilled shot in Squires Tournament shells, loaded by himself.
Fulford shot a 71bs. 7oz. Greener, ejector, hammerless. His

load was Idrs. Schultze powder and l)4flz. No. 7 chilled shot.
Squires Tournament shells, loaded by himself.

Second Hatch, Friday, Nov. IS.

The second match saw fully 500 enthusiastic sportsmen assem-
bled on the grounds at Marlon. Every lover of the spoj t for miles
around was on hand to see the man who had lowered the colors of
the redoubtable .lack Brewer aud who had established a new
world's record. In addition to the old regulars who were on hand
for the first match were noticed Edgar G, Murphy, Robt. Law-
rence, J. Joliue, Louis Gehring, R. Sundermann, Louis Schorte-
mier, Dr. Leveridge, W. H. Skinner and Mr. Whitney, of the
Whitney Arms Co.; H. A. Penrose, Ed. Spath. E. Carrington, E.
Smith, W. R. Hobart. of Von Lengerke & Detmold; Lee Helgans,
.1. Short, W. M. Ward, Abe Greenleaf, John Mix, H. Burt, W. A.
Baxter, P. Dobbins. J. Flvnn, aud John M. Ward and Captain
Adrian Anson, the stars of the base ball profession. The day was
clear and bright, and a good stiff wind blew across the traps. The
lurds were a ir nch superior lot to those furnished on the first day,
and up to the 80th round were a really good lot. Brewer made a
strong protest about the quality of the birds and threatened to
stop shooting, declaring that the articles called for first-class
birds: but his complaint was not justifiable, as they were above
the average. Score:

E. D. Fulford.
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1
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2

1
L
1

3
1!I
2

3
D
2

3

No. of trap .... 6 1 3
Flight D LD LD
Score. 3 3 3

No. of trap 5 5 1
Flight RI RI RD
Score 1 1 1

No. of trap 3 5 3
Flight R RD D
Score 1 1 1

No. of trap 4
Flight LD
Score 1

No. of trap 3
Flight RI
Score 3

No. of trap 1
Flight LD
Score 3

No. of trap 3

Flight R
Score 3

No. of trap 1
Flight RI
Score 1

No. of trap 2
Flight D
Score 2

No. of trap , 4
Flight EI
Score 1

RD LI
1 1

4 3
RI RD
3 3

RD
1

5 4
R RD
1 3
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1
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R
1
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3
L
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R
1

3
1
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3

RI
1

LI LD LI R RD
1 1 1 o 1

Called birds, 6. No birds, 3.

John L. Brewer.

No of trap 1 4 3
Plight LD TD LI

1
L
1

5

RI
1

4
RD

RD

3
L
1

1
D
1

5

RI
1

5

LI
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4
RD RD
1 2

4 1

RD RI
1 1

2 4
L RI
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4

L
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2
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3
L
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5

R
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4

L
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5

RD
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1-10
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1
TI
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5
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3
RI
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3
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3
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3
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1— 9— 99

Score

No. of trap 5

Flight R
Score 1

No. of trap 3
Flight RD RD RI
Score 2

No. of trap. . . . 5

Flight L
Score 2

No. of trap 4
Flight RI
Score 1

No. of trap ... 3
Flight R
Score 1

No. of trap 4

2

1
LD
2

3
LD
3

5
I
2

4
Flight LD RD
Score.

No. of trap. ... 3
Flight ... R
Score 1

No. of trap 4
Flight RI
Score 1

No. of trap 3
Flight LD
Score 1

D
2

1
L

5
BI
3

D
1

2
RD
1

3
L
1

LI
1

4 4 5 5 5 1
H R BI RI R TI LD
1 1 1 2 2—10
4 3 5 3
R LD LI R D RI RI

1 1 2- 9

8 4 3 1 5

B R RI RD I) D H
1 1 1 1 1. 1-10
1 4 3 3 3
L RD R R R EI
1 2 1 0 2 q

3 3 4 5 3 3 3
R R RU LI RI R R
3 1 3 1 1 2 1-10
4 3 4 4 1 5 4
RI D L R R RD
1 2 1 1 1 2-10
1 2 1 1 1

D LI R L R R
1 1 1 1 3-10

4 3 4 4 6 3
R rI R L L D
1 2 1 1 1 1-10
2 3 3' 4 2
L RD L R L RI i
1 1 1 1 1 1-10
4 2 5 1 4 3 3
LI D LD LI L LI L
1 1 1 *1 3 1 1-10-

Called birds, 3; no birds. 1; time of match, 2h. 25m.
The men used the same guns and loads as in the first match, and

the same gentlemen officiated.
The kills that are mos-^ worthy of mention were the 9' h, 13fh,

26th, 28th, olet. .55th and 80th made by Fulford, and the 2d, 35th,
28th, 55th and 80ch by Br«wer. The only question raised during
the contest occurred on Fulford's 64th round; the bird had risen
and quickly settled near the trap and refused To take flighi; Ful-
ford killed the bird on the ground and Brewer claimed a lost bird.
Referee Wolstencroft allowed another bird, quoting the rul«
"That a bird shot on the ground with the first barrel is no bird,"
and he was unquestionably correct in his decision.

Tlvird Match, Saturday, Nov. Ik.

The final match of the series was witnessed by probably 1.000
persona, a third of whom viewed the contest from the surround-
ing hills. Among those that have not been mentioned as being at
the previous contests were noticed J, G. Kno wlton, of Utioa; E. D,
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Miller, of Springfield, N. J.i Win, and Henry Sigler, of Montclair'
Wm. WolsteBcroft, Sr., and Albert Worrell, of Philadelphia;
Abel Crook, Ohas. Wingert. Dr. Wyna, Lee Helgans and Ohas.
Seddons, of Brooklyn; W. Alex. Boos, Riohard Schaeffer and E.
Edwards, of New Yorls city; C, E. H. Brelsford. President of the
Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association; Leander B. (Jamp-
bell, J. and E. Van Dyke, o£ Long Branch, N. J.; E. Yeomans,
Lon Hedden, S. P. T. Wilbnr, Al Phillips, John Riggett, GeOi
Voehel, J. Pierson, Q. McCall, W- B. Gladwey and the veteran
Henry Abbott, of New Brunswick, N. J.
The day was raw and cold, with a strong wind blowing that

gave the birds a decided advantage. The birds for this match had
been furnished by Wm. Eieles, of Christiana, Pa., and handled by
'Old Snuth Paw" Heritage, tkey proved a magnificent lot. Fulford
labored under a great disadvantage, and was badly handicapped
parly in the race by the breaking down of his gun. In the pre-
vious matches the first barrel frequently misiired, and on the
thirty-first round it refused to work. On examination the left
hammer was found to be broken, and he was compelled to use a
gun that he never before handled. The gun was a (ireener that
was formerly used by Brewer, and had a trigger pull of less than
four pounds. Eulford's old gun, it is claimed, had a trigger pull
of ten pounds, so shooting men can readily see the great disad-
vantage he was laboring under. He shot a plucky up-hill race,
and when Brewer missed his eigMy-flrst and eighty-second bird
In succession, it looked as though be was going to give Jack the
same dose that he had given Elliot. The fates were against him,
however, for he lost his ninety-eighth, and Brewer killing out, a
tie was the best lie could make it. During the afternoon Fulford
received a telegram from J. A. R. Elliott, worded as foliowsr "Ac-
c-pt congratulations of Kansas City sportsmen and myself on
your remarkable scores, and wish tliat to-day's shoot v/ill again
add new laurels to those already won." Fulford used the same
loads throughout all the matches. Brewer changing in this match
to Squires's tournament shells loaded by Neaf Apgar, containing
SM'lrs. of Sohulize powder, IJioz. No. 7 chilled shot. Score:

No. of trap,.... 2
Flight R
Score 3

No. of trap— . 4
Flight ... U
Score 3

No. ol' trap. ... 5

Flight R
Score 1

No. of trap 2
Flight LD
Score o

No. of trap 3
Flight R
Score 3

No. of trap. ... 1

Plight I

Score I

No. of trap— 4
Flight R
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No. of trap ....
Flight R
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No. of trap 4 3
Plight TD RD
Score 0 0

No. of trap. . . . . 5 3
Flight RI R
Score ^ 1 2
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JohnL. Brewer.
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1

No. of trap i 1
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No. of trap 4 3
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8 3 4 1 5 3 4
R LD LI LI B H B
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1 1 1 3 1 I 3-10-

D. Fulford.

3 3 3 5 6 3 1

LI LD R LI R R L
1 1 0 1 1 1 1- 9

4 2 3 1 2 3 3
RD D R L TE RD LD
1 1 1 3 3 3 1-1(1

4 3 1 5 3 3
LD R L L KI R L
3 1 1 1 1 1 1- 9

4 4 5 5 8 1
L L RD RI LI I LD
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3 3 4 4 4 4 3
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Brewer. E. D. Fulford.
3 3 5 4 2 3 4
D R TD L Plight . ..RI RI L BI D
1 1 1 1-5 Score .

.

.. 1 1 1 3 3—

5

1

LD
3 3 2 8 4

I RD RI Flight.. .. R R LD RI RD
1 1 1 1-5 Score .

.

..3 1 3 1 3-5
4 4 5 3 Trap ..4 2 1 1 3
R LI LI R Fl'gbt. ..RI LD L I D
1 1 1 1-5 Score .

.

1 1 0 1 2-4
4 3 4 1 Trap . ..1 3 4
LD D I LD Flight. ..RD RD LI RD R
1 1 1—5 Score -

.

. 1 3 1 1 1—5
5 3 4 5 Trap ,.1 2 5 4
LI RI LI I Flight. ..LD RI LI I RI
1 1 1 1-5 Score .

.

..I 1 1 3 1-5

Called birds 13. No birds 3. Time of match 3h. 21m.

When Fulford scored his last bird there was a scene of wild ex-
citement, and it was some minutes before the tie shoot could be
proceeded v/ith, the articles of agreement in case of a. tie calling
for a shoot off at 35 birds. The men immediately got to work and
the result -was Brewer scored a win as follows:

J. L
"

Trap 4
Flight... RD
Score— 1

Trap..... 4
Flight.... R
Score 1

Trap 3
Flight.... L
Score— 1

Trap 3
Plight.... R
Score— 1

Trap 5
Flight.... R
Score .... 3

25 i
Although chilled to the bone Brewer shot the tie as he always

does—in great form, using bis second barrel but twice.
The record of the three matches is as follows:

Fulford. Brewer,
First match 100 First match.,....'. ..-gH
Second match 99 Second match.. 98
Third match 94 Third match M
Tie shoot 24— Tie shoot..... 38—316
At the conclusion of the tie Brewer stepped up to his opponent

and said; ' Mr. Fulford, I have shot against the best men in the
world, and you. are the toughest man I have met in a match; you
have beaten me twice, and I have just won from you. I don't fpel
satisfied. You have had everything your way in these matches.
Now, I would like to name a race. I will shoot you a match at
350 first-class birds for $1,000 a side, I to furnish the birds, the
match to take place on a recognized club ground. If you beat me
I won't kick, but I'll throw up the sponge to you." Mr. Fulford
at once accepted the offer and placed |350 in the hands of Mr.
H. C. Squires as a forfeit. Brewer agreeing to do the game.
At the suggestion of members of the Fountain Gun Club, their
grounds at Woodlawn Park, L. I,, were selected, and December 12
decided on as the date. Special trains will be run to the erounds,
and should the weather prove pleasant, the largest audience ever
seen at a similar contest will be assembled there. Tee Kay.

CLABEMONT, N. J., Nov. 14.—There were eight interesting
prize matches at bluerock breaking decided this afternoon on the
range at Claremont by the gunners of the New Jersey Shooting
Club, The ninth shoot of a series for a Marlin rifle at 20 targets
each, Keystone s.v8tem, C, W. Vincent took first honors for the
second time, scoring 17 breaks. The other scores were: Geo. 8.
Yirden 16, A. Amsterhout 15, Frederick G. Moore 13, A. Grief 9,

W, Nelsoh 8.
^

AUBURN DEFEATS LYONS.
Auburn, N. Y.. Nov. 14.—On Thursday, Nov. 13, the second

match between ihn Spencer Sportsman's Club of Lyons, N. Y., and
the Auburn Gun Club was shot at Aitburn. The day opened with
a drizzling rain, which developed Into a good strong one before
eight o'clock, but the visiting team appeared on time with twelve
ment. Sweepstake shooting filled the earlier part of the day until
the main race was called, at two o'clock, when the clouds broke
away, giving a very plpasant afternoon. The conditions of the
race were made by the Lyons team, and were announced on the
grounds. The race, as given, was 25 single kingbirds, 5 traps,
expert rules, rapid firing system, with the indicator turned tor
each man. The score was as follow.'^:

Auburn Gun Club.
Stewart. 1011101010111110111001111—18
Whyte 1111101111111111111111101—33
Vanrierloo. 1111111111011011011111011-31
Brigden 1110111111111101111111111-23
Bristen 1 111011101001000011101110-15
Church 0111111110111111110101100-20
Garrett 1111111111011011111111111—33
Tuttle... 1111110111101111111111111 -23
Steele 1001111001111111011111111—20
Corning 1111101111111111111111011—33
Wright 1111011111111110111111111—33
Carr 1111011111111111111111111-34-355

Lyons Gun Club.

Whitney 101HH11I1111111111111U—24
Parshall .1010101111111111111111111-33
Musselman ..1110001110111111001111001-17
Killick . .1000101100110111001111111-16
Gavitt 1011111011111011100111111-30
Knobloch 1111100111100100110111101—17
Putnam 0110111111111111111111111—23
Van Ostrand 1111111111110100001101111-19
Knittle OOlllllOlllllllllOOOl 1110-18
Forsyth 1110010101110011111011100-16
Burnett . 1011111111011111111111111-23
Watson 11001111111111111111011)0-31-236
Auburn won by 19 to the good. If any other club in the State

wishes to meet us with three to twenty men, we shall be glnd to
hear from them. Auburn.

CLASSIFICATION.
New London, Conn., Nov. W.—Editor Forest and Strearrv For

the InformatioD of the readers of the Fobest and Stheam we
send you the following announcement. After a careful study and
much deliberation upon the ever prominent question of classifi-
cation and division of surplus money, we beg t^ state that the
management of the Inter-State Manufaoturera' and Dealers' As-
sociation have decided to make three classes, viz.:

Expert or professional class,
Semi-profef'sional class.
Amateur class.
This classification shall be recognized at all future tournaments

of the association,
The surplus money will be divided as follows: 55 per cent, added

to purses; 10 per cent, to first and 5 per cent, to second for the best
average in expert class; 10 per cent, to first and 5 per cent, to
second for best average in semi-professional class; and 10 per cent,
to first and 5 per cent, to second for best average in amateur class.
For farther information regarding the rules and regulations for
1892 address manager Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealei-s'
Aaaociation, New London, Conn. H. A. Penrose, Manager.

ITTICA, N, Y., Nov. 10.—Following is the record made by mem-
bers of the Oneida County Sportsmen's Club at the regular
weekly shoots of the association on its grounds at Rivers'de Park
for the seasion of 1891:

No. of Per No. of Per
Shots. Broke. Cent. Shots. Broke. Cent.

Booth 350 305 .87 1-7 Wheeler... 350 258 .73 5-7

Kallies.... 350 349 .71 1-7 Horton.... 375 304 .81 1-3

Gilmore... 375 243 .68 8 15 Williams.. 350 211 .60 2-7

Harris 150 115 .76 2-3 ElUott 35 19 ,76

Knowlton. 350 307 .87 5 7 Smyth.... 25 17 .68

Scott 50 35 .70 Kiages, ... 50 18 .36

Smith.... 375 257 .68 4-15 Wilcox,... 126 54 .43 1-5

PfeifEer... 2.i5 3.43 .63 5-9 Cummings 35 11 .44

Gates 350 353 .73 Hicks 135 84 .67 1-5

Dexter.... 175 118 .67 3-7 Hennings. 25 9 .36

Mizner ... 150 98 .65 1-3 Parker.... 50 24 .48

The club prize oilered was $130 to be divided. Each contestant
to be entitled to compete for the prize was obliged to shoot at 350

clay pigeons. The prizes were awarded as follows: Knowlton,
first, $20; Booth, second, $18: Horton, third, $16; Wheeler, fourth,

814; Gates, fifth, $12; KalUes, sixth, SIO; Smith, seventh, $8; Gil-
more, eighth, $6; Williams, ninth, $4: tenth prize not won. The
diamonn badge was won during the season as follows: Booth, 6:

Harris, 2; Knowlton, 5; Dexter, 1; Kallies, 5; Horton, 5; Smith, 1.

Kallies and Horton tied Oct. 2 and have not yet settled it. Which-
ever wins on shoot-ofl: will be tie with Booth, and a great struggle
for the championship will result. The conditions of the badge
contest are that the one winning it the greatest number of times
during the season shall hold the badge until next year. The
badge is valued at $200. The semi-annual meeting of the asso-
ciation was held Friday evening, Nov. 13.

BROOKLYN, Nov. 11.—Though the list of contestants in the
regular monthly shoot of the Parkway Rod and Gun Club at Dex-
ter Park to-day was a short one, the contest was animated.
Seven men entered. The shoot was at 7 live birds each, modified
Hurlingham rules. The score: A. Andrews 31, A. Botty 20, E.
Helgans 15, H. BramweU13, A. C. Hunt 9, T. Edgerton 6, M. Bon-
den 6. Keferee—Wm. Mills. Scorer— F. VV. Webber.
A good race for the diamond badge of the Coney Island Rod and

Gun Club was made at Woodlawn Park, Long Island, vesterday.
I Hyde, J. B. Voorhees, D. Monsees and C.E.Morris tied for it

with 7 straighf. In the shoot-off Hyde killed 6 straight, and won.
The second prize was won by W. Schulze, the third divided by W.
Nair and M. Alsesser, and .1. C. DeFraine won the fourth. In the
sweepstakes that followed J. Schlleman and L. Eppig divided the
first, C. Engelbrecht and J. R. Vooxhees the second, and P. Eppig

*°Lotiis^ Miller, the proprietor of Dexter Park, Long Island, pro-
poses to give two purses for competition on Thanksgiving Day-
one for bluerock shooting and one for live birds. This is in addi-
tion to the entrance fee. The competitions will be open to any
member of a recognized gun club on Long Isiand.

W Schtilze and J. P. Schmadeke have made another match at
50 live birds each, for $50 a side, 28yds. rise. Long Island rules, gun
below the elbow, use of one barrel only. It will be shot at Wood-
lawn Park, Long Island, on the day of the next shoot of the Erie
Gun Club, of which both are memoers.

INTER-STATE LEAGUE.—Nov. 30 is the date set for the final

shoot in the Inter-State Team League's championship series. The
erounds of the Fountain Gun Club at Woodlawn, N. y.. will be
the scene of battle. Every contest ipromises to ha close and in-
teresting, as all the crack clubs hereabout have agreed to enter

Trouble is brewing in the Inter-St^te Team League, The
maiority of the officials of the Long Island gun clubs have come
to the conclusion that there are enough flrst class clubs in Long
Island to form a league of their own, and thus do away with
going aU the way to Jersey to test their skill. From present in-

dications it is not at all improbable that a large number of the
Brooklyn clubs will quit the league after Jan. 1.

CLIMAX SCORE BOOK.—The United States Cartridge Com-
nanv have issued a very handy pocket score book which they call
the Climax. It is of a size convenient for the pocket and con-
tains 56 leaves printed on one side only. At the head of the page
are blank snaces for the place of the shoot, date, judges, referee
and conditions. The horizontal ruling gives space for 15 names
and the vertical a space for the distance, 10 birds and the total.

The leaves are perforated at the top bo that they can be torn out
for mailing. It is a very convenient book for trap shooters.

SOUTH NORWALK, Conn.—The second annual tournament of
the South Side Gun Club will be held on the Baxter Grounds, Fri-
day Nov 27, commencing at 10 A. M. sharp. Association rules 6
traps, rapid-firing system In all events. If stormy, the next fair

dav Please note change in date of shoot. Boys win not forfeit
their "turkey and flxins," hence change in date by unanimous
vote of S. S. G. C.

THE AMERICAN ROD AND GUN CLtJB, of West Troy, N.
Y. was organized Nov. 6. President, Herbert N. OathoHt; Vice-
Presideat. Ch&8. Jobnstoni Secretary. Louis M. Dodge; Field Gap-
tftin, Edward Tarsherj Scorer, Samuel TiUett; Dlreotpr, Sdw«rd

Our first Bboot will b§ OB Nov, 38,

NEWARK, N. J.—The fall tournament of the Nfewark Gun
Club will take place at John Erb's grounds on Wednesday,
Thursday. Friday and Saturday, Nov. 25, 26, 27 and 28. On the
first two days the shooting will be at Keystone targets and on the
last two days at live pigeons.

SPRING HILL GUN CLUB.-This olub holds regular holiday
matches at grounds, Blauveltville, NT. Y., on Thanksgiving Dav,
Nov. 28. Live-bird shooting at 10 o'clock A. M. sharp; targets in
afternoon.-Chas. M. Hathawat, President, 241 West 133th
street. New York.

ROCKAWAY PARK.—I have made arrangements for a shoot-
ing match to take place at Rockaway Park, Long Island, on
Thanksgiving.-Chas. Glbare, Member of the Koo-Koo Club,
Rockaway Beach,

Canvas Canoes and how to Build Them. By Parker B. Field,
Price 50 cents. Canoe and Boat Build/ing. By W. P. Steplmis.
Price ^2.00. Canoe ffandling. By C. B. Vaux. Price .$1. Canoe
and Camera. By T. -i. Steele. Price 1.50. Four Months in a Snea};.
box. By N. H. Bishop, Price $1.60, Canoe, and Camp Coohm-u.
By ''Seneca." Price $1.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest anu
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

THE A. C. A. AND THE PRESS.-We publish this week, at
the expense of some valuable sp ice, a complete and accurate re-
port of the entire yearly business of the American Canoe Asso-
ciation, While there may be many of our readers to whom the
report will be of no interest, there are many others who look to
the Forest and Stream for a full knowledge of the financial
condition, changes of rules, etc., of the Association. We have
endeavored to ma,ke the report as accurate as the official minutes,
but as it is almost impassible to report in detail the discussions
of an entire day we shall be glad to receive corrections of any
material errors and will publish them next week.
Since the idea of an American Canoe Association was first sug-

gested by Mr. Bishop in 1879 and '80 the Forest And Stream haa
regularly published the most complete reports obtainable of the
camps and annual meetings. The present editor has written
reports of every meet but two and of every meeting of the execu-
tive committee except the first, in 1883. Out of the average mem-
bership of 1,000 not more than 25 per cent, is present at the
annual camp, while only about 5 per cent, is present at the fall

meeting, when the important work of the year is transacted.
Prom the flrst, the laige majority of absent members have looked
to the Forest and Stream, above all other sources of informa-
tion, for complete and accurate reports of all proceedings.
In compiling such reports, there have at times come up before

the meetings matters which were private, and which it was not
necessary to discuss in print; while there have been incidents of
various meets, general and local, which we have not considered
it desirable to report in detail. It is sometimes a difiicult matter
to decide whether certain questions should be passed over or
noticed in some way, but we have always endeavored to act for

the best interests of the Association, and at the same time to give
as full and truthful accounts as possible to our readers. While
our opinions on different matters have frequently been opposed
by correspondents, no fault has thus far been found with the pro-

priety or general scope of our reports; and we can only look on
the resolution olfered at the recent meeting as a sort of "stitch in

time," a precaution against something which may happen.
During the present season certain matter.? in connection with

both the general and s ame of the division meets have been widely-

discussed by A. C. A. mnn, but we have not considered it desirable
to allude to them in our reports. If, however, the lime should
come when in our judgment it is our duty, as a newspaper, and
especially as a supporter of American canoeing and of the Amer-
ican Canoe Association, to deal openly with these questions, we
shall do so; at least until we are assured that it is the wish of the
members at large that only a part of the proceedings of the Asso-
ciation shall be made public. la any case the resolution just
offered can only defer and cannot suppress the living question
whether the great majority of decent and sober gentlemen who
attend the meets for the sake of canoeing and social reunion have
any rights which a small minority are bound to respect.

THE LIMIT OF DROP OF CENTERBOARD. — The reasons
given for retaining the present limit of 18in. below rabbet for the
drop of centerboard were mainly that it was undesirable to

change the present typa of canoe until more had been learned as
to its possibilities, and also that an unlimited drop of center-

board might lead to the construction of costly racing machines.
So far as the flrst reason is concerned, the t ype of canoe is likely

to be Influenced far more by the lens;ihening of the sliding seat
from38or42in. to eOin,, than it would be by the removal of the
limit of drop. As to the question of cost, if any enterprising
racing man wishes to try an interesting experiment at a cost say
of 50 per cent, more than a modern racing machine like Bee or
Kismet, there is a way open in the construction of a "canoe"
16X30, with lOin. draft, the hall being more of a '-cutter" shape
than anything thus far attempted. On these dimensions a dis-

placement of 5001 bs. could very easily be carried, divided as fol-

lows; Hull 1401bs., rig 601bs., crew loOlbs., centerboard lOOibs.,

rudder, etc., 501hs. The centerooard wmld be of gun metal, 6 to

8ft. long, and dropping Win. for nearly its entire length. As the
canoe would lie afloat, the board would never be raised unless to

satisfy a more than commonly inquisitive regatta committee,
though it would of course be hoisted out entirely for shipment.
Such a "canoe" would be to all intents and purposes a reduced
copy of the racing half-raters so popular in England this year.
Though nominally a centerboard craft, she would be practically

a "fin keel," as the new raters are. The gradual omiission from
the rules, by design or oversight, of several wholesome restric-

tions, has made the construction of such a craft perfectly prac-

ticable. With a keel of 100 to loOlbs., a rig of 250jq. ft., and au
active man on a 5ft. seat, she might hurry some existing canoes
that are considered quite fast.

THE LIBRARIAN'S REPORT.—The remark haa been fre-

quently made that although the officers of the A, C. A. are not
paid for their services, and the dues are hut a dollar per year, the

officers are most faithful and efficient, and the members are well
served. An instance of the truth of this remark is found in the

careful, complete and elaborate repprt of the A. C. A. Librarian,

which we publish this week. We venture on a line of well-

deserved praise ol this oflBLcer from the double consideration that

hlB modesty and industry are known to us personally, and al8Q

1>Bca,TjBe BO one else ie likely to have a good word for him.
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NORTHEKN DmsiON.-The report of tUe Northern Division
tor 1891 is most gratifying, as it shows that the Division has recov-
ered from the mistakeB and accidents of the previons year. A
very successful Division meetvras held; the representatives of the
Division tooli a fair share of the racing honors at the A. C. A.
meet; the debt of ItiSO has been wiped out, leaving a small balance
in hand; and a large number of members have been added. The
gain in this latter detail is far greater than the figures show, the
new men being gathered from many different parts of the Division,
showing a general growth, while those dropped were mainly mem-
bers who joined from some special consideral ions, and with no
intention of remaining permanently. The Division is now in a
very satisfactory condition, and with every promise of a good
Division meet in '93 and a large general meet in '\>3.

REPOKTS OF OFFICERS.—We wish to acknowledge the assist-

ance whicli we have this year received from the various oflicers,

the secrptary-treasurer in particular, and which has enabled us
to publish the very complete reports of the Association and the
Di v'fions.

FIXIUREH FOR 1892-MAEINE AND FIELD CLUB.-The
Maruiu and Field Club ia the first to make arrangements for the
season ut 1893, having selected June 11 as the date of its fourth
annual canoe regatta. Datea from other clubs are now in order.

THE EXECUTIVE COMWIITTEE MEETING, 1891.
THE llth annual meeting of the executive committee of the

American Canoe Association, the fourth meeting held in
Altifiny. was called to order on Nov. 14 at 10:45 A. M. by Commo-
dore Winne in the parlors of the Delavan House. The members
pre-t'Qt were as follows: Com, C. V. Winne, Sec'y-Treas. W. B.
Waekerbagen, both of whom took office on Oct . 1, Hud the follow-
ioi' Division officers, whose terms began with this meeting:
Opntral Division,—Vice-Com. E. L. French, Buffalo, N. Y.: Rear

Piim. T. H. Stryker, Rome. N. Y. (by W. H. Huntington, proxy);
C Ct. Belman, Amsterdam, N. Y.
Eastern Division.—Vice-Com. J. W. Cartwright, Boston; Rear

Com. E. C. Knappf, Springfield; Purser R. Appollonio (by Sidney
Bishop, proxy); Paul Butler, Lowell; W. U. Lawson, Newton; T. H.
Metcalf, Holvoke.
Northern Division—Purser W. H. P. Weston, Toronto (by C. E.

1. Porteous. proxy).
Atlantic Division.—Vice-Com. L. W. Seavey, NewYorls; Rear

Four of the new regatta committee, Messrs. Gibson, Oliver, Bar-
ney and Quick; Mr. Stephens, the librarian, Messrs. Buddington,
Dnnnell, Lawrence, Vaux, Wilkin and others were present. Out
of the 26 members of the executive committee, 16 were present.
The minutes of the meeting of Aug. 20 in camp were read and on
motion of Mr. Palmer amended to include the names of Miss
Fiederieks and Mrs. Heaton, elected to honorary membership,
after which the minutes weie approved. The following report of
the Sec'y-Treas. was read and on motion of Mr, Buller received
after an explanation by Mr. Lawson of some of the items:

SECRETAKT-THEAStrKBR'S REPORT.
Receipts.

By balance from former treasurer (see Year Book) $ 133 90
By purser Eastern Division, full income, less expenses. . . 398 70
By purser Atlantic Division, 30 "per cent , 98 70
By purser Central Division, 30 per cent
By purser Northern Division, 30 per cent.
Bv pursers four Divisions for six supplements Sail and

Paddle
By Year Book. Advertisements (pirt) and mailage from

four Divisions
By camp aues at meet .......

.

By camp site account, lumber sold, etc
By meal tickets sold at meet
By steam launch
By application blanks sold to pursers
By trophy paddling cup fund
By Sidney Bishop, contribution
By signal code subscriptions and books sold

Year Book advertisements due and naeDlleeted.
Daficit .7:.....

48 00

498 17
. 335 00
. 224 85
. 1,380 95
. 196 00

.. 10 00
31

. 25 00
53 35

49 17
.. 499 67

$4,031 56

108 58
4 00
1 00
22 00
30 00
121 00
16 50
40 80
1 00

33 5ti

20 05
33 50

. . 675 49

.. 760 47
. 296 CO

59 H[

1 093 50

107 48

JSx'p&nditures.
To lumber account, camp site committee of 1890

' To Forest and Stream
T = Sa il and Paddle
To 5,0 3 application circulars . .

To Iv> I tents
T.I signal code books and flags :

To 5(K1 membership certificates
To l)adKes at meet ,

To E. K. Baker, lease camp site for 1891
To cannon for met r

,

To fiags for meet ".
".

To four supplements Sail and Paddle
To Year Book (in pan)
To camp site committee
To transportation committee..
'I'o regatta committee
To meal tiokPts ',

To general office expenses—stationery, stamps, printing,
express, etc

To balance camp site account nnpa^d.. ^^^"lli 50
To balance meal ticket account unpaid 299 00
To balance Year Book account unpaid 120 44

$4,021 38

^ ^ ^ ,
Ralph F. BttAjfER^ Sec'y-Treas.

Audited and found correct,
F. T. Walsh,
Rodney P. Hemenwat.

The following report of the Librarian was read and received:

IjIBBAEIAN'S bepobt.
As one of th° principal objects of the American Canoe Associa-

tion, aa set forth in Article IL of the constitution, is the col-
lection of '-logs of voyages, records of waterways and routes,
* * •'- and collections of maps, charts and books," your Libra-
rian, in making this, his second annual report, lakes great pleasure
in calling the attention of the commodore, the executive com-
mittee and the members in general 1o the high percentage of in-
crease over previous years in the addition to the various depart-
ments of the A. C. A. Library. In order to keep this report within
reasonable length, your Librarian has deemed it advisable merely
to summarize the?e additions, and at the same time to include the
full lists of additions in separate documents, which accompany
this report.
The firs- of these, marked "Exhibit A." contains the complete

list of cruises received during the year. It may not be out of place
to remark in passing, that every cruise received has been duly
acknowledged, and also posted in the official record book of
"Cruises, Routes and References." The second list, marked "Ex-
hibit B," contains the additions of books to the A, C. A. Library
during the year.
While pointing with pride to the favorable showing, compared

with former years, your Librarian confesses to a feeling of disap-
pointment at the absence of contributions from certain quarters
where a vast amount of zsal and enthn.'iaem for the Library was
at one time manifested in the shape of criticism and suggestion
The condensed summaries of exhibits A and B are as follows-
ExMhitA—List of Oinisea added to J.. C. A. Library, 1891:

Received during current year i

Entimerated in 1890 report "5
Old cruises, not previously enumerated . .VJ. . , . .! !.2

Total.
Exhiliit B.—List of Books added to A. C. A. Library'isii-

Received. during current year
On hand at date of last report

. .!o

Total.,
.^speotfy^ TOtailtted,

Librarian, A, 0. A.

ExhMt A.—ListofOmisesaddedtoA. C. A. Lihrat'y, 1891: Wall-
kill Rive r. Orange and Ulster Conniies, N. V . i<mith, N. S. New-
bureh. N Y.
ExJiihit B.—List of Boolts added to A. C. A. Lihra/i'% 1891:

Glazier.-Ca.pt.aln Willard. "Down The Gre.at River."

A motion to dispense with the reading of the report* of the
Division pursers, already jmVdished, was carried. Tne following
report of the camp site committee was then read;

CAMP SITE COJIMITTEE KBPOUT.
Efcpmms.

Aug. 10, To postage stamps 813 00
To telegram 10
To freight 35
To labor S 50

11, To camp stocls 3 20
To alpha! et for letter box 10
To express 95

15, To labor 30 00
18, To flag poles „ 30 00

To lumber 179 84
'!'o plumber tor pump 33 30
To plumber for labor 10 15
To drugs, disinfectants 10 79

19, To blank receipts 40
20, To flannel for cannon 19
22, To lumber 11 87

To carting 20 75
To carrying mail 3 uo

36, To hardware , 8 70
To labor , 79 93
To plumber for pump, e'c 27 00
To tables 6 25
To lumber.. 7 83
To letter rack 75
To labor 56 86
To hardware 1 10
To lumber 41 44

28, To freight per Chateaugay 82 63
To J. H. Otis, sundries 19 34
To Geo. W. Avery, labor 46 00
To Geo. W. Avery, board and expenses 41 50
To stationery 13 13

Sept. 9, To ice at headquarters 2 25
To ropes and hardware 1 84
To express on organ 1 00
To freight, headquarters supplies 1 95

July 30, To Nautical Publishing Co., circulars 4 00
21, To John C. Rankin Co., circulars 38 50

8760 47
Beeeipt"?.

Received from sales of lumbdr, skids, etc S334 85

Expenses Begatia Committee, 1891.
Printing $13 50
Rope 6 63
Cloth for buoys 6 00
Express charges 6 30
Numbers and pins 18 00
Telegram and tacks 45
Four flags

, .. 6 00
Steam launch 18 00

$74 87
Less cash contributed by Kniekei-bocker, Yonkersand Hart-

ford C. C. for purchase of flags 15 00

$59 87
Approved, Charles Dana Palmer.

Chairman Regatta Com.,- A. C. A., 1891.

A discussion of the question of making a complete inventory of
all property, such as camp floors, etc., now stored at Wlllsborough
Point, and also of the ownership of the camp floors followed; after
which, on motion, the Commodore appointed Messrs. Hand and
Schuyler as an auditing committee for the report. The report of
the special committee on lady honorary membership, Messrs.
Wilkin, Palmer and Stephens, was then read and accepted. The
report, which will be published in full, recommended that the
word honorary be changed to associate, and that a regular system
of proposal and election be adopted, with certain regulations to
govern tlie ladies' camp. Mr. Lawson suggested the term lady
associate in place of associate. As an amendment to the consti-
tution, which must be published for two weeks before being voted
upon, will be necessary to carry into effect these changes, the re-
port was merely read and received, and the proposals will be voted
on later. The report included a full list of all lady members from
the organization of the A. C. A. in the order of election.
The following rejiort of the regatta committee was then read

and received. That portion of the report relating to proposed
changes was published in the Forest and Stream of Oct. 29;

REGATTA COMMITTEE'S REPORT,
The duty of preparing and publishing an order of races not later

than June 1 was duly attended to bv the rpgatta committee
through their chairman, Dr. J. A. Gage, of Lowell. Later Dr.
Gage resigned from the committee, and Chas. D. Palmer, of
Lowell, was appointed to fill his place. Mr. Palmer received
early in August the official notification of his appointment as
chairman of the regatta committee for the meet of the American
Canoe Association at Wlllsborough Point, N. Y., vice J. A. Gage,
resigned.
The committee held their first meeting at headquarters, at

WiUsborough Point, Wednesday, Aug. 13, at 9 o'clock P. M.
There were present the chairman and Mr. L. B. Palmer, of New-
ark, N. J. The vacancy caused by the absence of the third mem-
ber, Mr. W. G. MacKendrick, of Toronto, Ont., was filled by the
election of Mr. R. J. Wilkin, of Brooklyn, N. Y. After ofllciating
in two of the events of Saturday, Aug. 15, Mr. L. B. Palmer re-
tired from the committee to take an active p=irt in the subsequent
events. His place was flUed bv Mr. J. N. MacKendrick, of Gait,
Ont., who officiated thereafter throughout the meet.
Three sailing courses were laid out by the committee, namely:

An outer triangular course north of Wlllsborough Point, an inner
triangular course in WiUsborough Bay, opposite headquarters,
and an inner L course, opposite headquarters.
The paddling courses were laid out in Willsborongh Bay with

finish line opposite headquarters.
Events 1, 5. 6, 8 and 10 were sailed over the outside course. All

the other regular events and the race for the Jabberwock Cup
were held on the inner courses.
The official summary of these events, signed by R. H. Mac-

Millan, clerk of the course, also the original entry forms with
numbers, and duly signed, are herewith submitted as a part of
this report, also the record of protests.
By unanimous vote of the regatta committee, in event 3, G. P.

Douglas was disqualified for using paddle; in event 8 Paul Butler
and H. M. Mott Smith were disqualified for fouling buoy; in event
10 W. L. Martin was diEqualifled for not following the rules of
measurement of cockpit, as prescribed in RtQe 1 of Racing Regu-
lations.
Three protests were entered during the meet. The protest of

G. P. Douglas vs. C. E. Archbald in event 3, Aug. 1", was disal-
lowed by a majority of the committee. While contact was ad-
mitted by both parties it was impossible to decide where the
blame should rest, as the interference was so slight that it was
not seen by any member of the committee, one of whom was fol-
lowmg m a steamer, the second patrolling the course, and the
third stationed in the stakeboat at the finish line. The protest of
Brazer vs. Palmer, event 6, was not acted upon, as the chairman
found it impossible to convene the committee, owing to an ex-
ecutive meeting at headquarters. The third protest was with-
drawn.
As (he American Canoe Association is the head and front of

canoeing in this country its record of performance should be in
every way "standard." That this may be assured it is recom-
mended that the courses—e"peoiaIly the paddling—be accurately
surveyed and the surveying attested.
In concluding this report I desire to express my sincere thanks

to the Commodore for his support in my various duties and for
his many courtesies. I must also return many thanks to Mr.
Thomas G. Budington for the use of his steam launch, and to my
associates on the committee tor their cordial cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,

Chas. Dana Palmer,
Chairman Regatta Committee,

r ^w^.T ivr n ^ oJ"' ^- ^- WiUsborough Point, 1891,
Lowell, Mass., Oct. 20.

The next matter taken up was that of an inventory, and after
discussion it was moved by Mr. Lawson and seconded by Vice-
Coni. Seavey that a schedule of the assets of each committee be
published m the Year Book, which was carried. In connection
with the matter the librarian expressed his wUlingnesa to accept
the custody of suoh small articles as the official flage, regatta
oommitte« Waoke, records and appllajiogs, etc., wHca caa be

better stored in one place than shipped about from vear to year.
Mr. Wilkin spoke at considerable length to the elfect that the
Association should own no property at all, but should hire every-
thing needed from year to year. A motion by Mr. Portpous, sec-
onded by Vice-Com. French, to add the term "custodian" after
iho word "librarian" in the conBtitution, was finally withdrawn,
as no change could be made w'thout publication, The librarian
asked for instruction as to the insurance of the records. in his care,
but no action was taken. The new regatta committee now pre-
sented a report recommending several of the changes contained
in the report of the outgoing committee, which was, after dis-
cussion, laid on the table. A ietter from Mr. Sidney Bishop, in-
closing $35 and regretting his inability to be present at the meet
was read, aiso a letter from Mr. Hiokok in behalf of the Lake
Champlain Y. O. presenting the Cannon cup. On motion of Mr.
Ijawson, amended by Mr. Whitlock, it was resolved that the sec-
retary-treasurer shotild draft a letter of thanks in answer to each
letter. The meeting now adjourned from 1:15 to 3:30.
After the arijournment Mr. Porteous offered an amendment to

the constitution. Art. V., Sec, 1, to add the words "and custodian"
after librarian, which was seconded bv Vice-Com. French and
approved by the committee. The reports of the old and new re-
gatta committees were then taken up, and the clauses of the
former w»re acted on in connection with the similar portions of
the latter report. The amendment prohibiting the use of the rud-
der was lost, only Mr. Porteous, representing the wishes of some
of the paddlers of the Northern Division, voting for It. The pro-
posed amendments to Rules XtL and XIIL, prohilnting fanning
with the sails and sculling with the rudder, and making a time
limit for sailing races, were carried. The amendment to Rule
XXII., allowing amendments to be made to the racing rules at
any time by a mail vote, was carried. The proposed omission of
the latter part of Rule XVI. was rejected.
The amendments to Rules X. and VL, relating to the starting

and finishing of canoes in paddling and sailing races, were dis-
cussed at length, and finally Mr. Lawson ofl'ered as an amend-
ment to the original propositions, made by him, the following: To
add to Rule VI. the words, "The start and finish in all races shall
be by the bow." The amendment was seconded, but Mr. Palmer
raised the objection that the \HBt amendment was different from
that published, and so could not be voted upon. The otjjection
was sustained by the chair, but on motion of Purser Hand, sec-
onded by Mr. Whitlock, an appeal was taken from the decision.
A vote was taken which resulted in favor of the appeal. A call
for a standing vote was made with the same result. Mr. Palmer
oflfered the following resolution: "It is the sense of the meeting
that changes shall only be made as published." The amendment
was lost, after whicb a vote was taken on Mr. Lawson's amend-
ment, which was adopted.
The minor amendments to Rules V. and XIIL, three in all, were

carried aa published. Th.e amendment relating to the limit
weight of paddling canoes was fully discussed, the general opin-
ion being in favor of its removal, and the clause was dropped,
leaving the paddling class without limit in regard to weight.
As it was then late in the afternoon the revision of i?.ule I. pro-

posed was not considered, but three proposals indorsed bv the npw
committee were voted on together and carried. They were: To
change the title "General purpose" to "cruising;" to make all
centerboards in this class house within the canoe, not projecting
below the keel nor above the adjoining portions of the deck and
coaming when housed, and to strike out entirely the limit of drop
of centerboard.
Purser Hand then presented a letter from Mr. Geo. P. Douglas

appealing from the decision of the regatta committee in the case
of the protest made by him against Mr. C. E. Archbald. A sug-
gestion was then made by Mr. Gibson that the constitution and
by-laws be carefully engrossed in a book with spaces for amend-
ments. Mr. Lawson stated that the constitution and by-laws as
printed in the Year Book for 1S91 were correct with the exception
of one slight error, and on his motion the book was accepted as
the present standard. A motion that the commodore should ap-
point a committee of three to engross them in a book which
should contain all future amendments was also carried. A
motion by Mr. Whitlock to reconsider the motion removing the
limit of drop of the centerboard was seconded by Mr. Butler but
laid on the table during the absence of the regatta comm'it tee
from the room. The appeal of Mr. Douglas was then taken from
ihe table, letters and evidence relating to the foul being consid-
ered. Purser Hand moved, seconded by Vice-Com. French, that
the appeal be sustained, but Mr. Lawson moved to lay it on the
table as no notice had been given to Mr. Archbald, and conse-
quently he had no opportunity to offer a defense. The matter
was laid on the table.
Mr. Huntington, chairman of the new site committee, reported

that he had visited the old camp site on Grindstone Island but
two days before, and that the Delanys were willing fo make any
satisfactory teims, also that a suitable launch could read ilj- be
procured. Mr. Whitlock, seconded by Mr. Schuyler, moved that
the next meet be held at Wlllsborough Point. Mr. Porteous
seconded by Vice-Com. French, moved to amend by substituting
Grindstone Island for WiUsborough Point. A long discussion
followed, Mr. Lawson and Com. Winne stating that most promis-
ing arrangements were under way for reaching camp, the D &
H. R. R. offering to build a platform and stop trains immediately
opposite the i amp. while the Lake Champlain Transportation Co
had promised to make two trips each way per day between the
camp. Port Kent and Burlington, carrying camp equipage free
and charging one fare for round trips to members; also carrying
baggage from Ticonderoga. A vote on the amendment was first
taken and lost, the original motion being then voted on and car-
ried. A motion was then made th.at the certificate recently
issued to a proposed member should be withdrawn and a new pub-
lication of the name made, as his name had been incorrectly
printed in the notice of publication, which was carried.
A meeting of the officers of the Atlantic Division was held dur-

ing the flay, as a result of which the announcement was made
that the division would loan the sum of $200 to the General
treasury on demand. The Central Division also offered to ad-
vance the same sum on account of dues for 1892, as the officers
considered that they could not legally loan ihe money of the
division for a period beyond their term of office. Both of these
offers were accepted. The foUowing lady honorary members were
elected: Miss Edith Farley, Miss Minnie Scott, Mrs. H. 6. Winser
Mrs. Theo. G. Palmer, Mrs. J. R. Bomann, Miss Agnes Scott Mrs'
J. G. Edwards, Miss Fanny Archbald, Miss Ellen Douglas Mrs'
J. N. MacKendrick. After some discussion the date of the annual
meet was set for August 4 to 25 inclusive; the Question of two or
three weeks duration was argued at length, there being strong
opinions on eaeh side, but the final vote was for three weeks. Mr
Lawson moved that the races should commence on Saturdav'
August 13, or the foUowing Monday, at the option of the regatta
committee, which was carried. The resignation of Purser-elect

burgh, was nominated to fill Mr. Belman's place on tne executive
committee. A discussion showed clearly that at no time during
the year had the division membership been large enough to
entitle it to a third member of the committee, but Mr. Singer was
finally elected.
Mr. Whitloek's motion relating to the limit of drop of center-

board was taken from the table and carried, after which it was
moved by Mr. Whitlock, seconded by Mr. Schuyler, that the nor
tion of the amendment relating to tho drop of the conlerboard be
rescinded, which wa- also carried. Mr. Lawson gave notice of anamendment to Art. VI., Sec. 1, to sUow one member at large on
the executive committee for each lOU members on the rolls
Mr. Palmer read a letter of resignation from Rear Corn -elect

Hobart, of the Atlantic Division, which was accepted Purser
Hand nominated Mr. Palmer to fill the vacancy; Mr. Schuyler in
seconding the nomination moved that the polls be closed Mr
Palmer was elected Rear Commodore of the Atlantic Division

"

The following resolution was then offered and warmly advocated
by several. "Resolved, That it be the sense of this meeting that
the official organs be prohibited from publishing in the reports
of the meets and meetings, anything which shaU reflect discredit
upon this Association." As the moiion was not made in writintr
and was amended by several of its friends before being put to vote
we can only give the general wording. The discussion whicb re-
sulted brougnt out some very plain remarks against the motion
from one of the older members, after which a vote was taken and
the motion was lost.

Mr. Lawson proposed a scheme of life membership which he
advocated as likely to bring a desirable class of members but
though the matter was discussed no action was taken The
meeting finally adjourned at about 6 p. m.
The executive committee and visiting canoeists were invited hv

the Mohican C. C. to a dinner in the evening, and at 7-39 a nartv
of sixty assembled in the large dining hall of the hotel. A"table
was laid nearly the whole length of the room, with seats for Com
Winne and other officers at tne center. At the further end of theroom a canoe filled with flowers and palms masked a very sood
orchestra, while the tables were beautifully decorated with flow"
era. Starting off with the gay and lively strains of Offenbach's
ever youthful and delightful "Grande Duchesse," the music con=
tinued all the eveniog, now and then dropping into soxne popular
isong, the words being at onqe taken up by tEe whole aasenibly,
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There wore present a number of old oflScers. amons: the es-com-
xnodore^' being WckerRou, '84: Oliver, '85; Wiiicin, '87; G-ibson, '88,
and Lawson, '90; also ex-Seeretaries Neiiie. Mix and Dannell.
No speeches were made, but whea all rose trom the table at 10

P.M. they gathered at the head of the room, aroDnd the piano,
and with the aid of Vice-Corn. Cartwright, Messrs. Nickereon,
Moffatt and others held a very jolly service of song, the party
breaking up at a comparatively early hour. Taken altogether,
the dinner and even ng's meeiing was one of th"' pleasantest and
best conducted that the Association has ever enjoyed. Next day
the visitors, as the guests of Com. Winne and the Mohican C. 0.,
made a trip down the river in a ste»Tn launch to the elub house,
paying a very pleasant visit to the home of Mr. and Miss Staata,
a stone liouse some 350 years old, where a number of curious
relics were inspected througli the courtesy of the hospitable
owners. On the retiirn to Albany the party "lunched with Com,
Winne, most of them afterward leaving for their homes. Dur-
ing the meeting of Snturday the regatta committee held a meet-
ing .and discussed a programme for next spason, whicti will in-
clude soma new features and is likely to he specially good.

Small Tachts. By C. P. miiihardt. Price $10. Steam Tachfi and
Launches. By C. P. Kunhardi. Price, $3. Facht% Boats anO
Canueis. By C. Stamjield-Hiche. PHca $3.59. Steam Machinery, B%
Donaldson. Price, il.oO

A I'ERTINENT QUESTION.—In his telegram, quoted else-

where, Mr. Hearst puts very pointedly a question that has been
in the minds of yachtsmen for the past three months: "If every-
body is ready, why the devil can't the race come off ?" An answer
to this conundrum is now in order.

YACHT RACING IN 1891.
rv.—THE 46ft. and 40rT. classes.

ON July 16 the i-acing was resumed in Eastern waters, but
Gloriara was at Newport, Sayonara was at the yard for gen-

eral repairs, Alborak was undergoing alterations, and only
Beatrix, Barbara, Oweene and Gossoon started. Oweene beat
Beatrix very bandlJy, and Barbara, in this her first race, was
beaten by Gossoon. Alborak sailed with the racers, though not
timed, making but a poor showing. The special regatta of the
Easte u Y. C. followed on July 29, Sayonara and Alborak being
ready by this time, and making up a fleet of six starters. Sayon-
ara parted ter bobstay and was soon out of the race. Beatrix'was
first, with Oweime second. Next day was sailed the special race
of the Corinthian Y. C, all but Alborak starting. Beatrix again
beat Oweene, with Sayonara third.
The Cherry Diamond Y. C, anew organization constituting the

yachting department of the Manhattan Athletic Club, of New
\''ork, came into the held this season with a handsome gold cup
for the ttitt. class, to be won three times, and the first race was Fet
in connection with the regatta of tt;e club on July 35. Mineola,
Nautilus and Jessica started, but uufoi'tunately the regatta com-
mittee of tile club hart neglected all arrangements and failed to
appear on the day of the race, leaving the entire management to
the Commodore. As a consequence, when Mineola, with a good
lead, reuehed the mouth of fiemostpad Bay, tnere was no mark-
boat to be turned. The judges' tug came up in time for Nautilus
and Jessica to round, but Mineola very properly declined to con-
tinue, and entered a jsrotest on the ground tbat the mark-boat
was abstnt wlien sbe rea bed the place whereic should liave been.
Jessica and Nautilus continued and sailed a very pretty race, in
wijicti the Fife boat won, but the club finally decided to declare
the race off arid resail it a future dat", wMeh was done. In addi-
tion to a leg for tbe cup and a pri/.e of S25 for the winner of each
race, there was a swevp-takes of S30 each ou ihis first race.
Yachtsmen had looked forward to f he New Y'ork Y. C. cruise to

see the entire 4Gft. fleet brought together, but they were destined
to disappointment, as at no time more than six yachts started; in
fact, through the season only one race of the class has had as
many as seven starters. Alborak remained at Marblehead, as she
was in no form for racing: Beatrix and Barbara were late in get-
ting around the Cape, and only joined the fleet at Newport, and
even then Beatrix, n^t being owned by a club member, could not
start in tbe races of tbe cruise. Gloriana did not accomoany the
fleet, merely sailing in two races at Newport; Uvira and Jessica
started hut twice; so that most of the racing was done by Oweene,
Sayonara, Mineola and Nautilus. Oweene distinguished herself
on tbe first and second runs, but came to grief in the Goelec cup
race, losing her topsail halliard and pulling her stem apart near
the bobstay plate, tbrowing her out of the race.
The meeting between Gloriana and the rest of the class in this

race was expected to settle some disputed points, but it was finally
announced tbat Beatrix would not be allowed to start, not being
euTolled in the club. While this was a matter of general disaiJ-
pointment, it could not be avoided by the regatta committee, the
rules being quite clear on the subject, and tbe fault, if any, lying
with her owners, wbo had neglecied to apply for membership in
due season. Some misunderstanding I'esulted, as this decision
shut out Beatrix for several other races; but the matter was finally
explained satisfactorily, though to the disappointment of yachts-
men.
Only four of tbe class started for the Goelet cup—Gloriana,

Oweene. Barbara and Sayonara, with the TOft. ^jlracie. Gloriana
bad an undoubted advantage from tbe fact that she had been idle
since Jitne; being sailed about Newport, but missing the hard
work on the crews and the strain of hulls and gear that the others
bad met with ou the cruise. From tbe start st^ie led easily, never
being tbreatened by the rest of the fleet. Oweene was sailing
well when she came to grief, first through tbe scarph of ber stem
drawing at the bobstay plate, making a bad leak, and later
through the drawing of the wire splice of her topsail halliard,
compelling her to v^iithdraw after some eight miles of the wind-
ward work, the first leg, was completed. Barbara did very well all
day, losing some time through the drawing of the splice In her
bobstay, but finally finishing second to Gloriana and a long way
ahead of Sayonara. In the 13i4-mile heat, in a light but steady
breeze, Gloriana beat Gracie neatly 8m. On the 18-mile run down
wind Barbara picked up 2m. on Gloriana.
The third run of tbe cruise, to Vmeyard Haven, a very fluky

race, was won by Mineola, with Nautilus second. The special
race at Vineyard Haven, however, was a very fine one, with a
strong breeze and a good course in Vineyard Sound. Only
Mine'ila, Sayonara and Oweene started for the club prize, but a
special sweepstakes ivas arranged, as in 1889, in which Beatrix
was included, just as in 1889 tbe outside boats, Paiipoose and
Alice won, so this year Beatrix scored an easy victory, beating
Sayonara by about 9m., Mineola being third and Oweene last.

This gave the club prize to .Sayonara and the sweepstakes to
Beatrix. The two remaining runs of thecruise were unimportant
but not without incident: on the rtm to New Bedford both Mineola
and Oweene took the ground, but got off safely after some risk
and difficulty. Beatrix sailed with the fleet and was timed as
second boat. Gossoon, sailing in the l6£t. class for the want of a
competitor, being first. As Beatrix was not in the class and com-
peted for no prize, her place in this race is not counted in our
cable. Sayonara won the final run, with Oweene second.
Gloriana had not accompanied the fleet to the Vineyard, and

after a week of rather inglorious ease sbe was ready for the
special race ou Aug. ly. Captain Watson, of Sayonara, was one of
the first of the Eastern yachtsmen to proclaim the invincibility
of Gloriana after seeing her in the early regattas, and when tbey
met hereafter he gave up all chance of outsailing her, and con-
tented himself with looking for lucky flukes. This day he found
one, thanks to a local shift of wind which is not uncommon
between Newport and Block Island, and came withm but S8s. of
beating the Herreshoff flyer. Uvira started in this race and
turned up in third place, heating both Mineola ah.d Jfssica.
This ended the racing of the New York cruise, the honors of

which must be divided between Oweene and Sayonara, as though
beaten at times by Gloriana and Beatrix, they sailed the cruise
through from Glen Cove to Vineyard Haven and back to New-
port. Mineola too made tbe whole cruise, though not scoring so
Avell as the others.

Closely following tbe breaking up of the cruise came tbe great
race of the season, tbe Corinthian Y. C. sweepstakes, over the re-
gular 25 mile triangle off Bremen's Reef. For two years the
race has been in the 40ft. I lasp, beine won by Minerva, but this
year it was, as a matter of course, changed to the 16ft. class, the
entries being ten in all, Gloriana, Mineola, Uvira, Sayonara,
Nautilus, Beatrix, Jessica, Oweene, Barbara and Alborak, Of
these Alborak, Nautilus and Uvira did not start. Gloriana won,
as usual, but Oweene was only a minute astern of her, while
Beat rijc, from whom so much had been expected, was a poor
tliird. Mineola was fourth, Barbara fifth, Sayonara sixth and

Jessica seventh. Next day was re-sailed tbe race of the Cherry
Diamond 1''. C. only Mineola and Jessica startinor, the two at the
saaie lime deciding a private match which had been long pend-
ing. Mine'ila won very easily, the wind being light. This race
was open only to the original starters, but the following day a
second leg was sailed, open to the whole class, As Gloiiaaa
would not start, Beatrix also declined, and Jes-sici and Mi iieola
had it out alone, Jessica turning the tables and beating Mi ueola
very fairly bv 3m., the wind being much stronger than ou the
previous day.
The fleet now turned its attention from Newport to Marldehead,

where the Corinthian Y. C. was preparing tor its regular mid-
summer series, th's time three rsicos on snccssivf days, with a
prize of 8100 to the winner of each race ami a S3iJ0 cup to the win-
ner of the greatest number. Altiiough the Eastern boats had
shown no hesitation in coming to New York, Sayonara coming on
twice, while Oweene made the entire cruise and Beatrix and Bar-
bara were at Newport, the New York vaohts did not show a simi-
lar spirit, Mineola alone going round the Oape. Neither Nautilus
nor Jessica had a suflicient chance of w'nning to justify tbe long
trip, but with Gloriana the ease was different, and the feeling
was quite general, in the East at least, tbat she should have sailed
out the season. Admitting freely her superiority to the whole
fleet, including Beatrix, it is at the same time a fact that she won
tier fLrst races when in much better coniition than any of her
rivals, and in the three later races at Newport she bad a still
greater advantage, making no pretensions at crtilsing but kept in
the best possible sbape at Dome, wbile Oweeu--, Sayonara, Mineola
and l;he rest were racing day after day vritti the same crews, their
owners living on hoard. Under the circtiiustanees, and consider-
ing too tbe general desiietosee a conclusive trial between ber
and Beatrix, it would have been no more than an every-day ex-
ample of that reciprocity of which one now hears so much to have
sent her around the Cape, and the reasous given for not doing so
after a virtual challenge from Beatrix seem rather unsubstantial.
Skipper and crew were ready to make the passage, tbe yacht was
in commission, in fact she is in commlBsion to-day long after tbe
rest of the class have hauled up; and one can leave Newport in
the morning by rail and reach Marblehead in time for the start
of a race, so that it would seem that tbe matter was quite easy of
accomplishment. Through the absence of (gloriana the conclud-
ing races were robbed of much of their interest, while the results
are of far less value than they mieht bave been. Though many
believe as we do that Gloriana can win the great majority of
races from Beatrix, there are many others of the contrary
opinion; and as the e two represent the highest achiovements up
to this time in the keel and centerboard types, it is most impor-
tant that the issue between them should be definitely settled.
As it was, but five of the fleet took part in the three races, Say-

onara having gone on the cruise of the Eastern Y. C. with Gos-
soon. All had been put In shape after the New York cruise.
Oweene and Beatrix in particular needing the shipwright's care,
Alborak had been undergoing alterations ever since her first trial,
in the effort to improve her steering and speed in general. The
first race was won by Barbara, the second by Beatrix, Mineola
and Barbara losmg bobstays and withdrawing, and the third by
Beatrix again, with Alborak second. In the second race Beatrix
w,'.s protested by Oweene for making two starts, crossing the line
twice, but the protest was lot sustained. This same race was, for
some unknown reason, counted as a leg for the Cherry Diamond
cup.

The races of the Eastern Y. C. cruise have been mentioned in
connection with the other classes. Sayonara, sailing against Cin-
derella, won one race and was second in two others, taking second
prize. The final race of the class, the fall regatta of the Eastern
Y. C, was a very fluky a,ud inconclusive one, Beatrix winning,
with Oweene second. Alborak and Barbara were left entirely, by
a fluke of the wind, early in the race, and finally withdrew. On
.Sept. 10 a private match was sailed between Oweene and Alborak,
being won by Oweene, which closed the season. Neither the New
York nor .Seawanhaka clubs attempted a fall regatta, as yachts-
men evidentlv were not anxious to sail any longer, and tbe regatta
of the Larchmont Y. 0. was a failure, none of the 4f!ft. class being
present.
The racing in the 40ft. class was of the most meagre descrip-

tion, in fact the entire rec ord does not show one good race. Gos-
soon has been practically in tt.e 16ft. class. Minerva has been tied
up all the season, and Litis was fitted out for cruising, with no
intention of racing. Ventura's new owner started in to race her,
but the attempt was a failure. Litis was started several times to
make up a class, in the first instance because Jessica had no com-
petitor. In the New York regatta Gorilla was entered in cruis-
ing trim, and as she had no competitor, the owner of the Liris
agreed to start her at the request of the committee. Next morn-
ing when Liris came to the line Gorilla was invisible, so the
former saih^d alone. Ventura started in the same race, but de-
clined to sail with tbe cruising trim class, and went up with the
46ft. class. The sequel was a sad one, as Liris, starting at the
same time, led Ventura all day and finished far ahead, tbe latter
finally crossing on ttie wrong side of the finish line and not being
timed. In the strong wind and sea Liris, in cruising trim, sailed
a very good race with the 46-footers. they being in a hot race
while she was merely sailing alone, with working canva^.
Liris also sailed over in tbe Seawanhaka Corinthian regatta,
her class failing to fill on tbt- morning of the race. In the Corin-
thian regatta sbe was classt-d oy corrected length, bringing her
against Ltvira, and coming in second. Mariquita made ber only
start of the year. Fleet Captain Belmont starting ber in the
absence of Mineola. who was awaiting a new mast. Broncho also
started, but witbdrew.

On the New Y"ork cruise Gossoon re-entered the 40ft. class, but
parted her shrouds on the first run. being compelled to put back
as far as City Island for repairs, only rejoining the fleet in time
for the third run. Liris made the first run alone, on the second
she beat Ventura, and on the third she was second, Ventura not
finishing. This ended her racing for the season. She has laid up
during tne past week after a busy season of cruising, and is on the
sale list, her owner desiiing a larger boat. Gossoon and Ventura
sailed together in the special race at Vineyard Haven, the latter
not finishing. After this Gossoon went back to tbe 4011. class for
the final run and also sailed with Sayonara and Cinderella on the
Eastern Y. C. cruise. On S'^pt. 7 the Corinthian 1^. C. made a
class for the forties in cruising trim, a handicap race, off Marble-
head, but only Baboon and Tomahawk started, the former win-
ning on handicap time. This race was the last one of tbe class.
Going hack to the 48ft. class, Gloriana has a most exceptional

record of a first prize for each of her eight starts In only one
race, and that a fluky one, was the margin at all close, while in
nearly all sbe clearly outsailed the whole fleet. In yacht racing
each boat must stand by its own mishaps, and Gloriana's achieve-
ments cannot be discounted by the fact tbat ber opponents were
continually breaking down while she sailed the season without
loaiag a spar or straining a bolt. At the same time there is on the
other side the very important fact that while the fleet at large
was chasing each other about from Marblehead to Sandy Hook,
sailing from 20 to 25 races each, she was carefully kept up to rac-
ing form and started only in certain races. In tbe first regattas,
at New York, whatever advantage she had was a perfectly legiti-

mate one, as the other boats should have been in just as perfect
condition as she; but in the later races she carried a very heavy
handicap in her favor.
While Mineola, Oweene, Sayonara and Jessica were working

their way with the flepf from Glen Cove to Newport, Gloriana was
quietly wa'ting her chance for the Goelet cup; and while sbe
would undoubtedly have won it in any case, she had a far easier
and safer task than if she had sailed with the others during tbe
previous days. In the same way. after this rttce she lay at New-
port for a week while the others were racing, brealf ing spars and
running aground between Newport and Vineyard Haven, giving
her a great advantage in both the special race at the end of the
cruise and the Corinthian sweepstakes four days later. Still

later, when the rest of the fleet wended their watery way to Mar-
blehead for the final tourney of the year, Gloriana positively de-
cUned to accompany them.
While Gloriana's record at the head of such a class is really a

brilliant one, there are many racing yachtsmen who would take
far more genuine satisfaction from such records as other boats of
tbe class have made, records marked by few prizes, but showing
a wbolB season of bard, persistent and spirited effort in the fat e
of serious difflculties. Such a record is that of Mineola with 25
starts, Sayonara with 26, Jessica with .20 and Oweene with 19. The
racing done this season by Messrs. Belmont and Thayer is unpre-
cedented in this country, their yachts having been started in al-

most every race open to them, and this in the face of very serious
defects in the boats from the time of launching up to the latter
part of the season.

The percentage of wins to starts is usually a very poor basis of
comparison, as leaving out the case of yacbt which snows a per-
centage of 100 by starting but once, a yacht which has raced hard
through the yyhole season is certain to make a far poorer showing
than one which starts only in a few picked races. Several very
ingenious formulas have lately been worked out in England for
the purpose of determining the comparative merits of the per-
formances of different yachts; but yachtsmen are generally ac-
cuBtomed to cast up an account from a general observance of the
raeea without haying recourse to mathematics. By this rough

and ready method, tailing into consideration as far as nnssiblo all
the pros and cons of desiiiTi, eonditioa, handling, ownerstiip aai
number of starts, wins and breakdowns, Gloriana will still be at
the head of the list. As nothing succoeds like success, h?r par-
formauces and actual merits have b^en generally esiggaratel
rather than underestimated; bit' looked a t from the mon conset^
vaiive standpoint It must be admitted that .she stamls Car and
aw.'iy ahead of the rest, both as a novel ami remarkable craft,
a prize winner and as a decided step toward still greater improve-
ment in designing.
Though less p jwerful than Liris, she is an embo diment of tbe

principles of very Hrge sail area on a limited length, with light
construction. While Liris, through such cansea a.s tao weakuess
of her rig and the lack of regular and cnntiniial go <1 iiaudliug,
must be classed as a magnificent failure, in Giuriana Mr. He.rres-
h'lff bas scored a most magnificent sui;ct?ss, tjnth in design .and
(;onslruofion. Like Liris, she has sailed very fast whenever her
«Pirs stood, but unlike tnc latter, sh^j. has ciUTied aer stiars and
gear through the season, having done a great deal more hard
sailing than ber racing i-ecord shows. She was out early enough
to be tried In the hard winds of the early season ana has been
kept in commission ami use until wit bin a v.'eek, so that hull and
rig have been thoroughly tested.
Next to Gloriana in the percentage of wins to starts is Beatrix,

7 wins to 11 starts, but in spite of the claims of her fjieads that
she is the equal of the Bristol boat, most yachtsmen will rate her
as better than second in the class, placirg ber mucb closer to the
third boat. Oweene, than ihe first. While iier record is best, slie
sailed but half t> e number of races of the other Burgess boats,
missing all the hard work of tbe early regattas at New York, and
also of the New York cruise, and profiting by the experiences of
Mineola and Sayonara in tne way of break downs. She is un-
doubtedly a very fast yacht, the fastest centerhoard of recent
time.s, but it is not yet quite certain where her place should be
with her keel sisters Oweene, Sayonara and Mineola. She and
Oweene have met 9 times, Beatrix being G times in the lead; In the
matter of handling there is probably lltilti ' o choose between them,
but Oweene has suftered more from mishaps, and has sailed a
greater number of races.
Oweene may safely he set down as tbe fastest of the Bui'gess keel

boats, Sayonara being the next. Sayonara and Mineola have met
a number of times during tbe season, the result being very largely
in favor of tbe former; in the matter of construction they bave
been very equally n atched, though Mineola leads tbe list of mis-
haps with two mastssprung or lost; but in the handling, Sayonara
has undoubtedly bad the advantage.
The question of the Fife 20-rate.T Jessica with the American

boats of tbe same length, but one-third more sail, is quite an
interesting one, and it may he said that while Jessica is ohviously
out of place among the larger boats, she has, by persistent racing,
made a very fair showing, quite as good a s those familiar with her
type had reason to anticipate. Her best work was io the New
Y^ork annual, the Seawantiaka special and the Larchmont annual
races, but there is nothing in what she has done to indicate that
she or her type will displace tbe wider and larger boats, whatever
classification may be adopted in the future.
The most disappointing boats of the season have been Barbara

and Nautilu-. Tbe successor to Minerva has been watctied by
American yachtsmen with a great deal of interest. Her perform-
ances through the season have been hut poor, though .she baa
shown fair speed at times. It is evident, however, tliat nhe has
not received tbe careful working up which every racing boat re-
quires, and which can only be had by tbe constant presence on
board of an expert, either Corinthian or proieisioual. as well as
good handling in tbe races. Considering thu fair and handsome
design and the careful proportions of Nautilus, with her excellent
construction, it IS hard TO say why she has been so far aattrn of
ber class in windward work. A great part of the trouble, how-
ever, may be laid to the lack of this same careful and persistent
working up at the bands of one man, who stays by tbe tioat from
tlie time she is decked until tbe last race is sailed. Nautilus baa
been steered and handled in the races by her owner and other ex-
cellent Corinthians, but she, like Barbara and Alborak, has missed
the watchful care of a skipper whose business it is to live in the
boat night and day.

If we look at the boats which have made the best showing, we
find that each has had far more than mere good handling in the
races; Capt. Crocker has been in Beatrix through the season;
Capt. Barr went to work on Oweene while she was being planked,
and Citpt. Watson took charge of Sa\ onara at even an earlier
stage of the building, Capt. Harry Haff has been in Hineola
from the first, while Capt. Harvey uas been iu Jes.siea for two
seasons, putting the new rig on her hlmsolf last spring. It seems
certain that as yachts are now raced the constant lahor of one
man is necessary to get and keep chem in condition, and that no
merit of tbe steersman nor excellence of the crew, Coriathiau or
professional, can compensate for this work. Gloriana may seem
to be an exception to this rule, but she has been under the watch-
ful eye of ber designer, himself an expert sailor and mechanic,
through the wbtde season.
Of Albi'rak, the boat which at one time was looked to as a stait-

ling feature of the class, there is little to say save that =he has been
a complete and probably final failure, as it is douhtfid whether any
future alterations or any amount of good handling can ever win
her even a medium place in the class. Like the rest, she has
suffered from weaK construction, but fttrther than that she has
shown other faults which are prooably beyond remedy. .She is
remarkable as embodying those ideas of the value of a great sail
sail spread which General Paine has upheld for fome years, but
If she is to be taken as provitig anything it must be against rather
than for them.
In spite of tbe large amount of racing in the class, and the

amount of data to be flerived from it, there are few grounds for
definite conclusions In the matter of type. The value of the
results in this direction has been largely discounted by the fact
that the present year has been a period of experimental construc-
tion to an extent previously unknown, isor until the serious
drawbacks of leaky hulls, weak topsides, defective ironwork and
ill-fitting canvas arp removed, and tne entire fleet is on a reason-
able plane of equality In construction, worKlng up and handling,
can a solution be looked for of the complicated questions of de-
sign which are involved in such craft as Gloriana, Oweene, Bea-
trix, Barbara audMiueola.
NHXt week we suaU take up the record of the leading yachts of

the 35 and 30ft. classes.

MORE LETTER WRITING.
THE recent exhibition of the Norwood, in which she broke the

record and her safety valve, has called forth the foUovying
telegram from tht; owner of i he Vamoose to his engineer:
San FhancisCO, Nov. 13.—T/icr>doj-e Hinlhrnn: See if you can't

have a race arranged positively and tor a iie Quite dale as soon as
possible If everybody is ready why the devil can't the race come
off? Be sure, however, tbat in the race no boat Is permitted to
carry steam in excess of the limit allowed it by law.—W, R.
Hearst.
Tnis telegram has started the following correspondence, which

pi'omises to he as lengthy as that preceding the last postponed
race, and equaUy devoid of result:

Ca%it. Oeorye W- Sail, Hemtta Committee, American Y. C: Deak
SiK—The machinery of the Vamoose is at present taken apart to
lay up for winter, but in the event that you can possibly arrange
a race with the Norwood we can get the Vamoose ready in five

aays, and would be only too glad to have the chance to do so. Will
you please see what you can do to bring about the race mentioned,
over the American Y. C. course of eighty knots, and under the
terms already agreed upon with Mr. Munro ;' Mr. Hearst does
not seem to be inclined to accept any excuse, especially as the
Norwood claims a victory on the mile performance of last Satur-
day. Awaiting an early reply, I remain yours sincerely, Thko.
HeiIjBRON, Manager Yacht Vamoose.
Norman L. Munro, iJ«y , S6 VandewalKr street. New York Oi,ty:

Delir SIR—I enclose COP.V of letter just received from Mr, Theo.
Heilbron, manager of the steam yacht Vamoose, in relation to
the proposed race between the Norwood and Vamoose under the
auspices of the American Y'. C. I can only add, anv time ap-
pointed for tbe race will be agreeable to tne club. Y'ours very
truly", Geobgb H. Hall, Cnairmaa Regatta Committee American
Y. C.
To the Editor of the Sun: Sib—I have received to-day, through

tbe courtesy of Mr. George Hall, Chairman of the Regatta Com-
mittee of the American V. C, a letter from Mr. Hearst's engineer,
in which It is stated that the Vamoose is ready for a rate witli the
Norwood on the Sound. As there is no probability of smooth
water on the Sound at tbis season, it se^ms to me that the race
could taKe place just as well on the Hudson. The trials that I
may give the Norwood will not interfere in any way with the
coming race. If it must be on the Sound, then any day next
spring will suit me. Yours truly, N. L. Munbo.

TTTOWANA.—It is reported that Mr. Durant and family will

spend the winter in Paris, resuming their cruise in the spring.

Mr. J. Beavor-Webb bas presented a very handsome model of the
yacht to the Seawanhaka C Y. C,
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SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C—The regular November
meeting of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. was held on Nov.
10, with Com. Hill in the chair. An amendment to the constitu-
tion raising the dues of life members from S250 to S500 was
adopted. Several changes in the racing rules were recommended
hy the race committee, the object being to allow more liberty to

the committee in laying down the conditions of the various races,

po as to secure the largest possible entry. Resolutions of con-
dolence from the club to Mrs. Edward Burgess and also to Mrs.
Alfred Roosevelt were read. The committee on the new club
bouse at Oyster Bay made a report of the progress of the work.
Bonds to the amount ' f $50,000 were readily disposed of among
the members. A tract of over eighty acres has been purchased
and laid out in villa plots, several of which have been sold to

members who will build on them immediately. A large plot has
been reserved for the club, on which a four-story club house, 119

by 53. is already partly erected. Two docks have been built on
the club property, and arrangements have been made for a land-
ing at the railroad wharf at Oysier Bay. There is ample depth oQ:

the club anchr'rage, and the largest yachts will be able to obtain
fresh water, while a store at Oyster Bay will supply the best pro-
visions at current New York prices. The club courses are located
on the Sound just ofE the mouth of Oyster Bay, with courses
inside for the smaller yachts. During the winter the club will

build six eatboats of identical design, to be used by the members.
The Oyster Bay Y. C. will shortly be consolidated with the Sea-
wanhakaO. Y. C.

HAMILTON Y. C—The annual meetine of the Royal Hamilton
Y. C. was held Nov. 7. Com. Sanford occupied the chair. The
reports of the officers were most satisfactory. Secretary Ambrose
reported that the year had been a most prosperous one. During
the season 39 races had been sailed, 5i yachts competing. On
April 1 the club had 145 members; since that date 439 new mem-
bers had been elected, making a total membership of 584. The
financial statement showed the receipts were S13,363.47 nnd the
disbursements $10,885.88, leaving a balance on hand of $3,476.59.

The following officers were elected: Hon. W. E. Sanford, Com.;
J. F. Monck, Vice.-Com.; W. G. Townsend. Rear-Com.; E. H.
Ambrose, Capt.; F. R. Waddell, Hon. Sec'y-Treas.: J. B. Young,
Meas.; G. R. Judd, Asst. Meas.; H. S. Griffin. M.D., i leet Sur-
geon. Committee of Management: S. O. Greening, .John

Stewart, G. E. Hamilton, Thos. W. Lester, Q.C, Geo. Vallance
and W. J. Grant.

NOTUS, sloop- formerly Mabel T. Swift, has been sold by Com.
W. U. Rowe to J. B. Kraft, of Jersey City. Under bar late name
and ownership the yacht has made a very good reputation this

season.

A NEW FISHERMAN.—Mr. Waterhouse is at work on an
80f C. l.w.l. fishing schooner, to be bailt by Story, of Essex.

LAKE Y. R. A.—We are obliged to def^^r until next week a re-

port of the annual meeting of Nov. 14 at Oswego.

A FAST RUN IN A CAPE CAT.-On Oct. 16 at 2:15 P. M., the
20ft. Oao-; cat Kiowa left Swa^mpscott, near Marblehead, for Mon-
ument Beach, on Buzzard's Bay. to lay. The Spa was very heavy
in Boston Bay. as a N.E, gale had prevailed for four days, the
wind at the start being fresh N.W. Ttie run around the Cape
was made with a strong breeze N.W. to N., and at 11 A. M. on
Oct. 17 Woods Holl was reached, a distance of 120 nautical railes

in 209^ hours. In Buzzard's Bay the wind fell light, hut Monu-
ment Beach was reached at 3:15 P. M., miking about 138 nautical
miles in 25 hours. Kiowa is 24ft. Sin. over all, 19ft. lliu. l.w.l.,

9ft. lOin. beam, and 2f c. Sin. draft, a modern Capo catboat built 3

j'ears since hy Dunn.

NEW FIFE YACHTS.—Mr. Norman B. Dick, of the Roval
Canadian Y. C of Toronto, has ordered from Mr. Will Fife, Jr.,

the designs and entire frame for a racing cutter in Yama's class,

about 36ft. l.w.l.. 40ft. corrected length. The frame will be set up
at Fairlin and taken apart for shipment to Toronto, where the
yacht will be. olanked and ottierwise completed. Mr. F. M. Gray,
also of the R. C. Y. C, has ordered the frame of a yacht for

the 30ft. c. 1. class, to be completed in Toronto.

C. L. SEABURY & CO.—This firm has met with remarkable
success since its establishment, and is rapidly taking a foremost
position among vacht builders. Its specialties are launches, en-
gines and boilers, the large shops at Nyack, fitted with the latest

machinery, offering every facility for the execution of the high-
est grade of work in all branches.

NEW WORK.—Lawleys are busy with the moulds for the
Gardner schooner, and have also two 70ft. steam launches of

their own design under way. The firm will probably build a
steam yacht 110ft. long. The Herreshofls have nearly finished a
steam yacht 80ft. over all, 68£t. l.w.l., lift. 6in. beam, 5ft. draft.

The inierior arrangements are specially good.

AMERICAN MODEL Y. C—A misprint occurred in the report

of the American Model Y. 0. last week, the sign V being
omitted. The formula is the well-known Seawanhaka rule,

L+^S^

KATHLEEN, cutter, has been sold by Mr. Wm. Whitlook to

Schuyler Merritt, of Stamford, Conn.

SPERANZA, sohr., has been sold by G. H. Ketoham, of Toledo,

to O. D. Wilkinson, of Philadelphia.

GANNET, cat-yawl, has been sold to A. D. Emmons, of Provi-

dence.

Model FacTits and Boats. Their design, making and sailing, with

desigm and looming draiuings. Postpaid, $2.

^nm^iis to ^arreBpandmis.

No Notice Taken of Anonymons Correapondents.

M». Richard Cahleton will please send address that papers
ordered may De sent to him.

L. M. I., West Troy.—We have a white woodcbuck. It is pure
white with pink eyes. Did you ever hear of one, and what do you
think he is worth? He is very tame now. I have him about threei

months. Ans. A case of albinoism, which occurs now and
then in all animal species, including mankind. It is worth
whatever you can persuade any one to pay for it.

S. S., South Duxbury, Mass.—Will some one describe the black
baFS and the white perch for. me, and not use too many Latin
terms so I could tell the difference? Does the white perch ever
grow to Z]4 and 31bs. weight, and does a small bass have the same
shape as tne larger one? How many years aft^r stocking a pond
with bass before there would be good fishing? Hope some one will

tell me all about white perch fishing, and what flies are f he most
taking; I can't seem to please tbeir fancy. 1 have tried tbem in

all kinds of weather and can get no fun out of them; they all seem
to "pass by on the other side." I think there are b^ps in the same
pond, hence these inquiries. Ans. Along the side of the fish you
will notice a series of scales in which short tubes are developed.
The perch has about 50 and the black basH about 68 of these. In
the flu behind the vent the three spines are long and stout in the
perch, short and slendf-r in the bass. The spines of the back fin of

the perch are nearlv twice as large as in the bass, "i oung black
bass resemble the adult in shape, but have a broad dark band on
the side, and the tail fin pale or yellowish at the base and tip and
dusky in the middle portion. In y^ur locality. If suitable food be
at hand lor the bass, they should furnish good fishing in three or
four yeais after stocking, unless you introduce laige flsh and
hasten the result. For white perch fishing use any of the gaudy
trout flies, as red-ibis, white and ibis, proiessor and enzzly-kii.g

on SproaT hooks, Nos. 8 to 10. There should be no di (Acuity, how-
ever, in catching these fish with earth worms, shrimp and mm-
nows. It mav be that the waters fished are too well stocked -vvith

minnows—a common complaint in Massachusetts ponds. We
should be glad to hear from you on this subject.

"West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard.^ By
Everett Hayden, U. S. mjdrngraphic Office. Large quatto.ivith 33

lithoffraphic plates. Price $1. Contains full historu of the great

storm of March, 188S. with practical information how to handle a
veseeli n a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

c

SAVE YOUR_ TROPHIES.
WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads

and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work

In Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

REPAIRS.
Before putting away your Eods and Reels for the season,

send them to us to be cleaned, straightened and put in first-

class order generally. All kinds of repairs done at moderate

prices.

If you wish to renew any of your stock of tackle, send 10

cents for our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle.

18 Vesey Street, New York.

Confidence is a plant of slow growth in an aged hosomy—Chatham.

To secure the confidence of the public has been up-hili work with us. At first, nearly a

auarter of a century ago, a few dozen, then a few hundreds, then thousands, now a few millions.

Many of the first stand by us. The "daylight" methods thatwe adopted to win our spurs have

long since become confirmed habits. You can trust us with anything you have.

Ill to 116 Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting: the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle m Brooklyn.

No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Ply Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, aU complete in wood fona, length 9|^10,
^

lO^ft., weight 7, 8, 9oz ^ " 3 82

No \ fit^T^^;il^^lt^^o^^^^ whippings^-nickel mountii^gs^ complete in wood form, len^h
^

84, 9, 94, 10ft. , weight 9, lOJ, 13, l.Soz • " 3 32

It. |?^Ss|t^a^|ft^ iji

No. lo,T?ointSh\SLL^clwo^^ H^^
^fi^''"^°^?^l^''iV^^^^^

"

«1 15 •"

i()bVds"$i'35' ' Hard Rubber M^tiplying' Re^is," Bklance HandSj

xeaaers. ux., per aoz.. loo, ; ^hj., pei uu^,., ovu. , jiu., >»oi viwo., > «- - .
•

J. F. MAKSTEMS, 61, 53 55 Court St., Brooklys^ N. Y.
mmwk Se. tutp for lUwrtrato* OataloffBa Ust 1891. OPBlf BTEMIlfeV.
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Hic EflDcaii of

FOR THE GUN.
A new work by an English writer,

"H. H."
The instractions here given are the result of
the author's amateur practicil experience
of thirty-seven years. A review in Forest
AND Stream says

:

"This work is a very well written treatise upon
the subject, containing some new ideas and much
that is interesting and instructive to the new be-
ginner as well as not a little that will be beneficial
to even old bands to study. Tbe chapter devoted
to kennel management is a short one, but it is
very nearly complete, and is alone worth many
times the price of the work to any one that will
heed its teachings."

Price 12.50, postpaid, by the

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

CANVAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD TEEM.
By PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as poa-
eible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, whUe the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are careftilly
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceeding to the next. Illustrated; paper
48 pages; price 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..
S18 Broadway. New Vork.

DAVTBS <fe CO.. 1 Finch Lane. CornhiU.

FIRST LESSONS

3taiiU anil FoMs of him
ALL BREEDS OF DOGS.

Being the Standards of "Stonehenge" and alss
those adopted by Specialty Clubs,

BoTised to Date.
Price, 60 Cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING 00.
318 Broadway, New York.

T.nwT^nv! TIAVIUIS * no.. 1 BHricb T.ayio.

LOG CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with fuU and clear in-

struction and Illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for f1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO.. 1 Pinch Lane.

Teufel the Terrier;
OR,

The liife and Adventures of
an Artist's Dog.

Told and illustrated by J. YATES CARRTNG-
TON, and written by CHARLES MORLBY,

a friend of Teufel's.

A book which has had wonderful prpnlarity in
England. Paper. Price, 75 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..
318 Rroftdwav. Now YotIc

TENTS AND CAMPING
Is the subject of a new book caUed

Gypsy Tents and How to Use Them.

It gives a vast amount of information about

how do live out of doors. Besides tents, how
to make and put them up, it tells of camp
flies, camps, pack saddles, cooking utensils,

bedding and clothing, and the joys and sor-

rows of camping. All outers need it. Fully

illustrated. Price $1.25.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

Broadway, New York.

DEAF^NESS AND HEAD NOISES CURED
I bj Peck'. Inrtsiblo Tubular Ear Cushion!. Whl*

. , pfcTS heard. Suoccgsfulwhen all remediespQ PIP

3^6
The Francotfce Griin.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Goods.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUAIilTY.

VON lENGERKE & ANTOINE,
246 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, ni,

Two-thirds size only.

"SURPRISE WHISTLE,"
The LfOudest Whistle Known.

The Elastic Tip makes it capable of producing
1,000 different sounds.

Perfect Dog or Quail Call, 25 cts.
Dealers write for Discount.

Manufactured only hy
AMERICAN PIN CO.. Waterbury. Ct.

DO»*'T FOKGET YOUR FIELD GLASS.

JUST THE GLASS FOR HUNTING EXCUR-
SIONS. LIGHT, COMPACT AND POWER-
FUL. Price, in leather case with shoulder strap,
$10. Send for illustrated catalogue of Field and
Marine Glasses.

E B. MKVPOWITZ, OPTICIAN,
Maker of the BEST Spectacles and Eveglasses.

895 & 397 rouith Ave.. S. E. Cor. 23d St., N. Y

For Harness, Buggy Tops, Saddles, Fly Nets, Travel,

ling Bags, Military Equipments, Etc.
Gives a beautiful finish, which Will not peel or crack

oft, smut or crock, by handlinp;.

Sold by All harness Makers.

LIGHTNING PLATER
and plating jewelry,wat<!hea
tableware, &o. Plates tha
finest of jewelry good as
new, on all kinds of metal
Willi gold, Bilver or nickel.

No experience, Ko capital.

Every house has goods need-
ing plating. Wholesale to

i agents }5. Write for circu-

lars. H.E. DET.no <Is

:Co., Coluiabug) O.

ALL OF YOUR FRIENDS
Are reading the

Sportsman and Tourist
(The Leadiugr Illustrated Monthly)V^HY IDOaST'T YOTT?

Will be sent from now ('ncludiBEr Sept. num-
ber) to January, 1893, FOE ONE LITTLE DOLLAR 1

16 months. Just think of ic. Sample copy tree.

JAMAICA PUBLISHING 00.. Jamaiea Plain, Mass,

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

G-laes Blower,
And iranxifacturer of

Artificial Eyes
For Birds, Animals and Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North 'William St., New Tork.
Send for Price List.

Send stamp for Uiustrated catalogue of firearms,
etc. Fine shooting small-bore rifles a specialty.
Mail orders receive careful and prompt attention.
REUBEN HARWOOD (Iron Ramrod),

Somerville, iVTass.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
5654 Atlantic St., ENGtBWOOD, ILLS.

Trout Flies at 3, 6, 7 and 11 Cents K»oh.
aoBd Ten Cuntii for lU*OT8Tlft».Tm> OATtLOCirm

THE FOX-TERRIER.
History and Description witb

Beminiscences.

By RAWDON B. LEE,
Kennel Editor London Fteld.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.

15 FortrHita and Illnstratiens; 180 pages.

FBIOi:, Wl.EiO.

FOREST AND STREAM PURLISHING 00.,
318 Broadway, New York,

CHEAPEST HOUSE
IK AMERICA FOR.

GUNS ! GUNS!!

AGENT FOR
Remington,

Parker,
L. C. Smith,

Lefever, etc.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. T.
Catalogues free. Meni ion Forest and Stream.

SPORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THE
ABIKKICAN NEKDtE ANW FISH

HOOK CO., Kew Haven, Conn.,
" who have the

—
largest facili-

ties, and make Best goods in the world.
Foa Sale by the Trade Eterywhekb. Ask
h OB Illustrated Catalogxte.

THE ALFORD & BERKELE CO.,
^-

Sli SPECIAL AGENTS,
No. ,7 Cuambers St., li. Y.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J, B. CROOE &

FISHING TAGEE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 39tli Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEITD POR 0ATAL06UE.

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors,

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
"With Adjustable Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combineo Head Jack,

Boat Jack, Flslilng Lamp,
Camp I^amp, Basli I.amp,
Belt liantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office. 6S Fulton St.. N. Y.

ittm Mm,
AT STUD. FEE $50

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal iield trial winners. Rip
Rflp, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.
Apply to JA8. MORTIMER,

Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,
Babylon, L. I.

RIDGEFIEID ST. BERNARD KENNELS

It stud. KINGLIMMOH. Fee $40.
(16,366.)

Kinglimmon is orange in color with perfect
white markings and black shadings, stands 34in.
high and is the sire of some very promising
youngsters. Pups for sale. Address
O. A. HOUCK, 923 Madison ave., Albany. N. Y.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggartti, immense rough-coat, the only son of
Lord Bute at stud in America. 3. Patrol, one of
our best smooths, fee $35 each.
JOHN KEEVAN, 195 King st., Brooklyn, N. Y,

At Stud.-English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 firsts and specials. Pious Pem-
broke.winner of over 20 firsts and specials; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.
Gkeyttoutjt) & PnontB Kbntstels. Salpm. Mafp.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described ir

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos SOcts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale, P. H.
OOOMBa. 1 Bxohansra Block. Bansror. M»

CHAMPION

CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OFFERTHE SERVICES OP THEFOLLOWING

STUD D06S:
Rough-Coated Collies.

CHAMPION

The Squire,
(E. 15,757). Fee $50.— (A.—). Fee J

Roslyn Conway, au.^^^,a^

Sir^Keipie, iffl DIM,
(A. 14,735). Fee $15. (A. 17,577). Fee $25.

englisIh pugs.
Kash, Jr.,

CHAMPION

Treasure,
(A. 10,596). Fee $15.

(A. 17,804).

Fee, - - - -

IRISH SETTERS.
SEMmOLE,

I

ELEO,
(A. 20,088). Fee ! (A. 11,450). Fee j

Extended pedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrus'ed to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of ihe above breeds
for sale at reasonai'le prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young Stock Always on Hand.

SIR FREDERICK
(31,741) Champion Royalty—Olinda.

The very cream of all England's breeding; no
better bred English setter i ives. Winner of 44
first prizes, seven seconds, seven silver caps and
two gold medals. Extended pedigree with litho-
graph, by mail. Imported August 8, 1891,

Fee $50.

DAD WILSON'S BOY
(12,880).

Will eive you the much coveted Gladstone
Druid and Count Noble blood. Swift as the wind,
pretty as a picture, full of bird sense. Fee 835.

G. O. SMITH.
WHEELING, W. VA.

FOX-TESSIESS
m STUD.

Champion Raby Mixer $15
Reckoner 15

Pitcher 25

Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

Imported Fox Terrier (smooth)

(E.K.C.S.B.) PAINTER, -i^ati.'.

A grand dog, perfect terrier head (73^ inches),
beautiful ears, capital bone, best of legs and feet,
short, strong back and grand, hard coat. Own
brother to Ch. Radiance, by Ch. Result—Lady
Ethel. Winner of eight hirsts and two seconds in
England, beating Rational, E^or Spendthrift.
Dudley Starchfr, Sundov.n, Ritleman and o'her
well-known prize dngs. Second Kingst'jn, Ont.,
1891; 2d, Hamilton, 1891. Fee $15.

PtJPPIE.S FOK SALE.
R. NORTHWOOD, Martin's Ferry, Ohio.

ST. BERNARDS.
AT STUD.

This grand young dog is the best son of cham-
pion Otho out of Lack me, a daughter of champion
Merchant Prince. He is 33in. high, of a rich
orange color with complete collar and perfect
markings. He is a wonderfully vigorous young
dog, and has proven himself a great stock getter.
As a stud dog he is unsurpassed. Fee $50.
Puppies for sale.

THE ABBEY KENNELS,
Riverside and Grafton avenues. Woodside, N. J.

R. T. REKNIE, Prop.

BLUE RIDGE KENNELS,
xrar THE si"xn>.

The celebrated champion stake winner GATH'S MARK, GATH'S HOPE and DAN
GIjADSTONE. Tbe Blue Ridge Kennel has now opened its book for the fall season of

1891 and spring of 1892 for Gath's Mark and Dan Gladstone, limited to fifty services each.

!,000 is given away in premiums to the get of the above dogs, which win different Derby

Stakes in or after. Particulare on application.

THE BLUE RIDGE KEKNELS, Sperryville, Va.
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NOVEMBEE. VOICES.

WITH flowers and leaves, the bird songs have faded

out, and the hum and chirp of insect life, the

low and bleat of herds and flocks afield and the busy

sounds of husbandry have grown infrequent.

There are lapses of such silence that the ear aches for

some audible signal of life; and then to appease it there

comes with the rising breeze the solemn murmur of the

pines like the song of the sea on distant shores; the sibil-

lant whisper of the dead herbage, the clatter of dry pods

and the fitful stir of fallen leaves, like a scurry of ghostly

feet fleeing in afl'right at the sound of their own pass-

age.

The breeze puff's itself into a fury of wind and the

writhing branches shriek and moan and clash as if the

lances of phantom armies were crossed in wild melee.

The woods are full of unlipped voices speaking one

with another in pleading, in anger, in soft tones of en-

dearment; and one hears his name called so distinctly,

that he answers and calls again, but no answer is vouch-

safed him, only moans and shrieks and mocking laugh-

ter, till one has enough of wild Toices and longs for a

relapse of silence.

More softly it is broken when through the still air

comes the cheery note of the chickadee and the little

trumpet of his comrade the nuthatch, and far away the

muffled beat of the grouse's drum, or from a distance the

meUow baying of a hound and its answering echoes,

swelling and dying on hilltop or glen, or mingling in

melodious confusion.

From skyward comes the clangor of clarions, wild and

musical, proclaiming the march of gray cohorts of geese

advancing southward through, the hills and dales of

cloudland.

There ooms too, the quick whistling beat of wild

ducks' pinions, the cry of a belated plover and the creak-

ing voice of a snipe.

Then the bawling of a plowman in a far-off field, and

further away the rumble and shriek of a railroad train

brings the listening ear to earth again and its plodding,

busy life.

POINTS ABOUT FISHWATS
1. There are numberless streams capable of furnishing

valuable supplies of food fish, but now barren.

2. It is foolishness to stock such streams with anadrom-

ous fishes, if by reason of insurmountable obstructions

the fish cannot return from the sea to their spawning

beds.

3. Individuals and corporations have no right to main-

tain dams which thus ruin the food fish supply or prevent

its restoration.

4. Fishways, properly constructed, will remedy the

evil by providing a passage for the fish over the dams.

5. Fishways will not injure the dams, nor detract from

the efliciency of the water supply.

0. Though certain costly fishways, like that atHolyoke,

Mass., are failures, it does not follow that all are worth-

less.

7. On the contrary, there are fishways which have

proved effective, and are now admirably serving the pur-

pose for which they were designed.

8. It is not unreasonable to compel the owners of ob-

structive dams to provide fishways for the benefit of the

public, whose rights have been infringed in this respect

chiefly because of ignorance.

9. Efficient fishways are not of necessity expensive.

Compared with the capital employed by the manufactur-

ers who maintain the dams, and with the volume of

business done by them, the cost and maintenance of a

suitable fishway are insignificant.

10. When these principles shall be more clearly under-

stood, there will be such an opening of dams and restock-

ing of now barren streams that the prices of fresh-water

fish will be lower than they are to-day.

11 . This is not all there is to say about fishways. It is

a live subject; and we mean to keep it before the people.

A PHASE OF IMAOINATION.

TMAGINATION is a great thing. The big bullfrog in

the swamp does not bellow jug o' rum, jug o' rum,

though a ready imagination may help the hearer so to

understand him. A shooting trip or fishing excursion

does not involve a bout with a jug o' rum, though the

fermented imagination of newspaper reporters often so

construes it. This might be amusing if it were not dis-

gusting. Indeed it is an affront to the ever-growing

fraternity of sportsmen and a gross injustice because it

misrepresents them before the public. These bottle-guzzl-

ing yarns of shooting and fishing parties are confined to the

columns of the lower-grade papers of the lay ipress: they

are not to be found in a journal like the Forest and

Stream, which aims intelligently, truthfully and sym-

pathetically to represent and speak for sportsmen.

SNAP SHOTS.

THE Tolleston Club, of Chicago, is just now engaged

in a curious suit to protect the shooting on its marsh

this fall. It appears that the Indiana Natural Gas and

Oil Company obtained permission to lay a pipe line across

the club's marsh, under an agreement that from Septem-

ber to Dec. 15, during the ducking season, the company

would only make repairs upon pipes already laid. Under

this agreement, having completed the laying of the line,

the company has now insisted upon its right to change all

the connections at the pipe-joints, a work which would

necessitate taking up the entire line and relaying it again.

As this would effectually keep the ducks away, the club

asked the court to interfere, claiming that the substitu-

tion of joint caps was not "repairs" within the meaning

of the contract. The court, however, has decided against

the club.

When one is recording personal experience or observa-

tion or opinion, it is always better to use the pronoun I

than the term "the writer," or "ye scribe," or "yours

truly." or "your humble servant." Just plain every-

day I is best.

The November number of their Register, sent to us by

the Messrs. Lumleys, a London firm of land agents, con-

tains descriptions of about 270 Scottish deer forests,

grouse moors, lowland shootings and fishings, which are

for rent: and we have been prompted by curiosity to

reckon up the rental value of these properties as here

listed. The rents, for the season, run from $250 to $35,000,

and the total is something over $670,000. While there

are mansions and castles with romantic scenery and
other attractions, the shooting and fishing resources of

the several estates are put forward as the factors which

give the greatest value; and it is evidently upon the

strength of these that the agents lease their properties.

This gives some indication of the substantial place the

sports of gun and rod hold in Great Britain.

The fact that Mr. N. G. Herreshoff has received an

order for a racer for one of the most active classes in

British waters will be hailed with pleasure by yachtsmen.

The new boat will be a 2i-rater, about 25ft. l.w.l., for

the Clyde, where she will meet some of the cracks of the

class, including a number of Fife and Watson boats. She

will be of the loaded fin type, like Dilemma. The compe-

tition of an American yacht in British waters will be

quite a novelty after the many visits of British vessels to

this side, and suggests the propriety of a similar experi-

ment on a larger scale. It would be no more than a re-

turn of courtesies if one of our New York or Boston

yachtsmen were to build a Herreshoff cutter for the 20 or

40-rating class and pay a visit to England next summer.

Presidential proclamation may set apart a day for

Thanksgiving, but is powerless to make him thankful in

whose soul thankfulness has no place. We bid our

friends be merry at the Christmas time, and happy in the

New Year; why should we not bespeak for them grati-

tude at Thanksgiving? Here, at least, is the wish that

every reader, "to whom these presents may come" before

his going afield on Thanksgiving Thursday, may return

at nightfall with game pockets well laden and memory
stored with the pleasures of his outing, for abundant

thanksgiving through the year until the feast day shall

come around again.

An Englishman dwelling on the mosquito-plagued

Riviera has discovered a, new use for carp. The water

supply of the famous Mediterranean resort is scanty, and

it is the custom there to store water in tanks and reser-

voirs for use as needed. These reservoirs of fresh water

furnish homes for the mosquito larva. The carp are fond

of the larva, and by introducing a brigade of the fish the

Englishman has effectually stamped out the mosquito

pest from his dominions. (Florida papers please copy.)

The firsl record match for the WinansTrophj^ Amateur

Revolver Championship was held in this city last Satur-

day, and as recorded in our shooting columns was a most

successful affair. To the Trophy have been added by

Messrs. Smith & Wesson a selected model of their revoL

ver to the winner, if his arm shall have been of their

make, and by the Forest and Stream three cash prizes

of $50, $30 and $20 to the second, third and foiu-th record

makers.

Some weeks ago among these "Snap Shots" we noted

briefly that a future special number would be devoted to

boyhood reminiscences. In response to that suggestion we
have received from several contributors a store of charm-

ing relations of those youthful experiences that in later

life men find it pleasant to look back upon. These we
have put aside and hold in store for Christmas week.

Prof. R. L. Garner, whose success in learning the lan-

guage of monkeys was noted by us some months ago,

has been extending his studies further in that line, and

now reports in the New Review that he plans to visit the

interior of Africa, equipped with phonographs and other

appliances, to interview and study the troglodytes in

their native wilds.

The year wiU be well remembered by many gunners as

one of disappointment because the long-continued and
widespread drought has ruined the game grounds, and

resorts which usually furnish a supply of birds have this

season been barren.

We require copies of the index of Vol. II., also of III.,

v., VI. and VII. Ten cents each will be paid for them,

if sent to us in good condition.
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A QUAIL SHOOT IN HAPPY VALLEY.
BY aEOEGE KENNEDY.

WHEN it was over, and, indeed, while it was in
progress, I determined to tell the readers of

Forest AND Stream all about it. Not that the results
were so extraordinary as to challenge attention, but it

was a typical quail shoot in "Old Missouri;" and many
an Eastern man may like to know just what that im-
plies.

In the first place, it implies a certain letter saying to
me, "Come Friday night and bring me something for my
cough, and don't forget Miss Fancy," which last is a little

spotted pointer descended from the Guelphs. Friday-
evening Fancy and 1 and the cough medicine and a quail
gun and a lot of E. C. shells got cff t ie train at the home
of the writer of the letter, whose c mgh entitles him to
be spoken of in these pages as the Invalid. The next
morning we drove six miles to a farmhouse on the edge
of the woods at the top of the hill bounding Happy Val-
ley on the north, where we put up the horse, and where
the Invalid coughed and was given something to quiet
him.
With our pockets full of shells and fried chickens and

cigars and things we strode down into the valley and into
a cornfield, wherein was a patch of ragweed, and where-
in Fancy cautiously but firmly proceeded until taken with
an attack of ice cream, i e., frozen sweetness. Then the
Invalid and I tramped in ahead of her, and whirr! wrrrr!
away they went; that is, all but two, for I caught one in
my match box, and the Invalid killed another with a
whiff of cough medicine. Now, we intended to follow
up that covey, but when we started after it Fancy speed-
ily drew up on and pointed a brand new one of about
thirty souls, and apparently four wings to the soul. We
fired three barrels at them and a whiil of the Invalid's
breath and never got a feather. They pitched down in
the edge of the corn, and after counting noses they sat
down and leaned back against the stalks and went to
laughing at certain peculiarities of my appearance chat
I cannot be held responsible for and that are never men-
tioned even by my own family when I am near. Even
while Fancy crouched down to her point I heard a white
bellied infidel ortyx or a white-bellied orOdel sintax—

I

disremember his name, as we say in Missouri—say some-
thing about some one being so cross-eyed he had to walk
cross-legged. And just then he saw me and started off
with his ribald crew through the interlaced cornstalks. I

kept my gaze riveted on a wart on a dead tree off to one
side, and after that, whenever any of his survivors saw
me looking at a knot on a log they broke straight for the
knot, which probably accounts for the awful time I had
finding a quail, hereinafter mentioned, and which
accounts for the further fact that this is the only quail
shoot I ever told about or heard anybody else tell about
where I didn't take out twenty-seven shells and bring in
twenty-six birds, the shells counted by a justice of the
peace and the birds by a notary public. And in this con-
nection I would say that while we had two hundred and
ten shells with us, it has been thought best to say noth-
ing about the birds we missed, but simply to say that in
such and such a flock were certain individual members
with a permit from the mayor to shoot up a dark alley,
which they shot.

The second and choked barrel of my gun was fired at
the flock as they flashed into view across the corn-row
out in the open, and after picking up the remains of the
insulting remark above mentioned. Fancy went out there
and picked up one of those personages who make it pos-
sible to slander innocent young men by listening to the
slanderer; and close beside him lay a second cousin of his
wife's, a victim to evil associations. The rest of them
went down in a little gully and organized into a parlia-
mentary body, and began making speeches about the un-
sportsmanlike way I had of shooting—aiming at Dan and
killing Beersheba,so to speak; and just as Fancy stiffened
out, a couple of them tried to get the floor at the same time,
and, with a blood-curdling glance at Alpha, I pulled my
gun around in the other direction and knocked Omaha
across on the bluffs. The Invalid made a neat double on
Alpha and another one with his gun, and missed the
chairman with his cough medicine, but hit the dog, who
fell in her tracks. She recovered by the time our guns
were reloaded, and almost immediately the committee on
ways and means started to find a way out of the gully
(and right here let me remark that this was the first com-
mittee of like name I have ever known to trouble itself
about anything but the means). The one I shot at to the
right went around the bend with his hand pressed against
the seat of his pants in an attitude indicative of pain, and
a few minutes later Fancy casually picked him up in the '

edge of the corn. The one to the left pitched headlong
into the blackness of death, the kind of a shot that is

sportsmanlike and humane, and the only kind the In-
valid need ever make if he would only put away his gun
and use that .45 caliber cough-medicine breath of his ex-
clusively.
And this brings me to the truly humiliating episode

above alluded to. While the Invalid was polishing oft'

one of the few remaining ribalds, the very last one we
saw started oft" down the gully, and at the crack of my
gun a veritable cloud of feathers remained in view, and
upon taking Fancy to the spot she disdainfully sniffed at
the feathers and was for hurrying off toward the corn-
field we came from. After repeated commands to her to
fetch that dead bird, and repeated refusals. I hereby state
with sorrow that my superior human intelligence led me
to the conclusion that here was a case of palpable canine
insurrection calling for extreme measures, and I whipped
my brave little pointer with an air of virtuous righteous-
ness that now makes me feel so contemptible that I would
not tell it, save in the hope it wdl be a lesson to the owner
of some other good dog. For, when we proceeded a
hundred yards down the gully Fancy suddenly appeared
at the top of the bank, having jumped up on a log, and
for a brief instant she stood there outlined against the
sky, looking perhaxjs for me, but I rather imagined at
me, with the dead quail in her mouth.
The Invalid said, "If I owned that dog I would die

happy and so would she, for I would never whip her
again if we both lived a hundred years."
Do you know, fellow son of a gun, that the nicest part

of a quail shoot in Happy Valley is the humorous atti-

tude of your dog? Talk about the presiding elder at a

camp meeting! Why, he's nowhere. You might think
he was full of business until you saw Fancy or another
of her ilk. These dogs of ours do certainly teach men a
lesson in the absolute enthusiasm with which they do
their work. They are so dead in earnest that you can't
help looking at them and laughing; and the next moment
you suddenly cease to smile, for there comes a sense of
your human inferiority in this respect. I believe that
only a few men in every largo community possess the
quality of intensity that all our dogs display. They are
only careful when in the immediate presence of its neces-
sity; and at other times they throw themselves bodily
and spiritually at the duty in hand.
Once the dog drew across a piece of stubble to a bushy

fence, jumped on the fence with her tiptoes and landed
on the ground on her very belly, pointing in her tracks.
Another time I was on top of a gully and some scat-

tered birds flew to the Invalid, who was below me, one
of which he shot. Fancy went down there, and in a
moment I heard a cry, "Here! What do you mean steal-
ing my bird? Give it to me, sir." And then up in the
open hurried Miss Fancy, and as she came trotting along
with the bird, which she proudly thought she had secured
for the Kennedy family, she quickly slowed up to a walk,
a step more and she stopped in a dreamy, forgetful man-
ner, and then she was pointing with the dead bird of the
Invalid in her mouth. I swear it is the sight of a man's
life! In a second, and by the time I had called the In-
valid to see it, her lower jaw seemed to drop slightly,
because of her having passed quickly from the conscious-
ness of the stolen bird to the wrapt and absorbing influ-
ence of the live one in the briers, and the dead bird fell
unheeded to the ground.

It was evening, and we found we had shot sjxty-flve
quail, and we were well content to go home.

BASS FISHING IN THE GUADALUPE.
''I^HE great Sanatarium of the Continent is southwest
JL Texas. Forty miles from the historic and unique
city of San Antonio with its Alamo, and Missions, and
Mexican plaza, are the Guadalupe Mountains, through
which flows the river of that name gurgling, leaping and
frolicking like a rivulet, until it settles down into a calm,
majestic river of the plains and placidly pours its waters
into the Gulf.
These mountains, as they are called, although they are

really only hills, are 1,600ft. above the ocean, and the
temperature in sximmer is from twelve to fifteen degrees
lower than in San Antonio. The air is dry and absolutely
pure, without a suspicion of malaria. There is a tradition
in the neighborhood that a nomadic physician once settled
in Waring, a station on the Arkansas Pass Railroad, which
runs through the mountains, and built him an office, but
after six months without a patient he left in disgust. As
a resort for persons afflicted with throat or lung disease
it is unequalled. Deer, turkeys, quail and squirrel can
be found everywhere. The valleys are very fertile and
produce large crops of corn, cotton, oats and wheat, while
the mountains afford fine grazing, and are covered with
live oak, pecan, andpostoak trees. Water pure and sweet
is abundant.
We caught our minnows near the ranch house in Syster

Creek, a tributary of the Guadalupe River, and after a
five-miles ride reached the mouth of Cypress Creek, where
we proposed to fish. It was an ideal spot for the fisher-
man, and we hurriedly jointed otir rods,' and adjusted
reels and lines for the sport.

The side of the river on which we stood was level, with
thick weeds and undergrowth on the banks, except in one
place where an open, gravelly beach sloped to a clear
pool, at the foot of which the water dashed ov^r a cas-
cade as beautiful and romantic as the falls of Minnehaha.
On the opposite side of the river rose a wall of rock several
hundred feet high with miniature caves and pinnacles
jutting from the face, and evergreens holding a precarious
footing in the clefts and rifts. It was a wild scene, sel-

dom visited by man; one of those nooks yet left, where
the crash and roar of civilization cannot be heard.
What interested us for the time, however, far more

than the scenery, was the sight of bass, some of them
quite large, floating lazily in the pool, and utterly indiff-
erent to our presence. It was evident that they had not
seen enough of our predatory race to be apprehensive
of danger. My friend, Mr. J. M. George of San Antonio
made the first cast, and immediately hooked a large-
mouthed black bass weighing a pound or perhaps a quarter
more, which he landed without ceremony.
General Russ of San Antonio, an experienced and ener-

getic sportsman, had instinctively sought the place where
the little waterfall promised a congenial home for bass,
and in a few moments had caught quite a string, but none
of large size.

Your correspondent, after catching a few small fish,

wandered up the stream and soon found deep water in a
long pool with lilies and other aquatic plants dotting the
surface. My tried and reliable split bamboo rod had been
left in Missouri, for I had not expected to use it on the
trip, and I had borrowed a showy jointed cane from Gen.
Russ, which was fair to look upon, but as deceitful and
uncertain as some other objects of alluring appearance
well known to all of us in our youth. After making one
or two casts with a large chub for bait, the objective point
being an eddy below a rock, the exact spot was reached,
and with the rush of a great bass he was hooked and
fighting for life.

I have caught many large fish and game ones, but never
did I feel one that proved himself of royal blood more
distinctly than this Monarch of the Guadalupe. With
nerves strung and blood tingling I watched every point
in the fight and was confident of victory, but in trying to
prevent the fish from reaching some roots and brush I

was forced to give him the butt of the rod, when the
treacherous joint next to the tip snapped, and the prize
escaped. It is useless to dwell upon the disgusting mem-
ory, or to spend time conjecturing what the fish weighed.
He is gone, thanks to that gaudy cheat of a rod, and if I

have any wish to express on the subject now, it is that
I could hook and play for a few moments the fellow who
made the rod.
We had brought with us from the ranch the necessary

cooking utensils, and our colored driver, Ike, than whom
abetter outdoor cook, or more worthy man does not live,

soon had ready a dinner of fried fish fresh from ice-cold
water, with bread, butter and strong coffee, which "would
have put an appetite in the jaws of death."
My rod was past mending, but after dinner I wandered

again up the river, and near some water lilies hooked a
three-pounder which I landed after a hard fight with one
joint of the rod gone. Altogether we caught thirty' bass,
and as the la«t rays of the sun kissed the tree tops in tlie

valley, started for the ranch.
There is nothing startling or picturesque in our day's

experience, but I cannot resist contributing the simple,
uneventful story. Every true fisherman will appreciate
my motive.
I have no quarrel with those who enjoy deep sea fishing

or the slaughter of the Lakes with the tug and strain of
the line, and the soggy weight of the victim; de gusUbus
non est disputandum, but for myself, I would not ex-
change one day on the banks of a clear, cool river with
an occasional strike, for all the deep sea fishing since the
whale swallowed Jonah. G. G, Vest.
Washington.

A TRANS-CONTINENTAL RUN-I.
FEELING the need of a tonic last spring, instead of

buying a bottle of quinine and iron or Virginia
bitters, I packed my comb and brush and hied me away
westward. Chartering a part of a Northern Pacific train
from Chicago, and viewing as much of northern Wiscon-
sin and the States to the westward as possible from the
car window; calling at St. Paul, sliding across the vast
flat of Dakota, gazing upon the farmer as he plowed the
sultry globe and obliterated the tenantless buffalo
wallow, winding among the buttes and bad lands of
Montana, renewing our acquaintance with the ever
lovable Rockies, enjoying fleeting visions of peak, cataract
and canon, pausing a brief moment at Spokane Falls,
rising from her a?hes in beauty and solidity; slipping along
down through eastern Washington to the crossing of the
famed Columbia at Pasco ("keep your eve on Pasco"),
where the fond hopes and disappeared dollars of so many
enthusiastic and confiding tenderfeet lie buried in the
sand; on through as desolate a section of the State as the
engineers could discover, so as not to waste any grazing
or agricultural land; passing through Yakima; and follow-
ing the beautiful bending of the same named river ; getting
our first view of majestic Rainier and Adams, throwing a
great big hush over most everything in the Northwest as
they gazed in cold contemplation from the vasty solitudes
where there are no summer hotels nor invalid matutinal
coffee; on through the Sierras via Stampede Pass, down
the Green, up the Stuck; and so in due time, and just on
time, we rolled into phenomenal Seattle; Seattle tliat, ris-

ing from her misfortunes and desolation by the aid of all
the insurance money and everything she was able to
beg or borrow from the East, now "sits upon her seven
(or seventeen) hills, and from her throne of beauty rules
the world" (tnde any Seattle paper). Her streets are all

up and down. 1 got so tired using traces and breeching
that I had to go away. But there are blocks of magnifi-
cent buildings there, that would adorn any city on earth
(or in the planets, as far as I am aware), and filled with
stocks of goods adequate for a city of half a million
people, and doing business, when I was there, on a basis
of twenty thousand. Since the great fire Seattle has just
"stirred her stumps," or at least a few of them, though
there are some left yet, a matter of, say, a couple of
thousand per acre, in the resident portion. They have
blasted out most of them on the business streets. She has
steamship lines running to the ends of the earth, and
cable and electric cars ditto to the ends of the city. The
view from any one of the elevations of the city, of harbor
shipping, sound, and snow-clad Olympic Mountains, is
calculated to arouse enthusiasm.

I jumped aboard the Oregon and traveled down tlie

Sound. I disembarked at Fairhaven, and wandered
round and round, and heard the real estate boomers, and
saw the devastation they had wrought among the timber
in order that they might sell lots to tenderfeet. It was a
sad spectacle. I think they call this the "Pivotal City."'

Seattle is the "City of Destiny," Tacoma the "Focal
City," and so on. Fairhaven is all hill and hollow, as
usual, and has lota for sale away out on the mountains,
where the wolves yowl, the tigers roar and the bears pic-
nic the year round. She has a monster hotel, while the
city is in its swaddling clothes, but kicking vigorously to
get out. Electric lights and water works, of course.
"Keep your eye on Fairhaven."
Whatcom is two or three miles north. It was lately

married to Sehome, a little hamlet between the other
two. Whatcom is considerably larger than Fairhaven.
It cuts me to the heart to say it, but I must. The topog-
raphy of Whatcom would seem to suggest a better loca-
tion for a large town than that of the other place. It
grieves me to say this also, for I would further harmony,
but not at the expense of veracity.
But one of the things I started out to say is this: Flow-

ing from Lake Whatcom, about three miles from the
citj, is Whatcom Creek, and what would a creek be
doing away out there if it had no trout in it? I would
try it, and I did. It was too early for fly-fishing. I took
a piece of beef and cut an alder pole. I had a line and
hook fortunately among my impedimenta, and I went up
the creek as far as I could well go without ruining all

my clothes, for the traveling was exhaustive. I fished a
while with beef, and then put on a fly, which I found
concealed on my person, and threshed around with that

,

a while without encouragement. In my rambling I spied
a cabin in the middle of a twenty-acre swamp, and I

cornered it. The swamp was cleared and dotted with
pools of water. I approached. No cheerful wreath of
smoke curled from the chimney, no fowls cackled a wel-
come, no honest watch dog bayed a protest. An axe
stuck in a log. Near the door was an assortment of
household goods promiscuous, and quite a collection of
soiled garments for washing. Silence and a foreboding
of trouble brooded over the scene. I knocked. No reply,
no movement. I repeated. There was a slight rustling
inside, and presently, slowly, steps approached, the door
opened, and there stood a woman holding her infant on
one arm, motionless, its head lying on her shoulder. She
trembled as she stood with one hand against the door
post to steady herself, and apologized for her appearance
and delay in responding to my knock; and I felt like a
culprit as I apologized in turn. She wearily passed her
hand over her forehead, saying she was quite weak from
an attack of fever, that the baby was suffering also, and
another child on the bed was ill, but some better than
yesterday. There were household articles in that one
room sufficient to furnish two or three. Her husband
had gone to town for some needed articles. They had
come from Nebraska, where, she said with a regretJul
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smile, they had a good home, to try then- fortunes in this

Eldorada, and her husband had rented this water-logged

Eiece of ground to try trucking in want of something
etter. When the rainy season was past the ground
would be drier. It would have to dry by evaporation: I

saw no way to drain it. It was a pitiful sight and moat
gloomy outlook. The mate to my alder pole leaned against

the cabin. I asked if her husband fished, she said no,

that some of the boys had left the pole and some worms
there the day before on their way home. With her per-

mission I took a few wrigglers; and wishing her a hearty
godspeed in her return to health, I left, feeling in very-

truth there was "no place like (that) home." On the

way to town I catight my first black-spotted trout. It

was this experience I wanted, and having caught ten of

fair size, I wound up my line and fishing and sauntered
to the hotel. The stream was quite large, swift, clear as

possible and evidently fished considerably. I was told

that the fishing in Lake A¥hatcom was very good, though
I did not try it.

Before I finally left Pairhaven I boarded the little

steamer Dispatch (which belied her name most ridicu-

lously) one lovely morning, and in company with other

explorers sailed the seas over to East Sound, a long, nar-

row arm that nearly splits in twain the island of Orcas,

one of a dozen forming the county of San Juan, and ly-

ing in the northern end of Puget Sound. These islands

are noted for lovely climate and fruit production, and
the scenery en route is as charming as any one could

desire, as the boat rounds promontories and islands,

threads torttious straits where the tide runs like a river,

or skims broad bays, touching here and there to deliver

goods or passengers at little hamlets or at ranches, so

lonesome that life, it would seem to me, would be a bur-

den after a decade or two. The deer are so numerous
on Orcas that all gardens and orchards must be fenced
with palings for protpction, at least that is the tradition

among the elders. The fences are built anyway. There
are no bears nor panthers. California quail have been
introduced. While I am on the subject of clams, I will

say that they grow so large there that one good, robust,

full-grown clam will afliord a meal for a family, if they
eat him. That's another tradition there, quite prevalent.

I was puzzled to know whether to try to swallow the tra-

dition or the clam. The stories they tell of the fecundity

of fruit trees and small fruits are quite difiicult to digest.

One man had a quarter of an acre in blackberries from
\5rhich he sold 3,i00lbs. at a net price of 9 cents a pound,
and when the price fell to 7 cents he thought it wouldn't

pay to pick; so he called in his neighbors and gave them
carte Uanche, and after all had a pull there were bushels

left to rot. Another picked 550 boxes of apples (three

pecks to the box) from one acre of trees, of which 500

were prime, that sold for $1.10 a box ac the wharf. Vines
and trees right there to prove it. Another one had—but
I don't know as such stories have a proper place in a

sportsman's journal, unless they were making game of

me, in which' case there is a fitness in things. Fruit trees

certainly bear at a very tender age and with a prolificacy

that is marvelous. I have seen orchards of apple trees

whose trunks were not over six inches in diameter, with
limbs misshapen and in chronic droop, like willows, from
overbearing. Tha,t favored land is the chosen home of

the prune, and wondrous are the tales told thereof. The
trip to the islands was a sweet boon, a jewel that will

scintillate in memory's casket, as the sweet girl graduate
says.

On my way up the Sound (south) from Faii-haven, I

stopped 'at Anacortes, another "city ot" something or
other, and saw halibut in plenty, which had been caught
from the dock. One of 40 odd pounds was being carried
off as the boat landed, and one of 85 had been caught in
the forenoon. I spent an hour or two at low tide on the
rocks east of town, finding sea-iu-chins, anemones, shells,

starfish and other interesting marine growth. I saw star-

fish in a greater variety of colors than ever before, and
one rayfish (for want of a better name) was a gorgeous
bouquet. It was of the starfish order, but jelly-like in-

stead of hard, and with eighteen rays or arms, two feet

from tip to tip, and in color purple, crimson, blue, red,

pink, and a combination, it seemed to me, of all when not
clearly defined. Anacortes is a city of 1,500, may be, and
has an electric railway eleven miles in length from one
end of Fidalgo Island to the other. That's the way they
do things out there. It has a good location, where one
does not have to climb or hold back all the time.

Traveling to Tacoma on the City of Seattle, I fell in

with a traveler who had been to Shelton, a little burg,
and county seat of Mason county, northwest of Olympia,
and had had some fair trout fishing. He gave me the
name of a gentleman there who could put me in the way
of sport; so, after looking Tacoma over to my satisfaction

(she has selected a big hill to sit on, too), I purchased an
all lancewood rod, a cheapish affair, and second, a deck
chair on the little steamer Clara Brown for Shelton, and
we sailed away down one of the numerous arms of the
Sound, due at our destination at about five o'clock.

Passed Steilacoom, the oldest town in the State, without
stopping, and at three tied up at the Olympian dock just

at dead low tide, and gracefvilly sat upon the mud until

9 P. M. , when we rose again and paddled away to Shel-

ton, which we reached at 11 amid Cimmerian darkness at

the end of the long wharf, but the little town of a few
hundred people was lighted with electricity. Oh, yes, to

be sure. No town so poor as to be without that. With
much patient knocking I roused the landlord of the Dip-
man House and sank to rest. Next day I made the
acquain'iance of Mr. M. F. Knight, to whom I had been
directed, who very kindly gave me needed information
and dug some worms, which I proceeded at once to put
to good use, as there was no opportunity to use a fly in

the brushy creek there. Flies were of no use, as I ascer-

tained afterward, in the upper creek where I fished, but
near the mouth, I was told, a fly was effective.

I was there a week, five days of which rain fell, either

part or all day, but that is not unusual. Frequently it

rains eight days in the week in Washington. The
normal condition of weather is rain. If it don't rain
about so much people feel badly. Ordinarily when a
man says he is "under the weather," he means that his

health is below the average, but out there when people
are under a gi-eat deal of weather they feel the best.

However, I managed to have a trip or two up the
creek that I enjoyed fully, catching a string or two of
spotted trout, getting wet, tearing my clothes, slipping

off logs into the nice cold water, watching the Douglas
squirrel and jays. (If I have tacked on the wrong nam,e

to the brassy little rodent, will some one rise and correct.)

The little fellows amused me frequently. Once when I

had crawled out on a log jam to fish a pool, a lively little

fellow ran from the bank'on to a log directly toward me.
When within 3ft. or so I moved my hand. He stopped,
cocked up and endeavored to study out the situaUon for

a minute. Then he resumed his feet and inch by inch
slid toward me. I made a motion as if to seize him, but
instead of turning tail he darted directly under the log I

was leaning on, lying across the one he was on. I re-

mained motionless, and presently he popped his head out
just below mine and within 3ft. of it, and attempted to

'size up things again. There being no motion he cau-

tiously crept sideways back on his lo?, keeping his eyes
on me, until he had put 6ft. or so between us, and then
the way he scattered was funny enough, but he stopped
on the bank long enough to stir up a flea. The jays
there are larger than at the East and of solid indigo blue,

if I was not color blind. I stirred up a grouse occasion-

ally, the booming variety, and was satisfied not to do the
same by a stray bear or panther, though I did want to

stay a little longer and go out with a party after bear,

when I could carry a gun instead of a rod. Large game
is by no means uncommon in those parts. While I was
there a ranchman brought in a "lion" skin of 9ft., the
unfortunate wearer of which, together with three bears,

had been killed three or four miles from town the day
previous, and it was only a moderate bear day.
One day during a let up of the rain, IVIr. Knight and I

walked three miles out to Lake Isabel, a pretty sheet of

water where trout fishing was usually good. We found
boats and tried worms, flies, -pork and spoons, but two or
three chubs and a couple of llin. trout caught by Mr. K.
were all our catch. There were some ducks on the lake
and three large flocks of geese circled afar overhead, in

turn honking loudly. The walk out and back through
the forest, viewing the magnificent trees, even though we
were caught in the rain, was very enjoyable. The gigan-
tic trunks of that country have often been written about,
and I was prepared to see monsters, but though perhaps
I did not get into the thick of the business, I saw enough
to enthuse me. The lumbering interest makes Shelton,
there being two railways reaching out into the back
country and timber camps, bringing down 'several train

loads of huge logs a day and dumping them into the boom
in the bay. One log was brought down 105ft. long, 100ft.

to the first limb, measuring 45x47in. at the small (?) end.
While pottering around the edge of town one misty day,
I stepped up on to a log (climbed up), walked thirty-five

steps, good long steps, for my underpinning is quite
lengthy, and where the limbs began to impede navigation
the diameter was within a fraction of 3ft. On our trip

to Lake Isabel I counted in a space about 30yds. square,
13 monsters, from 2 to 5ft. in diameter some distance
from the ground, 150 to 200ft. hierh, with a half-dozen
smaller trees in the same space, and 99 out of 100 of these
trees are straight as an arrow. At Whatcom I saw a man
engaged in the hopeless task of grubbing out the remains
of a hoary old stump somewhere from 3 to 15ft. across,

which a big dose of dynamite had split a little. He had
dug two days on it and had got two roots as big as his

body partly uncovered and hacked a little bit and was
resting that day. There were probably eight or ten more
roots aching to be tackled. Another man told me he had
spent twenty-five dollars in time and money getting out
one stump, I believed him, and my credulity is not
abnormally elastic. Timber out there to be good, has to

cut at least 25,000,000ft. to the acre. O. O. S.

IN MAINE WOODS.— I.

WAERENSBURG, Mo.—July.— For many weeks I
have been without sight of Forest and Stream.

There is a file of them waiting for me in Boston, and some
time—perhaps in camp in the Maine woods next fall—

I

promise myself the delight of reading them. During the
winter and part of the spring copies were forwarded to

me while I was journeying down through the Atlantic
and Gulf States, and oftsn in Texas I received and read
them, but finally in Mexico and New Mexico they failed

me, and just at the point when I could least afl'ord to go
without them, for I was reading with deepest interest

the series of papers by Miss Fanny Hardy on the game
laws in Maine.
Nothing could exceedmy delight in her previous papers,

"In the Region Round Nicatowis." I could not well
overstate my enjoyment of them. The Maine woods have
been for many a year my "stamping ground," my vaca-
tion refuge, my medicine and my delight, I know them
at first hand. I am a "charter member." Much has been
written about them. Thoreau and Lowell have put them
into abiding literature in their own way, and newspaper
and magazine writers of all grades have described trips

to them, but all were aliens and strangers, casual visitors

and curious strangers at best. But in Miss Hardy the
Maine woods for the first time find their voice, their real

interpreter, their own familiar friend.

Riding over the flowery acres of middle Texas or sitting

on the beach at Galveston I read those chapters, and in

very truth seemed transported to the heart of the dark
spruce forests, the caribou bogs, and to the shores of the
crystal lakes of Maine. I could see the shadows come
and go on Katahdin. I could hear the loon's lone cry on
Seboois Lake, or, paddle in hand, feel the spring of the
canoe beneath me as we shot down "quick water" on Jo
MaxJ stream. To be sure she wrote of "Gasobeis," and I

thought of "West Branch waters," but it was the Maine
woods in their very essence and inner spirit and I re-

joiced. How I chuckled when she told about trying to

go around a certain place, "getting loganed" and having
to turn back. Getting loganed! I was sure there was
no man in Texas but myself who knew what that meant.
If there were such a man, and an exile for any length of

time from the North, and his eyes caught those chapters
of Miss Hardy's, I will answer for it his eyes grew moist
now and then with exquisite memories as he read. Who
but a Maine woodsman knows anything of a "tote road,"
or a "wonganbox," or a "spunkhimgan?" Time and again
I exclaimed, "The Maine woods have found their poet
at last!" Miss Hardy writes with complete and adequate
knowledge of her subject, with entirely adequate power
of: expression. It is a rare enough combination as we all

know, and I found my delight in her work increased by
the thought that it was a woman who had done this.

Year after year, with mind and heart attuned to them,
she has, with her father—a lovely companionship

—

camped in th.e yrooda and traversed the Jakee and

thoroughfares of Maine, not as an outsider, but as one
there by a birthright as good jas they own, and the best

culture of school and college has but given her that
power of expression which has enabled so many others

to share her enjoyment. For my share in it I want now
and emphatically to thank her and Fokest and Siream.
Then came the papers on the game laws in Maine, with

their astonishing revelations of the strange interpreta-

tions of those laws at Bangor and elsewhere, and their

truthful setting forth of the whole matter. And here
again there can be no doubt of the adequacy of Miss
Hardy's preparation for her work. I know too much of
the field and the subject not to perceive that. But my
papers ceased to reach me just after I read the one on
Piscataquis county. That paper did me a great deal of
good, for it told a truth which needed to be told, and
which, till that paper appeared, I felt ought to be said,

and I feared Miss Hardy might not altogether know. My
fear was groundless, and she freely adniits that in Pis-

cataquis county better things should be said in behalf of
the people who have come from outside the State to hunt
and fish. What papers have followed and what rejoin-

ders have been made or discussions held I do not know,
but Piscataquis county having been a particular haunt of
mine—I think I have made some sixteen trips to it—and
knowing much that would corroborate Miss" Hardy's tes-

timony in tliat respect, I have wanted to add my word
before the whole matter passed out of the minds of those
now most interested in the subject.

I have before now said something in Forest and
Stream of the change in me from boyhood's zest and
fierce passion for killing, to the desire to preserve alive

every living thing not harmful and not needed for legiti-

mate use. This change began long ago, and I can truly

say that not since one of my very first trips to Maine have
I passed the bounda of my present conscience in this

matter.
Once, thoughtlessly, and for no purpose but the desire

to try a new small-caliber rifle on a living target, I aimed
at a red squirrel which innocently and confidingly perched
on a limb within 20ft. of me. My bullet tore away his

fore shoulder, and as his quivering body clung for a
moment suspended from the limb, the trembling flesh,

the dripping blood, and above all, the reproachful, piti-

ful eye of the little creature in its death agony, thrilled

me with a misery which to this day makes me wretched
when I think of it. It was in the depth of the forest, his

home, into which I had come, and without necessity or
excuse had wantonly destroyed the life which I could not
restore. Not since that time have I done such a thing,

nor have I seen it done without shame and pain, and
amazing enough it now seems that I could ever have done
it. Yet I have hunted many a day since then and killed

my share of game. M.y ghai-e is smaller than I used to
think it need be. It' is just what I can make real and
legitimate use of and no more.
In Texas I first came into the land of the forked-tailed

fly-catcher. Three specimens I shot and skinned for

mounting for "my den" at home and to serve as beautiful

souvenirs of my Southern stay. Long I hunted for the
chapparal cock, the "road runner," for a similar purpose,

but, though I was in his region and knew he was all about
me, I never saw him but twice, Once he was briefly seen
from the window of my car—making good his name as

he sped along a country road. Once at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, I saw him—but he was in a cage.

Many and many a time, in the last named Territory,

did the beautiful plumed quail run before me—always in
pairs, for it was th^ir mating season, and though often
urged, I would not shoot. The law of the land and the
higher law protected them.
But to return to Maine, and to Piscataquis cotmty in

particular. I am bound to f-ay that in this region I think:

the violations of the law have been fully as much the
fault of the natives as of those from outside the State.

I know the i)eople well. I know them in their homes
and families—their corn-huskings and merry-makings as •

well as their lumber camps and in the forest. Many of

them are my personal friends. In many a long and con-
fidential talk around the camp-fire or on the trail or in

their homes, I have learned the truth of the history of: the

game question in Piscataquis county, and how it is re-

garded by the people of the county.
The same wasteful and illegal slaughter which has pre-

vailed in other parts of the State has prevailed in Pisca-

taquis county, and does so still, but those competent to

judge and candid in judgment will .agree with me, that

by far the greater part of the illegal killing has been done
by natives of the county and State, and not by persons
from outside of the State. Offenders from the outside I

doubt not there are. It is an actual fact that I have known
of very few. The greater part of the destruction is due
to crust-hunting, though I have known of many and
many a cafe of summer shooting a^id much dogging of

deer by the same men. It is all foolish and short-sighted

to the last degree, but the truth is that desjiite State laws
and preachments of every sort the ethics of this matter
are judged on a distinctly different basia from other ques-
tions. A man who would not steal from his neighbor
will unhesitatingly violate the game law if he thinks he
can escape the attentions of the warden. This is, of
course, not true of all who hunt, but it is, I verily believe,

true of the great majority. It is done in numberless
instances, and is going on summer and winter. It is even
done by men who are by no means devoid of principle,

who are in most respects good citizens and whom one can
respect and like.

While I entirely reprobate it, I can yet understand and
in a sense sympathize with the way in which some of these

I)eople look at the game question. There is another class

of whom I will soon speak—reprobates with whom I have
no sympathy whatever, to whom the worst of the killing-

is due. But the men of whom I have spoken are in a rude
way loyal to a code of their own which is not without
merit. They usually waste nothing. They kill for food
and use and needed profit. They often dog their deer
into the water, but their defense of the method has its

undeniably strong points, legal considerations aside, on
the score of humanity as well as its (to them) certainty

and convenience.
But of the other class—representatives of which, un-

fortunately, are to be found in every township—what
shall I say? They are the "poor whites'" of the State

—

the conscienceless creatures who kill for any reason but a
justifiable one, for the love of killing, for spite, for the
hides, for a few pounds of flesh where Ihey know hun-
dt<3de will wa-ste: fof tao discovs>vabl6 motive savfi that the
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power and opportunity were theirs. These creatures all
decent people despise, though few will aid in their
detection and punishment. Horrible stories of their
destructive and wasteful work are current every winter
and can be verified if any one will take the trouble.
But to return to the class of men of whom 1 first spoke.

Many and many a time I have labored with them and
tried my utmost to get them to be willing to take the
initiative in the matter of better protection of the great
game of the State, to be willing to make some personal
sacrifice toward it, but I have about given it up as hope-
less. They know little of the disappearance of game from
other parts of the country, and your stories of the swift
extermination of the bison, the* elk, the antelope, the
wild turkey and the prairie chicken are necessarily not
very vivid to them or very cogent reasons why they'indi-
vidually should stay tbeir hand from taking what is

before them and in their grasp, and what they personally
want. To them it is the regular and unbroken order of
nature that the woods should abound in deer, a,nd they
cannot easily be made to see that it will not always be so.
They are obliged to admit the scarcity of the moose, but
the scarcer they are the more coveted the prize and
harder to forego an opportunity to kill.

I am writing these last lines in October and in camp in
the heart of the wilderness I loved so well. I have been
reading, as I hoped to do, the pile of back number Forest
AND Streams, and in the delicious quiet and rest of the
woods and within sound of the waves of one of the love-
liest and wildest of the lakes of Maine, What I have
seen and leai-ned on this trip thus far only increases my
pain and my wish to stop the slaughter of game, and, I
am forced to add, my despair of every seeing it accom-
plished. Year before last there was the crudest crust for
years. It came late—the last of March or the first of
April—and at that late time twenty moose were killed
within ten miles of where I write. It is true that the
greater part of the meat was used, but think what that
slaughter meant whenever men could take advantage of
the conditions. The animals were absolutely helpless.
The same spring a man was fishing on a stream not two

miles from here and saw a cow moose and a yearling. Of
course he shot them. In three weeks more the cow moose
would have given birth to two young. In October of that
year I came to the borders of a certain lake and discov-
ered a guide well known to me. He was in the act of
taking a big buck from his canoe. Another was hung
up close by. Beside him was the hound through whose
agency he had secured both. Caught in the act, and not
sure but my companion might be a warden, he tried to
engage us in another hunt. I steadily refused, but he
sent his nephew into the woods with the hound. While
we were preparing our lunch we heard the hound give
tongue, and in a few moments a fine spike buck took
water not far from us. It was a sight which I had in all
my hunting never seen before. I took my canoe and
paddled round and round the deer for a few minutes,
watching its play of muscle as it swam, but of course
with no idea of shooting it. On the shore stood my guide
and the other party, two men and a boy. Fearing' that I
was waiting too long and that the deer would escape,
they shouted to me to shoot. I told them they could
shoot if they wanted to, but that I certainly should not.
They begged and implored me to shoot, shouting that I
would not have another chance; that I might still-hunt
the whole season and not get a shot. They began to
swear, and the boy. who had been permitted to shoot the
two bucks they had secured and whose spirit was hot for
slaughter, vowed that a man who wouldn't shoot a deer
when it was there before his eyes, didn't deserve to have
a deer and had no business to come into the Avoods.

Steadily I drove the deer to shore and "beached" him
within six rods of the frantic party on shore, and had the
satisfaction of seeing him bound away unhurt into the
forest.

_
The only anxiety had been to make me partieejjs

criminis, and so to shield their own misdoing. I am
happy to say that in two days I still-hunted a fine cari-
bou and shot him dead in his tracks.

One other story of my own experience I must tell.
Some years ago, with another gentleman, I was en-
camped on one of the finest trout waters in Piscataquis
county. It was four days before the close of the trout
season and the opening of the free season for big game.
We had one guide. Not one of the party had a rifle.
We had deliberately "gone in for trout," taking only
fishing rig and shotguns, leaving our rifles at the settle-
ment and intending to come back for them and go in for
a hunt when the fishing season closed. We had secured
all the trout we could use, and were lying on the bank
under some big trees, reading. Our guide was out on
the lake a rod or two, when he suddenly called to us to
know what kind of a creature was moving along the op-
posite shore and far up the lake. My telescope was hung
by a swivel to the tree, and in an instant was turned on
the new comer, when, behold! a lordly moose with big
antlers! There was no mistaking him. The guide was
incredulous, but one look through the telescope con-
vinced him. Excitedly we watched him, taking our
turns at the telescope. The guide asked: "Shall we try
to shoot him?" What could be a greater temptation? To
both my friend and myself it was our first opportunity of
the kind. There was the moose, a huge and splendid
prize, and browsing ,slowly along, drawing nearer and
nearer to us, though on the opposite side of the lake, and
all unconscious of our presence. The wind was right.
The moose would probably pass within easy shot of one
who should hide in the grass and bushes of the outlet
just below us. It lacked just four days of "open time,"
It was a chance of a lifetime. O, what a sight he was as
he waded along knee deep in the water, taking now and
then a nip at a lily pad or a swimming an arm of the lake
and coming out and shaking his giant shoulders till the
water flew in a shower around him! We coxild see him
with the utmost distinctness and even watch the gleam
of his eye.
To the guide's repeated question we simplv replied

that we should not lift a finger in the matter. 'He said
if we would not he should, and hastily replacing shot by
bullet in three of his cartridges he took his shotgun and
crept away. The moose stopped directly opposite us on
the other side of the lake, where we could without the
glass see every motion. Some faint noise made him cau-
tious. He was slowly turning back, when a shot rang
out and the ball splashed the water under him; a second
and a third shot followed, and we saw the great beast
was hit. He started to trot, but reeled, and the blood

flowed from his muzzle. That meant "shot through the
lungs." He reeled, he fell. The guide took the whole
responsibility, and therefore to him, so far as we were
concerned, belonged the moose. I am glad to say the
meat was all saved, though the head was spoiled. I after-
ward bought the horns of the guide.
For two seasons I have been led by certain considera-

tions to take my short autumn outing in western Maine,
where were trout and some deer, but not in plenty, and
no moose or caribou. I did it with regret, longing for
my old haunts in Penobscot waters. Last winter I re-
ceived a letter from an old and favorite guide saying that
he was in the woods again and urging me to come for a
winter hunt. He said he had built an "old ripper" of
a camp on one of our favorite lakes, and that if I would
come he thought he could promise me a moose, adding
that "others did it" and he didn't see why we should not.
Of my present trip I will write another time, i e., if

the length of this letter does not scare the editor. I shall
have much more to say of the ways of outsiders and
natives_ in regard to game in Piscataquis county, and
somethuig, perhaps, by way of suggestion.

C. H. Ames.

"THE FATE OF THE FUR SEAL."
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am not to be drawn into a controversy with Mr, H.
W. Elliott. Before his feverish activity and brilliant
imagination I am content to rest in awestruck silence.
Those who are curious as to the area seals occui^y may
inspect the group in the National Museum, mounted
under Mr. Elliott's supervision, and form their own con-
clusions.
There will be plenty of evidence from independe:nt ob-

servers recorded before long, and the truth of the matter
cannot fail to come out; and for this I am perfectly will-
ing to wait. It has, however, been suggested that as a
fact of historical value I might add a few words of ex-
planation about the price of fur seal skins in Alaska in
1866 (not 1866-7 as Mr. Elliott puts it).

The furs purchased by the "Russian-American Com-
pany" before the sale of the territory to the United States
were classed under two categories. One comprised such
furs as the sable, sea otter, beaver and young black bear.
These were not permitted to be sold on any consideration
by the chief traders at the different posts. Severe pun-
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ishment was prescribed for a violation of this rule, though
doubtless it was occasionally violated.
The second category comprised furs regarded as of

comparatively little value, which the chief traders were
allowed to sell at a fixed price, either to employes of the
company for fur clothing or to others who desired them.
This list in 1866 comprised among others, muskrat skins
and those of the white fox, fur seal, Parry's marmo , the
silfleur or hoary marmot and American ermine or weasel
skins. The two lists were revised from time to time as
the prices of furs fluctuated. Mink, for instance, was at
difl'erent times put in one category or transferred to the
other. In 1866, and for some years previous, fm- seal
skins paid the company barely if at all for the trouble of
taking them. The price fixed on them in 1866 was 12^
cents apiece, and at that price I bought 100 or more skins
from the chief trader at St, Michaels, in the month of
September, The following year the price rose consider-
ably I believe, but not until after the purchase of the
territory had already become practically certain,

W. H. Ball.
SMTTHSONiAsr IjssTiTDTioir, "Washington, Nov. 31.

SHARK NOTES.
IN the summer and winter of 1888 I was connected

with a wholesale fish firm doing business at Pensa-
cola, Fla. In the many hunting and. fishing trips made
in Pensacola Bay and Santa Rosa Sound the shark often
came under my notice.
One morning in May, while standing waist deep in the

warm waters of Santa Rosa Sound casting for sea trout,
I was somewhat startled to see a shark's dark form about
15ft. away and between myself and the shore. Some
lively thrashing of the water with the rod succeeded in
driving the intruder off, and the remainder of the morn-
ing's fishing was done from the boat.
Sharks are vei-y abundant in the harbor during the

summer months; and on clear moonlight evenings shark
fishing parties were quite the rage. A dozen or more
young people of both sexes would gather on one of the
piers, equipped with the usual shark outfit, viz., 200ft.
of fin, manilla and a dozen feet of chain connecting the

manOla with a hook, the size of which would astonish a
landsman. The bait commonly used was a red snapper's
head; and the sharks were so plenty and ravenous that
this bait was generally successful in bringing them to
the surface.

I remember one occasion when the young man who
was acting as fisherman failed to keep the line taut while
listening to an especially vivid yarn, and the shark took
bait, hook and then came forward and severed the fin.
rope 5ft. above where it was fastened to the chain. It
cost the party $3 to procure a new outfit.
One October morning as I was about to enter my office,

which was located on a pier, I noticed three sharks swim-mmg about 20ft. from the pier. The shark outfit had
been loaned to a friend and was a half mile away. It
was, however, but the work of an instant to rush to the
telephone and order the outfit to be sent down post haste.
Then procuring a number of skipjacks from a refrigerator,
I began feeding the sharks to Uold their attention until
the arrival of hook and line. For the next twenty
minutes it was great sport watching the lightning-like
dashes of "these wolves of the sea." As the skipjacks
struck the water the brine would be lashed into a yeasty
smother as all three would rush for the same fish. Several
times they came within 6ft., and as the water was clear.
I could see every motion they made. In not a single
instance did they turn on the side or back to take the
food.
The skipjacks were about 18in. in length and averaged

21bs, in weight. The largest shark was fully 8 ft. in
length. Two of them were attended by remoras— a fish
about 18in. long that has a disk-like sucker on its head
with which it attaches itself to the shark. It is an odd
sight to see these small fishes carried about on the backs
of sharks, I am inclined to think that sharks in feeding
on large fishes would turn slightly on the side to tear
away portions, but experience leads me to believe that in
takmg objects not too large to gulp entire, they never
turn.
After the food supply had given out the shark outfit

came, but the sharks had returned to deep water. How-
ever, the hook was baited and dropped about 20ft. from
the dock. After thirty minutes fishing a shark bit, but
the hook failed to hold. Ivanhoe.
Chicago, 111.

NEST OF RUBY-CROWNED KINGLET.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I send you a nest of the ruby-crowned kinglet, one of
several discovered and taken by me near Dartmouth,

Nova Scotia. The nest was found June 14, 189L
It contained young. It was up 30ft, from ground
in the top of a black spruce tree. The nest was
bmlt underneath the main limb, and clinging on,
fastened by tHe sides, to the smaller branches or
twigs that shot out from the main limb and was
suspended.
On July 2 the young had flown, when the tree

was cut down, and this limb I now send to Forest
and Stream with the nest attached.
The nest is made with moss, lined with feathers,

and with feathers woven into the sides and bot-
tom. Nestmeasurementsareasfollows: Sin, across
the top on outside, Ipn. across on inside. Ifin,
deep on inside and 4in. deep outside.
The female when building will go from 100 to

800yds. after material, being invariably followed
by ihe male, who, however, does not assist in any
other way than by singing. H. AusTEN.

'

Daktmooth, N. S.

Ornithologists' Association of Washington.
—Last spring there was organized in Washington,
D. C, an Ornithologists' Association, which has
greatly prospered, and now has a considerable
membership, both active and corresponding, the
latter covering a large part of this continent.
The present officers are: President, Rev. J. H.
Langille; Vice-President, W. H. Aspinwall; Secre-
tary and Treasurer, A. B. Famham. The object
of this organization is to make general and popu-
lar the study of bird life, hoping thereby to pro-
mote the knowledge of this attractive branch of

natural history and to secure a considerate protection of
our native birds. The growing interest in ornithology
all over the country is indeed wonderful, and it is hoped
to bring to pass a universal co-operation in the good work
referred to. Persons desiring membership will please
address A. B. Farnham, Benning, I). C.

THE MOJAVE DESERT IN WINTER.
AT the meeting of the Biological Society of Washing-

ton, Nov. 14, Mr. T. S. Palmer delivered a very in-
teresting address on the "Winter Aspects of the Mojave
Desert Region,'" based upon his personal experiences dur-
ing the recent memorable explorations made for the
Department of Agriculture under the direction of Dr.
Merriam, and forming the first public announcement of
the discoveries of the expedition. Time and space forbid
detailed mention of the physical features of the region,
which could not at any rate well be explained without
reference to the map and profile used by the speaker to
illustrate his remarks. The wonderful extremes of tem-
perature, involving intense heat (136° in July), excessive
dryness and a minimiim temperature of 8 to 13°, with an
occasional fall of an inch or two of snow in winter, pro-
duce hard conditions for the animals and plants of the
desert, and are endured with the help of such habits as
involve the least risk to life and thrift. The range of
temperature is about 125 Some of the plants are leaf-

less, others drop their leaves in June before the summer
heat is established. Tree yucca is characteristic and
grows to a height of 25 to 30ft., sometimes forming
groves or forests. Cottonwoods, mezquit ash, and willows
in small numbers are included among the trees. A few
shrubs and, in some localities, marsh grass belong to the
flora. In winter only a few reptiles and batrachians are
to be seen; one or two species of lizards and now and
then a snake are present. Birds are chiefly absent on
their migrations; a sparrow, a raven, a shore lark and a
thrasher constitute about the sura of the winter residents.

Although about 20 genera of the mammals are in the
region, the pj)ecies ai-e mostly nocturnal in their habits
and are rarely observed while passing over the country.
These include rats and mice (so called), the mou..tain
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sheep rarely on the heights, coyotes occasionally in the

vicinity of the springs, and a few jack rabbits and cot-

tontails. The number of diurnal mammals is never large.

For the most part the birds are absent, the reptiles and
batrachians hibernating, the mammals nocturnal and the

plants in a state of rest.

Kagu and Fillaloo Bird.—On page 119 of the

"Standard Natural History, Birds," Vol. IV., is to be
found the following interesting account of some of the

antics of the Kagu from New Caledonia. The bird is re-

lated to the sun bittern, and from its actions one would
associate it with tiie story of the wonderful fillaloo bird.

The observations here recorded were made by Mr. Bart-

lett, superintendent of the London Zoological Garden,
from a captive specimen : "With its crest erect and wings
spread out the Kagu runs or skips about, sometimes pur-

suing and driving before him all the birds that are con-

fined with him in the eame aviary, and evidently enjoy-

ing the fun of seeing them frightened. At other times

he will seize the end of his wing or tail and run around,

holding it in his bill. From a piece of paper or dry leaf

he derives much amusement by tossing it around and

again to the farm, and then home again after the hunt,
took more than ordinary zeal. But then Split Rock was
a really good hunting ground.
About 10 o'clock on the night of Nov. 15 we were await-

ing his arrival, seated about the kitchen stove. We heard
a shot outside. "There's Guy, boys," and we all were on
our feet in a moment. (Everybody under forty years is a
"boy" here.) We were not at all daunted by the fact

that the night was as "dark as a pocket" and that it

threatened rain. Each of us carried a lantern. There
were two clogs. Hunter, Guy's dog, who had run more
than one good race after deer some five weeks previously
under "Old Dix" back on the Adirondacks, and my own
hound, wholly unacquainted with the ways of coon.

After following the Whalon's Bay road for a half mile,

we struck ofi: for the cornfields under Split Eock Mt.

Almost immediately after reaching the first cornfield, the

little hound struck a fresh track. Ofi: to our right in the

darkness we heard him "straightening it out," as Guy
said. Presently he got it straightened out, and awaj they
went, little hound and big hound, the latter barking at he
knew not what, but wild with excitement. Sometimes
we heard the big dog ahead barking the track, but he
would over-run and have to come back to take it again

stood between me and a 30 ft. precipice and I might hug
it as my best friend. I scanned every limb as I passed,
to the best of my ability. Seeing nothing I concluded he
must be in the very top of this giant pine: so on I went
until the trunk was no larger than my wrist, but no
coon. Then to make perfectly sure, I parted with the
fingers of one hand the very top so I could see the sky,
a shade lighter than the tree. Surely there is no coon
in this tree. I jarred every limb on my way down and
strained my eyes for the second time to be doubly sure.
"What do you say now?" I said to Guy on reaching the
ground.

"I say there's a coon in that tree, and mind what I say,
and I'll bet any one in the crowd a fiver against a quar-
ter. Hunter never lied to me yet, and if iti's only to find
out whether he's lying or not I'm going to wait till it's

light enough to see for myself. Here Hunter, talk to
that coon." Hunter got up from his warm nest by the
fire in answer to his master's command. Standing on
his hindlegs, and reaching up the tree as far as possible,
he gave two prolonged barks and then, as if that ought
to satisfy any one, he curled up by the fire again. For
further proof as to there being a coon up the tree, Guy
found a cobweb, or something, which he said was a

AMOKG THE "WILDFOWL.—XII.
Beoadbills and Canvasbacks. All Quiet on the Potomac;

running after it. During his frolic he will thrust his bill

into the ground and spread out his wings, kick his legs
into the air and then tumble about as if in a fit."

"How TO Collect Bikd^.''—Editor Forest and Stream:
In yours of Oct. 1 the writer of the article on "How to
CjUect Bu'ds" recommends corn meal as the best thing
to use as an absorbent, and names clean sand and plaster
of Paris as possible substitutes in its absence. Having
tried all three, also several others, I find that none can at
all compare with fine hard-wood sawdust, such as one
gets at a last factory. Any one who has once tried it will
never use any other, it combines the advantages of all

the others named above without their disadvantages,—
E. E. T.

Antelope and Deer of America. By J, D. Caton.
Price $2.50. Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with the
Rifle. By W. C. Bliss. Price 50 cents. Rifle, Rod and
Grim in California. By T. 8. Van DyJce. P?nce $1.50.
Shore Birds. Price 15 cents. Woodcraft. By "Ness-
muk.' Price $1. Trajectories of Hunting Rifles. Pi'ice

50 cents Wild Foivl Shooting; see advertisement.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the BooTi of the

Game Laws.

THE BIG COON OF SPLIT ROCK.
FOR several weeks I had heard some whistling after

sundown in the cornfields under the mountain, and
even down on the shore of the lake. Hunting instinct is

so strong in me that it was hard to curb my impatience.
On the evening of Nov. 14 last I extorted a "promise from
Guy Ferguson that he would be on hand on the follow-
ing night with his dog Hunter, of undisputed reputation
in his line. Now Guy is an old hunter and fond of his
calling, but to walk home two and a half miles and back

from the small dog. This coon had employed old coon
tactics. Following up a small water-way, often crossing,
sometimes wading, he hoped to throw off the dog. If he
had known what dog was after him, he would have saved
himself the trouble.

At the intersection of a rail fence the track left the
hollow and now it was fun to see that little hound walk
the rails. The coon could not have done it better himself.
For at least a half a mile the coon had kept the fence
and the dog kept the track leading directly for the
mountain. At a sudden turn in the fence the dog made
a break for the timber in full ciy. Guy forged ahead,
for we were unable to keep up, and yet we seemed to be
doing our very best. We could hear Guy talking to his
dog and calling to us out of the darkness, "He's got him
up, boys." We stumbled along as fast as we could in
the direction of his lantern. "He's up here, boys; up in
this big pine," "But how do you know thai?'" we asked.
"Where's your dog gone, and why don't you follow
him?" For by this time we could hear Hunter away
down the mountain, barking like all possessed. "There's
more than one of 'em, and one's up this pine: perhaps
we'll get them both."

We kept our doubts to ourselves, skeptical as we were,
for Guy must know his dog better than we. So we scat-
tered in all direction in search of fir wood and soon were
warming ourselves by a good fire, for we had become
chilled standing in the night air after such a chase. The
fire lighted up the side of the pine tree next to us very
well, but the further side was as black as the night; so
the coon might be concealed away out on the end of one
of those heavily plumed branches reaching over the
precipice, "Well, who's going up? Don't all speak at
once." Now if we had suspected there was a coon up
the tree, if we could only have seen something that
looked like a coon, we all would have volunteered at
once. Finding I would be disappointing no one and
skeptic that I was, I volunteered my services. With the
lantern strapped between my shoulder blades and begin-
ning the ascent from Guy's shoulders I began to climb
that father pine. A lantern tied on to one in this way is

never in the way and does not dazzle me.
For the first 26ft. there were no branches and I had to

do a good deal of hugging. At that moment the tree

hair from the coon's belly, rubbed off in the scramble
up the rough bark.
Seeing that we were in for it for the rest of the night,

we hunted up more lire wood and made ourselves as com-
fortable as possible. Smoking and story telling passed
away the time not unpleasantly. With the first streaks
of dawn we were straining our eyes, going systematically
over the whole tree, as we thought. Soon it was so light
that it seemed absurd to look further, so most of us
gathered again about the fire, making mental notes. But
Guy was intent on something, and Hunter was setting up
and glancing first at his master and then at the tree.

"Boys, come here," said Guy, "what do you call that?"
Sure enough, way out over the precipice, on a long limb
about mid-way up the tree, was a bunch, which even now,
in nearly broad daylight, at first sight seemed only a
bunch, but on close examination resolved itself into a
coon, and a very large one, too. Now, old fellow, lie low,
for there's a bead being drawn on you. Each of us four
took our turn at him with a 22-cal. long, but only suc-
ceeded in making the bunch move. I volunteered the
second time to shake him down, provided they would
stop popping away with that small gun. As I approached
the coon, he began growling and threatened to run by
me, but his courage failed him and he retreated again to
the very end. Then I shook until I was weak, but his
strength gave out about tbe same time and down he went
over the precipice, but struck fairly on his feet. What a
Babel two dogs and three men can make. There followed
barking, yelling, growling, fighting.
We got four other coons last fall, but none out-weighed

this one. He weighted 251bs. The smallest weighed
ISilbs.

We all were glad it was Sunday morning so we could
go to bed with an easy conscience. Kin,
Essex, N. J.

Michigan's Tracking Snow.—Central Lake, Nov, 16.—
The first good "tracking snow" came on the 14th, and
some hunters were out for deer. One man reports one
track, but I hear of no carcasses,—Kelpie.

New Jersey Coast Duck Shooting is reported from
Bay Head, Forked River, Tuckerton and Brigantine.
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BEARS IN NORTH CAROLINA SWAMPS.
NORTH CAROLINA is a pretty big State, as every

one knows. There are big mountains, and streams
filled with iine speckled trout, and vast forests of yellow
pine timber, and along the coast rivers and swamps.
The latter are so out of the way, and so inaccessible, and
so filled with malaria in the summer season that there
are vast sections of that country which are "howling
wildernesses.''
Now, I am one of those individuals who are rather

given to "howling wildernesses." I don't think I ever
feel so thoroughly contented as when I know I am far,

far away from the haunts of man. No matter if I am
surrounded by the blackest of swamps or the dark waters
of unnavigated rivers, or whether I am far away in the
valleys of the motmtains of northern Canada, there is

something about solitude that fascinates me. So, one
day a year or so ago, I made up my mind that I would
take my little yacht, the Madelon, and go down and ex-
plore the creeks which empty into the Alligator River,
in Dare county, N, C. I had been at the mouth of the
river the year before, and had made the accpiaintauce of
Captain Basnight, who lives at a little hamlet directly at
the mouth of the river, called East Lake. Basnight is a
good fellow and a famous bear hunter. I had got there
early in December, and he took me out and showed me

—

nailed on to the sides of his barn—the skins of nine bears,
all of which he had killed during the full moon some two
weeks previously, He has a reputation as a bear hunter,
and many is the close call he has had in a scrimmage
with a lively bear, the marks of whose claws he still

carries on his person.
Basnight told me that we were then too late for the

bear hunting that season, for it seems that they can only
be successfully hunted during the full moon in Novem-
ber, at which time they come down to the edge of the
swamps and feed u])on the berries of the gum trees.

This tree bears a small black berry, and grows only on
the extreme edges of the swamps. Therefore, all the
hunter has to do is, on some quiet, moonlight night, to

steal along in his canoe close to the edge of the swamp,
and if bruin is regaling himself he makes such a noise
and crashing and smashing as he teai's down the limbs
that bear the berries that he is to be heard some distance
off and can be easily located. As soon as the berries are
ripe, both bruin and robins and other birds feed upon
them and make such short work of them that it is only
for about a couple of weeks that there is any chance for
sport,

Capt. Basnight urged me to put in an appearance early
the next year, and promised that if I would do so he
would certainly guarantee me a bear, to say nothing of
the excellent deer shooting and plenty of woodcock.
The country abounds in both of these, and the natives
have a singular way of bagging the woodcock, which to
me seemed shamefully unsportsmanlike.
Now, the open fields or clearings are very scarce in

parts of that country, and as the birds are all seeking
them by night, as soon as it comes dark the natives load
their muzzleloader guns with a good pinch of powder
and about a half teaspoonful of No, 10 shot, and provid-
ing themselves with a torchlight, proceed to travel across
the fields slowly and carefully, searching for the birds.

They are found crouched down, as if hugging the ground,
which is nearly bare of gi-ass, Mr. Native then puts his

gun about three or four feet away from the birds and
bangs away, Tn this way they frequently bag two or
three dozen per night. They do not call them woodcock;
they call them "pake," I presume in imitation of the
noise the birds make while flying.

About the 10th of November in the following year I

found myself on board my yacht, lying alongside of the
little dock at East Lake, and soon met with a hearty wel-
come from Capt. Basnight, who informed me that he
already had several bear located, and felt sure that we
would have a successful hunt. We passed most of the
day knocking around, whittling chips and sj)inning
yarns, and when night came the moon rose over the for-

est clear and round and bright as silver. The wind
dropped to a dead calm, and, touseBasnight's expression,
"If we had i^rayed for it, we could not have had a better
night." About 9 o'clock he brought his canoe alongside
and assigned me to a seat in the bow. He had with him
his son, Joe, a fine youth of sixteen years of age, who had
killed his bear.
Capt. Basnight was armed with a No. 10 bore, double-

barreled breachloading shotgun, and I was armed with
the same sort of weapon. Our cartridges were each
charged with 4:idrs, of powder and twelve good-sized
buckshot.
Entering the canoe, we pushed ofl:' from the dock, and

after about an hour's row up the river entered the mouth
of what is known as "Whipping Creek. This stream is

some fifteen or sixteen miles long, and the water is almost
stagnant, having a slight rise and fall with the tide; but
it is perfectly fresh water, and the trees of the swamp
come right to the water's edge. The creek is so
narrow in some places that the trees meet together
arched over one's head. Then again it widens out. The
water is very deep, some places being as much as 60 or
70ft. The banks of the creek are mostly swamp, almost
on a level with the waters of the stream, and occasion-
ally there is a bluff of say 8 or 8ft. high.

As soon as we entered the creek Basnight and his son
discarded the oars and supplied themselves with pad-
dles. The canoe commenced to move along in utter

silence.

I must say that in all my life I never saw such a still

and silent night. There was not a breath of air stirring,

and even the owls had stopped hooting. Silently we
move along, so silently that I almost wonder if we are
moving at all. We sweep up the creek about a mile
without hearing even a rustle in the grass.

The canoe swings around a bend in the creek, when
suddenly, directly ahead of us, I hear a crash. It seems
to be up in the air, and I scarcely need to be told by Bas-
night in a whisper, "Look out! Keep your eyes skinned!
Grit your gun ready!" All of which I proceed to do with
a beating heart, for it is my first bear, and if we don't kill

him dead there may soon be more fun for the bear than
there will be for us. Close to the bank, as close as he
can possibly get, Basnight steers the canoe slowly and
silently.

Suddenly there is another swish and another ^ crack.

That peculiar eric, cme that is heard from broken
j)rajtjcheg.. This time it is perceptibly nearejr- m4 J strain

my eyes into the treetops, but can see nothing. In a
moment or two we round another bend in the creek,
and directly ahead of us is a bank of about 6ft. high.

I notice that the canoe has stopped and Basnight leans
forward and whispers to me, "There he is; don't you see
him?" I look forward and strain my eyes in every direc-
tion clear up to the tops of the trees' but can see nothing.
Basnight whispers, "You are looking too high up; lie

is about half way tip that tree."

I bring my eyes down, and I see a dark object that
looks just like a big black man standing up on one of the
limbs. He seems busily at work and has not discovered
us. Basnight lays his gun across his lap and again he
and his son proceed to paddle. Gracious mc! Is he going
to put us directly under the tree? for it was so close to
to the bank that its branches overhung the water. In
about half a minute Basnight whispers, "Get ready to
shoot." I hear him softly lay down his paddle and cock
his gun. I do the same, and he then whispers. "Aim at
the middle of him, count three in a whisper and we will
both fire at him at once. "

I raise my gim and glance along the barrel. Unluckily,
we are in a deep shadow, and one has to shoot without
using any sights. 1 bring my aim slowly down till I think
I have the gun on the main bulk or body of the bear. I
count one: two; three; and both guns I'oar. Instead of
tumbling out of the tree, we see the bear making for the
main trunk and come scrambling down. We don't know
whether we have hit him or not. I insert another shell
quickly, and stand ready with it by the time bruin strikes
the ground. With many grunts and growls he is evideuty
coming for us, and I hear Basnight yell, "Look out! he
is coming over the bank! give it to him!" In another
second the bear appears, standing on the bank, slapping
his paws on his breast, and evidently "tearing mad."
Again Basnight and I cover him with our guns, there

is a flash, and another roar, he leaps forward, and slides
headforemost into the water. Half of his body is in the
water and the other half rests on the bank. We are not
more than 20ft. away, and for a moment I think the bear
is going to swim, ottt and capsize the canoe. But no, there
is a kicking and sjDlashing, and in a moment or two all is

still. We replace our cartridges and, with cocked guns,
carefully and slowly paddle near. The bear is ours, and
a 300-pounder, if he weighs an ounce. Of course we soon
have him otit of the water and deposited in the boat.
Basnight says that as it is early he thinks we had

better keep on up the creek and see if we can see another.
We pass bend after bend in the river for more than an
hour in the same sepulchral silence. There is not a quiver
of a leaf, and even our friend the night-owl does not re-
sume his song. It is getting chilly and we are seriously
thinking of returning home, when the familiar crash
is again heard, and Basnight whispers, "We have
another one!"
We make our way up the creek silently as before,

until finally going around a bend we see, high up in a
tree, a bear. Not so large a one this time, and he is

away up on the top of a gum tree. He is standing up,
man like, and drawing the branches tovvard him in a
most human fashion.
We were just commencing to get within shooting dis-

tance when suddenly we hear a tremendous cracking
and snapping, crashing and smashing, and down comes
the bear from the top of the tree to the ground. He
strikes the ground with an awful thump and I feel sure
that he has broken every bone in his body. Before we
have time to think with a big grunt he has made himself
scarce in the btisiies. We had a hearty liugh at his ov-
penae, for he must ha^ve fallen at least'lOOft. No one was
more surprised than he was himself.
We then put our canoe about and softly proceeded

down the stream in hopes of seeing another bear, but
were not so fortunate, and were startled only by the
sharp snort and whistle of a fat buck, whose departing
footsteps we distinctly heard. We saw nothing more,
and wrapping ourselves in our heavier coats Capt. Bas-
night and his son resumed their oars and we found our-
selves at the yacht at about half-past one in the morning.

It was a proud night for me, and as the skin of the
bear' was black and handsome I expect soon to rejoice
in the possession of a nice rug for household uses.

We remained in that vicinity for about two weeks and
spent our time in quail shooting in the surrounding
coimtry. The birds are extremely plentiful, especially
in the rice fields, for there are a great many rice fields

cultivated there.

Before I close I will (as usual) tell a story. On the fol-

lowing Sunday afternoon, my cousin Fred, who was with
me, suggested that we take a little walk up the road for
a mile or two, just to see what sort of a country there
was up there. We started out, and as soon as we had
gotten clear of the swamp we found ourselves surroursded
by corn and rice fields and we obsei-ved in the distance
a white building which looked like a school hotise or
a church. We thought we would stroll up that way and
soon found ourselves in front of the door. We discovered
that it was a Sunday school, quite largely attended. We
softly entered the door and seated ourselves on one of the
rear benches, The preacher was a small, dark complex-
ioned, dapper little man, in apj^earance entirely different
from the general run of those whose services are in de-
mand in that section. He had not made more than one
or two remarks, when to our astonishment it became
evident that he was a Frenchman. The school was nearly
over, and it seems that he was just about dismissing them
and was going to tell them a story. It was so siily and
ridiculous that I must recount it. It ran thus: "Now,
leetle boys an leetle girls, I want you to keep veraquiette
an I will tell you wan leetle story before I deesmees you.
One time zere wass two leetle boys, an zey play around
in ze road in front of zeir fazzer's house, and enjoy zeir-

self. An ze fazzer [father] of zose leetle boys he stan in
ze window of bees house and like to see hees sonns enjoy
zeirzelves. Well, while zoze boys wass playing zere,

zere came along some cheekangs [chickens], an wan
of Z0Z9 boys he peek uj) a stone, he shrow ze stone, he
heet wan of zoze cheekangs an ze pore cheekang he fell

over; he keek, he die. When ze fazzer seezat cruel zing
zat hees son bass done, he call hees sonns to heem, an he
explain to zem what a weekid zing eet wa,s to kill z 3 pore
cheekang, an he say to zem, 'Now, my sonns, za,t I have
oxplam to you wliat a bad, what a cruel, what a weekid
zing it wass to keel ze pore cheekang, do you think you
would do it again?" Ze boy who have not ze stone, he
say, *no, my fazzer, I would not do soch a bad, soch a
bad eoch a cruel thing,' Iwfc ze boy who haf thrown ze

stone, he say, 'My fazzer, eef I wass play againin zeroad
in front of ze house, an some more cheekings was came
along an I haf a good stone, an wan of zem wass near to
me, I think I would try to keel him.' Now, lohich wass
ze good hoy, and wheecJi wass ze had hoyf
Nov. a. ROBT. C. LOWRY.

A WEEK ON THE WICOMICO.
WE have just rettirned from a very successful hunting

and fishing trip to Charles county, Md., where we
fotmd small game to be unusually abundant this fall.

Catfish and pickerel were found at low tide in holes made
by drumfish. In proper seasons the fishing in the Wico-
mico is first-class. The principal fishes to be caught there
are white perch, yellow perch, pickerel, catfish, and early
in the season striped bass (rockfish) and tailors (bluefish).

The two last are captured in large quantities in late sum-
mer and early autumn. I have often taken two dozen
"rocks" and "tailors" in an hour's fishing at sundown.
In my experience the hour including sundown is the best
time to fish for these species, at least it is so in the Wico-
mico.
This week's outing was taken especially for sport with

the gun, and our success was most gratifying. During
these few days I alone bagged nineteen woodcock. Most
of these were shot as they were coming down from the
forest to feed in the marshy places, my position being at
the mill-run cross roads and time just before sundown.
Partridges (quail) were plentiful enough, and I succeeded
in making a bag of thirty-seven of these one afternoon.
We were surprised to find jack snipe here so late, seven
of which were made to kick their toes to the music of my
12-gauge. Two pheasants were shot. These birds were
feeding on prickly ash berries, and were very fine ones.
Robins were very plentiful, and they too were feeding on
the ash berry.
One wild pigeon was killed, also a booby owl. Turkeys

are very scarce in these parts, in fact seldom seen. Rac-
coons and opossums are common enough, especially the
latter. One moonlight night in coming around the shore
we captured four opossums, two of which were on one
persimmon tree. Rabbits are very plentiful, and I placed
forty to my credit during the week. "Coons and pos-
sums" are just common enough to make the country
interesting to sportsmen. In coming across a field one
day our dog found a coon in a deep cover; he was a fine

one, and gave the dog one of the hardest tights we have
ever seen. The dog was so badly crippled that we could
not use him for a day or two.

It was a little too early for ducks, and few were seen.

I shot two black mallards at a single shot one evening,
A little later we can expect some ducking, and I hope to
enjoy it.

The laws in Charles county prohibit non-residents from
gunning without written permission from the property
holders, and this is doubtless one of the factors making it

a good country for small game. E. R. TODU.
WAsnr:(GTON, D. C, Nov. 20.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

CCHICAGO, 111,, Nov, 17,—Some interest is manifest in
the outcome of the suits brought by Dr. Norris and

Mr. Dale, two Chicago shooters, against the Tolleston
Shooting Club, The plea is assault, and the damages are
laid at $10,000. The facts, so nearly as obtainable, seem
to indicate that jilaintift's were shooting on the Tolleston

preserved grounds, knowing them to be such and know-
ing the strictness of the club iji trespass mattere. They
were ordered to leave by the club patrol. What reply
they made is not known, but the result was that they
received a severe beating with a club at the hands of the
patrol; young Dale being left for dead by his companion,
as the story goes. Now they want $10,000. The ToUes-
tons are hard fighters, as well as strict preservers.

Mr. Wolfred N. Low is still absent in Mexico. He took
his gun %vith him, and should have had some sport.

The entire membership of the firm of Von Lengerke &
Antoine went out shooting two days ago and killed S.'J

quail in the rain. The quail season continues to he good.
The former bag was made at North .Judson, Ind. Mr.
Frank Place and friends have again made a heavy b'^g

near Warsaw. Indeed, the birds have been unusually
abimdant below here, both in Illinois and Indiana,
No ducks to amount to much .on the Kankakee, but

some good bags in the lower Illinois country.
Over in Canada, near Chatham, Ont,, where I spent

last week, the members of the clubs owning marshes
along Lake Erie were having magnificent duck shooting.

Sheriff Mercer, of Chatham, bagged 132 one afternoon,

and a bag of forty big ducks in a couple of hours was
made not only once but often. Quail, too, were plentiful

all through the country over which the field trials were
itm, and the shooting there, if permitted, would have
been extraordmary. Canada is the home of a high gi-ade

of sportsmanship in every sense of the word. They run
to lighter guns, with no pistol grip, over there, and have
the right idea about the open shooting gun for cover
work. The Chatham men are pleasant people to meet,
but a stranger can't jump right in and go to shooting any-
where over in Canada as he can in "America," as the
Canadians call the States. Another thing about Canada
as a field is the drawback of the Customs House. When
you come out of Canada they make you open your trunk,

and your valise, and your pocketbook. I told the officer

I was a newspaper man. He made me open my umbrella
then. Maybe he remembered the time, two years ago,
when I tried to get a "$1,000 dog" over the line, and we
finally compromised on §15. I have always "had it in"

for the Government since then,

Mr. R. B, Organ tells an interesting story as to the in-

fluence of the imagination upon the palate. This hap-
pened lately in Minnesota, on the same trip when Mr.
Organ came so near losing his life. Col. W. H. Jacoby,
one of the party, killed a canvasback. This he took to

the cook and told him to skin it and fry it for his, Col.

•lacoby's, supper that night. The rest of the party pro-

tested'against so barbarous a way of treating a canvas-
back, but the Colonel said that was the way he took his'n.

In the meantime before supper Mr. Organ and two of the

l>arty got a sheldrake—or great merganser—and took it

to the cook.
"Here, Sam," they said, "you just skin this fish duck

and fry it for Col. Jacoby's supper, and don't say a word.
We'll be just one canvasback ahead."
The sheldjake appeared duly fried-.
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"Now, boys," said Col. Jacoby, as he ate some of the
fish duck, "that's what I call good. A fellow who hasn't
eaten fried canvasback has missed a great deal."
The rest of the party could not altogether agree with

him. especially Mr. Jewell Joslyn, who was not in the
secret, and said the bird tasted tiahy. The nest day Mr,
Organ and his friends tried the reverse of the experi-
ment. They got Col Jacoby 's canvasback and had Sam
skin and fry it for supper.
"Here, Colonel," said Mr. Organ, "I'll show you that

one fried duck is just as good as another. Here's some
fried sheldrake, and it's just as good as your canvasback."
"Not by a long shot!" said Colonel Jacoby, after tasting

of the fowl. "You can't fool me about ducks. This bird
is no good, it's fishy. What on earth do you want to fry
a sheldrake for?"

Mr. Jewell Joslyn again was more accurate, and
thought the canvasback good eating, though he supposed
it was sheldrake. Col. Jacoby, however, was entirely
deceived in his own taste. I think the moral should be:
Never fry a canvasback.
The feed of ducks has moit to do with their flavor.

Kill a canvasback and a mallard upon one of the rice

lakes of the West, and cook both, and I doubt whether
any epicure could tell the difference. There's many a
canvasback in the restaurants that never had auburn
hair. E. HouGH.

ONTARIO MOOSE.
TWO New York gentlemen were so impressed with

Mr. Roliih's account in October Harper''s of a moose
hunt near Mattawa, on the Ottawa River, that they went
on a similar hunt, had great success, and give a lively

account of their trip in the last issue of Forest and
Stream The sportsmen reached their destination by
way of Brockville, penetrating to a point beyond Matta-
wa, bagged a couple of moose and returned home via
Brockville. They report that others had still greater
success, and that Mr. P., a New York lawyer, had sliot a
magnificent moose from the .steamboat going up the
river a day or two before.

What we wish to point out is that the shooting of

moose is illegal in Ontario until Oct. 15, 1895. An
amendment to the act resoecting game and fur-bearing
animals, contained in 51 A^ictoria, 1888, fixes the date for
deer shooting and enacts as follows:

Deer, elk, moose, remdeer or caribou bciweeu the twentieth day
of November and the tiftcctith day ol' October; but the period here-
inbefore limited shall not, as \o moose, elk or caribou, apply be-
fore or until the fifteenth day of October, lS9j, and no moose, elk.
reindeer or caviboti shall be hunted, taken or killed between the
first day of April, 1888, and the fifteenth day of October, \Wo.

This seven years of a close period was thought neces-
sary to prevent the total extermination of the varieties

of deer mentioned, and Canadian sportsmen submittrd to
it with more or lets grace. If New York hunters come
in and evade the insjjectors one would think that a repu-
table sporting journal like Forest and Stream should
not lend itself to their cause and incite others to such un-
sportsmanlike lawlessness. Judging by the accotint given
in Forest and Stream moose are being shot down every
day along the Ottawa River in defiance of the game law,
and the provincial inspectors should make a determined
crusade against those hunters.—jTo/'onfo World.
[There is nothing in the account referred to which

would indicate that the New Yorkers intentionally or
otherwise evaded the inspectors, or knew that they were
breaking the Ontario moose law; and the article was pub-
lished by us without thought of the law. While we hold
that it is a sportsman's duty to acquaint himself with the
game laws of the country he hunts in, we recognize a
decided difference between defying a law and unwit-
tingly violating it. If our esteemed contemporary is in

earn' St in this cause, let it fit out every visiting sports-
man with a copy of the Book of the Game Laws.\

POSSUMS UP A TREE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
"The Possum Hunt," appearing in your issue of Nov.

Is, was very much enjoyed by me, taking me, as it did,

back to my boyhood days in old Virginia:" and I most
cordially agree Avith every sentiment of the -writer's with
one slight exception, this the statement that the possum
can "climb no tree whose circumference he cannot grasj)

more than half way round." I regret to differ with one
who treats his subject so well, but the facts in my expe-
jdence will not bear out this assertion of the writer, "P."
I have caught many, many possums and coons, and many
a night have I helped to cut some monarch of the forest,

measuring sometimes from 2 to 3ft. "across the stump,"
thinking at least one or more coons would be our reward,
to find when the din and crash of falling trees and limbs
had subsided only a very small specimen of the genus
possum in the jaws of the b^dly disappointed dogs. In
fact, it has often been observed by me that, generally
speaking, the smaller the possum the bigger the tree he
would select, and likewise as to the coon.
Our game prospect is only fair. Squirrels have been

plenty. Quail, I think, are fairly abundant. Bears are
"too numerous to mention." One party killed five last

week in three days' hunting, and all were killed on less

than a mile square. I haven't hunted any this fall thus
far, but am hoping to take a hand soon. A. F. R.
Hertford, North Carolina.

Will There Be Too Majtv Pheasants?— Although
the stocking of woods with game and the waters with
fish has in many instances proven successful and beneficial
it is always a risky thing to interfere with the doing of
nature. The admirable balance of nature once disturbed
is likely to create trouble. There is now no longer any
doubt that the introduction of the English sparrow has
grown into a nuisance, and that the introduction of Ger-
man carp in the rivers has baen detrimental, for nobody
has as yet found a means of limiting the increase of the
sparrows or preparing carp so that they can be eaten by
persons having a respectably-educated palate. The spar-
rows have driven the American song birds away, and
the carp have induced bass, pickerel and many other
kinds of fish to seek other waters. Only a few years ago
the Passaic afforded admirable fishing; now there is little

to be had but carp. Naturalists are well aware of the
danger attending the disturbing of the balance of nature,
and when the Eiu-opean pheasants were first introduced
in this country there were some speculations as to what
effect theae birdswould have on the American birds. But

persons who wanted to go to work carefully in this matter
were laughed down, and Legislatures promptly passed
laws affording more protection for these birds than is

accorded to American birds, the idea being to give the
immigi-ants a chance to multiply. It is now claimed that
the laws of this Sta.te in regard* to this matter are alto-

gether too severe, and that Americen game is injured
thereby. It has been found that unrestricted breeding
has resulted in the production of a disproportionate num-
ber of cocks, and that these cocks are now not only killing

the young of their own kind but also American grouse
and quail. It is said that this invariably happens when
there are too many cocks. The birds have multiplied
wonderfully, and ijromise to do as well here as did the
sparrow and carp. It has been found absolutely necessary
to get rid of some of the cocks; but this killing is contrary
10 law, as a statute of this State prohibits their killing un-
til November of next year. Mr. Rutherford, who owns
large tracts of good game grounds in Morris County, has
authorized the killing ot cocks in order to protect the rest

of his gatne, but the persons who do the killing may be
punished therefor. The birds have spread themselves over
large tracts of land in this county, coming hither from
Morris County and from Tuxedo Park. There is no doubt
that after one open season for these birds there will be
no complaint a.bout then- being too numerous.

—

Chas. A.
Sliriner in Paterson (N. J.) JPi'ess.

"That reminds me.''

BEINGr in communication with a trio of "shooting
men" a few days since, I overheard one of the tnost

remaxkable stories, which, if true, certainly "takes the
caice." We were speaking of the relative merits of two
well known dogs, and rehearsing some instances of fine
work done by them, when a darky standing near by re-
marked to a bystander, "Dat's nothin'; my old dog t'other
day sot a covey of birds in a hole, dug out near the woods
by some lumbermen fer er well, and I crept up ter see
what "twas, and throwed my coat over the hole, and
blamed ef I didn't ketch thirteen partridge [quail] and
take 'em out alive." This was told for truth and we had
no reason to doubt it, but a thick coating of silence fell

on the crowd, and we changed the subject. A dog that
could drive birds in a hole was undoubtedly ahead.
Hertitobd.K. 0., Nov.U. A. F. R.

TRULY ODD IF ODDLY TRUE.
Mr. Samuel Hickman, of Leeshurg, Va., while hunting on tlie

hanks of the Potomar-, shot a squirrel, whinh fell into the water,
where it was seized by a black bass. Hickman waded in and
lifted both squirrel and il^h clpar of the water before the bass let
go and made its escape.—IV^eio Turk Evening Pnst.

Carl Weldeck, of this city, and formerly of Paterson, killed
thirteen quail and nine rabbits at Mountain View on Tuesday.
Hib Gordon setter v/as disabled duriner the day by getting its foot
cauaht in a crack in a rock. The limb was broken and dislocated
at the shoulder, so that he shot the dog to put it out of misery.—
Nc-warK Call.

Two Oldtowu hunters down in Maine had an odd experience.
They were after partridge. Very suddenly, however, as they
w^^e walking in the woods, a startled deer sprang from tlie
bushes and made a tremendous bound, going over one huater's
head. He Itad no time to take another leap before he fell a victim.— Sprintitidd HepiMlcan.
The other day a Boston publishing house, which had recently

bought out an edition of "The Complete Angler," received a letter
addressed to Izaak Walton. Esq. It was from a clipping bureau,
informing that gentleman that his book was attracting consider-
ble atteution, and requesting to be allowed to send notices from
all papers in the United States and Canada.- Boston Herald.
Levi P.,eber, of Shoemakeraville, Berks County, has a hunting

ilog which is blind, but that don't make any difference. It is
claimed that he smells powder, and as soon as liis master is ready
for a hunt ihe canine is also. He is there at the word "go" every
time, and when he takes a start there is your rabbit, sure. On
Monday Mr. Reber and party, with this dog, secured thirty-seven
vahhita.—PMladclphia Times.

W. 0. Green was coming across the country near Hereford,
accompanied hy others, when he came up with a large buck deer
tangled up in the harbed wire of a neighboring fence. His horns
were so completely tied up in the vnre that it was with difliculty
that they were extracted after a ballet had ended his life. He
had evidently struggled for many hours to regain his liberty.—
Tombstone {Ariz.) Prospector.

A curious circumstance once happened to me at Pulney Loch.
One of my sons threw a live mouse into it, when a large trout
took it down immediately. The boy told me what had happened,
so I took my fishing rod. which was leaning against my house
close to the loch, and put a fly on. At the very first throw I
hooked a large trout, landed it, and laid it on the bank^ In two
seconds the mouse ran out of his mouth and got into a hole in the
wall before 1 could catch it.—The Penjty Magazine, (lSlt3).

The fish in the neighborhood of Sierra Leone, West Africa, are
credited with some extraordinary behavior. It is only a short
time since that one of these marine wonders ran off with a small
boat which was moored in Freelam Harbor, and a correspondent
writing from Sierra Leone, reports the drowning of a man by a
huge fish. Stephen Pratt was fishing from a canoe at Cline Town
Wharf. A fish of immense size laaped into the boat, striking
Pratt severely in the face and body and rendering him uncon^
scious. In this state he fell over the side of thehoat into the
water. His lines were tied to his feet and partly to the canoe,
and being thus entangled he tiltimatelv sank. In the meantime
time the fish had wriggled and jumped about until it had got out
of the boat again and soon disappeared in the water. The young
man who was with Pratt at once gave the alarm, and several per-
sons were attracted to the spot. The fishing lines were hauled tip
and at the end was found Pratt quite dead.—ionctoji Doi/y Chron-
icle.

Some forty years agol lived near the Boston & Albany Rail-
road, where it passes over the mountain range in western Massa-
chusetts. One warm day late in the fall one of the oldest pass-
enger locomotive engineers on the road was climbing the steep
grade in the township of Chester, running his train at about
twenty-five miles an hour. While passing through the thick
forest region which skirted the road at that point he saw a large
red fox emerge from the underbrush diiectly abreast the locomo-
tive, and taking the ditch he ran directly alongside the locomo-
tive for more than 100yds. His tongue protruded, showing great
fatigue, A moment later the cause of the singular act appeared
in the shape of a large and fleet foxhound close in the rear, and
he rapidly gained upon the fox. WTien the hound had approached
within about 10ft, of the fox the latter sprang across the track,
barely missing the cow-catcher of the locomotive. The hound
followed and was killed by the locomotive. The fox sprang upon
the bank just above the railroad ditch, stopped and looked back
with a grin of satisfaction, and was still standing there us the
train passed around a bend, cutting off the view-—07tio State
Journal.

The murder case of the State against Avery, recently tried in
Henry county, Tenn., is one of the most remarkable in the
annals of criminal jurisprudence, and proved the phenomenal
genius of the attorney for the accused, a promiuent criminal
lawyer from Cincinnati, named WaUis. In June, 188", Charles
Ensley, a cousin of Avery, was killed iu his room, while lying on
a lotmge, about 3 o'clock in the afternoon. The weapon used was
a small rifle, sending a .32cal. ball through Ensley 's brain. No
one was in the house at the time but Ensley. An empty rifle was
found lying in its rack on the side of the wall and the bullet fitted
the tube. Avery was arrested for the crime, as he was the onlv
living close relation to Ensley, and would have profited by his
death to an extent of nearly glOt),000. Avery was tried, pleaded

not guilty, hut was convicted of murder in the first degree and
sentenced to be hanged. He appealed to the Supreme Court and
engaged Mr, Wallis to defead him. The Supreme Court remanded
it back to the Circuit Court on account of technical errors. Two
mis-triala have been brought about. Now comes the strangest
part of the story. The bi'ilJlant Wallis struck the keynote to the
mystery. In Augxtat las': iie had the rifle loaded and hung on the
wall, a white sheet with the form of a man marked on it and a
heavy cut glass pitciier nf water placed on the shelf above. The
temperature was '.19° in the shade, one of the hottest days of the
yea)'. The pitcher of water acted as a sun glass and the hot rays
of the sun shining through the water were refracted directly oh
the cartridge chamber of the rifle. Eight witnesses were in the
room, and a few minutes after 3 o'clock a puff and a report,
and the ball si ruck tiie outlined form back of tho ear, and the
theory of circumstanti.ul evidence wa'? explodpd. The incident,
heing seen and swoi'ii to, readily explained itself to the jury. As
the sleeping m'tn was I V'Ug on the lounge the direct ra vs of the
sun glass heated the cartridge, causing it to e'splodts,—Mercantile
Adjuster.

Angling Talks, By George Da wson. Price 50 cents, Fly-
Bods and Fly-Tackle. By II. P. Weill. Price $2.50. Fly-
Fisldng and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. H, Keene,
Price .§1.50. American Angle7'\s Book. By Thad. Norris.
Price $5.50.

The full tests of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Book ol

the Game Laws.

DERRYFIELD BEEF.
/"CENTRAL LAKE, Mich., Nov, U.—Editor Forest and Slrcam:^ Perhaps your correspondent "Von W," will thank me for
sending you the whole of the poem from which he quoted in your
last issue. It was a squib a^'med at the town of Manchester,
Mass. (originally called Derryfleld), and I think deserves the,

honor of being emba'med in the columns of Forest and Stbeam
where so much of modern history has been preserved:

"From the eels they formed their food in chief.

And eels were called the 'Derryflell Beef,'

And the marks of eels were so plain to trace
That the children looked like eels in the face.

Such a m'ghty power did the squirmers wield
O'er the goodly men of Derryfieid,

That 'twas often said that their only care.

And their only wish, and their only prayer,

For the present world or the world to come,
Was a string of eels and a jug of rum." Kelpie.

BLACK BASS IN SANDUSKY RIVER.
AMONG the many towns along the Lake Shore Rail-

way there is none more widely known for its beauty
of location, invigorating climate and genial inhabitants
than the pretty village of Port Clinton, with the lapping
blue waters of Lake Erie roiling on the long stretch of
sandy beach at its very doors. The surroundings are
unusually picturesque. The famous islands to the north
and east; the rock-bound Catawba Island, with its sharp
lines of high wooded cliffs gently receding to a level
plateau rich in the production of fruit; in fact, it is rap-
idly becoming the most noted fruit laud in the country.
Port Clinton is the Gloucester of the West. A visit
through the fisheries will well pay the time spent, par-
ticularly where fishermen are so anxious to please and
entertain. I had the pleasure of meeting, among the
noted pound net fishermen, Hon. William E. Beuse, and
I was surprised at the welcome reception of these busy
men, and was vain enough to believe it was on account
of there being a truthful angler in town, but I soon
learned it was their nature. Mr. Bense stated that the
fishing was fairly good, but not eqtial to the demand.
He said the principal fish eaters were in Pittsburgh, and
that some of the most patient and agreeable anglers came
from that city.

"Just step in here," he said, after prying open an im-
mense pine door which led into the company's freezing
vaults. There was a noticeable difference in tempera-
ture of some fifty degrees. Hon. Frank B. Losee, who
accompanied us, declared he lost ten pounds in as many
minutes. He afterward regained it by a bet on the
weight of a ten-pound whitefish with Mr. Bense.
"We have here four tons of frogs," said the fisher-

man, ' frozen solid. They are for Pittsburgh's Christ-
mas." Cake after cake of frogs, of all sizes and shapes,
were piled above each other, like so many brick. "Will
frogs return to life when thawed?'" we innocently asked
a hardy fisherman, after backing ottt of this touch of
the north pole. "If frogs, like fish, are not killed or
injured when captured, and permitted to freeze slowly,
in a natural way, they will trndoubtedly retitrn to life.

You can form your conclusions from the following in-
cident. Some time ago the fish buildings were par-
tially destroyed by fire. In a freezing house we had
stored blocks of frogs. One side of this building was on
fire. The heat and water thawed out the frogs, and when
an opening was made in the roof hundreds of active frogs
leaj)ed out in all directions, making a strange sight through
the flames and smoke."
With this we left the good-natured people and com-

pleted our arragements to go to "the greatest large-
mouthed black bass fishing grounds in the world," of
which I promised to tell the readers of the Forest anb
Stream in a recent number.
The experiences mentioned about the white bass fish-

ing in my last ai-ticle being so uncommon to anglers at
large, and notwithstanding our close adherence to the
truthful presentation of facts, anglers who seek the re-
treats of the great Northwest thought the statements
were not made from an enthusiastic standpoint, but in-
clined to exaggeration. So I found it necessary to have
a reliable witness to substantiate what I could do if let
loose among "schools of black bass sporting around the
bends of the river undisturbed by the artful devices of
man." Accordingly Capt. Henry T. Marshall, the great
Sanger angler of the Maumee Valley, kindly volunteered
to accompany me. W, M.Montgomery and R. M. Hollings-
head are Port Clinton's crack spoon fisher cnen, and this
is saying a good deal, for from the editors and lawyers,
down to dock worm-fishermen, all have records not easily
beaten. 1 soon discovered why these gentlemen were the
recognized anglers of Portage Valley. They fish by rules
as laid dawn in books. The open pages are ever before
them on a seat in the boat. Each cast is a studied one,
and they never exaggerate the true number of bass upon
their stringers; this is a fault that many fishermen have.
They believe, as suggeoted by Dr. J. A. Henshall, tliat
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the necessary qualities of a succeSBful bass angler are,
"patience, perseverance, endurance, skill and strength."
They have learned by long experience the true knowledge
of the movements of fish in all kinds of weather. These
are the men who kindly proposed to take us to the great
bass grounds.
A large boat was placed on a dray in which we found

comfortable seats, and with sph'ndid roads and a careful
driver, we were safely landed on the shore of Sandusky
Bay, two and a half miles due south of Port Clinton,
vyhere there aw^aited our arrival another boat. The
cotmtry bordering the bay is rich in fruit and grain. I
learned that farming life was comparativelv easy, and
judging from the great number of modern buildings the
farmers are well to do. When the fields are weary with
their giving of their strength to so many harvests they
can rest for a season. The heavy land is for general
farming purposes, the light is planted in peach, pear and
other fruit, which of recent years has made this section
one of the wealthiest in the State. It was yet early in the
day when we arrived on the bay shore. Large flocks of
blackbirds covered the marsh; thousands of wild ducks
were sporting in the open water of the bay, while among
the reeds and rushes leism-ely walked many species of
rail perfectly unconcerned at the approach of any one.
Sandusky Bay is a magnificenC sheet of water, and on its
fretted bosom the eye could snatch, in the distance, bril-
liant gUmpses of the snow-white sails that sparkled in
the shadows of Sandusky city as they fell under the
beams of an autumn sun. The landscape surrounding
this bay is beautiful in itself, but still rendered more so
by the delicate aerial tints which lay on every object and
touched the whole with a mellow expression.
At this point the bay is six miles wide, and after row-

ing about three miles southwest, over a stretch of shallow
water with marsh grasses just peeping above the surface,
we came to a deep channel, the margins of which are
bordered with pond lilies, wild rice and other aquatic
plants. This is the Sandusky River channel, and is nav-
igable for very large vessels. The moment we entered
this channel Montgomery and his spoon companion, Mr.
John Robison, who had joined us at Port Clinton, began
at once to manir)ulate the spoon, closely hugging the
grass. As Captain Marshall and myself were not 'ex-
pected to use the spoor , we lingered behind, expecting to
drop anchor at the first bend which looked as if black
bass fed. The spooners were soon out of sight around
the many bend?. Before hooking on our first minnow
let me attempt to describe this comparatively new black
bass fishing ground, for it is evident that if we were com-
pelled to take a boat several miles over land and then
row the same distance, all for want of nearer accommo-
dations, it must be a new field.

Sandusky River from Fremont to where it empties
proper into the bay is one of the most romantic rivers of
our land. I ()nce took a boat at Fremont and rowed down
stream until tired; calling upon a farmer, I was informed
that I had rowed seven miles, while, "as the crow flies,"
two miles away could be seen the steeples of the little
city. From Fremont in a straight line to the bridge
where the Lake Shore crosses the bay it is seventeen
miles, while to follow the river and the channel it is esti-
mated to be thirty-one miles. Every mile has its special
attraction. A hundred objects of interest continually
present themselves at each turn of the broad, deep river.
The lofty woods, cultivated farms, clean-kept orchards,
and green meadow lands hem the very shore. All these
naturally invite the attention and awaken an interest for
the wonders of creation. The river has an even flow, sub-
ject to wind and tide of the lake. It is navigable to within
a few miles of Fremont. In all this long stretch of ter-
ritoi-y no one has been permitted to iish with any kind of
nets for twenty years. Bass, pickerel, mascalonge, carp,
eels, perch, sunfish and saugers live in comparatively un-
disturbed freedom. In the bends abong the gravelly bars
and sandy leads the farmers have no trouble, with native
bait, "to catch before breakfast a mess of bass," and
"occasionally get hold of some darned big fish we can't
land."

the first movement, the moment your lightly casted min-
now touches the desired spot, a 21bs. bass strikes it with
such force and business that a tremor creeps through
your whole system. A dozen beauties are quickly added
to your string. Then to see your friend fasten the hook
into the jaws of a four-pounder: to watch him play him
subdue him, and land him successfully and artistically is

a sight worth rowing many miles to see. And finally to
have the pleasure "of catching as many as you want" is
indeed an uncommon treat. A cool hundred of these
broad-shouldered large-mouthed bass humiliated upon t

stringer alongside of your boat, after several hours' fish
ing, IS a picture rarely seen in other quarters. I admit i

is not a rule to catch bass "as long as they will bite,
among book-reading anglers, but not like Dr. Henshall
in his Okauchee Lake catch of 153, be contented with an
even 100, although twice that number could have been
taken if desired. We are satisfied that this river contains
more black bass to the square mile than any stream in
the world. When we left to go in search of our compan-
ions the bass were still making the water foam, and at no
time would they take the spoon.
After rowing several miles up the river we discovered

our companions seriously casting the spoon, and with
strings of bass that would make a Pelee angler smile,
At the bend where they w^ere fishing the afternoon be-
fore, Montgomery_ caught with spoon dolbs. of bass in
one hour. I was informed by several resident farmers
that for twelve miles up the river "one could catch bass
at any bend, and that it was no trick at all to haul in .50

to IQO in an afternoon," We rowed a few miles up the
river, the bends became more frequent, the channel nar-
rower, the pond lilies thicker, the wild rice higher, and
Mr, Hollingshead found it no trouble to pick out a bass^
with his spoon, at every bend. There is no question but
what this is really the "finest large-mouthed black bass
fishing grounds in the world;" as evidence of this fact
the reader can form some idea as to the supposed quantity
of ba?s in the river from what a bay shore pound-net
fisherman told us upon our return to the land. He said
he procured permission to set one net in the river over
night. The next day he filled "twelve barrels with solid
black bass." j. E. Gunckel.
Toledo, Ohio-.

Nature can furnish no fairer scene than that unrolled
to the ej^e after turning the last bend in the river. There
reposing in magnificent silence is the deep, winding chan-
nel creeping through thousands of acres of marsh grasses
until lost in the broad expanse of the bay. To the rear is
the dark forest, the high bluffs which reveal the river's
course. The cooing of doves, the plover's whistle over
the upland space, the whirl of wild ducks, the flutter of
birds, the sharp notes of sea gulls, and the occasional
shadows of eagles as they swoop over the counry within
rifle shot, all tend to show how wild and secluded is the
spot. This is the river, the home par excellence of the
large-mouthed black bass, and around the bends and at
the mouths of the few streams which empty into the
river he has reveled for ages in undisturbed freedom.
Half an hour after we had entered the channel and

were leisurely rowing around the sharp bends, more par-
ticularly admiring the ever-changing scenery than look-
ing for a favorable place to fish, I carelessly called Capt,
Marshall's attention to a terrible commotion in the water
at a bend, where it looked as if there might have existed
at one time another channel. The disturbance very
much resembled ducks sporting. All about the point
the water was as smooth as glass, the fresh southeasterly
wind having no effect. He ceased rowing, stood erect
and for a moment was perfectly speechless. No one
can imagine the hajipy expression which played upon
his countenance, except those who have seen him make
a 21 run with his "registered cue," when he declared
they were bass feeding. We quietly approached nearer,
to a distance where we could not only see the fins of
bass weighing 8 and 41bs. but hundreds of them, and of
all sizes, darting hither and thither among a school of
minnows which they had evidently surrounded. A
dozen ducks could not have agitated the water more.
Now you gentle anglers who have dozed beneath the
shadows of umbrageous trees, occasionally glancing
through dreamy eyes at your motionless cork, or you
"lone fishermen" who have worked and waited for hours
at a time begging "for only one strike," or you ener-
getic, persevering anglers who have been searching for
years and would give any reasonable sum tb witness
such a scene as this; imagine yourself anchored upon the
opposite side of the stream, where your movements could
not be observed by the fish, and within easy casting dis-
tance, with light, strong tackle, several hundred choice

TROUTING IN COLORADO.
WAGON WHEEL GAP, Col.—I wonder if any of

the readers of the Forrst and Stream have had
an outing this summer in this far-away Eldorado valley,
or if any of them have cast a fly on the swift, clear-
waters of the Rio Grande and taken the lustv trout that
make their homes among the boulders of that stream.
I have no doubt some of them have, for your readers are
not confined to the eastern slope of the continental divide;
but if they have, I have failed to see any account of their
fishing or climbing.
At the hotel at Wagon Wheel Gap there is a board

hung on the log wall, with a rude outhne of a fish upon
it, discolored on its lower half with red chalk, and under-
neath it this legend written: "G P

, champion
fisherman, 741bs,, March — , 1889." I didn't see that one
caught, but I did see one caught, or, rather, after he was
caught, which weighed 4ilbs. on Fairbanks' standard
scales, measured 83.1in, in length, and in proportion and
coloring was the most beautiful fish I ever saw. This
fish was laid on a large sheet of drawing paper, outlined
and painted in oil. It had a dark grayish brown body to
the middle, where a sort of water color line of parting
extends from gills to tail. This parting line, by the way,
is found also in the flesh beneath the skin. Over this
grayish brown body, which darkens toward the top of
the back, are scattered specks in spots of a darker brown,
almost black. From this line toward the belly and along
the sides the color is a bright vermilion, and the belly is
white; dorsal and tail fins a dark straw color, thickly
dotted with dark brown spots; large eye, and proportions
as nearly perfect as it is possible to imagine.
The shining eyes of friend John as he came in to the

ranch before breakfast one morning with that fish was a
thing to be seen once and to be ever after remembered;
especially when it is remarked in passing that John is a
most enthusiastic sportsman, a most ardent and indus-
trious fisherman, who spent his whole two weeks vaca-
tion in the Rio Grande, wading its swift and icy waters
from early morn till frosty eve, without waterproofs of
any sort, intent upon taking the speckled beauties: that
he had been a fisherman all his life and had never before
secured such a prize, and that he was a confirmed old
bachelor and had never felt his heart beat and his pulses
quicken under the flashing eye of woman.
At the ranch where we were domiciled there were

drawings of one of two catches by the owner, Mr, P.,
showing larger fish than this one of John's, but it was
conceded that a lovelier fish had never been caught out of
the Rio Grande. It was a labor of love to transfer this
fish to canvas; speckled fins, flashing eye, vermilion red,
Caledonian brown, and all that the bachelor fisherman
might frame and hang in his apartments in Puebla, this
counterfeit of the trophy of his skill with rod and reel.
Long may you live John, and many times may you in-
dulge yourself in the exquisite delights of wading that
swift and chilly stream, sans waders, with your nine
flies (so that the fish may have a choice), your dim-
colored broadbrim shading your ruddy and ruddily-
whiskered countenance; and may you often bring to
basket doublets and triplets, and I shall not very much
envy you if you have a triumphant tussle with old
Whiskers himself. (Note.—Old Whiskers is the cham-
pion fish of the stream

;
weighs lOlbs. by estimate. Has

oft been hooked, but never landed.)
Truly, the fishing on the Rio Grande is the very per-

fection of sport. Though the writer took no 4-pounders,
he did take several of less weight, and though the water
is swift and an occasional header into the cold water
may reward the incautious step and slip upon the slip-
pery stones on its bottom, still there is to a lover of sport
rich reward, in the striking, playing, and landing of
these gamiest of all fish. There is nothing worth having
to be gained without effort, as one of our party, a
Denver banker, sageJy remarked as he came home one
evening with a nearly empty basket, and though wading
down mid-stream (or still worse, wading up), with water
well up to the top of your wading boots, for hours over
slippery stones, is not a lazy man's ideal of happiness,

so delightful to tired city eyes, weary with book and pen,
and those resinous odors of the ever green pines and firs
and cedars, so grateful after the smell of city traflic and
city sewers, that tired limbs and luckless headers, and
even empty baskets are almost forgotten.
And then the glad return after the fishing is over, that

broiled grouse, that browned trout: that cream, ah, that
cream! so thick that a spoon would stand upright in it,
and so sweet and rich, and those red mountain-gathered
raspberries that greeted us, the tired and hungry waders;
with what words, O Boniface, shall I describe them.
Why, John, I believe, made a vow when he came to

that hospitable board (not that if flesh maketh my
brother to err I will taste no flesh while the world stand),
that while in this land of fish and game and moun-
tain berries and superlative butter and milk and cream,
he would taste no other meat, so help him Epicurus; a
vow, by the way, he religiously or otherwise kept. Me-
thmks if all sins could be atoned for by such penance, the
way to heaven were easy. Every day was Friday with us
all the time we were there.
The fishing was the chief thing, and all indulged in it

more or less. Further up the river the ladies donned the
waders and took a hand, and enjoyed the sport, too
greatly. Now, it is not to be concluded from this that we
had no ladies at our ranch. Yea, verily, we did have lady
boarders, and young lady neighbors, who looked on with
interest while fathers and la-others, not to say sweet-
hearts, caught the fish; but came in for their innings
when evening and croquet, lawn tennis, music, or tiie
puppies were on hand; and did not disdain to play a good
second to the aforesaid brothers, etc, when it came to
putting away the trout from the dinner table.
That word puppies must not be misunderstood. I

hasten to explain that at the P. ranch there were about
six half-grown water spaniel puppies, the shaggiest, play-
fullest, lovingest, teasingest puppies that ever tore a
1-ddy s skirts or played fox and goose with the kittens; and
there they were all day; and like puppies of veritable good
taste they fell in love with the young ladies of course;
and a romp whenever they met was the inevitable result.

Yes, the fishing vA^as fine, the climate delightful, the
eating all that could be desired, the children the healthi-
est, heartiest of squallers, the sky blue, the sun bright,
the showers wet, the white tents like far off sails at sea,
suggestive of humanity and companionship, but running
through it all, ever present, never forgotten, like the
solemn monotone of the throbbing sea beat upon a lonely
shore, was the thought born of the silence, the solidity,
the majesty, the eternity of those pine- clad, snow-capped
mountains,' of our own transientness and littleness after
all. That grand diapason in stone, that mighty mysteri-
ous, unread and unreadable volume, the everlasting hills.

Texas.

ANGLING NOTES.
AAVELL-KNOWN New York sportsman, now residing

at Beloxi, Miss., writes us that for fishing that
place is unsurpassed. Weakfish, bluefish, sheepshead,
and redfish (channel bass), can he caught in numbers
sufficient to satisfy the most exacting angler, and in the
fresh-water ponds and streams the big-mouth bass take
the fly all through the year. Good quarters can be found
at the Montrose Hotel.

Were it not for the long sea voyage and the insect
pests what a paradise for anglers Newfoundland would
be. In the northern part of the island there are hundreds
of lakes and ponds, streams and rivers that are absolutely
virgin waters and teeming with speckled trout. Otter
and eagle are the only creatures that disturb the fish in
that great wilderness. While hunting there this fall we
could see the trout darting in every direction when we
forded the brooks; but when one is hunting big game he
has no time to stop and fish, besides which most of the
ponds were covered with ice and the trout were spawn-
ing. We caught a few with our hands in the smaller
brooks to see if they were the same old favorites, and we
found they were the true speckled trout.
Our men told wonderful tales of 5 and 61bs, sea trout

that frequented the head of Hall's Bav during June and
July, together with many a sly allusion to the salmon
and grilse they had netted. Of course the poor settlers
have no other way of getting them and it is not hkelv
that these poverty-stricken and half-starved whites and
Indians are going to deny themselves either trout or sal-
mon when their herring nets are so handy, and the pools
are filled with fish.

We had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Maurice Thorbura
in St. John, Newfoundland. This gentleman is the
crack angler of that island, and a thorough sportsman in
every way. While we were enjoying a little game supper
at his cosy bachelor apartments, he showed us two fine
specimens of speckled trout preserved in alcohol, one of
which weighed, when caught, a little over 41bs.. and the
other 31bs. They were taken in Lake George only a few
miles from St. Johns. Sir. Thorbiirn related with much
pride, as well he might, how he killed eight of these
superb trout during some two or three visits to this lake,
using the brown-hen dressed on a No. 8 hook. He said
very many people had fished for them unsuccessfullv, as
they required the lightest of tackle and only would" rise
to a fly late in the evening. Scarlet-Ibis.

Feeding Habit of Trout.—Mr. Orestes Pierce, who
supplies the city of Portland, Cal., with water, has splen-
did facilities for rearing fish and devotes a portion of his
leisure to their introduction and propagation. When
catfish were fashionable Mr, Pierce obtained some of the
Eastern stock and placed them in a reservoir. Now he
has catfish enough and to spare, but, although their
number is legion, they do not grow large, and because of
a prejudice against their whiskers the Chinese can not
be induced to eat them. Michigan whitefish have been
successfuly acclimated by Mr, Pierce also and their
growth is very satisfactory—but, to return to the trout.
The cherished pets of the establishment were a lot of
sleek and handsome trout, some of which, for conveni-
ence of display, were kept in a large crate moored in one
of the lakes near the olfice. The trout were regularly
fed and were always on hand to be admired by the
numerou-s visitors. Oo one occasion the crate was

..i,',,-^ - . . . - , hauled up above the surface of the water for some pur-
still that mountain air is so pure and fresh, and those pose when it was discovered that the bottom had fallen

wows iow to act under such oiroumstanGes. Now watch I their nearer, ever shifting tints at purple and brown are the Inolosure about feeding time from forde of habft,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, III., Nov. 17.—Scientists wiU please come

to the front now a,nd wonder what the ''landlocked
salmon." "deep-water trout," or "salmon trout," of Trout
Lake, Wis., is. This fish is taken nowhere else in Wis-
consin so far as known, and is taken there only late in
the fall or early in the spring, just as the ice goes out. It
usually takes the phantom minnow, trolled very deep,
in the spring. About Nov. 1 Mr. W. H. Haskell, of this
city, brought down one of these "landlocked salmon,"
which he took in Trout Lake on a spoon. The fish
weighed IS^lbs. , and was eaten by a party of nine Chicago
friends of Mr. Haskell. I did not see this fish, but it is

described as a beautiful one. Elsewhere I have heard
these fish described as similar to the lake trout of the
Gi-reat Lakes, and I have also beard mention of their
".silvery scales." This is all I can learn about them, and
I should be very glad to see a specimen.
Another oddity in fish life in the West. Do bass spawn

twice a year, or do they ever spawn in the fall? It would
be supposed that the spawning of bass, even in the
northern lakes, would be done by July or August at
furthest; yet three weeks ago last Monday Mr. W. H.
Lees brought to Chicago three magnificent bass, total
weight 16lbs., which he had caught iu Fourth Lake,
Madison, Wis., all of which were females full of spawn,
as was proved incontestahly. The roe seemed fully de-
veloped and the appearance of the fish would have indi-
cated that they were about to spawn soon. I do not
remember to have heard of a similar instance of late
spawners.
Mr. J. Jeff Smith, of Channel Lake, one of the Fox

Lake waters infested by ice fishers, presents a strong
petition for appointment as resident warden for that dis-
trict, and is indorsed by the leading men of Antioch, who
wish to see that abuse stopped for the sake of their
summer customers. Mr. Smith thinks that a mere warn-
ing will stop George Clark and the other more persistent
ones, and says that if appointed will prosecute at once
where warning fails. He says that Clark's summer busi-
ness was hurt last summer by the showing up he got in
Forest and Stream last winter. This ia just as it ought
to be. If people up Antioch way want us to come up
there in the summer and hire their boats, and eat their
ham and eggs, and buy their souvenir spoons, it behooves
them to stop this winter fishing, so that we can have a
show for our money in the summer. This is pure equity.
Moreover, thanks to Forest and Stream, it's an Illinois
law.
As was predicted would be the case, high water has

come in the Kankakee River, and found the Momence
fishway not yet in, nor is it likely to go in now before
next summer. Mr. H. Worcester, agent for the dam
owners, explains that it would be necessary now to open
the dam, which would incur expense. The dam being
under the injunction of the railway, they do not like to
move until the property right is settled, but promise to
open a section of the dam during the spring run next
year.
In regard to the delay on this and other fishways, Mr.

F. L. Buck, the warden who had this in charge, explains
that he did all he could under the law, the statute,
amended by practical agreement in 1889 (Sec. 3) provid-
ing in favor of the dam owners that the fishway shall
not "impair the usefulness" of the dam. He also points
out that the fishway at Kankakee town was put in its

present out of the way location by consent of Dr. Bartlett
of the Fish Commission, and that other fishways also
rest their responsibility on Dr. Bartlett's broad shoulders.
Mr. Cole and I also were told that Dr. Bartlett directed
the building of the way at Kankakee, but we were told
this by the dam owners, and not by Dr. Bartlett himself.
To the contrary. Dr. Bartlett has just informed Mr. Cole
to the dii-ect opposite of this. The fact seems to be that
the dam owners promised Mr. Buck they would do
several things which they never did do, which latter fact
was developed by the trip of inspection made by Mr.
Cole and myself, when we found the ways far from
being in condition to warrant the issuance of certificates.
Between us all, however, I don't doubt that these fish-
ways will be built, and not only in a legal but in an
effective manner.
Fish are dying by thousands in Vermilion River, prob-

ably from sulphureous water from the Streator coal
mines turned into that stream. The stench from the
dead fish has been very bad near Lowell. This mortality
is not uncommon in the Vermilion, and that stream has
the reputation of being very poor fishing water.

Dr. J. A. Henehall, of the World's Fair Fish Exhibit,
called at my office when I was out of town. I wish I
could get Dr. Henshall in one hand and one of our small-
mouth—big-mouth, half-way bass in the other, so we
could settle a thing or two. But when the World's Fair
comes we shall have all these things on exhibition.
Nov. 18.— 1 notice the remarks of Mr. E. S. Waters, of

Holyoke, Mass., upon the Kankakee fishways, and am
very willing to agree with him that he knows a great
deal rnore about the Wilmington dams, and the Kanka-
kee River, and a great many other things, than I do. I
thank him also for his correction of my statement that
the "Wilmington dams have no mills upon them," for it

is true, as I believe, that the lower and smaller dam is

used. The great upper dam stands apparently quite idle.

The canal service of the Kankakee is now in disuse. By
different parties about Wilmington I was told that the
upper dam is kept in repair In the hope of selling it, and
because the title, more or less imperfect, of a certain
amount of adjacent land was in some way wrapped up
in the maintenance of this dam. These parties also said
that it was desired to sell these lands. This was what I
meant by "speculative purposes," and although it is not
an essential point, I am very glad to be corrected upon it.

Should the sale be made, however, and should the "em-
ployment be given to thousands," I can see no reason why
the State of Illinois should not receive this benefit, and
still have left the right to say, without serious discussion
with ilr. Waters over it, whether or not it cared to have
fishways put in for the benefit of the fish, and for the
benefit of possible anglers, be they few or many. This is

really the essential point. It is not for dam owners to

Pronounce upon or to weigh benefits, or to divide classes,
t is not for Mr. Waters or me to say whether or not this

fishway law is right. It is there on the statutes, and it is

in force. Those fishways are required by law to go in.

The Kankakee Association was organized, in part, to see
that they do go in. They will go m.
We did not measure the big dam at Wilmington, and

I am glad to have the advice that it is 15 and not 17ft. in
height. From a dozen different sources we had heard
the height stated as 17ft. It appeared simply a gigantic
wall across the river at the very low stage of water at
which we saw it. I should not like to contradict a gen-
tleman, especially in so public a place, and Mr. Waters'
statement that fish go over the big Wilmington dam
must be left unchallenged except of other readers' experi-
ence and observation. 1 simply say that that must have
been during a very high and very unusual stage of
water. At the highest water of last spring, for instance,
I stood below an 8ft. dam over which the most active
fish could not go, let alone those heavy with spawn. As
I understand it, a fishway is no obstruction to the run-
ning of fish, even in high water. As to their being a
help in the average stage of water, there ia, provided the
way is put in properly, no question whatever among the
men who ought to know and who do know about that.
For the Massachuaetts bass I can not speak, but these
are Illinois bass, and they are progressive enough to go
over a fishway, fast and plenty, and we all know that
too well to talk about it.

The question of the "spring run" and the fall dropping-
back is something which I know little about, nor does any-
body I ever met, I do know that the main breeding
grounds of this waterway are far below Wilmington and
below Marseilles, on what are known as the "Meredosia
flats." That is where the LTnited States Government gets
its young fish for distribution. W^e think fish hatched
there go up the river, indeed spread all through it. That
there is in the spring a general up-stream movement of
the fish, if possible far beyond the "first reach above the
pool where they wintered," all anglers know and Mr,
Waters ought to know. If blocked by a dam they can't
go up. But (V. Waters, ^ 3, Forest and Stream 313),
authorities hold that a loft, dam cannot block them.
Then I should ask Mr. Waters why they go to the trouble
of ascending the boiling flood which pours over such a
dam at such a time?

If Mr. Waters will pardon me, I believe he is iu error
as to the hook and line fishing below a dam in Illinois, as
he says, "If no Illinois angler can fish within half a mile
of these dams, when will the Illinois man get his in-
nings?" The statute prohibits the catching of fish, "ex-
cept minnows for bait, with any device or means other
than a hook and line, within one-half mile of any dam,"
etc., etc. Therefore it is precisely the angler who may
lawfully fish under a dam. Our best Chicago anglers,
however, do not fish directljr under a dam, especially
during the spring run. It is legal, but not sportsman-
like.

As to the general conclusion which Mr. Waters reaches,
namely, that the more dams the more fish, there need be
small concern that it will receive serious attention any-
where but here, nor would it here were it not for the fact
that sometimes wrong impressions are taken up by those
who are ready for them, and there are wrong impressions
enough out now among the opposers of this good fishway
work. The Kankakee and Fox River associations are
already familiar with the statements of those owning or
interested in dams, though it ia only fair to say that these
have been usually arranged in a more accurate and logi-
cal way than that adopted by Mr. Waters. I don't claim
to know the ultimate facts about fish life, and I never
made but one continuous trip down the Kankakee River,
and though I tried to see both sides of the river and both
sides of the case, I can only thank Mr, Waters for help-
ing us oullx)n all that.

Nov, 19H—The fish fight in Illinois goes bravely on, in
season and out of season. Two letters to President Cole:

iLttNOLS State Fish OOAimasiON.—Qaincy. HI., Nov. 16, V^l.—
Mr. Geo. E. Cole, Chicago, HI: My attorneys iu the matter of
trespass suit tried at Rushville, in whicti a verdict of $63.00 was
found B.gainst me, have obtained a new trial, the Judge reversing
himself, so to speak. This looks more encouraging.—S. P. Bart-
LBTT.

Illinois Vallkt Fisa and Game Protective Association.
—La Salle, 111.—Geo. E. Cole, Chicago: I have much pleasure in
informing you that we have last week made the initial arrest
under the law against seining above Copperas Creels, dam. The
arrest was of two men who own and use a small steamboat for
flfthing. We tried them in Putnam county. They were defended
by counsel, had a jury trial and resulted in a verdict in nur favor
with a fine of $40 and costs. We have the steamboat levied upon,
and I think members of our association will purchase it, so in the
spring you can look for an invasion of Chicago from the canal by
the members of our association. We expect to move on the Sen-
achwine Lake people very soon,-H. L. Watlington, Sec'y.

From all sides come reports that "Forest and Stream
is the only paper for fishing news." Or any other field

sport news.
Nov. 20.—I want to jerk the sombre robe of prophesy

around me for a few moments, and say something which
seems to have occurred to no other pajjer. It is about a
State league of all our difl'erent protective associations.
This I have mentioned before in a general way, some time
ago. I believe this union into one working body of all

our active organizations is a possible and a practical
thing. Let us go further, and even call it a probable
thing. The annual meetings of the Fox River and Kan-
kakee River associations draw on apace (Jan. 14). That
opportunity ought not to be allowed to go by of taking
formal steps toward a State league. It is time now that
means should be discussed toward that end. The Kanka-
kee Association was prophesied in these columns. Why
should not the Illinois State League be prophesied also?
The Fox River Protective Association has practically

ascomplished its work. The Illinois Valley Protective is

doing its work well, as per the record in these columns.
We have also the Rock River Protective, and I believe
also the Vermilion River Protective, and the Astoria
Protective, and the Beardstown Rod and Gun Club, and
perhaps yet other sti-ong societies devoted to the enforce-
ment of the fish laws. For mutual interest and joint
benefit these societies ought to unite. Good work has
been done aheady. It is not a drop in the bucket com-
pared to what the State League could do.
The method of this is easy. There should be a call

issued at the meetings of the Fox and Kankakee associa-
tions Jan. 14 for delegates to meet at Springfield for or-
ganization. These delegates should elect a president and
also a secretary. The latter ought to be a paid officer,

and he ought to be an attorney, so that he could prosecute
game law cases at call. The State Fish Commission
ought to be willing to devote a part of its fund to the
salary of such a man. This is business. No man could
take that work except for pay, for it would absorb most
of his time.
With such an officer ready, and with such a fund aa

oould be gotten together, it would be possible to prose-

cute promptly any violation reported by the local men
from any given point. The local associations would re-
main in full force and activity, and the larger union give
them all a greater power. A very pronounced benefit
arising from such a society would be its political signifi-
cance and influence upon legislation. It would give
the sportsman a dignity which he has never yet held at
Springfield, and put ns all in far better jjosition to ask
for changes and additions in our game laws.
These things are easy to talk about. In other States

they may have been talked about. But these younger
protective societies out here in Illinois have of late had
such a way of getting there that it is safe to say that a
movement of this sort would not end in talk.

E, Hough,

A WEEK ON DEAD LAKE, MINN,
" /^OME, get up. Do you know what time it is? John

has been waiting an hour for you." This was the
greeting I received from my friend Colehour one October
morning as the light was breaking into my window, and
the John he mentioned was a mutual friend, John Foster,
from Chicago, who had written that he would be along that
morning for a week's outing with me at any place that I
might choose, Colehour could not go, as he was to meet
a party of friends later in the week and go into camp
with them. I was soon up, dressed and getting my
breakfast, and in a short time Foster and I were on our
way to Dead Lake, this being the place I had decided on
for our outing. Our camp outfit and a boat was loaded
on a wagon, and we made seats for ourselves in the boat
on top of all. Leaving the village of Battle Lake, we
went around the west end of the lake of the same name,
on past Silver Lake, over the Red River where it leaves
the famous Otter Tail Lake, on our right being the lake,
on the left a high bluff surmounted by many mounds,
remains of the mound builders; on over the Amor prairie
and finally into the rough wooded country which sur-
rounds Dead Lake. Three miles of rough road, boulders,
hills, sink holes, jolting and tossing, Foster grimly asking
now and then, "flow much more there was of that?" At
last we came out into the little valley through which runs
Dead River, and in a short time were on the shore of the
lake and our fifteen-mile ride at an end. After unload-
ing we started the driver back with the team, instructing
him to return for us Saturday. Where should we make
our camp? On the shore or out on the island?

"Let's get as far away from every one as we can," said
Foster. So we loaded all our dunnage into the boat and
went for Isle au Mcllvaine, about two miles off. Here
we found a beautiful camping place and established our-
selves for the week. How we did enjoy it. The point of
the island where we were camped was a famous duck
pass. Here we generally had some shooting each eve-
ning, not great shooting as the weather turned warm.
Just off the peninsula opposite us was a famous place for
large-mouth black bass, and there any evening between
4 and 6 o'clock we could get all the fish we wanted, fine
fellows, too, running from 3 to 4lbs.

The best fishing Ave had was one morning when we
went to an island about a mile above us, after woodduck,
large numbers of which were always to be found there.
Our success after the ducks was not great that morning,
so we went back to the boat, rigged up our rods, and
tried for bass off a rocky point on the north side of the
island. Were they there? Well, yes, rather. The first

cast Foster made brought to the net a 4lbs, small-mouth,
and directly I had the mate to it. Soon we were each
fighting with a fish; then I had one, then Foster, and
thus we kept on until thirteen of the gamy beauties lay
in the boat, the smallest weighing a trifle over 31bs. and
the largest slightly over five. 'Twas rare sport. "What
will we do with the fish?" I asked when the thirteenth
one was landed. "Blessed if I know," said Foster, "guess
we'd better stop," "Let's take them over to Carpenter's."
"All right." We strung the fish, and rowing to the
mainland we started for Carpenter's, about half a mile'
away through the woods. The fish made a good load for
us. When we reached the house we found no one at
home, so we went into the kitchen and laid the fish in a
row on the table, and a fine sight they vvere, wrote "Com-
XDliments of the season" on a piece of paper, signed our
names, pinned it on the largest fish, went back to the
boat and to camp. How we did enjoy that week. One
day the wind blew so hard we could not leave the island.
Another day it was so summer-like that we took a bath
and did not find the water disagreeably chilly. Wednes-
day morning as we looked across the lake we saw tents
up on the shore, and knew that a party of friends from
Chicago and Kansas City were there, and that evening
some of them came over to call and urge us to move over
to their camp. But we preferred to stay on our island.
All too soon came Saturday morning, when we must go.
Reluctantly we took down the tent, packed up, loaded
the boat, and bid adieu to the island. We ate dinner
with our friends and then started for Battle Lake, which
we reached in time for Foster to take the evening train
for Chicago. Myron Cooley.
Detroit City, Minn.

Central Lake HERRiNas.—Central Lake, Mich., Nov,
16.—The advance guard of the herrings appeared on the
afternoon of the 14th in our river. They were reported
as seen in the river at Bellake at least sixteen days before
that. From Bellaire to the head of the Intermediate
River and foot of Central Lake is nearly or quite two
miles, and the lake is about seven miles long. I think it

quite likely that the home of these fishes is in Torch Lake,
and it would seem that they move quite slowly on their
annual migration if it takes them more than two weeks
to advance nine miles.—Kelpie.

Mr. R. B. Marston, editor of the London Fishing
Gazette, is also president of the Societv for Promoting
the Reading of Papers among Angling Clubs.

This May Be Read Two Ways, But Ojtlt One Right
Way.—As the fellow said about the buggy he particularly
liked, that it was the last cue he expected to own; so I say
the Forest and Stream is the last paper I expect to sub-
scribe for.—G. W, S. (Mississippi).

A Book About Indians.—The Forest and Stream -wlU mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen illustrations from the volume.—jidu.

The Velvet Train of the Monon Route between Chicago and
Giacinnati offers the best and moet luxurloua eeryice obtSoable
between those polats.—
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THE FLORIDA WEST COAST.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have this day mailed you Forfc Myers Press marked,

calling your attention to an angling excursion of J. J.
Tooke and self week before last. I am, I think, conserva-
tive in my statements as to this locality, since I am not a
boomer. The Press editor made a mistake as to the
number, we caught 143 instead of 144 in two hours' time
on live bait, the fish were small, only averaging about 1^
to 31b3. Mr, Tooke hooked a Jewfish that was undoubtedly
5 to 6ft, in length, and would probably weigh 250 to 300lbs.
The tackle parted, hence we failed to weigh him, I have
rigged up some heavy tackle and will try them again
next week.
Mr. G, S. Loyd took my Gordon Betsy Bobbet one day

last week and after dinner killed 30 quail. Of course in
the immediate vicinity of the town deer and turkey are
not plentiful, but by going 12 to 30 miles one can find the
finest shooting in the United States, I believe, on turkey
and deer. Our deer arfe small, very much smaller than
in the North, but they are the same wild deer, and can
jump, dodge, buck and caper the same as the bucks of the
North Woods. Once the Northern sportsmen learns this
country (I used to be one of them, but old age, I reckon,
more than anything else, holds me close to my ofiice)
they wiU come here during the winter months where they
can hunt in a temperatmre very like that of New York in
Mdy and June; and that a world of game is here there
san be no question.
I have several friends coming down this winter to in-

vestigate my "big lies," as they call them. Tell the boys
to come, and they will see more deer and turkey in a
given length of time than they can find elsewhere, outside
of Florida. We have parties here who can be engaged to
guide any one through the cypress, and will guarantee
sport. There are no regular guides, as the Northern
sportsman is unknown here. Walter F. Micexe,
FOHT Myers, Florida.

The Press item reads: One day last week, we think it
was Saturday, Messrs. W. F. Mickle and J. J. Tooke
caught 144 jack liah, weakfish and channel bass in two
hours' time. We acknowledge the present of one of the
jack fish, which was highly relished for one meal.

TENCH FOR AMERICAN WATERS.
MR, E. G. BLACKFORD, president of the New York

Fish Commission, has given these interesting facts
about a new fish for American waters:
These tench are an entirely new variety of fish to

American waters. The original narent fish were broueht
over from England and placed in breeding ponds in
Washington, D. 0., of the United States Fish Commis-
sion. These fish wei-e hatched at th« United States Fish
Commission's station at Neosho, Me. Two years ago
twenty-three fish in number were taken from the ponds
at Washington, D. C, to the above station. This year
there will be distributed 36,000' young fish, the product of
the original twenty-three of two years ago. These fish
will grow to weigh 2 to Bibs, each, and are said to be a
good table fish as well as affording sport to the angler.
The tench prefers still waters to running streams, more

especially thriving in reservoirs, ponds full of water
weeds and pits from which clay has been excavated for
brick making. It seems also to do better in foul and
weedy than in clean water, and in broad and sluggish
rivers rather than those which flow with considerable
velocity.

It is generally seen in small companies, and appears to
frequently keep near the bottom, except during tne sum-
mer, when, more especially during the spawning time, it

lies near the turface among the weeds. Although pos-
sessing a very thick skin, covered with a large amount of
slimy mucus, it seems to be very susceptible to cold, and
has been credited with passing a considerable portion of
the winter months in a semi-lethargic condition, buried
in semi-aquatic mud. It will dive down into the mud in
order to escape from nets. It is very tenacious of life, in
which respect it is little inferior to the eel. Examples
have been known of the tench living for an entire day
out of water. It feeds on Inseefcs, larvas, worms and
vegetable substances.
The largest tench on record in England weighed lllbs.

9ioz. In angling for them the best bait is worms. They
spawn during the months of June and July. The
eges are small and are deposited in the weeds. Over
300,000 eggs have been found in one single specimen.
According to an English authority, it is esteemed as a fair
table fish. These fish are found in nearly aU. the fresh
waters of Europe as well as those of Asia.

CASTALIA TROUT AGAIN.
.Editor Forest and Stream:

1 notice tbat Mr, Hougli comes at me again in your issue of
Nov. 12 concerning the matter of tlie origin of tlie trout in
Caatalia stream. 1 have not at hand the articles written upon
the subject by Mr. Hough and myself some months aso, but my
recoil ciion upon the matter is that I did not qupstion his state-
ments but did ciuestion the reliability of his sources of informa-
tion. As yet I see no reasoa to change mv views upon the sub-
ject, notwithstanding the fact thai: Mr. Potter never caught or
saw any trout there before the artificial stocking. Scores of peo-
ple were born and raised contiguous to that stream who never
droppbd a hook into those waters or any other, and who had not
the slightest knowledge of the subject in question. Hundreds of
people have fished in known trout, streams without getting a bite,
Other-s again have had puocess and their testimony la worth a
cloud of witDPsses who never caught anything. I havft hereto-
fore named two well-known eentlemen who <!id take trout there
40 years ogo and I saw the li'oat in at l-'asc one instance.

Sir. Potter says he never saw or beard of me until within the
last year or two. Just what that has to do with the oritcin of
trout in the C'istalia stream I leave it for Mr. Hough to explain.
Mr. Po'ter thinks it very sir mae chat as many jears as he knew
L>r, Garlick, he never heard nim mf-ntloa the name of Castalia or
Milton P. Priirce. Well, 1 lived several years at Cleveland (Dr,
Garlick's residence), and probably saw the Doctor five times
where Mr. Potter did once; took my first lessons in flshculture
from Cini and Dr. Garlick, and in all those yen.rs did not hear
either of them mention the name of Mr. Potter nor Castalia; but
as hefore stated, they did several times speak of taidng trout
from Cold Cr<-eK, which is identical w^th the Castalia stream.
Mr Potter's argument remi'iil^, one of the "old chestnut" story of
the chap who was •'leing tried for a crime, and several witnesses
were introduced who sa w 'lim commit ih-- crime, lie ,'=out;ht to
offset this testimony by introriu;ing dounle thenumber cf p -rsons
who did not see the crime committed At the very outset of Mr.
Potter's remarks he says he is averse to entering into any contro-
versy with me, yet he opens one with such uncomplimentary as-

sertions as I have quoted. The very fact that he claims to have
never beard of me until -within a year or two will cause a smile
to come over the features of the readers of Forest anu Stbeam
for the past twenty years, and they will smile to think what an
atten tive reader he has been of the current flshcultural literature
which has appeared in all these years.
I will say that lam quite familiar with the history of the fish

preserves of the Castalia Stream, and have the highest admira-
tion for those connected with them and besides have only senti-
ments ot commendation for the enterprise, yet "all the same,"
trout inhabited most of the headwaters of streams discharg-
ing into Lake Brie at the time the region was settled hv white
people.
Old Clevelanders acquainted with Dr. Garlick will be amused

at the assertion th.at the Doctor would for an instant attempt to
guy a friend, particularly one who entered fully into his flshcul-
tural views, which were ridiculed by some of the ''smart Alecks"
of that day. That class wotild have been liable to have been
guyed by Di-. Ackley, who was a grim wag indeed, as well as a
more enthusiastic and expert sportsman than his co-laborer and
friend Garlick.
Several Ohio anglers besides Mr. Potter have disputed my as-

sertions concerning native trout being in northern Ohio waters,
say fifty years ago, declaring that the domestic trout of Castalia
were the first ever seen in Ohio waters. As I believe I have already
stated m your columns, I repeatedly saw wild trout in Ashtabula
county waters fifty years ago, and now Mr. Potter remembers
having caught many a good string of native trout in the Chagrin
River in company with Dr. Garlick. He locates that stream in
Granger county. There is no such county in Ohio. Chagrin
River discharges into the lake from Lake county, which adjoins
Asr. tabula county. Milton P. Peibce.
Columbus, 0., Nov. 16.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment in Disease. By
Ashmont. Price $2. Kennel Becord and Account BooTi.
Price $3. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price ^1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of
all Breeds. Price so cents.

All connmunlcations must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
[{For fuller detaiM see issue of IVby.

DOG SHOWS.
Dec. i to 8.—Sixth Annual, at Rockford, 111.
Dec. 10 to 14.—Freeport, 111. T. E. Taylor, SeCy.
Dec. 30 to Jan. S.—Gloversville. N. Y, F. B, Zimmer, Sec'y.

1893.

Jan, 5 to a—Albany, N, W, C. Hous», Fort Plain, N.Y., Sec'y.

Feb. 9 to 12.—Chieago, 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y.
Feb. 16 to 19.—Jackson, Mich. U. E. L. Kimball, Seu'y.
pp.b. 23 to 26.—New York. James Mortimer, Supt.
MRrci. 1 to 4.— Philadelphia, P*. F. S. Brown, Sec'y.
March 8 toll.—Washington, D. C. F. S.Webs (er, 738 B'way.N.Y.
March Li to 18 —Pittsburgh, Pa. W. E. Littell. Sec'y.
April 7 to 10 —Boston, Mass. E. H. Moce, Sec'y.
April 20 rn 33 —Los Angeles, Oil. O. A. Sumner, Sec'y,
May 4 to 7,—San Franci«co, Cal. H. L. Miller, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 30 —Central Field Trials, Lexington, N. C.
Deo. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club, Deatonsville, Va.

18P2.

Jan. 10 —Bexir F'eld Trials, Sin Antonio, Texas.
Jan. 18—Pacific Field Trials, Bakeraville, Gal.

. —.Southern Field Trials, New Albany, Miss.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. ^
I HAVE already given particulars In last w^^k's issue

about the opening of these trials, and there is fittle more
to add. The trials did not seem to awaken so much interest
among owners, and visitors were few compared to former
years. Among the visitors not already mentioned, and who
came after the trials commenced, were Messrs. Bayard
Thayer, A. D. Lewis, C, C. M. Hunt, L. N. Cox, W, B.
Meares, J. Mabone, Angus Cameron from England, and one
or two others whose names I did not catch. Birds were
plentiful enough, alfording ample opportunity for varied
work. The ve^?etation is quite rank this year, and wide-
ranging dogs were hard to keep track of. The judges did
their work carefully and gave every dog ample opportunity
to show his merit. Excepting in the Champion Stake, there
was little or no comment made on the awards, and in this
stake the foregoing remarks do not apply.
The spotting system was in vogue and much less time was

consumed in the running off of the various series. At the
meeting of the club held on Thursday last, Mr. F. R. Hitch-
cock was elected president; Pierre Lorillard, Jr. and H. B.
Duryea, vice-presidents, and Washington A. Coster, secre-
tary and treastirer.

TUESDAY.
When we drew up our blinds this morning it was found

to be raining hard, and it seemed as if the day was to be a
holiday. The weather cleared, however, about 9:30, and a
start was made at 10 o'clock, the rendezvous being the Glass
House, about two miles from town. The sun peeped ont of
the heavy clouds as the first brace in the continuation of the

Second Series of the Derby,
AuY RoBSAET—Maud Noble, was called at 10:.54. The

heat was notable from the fact that the two handlers, H. M.
Short for Amy Robsart and S. C. Bradley for Maud Noble'
are the tallest haudiers prei3eut, both being about Oft. 6in.
high and proportionately broad. Starting 'in sedge, it was
not long before Maud pointed at the edge of pines. Amy
honoring, when Bradley put np the bevy, fired, and dogs
showed that their training had not been neglected. In pines
Maud pointed false, Amy dropping to back. Directly after
she pointed again and a single sought the open, dogs were
steady to Bradley's shot. In open Amy stiffened out and
Maud honored her, but nothing came of it. Then the horse-
men flushed a bevy as Amy came up with them, and she
was not steady to wing. Lower down Amy scored a single
on these birds, and was steady to Short's fire. Nothing more
being done, dogs were ordered up at 11:19, with Amy having
the best of the heat.
CAMille.—This bitch was now put down alone in sedge

at 11 -.23. The heat was short, but showed that Camille's
nose was in the right place. After a gallop round in bot-
toms she pointed a nice bevy very stylish. Twenty yards
further on she pointed again and another bevy rose. This
was nice quiet work. Nothing more needed and dog ordered
up at 11:34.

Bob Coopeb—Wun Lung.—Starting off at 11:39 they
passed some birds which were afterward flushed by horse-
men. Points without result from both followed, and
though they made game several times they failed to locate
anything and were called up at 12:21. Both ranged in their
usual SQappy style.

Hope's Mark was put down alone at 13:28 to work to-
ward the old schoolfaouse. Some time after the start at
edge of pines on hillside he stiffened on a bevy, and waiting
till judges came up Rose flushed birds and fired, dog drop-
ping to wing. He hardly went in his usual clever style
and did not show such good work as at Bicknell, where the
ground seemed to suit him better. Called up at 12:44.

.Bob Cooper was now put down for a turn by himself at
13:46. In pines, he soon nailed a single and was steady to
shot; reading on he did some nice work in cover, and work-
ing carefully into open and again into woods he came to a
stylish point on a bevy, which Rose flushed and fired at,
dog very steady this time. A little more training on birds
and this dog will make a name; at present he fancies him-
self a little too much when the birds get up. Judges had a
little talk and then we trotted off to lunch, after which
Camille—Bob Cooper were tried to settle their final

places m the stake. Down in stubble at 1:47 almost imme-
diately Camille pointed a bevv which Avent flushed and
fired at, dogs steady. Points on footseent followed. Then
Bob roaded to a point on two birds and was not steady to
flnsh, putting another bird to his credit, while Camille, to
right, pointed but failed to raise anj'thing. Going on to
some fields, Bob did a good piece of work on a bevy.
Camdle honoring the point; Rose flushed the birds and
fired, Camille steady, but Bob, as usual, moved a little.
Dogs then called up and judges after a little consultation
decided Wun Lung first, Bob Cooper second and Camille
third.

Stimmury—The Derby.
N. Wallace's black, white and tan setter bitch Maude

Noble (Rowdy Rod—Pearl Noble)
loith

Pierre Lorillard's black, white and tan setter bitch Lora
(Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.),

Charlottesville Kennels' liver and white dog Exile (King
of Kent—Hops). with
J

, M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's black, white and tan
setter bitch Camille (Jean Val Jean—Haydee).

Charlottesville Kennels' black and white ticked pointer
dog Mainstay (King of Kent—Hops)

"

ivilh
Royal Phelps Carroll's black, white and tan setter dog

Robespierre (Roderigo—Ollie S ).

O. W. Donner's black, white and tan setter dog Wag-
tail (Roderigo—Belle of Piedmont)

w4th
Col. J. R. Purcell's pointer dog Tall Son of York.

Harry Northwood's lemon and white setter bitch Amy
Robsart (Dad Wilson—Bohemian Girl)

with
Blue Ridge Kennels' chestnut, tan and white setter dog

Bob Cooper (Roi d'Or—NeUie Y,).

Royal Phelps Carroll's black, white and tan setter bitch
Iza (Roderigo—Ollie S.) ivith
N. T. Harris's black, white and tan setter dog Wun Lung

(Captain Bethel—Enid).

Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan dog Hope's
Mark, a bye.

Second Series.
Robespierre with Bob Cooper.
Wun Lung with Lora.
Camille with Hope's Mark,
Maud Noble with Amy Robsart.
Camille alone.
Bob Cooper with Wun Lung.
Hope's Mark alone.
Bob Cooper with Camille.
N. T. Harris's Wun Lung first money, S500.
Blue Ridge Kennels' Bob Cooper second money, S250.
J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's Camille third money,

$150.
F. F. Miles wins the breeder's cup, value $100. to breeder

of winner of the Derby.
Wun Lung and Bob Cooper are very fast, merry workers,

small-sized, but full of go. Camille, though not so fast and
wide a ranger, has lots of bird sense and uses it to good pur-
pose.

All-Aged Stake.
After the conclusion of the Derby little time was wasted

before the first brace in the All-Aged Stake was put down.
The drawing for this stake has been already published in

Forest and Stkeam. It is said that the All-Aged this
year in point of numbers beats the record since both point-
ers and setters ran together, and after the rather poor filling
in the Derby it was as surprising as complimentary to the
club. Mr. R. L. McCook leaving for home Tuesday night,
Messrs. Duryea, Merriman and Rowe judged the All-Aged,
Rupert—Top Mark were started in grass field at 2:30.

Names of owners are given in summary, so that it is needless
to repeat them in each heat. Rupert" (Roderigo—Bo Peep)
was handled by his part owner, J. M. Avent, and Top Mark
(Gath's Mark—Burd Helen) by H. M. Short. Both started
oft^ freely and not long after Mark pointed in sedge, Rupert
backing in fine style; nothing found, but after we had passed
several birds flashed wild. Top Mark's next work was the
nailing of a good bevy, Rupert doing his duty gallantly;
Short put up birds and dogs were steady to shot. Rupei-t,
after going over a good deal of ground, pointed, backed by
Mark, but nothing found; several quasi points followed
until Rupert, on the side of a hill in thick cover pointed
two birds, Mark honoring. A pretty point by Rupert in a
road, Mark backing, result nil. Then Rupert scored
a bevy in briers and was steady to flush. Then Mark
thought it time to interfere, and getting out of woods Mark
pointed, honored by Rupert. Short put up the birds and
dogs were steady. On in sedge, where Rupert casting back,
secured an outlying bird in same place. Avent fired, dog
steady. They were then called up at 2:56. Both had good
range and speed, quartering their ground well, Mark having
a little advantage on birds.
Frank W.—Joxe H.—These were put down in same

place at 3:57. ,Iohn N. Lewis handled Frank W. (Duke of
Vernon—Royal Cute), a liver and white pointer, and W. W.
Titus looked after JoyeH. (Paul Gladstone—Gypsy), a black
and white setter. Neither dog ranged out with the style or
speed of the first brace. Little work of any merit was done,
although considerable ground was covered. In some sedge
by pines Frank pointed, Joye brought np to back, but Lewis
could find nothing. Going down in hollow, then on hillside
Joye found birds, Titus shot, dog steady. Another point to
Joye without result and the dogs were ordered up at 3:45.
Neither showed the necessary class of work to entitle them
to further consideration in the stake.
Albert's Duchess—Graphic VI.—Albert's Duchess (War-

wick Albert—Princess Belton) was handled by Prof. Schuy-
ler and Graphic VI. by J. B. Taylor, Down at 3:55 in open
field on hillside, both ranged out fairly well. Both soon
pointed, drew on, the pointer pointed where Duchess had the
birds, but broke point, and when birds flushed started to
chase, but stopped to order. After the birds in woods Albert
pointed and Graphic did his duty, but nothing was found.
Higher up Graphic pointed a single which Taylor shot at;
dogs steady. Then in open down the hill fuur\vild turkeys
wei-e sighted trotting along leisurely. This caused excite-
ment, and Judge Duryea and J. M. Avent galloped down to
head them off before they got to brook, Avent fired two shots
from horseback, and iz is more than likely he shot a bird as
only three flew into the pines. It could not be found, how-
cAer, Avent only getting some feathers to show, stream very
likely carried it down. Just after the turkeys were sighted,
and JNIi". Duryea was off duty for the time being, Albert's
Duchess nailed a bevy nicely down the field, birds flushing
wild. Dogs were called up at 4:40 and we galloped home.
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WEDNESDAY.
A very hard frost daring the night make the grouiid like

a brick, so the start this morniug was later than usual to
allovp the ground to softea a bit, the rendezvous being near
the Model Farm. The day was sunny and clear biit very
cold. A nice morniug for a rousing gallop, but not to go for
hours on hoi-seback no faster thanli walk.
NATAxiE IL—MAID OF Kes-t.—Natalie II., Eaglish setter

(King Noble—Natalie), was handled by N. B. Nesbitt. and
Maid of Kftut, a good-looking pointer bitch (King of Kent-
Hops), was under the care of C, E. Buckle. No work of any
special merit was done in the heat. Down at 9:31 in open
weeds, Natalie very soon found and pointed a bevy in thick
plum thicket and Nesbitt went in and flushed, IMaid had
Ibaeked and both were steady to Nesbitt's shot. Following
these birds along edge of woods, dogs did not locate. Then
on some distance where birds flushed from a tlalcket, dogs
out of sight, but Nesbitt claimed his dog pointed them.
Following scattered birds none were found, though Maid
pointed and Natalie backed. Going through a long piece of
woods the dogs repeatedly made game, but could not locate
anything. Then Maid pointed in the open, Latonia backing
nicely, but nothing put up; this was repeated across a brook
and dogs ordered tip at 10:17. Natalie did all the work on
birds, but to Maid's credit must be given pace, range and
style.

AntevoLo—Daisy Hunter.—At 10:25 these two were cast
oft" at edge of woods. Antevolo (Count Noble—Trinket II.)

was handled by Chas, Tucker and Daisy Hunter (.Gath's
Hope—Daisy F.) by her owner, .J, A. Hunter. Both got out
from their handlers in good style. It was not long before
Daisy Hunter got down to work, and in a clump of pines
stiffened out to a bevy, Antevolo called up to back, but
birds Hushed before he could get there, Daisy steady to shot
and wing. Then she nailed a single lower down. A no-
point from Daisy, and then in woods Antevolo pointed a bird,
Tucker firing, dog steady. Daisy pointed foot scent, but
not steadily, and then they were called up at 10:57. Both
showed good range and judgment, Daisy the best, and also
had the advantage on birds, though hardly a heat in which
Daisy did as well as usual, getting out a little too far at
times.
Sam R.—Oklanco.—Sam R is well known to readers of

FOEEST AND STREA3I, he is by Dash Brysou—Daisy 's Hope.
The latter bitch won the All-Aged here last year. W". W.
Titus handled Sam R. Orlarido, a good-looking, heavily
marked black, white and tan setter (Roderigo—Bo-Peep)

,

was handled by his part owner, J. M. Avent. Starting in
weeds at 11:04, they galloped off in fine style. After a while
in ragweeds, side of woods, at the end of a field, Orlando
made a stylish point, Sam doing his duty nicely; birds
flushed wild and Avent fired, dogs of course "were steady to
shot and wing. After these birds in weeds, then in woods,
Orlando pointed and Sam backed, but nothing found. To
the right, Sam, reading nicely, brought np stiff before a
single which Titus flushed, and Orlando coming up pointed
where birds had been. Then followed some roading and
Sam making a cast into open, then in woods, pointed, but
did not hold it when Titus came tip, Orlando honored it,

however. Then Orlando pointed false, Sam backing, but
higher up Orlando redeemed himself by nailing a bevy, Sam
backing; Avent flushed the birds, dogs steady to wing.
Following these birds Sam pointed, but Titus failed to put
up, but a single afterward rose behind the dog as spectators
caraenp. Further on in brush Sam nailed a single in good
shape, which Orlando honored; both steady to Titus's shot.
Both dogs ranged well and speedily, Orlando best on birds,
though Sam did well in cover on singles. Up at 11 :.50. It
was now time for lunch and an acceptable lounge after,
when
DoLLT Hill—Dick Bondhu were put down at 1:12, Dolly

Hill (Ben Hill—Dolly S.) is a heavily marked setter and 11.

M. Short handled her. Dick Bondhu, handled by W. W.
Titus, is by Dashing Bondhu—Dashing Primrose. Starting
in corn stubble both went ofl: at speed. Soon Dick, going
off to the right, was lost some time. Meanwhile Dolly
hunted through some woods and several of us tried to find
Dick. Dick coming in sight eventually, he pointed on hill,
Dolly backing, but he was mistaken. Dolly in pines scored
a point and stood the birds till they flushed wild. Going
into woods Dick, after we had all passed, commenced road-
ing behind and pointed where birds had flushed; dosrs were
called up at 2:13 without any further result. Dolly Hill
had the best of the heat in every way; Dick not being" under
control and running a very green dog, Air. Titus telling me
he had never been trained on birds, though five years old,
and therefore the reason for running him is hardly apparent
Geouse—The Cobsair.—The pointer Grouse, by Main-

spring—Swain's Fly, had S. C. Bradley for his handler, and
The Corsair, by Dan Gladstone—Haidee, was, as usual,
looked after by D. E. Rose. Moving to other ground, dogs
were put down at 2:29. After going some time, both hunt-
ing wide and with judgment. Grouse wheeled to a stylish
point by brier thicket and held it some minutes till Corsair
could be brought np to back, affording plenty of opportu-
nity for the "Kamerettists" to hand his work"down to pos-
terity; Corsair backed stylishly and Bradley flushed the
birds. A good piece of work for the pointer; both dogs
steady to wing. Grouse improved his opportunity by nail-
ing a single lower down. Corsair honored it and Bradley
flushed, fired and killed. Grouse retrieving in good style
showing excellent training. Another of these singles fell to
Corsair's share, and he pointed again, moved back, pointed
when Rose put up two birds and Corsair steady to .shot. A
hundred yards further Grouse pointed, but Bradley could
not raise anything, and dog drew on and a single flushed as
he stopped, Corsair backing, dogs steady to shot and wing
Covering some varied ground, Grouse pointed hen and
chickens, and made a couple of points unsteadily to the left-
but easting out to locate more closely, by a house on hill, he
wheeled to a point in scrub oak and held it till Bradley
came up and flushed the bevy, a good piece of work, clinch-
ing it by his steadiness to shot and wing. Dogs were then
ordered up at 3:03. Grouse showed what the pointer is capa-
ble of, for he did in this heat genuine long-headed work,
going to his Inrds with a vim, ranging out freely, but al-
ways with good judgment. Range and speed were about
equal, style being in favor of Corsair, who did not by any
means do himself justice, as he is capable of just as good
work as the other did, but this was an off day for him
Dogs, like men or horses, have their good days and those
tnat are otherwise.
Count W.—Duke of Hessen.—Another pointer and set-

ter heat. Count "W'.,the setter, by Count Noble—Jennie
HI., was handled by S. C. Bradley, and the well-known
pointer Duke of Hessen, the hope and pride of Hempstead,
IS by Luck of Hessen—Blarney, and John White was bis
handler. Put down in a big grass field at 3:11, both ranged
out well—too well, for Count W. was lost at once near
woods. Duke was found higher up the hill ; but thinking
that Count was in large wood below, several of us hunted
high and low for him, but no one went up the hill where
Duke had been found. It was 3:50 when a shout went up
that he was on top of the hill in woods, ju.st as the next
brace was called. It was said Count was found on a bevy
which he must have held for a long time. Starting to-
gether again at 3:56 in sedge, on hill soon after. Count
nailed a.bevy in woods, Bradley told the judges and opening
a gate let them in. Count still steady, Bradley put up the
birds, fired and dog behaved well. Just before this Duke
thought he would create a little excitement and was lost
down hill for a short time; brought up to follow the flushed
birds Count got two of them and was steady as they flushed
wild. Di^ke higher up pointed false. Crossing road into

woods, Bradley claimed a point and a single was flushed
by horsemen. Taken out of woods dogs ran back again and
at other end Duke pointed in sedge, Count backing, Duke
went on, pointed, and was honored again, when it was found
he had the bevy at last, and dogs were steady to flush. On,
in ragweed. Count pointed below a. bevy, meanwhile judges
flushed birds about 75yds, above hini. After these Duke
nailed two of them and was steady to shot and wing. Held
up for Duke. Coming together Count dropped to a sinajle
just above Duke, when Bradley flushed, dog steady. This
ended a long heat at 4:29, characterised by much whistling
and many interruptions. Count W. had the advantage on
birds, is a merry, stylish worker, with plenty of pace but
rather heedless. Duke hardly ran the dog he did last year,
though full of snap and go.
Flight—Dad Wilson. Jr., were put down immediately

after at 4:31. Flight (Paul Gladstone—Belle Ward), handled
by N. B. Nesbitt and Dad Wilson, Jr. (Dad Wilson—Lit), and
a well known dog on the bench, was handled by H. M.
Short. Soon after starting across a ditch Plight dropped to
a point. Dad backing, but no result. Then hear pines Dad
did the same, false points followed by Flight, neither dog
working out as they should do. Lower down Dad pointed
again, dogs seeming to be playing at the game. (Joing over
varied ground Dad near a fence nailed a single. Short fired,
dog steady. Then Dad got down to good work and stood to
a bevy in fine style in standing corn, Flight backing, Short
flushed, fired, dogs steady. Going over a brook Dad nailed
a single. Flight seconding him

j
dogs steady to Short's fire.

Dad did good work here. Flight, not to be outdone, in pines
pointed and dropped to two birds, which Nesbitt shot at,
dog steady. A no-result point from Flight followed out of
the woods, and dogs ordered up at 5:03. Dad Wilson, Jr.,
did nice work on birds and had most style, neither ranged
far out from the gun. This ended the day's work some dis-
tance from town.

THURSDAY.

A vei'y pleasant day, cool, but sunny and clear, getting
warm toward afternoon; just a day to make one feel that
life is at times worth living. The first brace down was
Count Gladstone—Don Pis Hel.—Count Gladstone, a

good-looking blue belton by Count Noble—Ruby's Girl, was
handled by John White. Don Fis Hel, a black pointer tliat
ran at Bicknell, Ind., by Devonshire Sam—Nellie Bang, was
handled again by Geo. McClin. They were put down in
sedge near Blair Farm at 9:20. Count started ofl: well, but
Don Fis Hel ran his usual gait, very near to the gun. Much
to his surprise evidently, immediately after starting he
trotted right up to a bevy that flushed from under him.
steady to wing. After this when we had got on terms with
Count he was seen to point by a fence, moved a little as
White came up, but was steauy to wing, as they flushed
wild. Going after these birds Count pointed false. Cross-
ing a brook in bottom, edge of pines. Count nailed a single
in good style. Count pointing again, soon after Don drew
right pa.st him, paying no attention to the point, which,
however, resulted blank. Then in sedge Don pointed bunny,
and as it passed chased a bit. Heat ended soon after at 9 -OS.

There was only one in it, and his name was Count Glad-
stone, Don pottering round most of the time.
HARBr C—Blade.—A good brace these, though little

actual work was done beyond showing some good style and
range. Harry C. (Roderigo—Countess House) was handled
by owner, S. C. Bradley, and Blade (Toledo Blade—Liila C.)
was looked after by Chas. Tucker. Starting in open near
pine woods at 10 o'clock, both went off at a slashing gait.
Soon after start they were held up to get on to other ground,
and then put down in clover field. Going to pines both
pointed birds and were steady to wing. In pines Blade
pointed and birds flushed wild in thick cover; then one of the
dogs pointed, birds getting up wild just as they came out of
pines. Blade nailed afterwards one of these nicely. Tucker
fired and dog steady. Up at 10:49. Little game was found
that could be properly seen, both dogs ranged well and
stylishly. Blade had the best of it on birds. They will be
given another chance no doubt.
Wild Damon—Count Eric—This was a pointer and setter

heat. The pointer Wild Damon (Damon—Flora) was handled
by C. E. Buckle and the setter Count Eric (Count Noble—
Fannie W.) by N. B. Nesbitt, They were started high up on
hill, and both showed good speed and range. Count Eric
soon got beyond control. Meanwhile Wild Damon pointed
a bevy, which Buckle flushed, dog .steady. Count coming to
form again pointed in bottom, Damon dropped to back, and
Nesbitt fired at flush, dogs steady. Then Count did well on
a large bevy by a fence, Damon also honoring stylishly,
and both were steady to Nesbitt's shot. Following these
birds, Damon soon pointed a single and Buckle firing, dog
behaved well. Dogs up at 11:44 Damon had much best
range and style but Count had a little the nose of him.
NicoDEMUS—Nahmke Philip.—Nlcodemus (Dick Swivel-

ler—Ion) was handled by owner, Col. J. R. Purcell and
Nahmke Philip (Roy Monarch—Saddlebags) by T. M. Al-
drich. Nicodemus was drawn to run against Pansy Blos-
som, but thelatternot turningup in time for first series, and
as Nahmke Philip was the bye dog, they ran together to
close the first series. Put down at 11:48 in sedge, neither
ranged out much, Nicodemus trotting around his owner
most of the time. Nahmke Philip was the first to get wind
of birds and drew on in an uncertain way, finally freezing
to them, Nicodemus backing, dogs steady to flush. In bot-
toms Nahmke pointed, Nicodemus honored, then both
roaded but failed to locate. Then in ditch Nicodemus flushed
several birds and Nahnike pointed where they had raised.
A false point by Nahmke and dogs called up at 12:30, a poor,
dawdling heat, dogs pottering round their handlers most of
the time, Nahmke Philip the best, however.
Time for lunch now and then the judges held a long con-

sultation and decided that the following dogs should run in
second series: Top Mark with Natalie II., Rupert with
Antevolo, Orlando with Daisy Hunter, Maid of Kent with
Grouse, Corsair with Count W., Duke of Hessen with HaiTy
C, Dad Wilson, Jr. with Count Gladstone, Blade with
Count Eric.

Second Series.

Top Mark—Natalie II.—Neither started off at 1:55 with
much speed or range. The work, however, was sharp while
it lasted. In a corn patch Top Mark was first to score, drop-
ping to a bevy, Natalie honored his work in good style.
Short put up the birds and dogs were steady. Then Natalie
thought she had them sure, but was mistaken. Top
humored her, however. Top Mark, in pines, nailed a single,
Nat doing her duty well, too; the dog followed this up with
another bird, and dogs were steady to Ijoth shots. Up at
3:08. Down 13 01. The work was all in favor of Top Mark.
Rupert—Antevolo.—This was a good heat between dogs

of good class, Down at 2:11. Antevolo was first to wind
game and pointed a bevy side of oak woods; Rupert honored
and Tucker had no difficulty in flushing the birds, fired, and
both behaved as they should do. Then in high weeds by a
fence Antevolo clinched his good work by getting another
bevy, and higher up Rupert nailed one of the .singles and
Ante followed suit at the bottom of a fir tree. Tucker put
bird up and dog made an excusable jump. Both dogs were
were working at speed and in a snappy style. A false
point to Rupert after careful roading, then he came up with
a brace, Rupert followed this with two more singles, Ante-
volo backing nicely, and dogs were steady to Avent's shot.
Called up at 2:33, down 21m. Antevolo had the advantage
on birds.
0PJ.AND0—Daisy Hunteb.—We were getting down to

the Stake dogs now. In a grass field they started at 2:39,
and both soon put lots of country behind them. Soon after

starting, Daisy going in her usual knowing manner, far in
front, pointed a bevy which flushed wild, and coming up
Orlando pointed where bevy had flushed. Over the hill, by
the side of a pine tree, Orlando pointed a brace of birds
which were flushed by horsemen behind him. Pointing
again he did not hold it and a single rose. A false point on
hill and a single in pines for Orlando closed the heat, Avent
firing at the single, dog .steady. Ordered up at 3:34. Neither
had any advantage in speed and range, but Orlando had the
be,st of it in findine: birds.
Maid oe Kent—Grouse.—Two pointers these. Down at

3:35, both struck out at a clipping gait. Grouse started his
score with a false point, Maid backing. Maid then pointed
where Judge Duryea had flushed some birds, but nothing
more found. She cancelled this, however, by pointing a
bevy in the open, and was held for Grouse to back, who paid
little attention, coming in from the side and only backed to
order. Buckle flushed, Maid little unsteady to shot, Pol-
lowing these liirds. Maid gathered in a single, and Grouse's
back completed a pretty posture. Crossing a brook Grouse
pointed birds of this bevy, Bradley putting them up and
firing, dogs steady. Then Maid pointed foot scent, and dogs
ordered up at 4:04. Neither had much advantage in birds,
both speedy, wide rangers, but Grouse did not seem to have
his clearest nose to-day.
Corsair-Count W.—Put down at 4:13, Count, true to

his record, got lost at once, but instead of being behind,
where last seen, he was well ahead and must have held the
point he was found on some 10m.; a single rose to Bradley's
flush, fired, dog a little unsteady. Meanwhile Corsair h"ad
been held up, but was sent to back. Then in pines Count
pointed a single. Corsair backing. Count on hill then
pointed several times; drew on but nothing found, Corsair
pointing too. After much preliminary work Count at last
roaded to the birds and Bradley flushed and shot, dog
.steady. Into corn patch after singles Corsair flushed two
birds down wind and should have nailed one that judge
flushed. A false point to Corsair and dogs up at i-.SO.

Work hardly good enough for winning form. Down 38m,
Duke of Hessen—Harry C—S. C. Bradley was getting a

tiring race of it, three heats in succession. Down in the
same place at 4:55, it was getting dark and difficult to see
in the covers. Hari-y C. was the first to score, pointing a
bevy, being backed by Duke; but before handler came up
broke back, then stopped, when both were steady to shot
and wing. Several no-result points followed in woods
across the brook; following it up, however, Duke nailed
the bird stylishly and was steady to flush as White came
up in front across the b-'-ook, undecided whether to humor
the dog or not. Higher up, just as the dogs were called in,
Harry C. nailed a single in good shape, which Bradley
flushed. This I don't think was seen by j udges, who were
much lower down and turnetl for home. Harry 0. proved
the sitrest on birds, both ranged well.

FRIDAY.
There were still two more heats in the second series and

at a late start near Blair Farm, the morning being cloudy
and dull.
Dad Wilson, Jr.—Count Gladstone were sent off at

9:33. Both set a good pace and quartered their ground well,
but were only seen occasionally, as the fields near the Model
Farm were covered with high sedge and ragweeds, and such
free ranging dogs were soon lost to view. Count was lost
for some time near the farmhouse. When they came to-
gether again Count pointed near pines, Dad backing; noth-
ing came of it, however. Through woods into ragweed
after both had made game in cover, Dad pointed, but moved
as Short came up and flushed. Then Count pointed, noth-
ing found; both roading, Dad at last located the running
birds, held them to a good point, and Short flushed and
fired; dogs steady. To the left Dad smelled something,
wagged his flag and soon steadied to a point on several birds
which flushed wild. After these birds in thick cover, Dad
nailed a single nicely, and was steady to shot and wing,
tiien after a drawing point he stopped as bird flushed under
his nose, then he roaded to another and showed some pretty,
careful work. Count was off lower down in woods. Up at
10:15. Down 53m. Dad Wilson, Jr., did good work on birds
and was under better control than Count.
BlADE-The Corsair.-At 10:34 they were sent off in

open, worked into pines when Blade dropped to a single,
flushed by Tucker, and Blade caught another single over the
hill in bottoms. Points on birds by each ensued, each honor-
ing the other. Then in pines Blade made game and moved
back to where birds had been, and stopped just as a single
rose wild near him, spectators standing all round. A point
by Blade in pines and oaks, l^acked by Count, followed but
nothing found then, bevy flushed after. Dogs up at 11
o'clock. Blade did the work on birds, but hardly went
snappily enough to his birds. Both ranged out well and
quartered their ground with judgment. This concluded
second series. The judges then consulted and finally an-
nounced at 11:30 that in

Third Series

Orlando should run with Antevolo and Daisy Hunter with
Harry C. There was no hurry and we had plenty of time
for lunch at the Model farmhouse. About a mile from this
place, after lunch and a discussion as to the probable win-
ner,
Orlando—Antevolo were started in a stubble field. Up

in pines Antevolo was the first to score, nailing a single.
Some time after Orlando pointed to one side of woods and
Avent flushed birds, fired, dog steady. Antevolo pointed
again, roaded on, and in sedge birds flushed as judges came
up. No other work was done, and dogs ordered up at 1:59,
Antevolo showed better work than Orlando, is a further
ranger and equally as good on his birds.
DAISY Hunter—Harky C—Put down in grass field at

3:06, where the other two were taken up. Going over a hill
Harry made a very stylish point on a bevy, which Bradley
flushed, dog moving a little as birds rose and the shot rang
out. Daisy some distance off working out her ground in
her usual knowing style. Following the flushed birds into
oaks. Here was Daisy's chance; she just feels at home in a
cover with a lot of singles to handle. She nailed two, Harry
backing nicely each time. At 3:31 Daisy was held up and
HaiTy went it alone. Down in sedge and briers he roaded
to a single, which Bradley flushed and fired at, dog steady.
Then he got another, which flushed wild. Dog held up. By
this time the weather was very warm. At 3:37 Daisy was
set to work again to the left in pines and oaks, where she
soon pointed, moved on, made a cast and came round in
front and nailed two birds, another flushing wild. Lower
down she pointed foot scent, and wagging her flag roaded
on with a stop or two till she held the birds in pines'^ Hunter
flushed, ^ Then she was ordered up out of woods and taken
up at 3:35. Down 8m.
Orlando then had a trial by himself, Pat down at 2:40 in

sedge outside of woods, itwas getting uncomfortably warm.
Across the bottoms to hillside, he roaded to a nice point and
held it steady till Avent came up and flushed the bevy 20yds.
off. Up at 3:52, down 13m.

.r J' «

Antevolo was called out and sent off in another direction
at 3:56, but though he ranged well out, he found nothing and
was called up at 3:01, when he might have had a little more
time.
Judges then consulted and at 3:15 announced Orlando

first, Daisy Hunter second, Antevolo third.
Orlando is a stylish looking, heavily marked dog, ranges

well out and has fair judgment on birds, the decision that
put him first place was questioned, as he showed no superi-
ority whatever to Daisy Honter, who is a wellmade bitch.
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with orange ears and ticks. She is a favorite with every
one m the field, goes so systematically to her work, hunts
for herself, bnt always with an eye to her handler and is ex-
ceptionally good on singles. Antevolo ran a good dog in his
latter heats when he showed equal merit with the winner.He is a racy looking chestnut and white and goes with good
speed and snap to his work.

Summary, jLU-Aged Stake.
J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's Rupert with B. M.

Stephenson's Top Mark.
A. L. Sanford's Frank W. with Geo. G. Harley's Joye.

'

Dr. Hartman's Albert's Duchess witti Wm. Mahoue, Jr.'s
Graphic VI.
Bert Crane's Natalie II. with OharlottfeSville Kennels'

Maid oi Kent.
Pierre liorillard, Jr.'s Antevolo with J. H. and J. A.

Hunters Daisy Hunter. .

Geo. P. Jones's Sam R. with J. M. Avent and Bayard
Thayer's Orlando.

J. Shelley Hudson's Dolly Hill with W. W. Titus's Dick
Bondhu.

C. C. M. Hunt's Grouse with E. O. Damon's The Cor.sair.
JST. Wallace's Count W. with Hempstead Farm Kennels'

Duke of Hessen.
Wnx McKennan, Jr.'s Flight with J. Shelley Hudson's

Dad Wilson, Jr.
Greenfield Hill Kennels' Harry C. with Pierre Lorillard,

Jr.'s Blade.
Charlottesville Kennels' Wild Damon with Edward Grev's

Count Eric.
Col. J. R. Purcell's Nicodemus of Ion wthE. W. Durkee's

Nahmke Philip.
Second Series.

Top Mark with Natalie II.
Rupert with Antevolo.
Orlando with Daisy Hunter.
Maid of Kent with Grouse.
The Corsair with Count W.
Duke of Hessen with Harry O.
Dad Wilson, Jr., with Count Gladstone.
Blade with Count Eric.

Third Series.
Orlando with Antevolo.
Daisy Hunter with Harry C.

$m
^' Bayard Thayer's Orlando, first money,

J. A. & J. H. Hunter's Daisy Hunter, second money, $S50
Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s, Antevolo, third money, $150.

CHAiiPioK Stake.
The draw for this stake took place on Friday night and

resulted in five entries filling, all of them representative
dogs to which no quarter was given and none expected, and
visitors and all anticipated seeing some good work- nor
were they disappointed. All the dogs are well known and
several have won honors on the bench as well as in the field
The judges for this stake were Messrs. Duryea, Merriman
and Hitchcock. The draw resulted in J. M. Avent and
Bayard Thayer's Chance running with J. A. & J. H. Hunter's
Daisy Hunter; B. M. Stephenson's Tribulation with Char-
lottesville Kennels' Rip Rap; J. M. Avent and N. T. Harris's
Antonio, a bye. The start was at the Blair farm, about two
miles from town. The weather cloudy and showing sign«
of rain, which fell as the stake closed. It was 9:38 when the
first brace,
Chakce—Daisy Hunter, was started in com stubble and

sedge. Chance (Roderigo—Bo-Peep) was handled by.T. M
Avent, and Daisy Hunter (Gath's Hope—Daisy) by J A
Hunter. Both dogs went off at their usual dashing gait
and were soon lost to view. After ranging out several fields
Daisy made game in an orchard, and in ragweed pointed
twice, but not steadily, roaded carefully on birds which
were running, and just as she stopped again Hunter ran
ahead and put them up, the bitch dropping to shot. This
was very pretty work. Chance was off somewhere on his
own account, and Daisy was held up till found. In sedge
Chance pointed false. Daisy in cover then pointed one of
the singles the bitch had .stood to, and then picked up two
more. There is no dog in the trials that can excel her in
cover work on birds, going up to them in good style, with
the utmost confidence and with a glance back at her owner
as much as to say, "Here you are, old man; I've got another!"
Then she pointed footscent below, and going out of woods
'both ranged for a quarter of an hour when Chance in hollow
pointed a bevy, Daisy making casts in pines. Chance was
then held up till Daisy coming up at speed took a five-barred
fence m her gait. Then into pines, where Chance was point-
ing m the middle of a scattered bevy. Daisy cast round,
went on in front, and stopped on an outlying bird, not seeing
Chance at all. Dogs were called up at 10:35. Daisy showed
conclusively that she was superior both on birds and in the
good judgment she displayed in her casts and attention to
handler; Avent's whistle going continually, his dog ranging
so far out and paying little attention to the gun. Chance of
course acted in good style on his birds.
Rip Rap—Tribulation.—These are two noted pointers

and I dare say there is more sentiment attached to Rip Rap
than any other dog in the stake, as his name always con-
jures up reminiscences of his sensational running as a
youngster and his interesting point last year while running
in the Champion Stake. Rip Rap (King of Kent—Hops)
was handled by Capt. McMurdo and Tribulation (Beppo III
—Lass of Bow) by H. M. Short. They were put down higher
up from where the other two were taken up and started at
10:.31 in sedge and ragweed. Their style of going was slash-
ing, and both ranged their ground out thoroughly at good
speed. Tribulation five minutes after starting pointed,
drew on, reading carefully, when Rip Rap made a cast at
•speed and picked up the birds, dropping as they flushed
wild. Following the birds in high pines Rip Rap pointed,
and McMurdo put up the birds, fired and dog steady. At
the same time Tribulation higher up nailed one of the
singles, Short firing. Going through the cover, near the
edge, Rip Rap made a stylish point by a fallen tree and
McMurdo flushed another single. Working out these pines
Tribulation was the first to score and stift'ened on another
single. Rip Rap honoring the point and dogs w^ere steady at
flush. Not to be outdone Rip Rap hunted out another
single before leaving the cover, which McMurdo had no dif-
ficulty in raising. Dogs then held up and taken back to
open. While dogs were ranging through two sides of a
large field it was left for horsemen to flush a bevy in the
middle of it. Going into oak woods Tribulation secured a
point and Short fired, dog steady. Then further on Rip
Rap equalized matters by pointing bird which flushed wild.A point by Tribulation and a move-on and two birds flushed
after dogs were ordered up at 11:33, Rip dropping to a bevy
before being chained. On the work done Rip Rap had the
best of it, but both did well and showed good range, pace
and nose, style about equal.
Antonio a Bye.-Not much time was wasted in sending

Antonio {Roderigo—Bo-Peep) off alone to run his bye. He
was handled by J. M. Avent. Put down in a ragweed at
11:28 he started off fast toward woods. Going in he soon
found birds. Avent flushed and shot; dog steady. Further
on in cover he pointed, but Avent could not raise anything.
Then he passed a single that judges afterward flushed.
Going on down woods he pointed another single, Avent
getting in a shot. Ranging in and coming back from cast
he wheeled to a point where birds had been put up before,
then moved on. Another no-result point when going at
speed out of woods and he was ordered up at U:S5, ge put

up a good heat and ranged out well and fast, covering a
wide range of country and hunting with fair judgment.
Judges then consulted and decided that Daisy Hunter and
Antonio .should run off after lunch. This was bringing
things to a focus quickly. After lunch, in the open.
Daisy Hunter—Antonio were put down in ragweed, and

every one felt that both dogs must do their level best, as
mistakes on either's part would be fatal. I will detail this
heat iully, so that the reader may judge for himself as to
the justness of the award. Ranging into pines Daisy was
the first to find, hunting in her usually confident manner,
and going right bang to her game and never too far from
her handler. Hunter put up the bevy, shot, dog steady
Antonio meanwhile was some distance away, and Daisy was
held up and we went to look for Antonio, who was found on
point m oaks, but nothing came of it. Making a cast or
two he pointed again, but nothing found; afterward, some
distance off, a single was flushed by the fence by a horse-
man. Instead of Antonio being brought back to Daisy to
follow her bevy, she was brought to the dog, and a move
made to other ground just near the Model Farm buildings
ihis move in Antonio's favor availed him nothing, for it is
all the same to this Daisy Hunter; she is independent, and
while Antonio put acres behind him with seemingly little
purpose in view, Daisy hunted out the high sedge in bot-
toms by a wood, where she stiffened to a quivering point
and held it finely for seven minutes, when, as Avent was
sighted, having been called to bring his dog up to back,
which had been ranging way off, a single flushed wild
Daisy steady. This piece of good work on Daisy's part
elicited ejaculations of praise from every one. Moved on
into woods and dogs then held up at 2^2.5. By this time
Daisy had clearly shown her superiority to the other dog
and there should have been no delay in the decision; but
judges were not satisfied, and ordered them down in corn
patch toward where Antonio had been ranging when
called up to back. Down in a ditch by bridge in the
road leading to Model farmhouse Daisy pointed in
thick briers, and Antonio coming in ahead, pointed
drew on, pointed again several times, till finally
the bevy flushed wild as he .stopped. Meanwhile
Hunter, thinking birds were ahead of Antonio, called his
bitch on and she roaded after the dog. Mr. Short, after the
decision was given, went to the bridge and put up some
birds out of the thicket, so evidently the bevy had split and
Daisy was right after all. The dogs were called up after the
bevy flushed to Antonio's point, and in a few minutes their
decision was announced to be in favor of Antonio, who thuswon the Champion Stake of 1891. This decision deprived
Dai,sy Hunter of honors which she had justly earned by good
sterling work, as shown in her intelligent range, skillful
manner of handling her birds and consistent attention to the
gun throughout her heats. In contradistinction to this An-
tonio, while a fast and wide ranger, had little system and
simply galloped on, paying little or no attention to his
handler, whose arm and whistle were going all the time
nearly. The decision was condemned by every spectator
present except those directly interested in Antonio's win-
ning, and that such a decision should have been given bymen of their experience is perfectly unaccountable and will
certainly do much to injure the Eastern Field Trials Club ii
the minds of handlei-s and owners.
The heat was worked entirely in favor of Antonio, and the

bitch was pulled from one place to another to follow him.
After she had found her bevy why was she not allowed stili
further to clinch the good work bv putting the other dog
with her on the scattered birds? It was advanced that
Dai.sy Hunter is not such a high-class dog as Antonio. This
class business seems to be overdrawn. If "high-class"
means getting away from the handler as far as po.ssible and
being under next to no control then she is not. High-class
in our mind means work by a dog that can be made a pleas-
ure to the hunter to see and feel that his dog is hunting
with .systematic judgment and making its casts in likely
places and at the same time acknowledging that it is work-
ing for the man with the gun, not entirely for itself. This
Daisy Hunter did and Antonio did not. There is no inten-
tion of impugning the integrity or honesty of the judges in
the above remarks, but my wish is to show that the circum-
stance was an unpleasant ending to an otherwise enjoyable
meeting.

Summary, Champion Stake.
(Open only to winners of All-Aged Open Stakes at recog-

nized field trials in America.)

First Series.

J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's Chance
with

J. H. and J. A. Hunter's Daisy Hunter.

B. M. Stephenson's Tribulation (pointer)
'With

Charlottesville Kennels' Rip Rap (pointer).

J. M. Avent and N. T. Harris's Antonio (setter) a bye.

Second Series.

Daisy Hunter with Antonio.
Antonio won first money, §225, and a cup, value |100.

H. W. L.

THE MERCED MEET.
[By a Special Correspondent.']

MERCED, Cal., Nov. 13 —The second meeting of the
Inter-State Coursing Association commenced here on

Tuesday, Nov. 10, having the largest entry for a coursing
stake ever made in America—namely 56 dogs—all from
within the State with the exception of one. Prince Rupert,
and owned by H. C. Lowe, of Kansas; and certainly a finer
lot of greyhounds, take them all in all, were never sent to
slips in any country.
The attendance was much larger than that of last year

and much more enthusiastic—if such a thing was possible.
The weather was all that the most "glorious climate" of
the Golden State is noted for and all conditions seemed to
favor the "sport of things," and as a consequence the
pleasure of the three or four thousand people present was
great indeed.
Much disappointment was caused by the non-arrival of

California's judge—her own "Johnny" Grace. As soon as
it was learned in consequence of business arrangements Mr.
Grace could not be present a gloom seemed to spread over
all, and for a time there seemed but Little hope of the ap-
pearance of the "silver lining." So thoroughly has Mr.
Grace ingratiated himself with the coursing men of Cali-
fornia that it is difficult for any of them to believe that his
place can be filled by any other. No wonder then that the
whole of the coursing men gathered at Merced looked and
felt disappointed. However, the committee of management
appealed to Mr. Wm. Fahey, of Fresno, to come to their
assistance. Mr. Fahey, though suffering from a recent ill-
ness, proved himself in every respect the best substitute for
Mr. Grace that could possibly be found among all the cours-
ing men present.
The coursing field is situated some sixteen miles from

here on what is known as the Nevada Bank estate, and this
distance is certainly a great drawback, as the road to the
grounds is anything but a pleasant one.
The famous grounds were reached about 9 o'clock Tuesday

morning; and a few moments afterward Flag Steward J. R.
Dickson began to marshal the crowd into position, and
called out the first pair of dogs. Mr. Dominick Shannon,
the president of the field, then ataod up in his carriage, and

after addressing the assemblage on the great success of the
meeting so far, referred in a few well placed sentences to
last year's meeting and its happy and successful termina-

, S^*^^* success had given coursing in
the State. "I am sorry," said Mr. Shannon, "that 1 must
inform you that honest ,Iohn Grace cannot on this occasion
be present, through the necessitv of his Iraslness engage-
ments; but Mr. Fahey. of Fresno, has kindlv consented to
take his place, and I trust when the meeting is closed I will
be able to say of him as I did of Mr. Grace last year, that to
our judge was due the great and unalloyed pleasure of the
meeting."

Exactly at 10 o'clock the first pair of dogs were handed to
the slipper.
Catharine Hayes and Dandy Jim.—M. Tiernan's Catharine

Hayes and T. Coonye's Dandy Jim were the first brace. In
a few moments a regular flyer jumped from his "lair," and
instantly the eager beauties strained on the leash, but they
were in the grasp of a master hand, and not unil the proper
monaent did the leash fly open, and the first course of the
great meeting commenced. It was a long and trying one
and fleet as seemed the pair of beautiful hounds, the little
ball of bluish gray seemed bounding along as if made of
rubber. But every race has an end, and^ eventually the
namesake of the queen of song went to the front by three
lengths and scored first honors, placing her opponent for a
point; the bitch again came in for two or three more points,
and then m a straight run picked up pu.ss and won a grand
course.

Juno and Warm Belt.—J. Byrn's Juno and W. J. Heney'sWarm Belt then made their bow. The former had all the
fun to herself in fully a mile course, driving the hare into a
squirrel hole and of course winning.
Al Farrow and Molly S.—J. J. Raddemaker's Al Farrow

(last year s winner) and T. W. Sheehan's Molly S. trotted out
for the next course, but the champion soon settled matters
and easily won the shortest course of the meeting.
Whip and Tom Schaap.—J. Cranston's Whip and Kallar

han and Kennedy's Tom Schaap were scarcely in slips when
a flyer went away ahead of them, and going as if the north
pole was his destination—and if he kept a straight line he
should be now north of Alaska. Whip got the course
Sundial and Twilight.—D. Shannon's Sundial andW EWadam's Twilight had a pretty course at flr.st, but the

latter was altogether too clever for the former and won
after a very long chase.
Tyrant and Bessey.—.Tas. Byrn's Tyrant and J. Eagan's

Bessey went away to a circling hare, and after some prettv
work Bessey won handsomely.
Moonlight and Dan C—T. A. King's Moonlight and D D

Rqache's Dan C. had a griller, and after the first few
points the hare broke away, pushed closely by Moonlight
who eventually lost his game but won the course
Glen Farron and Queen Bess.—M. Tiernan's Glen Parron

and T. Coony's Queen Bess. The former led, took two turns
and then let in the Queen for two points, when Glen Farron
again took command, and after a chase of a mile killed and
won the course.
Johnnie Rex and Dan O'Connell.—T. P. McInnerney'S

.Johnnie Rex and T. J. Cronin's Dan O'Connell had a rat-
tling spin after a good hare, the former getting the run up
and turn. Then Dan had a go in for a couple of points-
then the hare went for a straight run, but Rex brought her
around again and won a flne course.
Headlight and Native Son.—W. E. Wadam's Headlight

and H. M. Spring's Native Son. The former led, took first
turn and let in the Son; he then went a "cropper" and was
in it no more.
Ben d'Or and Dark Rustic—R. Canovau's Ben d'Or and

^. D. Nolan's Dark Ru.stic went to a flyer; the former led
and got first turn and then drove the game before him, but
after a few hundred yards died away and Rustic took com-
mand, did some pretty work and won.
Blanco and Joe McAuliffe.—P. F. Canovau's Blanco and

T. Hall's Joe McAuliffe were no match, the latter winning
a heavy course all by himself.
Pride and Sacramento Girl.—T. Farrell's Pride and J

O'Brien's Sacramento Girl had a long run before either of
them showed in the lead. The Girl eventually held out the
longest and got the turn: there was not much more in it as
the hare was by far the best of the three. The Girl won

'

Sea Shell and Laurelwood.-D. Shannon's Sea Shell and
J. McDonald's Laurelwood had a sharp and short course, on
the decision of which there was some little unpleasantness
but which was easily settled when the judge exnlained the
running. Laurelwood won.
Snowflake and Monarch HL—MCallahan & Kelly's Snow-

flake and J. P. Carroll's Monarch III. had the closest and
prettiest course of the day. For over three-quarters of a
mile they ran as if in the leash, and both dogs being white
it was impossible to distinguish them at so great a distance,
Snowflake got the course.
Governor and Great Expectations.—John Eagan's Gov-

ernor and J. B. Watson's Great Expectations had a very
long course, out of sight most of it. Governor won.
Mountain Hare and Skyrocket. -D. D. Roache's Mountain

Hare was no match for P. Curtis's Skyrocket, who won
easily, doing all the work, but lost the hare.
Dairy and R. E. Lee.—B. Dougherty's Dairy and Fred

Neary's R. E. Lee had a fine course, in which a large amount
of work was done by both dogs, Lee getting the course
eventually.
Depend on Me and Prince Rupert.—T. J. Cronin's Depend
1 Me and H. C. Lowe's Prince Rupert had a scorcher. It

must surely have been over three miles, and both dogs being
very much alike in color it was impossible to distinguish
which w^as which. The former got the course. Both dogs
were completely exhausted when picked up.
Short Stop and Fly.—S. Millikin's Short Stop and T. Col-

lins's Fly had a long run and little work; the hare got away
and Short Stop won.
Tom Pitz and Dexter.—T. P. Mclnnery's Tom Pitz and

John Hough's Dexter were sliiiped to a demon flyer. Pitz
had to do it all, and in his efforts to kill his game came near
killing himself.
Sam Nash and Jennie G.—James Cox's Sam Nash and T.

J. Cronin's Jennie G. had a flyer in front of them for over a
mile and a half, but Sam had the best of the course all
through and won lone hand.
Wolf Jane and Fanny.—B. Grogun's Wolf Jane and John

Baker's Fanny had a long stern chase, but the former out-
paced and out-worked his opponent by several points and
won a fine course.
Carbine and Scout.—T. Cooney's Carbine and P. D. Nolan's

Scout were slipped to a circling hare. The latter was much
the faster dog, but he could not turn worth a cent, and with
a working hare was nowhere when he made a rush and
killed and lost.

Natty and Nellie Bly.— B. Nolan's Natty and James
Byron's Nellie Bly caused some excitement as they went to
slips, both dogs being known to be fast and clever. On get-
ting off Natty led and got flrst turn and again served him-
self. The hare then made a break, but after a sharp run
Nellie got the lead and the turn and followed it up with two
or three points more, then died away and Natty took com-
mand, but before he could reach the hare she got into a hole
and Natty lost.

Dazel and Madame Blavatsky.—Fred Neary's Madame
Blavatsky was no match for T P. Mclnerney's Dazel, who
won all of a long and hard course.
Zulu and Silverton.—Robert Boyd's Zulu and D. Shan-
an's Silverton were the last pair on the first round of the

card; the former would not work in slips and of course got
the worst Qt the go, but once the African saw the game he
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made up lost ground and handsomely won a long and hard
coTirse.

No greater day's coursing than this was ever seen in any
country. There were but two of the courses under a mile,
and many of them would no doubt measure three; there
were no more than four hares killed, about one-half of them
got clear away and the rest got into holes. The ground in

. many places was hard and the grass dry and chippy, causing
mucli injury to many of tbe hounds. The twentj^-eight
courses were run in exactly five hours. Mr. Pabey's judg-
ing gave good satisfaction all round, and Mr, Wren, our
great slipper, surpassed himself; bis work was simply
splendid.

SECOND DAY.
Wednesday morning found the men of the leash all ready

and anxious for tbe fray, and about 7 o'clock many of thern
were on their way to the field. The coursing of the previous
day had, however, shown that the ground was altogether too
dry, and many of the dogs even in the first courses of the
second day were limping. The morning was lovely, such
a one as can .scarcely be foxind out of California at this sea-
son of the year, not a cloud appearing to mar the lovely
beauty of the skies. All being in readiness at 10 o'clock, the
first pair of dogs were called to slips for the

First Ties.

Catharine Hayes—Juno.—This pair had a rather short
slip, and instantly closed on their game, the former getting
the run up and turn; some pretty close scoring was then
done by both dogs, but Hayes had always the lead in run-
ning and working, and eventually drove the hare into a hole
and won the course.
Al Farrow—Whip.—Many thought this would be a great

coufse, but the former dog was in it all through, aud won a
heavy course without much assistance.
Twilight—Bessy.—This also was a one-sided affair, the

first-named dog outworking his opponent at all points. A
long course.
Moonlight—Glen Farrow.—In this course Moonlight ran a

bye, his opponent being drawn in consequence of injuries
sustained in his first course.
Johnnie Rex—Headlight.—This course was a great proof

of Rex's wonderful speed and working power, for he un-
questionably met a good dog and defeated him with ease;
yet so desperate was the trial and so hard was some of the
ground over which the dogs went, that when Rex waspicked
up it was found that the pads of his forefeet were liter-
ally torn away, and his owner gave notice that he was with-
drawn.
Dark Rustic—Joe McAulifie were slipped to a flyer. Joe

made the run, but in making his drive to kill went a ter-
rific "cropper" over and over again, and it was thought by
not a few that he must have been killed. In the meantime
Rustic hud his game all to himself and pressed it hard, and
when Joe saw his game once more almost in the teeth of his
enemy he foT-got his troubles, and after a long chase came
into play again, and after some two or three great efforts
succeeded in out-working Rustic, and eventually won one of
the finest courses of the meeting.
Dolly Vardeu—Sacramento Girl.-This was a long course

in a great measure hid from the spectators, many of whom
thought when they saw the flag go up against Dolly that
the judge had made a great mistake; but afterward when
the course was explained it was evident that the decision
was a correct one.
Governor—Sbyrocket.—The latter dog won this easily, the

former quit.
Laurelwood— Snowflake. The latter won the course from

top to bottom.
R E. Lee—Depend on Me.—The dogs sprang at once to

the front and made things hot for puss, though she was a
fast one once she made up her mind to travel in a straight
line. However, she was brought round, and the latter dog
began to have something to do in the game, but just at that
moment a harbor of refuge hove in sight and Master Jack
gave a couple of short turns that gave him a few yards more
advantage, and in an instan the buried himself as deep as
possible from his foes, evidently caring little which of them
had the best of the play. R. E. Lee won.
Short Stop—Tom Fitz.—Tom was a hot favorite for this

course, ten to one being offered about him. But "men pro-
pose," etc., he was never in the game; he was beaten from
the start.

Sam Nash—Wolf Tone.—This was looked upon as an easy
thing for Sam, and so ic proved; but immediately on the
finish of the course another hare jumped up, and so terribly
cut up was Sam when he finished with him that he had to
be drawn from the stake.
Nelly Bly—Scout.—Nelly got a bye, Scout being drawn

lame.
Dazzle—Zulu.—A very sharp course; the latter dog win-

ning with some points to spare.
It would be waste of your valuable space to attempt to

describe the remaining ties, mostly all the dogs being more
or less injured, and causing byes right through, as will be
seen by tne summary.
Many of the dogs were very unfortunate, while some

others, notably NeDy Bly, was on fortune's side—having no
less than three byes—two accidental ones and one natural,
but in her last she suffered so much that she fell an easy
prey to R. E. Lee in the next.
The winner, Joe McAuiiff", had but one bye iu the whole

match, and strange to say it was the only course in which he
was really tested. He is a handsome black dog weighing
about .511 bs., and when extended to his game looks evejy
inch a greyhound, moving with the ease of a piece of mach-
inery aud never loses an inch of ground when coming round
with his hare. His blood is rich with all the old stock of
California. He was bred on Aug. 11, 1889; is by Irish Boy
out of Banshee, Irish Boy by Pat Maloy out of Banshee (close
inbreeding). Banshee is by Templeton out of imp. Tempete.
Pat Maloy by King John, by Thornton out of Fanny, both
imported from Australia.

SUMMABT.
M. Tiernan's w r bitch Oath. Hayes beat T. Coony's bl \v dog

Dandy Jim.

^ Jas. Byrne's f bitch Juno beat W. J. Heney's w br dog Warm
J. J, Rademakei's br dog Al Farrow beatT. W. Sheehan's w

blk biteh Molly S.
J.Cranston's bl w dog Wliip beat Callahan & Kennedy's blk

dog Tom Schaap,
W. E. Windam's blk w bitch Twilight beat D. Shannon's blk w

bitch Sun Dial.
John Eagan's w blk bitch Besseybeat Jas. Byrne's brwdog

Tyrant.
T. A. King's w r dog Moonlight beat D. D. Roaehe's'blk dog

Dan O,
M. Tiernan's f dog Glen Farron beat T. Coony's blk w bitch

Queen Bess.
T. P. Mf^Innery's blk w dog Jolmny Rex beat T. J. Cronin's w f

dog Dan O'ConnelJ.
Dr. W. E. Wadam's blk w dog Headlight beat H. M. N. Spring's

W dog Native Son.
P. D. Nolan's blk w dog Dark Rustic beat P. F. Oanovan's br w

dog Ben d'Or.
ThOH. Hall's blk w dog Joe McAnliffe beat P. F. Oanovan's w

dog Blanco.
D. D. Roache's blk w bitch Dolly Tarden beat H. M. N. Spring's

bl dog Duke of Milpitas.
John O'Brien's br w bitch Sacramento Girl beat Thos. Farrell'a

Dlk biich Bride.
Jas. McDonald's br w dog Laurelwood beat D. & R. Shannon's

blk w bitch Sea Shell.
Callahan & Kennedy's w f dog Snowflake beat J.F.Carroll'sW b!k dog Monarch III,

Perry Ourtiss's blk w dog Skyrocket beat D. D. Roache's bl w ! NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB FIELD TRIALS.dog Monntain Hare. -^-r-r-r^
Fred Menry's w blk dog R.E.Lee beat B. Dougherty's blk w IVTANUET, N. Y., Nov. 23.—The running in the second

±y annual field trials of the National Beagle Club was tobiich Daisy.
T. J, Cronin's blk w dog Depend On Me beat H. O. Lowe's w blk

dog Prmce Rupert.

S-
M'llihen's br w dog Short Stop beat T. Collin's br w bitch Fly.

T. P. Mclnerny'a blk w dog Tom Fritz beat John Hough's w br
dog Dexter.
Jas. Cox's w bl dog Sam Nash beat T. J. OrbriJn'S blk bitch Jen-

nie G.
B. Grogan's br dog Wolf Tone beat John Baker's blw dog Fanny.
P. D. Nolan's blk w dog Scout beat T. Coony's br dog Carbine.
J. Byrne's f bitch Nellie Bly beat B. Nolan's bl dog Natty.
T. H. Mclnerny's blk w dog Dazel beat Fred Neary's w blk bitch

Madame Blavatsky.
Robt. Boyd's £ bitch Zulu heat D. Shannon's f dog Silverton.

First Ties.
Snowflake beat Laurelwood.
Skyrocket beat Governor.
R. E. Lee beat Depend- On-Me.
Short Stop beat Tom Fitz.
Sam Nash beat Wolf Tone.

Catharine Hayes beat Juno.
Al Farrow beat Whip,
Twilight beat Beassey.
Moonlight, a bye.
Jennie Rex heat Headlight. . „™„ .

,

Joe MoAul iffo beat Dark Rustic. Nellie Bly, a bye.
Sacramento Girl beat Dolly Dazel beat Zulu.
Vardeu.

S&condi Tt^.*^

Catharine Hayes beat Al Farrow R. B. Lee beat Skyrocket,
Twilight, a bye. Short Stop, a bye,
Joe McAnliffe beat Jennie Rex. Nellie Bly, a bye.
Snowflake beat Sacramento Girl

Third Ties.
Catharine Hayes, a bye. R. E, Lee beat Short Stop.
Joe McAnliffe beat Snowflake. Nellie Blv, a bye.

Fourth Ties.
Job McAnliffe beat Catharine R. E, Lee beat Nellie Blv,
Hayes,

^ Final,
Joe McAnliffe beat R. E. Lee.
„. Winners.
First -.Toe McAubffe. Third ] niviri«ri J Nellie Bly,
8econd-R. E. Lee. Fourth f

J^'vided
-j g^^y^^

Snowflake, Twilight and Short Stop, $'20 each.

The first prize was $500, the second $250, the third |100.
The meeting was a splendid success, with the exception of
the accidents to the dogs in the third and fourth ties. At
the close of the meeting Pi-esident Shaunan made one of his
happy speeches, thanking all for their excellent conduct,
and calling for three cheers for Mr. Pahey, the judge, which
were given with a will, and then for each of the officers of
the field, all of which were responded to in the happiest and
most cordial veins.

It took exactly ten hours to run off the fif fcy-six courses

—

a feat which has never before been surpassecl on any open
coursing ground on this continent, and seldom, if ever, in
any place.
There is a movement on foot at Medera, thirty-five miles

south of Merced, on the S. P. R. R., to get up a meeting
early in March next, to which the people will give $500 or
$600 added money. The amount was practically placed
Saturday night. The grounds are very fine for coursing, of
a sandy loam, and perfectly safe for dogs. There are thous-
ands of acres just near the town, and any quantity of game;
there are also a number of good hotels in the place,

J. R, Dickson.

BRUNSWICK FUR CLUB'S TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent "Bradley" iu your issue of Nov. 19

gave a very good accoixnt of the first three days' trials of the
club, but as he did not stay to the Qnish, of course he did
not see the final run of the All-Aged classes nor hear the
awards of the judges.
On Thursday, the 13th, the hounds were cast ofl: in East

Princeton. A fox was seen on a ledgy hill and the hounds
put in. They all got off well, running at a furious clip
down through heavy timberland. Soon Mr, Perry's Clinker
could be heard far ahead of the pack, and in each circle of
the fox he increased his lead. Finally the fox broke for
high ground again and ran through the line of hunters, Mr,
Harrington, of Worcester, wounding him but not checking
his speed. Clinker was close on him, running for a kill,
and in a few seconds he was heard baying the fox, having
him backed against a tree. Two hunters coming up the
fox started to run, when Clinker jumped on him, soon
finishing his existence. The rest of the pack were well
bunched, coming into the death about 5m. afterward.
The puppy class was run off on Friday, a good race being

obtained, showing the nine youngsters to be the best class
ever run at the trials.
The judges were Dr. Heffenger, chairman, Mr. F. G.

Stewart and Mr. E. C, Gill.
The final awards were as follows:

Hunting.
1. R. D. Perry's b w t bitch Slip.
2. R. D, Perry's b t dog Clinker.
3. L, O, Dennison's tan and blue ticked dog Trimmer,

Trailing.

1, A, B, F, Kinney's b w t dog Trim,
2, R. D. Perry's b t dog Clinker,
3, R. D, Perry's b w t bitch Slip,

Speed.

1, R, D. Perry's b t dog Clinker.
3. B. J. Bates's red dog Leads All,
3. R D. Perry's b w t bitch Slip.

Enduranee.
1. A. B. E. Kinney's b w t dog Trim.
2. R, D, Perry's b t dog Clinker.
3. R. D. Perry's b w t bitch Slip,

BarMng.
1. O. F. .Joslin's b w dog Rover.
3. A. B. F. Kinney's b w t dog Trim.
3. L, O, Dennison's tan and blue ticked dog Trimmer,

Style.

1. R. D. Perry's b t dog Clinker.
2. A. B. F. Kinney's b w t dog Major,
3. A, B. F. Kirmey's b t dog Lancaster.

Pup-py Class.

1. Knight & Given's b w t bitch Beauty,
3, A, G. Hall's b t dog Rover.
3. E. J, Bates's tan and blue ticked bitch Spottie,

Special Prizes.

R, D, Perry's Clinker, highest general average medal and
American Field cup.
A. B. F, Kinney's Trim, endurance medal, given by Mr, J.

H. Baird.
Knight & Given's Beauty, steel engravlug "A Promising

Litter," given by Mr. R. D, Perry,
The fourth annual meet of the club will be held in Febru-

ary next, probably near Brunswick, Me,
A. C. Heffenger, Vice-Pres. and Sec. pro tern.

POHTSMOUTH, N. H.

IRISH SETTER CLIJB.r-At the meeting of the execu-
tive committee of the Irish Setter Club, held Nov. 19, Mr
Child resigned frotu the field trial committee and Dr.
Jaiwis was appointed in his place. The field trial commit-
tee was authorized to manage the trials and pay the prizes,—G. G, DAVIS, Sec'y.

Names and Portbaxts of Bibds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can

begin here to-day, but a heavy northeast storm has prevented
all field work. Among the club members and sportsmen
present are: W. A. Power, Boston; P. W, Chapman, Mel-
rose, Mass.; Dr. Edwin Field and T, S. Field, Red Bank, N.
J,; H. F. Schellhass, New York; John Bateman, Gravesend,
Jj. L; C. S, and D. 0. Wixom, Covert, N. Y.; H, L. Kreuder,
Nantiet; A, Parry, Franklin Park, Mass.; Wm. H, Hyland
and Edwin Beck, North Tarrytown, N. Y.; George Laick,
Tarrytown, N. Y.; Wm. H. Ashburner, Philadelphia; Harry
Twyford, Bay Ridge, L. I.

The bench show was held in the morning. The judging
began at 11 o'clock in the new building of the Rockland
Kennels. Pottinger Dorsey, of New Market, Md,, and W,
S. Clark, of Linden, Mass., who are to judge the dogs in the
field, officiated in the ring. Among the beagles entered are
many well known on the bench, and the quality of the dogs
as a whole is fully equal to that seen in our large shows.
The awards were as follows:

DOGS.—15iN. AND Under—Challbngb Ct,ass—Ist, Rockland
Kennels' Racer, Jr.—Opbn Class—1st, Forest Beagle Kennels'
Hunter; 2d, F. F. Ogisr's Fleetwood; 3d, Rockland Kennels' Roy
K. Very high com., Edwin Field's Fairy's Lee.
BITCHES.—15iN. AND Under—OHAnuENGE Class—No entries.

—Open—Equal let. Forest Beagle Kennels' June Rose and Rock-
land Kennel's Fanny Racer; 2d, Rockland Kennels' Belle of Rock-
land; 8d, Forest Beagle Kennels' Gypsey, Very high com,, Forest
Beagle Kennels' Lady Lee.

DOGS.—13iN. AND Under—Challbngb Class—lat, Hornell-
Harmony Kennels' Royal Krueger.—Open CLA.S8-lst, Bradford
S. Turpin'is Clyde.

BITCHES.—13iN. AND Under—Challenge Class—1st, Hornell-
Harmony Kennels' Ava W.—Open Class—Ist, Bradford S. Tur-
pin's Belle Rosb: 2d, W. H. Ashburner's Judy; 3d, Hornell-Har-
mony Kennels' Niha. Very high com. and com., Glenrose Beagle,
Kennels' Toxy and Romp C.

PUPPIES.-lst and 2d, Rockland Kennels' The Pasha and The
Czar; 3d, Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Romp C.

The entries for the trials have filled well. There are bat
two beagles absent. Midge and Jumbo; the latter may arrive
to-morew. The drawing in the various classes resulted as
follows:

CLASS A.

Ring (Glenrose Beagle Kennels) against Hunter (Poresfe
Beagle Kennels).
Tricotrin (Hornell-Harmony Kennels) against Roy K.

(Rockland Kennels).
Tony Weller (Wm. H. Child) against Stormy (Pocantico

Kennels).
Bill Nye (Wm. H, Hyland) against Racer, Jr. (Rockland

Kennels),
Fairy's Lee (Edwin Field, M,D,) against Fleetwood (F, F.

Ogier).
Sedgewick (Hornell-Harmony Kennels), a bye,

CLASS B.

Fanny Racer (Rockland Kennels) against Lady Lee (For-
est Beagle Kennels).
Flora K. (Rockland Kennels) against Dora (Pocantico

Kennels),
Nellie (Hornell-Harmony Kennels) against Gypsey Forest

(Forest Beagle Kennels),
Belle of Rockland (Rockland Kennels) against Countess

Juno (F. F. Ogier).
Tone (Glenrose Beagle Kennels) against June Rose (Forest

Beagle Kennels).

CLASS C.

Royal Krueger (Hornell-Harmony Kennels) against Clyde
(Bradford S, Turpin),

CLASS D,

Belle Ross (Bradford S, Turpin) against J udy (W, H, Ash-
burner).
Toxy (Glenrose Beagle Kennels) against Ava W. (Hornell-Harmony Kennels),
Romp C, (G lenrose Beagle Kennnels) against Nibs (Hornell-Harmony Kennels).

CLASS E,

-rJ^^^ Pasha (Rockland Kennels) against Jumbo (Paul C. F,
Hoffman).
The Czar (Rockland Kennels), against Romp C. (Glenrose

Beagle Kennels),

IRISH SETTER CLUB TRIALS.
HIGH POINT, N, C, Nov. 23,-The "red" men, as they

are facetiously termed down here, began to come in
last night, and this morning's train brought the balance
Those who are here and entered in these trials as handlers
and owners and judges are Messrs, L. W. White, Thomas-
vllle, N, C; J. R. Howse, Trenton, Tenn.; H. B. Anderson
Glenview, N. J.; E. I. Martin, Wilmington, Del.; George e'
?ray, Appleton, Minn.; W. T, Irwin, Hutchinson, Kan.'
John White and S. C. Bradley, Thomasville, N, C- GeorgeM ;Clin, Bicknell, Ind., and Dr. G. G. Davis, who is here
alone to represent the Irish Setter Club and arrange matters.
It is unfortunate that there are not more owners of Irish
setter kennels present to countenance the trials. At 9 P M
this evening the draw for the Derby took place and an un-
expectedly good entry filled. They were drawn as follows:
Nelson McMurdo's Maid of Borstal with L. A. Van Zandt's
Squaw, W. H. Child's Leigh Done Vi with E. B, Bishop's
Finglas George E. Gray's Elcho's Maid with Coleraine.
George H. Kendal's Rose of Claremont with B. M.Vaughan's
Bessie Mavourneen, P. H. Perry's Pride of Patsey withH, E
Richards's Adonis, H. B. Anderson's Nugget a bye. The
start will be at Blair Farm to-morrow at 8:30. The hand-
some trophy given by the Philadelphia Item is on view in
theoflSce and is an object of especial attraction, as it is a
handsome large silver punch bowl.
High Point, Nov, 23.—The wind is blowing a gale and

the rain coming down in torrents this morning, so it is not
very likely that there will be much, if any, running to-day
By a late train last night Dr. W. Jarvis, Claremont, N. H,'
came down from the North, and the presence of this well-
known breeder of Irish setters lends additional interest to
the meeting.

iSvecial to Forest and Stream.]
High Point, Nov. 25.—The weather cleared about nine

o'clock, but we did not start with the Irish Setter Trial till
afternoon to allow the ground to dry out. The heat between
Maid of Borstall and Squaw was not very good, neither
showing range, but Squaw did fairly on birds. Finglas
proved a better dog altogether than Leigh Done Vi, ranging
and showing fair style, though he flushed birds, Elcho's
Maid and Coleraine heat was the best of the lot, both ranged
with speed and vim, Coleraine best on birds, shoAving good
nose. Adonis had the best of Pride of Patsey in the next
heat, though neither ranged very much, Bessie Mavourneen
and Rose of Claremont ran indifferently and neither good
enough for second series. Nugget near dark ran a good
race, finding two bevies and hunting ground out well. The
second series will contain Squaw, Coleraine, Elcho's Maid
and Nugget, In reserve, Finglas, Maid of Borstall and
Adonis, H, W. L,

FOHEST and Stream. Bos 2,833. N. Y. city, has descriptive lUus-
trated circulars ot W. B. Lefflngwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which wiU be mailed tree on request. The book Is pro-
npunced by "Nanit," "Gloan" "Dick Swiveller," "Syblllene"and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subjeet
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NOTES AND NOTIONS.
WAS there ever an attempt at explaining why worthless,

shiftless men are so commonly fon(i of "dogs? 1 do
not mean the brutal ruffian of the "Bill S zkes" type, or the
knave of the "dog sharp" class, but the easy going, amiable
specimen known to us all, hut best delineated by Mrs.
Stowe in "Sam Lawson." The ruffian and the knave are
usually fond of dogs only as instruments for the furtherance
of their vicious purposes, but why the lazy man should
allow horses at his blacksmith shop to go unshod, while he
is looking after some dog (a la "Sam Lawsou" ). is not very
discernible. I fancy part of the explanation lies in such a
man being a bit of the poet in his way, given to taking the
pleasure in life that offers ittsel'f free to the hand
with the least

.
exertion, and philosophicallv leaving

the world's work to others of sterner mould. This leads
to the suggestion that the common remark that so and so is
a devoted dog lover, is a very foolish, as well as bald, state-
ment, much like the glorification of some candidate for
office in having been a "good soldier." The man of honest
and_ high purposes, clean in his walk and thoughts, may
well look with satisfaction on the added luerit of good sol-
diership, and the man who has made his mark in the world's
work, be he Prince Bismarck or the honest laborer who has
done his honest meed of daily work, adds another leaf to his
cbaplet by an honest love for the dog, but by itself the latter
counts for nought. Too many idlers who cumber the path
of progress, as well as some scoundrels and knaves, have
been both dog lovers and good soldiers. The Onlookee.

DOG CHAT.

ON Thursday evening it was given out that W. W. Titus
had purchased from Mr. J. Shelley Hudson the cele-

brated field and bench show winner Bohemian Girl, and this
will matei'ially strengthen his kennel. The pi'ice given was
f.1,500.

The Lorillard medals at the Eastern field trials were
judged on Thusday evening at 8 P. M. by Major J. M. Tay-
lor. Mr. F. U. Hitchcock's K.oi d'Or repeated his last year's
victory in the dog class for dog showing best bench show
form in the trials. That sterling good bitch Daisy Hunter
received her deserts this year, winning the medal for best
bitch. Her body and legs are excellent, and it will be re-
membered we spotted her for first last year.

Farmer Nortin, of Mt. Carmel, Conn., advertises in the
local paper: "I will deliver, free of expense during the
month of October, fifty bushels of good apples to deserving
poor families, providing the members ot those families do
not use intoxicating liquor or tobacco or keep a dog."

Changing one's mind is erroneously said to be a woman's
privilege, but it seems to be one equally shared by men.
We are pleased to see that Mr. E. B. Bishop thought better
of his intention to withdraw his dogs from the Irish setter
trials, and on Friday night we were surprised to find W. T.
Irwin in the hotel office, looking pretty tired, having been
four days and three nights on the road, from Hutchinson,
Kan. He has Coleraine and Finglas along with him, and
their running is looked forward to with much interest.

Mr. Chas. M. Tucker, of Stanton, Tenn., will now take
charge of Mr. Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s kennel. Mr. Tucker is
a veteran in field trial work, and Mr. Lorillard has made a
good choice. The winner of third in the All-Aged Stake at
High Point. Antevolo, was handled by Mr. Tucker. The
kennel will be at Stanton, Tenn.

On Thursday night an important deal was consummated
by the transfer, for a consideration of $1,500, of the noted
field and bench show winner Bohemian Girl, from, the ken-
nel of Mr. J. Shelley Hudson, Covington, Ky., to the new
kennel formed by Messi-s. F. J. O'Connell, Coal Grove, O

,

and W. W. Titus, West Point, Miss. This new kennel will
be situated at Coal Grove, O., where kennel buildings are
now in course of erection, and with such an experienced
man as Mr. Titus at the helm their dogs should soon com-
mand attention. By purchasing this good bitch they have
made a wise selection. She will most likely be bred to Dick
Bondhu. They have already a number of well bred young
stock to commence on. Mr. Titus is well known and ap-
preciated, and from what we have seen of Mr. O'Connell,
whom we met at the Lexington, Ky., show, this gentleman
will be welcomed into the ranks of kenneldom.

The Farmers' and Sportsmen's Game Protective Club is
an organization that has just been formed and incorporated
under the laws of North Carolina by the following gentle-
men: O. W. Bright. New York city, N. Y.; S. C. Bradley,
Greenfield Hill, Conn.: J. B. Stoddard, Kout.'s. Ind.; L. W.
White, Thomasville, N. C; F. R. Hitchcock, New York city,
N. Y.; John White, Fredericksburg, Va.; H. Merriam, Bos-
ton, Mass.; P. H. O'Bannon, Sperryville, Va.; P. Lorillard,
Jr., Jersey City, N J.; at Thomasville, N. C, with the
object of securing the co-operation of the farmers of Thomas-
ville in particular and Davidson county in general in the
work of stocking the farms with quail and protecting the
same. The capital stock is not to exceed $5,000, and the par
value of each share is |25. The dues are $35 per year, and
each member will be provided with a badge, which will have
to be worn when on the club grounds. Gue.sts of members
will be allowed the privilege ot the club on application, and
must pay $2 for their badge which entitles them to one day's
shooting.

Major J. M. Taylor has been busily engaged the past two
years in compiling a book, which will be published about
next February. It contains full records ot field trial win-
ners, etc., from their inception at Memphis, 1874, till the
present year. It will also contain a complete record of all
bench show and prize winners, name of owners, etc. The
standard of all recognized breeds will also be given; in fact
the work will be as comprehensive as it is possible to make
it and will be invaluable as a reference for every dogman in
the country. As may be imagined the work has entailed an
immense amount of careful labor, but there is little doubt
but that such a book will be thoroughly aprreciated.

Among the new announcements in our ad columns are
those of aeerhound puppies, Hillside Kennels; St. Bernard
pups, H. D. Littlefleld; pointers, Box 179: closing out sale,
Moorefleld Kennels and M.Musgrave; cocker spaniel wanted
by C. Hunter: the Menthon Kennels and New York St.
Bernard kennels offer St. Bernards at stud.

Mr. Angus Cameron, who it will be remembered came
over here with Mr. Heywood Lonsdale's dogs last year, ar-
rived last Monday from England, and his appearance at the
trials at High Point on Thursday last was a surprise to
many of us. Mr. Cameron intends' locating in this country,
and he will be an acquisition to the ranks of first-class
handlers. For this he certainly is, as those who saw his
work with the dogs he trained and brought from England
last year can testify. Mr. Cameron is open for engagement
to take charge of a .setter or pointer kennel, and we have
little doubt that he will not have to wait long for an
engagement.

We have learned that the person who advertises under the
name "Oak Grove Keimels" is the F. C. Fowler, of Moodus,

BiB., TBhQ. iu 1S8(PSL advertised as "FraBk Fowler," "F.

C Fowler,' 'F. A. Chester," "W. A. Howard," "B. H.
Hammond," "M. A. Gleason" and other aliases. Informa-
tion respecting this individual and his dog dealings was
fol,^^ -P'^^^'

is.sues of Feb. 13 and Sept. 1, 8, 15, 22 and 29,
1881. Had we known of Fowler's connection with the "Oak
Grove Kennels'' the advertisement would not have been
allowed to appear in the Foeest and Stream. It has.
however, been promptly excluded.

The elegant display of Spratts Patent manufactures in
bpaldmgs' window, on Broadway, this city, is consistent
with the quality of their goods. We are pleased to note
that Messrs. Spalding Bros, are making a leader of these
goods.

The New York St. Bernard Kennels received another ad-
dition to their recent importations, the rough-coated St.
Bernard Refuge II. having joined the immense Princess
l^loreuce and the beautiful headed Keeper, Jr., at the ken-
nels m Harlem. He arrived from England last Friday,
looking none the worse for a rough voyage, his beautiful
color and glossy coat fairly shimmering in the sun. Refuge
II. has won over forty prizes on the other side, besides the
medal at Agricultural Hall last March for the best stud dogm the show. Among the most noted of his progeny may be
mentioned Refugee, Young Refuge, Recluse II., Baron
Clevedon and Highland Chieftain, all of whom have com-
peted with great success in England. Refuge II. is a son
of the great Plinlimmon, from Recluse, the latter being
responsible for the enormous Lord Melrose and his sister
Lady Melrose, both prize winners on this side.

ENGLISH SETTER BEN'S PEDIGREE.—Editor For-
est and Stream: I purchased of Mr. W. Tallman, of this
city, in August last, the English setter Ben, said to have
been whelped July 22, 1888. Mr. Tallman got him from Mr.
W. N. Howell, of Lancaster, Pa. Ben is in every way just
what Mr. Tallman represented him—a very satisfactory dog.
His head is black, with a white stripe down the center. He
has a round black spot about Sin. in diameter on his back
directly over his hindquarters, otherwise he is white with
small black spots here and there. Mr. Howell got him in
November, 1889, from one P. J. Criste, of Milton, Pa. Criste
represented him to Mr. Howell as being a grandson of cham-
pion Roderigo. After purchasing Ben I

' wrote politely to
Criste asking him for the dog's pedigree. He wrote a rude
reply, saying, "You know a pedigree don't help a dog hunt,"
and declined to give his pedigree. It is more than doubtful
whether he ever knew anything of the dog's pedigree, but as
Mr. Howell informs me, Criste gave him to Mr. H. for break-
ing a pointer dog to retrieve, and was anxious to get Howell
to accept the dog instead of the money he had promised him
for performing that service, he probably drew lai-gely on his
imagination. I have tried through a newspaper published
in MiltoUj Pa., to get Ben's pedigree, but having failed in
this, I write to say I shall be very thankful to any brother
sportsman who could give me any facts sheddins: light on
this matter.—Robert Milbank (154 West Forty-eighth
street, New York.)

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inserted without dtar^e; and blanks

((urulahed free) will be sent to any addreaa.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Fulton Kennels. By Adolph Isaacsen, New York, for his ken-
nels of fox-terriers.
VictoHa Kennels. By A G. Hoeley, Plalnfield, N. J„forhis

kennels of English setters and pointers.

BRED.
Prepared Blanba aent free on application.

Mma—Ben Ormonde. J. F. Hall's (Philadelphia, Pa.) rough St.
Bernard bitcli Alma (Barry—Fulhi) to his Ben Ormonde (Marquis
of StafiEord—Hecla). Sent. 24.

Lady Ormonde—Ben Ormonde. J. F. Hall's (Philadelphia, Pa )

rough St. Bernard bitch Lady Ormonde (Monte Rosa—Theon) to
bis Ben Ormonde (Marquis of Staflford—Hfcla). Nov. 8.

Lalla Uoohh—Ban O'Connell. H. L. Hilsendegen's (Detroit,
Mich.) red Irish setter bitch Lalla Rookb to his Dan O'Con-
nell.
Biddy Clare—Dan O'Connell. L. N. Hilsendegen's (Detroit,

Mich.) red Irish setter bitcb Biddy Glare to his Dan O'Connell.
Aug. 37.

G-ra.pMc's Lady—Beppo III. G. W, Batchelder's (Weston, Mass.)
pointer bitch Graphic's Lady ((Graphic—Bloomo) to Jas. L. An-
thony's Beppo III. (Priam—Meally), Sept. 26.

Fluri^V III.—Christopher. Chestnut Hill Kennels' (Philadelphia,
Pa.) collie bitch champion Flurry III. (Blue Sky—Flurry II) to
thi=ir Christopher (Metchley Wonder—Peggy II ), Oct. 30.

RosaUnd—Christopher. G. Frazier's (Philadelphia, Pa.) collie
hitch Rosalind (Maney Trefoil—Roslyn Parole) to Chestnut Hill
Kennels' Christopher (Metchley Wonder—Peggie IL), Nov. 4.

Luella-Cfiiistopher. Chestnut Hill Kennels' (Philadelphia, Pa.)
collie bitch Luella II. (Res or Strephon—Mavis) to their Christo-
pher (Metchley Wonder—Peggie II.) . Oct. 3.

Maiden—Cliristophe^: H. Harding's (Philadelphia. Pa.) collie
bitcb Maiden (Smuggler-Lady Scott) to Chestnut Hill Kennels'
Christopher (Metchley Wonder—Peggie II ), Oct. 5.

Lassie—Christopher. J. Yewdall's ( Philadpiphia, Pa.) collie bitch
LaHSie (Scotilla—Gem) to Chestnut Hill Kennels' Christopher
(Metchley Wonder— Peggie II.) Sept. 3.

Roslyn Primrose—Christoplier. Chestnut Hill Kennels' ( Phila-
delphia. Pa.) collie bitch Roslyn Primrose (The Squire-Wanda)
to their Christopher (Metchley Wonder—Peggie II.), Sept. 3.

Jess—Christopher. McEwen & Gibson's (Byron, Ont.) collie bitch
Jess to Chestnut Hill Kennels' Christopher (Metchley Wonder-
Peggie II. I, Aug. 18.

Roglm Sable -Christoplier. L. Barber's (Winona, Minn.) collie
bitch Roslyn Sable (Dublin Scot—Flurry III.) to Chestnut Hdl
Kennels' Christopher (Metchley Wonder—Peggie II.). Aug. 8.

Lady Moll—Christopher. F. Carswpll's (Wilmington, Del.) col-
lie bitch Lady Moll (David—Jean) to Chestnut Hill Kennels'
Christopher (Metchley Wonder—Peggie II.), Nov. 14.

Flora Kay—Bob Oho. Ridean Kennels' (Ottawa, Ont.) cocker
spaniel bitch Flora. Kay (Obo. Jr.—Princess Tiney) to their Bob
Otjo (champion Oho—Nellie), Oct.
Rideau Flossie—Obo. Jr Rideati Kennels' (Ottawa, Ont.) cocker

spaniel bitch Rideau Flossie (champion Obo—Gipping Floss) to
their Obo, Jr. (champion Obo—Nellie), Oct. 30.

Jennie—Obo, Jr. P. J. Keating's (Toronto, Ont.) cocker spaniel
bitch Jennie (Bob Obo—Nelly) to Ridean Kennels' Obo, Jr, (cham-
pion Obo—Nellie), Nov. 3.

Kitty—Gem of the Season,. W. Tonjee's (Fairfield, M<'.) grey-
hound bitch Kitty to A. W. Purbeck's Gem of the Season (Ivanhoe
-Fly II.), Nov. 15.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanba sent free on application.

Dora Deant. L. Gardner's (Mount Vernon, N. Y.) English setter
bitch Dora Deane (Count Paris—"Nellie Cambridge), Nov. 8, eleven
(seven dogs), by his Gale (champion Gath's Mark— Gladette); two
dogs since dead.

Wellesbourn^ Mabel. Chestnut Hill Kennels' (Philadelphia, Pa.
collie bitch Wellesbourne Mabel (Edgbaston Fox—Edgbaston
Bess). Sept. S. four (two dogs), by their Christopher.
Golden Fli/rt- Chestnut Hill Kennels' (Philadelphia, Pa.) collie

bitch Golden Flirt (Prince Charlie— Hera), Sept, 10, five (two dogs),
by their Maney Trefoil (The Squire-Scotch Pearl).
Roslyn Dolly. Chestnut Hill Kennels' (Phelphla, Pa.) collie bitch

RoslynDolly(Ohristopher—Roslyn Torfrida), Sept. 13, ten (nine
dogs), by J. F. Lumsden's Gladdie (Sir James—Merry Fan).
Oidda. Chestnut Hiil Kennels' (Philadelphia, Pa.) collie bitch

Ouida (Dublin Scot—The Lilly), Sept. 9, eleven (seven dogs), by
their Christopher.
Roslyn Flora. H. S. Harvey's (Philadelphia, Pa.) ooUie bitch

Ro8lynFlora(DublinScot—Flurry IIJ, Oct. 7, eight (Bve doss),
by Chestnut Hill Kennels' Christopher.

SALES.
PreparedBlanka sent firee on application.

whelped Dec. BO, 1888. by Pride of the Plains out of Minka, by J.
K. Boyd, Hempstead, N. Y., to W. J. Blodgett, New York cityfBen Ormonde. Orange, with white markings, rough St. Bernard
dog. whelped Aug. IT, 1889, by Marquis of Stafford out of Hecla.
oy J. . i±aJd, Philadelphia, Pa., to Swiss Mountain Kennels, Ger-m^ntowD, Pa.
Rutland Jock. Collie dog. by Lake Yie sv Kennels. Worcester.

Mass., to Mrs. A. M. Hallock, Columbus, O.
Gladys B. Red Irish setter bitch.whelped May 30, 1888, hy cham-

P^°^ °* J^ady Edith, by R. H. Burr, Middletown, Conn.,
to F. C. Fowler, Moodus, Conn.
Red River Glemho. Red Irish setter dog. whelped Dec. 1, 1886,

py champion Glencho out of Lyda Belle, by R. H. Burr, Middle-
town, Ooiin., to O. M. Chapin, Englewood, N. J.

O7iotq Belle. Red Irish setter bitch, whelned Oct. 4, 1887, by
champion Chief out of Bizreena, by R. H.'Burr, Middletown,
Conn., toF. C Fowier, Moodus, Conn.
Red River GlencJio-Onota Belle whelps. Red Irish setters,

whelped Aug. 16,_ 1891, by R. H. Barr, Middletown. Conn., a dog
and bitch to G. T. Lord, Tnrnerville, Conn., and a dog each to S.
a. iaylor, Colchester, Conn., and E. W. Cole, Ashlev, Pa.
,o,^'"?^T.^l'4'^2/f I^ed Irish setters, whelped April 12,
1891, by R. H. Burr, Middletown. Conn., a dog to A, Neff. Higga-
num. Conn., and a bitch to E. W. Cole, Ashley, Pa
Tx??!"";;^?'*^"*''"'^

wftfiips. St. Bernards, whelped Julv «», 1891, byW. H. Dixon, Jamestown, N. Y.. an orange dog to W. F. Brown,New York city, and an orange and white bitch to J . B. Wideman,
bcranton. Pa.
Seminole. Setter bitch, by Seminole Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.,

to F. C. Fowler, Moodus, Conn,
minter'sPet. Black, white and tan beagle dog, whelped July,

1891, by Cnubb out of Mystic II., by B. H. Bragg, North Sidney,
Me., to A S. Aborn, Wakefield, Mass.
Doctor. Silver fawn pug dog. age and pedigree not given, by

city
Kennels, Cincinnati, O., to G. D. Chaplin, New Y'^ork

Missie. Fawn pug bitch, age and pedigree not given, by Eber-
hart Pug Kennels. Cincinnati. O., to Mrs. Clara B. Noble, Council
Bluffs, la.

Bgelor. WMte, blaek.aad toa apot oa face Bosliah setter dog. The deeialon. at Fomsgr Asm Stream to be final on all polafcs.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
It fell to the lot of Alex. Stein, of the New York Pistol Club, to

fire the first shot in the competition for the Winans trophy em-
blematic of the Amateur Revolver Championship of this country,
Tlie firing took place in the gallery of the club. No. 12 St. Mark's
Place, on Saturday evening last. It was the regular club meet-
ing night for practice, but on this occasion the shooting for this
important trophy took precedence, and in place of the reduced
Hinman target generally employed, the battery of fine revolvers
owned and used by the club men were pointed at the .5in. discs
used in the shoot oii" of the championship. The gallery was a
very lively place during the shooting, and the two ranges were
very busy with the carefully aimed bullets traversing them. The
contestants found out that it was no easy task to stand up and in
clear off-hand work fire thirty shots in a match where one single
error might mar an otherwise-fine score.

The time consumed in sending the targets up and down the
range prolonged the work, and it was near midnight before the
first half dozen men had closed up their records and placed SO
neatly-punctured disks into one of the waiting envelopes, there
to be sealed to await the measuring up, which will promptly fol-
low the final shot in the match. In order to give opportunity for
other members of the New Yrork Pistol Clnb to shoot, the gallery
will be open for a further making of scores in this contest on
Saturday evening, Dec. 5. At that time President Henry Oebl,
of the clnb, will probably shoot, and any other revolver expert,
whether a member of the clnb or not, who may present himself
as a contestant on that occasion will be accorded the courtesy of
the ranges and have opportunity to shoot a record.

On the first evening the majority of the shooters preferred a
2in. bullseye, and in one of Geo. Jantzer's shots a clean plumb
center was made, while the black caught the majority of the
shots in each shooter's score. There was the usual chapter of
mishaps. Mr. Bishop got off his Sin. disk with his 12th and 13th
shots, or more strictly, the last shot of his second anl the first

shot of his third round. This puzzled him, but an Inspection of
his revolver showed that in placing it down after the 11th shot
the rear right bar had been struck and had slipped about l-16in.

in its slot. The error corrected brought the nest shot back in the
black, but two rounds had been ii-retrievably nuned. Barney
Walther, merriest of marksmen, made a record, and Alex. Stein
jJayed in bad luck with some irregular ammunition. Dr. Louis
Bell shot very even, and his steadiness ought to bring him to the
front, either as first or as a subsequent holder of the trophy. Mr.
Jantzer al=o has a good arm and handles it in fine style.

With the opening of the match comes the good news of encour-
agement to the contestants. It was purposely made a no-entry-fee
match, so that no one need be debarred from shooting. There is

no sweepstake feature about it, but as soon as the idea of making
a special otter to the winner of the trophy was .suggested to the
well-known revolver making firm of Smith & Wesson, came the
response as foUovvs:

Spbingfield. Mass., Nov. 21, 1891.—Forest and Stream Publish-
ing Co.: Replying to yours of the 20th, we beg to say: Yes, we
will otfer a prize to the winner of the Winans Trophy and
Amateur Revolver Championship of the United States. Same to be
one of any of our models of revolvers that you may select, hand-
somely gotten up, with a morocco case, etc.—Sjot ft & Wesson.
Forest and Stream will supplement this by the otter of SlOO

In cash to go to the second, third and fourth place men in the
opening record of the trophy in purses of 8-50, $30 and $20 respec-
tively. Other firms specially interested will probably come in,

and so in addition to the honor of holding the championship
trophy will be the substantial benefit of the prizes in merchandise
and money. We repeat the simple conditions of the competition:

CONDITIONS,

Open to any citizen or permanent resident of the United States.
Any revolver, maximum length of bore. Including cylinder,

ten inches.

Any trigger pull.

Any sight, both sights to be on the barrel or forward of the grip
of the pistol hand.
Any fixed ammunition.
Cleaning allowed only between scores of six shots.

Distance, 20yds.

Position standing, free from any artificial stipport, the revolver
held iu one hand only with the arm free from the body and un-
supported in any way. The rear sight shall not be nearer to the
eye than twelve inches.

Target—Ready measurement disks, one shot on each disk and
the measurement to be taken by mechanical Vernier scale from
center of disk to the center of the shot hole.

Scores—Aggregate of best three in five scores, each score to con-
sist of six consecutive rounds. The five scores to he hred consecu-
tively.

Amateur Standing—The standing of a contestant as amateur
and professional to be deternjlned in each iadividual case by
Forest and Stream rules.

Where not in confl.iot with conditions herein, the rules of the
MassachosetteRifle Association for revolver competitions to hold.
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Any winner of the trophy shall hold it subject to challenge for

a term of two years, after which it shall become his personal

property. Upon reeeiving a challenge the holder shall agree with
the challenger upon a place and date for their meeting not later

than sis weeks from the receipt of the challenge, of which meet-

ing at least two weeks" notice shall be given through Forest and
Streaji, and the shooting at said raeeting shall be under the

same conditions as the origiDal eompetitions for the champion'

ship trophy. In case of a failure to agree upon a time and place

of meeting they shall be fixed by Forest and Stream.
The trophy shall be deposited in the custody of Forest and

Stkbam at least one day prior to any challenge meet, and if re^

quired, holders must give bonds to Forest and Stream for its

safe return.

The holder shall not be required to accept a challenge pending
the determination of a challenge shoot already under date. In

case of any dispute about the right of priority in shooting chal-

lenges. Forest and Stream shall determine the order of shoot

ing. All expenses of targets and gallery will be borne by FOREST
AND Strkam. Contestants will defray all other expenses.

The initial shoot for the amateur revolver Lhampionsthip of
America aud the possession of the Winans troohy took place last
night at the rooms of the New York Pistol Club, 13 St. Marks
place. The contest is open to any citi/.en or permanent resident
of the Uniied States. Any revolver maybe used, the length of
which, including cylinder, is not over ten inches. The targets are
reatly-meaEUrement disks, one shot to be measured on each disk,
the measurement to be taken by mechanical Ternier scale from
center of disk to center of the shot hole. The contestants stand
free from any artificial support, the revolver held in one hand
only. The count is the aggregate of the beat three of five scores,
each score to consist of sis consecutive rounds, and the five scores
to be tired consecutively. The distance is Sflyds.

The shooting last night was chiefly by members of the Pistol
Club. Among those who participated were Alexander Stein, who
fired the first shot for the trophy; George .lantzer. Barny Walther,
Dr. Louis Bell, Charles B. Bishop, Henry Oehl, William Koch and
George L. Hoffman. The target used was a Sin. pasteboard disk,
with black bullaeyes varying from lin. to 3in. in diameter, each
marksman selecting the disk he preferred. The 2in. bnllseye was
usually selected.
At the completion of each man's score his disk was sealed up,

and his sis nding will not be figured up until the competition is

finished. Competitions have already been arranged to be held in
Obicago. Philadelphia and Boston, and it will be several months
before the contest is ended.
The trophy is a silver statuette representing a cowbov on horse-

back, and it is on exhibition in the window of Hartley & Graham,
315 Broadway. It was presented by Walter Winans, a young
American artist who has lived abroad for several years and who
is himself a crack shot with the revolver, to the shooting editor of
the Forest ajjd Stream, to be awarded by him according to the
conditions stated.—Aew^ TarU Tinie.% Nov. 22.

HOBOKEN RIFLE SHOOTERS.
[SpeckiUy Reported for Foirst and Stream.]

MILLER RIFLE CLUB.—Captain Richard W. Dewey. Hobo-
ken, N. .T., Wednesday, Nov. 18. Headquarters 80 Hudson street.
Ten shots, off-hand, Americaw 25-riQg target, possible 260. The
scores made in the shoot for class medals were:
D Miller ; 25 25 2.5 25 24 33 23 23 33 21-237
L Sohl 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 31-236
E Fischer 35 25 24 24 23 23 23 23 22 22-234
J Carragher 35 24 34 24 24 2 4 33 23 33 20-2a3
D Peters 25 25 25 25 35 24 23 32 20 19-233
J H Kru=e 25 25 24 23 23 23 23 23 23 22—231
p Liell 25 35 24 23 23 23 33 22 33 21—231
H Seltenreich 25 35 25 .«4 23 23 23 22 33 ;»-330
A Stadler 25 24 24 34 24 24 24 32 20 19-330
S Meyer 25 26 24 33 33 23 23 23 21 31—229
Oap^^^ Dewey 25 36 26 24 23 23 22 23 30 19 - 338W Korbach 25 26 33 33 21 20 20 19 19 18-212W Forkel 24 34 33 23 23 19 18 18 18 18—207
F Karamell 25 35 24 33 19 19 19 18 18 18—20r
F Dunsteadt 25 35 24 33 22 20 19 17 15 15—205
The medal winners in their respective classes were: B'irst class,

Dave MillBr, 337; second, J. Carragher, 233; third, tie between H.
Seltenreich and A. Stadler, will be settled next week. A turkey
shoot for members only will lake place on Thanksgiving eve.
During the eveuijng John Carragher gave capital imitations of
Frank Bush, as did F. Liell.

SEITZ Blt^'LE CLUB, Capt. Clias. Btu'k, .lersoy City Heights,
headquarters 354 Palisade avenue, Wednesday, Nov. 11, 10 shots,
off-hand, 25-ring American target, possib'e250:

A Malz 25 35 24 24 23 23 23 23 33 20-233
Geo Graf 215 25 25 34 33 23 22 23 31 21-231
Capt Burk 25 25 25 24 24 23 32 31 21 21-831
Geo P Herrschaf t 25 25 35 24 34 24 33 31 30 30-230
E Wagner 25 25 25 24 24 23 22 21 20 20-239
A Schmidt 25 25 25 24 34 23 23 20 19 19-226
J Sroll 25 25 35 33 23 23 23 31 20 20-236
A Strabinger. 25 26 25 24 34 23 23 21 20 17-226
G Graf, Jr 35 26 34 24 22 32 22 33 31 18—335
H Hoppe 35 34 23 fc3 23 31 31 31 20 20-230
H Rappe 35 35 24 24 24 33 32 31 20 11-219
J Kehrwald 3o 35 34 33 33 31 31 19 18 18-216
R Arnold 24 23 33 23 23 31 31 30 19 19-314
C Grosser 35 34 33 33 33 30 19 19 19 19-312
C Seitz 25 25 25 22 22 20 19 18 17 15-209
L Taylor 25 24 23 21 2tl 19 18 17 17 17-201

A shoot for turkeys takes place among the members on Thaniis-
giving eve.

HUDSON RIFLE CLUB, Marion, Cfapt.' Henry L.Hansen, Mon-
day, Nov. 16. The weekly shoot of this club, which was to have
taken place to-night, was postponed, as the club held its annual
ball at Pohlmann's Hall, .lersey City Heights. Delegates were
present from the Our Owns and Puritans, of Newark: Excelsiors,
Jersey Citvs, Seitzs, Hermans and Palisadps, of the Heights; and
Millers, Friday Nights, Standards and LTnion rifle clubs. An
efBcient committee attended to the proper entertainment of all

present. The affair was a rousing success.

THE EQUITABLE AND UNION RIFLE CLUBS were
merged into one Sundaj', November 15. The club wiU be con-
tinned itnder the name of the Union Rifle Clttb. Henry Becker
was elected Captain, J. H. Kruse secretary. It was decided to
hold the weekly shoot on every Tuesday evening.

THE FRIDAY NIGHT RIFLE CLUB held its "stag" racket
at headquarters, 210 Washington street, Hoboken, Tuesday even-
ing. Nov. 17. A featuie of the evening was the presentation of a
medal to the sho iter making the highest average during the year.
This medal was won by ''Chris" Geils. Appended below are the
targets shot and the averages:

Points. Targets. Averages,
C Geils 9.261 40 23V\o
AGuerber 9.183 40

L Geils 9.181 40 239a"
4"

ASpobn 9,124 40 238iio

Chas Zaug 8.397 37 226^37
J Valleau

6,983

31 225'si
C T Miles 9,002 40 235I20

T Davison 8,977 4O 324' 0

OCLuhrs .3.361 15 324'j5

HJSpohr 8.936 40 223-^5

FMurken 8.867 40 331",o
LGall 3,206 10 220^
LPhalon 7.683 35 2191^35

OWllhelms 3,436 16 214^
B Schmidc 4,393 31 209*^1

HJEntrup 7,519 36 2083^38

J3rumng 1.440 7 SOS^/
H Gnerber 3.441 17 203' 17
JHagan 3,659 18 202^^^

J Gall 1,011 5 202=5

J' Groat

403

2 2OP2
G Brandt 2,411 12 200i

' la

J Campbell 5,464 37 300^7
HKIemt 3,563 13 m^l
JChevanne 3,423 18 1903^^
JFuasell

373

3 186i„

HCook

523

3 I74I3

O Gardner

530

4 ISZK
A more detailed account of the "stag" and presentation will be

given next week.

UNION RIFLE CLUB.-Capt. Henry Becker, Hoboken, N. J.

Tuesday. Nov. IT. Ten shots off-hand, 25-ring American target,
possible 250. Headquarters. 223 First street Hoboken:
C Schroeder 25 25 35 24 24 24 23 23 23 83-239
Capt H Berker 25 25 25 24 34 23 23 23 33 21-334
G M Roedel 25 24 34 24 24 34 23 22 31 20-231
J H Kruse 35 25 25 24 24 34 23 33 20 20-231
A Meyers 25 25 24 34 23 23 32 23 32 31-231
J Mever 25 36 35 24 23 33 23 33 31 20-231
J D Sinclair 25 24 24 24 23 33 23 23 31 20-280
F Brandt 35 25 35 24 24 23 23 23 20 20-330
L H Hart 35 35 24 23 22 23 33 23 21 ;n-225
0 W Rogers. 25 25 24 24 24 23 22 21 19 18-225
F V D Heyden 25 25 2 5 25 23 23 33 20 18 18 -224
F K Hoyt 25 25 23 23 33 23 32 21 21 19-224
B J Link 35 35 24 23 23 22 21 31 20 20-223
S A Rnssell 26 25 35 24 23 23 20 20 20 19-323
Jos Feuerbach 25 25 24 24 24 22 21 19 18 18-220
L A Martin 25 24 24 24 23 23 20 19 18 16 -215
John Stein 35 23 33 23 22 21 20 20 19 18-314
A Meyer 25 35 25 24 34 20 18 19 18 17-314
C Wiskow 25 35 38 33 33 21 21 20 20 13-313
H Glander 24 24 23 23 23 22 21 18 16 15-209

A social session followed. Songs were rendered bv the popular
tenor "Jack" Stein, as also Joe Feuerbach, Charlie Wiskow and
Dan Meyer. They received well-earned applause, as every one is

a vocalist of no mean ability. "Shad" Russell then rendered a
non-touching ballad, "What did you come over here tor." He
was applauded, but during his rendering of the song he was
ofl'ered more lunch than he could eat in a week.

PALISADE RIFLE CLUB-Capi. John Reinlvardt, Jersey City
Heights, Tuesday, Nov. 17. Headquarters 354 Palisade n venue,
Ten shots, off-hand on 25-ring American target, possible 360:

Geo W Graf 25 25 35 34 34 23 33 33 21 21-333
Capt Reinhardt 25 25 24 24 .24 33 33 33 .21 21-333
Geo L Graf, Jr 25 25 24 24 23 22 23 23 31 31-332
James Johnson 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 22 22 22—232
G Finger 25 35 24 24 23 23 22 21 21 21-229
F Reinhardt 25 25 24 33 22 31 30 30 19 18—317
C Borneman 25 24 23 23 21 31 20 20 19 18-214
L Watson 35 25 23 22 21 21 21 20 18 18—214
F Miller 35 25 24 24 23 20 18 18 17 17-210
A Russy 25 24 33 23 21 30 19 19 18 16-207
H Rosenthal 23 23 21 21 30 30 19 19 10 19-203
P Woods . .25 25 23 20 20 19 18 18 17 15—301

A lively social session followed, which was interspersed with
banio and vocal solos by George Graf, Jr., and by the vocal solos
of Gus Finger and Jim Johnson. A hearty supper was served at
11 o'clock, which was served by Mrs. Graf. It was late in the
morning when the party broke up. The club has as vet received
no reply to their challenge inviting the Summit Rifle Club to a
ten ;men team match. It is to be hoped that a match will be
made, as it would be a close contest.

EXCELSIOR RIFLE CLUB, .lersey City, Tuesday, Nov. 17,

headquarters 79 Montgomery st:e t, 10 shots off-hand, 3.5-ring

American target, possible 260. In tne shoot for class medals the
scores made were:

First Cl&ss
J Speicher 25 35 25 34 23 23 22 83 31 20-230
L P Hansen 25 25 25 34 24 34 33 33 31 18—231
F G Kittridge 35 26 24 24 34 33 23 33 33 31—333W H Hallowell 25 35 35 34 34 33 33 33 23 20-333W J Chaiming 35 36 34 24 23 33 22 33 30 20-328
W Weber 25 26 35 24 24 34 83 23 30 20-234
The medal was therefore won by W. Weber, 234.

Secoud Class.
C L Pinney 25 24 33 33 31 20 20 20 20 19-314
J Hughes 25 25 34 38 33 21 21 20 19 19-317
C Bauchle 25 25 24 24 23 23 33 21 21 17-325
Adam Hauch 35 24 24 24 33 23 32 31 31 17—333
Thos Hughes 35 34 23 21 20 30 20 20 20 19-313
Second class medal was won by C. Bauchle.

Third Class.
G ( ! Vaiick 25 25 24 24 23 23 22 21 20 19-226
C L^a.; 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 31 19—229
O C Boyce So 2b '^i 24. 28 22 S2 'Zl 21 18-335
Third class medal was won by C. Boag, 229.

Team shooting followed between teams composed of- Hallowell,
Hansen. Bauchle, J. Hughes and Varick on one side, and Weber,
Kruse, Hennessy, T. Hughes and Speicher on the other. The
latter team secured two games out of three, by scores of 349 to
333. 296 to 344 and 329 to 343. During the evening Chris Bauchle
told about several bloody encounters with Malay pirates, also of
trouble he had with a quarrelsome taUor. Jay H. Kay.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.. Nov. 19.-A team shoot was held by the
members of the Rochester Sohuetzengilde at their range this
afternoon. Messrs. Gottschalk and Conrad were the captains of
the opposing sides and it was stipulated that the losing team
should entertain the victors at supper. A 13-inch ring target was
used with a IJ^in. center and the distance was 175yds. at rest.
Following were the teams and the scores made: Gottschalk 178,
Schwikert 173, C. Harvey 179, Conrad 147, Kronauer 193, Cook 163.

Mr. Newhart was an odd man and his score of 195 was divided,
giving Gottschalk's team a total of 637 and Conrad's 598. A heavy
wind prevented better scores. Supper was eaten at Worden's.
The monthly badge shoot of the Sohuetzengilde will take place at
the range Dec. 3.

Scores for publication sTwuld he made out on the printed bluiirtt

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to eluh
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
tieulairly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Nov. 36.—All Day Shoot at Live Birds, Thanksgiving Day.
Boiling Springs Gun Club. Rutherford, N. J. Open to all.

Nov. 36.—Canajoharie, N. Y.. Gun Club Tournament. Thanks-
gi\ing Day; live and clay birds; open to all. T. C. Pegnim, Sec.
Nov. 28.-Spring Hill Club, Blauveltville, N. Y. C. M. Hath-

away. Sec'y, 241 West 135th street. New York.
Nov. 27.—South Side Gun Club Tournament, at South Norwalk,

Conn. E. H. Fox.
1893.

June 13-18.—New York State Sportsmen's AasotJiation's Thirty-
fourth Annual Convention, at Syracuse, N. Y. Chas. H. Howry,
Sec'y.

THE KANSAS CITY-CHICAGO MATCH.
Chicago. IQ., Nov. 19.—The following is the official correspond-

ence which passed in regard to the postponement or virtual aban-
donment of the much-talked-of third match between Kansas
City and Chicago, dates for which had by both parties been
agreed upon for Nov. 23, 24 and 35, and for which the Chicago
men were in eager preparation. Chicago will not shoot in May,
as has long been understood, here at least, preferring the harder
winter birds. The Kansas City committee's letter:

Kansas City. Mo., Nov. 11.— W. P. Mussey, Esq., Secretary
Chicago SportsmeiVs Association. Ohicatjo, ill.: Dear Sir—

a

meeting of shooters was held last night for the purpose of effect-
ing permanent arrangements, preparatory to our contemplated
visit to your city during the latter part of this month or the lirst
of next.
Much to the regret of all the fact developed that for business

reasons so many of our boys would be required to curtail their
visit to one day's attendance as to render it extremely doubtful
if even the full twenty could be on hand during the entire three
days' shoot.
Anticipating a tender of the usual Chicago hospitality a pro-

nounced sentiment manifested itself at the meeting against the
shoot being held under circumstances which could in any way
tend to mar the pleasure of the occasion. Our boys are actuated
by the one desire, namely, that this our third contest shall, in
point of attendance and good fellowship, be made the crowning
event of the series.

It was accordingly voted that the feasibility of a postponement
of ihe contest be discussed with otir Ohioago friends, and that

some future date be agreed upon, when the fullest possible attend-
ance could be insured. With that end in view the undersigned
were constituted a committee to confer with you in regard to the
matter.
The idea was fTirthermore expressed at our meeting that, inas-

much as a postponement was tinder contemplation, a date be ar-
ranged which would be most likely to meet with favorable weather
conditions. On this account some thought that during next May
would be a good time. Others were of the opinion that the attend-
ance of the entire body of our shooters could without doubt be
assured, if a postponement were taken until some time during the
spring of 1893, when the World's Fair will be in progress. The
sentiment, however, found precedence that Kansas City wanted
to be governed entirely by the wishes of her Chicago friends,
should they expre.ss a preference for next May.
All our members regret It exceedingly that a complication has

arisen which will render it advisable to postpone the shoot, but
our disanpointment will, in a degree at least, be tempered by our
knowledge of the fact that the Chicago sportsmen will be more
than willing to defer the event until such a time as a majority of
our shooters (oft as well as on the team) can participate in the
festivities.
Awaiting your favorable reply, we remain, yours sincerely,

E. W, Hume,
}

F. 0. MAEGiiT, > Committee.
J. A. R. ETJ.10TT, )

To this Mr. Mussay replied;
Chicago, Nov. 12.—Mr. E. W. Ruim, Secrfftnry, Kav.ms City,

Mo,: Deab Sir—1 am in receipt of your telegram and letter of
the 11th inst., explaining the reaaou.s for requesting a postpone-
ment of the proposed shoot.
This, of course, came in the nature of a surprise, and was a

severe disappointment ''o many of our shooters, who have lately
been diligently practicing and who had hoped to distinguish
themselves in the friendly test of skill. We, however, must of
course bow to your wishes in the matter and consent to an indefi-
nite postponement, appreciating fully the difficulties of insuring
the attendance of twenty men.

It is, of course, somewhat unfortunate that an arrangement for
the shoot had progressed so far, inasmuch as the interest now
awakened may perhaps be difficult to revive in the future.
Remembering, however, the kind Uo.'^pitality with which our

teams were treated in Kansas City last year, we can only hope
that at some time we may be enabled to show our appreciation in
a like handsome manner.
In conveying to the shooters of Kansas City the expression of

Chicago's good will, the only regret that obtrude^ itself in the
postponement of the match is the fact that we shall not, for the
present at least, have the pleasure of again greeting such a jolly
and gentlemanly lot of sportsmen as those that have in the past
done so much honor to Kansas City. With renewed expressions
of esteem, believe me, very faithfully yours, W. P. MussKY, Sec-
retary for the Committee.

WATSON'S PARK.
BuRNSiDB, III., Nov. •5.—Ft. Dearborn Gun Club, American

Association rules. 15 live birds:
J Hutchinson..lll313122101111—18 Geo Hoffman . .131121131103103—13
A Kleinman . . .111111221111122—15 R O He ikes. . . . 111113212101111—14
G Kleinman . . . 333310331310021—13 Dr Williams . . .200021001 200310— 7
yv McFailand.112120201220211—12 Antoine 112001111121313—13
Capt Anson....212133121131213—15 I W Dukes... 311122121123121—15
Same day. 20 Peoria blackbirds:

AKlelnm'nlllOllOllllinOlOlOO-14 R Heikes. .OOlinnilOllllw.
GKleinm'nllllHlOlllllOlOllll-17 Antoine. . .lOlllllOllOOOllw.
Cap Anson.lOlOlOOinilOOlOlllO-13 IW Dukes.lU lOlOOOOllOllw.
Burgess. . ..10111101111111110111-17 Williams. 101111001 withdrew.
Geo. Kleinman won medal.

iVor. 10.—'B. Rock and W. P. Mussey. 50 live birds, $50 a side:
B Rook 01222321132123111113102011121333311111010211121133-45

W P Mussey 02131333112332033331200020103331023102111211200213-39
Chicago Shooting Club, 30 live birds, American Association

rules:
Mussey.. .33313220232203120120-16 H'tchins'n211111200110w.
Wadsw'tb0120222U11221211O12—17 *Price . . . .23122211133112321310—19
Eich 31103121110131013110—16 *Dicks .... 1313130303100110 w.
Hamline. .0013131121311001W. *Thomas. . 3133321230132230w.
Ehlers. . . .12201003111121012121—16 *Kelles. . ..1110111 131 111100w.
Reeves . . .32011100130111211222—16 *Heikes. . . 2012301232113011w.
Atwater. .32221323311133333322 -20 *Finn 122232n0130012w.
Stock 00111012211211310113—18 * Br0berg..2102122102w.

Nov. 11 —South Chicago Club, 20 live birds, American Associ-
ation rules:
Reeves . . . 11102131131211332233-19 Larkin. . . ,11213103102122012101-16
Marsh 01211221201021331010-15 Burns. . .31031102111330131101-16
Willard . .32110111213131113111-19 Templet'n3311320113111llllllL—18
Ties on 19: Reeves, 31301-45 Willard, 11112—-5, and won.
Same day, 80 Peoria blackbirds:

A W Reeves 111111101111111111111110100101—25
L C Willard 101010111100111010001100011111—18
C F Templeton 111110011001111110101010011011—30

Nov. I?.—Sweepstake shooting. 35 live birds, $10 entrance,
American Association rules:

R B Wadsworth 2301121121322320331221213-23
M J Eich 1011]0mil31311010113111-21
Dr J M Hutchinson 1322121230322203020001120-18
R O Heikes 0121211103113122111132131—33
A J Atwater 3121303103132212022332221—23
(tbo Hoft'man 1211312213101021100110033-19
G M LaffiDgwell 322200131212021003202(K01—17
A E Thomas 3223222233293332222233222-35
Al Hoffman 3331133212213131032210332-33
MA Keller 0110003033131120201010111—16
A. E. Thomas first; R. B. Wadsworth, R. O. Heikes. Al Hoffman,

secouo ; A. J. Atwater third,
* Not members. RAvelrigq.

BROOKLYN TRAPS.
No v . 11.—The Emerald Gun Club shot at Dexter Park to-day, 33

members faced the traps. Dr. Kleinart won the medal in Class
B with a score of 8 out of 10, and Dr. J. G. Knowlton won the
medal in Class A. The shoot was at 10 live birds each, Emerald
Gun Club rules, gun below the elbow, and in the event of a tie
only half a bird was allowed if killed with the second barrel. The
postponed match between J. Maesel and Dr. A. Pearson was shot
off and Dr. Pearson won by one bird.
A match for $10 was shot almost in the dark between A. Botty,

of the Parkway Gun Club, and W. Thompson, of the Emerald
Gun Club, 10 live birds, Botty won by a score of 6 to 2.

Only nine members of the Erie Gun Club faced the cold wind
and tile traps at Woodlawn Pai-k to-day. In consequence only
four men killed 7 straight birds. In the shoot-off Jumbo killed 3
straight and won the first prize, J. F. Schmadeke took second
with 6 killed W. Scheelje won third prize. A sweepstake at 25yds.
rise was won by Dr. Van Ord, J, F. Schmadeke taking second and
J. Plate third money.

i\^on. A remarkable good score was made by John Bohling
at the Falcon Gun Club at Dexter Park to-day. The members
shot at 10 live birds, Bohling killing his 10 straight, nearly all
being hard driving birds, and he did not use his second barrel
once. Two sweepstakes at bluerocks, the flrat at 5 and the second
at 10 birds, were afterward shot. The first and second money was
divided in the first sweepstake by H. Knebel, Jr., J. Moller and
A. Simmering. In the second shoot H. Knebel, Jr. and J. Her-
mann divided the money.
Nov. 21.—The Prospect Heights Gun Club held its regular

monthly shoot to-day at Parkville, L. I. Each member shot at
50 bluerocks, 21yds. rise. Capt. Nicholls was again the winner
with 35. The other scores were: W. H. Atkinson 33, C. S. Rey-
nolds 39, G. A. Somera 33, H. Purvis 35. Referee, Mr. G. Heaslip.
Great preparations will be made for the Inter-State shoot on

Nov. 30 at Woodlawn Park. It will be the best of the series, and
the Fountain Gun Club, under whose auspices the contest will be
held, will make special effort to have the event a model shoot.

ONONDAGA COUNTY SPORTSMEN'S CLUB.-Nov. 19.-
Medal shoot at Maple Bay. A very interesting race between C.
Walters and Wm. P. Ashton. The medal was won by .C. Walters
for the last time.
Nosher OlOlOlOOllOOinOOlllllOUOlllOOlin 111111000100111—37
Lefever 10111010101111111111111UU10111011101111111111101-34
C Walters 00110011000111110111001111100111001111011011111010—41
Ashton 01011111111111111010101011101101100111101011010111-41
Petit 10101101000010111101111111111111111111001111101001-41
Becker llOOlOlllOOlOOlOOllOOlOlllOlllOOUllllOlllHiniOO-36
Frazer 11101111101110111010110111111110111111011101011011—32
Fairchild 0110101000111101111110111111111111 1111111111111110—41
D Walters lllOUllllllllllfKlHllO 1101010111011111011 lUlllll-32
HoUoway . 10110111imoilllllHH0010U101iniOU0101lllOOOi-;3{>
On ties for medal 0. Walters 'f?on.
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JERSEY CITY. Nov. 19. The regular montlily live bird sboot
of the Essex Gun Olub, of Newark, was held this afternooa at the
grotsnds of the Jersey City Heights G-un Olub. The members
were divided Into three clasBep. each shooting at 10 birds under
modified Hurlingham rules. The results were; Cla.ss A. -SOyds.
rise—Hayes 9, Freche 9. Class B, 28yds, rise—L. O. Hedden 10,
Wilpon 9. Hughes 8. Class C, 26yds. rise—H. Smith 9, Thomas 9,
Decker 7. Following the regular event was a roatch between
Harry Sinclair and Gus Griffin, both of Newark. The conditions
-were 60 birds each, 30yds. rise, SOyds. boundary. The stakds were
^SOaside. Sinclair wae the winner by a score of 43 to 39. Sinclair
won anather match at 25 birds from Griffln for S25 aside. The
score was 31 to 20.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Nov. 20.—Appended are the scores of
the two noted trap shots, Brewer's nephew, H. C.Stott, and Joseph
King, both of the Woodbury Gun Olub. Stott had some very hard
birds, which he killed with ease, and proved himself fully as good
as his uncle. He is open for matches with all, barring Brewer and
Fulford:
Stott iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiinnmiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiimim-50
King iiiiiiounniiuiiiooiiiiiimiiuiiiioniiimoo-44

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.. Nov, 21.—William H. Wolstencroft and
Samuel Richards, of the North Eud Gun Club, had a friendly tilt
at each other in a live sparrow match on the club grounds, at
Frankford, (o-day. Twenty-flve birds each, 30yds. rise, modified
Hiirlingham rules. Wolstencroft used the haramerless shell-
ejector 12-gauge gun built specially for him, and Richards used a
Harrington & Richardson hammerless, of the ?ame gauge; both
used Sohultze powder and No. 10 shot. The birds were a liveiv
lot and spent no time on the ground after the traps were pulled
off them. Wolstencroft missed his lirst bird, but brought down
21 out of his 25 against Bichards's 19. Quite a number of spectators
witnessed the sport,

ANOTHER TROPHl' ,—The big shooting done in the Fulford-
Brewer match has led to the following oifer from Richard K. Fox,
who is now in Europe. He cables: "In order to promote and en-
courage pigeon shooting I will give an international trophy to
represent the pigeon shooting championship of the world to be
competed for. This will allow Messrs. Elliott, Brewer, Fulford,
of America, and the foreign champions an opportunity to prove
who is the champion. The conditions to govern the trophy are
that the winner in the first contest shall hold the trophy one year,
or win it three times, and to hold the same against all hona fide
challengers. Each contest to be for ?250 a side and upward, or a
sweepstakes of the same amount."

AFTER MB. ELLIOTT.-Ohicago, lU.. Nov. 18.-Mr. R. B.
Organ, acting for several Chicago men, has just sent a challenge
to Mr. J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas Citv, offering to back Andy
Thomns, of Chicago, against him for $350, 100 birds, American
Association rules, match to be shot at Watson's Park, Chicago.
Mr. Organ delicately admits that the $250 is raised "by subscrip-
tion," but offers, in case James should go broke against Chicago's
new unknown, to raise some more funds by subscription to send
him back home again.—E. Hough.

Small TacMs. By C. P. Kunhardt. Price $10. Steam Yachts and
Launches. By C. P. Kunhardt. Price $S. Yachts, Boats a?id
Canoes. By C. Stansfi^ld-HicM, Price $3.66. SteamMaeh/ineru. Bt
Donaldson. Price $1.60.

LAKE YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION.
THE annual meeting for 1«91 was held on Saturday, Nov. 14, at

Oswego, in the Doolittle House. The different clubs were
represented as follows:
Rochester Y. C, Charlotte—Matt Oartwright.Dr. B. G. Saunders,

Thomas B. Pritchard.
Bay of Quinte Y. C„ of Belleville, Ontario—R. E. Lazier, J. H.

Starling,
Oswego Y. C, of Oswego-Allen Ames, W. B. Phelps, Jr., EUiott

B. Moti.
Royal Canadian Y. C, Toronto—Com. A. R. Boswell, O. A. B.

Brown, ^milius Jarvis, Geo. B, Evans.
Royal Hamilton Y. C, Hamilton—J. F. Monek, E. H. Ambrose,

F. S. Malloch.
The Queen City Y. C, of Toronto, was not represented, nor was

the Kingston Y. 0. During the meeting a letter from the Kings-
ton Y. O. was read in which that organization withdrew from the
association. The reason assigned was that interest in the sport
had fallen off largely at that place in view of which the club would
not care to undertake the responsibility of a regatta. No word
was received from the Qneen City Y. O. in explanation, of the ab-
sence of any representatives of that organization. Considerable
regret was expressed by the delearates that such a condition of
things should exist as to lead to the withdrawal of the Kingston

The meeting was called to order with President John T. Mott, of
the Oswego Y. C. in the chair and Geo. E. Evans in his place as
secretary. First after roU call and the reading of the secretary's
minutes of the last meetiag, came the report of the treasurer.
Mr. Evans's accounts showed a balance in favor of the Associa-
tion.
Among the communications was one from the secretary of the

Cobourg yachtsmen, asking that the club be given a date for a
regatta. This matter was disposed of when the subject of arrang-
ing the Association schedule was reached.
Then came discussion upon proposed amendments to the consti-

tution and sailing rules of the Association. The first amendment
discussed was one proposed by the Rochester Y. C, stibstituting
Pillow's numerical system of signalling for the alphabetical sys-
tem now in use. The amendment was presented by Mr. Pritchard,
who explained that Pillow's system was simpler and contained
more signals than the one it was intended to supplant. Commo-
dore Boswell also spoke In favor of the amendment, which was
unanimously adopted.
One of the most important of the amendments was that pro-

posed by the Royal Canadian Y. C. and presented by Mr. Jarvis.
It is designed to prevent evasions of Rule 2 of the sailing regula-
tions. Mr. Ambrose also had au amendment to this rule which he
wished to have adopted. After considerable discussion his
amendment was incorporated with that presenteii by Mr, Jarvis.
The rule as thus amended provides that should the gafftopsail
sheave or block of a yacht be more than one-fourth of an incli for
every foot on the waterline, below the topmast rigging, then the
measurement shall be taken from the under side of the topmast
rigging. As before stated, the object of this change in the measure-
ment rule is to prevent as far as possible intentional evasions of
the rule. An instance was cited by Mr. Jarvis where the owner of
a yacht by lowering the gafftopsail block or halliard sheave on the
topmast took the craft out of her proper company in the 3Cift. class
and placed her with the 25-footers. By lashing higher up on the
topmast the cunning sailor secured just as much sail area as
yachts of the 30ft. class.
The same rule was also amended by inserting after the word

"added," as found on page 20 of the sailing regulations, third line
from the bottom of the page, the words: "On luggers the base line
is to be taken os in cutters and sloops with 38 per cent, of ihat
portion of the yard which extends above the point where the
main halliard is bent added. The perpendicular to be taken from
the upoer side of the main halliard sheave to the usual point on
boom." The object of this amendment, as Mr. .larvis explained,
was to provide for a contingency that was quite likely to arise
during the coming season through the introduction of luggers
among the fleets of the Association. In England, it was stated,
the luggers are fast forcing out the smaller classes. As yet there
are none on Lake Ontario, but it is not improbable that one or
more may be introduced during the coming season.
la connection with Rule 24, relating to classification, the follow-

ing, which it was voted to insert at the third paragraph of Rule 3,
is of some importance:
"Should any change be made in the rig or measurement of a

yacht during a circuit, a new certificate shall be deposited with
such officer before such yacht shall be allowed to compete in any
subsequent race, and should such change be made to enable a
yacht to sail in another class than that in which she has pre-
viously sailed in the same circuit, such new certiflcate and a
declaration by the owner that the change is a permanent one for
the remainder of the circuit shall be deposited with such officer at
least forty-eight hours before such yacht shall compete in any sub-
sequent race,"
Rules was amenffed by striking out the words, "When two en-

tries have been made." The effect of this will be tbat if a yacht
is so fortunate as to have no competitor she will have a walk
over.
An amendment was adopted to the starting rule in compliance

with which the preparative gun will be fired 10 minutes before the
start instead of 5, as at present. An attempt was made to change

the rule governing the postponement of races by conferring upon
the saihng committee authority to postpone any race without the
consent of the Association officer whenever such a course .should
appear desirable. This was vigorously resisted by the delpgatea
of all the clubs except the Royal Hamilton, by whom the amend-
ment was proposed. Finally a compromise was effected bv the
adoption of an amendment giving the sailing committee and the
Association officer power to order a postponement for any cause
deemed by them to be sufficient. Under the old rule "unfavor-
able weather" was the only obstacle on which a postponement
could be based. It is understood that in case of a disagreement
between the sailing committee and the Association officer the
authority of the latter will be determining.
No other cha,nges of importance were made in the sailing rules.

The general tendency of the amendments adopted is to relieve
the existing rules of any ambiguity that might be contained
therein and to render as remote as possible dispute and misunder-
standings.
The adoption of a schedule was the next business taken up. As

proposed by Mr. Jarvis, nexf season's regattas will be held as fol-
lows: Belleville, .luly 15; Oswego. July 18; Rochester, July 21;
Hamilton, July 25; Toronto, Julv 27 and 38. The secretary was
instructed to inform the Cobourg Olub that it could have a date
either before or after the regular Association regattas. The Roch-
ester delegates expressed themselves as well satisfied with the
arrangement of the schedule.
Rochester was selected as the place for holding the next annual

meeting of the Aspooiation, a very cordial invitation being ex-
tended by Dr. Saunders on behalf of his club.
In accordance with an established precedent the selection of

Rochester as the place for the next meeting of the Association
was folio wed by the election of a member of the Rochester Club
to the presidency of the Association. Yice-President Matt
Cartwright was nominated by Dr. Saunders and Mr. Cart-
wright was chosen unanimously. W. H. Biggar, vice-com-
modore of the Bay of Quinte Y. C, was elected vice-presi-
dent, and the delegates conferred a merited honor upon
George E. Evans by ra-electing him secretary and treasurer of
the Association. Mr. Evans has perfoi-med the duties of these
two offices ever since the Lake Yacht Racing Association was
organized. The new executive committee consists of W. B.
Phelps, Sr., Oswego Y. C; J. C. Allen, Queen City Y. C: and J. F.
Monck, Royal Hamilton Y. C.
On taking the chair President Cartwright returned his thanks

for the honor conferred upon him. Commodore Boswell moved a
vote of thanks to the retiring president, John T. Mott, and Presi-
dent Cartwright said it gave him pleasure, as his first official act,
to put the motion, which was then passed by a rising vote. In
the same manner the Association signified its appreciation of the
services of the other retiring officers. E. H. Ambrose, who gave
such unqnlifled satisfaction as the Association officer during the
regatta circuit last season, will undoubtedly be asked to accept
the position again by the executive committee, in which the
authority to name this officer is invested. The election of officers
having concluded the business of the Association the meeting ad-
journed.
In the evening the delegates were banqueted at the City Club,

the Oswego yachtsmen being their entertainers. Speeches were
made by several of the delegates, all of whom were highly pleased
with the treatment accorded them during their stay in Oswego.—
Rochester Morning Herald.

THE HERRESHOFF 46-FOOTER.

THE new 46-footer building at Bristol is described as follows by
the Boston Olohe:

"The new boat is of the same general dimensions as the Glori-
ana. In fact, when she is once afloat it will probably take a good
eye to detect any difference, for the changes in model »re below
rather than above the water line. On a water line length of 4B
feet, Bhe will have an over all length of 72 feet, or nine inches
more water line and two feet more overhang than the Gloriana,
Most of this added overhang will be forward, and undoubtedly
comes as a further development of the unique bow which helped
make the Gloriana famous.
"An extreme beam of little over 13 feet and a draught of 10 feet

6 inches are not far from the corresponding dimensions on the
Gloriana, while the midship section is also about the same as in
the original. It certainly has the same easy turn of the bilge he-
low the water line and the same gradual sweep to the keel, with
no abrupt turn to the garboard. If it differs at all it is probably
in the direction of being a trifle easier all around . The under-water
body of the boat will show very fine lines, and the run is clean
and quick. The bow will show the same full water line as that of
the Gloriana. The body of the boat above the water-line will be
quite full, and show the same low quarters and full bow which
gave the Gloriana increased water-line length when heeled and
consequently increased power. In short, except for the lengthen-
ing of the bow and the decided change in the form of the keel,
which will be spoken of later, the differences between the new
boat and the Gloriana are too slight to be noted by any but a
trained professional eye.
"In the shsme of the keel and the hanging of the load, however,

there is a difference which would be apparent at a glance to even
the veriest tyro in matters nautical, and it is probable that in
this direction the designers look for some of the improvement
to come. Mr. Herreshoff says that the nhaoe of the keel will not
affect the performance of the boat. Undoubtedly he knows what
he is talking about, but the peculiar shape is there just the same
and is there for a good reason. If the shape will not affect the
boat's performance, then it is there simply as the result of the
carrying out of an idea.
"The line of the Gloriana's keel, starting at the sternpost and

going forward, took a downward curve for some distance, so that
the greatest draught was not at the heel of the sternpost, an in
most cutters of modern design. It then took a aimilsr curve up-
ward until the starting level was reached, and then took a very
gradual curve, almost a straight line, in fact, to the water and
the extreme bow above.
"In the new boat the sternpost does not rake so much as in the

old, and the line of the keel starting from it does not curve down-
ward but runs forward very nearly straight and with a slight up-
ward tendency as compared with the waterline until the forward
end of the lead k^el is reached. Here the line turns abruptly no-
ward to the top of the lead keel, and then, after a short reverse
curve, runs straight to the extreme bow. The results is a 'jog'
in the keel where the lead ends and a wonderfully long and light-
looking bow. There is no 'forefoot' as the term is generally used
in boats, and from all indications the planking will run so closely
into the stem that no cutwater will be apparent. Stem and keel
are merged in one forward, unless indeed the keel be considered
as ending just forward of the lead, and all the part, to the extreme
bow, be considered the stern, even if it does carry the frames.
•"Tbe frames are of light angle steel, and the 'planking will be

light and double, on the peculiar system of the Herreshofls, by
which no caulking of seams is necessary. This will give the new
boat the advantage of the lightest possible construction and of a
smoother outside surface than can possibly be obtained in any
boat where the roughness of caulked seams miist be overcome.
Diagonal steel straps outside the frames add greatly to the
strength of construction and aid in resisting twisting strains.
"The lead keel is a heavy one. Certainly it is no lighter than

that of the Gloriana, and looks as though it might he hea-^der. It
is a very fine casting, smooth and free from flaws. It does not run
quite to the heel of the sternpost aft. Its forward end is brought
to an edge so as to reduce its resistance to forward motion as
much as possible. It is held to the oak keel by hea,Ty bolts of
Tobin' bronze, a very tough and strong metal.
''The whole effect of the consiruction, as toe boat was seen in

frame, was that of extreme lightness and strength, while the im-
p. ession gained from the model was that of a boat built to the full
limit of tbe cl< 38, plenty of lead, hung very low, high power on
very easy lines, an easy form to drive through the water at high
speed, a lateral plane below the waterline sufficiently large to
prevent leeway, and a bow which for lightness and lifting power
would be a marvel."

NEW STEAM YAOHTS.-Mr. Dixon Kemp has recently com-
pleted the designs and speciflcations for a steam yacht of 412 tons,
to be built for Mr. Eugene A. Perignon by Ramage & Ferguson.
She will have two boilers and very novverf ul machinery. Mr. G.
L. Watson will design a steam yacht of 150 tons for Mr. A. E.
Gooderham, of Toronto, where the yacht will be built, the engines
being sent out from Scotland. At City Island BIr. Piepgrass is at
work plating up a handsome steel steam yacht, of his own design,
for Mr. Jas, K. Hegeman, of New York, She will be 84ft. over all,
75ft. l.w.L. 13ft. beam, with three steel bulkheads. The engines,
designed by John Haug and built by J. W. Sullivan, will be 8, 12
and 18in. The yacht will be named Evelyn, and is intended for
cruising, her accommodations being very good. Mr. Alfred Van
Santvoord has recently designed a side-wheel yacht for his own
use, which is now building by Henry Lawrence, ;at Greenpoint.
She will be 160ft. over all. 25ft. beam, 5ft. drait, with a beam
engine, 40in. cylinder by 7ft. stroke.

YACHT RACING IN 1891.
v.—THE 35 AND SOJTT. CLASSES.

T^HE yachts whose performances have been reviewed in theX previous chapters have raced about the coast between CapeAnn and Sandy Hnok. each class being recruited from both Bos-
ton and Isew York. In the classes under 40ft., however, the rac-
ing is purely local, the classes number fewer yachts in each or
perhaps are broken up into small local divisions. In the yachts
of from 20 to Soft waterline, the exact limits varying in the differ-
ent clubs, there has been quite an amount of racing, but at the
satne time few very large classes. About Boston the open jib and
mainsail boats of the Hull, Quincy, Monatiquot, Massachusettsand other clubs have raced very steadily through the season. The
Beverly \ . C. has sailed a large number of races on Buzzard's
Bay tor catboata of various sizes, about and under 25ft , with
other races for the home division of its fleet at Beverly. There
has been some local racing about Narraganaett Bay; and on theSound from Greenwich to Port Morris, especially about Larch-
mont, the open jib and mainsail boats have done some racing
The principal interest about New York has been in the new25ft

corrected length class, or as it is miscalled, ' 25-rating." On theHudson River and about Staten Island and the Upper Bay the
cats and jib and mainsail boats have done about the usualamount of racing. These smaller classes are so scattered and
broken up that it would be a difficult matter to tabulate the races
of any considerable number, nor would the result perhaps be of
other than local interest, as each locality has to a great extent
but one particular type in its racine. In concluding our review,
we shall deal, then, only with the 85 and 30ft. classes, thouo-h in
neither has the racing been keen or conclusive.

It -svill be noticed that, unlike the larger yachts, these two
classes are very unevenly divided between New York and Boston
the 35ft. class being confined to the former locality and the 30ft'
class to the latter. The 35ft. class has never been a strong one in
the East, and now the best boat, the old Shadow, that has headed
the class tor so many years, is out of the racing: or was durine
the past season. For several years the 30ft. class has bpen quite
popular about Marblehead. and this class has monopolized the
racing during the past summer, with some eight or nine yachts
all told. In New York it has happened that such little racing
as has been done has been confined entirely to the ,35ft class
there having been but one race for the thirties or their equiva-
lent, that of the Corinthian Y. C. For this reason Kathleen has
been compelled to sail in the 35ft. class.
Of the new yachts in this class Tigress is known from the pre-

vious season as a very neat-looking compromise, built by Lawlev
^^^""^ ^^JSi"^,^^

by Mr. Philip Ellsworth. What little sailing she
did in 1890 showed her to be quite speedy, and this season she wa=i
fitted out for racing, with young Mr. Fish at the wheel, Renorita
is a new boat this year, owned by Mr. J. M. Williams, an enlarued
and modernized Volusia. Though built for racing she has sailed
very little in her first season. Saona, designed by Mr. H. J Gie-
low, was intended solely for cruislne, and was built 2ft. under the
class, with such a misfit suit of canvas as is fortunately seldom
Bean on a new yacht. As usual, after building solely for cruising
the owner was seized with a desire to race, and the boat was
started m several races, doing fully as well as could be expectfd
when the state of her canvas and other mitigating circumstances
are considered. Thouerh outclassed and handicapped from the
start, she made a very fair showing, though winning nothing
Sasqua, Polly and Eurybia are too well known to need introduc-
tion, and Kathleen has made a reputation both about New York
and Boston. The few races sailed resulted simply in Tigress first
and Polly second, the former taking all the prizes save one
which, being given by her owner, passed to the second boat. Polly'
The class, in fact, was practically limited to the Atlantic Y C
In the 30ft. class there were two new-comers, Mildred and

Fancy, both keels. Mildred was completed and tried in 1890, but
sailed no races, so that she came out this year as an unknown
and also underestimated quantity, proving quite a surprise party
before the season was over. She was designed by her owner Mr
W. H. Wilkinson, former owner of the 30-footer Elf, and was'in-
tended for racing and also for such all-around work as is ex-
pected of this class. She is 43ft. 6in. over all, ,30ft. l.w.l., 9ft 9in
beam and 7ft. Bin. draft. The other new boat was designed by
Mr. Burgess for Mr. C. F. Lyman, owner of Mopsa, and is 43ft
over all, 30ft. l.w.l., 9ft. beam and 7ft. 6in. draft, or about 1ft nar-
rower and 6in. shoaler than last year's .Salad in. The table tells
the whole story of the racing without special explanation. The
weather has been unusual in that several races were postponed
or unfinished through the prevalence of really heavy gales, keep-
ing the fleet from the rendezvous or causing the yachts to give
up, the courses being all exposed ones; on the other hand, a num-
ber of races have been sailed in very light and flaky weather
Mildred has come out decidedly on top in the record, and very
fairly heads the class on her merits. Next to her is the center-
board Hawk, a boat that has been raced steadily and ha» made a
very good showing. Saladin has fallen far below the usual
record of Mr. Fowle's boats this year, but her owner has not had
the same Corinthian cren' which has won him so many races in
the two Saracens and last year in Saladin. Harbinger h,'i8 sailed
some races which are not shown in the table with boats more
nearly of her type and smaller than she, we have only included
those races of the regular aOf t. class. She has never repeated her
record performance of 1889, when she beat the keel cutters in a
blow, in fact she has not held her own with them this season.
The two older boats, Tomboy and Shark, have both been about

Narragansett Bay this season, racing in the local regattas a few
times, Shark once defeating the new Fancy. The latter apoeared
at the rendezvous of the New Y'ork Y. C. cruise and attracted
general attention by her stylish appearance, while she has given
indications of speed this season as well. What the class will be
next year it is hard to say; a new "monster" is talked of, all ends
and legs with shark bow, lead-loaded fin and all the latest con-
veniences, but there is no certainty of her being built. TheoOft.
class is admirably suited in many ways for MarOlehead and its
vicinity, and may be looked upon as a permanent institution
there, liut the building of new boats or the racing of the old ones
is so much a matter of whim or fashion that no one can foretell
whether the racing of a particular season will be good or bad.
There is an inducement now t« build to beat Mildred, but no one
has yet announced the intention of trying it. Saladin is reported
for sale, but whether or no this means a new racer for her owner
we cannot say.
The 80ft. class should be very popular about New York, possibly

in a shoaler type of boat than has been devclnpBd off Marblehead,
but the presence of Kathleen for three years has moved no one to
build to beat her. A movement has been started this fall to boom
the 30 "rater" class or of 30ft. corrected length, equivalent lo the
English 5 rater, but nothing has yet come of it, Undoubtedly this
would make a very good class, but if we are to have corrected
length classes the proper way to go about it is to establish a satis-
factory and permanent series of classes, with proper intervals
hetween, rather than to build a few boats in one class and a few
in another merely for the sake of novelty and fashion.
It might be a good thing now if the leading clubs could be in-

duced to co-operate in the w^rk of pstablishing a standard series
of classes by corrected length; not to displace the corresponding
classes by waterline length which now ex'sts. but as an alterna-
tive rule to bo used at the discretion of regatta committees as
well as to secure a uniformity of classes among the clubs now
classing by corrected length. Such a plan would not give a con-
clusive test of the working of the new classiflcation, as building
would be chiefly influenced by the old rule, but many owners in
building yachts of moderate power would design them to conform
to both rules; and there would be a small but appreciable influ-
ence in favor of moderate dimensions and sail plans.

If the future should prove that the present method of classiflca-
tion by a fi.xed waterline leneth is the correct one tlio alterna-
tive classiflcation will quietly disappear, having done no pos-
sible harm. If, on the contrary, as we conlidently believe,
classiflcation by corrected length is destined to displace the
other, the final change will be made far le=s sudden and difficult.
Avery similar mode of gradual transition has taken place in

England in the replacing of the old tonnage rule for the length
and sail area rule. In 1883, at which time the opposition to the
abandonment of the old and existing rule was far stronger than
the iiresent opposition in this country to a corrected length classi-
fication, Mr. Dixon Kemp proposed as an alternative rule to be
used by regatta committees at their discretion the formula now
in use. It was adopted and used experimentally at times until
the close of the season of 1886, when it was permanently adopted.
It should be no difficult matter to establish a series of corrected
length classes corresponding to the present waterline length
classes, and to which all moderate craft could readily accommo-
date themselves, and we fail to see any objection to such a
measure, even on the part of those opposed to corrected length.

"YACHT AROHITEOTURE"-"\^ACHT AND BOAT SAIL-
ING."—We have recently received an invoice of these two hooks,
and can now supply all orders. The seventh edition of "Yacht
and Boat Sailing," originally bound in two volumes, is now
bound as a single volume, but the contents are the same.
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35 Ft. Class. 30 Ft. Class.
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35 and 30ft. Classes, 1891.
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35

Ft.

Class.
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Ft.

Class.

Date. Club.
Meas.
and

Class.

L.W.L.
34 4 33 33 35 28 30 30 30 i7.9 30 3

1 35 35.9
30 o

H

1 May 80.. S,-W. 24 2 1 3 3

7

Elf 3.

3 June 16. S.-W. 27 1 9 w 3 7 (, Clear Indra5. Portia to.

Aglaia w. Severe squall in afternoon.

Chieftain w.

Sweepstakes postponed, special match substituted.

3 June 17. Marine and Fiold, annual . .

.

s.—w. 28 1 2 IV w w 7 Clear

4 June 17. Massacliusetts, annual S.-VV. 20 w w W 6 6

3

8, Gale, sea

3 .Tune 19. Eastern, special

Cor. Marblehead, sweeps—
S.-W. 24 i1 2 8. Clear, rough...

I, Clear, smooth.,

f, Clear

6 J une iiu. o.-w

»

20 3 1 3 3 3

7 June 33. Corinthian N. Y., annual

—

S.-C. 17 1 3 3 Delvyn 2.

First prize, Kenyou Cup.

Fluky race. Prizes for postponed sweeps of June If

given in this race.
Handicap race, Mistral 3.

Notusl. Mistrals. Estella 4,

Mistral.

Alcedo 1, Wayward 3. Doctor 1. Viking 3.

White Fawn 3.

Pilgrim 4. Erin 6. White Fawn 8.

Pilgrim 1.

Chieftain 3.

Prize given by Tigress goes to second boat.

Fluky race.

8 June 23 vv

.

27 1 3 3 4 4 I, Clear

9 June 29. 32

20

2 3 1 4 4 4 m, Clear, mod, sea

10 July 4... C. 4 w 1 3 5 5

11 July 6 .

,

July 7...

o.—w

.

20 3 4 4

13 M.-W. 23 1 3 3

613 July 11- S.-C. 17 3 3 3 I, Clear

14 July 17.

July 18..

i.Vl.~ v\ . 15 1 3 3 3

6

/, Clear

15 Hull, first championship . .

.

M -W 15 3 2 1 6 I, Clear

16 July 20

.

Hull, second championship.. AT \sri>l.-w

.

18 5 4 3 5 5

17 July 33.. Eastern special G WO.--W . 28 1 d.w 3 8

18 July 23.. Atlantic cruise S.-W. 20 1 4 3 4 4 /, Cltar

19 July 35

.

Cor. Marblehead S.-W. 10 3 1 3 3 r, Raio, calms...

20 Aug.l.. Beverly, lirst champioEship. S.-W. 10 l.*.o 1 1

21 Aug. 8.. S.-W. 10 3 4 2 1 4 4 I, Clear

23 Aug. 15. Fall River S.-W. 15 3 3 3

3

Shark 1.

33 Aug. 32. Cor. Marblehead S.-W. 10 1 3

24 Sept. 3.. M,-W. 15 2 3 3 3 White Fawn 1.

35 Sept. 5.

.

Sept. 7.

.

Sept. 12.

S.-W. 10 3 1 3

536 Cor. Marblehead S.-W. 10 1 2 3 w
3

4 5 /, Foggy, rain, sea

/, Clear10 1 3 Sail clf.

4 4 4 4 2 4 9

5

6 7 13

5

8 37 63 100

4 3 1 1

4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

4 4 1 3 6 1 3 6 3 3 1

Total Prizes 3 1
: 3. 6 1 1 5 3 1

S. Seawanhaka rule. C, Classed by corrected length. W, Classed by waterline length, s. o, Sail over, y, Grounded, ri, Disabled, ip, Withdrew, n. £, Not timed, p. Disqualified, with or
without protest, m, Private match. I, Lightwmd. m. Moderate. /, Fresh breeze, s. Strong wind.

SEA-SICKNESS.

TEN years ago I published in the pages of the Lancet (December
17, 1881), a paper on this subject, in which I ventured to propose

a new hypothesis of its etiology. That hypothesis has never. I be-
lieve, been criticised or contradicted, and thougti I cannot therefore
say it holds the flelei, I may well be excused if I venture once more,
through a different raediutn, and with further explanations, to make
a statement of my views. The question is one that possesses so little
interest for the great majority of medical men, and so much more
for the mass of the traveling and particularly the sea-going public;
its effects are so extensively felt and anpreciated; the Imowledge of
physiology, tbanks to the continued efforts of Professor Huxley and
others, is becoming so very widely diffused, and the study of sea-
sickness, which Is essentially a physiological study, is so well withm
the range of ordinary comprehension, I feel I hardly require an ex-
cuse for bringing the matter before tlie public.
We know that sea-sickness is but seldom due to one individual

cause, but most commonly depends upon a combination, a concate-
nation, of causes; and it seems to me that one of its prmcipal physio-
logical conditions is the one that I have already suggested^ viz., a
rarity of the pulmonic atmosphere. Speaking roughly, and for our
gresent purpose, the pneumogastric nerve (which I denominate the
ey of the position) supplies the larynx, the lungs and the stomach,

though these are not at all the only organs that it does supply. We
know too well enough, what reflex action means and how it happens:
it occurs in consequence of intimate nervous connection. We know
also that sensations are not always felt and do not always pi-oduce
effects where they originate or where they may occur, hue often in
some near or distant part of the economy^ but always in apart which
is more or less closely ard intimately connected with it in respect of
innervation. We can therefore well believe that irritation or di.'Stress
afifectlng a branch or branches of the pneumogastric may be reflected
therefrom, and so produce irritation and distress elsewhere. As
medical men we know it for a fact.
The first effect of the vessel falling is a sen?e of apprehension,

which causes us instinctively, intuitively, automatically, involuntar-
ily, and almost unconsciously, to close the glottis and to hold the
breath, so as to be ready by fixing the chest for any great or small or
sudden exertion. The constant and continued repistition of this pro-
vokes and irritates the laryngeal branches of the pneumogastric
nerve, and is of itself sufficient in my opinion to upset the movements
of the stomach, and so produce nausea and vomiting. The next
effect of the continued fall is the descent of the large abdominal vis-
cera, which draw down and drag upon the diaphragm, and so extend
and elongate the thoracic cavity, that the pulmonic atmosphere be-
comes attenuated. This produces an effect upon the terminal fila-
ments of the pulmonic branches of the pneumogastric nerve (as we
find in the mal des montaignes) which also, being reflected to the
stomach, adds fuel to the fire, and results in sea-sickness. It will
thus be seen tolerably clearly and conclusively how and why it is
that in sea-sickness, pure and simple, I am disposed to throw the
blame upon the pneuaaogastric nerve, and I put it forward as a
rational and tangible physiological explanation of the phenomenon.
Accept this merely as a hypothesis. What shall we expect to fol-

low?
1. The good effect of certain drugs administered upon a rational

basis, and after certain methods, but always under medical advice,
and which for obvious reasons cannot be discussed here. The homeo'
paths, however, and the skeptics will be comforted when they hear
that some of the drugs may be taken mimimetrically.

2. The only, yet the almost universal, inclination, to lie down and
do nothing, and the great relief from lying flat upon the back.

3. The occasional failure of the adoption of this method, for even
then the laryngeal spasms may continue.

4. The greater frequency and seventy of sea sickness in man thanm the lower animals, and in the erect than in the recumbent posture.
5. Its dependence mainly on the lengthwise and jumping, jetlring

motion, rather than on the lateral.
6. The almost invariable ultimate accommodation of the system to

the motion, when once tiiis susceptibility to fear and apprehension,
which is only natural, has been subdued by use and wont.

7. Its occasional continuance in those who cannot control their
apprehensiveness, correct their intuitions, or accommodate them-

selves to the movement, in other words those who are preternatu rally
sen'^itive ; and its occasional return in the case of old and practiced
sailors who have been too long ashore.

8. Its frequent occurrence, even in the case of seasoned sailors,
when they leave a steamer for a sail boat, or vice versa, by reason of
the change in the character of the motion. Or when the system be-
comes disordered, and other things combine to produce nausea.

9. The extraordinary effects that occur on landing when, the
motion having ceased, the sensations continue; in this respect im-
pressions on the pneumogastric nerve form no exception from the
rule of other nervous sensations.

10. The good effects of abdominal pressure when properly applied.
11. The relief experienced on bending low when the vessel falls,

and more particularly by drawing the deepest possible breath when-
ever the vessel begins to fall.

12. Occasional immunity.
I may say here that when a boy I found the latter plan (of No. 11)

effectual whenever I felt sea-sick; it seemed to come to me intuitively,
but I coidd not then explain it. I have often felt sea-sick, but never
was so, unless indeed one calls that sea-sickness when, 21 hours after
leaving London by boat for Leith, I was literally awakened in the
morning by a most abominable stench in the berth in which I was,
and rushed up on deck to relieve myself. I doubt if any amount of
inspiration could have prevented that, for the sickness then depended
on the sense of smell. But I can explain it now, in the way I have
done; and without prejudice it seems to me to be the most simple
and obvious explanation of the facts and one that is worth considera-
tion.

I do not claim it as the only cause, for, as I have said, probably
many causes combine to produce it. That varieties exist I cannot
doubt; but would you call that sea-sickness when you catch a sea-
bird with a baited hook and the moment it is hauled on board it vomits
on the deck? I call it the vomiting of extreme terror. Do you call
that sea-sickness from which ol1 seamen are said to have suffered
lately on board the fast cruiser, H. M. S. Latona? I call it the sick-
ness of excessive motion. Is that sea sickness which is said to have
caused firemen in overheated stokeholes to jump overboard? I
should call it the insanity of drink, provoked by intense heat and
severe toil. Or would you apply the term to what once occurred
wit^hin my own knowledge in an open boat, when there was not a
ripple on the surface and hardly any movement to be felt, vet some
were sick? It is not worthy of the name, and is due entirely to men-
tal and sympathetic influeiice. Why is civilized man alone unable to
swim without practice, and why does he drown when he falls into
the water? He may be handicapped with clothes; but that is not the
reason, for he is not always clad. The answer is because he thinks
he cannot; he is handicapped with fear; he loses courage and forgets
to try. Again, some people are sick at sea because they think they
will be; then they feel so, and therefore are so (it is wonderful how
frequently ideas beget sensations, and such sensations actions). But
sickness such as this is hardly worthy of the name; I call it phan-
tom sickness. Professor Rosenbach, of Breslau. who has lately
written on the subject, truly says it is questionable if they are cases
of sea-sickness. I am at one with him in thinking that visual per-
ception is not an essential factor in the case; for if it were, it would
not happen in the dark so much as in the light, with the eves closed
as when they are kept open; the position of the body and "the direc-
tion of the motion would noc so much affect it, and It would be com-
paratively easy to control it. But I differ from him if he thinks that
toe determination of the moment at which the disturbance occurs,
which was pointed out by Herbert Mayo 60 years ago, affords any
explanation whatever of the phenomenon. ladmit, and always have
admitted, the co-operative influence of special sensation, and of
common sensation in the shape of passive motion and what is called
the muscular sense; I make due allowance for uustat)le equilibrium,
for mechanical disturbance of the stomach, disturbed relation be-
tween the fluids and solids of the body, the cerebro spinal and sub-
arachnoid fluids, and even the labyrinthine lymph; and I acknowl-
edge the effects of sympathetic and of mental, nay, even of moral,
influence, but still I look for something mce.
To return now to the action of the glottis, I was passing along

Buchanan street the other day when I saw a hansom cab going
down the street in which the horse had slipped its bit. Instinct
urged the driver to check his horse by tightening the rein, but the

more he pul'ed the faster went the horse, until at last some good
Samaritan seized the bridle and stopped it. Had the driver checked
his instinct by the lessons of experience, he would probably have
slackened the I'ein, and the horse would have stopped of its own
accord; apprehensiveness, however, prevented this. So we often
find that instinct and intuition have to be guided by experience.
The former, as I have said, usually lead us to close the glottis and to
fix the chest when the vessel falls, whereas the latter, viz., experi-
ence, supported now by reason, teaches us to leave the glottis open
and to breathe freely. The infant dandled in its nurse's arms (Bell
upon "Tlie Hand") "will be at rest as it is raised, but in descending
it will struggle and make efforts." The little child, tossed up and
down In its father's arms, may feel secure, bub objects to too much
roughness, and fears the same attention from a stranger. The down-
ward movement causes apprehension.
There is in this, as in most other affections, a certain amount

of predisposition or the reverse to be considered. The man who goes
on board ship with an overloaded stomach, a system gorged by free-
dom at the table, and an indolent life, will here be called upon to pay
thepsnalty, to yield a tribute, for his quondam pleasure: while one
who has been temperate in the satisfaction of his appetite, and has
led an active or laborious life, is likely to prove a comparative good
sailor. This accounts for the comparative freedom of the very old
and very young; if affected at all, they are troubled less, the system
ts sooner habituated to the change, and the attack soon passes off.
In all my experience I very rarely, if ever, found that one who had
risen from the bed of sickness, especially that of any wasting disease,
was as much affected as one who had led what Is called a "pleasur-
able" life. Here at least, if nowhere else, the poor and sick come off
comparatively well, and Lazarus is often spared the sufferings of
Dives.—J, R. Stacker, M.B., M.B.C.P., in Nautical Magazine.

10.—We have lately obtained the following dimensions of lo
the cutter which defeated the 25-footer Needle:

L°ngth over all 28ft. 6in.
l.w.l 23£t.

Beam, extreme 8ft.
Draft 5ft. lOin.
Least freeboard 1ft. lOln.
Ballast—'ron keel, including floor and bolts.. 5,1'eOlbs.

Headroom 6ft. 9in.
Mast, fore side of stem 8ft.

deck to cap 25ft. 9in.
deck to sheave 87ft. Bin.

Bowsprit outboard 13ft.
Boom 25ft.
Gaff 17ft.
Perpendicular 36ft.
Base 45 ft.

Sail area, S. C. Y. C. (about) 900;q ft.
Corrected length (aboat) 26.5ft.

Mainsail 420sq. ft.
Staysail 78
Jib 154

653
Working topsail 140

793

A FITTING MEMORIAL.-Messrs. W. D. and A. James, the
former gentleman being the owner of the fine screw yacht Lan-
cashire Witch, have purchased a large piece of land at East
Cowes from Lord Gort, reported at a cost of £600. The ground
adjoins the field recently presented by Lord Gort to the inhabi-
tants of East Cowes for a recreation ground. The land has been
purchased for the purpose of erecting a large building to be used
as homes for aged seamen, and will be endowed by these gentle-
men as a lasting memorial to the memory of their late brother,
Mr. F. E. James. Plans have already been prepared and we hear
that the building wiU he commenced at an early date.—iand and
Water. [Mr. F. E. James, former osvner of Lancashire Witch,
was killed by an elephant some two years since while hunting
in Africa.l
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Proposed Sail Plan fou Singlehandee.
20ft. 6is. over all, 16ft. L.W.L., 4ft. Beam, Ift. Draft. Canoe Yawl "Madcap." Sail Plan and Details.^

COOPER'S POINT CORINTHIAN Y. C.-Tliis club haa ordered
three 16ft. racing boats from Mr. .lames Collins. Four cabin
yachts and three tnckups have been added to the fleet and the
membership is rapidly Increasing.

Canvas Canoes and hoio to Build Them. By Parker B. Field.
Price SO cenis. Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens.
Price ^.00. Canoe Handling. By C. B. Vaux. Price $1. Canoe
and Camera. By T. S. Steele. Price 1.50. Four Months in a Sneak-
box. By jSr. H. Bishop. Price $1.50. Canoe and Camp Cookeru.
Bv "Seneca." Price $1.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

RIGS FOR SMALL CRUISERS,
Editor Forest and Stream:
For two siimmers I have been locked up, so to speak, in an in-

land town, and have done little yachting or sailing, but I have
enjoyed none the less the weekly arrival of the Forest and
STREAJyi, and have done always a little sketching and designing
from time to time. This last summer my camp has been pitched
on. the shores of one of the great lakes, and I took the opportunity
to rig up a little cruiser which, while not all I could wish owing to
lack of time and money, has performed so remarkably well
that I think a description of her maia characteristics may be
interesting to some of your readers.
Looking about for something in which to disport myself, I at

last found a 16ft.X42iu.Xl4in. skllf with two fine, well-modeled
ends, both alike, which fmite de mieux I bought ready made and
proceeded to deck in for some 5ft. forward and iil. aft, with a 9in.
waterway all around. I rigged her with two leg-of-mutton sails,
one right in the eyes and one smaller one aft, much after the
fashion of the modern sailing canoe, except that both are plain
leg-of-muttons without battens, and about as eflEective and handy
sails as I have ever used. The centerboard is a "drop" plate of
%m. iron weighing 901bs. and is an embodiment of the value of low
weights. 1 tried a light wooden board for experimental purposes
and found that in light airs there was no perceptible difCerence in
speed, while in a breeze the heavy board kept her on her feet and
to windward in a remarkable way.
Finding that the boat carried a strong weather helm, and being

averse to carrying a jib, I conceived the idea of putting on a
very large and heavy rudder, and got one cut out of a boiler
plate weighing about 301bs. Tb.e success of the experiment was
complete, the big rudder acting as ballast, steering apparatus
and after deadwood all at the same time: and I recommend the
device most heartily to all canoemen who are looking for some
means of increasing the size of their mizens without increasing
the draft and weight of their canoes by deep keels and drags.
Madcap, with her 135ft. of sail has beaten everything anywhere

near her size in these waters, including some 23ft. sloops of con-
siderable beam and power, and which had been previously con-
aidered fast, and this not only in light airs and smooth water, but
in fre=h breezes and pretty heavy chops, and with only her skip-
per on board on the weather rail. Her stitfness is remarkable,
as is also her steadiness in running off the wind in lumpy water,
due to the power of the big rudder. For the hull I should prefer
something with a little more deadrise and with overhanging
counter like the Forest and Stream cruiser you figured three or
four years ago; but for rig and equipment I can scarcelv suggest
any improvement except in putting a batten across both sails
about 18in. up to aid in quick reefing.
I hope next summer to carry the same governing ideas into a

slightly larger craft of better model. I have been very much
pleased with Mr. Dyer's design for a deep canoe, and think her
depth and rockered keel are a great step in advance, but I hanker
myself after a I'ttle more beam.
My chief interest is in single-hand ers of a more comfortable

type than the standard 30in. canoe. There are many like myself,
who are fond of sailing and like to have an occasional tussle with
another boat, but we don't care to balance ourselves outboard on a
crazy sliding seat 3ft. outside the wale, and we look for something
in which we can smoke our pipes in comfort and still keep the
fast fellows in sight.
My friend Mr. Tyson thinks his flying proa, with a little atten-

dant canoe sailing alongside and keeping him from turning
bottom up. is the true solution of the difficulty, and will fill the
required void, but while admitting the excellent qualities of the
proa, I see several drawbacks, among which are the awkward-
ness of the outrigger in coming into the house, the drag on the lee
side on one tack and on the weather side on the other, making it
impossible to so place the center of efEortthat the boatshall at all
times carry an easy weather helm. I prefer on the whole the cat-
amaran to the proa, but I think a properly modeled boat of 4^
beams or so, a perfected and enlarged "Mersey canoe," will fill
the bill for a perfect single-hander much more nearly than
either. Henry K. Wioksteed.
COBUBG, Ont., Nov, 1.

[The single-hander sketched by Mr. Wioksteed is very similar
in sheer plan to the latest type of Englisb. canoe vawl, such as
Snake and Torpedo.]

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.-Atlantic Division: Newell Martin,
R. L. McDuffee, Wm. D. Hobart, Hugh Stevenson. New York! A,
^chroeder, Evert O. Newman, Brooklyn.

CANOEING ON THE PACIFIC.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The Seattle C. C, of Seattle, Washington, was reorganized and

incorporated on Oct. 19 with a capital stock of $1,500; divided into
100 shares of $15 each. From the board of trustees the following
officers were elected: Com., Geo. B. Riley; Vice-Corn.. R. T. Engel-
brecht; Sec'y. W. N. Redfleld; Purser, H. M. Lawrence. Have ourown house, situated on Lake Washington, on the terminus grounds
of the Madison Street Cable Railway Co., two story house, 30x50ft.,
containing large club room, dressing room, lockers and work
room up stairs; down stairs the entire floor is devoted to canoes; a
large veranda projects from each floor overlooking the lake, have
now 25 members, and at the present rate of application will have
our full quota by spring. Lake Washington is 28 miles in length,
varymg in width from one to five miles, it is fresh water and
partly inside the city limits; il4 miles from club house, and also
connected by Black River with the lake is Paget Sound, a fine body
of salt water for the cruisinsr canoe man, with its 2,000 miles of
shore line. With such natural advantages we are confident of a
large and flouris^hing club. The courtesy of the club is at all times
extended to A. C. A., W. C. A., and Pacific coast canoe men.
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 7. Geo. B. Riley.

CANOES AND CANOE-YAWLS.—The racing of the season at
Hendon again showed that, lengths being equal, the SOin. beam
canoe, with small sails, can hold her own with canoe-yawls of 4ft.
to oft. beam, especially when the crews are equal; but the decisive
test which was hoped for in the competition between the Snake
(yawl) and the canoes, and in which it was bv some expected that
the past experience would be upset, unfortunately did not come
off. There is little doubt to our mind that a canoe-yawl, such as
Snake, of 18ft. length, oft. beam, and 166ft. of sail, manned by a
crew of two men, ought to beat a canoe of 16ft. length, 3ft. 6in.
beam, and 113ft. of sail, manned by one man, in almost any
weather; and it is hardly fair racing to cause them to sail in the
same race without time allowance. The two boats would rate
respectively 0 5 and 0 3, and on the 6-mile course the yawl would
give a time allowance of 4m. STs. under the Y. R. A. scale.—Field.
PHOTOS OF THE MEET.-Mr. Stoddard has now ready a verv

handsome collection of 35 views of the 1891 meet at Willaborough
Point. As his vi.sit was made on two very windy days the views
afloat show some rough water, and made excellent pictures. The
great Sea-vey Serpent shows to good effect in one view. No
edition of the "Glimpses" will be issued this year.

THE LABRADOR COAST.
The Labrador Coast: A Jotirnal of Two Summer Cruises to

that Region, with Notes on its Early Discovery, on the Eskimo,
on its Physical Geography, Geoloey and Natural History. By
Alpheus Spring Packard, M.D., Ph.D. N. D. C. Hodges, New
York, publisher.

This book is attractive reading at this time, when a popular
interest in Labrador has been reawakened by the return of one of
those anomalous students' expeditions which for the past thirty
years have periodically visited that repulsive region during sum-
mer vacations, in the character of explorers. But beyond this it
is especially valuable and important because it covers scientific-
ally, as aptly set forth in the title, a field of analytical investiga-
tion which has long been neglected or overlooked. The economic
possibilities of the country are, moreover, duly weighed and pre-
sented. The distinguished author has modestly entitled his work
"The Coast of Labrador," but it really includes abundant inform-
ation about the interior as well, with its flora, fauna, minerals,
natural products and resident peoples, much of which, of course,
has been known to laymen for three centuries or more, as attested
by a voluminous bibliography of no less than 198 titles printed at
the end of his volume, besides 24 charts and hydrographic surveys,
not including ancient maps and charts of early voyagers, dating
back to the year 1503.

Critical readers, to whom considerable portions of Labrador
have become familiar by personal acquaintance, might take
exceptions because the professor does not suWcieutly recognize
otherwise than incidentally, perhaps, the value of the contribu-
tions to the general fund of information which many writers
have made since long ago: and they may reasonably marvel why
the observations of old wood runners and voyageurs should be set
aside in order to give place to the so-called "discoveries" of recent
investigators who happen to have a scientific tag attached to their
credentials. By some such discrimination the credit of the dis-
covery of the courses of the Mississippi River has been awarded
to Henry Schoolcraft, when the identical regions had been trapped
over by Allan Morrison, his guide, tor more than thirty vears
previous. But. of course, it is the official stamp which give's value
to the guinea. The halo of the discoverer gives the glory to the
discovery.
As a matter of fact Labrador was one of the earliest discovered

parts of the continent. Its streams, watersheds, mountain
ranges, forests and cdast lines were pretty thoroughly traced
more than two centuries ago, while many of its natural features
were known ia detail. Cartier Espejo, Jefi:ery8 and Hackitt, iu
the fifteenth century, and Fathers Laure and Albanel, in the six-
teenth, traced most of its interior water courses and divides. In
the seventeenth the navigators Chabert, Charlevoix, Coats and
Cook, added much to what was already known of the coast.
Andre Michaux, the botanist, looked it over in 1792. The Mor-
avians have occupied the northern coast for one hundred and
twenty years, and David Cranz, their historian, wrote volumin-
ously and accurately of Labrador and its peoples from 1765 to 1789.
The Hudson Bay Company have trapped all over it for a still
longer period, and Peter Cartrigbt and John McLean, two of its
factors, added a great deal to the current fund of information
during their incumbency of sixteen and twenty-five years re-
spectively. It was John McLean who discovered the High Falls
of the Northwest River (which empties into Hamilton Inlet), in
im. In 1817 Dr. Edward Chapped wrote very fully of nb? Indian

tribes. In 1813 Davles described the Hamilton Inlet, which is also
known by the several names of Groswater Bay, Eskimo Bay, and
Mouktoke Inlet. , In 1860 Dr. Elliott Coues contributed a list of
164 birds which he collected in that year, and Charles Hallock
furnished a serips of photographs of the coast and interior for
Harper's Magazine, giving portraits of the Montaignais Indians
and Eskimo found at Hamilton Inlet, with a full ethnography
of the former, and contributing many Interesting utensils
and relics of the tribe to the museum of the Long Island
Historical SociPty in Brooklyn. In 1868 Prof. Hind presented ex-
tensive researches throughout the interior, and from 1860 to 1891
Prof. Packard, the author of the book tmder review, has made
Labrador his especial study, describing not only its mammals and
avifauna, of which he finds twenty-eight and one hundred and
ninety-eight species respectively, but its insects, invertebrates and
its glacial and drift phenomena, as fully set forth in the text.
Mr. John Macoun, the Canadian naturalist, has also compiled a
catalogue of some 3,000 plants reported bv various travelers as
growing on the coast of Labrador. In 1853 Mr. Joe Gondy, who
was for half a century a voyageur in the service of the Hudson
Bay Company, traveled from Fort Nasquapee in central Labrador
to tort Garry (now Winnipeg), a distance of 3,1(X) miles, on snow
shoes. He and Antoine Michelet, another employee, were unre-
mitting explorers. In 1860 H. M. Surveying steamer Bulldog,
under the celebrated navigator Capt. McClintock, charted Hamil-
ton Inlet throughout its entire length of 120 miles, going up as far
as the Nor'west River post, and into the Grand or Hamilton andTom Liscom rivers at the head of the Bay, a region which has been
a rendezvous and principal fur entrepot of the Hudson Bay
Company for the southern district of Labrador since the begin-
ning of the century. During the period extending from the year
18<4 to date, the Dominion Survey of Canada, under Dr. Robert
Bell, has covered thf> greater part of the interior region, locating
the water sheds and timber belts, of which the principal one was
discovered to have a width of 800 miles, and finding spruce trees
4ft. in diameter where only a stunted growth was suspected.
From these abundant facts it may be concluded that Labrador

is neither a desert nor a terra incognita, for a country cannot be
wholly inhospitable to support, such an abundance and variety of
plant and animal life:* and it seems strange to an old traveler to
read in the published newspaper reports that a party of students
from Bovvdoin College are credited with having discovered a race
of Indians "hitherto unknown to white men." as well as a high
fall whose existence has hitherto been problematical. I am there-
fore surprised to see that Prof. Packard has dignified the work of
this party by the assertion in the appendix of his book, that they
have achieved "the most important geographical discovery which
has been made in the interior of Labrador." Of course due im-
portance must attach to accurate measurements, and all that.
It is the impression, however, of Dr. Robt. Bell, chief of the
Dominion Survey, of whom I have made inquiry, that the falls
visited by these gentlemen were really the High S alls of Nor'west
River, and not of the so-called Grand River, which is locally
known as the Hamilton River, the description of the chain of
lakes, the portages, the distances, and the tracking, answering
quite accurately to the former, which is the route annually
traversed by the fur brigade in July. There is no analogous chain
of lakes on the Hamilton River, though there is a high fall some
fifty miles from its mouth. The high falls of the Nor'west River
are just oft' the regular thoroughfare from Nor'west River Post to
Fort Nasquapee, at the Heights of Land, and a detour of twenty
miles has to be made by the brigade to flank them. The distance
from Fort Rigolet to Nasquapee is 300 miles. No less than twenty
falls and rapids are passed on the journey, and the trip occupies
a month.
Doubtless the fur collectors and the wood runners {coureurs dch

Mis) of the Hudson Bay Company acquired a very intimate knowl
edge of the interior of the country. That this knowledge was not
imparted to cartographers is due to the reticent policy of the com-
pany, as well as to the fact that the interior Indians (Montaignais)
were naturally jealous of intrusion upon their trapping lines.
With the exception of agents and employees at the posts, no
white men were allowed to trespass on the Indian territory, and
therefore no whites ever visited the interior except upon business
emergency. Settlers along the coast held no communication with
the interior beyond the edge of the timber belt to which they re-
sort for shelter in winter. The Nasqnapees are strictly coast In-
dians, but have often been confounded with the Mountaineers.
Eskimo are seldom seen south of Rigolet, in latitude 55deg. The
Red Indians are extinct since thirty years ago. The entire Indian
population of Labrador is about 6.000. Charles Hallock.

*The fur product of Labrador is of itself worth I

to the Hudson Bay Company.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS-
F. R. S., Boston.—A collection of all the best "cat noems" in the

English language is now being made by Mrs. Grahana B Tomison.
It will be illustrated.

T. W. L., Fond du Lac, Wis,—A thin loixture of white lead and
turpentine is used for waterproofing canvas. The addition of
lamp black would make it black without injuring its other quali-
ties.

Kennedy Smith, well knowa to sportsmen as the man
who has done much to develop the sportsmen's resorts in
the Dead River region, has in his possession an old powder
horn, the history of which if known would doubtless be as
interesting as a fairy tale. It is finely carved by a rude but
nevertheless artistic hand, in designs of birds,'fish, deer, a
full rigged ship, etc., and bears the following words: "John
Shanan, hisihorn. Made at Ticonderoga, Sept. ye 22. 1760."
The horn was found in an old deserted house in the Dead
River region, near the spot where the bullets were found
this fall, and which, it was supposed, were left there by
Benedict Arnold's expedition. xMany think that this old
horn wasleft behind by some soldier of Arnold's army. To
look at it would be to easily believe that it had seen service
in the Revolutionary war at least and may have furnished
powder to kill not onlv Britishers, but T^.dsirina as •vv'^ll

10,000 per year
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REPAIRS.
Before putting away your Rods and Reels for the season,

send them to us to be cleaned, straightened and put in first-

class order generally. All kinds of repairs done at moderate
prices,

If you wish to renew any of your stock of tackle, send 10

cents for our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

The population of the earth is divided into two classes of people

CLASS 1. Those who have learned to transact business and make pur-
chases at a distance with the assistance of catalogues, railroads,
express companies and the post-ofilce department, intelligently,
quickly, satisfactorily and (this is the key) profitably.

CLASS 2. Those who have not (we are after such of these people as
may happen to inhabit the Western Hemisphere and know how to
read and write).

We have taught nearly three millions ofpeople how to join Class 1.

Many persons belong to Class 2 simply because they do not comprehend
how simple a thing it is to graduate. As chief missionaries and proselytes
for the cause, we ask to be given a chance to show the easy way. The
Buyers Guide (15 cents pays postage and expressage) tells all about it.

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO., iii to ii6 Michigan Ave., Chicago

Two Targets with Smith £ Wesson Revolvers.

Ten consecutive shots at 13yds., off- Six consecutive shots at 15yds., off-
hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38 hand, with a Smith & Wesson .33
Double Action Kevoiver; by Mr. Target Revolver; by Prof. John
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield, Mass. Loris, Washington, D. C.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results.

SMITH & WESSON,

SAVE YOUE^ TROPHIES.
WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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SMALL

YACHTS.
i,Ei-

eipleil liy tli BaliiiE Tpes

of

By C. P. KUNHARDT.

Olotli, S70 pages of type and
miutFationg, and 70 plates. Bize
•t p»ge, 14:^x121. Price $10.00.

VOB SAUB BT

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
818 Broadway, New York.

SAMPSON. LOW & CO.. LONDON, ENG.

Naaifis aid PorMs ofBMs
Which Interest Gfunners; with descriptions in

language understanded of the people.

BY G. TBUMBULt.
Contains the local names in popular use, and

eighty-nine illustrations, which, -with the clear
descriptions in the text, will enable any man who
can read to identify the contents of his game

OPINIONS OF THE PBESS:
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

books of which the need is felt in every depart-
ment of natural history.—T/'oy Press.

To all dwellers by the water and in the coimtry
and especially all who shoot, the book will supply
a great need, and every one who is interested in
birds will be interested in it.—jBosto?i Evening
Travdler.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—G?iicafi(0 Inter-
Ocean.

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages
in this book. The sportsman who looks between
the covers for a description of some game bird-
a description which will enable him to identify
the creature should he meet it in the woods or on
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,
drop a bad woi-d or two upon it and go in search
of some Greek and Latin dictionaries to find out
what the description means.—iVetu York Herald.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PKioB as.so.

WOODCRAFT.
By "NESSMUK."

A book for people who love outdoor life;

for tlie hunter, the angler and the canoeist.

The work has been of service to thousands of

outers, and will help thousands of others. It

is fuU of practical advice and information

from une who has spent his life in learning

by hard experience what he now tells his

readers. No camper can afford to be without

it. Cloth, 160 pages, illustrated. 'Priee $1.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO..

New York.

TlAVTBiH * Co.. 1 FiTiPh T.<».t>o. T^ondon. H!n»

Hunting in ttie Great West.
(Bustlings in the Eockies.)

Hunting and Fishing Sketches by Mountain
aud Stream. By G. O. Shields. 12mo., cloth, 300
pages illustrated. Price 75 cts. For sale by

FORBST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..
31 fl Br«»a<1wav. New Vork.

DEAF^
lUL Sold ODlTbjF.HiBoox ,653 J3'»e

The Francotte Giin.
Finest Bods and Tackle.
Imported Goods.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QTJAIilTY.

VON LENGERKE £ ANTOINE,
846 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J, B. CROOK & CO,,

FISM6 TAGEE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 38th & 29 th Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEND FOR OATALOGUE.

Two-thirds filze only.

"SURPRISE WHISTLE,"
The lioudest Whistle Known.

The Elastic Tip makes it capable of producing
1,000 different sounds.

Perfect Dog or Quail Call, 25 cts.
Dealers write for Discount,

Manufactured only by
AMERICAW PIN CO.. Waterbury, Ct.

FRANK MILLER'S
STANDARD OF THE WORLD.

For Harness, Buggy Tops, Saddles, Fly Nets, Travel.

ling Bags, Military Equipments, Etc.
Gives a beautiful finisli, wliich will not peel or crack

off, smut or crock hy handling.

SOLD BY All Harness Makers.

FERGUSON'S P&TENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

# UNIVERSAL LAMP,
*w» With Adjustable Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Comblnea JBLead Jack,

Boat Jack, Fishing I^amp,
Camp liamp, Dash liamp,
Belt JLantern, Hand l4an-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALRERT FERGUSON, Office, B5 Fulton St. N. Y.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

G-lass Blower,
And Manufaotiirer of

Artificial Eyes
For Biruh, Animals ana Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North WilUam St., New York,
Send for Price List.

Alili OF YOUK FKIEINDS
Are reading the

Sportsman and Tourist
(The lieading Illustrated Monthly)v^nY x>oaxr'T yotj?

Will be sent from nnw (includine Sept. num-
ber) to January, 1893, FOE ONE LITTLE DOLLAE!
16 months. Just think of it. Sample copy free.

JAMAIOA PUBLISHIN& 00., Jamaica Plain. MaBti.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
565i Atlantic St., Englewood, Ills.

Tront Flies at 3, 6, 7 and 11 Cents Each.
Sflod Ten C1e»»« for Iia-38S»i.TSa CtTtM^omtL

CHEAPEST HOUSE
AMERICA FOR

I films (f

AOHNX FOR
Remington,

Parker,
L. C. Smith,

Lefever, etc.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogues free. Men* ion Forest and Stream.

SPORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THEAMEKICAN NEEDLE AND EISH

HOOK CO., New Haven, €onn.,
who have the

, .
largest facili-

ties, and make Best goods in the world.
For Sale by the Trade Evkeywhebb. Ask
ii oa Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ALFORD & BERKELE CO.,
^- Box 2003. SPECIAL AGENTS,
No. 77 Cuambers St., N. Y.

i« mt MM,

MENTHON KENNELS'
ST. BERlNfARDS,

PHCENIXVILLE, PA.,

AT STUD.
The Giant Rough-Coated St. Bernard

ORD BUTE,
As a stud dog Lord Bute has no equal.

EEE asioo.

The Handsome Rough-Coated St. Bernard

Lord Thorndale, ^-fSi,^-
A son of Champ. He.^ner. A sure stock getter.

FEE 8135

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.

RIDGEFIELD ST. BERNARD KENNELS

It stud. I^INGLIMMON. Fee S40.
(16,366.)

Kinglimmon is orange ia color with perfect
white markings and black shadings, stands 34in.
high and is the sire of some very promising
youngsters. Pups for sale. Address
O. A. HOUCK, 92.3 Madison ave., Albany. N. Y.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth, immense rough-coat, the only son of
Lord Bute at stud in America. 3. Patrol, one of
our best smooths, fee S35 each.
JOHN KEEVAN, 195 Kiug st., Brooklyn, N. Y.

At Stud.-English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 firsts and specials. Pious Pem-
broke,winner of over 20 firsts and specials; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale
RHEVHOtTNt) & PooTit,!! Kknnhls. v«alem. Mass.

YORKSHIRE TOT TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos fiOots, A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H
nOOMBS. 1 Exrhanea Block. Bantror. Ma

ftt tile MM.

REFUGE II.
(Plinlimmon ex Recluse.)

Winner of over forty prizes, including the medal
for the hest stud dog, Agricnltural Hall, London,
1891. He is the sire of Refugee, Recluse II., Rud-
yard Lady, Young Refuge. Highland Chieftain,
Baron Clevedon and many other prize winners.
He is the best-headed and heaviest-boned dog
ever sired by Plinlimmon.

Fee, $60.00.

Kingston Regent.
(Prince Regent ex Lady St. Gothard,)

Winner of first prizes at Kingston, Hamilton,
Toronto and Montreal, 1891.

Fee, $50.00.

Marquis of Ripon.
(Prince Regent ex Lady St. Gothard.)

Fee, $40.00.

Keeper, Jr.
(Keeper ex Surprise.)

The best-headed smooth living. KEH.
PUPPIES FOR SALE.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

HENKT JENNINGS, Manager.

SIR FREDERICK
(21,741) Champion Royalty—Olinda.

The very cream of all England's breeding; no
better bred English setter lives. Winner of 44
first prizes, seven seconds, seven silver cups and
two gold meda,ls. Extended pedigree with litho-
graph, by mail. Imported August 8, 1891.

Fee $50.

DAD WILSON'S BOY
(12,880).

Will give you the mncli coveted Gladstone
Druid and Count Noble blood. 8 wift as the wind,
pretty as a picture, full of bird sense. Eee S35.

G. O. SMITH,
WHEELING, W. VA.

FOX-TESRIESS
IN STUD.

Champion Raby Mixer $15
Reckoner 15

Pitcher 26

Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

ST. BERNARDS.
AT STUD.

This grand young dog is the best son of cham-
pion Otho out of Lackme, a daughter of champion
Merchant Prince. He is i53in. high, of a rich
orange color with complete collar and perfect
markings. He is a wonderfully vigorous young
dog, and lias proven himself a great stock getter.
As a stud dog he is unsurpassed. Fee $50.
Puppies for sale.

THE ABBEY KENNELS,
Riverside and Grafton arenues. Woodside, N. J.

R. T. BENNIE, Prop.

AT STUD.

KING OF
FEB $50

KENT
(A.K.O.S.B. 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.

Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L. I.

BLUE RIDGE KENNELS.
The celebrated champion stake winner GATH'S MARK, GATH'S HOPE and DAN

GIiADSTONJE. The Blue Ridge Kennel has now opened its book for the fall season of

1891 and spring of 1893 for Gath's Mark and Dan Gladstone, limited to fifty services each.

$2,000 is given away in premiums to the get of the above dogs, which wdn different Derby

Stakes in 1893 or after. Particulars on application.

THE BLUE RIDGE KENNELS, Sperryville, Va.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to huy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 ioint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, aU complete in wood form, length SJi 10»

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz. .
, !

- Pnce $2 T2

No. 1, G, same as above but is German Sil^^er Mounted " ^ ii^

No, 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8i, 9, 9^, 10ft., weight 9, lOJ, 12, 13oz I^ee
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted "
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 3 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, dotible tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint -

No. 280, 3 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft.

Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, line flboish, 25yds., 83e.
;
40yds., 95c. : 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; lOlh^ds., $1.35. Hard Rubber

2 72
8 82
3 75
8 75
90c.

Balance Handle,liuo xjuLixoii, uuyyxz,., cwv^. , ^juo., uu^^. . wyu.D., 4ix.u^, uvjrtiis., xuuvvio., ipx.«o. x^^xv^ x.^^.^^* Multiplying RrbIs, Balan(

Sliding Chck, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.35; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel

Lines on Block, 800ft,, 0 thread, 88c. ; 12 thread, 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, ISo. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz ., lOo. ; double gut, 15c. Mr
doK.; treblegut, 20o.per doz. Single Gut Leaders. 1ft., oer doz., 15o.: 2ft., per doz., 30a; 3ft., par doz., 4Sc. Double Gut Leadeis, 1ft.. par doz.,15c=' 2ft., per do!^„S0e.; 8ft., doa.,

J. F. MABSXmS. 51. 118 >^ mwe% m., mvm»msns^ N. Y.
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AN ENLARGED FOREST AND STREAM."

Wl ITH the issue of Jan. 21 next, which v?ill be the

first number of its thirty-eighth volume, the

Forest and Stream will be permanently enlarged from

twenty-eight to thirty-two pages.

This change has been made necessary by the growth

of the special interests to which the paper is devoted,

and by the corresponding requirement of more space

for their adequate presentation. The enlargement is

to be taken as an earnest of our purpose to increase

the interest, usefulness and value of the Forest and

Stream; and by means of the better opportunities thus

afforded , to maintain foi^ it the character it has so long

enjoyed as the representative sportsman's journal of

America.

Each of the departments will be benefitted by the

change—Sportsman Tourist, Natural History, Game Bag

and Gun, Sea and River Fishing—and, in particular, our

news column?—the Kennel, Yacht and Canoe, Rifle and

Trap. The generous amount of space now given to Ken-

nel will be maintained, and the room devoted to Trap

Shooting will be so enlarged as to make the department

the most comprehensive and the best arranged contem-

porary record of that sport.

Since this journal was established eighteen years ago,

the popularity of sports with the rod and the gun has

^dyanced with giaijt strides; and in the developmewt of

those manly recreations the Forest and Stream has

taken no iinimportant part. With their growth it has

kept equal pace in worth, in influence, in circulation and

in generous public recognition. What it h&s been it will

be. The record of the past contains the abundant prom-

ise for the future.

In 1893 and the years that shall follow, as in 1891

and the years that have passed, the Forest i.ND Stream

will stand for all that is best and truest in field sports-

manship; and it will strive to merit from its growing

hosts of friends a continuation of that warm appre-

ciation and indorsement with which it is now favored.

One word remains to be said. The paper will be.

enlarged to thirty-two pages, but the price will remain

unchanged; $4 per year, *

OUR NATIONAL PARKS.

CONSIDERABLE space in Secretary Noble's annual

report, just issued, is devoted to the subject of our

national parks. These are four in number, and of them

the Yellowstone Park is by far the largest, and, from all

points of view, the most important. The others, of recent

establishment, we owe to the wisdom and far-seeing

policy of the Secretary of the Interior, to whom also

must be given the credit for the setting apart of the

large forest reservation adjacent to the Yellowstone

Park, which practically, though not in name, adds about

1,500 square miles to the area of that reservation.

The report with regard to the Yellowstone shows a very

favorable condition of things there. Game in the Park

is continually increasing. The buffalo are quiet and

contented; small herds are often seen, and some of these

are accompanied by calves. The estimates of their num-
bers vary from two to four hundred, the latter being, in

our judgment, the nearest to the truth. We have often

called attention to the great numbers of elk to be found

in this region, and now "the most conservative estimates

place their numbers at 25,000." Mountain sheep, deer

and antelope are numerous, tame and increasing. There

are a few moose in the Park. The overflow of all this

game into the adjacent territory will furnish good hunt-

ing to those who visit the region.

The effort to stock waters of the Park before barren

with game fish appears to have been very successful. Six

different species of fish have been planted in as many
different lakes, and of these at least five appear to be

doing well.

Mr. Noble calls attention again to the urgent need of

legislation for the Park, and alludes to the dangers

that threaten the National pleasure ground in the follow-

ing words:

It is to be much regretted that there is an entire absence of law
to punish depredations there, as they affect the forests, the game,
and the wonderful formations. The attention of Congress has

often been called to the necessity of such a penal statute, and it is

now again recommended as necessary. The measure known as the
' Vest Bill" has repeatedly passed the Senate, but in the House,

while always favorably reported , it has unfortunately been ac-

companied by an amendment foreign to the bill, granting a right

of way through the Park to a railroad. This was the case in the

last Congress, and, as on former occasions, those who had been
instrumental in urging the bill thought it better that it should

fail than pass with this provision.

The Secretary's opinion, as hitherto expressed, has been that a

raUroad would be detrimental to all the purposes for which the

Park was set apart. It is earnestly hoped that Congress will not

give up to a private enterprise any part of what ithas set apartfor

the education and enjoyment of the whole people. If one such

raUroad franchise is granted, it will result in the practical aban-

donment of that region as a forest and game reserve. Each year

demonstrates the wisdom of Congress in [setting apart this mag-
nificent domain and the necessity of keeping it under Govern-

ment ownership, free from private or corporate intrusion. It

embraces one of the largest forest-bearing districts in the Rocky
Mountains, and contains the headwaters of some of our greatest

rivers. The importance of preserving such tracts as affecting the

water supply of the country has already been discussed in this

report. * * *

There should certainly be no hesitation or difficulty on the part

of Congress in providing means by which the regulations made
by the Secretary of the Interior for the protection of the Park
may be made effectual. As it is now, the Park is placed under

the care of the Secretary, and he is authorized to make rules and
regulations for its government; but as no penalties are provided,

there is no way in which such regulations when made can be

properly enforced. No punishment can be inflicted for acts

which should really be denounced as crimes; such, for instance,

as the firing of the forests, the destruction of the game, and

;

spoliation of the objects of interest within the Park, All that

now can be done is to turn the offender out of the Park, and thus

give him an opportunity of returning and renewing his malicious

acts.

The forest reservation which was set aside by Presiden-

tial proclamation last March is in charge of the Secretary

of the Interior, and he has extended over it the same
rules and regulations which govern the Park, and has

directed the Superintendent of that reservation to protect

it. This was necessary because this reservation is a

hunting ground both for whites and Indians, and the

forests which cover its mountains are in constant dan-

ger of fire from these wandering and often careless

invaders.

The Yosemite Park contains some of the most wonder-

ful scenery on the Continent, as does also the Sequoia

Park. In both of these is found also a little game. In

these parks the most important objects which are in dan-

ger of destruction are the giant trees, of which each

park contains some. These are now being protected, but

much more remains to be done, and a further knowledge

is needed of the exact conditions which prevail in each

park.

It is gratifying to see that the Federal Government is

taking hold of this matter of National Parks in a way so

much more intelligent than could have been hoped for a

few years ago. For this wise action we have to thank

Mr. Noble, and while at present but few people compre-

hend the importance of what he has done, the day is not

far distant when he will receive from the general public

that measure of gratitude which his action deserves.

SNAP SHOTS.

THE final joint meeting of representatives of the U. S.

Fish Commission, the Fish Commissions of New
York, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ontario and Quebec,

delegates from the Anglers' Association of the St. Law-
rence River, the Cheaper Food Fish Association of

Rochester, and other bodies interested in the protection,

preservation and propagation of food fish in the Great

Lakes, has been called for Tuesday, Dec. 8, in the City

Hall, at Hamilton, Canada. The call is signed by R. B.

Roosevelt, chairman, and A. D. Stewart, secretary, of

the Joint Convention. The object of the meeting is to

consider the report of a sub-committee, which met at

Rochester, Nov. 10, and to make recommendations to the

Governments and State Legislatures concerned looking

toward the harmonizing of the laws of the States and
Canada upon the subjects mentioned. It is admitted

that the States must surrender to the General Govern-

ment their jurisdiction over the waters of the Great

Lakes for the purposes above named if any advantageous

and binding agreement is to be reached with Canada

looking toward the accomplishment of a worthy end.

The Red Star steamer Rhynland, which sailed from

New York for Antwerp yesterday, carried from the U. S,

Fish Commission 500 catfish consigned to the Belgian

Government. Request was made for these fish several

years ago, but the Government was not prepared to rear

them until recently. Belgium has extensive areas of

sluggish water suitable for the American catfish, and now
without fish. The shipment includes 100 spotted catfish

(Ictalurus punctatus) and 500 of the common horn pout

{Amiurus nebulosus), a few of the latter being of the

marbled variety. On Nov. 13 Commissioner McDonald

was informed by Herr Max von dem Borne of the safe

arrival in Berneuchen of the fellowing American fishes,

sent in the care of the chamberlain's son : Three hundred

and twenty-three sunfish, 76 catfish, 80 minnows, 2 dog-

fish {Amia ealva), 6 calico bass, and 1 white perch. Only

15 fish died on the steamer and 5 on the railway journey

from Antwerp to Berneuchen. This is the most success-

ful trans-atlantic shipment known. Our brilliantly-

colored sunfishes and crappies attract most favorable

notice in Germany, where no fishes of the family are

native.

Clinton Gilbert, who died in this city last Sunday, in

his eighty-fifth year, belonged to the "old school" of

sportsmen. He was for many years a member of the

New York Association for the Protection of Game. In

1877 he succeeded Royal Phelps in the presidency of the

society, in which office he was succeeded by Robert B.

Roosevelt.

The sportsman in the field who in badly broken English

attempts to control a half-broken dog is not likely to

make an unbroken success of it.
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WINTER SPORTS IN NORTH CAROLINA.

1AM delighted with my selection of Newbern as a
headquarters for my winter campaign among the

fish and wildfowl, and more than convinced of the
wisdom of my choice. Had I come here as a star invalid
in search of a sovereign balm and spicy breezes, the ex-
traordinary cold snap of the 16th to 19th would have set
me back discouraged. As it was, the cold wind from the
north-northerly and from the east-easterly, only had the
effect to drive the whole assembly of ducks, geese, brant,
swans and shore birds, which had been dallying along
the sedges of the River St. Lawrence and about the rice
lakes of Iowa and Wisconsin, down into Currituck and
the North Carolina sounds, and that delighted the sports-
men. It would seem as if everything that could fly
scooted before that intensely cold and bitter blast and
came down here into the neighboring waters. They had
to fly that far to find comfort and rest, nay more, they
found the finest food in the land, clams, fish, valisneria,
that succulent delight of the canvasback and redhead
ducks; and seeds of grass and rice from the garnered
fields, with sheltered coves and alternate points of land
to suit, and sand dunes piled upon the beaches, where
the gulls and petrels play bo-peep with the surf. Vast
flocks of crows came careering on the blast bound for the
upland and pine woods. Herons, gulls, terns, sandpipers
and cranes huddled together among the marshes, and the
hovering buzzards sought shelter behind the favoring lee
of some deserted negro quarter. Right here within the
city limits old Bill Taylor, a colored man, killed a blue
heron by Trentside, which measured 6ft. from tip to tip
of extended wings, and ©fleered to sell it for a quarter,
with no buyers. It was a beautiful specimen, which col-
lectors might have envied. Then the black ducks got to-
gether on the river, right in front of town, and a venture-
some sportsman picked up a few. An expert gunner
who did not begrudge the time might have filled a boat,
but Newbern is a busy community, and there are no
gentlemen of leisure here except those of color. It is

hard for the latter to get a move on themselves; but the
cold snap made them hustle. More than half the popula-
tion of Newbern is black.

I met one of them, a middle-aged darky, on the morn-
ing of the seventh day, the 18th, I think, when I was try-
ing to warm myself by a lively constitutional before
breakfast: or rather, he overtook me as I walked. 1 had
heard him shuffling briskly behind me for a couple of
blocks, with that peculiar "dot and go one" gait which
every native recognizes; and by a forced sprint he made
a lap on me.
"Right cold day, boss!" he said, forging half a length

ahead.
I told him in the happy vernacular of the country that

it "certainly vs^as."

"Mighty hard on us, boss," he continued, "coming so
sudden, and so warm the day before."
That is what I thought to myself it must have seemed

to the poor people of the Northwest where the heft of the
blizzard struck. As it was, we in Newbern were only on
the outside edge: we were comfortable by comj)arison.
The coming of the cold wave was heralded by a dense
black cloud which overcast the northern hemisphere
about sundown. At noon, previously, the thermometer
had marked 71 degrees; at 8 o'clock the next morning it

indicated 27 degrees. And great Eolus! how the ducks
did drive before the stress of weather, and even now they
are huddling, as I have mentioned, between the mainland
and the outer beach. The North Carolina sounds are full
of them. The regular packet steamers which ply hence
to Norfolk and Elizabeth City bring almost daily reports
of them.
But this peculiar advantage in the location of the land-

locked waters of this State as a winter home for wildfowl,
and the easy accessibility of Newbern to every important
oommerciai point within 200 miles, constitute but a modi-
cum of the reasons why it seems the most desirable head-
quarters on earth for the siDortsman.
From Newbern to Morehead it is only an hour and a

half by rail (Southern schedule time). Beaufort, which
is a charming watering place with an excellent modern
hotel, hobnobs with Morehead; clustering islands lie

between. Across Bogue Sound is the outer beach, with
the illimitable ocean washing its seaward line. The salt
water flows through Bogue and Topsail inlets into the
Soimd, which is as prolific with fish life as Indian River
in Florida, and without its sand flies. Within this shel-
tered reach of water sailboats may travel securely and
indefinitely, north and south. Here the counter currents

J

from the tropics and the arctics meet. Here all the vari-
eties of the fish fauna of the two antipodes cross fins.

Whales and hair seals disport with the angel fish and cero,
shad and porgies with hogfish and baracouta. All the
peninsula lying between Core Sound and the river Neuse
is cut up into estuaries and intricate channels which only
experienced guides can navigate intelligibly. The up-
lands swarm with turkey, partridge (quail), deer, bear,
coons, opossums, foxes, hares and squirrels, and the
swamps and "pocosins" with water fowl and shore
birds.

From Newbern to Washington, N. C, there is steam
transj)ortation via Pamlico Sound and river, with duck,
goose and brant shooting ail the way; and from Washing-
ton there is rail and steamboat for fifty miles northward
into Albemarle Sound, which is the focus of another as
fine sporting ground as can be found anywhere, with no
end of rivers emptying into it, and bars and islands and
shoals choking it, and canals and railroads leading through
cypress swamps and grass marshes and pine forests back
into the more densely and more civilized parts of the
country. From Newbern there is also ready access by
steamboat with Roanoke Island, famed for sport, war,
colonization, and scuppernong grapes, since the first

advent of Sir Walter Raleigh; and three miles from the
northeastern selvedge of the Island is the famous water-
ing place hotel at Nag's Head, with sand dunes which
shift with every violent storm, sometimes piled to a
height of 200ft. , and often burying groves and hamlets
out of sight as they shift and form in cumulative drifts.

There is no better shooting for gesse, ducks and swans
than can be found at Eoanoke Island right now, and if

ef jQW md^g c^r^ fry itj tlie^ Jiaye only to tfk©

the Old Dominion Canal Line or the Southern Railroad
at Norfolk and run down there; and they will find Spence
Daniells at Manteo, ready to take them out or board them
at very moderate prices. He has a little coterie of New
York, Baltimore and Norfolk friends who are always
regular customers in the shooting season, and some of
them come down in their own private launches and enjoy
themselves right royally.
From Newbern there is also transportation by rail and

boat to Kinston, 50 miles up the Neuse River, and thence
to Goldsboro and the up country; and all the interme-
diate farms and woods are full of game in great variety.
Last week I saw the proprietor of a lumber camp only
12 miles up the Kent River, above Newbern, who is cut-
ting timber for the Prettyman mill, and he told me that
his boys got five wild turkeys one morning which they
had flushed and located the evening before, and they
were only rough log-cutters and not sportsmen at all.

Quail can be had for the trouble of walking them up any-
where outside of the city limits, and if one is going deep
into the woods he may as well carry heavy ammunition
for bears.
Now, Mr. Editor, I have never seen any such catego-

rical statement printed anywhere of the attractions of
the Eastern Counties for sportsmen as I have just now
given, and mine is meagre enough, because I have to be
concise. Later on I shall give you much of it in detail,
if my health is spared and my plans do not miscarry.
These localities, I fancy, are not visited by strangers,
because the proper points of departure are not familiar
to the pntlic. For example, there is direct semi-weekly
communication from Newbern by sailing packet with
Hyde and Dare counties, which are so swampy, and so
interspersed with jungle, lake and bayous, as to be fit

for hardly anything but hunting. There is more game
in Hyde and Dare counties than there is in the whole of
New York State and Maine put together. The run of 90
miles from here to Swanquarter can ordinarily be made
in ten hours by boat, or one can go by land, crossing the
Neuse River at this- point and the Pamlico River at
Wakely. There are good accommodations at Swanquar-
ter at $1,50 per day, with no end of turkeys, quail, deer
and bear within gunshot. Thence there is a good wagon
road to Fairfield, and steamboat twice a week from there
to Norfolk, as your intelligent correspondents Dr, Cape-
hart, of Avoca, and Frank Heywood, of Norfolk, have
mentioned. I happen to be boarding with the gentleman
for whose pretty little daughter this river steamboat is

named. A week is ample time for a round trip, re-
turning from Norfolk to Newbern by the regular
routes.
Ten miles across Croatan Sound fi-om Roanoke Island

is Stumpy Point, whose people live by fishing and hunt-
ing. They drink yupon tea and never shave. An im-
penetrable swamp cuts them off behind. The broad
sound lies before them. They never see strangers, and
the onl;r company they have is the momentary presence
of passmg steam craft. Perhaps I may head an expedi-
tion to visit this isolated community and carry them some
looking glasses and Yucatan gum. Capt. Southgate, of
the steamer Newbern, runs close by on his regular trips
from Norfolk, and wiU drop off passengers who have pro-
vided skiffs to take them ashore, and receive them aboard
again by appointment.
Certainly this is the very time of year to enjoy sport in

this section, from this on to January, and even a month
later. Ordinarily, duck shooting is but cold comfort at
the best, for it is when the wintery blasts are keenest
that the duck shooter gathers his heaviest bags, and often
noses get blue and fingers and toes grow numb while the
patient sportsmen watches his stools. Yet here in No-
vember, and up to Christmas, yea, all winter long, there
are balmy days when the soft tints and the ruddy tints of
the morning light in themselves, and the exciting whirr
of rapidly succeeding flights and the splash of those that
pitch headlong into the waters as they settle near the
decoys, add a zest to the sport of duck shooting which
only an enthusiast can appreciate or desciibe. Here it

scarcely ever snows. Killing frosts, so called, seldom
occur. Roses persist in putting forth their blooms de-
spite the recent freeze, and there is winter foliage enough
to give the landscape an agreeable tropical cast. Blovps
and high winds are rare, and the lapsing days alternate
between light breezes and intervals of calm. The skies
are fickle, sometimes overcast, but bright and sunny for
the most part. They say the climate is more equable
than that of Florida. I have in mind some desirable
quarters for sportsmen, right on the river front, at the
home of the postmaster, whose sister is a professional
taxidermist and whose brother has a sharpie of approved
pattern. Chakles Hallook.

IN MAINE WOODS.-II.

IN CAMP, Piscataquis Coimty, Me., Oct. 26.—In a
recent letter I gave some personal experience in re-

gard to illegal game killing in this county. I know that
the experience of one man is not enough for the basis of
a thoroughly reliable generalization, but in saying that I

am convinced that in the southern and more settled part
of this county at least, the greater part of the illegal kill-

ing is done by the natives of the county or the State, I

am supported by the opinions of all whom I have asked
about the matter on the spot. Of instances in point I
could give dozens, but with some little accotmt of what
I have seen on this present trip I am willing to let the
statement stand.

I had not visited this region for two years. I had en-
gaged a guide, who had bidlt a good camp on the shore
of one of my favorite lakes where I have camped many
a time, where game and fish were plenty and where here-
tofore I could be reasonably sure of quiet and rarely
a visitor. Formerly it could not be reached in less than
forty-eight hours from Boston and with good weatherand
good luck at that.

But I am saddened by many a change. This lake can
now be reached in twenty-four hours from Boston. A
steamboat now takes us swiftly over ten miles of the trip

where formerly we paddled our canoes. A new railroad
penetrates the wilderness, and mills and clusters of
houses have sprung up where once was only wilderness.
Think of it, you reader of Forest and Stream, who
have been so blessed as to see Onaway Lake in the olden
time—one of the very loveliest and most secluded sheets
of water in Maine. A hamlet has sprung up at its foot
and there the morning express train on the Canadi^JQ.

Paoiftc Railroad stops a»4 tJie passengers breakfast,

It seems incredible and unbearable sacrilege, but it is
the actual and the irrevocable. How good a chance
think you there is now for caribou on Benson Bay? How
long will Barren Mountain and Chairback be their re-
treat? During the past year some one has been minutely
describing in letters to Forest and Stream the waters
about Monson; and I have trembled lest my old lakes and
hills should be written up; but lo! the railroad itself is

here, and I see that "the jig is up," I perceive that "I
have lived;" that already I belong to "a former genera*
tion."

Well, we came to our camp. There was the dear old
lake; and the grand old mountains, right and left, looked
down on it; but the sound of many rifle shots greeted ua
before we emerged from the forest. To-night, including
our party of three, there are eleven men in the camp, and
ten Winchesters and a shotgun or two complete the
arsenal. Three deer, two of them does, were hung up;
and another large doe was shot the next morning—all of
them driven into the lake by dogs. Two dogs are in the
camp.
Not one man besides myself of the whole party belongs

outside this county. The dogging goes on unmolested.
The warden was here a while ago; but he cannot be every-
where, you know, and his movements are as well known
and timed as are those of the policeman on his beat by
those who wish for any reasons to shun his attentions.
A net has been set in the lake. Here is one morning's

haul: 34 suckers, 1 pickerel, 3 huge togue (lake trout), 1
muskrat and 1 loon.
Time and agaiu since I stepped from the train have I

been importuned to permit the use of a dog for my bene-
fit. It is the very simplest thing in the world to obey or
to break the law. Any one can get a deer here any day
in twenty or thirty minutes by use of a dog. It is an
absolute certainty. These men will go home with their
deer; and their wives and children and neighbors will ad-
mire their prowess, but the only hardihood it required
was in disregai'd of the law and the only skill was that of
the butcher. There was not even "the music of the
hounds upon the hills" to enjoy or boast of. An occa-
sional yelp in the thicket, that was all. Any kind of a
cur that can follow a deer track and can bark will do.
Now, let me freely admit that, for the poor man who

needs meat for his family, the killing of a deer in this
way is, the law aside, the surest, quickest and most
humane way. There is no danger of the deer going off
wounded to suffer and die in the woods, Tixen, too, he is

shot just where he is wanted and can be best handled, and
all the meat can be saved. This is, however, butchery,
the "fall meat killing," not hunting, not sport—heaven
save the mark! Of the matching cunning Avit^h cunning,
and protective instinct with skill and endurance and
nerve, there is nothing at all. But the men who dogged
the deer and set the fish net were not the needy dwellers
in the wilderness. They were men who were here for
"sport," for "a good time," and considered that in this
way they were having it.

Now as to the law. Though, as I said in a previous
letter, I thoroughly condemn the view taken by so many
otherwise good men who break the game law, I can
thoroughly understand it. I know just what its weak
point is, but it is there, and I know how plausible ifc

appears to them. Who is "the State," any way, that it
should interfere with what they and their fathers before
them have always done? They have never seen "the
State." But they like to range the woods and lakes and
they know venison and moose meat to be good.
To whom does the game belong if not to them who live

here? Why should they hold their hands in September or
Jamiary in order that strangers from outside of Maine
(here "the State" for a few naoments dimly shows its out-
line—when it is needed as a witness) may come in October,
November and December to share with them the desirable
things of the country?
Then the warden! Who does not know that he is

merely "Bill Smith" or "Sam Brown," a fellow who has
himself broken the law scores of times, and has no right
to turn about and for the mere incentive of pay prevent
others from doing the same thing? No. He is the common
enemy, and we will outwit him every time we can and
make his work as difiicult as possible. Moreover, the
"man from outside the State" often brings money in his
pocket, and is willing to pay well for what we can show
him, and it is but natural and right that he should have a
set of horns to take out with him for his pains.
Something in this way the matter appears to many of

these men—mingled sometimes with the feeling that the
law is made by men who do not know the true merits of
the case and more for the benefit of strangers than the
people who should be first consulted. AVith all this there
is an inability to realize that the big game of the country
is almost gone, and that it will vanish from these woods
just as surely as it has (while we were looking on and
before we were aware of it) vanished from areas a hundred
times as large, unless instant and stringent methods are
adopted for preserving it.

Piscataquis county has a noble situation for preserva-
tion of game. The Canadian poacher does not affect the
southern part of the county. His operations do not, I
think, to any appreciable extent, affect this county,
unless it be in the northernmost townships. It is a great
county, nearly 50 miles wide from east to west and over
100 from north to south. It reaches from Millnocket to
Moosehead and contains three-fourths of the surface of
the latter lake. It contains Katahdin Mountain and
Chamberlain, Chesuncook and AUegash lakes, and hun-
dreds upon hundreds of other lakes, and almost all the
great rivers of the State head there or derive most of
their water from it. As a natural home for deer, caribou
and moose it cannot possibly be surpassed, and all these
animals are here. I believe Piscataquis county contains
at this moment the best moose ground in the United
States.

But unless something is done to stay the hand of
slaughter this region will soon be as barren of moose as
is Massachusetts, Ohio or Mississippi.

I recognize the truth of what one of yom- correspon-
dents said, viz., that he who points out an abuse is bound,
if he can, to point out the remedy.

If be can! I have thought of it much and almost ever
since I began to hunt.

It is evident that present State laws unaided will not
work the change. Miss Hardy, the person best informed
on the subject, has left no doubt of her own almost dis-

pairing view of it.

One thing seems to jse evident, viz., that united aotioi'
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on the part of all who hunt is needed. Is even a faint

approach to such a thing possible ?

THE "BOUND ROBIN" PLAN.

The following is the best I can suggest. I cast it into
the discussion for what it is worth. If it could be fol-

lowed out successfully in a single community the exam-
ple might make it easier in others and in time we might
arouse a firm, intelligent sentiment throughout the whole
State which would not only take care of all lawless ten-
dencies on the part of residents, but would effectually
deal with the detestable "sport" from abroad, whether he
proved to be a Boston policeman, or a Pearl street mer-
chant or a professor in Yale College.
"The Eound Robin Plan" is a name which I suppose

will, to most persons, be self-explanatory, but for the sake
of any one who may not know its origin I will say that
"The Round Robin" is a form of signature by several per-
sons to a document which makes it impossible to tell who
was the first signer and therefore shields all alike from
what may be dangerous or invidious prominence in the
matter. The names radiate from a center like the spokes
of a wheel. In thinking of this plan I have had in mind
the case of this particular community. It presupposes
that at least some one man could be found with sufficient

public spirit and willingness to sacrifice something to the
cause to make the initial move.
My idea would be to have such a man, who sho^^ld be a

man of known interest in game matters, attempt by per-
suasion and discussion to induce one or two others to join
with him in a league to which members shotild be added
as fast as the right men could be secured.
The object of the league should be to fairly consider

the whole fish and game question, to discuss the pros and
cons, its past and its future as well as the present, to get
data in regard to destruction of game and its successful
preservation, and then, and not till then, to formulate a
pledge. I would not care even to dictate the pledge. 1 do
not think I know enough to make one thoroughly wise
and politic. Its first essential should be that it should be
one which, all things considered, was likely to be kept,
The league should by all means include in its membei*-
ship the very men whom I have described as good men
in other respects, but yet men who had again and again
broken the game law. Unless these men can be led to
see the folly of the present course and can be induced to
join in some effort at regulation of the evil, the evU will
go on to the one sure result which we know.
The league should be formed by men who are willing

to stand up among their fellows and own that they had
heen law-breakers in this matter and who therefore had
no stones to throw at any one else and no claims of
special virtue to make for themselves. But they should
be men who were willing now to make eiiort to preserve
for their region and community the advantages which
they have come to see are in danger.

WTiat these men should agree upon would be a matter
of altogether secondary interest. The main point would
be to get an agreement which they themselves had made
and which they were willing to live up to. They might
differ from the State law as to close time, number to be
killed per individual or the manner of killing. I would
not much care. Anything to change to system, instead
of the go-as-you-please recklessness of to-day. This
league should agree to let "by-gones beby-gone8,"to start

anew, and to give fair warning to all that from this time
on it meant, by every means in its power, to restrain evil
doing in respect to what it had decided upon as evil doing.
There would be the special ones who would not join and
whose refusal would involve trouble. Neighborhood
grudges and old scores and jealousies would stand in the
way. All this I know; yet I believe patience and wis-
dom, and, when necessary, united and sustained force,
would bring about an improved public sentiment and a
better order of things.

If it were thought best that the State law as it stands
should be made the means of help, then, till a better law
could be passed, the league could sea to it that the law
was enforced, and the odium that now attaches to in-

forming against a neighbor, be he never so mean
and despicable, would not be felt. The previous
warning and the weight of the organization would sus-
tain it.

An organization is the first desideratum. Hence I have
called it the "Round Robin Plan," by which I intended
to indicate the way to secure to the aid of such a scheme
the very men who now help to make it a necessity.

Boston, Mass. C. H. AMES.

THE SONG OF THE HERMIT THRUSH.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent Julia M. Hooper in Forest and

Stream for Oct. tells of a new bird song. I had often
heard the same song and supposed it to be music of the
male sparrow until last spring.
Among my wild pets there is a song sporrow, a male,

with an interesting history. Years ago I named him
"Wabbles."

I cannot relate any part of his history without betray-
ing confidence, as I have sold it for publication. So will
simply say that last spring "Wabbles" persuaded his
little mate to nest in the woods near my cabin.
Early in the spring I heard this female sing the new

song. There was no chance for a jnistake. I could tell the
birds apart, and, too, I frequently heard both songs at
the same time.
In late fall and early spring the male song sparrow

warbles by the hoar. The song is very low but musical
and tender. I have listened to it with delight when the
thermometer has marked 3 below zero.
Your correspondent tells of another song and credits it

to the brown thrasher. She makes the time the middle
of March, and I feel assured that she has erred either in
bird or time. It certainly must be an uncommon thing
to find a brown thrasher in Massachusetts as early as the
middle of March. It seems that she did not see the
singer; therefore, I suggest that she heard the song Of the
hermit thrush. The song which she has translated into
the words tii-lee, fu-li-lee is the same that I hear every
spring, the last of March or first of April. It is the song
of the hermit thrush in migration. It is a beautifm
j}6r^inT>-the wiadicg of a silver Jjgrii, but it ia only the pre^

lude. The true song is seldom heard away from the
summer home.
To me the song of the hermit thrush is the sweetest

sound in nature. It is not a plaintive, pensive or tender
strain, but satisfies the sesnes and clings to the memory
like the recollection of some great joy.

I shaU never forget a song I once heard in the woods
of northern Maine. I was in a bark-peeling camp at the
time. A rainy day had sent the crew to their homes in
the settlement until the next morning; and I was left

alone.
The rain poured down in torrents. The wind howled

and roared through the treetops, flinging great sheets of
water on to the bark roof of the camp. My spirits were
depressed and gloomy. Financial troubles, the loss of a
cherished home, had disheartened me, and life seemed
hardly worth living.

Just before night the rain suddenly ceased. The
sun burst through the clouds and the wind completely
died out. Save for the sound of dropping water, the
forest was silent and solemn. A glowing sunset, painting
all the clouds of the western sky. aroused me from my
miserable thoughts. Just then the song of the hermit
thrush floated up from a neighboring swamp. Clear and
pure the flute-like notes slowly echoed through the silent
woods. The moist and hollow atmosphere magnified the
slightest sound, and I could distinguish the fine trills

which form a part of this famous song, O, phee-re-al,
phee-re-al! represents the strain as near as I can give
it in words.

I would that I were able to express in fitting language
the feelings vnth which I am inspired when I listen to the
song of the hermit thrush. It satisfies my sense of the
beautiful as no other song can. And yet I am never
quite satisfied. There is something I do not understand.
Something beyond me, a shadowy mystery. After I have
listened to the strain, and while its memory still lingers,
I find myself longing to know the whole secret of its

charm. However, years ago I settled the matter in my
mind and note-book, as the following entry will show:
"The song of the hermit thrush is the Spirit of Nature
chanting the mystery of life. When the mystery is solved
we shalTunderstand the song."
Day faded into twilight, and twiUght into night, and

still that exalted anthem solemnly pealed through the
forest. It was after 10 o'clock when the strain died out
in a few broken notes.
Thanks to the hermit thrush, my thoughts were turned

into a new and healthy channel: I fell asleep that night
on my fragrant bed of fir boughs, at peace with the whole
world. Herhut.
Cape Ann, Nov. 27.

LIFE HISTORIES OF BIRDS.
ORNITHOLOGISTS and others interested in birds

from a more popular standpoint have for years been
hoping that Captain Charles A. Bendire, one of our most
able and experienced field naturalists, would give to the
world the results of his studies of American birds,
and for a year or two past it has been known that
he was engaged on such a work. Captain Bendire
is perhaps best known as an oologist, and it has
generaEy been supposed that his work would be nothing
more than an oology, a description of the nest and eggs
and of the breeding habits of the species about which he
might write. Such a work was greatly needed, for there
is now nothing satisfactory on this subject, but Captain
Bendire was not willing to confine his work within the
naiTow limits which such a title would enforce. His
wide and long experience, which extends from ocean to
ocean and from Arizona to Canada, has furnished him
with a knowledge of our birds equalled by few or no
students of bird life in this country, and the results of this
experience are soon to be given to the world.
We have recently had the privilege of looking over the

proof sheets of the first volume of Captain Bendire's work,
The title of which is "Life Histories of North American
Birds, with Especial Reference to their Breeding Habits
and Eggs." This is a well-chosen title, and is broad
enough to allow the accomplished author the scope re-
quired to give a vast fund of observation from the very
full field notes which he has accumulated.
The first volume, which is now practically completed,

contains 414 pages of quarto text and 12 colored plates of
eggs. In it are given the life histories of the turkeys,
grouse, quails, pigeons, hawks, eagles, vultures and owls,
a fund of interesting, new and valuable information
which will surprise and delight ornithologists and sports-
men alike, when they see the volume. This superb work
will be published conjointly by the Smithsonian Institu-
tion and the United States National Museum, and in the
character of its execution it will be the worthy compeer
of anything that has been issued by them. The matter
which it contains will be a source of pride to its author,
and satisfaction to all students of North American birds.
At the present time it would be premature to say more

about this work, but before very long the sportsmen of
America will have an opportunity of judging for them-
selves as to the interest of the life histories which are so
charmingly given in its pages.

2'THE FATE OF THE FUR SEAL."
Editor Forest and Stream:
There is no danger of being drawn into a personal con-

troversy with me, for the simple reason I never have, as
yet, weakened any writing of mine by indulging it. I

state the facts as to the physical data, which Mr, Dali at
first declared "a gross exaggeration." He says now, in
the face of my statement, that he will wait for other evi-
dence. Of course he will; but fur seals have been, and
will continue to be as long as they exist, very constant
subscribers to my table of measurements, and that places
them on the ground to-day just as securely as it placed
them sixteen years ago.
That group of fur seals in the United States National

Museum is mounted in exact accord with my views, but
not as an example of a harem as it lodges on the rookery;
it contains a number of young males up to four years, and
all the individuals of the group are widely separated one
from the other, so as to give every point of each animal
free inspection hy the visitors. This is the first group of
fur seals ever mounted in something like their natural
shape, and the desire to permit a full view of every por-
tion of each animal's body caused me to scatter the
group-

I don't doubt that Mr. Dall bought seal skins at St.
Michael's, Alaska, for 12^ cents apiece in 1866; that is not
the point. I have seen seal skins sold on St. Paul's Island
in 1874 for 45 cents apiece to visitors, when they were
worth $10 at that time in London, and sold at that quota-
tion. Henry W. Elliott,
RooKPORT Cottage, Cleveland, 0.

Wolves in Florida,—Clifton Springs, New York.—
Editor Falsest and Stream: In answer to your or Mr.
Chapman's note about "Wolves in Florida" I would say
that I purchased winter before last the skin of a very
large black wolf , as black as any bear, killed near Fort
Mears, south Florida. I sent it to the National Museum,
Washington, and last winter a skin dealer in Jacksonville
had another one, very dark (but not black), killed down
in Lee county, south Florida.—Geo. A. Boardman.

Buffalo Cross Breeding.—Mr. Samual B. Duryea,
of Brooklyn, has just received a four-year-old buffalo
bull, which will be the nucleus of a stock of cross-breeds.
Mr. Duryea promises to conduct experiments in the lines
laid out by Buffalo Jones.

SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS FOR DECEMBER.
THE varioTis scienHftn societies of New York city will hold dur-

ing the month of December meetings at the dates and places
given below. The members of each society are invited to attend
the meetings of all the societies, and visitors who may not be
members but who are interested in the subjects announced are
welcomed at all the meetings of the societies. The dates of
meetings and papers to be read at the meetings of each society
will be found under the proper headings below:

THE NEW YORK AGADEMT OP SCIENCES.
Regular meetings will be held on Dee. 7, 14 and 21, at 8 P. M., in

Hamilton Hall, Columbia College. Dee. 31.—Popular lecture
coui'se. Lecture by Prof, H. L. Fairchild, of Eoohester University,
on "Mountains, their Origin and History," illustrated by lantern
views.

THE TORBEY BOTANICAL CLUB.
Meetings will be held at 8 P. M. in Hamilton Hall, Columbia

College. Dec. 8.—Papers on the "Flora of the Catskill Mountains,"
Illustrated by specimens and lantern views. Dec. 30.—Lecture on
"Friendly Bacteria," illustrated by the lantern.

THE NEW YORK MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.
Regular meetings will be held on Friday evenings, Dec. 4 and

18, at 8 P. M., at the Mott Memorial Library, 64 Madison avenue.
THE LINN-^SAN SOCIETY OF NETV YORK.

A meeting wi'l be held at 8 P. M. at the American Museum of
Natural History, Eighth avenue and Seventy-seventh street, on
Dec. 16. Subject: "'Remarks upon the Birds of Corpus Chriati
and Nueces Bays, Texas," by Messrs. Geo. B. Sennett and F. M.
Chapman.

Next to the Turkey.
New London, N. H., Nov. Editor Forest and Stream: Next

to the turkey. I can truthfully say that nothing gave me more
genuine satisfaction on Thanksgiving Day than the receipt of the
dear old Forest and Stream. 1 read it each week from A to Z,
and find between its covers a host of joy and comfort.—Byron.

Antelope and Deer of America. By J. D. Caton,
Price $2,50. Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with the
Rifle. By W. C. Bliss. Price 50 cents. Rifle, Rod and
Q-un in Oalifomia. By T. S. Van DyTce. Price $1.50.
Shore Birds. Price 15 cents. Woodcraft. By "iVess-
muk.^ PiHce $1. Trajectories of Hunting Rifles. Price
50 cents Wild Fowl Shooting; see advertisement.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Booli of the

Game Laws.

NEWFOUNDLAND CARIBOU.

OF a recent trip to Newfoundland Mr. Wakeman Hol-
berton writes u

Col. Cecil Clay, his son and I returned from our long
but successful trip to Newfoundland , after an absence of
over five weeks. Our programme was carried out with-
out any hitch or disappointment from beginning to end;
notwithstanding the fact that, owing to a change in the
law allowing caribou to be killed after September 1, a
number of professional hunters bad shot for the market
over the ground back of Hall's Bay, we found caribou
sufficiently plenty for sport, and we might have kUled
twice as many as we did. Col. Clay killed five, his son
one, and I four, and I refused five easy shots. I missed
two shots, but they were moving at long range. The four
I killed dropped dead at the shot, and my new Winches-
ter (.40-65) turned out to be a perfect weapon. Col. Clay
secured several fine specimens for the National Museum,
The weather, as usual, was very bad, but he succeeded
in taking a number of photographs. We saw two wolves
and 145 caribou during the irip, and shot a number of
willow grouse which were just changing color. In re-
gard to the caribou, I do not understand how it is that
Capt. Kennedy and others whom I read about have such
trouble in killing them. I rather think it comes from
careless aiming. Last year our party killed twenty-two
without losing a single one wounded and without any
great trouble. I believe that if these sportsmen would
only be particular to aim at the shoulder they would find
that nine out of ten of these great deer would rarely go.
fifty yards, and a .40-65 is abundantly heavy enough. If'

they shoot at the whole beast regardless of any particu-
lar spot, they will generally hit too far back and their
game will go for a mile or more, even if the rifle carries

a 50-caliber ball.

I reeret to say that on my return I found my great dog
Pete (Rory O'More stock) had been either stolen or killed.

He was six years old, beautiful in color, excellent in the
field, and a gentle and true companion for over six
years. We all miss him as we would a dear friend, and
we shall never see his equal. W. Holberton.

The Only Thing That I Do Keep Secret is the exact
locality, for the ground is becoming better known each
year, and we find that our shooting is interfered with by
so many strangers. They really do not kill much game,
but they get round the lake and bang away at the ducks
and geese so that they go elsewhere. We have always
made it a point to do no shooting near the lake, consider-
ing that as neutral ground where the birds can reast in
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ST. VINCENT'S ISLAND.
Editor Forest and Stream:
There is but a small patt of that portion of the world

comprised by the United States that haa not been well
trodden by the hunter, and few are the streams and
waters that the enterprising fisherman has not poked a
rod over and dropped a fly on their surfaces; but I think I
have struck a fresh field, where there are worlds to con-
quer—game that was never shot and fish that were never
caught.

I had occasion recently to visit Apalachicola, on the
west coast of Florida. The name is familiar enough to
all, but of that region's resources for game and fish as
little is known generally as of the interior of Africa.
At the invitation of a gentleman owning an island

about twelve miles from the town, I visited the place
(which is easy of access by sailboat or tue) to see what it

might bring forth in the way of sport. The island, com-
prising an area of 11,000 acres, was recently acquired by
its present owner with a view to making it a game pre-
serve, bsing the resort of a great variety of wildfowl,
deer, etc.

It seemed especially intended by nature to be a game
resort, having a linked chain of fresh water lakes, some
fifteeti or twenty, of all sizes, some covering several
acres, surrounded by rushes, forming capital blinds from
whence to shoot over decoys, then intervals of marsh, the
randest kind of snipe ground, as proven by the hund-
reds that arose as our boat was paddled along near the

shores.
To a sportsman accustomed to tramping over a soft

marsh, leaving a boot now and then in the ooze, it may
seem a sybaritic tale that I tell, when 1 say that, sitting
in a skiff in an arm chair, all I had to do was to load and
fire as fast as the operation could be performed. The
greatest bother was to decide whether to shoot at the
dozen snipe in a bunch on the right or the pairs on the
left, for there were snipe to the right, to the left, in front
and rear. It was unnecessary to send a dog to put them
up. They got up of their own free will and accord, and
it was unnecessary to move a step from my position. All
I had to do was to sit in my arm chair and shoot. What
a dude, to go snipe shooting in a boat and an arm chair?
Let me qualify the accusation by explaining that a pet
rheumatism took this special occasion, of all times, to
afflict me: and locomotion in gum boots through a marsh
was impossible, hence the arm chair, with a negro to
paddle the boat, and by the same token act as retriever,
and quite as well as a dog; but then the marsh ground
was so clean and clear of weeds or high grass, that every
dead bird could be seen from the boat, and none were
lost. I shall not enumerate my bag, as some fellow who
never misses his bird would say, "Mighty few birds,
'pears to me, for such an opportunity:" but then he has
not experienced what a twinge a sudden turn for a shot
gives a fellow rellow rejoicing in a rheumatic attack in
shoulder and back. Even a good shot would not get
every bird tired at. It would have been inhuman slaugh-
ter to have killed as many as could have been bagged

;

being, as it were, a case of how long you would keep it

up. For a change, Dick suggested ducks; so we drove
the boat into a little opening in the rushes, constituting a
partial screen or blind, and every few moments along
came a flock of teal or a pair of mallards—just often
enough to make it interesting and not let the gun get too
hot.

The young man in charge of the island was all this
time apologizing for the paucity of the morning's sport
by sayings that, owing to the extremelv warm and
pleasant weather, the birds had not yet arrived, and he
was praying for a storm at the North and extending
South, that would bring along the usual flight—declaring
that he had never in his years of residence on the island
seen so few birds at this season—never known game so
backward in its flight—owing, as he asserted and as was
potent to any observing man, to the drought, for it has
been as great South as North, and summer weather has
prevailed, which is not (as we all know) favorable for
game.

I know I shall be called to account by some skeptic,
and the exclamation of "Oh, what a whopper," at the
perusal of what I assert, that in oaddling through the
narrow bayous not once did we fail*to return with two,
three or four, and not infrequently half a dozen, mullet
that jumped into the boat. To one who is not familiar
with the habits of this excellent fish my story may sound
fishy. When frightened they leap from the water in
every direction, and generally toward the object one
would suppose they would avoid. They are quite as
likely to jum)3 entirely over or across the boat as into it.

At night it is only necessary to put a light in the boat
to get it half filled with fish, weighing from f to l^lbs.
At St. Vincent's Island and around its entire shores,

comprising thirty or forty miles, every bayou and bay is
fairly alive with mullet, and even in the fresh water of
the bayous and ponds they are so numerous that at one
throw of the cast net our colored man Dick dumped out
as many as two dozen, all the net would contain. At a
point fm-ther down the bay, where a regular fishery is

located, at one haul so many were taken that the foi'ty
men employed in curing them could only take care of less
than half the catch; and the hundred barrels of dead and
wasted fish were cast forth upon the waters. The bay
was covered with them for miles—a shameful destruction.

St. Vincent not only affords every species of wildfowl
shooting, but deer and wild turkeys. The latter are more
abundant on the main land, but deer are plentiful, and a
good hunter has no occasion to return empty handed from
a stroll through the tall pines and palmetto trees that
cover the area of the island not occupied by the ponds
and marshes.

This island seems to befavoredwith every requisite for
a game resort, being some miles distant from the main-
land, except at one point where a long point makes out
from the main shore, and deer swimming over in great
numbers, especially when hunted by dogs, as they are in
the season, and as no dogs are perriiitted to run them on
the island, they find immunity from the hunters, and as
the feed is abimdant, they make it their breeding ground
and multiply.
As an additional atti'action, the waters surrounding the

island are teeming with a great variety of fi«h—the silver
and spotted sea trout, the latter running in weight from
1 toSOlbs.; sheepshead, bass and tarpon. The last are
seen in large numbers in the channel in front of the
island,and would afford great sport to the skillful fisher-

man. No one has yet had the skill to take one here: in
fact, no effort has been made, as Apalachicola does not as
yet boast of the science necessary. Not being ufovided
with the proper tackle to handle this gamy fish, 1 did not
sport; but they are there, and in great abundance, and
are only waiting for a Lorillard or a Hecksher to "come
down' like Captain Scott's coon, when such skilled fisher-
men essay their capture.
With a view to test the question of the fine red snapper

and grouper fishing as claimed, I accepted the kind offer
of Captain Whiteside, agent for the owner of St. Vincent
Island, to take a sail outside the bar in the local pilot
boat, and one pleasant morning we sailed out about eight
miles to the banks, where rumor said these fine fish were
to be caught. With a favorable breeze we reached the
banks in an hour's sail, and hauling jib to windward let
the boat drift, dropping our heavy lines over the side,
and almost instantly a big red snapper was hooked, and
gave the young man handhng the line a lively tussel,
ending in losing the fish alongside. It was but a moment,
however, before three other lines had each a fish, and
each man after a severe tug landed a fifteen-pound
grouper on deck, and for an hour this lively sport con-
tinued until we were really ashamed to take any more.
The deck was literally covered with these greathandsome
fellows, for the grouper is handsomely colored, a dark
red with tiny white spots along its sides, and is greatly
esteemed as an edible fish.

The proposition to drop a few miles further out to the
red snapper banks, for a change, was vetoed on the
ground that we had done quite enough fishing for one
day outside, and a second proposition to run in and try
the silver trout was accepted instead. Drawing the jib
and heading for the bay, we soon reached an old wharf,
built at a distance out from the shore, and having tied up
to it, we changed our tackle for lighter fish, and in just
an hour we caught (there were seven fishing) two hun-
dred and ten silver trout, one of the most beautiful fish
of the Southern waters, its sides shining in the sun like
burnished silver. The head of this fish is a counterpart
of our brook trout, hence its name; but it bears no resem-
blance beyond. It runs from f to l-|lbs.; those we caught
v^ould very nearly average the latter weight. The next
question was, what was to be done with our catch. Our
consciences were, however, set at rest by a suggestion to
distribute our fish among the shipping lying near loading
lumber. Our donations were thankfully accepted, as
some of the vessels had just arrived from foreign ports
after a long voyage, and after diet of salt junk, old Jack
welcomed the toothsome contributions with great una-
nimity. So we had the satisfaction of knowing our
catch had found a welcome market, and no wastage re-
sulted.

It is a well-known fact that good fishing on the lower
Florida coast is becoming scarcer every year, but the
waters of Apalachicola Bay, where so little fishing is
done, have apparently experienced no diminution, and
the field is still ample. To those cruising on the west
coast of Florida in their own yachts, as is becoming each
year more common and extended, it is but a short run as
far west as Apalachicola, where fish and oysters abound
to such an unlimited extent, and it is only necessary that
this fact be known, presixmably, to induce yacht owners
to visit it. St. Vincent is the "only island on the coast,
however, that afl'ords such superb shooting, as all the
others are mere sand islands, containing no fresh water
ponds or marshes, and have consequently no game. And
although the present owner had not in contemplation
when purchasing the island the formation of a club, but
more a view to private uses and stock raising (there are
already on it some 400 head of cattle and a large number
of wild hogs), he has, as I learn, consented to the organ-
ization of a club, should a sufiicient number of gentlemen
be found desirous of availing themselves of the oppor-
tunity presented thereby for good shooting and fishing.

It would be particularly desirable to a few men of
means for private ownership for this purpose, and as
good sport of the kind is becoming scarce and mostly
absorbed by clubs, an island possessing such attractions
is not likely to remain long unappropriated.
The rush of tourists to Florida increases every winter,

and so much shooting (every man nearly takes hia gun) is

rapidly diminishing the game all through the country.
The time was, and only a few years ago, when every

bay and lagoon was teeming with birds, but when the
fashion demanded that every woman's bonnet should be
decorated with some kind of a bird or its feathers, men
were sent to Florida to procixre them, and one expedition
returned, it is said, with one hundred thousand bird
skins, shot during one winter. Such destruction is now
felt, and although the authorities have now prohibited
the slaughter, it is like locking the stable after the horse
is stolen.

On the Apalachicola River wild turkeys and ducks are
shot wantonly from the decks of the steamboats, and alU-
gatora all along the banks come in for a fusillade from
the rifles of the passengers. On my recent trip on this
river I savi' numbers of turkeys shot as they were running
along the banks, chat were of course wasted, as the boat
could not stop to pick them up; and every flock of ducks
that rose was fired into, killing or maiming more or less
of them. Not only on the ground of wanton cruelty
should the owners of these boats prohibit the use of fire-

arm3, but it is a great annoyance to many passengers to
have rifles and shotguns bangina; away around them, to
say nothing of the danger to life from careless use of
guns by mere hoys, as some of them were. It is a theme
the Forest and Steeam might properly bring to the
notice of the proper authorities (the owners of the steam-
ers) in the cause, and enter a protest against such wanton
destruction of such rare game as the turkey, as well as
every other bird coming in for slaughter, as is now the
case on the river boats on the Southern rivers.

E. L. O.

St. Louis Notes.—The cold wave of the first part of
the week sent the temperature down in this State to 12
deg. above zero. Numerous fishing and hunting parties
encamped along the rivers in south Missouri had a tough
time of it during the week. During the blizzard-like
storm last Tuesday a flock of wild geese was stranded on
the hills in the western suburbs of this city, and the small
boy, in the person of Ray Bennett, was on hand, and
with the aid of his dog caught one of the geese alive,
which he saved for his Thanksgiving dinner. Wild
turkeys must be plentiful this season; Union Market is

burdened with them.

—

^Aberdeeiv.

GROUSE NEAR NEW YORK CITY.
LAST Saturday a week ago I had a very pleasant day

with the partridges of Murray Hill, N. J., about
tfl^enty-three miles from New York citv, on the line of
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad. Two of
us secured five nice birds, and by way of variety added a
beautiful specimen of the grav fox to our game bag.
Such a result was far more than I had even dreamed

ot, as the locality is easy of access, and I found the place
actually crowded with gunners. On the cars you could
scarcely make a move without rubbing against a sports-man or stepping on a dog in the baggage car. I saw oneman on the Summit platform who roused my ire. He
had a highly polished gun in one hand and was" holding a
dog by a chain with the other. The dog was restless and
somewhat difficult to manage, and once I saw the man
give him a cruel kick under the jaw with his heavy boot.
I tried to

' 'hoodoo" that man, and if the "spell" 1 breathed
upon him worked, he had most infernally tough luck
that day. I hope it did. There should be no good luck
for the man who abuses his dog.
Mr. Udo Bender, son of Mr. Bender of the Maritime

Begister, upon whose invitation we made the trip, met
M. and the writer at the Murray Hill station about 8 in
the morning. M. is no shooter, and when Udo and I took
to the woods he laid a course for the house, where we
found him m the afternoon well fed and cared for.
Stuart Toms, a local gunner, joined us at the station, and
^^\^T,n

^^^^ where to find some partridges, and he did.
While walking through a patch of briers on the sunny

side of a piece of woods we started a fox. Udo saw the
fox sneaking off through the tall grass, but Toms and I
being between him and the fox he could not shoot. 1
climbed the fence and got into the woods, and in a few
minutes somebody yelled, "Look out," and bang! bang!
went the guns. The idea of j umping another fox out of
that bunch of briers never occurred to me, and while I
was looking for a rabbit to break cover out came a fox
about 20yds. away. The first barrel of No. 83 knocked
him over, but up he got and was legging it in great shape
when I caught him in the side of the head with the other
bai-rel. That settled him. On examuiation we saw
where both foxes had been lying in the briers, and al-
though we had walked within ten feet of them only one
fox, the female, got out at first. Later in the day we met
a party of gunners who had killed the female.
The woods looked hardly dense enough for partridges

to my eyes, and the first one to get up was such a snr-
prise that it got away in safety. A little further up the
hill two more jumped from a clump of cedars, giving
Toms a shot, but he failed to score. Then a rabbit
scooted from under a brush heap ahead of me and I
heard the patter of his feet on the dry leaves after he
was out of sight; a tree had caught my charge of shot.A partridge got out from the side of "an old road and
gave me such a pretty shot that I could not help killing
it. While standing with the bird in my hand I heard
another one jump to the left, and then followed two
reports, but the bird came sailing at full speed over the
tops of the scrub oaks. It was a long shot, but down
she came, and it made me feel quite proud of my little
16-bore. The next bird fell to Udo's gun, and after that
we had quite a walk before another was flushed. Again
I was the lucky man, getting a beautiful open shot.
Finding no more birds in that piece of woods we

walked to the house and got outside of a substantial
lunch Mr. Gus Schultz prepared for us. He is running
a bachelor establishment, with two big St. Bernard dogs
and a few cats for company. I sampled some of the
finest butter I ever tasted, his own make, he told me.
Then Udo and I started out to give the birds another
shake, M. joining us. We only raised three birds,
two we only heard the flutter of their wings, but
the third got up near Udo and he promptly downed
him. Five partridges and a gray fox is not a bad bag
for a place as thickly settled as Murray Hill, and within
23 or 24 miles of a city of 3,000,000 of inhabitants,

W. L. Hall.

"THE SAGINAW CROWD."
SAGINAW, Mich., Nov. 12.—"The Saginaw Crowd"

returned Oct. 24. Of course we had the best time
yet. Everyone was well pleased with the trip, and found
as much game as usual, though more hunters there after
it. We could count thirty-five foreign sportsmen staying
with the farmers at this one little prairie town. I incloae
a clipping taken from the local paper:

The huafiug party of which Messrs. Bond, Barnes and^addock
were members returned to their homes in Chicago on Sunday
evening, after a stay of nearly four weejis at the pleasant home of
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Williams, in New Yorktown. Thpse jjentlemen
have been in the habit of making this place their hea'lq uarters for
several years for a season of water-fowl shooting, and have almc^t
come to be considered as members of Mr. Williams' familv, Thfiy
are thorougli gentlemen—of great prowess and superior mark-
mansbip, as is e^^dencpd by their score this season, showing a
mortality of 3.600 birds, 3 deer, and 1 an telope.

Reads almost like slaughter. Over 8,600 birds: and
after all these people were there a month and had a party
of about half a dozen.
Under date of Nov. 8 I have a letter from Harry, our

teamster, saying that the weather has been nice ever since
we left, and lots of game. He said that about a week
before he wrote two of the farmers there went out and
shot sixty geese in one afternoon. It was blowing hard
and made the shooting good. The next day one of the
party went on another field and killed fifty single-handed
in two hours. Again two men on a barley field stubble
in one afternoon killed sixty greenhead mallards. In
fact we found the mallard shooting over decoys on the
stubble to be about the nicest sport yet; great big green-
heads and what a fine bag they made. Sharp-tailed
grouse were also plentiful. A party of three would get
from twenty-five to thirty-five in a day's shooting, which
we considered excellent as we had no dogs with us. We
found more snipe than usual. The writer bagged thirty-
nine in one day's shooting, besides ducks and other game.

If I can find time to get at it, will write up the inci-
dents of the trip, making another chapter for Forest
AND Stream relating the seventh pilgrimage of "The
Saginaw Crowd." W, B. Mershon.

A New Bullet Implement.—The Ideal Manufactur-
ing Co., of New Haven, Conn., have just received letters
patent on a new and useful implement for sizing bulleta,.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Nov. 28.—It is customary for the city

press of Chicago to fall over itself a good deal every
year by way of eulogizing the annual game dinner given
by Mr. Drake, the proprietor of the Grand Pacific Hotel.
I have mentioned it myself before now, the more will-

ingly because it is a Chic igo fixture 36 years old—older
than the Grand Pacific Hotel by many years. This time
I wish to mention it in order to give a chancs for the
descriptive writer who was detailed for the dinner by
one of the morning dailies here. The account begins as

follows:

There was never anything like it before. All the fowls that
cleave the clouds from the lakes to the gulf, all the heasts thai
ruminate over the broad plains of the Southwest, or run wild in
the rocky fastnesses of the Sierras coutributed to the feast.
Reed birds and rice birds from the dank marshes of the suuny
South; quails, prairie chickens, jack snipes, plovers and partridges
from the Illiuois meadows: blue-winged tealsand butterball ducks
from the crystal lakes of Wisconsin and Minnesota; brants from
the far north, sage bens from the Colorado plains, wild turkeys
and gray squirrels from the forests of the Northwest, a whiff of
Northern pinelands, a reminiscencs of magnolia blooms from
Southern forests—all these were there.

The heavily accentuated plurality of the pluralness of
the quails, snipes, xalovers, teals and brants of this story
speak well for the abundance of the where withnesses of
the repast, but very ill for the acquaintance of the his-

general property of the people, the special property of
him who is man enough to reduce it to possession. They
treat wild game as if it were poultry. But which
of that crew, to whom South Water street ministers and
upon whom it depends—which of them ever botight a set-

ting of eggs to keep up the stock of poultry? The man
who sins through love of sport I can easily forgive, but
what pity should any of us have for the venders of game,
who knowingly, deliberately and by wholesale magnitude
of method set about destroying that which does not be-
long to them, and that which they are expressly forbid-
den by law to touch? Iq these late game law cases,
prosecuted this summer, there came to be some fear that
"public sentiment" would be antagonized if the prosecu-
tion was carried on till it became "persecution." I know
fthat when Mr. Abner Price counted out 132 prairie
chickens, the so-called "property"—which he could not
pwn—of B. Aaron & Son, and when Justice White con-
fiscated them (Aaron buying the lot back in for $10), it

was said by some, including Justice White, that this was
punishment enough, this fine of $30 that was imposed for
twelve other birds, and that it would be "persecution" to

try to get Aaron & Son fined for the possession of the 132
birds. A few, however, seeing the opportunity to teach
a lesson where it has so long been needed, forbore the
spontaneous pity at the agony evinced by Mr. Aaron in

summer. This is a little hard on Mr. Aaron—to look
forward to 133 suits, or say even 20 or 30 of them—
but it'll be the makin' of the pup.
Tsvo days ago a Madison street restaurant, in this city,

hit upon the sensational and disgusting idea of decorating
its plate glass front with dead quail. I counted 24 strings,

reaching from top to bottom of the great window, and
made a rough average of 45 birds on each string. This
would make at least 1,080 dead quail in one window. It

was a sad sight. Bat now, where do the quail go? Who
kills them? Why are they killed? Who invites their
killing?

There is some unwritten history in the records of the
Palmer House which causes the management of that
hotel to weep canvulsively, when it looks thereon in bitter

meditation. This dates back till last June, at the time of
the great tournament of the Illinois State Sportsmen's
Association. It may be remembered that the Possum
Club gave a banquet at the Palmer House, to which every-
body was invited. The guarantee, however, did not fill,

and a deficit of $66 was after several months found re-

maining, for which the hotel had succeeded in getting no
settlement, as the Possum Club seemed to exist only when
it happened to feel like existing. In short, this $66 re-

mains a debt upon Chicago sportsmanship to-day. It will

never be settled until the Possum Club holds a meeting

AMOISTG THE WILDFOWX.—XIII.
On the Celert Beds.

torian with good sportsmanlike usage in the matter of
speaking about game. I presume the "elks" and "deers"
will be found further on. But that isn't what I wanted
to get at. I don't even want to be so sensitive as to point
out that the "Illinois meadows" no longer supply either
partridges or quails, let alone prairie chickens and jack
snipes, and I wouldn't for the world say a word about the
wild turkey supply of the forests of the Northwest, be-
cause Southwest may have been intended. But I do just
wonder whether all those very plural birds mentioned as
coming from Illinois did really come from Illinois? If so,

unless Mr. Drake was fortunate enough to have his quails,
prairie chickens and partridges given to him by admiring
friends, he broke the game law of Illinois, which forbids
their being sold at any time.

Doubtless Mr. Drake purchased of South Water street,
and knew nothing of where the game came from. It is

on that street that the game laws are violated most dan-
gerously to the welfare of sport. Catch South Water
street and you save the bird. The individual violator,
the country shooter or city shooter, who is not familiar
with the maz3s of the conflicting laws, may err and be
easily forgiven, the more so as his crime is petty and not
grand. The sinning finger is not the one that pulls the
trigger—some poor devil hard put to it to support a family,
perhaps—but it is that of the dealer who quotes a price
per head on this property of the people. The dealer is

the chief particeps in this crime. If no money could be
obtained for game, if it were unlawful and impracticable
to sell it, we could afford to be without open and close
seasons, could atford to shoot the year round, each man
as he liked, take humanity as it runs, and still we should
have more game than we have now.

It's cold in a duck blind, and my market-shooter goes
out of it when he sees no dollars drawing in over his de-
coys. His legs tire of tramping the "Illinois meadows"
for quail at nothing a dozen. It's not the Esau sons, but
the great spawn of Jacob, the unsportsmanlike, unmanly,
stomach-conscienced, gulping part of this mixed people
of ours that is getting away with this wild game, the

parting with $30 through his ignorance of the law, and
caring little for a public sentiment that never helped
sport or sportsmanship one iota, remarked: "Why, then,
let's persecute."
Accordingly Game Warden Bortree swore out five in-

formations against B. Aaron & Son, for having in pos-
session for sale five pinnated grouse, making a case for
each bird. The prosecuting attorney for this district

construes the clause, "each bird shall constitute a separ-
ate ofl'ense," to bar an action for a total number. It is

the intention to bring suits for a few birds at a time, a
case for each separate bird, until the 132 birds shall be
exhausted, or B. Aaron & Son be driven to drink. The
first of these cases was set for trial before Justice White
this week, but was continued till next Wednesday. The
plea of defense is res adjudicata, or a thing already in
judgment, they setting up that these birds, having been
confiscated by due process of law, could not be brought
again into court. The State, by its warden, represented
by F. S. Baird, attorney, in its brief sets out that this con-
fiscation clause is simply a temporary and necessary pro-
cess to dispose of contraband game, and has nothing to
do with having such game for the purpose of sale: that
the fine imposed was for birds not included in or found
with this lot of 132 birds; that no information was ever
sworn out for these 132 birds or any part of them. On
this showing Justice White can hardly fail to find for the
State. The case will probably be appealed. It may be
better to have it go up. All South Water street is watch-
ing it. Probably it is a South Water street fund that is

backing it. It is a fight between the sportsman element
and Sotith Water street. This fight ought to go on,
though it tear our game law wide open—the genial deal-
ers threaten that—and tangle up the whole social fabric
of our fair land in a hideous internecine war, as some of
our gentler souls seem to fear it will. It is unfortunate
that the warden caught an ignorant firm like B, Aaron &
Son and not one of the bigger and shrewder dealers; but
the lesson to these will be a lesson to the market. The
Hiinois Association never did lick anything before this

and "passes the hat." Then it will be paid easily enough,
without much question as to where the blame belongs for
letting the matter run on so long. The real diificulty has
lain in the fact that the flower of the Possum Club blooms
only in the winter. There has been no meeting since that
of last June. It might be well to call a meeting of the
club at an early date, as pofsums should now be about
ripe. Until that joyous season be arrived, the Palmer
House should not seek to intrude sordid matters on the
careless minds of the possum eaters. Once the season is

arrived, however, and the club in banquet assembled,
anybody can have $66 who happens to want it.

A real live wild gray wolf, big as a St. Bernard—Chi-
cago wouldn't have a wild wolf if it wasn't a big one—was
found one morning this week at Twenty-fifth street and
Indiana avenue, about a mile and a half from the heart
of the city, and perhaps eight or ten miles inside of the
heavily populated district. When discovered the wolf
was trying to eat a dog for breakfast. The dog-catchers'
wagon went in pursuit, and after a long chase the wolf
was run to earth in a hole near the breakwater on the
lake shore. He was taken to the dog pound. No one
knows where the animal came from. It is probably a
specimen escaped from captivity somewhere in the city.
For a few days all the papers west of here have been wild
with merriment over Chicago's wolf story, andthe papers
here print a half column at a time of clipped comment
about the wolf.
A novel legal process was taken here this week, by

which Wilson & Co., furniture dealers, issued an attach-
ment for a valuable dog, said to be worth $200, the prop-
erty of Mrs. Helen G, Wyng, who was in their debt and
who was said to be about to leave the city. Constable
Flemming met Mrs, Wyng at the depot, and demanded
custody of the canine.
"I have a great attachment for this dog," said the lady,
"So have I, madam," politely responded the constable.

He got the dog.
Mr, J, M. Oliver, of Swan Lake Club, lower Illinois

River country, at the first of the week told me that the
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duck shooting on the club grounds had been very good,
bags running over 50 and 60 birds being not uncommon.
Mr. Ed. Bangs bagged 78 big ducks one day a.nd 83 the
next. Dr. Henrotin got 57 one day and 62 the next,
mostly mallards. On the 23d the keepers wired up that
the birds were in by the thousands and wanted some
one to come down. The first heavy cold snap drove the
birds down and they had worked back north by the 23d,
The cold storm of this week will doubtless send them
nearly all south, except a few mallards.
Last week Mr. Oliver bagged 115 quail in 3 days neai"

New Vernon, 111. He says they started 17 bevies in one
day. This will give an idea of the quail shooting in this
region for this fall. Mr. Oliver seems one of the fortu-
nate sportsmen. This fall he killed his sixtieth deer.
And he told me about a trout stream up in Michigan

—

but that would freeze everybody's young blood.
The raw and disagreeable cold of yesterday. Thanks-

giving Day, has to-day changed to heavy snow. It is

too early yet to learn who went hunting and who did not,
but it is probable that only a few went afield. There
was the usual amount of trap-shooting. On the whole,
Thanksgiving Day here was not exceptionally brilliant
in a field sportsman's point of view. Fort Dearborn
Club is the only sporting organization I know of which
is effusively thankful about anything. It is thankful
that the Milwaukee team didn't beat it 37 birds out of
200, instead of 17, as see trap columns. It seems that
the Milwaukee shooters fell on to the Chicago boys in a
very harsh, abrupt sort of way last Tuesday.
Nov. 29.—The cold storm has brought in from the

north a scurry of fowl, probably the last of the season.
Six inches of snow yesterday, about the heaviest re-

corded for November, E. Hough.

WAYS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE.
WHEN the grouse leaves his home to visit the feeding

ground, he flies swift and straight at the distance
of from 3 to 30ft. from the ground. When he arrives
within about 50yds. of the place, he sets his wings and
sails in a straight line and alights on the ground. Gener-
ally he does not take a circle or sweep around on this
occasion. The grouse does so only when, disturbed and
frightened, he vrishes abruptly to check his flight and
alight at some point while in full flight; by doing this he
saves himself from being injured by coming in violent
contact with the ground.
The places to which the grouse resorts for the purpose

of obtaining his food are usually from 200yds. to, a half
mUe or more away. On these excursions many" grouse
are killed by coming in contact with telegraph wires and
other obstructions. A section boss informed me that his
men have picked up along the tracks as many as three
grouse in as many miles in one morning, and that for
days together during the months of September and Octo-
her they rarely failed to find one. This occurred in the
Mohawk Valley, where in places the birds are rather
abundant.
One of these places where the grouse obtains his food

is lowland adjoining streams where the wild grape
flourishes. The grouse is passionately fond of this fruit,
so much so that he will linger around the vines for hours
together, feeding as opportunity permits, and when shot
at this season his beak will be found stained purple with
the juice of the grape. Another place to which the
grouse resorts is those woods where the chestnut trees
abound. Of these nuts the grouse consumes great quan-
tities, swallowing them whole. The grouse also eats
clover leaves, small frogs and the fruit of the sumac,
which will be found scattered over the snow around
the tree where he has fed.
In the early part of September the grouse resorts to

the pine woods for the purpose of eating the huckleber-
ries; when disturbed by an intruder he moves swiftly,
with a darting sort of zig-zag motion, at the same time
jerting his tail from side to side in such a manner as to
display the white feathers, and when he does so he looks
extremely like the rabbit when he jumps away. On one
occasion under these circumstances I actually shot a
grouse, supposing that it was a rabbit.
Another place that the grouse visits is an apple

orchard. He does so for the purpose of eating the tender
buds. I knew a farmer to kill three birds one afternoon,
shooting them from a window of his house, which was
close to the orchard. He apologized for taking such an
advantage by asserting that the birds damaged his
'young fruit trees.

At times a ruffed grouse may be foixnd under an apple
tree that stands solitary far out in the field. He goes

^
there to pick up the seeds of those apples that have re-

' mained ungathered. I recollect once in the month of
December walking along a woodman's road about 4,
o'clock in the afternoon and seeing oft' in the field
about GOyds. away an old apple tree. I noticed that the
ground was bare under it, while there was a snowy wil-
derness all around. I noticed also that several dead
branches lay under the tree, and that among these there
was one branch that had rather a peculiar and suspicious
look to me. Iproi)osed to go nearer and investigate.
After I had gone about 25yds. I came to a pile of stones,
and I sat down and looked under the tree again. The
same appearance was presented as when I had looked be-
fore, 1 was still in doubt. Cocking my gun, however, I
advanced toward the spot. I had taken but a few steps;
when the mysterious looking branch moved, then
darted a short distance and flew. As it left the ground I
fired.

When I went up to the tree I did not find a grouse but
a handful of his feathers scattered over the ground. This
bird flew about 300yds. to the woods. As I approached
he fluttered out from under a dwarf hemlock and went
skimming away about 4ft. from the grotmd. When
30yds. off I shot him. Dorp,

OUR FICKLE GAME LEGISLATION.
THE record for the year 1891 comprises alterations in the

statutes of the thirty-three following:, all of which are noted
in the current edition of the Book of the Game LatDs:

Alabama, Massachusetts, North Dakota,
Arkansas, Michigan, Ohio,
California, Minnesota, Oregon,
Ooloi-ado, Missouri, Pennsylvania,
Delaware, Montana, Texas,
^lorida, Nevata, Wa-hinaton.
Georgia, New Hampshire, West Virginia,
Idaho, New .lersey, Wisconsin,

I

Illinois, New Mexico, Wyoming,
Indiana, New York, Manitoba,
JIaiae, North Oaroljaa, Nova Scotia.

OUR GAME SUPPLY,
IN the present day of repeating rifles and shotguns and

improved breechloading firearms generally, the im-
portant question is, Where is our future supply of game
to come from? The sporting papers are full of sugges-
tions more or less crude, and the sportsmen themselves
are worried and divided over the best way to overcome
the difficulty. Many are "taking time by the forelock"
and solving the question for themselves by joining clubs
or buying large tracts of land. This, while ' it is to a cer-
tain extent successful, seems to be rather a selfish, though
natural, way for looking out for Number One; but it ap-
pears to me hardly the true way. There is, I think,
always a feeling in the heart of a true sportsman when
shooting over jireserved ground that he is killing com-
paratively tame birds or animals, and it does not afford
the same satisfaction as when the game is entirely wild
and the shooting free to every one. I do not wish "to put
myself on record as being opposed to clubs, for theyhave
many good points, and one of them is the fact that they
do much to preserve game and invariably help stock the
surrounding country. Their members generally obey the
game laws; in fact, the first thing a club does is to limit
the number of fish and game to be killed and to increase
its stock by careful breeding.
The average sportsman is natuj-ally selfish when shoot-

ing or fishing on unpreserved ground; he knows that
game is scarce and hard to find, so when he does happen
to get a good chance he kills all he can. Now, it seems
to me that the first duty he owes to his brother sportsman
and to the coming generation is to content himself with
a moderate bag. Sportsmen are naturally loath to do
this, for the reason that they feel that the next man that
comes along vsdll undoubtedly take advantage of his gen-
erosity and kill to the last one, particularly if he happens
to be a market gunner. And speaking of 'the latter indi-
vidual, we ought to "face the music" at once and pro-
hibit all shooting of game for the market. Our small
supply of wild game is too valuable to waste in that way.
This fact I believe is universally admitted by all except-
ing the market men and those who make believe they
like the stale and tainted stuff that is kept year in and
year out in the freezing houses and sold in season and out
at the restaurants. The State of New York and some
other States are already moving in this direction, and the
present law prohibiting the transportation of game out of
the Forest Preserve unless accompanied by the person
that shot it is doing much good. I am sorry to have to
say that this law as far as venison is concerned is evaded
by the residents of the North Woods. The temptation to
provide themselves with a good supply of meat for the
winter's use is too great. Deer killed during the cold
weather are hung up to freeze, and in that climate will
keep until spring. Of course it is impossible in that great
wilderness when the snow lies deep to prevent it with
the very small force of wardens now employed by the
State.

Much good is being done by the Forest and Stream
and other sporting journals in the way of educating
sportsmen to a higher standard, and if it were only pos-
sible to induce the public to read up more on these matters,
still greater benefits would follow. Even with the present
increase of guns and gunners there ought to be in this
great country sulficient game to provide our overworked
people with a fair amotmt of sport, certainly at least
enough to tempt them out to enjoy an occasional health-
giving tramp through the woods and fields.
Our wealthy sportsmen, who can travel from one end

of the country to the other in search of their favorite
ganie, might easily lend 3, helping hand, not only by
setting a good example themselves, but also by making it

a point to force others to respect the laws whether they are
so-called sportsmen, marketmen or keepers of restaurants,

Wakeman Holberton.

OHIO NOTES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It was estimated that from our city alone fully 600 left
by train Monday P. M, for different sections of the
State, and all were bound to that particular place where
the birds were most abundant. Such a motly throng of
shooters has not been seen at our depots for many years.
Generally in pairs they came, some decked in canvas
coats and vests and rubber boots, all ready for the mor-
row; others more modest, and probably the most capable
had their outfits in big valises, and would have passed for
commercial travelers if it were not for their dogs and
guns. With such a collection of dogs, guns and hunters,
it would seem that the quail family would soon become
extinct; but from latest reports there are enough left for
fair sport next fall. The writer, accompanied by two
congenial spirits, left here Monday evening for Green-
wich, a small hamlet on the Big Four road, where quaU
were reported "thicker than bees at harvest time,"
In fact, there were a great many and we had very fine

shooting, but left most of them there when we came
away. Altogether we had a most enjoyable time. Our
host, Mr. Tom Thompson, of the Thompson House, ex-
erted himself to make it pleasant for us, and was ably
assisted by his estimable wife, who, besides furnishing us
with edibles fit for an epicure, insisted on preparing some
of our quail for us. Shooting was fine, feed good; but
writer enjoyed the evenings at the "grocery store" as
much as anything else. Such stories M^ere related! One
man had killed 105 squirrels in less than two hours,
within a mile from town. Another had seen turkeys
more plentiful than quail were now, and had killed nine
at one shot, etc., etc. But it all happened about thirty
years ago or just before the war. What interested the
writer most was the fact that there was owned in the
town a common hound and a shepherd dog that would
find quail and stand them as staunch as any setter. The
shepherd dog woujd also retrieve. C. F. P.
OliEVELAND, 0., Nov . 31.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Since the first day the weather has been favorable,

large numbers have taken advantage of the same and
vast quantities of game have been bagged. There are
far more gunners than ever before, and they have better
guns, but there are more quail than for many years past.
This is caused, first by favorable winters, and second, by
the action of farmers, A large portion of Ohio farmers
were, like the writer of these lines, raised principally in
this State when there was more forest than field, and
both forest and field were alive mtb- gaoje, The result

was that most of us boys became pretty fair hunters.
As old men, there is still a lingering desire to spend an
occasional day with the gun. The farmers have formed
game protective societies and keep pot-hunting hoodlums
from their premises. They also feed the quail during
severe winters. The result is that very good gunning
prevails nearly every season. Our State tish and game
wardens, as they average, are not of the least advantage,
but the end sought by our game laws is mostly accom-
plished by our farmers. Any reputable gunner can ob-
tain the privilege of gimning to a reasonable extent from
his farmer acquaintances, or by introduction from proper
parties knoypn to farmers. Thus the game question here
is being satisfactorily solved, and without visible assist-
ance from the State Commission. Milton P. Peirce.
Columbus, O., Nov. 16.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. George Rowland and I had a most delightful outing

of a week in October, catching three pike, total weight
451bs., one 38in. long, the other two 36in. a piece; and
killing all the small game we could use in camp and
sending a good lot home. Our local paper the other day
recorded: "R. 8. Dupuy. and his sons, James and Frank,
of this city, and Dr. Van Dupuy, of the Soldiers and
Sailors Orphans' Home, at Xenia, O., went hunting yes-
terday, over on Tygart, and will be gone until to-morrow
evening. We hope they will be loaded with game." We
did have a splendid time, bringing home a buggy load
and dividing it out among sick friends at home.
Ikonton, Ohio. JamES Duprey.

THE GAME FIELDS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Shooting in northwestern Iowa has been good this year.

A great many chickens were killed before the season
opened, but there was fair shooting, even then, after
Sept. 1. A friend and I bagged 167 chickens in four days'
shooting. Our shooting was mostly done in Dickinson
county.
October rains filled a great many sloughs that were

di-y, and brought more ducks about here than I have seen
before in this locality in several seasons. Most of the
ducks that came early were gray ducks and pintails, some
spoonbills and teals. Lately there has been good shoot-
ing at mallards and bluebills. Nov. 7 two of us killed 28
mallards, 4 widgeon and 8 bluebills in one morning shoot
near Newell. We were through shooting at 9 o'clock
A. M. Three days later, in the same slough, we shot 46
mallards in four hours. It was snowing at the time,
though not very cold. Several good bags of ducks have
been made along the Desmoines River since the ponds
froze up. C. E, Willey shot 24 mallards on the 14th in
Lizard Creek, a small branch of the Desmoines, where
ducks are never foimd except in severe weather. There
are a great many quail here, but they are protected this
year, CoNOis,
Fort Dodge, Iowa, Nor. 15.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I noticed one of your numbers said that Jackson's Hole

was becoming settled, and that it would be only a ques-
tion of time when the large game of this place would be
destroyed. There have been more Indians here this sum-
mer than ever before, and they have killed hxmdreds of
deer, elk and antelope. And that is not all. J. D. Sar-
gent, who claims to be Hamilton's agent, has just sent
out a wagon load of elk heads to be shipped to New York,
which he claims to have killed himself. Now Sargent
claims that through the influence of the Hamiltons, the
laws of this State have been changed so as to permit non-
residents to kill game, but even as it is he is trying to
keep a hunting resort, as you can see by a letter which I
inclose. Nearly all of the settlers are 'in favor of pre-
serving the game of the State, but there is no court of
justice of any kind here, and we are powerless.

Fred. E. White.
Jackson's Hole, Wyoming, Nov. 10.

ONTARIO MOOSE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Regarding the comments made by the Toronto World,

as printed in to-day's Forest and Stream, I should like
to say that nothing in the account of "Moose Hunting up
the Ottawa" would imply that the moose were killed in
Ontario; as a matter of fact this was not the case. The
Toronto World knows that the Ottawa at Mattawa is the
boundary between Ontaria and Quebec. AU the moose
we heard of being killed by visiting sportsmen wpre
killed on the Quebec side, though we must confess that
we did hear of many killed by the natives in Ontario,
We are readers of the Forest and Stream and Book of
the Game Laivs and therefore knew that it was a closed
season in Ontario. It was a buck deer that the New
York lawyer shot from the steamboat, not a moose, and
the account should haA'e so stated. We dodged no in-
spectors, excepting to bring the head home, and we do
not understand that we violated any law in doing this.

Nkw York, Nov. 25. NIAGARA,

RHODE ISLAND GAME INTERESTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In reply to your inquiry as to the work of the Rhode

Island Association for the Protection of Game and Fish, I
have to report that all of our suits, in the main, have
been decided in favor of the association. We have won
a suit for shooting out of season on the evidence of being
in the woods with dog and gun, "pursuing with intent to
kill"; having birds in possession and snaring, on evidence
brought against one of the worst offenders, convicting
him of tending and setting snares. We have established
the fact in the courts that we can get conviction and
sentence under our laws, and we practically stopped
shooting out of season and snaring. We lost one case
where we had a buyer for the summer resorts convicted
of having twenty-one birds in his possession. The case
was brought wrong, in my opinion. Twenty-one war-
rants were made out to get a conviction on each bird.
We won the case on one bird, and sentence was given.
He was ably defended, and escaped on the others on the
plea that having been fined on one bird, it could not be
proved on which one of the twenty-one he had been con-
victed on, and therefore he should not be fined twice for
the same offense; rather weak, but as he virtually owned
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the country justice, it stood. The case has been brought
in another form, and he may yet have to settle.

The society stands well, and we have done a great deal
of work with our means. Woodcock have been very
plenty, quail fairly so, and partridges, that we thought
would be plenty from the number of young birds, are
very scarce, from some unknown cause.
May write you further at later date.

A. L, Andbew^S, President.
Pkovidence, B. I., Nov. 24.

New Hampshire Farms,—Charlestown, N. S—Editor
Forest and Stream: I inclose you a slip from the Concord
Statesman, which shows how the ''abandoned farm"
problem is being solved in some parts of New Hampshire.
The farms are sought for summer residences. Other
rfegions tell the same story. Sunapee Lake and the towns
around it, and the borders of Monadnock Lake, and the
elopes of Monadnock itself, show the same influx of pur-
chasers from the cities as soon as it was known that desir-
able property for summer homes was in the market. Mr.
Neal says, just as I wrote you a year since, that the thin
soil was worn out, but if Prof. Atwater is right, even that
is not correct, and by proper ti-eatment even these old
hill lands may be made to "blossom like the rose" again.
We have not felt such an inroad in the Connecticut Valley
yet, for the few deserted farms here, as a general rule,
are too far from the railroad to be easily accessible, but
death sometimes makes a vacancy in the most desirable
situations. If any of the readers of Forest and Stream
would like to start a nice "stock-farm," I can point them
to a rare opportunity just open in this town , 50 or 60 acres
of the best meadow land on the river, with a new bouse,
never occupied, and large barns for hay, horses and cattle.

I have no interest in the matter, except for the good of
the town, but will introduce any one to the executors. It

is a wonder to me that more people from New York do
not discover this beautiful region, "We are only seven
hours from the city, with three trains a day.—VON W.

Camp Recollections,—The rewards and pleasures of
life in camp are not all fleeting, for often in later months
come recollections of the old camp on the shore of the
lake; of the gamy bass we worked so hard to land; of fhe
ducks we dropped at such long range; of the screeching
old loon we captured with the faithful rifle; then of the
spread cooked over the old stone oven, although rough at
some times, always tasting better than any meal ever
eaten in the first-class hotels; and lastly, the after-aupper
puff. With what ease he sits there, with old Max at one
side, while on the other old Sport sits with his head on
his master's knee. How often we see this picture when
out on our fall gunning trip, and how often we see at the
further end of the tent a person who seems to be troubled
about something. His elbows are on his knees, face cov-
ered by hands, and he is scratching his head furiously.
What can be the matter? Oh, nothing. He is only think-
ing how he fired both barrels into his only bevy of the
day, not ruffling a feather. But cheer up, old man ; it's

only a day off' with you. He does not need this advice,
for next morning he is one of the first up about camp,
and after a warm breakfast, or even before, he is off, and
not long afterward returns with a full bag. Like the
true hunter he is, one day's bad luck does not discourage
him, but he would readily confess it made him feel a
little sore for the time,

—

Boston.

"That remiBds me."

AS I sat in my city ofla.ce last week and read "Kin's"
article on the "Big Coon of Split Rock Mountain,"

my thoughts ran back to many a hunt he and I have had
together on the desert plateau in Wyoming, as well as
Tinder "Old Dix" of the Adirondacks, or in the region
round Lake Champlain, and I put down the paper with a
pang of regret that those days were no more—a pang,
however, that was softened by the memory of one inci-

dent of the coon hunt which "Ktn" has somehow failed
to relate. "Kin" has told how the coon was bagged, and
there his narrative comes to a dead stop at the foot of the
pine that towered above the precipice. I am not so sure
he will pardon me if I tell what happened next, but I

have trespassed before on his good nature, and I'll risk it

once more.
"Kin" is a big tall fellow of six feet three, and the

build of a football guard, and he has the perfectly natural
failing of priding himself on his strength—as other big
men have had before him. Consequently it is not to be
wondered that on this occasion he volunteered to carry
what coons the party might kill. For this purpose he
had brought along a guide basket, and when the fallen
monarch of coondom had given his last kick and been
effectually convinced that he was dead, it was placed in
the basket and this was then raised to "Kin's" shoulders
by the willing hands of his two companions. "Kin's"
first impression when he once had his arms fairly through
the straps, was that the coon felt even heavier than it

had looked, but he did not have much time to figure it

out, for Guy Ferguson, the wiry, the greyhound, the
walking machine of bone and sinew, was under way and
urging Hunter to find more grandfather coons.
Up hill and down ledge they went at a rate that would

have winded a champion six-day pedestrian, and it

seemed to Kin that the coon grew heavier every step.

He heartily regretted his bargain and wished time and
again that the old coon was still safe in its tree—any-
where, in fact, but on his back. But wishing did no
good, and Lacy never slackened his pace. When they
had gone a couple of miles Kin ventured to remark that
the coon had the heft of a yearling steer. Guy promptly
Yolunteered to carry the little thing if he "was tired"
and Kin as promptly refused, but he had never been so
badly used up—not even on that winter's day four years
ago, when he walked fifty-foiu- miles on an empty
stomach.
At last daylight came, and the hunters brought up in

the quiet dawn of the Sunday morning at the Bay Farm.
Kin slipped the basket off his tired shoulders and let it

fall to the ground. Oat rolled the coon and a rock that
would weigh 241bg.

Kin looked around in a dazed way for an explanation,
but the hunters had silently slipped away, leaving him
to work out his own solution of the problem. Jack.

'm mid ^iv^t ^Mhing.

Angling Talks. By George Dawson. Price SO cents. Fly-
Bods and Fly-Tackle. By H. P. Wells. Price $2.50. Fly-
Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. H. Keene,
Price $1.50. American Angler's Book. By Thad. Norris.
Price $5.50.

The full texts of the game fiah laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are giv«n in the JBoofe of

the Game Laws.

MAINE FISH AND GAME.
'I'^HE remarkably low water continues, and in the back
JL woods the season of ice is at hand. It is now pretty
certain that the spawning of all the trout family has been
at low water this year. Ponds in New England that
usually supply suflScient water to drive sawmills are now
so low as to give almost no water at all to the half-dried-
up streams below. Lakes that have hitherto been con-
sidered sufficient in water supply to run whole cities of
factories have been drained to their last foot of water this
fall. The bottoms of rivers have lately been seen that
have never been seen before. Where are the trout and
the landlocked salmon? Generally they have tried to
ascend the streams for the purpose of spawning, as is

their wont, but generally they have failed. In many
cases they have ascended a short distance and have been
stranded in streams by the still further drying up of the
water during October and November. In some instances
men, with the true instinct of sportsmen, have been to
these pools and have contrived to liberate the trout, either
by digging channels that would permit them to get back
into the ponds and lakes below or by carefully lifting
them out and carrying them back to deei) water. Several
of the partially dried uj) tributaries of Moosehead Lake in
Maine have been looked out for in this way. Accounts
come of an Indian guide who has traveled a number of

' miles through the woods to one of the tributaries at the
head of Moosehead and has liberated a great school of
big trout that were in a pool where they must have
perished from the simple drying up of the water.
At Rangeley the Fish Protective Association has been
looking out that the trout which have struggled up stream
to spawn and have become stranded by the falling of the
water, did not perish. At the head of Richardson Lake
and at the mouth of Sawmill Brook a great body of
trout were sti-uggliug for weeks to reach the upper
waters. They began trying to ascend late in September,
but the stream was too nearly dry for them to succeed.
Some of these trout have been stranded. And, alas! I

hear that some of them have been jigged out of the water.
In one case a pole was rigged with a hook at the end, so
it is told, and by this means great trout have been dragged
out of the water, only to be wasted. At the mouth of the
same stream the usual fall run of bluebacks has not been
seen, probably for the good i-eason that there was not
water enough for them to go up the stream in. At the
Upper Dam there has been water enough all along, so
that it would not be possible for the trout to get into water
shoal enough to strand them. Trout are reported to have
been spawning on the old beds at Trout Cove, What the
result will be to the eggs thus left when the late rains
bring up the lake several feet over these spawning beds is

a question.
Mr. John B. Drake, of the Boston produce trade, is a

lover of the woods and the rod and line. He did not get
away to Maine during the trout season, as usual, and has
been obliged to content himself with a ti'ip to New Hamp-
shire for black bass and the possibilities of some duck
shooting at a pond that he is very well acquainted with.
He found the pond almost too low for bass fishing and
decidedly too low for duck shooting on the marshes.
The old gentleman he had with him as boatman says he
has never seen that pond as low in 20 years, and he has
located rocks and shoals in it that he never saw before.
Mr, I, T. Waterman, of East Auburn, Me., with his

son, C. E. Waterman, has just arrived from a very suc-
cessful deer hunt in the vicinity of Roach Pond, some 40
miles from Mount Katahdin, They shot six deer, all

that the law allows them to have. They say that they
saw 29 in all while away and could have got several
more. Their prizes were displayed in a milk wagon in
the streets of Auburn and Lewiston the other day and
excited a good deal of attention. One, a very fine buck,
they will mount. Now there is just a shadow of suspi-
cion that these deer could not have been hunted fairly,

but that dogs were employed to nm them into the water.
Perhaps the suspicion is all wrong, but if it is, then the
gentlemen had most remarkably good fortune. Will
they tell the readers of the Forest and Stream how
they succeeded in getting so many deei?
The officers and members of the Megantic Club, the

headquarters of which are in Boston, feel rather proud
of the success their brethren have had in hunting on the
grounds of the club's preserves this fall. There have
been killed this fall, two moose, three caribou and
twenty-seven deer thus far, and there is a month more
of open season on this large game yet. President Bishop
has worked very hard for a moose this fall, but has not
succeeded. He believes that moose are growing more
and more scarce in Maine, and that they are in great
danger of annihilation. He will try againnext year, and
spend a good deal of time and money to secure the head
of a bull moose. This will be the last one he ever expects
to get.

Mr. E. M. GlUam, commercial editor of the Boston
Advertiser, has been spending his vacation with dog and
gun in New Jersey. At the old homestead he was joined
by his brother Charlie, of the Philadelphia Record, and
the older brother, who has won fame as the writer of
John Wanamaker's advertisements, came down for a
few days. The Gillam boys all love the dog and gun as
well as they love the newspaper profession, and of course
they went gunning. Quail they found to be scarce, and
partridge more so, and it was too early for great success
in duck shooting in the vicinity of Cape May. Ernest
did not get his deer this year, though he watched at the
runways for a couple of days, waiting for the dogs to
drive the deer into gunshot. Hounding deer is legal in
New Jersey for a certain length of time, I believe. It is

not easy to make Ernest believe that it is cruel and ter-
ribly destructive to deer to hunt them with dogs. He is

I a good shot, even at a flying deer, with a rifle, and he

knows of no other way to get such a shot except by
watching at the runways till the dogs drive the deer up.

Special.

HIS MAJESTY ESOX LUCIUS.
RUMORS had reached us concerning the big pike in

Lake Sanford. There had been plenty of open
talking about the trout, but in regard to the pike it was
different, such valuable information being held as much
too precious to be given to the passing stranger.

It was only through the courtesy of a genial body of

sportsmen most fortunate in their possessions that Frank
and I found ourselves one summer's day en route through
the Indian Pass, and before the sun had set we had
emerged from the swamp at the head of Lake Henderson
into the little green lane at the upper end of the Deserted
Village, and a half hour later were washed up and wid-
ening that jolly circle before'the blazing logs under the
hospitable roof of the Adirondack Club. There was a
general thanltsgiving when fair Stella's heels clicked
merrily in the hall without, that welcome sound, the
dinner bell, making a most fitting accompaniment.

It was a case where "good digestion did wait on appe-
tite and health or both." It was on the morrow that my
story begins.

It was just threatening rain by the time we started,

and the dark lake, fringed here and there with waving
stretches of wild rice, looked in prime condition for a
strike. Then a fine drizzle set in, and by the time we
reached the lake the wind was drifting great shifting
patches of "squall" scurrying across the dark water.
Putting on our "sou' westers" we pulled down the inlet,

swung off the first bed of rice to otir right and overboard
went the spoon. Slowly we crept around the edge of the
point, Frank rowing and I in the stern with the rod.

Just as we cleared the point that rod bent double, and I
yelled to Frank to hold up a bit, as I guessed we had
struck a log. In an instant the line slackened, and with
a roar out of the wet he springs, showing his full length,
and falls back with a plunge, the black water seething
about him.

I shall never forget the impression that first leap made
upon me, to say nothing of Frank. Here was the king of
the pike family

!

When I recovered my senses I found things fairly safe,

"His Majesty" fairly rational and leading like a lamb,
and Frank, with his eyes bulging from their sockets,
heading with long strokes for deep water, all the while
hurling at me in plain French such sound advice as "not
to give him an inch, unless you have to;" and "mind he
don't run in on you." His suggestions, numerous enough
to have sufficed for the management of a modern naval
combat, were only cut short by another ugly plunge on
our quarter. Again the old rod bent, quivered and re-

covered herself for a sudden maneuver. The last exhibi-
tion of temper gave me a good lOyds., for the fish seemed
for the first time since being struck to weaken, and I put
the little reel to a test.

And now, while he sulka in three fathoms, let us look
at the rig we are fighting him on. Having fished wholly
in trout water, we came badly prepared for these big
fellows. An old-fashioned lancewood, of some dozen
ounces, minus two guide rings; a small click reel—no gaff,

not even a big net—and lastly a spoon composed of the
best of gangs and the lid of a tin box bent into shape with
a pair of pliers. So much for the armament.
Again and again the old fellow plunged and sawed, and

generally had things his own way, yet still the good rod
held. One lime he is too quick forme on a short line;

and down goes the rod and half my arm with it under
water. It is a relief when he rolls lazily to the surface,
while Frank declares he thought I was going overboard
that time along with the whole outfit.

And so the fight continues, and my arm begins to ache
with the continuous strain.

'•Give him fifteen minutes more, and then let's try our
chances at beaching him," says Frank, and I agree to it.

There the old monster lies half out of water like a verita-

ble "Monitor," while we trust to luck and continue glow-
ing in a great circle. I measure him with my eye. He
is longer than the rod case at my feet, and that is over
four feet. He seems to be getting sick of it. His last

plunge brought him rolling heavily to the surface. No
trout could have stood such punishment. We glance at
the watch. It is nearly an hour and three-quarters since
he took the spoon, just ofl the point, which lies now a
thin strip of green far behind us. Now and then I can
see he is getting ugly and below the waves that lap about
his huge green hulk, it is comforting to see the big hooks
sunk deep in his jaws, securely locking them.
Suddenly he sinks straight beneath the surface. The

reel sings and I feel he is gathering his strength for
another desperate dash—a second's pause—an ugly rush

—

and the next instant he has broken the line. The waters
close over him. He is gone! I sink in the bottom of the
boat feeling strangely tired. We look at each other; then
we both laugh—a laugh that sounds more like the loon's

than human. Then we wend our way silently homeward.
Not a word passes between us. Not until we reach the
club house and the little jug with its tiny handle is

handed down from its corner in the cupboard: then Frank,
with the air of a judge, breaks the silence with "Here's
a health to the king, may he live to a green old age to
fight many as good a battle." F. Berkeley Smith.

"Sledging."—I am informed by Mr. Ferriss, of the
South Mountain Fishing Club, that "sledging" in Mary-
land waters means stunning fish by means of stones as
they lie under the shelter of rocks or in rock clefts. The
stunned fish is dipped out with a net before it recovers
from the effect of the concussion.—B.

The Tarpon House, advertised to-day, is in a country
famous for shooting and fishing.

To Dbnveh via Buelingtok' Route.—Only one night on the
road. Leave Chicago at 1 P. M., or St. Louis at 8.25 A. M., and
arrive Denver 6:1.3 Jf . M. the nest day. Through sleepers, chair
cars and rtining cars. All railways from the East connect with
these trains and with similar trains via Burlington route t" Den-
ver, leaving Ofaicaeo at 5:45P.M., St. Louis at 8:15 P. M., and Peoria
at 3:30 P. M. and 7:50 P. M. All trains daily. Additional express
trains, making as quick time as those of any other road, from
Chicago, St. Louis and Peoria to St. Paul, Minneapolis, Council
Bluffs, Omaha, OheyeDne, Black Hills, Atchison, Kansas City,
HoustQ^V all points West, Northwest and Southwest.—JLd);,
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YELLOWSTONE PARK FISHES.

THE Fish Commission has recently published in its

"Bulletin" some interesting and valuable reports of
explorations of waters in various regions of our country.
Among these the reconnoissance of

the streams and lakes of the Yel-
lowstone National Park by Dr.
David Starr Jordan, on account of
the popular sympathy with the
efforts of the Government to pro-

tect and improve this great "pleas-
uring grouQd" and the effective

manner in which the explorer has
handled his mission of inquiry,
is attracting well-merited praise.

This paper is rendered all the
more acceptable by the many
fine illustrations which enrich and
explain the text.

Dr. Jordan's exploration was
made in the fall of 1889 at the
request of Commissioner McDonald. Dr. Charles H.
Gilbert and Mr. W, W. Spangler assised in the investiga-

tion, and the most hearty and intelligent cooperation of

Capt. F. A. Boutelle, Lieut. W.
E. Craighill and Lieut. Edwards,
as well as the services as guide of

Mr. Elwood Hofer, contributed
greatly to the successful prosecu-
tion of the work. Numerous
streams of the Yellowstone, Mad-
ison and Snake River basins were
examined and trout were found
in the following: Yellowstone
River, Yellowstone Lake, Riddle
Lake, Solution Creek, Trout Creek,
Alum Creek, Antelope Creek,
Black-tail Deer Creek, Lava Creek,
Lupine Creek, Gardiner Elver,
Madison River, Gibbon River,
Canon Creek, Horse Thief Spring,
Heart Lake and Witch Creek. In Riddle Lake trout live

at an altitude of 7,900ft.

According to Dr. Jordan the Yellowstone Park is a
plateau with an elevation of 7,000
to 8,000ft. above the sea, and for

the most part covered with lava of

Pliocene age. The lava flow was
fatal to fish life. Since its surface
has become cold the waters flow-

ing over it have been inhabited by
plants, insects and crustaceaus
suitable for fish food, but not with
fishes, since the streams leave the 3
lava beds over falls having a
height of 50 to 308ft. "The water
of the geysers and other calcareous and silicious springs
does not appear to he objectionable to fishes. la Yellow-
stone Lake trout are especially abundant about the hot
overflow from the Lake Geyser
Basin. The hot water flows for a

• time on the surfat'e, and trout may
be taken immediately under these
cui-rents. Trout have also been
known to rise to a fly through a
scalding hot surface current.

They linger in the neighborhood
of hot springs in the bottom of the
lake. This is TH'obably owing to

the abuudanoe' of food in these
warm waters, but the fact is evi-

dent that geyser water does not
kill trout. Tlie Hot River, which
drains the Mammoth Hot Springs,
flows into Gardiner River. Trout
abound about the mouth of this

stream, and here, as in numerous
other places in the Park, the con-
ventional trick of catching a trout

in cold and scalding it in hot water is possible." The
number of fishes found in the Park was very small, in-

cluding only ten kinds, of which two are suckers, four
minnows and chubs, a grayling,
a whiteflsh, a red-throated trout,

and the inevitable scourge of all

trout waters, the blob or fresh-

water sculpin. The fish fauna .

was augmented in August and
*

September, 1889, by the following
plants by the Fish Commission:
Five thousand trout (fontinalis)
in Glen Creek and in Gardiner
River above the falls; 1,000 rain-

bow trout {irideiis) in Gibbon
River; 1,000 Loch Leven trout in

Firehole River, above Keppler's Cascades, and 1,000
"Williamson's whitefish in Twin Lakes, and the same
number in Yellowstone River below the lake. One of
the species of sucker was found to

be infested with a flat intestinal

worm, sometimes reaching a foot
in length, but apparently not af-

fecting the health of the fish.

The large chub of Heart Lake and
Witch Greek (Leuciscus atrarius)
was full of eggs at the end of
September, unusually late in the
yea:. About the whitefish Dr.
Jordan reports as follows: "The
moantain whitefish is abundant
in the Madison River below the
falls. It is said to be equally
common in the Yellowstone, but
none were obtained by us. It is a
slender and graceful fish, readily
taking the fly like a grayling or
trout. It is most abundant, so far

as we have noticed, in the eddies or deeper places in

swift streams. It seems to be essentially a river_ fish,

rather than an inhabitant of lakes." "The grayling is

ve y abundant in the Madison River below the junction

of ihe Firehole and the Gibbon. Numerous specimens
were collected for us in Horse Thief Spring, a small
Bti- am just outside the limits of the Park, by Mr. Lucas.

Th3 grayliog is said to ascend the river in summer as far

{is the |i'irehole Falls ^nd (gibbon Falls. It is said also to

be found in the Gallatin River, in the northwestern part
of the Park."
Dr. Jordan refers all the trout of the Park to a single

species, represented by numerous color varieties, but all

black spotted and having a characteristic red dash across

(tRay Sucker.

BjEd HoasE Sucker.

near the bridge below the mouth of the Hot River. Dr.
Jordan considers it identical with, or a slight variety of,

the gray sucker of the Platte "Valley. It is closely

similar to the common long-nosed sucker of the Eastern
States, and is believed to reach a length of IBin. The

color is "dark gray, irregularly
mottled and barred with black."

2. The Red Hokse Suckee, {Ca-
tostomus ardens).—This is a large-

Ecaled species, represented by ex-
amples measuring from 6 to 16in.,

occurring in Witch Creek and
Heart Lake. It was considered to
be identical with the common
sucker of Utah. "Tliis fact, to-

gether with the general afiinity of
the fishes of Heart Lake with those
of the Great Basin, suggests that
the faima of the Upper Snake
River, above the great Shoshone
Falls, may have been derived from
the Great Basin rather than from

the throat. "The trout of the Yellowstone Lake and of 1 the Lower Columbia." Tape worms fiourisb in this fish,

many of its tributaries above the falls are infested by a sometimes occupying more space than all the abdominal
parasitic worm {Dibothrium cordiceps),'' which has been i viscera, yet the parasitized suckers appear to sufi'er no

loss of flesh because of the inflic-

tion.

3. The Dace {BMnichthys did-
cis).—Like the well-known black-

nosed dace of the East this little

fish inhabits cold and clear moun-
tain streams. It reaches a length
vf about oin., and is to be found
in cascades and swift brooks. The
fish is believed to be suitable for

introduction into trout streams as

food for trout.

4. The Brook Minnow (Agos^ia

aubila).—This small dace-like fish

inhabits brooks and swift waters,
resembling the last species in ap -

pearance and habits, and was
made the subject of a special report by Prof. Edwin i taken rather commcnly also in the warm waters of

Linton. "In the trout examined the presence of many Witch Creek. It belongs to the Columbia Basin, extend-
worms was accompanied by a shrunken or irregular

|
ing southward at least to Utah.

5. The Utah Chdb (Leuciscus
atrarius).—The chub abounds in
Heart Lake and ascends its tribu-

tary, Witch Creek, into water
having a temperature of 88", The
Cemales were full of eggs in Oc-
tober. In Utah Lake the fish

reaches a length of 20in., and is

very destructive to young trout.

Dace. 4. Brook Minnow. 6 The Banded Chub (iewciscMS
hydropnlox).—A handsome species
growing to a length of 4ln. Dr.

condition of the ovaries or testes. Perhaps spent fish i Jordan found it in Heart Lake and Witch Greek. The
are more likely to be wormy. According to Mr. Arnold fish has been taken in Blackfoot Creek, Idaho, a tribu-

i

Hague, the best trout are in swift or deep waters; the
|
tary of Snake River. "Color silvery, a plumbeous lateral

band, dusted with dark points:

traces of red coloration on belly in

largest specimen."
7. The Moottain WniTEFX'-tJi

{CoregonuH iv-ilUaiUsoii i, var. (v'.s-

inontamis).—Found in the Madi-
son River below the falls, and
attributed also to the Yellowstone.
"It is a slender and graceful fish,

readily taking the fly like a gray-
ling or trout. It is most abund-
ant, so far as we have noticed, in

the eddies or deeper places in swift
streams. It seems to be essenti-

ally a river fish, rather than an
inhabitant of lakes." From the
typical Williamson's whitefish the
Park variety differs in its much
more slender body and shorter
fins. The Montana whitefish, de-

wormy ones about eddies or among logs or masses of I scribed by Milner from Chief Mountain Lake, is con-
floating vegetation. The wormy trout takes the fly sidered by Dr. Jordan to be identical with Williamson's
freely, but is in general little gamy. In fact, all the I —a conclusion reached independently by the writer some

years ago.
"J. The Grayling {Thymallus

ontariemis). — This fine species

was found abundant in the Madi-
son below the junction of the Fire-

hole and the Gibbon. The supply
used in stocking the Yellowstone
was taken in Horse Thief Spring.
In the Gallatin this grayling is

^ --^ very common, as we have an-

^ Dounced in Forest and Stream.
b. Banded Chdb. -y^^ cannot admit the identity of

the Michigan and Montana gray-

Yellowstone trout seem less active than is usual for the i ling with that of Alaska; signifer has a much higher

species." Dr. Jordan accounts for the presence of the dorsal fin besides good character about the skull, which
blob in Gibbon River above the falls by its probable trans- 1 make its sepai-ation easy.

9. The Red-Throated Trout
(Sahno purx>uratus).—Di: Jordan
refers all the black-spotted trout
native to the Park waters to a
single species, the purpuratus of
Pallas, for which he uses the
doubtful name mykiss of Wal-
baum. Variations in the number
and size of the black spots are
conamon, but the essential char-
acters remain the same. Yellow-
stone Lake is believed to have
been stocked originally from Snake
River, through Pacific Creek, Two
Ocean Pass, and Atlantic Creek,
and an interchange of individuals
across the Continental Divide is

still a probable occurrence. The
existence of a tape worm in this

trout was discussed in our columns of Oct. 33. "The
wormy trout are leaner and more comi)ressed than others,
and the sides of the belly are likely to show ridges and
lumps. The flesh is said to be redder in the diseased fish,

and the external color is more likely to be dusky or
brassy." Spent fish are probably more likely to be wormy.

10. The Miller's Thumb (Coitus hairdi, var. punctu-
latus),—This pest of salmon and trout waters abounds in
the grassy bottoms of Madison River, Gibbon River, and

Utah Chub.

Mountain Whitefish.

portation from lower waters by the osprey or eome other
fish-eating bird. The article is accompanied by a map of

the Park, figures of all the fishes, and many plates show-
ing the obstructions limiting the natural distribution of

fishes.

1. The Gray Sucker (Catostomus gi'isevs).—Small ex-
amples of this sucker were found abundant in the Yel-
lowstone and Gardiner rivers below the falls, and the
young were caught in large numbers in Gardiner River
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Cafion Creek. In (ribbon River it occurs both above and waters of North America, one of the species extendjjig
below the falls and may have been transported over the I southward as far as the Alabama River. One variety is
barrier by some fiah-eating bird. As a destroyer of eggs i frequently found in caves in the limestone region from
and young fish the Miller's thumb perhaps has no equal. Indiana to Tennessee. None of the blobs much exceed
Commissioner McDonald has seen one of moderate size

|
7in. in length; some of the largest examples we have

tiveness to eggs and young of the salmon. The rainbow
(Sohno iridem) is equally destructive. The young fry
are devoui'ed in enormous numbers by fish-eating birds.
In Che region referred to the writer has shot gulls and
terns, and on holding them up by the legs young salmon

The Grayunu. 'M. Red-Thboateu Trottt (Young).

ubiquitous marauder. ""Wherever salmon and trout
j

possible to' exaggierate their power^Vw Around
are found m America it is safe to say that the ' the margin of Karluk Lake, Alaska, we have seen nest

dropped out of their mouths. Near the river mouths
marine flounders and sculpins enter the brackish water
and feed upon young salmon. In the ocean seals and
sea lions continue the destructive work. The adult fish,
when entering the rivers for the purpose of spawning,

10. Mlller's Thumb.
!)6. Bkd-Throated Trout (Adult).

Miller's thumb may be seen keeping the species in
check. About twenty species of blobs are recorded in
the latest catalogue of the fishes of North America, and
one of these, Cotfus richardsoni, runs into nine varieties.
These fishes are now placed in the genus Goftiis: but
were formerly united under the name Uvanidea. There
are several sections of this genus, those containing the
largest number of species being Potamocottuii' and
Uranidea. The one described above belongs to Fotavio-
cottus. The blobs are found in nearly all the fresh

after nest of the red salmon emptied of eggs by these
small fishes. The eggs are rapidly digested, and the
capacity of the blob for the destruction of salmon is

greatly increased by this circumstance.
_
In Forest and Stream of April 3 and 10, 1890, atten-

tion was called to the vast number of enemies against
which the salmon has to contend for its existence. On
the spawning grounds are the blobs, and, besides these,
are the black-spotted and red spotted trouts of the region.
The Dolly Varden (S. malma) is famous for its destrac-

raustrim the gauntlet of incessant seining across the
river mouths; they must endure the hardships incident
to the ascent of the rapid and rocky sti-eams: and when
they reach the shoal waters in which their eggs are de-
posited bears await them, to give the finishing touches to
the work of destruction. If we add to all of these hard-
ships and death-dealing agencies the obstructions and
pollutions of salmon streams in populous regions, the
wonder is that any of the anadromous salmon are left to
reproduce their species. T. H. Bean.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, III., Nov. 26.— Mr. Jeff. Smith, whose

petition for appointment for fish warden for work
in the Fox Lake district was mentioned last week, has
just received his commission from the Governor. He
starts the first of next week for the lake covmtry, where
the cold weather- has already frozen some of the lakes
hard enough for ice fishing, He will finish his work of
warning the residents against ice fishing, and will look
out to see whether any parties already warned have
begun to fish. He says lie will stop this fishing before it

begins, if possible. Jeff. Smith should not be mistaken
for his cousin, Ike Smith, who keeps a summer resort
hotel, over beyond George Clark's. Ifc is Ike Smith who
is too lazy to fish through the ice, and not Jeff. Smith.
The latter will see to it that nobody, lazy or otherwise,
fishes through the ice up there, he says. Jeff. Smith
lives in Chicago most of the time and has property there,
but also owns property near the neck of Catherine Lake.
He tells me that he has already been approached by
several of the residents who want to know whether there
'•would be any trouble" if they should set out a few lines
"just to catch a few fish to eat," He told them there
would be. That - 'fish to eat" plea is very threadbare,
likewise very transparent.
Last week I offered a short letter from Dr. Rartlett,

bearing on a damage suit brought against him in Schuyler
county. Some time ago mention was made of the $5,000
damage suit brought in that county by a market-fisher-
man by the name of Smith. Not being clear as to which
suit was which, I wrote to Dr. Bartlett for information.
It seems that these two cases are the same, and that the
$5,000 has dwindled down to a $62 verdict, with a new
trial on that, as the following letter wiU show;

IiiUNOis State Fish Commission —Quincy, 111,, Nov. 21, 1891.—
Tlie status of our cafie m Schuyler counts is about as follows:
Smith, of Meredosia. owns or claims to own the fishing right in a
portion of what is knowa as Coal Creek; across this creek, which
is quite wide—large enough for a steamboat to go into it—he
places a combination pound and wing-net, wings from net en-
tirely across one side of stream and within a few feet of the shore
on the other side. We were advised of this net being there, and I
ordered the Lotus there and wardens to take it up, which they
•did, taking net to Beardstown for safekeepin?. Smith replevins
the net and sues myself and others for trespass to a cloae, or In

new trial it was granted. An indictment has been found against
Smith lor v iolation of the law in setting his net in said Coal Creek,
and will be ti ied D=xt term of court. Fishing still good at office
boat, two gentlemen of Kew York making a nice catch there a
few days ago.—S. P. Bartlett.

The last sentence of the letter has reference to the
official joke of the Illinois Fish Commission, which I have
detailed earlier as duly investigated by mvself . For fuller
particulars apply to the two gentlemen from New York.
To-day I talked with Mr. W. H. Haskell more fully

about the "landlocked salmon" in Trout Lake, Wis. It
seems that one of these fish was sent to the Smithsonian
Institute, and reply was received that it was neither the
landlocked salmon nor the lake trout. No further de-
scription was vouchsafed. The fish, as described by Mr,
Haskell, has a general silvery tone of body, with large
bluish or pttrplish spots, black in the center. The flesh
ranges,_ like that of the brook trout, from nearly white or
faint pink to deep salmon color, according to the individ-
ual. It is very delicious eating. The highest weight
reported is ?3ilb.s. In the fall, after the close of the

spawning season, these fish spread all over the lake, feed
on the surface and break water in schools. Thev can
then be taken on the fly or the spoon. After that they
seem to sink and spend the year in deep water. Trout
Lake has outlets, but this fish is not reported from any
coimected water. E, Hou«h,

ANGLING NOTES.
STRIPED bass are still being caught in considerable

numbers in the Hudson River, particularly off Sing
Sing. They are found in the deep channels, and take
sand worms in preference to any other bait. It is unusu-
ally late for them to be taken on the rod and reel, and
while they undoubtedly remain in the river all winter,
they will soon stop biting.

Inquiries for tarpon tackle are beginning to be made at
the fishing tackle stores and already a number of ardent
fishermen have left for Florida. Many changes and im-
provements have been made in the tackle used for the big
herring, particularly in the way of snelled hooks. The
cumbersome and expensive chain has had its day, the
linked wire, rubber-covered snell and many others have
been tried and found wanting; the latest and best seems
to be the braided linen snell wrapped with copper wire.
This snell is hitched to a special hand-made forged steel
10 0 hook. The wire winding should commence about
Sin. above the hook. The object of this is to allow a
shark, if hooked, to bite oft' the snell, and to prevent its

being chafed off by the rough lips of the tarpon. Of
course the tarpon is allowed to swallow the bait and the
unprotected part of the snell passes into its throat. This is

the rig used by Dr. Grymes and other expert tarpon fisher-
men.
Fishermen should remember that these fish are big and

powerful fighters, and that it is useless to expect to kill
them with cheap tackle. Many anglers have been disap-
pointed after going to the expense and trouble of a trip
to Florida, to find that chey lost most of their fish; in fact,
I know several fishermen who, while they struck a ntmi-
ber of tarpon, never saved a single one. Some lost them
because they got "rattled," but in most instances it was
due to cheap reels and lines. Cheap reels become useless
with the first run of these big fish, the spoon expands
under the pressure of the swelling lines, for all lines will
swell when wet, particularly the cheaper grades, and the
line, of coiu-ee, parts at once when the reel fails to work
properly. The reel should be large enough to take 600ft.
of first-class linen line not smaller than No. 18 or better
No. 21.

With proper tackle and a little experience in handling
large fish there is little risk of losing even a 300lbs. tarpon.
Another cause of these fish breaking away is the use of
too stiff and too short rods; if the rods have a little spring
they are not half so apt to tear out. Some of them are
made so stiff' that they do not give a particle, and this
affords the fish too mtich purchase and brings ail the
strain on the line. Mr. John G. Hecksher's pattern of
rod seems to have given the best results, for while con-
siderably stiffer than a striped bass rod, it still has a good
deal of spring, Scarlet-Ibis.

The Velvet Train of the Monon Route between Chicago and
Cincinnati offers the best and moat luxurious service obtainable
>)etween thoa.e rioinia.—^c7i).

DERRYFIELD BEEF.
CHARLESTOWN, N. H., Nov. 21.—Editor Forest and

Stream: Thanks to "Kelpie" for supplementing
my memories of William Stark's poem; he is all right as
far as he goes, but the whole poem would fill a page of
Forest and Stream. Some of it was genuine poeti-v,
too, for Stark was a talented man, though eccentric, and
his brain finally gave way, and he died'in an asylum,

I knew him well, and remember his stocking . a deer
park in the suburbs of Manchester with a herd of elk
from Wisconsin some thirty years ago, and visiting it
with hirn to see them one bright morning in the early
"sixties." He also had some rare wildfowl and a trout
brook. He was years in advance of Austin Corbin and
many others.
The poem referred to Manchester, New Hampshire—

not Massachusetts, as printed. The country right around
Amoskeag Falls was called "Derryfield," being an out-
lying district of the old town of Londonderry, originally
settled by emigrants from Londonderry, Ireland, com-
monly known as the "Scotch-Irish." They were strong
men, and left a mark not only on the history of the State
but of the Union.
The names of McNeill, McClary, McCrillis and McGaw

are well known beyond the limits of New Hampshire.
Some of the same emigrants found their way over to

the western edge of the State, and "Derry Hill," in our
neighboring town of Acworth, marks the site of their
farms, though the name of old "Deacon Finlay" is the
only one I can recall.

I should like to meet "Kelpie," for we have evidently
"camped on the same trail;" and if Forest and Stream
plants that bivouac at Chicago at the Exposition in 1893,
and "the Pibroch of Donnil" calls the clans together, I
hope that those of us who are still in the flesh may get
together round the camp-fire and form a personal ac-
quaintance with each other. I should hope to see "King-
fisher" and "Awahsoose," too, and the genial poet from
Louisiana, as well as "Bourgeois" and "Piseco;" but we
should miss and mourn those, who, like "Nessmuk,"
"Wells" and "Ned Btmtline," haA'-e already gone to the
"happy hunting grounds." How man's visions of a
future life are colored by his tastes in this one. To the
wild Indian it is an eternity of field sports with his
favorite horse and dog. To the music-loving Jew it is an
everlasting sacred concert, which would be apt topall on
unmusical organizations. Who can tell ? VoN.W.

TRULY ODD IF ODDLY TRUE.
W. R. Davidson, a well known citizen of South Nvack. went out

on the river this morning to lift one of his -'set Hues" and was
surprised to And on the end of the line one of the largest sea gulls
ever seen in this part of the Hudson. The bird had probably
made a dive into the water for a ftsh and caught one which was
fast to the haok. The hook caught in the bird's mouth and held
him there until Mr Davidson's arrival. The gullwiJl be kept
alive by his captor.—jVet;; York Times.

FoitEST AND Stream. Box ^,83r3. N. Y. cUy, has descriptive iUus-
trated circulars of W. B. Lefflngwell'a book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
lug," which will be mailed free on reyuesL. The boot is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan" "Dick Swivoller," "Bvbillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subje'

t

extant.

A Book About Indians.—The Forest .\nd Stream vnll mat
free on applicaiion a descriptive circular of Mr. GriqacU's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a ta»l& di (jontflntvi
and apeolmen Ulastratloiqs frpm tl^o volame.— (Jd.

'
'
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THE KANKAKEE FISHWAYS.
HOLYOKE, Mass., Nov. 30.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I concur with Mr. Hough that the flshway law of
Illinois should be enforced so long as it is a law, and the
Wilmington Water Power Co., recognizing the right of the
Legislature to enact .such a law, has constructed the fish-
way over the large dam in the Kankakee. The laws should
be obeyed, whether we believe them right or wrong. Pri-
vate opinion must not stand against piiblic acts; but is it
uureasonable to criticise the wisdom of the law makers,
when they j)ermit Chicago to eropty its foul sewage down
the Des Plaiues and the Illinois rivers, cau.sing an eiJectual
bar to the passage of fish from what Mr. Hough claims
to be the main breeding grounds of that system of rivers
and yet compel mill owners to be at the expense of open-
ing their dams for the passage of fish which cannot reach
them?
I can perhaps appreciate the supposed benefits to bederived

from fishways on streams open to the passage of salmon,
shad, sea trout, sturgeon or aii^'^ otfap; anadromous fish that
periodically leave the oicean and pusb on up rivers for the
purpose of depositing their spawn, Imt I do claim that they
are of little if any benefit to rivers like the Kankakee.
It I do not believe that an efficient fishway can be a cheap
one also. A. cheap structure can be built up which one fish
out of a million can struggle up, but one large enough to
allow an easy passage for the larger portion of fish which
inay approach a dam will cost much money and be expen-
sive to maintain. Our Holyoke fishway is co.stly, but it is
not efficient. It is really valueless for the purpose intended.
Its entrance, as one of your correspondents suggests, is quite
a distance down stream, but of necessity that must be so,
for it would he impracticable to bring'the mouth of the
structure within the whirlpools caused by the water falling
from a height of 30ft.

I have no controver.sy with your correspondent Mr. Hough

.

He seems to have faithfully and conscienfcioixsly worked for
the fishways along the river, but when he longed for the
day that the Wilmington dams might be removed in hopes
that a few fish misrht run the river more freely, it seemed to
me that he considered more the sport of a few anglers than
he did the material prosperity of the dwellers in that beau-
tiful valley. Those dams and canals and lock.s with their
necessary adjuncts, which he wrote so flippantly about (as I
felt), cost nearly six hundred thousand dollars, and surely
the owners of that property have some rights that all should
be willing to respect.
The flshway over theWilmington dam has been completed,

I believe, to the satisfaction of the Fish Commissioners. I

trust that it may prove of use to the people of the State of
Illinois, but I fear that none now living will ever be able to
ascertain any benefit to the fisheries of Momence that cau
justly be attribnted to it. E. S. Waters.

MAINE FISH HATCHING.
THE season is proving more difficult for the obtaining of

landlocked salmon and trout eggs than was at first sup
posed it might. Actual cold weather has come on without
rise enough of water in the streams tributary to the princi-
pal trout and salmon lakes in New England to enable the
fish to reach their usual spawning beds. The Maine Com-
missioners have had to net their landlocked salmon at Edes
Falls, tributary to the Sebago waters, for the reason that the
fish could not get up to the weirs. There was not water
enough for them to ascend. The Commissioners have
scarcely taken above 800,000 eggs where they reasonably ex-
pected to get 1,500,000. And they are in a quandary as to how
they can begin to fill their obligations and the dcsii-es of
others for restocking. The eggs of the sea salmon taken at
the Government hatcheries at Orland, Me., this fall will not
come up to half of the number expected. Low water has
prevented the paz-ent salmon from reaching their usual
breeding haunts, and the people interested in the hatch-
eries have failed of finding them. The Lake Au-
burn (Me.) Fish Protective Association has completed
its spawn taking work for the season. The society has been
more successful than its neighbors in the same State, and
has done much better than might have been expected, con-
sidering that the fish have not been able to run up the brook
as usual. Trout have been seen at the mouth of the princi-
pal spawning stream with their back fins out of water, and
in this position they have been netted aud taken for breeding
purposes. This season 400,000 eggs have been taken, where
twice that number were hoped for. But the record compares
well with the previous season, when 425,000 eggs were ob-
tained. Nearly 100 trout were taken that were worth de-
taining for breeding purposes, andnearly all of these weighed
over 2lbs. They went back into the lake last week, ap-
parently none the worse for the process of having been
stripped. At Rangeley the success of the association there
is not yet reported. It should be good, since the resources
of that region are greater than almost anywhere in the State.
The streams are larger, and the trout and salmon are large
enough to yield a greater number of eggs. Special.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment in Disease. By
Ashmont. Price Kennel Record and Account Book.
Price $3. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hamm.ond.
Price $1. Mrst Lessons in Dog Training, with Points o^
all Breeds. Price SO cents.

F I XTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. i to 8.—Sixth Annual Dog .Show of the Northern Illinois
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Roekford, III.

Dec. 10 to 14.—Inaugural Dog Show of The Freeport Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Freeport, III. T. E. Taylor, Seo'y.
Dec. 30 to Jan. 2.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mohawk

Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, at Gloversville, N. Y. F. B.
Zimmer, Sec'y.

1892.

Jan. 5 to 8,—Tlie New York and New England Poultrv and Ken-
nel Club's Dog Show, at Albany. N. Y. W. C. House, Port Plain,
N. Y.. Sec'y.
Jan. 5 to 9.—Annual Dog Show of the South Oamliaa Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at CharlestoH, S. C. Benj. Mclnness,
Sec'y.
Jan. 13 to 16.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C . F. P. Capers, Secretary
G-reenville. S. C.
Jan. SI to 2.5.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Elmua Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Elmira, N. Y. C. A. Bowman, Seo.
Feb. 9 to 12.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago. 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y.
Feb. 16 to 19.—Second Annual Show of the Central City Kennel,

Jackson, Mich. Chas. H. Rnhl, Sec'y.
Feb. 23 to 26.—Sixteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Supt.
March 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Philadelphia Kennel Oluh. at

Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown, Sec'v.
March 8 to 11.—Washington City Kennel Club. Washington, D.

C. Fred. S. Webster, Sec'y, 738 Broadway, New York.
March 15 to 18.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Duquesne

Kennel Club, at Pittsburgh, Pa. W. E. Littell. Sec'y.
April 7 to 10.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore, Sec'y.

April 30 to 23.—Fourth Annual Dog Show of the Southern Cali-
fornia Kennel Club, at Los Angeles, Gal. C. A. Sumuer, Sec'y.
May 4 to 7.—Annual Dog Show of the California Kennel CUub,

at San Francisco, Cal. H. L. Miller. Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS,
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

Connell, Secretary.

1893.

Jan. 10.—Second Annual Trials of the Bexar Field Trial Club,
at San Antonio, Texas. G-. A. Ohabot, Sec'v'. Amateurs only.
Jan. 18.—Trials of the Pacific Field Trial Club, at Bakerafield,

Cal. J. M. Kilgarif. Sec'y.
^, .-Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Southern EieldTrials
Club, at New Albany, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Sec'y.

IRISH SETTER CLUB'S TRIALS.
rHESE trials, which commenced on Nov. 23 and were

concluded Nov. 25, must be conceded to have been a
great success, the work of some of the dogs in the stakes
being quite equal to and surpassing many of the performers
iu the other trials. Of course, as a class, there is much to be
done yet to bring them to the point to which their ardent
admirers would like to see them, but I am confident, placed
in the hands of men who thoroughly under.stanrl their pro-
fession, the Irish setter can and will take a prominent part
in future trials. It remains with the breeders, however, to
do their share, by careful breeding to good field performers

4ii

Paxico and Pearl's Fan.

United States Field Trials.

and trained dogs. Let the bitches while in whelp be hunted,
and the same intelligence be devoted to their interests as has
been the cause of the prominence that the English setter
holds, and there is no cause why the Irish setter men should
despair. The presence of two such enthusiastic Irish setter
men as Drs. Wm. Jarvis aud G. G. Davis added greatly to
the interest of the trials. On the vice-president, Dr. Rowe, de-
volved the arrangements of the trials, and everything passed
ofl^ very smoothly; Major Taylor, Luke White and J. B. Stod-
dard giving general satisfaction. In the first series each
brace was given long opportunity to show what was in them,
and there was no hun-y at any part of the meeting. It was
the expressed opinion of all present that the Irish Setter
Club should follow up the good work, and next year I hope
the entries will be doubled; and with .so many men coming
into the breed just now there is no reason why they should
not every one lend a helping hand, either with their money
or their dogs.
High Poist, N. C, Monday, Nov. 33.—It was a dreary out-

look this morning when we opened our shutters. The rain
was coming down in torrents and the wind blew almost a
hun-icane. Every one had settled that this was a most un-
called for damper on the Irish Setter Club to commence
with; but suddenly it cleared up, and the sun coming out it

was decided to start after lunch. This would allow the

ChAS. BARKER AND PROMOTION.

United States Field Trials.

ground time to dry out a little, as the wind was still very
high. The judges appointed were Major J. M. Taylor, Luke
White and J. B. Stoddard. The start was at the Blair farm,
and the first brace in

The Deebt,
Maid of BoestaLL—SqtjAW, were sent off at 1 :26 in a

large grass and sedge field. Maid of Borstall (Inchiqxiin—
Onota Belle) was handled by T. M. Aldrich and Squaw
(Darragh Pat—Ruby Glencho) by H. B. Anderson. The
start was not productive of much incident, neither dog
ranging far from handlers, though Squaw was the better
ranger of the two. They both turn too much to handlers,
being afraid to launch but very far on their own account.
After going some time Maid pointed near woods, and Squaw
coming in in front made a hesitating point, as birds flashed
wild. Then two more birds were flushed. Going into the
cover after these birds, nothing wag done, though singles
flushed wild. Very slow work in the cover. Out into open
fields again in sedge by a plum thicket. Squaw roaded to a
point on a bevy, which Anderson put up; dog steadv to shot
andwing. TheninhighsedgeMaidflushedasingle. Squaw,

a

bit further on, pointed a single very nicely, Maid backing to
order. Some more reading b> Squaw to a flr tree, where she
pointed, but broke point and nothing found, and the heat
closed at 2:20. Most of the time the dogs did not range
more than 20 or 30yds. from handler, though Squaw made a
fair cast or two now and then, and was much the best on
bird work.
Leigh Done VI.—Pinglas.—Leigh Done VI, (Fly—Betsy

Leigh), a lightly-made dog, was handled by Mathies. Fing-

,

las, an importation from Mr. O'Callahan's kennels, brought
over by Mr. S. L. Boggs this last summer and sold by him
to Mr. Bishop, is by Fingal III,—Aveline, and W. T. Irwin
had charge of him. Pat down in sedge grass Finglas started
off well, but Leigh seemed to have no idea of range, trotting
most of the time round his handler. Going up hill Leigh
made game in an uncertain manner, stopped and Fingal
backed capitally to one side, but Leigh moved on and noth-
ing found. Through the sedge, in which Finglas seemed
hardly at home, we passed into pine woods, Finglas making
rings around the others, but flushed when he struck the
birds. He evidently is not accustomed to cover work and
high grass. In pines a single flushed wild, and Finglas
coming up stopped as another single rose just in front of
him, and it looked like a flush; he was steady to wing.
Then out of woods in sedge, near other corn, Mr. Bradley's
horse flushed a large bevy at the edge. These birds were iol-
lowed, but dogs did nothing more, and ordered up at 3:37.
Finglas ranged out fairly well, but seemed bothered when
the ground was not open; he hunted out the likely places,
and with a little training on this ground he would no doubt
do much better, as he has good action. His long journey
from Kansas, with only a day's rest, may have affected him,
as he has a reputation on the other side as being an excellent
field dog under English conditions of field work. Leigh Done
VI. will not go further into the stake.
Elcho's Maid—Colerajne.—This was expected to be a

good heat, as George Grav thinks a good deal of his entry,
Elcho's Maid (champion Elcho, Jr.—Maid), and Coleraine is
well known tihrough her excellent work in the English
trials last spring. She is a litter sister to Finglas. It
must be said that she has not been herself since she arrived
not long since f-om England, she being seventeen days on
the water, and has never eaten a good square meal since
she arrived, has seen very few quail and was an entire
stranger to this style of country, her only work here being
in the Oklahoma country. Starting at 3:39 Geo. E. Gray
handled his ovra bitch and W. T. Irvpin handled Coleraine.
Both started off iu good style and quite refreshed our
spirits after the slow pottering work of some the others.
In sedge Coleraine was the first to score, pointing stylishly
on a bevy which flew into the woods as handler flushed,
Maid bncked fairly aud they were steady to Irwin's flush.
Both dogs then got points' on singles in high sedge, and
were steady to shot aud wiug. Along the pine woods
Colerfiine seemed hardly to understand this high sedge
business; afraid of losing her handler. Going into pines
after flushed birds Maid, under a pine tree, rnade a point
and as Gray went up to flush she moved on bat stopped as

MH. HtTNTBIt AND BtACK WONDER.
After winning Pointer AU-Aged at Bicknell, Ind.

bird flu-shed just in front of her. Coleraine backed nicely.
Then Coleraine dropped to a bevy side of woods, Maid com-
ing in iu front. Both ranged busily and with much judg-
ment here. Alongside a brook Maid theu pointed' and
Coleraine honored it. Higher up Coleraine pointed some
single birds which flashed wild and then she flushed one,
but was steady to wing. Dogs were then called up at I
o'clock. Coleraicebad a little advantage on birds, showing
a good nose. Both ranged out well and at good .speed. By
far the best heat so far.

Rose of Clakemont—Bessie Mavolikxeen.—Rose of
Claremont (Clareniont Patsey—Nino) was under the guid-
ance of Geo. McClin, and Bessie Mavourneen (champion
Tim—Currer Belle III ) was handled by E. T. Matbias.
They were cast off at 4:06 ju.st outside of some woods, but
neither started ott" with much vim. Starting with a flush
near pines the birds went into cover. After quartering
several fields at a slow rate, neither dog ranging out at all.

Rose made game but moved on. and the bird she should
have nailed flushed to one side, a yard or so away, aud wind
was right for scent. Out of woods Rose rather' blinked as
she pointed a bevy, but was steady to flush. Dogs ordered
up at 4:37. Neither ranges out at all, the handlers could
find almost as many birds alone, as the dogs trotted along
in front of them most of the time.
PfiiDE OE Patsey—Adonis.—The former, by Claremont

Patsey—Nino, was handled by Geo. A. McClin, and Adonis
(champion Tim—Currer Belle III.) by F. .1. Schuyler. Down
at 4i:'d% Neither got oft" at all fast in the ragweed. It was
not long before Pride almost walked on top of a bevy which
flushed when stopping to wing, both acting fairly .steady.
Then by a fallen tree in woods both pointed a single and
were steady to flush. Just before getting out of woods both
dogs either stopped just on or flushed .some single birds,
trees too dense to see. It was in manj' cases difBcuIt to tell
one red dog from the other. Then both made casts round a
single which flushed wild, in fact several got up that the
dogs should have scored on, but their nasal organs seemed
detici'^nt in a bird dog's most requisite faculty. ' Ordered up
at 5:09, near the Model farm. Neither showed much hunt
and will be retired from the Stake. In justice to Adonis I
may say that his education has only just commenced, for he
is only ten months old.

Nugget a Bye.—This bitch (Redfern-Gyp.sy Maid) was
handled by her owner H. B, Anderson. Sae was put down
at 5:15 toward home, as dark was drawing on apace. She
ranged out fast and wide, compared to the others, and on
hillside went up to a bevy in good style, aud was steady to
wing. Birds flew into woods and were followed, but we did
not come up to them, though Nugget hunted round at a
merry rate. Out of woods in sedge she pointed a single,
which a judge flushed as he came out of woods. Then she
did a pretty piece of work, dropping to a point at speed, she
moved on as handler came up and, making a east, she located
the bevy, pointed, and was steady to Anderson's flush and
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shot. After tbis she was called up, at 5:45, -when it was
almost dark. Nugget hunts with a vim, shows judgmeut
and a good nose, and is moreover a busy, merry sort of
worker, especially in cover. This ended the day's running,
and we had ^ot a line on the sort of work we might expect
from the Iristi setter. Some of them had shown excellent
merit as Derby dogs, under the adverse condition of ground
and wind.

TUESDAY.
It was announced last night that Elcbo's Maid and Squaw,

Nugget and Coleraine, should run to decide the winners in the
Derby, with Finglas, Maid of Borstall and Adonis in reserve.
A slight frost during the night made the morning air crisp,
while a warm suu did its best to make us all comfortable.
The ground hnd dried out nicely and conditions were favor-
able to good work.
Elcho's Maid—Squaw were the first brace put down in

stubble near woods at 9:26. At the start Maid made game,
but nothing came of it; Squaw ranging further out. Into
cover at the edge, Squaw pointed and Maid honored it; both
moved ou and a single flushed wild. Roading out of wood.^
and then in pines not far off. Maid nailed a single in good
style and was steady to flush. Then going into pines, at the
edge Maid held a bew nicely, and Squaw helped the good

W. H. Child's Leigh Done VI. with E. B. Bishop's Fin-
glas.
George E. Gray's Elcho's Maid with E. B. Bishop's Coler-

aine.
George H. Kendall's Rose of Claremont with B. M.

Vaughan's Bessie Mavourneen.
F. H. Perry's Pride of Patsey with H. E. Richards's

Adonis.
H. B, Anderson's Nugget a bye.

Seco7id Series.

Elcho's Maid with Squaw.
Nugget with Coleraine.
H. B7 Anderson's Nugget, first money, 1200, and Rev. R.

O'Callagban's subscription of $15.7o.
E. B. Bishop's Coleraine second money, $125.
Geo. E. Gray's Elcho's Maid third money, $75.
Mr. Anderson also wins the 150 for handler of winning

dog.

All-Aged Stake,
The drawing for this stake last night had resulted as

follows: Geo. E. Gray's Hope with R. E. Lutz's Jim Beatty.
E. B. Bishop's Finglas with C. P. Hubbard's Jessie Jones.

and were followed. Duke came very near flushing two
birds, just stopping on top of them. Then returning Duke
nailed another single. Points on scent at edge of woods
for Duke, Don backing, closed the heat at 4 o'clock. Duke
showed very fair hunting sense and intelligent range. Don
acted poorly, rambling round his handler most of the time.

LiMEEicK—Edjta II.—This was a good heat, dogs being
cast off at 4:03 in a grass field. Limerick (Glen Elcho—Nora)
was handled by John White, and Edna II. (champion Elcho,
Jr.—Romaine) by .Joseph Hawkins, of S. C. Bradley's ken-
nel, Both dogs started at a good gait, ranging wide and in-
telligently over a large field, where, by cover, Limerick was
the first to find and pointed a beA^y, Edna backing nicely.
White fliished and dogs were steady to wing. Following these
birds Edna wheeled to a single in a bunch of sedge, and to
the left at the same time Limerick pointed a brace, and both
were steady to their handlers' fire. This was a very pretty
piece of work. Then Limerick pointed another, but it
flushed wild. Edna just at the edge of woods pointed an-
other single, Limerick dropping to^do her honor. Hawkins
flushed and fired, Edna steady, but Limerick moved as bird
flushed. Then Edna while galloping at speed stopped at
the foot of a pine tree as a bird flushed. Going into the
cpen some distance off Edna made a pretty point, then drew

N. EOWE. H, B. DCTRYEA. A. MEKEI-jAN. Jt)SN WhiTF..
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work by a stylish back; both .steady to flush. After these
birds in pines Maid roaded to a flush and was steady to wing.
Lower down. Squaw made game and roaded to a single,
which she pointed, Ander.son flushed, shot and dog steady.
Elcho's Maid then held up at 9:50. Squaw going alone not
far fi-om here nailed a bevy and dropped to the birds as they
flushed wild. Then called up at 9:54. Elcho's Maid had a
turn by herself, but found nothing, and was called up at
10:03. Several singles were flushed by horsfmen which she
might have located. Elcho's Maid had somewhat the ad-
vantage on birds, showing more bird sense; range and speed
about equal.
Nugget—Coleraine,—These two were put down outside

of woods in sedge at 10:08, and both started ofl' well. On a
hill Coleraine began her work poorly by a flush, but was
steady to wing. After some varied ground had been worked
out Nugget in open pointed and Coleraine dropped as she
backed, nothing found. Coleraine showed no sign of game.

Eastern Field Trials, 1891.

MB. HUNTER WrrH DAISY HUNTEH,

but ranged off as soon as allowed to. Nugget roaded into
the edge of the cover, nailed the birds and Anderson shot as
they flushed. Nugget behaving nicely. After these birds in
woods, Coleraine was the first to spot a single, Irwin fired;
this was repeated higher up, and Nugget also put another
to her credit, pointed again, and roading on nailed it, fol-
lowing suit directly after, Coleraine backing. All this
within a few yards and was an opportunity for pretty and
careful work well carried out. Further on Nugget pointed
again and was held for Coleraine to back, bird flashed wild.
Dogs were called up at 10:46. Nugget had shown some
superior work on birds and fully demonstrated the fact that
there are Irish setters that have just as good a nose and can
handle their birds just as carefully as any other. Coleraine
was found clogged with bm-rs, and no doubt this accounted
for her indisposition to range toward the end cf heat. This
was her handler's care. Judges soon announced H. B. An-
derson's Nugget first, E. B. Bishop's Coleraine second and
Elcho's Maid third.

summart.
IrisJi Setter Club's Dcrhy—First Series.

Nelson Mcintosh's Maid of Borstal with L. A. Van Zandt's
Sq^uaw.

Max Wenzel's Ready II. with G. G. Davis's Silk. Michael
Flynn, Jr.'s. Sedan with Geo. E. Gray's Blue Rock. Dr.
Wm. Jarvis's Duke Elcho with F. L. Cheney's Onota Don.
C. T. Thompson and W. H. Child's Limei-ick with Dr. Wm.
Jarvis's Edna H. F.H.Perry's Claremont Patsy with E.
B. Bishop's Coleraine. This was an excellent filling, and
one the Irish Setter Club should feel proud of. No time
was wasted after the Derby winners were announced in
casting off the first brace,
Hope—Jlm Beatty, at 11 o'clock. Hope (Brian Boru Jr.

—Biddy) was handled by owner, and Jim Beatty (Lee Grouse
—Lew) by J. W. Howse. Both started well. Ranging
through some fields, into woods and then into open again,
when Hope stiffened out on a bevy, Jim honoring the point!
Gray flushed, shot, and dogs were steady. Going into pines
after scattered birds, Hope scored again, Gray firing at the
flush, doe steady. Nothing more was found and dogs called
up at 11:35. Hope did all the work on birds .and was the
better ranger, showing fair judgment and nose.
FmGLAS—Jessie Jones.-Put down in open sedge field at

11:46, neither got out very far. In an orchard Jessie thought
she had something, pointed and was backed by Finglas.
The bitch moved on, but after some roading failed to locate,
and then both started on another quest. Nothing done, how-
ever, and neither showing much hunt they were called up at
12:20, as it was lunch time. After this welcome respite and
a chance to stretch our limbs, these two dogs were put down
again at 1:22; but still they were unable to find game, and
were finally called up at 1:39. Finglas seemed to have lo.st
the little snap he had yesterday, and ranged rather listlessly,
paving more attention to his handler than to the work o"n
hand. Bessie did better ranging, but neither will do for the
finals.

Ready II.—Silk.—Cast off at 1:45. Ready H. (Red Dash
—Ready) was handled by H. B. Anderson and Silk (cham-
pion Chief—Gypsy Maid) by F. J. Schuvler. Soon after
starting Silk dropped to a point, and m'oving on after ii

while a single flushed wild. Going into woods each flushed
a single, and then Silk pointed another, Schuyler fired and
dog steady. Getting out of the woods and into a corn patch,
Silk pointed a single in good shape, Schuyler fired again,
and dog dropped to shot and wing. Then we hunted out
some corn, and dogs were ordered up at 2:16. Both dogs
ranged fairly well, and the work on birds was in favor of
Silk, who was well broken; but neither showed very good
powers of scent and their chances are sm'all for a second
appearance.
Sedan-Blue Rock.—We were told to keep our eves open

on this heat, as something better was coming, nor were we
disappointed. Sedan (Chester D. Herald—Nancy) had the
services of the well known handler, S. C. Bradley, and Blue
Rock (Muskerry—Nancy Lee) was handled by owner, Geo.
E. Gray. Starting off at 2 o'clock, both ranged out well to
their work, and after covering some ground. Blue Rock, at
the edge of cover, scored on a single, and both dogs then
roaded carefully out of woods, but did not locate further.
Higher up m pines Sedan froze to a bevy in good style and
Bradley fired at the flush. Dogs were sent after these birds,
and in pines two or three points were noted Avith no result,
but afterwards a single flushed wild, evidently running
ahead. Then Blue Rock pointed where bird had flushed;
both dogs roading, Sedan soon nailed a single in picturesque
stjie, and at the same time to the right Blue Rock pointed,
but he was not so fortunate. This was all done in the space
of two minutes. Getting out into the open, Sedan soon
came to a point, but nothing found. Dogs were called up
at 3 o'clock. The heat was in favor of Sedan as far as sense
and nose went; pace and range about the same.
Duke Elcho—Onota Don.—The former, by champion

Elcho, Jr.—Maid, was handled by S. C. Bradley and Onota
Don, by champion Chief—Bizreena, was handled by Horace
Smith. Cast off at 3:05 in sedge field. Down bv a ditch
Duke pointed a bevy, Don at the time being round'handler's
heels, dog steady to flush. Up in pines in a brier thicket,
Duke held another bevy; Bradley put up the birds aud dog
gteady to shot and wing, birds flying into thick pine woods

on and pointing again, Hawkins put up two birds some
distance off; Limerick had beon called to back and did so
20yds. ahead. Soon after this dogs were called up at 4:.32.

This was the best heat yet, both beating out their ground
well and showing good nose. These dogs from Thomasville
are certainly the best ranging dogs of the stake and show
every evidence of the association with men accustomed to
handling high class field does.
Claremont Patsey—Coleraine.—We were now quite

near the Model Farm buildings, and dogs were cast off at
4:45. Claremont Patsey (Frisco—Nellie IX.) was handled
by Geo. A. McClin, and Coleraine (Fingal—Aveline) by W.
T. Irwin. Twenty yards from the starting place Coleraine
stiffened on a bevy 40yds. away, and Patsey coming across
wind in his cast went right into the "brown" of"them, a
bad piece nf business. Coleraine held her point steady till
flushed. Followed birds, when in bottom Colerain e drcorjed

EASTERN Field Trials, 1891.

JOHN WHITE WITH DUKE OF HESSEN AND COUNT GLADSTONE.

to a point, drew on and then gave it up, made a cast over a
ditch, dropped to a good point, Patsey coming up. dropped
then moved in ahead of the other and birds flushed all
round. Marked down on hill, where Coleraine improved
her opportunity and pointed two birdf5. Near cover on the
hill Patsey stopped and then roaded in a very uncertain
manner, and stopped again just as the bevy flushed wild.
At the same time higher up Coleraine had dropped to a
small bevy and was steady to Irwin's flush. Then into the
woods for singles, where Patsey did not improve his chances
by flushing a single, and just as the heat closed Coleraine
pointed larks. Dogs were then called up at 5:15. Coleraine
did good work in this heat, and made a good bid by her
superior nose and steadiness for a prominent place in the
Stake. This closed the day's work,

WEDNESDAY.
It was given out by the judges last night that Limerick

and Coleraine, Hope and Sedan and Bluerock and Edna
should be brought to the field to-day to run in the second
series. There was no hurry, as we had all the day before
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us, so a late start was made. The day opened cloudy, but
the sun came out as we cast off the first brace,
I . Limerick—CoLEEAiNE, at Hargreave's Farm, some dis-
tance from town, at 9:44, in corn stubble. Outside of pines
after ranging for about 15m., both going well, Limerick
ointed in sedge and the birds were flushed by White some
istance ahead; Coleraine backed and both were steady to

shot and wing. On through oak woods and at edge Coler-
aine di-opped to a single which Irwin put up. Presently
Limerick made game, roaded a bit and then cast off. Out
of woods, in sedge, both pointed a single, which rose a vard
or so away, and were steady to wing. Dogs were called up
at 10:33. Limerick had good pace and range and showed
some good work on birds. Coleraine needs conditioning,
for she settled down a good deal toward the finish of heat.
Down ilm.
Hope—Sedan,—These two were cast off in corn stubble at

10:34, both going off at a good gait and ranging out intelli-
gently. In pines Sedan soon nailed a bevy and was held on
point for Hope to back, when Bradley flushed, and dogs
behaved nicely to shot and wing. Then followed some good
work on the singles, Sedan was the first to point one; then
further down both stopped to a bird. Still in pines, higher
up, Hope nailed her bij d; Sedan honoring tiie point in good
style. Then Sedan stiffened out on scent, and Hope, instead
of backing, passed in in front, but nothing resulted from
the faux pas. Crossing a hallow in pines,'^Sedan came to
one of the prettiest points in the trials, and Hope's stylish
back completed the pretty picture. Gray clinched the good
work by putting up a single, fired, and Hope was steady,
but Sedan broke a trifle, stopping at caution. They were
called up at 11, nothing further happening. Sedan did good
work on birds, and showed best Inose. Hope also ranged
well and performed quite creditably.
Blue Rock—Euka H—In corn stubble again these two

were cast off at 11:01. After ranging out well through
several fields, Blue flock dropped to a point near a fence by
pine wood, and Edna came in front from the side, backed,
but handler could find no game. Blue Rock roaded on down
the fence but f lilpd to locate anything. Pa.ssing into cover
Edna came to a full .stop, and was held for Blue Rock, who
was working out fui-ther in the woods; not coming, Hawkins
was told to flush, and a single got up, Edna dropping to
wing. Further on Blue Rock coming toward us pointed a
single, Edna backing nicely, and dogs were steady to Gray's
fire. Then furtlier on Blue Rock just stopped in time as a
single rose out of the bri ers and several others followed suit,
dog steady to the Hying birds. lupines Blue Rock pointed
false. At 12 o'clock the dogs were called up. Edna showed
the best work and style and better range, though Blue Rock
also merited pi'aise for his work. This dog has quite a rep-
utation on the other side. He was a winner at the Irish
setter trials last year, and also a bench winner at the Birm-
ingham, Eng., .show of 1890. He was imported by Mr. Covert,
and a full description was given of him in 'Fokest and
Stream after the Chicago show last .spring. It was time for
lunch now and tlie .judges had a consultation, and not
agreeing exactly ordered
COLEEAINE—Edna H.—Out for auotherrun at 1:30. After

ranging out some time Edna, side of lowland, pointed some
feathers where a single had flushed, and a few yards away
Coleraine nailed abird,which Ii-win flushed, and then another
fot up to one side; dogs steady to shot and wing, Edna having
eenbrought round to back. Near a pine tree further on Coler-

aine picked np another single and Edna dropped to a point
like a flash on bare ground by a little patch of grass, from
which Irwin put up a bird, Edna backing in good style.
This good work on singles convinced every one that Coler-
aine was entitled to a high place in the stake, and after the
dogs were ordered up at 1:30 judges soon decided that Sedan
vsdns first, Coleraine second and Edna H. third. After
handlers and owners had received congratulations we all
trotted home, and the first Irish setter trials had come to a
close and were counted a great success.

SUMMARY.

Irish Settcyr ChiVs AU^Aged Stake—Firxl Series.

Geo. E. Gray's Hope with R. E. Lutz's Jim Beattv.
E, B. Bishop's Finglas with C, P. Hubbard's .less'ie .Tone.s.

Max Weuzel's Ready II, with Dr. G. G. Davis's Silk.
Michael Flynn, .Jr.'s Sedan with Gdo. E, Gray's Blue

Rock.
Dr. Wm. Jarvis's DukeElcho with F. L. Cheney's Onota

Don.
C. T. Thompson and W. H. Child's Limerick with Dr.

Wm. Jarvis's Edna H.
F. H. Perry's Claremont Patsey with E. B. Bishop's

Coleraine.
Second Series.

Limerick with Coleraine.
Sedan with Hope.
Blue Rock with Edna H.

Tliird Series.

Coleraine with Edna H.
Michael Flynn, Jr.'s Sedan first money, $200, and Elcho

cup, donated by Dr. Wm. Jarvis.
E. B. Bishop's Coleraine second money, SI2.5.

Dr. Wm. Jarvis's Edna H. third money, S.75.

Sedan, the winner, is a well-made, rangy bitch, and if I
mistake not has made a good appearance on the bench.
Coleraine is a capitally made one, small but full of type,
and so is Edna H., which I commented on favorably in the
Chicago bench show report last spring.
After the Irish Setter All-Aged Stake had been decided

and we had all returned to the hotel, it was found that the
rule requiring that the first and second winners should run
together had not been complied with. This neces.sitated a
return to grounds just outside of the town, where Sedan and
Coleraine were cast off and run about twenty minutes.
Sadan flushed a bevy, no other game was found and the
party returned to town, H. W. L.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB FIELD TRIALS.

r|">HE second annual fleld trials of the National Beagle
JL Club were held at Nanuet, N. Y., Nov. 23-28. They
were a complete success from beginning to end, but the en-
joyment was somewhat marred by a day of hard rain and
by the scarcity of game. At the opening of the season rab-
bits were abundant, but many have been shot, and at times
during the triais it was almost impossible to make a
start.
The country was fairly well suited for the meeting. There

are many pastures overgrown with furze and low bushes,
where there was some splendid sport; there are no stone
walls; the swamps are few and small; the underbrush is not
so dense as to impede one seriously, but the briers were
abundant and very sharp.
The club was fortunate in choosing for judges Pottinger

Dorsey and W. S. Clark. These gentlemen worked hard
and followed the hounds faithfully throughout each race.
Their decisions were just and impartial, and were well re-
ceived by all interested parties except one gentleman. He
made himself prominent by systematic "kicking," but the
decisions which he criticised so severely were pronounced
correct by all disinterested persons who saw the races.
The success of the meeting and the enjoyment of those

present were due in great measure to Mr. H. L. Kreuder, of
Nanuet. Not only did he attend to the numberless details
of the trialS; but he took the best of care of all the dogs,
threw open his house for the club headquai-ters and royally
entertained all who were present. 'J'he kind hospitality of

Mr. Kreuder and the ladies of the family will not be forgot-
ten by those present at the trials. As a sUght token of
appreciation the club presented to Mr. Kreuder on Thanks-
giving night a polished oak desk and chair. Our host was
taken by surpi-ise, but replied in a very neat speech.
The Massachusetts contingent arrived on Sunday morn-

ing and other club members came in during the aftei-noon.
On Monday a large representation was present, but to the
disappointment of all rain fell in torrents nearly all day.
As it was evident that no field work could be done, tlie
bench .show, which by programme was to be held before the
trials, was not hurried, and it was 11 o'clock before the first
class faced the judge*.
In the challenge class for dogs, ISin. and under, Racer,

Jr., met Tncotrim. Both are well known. Racer better
in expression, muzzle and carriage of stern, took the blue
ribbon. There were no entries in challenge bitches.
In the open dog class nine beagles faced the judges. First

went to Hunter, a youngdog of gi-eat promise;'good in head,
forelegs straight and clean, good bone and well-cai-ried tail.
1 leetwood, second, is soft in coat, weak in head and bitchy
in appearance. Roy K., third, is a little long cast and lightm muzzle. Fairy's Lee, vhc , has good bone, but is poor in
expression and carries tail badly.
No challenge bitches. The buen bitch class gave the

.judges something to think about? As there was not room to
judge them in the kennels, they were taken out on the lawnm the pouring rain. After consideration, June Rose and
Fannie Racer were given equal first; both w-ere in fine con-
dition, and are handsome, stylish bitches. Second went to
Belle of Rockland, a bitch showing true beagle character.
Third was captured by Gypsey Forest. She was shown in
erfect condition, has good legs and body, but is poor in
ead. Lady Lill, vhc, is a bitch of the correct type, but,

chilled by the rain and cold wind, she moved poorly and
would not show to advantage, otherwise she would undoubt-
edly have been higher on the list.

In challenge dogs, ISin. and under, that pretty beagle
Royal Krneger took first. lu challenge bitches Ava W. won.
She is well known. In the open class Clyde t'lok a blue
ribbon. There were five entries in the open bitch class.
Belle Ross, good in legs, feet and body, and in sulendid
condition, took first. Second went to Judy, who loses to
Belle in body and running gear. Nibs, good in body but
poor in muzzle, took third. Toxy, vhc.is lieht all over.
In the puppy class ThePasha and The Czar, litter brothers

and perfectly matched, took first and second respectively;
The Pasha was in a little the best condition. Romp C,
third, is light all over.
In the evening Harry Twyford and John Bateman were

elected members of the club, and it was decided to begin the
running of Class A,, dogs Loin, and under, on the following
morning.

TUESDAY.
The rain had ceased but the sky was overcast and a cold

northwest wind was blowing. The party left headquarters
at 7:4.5, and a short walk brought us to the hunting grounds.

First Series,

HiTN-TEE—Ring.—The fii-st couple were ordered down on
the edge of an oak grove, Hunter was handled by A. Parry,
and Ring by T. W. Chapman. Ring at once ranged the
wider and showed more dash and .spirit than Hunter, who
is a young dog of little experience and depended too much
upon his handler. Working through the woods Ring gave
tongue, but failed to find. After ranging for some time.
Hunter trailed to a start. Ring was at his heels at once,
but the scent seemed to be very poor on the wet leaves and
neither dog followed well; there were some bad checks, and
the driving was slow and unsatisfactory. Dogs tested for
guushyness and found all right. After being down 40m.
they were ordered up and race given to Ring. The poor work
was undoubtedly due to the water-soaked ground and strong
wind.
Tricotrin—Roy K.—These dogs were cast off at 9:18 in

oak scrub. Tricotrin was handled byD. C. Wixom, while
G. E. Eska looked after Roy K. Trie ranged better than
Roy, who depended entirely on his handler and showed
little desire to hunt. Walking out of the oaks into a brier
field Eska saw a rabbit in its form. Picking Roy up he
thi-ew him at the rabbit. The dog landed almost on the
cottontail and ran him by sight at a great pace for a few
yards and then stopped. Trie, called up, overran the track,
circled, picked it up, ran about 100yds. and lost. Taken up
at 9:40 and heat given to Tricotrin. Neither dog showed
much spirit and the work done was very poor.
TOKY Wellek—Stormy.—At 10:10 these beagles were cast

off in a brier field, C. E. Eska handling Tony and Geo. Laick
Stormy. Tony was all fire and hunt, but Stormy acted as if

frightened by the crowed, ranged poorly and showed no
wish to hunt. Tony gave tongue and trailed toward the
spectators, hut the rabbit was jumped by them before he
had time to start it. Both dogs being called up, Tony took
the track first, and together they drove the rabbit through
the briers. Tony did most of the work, and Stormy showed
but little life till he caught sight of the rabbit crossing the
road. This put new spirit into him, and a pretty run fol-
lowed, but Tony did much the best work whenever the rab-
bit made a fling. Ordered up at 10:55 and race given to
Tony Weller. This heat was far better than those which
had preceded it.

Bill Nye—Racer, Jr.-Ordered down in a field of briers
at 11:03. Bill, handled by his owner, W. H. Hyland, and
Racer, Jr. by C. E. Eska. Both dogs started off with life

and ranged well. A rabbit was jumped by .Judge Dorsey and
then dogs were called up. Bill took the track at once.
Racer packed well, and together they did some flue driving
till the rabbit made his fling. Both circled well, but Bill,
making a beautiful cast, took the track, and during the rest
of the race cut out all the work. Racer ran well and showed
style and hunting sense in his work, but did not try to press
to the front, seeming satisfled to foUow. Bill Nj^e took the
race after a half hour's run.
Fleetwood—Fairy's Lee.—Down at 11:40 in the brier

field, Fleetwood looked after by F. W. Chapman, and Fairy's
Lee by T. S. Field. Both started with life. Fairy gave
tongue first and trailed prettily to a start. Fleetwood
backed to him, but did not try to set the pace and was con-
tent to give tongue and follow. After some fine trailing by
Fairy's I^ee, the brace was taken off the rabbit, ^vihch, being
butquartergi'own, dodged here and there, leaving but little

scent. Drawn away, the dogs worked in the thicket but
failed to start. Taken up at 12:18, heatgiven to Fairy's Lee,
who did much the best work all through the race.

Sedgewick—Stormy.—Sedgewick, the bye dog, was put
down in edge of a swamp at 12:25 to run with Stormy, who
had already run one heat, Sedgewick handled by D. C.
Wixom and Stormy by his owner. Stormy started and did
some splendid driving in the .swamp, his beautiful voice
ringing grandly. Sedgewick ran with him and tongued
but little. The rabbit was lost in the wet swamp, both
dogs giving voice occasionally. This heat was very unsat-
isfactory, as nearly all the driving was in the thick brush,
where it was impossible to follow the dogs and see which
was doing the work.
A halt was now made for lunch under some walnut trees,

and sandwiches and cider were very acceptable to the hun-
gry sportsmen as they sat in picturesque attitudes on .some
very hard rocks. After cousultatiou the judges decided to
run the second seiies in the order reported below.

Second Series.

ToNT Wellee—Bill Nye.-Tony was handled by C. E.
Eaka and Bill by Wm. Hyland. These fine dog.s wei-e put
down at 1:5S in thick !^apljng.s. Coming out of the woods

into a pasture both worked carefully. Here John Bateman

,

who had followed all the heats and tired out many a
yoiinger man, jumped a rabbit. Both dogs being called up
and started even, Tony took the track first, and in a short
run to a stone wall, where the rabbit holed, did most of the
work. Tony cast across the wall, but Bill trailed to hole
and marked. Bunny was taken from the wall and droppedm the field. Tony hit the track off at once and did some
pretty work, making all the running across the field to a
.stone wall. Here he marked a burrow in which the rabbit
had gone to earth. Ordered up at 2:39 and heat given to
Tony. Some beautiful work was done in this race in full
view of the spectators.
Just as the dogs were ordered up, the rabbit holed by

Tony dodged out and ran into the brush at foot of the
hill.

FAraY',s Lee—Ring.—Ordered down at 2;48and put on the
track of the rabbit, Fairy took the track first, Ring harked
to him, and well packed they ran bunny through the open
fleld, first one and then the other leadin'a;. Ring did much
better work than in the morning, showing fire and life. It
was now late in the day. dry, and very hard trailing. With
many checks they drove across the open, both doing well,
but Ring a little more rapid in his work. Drawn back, they
did some pretty driving down the hill to the railroad track,
where they were checked and failed to find, thouah both
tongued occasionally in the swamp. Ordered up at 3:13 and
decision reserved.
Teicotkin—STORMY^—Put down at 3:24 in open pasture,

both dogs handled by owners. Stormy showed much the
greater vim and desire to hunt; Trie was indifferent and
hunted listlessly close to his handler. After beating a num-
ber of fields, Stormy started a rabbit in a swamp and drove
him among the spectators, when he took refuge under a
stump. Judge Clark bolted him out, Trie took the track
and did some rapid work across a mowing fleld to a barn,
where the rabbit went to earth. Stormy meanwhile was at
fault. Drawn away to new gi'ound. Trie showed more life,
but no game was put up. After being down nearly an
hour, they were taken up to be put down again in the
morning.

WEDNESDAY.
The morning dawned clear, frosty and still. The party

got an early start, and seven heats were run during the day.
Tricotrin-Stormy, were put down at 7:50 to run off their

undecided beat of yesterdaj-. Both were handled by their
owners, and worked through Demorest's orchard and a
swamp to a .sunny hillside, where Stormy did some pretty
and rapid trailing, but failed to start: Trie followed him,
but was mute. Back again in the swamp Trie got on to a
rabbit and alone hustled him across the railroad track into
the open woods. Stormy, put on with him, drove for some
distance, doing all the work. Taken up at 9:00 and race
given to Stormy, who, throughout the heat, had shown the
best hunting qualities; he has a splendid voice, but is in-
clined to use it when there is little need.
The second undecided heat of Tuesday was next disposed

of, and
Faiey'.s Lee—Ring, were laid on at 9:20 in a swamp. The

dogs were handled by their owners, who worked them out
of the swamp on to a side hill covered with sumach bushes.
At first the dogs moved slowly, Ring having a tri fle the best
of it in ranging. A rabbit was started by that master of the
,art, John Bateman, and the dogs were called up and put on
together. Neither took the track quickly, but after casting
here and there Fairy's Lee hit it oft" with Ring at his heels.
On the hillside both did pretty and stylish work, but finally
lost in the open field. The handlers now did a little hunt-
ing for themselves, and bolted the rabbit from a stone wall.
Both dogs were hot on, tonguing beautifully and running
in full view. It was a most exciting race. Fairy's jolly
handler mounted a large stump, and while he did some
wonderful high kicking, called to his beagle: "Sing to him.
Fairy, .sing! Now the Fairy's talking! See the Fairy; hear
him sing:" Both were hunting well when ordered up.
Down 45m. and decision reserved.
ToNY' Weller—Ring were the next couple and were

loosed at 10:20 on the sumach hillside. F. W. Chapman
looked out for Ring and C. E. Eska steered Tony to victory.
Both dogs got away full of fire and hunt, and after ranging
for a few minutes were called to a brush heap where a rab-
bit had been jumped. After a little casting they took the
trail together. Going down the hill Tony did the best work,
but in the swamp Ring was leading as they went out of
sight in the brush. Here on account of the bottomless mud
it was impossible to follow clo.sely, but they were heard
merrily tonguing for some minutes. There was a check at
the railway, but Tony crossed, ca.«t in the swamp and car-
ried the track away in fine style. Here a big cur took a
hand in the running and spoiled the sport for a few minutes,
but he was soon left by the beagles. Both cast prettily;
Tony caught the scent first and did a beautiful piece of
work, following the track through a culvert under the rail-
road and led into the swamp. Ring meanwhile was at fault
on the other side, but backed to Tony, and together they
drove the^rabbit to the point of starting, Tony doing most
of the work. Taken off at 11:55 and heat given to Tony
Weller.
The judges now made the awards in Class A: Tony Wel-

ler first. Ring and Fairy's Lee equal second, Bill Nye and
Stormy equal third.

Class B—For BltclLm I5ln. and Under.
The running now began in Class B, aad the first brace

ordered down was
Lady Lee—Fanny Racer.—Lady was handled by her

owner, A. Parry, and Fanny by C. E. Eska. They beat
through a pasture into the woods, where the .spectators
kicked out a rabbit. The dogs were called up and started
even. Lady took the track first, Fanny backed well, and in
open set the pace. Both worked well," showing great style
and eagerness. While at fault on the side hill both backed
to a hound driving near by. This dog was caught, and the
bitches working beautifully drove a rabbit downhill into the
swamp, and after some minutes brought him back again.
LTp after a half hour's ran and heat given to Fanny Racer,
who was a little the fastest and very quick on the turn,
ts Flora K.—Dora were cast off at 12:15 on the hillside,

where the last couple were taken off the rabbit. Dora was
handled by Geo. Laick, and Flora by C. E. Eska. The dogs
made bad work of it, but Flora finally picked up the track
and with Dora did a littie driving, but soon lost. Both
worked with some little energy and gave tongue occasionally,

but accomplished nothing. Ordered up in a half-hour and
heat given to Flora K.
This finished the racing for the morning, and after lunch

on t'oe hill

Gypsey Forest—Nellie were loosed at 1:25, Gyp handled
by A. Parry, and Nellie by D. C. Wixom. Both started off

well, showing good action and style. In the woods Mr.
Wixom saw a rabbit under a tree, called up his dog and
poked pu«s out with his gun. Gyp was near, and both dogs
went off at a terrific pace. It was nip and tuck between
them, and altogether the fastest thing yet seen. They were
at fault at a brook, but Gyp picked up the track first and in

the open field cut out the work. When checked, Liyp circled

wide, showing judgment and hunting sense, while Nellie
pottered trying to work every inch of the track. The rabbit
was then jumped by some of"^theparty and both beagles, hot
on, ran to" a final loss. Working through some young wood,
both ranged well, but Gyp covered the most ground. It was
now very dry and many likely places were drawn blank. At
last a rabbit jumped from the weeds. The dogs took the
track at the same TT^oment, but lo.st after a .short run. Soon
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after Judge Dorsey saw a rabbit, and calling the dogs started
it in sight of both.' As it juoiped Gyp came within an inch
of catching it, and both beagles dashed down the hill at great
speed, Gyp working two turns and Nellie one. Hard pressed,
the rabbit took refuge in a wall, and both dogs marked the
hole. After being down two hours, they were taken ixp to
be put down again in the morning.
Belle of Rocklank—Countess Juno.—Belle was in

charge of C. E. Eska and Countess was handled by F. W.
Chapman. Both started badly and with little vim. Mr.
Wixom bolted a rabbit from a thicket and Juno picked up
the track and ran it alone, but Belle was too fond of her
handler to leave him and refused to take the track. Taken
up at 4. Countess Juno won.
This fini-shed the day's sport and all returned home thor-

oughly tired out. A delicious game .supperj in which rabbit
and quail figured, put every one at peace with himself and
the world.

THURSDAY.
The morning was clear and frosty, but in the afternoon

rain fell and interfered with the sport, only three races
being finished.
Nellie—GvPSET Forest were put down in Demorest's

orchard at S to finish the undecided heat of yesterday. Both
started merrily, Gyp ranging the better. On the sumach
hill Nellie tongued, and both dogs followed the trail for
some distance, but it came to nothing. Judge Dorsey then
bolted a cottontail from a bunch of grass. Nellie took the
track first, but Gyp did most of the work and trailed to hole
and marked, with Nellie close behind. The driving was
slow and diflictilt. An unsuccessful attempt was made to
get the rabbit. Then the crowd sang "The Suwanee River,"
and as bunny did not come out even then, he was probably
killed by the first note. Drawn away, much good coxmtry
was himted without result, but at last both dogs got on a
rabbit and hustled him through the thickets and briers at
great speed. Gyp setting the pace but with Nellie close be-
hind. Heat given to Gyp after being down three houi-s.
This 1 suit only confirmed the opinion formed yesterday,
and the i-ace should have been decided long before, it was.'
Jltne Rose—Tonts.—Tone, fl^rst prize winner in last year's

trials, was cast ofE with June Rose at 11:10, both" dogs
handled by their owners. June showed the most xim and
found after a few minutes work. Tone was on at once and
away they went at a killing gait, leaving judges and
handlers to smash their way through the briers as best
they could. At the road th'e rabbit made a fling which
Jtme worked very prettily and flew down the hill, with
Tone a good second. Checked, Tone cast well and hit it off;

June on at once and together they did some rapid work up
the hill, both dogs keen. In a long run each worked many
flings without much advantage to either. Taken up at
12:20 and race given to .Tuue Rose. Fine work was done by
both dogs, but June was the faster and in mtxch better con-
dition for hard work.
This heat ended the first series and the judgea selected

the couple.s to run in the second series as reported below;
Second Series.

CoUKTESS JuKo—Floea K. were put down at l;2:lo in a
pasture, Messrs. Chapman and Eska handling them. Juno
moved slowly without vim, while P'lora hunted at a snail's
pace, yapping occasionally. Up at 1:05 and the walk given
to Flora K.

'

Fannie R vcer—Gypsky Forest were set loose at 1:.55 in
edge of woods innnediately after lunch. Gyp did not move
with her uHual style, showing lier long, hard race of the
morning; Fanny was full of life and spirit. Much ground
was i;i)vere':l witlioiit finding fur. R.aiu began to fall as we
re-entered the familiar brier Held, where a lialf-gro\vn rabbit
was seen by Mr. Parry. It took two pokes of a stick to
statt him. Both dogs took tlie tra<'k but the driving was
difficult, as the rabbit was sulky and would do nothing but
dodge. The rain now came down in earnest and a start was
made for home without deciding the race.

FRIDAY.
The rain had ceased and the sky wa.s; cloudless. The party

made a late start, as it was almost impossible for the tired
hunters to get a^v;^y from their beds. There were many
false starts and much babbling, but it was no use, they could
not lead ofi'. Only five heats were run, as game was very
difficult to find.

Gtpsey Forest—Fan:nt Racer.—These stylish, pretty
beagles were put down at 8:2.5 in Demarest's pasttire. Both
worked with spirit, and getting out of the field were put on
a rabbit in oak underbrush. The leaves had not yet fallen,
and in a few minutes judges, handlers and the few specta-
tors who followed the hounds were dripping wet. Gyp went
off in the lead, doing most of the work, though Fanny got
in a turn now and then, btit was not running in the form
she di.splayed yesterday. Ordered up at 8:55 and race given
to Gyp. Faniiy is young and inexperienced, but will be
heard from later.

Tone—Nellie were laid on at 9:30 in our old stamping
ground, the brier field. Both got away poorly, seeming stiti:

after yesterday's hard runs, but soon warmed to their work
and moved better. Tone trailed prettily to a start. Nellie
was with her at once, both hot and eager. At first Tone did
the better work, but Nellie improved, and during the last of
the race had everything her own way. Taken up after a
half hour's run and heat given to Nellie. This was a very
fast race and difficult to follow. Tone is out of condition:
when in shape she is a hard one to beat.

Final Scries.

June Rose—Gypsey Forest.-Cast off at 10:15 in the
briers, to run for first prize; both handled by their owner,
A. Parry. Together they trailed prettily to a start in a bull
brier thicket. Leading alternately, they pressed the i-abbit
at a great pace through the thicket, both dogs full of snap
in spite of the thorns. But they could not carry the i-abbit
out of the bull briers, and the whole run covered but little

ground, the rabbit constantly tAvisting, turning and playing
all his tricks. Thrown oil several times, they cast well,
picked up the track, and were ritnning when ordered up at
10:55. Race and first prize given to June Rose, who did the
best work during this pretty run. Gypsey Forest took sec-
ond prize.
Fannie—Tone.—These beagles were put down at 11:10 to

determine the third prize winner. Fannie opened first,

trailed finely, but lost. The spectators started a rabbit and
both dogs were called to the track and failed to take it for
some minutes; then tongued once or twice and lost in the
briers. Called away, a long stretch of country was drawn
blank. At last a rabbit was started in the open oak woods.
Fannie did some pretty hunting and led at first, but at a
turn circled the wrong way, and Tone hit it oft" and had the
rest of the race to herself. Tone did better work than in
the previous heat. Up at 12:40 and race given to Tone. As
Nelbe had previously beaten Tone, the result of this race
gave her third prize.

Class C—Dogs Mn. and Under.
Royal Krueger—Clyde.—These dogs were down at

12:.50 in the briers. Clyde handled by A. Perry and Roy by
D. C. Wixom. Both started with style and dash, moving
about alike. Roy gave tongue where the previous brace
lost their rabbit, Clyde tacked with him and they did some
pretty hunting, but failed to find. Ordered up at 1:27 for
lunch. Cider, sandwiches and hot baked beans made the
Bostonians feel at home again. Down once more at 2:10.
Gun fired to test the dogs and the report started a rabbit.
Both dogs did some fine hunting, but Clyde was faster and
cast better when checked. The ground was very dry and
trailing difficult, and the rabbit was finally lost. Up at I

2:45 and heat and first prize given to Clyde; second to Royal
Krueger,

Class D—Bitches Uin. and Under.
First Series.

Belle Ross—Judy.—Cast off at 2:50 in briers. Belle
handled by A. Parry and Judy by C. E. Eska. Judy was
timid and bolted back to her box, but when brought xxp the
second time did some ranging, bxxt was xxnder no control.
For an hour and a half the country was scoured, bxxt no fur
or .sign of it was found. Up at 4:35 to be pxxt down again in
the moi'ning.
In the evening the field trial committee decided, in order

to finish the field trials as soon as possible, to rxxn the pup-
pies with C. S. Wixom as judge; at the same time the
regxxlar judges could go on with Class D.

SATURDAY.
Before daylight the party were astir and hxxnting grounds

were reached at an early houi*. The sky threatened rain at
sunrise, but later the sun broke through the clouds. Mr.
Vredenbxxrgh, secretary of the A.K.C.^ accompanied the
party, and saw the pooi-est sport of the week.
Belle Ross—Judy at 6:.50 were taken into oak scrxxb to

finish undecided heat of yesterday. Judy, a timid little
thing and unacquainted with her handler, was kept in chain
till the rabbit was ixp, so as to give her every possible chance
to show her cixxality. Put on a heat track with Belle, Judy
refused to bxxut. Belle ran prettily and was given the race.
Judy is said to be a fine hxxnter, and it was txnfortxxnate that
her owner coxxld not be present to handle her.
Toxy—AvA W.- Put down at 8:0;-5 where last brace were

taken off. Ava moved merrily and hunted well. She trailed
through an open field and worked a fling very nicely, giving
tongue in a beautifxxl pleading voice clear as a bell. "Toxy
seemed frightened by the crowd and worked poorly. Ava
W. won in twenty minutes. Both handled by their owners.
Nibs- Romp C—Set loose in the briers at 8:23. Nibs, ener-

getic and gay, hxxnted with spirit. Romp made little or no
effort to find. A cow smashing tbroxxKh the bxxshes put up
a rabbit and both dogs were put on the track. Nibs did all
the work. Up at 9:13 and race given to Nibs. Sheisavei-y
small beagle, but shows snap aiid life in her work.

Final Scries.-

Nibs—Belle Ross.—Laid on at 9:31 and moved about
alike, showing spirit and hunting sense. Two very small
rabbits bolted, but neither dog coxxld do mxxch with them,
as the scent lay poorly and the rabbits refxxsed to do any-
thing but dodge. Taken up in a half hoxxr. The judges
gave equal fir.sts to Ni bbs and Belle Ross. Ava W. took
second and Romp C. third.

Class E—Puppies.

There were but three entries present in this class, Jumbo
having failed to appear, and they were run together.
Roifp C, The Czar, Tire Pasha.—These pups were put

down together at Blauvelt's at 7:11, C. S. V^''ixom acting as
judge. They started no game and neither was very ambi-
tioxxs to hunt, but Romp C. showed a little more viixx than
the others and was given first. The Pasha second and the
Czar third. The poor work done by these pups shows that
the age limit should be extended or the class abolished.

TJie Absolvte. Winner.

The races to detei-mine the absolute winner now caxne on,
and better sport was expected. Romp C, Ava W. and
Belle Ross were withdrawn. The judges fix'st ordered down
Clyde—Tony Weller.—They were cast off" at 10:04 in

the briers. Clyde in charge of A. Parry and Tony looked
after by Harry Twyford. They started well, both working
prettily and fxxll of fire and hxxnt. Tony was the first to
give tongue, Clyde trailed with him, bxxt mute; the trail
came to nothing. Other coxxntry was hvmted, both work-
ing hard and occasionally finding .scent enough to give
tongue, but failing to get away; one promising tx-ack was
carried into the swamp, bxxt lost there. Then followed a
long and tedious hunt for fxxr, but at last Jxxdge Dox-sey
got up a rabbit from the surmy side of a rock. "The dogs
were pxxt on together, Clyde hit the track a trifle in advance
of Tony and going up the hill had the best of the race,
working three txxrns in .succession. Tony then settled
down to business and during the rest of the race his work
was sxxperior to Clyde's. Each dog was running as if for
his life, but Tony was the speedier and cut out most of the
work, though Clyde took a hand in it now and then. Up at
11:47 and race given to Tony Weller.
Tony Wellicr—June Rose.—Down at 11:55 on trail where

last brace were taken xxp. Tony had had woi'k enough to
excite his best efforts, while June, just taken from her box,
.started withoxxt her usual life. Tony picked up the track at
once and in the open woods caught a eoxxple of turns in great
.style, and led away at a clipping gait throxxgh the swamp
and up the hill. Jxxne did not hark to him, aind before she
knew what was going on was far in the rear and out of the
race. Up at 12:06 and race given to Tony Weller, who thxxs
became the absolxxte winner. Three hearty eheex's were
given for Tony, and the National Beagle Clxxb trials for 1891
were at an end. Tony Well er (Keno—PI y) is a white, black and
tan dog, whelped March 24, 1885, and is the property of Wm.
H. Child. Toxxy is well known on the bench, and in these
trials proved hinxself a splendid field dog. He is a rapid,
energetic and stylish worker, possessed of fine judgment and
hunting sen.se.

The jixdges announced that the specials were awarded as
follows:
The Forest Beagle Kennels, with Hixnterj June Rose,

Gypsey Forest aixd Lady Lee, won the specials for the best
kennel of four on the bench and in the field. With Hunter
and Jxxne Rose they won the special for best brace on the
bench.
Glenrose Kennels, with Ring and Tone, won special for

best brace, dog and bitch, in the field.

Pocantico Kennels, with Stormy, won special for dog with
best voice.
Hornell-Harmony Kennels, with Ava W., won special for

bitch with best voice, and with Nibs special for dog win-
ning the greatest number of heats owned, entered and han-
dled by breeder.
Wm. H. Child, with Tony Weller, wins the clxxb m.edal

and the special for best trailing,

SUMMARY.
Entrance fee in each class $5. Twenty-five dollars added

in all classes where there are ten or more entries. First
prize 40 per cent., second 30 per cent., third 20 per cent., of
entx-ance fees and added money.

(Jlass A—Doqs loin, and Under.
First Scries.

Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Ring beat Forest Beagle Ken-
liels' Hunter.
Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Tricotrin beat Rockland Ken-

nels' Roy K.
Wm. H. Child's Tony Weller beat Pocantico Kennels'

Stormy.
Wm. H. Hyland's.Bill Nye beat Rockland Kennels' Racer

Jr.
Edwin Fields' Fairy's Lee beat F. F. Ogiers's Fleetwood.
Pocantico Kennels Stormy beat Hox-nell-Harmony Ken-

nels' Sedgewick (a bye).

Second Series.

Tony Weller beat Bill Nye.
Fairy's Lee and Ring (dead heat).
Stormy beat Trjcotri]!,

Final Series.

Tony Weller (Keno—Fly) beat Ring (Victor C—Try R.)
and won first prize.
Ring and Fairy's Lee (Lee II.—Fairy) were given equal

second.
Bill Nye (Rip Van Winkle—Queen Nellie) and Stormy

(Royal Krueger—Pussie) were given equal thiid.

Class B—Bitches isin. and Under.
First Series.

Rockland Kennels' Fanny Racer beat Forest Beagle Ken-
nel's Lady Lee.
Rockland Kennels' Flora K. beat Pocantico Kennels'

Dora.
Forest Beagle Kennels' Gypsey Forest beat Hornell-Har-

mony Kennels' Nellie.
P. F. Ogiers's Countess Jirno beat Rockland Kennels'

Belle of Rockland.
Forest Beagle Kennels' June Rose beat GIenro.se Beagle

Kennels' Tone.
Second Series.

Flora K. beat Coixnte.ss Juno.
Gypsey Forest beat Fanny Racer.
Nellie beat Tone.
Tone beat Fannie Racer.

Final Series.

.Tune Rose (Frank Forest—Juno 11.) beat Gyi'sey Forest
(Frank Forest—Sxie Forest) and won first prize.
Gypsey Forest won second.
Nellie (Rattler—Rosebud) won third.

Class C—Docjs ISin. and Under.
Bradford S. Turpin's Clyde (Frank Fore.st—Sue Forest)

beat Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Royal Krueger (Banner-
man—Cora) and won fir.st prize.

Rtxyal Krxxeger won second.

Class D—Bitches, I'Sin. and vnder.
First Series.

Bradford S. Turpin's Belle Ross beat W. H. Ashburner's
Jxidy.
Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Ava W. beat Glenrose Beagle

Kennels' To.vy.
^

Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Nibs beat Glenrose Beagle
Kennels' Romp C.

Final Series.

Belle Ross (Ross W.— Cricket) and Nibs (Royal Krueger—
Midge) won equal first.

Ava W. (Royal Krxxeger—Midge) won second.
Romp C. (Tony—Skippy) won third.

Class F—Puppies.
Glenrose Kennels' Romp C. (Tony—Skippy) won first.
Rockland Kennels' The Pasha ( Mac—Fanny K.) second
Rockland Kennels' The Czar (Mac—Fanny K.) won third.

Bradley.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.
LEXINGTON, N. C, Monday, Nov. 30.—There was every

promise on Saturday last that we should have fair
weather to comiuence these trials in, but even down here the
weather indulges in vagaries that upset the best laid plans
Yesterday opened with a snowstorm, and toward night a
heavy frost set in, so that all thoughts of rxxnning to-day
had to be abandoned. There are several visitors here and
the fxxll complemexxt of handlers. Those pi*csent are Messrs
P. H. O'Bannon and Harry Smoot, Sperryville, Va.; R. l/
McCook, New York; Bayard Thayer, Bo.ston, Mass.; Captaiii
Wainam and F. L. Bevan, Ashboro, N. C; S. 7i. Bog^s and

Sanborn, Ind.; S. C. Bradley, J. B. Stoddard and John
White, Thomasville, N. C; J. M. Avent, Hickory Valley
Tenn.; Charles Txxcker, Stanton, Tenn.; D. E. Rose, Law-
rencebxu'Ejh, La.; Charles Barker, Ravenna, Neb.;' Johii
Lewis, R.amseJ^ N. J.; E. T. McMnrdo and C. E. Buckle,
Charlotteville, Va.: S. J. McCartney, E. I. Martin, Wilming-
ton, Del.; Dr. Ruwe, Chicago, 111.; Dr. Jarvis, Claremont
N. H. ; B. Waters, V. M, Haldenxan and Major J. M. Taylor
and Angxxs Cameron, England. '

The draw for the Setter Derby took place this morning in
the clxxb room. The order of rxmning is: E. .J. Meyer's
Prima Dona with Blue Ridge Kennels' Hooe's Mark: J. K.
Garnet's Ned Noble with N. T. Harris's Wun Luno- Royal
Phelps Carroll's Iza with Blxxe Ridge Kennels' Laundress-
W. B. Meares, .Tr.'s, McMurdo with Harry Northwood's
Amy Robsart; W. F. Burdell and J. D. Poston's Latonia II.
with J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's Camille; Pierre Lor-
illard, Jr.'s, Lora with Blue Ridge Kennels' Bob Cooper:
Randolph Kennels' Randolph's Roy a bye. The clxxb has
secured another farm in place of the 'Smith farm, that was
so far away from town. This is the Hargreaves farm, and
the ground is excellently adapted for the trials. Game is
plentifxxl and there is little brier and thick cover, making it
an excellent place for the running of the Derby Stakes.
Jack Frost still holds the soil in his firm grip, but the sun
melted most of the snow during the day, and no doubt a late
start will be made in the morning. H. W. L.

[Special to Fnrest and Stream.']

Lexington, N. C, Dec. 1.—The trials comxixenced this
morning with a late start in delightful weather. Snow
nearly all gone. In the first heat Hope's Mark had the bet-
ter range and hunted with more judgment than Prima
Donna and did best work on birds: neither did well toward
the finish. Wun Lung ran rings round Ned Noble, and had
the best of it on birds and was steadier. Iza had better
range and speed than Laxxndress, bxxt little judgment; Iza
had little the best of it on birds, bxxt neither are likely to be
seen in finish. Amy Robsart showed better work than Mc-
Murdo, the latter breaking in several times, and^vill hardly
remain in. Latonia was lame when called to rixn with
Camille; hurt her shoxxlder in wagon. Camille then ran
with Randolph's Roy, Camille under little control and
starting with a long chase after hare; neither steady to wing
Afterward Roy had slight advantage on birds, bxxt Camille
showed best pace and range. Lora and Bob Cooper will both
stay in; they ranged well and were aboxxt equal on birds.
This ended first series. Judges have just annoxxnced that
Bob Cooper, Wun Lxxng, Hope's Mark, Amy Robsart and
Lora i-emain in. and Iza, Camille and Ned' Noble in re-
serve.
The Pointer Derby draw resulted: Jas. E. Mahaffy's

Prince, Jr., with Charlottesville Kennels' Mainstay; Hunter
Bros.' Black Wonder with J. R. Daniels's Promotion; Char-
lottesville Kennels' Outcast with W. G. Brokaw's Bob-
Charlottesville Kennels' Exile with Beresford Kennels'
Daxxntless.

We regret to hear that Mr. Thomas Staffer, of Manchester,
England, whose name is weU known on both sides of the
Atlantic as one that was long identified as an owner and
breeder of some of the most celebrated pillars of the stud in
the Laverack setter, is now^ a confirmed invalid. To pass
the time away he has writteix a book on pointers and setters
which will shortly be pixblished. Such a book is bound to
be interesting to the present generation, who have neces-
sarily an imperfect knowledge of the earlier dogs to which
they delight in tracing back the pedigrees of the dogs they
own to-day—R,ho>be. Molb Blue Dash and all the rest ni'

tltem,
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LORD CLOVER'S PEDIGREE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Wheri corapiliDg the "Prize Pugs of America and

England," I had even better facility for obtaining informa-
tion regarding prize pugs than the owner of Lord Clover can
possibly command, yet I failed to obtain any reliable in-
formation regarding champion Little Dorrit, and came to
the conclusion that such a dog was a myth, hence the cur-
tailing of the pedigree. Of course 1 was in possession of a
pedigree advertised by a former owner of Lord Clover, which
gave champion Little Dorrit as his grand dam, but I did not
consider such information reliable. In fact Lord Clover is

not the grandson of champion Little Dorrit. There is not
now and never has been any champion Little Dorrit, and he
who advertises a pedigree which includes such a dog raake.s
a great deal more serious breach of the rules which should
govern dog breeders than would result from curtailing a
disputed pedigree.
I am glad to see, however, that our friend comes down to

plain Little Dorrit in his last letter. Let him stick to that
and I shall feel that the "Prize Pugs of America and
England'' has accomplished something toward the end for
which it was compiled.
With respect to the alleged discrepancies in the "Prize

Pugs of America and England," pointed out in our friend's
letter, I would Just say that if he read with as much intelli-
gence as he appears to write, he would scarcely have at-
tempted to find fault. He claims that on page 14 I give one
pedigree for Stingo SnifHes and on page 130 a different one.
Now, as a matter of fact, on page U the pedigree mentioned
is in a quotation from the English Kennel Gazette, and is

printed between quotation marks, and the error contained
therein is not mine. Moreover, the quotation does not come
under the head of pedigrees, and an intelligent reader would
never look for a pedigree in that portion of the book, which
refers to the origin of the pug generally.

It would be equally clear to an intelligent reader that
Little Dont, mentioned in Rustic Queen's pedigree, is a
printer's error, and should be read Little Dorrit, and more
especially is this clear if Rustic Queen's dam What's That's
pedigree is turned to on a subsequent page.

I am glad to find that our friend, who has evidently been
straining himself in the eflPort, has been able to find so little
real fault with the "Prize Pugs of America and England."
It is very evident that he is sore because the pedigree of his
dog has been called into question, and this iii the more no-
ticeable from the way in which he attempts to hit off his
reference to my editorial career with the scissors; but this,
too, falls flat, for, on reference to the "Prize Pugs ol
America and England," he will find the following sentence:
"There is in this work very little which the writer claims as
orieinal, except the method of compiling information."
Yes! no doubt of it he is sore! He should not blame me so

much, though, but turn his attention to those who attempted
to find the dog a "champion" grsnddam on his maternal
side. Had it not been for the one first prize which Lord Clover
was particularly lucky in winning, even his curtailed pedi-
gree would never have appeared in the "Prize Pugs of
America and England." M. H. Ceyee.
Philadelphia, Nov. 30.

THE PEARL OF PEKIN INCIDENT.
DENVER, Colorado, Nov. 23 —Editor Forest and Stream:

In your issue of the 19th inst. Mr. W. Wade takes
issue with Mr. J. H. LeMoyne, in regard to the laneruage
used hy the latter in commenting upon the Pearl of Pekin
vs. Chicopee Lass controversy.
The rule governing the riding over of an opponent's dog

was made to cover such cases as that of Mr. J. J, Edmonds'
riding over Pearl of Pekin in her course with Chicopee Lass.
Had some stranger ridden over Pearl, Mr. Bartels (the owner
ol: Pearl) would have been and should have been the one to
suflier thereby, but as Mr. Edmonds (his opponent) was the
one to ride over Pearl, Mr. Bartels was not the one who
sbould have suffered by the accident. On the contrary, Mr.
Edmonds should have suffered the consequence of his own
act, even though it was an accident, and should never have
allowed his opponent to suft'er by any act of his own, even
though, it be an accident. Neither law nor equity will in
such a case allow the opponent, an unoffending party, to be
the one to suffer. For this reason the rule was made, and
it was made mandatory: "The course shall be given to the
owner of the dog so ridden over, etc.," is certainly manda-
tory. There is no room for discussion, as to the meaning of
the rule, and when the majority of the Executive Committee
of the Americsn Coursing Club sustained Mr. Edmonds,
they knowingly rode over the rules which they were elected
to enforce.
Ascident cuts no figure, for the rule was made for the pur-

pose of imposing the penalty upon the proper party, whether
the riding over be an accident or not. In a case of this
kind the Draconian rule (as Mr. Wade is pleased to term it)

works no .hardships; it merely puts the hardship where it

belongs—-on the offending party and not on the injured
party. Surely Mr. Wade would not expect the innocent
and unoffending party to suffer by the act of an opponent,
and have the offending party escape without a scratch, even
though the act were unintentional.
When I consider how plainly the rule reads and how im-

perative and mandatory it is, I must agree with Mr. J. H.
LeMoyne in denouncing the decision of said executive com-
mittee as a "most unrighteous decision" and an "outrageous
departure from honest judging."

I notice that Mr. Wm. Green, who judged the Great Bend
meet of 1889, and who is conceded by the leading coursing
men of the country to be its best judge of coursing, in Turf,
Field and Farm of the 20th inst. takes the same stand that
Mr. LeMoyne has taken, to wit: Mr. Edmonds's intent cuts
nc figure. How any one can construe the rule otherwise is

beyond my comprehension. It is certainly not necessary to
be a lawyer to understand the rule; any one able to read
ought to be able to understand it. It is very evident that
Mr. Wade is no lawyer, as he has informed us. Had he
been he would have read the rule and would not have called
Mr. J. H..LeMoyne to task for stating the truth, and calling
spades spades. John H. Gowee.

DOG CHAT.

ON Tuesday evening, Nov. 24, the handlers and visitors
present at the Irish setter trials at High Point, N. C,

were invited to a little social reunion in the dining room of

the hotel. Speeches were made by nearly every one present,
and whether it was the juice from the apple that steamed in
the Item trophy or the enthusiasm developed by the success
of the trials, we do not know; but certain it is that consid-
erable oratorical ability was displayed by one and another.
This led Mr. John White, in his inimitable style, to tell us
that he was certain the emancipation of Ireland was now an
assured fact, although this did not interest him personally
so much, as he was of Norman descent himself. Then Mr.
Stoddard, who had acted as one of the judges, made a hu-
morous break that we who are acquainted with this veteran
handler will appreciate. The joker rose to his feet and
opened his speech with, "1 never had but one Irish .setter,

and that I shot." This brought down the house, but he
saved himself by claiming it was an accident. Tom Aldrich,
in his drj', humorous way, told us how he had started the
Irish setter trials by running his dog in the first heat. The
vice-president took the chair and Drs. Jarvis and Davis both
spoke feelingly and to the point on the red dog, and alto-

gether it was a very pleasant two hours that we spent.

We have received the premium list of the dog show to be

held by the Rhode Island Poultry Association, Dec. 17, at
Providence, R. I. The classification is liberal, sexes being
divided in all breeds. The prizes are 153 and $2 in every class,
and each breed has a special of SI for the best. Several
specials are given in cups and money. The entry fee of -St

and $1 kennel fee is, however, rather too much for the
amount of prize money offered. Entries close Dec. 13 with
Mr. R. G. Davis, Box 1061, Providence, R. L It is intended,
we believe, should this little show stir up enough interest
among Rhode Island fancier.?, to form a kennel club and
apply next year to the A. K. C. for admission. There are
numerous members of dogdominthis section of the country,
and there should be little difficulty in holding a good show
in Providence, especially as its close proximity to Bo.ston
would draw a big entry from the city of culture.

Mr. Pritchard, manager of the Fleur Citv Kennels, writes
us enthu.siastically about their new mastiff Cardinal Beau-
fort. He is making up into a grand dog, his hocks, about
which there was some doubt, having come all right, and
altogether this counti-y seems to have agreed with him;
and it is intimated their Ilford Chancellor must look to his
laurels. , It will be remembered that Cardinal Beaufort was
a prize winner in the best company on the other side before
Mi-. Moore purchased him for Mr. Whitney.

The proprietor of the Menthon Kennels will offer at the
coming New York show a free service to Lord Bute to the
best American-bred St. Bernard bitch, and for the second
best a free service to Lord Thorndale, or by paying $65 the
service of Lord Bute can be secured instead.

When we met Mr. Roger Williams at the Lexington, Ky.,
show he told us that he had just shipped a greyhound pup
to Dr. Van Hummel and expatiated on its merits to some
extent. He was not far wrong, for that was Van's Peter,
that afterward won the Great Bend Derby with only three
weeks' preparation.

The Central City Kennel Club, of Jackson, Mich., held its
annual meeting in the parlors of the Commercial Hotel and
elected otiicers as follows: Pres., Dr. Edwin L. Kimball;
Vice-Pres., S. H. Slifer; Sec'y, Chas. H. Ruhl; Treas., Cbas.
W. Sarvis. A vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Sarvis for
the successful and entirely satisfactory manner in wuich
he superintended the bench show last year, and he was
unanimously chosen to .serve as superintendent of the bench
show to be held Feb. 16 to 19 inclusive. Mr. Sarvis, through
his intelligent supervision of last year's show, made many
friends for the club.

As a result of his advertisement in FOEEST Atro Steeam,
Mr. R. D. Stocking has sold all his dogs and he wishes us to
say that "those not receiving answer to their inquiries will
know why."

Among the neAv kennel ads this week are the following
offers for sale: W. H. Hviand setters; C. R. Raynor, setters;
Will Allen, pointers; 938 Prospect avenue, .setters; 173 Ber-
gen avenue, St. Bernards; Prairie Mound Kennels, setters;
Dana Rhodes, .setter; S. B. Bowen, mastiffs; John P. Barn-
ard, bulldogs; Bo.x 70, beagles; Rav Hildebrandt, beagle; H.
F. Littlefleld, collies; H. Fred Church, terriers; D. A. Good-
win, setters; C. T. Brownell, setters; P. H. Hacke, Barzois;
Dr. Lordly, setters; W. F. Foss, setters; Edward Lever, ter-
riers; J. G. Glover setters; Jos. Baird, setters; Janitor,
pointer; Geo. W. La Rue, setters; F. A. wants two setters.

In the Albany suit brought by George B. Gallup against
August Belmont and other members of the American Ken-
nel Club for libel, the General Term on last Monday gave
judgment for the defendants.

Wife—"My dear, that horrid man next door has killed the
dog."
Husband—"Well, never mind, my dear, I'll get you an-

other one some time."
Wife—"But it wasn't my Fido that he killed; it was your

hunting dog."
Husband (wildly)—"Where is my gun ?"—JV. Y. Herald,

THE "SIBERIAN BLOODHOUND"
OTREATOR, 111.. Nov. 21.—Editor Forest and Stream:
kj In view of the discussion regarding the Massachusetts
law, it may be interesting to many to know the origin of
the so-called "Siberian bloodhound." Some twenty years
ago Mr. George E. Stevens first introduced to the general
public a number of great Danes, which he imported for use
in an ' Uncle Tom's Cabin" company. He plctui-ed them on
his bills as great ferocious monsters, with red mouths and
blood dripping lips, in pursuit of Eliza Harris. To further
thrill the public he called them "Siberian bloodhounds."
The name originated in his own fertile brain and was
purely the inspiiation of a theatrical manager, who was
seeking something sensational for advertising purposes.
These animals heavily chained and muzzled he paraded up
and down the streets in the different cities he visited.
Other enterprising managers soon followed his example,
and wdthin a few years every place of any importance had
been introduced to the great "Siberian bloodhound." It is

not to be wondered at that an ordinary legislature made the
mistake of believing that these dogs lived on raw human
blood.
Mr. Stevens now lives at St. Joseph, Mich., and while he

has discarded the "Siberian bloodhounds" and "Uncle Tom's
Cabin'' he maintains a kennel of .sporting dogs and manages
a theatrical company of a different kind. J. W. FoBNOr.

CASHIER'S WINNINGS.—Cincinnati, Nov. 2.—Editor
Forest and Stream: If Matthew Henry had been prompt
and had nerve enough he could have won some money by
accepting my offer to bet that Cashier was eligible to chal-
lenge class in pugs at Lexington. Too late now, as per let-

ter from Mr. A. P. Vredenburgh, dated Nov. 17, the Ameri-
can Kennel Club has decided that under Rule 18 Cashier
was not. Rule 18 reads that "in estimating number of prizes
a dog has won, with reference to competing in challenge
class or not, the prizes won in open class shall be calculated
up to 12 P. M. of day preceding the closing of entries of
(next) show." This is a plain case of a "poor rule that don't
work both ways," and shows the urgent need of a new rule
to govern just such cases as Cashier's, where a dog has won
his four firsts in open class and is honestly entitled to the
win he made in challenge, looking at the matter from a
common sense standpoint. One day deprives him of this, a
close call and the first case of the kind I've heard of. The
only grasshopper that was flying in the field had to hit me,
but I can stand it; so can Cashier, and we'll both come up
smiling for the next round just the same.—AL. G. Ebee-
HAET.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are inserted without charge; and blanbB

(furnished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Potteen, Superba and lerne II. By E. Lsver, Philadelphia, Pa.,
for two wheaien and one red Irish teTier bitches, whelped Jan.
13, 1891, by Mars (Benedict—lerne) out of Sandy (ehampioa Dennis
—Sandyoroft Vim).
Gem of Gem. By A. W, Purbeck, Salem, Mass., for white and

red greyhound do?, whelped Aiie;. 28, 1891, by Gem of the Season
(Ivanhoe—Ely IL) out of Lady Clare.

BRED.
Prepared Blanka sent free on application.

Maud Tnrrington~Gem. of the Season. A. L. Page's (Stanley, N.
.1.) greyhound oifch Maud Torrington to A. W. Purbeck's Gem of
the Season ([vauhoe—Ply ID, Nov. 22.
Bernard Beauty—Coiotf. G. \T. Patterson's (Worcester, Mass.)

rou^h St, Bernard bitch Bernard Beauty i Don—Gretna) to his
Count (champion Apollo—champion Miranda), Oct. S.
Dell—Count. G. W. Patterson'^ (Worcester, Blass.) rough St.

Bernard bitch Dell ( Everest—Seqna to his Count (champion
Apollo—champioD MiraDria), Oct. .5,

Baiiadere-Count. G. W. Patterson's (Worcester, Mass.) rough
St. Bernard birch Bayadere (champion Bayard—Brunhilda) to his
Count (champion AuoUo-chamoion Miranda), Oct. 10.
Kitty- Gem of the Season. W. Tozier's (Fairfield, Me.) grey-

hoimd bitch Kuty (Jack Keeley—Needle) to A. W. Purbeck's Gem
of the Season (Ivanlioe-Fly IL), Nov. .1-5.

WrinMe—Bradford Kuby IL Mrs. H. Hammond's (Chicago. 111.)
pug bitch Wrinkle (Joe tl—East Lake Vlrgie) to Eberhart Puk
Kennels' Bradford Ruby II. (champion Bradford Ruby—Pn=s B ),
Nov. 11.

Buhie—Eberharfs Cashier, Mrs. B. Straus's (Cincinnati, O.) pug
bitch lluhie to Eberhart Pug Kpnnels' Eberhart's Cashier (cham-
pion Kash—Lady Thora), Nov. 23.
Gyp- Red Rover. S. Mat.teson's (Camden, N. Y.) coclcer apnniel

hitch Gvp (Prince Albert—Golden Floss) to T. J. Hook's champion
Red Rover (champion Obo IL—Woodstock Dinah), Nov. 13.
Kina of Kent. Air. James Mortimer sends ua the following list

of visits to King of Kent, all of recent date, with the apt remark
that the long list goes far to show that the popularity of pointers
is not on the wane. The list is: J. E. Smith's (Dubuque. la.) Mol-
lie Bang, Quick & Vlckery's (Lowell, Mich.; Daisy, F.S.Webster's
(Washington, D. C.) Lassie Bang, J. B.Wickery's (St. Paul, Minn )

Chicago Eavvn, Roht. Leslie's (Lynn, Mass.) Belle Randolph, D. H.
Moore's (Athens. O.) Babe Graphic, J. N. Pike's (Maiden, Mass.)
Clip, F. L,arkln, Jr.'a (Sing Sing, N. Y.) Betsy Bracket. Wm. P.
Taber's (Long Branch, N. J.) bitch by Mainspring, W. E. Field's
(St. Louis. Mo.) Queen, Hetnpstead Farm's (Hempstead, L. L)
Woolton Game, Chas. B. Pineo's (Bar Harbor, Me.) MoUie Bang.
F. E. Lewis's (Tarrytown, N. Y.) Lady Tammany, Westminster
Kennel Club's Westminster Sal, Westminster Kennel Club's
Westminster Nan.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanka sent free on application.

East Lake Virgie. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.) pug
bitch East Lake Virgie (champion Bradford Ruby—Puss B.), Nov.
13, two bitches, by O. P. Kinuie's Spokane (champion Kash—Lady
Thora).
Bonnie. L. E. Noble's (Boston, Mass.) St. Bernard bilch Bonnie

(Sir Herbert—Marvel), Nov. 3, eleven (five dogs), by Wheelock's
.Scotch Bonivard (champion Bonivard—Mirza).
Kathleen. E. Lever's (Philndelphia, Pa.) Irish terrier bitch

Kaiideen (Play Boy—Banshee IL), Nov. 18, seven (two dogH), by
his Nailer (Badger Boy—Sandy).
Kitty. E. Lever's ( Philadelnh ia, Pa.) black and tan terrier bitch

Kuxy (Ben—Fortune), Sept. 14, five (four dogs), by Ms Vortigern
II. (champion Vortigern-Luce).
LHy of Gainsboro. A. W. Purbeck's (Salfm, Mass.) greyhound

bitch Lily of Gainsboro (Laocoon ), Nov. 18, seven (four
dogs), by his Gem of the Season (Ivanhoe-Fly IL).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lady Bess. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped Jan. 17. 1889, by Tim
out of Lady Flora, hy Seminole Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa., to F.
L. Abbey, Detroit, Mich.
Eleo. Red Irish setter dog, whelped Augas t, 1887, by champion.

Elcho, Jr. out of Maggie H., by Seminole Kennels, Philadelphia,
Pa., to Dr. J. G. Ely, Hamburgh, Conn.
Captain S: Red Irish setter dog. whelped 1889, by Seminole Ken-

nel?, Philadelphia, Pa., to H. N. Harker, East Liverpool, O.
D-imih. Black and tan collie bitch, whelped Aug. 28, 1890, by

Glenn out of Lady Trefoil, by Seminole Kennels, Philadelphia,
Pa., to W. Aflee Burpee & Co., .same place.
Little Bomor. Silver taM'n pug dog, whelped Aug. 10, 1891, by

Bonsor out of Ruby N., by Seminole Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa,,
to A. Otterson, .Jr., Springfield, Mo.
L. W. Clute, South Ballston, N. Y., has sold:
NeViel). Crorteth. Pointer bitch, whelped Atarch 9, 1887, by

Count Croxietb out of Lo Faust, to Earle & McNair, Elbiiru, TIL
Lenox. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped June, 1889, hy

Frenk out of Lett, to C. H. Hookroy, Remington, Pa.
Bright C. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped April 7, 1891,

by jJan L. out of Nellie D. Croxteth, to D. F. Perry, Columbus,
Ind.

. Liver and white pointer dog, same litter, to 0. E. Morris,
Wilton. Conn.
Bonny Croxtetti and Thora Croxteth. Liver and white pointer

bltcheh, same litter, to Wm. Geneste, New Orleans, La.
Lenor. White, lemon ticked, pointer bitch, same litter, to 0. H.

Miller. Spencer, Ind.
MdtrcU. Liver and white pointer bitch, same litter, to E.

Blfrcher. New OrleaJis, La.
Lily Whits. White, ticked with lemon, pointer bitch, same lit-

ter, to E K. Zimmerman. Johnstown, Pa.
Rex—Dixcy whelps. Pug dogs, whelped April 18. 1891, one to F.

C. Wager, South Ballston, N. Y., and one each to Geo, Moore and
J. E. Brownell, Schenectady, N. Y.
Gipney. Png bitch, same litter, to Mrs. T. Loveland, South

Ballston, N. Y.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
There are now two pending dates for shoots in the contest for

the Amateur Revolver Championship of America. The first is at

the rooms of the New York Pistol Club, No. 12 St. Mark's Place

(8th street), near 3d avenue, on Saturday evening next, Dec. 5"

Any New York revolver shot wishing to compete under the condi-

tions will find an opportunity on that evening. President Oehl,

of the club, will shoot, as well as several members.
The next date already fixed is for Philadelphia, to be at the new

Wuiiilein Ritle and Pistol Association rooms on the evem'ng of

Dec. 13. It is likely that some ten members of the association wdl
then make scores. A representative of Fobbst and Stream will

be present and conduct the contest.

Other dates have been asked for at various points, and Will be

arranged as rapidly as possible. The Williamsport Club and the

Wayne Club, both of Pennsylvania, have exi^ressed a desire to

enter the list with their revolver constituent, and will be given

opportunity of rolling up scores.

With the opening of the shoots the suggestion was sent from
FoBEST AND Stream to the various revolver making companies
that they offer prizes supplementary to the main offer of the

Winans trophy to The winner, provided the winning was done
with a revolver of their make. Tne Colt Patent Fire Arms Mfg.
Co. promptly responded from Hartford that they would be pleased

to offer one of their dainty and accurate 22-caliber Lightning
rifles as a gift to the man who takes first place with a Colt, and the

Smith & Wesson Co., from Springfield, Mass., aa announced in

last week's Fobest and Stream, ofi'ers the winner a choice of

revolver from their works, and, in explaining their gift, say:

"We impose no conditions in connection with the giving of a
prize to the winner of the revolver championship. It Is for our
interests to encourage all such contests, and we have strflBcient

confidence in the accuracy of our revolvers to believe such in-

ducements to use them quite unnecessary. Their own merits and
record will determine this point to our satisfaction, and we do
not consider it among the impossibilities that the winner may
trace his ability to assume the title to the fact that he used the
Smith & Wesson revolver in the contest."

As already stated. Forest axd Stream will add to the main
prize a purse of $100 cash, to go 50, aO and 20 per cent, to the sec-

ond, third and fourth place men respectively. This for the en-

couragement of the men who try but miss it by perhaps a fraction

of an inch on the aggregate. With the opening of the shoots
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interest La^i gone up with a bound. As it is desirable to bnncli

the Bhooting as mncb as possible, Forest asto Stream woiild

6steem it a favor if shooters in other cities would write about
dates, etc. Chicago, St. Louis and Boston should each furnish a
batch of targets for the final measuring up.

NEW JERSEY RIFLE SHOOTING.
ISpecially Repoj-terl fur Forest and Strearn.^i

HEADQUARTERS OF CLUBS.

Miller R. O., 80 Hudsoa street. Hoboken.
Union R. C, 328 First street, Hoboken.
Friday Ki^ht R. C, 210 Washington street, Hoboken.
Excelsior R. f,!., 78 Montgomery street, Jersey City.
Spitz R. 0., 3'>i Palisade avenue, Jersey City Heights.
Palisade R. C, 354 Palisade avenue, Jersey City Heights.

The Our Own Rifle Club, of Newark, N. J., held a most euecess-
ful outing at the Newark Shooting Park oa Thanksgiving Day.
Shooting, bowling and athletic events were the features of the
day. In shooting, first prize was captured by J. Coppersmith with
a score of 67, and he was made the recipient of the '91 King medal.
C. Townsend followed with a score of 59, securing the second
prize, a handsome silver medal. John Bander secured the third
priza and bronze medal with a score of SO; fourth prize was secnred
by Fred Freiensehner, 41: fifth, G. U. Wiegman, 34; 6th, F. P.
Laute, 34; seventh, J. Donnelly. 30; eighth, H. D. Uhl, 30; ninth,
Alderman F. A. Freiensehner, 29; tenth, Gus Goerk, 29; eleventh,
Fred Knothe, 28; twelfth, A. O. Hunziker; thirteenth. Marcus
Fartb, 8; fourteenth, Chas. Roh, 7; fifteenth, A. Mlhlor, 6. Mem-
berg who shot on this target were asked to subscribe a prize
valued at not less than $1. A number of handsome prizes were
distributed to the shooters.
Point Target: Firstprize, G. D. Wiegman; second, John Bander.
The day's sports ended with desperate endeavors of the mem-

bers to catch a lively pig. A fine dinner was served to the uow
thoroughly famished members and guests, who discussed it Avith
a relish. It closed up a day of excellent sport. The club is now
in very good standing and at present one of the leading clubs of
Newark. The club's second team will shoot a match with the
Puritan R. C. of the same city, at the Our Own's range, on Wed-
nesday, Dec. 3.

EXCELSIOR RIFLE CLUB, Jersey Citv. Tuesday, Nov 24
10 shots ofE-hand, 35-ring target, possible 250. The scores niade
in the shoot for weekly class medals wore as follows:W J Channing 25 25 25 24 24 24 24 24 24 22—341
CBoag, 25 25 25 25 24 23 23 23 23 22—238W Robidoux 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 23 22—236W J Hennessy 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 21 20-234
O C Boyce 25 2,5 24 24 23 23 23 22 23 20-23]
J Hughes 25 23 24 24 23 22 23 22 33 19-329
C L Pinney .'25 25 34 24 33 22 23 23 31 20-328
C Bauchle 25 25 25 35 25 21 20 20 20 30-326W Weber 25 25 25 24 23 22 22 20 20 18-224
J Speicher 25 24 23 33 22 32 32 33 21 21—234
6 C Varick 25 24 23 23 33 22 23 21 30 20-333B Clark 35 25 24 33 21 31 31 31 31 30-321
F Hansen 25 24 24 33 23 2J 20 30 20 20-318
Adana Baucfc 25 23 23 23 22 21 31 21 31 18-217
Thos Hughes 25 25 23 23 22 3L 20 19 18 14—210
The medal winners were: First class, W. J. Channing, 241; sec-

ond, J. Hughes, 329; third, C. Boag, 238. During the evenin" Chris
Bauchle was prevailed upon by Colin Boag to telt of his exoiting
adventures with a band of cannibals way back in the 50s. Chris
had been talking for about fifteen minutes when he noticed that
every man but himself had left the place.

PALISADE RIFLE CLUB-Cap(. .John Reinhardt, Jersey Citv
Heights, Tuesday evening, Nov. 24. Ten shots, off-hand on "
ring American target, possible 250;

Geo W Graf 25 25 25 24 23 23 22 ;22 22 22—'^m
Capt Reinhardt 25 35 24 33 23 32 23 32 31 31—557
G Finger 35 25 25 24 24 23 31 31 31 30-227
Geo L Graf 25 25 24 24 23 33 32 31 31 30-227
James Johnson 35 25 24 23 23 22 31 21 31 21—22fiH Rosenthal 24 S3 23 23 33 33 23 21 21 21-232L Harvey 25 34 24 23 23 33 20 30 20 10—2"!
G G Thompson 34 23 23 33 22 33 2] ;.'0 30 20—218
J J Dailey, .... .25 24 33 33 32 32 23 31 21 16-218
The club sat down to an excellent spread on Thanksgiving Dav

at their headquarters. Speeches were made bv Capt Reinhardt
and Sec'v Finger. An exhibition of fancy shooting was given by
Geo. G. Graf and S. Johnson, which was well received by the
guests present,

UNION RI FLE CLUB.-Hoboken, N. ,L, Capt. Henry Becker
Nov. 24. Ten shots off-hand, 26-ring target, possible 250'

'

AMeyers. ................. 25 24 24 23 23 23 31 31 31 31—335
C Schroeder 35 35 24 23 33 23 31 31 30 30-3^3
F Braiidt 35 24 23 23 32 21 21 21 20 20-^20G M Rpedel 35 25 24 24 23 32 30 20 19 18-;i20
J Meyer 25 24 33 33 23 33 30 20 30 20—218
T Fitzsimmons 25 24 23 22 2? 31 31 30 20 20-218
J D Sinclair 25 24 23 32 31 21 21 21 30 30-318L Sohl 35 34 33 S3 32 23 22 19 19 19-317
Capt H Becker 25 24 23 33 33 23 33 31 20 16 -217H L Harmon 25 25 34 34 33 33 19 18 18 18-216
F K Hoyt 35 25 24 23 23 31 31 19 13 17-315
L H Hart 35 35 ?A 22 31 21 31 30 20 16-315

S^^sell- .25 25 34 23 31 30 19 19 19 19-314
F V D Heyden 35 24 34 24 23 23 19 IS 17 17-213
B J Link 25 23 33 33 33 19 19 19 18 18-nO
Jos Feuerbaeh 35 34 33 32 31 30 SO 30 30 15-310
G WiBkow 35 24 23 23 31 20 19 18 17 17-~m
2 Meyers 34 33 23 31 30 30 20 20 18 18-208
F Kathmeyer 24 24 23 23 28 21 17 17 17 17-'>05H Watson 24 23 32 23 23 19 18 17 17 17-
F Kleist 24 24 20 20 £0 30 20 19 18 15-''00
L Schmidt 24 23 23 21 20 19 19 18 18 16-200
The medal winners were: First class. A. Meyers; second, G. M

Roedel; third, Joseph Feuerbaeh. Team shooting followed, with
this result, between teams captained by L. Schmidt and F. Kleist-

Schmidt's Team. Kleist's Team.
AMeyers 281 C Schroeder 229GM Roedel 239 F Brandt 231
J Meyer 230 LSohl 333
J D Sinclair 320 T Fitzsimmons 328H Becker 220 H L Harmon 324SAM Russell 315 F K Hoyt 310F Vanderheyden ...— .220 Jos Feuerbaeh 312
L Schmidt 200-1765 Chas Wiskow .' "300-1767

FRIDAY NIGHT P.,IFLE CLUB.-Hoboken, N. J., Nov. 37-
Ten shots off-hand, 25 ring targets, possible 250:
EPhalon
A Guerber
H Spohr ....

L Geils ...25 24 34 33 33 33 31 21 21 19— 222
C T Mills 24 24 33 23 33 23 21 21 20 SO-SsIF Murken 25 35 35 23 23 22 31 20 19 18-331
T Davison 24 24 23 23 33 21 21 21 20 20-218
J Campbell 25 33 23 23 33 23 21 20 20 18—216
C Gardner . . . _ , 24 23 23 21 21 31 21 80 19 17-309
The club held a well attended reception and presentation gather-

ing on Nov. 17, a gold medal was presented to genial "Chris"
Geils. for making the highest average during the year. President
August Guerber made the presentation speech, Chris gracefully
responded. Refreshments were then discussed, after which the
company were entertained by George Jeffries in inimitable song
and his Hebrew impersouHtions raised shouts of laughter. Mes.sre.
Eddie Phalon and Lou Geils rendered some excellent banio solos'
John Chavanne and George Brandt also favored the company.
MILLER RIFLE CLUB.—Captain Richard W. Dewey Hobo-

ken, N. J., Wednesday. Nov. 25. Ten shots, oft'-hand, Amerieaa
2o-ring target, possible 3o0. The scores made in the shoot for class
medals were:

W Forkel 25 25 25 34 24 22 33 33 33 31—333
F Brandt 25 35 25 34 34 23 33 21 31 21—233
E Fischer : 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 33 30 18-331
J H Kru?e 25 24 34 94 24 33 23 33 31 20-330H Kaitenkamp 35 35 24 34 33 23 23 33 21 21—2.30
Capt Dewey 25 25 23 22 33 23 33 33 33 29-:i?SA Stadler 25 34 33 33 33 33 33 33 31 21-327
FLiell 35 24 34 23 23 33 33 31 30 30—334
J Carragher... 25 24 24 23 32 22 23 21 21 20—224
G C Varick 26 25 25 34 23 32 21 21 30 19-334W Rogers 25 24 23 23 33 22 22 32 20 19-233
J Tobler 35 24 33 23 33 21 21 21 31 20-333A Meyns 25 24 23 33 22 31 31 31 31 20-231W T Taylor ^ II S ^ 88 SI 31 31 10-221H Oordts 23 88 88 28 83 8^. a »1 ^1 gj^jg

H Seltenreicb 35 33 23 22 33 23 23 23 31 18—218
H Lohman, Jr 35 25 24 33 33 2] 31 20 19 18-317
F Landalt 25 25 24 32 21 19 19 18 13 18-209
P Kamrael 35 24 23 23 31 20 19 18 17 16—205
J J Devitt 23 23 22 22 20 20 18 18 18 18—202
F Dunsteadt 25 33 35 25 30 18 17 17 16 14—203
A poultry shoot followed, Geo. Schlicht secured first pick with

a clean score, 35 25 25—75. H. Seltenreicb secured second with a
score of 25 25 23—73. B. Lohman, -Jr.. P. Brandt and J. H. Kruse
followed respectively with scores of 25 24 23—73, 35 24 23—73 and
35 34 28-72. A social session followed. Jat H. Kay.

MAGAZINE ARMS.—The Secretary of War in his report for
presentation to Congress says: "During the year a board has
been appointed consisting of officers of the ordnaTice, cavalry and
infantry, to consider, test and report upon magazine small arms.
They have -examined those in use in the principal European
armies, but a satisfactory smokeless powder is an essential ele-
ment for consideration in fixing upon the reduced caliber. Their
experiments and reports of similar trials made abroad indicate
that magazine arms are still so far from perfection that it is not
wise to change from our present excellent single loader to a mag-
azine system in too great haste. If we have been slow in this
matter we have at least been saved the great expense incurred
by most foreign nations in adopting an unsatisfactory magazine
arm prematurely. The board, which has not as yet made a re-
port, is still conducting experiments, and is giving American in-
ventors every aid and facility for perfecting and testing their
arms."

fhaating.

Scores for publication ghould be made out on the printed blankt
prepared by the Foreat and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaHee, Correspondents who favor U8 with club scores are par-
ticuUvrlv requested to wrUe on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced hare

send in notice like the following:

Dec. 8.—Springfield, N. J. Union Gun Club, all day shoot at
bluerocks. E. D. Miller.
Dec. 35. -Athens, Pa., Tonrnament, at kingbirds and live

pigeons. W. K. Park, Sec'y.

1893.

June 13-18.—New York State Sportsmen's Association's Thirty-
fourth Annual Convention, at Syracuse, N, Y. Chas. H. Mowry,
Sec'y.

THE CLUB CUP,
The second contest for the possession of this massive silver

trophy occurred on the grounds of the Carteret Gun Club, at Ber-
gen Point, N. J., on Tuesday, Nov. 34. The cup is competed for
yearly and is open to teams of four representing the Larchmont,
Tuxedo, Carteret, Country and Westminster Kennel clubs. On
the lirst competition, which was held on the grounds of the
Country Club, the Carterets captured the prize; their team then
putting up a total of 88. Again, on this occasion, they scored an-
other victory, bu^ not without a hot flght, the team of the Country
Club pushing them to the extreme, and a sboot-ofl was necessary
to decide the contest. The weather conditions on the day of the
affair were far from being pleasant, a cold, cutting atmosphere
and a sharp wind chilled the shooters when at the score, and
heavy wraps were in demand by the spectators who left the shel-
ter of the club house. Among the prominent clubmen present
we noticed J. B. Metcalf, Geo. Van Wagenen, 'Jas. Bryar, New-
berry Thorne, D. Thompson. H. C. Beadleson, Robt. B. Lawrence,
Arthur Duane, Jordan L. Mott, Jr., E, S. Chapin, W. Hoey, Dr.
G. Lee Knapp, W. Gerard, Clarence Dolan, W. v4. Murphy, W.W.
Watrous, Charles Duggin, Judge Dugro, David Johnson, F. T,
Moorehead, R. B. Floyd-Jones, Paul G. Thebaud. E. A. Schultze,
F. A. Potts, E. Vinton Murphy, E. Oliver Iselin, W. H. Locke, W.
A. H. Stafford, Oakleigh Thorne, Justus von Lengerke, Harry C.
Squires and O. do Quiltfelt. The contest began at 10:50 A. M., with
Mr. .John S. Hoey as referee.
The race was shot off in squads of three, one from each club,

each man shooting his string of 35 birds. The first squad were
Messrs. W. B. Smith, Geo. Floyd Jones and W. G. Brokaw, and
they had as good a lot of birds as were trapped during the con-
test. Mr. Brokaw was probably the most unfortunate contestant
in the whole match in the loss of birds. With one exception his
birds were veritable screamers—driver following driver; even the
few incomers that fell to his lot were of the fastest kind and were
harder to kill than the majority of quarterers. At the conclu-
sion of the first squad's shooting the Carterets were in the lead
by two birds. Of the second squad men L. S. Thompson and J.
Seaver Page carried off the honors. The former is one of the
youngest members of his club, and this was his maiden effort in
a large event. He shot in grand form and was the onlv one to
pass up a clean score. Mr. Page's work was also of a high order,
his birds being a hard lot. He scored 33 with his two birds scored
as lost dead out of botmds. In the third squad each clnb put in
a tried man—Chauncy Floyd -Jones represented the Country Club,
Capt. Money the Larchmont s, and Fred Hoey the Carterets.
The birds in this squad were almost as good as those trapped for
the first, and the fcores are really better than they look in cold
type. Capt. 3Ioney was particularly unfortunate in drawing a
hard lot of birds, as was also Fred Hoey, but the latter did not
seem to be up to form. At the conclusion of this squad the
Carterets still held the lead by a single bird.
The excitement at this point was great, and as the men repre-

fenting each club were known to be good finishers, their work
was watched with interest. The first to miss was Edgar Murphy,
but as he was shooting a hopeless race, his chib being out of the
hunt, it mado no material difference. It was the scores of Kent
and Dolan that were watched, and as Dolan lost his 4th bird the
followers of the Country Club set up a rousing cheer. Their joy
was short lived, however, as Kent dropped his very next bird. In
the 10th round Dolan lost another bii-d out of bounds, and the
race for the second time was a tie. Kent kept killing straight
and it looked as though both would kiU out, when Dolan again
had hard luck, his 33d, a fast driver, hit witn both barrels, fall-
ing dead just outside the 50yds. boundary. This gave the lead to
the Country Club, and when Mr. Kent stepped to the score on the
25th round it seemed a foregone conclusion that he would kill and
thus win the cup for his club, but that was just what he did not
do, for a right-quarterer that was released irom No. 1 trap sailed
out of the boundary without a feather rufiled, and as Dolan killed
his bird the race for the third time was a tie. For a few moments
there w'as great exc'tement, and as soon as it had subsided the
tie shoot was started , each man shooting at five birds, the Carte-
rets winning by three birds to the good.
Second contest for the Club Cup. Conditions: Strict Hurling-

ham rules, 50yds. boundary. No entrance money. Score:
Carteret Gun Club (Captain, Fred Hoey).

Geo Floyd Jones ol22312222212333o3o323131—33
L S Thompson 3331113211311U3113111123-25
Fred Hoey 2213330200003232022220333—18
Yale Dolan 312031212o33233222ol2ol33-32-8r
Recapitulation-Geo. Floyd Jones had 6 direct right-quarterers

1 left-quarterer, 6 straight drivers, 6 right-quartering drivers, 3
left-quartering drivers, 2 incomers to the right, 1 incomer to the
left and 1 towering incomer. L. S. Thompson had 6 direct right-
quarterers, 3 left-quarterers, 3 straightidrivers, 6 drivers to the
right, 3 drivers to the l«ft, 3 right incomers, 3 straight incomers
and 1 towering incomer to the right. Fred Hoey had 4 direct
right-quarterers, 7 left-quarterers, 2 straight drivers, 7 right
drivers, 4 left-quartering drivers and 1 left incomer. Yale Dolan
had 4 direct rigbt-quarterers, 1 left-quarterer, 3 straight drivers 7
drivers to the right, 5 drivers to the left, 3 right incomers and 3
incomers to the left.

Country Club (Captain, J. Seaver Page).W B Smith 333322233033320230ol133230-20
J Seaver Page 11331o311ollS33133l2233332-33
C Floyd Jones 2323221023o3322220201323i—31W Kent 3222013:212333133232122220-23—87
Recapitulation.—W.B. Smith had 5 direct right- quarterprs, 3

direct left-quarterers, 4 straight drivers, 7 drivers to the right
but none to the left, 4 incomers to the right, 1 incomer to the left'
1 straight incomer and 1 towering incomer. J. Seaver Page had
4 direct right-quarterers, 4 direct left-quarterers, .6 straight
drivers, 7 drivers to the riglit, 3. drivers to the left and 3 right-
quartering incomers. C. Floyd Jones had 6 direct right-
quarterers, 7 left-quarterers, 4 straight drivers, 5 drivers to the
right, 3 drivers to the left, 1 incomer to the left and 1 straight in-
comer. W, Kent bad 2 direct rigbt'quarterers. 3 direct lelt-
^uaj-terera, 6 styadgUt drivpg, S driyfre te tjie jrlgbt, i drivers to

left, 8 right quartering Incomers, 8 left citiartering incomers and
1 straight incomer.

Larchmont Gun Club—Captain Monev.W G Brokaw ol22o3222202200323322021;?-19
E R Ladew 0020311.203220330332020003—15
Cap t Monpy 1 ] 10311 1 11 8311 130315;00()21-20
Edgar G Murpby 1032332323233203233222,302—22—76
Piecapitnlation.—W. G. Brokaw had 3 direct right quarterers, 2

direct lefr quarterers, 9 straight drivers, 5 drivers to the right,
4 drivers to the left, 1 right quartering incomer, 1 incompr to the
left, and 1 straight incomer. E. R,. Ladew had 3 direct right quar-
terers, 1 direct left quarterer, 4 straight drivers, 8 right drivers, 4
drivers to the left, 4 right incomers ard 3 left incomers. Ca.pt.
Money had 3 direct right quarterers. 6 direct quarterers to the
left, 3 straight drivers, 7 drivers to the right. 3 drivers to the left,
3 incomers to the right, and 1 straight incomer. Edgar Murphy
had 3 direct right quarterers, 3 left quarterers, 3 straight drivers,
10 drivPTs to the right, 3 drivers to the left, 3 incomers to the
right, 2 incomers to the left, and 1 straight incomer.
The tie was then shot off and resulted:

Carteret Gun Club.
Geo Floyd Jones 02323-4 Fred Hoey 32322-5
L S Thompson 31102-4 Yale Dolan 32132—.5—18
Recapitulation.—Geo. Floyd Jones had 3 right quai'tering

drivers and 3 direct left quarterers. L. S. Thompson had 1 straight
driver, 1 driver to the right and 3 drivers to the left. Fred Hoey
had 3 drivers to the right. 1 direct right quarterer and 2 direct
left quarterers. Yale Dolan had 3 straight drivers, 1 driver to the
right, 1 driver to the left, and 1 direct right quarterer.

Country Club.W B Smith 2o232-4 C Floyd Jones 21210-4
J Seaver Page 22220-4 W Kent 03203-3-15
Recapitulation.—W. B. Smith had 2 drivers to the right, 1

driver to the left, 1 direct right quarterer, and 1 right incomer.
J. Seaver Page had 1 straight driver, 1 driver to the right, 1
direct right q,uarterer, 1 direct left quarterer, and 1 incoming
right quarterer. C. Floyd Jones had 1 straight driller, 1 driver to
the right, 3 direct riglit quarterers, and 1 direct left quarterer.
W, Kent had 3 straight drivers, 2 drivers to the left, and 1 in-
comer to the right.
The second victory of the Carterets gives them a good hold on

the cup, aa it belongs to the club winning it three times, not
necessarily consecutive. The next contest will occur at Tuxedo,

Tee Kat,

SPRING HILL TARGETS AND TURKEY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
On the great turkey day of this Yankee Nation the Spring Hill

Gun Club held a most successful shoot on their grounds, at Blau-
velt, Rockland county, N. Y. This station, on the West Shore
R, R,, is situated in the midst of a most picturesque country; high
lands predominate; it has never been boomed, except in the dreams
of the farmers of the locality, therefore the name is not familiar
to many city people. It is less than one hour's ride from Wee-
hawken; excursion fare $1. The.necessities of railroad building
placed the track in the valley, and the necessities of the gun club
led them to buy a plot of ground in the valley just opposite tbe
station. They erected a neat and handsome club house, two
stories high, in the upper of which they partake of their now
famous dinners. No pork and beans nor tough sandwiches for this
crowd, but generous hot roast beef, turkey stuffed with oysters,
chickens (roast and in pot pie), chocolate, and fruits in their
season. Toat's the wav tbese boys live as they shoot. Most of
them reside in New York city or thereabouts, and that is the
reason their shooting is mostly done on holidays, when they gather
early and stay all day and have a good time generally. C, M.
Hathaway has been president for the past two years, and that
means plenty of shooting and the best appliances therefor that
can be had. The club is very prosperous, numbers some 30 mem-
bers, and is gaining all the time. No charge is made for the
dinner. The scores of Tbanksgiving Day are as follows:
First sweep, 6 live birds each, $3 entrance, 3 moneys, dead birds

belong to shooters, ties div.:
Hathawav 301039—4 W J Simpson 310110—4
Schortemeier I0I2OO—3 Craft 213112-6
Jones 2oo612—3 Moeller 203011—4
Richmond 211211—6 "Bolton" 313010—4
Dr Allen 211321-6
Second sweep same as first:

Hathaway 121200-4 Simpson 211013—

5

Schortemeier 1001o2-3 Jones 111003—4
Moeller 2o3133—5 Creighton 110012—4
Richmond 202203-4 Shelb OOOlOO-l
Craft 12ol21—5 Bolton 110101—4
Dr Allen 013010-3
Third sweep same as first:

Moeller 113311—6 Jones 211131—6
Hathaway 2o0201—3 Craft 233100-4
Richmond 012123—5 Creighton 112021—5
Dr Allen 001100—2 Bolton 003100-2
Simpson 311113—6 Blucher OOOOSO—

1

Schortemeier 112200—4
The scores were not over good unless one considers the superior

quality of the birds, which were largely country birds, cooped
only the day before, and, therefore, strong and acquainted with
the country and full of a desire to get back to home and loved
ones as soon as possible when released.
The dinner having been duly dispatched the targets were gotten

out and pi-eparations made for a big hurrah in them: but, alas! it
commenced to rain about 2 o'clock and by 4 o'clock was too dark
to shoot. Nevertheless three sweeps were shot, 10 birds each man,
18 entries—rainy—kingbirds, bluerocks and Standard-Keystones
mixed, viz ; J. Bogart 6, Blauvelt 5, W. Taylor 6, Miller 6, Short-
meier 5, Cray 5, Sbelb 0, Vail 7, Craft 8, Jones 8, Allen 10. Moeller
4, Hathaway 6, Baker 7, Creighton 7, Pearson 10, Simpson 8, Belton
2. All lies divided.
Second, same as first: Creighton 7, Bogart 5, Miller 2, Baker 5,Hathaway 6, Jones 6, Simpson 9. Shorty 9. Allen 9, Rush 9, Tavlor

8, Vaiie, Crafts, Cray 3, Shelb 4, Southwells.
'

Third, same as first: Creighton .5, Bogart 7, Miller 6, Hathaway
7, Baker 7, Shorty 8, Rush 3, Simpson 8, Allen 9, Taylor 8. Vail 8,
Craft 8, Shelb 3.

Medal match, for gold and silver medal to first and second, 10
kingbirds, 18yds.: Simpson 10, Allen 9. Jones 8, Plerson 7, Blau-
velt 7, Rush 7, Hathaway 6, Bogart 6, Moeller 4, Southwell 3.
Thus ended the day. If there is a livelier club hereabouts we

would like to know it. ad Vance.

MILWAUKEE-CHICAGO.
Chicago, 111. Nov. 35.— Fort Dearborn Club, of Chicago, sent ateam of 13 shooters to Milwaukee this week to shoot the return

match wiih the Milwaukee Field and Trap Association, whose
team was defeated by Fort Dearborn Club on the ocea'sloa of
their visit to Chicago. The match was shot yesterday, Tuesday
Nov. 34, and Milwaukee wiped up the earth with the Chicago men
in horrible style, winning by 17 birds. Conditions: 12-men teams
30 live birds per man. American Association rules, shot as 13 indi-
vidual races, totals to count. The sad tidings:

Dr Williamson. Milwaukee 2011ol22112312201320—16
Dr Hutchinson, Chicago 11001110012001123133—14
J E Price, Chicago 23331102200021222032—15
Geo L Deiter, Milwaukee 31021031121200223231—16
Geo Anderson, Milwaukee. , 113113132321232ol2H—

l

Geo Farmer, Chicago 13010321033811232111—1
John F Burnham, JVIilwaukee 0221211100322312232"—17A Hoffman, Cnicago 2333333332o220323!i20- 17
AC Anson, Chicago 11332301213201012212—17
F P Stannard, Milwaukee 02330233333131022232—17
H Ehlers, Chicago 20321330312001322010-14
C Schmidt, Milwaukee 20333310232010132322-16
C B Dicks, Chicago .... 020210002o0121230202—11H Bosworth, Milwaukee. 1211311o202332111333-18

y.i^.S,^?^'^^''^-!
Chicago 12230101221301200110-14AW Tnese. Milwaukee ., 01233312232333022032—17

A H Chapman, Milwaukee 10022oo2oll21211ol22—14C D Gammon, Chicago 31330202000213131021—14
J P Carmichael, Milwaukee 3ol221322200012231l3—16C E 1' elton, Chicago 2i3]231113QC23011011—16
Abe Kleinman, Chicago 11121113211311031112-19
R MerriU, Milwaukee 22121013221212233132—19
S Munner, Milwaultee 11331211012110022333-17A Thomas, Chicago .- 03033122333201S33222—17
Total-Milwakee, 202; Chicago, 183.

U
,
Mr. H. H. McKinney refereed the match, Mr. E. P. Thomas scor-

ing. The deciding match will be shot this winter, probably at
Chicago. E. Hough.
Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull, A

book particularly interesting to gunners, for by Its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
they may klU. Cloth. 380 pages, price «3.50. For sale by Forbbt
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ilTHE INTER-STATE LEAGUE.
The llnal struggle for championship honors between the clubs

comprising the Inter-State League, occurred on the grounds of
the Fountain Gun Club at Woodlawn Park, Long Island, on
Tuesday last. The contest was the most hard fought of any of
the series, and as a result of the contest it was necessary to shoot
off previous tie between the Centrals and NTewarks in order to
determine who should secure first honors. In the first contest of
the series the Newark Club scored a victory. The second resulted
in a tie between the Newarks and the Centrals. The third was
won by the Fountain Club, and in the fourth of the series the
Newarks again scored a win. The victory of the Centrals in this,
the final match, made it necessarv to shoot off the tie. The day
was cold, and the grounds of the Fountains are somewhat hard of
access, yet fully 300 spectators viewed the contest. Among the
lovers of the sport upon the grounds were noticed A. C. Hunt, W.
R. Hobart, Fred Bader, J. B. Voorhees, Frank Wooley, Ahel
Crook, Wm. VanDerveer, A. S. Jimerson, M. Madison, Frank
Love, W. B. Proctor, Fred Bea), Ne^f Apgar, Hugh McLoughlin,
Charlev Dollar, Roht. Hooper, Jos. Zeglio, Louis Miller, Al. Cub-
herly. J. Price, A. Sussmar, Goo. Kihgsley, Harry Wooley. and
the Newarks mascot Tom O. Inling. The Long Branch delega-
tion was a large one, and early in the contest they declared them-
selves out for blood. This team was a strong one and they justly
earned the victory.
The match began at U A. m., with the regular referee, Mr. Hugh

Goodwin, as presiding oiflcer. The Newarks led off, as they have
done in all the previous races. The Coney Islands were second,
next the Centrals, then the Fountains, and last the Atlantics. The
rules that have governed all the contests have been modified
Hurlingham, 28 and 30 yards rise, according to gauge of gun, five
ground traps, the shooter knowing from which trap the bird was
to be liberated, practically making the shooting from one trap.
The birds, which were furnished by H. Blattmacher, were a some-
what mixed lot, but as a whole were above the average. The
shooting of the men individually, with few exceptions, was good.
Of those who did particularly good work might be mentioned
Fred Pfaender and I. Hyde, of the Coney Islands; Jumbo Dettlef-
sen. Dr. Kuowlton and Dr. Wynn, of the Fountains; Lee Helgans
and Jim Bennett, of the Atlantics; Eli Price and Eo Francis did
clean work for the Centrals, and Fulford, Dr. Zeglio, Jotn Rig-
gott and Mi 1 1 Lindsl v carried off the honors for the Newarks. AU
of them put up good scores, and each of them had good hard
birds, particularly Pfaender and Helgans. The presence of E. D.
FoKord upon the grounds was a welcome surprise to the Newark
men, as they were somewhat crippled hy the absence of such
cracks as Fred Quimby, James Smith and H. A. Penrose. In fact,
only nine mpn were on the grounds to select a team from, and
when it was proposed to shoot Fulford a second time, there was
considerable ob.ieotion raised by the captains of the other clubs.
As a precedent had been established in pre\'lons contests, it was
finally agreed to nllow him to shoot. There is luck in pigeon
shooting as in all things, and the result of Fulford's second string
netted only eight kills to his team total, much to the seeming
gratification of their opponents. Score of the contest:
Central G. C, of Long Branch. Coney Island R. and G. C.

Capt. J. L. Price. Capt. Hugh McL^ughIin.
Geo Cubljerlv (28). .1221101111— 9 C Plate (30) 2131311201— 9

E Francis (28) 1111110111— 9 J Adam Eppig (30).0223202301- 7

C E Morris (28) 0120122111— S E H Garrison (30) . .o0323;i2220- 7W C Price (28) 1133023233- 9 J Hyde (30) . . . . .1132211112-10W R Joline (28) 1310102211— 8 Dr Van Ord (30). . . .2131101022- g

D Slocum (28) 21i;a30320- 8 Fred Pfaender (3S) .3331133222—10
C Wooley (28) 3320333312- 9 W Lair (m 1112031333- 9

F Lumbreyer (28). . . 3313131133-10 S Northridge (28). . .0101112322— 8
Elisha Price (28). . .3313231313-10 C Morris (30) 2112131210- 9
J Van Dyke (38) ... .

33330111o3- 8 J Scbliermann (28) . 1211202ol2- 8

88 85

Newark G. C.
Capt. J. H. Brientnall.

C M Hedden (28) . . .2231232203— 9

Sam Castle (38) 21211o0110- 7W Green (38) 1101111113— 0

Dr Zeglio (28) 3022322113- 9

G Freche (28) 20221ol021— 7

E D Fulford (28). . .1311111111—10
JohnRiggott (28)...3133102122- 9

Ed Collins (28) 03221332o2— 8
Milt Lindsley (28). 2021112322- 9

E D Fulford (28) .... 111203211o- 8

Fountain G. C, of Brooklyn.
Capt. Ben West.

L Davenport (30) ... 2232020231- 8
Adford Eddy (30;.. 0112031000- 5
C Fisher (28) 2I0112o33o- 7

C Dettlefsen (28) . . . .1233123112—10
J James (28) 3110ol0131— 7
Dr Knowlton (28) ...3333212211-10
Ben West (28) 2111121o31- 9
Dr Wynn (28) 1133311311-10
C Wingert (30) 3131011311— 9
H Blattmacher (28).1212021220- 8

85 83

Atlantic R. and 6. C, of Brooklyn, Capt. W. A. Webber.
W A Dwver (30)....0200220111- 6 JBennett (30) lI2111ol21- 9

A Boyle (30) oil?031012- 7 E Helgans (28) 1212111113—10
W A Webber (38).. 0331032203- 6 R Sutherland (30). .1033020310- 6

R Newton (28) 00000020o0— 1 AS Jimerson (28) . . 0002200120— 4
D Monsees (28) 2012001120- 6 Geo Kleist (28) 1022232000- 6

ttl

At the announcement of the result there was loud cheering.
Referee declared the contest in favor of the Centrals and declared
the standing of the clubs in the entire scores as follows: Newark
Club two wins, Fotmtain Club one win. Cent' al Club one win and
one tie with the Newarks. In order to decide the ownership of
tlie first prize It was in order to have the lie shot off, the captains
of the interested clubs agreeing to a shoot off of 3 birds per man.
The Newarks shot the same team as in the flrst race, the Cen-
trals substituting Dr. Wynn for C. E. Morria, who had left the
grounds. The tie was not finished until dark, with the result as
follows:

Newark Gun Club.
C M Hedden 102—3
S Castle 010—1W Green 111-3
Dr Zeglio 123-3
G Freche 011-3
E D Fulford 111-3
J Riggott... 332—3
E Collins 311-3
M Lindsley 332-3

Central Gun Club.
Geo Cubberly .101—3
E Francis 131-3
Dr Wynn 131—3W Price 220-3W Joline. 031—3W Slocum OU—

2

C Wooley 323-3
F Lumbreyer. 121-3
E Price 310—2

E D Fulford 111-3-26 J Van Dyke 320-3-24
As soon as the last man had shot the contestants and their

friends repaired to the Woodlawn Hotel, where as the guests of
the Fountain Gun Club fully 2.50 hungry sportsmen did .justice to
the appetizing menu provided by F. B. Proctor, the popular res-
taurateur of Pine street. New York. Fully two hours were con-
sumed at the table; at the conclusion of the repast speeches were
in order, and Messrs. Abel Crook, Hugh McLaughlin and Jacob
Pentz each made a few remarks. Mr. Crook said that the series
of contests had provoked a feeling of good-natured rivalry, and
the meetings of the league had undoubtedly been enjoyed by all;

he declared Swith this meeting the Association dissolved. The
Newark Club had fully earned the first position hy superior skill.

The second place was a tie between the Central and Fouutaiti,
but it gave him much pleasure to announce that the Fountain
Club waived all claim to the second trophy in favor of the Cen-
trals. The majority of those assembled met later in the evening
at the club rooms of the Fountain Club, and the prizes, which
were two massive silver cups, were presented to the winning
teams. Tee Kat.

BROOKLYN TRAPS.
BrookJvVN, Nov. 25.—A cool wind blew over the Atlantic Rod

and Gun Club's ground, at Coney Island, to-day when the club
had its regular monthlv shoot. Thirteen members were present
and shot for the two club badges, the '"Engeman" and "Boudpn,"
first and second. The club shoot is at 7 live birds each, modified
Hurlingham rules, club handicap. Three tied for the Engeman
badge, and J, B. Voorhees won it by killing 3 straight. Six lied
for the Bondeu badge, and Judge Newton won it in the shoot-off
by killing 4 straight. President R. Dwyer won the third prize.

A match at 10 birds each for $Zo a side was shot by C. H. (3-ai'ri-

son and C. E. Morris, 3Jyds. rise. Garrison had to kill 14 to win.
R. J. Sutherland and G. F. Kleist shot a match at 5 birds, 25yd8.

rise. Sutherland killed 5 straight and won.
A sweepstakes at 5 birds, six entries, was divided by J. B. Voor-

hees and D. Monsees with 5 straight.
Nov. 26—The sweepstakes shooting of the Dexter Park Shoot-

ing Association yesterday was considerably interfered with by
the weather. In a sweepstake at 10 single bluerocks, Dr, J. G.
Knowlton of the Emerald Gun Club won with a score of 9; J.

Taylor. 7, was second. A second sweepstake, under the same
conditions, was won by J. Taylor. The third sweepstake, at 15

bluerocks, was won by Dr. Knowlton, who broke 14. The other
scores were: T. Short 9, J. Greenville 10, J. Taylor 13, J. Finch 6,

A Stengle 10, 1. Hyde 8. Another bluerock sweepstake. 15 birds
each, was won by Dr. Knowlton with 13 kills. A51iye-bird match,
entrance $3, brought out 7 shooters. A. C. Hunt. H. Knebel, Jr.,

T. Short and Dr. Knowlton killed 5 straight and divided. A
second sweepstakes, similar to the last one, was divided by A. C.
Hunt and Dr. Knowlton^ and in a third sweep. Dr. Knowlton, R.
Woods, A. G. Hunt and I. Hyde tied with 5 straight and sltot off.

A, O. HutttMBad 10 straightto Dr. Knawlfcon'ij 5^ Hyde 9 aiut il»

Woods 6. Hunt's record for the day was 29 out of 30 shot at. and
Dr. Knowlton's was a trifla less. The Doctor make his mark on
the hluprocks. Shooting at 10 bluerocks was started just before
dusk. T. Sliort won first money with 8. H. Knebel, Jr. taking
second money. A second sweepstake at 5 bluerocks was won hy
H. Knebel, Jr.
The Monaban Guu Club had its regular monthly shoot yester-

day. The conditions werft 10 bluerocks each, 21yds. rise. J.
Bennett broke 9 out of 10 and won the gold medal of the club,
healing H. W. B-amwell 8, H. Selover 6. W. Mnnahan 5, J. Mona-
han 6. J. Oberoloth 5, G. Blake G, J. Elliott 3, .John Anderson 5,
Jas. Anderson 3, A. Van Sicklen 1, A. VanSicklen, Jr. 7, J. Sopars
6. Referee, W. Monahan.
Nov 27 —The members of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club held

their regular monthly shoot at the West End grounds, Coney
Island, to-day. C. E. Morris, E, H. Garrison and J. B. Voorhees
tied for the Emerald badge with 7 birds each. The latter killed 3
straight on the shoot off and won. Judge Newton won the Bon-
den trophy, R, J. Dwyer won third prize. C. E. Morris and E. H,
Garrison shotoff a match at 10 birds each, SOyds. rise, for |25 a
side. Garrison won.
It took the Prospect Heights Gun Club, of Brooklyn, nearly two

days to finish their Thanksgiving Dav shoot. This was on account
of the rain. The club shoot is at 50 bluerocks, but to-day they
finished a score at 100 bluerocks each, 3lydp. rise, at ParkviUe, L.
I. , and some fine scores were made. Tbe winner, Capt. Nichols,
broke 85, VV. H. Atkinson 80, C. S. Reynolds 78, G. A. Soiners 60.
The latter had to pay for the ohampgne dinner for the other three.
Referee and scorer, J. Purvis.
jVoy. as.-So few members appeared at Dexter Park,Long Island,

to-day that the events I'esolved themselves into a series of matches
between T. T, Edger ton, captain of the Gienmore Rod and Gun
Club, and Dr. Shiels, of the Fountain Gun Club. The first match
was at 10 live birds, Dr. Shiels shooting at 28yds. and Edgerton at
SOyds., for $10. Di-. Sheils kUled 10 straight and won. The next
two matches were at 5 birds each. Dr. Shells won both, killing 5
straight in each event to Edgerton's 8.

THANKSGIVING TRAP.
GiiEjS Cove, L. I., Nov. 36.—The members of the Recreation

Gun Club held a prize shnot on Thur.sday at their grounds, near
Glen Cove, L.I. Mr. L. V. Wilson, the youngest member of the
club, carripd off the honors of the day with the first prize, killing
23 out of 25 shot at. The scores were; L. V. Wilson 33, T. W.
Wheeler 22, W. H. McLaughlin 21, A. C, Lewis 30, W. Ball 20, T.
B. West 17.

West Farms, N. Y., Nov. 2C.—The Bronx River Gun Club held
their club shoot at West Farms on Thanksgiving Day, for the
yearly gold medal offered by E. P. MiUer, at 10 live birds. The
following is the score: Gi. L. Nichols 6, J. 'Murphy 7, J. Duane 8,
R. Constantine 7, C. Zarn 8, W. Breidenbach 7, J. P. Adams 10.

Harrison, N. J., Nov. 26.—Every Thanksgiving Day the mem-
bers of the Harrison (N. J.; Gun Club form' themselves into two
teams and shoot for a troptiy. The conditions of the last event
were 10 bluerocks each, unknown angles, 30yds. rise. The results
were: Manigan's Team—J. Manigan 8, P. Ryder 0, W. Few 5, T.
Grogan 0. J. Weslow 7, C. Maher 5, R. Toland 5. Total 43. Gro-
gan's Team—W. Grogan 8, .1, Ryan 6. B. Few 5, F. Weslow 9, R.
Shaw 5, .1. Collins 5, O. Scott 6. Total 44.

Weehawkek, N. J. Nov. 36.— Teams of five men from the
I'nion and Greenwich Gun Clubs shot a match on Thanksgiving
D.-iy at Monitor Park, Weehawken. The conditions were: 15 blue-
rocks each, under American Shooting Association rules. The
stakes were gSO a side. The results were: Union—Bell 12, Will-
iams 10, Hunt 8, Losey 13, Wright 11. Total 54. Greenwich—
O'Donnell 10, Ryan 11, Johnson 13. Battin 10, Keach 7. Total 51.

TUXEDO, N. J., Nov. 26.—The live pigeon shoot for the Tuxedo
Championship Stakes took place to-day. Eleven gentlemen com-
peted, and William Kent, secretary of the club, was the victor.
T. S. Dando, of Philadelphia, was second and Fred Hoey, of Holly-
wood, N. J., finished third. It was an interesting competition.
The match was open to members of the Westminster Kennel
Club, the Country Club, of Westchester; the Larchmont Yacht
Club, the Carteret, Philadelphia and Princeton Gun Clubs, and
guests of the Tuxedo Club. The conditions were Tuxedo Club
rules. 31yd8. rise and 50yds. boundary, 4 misses out. There were
14 entries. When the match began, however, there were only 11

men ready to score. Captain Money arrived after the first round
had been shot. He had entered the corapetition, hut supposed
that it would not begin until noon. Captain Money was anxious
to shoot, and contended that in England it was customary to allow
a gentleman to start in a pigeon "race" provided he put in an ap-
pearance before the second round was over. Mr. Hoey, the referee,
would not decide the point, and it was finally put to a vote. Capt.
Money lost, and he contented himself with entering several
"sweeps" after the event of the day was concluded. The birds
were not a fast lot. A few, however, were particularly speedy,
and Mr. Macalester, Mr. Edgar Murphv and Mr, Thompson ap-
peared to have the wildest of the lot. Mr. Macalester did not ap-
pear to be at his best. He used a new gun and failed to kill an in-
comer, his eighth bird. He continued the favorite, however, even
after he lost his eleventh pigeon. Mr. Thompson's showing was a
surprise. After his fine exhibition at the Carteret Gun Club it

was thought he might give the cracks at Tuxedo a hard race for
the honors, but he was the first to retire, having lost his second,
sixth, ninth and sixteenth birds:
W B Smi th -'.'2-.'-.'

I fl-. i2 >3()2222( )30222w —31
E G Murphy 21223yi2202022320w -IS
F Hoey •.'20v;22ii;.'.'2322222f)233-'223322233220 -39
T S Dando 1010211] 11101;>l'122I2220333132333331331]0 —36W Kent 202;?32;i222333123012223 i222223122232221202-38

O F Jones 12222:.'()22-;3;;()03121 vv -15
W Williams 1,2312201213121 131(K)w -16
C Macalester 23,23;illfi31iil2321()320w —16W G Murphy 1 11121 1;il)n('203nw —15
HYaleDolan 131 2103 il2,220ri023i] 2323w —31
L S Thompson 10121011023231 lOw -12

WATSON'S PARK.-Burnside, 111.. Nov. 17.—Practice shoot-
ing. 50 live birds, Amerif-m Associ.t.iion rule-:

W.P. Mus8ey...23-i(li '
i "111210220322112—41

Cap Ansoii 03131 i
•.'I31113001030300-40

IW Dukes 3112(11- - l ,1031112332001303-41
J L Wilcox 222O10i2iio:i::00e::i2:i222033203-;i2:i2oO2O33212120132133-39

Votj. i.''.— I''t. IJearborn ( iun (.'lub, 15 live birds, American Asso-
ciation rul(!n;

Gap Anson ...113033210010132-11 H'y Ehlers....101112220102332—12
Andy Thonias.212212222021020-12 F O Griffin . . . .111023310222101—12
J E Price 020)22123133310-11 *F R Bissell. . .10122100rJ2l2221—12
Geo Farmer. . .210011032331012-11

* Not a member.
Twelve* will shoot off for medal in next club shoot.
Five Live birds, S3.00 entrance, American Association rui<»8:

Cap Anson 11133-5 F R BIpsbII 00301—

S

H'y Ehlers 01023-3 J? O Griffln , 01313-4
Geo Farmer 03111-4 J E Price 0101 1- 3
Sscond divided.

RED BANK, N. J., Nov. :ie.—The members of the Riverside Gun
Club, of Red Bank, N. J., shot at both live and clay birds to-dav.
The storm kept many of the members away, but the sport was
interesting. The fijst shoot, at (i live birds eacb, was won hj' Jas.
Cooper, Jr., with 6. John Cooper and Fred Beale scored 6 each,
and Edward Russell and Daaiel Carney 3 each. A match at 10
Keystones was won by .John Cooi)'='r wiih 9, Edward Cooper and
James Cooper were second with S each. Beale won third prize
with 7. Edward Coopar won a sweepstakes at 10 Keystones, scor-
ing 9. Albert Ivins and James Cooper were second with 7 each,
and .John Cooper third with 6.

FULFORD—BREWER.—The next contest between these truly
wonderful pigeon shots is scheduled for Saturday, Dec. 12. The
match is for a stake of il,000 a side, and is practically for the
championship of the world. Should the weather be at aU favor-
able the grounds of the Fountain Gun Club at Woodlawn Park,
Long Island, will hardly accommodate the spectators who will be
there to witness what should be the greatest match in the history
of the sport. Both men are reported to be in good form, and both
are practicing daily. I understand that special trains ai-e to be
run direct to the grounds, and I will endeavor tc give the exact
time table in next week's issue, so that the readers of Forest ksu
Stream may be able to take the most convenientand direct route
to the grounds.—Tee Kat.
WASHINGTON HEIGHTS CLUB.-Nov. ,28.—The third series

of live-bird shoots of the Washington Heights Gun Club, for gold
medals, took place to-day on the club's grounds, 170th street and
Fort Washington avenue. Hurliugham rules governed. Each
contestant shot at eight birds. The scores were; Charles H,
Preyer, 7; Edward Roe, 7; Matthow Cox, 6; H. Harrison, 6; W. H.
Oliver, 6; John Organ, 6; O. R. Terwilliger, 6; David Wagner, 6;

J. P. Maloney, 5; W. F. Rittenbush, 5; James Vettel, 5; H. F.
Laporin^*; Charles Powers, 4; George Snook, 4; Andrew Winke-
iaao«4£ H. F. StodtBoaa, 3; A. Desbieaiie. 2,.

PERTH AMBOY, N. J., Nov. 3-5.-At Perth Amboy this evening
a most novel and interesting shoot at live pigeons occurred be-
tween two of NeAV Jersey's crack phots. Captain Jame.s M. (llenn,
of the Perch Am boy Gun Club, and President Wm. F. Dacker-
mann, of the Elizabeth Gun Club. The conditions were a moon-
light shoot at 7 birds each, 25yds. rise, SOyds. boundary. This is
the first sboot of this character known in this or any other coun-
try and interested all the various gun clubi in the State. A
large delegation from the prominent clubs was present. The
match was for SlOO a side, 7 birds each, and onlv one was killed
out of the 14 shot at. This was the unlucky 13th, a white in-
driver, which v\ as pulled down by Captain Glenn, of the Central
House, at Perth Amboy. Dackermann missed on the 14fh and
Dr. Wm. Ramsey, of Perth Amboy, the judge of the match,
decided in favor of Cap;. Glenn. Nearly 500 enthusiasts of shoot-
ing wei-e present and a large amount of money changed hands on
the result. Another match between the same shots has been
arranged for an early date. The sports, upon arrival at the
grounds, found themselves an hour too early. The moon had
just appeared, and after h.ilf an hour's wait, the spectators be-
coming clamorous, the judge decided to proceed with the shoot.
Much dissatisfaction was evidenced by the spectators at the poor
showing oE these crack shotf, and the return match is largely the
result of this displeasure. It is intended that the next match
will be shot at full moon.
NEVVARK, N. J., Nov. 28.—The old Stone House grounds of

John Erb have always been famousfor good birds, but all previous
records were cast in the shade by those furnished for the Newark
Gun Club at their monthly shoot yesterday. Previous to the
regular club race a number of four-bird sw«eps were shot that
resulted as follows: First event, Collins, Biientnall and Hollis
divided flrst money on straight score; Erb took second money on
three kills, Wheaton third on two kills. Second event, Collins,
Hollis, Brientnall and Smith quartered flrst pot on four each;
Symes, Erb and Wheaton divided secmd. Third event, Hollis,
Collins, Wheaton, Brientnall, Erb and Lindsley divided first
money after killing all their birds. The regular monthly prize
shoot, 10 birds a man, modified Hurpngham. |t entrance fee, I'e-

sulted as follows; Collins and Lindsley killed 10 straight and
divided first money; HoUia and Symes killed 9 each and divided
second mnney; Erb, Griffen and Bruen killed 8 and divided third
money; Brientnall killed 7, Wheaton 6, Smith 5 and Leddy 4. At
7 birds. |5 entry, the first money went to Griffen and Collins, who
grassed all their birds; for second money Symes was alone with 6
kills. Third money went to Brientnall and Hollis on 5 kills each.
A. D. GREENLEAF is not satisfied with his flrst trial with

John H. Outw-ater at Monitor Park, and has challenged Outwater
for another under same conditions. At the recent match, when
it is kuovvn that Outwater was backed and coached by ,Tere Maher,
and that the birds (of the old trained kind) for Greerleaf to shoot
at were furnished and handled by L. B. Campbell, of Little Silver,
old trap shooters are not at all surprised at the result.

Canvm Canoes anci liow to Bund Them. By Barker B. Field.
Price 6U centH, Canoe aniJ Boat Bunding. By fV. P. Stephens.
Price 32.00. Came EandUmj. B\i G. B. Vaux-. Price $1. Canoe
and Camera. By T. S. Steele. Pncel.C>0. Four Months in a Sneali-
box. By N. H, Bishov. Price $1.60. Canoe and Camp Cookeru-
By "Seneca." Price $1.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., ot
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

THE REGATTA PROGRAMME.—The new regatta committee
has begun its work in good season, the proposed programme for

the races next August being published herewith. If members, and
especially the racing men, will give a little time to the considera-

tion of the programme and send their comments, favorable or

otherwise, to us, the work of the committee will be greatly facili-

tated, and at the same time a very satisfactory programme may
be obtained. If canoeists do not like the programme, now is the
time to say so; if they do not say so now, they will have no excuse
for complaint over this part of the work when they come to the
meet.

MORE BEAM FOR CANOES.—Doming from an old canoeist,

one who has always championed the modern canoe as possessing

certain advantages above all other small craft, the suggestion to

add more beam to the standard racing canoe i.s quite a startling

one. So far as ballast and a sliding seat are concerned, there is

no reason why both should not and would not be used in a canoe-

yawl or Class C canoe, such as would result from the removal or

extension of the present limits of beam; and a heavDy-hallasted

and over-aparred canoe-yawl, carrying sail by virtue of a sliding

seat, would be no better than the present canoe. The great charm
of the canoe is due more to its narrow beam than to any other

feature, this making the boat ao small as to give the sensation of

skimming the water unaided by any artificial appliance, a sensa-

tion greatly increased by the use of a long slide, the man fairly

flying through the air. Easy to paddle, to house, to transport on
shore and to ship by rail, the canoe of 30tn. or under has certain

advantages which it shares with no other class of boat. The
superiority of t he wider canoe, or canoe-yawl, for certain work is

conceded; but it can never displace the narrow canoe. It is be-

yond question that canoeing would Inever have reached its pres-

sentpjpularity in America or England had the first canoe been

of such a type that it had to fight its way in competition with

small sailing craft instead of offering a most charming and novel

means of traveling and racing. The general meeting of the Royal

C. C, which is somewhat equi valent to the meeting of the execu.

tivR foommlttee of the A. C. A., was held in London Nov. 19.

and some important, changes have no doubt been made, but we
have no idea that British canoeists have gone so far as to break
down the barrier between the canoe and canoe-yawl.

THE WRONG WAY, -The proposal lately made to remedy the
blunder which has been made in a number of cases in electing

more members of the executive committee than a Division is en-
titled to, is a very good instance of the fact that two wrongs do
not make a right. The requirements of the constitution in regard

to the number of members representing each Division are very
plainly stated, and were carried out for some years, but of late

have been clearly disregarded in a number of instances, mainly
through carelessness and hurry at the meetings of the Divisions;

two, we believe, at present having one more member than they

are entitled to. It is now proposed to remedy the matter by
changing the constitution so as to legalize this blunder, in which
case two of the Divisions will be left until next November with

one luember less than their allowance. It is not contended in

making this change that the present number is too small or that

a larger number wUl facilitate business, but the sole reason is that

as members have been elected in the face of the fact that the

limit was being exceeded, the limit is to be changed to make the

matter regular. While the matter is in one way a trivial one, it

is most important in another; if the .Association cannot live up to

rules which are good in themselves and plainly printed in its

I

book, but must continually change the rules to make them fit the

wMms at membei's and committees, then there is no uae la

atteiBpting any fixed aysteoiof govacnoiaat, Anotbec iQ8tanc<
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of fhe 8ame kind is found in the case of the A. C. A . flag, which
for two years lias been made quite different from the original
pattern. It has lately been suggested to correct the matter by
changing the rule relating to the flae, the only one of the original
rnles now in the book. In every auccessfal organization it ie

necessary that the rules should guide and govern the members;
as Boon as the members are superior to the rules a process of
changing and tinkering begins which will ultimately make the
constitution and by-laws entirely useless, as no one will obey
them.

THE REGATTA PROGRAMME.
Bdito)' Forest and Stream:
The following programme for the A. C. A. regatta, 1893, is sub-

mitted tor comment and discussion. Members are invited to
write in your columns or otherwise, any suggestion which may
occur to them within the next two weeiis. The committee
desires to publish the programme deiiuitely at a very early date
in order to supply information in good time for members intend-
ing to build:

SUGGESTED A. C. A. REGATTA PROGRAMME, 1892.

Regular Events.
No. 1. Paddling and sailing combined; }g mile, alternately, 3

miles. Time limit Ita hours.
No. 2. Paddling: mile straightaway.
No. 3. Sailing: miles, same rig and ballast as in race No. 1.

Time limil S hours.
(These three races to constitute the recoi-d races.)
No. 4. Trophy paddling: 1 mile straightaway. Exempt from

one-man-one-canoe rule.
No. .5. Paddling: Open canoes, not under ri.51bs. weight, single-

blade paddles, % mile straightaway.
No. 6. Unlimited sailing race: No limit to ballast or rig, 6 miles.

Time limit ~% hours. Starters in the trophy race to be selected
from this race. See Rule 5.

No. 7. Trophy sailing: No limit to rig or ballast, 9 miles. Time
limit 3>4 hours. SUirtera to be selected as by Rule ti.

No. 8. Novice sailing race: No limit to rig or ballast, 3 miles.
Time limit IVg hours. Oneu only to men who have not sailed a
canoe prior to Sept. 1, 1891.
No. 9. Sailing: The Pecowaic cup, IJ-i miles, no limit to rig or

ballast. Time hmit 2 hours. Winner of trophy barred.
No. 10. Sailing club race: 4J.-^ miles. Time limitShours. First three

member!: of anyone club to count. No club can be represented
unless it enters at least three men; all men entered must nave be-
come members of the club they represent before the first day of
the A. C. A. meet.
No. 11. Cruising race: Open only to general purpose or cruising

canoes, sailing and paddling combined, W mile, alternately, 3
miles. Time limitm hours.

Other Events,

No. 13, Paddling war canoe race: Details will be posted.
No. 13. Paddling tandem, }^ mile straightaway.
No. 14. Paddling club fours: hi mile straightaway.
No. 1.5. Sailing upfjet and maneuvering: No special appliance to

sails, no limit to ballast: at sigual throw over astern and recover
paddle; second signal, canoe to be tipped over until top of fore-
mast touches the water; canoes to be righted and cross finish line
under sail. Time limit ^ hour.
No. 16. Paddling upset: Usual conditions. No special appli-

ances.
No. 17. Hurry-scurry,
No. 18. Gfymnasties. R.W. Gibson, Ohairman.

Robert Shaw Ouvisr.
H. Lansing Quick.

^ „ Ford Jones
New York, Nov. 2». E. H. Barney.

THE PUBLICATION OF AMENDMENTS.
IN connection with one of the minor changes of the racing rulesmade at the meeting of the executive committee, a very
important question came up, the final decision being by no means
satisfactory. The amendment proposed was to the effect that in
paddling races canoes should be started by their sterns and timed
at the finish by their bows. On discussion it was generally agreed
that the best method in all cases, sailimr and paddling, was to
start and finish bv the bows, and a new amendment was oifered
in that form. Mr. Palmer raised the objeotiou that the new
amendment was not in accordance with the printed proposal, and
that, as two weeks notice had not been given, it could not be
voted on. The chair sustained the objection, but, on an appeal
from its decision, the sense o£ the meetmg was against him, and
the amendment, in its new form, was put and carried.
In this particular case there was no ctuestion of the merits of

the change, but it is easy to see how such a decision nullifled to a
great extent the excellent provision of the rule, the object of
which is to give notice in ample season to every member of all
proposed changes. The working of the rule is easily shown by an
extreme case. A member gives notice, through the prooer chan-
nels, of a proposed amnndment, for instance, t^o limit the length
of all sliding seats to 6ft. The amendment is printed, and in due
time comes before the executive committee for a vote, when
some one, perhaps the original proposer. perhap.s another, offers
a new amendment to the effect that all sliding seats be abolished
The objection made by Mr. Palmer, and sustained by Com.
vVinne. was against any substitution of a new and different
amendment, such as this, for the printed amendment; but the
vote of the committee directly sanctioned such a change.
The principal argument advanced aga.inst Mr. Palmer's objec-

tion was the difficulty of publishing proposed amendments iu the
exact form in which they were to be finally adopted, and it was
pointed out that it has frequently been found necessary to change
the wording materially before putting an amendment to vote.
This 18 true enough, at far as it goes, but it does not cover the
case, and in the course of a general discussion the main point, as
it seems to us, was entirely lost sight of. Mr. Palmer's objection
was perfectly proper, and the decision of Com. Winne sustaining
it should not have been questioned. The only question should
have been whether the new amendment was or was not of the
general nature indicated by the published notice; and not whether
a totally different amendment might be substituted before the
meeting m place of the one published. The precedent created
by this decision is a most dangerous one, making it easily possible
for a man to spring upon the meeting an amendment to the racing
rules without giving the least notite of its true nature. It is all
very well to say that the majority of the committee would not
countenance such aproceedins',and would vote down the proposal;
but it is a very common occurrence in all clubs, especially when
the business is at all hurried, for men after a long discussion, with
various amendments to the original proposition voted on in order
to cast their vote without realissing just what they are voting for.
The most important work of the executive committee of 1890, in
Boston, was to build up such safeguards against sudden and un-
announced changes of the racing rules as experience had shown
to be very necessary; but the present decision of the committee,
with one or two other changes made at the recent meeting, has
done much to destroy this worJc, and to facilitate the constant
changing of the rules.

CHANGE IN RACING CANOES.-Two notable points in the
development of American canoe racing are the introduction of
ballast and the doppening of the after body. The general form of
floor in 1886 and 1887 was decidedly flat, and the deck position of
the crew naturaliy suggested the abandonment of all ballast and
the introduction of the highest of centerplates. Speed finally
claimed finer lines and less bilge, i. e., rising floor; the sliding deck
seat enabled the crew still to keep the cranky craft sailing, more
or less, bottom down; and bucket wells removed the dangers of a
capizB in smooth water. Then satis gradually changed in shape,
and the mizen grew m size, tin it reached an area of importance
sunacient to entitle it to the name of mainsail. Now, l£ there is
anything about a canoe, and there is. that can absolutely take
charge ot both boat and man, it is a big mizen set on an ordinary
form of canoe. Hence the natural bend of thf designer to bring
aft the center of lateral resistance, by placing the "plate in the
center ot length. Having got the plate as far aft as workable, and
yet a bigger mizeu wsnteri. the next move was to deepen the after
body to the utmost allowed. But a big mizen on a floaty shell of a
huU, when running free in rough water, and when, of com'se, the
sliding seat coercion cannot be efftctively applied, often played
ducks with the skipper; small wonder, then, that ballast should be
re-introduced. Both in England and America we had arrived at
the peculiar stage of construction in which a racing canoe could
not be left aflnat wdthout her crew on board, even with her sails
lowered, without capsizing; and the stage also in which she could
carry far more sail "on a wind" than running before the wind.No doubt a due allowance of more beam would again banish
baUaat, and would undoubtedly give more comfortable boats, and
possibly check, it not stop.tha headloog; rush from canoes to

yavvla. It liehoves those who admire canoe sailing to look ahead
in this connection, and to sef^ wbelher extra beam may not be an
advisable antidote for long sliding seals or lead ballast: and, bv
allowing both, thus give fresh lease ot life to canoe sailing.—FieM

WILLSBOROUGH POINT.—The decision to hold the meet of
1892 at Willsborough Point will doubtless bring out a good attend-
ance from many who were absent this vear, but have heard favor-
able reports of the location. There is no reason now why the
great dlfflnulty of last year, the lack of transportation facilities,
should not be effectually remedied, making the camp a very ac-
cessible one. Those who wisn to obtain in advance a good idea of
the camp site will find a great aid in Nos, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 16 of
Stoddard's photos.

Small Fnc/i/s. By C. P. Eunhardt. Price $10. Steam Yaclits and
Laumhoy. By C. P. Kunhardt. Price $3. Yachts, Boats and
Canoes. Bu C. Stamfield-Micks. Price^S.SO. Steam MicMnery. Bi
Dnnaldgon, Price $1.60.

CENTERBOARD CONSTRUCTION. - We learn from tlie

YacMt<ma:rt, that an ingenious Briton has devised and is now
patenting "an expedient wherewith to [obviate the structural
weakness of centerboardjvessels." The centerboard has one or
more slots cut in it, each slot being curved according to its

position. These slots permit of thi'ough bolts, connecting the
two sides of the wood or lead|keel, and tying |them together. As
the board must bo put in place before the bolts are driven, and is

then a permanent flstiu-e in the boat, another invention is called
for in order to scrub and paint it at times, together with a special

dock when repairs to the board are required. In theory nothing
cau weaken a vessel more than a great slot down the length of

the keel, and in yachts this is oftun coupled with a cabin trunk
with no entire beams through the middle half of the vessel; hut
in practice it has been found easily possible, in this country at
least, to give all needed strength to the hull and trunk. Many
examples of poor construction may be found, and mishaps to the
board itself, in the way of straining and wrenching, are not un-
common; but when trading schooners of 300 to .TOO tons, often of

comparatively poor construction, are found up and down the
coast and on the Great Lakes in winter, all with large center-
boards, there seems no pressing need for an invention of this

kind for yachts. The YacMmian also shows a design for a 2}-^-

rater with a gun metal board .^in. thick, the lower edge carrying
a cigar-shaped mass of lead. The board is slotted in a manner
somewhat similar to that described above, allowing the angle
floors to be carried across the keel and through the trunk.

LOGIC VS. COMMON SENSE.
LTHOUGH the centerboard question has been practically
. settled by the recent action of the council of the Yacht Rac-

ing Association, the agitation of the subject still continue", and
members of the Y. R. A. are urged to use such influence as they
possess in protesting against the recent action before it comes up
for confirmation at the next general meeting in February. The
argument advanced in favor of the prohibition of heavy center-
boards is certainly logical enough, but so far from convincing an
impartial observer, it merely goes to show how important facts
may be buried beneath mere argument. The Y. R. A. rule reads-
"No bags of shot shall be on board, and all ballast shall be prop-
erly stowed under the platform or in lockers, and shall not be
shifted or trimmed in any way during a race." Now it is ad-
mitted that a metal centerboard is ballast, as much so as a metal
keel. It is further evident that the center of gravity of this bal-
last is lowered considerably in using the full board, and that it
also shifts forward and aft for a small distance. It is claimed
also, to make this point more effective, that in lowering the board
when the yacht is heeled, this ballast is actually shifted to wind-
ward. With these two points proved or admitted, that the cen-
terboard is ballast and that it is moved to an appreciable extent
in use. the opponents of the centerboard point triumphantly to
the rule quoted, and claim that under it any moving of the cen-
terboard is positively forbidden.
Thus far their claims have extended no further than the case

ot a metal board of considerable weight; but if the rule be con-
strued to disbar such a board, it may be strained a little further
so as to include all boards in large yachts. While the
boards in such yachts as Mayflower, Volunteer, Sea Fox
and Merlin, are not considered as ballast, being largely com-
posed of wood, at the same time there is so much metal
used in their construction, the steel bolts, the straps and shoe
and a lump of lead in the upper corner, that the total weight
is quite considerable. In the case of either of these yachts, every
time she lowers her board a weight of upward of half a ton of
metal is moved forward and downward, if not to windward as
well. The man who would on this account accuse the owner of
transgressing the rules against shifting or trimming ballast
would be laughed at; and yet the only logical conclusion is that
the rules are habitually violated In all large centerboard yachts.
Looking at the question from a practical common sense stand-

point, it is a fact known to all that both in English and American
practice the rule prohibiting the shifting of shot, sandbags
anchors or chains was never intended to apply to centerboards
nor has it ever been so applied. The rules were framed to preVent
a peculiar use of ballast, the carrying of a large part, if not all of
it. far out on one side, iu a position where it might at any moment
become the cairse of a capsizt; while, at the same time, there were
attendant evils in the large crew required to shift the sand or
shot and the dangerous type of yacht developed by this sort of
racing.
In the ease of the centerboard, even of great weight, th'^ condi-

tions ai-e totally different; so far as the shifting of weight tomndward by lowering the hoard, or the alteration of fore and aft
trim, these points are mere convenient quibbles; practieallv the
sole movement of the board is a vertical one, the weight IbeinK
lowered some distance. One need not he a naval architect or a
yacht designer in order to understand tliat the whole effect of
lowering a weight beneath the keel is directly opposite to that of
placing a weight on or outside of the gunwale; in the former case
the liability to capsiza is decreased as rapidly as it is increased iu
the latter.
So far as the direct action of the two methods of applying this

movable ballast is concerned, there is no danger or detriment at-
tached to the lowering of the heavy centerboard; and the case is
the same when the indirect action of the two is considered. Unlike
shot and sandbags, the heavy centerboard calls for no large and
costly racing crew, nor is there any stronger tendency toward adangerous type ot huU m the centerboard boat of to-day \^ith aheavy keel and board than in the ordinary keel typeWe have seen catboats fitted with a track laid thwartship
on the floor and ceUing, on which ran a block of lead or ironon four wheels, a clutch at each end holding the weight in
position, .lust betore tacking, the weather clutch was trippedand the weight allowed to run to leeward, bping engaged
by the other clutch and held fast as the leeward side
rose and becanie the weather one. Wliile we certainly should
not commend this device, it has been used without m"ishap inwide and shoal boats; the late Jlr. Herreshoff, father of the
designer of Gloriana, having fitted one up for his own sailing.
Ihe difference between a weight used in this way, the most ex-treme form of such "shifting" as is included in the rule; and aweight lowered beneath the keel is plainly apparent; and yet theheavy centerboard has been pictured by its opponents as akin in
its dangerous qualities to such a moving weight. In both countries
the rule against shifting ballast was originally made without re-gard tn the cpnterhoard; in England there were at the time nocenterbDard yachts of any account, and in America the center-
board, whatever its weight or material, has never been considered
as in any way allied to the sand bag. If it should appear thatunder a strict and literal construction the centerboard must come
within the scope of Rule 15, as a part of "all ballast," then themost sensible course would be to amend the rule in accordance
with Its commonly understood spirit; rather then to enforce the
letter in a way never contemplated.
There may be a good deal to be learned in the matter, and it is

impossible now to say what the future may produce, but to us theheavy board occupies much the same position aa the heavy keelThe whole tendency of yacht racing ia toward the production of
astoemea, often very uadeairahie ones. From the standpoint of

safety and seaworthiness, which cannot be entirely neglected
even in racing craft, there is much that is dangerous and unde*
si rable in extreme light construction, in the 7-beamed cutter or
the ovei -canvassed 40-footer. A heavy gun-metal centerboard
may be made a very undesirable shipmate, but the same may b6
said of half a dozen other features of modern designing. A case
of grounding: that would be a mere incident forgotten next day la
a cutter constructed ten years back, might prove a very sad acci»
dent in a fashionable racing fin keel rater. While there are some
cases in which "grandmotherly legislation," and that in good
season, is moat necessary in the interests of safety, the heavy
centerboard is only on nn equal footing with other "modern de-
velopments of yachting—light and costly constrnotion. heavy fin
keels, wide channels and overgrown sail plans. If all of these
possible evils are to be dealt with, well and goo ', hut after leav-
ing the lead keel to run ils course, often monopolizing weight-
which is absolutely essential to the strength of hull, it seems un-
reasonable to deal 80 summarily as has been proposed with the
heavy board.

THE CANOES OF THE TROPICS.
THE modern American racing canoe, with its small displace-

ment, large sails and live ballast placed well to windward by
means of a long sliding seat, is commonly looked upon as the most
extreme development of the principle of outboard ballast as die-
tinguished from fixed weight. A study of the various types of
racing boats known to Americans and Europeans, the "sandbag-
ger" of New York, the "hiker" and "tuckup" of the Delaware,
and other less noted types of light displacement racing craft
which carry sail by virtue of la.rere crews and weight on the
weather rail, wUl show th-at in a 10x30 decked canoe, with 140 to
IMft. of sail and a man weighing 1501bs. or more perched out on a
•5ft. seat, the crew and his position are more important factors
than in any other class. If, however, we turn to the tropical
countries, we find that, just as the products of tne soil exceed in
variety and size those of more temperate climes, so do the various
sailing craft surpass the most extreme types of the Northern
nations.
The two vessels here illustrated are properly canoes, closely

allied in model and general feature.s to the ordinary American
sailing canoe iu all respects but in size. The larger of the two ia
about three times as long, wide and deep as the 16x30 canoe, but
has a very similar midship section, the draft and freeboard are
much the same in proportion, the ratio of sail to length is but
little greater, both types are sailed with practically no fixed bal-
last; and while on the canoe the sail carrying-power is de-
rived from the weight of the cr-^w placed outboard on a long
lever, in the larger boat the correspomiing weight is suspended
far outside the boat by lines from the mast heads.
The two drawings were sent us by Mr. .lames Meikle, a Scotch

canoeist and boating man, who for several years has been a resi-
dent of the island of Singapore, just otY the end of Malay Penin-
sula. Mr. Meikle is one of the small colony nf Scotch and Eng-
lish boating men in Singapore, and in the course of his travels
through the Peninsula he has become familiar with the native
boats. The drawings -(vere made a few months since from two of
the fastest craft, Tbe larger boat, in native parlance a ' sampan
panjang," is o-wned by His Highness, the Sultan of Johore.an all-
around sportsman, the patron of all sports, and owner of many
race horses and boats. The boat was measured on a recent visit
to Johore, the servants of the Sultan offering every aid and
showing great interest in the work, being anxious that a white
man might build a boat and come to race them. It happens that
this same boat, the "Khelat Barat," or Western Lightning, was
the subject of a very interesting article by another resident of
Singapore, Mr. Geo. Mildmay Dare, an English yachtsman, pub-
lished in the Field in 188.5, and which we herewith reprint, as it
would hardly be possible to find a better description of the boats
or a more spirited account of their racing;
"While showing Unco Khalid (a well-known sporting Malay

gentleman of Singapore, a brother of the Maharajah; some re-
cently received photographs (of West & Son, Gosport) of the latest
racing cracus, such as Rvx, Genesta, Marjorie, etc., he said to me,
'If you would care to see some really good Malay boat sailing,
come with me on my boat in the New Year's Day Regatta, and I
wiU show you what we can do without lead keels or ballast.' This
was an experience I had long since wished for, and only too gladly
availed myself of, particularly as no European had ever ventured
on such a decidedly semi-amphibious expedition, f. e., a race with
Malays in a 'sampan panjang.'
"Here let me first explain that these 'sampan panjang,' or 'long'

sampans, are kept by wealthy Malays solely for racing purposes,
being exquisitely modelled craft of great length, small beam, and
beautiful lines.
"The one in which I raced was about the length of one of our

modern racing lO-tonners, i. c., 47ft.. with a beam of 6'",.,ft., but
differing from an English yacht in depth of hull, being 3U^tt. only,
and drawing in racing trim 2ft. There was, moreover, no deck of
any sort, being quite open fore and aft, the ballastine consisting
of a few mat bags of stones only, any stability, I might almost say,
being obtained by the crew balancing out to windward by ropes
from the mastheads—most ticklish and extraordinarily sailed
craft, it must be acknowledged. It was, therefore, with a certain
amount of misgiving that I stepped over the low gunwale, 18in.
only from the -water's edge, and cast my eye along the crowded,
narrow, open shell of a hnll, with its stout, heavy masts and
splendid bamboo yards (46ft. long) of the enormous latteeh cut
sails of light American drill. These bamboos were single sticks,
which the Unco told me had to be procured from the Celebes, the

'

Straits not being able to produce such long poles.
"Knowing well how thoroughly at home the Malays are both

- my novel position
betore the starting gun fired, the way iu which the large yards
and sails were run up convincing me that, at any rate, the crew
were no novices at this sort of work, and we were off tearing,
before a fine breeze, wing and wing, the saUa being boomed out
with long forked poles.
"In company we had a similar, but slightly smaller and leas

heavily manned sampan, called the Harimau Beitina, or Tigress
in English, belonging to another brother of the Maharajah, Unco
Abdul Mad jid; both boats were, by the bye, decoratfd with large
bunches of ferns, and the bright scarlet and yellow flowers of the
hibiscus attacbed to their stem heads, furnished by some gentle,
if not fair, hands, I've no doubt. Our craft, I must' tell you, went
by the quaint appellation of Khelat Barat. or Western Lightning
our worst thunderstorms, called Sumatras, coming from the west-
ward, are as a rule very severe, and much dreaded by the Malaysm their fragile, open craft.
"The run for the first flagboat (two miles) was a very rapid one,

the pace was simply clipping, even following steam laimches
wore 'nowhere;" but what struck me most was the absence of
any sound of the swift motion. There was a peculiar quiverm"-,
slittery, if I may use the expression, sensation of being irresist-
ably propelled by some silent motive power, a clean cut rip
through the water left a sharp curling wave many feet behind na,
before It closed over, and, subsiding, left a particularly clean
wake.
"A glance overhead at the yards towering above us, contrasted

with the long, slender hull, made me, I must say, a little skepti-
cal as to how it would ever be possible to keep it above water,
when it came to luffing up. Two men were behind me, one at the
slight rudder (14in.), while the other stood by with a fine lift,
long, diamond-shaped paddle, which came into requisition to aid
the rudder, m the event of any sudden maneuver, also when tack-
ing.
"I was next, perched on the slight gunwale, rigged in an old

. , . — ^ — .„ v.ii ivuo u-idiLi sheet.
I his was rove through blocks leading aft, the end being led along
and round a wooden bollard on the gunwale; in fact, alfthe sheets
were held in hand all the time, as 1 learned to my cost—having
had to hold on to the main one for over three hours, until I had
at times some awful doses of cramp in my hands.

rounded up to the now tresh breeze, being well clear of all the
shipping, six men jumping on to the weather gunwale, holding on
to stotit knotted ropes, suspended for that purpose from the main-
mast head, while five others manned those from the foremast
head, many having loops or slings into which they swung them-
selves clean out over the weather side, and with each successive
freshening puff out went their bodies at right angles to the boat's
side--a most extraordinary sight, as we had at tunes all hands out
overboard, with their toes just grasping the gunwale, the waves
frequently making a clean sweep over their bodies, while we also
were all perched on the weather gunwale, holding on as best we
could, the only men on board being a couple hard at work bailing
most of the time, the lee gunwale being awash, the waves sweep-
ing over It pretty freely, the fore and main sheets being hune aa,
to to an alarming ext«nt.

*
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diacing the huge sails; it was simply a question of weight of crew
vs. propelling p 3wer, the sheets being eased olt only when there
was a dangerous amount of water on board. Once on a wind the
boat was kept fairly buoyant and well under control: but when it
came to easing oil the sheets the amount of water that came on
board was really even alarming, and in fact at times one might as
well have been sitting in a sluice of salt water.
"The pace can be imagined from the fact of our overhauling

and passing to windward all the European racing craft, men-of-
war cutters, etc., some of which had started three-quarters of an
bour ahead of us, but before they had got up to the third flagboat
(Ave miles). I was much amused at the astonished looks of t lie
Curacaos, peeping over the weather gunwale of their cutters as
we went by them at a steamer's pace with our array of human
bodies poised out over the side.
"Having raced in 10, 20 and 90-tonners in English waters, I must

admit that this sort of racing, where every man is so thoroughly
a component part of the boat, the sustained pitch of excitement,
as well as the pace, beat any of my previous experiences. Taking
the Malays in their own waters, coupled with tbeir exceptional
dexterity as boat sailors, I really think that they would run away
from vessels of a similar length—even Ulidia and Buttercup—ex-
cept, perhaps, in a case of a hammer to windward in a seaway,
where the depth of hull and lead would, I think, prove the victor,
a conclusion I should very much indeed like to see tried. Un-
fortunately the yacht club here possesses nothing that can come
near the Malay 'sampan panjang,' as when competing with any
of our local yachts, the native craft came in fuUy half to three-
quarters of an hour ahead.
"Having a fine breeze outside, and beine able to fetch the fourth

flagboat in one tack, we soon reeled off the first round, a good
eight miles, in a little over the hour; our boat being heavier
manned and ballasted, the Tigress, in the run in with the lighter
wind along shore, was able, with a favorable puff, to run up to
and overhaul us. This led us, as it unfortunately subsequently
proved, to pitch overboard a lot of our ballast, for when once
more outside on the second round we met with a harder breeze
coming in more from the eastward, necessitating this time a lot
of tacking—the loss of ballast here telling, as we had hard work
to overhaul the other boat. The breeze hardening, every one was
out to windward, and we had frequently, even then, to let all
sheets 'go flying' before we could spare a hand to bale out.
"Once or twice I quite thought we should never be able to get

rid of all tbe water on board, and, as a finishing touch when
hauled close up to the flagboat before the first run in, with no less
than twenty men out on the gunwale, a sudden whirlwind, caused
by some heat eddy coming off shore, caught us 'slap aback.' This,
with the huge lateen [settee ?] sails, tacks bard down to the masts,
all hands out on the one siae. near as a toucher finished us, the
only expression escaping the Malays as some went into the sea,
while others snrang across to the opposite gunwale, being 'this
time swamped !' Luckily, the gust swept over us as suddenly as it
came, leaving us filled right up to the thwarts; while the Tigress,
profiting by our mishap—for, strange to say, they escaped this
sudden gust—just managed to weather the flagboat, and was off
flying, leaving us with all hands hard at work bailing, there luck-
ily being a large stock of bailers always carried on board. It was
nearly ten minutes before we got sufflcieutly clear of water to en-
able us to bear away after our opponent, who, however, had got
too far away by this time, and ran in any easy winner.
"The Malays said that in all their experiences they bad never,

while in a hard breeze, been caught in a similar violent eddy.
The Unco told me that he thought that nothing could have saved
our swamping, and made sure that we were all in for at least an
hour's floating about before the masts could have been unshipped
and all the sails and gear got clear.
"For my own part I did not at the moment think much of the

danger of being swamped, having such confidence in Malays
and their mode of treating such a mishap, having so frequently

.

seen them racing in their kolehs—a smaller canoe-shaped craf i;

and when quite swamped the crew, generally of four hands, going
overboard immediately, holding the boat upright, while one hand
re^iesid i^iboard agd baled away, tUp others thm goraiabUng

m, and were off sailing again, all in the space of a few minutes.
"This, however. I learned could not have been so readily done

in so much largei a craft as ours. Unco Khalid significantly re-
marking that he invariably took care to get well into a sail when
overboard, i. e., to avoid any undesired attention on the part of
the numerous and inquisitive sharljs, of which he told me the Ma-
lays invariably have a great dread when overboard anywhere
beyond the harbor limits: and just now the water police report
an unusual number of sharks about tbe roads, the late heavy
monsoon weather having probably caused them to leave the China
seas for smoother waters. With a knowledge of this, and the
constant risk of having to swim for it, I shall in future most de-
cidedly venture with less confidence in a race in a 'sampan pan-
jang.' "

The following dimensions of the two boats have been taken
from the drawings:

DIMENSIONS OF HULI. AND BIG.

Length over all.,

l.w.l

Masts, from stem.

.

Boom.

.

Sprit..

Sampan
Panjang. Koley.
Pi.In. Ft.In.

34 6
30
5 1^

• If 4 5
1 4
1

r
1 8

9 8

94
25 4

., 14 9
26"

35 8

533sq. ft.

loTsq. ft.

,l,086sq. ft. e90?q. ft.

33 26.27
. 86.88 28.00

9.00 3 45

^Ka
Corrected length, S. C. Y. C.
Rating, Y. R. A. rule

The crew of the larger boat would include 8 men on the ropes, 3
to bail, 3 to tend sheets, 7 general hands and 1 steersman. Judg-
ing from tbe midship section, the displacement would be under
3 5 long tons, while the crew would probably weigh 1.5 tons.
The second drawing sbows the "koleh" or "koley" mentioned

by Mr. Dare, a smaller boat, the one shown carrying 13 men,
while some are but 16ft. long with a crew of two.
The construction is as novel as the other features of the boats;

they are carvel built, with sawn frames, natural crooks, spaced
some 3ft. apart in the larger craft. The planking is of syriah, a
coarse variety of cedar. The garboards are steamed by laying
them on horses over a fire until they are quite hot. when water is
poured on, steaming and softening the wood. The planks are
dowelled to each other on the edges. The dowels being Sin. long
and about 6in. apart. Before the planks are finally put in place
after being fitted, a narrow strip of palm bark or pith is laid on
the lower plank, the upper one being driven down on it. After
the planks are on, a number of cross beams are laid across tbe
boat at every 3 or 4ft., and ropes of vine or cane are run under
the boat, the ends of each rope being fast to a cross beam.
Wedges are then driven in so as to tighten the ropes and bring
the planks together; and the hull is left for a month to allow the
planks to shrink, the wedges being constantly tightened. When
thoroughly dry, the plants are fastened to tbe frames witU tr^e»
884iii very lew i»etal ^aeteningg being «sed atwut the bQftt,

The two boats are by chance of a length familiar to American
yachtsmen, the larger being hut 9in. over the 40ft. class, while the
smaller is just .3t)Et. l.w.l. The sail areas, however, correspond
very closely to these of canoes rather than of decked and ballasted
yachts of the same length, tbe ratio of the square root of the sail
area to the l.w.l. being from .80 to .85, while in a racing canoe it is
from .75 to .80; the corresponding figures for a modern racing yacht
running from 1.30 to 1.50. The probable performance of t^ese
boats beside the decked yachts is the merest conjecture, but if it
were possible to bring one beside the present 30ft. class, the larger
boat, under a corrected length classification, would just sail on
even terms with Kathleen, giving a little time to Mildred, Saladin
and Hawk. If there is anything in the bugbear of a large canoem the yacht classes, which has been used to hinder tbe adoption
of the new classification, these boats would be the ones to realize
it; but it seems hardly possible that they could make their way to
windward without the addition of a centerboard.
The most remarkable fact in connection with these craft is the

close resemblance to various typical boats of widely different eras
and countries. There is a very close resemblance to the noted
Viking ship which was dug up in Norway in 1880, after a burial of
probably little less than ten centuries. Tiis vessel was a war ship,
designed to carry a large crew, and propelled by oars rather than
sails, consequently she is wider and of fiatter section that the fast
sailing sampan panjang, but the close relationship of the two
models is very plain.

DELAWARE RIVER OPEN RACES.-The Cooper's Point Y.
C, following in tbe wake of the P. Y. C, gave tbeir first open race
on Sept. 26. Every yacht club on the Delaware was represented,
save the Trenton, 40 miles away, and no fault of theirs either; 33
boats crossed the line, and tbe winning boats received their prizes
promptly. The C. P. Y. C. antedates even the old reliable and
time-honored Riverton Y. C. A class has been opened for tuck-
ups; five boats have already entered, Mr. O. W. Gale, of the
Annie, P. Y. C, being the first with an entering wedge well driven
home. This is encouraging to a club reorganized this year, es-
peciaUy so when Wm, L. Grant, Jr., Riverton Y. C, offers a prize
for the boat making the quickest time over the Reedy Island
course nest year (sixth annual). Open races bring yachtsmen
together with an exchange of opinions nautical, and fraternally
breaking up the odious clannishness often existing, and establish-
ing among yacht clubs a brotherhood of jolly good fellows well
met. I promise wherever the C. P. Y. 0. flag is fiown it will be
respected. Good men make a good club. In this connection I beg
to thank the Fobbst and Stbbam for the interest taken in Dela-
ware River yachting, so far as we are from the great center of tbe
sport.-R. G. WiLKiNS (Cooper's Point).

\VADENA.-Tbe new steam yacht Madena, owned by J. H
Wade, of Cleveland, is now on ber way from that port to the sea
by way of tbe St. Lawrence River. As she draws lift, she will be
pontooned through the canals. She will fit out at Portland, Me.,
for a voyage to the other side, where her owner will join her for
a trip around tbe world.

UTOWANA, steam yacht, Mr. W. W. Durant, has shipped a
new crew at Cowes, commanded by Capt. F. Blow, late of the
Pandora, steam yacht, and her owner and family will rejoin her
in the Mediterranean.

NEW YACHTS.-The Herreshofl Mfg. Co. have an order for a
35ft. cutter for Vice-Com. Morgan, and also one for a^ rater for
the Clyde. Stewart & Binney have an order for a 30ft. cutter
similar to Fancy.

"'West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard.^' By
Everett Hayden, U. S. Hydrographic Office. Large quarto, vMh 33
lithographic plates. Price $1, Contains full history of the great
storm of itforeft, 1888, vMh practical information how to hanidl( a
wmei n a eu^nei v^s (tf oUat §m, etc.
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No Nbtlce Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

W. O.. Yonkers, N. Y.—For targets send to the Dennison Co.,
No. 194 Broadway, New York.

W. L. S., Boston, Mass., would like to hear (tnrough this column)
of a good shooting center in California.

A. H. P., who asked about imnnrting hirds from Canada, is re-
quested to communicate with W. W. Hart & Co., 11 Jacob street.
New York.

P. H.—There is probably nothing serious the matter with your
gun, but it might be well to show it to a gunsmith. The holes
might be filled up.

E. U.—Please inform me through your answers to correspond-
ents what breed of dogs are considered the best for bear hunting
and where a dog and bitch can be bought. Ans. A cross-bred or
mongrel, liavlng some hound blood in him. We do not: know
where to refer you. Write to Mr. N. C. Locke, Salem, Mass.

J. M. C, Chicago. Ill,—Frederick Law Olmstead, the landscape
architect for the World's Fair, wants to fill the lagoons in the
park with various kinds of actuatio birds. He says that by re-
moving a bone in the wing they would be unable to fly away. Is
it practical? and if so, what bone is removed? Ans. The scheme
is practicable. The bones to be removed are the pinion, which is

the joint at the end of the wing, and corresponds to the human
hand.

C. C, Dundas.—The game laws of the Province of Ontario pro-
hibit the taking or killing of wild duck by means of any of the
appliances known as "batteries, swivel guns or sunken punts."
Would you kindly give a short description of the above through
your correspondence column, and oblige a subscriber? Ans. A
battery is a boat so constructed that when occupied by the shooter
its deck is on a level with the surface of the water. A sunken
punt is substantially the same thing. A swivel gun is a heavy
gun of large bore, too large to shoot from the shoulder, and is
mounted on a swivel for aiming.

C. A., Hamilton, Ont.—Will you kindly furnish me information
as to the care and feeding of trout in winter in our not-over-mild
climate. My pond is near Hamilton, and is about an acre and a
half in size, with a normal depth* of say 6ft., fed by bottom
springs. In May last I put upward of 6,000 American brook trout
fry in it. They have grown amazingly—which is proof that the
water is suitable—and have not been much fed. except the first
two months on sheep's liver, fly food being very plentiful. The
very largest of them will measure about Bin. The pond is not
subject to flooding, as very little surface water can get into it, so
that I am practically supplied by pure spring water. The ice
last year at its thickest was about 14in. Please inform me as to
what I shall feed the trout on, how often and whether they will
require that the ice be broken up in some parts to admit air-and
any other information you or your readers may think necessary.
As this is my first experience in trout raising, I confess I know
little about the subject, and for that reason will be all the more
grateful for your published information concerning it. Ans.
Although your pond is shallow the probability is that brook trout
will winter in it safely, and require neither feeding nor cutting of
air holes. It is well understood among fisbculturists that when
the water cools to 36 deg. or less trout will take little or no notice
of food, but become sluggish and indifferent to animal life around
them. Feeding is not practiced, except in small artificial ponds
having a steady inflow and exit of water. The springs which
supply your pond will insure a safe temperature for the fish, and
natural food sufficient for their needs will doubtless be found. In
small artificial ponds trout are fed three or four times a week
during the winter in the warmest part of the day. There is no
natural food, and feeding is necessary to prevent the big fish from
eating the little ones.

Model Yachts and Boats. Their design, making and sailing, with
desigjis and warKing draivings. Postpaid, #2.

SAVE YOUB^ TROPHIES.
WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

REPAIRS.
Before putting away your Eods and Reels for the season,

send them to us to be cleaned, straightened and put in first-

class order generally. All kinds of repairs done at moderate
prices.

If you wish to renew any of your stock of tackle, send 10
cents for our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

SOMETIMES WE GET TRIPPED UP

Man wrote us for post-holes the other day, inasmuch as we have
been claiming to sell "EVERYTHING" for so many years.

Of course we had to "take water," but it is not often that we do.

All your ordinary wants can be supplied under our roof, quickly, safely,

economically.

III to 116 MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
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I FRANK MILLER'S]
STANDARD OF THE WORLD.

For Harness, Buggy Tops, Saddles, Fly Nets, Travel.

ling Bags, Military Equipments, Etc.
Gives a beantiful finish, which will not peel or crack

o5, smut or crock by handling.

SOLD BY ALL Harness Makers.

ALL. OF YOUK FRIENDS
Are reading the

Sportsman and Tourist
(The Lieadiug: Illusti-ated Monthly)

Will be sent from now (inclurliTie: Sept. mim-
ber) to January. 1893, FOE OKE LITTLE DOLLAR I

16 months. Just think of it. Sample copy free.

JAMAICA PTIBLISHITJa 00„ Jamaica Plain, Mass.

Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in
language understanaed of the people.

BY G. TRUMBUI-I,.
Contains the local names in popular use, and

eighty-nine illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in the text, will enable any man who
can read to identify the contents of his game
bag.

OPINIONS OF TH^ PKBSS:
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

books of which the need is felt in every depart-
ment of natural history.—i>-oj/ Press.

To all dwellers by the water and in the country
and especially all who shoot, the book will supply
a great need, and every one who is interested in
birds will be interested in it.—Boston Evening
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place
Id. every sportsman's library.—CTiicatro Int&r-
Ocean.

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages
in this book. The sportsman who looks between
the covers for a description of some game bird—
a description which will enable him to identify
the creature should he meet it in the woods or on
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,
drop a bad word or two upon it. and go in search
of some Greek and Latin dictionaries to find out
what the description means.—New York Herald.

SOLD BY
Forest anA Stream Publishing Go.

PBTOK ss.so.

TENTS AND CAMPING
Is the subject of a new book called

Gypsy Tents and How to Use Them.

It gives a vast amount of information about

how to live out of doors. Besides tents, how
to make and piit them up, it tells of camp
fires, camps, pack saddles, cooking utensils,

bedding and clothing, and the joys and sor-

rows of camping. All outers need it. Fully

llustrated. Price $1.25.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway. New York.

CANVAS CANOES;
AND

EOW TO BUILD TEEU.
Bt PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
Bible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
87in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceeding.to the next. Illastrated; paper
48 pages; price 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHINa CO.,
318 Broadway, New fork.

DAVIES & CO.. 1 Finch Lane. CoruhllL

Pedigree Record Book
Containing 175 blank pages arranged for carry-
ing out a dog's pedigree to the fifth generation
with a lettered Index for ready reference. $3.50
FOREST AND STREAM PUBIilSHINS OO,.

TtmKdwBv Wow V»»»->

BH flK BBNESS AND HEAD NOISES CURED
m'm jnk >>J Peck's InTisible Tubular Ear Cusbions. Wbil,

BM pers heard. SuoccBsfulwhen alt remedies jrr
ttli. Boldonl7l>;F.Hucox,8a3S'nj,K.T. Writs fur bookofproodr Kbb

CHEAPEST HOUSE
IN A9IBRICA FOR

GUNS! GUNS!!

AGCPiT POR
Remington,

Parker,
L. C. Smith,

Lefever, etc.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. T.
Catalogues free. Mention Forest and Stream.
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The Francotte Gun.
Finest Bods and Tackle.
Imported Goods.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE,
246 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, lU.
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SPORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks thej' insist up-
on having those only made by THE
AMKKICAN NEKDLK AND MSH

HOOK CO., New Haven, Conn.,
who have the
largest faoili-

ties, and make Best goods in the world.
For Sale bt the Trade Everywhere. Ask
For Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ALFORD & BERKELE CO.,
p. O. Box 2002. SPECIAL AGENTS,

No. 77 Cuambers St., N. X.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

I. B. caooE & CO.,

FISHING TAGEE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 29th Sta., NEW YORK CITY.

SEND FOR OATALOGTTE.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
665* AtUntic St., Knqlevooo, lu-s.

Tront Flies at 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cents Each.
SsEd Tan Oe»t» tog lVLVBXS.M.rSD CiTAtoOTIB

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
I With Adjustable AttachmentB.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combinea Head Jack,

' BoatJack, Flsbingliamp,
Camp Uamp, Dash Iiamp,
Belt Ijantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON. Offics. 65 Fulton St. N. Y.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

Glass Blower,
And Manufacturer of

Artificial Eyes
For Biras, Animals and Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North William St., New York.
Send for Price List.

BLUE RIDGE KENNELS.
IW ^XIES S"TXTJO,

The celebrated champion stake winner GATH'S MARK, GATH'S HOPE and DAN
GLADSTONE. The Blue Ridge Kennel has now opened its book for the fall season of
1891 and spring of 1892 for Gath's Mark and Dan Gladstone, limited to fifty services each.
$2,000 is given away in premiums to the get of the above dogs, which win different Derby
Stakes in 1892 or after. Particulars on application.

THE BLUE RIDGE KENNELS, Sperryville, Va.

REFUGE II.
(Plinlixnmon ex Recluse.)

Winner of over forty prizes, including the medal
for theMst stud dog, Agricullural Hall, London,
1891. He is the sire ot Refugee, Recluse XL, Rud-
yard Lady, Young Refuge. Highlanrl Chieftain,
Baron Clevedon and many other prize winners.
He is the best-headed and heaviest-boned dog
ever sired by Plinlimmon.

Fee, $60.00.

Kingston Regent.
(Prince Regent ex Lady St. Gothard,)

Winner of first prizes at Kingston, Hamilton,
Toronto and Montreal. 1891.

Fee, $50.00.

Marquis of Ripon.
(Prince Regent ex Lady St. Gothard.)

Fee, $40.00.

Keeper, Jr.
(Keeper ex Surprise.)

The best-headed smooth living. KKE, $25.
PUPPIES FOR SALE.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

HENRY JENNINGS, Manager.

MENTHON KENNELS'
ST. BERNARDS,

PHOSNIXVILLE, PA.,

AT STUD.
The Giant Rough-Coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE,
As a stud dog Lord Bute has no equal.

FEE »100.
The Handsome Rough-Coated St. Bernard

Lord Thorndale, nsS?:^
A son of Champ. Hefper. A sure stock getter.

T-EE S.33

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.

SIR FREDERICK
(21,741) Champion Royalty—Olinda.

The very cream of all England's breeding; no
better bred English setter lives. Winner of 44
first prizes, seven seconds, seven silver cups and
two gold medals. Extended pedigree with litho-
graph, by mail. Imported August 8, 1891.

Fee $50.

DAD WILSON'S BOY
(12,880).

Will give you the much coveted Gladstone
Druid and CountNoble blood. Swift as the wind,
pretty as a picture, full of bird sense. Fee 825.

G. O. SMITH,
WHEELING, W. VA.

late
"Ratan."

Imported Fox Terrier (smooth)— PAINTER.
A grand dog, perfect terrier head (714 inches),

beautiful ears, capital bone, best of legs and feet,

short, strong back and grand, hard coat. Own
brother to Ch. Radiance, by Ch. Result—Lady
Ethel. Winner of eight firsts and two seconds in
England, beating Rational, Ehor Spendthrift,
Dudley Starcher, Sundown, Rifleman and other
well-known prize dogs. Second Kingston, Ont.,
1891; 2d, Hamilton, 1891. Fee S15.

PUPPIES FOB SALE.
H. NORTHWOOD. Martin's Eerry, Ohio.

At Stud.-English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 firsts and specials. Pious Pem-
broke,winner of over 20 firsts and specials; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.

Orbyhount) & PoontiE KEJSNBiiS. Salem, Mass.

YORKSHIRE TOT TERRIER.
.Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos SOcta. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H.
DOOMBS. 1 EYPhanarn Blonk. Bansror. Mb-

F0X-TERBIES8
IN STUD.

Champion Baby Mixer $15
Reckoner 15
Pitcher 25
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

AT STUD.

KING OF
FEE $50

KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Bap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.
Apply to JA8. MORTIMER,

Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,
Babylon, L. I.

RIDGEFIELD ST. BERNARD KENNELS

It Stnil. EINQLIMMON. Fee S40.
(16,366.)

Kinglimmon is orange in color with perfect
white markings and black shadings, stands 34in.
high and is the sire of some very promising
youngsters. Pups for sale. Address
C. A. HOUCK, 923 Madison ave., Albany. N. Y.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth, immense rough-coat, the only son of
Lord Bute at stud in America. 2. Patrol, one of
our best smooths, fee $35 each.
JOHN KEEVAN, 195 King St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

POINTERS.
Puppies combining the blood of such sires as

Beaufort, Graphic and (Jlenmark. A fine litter
now ready to go. For price and pedigree, write
M. T. MASON, Northampton, Mass.

Rough-Coated St. Bernards and
Llewellin Blue Belton Setters.

EABT HABTFORB KjENNBLS. E. BUACH.

SPRATTS

PATENT
EAT HBEDTE D0& OAKES (mTE BEETEOOT)

Of

FOR THE GUN.
A new work by an English writer,

"H. H."
The instructions here given are the result of
the author's amateur practical experience
of thirty-seven years. A review in Forest
AND Stream says:

"This work is a very well written treatise upon
the subject, containing some new ideas and much
that is interesting and insti-uctive to the new be-
ginner as well as not a little that will be beneficial
to even old hands to study. The chapter devoted
to kennel management is a short one. but it is

very nearly complete, and is alone worth many
times the price of the work to any one that vpill

heed its teachings."

Price 12.50, postpaid, by the

FOREST AND STREAM PTJBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

It Will PAY YOU to Buy your Tarpon Tackle at Marsters\

Special TARPON Rod, 20-inch butt, 63-itich Lancewood tip, German silver mountings, with double guide and two-hole tip Price $7 60

Same as above, with Greenheart Tip

"

^

Either of the above, with Agate Guides and Agate Tip, $5.00 extra.

Best Quality Steel Pivot TARPON Reels, Hard Rubber and German Silver, holding 200 yards of 18 or 21 Thread Linen Line " 9 19

The same Reel a.s above, but Nickle Plated instead of German Silver

"

7 15

Heavy Lancewood TARPON Rods, three-jointed, with extra tip

"

2 98

Two-joint Calcutta Bamboo Extra Heavy TARPON Rods - " ^ 50

Very best quality TARPON Lines 200 yards 18-thread, $2.00; 21-thread, $3.25. Eitra quality TARPON Hooks, snelled with double twisted hard line, 40 c. per doz.;

Snelled on German Silver Wire and Swivels, $1.20 per dea. Sinkers, 8 c. per pound. Send for Catalogue.

BstaWisbed SO Years. J. F. MABSTERS, 51 to 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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THE "FOREST AND STREAM" IN 189^.

'JpHE first number of the Forest and Stream in its

enlarged size will be that of Jan. 7 instead of Jan.

21 as announced last week.

The issue of Jan. 7 will also be made the beginning of

Vol. XXXVIII. The present volume will end with No.

24, Dec. 31. In future the two volumes per year will

comprise the first and the last six months respectively—

January to June, and July to December, inclusive.

A further change, to be made with the beginning of

the year, will be in the quality of the paper used. We
have selected a new paper, of tint and texture better

adapted to the satisfactory printing of illustrations. The

pictorial features will be more important in 1892 than

they have been in the past.

AMERICA'S MILITARY ARM.
A SORT of report of progress comes from the Board of

Military Experts on the selection of a magazine
arm in the annual report of Gen. Flagler, the new chief

of ordnance. This is to the effect that the tests made of

the various magazine arms presented and secured for

test have been such as to make it inadvisable at this

time to make contracts for the re-armament of the United
States Infantry. While there are but 24,000 men in round
numbers in the United States Army, there would no
doubt follow the announcement of a new arm demands
from a number of States for a supply to arm the State

militia, so that not only would the expense reach a very

large figure, but a blunder on the part of the guiding

United States officers in the matter would provoke very

widespread criticism. Civilian soldiers are apt to be very

sharp commentors in a matter of this sort.

There is a wide difference of opinion among army
officers in this matter. Gen, Sheridan was a warm ad-

vocate of adopting the best gun then in sight rather than

hold back in the hope of securing a better weapon, even
though that hope was founded on a probability practi-

cally amounting to a certainty. Gen. Breckenridge was
also earnest in this direction, urging that it was destruc-

tive of the morale of an army to know that its arms are

obsolete and inferior. It cannot be said that there is any
want of encouragement for inventors and mechanics
who are working on the problem of an improved small

arm, A dozen governments of the Old World are in hot

haste after the last and best thing out in this line. In-

ventors are welcomed, and having introduced ^their ideas

through the proper channels, are given full opportunity

of showing the advantage of whatever they offer. Prac-

tically all that has been done abroad by the expenditure

of vast sums of money was placed before ourArmy Board
and subjected to their judgment.

It must be borne in mind that the conclusion to retain

the single-loader as the ofiicial arm of the United States

Army does not mean that the Springfield is to be re-

tained, though that would not be such a great catastrophe.

It has been virtually decided to abandon the large 45-cali-

ber in favor of the smaller 30-caliber. This is a step

toward a magazine arm. The smokeless powder, in one

of its many varieties, is also to be adopted. So that, apart

from the advantage of a magazine arm for close range in

shooting, our army will have a weapon of the longest

range, shooting an elongated pencil bullet, with the advan-

tage of doing away with the cloud of black powder
smoke.

There is not the least cause for alarm or worriment in

this cautious haste of our army advisers. So far as the

drill of our State militia force is concerned, when they

have learned to shoot well standing at 300yds. or less and

have learned the art of prone shooting at 500 or 600yds,,

they are accomplished marksmen and could readily

adapt themselves to the demands of work at 1,200 or more
yards, provided the arm was capable of it. It might

truly rouse the professional pride of a uniformed force to

know and feel that they had the best arm in existence,

and this is a point well worth covering, providing there

is any chance of its remaining covered, and this is just

the ground taken by Gen, Flagler when he says, "It is

hoped that this country can produce a better arm; and

until it can or until it has been demonstrated that it

cannot, it would be wise to defer a change from the ex-

cellent single-loader, now in service, to a magazine

system."

It would make a long and interesting chapter to tell of

the race which has been going on in Europe now for

several decades to find the ideal small arm. The advance

has been very great, but the new weapons, however
finely they have passed examinations in proof houses and

before committees, have not been given the only satis-

factory test of real use. As it is in arms so it is in

respect to powdei-s. The test in the case of the ammu-
nition is a matter of time, and cannot be hur-

ried. A lot of cartridges which have been tucked

away for years in a magazine may come to the

front fighting line at a critical moment. Will they

stand the test and show results? This is a question

which no cautious army officer would answer in the

affirmative respecting any of the new powders, what-

ever rival inventors and agents may noisily claim for

their several compounds, America is not losing very

much in the way of risk by going slow in the matter, and

it has much to gain. For domestic use, so to speak, that

is, putting down riots, etc., om- military, regular and

militia, are amply provided, and if they are to be

strengthened for this work, it is not in the direction of

extra long range, small- calibered rifle, with plethoric

magazine, but rather in the direction of machine guns

and gatlings. The resolution to go slow on magazine

arms need not deter any militiaman from working for his

badge bar, nor prompt any regular to cease trying to get

on the army team.

THE SIX-INCH TROUT LAW.

t-1

ENERAL RIPLEY'S paper, read at the annual meet,

ing of the Vermont Fish and Game League and

printed in our columns this week, contains among vari-

ous important matters a renewal of the 6in. trout limit

discussion, which has induced legislation in most of the

commonwealths in which trout and salmon are native.

Reference to the Book of the Game Laws shows that a

6in, trout law is operative in Colorado, Connecticut, Del-

aware, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Utah, Ver-

mont and Wyoming. In Maine, New Hampshire and

Pennsylvania trout Sin, long may be taken. California

has fixed the limit at Sin. for all trout except brook trout,

and we are in doubt whether the native species {Salmo

irideus) is intended or the introduced fontinalis. Color-

ado, Utah and Wyoming, whose indigenous trout are

chiefly black-spotted species of large size, apply the same
rule framed for brook trout (fontinalis) in the East.

Michigan fixes the 6in, limit for brook trout, rainbow

trout, grayling and landlocked salmon—species showing

a wide range of variation in size at maturity—and New
York has a similar array of species of diverse limits of

growth. In Vermont it is lawful also to take salmon

trout and landlocked salmon measuring 6in. Washing-

ton includes among her salmon the steelhead, which is

really a large river trout (Salmo gairdneri).

Manifestly there is room for reflection and the ming-

ling of common sense with some of our protective laws

if we mean to accomplish the best results. We trust the

whole subject will receive careful consideration and free

discussion, leading up to harmony and strength of action

in the near future. The basis of the 6in. law, as ex-

pressed by its supporters, is the necessity of providing

for at least one spawning before the capture of the trout.

The opposition to this limit comes chiefly from regions

in which the brook trout spawns when less than Gin.

long and seldom exceeds 6in. at any time of its life.

There is, besides, a large body of anglers who prefer

small trout to large ones for the table. We invite ex-

pressions of opinion on this important and eminently

practical question, as well as upon the need of discretion

in the application of comprehensive laws.

OUR BOYHOOD NUMBER.

OWING to the change of plan noted in another col-

umn, by which the enlargement of the Forest and
Stream will be made on .Jan. 7 instead of Jan, 21, as first

announced, we shall defer to the initial number of the

new volume publication of the material in hand for our

special "Boyhood Number," and originally promised for

Christmas week, A detailed announcement of the papers

will be made next week.

THOSE DELMONICO WOODCOCK.

SOME eighteen months ago, in July, 1890, Dr. Willett

Kidd, the game protector of the district in which

New York city is included, visited Delmonico's restaurant

and found that woodcock were then served there out of

season. He promptly put the case into the hands of Dis-

trict Attorney Piatt, of Westchester county. Mr. Piatt

manifested a willingness to do his duty as a public offi-

cer with alacrity and dispatch. This willingness mys-

teriously gave way to reluctance and the alacrity to

procrastination , and the dispatch in turn to innocuous

inaction. Not even were the papers served. At length,

since District Attorney Piatt and his assistant, Mr. Ver-

plank, were so crowded with work that they could not

attend to the Delmonico case, the protector employed as

outside counsel Judge Nelson H. Baker. Judge Baker

was for an immediate, aggressive and uncompromising

prosecution of the case. In due course of time Judge

Baker was so overwhelmed with other business that he

really could not give any time to the Delmonico case.

The papers were still not served. Protector Kidd then

transferred the case to New Y'"ork County, and gave it to

District Attorney Nicoll, This was done, we believe, at

the close of last year, or in the beginning of 1891, For

some reason the case has not been tried, and this is the

more worthy of note because the evidence is said to be

very clear, and the District Attorney is believed to have a

perfectly good case. We understand that the last stay

of proceedings secured by the defendants will expire

to-day; and we shall watch with much interest the

further progress (or delay) of the case.

SNAP SHOTS.

DR. GEORGE BROWN GOODE, Assistant Secretary

of the Smithsonian Institution, best known to the

readers of Forest and Stream as the author of ' 'Amer-

ican Fishes," and editor of "The Fisheries and Fishery

Industries of the United States," two unfailing springs of

information concerning the natural history of fishes,

sailed to-day on the steamer Werra of the North German
Lloyd Line to the Mediterranean. After twenty years of

hard and unremitting labor in behalf of the National

Museum and the U, S, Fish Commission, Dr. Goode is

obliged to seek much needed rest, and he will pass the

winter in Italy and perhaps Sicily, renewing acquaint-

ance with his friends among the zoologists and particu-

larly the ichthyologists. In the museums of Genoa,

Florence and Naples he will find many of the curious

deep-sea fishes which have formed the object of his most

recent studies, and will endeavor to arrange for impor-

tant exchanges of specimens.

We have in hand for publication in our issue of Jan. 7

a capital portrait of Mr. Walter Wiuans, in revolver

shooting position, on the Bisley range. Mr. Winans is

the donor of the Winans Trophy, for the American

Amateur Revolver Championship, now in progress under

direction of the Forest and Stream, and enjoys the dis-

tinction of being regarded as the most expert revolver shot

in Great Britain.

The annual dinner of the Massachusetts Association for

the Protection of Fish and Game will be held next Thurs-

day evening at Young's Hotel, Boston.
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TO JOHNNY-A DOG.
T'LL write a tribute to thee, faithful friend.

While yet you live and rest you at my feet;

Full many a line—aye volume—hRs been penned
On subjects of less merit than I'U treat:

Perrihanoe I'll write mere words, which one may do,

And even rhyme, and then gay nothing, too.

But then I'll do my best, as you have done
In all the duties falling to your share;

If I as fairly wi'ite as you have won,
There are no words of. praise the world can spare—

Tor fewer they than other words you know
As weU as 1; but then 'tis better so.

Ab, me, I've thought some time there is no end
To all the myriad words of onrs, mute, air,

Aad of them all I write you, faithful friend—
I of them fill those two plain words prefer.

If honor can be thus to you convey'd,
In gold and granite be those words ii)l*idl

Thro' all the lapse of time what earthly race
Has served as humbly faithful, or as trneV

Unswerving—dauntless still in grief or grace,
Oousistenoj I ah, is't not found in you?

What reck you if in rob' s or rags he go,

Your master leads, let follow joy or woe.

Ah, Johnny! as you slumber there and dream,
Wii h fitful start of foot and prick of ear,

Vm thinking all things are not as they seem
To us, who dimly see and faintly hear—

Ju<lging more feebly still of all we mark—
Our longest strides are stumbles in the dark.

Else why ihese cherished virtues sl\ould be thine
I cannot guess; their nobleness alone

Lifts your poor tribe so higii I blush for mine.
And dread the.weaker Impulse of my own!

The faults you have let those less ardent name,
My pen would fail or nature get the blame.

Ab, Johnny, in thy darker mind or brain
Doth Reason never throw her brighter light?

'Tis sure you feel, and cry for joy or pain;

You know that this is wrong or that is right;

Your other senses quick and normal seem.
So, If you do not think, how can you dream?

Cannot you tell a better coat from mine?
Some one of happier mood? of quiclfer tread?

Do you not see some easier lots than thine—
Som" luckier dogs, and prettier, better bred?

Why plod you then, in unambitious joy.

And wae your tail content, a poor man's dog?

Ah-ba. old doggie, have you no reply

But just a joyous shake and wag of tail?

Or am I dull to fail to read thine eye,

And know thy answers, though thy tongue doth fail?

Methinks I Itnow or guess them, and I sigh.

To end my effort here. Charles L. Paige.

A TRANS-CONTINENTAL RUN.-Il.
[Concluded from Page S67,']

WELL, at the end of a week I bade good-bye to Mr.
Kaight, his brother-in-law Mr. Dunbar and other

jolly good sportsmen, with mine host Dipman, and hired
the Clara Brown to transportme to Olympia The trip along
these tentacles of this d^vil fish of a sound is very pleas
ant. The scene is constantly chansing, ducks are flying
continually (or such a matter), the wooded shores rise
boldly as a rule, the air is delicious, a place where
"every object pleases and only man is vile." At Olympia
I changed boats, taking the Potter, one of the swiftest
boats on the sound, and after a quick trip, during which
Mt. Rainier, 60 miles away, showed himself from base
to crest in unapproachable style, we saluted Tacoma at
5:30 P.M. At this city, near the confines of the huge
Tacoma Hotel, I saw the largest black bear it was ever
my good fortune to inspect. He was a monster, as big
as the oft-quoted "steer" and as good natured as big,
kept for the delectation of the guests of the hotel.

'

After staying here a few days (during which I dis-
covered an old army comrade with whom I campaigned
many a day during the troublous times of '61 to '65,

whom I had not seen for 20 years, and enjoyed the inter-
view as only old soldiers can), I left for Victoria, B. C,
stopping at Seattle and Port Townsend, making the tor-
tuous entrance to the 6x8 harbor of Victoria in good
shape after a thoroughly interesting and pleasant trip
over the beautiful waters of island-studded Puget Sound,
lovely beyond compare. After looking over the cityj
and concludinar not to purchase it at present, I set sail,

or paddle, for Vancouver, where I tarried several days,
absorbing the lovely scenery which was revealed across
the charming Burrard Inlet, and as I looked time and again
and thought of the goats wandering among the peaks
which rose rank UDon rank, snow-clad, into the empy-
rean, I recalled "Yo's" fascinating stories of sportamong
those very mountains, and wished, oh! how I wished, I
were with him among the "eternal hills." But no.

'

Sauntering along the principal street of this enterpris-
ing city of twenty thousand people, which had been
razed to the ground, with exception of one pingle house,
several years since by fire, but now risen in power and
fuU of pluck, I saw in the window of a little watch re-

Fairer's den some fishing tackle. That was plenty. In
went. Hadn't been there two minutes before two men

came in to get some hooks to go fishing out to a lake
three miles away. Asked me to go along. Of course.
That's the way fishermen do. But my tramping togs
were in my trunk, and they wanted to make the next
car (electric of course), as their time was short, to get out,
fish, and get back by dark. So I thanked them heartily
and got directions from the watch man to go out a cer-
tain street back of town until I came to the bridge across
an inlet from the bay where I could probably have some
sport with trout with the fly or beef. Thither I repaired
myself, but naught responded to my wiles excepting one
trout and quite numerous bullheads, different from any
beautiful fish of that euphonious name I ever saw. They
had a variation of horn or spine on. each jaw as usual,
and a lovely flufc©4 collar just underueathre^^shing down-

ward and backward, and could steal bait with neatness
and dispatch like any good for nothing. A fisherman
came down toward evening to whip the inlet, who said
that some evenings he had very good sport with trout of
a pound or two. From him I learned that across Bur-
rard Inlet was the mouth of a stream called Linn Creek,
where trout were wont to be taken, that there was a
ferry to Moodyville near by, and that it was as good a
stream, accessible, as he knew of. He had my unfeigned
thanks for this morsel, and I determined that the next
day, my last in Vancouver, should see me investigating
the properties of said Linn Creek aforesaid.

It was 8 by the clock, and when I stood by the side of
the dock where the little propeller lay emokinsr, and
when some quarters of beef had been contemptuously
dumped on the bow, the whistle shrieked one heart-
breaking shriek and we backed out. After a pretty half
hour's trip in the cool air, the sawmill village of Moody-
ville was reached, where gangs of hungry saws chew up
timber and spit out lumber for the yearning bowels of
big ship?, I had sampled the beef for bait, and betook
myself to the creek via a plank road the first half mile
and a plank walk the last half, through a fine old moss-
hung forest, and then I struck the lovely, brawling
stream, but clear as the air above it. Such limpidity did
not augur well for success. But the scene was charm-
ing. The almost impenetrable, undefiled woods stood
guard on either hand, an unbroken array. There were
reaches of game and boulders, by the side of which sang
the sparkling waters. There were convenient drift piles
and isolated logs, above and below which were fine hid-
ing holes for possible pounders. The day was perfect,
the air just comfortably invigorating, and'l couldn't have
improved the toxit ensemble if I would. I rigged a cast
and cast the rig, and continued to ditto in some of the
loveliest reaches of water that ever were, until I grew too
tired. Then I rigged a piece of beef and caught a little

foolish dog salmon, the fin of which I took and caught
a small trout. Then I caught another larger and poked
along up stream, crossing here and there as logs were
handy, for I hadn't the necessary wading boots. I sur-
prised a mink sneaking along jtist around a bend, saw
some wildcat tracks, obtained occasional delicions vistas
throuah the overhanging branches of rocky mountain
faces and glistening peaks ahead, lunched by" the track of
the babbling brook, after which a quiet smoke I took, and
so loitering along downward, I let the sweet influences of
this soul satisfying day soak into me without let or hin-
drance. But you can't describe it, you know. The de-
scription of perfect bliss was lost long ago, irrevocably.

I reached the little sawmill hamlet as the day was
drawing to a close, gave my dozen fish to an Indian boy,
sailed across the wimpling waters of Burrard, glinted
with the slant rays of the setting sun just dropping behind
the headland at the foot of the inlet, and concluded that
I had had a royal day of it.

The next morning I filled a tolerably good sized lunch
basket with a pretty good a.8sortment of jam and things,
inspected the steamship Empress of India, the pioneer of
the C. P. R. R.'s Trans Pacific fleet to Liverpool, took my
seat in the "Great Overland Flyer," and amid the huzzas
of the assemblage, I modestly acknowledged the compli-
ment, bade good-by to the Occident and rolled off home-
ward.
And what shall I say of the scenery of the next thirty-

six hourp? Not very much I guess. It won't do. You
can't describe it any more than you can bliss. How can
I give any adequate idea of the noble Frazer and its terri-
ble canon, as well as that of the Albert? How shall I
describe the magnificent glaciers everlastingly moving
and yet never moved? How tell of that gorgeous pano-
rama among the Selkuks, where hour after hour those
gigantic rock-ribbed and snow-crowned peaks ranged
themselves in terrible majesty that we might gaze spell-
bound and acknowledge Jehovah? How shall I convey
the awe-inspiring effect of standing in a pass scarce a
hundred feet wide, while on either side peaks rose almost
sheer into the heavens eight thousand feet from the track?
Describe it ? Not in the flesh.

I state it as my conviction, that there is not on the globe
another place where for thirty-six hours, or thereabout,
a railway train runs at twenty miles the hour amid such
errandeur. I have seen the Rockies from Mexico to British
Columbia and lived among them, but I don't remember
any such ride as that. I may be wrong. IE so, it won't
hurc any one.

We ran through a cut in a huge snow rock and land
slide that had pulled up right across the track at the
mouth of a snowshed a few days previous. Thirty feet
high it was, solid, of snow, ice, rocks, huge trees and
everything else gathered in its fearful descent. A cut
had been made in it for trains, and right in it we stopped
for steam, weather mild, snow melting and the whole
besom ready to start again at the drop of the hat. I
begged the engineer to go long with all the frenzy I had,
and we presently crept out of it. I creep ever since
when I think about the squeeze we might have suf-
fered.

We rolled "along day after day until we reached Fort
William, on Lake Superior, where in 1867 1 saw an Indian
scalp dance just outside the Hudson Bay stockade,
where I outfitted for a trip up the Nepigon. Only the
H. B. buildings, three, I think, and the stockade there
then, and the propeller had to anchor a mile out in the
bay. Now there are huge elevators, wharves, round
houses and a city. I ran down while the engines changed
and viewed the old buildings that stood amid such prim-
itive scenes twenty-four years ago, but all was so
changed I should not have recognized the surroundings.
Tempus fugits, don't it? Near the crossing of Nepigon,
on a fine iron bridge, nearly 100 ft. above the water,
there is now a hotel. I caught a glimpse of Red Rook
H, B. post down the river a way, where the boats stopped
on our way up the river on the occasion referred to, and
I just ached to be on that noble river again with rod,
line and good company.

Into North Bay, at the junction of the Grand Trunk,
we rolled on time the sixth day, and her© I left the pleas-
ant acquaintances formed en route, and rode down to
Trout Creek, where two years ago I had some very nice
sport with the trout and of which I informed your read-
ers. Two days I stopped here, having fair success, though
it was a little too early for vigorous biting. Still, I made
fair catches. I arrived there Friday evening. Satm-day
I fished. When I got back at evening the Gej-maa land-
lord, on seeing my string, remarked:
"I got some, too."

"How did you catch them?"
"Mitmy hands."
"I mean what bait did you use?"
"I don't use any bait. I catch 'em mit mv hands,"
I looked at him with an expression of "Too thin," and

after a little chaff he said:
"Veil, I show you to-morrow."
"Good," said I.

Next morning at breakfast he laid beside my plate
seven beautiful fish, eight or nine inches long, and as
much alike as "two peas." T sampled them satisfactorily,
and after breakfast he, my friends Carr and Bartlett, both
sportsmen, and I went up the creek into the woods a little

way, where he said he flipped the trout out with his
hands from beneath the rocks and roots near the bank,
and amid a little good-natured chaflSng he took off his
coat, rolled up his sleeves to the shoulder and stepped
down to the brink. A triangular wink went round be-
tween the waiting spectators. He stooped down, ran his
hand under one stone and another, fingered around
behind a root, under the bank, pulled his arm out of the
almost ice cold water, rubbed it, slapped it; moved a little

further up, tried it again; crossed over, looked wise,
shook his head, tried it again, and finally flipped a big
frog out from under a stone, at which there was a com-
bined shout from the audience.
"Well, why don't you catch 'em?"
He shook his head and replied, "I don't pelieve dey vas

here to-day."
"Oh I no,'' said Carr. "Who's got a line?"
I had something that would answer, so he cut a limb,

took a piece of frog skin for bait, and soon had a trout
dangling, and said, "Oh! no, no trout here," and then
caught another one.
"Don't give it up so," shouted I to the hand fisher, so

after he had once more stimulated the circulation in his
arm he continued the farce, trying here and there where
he could get under the stones without wetting his feet.
But he didn't keep it up long. Said it was too cold. So he
pulled down his sleeves, put on his coat, and we rambled
back to the hotel, gradually dropping the subject, for we
didn't wish to rupture the entente cordiale. But he still

maintained that he caught the fish as we saw him trying
to do, and that that was the method by which he and
others were accustomed to poach trout in preserved
streams in the old country. Who can tell? O. O. S.

WINTER SPORTS IN NORTH CAROLINA.
LETTER III.

Waifs from Currituck.

CURRITtJCK SOUND, though incidentally credited to
Virginia, because its most direct approaches are all

within the territory of Virs-inia, lies geographically
entirely within the bounds of North Carolina. Back Bay,
which is a northerly projection of the sound connected by
a narrow arm, is wholly in Virginia, and some of the best
shooting is obtained there. The Ragged Island Club, of
which Mr. Clarence Woodward is president, and your live
correspondent, Alex. Hunter, the vice-president, 'is within
the Back Bay waters, and is reached from Pongo Ferry,
which is on the line of the Sound Transportation Company
navigating the Chesapeake and Albemarle Canal, en route
from Norfolk to Newbern. It can also be reached by alb-
mile drive from Virginia Beach, which is a popular
watering place accessible by rail from Norfolk. The
Martin's Point Club grounds are wholly within the juris-
diction of North Carolina, and so are the holdings of
most of the other prominent clubs; and these are all

reached by the rail and wagon route aforesaid, or by an
outside steamboat plying between Norfolk and Knott's
Island.
Currituck Sound has been the objective point for

progressive gunners for the past twenty years and more.
I remember that the Havemeyer boys (the sugar refiners)
were in the vanguard of pioneers. They used to send
home barrels of canvasbacks, season after season, to dis-
tribute among their wondering friends in New York, long
before the rest of the sportsmen caught on to the racket.
Before this time, for a generation, the shooting had been
almost exclusively on Chesapeake Bay and its several
tributaries. Then Havre de Grace was a famous resort,
and Eo was the Potomac. Now, alas! the fowl have
almost disappeared from those waters, and even in Curri-
tuck they are less abundant than they were even ten
years ago. I am not convinced that congregations of
canvasbacks are numerically less than they have been for
the past ten years, but, from what I can see and learn,
the "use" more in other places now, especially on the
western or main land side of the North Carolina sounds,
where much hardship, trouble and expense, and some
intelligent coaching, is required to enable the gunners to
get at them. Of course the annual fusilade along the
marshes which border the channels and creeks where the
fowl feed has a positive decimating effect, but this shoot-
ing, in my opinion, has not driven the ducks off from
their old haunts so much as physical changes which affect
the distribution of the wild celery plants, upon which they
principally feed.

Celery is a purely aquatic plant growing wholly under
water and it thrives only on marsh muck. Deposits of
sand on the beds kill the bulbs. As it is a dioecious plant
it may be disseminated to some extent by floating seeds
drifting off to other localities, but the chances of propa-
gation by this process are infinitesimal. When sandbars
and shoals form upon it, as they do constantly, the plant
dies. There is no doubt at all but that the sounds are
constantly filling up, and that land will ultimately take
the place of existing water areas, just as it has been doing
for ages past. An emergence of no more than 4ft. would
reclaim an immense territory which is now in the transi-
tion state of swamp and marsh, including not only Hyde
and Dare counties, but four-fifths of what are popularly
known as the Eastern Counties. It is hard to realize the
fact, but a solid substratum of sea sand or shell rocks
(coquiua) underlies the whole region at a depth of 4
to 15 ft.

I use the word celery advisedly, because it is not locally
known by any other name. Valisneriais not recognized,
though I have heard it called eelgrass, channel weed and
tape gxass, from the tapelike appearance of its long
leaves. The scientific name {V. spiralis) is applied be-
cause of the spiral form which the stalk assumes in its

development. I find that one must use the vernacular of
the cotmtry 'where he visits, else interco^se will not be
intelligible.
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The Currituck Shooting and Fishing Club was one of

the very first established. Its grounds included Deal's
Island and adjacent mai-shes, distant three miles only
from Knott's Island, and in 1874 afforded superlative
shooting at a very trifling cost. Andrew Powell, Esq.,
wrote to the Foe.est ANr> Steeam in that year as follows:

"White swans, geese, ducks, etc., congregate here in
such great numbers that there is scarcely a single mo-
ment, day or night, when they may not be heard at their
sport or seen on the wing, or in the waters. At one time,
and in one body, I saw a mass of ducks and geese, called
a 'raft,' covering not less than one hundred acres of the
surface of the water, and this within three miles of our
grounds. In no portion of this country that I have vis-

ited have I seen game so plentiful. From the time the
steamer enters the mouth of the Sound until she stops at
her destination, some thirty miles below, wildfowl are
never out of sight."
Furthermore, he gives the following precious bit of in-

:formation, which sounds like buncombe to club members
nowadays, when each duck that is gathered costs about
$2o to shoot:
"Our superintendent will open the club house on Oct.

15, and from that time until Feb. 15, wDl meet guests on
steamer, convey them to the club house, supply them
with decoys, boats, gunner, and board at the rate of .|;3.50

;a day. Cost of the roimd trip $24."
These rafts, mentioned by Mr. Powell, form during

isevere northeasters, and afterward break up into smaller
bodies and scatter throughout the surrounding creeks and
'Channel ways. Protracted cold weather always drives
the ducks further south. The water in the creeks is

seldom more than three feet deep, and averages about a
foot. In many places the growth of the celery is so dense
as to make it difficult to navigate a small boat. A glance
at the sketch map which accompanies this article will
show the lay of the land. There is the outer beach
with its wild drift and sand dunes, stretching along
the coast for 200 miles, its seeward line almost as straight
as a rule, and broken only by occasional inlets, which
shift, and open and close with annually recurring storms,
while its inner margin is quaintly irregular and deeply
indented with re-entering bays and points of land. These
points are favorite stands for gunners, because wildfowl,
like mariners, take their ranges therefrom, as they trade
between their feeding grounds. Inclosed between the
mainland and outer beach are the several bodies of water
designated as sounds, some portions of which are studded
with islands, many marshy and others covered with
cypress and pine. The inshore edge of the beach is also
agreeably diversified with trees of various kinds, of which
pine predominates, and the club houses, of which there
are so many, and of which we read so much, are usually
pleasantly situated on eligible sand knolls in the midst of
pretty groves, with an outlook over the marsh and water.
Some of the club territory will accommodate as many as
twenty gunners at a time, the property line stretching
three or four miles. I believe that every available foot is

occupied from Virginia Reach to Hatteras, so that with
the exception of individual private holdings there is no
place called public domain where the fowl shooter may
hunt ad libitum. Church's Island, owned by Nettie Mid-
get, a very nice person, is one of these private holdings.
It is four miles from Coinjock, which I mentioned in my
last letter as being on the regular route of the Newbern
boat. Besides duck, geese and swan shooting, the club
grounds generally afford bay bird and good upland shoot-
ing.

Of course your readers all know what club life is. Its

incidents are monotonously similar, indoors and out, and
it seems to me that a man must be an insatiable ogre who
can put in an uninterrupted fortnight with incessant
shooting. Natural diversity and an interest in the study
of natural objects could alone redeem the time for me.
Many of your correspondents, however, write of sport in
a most captivating way, with which I might be able to
sympathize more keenly were it not fated that I must be
perpetually on the wing, with rod and gun in hand. As
it is, my taste for ripe canvasback is in no wise impaired
when it comes to the table; for, by my halidomel it is a
goodly bird, comely to lookupon and luscious to the taste,

when, by the grace of the cook, it is not spoiled in the
kitchen, but rare done to that degree that the juice fol-

lows the knife. As served, so carved, secundum artem—
each plump breast first gashed lengthwise and basted with
the juice of a lemon squeezed from its golden rind, and
seasoned with cayenne pepper and salt; and when this
sauce piqvantc imbues the whole, slice two longitudinal
strips for the ladies, and place the wings, each with its

full proportion of breast, upon the plates of the swains
expectant. Aushi, en j)assa.nt, im verre du Chambertin.
Would you then have me re-state the often-described

devices of batteries, sinks, blinds and svvivel guns, and
the best approved methods of setting out decoys, off

shore or on, when I am in such high estate with cook
and carver: or shall I again recount for callow youth the
vicissitudes of bleak December days when the sleet drives
into the blinds and all the caloric in the heated gun bar-
rels cannot suflHce to warm the benumbed fingers? These
things become stale and tiresome in the recital. When
I get down to Stumpy Point, perhaps, and take pot luck
with the beach men who never shave nor have seen a
looking glass, I may be able to deal somewhat in novel-
ties. Me.anwhile, I will revert once more to my entranc-
ing trip down the Albemarle Canal with good Captain
Southgate, of the steamer Newbern, and his attentive
satellites in the cabin and i)antry. Captain Southgate is

his own steward and we live high on the products of the
country. I tell you it is a rare chance when one falls on
lines where the captain is a good liver and does his own
marketing. Besides, the captain is genial. He is just
old enough to be juicy and ripe. I have heard that he
lacks five years of sixty. His officers are intelligent
gentlemeii and good navigators. Passengers who are
strangers to each other when they come aboard get to be
a family party while the day is still young. They foilow
the sinuous windings of the Elizabeth and North Land-
ing rivers without once getting into a personal snarl,
and they traverse the direct line of the connecting canal
in a straightforward and proper manner, according to
Scripture. The canal, of course, is wide enough and
deep enough for any craft which navigates the sounds.
Steamboats and sailing vessels often pass each other.
Sometimes there are long strings of oyster schooners
and lumber vessels which tail out in the wake of labor-
ing tugs. Sometimes we pass great rafts of logs, four-
teen sticks abreast and a quarter of a mile long, that
almost choke the passage. Occasionally there is a bunch
of tugs, pile-drivers, lighters and scows all jammed up
together. A string of telegraph poles extends the whole
length, with numbers on each pole, so that a break or an
accident can be located by wire within two rods of
the exact locality of its occurrence. Turnpike and
railroad bridges swing open at intervals. From the
promenade deck one can look over the tops of the
canal banks, across the marginal cane brakes, into

the dense cypress swamp whibh lines both sides.
The embankments are all of white sand, which has
been thrown out of the bed of the canal. All the
swamp is underlaid by sand. Some people's idea of a
swamp is, that it is a morass or slough grown up to
grass and full of bogs. A N^orth Carolina or Virginia
swamp is one of the most beautiful forests in the world.
Sweet gums and cypress crowned with mistletoe, long-
leaved pines, live oaks hung with vines, stately magnolias
and bright-leaved myrtle, holly brilliant with red berries,
yellow jasmines and sweet briers climbing all over the
foliage in spring, purple asters and daisies blooming
against the sides of the banks, and washed by the swirl of
the big waves which the boat piles up in passing. Con-
siderable areas of the swamp are wet, but large portions
are cultivated. Farmhouses occur at intervals, with here
and there a sawmill, a log landing or a country store.
Occasionally one sees new buildings going up, indicating
business life. There are few birds and very little game
to be seen—a few crows and buzzards, an eagle, and
once in a while a deer. One day we saw a veritable
rabbit swimming across the canal, with his long, big ears
set like sails. Straight ahead there is a lovely vista, with
the pines and vines reflected in the water. IPongo Ferry
is an historic place, associated with the Revolution. So
is North Landmg and Crow Island. Commodore Vander-
bilt cornraenced business here by trading sweet potatoes
andredbirds at North Landing; but Currituck Inlet after-
ward closed up so that his vessels couldn't get in, and eo
he had to abandon trading, and started in as a deck hand
on a steamboat. Capt. Marshall Parks, supervising in-
spector of steam vessels in this district, told me this.
The transition from the close canal and the mural

foliage to the wide expanse of the open sound is agree-
able. The way across Albemarle is lighted at night by
10 plug lights, each composed of three iron tubes 16ft. in
length, set up on piles in mid water, and filled with
petroleum gas once a fortnight. So the steamer threads
its watery way by gas-lamps at night, which serve as
bases for sailing courses as well as beacons. Government
owns and operates the lights, makes the gas on a little
shell mound in the sound, and fills the receivers twice a
mouth. It is all very unique and interesting.

Chajiles Hallock.

OFF TO THE WOODS.
Editor ForeM and Stream:

I usually start in early in September after several frosts,
but this season the weather held warm as mid-summer
all the month, and as it drew toward its close I could wait
no longer. There was one advantage since the fords were
low, and the swamps, usually miry, were comparatively
dry. It is a day's travel from the nearest point of sup-
plies to the terminus of the highway at the entrance of
the trail, an old disused toll road. At the appointed time
my teamster, with a farm wagon and a heavy pair of
horses used to the woods, loaded up and made the last
clearing in time to make camp, have early supper and
shift the load on to a jumper, over which was put a can-
vas cover to protect from possible rain.
Perhaps it will be of interest to learn what I took in

for supplies for the winter. Following are the principal
items: Pork, codfish, smoked ham, beans, flour, potatoes,
and a variety of vegetables, sugar, molasses, tea, coffee,
dried apples, crackers, vinegar and other condiments and
spices; butter, lard, Eoyal baking powder, together with
parafine candles, kerosene, etc., etc. These will be sup-
plemented later with wild meat, that is if I have usual
luck. The principal game is caribou, and it won't take
much of it to supply camp, as I don't hanker after it;

an occasional meal is enough, and it suits best in a stew
with onions and potatoes.
We got away on the trail at break of day and the load,

not heavy on wheels, was all the team could draw, and as
the sun came up, making it almost unbearable for man
and beast, frequent stops were necessary. Rocks, roots,
stumps and gullies made travel at best but slowly.
Then there were blowdowns to cut out or a new road
cut around them. It would appear wonderful to an out-
sider the way the team would pick their way in bad
places, only horses used to the woods could get along
safely. Many pole bridges and corduroys had got dis-
placed by spring freshets, and unless the gaps were of
more than a step in width no replacing was necessary,
as the horses would carefully pick their way. The driver
walked behind the load, seldom touching the reins.
Once on a steep sidehill the load overturned, but was
soon righted and no damage, as the load was packed and
corded to meet such mishaps. We stopped for dinner at
a cold spring brook, unharnessing the horses, which were
reeking with sweat. As the team needed a long rest I
started ahead to swamp out, for the worst of the road
was from now on, getting to camp at 4 o'clock with three
partridges that I had snipped on the way and soon had
doing in the pot for our supper. Just about sundown
the team came in. After supper the supplies were put
under the roof of the dingle and a look was taken near
by for trees, for the next forenoon was to be put in in
cutting and hauling logs into the campyard for my win-
ter supply. After dark there were a tew games of high-
low-jack, a final smoke and an early turn in.

Daylight found us astir, and the teamster's ax was
laying low the giant birches until breakfast. Soon as
the camp was put to rights I joined him and by 11
o'clock 9 big trees were in the roomy campyard. Then a
dinner of fried pork, fried onions and boiled potatoes,
with biscuit and tea, and we parted, him for the clearing,
myself to commence the task of reducing the big trees to
stovewood. HUNTEE.
Maine.

It is 7im-d -work to select an acceptable Ghristmas present,
sometMng that will give real pleasure. For the sportsman
there is nothing more pleasing than a hook which deals with his

ftt'coiHie topic. Me enjoys its perusal, and the satisfaction it gives
Mm is a lasting one. Forest and Stream's free illustrated
catalogue gives the intending purchaser a wide range of selec-

tion and offers many suggestions which at this season of the
year are very timely.

TRULY ODD IF ODDLY TRUE.
A party of young women living in Fulton, Mo., arranged a coon

hunt to which no men were invited. They started out with four
dogs, two suns and two axes, and immediately lost themselves
in the woods, where they spent the night. When found the next
morninuthey werecrylng,iaarowonalog» and had no coone.
"If&c Yorls Evenmu Posx.
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IN MAINE WOODS.-m.
IN CAMP, Piscataqiiis County, Me., Oct. S7.—Before

I left Boston I let my wild and daring resolve to go
to the Maine woods be known to some of my friends.
Various were the emotions excited. One excellent lady,
whom I honor and love, shivered at the very thought of
how I would be sure to freeze. "Go to the Maine woods
at this season of the yearl Awful !

" I protested that it

was just the season to go. Then came the question, "But
why do you need to go so far, and at such an expense, to
find woods? There are plenty of woods just out beyond
Dorchester [I am not sure but she said in Dorchester] and
it will only cost you 5 cents to get there."
Thus does the unhunting and uncanoeing mind regard

the matter. (You see I have taken your word into my
vocabulary and coined another by the same rule.)
Well, there are several thousand reasons why the Dor-

chester woods will not serve as well as those of Maine for
my present purpose. Readers of Forest and Stream
know most of them and can conjecture the rest.

My guide is asleep in the sleeping tent some rods away
and I sit in the log cooking camp, where there, is a stove
and a table. The rain falls fast, and delicious to me is its
sound on the roof—and I also hear the wash of the waves
of the lake on the rocks hard by. Guide says he cannot
read after dark. His eyelids button down tight the
moment he tries it. He has worked hard all day—so he
leaves the world to me. I cannot express the comfort of
this silence. The rattle and roar of things is shut out. I
have been doing—not what a morning's mail demanded—^but just what I wanted to. 1 have been very busy all
day, nevertheless. Tn the first place I have read over
again, for the hundredth or two hundredth time perhaps,
a lot of Emerson's poems, half the volume. This must
always be done in camp it one would get the true enjoy-
ment of the woods and waters. I want to write you a
letter some time to prove that Emerson is not only our
best poet of nature but our greatest American poet, any-
way. His poems "The Sea Shore," "Wood Notes" and
"Monadnook," now—but, as Kipling would say, "that is

another story"—and I will come back to camp.
Yesterday, like to-day, was cold and cloudy, a genuine

"camp day," and, as such, a day to thank God for and to
be enjoyed. But we had our hunt all the same, We
had set up a target on the beach and were puncturing it
in good style at iSOyds., when, despite our racket, a big,
fat buck was good enough to crash into the thin ice up in
the dead water and give us our warning. We quickly
took it, and with quickened pulses heard him now and
then breaking more ice and working his way down to-
ward the outlet. At length he stepped into full view. A
shot through the skull and he fell stone dead. I shall
not tell whose rifle did it. Our score at the target was
just about even when we ceased practice. We both fired
at the deer and he is dead. It was a case of most sudden
death. Nothing but execution by electricity could be
quicker.
By the way, I happen to be, so far as I know and be-

lieve, the first person who suggested the latter method.
My letter to the New York Tribune, when I was a lad at
school, many a year ago, was widely quoted and much
commented on, mostly in a humorous vein, but I was in
earnest, and I have lived to see the adoption of the
method by the State of New York, and with credit to the
dignity of the State and the cause of humanity. Let me
once more attempt the roll of prophet, though this time
by no means that of advocate. Why may not the time
come, and that speedily, in view of all the inventive
genius now devoted to it, when a weapon shall appear
which will throw an electrically charged bullet which
shall kill or stun an animal if it so much as graze the
extremest part of him, as surely as if it pierced his brain
or heart? Heaven defer the day, say I, but I fear it.

Well, we hung up and dressed the deer, and a fine
fellow he was, and honestly killed. Just before we go
out of the woods we may want one more, but for a week
I would not give a cent to shoot another.

I rather want a caribou, however, and if a clear day
comes we shall try the bogs.

I have been preparing the skin of a loon. It was the
one that was caught in the net of which I spoke in a
former letter. I now understand how a loon keeps warm
and enjoys life even in icy waters. His white vest is

lined with a double thickness of fat, stitched and quilted
in among the roots of his feathers in an amazing way.
The warmth inside cannot get out and the cold cannot
get in. How huge are his muscles and how stout his
bones! He is ac the same time a stern-wheeler and a
side-wheeler, for under water both feet and wings play
their part. His outfit is perfect for his business.

I was astonished to find nothing in his gizzard but
gravel stones and mud and bits of roots—not a trace of
organic matter. Yet he seemed in good condition, and
the men who set the net declared that the night before
his death he was several times heard to laugh. If any
one suggests that a loon's laugh does not mean enjoy-
ment, what, let me ask, does it mean? I will entertain
any suggestions. Meanwhile 1 shall believe that a loon
can laugh and be happy on an empty stomach. If so. hie
secret would seem to be worth finding out.
To-day we have discovered that some animal has

dragged away the entrails of several deer which the deer-
doggers left. They were dragged away in a mass into
the swamp, and for a distance we could plainly follow
the trail. We want to think that it was a bear that did
it, but certain tracks on the sand beach near by prove
that a black cat (fleher) has been about. Now, could a
black cat do what has been done? We think not, but the
doubt gives opportunity for valuable excitement and
speculation. Meanwhile we bait again with the entrails
of our deer and set many traps and long for to-morrow.
So you see we are very busy and have little time for

folly or dissipation of any sort. We only wish the advo-
cate of "Dorchester woods" could know the degree of
our content. Would she not envy us! Truth to tell, per-
haps she would not, but would even prefer her home in
Boston to a camp on this lake shore this dark and rainy
night. People vary so in their tastes!

But I must to our sleeping tent. My rifle is "loaded
for b'ar." C. H. Ames.

If your shootingfriend does not read Forest and Stream
why not g-ke Mm a Ghristinas present and do a littU missionary
work at the same time hy subscribing to the paper for Mm. Jt
will give Mm pleasure fifty-two times a year. Do yoxi realise \

tJiat next year |4 wiil buy you 1664 of these Ug ptges, and all

of them demted to wholesome, moinly sport,
i

MONKEY TALK.
IN the November New Review Prof. R. L. Garner re-

lates his further experiments with monkeys in his
endeavor to learn their language. We extract from the
paper these paragraphs:
"Since writing the sounds used by the capuchin mon-

keys, as well as I could represent them by the letters of
our alphabet, I have had no reason to alter the literal
formula by which they are expressed : but I have found
that the word which I had construed to mean food, and
sometimes perhaps to mean drink, has a still wider sense.
It is difficTilt to formulate in human speech anything
equivalent to it, since our human mode of speech has
been so changed by a.ccretions and by our higher modes
of thought that we cannot grasp the thought from such a
slight suggestion, and our habits of redundancy make us
incapable of their modes of speech. It impresses me that
the sound formerly described as meaning food is used in
some way as a kind of 'shibboleth.' It is possible that
this may arise from the Simian idea of food as the chief
source of all happiness, and that the satisfaction which it
gives is the supreme thought of his life, and in this man-
ner ;he associates that sound with every kindness and
pacific office, but from a lack of opportunities I have not
been able to ascertain to what extent these are associated
ideas with him.

I have described in my former paper the fright which
I gave to a monkey named Jokes, in Charleston, and at
the time of writing that article I had not been able to re-
new friendly relations with him. After a lapse of some
ten or twelve days from the time 1 had frightened him,
I resorted to harsher means of bringing him to terms; I
began to threaten him with a rod. At first he would re-
sent it, but when he failed to frighten me by his threats
and assaults, he soon yielded and came down from the
perch in his cage, although greatly frightened. He would
place the side of his head on the floor, put out his tongue,
and utter a very plaintive sound, having a slight interrog-
ative inflection. At first this novel demeanor quite de-
fied interpretation: but during the same period I was
visiting a young monkey of the same kind called Jack;
we were quite good friends for comparative strangers, and
he allowed me many liberties with him, which the family
to whom he belonged assured me he denied to others. On
one of my frequent visits he displayed his temper and
made an attach upon me because I refused to let go a
saucer from which I was feeding him some milk. 1 jerked
him up by the chain and slapped him sharply for this,
whereupon he instantly laid the side of his head on the
floor, put out his tongue, and made just such a sound as
Jokes had made several times before, under the stress
of great fear. It occurred to me that must be a sign of
surrender or submission. And many subsequent tests
have confirmed this opinion.
But my daily visits to Jokes had not won him back

after a lapse of more than two months, and on my ap-
proach he would manifest great fear and go through
with this strange act of humilation. I observed that he
had a great dislike for a certain negro boy on the place,
who teased and vexed him very much, so I had the boy
come up near the cage, and Jokes would fairly rave with
anger. So great was his dislike for this boy that he
seemed to forget all other things about him in his efforts
to get to him. I would feign to beat the boy with a stick
and this gave Jokes great delight. I would hold the boy
so near the cage as to allow the monkey to scratch and
claw his clothes, and this would fill his whole Simian soul
with joy. I would then release the boy and drive him
away with sticks and wads of paper, to the evident pleas-
ure of the monkey. I repeated these things many times,
and we became the very best of friends again. After
each encounter he would come up to the bars, touch my
hand with his tongue, chatter and play with my fingers,
and show all signs of friendship. He always warns me
of the approach of any one, and his conduct toward them
is very largely controlled by my own. He never fails to
greet me with the sound described in my former paper.
The sound is a compound, as I have shown by reversing
the cylinder of the graphophone, and repeating it back-
ward. This will be referred to farther on.

I may here relate that on one occasion a boy was teasing
Jokes with a stick, when I approached the cage and put
my hand in, and allowed him to caress it; in the mean-
while the boy would reach his hand into the cage under
my arm and catch Jokes' tail or toe, which seemed at
first to surprise him greatly, but in a trice he detected
the author and flew at him with great violence, and
every time the boy would reach his hand into or toward
the cage the monkey would spring at him and try to
catch his hand. In his haste and anger he once grabbed
my hand in mistake; but he discovered it so quickly
that I had scarcely realized the situation myself before I
found him crouched down and his head on the floor, his
tongue out, uttering that peculiar sound (which 1 cannot
reduce to letters), in the most suppliant manner, and he
continued to do so until he had been assured of peace.
When he assaults any one else he always returns to me
and touchesmy hand with his tongue, which seems to be a
kind of sign of a covenant.
Another little monkey of this species which I visited a

few times was called Jennie. Her master had warned
me in advance that she was not kindly disposed to stran-
gers and I should watch her, that she might not do me
any harm. At my request he had her chained in a small
side yard and forbade any of the family entering it. I
approached her little ladyship with the usual salutation,
which she seemed to recognize at once, and I sat down by
her and began to feed her from my hands. She seemed
to regard me as a friend, but of a different species. She
eyed me with evident interest and some suspicion, but
when I would utter that sound for ./'oocZ she would respond
promptly. While we were indulging in a kind of mutual
investigation of affairs a negro girl, who lived with the
family and frequently fed Jennie, being overcome by her
curiosity, came into the yard and came up within a few
feet of us. I at once decided that I would offer her as a
sacrifice on the altar of science, so I arose and placed her
between myself and the monkey and began to sound the
'alarm" or 'menace' with gi eat vigor. Jennie flew into
a perfect fit of fright. I continued to sound it, and at the
same time to attack the girl with a great display of
violence, thus causing the monkey to believe that the girl
had laade the alarm, I then drove the girl away from

the yard with a great flourish of paper wads and pea-nut
shells, and returned to the little monkey to pacify her.
She became quite calm and seemed to think I was her hero,
but for days she would not allow the girl to feed or ap-
proach her. This quite confirmed my opinion as to the
meaning of this peculiar piercing sound.
A few weeks later I went to Cincinnati to visit my chim-

panzee friends again, and I found immediately that they
gave evidence of understanding one of the words whicti
I used on approaching them. This word I had learned
from the record of their speech which I had made last
year. I have not had the opportunities to experiment
with them which would justify my giving a very full ac-
count of any of their traits of speech, only to say this,
that I am quite sure from my studies of their vocal char-
acter in the graphophone, and by listening to them in
their cage, if I could be more intimately associated with
them I could soon master their language; but they are
kept in a large cage, entirely inclosed in a house of glass,
the outer doors of which are kept closed to avoid any
change of temperature which migiit tell on their health,
and the keeper is so apprehensive of some ill befalling
them that he keeps them forever under his eye. I suc-
ceeded in getting their attention as I tried to utter a sound
of theirs, and I could get the female to come to me every
time I would use it. I cannot fully describe it here,
although it comes within the compass of human speech,
and is not very difficult to utter. It is not quite, but
nearly, represented by h-ou-wh, very slightly nasal, and,
so far, the only trace of a nasal intonation in the vocal
products of any of the lower animals which I have ever
detected. They have more words than a capuchin monkey,
and all the words they speak, so far as I have ever been
able to hear, can be reproduced by human vocal organs.
My recent visit to them has quite satisfied me that I can
make myself understood by them; and while it is pre-
mature as yet to mention it, I am now trying to arrange
for a trip to interior Africa to visit the troglodytes in their
native wilds, and if my plans (which are all practicable)
can be arranged, I agree to give to the world a revelation
which will rattle the dry bones of philology in a wholly
new light. Mr. Edison has kindly agreed, if I can make
certain arrangements, that he will aid me in the phono-
graph feature—the only thing which makes these studies
possible—and I promise to perform some feats which
will be worthy of public attention."

MORE SHARK NOTES-
1AM glad to see that my communication to your

columns, "Sharks and their Ways," has called forth
experiences of others; in this way we may arrive at the
truth. The experience of some of these writers is op-
posed to mine, but that of a late writer who observed the
habits of sharks at Pensacola confirms mine, and I am
induced to think that possibly the habits of sharks in
Southern waters may differ from those in Northern seas.
My observations have been made in tropical oceans and
on the east coast of Florida. In Florida waters the
species noticed were the dtisky shark, the hammer-head,
the shovel-nose and the nurse shark; these I have taken
with rod and reel, from 3 to 6ft. in length, and like the
writer from Chicago, I have never seen them turn over
to seize the bait.

As game fishes the sharks do not, I think, stand high;
the most common of them, the dusky shark, when
hooked, circles round on the surface and usually bites off
the line and escapes. If so hooked that the line cannot
be cut, the struggle is furious but short, the shark giv-
ing up in much less time than a game fish of half his
size, such as a channel bass, salt water trout or snapper
would do. I once hooked a shark about oft. long which
fought longer than usual, and when brought to gaff he
was found to be hooked in a side fin, so that he retained
his full powers. So also with the hammer-head. The
shovel-nosed shark I have found to be the most active of
them. The nurse shark lies on the bottom, and its bite
is not felt or its presence known to the angler till he
raises his rod, then the fish comes up like a log, without
resistance, S. C, C.

Maribtxa, Georgia,

HABITS OF WHITEFISH IN PONDS.
WE are indebted to Col. Marshall McDonald for the

following interesting and important information
about the feeding habits of whitefish in ponds, contained
in a letter from Mr. C. G. Thompson of Warren, Ind.
Mr. Thompson is a member of the firm of Smethurst &
Thompson, proprietors of the Star Roller Mdls. These
gentlemen have an abundant supply of good water and
ample space for ponds. They have established a hatchery
on their property and devote their energies and resources
chiefly to stocking public waters. Plans for constructing
trout-hatching boxes, like those used at Northville, Mich.,
were obtained from the U. S. Commission and the hatching
appliances are successfully operated. The results with
wall-eyed pike, known at Warren as pickerel, have been
particularly gratifying, and Mr. Thompson expects to
liberate fully 1,500,000 fry in the river next spring. A
pond is now being constructed with dimensions of 300 by
200 feet and a depth of 16 feet: this is to be completed by
October next and will be used for landlocked salmon and
lake trout. The establishment now contains whitefish,
landlocked salmon and wall-eyed pike. It is intended
to add sturgeon and other fishes next summer and lake
trout as soon as possible.
Mr. Thompson feeds his whitefish on mill-feed (called

also shorts and middlings) and he finds that these fish, as
well as catfish, carp and wall eyed pike, thrive on such
rations. Mr. W. F. Page uses the same material very
successfully for black bass at the Neosho station in Mis-
souri.

Two years ago Mr. Thompson procured 12 large white-
fish at West Sister Island, Lake Erie, nine of them are
now living and have made good growth. Eighteen months
ago he received some whitefish fry from the Sandusky
station of the U. S. Oommisaion. Several hundred of
these survive, measure 10 to 12 inches in length, and weigh
probably from 10 to 12 ounces. Last spring Mr. Thomp-
son obtained about 5,000 fry from Put-in-Bay and placed
them in the pond with the larger whitefish; but found that
"the old fish ate them up as fast as a chicken can pick up
corn, consequently we got few fish from that lot. This
was a revelation to the whole fish fraternity, as every
one supposed that whitefish did not eat anything of the
kind— but they do—and one whitefish one year old will
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clean up 10,000 young fry very easy. They chased about
day and night, Jike troat, for 10 days after young fry were
placed in with them. Now we have constructed pens 13
feet long and 6 feetwidp, and as soon as hatched they will
be planted in them and fed properly until they can swim
and will then be transplanted to the large pond. In that
way we feel confident of success in the "highest degree."
All fish which have come under Mr. Thompson's obser-

vation eat the young of their own or any other kind.
This agrees with the experience of others. Shad kept in
one of the Government carp ponds at Washington thrived
wonderfully on a diet of young carp, which were not in-
tended for their support and which were supposed to be
safe company. In a Fish Commission aquarium in the
same city a number of shad about an inch long were
placed with some yearling shad measuring about 4in.;
but the larger shad immediately began to devour the
smaller ones and the two sizes were quickly separated.
The young shad has teeth in its jaws which sometimes
persist until the age of two years, but when mature the
fish has no teeth audits habits change. Perhaps the same
is true of the whitefish.

The Food of Young Wild DtroK:,—During the sum-
mer of 1884 I was on one of the surveying parties engaged
in laying out the land between Calgarg and Fort Edmonton
into township sections and lots. For a time in the month

Antelope and Deer of America. By J. D. Caton.
Price $2.50. Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with the
Rifle. By W. C. Bliss. Price 50 cents. Bifle, Rod and
Gun in California. By T. S. Van Dyke. Price $1.50.
Shore Birds. Price 15 cents. Woodcraft. By "Ness-
muk.' Priee §1. Trajectories of Hunting Rifles. Price
50 cents Wild Fowl Shooting; see advertisement.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the
Oame Lavjs.

OREGON WILDFOWL.
PORTLAND, Oregon, Nov. 23.—Since last writing a

most unusual streak of good luck has been with the
sportsmen of Oregon. Weather a,8 balmy as springtime,
and more ducks than ever. On Nov. 8 the writer and a
friend opened the ball at about 6:30 in the morning, from
a blind on Muskrat Point, in the Moose Lake, on Colum-
bia Slough. This blind is of peculiar construction and
merits more than passing notice. First, a large hole is

light. A trip to the lake on Wednesday without dog or
gun showed a grand sight. The lake was as full as it

could be of all kinds of birds, from the piping little teal
to the largest of the swan family. Let them rest to-day
and we will come again. This was what I told Harry,
and although very impatient, he thought this the best
plan. How well the plan worked and how true the
prophecy remains to be seen.
We got to our blind at about 5:45, and as there were no

birds in our lake, of course, we felt somewhat crestfallen.

.

However, we put our decoys out and then sat in the blind
to wait for daylight. A bright moon was shining and
anon we could see large flights of birds passing over. At
about 6 :S0 we began to shoot, but the birds flew high and
decoyed poorly for an hour. Then they came, and for
three hours we had all the shooting we wanted. Then
they stopped for a while and we picked up our dead birds.
At noon we had all on the bank, and on counting found
we had 102 ducks. Then we had lunch and got in our
cripples, and after killing a few more, made our string
count 127. This is the best shoot that I have ever had,
and Harry says that for a short shoot it is his best. At
about 10 o'clock the sun was so hot that we were obliged
to dip our guns in the water so we could hold them.
Our daily papers are the most wretched accountants in

the world, that is as regards sport. They get their in-
formation from people that are not sportsmen and who

AMONG THE WILDFOWL.~XIV.
REDHEADf^—A Cosy Spot m the Wild Kick.

of May and early June we were camped near a small
lake on the shore of which grew some rushes, and the slope
to which from the prairt§ was very slight and gradual.
Around the border there were thousands of wild ducks of
all varieties engaged in the process of hatching and rear-
ing their young. Being appointed cook and camp-keeper
to the party, my duty was to stay by and watch the camp
to protect it from roving Indians. The lake was about
200 yards from the camp where the tents were erected.
Having a telescope I had opportunities of watching what
was going on. Most of the birds were incubating, but
as the young hatched they at once went to the water. My
curiosity was aroused as to how they lived and what they
fed on; so one bright afternoon I crossed the creek and
walked over to the lake. I found the water literally
swarmed with small frogs, and black-with tadpoles in
various stages of growth. The little fluffy ducks were
filling themselves with this, to them, dainty food, while
young grass along the banks and the larger frogs formed
the chief sustenance of the old birds. So bountifully
has nature provided for all her creatures, and yet each and
all prey on one another.—J. Maokblcon (Toronto, Ont.).

Recent Abbivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Gar-
den.—Purchased—1 yac (Bison grunniens), 1 green liaugurst (OstJ-
nops vlridis), 1 ground rattlesaake (Crotalophoins iniJiarhis). &
green snakes (CyclopMs verimUs), 4 commou hog-nosed snakes.
(Heterodo7i platurhinus) , 1 common black snake (Basmnium con-
strictor), 1 black hog-nosed snake (Heterodon platyrhinus niger), 2
glasst saakes {OpMosaurm ventralis). b8 water snakes (Tropxdonotu»
sipedon), and garter snakes (Eutmnia sii-talts). Presented—

L

brown bear (Ilrsus amerscamis), 3 red loxes (Canis wipes fulvm). 1
opossum (Didelphys virginiana). 1 red-tailed buzzard (Buten
Mrealis), 1 carinated tree bia {Herpetodryas carinatm). 1 blacfc
snake iBascanium eomtrictor), 1 stria-eri terrapin (Chelopus insculp-
tiis) and 4 alligators [Alligator mismsippi^nsis).

To Denver via Burlington Route.—Only one night on the
road. Leavre Ctiinago at 1 P. M,, or St. Louis at 8.25 A. M., and
arrive Denver 6:15 P. M. the next day. Through sleepers, chair
cars and dining cars. AJl railways from the East connect with
these trains and with sitBilar trains via Burline'on route to Den-
ver, leaving Chicago at 5:45 P. M., St. Louis at 8:15 P. M., and Peoria
at 3:20 P. M. and 7:50 P. M. All trains daily. Additional express,
trains, making as quick time as those of any other road, from
Chicago, St. Louis and Peoria to St. Paul, Minneapolis, Council
Bluffs, Omaha, Cheyenne, Blaok Hills, Atchison, Kansas City.,
Houston and all points West, Northwest and Southwest.—^di;.

dug in the ground, which is quite high well above the
water, and a drygoods box 6ft. long, 4ft. deep, and 4ft.

wide, is let in flush with the top of the ground. Then a
wire screen 2ft. wide is laid and fastened on above this
but at an angle of about 45% and then dead grass is

thrown on the wire. This makes nice room for the dogs
on either side, and they are thus well sheltered from any
cold winds. Then a good seat is constructed in such away
that it can be moved to suit the convenience of the
shooters.

All of our decoys (about eight dozen of mixed trash,
canvas and geese) having been set out, we were ready for
the birds. And how they flew: the green-winged teal was
strongly in the majority, as the count will show. For
half an hour the mallards, widgeon and a few sprigs
came; and then as suddenly they stopped coming. But
what is this? A large white object is seen coming down
wind and straight for the blind. A little judicious call-

ing, and then the writer scores his first swan; and a very
proud day this was for him. After wailing for an hour,
we feel the wind grow stronger from the east, and down
come the birds. Then we commence the rapid-firing
system, and after another hour or perhaps two the flight
is done. 2^ow let us get in all of om- dead birds, for it is

ten o'clock. How many? Well, we have sixty-one birds.
Then we go to lunch, and on our return are surprised to
find the lake full of birds again. We frighten them out
and they do not come back as soon as we expected ; how-
ever, about 3:30 the fun begins again, and the shooting is

fast and furious for a time. Then we pick up and pack
out a distance of half a mile to the train, and a half hour's
ride brings us home. On counting up, we find sixty teal,

twenty-three widgeon, nine mallards, four sprigtails and
five canvas. The swan and a few snipe we get on our way
to lunch make the total 107 birds; and this in weather in
which one would be ashamed to wear an overcoat.
The 15th was almost a repetition of the 8th, with the

exception i that nearly all of the birds were large, only
two teal and one butterball to mar the beauty of ninety-
three mallards, widgeon, sprigs and canvas. Mr. Harry
Beal was my companion in both of these shoots, and we
will shoot together for some time to come, at least 1 hope
so. Now comes our first ducking in the dark of the
moon. The two former shoots were made in the full

have been to guessing school for a short time, bo are noli

to be blamed for their errors.

The pheasant, grouse and quail season is closed. Very
few of these toothsome birds have been taken this year
compared to former years. The season opens on the first

of September, and then the birds have gone to the moun-
tains and tall timber. This is as it should be for a few
years. SA^^D Hill.

The Black Pae.tridc4E in America.—I was glad to
see in Forest and Stream of Sept. 3 that an attempt has
been made to introduce the black partridge, and heartily
hope it will succeed, being sure that American sports-
men and naturalists would be delighted with them. I

have lately read that they are found in Cyprus, so they
probably exist also in Asia Minor and northern Africa.
It would be easier to take them to America from that
part of the world than from India on account of the
shortness of the voyage. 1 hardly agree with Col. Rams-
den in thinking that the prairie grass is not high enough,
having frequently put up the partridge on slopes of the
Himmalayas, where the grass was not more than one or
two feet high, and that only in patches. There is also
no fear of Illinois being too hot, for the bird is common
in parts of the Punjab, near the River Ravee, where the
summer heat is really scorching.— J. .7. Mevrick (Eng-
land).

The Horton Steel Rod Makufactuhers report that
the improvement in make has been followed by a corres-
ponding increase of sales, which goes to show that they
are growing in favor with the fishing public. The rods
are to be sold the coming season at a much lower price
than heretofore, and the prospects are that the Horton
Co. will have all that they can do to supply the demand.

Northerk ;New York.—Philadelphia, N. Y.—Large
numbers of bass, rock bass, pickerel and bullheads were
caught in the river, on Indian River, at or near this
place. Suckers are speared in large nnmbers every
spring by means of a torch made of cotton batting soaked
in kerosene oII.-^Ray Speabs.
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TAKE A COMPASS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In regard to what Dr. Morris and others have writtea

abaut finding one's way in the woods and out of the
woods, I would say with Mr, Seymoui- Van Santvoord,
don't truat too much to your knife blade and finger nail,

but always carry at least one compass. A year ago last
October I was obliged to spend a long, cold] fireless, sup-
perless night about ten miles from the nearest habitation,
all because I had been so foolish as to leave my compass
at home-
Suppose that a man finds himself about 4 P. M. in a

strange valley, with the mountains rising on both sides
two or three thousand feet, and the saturated clouds
almost touching his head. Try your knife and thumb
nail now. The shadow comes all right, the light coming
from the opposite side. Cross the valley to make sure.
The light still comes fi'om the opposite side, because it is

the most open away from the mountain. Try it in the
bottom of the valley. It is the lightest up stream. Will
I have to climb to the top of that ridge where the light
mu3t come from the west and south? But it will be dark
almost before I get there, and that would be a choice
place to camp. Better stay down here in the valley
"where at least the force of tlie wind is broken, and make
the best of ib till morning. This was my experience.
That night it rained, and I had no shelter, matches, nor
supper, but I nearly had a chill before morning.
On the other hand, the knife and nail method is often

useful, and has taken many a poor fellow out of the
woods before dark. I know a man who bet the guides in
ascertaining locality in the Adirondacks, that he could go
two hours into a tamarack swamp and come out within
three more. They took him up. The day was dark and
the sky uniformly overcast, so that one co,uld scarcely
tell just where the sun was out in the open. He came
out on time and it was thought he must have a big
"bump of locality," but he himself said it was simply by
the U3e of his knife blade on his thumb nail. Nik.
Essex, New Yori,

SHAWANGUNK NOTES.

ON the 12th inst, a box containing 28 ruffed grouse
was sent to the ofB ce of the National Express Co,

,

at Rockland, Sullivan county, N, Y,, for shipment to
Washington Market. The agent suspected that the con-
tents had not been killed according to law and held the
box until Game Inspector Snyder examined it. All the
birds had been snared, and prosecution of those concerned
in their capture and shipment will follow.
In spite of the severe statutory penalty, violations of

the game laws in this respect have for years been flagrant
in Sullivan, Pike and Sussex counties. In Pike county
thousands of ruffed grouse, not to speak of other birds
and rabbits, are snared and shipped to New York or sold
to local speculators in game every season. Those who
buy game thus caught on speculation or for their own use,
knowing the facts, deserve as severe punishment as the
trappers themselves.
The counties concerned should have an organization

composed of their own citizens to watch for violations of
the game laws. The Rockland case is a good beginning,
but much more is needed. Every package of game sent
to our railway stations should be examined, and all birds,
rabbits, etc, found to have been illegally killed should be
detained and the shipper brought to account. Such pro-
ceedings would soon bring to light the trappers and the
extent of their lawless work.

If it can be proved that the sender liad twenty-eight
snared birds in her possession she can be made to XJay at
the rate of $50, for each of them, in which event the total
amount of the penalty will be the very tidy sum of
$1,400,
The name of the shipper is probably fictitious, and the

sentimental railers at our game laws might begin with
that fact in acquiring sounder views. We hear much of
the farmer's table being impoverished by game laws
made in the interest of city anglers and gunners. The
snared grouse in question were destined for epicures who
patronize high priced restaurants in New York—people
who know littie or nothing of Sullivan county and, if

possible, care less.

Both rabbits and grouse are abundant this season,
while their scarcity throughout the region was remarked
last fall. Hunters informed us that foxes were becoming
so numerous as to threaten the extermination of the gray
rabbits. Now tbe rabbits are proving a pest to tbe
farmers, Tne foxes were also charged with destroying
grouse during their nesting season. Speaking of the
matter in Forest and Stbeam last winter, the writer
suggested that two unusually mdd winters in succession
might have something to do with it, by permitting an
undue increase in the number of carnivorous rodents and
snakes. Although not extremely cold, last winter was
long and tolerably severe, with plenty of snow on the
ground from December until March,
Whatever the exact cause or causes, it must be ad-

mitted that natural conditions in some way have more to
do with determining the scarcity or abundance of both
grouse and rabbits tban protective game laws,
A number of Kingston sportsmen have purchased a

tract of land at Lewbeach, on the Beaverkill, with the
view of forming a game preserve there. They propose
to create a pond some twenty-five acres in extent, by a
dam 20ft, high and fifty rods in length. This will give a
deep body of pure water, A fish hatchery will also be
built and several thousand trout fry will be liberated
every year. The Beaverkill is a splendid trout stream,
and the big fellows are expected to take up their quarters
in the deep waters of the pond.
The extensive trout pound built by the Hartford Park

Association two years ago, is now well stocked. Some
weeks since several members with their families sjjent a
few days at the club house. While most of the gentle-
men were out looking up a deer to replenish the larder,

a member hied himself to the pond with rod and flies,

and in a short time landed several fair-sized trout. Next
season the pond will doubtless afford some excellent sport.

Signs of boars and black bears are plentiful in Forest-
burgh, and after the first good snow falls there will be a
general meet of the Hartford Park people. Bruin and
the wild porkers will have to hustle.
Four young Jersey cattle—a bull coming two years old,

two heifers of the same age and a last spring's calf— be-
longing to a farmer at Bushkill, Pike county. Pa., es-

caped from their pasture and took to the woods, becoming

as wild as deer, and, indeed, looking very much like
deer. They fly on the approach of man, and have run-
ways, as deer have.
A short time ago the bull was so frightened as to get

pretty far from his runway, but he soon got back, not
minding a fence that was in his way, instantly making
kindling wood of the rails. Of course the bull is dan-
gerous. Most of the Jersey bulls are cross when in what
we call a tame state, but this fellow, being wild, is as
furious as the bulls of Barbara, and his capture alive
would be difliculb, if not impossible.
A few scores of wild cattle in the wilderness of Porter,

Lehman, etc., would make very good substitutes for
deer, and the hunting of them for deer hunting. View-
ing these cattle in this light, one feels like suggesting
that the animals be allowed to struggle for subsistence in
order to see what comes of it.

When we reflect that until recently wild cattle existed
on the cold moors of northern England, the suggestion
maj'- not seem extravagant. In form, size and color the
cattle of the Channel Islands—Alderney, Jersey and
Guernsey, resemble the wild breed, and in a state of
nature would be likely to take on more deer-like traits.

B. F. Henley.
Port JERrsT^s, N. Y".

THE GAME FIELDS.
LEXINGTON, Va,, Nov. 33.—I have intended for some

time past to let you hear something of the game in

this section, but have postponed writing from time to time
hoping to be able to give a better account of game than
the early season seemed to promise.
On Dec. 16, 1890, we had a snow fall of 38in,, which

lay on the ground for weeks; and in that part of the
county in which I do the greater part of my shooting, I

heard of two coveys of birds, that had taken shelter in

corn shocks, Jbeing found starved to death, I had hoped
that the mortality in other parts of the county would not
be so great; but my hopes proved vain.

During the period of thirty years that I have been
shooting I never saw game so scarce, A tramp of ten or
twelve miles has more than once proved fruitless, I

should be glad if the Legislature would pass an act protect-

ing the birds for at least two years.

On the other side of the Blue Ridge, in the counties of
Amherst, Nelson and Bedford, I hear that game was
never more abundant, and that large bags are frequently
made.
Deer are reported to be in mimbers in the mountains

north of us. One party in a hunt of six days killed six

deer and one bear, T. M, S,

A large moose was shot the last of September this year
in theUmbagog Lake by the two Thurston brothers. They
claim to have shot him on or near Pine Point, which was
on the New Hampshire side of the State line, which cuts
the north bay of Umbagog in two diagonally.
The moose was a large bull, bearing good-sized antlers,

and weighing six or eight hundred pounds dressed. He
was wading in the lake at a place where, years ago,
before the dams were built to hoist water, moose used to

wade across the lake.

Charles Davis got in the best hunt of the season in EUi-
ottville, Piscataquis county, last month, that we have
heard of. He was trafling and stalking deer on Blue
Ridge and had the good fortune to shoot two, and while
dressing them saw two bears approaching, probably
attracted by the smell of venison. Charlie's trusty Win-
chester lay handy by, and he blazed away at the largest

—

a bear of about 400rbs.—rolling him over; but the smaller
kept straight on for him or the venison, Charlie kept
peppering away until he secured them both. They^ sent
the head to Colebr>^ok, N. H., to be mounted

,
although

thev wfre offered $5u for it.

Many deer have been shot aboutTTmbagog this fall, and
some bears.
Partridges are fairly plentiful, and the usual amount of

water birds have been killed.

Now, and for the last six weeks, the most of the guides
have been trapping fur-bearing animals, such as bear,

otter, beaver, mink, fisher, lynx, martin (sable), fox, etc,
etc, with very fair success.

Deer are abundant everywhere throughout the lake
country, and moose seem to be on the gain. J. G. R.

Bethei,, Maine.

Editor Forest and Stream:
On reading the letter from Mr. Andrews on the sub-

ject of game" protection in Rhode Island, I was indeed
glad to hear of the good results with which he had met:
and hoping to be of some use to his association, I pro-
pose to disclose one of the worst nests of game law break-
ers in Rhode Island,
The town of Narragansett Pier contains no less than

twelve large hotels and two large restaurants, besides

many cottages. The great rush to this place isL only for

two 'months of each year. These months are July and
August, just the time of year when game should be un-
molested. During this season the hotel keepers offer

fancy prices for half grown quail, partridge and wood-
cock.
There are plenty of men in the surrounding towns of

Wakefield, Peace Dale and Kingston who jump at this

chance and kill off all the game before the law-abiding
sportsman gets a chance. This is so year in and year
out, and it will be just the same next season; so, if a
steady watch is kept secretly, they may make an exam-
ple of one or two of the scamps. My summer home is in
NaiTagansett Pier, and I would like to see the birds let

alone until tbe opening day, which is October 1 for quail;

heaven knows, soon enough. T. de C.

New York Oitt.

Foxes are abundant, several having been killed this fall.

Parties leave here nearly every day, and seldom retm-n
without a brush or two. Quite a lot of partridges were
killed this fall. Reports from the Adirondacks say part-
ridges were never more abundant than during the last

fall. Ray Spears,
Philadelphia, N. Y.

There is a bear skin on exhibitions in Hudson's gun store
that takes the cake. It is 9*ft. in length and Sitt. across
in the widest place. The bear that wore this skin was a
grizzly, and he lived in far-off Alaska. Judging from
the size of the skin, he must have been as large as two

ordinary cows, and could not have weighed less than
.

S,5001bs. It is by far the largest bear skin that has ever
been seen in Portland, and even old hs&v hunters who are
told of its dimensions shake their heads in an incredulous
manner until they see it with their own eyes.

—

Portland
Oregonian,

WAYS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE.
THE ruffed grouse rises at times from the ground with

his head directly toward the person approaching in
the field. Not with the intention, however", of flying in
that direction, but on the contrary, just the opposite.
When the grouse does this he is usually along the skirts
of the woods, sunning himself in the leaves.
When disturbed at this time he springs up with light-

ning-like rapidity and whirls away on his side with a
backward curve that exposes to view for a moment the
under surface of his body and wings. After he has gone
about 20ft, he rights himself, and flying low, goes away
in a straight line.

This remarkable flight of the grouse is somewhat sim-
ilar to the feat performed by the acrobat when he turns
a somersault sidewise by placing one hand upon the
ground.
Commonly the grouse flies across the shooter or

directly away, the bird turning around at the last
moment and leaving the gi-ound either with a spring, or
after a short run. When the grouse flies he does so with a
sort of rocking motion, caused by his working his wings
alternately. He does this for some distance, after which
he usually sails along with his wings set, and in this
manner will go a long way before he alights on the
ground.
The grouse, also, in his flight swerves considerably, at

times to the right and left. He often does this for the
purpose of placing an obstruction between himself and
the danger behind him.
On one occasion I saw an ardent sportsman fire at a

grouse tin the woods about SSyds, off. But the most of
his charge of shot went into a large pine tree which hap-
pened to be directly in the line of flight and behind which
the bird had just dai-ted and disappeared. But for
that tree the gentleman would have probably shot his
grouse, Dorp.
Schenectady, N. Y.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
C1HICAG0, 111,, Dec, 1,—Across the street from where

I daily grapple with things rises the vast and beauti-
ful structure known as the Woman's Temple, built by the
W, C. T, U.,'and one of the finest buildings in this city.

This organization , at its meeting in Boston last month,
passed a resolution against vivisection, and also one
against the practice of wearing the skins of birds aa mil-
linery ornaments. The resolution, as printed at the time,
read as follows:

"Resolved, That we hereby express our disapproval of
the custom of wearing the bodies, wings', or feathers of
birds (except those of the ostrich) as part of our clothing
or headgear, and we call upon all right-minded women to
unite with us in efforts to abolish this destructive and
cruel fashion."

It must be a great trial for certain of the ladies to sub-
scribe to the foregoing. Indeed, the resolution should
have had an amendment, embodying one exception
among the feathered race. The wearing of the wings,
taU, body, head, or the total or fragmentary frame of the .

English sparrow should have been not only allowed, but
encouraged. This would have helped us all out of our
troubles, and would have relieved the State of Illinois

from the delicate position in which it now finds itself

placed. To-day, in short, is Sparrow Day, the beginning
of the two months' season during which the State will
pay 2 cents a head as bounty on English sparrows. There
ia a swarm of English sparrows sitting over on the
Woman's Temple now discussing the question, and prob-
ably indorsing the resolution as it stands above. The
small boy will revel in destruction now for a while, in-

deed, has been doing so for a long time; for many a peck
of heads nipped untimely will be sworn through as the
full fruit of December. The law will cost the county a
barrel of money, and will kill thousands of decent spar-
rows of other species, in spite of the fines imposed for
killing or for paying out bounty on any but the English
sparrow. But if the ladies would only consent to wear
sparrow wings on their hats now, with what a sigh of
relief could the tax payer go down into his pocket for his

share of the sparrow tax. This is a very ill-built, misfit
world.
Not much shooting here just ^t present except at the

trap. The quail season for Illinois closes to-day, Indiana
season closes Dec. 20, The market is full of Wisconsin
and Michigan venison, shi^iped illegally of course.
Some mallards still linger along our timbered streams.

Numbers were seen last week on the Kankakee at Mak-
saw-ba grounds. Their pursuit seemed too hard to cer-

tain ease-loving members of the club, to wit, Geo, Hol-
den, J, P. Card and L, R, Brown, who went rabbit hunt-
ing instead. The three killed fifty rabbits in one day.
They purposed having a great joke on one of their
friends in the city, and intended to put all these in one
big sack and ship them to him "collect." On the next
morning, however, when they wished to put the rabbits
in the bag, they found them all frozen stai-k.and stiff and
their legs pointing in about 400 different directions.

They had to postpone the shipment and wait for a thaw.
Any one liking rabbit shooting—I confess I always

rather did—can find all of it he cares for in the timber
mottes along the edge of the Kankakee in Indiana,
Thayer, Shelby, DeMotte, Lowell, any of a dozen towns
would be good enough. Vandalia, 111., is another good
point. E, Hough,

Ducks in Fishing Nets.—Erie, Pa.—I've been told that
one fish boat brought in here 1,300 ducks last evening and
another 1,000 from their nets. The fishermen say that
the ducks dive for the wheat and other grain lost from
passing vessels and when rising are caught. In former
years but few ducks have been caught thus here, and
this present experience is, as yet, as unexplainable as it

is unusual. The damage done to the gill-nets by the
ducks in their efforts to escape is so great as to render a
duck haul, though never so large, a bit of poor luck for
the fishermen, even though the netted ducks are salable,
if they have not been in the water too long.

,
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WHERE HAS ALL THE GAME GONE?
"rpHE blackhearts used to come to Toronto Bay in
X hundreds of thousands every spring. Once, about

fifteen years ago, 1 killed 400 at a single discharge of my
double-barreled, but they don't seem to come any more,
somehow," said an old sport.

"Thirty-five years ago this fall," said a lumberman, "I
went with a lot of fellows up the St. Lawrence River on
a steamer, and we fairly plowed our way through ducks.
Why we killed hundreds with our revolvers just for fun,
and even knocked them down with sticks and stones."
"What could jon do with so many?" I said.

"Do! Why we never bothered about them again after

they fell."

"In 1867, 1 and two other fellows discovered a herd of
200 odd elk yarded up in the snow, in Oregon. We
killed every one of them in a few hours," says an old
miner.

"I've seen a hundred thousand hogs fattened on wild
pigeon equabs in Kentucky," says an ancient pioneer,

"Forty years ago," said the first settler of Peel county,
Ontario, "I stood by that rock in the river, with a pitch-

fork, and pitched out fat salmon till I had a pile on the
banks nearly as high as a man."

' 'And then;"
"Oh, I took a dozen or so of the best and left the rest to

rot. We all did it every spring. But there has not been
a salmon seen here for ten years now; it's a judgment on
us."

"Yes," says an old ranchman, "I've seen the prairie

north of the Canadian River so thickly strewn witn dead
buffalo, left untouched where they fell, that one might
have walked sixty miles on them without ever touching
ground."

These are only a few out of thousamds of well known
facts, and yet people keep on asking "What has become
of all the game?" If they wish for a fuller solution let

them turn to the department of this journal in which
each sportsman tells of the size of his latest "bag," and
further let them turn to the cover and advertising pages,
and mark the growing muitiplicity and perfection of in-

fallible, deadly, wholesale engines of destruction of every
possible kind: each year shows us something new, with
greater precision, range, power and rapidity than ever
before, while the luckless wild things are endowed no
better than when a bow and arrow were their worst foes.

Let them note these facts, I say, and ask once more
where has the game gone to. For my part I should be
quite contented to see the total abolition of what is

known as sport with the gun. Ernest E. Thompson.

INDIANA SPORTSMEN AND FARMERS.

WE have received from Mr. F. M. Gilbert a copy of
the subjoined resolutions, sent to him by a com-

mittee of the leading sportsmen of Evansville:
EVA.NSVILLE, Ind., Dec. 3, 1891.—F. M. Gilbert, Esq.,

Game Warden First District, Indiana: At a meeting
to-night the following resolutions were adopted, and I

herewith present tkem to you:
Whei'eas, We represent the citizens of Evansville who

believe in recreation when possible to leave our work,
and we love gun and dog, and find our only sport in the
pursuit of quail ; and

Whereas, We are not market shooters, but shoot only
for our own pleasure and the few quail that our families
eat, and we therefore do not gain any recompense from
slioothig; and

Whereas, Matters have reached such a pitch among the
farmers that no matter how gentlemanly in deportment
we are, we are ordered off (often with curses and all

kinds of foul abuse) from nearly every farm in this sec-

tion, and it has become impossible to realize any enjoy-
ment from our guns and dogs: and

JVhereas, We learn and firmly believe that the farmers
keep U8 from shooting the ^ame (which is the property of
the State and not theirs) in order to themselves kill it,

contrary to law, and sell it; therefore be it

Resolved, That we call on you to do your duty as Game
Warden, and arrest and cause to be prosecuted to the full

extent of the law, every farmer who brings in netted or
trapped quail, or quail taken in any illegal manner
against tne statutes of the State of Indiana. That we
(3all on you to cause to be prosecuted the proprietor of
any store, gi'ocery, provision store or restaurant that sells

or offers tor sale any quail illegally taken. That we call

on you to prosecute any express company, steamboat,
railway company or common carrier of any kind that
shall take game of any kind out or the limits of the State
of Indiana.
We hei-eby pledge ourselves to assist you by any means

in our power. Respectfully,
Ed. L. Durham, Secretary _pro tern,

J. F. Knight, President pro tern.

A Quail's Freak,—One afternoon last month I shot a
quail which fell near a brook. When told to "find," my
dog Bang surprised Let and me by jumping into the brook
and puttrag his head imder the overhanging bank, locat-
ing the bud without doubt. I gave a stamp and out came
the quail and paddled for dear life across the brook. Our
eft'orcs to make the dog understand the situation only re-
sulted ia his redoubling his attempts to get under the bank,
and so Let jumped into the brook and retrieved the quail
himself. M''e found that I had broken his wing, and so
had made this cunning and unique attempt at escape.
—F'LIN (Plaiu Hill, Conn.).

Missouri Game.—Alexandria, Mo,—Quail appear to
be an average this year. I have seen three flocks of a
dozen birds each. The common rabbit is fairly numer-
ous. This seems to be a great year for coons. The gila
monster in the Keokuk Park is flourishing.

—

Jasper
Blines.

Books tnak& good li^liil(.(,y gifts, mid give taore pleasure in
proportion to ilu money expended than, anytliing elmi. If you
'Want a good, hook on shooUny, fishing, natural history, or any
other aiifjjeet con-tmtei with oiitiloar life, eonmlt the- list of the
Sportsman's Library in this papei\ or tjetler still, send for
FoKEsi" ANii 8TKEAM's//'tt: illHsfrated CMlologm of loorks on
oiLliloor sports.

Angling Talks. By George Dawson. Price SO eents. Fly-
Rods and Fly-Tackle, By H. P. Wells. Price $2.50. Fly-
Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. H. Keene.
Price $1.50. AmeiHcan Angler's Book. By Thad. Norris.
Pnee $5.60.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the J5oofc of

the Game Laws.

FISHING THROUGH THE ICE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
When the Frost King with chilling breath congeals the

sm-face of many thousands of lakes and ponds through-
the Northern States, he is hailed with delight by those
who, either for pleasure or profit, enjoy the sport of
catching pike, pickerel and other varieties of fish from
holes cut through the ice. The art of taking fish in this
manner is an ancient one, much skill having been dis-

played and ingenuity shown in the construction of the
various appliances and forms of tackle used, the essential
point being so to arrange the tackle as to give the greatest
possible

_
certainty of hooking the fish securely. To

accomplish this there must be an abundance of coiled
line to run freely out when the bait is seized, the bait
being secui-ed in such manner that it can not be strii>i)ed

from the hook, although easily gorged by the fish, and
the hook of such a pattern as will give the most uniform
results.

That the readers of Forest and Stream may profit by
the teachings of those whose many years of experience
have taught them the proper thing, a plain description of
the most killing and successful tackle known will be
given with instruction, which if followed can not fail to
bring ample reward to him who will brave the cold and
wintry winds in pursuit of this exhilarating pastime. The
lines used should be good and strong, not less than 45ft.

in length and plenty of them, as the more lines used the
more are the chances of success, Seine twist, hai"d-
twisted (which can be purchased by the pound and cut
into proper lengths), makes very substantial lines. To
arrange the coil of the line bend a piece of spring braes
wire (size No. 16) 9in. long into a spring the shape of
a hairpin (Fig. 2), with an eye or loop in the bend. Make

from a shorter piece of wire a ring iin. diameter (Fig, 3),

having a downward projecting stem an inch in length,
with a small loop at the end

.

Tie the hairpin at eye into and a few inches from the
end of the line, pass the opposite end of the line through
the ring and the loop of the stem, a half-hitch of the line
around'the stem will hold the ring iu position, the dis-

tance from the ring to the end of snell being the depth
that the bait will hang below the ice and can be easily
changed according to the varying depth of the' water.
Coil that portion of the lijie between the hairpin and the
ring by cross-winding around the thumb and little finger
of the'open hand

;
place the coil in the hairpin, compress

the ends of the hairpin and insert them into the ring, the
spring pressure of the hairpin against the ring will hold
the coil in place (as seen in Fig, 7). When in use the
ring slips easily from the hairpin the instant the bait is

seized, freeing withovit resistance the coiled line and
giving ample opportunity for the wary fish to swallow
the bait.

The ring should be sufficiently tight upon the hairpin
to prevent the opening of the coil from the exertions of
the live minnow bait, which may be of any variety of
small fish. Chubs, suckers and dace from 5 to lOiii. in
length are preferrably the best, being hardy, they live
longer upon the hook, and when properly baited are as
lively at'the end of a week's time as when first put on
the hook, proving of great advantage where the lines are
to remain set in the ice for several days' duration. The
hairpins, rings and snells should always be made of brass
wire, as steel or iron wire corrodes, rusting the lines. In
making snells (Fig, 4) use soft wire, size No. 24, double
and twist a piece of the wire 28in. long, leaving a small
loop at the end for the hook, twist and fasten with solder
a strong loop at the other end for the line. The hooks
(Fig. o) used are very killing, being especially suitable
for the taking of those varieties of fish which kill their
prey before swallowing the same and are called tlie

•'barbless double-pointed" hook. They are but little

known at the present day, although hooks of the same
pattern, crudely made, were used during the bronze age
and are still found among the remains of the European
lake-dwellers.
They are easily baited, leaving the bait perfectly natural

in appearance, and do not arouse the suspicions of the
fisli; but once swallowed, whether large or small, the
hook will not tear out, break or become dislodged. They
should be carried in a small box separate from the lines.
In baiting, break the skin of the minnow just ahead of
the dorsal fin with the point of the hook, push the end of
the snell under the skin at least an inch toward the
minnow's head, prick through the skin and loop with the
point of the hook, and bring the loop to its place in the
shank of the hook, drawing the shank back under the
skin with the points of the hook flaxing upward, outward
and backward (as in Fig. 1),

In setting out lines, they may be tied to sticks laid
across the holes in the ice, but if allowed to remain for

any length of time are apt to become frozen in, making
caution necessary in cutting out not to sever the line.

To guard against this, as well as to mark the holes in
case they should become covered with snow, get as many
pieces of heavy galvanized wire 2ft. long as there are
lines in number, bend at two-thirds of the length in each
an eye or loop of l^in. diameter, also a small loop at the
longer ends. The longer ends, with lines attached,
should hang in the water and the sticks placed through
the large loops and across the holes. A miss blow of the
ice chisel or axe in cutting out will not harm the wire,
and the short ends of the wires projecting above the ice

mark where the lines are set, the wires also preventing
the fraying of the lines against the ice at the bottom of
the holes.

The coiled line hanging below the ice can not clog nor
freeze, and a glance will reveal by the coil being broken
that a fish has seized the bait. Fish often bite best dur-
ing the very stormiest and coldest of weather, when the
ice is forming rapidly. At such times all devices which
are used above the ice to indicate the hooking of the fish,

or give out line, are practically worthless.
In cutting holes an axe is often used, making the work

quite fatiguing when the ice is thick, the ice chips,
clogging and breaking the force of the blows, the water
rushing in causing a great deal of splashing, help to make
the work disagreeable before a dtrcent hole can be fin-

ished; an ice chisel will remedy all of this, and with such
an implement nice round holes, neatly bevelled out at
bottom, can easily be made. Any black&mith can make
a good ice chisel by welding into the end of a fin. round
iron bar 4ft. long a piece of tool steel, drawing out thin,
3in. in width and chisel-shaped, sharpening well, and
forming a knob at upper end of the bar to prevent slip-

ping through the hands.
Pike or pickerel do not gather in schools, but go about

singly in search of their prey, making it necessary in set-

ting lines to place them where the fish in search of food
will find the bait, the fish moving from the deep to the
shallow water. In setting lines cut the holes from 20 to
SOyds. apart, following the contour of the shore, along
the edge of deep water, which can generally be told by
the rushes. Find with a sounder the depth of water at
every hole and lower the bait half way to the bottom,
never using holes where the water is more than 30ft. in
depth.
Snags and stakes of all kinds should be avoided, as fish

instinctively go to them when hooked, to free themselves
fi'om the line, winding it into a labyrinth of puzzles, and
though rarely escaping, causing much annoyance and
trouble. When the line has become snagged, follow its

course from the hole, by cutting a row of' holes directly
over it until the snag is reached, if the fish can be located
it can be gafl'ed by tying the gaff hook to a pole, and a
strong pull will break the line or snell, which if badly
snagged is not worth fretting about, providing the fish is

land"d. The sticks when placed across the holes should
be parallel with the shore, that an even strain may come
upon the line and stick, as most fish when hooked make
a rush for deep water, and a large one is apt to break the
line or stick if misplaced. The lines should be looked at
twice each day, the fish taken off, rebaited and reset.
Always play a large fish until well spent, as they make
their final struggle at the hole. Kill, when lande'd, by a
blow on the back of the head. In removing the hook a
thin, flat stick makes a capital disgorger, by inserting in
the bend of the hook and removing from the gullet of the
fish.

The hooks patterned after models made in this city can
be procured from the leading tackle dealers in New York
city. A hand-sled with a box thereon, in which may be
carried the fish, minnow pail and other things, will be
found very convenient and save much time when used.
Mr, Lewis Bullard anil the writer visited a small lake

situatpd twenty-five miles distant from this city, on Feb.
2o, 1891, and set out sixty lines that day, taking them up
on the morning of the 2t)th, our catch being twenty-eight
pike and two bass, aggregating a total weight of 220lbs.,

the ten largest weighing 32jbs,, 221bs., 21ilbs., ISlbs.,

lelbs., lllbs. 6oz., lllbs., 91bs. 13oz., Bibs. 4oz., 71bs, lOoz.
respectively, the largest fish being 44in. in length. In the
capture of the largest two we had an exciting time, one
of them being taken where ice was barely sufficient to
withstand our weight, and so clear that the fish, seeing
us, could not be brought near the hole without arousing
all its energies and having to be played for several
minutes before becoming sufficiently subdued to be gaffed.
The other fish had wound the line several times around
a pole which had been pushed into the muddy bottom to
serve as an anchor for boats. His struggles had loosened
from the bottom this pole weighing several pounds and
we found the fish towing it around beneath the ice. This
fish in its efforts to get free had so contused and bruised
itself that it literally sweat blood when taken from the
water.
The passage by our last Legislature of a bill prohibiting

the use of night or set lines in fishing is construed by the
State Game Warden to apply to fishing through the ice
as well. This will deprive many of their winter's sport
and cut off a large supply of food fish, as our pike can-
not be taken with any certainty of success by any legiti-
mate means except through the ice in winter.
The pike (Lucius lucius) is the shark of the fresh

waters. The terror of the inland seas. He enjoys not
the company of his kind, but roams about alope, seeking
what he may devour. There is a greener glitter in his
wicked eyes as he perceives the sucker bait, and glides
toward it with scarce a movement of the fins or ripple of
the water. The sucker, aware of danger, in obedience to
nature's greatest law, endeavors to be free. Alas! poor
sucker. One sweep of that might tail, one grasp of those
cruel jaws, another victim to the greed of that msatiable
maw, one more tragedy iu Nature's lalay. The ring slips,
the coil unwinds, the hook pricks. Alarmed, what a
grand rush he makes for the dark blue of the deep water!
Kerchug! The good stout line comes taut, the hook tears
at his vitals. Thoroughly frightened now, he swims
round and round in seai-ch of friendly stake or snag to let
him free. The nasty bit of wire, rasping between those
cruel jaws, is the goad that spurs him on. One more
great surge to part the line, and the fight is over. Far
out beneath the ice he lies, sullen and morose. Con-
quered is the monarch of the lake. Ben O. Bush.
Kalamazoo, Micli.

The YjiLVisr Tkain of the JMonoii Route Tietween (Jhicago and
Omcinnati ofiEevs tho best ar"l most luxurious service obtainable
between those points,—ylcto.
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THE SIX-INCH TROUT LAW.
A paper read by Gen. W. Y. W. Ripley before the Vermont Fish

and Game Leagne.

I HOPE we are bent on practical work, and that full

discixssion as to the best modes of preserving, and
even increasing, our game and flsb supply, may be had

;

and that a free interchange of thoughts and views on that
subject may result in legislation of a more practical kind
than some with which we have been afflicted in times
past. I have very strong convictions of my own about
these matters, and although I am aware that in many
respects they differ from other equally earnest workers,
I propose to' take this opportunity to ventilate them.
Legal restraint is the sole and only means of preserva-

tion. Just how far that should go and how best be applied,
is the question that should interest us most. The only
object of such restraint is that the rate of destruction may
not exceed the rate of natural increase.
Do our present laws, fairly well observed as 1 think

they are, effect this? I think you will agree with me that
they do not, and that the supply of the foiir choicest
varieties of fish and game native to our State—trout,

black bass, partridge and woodcock—is found less and
less abundant every year.
What is the remedy? Artificial propagation? Such

means cannot be applied to the birds at all, and it is ex-
tremely doubtful to my mind whether it is the best
means of preserving and increasing the supply of trout,
and much more so that of the bass.

In my judgment there is a better remedy, l^'irst,

shorten your open season for all fish and for all game;
second, make the limitation of size on fish such that it

will insure every fish born into the world one chance, at
least, to attempt to reproduce its bind. Our laws pro-
hibit the killing of trout less than 6in. in length and of
base lOin, Now a trout, male or female, that is just
under 6in, long on the 31st of August and is put back into
the water, on that day is not mature and cannot, as a rule,

Sropagate its species during the succeeding autumn: next
[ay, however, he is of legal size and may be legally

killed, and yet has had no chance in the world to do his
share in the work of restocking the streams. The trout
of 9in. long on the same Hist of August, however, is one
year older than hie 6-inch comrade and is fully mature,
the female can deposit spawn capable of being fertilized

by the male of the same size who is able to perform his
functions. These two fish, if thrown back on the last
day of the season, or at any time during the season, will
breed during the succeeding autumn.

It is true that both may be killed during the next sea-
son, but they will have done one year's work toward
keeping good the population of the stream, I shall be
met at once with tlie assertion that female trout of 5, or
even Sin. in length frequently have spawn in them; this
is true, but that spawn, borne by an infant, so to
speak, is not capable of being fertilized. They axe like
pullets' eggs, the product of an animal with all the iu-
stincts of reproduction, but, being immature, are with-
out the capacity for successful work in that direction, If
my views are correct, and I am supported by the opin-
ions of such world noted experts as Seth Green, Spencer
F, Baird, Annin, Fred Mather, Livingston Stone and Col.
McDonald, is there any logical reason for the existence
of a 6in. law? On the contrary, is there not a good rea-
son for a 9in, law? Does not the complaint of hardship
and injustice of the Gin. law come mainly from people
who live high up among the mountains or adjacent to
small streams or remote from large ones? where the
brooks are small and the trout correspondingly so? Do
not they say that the 6in. law is entirely in the interest
of the town sportsman who lives near the larger waters,
or who has more time and better facilities for reaching
them? Do they not claim constantly, clamorously, that
the law deprives them of the pleasure of fishing in their
small brook for the benefit of others who fish in larger
water? if you expect these men to obey your law eheer-
fully you must show them a good reason for the existence
of the law, and this 1 think is possible. You must show
them also that jou yourselves are willing to forego some
part of your own sport for the general good,
Nor would a 9in. law be a hardship to any one for

more than two years, since the Bin, trout of to-day would
certainly be above the legal size in 1893. Who shows his
basket of 6in. trout with any pride? No one; but a basket
of 9 in. trout is a pretty sight, and even in such baskets
you will always find the largest on top. If any one
doubts the beneficial results of such a law well enforced,
he is past my power of conversion. I have been asked
frequently why it was that in some brooks trout never
grow to be over Gin. in length; my answer is that they
do grow to a larger size, but at the 6in. period of life

they have outgrown such water and the food supply in
them, and leave for broader and deeper waters. It may
be that in some ponds entirely land-locked there is

found a family of very small trout that breed success-
fully. If this is so it is because the food su^jply has been
insufficient for, perhaps, hundreds of years; and a race
of dwarfs has been the result. There are, of course, ex-
ceptions to all rules, and it may be that in very rare cases
very small trout have bred and multiplied in free running
waters, but the general rule is the other way, and it is by
general rules that we must be guided in these matters.
On bass the limit is 10 in. I am not sufficiently ac-

quainted with the habits of these fish to venture an
opinion as to the nature of the lOin. bass as breeders, but
it could do no harm certainly if the limit was fixed at 13

instead of 10 in. Now as to seasons.

The destruction of game must be kept far within rate
of natural increase. There can be no doubt that the
number of persons who fish and shoot for sport or profit

is much larger than it was twenty years ago, while the
pot-hunters are always with us, and the number of these
increases in a much larger proportion, I think that we
must expect their numbers to increase in the future also.

The more interest you and I take in these matters the
more others will take. This very meeting will add to the
number of men who v^'ill go afield next year. Improved
weapons and tackle play an important part, also and it is

fair to assume, and we must assume, that in proportion to

the amount of g.ame in the forests and fish in the waters,

a larger percentage is destroyed in each succeeding year.

The summer boarder, so-called, plays his part, and it

is by no means an unimportant one, in the work of ex-
termination. In my judgment there is but one means of
checking this diminishing of the supply, and that is

shorter open seasons.
I would have the open season for trout commence on

the 15th of May and close not later than the loth of
August. This, with the limit as to size made 9in. instead
of 6, I think, would be all we could do at ipresent for the
trout. If it proved insufficent after a trial of say four
years, I would again shorten the season and make the
limit of size lOin.

As to birds I would make the open season for both
woodcock and partridges commence on the same day, and
that day not earlier than Sept. 15; and the first of Octo-
ber would be better. I would have it close as to both on
the last day of November. This is in line with the best
and most recent laws of the most carefully preserved
States. In Maryland the season for quail opens on the
first of November and closes on Dec. 24. The same short
seasons prevail in many other States, much more favor-
ably situated for the natural increase of game than Ver-
mont is; and if they find it necessary to so restrict the
season, and with fifty birds to our one, are willing to
forego a little this year for the sake of next, ought not
we to be equally willing? Nay, is it not a greater neces-
sity for us to do so than it is for them?

I would allow of no exceptions to the operations of the
general law for any local reason. The application of the
laws should be uniform throughout the State. Local
exemption is frequently brought in favor of the summer
visitor, or more frequently by the landlord. We wel-
come all who come among us for health or pleasure, and
as becomes good sportsmen, we hold out the right hand
of fellowship to all brothers of the rod or gun, but we who
live here have also some rights which the visitor is bound
to respect.

Among the other means of destruction the match or
side hunt stands prominent for utter infamy, 1 had
hoped that relic of a barbarous age had found its last

ditch, but some such hunts have taken place in this State
this year. Can there be anything more abhorrent than
the eight of a whole community, or all that can he pre-
vailed on to go, turning out simply for the purpose of
determining which side can do the most of the villainous
work? Such proceeding should be and is discountenanced
by all true sportsmen and might well be the subject of
legislative enactment.

ANGLING NOTES.
1PROFESSOR BICKMORE in a recent lecture brought

up the old question, why salmon and trout rise to
artificial flies. This subject, though more or less thread-
bare, is always of interest to anglers, and nearly every one
has his own theory which he believes to be correct. There
is no doubt, I think, that all creatures, whether fish or
fowl, naturally and instinctively snap at anything which
resembles food. The most intelligent dog possessing the
finest possible nose will snap at a cork if you throw it

toward him when he is watching you at the dinner table,

and chickens, when expecting food, will rush after a
handful of gravel thrown on the ground. So it is with
fish, they are usually on the constant lookout for some-
thing to satisfy their appetite, and anythin;^ that touches
the water is immediately seized, particularly if it resembles
in the least what they are in the habit of feeding on,
though as quickly dropped if not what they expected it to
be.

1 1,Wild trout that have never suffered from the deceitful
practices of man will readily seize a bare hook if moved
quickly through the water, and if it is covered with a
bit of red or white flannel over even a splinter of wood,
it becomes a deadly lure. As they become better edu-
cated they require closer imitations, and in over-fished
waters nothing but the most carefully dressed midges on
the thinnest of gut will induce a decent sized fish to rise.

One of the best examples of this is found at our fishing

clubs. They usually turn out their trout a month or so
before the opening of the season; and when first fished

for, the members have no difficulty in killing their full

allowance; but as the days go by the fortunate survivors
become more and more difficult to catch; so that after a
month or sis: weeks of fishing they become so well edu-
cated that none but experts have any chance to fill a
creel.

I have frequently watched the actions of wild trout for

hours at a time. There was a fine pool within half an
hour's walk of the hotel at Ralston, Pa., where I used to

spend my summers. This pool was just below a fall and
was dark and deep. It contained a fair supply of trout

from half to three-quarters of a pound in weight. Below
the pool the water flowed over a bed of solid rock and
was not, as a rule, over a foot deep. When undisturbed
the fish would drop down to these shallows and lie in the
sun, sometimes a dozen at a time. If a leaf or bit of twig,

or, in fact, anything fell on the water, the trout nearest

to it would dart at it as quick as a flash, sometimes take
it in their mouths and drop it again as if tasting it, and
sometimes strike it with their tails as if in play. Often
they would play like kittens and chase one another about
the pool for several minutes at a time, and occasionally

they would seem to lose their temper and indulge in a
row which sometimes ended by the weaker one scudding
ofl: with a mutilated tail. As trout get older they become
more shy and rarely feed at all in the day time, and as a
rule, exhibit a supreme contempt for all kinds of artificial

lures. After dark they will steal out from the deep holes

under the bank and hunt up minnows in the shallows,

but during the day they will not venture near enough to

the surface to even see a fly.

The practice of setting aside certain waters as sanc-

tuaries for trout seems to be meeting with great success

in Maine, and it is high time it was tried in our Adiron-
dack waters. The idea is an excellent one.

SCAKLET-lBlS.

Ceappibs in PoNDS.~Mr. A. H. Eggbom, of Eggborn-
ville, "Va., introduced 11 crappies into a pond in 1887 and
now the water is well stocked with them. Individuals

weighing from l^lbs. to 3lbs. are found, but most of the

fish are too small for the table. They can jump as nim-
bly as the jack or pickerel. Mr. Eggbom considers the

crappies as next in rank to black bass and brook trout as

a pan fish. The species is known in the locality as silver

perch.

Virginia Bass.—Lexington, Va.—Bass have been per-

haps more abundant this year than for some previous
years, large numbers being caught in the North River and
the James. Some good catches were made as late as Nov.
5.—T. M. S.

ONONDAGA ANGLERS' ASSOCIATION.
IN the Syracuse Courier Mr. Henry Loftie give this ac-

count of the admirable work accomplished by the
Association and the State force:
" People know but little of the work that has been done

by protection in this vicinity through the influence of the
Onondaga Anglers' Association," said a prominent mem-
ber of that organization to a Courier representative last

evening. '' Our private protector, Harry Jackson, is paid
by the Association and by subscriptions of the citizens

of Syracuse. Since last Mai'ch Mr. Jackson has taken 42
nets and made 45 arrests. Some cases have been settled
by paying fines and others are in the hands of the attor-

neys. Jackson could have done more work if the Asso-
ciation had had more funds at their command. He has
proved himself a very efficient officer and at times run
the risk of losing his life.

"State Game Protector Harry Hawn has taken on
Oneida Lake, rivers and Skaneateles Lake 128 nets and
made 63 arrests. Some have paid their fines and the
balance of the cases are in the hands of attorneys. Mr.
Hawn is working under the dkect orders of the State and
is dictated to by them entirely. Skaneateles Lake has
been thoroughly cleaned of illegal netting and it is

claimed at the present time there has not been 50 trout
taken this fall where usually they have been taken out by
the barrel.

"Superintendent J. W. Pond, State Fish and Game
Protector, has done great work. He is always on the
wing, and he comes in on our territory when we least

expect him. I know of several raids made in this section
by him. He always leads the protectors. He often
sends a stranger on the fishing grounds to get the points,

and when the x)roper time comes he gets the men and the
nets. Every one who knows of his work says he is a
most persistent worker and the best superintendent we
have ever had, and when we get the annual report from
the Commissioners it will surprise some of us. We can
then compare Mr. Hawn's work with other protectors,

and will see the good work that has been done for pro-
tection by Superintendent Pond.

"I notice the work which has been done by the State
force, commencing Jan. 1 and ending Sept, 1 , 1891. is as
follows: Number of nets seized and destroyed, 190 fyke
nets, 157 trap nets, 1 pound net, 2 purse nets, 240 gill

nets, 11 seines, 3 spears, 4 eel racks, total value |16,874,
One hundred and ninety-one persons were prosecuted,
nearly every one of whom were convicted. Amount re-

covered in fines, $6,2&1.46. One hundred and seventy-
nine suits are still pending, mostly in Supreme Court.
"Soon the Anglers' Association will have a meeting at

the Business Men's Association rooms and every one who
believes in protection and having the best fishing grounds
at our door should come to the meeting and join the Asso-
ciation which will help us pay our debts and continue
this work. We cannot do this work without funds, and
it is necessary that every one who loves angling should
join the Association. We notice some anglers object to a
hatchery on Oneida Lake. I do not think they xm-
derstand it. If there is no hatchery there the lake
would not be protected as well. The writer knows
that when pike run up the stream to spawn other
fish follow them and eat up 50 per cent, of the
spawn. If the State has a hatchery there, they certainly

would give better protection. IE the State has 5,000,000

of fry for other waters, they hatch out 10,000,000 and put
back into the lake 5.000,000 of matured fish. Would we
not have better fishing by having better protection and
5,000,000 matured fish put in this lake annually? Oneida
Lake cannot be protected by one protector. When it

becomes State waters they must then give it better pro-

tection, which means better fishing. I, for one, say 'give

us a hatchery.'
"The Commissioners have at all times assisted us in

every way they could, for they weU appreciate the work
vve have done toward protection in central New York.
The writer has fished in most all waters in central New
York, and baa never known when the fishing has been a?

good and the waters as free from nets and illegal fishing

as at the present time.
"Great credit is due the efficient Commissioner of State

Fisheries, President Blackford, who is a worker. Munroe
Green is working night and day to hatch the fry to be
delivered througnout the State during the winter and
spring to stock the different waters."

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, III, Dec. 2.—After a while there won't be

any place at all but Chicago. This, at least, is the
inevitable result if the average Chicago man's hopes and
beliefs come true. At any rate, it is already an easy
saying that the best of everything comes to Chicago.
This is true, from the World's Fair down to fresh lob-

sters, and equally true in regard to fish. The largest tar-

pon ever caught is now in Chicago. It is beautifully

mounted and now rests in good similitude of life in the
anteroom of J. V. Northam & Co.'s whosesale house, at

180 Monroe street, just across the street from my office.

This is the fish mentioned so prominently by Forest
AND Stream at the time of its capture last season. It

was taken by a lady, Mrs. Geo. T. Stagg, of Frankfort,
Kv. The record, as appended to the case, gives the
weight of the fish as 205lbs., length 7ft. 3in., time in

playing 1 hour 25 minutes. The rod, reel, line and hook
on which the fish was taken are in the case below the
fish. They make only a plain tarpon outfit, the rod being
simply a 7ft. stick of natural bamboo, 2in. at the butt

and thick as one's finger at the tip. The arrival of this

fish at the city seems to have awakened an unusual tar-

pon interest here for this wintar. Several parties will go
South, probably to Fort Meyers, in the hope that the
Caloosahatchie may hold still larger specimens for the
City by the Lakes. Chicago is the only real tarpon
center.
Dr. S. P. Bartlett. secretary Illinois State Fish Com-

mission, andMr. H. L. Watlington, secretary of thelllinois

Valley Association, were in my office to-day. They just

came from Mr. Geo, E. Cole, with whom they had had a
long talk in regard to the organization of a State league,

to be made up of all the different local and protective

societies of the State, on the plan first and exclusively

suggested in these columns in the issue of Nov, 2().

Among men like these mere schemes or visionary plans

hold little weight, but in regard to this project there

seemed to be the most favorable opinion, and so the

gentlemen above informed me. They further stated that
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plans looking forward to such an organization were about
to be put in effect. I should not be surprised if the Kan-
kakee, Fox. and other local game and fish societies will
have word from the State Fish Commission on this head
before their annual January meetings. This would leave
the matter of an organization, so far as these meetings
were concerned, a simple and easy thing, the appoint-
ment of delegates for a convention being about the only
thing needful. Dr. Bn-tlett thought Chicago a better
place for such a convention than Springfield, and this is
probably true, as the heaviest associations center here,

I aeked Dr. Bartlett how he would feel about applying
a part of his scanty appropriation toward the expense of
a paid secretary and he said he thought he would favor
that, as it would take considerable detail work off the
hands of the commissioners. All in all, the outlook for a
State League is a good one. I believe that such a league
here would be the result of no mere bluster, and that it
would not end in talk. It would be organized for work-
ing purposes, and it would do work, I am much dis-
posed in favor of the paid officer for the harder detail
work of these associations, and believe that is going to be
the way to get more attention and more work out of the
bodies of sportsmen. What is everybody's business is
nobody's, but if it were one man's business he would at-
tend to it, if he found a business duty. If he did not he
could be jumped on direct. If thus saddled, with the
work and the privilege of getting jumped on he ought to
be paid for it.

Dr. Bartlett reports the status of the suits against him
by the Illinois River fishermen, whose nets he has confis-
cated, as being nowia avery satisfactory condition. "The
only trouble is," said he, "they sue me personally, and
not in my capacity as an oflicer. All thev want is to
make me personally go to expense and inconvenience,
though they know I can beat them in the suits. How-
ever, I guess I can wear them out."

Mr. Watlington reports a very flattering state of affairs
for the Illinois Valley Association at La Salle, They
have brought some nineteen suits, and. have won them
all. It certainly looks as though they would keep their
promise to break up all netting and seining above the
Copperas (Jreek dam of the Illinois.
A meeting of the Swan Lake Club was to have been

held for the purpose of discussing the situation on Lake
Senachwine, the scene of the once supposedly legal
netting operations of the keepers of the club, the"Woods
Bros. The result of the meeting is not yet made known,
but the position of the club is not hard to prophesy. If
netting is found to be of questionable legality in those
waters, the club will have the keepers stop such netting,
no matter how that affects the club lease, of this I feel
quite sure. Swan Lake Club is not disposed to know-
ingly violate or see violated any of the game or fish laws,
and this has been declared here all the time, even at the
time of the warden's efforts to catch and show up the
Woods boys as violators not only of law but of their club
agreements. E, Houoir.

The North Shoee.—Mr. Ales. Starbuck tells us that
on his 1891 excm-sion to the North Shore he was surprised
to see the great multitude of anglers that visited the
North Shore. He writes: "There were at least three
hundred between Port Arthur and the 'Soo,' and of these
fully one brmdred and fifty came under our immediate
observation. I presume your publication of the North
Shore letters had much to do with it, for several of the
parties whom I met here so stated. Now, I only hope
they aU had as good sport as I had and could endure
without a murmur the lake's capricious temper. I
noticed that 'Podgers' was not enthused witn JSorth
Shore fronting as I described it. I am inclined to think
he is too ambitious and wants more trout to a day's sport
than generally falls to the patient angler. After a
period of forty -five years angling in almost every pare of
this country, including trips to the famed Nepigon , where
one becomes sated with the sport, I must confess I prefer
the North Shore for the pursuit of the trout, beautiful
above any other place. True you sometimes have grand
storms that lash the shores with frightful violence, but
again you have weeks of such charming and exhilarating
weather as to delight you beyond measure."

November Salmon.—Ou Nov, 21 Capt. George McDon-
ald caught an eight-pound salmon ia Newark Bay, Be-
lieving that other individuals were cantured on various
parts of the coast, we applied to Fish Commissioner
Blackford for information on the subject, and have the
following reply: "iUong the Atlantic Coast at this season
of the year stray salmon are often taken. Dm-ing the
last month probably 100 salmon, weighing from six to
twenty pounds, have been caught in the mackerel weirs
oi? the coast of Massachusetts." We should like to see
the experiment tried of winter fishing for salmon in the
G-ulf of Maine by the method followed in the Baltic, as
described in Forest and Stream Jan. 8, 1891.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the
cui'rent issue of the Forest akd Stream by sending us
on a postal card the name of that friend.

"Forest and Stream" Nursery Rhymes.
There was a young man in Nassau,
Who failed to obey the game law,
He killed piairie chiclcen.

Gave his bird dog a lickin'.

And cursed every one that lie savr.

As we could not catch him killing small game
We fined him for swearing, and now he's qnite tame.

Kansas. W. J. D.

Sing a !=onpt of big fish—
I cannot tell a lie;

Cauglit it on a grizzly-king.

It was the dropper iiy.

Played four and twenty minutes.
Before it came to gaff,

And weighed by its own scales
About 'steen and a half.

XAMT59 AND PoRXBATTS OF BiKDS, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly Interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American, game birds which
they may kUl. Sloth, 330 pages, price 83.60. For sale by Forbbt

HUDSON RIVER FISHWAYS.
AT the meetiuK of the New York Fish Commission last

Tuesday reports from the game and fish protective
force were read, showing that during November the sum of
$656 had been collected as penalties and unlawful nets to the
value of $625 had been destroyed. Applications for brook
trout fry for private club waters -were refused.
Commissioner Burden reported that the New York Cen-

tral, Harlera, New Y'ork & JSJorthern, Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western, and New York, Ontario <& Western
railroads had courteously consented to haul free of charge
over their respective Lines the Commission's new flsh cars.
It is probable that the West Shore will do the same. It is
indeed, on the part of the railroads, a flttina: recognition of
the work of the Commission, which by stocking the waters
is making business for the passenger agents.
Commissioner Burden read the foUowlDg report from Mr.

W. H. Bogers, who had been asked to examine the obstruc-
tions of the Hudson River. He explained that the estimated
cost to the State would be diminished by S6,500 if the owners
of the Sandy Hill and Fort Edward dams were required to
put in the ways, in compliance with the law:
Amherst, N. S , Nov. 26, 1891.—fie/irj/ Bwrden, Esq.,

Commissioner Fisheries, Troy, N. Y., Dear Sir: I herewith
inclose a short report of matters as they appear to me on
the upper Hudson. With refereace to Baker's Falls it may
not be necessary to put a fishway on the mill wall, as the
flsh may go over the fall and thronsh the small flshway in
the dara; in that case a saving of $3,500 will be effected there,
and if it is thought advisable to put but one way in the
other dams where I suggest two, a further saving of about
S3,500 will be the result, and the whole work may possibly
not involve an expenditure of over $35,000. This can be de-
termined when I next visit the place. Should any further
information be desired on the subject, I will, of course, sup-
ply it, as far as possible, at any time. Y"ours very respect-
fully, W. H. RO&ERS.

REPORT ON DAMS AN1> FALLtf ON THi; UPPER HUDSON,
STATE OF NEW FOKK, ATITH REFEP.ENCE TO THE CON-
STRUCTION OF FISHWAYS. BT W, H. ROGERS.

Henry Burden, Esq , Commissioner of Fisheries, Troy,
N. Y.:

Sir: As you suggested I visited the Upper Hudson during
the first week in November. The water being unusually
low I had a good opportunity to view all the obstructions to
the ascent of fish, and to examine in detail the local diflfi-

culties to be overcome, and to make in each case an approxi-
mate estimate as to cost. A second visit, however, when
the water is at medium height, will be necessary in order to
figure more closely for actual construction. The following
facts, however, will aiiord sufficient data to .justify legisla-
tion upon this subject the coming winter.

1. Fori: Eclivard Dam.—This is a new wooden dam, built
during the past summer, is about 17ft, high, with from 3
to 4ft. depth of water below Uie dam when I was there. To
overcome this obstruction I would construct a flshway on
the main dam on the same principle as to location as the
one at Mechauicsville, 1 he crib work of 8x8 or 9x9 as desired,
the whole except the floor of the channel way to be of chest-
nut or other hard wood and bolted, ballasted and anchored
to the dam in a substantial and workmanlike manner, and
with proper ice heads and oak roofing, [This] can be done
for about $3,000.

3. Baker's Falls —This obstruction t consider the most
difficult one on the river on which to locate a successful
flshway. A second visit when the water is higher will be
necessary, at present I would recommend that two flshways
side by side be put in the lower portion of the fall to enable
the flsh to pa.ss into a still-water located about one-half way
up. To do this a temporary dam will have to be built at
the lower side of the still water in order to turn the water
off the face of the fall below, so that a channel way can be
excavated in the rock in which to place the flshway. With
proper ice heads and oak coverings, ice, logs, etc., will pass
over it without injuring the structure. ' This part of the
obstruction can be thus made passable for any sort of flsh
for .?3,000. Then I would build a flshway similar to the one
at Mechauicsville, on the opposite side of the river by the
mill, against the stone wall, and thus pass the flsh into the
mill channel, where they will have a free passage through
the gates as at Mechanicsville. A channel will also need "to
be blasted through the ledge of rock out to the main chan-
nel at the lower entrance of the way where the fish will
ome naturally from the still waters 'referred to above; this
part of the work can be done for %3,500. I am not quite sure
but that salmon can work their way from the still water up
over the long sloping fall to the dam and would therefore
recommend that a small flshway be put in the dam directly
above the hollow in the fall, through the zigzag course o'f

which the flsh may get up. 1 could form a better opinion of
this if I saw the falls when the water was higher. This
small way would cost $.500, therefore to master this fall
fully will involve an expenditure of from §7,000 to $7,500.

3. Sandy Hill Dam.—This is about 13ft., with 2 to 3ft.
depth of water below. A reef or small island of rocks divides
the river into two channels below the dara. Therefore, I
would pub in two flshways, as per blue print C, which
will cost SI, 750 each. One, however, may be sufficient at
present.

i. Olcn-s Fa/Is.—This is a much more formidable obstruc-
tion, and, including the dam, the difference in the water
level from below the fall to the surface in the pond above is
about 45ft. There I would btrild the way in strong crib
work against the mill wall from the dam down to the foot
of the fall, covering the crib work outside with 3 or 3>^ inch
hardwood plank to protect the work from injury by descend-
ing ice and logs, and in places with iron if liece'ssary. This
way will be about 2o0ft. in length and will cost about !S7,000

toS7,500.
5. State Feeder Imn—Is about 14ft. high. A fishway

against the flume wall as at Mechanicsville will be easily
put in here at a cost of 83,500. One on each side of the river
would give more accommodation to the fish. The two can
be put in for .S4,000.

6. Pcdmcr's Falls—Presents the most formidable obstruc-
tion on the river, being about Soft, from the lower level of
the water to the top of the dam above the crest of the fall.
At first sight this fall presents an obstruction to the ascent
of flsh quite impossible to overcome even by the best skill
and any reasonable expenditure of money. But upon closer
inspection of the fall oq its east side, a way is found to
locate a fishway of proper construction at a reasonable cost,
and which will allow fish of any kind seeking to ascend an
easy pass to the upper waters of the river. I have not been
able during my short visit to the place to figure very closely
as to the cost, but I would say that .S12,500 to 815,000 or pos-
sibly less would do the whole work in a substantial manner.
It will require about BOOtt. of flshway to produce a proper
stream for shad and all other flsh to get over the fall, includ-
ing a proper shad ladder on the Troy dam as per blue print.
Good fishwaya of the Rogers patent can be put on all the
dams and falls now obstructing the ascent of fish from the
Troy dam to the top of Palmer's Falls for from .$40,000 to

A Book Abodt Indians.—The Fobesx and Stream will mat
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grlimell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a table of oontente
eaa spsoimea lilostratloas from tlie voltuae.—.A(J»>«

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment in Disease, By
Ashmont. Price $2. Kemiel Record, and Account Book.
Price p. Training vs. BreaMng. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of
all Breeds. Price 60 cents.

FIXTURES.
{ForfulUr detuiU see festte of Dev.. s.)

DOG SHOWS.
Dec. 10 to 14.—Freqport, 111. T. E. Taylor, Seo'y.
Dec. 30 to Jan. 2.—Gloversville. N. Y. F. B. Zimmer, Sec'y.

1893.

.Tan. 5 to 8.—Albany, N. Y. W. C. House, Fort Plain. N.Y., Sec'y.
Jan. 5 to 9.—Charleston. S. C. Benj. McInnisH, Sec' v.
.Jan. 13 to 16.-Columbla, S. C. JP. F. Capers, Greenville, Sec'y.
Jan. 21 to 25.—Elmira, N. Y. C. A. Bowman, See' v.
Feb, !) to 12.—Chicago, III. .John L. Lincoln, Jr.. Sec'y.
Feb. 16 to 19.—Jackson. Mich. Chas. H. Euhl, Seo'y.
Feb. 23 to 26.—New York. James Mortimer, Supt.
March 1 to 4.— Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown, Spc'v.
March 8 to 11.—WashtaErton, D. 0. F. S.Webster, 738 B'way.N.Y.
March 15 to 18 — Pittsbiirgh, Pa. W. E. LittelJ. Sec'y.
April 7 to 10 —Bogton, Mass. E. H. Moore, Sec'y.
April 20 fn 23 —Los Angeles, Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 4 to 7.—San Francisco, CaL H. L. Miller, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club, Deatonsville, Va.

1SP2.

.fan. 11-12—BexRr FieW Trials, San Antonio, Texas.
Jan. 18 —Pacific FieM Trials, Baker^viUe, Cal.

. —.Southern Field Trials, New Albany, Miss.

THE CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.
THESE trials so far have progressed without a hitch, and

the meeting has been a pleasant one. The absence of
Mr. Churchill who was to have judged with Messrs. J. M.
Tracy aud N. Wallace, has led to some trouble in securing
a third judge. Dr. Jarvis very kindly officiated till Thurs-
day morning, when other engagements compelhd him to
give up. Then Mr. E. W. Clarke was associated with the two
gentlemen named above in jndgingtheAll-AgeSetterStake:
but now Messrs. Tracy and Wallace are going it alone for
the rest of the meeting. Birds are fairly plentiful and the
country hunted over is well adapted for" trials, bein^ much
better than last year. Among the visitors not already men-
tioned, that have dropped in during the past week, are
Messrs. E. Dexter, Boston, Mass.; H. B. Duryea and R. L.
McCook, New York; A. D. Lewis, Hempstead, L. L; E. W.
Clarke, .Jr., Philadelphia, Pa., and Dr. H. .J. Thomas, Win-
ston, N. C.

The Setter DEiiBx.

Lexington, N, C, Dec. 1.—It seems as if there was juat
as little dependence to be put on the weather down
here as in any other part of the country. Sundaj^—snow,
wind aud heavy frost, and the biggest log Are none too
warm; but now, as I write, the night is quite balmy and the
day has been almost too warm for walking. Of course most
of the snow has disappeared, and the local weather prophets
predict a pleasant week. Yesterday was a big loafing spell
for most of us, and none were sorry to jump into the saddle
this morning and canter to the Hargreaves Farm, about five
miles from town. A late start was made on account of the
fro.st, which, however, soon disappeared when old Sol began
his day's duty in earnest.

First Series.

The flrst brace to be called was
Prima Donn4—Hope's Mark.—There was a delay of half

an hour after the judges arrived. Some of the handlers, in-
cluding Mr. Rose with Hope's Mark, had taken their dogs
to the farm ahead in mistake. At 10:38 the brace was put
down in sedge. It was at once seen that the new grounds
were well adapted for the trials, nice undulating stretches
of sedge grass, wheat, etc., with comparatively little cover
and few briers. Soon after starting Hope's Mark showed
some of his former brilliant tactics, making wide casts in
the sedge, till finally he brought up stiff' on a bevy. Prima
Donna was brought up to back, did so. and Rose fltished
the birds, both dogsjsteady. We ranged after the singles,
and here the trouble began. Both dogs pointed frequently
and hoQored each other, but nothing but disappointment
awaited them. Hope's Mark got out to his work with
greater judgment. Then on the hill we thought surely he
had them, Prima Donna backing him, but a false alarm
again. Then in cotton Hope's Mark flushed a bird. Then
Hope's Mark flushed a bevy and we all wondered what was
the matter with the dog that smothered competition at
Bieknell. After this both dogs pointed birds that flashed
wild. Prima Donna evened things a little by flushing in-
excusably a single, drooping to wing. Dogs called up at
11:32 Both had fair range, Mark far the best, and his flrst

bevy redeemed the rest of his heat.
Ned Noble—Wun Lttng.—Ned Noble (Rowdy Rod—Pearl

Noble) was handled by S. C. Bradley, and Wuu Lung (Capt.
Bethel—Enid) by D. E. Rose. Down at 11:36 in sedge, off
they both went at speed. It was soon apparent, however,
that the wiry little Wun Lung was doing his best to show
us that his name did not handicap his wind in any way. He
certainly is the fastest mover on the ground, and withal is
under good control and works to his handler. Going through
woods, handlers flushed a bevy, but it went to one side of
our course, they were left and soon after a bevy flushed wild
out of brier thicket. Wun Lung was in thicket and it is

presumed he pointed, the other dog going in just after him.
On up the hill, by a corn patch and in sedge, Ned Noble
pointed lark, and then roaded toward woods. After some
time had elapsed Wun Lung nailed a single which flushed
wild in swamp and briers, dog steady to wing. Out into
ragweed 100yds. further on Wun Lung pointed several birds
in a little bunch of tangled briers, Ned honored the point;
Rose flred, Ned a bit unsteady. Lower down, 20yds,, Ned
nailed another, Wun backing this time. Bradley flred, dogs
fairly steady. Going on, at edge of a swamp Wuu Lung
pointed a bevy in the thick briefs. Lower down Ned at the
same time pointed outlying birds of this bevy, which flew
into the swamp, when Ned got one of the scattered birds and
then flushed one, dropping to wing. Dogs were called up at
13:55. Wun Lung is a little different class to the other,
ranging wide and fast while Ned noble potters a bit and is

not so cocksure on his birds. It was getting late, and we
were all pleased to find the lunch wagon quite near, so we
lunched al fresco and quite enjoyed the warm sun.
IZA—Laundress. —They were put down after lunch at

1:45 in cotton patch. Iza (Roderigo—Ollie S.) w.as in charge
of J. M. Avent and Laundress (Roid'Or—Belle of Piedmont)
was handled by J. B. Stoddard. In dwarf pines, Laundress
was the first to attract attention as she pointed, and while
waiting for Iza, who had gone off somewhere, a single
flushed wild to one side of pointing dog. Nothing found
after. Then Iza pointed and Laundress coming up went
through two birds as Avent flushed one to Iza's point; both
dogs became demoralized as he fired. Avent dropped his
dog with his hat. After due punishment, they moved on
into woods, when Iza pointed, then reading on 'toward edge
of woods she nailed the balance of bevy and was steady as
Avent fired at the wild flush. False points for both ensued
some distance further and at 3:48 they were called tip. Iza
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bad a wide range, good speed and fair nose, while Laun-
dress was unsteady to flushes, she worked more to the gun.
McMiTEDO—Amy Robsaet.—McMurdo (Roi d'Or—Mil-

dred) was handled by J. B. Stoddard and Amy Robsart
(Dad Wilson—Bohemian Girl) by H. M. Short. Cast ofE at

2:49 in weeds at edge of cover they both started well. Amy
in woods pointed, then moved on, McMiirdo not honoring
her. However, in a corn patch Amy nailed a bevy in good
style, McMurdo doing his duty biit indifferently; Short
fired, Amy steady, but the other not. Birds were followed
and Amy scored a single. Short fired and Amy behaved
nicely, but McMurdo chased as birds flushed, came back to

order and received the punishment due him. Then of these
birds McMurdo pointed a single, Amy backing, but the
former spoiled the good work by breaking in again. Work-
ing out a cotton patch Amy found another bevy, which
Short put up and the bitch was steady to wing. After scat-

tered birds in woods, McMurdo nailed a single in bners and
behaved quite nicely to shot and wing. Higher up and out
of woods Amy scored another single, which flushed as

Short came up. After this dogs ealled up at 3;.35. The heat
all throngh was in favor of Amy Kobsart, who worked with
good judgment and ranged out well. She will certainly be
near the top at the finish if she keeps it up.
Latonia n.~('A>rJT,LE.—Latooia 11. (Paul (iladstoue—

Ijatonia) was handled by N. B. Nesbitt aad Camille (Jean
Val Jeaa—Haidee) by J. M. Aveut. When called out it was
found that Latonia' had in some way injured her .shoulder

since starting in the Avagon, How it was done Mr. Richards
could not tell, as he had been with her nearly all the time.

She was tried in the field for a minute, and though she
gamely made a cast it was obviously cruel to run her, and
she was withdrawn and Camille ran with the bye dog, Ran-
dolph's Roy.
Camille— RAKDOLfH's Roy.— Randolph'.^ Roy (Ned—

Bett's Nell) was handled by F. L. Bevan. Cast off at 3.43 in

standing corn stubble. Almost at the start Camille put up
a hare and away she went after it, and Avent turned and
smiled on the judges, for it was no use to whistle, she meant
blood. She was lost some time, but was finally brought np
to Randolph's Roy, who had been held up. Working into

corn patch, Camille seemed to have been demoralized and
went right into a bevy accompanied by the other dog; both
chased, and it looked all up with Camille. It was unac-
countable after her good work at High Point. On in corn,

Camille flushed a single, then stopped and waited for rest to

flush, which they did as Avent came toward the dogs in

front, and birds fiew .into oaks, (roiug through this cover,

handlers flushed several birds that the dogs should have
nailed. In cotton patch Randolph's Roy dropped two or

three times to a single, and was steady to flush. Then a
false point was put to his credit and one for Camille closed

the heat at 4:39. Camille had best pace Bnd range, but Roy
behaved better on birds and showed fair training, being
nnder good control, but is something of a potterer. Neither
will do for finals at this rate.

LoRA— Bob Cooper.—Lora (Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.)

was under the care of Chas. Tucker, and Bob Cooper (Roi
n'Or-Miss Nellie; Y.I was bandied by D. E. Rose. Put
down where others were taken up at 4:35; both started oif in

good style, In high sedge and weeds Bob thought he had
something but was mistaken, roaded on, then made a cast or

• two, then pointed, but left it, and then pointed again as he
finally reached the bevy. Rose fired to flush, dog steady;
just before this a single had flushed to the right; very likely

the bird Bob was first on. After these birds and in bottoms
Lora pointed a single which flushed wild, Bob coming up at

the same time. In open, higher up, Bob pointed, moved on
and Lora coming up to back got neare.st the birds and
pointed, but Bob had'them first. Tucker fired, dogs steady.

Bob, in woods, pointed but broke it, nothing found and out
of woods Ijora painted a single in hollow, Bob honoring the
point. Notninn more was done and dogs called up at ^\24.

Bob (jooper had the best range and nose and behaved quite
well on his points. Lora also did well, showing good nose.

The next order was "Home!" some four miles away.

WEDNESDAY.
Second Series.

Last night it was given out that those dogs that would be
required for to-day were Amy Robsart and Iza, Bob Cooper
and Wun Lung, Lora and Hope's Mark, Ned Noble and
Camille. The spotting sj"stem is expected to do away with
so many heats, but here were more dogs left in than would
have been the case under the old beat sy.stem. According to
the work done Iza, Camille and Ned Noble had no business
with the others in the second series. The weather was
cloudy, the sun breaking out now and then and ground was
in good condition for .scent. The .start was on the new farm
again, about five mile.s from town, and the flr.st brace,

.Vmy Robsart—Iza, were sent ofi! at 9:47 in ragweed and
sedge. Iza soon atcer starting ranged oli to one side and
found a bevy in woods and was steady to Avent's fire, then
she nailed two singles, wh^n dogs were brought together
again to look for scattered birds. Amy, in dwarf pines,
poiuted .>5ome singles, and birds flushed wild as Short came
up, djg steady to shot and wing. Out of pines into sedge
field and ordered up at 10:11. The work done was in favor
iif Amy Robsart in intelligent range; bird work aboxtt
equal.
Wl'N Lung—Bob Cooper. —This promised a lively heat.,

fof both are fast, merry rangers, and but for Bob's want of
tiKiniug on birds one is nearly as ^'ood as the other. Cast
ofl: at 10:10 in open, both started off at their u.sual gait and,
huatiog independently, soon got separated, and Wun Lung
was hefd up till R^se could find Bob and bring him round.
It is a difficult matter for one man to handle two .such fast
rangers as these two, but Rose is getting accustomed to it

now. Starling again in pines Bob at once pointed a bevy;
Wn J backed and both were steady to shot and wing. Then
Wun scored points on singles of ihis bevy. Bob then pointed
a rabDit. No more game was found, though both worked
hard, and Wun Lung's beautiful and untiring style of cast-

ing is something remarkable, he keeping up such a high
speed all the time. Up at 10;.")6. First and second places were
filled, and the trouble was with third.

Lora—Hope's mark then put down at 11:03. Both went
outto their work well. Soon Lora flushed a bevy, and going
after singles Hope's Mark pointed and Lora coming in
flashed the single. Then Hope pointed again, drew on and
flush, d a bevy, but was steads' to fire. This was not stake
work by any means, though the cover was thick and in
swamp. Dogs up at 11:1-3, and
Nkd Noble—camille, put down at 11:32 in same place-

sedge and corn stubble. Some distance was covered before
dogs made any signs of game when Ned pointed, left it and
roaded on some waj, but failed to locate. After a while, in
bottoms, Camille flushed a bevy. On hill .above 2>red pointed
false, then moved on. Dogs brought together. After this
Camille pointed false, and both pottered round some time in
thicket over swampy ground, but lound nothing and were
called up at 13:04, ntither doing good work and only confirm
ing their previous running in the stake,

Judges then consulted and called for Wun Lung and
Hopti's Mark, why, it was hard to tell, as on the work done
Amy Robsart had shown equally as good, if not better, work
thaii Hope's Mark, and Wun I juuh's position must have
been asstired. Down in corn stubble at 13:06, both ranged
out independently, but the speed and intelligerice was much
in Wun's favor, Nogainewa.s found and weather getting
warm, a break was made for luoch at the farm near by, dog.s

feeing called up at 10:35. vV^fter discnssing the varied con-
tents of our lunch baskets and sundry skylarking by the
most athletic members of the company, these two dogs were

called out again at 1:31. In woods both pointed, but Wun
was sent up to back Hope's Mark, nothing found. This side
of oaks Wun Lung pointed birds, Hope's Mark honored him,
P>,ose shot and dogs were steady. Into woods and Hope's
Mar-k pointed, moved on and pointed again, uncertainly,
two birds, which Rose fired at, and Hope's Mark needed
caution and a collar pull. Then he dropped to another
single as it flushed wild, and dogs were called tap at 1:30 and
juilges announced Wun Lung wins first. Bob Cooper second
and Hope's Mark third. Amy Robsart should certainly
have been equal third, if not entirely so, as her work was
consistent and she made no mistakes.

SUMMARY.
G&ri6r(M'Field Trials Setter Derby—First Series.

E. J. Myer's Prima Donna with Blue Ridge Kennels'
Hope's Mai'k.

J . K. Giirnett's Ned Noble with N. T. Harris'sWun Lung.
Royal Phelps Carroll's Iza with Blue Ridge Kennels'

Laundress.
W. B. Meares, Jr.'s McMurdo with Harry Northwood's

Amy Robsart.
W. P. Burdell and J. D. Poston's Latonia II. with J. M.

Avent and Bayard Thayer's Camille.
Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s Lora with Blue Ridge Kennels'

Bob Cooper.
Randolph Kennels' Randolph's Roy a bye.

Second^ Series,

Amy Robsart with Iza.
Wun Lung with Bob Cooper.
Lora with Hope's Mark.
Ned Noble with Camille.

Jliird Scries.

Wun Lung with Hope's Mark.
N. T. Harris's Wun Lung wins first money, *400.

Blue Ridge Kennels' Bob Cooper wins second money, $300.

Blue Ridge Kennels' Hope's Mark wins third money, $100.

The winner of the stake, Wun Lung, is by this time well
known and must indeed be looked upon as truly a phenom-
enal youngster. He is one of those lucky dogs that come so
seldom. Born at an opportune time, Feb. 19, 1890, he was
well enough on to run in the Southern Trials Members'
Derby, at Lafayette, La., in January last, and his merit was
at once appreciated, winning first prize, and following this
up by a second in the Derby open to all.' It is fresh in the
minds of yoitr readers the record he made at Bicknell, Ind.,

winning third in the United States Field Trials Derby.
Coming on to High Point. N. C, he won first in the Derby
at the Ea.stern Field Trials, beating the dogs that were
placed above him at Bicknell, an honor his owner must be
prottd of. Then to this place, where he wins flrst in the Setter
Derby. Honors enough in all conscience for one year, mak-
ing a' record never excelled by any field dog the world over.
Only one dog, besides himself, has ever run in two succeed-
ing Derbjs, and no dog has run with such success.
Bob Cooper is aptly described by a spectator who has in-

vested in Blue Ridge Kennel stock, "He's a little runt, but
he can go"—and find birds, too. Hope's Mark is heavier
built than either and is quite a handsome dog.

PoENTER Derby.

10:.39, and soon, near a ditch, Black Wonder repeated his
previous tactics by flushing a bevy, and both chased a bit.

Following the birds in swamp thicket, where Bob roaded
some time, finally coming up with a single, which flushed
wild. Black Wonder pointed false, but moved on as Hunter
came up. Some more ground was thrashed out, but nothing
found and dogs up at 11:09. Bob improved his chances in the
stake by being easily handled, but we know that Black
Wonder can do better work than he has done here; he needs
•some more training.
Promotiok—Mainstay, had evidently been spotted for

the two first places, and were sent off together in sedge at
11:15. Promotion was the first to show game, pointing sev-
eral times uncertainly, till finally he nailed them, and
Barker flushed and killed, dog steady. On the singles
Mainstay was the first to find, and Proniotion made one of
those pretty pictures we sometimes see in the field, backing
the point vpith forefeet on a rail fence. Then horsemen and
judge flushed several birds that dogs should have scented.
Promotion got another point, in thick cover, was honored
by Mainstay, and Barker put itp the bird. Soon alter this
dogs were called up, and it was easily seen that Promotion's
place on the slate vvas settled. Both dogs hunted independ-
ently and with good sen sc. Now the difficulty was to find
the third winner out of an indift'erent lot.

Exile—Outcast were called out at 13:03 to see if they
could do better than Bob, which nearly every one had slated
for third place. They ranged for twenty minutes withotit
finding, and when called np the judges announced Promo-
tion flrst, Mainstay second, Bob third. A decision that met
with full approval.

Snviitiary—First Series.

J. A. iVtehaffey's Prince, Jr. (Prince Black—Flirtation)
with Charlottesville Kennels' Mainstay (Mainspring—Bar-
maid).

J. H. and .J. A. Hunter's Black Wonder (Ike—Bang Bang's
Pride) with Dr. J. R. Daniels's Promotion (Lord Gr.aphic—
Belle).

Charlotfe,svilie Kennels' Outeast (King of Kent—Hops)
with W. G. Brokaw's Bob (Arkos— Loole). ^
Charlottesville Kennels' Exile (King ot Kent—Hops) with

Beresford Kennels' Dauntless (Arkos—Loole).
Second Series.

Black Wonder with Bob.
Promotion with Main.stay.
Exile with Outcast.
Dr. J. R. Daniels's Promotion wins first money, #400.

Charlottesville Kennels' Mainstay wins second money,
$300.

W. G. Brokaw's Bob wins third money, $100.

I'he winner. Promotion, was descrioed in the United
States Field Trials report. He is a lemon and white dog,,

and vFhile not a fast worker, beats his ground out thoroughly"
and is good on his birds. He is now owned by Mi-. D. A".

Upson, of Cleveland, 0. Mainspring is a handsome-looking
liver and white heavily ticked dog, and is a good ranger,
keeping well out to his work and under good control. Bob
is a good-lookiiig white .and liver colored dog, a careful
hunter and has a fairly good nose.

First Series.

After the finish of the Setter Derby there was no delay in
commencing the above stake with
Prince, Jr. — Mainstay.—Prince, Jr. (Prince Black-

Flirtation) was handled by E. I. Martin, and Mainstay
(Mainspring--Barmaid) by Capt. McMurdo. They were
cast oft at 1:47 in corn stubble, Mainstay getting to his work
the best of the two. The latter soon pointed a bevy and
was held for I'rince to bank, McMurdo fired and dogs steady.
Then in swamp below two birds flushed wild to Mainstay's
uncertain point. This was very thick cover and it was
almost imi>ossible to see the dogs: Mainstay before he came
out of it got four points on birds. Then "Prince scored a
bevy with Mainstay backing, birds flushing wild. Mainstay
then in cover stopped on a single which also needed no
urging to "raise." Nothing more of moment was done Jex-
cepting a flush by the Captain, and dogs were called up at
3:33. The heat was all in Mainstay's favor, his ranging and
nose being much superior to the other.

Black Wonder—Promotion.—Black Wonder (Ike-Bang
Bang's .Pride) was handled by owner. John Hunter, and
Promotion (Lord Graphic—Bell) by Chas. Barker. 'These
two were winners at Bicknell, Ind., last month, and a good
heat was expected, but Black Wonder was contrary and
soon spoiled his chance for stake money. Cast ofl" at 3:33 in
corn stubble. Crossing a ditch, in sedge, Black Wonder
flushed a bevy. Following the scattered birds, Promotion
nailed one of them and followed it by three more, Black
Wonder backing, and then he dropped as two others got up.
A false point for Promotion followed, and then Promotion
picked up another bird and was steady to Barker's shot.
Black Wonder was now lost, and Promotion was held up.
The former dog was found on a point iu woods and held
for Promotion to back; a single flushed wild, however, and
Black W^onder followed this up by another point on a single.

Down in swamp. Black Wonder roaded to a point on a
woodcock, and this about finished the heat at 3:49. Promo-
tion did steady work, and though not fast he finds his birds
and handles thent well. Black Wonder was heedle.ss and
not at all at his best.

Outcast—Bob.—(Outcast (King of Kent—Hops) Avas in

char-ge of C. E. Buckle and Bob (Arkos—Loole) was handled
by Hart Height. They were sent off in sedge at S:33, and
both got on well in their work, but Bob had the speed and
range^of the other. The first work done was a point for

Bob, Outcast backing, on a bird of bevy flushed by horse-
men. Then in sedge in o^jen Outcast nailed some single
birds and behaved well to flushes. Oittcast, while Bob was
pointing, went in ahead of him, and a rabbit got up. Another
point to Outcast, which did not develop game, and then
both roaded to birds, which flushed wild. Height shooting.
No more game work done, and dogs called up. Bob beat
out his ground better than the other, had good pace and
range, and was steadier on points. Darkness was coming
on, and home was now the order.

THURSDAY.
The morning opened dnll and cloudy, with signs of rain.

The last brace in first series of Pointer .Derby was cast off

about three miles from town. They were
Exile—DAUNTLESS —Exile (King of Kent—Hops) was

handled by Capt. McMurdo, and Dauntless (Arkos—Loole)

byS, C. Bradley. Cast off at 9:10, both ranged out with a
vim. Soon after starting Daixntlesa made game in ragweed,
roaded to points, finally leaving the bevy, which flushed

20 yds. to one side, and then dropping to fluish; Bradley shot.

Continuing the course toward woods. Dauntless made an un-
certain point on a .single and then pointed where bird got up.
Going into corn stubble, Exile pointed, moved on and a bird
flushed. Dogs were then held up and moved to Hargreaves
farm. Off again at 10:01 and held up again at 10:16. An un-
satisfactory beat, twisting and turning in search of a bevy
that had been flushed. Finally, in swampy ground, Daunt-
less ran right into a bevy, this terminating the heat. Exile
did the only work, showed fair range and pace, but not ex-

hibiting much intelligent work. Daiintlesri will not be con-

sidered turther.
Second Series.

The judges then caUed for
Black Wonder-Bob, which were put down Ih sedge at

All-Age Settee Stake.

First Series.

The drawing for this stake took place last night and en-
tries filled well. The first brace down,
Count Eric—Dad Wilson, Jr., were cast off' after lunch

at 1:80 in corn .stubble. Count Eric (Count No'ole—Fannid
W.) was handled by N. B. Nesbitt, and Dad Wilson, Jr.

Dad Wilson—Lit) by H. M. Short. Both settled down to
wide rangiog aial Count was soon lost. After he was foxxnd
Count was the flrst to point, but broke it before handler
came up; at the same time higher up in cover Dad Wilson,
Jr. iiointed a single and Cottnt brought to back. Short
fired and missed, dog steady. Higher up Count poiuted an-
other single. Dad Wilson, Jr. backing stylishly. Next it

was Dad's turn to get one, which Short killed, dog did not
retrieve. Up at 3:30. The work on birds v?a8 nearly all iu

Dad Wilson. Jr.'s favor. Ho was easily liandled and worked
stylishly Count is not very obedient but ha'! good range,
pace and nose and works with a snap.

Daisy Hunter—Bonnie Bondhu.—This was expected to

be a good heat, but there's many a slip, etc., .and the good
thing did not come off. Daisy Hunter (Gath's Hope—Daisy
F.) was handled bv her owmer, John A. Hunter, and Bonnie
Bondhu (Count Wakefield—Pearl Bondhu) also by her
owner, Geo, A, McClin. Down in ragweed at 3:41, both
.started off with the usual vim, Bonnie commenced with a
false point. Meanwhile Daisy was lost in cover, and was
found some distance ahead after 1.5 minutes' search. Edge
of pines on hill Bonnie pointed, and Daisy coming dowu

'

wind backed prettily on sight, McClin put up a single.

Then Daisv got one and Bonnie Bondhu honored the point;

Hunter kille'd and Daisy retrieved in good style. Dogs were
taken up at 3:30. On birds they were about equal, but Daisy
was not hunting with her usual attention to the gun.
Rupert—N,\TALIE II.—Cast off in com stubble at 3:38.

Rupert (Roderigo—Bo Peep) was handled by part owner J.

M, Avent, and Natalie II. (King Noble—Natalie) by N. B..

Nesbitt. Both off well. In corn, just out of woodSj Rupert
was the first to And a bevy. Natalie honored the point from
the top rail of a fence and birds flushed wild. Natalie

scored on the .scattered birds and birds were followed to

cover. Both dotrs then struck points iu woods, Natalie on the

main part of bevy, Rupert outlying bird.s. Then Natalie
pointed footseent.

' Both pointed by a fallen tree, roaded and
at edge of woods Natalie nailed a single nicely. Into cover,

where Natalie pointed false, and so did Rupert afterward
in open. Going into cover again Rupert pointed a single,.

Natalie backing prettily, Avent shot and missed, dogs steady.

In corn Rupert then pointed but nothing came of it. Then,

both poiuted a bevv and handlers fired at flush, dogs steady.

Dogs called up at 4:14. Both ranged well, with good pace,

Rupert showing somewhat the best nose.

Harky C—The Coi;s,\[R.—Sent off in ragweed at 4:f0,

Harry C. (Roderigo—Countess House) w.as handled by S. C.

Bradley, and The^Corsair (Dan (Tlad.stnne- Haideej by 1). H.

Rose. Both dogs ranged out with speed and iu good style.

After going some distance Harry pointed in ragweed and
was held for Corsair to back, which he did, and Bradley
flushed, fired and killed, dogs steady. Harry retrieved fairly

well. Then Corsair pointed false. Then Harry nailed

another bevy in his wide raut;e ami Corsair was brought to

back. Bradley fired at flush, killed, and Harry was held

while The Corsair retrieved the bird iu nice style after a
cast or two. Afterward Harry C. found another bevy and
dogs were called up when it was getting dusk. Harry ran
in something like true form and will be a formidable com-
petitor. The Corsair I have seen do much better.

FRIDAY.

How the rain did come down this morning, and the vnnd
blew a hurricane. Of course all thought of hunting was
out of the que.stion, and it was .supposed we should not get

out at all to-day; but, the weather clearing toward noon,

a start was made after lunch. The ground was naturally

very wet. and the going not at all in favor of the dogs. The
first series in All Age Setter Stake was continued with
Dolly—Blade.—They were sent off in a field at the edge

of the village. Blade was first to point, but moved on, then
stopped, and Dolly coining round in front from a cast, nailed

the bevy; Short fired ana missed, dogs steady. Following
these b&ig down in brier thicket, both got points on bir<Js,
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that flushed wild. Roadins down the ditch, they secured „
couple more; then Dolly pointed, left it, and Blade, on the
other aide of the ditch, pointed a single that flushed wild.
The dogs were almost identical in markings, both so heavily
marked with black that it was almost impossible to distin-
guish one from another. DoHy soon after pointed false in
pines and was backed by Blade, who did the same further
on. Dolly pointed false again, and then on hillside she
dropped to some scattered birds that flushed wild: Short
fired, killed, and Dolly retrieved in good style. Following
the marked birds, Blade got another single in woods, was
well backed by Dolly, and Tucker flushed. Called ap at
2:iS. Neither had much range or speed, but of course the
condition of ground was against them, but they did well on
their birds.
Edge Maek—Top Maetc—Down at 3:47 in open grass

field. Edge Mark (Skidmore—Flo Maclin) was handled by
S. C. Bradley and Top Mark C&ath's Mark—Burd Helen)
by H. M. Short. Both started at a good pace, but Edge
Mark soon dwindled down and did not range out as he

. should have done. Edge Mark at top of woods made game
roaded, but failed to locate, and birds flnshed wild th
other side of the belt of timber. Then Top Mark pointed i

single nicely, and same time, higher uii, Edge Mark fol

lowed .suit. Bradley flred and mis.sed, dog .steady. After
this they passed several singles, which should liave been
scored on, and were called iip at Toy) Mark showed
fair range and speed, and had better .style and nose than the
other, Edge Mark hunting too low without decision.
LONNoble—Cot:XT GLAJa.sroxE.—Down in ragweed at 3:36,

Lon Noble (Count Noble—Alphonsine) was handled by Chas,
Barker and Count (xladstone (Count Noble—Ruby's Girl]
by John White. Count at once got out to his work, rang-
ing well and at speed, the other not comparing favorably
in this respect. Eon started with a false point in sedge.
Then dogs were moved to other gi-ound. Here Count was
the first to point, was backed by Lon Noble, and White
flushed, do.gs steady to wing. Beating out a large field
Couut dropped to a point, then moved on toward cover,
where in sedge near the edge, Lon flushed birds and got the
puuishment due for this faua' pas. Then she was redeem-
ing herself by a point on a single, when Count came in
ahead and took the point, bird flushing wild. Count pointed
again, no result, and both roaded into pines, where Count
made an uncertain point; and dogs were called up at 4:34.

The heat and work done was all in favor of Count Grladstone,
the other will be counted out.
Paul Bo—Antevolo were then cast oft' for the last heat

at 4:38 in wheatfield. Paul Bo (Paul Gladstone—Bo-Peep)
was handled by Frank Richards and Antevolo (Count
Noble—Trinket II.) by Chas. Tucker. Both dogs ranged
out at good speed, Paul Bo showing most judgment. Paul
soon found a bevy and was well backed by Antevolo
Richards killed but his dog does not retrieve. Paul fol

lowed this up by another single point, Antevolo refu.sed to
back and was near flushing when Tucker dropped her,
Richards shot, dogs behaving well. Going into pines dogs
flushed a bevy. Following the birds AntCA-olo, at the other
side of wocd, nailed a single and so did Paul, both handlers
fired and Richards killed and had to bring the bird himself.
Then further on Paul dropped to a point, was backed, but
nothing came of it. Paul near pines went up to a bevy in
good style, Antevolo drew in front and pointed and birds
flushed wild, Richards shot, dogs steady. Little more was
done and dogs called up, as it was getting dusk. The heat
was all in Paul Bo's favor, he running a good race, and An-
tevolo ranged well, but her tendency to steal the points will
go against her.
Oelakdo a bye.—At the same time that the last heat was

being run Judge Wallace had Orlando out to run his bye,
Orlando is by Roderigo—Bo-Peep and his part owner J. *M.
Avent handled him. ^He ran 45m. and ranged out well and
at a good pace. He pointed twice on singles and then on a
rabbit. Afterward Avent walked up a hevy and Orlando
secured another point on a single. This ended the day's
work several miles from town.

SATURDAY.
There was a heavy frost last night, so wc did not hurry

fche start this morning, as the ground was pretty hard,
though the warm sun soon softened it out. The .start was
again at the Hargreaves farm, which is one of the prettiest
hits of country m this neighborhood. Long stretches of
sedge and grass, at intervals broken by clunaps of timber,
not too thick, and with a noticeable absence ot briers. The
judges called up eight dogs in the second series. These
were: Daisy Hunter with Count Eric, Harry C. with Paul
Bo, Orlando with Antevolo, Dad Wilson, Jr. with Count
Glad.stone.

Second Series.

Daisy Hu^tter-Count Eeic—Put down in open at 9:29,
they both ranged out well, first into corn, then into sedge.
In a little spinney Daisy made game, then pointed in a ques-
tioning manner, moved on, and nothingwas found for some
time. Dogs worked apart too much; this was Count Eric's
fault, for Daisy laid to the course, but Count was lost for
some time and Daisy was held up for a while. Then in
woods Dfiisy was put down again, roaded to two birds
and only just stopped in time as they flushed wild. Called
up then at 10:35, Count being still lost. It was an unsatis-
factory heat, Daisy Hunter getting really no point on
game.
HAEBT C—PAUL Bo.—Down at 10:42 in ragweed, and both

Soon put acres behind them. Both dogs made game in
woods, pointed and bird flushed wild. In the open Paul
stood to a single and was well backed. This was repeated
in the same order, Richards firinjr. In woods Harry C.
nailed a single in capital style. Dogs called up at 11:20.
Paul Bo ran an excellent race and Harrj"^ C. improved his
chances.
Orlabdo—AsTEVOLO.—Put dowu where others taken up

in grass field at 11:35. A bevy flushed wild and then on,
Orlando's superior scenting powers brought him to an out-
lying bird to the right, Avent fired, missed, dog steady. To
the left Antevolo stopped on a single, that flushed in a huixy.
Then Antevolo was missed and Orlando held up. Off again
together, they skirted timber where Orlando was said to
have flushed a bird. After this, lower down he nailed a
single in .sedge, edge of woods. Avent missed the shot, and
dogs called up soon after at 13:15. The heat was all in favor
of the dark colored dog Orlando, who was under good control
and working with good sense. Then we galloped to our
lunch baskecs at the barn near by.
Dad Wilson Je.—Count Gladstone.—Cast oft' near farm

at 1:04. Both pointed in woods at start, but nothing found.
Count ipointed again, then working through a cotton patch
Dad nailed a single in good shape, and as Short fired and
missed, dog .stead.y, a bevy flushed wild ahead of Couut.
After this Count was missed and not found for ten minutes.
Dad working out groun<i to the leJ't, Short flushed a bevy.
After the scattered birds, when Count was the first to come
up with them and secured a couple. Then through the fence
both dogs pointed the balance of birds. A false point for
Dad ensued. In woods, Mr. Tracy flushed a bird, and Dad
dropped to wing. Count, at edge of timber, pxtt a bevy to his
credit in fine style, Dad honoring nieelv. W hite flred, missed,
and dogs .stead.y. On the scattered birds Count did well,
nailing them in the bottom laud. Lfp at 1:50. All Count
Gladstone's heat, af(;er he was found, running a good race
with plenty vim and style. This ended the second series, and
judges called for the winners of the Derbys to run the abso-
lute winner heat.
Won Lung—PfiOMOTioN.—Sent off at 1,56 in corn stabble.

Both ranged out widp^ hi:}t-\yun Lung's greatei- ^peed and

wide casts were very noticeable, as usual. This dog reminds
one of a bag of spnngs, always eager and on the go. To
find new ground the dogs were worked chiefly on bottom
land and swamp, when the open country would have suited
Wun Lung much better. Promotion being at his best in
broken, swampy cover work. In swampy sedge Wun Lung
pointed. Promotion honored, Wun Lung drew on, pointed,
but nothing found; both roaded. and 50yds. further, in
sedge. Promotion came up with the bevy which flushed
wild. Then he pointed fur and false pointed, Wun Lung
backing. Down by ditch Wun Lung pointed undecisively,
nothing found, but higher up the hill in cover Promotion
soon pointed three birds and was .steady to Barker's "raise."
In ragweed, edge of wheat, Wun Lung pointed a lark. In
thick pines Promotion pointed a large bevy which flushed
as judges came up. Taken out of woods and coming out of
a swamp Wun Lung stopped. Rose thinking there could be
nothing ordered him to move on, when a single flushed.
Judpe.s consulted, and it was an anxious moment, for it
meant ft4()0 for one or the other. No decision was arrived
at, and dogs were ordered to work toward pines again.
They hunted out swamp alone.side the railroad and Pro-
motion found birds. Barker shot and killed, dog steady.
Dogs ordered up at and coming up the hill judges de-
cided that (he j)ointer Promotion was the absoliite winner
of the Derby and *100 additional money, making $800 that
Mr. Barker takes from the meeting.

All-Aije Setter Stakf-, Third Series,

The judges then wanted
Oelando—Paul Bo to run again, and it was generally

thought that the heat wa.s to comply with the rule about
first and second running together, as these two were the
favorites in the race, although before the stake was com-
menced nol)ody wanted anvthiug but Daisy Hunter. Down
in ragweed at 3:111. lu pines Orlando pointed false, but
Paul's nose served binj truer, for outside of cover he dropped
to a bevy; Richards flushed the birds, fired and missed, dog
steady. Then lower down Orlando spotted a .single, Avent
fired at it and killed. Orlando retrieved the bird ifairly well.
A point on fur for Orlando. In woods Paul Bo pointed a
single in fine style, and was held some time for Orlando to
come up; not coming Richards flushed the bird, flred and
missed, dog steady to both. Higher up Orlando pointed
false. Throughout the heat Paul Bo was much superior in
pace and range, and handled his birds faultles.'dy. Dog.s
up at 3:5(). Judges had a confab and ordered out
Harey C—Count Gladstone.—Cast off at 4:01 in rag-

weed and sedge, Count showing a little the best in speed
and range. In cotton patch Count pointed false. Then one
of the prettiest sights of the trials was seen as they both
pointed in woods on the dry leaves; both are styli.sh dogs,
and their quivering flags and uplifted fore feet made us
anxious to reproduce the scene by the aid of our trusty
"Hawkeye," but the old saying is true—what alot of things
a man sees when he hasn't got his gun. Nothing came of
the point, and Count, in a wheat field, repeated the perform-
ance with the same result. Then he was lost for some time.
Meanwhile Harry C, just out of woods in sedge, nailed a
single, which Bradley shot at but missed, dog steady. After
this the he.at was all in Harry C.'s favor, he finding the
birds and being under good control, which cannot be said of
Count, who was heedless in the extreme. When called up
judges decided Paul Bo first, Orlando second. Harry C. and
Count Gladstone divide third money. The decision was well
received, as Count's previous work fully entitled him to
recognition, though Harry ran throughout the stake a
much better race and some people thought he was entitled
to the whole of third money.

SUMMA.V1Y.

Ali-Age Setter Stake—First Series.

Edward (^ray's Count Eric (Count Noble—Fannie W )
with J. Shelley Hudson's Dad Wilson, Jr. (Dad Wilson—

hill'he'pointed a bevy, and White wounded bird, but dog
could not find it; Nick backed. Further up Nick came up
with a single, hut pointed twice before he nailed it; Lewis
flred and missed. Afterward Nick made game, roaded into
oaks, pointed, but Lewis could not find; dog moved on, and
stiffening out again ten yards further on, Lewis put up a
bevy, fired and missed, dog not quite steady. Then going
through woods, both were found at a point at the other side;
nothing came of it, however. Casting back a few yards
higher up, Nick of Naso pointed a single that flushed wild.
Nothing more being done, dogs were ordered up at 3:14, The
race was pretty nearly all in Nick of Naso's favor; was
under better control than Duke, but the latter had slightly
the best range. Both .stylish worker.s, as two such hand-
some bench show dogs would naturally be.
Wild Damon—Don- Fis Hrl.—Cast off at 3:18 in the same

field. Wild Damon (Damon—Flora) handled by C. E.
Buckle and Don Fis Hel (Devonshire Sam—Nellie Bang)
was handled by Geo. A. McClin. Wild Damon started with
a flush on bevy. Wild Damon made wide casts and was
much the .speedier ranger. Coming back from a long cast
to the rear Damon pointed prettily in woods and was held

'

for Dou Pis Hel to back, and then Buckle flushed the bird,
dogs steady. Then to the right Don Fis Hel nailed one
nicely, but McCliu missed it

, dog steady to shot and wing.A long tramp for about twenty miiruips ensued, vvhen Wild
Damon pointed, but nothing found in the high ragweed, he
roaded and drew to a point several tinips, but nothingwas
done. Then Don pointed false, Wild Damon hacking. In
oaks Wild Damon, making a nice cast, winded a single,
which flushed wild just after he pointed. Dogs were called
up soon after at 4:£0. Wild Damon did the best ranging and
had the keenest nose, handling his birds well. Don Fis Hel
ran better than heretofore.

B. Stoddard, who was laid up with the grip at Thomasville,
N. C Rock II. (champion :Graphic—Lady Belle) was han-
dled by b. C. Bradley. Both got off well to their work. After
ranging out .some time Rock pointed stylishly in sedge,
Bradley could not find, and dog moved oil a pace or two
and birds flushed wild. Don backed but left it and working
round up wind nailed the balance of hew, which was marked
down in wood.s. Dr. Thomas shot and killed, Don retrieved
the bird at once but dropped it about 5yds. away and would
not fetch after mouthing the bird a bit. Of course, the dog
was handicapped rather by the change of handlers, though
the Doctor worked his dog well. Going into the woods
some pretty work was done on the singles, both pointing
about the same time, Doctor shot at his bird, but missed.
Then Rock nailed another, which Bradley killed and dog
retrieved in good style. Afterward Rook pointed, moved on
and stopped as a single flushed a yard from Bradley's feet.
Working out of woods and over a lot of ground Rock
pointed and Don honored it. both showing good style. Rock

Lit).

J. H. and J. A. Hunter's Daisy Hunter (Gath's Hope-
Daisy F.) with Geo. A. McClin's Bonnie Bondhu (Coimt
Wakefield—Pearl Bondhu

J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's Rupert (Roderigo—Bo-
Peep) with Bert Crane's Natalie II. (King Noble—Natalie).
Greenfield Hill Kennels' Harry C. (Roderigo-Counte.ss

House) with E, O. Damon's The Corsair rDan Gladstone—
Haideet.

J. Shelley Hudson's Dolly Hill (Ben Hill— Dolly S.) with
Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s Blade (Toledo Blade—Sula C).
Francis S. Brown's Edge Mark (Skidmore—Flo Maclin)

with B. M. ;Stephenson's Top Mark (Gath's Mark—Burd
Helen).
B. Ridgway's Lon Noble (Count Noble—Alphonsine)

with Adolph Dill's Count Gladstone (Count Noble—Ruby's
Girl).

Richard Merrill's Paul Bo (Paul Gladstone—Bohemian
Girl) \vith Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s Antevolo (Count Noble-
Trinket II.).

J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's Orlando (Roderigo—Bo-
Peep) a bye.

Second Series.

Daisy Hunter with Count Eric.
Harry C. with Paul Bo.
Orlando with Antevolo.
Dad Wilson, Jr. with Count Gladstone.

Tliird Series.

Orlando with Paul Bo.
Harry C. wnth Count Gladstone.
Richard Merrill's Paul Bo wins first money, $350.
J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's Orlando wins second

money. S150.

Greenfield Hill Kennels' Harry C. and Adolph Dill's Count
Gladstone divide third money, $100.
Paul Bo is a handsome, well-made setter, as becomes his

parentage. Consistent in his work, showing a keen nose
combined with free and intelligent range. Is decided on
his points and makes few mistakes. Orlando was described
at High Point. Harry C. is a handsome, heavily marked
dog, shows plenty of pace and range, and here he proved
that he had excellent scenting powers. Couut Gladstone is
a little dog on the Wun Lung pattern. Full of vivacity and
eager for bis work, he gets over a lot of ground, and delights
in mystifying his handler as to his whereabouts; this is his
only fault, as he is well trained otherwise, has a good nose
and goes to his birds with decision and snap.

Lexington, N. C, Monday, Dec. 7.—Another wet morning
and consequently no work could be done in the trials These
wet days, although they afford a welcome rest for some of
us, are exasperating to the majority, who are anxious to
keep down their hotel bills and get the agony over as soon
as possible. Toward noon, as usual here, the rain stopped
and after lunch we started in a field almost in the villao-e
with "

The Pointer ALL-A(i£ Stake.
First Serien.

The draw had taken place on Friday night last, and the
first brace down was
Nick oe Naso—Duke oir Hessen.-Cast off at 3:35 in

sedge, Nick of Naso (Naso If.—Pettigo) was handled by
John Lewis, and Duke of Hessen (Luck of Hessen—Blarney)
by John White—''a pair of Jacks," as a man facetiously
termed them. Both dogs settled down to wide ranging but
a deal of ground was beaten out before any game was made
Duke was the first to point in sedge just out of cover Nick
of Naso backing, but nothing resulted, and further up the

much better than last year. Both did weU'ou their birds
and Don's slight unsteadiness was doubtless due to a more
or less strange handler. The weather was very cold and
raw and we were all glad to get back to our firesides again.

SUMMARY.
AllAge Pointer Stake—First Series.

H. R. Baldwin's Nick of Naso (Naso II.—Pettigo) with
Hempstead Farm Kennels' Duke of Hessen (Luck of Hessen
—Blarney).
Charlotteville Kennels' Wild Damon (Damon—Flora) with

N. R. Fishel's Don Fis Hel (Devonshire Sam—Nellie Bang).
Dr. H. J. Thomas's Devonshire Don (Molton Baron-

Village Star) with C E. Connell's Rock II. (Graphic—Lady
Belle).

C. C. M. Hunt's Barker's Grouse (Mainspring-Swain's
Fly) with R.. R. Moore's Grousedale (Underwriter—"Trix).
Charlotteville Kennels' Maid of Kent (King of Kent-

Hops) with A. L. Saiiford's Frank W. (Duke of Vernon

—

Royal Cute).

[Special to Farest and Stream.]

Lexinuton, N. C, Dec. a—The ^All-Aged Pointtr Stake
was concluded this aftenioon.
Starting near town, Barker's Grouse and Grousedale, han-

dled by Bradley and Lewis respectively, ran a poor race,
Grou.se not running up to form: neither dog ranged out well.
Grouse, however, was the best and found a bevy and a single
to Grousedale's bevy. Maid of Kent and Frank W. was the
next brace down, and ran much better. Handled by Buckle
and Lewis. Frank pointed two bevies to Maid's one and
ranged nearly as well.

Seco]id Scries.

Duke of Hessen and Wild Damon ran first. Wild Damon
starting with a bevy to good point; he soon found another
and retrieved well. Afterward pointed a single and a bevy
and handled his birds well; only range in Duke's favor.
Rock II. ran all around Grouse in the next heat and secured
one bevy and retrieved well. Prank W. and Maid of Kent
ran another heat, when Maid pointed a bevy to Frank W.'s
uncertain single.
Judges then called for Duke of Hessen with Maid of Kent

and Wild Damon with Frank W. in

Tliird Series.

Cast oft' after lunch, Duke of Hessen found his first bevy
and retrieved nicely to kill. Then Maid pointed a bevy and
also retrieved well. Down nearly an hour. Wild Damon
and Frank W. then ran for two hours, but there was little
point work. Wild Damon pointed one bevy and Frank the
other just at the close of heat. Judees then announced
Maid of Kent winner of tirst money, §350; Duke of Hessen
second, $150; Frank W. third, $100, Duke of Hessen also
wins the Pointer Club special.

The Free-for-All Stakes commence to-morrow. Drawn as
follows: R Merrill's Paul Bo with B. Ridgeway and F. S.
Brown's King's Mark; E. Gray's Count Eric with Char-
lottesville Kennels' Rip Rap; Charlottesville Kennels' Maid
of Kent with J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's Chance; J.
M. Avent and N. T. Harris's Antonio a bye. The race for
absolute winner of All-Age Stake will also be run.

H. W. L.

SPANIEL PRIZES.
Editor Forent and Streani:
At a meeting of the executive committee of the American

Spaniel Club, held in New York on Dec. 1, it was decided to
award the following cups at the forthcoming Westminster
Club show, viz.: The American Spaniel Club's field spaniel
cup, solid silver, value $100; the American Spaniel Club's
cocker spaniel cup, solid silver, value 8100; the American
Spaniel Club's stud dog trophy, value fSo; the American
Spaniel Club's American Field cup, solid silver, value §100;
which, with the usual cash prizes offered by this club, will
make keen and unusual competition.

It has also been decided to hold the .second annual dinner
of spaniel exhibitors and lovers of the breed during the
show, arrangements for which are in the hands of Messrs.
Wilmerding and Keasbey, to which all spaniel men are in-
vited. The annual meeting of this clul) will be held on
Feb. 34, 1893, at 4 P. M, Rowland P. Ke.isbey, Sec'.y.

York, Dec. 4,
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DOG CHAT.
ALTHOUGH the Gordon setter as a class in England is

far ahead of the breed in this country, still it would
seem that they yet require some special aid in bringinsc
their field trial qualities to the front. The English Gordon
Setter Club will therefore hold a field trial meeting next
spring. There will be two events, one for Gordons not
more than fifteen months old and an all-aged stake.

Mr. John Hay, of Pembroke, Wales, has sold two grey-
hounds to a fancier in Brazil, South America. Thisistiie
gentleman who sold the noted greyhound Pious Pembroke
to Mr. Purbeck, of Salem, Mass.

Mr. Augustin Daly, the well-known theatrical manager,
brought with him on his return from his recent European
trip two bulldog pups by Bruce II. out of an own sister to
Leonid as. He also purchased two St. Bernards by Lord
Bute out of Streatham Barone.ss. There are no more gener-
ous bidders for dogs than members of the theatrical pro-
fession, and it is therefore pleasing to note a disposition on
their part to seek dogs of thorough breeding instead of
lavishing their afEeetions on the homely mongrels that the
ubiquitous sidewalk dealer cajoles them into purchasing.

The English Kennel Club will hold its next show June 6,

1892, at the Agricultural Hall, Jjondon. This will suit the
American visitor nicely, allowing him to take in the home
shows before crossing the briny, as we understand is the in-
tention of several prominent fanciers in this country. The
habit seems to be growing on some of them.

The number of visitors that attended the late Ci-ystal
Palace show in England was 83.591, against 28,507 in 1890.

It is certainly wonderful how well dog shows take in and
around London, especially when they have them every few
months.

It may not be generally known that Mr. Harry Twyford,
the manager of the Oriole Kennels, and who is popularly
known to show goers in this country, is a brother of the Mr.
Twyford who bred the fox-terrier crack Dominie, which at
the"Sheffield show was the cause of a sensation when Mr.
Vieary, one of England's best judges, put him over the
great Result. This Mr. Twyl'ord, though he has relinquished
exhibiting, we are told by Fanciers' Gazette,, has just re
fitsed *3,500 for a trio of his fox-terriers.

This journal also tells us that at the Sheepdog Trials near
Denbigh, in the Amatf^ur Stake, a well-known bench win-
ner, Oraisktrk Charley, a son of the Chestnut Hill Kennels'
Christopher, penned his sheep in seven minutes. As he had
to drive three sheep liberated from a pen round a flag to the
left along a distance course, pass through twice between two
marks, and then pen the sheep, within ten minutes, the per-
forn">ance was a verj^ meritorious one. The smartness and
intelligence which he displayed (though he was unlucky
with his sheep) is a telling reply to those who are never
tired of impressing on us the fact that the present type of
collie is altogether unfit for his proper avocation.

''Multum in parvo" some one termed Mr. Sydney Smith
when he was over here lasst spring, and it seems that the
dog, St. Bernard, does not occupy all his attention, for we
see that he has been elected councilor (alderman) for the
K'ortheast "Ward, Leeds, for the next three years.

Mr. C. E. Bunn, of Peoria, 111., in a quiet way is securing
some excellent breeding stock in mastiffs. His latest im-
portation is Ilford Cameo, from Mr. Cook's kennels, and
ihe came over on steamship America.

Poor champion Dublin Scot seems to be having a wander-
ing time of it now that his days of usefulness are drawing
to a close. He has again changed hands and is at present
owned by Messrs. Gould and Johnson, of Hull, Eng.

Stock-Keeper (Eng.) says: "FOKEST and Stkeam ^ives
illustrations of two cups which are offered for competition
to greyhound coursers. In artistic design and originality
the Americans beat us hollow with their cups. The Luse
cup, named after the donor, is a most graceful structure,
.surmounted by a silver model. The National Greyhound
Club's Derby' cup looks old-fashioned and solid, and is

much preferable to the commonplace shape which is so
much in vogue among Englishmen. We refer to the empty
egg-shell pattern on a lanky stem."

One of the notable catalogues of the year is that just sent
us by the Menthone Kennels, of Phosnixville, Pa. Its ar-

rangement is excellent and very artistic. The first part of
the book contains a well executed picture and a history of
theHospice of the St. Bernard, in aid of which a fund is now
being raised. Pictures of Lord Bute and other dogs follow
with pedigrees, etc., of dogs in the kennel. The St. Bernard
standard is also given; in fact, take it all in all, it is tbebest
kennel catalogue we ever remember seeing. Mr. Krosking,
the proprietor, does not, we are pleased to notice, forget to
thank and enumerate the sporting journals which have
helped his kennel by referring to his dogs. Lord Bute, we
hear, is getting along excellently.

Looking at the Barzoi discussion now going on in the
English Stock-Keeper, from an outsider's point of view.
"Russian Bear," writing from Moscow. Russia, hits the nail

squarely and bears us out in our oft expressed opinion when
he says: "Now as to breeding Borzois, if the English want
to manufacture a new breed of dogs there is no one in the
world who can stop them from it, but if they want to breed
Russian wolfhounds, they must stick to the Russian taste,

and the ears, eyes, hindlegs, etc., must be formed as is

wanted in a Borzoi, and not in an English greyhound." He
also says that it is admitted that the Barzoi of to-day in

Russia Is not up to the standard of that of thirty years ago,
either on the bench or in the field, but that they expect with
care to breed up to the former standard.

Dr, H. T. Eoote, having a farm of thirty acres in New
Rochelle, has made the boarding and treating of dogs and
horses a special feature, and having exceptional facilities

for this he should do well, the location is so convenient to
New York.

The Anglo American Kennels have sold the St. Bernard
Young Alton, that they imported last summer, to Mr.
Rudolph Stuckey, of Pittsburg, Pa. ,

proprietor of the Key-
stone Kennels. The dog is excellently built, we have been
told, and at fifteen months old weighed 170lbs. Mr. Stuckey
has at last made a good move in getting a stud dog into his

kennel whose legs are beyond reproach. Mr. Symonds also

tells us that he has sold the bull-terriers Queen of the Dale
and Common, both seen on the bench in Canada shows this

fall, to Mr. N. E. Smith, of Montreal, Canada, and Prince
A. I. has been telegraphed for by a noted fancier in Spokane
Falls, Washington, Mr. A. B. Jackson, traveling freight
agent of the Northern Pacific R. R.

Dr. C. M. Rounds, of San Antonio, Texas, deserves the
sympathy of his fellow sportsmen. In the death of Wun
Lung's Sister he has lost a merry worker and a rare little

hunting bitch. It will be remembered that we spoke very
favorably of her at the U. S. Field Trials when she ran such
a good heat with Hope's Mark. Dr. Rounds purchased her
from Mr. McCartney just before these trials^ She was

brought on to Lexington, N. C, to run in the Central Trials
Setter Derby, when on Saturday last a swelling developed
in her throat, symptoms of diphtheria were noticed, and
despite every care she died in a couple of days,

Mr. T. J. McCartney has been engaged to take charge of
"The Retreat," a sporting lodge belonging to Gen. Miles
and Mr. John A. Morris, of lottery fame, and both of New
Orleans, La. The estate comprises about 10,000 acres and is

fenced in. It is stocked with deer and there is any amount
of feathered game. Particular attention vdll be paid to
the kennel, the training of field dogs being under Mr.
McCartney's especial care.

It was not long before Mr. Angus Cameron "caught on"
and one of our principal Eastern kennels will have the bene-
fit of his experience. The Hempstead Farm Kennels have
secured his services to train their dogs for the field, it being
their intention to go into field trial competition extensively.
Duriner the winter Cameron will be located near Thomas-
ville, N. C, and will commence at once, after the trials, on
his Derbys for next year.

Mr. W. L. Washington has purchased from Major Jamie-
son the noted Irish setter bitch Ileen, by Ch. Ponto out of
Ch. Drenagh. The Irish setter in this country is bound to
come to the front, when such well bred recruits are con-
stantly being imported.

Mr. Jarrett, the popular manager of the Chestnut Hill
Kennels, drops us a line now and then, and when he does
there is generally a little news picking in it. He tells us
that the Roslyn Dolly pups are "great"—"four champions,
at least." These are by the English dog Gladius. This
kennel has lately been anxious to breed some blues, and now
they have three pups out of Golden Flirt of this color.
Christopher, we are pleased to hear, is standing his new
country well, and is being extensively sought at stud. The
Chestnut Hill Kennels, despite all the collies they have sold
this year, have still sixty-eight dogs of that breed, and
twenty-six couple of harriers and a dozen Irish terriers make
up a pretty good kennel. Their St. Bernard, Donna Silva,
that missed to Plinlimmon, was bred last week to Mrs.
Smyth's King Regent.

Our thanks are due to Mes.srs. Luckwell and Douglas for
the very excellent photographs of the noted cockers Ch.
Black Duke and Black Duflerin. We all know how difficult

it is to get good pictures of spaniels, but the photographer
in this case has scored a success.

We have received information of such a character as to
warrant a belief that the Oak Grove Kennels, of Moodus,
Conn., of which Mr. F. C. Fowler is the proprietor, may be
accorded the confidence of breeders.

Trim, one of the most valuable hounds of the pack owned
by A. B. F. Kinney and John M. White, of Worcester,
Mass , died last Sunday of pneumonia. Trim was an un-
usually strong working hound and was a winner of the en-
durance medal at the recent trial of the Brunswick Pur
Club, at Princeton, He was of native blood and was bred by
Mr. Kinney.

Those who wish to attend the Philadelphia field trials at-

Jetersville, Va., should write to Mr. C. E Connell, the sec-

retary, at once, so as to secure transportation, accommoda-
tions, etc., at the trials. The two special cars, placed at the
disposal of the club, will be attached to the train that leaves
Broad street, Philadelphia, at 7:20 A. M., Monday, Dec. 14,

and will go through without change.

Mr. D. A. LTpson, of Cleveland. O., must be congratulated
on his purchase of the pointer Promotion that has made
quite a record for himself in the XJ. S. Field Trials Pointer
Derby, where he won second to Black Wonder, and at Ivex-

ington, N. C, at the Central trials, he turned the tables on
the latter, winning the Pointer Derby and following it by
beating Wun Lung in the absolute winner of Derby heat.
Promotion is by Lord Graphic out of Belle, and while not a
brilliant worker in the field, he still ranges in a telling man-
ner and gets the birds with decision, which is generally a
snnequa 7ion with the sportsmen. We notice that Mr. Up-
son advertises a litter brother of Promotion in our business
columns, and he should not be long before he finds a pur-
chaser.

Among the new announcements in our ad. columns to-day
we note the following offers for sale: Fox-terriers, Ameri-
can Horse Exchange, O. Stewart Bamber; pointers. Janitor,
O. L. Bossti, Bar Harbor Kennels, D. A. Upson; setters, J.

L. Beers, P. J. bchild, Oak Grnve Kennels, A. J C. Smith;
beagles, Beebe Bros.; rabbit dogs, J. H, Miller. H. L.
Kreuder oflfers beagles and J. B. jSoIden pointers at .stud.

Dorothy—Monarch VI. C. P. Lawshe's (Trenton. N. J.) bull
bitch Dorothy (naliban—Hillside Girl) to Ratnor Kennels' Mon-
arch VI. (Monarch—Sting), Nov, 23.
GwynnieSimdan. R. H. Al Herts, J r.'s ( FJoboken, N. J.) English

setter bif.ch GwvTuiie (Belthu^^—Woana Gladstone) to L. L. In-
gram's Sondati (Druid—Ruby), Dec. 1.
nixie B—Sir Edward. J^s.E Hitr's (Bridgeport, Conn.) Eng-

lish Fetier bitch Dixie B (Mack B.—Pet B^rwyn) to his Sir Ed-
ward (Belthus—Wonna Gladstone), Nov. 30.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Sissey. Anglo-Atnerican Terrier Kennels' (Salem. Mass.) Irish
terrier bitcb Sisaey (Apprentice Biv—Npily), Nov. 18, eight (four
does), by their Valley Boxer (Bob—Liffey).

Flip. M. Kerr's (San JS'ranciHco, Cal.) fox-+errier bitch Flip.
Nov. ft, four (two dogs), by J. P. Martin's Bleinton Shiner (Blem-
ton Rubicon—Blem ton Brilliant).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bose Graphtc. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped Mav 15,
1889, by cbampion Graphic out of White Rose), by CD. Roberts

,

Dexter, Me., to A. H. Hig?inson, Boston, Mass.
Dash, Liver and white pointer dog, by Beppi III. out of May

by C. D. Roberts, Dexter, Me., to A. H, Higginson, Boston,
Mass.
Meteor''^ Flirt. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped April 26,

1891, by Meteor. Ji*. out of Mamie, by C. D. Roberts, Dexter. Me.,
to C. B. Pine", Bar Harbor, Me.
Alberfs Nancy. Black, white and tan English setter bitch,

whelped Jan. 9. 1891, by San Roy, Jr. out of Nell o' Warwick, by
Dr. Jaa. E. Hair, Bridgeport. Conn., to H. J. Baughn, Ridgeville,
Ind.

AN ENLARGED "FOREST AND STREAM"
VVT ITH the issue of Jan. 7 next, which will be the
' ^ first number of its thirty-eighth volume, theFoBEST

AND Stream will be permanently enlarged from twenty-
eight to thirty-two pages.

This change has been made necessary by the growth
of the special interests to which the paper is devoted,

and by the coi-responding requirement of more space

for their adequate presentation. The enlargement is

to be taken as an earnest of our purpose to increase

the interest, usefulness and value of the Forest and
Stream: and by means of the better opportunities thus

afforded, to maintain for it the character it has so long

enjoyed as the representative sportsman's journal of

America.

Each of the departments will be benefitted by the

change—Sportsman Touvisb, Natural History, Game Bag
and Gun. Sea and River Fishing—and, in particular, our

news columnp—the Kennel, Yacht and Canoe, Rifle and

Trap. The generous amount of space now given to Ken-
nel will be maintained, and the room devoted to Trap
Shooting will be so enlarged aa to make the department
the most comprehensive and the best arranged contem-

porary record of that sport.

Since this journal was established eighteen, years ago,

the popularity of sports with the rod and the gun has
advanced with giant strides; and in the development of

those manly recreations the Forest and Stream has

taken no unimportant part. With their growth it has

kept equal pace in worth, in influence, in circulation and
in generous public recognition. "What it hivS been it will

be. The record of the past contains the abundant prom-
ise for the future.

In 1892 and the years that shall follow, as in 1891

and the years that ha-s'e passed, the Forest and Stream
will stand for all that is best and truest in field sports-

manship; and it will strive to merit from its growing
hosts of friends a continuation of that warm appre-

ciation and indorsement with which it is now favored.

One word remains to be said : The price will remain
unchanged; f4 per year. Subscribe now.

TEXAS FIELD TRIALS.

THE second annual meeting of the Bexar Field Trials
Club will be run near San Antonio, Tex., Monday and

Tuesday, Jan. 11 and 12. Open to all. Programme and
prizes:
Puppy Stake—Open to setters and pointers whelped after

Jan. 1, 1891. Retrieving reqtiired. Entrance iS;2.50. Two
prizes—SIO to hrst, $5 to second. Entries close Jan. 11, at 9
o'clock A. M.
Derby—Open to setters and pointers whelped on or after

.Tan. 1, 1890. Retrieving reqtiired. Entrance $5. Three
l^rizes—$30 to first, $20 to second and $10 to third.

All-Aged Stake—Open to setters and pointers which have
not won first in any all-aged stake at a meeting held under
the mans^gement of a regularly organized field trial club.
Retrieving required. Entrance $o. Three prizes—165 to
first, S30 to second and S15 to third.

Special Prize—Pitcher and cup, valued at $30, donated by
Scott & Lemmon, Diamond Front Saloon, to the best dog
run in the All-Aged Stake and owned in Bexar county.

G. A. C. Sabot, Sec' v.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Hotes are iuBorted without charge; and blanks

(famished free) will be Bent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Golden Dust. By J. B. Martin. San Francisco, Cal., for white
black and tan fox-terrier bitcb, whelped July 7, 1891, by Blemton
Shiner (Blemton Rubicon—Blemton Brilliant) out of Jess.
Golden Chip. By J. B. Martin, San Francisco, CiL, for white,

black and tan fox-terrier bitch, whelped April 23. 1891. by Blemton
Shiner (Blemton Rubicon—Blemton Brilliant) out of Vixen
(Scared afp—Delta).
Roy Belton. By M. Herrineton. New York, for black, white and

tan Englisb setter do?, whelped April 11. 1891, by Peveril (cham-
pion Rockingham—Saddlebags) out of Dora Balle (Blue Dan—
Prii^ceBS Llewpllin).
Mwon McKee and Lillian Husnell. By J. M. Brown, Newport,

R. I., for black and wiiite ticked English setter dog and white,
black eye, bitch, whelped Nov. 24, 1890, by Don (Bo Bondhu—
Prliicess Kitlie) out of Tinnie B. (Figaro—Fairy Blonde).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Chip 11.—Mom K. H. G. Hammett'a (Newport, R. I.) cocker
spaniel bitch Chip II. (Jersey—Chip K.) to J. M. Brown's Moses K,
(Oho II.—Black Bess II.), Nov. 17.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
Some gof>d scores are piling up in the contest for the possession

of the Winans Trophy and the Amateur Revolver Championship
of America. Last Saturday evening several strings were ptit on
record at the gallery of the New York Pistol Club, No. 12 St.

Mark's place, among those shootins being President Oehl, of the

club, and Officer Petty, of the New York police force, one of the
very few out of the 8,O0U policemen carrying revolvers in this city

who has an accurate knowledge of their use. On next Saturday
evening there will be shooting for the trophy at the gallery ot the
Wurfflein Rifle and Pistol Association, 237 North Eighth street,

Philadelphia. A qaartette of good revolver shots have already
signified their intention of being ready to put up fine scores, and
this theywUl no doubt do. The Wilmington (Del.) Rifle Club,
which has some excellent pistol shots in its membership, responds
to an invitation to fix date for shoot as follows:

There is very little gallery shooting done here, even with the
pistol, and none at all with the revolver, so that the contest you
are conducting Is a little out of the line of our revolver sbooters.
I have regretted several times that your match could not have been
arranged to be shot at the regulation distance of practice of oOyds.,
with tuU charge ammunition and at the standard American tar-
get, which is so generally used among revolver experts. However,
the contest will no doubt be interesting to those fond of gallery
work and prove stimulnting to the growing interest in the
revolver.—Howard Siai pson, Sec'y.

There are a number of excellent revolver shots in this city who
are jast now absent from town. Ample notice, however, will be
given of the closing of th« entry lists, after which the announce-
ments of results will be published as speedily as possible.

A Trophy for Jersey Rifle Clubs.

In order to stimulate a renewed interest in gallery rifle shoot-
ing Forest and Stream has decided to arrange a series of toarna-
ment shoots, open to any regularly organized rifle club in New
Jersey, and it will give an elegant trophy to the club winning the
greatest number of matches. Each club that enters will snoot
two matches against every other club, one on the range of each
club. The teams wiil comprise five m^n each. A meeting will be
held at the Millers' headquarters, 80 Hudson street, Hoboken,
N. J., on Wednesday evening, Dec. 16, at 8 o'clock, and each club
that desires to enter the tournament is rpquested to send two
delegates. At this meeting full details in regard to rules, trophy,
etc., will be given. All rifle clubs desiring to enter are reiiuested
to communicate with J. H Kcuse, 323 First street, Hobokeru
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New Jersey Rifle Shooting.
ISpecfally Beported for F&rest and Stream.1

HEADQPAHTERS OF CI.TIBS.

Miller R. O., 80 Hudson street. Hoboken.
IjDion R. C. 323 First street, Hoboken.
Friday Night R. C, aiO Washington street, Hoboken.
Excelsior R. C, 78 Montgomery street, Jersey City.
Spitz R. C, 354 Palisade avenue, Jersey City Heights.
Palisade R. C, 35i Palisade avenue, Jersey City Heights.

(jREENTiLijK RiiTLE Olub, Greenville. N. J., Friday, Nov. 27, 10
shots, off-hand, 25-ring target, posslhlp 2£0:
Boag 25 25 25 24 24 24 21 24 5^2 23-211
llobidoux 25 26 34 24 2» 23 22 22 22 21-231
Spabn 2t 25 25 24 23 33 22 22 32 21—281
Dodd 25 25 24 24 23 23 22 22 22 2H-230
Scbeelpin 25 25 26 23 23 23 28 22 22 18—221
Cbavant. 25 24 24 33 23 22 22 32 32 31—228
(iotthardt 25 24 24 24 23 22 23 32 20 18-225
Hill 25 34 23 33 21 20 20 20 18 18-311
TjKION RiPLE OLtTB. Capt. Henry Becker, Hoboken, N ,1.,

Taesday, Dec. 1. Ten f-hota off-hand, 25 rine targets, possible 250;
A Meyers 25 24 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 22-230
A Mever 35 25 24 24 23 22 22 22 23 21-230
G-M Roedel 35 25 34 23 23 38 23 32 22 20-33 -

L Sohl 25 24 24 24 33 23 33 22 21 20-329
G Grof 35 25 25 24 24 23 33 21 21 19-229
O Schroeder 25 24 33 22 32 23 22 22 32 31-225
Capt H Becker 25 25 25 24 24 32 20 20 20 20-225
J D Senclair 26 25 34 34 33 22 21 21 31 19 -235
F Brandt 25 24 34 33 33 22 22 22 21 19-225
0W Rogers 34 24 23 22 22 22 32 21 21 31-223
S Russell 24 24 23 23 23 23 21 21 20 20-220
0 Wiskow 24 24 24 22 22 20 20 19 19 19-314
B J Link 24 34 34 34 23 30 20 20 19 14-212
J B B Stein 23 33 23 23 23 31 20 20 19 19-213
HGlander 22 23 33 22 31 21 31 21 20 3(V-313
D Meyer 23 23 23 31 21 21 21 20 5i0 20—212
L A Martin 25 35 34 20 30 20 30 19 18 16-207
Joseph Feuerbach 25 35 25 34 20 20 20 18 15 13—205
F V D Heyden 25 24 23 22 21 20 30 19 18 12-204
The customary social session followed. John Stein then gavi

several capital imitations of J. K. Emmet, for which he received
hearty applause, Joe Feuerbach, Charlie Wiskow (Whiskers the
boys call him), Dan Meyer and Lon Paustlan further enlivened
the evening with their sweet singing. The club recentlv received
a challenge to meet the second team of tile Our Own Rifle Club
inalO-men teammatch; the club did not accept, but will do so
later in the season, when the boys will be in better trim.
Palisade Rifle Clot, Captain John Reinhardt, Jersey' City

Heights, Tuesday, Dee. 1:

Geo W Graf 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 23 23—233
Capt Reinhardt 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 22 33 22-233
James Johnson 24 24 34 24 33 24 23 22 21 21—228
G«o L Graf 25 26 24 24 23 23 23 31 31 20-238
A Bossy 25 25 25 24 24 33 20 20 20 20-236
G Finger 25 34 23 23 22 22 32 31 21 31-324H Rosenthal 35 25 24 24 22 22 21 21 20 2L1-224
A split took place a week or two ago among the mpmbers with

the result that about balf left the Palisades and organizpd a new
club, the Summit Rifle Club. Now the Palisades are anxious to
arrange a match with their lat« members, and Capt- Reinhardt
says to show them that the best shots did not leave the Pali-
sades. The latter club will have a team to represent them in the
propised tournament to be arranged by the Fobest and Sxkeam
for New Jersey rifle clubs this winter.

ExCGLSxoR Rifle Cltb, Jersey City, N. J., Tuesday. Dec. 1,
10 shots off-band, 25-ring target. The scores made in the shoot
for class medals are appended below:
C L Pinney. .25 25 24 24 24 24 23 33 23 22-U..W J Hennessy 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 23 21-336
C Boag 25 25 24 24 24 33 23 23 33 33-235W H Hallowei! 35 25 24 24 23 23 23 28 23 33—3:^5
L P Hansen 35 25 34 2-) 23 23 23 32 22 21-232W Weber 25 25 25 24 23 22 23 22 22 31—231
J Speicher 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 23 23 20-230W J Channlng. 25 34 24 23 23 33 23 23 23 21-229
J Hughes 25 24 24 23 33 23 S3 32 22 31-229
Thos Hughes ... 25 25 24 23 23 23 23 33 31 18-327
O Bauchle 25 24 24 23 23 33:32 23 20 30-325
GO Yarick 23 24 24 23 33 23 31 31 31 20-223
The medal winm^rs in tbeir resppcttve classes were: Class A,

W. J. Hennegsy,236; Class B, C. L. Pinuey, 287; Class C, C. Boag,
235o During the evening Chris Bauchle entertained the company
with a story of his experiences with a band of bloodthirsty sav=
ages while a member of a regiment stationed out West. Chris
related how he killed three Indians in one shot, his narrative
putting his auditors lo flight.

Miller Rifle Club.—Capt. Richard W. Dewey, Wednesdav
evening, Dec. 3. Ten shots off-hand, 25-ring target, oossible 350:
The scores made in the shoot for weekly class medsls were:
A Schlicht 25 25 26 25 24 24 34 24 34 2:j—243
J H Kruse 25 25 35 35 24 24 24 23 21 21—287
J Carragher 25 35 25 24 24 24 23 22 22 23- 286
D Miller. . . 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 32 22 31-;i33
E Fischer 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 32 33 22—233
HDHoncken. 35 24 24 24 23 33 23 3? 22 32-232
FLieil..... 25 24 24 24 24 33 23 33 31 31-232
LSohL. .. .... ,.25 25 25 24 23 23 28 23 21 21—232
Capt Dewey, 25 24 24 23 28 32 22 22 21 21-22'.
A Stadler,. 25 25 34 24 23 23 31 20 20 18—323
H Seltenrelch.. ..25 34 23 33 23 23 33 20 20 18—220
F Kammel. ....... ,.25 34 24 23 23 22 32 18 18 19—218
H Katenkarop. 25 24 23 23 21 20 19 18 18 18-208
F J Devitt 25 24 23 21 31 31 20 19 18 16 -208
The medal winners in their respective classes were: First class,

George Schlicht 243; second class, J. H. Kruse, 237; third class, A.
Stadler 323. The regular monthly meeting followed. A chal-
lenge was received from the Manhattan Shooting Club, of this
city (New York), to meet them in series of ten-men team matches.
It was accepied and a committee appointed to attend to the mat-
ter. The first match will probably take place in the first week of
January. It was also d^^cided to hold a prize shoot at the head-
i4uarters on Dec. 25 and 27. A social session followed, John Car-
ragher giving his famed dialect impersonations: John is a born
comedian. Frank Kammell then rendered several plaintive bal-
lads, for which ha is famous.
Palisade Rifle CLtTB, Jersey Citv Heights, Capt. Reinhard*

Tuesday. Dec. 8.—Ten shots, off-hand, 25 ring target, possible 260-
Capt Reinhardt 25 35 24 23 23 23 33 22 22 33—23(1
Geo Graf 26 24 24 33 3& 33 23 23 3i 31-2.50
G Finger 25 35 34 24 23 23 23 21 31 31—328
GL Graf 35 24 24 28 33 23 33 21 20 20-334
J Johnson 35 35 34 23 33 22 31 31 30 30-223
A Rossy 25 25 24 23 22 31 20 19 19 19—317
L Watson 35 34 23 32 21 21 20 30 20 20—216H Harvey 25 24 24 23 33 32 31 20 18 15-315
Team shooting followed with this result:

Geo L Graf's Team.
Geo L Graf 325
GeoW Graf 230
A Rossy 336
D Watson 230—900

J Johnson's Team.
J Johnson 234
J Reinhardt 339
G Finger 320
H Harvey 225-998

GBBE>TtLLE RiPLE Club.—Greenville, N. J., Friday, Dec. 4.—
Ten shots off-hand, 25 ring targets, possible 250:
C Scheelein 25 25 ?5 25 24 24 23 23 22 23-338
J Faoramo 25 35 35 24 24 24 24 23 22 30-336
JHlJl 25 35 25 24 24 24 23 22 32 20-284H Ohavant. 25 25 24 24 24 33 23 23 22 20 -232
J Dodds 25 3a 24 24 23 23 23 21 30 30—228
C Collyer 25 24 24 23 23 23 23 23 21 21-227
C Boag. 25 24 23 23 23 23 33 31 21 20-233G Brocker 25 24 23 23 23 31 20 20 20 20-217
JSpqhr 24 24 23 32 33 33 30 20 30 19-216
^^^^^^-l-r v 24 23 23 33 31 31 20 19 19 19-311
The club Is already shooting in good form, and in a few weeks

will rank among the bpst in Hudson county. The club's team is
now practicing for what matches the clut) might have this season.
Union Rife Clot, Hoboken.—Captain Henry Becker, Tues-

day; Dec. 8. Ten shots, off-hand, 35-ring target, possible 350:
O Schroeder 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 32 21 20—233
J Meyers

, 25 24 24 34 23 28 23 38 33 20-231A Mevei-s 25 25 24 24 24 23 33 31 21 21-330
^J^'iJP^^^?^ 25 34 24 24 23 23 20 20 20-327G MRaedel 25 24 23 33 23 23 33 31 21 31-325
S Russell 25 24 24 23 23 23 21 21 20 20-333
J D Sinclair 24 24 24 23 23 S3 22 21 20 19—333
F Grand t 35 25 25 23 23 23 21 20 19 19 -223
J K Link 24 24 31 33 33 32 23 31 31 31-331
9 Wiskow.. 25 34 23 33 33 21 30 20 30 20 -318
J leuerbach 25 24 32 33 21 21 21 31 20 20-217
D Meyers.... .25 24 24 24 S3 21 20 19 18 18-215A jolly lime followed among the members. The company was !

treated to vocal selections by Dan Meyers, he with the tenor voice,
and foghorn ^mirations of Charley Wiskow, he calls it singing.
No one who has ever heard can be made believe that it is sweet
singing. "Shad" Russell or Shadrach Abednego Michigan Rus-
sell, to give his full namr>. then rendered several nor-touchinff
ballads, among which was "What Brings You Here To-Night."
The club's sweet tenor, the little ma,n with the little mustachios,
John Stein, also treated the comi)any to several choice vocal
nnmbefs.
Cooke and Clinton, "lady rifl« sbots," appeared at a variety

theater in Hoboken last week. Miss May Clinton, through the
local papers, challenged any member of a rifle club situated in
Hudson county to meet her in trick, fancy and difficult shooting
for atwut S25 a side. The lady recpived no responses to her chal-
lenge until tbe latter part of the week. It was in the per-son of
Charles Judson, of thp Miller Rifle Club, who is better known
here and out West as "Texas Charley." No satisfactory arrange-
ments could be made, however, as the stakes were too small for
Mr. Judson. He, however, had a challenge inserted through
Capt. Dick Dewey in a local paper offering to meet the lady for
from $50 to glOO. Miss Clinton accepted on Saturday, but Mr.
Judson did not receive word in time. Therefore the match fell
through. Mr. Jndsou hadn't been doing anything else for the
past five years but this branch of shooting, and Miss.ClInton would
BO doubt have to hustle. M'ss Clinton announced that it was her
opinion that she could defeat Mr, .Judson or any other Miller
Rifle Club member. Not thid winter, she might a few winters
hence. Mr, Judson said, "I could not reach here in time, but the
shots she does on the ground I can do while riding horseback. 1

think that my daughter could defeat her as well as myself." So
the case now stands.

The Hoboken TurnYerein held a successful fair at their spa-
cious hall during the past twelve days. In tbe shooting for a
handsome gnld medal, the winrer being J. H. Kruse, of the MUler
Rifle Club, with a clean score, 25 25 25—75. A few minutes before
tbe shoot ended L. Schmidt, a member of the G. S B., protested
against the winner recei%ing the prize, as the score had been
made with his own rifle. Mr Kruse claimed that he had let his
rifle to the Verein, and, therefore, he could shoot as much as he
pleased. Mr. Kru=!6 was, however, not presented with the medal.
Schmidt was again beaten out for the evening's prize, a barrel of
apples, leading up to 7 P. M. with 74, Kruse going him one better,
makmg another clean score—2535 35—7.5. Tlie matter will be de-
cided at the meeting which takes place to-night, Dec. 9. 1891.

Miller Rifle Club, Capt. Richard W. Damly, vs. Manhattan
Shooting Club, Capt. Wellbrock.—A committee of the Miller Rifle
Club, consisting of Dave Miller, Ernst Fischer and J. H. Kruse,
met a committee of the Manhattan Shooting Club, of New York,
con.sisting of Messrs. Pingpank, Wellbmck and A. C. Kruse, t-o

arrange for a ten men team match, last Sunday afternoon, Dec. 6,

at Mr. Pingpank's place of business. S.'JT Fulton sireet. New York.
The clubs will shoot for a SlOO troptiv, best two out of three
matches. The first takes place on the Zettlers' Range, Bowery,
N. Y , on Jannarv 7, the second on January 14 on the Miller's
headquarters at Hoboken, and if a third one is needed, on some
neutral range.

John Casper, of tbe Miller Rifle Club, is t^ery ill at his home
on .Jersey City Heights, be being "laid up'' for the past three
month?=. Doubts are expressed as to his recovering. He held the
championship of Hudson City up to the time of his illness. What
he liked more than anytbing flse was to break in a new shooter,
the writer being one of his "pupils."

The last year's Standard Rifle Club has as yet not been organ-
ized. It should be done, as at the end of last season the club pos-
.•^essed one of the strongest teams to be found in Hoboken, defeat-
ing the Greenville Rifle Club in two straight matches, both being
home and home matches-

Mr. Hall's Good Work.
Broad Brook, Conn., Nov. 29.—The Broad Brook rifle team

held their fourth annual prize shoot on Thursday, all tbe shooting
being at 200yds., off-band, on the Standard American target. The
Mg event was a contest of 10 shots per man for a nickel-plated
loading flisk, prei^ented by the Ideal" Manufacturing Co., of New
Haven. The contest was won by Thomas F, Hall, with a 25cal.
Maynard rifle. The score:
TFHall 10 6 7 8 5 9 8 9 9 10-81
Mr. Hall is a comparative novice, bat is developing skill and

nerve that wiU soon place him in the front rank. The following
scores have been made by him in regular club shoots this fall:

Oct24 ... « 10 8 7 5 8 9 6 8 6-75
Oct 34 7 7 6 S 6 8 7 10 9 7-76
Oct 24 10 8 6 10 3 8 6 10 8 10-81
OctSl • . 6 8 7 6 8 10 8 10 8 6-77
Nov 7 r 8 8 7 9 10 8 6 8 8—78
Nov 14 10 5 7 9 9 6 7 7 9 10-78
Nov 14 9 7 9 7 7 8 9 5 10 10-79
Nov 21 8 7 4 8 10 8 9 9 5 8-76
Nov21 ..10 9 10 9 7 5 7 8 6 6-77
The following are the team scores for tbe fourth annual shoot:

Class A.
Thos F Hall 10 6 T 8 5 9
JasH Sherman 3 8 6 8 8 10

6 9.7998
9 7 10 8 8 7

LSAUen ... 9 5
7 10

; 7 8

Wm Strain.... .96

The Revolver in Canada.
ToHON'ro, Dec. 4.—There was no small amount of excitement at

the drill-shed to-night, as the Queen's Own Rifles ^-^f Canada
Revolver Association held their anunal match t-ere. Three tar-
gels were placed in the hall, and from 8 o'clock till 1 o'clock in the
morning there was the constant popping of target i-evolvers. It
took a long time to run off tbe score, but it flnailv stood ss follows:
Match 1.—Open to all members of the Association, range 25ydB,;

position, standing, off-hand; revolver, any patiern no< exceeding
45-cal. and 7Wd. barrel; rounds, seven: entries limited to five
scores, highest score to count:
1 Sergt McBaren. Q O R 38
3 Capt Mercer. Q O R 38
8 Sergt Thomps'>D, 13th 38
4 Lieut Crean, Q O R. ...... .37
5 P C MeArthur, T P F 35
6 Staff-Sergt Mitchell. R G. . ..38

Color-Sergt Agtiew, Q O R 33
Color Sergt Orooh, Q O R 33
Sergt Hayley. Q 0 R 33
Stafl-S-Tgi Harp. Q. O R 31
Sergt, Brooks. H G 31
Staff-Sergt A shall. Q O R ... .31

8 5
7 10 4 10
7 6 10 9
9 5 5 6

9 9 10—81
10 10 10-78
9 5 6—77

7 C-76
8 10-75
7 B-75

HCParsons 4 7 8 5 6 8
9 (S ? 10 8 S

Class B-WmH Adams. .. | 6 7 6 6

WMLosburg 8 4 5 3 7
8

FD North 4

7 9 5 0

6-76
7-70
5-73
7—65
9-76

4 5 3
4 10 9
6 4 4 7

9 10 10 0
Albert Hess 4 10 3 7 7 _

8 3 3 6 0 10
Class C—Best Match—200yds.

7 6
Q 10
3 9
5 7
6 8
9 8
4 3
5 8

4 9-68
8 7-69
0 7-«2
7 10-72
6 6—,58

4 5-71
3 3—48
4 1—48

WmTitley 10 9 10 9
AlexSemple 10 7 7 7

The following scores were made yesterday:
John C Cooley 10 10 6 9

8 7 7 8

Thos F Hall 5 8 7 7

Jas H Sherman 7 10 10 7 10
8 7 5 8 9

FD North 7 10 4 9 5
8 6 6 10 7

Jacob Knox 7 4 5 4 6
7 8-6 3 7

7 9 10 7 10 10-91
6 10 9 9 7 8-80

6 8 7 8 5 10-79
6 10 9 7 6 8—76
" 6 9 10

8 10 7
9 6

7 8
8 10 9
6 5 8
4 9 9
6 5 9

9 8—77
7-76
6-77
5-75
5-73
5—68
5—63
6-63

Massachusetts Rifle Association.

Boston, Dec. 5,—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachusetts
Rifle. Associati on was held at its range to-day. A good number
of riflemen were in attendance, but the shooting conditions were
unfavorablfi for high scores.
Messrs. Sydney, Francis and Severance were fii'st in the cup

matches, and H. L. Lee won tbe gold, silver and bronze member-
ship badges in the Seal medal match.
Following are the scores made to-day, distance 300yds., stand-

ard American target

:

All-Comers' Rest Match.
J B Thomas 103 MT Day 97 L A Baker 94
JW French 98 M T Barter 96 AG Horne 88
J French 98 A S Hunt 95 O Moore. 87

All-Comers' Ofl-Hand Match.
T Mason 76 A Maynard 73 W S Shearers .... 68
S S Oomey 75 M T Day 69 O Moore 65
'C Wiley 76 J R Toomas r "

Military Match.
C Francis 40
A S Hunt ..39
Pistol Match, 50yds.

- _ S C Sydney 86
H D Martin. ...... 87 EE Patridge 85 O MooreHL Greene 86 C Francis 85 AD Stevens..

S Paine 43
G L Hosmer. . ,, . . 41

D Martin 63

JBHobbs..

G L Hosmer

.

88 S Paine..

Empire Rifle Club.
The following scores were made Dec. 1 by the members of the

Empire Rifle Club, for four handsome prizes which the club is to
give to the members making the highest number of scores during
the season. A 3o-ring target:
Chas Zettler. Jr..333 G Tallmann 327 G Hillmeyer......314
WRopenbaum....233 HZertler.... . ...23'i A Nowak .... . 191
A Stahl, Jr 231 W Miller ,315 G Bernhardt. - . . ..170

WM. MlLIiEE,

Match 2.—Aggregate of five scores in match No. I to count;
Sergt McLaren, Q O R 166 Sergt Mitchell. R G 149
Sergt Thompson, 12th 1,50 Lieut Creau. Q O B. .1.48
Match 3.—Team competition between five officers, nnn-commis-

sioned officers and men of any revolver association. EntranCB
fee per team, $1. Conditions same as in No. 1 match except that
entries are limited to one score for each compaMtor nf ffiven
rounds. In this five tsams were entered, viz: Officf^re of the Q
O. R., first sergeants of the Q. O. R,, second sergeants of the Q. 6.
R.. the Toronto Police force and the Royal Grenadiers. The
score stood:
Oflftcers Q O R (Ist) 133 Toronto Police Force 86
2d Sergeants Q O R 114 Grenadiers (2d) 94

Liieg^e Arms.
The siljsle industry of making firearms gives employment

to some 40,0(>p workmen m the Liege district alone, in Belgium,and the proof house in that city is the oldest and bv far the
largest establishment of the kind in Europe, and probably in
the world. Every firearm manufactured in Belgium has to boproved at the Liege proof house betore it is allowed to be sold,witn the exception of certain arms that are allowed to be sent toa recognized proof house, at Birmingham, for instance, to be
proved; and the proof master, in addition to his ordinary duties,
is sp-oially delegated by the government, to inspect and controi
all firearms made in the kingdom, with the exception of the mili-
tary rifles made at the government factories, which do not passthe Ltfige proof house. Every double-barreled r'fle and si otgnn
has to be proved three times: first each barrel separately, second
the two barrels when soldered together, and finally after thebreech action has been attached; and the charge of powder is
considerably more powerful than that used at other proof housesNo one is p,aid for his work on a gun unless the arm passes thethree proofs satisfactorily.

Arranging two Big Matches.
The annual meeting of the old-established Zettler Rifle Clubwas held at 319 Bowery, this city, on Dec. 1, and the following

offlcers were elected for the ensuing year: President, Bernard
Walther: Vice-President, Henry Oehi; Secretary, Noah D. Ward-
Corresponding Secretary. F. 0. Ross; Trustee, Chas. G. Zettler-bnnoting Master, Bernard Zettler. The .reports of the varjous
officers showed the club to be in its usual sound condition, bothnumerically and financially.
The members of the club do not propose to abandon outdoor

practice during the winter months, and have arranged the follow-ing matches to be.shot at Cypress Hills on Jan. 3, practice shoot-
Ti^^^^u^* ^ ^A-^^" ''^".^ ^'^^ matches to be started promptly at

"^ u J
The condii.ons in the first match will be 50 shots each,

off-hand, any rifle. Second match, 50 shits each, shoulder rest

u ^"J.i'iS
t&rgs't. will be used. The entrance fee to each match

will be S3.50, and one-half the contestants will be winners En-
tries will close on Jan. 3 with Zettler Brothers, 319 Bnvverv It iRhoped that all riflemen within reach will enter.

'

Hoboken's Riflemen.
Date Miller, standard bearer, and Richard W. Dewev ra-nfai-n

of the Miller Rifle Club, last week did quite a iood tS for «
youn^ peoplb's temperance socieiy. The society wanted t" have
shooting for prizes, but knew not where to procure the rifles orany one to attend to 1 hem. Happily they thought of genial "Dave "
who took Capt. "Dick" Dewey in his confidence. They procured 'a
light rifle for the young people and when tbe dav of tbe festival
opened were ready to show them how to use it 'Under euch e-e
pert tuition they could not fail to put up good scores. One vouni
lady who never before had a rifle in htr baud mjide 74 out of S,
possible 75. Four boys bad the same score also, Messrs Mtlier-
and Dewey were thanked by the young people for their kind ser-

Court officer "Cap" Aldoretta, of the Hoboken P^iice Denart
ment, a Ttxan by birth, is an expert with the revolver "Oao"acknowledges that thirty years ago he was one the best shots mTexas with this weapon, and challenge.* any fltty-flve-year-old
policeman in the world to a match with the revolver for from
|100 ro $1,003. Challenges can be addressed to the Hoboken Police

_
Detective Jnlius Nelson is another good shot in the deparlment

but^18 forte is the rifle. He is also a member of the Miller Rifle

Jack Stein, of the Unions, though a new shooter, is petliue to
be. quite handy with the rifle. Jack is getting to be handy at
everything. He was formerly a lurner, is quite a hand with the
gloves and foils, is also a wrestler, having defeated George Sin-
clair, a local wrestler, in two straight falls. He is also q uite a
skater, in fact he is good at most anything. Last, but not least
he is a member of a local dramatic company, he playing onlv
leading parts. To use the expression of the small boy, "HeU in It."
Clans Schroeder, of the Unions, and Chris Intemanu, accom-

panied by a few others, went gunning last Wednesdav mo'nino-
With them went a large hot— a large amount of refreshment's!
They came back late at night. Claus said he did not see a raobit
all day, but shot a few birds, which on examination proved to be
chippies. Intemana had about four or five rabbits. He was met
with inquiries where he bad bouarht them. He, however stood
the .ioking good naturedly. But what troubles the Unions b'ovs is
where did that demijohn of refreshments go to?

The Standard Rifle Club will be reorganized for the season the
early part of nest week. Tbe club bad about one of the strongest
teams in Hoboken at the close of last season. They will meel at
223 First street.

The Miller Rifle Club is getting its ten-men team in shape for
what matches tbe club might participate in this winter.
The Miller Rifle Club headquarters are models of neatness It

is 35 by 105ft. Tbe front portion is used as a meeting place. The
club possesses three channels to its ranee, thoir Imgth being g5ft
Theclubhasamensbershipof 85, andis without doubt the fore-
most club in tbe State.

Captain Richard W. Dewey, of the Millers, is a bustler from
"way back," for everything he undertakes to do for his club he
succeeds in.

Capt. Henry Becker, of the Union Rifle Club, is happy, as bis
wife gave birth recently to a bounring b^by girl, who Capt.
Becker declares will be a second Annie Oakley.
Frank Vanderbeyden, of the Unions, and his prospective

father-in-law, B. J. Link, are an inseparable pair. Mr. Link
thinks quite a lot of his prospective son-m-law as a rifle shot, asFrank lately won the amateur championship of tbe county, he
wearing a neatly engraved medal which went with the title.

'

Dr. A. Herzog, a member of the Miller Rifle Club, has been cnn-
fined to his home for over a year on account of an accident re-
ceived while horseback riding. While cantering along the boule-
vard a truck got alongside of him. his foot caught in the heavy
wheel, and the next moment he was completely unhorsed and
dragged for CfUite a distance. When picked up it was found that
his leg was badly fractured. Eminent surgeons were called to
attend him, and it was thought at one time that the leg would
have to be amputated, but it was later found that it would not be
necessary. The doctor did not prosecute the driver, who was on
the wrong side of the road at the lime of the accident. Several
pieces of bone were removed, some nearly an inch long, wn^ch
the writer was shown last week. The doctor is quite an expert
with the rifle. His fancy, however, runs to trick shooting, that is
holding the rifle in any conceivalile way. The doctor Is now able
to go out on crutches.

George W. tJraf, of the Palisade and Seitz Rifle Club, is a most
finished vocalist, be formerly being a member of one of the most
fasbiona ble quartettes in Washington, D. C, so George P Herr-
schaf t says.

I'rauk KammelL of the Miller Rifle Club, is Quite a character.
Brank is elected sergeant-at-arms at every election for oflacera
for the club could mot do withoutMs aervioeSo
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IThelOur Owns Are Alive.
NewAhk, N. J., Dec. 8—The Our Own Club, of this citj', iu-

fcendsto do considerable match shooting this winter, and is ready
to receive challenges from any club In the country for gallery con-
tests. On Dee. 3 thf ir second team defeated the second team of
the Puritan Rifle Club, on the Our Own Ranges, by a score of 1 053
to 1,021. To-night the return match was shot, the conditions being
10 men per team, 10 shots per man, 13-ring targets, 75£t., any 23eal.
rifle. The score:

Our Owns.
Freiensehner 101
Goerk 107
Heber 103
Diinaly ....105
Uhl 93
Furth 103
Cherry 110
Rob ..90
Halaey lOB Danger 103
Wolf.. 93-1,005 CKopt 100-9T9
The Independent and Volunteer rifle clubs shot a well contested

match on the former's range last night, the result being as fol-
lows:

Puritans.
Carpenter 10+
Lauer 98
Hauselman 105
Raisheu 91
JKopf 93

92
103

Morris
Helb

Independent.
.1 A McCalUim 110
T Cox 106
.TBMcCallum 109
Berry 103
Rummell 109
Parks 110
Smith 110
Townley 108
F Cox 103

Volunteer.
Reilly .,.109
Blewitt lU
Meter 03
Doherty Wi
Pteifer .110
End lOS
Scheib .....106
Kuaich :..106
Huber IID

Camp 109—1070 Huebner 104—1086

Zettlers' Weekly Shoot.
The following scoi-es were made in the badge competition of the

Zettler Rifle Club, at 219 Bowery, on Tuesday evening: L. Flach
247, C. Percival 24.5, J. A. Boyken :iU. C. G. ZstUer 243, H. Witte
243, M. Dorrler 241. H. Holger 341, S. W. Platsted 241, F. C. Ross
24n, V. Steinbach 240, B. Z^Mer 240, C. E. Jantzer 240. F. Hecking
337, F. Lindkloster 338, M. B. Eogal 237, F. Fabarius 333, M. Tropp
333, N. D, Ward 21^6.

Scoret for publication ghovld be made out on the printed blankt
prepa/red by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to ctob
secretaries. Corresjwndents ivho favorm ivith club scores are par-
tioula/iiy requested to write on one side of the paper orily.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Dec. 12.—Fulford vs. Brewer, 3.50 live birds each, at Woodlawn
Park, Long Island.
Dec. 17.—Essex Crtin Olub, mouthly club shoot, at Mariou, "N. J.
Deo. 17.—Freohe vs. Smith. 100 live birds each, at Marion, N. J.
Dec. 19.—Boiling Springs Fish and Gun Club, open sweepstakes

at 50 art'flcials. at Rutherford, N. J.
Dec. 19.—Open sweepstakes at live birds, ouJoLnErb's grounds,

Newark, N. -1.

Dec. 19.—Maplewoort Gun Club, practice shoot at artificials, at
Maplewood, K. J.

Dec. 19.—South Side Gun Club, regular club and open shoot, on
club grounds, near Emmet street station, Newark, N. J,
Dec.25.—Athenis, Pa., tournament, at kingbirds and live pigeons.

W. K, Park, Sec'y.
Dec. 25.—Boiling Springs FiBh and Gun Club, open tournament

at artificials, at Rutherford. N. .1.

Dec. 25.—Maplewood Gun Club, open tournament at artificials.

1892.

Jan. 1.—South Side Gun Club, open tournament at artificials,
on club grounds, near Emmet street station. Newark, N. J.
June 13-18.—New York State Sportsmen's Association's Thirty-

fourth Annual Convention, at Syracuse, N. Y. Ohas. H. Mowi-y.
Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWJSTERS.
JuuGiKc from the present outlook this will be the liveliest sea-

son on rocord in trap shooting circles, and the quantity of powder
and shot expended, live birds and targets trapped will be enor-
mous. The dealers in live pigeons predict that while the prices
will be a little above the average, the supply will be plentiful and
the CLuality first-clasB, The late cold snap lias already added
alightiy to the cost of birds.
Club shoots, club tonruaments, individual a,nd team contests

without number have been and are about to be arranged, and the
devotee of the sport who cannot get his fill of ruffling feathers or
smashing "crockery" must be a, gourmand.

The event of events for the vicinity of New York, is, of course,
the contest to take place at Woodlawn Park on Saturday between
thoie giants of the smooth-bore, E. D. Fulford, of Bridgeport, and
John L. Brewer, of Hammonton. Not only New York, but the en-
tire shooting world as well is deeply interested in the outcome of
this event, which bids fair to be one of the greatest exhibitions
ever given. The conditions of the match call for 250 live birds
per man, 12-bore guns, 30yds. rise, strict Hurlingham rules, ex-
cept that the inclosure is to be the boundary. The stake is ,81.000

a side. The match will be called at 10 A. M. By special arrange-
ment boats will leave the foot of Whitehall street every hour
during the day, connecting with special trains on the Sea Beach
Ra'lroad, which has a station on the grounds.
These men are conceded ou all sides to be in a class by them-

selves, the fact being proven by their marvelous work at Marion
on Nov. 13, 13 and 14, when Fulford kiUed 100, 99, 94 and 34 against
Brewer's 99, 9i5, 94 and 35 in three consecutive matches and a tie
shoot. For two men to face the traps for three consecutive days
and kill 633 out of 650 birds is sufficient to give them a classifica-
tion of their own.
It has been said that the birds on the first and second days were

of inferior quality. Granting this, how many men are there in
this or any other country who could equal the above record even
if the birds, each and every one, were tied fast? But there will be
no cause for complaint as to the quality of the birds in Saturday's
match, provided of course that the weather is what it should be.
The birds are to be ftirnished by Mr. Brewer, and if "Captain
Jack" is not able to choose good flyers, the job need not be under-
taken by any one else. There is one point on which the lovers of
the sport can rest content, and that is, that the above match will
be shot strictly on its merits and that the best man will win.

The Essex Gun Club, of Newark, will hold its monthly club
shoot for prizes at Marion, on thel7Dh inst, and a good time is ex-
pected as usual. In the competitions for prizes each man is rated
at a given nxtmber of points per shoot, and the member gaining
the highest number of ijoints above his allotment during the
season wins first prize. The members are also divided into three
classes-A, B and C—the first shooting at 30, the second at 28 and
the third at 30yds. rise. Thus far Lemtiel Thomas, who is rated
at 6. has a safe lea,d for first prize; Harry Smith bemg a good
second. This shoot will be open only to club members. The birds
will be furnished by Al. Heritage, "Old South Paw," and will be
of a quality to make the members shoot their best.

The South Side Gun Club announces that it will hold its annual
open-to-all tournament at artificials on New l''ear'8 Day, on its
well-appointed grounds, near the coal chutes below the Emmet
street station, Newark, N. J. A fine programme of events will be
arranged, the object being to suit all comers. Plenty of ammuni-
tion of all kinds will be on hand, as will be an abundance of re-
freshments, liquid as well as solid. A feature of the day will be a
public trial of the Ilobart system of rapid firing, devised by my
old friend Wm. R. Hobart. who says the system is bound to be a
go, and will be more popular than any of the rapid-flring systems
now in vogue.

Gus L. Freclie and Harry Smith, two well-known Kewark
shooters, will have a teat of .skill on the Marion grounds on the
17th inst., each man to shoot at 100 live pigeons, under Hurling-
ham rules, for a purse of $100. A few weeks ago _these men
came together in a 50-bird race. Smith killing 43 to Freche'a 39.

Gus was not satisfied with the result, hence the coming match,
Freche is a veteran at the business, bein^ an old member of the
Essex andNewa k gun clubs, and the liero of a hundred odd
matches, while Smith Is a comparative tyro, his §booting career

having been started in January, 1891. Mdth the Essex Gun Club.
Up to the last four months he seemed unable to strike anything
faster than about a 75 per cent, pace, but since then he has been
shooting great guns. At the October shoot of the Essex be killed
42 out ot 44 birds and killed 34 of them straight witb his first
barrel. On Thanksgiving Day he killed 89 out of 43 birds. If he
IS in the above form on the 17th he will come very close to being
a winner.

The big guns of the trap-shooting world have a chance to make
a neat little pot, provided they ca.n nerve themselves to cover
a bet offered by John Brb, the well-known proprietor of the Old
Stone House grounds on Bloomfleld avenue, Newark. Mr. Erb
says he will wager .$400 against $1,000 that no man can kill, on his
grounds, 94 out of 100 pigeons under the following conditions:
Mr. Erb to jiurnish the birds and to have notice at least two weeks
before the trial is to take place; the shooting to be governed by
Hurlingham rules, except that he will give the shooter the ad-
vantage of shooting from one instead of five traps; 12-gauge guns;
SOyds. rise.

1
4^*I?'*'>'s that he will wager SdOO even that no man can

lull Hb out of 100 pigeons, on his grounds, under same conditions as
above, except that they shall shoot from five traps. Who w^ants
.a piece of either of the above amounts?

My old friend Neaf Apgar, the woU-known and popular sales-
man h; Henry 0. Squires, has furnished me with the following
description of the now W. W. t+reener hammer gun, which will
bo used by K. I). Fulford in his big shoot against J. L. Brewer on
Saturday. The gun was deliA'ei'ed at Squires's store on Thursday
night and Neaf describes it as "a beauty." It has two sets of
barrels, one for trap and one for field work. In shape for trap
work the gun weighs <ibs. 13oz. The barrels are 30in., full choke.
The stock is UJ^in. in length, with 3%in. drop at the butt and
iHm. drop at the cone. It is the highest grade gun made by this
noted firm and will fall into the hands of as good a man as ever
handled any gun. The loads to be used by Fulford are as fol-
lows: l-lrs. Schultze powder in both barrels; IJ^oz. No. 7 chilled
shot in right barrel and IMoz. No, 6 in left, the whole loaded in
Squires's tournament shells.

The success which attended the recent series of shoots, held
under the auspices of the Trapshooters' League of Essex County,
N. J., gave a great boom to the smashing of crockery within the
confines of the county. As is known, the League comprised six
clubs, and each month a team shoot and individual tournament
was held on the grounds of one or another of the clubs, until each
one had received its share of the benefits. First prize for teams
w^as won by the Maplewood Gun Olub, whose team captured five
out of the six contests. At the conclusion of the series of shoots
the League was disbanded and a new organization was formed,
it being the intention of the projectors to ir elude in this all the
clubs in the seven counties comprising Northern New Jersey.
Recently, however, it has been deemed advisable to abandon this
plan and organize a League which shall be open to every elub in
the State. A few days ago 1 had a talk with Mr. W. R. Hobart,
the well known shooting man with Von Lengerke & Detmold,
who is an old-timer in devtsing schemes for the advancement of
trap shooting. Mr. Hobart's idea is to arrange a tournament on
one of the following plans: First, to form a New Jersey League,
each county to have a series of preliminary team contests for the
purpose of deciding upon the stronsost team in the county, the
leading teams to be afterward brought together in a series of con-
tests to decide the State championship. In this event the final
series of shoots would be held one in each county. His other plan
was to have a team of ten, twelve or fifteen men from each county
come together In a series of shoots for the State championship,
instead of holding the preliminary shoots as above. In case the
former plan should be adopted the teams would comprise Ave or
six men each. In either case it is intended that each man shall
shoot at twenty-five artificial targets, either Standard Keystones
or bluerocks.
The plan for organizing a league ou either of the above lines

would be practically as follows: Every club affiliating would be
required to pay |3 as nn entrance fee and ten cents dues for each
member ou its roll. Previous to the beginning of a tournament
each club would pav into the league treasury the sum of $o (or
any other amount decided upon), the amount derived from this
latter source to constitute a fund tor the purchase of prizes for
teams and individuals according to the schedule adopted.
After carefully considering the two plans outlined by Mr.

Hobart I am inclined to tnink that the one calling for county
teams would "freeze out" too many shooterr". In Essex county,
for instance, there are over a score of active gun clubs, and at
least seventy-five really expert shooters, four- fifths at least of
whom would be unable to take part in a contest under the second
plan. By adopting the first-mentioned plan every shooter in the
State could take part on one or another of the teams in the pre-
liminary series of shoots. I have been requested by the projectors
ot the affair to invite discussion on this subject and hope to hear
at an early date from every club in New Jersey. Any communi-
cations on the subject will be cheerfully accorded space in these
columns.

The Boiling Sprincrs Gun Club announce that on Saturday they
will run an all-day's tournament at artifleials on their well-
appointed grounds at Rutherford, N. J., the main attraction to be
a big sweep at 50 targets per man, $5 entry. A big turnout of ex-
perts is expected.

The Maplewood Gun Club will ruu a Xmas Day shoot on their
pretty grounds at the Maplewood station of the D. L. & W. R. R.
Shooting will begin at 9:30 A. M., the regular programme to com-
prise events at 10. 15, 20 and 35 targets. The special attraction will
be a team contest for a holiday dinner, to be eaten on New Year's
eve.

Newarkers are looking anxiously for the appearance of a vol-
ume descriptive of the hunting experience of a well-known local
scribe and an equally well-known member of the shooting frater-
nity, who recently made an extended trip through Morris county,
N. J. Private advices credit the pair with having "begged" (I am
inclined to believe that my informant misspelled this word) three
partridges and one rabbit. The forthcoming book will be written
by the brother of the author of "The Hidden City," and will be
copiously illustrated.

Considering the fact that there are 313 shooting days in the
year, it seems rather curious that so many conflicting dates
should be arranged for tournaments in certain localities. Re-
cently one of the Newark clubs arranged a two-days tournament,
publishing the dates fully a month in advance, notwithstanding
which another of the local clubs, less than a week before the
above tournament took place, came out with the announcement
of an all-day tournament, to be held on one of the dates claimed
by the club first mentioned. The result was a flat failure for
both affairs. The clubs should help one another whenever they
can and they can do this in no better way than by avoiding dates
already claimed in arranging their tourtaaments. As soon as a
date has been fixed on send it to Forest and Stream to be
placed among the fixtures. We aim to make the fixtures a com-
plete guide to all coming even's.

I have heard a large number of sportsmen speak in the highest
terms of the manner in which they were treated by the firm of
Von Lengerke & Detmold during the recent busy season, in the
way of having their orders promptly filled. In one instance a
party rushed into the store at 11 A. M. and said that he wanted
fifty shells loaded with 48grs. of Schultze powder and loz. of No.
9 shot, but if he could not get them in fifteen minutes they would
be useless to him. At precisely 11:13 A. M. he had his cartridges
and left the store, although they had to be specially loaded. Little
instances of this kind, where trivial amounts are concerned, tend
to show the caliber of a firm. C. H. Townsend.

The Murphy—Thompson Match.
Am exclusive party was admitted to the grounds of the Carteret

Club at Bergen Point, last Thursday, to witness the match be-
tween Edgar G. Murphy and L. S. Thompson. The day was a
good one for the sport, but the bird.^ as a whole could have been
much better. The conditions of the match were 100 live birds per
man, SOyds. riee. 50yds. boundary, for a stake of $1,000 a side. J.
R. Hoey \va.?i referee and Justus von Lengerke scorer. Murphy
was looked after by Fred lioey, while W. B. Smith did the honors
for Thompson.
Murphy is well known jis a veteran match shooter, while this

was Thompson's first appearance in anything but sweepstake
events. The former's friends had no trouble in having their bets
covered, and in consequence some !S 13,000 or more of Thomi)Son
money found its way into the pockets of Murphy's backers.
Thompson won the toss and walked to the score first, killing a

straight driver by using- both harrels. Murphy followed with a
good first-barrel kill of a fast left-qiiarterer. At the end rM *he
twentieth, round the score stood 3U for Murphy to 14 for Thomp-
son, tbe latter losing 4 out of his first 10 birds. On the second
round the HBOESB stood 37 for Murphy, 33 for Thompson. On the

next round Murphy gained one kill. On the fourth round Mur-
phy led by two birds; on the next round he gained two more, and
the score ended with 86 kills by Murphy against 83 by Thompson,
the former losing 7 and the latter 9 birds dead out of bounds. The
scores follow:
Edgar G Murphy 11111111111111111111-20

OlUOlllllimilllU—17
nn1110111110111111—18
ioiooioiimnioiin-15

- „ 11101111011011110111—16—86
L S Thompson 10101010111011011111-14

lllllllOUllllllllU—19
niimoii 1110111101-17
11111111011111110111—18
lUO 1 111101011001110-14-83

Ibompson shot a 7J^-pound Greener gun, usingV. L. and D.
shells, loaded with 43Krs. of E. C. powder and l^oz. of No. 1^4
shot m the right barrel. In the left barrel he used 45grs. of E. C.
powder and 114oz. of No. 7 shot. Murphy shot a 7-pound O-ounce
Francotte gun and used V. L. and D. shells. He had •i2grs. of E.
C. powder and l}4oz. of No. 7)^ shot in both barrels.

The Union Gun Club.
SPKrNGPiEx.i>, N. J., Dec. 8.-For the last twelve months the

members ot the Lnion Gun Club have striven earnestly to roll up
good scores at the monthly shoots, the main attraction being a
gold and pearl medal valued at $30, this to go to the member win-
ning i t the greatest number of times during the season. There
were also four other prizes. Up to to-day E. D. Miller, R. H.
Breintnall and E. Collins had won it twice and R. Briant hadwon it once. Tn-day's contest was therefore very interesting.
In this contest each member shoots at 20 singles and 5 pairs of
bluerock targets, ties being shot off at 3 singles audi pa,ir. As
this was the final shoot of the season Manager Miller combined
with it a good programme of open events, and offered two prizesjof
$S and 3 respectively for averages. Shooting began at 10:.30 and
was not concluded until dark. Among the visitors was Samuel
Lyon, president of the North Side Gun Club, of Maspeth, L. I.
C. H. Townsend, of Forest and Stream, was scorer. The results
of the several events are given below:
Warming shoot, 10 singles, $1 entry: Collins 8,Hobart 7, Lyon 7.

Drake 6, Miller 6.

Warming shoot, 10 singles. $1 entry: Hobart 9, Sigler 8. Collins
7, Miller 7, Breintnall 7, Drake 6.

Regular programme, No. 1, 10 singles, $1 entry. Miller 10,
Breintnall 9, Collins 8, Hobart 8, Drake 8, Smith 7, Lyon 7, Sigler 6.
No. 3, 15 singles. $1.50 entry:

Lyon 11111)110111111-14 Miller 011111111110111-13
Hobart 111111111111011-14 Sigler 010110111111111—12
Smith imOlllllllUI-14 Collins 011110011111110-] 1
Drake UlllOlllllOll]- 18 Breintnall 111010101011110-10
No. 3, 20 singles. $2 entry:

Hobart.- . .11101101101111111111-17 Collins. . . .111101 11100101101111-15
Sigl er 111111111 1 100011 1 111-17 Smith 1101111101 0111111 1 10-16
Miller lOllllOllOlllimill-17 Lyon umill 0101 10111001-15
BreintnallllllOlllllOllllllllO-17
No. 4, 5 pairs, $1 entry: Miller 8, Hobart 7, Breintnall 6, Collins

6, Sigler .5, Drake 5. Smith 3.

No. 5, 15 singles. SI ^^0 entry:
Miller Ulllinnuni-l.T Hobart Oil111011111100—

U

Smith 01111111 1 011110-12 Breintnall. . . .101101010111011—10
Collins. - 101100111101111-11 Lyon 111111010100011-10
Sigler IIOOUIOIIIIOII-U Drake lOUHllOOlOllO-lO
No. 6, 20 singles, 83 e.ntrv:

Miller . . . .lOllUOmilllinill-18 Sigler 01111111100011111111-16
Collins. ...11111110101111111111-18 BreintnainilOllllOinOlOlllOl-14
Smith limmilllOlOlOlOl-16
Lyon 11, Hobart withdrawn.
No. 7, 5 pairs, SI entry: Miller 5, Breintnall 8, Smith 7, Hobart 6,

Sigler 6, Collins 5, Drake 5.

No. 8, 15 singles, 8L50 entry: Miller 14, BreintnaU 13, Smith 11,
Collins 11, Sigler 11. Lyon 10, Lindsley 7.

No. 9, 10 singles. $1 entry: Breintnall 10, Hobart9, Sigler 9,.Linds-
ley 7, Collins 7, Smith 7, Miller 6, Lyon 5.

No. 10, club prize shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:
Miller 11111111111111111111
Sigler iimiioiooiiiimii
Collins 0010110110 HlllOllll
Breintnall 11010110011111010111
Lindsley HloniOlOOlOlOllllOl
Briant UllOOllOllllllllOlO
Smith 10101111111001111111 „
Miller's victory of to-day made him the final winner of the

medal, he having won fir-'t place five timee; second prize, a shell
,N.,->ii_„. ...

ers, toR.
and fifth

11 11 11 10 11-29
10 11 11 10 U 35
U 11 H 10 11-38
11 10 10 11 10-31
U 11 10 11 10—20
11 10 00 10 10—20
00 10 01 00 00-18

^ , , , - o„ „„ ..^j won by
E. D. MiUer, R. H. Breintnall being second. The wind blew
strong and fitfully all day, which accounts for the poor .scores in
some events.

Canajofaarie Gun Club.
The scores of the Thanksgiving Day shoot of the Canajoharif.

Gun Olub were received too late for our last Issue, and in couse
quence we are obliged to publish them in an abridged form:
No. 1, 10 kingbirds, 81 entry: Horton 10, Weeks 9, Walrath !>,

Prdtou 9, Giesel 9, Piereon 8, Roberts 6, Sanders 6, Pegnim 5, Chap-
man 4. Partiss 3.

No. 3, 15 kingtiirde, gl.oO entrv;
Geisel 11111 1111 111111-15 Goggiu 011111111111100-13
Pierson 111111101111111-14 Belts 110111111111100-13
Roberts 011111101111111-18 Walrath 100111011111011-10
Rookworth.... 011111110111111-13 Portips 101001011111100- 9
Chapman 101111111111011-13 Pegoim 011000110110110- 8
Horton 110011011111111—13 jSanders OlOOlOlOllOlOll— 8
Weeks 111111010111101-13
No. 3, 10 live birds, $5 entry, 3 ground traps, 4 moneys, all ties

divided:
Lord 2H1131311-10 Horton 01ol31ol32— 7
Goggin 2211133110- 9 Geisel 1022010111-7
Betts 3111112120- 9 Walrath 1032010111- 6
Pierson 3llloll210— 8 Sanders 1101011200— 6
R.ockworth 211101-iiOll- 8 Pegnim OllollOoll- 6
Bancroft 1130113013- 8 Portias 2020010100- 4
No. 4, same as No. 1: Pierson 10, Walrath 8, Geiael 7, Betts 7,

Saunders 7, Roberts 6, Horton 6, Rockworth 5, Fulton 6, Weeks 4,
Chapman 4, Partiss 3.

No. 5, same as No. 2:

Roberts 111111111011111-14 Sanders 111111011011111-13
Horton 111111111111110-14 Rockworth. .. .111111011110110-13
Pierson 111110111111111—14 Geisel 011101110000111— 9
Betts 111111111111110-14 Chapman lOllOllOOUOllO— 9
Goggin 111111111111001—13 Portlss 111001100010110- 8
Walrath 011111111111011-13 Fultoa lOlOUOOOOllllO— 8
Weeks 111011111011111-13
No. 6, same as No. 2:

Piersous 111111111111111—13 Weeks 101111111111110—13
Sanders llUUlllllini-15 Horton 011011111110m—b3
Walrath Olllinilllllll-14 Peenim lOllllllOOOlOlO- 9
Roberts OlinUllllllll-14 Geisel 011011011100001— 8
Chapman 111111111111110-14 Fulton 111001110010100— 8
Rockworth. . .. 011111110111111—13 Portiss 111110000000101— 7
No. 7, same as No. 1: Rockworth, Weeks and Sanders 10; Geisel

and Chapman 9; Walrath, Bancroft and Roberts 8; Pegnim, Pier-
sons and Horton 7; Wessell 5.

No. 8, same as No. 3:

Rockworth . . .111111111111101—14 Geisel 010010010111111— 9
Piersons 111010011111111—13 Chapman 111011000110110— 9
Weeks 101001101110111-10 Fulton 100110111101010- 9
Sander.'^ IIOIIIIOOIIOIIO-IO Pegnim llOOOlOlOOlOOlO- 6
Walrath lOCKUUlllllOOO- 9 Roberts lOOlOOUOOOKXlOl- i

Bierbauer 0010110 lOlUOll— 9 Portiss lOOlOOOOOOOOOOl- 3
No. 9, 5 pairs of doubles, $1 entry: Sanders 6, Weeks 6, Walrath

8, Horton 7, Piersons 6, Pegnim 7. Portiss 4, Chapman 6, Bierbauer
6, Geisel 3, Rock 8, Roberts 4, Fulton 7, Wessell 4.

No, 10, same as No. 1: Weeks. Rock, Horton and Sanders 10;
Piersons 9; Chapman, Pegnim, Geisel and Bierbauer 7; Roberts 5.

Walnut Hill.

Wai.not HiLi,, Mass., Dec. 3.—The exceptionally fine weather
of lo-day brought out a goodly number of trap-shots of the Ma-ssa-
chusetts Rifle Association to pa rticipate in the regular fortnightly
series of matches. The main interest was centered in the twelfth
competition in the gold coin match, in which there w.ts unusually
sharp rivalry. Messrs. Birrett, Black, Bowker and Choate were
tied for first place with 19 out of a possible ,'20 birds. In shooting
off the tie Mr. Barrett made a clean score of 15, which entitles
him to wear the champion gold medal until the next shoot. Mr.
Choate, who crowded Mr. Barrett very sharply, missing only one
bird, used a .o^g-pound, 30-gaiige gun.
Twencv Keystone nirgets, squad t*v8tem of firing: Barrett 19,

Black i;i, Buwker 19. Choate. 19, Bennett 16. Curtis 16, Cook 15,
Hosmer 15, Snow 14, t^ale 13, Gore 12, Parham 18, Rule 12, Nicholp
11,
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Lake View's Chicken Shoot.

Worcester, Mas3.—The Lake View &uu Club held an all-day
shoot at tbe club grounds Thanksgiving Day, and it was a success
from start to finish. There was a large attendance and many
participated in the contests. Shooting began at 9:30 A. M. and
continued till dark. The novel feature of the day's shoot was the
"chicken" shoot at stationary and flying targets. Twenty-five
birds were won by dift'-rent members of the club. At the sta-
tionary target, 68 vds. rise, each of the following succeeded in
getting one or more birde: H. Groves, H. W. Fatman, Cal Wil-
liams. J. Oummings, and Jim Manning. Bluerock contests were
then begun.
First match:
A G Powers 11101—4 H L Bond 00101-2
C Forehand 11011—4= Wm B rown JllOl—

4

P Olark 01000-1 AVm Brown 11100-3M Stanton 00000-0 M F Kelsey 11010-3
Gates OOOOO-O J Roper 00000-0
C Williams 10001-2
Tie: Powers 3, Forehand 3.

Second match

:

P Clark 11110-4 M Kelsey 10000-1
C Forehand 11111—5 J Moore 10000—1W Brown 11101—4 G Lewis 00lXR^-O
N Parker 11101-4 O Williams 01100-3
J Gumming 01100-3 A G Powers 11000-2
H Graves 01100-^g
Third match:

C Forehand 11111-5 J Moore 01000—1
P Clark 01000-1 C Lewis OOOOO-O
M Kelsey. 00001—1
N Parker OHIO-!!
H Graves 00001—

l

W Brown 01110-3
C Goodell 10010-2
A Powers 01111-4
Fourth match:W Brown 10110-3

,J Mann 00000-0

M Stanton 01010—2
H Graves 00001—1
M Kelsey 00000-0
G Goodell 10110-3
.1 Cummtng ... .00101—3
H Bond 01010—3

LE Hill - mm~i
- E Daniel 01000-1

C Forehand 11000—2 C Forehand 10111—4
A Powers 01110—3 E Welsh 11010—3
Fifth match, 3 pair doubles:

A G Powers 001010—3 W Brown 011010—3
C Forehand 001001-3 E Welsh 101100-3
Brown won tie for first. .

Miss and out. 35 cents: C. Forehand 5, W. Brown 0, A. G,
Powers 0, E. Welsh B.

Match for 3 chickens: W. Brown 4, C. Forehand 3, A. G. Powers
4. E. Welsh 2, H. W. Eddy 1, Eaton 0, F. Murray 0, J. Gumming 1.

C. Williams 1, C. Forehand 4. Powers won tie.

Eighth event, 3 pair doubles, 35 cents: C. Forehand 4, E. Welsh
2, W. Brown 3, A. G. Powers 3.

mmg
Willi. „
first and second on tie. * Re-entered.
Tenth event, 3 chickens: P. Olark 4, E. AVelsh 3, H. Eddy 3, W.

Brown .5, E. Daniel 0, J. Gumming 1.

For whip: W. Brown 4, C. Forehand 4. A. Powers 5, J. Roper 1,
E. Welsh 3, H. Eddy 1, ,Tohn Roper 0, E. Daniel 1, J. Mann 2, B.
Baker 3, 1. Field 1.

The Boilinj^ Spring''s Officers.

Rdthebford, N. J., Dec. 5.—The following officers have been
elected for theBoiling Springs Fishing and Gun Club: President.
E, A. Jeanneret; Vice-President. C. H. Coe; Treasurer, R. H. Peck:
Secretary, P. A. Jeanneret (Box 11, Rutherford, N. J.); Corre-
sponding Secretary, Louis Lane.
The monthly club shoot was held to-day, 15 members taking

part in the hunt for prizes. The conditions were 35 Keystones, 5
traps. In the first event the scores were as follows:
Blauvelt 1111111111111111111111011-24
Huck 0101101001110110110001110-14
Paul 1101000111000011101110011-14
Krebs 0010010100110110001110001-11
Peck 1111100000001011110111011-15
Lane 1001111011111001111101110-18
Meyer lOUUOllllOllOllOllllll1-30
Pellens 0110111010010111110110110-16
Collins llOlllimOllOllOOOHOlll-18
Klees 1111011111011110111111111—22
Jeanneret 0010101101110000101101110-13
Second event:

Blauvelt 011110011 1111001111001010-16
Meyers 010100101011 1001100001011—12
Krehs lOOllOOllolllUlOllOOOOOO-lB
Paul lOOllOlOOOOlOlOOlOlOOOOOO— 8
JeannerBt 1011011111111101111001000-17
Burgess 01000000010100 1 01 10101000 -] 8
Pellens lOlOlOOlOOlOl lOOOOOlOlOOO- 9
Klees 1101111010101111101110110-18
Peck 1100110111001000010001100-11
Lane 0011101101011011111101110-17
CoUins 1001110110101011100111000— Ifi

Richardson lOOOOOOOOOOlOOlOUllOiOOl— 9
Oatwater 1001111011111101011101110—18
Mal/.m OllOlllllOniOOlOlOullOU—16
Huck 0011110111110111101111111—30

Shoot for a Supper.
Straoitse, N. Y., Dec. 4.—Yesterday twenty members of the

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club assembled at their club
house and divided into two teams, of 10 men each, for a shoot at
25 kingbirds each man, unknown angles, 5 traps, the losing team
to pay for suppers for the party. Tne teams were captained res-
pectively by Colonel Courtney, of the Lafever Arms Company,
and George Mosher, of the Hunter Arms Company. The scores
follow:

Courtney's Team.
Courtney milllllllllllOlllllllll-34
Mowry llOllllllllOllOllllllim-22
Montgomery 01001111 lllllllollimui-21
Lefever _ . .Ill 1101111111111001111101-21
HoUoway - ilioiiooiuiiiuiiioiiiiio-19
PeUt. 1111101110111101110001101—18
Spangler 1110001111010111110111111-19
Byron 0101111111010111111111111—21
Pettie 10110010111 11111111110101—19—184

Mosher's Team.
Mosher 1003 lOlOOOl lllOll 11111101—16
Becker OlOlOllllllllllllUlllllO—31
C Walters 0111111100011111111111111—31
Chase 1111111011111110101111111—33
D Walters 1011011111110110111110010-18
Holden 1111111111111111111111111-35
Ayling 1100110110111111110011111-^19
Thompson IIOOOOOOIOIOOIIIIIOOIIOOO—11
Barnum 1011000111010100000111010-13— 165
The supper was discussed at the Hub Cafe. Ttie same teams

will again try conclusions on Dee. 10 for a supper to be served at
the Maple Bay Hotel.

Toronto Gun Club.
Toronto, Dec. 3.—A large number of shooting enthusiasts at-

tended the opening winter shoot, held under the auspices of the
Toronto Gun Club, at Stark's grounds this afternoon. The club,
in reducing the price of birds, has taken a wise step toward
making the club and the sport more popular. George Briggs
acted aa master of ceremonies tn his usual happy style. Owing to
early darkness a large number of intending shooters were unable
to take their turns at the traps.

Pli'st shoot, Hve birds;
George 13111—5 Henry 11011—1
Rogers 1S33I—5 Charles 11030—3
Emond 02111-4 Teat 10101—3
Sweepstakes, ten birds:

Charles 1131121112-10
Blea 1312110213- 9
Rogers 1111101133- 9
Wakefield 1231210132- 9

Henry 3131021212— 9
Beatty 2011313131— 9
McDowell 3111033113— 9
Biclierstafl: 1013131121— 9

Johnston 0, Jaytee 3, C. Ayre 2, J . Ayre 3, Smith 3, Warrington
3, T. Soden 5, Sloper 3. Miller 1, McCrady 3, J. Simpson 3. Ties at
9 divided by Blea and Rogers.

Garfield Thanksgiving- Shoot.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 3.-Garfiold Gun Club, of Chicago, braved

a keen and cutting wind on the great national jubilee day and
had a little fun at the live bird traps, about 500 bu'ds being
handled. Low scores were the rule, the high wind making shoot-
ing very difficult. The boy Willie Palmer tied top score with 16
out of 30. In view of his years this was remax-kabla. He bids
fair to be a steady and able shot. There was quite a, good little

attendance. Considerable regret was expressed that Mr. Snif-
kins, one of the chih's best and most regular attendants, could not
be present. Score:
Shoot No. 1, 5 live birds, 5 ground trapg, 28 and .30yds. rise,

Illinois State rules:
Bell. 00112-3 W Northcott ,31130—4
Gross 11031-4 S Palmer 21010—3
Liuterbach 11011—4 W Sparks 10232—4
S M Meek 11020-3 J Northcott 03312
Hicks 21011—4 WQalmer 10111
Brown 21110—4 AValdron 00200—1
Baird .10130-3 Sid way 31101-4
Richards 20313-4 Kent 00011-3
Bowen 002O1-3 Fisher 00030-1
Norfolk 01201—3
No. 3, sam-^ in every particular as preceding: Pilz 1, Bortree 3,

Bell 3, Cross 1, Ltuterbach J, S. M. Meek 3, Hicks 4, Brown 4, Rich-
ards 1, Bowers 3, Norfolk 1, Baird 3, W. Northcott 3, S, Palmer 3,

W. Sparks 3. .J. Northcott 3, Wm. Palmer 5, Cruver 3, Steck 4
Kent 3, Sidway 4, Fisher 2, Waldron 1, Eich 4.

No. 3, 5 live birds each: Pilz 3, Bortree 5, Cross 5, Lauterbach 4,

Hicks 4, Brown 3, Richards 3, Bowers 3, Noi'folk 3, W. Northcott
2, S. Palmer 3, Sparks 5, J. Northcott 1, Wm. Palmer 3, England 4,

Shick 3, Sidway 5, Cruver 3, Young 3.

No. 4, same as others: Stuck 4, Sidway 1. England 5, Cruver 3, S,

Palmer 3, Cross 3, Lauterbach 4, Hicka 3. Young 3. Bowers 5, Wm,
Palmer 4, Pilz 5, O'Brien 5, "Cop" o, Gillette 4. W. Northcott 3.

Dr. Meek 4, Sparks a. ^ Oabfiklu.

Artificials a.t Maple Bay.
Syhaouse, N. Y., Dec. 3.—The following scores were made at

Maple Bay yesterday, by members of the Onondaga County
Sportsmen's Association, the shooting being at artificial targets:
C Walters 111101101imiOUni00101-19

moil uiiiiiiiiiuin 101-23
011101 in 1 ioiioiiiimiii-21
iiiiiooomioioniunoii-i9

Lefever 1101011111011011101011010—17
111111011 111111110111 llU-.'i3
lllllOllllllOlOIOmOlOll—19
1001000110111111111111101-18

Ashton lHlOOlllOlOllllllllllin-31
II 11101001111110111101110-19
1111111111101111111110101-33
1010111111011111 111011111-21

Courtney 1110110111101011110111111-20
1111111111111111111111110-34
1110111011111111011110111-31
0111101111111111111111111-23

Walter 11101111111011101 1 1001111—30
OOOlllllOllinill 11101111—20
10111111001UOllllllOlUO-19
1011111110101010010010010-14

Mowry limuOlllUUllllllllll-24
lllllllllllOlUHlll 11111-24
lllOllllUOUllOllinilU -33

— 4
-16
-18
-15

11101
Weidermaa 11111 llllOllllllOlOO
Ayling OllOOlHOOOimUOH
Ayres UlOllllllOOlOlOllll

Money vs. Davenport.
Capt. a. W. MoNEr. the English trap-shot, met and defeated

L. T. Davenport in a 100-bird match at the Larchmont Gun Club,
on Dec. 8. The birds were a capital lot, trained almost to dodge
the showers of shot. Davenport used a 7M Pound Lefevre gun,
Scultza powder, 4.5grs. in both oarrels. and IJ40Z. of shot in V., L.
& D. shells. Capt. Money shot an F. T. Baker gun, made in Lon-
don, and weighing 7Hlbs. He used E. C. powder and V., L. & D.
shells.
The score ran, at 100 birds, SOyds. rise, SOyds. boundary, $1,000

per side:
Capt A W Money 0203130331203130230112130-18

13012101233031n3n313?30-31
13112fl011132012113130m-31
0113022001113113101110131-19-79

L T Davenport 2211021233222323332003210—21
1013222020213223002010333-18
201032000103,2013223203202-16
0020222212022200220313312—18-73

Dead out of bounds—Davenport 8, Money 5. Killed with one
barrel—Davenport 14, Money 43. Two barrels—Davenport 59,
Money 36. Right quarterers-Dav^enport 36, Money 40. Left
quarterers—Davenport 19, Money 13. Drivers—Davenport 8,
Money 15. Incomers-Davenport 23, Money 23. Towerers—Dav-
enport 6, Money .5.

A return match will Ue shot at the Cai'teret Gun Club grounds,
Bergen Point, next Tuesday.

PhUadelphia.
Philadehphia, Pa., Dec. 5.—About 800 sportsmen visited the

Forest Gun Club grounds this afternoon to witness the match
between James A. Mills and S. J. Hothersall. Ihe conditions of
the match were 25 live pigeons per man. modified Hurlingham
rules, the loser to pay for their birds and an oyster supper for ten;
each shooter to invite four friends. At first both men were con-
siderably rattled, and they missed their first and second birds, but
after that they settled down and did some good shooting, as the
birds were strong, fast flyers. Harry Thurman acted as referee.
Dr. Kerr as trap-puller, and Wm. Green as official scorer:
J A Mills 0013110213301212111131101-20
S J Hothersall 0023l0201301o011310311131—17
Mr. Hothersall not being satisfied with the result, another

match was immediately made, to come oil' in about two weeks, to
be at 50 birds per man. Time of match Ih. and 27m. After the
pigeon match was finished the target traps were immediately put
out and the following sweeps were shot, rapid-firing system-
First, 10 birds, entrance $1, div. 40, 30, 20, 10 per cent.: Landis 10,"

David 7, Morrison 6, Thurman 9, E. Wolsteneroft 8, Kerr 4, Mills
6,;Willard 9, Whitcomb 5, Martin 4, Hothersall 5, Adar 8.

Second, 10 bii'ds, entrance $1, div. 50. 30, 20 per cent: J. Wolsten-
eroft 6, Willard 8, H. Thurman 7, Mills 5, Landis 10, W. H, Wol-
steneroft 9.

Third, 10 birds, p entrance, div. 50, 30 and 20 per cent.: Thur-
man .5, Willard 8, Landis 8, J. Wolsteneroft 10, W. H. Wolsten-
eroft 8, Mills 5.

Big Sweep at Burnside.
BuRNSEDE, 111., Nov. 27.—Watson's Park was the scene of some

fine shooting yesterday, the attraction being a sweepstake at 50
live birds per man, g25 entry, American rules to govern, excepting
that the boundary was 80yds. The contest was close throughout,
I. W. Dukes finally winning first pot with a score of 47 kills. The
detailed scores follow:
I W Dukes U232212im2332311110 '•211212312210210213123313333-47
WPMussy .23321122210231123112010110122233232231332123221313-46
J L Wilson 130331320123U3U133113111328223332120222112331010-45
A C Anson 3301010111211312012201031333113U31011113133212223-43
Geo Hoilmau. . . .13311221312021230311111002221011110110001221131201-40
To-day the Chicago Shooting Club hold its monthly shoot at 30

live birds per man, American Association rules, the result being
as follows;
Atwater . , .11113213023313122112-19 M Eich . . .30111101131201312331-17
Wad8wo'thl3333013211232112322-in A Anson. 3111101133133:3131133-19
Atwater receives an allowance of two birds, which makes him

the owner of the club medal, this being the third time he has won
it. Ater the above event Atwater and Eich had a friendly go at
35 Peoria blackbirds each, the former breaking SI to Eich'sl9.

.

Ravblbigg.

The South Side Shoot.
The weekly shoot of the South Side Gun Club, of Newark, took

alace on Saturday afternoon, all the shooting being at artificial
iargets. The attendance was rather light, but the scores were up
to the average. The first event was at 35 targets per man, in
which Breintnall broke 17. In the second event, same conditions
Breintnall broke 23.

Event No. 3 was at 10 targets eaok, Breintnall breaking 9,
Phillips 8, Terrill and Beam 7 each. Knight 6, Douglas 5 and
Thomas 4

Event No. 4, same: Breintnall, Phillip.s and Terrill 8 each.
Knight, Douglass and Thomas 6 each. Beam 4.

Event No. 5, same: Tei'rill, Douglass and Beam 8 each, Breint-
nall, Phillips and Thomas 7 each, Knight 5 and Osterhaus 4,
Event No. 6, same: Osterhaus 9, Phillips 8, Terrill 7, Breintnall

6, Douglass. Thomas and Beam 5 each.
In a number of events at 3 pairs of doubles each the following

totals were made: Breintnall 6. 6, 6. Beam 7, 7, 6, Osterhaus 5. 7. 3
Thomas 4, 4, 5, Phillips 7, Douglas 6.

o,

.

The final three events were at ID singles each, the totals beinBi
Breintnall 9ao, 7. PhiUips8,9,.7» Thomas .8.

^

Shooting in Connecticut.
South Norwalk, Conn,, Nov. 37.—The South Side Gun Club of

this place held its second annual tournament to-day, on the
Baxter grounds, and quite a number of outside shooters were
present, among them being Milton F. Lindsley, of the American
Wood Powder Company, Hohoken, N, J.; Enoch D. Miller, Union
Gun Club, Sprlngfldd, N. J.; Wm. R. Hobart, oC Von Lengerke &
Detmold, New York; S. J. Lyon. Brooklyn, N, Y.; Nenf Apgar,
representing Henry C. Squires, New York, and A. H. Merriman,
Meriden, Conn. All the shooting was done at artificials. The
scores are given below:
No. 1, 10 straightaways, 75 cents entry: Apgar 8, Lvons 8, Ho-

bart 10, Lindsley 9, Sanford 8. Blakeslee 7, Hendric 8, Miller 10,

Ferris 5, Thomas 9, Bristol 6. Merriman ,5.

No, 3, 10 singles, 3 angles, $1 entry: Apgar 8, Lyon 8. Hobart 7,

Lindsley 9, Sanford 5, BlaReslee 2, Hendric 7, MUler 9, Bristol 5,

Merriman 6, Thomas 6. Ferris 3.

No. 3, 15 einglcB, $1,50 entry: Apgar 14, Lyon 14, Hohart 9, Linds-
ley 13, Sanford 10, Blakeslee 7, Hendrie 8, Miller 13, Bristol 10,
Merriman 6. Thomas 7, Grant 9.

No. 4, 10 stngles, $1 entry: Apgar 9, Lyon 8, Hobart 8, Lindsley
7, Sanford 9, Blakeslee 8, Hendrie 8, Miller 10, Bristol 6, Ferris 5,

Thomas 7, Grant 3.

No. 5, 10 singles, 75 cents entry: Hobart 9. Lindsley 8, Lyon 4,

Sanford 8. Apgar 9, Blakeslee 5, Miller 9, Bristol 7, Hendrie 8,

Thomas 6, Merriman 6. Grant 7.

No. 6, 20 singles. S3,.50 entrv: Hobart 15, Lindsley 16, Lyon 13,
Sanford 16, Apgar 17, Blakeslee 14, Miller 18, Bristol 13, Hendrie 17,
Merriman 11, Grant 13.

No. V, 10 singles, $1 entry: Hobart 8, Lindsley 9. Lyon 6, Sanford
6, Apgar 0, Blakeslee 7, Miller 8, Bristol 6, Hendrie 8, Thomas 6,

Mei'rirnau 4.

No. 8, 10 singles, gun below the elbow until target is in the air,
$1 entry: Hobart S, Lindsley 3, Lyon 6, Sanford 8, Apgar 6, Blakes-
lee 4, Miller 9, Bristol 5, Hendrie 4, Merriman 7, Grant 7.

No. 9, 10 singles, 75 cents entry: Hobart 8, Lindsley 8, Lyon 4,

Apgar 8, Blakeslee 6, Miller 9, Bristol 7, Hendrie 9, Merriman 7,

Thomas 6.

No. 10, 5 pairs, $1..50 entry: Hobart 8, Lindsley 6, Lyon 3, Apgar
7, Miller 8, Bristol 3, Hendrie 8, Merr'man 4.

No. 11, 15 singles, $1 entry: Hobart 10, Lindsley 7, Lyon 7, Apgar
10, Blakeslee 7, Miller 8, Hendrie 9, Thomas 3, Sanford 9.

No. 13. 5 pairs and 10 singles, .§3.50 entry: Hobart 15, Lindsley 16,
Apgar 16. Miller 19, Hendrie 7.

No. 13, 15 singles, $1.93 entry: Hobart 14, Lindsley 10, Apgar 13,

Miller 11, Hendrie 15. Lyon 13.

No. 14. 10 singles, 75 cents entry: Hobart 10, Lindsley 7, Apgar 9,

MiUer lit, Hendrie 9, Lyon 0, Grant 5, Thomas 7.

No. 15 was a walking match, niiss-and-out, Lindsley coming out
the victor by breaking 8 straight; Miller was second with 7.

In an extra event, at 10 singles, entrv, Hobart broke 10, Miller 9,
Apgar and Hendrie 8 each, and Lindsley 7. The final event was
under similar conditions, Apgar and iVHiler breaking 9 each, Hen-
drie and Lindsley 8 each. In all events ties were divided.

Atlantic Rod and Gun Club.
The annual meeting of the Atlantic Bod and Gun Club was held

at the Exchange. West End, Coney Island, on Saturday, Dec. 5.
President R. J. Dwyer occupied the chair. The reports of the
secretary and treasurer showed that the club was in good finan-
cial condition for its first year. Over $1,300 had been paid out,
without including the cost of the entertainment of the visiting
clubs at the interstate shoot.
The gold badge presented to the club by George Eneeman was

awarded to J. B. Voorhees; R. J. Sutherland won the Borden
badge as second prize, and the Quimby medal for bluerock shoot-
ing was won by D. Monsees.
The election of officers for the ensuing season was then held.

R, J. Dwyer refused to accept the presidency on account of busi-
ness engagements, and C. E.Morris was unanimously chosen to
fill tbe nosition. A. Chambers was re-elected vice-president,
John J. Van Duyne recording secretary, R. J. Sutherland treas-
urer, and William A. Weber captain.
President Dwyer appointed William A. Weber, G. F. Kleish and

R. J, Sutherland as a committee of three to revise the by-laws of
the club and submit them at the meeting to be held next Satur-
day. It is proposed to shoot at ten birds instead of seven, and to
change the date of the club shoots from the las -> Wednesday of
each month to a more favorable day.
It is also proposed by some of the members of the club to issue

invitations to several of the leading clubs to form a Long Island
Shooting League, instead of the Interstate League, all the shoots
to be shot ofl" on each club's grounds.

The Smoothbore at Claremont.
Claremont, N. J., Dec. 5.—The fine weather drew about a dozen

members to the weekly shoot of the New Jersey Shooting Clno
to-day, and some lively sport resulted. The scores in the various
events were as appended:
Ten clay pigeons each, unknown angles—Schaefler 8, Richmond

7, Pope 8, Bigoney 6, Schoevling.
Keystone system, twenty singles each—Richmond and Sohaeffer

19, Simpson 17, Hunt 16, Hobart 15, Pope 14, Compson 13, Grief 9,
Schoevling 5.

Walking matcb, ten birds each—Sundermann 6}4, Compson,
Vincent and Pope 5 each.
From unknown ancrles, ten pigeons each-Hobart 6, Bigoney,

Pope, Richmond and Sohaeffer 5. Grief 3.

Nine singles. Keystone system, and three pairs each—Sohaeffer,
Hobart, Simpson and Hunt 13, Compson 10, Pope 7,

Walking match, ten singles each-Schaefter 9, Bigoney and
Hobart 8, Hunt and Compson 7, Richmond 6, Pope 4, G. A. Grief .3.

Ten singles each. Keystone system-Sundermann 10, Hobart
and Simpson 9, Pope, Hunt and Compson 6, Vincent 5, Grief 3.
Thirteenth match of the series of twenty singles each. Keystone

system, for a Marlin rifle—Simpson won. The other scores were:
Compson and Richmond 18, Hunt, Sundermann and Bigoney 16,
Pope 15, Vincent 14.

Pop Anson beats Wilcox.
BtTRNSiDE, 111., Nov. 38.—Pop Anson, the well known captain

and manager of the Chicago nine, showed the people of this sec-
tion that he could shoot as well as play ball, at Watson's Parle
this afternoon. He was stacked against J. L. Wilcox in a match
at 100 live birds each for the modest consideratio a jilOOaside,
and the story of the affair is best told by the appenud Jc.iole:
A Anson.31ol3132113131132oo01—16 J Wilcox..233213331olllin 1110-1

13321133123-322131031-19 20120111010128120123-1
331013olll33m21111—18 m23131110311102212-l
13ni23232S203213301-18 13313312121oo00(«3ll-l
13112311123133311111—20 003212311331o2313213-l

93 8S
The contest for the Gun Club medal at 10 live birds per man was

won by E. M. Steck, who grassed 10 to Jas. O'Brien's 9.—RA-Vei--
RIGQ.

River,side Rod and Gun Club.
Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 3,—Regular shoot of the Riverside Rod

mid Gun Club at 35 bluerocks, 18yd,s. rise:
Davenport 1111001111100110111011111—19
Pauckner •

. , . .1101010101001100100001011—12
Abbs 1001110110101100101010101—14
Hafner 1111010110010111011011011—17
Higginson 1011010110001001101000110-12
Ties on 12, Higginson won. Several sweepstakes were shot.—

Dave.

Wellington Gun Club.
Wellington, Mass., Dec. 5.—There was a larger attendance

than usual at the grounds of the Wellington Gun Club to-day, and
some good scores were made notwithstanding the strong wind
which blew across the traps from the southwest. Twenty-four
events were shot. C. B. Furber, one of the crack shots of Bath,
Me,, shot under the name of Buck.

Every week we are obligred to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current issue. It Is particularly re-
quested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

Forest and Stbeam, Box 3,833, N, Y. city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Lefllngwell's book, "Wild Fo^yl Shoot-
ing," which wUI he mailed free on request. The book is pro-
notmced by "Nanit." "Gloan" "Dick SwiveUer," "Syhillene" and
other coniDetent authorities to be the hest treatise on the snbjeet
extent.
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Canvas Canoes aiid hoiv to Build Tliem. By Parker B. Meld.
Price 50 cents. Canoe and Boat BuUding. By W. P. Stephem.
Price iS.oo. Canoe Handling. By C. B. Vaux. Price $1. Canoe
and Camera. By T. ^. Steele. Price 1.50. Four Months fn a Sneak-
box. By N. H. BishoT). Price $1.50. Canoe and Camp CooTiery.
By "Seneca." Price $1.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeine: are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

CHESAPEAKE BAY CANOES.

THE two vessels shown in the accompanying drawings may be
classed eitlipr as canoes or yachts, being closely allied in

type to the ordinary canoe, while in size and adaptability they are
really yacht". The Island Bride, owned by Mr. E. L, Woodside, of
Baltimore, Chesapeake Bay Y. C, is a racing canoe 35ft. 2in, over

The other boat, the Daisy, owned by R. S. Dodson, St. Michaels,
Md., is described as follows by our correspondent:
A novelty in canoe architecture is the canne-yacht Da'sy, re-

cently constructed by R. S. Dodgson, of St. Michaels, Md. The
Daisy is the most elaborately finished vessel of her class that ever
floated. The yacht is unique, having three masts and carrying
foresail, mainsail, spanker and jib, containing 89yds. of light can-
vas. In length the Daisy is 40ft., breadth of beam 8ft. and in
depth 3ft. The cabin is well forward and is dft. deep and 10ft.
Sin. long. It contains two berths of ample dimensions, aft of
which is a space 4}^x8ft., which is used as a dining-room. It is
approached by two companionways with the usual slides, doors,
etc., the whole constructed of Southern pine and oak. The after
deck is 13ft. long. The forward ventilators of the cabin are not
only used for light and air. but for the passage of the caWes.
Besides these are five other windows, all set in brightly burnished
brass.

The deepest parts of the Daisy's lockers, running aft in both
port and starboard sides, are 15in. Tiie cockoit is 2>gxl2^gft.
The centerboard is fli^^ft.xSSin. The foremastis 87ft., the mainmast
28ft. and the spanker 18ft. long. The Daisy was not rigged for
Speed, but for a pleasure boat for the owner's family. For racing
the boat could be supplied with topsails, watersails, staysails,
etc., the whole to conrain not less than 200yds. of light canvas.
The brass wheel is forward of the spanker, but the steering gear
is so arranged that it can be unshipped in a moment and a tiller
substituted.

The Daisy was "dug out" of five logs of Eastern Shore p'ne,
taken from the owner's forests. The hoistine arrangements and
all blocks, etc., are of Haggerty's patent, and are the second set
ever used in the Chesapeake. The brass work was furnished by

CHESAPEAKE RACING CANOE "ISLAND BELLE.'

all; 33ft. l.w.l., 7ft. beam, and about lOin. draft. She is a prize-
winner, and recognized as one of the fastest craft on Chesapeake
Bay, being specially fast in running and reaching. She was built
by S. Covington, of Tilghman's Island, Talbot county, Md. In all

the races outriggers are used, in order to carry the large sail«.

The drawing was made from a very good photo sent us by Mr. .1.

G. Morris, secretary of the Chesapeake Bay Y. C.

Tapping <fe Fox, of New York. The spars are of Norway pine and
the upper works of white pine.
The Daisy's model is considered perfect, and with the canvas

she now carries cannot be surpassed in sailing qualities by any
vessel in Chesapeake Bay. With a moderate breeze and under
easy canvas the Daisy has made ten knots with ease.

Fkanjc a. Hbtwood.

CHESAPEAKE CRUISING CANOE " DAISY."

ROYAL C. C.

THE autumn general meeting of this club was held at the Cri-
terion Restaurant on Nov. 19, when there was a good muster

of members. Before the business of the meeting the sailing mem-
bers usine the club course at Hendon, presented a very handsome
album of canoeing photographs to the senior mate, Mr. George
Herbert, as a sliebt recognition of his untiring zeal and energy in
attending the races. Mr. Herbert in reply thanked the members
very cordially and expressed his regret that his colleague, Mr.
Baden Powell, was unfortunately unable to attend tbe meeting
through illness. A vote of sympathy with Mr. Baden Powell was
unanimously passed by the meeting. The business proceedings
commenced with the reading of the annual report, which was
adopted, and the meeting then re-elected the officers of this

year to serve for 1892. Mr. Ctiurch having resigned ;his seat
on the committee, Mr. J. A. H. NichoU was elected to fill the"

vacancy.

Several important alterations were made in the rules, the first

having regard to the classification of paddling canoes. After
much discussion and several amendments to Mr, Porter's original
motion the following was passed, under which races will be pad.
died next year: "Length not exceeding Iflft., greatest .beam not
lefs than 26in., no other limitations."

With regard to the sailing canoes th'^re will now be no limit
placed on the fore and aft position of the centerboards, and the
restrictions as to well space are withdrawn.
A proposition by Mr. R. de Q. Qaincev to admit sliding seats for

one year led to a very animated discussion. In the end, however,
the advocates of this innovatlqn were not sufficiently numerous
to carry the motion.

An Important alteration was made in the conditions under
which the Challenge Cup is sailed for. There will now be only
one competition in the year, with a time limit of fotir hours.
It was also decided tbat post entries for tbe challenge onpe ooald

be made not later than three clear days before the race on pay-
ment of double entrance fees.
A proposal by Mr. Cooper to allow a certain amount of outside

ballast on canoe-yawls was negatived.
After a few remarks from Mr. Nisbet and others, suggesting

sundry alterations in tbe arrangements of the annual regatta,
the meeting dissolved.—2<Y«((J.

CANOEISTS' WINTER HEADQUARTERS.
A MEETING of canoeists of New York and vicinity was held at

the Harvard Rooms, 729 Sixth avenue, on Dec. 4, to perfect
plans for winter bead quarters. Among those present were Messrs.
Seavey Palmer, Hand and Elliott (of the expcutive committee of
the Atlantic Division). Whitlock, SchieCEelin, Dudley, Farmer,
Haviland, Dunnell and Burcbard.
An organization was nerfeoted, to be known as tbe "Canoeists'

Winter Headquarters," and the following officers were elected:
President, Lafayette W. Seavey; Vice-President, W. S. Elliott:
Secretary, James K. Hand; Treasurer. F. L. Dunnell; Council,
WcD.Whitlock. The election of the other members of the Council,
four in number, was laid over until the next meeting, to be held
at the Fencing Rooms, 19 West Twenty-fourth street, on Dec. 18,
at 8 P. M.
.A constitution was adopted, and among other business a finance

committee was named by the president, consisting of Messrs.
Elliott, Palmer, C. J. Stevens, H. C. Ward, Robt. H. Peebles, J.
H. Bagg. Wm. Lawrence Dudley, Irving V. Dorland, and Theo-
dore S. Oxholm.
It was reported that already $150 had been pledged for the ex-

penses of the headquarters during the winter. The finance com-
mittee wiU meet at the Harvard Rooms on Dec. 11, at 8 P. M. The
officers have the selection of rooms in charge. Committees on
entertainment, etc., will be appointed later. The scheme calls
for lectures, and talks on sailing, camping, rig, aid to the in-
jured, etc.

Small Yachts. By C. P. Kunha/rdt. Price $10. Steam- Yachts and
Launches. By C. P. Kunhardt. Price $S. Yachts, Boats and
Canoes. By C. Stansfieid-Hieka. Price $3.69. Steam MacMneru. Bv
Donaldson. Price $1.60.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please lookimder the hatches of The Canoe, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the Rifle, open the Fish Car and
Game Bag, inquire of the Sportsman Tourist, and if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Editorial
and Advertising Departments,

SMALL YACHTS AND LARGE CANOES.-Our illustrations

this week include several craft of widely different origin but of

the same general type, being in fact merely larger specimens of

the great canoe family. In general proportions, displacement
and sail area, in their light flexible rigs, and in the nature of

their ballasting, they are very closely allied to the modern 16X30
racing canoe. When we consider how completely the canoe or
dugout of Chesapeake Bay is separated from the sampan pan-
jang of Singapore, the resemblance between the two in model and
rig is most remarkable. As each is reputed to be very fast, a
further comparison of the complete lines would be most in-

teresting.

THREE DAYS WITH A SMALL YACHT.
I think that Bobby and I will take the Sea Mew to the race at

Stony Point next week," casually remarked Max, as he
stretched himself into an easier position in his steamer chair and
brushed off an obstrusive mosquito with the Evening Record.
"Wha-at? Oh Max!" I exclaim from the depths of a hammock.
"Ehf Did you speak, my dear?" he says, and I work myself to an
upright position in time to catch a wicked glance of mirth over
the top of the paper. "Oh, Max," I say in a wheedling tone, "you
have been ail summer promising to take me on a erulse, and this
is such a good chance." "But, my reckless child, consider: a cruise
iu the Sea Mew. Do you realize that the yacht is only a 20ft.
sloop and that the proverbial cat, if swung at any decent rate of
speed in her cabin would have its head knocked off in a minute."
"We shouldn't spend our time in the cabin" I valiantly argue.
"Then there are only sleeping accommodations for two, and I
know Bobby won't agree to sleep on deck," Max says with a
wickedgrin. A brilliant thought strikes me. "We can take Nina
( Bobby's wife), and she and I can stay at the Cliff House o' nights."
"Well, that is one way out of it," says Max with admiration at
my cleverness. Then he adds as a clincher, "but how about meals,
and you'll be awful seasick." "Pooh," I retort contemptuously,
"you know Nina and I are like the Captain of Pinafore fame.

'We were never known to quail
At the fury of the gale.
And we're never never sick at sea,'

and as for meals, catch you and Bobby getting your own meals on
the yacht: you know when off on a 'time' you always get your
breakfast and dinner on shore and only lunch on board the Sea
Mew." "We-ell," drawled Max, in an exasperating tone of voice,
"since you seem so anxious to go, and have really explained away
the greatfist drawbacks to your going, I might as well tell you
that Bobby and 1 meant all the time to take you and Nina."
When he makes this remark my feelings beggar description, but
following my usual custom when vexed, I count ten before I an-
swer him a word, and by that time I realize that if I want to go I
had better be careful; so I content myself with looking haughty,
a proceeding that afl'ords him intense amusement, and well it

might, for the effect is much marred by the fact that a hammock
is not a good background for a high and haughty pose.
Sails in the Sea Mew are by no means new to me, for though

primarily a "racer" (as sundry cups on our sideboard, of hideous
design but undoubted value, can testify), she carries one or two
people very well, and I have been out for long sails and in
hard blows, but never so far as Stonyport,
The small brown cottage on the point was in a turmoil for a

week, and then one breezy morning, ju3t as the cottagers were
awaking to the fact that it was a superb yachting day, and the
poor people in the old fishing town across the bay were taking up
the heat and burden of another day of toil, we spread our white
wings and glided from our moorings.
We stole past the crumbling old fort, past the club house from

whose flagstaff the familiar tricolor was not yet floating, past the
tiny lighthouse guarding the harbor entrance, out to the open
sea. Once out from the lee of the land the strong east wind
strikes us; it fills the white sails and heels the boat well over to
port, and with a cloud of feathery foam at our bows, and an ever
widening wake behind us, we are laying a straight course for
Stonyport. The breeze holds fresh till afternoon, so fresh, in fact,
that tbe process of making coffee and ctiocolate, over an eccentric
oil stove that comprises the cook's galley of the Sea Mew, is a de-
cidedly dangerous proceeding. Toward evening the breeze dies
down, and just as the gun at the grim old fort booms a salute to
the vanished sun, we come to anchor in front of the club house of
the Rocky Bay Y. C.
The harbor is full of yachts, from the mighty Susquehanna to

the tiny catboat on our starboard quarter, whose hilarious crew
slept for one night on the planking of their little craft, with a
huge rubber blanket over all.

"Hullo," says Max. pausing in his work of furling the mainsail,
"there's the Mirage," and thereupon he utters a wild barbaric
"yowl" without rhyme or reason to me, but that is well under-
stood on a small sloop just to port of us, for an answering "yowl"
comes from her deck, and soon her tender, containing sundry
he-capped and be-buttoned yachtsmen is alongside the Sea Mew.
Several other tenders gather with more caps and buttons, and
Nina and I from our retreat in the cabin, wonder (hungrily) if

they mean to make a situation of it. We are liberated at last,

and row over to the kindly Cliff House, to whose generous table
we do ample justice.
The morning dawns clear and fair with a steady west wind,

just the ideal of a yacht-racing day. It is good to leave the land
behind us and feel again the motion of the boat and have the
salt wind blowing in our faces. The harbor is full of the pleasant
turmoil of preparation for the race. Halliards are rattling, spars
are creaking, canvas is flapping, mainsals, jibs and topsails are
being tugged up, only to be dropped again to the deck; yachtsmen
are scattered all over the yachts, from the extreme ends of the
bowsprits to the topmasts, pulling, hammering, twisting, in aa
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eager effort to have everything- sirng aad shioshape: small boats
are flyinB between tbe yachts and tbe shore or between different
yachts, carrying crews or last-thought-of itemp.
In rowing among the yaobts we fetch up alongside the iMlrage.

_
HuJlo, Dick," saya Mas, saluting the skipper of the yacht, who

IS twistiner at some obstinate rope at the bows, "going to beat to-
day?'- "Blest if I know," replied Dick, tugging at his very small
racmar cap to do the polite tome. "You see that racing dish?"
nodding toward a rakish cutter just to starboard of us, "slie
^nocked us all out at Marblehead last week; but she's only good
for much in a slim breeze, and to-dav we're in for tall sailing.When it comes to fluke htmting the Mirage isn't in it, but with a
food bre^^ze like to-day she'll show a clean stern to any boat of
er size."
I suppose yacht races are much the same everywhere. There is

the same ofHcions pufflng tug for the judges' hoa.t, with its flutter-
ing shreds i.f bunting, tbatmean so much to the watching skippers;
the same sailing to and fro of the yachts all read v for the fray, but
acting as if they didn't care anything for any line or any other
boat, while all the time each captain is keeping a watchful eye
and steady hand to get the best windward position for the rush.
Suddenly 'bang" goes the preparatory gun and the yachts huddle

througli a glorious afternoon, with blue sky overhead and blue
seas all around us, and that far olf white speck, stationary in the
midst of the blue water, is tbe tiny lightdonse that marks the
home harbor. We make up for Inst time during the last few miles
of our voyage, laying over to the wind, and forging through the
water at a rattling good speed, and Just as the gun of the flagship
In the harbor booms "colors," and the many colored pennants
flutter down from the ma=it3 like so many birds, we pick up our
moorings in front of the little brown cottage, and our three days'
cruise is over.

YACHT BUILDING AT BRISTOL.

THE visitor, whether yachtsman or mechanic, who turns aside
from the familiar paths of travel between New York and

Boston for a visit to the clean and well-ordered shops of the Her-
reshoff Manufacturing Company at Bristol, B. L, is certain at
anv time to bo well repaid for his journey: and just now in par-
ticular the trip is of special interest, from the presence of two
racing craft which are likely to become famous next summer.
The first of these is for the same class as the renowned ftlorl-

ROGERS' 46-FOOTER.

a little closer together, like frightened doves, and the helmsmen
are a little more wary of the line than before, for woe to the care-
less yacht on the outward side of the line when the last gun is fired.
"Bang," goes the starting gun. A breathless pause, and thenlike

a flash across the line swoops a white sloop, with three others
following closely in her wake, the water boiling along her counter,
and her crew clinging like leeches to her deck. And the first class

ana, a 46-footer, for a no less noted owner than Mr. Archibald
Rogers, of Hyde Park, N. Y., an ex-commodore of the Seawan-
haka C, Y. O. and owner of the cutter Bedouin, and formerly of
the smaller cutters May Fly and Tom Boy, besides several stoam
yachts and a whole fleet of ice yachts. The usual surroundings
of the Bhipy<i,rd are entirely missing at Bristol, there are no pools
of mud and water to entrap the unwary, no piles of lumber to be

25FT. RACER DILEMMA.
have started and are away on the first long tack for their beat out
to the stflke boat. "Bang," and the second class have started,
and are following in tbe wake of the large ones. "Bang," and the
third class have started, and the blue ocean seems alive with
while sails. After awhile they all disappear, not to come back
till late in the afternoon.
Yachts ou^ht always, in a race, to sail before the wind on the

home stretch, and as one after another they come in sight, with
mainsails, spinakers and balloon jibs spread, ic seems as if the
slender hulls must sink under so m ich canvas.
The Mirage crosses the line, far in advance of her dreaded rival,

and her exultant skipper waves his cap In triumph to us as he
passes, while Bobby nearly falls overboard from tbe fervor of his
congrafulatory talutes. We fail in behind the last straggling
yachts and again pick up our moorings in front of tne club house,
where now the band is playing gayly.

I liave begged the privilege spending one night on the yacht, and
Bobby 18 very willing, for, as he says, "Rocking in the cradle of
the vasty deep is all very well in poetry, but a stationary bed is
g09d enough for me." The opal and crimson lights of sunset are
dving out when we row to the Sea Mew. Each of the anchored
yachts has a light hung in the rigging, and from these and from
cabin lamps of the various boats long lances of light shiver and
shimmer across the darkening water. Tbe jolly crew of the
Mirage are celebrating their victory, and wo hear the twang cf a
banjo and catch scraps of "Up dar in de sky," or "O Lordl Melissa,"
and other ebon melodies. A far-olf cornet is wrestling with "Home,
Sweet Home" and making a dismal failure of it. The Sea Mew
rocks and sways on the swell like a cradle, the salt wind makes
queer little moans and whistles as it breathes through the rig-
ging, and the current gurgles and laps around the rudder chains
under the stern. Nothing is so utterly calm and care -free as a
pleasant night on board a snug yacht. Breaking in on to the
peace ot the night come nine sonorous strokes from a clock some-
where in Stonyport; instantly from the bells of the yachts come
• ting-tmg, tang-tang, tong-tong," with many variations in tones
and keys. To the music of these bells and the last passionate
strains of the "M m Rfeve" waltz from the band, we turn in.
From a wild dream of shipwreck and disaster, I awake to the

consciousness that something is wrong. The cabin is dark, save
tor a livid gleam that wanders in through the port holes, and
which only serves to intensify the general obscurity. 1 lenn onmy elbow and listen, but hear nothing in the cabin save the deep
and measuved breathing from Max's berth, that assures me he is
still undisturbed. But why is tbe usually sober and steady SeaMew leaping, and plunging, and dancing round so like an excited
horse. I shall never find out v/hat is the matter if I lie still, so 1
grope around for my shoes and, wrapped in my blanket gown, 1
feel my way to the dnor, which I cautiously open and look out.
The faintest light is dawning in the east over a leaden sea, whose
waves are lashed into foam by a strong nor'easter.
The yachts around us are tugging and pulling at their hawsers,

as if to haul up bodily tbe rocky foundations of the harbor. The
?S?£'?,.^^®'*'^'^^S'ii*'^^i^'ieron the rocks and ledges beyond the
OlilT House, a light or two glimmers faintly from the fort, while
over all the light house lantern sheds its clear and cheery rays
as if to say, amid all the clatter and tumult of wind and sea
•Sleep on, I still keep watch and ward."
Suddenly, as I turn to go back, the gale tears from my hand

the door I had so cautiously opened and flings it with a crash
against the side of the cabin. The racket half awakes Max, who
straightway sits up in his berth and yells in tremendous tones,
"There she goes, stand by tbe mast."
I close the door and keep whist, concluding that lie is the vic-

tim of nightmare, and he is soon asleep again.
By the time we row over to breakfast the gale has abated and

is succeeded by a drizzly, drozzly, drenching mist that covers
land and sea. The committee on ways and means are forced to
the following conclusions: Whereas the two gentlemen are
obliged to be at home the next; day, and whereas they do not
mean to leave the yacht behind them it only remains for them
to face the storm and mist and sail her home. The Sea Mew is
staunch and trim enough to face a gale, but the swell is likely to
be unpleasant. Nina and I are offered a choice between a tem-
pestuous voyage in the yacht and a safe but very ordinary trip in
the cars; we exclaim in chorus, however, "Don't give up the ship"
and "I never will desei-t Mr. Micawber," and we caH in our lots
with Bobby and Max. We wrap up in oilskins and macintoshes
and embark.
Once out from under the lee of the breakwater our troubles

commence. We strain and wrench and stagger up on to the
swell, then we wobble down the other side, varying this motion
with a yawing from side to side, that is, to say the least, trying.Then the. fntr is sr> thirt thnf if io T,onoa=o,,xr t„ i.,.„l ,. -L^ii,

and her Joe," he laments the loss of fifteen dollars erstwhile in
his pocket, he even gives the unhappy McG-inty a chance, and
finally launches off into operatic selections, where we cannot fol-
low him. Sometimes we hear an answering horn, and once a
spectral yacht loomed up before us, her hull and spars magnified
by the thick mist into twice their natural size. As she plunged
heavily past us, on the swell, no one was visible on her dripping
deck but a ghostly helsman, clad all in oilskins, at the wheel, and
so weird and strange was her whole appearance that she might
have well passed, to an imaginative mind, for the ill-fated Braave,
with V anderaecken him.self at the helm.
After noon the wind freshens and comes more from the west,

the m'St assumes a thinner appearance, and seems suffused with
a golden color, and before we know it the dun-oolored curtain is
folded up and rolled away across the sea; and lo! we are sailing

climbed over, no shaky planks to be traversed before reaching
tbe inner precincts; but after a pleasant, stroll through the auaint
old town, and along the shores of the upper part of Narragansett
Bay. the visitor steps from the street directly into the building
shops, which are located, of course, on the waterside; the offices
and machine shops being further inshore, on the other side of the
street.
The shops consist of two high and tofty buildings, amply

lighted on the sides and with galleries high above the main
floors. Down the center of each hou?e is a solidly coustructe'l
building way, the floor being removable in sections, making room
for one or more yachts as required. The shops are heated by
steam, and are always warm, dry, and well lighted, all the
work being done within doors. Outside are the melting pots for
lead keels, the boiler houses, etc. The wider and newer building
contains the steel plant, rolls, punches, shears and drilling
machines.
On entering the main shop the visitor is confronted by the sharp

stem of a most curious craft, even more extreme and unconven-
tional in outline than her older sister. The general form of the
new boat is shown in the accompanying sketches, which were
made by eye only, and with no measurtiments other than the
general dimensions heretofore published as follows: Length
over all 73ft., 1 w.l. under 46ft.. beam about 13£t. 3in., draft about
lOtt. 6in. While the drawings do not pretend to any great ac-
curacy in detail they are sufficiently correct to show the leading
peculiarities of the new boat. The overhang is 2ft. greater than
Wonana, the waterllne length being also increased, as she meas-
ured but 45ft. under the measurer's tapn, or a foot under the limit
of her class. The sheer, rake of sternpost and midship section, as
well as the general character of the body of the boat, are so similar
to Gloriana that the difference would be apparent onlv to one very
familiar with the former. The great point of diflerenee is in the
shaping and placing of the lead keel, in which a wide departure
has been made in the direction of the recent work of the English
designers.
For several years past the work of most designers, of Fife, Wat-

son, Gardner and Burgess, has tended in the direction of a trian-
gular outline for the lateral plane, with the greatest draft at or
near the heel, as in Liris, Kathleen, Minerva, Yama and Gossoon;
and in Gloriana Mr. Herreshoff followed tbe general practice,
but without going to such an extreme in draft and triangular out-
line as in Barbara, for instance. Within the past two seaROos.
aspepiaily in the smaller classes of English yachts, a very differ-
ent form of lateral plane has been adopted, the keel contour from
the fore end of the waterline downward being irregular and
nroken, the keel, in fact, taking the form of an appendage rather
than an integral part of the hull, Tnus far the "fin keel," as it
has Iseen named, is confined to yachts of 2^ lo ft-rating, or from 25
to oiSt.; but Mr. Herreshoff' has made bold to carry the experi-
ment into a larger size of yacht, and has embodied the same ideam the new 46-footer. As the sketch shows, the fore edge of the
lead keel drops quickly down from the bottom of the boat, being '

ot course sharpened away to a mere vertical edge, the two vertical
sides showing much the same curve as a rifle bullet. The keel
contains probably 31 long tons of lead, and is bolted in tbe usual
way to The oak keel. In each upper corner a piece is cut out and
filled with wood, thus allowing any alterations of weight after
trial to be made very readily by adding lead for wood at one end
or the other. The keel is quite wide and deep.
The stem, keel, dead woods and sternnost are of oak, the rabbet

line being so placed that all the lines of the hull are carried out
tair to the fore edge of the stem. The overhang is a little greater
than Gloriana's at each end, whUe the Scime round sections in the
Dows and flat ones in the counter are preserved. Ttie frames are
similar to those in Gloriana, steel angles 194XlMxH, spaced 16in.,
no wood frames being used. Outside the steel frames are four
wide diagonal straps on each side, also of steol. running from keel
to gunwale, two being aoreast of the chainplates. The chaiu-
plates are three in number, rlvetted to the steel frames, and In-

by screw bolts and nuts of yellow metal, and between the frames
brass screws are put in from the inside, firmly uniting the inner
and outer skin. Tbe triple advantages of this construction are
strength, tightness and a smoother surface. The sheer strake,
plank sheer and bulwarks are of oak, in single thicknesses. Glo-
nana s deck was of l^in. pine, matched and glued together, but
the new yacht will nave the usual deck of narrow pine, with
seatng caulked and payed with marine glue. The yacht is now
pKnked, hut the deck is not laid, and nothing has been done inside,
but the interior will be similar in arrangement to Gloriana, a
main cabin, ladies' cabin aft, and the usual toilet room and clos-
ets. The sail plan will be similar to Gloriana'a, but of somewhat
greater area. The new yacht will be commanded by Capt. Ohas.
Barr, formerly in Owene and before that, in Minerva and Shona.
Captain Barr has made a very enviable reputation in but three
seasons, and he is still a young man. With such an owner and so
clever a skipper there is no fear that the boat will not be well
sailed.
The other racing craft. Mr. Morgan's 8.5-footer, is now set up in

the new shop; a very different boat from Gloriana, She is an en-
larged Dilemma, the 2.5f t. racer that has been so much talked
about this fall, and consf quently is almost a huge canoe, and in
tact is being built as a canoe is, on moulds, keel upward. Dilem-ma was designed and built late in the season by Mr. N. G. Herres-
hoff for experimental purposes, and though embodying an old
idea, she is a novel and interesting craft. The httll is much like
a canoe, long, narrow and of little depth, with a nearly flat flooc
and quick bilge, thougii with a strong rocker to the keel and an
overhang to each end. Like a canoe, she has no proper keel, but
has the same flush deck with a high crown and an elliptical open-
ing for the crew.
The chief feature is the appendage by which she obtains her

stability, her beam being but Tft. and the hull proper drawing
only a couple of feet. Underneath the center of the keel is
securely bolted a steel plate, some 4ft. deep and 8ft. long, to the
lower edge of which m bolted a cylinder of load with pointed
ends, some 10m. in diameter. The plate weighs 883lbs. and the
lead cylinder two tons, the total draft being between 6 and (Jft.
The after overhang Is quite long, and the sections are flat, as in
Gloriana. but the bow is by no means so long. At the same time
it overhangs the waterline considerably, while tbe full round sec-
tions give it the same character as Gloriana's, though at a mere
glance the overhang is very different. The boat is rigged with a
mainsail and jib only, the jib tack being fast to tbe stemhead.
She is very iast, also very comfortable to sail in, being always on
an even keel, or nearlv so; and .so far as safety from capsizing,
speed, and ease of handling, the type is admirable for day sail-
ing and racing. What would happen if the long vertical edge of
the keel, either in this type or in the 46, should bring up against
instead of on a rock, is an interesting subject for conjecture.
The Morgan boat will be 35ft. l.w.l., about .50ft. over all, 8ft.

beam and 8ft. draft. She is building on the system long used by
the firm for their small boats and yacht yawls, a solid mould of
plank is got out for each frame, spaced some 1.5in. apart; the two
timbers for the frame are steamed and bent on this mould, being
held by lion dogs, and the floor knee Is then bolted to them. The
series of moulds, each with a complete frame attached, is then set
up on the floor in the proper positions; the oak keel piece, after
being rabbeted, is stretched on top, the frames are then beveled,
ribbands are run around them, and the boat is planked up; being
then turned over and the moulds removed, after which the deck
frame is put in. Last week the moulds and frames were in place,
the keel fastened to tnem, and the work of beveling had just com-
menced. .Just ahead of the Morgan boat was a verv liandsome
catboat of 30ft. over all and about 24ft. l.w.l , for Mr. WUliams, of
Philadelphia, who will use her on tbe New Jersey coast. There is
but little overhang forward, but the bow seciions are round and
full. The workmanship and finish are sppcially good. The only
other sailing yachts to be built are the 25-footer, or rather 2i4-
rater, for the Clyde, and a similar craft for an American owner,
neither of which have been commenced.
Just astern of the 46 is a steam yacht now nearly completed, for

the use of Mr. J. B. Herreshoff, a very convenient and serviceable
craft. She is 83ft. over all, 08ft, l.w.l., lift. 6in. beam and 5ft.
draft. With moderate power and small engine space, there is an
unusual amount of room left for the owner. The deck, of one
thickness, laid with marine glue in yacht fashion, is very roomy,
there being flush hatches to tne engine and boiler rooms a^d the
crew's quarters, the latter being aft, so that it is broken only by a
rather large pilot house. Inside the pilot houao a stairway gives
access to the owner's quarters, there being a large and well lighted
main cabin just abaft the stairs, with very good headroom. In
this cabin are four sofas making up into canvas berths 33in. wide,
with spaces for bedding and pillows behind them during the day.
Forward of the passage is a second cabin, with two bed berths,
while in the bow is a stateroom with a permanent spring bed.
Lockers, closets and drawers are fitted everywheie, giving no end
of stowage room. The hull has steamed oak frames and double
skin, thus giving a maximum of interior space for wooden con-
struction, while the exposed portions inside are very neatly fin-
ished. The joiner work is in very good taste, butternut being
used in all the cabins. The engine is a two-cylinder compound,
driving a 40in. screw, four-bladed, from which a speed of 10 knots
js expected. The yacht has rather a high freeboard and a good
.sheer. She will be schooner-rigged, the foremast stepping on
deck over a specially heavy deck beam, while the mainmast also
steps on deck.
Across the street near the machine shop is the steel frame of a

steam yacht similar to Vivienne, built two years since, but longer,
being about 120tt. Iwl., 8ft. beam, and 7ft. Bin. draft. The frames
are ready to set up at any time, while a triple compound engine
IS completed in the shop, so that the yacht can be completed quite
rapidly to fill an order. The light draft would make the vessel a
very desirable one for the coast. The firm have also an order for
a duplicate of the fast No, 163, built two years since, of 73ft. over
all, 9ft. 6ln. beam, and 4ft. draft, described in the Forest and
Stream of Aug. 7, 1890.

YACHT BUILDING IN BOSTON,
WHILE Boston is turning out no racing yachts as yet for 1893,

tbere is a reasonable amount of activity in designing and
building, and quite a number of craft are under way. The prin-
cipal work just now is in tbe line of fishing vessels, the very suc-
cessful woiii ot Mr, Burgess a few years ago in the Carrie E.
Phillips, followed by the Fredonia and other fine vessels, having
brought tbe work of designing these vessels into the hands of
recognized dewgners in place of the builders or fishermen who
formerly cue the models for the fishing fleet. The Carrie E. Phil-
lips proved a remarkable boat, having cost but $9,500 originally,
which sum she has mude for her owners twice in two years,
finally selling for $8,000. The owners, Benj. F. Phillips, Capt.
Maurice Powers, and others, decided on a larger vessel of the
same type, and placed the order with Messrs. Stewart & Binnev.
the successors to Mr. Burgess.
Tne new vessel, now half completed, is the largest and most

powerful of the fleet, being 97tr. l.w.l., 24ft. bemi and 13ft.. 6in.
draft. W'lile similar to the Puillips, the bow has been filled out
considerably, though not to the full extent which the latest
fashion demands, with the fullness carried out into the overhang
aloft; but the waterlines show a fair and pleasing fullness in
placx) of the knife bows with the accompanying shoulders of somany of the older models. The whole model is one that would
please a yachtsman, powerful but clean cut, with a fair and easy

GARDNER 90FT. SCHOONER.

aide of the planking. The deck beams are also of angle steel, the
mast partner being a circle of angle steel, to the fliuge of which
are rlvetted the ends of four wide diagonal straps which radiate
from it to the sides. Tbere are in all eight of these straps across
the upper side uf the deck beams, making a series of four XXXX
covering the whole length of the deck, and adding greatly to its
StlffUf'SS.

The planking for some 4ft. above the rabbet is of Georgia
pine in a single thickness, l%in. Above this the skin is double,
an inner skin of J.^in. white pine with an outer one ^f %in. Geor-
gia pine. The planks are about om. widp. and very carerully laid,
the seams of the two skins breaking joints, while at each butt of
either skm an inside butt strap of wood is placed. The seams of
each skm are very carefully fitted, so that no caulking is required;
the result being a smooth surface of wood witi no putty to swell
out of the seams. The two skins are fastened to each steel frame

but rather full sweep to all fore and aft lines, with good ends and
tnpsides, finished off by a handsome sheer. The counter is well
shaped both for use and beauty, and the vessel would put to shame
the majority of schooner yachts of her size. She will have a
steadier of 10 tons of iron outside, a departure in thi=i class of ves-
sel, the usual ballast being iron and cement inside. The firm have
also an order for a duplicate of the 95f c. l.w.l. Fredonia, the Forbes
fisherman.
In yachts they have an order for a schooner of 45ft. Lw.l. and

but 4ft. 6m. draft, for a New Orleans yachtsman; a 30ft. keel cut-
ter of about 9ft. beam for a Philadelphia yachtsman; two keel
cutters 21ft. l.w.l., one for Dr. Franklin Dexter and one for a
Marblehead yachtsman; two keel sailing boats of 21ft. l.w.l., for
Messrs. Henry Taggard and Herman Parker, and an 18ft. cat-
boat for a Boston owner, making a total of nine vessels. The
31ft. boats are a fine little craft, of moderate cost an4 with
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snug rigs, intended for knocking about Mirblehead; they
carry a mainsail and oae headsail, with task to stemhead. The
firm have miie a number of sales during the fall, the latest
being the keel 30 Salaiin, built and sailed for two seasons hy Mr.
Fowle.
At Liwley's yard a large fleet is laid up afloat in the basin,

while the rather limited beach is crowded with the sm%ller craft.
Volunteer lie^ on the railway, while aming those hauled up are
Tomahawk, Saladin, Gladys, Mildred, Rosalind, Alga, Thelma,
Nerissa and the little craiser Orinda, well known to all of our
readers. The Lawlevs have struck a popalar type of baat in a
steam yacht of 60 toTOff., of moderate power and witti very fair
accommodations, of which they have desigaed and built a num-
ber. Ju3t now they have two 60t't. yachts well advanced aad
are laying the keels for two 70 footers. On the beacb to the north
of the joiner shop a new and much-needed ship house is nearly
completed, a much lighter and better building than the old shed;

Back again to Tarr & J ames yard and there is seen a third ves-
sel by a local designer whose boats have been very successful, the
eonstructioQ bsing still farther advanced, the planking being
partly completed. T He vessel is a large one and of good model,
but quite hollow in the bows. She is built with a garboard of 4in.
thickness, the rest of the planking being but 3J^in., all of oak.
The thick garbo\rd is edge bolted into the. keel in order to
strengthen the bottom. The next stage of canstruotion is seen
in Story's yard agaiu, the successor to the Phillips, mentioned else-
where. The vessel is pla iked and called and ready for the deck
frama. She is the finest looking of the fleet, a large, bold-looking
and shapely craft.
Just across the road in Adams' yard is a fifth fisherman, just

ready for launching, a boat that has already attracted a great
deal of attention about B )3ton. The '"Gioriana fisherman," as she
is called, was desigaed by a student of the school of designing
in Charlestown, whose modesty has led him to conceal his name.

THE "GLORIANA FISHERMAN.

and in it the keel of the Gardner schooner will be laid as soon as
the steel is received from the mill. From the accompanying
rough sketches it will be seen that the new boat is fully up to date
in the matters of ends and oddity, having a shovel snout and a
chicken bone keel.
The design, which is for Mr. Louis M. Clark, of St. Louis, was

made last spring, but after seeing Gloriana Mr. Gardner was not
slow to appreciate the value of her full lines, and the new design
was filled out in the bow until very like the Herreshoft' boat. The
alteration, however, was much less than would commonly be
imagined, being mainly above water. As the full sections of
the bow necessitate a very shallow forefoot, it became necessary
to cut away freely: and this, in connection with the position of
the center of lateral resistance required for the peculiar sail
plan, led to the keel outline shown in the drawing. The yacut
is somewhat of an anomaly; her owner has stated that he is
building her for cruising and not for racing; and the draft, but
13ft. 6in. on 90ft. waterline, should be nearer i;o 18ft. if she is to
go to windward with Volunteer. At the same time she has a sail-
plan that outdoes the latter in size and proportions, the main-
mast being, as stated, Ot't. longer and stepped at the middle of the
loadline, while the foremast is even further forward than Volun-
teer's. It is needless to say that her model is fair and easy
throughout, and with a lead keel 38in. wide on the bottom and
34iH. deep she will carry her ballast low, and with 23ft. 6in. beam,
about Sin. less than Volunteer, she should stand up under her rig.
If she is well handled and raced in earnest the trial between the
centerboard and keel will be an instructive one.

BUILDING AT ESSEX.

IT is well worth half a day of a yachtsman's time to run up to
Essex for a look at the fleet of fishermen in all stages of con-

struction in that busy little town. Within a radius of a hundred
yards of the little drawbridge over the Essex River, a vessel may
be traced through all the stages of her growth from the time her
keel timbers are hauled on to the ground until she is finally
towed away down the nari-ow and winding stream to the sea. In
the yard of Tarr & James there was laid last week the keel of the
new Fredonla model, the scarpbs being cut and the first sections
of the keel in place. At Story's yard, over the river, was a part
of the keel with most of the frames of the forebody set up, for a
fisherman of 70ft. l.w.l. and light draft, from a design by Mr.
Wm. Waterhouse. The vessel is of moderate dimensions, rather
wide and shoal, with little deadrise and a quick bilge. The work
of timbering her out was going on rapidly and she is probably in
frame before this.

While a good look at her Is enough to stamp as a myth the current
rumor that she was really designed by Herreshoft to demoralize
the fishing fleet, her likeness to her famous prototype is plainly
seen. Her general outline is shown in the drawing, the dimen-
sions being 98ft. over all, 79ft. l.w.l., 22ft. 9ln. beam, 12£c. draft, lOft.
depth of hold. The forward overhang is 18Et. and the after over-
hang 15ft. As yet she has no outside ballast, but there is talk of
adding some, and she is likely to need it. The bowsprit is 23ft.
outboard, miin boom 61ft. and fore boom 23ft. 9 in. While laying
claim to the salient features of Gloriana, the whole character of
the desien is different, the bow being much deeper, consequently
calling for fuller sections, while the after body is finer. Tne ves-
sel does not show the same distribution of the displacement as in
Gloriana, even making a full allowance for the difference between
a yacht and a fisherman. She has. at the same time, met with a
general approval from the many critics who have inspected her,
and may turn out a success. She will be launched this week.
Back again to Tarr & James's yard, and the last vessel is found,

lying afloat beside the bulRhead nearly ready to be towed away, a
duplicate of one of the later Burgess designs; the original, built this
year, having been christened Gloriana. This U a large vessel, but
with a hollow bow, which results in a marked fuUness forward of
the chain plates to a degree that is unfair to the eye. As one boat
leaves, another is launched, a third is decked in, and so the work
goes on until the visitor is led to wonder what becomes of the old

A YACHTSMAN DROWNED AT SEA.-A very strange story
was cabled from Gibraltar to New York on Dec. 7, announcing
the drosvning of Mr. Oswald Jackson, a well known New York
yachtsman. From the meagre details given it appears that Mr.
Jackson, who sailed from New York on Nov. 38 on the Pulda, of
the new Mediterranean line, fell or was washed overboard on
Nov. 30. On the evening of that day a man was seen swimming
astern of the ship and every effort was made to save him, but by
the time the great vessel had been turned and stopped he could
not be found. It was not for some time that Mr. J^aekson was
missed, and nothing is known as to the way in which be fell from
the ship. Mr. ./ackson built the sloops Mistral and lola, and
later the schooner Fenella. He was 53 years old and served with
eredit in the rebellion, reaching the rank of major. He leaves a
wife and two children.

CAIMAN.—The new Lorillard houseboat recently put into Nor-
folk, having sustained considerable damage to her topsides. She
sailed from Wilmington, Del., for Jacksonville.

TITANIA.-It is reported that Mr, C. Oliver Iselin, who ha

just returned from Europe, will race Titania next season, with
Capt. John Barr at the wheel.

WADENA, steam yacht, Mr. J. H.Wade, has arrived at Boston.

Insw^s to ^arrespandmiB.

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondenta.

X. T. X., Philadelphia.—A few days ago while tramping through
a marsh I had the misfortune to get my new hip gum boots filled
with salt water. Do you know of any method or process to adopt
for thoroughly drying the same? The boots have felt lining, and
my boatman tells me they can never be made dry again. Ans.
Hang them up In a warm dry place and they will dry out, or heat
up some oats or sand and pour in and out.

S. C, Chillicothe, O.—Last evening some of our hunters got
into a discussion as to the breed we call the quail and the South.-
erners the partridge. I remember reading an article in your
paper in which the bird was discussed, and the writer suggested
we call it "Bob White." If it is possible to find that paper I
should like very much to bave it, and if not please refer me to
some inexpensive book by the authority of which we can settle
our questions. Ans. The writer who suggested "Bob White" was
the late Walter L. Steele, of Rockingham, N. C. The best book
on the subject is Trumbull's "Names and Portraits of Birds which
Interest Gunners." Price $3.50, for sale by Forest and Stream
Publishing Company.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Thb Fobest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instmetion and information between American sportsmen.
Communications on tlie subject to which its pages are devoted are
respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent.
The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside

pages, nonpareil type, 30 cents per line. Special rates for three, six,

and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one
Inch. Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday previous to

Issue in which they are to be Inserted. Transient advertisements
must invariably be accompanied by the money or they will not be
Inserted. Reading notices Sl.OO per line.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
May begin at any time. Subscription price for single copy $i per
year, $3 for six months. Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money-order,
or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the

United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davles
& Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Comhill, and Brentano's, 430 Strand,

London. General subscription agents for Great Britain, Messrs.

Davies & Co., Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searles and Riving-
ton, 188 Fleet street, and Brentano's, 430 Strand, London, Eng.
Brentano's, 17 Avenue de I'Opera, Paris, France, sole Paris agent
for sales and subscriptions. Foreign subscription price, $6 per
year; $3.50 for six months.
Address all communications

Forest »ndl Stream PubllBhlnc Co,
No. 318 Bhoadwat. New Yobk City.

SAVE YOUE^ TROPHIES.
WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

REPAIRS.
Before putting away your Rods and Reels for the season,

send them to us to be cleaned, straightened and put in first-

class order generally. All kinds of repairs done at moderate
prices.

If you wish to renew any of your stock of tackle, send 10

cents for our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBET & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

BLIND LEADS
It is only a waste of time to follow up blind leads.

If you feel able to spend any of your surplus for anything in the way
of Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammunition, Fishing Tackle, Temts, Seines,

Hunting and Fishing Accoutrements, Cycling or Athletic Goods, take the

straight path; it leads here. We assert for the thousandth time, that our

variety, our prices on these goods, are the best to be found in America.

Ill to 116 MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
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The Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revelvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvements ^Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived

by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the

genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH & WESSON,
It Will PAY YOU to Buy your Tarpon Tackle at Marsters'.

Special TARPON Rod, 20-inch butt, 63 inch Lancewood tip, German silver mountingSj witli double guide and two-hole tip Price $7 50

Same as above, -with Greenheart Tip

"

8 00

Either of the above, with Agate Guides and Agate Tip, $5.00 extra.

Best Quality Steel Pivot TARPON Reels, Hard Rubber and German Silver, holding 200 yards of 18 or 21 Thread Linen Line " 9 19

The same Reel as above, but Nickle Plated instead of German Silver

"

7 15

Heavy Lancewood TARPON Rods, three-jointed, with extra tip

"

2 88

Two-joint Calcutta Bamboo Extra Heavy TARPON Rods

"

3 50

Very best quality TARPON Lines 200 yards 18-thread. $2.00; 21-thread, |2.25. Extra quality TARPON Hooks, sneUed with double twisted hard line, 40 c. per doz.

;

Snelled on German Silver Wire and Swivels, $1.30 per dex. Sinkers, 8 c. per pound. Send for Catalogue.

Established 30 Tears. J. r. MARSTERS, 51 to 55 Court St . Brooklyn. N. Y.

CHEAPEST HOUSE
II« AMERICA. KOR.

GUNS! GUNS!!

AGEJ«T FOR
Remington,

Parker,
L. C. Smith,

Lefever, etc.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogues free. Ment ion Forest and Stream.

The Francotte Gun.
Finest Kods and Tackle.
Imported Goods.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE,
246 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, ni.

ESTABLISHED IBS?.

J, B. CROOE & CO,,

nSMG TACEE
1191 BROADWAY,

Be% 28th & 39bh Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

BEITD rOB OATALOGTJE.

SPORTSMEN WILL constilt theii- own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks thej' insist up-
on having those onlr made by THE
A3IEKICAN NiiEDLE ANL> TISEC

HOOK CO., New Haven, €oun.,
who have the

„ largest faciU- ^
ties, and make Best goods in the world.
For, Sale by the Tkade Everywhere. Ask.
For Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ALFORD a BERKELE CO.,
P-^^ Box 2002. SPECIAL AGENTS,

'

No. 7 7 Cuambers St., N. Y.

CHRIST-IAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

Glass Blower,
Ana Manufacturer of

Artificial Eyes
For Birds, Animals and Manufacturing Purposes.

Worth William St., New York.
Seoa for Prtoe List.

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
With Adjustable Attaohments.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combine* Head Jack,

Boat Jack, Fishing I<amp,
Gamp Iiamp, Dasli Iiamp,
Belt Iiantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON. Offica. 6S Fulton St. N. Y.

For Harness, Buggy Tops, Saddles, Fly Nets, Travel,

ling Bags, Military Equipments, Etc.
Gives a beautiful finish, which will not peel or crack

off, smut or crock by handling.

SOLD BY ALL Harness Makers.

Medals or Mm
Write to

JOHJ« FHICK,
6 Liberty Place. N. Y.

(0pp. 21 Maiden Lane.)
nesigns and estimates fur-

nisJied. High elflss work at
lowest prices. Mention Forest
and Stream.

611 Hints and Folnta for Sportsmeo. 81.50

IN THE SELECTION OF

A CHOICE GIFT
or of an addition to one's library, elegance
and usefulness will be found combined in

SUCCESSOR OF THE UNABRIDGED.
Ten years revising. 100 editors employed.
Critical examination invited. Get the Best.
Sold by all Booksellers. Pamphlet free.

G. & C. MERRIAM & CO., Springfield, Mass.

ALL OF YOUK FKIEJSDS
Are reading tlie

Sportsman and Tourist
(The Leading Illustrated Monthly)

TTiTinr laoisT'T yott?
Will be sent from now (includirie Sept. num-

ber) to January, 1893, FOE ONE LITTLE DOLLAE

I

16 months. Just think of it. Sample copy free.

JAMAICA PUBLISHTNG 00.. Jatnaina Plain. Mass.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
66M Atlantic St., Ensmwood, ILLS.

Trout Flies at S, 6, 7 and XI Cents Sach.
Sssi Tan C«ot» for lr.xn9T»i*.TTO G<.T4i.oaTT«

Hunting in the Great West.
(Eustlinga in the Eockies.)

Hunting and Fishing Sketches by Mountain
and Stream. By &. O. Shields. 13mo., cloth, 300
paees illustrated. Price 75 ets. For sale by
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

818 Broadway, New York,
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SPORTSMAN'S I<IBBABY.
Forest and Stream Fub. Go. forvxvrd any of these Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt ofprice,

Segistration 10 cents extra. Owr responsiUUinj ceases aft^ goods are mailed.

NO BOOKS EXCHANGED.
American Angler's Book, Memorial Edition,
Norris 5 50

American Fish and How co Catch Them. . . 1 00
American Fishes, Goode 5 00
American Salmon Fishisg, Wella 1 00
Angling. Blakely BO

Angling and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling for Salt Water Fish, or Sea Fish-
ing With Rod and Line 50

Angling Talks, Dawson 50
Art of Angling ,Holherton 50
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them,
Shipley 1 00

Black Bass Fishing, HenshaU 3 OO

Book of the (rame [and Fish] Laws 50

Book on Angling, Francis. 5 25

Carp Culture, Logan, r aper 66c.; cloth 1 OC
'Domesticated Trout," Stone 3 50

Fish Oiature, Norris 1 75
Fishing in America.n Waters, Scott, over 200

illustrations; new edition 2 50

Fishing Tourist, Hallock, 3 00

Fishing Tackle, its Matei ial, etc., Keene. . . 1 50

Fishing With thv^ Fly, Orvis-Oheney CoUect-
tlon, new edition 2 50

Fly Fishes Entomology. Ronalds 20 col'd p'l 6 00

Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes, Stevens 2 00

Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells 2 50

Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 2 50

Fyssho and Fysshynge 100
Home Fishing and Home Waters, S. Green 50

More Ahout the Black Bass, Henshall 1 50

Prime's I Go a-Fishing 50

Rod and Line in Colorado Waters 1 00

Scientific Angler, Foster 1 50

Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout,
etc., bv Roosevelt 3 00

The Game Fish of the Northern States ana
British Provinces, by Roosevelt 2 00

The Sea Fisherman, Wilcocks, illus 2 00

The Salmon Fisher, Hallock 1 00

Trout Culture. Slacli • - • 1 00

Where the Trout Hide, Kit Clarke, lUus-
+.Tated: cloth. $1: naner ™)

With Fly-Rod and Camera, Samuels 5 0<J

BOATING AND TAOHTING.
Art of Sailmaking. illustrated 3 00

Amateur Sailing, illustrated, Biddle 1 50

Boat Building and SaiUng, Nelson 3 00

Boat Sailing and Management, Prescott .... 45

Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough S 00

Boating Trip on New England Rivers 1 2o

Oanoe and Camp Cookery, Seneca 1 00

Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs,new
edition, W. P. Stephens _ 2 OO

Canoe Handling and Sailing, C. B. Vaux... . 1 00

Canoe and Camera, Steele 1 50

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's ....... 1 oO

Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them, Parker
B. Field , 50

Corinthian Yachtsman, Biddle 1 »-

Cruises in Small Yachts Speed 2 50

Cruise of the Little Nan Wilklns - 50

Fore and Aft Seamanship 60

Forms of Ships and Boats, Bland
four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop 1 50

razar's Practical Boat Sailing. • • • 1 00

Hints on Boat SaUing and Racmg.Fitzgerald $1 00

Knots, Ties and Splices. 50 cts. and 75

Manual of.Naval Architecture, White 9 60

Masting and Rigging of Ships, Kipping 1 00

Marine Engines and Steam Vessels, Murray 2 25

Model Yachts. Grosvenor. 2 00

Paddle and Portage, Steele. 1 M
Practical Boat BuUding, Neison 1 00

Practical Boat Sailing, Davies ? 00

JElitrgers' Guide andSeamens' Assistant 1

Safls and Sailmaking, illus., Kipping, N. A. 1 25

Sailor's Language, W. Clark Russell, iHus. 1 25

Sailor's Manual and HandyBook.Qualtrough 3 50

Sailor's Sea Book, Rosser 1 25

Steam Machinerj-, Donaldson. .. ............. 1 50

Steam Y achts and Launches. Kunhardt. ... a 00

The Sailing Boat, Folkard r " • !
The Steam Engine, Holmes, 213 wood cnts.. 2 00

The Marine Steam Engine, Sennett, 344 ills. 6 00

Vacation Cruising, Rothrtck 1 5C

West Indian Hurricanes and the March
"Blizzard." Hayden - 1 00

Yacht Building for Amateurs, Biddle 1 00

Yacht and Boat Sailing, Kemp 12 00

Yacht Designing. Biddle 1 00

Yachts and Yachting, 136 illus 2 00

Yachts, Boats and Canoes, Stansfeld-Hicks 3 50

Yachts, Small, C. P. Kunhardt 10 00

Yachtsman's Guide, Patterson. New edition 5 00

Yachtsman's Handy Book, Rules of the
Road. Signals, Seamanship, etc 1 50

Yacht Portraits, 9X12, cloth, $7.50; fullTur-
key m.orocco

•

10 00

Yacht Architecture, Kemp. 16 80

YaCHI pictures—In Colors.
Puritan and Genesta on the home stretch, 26xrf6

81.50, Mayflower saluted by the fleet, 28X 40, $2
Volunteer, 26x36, $2, Thistle, Royal Harwich
Regatta 28x19. 83.

OAfllPING AND TBAPPING.
Adirondack Tales, Murray, Ulus., 300 pp . . . . 1 50

Adventures m the Wilderness: or. Camp
Life In the Adirondacks Murray, new ed. 1 25

Amateur Trapper, paper 50c.; boards 75

Camping and Camp Outfits, Shields 1 25

Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks,
Northrup 1 25

Daylight Land, 150 illustrations m colors,

Murray; paper boards, 83.50; cloth 3 50

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun la
Norway 1 75

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman. 1 25

Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall 1 50

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by "Seneca" 1 00

Complete American Trapper, Gibson 1 00

Gypsey Tents and How to Use Them 1 25

idClnts on Camping, Henderson l 25

How to Hunt and Camp 1 25

Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher 75

Log Cabins and How to Build Them, Wicka 1 50

Practical Hints on Camping, Henderson, pa 25

The Adirondacks, or Life in the Woods,
Headley 2 00

Trappers' Guide, Newhouse, new edition. . . 1 00

Woodcraft, "Nessmuk" 1 00

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
A Lost Opporiiunlty; Stopping an Incomer;
A Side Snot. Three pictures in colors, by
Zimmerman; the set 5 00

Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, 22 iUus 1 00

American Sportsmaai, The, Lewis 2 50
Antelope aad Deer of America, Caton 2 50

Art of Shooting, Lancaster 3 00
Bear Hunters. Bowman 1 CO
Big Game of North America, Shields, 8vo.,

BOO p., 80 illustrations; cloth. $5; half calf,

86.50; full morocco.. 8 OC
Book of the Game Laws 5C
Cruisings in the Cascades. $3; half morocco 3 00
Down the West Branch, by Capt. Farrar.. . . 1 26

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting, Bogardus. 2 00
Fifty Years with Gun and Rod, Cross 1 50
Frank Forester's Field Sports; 3 vols., each 2 00

F. Forester's Mapnal for Young Sportsmen S 00

Gunsmiths' Manual, iUus., 376 pp 2 00
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow 1 00
How to Hunt and Trap. Batty 1 50
Hu uting In the Great West, Shields, new ed 75
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher, 75
Hunters' Hand Book 60
Hunting, Beaufort and Morris 3 50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. . 8 00
Tustructlons in Rifle Firing, Capt. Blunt. . . 2 00
Law of Field Sports 1 00
Letters to Young Shootprs 3 50
Modern Shotgun?, Greener 1 00
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado— 1 50
Rod and Gun in California, Van Dyke 1 50
Shooting- on Upland Marsh and Stream, il-
lustrated, Lefflngwell B 60

Shooting on the Wing 76
Shore Birds; a pamphlet for those who gun
along the shore 15

Sporting Adventures in the Far West 1 50
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of
Canada, illus., by Beard 3 50

Still-Hunter, Van Dyke 2 00
The Breech-Loader, Gloan 1 25
The Crack Shot, or Rifleman's Guide 1 25
The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Guide 1 25
The Gun and Its Development, Greener 2 60
The Modern American Pistol and Revolver,
illustrated 81 00

The Pistol 50
Three In Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in
Norway 1 00

Trajectory Test 50
Wild Fowl Shooting, Lefflngwell, in cloth,

$3.50; in half morocco 3 50
Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle,
by H. C. Bliss 50

61TIDI!! BOOKS AND HAPS.
Complete Guiae Book to Southern Califor-
nia. Maps and UlustrationB, cloth 2 00

Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farr&r. paper. . 1 00
fiulde Book and Map of Dead River Region 50
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard 35
Guide to Androscoggin Region 60
Guide to Lake Georee. . . 50
Map of the Indian River, Florida, Le Baron,
strong linen paper 2 00

Map of the Adirondacks, Stoddard 1 00
Map of Richardson and Rangeley Lakes.. . . 50
Map of the Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado .... 1 50
Old St. Augustine, IUus 1 60
Our New Alaska by Charles HaUock 1 50
Pocket Man ol Moesehead Lake Farrar 1 00
Southern California, by T. S. Van Dyke .... 1 50
St. Lawrence River Chart, U. S. Survey. ... 1 00

HOBSB.
Diseases of Horses, Dalziel, paper 75
Horse Training Made Easy, Jennings 1 35

How to Handle and Educate Vicious Horses,
Gleason 50

Lessons In Horse Judging; Guide for Horse
Dealers and Buyers.. 50

Mayhew's Horse Doctor, 400 IUus 3 00
Mayhew's Horse Management 3 00
McClure's Stable Guide 1 00
MelviUe Whyte's Riding Recollections 1 00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding 1 00
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edit'n, 8vo 3 60
Stonehenge on the Horse, Amer. ed., 13mo. . 2 00
The Horse and His Diseases, Jennings, illus 1 35
Woodruff's Trotting Horses of America. . . . » 60
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse. 1 50

KBNKEI..
American Book of the Dog 5 00
American nennei, Burges d oO
Book of the Dog, Vero Shaw 8 00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.. . 3 00
Breaking and Training Dogs, by Pathfinder
and Dalziel 3 50

Collie Dog. History, Points, etc., colored
portrait, Dalziel 1 00

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 1 50

Diseases of the Dog, Dalziel 80
Diseases of the Dog, Steel 3 50
Dog, Diseases of. Hill 2 00
Dog Breaking, Floyd 60
Dog Breaking, Hntchtnson 3 00
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases, illus.,

Landseer 36
Dogs for Ladies as Companions 3 00
Dogs of Great Britain and America 3 00
Dogs of the British Isles, Stonehenge 6 00
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. . . 3 00
Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond 1 00
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition; Ham-
mond 60

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo 75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in
Disease, Ashmont 3 00

English K.C.S. Book, Vol. I 500
English K.C.S. BookLVols. IIL to IX., each 4 50
EneliRh K.GS>.. Bonk.Vols.. XI. XVI . «»ch 1 60
Fox-Terrier, Lee, 15 portraits and lUustra-
tlouB 1 50

Glover's Album. Treatise on Canine Diseases 50
House and Pet Dogs .W
How to Keep a Dog in the City - 35
Our Friend the Dog, Stables 3 00
Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2 50

Pocket Kennel Record, fuU leather, new
edition, new forms 50

Points of Judging, new edition, corrected to
date 60

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables; cloth 1 50
Principles of Dog Training. Ashmont 50
Rational Breeding, its Theory and Practice,
MiUan's 1 00

Sheepdog, paper 50c.; cloth 100
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeding,
points, etc., col'd portrait of Pllnllmmon. 1 36

Stonehenge on the Dog 2 50

Ten fel the Terrier 75
The Spaniel and Its Training. 100
The Dog, by Idstone 1 35
The Fox-Terrler Breeding and Rearing,
Dalziel, colored portrait 1 00

The Greyhound, Dalziel, colored portrait. . 1 25
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn .... 3 50

The Scientific Education of the Dog for the
Gun , 3 50

Traimng Trick Dogs, Ulus 28
Youatt on the Dog 1 50

NATVBAI. HISTOBY.
ANaturalist's Rambles AboutHome, Abbott 1 50
American Game Birds. Trumbull, 90 illus. 8 50

Animal Life of our Seashore "10

Antelope and Deer of America. Caton • • , . 2 60
Audubon Magazine, 23 numbers with plates 1 00
Baird's Birds of North America; Land Jiirds,

3 vols., 830: colored, 860; Water Birds, 2
vols., 824; colored 60 00

Hatty's Taxidermy, new edition 1 50
RtrdTSTotes, n
Big Game of North America 5 00
Birds Nesting, ingersoU 1 26

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 60
Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers, 500 pages,
colored iUustrations t 3 00

Common Ob.iects of the Seashore 60
Coues' Key to North American Birds 7 50
Cones' Check List of North American Birds 3 00
Diseases of Oaee Birds. Greene 50
Eggs of North American Birds 3 00
Game Water Birds of the Atlafltic Coast,
Roosevelt 3 00

Holden's Book of Birds, pa 25
In N esting Time 1 25
Insects, How to Mount. Manton 50
Life of John J. Audubon, with stesj. portrait 3 00
Maynard's Butterflies, colored plates 7 00
Manual of North American Birds. Ei. Igway 7 50
Manual of Taxidermy, Maynard .... . - . . 1 35
Manual of Vertebrates, Jordan 3 50
Naturalists' Guide, Maynard 3 00
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the U. S. Gentry,
colored lithographic plate. Large 4to 15 00

Nests and Eggs of N. A. Birds, Davies. illus 1 75
Our Common Birds and ETow to Know Them 1 50
Our Own Birds 150
Pbesant Keeping for Amateurs, illus 1 50
Practical Rabbit Keeper 1 .50

Shore Birds 15
Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting ...... 2 50
Taxidermy Without a Teacher, Manton. .... 50
Taxidermists' Manual, Ulus., Brown, SI; pa. 50
The Kingdom of Nature, 500 pp , cloth, illus 3 50
Treasury of Natural History, 900 illus 1 75

SPOBTS AND GAMK8.
Art of Boxing, Edwards, illus.. b'ds 50c.: clo. 75
Cassell's Book of Sports and Pastimes "SO
Hints and Points for Sportsmen 1 50
Dumb Bells and Indian Clubs 35
Skating 25
The Law of Field Snorts 1 00
Training for Health, Strength, Speed and
Agility, John P. Thornton 1 00

MI8CEI.I.ANEOU8.
Art of Training Animals, illustrated 50
Antelope and Deer of America, Caton 2 50
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World. 33 iUus 1 00

Aneroid Barometer; Construction and Use. 50
City Boys in the Woods 3.50
Daylight L,"ind, 150 illustrations in colors,
Murray: paper boards, 82.50; cloth 8 50

Ferrets, Their Breeding and Working 25
Book of the Game Laws of all the States. - . 50
Forest and Stream Fables 10
Glimpses of Animal Life; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals 1.50

Growth of the Steam Engine. Thurston 2 50
611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen 1 50
Idyls of the Field, illustrated 1 50
Indian Sign Language, W. P. Clark 3 50
Insects Injurious to Vegetation, illustrated,

640 pages; S4; colored 6 50
Law of Field Sports 1 00
Life ana Writings of Frank Forester, 3 vols.
per vol 1 50

Moxmtain Trails and Parks in Colorado 1 50
Nessmuk's Poems i M
Old St. Augustine, Fla., Illus x 50
Our Arctic Province, Alaska, Elliott 4 50
Pawnee Hero Stories 3 00
Practical Pigeon Keeping, Wright 1 50
Profitable Poultry Keeping, Beale 1 60
Sam Level's Camps 1 00
Southern California Van Dyke 1 50
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Ijakelands ot
Canada, illus., by Beard 3 50

The Forest Waters the Farm. pa. oOcts.; oi. 75
Trappers' Guide. Newhouse, new edition. . . 1 00
Uncle Lisha's Shop 1 00
West India Hurricanes, or Law of Storms. . 1 00
Wild Woods Life, Farrar 136
Wonders of the Yellowstone, Richardson. . . 1 50
Woodcraft, by Nessmuk . . 1 00
Woods and Lakes of Maine, new edition,
Hubbard 3 00

Pedigree Record Book
Containing 175 blank pages arranged for carry-
ing out a dog's pedigree to the fifth generation
wfth a lettered Index for ready reference. 82.50
irOBEST AND STREAM PUBUSHIN© CO.,

T!9 'Rt-OM/tvrilv "KT^rv VrtfV

MENTHON KENNELS'
ST. BERNARDS,

PHCENIXVILLB, PA..

AT STUD.
The Giant Rough-Coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE, ^Sf
As a stud dog Lord Bute has no equal.

TBE »100.
The Handsome Rough-Coated St. Bernard

Lord Thorndale, "^fsSP
A son of Champ. Helper. A sure stock getter.

I^EE S35
Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.

BEAGLES! BEAGLES! BEAGLES!

Champion RACER, JR., Fee 810 A.K.R, 5,407
ROY K, - - " $10 " 18,914
THE RAMBLER, - " »10 " 15,907
RABBL - - " $10. ... " 16,426
Also the Dachshund FFLDMANT K., Fee 810.
Puppie.?, young, field and show dogs for sale. In writ-

ing kindly detail as to just what style of a beagle Is

desired. Satisfaction guaranteed in every case.
H. L. KREDDER, Rockland Kennels, Nanuet, N. Y.

AT STUD. - POINTER DOG DASH, BY
Beppo III., dam by Champion Graphic ex

Zitta. Never been bred. Ifee £10. Limited to
forty services. Apply to J. B. HOLDEN, JR..
P. O. Box 3,451. Boston, Mass.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H
COOMBS. 1 KxchauOT Blook. Rftuaor. Mo.

in tit ma&.

REFUGE II.
(Plinlimmon ex Recluse.)

Winner of over forty prizes, including the medal
fiyr the hest strict, dog, Agricultural Hall, London,
1891. He is the sire of Refugee, Recluse II., Rud-
yard Lady, Young Refuge. Highland Chieftain,
Baron Clevedon and many other prize winners.
He is the best-headed and heaviest-boned dog
ever stred by Pllnllmmon.

Fee, $60.00.

Kingston Regent.
(Prince Regent ex Lady St. Gothard,)

Winner of first prizes at Kingston, Hamilton,
Toronto and Montreal, 1891.

Fee, $50.00.

Marquis of Ripon.
(Prince Regent ex Lady St. iTothard.)

Fee, $40.00.

Keeper, Jr.
(Keeper ex Sui-prise.)

The best-headed smooth living. FEE, $23.
PUPPIES FOR SALE.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

HENKY JENNINGS, Manager.

FOX-TESRIESS
IN STUD.

Champion RaTby Mixer $15
Reckoner 16

Pitcher 25

Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

AT STUD. FEB $50

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. 6364),

Sire of the phenomenal field triiil winners, Rip
Rap. Zig-Zag, Tapstpr and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.
Apply to JA8. MORTIMER,

Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,
Babylon, L. I.

St. Bernards at Stud.
1. Soggarth, immense rough-coat, the only son of
Lord Bute at stud in America. 3. Patrol, one of
our best smooths, fee S35 each.
JOHN KEEVAN, 195 King St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

At Stud.-English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 firsts and specials. Pious Pem-
broke,winner of over 20 firsts and specials; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.
GRETHOtrND & Poodle Kennki^s. Salem. Mass.

AUCTION OF FOX-TERRIERS.
The Propertj' of the WOOI>Al.E KENTSEliS,

Troy, N. X.
We will dispose of some winners at the late

shows and also some grand puppies and fine brood
bitches of the very liest winning strains. At
the AUrRRlCAN HOKSE EXCHANGE, 1644
Broad way, New Yorlj, Tuesday. Dec. 23, at 3 P. M.
Terriers can be seen Monday afternoon and
Tuesday at said place.

Bloodhounds and Mastiffs.
For Bale.—Part of JmlitU and Tictor litter of

English bloodhounds. They are the most promis-
ing I have ever bred. Juditli and Victor are the
finest specimens in America. Their puppies
should be even better than they are. The most
attractive dog, the best companion and house
dog, as well as the greatest trailer. Also for sale
one mastiff bitch pup, whelped August, 1891,
Dam, WlncUell Bess; sire, Beaufort's Colonel.
Photographs 35 cents.

J. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vt.

St. Bernard Pups
for sale, of choicest blood and fine auality. Also

valuable pugs.

CHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass,

Dogs Boardedj Bred or Treated.
Best of care and food given. Utmost liberty consistent

wltli the disposition and health of each dog Is allowed,
H. T. FOOTE, M.D., D.V.S , Box 863, New Kochelle, N, Y.
City office, 130 Lexington avenue, N. Y.

POINTERS.
Puppies combining the blood of such sires as

Beaufort, Graphic and Glenmark. A fine litter

now ready to go. For price and pedigree, writft
M. T. MASON, Northampton, Mass.

Rough-Coated St. Bernards and
Lleweliin Blue Belton Setters.

East Haktfobd Kbnniii.s. E. Bbaos.

BLUE RIDGE KENNELS.
The celebrated champion stake winner GATH'S MARK, GATH'S HOPE and DAN

GliADSTONE. The Blue Ridge Kennel has now opened its book for the fall season of

1891 and spriag of 1893 for Gath's Mark and Dan Gladstone, limited to fifty services each.

13,000 is given away in premiums to the get of the above dogs, which win different Derby

Stakes in 1892 or after. Particulars on application,

THE BLUE RIDGE KENNELS, Sperryrllle, Va.
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"FOREST AND STREAM."
On January 7 the " Forest and Stream
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will be permanently enlarged to 32 pages.

The price will remain the same.

DECEMBER DAYS.

FEWEK and more chill have become the hours of sun-

light, and longer stretch the noontide shadows of

the desolate trees athwart the tawny fields and the dead

leaves that mat the floor of the woods.

The brook braids its shrunken strands of brown water

with a hushed murmur over a bed of sodden leaves be-

tween borders of spiny ice crystals, or in the pools swirl

in slow circles the imprisoned fleets of bubbles beneath a

steadfast roof of glass.

Dark and sullen the river sulks its cheerless way, en-

livened but by the sheldrake that still courses his prey

in the icy water, and the mink, that like a fleet black

shadow, steals along the silent banks. Gaudy woodduck
and swift-winged teal have long since departed and left

stream and shore to these marauders and to the trapper

who now gathers here his latest harvest.

The marshes are silent and make no sign of life, though

beneath the domes of many a sedge-built roof, the unseen

muskrats are astir and under the icy cover of the chan-

nels fare to and fro on their affairs of life, undisturbed

by any turmoil of the upper world.

When the winds are asleep the lake bears on its placid

breast the moveless images of its quiet shores, deserted

now by the latest pleasure seekers among whose tenant-

less camps the wild woodfolk wander as fearlessly as if

the foot of man had never trodden here. From the still

midwaters far away, a loon halloes to the winds to come
forth from their caves, and yells out his mad laughter in

anticipation of the coming storm.

A herald breeze blackens the water with its advancing

steps, and with a roar of its trumpets the angry wind

sweeps down, driving the white-crested ranks of waves

to assault the shores.

Far up the long incline of pebbly beaches they rush,

and leaping up the walls of rock hang fetters of ice upon

the writhing trees. Out of the seething waters arise

lofty columns of vapor that like a host of gigantic phan-

toms stalk, silent and majestic, above the turmoil, till

they iall in wind-tossed showers of frost flakes.

These are days when almost complete silence pos-

sesses the woods, yet listening intently one may hear the

continual movement of myriads of snow fleas pattering

on the fallen leaves like the soft purr of such showers as

one might imagine would fall in Lilliput.

With footfall so light that he is seen close at hand

sooner than heard, a hare limps past; too early clad in his

white fax that shall make him inconspicuous amid the

winter snow, his coming shines from afar through the

gray underbrush and on the tawny leaves.

Unseen amid his dun and gray environment, the ruffed

grouse skulks unheard, till he bursts away in thundrous

flight. Overhead, invisible in the lofty thicket of a hem-

lock's foliage, a squirrel drops a slow patter of cone

chips, while undisturbed a nuthatch winds his spiral

way down the smooth trunk.

Faint and far away, yet clear, resound the axe strokes

pf a chopper, and at intervals the mufiied roar of a tree's

downfall.

Silent and moveless cascades of ice veil the rocky

gt-eeps where in more genial (la7S tiny nyiUets ^rippec]

down the ledges and mingled their musical tinkle with

the songs of birds and the flutter of green leaves.

WinterbeiTies and bittersweet still give here and there

a fleck of bright color to the universal gray and dun of

the trees, and their carpet of cast-off leaves and the dull

hue of the evergreens but scarcely relieve the somber-

ness of the woodland landscape.

Spanning forest and field with a low flat arch of even
gray Irangs a sky as cold as the landscape it domes and
whose moun tain borders lie hidden in its hazy founda-

tions. Through this canopy of suspended snow the low

noontide sun shows but a blotch of yellowish gray, ray-

less and giA'ing forth no warmth and, as it slants tOAvard

its brief decline, grows yet dimmer till it is quite blotted

out in the gloom of the half-ppent afternoon.

The expectant hush that broods over the forlorn and

naked earth is broken only by the twitter of a flock of

snow buntings that, like a straight-blown flurry of flakes,

drift across the fields, and sounding solemnly from the

depths of the woods the hollow hoot of a great owl.

Then the first flakes come wavering down, then blur-

ring all the landscape into vague unreality they fall

faster, with a soft purr on frozen grass and leaves till it

becomes unheard on the thickening noiseless mantle of

snow. Deeper and deeper it enfolds the earth, covering

all its unsightliness of death and desolation.

Now white-furred hare and white-feathered bunting

are at one with the white-clad world wherein they move,
and we, so lately accustomed to the greenness of summer
and the gorgeotisness of autumn, wondering at the ease

wherewith we accept this marvel of transformation, wel-

come these white December days and in them still find

content.

SALMON AND NETS IN CANADIAN RIX^EBS.

fT HAS been the general experience of the lessees and
owners of the fishing privileges in Canada of late

that salmon have been growing more and more scarce

each year. At the majority of the rivers the fishing this

year has been a failure. There is no longer any doubt

that the cause of this growing scarcity is the constant

and excessive netting of these fish on their journey from
the ocean to their fresh-water spawning beds. Instinct

directs the fish, when about to breed, to fresh waters,

where the young can be hatched under fa%'orable condi-

tions for survival and growth- and so strong is this in-

stinct that once started the fish never turn back. Their

habit is invariably to closely follow the line of the shore

as they ascend to the rivers in which they breed; and the

result is that the perfected net appliances now in use

along the shore line of the lower waters are fatally ef-

fective. When one considers the great number of nets

now in use, and the long shore line over which they are

set at the points most favorable for their purpose, the

wonder is not that salmon are now scarce in the upper

waters, but that any escape successively all the snares

planted on then- paths from the sea.

Persons most familiar with the facts are of the opinion

that tinless the Dominion Goverment promj)tly adopts

some decided and effective measures to enable a larger

number of the fish safely to reach their spawning grounds

great danger of total extermination of the species will be

incurred. At present all nets are supposed to be raised

from 6 o'clock P. M. on Saturday to 6 o'clock A. M. on

Monday of each week. But it is asserted positiA-ely by

numerous and reliable witnesses that even this regulation

is in many instances not complied with. The owners

and lessees of the river privileges believe that they are

entitled to somewhat more generous treatment, and pro-

pose a petition to the Government that those nets be here-

after raised during three full days and nights of each

week, which shall be the same stated three days and

nights for all nets. In this they ask only just considera-

tion and fair play. The owner or lessee, besides paying a

large sum for his right to angle, is obliged to contribute

at considerable expense to guard and protect the salmon

while in fresh water. He provides employment during

the fishing season for no inconsiderable number of persons,

and he incidentally makes a market for supplies which

in the aggregate are heavy, and the proposed plan, if

adopted, would not in reality prejudice the interests of

the net fishermen, but in the long run would actually

benefit him, by allowing a larger number of fish safely to

pass up and cast their si^awn, and thus increase the now
diminishing supply. The sportsmen remain at the salmon

streams but a comparatively short season: and no amount

of angling, by howeyer ejjpert fishermen, can possibly de-

plete a stream, since it is a well-known fact that only a
small portion of salmon can be induced to rise to a fly.

Not so with the net fisherman. Instinct keeps the ascend-

ing fish unfalteringly near the shore, and there the

trapper sets his nets, and keeps them set day and night

between two and three months of each year. If the fish

escape the first net they must still encounter scores of

others, some perhaps more skillfully arranged to make
their capture certain. Their chance of reaching the

spawning ground and perpetuating their species is in-

finitely small. A large proportion of those that do escape

are either wounded or are badly scarred by the nets, as

any angler can attest.

One important fact should be borne in mind by the

authorities to whose charge the interest of the Canadian
salmon rivers are entrusted, viz., the salmon always re-

turn to breed in the same waters where they themselves

were bred. If the families native to those streams are

prevented from reproducing their species as nature in-

tended, they will have no successors of their kind, and
the grandest fish that swims must there become extinct.

Besides this evident interest which the Goverment
ought to feel to guard and preserve and perpetuate its

salmon, it ought in justice to recognize the right of the

anglers to a fair consideration for the large sums which
they contribute to the revenue for their privileges. The
net-fishermen pays out a nominal sum for the right to

set his nets, and seems to be reaping a harvest at the ex-

pense of the angler. It is an injustice which should be

remedied, and the intended petition seems to be a reason-

able one, which should meet with favorable considera-

tion, especially as the salmon rivers would thereby be-

come more valuable and return increased revenue to the

Government for rentals.

SNAP SHOTS.

I'^HE members of the international fish and game com-

mittee met in Hamilton, Ont,, last week, and

adopted a resolution approving the New York codifica-

tion bill, save as to the wild fowl open season, which it

was thought should extend from Sept, 15 to Dec. 15 or

Dec. 30, and a resolution asking the Canadian Fish Com-
missioners to sectire a law as to nets and seasons for St.

Lawrence Kiver waters uniform with the New York law.

The match between the new and old champion at the

Foimtain Gun Club grounds on Saturday last was an ad-

mirable exhibition of the capabilities of men and arms

in modern trap woi-k. It was an exciting match for the

spectators, with the neck and neck race which the men
were making from start almost to finish. Everything

worked smoothly, the arms were of the best and fully

up to the skill of the men, while the birds were the best

ever pvit into traps hereabout. With such a match of so

high an order it is befitting that the pen picture report of

it should be of similar grade. Such a report Forest

AND Stream presents to its readers in the present number.

Our trap reporter was fully up to the occasion, and every

thing which any trap enthusiast would care to know of

the match is embodied in his admirable report.

Our enterprising and alert Chicago correspondent sends

us by wire the new shooting rules of the Illinois State

Sportsmen's Association, and the Forest ajsd Stream is

thus enabled to print them in advance of all other jour-

nals. Our Trap department is full of interest this week.

The interest will be maintained through the new year

without encroachment on the space usually given to

other departments.

The Delmonioo woodcock case may after all come to

trial. At the expiration last week of their last stay the

defendants put in an answer denying their guilt, and

now, it is to be hoped, there may be a speedy trial.

The New York Tribune did some "fine writing" the

other day about the sportsman who sees ''the feathered

tail of his pointer'" stiffen on point. Horace Greeley

would have known better than that.

Our National Park correspondent sends us an extremely

interesting and instructive account of the tameness shown

by wild animals when secured from pm-suit by man.

The list of papers for our "Boyhood Number," which

we promised to print , to-day, has been unavoidably

crowded out. Look for it next week,
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IN MAINE WOODS.-IV.
FCAMP, Piscataquis County, Me., Oct. 28.—Our traps

are undisturbed this morniner, and the great question
whether it was a bear or a fisher that dragged away the
entrails of the deer remains unanswered. Next to the
fun of solving such a question is the fun of having it to

speculate about and discuss. It is another glorious "camp
day."
The wind is high and the lake wild, with the white

caps chasing each other like wild horses across its sur-

face. The rain of last night was snow on the mountains,
and what we can see of Katahdin is white and the lesser

peaks all wear powdered wigs. "Whew I How the wind
inu'it tear across those peaks! The sight reminds me
again of Lieut. Peary and his faithful wife and his little

Eavty left away up on the western coast of Greenland. I

ave thought much about them of late, and wonder
whether his broken leg has healed and whether they will

succeed in their attempt to reach the northernmost point
of Greenland, and if they will ever succeed in getting

back in their little eggshell of a boat across Melville Bay,
with its jostling and grinding icebergs.
This again reminds me to look for a newspaper clipping

which I preserved from the account by the ''special cor-

respondence of the New York Herald," which I iind, and
from which I want to quote a few lines. The correspond-
ent of the Herald who accompanied the expedition on
the steamer Kite, which landed Peary's party on the
Greenland coast, writes from the Straits of Belle Isle,

Newfoundland, under date of June 15. The portion of

the account which I give is as disgusting as one often
reads. It will be remembered that the expedition was a
"scientific" one, and was under the patronage of the
Philadelphia Academy of Sciences, one of whose repre-

sentatives was in charge, if I mistake not:

AFTER WHALES WITH BIFLES.

''We have sighted large numbers of whales coming up
to the Straits. Half a dozen sportsmen gunned for them
with rifles. Mr. Gibson, I believe, hit one, for the mon-
ster bellowed as if in distress, We shot many ducks and
pufians, but did not succeed in getting a smgle one.

"If the firearms are discharged at the rate at which
they are going off now for a few more hours we shall

reach Greenland helpless and the bears will be saved."
What a truly scientific procedure and what an edify-

ing spectacle this must have been! Think of these

"scientific gents," as "Truthful James, of Table Moun-
tain," would have called them, sailing along serenely on
the deck of their steamer and pouring rifle bullets into

the sides of whales till they were afforded the refined

pleasure of hearing the wounded monsters "bellow in

distress." Think of these same people blazing away at

the sea fowl and slaughtering myriads, not one of which
did they recover.
In the same way have alligators been shot from the

decks of Florida steamers, and buffalo from the windows
and platforms of Union Pacific trains. Well, what is to

be done about it? Nothing except to hold it up to the
execration it deserves, and to publish the names of the
doers wherever they can be found out, and to preach at

all times and places the better gospel. "All honor to For-
est AND Stream for the good work it is doing in this

cause," say I.

It will tell in the end. Would that it might tell before
the end! But the humane sentiment may come about in

season to save a few robins and bluebirds that our child-

ren's children may see for themselves and not have to

depend on tradition to prove to them how marvelous a
thing was the flight of a bird through the air.

It is plain, however, that before that time women will

so far become—what shall I say?—enlightened that they
will see the enormity of wearing crushed and mutilated
song birds on their hats. Will you let me quote the words
which Longfellow puts into the mouth of the Preceptor in

his "Birds of Killingworth:"

"Do you ne'er think what wonflrous beings these?

Do you ne'er think who made them, and who taught

The dialect they speak, where melodies

Alone ai-e the interpreters of thought?

Whose household words are songs in many keys,

Sweet^er than instrument of man e'er caught?

Whose habitations iu the treetops even
Are halfway houses on the road to heaven!

"Think every morning when the sun peepa through
The dim leaf-latticed window of the grove,

How jubilant the happy birds renew
Their old melodious madrigals of love.

And when you think of this, remember, too,

'Tis always morning somewhere, and above
The awakening continents, from shore to shore,

Somewhere the birds are singing evermore."

Let us, in mercy's name, teach our children such woi'ds

and sentiments as these if we would hope for better

things. We shall wake up some day to the real nature
of this slaughter. The rage to kill we can forgive in the
boy, but in the man it is shameful. The boy's healthy
impulse we can guide into good channels without de-

priving him of his enjoyment. The noxious beast shall

still be trapped or shot, and legitimate game shall still be
lawfully pursued, but for the rest the camei-a and the
aquarium shall come in to help, and life preserving shall

absorb the healthy energy and furnish delight more
helpful to the coming man than slaughter ever could
have done.

I am, it seems, iu a quoting and wrathful mood
to-day, and while it is with me let me ask space for one
more quotation. It is from a New York Tribune review of
the book "New Light on Dark Africa" (remember the
title), by Dr. Carl Peters, leader of the German Emin
Pasha relief expedition of 1889,

The movement was set on foot by German statesmen and
in behalf of German interests, and among its avowed
purposes was not only the advancement of German com-
merce but to "fulfill a debt of honor." Fifteen thousand
pounds were subscribed for it, and into Africa went Dr.
Peters with a small army of soldiers and carriers. What
ideas of "honor" governed the leader, and how much
"new light" he carried into "Daik Africa" let the follow-
ing tell:

"From Dr. Petere'sBtandpointtheMassaishad no rights

which the Germans were bound to respect, and their
demand for compensation in return for safe conduct
through their country was looked upon as a species of
insolence to be answered only by bullets. At one place a
large force of natives seemed determined that their rights
as lords of the soil should be recognized, and made a
strong hostile showing. An insult like this to the great
German nation could not be for an instant tolerated, and
Dr. Peters at once determined to punish its perpetrators.
Waiting till they were sound asleep in their village he
arranged his men for an attack. On their way they met
an old native in charge of a large herd of cattle. In
answer to his request that they would not frighten the
cattle, says Dr. Peters, 'a bullet passed through his ribs

and permanently silenced his insolent tongue.' A sudden
charge was then made upon the village, and the Massais
were shot down like sheep as they sprang frightened from
their- huts. Na,turally the survivors resented the action
of the white mpn, and it was only by the greatest good
luck that any of the party escaped from the country
alive. In traversing the region ocoupipd by another
tribe, driving a flock of stolen goats and sheep, the older
natives refrained from any attempt at annoyance, but
some of the young boys of the tribe tried several times
to steal a sheep. On each occasion the party fired volleys
into the bushes, and the shrieks of the children 'pro-

claimed that just punishment had overtaken the evil-

doer.' Evidently both the natives in the employ of the
party and those of the different tribes encountered were
alike regarded as of no account. One of the carriers fell

ill and could not travel. He was left to die on the road,
and Dr. Peters naively remarks, 'The lions, which
roared on that night louder than usual behind us, unfor-
tunately left no doubt as to the poor fellow's fate.'

"

I know of no form of comment that can add to the bare
statement,
Evidentlv our game protective associations will have to

include wild men with the wild birds and animals they
seek to protect, if they are to be comprehensive and do
their full duty.

I have shot but one bird since I came into the woods.
It was a rufi'ed grouse and it was shot with a ,45cal.

Winchester, and properly, too, the body remaining intact,
the back part of the head and a portion of the neck being
carried away by the ball. It was not sport. It did not
"advertise to be." It was mere chicken killing and be-
cause we wanted partridge stew.
Guide killed another and in precisely the same way,

and our appetites were good. In former years I have
often takeri a shotgun into the Maine woods, but latterly
I have taken only my Winchester and relied solely on
what I could do with that.

Evidently shotguns have been here, for on a tree I

found hung up a noble spfcimen of that now all too rare
bird which Antoine Bissette calls the "pill-heatin' wood-
pecker" and for which the wanton killer could find no
better use than to hang it up on a tree for a target. I dis-

sected the fine creature—in my way—wishing I had Dr.
Shufeldt at my elbow to tell me the hundredth part of
what he knows about it.

I preserved his crimson crest, his wonderful chisel bill

and ivory skull, his needle-sharp claws and his stitt' and
bristly tail, on which he rests so much of his weight
when he taps out his telegraph message on a dead stub.
He proved of interest enough to fill one long evening.
He will outlast his larger cousin of the Southern States,
him of the ivory bill, but he will finally go down before
the breechloading shotgun and the man who must shoot
at everything that flies.

To-morrow we hope for a good day on the bogs and
something to make subject of a dift'erent sort of letter.

C. H, Ames.

THE FALL HUNT.

AT the foot of the range on the headwaters of the
noisy little brook which crawled out from under

the rocks and went dancing along on its merry way down
the deep canon to the sound of its own sweet music, the
camp was made under the drooping firs; and near by a
steep hillside, carpeted with bunch grass, offered suste-

nance to the sweating ponies, tired out with their long
climb up the mountains. A hearty dinner was next in
order, and a plump blue grouse, the head of which had
been neatly clipped with a rifle ball by my eldest son

I
Byron while on the toilsome climb up the mountain, and
now dressed, cut up and broiled on the bed of hot coals,

was pronounced too good for a king.
As the sun was rapidly sinking behind the range, no

time was lost; and while the two younger members of
the party climbed the mountain to the north and north-
west, the old uncle followed the little brook down the
cation to begin his climb ^further to the southward.
Half a mile down stream I turned to the west and began
the toilsome ascent of the mountain, cheered to some-
thing of the oldtime eagerness by the fresh deer sign
along the brook and the old game trail I was now follow-
ing.

On the first shoulder of the mountain I found myself
leg-weary and out of breath: and as a big tree was found
fallen across the trail, I seated myself on its trunk to rest

and scan carefully the hillside above. About 150yds.
above me, across a small ravine, something was seen
shaped Uke a pair of ears, but in color blending perfectly

with the background beyond and difficult to distinguish
with certainty.

A slight movement of the creature's head soon satisfied

me that it was a deer, and also of the fact that it was
watching me intently. Its body could not be seen , and as

I dared not move and the deer appeared to be lying down
with its body hidden behind a big log, no other plan save
that of a careful shot at its head seemed at the time at all

feasible. The distance was too great for a sure shot, but
taking the best aim possible to me I touched the hair
trigger. At the sound of the rifle the ears disappeared
and a lucky head shot seemed to have been the result. A
moment after the ears again appeared, slowly rising to

their original position, and it became evident that the
ball had passed just above the head, causing the ears to

droop, but a clean miss after all. On trying to eject the
empty shell it was found to be wedged fast and C'uld not
be ejected. Nothing remained save to find a Ptick or rod
with which to punch out the clinging shell. A stick was
found with but slight movement on my part, bufc-in my
haste to trim and prepare it for the emergency, a hurried
slash of the knife blade cut the thing off three inches too

short. StiU the patient deer waited motionless upon the

necessary pantomime and I grew wildly excited as I
crawled back along the tree in search of still another rod.
Found at last and the villainous shell ejected, another
shell was hurriedly inserted, and as I rose to see if the
Job-like patience of the courteous deer still held out, I
was amazed to observe that my change of position
revealed the fact that the deer had all this time been
standing up broadside to, and that the drooping bough of
a fir tree growing in the little ravine between us had
heretofore completely hidden its whole body, now plainly
in sight. The waning light on the east side of the range,
already in deep shadow, tended to obscure everything in
view. A second shot was more successful and dropped
the deer in its tracks. It proved to be a buck fawn,
which, by the way, always seemed to me to be the fool of
the deer family. Certainly he had only himself to blame,
as his inordinate curiosity had proved his ruin. Night
having come by the time the deer was dressed. I returned
to camp, and soon both the unlucky boys appeared empty
handed.
The daylight of the next morning found us breakfasted

and girt for another weary climb. Eich having chosen
his own route, we separated and again the toil began.
Up, up, higher and still higher the old uncle toiled wear-
ily, until the summit was reached without the sight of a
single deer.
The sun was now far above the eastern horizon, and the

wary deer were already well hidden in the dense thickets
which clothed the mountain side, in places entirely to the
crest of the range.
Following along the crest to the northward, suddenly

the plunging jumps of a deer were heard just below me
in a dense thicket, and as the sound indicated that the
direction of his run was campward diagonally down the
mountain, I followed as silently as possible. Coming at
length into a grassy opening, the deer sprang into view
from the edge of the thicket and went bounding off down
the open hillside with the strange bound of the mule
deer, every foot leaving and striking the ground together,
and with all its legs hanging down like table legs while
in its bouncing flight through the air, and as the gun
came instinctively to my shoulder I saw at a glance that
its next jump would land it on the very crest of a knoll
in front and the next would carry it down the steep pitch
beyond, possibly entirely out of view, so steeply did the
mountain side break down at this point. It was evident
that the deer must be caught on the next rise, and al-

though I have no recollection of cooking or aiming the
gun, the whole thing was done instantly "with the finger
of instinct and the eye of faith" (never was there a truer
expression) and as the graceful body, bunched together
in his plunging flight, rose again like a glass ball from a
trap, the sharp crack rang out; and I stood in delighted
astonishment, wondering whether the deadly stricken
animal ever would stop rolling and tumbling down the
steep mountain side. However, he brought up at last

against some bushes, and I hurried down to find a young
buck with the most beautiful antlers I had ever secured.
Their beauty seemed perfection itself. Two slender tines
without prong or spur, and perfectly matched, they rose
nearly a foot above his shapely head, and cuiwing grace-
fully inward they gave him the appearance of an African
antelope, I inwardly resolved to attempt the impossible
and mount the beautiful head at all hazards. But alas

for the unexpected! On our rettirn homevrard late that
night (the hunt for the two boys having proved a blank)
while one of them was unloading the deer from the pony
it slipped and fell heavily to the groimd, breaking one of
the antlers off short,
" 'Twas ever thus from childhoood's hour!"

Orin Belknap.

WAYS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE.

IN several ways the grouse alights on the ground. Al-
though for this purpose the bird maneuvers according

to circumstances, and adapts himself to his surroundings,
yet it appears to be his object and desire to place himself
in such a position that the moment he touches the ground
he can instantly look in the direction of the danger he
hhs left behind.
For this reason, perhaps, it is, as well likewise as to

lead his pursuer astray, that the bird usually before
alighting turns off to the right or left, and describes in
his flight the segment of a circle.

The grouse always lights in an opening or on ground
that is comparatively free from shrubbery. And he often
stands and gazes intently through the covert at the per-

son approaching.
Rarely indeed the grouse completes a circuit. I have

seen one only do this, and it was a grand siaht. This
bird started 200yds, away, and being shot, came toward
me, standing in the shadow of the forest trees. When
nearly opposite, he swerved suddenly and went sailing

round in a circle of about 20ft. in diameter, and alighted
within it, facing his puisuer. In no other way could the
bird have stopped at this point, flying as he did, while to

ha,ve done so immediately would have been perhaps dis-

astrous.
Occasionally a grouse, by a mere flourish of one of his

wdngs, will whirl round, hardly more than on his own
axis, and then drop on the ground.
But the ruffed grouse at times in his flight does not

deviate at all, alighting in a straight line. When the
bird does this, he sometimes sails along till he reaches the

ground, and the moment he does so he runs on swiftly.

Or perhaps he may take refuge under a dwarf evergreen
or other thick cover beside which he has come down.
Under the evergreen he stand? on the ground with his

back against the body of the shrub, precisely as he
stands on a limb with his back against the body of the
tree. DOBP.
SCiHENECTADX, ST. Y-

Favored Texas.—Norris. Texas.—I am a thorough
sportsman, and think I live in the best game country in

the United Stages, there being bear, panther, def^r, turkey

and quail without number, besides the finest black bass

fishing imaginable in Devil's River, which is abiut five

miles from the ranch. I keep a pack of hounds and a
pointer. Have killed 13 panthers in a little over twelve

months.—H. C. G.
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GAME IN THE YELLOWSTONE.

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, Dec. 10. -
Editor Forest and Stream: Our summer's gone

long ago. Wiuter is here, and with it everything settles

down for a long rest. The game can now travel the
wagon Toads and trails; even look into the hotel windows
without being disturbed. It ia now the turn of the
animals to enjoy themselves and go on sight seeing and
pleasure excursions. The other day a party of blacktail

deer came to the Hot Springs to see the captive elk and
other animals in the wire inclosure. They walked up
and down one side for some time, looking at the animals
and trying to get into where they could get a better view
of the elk, deer and foxes. They showed more curiosity
than the usual visitors who have never seen captives
before. Tuey walked about the old camp grounds, then
up over ''the formation" out of sight in the timber. Even
the coyotes call on the captive foxes in the evenings and
unite with them in giving us a prairie concert, sometimes
ending in a fight. I believe the coyotes would kill the
foxes were it not for the boxes in which the foxes can
bide and "stand off ' their enemies. Since the two ante-
lope were killed last summer the elk and deer have been
shut up nights to keep them away from any night
prowler witu a taste for tender meat.

All the animals are soon to be shipped to the National
Zoological Park, Washington, D. C. There are two
black bears, Johnnie ami Sue; two elk, Rain-in-the-face
and Billy; one blacktail deer, Liura; three foxes, one
beaver, two porcu-
pines, one eaglf , one
odprey. A few nights
ago the beaver es-

caped from his tin-

lined box. It was
supposed that he
would make for the
nearest water, and
follow down stream
to Grardmer Rivtr:

but when found he
•was up on the Hot
Spring terraces,
where McCartney
U3ed to coat speci-

mens. Aichough
somewhat crippled,

and having the use
of only one forefoot,

he had tunneled into

the Hoc Spring de-

posit several feet;

he was all covert d
with white forma-
tion, and was '"work-
ing like a beaver''

when recaptured. If

he works as hard in

his "Washington
quarsers he will soon
have a comfortable
home there.

All the animals
are in tine condition.
The elk and deer are
as large a^ those run-
ning wild,the beaver
and fuxes are even
larger and falter

than those of the
same age in a. fr^e

^tale, showing how
well they have been
cared for by Private
Welch, their soldier

attendant.
The capture of

these animals was
volunteer work on my part, and represent only part of
the total number captured. Two elk died, two antelope
were killed, one bear escaped, and another was killed
and eaten by a larger one while chained up to a post at
Yancey'ri. One beaver drowned himself while in a trap?
Not much use mentioning four muskrats that would get
into the traps set for beaver. A great many full-grown
bears could have been captured in the Park during the
summer if we had had suitable cages to keep them in.
A full-grown wild grizzly when first trapped will make
auoh dsspera te efforts to escape that no 'ordinary cage
would hold one five minutes. They will smash through
very heavy planks and timbers of native lumber. Even
a common lynx will go through an inch board. Nothing
but hard wood and iron will hold them.
Of late years a number of bears have made a practice

of living about the hotels and camps in the Park. They
are becoming "paratites" or bruin tramps, taking what
they want, makmg no effort for self-support, and living
on the table waste, They are "hog robbers," no longer
worthy a sportsman's attention. One very large bsar at
the Upper Greyser Basin Hotel is as regular about coming
to his meals as a "star boarder." Once when the yard
man vv'as taking a large piece of waste meat to the pig
pen, bruin met him in the trail. The yard man, not at
all frightened, hela out the meat. The bear walked up,
took it from his hand, went to one side a short distance,
and ate the grub as unconcerned as though it was the
proper thing to have bis meals brought to him. The bears
get in. the pens, eat with the pigs, or rather drive them to
one side and eat what they want. I believe but one hog
has been killed by them the past summer. At the
slaughter house in Swan Lake Basin, at least nine bears
live on t!ie refuse which is thrown to the hogs. They get
into the pen, quarrel with the pigs, cuff them out of the
way, often making them squeal -with pain, and fight each
other, the big ones driving the othors off. So far they
have not attempted to kill any of the pigs or sheep that
are corraled near by every night. The herder and butcher
have become so used to the bears that they do not fear
them much, except when they meet them after dark:
then they are willing to give £alf the road. There are
about twenty-five bears who are living about this way
during the season: they are in color black, brown, grizzly-
gray and cinnamon.
- All game appears to have increased in and about the
Park. Even the mountain lions are more numerous;
more hava been stea this fall than for years past. As he

was pulling- into oamp on L<ittle Specimen Creek a freighter
on the Cooke City road saw a very large lion cross the
road and enter a thick bunch of willows fifty yards from
Avhere he camped. His dog would bark at the brush, but
would not enter. Going in he found an elk had been
killed and buried. The lion had taken one meal. When
the man returned a few days later the elk was all gone:
nothing but bones remained to mark the cache. Another
elk killed by a lion was found on Upper Soda Butte Creek
a short time ago. These animals must kill quite a num-
ber of elk, deer and sheep during the year; I tiarenoidea
how many there are in the Park: the number may be
anywhere from ten to fifty or even a hundred.
The Grovernment scout, Felix Burgess, was out looking

up the buff ilo. He succeeded in finding seven bands,
three on Nez Perces Creek, four in Hayden Valley or
Alum Creek country, where they mostly winter. He re-
ports the largest of the bands to number about 100, the
next in sixe about 7o, while the smallest has about 20 in
all; bethinks there are not less than 350. He did not
succeed in locating the buff ilo that are known to range
on the east side of the Yellowstone, where they have
often been seen in summer by members of the Geological
Survey, and in winter by Scout Willson. All the buffalo
are well toward the center of the reservation, where they
can be pi'otected from poachers and specimen hunters.
This is importa,nt, as |1,000 spot cash has been offered by
Eistern parties for three specimens (head and hides) three
years old or over—quite an inducement for any one to kill

vents his men covering as much couatiy as he would
like. Since the new Forest Reserve has been placed
under his control he has a section of country 69 miles
north and south by 73 miles east and west, almost 5,000
square miles to look after, to keep down the fires and
protect the game. This whole section, with hundreds of
square miles about it, is without settlements, and is a
rough, mountainous and timbered country. The parties
who are doing the poaching are well known to the
officers, and like the pitcher that goes too often to the
well, will get taken in some day. Occasionally some one
gets inside the Park line, kills an elk, and is out at once.
A few days ago the sergeant stationed at Soda Butte
found a camp of this kind with the elk meat hanging up
in the trees, but cordd not find the men. He brought the
whole camp to Fort Yellowstone and tui-ned it over to
the commanding officer.

The troop stationed here have been moved to their new
quarters; all the buildings are well designed and com-
fortable; they are much more attractive than the old
rough structures at Camp Sheridan.

I must not forget to mention the fish planted by the
U. S. Fish Commission in 1889 and '90. I find all the
plants doing well, much better than many expected. In
October I saw trout rise to the surface in Shoshone Lake.
These were lake trout, planted in 1890, I saw several
others a short distance out in the lake as I was riding
along the shore, they looked to be about 6in. long; and in
a beaver dam on Heron Creek I saw a few more, the

IN THE SAWTOOTH RANGE.

From a pliotograiili by Mr. F. Braght, of New Vork,

the animals wanted if they could get them out of the ' dam was about one and a half miles from the lake.
While looking for

beaver sign along
Nez Perces Creek, I
saw a native black
spotted trout at least
loin. long. Several
fish of this kind and
size were seen by
Capt, Edwards's men
while camped on
the creek last sum-
mer. How these fish
got into Nez Perces
Creek I am unable
to learn. Von Behr
trout were planted
there by the U, S.
Fish Commission; if

there are many of
the large trout seen
by myself and others
they will prove des-
tructive to the small
ones planted. Sev-
eral of the plant
were seen during
the summer; they
were about 6in, long.
I did not succeed in
finding any in Oc-
tober. Poss'ibly they
were higher up the
creek than where I
looked ; neither could
1 find nor learn of
any of the whitefish
planted in the Yel-
lowstone above the
falls. Another thing
about this fish, I have
never seen one up as
far as the mouth of
Hellroaring Creek,
I have inquired of
most every one who
has fished the Yel-
lowstone in the Park
if they ever caught a
whitefish or saw one

in the Yellowstone, or its I ranches above the mouth of
Hellroaring, I could leam of nothing hut trout being
taken or seen.

I saw several small fish in the Fire Hole River below
the Lower Geyser Basin. I think they were young of
the Loch Leven trout, planted above Keppler's Falls, 3*
miles above Old Faithful. No fish were planted by the
Commission in 1891, Prof. Everman, Asst. U. S. Fish
Commissioner, Prof. .Jenkins, of Bloomington, Ind., and
Mr. Lapham were out on a twenty days trip looking over
the country, with a view to the establishment of a fish

hatchery, investigating the condition of the various
plants made in 1889-'90 and doing much pcientific work
connected with the fish interest in the Park.

Prof. Forbes, of Champaign, III., spent a few days here
completing the work commenced last year—a scientific

investigation of the fish food supi^ly.
The snow is considerably deeper here now than last

year a month later. We also had a cold snap in Novem-
ber; the thermometer registered at the Hot Springs— Iti",

at Soda Butte —28" and in other parts of the Park as
low as —32°. H,

New York Association.—The first meeting of this

season of the New York Association for the Protection Of
Game was held last Monday evening. The president,
Hon, Robert B. Roosevelt, entertained the club at dinner,
after which the regular business of the Association was
transacted. The counsel, Mr. Thos. N. Cuthbert, reported
that their suit against the Hotel Brunswick for serving
grouse out of season had been brought to a successful
end by the payment of the full amount claimed by the
Association. The suit against Murello had not been
reached, neither had the suit against Keyser. A com-
mittee was appointed to draw up propei-" resolutions of
regret at the loss of their late member Clinton Gilbert,

at one time president of the Association, and for many
years a regular attendant at their meel ingp. A unani-
mous resolution was passed thanking Dr. Kirhi for his
services in bringing ofi'enders against the gsme laws in
this Histrict to justice. "More power to his elbow."

—

W. H.

Tf your shootingfriend does not read Forest and Stkeam
wh]i not ijicii him a Christmm present and don little mirn'ouarf/
work at the savie iioic bii svJjscriMitg to tin: poper for him.. Jt

will fjic<- hi) -I i.-irr;.:-!, ,v fftii-imo tiiiici K jjefir. JJo you reuli'-e

(hat ne.rl i -
imy yon 1064 of tiiese- Ing Ixtf/eSj and o!:,

of iJu'iii ' e'-'rHiime, DKuily .ipiivt.

Park. There is little danger of our bufl:alo getting out-
side the reservation lines this winter. Soldiers are sta-
tioned at the Lower Geyser Basin, Norriaand Soda Butte;
then there are the watchmen at the hotels; anrl frequent
snowshoe scouting parties will be sent out from Fort
Yellowstone at the Mammoth Hot Springs. If all are
vigilant no one can get near the bufl'alo without being
seen,
Mr.

. Burgess tells of elk by the thousand. He says
they are very numerous in Hayden Valley and the open
country along Pelican Creek. He also tells of the famili-
arity of the foxes, who stole his belt from under his
head, and one in daylight stole his riding bridle; he had
to chase the bold thief quite a way to recover the bridle.
I suppose the foxes are no tamer nor more impudent
here than elsewhere. Yet I have known them to cut the
strings off a saddle within two feet of the head of the
sleeping owner, to steal bridles and straps, cut harness
and rob the mess box. I have had them come within a
few feet of the camp-fire while several men were stand-
ing around. They are often as tame here as Indian dogs
when no other dogs are about.
The mountain sheep and antelope have returned to Mt.

Evarts and the Gardiner Gallon, coming down on the
flat, in sight of the town, to their winter camp ground.
A year ago last winter, it is said by parties who wintered
in Jackson's Hole, south of the Park, several thousand
elk starved to death in that section of the country. My
informant says that the ranchmen had to camp by their
haystack every night after the snow got deep to keep the
elk out of the hay yards. D :>gs were of no use, for they
would get at the hay in spite of dogs or fences. He
killed twelve elk one day in going eight miles. They
were so poor and weak that they could not get up even
when he tried to help them with his snowshoe pole; he
killed them to end their misery. In the spring he dragged
off his meadow over one hundred dead elk. Other ranch-
men had to haul away from their ranches, meadows and
stock yards hundreds of elk. One man threw into a
stream 200 taken from 1 60 acres of land. That same
winter—1889-9C—I found very few carcases in the north-
ern part of the Park: the elk^got very thin and quite a
number died; but not more than were to be expected.
List winter was very open; game could live anywhere
and do well. This winter promises to bo rather hard.
There has been some hunting in the Park this summer

and fall. The limited number of men at the disposal of
the acting- superintendent who can be used as scouts pre.-
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Antdope and Deer of America. By J. D. Caton.
Price $2.50. Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with the

Rifle. By W. C. Bliss. Price 50 cents. Rifle, Rod and
Gun in OaKfornia, By T. 8. Van Dyke. Price .^^'LoO.

S?i.ore Birds. Price 15 cents. Woodcraft. By ''Ne.ss-

muh.' Price $1. Trajectories of Hunting Rifles. Price
50 cents Wild Fowl Shooting; see advertisement.

The pull texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Booli of the

Game Laws.

A WEEK AMONG THE TOAD HILLS.
DETROIT CITY, Minn.—"Uncle Amuel wants to see

you," so said Eddie Stephens one November morn-
ing, as I was putting on my coat to go down town.
"All right," I replied, "I'll stop and see him as I go

down the street." I had a suspicion as to what I was
wanted for, and my suspicion proved correct, for the first

words Amuel said were, "Let's get ready and go up in the
Toad Lake country next week after deer." 1 thought a
moment before replying, and he continued, "Now don't
Bay no, but come along and we'll have a grand good week
out in the woods, if we do not get a single deer."
"I'll go," I replied. "You get all the camping outfit ready
and I'll see to the team," he said. It made a busy Satur-
day for me, but when evening came all was ready J or our
start Monday mornmg. A muel is the youngest brother
of my all-aroimd friend and chum Stepliens; we were oH
a year ago together after deer and had so pleasant a time
we were willing to try it again. Monday morning found
us started for the long drive to the Toad Lake region.
Our party consisted of three, aa Walter Hayden, a sur-
veyor and "cruiser," wanted to go with us for a couple of
days. How rough the road was. It liad frozen quite hard
during the night, and to drive faster than a walk was im-
possible in many places, sometimes for miles at a stretch.

None of us knew exactly where we were going. Ilayden
thought he had a pretty clear idea, and as one of his
hobbies is map making, he had drawn and given me a
couple, supposed to represent the most prominent features
of the country we were going to; but, as he was puzzled
to tell the bottom from the top of the best one he had
drawn, I did not trust too entirely to finding our way or
locating according to map. The first excitement came
when we had gone about eight miles on our way. Amuel
suddenly told the driver to stop, and the following dia-
logue took place betweett him and Hayden:

"There's a deer over there."
"Where? I don't see it."

"On that brush point that runs out into the marsh."
"Oh, that white thing! I don't think that's a deer."
"Yes, it is: look close now."
"I believe it is. There, see it move?"
"You go around that side, Hayden, and I'll go this, and

we'll get it."

Away they went, and by this time the driver and I had
climbed up on top of the baggage and were trying to see
the deer. The driver was greatly excited, and exclaimed,
"I've never seen a deer yet, and if there is one there I
want to see it." I pointed out the white object to him,
and at the same time assured him that it was no deer,
for Amuel and Hayden were quite close now, and no deer
with ordinary deer sense would let itself be approached
in the open like that. "I saw it move," said the driver.
"Oh, why don't they shoot." The seeing it move was
certainly imaginary, for the hunters were now soberly
retracing their steps to the wagon, and the large white
rock was left in peace. It vs^as a tender subject with
them all the trip, and is still, and I had an effective
weapon to crush them with when they grew too hilari-

ous. But they repaid the account with interest before
we had been long in camp. On we went, enlivening the
way by anecdote and incident; on that bluff yonder to
the north of the pine slashing Stephens shot the big buck
that he and I had chased all the afternoon; just east of
that Amuel had shot his first deer of this season, and a
little beyond the Ottertail River, which we soon crossed,
was where Hayden helped a man kill a bear; and still

further along was a great pine hollow at the butt, which
hollow had furnished him a camping place all one long
winter night.
About noon we left the main road and turned east

toward the Toad Lakes. On and on we went. The driver
was in despair at the roughness of the road. At length
we saw a lake on our right which Hayden declared was
Little Toad. We gave up trying to reach the junctiori of
the Toad rivers, where we had thought to camp, and con-
cluded to stop on the shore of Little Toad Lake. We
turned toward the lake, drove through a beautiful grove
of jack pines, crossed one marsh, came to another that
was impassable, concluded that we did not want to get to
the lake, turned about and made our camp in the gi-ove
of pines we had just passed through. A more beautiful
place I never camped in, We could think of no name
that just fitted it, so said, "Let it be Nameless," and
Nameless Camp it was. Dinner was soon ready and the
driver started back with the team.
We made everything snug about the camp and then

started to explore the country. Deer signs there were
everywhere, runways like well beaten sheep paths. If
a light fall of snow would come we would be in for rare
sport. We went as far as the junction of Big and Little
Toad rivers, then returned to camp. Neither Hayden nor
myself saw a deer, but Amuel caught sight of one a long
way off, Soon after supper we went to bed, filled wirh
anticipations of the naorrow.
At daylight we had our breakfast eaten and were off,

I was put on a runway while the othei's went on east.

For two bom-s I staid at my post. The first living thing
I saw, aside from the squirrels, Avas a hunter coming
stealthily through the woods. He Avas nearly on me be-
fore he saw me and was vastly astonished to find a
stranger away off there. He had killed four deer in one
day the week before and was now on- his way up into the
Toad Hills on a hunt. After he went on silence reigned
for a long time, till suddenly the sharp cracking of a
bi'eaking stick down the trail aroused me. At the first

glance I saw nothing, then I caught a glimpse of a gray
object in the brush, I stepped out on the trail to get a
better view, with my Marlin ready, for I never shoot at
anything in the brush until I know what it is. \ was

sure a deer would be in sight in a few seconds, when to
my disgust an Indian appeared, and his large jjack,
covered with a gray blanket, was what had so fooled me.
Just as he appeared I heard Hayden just behind me say,
"Lookout, don't you shoot," and from that time on he
and Amuel insisted that I had better keep still about the
"white rock," for had not I mistaken an Indian for a
deoi? But I felt that I was justified in being ready just
as I was for what might ai^pear.
We now went north to Twin Lakes. Here Amuel

started three deer, of which he badly wounded one, but
it got away, and although we tracked it a way by the
blood the trail was soon lost. Peeling somewhat dis-

couraged we went north of the lakes toward the lulls,

then concluding to go east to Big Toad Lake, which
Hayden said was only a mile or so away. We tramped
for more than an hour, and then finding ourseh^es in a
seemingly interminable thicket of poplars and brush,
and the lake apparently as far off as ever, we decided to
go back aiid make a drive at Twin Lakes and then to

camp,
Wti separated, Hayden and I going one way and Amuel

the other. We had gone about a quarter of a mite, when
the crack of Amuel's Colts rang out. "He's shot a deer,"
we both said, and paused a moment; but hearing nothing
further started on, when the rifle cracked again five

times in quick succession. "That's a signal for us to

come," said I. "No,'' said Hayden, "he's wounded a
deer and is shooting at it.'' "1 know better; that's

Amuel's signal for us, and you can do as you please, but
I'm going back!" "Well, if you insiiJt on going back I'm
going too." So back we went. We found Amuel stand-
ing by one of the largest bucks I had ever seen. He had
a standing shot over i^.oOyds. away, hit him full in the
neck, the ball going through into the spine, dropping
him where he stood. He was a magnificent creature,
and four days later weighed 2081 bs. dressed. The first

words Amuel said when I came to him were, "That head
is yours." The head is now in the taxidermist's hands,
and I expect will soon be placed on the walls of my
study.
We soon had the deer lumg up and dressed, and then

we decided to carry out our original programme, only
Hayden and I were to stop at a house we had seen in the
woods on our way over and find out if they had a horse
team that we could get on the morrow to haul the deer
to camp for us. We found an old German at the house,
who said he had a horse team, but it was at Detroit City
then and Avould not be home until night,
We made the drive as planned, but without success.

Amuel started a deer that ran toward Hayden and in
plain sight of him, but just before coming within range
turned from its course and disappeared behind a bluff, to

be seen no more. Hayden was grievously disappointed
at not getting a shot, and all the more so that he must go
home in the morning. "When I saw that deer coming, I

said 'you ai'e my meat,'" he lamented, "and now it looks
as though I've got to go back home like the ordinary
gang who go out every year and never bring in any-
thing."
We were very gay, however, in camp that night, and

Hayden began a Chippewa war dance in the tent, from
which I promptly ejected him, and he finished his dance
out under the pine trees, emitting meanwhile a succession
of whoops that must have caused profound astonishment
to all the beasts and birds within five miles of Nameless
Camp.
At daylight the next morning we were out, and a drive

was made at Twin Lakes, but without success. Hayden
now bid Amuel and I good-bye, and went back to camp
to get a lunch and start on his long walk to Detroit City.
He Avas obliged to go, as he was under contract to go north
with a party to survey and mark a lot of pine timber.
We told him to order a team to come out after us Satur-
day, and I agreed to hang a white handkerchief on a jack
pine at the place to turn off to get into where the camp
was. Reluctantly he left us.

We at once started for the old German's to see about
getting the buck hauled to camp, for, as Amuel said, "I
can't hunt until I get that deer out of there." We reached
the house, and in response to our knock were told to
"come in." We entered, greeted by the savage barking
of a large dog. The one room of the house was small,
and in it we found five men, one woman, the dog, a bed,
six hundred-pound sacks of flour, sacks and barrels of
potatoes, feed for the pigs, the harness for the horses, and
in fact everything that belonged to the farm except the
live stock. Six rifles and one shotgun stood in the
corner, three beautifully ornamented German pipes hung
on the wall, but in all my experience of roughing it I
never saw as many different things in one small room as
there. We were most heartily welcomed, however, and
as soon as our errand was explained, in which explana-
tion all their limited English, my equallj^ limited German
and Amuel's Danish (which he speaks fluently) were
brought into use. They gladly hitched up the team and
went for the deer. Fortunately we had to cut a road
only a short distance, and at 11 o'clock had the deer bang-
ing up by om" tent.

What course should we take for the afternoon? We
finally decided to try and reach Big Toad Lake. We put
in that whole afternoon tramping through the woods in
the direction we supposed the lake to be, but failed to
reach its shores. We had a very enjoyable afternoon,
however, passing through the big pine woods, groves of
jack pines and also hard wood, and once for a long
distance we skirted the edge of an immense spruce and
tamarac swamp. W.e also crossed the bed of what had
been quite a large lake, marked on the maps (not Hayden's)
as Mud Lake, but now entirely dry and the bottom a mass
of white sand. Not a deer did we catch sight of, although
tracks and runways were found everywhere. At length
we brought up at an uninhabited house on the Big Toad
River. I do not wonder that no one lived there, tor a
more dreary, desolate-looking place I never saw! The
body of the house was made of tamarac poles, the gables
shingled a la Queen Anne, and the steep roof thatched
with marsh grass. The board shutters were tightly closed
and the door secured by an immense padlock. Turning
owv back upon this deserted home, we went down the
river to the ford, and then separated for our four-mile
walk to camp, which I reached at dusk without having
seen a deer, and Amuel came in a few minutes later,

having had the same experience.
We woke many times in the night to find the tent all

lighted up by the glory of the full moon. Toward morn-
ing Amuel awoke me to ask if I heard that thing crying

out there. I listened and heard the same peculiar cry
that had waked us a year ago while we were in camp on
the Little Falls cut-off of the Northern Pacific Railroad.
Then the cry beginning far off finally came near the tent,
and the picture is still very vivid to me of Amuel scantily
attired, just as he crawled from bed, standing in front of
the tent, in the nipping November air, peering up into the
branches of a tall pine, trying to locate by the fitful light
of the waning moon, as it shone through the tops of the
waving pines, the beast or bird that had disturbed us. "I
see it," be said, "a great dark bunch up there; what it is

I can't tell, but I'll find out." Just as he raised his rifle

to find out, with a final cry the thing left the tree, and a
great owl flew noiselessly on into the woods, while
Amuel with many a shiver crawled back by my side to
get warm.
As soon as light the next morning we were off, and at

10 o'clock found tis about a mile north of the Toad hills,

and neither of us had had a shot at a deer. I had caught
a glimpse of the tail of one in a dense poplar thicket,
but that was all. "Let's go up on one of the hiUs and
look at the country," said Amuel. We selected the one
that looked the highest, a perfect cone, rising sheer from
the level ground about 300ft., I judge, without a tree on
it. Short of breath we were when at last we stood on the
top: but what a superb view! North, east, south and
west, as far as eye could see, stretched the forest, the
dark green of pine and spruce, intermingled here and
there by the gray of the hard woods or tamarac, and
unbroken save by the lakes and here and there a pine
slashing. We could see Island Lake, Height of Land.
East and West Twins, Little Toad, the bed of Alud Lake
that we had crossed the afternoon before, and Big Toad.
Between us and Big Toad were the other Toad hills, one
of which we now found was a little higher than the one
we were on. "What shall we do?" said Amuel. "Let's go
to Big Toad if it takes all the rest of the day," I replied.
"All right,'' he responded. So taking the direction we
started in a direct line through the woods and across
marshes. After a two hours' tramp we stood at length
upon the shore of the lake. It is a large lake, with a
beautiful gravel beach, and we resolved to try its waters
next summer for bass. I felt rather discouraged that
night as we lay in bed, for we had only one day more
and I had not had a shot at a deer.
The next morning we found that a very light snow had

fallen; not enough for tracking, however. We separated
to make a drive at the Twin Lakes. Soon I heard Amuel
shoot three times. When I found him I learned that he
had wounded a big buck, and had also started a doe and
fawn.
We took the slight trail and followed those deer

until 1 o'clock, when in disgust Amuel said, "Let them
go. I'll go up through here and you go down across the
slashing, and we'll swing around toward camp." I started
off, but had gone only a short distance when I heard
Amuel shoot. I turned and saw him on arise of ground,
and just then he shot again and yet again, and then
whistled for me. I went up, and there lay a great favra.
nearly full grown, killed by the first shot, which severed
the spinal cord.
"I think I've got another one down here." "We

went a few rods down the old trail and there lay as
fine a doe as I ever saw. They were the ones we had
been following so long. On leaving the trail and cutting
across had brought Amuel and the deer almost face to
face in the old logging trail. Oh, the perversity of thingsl
If Amuel had been a few rods further back he would not
have seen the deer, and they would have run right on to
me. But such was my lot, I was not to get a shot at a
deer on the trip.

We hung the deer up and dressed them, then started
for the old German's again to get his team to haul them
out. We were about five miles from camp by the trail,

and it was dark by the time these deer were hung along-
side the buck at Nameless Camp. The old German and
his wife and sons were as much pleased at our success as
we were, and in every manner possible tried to express
their pleasure. After we had gone to bed, Amuel
straightened himself out, gave a big sigh of supreme con-
tent and said, "Well, we've had a good time, and I'm
satisfied."

In the morning, as we went to make our last drive, I
bung the handkerchief on the pine at the place to leave
the road for camp. It was growing cold fast. We found
the Twin Lakes all frozen over, and on our return to
camp from an unsuccessful morning hunt, we found the
well which Amuel had dug in the edge of the marsh
frozen so that an ax was necessary to get to the water.
There were two buffalo birds at the tent, which Amuel
said was a certain sign of cold and snow. The birds were
about the size of bluejays, only instead of being blue,
white and black, had the dun, black and white color of
the chickadee. I had never seen any before, and was
surprised at their tameness, coming within three feet of
us again and again. Shortly after dinner the team arrived,
driven by one of the proprietors of the livery stable him-
self; the driver who brought us out having given up his
position rather than come in for us over the bad roads.
We broke camp, loaded up, and as we left the pine grove
to tm-n into the road homeward, I reached up and took
the handkerchief from the Umb of the jack pine and with
it waved a farewell to Nameless Camp.

Myron Cooley.
Detbott City, Minn., Dee. 'J.

VIRGINIA LANDS POSTED.
WASHINGTON, D. C, Nov. 2^.—Editor Forest and

Stream: 1 have received so many letters of in-
quiry of late from Northern sportsmen, asking about the
shooting: in Virginia and North Carolina, that I fintl it

impossible to answer them as I would like to—individu-
ally. I will therefore respond thi'ough the columns of
the Forest and Stream, all the more readily from the
fact as that journal is publishing for its patrons all the
information it can obtain about the shooting status of the
Old Dominion and Tar Heel State. By writing a plain
statement I will at least save some sportsman a long
frttitless trip, to say nothing of loss of time, temper and
tin.

I often meet in my travels during the shooting season
parties of disgrttntled Northerners who have left home
with glowing visions of glorious sport, and retracing'
their steps sadder and madder men. It is a safe and
sound rule for a stranger never to start for either of the
sister States withotit having an objective point and com-
pleted arrangementp with some reputable native. Many
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too many, Northerners set off to visit certain Southern
sections that they learn by hearsay is a good game region,
and they are alaiost sure to fall, into the hands of irre-
sponsible parties, wliose sole object is to make all out of
the7ii they oati,

1 have^just returned from a hunting trip of several
weeks' duration in Tidewater, Virginia, being to the
manor born, and knowing everybody, have had all the
sport I desired both in quail and wildfowl shooting. I
found that the posting of land both in Virginia and North
Carolina had become an actual mania. Old barren mead-
ows, where a field lark would starve; swamps that a
prowling coon would turn up his nose at, piny woods
that nothing that runs on four legs, or birds of any
feather could exist, all posted. The sign meets the eye
everywhere, and even neighbors are warned oii'—the
generous character of the people all changed. Away in
the backwoods, where the foot of a stranger never treads,
one sees the proclamation and promulgation, often writ-
ten in barbaroiTs lettering, warning ijersons ''from gun-
ning on these yer premisses."
In a measure the Eastern sportsmen are responsible for

this state of affairs. I know of an incident that hap-
pened last fall. A party of strangers chartered a car
and had it switched off at a station not a hundred miles
from Norfolk, Va., and roamed over the neighboring
country at will, breaking down fences, leaving gates
open, shooting at everything that had wings, and ship-
ping their game home, -without any courtesy shown at
all to the Grangers. Now every acre of land in that
section is posted.
A small unknown farmer can offer but few induce-

ments to his guests. It is only the large land owner,
well-known and popular, that can give his friends acarte
hlav^he to shoot where and when they please.

It is the same way in the North Carolina Sounds, the
best grounds are club preserves and rigidly guarded, and
they, under the present indiscriminate incessant gunning,
are almost worthless—but few clubmen have gone there
for the past three or four years. Miss Midgett has a re-
sort for sportsmen in the Sound, but the whole adjacent
territory is so lined with batteries, blinds and sink-boxes
that the ducks are driven away, and only on wild stormj'
days can any shooting be had. In Currituck, every day
but Sunday is open, and iiTesponsible parties shoot in the
night and slaughter the wildfowl in every conceivable
way. The game laws are practically inoperative. I be-
long to three Currituck clubs and know whereof I speak.
The keepers of my Currituck clubs write me that they
have never in their experience known ducks to be so few
in numbers, and so shy.

It is true I had some very fine duck shooting at the
Ragged Islands, in Back Bay, adjacent to Currituck
Sound, which is situated in "Princess Anne county. I
was a guest of Mr. C. A. Woodward, of Norfoik, 'Va.

.

who, by the way, is president of the club. A Norfolk
syndicate has bought these islands, thirty-two in num-
ber, after a hard legal fight and tedious litigation. This
property is a sporting principality. Under the Virginia
county and State law wildfowl can only be shot on Mon-
day, Tuesday, Friday and Saturday, thus giving the
ducks three days i-est. The result is obvious. I believe
a few Eastern gentlemen of unexceptionable references
might get into that club. It certainly is the finest shoot-
ing grounds I have ever seen north of Florida.
My advice to those contemplating a '-go-as-you-please"

trip to Currituck is like the advice of Puck to those con-
templating matrimony, "Don't."
About the Dismal Swamp shooting, I would advise in-

quiring sportsmen to write to Messrs. Driver & Har-
grove, Driver's Post Office, Nansemond county, Va.

Alex. "HtrNTEK.

WILDFOWL IN OREGON.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Tuesday, Dec. 1, was a red-letter day in my hunting

experience. It was a day, which for general sport with
shotgun and retriever, is seldom equaled. So I shall
request Forest at^d Stream to tell our Eistern brethren
about it.

Messrs. W. A. Story, Harry Beal and the Sewell broth-
ers have a fine lake just outside the limits of the city of
Portland, on Columbia Slough; and as the weather was
suggestive of ducks Mr. Storey invited me to have a day's
shoot with him. He also invited two young friends,
Freddy Beal and Al. Versteeg, It seems that nothing
pleases my friend S, better than to be teaching the young
idea how to shoot, and he never loses an opportunity to
interest the boys in this direction. He always has a gang
of kids at his heels, and some of these self same kids are
becoming so expert with the shotgun that we older
sportsmen must look well to our laurels or take a back
seat.

We boarded the Vancouver motor at 7 A. M., and in
half an hour were at the cabin. This "cabin" is a very
neat house that would furnish comfortable quarters for
a goad-sizeed family. After placing the boys in a good
blind at the lower end of the lake S. took me into a
blind at the upper end of the lake, where we were to
shoot side by side for the day, I believe that he had
good reasons for having both of us in one Mind,
although he gave but one.

This was my old Iiish setter Mike's eighth birthday and
he celebrated it in grand style. He seemed to forget all
his aches and pains. Eheumatism, gray hairs and stif-
fening bones were "not in it," and nothing short of a reg-
ular puppy spree would do him.
A rheumatic old dog seldom retrieves a wounded can-

vas even on his birthday; but on this particular day the
old dog held his own pretty well with Storey's Pat, the
most powerful and ambitious dog in Oregon. Pat is
Mike's younger half brother, and he seemed disposed to
entertain his old relative according to the strictest rules
of dog etiquette.
By 8:30 A. M. we had our decoys out and our guns in

om- hands ready for the day's work. It was the same
spiteful sort of weather that had ushered in one other
well-remembered day two years before when we killed
a aledload of canvasbacks. The wind came in gusts on
om- left; the dark clouds rolled up from the south in a
fretful sort of way: the moimtauas off to the east looked
cold and gray, and the bluffs along down the Columbia
were sj)otted with alternate rain and sunshine. The de-
coys nodded and bowed gracefully, and again we saw
that we had struck a "canvas" day. "Mark west." said
Storey, A moment of silence and then four quick reports
in rapid sucaession announced the fate of three out of

a band of five canvas that had swung in to investigate.
The trio struck the water dead, but not without those in-
voluntary plunges peculiar to the canvasback in the
death struggle. But their momentary struggles only the
more reddened the wavelets with their rich crimson life

blood.
"Mark? north!" and the simultaneous cracks of our

guns brought down a pair of fine mallards that had split
on the blind. And so it went on throughout the day,
with now and then some shot or incident that called
forth hearty congratulation, joke or laughter.
"Shake! Now we are even,'' said Storey, as he neatly

dropped a single that I had missed clean with both right
and left. Then we shook, and our ha-has would have
decoyed a band of laughing hyenas, as he explained that
I had served him the same trick four years ago at Don's.
What a memory

!

He had wiped my eye after four years waiting. I felt
proud that he had been forced to wait so long. A drake
canvas plunged straight from the clouds at the decoys.
My old Parker sent him a greeting that met him squarely
in the face, and the blood spurted as if he had been
lanced on the jugular as he fell dead in the blind. A
band of three all fell at the crack of Storey's left, two
stone dead and one tipped. Never in my experience
have I seen so many dead birds with so few cripples in a
day's shoot as yesterday.
The wind blew our dead birds ashore, and the dogs

took care of the cripples. The bays at the other end of
the lake were making things lively, and we were sui'-

prised to see the birds falling so rapidly at their hands.
At four o'clock in the afternoon our decoys were all

stowed away and we proceeded to count up. Mr. Storey
and I had bagged 141, while the boys counted out 75, a
grand total of 216 birds.

I feel that much of our success was due to the fact that
both Harry Beal and Mr. Storey have been untiring in
their efForts to make this a mod'el preserve.
The birds has^e plenty of feed and are guaranteed abso-

lute rest five days in each week, but they must fly high
the balance of the time. S. H. Geeenb,
PoRTLAiro, Oregon.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Dec. 13.—Mr. P. S. Cox, the young

man with the pleasantest smile in Chicago, has re-
turned from his favorite shooting grounds at Rice Lake,
Ont. Mr. Cox is not above swatting a duck on the water,
if he gets a chance. At Rice Lake, the other day, there
drew in to his decoys a mixed flock of ducks, six teal,
four mergansers and two mallards. These lit among the
decoys, by Mr. Cox's jjermission, and immediately there-
after Mr. Cox accomplished the dillftcult feat of taking a
general shot at the bunch and killing all six of the teal,
and two of his inflated decoys, worth $1.35 a piece. The
rest got away. "I never kill any but good ducks,"
says Dick. And then he smiles.
Last Saturday night Mr. C. D. Gammon, Mr. H. Par-

ington and Mr. Ed. Hughes left for Ontario, Canada, for
a moose hunt. They do not divulge the exact nature of
their plans, but say they have a sure thing.
Mr. Harry Higginbottom and two friends are back

from a. big game hunt in the country below the Yellow-
stone Park. They killed 14 elk. This is hurried. I do
not know whether or not they were in Wyoming.
Mr. J. W. Schultz, of Piegan, Mont., perhaps the best

outfitting guide of the Northwest country, writes me
that during the week preceding Nov. 17 Baron von
Grotthuss and a hunting friend killed, at Two Medicine
Lake, not far from Piegan, six mountain sheep (big-
horns), two elk and a bear. Two of the sheep were large
rams. Mr. Schultz would be the best man to write to for
any one wanting to kill a bear. He offiers to secure at
least four shots at bear for any party he takes out or no
pay, which is fair enough. This is for the bear season,
which is best in May. Mr. R. D. Perry, of Braintree,
Mass., who was out with Schultz last May, killed four
bears. Unquestionably a big game hunt can be made suc-
cessful in that country.
The t^ste for a wild', desperate, blood-curdling, awfully

awful Western time after savage beasts seems to have
broken out in the East, and I expect a whole lot of folks
back there think they are regular devils. This is what
the Associated Press thinks about it under the head of
"Brutal Killing of Wolves."
Gbeensbukg, Pa.. Deo. 9.—Paxil H. Haeke, owner of a stock

fa'm near here, conducted a "wolf hunt," there to-day. Two
Western wolves were the victims of the "chase," the dogs being
Russian wolfhounds. Neither of the wolves was given a chance
for his life, the first being turned loose in about an acre of ground
surrounded by a high board fence. Four dogs were let at him, but
the wolf was game and would have won the terrific fight bad not
threp. more dogs been turned loose. The woll: was then torn to
shreds in s few moments amid the yells and shouts of a delighted
mob. Believing that the second wolf wotild give a lively chase,
even against the entire pack of wolfhounds, fourteen in number,
Ha( lie had it turned loose in a ten-acre tield. For a few moments
a wild scene enstied, but the wolf was easily captured. Just as it
was crouching for a leap over the fence and into a thicket the
leading hound caught it by the neck and dragged it back to the
howling pack, by which it was torn in pieces m a moment. The
chase is the first of a proposed series to be held on the Hacke farm
during the winter unless the auchoriiies prevent.

The authorities ought to prevent. The Barzois ought to
be taken to the place where the wolves live wild and not
have trapped wolves brought to them. To kill an ani-
mal in a pen or against odds which make escape impos-
sible is not sport in any sense; and it disgraces good dogs
to engage them in that way. This is precisely similar to
a "coyote chase" which I once saw at Hutchinson, Kan.,
and which I took pleasure in censuring as severely as I
knew how. Penned game is not game, and to kill it is

butchery and not sport. Even a wolf should have his
chance. The Associated Press is right, if it has its facts
right.

Mr. W. L. Shepard, of Chicago, is the most unfortu-
nate man in the world. He always has a grievance with
Fate, and something is always happening to him. Mr.
Shepard was duck hunting with Mr. Abner Price, guests
of Ml'. Fahnestock, on the grounds below Peoria, on the
Illinois River. Abner is an oldtime duck shooter, but he
says he never saw more mallards even in the oldtime
days. He located pretty quick, and in a couple of days
walked out of the marsh with 165 mallards in his pocket.
Mr. Shepard was not so fortunate, and the mallards
shunned him, so that when the time came to start for
home he was in deep chagrin over the smallest of his
string. Mr. Price took pity on him and gave him a few
dozen ducks, so that in all he had fifty or more. These
he put in a big carry-all bag, which he put on top the
luggage in the wagon, and then the party started for the

railway station. Somewhere on the road the bag fell
out of the wagon and was lost. Then Abner sweetened
Mr, Shepard tor another fifty mallards. Then they came
home.
Mr. P. F. Stone and brother were at Paducah, Ky., last

week, and while there Mr. E. Rhinehart, of that city,
took them out quail shooting. They got 45 birds in six,

hours. Mr. Stone says that mallards were reported plenty
at Reelfoot Lake, Tenn, , and mourned the necessary re-
fusal of an invitation to go over to that famous ground.
Mr. R. A. Turtle and two friends were rabbit hunting

this week on the Kankakee, and killed 60 rabbits.
Mr. John Earle, Mr. McCabe and Mr. A. J. Atwater, of

this city, with Mr. G. C. Noble, of Goshen, Ind., had a
quail hunt last week. Mr. Atwater attributes their lack
of success to a red calf, which flushed all the birds. This
beast took a great notion to Mr. Barle, and persistently
followed the party wherever they went.
Recently we had a wild-wolf chase in the Chicago

streets. Now it is a bear chase. Yesterday a brown bear
belonging to an Italian escaped and was pursued all
through Hyde Park precinct by an excited populace. The
bear finally treed and was captured. Chicago is getting
to be an awfully wild place. It will be a royal Bengal
tiger next.
Some Chicago inventions: It was a Western man, I am

told, who invented the Mack automatic weedless trolling
gang. This is now handled by the Sportsmen's Novelty
Co., of Chicago, in which, I believe, Col, C. E. Felton is
largely interested. This gang can be put on any spoon.
The hooks are guarded so that they skate over weeds or
through rushes, but are sensitive to the strike of a fish.
Being automatic, they need no setting or adjustment.
This is a device which should save much profanity. Col,
Felton tells me it is very practical.

Messrs. Von Lengerke & Antoine, well-known in the
Chicago sporting goods trade, point out an improvement
in their red V. L. & A. shell, consisting of a further
widening of the conical pocket. This, with the treble
No. 2 primer, they think make the shell hard to beat.
Jimmy Nicholls, of the late Jenney & Graham Gun Co.,

is now acting as agent for the gelbite product, the in-
vention of Dr. Emmons, of the Bast. Of this I had not
heard much until lately. It was formerly handled here
by the American Powder Co. The explosive was billed
for improvement, and this may have transpued. This
week Nicholls had some of it out at Burnside and asked
the boys to try it. Mr. Mussey and Mr. Wilcox were
shooting a 35 bird race, the result of which was 17 to 16
in favor of Mr. Mussey. The latter used gelbite shells
for his last three shots and they killed the birds with
remarkable keenness, so he thought.
Mr. Fred Allen, of Monmouth, 111., the inventor of the

world-known Allen duck call, was in town yesterday.
He says he never saw a heavier south-bound flight of
mallards down the Mississippi than there was this fall,
though they kept in mid-river and gave little shooting.
From the heavy fall flight he predicts a heavy flight up
for next spring, and says he never knew this to fail.

Mr. A. Hirth, of the Spalding's tackle department, has
been off duty for a week with a bad knee, the lingering
result of a street car accident. E. HouttH.

QUAIL IN KANSAS.
FORT SCOTT, Kan.— ft has been the fortune of the

writer to shoot quail in almost every State between
the Allegheny and the Rocky Mountains, over every kind
of cover, assisted by all kinds of dogs and in companv
with all kinds of men, from the most contemptible pot-
hunter up to the thorough sportsman who would scorn to
shoot a bird on the ground, although he knew the bird
had five chances out of six if he undertook to kill it on
the wing. Some recent experiences in Kansas were so
different from all previous ones, that they may interest
others who have always shot quail in thick, brushy,
cover.
The land around Lyons is almost level, and is all prairie,

with no brush even along the little streams. The land
where the quail are found is mostly under cultivation,
and at this time of year one-half of it is in winter wheat
and the rest in cornstalks that are eaten down by cattle
till they afford but little cover. The fai-ms are fenced
with hedges, many of them 15 to 20ft. high, and there is
a strip of weeds and grass several feet wide on each side;
and if there is a road on either side it is usually grown up
the same way, except a single track along the middle, and
as the rods are all four rods wide, they afford a good deal
of cover. In addition there is along each hedge a large
amount of tickle grass, tumble weeds and corn husks,
lodged there by the winds. At this time of year the
quail are nearly all found right along the hedges, because
there and nowbere else are found food, shelter and pro-
tection from the hawks, wloich always abound where
quail are numerous. The reader will see from the above
that it is an ideal place to make a heavy bag with little
labor, if the birds are there; and I can assure him that
they are. or were there, for there are not so many as there
were by 350 to the writer's certain knowledge. When the
birds are flushed they fly along the hedge twenty to forty
rods and alight close to it, so there is no bother about
marking them. There is a good prospect for getting
half a dozen shots at a bird if he is not killed.
My trip to Lyons was a business one, but there is alwave

a shotgun and shooting suit in my trunk at this time of
year, and flnding that |a few days could be spared for
sport I inquired of the landlord and he referred me to
George Hibler. Yes, George said, there were a good
many and he would go with me. He was on hand in the
morning with a pointer and a 13-gauge Greener that
looked as if it had seen a vast amount of service. "Now "

said George, as we drove out of town, "this pointer is 'a
great dog to run along the hedges and find coveys, and
that is about all he's good for. We'll go by Sherm.
Pode's and get his black bitch. She's great on singles and
dead birds." We took the bitch into the buggy and let
the pointer run. He trotted along the road some 200yds.
ahead of us, looking neither right nor left and apparently
thinking of anything else than birds. Presently he
turned into the weeds at the roadside and stood looking
back at us and wagging his tail. "Covey of birds there,"
said George. "Don't believe it," said I. "Yes there is,
for money, marbles or chalk," said George. "Put the
bitch out and see what she will do," said I. She went
along the road at a fast run, but when opposite the
pointer she stopped short, in the very act of crouching
for another* Jeapi turned her head towardi the roadside
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and became an ebony statue. "Give it up now?" asked
George. "Stop a little bit," said I, "I want to enjoy that
sight a minute longer." "Well, enjoy it till J go back to

where I can get thi-ough the hedge."
When George came up on the other side we put them

up; about fifteen plump fat fellows, that went off with
such whirr and speed that I only fired one bu'rei. We
got one airiece. The pointer found one of the dead ones,
and after carrying it into the road dropped it and i rotted
along as before, but the bitch kept along the hedge,
working the ground very closely, and about thirty rods
along the hedge came to a point. Bii'ds got up in quick
succession, one, two and three at a time, and six were
killed in a few seconds. Before we gathered the dead
birds and got into the buggy the pointer found another
covey further along the hedge and we had a good time
with them, getting five.

George said, "No?v we will take the dogs in and drive
to Bill Porter's place, where we can put the horse uj) and
hunt right." As we drove along s^ven prairie chickens
flew across in front of us, too high and far away for a
shot, but we stood up in the buggy and marked them into
some prairie grass a full half-mile away, and were fortu-

nate in marking them exactly by the end of a hedge and
a haystack way beyond them. Prairie chickens are very
wild so late as'this in the season, but these were evidently
tired by a long flight and we decided to try them. We
drove to within 200yds. of them on the leeward side, and
then walked rapidly but silently toward the spot, keeping
the dogs to heel. They gave us a 40yd. rise. I got lots

of feathers the first shot bat did not stop the bird, but the
second barrel dropped one. George's first barrel snapped,
but he crippled one badly with the next, and it came
down some 50 rods away, where we found it dead. I had
paid no fm-ther attention to the one I feathered so freely,

but as we drove along the road in the direction of their
flight the dogs smelled something, and running quite
away along the hedge found a j)Iace they could get
through, they came back and found the chicken; alive,

but unable to fly. With a little coaxing the bitch brought
it to the hedge and, with a good do&l of pushing, got it

within my reach. This certainly was a display of unusual
intelligence in the dog.

It was 1 O'clock when we reached Porter's place. After
putting away the horse, George said, ''Let'rf see what
Uncle Pete put in the lanch basket."' Eggs, beefsteak, ham
sandwiches, mince pie, pickles, and cake. Then we were
ready for quail.

"iSow," said George, ' here's a solid mile of hedge, and
there are half a dozen coveys along it." We soon raised a
covy, and shortly afterwards a second and a third one, all

flying ahead of us, and before long every few steps got up
one or more birds. They generally darted through the
hedge from the man that' flushed them, but the man on
the other side had a good shot. Most of them flew far

enough out from the hedges to drop on bare ground when
shot, so but little time was lost hunting dead ones. When
we had worked about two-thirds the length of the hedge
we made a detour and began bunting back from the far

end, so as to double them up and save walking. It would
take too long to detail this part of the day's shooting. It

would be impossible anyway, for it was too lively to be
remembered, except in a general way. We pu.t in four
busy hours along that mile of hedge and bagged 50 quail.

We hunted fiv^e other days, but owing to bad weather
and poorer hunting grounds our bags dropped to 32 one
day and did not exceed 45 any other day.

if any of you want to shoot quail at Lyons, call on
George Hibler. He is a gentleman and a sportsman.

O, H. Hampton.

Wellsville, N. Y.,Deo. 11.—Sportsmen have enjoyed
excellent shooting in this vicinity this fall. Plenty of

rabbits and squirrels. Partridges and gray squirrels have
been exceedingly plenty this year. Otters have been
caught near here; they were supposed to be extinct in

this county, the last having been caught years ago.—E.

H. B.

Ohio Quail.—Barbarton, O., Dec. 11,—We are having
beautiful weather, which makes it delightful quail shoot-

ing- I can go out on an afternoon witla Eoyalty II. and
Bruce S., and in a couple of hours make a good bag, and
we are still leaving plenty for seed.—Stanstead.

AN ENLARGED "FOREST AND STREAM."

WITH the issue of Jan. 7 next, which will be the
first number of its thirty-eighth volume, the

Forest and Steeam will be permanently enlarged from
twenty-eight to thirty-two pages.
This change has been made necessary by the growth

of the special interests to which the paper is devoted,
and by the corresponding requii-ement of more space for
their adequate presentation. The enlargement is to be
taken as an earnest of om* purpose to increase the in-

terest, usefulness and value of the Forest and Stream;
and by means of the better opportunities thus afforded,

to maintain for it the character it has so long enjoyed
as the representative sportsman's journal of America.
Each of the departments will be benefitted by the

charge —Sportsman Tourist. Natural History, Game Bag
and Gun, Sea and River Fishing—and, in particular, our
news column?—the Kennel, Yacht and Canoe, E'fle and
Trap. The generous amount of space now given to Ken-
nel will be maintained, and the ro^m devoted to Trap
Shooting will be so enlarged as to make the department
the most comprehensive and the best arranged contem-
porary rec /rd of that sport.

Since this journal was established eighteen years ago,
the popularity of sports with the rod and the gun has
advanced with giant strides; and in the development of
those manly recreations the Forest and Stream has
taken no unimportant part. With their growth it has
kept equal pace in worth, in influence, in circulation
and in generous public recognition. What it h^s been
it will be. The record of the past contains the abundant
promise for the future.

In 1893 and the years that shall follow, as in 1891 and
the years that have passed, the Forest iND Stream
will stand for all that is best and truest in field sports-

manship; and it will strive to merit from its growing
hosts of friends a continuation of that warm apprecia-
tion and indorsement with which it is now favored.
One word remains to be said ; The price will remain

unchanged; |4 per year. Subscribe now.

Angling Talks. By George Dawson. Frice 50 cents, Fly-
Rods and Fly-Tackle. By H. P. Wells. Price S2.50. Fly-
Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. H, Keene.
Price $1.50. American Angler's Book. By Thad. Norris.
Price $5.30.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Booh oi

the Game Laws.

TROUTING IN THE CASCADES.-I.
THE MOLALLA COUNTRY.

IEA MOODY, an old friend of mine, had written me
from the Molalla. Incidentally he had suggested

that if I would notify him when I could come out he
would meet me at Willimantic Falls with his grays and
spring wagon and take me where I could find some trout.

Now, although Ira was an old settler in the Molalla
country, and as Bob Baily says, ' had driven back the
howling wolf and kdled the b'ar," I knew that his know-
ledge of trout, at least, was decidedly limited. Bear and
cougar hunters generally catch trout with pin-hooks and
worms. Did you ever observe with what skepticism and
suspicion a regular old moss-back bear hunter examines
a book of fliesV Courtesy forbidding rudeness he gener-
ally compromises with bis feelings and suggests that it

might be a good plan to take a few worms or salmon eggs
along, as the trout out his way "might not be c'atchin'

with them things." The boy would dig all the worms
for you and no bother at all. You are always referred to
'•the boy" in troiuing matters, as it is rather beneath the
dignity of a man who kills pant'ers and b'ars for pastime
to know much about such trivial matters as trout fish-

ing. And the boy, conscious of the responsibilities rest-

ing upon the son of such a sire, gravely conde^cpnd3 to
give you a little information, but with a curl of contempt
on his lips that says louder than words, "These city fel-

lers think they can fish, they have my sympathy."
I had seen a little of the Molalla country in a business

way and felt satisfied that there must be fine trouting out
there. So after consulting with Billy Newman and my
wife (it is always a good plan to consult your wife about
such matters, even if it does humiliate you), we concluded
that we would notify Ira to meet us at the Falls on June
1. Promptly the Latona blew her whistle at 12 M., the
first day of June for her landing below the falls. Ttiere
was Ira with his son Fay, the graysand the spring wagon;
and ashore went four happy beings, my wife, Billy, my-
self, and last but not least happy, Mike, my red Irish.

By the way, the last-mentioned individual is particularly
fond of these fishing trips. He has more lei!^u^e time to
devote to rabbits and such on these trips than when hunt-
ing canvasbacks.

Ira was fairly luminous with joy and Fay's 6x8 grin
prognosticated plenty of worms and information. The
tents, cooking utensils, rods and other luggage were soon
loaded and everything was ready for the start, but Ira
thought that ''the woman" and Fay had better mind the
team a minute while we went up street, as he wanted to
see a man before going out. Of course, we found the
"man" (that same eld man) at the usual place, and, al-

though we all took modest drinks Ira's cheerfulness was
not in the least diminished.
Away we went, everybody hapjiy. Ira, however, now

and then cast reproachful glances at the tents and cook-
ing utensils, for undoubtedly he had counted on enter-
taining us as his guests. A better man never lived than
generous, plain-spoken Ira Moody, but my plans for the
trip did not include any soft bed-s with shingles over
them.
The sun was low down in the west when the grays

stopped in front of the rude but neat house on the
Molalla. I wanted to go on to the mouth of Canyon
Creek and pitch our camp that night, but 1 felt that the
suggestion of such an idea would be an insult to Ira and
his family. I think my wife f-uspected me, for catching
nay eye, she frowned ominously. That settled it, and we
gladly stopped. Billy of course was highly pleased with
the decision. Of all men I ever knew none likes a hot
supper and feather bed better than Billy. However, he
is an admirable man in camp—a regular fuss and feath-
ers, who would rather cook, carry water, cut wood,
smoke his pipe and tell yarns than fish. I do not wish
to be understood as speaking disparagingly of his quali-

fications as an angler, for he can catch trout when he
wants to, but he dearly loves camp. Everybody was
happy. The horses were glad to get home, for it had
been a long, tediou3,trip; even Mike and Ira'.^ "b'ar" dog
after the customary sniffs and snarls became chums and
doubled teams on the diggers and pine squirrels.

After supper, while the women were chatting over
their tea and Billy and Ira were swapping whoppeis, Fay
and I strayed out into the yard. You see I was trying to
stand in with the boy, and I am glad to say that he and
I were soon fast friends. Standing there we could look
right UD into the Cascade Mountains: on and up "where
Nature's heart beats strong amid the hiPs,'' all somber
and gloomy in the shade of the seemingly endless prime-
val forests, now softly wrapping themselves in their night
robes of fog lifted up from the lovely valley of the
Molalla.

"Nature with folded haiula seem'jd there.

Kneeling at her evening prayer."

Fay pointed out the course of Canon Creek, which
seemed almost to drop down from between two mountain
peaks away off to the east. Eight miles above us Cahon
Creek emptied into Milk Creek, which empties into the
Molalla, V(?hich empties into Pudding River,which empties
into the Willamette, which empties into the great
Columbia, and on to the sea.

I had known Ira for many years, and of course we had
a great deal to talk about that night. He was in his glory,
and so it was not surprising that mv wife found it neces-
sary to intimate that we were keeping the good people up
very late. I glanced at the old clock on the wall, which
was significantly pointing at the XI mark. Ira, speaking
one word for us and two for himself, suggested that it was
too early for city folks to go to bed; but, notwithstanding
the fact that we were cutting short one of Ira's best

stories, we retired,

"To sleep! perchance to dream—"
No, not a bit of it. That poetical lullaby does not fit

our case.

A flea is about the smallest but most active agent His
Satanic Majesty has on earth. Webster defines an imp
to be a puny devil. Eureka ! For size, appetite and gen-
eral cussed n ess I will back the Oregon flea against any-
other representative of his tribe on earth. On the Molalla.
they are all ful! grown and have attained the thirty- second
degree. They are as big as kernels of wheat, striped like
Bengal tigers, omnivorous and omnipresent.
Eistern people will not believe this until they visit this

country. Then they will probably conclude that a judg-
ment has been visited upon them for their disbelief. At
Portland it is proverbial that even at church you can
always distinguish the Eastern lady from the native.
While the Eastern Indy will twist and wriggle in agony,
her face sufl'used with blushes of confusion, her Oregon
sister win cooly moisten her finger and go for Mr. Flea
as unconcernedly as if it was part of the service.
The flea is the plague of this country, which withoni

his impsbip would be altogether too blispful for mortals.
With glassy eyes and haggard faces we were up early

,

accidentally kicking over a few stools and other furniture
to bring our friends to an awakening sense of the fact
that it was time to get up. Of course they thought that
visions of trout had hurried us outof bed, "But it wasn't

—

it was fleas. I cannot understand how a human being
with at-kin less thick than that of a rhinoceros can sleep
not only soundly but sweetly with these puny devils
chewing at him and running hurdle races over bis
anatomy.

I have lived in this country many years and yet must
admit that one full grown healthy flea will keep me awake
all night; and when the second night comes and "ex-
hausted nature seeks repose," if he crawls under me, lies

on his back and applies teeth and toe-nails simultaneously,
he will land me flat-footed in the middle of the floor. J

learned, long since, that a box of flea powder is as much
a necessity on a trip into the country, either summer or
winter, as hat and boots. S. H. Greene.
PoR'iXAND, Oregon.

WORLD'S FAIR FISHES.

IN our issue of Nov. 5 was published a synopsis of the
exhibit now in course of preparation by the U. S.

Fish Commission for the Worla'.-* Columbian Exposition.
It is our intention to keep Forest and Stream readers
advised of the progress made in carrying out the details
of this mobt comprehensive display, and to call their at-
tention more particularly to some of the rare and curi-
ous fishes which will form an attractive part of the ex-
hibit. In the article referred to mention was made of
the opah and the etcolar—two remarkable fishes recently
obtained on La Have Bank by Gloucester fishermen. As
tl ese were the first examples of the kind taken in waters
adjacent to our east coast, as far as we know, they are
proper subjects of a popular description.

TriE Escolar {Euvettus pretiosits).

This large and showy fish is related to the mackereld,
which it resembles in sbape. The escolar is found occa-
sionally in the Mediterranean, at the Cinajy Islands and
Madeira, and in ihe West Indies. The name here adopted
for the fish is Portuguese, and i« thought to have been
derived from the Spnnish assaeolar, which means to

scour or burnish, in allusion either to the extreme sand-
papex'-like roughness of the skin or the active laxative
properties of the oil secreted by the bones of this species,
Lowe applies iho name f courii'sh to the escolar, and older
writers use for it the designation ruveto.
At the Canaries the escolar arrives during winter in

great schools, and is caught with hooks in a rlepth of 100
fathoms. In Madeira it is recorded by Lowe as a com-
mon and well known species, which is never long absent
from the markets. It is caught, however, only in deep
water, far from the 8hQrp,"in fine weather, at depths
varying from 300 to 4'30 fathoms. Here its associates are
the cherna {Poiyprioti cernhim) and the ooelho iPru-
metheus atlantieus), fishes which live habilually near the
bottom. According to Poey the e;colar is rarely seen at
Havana. It may be caught, however, on dark nights in
depths of 300 fathoms. The fishing occurs in September
and 1-iSts until the middle of Oetolspr, when fishing for
sailfish [Tetrapl arij^) in^s closed and before the arrival of
the red snapper [LKAjiuais hlackfordi), Poey says it is

seen at the nurface ot the water enveloped in a luminous
mass which eurrounds its body.
In the Mediterranean the escolar reaches the weight

of 401bs., at Madeira Lowe heard of individuals weighing

The OfAH (Lampris (intiatns). Length about itt.

SOlbs., Poey believed it to grow to the wpight of lOOlbs.

and the larger individual obtained by the IJ. S. Fish Com-
mission was upward of 6ft. long and must have approxi-
mated lOOlbs. in weight.
At Malta the fish is highly esteemed for food; at the

Canaries its flesh is considered a great delicacy. At
Madeira Lowe described its qualities in the following
terms:

' The flesh when cooked is delicately white and flaky,

but soft and insipid: and bith before and after it is

dressed abounds, as if it had been steeped, in a pure
limpid oil. which is not, however, at all rank or strong
in taste. On this account, and from the unsightly color
of its skin and general coarsene-ss, it is but rarely seen
at English tables, and, eaten incautiously, it is moreover
isaid to cause speedy diarrhoea. It may, however, cer-
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tainly be eaten moderately with impunity, and tbe effect
in question is sometimea ascribed to a peculiar oi'ltiess or
richness in the bones. Doge are, indeed, affecred violently
for some lime, apparently by fefdine: chiefly on the
bones and sHn ; but in any case the eff ' Ct seems merely
that of a strong dose of oil, being unaccompanied with
any other symptoms.''
The color of the escolar is unifonn purplish brown,

somewhat intensified on the head and back, the belly
slightly paler. The iins are darker and with blackish
max-gins. The tongue is black; tbe iris grayish with
silvery iridescence, and the pupil is green opalme.
Oue of the most remarkable characters of the fish is

found in its scales, whicti are small, imbedded, irregu-
larly placed, and profusely armed with sharp spines or
pricides bearing several points on (heir exposed ends.

TuE OpAH (Lampris gutiatus).

This species, known also as the sunfish. moonfish, or
kinefish, is an inhabitant of the Atlantic, wherein it ex-
tends northward to Icpland. and occurs more rarely in
the Mediterranean, Occasional individuals have been
captured oil NewfQundJand, and recpntly dv^. William
T. Lee obtained a ^ppcimen in north latitude 42= 49', west
longitude 63% in 280 fathoms of water. This last is now
represented by a cast for the Columbian Exposition. The
writer has exi.mined a photograph of an opah taken in
Balenas Bay, Cal,, and also a stulied skin of an example
from Japan, both of which appear to be identical with
the Atlantic spfcies. The La Have ridges, upon which
so many rare marine animals have been taken, are de-
scribed hy Cipt. Collins as an area about five to eight
miles lone, and from two to three miles wide alona- the
edge of the bank, covered by depths ranging from £00 to
350 fathoms. The opah is apparently more abundant at
Madeira than el-^ewhere in the AUanUc. Lowe men-
tioned it in his "History of the Fishes of Madeira" as a

perfectly well-known and regular annual visitor to that
inland, and to be found in the market in its proper sea-
son.

This fish attains to the length of about 4ft. and its depth
is nearly two-thirds of its length. The specinaen taken
by Cnpc. L9e weighed upward of lOOlhs. The young has
not been recorded : only adults or individuals nearly full

grown have been obtained.
Although the jaws of the mature opah are toothless the

stoniich has proved to contain cuttlefish, crustaceans and
remains of fish. Iceland fishermen claim that trout are
pursued by this species. The bait u<ed in fishing for it at
Mid^'irais a wholo fish (r;av«Tlla or chicharro), and the
favorite depths of 50 to 100 fathoms are found not far off

shore. The season is in spring in the early tunny fishing,

It is probable that the opah comes near the island for
spawning, as Lowe records a female, about Hft. in length,
full of roe on March 30.

Th« flesh is pp~rtly red. like beef, and partly white; it is

said to look well when boiled, but is somewhat dry and
ins'pid, resembling that of the dolphin {Coryjpliceria liiij-

pimis). Atone time it was so highly esteemed in Madeira
that every opah taken was carried to the governor of the
islnnd, and could not be sold without his license.

This is one of the mo-t beautiful of the Atlantic fishes,

having attracted the admiration of even the dull Portu-
guese fi-thermen. who=e name for it(peixe cravo) signifies

"the pink of beauty." As Lawe had the opportunity to
examme a number of fresh specimens, and described
their colo»-9 with great fidelity, we cannot do better than
quote from his description:
"The colors are trulv splendid. When quite fresh and

uninjured the whole body appears covered with a rich
brocade of silver and rose or lilac, formed by the scales,

refl-^cting on the middle of the sides golden tints; but pure
silver and rose-lilac on the back, silver and more rose
than lilac on the belly. The whole sides, cheeks and
opercles are spotted with round and oval pale or silvery
whitish spots^ shining through the scales: becoming
toward the throat and sides of the breast or belly irregular
and cor fluent, forming waved mo?aic marks"or bands.
The raised sid* s of the groove embracing the base of the
dorsal and anal fins, and the rows of imbricated scales
running up between the rays of the caudal fin, are bright
pure silver. Tbe head, opercles and back reflpctbiight
iridescent ultramarine tints. * * * The naked keel of
the breast and throat is dark rose color mottled with
brownish black. The naked muzzle before the eyes, the
lips and lower jaw are rich vermilion. The upper lip

and top of the muzzle are tinered with olive brown: the
lower lip and jaw beneath blend into white. The tongue
is white, tinged with verm'lion. The ends of the maxil-
laries are silvery. The iris is clouded with gold and ver-
milion on a silver sround; the pupil is a bluish black.
The edges of the orbits are dusky brownish.
"The fins are of ihe brightest vermilion, as if varnished

with red sealing-wax; a little paler and transparent toward
the edges." T. H. B,

Books mike good Ji.oUdiiy di^Is. ani giv? more pleasure in
j)roporlion to tlf in-on-i/ •'./; : ,

A •/ /' t/t cmylhin'j eUff. If you
icanl a gw I h . n i'arai Jiisiory. or fcny

ofier subject ci^'i \ ^ .7>;. consult tk^ Usi of the

Soortimari's Library in this jripir, or better still, send for
Forest axd Stueam's free iUustrated catalogue of works on
outdoor sportR.

MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION.
n["^HE regular monthly meeting of the association was
L held at Young's Hotel, Boston, Thursday evening

Dec. 10. Vice Pre.-ident Elward E. Hardy in the chair
and fifty members being present.
Eleven applications for membership were presented

and referred to the committee on membership. The fol-

lowing were elected members: Roland C. Nickerson
(life), Ohas. H Ajidrews, Edw. J, Andrews, G.W. Cramp-
tou,Wm. L. Davis, G.W. M. Guild, Geo, H, Perry, Robt.
W, Sise, L. F. Whitney, Ithamar Howe, Eugene A.
Loomip, Chas. H. Curtis, Wm. A. Morris, Wm. E. Litch-
field, Jahez B. Fellows, Chas. H. Eastman, Frank P.
Black, Wm. Thos. Warren and W. P. Harris.
Mr. H. H. Kimball, chairman of the nominating com-

mittee appointed to present a list of candidates for officers
for 1893, made the following report: That the nomi-
nating committee had unanimouslv tendered the nom-
ination for president to President Edw. A, Samuels, but
that he had declined a a renomination.
The following ticket was then presented and accepted

to be voted on at the annual meetine: in January:
For President, Hon. Geo. W. Wiggin; Yice-Presidents,
Eiw. A. Samuels, Augustus Hemenway, Edw. E. Hardy,
Ivers W. Adams, Hon. James F. Dwinell, Dr. John T.
Stetson and Horace T. Rockwell; Treasurer, Andrew J.
Lloyd: Sf^cretary, Richard O. Hardin?; Librarian, John
FotHer, .Jr. Executive Committee: H. H. Kimball. Chas.
G, Gibson, John N. Roberts, Dr. M. A. Morris, C. J. H.
Woodbury, Dr. W, G. Kendall. Dr. Heber Bishop, W. F.
Keith, Wm. C. Thairlwall, Rollin .Jones, Wm. B. Smart
and Fred. R Shattuck. Membership Cimmittee: Edw. T.
Barker, Arthur W, Robinson and Walter 0. Prescott.
fund Committee: Benj, O. Clark, Edward Brooks and
Dr. W. A. Power.
Mr. Ivers W. Adams, chairman of the committee on

arranging for the annual dinner, reported that it was to
be held at Hotel Brunswick, Boston. Thursday evening,
Dec. 17, at 6:30 o'clock; that the committee had secured
a number of distinguished speakers and that the '91 din-
ner promises to be a grand success.

Messrs. Ohas. F. Munroe, Wm. Howe Mills and Geo. B.
Appleton were appointed as a committee to audit the
treasurer's accounts and report at the annual meeting.
Mr. Ivers W. Adams moved that the association employ

an officer whose duties in part shall be to investigate
complaints of violations of the fish and game laws of
thi-j Commonwealth, to obtain evidence leading to con-
victions, to confer with officials of the State when advis-
able and assist in any other work the Board of Manage-
ment may desire. Compensation to be determined by
the Board, one-half of expense to be paid by voluntary
contribution.
After discussion it was referred to the Board of Man-

agement, RiCHA-RU O. HARDiNa, Sec'y.

City Sewage and Bass.—Chicago, 111., Dec. 12.—

I

have noticed some discussion over the effect of the Chicago
sewage on the fish of the Des Plaines and Illinois rivers.

This sewage empties into the Des Plaines River and runs
down that stream, which empties into the Illinois River
opposite the Kankakee River. Discoloration of the water
below this point is noticeable, but fish are taken even in
the lowr water of the summer, at Marseilles and points
above Marseilles and below the mouth of the Des Plaines.
At Willow Springs, on the Des Plaines River, some of thp
best big-mouth baps fishing around Chicago was had this

summer. Mr, J. M. Clark and others, of this city, will

certify to this. In the high water of the spring there is

no question in the world that bass rtm up the Illinois
River, the Kankakee River, and even the Des Plaines
River. Still better proof of this than the summer fishing
is the vast number of game fish netted this very spring,
illegally, under the Riverside dam on the Des Plaines
River, which has no fishway. The talk of Mr. E. S.

Waters, of Holyoke, M^iss., as to theuselessnessof fishways
on these streams because of the sewage, is altogether ill-

founded. I wou'd rather have anything against me
than just plain facts. These are them,— E. Hough.

Chicago Fly-Fishi^g Club.—Chicago, III., Dec. 9.—
A movement is on foot among a few of the rather few
Chicago fly-wishers to organiz? a club for practice and for
the development of the sport in this region. A meeting
is called for Wednesday evening next week. After a
year or so of work, a tournament will probably be held.
Thisfprettiest branch of angling has been quite too much
neglected here.-E. Hough.

To Denvkr via RuEUNGioif RouxE.—Only one night on the
road. Ijeave C/.i"ago ar, i p. M , oi St. Louis at 8 25 A. M., and
arrive D'»"ve'" 6;1.t P. M. t he nest dav. Ttirough sleeper.=. chair
cars and ilininK car?. AJl railways from the East connect with
these Trains nvA wiih sin Hav trains via Burlin^'on routp t" Den-
ver, leaving Criin.quo ht .^:-t5P. M., St. Louis at 8:15 P. M.. and Peoria
at 3:30 P, M, ardT:50 P. 31. All trains daily. Additional express
Tra\ii=, raaliirg a? quicl.' 'imp as Thc^e of anv other road, from
Chicago, St, Louis and Peoria to S»^. Paul. Miuneapilis, Council
Rlutfa, Omaha, Chevpnne, Bla k H lis, Atchison. Kansaf City,
Huu-ton and all points West, Northwest and Southwest.—^di'.

The Velvet Thain of thp Monon Route between Chicago and
Oiucinnait offers tne best and most luxurious service obtainable
between these points.—^do.

Dogs: Tlieir Management and Treatvient iti Disease. By
Ashviont. Price $2. Kennel Record and, Accnv.nt Book.
Price $S. Training vs. Breakioig. By S. T. Haminnnd.
Price §1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of
all Breeds. Price oo cents.

FIXTURES.
(Fm- fuller details see issue of Dee, -),)

DOG SHOWS.
Dec. 30 to Jan. 2.—Gloversville. N. Y. if. B. Zimmer, Sec'y.

1893.

Jan. 5 to 8.-Albany, N. Y. W. O. Housr, Fort Plain, N. Y., Sec'y.
Jan. 5 to 9.—Charleston. S. C, Benj. MnlutiisP, Sec'v.
Jan. 13 to 16.—Columbia, S. C. F. F. Capers, Gfepnville, Sec'y.
Jan. 21 to 25.—Elmira, N. Y. C. A. Powman, Sec'v.
Feb. 9 to 12.—Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr.. Sijc'y.

Feb. 18 to 19.—Jackson, Mich. Cha=:. H. Rutil, Sec^'r.

Feb. 23 to 26.—New York. James Moniraer, Supt.
Msrch 1 to 4.—Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Br )wn, S"c.'v.
March 8 toll.—Washington, D. C. F. .S.Webster, :3S B' way,N. Y.
March 15 to 18 —Pittsburgh, Pa. W. IS. Littell. Sec'y.
April 7 to 10 -Boston, Mass. K. H. Moo^p, Sec'y.
April 20 to S3 —Los Angeles, Oil. C. A. Sumuer, Sec'y.
May 4 to 7.—San Francisco, Cal. IL L. Miller, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
1892.

Jan. 11-13 —B°xar Field Trials, Sin Antonio, Texas,
Jan. 18 — PaciQc Fielfl Trials, Riker^viUe, Col.

. —.Southern Field Trials, New Albany,- Miss.

THE CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS,

THESE trials were brought to a close on Saturday last,
and must be chronicied a success. The dub was

seriously handicapped by the absence oE Mr. Churchill^
whose inability to attend should have been made known to

the club before the meeting commenced, so that they could
have made other arrangements. We have in previous
issues stated all the news connected with the meeting, so
that there is little more to be said. The visitors and
handlers present were well pleased with the way Mrs.
March, of the March House, looked after our creature com-
forts, providing a genprous table and comfortable quarters
to the best of her ability, and her charges were not exorbi-
tant.
Lexingtok, N. C, Tuesday, Dec. 8.—After the bleak,

raw weather of yesterday the genial sun and mild tem-
perature of to-day was very grateful to those condemned to
sit in the saddle' all the time with no greater excitement to
keep us warm than poi nts and backs, There were only two
more braces to run off in the

ALL-Age Poister Stake.
First Series.

Barker's Grouse—Grodsedale were cast oii' at S:4l in
the open sedge field near the village. Barker's Grouse
(Mainspring— Swain's Ely), handled by S. C. Bradley, and
Grousedale (Underwriter-Tri.x), handled by John Lewis.
Soon after, Grousedale found a bevy in sedsre and Barker's
Grotise went in in front and flushed. He redeemed himself
in part by afterward pointing a bevy, in cover, which
flushed wild. His next move was to nail a .single of these
birds. Bradley shot and missed, dogs steady. Several op-
portunities to find singles were not taken advantage of and
both should have been spotted out. Grotise ^vas, however,
the best of the two in range and bird work, but was not near
his proper form. They were called up at 9'-3.5. Grousedale
ranged round handler most of the time and pottered to some
extent.
Maid of KE^'T—Frakk W.—This heat livened us up a

little. Maid of Kent (King of Kent—Hops) was handled by
C. E. Buckle and Frank W. (Duke of Vernon—Royal Cute)
by John Lewis. They were cast off at 9:38 in sedge. Noth-
ing was done for some time, and then Frank was the first to
find and pointer! a bevy in good style in the open; Maid hon-
ored the point, Lewis fired and Frank retrieved the wounded
bird very well. Then Maid pointed and was backed by
Frank; no result. Maid roaded and then pointed a single.
Buckle fired and missed. On out of cover and we traversed
considerable likely ground before Maid pointed false, Frank
backed. At edge of dwarf pines Maid pointed, roaded, but
nothing found. Frank had backed. Afterward at edge of
woods Maid stopped to a good point on a bevy. Buckle
fired, missed, dog steady. In cover soon after Maid stepped
up a single, and knowing she had no exctase to offer,
meekly dropped and turned to Buckle with a look nf "Yes, I
know, but get it over quick " Buckle gave her a tap or two
and on she went again. Frank then pointed in the open,
drew on and roaded to a bevy, side of woods, which flushed
wild. Then dogs were ordered up at 10:86, and this finished
the first series.

Second Series.

After a little consultation the judges called for
Duke of Hessok—Wild Damok.—They were cast off in

sedge and ragweed at 10:35. Soon after. Wild Damon pointed
a bevy which Buckle flushed, dog steady. To one side Duke
pointed too, but nothing more was found. Following the
bevy, no work was done on them. After this Wild Damon
came up with a bevy in the open. Buckle flushed, fired and
killed, dog retrieved in good style, following the scattered
birds into pines. In cover, Wild Damon found a single
which flushed wild. Then Duke dropped to a point, then
roaded, footscent probably. Going otrt of cover,Wild Damon
pointed another bevy and Duke honored him, when birds
flushed wild. Going into cover after them. Wild Damon
drew up suddenly and Duke backed, but the former was
mistaken. Dogs ordered up at 11.11. The work done in heat
was much in Wild Damon's favor; ranged well and showed
good sense and nose.
Barker's Grouse—Rock II.—Whv the former was called
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up on the work he bad done is not discernible, and he still

further hurt his previous pood reputation by poor work in
this heat. The only work done in the few minutes' run
was a point by Rock'lL, and Bradley flushed the bevy, dog
steady. Bradley killed and Eock retrieved nicely. "Up
at 11:37,

Maid op Kj?nt—I'ranh W., were then called out again.
Maid pointed a bevy, to which Frank backed. Buckle
flushed the birds and dogs were steady. Following the
birds into cover to the woods where Frank dropped to a
single, which flushed wild: and dogs were called up at 11:55,

and judges, after consulting, decided that Duke of Hessen,
Maid of Kent, Wild DaTOon and Frank W. should fight the
battle out after lunch. It was certainly apparent that Bock
II. had done eqxially as good work as any of those named
and better than one, Duke of Hessen; and Nick of Naso,
who hail put up n better race than Duke in the first series,
should also have had another look in, though of course Duke
had a little the best in pace and range in that heat, Nick
found the birds, and that is what we are after generally.
Plenty of time was taken for lunch, the sun was warm and
it was no use huriying with only two heats to I'un.

Dt:ke of Hessen—Maid of Kekt.—Starting off in open
sedge field at 1:28, dogs were soon separated, Duke being
lost, and then wheu found we waited for Judge Wallace,
who was looking for him. Then Duke pointed his first bevy,
White fired at the flush, killed, and Duke retrieved in good
style, Maid had honored the point with style. Down in
woods to the left Maid then pointed a bevy. Then dogs were
separated again, Duke being lost. Found, some time after
Maid pointed another bevy, which Duke honored, and Buckle
firing, killed, and Maid "retrieved very nicely. This closed
the heat at 2:23.

Wild Damos'—Frank W.—They were put down in corn-
patch at 2:28. After going 20qi.' without finding game
they were held up and a move made along the road to fresh
fields and pastures new. Soon after being put down again,
in cotton patch aud at edge of woods, Wild Damon pointed
a bevy, which Buckle flushed, dogs steady. Then Frank W,
pointed by a fence, but nothing came of it, Dogs then ranged
tor a long time; birds seemed scarce, and we were all getting
out of patience, when Frank W. nailed a bevy in the open;
Wild Damon backed well, and Lewis fired and killed, and
Frank retrieved in good shape. Dogs were immediately
called up, and judges soon decided that the prizes should be
be awarded, Maid of Kent first, Duke of Hessen second, and
Frank W. third. In this decision there were two dogs,
whose work had fully entitled them to consideration in tlie

stake n^oney, left out in the cold, and popular opinion
placed Wild Damon first, Rock II. or Frank W. second,
and Maid of Kent third.

WEDNESDAY.
jfVtc ^Ill-Age Stake—Ahsolute WiiLiier.

Paul Bo—Maid of Kekt,—This morning was admirably
suited for an early start and had we begun proceedings at
7:30 A.M. we might have ran two hea.ts in the four-bour
race as well as the absolute winner heat in the All-Age
Stake. As it was we did not commence till almost 10
o'clock, having ridden about four miles to the Hargreaves
Farm, The above brace was cast oS" at 9:56 in the open
fields. The English setter Paul Bo was handled by Frank
Eicbards and the pointer Maid of Kent was handled by C.
E. Buckle. Both ranged ofl' well and Paul Bo was the tii-st

to find, pointing a bevy, which when flushed Richards shot
and killed and, as usual, Paul refused to back. As rules in
this meeting call for retrieving it is a matter for surprise
that Paul has not had his education made complete by
being tatight this simple adjunct. However, it is not un-
likely that, following the example of the Eastern Field
Trials Club, the rule requiring reti-ieving will soon become
a dead letter. It is a mere matter of education and has little

to do with a dog's natural field qualities. To resume the
work of the heat, the scattered birds were followed into
Avoods, wheu both dogs ranging out of sight they were
found on points and both behaved well to wing. Still on
the track of these bivdSj in bottom land at edge of woods,
Paul pointed twice on singles. Then we passed into open
country to look for another bevy. It was not long before
Paul's good nose spotted the whereabouts of another bevy,
at which Richards shot and missed. Maid was not near to
back. Then dogs were called up at 12:28. The heat in
nearly every particular was in favor of Paul Bo in range,
pace and intelligent beating out of ground and in handling
his game. The heat was awarded to Paul Bo.

summary.
Richard Merrill's English setter Paul Bo (Paul Gladstone

—Bohemian Girl) against Charlotteville Kennels' Maid of
Kent (King of Kent—Hops).
Paul Bo declared absolute winner of All-Age Stake and

$250.
An intermission of about two hours then ensued, till the

lunch baskets arrived, which time the Hawkeye and Kodak
fiends used to .good advantage. No time was wasted over
lunch, and the first brace in the

Fbee-Foe All Stake,
First Series,

Rtp Rap—Count Eric, were cast off at 12:05 in ragweed
near the farmhouse. Rip Rap, the pointer, by King ofKent
—Hops, was In charge of that veteran handler Capt. Mc-
Murdo.' Count Eric, the English setter, by Count Noble—
Fannie W., was handled by S. C.Bradley. The dog may
have been somewhat handicapped at first by a strange
handler, his regular handler, N. B. Nesbitt, being compelled
by his indisposition to give up the task and leave for home.
In our opinion, however, the dog ran a better race than he
has yet shown at the trials, Mi*. Bi-adley seemingly being
able" to get more work out of him than he has previously
shown. Almost at the start Rip Rap found a bevy of four
or five birds and was steady to flush. Then he pointed sev-
eral 5'ards further on, but there was no result. In woods
Rip "Rap pointed another bevy. Count backed. McMurdo
fired and missed. Reading out of woods Rip Rap pointed.
Then he pointed again, footscent very likely. At this time
Count was hunting off by himself as usual. la some sedge,
just out of woods. Rap pointed a hevj and was steady to
wing. Then the other dog was found higher up. It was
not ver,y long before Rip Rap nailed two birds hy a plum
thicket,'McMurdo put them T:*p, fired, but missed. Higher
up in sedge Rip Rap got another one which McMurdo killed
and dog retrieved very well. At 12:46 the dogs were brought
together again, Count having been lost, He was, as usual,
paying little heed to his handler, but soon improved in this
under Bradley's careful management. Rip Pi.ap was run-
ning an excellent race, never getting too far from the gun,
but still hunting with good range and intelligence. The
aifflt-rence in style was very noticeable. Rip running in his
usual snappy, high-headed manner, but Count looks more
like a lost dog with drooping stern as he gets along over the
fields at a slouching, biit last gait. After traveling about
half an hour, PJp Rap found another bevy at edge of woods
and Count honored the point; McMurdo missed the birds
and Rap was steadier than the other dog, who moved for-
ward a little. Following these birds Rap found a single,
and Count pointed but nothing found. Down by the rail-

road Rap found a single, Count backing, and bird flushed
wild, after waiting for the dogs to be "photoed," Now it was
Count's turn to get a bevy and Rap honored in his stylish
manner and dogs were steady to the flush; Bradley fired and
••vounded bird, and while Count was finding, the bird flew in
front of Rap, who made a grab for it and took the conse-
(iuences meekly. Of these Ijirds Rap got a single, Count
backing, Then Count pointed false twice. Rap back-
jng t,be last oue irom tb^ front wit^ f^tyip. Tlie atti-

tudes this pointer strikes in the field fill both the ar-
tist and the sportsman with admiration and one forgets
his rather plain head when viewing his fine quivering frame.
After this McMurdo walked up a bevy that Count had been
pointing; Bradley fired and killed, but bird was not retrieved,
as Count was not near to see it shot. Following them into
thick cover Rap stiflr'ened out to another point. Count
backed well and McMurdo put up these birds, both dons
being steady. Then Rap just stopped as a single flushed
wild. .lust out of this cover, in ragweed. Count pointed, but
nothing found. Here Count was hunting well and was
Tinder good control. He soon nailed a bevy near the woods.
Rap honored his point styli.shly, and Bradley firing, killed
aud the Count retrieved nicely. Cnunt followed this up at
edge of woods with another point to his credit, Rap backing
and Count moving as a single ro.se to oue side. Then he
nailed another bird, which Bradley killed, but the bird fell

too far away, This was at 2:20 and both dogs were going
strong, and"we realized that this was going to be a banner
heat if they kept it up. Count's next"work was to find a
bevy; Bradley killed and Count made a good retrieve. Out-
side of oaks Count nailed a tine bevy and was held for Rap
to back; then Bradley flushed, but missed the birds; both,
dogs steady. At edge of pines Count followed this up by
getting another bevy, but there was no kill. Ranging into
swamp, in bottoms, Rap pointed a bevy which McMurdo
put up, and dog was steady to wing. Count was ranging oft'

to one side. About a hundred yards further on Count
pointed a single, and then Rap nailed another one. Count
backing him, and dogs were steady to the flush. Count was
not to be denied, however, and getting into corn stubble he
scented another bevy, which Bradley flushed. Then
Rap in same place made a no game point, foot-
scent probably. By some woods Count did the same,
but roading on, at edge of woods he caught up with
the birds and pointed; below him Rap nailed a^single, which
flushed wild. Both dogs roaded further into woods, and
soou Rap dropped to a single, McMurdo fired and missed,
dog behaving nicely. Down in some corn stubble Rap
came up with another bevy, stiO'ened out as u.sual, and Mc-
Murdo shooting, missed, but a crippled bird in the bevy
tried -to rise at the same time as the others and dropped
within a foot of Rap's nose, but he behaved admirably, not
moving till ordered, when he at once picked the flutterer up
and retrieved. Down in a ditch Rap pointed, drew on,
pointed again, but McMurdo could find nothing; dog roaded
and at lastiu sedge came up with the bird, McMurdo killed
and Rap retrieved nicely. Moving across some sedge fields
Rap pointed in a thick brier patch and a single flushed wild,
dog steady. Dogs now separated. Count going off to the
right. Meanwhile Rap pointed unsteadily in pines and
roaded on, nothing found. Rap was still going well, but
Count had slowed down to a walk aud was a very tired dog.
In sedge just before the finish he pointed fur. Dogs were
called up at 4:05, Rap still going strong. Considering the
excellent record Count Eric had made on birds in this heat
he had every one's sympathy during the last half hour, as
he was a very plucky dog, answering his handler's motions
when he could hardly put one leg ahead of the other. On
bird work he was the best, but Rip Rap had the speed aud
endurance and was given the heat. This was a splendid
heat, the dogs finding fifteen bevies with the con.iequent
singles. Obedience was also in Rip Rap's favor, though to
Mr. Bradley's credit be it said, he handled a strange dog in
a masterly manner, getting the good Avork out of him that
we knew was in him.

THURSDAY,
Maid of Kent—Chance,—The air this morning was

frosty and nipping, and the hoarfrost lay thick on leaves
and the blades of the sedge grass, but the warm sun soon
evaporated all this and as the day wore on it was quite
warm, This brace was put down near the town at 8:11.

Maid of Kent, the pointer (King of Kent—Hops), was
handled by C. E. Buckle, and Chance, the English setter
(Roderigo-^Bo Peep), was handled by bis part owner J. M.
Avent. They both went oft' well and kept up a good range,
but it was nearly an hour before game was found, when at
the edge of pines Chance flushed a bevy and was soou lost to
view. Searchers scattered in all directions to find him, aud
Avent fired twice to attract the dog's attention, which had
the desired eft'ect. Meanwhile Maid of Kent had been keep-
ing to the course and ranging on through corn stubble. Then
Chance was brought up and at once went oft' into pines,
when he pointed false near the outside. Going through
sedge field Maid retrieved a dead rabbit in most approved
style, and she must have thought her handler had a queer
way of expressing his thanks when the whip tingled her
hide. At 9:49, at the edge of pines. Maid just stopped on or
flushed, could not see which, a bevy, the bitch dropped to
wing. Then she was held up for Chance, and follow-
ing the singles, when Chance dropped to a point and
Maid backed, but nothing found. Some yards further
Maid pointed a single, and to the left Chance al.so

nailed a bird, which Avent killed and dog retrieved. Then
Maid pointed, drew on aud nailed one under a tree. Dogs
separated again and Chance while away pointed false twice.
Lower down in woods Maid pointed a bevy and Chance
was brought round to back, when Buckle killed, and Maid
retrieved fairly well. Following these birds Maid secured
one. Chance honoring her point; Maid was steady at the
flush but Chance was not: Buckle killed and Maid retrieved
well. Then an uncertain point for Maid and the bird flushed
wild, Chance also pointing directly after near same place,
with no apparent result. In woods near the maiu road
Chance went oft' on another of his explorations, and Avent
had to mount and go after him, the dog was eventually
found by the guides and brought up to business again.
Chance then soon found a bevy and Maid showed lots of
style when she honored the point; Avent shot and missed,
dogs steady. Following the .scattered birds toward cover,
both dogs got singles before getting to the woods, and
Chance also nailed another just before entering. At the
edge, Maid secured two more points on the singles. About
half an hour after. Maid pointed a bevy, Buckle killed and
the bitch retrieved just fairly from cover. Chance, mean-
while, under no control, hunting some dkstance ofl; to the
right, and Maid was held uj> for him to follow the birds.

Edge of cover Maid pointed twice, on singles each time. On
and into corn patch Chance pointed false, backed by Maid.
After awhile he pointed again in a clump of firs without
result. Both dogs were now, at 11:25, hunting pretty close
to the guns, but still going .strong. In sedge, Maid'ii action
denoted game, and roading she finally drew to a point at
the edge of a wheat patch, and Buckle flushing, shot and
wounded the bird which Maid did not retrieve. These birds
were not followed. Then Chance pointed false in ragweed,
aud at 11:55 he began to slow down in his gait, and nolhing
more was done in the way of game finding. At 13:11, Maid
still going the freshest of the two, they were called up and
the heat awarded to Maid of Kent. Both dogs had plenty
of hunt in them at the finish. Maid showed good intelligent
range, a keen nose, and was better on her birds. She always
hunted well to the gun, which cannot be said of Chance till

the freshness was worked out of him. The decision was
entirely approved.
After lunch the two setters
Paul Bo—King's Mark were cast off at 13:43, Paul Bo

(Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl), winner of the AU-Age
Setter Stake, was handled by Frank Richards aud King's
Mark (King's Noble—Belle Belton) was under the care of
S. C. Bradley this time. Both ranged out well and King's
Mark was the first to point and was held on it some time
for Paul Bo to back, when he moved on alongside the woods,
but B9thing found. Lower down he pointed fal,se a ud Paul

dropped to the back. Down in bottoms, in cover, Paul
pointed false, then pointed again by the side of woods and
was held for King's Mark, and judges, going ou in front
for King's Mark, flushed several birds aud Paul moved on.
King's Mark further up pointed and Paul crossed him right
in front without backing. No game found. ..Vfter ranging
out difiierent lots of ground Paul pointed in swamp, Mark
backed, but nothing again aud this was getting monoto-
nous. Down in a hollow in swamp King's Mark pointed a
single and Paul backed, Bradley shot wnd missed. In the
open, in corn stubble. King's Mark dropped to a point and
Bradley firing at a .single that flushed wild, the balance of
bevy rose, a bird was killed and Mark retrieved nicely.
Lower down Mark sat down to another point, Paul backing
across him. No birds found. Here at 3:40 Paul began to
slow a bit, but it seems near the start he had fallen into a
deep hole of water and, unable to get up the sides, had
nearly exhausted himself when his handler found him
and hauled him out of his chilly quarters. Then Paul
ran right into a bevy, which flushed into woods, the dog
stopping to wing. Paul then pointed and roaded on with-
out locating anj'thing. Higher up King's Mark nailed the
bevy almost at the same time, and Bradley killed, the dog
retrieving. Then Paul came up to his laird in swampy
cover, others flushing all round after, so his former point
was on game after all. In a patch of grass in corn higher
up, King's Mark pointed, roaded on, pointed again, but
failed to locate. At 3:15, both getting down to a walk for a
while, King's Mark going at a snail's pace nailed a bevy,
which flushed Avild, Then he thought he had had enough
of it and came to heel. At 3:30 he quit, with a look at his
handler as much as to say, "If you want to hunt any more
with that crowd you can, but I'm through." It is not that
he gets tired out, but he sulks, and as he is rather wi.se in
his generation, heknows when he has had enough of it and
no coaxing can move him on after. He did the same with
Barker last year. Take him out alone he goes hopping
around for several hours when required. Down in bottom
Paul dropped to a point and birds flushed wild further on;
then he dropped to a point, roaded on, and a single got up as
he was passing to the left of it, and be .should have done
closer work. Out in the open Paul seemed to get his second
wind and was going fairly well when called up at 4:45, and
of course was awarded the heat. There was not much game
found, and neither dog showed winning form for a four-
hour race.

FRIDAY.
Second Serie><.

The morning was again a lovely one, perhaps a trifle too
warm toward the middle of the day, and uncomfortable for
the dogs but pleasant for the spectators. We were getting
things~down to a focus now, and to all intents and purposes
it looked as if this heat would find a winner for the final.

Rip Rap—Antonio w^ere cast ofl' at 8:17 about three miles
from town. Antonio had run his bye ou Tuesday afternoon
with one of the stewards, and Rip Rap had not run since
Wednesday." Both started well, and near the start in pines
Antonio pointed uncertainly several times, then drew on,
but Rip Rap was the first to find the game and pointed. By
a fence afterwards Antonio pointed false aud was backed by
Eip Rap. Antonio was then lost fcr some time by the
bridge, and Rip Rap tiunted on the course to Hargreave's
farm. At 9 o'clock Antonio was brcught up after half a
dozen people had been looking for him. Soon after the
judges separated again owing to Antonio's lack of control,

and after ten minutes ranging on his owu account he came
in. Then working to the right Antonio pointed false, but
was hunting at random and not to the prescribed course.

Down in sedge in open ground Rip Rap got a good point on
a bevy, McMurdo fired and missed. Birds were followed
and in cover Rap got two singles; McMurdo killed and Rap
retrieved well. Antonio then pointed by the water just
below and then pointed false again. Above this swamp
Rap pointed, roaded on but failed to just locate it, and bird
flushed to one side afterwards?. In open further on, Antonio
pointed a bevy which flushed as Avent came up. After the
.scattered birds, and to Antonio's point two got up wild,

then he got another and Rap pointed, Antonio backed but
nothing raised, Antonio rushing in before point was left.

Then Antonio made an uncertain point, lu sedge in the
open Antonio pointed, and roading on uncertainly at last

nailed some birds which flushed wild, dog steady; Avent
fired and missed. Both dogs then pointed singles. In fence
bottom Rap nailed a single stylishly and after pointed false,

Antonio backing. Then Antonio side of pines in sedge
flushed a bevy, and lower down made a poiut but nothing
found. Goin.g toward some woods Rjp scored again, get-

ting a he^'y, and Antonio honored styli.shly. A f dse point,

then a point on a single followed for Antonio. Rap after-

wards scored well on a bevy which flushed wild wtiile we
waited for Antonio to back. In sedge to the right the latter

pointed false. Dogs then brought together and sent off in
sedge, when Antonio came to a pniut, then left it. Antonio
was still ranging the faste.st. but Rip Rap was also going a
good steady gait. Then Autonio by a ditch pointed a bevy,
and Rap backed well: Avent fired and missed. A point on
birds hy a spinnev then followed for Antonio, well backed by
Rip Rap. Then he nailed a single down in swamp, bncked
by Rap from the hilltop, and near the railroad he found
another, and was working well to the gun now. Meanwhile
down in the same swamp Rap had pointed twice on singles.

Then by the railroad Antonio found a bevy. Rap backed
well, and dogs were steady to Avent's shot. This Antonio
followed up with another bevy on the hilltop at edge of

woods. In woods after the singles, Antonio pointfd, roaded
on, pointed again, and a .single was flushed, Avent missed,

as usual. There were no birds killed over this dog. Rap
ranging out of woods, came up with a bevy; McMurdo fired

and missed. By the side of the woods Antonio nailed a
single; Avent fired and missed. In open ag-'in and Rap
pointed a wounded bird: sent after it, chased and bounced
on it and retrieved to the Captain, Antonio bHckiug with
style some distance away. Dogs called up at 12:17, Antonio
showing the best disposition to hunt, Rip Rap loaflag a little,

but still had a gallop in him, speed at finish about equal.
Antonio won the heat.
The next heat should have been between Paul Bo and

Maid of Kent,but Paul's previous heat the day before had not
agi-eed with him aud he w«s withdrawn, owing to sickness,

by consent of judges. Maid of Kent then ran a bye with one
of the stewards, and the company took plenty of time ior

lunch aud rode leisurely home.

SATURDAY.
Final Heat.

Antonio—Maid op Kent.—To give the pointer a little

more rest, as she bad run later than Antonio, the judges
went out for a little amusement, and had some pretty sport,

the rendezvous being the Grimes place at 12:45. When lun-
cheou was over, the dogs were cast off at that time ju.st near
the farm buildings in ragweed. Five minutes after Maid
nailed a bevy, Buckle killed and Maid retrieved in good
style: Autonio at this time being oft' in the woods to the left.

Previous to starting the judges announced that only the
guides and judges and handlers should hunt for lost dogs,

and this was right, as it is not fair to the dog which is keep-
ing well to the course for others, including Mr. Avent's keu-
nelman, to mount and hunt for Antonio, who is the princi-

pal offender in this sort of thing. To resume my tale,

Following the scattered birds Maid found singles. Higher
up, in sedge, divided from the judges' view by a row of small
trees, a bevy was .seen to rise in the air, and one of the
judges galloping ahead found. Maid there, and .she was cred
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ited with a fiiish. Sbe was f?tanding wagging her tail when
first seen. At 1:05 Antonio was lost and Maid went on alone
by the railroad. Antonio was brought np again at 1:20.

Ijnrin,g this time Antonio had found a single and made two
false points. Maid found another beA'y and two ditEerent
singles, and Antonio pointed false, and ranging to one side
pointed again uncertainly; nothing found. Maid was
now hunting with good sense and alone. Maid, by
cover, .stopped as a bevy flushed down wind, and in
woods she nointed two singles of these. Buckle fired,

killed and Maid retrieved nicely. Buckle is evidently a
good shot, too good at times for the best iutere.sts of his
do^, as in retrieving the bird the bitch lost time once or
twice which Antonio placed to his advantage by meanwhile
finding a .single or two. Antonio, after a fnlse point, was
again lost to view at 2:03, Maid working out the ground
nicely and witb good range. At 2;.30 Antonio came up with
the proces.sion again, Avent following on hor.seback; the
dog had found a .single while away. At 3:40 Antonio oft"

again. Avent mounted to look for him, and the dog was
seen to cross our path soon after going like a steam engine
straight for some woods to the right, where Avent was put
on his trail, and at 2:r,5 the dog was secured after finding a
bevy in the woods. Down in a spinney Antonio then fotmd
a single, which flushed wild. Antonio then pointed in rag-
weed, but left the point as Avent came up. Then Maid,
backed by Antonio, made a no-point, and by the ditch An-
tonio found some birds, which flushed wild, and followed
this up by a point on a .single; pointed again without de-
cision, bird getting up to one side. Further on each got
singles, and Buckle killed that to his dog and Maid re-

trieved. After this Antonio nailed a bird in plum thicket.
Antonio afterward made game and roaded into a bevy,
Avent fired and missed, and the dog going on pointed, foot-
scent probably. In sedge further on he pointed fal.se, but
down in a hollow he secured one bird. Maid now pointed
fur. At 4:30 Antonio dawdled a bit, Maid ranging out well
and showing little signs of fatigue. In sedge Antonio then
pointed uncertainly, roaded, pointed again, but nothing
found he showing little interest in his work. At 4:3.5 Maid
slipped her handler, .going batik on the track and was not
found till close of heat, when not far behind, one of the
guides came up with her while she was pointing stiff and
had been for some time evidently, what turned out to be a
rabbit, dogs had then been called up, as it was 4:45. Then
the judges went off to consult and had a long confab be-
fore riding toward the crowd, when to the astonishment
of a good many it was announced that Antonio had won the
Free For All S'take of $L,000. Judge Tracy also annotmced
that they were unable to decide between the two dogs on the
work done in this heat and were compelled to draw their
reasons from the previous work done in the stake. This was
hardly fair to Maid of Kent, as this race was not run under
the spotting system, the judges having distinctly stated in
answer to the q uestion that it was a heat race. Besides, to
judge the two dogs on this basis the judges should have also
seen the two dogs run in their byes, which they did not do.
The decision was hardly consistent and Autonio was again
a lucky dog, for he was beaten on birds and his numerous
false points, to say nothing of his lack of control till he tired
down, should have materially alTected bis chances; added to
this his not retrieving a bird during the heat or stake, while
Maid i-eti-ieved all shot over her. This brought the meeting
to a close, and shows conclusively the need of a third judge,
for the lack of which the other two were necessarily handi-
capped. Messrs. Tracy and Wallace worked hard and con-
scientiously to arrive at the decisions and were always atten-
tive to the work of the dogs throughout the meeting, and
both are very capable men

Suminary. Wi/rst Sertes.

Charlotteville Kennels' pointer Rip Rap beat Edward
Gray's English setter Count Eric,

Charlotteville Kennels' pointer Maid of Kent beat J. M.
Avent and Bayard Thayers English setter Chance.
Richard Merrill's English setter Paul Bo beatB. Ridgway

and F. S. Bl'owu's English setter King's Mark.
J. M, Avent and N. T. Harris's English setter Antonio a

bye.
Second Series.

Antonio beat Rip Rap.
Maid of Kent a bye. Paul Bo wlthdi-awn.

Fimd.
Antonio beat Maid of Kent and won the prize, ^1,000.

PHILADELPHIA KENNEL CLUB FIELD TRIALS.
DEATONSVILLE, Va., Tuesday A. M. {Speciai to For-

eM and Strcom).—The attendance at the trials this
year is very light. Several members, including Me.ssrs. D. C.
Connell, P. &. Taylor and F. S. Brown, are detained at
home by sickness. Among tho.se present are Col. B, Kidge-
way, J. II. Winslow, Dr. Glass, J. C, Mitchell, L. Smith, S.
O. Bradlej"^, Chas. Barker, John AVhite, Major Taylor, J. F.
Johnson, Chas. Health, W. A. Coster, Col. Merriam and J.
O'H. Denny. The, Members' Stake closed with only five
entries, drawn to run as follows: Lena with King's Mark,
Sport with Ben Hur, Joe Lewis a bye. The opening day is
favorable for good work. K.

THE ALBANY SHOW.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The New York and New England Poultry and Kennel

Club has perfected arrangements for holding its first show
at Albany, N. Y., Jan. 5 to 8, 1893, under A. K. C. rules, and
from the way entries are pouring in it promises to be a
"rouser." A number of well known kennels have made
entries for nearly all their dogs.
The prizes are large, 810 to flr.st and $5 to second, and $10

for kennels of four best specimens, be.sides a long list of
cash specials on nearly every breed. No Yankee notions,
etc., but the cold cash, and as they have a large guarantee
fund, exhibitors will be sure of their money.
The dogs will be benched with new clean benches and

everything will be done for the comfort of the dogs. That
noted judge, J as. Mortimer, will pass judgment on the
quality of the stock shown, and C. E. Rockenstyre, known
far and near as "Rocky," will superintend the dog.s, and T.
Gordon Lillico, a noted veterinarian from England, will care
for the health of the stock.
The show will be held in the mammoth Lark street Rink

(Academy of Music), which is well lighted by electricity by
night, is well ventilated and heated, and all notable events
take place here. The club is composed of progressive breed-
ers, and nothing will be left, undone for the comfort of ex-
hibitors. The hotels and railroads will give rediiced rates
during the show. Send for prize lists, etc.. to me.

C. i;.|RocKEKSTTKE, Press Com.
Albajs v, N. Y., Dec. V^.

PLAN FOR A BEAGLE KENNEL.—EUicott City, Md.
—^Editor Forest and Stream: Would your kennel editor or
isome reader kindly give in your columns a short description
and a working plan of a kennel to accommodate twelve
beagles, part of them puppies, and three setters '.' It is un-
derstood that an acre of ground will be given for the build-
ings and inclosnre, and the dogs to be kept confined to this
inclosure excei^t when hunting or out for exercise. The
owner desires to breed beagles for sale and his own use, and
desires to be as economical as possible in point of expense of
building. By giving such plans a great favor would he con-
ferred uoon myself and possibly others, who, likf myself,
possess littje or no mechanic!?.! skili.—,S.\wTfEi J. l-'oirr,

THE ALBANY DECISION.
FOLLOWING we give the full text of the decision of the

Supreme Court of this State in Geo. B. Gallup vs.

August Belmont et al. This case, owing to the bearing it

hp.ci on other suits which would have been brought against
the A. K. C, assumes an Importance that cannot be over-
estimated. Owing to the decision and opinion, which we
give below, these suits have now been abandoned, and the
question as to whether a club can legally publish the names
of its disqualified members is definitely settled in the affirm-

ative:

SUPREME OOURl'-GENEJRAL TERM, THIRD DEPART-
MENT,

LEABNiaj, P. J., and Lanuon, J.
Babaxoca, September, 1891,

GBOKaE B, GALiiUP, Respondent, )

nijainst -

AoOtrST BeijMONt, et al. Appellants. )

Lowrey, Stone & Auerbach (Grosvenor P. Lowrey, of CounselJ
for appeltants.
Parker & Fiero (J. Newton Fiero, of Counsel) for respondents.

OPINION.
LEAltNKD. P. J.:

The complaint charges that the defendanls, excepting Rogers,
were the members of the AtDerieau Kennel Club and publishers
of the A merican Kennel QazeJte; und that Rogers was the pilnter
of that newspaper; that the plamtifE was ,a memlier of the Albany
Kennel Ulub, and that sairt club in March, 1880, held a bench
shosv and awarded prizes; that in Febriiary, 1890, the defendants
published concerning plaintiff

'n,
certain libel, which is set forth

at length.
A second count, after stating ttio same preliiabiary mutter,

alleges the publication in ttie same paper, subsequently, of a cer-
tain other libel, also set forth at length.
The defendants demurred to the complaint as not stating facts

sufhoient to constitute a case of action. The denmrrer was over-
ruled at Special Term, and the defendants appealed.
The meaning ot the word.^i cannot be extended by inuendo be-

yond their natural import, aiiled by reference to the extrinsic
facts with which thf-y may be connected. Woodruff vs. Brad-
strt etCo., 116 N. Y.. ai7.

The allegations in the complaint prelimiuary to the allegpd
libel arc useful to explain its meaning. But the yuestion
whether the publication is libeloxrs must be .judged by the publi-
cation itself.

This is not a case where the publications were made in regard
to the plaintiff in connection with his busiuesB. The plaintiff
alleges that he is a librarian of the Young Men's Association for
Mutual Improvement in Albany, and that he holds many private
trusts. But this publication has no connection with this otHco of
librarian. Kven neglect to pay prizes awarded at a dog show
would not aiTeci one's competency to perform the duties of that
office. Nor do tliese private trusts constitute any trade or occri-
nation as to which these publications wpre msde. Moore v.'i.

Franeip, 121 N. Y., 199. Sanderson vs. Caldwell, 4.5 N. Y., -m.
The question must be, then, whether these publications held the

pl.aintiff up to .scorn or rirlicule, or disgraced or degraded him in
f Liv, five« of men, or tended to do tlii.s. B'irgemon va. tlones, 91 N.
Y., .51. Moffatt vs. Oauldwell, 8 Hun., 26. Cooper v.s. Greeley, 1

Denio, 317.

The words are not ambiguous, nor do thev permit of more than
one interpretation. Lewis vs. Chapman, 10 N. Y., 389. Hunt vs.
Beuneit. 19 N. Y.,17a.
The plaintiff claims that the words published tend to degrade

him. Tiie defendants say that they have no such tendency.
The liist publication purports, from its language, I o be the re-

port of some committee of the American Kennel Clnb, and the
action of the Executive tlommitlee tbereon. It states that the
Advisory Ccmniittee in September, 1889, nrdered the suspension
of the Allia.nv Kennel Club for non-payment of its prizes awarded
in March, 18S9; tliat. thirty days liad e.'£pired, and no official notice
of such payment had reached the ofticr : that President Belmnnt
had suspeiidefl all otHcers of said club, underEule 28, and that no-
tice to that effect had been sent to certain officers of that club,
naming them, among them the plaintiff. Thereupon the publica-
tion states that the secretary was instnicied by the Executive
Committee to notify these persons, naming them (in' luding the
plaintiff), "that t;hey are disqualifled until the awards given by
that club are paid in full."

Now it is to he observed that there is no statement of any wrong-
ful act on the part of the person thus disqualified, it is only
stated that a club of which they were officers had neglected to
pay the prts^ies which had been awarded. And that no official in-
tormation had been subsequently received of such payment.
Neither of these persons is described as treasurer, and neither of
them is stated to have neglected any duty. It would seem that if

any kennel club does not pav its prizes, then the American Ken-
uei Club diFqualifies the officers. Or rather, to state the matter
more caretully, if the American Kennel Club is not officialiv noti-
fied of such payment, then it vote" such disqualiflcation. So that
the only charges against these officers is a failure to notifv the
Arof^rican Kennel Club officially of the payment of those prizes.
The effect of such disqualiflcation is not set forth. What r.tiese

othoers are disqualifled from doing is not told to the public in the
alleged libel. The question here is not as to the actual effect of
the vote of the committee, but relates to the efl'eet on ttie public
of the publication, as to the character of the plaintiff. There is

nothing disgraceful in being disqualifled. Judges of the Court of
A ppeals and Justices of the Supreme Court are disqualifled from
acting at the end of the year in which they become seventy years
old. It would not be libelous to publish the fact that one of these
officers had become disaualifled to serve.
The plaintiff, in his argument, says that the words charge him

with a failure to discharge a pecuniary obligation. But this is

not so. There is nothing whii-h charges that these prizes were
pecuniary obligations of the persons named, viz., the plaintiff, W.
0. Hudson, Amasa J. Parker and Robert C. Pruyn. If these
prizes were pecuniary obligations of these persons, there would
have been no hesitation as to their payment. To publish that a
judgment has been recovered against the plaintiff' was held not to
be libelous in Woodruff vs. Bradstreet, wf su'pro. Still less then
would it be libelous on this plaintiff' to say that some association
had not paid a debt of which association this plaintiff was an
officer. It is not charged that the non-payment was the plaintiff's
fault. We may infer that in the organization of the American
Kennel Club it is the rule that its privileges shall not be enjoyed
bv officers of any other club which has not paid its prizes. But
this rule and action under it impute no fraud or dishonesty of
these officers. Many causes f"r which these oflicer.s are not
responsible might prevent the club from paying. And if neither
the rule nor the action of the American Kennel Club makes a
charge of dishonesty, it cannot be that a pulilication of such action
gives publicity to any such charge.
Nor can-such a charge be inferred from the mere statement that

for such non-payment by the association the plaintiff was disquali-
fied. Even if it be assumed that This word meant disqualifled from
some privilege of the American Kennel Club, there is nothing dis-
graceful in that statement. Ualess it were known what the quab-
flcations were for the enjoyment of such privilege, it would not
be disgraceful not to possess them.

It would seem that prior to Dec. 19, 1889, the officers of this
Albany Kennel Club had possessed these privileges, whatever
they may i.ave been. They are stated to have lost them because
tlieir club (not they themselves) had not paii^ its awarded prizes.
If it had been published that this non-payment was owing to dis-
honesty or negligence of these officers, another question would
have arisen. But nothing of that kind appenrs. Nor does tb^
publication mean, as alleged in the complaint, that the plaintiff
cheated and defrauded the exhibitors at the bench show. On the
contrary, there is nothing in the publication which implies that
the officers owed these prizes, or that the non-payment was
caused by them.
The Sf cond count charges the publication of a list of pei'sons

headed "Disqualifled," and containing the plaintiff's name, fol-
lowed by an explanation thatno person under sentence of disqual-
ification caa exhibit or take a prize, or act a= agent for any person
at any show held by a member of the American Kennel (;lub. In
this, as in the former count, we must take the words for what
they fairly mean. They are not equivocal. The meaning of "Di^-
qaalified ' is here explained. It is thatfor some reason the Ameri-
can Kennel Club refuses to these persons the privilege of exhibit-
ing, etc., at any show held by one of its members.
The plaintiff' avers that this publication set forth in the second

count -was intended to have it believed that plaintiff was dishon-
est, and that the Albany Kennel Club did not pay its awards, and
that t'le members thereof defrauded the exhibitors. Nothing is

stated in that publication as to the Albany Kennel Olub or its ex-
hibition. The article merely gives a list of the diequalified per,
sous, and explains what such persons may not do. It does not
state the oau=e of disqualification, po that if there U any injurious
effect- ih the publication, it is in that statement that these parsons
maj- -fipt do cei'ifvip. Can it fJten tend to disgrface n veimi

to publish that he is not allowed to exhibit or take a prize at a
bench show held by a member of the American Kennel Club? Is
the exhibition at a bench show of this club such a very moral act
that to be excluded is disgraceful or disreputable? We think not.
If it were a matter of public knowledge that to exhibit or take
prizes at such a show required the possession of high intellectual,
moral or social qualities, then the publication of a statement that
one was disqualified might bo considered a statement that he did
not possess these qualities, and therefore "one calculated to in-
jure his character.*'
The article is undoubtedly, as plaintiff claims, a statement that

he, not the Albany Kennel Club, is deprived of a privilege of ex-
hibitiDg. But this is no injurious statement. Construiug the
language according to (he principle laid down in Cooper vs.
Greeley, it imputes no vvronganing to the plairxtiff. And there is

not the ambiguity in the la.neuage which leaves it open for the
jury to give a construction to it.

We are of the opinion that the interlocutory judgment overrul-
ing the demurrer should be reversed, and tha6 defendants should
have judgment on the demurrer, with costs.
I concur, J. S. L.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB MEETING.

THE quarterly meeting of the Amei'ican Kennel Club
was held Bee. 10 at their offices, at 4A Broadway, New

York city. It was one of the best attended meetings the
club has yet held, drawn together no doubt owing to the
many important matters that had to be coosidered aiid

passed upon by the executive committee.
There were fifteen delegates present, not including Mr.

Belmont, who was in the chair.
The amendments proposed by Dr. H. T. Foote, under Art.

XIY. of the constitution were adopted with some slight
changes as follows:
Bale XI 1. A dogstilfering from ((vac/zio) mange or any con-

tagious (or olyjcciiovnhlc) rii.«ease shall be disqualified, and
forfeit any prize which may have been awarded to it, and shall
be removed at once from the .show building. The regularly
appointed veterinary shall alone decide as to the condition
of the dog. and his decision must be giveti in writing.
Rule XVII. Bench shovA' committees may provide (SllCh

classes fur dacis nf cstahlis'lied breeds (is tlicn ehoose).

1. The Mi,scellaueous class sliall com[)ri.se all dogs_ for
which no resubir clas.s hart been provided in the Premium
Li.sts. Flnlrii's in ihis cluss vin.<i sjiaufu the irreed of the
exldJtUf ami Itm ust he so p ahl isited in tliC Cataloy ue.

2, The Selling Class shall be for dogs to be sold for a max-
imum price, to be stated in the Premium List. An exhibi-
tor may catalogue his dog in this class for any sum less than
the maximum.

'4. The No^'ice Class shall be for a breed for which a regu-
lar class haN been provided, and for competition in which a
dog .shall not have won a prize /*/, iin opeiL class at auy
Ainerican Kennel Club show, or which has not won (sucli)

a prize in a ret-ognizcd .show held in England or Canada.
4. The Puppy Class shall be- for dogs oim- six months and

wilder twelve months of aije.

5. The Open Class shall be for dogs of any age, which have
not already (jualilled for the Challenge Class, and for which
no Challenge Class has been provided.

fi. The Challenge (;,'l3.ss shall be for all dogs having won
four fir.yt prizes in the open classes. A dog having won
three first prizes iii this dass (o/zc of n'iiieli shiill have been
won at It .s7ioi(' linviny lUit less tJtan -WO entries) shall have
the privilege of the title of champion, without further com-
petition.
Rule XXI. Special prizes shall only he offered for dogs

iif estnhlished hrerds. /(/ic/uodog eligible for si)eeial prizes
can be withdrawn Iroin. competition, unless it has been
.stated mi entry blanks, ''Will not compete for special

^*^Rule XXXUI. (Addmonal Bute.) No shon; shall extend
over four days, inclnding the last day of reecivinij and the
first dn^j of UberaPimj the exMhits.
Note.—All clarrses iu italics are the added amendments.
After this the qttestion of the New Jersey Kennel Club

was taken up. No one appeared for them. Mr. Richards
re.3d the charges formnl.ated by the advisory committee
against the N. J. K. C, which were as follow.'-': The under-
.signed, individually, and as the advisory committee of the
American Kennel Club, do hereby charge the New Jersey-

Kennel Club, one of the members of the American Kennel
Club,with conduct prejudicial to the \velfare of the associa-
tion, and do charge that the membership of said New .Jer-

sey Kennel Club, and the continuation of such membrship
is prejudicial to the welfare of the Ameriarn Kennel Club.

SPECIFICAT tONS.

Speeiflcatiou 1. That whereas the executive committee of
the American Kennel Club did at its first regular quarterly
meetiiig, held on Sept. 2.5, 1890, impose a sentence of dis-

qualification upon one Charles J. Pcshall upon charges
theretofore made against said Peshall, due notice of which
sentence of disqualification was given to all the members of
said American Kennel Club, the said New Jersey Kennel
Club did thereafter, on or about the 15th day of May, 1891,
elect and appoint said Pe.shall to the office of President of
said New Jersey Kennel Club.

Specification 3. That whereas the executive committee of
the American Kennel Club did at its regular quarterly
meeting, held on Sept. 2.5, 1890, impose a sentence of disqual-
ification itpon one Charles J. Peshall, upon charges thereto-
fore made against sai<l Peshall, due notice of which sentence
of disqualification was given to all the members of said
American Kennel Club, the said New Jersey Kennel Club
did thereafter, on or about the loth day of May, 1891, elect
said Peshall as the delegate and representative of said New
Jersey Kennel Cltib in the American Kennel t^lub.

Specifications. That whereas after the said election and
appointment of the said Peshall as delegate and representa-
tive of said New Jersey Kennel Cluli in the American Ken-
nel Club, to wit, on or about May 25, 1891, said Peshall pre-
sented his credentials as such delegate and representative at
the regular quarterly meeting of the executive committee of
the American Kennel Club held upon said day, and said exe-
cutive committee declined to receive saidPei5hall as the dele-
gate of the New Jersey Kennel Club, and rejected his cre-
dentials, the said New Jersey Kennel Club did again re-elect

and reappoint the said Peshall as the delegate and repre-
sentative of said New Jersey Kennel Club in the American
Kennel Club

Specification 4. That the said conduct of the New Jersey
Kennel Club, set forth in specification 1, and the said con-
duct of said New Jersey Kennel Club, set forth in siiecifica-

tion 3, is in each instance, and in all said instances conduct
amounting to a refusal to recognize the sentence of disquali-
fication imposed bj' the American Kennel Club upon said
Charles .J. Peshall, and conduct amounting to a refusal upon
the part of said New Jersey Kennel Club to abide by the
action of the American Kennel Club in imposing such
penalty, and conduct subversive of the authority of the
Ameincan Kennel Club in the performance of the fimctions
for which it was organized, and therefore hostile to Ameri-
can kennel Interests which said American Kennel Club was
formed to promote and protect.
Dated New York, Nov. 9, 1891.

(Signed) .John S. Wise,
August Belmont,
.Tames L. Anthony,
Thos. H. Terry.

The charges had been served by messenger on Mr. Geo.
Wilms, secretary of the N, J. K. C,, but no notice was
taken of them. In accordance with a motion passed at the
last meeting it wasi then tpo-ved and seconded that the New
Jersey Club be cx-peiled. :V vote v>"e3 then taken, which re-
..^ulted iu the expiiisiotj oi the Mew Jersey Club by a practi-
pally uuaniilJoiiR yo^t), Ma?^. yfami^] fintj B, J^lossom
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dining to vote. The vote stood 11 in favor of expulsion and
3 blank.
The following clubs were elected to membership: The

Freeport Poultry and Pet Stock Association, of Freeport,
111.; the New England Field Trial Club, of Boston, and the
Bexar Field Trial Club, of San Antonio, Texas. Resigna-
tions were received from the following clubs: The Phila-
delphia Kennel Club, St. Paul and Minnesota Kennel Citib,
and the Toledo Keuuel Club.

ROCKFORD DOG SHOW.
rpHE dog show held by the Northern Illinois Poultry andX Pet Stock Association at Rockford, 111., must be set
down a success. The quality of dogs present was decidedly
better than former years, though the number of dogs did
not show much increase. The only hitch was in the matter
of delay in jxidging, the judge unfortunately being also the
superintendent, a state of things by which the best interests
of dog shows are not subserved. The delay in getting out a
catalogue was also detrimental to the interests of the club.
It is a praiseworthy matter when a club gets out a marked
catalogue, but exhibitors would rather have just the plain
catalogue if they have to wait till near the close of the show
for the marked one, as was the ease in this instance.
Mr. Tim Donoghue made his dfilmt in the ring as a judge,

though he is well known to all as an oldtime exhibitor, and
his cheerful temperament has put life into many a show
gathering. He judged pointers, setters, foxhounds and
beagles, while Mr. Harry L. Goodman, the superintendent,
took all the other classes. The judging gave good satisfac-
tion. Ben Lewis has got together another good string of
dogs, and I hope he can keep up his winulng gait right
through till the flowers bloom again, and the same applies
to Mr. Naylor.
The dogs were fed on Spratts biscuits, and the disinfect-

ant used was Sanitas powder. The old style wooden benches
were used. Most of the winners are well known, so a de-
tailed criticism need not be given. ;The following is the
prize list:

MASTIFFS,—Opbn—Does.* Ist, Chas. E. Buun'a Ornionde: 2d
and very high com., Colm O. McLain's Gyrus and Sraosha.
Bitches: lit and 2d, Ohas. E. Bunrx'a Mattela ami Sianloa. T.-ry
higb. com. reserve, Colin O. McLatii's Armati. Voi-y high com.,
Chas. E. Bnnn's Larty Oobrey. Puppkit: '1st and 2d, Colin 0. Mc-
Laiu'.s Sraoslia and Armati.
GB.EAT DANES —OeBN-i>o(;.3: 1st. Imperial Kennels' Impera-

tor: 2(1, Jos. Zilligan's (rrover Cleveland. Bitches: 1st, Geo. W.
Clayton's Minea; lid, F. S. Anderson's Colnmbian Daphne. Very
high com., P. S. Anilerson's Columbian Flora and .las. A. Law-
rence's Trene II,

ST. BERNARDS.—RoUGH-coA'rED—Opjf.K—jDof/«: 1st, W. C.
Hickox's Fernwood Bruce; 2d. Dr. John W. Dunlop's Othello.
Tery high com. reserve. Whitewater Kennels' B,ovalty. Very
high GOTO., Wbitpwater Kennels' G^n. Bedivere and P. A. Ander-
son's Knight. BUrlics: Ist and 2d, Pernwood Keimels' I. O. and
BJodwin. Veryhl^h cum., Whitewater Kennels Clara. PvpiAes:
lat, ,1. E. Wright's Tot.

ST. BERNARD^^.—SMOOTH-CoA'rBn—Challenge—1st, Fern-
woorl Kennels' Loj'd Hector.—Open—Dogis: 1st, South Bend Ken-
nels' Sir Eldred. Bitches: 1st. Capital City Kennels' Nell 11.

BLOODHOUNDS.-lst, R. G. H. Huntingtoji'a Jack Shepherd.
GREYHOUNDS.-l8t, P. S. Anderson's Kentucky Blue.

B'OXHOUNDS —Doas.- 2d. Derwent Bros.'s Radical. Bitches: 2d,
Derwent Bros.'s Passion.

POINTERS.-i)off.sv 1st, ,f. H. Winslow's Inspiration; 2d, J. G.
E.n,rle's Chief Amo. Bitches: 3c1, G. F. Rohr's Bird.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—CHALLENnB—1st, P. H. Gotzian'a Mnnk
of Fin-neBs.~OPEN—I5O0S: Ist, H. Northwood's Benzine. Bitches:
let. Dr. J. A. Hartman's Albert's 'Nelliu: Sd, A. J. Klofanda'^i
PaxieMaid. Tevy Ingh com., P. H. Got/Jan's Minnesota. Funnies:
1st, T. E. Taylor'i Buster Billings.

IRISH SETTEES.—Challenge—I'lt a,nd 2d, Oak Grove Ken-

Giencho 11.

GORDON SETTERS.—Challenge-1st, Dr. Samuel G. Dixon's
Duchess Waverly.—Open—Do.r/s: 1st, B P. Lewis's Asp, Bitches:
l8t, Dr. Samuel G. Dixon's Countess Richmond.
FIELD SPANIELS.— CHAi;LBK(,'E-lat, B. P. Lewis's Black

Diamond.—Open- r»(/.s.- Ist, T. E. Taylor's Newton Abbot Torso;
31, Mrs. A. P. ,STiiir)r.q Arto. -h'/VWics-; J st, Ancient and Modern
Spaniel Kennels' What Not.

COCKER SPA-NIELS.—OHALLEsnB-iJUc/tes; lit. Ancient and
Modern Spaniel Kennels' I Say.—Open —Dof/s.- let, .T.P.Wiley's
Jersey Oho; 2d, Ancient and Modern Spaniel Kennels' Gothamite.
Bitches: 1st, Ancient nad Modern Spaniel Kennels' Lady Oho; 2d,
J. P, Willey's Black Dnehess, Puppies: Isi, Ancient and Modern
Spaniels' Woodland Pete.

GOLLTES.—Rough -Chali/k.n'oe;- Duys; lat, Sfminole Kpont'ls'
champion Roslyn Dandy- BUclits: l ^t, Seminole Kennels' Metch-
ley Surprise.—Open -Roug h—Xioixs; 1 it,Seminole Kennels'Rowdy;
2d, John Hawkes'a Waller Scott 111, Very bigh com. and reserve,
S. J. Black's Wooley. Very high com., H. R. Smith's Griefen-
stein. High com., E. A. Rogers's Banker. Biiehes: Ist, John
Hawkes's Grange Nellie; 23, Seminole Kennuels' Dot. Very bigh
com., H. R. Smith's Pine Grove Queen and Pine Grove Maid.
High com., E. A. Rogers's Nellie. S. J. Black's Perty and Lill.
Com.. H. R. Sraith'a Willis. Puppies: 1st, Seminole Kennels' Sco-
t ilia IV
BULLDOGS.-Challenge—1st, E. A. Woodward's Bo^swain.—

Open—Bitcfte^; 1st, E. A. Woodward 'n- DuoUess o£ Parma.
BULL-TERRIERS.-CHALLHNGE-lst, Wm. J. Bryson's Duff-

erin —Open—Dogs; iwt, W. Clayton's Chautauiiua Sam. Bitches.
lat, Geo. W.Clayton's White Gipsey, Puppies: 1st and 2d, Geo.
W. Clayton's ChautauQaaTam and Chautauqua Bird.

DACHSHUNDE.—Challenge—1st, B. F. Lewis's Gill.—Open—
let and 2d, Wm. Loeffl^r's Lina K. and Hundesport Bergman.
POODLES.—jBftc7(6s; 1st, Mrs. W. P. Woodard's Pera.
BEAGLES.—Open—Dogs; 1st. Wm. H. Child's Tony Weller.

Bitches: IsU Middleton Kennels' June Rose; 2d, Wm, H. Child's
Oak View Juliet. Very high com.. Rudolph Engleman's Sadie
and R. 0. Rinearson's Dottie R. and Battle R.

SMOOTH FOX-TERRIERS.-Open—Doffs; Ist, R. E. Fishburn's
Glendon Spark; 21, Harry Northwooo's Painter. Bitches: 1st,
Anglo-American Terrier Kennels' Venus; 2d, G. R. Halden's
Auburn Baauty.
WIRE-HAIRED FOX-TERRIERS. -1st, Anglo-American Ter-

rier Kennels' Barton Stmg.
IRISH TERRIERS.—1st, H. O'Connor's Galteea; 2d, Anglo-

American Terrier Kennels' Ballymony.
SCOTCH TERRIERS.-lst. W. P. Frazer's Grey.
DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.-lst, H. J. Linzen's Border

Clinker II.

SKYE TERRIERS —1st, Clifford A. Shinn's Sir Stafford.
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-lst, Anglo-American Terrier

Kennels' Prince iiaglan.
PUGS -Challenge—Doi;.'?; let, M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivv. Bitches-

1st, Howai-d Kennels Sateen.—Open—i3oas; 1st, Howard Evnui-ls'
Penrice; 2d, Mrs. M. M. Ballantlne's Curtis. Very high com.
reserve, Seminole Kennels' Kash, .Tr. Very high com., Geo H
McLain'a Bobble Mac and Eborhart Pug Kennels' Seven Dollars!
Bitcfm: 1st, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Mable E.; 2d, Howard K°nnels'
Lady Glover, Very high com. reserve, Gpo. H. McLain'a Peggie
Gillivan. Very high com., M. H. Cryer's Cribbage. Higb com.,
Seminole Kennels' Little Duchess. Puppies-Dogs; Ist, Howard
Kennels' Penrice Boy. Bitclies: 1st, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Peggy
Pryde; 2d, Seminole Kennels' LittleiDnchess.

SPECIALS.

Best kennel Irish setters. Oak Grove Kennels; best kennel col-
lies, Seminole Kennels; best kennel Gordon setters. Dr. S. G.
Dixon; best kenuel mastiffs, C. E. Bunn; best kennel spaniels
Ancient and Modern Spaniel Kennels; best kennel St. Bernards!
Fernwood Kennels: best kennel pugs, Howard Kennels; best ken-
nel of any other breed, C. C. McLain's mastiffs; bf.st dog in the
show. Inspiration; best litter of puppies, II. R. Smith's collies-
best poodle, Pera; best pug bitch in open class, Mable E.; largest
exhibit of dogs. Seminole Kennels; best English setter. Monk of
Purness; bestpointer, Inspiration; best Irish setter bitch, Elfreda*
best setter dog, Kildare: best St. Barnard, Fenwood Bruce; best
l)ug in open classes, Peunqe; hesc fOX^tower, QJendon Spark;
oest collie, Roslyn Dandy. N. T.

DOG CHAT.

WE are very much interested in the call that Mr. Millais
makes, on behalf of Dr. Romanes, for instances to

either refute or prove the popularly accepted idea that a
mesalliance will more or leas mark the subsequent litters
the bitch may have. There have been desultory proofs
advanced on both sides the question, but we do not believe
there has as yet been any decided movement to bring such a
number of cases to light as will prove the theory one way or
the other. From the questions on this subject that we
receive from time to time we know that, .should some
definite conclusion be arrived at, it will ease the minds of
many dog owners who, when such a co7M'r(:/e)??ps occurs,
are in a dilemma as to the right course to pursue, especially
ill the case of a valuable breeding bitch, Our own experi-
ence has been, happily, a very limited one in this respect,
not enough to form a decided opinion one way or the other,
and we shall foUowthe instancesthat may be published with
much interest. We .shall be pleased to publish the experi-
ences of any of our readers who may be able to throw light
on this dark subject, for it is one of vital importance to
present and future breeders of dogs.

Among the new kennel advertisements this week we notice
that Fairmead Kennels and A. M. Jaggard have great Dane
pups for sale; Huddersfield Kennels, prick-eared Skye ter-

riers; F. H. Perry, Irish setters; "Tilton Place," pointers and
setters; Geo. Collingwood, broken English setter; M. A.
Ilanchett, Irish setters; 107 Bergen avenue, collie dog; Frank
F, Dole, noted bulldogs; H. Blaisdell, beagle pups: W. II.

Hyland, pointer bitch ; C W. Patterson, St. Bernards; P. H.
Coombs, Yorkshire terrier pups. At stud: Gleurcse Ken-
nels' beagles and Frank F. Dole's bulldogs. We also draw
attention to the coming sale of St. Bernards at the Ameri-
can Horse Exchange.

Ouj progressive contemporary the Fanciers' Journal has
issued a Christmas number that is replete with good articles
on dog and poultry subjects by well-known writers, which
wi 11 afford a pleasant hour's reading to any one.

We were sorry to miss Mr. Frank Dole when he called the
other day but we are glad to say he was not allowed to de-
part without leaving his little budget of news. He has im-
ported for Mr. John E. Thayer the well-known fox terriers
Miss Dollar and Brockenhurst Tyke. Both have won uu-
merous prizes on the other side and will be welcome addi-
tions to the fox terrier company here. Mr. Thayer,we hear,
is well pleased with them. Mr. Thayer has exported a deer-
hound bitch; note the ex carefullyas we believe it about the
first dog exported in a bona fide sale, at any rate of this
breed. The bitch goes to Mr. W. X. Sellar of the Union
Club, London. Mr. Dole himself has imported the bull ter-
rier champion Sir Monty II,, winner of about fifty pris^ea.

There is likely to be keen competitiou in the bull terrier
classes this coming year, and evidently friend Frank is not
going to lose any of his well-earned laurels. For Mr. Manice,
who already owns "Windrush Rioter and Janet, he has im-
ported the dachshund bitch Venus II,, a big winner on the
other side, among others having won a challenge cup and
special for best in .show and for best brood biich. Weave
very pleased to see the attention that is being given to this
hitherto neglected breed, for despite his rather awkward
appearance there is no more merry or companionable dog
than the dachshund.

If the death list of our principal dogs increases at the rate
it is doing, kennel papers will have to publish an obituary
column. It is really distressing to hear of the death of so
many fine dogs as have taken place this year, by far the
most unfortunate in this respect that this country has yet
experienced. There have been rumors in the air for some
time that the great Plinlimmon had gone the way of all

flesh. But for some reason his owner deferred making the
matter public. Owing to a direct inquiry to Mr. Moore we
have obtained authentic information of his death. Mr.
Moore writes;

In reply to your in(juii-y asking if Plinlimmon was dead or not I

would say that be is. Ynnr space has heen occupied so much
lately, making mention of different dogs that have died, I thought
I would make no mention of this one.— F. H. Moore.
That we and all St. Bernard lovers condole with Mr.

Moore in his loss goes without saying. No information i

given as to the time or cause of his death, but no doubt the
drain on his constitution from the several tumors he was
relieved of by Dr. Clover, may have been the cause of his
demise, and add to this the fact of his peculiar conditions of
life while on the stage with his former master, "Fritz"
Emmett, and his increasing years, the cause of his death is

not far to seek.
We remember the last time we saw him, not long before

his sale to Mr. Moore, he seemed, although apparently in
full bloom as to condition, to have some difficulty in lying
down on the stage, acting something like old champion
Otho used to do. Plinlimmon was whelped June 29, 1883,
and was by Mr. W. M. Pothecary's Pilgrim out of his
breeder's, Mr. T. Hall, Be.ssie 11., so it will be seen that the
dog was getting well on in years. After Mr. Hall the Rev.
Arthur Carter owned him, and he in turn, we believe, sold
him to Mr. J. F. Smith, and he sold him to Mr. H. R. Chap-
man, who then sold him to Mr. Sydney W. Smith, and from
the latter well-known St. Bernard man, "Fritz" Emmett, on
the lookout for a canine sensation, purchased him for the
then large price of $5,000, and his departure from Eugland
with an almost practically unbeaten record, Prince Batten-
berg, we believe, being the only dog that levered his colors,
was a matter of regret to all English St. Bernard breeders,
who, however, quickly forgot their loss in the charms of
the now gi'eat Sir Bed'iverer Plinlimmon had won the St.
Bernard challenge cup five times, a record uuattained by
any other dog. His winnings—well, it is needless to repeat
them here, for does not the above record tell the story, suf-

fice it to say his list comprises first and specials at the'cream
of the English shows. It has always been a m.atter of regret
that he was not shown on the bench in this country, but his
actor owner was obdurate on the point, not to say mer-
cenary, and also carried his objection so far as to allow no
stud service to any one, at least there is no public record of
his doing so. Mr." Emmett imported him in 1888 and his
record on the stage is kuowu to every one who delighted in
the performances of his noted master. Of course, such an
animal as he was was necessarily extensively used in the
stud on the other side, and he numbers many well-known
prize winners among his progeny. Prince Regent, we
believe, was the best of his get and Pliny, Scout, Young
Plinlimmon, Refuge II.. etc, are names that occur to us at
the moment as celebrated sons of his. Again we say, Mr.
Moore has our sincere sympathy.

In the loss of champion llford Chancellor Mr. James W.
Whitney, proprietor of the Flour City Kennels, has lost a
mastiff that he will find difficult to rexjlace, though we are
pleased to know that his young dog Cardinal Beaufort will
be a worthy surcessor when he attains his "majority." Mr,
Whitney is now tasting some of the bitter side of valuable
dog keeping, aud it is needless to say that we as well as the
mastiff breeders will condole with him in his loss. When
we visited his kennel recently we remarked that he never
looked better aud seemed as active as a kitten. Apoplexy,
we are told, -wa.*; the cau.se of his death. He died Dec. '9.

llford Chancellor was whelped May !.->, IS-s.d, so must be said
to have been far from an old dog. He was by the well-known
champion llford Caution out of Breuda Secunda, by Turk
out of Brenda. Turk, by Colonel out of Motive, and as his

name would imply, was bred by Mr, R. Cook, of England.
His winnings in England number some twenty-five first
prizes, and since he was imported by Mr E. H. Moore in
18^9, he has won about the same n umber here. He was pur-
chased by Mr. Whitney in 1890 from Mr. Moore. llford
Chancellor has been a success in the .stud, his principal get
being Ingleside Maximilian, that takes after his grandsire,
and Crown Prince Maximilian. Mr. Whitney, in view of
the death of this dog. was doubly fortunate in seeunng
such a good young dog as the now head of the kennels.
Cardinal Beaufort.

Mr. Mortimer writes us that Mr. Geo. Rapev, the noted
judge in England, will be one of the judges at the forth-
coming New York .show. This is a gooH selection and will
be a benefit to many breeds, notably the terriers, greyhounds,
etc.

About the Duke of Maplecroft, a dark horse in St. Ber-
nardom, the StocJi-Kee2^er has a good deal to say and goes
to the trouble of exploding very effectually the idea 1 hat he
was to beat Sir Bedivere hands down, as was the reoort put
about here wheu some of our moneved St, Bernard breedev,s
were advised to buy him. Mr. Ruppert cabled for his price
and was told S7,500 was the rock bottom figure, so he was
left severely alone, and fortunately, as it turned out, for in-
stead of setting the St. Bernard world ou fire, he only won,
under Mr. Betterton, second prize at the late Birmingham
show. This is what Mr. Betterton says in his notes for the
Kennel Gazette, which he gives Stock-Kcepcy tbe privilege
of publishing: "Beautiful head, bitchy head, well marked,
well shown, but thin. Legs, good bone, but alua, forelegs
weak (and here follows a drawing of crooked legs'), lacks
squarenes.? in muzzle, weak in hind legs. Beautiful tail,
well carried." Mr. Betterton say-t he' is a nice do-r, of
medium height only (his height is iilin.). and nothing behind
this to make any fuss about. And this is tbe dogtb:at would
have been bought by Xew York parties had the price been
anywhere near the |5 000 mark. Verily the old proverb,
"Look before you leap" is very applicable to St. Bernard
buying jast at present.

For lack of space this week English notes and many
queries must go over till next week.

Mr. C. E. Buckle, of the Charlottesville Kennels, has gone
down to Mississippi to locate a winter training ground for
their young pointers.

Messrs. Geo. B. Gray and Frank Richards will locate this
winter together somewhere in the Mis,sissippi State to train
their Derby dogs.

Mr. D. A. Upson did not keep the now celebrated pointer
Promotion, winner of the Pointer Derby and ab.^olute Derby
winner at Of ntral Field Trials and second Pointer Derby at
U. S. Field Trials, very long. Col. B. Ridgway, of Philadel-
phia, Pa., purchased him last week. This well-known mem
ber of the P. K. C. must be congratulafctd on his purchase of
a good dog.

The ?500 trophy that will be given at the New Tork show
by Messrs. Relck, Ruppert and the W. K. C, for the best
American-bred St, Bernard whelped after '^890, is now being
made aud will be a very fine work of art. Figures of Prince
Regent, Scottish Prince and Princess FloreQce,thetwo latter
his finest get, will be modeled iu relief. The New York
Rerald is also donating go bronze medals for the best in
dift'erent breeds at the New York show. The medals, we
are told, will be very fine and well worth winuing.

Dr. Foote has had a touch of distemper iu his kennel,
which now we are pleased to say is clear of it. But not be^
fore his Rochelle Otero had succumbed and one very prom-
ising dog pup. Otero was sold and only awaiting her visit
to Broomfield Sultan.

The South Bend Kennels, of South Bend, Ird., are mak-
ing strenuous eft'orts to come to the front in St. Bernard
breeding, and have just bred their l>itch Nymph to Sir Bedi-
vere. Their Sir Eldred, we see, won out at Roclcford, Jll.,

show the other day. They have two good pups by this dog
Sir Eldred, one weighing 491 bs. at three months old.

I IThose who are wont to look upon the size of a dog as its
most valuable requisite, will be delighted to hear that the
proportions some dogs attain are not limited to those of the
dogs we are familiar with at our shows—St. Pjernards, for
instance. When the editor of the Stoek-Kceoer, Eugland,
tells us that he has, through Mr. J. h. Wilson, the well
known fancier, had the opportunity of seeing a dog that
would make the largest St Bernard look small, we should
think the limit of appreciable size has been reached. This
dog is a Thibet shepherd's dog, and resembles iiu enormous
sheepdog, with frill, tail and rough coat of a yellow fawn
colqj". He is said to be as gentle as he is big; and this would
seeih to be just the breed for some of those who ure ever on
the lookout for sensation, even iu dogs.

If there is not much money in collie breeding in this
country quite the opposite seems to be the case on the other
side providing one has the proper .stock in thi-- kenuel. We
have .several times lately made mention of large prices for
puppies of this breed, and now a Mr. T. Powers has sold
three Edgbaston Marvel—Barwell Pearl pups to the well-
known collie man, Mr. A. H. Megson, for SI ,000. Tlie latter
gentleman has also paid S-3,000 for the collie Soutbport Pilot,
that beat the crack Sefton Hero. Mr. Megson also alio ^viug
the late owner five stud services of the dog. At tbe late
King's Lynn (Eng.) show, held a fortnight since, the Prince
and Princess of Wales exhibited thirteen dogs, winning
several prizes. If this piece of information could only be
disseminated among the "Doncherknowa" of this city who
pattern their ties by that of his Highness, the next W'. K . C,
show would be a crowded one.

NOTES AND NOTIONS,

THE broil about the pedigree of the pug dog Lord Clover
is in a very unsatisfactory condition. Whether readers

are "concerned" or not as to the facts about this, yery many
are certainly "interested," as the display of keen thrusting
on Mr. Ballentine's part was certainly of a very interesting
character. But be we ever so little concerned as to the sub-
ject matter of such a brilliant fight as this has been, we can-
not avoid an interest growing up iu our minds as to what
the real truth is concerning a matter which has evolved such
pyrotechnics, and there has been no real proof sutamitred on
either side of the question. I am very far from advising
that smouldering embers be rekindled, but it is not wise to
drop any subject in such a half-chewed state (if jou will
pardon the inelegance of the simile), and Mr. Ballentine
should produce the evidence of the English authorities he
cites as indorsing the pedigree and Dr, Cryer show what
foundation he has for his doubts.

I have just happened on a little OhrLstmas book called
"Fop and Mop," issued by Home Wnrda, Loudon, Eng., the
canine illustrations of which strike me as superior to any
thing I have seen. The artist is one W. W. Lloyd, of v^'hoin

I have never heard before, and he displays in a most marked
degree the faculty of seizing the most chardcterinti^ features
of dogs, a point most artists fail in. THE Onlookbk.
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MR. HACKE'S BARZOIS.

MR. PAUL HACKE'S large farm, located some two
miles east and south of Greensbm'g, was the scene of

an exciting and thilUiiiK wolf hunt.
The idea of the chase grew out of the fact that Mr.Hacke'.s

large, family of Barzois or Rus&ian wolfhounds are ken-
neled at his favm. Among others who had a curiosity to
see how the Hacke kennel would perform in the presence of
a wolf, was Dr. Grimes, who was largely insti-umental in
inducing Mr. Hacke to purchase the hounds. After some
diekerinj.' two wolves were .secured from the Schenley Park
Zoo. They were of the prairie variety, and were shipped
from the Far West last spring. Since that time the best at
the command of Supt, McKnight was none too good for
them, and they were in prime condition for a battle and
a run.
A party of about fifty gentlemen watched this novel hunt

with interest. A more delightful day could not have been
selected.
The first performance, which was somewhat lacking in

sportsmanlike qualities, was the trial of a pai'ty of seven
young dogs that had never had an encounter with a wolf.
The wolf was turned out in the inclosure of the kennel with
little chance of escape. He seemed to regard it as a hope-
less case and at once made a rush for an angle in the high
and strong wire fence. The young homads regarded him
with a feeling of natural enmity, but with hair erect, eyes
blazing and his fierce jaw set he held them at bay for some
moments. Then the veteran Osniaday was brought out.
As he bounded from the kennel he sniffed the air and in an
instant he leaped across the yard, fairly brushed the younger
dogs aside and began a life and death battle with his natu-
ral foe. Swift as an arrow from the bow, says the corre-
.<i)pondeut of the Pittsburgh Dispatch, his long white head
and nose shot out toward the wolf. The next instant two
long gleaming rows of merciless teeth sank into a death grip
upon the wolf's throat and the striiggie began. The young
dogs now joined in the unequal battle and the victim was
soon killed and left a torn and Weeding mass. The dogs did
not escape, however, without punishment. One of them
ventured too near the jaws of the wolf and the desperate
animal took a farewell grip upon his nose, sinking his teeth
clear througn that member and leaving an ugly wound.
The second wolf was released in the middle of a 20-acre

field, with fields on every side and a heavy wood stretching
away in the distance. Although the odds were against the
wolf, it .still had some advantage in this particular, that it
could dodge along the fences more readily than the dogs.
The full pack of fourteen hounds were turned loose in pur-
suit, and then began a desperate run. The hounds did not
Lave a chance to extend themselves freely, owing to the
turns aud smallness of the lot, and the wolf mauagedto out-
foot them in the first mad chase around the field. Then the
terrific pace began to tell upon the wolf, and with one grand
leap he cleared the fence and made a wild dash for freedom
down the straight road. The hounds followed in hot pur-
suit, fairly leaping and tumbling over each other in their
eagerness to reach the victim. The wolf kept to the road
until he could fairly feel the hot breath of his pursuers, when
he gained a point by turning suddenly, clearing the fence,
and leading the way across another great field. The whole
pack, wolf and all, .soon disappeared over a rise of ^ouud,
and when the spectators arri%'ed the fragments of the wolf
alone told how the chase had ended. No one saw what dog
first reached the doomed animal, but the fact had been
clearly established that the Baraoi hounds are certain death
on the track of a wolf.
It is possible that during the winter another hunt will be

given, in which the chances of the wolves will be made
nearer even. ^
THE INFLUENCE OF A PREVIOUS SIRE,

Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Everett Millais writes to the Fanciers' Gazette that

the distinguished inve tigator, Dr. G. J. Romanes, has un-
dertaken an investigation of the notion that when a bitch
has an alliance with a dog of another breed her subsequent
offspring exhibit traces of the flr.st alliance, and he a.sks
that breeders will communicate with him what their expe-
rience has been as to thi.s. May! not ask that American
breeders will join in so excellent a work and will communi-
cate, either direct to Everett Millais, Esq., 31 Grosvenor
road, Westminster, to me. or to your journaip Mr. Millais
rightly points out that owing to the lack of accurate infor-
mation on this subject owners of a bitch which has .suffered
"a misfortune" are apt to deem her rained for future breed-
ing, and give away or dispose of for a song what might
otherwise be a most valuable animal. Any who communi-
cate incidents, either of bitches who have exhibited this in-
fluence in subsequent offspring, or of bitches that have con-
tracted mongrel alliances with no harm following, need not
hold back for fear that the knowledge may in anywayinure
to their detriment, for all they need to "do is to express a
wish that their names shall be withheld from publicity of
any kind.
My own observation and experience has been so over-

whelmingly against the influencing theory, except as oc-
curring only in the most insignificant minority of cases, that
I earnestly hope all the instances known will be collected,
when I feel quite satisfied as to what the outcome will be.

W. WA0E.
HuLTON, Pa„ Dec. 1.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB MEETING,
BOSTON, Mass., Dec. 12. — A meeting of the National

Beagle Club was called to order by O. W. Brooking at
8 P. M. Present E. W. Chapman, W. S. Clark, W. A. Power,
H. V. Jamieson and O. W. Brooking. A^oted that commun-
ication of F. McKee Thayer be placed on file. Voted to lay
communication of Mascoutah Kennel Club on table^ and
that the secretary correspond with said club for more mfor-
jnatiou. Voted to correspond with the A.K.C .secretary
relative to a 18in, class on bench. Voted to offer the follow-
ing spe<.'ials at New York show\ February, 1892: Five dollars
each for best dog and bitch entered by breeder, open to the
world; 15 each for best dog and bitch in show; club medal
for best kennel of four owned and entered by one person or
kennel, open to members only. Communication from H. F.
Schellbass read, commented on and placed on file. Voted
to postpone annual meeting until Jan, 9, 1892, at Young's
Hotel. Voted to adjourn. F. W Chapjiai^.

It is hard ibork to select an acceptable Ghristmas present,

something that xcill gim Teal pleasure. For the sportsman
tliere is nothing more ^-'leasing than a booh ichich deals with Ms
fawrite topic. He enjogs its perusal, and the satisfaction it gives

'hmi ii< a lasting one. Forkst akd Sthea.m'.s free illustrated

catalogue gices the intending purchaser a ickie range of selec-

tion aa.d offers many suggestians which at t/m season of tlu-

year are t^ery timely.

Names and Portraits op Bihds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book partlcuiRi-ly inTernBtiiig lo guoner.s, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kill. Oloih, 2;» pages, nrice S3..50. For sale by FOKK87
AND SrRBAM. ^

A Book about ISDiiiNs.—The Pobest and Stream will mail
freeonappUcatioa a descripcive circular of Mr. G-rlnnell's hook,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a table of contente
and specimen lllnstratlons from the volume.—

im^e mi ^Merg.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
There was a shoot for the Winans Trophy in the Amateur

Bevolver Championship match at Philadelphia on Saturday eve

last. It was held in the gallery of the Wurfflein Pistol and Rifle

Association, 327 North Eighth sti-eet. It is a most convenient

gallery, in a central part of town, and some remarkably fine rifle

scoring has been done on the range, The revolver shooting was
not eo remarkably flue, in some instances being below the aver-

age. Among those who shot were E, Travis, who is a son of the

well-known Capt. Travis, of pistol s^iootingr fame: J. J, MoUut-
joy, Dr. Gardiner, R. L. Dubba and Mr. Yost, of the Wayne Gnu
Club. Ttie shooting editor of Foeest and Stream waa present

and supervised the shooting done. To-morrow, Friday evening,

Dec. 18, and Saturday evening, Dec. 19, the match will be on at

Conlin's well-known gallery,"Thirty-first street and Broadway
this city. Mr, Conlin has extended his shooting screens so that

pistol or revolver shots may shoot either at ISyds. in the open or

at the French gallery range of 18 meters (SSJ^ft.), or at the cham-
pionship range of 20yds. This is one of the most convenient and
enjoyable ranges to visit in the city, and the matches will be

open to all comers without cost of entrance fees. Those who may
not have the! >• own weapons ready fc use will find the armory
of Mr. Conlin admirably provided with everything in the shoot-

ing line, and scores can be accurately and expeditiously made.

New Jersey Riflemen.

ISpecialJy RepoHed for Forest and Stream.^

HEADQUARTERS OF CLtTBS.

Miller R. C, 80 Hudson street. Hohoken.
Union R. C, 223 First street, Hoboken.
Friday Night R. C, 210 Washington street, Hoboken.
Escelpior R. C, 78 Montgomery street, Jersey City,
S'-itz R. C, 354 Palisade avenue, Jersey City Heights.
Pabsade R. C, Soi Palisade avenue, Jersey City Heights,

EsCELSioi? RiFLi; Clib, Jersey City, N. J., Dec. 8.—Ten shots,
otE-naTid, as-ring target, possible 2r>0. The srnres made in the
shoot for weekly class medals are appended helow;
W H Hallowed 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 22 22 21—334W J Charming 25 2.5 24 24 23 23 23 23 22 31—238
C Boag 25 2,5 24 24 24 23 22 23 .22 21-232
W J Hennessy 25 85 24 24 S3 23 23 23 22 21-233
W Weber.. 25 25 25 33 23 23 23 22 22 20-231
H Hnnsen 25 24 24 33 33 22 33 23 21 21-227
C L Pinney - 25 25 24 24 2^ 23 22 31 20 20-226
J Speicher 25 24 23 23 23 22 32 22 21 ?1—225
Tbos Hughes 25 24 23 22 22 23 23 21 20 20-231
C Bauchle 25 24 23 22 23 21 21 20 30 20-219
J Hughes 25 23 23 22 23 23 21 21 20 20-318
O Boice 25 24 23 33 21 21 21 20 20 19-215
The medal winners in their respective classes were: l3t, Haho-

well; 2d, Bauchle: 3d, Boag, A merry time followed. Chris
Bauchle, famed for his mixed ale drops, told of several narrow
escapes from massacre which Chris went through back in the
fltties. Geo. C. Varick, of fldsh light fame, has gone down South
and will remain there lor the winter.

Mit.TjER Rifle Club, Hoboken.—Capt. Richard W. Dewey,
Dec. 9. Ten stiots, off-nand. 2.5-rlng target, possible 2,50, Tlie
scores made in the shoot for class medals were:

First Class.

L Sohl 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 22-240
E Fischer 25 25 25 25 24 24 28 23 23 22—2m
C Judson 25 25 24 24 24 24 24 23 22 32 -237
D IVIiller 25 25 25 25 24 23 23 23 22 21-236
F LieU 26 25 25 24 24 24 23 33 23 20-236
D HeDci?en 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 23 23 21-334
P Brandt 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 23 31—233
Capt Dewey 35 35 24 24 23 23 22 33 21 21-230
First class medal won by Lou Sool, 240.

Second CInss.

J Carragher 25 24 24 24 24 23 23 23 23 22-235
J H Kruse 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 33 21—234
Second class medal won hy J. Carragher, 3.:5.

Third Class.

A. Stadler 25 35 .24 24 23 23 23 22 20 20-228
H Seltenreloh 25 24 23 33 23 22 20 20 20 20-320
F Dunsteadt 25 24 23 22 21 20 20 18 18 18-209
F Kamm«l 24 33 23 31 20 20 20 19 19 19-207
Third class medal won hy A. Stadler, 228

The club is rapidly coming up to its old form and will no doubt
make some of the best scores of the season before long. Team
shooting followed between teams captained by E. Fischer and L,

237 L Sohl .
. 236

235 D Miller 235
234 F Brandt .... 236
335 J Carragher . 235
234 235
225 H Seltenreich .... 230
210-1610 F Duasreadt 203

GbeeI'IVillb Rifle Club.—GreenviUe, N. J., Friday, Dec. 11,—
Ten snots off-uand, 25-i-ing target, p^s!-iV>l« 2.50:

Gotthardc 25 25 25 24 £4 24 24 23 23 23-240
C Boag 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 22 22-237
Seheelein 25 25 '74 24 23 23 23 22 31 20-229
Robidoux 25 24 24 24 23 23 28 32 31 17-228
Perkins 25 24 24 23 23 ;» 22 22 31 30-237
Chavant 25 34 24 23 23 23 22 21 31 31-221
Collins .25 24 23 23 22 22 ,31 21 20 20-221
iSpabn 35 35 24 24 33 21 30 20 19 19—220
J Dodds 25 24 28 22 22 21 19 19 18 18—211
Hill 24 23 23 32 32 21 20 19 18 16-207
A meeting was held immediately after. The club decided to

challeuKe the PalisadeR.flB Club, of Jersey City Heights, to a
team match. Tne secretary announced that the challenge sent
to the Excelsior Rifle Club, of Jersey City, had heen accepted. A
merry social session followed.

notes.

The Miller Rifle Club (Oapt, Richard W. Dewey) hold a two-
days' shoot at headquarters, 80 Hudson street, [Tob iken. on Fri-
day. Dec. 26 ( Hu'istmas Da.\), commencitg at 8 P. M., and Sunday,
Dec. 27, shooting comm' ncing at 9 P. M. Tt^e prizes are: First,

$20; spcond. §15; third. S12; fourth, $10; fltth. $S: bixth, $6; seventh,
$5; eighth. 85; ninth, S4; tenth, .84; eleventh, P; twelf ih. $3; thir-
tetntb, $3; fourteenth $2; flfteenih, $1. Best two tickets to couat.
Any ,32- jal, rifle will be allowed. The shooting committee are:
David Miller, Chairman: E. Fischer. Cbas. Judson, J. H. Kruse,
and Capt, Dewew.
Herman Klemt is the vocalist of the Friday Night Rifle Club of

Hoboken. Frequently Herman futertams his fellow members
with the renderiner of fine tenor solos. Toose who also share in
entertaining are Ed. Phalon and J. Chavanne. The club in re-
gards to membership and popularity rd,nks among tue first of
Hudson county. It is Just packed with jijlly good fellows and
there isn't a crank among them.

The Secaucus Gun Club wdl hold a live pig-eon shoot at Berg-
kamp's. Secaucus, on Christmas Daj', for turkeys.

Geo. L, Graf and James Johnson, members of the Palisade Rifle

Club of Jersey City Heights, bavp lately <^<»vnied their spare time
to what they term ' trick, faucv and Hiffl uU shoniing." They
are blooming quite adppt in this lire, and It 1" said thbt 'hey are
already billed to appear at a local theater as G. G. Thrimpson ond
J. J. Daly, the champions of the State in pistol, revolver and rifle

shooting. We wish them succe'^s,

Capt. John R-inViardt of the Palisades is a most conseient'ons
officer, and is alway.'i whte awake for an oppoMunlty to adya.nce
the membership and social standing of bis club.

Secretary Gus Finger of the Palisade Rifl'^ 0]u>> is qut'e an
adept in what ho terms the "black art." Gas hopes some day to
equal ilermann,
Alson Stadler is the Adonis representative of the M Her Rifle

Club. His handsi^me appearance frequfntly causes much j'^al-

otisy amonghisfellow members. Heis"f ay up" in social matters.

Capt. Henry L. Hansen of tht^ Hudson Riv r club is a fine shot
without doubt, he now leading the entiie club in percentage,

J, H. Kruse of the MiPer Rifla Club ws.s awarded ihe handscma
gold medal at the niPRfm6r r.f the Hoboken Turn Verem, which h€S

won by a score of 3.5. 25, 25=75 out of a possible 75. The protest
therefor of L. .Schmidt was set aside.

The Schuetz9n Club Hansa is th« youngest club in Hoboken,
and if appearances go for anything, It wtU be one of iten^ ost
prominent in a short tlmp, as the m' mbpr=ihip lift is swelifng.
The Club's headquarters are at the Hau?a Hotel, ffirst^treejUear
Hudson, Hoboken. The gentlemen who aiP "bonm'vg" rbinga up
for the club are Messrs. Seit>^rs, G. Wangeraheimand J. W.angers-
heim. They have already secured 35 members.
Thp Miller Rifle Clab's team men are doirg more practicing

since the match was made with the Manhattan Shooting Club.

Once more the rifle shooting season is on us. and a glance at the
scores will phow that every club is regaming its old form. The
Miller Club's first ten sforps ]asr, Wednesday averaged a Uttle
over 285, out of a possii^le 3.50. Tbis shows 'hat the roi mbers are
once again shooting in their old form. A glance at the scores
made will show this.

One good feature of the Miller R'fl" Club's mau'^gement is the
idea of presenting cla^=s medals every week. The f.iub is divided
into three classes, first, second and third. A me al is put up in
each class to be competed for for 26 weeks, Tne man makins the
highest score in bis class every shooing nig it wears the medal
until the next. The man winning the medal ihe most times m the
26 weeks is presented with the mtdaland promoted a clasR higher.
This latter rule, however, relate' only to second ana third class
members. The idea has beeu followed by several clnhs in the
county, as it is a practicable onf, spurring the men oo. as it were,
to make their best score. The sc-re in the first class in tbe medal
competition if about evenly divided between Sold, Miller, Scblicht,
Fitz^immnns and Judson. In the Sfoond G. C "V^rlcK has wr>n
it onc", J. Carragher twice and J. H. K'^use six times, Iq the
third H. Katzenkamp has won it once, H, Seltenreich three and
A. Stadler five times. J. H. K.

The Our Owns Win.
Newark, Dec. 15.—The first series of the be^r.two-out.of-three

matches between the (>ur 0.vn Clu'i and the PuHian Rifle Club
took place on the former's ranges to-night, the; result lining two
straight victories for the bom- ream, bv the appended scores:

First Match-Our Own?,
G GoTk 11 13 11 11 D 9 11 13 11 11-109
FA Preiensehner 11 12 11 12 11 13 9 11 11 13-112
O H Townsend 11 10 11 11 12 10 11 12 11 12-Ul
J Heber 7 13 11 10 6 11 11 13 1.3 ]0—102
A Cherry 11 11 12 1^ 10 9 10 11 11 12-109-548

C Rauer 9' 11 11 11 11 8 11 10 10 8-rO
C Carpenter lO 10 11 10 11 10 12 U 12 10-107
B HeJb 10 10 11 9 12 12 10 10 10 11—105W Hauselman 11 11 10 8 11 12 12 il T 10-108
0 Kopf 10 11 13 12 13 9 11 13 10 11-110-52S

Second Ma'."b—Our Own.
Goerk 10 1113 11 13 13 10 1111 11-111
Freiensehuer , 11 10 9 11 10 11 9 10 12 13-105
Townsend ...... ,. ,12 11 11 10 11 10 12 I2 11 12-li?
Heber ..10 8 111110 M 11 12 8 13—102
Cherry 13 9 10 9 10 11 11 11 11 1.2-106-53B

Pudtttn.
Sauer -.-8 8 11 7 10 S 12 IS 9 11- 97

Carpenter 9 8 12 12 1] 10 11 13 H 11-107
Helb 11 11 10 8 11 11 13 13 11 10-107
Hauselman 12 10 10 11 13 11 10 12 13 11—111 •

Kopf 13 .U 13 11 10 10 11 13 13 0-llO-63g
All the contestants csoeptin^t Townsend used Ballatd rifl-s, iHe

used a Wu'fflein fpecial gallery rifle, his average being the high-
est in the two matcbef.
The return series will he f-hot early in January, Next Tuesday

evening the Our Own's s-^ cond team will sboor. against the first

team of the Independent Rifle Cbibon the latter's range.

The Rifle at Walnut Hill.

Boston, Pec. 12.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle As-oc'aiion was h^ld at its raiage to-day, with a large
attendance ot riflemen. The shooting conditions were good. Fol-
lowing are the best .«corpS mtde to-dav, distance 200ids., standard
American target; all beins re-entry matchPF;

Cup Off-Hand Mat' h.

J B Fellows 82 HD Martin 78 W Conway. 67
W C Johnson 79

All-Comers' Rest Match.
JFrancis 109 AS Hunt 98 AGuild... 89

F Daniels 108 WC Corney 97 D N Winn 87

A H Ballard 105 J F Jones 94 S P Smith 87

D Martin 103
All-Comprs' Off-Hand Match.

W Charles 82 AM Snow 73 W C Corney 70
B Mason 79 D Martin 72 F Lowell 61

Pistol Match, 50yds.

H Severance 91 E Parsons ....86 M T Day S3

W C Jones 87 AD Stevens. 84 O Moore 81

GLHosmer 87

The Turtle Bays Alive.

The Turtle Bay R=fle Club has again com« to the fri^ut under
the efficient management of its captain, G. E. Jantzer. The dub's
head quarters in Fort.\-second street near L x nglo" avenue have
be^n refurnished and are very cosy and comfortable. The club
has succeeded in solving the gr^at probl-m of perfe<'t ventilation,
a sheet iron conduit carrying; alt the emnke off, Thur.sday even-
ing has again been set down es practioe evening, wbiie the con-
tinuous prize contest, similar to ihat ot last year, will take place
on Tuesriav of pacb w^-ek. The condi'ions are scores of ten shots,
number of targets unlimited, the three b< st scores of each man to
count. To make the content more even the less experienced
members will receive an allowance on etcT scoro. Fifteen hand-
some prizes will be divided among the winners at the close of tho
season.

Wurfflein Scores.

Philadelphia, Dec. 11.—The regular weekly scores of the
Wujffl-in Rifltt and Pistol Associai i<,n. at 35.vds., possible fSO. ring
target, u^ing vVuifflein .333o]. rifles, olf-liand, were made at 228
West Eighth street as follows:
E Travis 25 23 23 24 25 25 25 25 33 23—241
J JMoun'.ioy 24 22 24 2=. 2,5 23 S-i 25 25 25- 241

H J Mehard 25 24 23 23 22 2^ 25 23 24 25-;?39

A J Yergey 22 25 25 21 33 25 22 24 2i 35 - 236
Dr Gardiner 24 22 2i 24 35 24 iO 21 25 2t-231
J n Wuiffletu 25 23 21 23 21 19 23 21 25 2.3-224

R L Duhi-8 22 21 25 33 19 20 24 24 22 24-224
W Wuiflfleia 23 21 17 23 33 24 53 22 22 24-221
Leslie Woods 21 22 IS 23 ,21 23 2: 21 25 21-320
J B Newton 22 25 33 19 22 22 24 25 17 2,2-319

Empire Kifle Club.

New York, Dec. 11.—The followintr scores were made Tuesday,
Deo. 8, hy members of t he Emo're R'fl^ Club at the olub'a range,
12 Sr.. Marks Place: distance 1001 1., possible 350:

ChasZ=;ttler 232 W MilKr..., .......231
G Tallmann, Jr 231 W Maisenholder ...SIS-

A SrahL Jr 329 H Z^ttler , , ...315W Rrs-nst aus 227 A Kowak 313
J Grimm 225 GB rabarlt 204
WlU».ei.liatiia^,..,r 232 GHiQrnoyer .198

The aarlem Rifle Club.

A rttizt: shoot will take placj ori the range of this club, 2,0 ;a

Third avenue, on Jan. 15. when ^200 in ci,sh will be disiribated,.
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GIANTS AT THE SCORE.

"Gentlemen, the result of the match is a victory for E. D. Ful-
lord by a score of 283 kills to J, L. Brewer's 216." This was the
anaouTicement made by Referpe John Riggott in front of the
Fountain Gun Club house, at Woodlawn, L. I., at 3;20 P. M. on
Saturday, T)ec. 13.

Only twenty-two words and sis. small figures, but whnt a volume
of meaning is conveyed I Just let your memory go back ahout
four weeks and imagine trying to convince yourself that any man
living could defeat Jack Brewer in oue, much less tbrpe, matches.
On the nifht of Nov. 11, th^ night before the tirst Fulford-Brewer
match at Marion, bets of 20 to 4 were otferpd on Bi^ewer with no
takers. The following night, after Fulford had killed 100 straight
ngain=t Brewer's 99. hundreds of people remarked that "it was a
fliike," and that the next day Brewtr would "biiry Pulfnrd."
Here came another surpi-ise in the shape of a score of 99 for Ful-
ford to 98 for Brewer. Now people began to ask "Who is Ful-
ford?" "Where did this chap spring from?" and many other
questions of like character. Then again, when on the third day,
with all his hard luck in having to change his guns, he tied
Bi-ewer on 9t in the match and lost by but one bird In the shoot-
off, the talent began to think that at last the hitherto invincible
Jack had met hia equal, for whom he had been searching so many
years. Brewer himself acknowledged Fulford to be "the toughest
customer he had ever met. after searching over three continents."
On Nov. 14, after he anri Fulforrl had agreed to m«'pt at Woodlawn
Park in a match at 250 live birds earh for S1,000 a side. Brewer
said. "Mr. Fiilford, if you boat me then, I'll take off my hat!"

£. D. FULFORD.

The weather on Saturday was as perfect as if made to order.
The sun shone bright and clear, the air was cold and crisp, the
atmosphere dry enough to prevent even a lazy bird (had there
been any in the lot) from feeling draggy, and the wind blew
diagonallv across the line of traps from the right with a force
that caused a straight or a left- quartering driver to make for the
fence at a pace that called for quick work on the part of the
shooters. And what a crowd was there to witnpss this battle of
the giants. A representative party in every sense of the word.
Men from north, east, south and west had left their homes and
iourneyed to Long Island for thp sole purpose of seeing what they
were confident would b^ the finest shooting cKhibilion every seen.
Nor were they disappointed.
It was estimated that there were fuUy 1,800 pc'ople on the

grounds, and I am inclined to think that the number was at
least 200 higher. It was the largest attendance seen at any
pigeon match in this locality for a long number of years. Among
the most promiupnt of those present may be mentioned John W.
Fulford. John Dustan, 0. E. L. Brolsford, J. W. Warden, Harry
Ruck, D. M. McCormick and R. Sherer. of Harrisburg. Pa.;
Jacob Pentz. of the Simting Times: Obas. E. Willard, of Chicago,
111.; Harvev McMurchy, Daniel Lefever and Chas. M. Mowry, of
Svracuse, N. Y.; J. Prank Kleinz, James Wolstencroft", William
Wolstencroft, Sr., William Wolstencroft, Jr., Isaac Wolsten-
croft, Richard Irwin. Bovl Irwin, Harry Irwin, Judge Clayton,
Chas. Smith, Peter Grim, Prof. Neuscb. Dr. Kohler, Harry Day
and A. Shefitis. of Philadelphia; Jacob Koch and Malt. Koch, of

Buffalo; D. 0. Upson, of Cleveland; W. S. Gove't, of Lvons, N. Y.;

Chief Engineer Robert Kierstead, Building Inspector I. W. Town-
send, S. S. Hedden, W. Fred Quimby, L. O. Hedden, Gusiav L.
Freche, C. M. Hedden, W. R. Hobart, .Justus Von Lengerke, Eb.
Francis, J. E. Wheaton. Ed. Carrington. F. H. Harri'^on, E. O.
Geoft'rov, of Newark, N. J.; A. Sickley and Enoch D. Miller, of
Springfield. N. J ; Wm. Sieler, Dan Terry and Wm. Terry, of
Montcliir, N. J.; J. Frank Class, of Pine Bronk. N. J.; P. J. Zvs-
lio, of Warrenville, N. J.; John Riggo't, of Rockaway, N. J.; T.

H. Keller, of Plainfield. N. J.; J. H. Smith, of Hackettstown, N.J.,

Wm, Gardner, of South Orange, N. J.; R. Tillou, S. Youmans and
R. Quad, of Maplewood, N. J ; R. Beam, of Madison, N. J.; Wm.
R. E'ieles, of Christiana, Pa.; W. A. Cruttendon, of Cazenovia,
N. Y.; M. F. Lindsley and Capt. Cranmer, of Hoboken, N. J.: AL
Heritage, of Jersey City, N. J.; Neaf Apgar, of Plainfield, N. J.;

H. A. Penrose and W. C. Cody, of New London, Conn.; Dr.
Schwartz, of Lebanon, Pa.; D. Waclow, of Cortland, N. Y.; John
Ryan, of Williamsport, Pa.; E. Folsom, Geo. Ortsifer. H. H. Bates,
J. B. Smith, J. B. S"avage. C. W. Bissell. and W. Von Beuren, of

New Haven, Conn.; O. H. Burbridge and Allen Willev, of Hart-
ford. Conn.; C. L, Gove, Geo. Dorn, Henry Kurtz. J. L. Smith,
and John Meyer, of Albany. N. Y.; Dr. Chas. Weed, O. L. Hunter
and H. L. Gates, of Utica, N. Y.; Miles Johnson, of Newtown, N.
J ; Capt. John S. Shepherd, ot Queens, N, Y.; Tbos. J. Dolan,
Edgar C. Murphy, G. Floyd-Jones, H. C. Squires, Harry Craft,
James Pilkiogton, J. P. Burnham, E Dimook, A.T.Sullivan,
James Hanchen, "Snapper" Garrison, Ben West, Abel Crook, (J.

Blattmacher, D. Miller, John Pace. Judge Green, Isaac Hyde, L.
T. Davenport, Walter Peet, Louis Schortemeier, L. T. Goehring,
A. E. Eddy, J. Sehlegp, H. Knebel, "Okey" Kerher, J. Blake. P.
Ward, or ibl=' ritv; Under-Sheriflf McLaughlin, of Brooklyn;
.Judge Newton, of Coney Island: J. E. Welland, of Chicago, 111.; J.

Van Dyke, Fred Beale, and Geo. Cubberly. of Long Branch, N. J.

The shoot had been very extensively advertised, the leading
papers in all parts of the country having made repeated menti m
of the fame of the men and vrhat they were expected to accom-
plish. Thomas H. Keller, better known as "Tee Kay," did some
great hustling in the matter of press notices.
The Fountain Gun Club had everything in "apple-pie" order for

the match and had erected a temporary grand stand which was
filled at an early hour. After 9 A, M. ev^ery train on the Sea
Beach or the Culver roads deposited its quota of passengers at one
of the stations, and by 9:30 the crowd had grown very large.

Brewer and Fulford, the two principals, v/ith a number of their
immediate friends, reached the grounds at 9:10, Shortly after-

ward they were attired in their shooting "sweaters" and went out
to shoot a few practice birds. Before they had fired many shots

tljey reali/^ed that neitUtir t)ie >)ird§ nor tfte we^tlier pooditiQBS

were favorable for clean scores. Both mt-n looked to be in superb
form, and each was confident of his own ability to win. After
they had become suflaciently limbered up the real business of the
day was taken in hard, and things arranged for a start in the
biggest match ever shot in the woi-ld. Without any discussion
John Riggott, of Rockaway, N. J., a veteran of many hard-fought
contests and a member of the NewarK Gun Club, was selected as
referee; at the suggestion of Jacoli Pentz, of SporUna Timet-, Chas.
H. Townsend, of Forest and Stream, was selected as otficlal
scorer, and Neaf Apgar, of Plainfield, officiated as trap-puller.
The birds, which were fui-nished by Wm. R. Feiles, of Christiana,
Pa., and Miles Johnson, of Newtown, N. J., were handled by J.
Frank Kleinz, of Philadelphia.
It was precisely 10:48 A. M. when Captain John L. Brewer

stepped to the score in his usual nonchalant manner, and after
glancing once or twice along the bnrrels of his "Princess" Greener,
asked, "Are you ready?" "Readyl" came the response from I rap-
puller Apgar. In an instant came "pull" in a sharp and clear
tone, and as the trap went over nut went a vicious-looking blue
bird from No. 3 trap toward the right boundary. Bang, bang
came two reports in quick succession, and down went the bird
dead as a stone. "It all the birds are to he of that style," said a
bystander, "there'll be no big scores to-day." The trap was re-
filled and up stepped E. D. Fulford to the score, cool as a cucum-
ber and with a confident smile lurking about the corners of his
moxith. Once, twice goes his new hammer Greener to hi^ shoul-
der, then "Are you ready?" in a measured tone. "Readyl" came
the reply. Once more the gun goes up, then the butt is dropped
almost even with the elbow, "pull" in a drawling tone is followed
by a quick bang, bang as No. 4 trap goes over. The bird bv this
time Is plucked ready for the pot, h\ii you were too quick, Eddy,
and Referee Riggott promptly says "another bird." the one shot
having been on the ground when it met its fate. The next time
he says pull over goes No. 3 trap and out goes a straight driver
which is grassed with a qxiick first. Everything went along swim-
mingly until the sixth round, when Fulford caught his Jonah in
the shape of a terribly fast left -quartering driver, which was
slobbered with the first barrel and which refused to stop on the
second. His eighth bird, a lightning driver, carried itself oil the
.^rounds only to fall a victim to the army of bushwhackers who
were on the outside looking for material for potpies. Brewer
killed ten straight, but met his fate on his eleventh, a bird which
went from No. 4 trap straight for the right fence, and then .iust
as the first was pulled twisted to the left and saved itself from
the second. This was added to the spoils of the bushwackers, as
were his twelfth and thirteenth birds, both straight drivers that
flew as though possessed. He also lost his els hteeuth, a strong
driver which fell dead over the feace. His twenty-fifth, a righf-
i luartering incomer,was hit with both barrels, but not hard enou.gh
to persuade it to stop. His fifteenth bird was a "corker" of a driver
f rnra No. 3 trap that was killed in magnificent shape with a long
second. All this time the telegraph man had been plugging lead
into his birds, good, bad or indifferent, in a manner that showed
he, was out for business. His seventh bird was a fast left-quar-
tering driver that he killed in splendid shape with the second
liarrel. His seventeenth bird was a terror. The instant trap No.
•-' was sprung out went a zig-zagging driver that changed its

course faster than an ordinary eye could follow its movements. It

caught the first barrel in good style, but refused to stop, and
evi fv one expected to see it added to the list of lost, when 'bang"
went the second and down went the bird with its wings still out-
stretcned. stone-dead, at least 3.5yds. from the trap. "That was a
good shot, Fulford," said Brewer, and everybody agreed with him.
His twenty-fourth bird was another good one and called for close
work as it circled. At the end of the first round the score stood

for Fulford to 20 for Brewer. By this time the shooters and
spectators began to realize that they were looking at the flight of
a remarkable lot of pige ns, and a mimber of bets were offered
I liat neither man would kill 230 out of the 250. The birds flew like

demons, and were made still faster by the stiff wind, which stead-
ily increased in force and kept the big flag of the Fountains
stretched to its full tension. By this time the shooters besan to

be handicapped by the current of air, which formed an eddy in
front of the house and t\yepc the smoke and dust full in their
t aces at each discharge of a gun. This must certainly have in-

terfered at times with use of second barrel.

THE SECOMD ROUNU.

On the second round Brewer started with a flue second barrel
k ill of a circler to the left and Fulford followed with a qu'ck first

on a left-quarterei'. Brewer's fifth was a scorcher from No. 5 trap
I hat carried two loads of shot over the wocds and is probably still

flying. Fulford's seventh, a slate-colored hen, was killed about
ten vards from No. 3 trap by a fine first. Brewer's ninth was
.•mother of the fast drivers which was killed at long range by a
magnificent second. His twelfth, a right quartering driver, called

for another splendid second; his fifteenth, a left-quartering driver
was a fine first barrel kill,and his sixteenth, a lightning driver, car-

ried two full loads to the fence and fell dead before it could raise

to safety. This was hit with the second at full 70yds. His twen ty-

third and twenty-fourth were both left-quartering drivers of the
"let me go" kind, but in both instances .Tack's deadly second
brought them to grass. Fulford's eleventh, a right-quartering
driver; his thirteenth, a right-quarterer; fifteenth, a circler to the
right and his seventeenth, were all liehtning birds, but in each
instance his beautiful first barrel work brought the birds to grass.

He lost his eiffhth bird, a left-quartering driver that was merely
feathered with the second: his eighteenth, a very fast driver that
climbed out of both charges, and his twenty-fourth, also a left-

quartering drivr, very vicious, which carried both loads to the
boundary and fell dead less than a foot outside. Scores, Fulford
45, Brewer 44.

THE THIRD ROUNB.
On the first Brewer made a neat kill of a fast left-quarterer,

Fulford following by a fine long second on a right-quartering
driver. Brewer's second, a left-quartering driver, very fast, went
"over the hills to the poor house," and Fulford, just to keep in the
swim, sent, his next bird on the same course, although it was hard
hit. Fulford lost his ninth; Brewer lost his sixteenth, and so did

the Bridgeport mon. Brewer's nineteenth, a screaming left-

quarterer, carried 23^oz. of shot as far as the fence and fell dead,

.iust over. Fulford's eighteenth, a left-quartering driver, got

awav to liberty, not even the pot-hunters being able to grass it.

Brewer lost his twenty-second; Fulford his twenty-third and
twenty-fifth. Brewer's twenty-third was a left-quartering driver,

that required a maeniflceot exercise of judgment to bring to grass,

but he went there on Jack's second. Fulford's star birds were his

sixth and seventh, both fine second-barrel kills on left-quartering
drivers, the last at long range. Score, Brewer 65. Fulford 64,

THE FOURTH HOUND.

Brewer's third bird was an ugly twister which fell dead a foot
outside; Fulford's fifth, a left-quartering driver, very fast, got
over in safety; Brewer's tenth, a straight driver, followed suit;
Fulford's eleventh, a left-quartering driver, left for parts un-
known; Brewer's twenty-second was a lightning right-quartering
driver that nothing could have stopped. Brewer's second bird
was killed in beautiful style with the first barrel; his thirteenth
ditto, both being very fast kft-quartering drivers; his twenty-
third, which started in the same direction as the o<bor two, was a
terror, but came to grass at the first fire. Fulford caught a
cracker of a right-quartering driver, which ought to have died in
the air on the first fire, but required a second to make it. fall; bis
thirteenth was a left-quartering driver, which was another ele-
gant second-barrel kill, as was his flftoenth. of the same ilk; bis
twenty-first, a left-quartering driver, was killed in great forth by
a fine first, while his twenty-second, an ugly right-quartering
driver, twister and zigzagger, called forth a fine display of skill,

but was obliged to come to grass just inside the boundary. Score
on the even hundred, 87 kills for each man. At this point the
betting, which had been strongly in favor of the big Philadelphian,
took a turn and dropped to evens. The spect.ators were at this
Etage fully convinced that they were at a genuine shooting miitoh,
where the men were on equal footing as regards skill and where
each man was shooting to win. The eyes of both men began to
look fiwnUen and bloodshot from the constant blowing back of
the smoke and dust, hut otherwise there was no perceptible
change in their condition, either as regards endurance or nerve.
It was here remarked that the majority of the misses credited to
the men were on driving birds, which, as a rule, are a "cinch" for
either of them. Twelve of the thirt;een birds missed by Fulford

J. L. BREWER.

and ten of those missed by Brewer had been either direct, right
or left-quartering drivers. The reasons assigned for this willhe
given later on.

THE PIPTH ROUND.
Brewer opened the second hundred with a good first and Ful-

ford followed suit. Brewer's second, a circler to the left, called
forth a round of applause, as he put in one of his old time douVfle

shots and sent it to grass. His seventh was a terribly fast left-

quartering driver that fell dead over the fence; his ninth, which
went in the same direction, was sent to grass by a remarkably
flue second; his tenth, a driver, left for some more con.geDial
quarters; his seventeonth was a very fast and tricky left-qnar-
teting driver that i-'ot tired ut life when Jack put in his second;
his nineteenth KOt away in safety by some lively flapping of wintxs

and his twenty-fifth died just over the fence. Fulford's eleventh
was a corker of a right-qua'-terlng driver, killed by an elegant first;

his thirteenth, a fast driver, called for another fine first; his
eighteenth, a driver, fell just oyer the boundary; his twentieth, a
tricky, twist'ng driver, was killed with the second at aOyds. Score:
Fulford 111, Brewer 108.

THE SrSTH ROUND.
Fulford lost his third bird, a right-quarterer, awfully fast; his

fifth, a fast driver, and his seventh, a left-quartering driver that
could out-fly a bolt of lightning. Brewer's thirteenth was a
screamer that went straight to the front, dropping feathers as
each barrel was fired, but refused to die. His seventh bird called

i'ULPORD'S - SCORE.

Fac»simil© from original oflScia) score,
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forth all his skiU, as it made for the right boundary, but a -well-

timed second grassed it. Kulford's eleventh and twelfth were
both verv fast rierht-quartering drivers, and showed elegant first

barrel work. His fourteenth was another of the same direction
and caliber and was neatly killed with a fine first. Brewer's
seventeenth bird was a very tricky left-quartering driver, a line

first; his twenty-fourth, a driver, awfully fast and a climber, fell

dead over the fence. Fulford 's twentieth bird was a circling left-

?tuarte,rer that dropped dead a foot over the boundary; his twenty-
ourth, a fast driver, climbed out of both loads and escaped. Score

131 each, and the betting still even.

THE SEVENTH ROUND.
Brewer killed a fast right-quarterer with a clever second and

Fulford followed with a miss on a left-quartering driver that
climbed over his second. Brewer's third was a dandy driver that
caught both loads full and f^truck the fence bpfore he would stop;

his eighth and ninth were left-quartering drivers, the first calling
for a beautiful second, and the last falling on a superb first. [Ful-

ford's sixth, a fast left-quartering dri vet, fell on the first. Brewer
lost his twelfth, an ugly zig-zag driver; his fourteenth ditto and
his fifteenth, a fast and tricky left-quartering driver; his six-

teenth was a left-quartering driver tbai flew like a demon the in-

stant the trap was pulled, was brought down by a magnificent
second; his fifteenth went in the same direction, but dropped on
tbe first, although it was awfully fast work; his twenty-third,
which was a left-quartering driver, refused to stop on the first.

hut came down at TOvds. on the second, an elegant kill. Fulford
lost bis twentieth, another climbing driver; his twenty-fourth
was a humping circlpr that dropped on a masterly first. Score,
Fulford 154, Brewer 153.

THE EIGHTH BOUND.
On the opening shot Jack putaqtiick first into a left-quartering

blue bird, and Fulford followed with a pretty second at long
ranpe on a chocolate Ipft-quartering drivei", that tried in vam to
circle out of the charge. Jack's third, a left-quartering driver.

was terriblv fast and went awav to join some of its friends out-
side. Fnlford's six'b, a fast driver, followed suit. Jack's ninth
was a vicious left-quarterine driver, killed with an awfully quick
first whi'h doubled it up m the air. His fourteenth went like a
streak nnd kppt out of the dead liu" bo- h times he fired; this was
a blue right-qutirtering driver H's fifteenth s'arted straight for
the front, hut twisted out of the first load; J^,rk sent in h's second
and tbe feathers fl«w in all dirpctions, bur much to the surprise
of ev^^ybrldv the bird flew *o the fence and gave up the ghost r>n

the outside.' His twenty-third was a fast lef--quartering dr'ver
that dropped feathers all the way over the field, but rpfused to
fall. Fulford's thirtpenth, a lef'-qnarterinff driver, was a hustlpr,
and hnving climbed otit of the first concludpd to twist out of the
secnd anrl get awav. His twenty-fifth, from No. 5 trap, was also
a left-quartering driver, that twisted and zigzagged in vain to kef p
out of the shot line, but had to fold its wings and drop when Ed
fired his second at full 70yds. Score at this stage: Fulford 177,

The following tabulated score will show at a glance the relative

position of tbe men at all stagps of the match:
Match at Woodlawn Park, L. I., Dec. 13, he'ween E. D. Fulford

and J. L. Brewer, 250 live birds each, for $1,000 a side. Hurling-
ham rules, excepting that the inclosure was the boundary, 30 yds.

rise, 12-bore guns.
Figure 2 denotes second barrel, o dead out of bounds.
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.

1 1
5.

.

1 3 55..
56..

2 3 105.. 1 1 155.. 2 2 205. 1

6.. 0 2 2 2 lOS 1 2 1.56.. 1 2 206, 0 0

7.

.

3 57.. 3 3 107.. 1 0 157.- 1 1 207.. 1 1

8.. 0 3 68.. 3 3 108,. 1 1 158 .

.

1 2 208. 0 2
9.. 1 3 59.. 0 1 109.. 1 2 1.59 1 1 209. 1

10.. 1 1 60.. 1 1 110.. 2 0 160.

.

1 " 310. 1

11.. 1 0 61.. 1 3 111.. 1 2 161.. 1 1 211. 1
12.

.

1 0 63.. 1 1 112.. 1 1 162.

.

1 0 213. 1

13.. 1 0 63.. 2 2 113.. 1 1 1R3 .

.

I 2 313. 1 0

14.. 1 2 61.. 2 2 114.. 1 « 164.

.

1 0 214 1 ~'

15.. 3 2 65.. 2 3 115.. 1 1 165.

.

2 215. 1 2

16.. 2 1 66.. 0 0 116.. 1 2 166.

.

2 2 216. 1 3

17.. 3 2 67..
68..

2 3 117.. 1 2 167.. 3 1 317. 1 2

18.. 3 o 0 2 118.. 0 2 168 1 218. 1 1

19.. 1 1 6^.. 2 0 119.. 2 0 169.. 3 1 219. 1 3
20.. 1 2 70.. 2 1 120.. 2 1 170.. 0 1 220. 1 3
21.. 2 1 71.. 2 1 121. 2 2 171 1 1 221. 3 3
32..

33..
1 3 73.

.

3 0 122. 2 2 173.. 2 1 222. 1 3
3 3 73'.'. 0 2 .123. 1 1 173.. 3 3 223. 1 3

34.. 2 1 74 1 3 124 . 1 1 174. 1 1 224. 3 3
Si). . 0 75;: 0 1

'

125. 1 175.. 3 225. 1 2
26 1 3 7b 3 1 126 1 1 176. 3 1 226. 3

27. 2 1 77.. 3 1 127. 1 1 177. 1 1 227. 1 0
2,S.. 1 3 78.. 3 138. 0 1 178. 0 228. 2
29 1 79.. 1 129. 0 2 179. i 2 239. 1 3
30. 0 80. 0 1 130. 1 180. 1 1 230. 1
31. ] 1 81. 3 1 131. 0 181. 0 3 331. 1

32. 1 % 83. 1 3 182. 1 2 182. 2 1 232. 1 0
33. n 1 83 2 133. 1 183. 1 2 233. 1

34. 1 81

!

134. 1 184. 1 1 234. 1
35. 1 2 85. 2 0 136. 1 1 185. 1 2 235. 3 0
36. ^ 80. 1 136. 1 1 186. 1 236. 1 0

1 2 2 137. 1 2 187. 3 237. 0
38' 1 1 68

!

1 138. 1 0 188. 0 2 2-38. 1 1

39. 1 89. 2 1 139. 1 1 189. 2 0 239. 1

40. 1 1 PO. 1 140. 1 1 190. 2 240.

41. 1 3 91. 2 141. 1 1 191. 241. i

43. 1 2 93. 3 1 143. 1 1 192. 2 i 242.

43. 0 93. 2 1 143. 5> 1 193. 1 343. 1

44. 1 2 94. 2 1 144. 1 1 194. 2 244 Ky

45. 3 3 95. 1 2 145. 1 195. 2 345. 3
46. 1-6. 1 1 148. 1 2 196 1 246. 1 2
47. 1 1 97. 2 0 147, 1 1 597. 247. 2
48. 1 98. 1 1 148. 1 198. 3 0 248. 1
49. 99. 3 1 149, 0 199. 1 3 249. 1 2
60. 2 100. 1 1 150. 1 2 2U0. 1 3 250. 1

45 44 42 43 44 44 46 44 46, 42

Aggregate 87 87 131 131 1 174 323 216

Fulford had 18 right-quarterers. 50 left-quarterers, 47 straighi
drivers. 21 right-quarterlog drivprs, 75 left-quartering drivers, 2
incomers. 11 right-quartering incomers, 5 left-quartering in-
comers, 2 hoverers. 19 c'rclers and twisters, 3 dead out of bounds.
Brewer had 14 right -quarterers, 46 left-quarterers. 42 straight

drivers, 13 right-quartering drivers, 84 left-quartering drivers, 1

incomer, 7 right-quartering incomers. 121eft-quartering incomers,
4 hoverers, 27 circlers and twisters, 9 dead out of bounds.
Tne euns and loads used were as follows; Brewer—W. W.

Greener "Princess" hammerless, weigbt'71bs. 15i^oz., barrels 80-

inch, shells Elj's "Tourn-jment," length of shell 3 inchps, Ely
primers, powder American Wood, 3Mdr. in both barrels. Squires'
grease and waterproof and Ely's thicK. felt wad on top of powder,
IM z Tatham's No. 7 chilled shot in right and IJ^oz. No. 6 do. in
It ft barrel, Squires' top shot wads. Squires' special crimp. Load-
ed bv Hpnrv C. Squires on Dec 11.

Fulford—W. W. Greener hammerless gun. weight 71b. 7oz., SO-

inch barrels, shells Eb's "Tournampnt,'' length 3 inches. Ely
primers, powder Schultze, 4dr. in each barrel. Squires' salmon
felt and Ely's thick felt wad«: on powder, l^oz. No 7 Tatham's
chilled shot in rig:ht and IJ40Z. No. 6 do. in left barrel. Sqnires'
t"p shot wads. Squires' special enmp. Loaded by H. C. Squires
Dec. 11,

The summary of all the matches shot by the two mpn shows:
Fulford 100 99 94 34 223-540
Brewer 99 98 94 25 316-532

Brewer 174. At this point Brewer began to be vexed at what he
termed his poor shooting, and said to the writer, ' I've not shot =0
meanly in ten years, and don't know what the trouble is. I know
1 held right on the last birds I missed!" Fulford also got out of
patience at losing birds which he thought he hit hard with his
Sfcond but which seempd to have urgent business elsewhere.
Dick Irwin, who knows Brewer likp a bo ik, was amazed at his
loss of so many drivers "A bird which goes in that direction is

a cinch for him," said Dick, "and I don't see how they get away."
But get away they did.

THE NINTH ROUND.
On the sixth bird, a twister that flew like a demon and made

all sorts of motions, the giant from Hammonton expended both

3

V

BREWER'S SCORE,

yaersiaoile frog original official moTfi,

barrels and scattered feathers, but stop it would not. Not to be
out of the fashion, Fulford caught a fa=«t driver which scurried
over the fence after climbing out of both barrels. H's seventh
showed pretty work with the first; his eighth, another left-quarter-
ing driver, followed number seven over the fence. This cut his

lead down to two birds, but on the thirteenth, a bad circling

towerer. his opponent scored another miss. Brewer's seventeenth,
.1 chocolate colored left-quartering driver, called for one of the
finest shots of the dav, being foldpd in the air with a beautiful
second at fuU 80yds,; his twenty.third, same direction, was another
splendid exhibition shot. Fulford's thirteenth and fifteenth were
both fast drivers, but good judgment on the first barrel m each
instance brought both to grass; hi^i twenty-first was a hummer
that made a bee-line for thp left boundary, but had to stop when it

caught tbe second at long range. Now the score stood 200 kills for
Fulford, 197 kills for Brewer, with 25 more birds to go for each
man. At this juncture very few beta were offered. Some of

Brewer's friends were still confident of his ability to win, although
they acknowledged that his chances were rather slim.

THE FINAL ROUND.
Both men were now in dead earnest and watched one another's

shots very closely. Their eyes began to look bad from the con-
stant blowing back of the smoke and dust, as before mentioned,
and it was surprising that they were able to see to use their
second barrels. There was no percpptible tiring on either side,

nor did either man show in the slightpst degree the effect of the
terrible strain on the'r nerves. The Hammonton man caught a
Tartar in hie second bird, a left -quartering incomer, which got
away from both barrels; his seventh was a zig-zagger that also
went away, as did his tenth, a terribly fast driver, and his
eleventh, a climbing Ipft-quartering driver. Fulford's Orst eleven
were killed, but his twelfth, which described a baker's dozen of
circles, left him to go over the woods. .Jack's sixteenth, a twist-
ing driver, caught two full charges of shot but managed to strug-
gle over the fence to die. Ed's nineteenth was another circler that

escaped from the field. Brewer lost his twenty-second, a fast
driver. Onthe245"h bird Brewer was shot out, as even had he
killpd his last fivp birds and Fulford lost his last five thp latter
would have won by 218 to 217. On the twenty-third and twenty-
fourth birds Brewer did splendid worK ^y^lh the second barrel,
the former being an ugly circler and the latter a. very fast right-
qnaTtt^rer. Fulford's twenty-second was a fast driver and killed
hand.=omplv with a long second.
At 3:18 the last shot was fired and two minutes later Rfferee

Riegott madp the announcement quoted at the head of this story.
Tdus ended one of thp greatest matches ever held in Amer-

ica, both as regards the caliber of the men, the issue, the quality
of the birds and the management in general. Of the birds too
much cannot bo said. Thev were the finest lot, without excep-
tion, evi-r trapped in this counti-y, as vounhed for by old veterans
who have been "in the swim" for manv years. Mr- Brewer says
t^ey were the finest lot he ever saw, outside of England, and that
even there it would be hard to beat them. Just think of five

hundred birds being trapped in a single day and only thi-ee of the
lot needing a shaking up! The wonder is that even these men,
noted experts of iron nerve and marvellous skill that they are,
should have grassed even 439 of them inside the boundary, or 449
including those which fell dead outside of the bounds.
During the earlier part of the race Brewpr had slightly the luck

of the birds; from the fl I'tieth to the one hundredth round the luck
was slightly on Fulford's side; on the nest hundred it was about
even; from the two hundredth to the two hundred and fiftieth
Fulford was favored, but on the last twenty-five therp was little
if any dift'erence. Taken from start to finish the luck of the birds
bad little or nothing to do with the result of the match.
As far as the men were concerned a volume might be written.

As stated before, Brewer declared that he "had not shot so
meanly for ten years," and having witnessed his work at various
times and places I am inclined to think that he was correct.
Every bird lost was a "rasper," so that on that score the shooters
can rest easily. It was noticed, however, that at times Brewer
would strike a brilliant gait and put in both barrels with his old
time rapidity on a number of rounds, and then again would he
seem to be slow in getting on for a while. Only one of his lost
])jrd8 wftde a cjeau miss, the teathers being }>i)oplse(J OUt' of escH
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oftheotbprs. F-^r the first time in li's career he shot American
wood powder. His friends say he made a mistake in not prac-
ticing with thfs powipr previons to the date of the match and
arquain'iTig himself wirh its velncitv. He says the penetration
W9S perfect but 'hat it was either faster or slower than lie had
calf-nlited on. ilie result being t^at he would shoot slightly ahead
or behind the birds. For this, of course, the responsibility re ~t8
with the man and not with the powder. Another mistalce that he
acknowledRed having mnde was in not nsing the same gnn he
used whea hp shot against Fulford at Marion. Thf gun he used
last Saturday wai his dd one, with which he won his honors in
England, a flrst-rlass weapon, but one which he was not accus-
tomed to use latelv.
In a conversation with Fulford in the Astor House, on Saturday

night, the writer remarked that he seemed to be sliehtly oflf in his
second bari'el. "Yes," he replied, "th^t Is true, but it was the
fault of the gun, and not myself. I never shot a better first barrel
in my life, and never di-' [hold any better with mv second, but
while the former is a perfect shooter, the latter at 50yds. makes a
pattern that is open enongh to let a pigeon find more than one
loop-hole for eseaps." Hh ig going to send the gun back to Mr.
Greeufr with an ord' r for a new one, made to shoot, regirdlpss of
cost. His old hammerless gun, which he used at Marion in Novem-
ber, had a deadiy second barrel, in which he had perfect con-
fidence.
At the conclusion of the match Brewer turned toward his oppo-

nent and said, "'Falford, you're a dandj I" and then turning toward

the crowd, and raising: liis voice, he continued, "Now, I'd like to
make a matc^ for the championship of the world, won bv me in
England in 18S8, and I'ave ne^'er hepn asked to defend. I will nhoot
for the title and S5,00) or $10,000 a side, under Hurlingham or
London Gun Club rules, and *ill bar nobody.'' As he concludpd
he looked full a' Fulf 'rd, who quietly eaid, "I ain't in it. Jack."
Later in the evening Mr. Fulford said to the writer that he

would not talk match uutil »fter he had received his new gnn and
given it a thoroush trial. "If it is satisfactory," he said, "1 will
bereadv for bunines«. After that," he continued, "I will back
Mr. Brewer an'i mysplf f"r a team match against any two men in
the world for from S5 000 to 110.000 a cr>rnei !"

During Saturday's match the principals were on the most
friendly terms throushou', and occasionally would exchange
bantering remarks. On one occasion Brewer's gun was discharged
V fore he had said ready, and Fulford in a laughing tone said:

"Don'r get rattled. Jack; you're a li'tle nervou&I" Brewer smiled,
said "Yps, you're right," and waltiin^ to th" sec e mi de one of
the finest kills of the day on a twisting right-quarterpr that
caught both v>arrel8 before it struck the ground. As he returned
to his seat he remarked that it was a good thing to have a double-
barreled gun. When Jick's 1031 bird appeared as though it

would scale the fence the crowd began to yell, but thev stopped as
it struck fnU against the Inwer p .nel and fell dead. "You shouted
too soon that time." said Captaia Jack. His ninety-seventh bird
was a rustler, and as it went over the fence. Fulfora's admirers
hooted at a great rate. This caused Jack's? dander to rise and he

snappad out, "Never m'nd, I'll make some of you suckers cry
your eyes out before you're six montbe older."
Duriiie the shoot some one asked Miles Johnson, "Who is this

Fnlford?"
' Don'i know; never beard of him before these matches," said

the JSewtown vetprar; "guess he's like the mushroom—came up
with the last shower."
Above will be Jound detailed scores of the great match, along

with a photogramiic reproduction of the official score sheet,
which shows tte flight of every bird. This is the first time in the
history of trnp-shootiog that any such table has been published.
The arrow beads denote the direction of flight from the moment
the bird left the trap; a dash acros" tlie shaft of the arrow denotes
that the second barrel was ueed; a dot on the butt of the arrow
denotes a lost bird: a star alongside the arrow shows iliat the
bird fell dead out of bounds; where a.n H is shown the bird was a
hoverer; T dpno'es 'hat the oird towered in addi-ion to its other
course. The figures over the arrows show the trap from which
the bird was sprung. C. H. Townsend.

n71,F"ORJD-BI8.EWER..
Set of fourtpen ptio.os. 4x5. hnrtvcc-rif tio i o-itions, ^'3.50; sin-

gle pictures, 25 ceilts. J. B. BtTBNHAM, 4(34 W. SOth St., ii.Y.—Adv,

Captain Money Wins Again.
Capt. A. W. Money, thp genil-manly experc wlao is represent-

ing ttie E. O. powder compi.nv to such good advantage in this
couatrv, added another to Me 1 mg list of trap vicories bv defeat-
ing Li. T. Davenport at the Carteret, frrnunds, at B^rgeh Po'nt, on
Tuesday. The tiirds were a Very floe lot and the Captam in
aplsndld fettle, while D ivenpot" seemed to hi out of form. The
cond'Tions were 100 bird? pjr maa, ijO/ds. rise, 50.'d?. bjua-lary,
forfaJO a side. Jas-U3 Von Lsngerke was referee. Tae saore was:
Money 90, Davenport 80.

THE ILLINOIS RULES.
ISpeeial to Forest and Stream.']

Chicago, 111., Dec. id.— Editor ForeU and Stream: Here are

the new live bird rules as adopted by the Illinois State Sports-

men's Association. They are given in the full text, put on the

wires directly from the official copy, and now" for the first time
published. Thus do the trap-shooters of "Chicago and the West"
look not in vain for the freshest news.—E. Hough.

JjIYE BIHDS.

Rule 1—An inclosure as a boundary shall be established, its base
being a so-called dead line, whicb shall be 100yds. long, the sides of
which said dead line shall be 40yd8. long, and phall be at risht
angles to, and conrieot with the ends of said dead line, thus forming
three parts of an oblong gqaare,and its front being ahalfcircle, eon-
npcting with 'he uninclosed sides of said oblong square, thereby
forming an inclosure lOOyd?. wide at its base or dead line, and
also lOOyds. wide at a point ^Oy^s, distant from either end of such
dead linf ; and the extreme length of such inclosure stiall be SOyds.
as measured from the center of the dead line over the center
trap, as hereafter loca'ed, to the center of the line forming the
circumference of the said half circle.

Rule 2.—The boundary line should be a wire fence not exceeding
2ft. in height, or where a fence h»s not been constructed, flags or
posts shall be set, not exceedmg 25vds. apart on the straightlmes
of the ground, and notesceeding 10yds, apart on the half circle;

and such fence when constru':ted, < r suc^h flags or pobts when so
set { i line being drawn from post to post), shall be recogniz'-d as
constiiutirg the bonudary lines of the grounds. If a fence of
greater height than 2ft. is on a line with an^ part of the boundary
(as measured as above), a line or fence shall be established at least

traps may be used, however, when so directed by the Board of
Directors.
Rule 5 —The standard gun sh»ll be a 12-bore weighing less than

81h8. Guns of Jess caMher shall receive a handicap allowance of
}4yd. for each sized bore less than the standard bore, provided
itie weight of such gun shall not exceed GJ^glhs.: lO-gaugeguns
shall be pt-nalized 2yds. by handicap. Any gun weighing 81bs. or
over shall be classed a.t the handicap distance of alO-bore. No
gun of larger caliber than a lO-bore shall ba used. Any gun

2yds. within such fence, where it so encroa<:hes, and such line
shall be recngriz d as liie boundary line.

Rulf 8 —The center of the deadline s all be called the score, and
the traps shall be Ircated on ibe sts'ment of a e'Tcle, set 6* ds.
apart, and directly 1n front of and SOyds. from such score, the
location of the center trap being at right angles with the line of
the deadline.
Rule 4.—All contests at live bird? shall be shot frotn 6 geoun d

traps, which shall be numbered from 1 to 5 inclusive. Plunge

weighing less than Bibs, shall receive a handicap allowance of
Syds. in excess of thar given for reason of its gauge.
Rule 6.—The standard distance from the traps for the standard

gun in single bird shooting shall be 30yds., and at double bird
shooting 3.5 . ds.

Rule I.—The standard charge of shot shall be not to exceed
lt4oz as mpasured in a Dixon Cup No. 1,106, or No. 1,10" struck
measure. The charge of powder shall not be limited.
Rule 8.—Two judges and a referee and a scorer, who shall keep

the score under the direction of the referee, shall be appointed
before the shooting commences. The judges and the referee
shall appo'nt a shot judge. One judge shaii call the shooter to
the score and shall act. for him, watching hisinterest under these
roles. The other judge shall call the attention of the referee,
and not of the shooter, to any suoposed violation of these rules
by the shooter, as in case ot not holding gun properly, not stand-
ing at score, etc.; and the referee shall call the shooter's atten-
tion prior to shootirg if possible. The order of shooting shall be
determined by drawing for place, and each contestant shall be in
readiness within five minuies after his number has been called,
unless, for cause, tie is granted further time by the referee. He
may exchange places with aay contestant, however, with the
approval of such contestant and the referee. In team contests
the draw^ing shall be for position of teams. Tlie representative
who shall goto the score shall be determined by the team itsei*.
All entries shall close prior to the drawing for place, and no
guns shall fired umll after such drawirg.
Rule 9.—The shot judge shall examine one or more of the car-

tridges of each contestant prior to their uae, and If they contain
more shot than the standard quantity the snootei* shall obtain
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other cartridges. Such cartridges as have been accepted by the
allot jadge shall not be liable to after challenge. All contest-
ants shall keep such cartridges at the stand, or near to the sf ore,
esDosed to view, and shall remove only such as may be required
for immediate use, and shall use no others. Any contestant wlio
shall load from any others than those which have been accepted
by the siiot judge sball forfeit a'l right in the contest.
Rule 10.—The shot judge sball b^ judge of the gun, and de-

termine as TO i's handicap. Guns shall not be loaded before going
to score. Missflres, if not caused by the neglieeuce or ienoranee
of the shooier, shail not operate againsu liim. Breechloaders shall
not be considered as lo9ded until 'ha breach and barrels are
closfd. Mnzzleloaders shall not be used.
Rule 11.—When a person is at the score and ready to shoot he

shall call ' Pull." when the puller shall immediately release the
hlrd or birds. Should the bird or birds not take wing Imm^diatelv
upon pulling the trap or traps, the shooter may declare '"no bird
and if a bird does not talie wing within thirty seconds after the
trap has been sprung, the referee shall declare "no bird," if re-
que.sted to do bo by any contestant. In case a bird takes wing be
sball be accepted by the shooter. The referee shall declare as "no

bii'(i" any bird which shall walk luie yard irom tlie trap. lu
double-bird b>ooiing both traps shall be sprung and both birds
mtiPt take wing simultaneously, aud both buds must be on the
wing when the lirsi is shot at. Ifbotnb'rfis are killed with one
barrel they .shall be scored. Birds may he made to take wing '^y

pulling a cord having on it any artifli ial means for siaiming the
n'rris;Dnt the saane shall be used iinifotmly for each contestani'.
NooTlur means shall be used to m.ike a bird take w'ng. In
single-bird shooting should more than one trap be opened at a
time and both birds take wing, the shoo+er may take a bird or
not, at his pleasure. If he shoots, a bird must be scored.
Rule 12.—The gun shall not be carried to the shoulder until the

shooter [hasl fallfd "Pull " In case of an infringement of this
provision and [it] the bud basbeen killed, the referee shall order
a npw bird to be shot at. Shoiild the trap or traps be pulled be-
fore the word "Pull" is given, the shooter may take the bird or
birds, or not ; but if he shoots, the bird or hirds shall be scored.
Rule 13,—Mo bird shall be declared a dead bird until it has been

iretrieved within the boundary lines. Three minutes onlyfrom the
time the bird was shot at shall be allo^ved in which to retrieve the
bird. The referee shall declare as a lost bird any bird that has
been shot at and has passed beyond the boundary lines; any bird
that lights upon any building, feuce or other obipct out of the
reach of the gatherer while he is standing on the ground, and
shall have closed its wings; any bird that is not retrieved in the
lime limit; any bird which perches upon the boundary fence and
has closed its wings: any bird which has been challenged and
does not show flosh shot marks; any bird which is shot at while
not clearly on the wing, with the first barrel, and notliilled with
either barrel, but if killed it shall bo declared "no bird;" any
bird shot at with the second barrel after the shooter has left the
score, or has opened his gun, or has ordered the bird to he re-
trieved after his having used the first barrel, Aiiirdshall be
scored as a dead bird which has been shot at by a contestant
under these rules and has been killed and gathered and shown to
thp referee within the timp allowance for gathering ahird.
Rule 14.—If any bird shall fly so that to shoot at it would be to

endanger a person or property, it. shall not be shot at, but the
referee shall allow another bird in its stead. If a bird be shot at
by any other person than the porty at score, the referee shall de-
cide whether it shall be scored or anoi^her bird bo allowed. In
ease any contestant is balked or interfered with, or if there is

any other satisfactory reason to the referee why it should be
done, he may allow him another bird.
Rule 1.5.—A shooter may gather his own bird, or appoint a per-

son, or send a dog for that purpose; but no extraneous means
shall he used to gather it, and no other person shall be allowed to
assist in gathering. In case the gatherer is interfered with the
referee [shall! allow the shooter another bird. No pera"n other
than the gatherer shall go between the referee and the bird being
gathered. In case of doubt as to which bird is to be gathered, the
referee shall show the bird to the gatherer.
Rule 16.— In case of a tie at single birds, the di^t^^nce shall be at

original distances, and it shall be shot oft at S birds until the
match is derided. Ties in double bird shooting shall be shot off
at five double rises each contestant, unless otherwise agreed,
Rule 17.—In handicap shooting no contestant shall be placed at

a greater distance from the trap than t> e standard rfqu'rement
as to the size of the bore of the gun. Ties shall be shot off im-
mediately after the main contest and before another has bef-n an-
nounced. Shooting, however, shall close at sundown and be re-
sumed on the following mrrnlng. In privato oonteats at single
birds, ties shall be shotofE as follows; In lOO-bird contests, to

each contestant .50 single birds to each man; in oChird contests, 2a
birds to each man; in 25 bird coDtests, 10 birds to each man; in
contests of less than 25 Mrds, 5 birds to each contestant. DouDlc-
Wrd ties shall be shot off under the same general rules, substitut-
ing pairs for singles in number. In sweopstaiie f outeats any eon-
testant who has tied for a money prize may elect to withdraw
from the contest; and his prc-rata of the prizs shall be paid htm
if he so elects; but he must announce his intention to the referee
before the Qisr, tie bird iu bis class has been shot at.

Rule IS.—All matches shall be in class shooting unless other-
wisi- agref'd. Any contestant who sijall intentionally miss a bird
for the purpose of getting into a class lower than the one he
would ot t.e'wise have been in had he killed the bird, shall be de-
barred fiom receiving any prize in that contest. If a referen is

in doubt as to tPe intention of the shooter he may order him to
shoot at another bird.
Rule 19 -No shootmg within the Inelosure; or in case there is

no inciosuro, no shooting within 200i ds. of the score shaU be al-
lowed otiier -tian at the f core.
Rule 20,—No pulling of the feathers or otherwise maiming or

itjuiing a bird i-hall be allowed.
Rule 31.—No person whose conduct is ungentlemanly upon the

grounds, or who shall persistently violate any rules alter has
aitentiou has been calhd to the fact, shall be permitted to
parnc pite in a contest, and the refe:-ee shall so dettrmine.

Ptule —A referee's decision in all cases shall be flaal.
Rule 33 —In 5 ground trap contests the cords to the traps shall

be 60 arranged thai in opening any trap the shooter cannot be
apprised as to the trap which is to be opened. The se'ection of the
trap shall be by hazard, with dice box and numbers, or otherwise,
in such manner as to be totally fair to each contestant, and the
number shall only be known to tbe puller and referee until the trap
has been sprung. The shooter may use one or both barrels at eacb
bird. A bud snot at with the first barrel while on the wing may
be killed with the second barrel eithtr while on the ground or on
the wing, and shall be scored. If the first barrel misses lire and
tne secotid is used while the bird is on the wing, it shall be scored.
If tbe second is not used the reteree shall declare "no bird," If
tbe first is used and the second misses fire and the bird is not re-
trieved, the bird sUall not be scored, but a new bird shall be given
and a blank charge shall be used iu tbe first barrel. On beine re-
trieved the bird shall be scored, ViissQres caused by negligence of
1 he shooter shall be scored against him. Ttes shall be decided at
original rise.
Rule 24.—Spectators shall not be allowed neai'er than 20yds.

fii m, and only in rear of, the score line.
Rule 25.—Entrance money shall include the price of birds aid

be aeoucieri from purres unless otherwise agreed.
Rule 20.—Pool selling or betting or other gambling upon the re-

sult will not be recogniz'd.
Rule 2.".—In addition to other penalties imposed bv these rules,

fines of SI tor each ofl'^nse shall be imposed by the referee for
pointing a !^un at anv person under any circumstances, turning
around or leaving the score with a gun having a loaded or un-
loaded shell in its chamber, having a loaded gun anywhere on the
ground except the sfore, for shooting at a bird after it has
pa'Std the dead line. All flne= when collpcted .shall be equally
divided among the trappers. No floe sball be remiitnd, and no
contestant shall be permitted to continue in a contest afier a fine
na« bpeu imposed on nim until he shall have paid sur h fine. The
referee is required to see that those rules are strictly observed,
and if he sees a contestant violating ili-m he must so declare and
impose the peiiaUy whether a challenge has been entered or not,
A referee's decision in aU matters shall ba final.

CHICAGO TRAPS.
Chicago, lib, Dpc. 11.—There has been considerable trouble in

the air iit tr .p circles hers of late, and some of it is liable to be
precipitated almost any day. Everybody is pestering everybodv
elso for a match, and feela had if he, don'^. get it. If Col. Brewer
and Gen. Fulfoi'd should liappen rut this way it is altogether
likely that thoy could get a ra'-e, eii.her one, ard if they think,
either one. that they can kill lOU, or 99. rr 98, or 97. or may be evtn
95 out of 100 of the presem (Chicago fl.ght of piaeons stamped .1.

Watson, they can break Chicaj^o and luke the World's Fair back
iLaat wiih them.
ArrangemeniK were about concluded to bring oft: the long-dp-

ferred match beiween Mr. ,1. A, R.Elliott, of Kansas Citv, and
Mr, A, E. Thom«b-, of this ciiy, which was to have been shot here
at an early date. Mr. riiomas, however, was tsken seriously ill,

and is only now .m^t out of bed, so that word had to be sent to" Mr.
Elliott that his ui-xt Chiraco shooting match must lie postponed
for a time. Tnis was qualified, hownver, to tbe effect that if Mr
Elliott was feeling badly about not being ab]<» to moet Mr. Thomas
the boys would trv to arrange it so that Mr. Ellr tt could come to
Ouirego and shoot not one, but three different macche=, and
may be more. In fact this would not be a difficult thing at. all
Ch^rJie Budd has just written that he would like to .<hoot
matches, and he would not decline a match with Jim Elliott in
Onicago. Frank Parmale.e. of Omaha, haswithiti the past three
davs expressed au identically similar desire. Moreover, .Tack
Winston, of St. Louis, is h-ti keriug to come to Chicago and shoot
any number of matches with any number of men. of any sort
under the starry canopy. This rattle-head youth sells cigars. To
bis cus'omers he sends out printed postal cards announcing the
dates when he w'ill probably favor them with a call. He has
issued a series of such cards for the benefit of his Chicago ac-
qudntanees, Billy Mussey got seven of these postals the other
evening addressed in his care for as many Chicago shooters. Mr,
Wins on says on these cards that he will call on or about Christ-
mas on Mr. Andy Thomas. Mr. W, P, Mussey, Mr. Geo. Hofmann,
Mr. Geo Klemman. Capt, A. Anson and Mr. R. B. Orgin "with
a full line of cigars." Mr. Winston further announces on a card
addressed "All Chh ago, care Musscy's Billiard Hall," that he will
also call on said All Chicago on or about Christmas with a full
liae of cigars. Tms is Mr. Winston's way of seeking a pigeon
match. There is liUle doubt that Winston, Parmalee and Budd
can be, ana they mav be assembled in Chicago on short notice,
and in case Mr. Elliott wishes to shoot a match for a couple ( f
million dollars, or say $1. or S4.50, the boys will try to arrnnge it.

Gro. Kleinman cannot sbool any match just now, for he has no
suitable gun on hand. Abe Kleinman is laid up with a most
serious accident, which threatened the less of his right eye, he
havingslipped on the pavement and fallen, striking an iron water
plug. He was taken to the hosiiital insensible, and has as yet no
use whatever of the hurt eye.
Of ti e numerous friendly conic^ts among our own shooters,

usually 50 or 100-bird events, Mr. .John Watson, the owner of
Watson's P<rk, at Buniside, where these events invariably come
off, has kindly Jieptthe reaoers of Forest and Stream informed
over hissignature of "Itivelrigg." It will be remembfred that a
fev/ days ago Capt, A. C. Anson and Mr. W. P. Mussey had a glOO,
lOO-bird race, Mr. Mussey winning by one bird. The result of this
was another challenge from the redoubtable base ball warrior,
and the second match was shot to day. The 10:10 train carried a
good little crowd of shooters, among others Mr. Mussey. Mr.
Wilcox. Mr. Shaw, Mr. Heikes, Mr. Dicks, Mr. Clark and Mr.
Latchaw, of St. Louis. On the train a superbly ragged acd dirty
specimen of the Dago street musician, a boy perhaps 10 ye^irs of
age, was collared and taken bodily along, accordeon and all, to
serve as a mascot, he being rewarded therefor with more money
than he ever !^aw before. With the boy in front, playing martial
airs, the party marched over from the station and took possession
of the grounds. A little practice sweep was engaged in by Messrs.
Wilcox, Mussey, Latchaw and Shaw, 15 birds, price of birds basis.
The result being, Latchaw 11, Wilcox 13, Mussey 13, Shaw 8, By
the time this was disposed of the main body of shooters had ar-
rived, and a few among the many being M'*. Fred, Allen, of Mon-
mouth, HI.: Mr. R. B. Organ, Col. Felton, Mr. W. K. Reed, Capt.
Anson, Mr. J. Gardner. Mr. I. W. Dukes, Mr. J. A. Ruble. Mr. A,
J. Atwater, Mr. M. .7. Ei"h. Mr. Thomas, Mr. Geo. T, Parmer, Mr.
P. F. Stone. Mr. 0. Von Lengerke. Mr. .1. Porter, Mr. .1. M. Hu'ch-
insonand Air. J Em^ry Houle, of Philad>lphia, Mr Snule is a
member of the Riverton and other crack piivate shooting clubs
of Philadelphia, and was interested in seeing this, his first
Chicago match, although he W'U see man^. doubiless, during bis
visit of a. month witli tbe Chicago men, Mr. Soule thought the
birds trapped to day would compare exceeding well with the
Philadelphia Club birds. Eaily iu the day the birds ftew^ with
only average vigor. At noon a slight breeze rose, and in the 100-
bird match the birds ruled fci.«t and strong; with a few easy ones.
Toward evening their average quality again fell off very percept-
ibly. The day was bright, warm and very pleasant.

Anson—Mussey.
At 12:80 Cape. Anson shot off 5 practice birds in sharp and slash-

ing stvie. Ha " as favorite m the match, the more especiailv as
the wind was bricging most of the birds into right-quarterers, at
which tiight Cxpu Anfon is especially good. Mr. Mussey had
moreover not shown exceptional form m his 1.5 practice birds.
When the match began, however, it became apparent how diffi-
cult it is 10 predict In a pure sporting event, dpt. Anson missed
his first bird, and from then on till the closn of the race Mr, Mug.
sey led him, the gap never eloBinfj. Mr. Mussey lost 8 bird* Id.

each 50: C^pt. Anson lost 11 birds in bis first SOand 13 in his second
30 appearing to go quite off form in the second half, and shooting
very slow, a fact which accounts for his heavy showing of 11 birds
dead out of bounds. His opponent, on the contrary, gatliered
speed and confidence and general sassine.ss with every bird toward
tne close, and finished like a house alire, using first and second
alike with an audacity which almost looked like carelessness.
Mr. Mussey in the stjle of his performance never did so well, and
outclassed himself, ali hough he has made much highT scores
under easier circumstances. Bjih m'-n s 'ot 12-gauge Gr^'eners,
Capt. Anson the one he bought of Mr. Elliott, and Mr, Mu-sey one
belonging to Mr. Organ. Both used the Blatchford Schultze load,
Mr, Mussey using the Ely buff oases, Capt, Anson the U, S. C.
Co.'s CI'max. The fo lowing is the score. Conditions, 100 live
birds. SlOC, American rulos:
Mussey . . .^2o222ol222022o222o-15 Anson o1o2l02Ji2o20023l]232-l4

122 1 2210 1 122122o3202-l7 al o21o 1 o 1 22211 lSo311-16
222321 222222''0222-'10-18 lollll22211100211231—17
222232202220 2220122 1 -ir 0a-i22mo 2oll21o210-1.5
22201023221220122212-17 03322102002111201120—14

84 76

Dukes—Rock.
Immebiatelt afff r the cl ise of the foregoing match, Mr. J. W.

"DuiiBS ' and Mr, "B. Rock" shot ofl' the -Vi birds race, upon which
they had earlier agreed. Thismaccn was the intensi^st struggle
for second place ever was seen. Both m»n went clear to pieces,
and did sothe very bad slobbering work, quite below wha' should
fairly be expected of either of them. The m>itch was much of a
see-saw for last place, first place seeming beyond hope in the
mind of either. "Dukes" had it won wthio the last .3 birds, but
his 4 lost birds in the last 5 put him out of it. "Rock" accom-
plished the feat of ! sing 8 birds out of 20 at; one stage, but got his
last 6 straight and w^on by a sirgle bird, amid much good-natured
chaffing of both shooters. "Dukea" shot a Parser ]2-g«uge, and
"Rock" a Colt 12-gauge, both using Sobnl ze loads. Following is

the score. Condirion=; 50 live hirdo. $=^0 American rvla^:
I W Dukes 0223102101112J0123220110l212200022221222-'102120000l-S6
B Rock 221011111l22013212012tl0210202122H00020120031111121-37
Mr. C. B. Dicks and Mr. .1. L. Wilcox to 'lav concluded arrange-

ments to shoot a match r f 100 live birds, SlOO, within the month,
Mr. Dicks having defeated Mr. Wilcox this week, Dec. 8. in a 80
bird race, $50, with a score of 10 to -39.

The crowd now went home, after some sweepstake shooting.
The last thing seen of .lobn Watson, be had a four bushel sacK
and was fiilling it with dead-oat-of-nounds birds along the fence,
relics cf the two matches above recordtd.

The New Illinois State Rules.
A OOMMITTEK ib now Conferring, by appointment of the Illiuoia

State Sportsmen's Association, for the revision of the old Illinois
State rules, which have done duty for so many years here. It is
probable that this committee willpre-ent their report within the
week next following, arid as soon as the draft la in it will be pre-
sented in full in Forest .and Stream, with the public invitation
for full and unreserved ciittci.sm from shooters all over the coun-
try. The committee are anxious tor this, as tn^^y wsh to profit
by any ideas thoy may thus rt ceive, and will use any desirable
ones before they submit their final rep >rt to the association. One
feature of the new rules will prooably be the horseshoe boundary,
iiOvds. on a dead I'ne at thn score ngnt and leit to the ends of the
tiorspshoe side lines, then 40yds. siraighi from the deadline, the
shr'e lines from those points heing reached by tbe end curve, a
Segment of a circle described from a point lOvds. beyond the cen-
ter trap. The old Illinois rules boundary is 80, as. from the cen-
ter trap. It is also bkel v that the new rules wll be strict against
fault of the shooter or his gun. and p^rh-apa even on his load. A
numlrer of such things are under discussion. Ir is loped that
when these improvements are published, tbe trap leaders of
Forest and Strbam will help our with their views from a wider
circle than t he lormulating one. The changes of such rules should
be infrequent and only mado with the utmost delibfration and
prevision. E. HouGH.
[The rules wired to Forest and S'tbeam are printed to-day.

)

Onondaga Team Match,
Syracuse, Dec. 10.- Tbe Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club, of

Syracuse, held their team snoo at Maple B iy, the most inlereat-
ing shoot of this season, captained by McMurcby on one aide and
i\. T. Courtney on the other:

Conrtnov's Tfiom,
Courtney nil'inillllllUnillllllOlll—29
Walters , . .lUUillOUl 111111100111011001-23
Moury IlOnilllllllinilll nilljllll—29
Lefever 1111111 OOOlliOinillOlllinil—25
Montgomery 1 111000 1 01 1 1 1 1 11 ' 101 1 11 11 1 1 100 2R
D Walters 1110 1 111111 1 1 1010 1 1 1 nil 101111-26
Howell 011011 II 1 1 111nn 1 ] iiniii > 1 11—28
Petit _ Oil OllinonilllllllllU!0111-26
Ft azer. 1 1IUIOI 1 01 00101 1 lXllOOOlllOOOl-17
Chase .inilinOllOilllOOOlllllinOll—34—2,^:>

McMurc V T^-um.
McMurchy ,.101110111111111111111111011111—37
Ed Hudson nOlllllUlllOinillUlllllOll-37 ,

Holden .11101 OllllOllill 101 1 0:0 1 111101—23
Ashton 11 0011 1 1 101 1 1111 II 0 1 1 0 1 1101 1 11-24
Mosher 101111011001001111111111101111-28
Ginty OOlHllOllllilllOOl 111 10111111—24
Spangler 111110110111111111111111111111-28
B Smith OllllinilOllOnillOllliniOlO-24
Prettie lllllll0UI]0IlllUlinil(J0!ll-3fl
Holloway 011000111011111H1111110illlH-34—250

Ccuitnev Tie.
Courtney lUVlllOll— 9 O Walters 1111010111— 8

Howell 1111011010- 7 Mowry 1111111111—10
Petit 0111111001— 7 n Moni^gomery.lllllimi-10
Lffsver llOUloill— 8 D Wallers 1111111010— 8
Frazer 111.1010010— 6 Mace 1111011110— 8—81

M> Miirehy Tie.
McMurchy 1111111111-10 Hudson llllllOlll- it

Spangler llllOOulll - 7 Hoiden 1111011011— 8
Smith, nililllOl— 9 Mosher ... ....lllllllOU— 9
Ashton lOliOmOl— V Ginty lOllOlHOl— 7
Prettie 0111111111- vl Ho'laway. 1111111101-9-84

Peppering Fig-eons at Bui'nside.

BuRNSiDE, 111., Dec. 11.—The following events were shot at
Wa< son's Park this week:
Juesday.—'W. P. Mussey vs. J, L, Wilcox, 25 live pigeons for

price of hirds;
Mussey 0011020H 020l2n2812310233—17
Wilcox 0u011002212mill21200021-16

J. L, Wilcox vs. C. B. Dicks, fiOl^ve pifeons, .'^0 « pule:
Wilcox, SOvds . . ,.2' o2?2220131212o01 3202221101222222013212o200121 310-89
Dicks, 28dds 323:.'o0112022221121222131l212101111102o222031ol02.30-40

Tl'ednftsdoy.-Club shoot. South Chicago Gun Club, 20 live birds
per man:
LWillard .22110130222101111000-15 *J Dukes. 1210102201332132113^17
F Willard 01111232120012113011-16 J J Larkin02200,00010112020321—11
A Reeves. 0102201 0000101012200- 9

* Not a member. Willard was winner of medal.
Thirty Peoria blackbird", A. W. Reeves 35 (medal winner), L,

0. Williard 16 F. Williard 16, Dr. .1. .f. Lark in 13
T7iiOsd«y—Shoot of tbe Prairie Gun Club. 15 live birds per

main, for the Johnson mednl and "Co. Dem. Cup."
Johnson Medal.

A St abford.... 11120102332]] 13-13 AB Myers..,. 12001 0O2]002110- 8
H W Loveday.l2220r2t]210->02-1;; *r'Hp An=on . . ..333112120112212—14
Hv Ehleri 211222122031102-18 * VI J Eich 222021211U21213-13
J Hutchin-on. 112313010112102—12 *i W Dukes. . .1021in2]122021—13
Gib Harris ...110010311011011-10 *Sideway 221321213131113-15
AFeatberstone 000000000101032— 1

'Not members.
This was also a sweep, each contestant pntting in $5. Sideway

won first, Anson second and third was divided. On the tie for
the medal and cup the following scores were made, Ehlers
finally winning both:

Co, Dem. Cup.
Same conditions as first shoot,

Hy Ehlers 222212322021223—14 J Hntchinaon.lOgnr'gw
HW Loveday.]032131122220w AFoB^^orsfon. 000201w
Gib Ha rr's.... 21 13031 2220w HB Myers ... 000200

w

AStabford.... 1011230 iv

To-day'a event was a sweep«take at 10 live hirds eacb, $5 en*
trance. The scores (^ips divider^):

Cap AO Anson 0211112211—9 I W Dulces . ,2002203280—6
Lafflngwell 0211O122i0-r A J At water 3200200210-^6
Myrlck 1202221032-^ & T E'armer . . , 1111120102—8
R O geikes . ..1002201121-7
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FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the foilowing;

Dec. 19.—Boiling Springs Fisli and Gnn Cluti. open sweepstakes
at 50 antficials. at Rutherford, N. J.
Dec, 19.—Open sweepstaliea at live birds, on Jolin Erb's grounds,

Newark, N. -i.

Dec. 19.—Maplewood Gun Club, practice shoot at artificials, at
Maplewood. N. J.
Dec. 19.—South Side Gun Club, regular clulj and open shoot, on

club grounds, near Emmet street station, Newark, N. .1,

Dec. 35.—Athens, Pa., tournament, at kina:birds and live pigeons.
W. K. Park, SecY.
Dec. 25.—Boiling Springs Pish and Gun Club, open tournament

at artifloials, at Rutherford, N. J.
Dec. 25.—Maplewood Gun Club, open tournament at artificials.
Dec. 25.—Amarenr Gun Club, all day's shoot at artificials, on

Fifth avenue grounds, Newark, N. J.
Dec. 25.—.Jonn Erb's grounds, all day's shoot at live birds,

Bloomflfld a%'enue, Kewark, N. J.
Dec. 35.—Woodside Gun Club, all day tournament at live birds

and ariiflcialj, club grouwds, foot of Riverside avenue, Newark,
N. J.

1892.

Jan. 1.—South Side Gun Club, open tournament at artificials,
on club grounds, near Emmet street station, Newark, N. J.
Jan. 26,—Hiimilton Gun Club, live pigeon and artificial target

shoot, at Hamilton, Onlario, Canada,
June 13-18.—New York State Association's Thirty-fourth Annual

Convention, at Syracuse, N. Y. Chas. H. Mowry, Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Those who care to take a pleasant ride over the D. L. & W. road

for the sake of a good day's sport atlive-oigeou shooting will have
an opportunity to do so to-morrow, when an all-day's shoot will be
held on the grounds of the Union Gun Club at Sprinefield, N. J.,
about two miles from tlie Millburn station. The fun will begin at
10 A. M., there being four events oa the nrngramme. The first
will be at 5 birds each, ?5 entry; second at 7 birds, So entry; third
at 5 birds. §5 entry, si^cond-barrel kills to count one-half a bijd;
fourth at 10 birds, §10 entry. All excepting the third event will be
under Hurlingham rules. When uoder^ten entries the money
will be divided into 50, 30 and 20 per cent.; over ten entries, 40, 30,
20 and. 10 per cent. Hacks will meet all trains at Millburn. Birds
are included in the above entries. Other even is, either at live
birds or targets, will be arranged to suit the contestants.

A great many shooters have recently expressed adverse criti-
cism upon the practice followed by managers of club grounds of
shooting in programme events and taking the bulk of the money
expended by those who had perhaps traveled a number of miies
for the sake of a day's sport. A few weeks aeo the writer attended
a shoot not a hundred miles from New York. The manager had
offered two cash prizes for the first and second best averages in
the programme events, and when the summing up was reached it
was found that the said manager had won the first average monev,
besides securing a goodly share of the pots and the money for the
targets. One of the contestaots on this day told the writer that
he was "done with the grounds." Where the manager knows
himself to be a superior marksmaa he should keep out of all
events, if he wishes to attract outsiders.

Last week I commented upon the foolish custom of a number
of clubs arranging tournaments for on^ date and announced that
both the Boiling Springs and Maplewood Gun Clubs had arranged
open shoots for Xmas Day. Since that time I have received
notices stating that both the Woodside, Amateur and Independent
Gun Clubs, of Newark, would also hold tournamems on Dec. 25.
As the time between Cbriptmas and New Year days are usually
marked by a cessation of business and sportsmen will all look
around for a chance to en,ioy themselves, it would be feasible for
these clubs to fix upon separate dates when each one could attract
a big list of shooters.

Next Thursday will be a great day for sport unless all signs fail,
about four-flfThs of the clubs around New York and New Jersey
having announced all-day shoots at either live birds or artificial
targets.

John Erb's Old Stone House Grounds, on Bloomfield avenue,
Newark, N. J., wiU he the scene of some lively pigeon shooting on
Xtnas Day, a big crowd of local and visiting experts being ex-
pected. If the birds are anywhere as good as the ones furnished
the Newark Gun Club at the last monthly shoot, full scores will
be the exception rather than the rule.

* * *

R. Heber BreintnaU and William Hayes, of the E=sex Gun
Club, of Newark, started on Sunday for a southern shooting trip,
to last ti^v a week or ten days. Mr. Breintnall recently spent a
week in Virginia and had some rare sport. While there he killed
a partridge which he says was the first one seen in the State in
thiity years. Mr. Hayes, who is well-known as the most expert
Schaetz-^n rifleman in this country, if not in the world, is also a
.splendid wing shot and never comes home without a goodly store
of game.

* * *
H. A. Penrose and James Oiinton, of the Standard Keystone

Manufacturing Company, were in town last week and report a
tremendous drive of business at the New London factory.

I |The Ham'lton Gun Club, of Hamilton, Ont., is out with a big
proeramme for a shoot at live pigeons and artificial targets, to be
lield on Jan. 36, 1892. Over $1,000 in gold will be given in prizes
and special inducements will be made to American experts to
attend.

^

Crockery smashers will hav" a cnance at a big pot on Saturday
on the finely appointed grounds of the Boiling Springs Gun Club,
at Rutherford. The main eveut will be at 50 bluerocks, $5 entry,
targets to be ' deducted from the entrance fee. The fun will
begin at 1:15, and Secretary Jeanneret assures a good time to all

who attend.

Tuesday and Wednesday ef next week •will be great days on the
new grounds of the Riverton Gun Clui', when the "Champion
cup," "Winter cup," and '•Anybody 's cup," will be shot for, the
contests being open to members of the Country Club, of West-
chester county; Lnrchmont Y. C; Carteret Club; Country Club, of
San Fi ancisoo, Cal.; Blooming Grove Park Association, Philadel-
phia Gan Club, Westminster Kenuel Club, Titxedo Club, and
members and guests of the Riverton Gu i Club. The conditions
of the "Champion cup" conttst to be held on Tnesday are $50
entry, 25 live birds, 30yds. rise, three misses out. On Wednesday
the first match will be for the "Anybody's cup," miss and out, $10
entry, handicap. The second match will be a miss and out, glO
entry, handicap rises, for the "Winter cup." Riverton Gun Club
rules will govern. Shooting each day will bpgin on the arrival of
the 10:30 A. M. train from Philadelphia. On Dec. 26 the "Presi-
dent's cup" and special prizes will be shot for by club members.

The Atlantic Rod and Gun Ciu*>1ieli a special meeting on Dec.
12, and made some radical changes in its by-laws. The initiation
fee was raised to SIO. Hereafter the regular shoois of the club
will be held on the grounds. West End, Coney Island, oa the
second and fourth Thursday, iu October, November, December,
January, February and March, and on the fourth Thursday in
May, June, July, August and September iu each year. The shoot
will be at 10 birds each, instead of 7, under modified Hurlingham
rules. The club will shoot in three classes. A, B and C, 28 to
30yds., 25 to 27yds.. and 21 to 31yd|. inclusive.

The trap experts of the Manhattan Athletic Club are booming
the sport under the efficient leadership of James Pilkington, wno
is as expert with the smooth-bore as with the sculls. On Dec. 11
two sweepstakes were held at Manhattan Field, the conditions
being 10 kingbirds per man in each. In the first sweep the result
was as follows: James Looney 8, T. Nearing 7, J. A. Herrity 4, F,
Brinlinger 7, J. Pilkington 9, J. E. Nagle 6. In the second shoot
the scores were as follows: James Looney 9. F. Nearing 7, Herrity
6, Brinlinger 8, Pilkington S, Nagle 6. Pilkington and Looney
then shot at 35 birds, Pilkington breaking 24 and Looney 18.

Some of the young and enthusiastic shooters in Dexter Park,
L. I., have organized a club called "The Dark Secret Gan Club."
They shoot at bluerocks on a moonlight night, when President H.
Knebel, Jr., calls them together. J. Brennan, A. Andrews. J.

Fay, M. Fay, W. Simmering, F. Markhopf, H. Bomerman, and F.
Ashwold are the founders of the club. In their fl^rstshootH.
Knebel broke 7 out of 10 and J. Brennan 6 out of 10,

* * *
Westeni shooters and those of their Eastern brethesn who visit

them will have a rare treat on May 17, 18, 19 and 20. 1803, judging
from the fine "bill of fare" received for tbe third annual tourna-
ment of the Kansas State Sportsmen'* Association, to be held at
CouncU Grove, Kansas. Ou each day there will be six State
events, and six r.pen to all events, the prngramm" comprising
contests at both live birds and targets. Programmes may be
procured from S. W, Cleek, Council Grove, Kansas.

C. H. TOWNSENT).

Trap in Brooklsm.
Brooklyn, Dec. 10.—There was a keen contest for the Duryea

cup at tne regular moaihlv shoot of the Fountain Gun Club at
Woodlawn Park, Long Island, to-day. The club shoot is at 10
live birds, modified Hurlingham rules, club handicap, for a
series of pT-izes donated by members of the club. The first prize
is the Duryea silver cup. Yesterdar L. T. Davenport won it for
the first time. The score of the ties, 3 birds miss and out, was:
A. Purdy 2. D. She ls 2, L. T. Davenport T, C. E. Morris fi. West 1.

Club shoot—A. Purdy 10, 1). ShielslO, E. H. Garrison 8, L. T
Davenport 10, A. C. Hunt 9, W. Laird 8, M. Ltndsley 9, Mr. Fred
9, "Wanda" 9. C. Kisher 9, J. R. Woods 7, J. E. Lake 9, C. E. Mor-
ris 10, D. J. G. Knowlton 8, J. B. Voorhees 7, D. Van Ord 9, B.
West 10, H- W. Blattmacher 9, C. W. Wheeler 6, W. Gilman 10.

The Parijway Rod and Gun Club made poor scores to-day at
Dexter Park. Tbe birds were good and only two straight scores
were made, one of those by an invited guest. The club shoots at
7 live birds, modified Hurlingham rules, for a gold medal, club
nandicap. H. Bookman aud G. Pfoiilman, not members of the
club, killed their 7 straight. Score of the shoot: A. Andrews 5,

E. Helgans 5. A. Botty 4, T. T. Kdeerton 5, H. Bookman 7, H. W.
Bramwell 4, L Miller 5, M. Borden 3, G. Pfohlman 7. P. Ganns 4.

A match at 5 live birds each was shot by A. Botty and T. T.
Edgerton for SIO and the price of birds. Botty won, killing 3 to
his opponent's 2. It was almost dark when they shot. C. E.
Morris and G. H. Garrison shot a match at 15 birds each, $25 a
side, just before the club shoot commenced. They tied with 15
straight and agreed to shoot another match at the next shoot of
the club.

"Clinkers" at John Erb's.

The monthly shoot of the Newark Gun Club was held at John
Erb's on Dec. 10, the attendance being rattier light. The birds
were a splendid lot of flyers, being helped in their flight by a stiff

breeze which came across the line of traps from the left. The
day's fun began with a series of 4-bird sweeps, S3 entry, two
moneys. Hurlingham rules governing. The scores are summarized
as follows, ties being divided:
C M Hedden. . -.1101 2121 2321-11 G Griffen 1102 1121 2033-10
M F Ltndsley. . .102-' 2132 2131-11 W Hollis 0011 1120 0101- 7

R H Breintnall. 1311 2i'0l 2120-10 A Heritage. Jr 1211 0000- 4

Club shoot. 10 live biul.s, Hurlingham rules (modified) to govern,
$5 entry, three moneys:
M F Lindsley (28). .0122222122— 9 R Breintnall (28). . .122102201o- 7

C M Hedden (28). . .1111202012- 8 A Heritage, Jr (30). 3220102021- 7

G Griffen (35') (.011122321- 8 W Hollis (28) 0202112010- 6
J Erb (28) 2110101111— 8

Four-bird sweeps, same conditions as first three events:
C Hedden.... 2221 1211 2113 .. .-13 W Hollis ...2121 1101 1001 . ..- 9

M Lindsley . .3222 1113 0311 323-14 Heritage, Jr .1111 1031 -7
R Breintnall2212 1103 1121 . . .—11 E Francis , 2103 110- 5

G Griffen. ...3121 2203 2102 0. .—10 - C. H. T.

The Trap at Watson's Park.
Dec. 3 the Fort Dearborn Gun Club held its monthly shoot,

each man firing at 15 live birds, under American Association
rules. The scores:
F O Griffin. . . .211000011310212—10 Al Hoffman.. .220200200221201- 9

Dr Hutchinson231020ll2i20120-ll H Loveday. . . .103102312231012—12
*A C Anson. . .111211111110111-14 + G T Sidway..202001111113201 11
C D Gammon. .111021111121110-13 +G W Willis. .010101111122010-10
G T Farmer.. .121221020122112-13

* Medal winner. + Not members. Ratelbiqg.

Unknown Gun Club,

The members of the Unknown Gun Club held their last monthly
shoot of the year at Dexter Park, L. 1., on Dec. 11. The weather
was delightful for shooting and the birds good: D. Monsees 7, M.
Brown 8, J. Bohling 7, E. A. Vroome 5, J. Cahill 5, D. Snine 11, H.
Van Staden 6, J. Sampson 3. J. Schumacher 11, H. Krofut 3, J.
Hyde 7, J. Flynn 6, C. Plate 6, Dr. Schwartz 8, G. Pfohlmann 5, A.
Langenburg T, Henry Boemermann 6. Raferte, Mr. H. Knebel,
Sr.

'

Cleveland Gun Club.

The regular shoot of the Cleveland Gun Club was held at the
traps of that organization on the afternoon of Dec. 10. There was
a fair attendance and some good work. The following are the
scores made at 25 birds each: Rudolph 21, Elworthy 20, Tamblvn
19. Sterling 16, Flick 21, Watts 18. Alberts 15, Jones 14, Saffold 14,

Ward 20, North 23, BeU 11, Althans 9. Tie for first, Rudolph 9,

Flick 8.

Prize Shoot in Williamsburgh.
The Williamsburgh Shooting Society proposes to have a prize

gallery shoot on Heb. 15, 1892, at its new gallery. Prizes to the
amount of S1.50 will be award wi to the winners, and the event is

open to members of other rifle clubs. The club intends having an
int'-rnaTional shooting festival at Ridgewood in the stiuimerof
1892, at which handsome prizes will be awarded. Capt. G. Krauso
of the club is the prime mov-r in this matter and is n.eeting with
good success in his efforts to have the "crack" amateur riflemen
of the country compete at the festival.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current Issue, It Is particularly re-
auested that scores be sent ua as early as Dosslble

Canvas Canwes and hoiu to Build Them. By Parke-r B. Field.
Price 50 cents. Cavoe and Boat Building. By IF. P. StepJiens.
Price ^.00. Canoe Handling. By C. B. Vaux. Price $1. Canoe
and Camera. By T. ^. Steele. Pries 1.50. Four MontJisin aSnealt-
box. By iV. E. Bislmp. Price n.dO. Caiwe and Camv Cookery.
By ''Seneca." Price $1.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are reqiuested to send to Forest a.nd
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Fohbst and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

OVERHANG IN CANOES.—A correspondent this week brings

up the question of overhang in canoes, though his suggestion is

not very definite. So far as the 16x30 canoe is concerned, the

A. C. A. rule permits a man to shorten the keel and add an over,

hang other than a counter stern or transom, provided the total

limit of length does not exceed 16ft. At intervals of three or four
years the proposition comes up to make the limit 16ft. waterline,

but there are two objections to this, the waterline can never be
exactly and flHally determined in so small a craft, and besides the
extreme length would be run out to such dimensions that the
canoes would be very difficult to house and ti'ansport. While on
a limit of 16ft. l.w.l., 30in. beam and lOin. draft, it might be possi-

ble to build a faster and safer craft than the standard canoe, a
large part of the gain would be due to size alone, and the type
would be unfitted for the purposes for which the canoe is now
chiefly used. Whatever advantages may seem possible from in-

creased bttlk above water, it must be remembered that they can
be fully realized only in a craft of considerable depth and dis-

placement, or at least iu one of great beam. If otir correspondent
refers to the canoe-yawl, the most suitable craft for his waters,

there is nothing to prevent experiment with overhang, there being

no existing class, as boats of this type have never visited the

meets in sufficient numbers to make successful the attempts that

have been made to create a class for them. The modem canoe
belongs to the most ancient and excellent of all families of boats,

one of whose chief characteristics is the possession of a moderate
and by no means an exaggerated overhang at eacn end. In certain

sizes and types of canoes, overhanging ends may be added with
advantage, but never to the extent that is possible in the case of

a moderate yacht with greater beam, ballast and displacement.

One great advantage of both the canoe and canoe-yawl is the

handiness when ashore, which is due to the compact form, and
this would disappear at once if an attempt were made to build a
"Gloriana" canoe.

THE REGATTA PROGRAMME.—If silence gives consent the
proposed regatta programme recently given out by the committee
evidently meets with general ;approbation, as no comments nor
criticisms of any kind have thus far reached us. It must he ad-

mitted that the programme is a very good one, and if properly car-

ried out the racing of '92 should be in every way satisfactory^

The programme being published much earlier than last year, and
there being very little chance that the present committee will at«

tempt a change of rule before the meet, the racing men can start

in before the new year to plan and prepare for the events they
wish to start in. Such changes as have been made from the '91

programme are all improvements, and none are of such a nature
as to disturb in any way the established events. One excellent

addition is the paddling race for service canoes, open, and pro-

pelled by a single blade, the weight limit, 551bs., keeping out the

racing shells, and admitting only a strong and substantially-built

open canoe. The removal of the limit of weight in the principal

paddling class, and the recognition by the regatta committee of a
second paddling class of service or cruising canoes, places paddl-

ing in a very satisfactory condition. The cruising race for general

purpose canoes, which last year was over a 6-mile course, has been
reduced to Smiles, a combined race precisely like the record

event. Tbe sailing upset race, which last year was restricted to

general purpose canoes, a great mistake as events proved, has

been restored to its old place, all canoes being eligible, A time
^imit has been added in each of the races, the allowance in each
case being large enough. The committee has made a good start

in giving out the prograname at such an early date, an earnest

that the rest of their work will he equally well done.

SMALL CRUISERS.—The letter of Mr. Wicksfeed, which we
published several weeks since, has brought out several similar

communications concerning the smaller cruising craft, which,
with another letter from him, we publish this week. There is a

SAIL PLAN OF CANOE JAWh "Sp-SO."
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general interest in such craft among boating men in all parts of

the country, and many new and useful craft have been built of

late, though as they do not race they are little heard of. Descrip-
tions, and particularly drawings of these boats and their rigs are
always welcome, and we will gladly publish them.

NEW YORK C. C—The New York C. C. did a graceful thing
in remembering its namesake, the new cruiser New York, and
adding its share to the service of plate subscription now being
raised by the Herald. The only other club on the subscription
list is the Oswego Y. C, which was one of the first subscribers.

CANOE YAWLS AND SMALL CRUISERS.
'Editor Forest and Stream:
I send you with this the lines of the canoe yawl whose sail plan

you were kind enough to publish in your last issue and which I
hope will be on the stocks iu a few days. The more I study the
thing out and bxperiment the more I am satisfied with the
governing ideas of the design, the cutting away of deadwoods
and keel and the use of two centerboards, one a little forward of
the ordinary position and the other in the form of a more than
ordinarily powerful rudder. Madcap has at any rate been a
decided success, and 1 hope the new boat will be even more so.
Looking over some of your back numbers I came across the lines
of the Heathen Chinee, a very successful boat on the Thames.
In your remarks you said the success of the peculiar design was
probably due in great measure to the Cninese lugsails which she
carried; but are not the same features present in her design, a
big centerboard and rudder giving lateral resistance in plenty
and a full middle body tapering not only horizontally but verti-
cally to the ends and the absence of any fore or after dead wood
or skag.

I pointed out in a letter to you some years ago that of all sailing
eralt the canoes, and only the canoes, were adhering to straight

keels, and I still believe that the greatest improvement in model
which can now be effected is iu cambering and rocl^ering the
sides upward and reducing the frictional surface to the mini-
mum amount possible. In windward work especially I believe
that the excessive fining of the waterlines is of comparatively
small importance. Henrt K. Wicksteed.
COBURG, Ont., Dec. 5.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Probably many of your readers are, like myself, interested in

an all-round boat that is not too large to be handled alone in
putting iu and out of a boat house, that is easily managed by one
man under sail, but has room enough for a fnend if company is

wanted. To such, a description of my boat may prove of interest.
Two years ago I came into possession of a canoe 16ft. long, 40in.
beam, 211 n. deep at ends and 15in. amidship; fully decked, with
Sin. waterways; a keel boat with straight keel l%in. deep running
her full length, rigged with two leg-of-mutton sails of good size.
Before the wind she would run like a witch, but close-hauled, the
lee way she would make was surprising. Unfortunately, on the
Delaware one cannot keep the wind continually aft, and I finally
got tired of being beaten by boats in every other way inferior, so
early this season I began a great overhauling of old numbers of
the Forest and Stream, a comparison of canoe rigs of various
kinds, and the covering of any blank paper that came under my
hand with various designs of rigs. Each seemed lacking in some
important particular, but I finally settled on the following plan:
To avoid sacrificing the room iu coclipit the centerboard well

was put forward under the deck, using a steel-plate board ^soin.
thick, the keel enabling me to do wiih a small board well lor-
ward. The forward mast tube was moved forward right into
the eyes, the after one 12in. further aft. The steering gear was a
heavy yoke of my own contrivance, bolting through deck and con-
nected with yoke or rudder by wire rope. Nearly twenty years'
experieuce in Delaware River hikers, tuckups and duckers failed
to make me see the many defects claimed for the gaffsail, and I
have never yet seen a sail with as many good all-round qualities,
if properly cut and fitted; so the sails of tlie So-So are both gaffs,
with all halliards leading to clutch cleats right at the helmsman's
baad, By letting go peak halliards gajl is reduced one<-half v«ry

quickly, but it has to be bad weather indeed when her sails are
scandalized or even reefed.
Under her new rier, So-So was tried early in March last and was

given the benefit of all the hard spring winds, before most of the
summer sailors began to think of refitting. She proved fast, safe
and weatherly, eats right into the eye of the wind, is stiff as a
church, rarely requiring one's weight to be thrown outside her
gunwale. Our fat test small boats are the tuckup?, and so far the
So-So has beaten every one she sailed against. In July, after a
hard spring's sailing, accompanied by my wife, I cruised along
the upper waters of the Chesapeake, making headquarters at a
fine oid farm house on the eastern shore. We took the weather
as we found it, and found some of it pretty bad, So-So would ride
a sea that would drench the crews of .he fishing noats, and she
would keep dry and outsail them besides, several times beating
boats that she could have been set inside of easily. With my wife
for crew, I explored the rivers that form the bead of the bay,
Northeast, Elk, Bohemia, etc.. quicltly and comfortably. Her
fastest ^ailing is done when haijdl°d by one man, with small
sandbag Just aft (f cockpit to put her down hy the stern, but no
olhor ballast. I may sometime put a racing rig on her and sail
her with a crew on the gunwale. So-So.
PAIiMTRA, N. J., Dec. 7.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have been much interested in reading from time to time de-

scriptions of small cruisers and the many different rigs for this
class of boats.
The one described in your issue of Nov. 26 while good,would not

do so well where there is much shoal water. I have a Barnegat
cruiser, one of Mr. Bishop's building, 16ft. long, oft. beam, and
aiin. deep, as described in the Forest and Stream of Jan. 14, 1886.
The rig is a simpie leg-o'-mut.ton sail, laced to boom, and in

place of mast hoops I have small brass castings sliding on a jack
screwed to after side of mast. Only one halliard is used, running
ov^r a sheave on masthead and having spliced into one end a
snap hook, which is snapped into a ring in head of sail, then
when putting sail on the boat aU that is required is to put the
slides on the jack and hoist away. -

The advantages of this rig are. first, simplicity, no clumsy ar-
rangement of the blocks and halliards: second, it can be taken
very quickly from the mast, which cannot be done with most rigs
on boats of this size, thus enabling the cruiser to keep his sail
always dry.
The jacK is a strip of oak a^in. square, having a groove in two

opposite sides ^jgin. wide, in which the flanges of the slides work.
It commences about 1ft. above deck, running to masthead. A
stop can be put to prevent the slides Irom dropping off when the
sail is lowered or reefed. The centerboard is well forward, and
the rudder has a small drop plate.
This type of boat is very able and comfortable for cruising, and

the rig, I think, is very good for such purposes.
The sRil contains 120sq.f t., 16ft. hoist, 15ft. boom, 21ft. leach; and

1 havp carried full sail on Barnegat Bay when large catboats
were reefed.
A boat of this kind can sail over flats where the small cruisers

with low-hung metal rudders and boards could not go.
Tom's River, N. J., Dec. 1. H. W. SmTH.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Of iai:e I have become very much interested in reading the

Forest and Stream, aud I was much taken with Mr. H. K.
Wicksteed'i plan tor single-hander in the Issue of Nov. 26, under
the head of Canoeing.
Only the fear of a breach of etiquette in canoeing prevented me

from building a canoe with overhanging ends. Why not have a
shorter keel, with overhanging stem and stern, on a canoe as well
as on a yacht? Is ic not a safer boat on a rougii sea? Such a boat
has proved to be fast in a yacht. Why not in a canoe? We have
no organized club here in Silver Creek, although we should have.We nave a number of canoes and small yachts, and one would
think by the boating talk that we would have a large fleet of new
white wings in the spring.
Our sailing is on open water—Lake Erie—and yet we find men

who think that a single-hander should be light enough to take
under one's arm and swim ashore if upset. For myself, like Mr.
Wicksteed, I desire a canoe that I can rake some comfort in on a
cruise, and in a race can invent something for ballast that will get
her there in time single-handed.
Another obstacle in my way has been the centerboard trunk in

the cabin. And I have now designed an cscillating centerboard
that wholly does awav with the centerboard trunk iu the middle
portion of the boat. The centerboard Is of extra length, and soes
home to its house as quickly as a folding board when coming in
contact with an obstruction. I would like to have the opinion of
some good boating man as to its merits, and would cheerfully give
the details in full to any reader of the Forest and Stream who
would like to test the practicability of the device. J H H
Silver Creek, N. Y.
LWe would be glad to publish the plans of the centerboard, as

some such invention is much needed. If it is at all practicable
there is no doubt that some of our readers wUl be quick to test
the actual merits.]

a:
WAR CANOE RACING.

VERY decided change has been noticeable in canoe racing
dunng the past two seasons, and it now seems likely that for

a long time to come the paddle will nave an equal sbare of popu-
larity with the sail in racing at the meets, and to a certain extent
in local events as well. The sailing events have thus far been (he
great racing ati Taction of the meets, the entries being far more
numerous and the races consequently being greater in number
and more closely contested than the paddling events. In pad-
dling there have always been one or is^o men of known ability
like Johnson, Rice aud others, whom the average paddler has not
cared to face; but in sailing the conditions have been different
though it is hard to say why, and though a number of recognized
experts, like Butler, Brokaw, Gibion, Jones and a score "more,
were entered, there have always been plenty of new men to start
with them. At Jessup's Neck in 1890 and at Willsborough Point
this year, the principal paddling race assumed an importance
which it never oefore pussessed, and next year the various pad-
dling races promise to be still more exciting. Canoe sailing can
never lose us popularity, but just now the amount of time and
money required to build and work up a first-class racing canoe is
beginning to operate against large fields of starters, so that rela-
tively there will be a more equal division of the racing men and
piogramme events between the paddling and sailing than has
ever before existed.
A proposition has been made within a year by Mr. Barney look-

ing to the utilization of this boom in paddling to increase the
excitement and interest of the racing week, especially to the
spectators, whether canoeists or transient visitors to the camp.
Tne proposal is to the effect that each of the four divisions shall"
own and bring to the meet a war canoe, manned by a crew from
within the division; the lour crews to paddle a race in these pic-
turesque cratt. Mr. Barney has given considerable thought to
the details, his idea being that the canoes should be of exactly the
same size and model, alike in every respect, and of course manned
by the same number of men, probably sixteen and a helmsman
For convenience of transportation, each canoe would be built in
three sections, a middle part some 16ft. long, and two 7 ft. ends
making a total length of 30ft., the three being boiled together by
metal counections. In shipping, the two ends would be placed in
the central portion, all going into an ordinary box car. A captain
w^ould be appointed in each division, whose duty it would be to
keep postea as to the paddlers who would be present at the meet
and from whom he could pick a crew. Of course the time for
crew practice would be short, probably a week, but with enough
good paddlers m fair condition a very good crew might be made
up for each boat.
Any one who has seen a war canoe like the L'nktahee, the Ko-

kokono or the Mohican under way can form an idea of what a
race would be like with four of these canoes, manned by seven-
teen men each, the crews uniformed in bright colors and the big
single blades flashing. From a picturesque standpoint, the si^ht
would far surpass a rowing race sucu as the Harvard- Yale, and
with the rivalry between the four divisions the interest and ex-
citement would be fully as great. If such a race can be made an
establislied feature of the A. C. A. meet, it will in a few years
become one o£ the principal racing events.

NEW YORK C. C—The annual meeting of the New York C Cwas held on Dec. 14, at the Fercing Rooms, with Com. Howard in"
the chair. The question of removing the house to Bensonhurst
on Gravesend Bay, and giving up the station on Staten Island,
wasluliy discussed, the sense oi the meeting being strongly in
favor of the change, and it is probable that it will be decided onWhen the matter comes up at a meeting next month. A proposal
to enlarge the house by adding another story was also discussed

^^?r°i5A^^y,^®^°T^^^^A'
The following officers were elected: Com,Wm. Whiilock; Vice-Com., J. R. Lake; Sec'y-Treas., 0, J. Stevens

Trustee (for 8 years), G, H. paiey. The incoming regatta com\
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Tnittee was instraoted to reTise the crnditions under wbicli the;

jnternaiioaal challenge cnpisheld. A subscription of $21 was
ta^iemip toward tbe Fervice of Plato fr>r the new cruiser Np.w
"Vork. t)n motion of Mr. Burchard, it was resolved that the club
send its Rreetinsi to Mr. Puultuey Bigelow, wirh congratulations
Oil the puccfsstul conipit tioii of liis cruise down xbe Danube. A
yery hanrisom« copy i t the iie-¥ constitution and bylaws, together
With a list of the mpmners «nd canoes, and of nil oRioerH since the
club's organizaf'on, ha- just been printed; the gift to the cJub of
Com. Howard. jMr. VVhiiioclc. the newly-elected commodore, is

one oi the oldpst mtmbers of the club and an ex-commodore, and
the plans now under cfinsideraiion are likely to be fuliy carried
out next year under his direction, in a manner that will greatly
bent fit the club.

DIVISION PRIZES.

THE following circular has been sent to each of the canoe rlubs
in tiie Eastern Division, A. 0. A. At the present time, of

ciiurse.it is unders'ood that many club t reasuries are low. the
expenses of tbe ypar, and the tact that dues for 1893 have not
bsw coliee'f d. havi"ff produced that condition. During January
thefuori will dnunilesfi assume lareer proportions. The projec-
uira wiehgrate'tUlv to aclv lowledge the following contributions:

Puritan C. C, Boston, Mass. $10
Sbuh-Hhiiii-Gab C. C, Winchester, Mass 10

TLe circular reads:

EASTERN UmSlON.
BostTON, Oat 1, 189).—Mr. , Secretary.—Dear Sir: At the

receijt annual tneei.ina of the Eastern Division, A. C. A., it was
der idf d to et deavor to collect bv voluntary contribution a sum of
moi py, to oe used at tbe discretion of t!ie executive committee of
tneDivmioii for t' e purchase of two trophie". It was further
votPd, tiiat tbe D' vision support the fuud by a contribu-
tion not exceeding $50. The trophies are intended to represent
the sailing and paddling supremac.if s of our Division, and shall

be faced for eacb jear at the Division meft. We have in the
Eastern Division enough clubs to defray the expensp, if a reason-
able prop irtirn will rontribute the sum ot $10 to the fund. Your
club is lespectfully solicited to contriiiute. tQat it may do its part
toward increasiug the activity of our members in both branches
of the sport. Auv sueb favor as that desired, together with the
name of the conTiijuiine club, may be forwarde'i to yours fra-

ternally, James W. Carctbight. Jr., Vice-Commodore Eastern
Di.vision, A. C. A. (P. O. £5ox 1^j9, Boston, Mass.).

BRITISH CANOE ASSOCIATION.—On Dec. 12 the general
commi'tee meeiinbi of thf t{. C. A. was held at Newcastle-Jn-
Tjne, Engiani, with acamp-rire of the Association In t>-e even-
ing. Til- cuief vrorb. btfoie the committee was to select the site

ot the n^xo meet, t'le proposed sites being Menai Straits, Loch
Long and Lough Erne.

^dcJfting.

BmaU YmhU By G. P. Kunhardt. Price $10. Stmm TaoMs and
Launvlm. Bu C. P. Kunhardt. Price. $3. Fac/ite, Boats and
CanoKS. By C. SitMrnfipid-Hicki. PrU--e, $3.69. SteamMacMn&m. Bi
DunaLdHun. Price

Yaelitsmen who do nnt see what they want under this heading
will please loofeunder the hatches of 'he Oawe, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the ban el of the Rifle, open the Fish Car and
Game Bug, inquire of the Spoitman Tourist, and rf their yearn-

ings are Bi ill unsatisfied, puan their explorations into tbe Editorial

and AdvettMrn Depa/rtments.

LIKE ERIE AND INTER-LAKE RAOING.-We are glad to

see that the jachtsmennf Jiake Erie are bestirring themselves

in emulation of their more progressive brothers on Lake On-

tario, and are maognratlng a movement which is likfly to result

In an organization ooLaSieEtie similar to, a,nd worldng inhar-

moti.V with, that oii Lake Ontario. In 1«85. the year following

the orga;Jzaiion of tbe Like Y. R. A. on Ontario, an attempt of a

similar nature was made at Bd.liasi Island, or more properly, Put-

In-Baj , in Luke Erie, but without success, one cause of failure be-

ing the adop'.ioa of a pcor naeasnrement rule which prevented the

attendance of the Lake Ontario yachts in the races, and served to

divide rather than to unite the two lakes. What was an esperi-

m^nt on Lake Ontario in 18^5 has since proved a complete success,

and the Lake Erie yachtsmen need no better guide in organiza-

tion than the constitution of the Lake Y. R. A. There is every

rcitson on both sides why a common system of rules should pre-

vail, and why the fleets of the two lakes should interchange

friendly visits. In the ^ent of a Lake Erie association being

lormed it Is proposed that the Lake T. R. A. fleet should visit

LB.keEiie for a season, omitiiLg the annual round of Lake On-

tario, the visit bpiwg returned a year later by the Lake Erie fleet.

Vachting has made great pr'^gress on Lake Erie since 1885, and a

modern and progressive organissation Including all the yacht clubs

on the lake is urgently needed.

NEW YORK Y. C. PRIZES,—The prizes given by the New York

Y. O. this year, tbirty-six in number, are now on exhibition at

Tiffipy's. in New York. The collection surpasses in cost and

beauty all prevloua ones, the chief feature being the ctip won by

G-loTiana in the special race at Newport,

INTERNATIONAL RACING.
rs'^HE preseYii condition of rarjing in the larger classes is far from
X saiiBTA' Lur.\ on bo,h MdeR of the Atlantic; with us there was
this yt-f-.i and I'-L-.L but a single strong racing class, and there is

reasju to uourti- tne peimauency of the class wbich made tiie

racing tids yeat; on the other side much the same state of afl'aira

is foand,our 40fr. class oeing paralleltd by the 20-rai ing class tuere

being at the Bame time < ne largei class, the lO-raters. While the

cau-cS ut the decrease of racihg tonnage in tbe two countries are
man> and ttimpits, a numi er of tUem being beyond any remedies
wbtcb yacutsujeu can appij ; there can be no doubt i bit inter-

national oompd n ion, oi (Ue sort that played sucli an important
part between liiSQ ana 1887, would at once give a strong stimulus
to racing on botb sines. American yachtsmen, and British as

wpO would welcome a lenewai of the friendly contests that en-

livened the three years from 188.") to 1^8V. It is needless now to

ilihcti'^s the reason for tbe stoppage ot a work that was doing so

raucb for hotn parties, the piain facts are that international rac-

ing bas stopped, to tbe detriment of all concerned, and that there

is no prospect of its r* -establishment tinder tbe old conditions. If

there if, as we believ e, a desire on the part of American yachts-
men to put an ena lo the present deadlock, there is a way to do so

which IS at once graci ful and sportsmanline.

For over a dozen > ears almost the whole brunt of international
i-aciofr baa been ooine by British yachrsmen: the venture of Mr.
Jamts Coats in tendiug out Madge m 188J in order to test ber
agaiLsr American eraft, was no less boia and spirited than the
voyage ot the Amer ca under Com. Stevens in 1851; Clara was
brougbt ( tit by Mi. Swoet in a similar way inlS85; and Genesta,
Galatea and Tbiaiie (ach gave up a season at home and came out
herein iguoraiiCe of what lormioable adversary might confront
them at the last moment. Ail ot tnese yachts, witn others such
as Maggie, Ulidia, Sboua, Stranger and Miranda, brought out by
Amtricafi owners, raced under heavy natural handicaps, having
been built under a d ifcrent and very pacuiiar rule, for different

loral conditions, such as wind, water ana cjurses, and as a mat-
ter of crurse each stranger having to meet alone either the fleet

in the open I egaiias or t.ue best single boat that could be picked
to meet her,

_ i.- v i , ,

Tie natural handicap which attends every vessel who leaves

her 1 ome waters c^n usrdly be overestimated, different rules for
buiidin/, different water" and winds, si^range courses, strange
yachis, scxarge m'irks and headlands, a new climate for the crew,
combine tn make a heavy total in favor of the homo yacut and
against tbe BtraLg r. So much is tnis the co.se that ir, is noticeable
within vpry limited dif<tauce8, as between New York and B ston,

or the Clyde and the Solent, the victor at home being easily van-
quit«hea when he in turn i« the visitor. There is nathmg unfair
ia jill this, It ie simply the ohauoas of war; but it has happened

that in twelve seaeons of intevnational racing, or from Madge to
the latpst Fife boats, Bctrbara and Jessica, the chances have been
entirely on the side of the American yachts in home waters, and
againhit the visiting British craft. We have not forgotten, that
several yachts, such as Thistle, Minerva and Bai-bata, were
specially intended to race here, and so suft'ered little from the
difference of rule, nor have we overlooked the fact that some of
ihe visitors would have been beaten by their American rivals
bad all the odds been reversed; but at the samo time it must be
evident to every one who is familiar with recent international
races that circumstances and conditions have uniformly favored
the home boats.
Just at this time the idea is prpvalent, and it is most probably

true, that America possesses the fastest yacht of her size afloat.
However much (Jloriana's good qualities may have been over-
estimated by p-jpuiar enthusiasm, two facts apiiear very clearly
on the face of the season's record, that the leading boats of the
46ft. class are proportionately much faster than any of tbe 70ft.

or smaller classes, ancient or modern, that have sailed beside
them; and also that Gloriana is easily ahead of all her class.
While it would be difflcult to gauge'ber definitely with the single
stick Yoltinteer, of douole her length, she has beaten a much
larger number of her own class, and relatively faster boats, than
Volunteer defeated in the old 90ft. class, and she stands to-day as
the foremost embodiment of American progre'ss in yachting. If
the admiration and conflfience which American yachtsmpn have
expressed is at all genuine, it would be a most natural and at the
same time graceful act to send her as Mr. C^ats sent Madge, or as
Sir Rioiard Sutton brought out Genesta and L-eut. Henn Drought
out Galatea, to seek for worthy opponents away from home.
While a trip across the Atlantic on the part of Gloriana. and a

participation m the season race« in Britisn waters would bring in
again the international element which adds so much zest to yacht
racing, there are some reasons wliv she would not be the best boat
for such a venture. Although the measurement rule is practically
the same in both countries, the different methods of classification,
with local conditions, have produced a great disparity in yachts,
and Gloriana would no more fit a class in Brii'sh waters than
Jessica does here. By the Y. R. A. rules she is of 31-ratiue, and so
would come between two classes, there being no racing yachts of
intermediate sizes between 20-rating and iO-rating. While she
would be much too large for one class, she would be too small for
the other, thus either giving or receiving such an amount of time
as to destroy the interest in the races; antl at the same time it is

very doubtful whether her type and general proportions are the
best for racing abroad.
The proper cotu-se then wbich presents itself is the designing of

a new Gloriana for British waters and British rules, either a 20-

rater, of about 4Sft. l.w.l., or a 'lO-rater, of about 59ft. l.w.l. No
doubt the designing of such a yacht would be a welcome work to
Mr. Herreshofi; and but little more difficult now than was the
conception of Gloriana a year ago. The working of the new Y. R.
A. rule, and the type which it has produced, are so well known to
him that the conditions of tbe problem would be hardly more
complicated than in the case of the IGfl. class last winter, with a
dozen promised boats.
Concerning the reception whicb such a "Yankee" visitor would

meet in England to dtiy, whatever tbe case may have b&vn in the
pass there is now nothing in the rule- which would militate in
the least against a yacht built for the purpose, and as for the feel-

ing to be expected fiom clubs and members, there is no reason to

believe that she would not bo welcomed in the regular open events
of the St ason as heartily as Genesta and Galatea were in America;
being allowed to sail on the same footing as the home yachts.
There is to such a proj-ot a savor of daring and bold an ve" tare

which should commend it at once 'o American yachtsmen; at the
worst, if unsuccessfu', there would be only praise and admiration
for the plucky and natriotto owner who would make tiie attempt.
There are many yachtsmen to whom the expense would he of no
moment, and a number have for some time been considering the
idea of taking an American yacht to England, and now is tbe
time to do it. If there are any substantial advantages in the
peculiar features of Gloriana, now is tho time to prove it by them,
before they become tne common property of ail designers. If

taken in hand pt once, it sbould be possible by tbe middle of
March to have afloat and ready for trial a successor to Gloriana,
but built with the special purpi e of racing with British yachts
in their home waters-; and there would be ample time to crass the
Atlantic and refit by the middle of June. The strongest of the
larg" classes nest year will be the 40-"aters. with Thalia, Creole,

Reverie and three or four n^w yachts by Watson. Fife and Payne.
The addition of a Herre?bofl noat to the class would treble the
interest and give a new life to yacht racing on both sides of the

However ably Amorican yachtsmen have acquitted themselves
in the part of defenders, there is nothing specially creditable in

resting content with .such apart and leaving to others the risks

and honors of the cba'lengcr'.s part. It Is well enoiigh to have
defended ourselves with ciedit against attacks at home, but after

a long series of successes in this direction it is time to put on a
bolder front, and if there is ans thing honest or Benutno in the
belief that we possess a champion, to send him forth to do battle

against all he may meet.

NEW YORK y. C. PRIZES AND WINNERS. 1891.

IN their window on Union Squire, Tiffany & Co. have on exhi-
bition for a few days the ihirty-six sterling silver cupa jnst

completed by that firm for the New York Y. C prizes for the

season of 1891. Each cup was especially designed so as to be ap-
propriate both in form and decoration for the class in which it

is offered. The collection is the largest in number, as well as the
costliest set of prizes ever offered by any club. The prizes are in

the form of bjwls, loving cups, pitchers, tankards, beer mugs,
vases, cigar holders, etc The name of the winner, date, class and
course is etched on each cup. The following is the list:

1,6th Annual Begalta, June 18.

Class 3. Sloops, Cutters and Yawls.—First prize, Katrina.
Class 6. Sloops, Cutters and Yawls.—First prize, Gloriana;

second prize, Jessica.
SCHOONEK LIST.

SSquaihrm Runs, August, mi.

Prize won by (!onstellation for the following runs: First, Hunt-
ington to New London; first, Newport to Vineyard Haven; first.

Vineyard Haven to New Bedford; flrsr. New Bedford to Newport.
Prize won bv Quickstep for the followingruns: First, Hunting-

ton to New Lonjon; first, New London to Newport; first, New-
port to Vineyard Haven; firot. Vineyard Haven to Ne^ Bedford.
Prize won by Mayflower for the following runs: First, Hnnt-

iugton to New London; first, New London to Newport; first New-
port 10 Vineyard Haven. „ , „ .

Prize won by Marguerite tor the following runs: Second, Hunt-
ington to New London; first. New London to Newport; first, New-
port to Vineyard Haven.
Prize won by Fortuna for the following runs: First, Htmtington

to New London; first, New London to Newport.
Prize won bv Merlin for the foUowmg runs: First, Vineyard

Haven to New Bedford; first. New Bedford to Newport.
Prize won hy Iroquois for the following run: First, Huntington

to New London.
_ ^

Prize won by Volunteer for the toUosnog run: Second, New
London to Newport. , ,^ .

Prize won by Palmer for thetoUowing run: Second, Hunting-
ton to New London.
Prize won by OEnone for the following run; Newport to Vine-

yard Haven.
gLOOt» MST.

Sqmdiron Runs, August, 1S61.

Prize won by Hildegarde tor the following Tuns: First, Hunt-
ington to New London; first. New London to Newport; first. Vme-
vard Haven to New Befiford; first. New Bedford lo Newport.
' Prizes won by Clara for the following rum: First, New London
to Newport; first, Newport to Vineyard Haven; first New Bedford
to Newport.

, ,, . „ , „
Prize won by Sayonara tor the toUowing runs: Second, Hunting-

ton to New London; second. New London to Newport; second.
Vineyard Haven to New Bedford; first. New Bedford to Newport.
Prize won by Katrina for the following runs: First, Huntington

to New London: first. New London to Newport.
Pr-ze won by L ris for the following runs; iJirst, Huntington lo

New London: first. New London to Newport.
Pnzswon bv Gossoon for the following runs: First, Newport

to Vineyard Haven; first, A^ineyard Haven to New Bedford.
Prize won by Cinderella for the following runs: First, Hunt-

ington to New London: fi'St, Vineyard Haven to New Bedford,
Prize won bv Oweenefor the following run.s: First, Huntington

to New London; first, New London to Newport; second. New Bed-
ford to Nfiwport.

I Priz« won by Mineola for the following runs; Second, Hunting-
ton to Nevv London; first, Newport to Vineyard Haven.
Prize won by Huron for tbe followims run: First, Newp^rC to

I Vineyard Hav»n,

Vxvm won by Mischief for the following run: First, Newport lo

Vineyard Haven.
Prize won by Bedouin for the following run: Second, Hunting-

ton to New London.
Prize won by Najitilus for the t'oUovving run: Second. Newport,

to Vineyard Haven.
SPECIAI, PHIZES.

MfW'Hia's Vineyard, Auo. 10, 1801.

Classesl, 3 and 3—Schooners—Special prize won by Mayflower.
Classes 4 and 5—Schooners—Special prize won tty Quickstep.
All classes—Keel schooners—Special pnza won by CEnone,
Class 3—Sloops, cutters and yawls—Special prize won by Be-

douin.
Classes 4 and 6—Sloops, cutters and yawls—Special prize won

by Cinderella.
Class 6—Sloops, cutters and yawls—Special prize won by Say-

onara.
Class 7—Sloops, cutters and yawls—iSpeeial prize won by Gos-

soon.
SPECIAL PRIZES.

Newport, A vq. IS, Ism.

Class 6. Sloops, Cutters and Yawls.—First prize, special oup,
value $5t;0, won by (Tloriana. Spcond prize, soecial cup, won by
Sayonara. Third prize, special cup, won by Uvira.
The Gloriana cup is a loving cup, Iby^i.a. in height and ij^in. in

diameter, weighing 130 z. and of strictly niutical type, the body
being decorated with two gracefnl and beautifully modelled mer-
maids forming the handles. The cup is supported by one arm
clasping the upper edga. while the other is extended, holding the
laurel wreath of victory. The hair is interlaced with strings of
pearls, and has the appearance of being blown about by the wind,
blending gracefully into the intersection of the body and neck,
around which is inscribed the words "'Won by Gloriana," in
letters of seaweed, while the remainder of the inscription is on
the body. The base is comp-'sed of a border of scroll-like shells
and seaweed, grov/ing from the foot and terminating in graceful
lines around the lower part of body.
The above official list was not completed at the time our tables

of winners were published, but the only important differences are
that Volunteer is second in place of third on the second run; Cin-
derella, and not Hildegarde, wins the special race at, Vineyard
Haven, and Sayonara is tied with Mineola for second place on
first run. It is also worth noting that Clara was not regularly
entered in the Vineyard Haven race, bnt sailed a special sweep-
stakes race with Cinderella. With these corrections our record
is, we believe, correct as to places; the exact number of prizes
won is a very difflcult matter to settle, as will bu seen from the
above list, the various wins being combined in a single prize.

CLUB ELECTIONS.
Piiuomci Y. C. Jersey City, Dec. s—Com Norman L. Rowe; Vice-

Corn., W. A. Smith: Tr^as., Louis Matlesdorf; I'^in. Sec'y. W, F.
Tobin; Cor. Sec'v, Bsnjam n J. Snper; Meas., Wm. Chester; Fleet
Surgeon. J. H. V^.n Miter; Fleet Ciip'tio. Geo. W. Jamea; House
Committee, A. B. Bennett, Archie Wliite, and J. L. Morey; An-
chorage Committee, L. M, Kavser, John Bell and A. F. Roe;
Delegates to the New York y.icat Hieing Association, N. L.
Rowe, W. A. Smith, and A, n. B^mnet' : Bmrd of Ttustees, W. J.

Kent, Dr. R. Teechman, C. E. Baldwin, B:. J. Siuitb and Nat
Priichard.

Orange Lake Ice Y. C, Neiohurali., D&c. «.—Com., Henry C. Hlg-
ginson; Vice-Co Ji., Dr. Wuiett C. Kidd; Treas., Gardiner Van
Nostrand; Sec'y. Vvm. H. Smith; Treas., Chas. Dixon.

AuduJjon Y. C, New York, Dic. 7.—Com., S. J. Rid''ord; Vloe-
Com., Frederick Decxenf-; Fin. Sse'y. Howd,id Orampton: Ti'eaa.,

Robert B. Saul; Cor. Sic'y, Herman Bolte; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. J.
J. Quiglej ; Meas., Gt orge Mason.

Rochcrter Y. C—The annual meeting and dinner of the
Rochester Y. C. was held on Dc-c. 7, with Com. White ia the chair
and sixty members present. The otiiaers elected were: Com.;
Matt Cartwright; Vice-Com., E. N. Walhridge; Capt., J. Gaorge
Cramer; Rec. Sec, T. B. Pritciiard; Treas.,W. H. Beiggs; Cor. Sec.
1*. G. Newel'; Meas., J.J. ivihm; Fleet 'urL'eon, D^ F. H. Sawers;
Executive Committee— Pb K. Di'\ er, A. T. Higen, Geo. H Newfill,

J. R. White. The reports of the various offi ers showed the club
to be in a very prosperous condition, finarmiallv and in other
ways, with a large anJ united membership and agrowin-^ fleet.

Com. Cariwright is one of the best known and most popular
yacht.smen on Like Ontrino, tlie newly-elected president or the
Lake Y. R. A., and under his administration the club may look
for a very succcessful season in ^93.

SMALL RACING YACHTS.—To meet tbe growing demand for
a small jachi lor r^cin?, plta-^ure sailing and singleband work,
the St. Lawrence River SKift', Cinoi^ and St>am Lau' chOo, has
recently ordered a design from Mr. William Gardiner for a yacni
of 18ft. corrected iongtn. and i^ now prepared to build a ntimbei-
of boats at a verv low tlgnre during the winter. The yacht is a
handsome flush-decked cutter, 33tt. liio. over all, 18ft. l.w.l., oit.

(!in. beam, 4lt. draft and o24-,q. fr. sail area. The cockpit ia largr
and made watertight and self-bailing. For cruising a tent may
be used, while there is a large cuddy under the lorward deck. The
rig IS a simple boom and gaff mainsail with a jib sec on a short
bowsprit. The yacht is handsome in outline and has a neat over-
hang at each end. A lead keel makes her non capsizablc. With
three or four such craft, all of one build and model, a club might
do a great deal of good ractn?, each boat carrying two or even
three men, while from their safety they arc well suited for ladies'

use.

MODEL YACHT RACING.—A corresptindent asks for a rule

for mi^asui-ing and classifjtng model yachts. There isu<>w no
uniformity among model yacht clubs, many rules being used; but
the length and sail arpa rule is steadily superseding all others.

Probably the simiilest form of this rule would be to measure the
actual size of each sail crrried, extracting the square root of the

total area. To this root add the wa' eiline length, and divide the

number by 2, which will give the 'corrected length." Tne yachts
may be classed bv Ibis corrected length, or hy waterline length,

but Che former is the mote desirable. The sail measurement may
also he made by the Seawanhalia rule, which we have frequently
published, the length of spars being the basis of measurement.

STEAM YACHT R ACING.—Some interest has been excited in

the States this year by the Hrrangement of a steam-yacht race,

wh'ch, however, did not come off, ow ng to the Dreakdown of one
competitor and the grounding ot another. Some little excitement
would doubtless be caused by a good steam-yacht race, but it is

difflcult to see what genuine spore could be got out of it. Speed
under steam is a question of construction and of engine power
only, or at most ot management in the engine room and stoke

hole. Toe interest ot racing between sailing yachts consists in

the tact that in addition to tne contest between the various de-

signs there is the further pleoipnt of seamanship and sklUfn]

management under sail.—i\"a«tifa/ Magcuine.

VESTA, achr., one of the three American yachts which raced
across tbe A'lantic in mid-winter just ;.'•) years ago, has been sold

for .*;7 0<X) to the Rev. J. .1. Dougaeny, the head of the Mount
Loreao institution at Princea-s Bay, Staten Island. She will be

square-rigged and used as a training vessel for the boys under the

command of Oap\ Geo. E. Reeves.

REPRESENTATFVE AMERICAN YAOHTS.-We have re-

ceived from Mr. H. G. Peabody parts 4 and 5 of this elegant publi-

cation, the former containing views of the 30-foot,ers and smaller
racing craft, -and the latter of the entire iOft. fleer. Part 5 has
been also issued as a separate volume, bound in cloth. Mr. Geo.

A. Stewart hasfurnisned the letter press.

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHiAN Y. C.-The Oyster Bay Y. C.

has recently bpeu consolidated with the Seawanhaka Corinthian
Y. C, adding 7.o new members to tile lat'er organization. Tne
establishment of the latter club at Oyster Bay has made the move
a most desirable one for both cluba.

Inswap to ^arrespandmts.

No Motioe Taken of Anonymous OorraspoudeutB.

F. A. S,—The illustration on pnge 53 of the "Forest and Stream
Book Catalogue" is of an English setter. It was drawn by H. B.
Tallmau. of Oak Lawn, R. I.

C. W. H., Wellsboro.—Will you please tell nie. tbe value of an
ermine skin, who would buy skins, and If they are cooaidered rare-

Ans. Th«y are worth little or notbiag. If; to 20 cents we believe.
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SAVE yOUR_ TROPHIES.
WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directioBS for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads

. and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

REPAIR
Before putting away your Eods and Reels for the season,

send them to us to be cleaned, straightened and put in first-

class order generally. All kinds of repairs done at moderate
prices.

If you wish to renew any of your stock of tackle, send 10

cents for our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing

18 Vesey Street, New York.

Some stores affect the Mghly mysterions plan, allowing the putalio

to see the fireworks, bnt the rest is behind closed doors.

We believe in letting everyone have a key—the daylight theory-

no mysteries here. Our Biay/ers G-nide will tell you as much about our

business and methods as we know ourselves.

The ©aide is seit only upon
receipt of 15 cents to pay-

postage or expressage.
o60 Pages. -

III to 116 Michigan Ave., Ghi

It Will PAY YOU to Buy your Tarpon Tackle at Marsters'.

Special TARPON Rod, 20-incli butt, 63inch Lancewood tip, German silver mountings, witli double guide and two-bole tip.... Price $7 60

Same as above, with Greenheart Tip - " 8 00

Either of the above, with Agate Guides and Agate Tip, $5.00 extra.

Best Quality Steel Pivot TARPON Reels, Hard Rubber and German Silver, holding 200 yards of 18 or 31 Thread Linen Line " 9 19

The same Reel as above, but Nickle Plated instead of German Silver

"

7 15

Heavy Lancewood TARPON Rods, three-jointed, with extra tip

"

2 98

Two-joint Calcutta Bamboo Extra Heavy TARPON Rods

"

3 50

Yery best quality TARPON Lines 300 yards 18-thread. |2.00; 31-thread, |3.25. Extra quality TARPON Hooks, snelled with double twisted hard line, 40 c. per doz.;

Snelled on German Silver Wire and Swivels, $1.30 per dez. Sinkers, 8 c. per pound. Send for Catalogue.

Established 30 Years. F. MARSTERS, 51 to 55 Court St , Brooklyn, N. Y.

CHEAPEST HOUSE
IN AMERICA FOR

GUNS! GUNS!!

AGEKT FOR
Remington,

Parker,
L. C. Smith,

Lefever, etc.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogues free. Ment ion Forest and Stream.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J. B. CROOK & CO,,

nSHIHG TACKLE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 38th & 29ch Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SESro FOE OATALOaUS.

UNIVERSAL

FERGUSOi S PATEKT REFLEGTIMG UMPS,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

LAMP,
I With AdjustaWe Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.
ComblneB Head Jack,

' BoatJack, Fishing I.amp,
Camp Lamp, Dash Lamp,
Belt liantern. Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR D&SH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON. Office. 65 Fulton St. N. Y.

I FRANK MILLER'S
STANDARD OF THE WORLD.

For Harness, Buggy Tops, Saddles, Fly Nets, Travel,

ling Bags, Military Equipments, Etc.
Gives a beautiful finish, which will not peel or crack

off, smut or crock by handling.

SOLd BY ALL HARNESS MAKERS.

LIGHTNING PLATER
and platragjewelry.watohos
tableware, &c. Pialea too
finest of jewelry good as
Dew, on all kinds of metal
with gold, silver or nickel.
No experience. No capital.
Every house has goods need-

ing plating. Wholesale to
agents $5. Write for circu-

lars. n.E.DET,1VO&
I

Co., ColiunboBs O.

611 Btnts and Fotnts for Sportsmen, ei.60

A H0t,10AY lilFT for Toiing ami Old.
Complete '^faglc Lantern Outnts, Stereoptlcons, Slides,
etc., at moderate prices.

New Ivoilak Cameras, S6.00 upward.
E. B. IVIEYHOWITZ, OPl iCIAN,

295 & 397 Four til Ave., "New York.
Send, for I ' iTistrated. Price List.

AL.L OF YOUR FKIEKDS
Are reading the

Sportsman and Tourist
(The Leadiusr Illustrated Monthly)

TT^HTK- XJOnXT'l? YOXJ?
Will he sent from i)'->w (inrlnriinsr Mppt. num-

ber) to January. 1893, POE ONE LITTLE DOLLAB

I

16 months. Justlbink of It. Sample copy free.

JAMAICA PUBLISHING 00„ Jawaioa Plain. Maas.

uinuri A DE«4TR*BL,E HOLIDAY
K GKEL- P (H SENT.iiiwnkk

ggjj^j $5.00 for ItXl or $2.50 for 50 of our

IH-GIGARS. ALL HAV^L^^A^ICKEL-IN.in UlUHIIO. rlG»RS.
NiCKEL.TV-ri,,AR CO..

Fcictory, 501 East 75th St., N. Y

.

Hunting in the Great West.
(EustUaga in the Eookies,)

Hunting and Fishing Sketches by Mountaiaj
and Stream. By G. O. SHmLDS. 13mo., cloth, 300
paires illustrated. Price 75 cts. For sale by
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..

818 Broadway. New York.

Which Interest Cfunners; with descriptions in
language understanaed of the people.

BY G. TRUMBULL.
Contains the local names In popular use. and

eigbfy-nine illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in the text, will enable any man who
can read to identify the contents of his game
bag.

OFINIOXS OV THB FBKSH:
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

books of which the need is felt in every depart-
ment of natural history.—a>-oy Press.

To all dwellers by the waterand in the coimtry
and especially all who shoot, the book will supply
a great need, and every one who is interested in
birdf will be interested in it.—Boston Evening
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—OJiicago Int&r-
Ueean,

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages
in this book. The sportsman who looks beiween
the covers for a description of some game bird—
a description which will enable him to identify
the creature should he meet it in the woods or On
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,
drop a bad word or two upon it and go in seart-h
of some Greek and Latin dictionaries to find out
what the description means.—ATeio York Herald.

SOLD BY
Pop«8t and Stream Publishing Co.

PKTOW sa.Bo.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

&lass Blower,
And Manufacturer of

Artificial Eyes
For Birds, Animals and Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North MVilliam St.. New York.
Send for Price List.

CHICAGO FISH(NQ TACKLE FACT'Y
6654 Atlantic St., Engmwood, Ills.

Tront Fli9« a* 3, 6, 7 and 11 Cents Each.
Send Ten Q«Bt( for £u.i:iZKAS5D Oxt^l^xiVm.
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SPORTSMAN'S lilBBABY.
Forest and Stream Pub, Oo. forward any tjf these BooJm by mail, postpaid, on recent ofprice.

Begtstraiion 10 eenis eceira. Our respomibiUiy ceases c^r goods are maUed,

NO BOOKS EXCHANGED.
AKOI.INO.

^merloarL Angler's Book, Memorial Edition,
Norris B 50

American Fisli and How to Catcli Them. , . 1 00
American Fisheb, G-oode 5 00
American Salmoii Flshliig, Wells 1 GO

Angling, Blaiely 50

Angling and Troiliiig for Pike 50
Angling for Salt, Water Fish, or Sea Fish-
ing Wit ii Rod and Line 60

Angling Talks, Dawson . fiO

Art of Angling ,Holl3erton 50

Artificial Flies a.ad Haw to Make Them,
Shipley 1 00

Black Bass Fishing, Heashall - - 3 00

Book of the (xamefand Fish] Laws.. 50

Book on Angling. Francis. 5 35

Carp Culcnre, Logan, t aper 65c.; cloth. 1 OC

'Domesticated Trout," Stone 2 50

Fish Onltnre, NoiTia 1 75

Fishing in American Waters, Scott, over 200

illusiTR :ioiis; new edition 2 50

Fishmg Tom-iat, Hallock 3 00

Fishing Tackle, its Material, etc., Keene. , . 1 50

FishingWith tiiv- Fly, Orvis-Cheney Oollect-
tlon, new edition. . . , 2 50

Fly Fishes Entomology, Ronalds 30 col'd p'l 5 00

Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes, Stevens 2 00

Fly E,od,8 and Fly Tackle, WeUs 2 50

Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing .......... S feO

FysBhe and Fysshyugs. 1 00

Home Fishing and Home Waters, S. Green 50

More About the Black Bass, Henshall 1 50

Prime's I Gro a- Fishing , 50

Bod and Line in Colorado Waters 1 00

Scientiflo Angler, Foster ... 50

Snpe rior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout,
etc., bv Roof-evelt 8 00

The flame Fish of the Northern States and
British Provinces, by Roosevelt 2 W

The Sea Fisherman, Wilcocks, iUus 2 00

The Salmon Fisher, Hallock.. 1 00

Trout Cultnre, Slaclr 100
Where the Trout Hide, Kit Clarke, illus-

<-'-aie,d: cloth, 361; naner ^50
With F'ly-Rod and Camera, Samuels 5 00

BOATING AND TAOHTINa.
Art of Sailmaking, illustrated. 8 00

Amateur Sailing, illustrated, Biddle 1 50

Boat Buiidinc and Sailing, Nelson. 3 00

Boat Sailing and IVIanagemenl, Prescott .... 35

Boat Sailor's Manual, Qualtrouerh 3 on

Boating Trip on New England Rivers 1 25

Canoe and Camp Cookery, Beneca 1 00

Ganoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, new
edition, W. P. Stephens 2 00

Canoe Handling and Sailing, C. B. Vans... - 1 00

Canoe aoid Camera. Steele 1 50

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's. ...... 1 50

Canva.s Canoes; How to Build Them, Parker
B, Field , ^

Cortnihlan Yachtsman, Biddle 1 «
8raises in Small Yachts Speed a 60

rulse of the Little Nan Wilkins 50

Fore and Aft Ses^manship • • • 50

Forms of Ships and Boats, Bland T5

Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop 1 50

Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing. . • 1 00

Hints nn Boat Sailing and Racing,Fitzgerald gl CO

Knots, Ties and Splices. 50 cts. and 75

Manual of.Naval Architecture, White ? bO

Masting and Rigging of Ships, Kipping 1 00

Marine Engines and Steam Vessels, Murray 2 35

Model Yachts, Grosvenor » 00

Paddle and Portage, Steele 1 50

Practical Boat Building, Neison 1 00

Practical Boat Sailing, Danes 2 00

Riggers' G-uide and Seamens' Assistant.— 1 m
Sails and Sailmaking, lllua., Kipping, N. A. 1 35

Sailor's Language, ^\. Cl&rk RusseU, illns. 1 35

Sailor's Manual and HandyBook,Qnaltrough 3 50

Sailor's Sea Book, Rosser 1 35

Steam Machinery, Donaldson. .. ............. 1 50

Steam Yachts and Launches, Kunhardt. ... 3 00

The Sa-iling Boat, Folkard 5 00

The Steam Engine, Holmes, 212 wood cuts. . 3 00

The Marine Steam Engine, Senuett, 244 Uls. 6 00

Tacatlon Cruising, Bothrlck 1 5C

West Lid ian Hurricanes and the March
"Blizzard." Havden ... w.^ u J 99

Yacht Building for Amateurs, Biddle 1 00

Yacht and Boat Sailing, Kemp 13 00

yacht Designing, Biddle 1 00

Yachts and Yachting, 135 lUus. . . . . ... ..... ... 2 00

Yachts, Boats and Canoes. Stansfeld-Hicks d 50

Yachts, Small, 0. P. Kunhardt. ... .... ...... 10 M
Yachtsman's Guide, Patterson. New edition 5 00

Yachtsman's Handy Book, Rules of the
Road. Signals, Seamanship, etc. ........... 1 50

Y'acht Portraits, 9X13, cloth, $7.50; fullTur-
fepy m,orocco

-

10 00

Yacht Architecture, Kemp. 16 80

YAOai PICT ORas—In Colohs.
Puritan and Genesta on the home stretch, 28X36

S1.50. Mayflower saluted hy the fleet, 28x40, $2
Volunteer, 26x36, $2. Thistle, Royal Harwich
Regatta 28X19. S3.

OAMPINO AND TBAPPINQ.
Adirondack Tales, Murray, illus., 300 pp. . .

Adventures in the Wilderness; or. Camp
Life in tlie Adirondacks Murray, new ed.

Amateur Trapper, paper 50c.; boards
Camping and Camp Outfits, Shields
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks,
Northi'up : •—

Daylight Land, 150 illustrations m colors,

Murray; paper boards, $3.50; cloth

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in

Norway
Camps in the Rockies, Grohman. . ..... . .

Camping and Cruising in Florida, HenshaU
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by "Seneca"
Complete American Trapper, Gibson
Gypr-ey Tents and How to Use Them.
Kints on Oampins, Henderson
How to Hunt and Camp
Hunter and Trauper, Thrasher. — • • '

Log Cabins and How to Build Them, Wicks
Practical Hints on Camping, Henderson, pa
The Adirondacks, or Life in the Woods,
Headley • • • • • • •

Trappers' Guide, Newhouse, new edition. .

.

Wooacrafk, "Nessmuk"

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
A Lost OpporLunity; Stopping an Incomer;
A Side Shot. Three pictures in colors, by
Zimmerman; the set

Adventui'es on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, 33 lUus

American Sportsman, The, Lewis
Ante]"ne and Deer of America, Caton
Art of Stiooting, Lancaster
Bbar Hojiters. Bowman
Big Game «t North America, Shields. 8vo,,

BOO p.. m illustrations; oloth. $5; half calf,

|i6,50; full morocco.. .,

Book of the Game Laws. . .

( ii'ulsings in the Cascadea 83; hall morocco
Down rhe West Branch, by Capt, Farrar.. .

.

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting, Bogardus,
FiEcy Years with Gun and Bod, Cross. ,

Frank Forester's Field Sports; 3 vols., each

p, Forester's JVlanua) for Young BpoytsiBen

1 50

1 25
75

1 35

3 50

1 75
1 36
1 60
100
1 00
1 25
1 26
J 25

75
1 50
25

2 00
1 00
100

6 00

1 00
2S0
2 50
3 00
1 QO

8 OC
a

3 00
1 2fi

300
X 50

^ m

Gunsmiths' Manual, illus., 376 pp 2 60
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow 1 00
How to Hunt and Trap. Battv 1 50
Hn titing in the Great West, Shields, new ed 75
Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher. 75
Hunters' Hand Book 50
Hunting, Beaufort and Morris 3 50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. . 3 00
Tnstructions in Rifle Firing, Capt. Blunt. . . 2 00
Law of Field Sports 1 00
Letters to Young Shooters 3 50
Modern Shotguns, Greener 1 00
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado— 1 50
Rod and Gun in Ca'ifornia, Van Dyke 1 .50

Shootiutr on Upland Marsh and Stream, il-

lustrated, Letflngwell 3 50
Shooting on the Wing 76
Shore Birds; a pamphlet for those who gun
along the shore 15

Sporting Adventures in the Far West 1 50
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands ef
Canada, illus., by Beard 3 50

Still-Hunter, Van Dyke 2 00
The Breech-Loader, Gloan 1 25
The Crack Shot, or Rifleman's Guide 1 23
The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Guide 1 25
The Gun and Its Development, Greener 2 60
The Modern American Pistol and Revolver,
illustrated , $1 00

The Pistol 50
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in
Norway I 00

Trajectory Test 50
Wild Fowl Shooting, Lefflngwell, in cloth,

$3.50; in half morocco 3 50
Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle,
by H. C, Bliss

,

60

GUIDXi BOOKS AND MAPS.
Complete Guide Book to Southern Califor-
nia. Mans and illustrations, cloth 3 00

Guide to Moosehead Lake, Farr».r, paper. . 1 00
Guide Book and Map of Dead River Region 50
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard 26
Guide to Androscoggin Region 50
Guide to Lake George 50
Map of the Indian River, Florida, be Baron,
strong linen paper 2 00

Map of the Adirondacks, Stoddard. 1 00
Map of Richardson and Rangeley Lakes .50

Map of the Thousand Islands 60
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado 1 60
Old St, Augustine, Ulus 1 50
Our New Alaska by Charles Hallock 1 50

Pocket Man of Moesehea^d Lake Farrar 1 00
Southern California, by T. S. Van Dyke. ... 1 SO
St. Lawrence River Chart. U. S. Survey. . - . 1 00

HOBSB.
Diseases of Horses, Dalziel, paper 75
Horse Training Made Easy, .Jennings 1 35
How to Handle and Educate Vicious Horses,
Gleason 60

Lessons in Horse Judging; Guide for Horse
Dealers and Buyers 50

Mayhew's Horse Doctor, 400 illus 8 00
Mayhew's Horse Management 3 00
McClure's Stable Guide 1 00
Melville Whyte's Riding Recollections 1 00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding 1 00
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edlt'n, Svo 3 50
Stonehenge on the Horse, Amer. ed., 13mo. . 2 00
The Horse and His Diseases, Jenniogs, illus 1 35
Woodniff'e Trotting Horses of America. ... 2 60
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse 1 BO

KENNBX..
American Book of the Dog 5 00
American jiennei. Burges 3 uO
Book of the Dog, Vero Shaw 8 00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.. . 3 00
Breaking and Training Dogs, by Pathfinder
and Dalziel 3 50

Collie Dog. History, Points, etc., colored
portrait, Dalziel 1 00

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 1 50

Diseases of the Dog, Dalziel 80

Diseases of the Dog, Steel -3 50

Dog, Diseases of, HiU a 00

Dog Breaking, Bloyd 50

Dog Breaking, Hutchinson 3 00

Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases, illus.,

Landseer 35

Dogs for Ladies as Companions 3 00

Dogs of Great Britain and America 3 00

Dogs of the British Isles, Stonehenge 6 00

Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. . . 3 00
Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond 1 00

Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition; Ham-
mond 60

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo 75

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in
Disease, Ashmont 2 00

EngHsh K.C.S. Book, Vol. I 600
English K.C.8. BookJirols. IH. to IX., each 4 50
EnellRh K.O.S. BooJr.Vola.. XI- to XVI . «ftnh i 6P

Pox-Terrier, Lee, 15 portraits and lUnstra-
. tiouB 150
Glover's Album. Treatise on Canine Diseases 50

House and Pet Dogs SO

How to Keep a Dog in the City 25

Our Friend the Dog, Stables 3 00

Pedigree Record Book, 300 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2 50

Pocket Kennel Record, full leather, new
edition, new forms 60

Points of Judging, new edition, corrected to

date 60

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables; cloth 1 50

Principles of Dog Training. Ashmont 60

Ra,tional Breeding, its Theory and Practice,
Millan's 1 00

Sheepdog, paper 50c.; cloth 1 00

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeding,
points, etc., col'd portrait of Pltnlimmon. 1 25

Stonehenge on the Dog 3

Teufel the Terrier 75

The Spaniel and Its Training 1 00

The Dog, by Idstone 1 26

The Fos-Terrier Breeding and Rearing,
Dalziel, colored portrait 1 00

The Greyhound, Dalziel, colored portrait.. 1 25

The Mastiff, the History of, M. B. Wynn. .
- . 2 50

The Scientiflo Education of the Dog for the
Gun 8 SO

Training Trick Dogs, lllua , 25

Youatt on the Dog". 1 oO

NATURAI. HISTOBT.

A Naturalist's Rambles About Home, Abbott
American Game Birds. Trumbull, 90 illUB.

Animal Life of our Seashore
Antelope and Deer of America. Oaton
Audubon Magazine, 23 numbers with plates
Baird's Birds ofNorth America: Land airds.

3 vols.. 830: colored, $60; Water Birds, 8

vols., 824; colored
Batty's Taxidermy, new edition
Bird Notes.
Big Game of North Ameripa •

Birds JSestlng. ingersoll.

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams. .

Cage Birds and Sweet Wwhlere, 600 pages,

pp|oipe<i iilustr»tjop§ . ,
. , , , 1 1 u t : • > m r

•. - • ; i

1 60
8 60

50
2 60
1 00

eo 00
1 60

75
5 00
126

60

8 00

Common Ob.1ects of the Seashore
Cones' Key to North American Birds
Coues' Check List of North American Birds
Diseases of Cage Birds. Greene . .

Eggs of North American Birds
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast,
Roo-evclt

Hoi den's Book of Birds, pa
In N esting Time
Insects, How to Mount. Manton
Life of John J. Audubon, with steei portrait
Maynard's Butterflies, colored plates
Manual of North American Birds, K. Igway
Manual of Taxidermy. Maynard
Manual of Vertebrates, .Jordan .

.

Naturalists' Guide, Maynard
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the U. S. Gentry,
colored lithographic plate. Large 4to ...

Nests and Eggs of N. A. Birds, Davies. illus
Our Common Birds and How to Know Them
Our Own Birds
Phesant Keeping for Amateurs, illus
Practical Rabbit Keeper
Shore Birds
Taxidermy and 7i0ological Collecting
Taxidermy Without a Teacher. Manton
Taxidermists' Manual, illus.. Brown, $1; pa.
The Kingdom of Nature, 500 pp , cloth, illus
Treasury of Natural History, 900 illus

60
7 50
3 00
50

3 OO

3 00
25

1 25
50

2 00
7 00
7 50
1 35
3 50
2 00

15 00
1 75
1 50
1 m
1 ,50

1 ,50

15
3 .50

50
50

3 50
1 75

SPOKTS AND GAMES.
Art of Boxing, Edwards, iUus.. b'ds 50c.; clo. 75
CasseU's Book of Sports and Pastimes. ..... 3 ©Q
Hints and Points for Sportsmen. 1 50
Dumb Bells and Indian Clubs 25
Skating 25
The Law of Field .^norts 1 00
Training for Health. Strength, Speed and
Agility, John P. Thornton , ... 1 00

si:isci:i,r.ANBous.
Art of Training Animals, illustrated 50
Antelope and Deer of America, Caton 2 60
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, 32 iUus 1 00

Aneroid Barometer: Construction and Use. .50

City Boys in the Woods 3.50
Daylight Land, 150 illustrations in colors,
Murray: paper boards. S3.50: cloth .... 3 60

Ferrets, Their Breeding and Working 25
Book of the Game Laws of all the States ... 50
Forest and Strea,m Fables 10
Glimpses of Animal Life; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals 1 50

Growth of the Steam Engine. Thurston 2 60
611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen 1 50
Idyls of the Field, illustrated 1 50
Indian Sign Language, W. P. Clark 3 50
Insects Injurious to Vegetation, illustrated,
640 pages; 84; colored 6 ,50

Law of Field Sports 1 00
Life and Writings of Frank Forester, 2 vols.
per vol 1 60

Mountain Trails and Parks In Colorado 1 50
Nessmuk's Poems i M
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illus i 60
Our Arctic Province, Alaska, Elliott 4 60
Pawnee Hero Stories 2 00
Practical Pigeon Keeping, Wright 1 50
Profitable Poultry Keeping, Beale 1 60
Sam Level's Camps 1 00
Southern California Van Dyke 1 60
Sportsman's Paradise, or the liakelands ot
Canada, illus., by Beard 3 50

MENTHON KENNELS'
ST. BERNARDS,

PHOSNIXVILLE, PA.,

AT STUD.
The Giant Rough-Coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE, ^^^fe*
«

As a stud dog Lord Bute has no equal.
FKE IISIOO.

The Handsome Rough-Coated St. Bernard

Lord Thorndale, ^^S'^
A son of Champ. Hesper. A sure stock getter.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.

late
"Ratan."

Imported Fox Terrier (smooth)— PAINTER.
A grand dog, perfect terrier head (73-8 inches),

beautiful ears, capital bone, best of legs and feet,

short, strong hack and grand, hard coat. Own
brother to Ch. Radiance, by Ch. Result—Lady
Ethel. Winner of eight firsts and two seconds in
England, beating Rational, Ehor Spendthrift,
Dudley Starchfr, Sundown, Rifleman and other
well-known prize dogs. Second Kingst'^n, Out.,

1891; 3d, Hamilton, 1891. Fee S15.

PUPPIES FOB SAI.E.

H. NORTHWOOD, Martin's Ferry, Ohio.

AT STUD.

KING OF
F£B $50

KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. 6364),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.

Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L, I.

BEAGLES! BEAGLES! BEAGLES!

Chamoion RACER, JR., Fee 810 A.K.R. 5,407

ROY K, - - '• $10 " 18,914

THE RAMBLER, - *' $10 " 15.907

RABBI, - - " SIO. . . " 16.426

Also the DHclishund PF.LDMANT K., Fee «10.
Pupple", youDg, field and sliow dogs for sale. In vrrit-

ing kindly detail as to just what style of a beagle Jb

desired. Satisfaction guaranteed in every case.
H. li. KBBODEB, Rockl.ind Kennels, Nanuet, N. Y.

REFUGE II.
(Plinlimmon ex Recluse.)

Winner of over forty prizes, including the medal
for the best stud dog. Agricultural Hall, London,
1891. He is the sire ot Refugee, Recluse H., Rud-
yard Lady, Young Refuge. Highland Cliieftain,
Baron Clevedon and many other prize winners.
He is the best-headed and heaviest-boned dog
ever sired by Plinlimmon.

Fee, $60.00.

Kingston Reg^ent.
(Prince Regent ex Lady St. Gothard,)

Winner of first prizes at Kingston, Plamilton,
Toronto and Montreal. 1891.

Fee, $50.00.

Marquis of Ripon.
(Prince Regent ex Lady St. Gothard.)

Fee, $40.00.

Keeper, Jr.
(Keeper es Surprise.)

The best-headed smooth living. KlSE, 4Sa5f

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

NEW YORK ST. RFRNARD KENNELS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

HEJfKV JENNINGS, Manager.

F0X-TEBRIEB8
IN STUD.

Ghamplou Baby Mixer $15
Beckoner 15

Pitcher 25

Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

riELEBRATED DO&S AT STUD.-Bulldcg
KJ Ch. Harper, bu'l-terriers Gully The Great,
Ch. Sir Monty II., Hiiiks and Edgewood Ben-
dlgo, Dandie Dintnont King o' the Heatlier.
Dachshund Windruisli Ilioter, English setter
Kockford. For particulars address FRANK F.
DOLE, New Haven, Conn.

At Stud.-English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 firsts and specials. Pious Pem-
brokcwinner of over 20 firsts and specials; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.
Gkethotj NT) & PoouiiE Kennktjs. Salem, Mass.

AT STXID.-THE BEAGLE CHAMPIONS
Bannerinan and FitzUiigli tee, also the

field trial winner King. Stamp for stud cnrds
and circular nf stocic for sale. GLENROSE
BEAGLE KENNELS, Melrose, Mass.

AUCTION OF FOX-TERRIERS.
The Property of tin WOODAliE KENNELS,

Troy, N. Y.
We will dispose of some winners at the late

shows and also sonw grand puppies and fine brood
bitches of the vc.rv best winning strains. At
the A>IJSK1< A> HOK.SK T5XCHASGE, 1644
Broad way, New York, Tuesday, Dec. 23, at 3 P. M.
Terrier." can be seen Monday afternoon and
Tuesday at said place.

BloodlLO-ands and Mastiffs.
For Sale.—Part ot .l»idUh and Victor litter of

English bloodhounds. They are the most promis-
ing I have ever bred. .Judith and Victor are the
finest specimens in America. Their puppies
should ba even better than they are. The most
attractive dog. the best companion and house
dog, as well as the greatest trailer. Also ''or sale
one mastiff bitch pup, whelped August, 1891.

Dam, Winthell Bess; sire, IJeaiifort's Colonel.
Photographs 25 cents.

.1. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vt.

Dogs Boarded, Bred or Treated.
Be.st of care and food given. Utmost liberty consistent

wltli the dlsDositioti and health of each dog Is allowed.
H. T. FOdTE", M.D., D.V.S , Box 862, New Kochelle. N, Y.
Clt>' office, 120 Lexington avenue, N. Y.

Yorkshire Terrier Puppies.
A few now offered for *he holiday sale. All by

champion Bradford Hariw and individually
good specimens. P. H. COOMBS,

1 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

POINTERS.
Puppies combining the blood of such sires as

Beaufort, Graphic and Glenmark. A fine litter

now ready to go. For price and pedigree, write
~ TON, Northampton, Mass.M. T. jSIASO

Rough-Coated St. Bernards and
Lieweilin Blue Belton Setters.

East HABiroKU Kennels. E. Beach.

A fine litter of thoroughbred puppif'S for .sale,

bv imp. Marco out of imp. Polly. Very cheau.

Address FAIRMEAD KENNELS, Bos: 89, Dobbs
Ferry, N. Y.

BLUE RIDGE KENNELS.

The celebrated champion stake winner GATH'S MARK, OATH'S HOPE and DAN
GIjADSTONK. The JBlue Ridge Kennel has now opened its book for fcbe fall season ot

1891 and spring of 1892 for Gath's Mark and Dan Gladstone, limited to fifty services each.

$3,000 is given away in premiums to the get of the above dogs, wbioh win different Derby

Stjilfps jn 1§93 or after. Particulars on application.

THJl p^UB MlJ>GtM KENNEJjS, Sperryville, Ya,
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GEOBaE B. QBINNELL,

4 FTER a brief illness, developing into pneumonia,

George B. Grinnell passed away from earth, on the

morning of Saturday, Dec. 19, at his home in Audubon

Park. His age was 68.

Born in Greenfield, Mass., in 1823, Mr. Grinnell came

of an old New England family, and from it he inherited

those high traits of character which in after years won for

him the regard of the commercial world. He was a resi-

dent of New York city for nearly fifty years, and was for

a long period one of its prominent merchants. In 1873

he retired from active business life to his home in Audubon

Park, in this city.

Mr. Grinnell was one of the trustees of the Forest and

Stream Publishing Company, of which his son, George

Bird Grinnell, is president. He had a warm interest in

this journal and its prosperity. The sense of their loss

felt by his associates may not be told in words; but with

the tender sorrow they feel will always be mingled the

grateful memory of the rare personal qualities which

endeared him to them.

OVB BOYHOOD NUMBEB.

THE FOKEST AND Steeam of Jan. 7 (the first issue of

the enlarged paper) will be the Boyhood Number.

A generous proportion of its pages will be filled with

reminiscent chat and story by men whose souls have not

been soured by age nor their sunny memories of youth-

ful days with rod and gun obliterated by the passing

years. Here is a partial list of the papers, and ac in-

viting one it is:

Episodes in tlie Life of a Bad Boy—Podgebs.
Cleaning the Old Gun—Eowland E. Robinson.

A Snap-Shot—A Senioe Snapper.

"Us Boys"—H. P. Ufpoed. ^

Nights with the Coons—L. S. Eddins.

My First Repeater—Nutmeg.

Long Wash—Chaeles H. Shinn.

Ill Old Times—Sakdpath.
Was It Bewitched 2—Oein Belknap.

Old Times and New—Didymtjs.
My First Deer Hunt—Myeon Cooley.

Angling Annals-S. C. C.

The Trout I Lost—Hunter.

Trout Cunning—B. F. Henley.

A Boy's Tronhles—G. L.

My First Wild Turkey—C. C. R.

Ill the Fifties—Nutmeg.

A Reminiscence-Once a Boy,

My First Shooting Lesson—W. Townsejjd.

WINTEB VOICES,

OUT of her sleep nature yet gives forth voices betok-

ening that life abides beneath the semblance of

death, that her warm heart still beats under the white

shroud that enfolds her rigid breast.

A smothered tinkle as of muffled bells comes up from

the streams through their double roofing of snow and ice,

and the frozen pulse of the trees complain of its thrall-

dom with a resonant twang as of a strained cord snapped

asunder.

Beneath their frozen plains, the lakes bewail their im-

prisonment with hollow moans that awaken a wild and

mournful chorus of echoes from sleeping shores that

answer now no caress of ripples nor angry stroke of

waves nor dip and splash of oar and paddle.

The breeze stirs leafless trees and shaggy evergreens to

a murmur that is sweet, if sadder than they gave it, in

the leafy days of summer, when it bore the perfume of

flowers ailfl the odor of green fields, and one may imagine

the spirit of springtime and summer lingers among the

naked boughs, voicing memory and hope.

Amid all the desolation of their woodland haunts the

squirrels chatter their delight in windless days of sun-

shine and scoff at biting cold and wintry blasts. The

nuthatch winds his tiny trumpet, the titmouse pipes his

cheery note, the jay tries the innumerable tricks of his

uumusical voice, and from their rollicking flight athwart

the wavering slant of snowflakes drifts the creaking

twitter of buntings.

The sharp, resonant strokes of the woodmaus* axe and

the groaning downfall of the monarchs that it lays low,

the shouts of teamsters, the occasional report of a gun,

the various sounds of distant farmstead life, the jangle

of sleigh bells on far-off highways, the rumbling roar of

a railroad train rushing and panting along its iron path,

and the bellowing of its far-echoed signals, all proclaim

how busily affairs of life and pleasure still go on while

the summer-wearied earth lies wrapped in her winter

Night, stealing upon her in dusky pallor, under cloudy

skies, or silvering her face with moonbeams and starlight,

brings other and wilder voices. Solemnly the unearthly

trumpet of the owl resounds from his woodland hermi-

tage, the foxes' gasping bark, wild and uncanny, marks

at intervals his wayward course across the frozen fields

on some errand of love or freebooting, and swelling and

falling with puff and lapse of the night wind, as mourn-

ful and lonesome as the voice of a vagrant spirit, comes

from the mountain ridges the baying of a hound, hunt-

ing alone and unheeded, while his master basks in the

comfort of his fireside.

JUBISDICTION OVEB THE LAKES.

WE publish here the opinion of the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania, delivered by Mr. Justice Gordon,

March 30, 1885, in the case brought to test the extent of

jurisdiction of the State of Pennsylvania over the waters

of Lake Erie. In 1884 the strife between the gill-net and

pound-net fishermen led to prohibitive legislation, first

against the pound-nets, which were operated along the

shore, while the gill-nets which were set at a greater

distance than three miles from the land were allowed to

continue their vocation. The pound-net fishermen then

secured legislation against gill-netting beyond the three-

mile limit, and in the suit which followed, the authority

of the State over the waters of Lake Erie to the treaty

line was aflirmed by the Court of Quarter Sessions. The

case was then appealed to the Supreme Court, where the

decision of the lower court was sustained.

The only rights which the States have surrendered to

the general Government extend to admiralty and mari-

time cases. The fishery is regulated by the State. We
have, therefore, along the chain of Great Lakes a body

of waters controlled to their middle line by the States,

while the other half is under the jurisdiction of Canada;

but concurrent legislation in the interests of the fisheries

cannot originate between the States and Canada jointly,

for no agreement would be binding upon the latter

government as against a commonwealth, which has not

the treaty-making power. This is the present cause of

serious difficulty in the establishment and operation by

the United States of a fish hatchery in the State of New
York to stock the waters of Lake Ontario. In the reso-

lution of Congress carrying an appropriation for such a

hatchery the stipulation was made that the U. S. Fish

Commissioner must first be satisfied that "New York has

taken efficient measures for the regulation of periods for

fishing and for proper protection of fish in the spawning

season in the waters of northern New York." Just how
New York or any other State is to arrive at concerted

action with Canada, except through the intervention of

the general Government, is hard to see; but there exists

a strong and perfectly natural public sentiment in most

of the States bordering on the Lakes against surrender-

ing to the Government such control of the fishery as may
be thought necessary for the success of artificial stocking

of the waters. The alternative is to prevail upon the

Canadian Government to give up to the Provinces control

of the Lake waters ceded to them and place them on the

same footing in fishery matters as the States. At the

present time there is conflict between the provincial and

the federal laws in some of the Canadian provinces, and

until this is reconciled there is little hope of arriving at

a satisfactory basis for flsh protective legislation.

DUNLAP VS. THE COMMONWEALTH.
Me. Justicb Gokdon delivered the opinion of the court March

30, 1885, as follows:

The only question in this case is one of jurisdiction, for the 40th

section of the Act of June 3, 1878, in express terms provides that

its provisions shall not apply to any stream forming the boundary

liije between this State and any other having a concurrent juris-

diction over such stream, nor any lake partly -within the boundary

thereof. Hence, without troubling ourselves about the question

of repeal by implication, we conclude with the learned judge of

the lower court, that the local Act of May 16, 1878, is operative if

the State of Pennsylvania has jurisdiction over any part of Lake
Erie. But on this subject we have no doubt whatever; we are,

indeed, surprised that snch a question should have been raised in

the lower court, and have been thought worthy of discussion in

this court.

When the Government of the United States ceded to Pennsyl-
vaula the triangular tract on Lake Erie it retained nothing, and
in 1he resolution of cession it was expressly declared that the laws
and public acts of the said State should extend to every part of

said tract, to all interests and intents and purposes as if the same
had been within the charter bounds of the said State. But had it

been originally within the charter bounds of the State there could

be no doubt about its jurisdiction over the adjacent waters of the

lake. It was only after the Act of Congress of Feb. 26, 1815, that

even an admiralty jurisdiction was claimed for the United States

over the waters of the Lakes, and the constitutionality of that

Act was seriously doubted until it was settled in 1851 by the

»Supre"me Court in the ease of the propeller Genesee Chief vs.

Fitzhugh, 12 How., 443. Previously to this time the doctrine was
held, as established by the case of Thomas Jefferson, 10 Wheat.,

138, and the steamboat Orleans vs. Phoebus, 11 Pet., 175, that

the jurisdiction did not extend beyond tidewatei'. It is, therefor'e,

obvious that previous to the Act of 1845 the courts of the States

bordering on the Great Lakes must, ex nscet^sltate, have had juris-

diction over them to the treaty line, for it could not be that they

were altogether without law, and that crimes of every character

could be committed thereon with impunity.

Indeed we must regard the decision in the two leases last above

cited as declarative of the exclusive jurisdiction of the States,

while the case of the Genesee Chief vs. Fitzhugh put the juris-

diction of those States bordering on or having in them navigable

rivers or lakes on precisely the same footing as those bordering

on the seaboard. But the general jurisdiction of these over their

adjacent tidewaters has never been doubted. There is not now,

and never has been, any room for such doubt. The States, im-

mediately before the adoption of the Federal Constitution, were

independent sovereignties, and as such had right over the seas of

their coasts to the extent of a marine league from the shores.

Upon the adoption of that Constitution there was a partial

surrender of that right. Fin that it was provided the judicial

power of the Federal Courts should extend to all admiralty and
maritime cases. Nevertheless, as was said by Mr. Chief Justice

Marshall in the case of the United ^States v, Bevans, 3 Wheat,
336, "The general jurisdiction over the place, subject to this grant

ot power, adheres to the territory as a portion of sovereignty not

yet given away."
Hence, in the case cited, it was held that where a homicide had

been committed by a marine on board a United States ship of

war anchored in the Boston harbor, the courts of Massachusetts

had power to arrest and try the offender, and this not because

Congress had not the power by its legislation to bring a crime thus

committed within the jurisdiction of the Federal courts, but

because it had not so legislated. As an illustration of the power

of a State to enforce its laws over its tidewaters, notwithstanding

the maritime jurisdiction of the United States, the learned Chief

Justice asks the question: If two citizens of Massachusetts should

step into the shallow water, when the tide flows, and fight a duel,

are they not within the jurisdiction and punishable by the laws of

that Sta<e? There can, of course, be but one answer to a question

of this kind. Yet this question may be just as pertinently put

with reference to the waters of Lake Erie. In support of this line

of argument may be cited the language of Mr. Chief Justice Taney
in the case of Martin ef al. vs. The Lessee of Waddell, 16 Pet.,

367. that when the revolution took place the Slates themselves

became sovereign, and as such possessed the absolute right over

all their navigable waters and the soils under them, and that they

are, even now, so held subject to the rights surrendered by the

Constitution to the General Government. The case of Dunham
vs. Lamphere, 3 Gray, 368, though not of equal authority as the

cases above cited, is undoubtedly sound law, and direct in point

It was there held by an act regulating the time and manner of

taking fish in the sea, within a mile of the shore is within the

aiithority of the State Legislature and binding on the citizens of

other States and on vessels enrolled and licensed as fishing ves-

sels under the laws of the United States. One of the authorities

cited in support of this ruling is Bennett vs. Boggs, Bald., 60,

where it was held that a law of Delaware prohibiting the use of a

gilling net In tide waters within the limits of the State was valid,

and that the Legislature had power to regulate the fisheries in the

Delaware by the prohibition of a common law right.

Thus, from what has been shown, it follows: (1) By the act of

cession the jurisdiction of Pennsylvania over the waters of Lake

Erie, adjacent to the ceded territory, is the same as though that

territory had been embraced in the original charter to William

Penn. (3) That the legislative powers of this Commonwealth
over these waters are absolute, except so far as they may be

restrained by Congress for the purpose of carrying into effect the

admiralty and maritime laws of the United States; and (3), the

consequent of the above propositions, the jurisdiction of the Com-
monwealth to regulate fisheries in these waters, in the absence ot

any Act of the Federal Legislaiure abridging it, is plenary and

cannot be called in question by any other power short of the

Government of the United States. The judgment of the Court

of Quarter Sessions Is affirmed.

If all deer hunters blew their horns as loudly in the

woods as some of them do after coming out, fewer of

them would be shot by their fellow men who take them

for game.

The enlarged Forest and Steeam will be a better

paper in all the departments, for we shall have more
room for discussing the several phases of our special field.
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THE DESERTED NEST.
T) ARE are tlie boTiglis, save to fchoir tips still clinging,

The vagrant orioles' deserted nest.

Its tattered fragments in the breezes swinging,

In idle mockery of its summer rest.

The patient weaver, at her labors busy.

Has waked us often with the morning light,

Or darting downward from her summit dizzy,

Flashed like a meteor across our sight.

Sombre in hue, like Portia's leaden casket,

Once tilled like that, with a most precious priae.

It hangs in air, a broken, ragged basket,

Its contents scattered under sunnier skies.

Beneath the sheltering foliage closely shaded
It shunned the prying schoolboy's eager gaze.

While the slim twig, to which 'tis deftly braided.

Offered no foothold for the sqiiirrel's ways.

Naught cares the bird for her deserted dwelling,

Free as the air on which she spreads her wing.
Her breast ere now with warmer l)reezes swelling,

Perchance another melody she sings.

So with ourselves, through many a clime and nation.

In search of wealth or fame, we wander wide.

Knowing for yeara no settled habitation,

To no one spot on earth's fair surface tied.

Still, as the bird with summer's sun returning,

Finds the old tree in which to hang her nest;

So we, our hearts for childhood's pleasures yearning.
Seek the old home, our wanderings o'er, to rest!

"Pilgrims on earth, with no abiding city,"

Through what far planet are we yet to roam?
Where shall we rest when heavenly love and pity

Shall end our toils in our eternal home?
Von

DEC, 16, 1S91.

IN MAINE WOODS.—V.
IN CAMP, Piscataquis County, Me., Oct. 30.—At last

our good weather lias come. Yesterday and to-day
have been great days for hunting on the caribou bogs,
and great days we have had. Yesterday morning we
started for a long paddle across the lake to the carry—
my first real chance in a canoe this season. Clorious in
their snowy mantle stood the mountains. If in summer
they are fine, in winter they are transcendent. More-
over, this morning we can enjoy the winter vieAv while
we ourselves are bathed in the mild, delicious air of an
Indian summer day. We reach the carry and in light
marching order start across. Part of the pleasure of this
trip is the remembrance of the morning three years ago
when I went over this same path.
In fact, the only thing I have against these Maine

woods is that I cannot go anywhere else for my annual
outing, or if I do, I am thinking of the old haunts. It is

like fishing a familiar stream, and every angler knows
the fun of trying the same pool where he took that par-
ticularly big and gamy trout last year, or the riffle where
he lost the still bigger one the year before.
We reached the "thoroughfare" at the other end of the

cai-ry only to find it frozen over for nearly a mile. It is

sheltered from the wind and closes up long before the
lake. No use to get out the canoe which we know is

hidden in the thicket. It means a nearly three-mile walk
to the bog. WhUe we stand inspecttug the shores we see
deer across the bend. The glass shows them to be a doe
and two fawns. It would be hard to see a prettier sight.
Shyly the mother reconnoiters and sniffs the air for dan-
ger, turning her large ears this way and that. The wind
is right for us and she fears no harm, and the glass shows
us their every motion. They are a long rifle-shot away,
but we would not even startle the pretty trio. The doe
steps down to the edge and we can hear her dainty hoof
as she stamps to try the ice. The two fawns crowd up,
one on each side, and for a minute their three heads are
bunched as closely as they can crowd. "No, children, it

isn't strong enough yet." That is plainly what she says,
and they nibble a twig or two and step back into the
thicket. So do we, and start for the bog. The sight we
have seen alone pays us for the tramp.
So here again is my fine old bog, half covered with

young larches, with here and there an open pool of
water. Here is where I shot the caribou on my last
trip. Most of the wood-dwellers that 1 know come out
to see us—all, in fact, but the caribou and the white-
throated sparrows, whose clear whistle usually greets me
here. We circle around the edge of the bog. A cock
spruce partridge flusters up into a young tree, and at
stort range for ten minutes we inspect him through the
glass. How fine a fellow he is! He croons and cackles
to himself in a self-satisfied and conceited tone, and
puffs out his side pouches and tufts of cheek feathers till

it looks as though he wore bushy and projecting side and
chin whiskers. The band of scarlet over his eye is the
most brilliant imaginable. Finally, when he and we are
fully satisfied with the interview he takes a short flight
and we move on, A Canada jay comes along with noise-
less flight, and most curious and fearless of birds, alights
nearer and nearer to us, looks us over, preens his loose
and almost hairy feathers a bit and passes on. A fine
buck and doe have been watching us under a leaning
tree a little way mthin the edge of the woods. The wind
suddenly gives them our scent, and with a great snort
they burst away, and we merely catch an instant's
glimpse of them and a flirt of their white pocket-hand-
kerchiefs.
We are after caribou, but not a sign of them even do

we discover on the whole bog—not even an old track.
To-morrow, like as not, a dozen may be here. They are
the greatest travelers and most capricious animals in the
woods, one day on the bogs, the next clambering around
the highest cliffs of the mountains, and the next investi-
gating matters in the next county.
Two or three ruflCed grouse burst up and fly away as

we return. I think with amusement of the many articles
recently published in Forest and Stream on "The
Habits of Ruffed Grouse"—the funny thing about them
being that they differ so much ajid yet are, doubtless, all
true^ while each writer records his experience as the uni-

versal rule. The truth is that these birds vary in their
habits and behavior toward man as their experience
varies. Your ruffed grouse learns readily from experi-
ence. While a drumming grouse may, as one corre-
spondent relates, be far from shy in Jkjoostook county,
he is, as Miss Hardy relates, a marvelously wary one in

other counties—for example, Piscataquis, as lhave many
a time proved, and that, too, in the depths o£ the forest.

Though our caribou hunt had nothing to do with cari-

bou, it was a glorious day and full of rewards. We
found at the camp three men and one dog. They were
here a few days ago. They have dogged several deer on
another lake, and are back here to hai-ry these woods
again.
Another night and another warm, still day is ours, and

we start for another pull across the lake hi another direc-
tion, to visit some other bogs and some hard-wood ridges
famed for deer. As we paddle away from shore we see
one of these men posted on a point with rifle and canoe,
while another has gone to put the hound on the track.
We a little later hear the single rifle shot, the signal
that a deer has been started. Later, the yelp of the fox-
hound is heard, and later still, the three successive rifle

shots that tell us that the deer is dying.
We chose the mountain side instead of the bogs. The

day was so still that every footfall in the new-fallen
leaves could be heard. We started two deer, could hear
them bounding away, and then the thrice-repeated whoof
of the buck as he snorted his astonishment. The wind
waa again wrong for us, we were lazy, the sunlight was
warm and delightful, and we sat long on the top of a
ridge in full and happy enjoyment of it, not caring in the
least that we had in the two days fired only one shot.

That shot decapitated another partridge and was the work
of the guide. But the day was full of happiness to its

close, which finds me wrathful and unhappy. As we
paddled down the lake we hoped our visitors of the night
before had taken their deer and left. But they had
staid, and two more parties of two each had arrived, and
two others are camping a mile or two down the lake.
Two deer were hung up, and we arrived just in season to
see the death of the third. The dog was yelping on its

track, soon it appeared in the water a half mUe away,
and instantly three canoes, each manned by two men,
started in hot pursuit. A shot, and the deer, its head
riddled by buckshot, yields its life. All three of the deer
killed here to-day are does. There are camped on this

point to-night nine men, and two more are further down
the lake. The homes of all but myself are in this county.
There are here to-night six dogs.
It is a butchering place, a shambles for deer. Active

preparatious have been made for to-morrow's "sport,"
meanwhile the fitting finale of the day has come, and the
one I anticipated when I saw the big jug of rum which
formed a part of their duffle. A drunken shindy is going
on in the cookiug camp, and the air resounds with the
noise of their breakdowns and vile shouts and curses,
which in our sleeping tent we cannot choose but hear.

C. H. Ames.

SPORT AT PALMER'S LAKE, TEXAS.
"/^UT for a day?" was the pleasant greeting we re-
v_/ ceived from our old companion G. one bright

morning about the middle of last October, while mounted
on top of our stores in a country wagon, which was to con-
vey us that paradise of sportsmen, beautiful Palmer's
Lake.
"Not for a day, but a week," I reply. After a warm

shake of the hand, God speed, and a promise to visit us
during the week, we whip up our horses and proceed
toward our destination, 25 miles distant.

The party consisted of Dr. J. Keef , myself and Matt,
our man of all work—all first class lovers of sport and
jolly good fellows. We reach the lake about 4 o'clock
P. M. , and Matt, our Man Friday, soon has things in shape,
our tents up and camp cots arranged for solid comfort,
with mosquito netting well stretched, to "keep out the
pesky varmints" as they are called by the Doctor. The
next move was to get our Osgood boat in trim, and in a
few minutes it floated gracefully upon the surface of the
lake, that lay like a gem in the heart of Trinity bottom
forest, surrounded by large cypress trees, from which the
gray moss hangs in festoons of sombre hue, contrasting
strangely with the whiteness of the water lilies that line
the shores of the lake in great profusion. Our Man Fri-
day soon had a roaring fire, which when reduced to coals
was to furnish our Indian oven with heat necessary to
bake rolls for supper. Keef and I take the boat to"try
our hand at croppy, while the Doctor glides like a phan-
tom into the dark forest to a ^ath about a mile distant
that leads to an old Indian croBsing on the Trinity, to try
his luck for venison, this being a favorite catering place
for deer.

Keef and I paddle noiselessly about half a mile and
finally anchor, or rather tie up to a bunch of snags of an
old pine tree, which had evidently drifted and settled
there years before, about a quarter distant from the shore.
We sit patiently about half an hour before we catch a
fish, upon which we depend for bait, for croppy do not
readily take the worm. Keef lands the first one, and a
beautiful specimen it was, with its armor of silver scales,
dotted here and there with spots "dark as the raven's
wing." It seemed a shame that such a thing of beauty
would have to be sacrificed for bait, and I could not for-
bear a sigh of pity as Keef ruthlessly tore the scales from
the side of his fluttering victim. He proceeds to cut the
fish into strips about the length of a minnow, and soon
we have a dozen fine specimens of about *lb. each in
weight. That being enough for supper, we pull for
camp.
"Strange we have not heard the Doctor fire," says

Keef.
"Guess he has had no occasion to," I I'eply; "but I hope

to taste venison ere another stm gilds the eastern hori-
zon."
Boom! boom! comes the dull report of Doctor's "trusty."
"Venison, by George!" shouts Keef. "Venison, by

George!" replies the echo, so startlingly distinct that it

almost seemed the Doctor was standing at the edge of
the opposite shore and had repeated Keef's words.
In a little while we reach shore, and soon Matt has the

pan sizzling merrily over the fire, chanting while at work,
"Eat sheep meat and gnaw the bones," in negro dialect.
His chant in the gathering shadows of the forest, his
ebony hue flitting before the fire and the ivJio, who of the
owl coijibine to make surroundings that involuntarily

stir the superstitious feelings of one, which will ctpp out
at times.
The crashing of branches announces the arrival of the

Doctor, but no soft-eyed deer has fallen under the fire of
his "trusty"; however, what is equally as palatable—

a

fine gobbler—hangs limp and lifeless from his shoulder,
and is dulyadmired by Keef and myself, Matt announces
supper. The way those rolls, fish and potatoes disap-
peared would cause a dyspeptic to grow green with envy.
After satisfying the inner man and swapping yarns, we
turn in, to live over in dreams the incidents of our even-
ing's sport.

The Doctor is first to wake next morning, and after bis
coft'ee, with a cold lunch in his knapsack to keep the
wolf away, he starts again in quest of noble game, calling
to us as he leaves, "Boys, if I do not get back in time for
supper, do not feel uneasy, for I have promised you ven-
ison, and venison you shall have, if it takes me a week."
And he was soon out of sight.

"Jim, suppose we see what we can do with bass this

morning."
"Good," he replied; and after a hearty breakfast we

step lightly into the boat.
"Now, old boy," I remark, "if you do not catch bass

it will not be for want of artistic work of the paddle."
"You work the paddle and I'll do the rest,'' gi'unted

Jim,
The words were scarcely spoken, when splash, splash,

goes the water, and two immense bass rush for the deer-
tail fly at the same time. A vigorous tug, and away
dashes the king of game fishes, the reel meanwhile sing-

ing the sweetest strain that ever gladdened the heart of

an ardent fisherman. "Keep cool," I caU in low tones,
"for he is a dandy."
Hither and thither rushes the frenzied victim, at times

leaping high in the air, its side ghstening in the sunlight,
rivaling in beauty the tints of the matchless opal. Too
much slack tells the story, and as Jim reels in the now
empty line, sorrowfully quotes:

"Of all sad words of tongue or pen,

The saddest are, 'There! I'm left again'."

The bass continue to rise almost at every cast, mttch to
the gratification of Keef, who by 10 o'clock has landed
eighteen specimens of this magnificent fish, as fine as one
would wish to see. Jim now reels in his line, and sootl

we lie beneath the spreading branches of a large magnolia
tree, inhaling the balmy, pine-scented air of the forest,

lazily watching Matt digging a trench in which to bake
our turkey Indian fashion. Reader, if you have never
eaten game cooked in this style, just try it the first oppor-
tunity, and my word for it, you will pronounce it the
most toothsome morsel it has ever been your good fortune
to taste. But in this I am like the two darkies who could
find no subject to discuss, when Pomj) suggested they talk
of something good to eat. "Well, how erbout 6aked
possum an' sweet tatersy" said Sam. Pomp replied,

"Hush your mouf , nigger, dat's too good to talk erbout.
I'se hungry now." Like Pomp, even as I write, the mem-
ory of that feast makes me absolutely hungry.
The Doctor arrived about the time our evening meal

was ready, accompanied by Mr. Morgan, the veteran b'ar

hunter of that section, carrying between them, tied to a
pole, a magnificent buck. Morgan yelled as they hove in
sight, "Here we come. Somebody head us off," which
Keef and I immediately do, executing an Indian war
dance in our delight at the prospect for venison steaks.

The next afternoon G. arrived and expressed astonish-
ment at our display of fish and game, there being at the;

time about 401bs. of bass and croppy in the fish can, all

alive and kicking; the most of the deer and eleven squir-

rels, all skinned and skewered on sticks ready to oar-

becue.
G. and the Doctor decide to try for another deer the

next morning, Keef, Morgan and the writer conclude to

cut a bee tree that Morgan has located at the head of the
lake. After all ai-rangements are completed Morgan re-

gales us with an account of a lively tussle he had with a
bear a few days before. The bear had entered his pen in

broad daylight and attempted to carry off a young pig.

"Wall, boys," he told us "me and Martha [his wifel was
talking about the log-rolling that war to come off the
next night, when I heard a pig squeal, and on going to

the door, what did I see but ole Cuff taking off one of my
shoats, carrying him in bis arms just the same as a mother
carries a child. The pig was hollering flc to kill hisself , but
bruin kept a-walking. Every once in a while he'd give
the shoat a slap to kinder hush him up. I called to

Martha to hand me Old Dob, that war standing in the
corner, and I run, jumped the fence and cut loose. Co ft'

war hard hit, he dropped the shoat and made for me,
but Morgan was thar, all ready to entertain Mr. Bruin

>

i so I pulled out my hunting knife and waded in. Boys,

I

we fit much; and I got some putty hard licks, but if you
will come over to the house I will show you a b'ar skin
worth seeing."
Morgan continued to relate backwoods adventures,

many of them very entertaining, until 10 o'clock, when
all retired and slept as only tired hunters can sleep.

The morning broke clear and cool, and we all departed
from camp accordin.f to previous arrangementsr Our
party soon reach the case of operation, which proves to

be alarge gum tree; the sound of the ax awakens the

echoes of the forest, and in a little while the mightygum
falls with a deafening crash. The bees swarm out and
give battle. They attack Keef and me vigorously, and
being tenderfeet in robbing bee trees we beat a hasty
retreat, fighting wildly with hats, arms and legs, much
to the amusement of Morg-an, who proceeds to rob the
tree as though it was a most pleasant task. The plunder
is five gallons of pure white honey. We return to camp,
and after a free use of arnica strain our honey.
The Doctor and G. get back about 5 o'clock and report

having killed two deer, which are brought in on horse-

back a little later by an old darky whom they had met
in the woods trying to locate some stray hogs.
Early next morning we break camp and return to the

city, having spent one of the most successful and j^leas-

ant outings we have ever had, all happy and healthy,

looking forwai-d with delight to our next trip, which will

be early in the spring of 1892. J. C, W.

If your shootingfriend does not read Forest and Stream
v}hy not fjive Mm a OJirisimas present omddoa little, missionary

work at the same time hy mbscribinrj to the fafer for Mm. It

mil gite Mm pleasureffty-iwo times a year. Do you realise

that ri£xt year $4 'will buy you 1664 of th^se big pages, and all

of them devoted to wholesome, manly sfmi.
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SUMMER ROBIN ROOSTS.

IN the October number of the Auk Mr. Wm. Brewster
discusses at some length a subject which to many

readers will be entirely novel. This matter is so interest-
ing tliat we quote very fully from the article in question,
Mr. Brewster says:
"Perhaps the "greatest charm of ornithology is that its

pursuit yields surprises when they are least expected.
Especially true is this of the study of birds' habits, for a
close watch kept on even the commoner species is sure,

soouer or later, to reveal facts not in the books. Nor is

this strange, for a lifetime is not long enough for fathom-
ing all the secrets of the woods and fields immediately
about one's home, while the general subject is inexhaust-
ible. Moreover, a discovery which comes early and easily
to one may long elude others equally vigilant. Yet who
would suspect that at this late day ihere could be an un-
OTitten page in the life history of our robin (MeriiJa
migratoria), a species of unusually general distribution,
abundant nearly everywhere, and probably familiar to a
larger number of people than any other bird on this con-
tinent? Nevertheless no author whom I have consulted
so much as mentions the fact that robins, while still in
their sammer haunts, form roosts- which are resorted to
regularly night after night and season after season by
hundreds or even thousands. Such gatherings, however,
are by no means uncommon in Massachusetts, and they
doubtless occur throughout the entire North, wherever
robins abound.

"Possiblj"^ they have been, neglected rather than over-
looked. In either case I wish to show that they are not
without importance. What I have to say of them pro-
ceeds chiefly from personal experience, but I have also
drawn freely from the notes of Messrs. Faxon, Batchel-
der and Torreyt , to all of whom I am indebted for much
valuable aid in the preparation of this paper.
"Our Massachusetts I'obin roosts are invariably in low-

lying woods, which are usually swampy and are com-
posed of such deciduous trees as maples, oaks, chestnuts
and birches, sometimes mixed with white pines. I have
never known robins to actually spend the night, how-
ever, in the latter, or indeed in any species of evergreen,
except at Falmouth, Mass., where there has been a small
gathering these past two seasens in a white cedar swamp.
Thetrees in the roost may be tall and old, with spread-
ing tops, or crowded saplings only 30 to 30ft. in height,
but it is essential that they furnish a dense canopy of
foliage of ^suflEieient extent to accommodate the birds
which assemble there. As a rule, the woods are remote
from buildings andsunrounded by open fields or meadows,
but the latter may be hemmed in closely by houses, as is

the case with a roost which at present exists in the very
heaxt of Cambridge. A roost once esDablished is resorted
to nightly, not ouly during an entire season, but for
many successive seasons. Nevertheless it is sometimes
cibandoned either with or without obvious cause, as the
following account of the movements of the Cambridge
robins during the past twenty odd years will show."
Mr, Brewster then describes at some length the several

robin roosts near Cambridge, Mass,, which he and others
observed between the years 186T and 1889 and gives esti-

iiiates of the actual numbers of birds which occupied
such roosts. It appears that these numbers vary widely
and that while some are small others may have had
55,000 inhabitants. As to the time when the roosts begin
to b^ used i\lr. Brewster says:
'•Uu ring the past season Mr. Faxon saw a few robins

Igoing to the Beaver Brook roost as early as June 11. but
I have never observed any well-marked" flights at Cam-
bridge before the 20th of that month.- The time probably
depends somewhat on the date at which the first broods
of young are strong enough to make the necessary eft'ort.

for the earlier gatherings are composed chiefly of young
birds still in spotted plumage. Perhaps not all of those
able to undertake the journey actually perform it at this
period, for the movement, at' its inception, is slight, and
it gains momentum slowly. After July 1 it increases
more rapidly, and by the middle of July becomes wide-
spread and general, although it does not usually reach
its height uotil the latter part of that month or early in
August. By this time the old birds have brought out
their second broods, and old and young of both sexes
,and all ages and conditions join the general throng. In
feet it is nearly certain that during August practically
^11 our robins visit some roost nightly.

It is by no means equally clear that individual birds or
flocks go always to the same roost. If this were so the
number at any given roost should remain uniform for a
time after it has reached its maximum and before the
migration. But it not only varies from week to week,
but from night to night. 'Thus at the Norton roost,
where, owing to the small size of the colony and to the
fact that most of its members enter at one side over a
wide opening, it is possible to count the birds with close
approach to accuracy, Mr. Batchelder counted 861 on
July :^3, and on the next evening 1,062, an increase of
about 23 per cent. Oa^the evening of Aug. 15 following,
standing at precisely the same point, I counted only 518;
on that of Sept. 4, 1,251. Mr. Faxon's counts at Belmont
and Mr. Torrey'a at Melrose Highlands show similar vari-
ations. As already stated, Mr, Faxon's largest count was
made Sept. 3, 1H89, the next largest Aug. 28 of the same
year. The Meh-ose roost, during the last two seasons,
was apparently most populous in the latter part of
July. More observations are perhaps necessary before
the cause of tliese fluctuations can be definitely ascer-
tained: but as robins, when not tied down liy fam-
ily cares, are addicted to wandering more or less
widelj' in pm-suit of food or recreation, it seems more than
likely that during August and early September they some-
riimes pass outside the limits of the region—often, be it
remembered, only a few miles in extent—tributary to
itheir chosen roo'sts. If this is true—and it can scarcely
be doubted—what more natural than that they should
join at nightfall the general exodus from the surrounding
iields and woods, even though it leads in a direction con-

I
:

li r
i iri u known for some time of course, that robins form

large rooE-ts while in their winter quarters in the South, but no
^yery esacf. or precise information concerning these roosts seems
to have been thus far recorded,

+ Mr. Torrey has written an article on this subject for the ^t-
lantic Monthly, It will relate, I understand. chieJi}' to a roost at
Melrose Higmauds, wliieh he has studied closely.

trary to that which they have been accustomed to take?
lu support of this assumption is the fact that, as far as I
have seen, the evening flights over any given place are
mvariably in one direction, that is there are never two
sets of robins passing in different directions at the same
time, as would be the case were siich rovers to return at
evening straight to their own roosts. This theory, it will
be obseredj is only necessary to account for the acqttisition
of the habit by the young, for after it has become estab-
lished a knowledge of the existenceand position of several
roosts would certainly be taken advantage of more or less
frequently. Another factor which possibly has some in-
fltience on the fluctuations under consideration is the robin
population of the country along the boundaries between
two contiguous roosting areas. Why may not tliis constitute
a neutral ground, its inhabitants "sometimes visiting one
roost, sometimes the other, as fancy or the condition of
wind and weather dictate? This suggestion, however, is

pure speculation unsupported by any data,
A fter the middle of September ' the roosting flighti

diminish rapidly, and by the end of the first week in Oc
tober the roosts are practically deserted.

I had supposed that the old birds which accompany
the young in the earlier fl ights to the roosts are individuals
of both sexes that for one reason or another have not
attempted to rear second broods. But Mr. Faxon informs
me that as far as he has seen they are inva,riably males,
and in disproof of the rest of my asstimption furnishes
the following interesting bit of evidence. The observa-
tions quoted were made in July. 1890, a little over a mile
from the Beaver Brook roost.

"The numbers of adult males in song, and the lack of
females shown whenever I scrutinized the individual
birds on their way to the roost—together with the fact
that the robins hereabouts seemed to be generally en-
gaged at that time in rearing new broods—led me to
doubt your theory and to attempt observations that wottld
throw some light on the subject. It happened that on
the 22d of July there were two robins' nests on the place,
one with three young, well advanced, and one with three
eggs (female sitting). I had noticed several times that
the male belonging to nest No. 1 carried food to his
young late in the afternoon, while the flight to the roost
was going on. On the day above named, tlierefore. I
began watching him closely toward evening, and saw
him—after feeding the young—fly straight off for the
roost. 1^ miles away, at 7:30 P.' M. You remember I
have an unobstrticted view from the house to the
north and northwest, so the bird's course could be
readily followed till he disappeared over the 'Granite
Ledge.' On his departure the female came and took
possession of the nest for the night. I saw her brooding
the young until it became so dark that I could distinguish
nothing, even at near range with opera-glasses. Oq the
following evening the male again fed the young at about
the same hour, then flew to the top of a spruce tree, and,
after singing a good-night to his wife and babies, took a
direct flight for the roost. The female then fed the
young and settled in the nest. This was all repeated
again on the 24th. While this was going on female No.
2 was sitting closely and I saw nothing of her mate,
although the young hatched out on or before the 30th.
The young in nest No. 1 left it on the 26th. This male
has been on the place all summer, and by long famili-
arity we have come to distinguish him readily by a pecu-
liar high note in his song. On the morning of the 24th I
was awake from 3 to 4 o'clock, and our model husband
and father returned to his family at 3:40 (sunrise 4:29),
his arrival being announced by his glad call and morn-
ing song. On the morning of the 26th (which was
cloudy) his salute was not heard from the favorite tree
till 4 o'clock. He was singing pretty freely, even throttgh
the day, tip to the time the young left the nest. Since
then, although the whole family has remained about the
nest up to this time, he has been almost silent (at least so
far as singing is concerned), like the rest of his tribe at
the present time.
"Now, although these observations were all made on

one family of robins, I have no doubt that they show,
when taken in connection with the other facts, "that the
early flights to the roost are composed of the first brood
young together with the old males. The later augmenta-
tion of the roost will come from the younger broods plus
the females. What possibilities are suggested—if this be
so—through the persistence of mutual relations between
the old males and their offspring! The old birds must
guide the young birds to the old roosting ground, and
who shall say that this hegemony of the roost mav not
continue in a greater or less degree throughout the sea-
son? I do not mean to imply that each parent takes his
own offspring in tow—but the nightly re-union of old and
young en masse cannot but be an education for the
youngsters. It was a revelation to me to find the male
robins taking care of their younger broods and wives by
day, and going off nightly to sleep with their elder
children 1"

Most of the roosts which I have visited are resorted to
by other birds besides robins.

[to be concluded 'S'ext week.]

Birds of Lond Island.—No. 525 Manhattan Avenue,
Newlork City, Dec. i5 —Editor Forest and Stream: I
am still engaged in gathering information rt^garding the
birds of Long Island for use in preparing and publishing
a history of the avian-fauna of that section. I shall use
as the basis of my work the list of Lonff Island birds
written and published 1884 by the late J. P. Giraud, Jr.
His collection of specimens i^ now the property of Vassar
College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. I will appreciate any of
the facts which may be sent me about the habits, food,
breeding, migrations, etc., of all Long Island birds, and
especially desire to get specimens of such birds as rarely
appear on the island or are not common. For such I will
pay as much as marketmen or others, and will in addi-
tion pay the transportation charges, if sent to me by ex-
press at 51 Liberty street. Daring the winter months
many birds from the Arctic regions are liable to reach
Long Inland: all such 1 greatly desire, whether they are
laud or water birds. I will be glad to identify and name
any specimen seqt to me for that purpose. Correspond-
ence relative to Long Island birds is solicited.—Wm.
DUTCHER.

A Book About IraiAKS.—The Forest ajjd Stream will mall
freeouapplicatSoaa descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book.
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a tabid of contents
stDd specimen Illustrations from the voiume.—jid».

^mnt ^Hg mid ^mf,

Antelojje and Deer of America. By J, D. Caton.
Price $£.,50. Wing and Glairs Ball Shooting tvith the
Rifle. By W. C. Bliss. Price 50 cents. Bine. Rod and
Gun in California. By T. S. Van Dyke. Price §1.50.
Shore Birds. Price 15 cents. Woodcraft. By "iVess-
muk.' Price SI. Trajectories of Hunting Rifles. Ptice
50 cents Wild Fowl Shooting: see advertisement.

The txjtjl texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-
tories and British Provinces are giveao in the Book of the
Game Laws.

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE BIRD.
Editor Fore.'it and Stream :

Of the many valuable ideas received from your always
welcome jotirnal that brief but potent advice of a con-
tributor in one of your last fall editions caps the climax.
He said, "Keep your eye on the bird!"

I have the misfortune to be deaf, and the strain and
wear on a man doing active merchandising with that
infirmity is very trying to nerves, temper and disposition.
My salvation is my gun. That takes me out and away

from business afternoons when the business of the day is
about done or can be run by the boys and cashier.
So after our noon dinner to-day"(for we are old-fash-

ioned people down here—breakfast at 7, dinner at 12,
supper at 6 or when you get home from gunning) I put
my old gray to the road wagon, and with gun. a few
shells and just two wooden block duck decoys, all I want
to lug over the marsh, started out,

I am pretty sure of a duck that lights within a reason-
able distance, but at wing shooting I was positively
ashamed of myself for any one to be in sight when I tried
it, have looked around many a time to see if any one was
going to witness my trial before firing. Have not some
of my brother gutmers been there too?
We make a blind here by ripping off a few boards

from an old fence, slanting them from the top to the
Trottnd and covering with seaweed or salt hay that the
Jucks are accustomed to see. They are about the shiest
of their species, and anything new they give a wide
berth to.

They begin to appear between sunset and dark, with a
decided leaning toward the latter: and when I saw my
first one to-night it was time to shoot, for I could not see
his approach in the dusk. I remembered the advice and
never took my eye oft' him, but threw up my gun and the
instant it felt snug to my shoulder I pulled and down the
black duck came with a splash. I went out to him at
once and had some difficulty to detect him in the grass
of the marsh, although I marked him down. So you see
it was pretty dark. I had barely got beltind my sci-een
with him when another fellow loomed up. Again I
jerked my piece to my shoulder, straining my eye on the
duck only, fired, and down he came stone dead right at
the edge of the pond hole, so that I got him withotit diffi-
culty.
By now it was sure enough dark, I could just distin-

guish the two decoys in the pond hole. Directly some-
thing darted across my view and plumped down a little
way off one side of the decoys. I could just make him
out. I was in the shadow of the screen 'and could not
see the gun barrels. My eye never left that duck, and I
let go, causing him to kick and splash round and round
until I let him have the other barrel, not taking my gun
down or altering my position, on one knee, and that
killed him. I had to leave him for I could not get to
hitn on account of mtid and water.
Now, I have no impression of aiming at either of those

birds, that is, of sighting along the barrels, finding the
bird at the end of them, and taking the required space
ahead to have tlje shot meet them. In fact there isn't
time in a case like this. But instead I kept my eye right
on the bird and where I wanted the shot to me"et him,
and sure enough the connection was made every time on
that occasion,
"Now tell us about the time; you 'didn't connect.'"' I

seem to hear the old gunners say. Well, there have been
lots of them, but it has baen when there was lots of light
and sunshine and I paid too much attention to my old
Itabit of sighting along the gun and to the inevitable
misses that we all make, and that are indispensable to
make the attractive uncertainty that renders the pursuit
of gunning ever interesting. For, when you get under
cover from a cold and disagreeable hunt with never a
duck to show for it, what makes you ready and eager the
very next day to try it over again? And did it ever
occur to you how few of us ever get sick from these ex-
posures, compared to the many of us who do get laid up
by coming out of a hot and stuffy theater and riding
home in a chilly car or carriage?

I do wish more of our gunners would write their ex-
periences and make the "Game Bag and Gun" depart-
ment twice as large as it usually is. Webfoot.
NAffTCCKET, Mass , Dec. U.

St, LotJis NOTES.-Dflc, 18.—Mr, Bad Weaver and
Darty have just returned from on eight days' hunt near
Bald Knob. Ark. The net result was one wild turkey,
Mr. Weaver wishes through Forest and Stokaji to warn
hunters against the socill'jd guides who will conduct
parties to regions where game is scarce, which was the
experience his party had. He says the only safe way is
to pay a guide a luu^p sum after he lias conducted the
jarty to where game abounds, then pay and discharge
lim. There is plenty of game in that section and the
above method is the safe way to get there. Wm. Har-
ner in a two days" trip to Sullivan. Mo., got 30 quail. A
party of three tried Montgomery county, this State, and
in there got 32 quail and a number of rabbits.

' The
weather has been fine for two weeks past and hunters
have been active. With the end of the month quail
shooting closes. Trap-shooting is taking a rest. There
is absolutely nothing on the Christmas programme,

—

Aberdeen,

i?«oA:# make (jooct. Jtoliifay gifts, aM givo more pl^mura ?V.

proportion to the momy expindcd than anytJmiq elss. If you
wcmi a good book on fthootinff, flihin//. nat'i/ral liidory. or nny
atker subject eonnectp I mlh oiltloor 'lifl: con-suU }i <f of //i.?

Sportsman's Library in. tJiis paper, or defter sUU. senfl for
Forest jUTO ^•vkbkyi' 9^ free iMuUrated catalogue of works' on
outdoor sports.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Dec. 18.—Rather a good showing, cer-

tainly, is that made by the game records of the
Hennepin Club, of the Illinois Ri^er country. These
show that for the past fall the daily average for each
man, counting all the hunters and' all the days, was

duoks. Some of the less skillful shots did not do
so well as that, of course, but the total of the shooting
was very good indeed, with a large per cent, of mallards
and big ducks therein. Of quail, woodcock, snipe and
rabbits large numbers were also killed. There are two
flocks of wild turkeys on Hemiepin Club grounds this
winter, one of eight and one of eleven birds, and a good
tracking snow will probably call out a party after them.
Hennepin Club elected officers last week, Mr. W. W, Mc-
Farland being chosen President for a third term; Mr. E,
P. Hilliard, Secretary and Treasurer; Messrs. W. K.
Reed, Gr. M. Davis and Alex White, Board of Directors.
This lucky little club is in a highly prosperous condition.
Diana Club is to elect officers this week. Mr. Henry

Ehlers, a foremost sph-it in that body, wishes the club to

take up more trap-shooting, believing that a good way to
make a little more income for the club, Mr. Ehlers is

easily first hunter of the Dianas. This faU he had the
singular fortune to kill two otters. There were six
otters in this family, but the natives have all the others
but one. The other is still found once in a while on the
Kankakee marshes. Hathaway, a pusher, near Davis,
killed two one winter not long ago.
.Mak-saw-ba Club elected officers at their late meeting,

Mr. T, Benton Leiter, President: Mr. C, S. Petrie, Vice-
President: Mr. Wm. R, Smith, Secretary; Messrs. R. B.
Organ, Jos. P. Card and W. H. Haskell. Plans are on
foot for the large undertaking of fencing and protecting
the marsh, which is now much infested, night and day,
in season and out, by ratters, froggers, turtle trappers,
Bpearers and shooters, all of whom are persistent in their
belief that they are on the mareh of ancient right. Odd
folk, these marsh dwellers, and some day they will have
their historian. Their day is now well run.
Grand Calumet Heights Club held a business meeting

last Tuesday, adjourned till Jan. 6. The absorbing ques-
tion for this club stiJ 1 remains that of grounds. The great
syndicates operating in the vicinity of the present grounds
may not occupy the site for ten years, biit, on the other
hand, such an event may txanspire the following spring.
This unsettled state of affairs is much against the health
of the club, as none can tell what the future will be. In
the opinion of Mr. Bissell, the secretary, the club should
re-organize into a trap club, holding the present grounds
as long as possible.

The tremendous growth of the city to the southward
has ousted yet another shooting club, the Lake George,
whose grounds a,re no longer land, but "real estate."
Lake George is looking for grounds. An attempt has
been made for grounds near Camp Lake, north of Chicago,
but I do not learn that much has come of it. It might
be well for the old Lake George Club and the Camp Lake
contingent to unite with the Grand Calumet Heights
Club, if so highly undesirable a thing as the disbandment
of the latter organization should take place. Out of these
elements a very good new club could be built up.
That sturdy and honorable old body, the Cumberland

Club of Chicago, has had rather hard luck with the ducks
this fall. Mr. Harry Loveday says the fall shooting was
tmusually poor. The shooting is usually best there in
the spring.
Horicon Club has been troubled with low water during

the shooting season, though two dams are now at work
and holding the water when there is no need of it. Not-
withstanding all the drawbacks, some good sport was had
on this gi'eat marsh this fall, and the snipe shooting was
magnificent. Mr. C. L. Hunter tells me that he and a
friend bagged over 100 there one day, and similar large
bags 1 have reported earlier.

From the Euglish Lake people I do not get so much
news as I would like, but believe there has been very
little shooting on their marsh this fall. Of the fine Octo-
ber mallard shooting at Swan Lake I have already
spoken.
Chicago men do not seem to shoot big game very much,

their exploits in that line seeming to be confined to an
occasional trip to Wisconsin or IVIichigan after deer. I

lately mentioned the trip of Mr. C. D. Gammon and
party to Ontario ater moose. Mr. Gammon is back. He
tells a lurid tale of branching antlers and forest bowed
down beneath thunderous tread of herds of moose. "I
didn't know till I got over there that you can't kill

moose till 1S95," says Mr. Gammon. "If it wasn't for the
law I could have killed a carload."
The quail seasou'closes Sunday next, Dec. SO, for Indi-

ana. The fall has been a phenomenal one. Thcs last bag
of which I hear is that by Mr. Organ of 20 birds, 7 rabbits
also confessed.
A singular and pitiable accident of the field is reported

in the despatches this week from Quincy, of this State,
the matter being thus described: "A party of four Quincy
men started hunting yesterday. Lue last night one of
them was brought hach a corpse. His name was John
Sandbam. The party had landed on a sandbar just be-
low the city, and had dug pits about waist deep in which
to lie concealed for ducks and geese. Sandham was in a
pit with his cocked shotgun on the sand with the muzzle
pointing toward him. His dog, in frolicking around,
stepped on the trigger and the gun was discharged, the
load taking effect in Sand ham's body. He lived but a
few minutes. He was fifty years old and leaves a widow
and two grown daughters."

THE TOLLESTON GAME DINNEE.

Dec. 19.—Doubtless the most interesting incident of the
week's doings in field sports here is the annual game din-
ner of the Tolleston Club, which transpired

,

duly to-day.
This annual field day and dinner make an ancient and
honorable custom of the ToUestons, and while it is estab-
lished in no imitation of any other game dinner or any
field day, it is a usage worthy of imitation by clubs less

closely solidified by intimate friendships than the Tolles-

ton, or by any who care for the full flower of the ameni-
ties of sport. It is a recognized holiday of the Tollestons,
ranking with Washington's bu-thday and the Fourth of
July, and is patronized with a fervor which would delight
the founder of the institution, if such founder be now
known.
He would liave been a much dried up and worthless

man who could feel no enthusiasm in the clear cool air
of the sandhills this morning in the drive from the rail-

way over to the club house. The day was simply per-
fect, morning, noon and evening, just cold enough to
cut cobwebs and just warm enough to melt the chill out
of every cold-blooded man. Many of the house party
came down the evening before. Of members and guests
the following were present: Messrs. F. A. Howe, J as.

Wright, G. A. Schwartz, C. 0. Moeller, Geo. Prussing,
Geo. Breeze, A. H. Roche, W. R, Linn, S. B. Raymond,
Jas, G. Dwenn, C. E. Felton, J. Gillespie, D. S. Babcock^
L. C. Huck, H. F. Griswold, Frank Floyd, A. J. White,
C. P. Johnson, Peter Van VHssingen, A. M. Tully, A. H,
Farnum, C. L. Hunter, E. Hunter, E. H. Phelps.
During the entire day match shooting at live pigeons

progressed, captains and teams alternating or changing
as one side seemed to have the better of it. iSTothing was
up but the price of the birds, and the team that lost had
to "settle," This seems to me to be a very pleasant way
for a club to practice, and it obviates the old trouble
over the usual presence of one or two experts in a club
who win practically all the sweepstakes. There can not
be any club whose members are even enough in skill to
compete on an equitable basis in sweepstakes, but by the
process of dividing up the good shots andjpoors as equally
as possible, more zeal and confidence is inspired in the
less skillful, and a greater interest taken in the result.

I never saw a prettier pigeon shoot in my life than
that at ToUeston to-day, and I believe that soine trap
clubs which often languish for attendance might well
consider the two-teams arrangement. Under it the
total penalty for a man is to pay for two men's birds,
and not for all to pay for two or tliree men's birds and
give them something besides. Pigeon shooting at Tolles-
ton is purely social, the birds being shot at fifteen cents,
so nobody makes any money at it, and nobody loses very
much unless, as at the close of to-day's shooting, there
arises some speculation as to the relative merits of two
dark horses of unknown capabilities. Nearly 500 birds
were shot to-day, some very good ones after the sun be-
came warmer. Col. Felton shot very well, running 27
out of 38. Mr. S. H. Roche, who has done some phenom-
enal shooting on these gi'ounds, was not at the traps
much of the time. Mr. Linn, Mr. Schwartz, IVIi-. Ray-
mond and Commodore Griswold all did very nice work
also. The pigeon traps claimed the entire party, and the
turkeys and the rifle range were quite neglected. Tolles-
ton Club uses the King automatic traps and Mr.
Schwartz's automatic retriever, the spaniel Roxie.
Of the game dinner itself, served in the evening, it

would be best comment to say that it was, like all that
Tolleston ia, has or does, simply thorough and elegant.
A roast pig, smuggled into the bill of fare, elicited much
praise, and so did a genuine Indiana possum. Thence
down there was a wide variety of game. The chefs of
the large hotels might well go and consult with Mr. and
Mrs. West, who attend to the material comforts at the
lodge in the near by wilderness.
You are thirty miles from a lemon at Tolleston, and

while the creature comforts of the annual game dinner
are not what give it its most prized qualities, these yet
under the circumstances demand study and care in the
detail of preparation. Behind the easy success of this
undertaking there was, I am sure, very much of the quiet
and careful attention of the club's beloved president, Mr.
F. A. Howe, to whose conscientious hands the club is

quite willing to leave grave issues of any sort. There
probably will never be any other jjresident of Tolleston
Club while Mr. Howe lives, for "that dear old man," as
one of the younger members designated him in a toast,

has done so much for the success of the club that
the club will not consider any one else as its head.
Mr. Howe is the Gladstone of Chicago club sportsman-
ship. Were it not for his leadership the rare ijrivileges

of the Tolleston marsh, coveted and vulnerable as it is to
its natural enemies, could not have remained what they
are. He has seen many changes in the sport and sports-
manship of this region, for, as he told me to-day, he came
to Chicago in 1834, only two years after the Ft. Dearborn
massacre. "I believe," said he, "that it is only true to
say that I have lived in Chicago more days than any one
of her citizens, for this has been my home since then,
and I have rarely left the city for more than a short stay.
At first," he continued, "when I began to shoot, we
himted plover and prairie chicken, and then quail, and
then got to shooting ducks. This Tolleston marsh was
always good. It lies in the natural line of migration of
the fowl, which leaves the edge of Lake Michigan about
four miles above us, and follows this chain of marsh.
The east end of om- marsh catches the southbound birds
in the fall, and they come in first on the west end in the
spring as they go north."

Comment has often been made upon this mai«h. It is

indeed a singular thing that it should still remain,
almost upon the edge of the city, less than thirty miles
from the city's heart indeed, and should stiU be so fre-
quented by the wildfowl. This fall the shooting was as
good as it ever was, the October flight of mallards was
most extraordinary. Mr. Howe told me that in one day
he bagged forty mallards besides other ducks, and in two
days later he got ninety-three ducks, fully two-thirds of
them mallards. And yet he missed the days when the
heaviest flight was on, for instance the time when one of
the club got forty-six mallards, shooting away 100 shells

in less than two hours and going back to the club house
for more. This member himself confesses that he shotdd
have killed 200 mallards on that day.

Is it any wonder that the Tolleston Club fights strenu-
ously to maintain such privileges as these, which are not
equalled in any region now, no matter how wild? Take
away this club and the shooting would be gone forever
in a year. I know no better commentary on the preserve
system than these examples. I have no confidence in
the unmuzzled shooting public. I know also that much
of the talk about the severity of the Tolleston Club is un-
just. To-day I saw the "brutal watchman" of whom we
have heard so much as a terror to poachers. He pulled
the traps for the shooters. He isn't brutal at all, but a
very decent fellow indeed, though big enough to whip
about eight men, I should think. He is instructed to be
polite at first, firm always and serene at the end of his
negotiations with trespassers. He has been shot at,

threatened and all that, but seems t<T enjoy uncommon
good health and to be ready for a few more of these
toughs who are always trying to get in after the coveted
Tolleston ducks.
Since I was last at this club an addition, 43 X 38ft.,

has been built to the former house, the gift of 38 of the
members, who contributed flOO a piece, and whose sole

monument therefor exists in the form of 38 cosy lockers.
The main room of this wing is a handsome sitting room
30ft, square. The mantel here is the gift of the late Mr.
Wirt Dexter, one of the most noted of Chicago sports-
men. Upon the walls are pictures carrying out the pre-
vailing scheme of excellence. Commodore Griswold, of
the hanging committee, rigidly excluded all cheap litho-
graphs and meretricious works of every sort. Tolleston
quality is a very good sort, all around. From pig to
possum, and from pigeons to pictures, the Tolleston
annual game dinner of to-day was an unmitigated
success. E. Hough.

OLD FIELDS AND OLD FRIENDS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have had more tramps in the woods, more enjoyment,
more recuperative benefit, and have found less birds this
fall than for any time within a dozen years. During
nearly the entire month of October thejleaves on the trees
and bushes were almost as thick a,nd fresh as they were
in June, thus proving to our Legislature (if we had one)
the propriety of changing the beginning of the open season
certainly as late as the 15th of October instead of the
first, as the law now is. Of course, one don't Kke to be a
"day after the fair," hence we all go out when the law
says we may and bang at the leaves and bushes where we
think the birds may be; get a few, cripple and lose more,
and go home disgusted. Neither partridge, quail nor
woodcock were as plenty as usual. There were only two
or three days during the months of October and Novem-
ber, when woodcock were fairly plenty in this locality,
and I was informed that the same was true in towns along
the Sound from Saybrook to New Haven.
Partridge were scattered even in the last of November,

wandering singly and in pairs over the hills, the weather
not having been cold enough to force them to seek the
warm and sheltered swamps and runs. Quail were
really scarce, and in my experience with them acted
very strangely, seldom finding them in the open culti-

vated fields but in dense thickets and underbrush. I re-
peatedly went over fields of rye and buckwheat stubble
morning and evening without my dog showing the least
sign of game having been there; in fact I found but one
bevy of quail during both months in the open field, and
that was in October, and they were not more than two-
thirds grown. I can not account for the scarcity of
quail and partridge this fall, for I know that quite a
number wei-e left over last year, and the winter was an
open one and the summer unusually dry, both seeming
favorable for the breeding of both birds,

I have said that I enjoyed my hunting very much and
derived much benefit from it, even though my bags of
game were very light, I am nearly sixty-six years old,

and of course have outlived many of those who used to
share the sport with me in earlier days and by their con-
genial tastes and good feIlowshi|) added a charm to it

which cannot be forgotten, and is brought up with a
vivid freshness as I tramp over the ground again at each
point where we beat the brush together. This may seem
a little sentimental for an old stager, but I trust it is not
out of place or unwholesome; in fact, there is very much
charming sentiment iii field sports, and I often wish some
capable pen would write up the subject as it deserves,
for I am sure it would fill the pages of an enjoyable vol-
mue, as it does now the honest hearts of all true sports-
men, A.
Haddam, Ooniij;

DUOKS IN Central America,—Tumbador, Guatemala,
C, A., Nov. 1^.—Editor Forest and Stream: I have seen
the question asked so many times in the Forest and
Stream, "What has become of the ducks?" That I will
now make known to the duck hunters the following
fact: Seventeen years ago I never saw a foreign duck
here. Twelve years ago I saw a few. This year I have
seen thousands, and killed a great many widgeon, teal,

spoonbills, and other kinds which I do not know the name
of. Immense flocks of them can be found in the inland
lakes on this coast, and I suppose all over Central America
and in Mexico it is the same. Do you not think the ducks
are flying over the United States to avoid the continued
shooting which they receive from every part of the
country and come down here where they are never shot
at once a year: as many of these lakes are never visited

by white men, and the natives never shoot birds to any
extent?—Guatemala.

New Yorkers in VijtQiNiA.—There are stopping at the
American Hotel several parties of NewYork city officials

and citizens bent on bagging some of our game and de-
stroying ammunition. Some of them have been here a
week and others arrived later. We heartily welcome
them and hope they will make many trips to our sunny
town in the future, though we would caution them when
bringing down .e,ame to be more accurate in marksman-
ship than the President was when hunting here about
two years ago, and not shoot any of Gilbert Wooten's
hogs. The different arrivals composing the parties are as

follows: Alexander Williams, Inspector of Police of New
York city; J. W. Jacobus, U. S. Marshal, New York city:

G. M. Clark, of Clark & Wilkins, wood merchants. New
York city: Capt. D. N, Pearse, of the schooner Thomas L.
James; Dr, G. W. Tolson, New York city; W. J. Arm-
strong, New York city, and L. C. Phillips, Portsmouth,
Va.

—

Clareraont (Fa.) Times, Dee. I4.

Sportsmen's Calendars for 1893.
In this age of calendars galore, the favorites with men who shoot

are those which come each year from the Winchester Eepeating
Arms Co., and the Union Metallic OartridgelOo. The Winchesters
have brought out for 1892 a calendar bright with hunting scenes,

drawn by Frederic Remington, The chief picture is of a sports-

man and his guide, perched on the brink, of a cliff in the Bockies:

the sportsman has drawn a fine bead on a noble mountain sheep

,

and if the hunter's aim ie as true as his Winchester there will be

a handsome pair of horns to carry home. Other Idrawings are of

a cowboy on a Remington horse: '.and a Maine scene picturing a
canoe with its occupants stealing toward a big buck on the shore.

Taken all in all, the Winchester calendar is one which will have
a cherished place on the sportsman's walls.

The Union Metallic Cartridge Co. have imade a happy hit this

year with a striking figure of a youngster in the fleltl, equipped

withgan and cartridge belt full of U. M. O. shells. The boy knows
how to shoot, too, as the captured game gives evidence. The
U. M. C. calendar depicts a phase of life which will be the special

subject of our Boyhood Number, week after next, and it ought te

shed sunshine ia a growu-ap boy's room, all the year through-
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AN OUTING IN ARKANSAS.

WHEN I was amere boy ahunting party of four boys
who were about my size undertook to bag some

ducks and geese that were knovs^n to frequent the lakes
near Columbus, Ky. But the ducks and geese were of a
different mind, and we did'nt get a feather. We were so
sure of our success, however, that we declined to take
any meat with us when leaving home, for we expected
to kill all the meat we could use. But when night came
on us we had entirely failed to kill anything—except one
little wren. This we dressed, barbecued, and divided be-
tween the four hungry boys. It was all we had, and I have
thought of that little wren a hundred times or more since
then, and have always said it was the sweetest taste of
of meat 1 bad ever found.

1 am oldernow than I was then. Streaks of gray can
be seen by my friends in my hair and beard; yet I am as
fond of a hunt to-day as I was when but sixteen. But I
have found that even maturer age does not always assure
us the things whereon we count when we start oiit to hunt
game. There were nine in our recent hunting party, in
Arkansas, inclu'ling the cook. We left Cairo, 111.. Nov.
17, and left the Cotton Belt train at Greenway, Ark., on
the morning of Nov. 18. We hired a wagoner and his
outfit to haul out our provisions and camp equipage to
the banks of the St. Francis Eiver. The distance was
about ten miles, and
as some of us would be
walking and hunting
over the entire dis-

tance we decided that
it would be useless to
buy any bac©n in the
town, because we
would kill plenty of
meat on the road .

Well, we did the walk-
ing and the hunting,
but not a feather or a
fur did we get. The
entire crowd came up
blank; and when we
assembled at camp
about sundown,
weary, hungry, cold,
the wood and ground
wet, and not a taste of
meat in camp, you
may be sure that we
all felt that we had
made a "bad begin-
ning" and that we had
lots of room, and some
hopes, of a "better
ending." While we
were trying to kindle
a fire one of our party
sought to try his skill

with his brand new
rifle, and shot off the
head of a little grass
bird, about the size of
the wren that had fed
the hungry boys in
the former hunt. I at
once thought of that
experience, and pro-
ceeded to prepare the
little bird for supper;
and as all parties de-
clined to spoil their
appetites by so small
a taste of meat, I was
left to eat it all alone.
It was good, but no
better than the wren.
We had, a fine camp

cook with us, and he
soon had some hot bis-

cuits, coffee, Irish po-
tatoes, and molasses
ready, and we were
all sufficiently vora-
cious to make us ap-
fireciate supper huge-
y. We had good mat-
tresses and tents with us, and om- rest at night was fine.
The next morning for breakfast, however, we were still
meatless, though we consoled ourselves with the fact that
the joke wascommon—taking in the cook and all. So soon
as breakfast was over we started in different directions to
discover our surroundings and look for signs of game.
At noon we all collected in camp, (except one) and each
one reported lots of sign, but nobody had any game.
So that gave us another meal without the taste of meat
in it. The thing was growing monotonous. Each man
was growing desperate and swearing vengeance on every
living thing. We lunched for dinner, and every man,
but the cook, took to the woods determined to kill some-
thing. But at night we dropped in one bv one, half mad,
really disappointed, and yet full of hearty laughter at
our predicament, for not a man of us had anything to show
for meat. But after we had laughed at each other most
heartily, with an inward wish for some meat for supper,
the man who failed to show up for dinner walked into
camp with a fine gobbler., a squu-rel, and a Mallard wild
duck on his shoulder. W^hat a rally and shout there was
in that camp. We had to give him the hand of fellowship.
He was our hero.
That night we fared sumptuously. We slept well, Next

morning we decided to see what was to be found in the
way of deer. We took our stands for a deer drive. I
was put next to the last in distanc from camp. Dr, Hobbs
was beyond me. Scarcely had I got well fixed until I
heard his rifle. One shot, and all was still. No sound of
the dogs, no sign of deer. In a few moments, however.
Dr. H. whistled for me. I went to him. Said he, " Do
you want some nice turkey shooting?" "Of course I do,"
was my reply. " Then follow me," he said. I followed.
After going a few yards in silence he stopped and asked
if I had a turkey caUer. I had none. Then he proposed
that I go across a little slough of water, around a certain
upturned tree, takemy stand on the little island, and he
would call them up. I started, and before I had gone
thirty steps I walked up on a magnificent three points
hxuik lying dead, freah blood aU around^ I turned and

called to the Doctor. He began to laugh and slap his
hands at the joke he had played on me, for it was the
fruit of his rifle shot. He had made a capital shot. As
he was going to his stand he spied this buck quietly
walking toward him, feeding. He also walked toward
the buck. When within 80yds. of him, as he was pick-
ing some moss from the root of a tree, he pulled the
trigger of his rifle, and the bullet broke his neck and
pierced to the heart. He fell dead.
The dog shortly after brought through another deer, but

no one got in a shot. We carried this one into camp,
assisted by our genial Frank Fomille, and you may be
sure we all were a troop of happy campers, for we had
plenty of meat. The buck proved to be very fat, and
one of the largest for the number of points, that any of
us had ever seen.
That afternoon two or three of us put in our time shoot-

ing mallards. They were abundant, feeding on the grass
and smart weed in the scatters of the St. Francis. I have
never seen a finer chance to bag mallards. It excited
me, and, as the boys say, gave me the razzle-dazzle, so
that my run on mallards was most unlucky. But others
fared better, and we carried in seven fine ones, and
several others fell in the weeds and could not be found.
I did not kill a duck, but I killed some of the fattest

squirrels I ever saw, and altogether we did well.

The next day we failed to kill either a deer or turkey.

— >- l«o,
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though we saw lots of both. The dog ran a deer within
150yds. of our camp, and scared up a fine gang of tur-
keyes, one of which sat for half an hour in a tree right
over our cook fixe, and the cook sitting right under him.
Several others sat in the trees close around. But there
was no gun in camp, and the hunters were all out of
hearing. After the turkeys had rested in the trees
around as long as they seemed to desire, they spread
their wings and sailed to the ground. When night came
not a man had kUled anything except a few squirrels.
Our special savior, the man who killed the first meat for
us, John Brent, had walked and hunted heroically, but
with no success.
The next day was Sunday. As most of us wei'e re-

spectful to the Sabbath, we passed the day quietly in
camp. Our cook got in a boat to explore the river, and
taking his troll with him caught two fine pickerel. Mr.
B. crossed over the river to inspect the geography and
see if there were signs of game. Otherwise all was quiet.
We had a copy of Forest and Stream, and Christian
Union, and Christian Herald, and some daily papers,
and these helped us to pass off the time splendidly.
On Sunday night it snowed. The snow was about Sin.

deep. The very thing for tracking, and we thought sure
we would get the game on Monday. We could indeed
see that there was plenty of game at hand. Deer
tracks and turkey tracks could be seen everywhere. But
the game all had'eyes, better eyes than ours. They could
see us first. And they didn't stand on the order of going,
but just went. They left us. We wondered, but they
didn't stop for that. Not a deer or turkey for Monday.
But we were now satisfied that we were in fine hunting
grounds, and the tracks had given us an idea of the
range of the game. This was no inconsiderable item.
We rested at night and planned for the chase the next
day. One item of Monday, however, I must not omit to
mention. Col. McGlothlin, an excellent and genial
hunter, was on the stand. His ears are quick to catch a
soimd. He had put two or three sticks under his feet to
keep him oat of the snow, and while listening intently

for the noise of an approaching deer, he heard something
walking in the water to his left. He turned and saw a
magnificent gobbler, within forty steps of him. His gun
was standing by a tree at his side. He thought to raise
it and shoot without turning his body. He did, but just
as he pulled trigger his feet slipped on the sticks, he and
his gun measured their full length in the snow, the load
of shot went into a tree close beside where the turkey
stood, and the turkey flew away in safety.
But Tuesday morning we began to stir early in camp.

We took a hunt before our 9 o'clock breakfast.' John
Brent had not gone more than 100yds. from camp until
he espied a fine doe making her way out of the scatters
of the river. It was hardly more than light, but he drew
a bead on his Winchester rifle and pulled trigger. The
lithe and beautiful beast fell limp in death. The shot
was fatal. Another fine deer ran from some others of
the boys who were hunting in the same locality, and
made his escape. We all came in for breakfast, dressed

'

our venison, and then started out again. Some of the
boys crossed the river and had some nice hunting. Brent
shot a deer 343 steps and brought blood, but failed to
capture the deer, Mr. Witty showed his skill in shoot-
ing at turkeys. He was standing by a tree when he dis-
covered two turkeys coming toward him. He waited
until they were within forty steps of him, when he took
deliberate aim and fired at the gobbler. The turkey

jumped up, turned
himself around, and
stood stark still in the
same spot. Mr.Witty
fired the other barrel
at him. Again he
jumped up, turned
around, and dared his
enemy to shoot. But
the gun was empty.
The shootist proceed-
ed to put in a new
shell, and his turkey-
ship moved off at a
slow gait, and when
about 20yds. away
stopped still. Mr.
Wittymoved up about
20yds. , took deliberate
aim and again tried
his skill. But the
turkey trotted oft
without the loss of a
feather. If anybody
can beat that he ought
to have a chromo. Dr.
Hobbs also took a
round at the turkeys
the same day. They
were in trees and he
had a Marlin rifle. He
took deliberate aim,
and shot about a dozen
times, and so far as
anybody knows never
touched a feather.
Somehow, the ducks
seemed to be charmed
when I shot at them,
and the turkeys mys-
teriously escaped all

danger when the other
boys shot at them.
But we could very
easily kill those fat
squirrels that continu-
ally tempted us by
their chattering, and
we made them pay
dearly for their ven-
tures.

On Wednesday
morning the snow was
gone, and the weather
was warm. We took
our hunt before break-
fast, but killed noth-
ing. After breakfast
we scattered to the
woods, it was to be

our last day. The dog stirred two or three deer, but they
did not come in reach of any of us. Our cook had a gun
left him, and he sauntered out about 200yds. from camp.
He sat down by a tree. After a little while he heard a
noise in the tangled bushes to his right. He watched,
and a turkey's head could be seen picking the berries.
Soon another, and another, until some eight or ten
turkeys were in sight, and only a few yards away. He
was about to select the turkey he wanted, when, lo, a
nice doe came walking alone: just a little way off, and
right toward him. He decided to let the turkeys alone
and prepare for the deer. He waited, and when the
deer was just about where he wanted her, behold a
large buck came galloping up still closer to him. He
decided to shoot at the buck. He pulled trigger, but
there had been too much game around him. He had a
"buck ag'er," and missed the buck clear. Both deer and
the turkeys then retreated in safety. But the shot from
the rifle of the cook started the other deer from the
underbrush , and as they made their way across the scat-
ters they encountered Dr. Gardner, who was in waiting
with a Scott shotgun. He let the doe have the first load,
and the five-point buck the second. The doe ran about

.

100yds. and fell dead, but the buck would have escaped-
had he not run in the direction of Col. McGlothlin, who
was also in waiting. As he was rimning at breakneck
speed the Colonel came down on him with his Win-
chester and broke his neck. He turned a summersault
and soon both deer were swinging up in camp.
Night soon came on. All hands came in. After talk-

ing over the scenes and sights, the hits and misses of the
day, we retired to sleep. On Thursday we loaded up our
equipage and started for the railroad, and thence home.
We had been out eight days, had killed four deer, one
turkey, a number of ducks and squirrels, one possum,
and had seen lots of game. In that locality there is fine
hunting. We could have killed much more game, but
we were strangers to the woods. When we go again we
will succeed better, though all of us were happy over the
xeaulta of this hont.
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BORES AND SHOOTING.
MIDDLEVILLE, Mich,, Dec. 1%— 'Editor Forest and

Stream: In your edition of Nov, 12, "Answers to

Correspondents," in reply to "B. E. H.,'" Chicago, you
state tiaat a 10-bore loaded with Aidis. powder and l|oz.

shot will kill at greater distance than a 12 -bore loaded
with S-^drs powder and l^nz. shot. No. 6 in both cases,

both guns choked alike. Now I do not write this to get
up an argument, but in order to learn something. I. have
owned and used many guns from 8 to 20-bore, and have
looked for (and I am still trying to find) a gun that will

kill the furthest. From my own experience, I find that
a 2O-b0re will kill as far as an 8. But the greater bore has
the largest killinjs: circle, consequently the 8 and 10-bore
are the guns for flock shootuag, and in shooting at a single

object, flying or running, one does not have" to hold as

close as with a 16 or 20, two great advantages. But I con-
tend that a 20 gauge, all things being equal, will kill a
single bird, fox or rabbit at as great distance as an 8 or 10.

After reading the above answer to "B. E, ±1." I looked
up some of my brother sportsmen. First we used three
Eemingtons, all same model, and, so far as I could judge,
choked alike, viz., 10, 16 and 20. The first two were
loaded as "B. R. H." described, and I loaded the 20 with
3drs. powder and loz. No. 6 shot. Everything Avas as

equal as we could make it. Then we used two Colt guns,
10 and 16, and lastly four other guns of 10, 12, 16 and 20
All guns were fired four times from a rest, i. e., the shooter
sitting down with a muzzle rest, one man shooting all, at

a target, two barrels at 40 and two at 60yds, distance,

with new target for each. shot. The result showed that
the 16 and 2C-bores gave aa good penetration and pattern
as the 10 and 12. The small bores would have killed a
duck or rabbit sitting still as well as the others. But of

course on a flock of birds the 10 gave a far larger kUling
circle. We also tried an 8-bore American trigger action
with still better results as to flock shooting.

We brother sportsmen wish to live and learn, and for

many years I have culled from the Foeest AiSTD Stream;
many great benefits have I derived therefrom. I came to

this village last August for my health, which was much
impaired from a three years' residence in the so-called

Sunny South, and my 20 "bore Parker has given me much
pleasure among the squirrels, quail, partridges and rabbits,

while my lO bore has seen no service except in the hands
of some friends from G-rand Eapids city, who came to

me to enjoy the pleasures of hunting or fishing. I have
often had the pleasure of seeing some of my crude letters

in your paper, and expect to look you up some time next
spring in your busy city office.

In reply to our friend who gets his gum boots full of

water, use hot oats, shake out, heat over and refill. Sand
Avill sometimes stick in the lining of same and work into

one's stockings to irritate the feet, oats should be free

from dirt or dust.
I would like to hear from some of the brotherhood on

range and bore of shotguns, as one is never too old to

learn. Bryan the Still-Hunter,

THE FLIGHT OF THE WILD GEESE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
During the few days past a number of the largest

flocks of geese that have ever been seen from here passed
over on their southward migration trip.

We have often wondered, and probably many others
have also, why the sight of a noble flock of wild geese on
the wing wiirsend a thrill through every nerve in one's

system. If the flock is near to a sportsman the feeling is

nothing strange. When he in his excitement quickly
grasps his shotgun or his trusty rifle for the purpose of

giving them a shot, it is very plain to every one present
that in him the ardor of the true hunter is fully aroused,
and his love for sport then comes forth in its full

strength. But when the flock is far beyond the reach of
the longest ranged rifle shot, and the angle made by
those converging lines is grandly cutting its way through
the blue on a course straight as an arrow toward the
south, or if in springtime, toward the unknown lands far

to the north, even then at the sight that same thrill

comes over one, be he Bj)ortsman or not, and one will

stop to watch the flock with all eagerness and to listen to

its resonant honk, lionk, until the sight and sound of the
flying angle is lost in the distance. Is that thrilling sen-

sation due to the natural feeling of the hunter, a feeling

latent in the breast of nearly every member of the human
family, civilized or savage, which then comes over the
watcher? or is it owing to a slight momentary develop-

ment of the germs of that state of unrest that through
all past ages has impelled man onward to wander by sea
or land over the face of the earth and to make discoveries

and settlements in the uttermost parts of it? Or is it due
to some other cause? Who can tell? A. L. L.

to recover the bird. The stump of the wing had partially
healed, showing that the bird had been injured some days
before. In other respects the bird appeared to be in a
perfectly healthy condition, and as Bang is nothing if

not a good retriever not a feather was mussed as I took it

from the dog's mouth.
Placed on the ground the woodcock at first would

jump into the air, but his one wing would instantly turn
him over back on to the ground. Getting on his feet
again he would stretch out this wing, trailing it along the
grass, and with tail cocked up and his head, seemingly
heavy with its long bill, arched back, would strut about
with great dignity.
His eyes were as clear as a pebbly brook, and the color-

ing and shading on his wings, back and breast were deli-

cate, but clearly defined, far different from the quickly
fading plumage of a dead bird. Taking a Kodak camera
from the cart, I made Bang, who, despite his ten years,
was almost silly with such a treat, point the bird again
and again as it stepped daintily about. It was laughable
to make the dog's legs in turn halt in the air with a
"whoa!" as he crawled along quivering with excitement
after that bird. Altogether it was an interesting and
unique experience, but with the drawback of having the
pictures ttu"n out poorly, F'lin,

Plain Htll, Oonn.

MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION.

THE close of the sixteenth fyear of the Massachusetts
Fish and Game Protective Association was cele-

brated last Thurday evening by a reunion and banquet at
the Hotel Brunswick, in Boston. Covers were laid for
175. Among the invited guests were State Treasurer
Geo. A. Harden, Hon. Wm. E. Barrett, Hon. Asa French
and Hon. Henry G. Dorr, of Vermont. In a happily
worded but informal after-dinner speech, President Ed-
ward A. Samuels reviewed the work and growth of the
Association, and felicitated the members upon the soci-

ety's past record, present prosperity and promise for the
future. Alluding to his long tenure of office Mr. Samuels
spoke feelingly and with fullest appreciation of the honor
which had thus been conferred upon him, and assured
his fellows that if mistakes had been made they had been
of the head and not of the heart. As we announced last

week Mr, Samuels will retire from the presidency with
the close of the year; he has labored long and devotedly
in the interests of the Association: and the bpst wish any
of its friends can express for the society is that the suc-
cessor of its outgoing officer may show equal devotion
and felicity in advancing the work and building up the
organization.
The Association has a -membership of 525 names on the

roll, representing seventy difl^erent towns and cities, and
with constantly growing influence and public esteem.
The treasury shows a good balance, and the Association
has a permanent fund which will be increased at the
January meeting. The committee on the introduction of
birds has liberated in the State 170 pinnated grouse,
many Northern hares and Arizona and California quail,

with (1,600 Eastern quail. Mr. Samuels expressed bis

conviction that for the proper performance of the work
of protection the Association should have under its con-
trol a salaried game oflicer.

Other speakers were State Treasurer Marden, who as-

sured the Association that in its special work the common-
wealth were behind it; Speaker Barrett and Judge French,
who advocated the passage of a law giving trout cultur-

ists permission to sell the products of their private
hatcheries at any time during the year. Music was fur-

nished by the Harvard Glee Club.
Letters of regret were read from Gov, Eussell, Senator

Aldrich, of Khode Island; U, S. Commissioner McDonald,
Capt, J. W. Collins, of Washington; I. O. Woodworth
and Arthur Richardson, president of the Southern Masaa-
chusetts Fish and Game Association.

The Handy Closer just announced by the Bridge-
port Gun Implement Co. is here figured. It is designed
to meet the demand for a smooth, even crimper, giving
uniform pressure on the wads, bo absolutely essential

when loading nitro powders. The closer has a straight

GUN, DOG AND CAMERA.

ON October 30, as Let and I were starting out for shoot-

ing, a friend stopped us, saying he had seen a par-

tridge cross the road and enter a small run well known
by us. As we would pass the place on our way to the
shooting grounds decided upon for the day, we thanked
the man and said we would give the bird a try. Upon
reaching the place Let said he would hunt up the narrow
run with his dog, while I had better keep along in the
open on the further side, lest the bird should flush wild
and fly across the fields toward some large woods. I

agreed, and asking Bang to heel in, kept abreast of Let's

dog as he worked up along. After a few moments I

noticed that my dog was inclined to be more interested

in nosing around on the ground than in obeying my com-
mand, and I was obliged to speak sharply to him several

times.
We reached the upper end without starting the part-

ridge, whereupon I told Bang to "hie on," thinking that
perhaps he might have better luck in starting the bird

than the other dog. Instead of entering the run he
turned, and with nose down galloped quickly back in the
direction we had come. About half way down the side

of the run he showed up and then stopped short on a

point. A.3 I had walked within a foot or two of where
the dog now was, I thought it was probably an old scent

that tickled his nose; so I told him to "go on." He did

so, and as some bird sprang into the air he caught it and
brought it to me. Imagine my surprise when I found
that it was a live woodcock. Upon examination I dis-

covered that the bird had but one wing, the other evi-

dently having been shot off by Bome one who had failed

feed lever and patent expansive follower, which adapts
itself to any thickness of paper shell, and in crimping,
exerts a uniform and equal pressure upon the wads, ir-

respective of the weight of the charge. This follower
virtually restores the interior surface of the shell, burn-
ishing the broken texture of the paper and produces the
cleanest crimp possible, By reversing the hardened
steel pins, either a round or square crimp can be made,
one end of the pins being curved, the other end flat.

KALA3IAZ00, Mich., Dec. 14.—The open season expires

to-morrow, and I am sure everyone is glad that the game
is to have a rest. Quail have been abundant ; the wood-
cock were plenty, while a scarcity of ruffed grouse
seemed general, and ducks are almost a thing of the past

in Michigan. The ppring shooters may be thanked for

the decrease of the wildfowl; they have done their work
of murder well.—Bbn O, Bvm.

Wisconsin Deer Hounding.—Appleton, Wis.—More
regard has been given to the illegal hounding of deer this

season just past than ever before, not that hounding was
stopped, but It was carried on in far less degree and not
so openly as heretofore.—C. V. Y=

'm mid ^iv^t fishing.

Angling Talks. By George Daivson. Price 60 cents. Fly-
Bods and Fly-Tackle. By H. P. Wells. Price $S.50. Fly-
FisMng and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. H, Keetie.

Price $1.50. American Angler''s Book. By Thad. NotiHs.
Price $5.50.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Booh o1

the Game Laws.

TROUTING IN THE CASCADES.-H.
THE MOLALLA COUNTRY.

WHAT a lovely morning! Birds were warbling their
sweetest melodies, Mongolian cocks were ci'owing

down in the meadow and natm'e seemed to have donned
her holiday attire to receive us, I was anxious to be on
the stream, but as usual the coffee-pot took its own time
to bon and Ira was irritatingly slow about hitching
up. His gush, which at any other time might have been
interesting, was now annoying. Finally my suspicions
were verified. He declared that we must come back to
his house to sleep, as those loneljr woods were no fit

place for a city lady to spend the night in, to eay noth-
ing about the comfort of the rest of the crowd. His
anxiety about our comfort and welfare was certainly
laudable and would have been duly appreciated had it

not been that I was well aware that he had at least a
dozen untold bear stories left over from the previous
night.
My wife had spent her girlhood in Iowa and its takes

years for one to rid themselves of that vague suspicion
and dread of the dense woods, born of a life on the open
prairies. Her attentiveness to his remarks about the
lonely woods at night convinced Jra that he had touched
the right chord and he at once set about making the most
of it.

No matter what was said or what transpired it would
remind him of some blood-curdling thing that had
occurred in the lonely woods of the Molalia, and of course
he had to tell it; and I can assure you that it lost none of
its horrors by his relation. I was disposed to he angry
with him, for I had spent much time and English in try-
ing to convince my wife that the woods wouldn't bite,

and that there was not a wild animal in the forests of

Oregon that would harm her. But finally he overreached
himself. The call to breakfast reminded him of how a
cougar had come right into Mac Eamsey's yard down
there by the creek and eaten up Mac's baby. Mrs,
Moody herself couldn't stand this and corrected him:
"Now, Ira," said she, "you know the cougar did not eat
the child np, but onl^ grabbed it and jumped over a
log, and when Mac's wife ran screaming after him he
dropped the baby and went up a tree." Of course the
true statement of the case was calculated to allay my
wife's fears. She probably mentally calculated how
much larger than Mac's baby one would have to be before
the covgar would turn tail and run instead of stopping to

dine, I told Ira plainly, at last, that I hoped that he, out
of respect for the friendship that had existed so long
between us, would refrain from saying anything more
about cougars, lynx, bob cats and bears in my wife's
presence or she would insist on going home. This was a
phase of the stibject that had escaped Ira and he. mellowed
down a lit^tle. Thereafter he would cut his infernal
yarns short at just the wn-ong place, audibly admonishing
himself that he "expected he'd better not tell the rest of

the story, as it might scare Mrs. Greene." 1 never knew
Ira to be guilty of any other mean trick. I believe he
would freely have given his team of grays to have u&
stop at his house every night while we were in, the Molalia
country.
When one is in a hurry everybody else seems to be hor-

ribly slow. At last we started. The same load, the same
passengers, everything the same as the day before except
that there was one more dog. Ira's dog went along to

initiate Mike in the mysteries of the Molalia woods. It

is really amusing to watch a country dog show his city

cousin around. He doesn't talk as much as his master,
but is fully as entertaining. If he strikes a familiar rab-
bit runway or a hollow tree that he knows is the home of

an old coon, he will in some manner soon let his com-
panion into the secret, and you would think from their

maneuvers that they were just about to accomplish what
the home dog had been unable for months to do without
help. Human pature and dog nature are much alike in

many respects.

Passing the barn, Ira was reminded that we had better

fill a straw tick and take it along for our bed. Mothing
that I could say about moss and hemlock boughs could
alter his determination. So the straw tick was procured
and filled . Then on we went down and across the roaring
Molalia and on up the rugged trail that wound along
Milk Creek. Before crossing the Molalia, Ira pointed out
the spot where a cougar had killed his best dog after coax-
ing him out away from the house one dark night. Also
the tree where, a week before, they had killed the biggest
bob-cat he ever saw. My wife by this time manifested a
disposition to agree with Ira about everything and parti-

cularly about the desperate chances a person took that

slept in the lonely woods. The rascal himself had slept

alone hundreds of times in more dense and remote forests,

with the shadows for sheets and the soft side of a rock
for a pillow, without giving danger a passing thought.
Billy, all this time, was a disinterested spectator of the
conflict—his love of camp life just about offsetting hlB

regard for home comforts.
By ten o'clock we had our tents pitched in a beautiful

fir grove not far below the mouth of Canyon Creek near
the last house on the trail that led up to the "huckleberry
patch.''

It was the first time 1 had ever seen Milk Creek. The
rapids and pools, of which we had caught occasional

glimpses, made me more fidgety than I had been during
the preceding night, and I could hardJy restrain myself.

I didn't want to exhibit my natural disposition, but you
can imagine my feelings when Billy suggested that he
and Fay could finish the camp if I could get a few troiit

for dinner. Of course I did not like to leave poor Billy

there at work while I was off' fishing; of course not.

Nevertheless I reluctantly took my fly-rod and after turn-

ing the first bend in the trail, skinned for Milk Creek ae

if wfi were all Btarving and one trout would Bave the
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whole camp. How natural it is to hurry to a creek. One
would think that the trout were just ready to take wing.
I sometimes wonder if anglers had to be in sxich a hurry
in good old Izaak's time, To my certain knowledge they
have hurried the same way for thirty years and still the
trout and bass have taken wing only in the figurative
sense.

Of course my whip carried three iJies : Royal-coachman
for tail fly, and brown-haokie and professor for droppers.
In a country wbere trout are as plentiful and bold as in
this, three flies are none too many.
Although not of a particularly nervous disposition. I

must admit that iu my efforts to get my rod togetber I
quivered with excitement until my teetb chattered. It
was the finest trout stream [ had ever seen Avithout an
angler's foot-path along its banks; and I was to have the
pleasure of introducing the whole royal household of
freckled beauties to such bright flies as had never been
dreamed of in their philosophy.
There is more joy in anticipation than in reabzalion,

even though one realizes the full measure of anticipation;
and uncertainty as to results only adds tone to an ticipa-
tion. How could I know whether there was a trout in
the stream? And yet in a trout country such water must
bear fruit. All these things ran through my mind while
getting ready for my first cast.
Taking my stand on a rock that commanded a pool just

below a low fall, I hesitatingly tendered the lure. It'was
a bungling cast: my dry leader curled and fell in a bunch,
but who would have thought that under that placid sur-
face there vvere bo many watchful eyesV A flash, a strike,
and a trout, in about the time it takes to tell it. 1 was not
entitled to a trout for that cast, but got one all the same,
Recognizing the fact that the trout was entitled to credit
for being able to pick a fly out of such a tangled mess,
I broke his neck and slipped him into the basket, without
wasting time to admire him. Hastily straightening my
leader, I put the flies at the same spot, for the trout had
seen something that excited their bumps of alimentive-
ness, and the whole pool was ajsth; Smack, smack, here
and there, as they rushed at phantom flies, admonished
me that now was tJie accepted time. Whir r-r-r, went
my reel, but before I could land the fish the joints of my
leader seemed to get rheumatic. Instead of beautiful
curves and lofty tumbling there was twitching and jerk-
ing like a balky team. There was not much strain on my
rod, but the leader seemed to be in a fit. I let them fight
it out, and finally landed three beauties. That's enough
for one cast, particularly when one uses but three flies.

So it went, sometimes one. oftener two, and now an<i
then three at a cast—Dolly Vardensand rainbows from 8
to 18in. in length. That was the kind of a l;rout stream
I had found, S. H, CtREENE.
PoHTLANU, Qregpii.

A BACK CAST.
12f an article with the caption "Black Bass 'Waters of

the State of New York," written in 183? for the
-'•'Game Laws of the State of New York," issued by the
J^astern New York Fish and G-ame Protective Association,
I made a claim that none of the interior waters of the
8tate originally contained black bass, "except possibly
the group of lakes in the western-central part be an ex-
ception," and Like George, which got its supply of this
fish from Lake Champlain through the connecting stream
in the long ago.
Soon after the article appeared in print exception was

taken to the claim that Lake George was the original
habitat of the black bass, and a counter-claim was made
that the lake was stocked with 40 black bass brought
from Lake Champlain between 1840 and 1850, This last
statement I had every reason to believe was incorrect,
for there are men living who caught black baes in Lake
George prior to 1840, but I had no documentary evidence
to oft'er that the bass were native to the lake. It is
recorded in Brown's ''American Angler's Guide" that Mr.
John D. Keese caught a black bass of olbs. 9oz. in
Lake George during the summer of 1844, and that at that
time this fish was distributed throughout the lake and
aft'orded good fishing. This fact would dispose of the
claim of their introduction between 1840 and 1850.
After a diligent search, extending over several years, I

have found some additive testimony regarding the
presence of black bass in Lake G eorge, in a copy of the
Warrm County Messenger, of Sept, .3, 1830, as follows:

"Notice to all whom it mav concern. An appHcaUim. will be
made on the first day (or as soon thereafter as counsel can be
heard) of tlie next term of the court of Common Pleas for the
county of Warrea, to be held at this Court House in Caldwell, on
the twenty-first day of September next, for certain orders orrules
for the purpose, and in the words frdlowing. to wit:
To the HoiioraUe Horatio BueU, Thnmas Patterson and Horain

Barlx-r, Judges of the County Courts in and for the County of
Warren, of wMch the Coninum Plea« is one:

The undersigned, freeholders and inhabitants residing in the
towns of Queenshury, Caldwell. Bolton. Hague and Chester, in
said county, pray that in order to ren-ulate the fishing in the
Iloricou, or Lake George, and Schroon Lake in said county, that
an order or rule, to the tenor and effect following, mav be granted
and entered in the minutes of the Court at the next term thereof,
in parsuance of the Statute in such case made and provided, that
IB to say-;

'On reading and filina- the petitions of certain freeholders of the
towns of Queenshury, Caldwell, Bolton, Ha.gue and Chester, pray-
ing the Court to regulate the tishing in the Horicou , or Lake
Georae. and the ischroon Lake, in the countv of Warren, and on
proof made nf due notice having been given of sach intended ap-
plication to r»=s:nlaie said fisihing.'
'"Jliinfor 6 ordered. That no person shall spear or hook up, with

hooKS fastened to sticks or poles, any of the fish commonly called
kite trout, or any of the fish commonly called ?ja^s, in anv of the
waters of either of the aforesaid lakes, lying within the county of
Warren. No person shall catch or take in any way. or by means
or manner, any lake trout in the waters aforesaid, betweea the
drat day of October and the first day of January, nor any bass
from the fifteenth day of April to the fifteenth day of June, in
each and every year, from and after the first day of November
nexr, for the tnrm of three years.
"And he itfuHMr ordered. That whoever shall violate either or

any of the pro\'isions of the foregoing rule or order, shall, for
every offence forfeit twenty-five dollars.
"Any person may commence a suit in his owu name for the re-

covery of any penalty, for a violation of axiy of the provisions of
the toregoing order, but when the recovery shall be had, it shall
be the duty of the Court before whom such recovery was had, to
give notice thereof to one of the sup'rintendputs" of the poor
house, to one of whom, when any such penalty shall be collected
the sa me shall be paid.
Any person havine in his or her possession, In any town in said

county, any fresh lake trout, between the first day of October and
the first day of January, or any 6a*8 between the first day of April
and the niteeuth day of June, shall be deemed guilty of having
violated the provisions of this order.

Peteii U. Thbkhhoose, Thos Vaughn-,
Lrewis L. PixLEY. Henht Pike.

,
DiLwiN Gardnjjb., James Paxileteb."

. ij^^y w3, 1S3U,

This -proposed order or rule is interesting for Bewmai -

reasons. It establishes the fact that black bass were not
introduced into Lake George after 1840. On the contrary,
so early as 1830 it was deemed necessary to take measures
to prevent their decrease through methods that were un-
sportsmanlike, and this would indicate that the bass were
not new to this lake, as certainly the trout were not, and
they, too, needed protection. It also indicated that the
dastardly practice of hooting bass off their beds at the
spawning season was practiced at that time as it has been
through all the years since, until comparatively few
black bass are left in the lake. It indicates that sports-
men—for every man who signed that notice was a sports-
man, and his deeds as such are talked about to this day

—

realized over sixty years ago that in order to enforce a
fish law a possession clause must be added; and it further
indicates that fish laws were as carelessly drawn in 1830
as in 1890, for the bass season is made to open April 15,
while it was illegal to have bass in possession from April
1 to April 15.

It is noteworthy that the ride or order I have quoted is

distinguished for being the first movement made in this
State to protect and make a close season for black bass
by legal methods; and it was made possible by a law en-
acted within three years previous, which conferred power
upon the courts of Common Pleas, upon an appHcation of
six freeholders, to regulate fishing within their jurisdic-
tion for a period not to exceed three years.
In fHct, the only fish mentioned in the general fishing

laws thatwere in operation at the time this order went into
effect were saltnon and pike. The laws of 1810 protected
salmon from Oct. .30 to Feb. 1, and the laws of 1837 pro-
vided that pike should not be speared in. the Hudson. I

am inclined to think that this referred to the pike-perch
and not the true pike, now generally called pickerel
throughout the State.
In 1815 there was a law passed which regulated the use

of nets, but no specific fish are mentioned. There was
also a law passed in 1822 which made it illegal to poison
fish, but Etimonds's Eevised Statutes, which is supposed
to cover all the laws from the organization of the State
in 1777 to a much later period than we write of, mentions
no other fish laws than those we have referred to as
being in force in 1830. There was, however, a colonial
law for the protection of salmon in 1771 , and a deer law in
1705, being the first law for the protection of game iu New
York. In 1830 black bass were beginning to establish
themselves in the waters along the Erie Canal, which
tboroughfare brought them into and across.the central
part of the State from Lake Erie, when it was dug in
1825: but the indiscriminate planting of black bass, now
so much the fashion, had not then commenced, The
phraseology of the petition quoted might lead one to sup-
pose that Schroon Lake contained black bass at that time:
but this is not so, *'Horicon, or Lake George, and the
Schroon Like in the cotmty of Warren" both contained
lake trout, but the fortner only contained black bass.
Oaly a part of Schroon Lake is in Warren county, and
for that matter, or.Iv a part of Lake George.
Up to about 1845* there were no fish in Schroon Lake

except trout and yeilow-peiehs then 40 vike (Esocc: lucms)
—these fish mwt not be confused with "pike-perch, v,'all-

eyed pike, or Champlain pike, a« they are variously
called—were brought from Lake Charapiain and planted
in Schroon. My uncle, a man with a local reputation as
a skillful and unremitting angler second to none, a con-
temporary of all the signers of the foregoing petition, and
now over eighty years of age, clearly remembers the
introduction of the so called jjickerel into Schroon Lake,
and in vigorous language has ever since censured those
who introduced the "sharks" into trout waters, for it was
this planting which distributed this '"pickerel" through
many waters in northeastern New York. It is possible
that with lapse of time the 40 '-pickerel" have been con-
verted into 40 black bans, and their destination changed
from Schroon Lake to Lake George, This is the only
way that I can account for the claim that 40 black bass
were taken from Lake Champlain to Lake George between
1840 and 1850. The black bass were not introduced into
Schroon Lake until some years later than 1845—probably
about 1860. Tradition has it that the original plant of
black bass came from E finer Lakp, in Saratoga county,
which was stocked from Saratoga Lake, and that lake in
turn was stocked from the Hudson River.
The Hudson River, by the way, was stocked in sections

by three instalments of black bass. First, the lower part
of the river through the Erie Canal; second, the middle
portion, from Sacondaga River southward from Effner
Lake, which empties into the Sacondaga, and the upper
part through Schroon River or East Branch of the Hud-
son from Salmon Lake. The last-named section has
been stocked within the past ten years, resulting in de-
stroying some excellent spring trout fishing in the upper
reaches of the stream.

It will be noticed that in the pioneer fish law that I
have quoted. Cooper's name of Horicon, although not
spelled as Cooper spelled it, is given as the alternative of
Lake George, as if to identify the lake. This is the only
instance, so far as I can learn, in which the novelist's
name for the lake is used in a legal document. The
names of the six petitioners recall many angling exploits
attributed to them and a fund of stories of their fishing
trips. For instance, Mr. Gardner causht the largest brook
trout ever caught* in the waters of Warren county, and

* Since writing this letter I find that Headley wrote from
Schroon Lake in 1848 as follows: '"The water is very pure and
cold, and salmon trout were once found in it in abundance.
Latterly, however, they have become more scarce, so four years
since some men living on it'^ banks got a few pickerel and put
them in as a basis of a new stock of fish. It was agreed on all
hands not to take any out for four years. The time being expired
this spring, they commenced spearing them, and the Quantities
they hav^e caught almost sumasses belief. Hundreds of pounds
have been taken, some" of the fish weighing 13 and 131bs. The
rapidity with which they bred is equalled only by the ratio of in-
crease in size, for a growth of ilbs. per annum is almost incred-
ible. It was doubtless owing to the abundance and richness of
the food sad the perfect adapLness of the water to their wants
and habits."

more scarce," and yet for thirty-four years succeeding the date of
that statement the lake trout fishing in Schroon Lake was ex-
cellent in spite of the presence of the pickerel, Nothing was done
to increase the lake trout in Schroon until 1882, when 200,000 eggs
were sent there from one of the State hatcheries, and were
hatched and the fry planted in the lake. In Aueuat of that year
I fished in the lake one morning before breakfast with Monroe
Green and caught four trout trolling at the bott om. At that time
it could not he said that lake trout were scarce but their food was
scarce, so scarce that the trout were obliged to go on the shoals in
August and feed on yellow perch. The pickerel had destroyed
thefoodsujpply.and it was reaaiy tood that was regui-red more
than troat try.—A< N. C.

he caught it in the Hudson River at the mouth of Clen-
don Brook, which for the past eight or nine years has
been used as a nursery for young sea salmon, Mr. Three-
house is credited with catching the largest lake trout of
his day in Lake George. Mr. Pike was particularly fond
of catching the fish that bears his name, but which is

generally called pickerel,
"This reminds me." Within the past few years pickerel

(Esox reticulatus). the genuine article, have made their
appearance in the Upper Hudson, How they came there
no one seems to know, but they are increasing rapidly,
much more so than the pike lucms. At first but an oc-
casional pickerel was taken, and now out of five fish of
this family taken, three will be pickerel and two pike,

I will not close this without telling at least one story
of these old-time fishermen. It was an unwritten law in
their time that a man who cut a hole in the ice for the
purpose of fishing in the winter, was entitled to the use
of the hole as long as the ice lasted. Ice might form in
the hole almost to its original thickness, and be cut out
again and again by another person, but upon the appear-
ance of the original ctitter the hole most be given up to
his use.
One day Mr. Pixley started for a day's perch fishing,

the ice was very thick and it was something of a task to
cut a hole, and besides, it retpiired time. He thought he
might find a hole cut that he could use, btit arriving on
the ice he found the only hole that was cut occupied by a
Quaker friend, Roger Haviland, whereupon occurred this
conversation: "Roger, that is my hole you are fishing
in." "Maybe, Lewis, maybe; but I have cut it out enough
times this winter to own it, unless you cut it very early.
AVhen did you cut if:"' "I cut it last winter." The claim
was strong enough to get most anything else, but it did
not get the hole. A. N. Ghbwy.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, ni., Dec. 19.—A raeetijag for the organiza-

tion of a fly-casting club will be held at Von
Lengerke & Antoine's sporting goods store, 346 Wabash
avenue, Monday evening next, and it is thought tha.t a
dozen or so of members will sign the first manifesto.
Through the courtesy of Capt. J, H, Barnett and some
of his associate officers of the First Regiment, it is thought
that the club can be admitted, for occasional winter
practice, into thef First Regiment Armory, a magnificent
building with an unbroken hall covering a quarter of a
block, and a ceiling four stories high. The possibilities

of this will at once unfold to the fly- caster who sotue
times longs for a place to try his hand to keep in practice
during the winter months,
Mr. Geo. T. Farmer mentions a novel and very killing

bait which hfi has tried for trout in the North, "You
kill a red squirrel," says he, " and cutoff a little strip of
skin about 3in, long and ^in, wide in the middle, tapering
to both e.nds, leaving a little of the flesh on the inside of
the skin. You bait this through one end. When it gets
wet it will all curl up around the hook, and it makes the
best caterpillar ever you saw." I don't see why this
would not be a good bait for bass also.

Mild weather has kept the ice out of our lakes so far.
Wardens Jeff, Smith and F, L. Buck will make a visit to
the lakefe as soon as a hard freeze comes. It is not thought
that the residents on the main chain of the Fox Lake
system will make much trouble, but the law may not be
obeyed so well upon the smaller lakes.
The John Wilkinson Co. will remove from their pres-

ent ciuarters at 859 State street, as soon as suitable store
room elsewhere can be obtained, but no definite arrange-
ments have yet been concluded. The tackle trade will
be emphasized^_ E. HouaH.

Pollution of Waters.—The following, upon the
destruction of fish by culm from the coal mines of
Pennsylvania, is taken from the Harrisburg Patriot, of
Dec. 7: "Jesse Rittenhouse, one of the comtnissiouers
of Columbia county, writes to Thomas Hargest. Esq.,
attorney for the State Fish Commission, inqttiring if there
is no way of preventing coal operators from putting all

their culm from their mines in the streams. Mr. Ritten-
house says he would like to show Fish Warden Nicholas,
of this city, several streams that flow into otheis full of
fish where the culm is killing the finest trout he would
wish to see. The streams Mr. Rittenhouse refers to he
says are as black as ink," This recalls the letter of Mr.
J. T. Bare, published in Forest and Stream last spring,
upon the same pollution observed in the Susquehanna
River at Bainbridge, Pa. It also calls to mind the vast
amount of cedar chips and shavings to be seen at the same
place. These chips on Oct. 30 were as thick on the York
county side of the river as well-formed slush ice, and
are continually coming down. These are from the isaper
mill at York Haven.—BoN.

Tickling Trodt,—New York, Dec. 14:.—Editor Forest
and Stream: I was amused by reading in your last
number, when "O. O. S." made fun of the Gerrnan catch-
ing trout with his hand. He perhaps had never heard
that trout, like some other beings, like to be tickled. In
a rocky stream, such as many of the streams in Wales,
you will generally find two holes under a stone; you put
your left hand over the bole, and then carefully try in
the other with your right; if there, is a trout there, the
moment you touch him commence tickling him very
gently on his sid^, he won't move; you continue it till

you reach the gills and then grab him. I have tickled
many a one when a boy. I used to think it good fun, but
if you should happen to tickle a water rat he would most
likely make it unpleasant for you,—R, A. T.

Early Fishino,—Shad have already appeared upon
the North Carolina coast this month, several weeks earlier
than ustial. About New Years the stake nets on the
marshes, it is expected, will be in operation and furnish
shad in moderate quantities. It is reported that already
the best roe shad have sold in the Norfolk, Va,, market at
a dollar a pair. Bluefish are being taken in large quan-
tities on the North Carolina coast at present.—BoN,

"FOREST AND STREAM."
On January 7 the "Forest and Stream"

will be permanently enlarged to 32 pages.
The price will remain the sam.e.
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AN ENLARGED "FOREST AND STREAM."
T\7'ITH the issue of Jan. 7 next, which will be the
" ^ fixet number of its thirty-eighth volume, the

Forest and Stream will be permanently enlarged from
twenty-eight to thirty-two pages.

This change has been made necessary by the growth
of the special interests to which the paper is devoted,

and by the corresponding requirement of more space for

their adequate presentation. The enlargement is to be
taken as an earnest of our purpose to increase the in-

terest, usefulness and value of the Forest and Steeam;
and by means of the better opportunities thus afforded,

to maintain for it the character it has so long enjoyed
as the representative sportsman's journal of America.
Each of the departments will be benefitted by the

change —Sportsman Tourist, Natural History, Game Bag
and Gun, Sea and Eiver Fishing—and, in pisrticular, our

news column?—the Kennel, Yacht and Canoe, Rifle and
Trap. The generous amount of space now given to Ken-
nel will be maintained, and the room devoted to Trap
Shooting will be so enlarged as to make the department
the most comprehensive and the best arranged contem-
porary record of that sport.

Since this joixrnal was established eighteen years ago,

the popularity of sports with the rod and the gun has
advanced with giant strides; and in the development of

those manly recreations the Foeest and Stream has
taken no unimportant part. With their growth it has
kept equal pace in worth, in influence, in circulation

and in generous public recognition. What; it h&s been
it will be. The record of the past contains the abundant
promise for the future.

In 1892 and the years that shall follow, as in 1891 and
the years that have passed, the Forest jnd Stream
will stand for all that is best and truest in field sports-

manship; and it will strive to meiit fi-om its growing
hosts of friends a continuation of that warm apprecia-

tion and indorsement with which it is now favored.

One word remains to be said t The price will remain
unchanged; |4 per year. Subscribe now.

PENNSYLVANIA FISH COMMISSION.

AT a meeting held in "Washington. D. C, Dec. IS, Messrs.
Ford, Powell, Stilwell and Welshon were present.

One of the most important items of business considered was
the construction of the fish transportation car, for which a a
appropriation of $5,000 was made hy thf Legislature, und
this item determined the selection of Wasfalagton as the
place of meeting. There the plans and specifications of the
cars built for the XJ. S, Fish Commission can be studied and
theii- equiprnent and management fully investigated. Before
the Commissioners make the contract 'for building they will
examine the plans of the cars belonging to Michigan and
New York, and try to combine as many as possible of the
good features of all the cars now in use within the limit of
the appropriation. Considerable attention will be paid to
the distribution of large fish, and apparatus for hatching
eggs en route will be provided,
A sub.iect of the utmost importance to the anglers of Penn-

sylvania is the pollution of streams by washing culm. The
injury to the fish is already so pronounced from Nanticoke
to Bainbridge in the Susquehanna and some of its tributa-
ries that general alarm is felt, and the people and press are
vigorously denouncing the outrageous practice. In Harris-
burg the Board of Trade and Board of Health have joined in
the protest against this evil, and it is certain that the cru-
sade opened by Mr. Powell will soon crush out the common
enemy of health and the fisheries. The Board of Health is
concerned in the matter because the reservoirs for drinking
water are becoming so full of the black sediment that a
pitcher left standing over night will contain nearly a half
inch of the deposit on the bottom. The spawning beds of
the bass, pike-perch and other game fishes are destroyed
and many good fishing grounds are deserted. An attorney
has been empowered by the Commission to lirosecute all .such
cases, and if existing laws will not avail for the protection
of the public new legislation will be earnestly demanded.
Chairman Ford appointed Mr. Welshon a committee of

one to call on Governor Pattison and urge him to confer
with the Governor of Maryland on the vitally important
subject of the protection of fish in that part of the Susque-
hanna which flows through Maryland. In this stretch of 12
or 14 miles fish baskets are legalized and their number is
legion. Here the best efforts of the PennsylvaniaFish Com-
mission in the upper waters of the river are minimized by
one of the worst implements of fish destruction known to
civilization. Millions of young shad and herring, and
thousands of black bass, striped bass and pike-psrch are
annually crushed out of existence against the walls and
platforms of these barbarous traps. No amotmt of argu-
ment from persons interested in the welfare of the fishes has
yet availed to turn the tide against the baskets, and now a
last resource will be called into requisition and we trust it
may prove adequate to the occasion.
Preliminary arrangements were made for the exhibition of

Pennsylvania fishes and fishculture at the World's Fair,
and the various counties of the State were redistricted under
the charge, of the Commissioners most available for the
region. The meeting then adjourned subject to the call of
the president of the board.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatmentin Disease. By
Ashmont. Price $S. Kennel Record and Account Book.
Price p. Training vs. BreaMnq. By S, T. Ha/minond.
Price $1. First Bessom in Dog Training, vMh Points of
all Breeds. Price so cents.

FIXTURES.
{For fuller deMils see issue of Dec. S,)

DOG SHOWS.
Dec. m to Jan. 3.—Glovorsvllle. N. Y. JT. B. ZMtnmer, Sec'y.

1803.

.Jan. 5 to 8.—Albany, N. Y. W. C. House, Fort Plain, N.Y., Sec'y.
Jan. 5 to 9.—Charleston, S. O. Benj. Mclnniss, Sec'y.
.Jan. 13 to 16.—Columbia, S. O. F. F. Capers, Greenville, Sec'y,
Jan. 21 to 25.—Elmira, N. Y. O. A. Bowman, Sec'v.
Feb. 9 to 13,—Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y.
Feb. 16 to Ifl.-Jackson, Mich. Chas. H. finhl, Seo'y.
Feb. 23 to g6.—New York. James Mortimer, Suvt.
March 1 to 4.—Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown. 8(»c'r.
March 8 to 11.—Washington, D. C. F. S.Webster. 738 B'way,N.Y,
March 15 to 18 -Pittsburgh, Pa. W. E. Littell. Sec'y.
April 7 to 10 —Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore, Sec'y.
April 20 to 33 —Loa Angeles, Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 4 to 7,—San Francisco, Cal. H. L. MUler, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
1892.

Jan. 11-13 —Bexsr Field Trials. San Antonio, Texas.
Jan. 18.—Paciflc Fielil Trials, Rabersvilie, Cal.

. -.Southern Field Trials, New Albany. Miss.

AN ALBINO BROOK TROUT.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have received from Col. John Gay a small albino brook

trout, Sin. long, which was presented to him bv Mr. J. P.
Creveling, supf^rintendent of the AUentown hatchery of the
Pennsylvania Fish Commission. This little trout has pink
eyes; the sides are of a pale straw color and described by
Col. Gay as sparsely red spotted in life. The flns are paler
than the body and the teeth of the upper jaw deep brown on
their outer surface. The fish is slightly deformed, the por-
tion of the backbone near the tail fin being slightly bent
downward, while the lower lobe of the tail is more nearly
horizontal in direction than in the normal fish. This al-
bino was hatched in Alientown from one of the eggs for-
warded to that station from Corry, Pa. Superintendent
Creveling has a number of deformed trout now living, some
of which are curiously distorted; he says they seldom live to
a greater age than ten or eleven months, T. H, B.

PROVIDENCE DOG SHOW.-

THB sixth annual exhibition of the Rhode Island Poultiw
Association was held Dec. 16 to 23. In connection with

this a small dog show was one of the attractions and this
part of the show did not open till Dec. 18. As we pointed
out some time ago the association could not hope to" have a
large entry with the prizes at $3 and -^S, and a $3 entry fee,
and so it turned out, and I was more than surprised to see
about seventy dogs respond to the call. Most of them were
local dogs, the Park bane Kennels and Glendyne Kennels
being the only exhibitors known to outside fame. For such
a show the quality of the dogs exhibited was above the
average and proves that Providence is a good dog town, but
I am sorry to say no dog show town. The people seem to
look upon such ventures with the greatest apathy, and to
hold a show either of doffs or poultry, is to court almost
certain financial loss. This is discouraging, but answers
very effectually the question often asked why Providence
fanciers do not hold another good dog show. The arrange-
ments for the show were left almost entirely to Mr. Michael
Flynn, of Bristol, L. I., who owns the Glendyne Kennels,
and who is also the proud owner of the Irish setter Sedau,
that won the All-Age Stake at the late Irish Setter Trials.
Mr. Flynn had his hands full, for his one sweeper and
general attendant left him in the lurch during the nrst day:
alleging that the show was too exciting for him and he pre-
ferred some other kind of work. There was, however, little
delay in getting the dogs into the ring, as Mr. Flynn"s
friends came to the rescue and brought many of the dogs in.
The show was in Music Hall, as in former"^ years, and the
judging was again done on the stage. Poultry benches
took up two-thirds of the hall, and the dogs were consigned
to two rows on one side. .Judging commenced about noon
and was concluded by about 4:30, with an interval for lunch.
There were no catalogues and the .secretary and judge both
worked from the same book.
There _was only one entry in mastiff dogs; this was A. L.

Guild's Ijeo, a dog with a fair head, a little too long, nice
ears, forelegs and coat; hindlegs too straight. He was
awarded first prize. The only puppy had a poor head, but
his body and legs redeemed him somewhat. ' There was no
entry in bitches.
In St. Bernards a pretty fair brindle and white dog turned

up in L. E, & W. Miller's Mettlehcrn. He is rather sour-
faced, short m body and hindlegs too straight, his head,
however, is of good square shape, his forelegs are good and
his coat is straight. Second was withheld, as .John B. Wil-
son's Nero is self-colored and shows little or no evidence of
St. Bernard type, no white markings and has a wrong feel
of coat. The owner _told me afterward that he had won
first at Boston show, and I asked how old it was then, when
he replied "Six weeksl" In bitches L. E. & W. Miller's
Dorothy IV. was easily first. This bitch was imported and
is by champion Pouf , which her beautifully-marked head
and great look of quality would imply. Head is well-
shaped, if it Is a trifle long, muzzle a bit fine, front and body
good, nice coat, but hindlegs looked a little groggy; owner
said she had strained herself romping the day before.
Second went to Robert Clitheroe's Bess, a light, shelly-look-
ing animal, too .snipy faced, but still a St. Bernard after a
manner. Patrick C. Killet's Monk won in puppies. A
well-gi-own dog, white with brindle patches, witU a fair
head, nice coat and bone. Third withheld, another of the
no type red dogs, only a worse one, this was D. B. Burkin
shaw's Bruno.
Great Danes had one entry, and that not a very extensive

specimen, Joseph H. De Jjory, Jr. 's Major, too big in ear
but nicely formed otherwise, b\xt was only five months old

,

He took the prize.
Greyhounds were represented by one specimen, M. J. Corn-

bill's bitch, no name given. She was given first although
her head is too short and Roman-nosed; still she had good
bone and foreleg.^, but hindlegs inclined to turn in a bit,
also lacks rib development.
Pointers.—Sunset Hill Kennels showed Dash, the only

entry, and won first. This dog has not a bad head, but is

wide in front, heavy in shoulders and straight behind and
too short in body, though well sprung in ribs.
English setters turned out better, and first prize went to

Ed H. Openshaw's Joe Brown, who, though not so good in
head as J. M. Brown's Myron McKie, bef^s the latter in
legs, feet, ribs and loin, in fact a better made dog altogether.
In bitches, one full of quality and with a good type of head
was shown in the winner, Frank Moore's Jinnie B. Perhaps
a little too much cut out before the eye, and drops a trifle
behind the shoulder; otherwise little fault can be found
with her. J. M. Brown's bitch, second, loses in head, front
and is a little light in body. B. H. Openshaw's Trixie was
shown too fat, making her look cloddy; she is heavy in
shoulders, but stands on good le^, and only her cloddy look
put her in third place. Puppies had two entries, Gabnet
Jackson's Ormonde, which beat Gloriana all over.
In Irish setters the rakish looking Glen Jarvis, owned by

Glendyne Kennels, is well known to show goers as a fair
dog, beats Thos. CuUen's Elcho, Jr., who looks too English
setteryand is too straight in face, inhead, body and hindparts;
also too fat, short-faced and had too much white on chest.
In bitches Glendyne Kennels' Lucelle, despite her fourteen
years, showed lots of quality and a correct shape of head
albeit very gray. She is well formed, and were she younger
would hold her own with any of the modern ones. Sedan,
the field trial winner, was absent. A tmos. old pup, Mollie
Glendyne, from the same kennel, took second. This is quite

won also in puppies, beating a litter brother, Larry Doolan,
also owned by Glendyne Kennels. This one is snipy and
was out of shape from worms, besides being very shy. He
was afterward shipped down t-o North Carolina,.

The only Gordon setter dog was M. Kenyon's Pete, that
took first. He has good tan, but no pencilings; has a fairly
well formed head, though it is a little short. In bitches 0.
M. Henyon's Judy, although given first, hardly deserved it.
Bad head, light tan, but good pencilings; was shown in
bad trim, too.
Cocker spaniels seeme^d to include a little of all sorts of

the spaniel family, and our friend Mr. Bell would have had.
a good object lesson as to the difference of style between

'

cocker and field spaniel heads, for the field spaniel head on'
the cocker body was shown to perfection iu one or two cases.
The winner iu dogs was Mrs. E. H. Openshaw's Jim the
Dude, a dog with a capital head, though a little light in eye,
a bit long in body, but well ribbed and fairly straight in
front; will do to show in New York if it can be kept in its
present good condition. In bitches there was quite a turn
out, Park Lane Kennels' La La winning first; is more of a
cocker than the other, which struck me as too ranch of a
field spaniel. La J-ja turns elbows out a bit when she moves,
but so does the second, M. C. Philip's Bessie. Little Gypsey,
third, was the cocker of the show in body and style of head,
hut it was too domy in skull, feet too'small and. bone too
light; but a real cocker in general appearance. M. C.
Philip's Mischief was beaten in muzzle and shoulders, latter
much too heavy, and was a bit high on legs, too. In the
puppy class Major won easily over Sunny Hill Kennels''
Fannie B., though more on the field spaniel form, being too
long in body for a cocker; he had the best bone and was
much better in hindquarters.
Of course this is one of the strongholds for Japanese

spaniels, thanks to the Park J^ane Kennels, whose Nauki
Poo, in the dog class, looked as well as I ever saw him, and
as handsome as usual. Then Y^um Y^um, seemingly a little
short of coat, was also alone in the bitch class, Both these
"Japs" are well known to the fraternity.
Foxhounds were the next to come on the stage, and Dr.

Thurber, who showed most of them, can boast a nice sorty
little pack, of a sort of betwixt-and-between type. Father
and son came together in the open class, and, though the
Deacon is a past winner, I had to give the blue ribbon to bis
son the Parson, for he beats the other in body and hind parts.
Deacon being too narrow and short of muscling in quarters;
also loses in bone. Deacon is better in skull btit not so
square in muzzle as Parson: both have good hound coats. In
bitches, F. W. Wilbur's Bessie II. , the winner, is a bit too
long cast, wide in front and out at elbows. In puppy class
Dr. Thurber showed Femur and Tibia, two likely youngsters
Femur beating the other in bone, pasterns and head.
Beagles had only two entries, but Little Roseoe was the

only one to show up, Tampa, the Sunny Hill Kennels' other
entry, having tampered with a skunk, was imable to appear.
Little Roseoe is a nice little "basket" beagle, snipy in
muzzle, soft in coat and not straight enough in front, but
good in body. No bitches. Don F., from the saiae kennel,
is as much too large as the other was too small, is inclined
to coarseness and is too long in head.

Collies came next, and whether it was the absence of any
striking specimen of dog flesh except in one or two classes,
1 do not knowjbut over Lambert Stansfleld's Highland Floss,
by Fordhook Climax out of Fordhook Abyssinian, running
back to The Squire, champion Charlemagne Ruliland and
the rest of them, I felt the spirit of eovetousness creep
through me. Barring Roslyn Dolly. I think she has the
sweetest expression I ever saw in a collie, lots of quality, a
well-shaped head, good feet, well formed body, nice carriage,
and coat that would be of proper texture were she not kept
in the house, with lots of undercoat and all combined, with
quite enough bone and good size, made a bitch than which
1 have seen no better for some time. E. E. Mcintosh's
Finny sufl'ered by comparison, and only received vhc, a.'i

she is thick in head and showed little quality. In puppies
Highland Floss won again, she is only 10 months old, and is
evidently now at her best. Michael Sweeney's Rogue had a
coarse, thick head, good bone, fair coat and body.
Fox-terriers were represented by quite a fair specimen in

Scamp, by Old Searsdale, partaking of his sire's thickness
of head; he, however, has a good body and front, but coat is
too soft and not enough of it.

Bull-terriers had one entry, a nondescript. No prize
awarded.
Irish terriers were well represented. In dogs Park Lane

Kennels' Hillaloe beat Dr. Fennel's Mickey K. in general
type, head, coat and front. In bitches Park Lane Kennels'
Dunmurry had no difficulty in beating Dr. Fennel's
Noreena, too full in eye and faulty in head. In puppies two
poor .ones came forth, they were given the prizes, but got
more than their deserts.
Then came a nice lot of black and tan terriers fi-om the

Park Lane Kennels. In dogs Salisbury had little difhcultv
in beating Jasper in head, fr-ont, markings and condition.
Queen had a harder task in the bitch class , as Louie looked
very well and Queen in whelp, appeared a littlo above her-
self, but Queen is also better in head, front and hindparts.
In the puppy class another of the Park Lane Kennels' en-
tries, Mizpah, won over Han-y McDonald's Ned Whirlwind
—one of their breeding, too, same litter—in head, color of
tan and markings.
Then came the mLseellaneous class with C. M. Kenyon s

said-to-be-a-poodle first in the dog division. In bitches a
fair round-headed, or Boston tei'rier, as they must now be
called, Sunset Hill Kennels' Eldelity beat another little non-
descript poodle, and a toy black and tan that was entered in
the black and tan puppy cla,ss, but was much too ancient
for that. These two were given equal second. In the puppy
class (miscellaneous!) the judge gave a promising Dalmatian
pup the prize, ignoring the claim of another Boston hybrid
and this with the placing of the .specials as follows brought
the judging to a close. H. W. L.

SPECIAL PRIZES.
Best mastiff, A. L. Guild's Leo; best St. Bernard, E. E. & W.

Miller's Dorothy IV.; best Great Dane, .1. H. De Lory's Major;
best greyhound, M. G. Cornbill's bitch; best pointer, Snnset Hill
Kennels' Dash; best English setter, Frank Moore's Jinnie B.: beat
Iriih setter, Glendyne Kennels' Glen Jarvis; best Gordon setter,
C. M. Kenyon ( Agt.) Pete; best cocker spaniel. Jim the Dude? beat
Japanese sp«-niel. Pa,rk Lane Kennels' Nankl Poo. Best foxhoand,
Dr. H. T. Thurber's J'arson; best beagle. Sunny Hill Kennels'
Little Roseoe; best collie, Lambert Stansfleld's Highland Floss;
best fox-terrier, H. A. Richmond's Scamp; best Irish terrier. Park
Lane Kennel's Dunmurrey; best black and tan terrier, Park Lane
Kennels' Queen HI.; bpst kennel of four sporting dogs, Glendyne
Kennels; second best. Dr. H. T. Thurber's foxhoundc; best ken-
nel non-snorting dogs, Park Lane Kennels' black and lan terrier?;
second be*8t. Dr. W. T. Kenney's Irish terriers; best setter stud
dog with two of his get, Glendyne Kennels' Glen Jarvis with
Molly Glondynp II. and Larry Doolan: .nest setter la show, Frank
Moore's Jinnie B.

THE AMERICAN MASTIFF CLUB SPECIALS.-Lake
Waceabuc, N. Y.—Bditor Forest and Stream: The Ameri-
can Mastiff Club offers the following specials to be com-
peted for at the show of the Mascoutah Kennel Club, Chi-
cago, Feb. 9, 1892. (1) The club's silver challenge cup (value
SloO) for best American-bred mastiff, open to all; entries to
be made with Secretary American Mastiff Club, Lake Wac-
cabuc,;N. Y., accompanied by an entry fee of S5; one half the
fee to go to vfiuner of cup, the other half to club to meet ex-
penses of cup. (3) The club's silver challenge cup (value
-SlOO) for the best mastiff dog owned by a member of the
American Mastiff Club. (3) The club's silver challenge cup
(value $100) for the best mastiff bitch owned by a member of
the American Mastiff Club. Each of the above «

carry the club's diploma.

—

Hekbeet Mead, Sec'y.

The VfinvBT Train of the Monon Route between Chicago and
Cineannati offers the best and laost luxurious service obtahiable
between those points,—.^di>.
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PHILADELPHIA KENNEL CLUB'S FIELD TRIALS
SOMEHOW the trials held by this club, owing to the

absence of several of its most important members, did
-Oot afford such an enjoyable gathering of sportsmen as last
year. President Brown, owing to sickness in his family,
was unable to come, and Mr. F. G. Taylor had everything in
readiness to start when a sudden chill upset his plans. The
secretary, Mr. Connell, a host in himself in proTiding fun
and amusement at these meetings, w.^s also abseut,'leaT-
ing the popular pointer breeder, J. H. Winslow, as the only
merrymaker in thelot. The management of the trials, there-
fore, devolved on Col. B. Ridgway, J. IT. Winslow and Dr.
Alex. Glass, who did their work well, everything running
without a hitch. The judges were the same as last year,
Messrs. W. A. Coster and Herbert Merriam, and again their
decisions met with entire approval. They are careful and
attentive to the work of the dogs, and owing to the scarcity
of game the conclusions to tje arrived at were formed
under very adverse circumstances, for when it is under-
stood that only fifteen bevies were foimd during tlie trials
it will be imagined that placing the dogs in their pi*oper
order, without injustice to any one, was a matter of no little

difficulty. The scarcity of birds after the ^reat abundance
met with last year is very strange, and this, together with
in; Jgnation at the exorbitant charges aought'to be levied on
the visitors, will very likely be the cau.se of some action
being taken with a view to seem-ing fresh grounds, probably
in conjunction with one of the large field trial clubs.
The attendance this year was small compared to former

years, those present being Messrs. Chas. Heath, of Newark,
N. J.; S. Mitchell, N. B. Nesbitt, of Philadelphia; J. O'H.
Denny, of Pittsburgh, Pa.; Mr. G-odwin and Mr. Shew-
brooke. The handlers present were S. C. Bradley, Chas. W.
Barker, J . C. Schuyler, Geo. W. Greene, B. I. Martin, N. B.
Thomas. Major J, M. Taylor and Mr. J. F. Johnson, of
New York, represented the press. Monday, Dec. 14, was
takeu up by getting settled and arranging for an early start
for the next day,

TUESDAY.
Members' Stake.

The weather was all that could be wished, though toward
evening it became cloudy. Only five starters showed up in
this stake and were drawn as follows:
Chas. Heath's Lena with Col. B. Ridgway's King's Mark.
S. Murray Mitchell's Sport II. with W. B. Smith's Ben

Hur Franklin.
J. O'Hara Denny's Joe Lewis a bye,
Lena—Kisg's Mark.—The blue belton English setter

dog King's Mark (King Noble—Belle Belton) was handled
by owner and the orange and white English setter bitch
Lena (Prince Lucifer—June) was also handled by owner.
Cast off in sedge gi'ass near headquarters. Judge Parrar's
house, the first, bevy found was put to Lena\s credit. Just
after King's Mark made a point on the same bevy. The
dogs, when Mr. Heath flushed the bevy were quite un-
steady, were moving when birds rose and were inclined to
chase. Mr. Heath fired, killed, and Lena retrieved nicely.
Birds followed to thick oak cover, but nothing done, arid
this was the last opportunity on game, as they were unable
to spot another feather. King's Mark's superior range and
hunting sense was very apparent, speed about equal and
both dogs showed style, especially Lena. They were down
3lm.
Spokt II.—Bes HiTR Fkanklis.—The lemon and white

pointer dog Sport 11. (Sport— Daisie II.) was handled by
owner, and the lemon and white English setter Ben Hur
Franklin was also handled by owner. They were cast off
at 9:03. Unfortunately no birds were found by the brace,
but during the running Ben Hur showed best pace, range
and style, but the palm for obedience must be given to Sport
II. Ben Hur pointed a bevy after the brace was ordered up.
We now had to wait some time for the bye dog, Mr. Dennv's
Joe Lewis.
Joe Lewis a Bte —The black, white and tan English

setter dog Joe Lewis, handled by owner, turned up after
waiting 15m. Even when he did toe the scratch he would
not start out to hunt, as he assumed the greatest indiffer-
ence to his owner's command. The dog did not know him,
and had only arrived by the morning train. He was then
led to the open, when a successful start was made. The dog
showed fair pace and range across an open stubble, and in
the corner, ueax a .stream, he pointed on foot scent, and the
bevy flushed wild a little ahead but did not fly vei-y far. Joe
was given the advantage of the wind, but still flashed the
bevy. In cover not far off he put up a single, pointed once,
and then put up the bird; his nose was at fault and he did
not work as well as at High Point. He had his halt-hour
run and was ordered up at 10:37. This concluded the first
series.

Second Series.

Game was still scarce and no real work was done.
KxNG's Mare—Ben Hur Franklin were cast off at 10:42.

They found no birds during 35m. run, but Mark showed coa-
clusively that he was superior to Ben Hur in every way.
Spoei II.—Lena.—Sport had no business to' face the

judges again, unless to complete the brace, as he has no
pretensions at all to field trial form. When he found a bevy
Jae did point it and then spoiled his work by flushing it.

Although Lena ranged out well and sought high and low
this was all the work done when called up after 15m. run.
A short consultation ensued and the judges announced the
result.

Col. B. Ridgway's King's Mark first.

Chas. Heath's Lena second.
Walter B. Smith's Ben Hur Franklin third.

The DERBr.
The Members' Stake having been finished in the forenoon,

after lunch the first brace in this stake was put down. There
were eight starters, drawn to run as follows:
Katie Noble 11. with Adonis.
Rod with Joe Lewis.
Philadelphia Press with Booth.
Bessie Mavourneen with Hazel.
Katie Noble IL—Adonls.—The blue belton English set-

ter bitch Katie Noble IL (Breeze Gladstone-Katie Noble)
was handled by N. B. Thomas and the Irish setter dog
Adonis (Tim—Currer Belle II.) was handled by J. C. Schuy-
ler. They were put down in a cornfield at 1:10. They did
not .show muct speed at first bixt eventually Katie got in-
dependent and left the Irishman to himself. She was much
the best in all field qualities, showed good speed, fair range
and is a merry worker, showing a good many traits of her
dam Katie Noble. No game was found and dogs were
called up at the end of their 30m. run.
Rod—Joe Lewis.—The blue belton English setter dog

Rod (Roderigo—Perseverance) was handled by W. J. Shew-
brooke, and the black, white and tan English setter dog Joe
Lewis (Count Noble—Fanniei was handled by P. J. Schuyler.
They were cast off at 1:.50. Several points on larlis were
made, but they found no game. Joe Lewis, having his regu-
lar handler, worked much better, but there was little differ-
ence in the pace and range, and neither are good. Up at
2:^1.

Philadelphia Press—Booth.—The blue belton English
setter dog Philadelphia Press (Cincinnacus—Cornelia (t.)

was handled by Geo. W. G-reene, and the black, white and
tan English setter dog Booth rKing Noble—(iiiecn Vaishtil
was handled by Chas. Barker. They were puo down at 3:33j
but found no birds. Booth had the speed and range of any
doj? in tJie fstake; hunted Ms ground out well, and was under

good control under Barker's expert handling. Press is a
nice-TOo\'ing youngster and is capitally made, quite fit for
keen competition on the show bench. Dogs up at 2:55. *

Bessie Mavotxeneen—Hazel.—The Irish .setter bitch Bes-
sie Mavourneen (Tim—Currer Belle II.) was handled by E.
I. Martin, and the black, white and tan English setter bitch
Hazel (Cincinnatus—Cornelia G.) was handled by J. C.
Schuyler.

_
This ijraee started at 2M, and had nearly com-

pleted their 30 minutes' run w^hen Hazel, going at her best,
pointed a bevy. The work was spoiled, however, by the
tardy movements of her handler, who failed to control her,
letting her move forward and flu-sh a small bevy. The brace
ran a few minutes longer and were ordered up at 3:36. And
this ended the first series.

Second Series,

The judges called for Rod and Katie Noble, but Mr.
Thomas feeling unwell had gone home, so the second brace,
Philadelphia Pres.s— Joe Lewis, was put down and

sent to find the few birds raised in the last bevy. The only
game found was to Press's credit, pointing twice on .singles.

As one of these flushed he did not behave very steadily.
They ran for fifteen minutes and were then ordered up,
Press having much the best of it.

Booth—Hazel —They were cast off at 4:05 in sedge grass,
and both went well, though Booth was the fastest. Booth
commenced work with a point on larks and then found a
bevy, bu.t left his point and drew to a flush. In the woods
on .singles he made two staunch points and was steady to
wing. Be.sides being best in pace and range he was easily
handled. This closed th6 day's work.

WEDNESDAY.
The moi-ning was cloudy, and the day seemed right for

good work, a slight rain ha^dng fallen during the night.
There was, however, the same weary race after bii'ds,'aud
their scarcity completely spoiled the otherwise pleasant
meeting.
Katie Nobe—Rod.—Mr. Thomas was still too sick to be

out, so Kate Noble found a new handler in E. I. Martin,
and he managed her very well. Starting at 9:32 Katie
found a bevy, making a very stylish point and was steady
to wing. Rod backing. The" birds were not followed, how-
ever, there being only a few of them. Although they ran
fifty-four minutes there was no more point work. K.atie'.s

superiority was very noticeable in this brace. The judges
had a short consultation and announced the winners as fol-
lows:
B. Ridgway's Booth first.

L. Shuster, Jr.'s Hazel second.
L. Shuster. Jx-,'s Philadelphia Press and Franci.s G- Tay-

lor's Katie Noble II. divide third.

All-Ase Stake.'
There were only nine starters in this race and they were

drawn as follows:
Edgemark with Ezra Noble.
Rock II. with Silk.
Flash with PegW ofB.ngt.on.
Limerick with Albert's Duchess.
Lou Noble a bye.

First Series.

Edgemark—Ezra Noble.—The black, white and tan Eng-
lish setter dog Edgemark (Skidmore—Flo Macklin) was
handled by S. C. Bradley and the blue belton English setter
dog Ezra Noble (Count Noble—Alphonsine) was handled bv
Geo. W". Greene. They were cast off at 9:46. A bevy was
flushed, after a little run, by Ezra Noble at the edge of
pines. Edgemark went into the cover, made game, and
pointed a single bird and was steady to wing. The dogs
were sent off in the open to find more birds but were unsuc-
cessful. Edgemark was much more stylish in his work,was
under good control and beat out his ground bettei*. Ezra
was under fair conti'ol but has a peculiar style of carrying
his head. The dogs were ordered up at 10:17.
Flash—Peg Wopfington.—The black and tan dog Flash

(pedigree not given) was handled by E. I. Martin, and the
black, white and tan English setter bitch Peg Woffington
(Ben Hill—Nora) handled by S. C. Bradley, were the nest
brace down, though not in regular order owing to the ab-
sence of the other brace by mistake. Lou Noble followed
this brace with her bye, and this occupied the time until
kinch, when the missing dogs were returned. After a short
i-un Plash was thought to be making game, and Peg Wof-
fington coming up dropped in.stantly to point. A bevy was
raised to the rear of the dogs. The birds were followed but
it was some time before one was located, Peg nailing one
bird, the only one found. After running thirty minutes the
dogs were ordered up. Peg was the smarter dog and had the)
most style in her work. There was little difference in pace.
Plash having most range, but did not use much intelligence
with it.

Lot; Noble a Bye.—The black, white and tan English
setter bitcu Lou Noble (Count Noble—Alphonsine) was
started at 11:33 to run her bye. She found no birds, and had
only fair pace and range aud wa.i not deemed good enough
for second series. She was under good control and covered
her ground very fairly.
Rock II.—Silk.—The liver and white pointer dog Rock II.

(Graphic—Lady Belle) was handled by S. C. Bradley, and
Dr. G. G. Davis's Irish setter bitch Silk (Chief—Gipsey"Maid
were started at 1:45, Rock going much the faster. Silk only
.showed fair pace for a few minutes. Rock, with conditions
favorable, soon after starting went bang into a good bevy.
The place was within 100yds. of where he put up birds for
his o^vner in the Members' Stake last year, on the historic
ground of Sailor's Creek. Rock showed inclination to chase,
but Bradley .stopped him promptly. Afterwards Rock made
a point aud a false point iu finding the singles. Rock was
the best all round. Silk, as in the Irish Setter Trials, doing
but very ordinary work.
Limerick-Albert',? Duchess.—The Irish setter dog Lim-

erick (Giencho—Nora) was handled by John White, and the
black, white and tan English setter bitch Albert's Drrchess
(Warwick Albert—Princess Belton) was handled by .J. C.
Schuyler. They were sent off at 1 :20 to finish the first series.
In pace and range the brace was about equal, Duchess cov-
ering her ground much the best. The 30 minutes' limit was
nearly up when Duchess found a bevy in the edge of pine
woods and pointed in good style. Limerick was not near to
back. Duchess was steady as the birds were flushed. Not
long after this White called a point in the direction two of
these birds had taken, and it appeared from the dog's posi-
tion as if he had been stopped by his handler to make a guess
at it; certainly he was not pointing and no birds were put
up. The dogs were ordered up soon after.
A long consultation then ensued between the judges, and

finally they decided that six dogs should remain in second
series, but neither Flash nor Limerick had done work that
entitled them to rank on any equalitv with the other four.
The order of running was: Edgemark with Albert's Duchess,
Ezra Noble with Peg Woffington, Limerick with Flash.

Secontl Series.

Edgemark—Albert's Duchess.—At 2:34 these two were
put down to work on the birds that Aluert's Duchess had
lound, and were sent into rather thick cover. Duchess did
the be.gt, getting two singles to Edgemark's one bird, be-
sides retrieving well to a kill. This was all the point work
done in the heat. Edgemark had the best pace and range
and Duchess also lost to him in style and seemed a bit stale.
The brace was ordered up at 3 o'clock.
Ezra Noble—Peg Woffington.—This brace was sent off

at once, at 3:03, both starting off well.. Peg was the first to

scent game, and pointed a small bevy in the pines, but it
flushed wild. The birds were not followed. At the road-
side, soon after this, Ezra Noble either passed through or
close to a bevy, and following the birds Ezra flushed twice
when conditions were favorable to good work. The dogs
were then ordered up and
Limerick—Flash were put down for eight minutes.

Nothing was found, but their going seemed to satisfy the
judges this time, and they were ordered up and the second
series concluded.

Third Serie.^.

Edgemark—ALBEiiT'B Duchess.—It was hardly apparent
why these two should go down again, but from appearances
it would seem the judges were hardly of one mind as only
one of them seemed to follow the running closely. This was
Albert's Duchess's third run, and her pace showed she was
none the better for it. They ran from 3;39 to 3:.i5, but noth-
ing was found, and this end"ed the runuiug in the .stake. A
short consultation ensued and the winners were announced
as follows:
Francis S. Brown's Edgemark first.

Dr. John A. Hartman's Albert's Duchess second.
Francis S. Brovra's Peg Woffington third.

THE PEARL OF PEKIN INCIDENT.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Whether Pearl of Pekin or Chicopee Lass is awarded the

disputed course can be of any interest to very, vory few, as
far as the mere award is concerned. To me it is absolutely
of no interest whatever. But >,hat the National Greybounii
Club .shall put a humane and reasonable interpretation on.
the rule is of direct importance to every member of the club
and is the only point 1 have ever propo'sed to discuss. The
objection I have uniformly raised to the position taken by
Messrs. LeMoyne and Bartels and now by Mr. Gower is that
it is Draconian, admits of no questioning and defies simple
justice. But let us .suppose that the rule is to be inflexible
in its application, permitting of no qualification and most
highly penal. Then it goes without saying that every highly
peual rule, to which strict construction must be applied,
must be construed strictly In every direction, and can never
be advanced beyond the litera scHpta This is so axiomatic
that it will not be disputed by any one versed in principles
of interpretation. Now, Rule 30 is aimed at "riding over;"'
these word.s have a very definite meaning that anv diction-
ary will define. Now, if Mr. Edmonds did not "ride over''
Pearl, but she collided with his horse, the rule will not
apply to him. It would be monstrous to hold that a highly
penal rule, applied with Median and Persian severity against
a man, should be advanced beyond its express terms. In
homely phrase. What's sauce for the goose, is sauce for the.
gander.
However, drastic and unreasoning applications do not ever

commend themselves to me, and I cite this dilemma only to
show the absurdity of the narrow views put forth on the
subject. I object to Mr. LeMoyne's terms, be they ".spades"
or 'Hnstrumehts for the removal of alluvium," because they
stigmatized the American Coursing Club as a modern
monster, while he gave not a particle of evidence as to the
facts on which the club based its deci.siou, and asked the
public to believe that the club had been guilty of a monstrous
vta'ong in not applying, with the most blood for blood
rigidity, as indefinite a rule as number 30, and therebydeny-
ing to the accused party any right of defense iu the nature
of showing the impossibility of his avoiding the collision,
etc., and it is noticeable that not one scintilla of evidence
has been brought forward against Mi'. Edmonds, beyond the
bare rule itself.

Now I defy the production of any product of modern
legislation that is inflexible in Its application, particularly
if it is in the nature of a criminal statute. There are
instances where a man is punished, and properly so, for the
act of his agent, but there he is punished for his" negligence,
direct or indirect, in the selection of his agent, but that the
wi'ong of his opponent can ever work against him., is simply
preposterous. Yet it is very easy to imagine how a hound
might collide with the horse of anyone, or even a rider
"ride over" it, and the hound be the only party at fault, yet,
in such a ease, the following of Draco that Mr. Gower so
hugs to his bosom, would punish the rider for the fault of
the hound !

Now, the right and wrong of this matter seems very .sim-
ple to me and its solution evident. Let it be held that the
burden of proof is always on the party who rides over, or
interferes with, a hound contesting with his, to show that
he was in a position on the field that did not invite .such an

,

occurrence within the human range of probability; that he
did everything within his power to avert the interference,
and that he was in no way guilty of any negligence, direct or
contributory. Let him be required to prove, not merely
assert, this, and in default of such positive proof, the penalty
of the rule shall fall on him, but if he succeeds In estali-
lishing this, the simplest principles of justice forbid his
being held responsible for what he could not possibly avoid.
As an illustration of the mischief my interpretation might

work, a fi'iend asks me what should be done in the case of a
man whose horse became entirely unmanageable, and run-
ning away ran into the hound contesting with his ? The
answer is simplicity itself. He must suffer for his hoi'se's
fault; he was guilty of contributory negligence in riding a
horse that would, become unmanageable.

•Just consider what will be the result of the blood-for-
blood application of this rule. An owner will never be safe
iu witnessing the running of his bound, unless indeed lie
sees it from a captive balloon or the top of a flagstaff i and
surely, it is supposed to be proper for an owner to witness
the performances of his own dogi'
The case is now before the National Greyhound Club on

appeal, and it is most sincerely to be hoped that it will not
only decide this ca.se, but willattach a well-considered inter-
pretation to the rule defining just how far its literal require-
ments may be qualified, and what respou-sibilities an owner
a.ssumes who has the temerity to undertake to see his hound
run. W. Wade.
HtTLTON, Pa., Dee. 5.

What a Sing'le "Ad." Will Do.
EdUor Forest and Stream:
Win you kindly permit me to say that I have decided to

withdraw my offer to sell my setter bitch Blue Ridge Belle
(19,154), thus replying to the "small army" who seem desir-
ous of owning her. I have declined to take .?.500 for her, and
recent work in the field only strengthens my opinion that
she has no superior. I shall therefore keep her. I also wish,
to express my .surprise and pleasure at the result of a .single
insertion iu your columns, having received telegraphic and
mail replies from all over the United S races, and as youwill
see by my notice of sales one of the dogs advertised went to
Massachusetts and the other to California. This certainly
speaks well for your circulation and the value of your
columns as a sales medium.—Geo. W. LaPxe (New York,
Dec.lt.

A POINTER LOST.—Haverhill, Mass.—Edmr Forest
and Stream: Oa Tuesday, Dec. 15, 1 lost a pointer dog. He
is two years old and weighs about 451b3. Head and body
liver color; breast and legs ticked. Risjhi eye ball a little
white, having been injured. Had on a"collar with owner's
name and address. Will readers of the Fo r est and Stream
please inform me should they heai- or «ep anything of him,
—James F,- JoHjirs.
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FREEPORT DOG SHOW.
ISpecnal RemrtA

rpHE first annual show of the Freeport Poultry and Pet
JL Stock Association was held in the Opera House, Free-
poit. 111., on Dee. 10 to 14. The show was closed Sunday,
the 13th. It seems unnecessary to keep a show over Sunday
and commence again in another week. There reallj- can be
nothing gained by so doiug and it may be a detriment to its
success, as the break may cause the public to forget the
show, whereas if kept open four days in succession it is con-
tinually before tlie public. This closing over Sunday seem.s
to be caused more by the poultry fraternity than the dog
men. In fact 1 do not think poultry and dogs go well in the
same building. The Opera Hou.se was too small. T. Ellis
Taylor worked like a beavcf to make the show a .success.
He really attended to everj thing, Que attendant liad to do
all the ^vork for a few days, sweep the floor, cook the feed,
keep benches clean—or shoixld have done. Therefore, as
may be imagined, the show was not kept so clean as it
should have been, and an unclean dog show is not a pleasant
sight. Show committees owe these things to exhibitors
and should not forget that good clean bedding, plenty of
water and feed, etc., saves lots of future trouble^wueu dogs
go back to their owners' kennels.
The show was not a .success financially, and the members

will have to go down in their pockets to the tune of about
•1400. Everything will be paid up, however. The residents
did not give the club the support they deserved, though the
press of Freeport did all that coidd possibly be expected, so
it could not be for want of reading notices.

I'he entries were not large, tlie catalogue numbering only
114, with a few absentees. Nearly all the winners have
been commented upon before so often that it is not neces-
sary to give further notice at present. Mi-. Tim Donoghue
judged setter,?, pointers, beagles, foxhounds, and Tim is a
"slasher" on condition. H. L, (.ioodman judged the non-
sporting and cocker spaniels, etc.j and both judges gave
general gatisfaetiou.

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—Doijs.- 1st, Chaa. E. Bunn's Oimonde: 31 and very

high com., Colin C. McLain's Syrus and Sraosha. Bitches: 1st,
3d, and very high com., Ohus. E. Bunn's Sinaloa. Mattela, and
Lady Cobrey, Colin C. McLaiu's Armatl. Pupies: 1st and M,
Colin C. McLain'a Sraosha and Annati.
tiRBAT DANEB.-D0!/.s; Isi. ,Tos. /iUigH.n's Grover Clevelanil.

Bitdm: ist, F. 8. AmleTaou'R Columbian Flora; Md, Gco.W. Olaj-
ton^sMiaca. I'linfirn: 1st, F. S. A.uilerson's Columbian Daphne-.
ST. BERNARDS.- RoU(.ji-('OAii:iU- _Do(,s; Isl, W. C. Hickox's

Fernwood Bruce; :id, j)r. .John W. Diiulop's Othello. Vwybigh
com. r(^,herve, L. J. VVe-j 's AruuR. \''erv high com., F. S. Audoi-
soQ's Ivnigbt. tiiieliLi: 1st \^'l^ilt:wu.tc^ Kenurfs' Clara.

ST. BERK^ARDS. -.SMOOi H-C<.ATEn- -CfiAT.LENi^E-lsr, P'ern-
wood kennels' l^ord Hector. —Di'EN—tsl. .South Bend K-enuels' Sir
Elrtrp-d. _
tiREYtKiL'^NDS.—ist, h\ S. Anderson's Kentucky Blue.
BLOODHOL'NDS-tsi, R. Q-, H. Huntington's Jack Shepherd.
FOXHOFNDS.—Itoa.v: M, John Spore's Queen.
POINTERS —Challenge—1st, G. U. Pal.st's Trinlier's Chief.—

OVKN—Dof/,?; lat, J. H. Winslow's Inspiraiion; :2d, J. G. Earle's
Chief Amo. Very high com.. AV. M. Brown's Sport. High com

,

H. O. Tyler's Tramp. Bilclm: Very high com., W- A. Kintzel's
Nellie.

7<:NGLISH SETTERS.—OHAi:ii,ENGE—Doj/s; 1st, Paul Gotzian's
Monk of Furuesa.—Open— Dof/,'*: 1st. Harry Korthwoofl's BfiDvlne;
-d, .Seiuiunle Kennels' Sir Frcderir-k. High com., .John Spore's
Pet, Bitches: 1st, Dr. .lohu A. Harlroan's Albert's JN'ellie; Sd. A.
•1. Klofanda's Paxie Maid. Very iiigh com. and reeervD, Paul H.
Gotaian'c Minnesota, Puppmr. let, T. EUis Taylor's BuBter
Billings,

IRISH SETTEeS.--CHAT.L6>rGE-lat. Oak Grore iiei u-ia' Kil-
dare.—0?Bis-—Itogs; 1st.. Oak Grove Kenuelv i- . = r more;
3d. Seminole Kennels' T^ord Ei',l.<>. B'lfi'cf i is; : ^ ^ -,_iilF;"s

Elfreda; 2i and verj- high com,, L'aL Grovf, ilej^ie.:: ,a Belle
fi.nd. Aurora. Very high rom, and reserve, aemi^iuV K'^n'je's'
Bsssie Glencho IF
SOSDON" SETTERS -Challenge—1st, Dr. Samuel G. Dison's

Duchess of Waverly,—OPE,N— nogs; Ist, B.J', Lewis's Alp; 2d, F, W.
Ellis's Roger. BUchss: let. Dr. S. G. Dixon's CouutesH Richmond;
3d, W. N. GilberFs Queen ol' Shetland.

WATER SPANIELS.-lst, Ed. G. Fink's Trouble.

FIELD SPAKIELS.-CHALLBNGE-l8t, B. F. Lewis's Black
Diamond.—OPEX—Dog.s; 1st, T. Ellis Taylor's Kewton Abbot
Torso; 3d. Mrs. A. P. Smith's Arko. Bitches: 1st, Ancient and
Modern Spaniel Kennels' What Not.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Challekge—1st, Aucienr, and Modern
Spaniel Kennels' I Say.—Open—Do(;« Igt, J P. WiUcy's Jersey
Oho; 2d, Ancieutand Modern Spaniel Kennels' Gothamile. Bitrlns-
Isc, Ancient and_ Modei-u Kenuels' Lady Oho; ;2d, -L P. WiPpv'.i
Black Duchess. J:'iippir>^: Ist, Ancient and Modern Spaniel Ki-n"
uirls' Woodland Fete,

r-i )LlT_E-3. -il fi,^ llfjuj i -DiiUs: ist^ .yeraiuoie. Kouaelis' Rortyn
L)ii udy. Biicn^e: 1st, SoQitnole Kennels'' MctchJeyStirpriae.-O-p^sr
--UOyi\ ISC, Semirioie L^.i^jtieln' Kovvdy ''n, tlarry .R, gnj,lth s
i-;riel:eu6t;jii!, nitshe -

i
- r -.^-^r/ .r -i Dot ; "Srl" P wrrv R

^smith's Willis, Pup::' '
- ..?i3' ScotUla IV,'

BULLDOGS.—Osa::;^!:,:--- _v,r. ri^^warri^e Bnsvvaiu

—

O^m—Bitches: 1st, E. A. \VGuclv^ aiu s U ucbrisA i:,f Parma,
BULL-TERPtlERS.-Doy,?; ist. &. W. Olavina's (Iliaiauqua

Sam. BttcUes: lat, G. W. Clayton's White Gipsy. P'uppks: 1st
and ad. G. W. Clayton's Chatauqua Sam and CUataaqua Bird.
DACHSHUNDE.—Challei^ge-1st. B. F. Lewis's Jill.—OPEjy—

Dogs: 1st. W^m. Loeffler's Huudeeport Bergman. Bitches: 1stWm. Loeffler's Lina K,
'

BEAGLES.—Doffs; 1st, W. H. Child's Toney Weller. BUches-
1st, Middleton Kennels' June M.; 3d, R. 0. Rinearson's Dottip R."
Very high com, and reserve, W. H. Child's Oak View Juliet'
Very high com., R. Engleman's Sadie and R. C. Rinearson's Bat-
tie R.

SMOOTH FOX-TERRIERS.-Doos; 1st. R. E. Fishburn's Glen-
don Spark; 2d, H. Northwood's Painter. Bitches: Ist. Anglo-
American Terrier Kennels' Venus; 3d, G. R. Maiden's Auburn
Beauty.
WIRE-HAIRED POX-TERRIERS.—Ist, Anglo-American Ter-

rier Kennels' Barton Sting.

IRISH TERRIERS.—Ist. H. O'Connor's Galteee; 3d, Angle-
American Terrier Kennels' Ballymony.
SCOTCH TERRIERS.—1st, W. P. Frazer's Grey.
DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.—1st, H. J. Linzen's Border

Clinker II.

SKYE TERRIERS.-1st, Clifford A. Shinn's Sir Stafford.
BLACK AND TAN TERRIER S.-lst, Angle-American Terrier

Kennels" Prince Raglan.

POODLES.-lst, Mrs. W. P. Woodward's Pera.
PUGS.—Challenge— Doffs: Ist, M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivy. Bitches-

1st, Howard Kenupls' Sateen.- Open—Xio !?.<. 1st, Howard Kenl
nels' Penrioe; 2d. Mrs. M. M. Ballentinn'tj Rob Roy. Very nigh
com., Seminole Kennels' Kash, Jr. Bitches: Ist, Howard Ken-
nels' Lady Clover; 2d. M. H. Cryer's Cribbage. Very high com
Seminole Kennels' Little Duchess.—PupPiES-Uogs; 1st, Howard
Kennels' Penrice Boy. Bitches: Ist, Seminole Kennels' Little
Duchess.

SPECIALS.

Best brace English setters, Paul H. Gotzian's Elms Kennels-
best four Irish setters. Oak Grove Kennels; bes*-. four spaniels'
Ancient and Modern Kennels; best four mastiffs, C. E. Bunn's-
best four collies, Seminole Kennels; best four of any other breed'
Howard Pag Kennels; best litter of puppies, any breed, H. r!
Smith's; best four Gordons, Dr. S. G. Dison'e; best mastiff dog or
bitch, 0. E. Bunn's Ormonde; best rough-coated St. Bernaid dog
or bitch, W. C. Hickos's Fernu'ood Brucp; best smootb-coated St.
Bernard dog or biteli, Fernwood Kennels' Lord Hector: best great
Dane dog or bitch, Jos. Zilligan's Grover Cleveland; be.^t pointer
.1, H. Winslow's InspiratioB: "best Etiglish setter, Elms KpiKrela'
Monk of Furnes.'; bent Irish sett.^r. Oak Orov^ KciineltV Kiidarc-

oekar spaniel, Ancient and .iViodra-n Kennels' I Saj , best

R. G. H. Huutington's bloodhound Jick Shepard; lisst sporting
dog or birch, J. H. Winslow's pointer Inspiration; best beagle.

1

Middleton Kennels' J\me M.; best St. Bernard bitch, Whitewater
Kennels' Clara; best bloodhound. R. G. H. Huntington's Jack
Shepard. Proprietor of Hotel New Clifton offers board and
lodgmg for the handler with largest number of dogs entered—
John H. Naylor and Ben Lewis "divided" with twenty -eight dogs
each. "iAOCOP.

CHANGES IM THE RULES OF THE A K.C.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The Canadian Kennel Club, ou my motion, adopted a nile

tmeomm only similar to Rule XTI. of the A.K.C., as it now
stands, but with this important difference, that while the
veterinarian is to be the sole judge in the matter of the con-
tagiousness of a disease, it rests with the committee to de-
termine whether the dog's condition, from any point of view,
unfits him from being on exhibition.

It is only too well known that many veterinary surgeons
know but little about the points of dogs as breeds, that they
care little for shows, and in fact little for dogs as dogs (and
not "cases") at all, while the committee is usually selected
just because the members can appreciate all these things.
A dog may not be a meuace to the health of other animals
in a show, yet be in a condition calculated to do much harm
to dog shows, in fact liable to disgust the visitors to the
sbow, as witness several dogs the property of one kennel ex-
hibited at Hamilton and Toronto last September. Yet
these dogs were admitted to the .shows by the veterinarian
appointed. It is true that under a strict "interpretation of
the new rule these dogs could not be admitted now in a show
in the United States (much less in Canada), but a dog may
still, in .spite of the specification of eczema, as well as mange,
etc., be in a very unfit condition to meet the public eye, and
why should not the committee decide as to his fitness or the
reverse tor exhibition ?

It seems a pity that section 5 of Rule XVII. was not
amended so as to exclude challenge dogs from the open class
in any case.

It is to be hoped that in these rules the correct term
"veterinarian" will be substitiued for "veterinarv," which
is surely very questionable English. Upon the whole, the
amendments will probably be accepted as improvements.

Wesley Mjtxs, M.D.

DOG CHAT.
A MATCH that would create a good deal of interest

among beagle men would be that between Frank
Forest, the champion of last year, and Tony Weller, who
occu]jied this position at the trials at Nanuet. Owing to
Frank Forest not competiDg, to give the others a chance, a
tueeting between these two admittedly-good dogs would be
very interesting and afford some good .sport. Though not
present at the trials this year oar kind friends kept us fully
jiosted as to v.'hat was going on and we cannot let the oppoi-
tunity pass to refer again to t he kind and more than liospic
able manner iu which all visitois and owners were treated
by that thoroughgoing sportsman Mr. H. L. Kreuder and
the members of his family. To say that the N. B. C. is
particularly fortunate iu counting such a man among its
members is but faint praise.

We are sorry to hear from Mr. Benjamin Mctxinness, .fr.,

that the idea of a Southern circuit of show.s has fallen
through, owing to the falling out of line of Augusta, Ga.,
and Greenville, S, This will make it expensive for
Northerners to .¥.how at Charleston, S C, alone, but from
present advices we learn that several doga from the jN'orfch
wi.ll be on hand, thou,gh the show will necessarily be a sm-an
oue. Chg,rlestou show is from Jan. 5 to S.

The Bar Hsrbcrr Kennels, Bar Harbor, Me., have bouglita
fine lemou and white bitch, 15 months old. by D'ake of Yer-
non out of Boski. she by Beaufort out of Zuba, by Braro
also the liver and white hitoh Meteor's Flirt (12, ro7i, si stei
to Nellie E. They have had r?oma correFpondence ivith the.
owner of the pointer Glenbeigh, with a view of purrhoHing
aud importing this noted English field trial winner, to be
used as a stud dog.

At a meeting at Delmonico's Tuesday last it was decided
by a vote of 19 to 6 that the famed Meadowbrook hounds,
instead of being allowed to eat their heads oQ; during the
Long Island frosts, .shall be hunted at Asheville, N. C, ac-
(;ording to the Master, Mr, Thomas Hitchcock, .Jr.'s desire;.
They will therefore, .start at once for the new country, j.i.nd

as a iiiimber of subscriptiouii have ht^en received fiTun the
i^sheville sportsmen a brilliant season over a good cotiutry
and after the real - 'article*' is looked forward to.

Mi% pariine, or Nrw York, ha.-i puLchaacJ froui ^ii . Lui-
E. McKlllop two young deerhoundsT of the old Olciigati v ,iud
B&dpuoch stvaius. Also one roucg Gord:;n stt Lc'i- by Bal
lochmyle Don out of Isell trwynne, winner of third at the
last Kdinburgh show. They sailed on the 9th inst. on the
S.S. Britannic.

Among the new kennel advertisements this week we
notice that C. E. Lane has a rabbit hound for sale; Box 310,
Chesapeake retrievers; Prairie Mound Kennels, Irish setters;
J. Hope, a staghound and Sl<ye terrier; Wachusett Ken-
nels, Llewellin setter bitch; Wra. C. Avery, pointer bitch;
P. B. Echlin, St. Beroard bitches; Glenrose Kennels, adult
beagles and pups: Wm. Hamlyn, the St. Bernard Mount
Morgan, litter brother to Lord Bute.

It is very interesting to read that Mr. Tom Smith, owner
of Duke of Maplecrott, disclaims all connection with the fic-
titious price of §7,500 that his dog was quoted at. It would
be interesting to know who answered Messrs. Reick and Rup-
pert's cablegram quoting that absurd price as "rock bottom."

Mr. Cumming Macdona, well known as the father of St.
Bernardom on the other side, is now, Stock-Keeper says, the
Unionist candidate for Rotherhithe in the Brit}ish Parlia-
ment. Mr. Macdona has been a "Revei-end," a lawyer and
pretty nearly everything else during his career.

There was not a very large attendance at the sale of fox-
terriers and St, Bernards in the American Horse Exchange,
New York city, on Tuesday afternoon last. Anyone ou the
lookout for bargains had here a good opportunity to get a
smart terrier or a fair St. Bernard at most ridiculous prices.
Among the Woodale Kennels' fox-tei-riers sold were VVoodale
Rival, by champion Splauger out of Blemton Crlitter, that
did some winning in the Canadian shows last September,
and -$35 was a small sum to give for a dog of his merit.
W^oodale Eeva, by Eric II. out of Fanny, brought So'

Ino, by champion Splauger out of W^arren Lass, in whelp to
the noted Dobbin, was cheaply sold at 8'35. Baby McKee, by
champion Splaitger out of Warren Violet, a 'good brood
bitch, was ridiculously cheap at s;'20. Other smart, nicely-
marked terriers went for all the way from si to *15. Mr,
Keevau's welFbred St. Bei tiard.^ were .sold at real bargain
prices, Appolona, a well kni.wn Kiiiooth-ooat winner, tu-ing-
ing but =515. Then Prelatf., a ver.v tvpif-al little, dog, went
for_the very small figure of $^0. Rosebud, by Mont e Rosa out
of Kleine, was a bargairi at ?14. Storm Qiieen, a I ^-^2, went
dirt cheap, and Lady Han ley, though C}:' years old, wasgiven
away at §7, We cannot but admire Mr. Keevan's candid
desci-iption of his dogs, so different from the fulsome and
misleading statem entsustiallyfoo Qd in an auction catalogue

A man who formerly owned some setters was asked by a
tnember of the Park Lane Kennels why he did not show
something at the show, but he claimed he had nothing of
breed good enough. The miscellaneous class was suggested,
vvhen the man puzzled a moment and remarked, "That he
didn't think he'd show his dog in any 'mysterious' class
Just yet"

Among the specials oft'ered at Providence was a set of
teeth by a prominent dentist to the best pixg in the show.
Evidently the pugs preferred trusting themseh'-es to provi-
dence than to the doctor's tender mercies, for ne'er a mig
put in an pppearance,

Mr. J. Hope, of Philadelphia, Pa., tells us he is shipping
two Chesapeake Bay dogs to San Francisco, Cal., to-day
(Monday), adding, "through your valuable paper. I con-
sider your paper the best of all advertising mediums." Mr,
Geo. Crocker was the purchaser,

Mr. John H. Naylor will visit the Nash-ville, Tenn., dog
show, which takes place Jan. 6 to 9, 1892, with a string of
dogs, and those who wish him to handle their dogs at "this
show can do so by advising him in time.

Dr. Wesley Mills is bringing out a new work entitled
"The Dog in Health and Di.sease." The subject we hear is
to be gone into very extensively and will be published early
in the coming year.

Undeterred by the fate of that interesting paper Gmiine
WorUl, a new journal, devoted to the kennel, poultry, pigeon
and pet stock generally will shortly be published from Man-
chester, England. It will be called the Britisli Fnjicicr.
Front page portraits will be a feature of the paper, and from
what we hear more attpution will be given to the reports of
shows; they will be fuller and more critical than is usually
the case in English journals. The first issue has a guarau-
teed circulation of 15 000 copies. A gentleman well known
to the fancy, Mr, Theo. Marples, will be the editor. The
proprietary is a strong one, consisting of nine of the
wealthiest and most respected gentlemen of the fancy, who
are thoroughly in earnest in making this new journal a
success. American correspondence will also be a feature of
the new paper, therefore the flrsfe number is anxiously
awaited. '

"

W^e havereceived the premium list of the Charleston show.
We are soiTy to see, however, that the same otistakt; m made
again this year in devoting the most money to the challeugt'.
classes. Challenge dogs do not journey vtry far for a •t!,')

premium, and the money would draw a" better entry in the
open classes, where we see they give only and and
(iharge S3 entry fee. No show can expect to give k success-
ful exhibition on this basis, nor is it fair to the judge. The
classification is liberal, that is in amount of classes, nearly
all breeds being divided by sex in both open and challenge
classes. Entries close Jan, 0 with Benjamin Mclnnes.s,
Charleston, S. C, who also is the veterinarian, Mr H, W.
Lacy is the judge.

It was a great disappointment to Mr. Flyiwi, -^t 'iic '.Men
dyne Kennels, that he had not received b^.- <

Sedan from Mr. S. C Bradley before the i

although he had i-eceb ed y itk ers.m
tying him that ihe : _

Bradley was away at c . /:

aud lie had received w: . _ u -

This is rather toe valuable a biicti to lose or iia-' T .

come to. as iier meiitorious win in the Irish : .1

Trials showed here to be oue ^srce^ticj-:.! m ^ .

:

is about due in seasou h: -
,

'
,

safety: Fo if by mistake
and the finder reads thii i ll, _ i

. .

Flynn, Bristol, R. I , will be appreciatea.

Although our time at the Pro%'idence show was limited,
still we cannot let the opportunity pass without tha7iklus
"Cousin" Walter J. Comstock for his kind hospitality ana
courtesy to the stranger in the town. Mr. Comstock has
jn.st received from Mr, Oeo. R. Krehl twogooil Irish terriers.
IBoxerlV. is a very typical one, by Jack out of Polto. His
head is near perfection, and he has one of the very best and
hardest coats ever seen un an Irish terrier. His legs and feet
are also excellent. He !ias beaten such dogs as Breadenhill,
Daniel IT,, Porn fret I'at aud other good ones. His .show
rei'.ord is as follows. Second, Crystal Palace- third, t'rufts
sliow: fourth, iSeifasi: fir^t, Uarlington. first. < ;li:.uce.ster,

aud two specials, secoiiii, Mauciiester: sacond
, Leeds, third,

Liverpool , fourth, ivmitTei ncr Show. The otht't- dog, Han'
over- Boy, vva.? brouvUt out alj the ja.-,i: tvcnnt'l C litb show,
where he won fu-yt iu ooiipy el;i..ii, iirst m uovici' class, and
special for the best uucroi)ped pu[) iu the .show. He has per-
fect drop ears, splendid coat, and .good legs and feet. He is

by Apprentice Boy otit of Belmont. With tliese doga and
the bitches Mr. Comstock has, Dunmurry and the new one
Crate, the Park Ijane Kennels can put a very strong team of
Irishmen on the bench this coming .season. Crate is still iu
England "waiting," but whether bred or not Mr. Comstock
intends to have her over by the New York show,

The late Birmingham show seems to have given rise to
more than the usual amottnt of complaints, both from ex-
hibitors and from the press. It does appear peculiar, that
with so many other good shows, that just for the sake of a
traditional prestige, exhibitors will put up at Birmingham
with impositions on both their pockets aud their good
nature that they wotild not stand an instant from any other
association. It is bad enough to have dogs remain away
from home for four or five days when quarters provided are
roomy and excellent for the purpose, but that English ex-
hibitors will send their dogs to experience discomforts and
dangers in the very cramped accommodations at Curzon
Hall for a period of nearly eight days, from time of start to
finish, is incomprehensible. Mr. Everett Millais deserves
the thanks of his fellow fanciers for the stand he took when
asked to judge at the show. He replied that if he judged
there he would only be conniving at a show system that was
distasteful to the great majority of exhibitors, etc. The
judging on the whofe .seems to have given rise to consider-
able .grumbling. The spaniel judge, Col. Le Poer Trench,
who is so well known in connection with Irish water spaniels,
comes in for some hard knocks, as, not being able to go it

alone, he had to continuallj^ reifer to the secretary of the
Spaniel Club for points and standards. He seems, irom his
report in the Ken )i.el (iazctte, to have gone for a working
sort of spaniel in the field aud cocker classes, and this may
have upset the feelings aud expectations of the worshippers
at the modern long and low shrine.

St. Bernard classes at this show were principally note-
worthy owing to the appearance of a dog—Duke of Maple-
croft-^that utterly failed to set the beauties of our Sir Bedi-
vere and Princess Florence at naught. One good bitch came
out, called Lady Gyda, ll months old, and Mr. Bettertou
goes into .dcstacies over her iu his report, so she must be.

something a littk extra. He writes: -'Her muzzle and
HkxjM are veiy .-.'.oori, ..die has lots of bone and a well-marked
coat '• and Vidth good luck .she h.-is .H, career in front
of her.'' She beat -Vudronieda, quitt a noted bitch. Tho
judge of Newfoundlands .^ays iu his report that there \va,s a
very fair entry of this breed, "but I was sorry to see so many
-with yellow eyes, large ears, and tails carried over the back."
This senaitive gentleman should take a look at some of onr
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NewloimdlaTid classes. G-reyhouuds aud Barzois were only
moderate. Fox-tfrrieus had tlie l3est dogs in England on
band, Venio, Vesuvienne and D'Orsay, well afc tlie head oi
classes. The iudgf, Mr. Southwell, thinks the latter an
almost perfect terrier and one that only a Buffet cotild equal
or beat. On the whole the judge thinks that the present
year of our [(ord shows the greatest improvement in fox-
terriers, and that the old dogs are gone for good, He sug-
gests that uniformity of type has not heen reached, and that
too much latitude is allowed in size, breeders are losing
sight too much of quality, and that head properties are
retrograding.

The Kennel Gazette makes a rather comical typographical
blunder by heading the report of the Gordon setters black
and tan terriers, but reading the report the criticism reads
almost identical for the two breed.?. As usual, the sporting
dogs were well represented at this show, champion Gelts-
dale getting the challenge prize in English setters. Collies
were also well represented, but nothing new came out of
any moment. The different rough terrier classes were well
filled with the exeepliun of Dandies, which were said to be
a poor lot as a whole. Dachshuude were also good. Mas-
tiffs saw old Be,TOfort win in his class, but beaten by the
open class winner. Lord Cobrey, for the special; this dog
was entered at ,"5250, and he won the $200 challenge cup and
another $25 special. The dog is called a sour-t'aeed one and
not up to Beaufort's form.

The New York and New England Poulti-y and Kennel
Club's show, Jan, 5 to 8, 1892, promises to be a good one in
point of entries. The premium list is a liberal one, most of
the breeds are divided by sex, and s?10, -S'S and a diploma are
given as prizes in the open classes. Challenge classes are
given diplomas only. All the more important breeds have
kennel prizes of $10 for the best four. The special premium
list affords some good opportunities for advertising at little

cost to the generous donors; but quite a neat sum can be
picked up in some of the breeds, as most of the specials are
cold cash. Mr. James Mortimer will .judge all classes, and
Mr. C. E. Rockenstyre will superintend the show. Entries
close with W. C. House, Fort Plain, N. Y., Dec. 26,

Mr. H, C. Tyler, proprietor of the new Clifton House at
Freeport, HI., is evidently a dog man, for he honored the
boys with a menu the dishes of which have a familiar sound
to many of us, diiring the show just held:

MEIsU.
SOUP.

Cream k la Benssiue. Consomme Kildare Glenmore.
JfiSH.

Broiled Mackinaw Trout a la Duchess of Waverly.
Penrice Pntatoes.

BOILBO.
Sauerkraut and Sausngp, Ben Lewis Style.

ROAST.
Stuffed Turkey, 1 Say Jelly. Veal. Roslyn Daudy Sauce.

Prime Piibs Beef, au Bob Ivy.
BNTREES.

Squirrel Pie k la Jack Sheptierd, Spaghetti de Pointer.
Fernwood Bruce Puft>, Hickox Sauce.

VEGETABLES,
Mashed Potatoes. Sweet Potatoes. American Peas.

Harry Goodman Squash. Tim Donoghue Boiled Potatoes,
RELISHES.

John Naylor CUampagne on loo.
C-HpTT ChoT*-, Celfivy. Qneeii OUyes,

WASTRY.
Sir fredfipick OreaQi Pie.

Lemon Merengne Pudding. T. A. Howard Sausc.
Green ApBle Pie , Nev? England Mincf Fie.

-dock of FurueBS Ice iJveam. Raspberry .Tam Tarts.
Seminole St'-awberry Jeilr. GraDe Jellv Tarts,

Yctme American Cheese, Inspiration Tea-
Cale a la Fraucaise.

Connors A,?Bort.6d Cakes. Edam Cheese.

Mr A. E. Pitts will show his kennel of pues only at New
York. Chicago aud Pitts^iuigh the coming spring.

We had our first peep at Princess Florence the other day.
and much as our expectation had been raised, we were
startled at her great size, massiveness and intense quality.
Full of health, and as active as a kitten, .she is indeed the
Queen of the breed. It is to be hoped her coat will come in
by W. K. G. show, aud that family arrangements will not
interfere with her :ippeariin<:e on the bencli in February.
We saw Prinrcs.s tlisi:, unfortunately, and she completely
dwarfs the other new an-ivak, though both Manvoi.-; of
Ripon and Hefuge !1, air; )jr)th well vvorthy at more than
pa-Sfsing notice, but they will be been on the bench .shortly,
.rod then we can devote a little more time to them.

Specuueus of Tihe ]ieculiar breed of Jogs belonging to the
island of Phu-quou, or Fou-kiioc, in rhe tiulf of Siam, hsive
been added to the collection in the Paris Janliu des Plantes.
These dogs are sleek-haired and reseuible fox-terriers in size
and build, but are prick-eared, reddish brown in color (the
female being a lighter shade), with black muzzles and dark
lines on the forehead, like those sometimes seen in bulldogs.

Our reporter, "Bradley," who so ably described the recent
beagle trials at Nanuet, is in trouble. Our compositor
whenever he came to the beagle man's "harked," "backed"
it, and when the hunter wrote "packed" the compositor
"tacked" it instead. These are small things in themselves
but they make trouble in beagle field trial reports.

At a meeting of the Toronto Kennel Club the other even-
^ ing Secretary Stone reported 37 names on the membership
roll and funds in hand amount to $127. There is every like-
lihood of the club alfiliating with the Atheneum Club of
that city. The club decided to hold the next members'
show the first Thursday in January for mastiffs, St. Ber-
nards, Newfoundlands, great Danes, foxhounds, beagles and
poodles.

An exciting scene took place in Brooklyn last week, when
a Newfoundland was the means of capturing a thief. A
Mrs. Garcia "had seen a man in the hallway of the base-
ment floor, but he quickly escaped. Charlie, the dog, whose
owner is Frank Osborn, a neighbor, was in the areaway at
the time. He was a frequent visitor at the Garcia home
and jnuch petted. Mrs. Garcia called to the dog to capture
the thief. He readily understood the request and started
after his man. The thief had not gone many yards when
Charlie had him by the tail of his coat. He succeeded in
tossing the animal oft' and again started to run. The dog
quickly followed, and man and dog fought as far as Broad-
way aud Wythe avenue. By this time several hundred
people had been attracted to the scene. The man again freed
himself and ran to the .street, where he attempteu to jump
on the back of one of the Williamsbui'g News Company's
wagons. The dog, watching his movements, again had him
by the coat tail. Black found it impossible to retain his
hold on the back of the wagon and tried to run down Broad-
way. He managed to fight the dog off until the ferry was
reached, when the beast again seized him by the clothing.
He could not be shaken off, and while struggling with the
.-iniraal the officer arrived,

the coop would set it going. He had not to wait long for
the alarm, and investigation found the door still locked but
a chicken had been stolen. This sort of thing went on till

he hadn't a chicken left in the coop. Then he borrowed
some hens to put in the house and even watched by the side
of the coop at night, but though he heard the stifled cry of
the abducted chicken he could find no trace of the thief,

One day, however, a dog came snifflng round the hen house,
and this gave the owner the clew, for he recognized the dog
as belonging to a ne'er-do-well who gained a living by hunt
ing rabbits in the neighboring woods. Mr. Johnsou, tht
whilom chicken owner, then set a trap and had the satisfac-

tion of seeing the dog run into it. but the canine got away
safely owing to the "trap not being set right. We are not
aware whether the dog has been caught yet or not, but that
he is a clever animal there is no gainsaying, as he has also
devoted his attention to other chicken houses in the vicinity
with a like good result for his unscrupulous master.

The Bideau Kennels that have hitherto devoted them
selves principally to spaniels, have imported the noted fox
terrier Merle Guy, by Dudley Dandy out of Bodkin III. His
pedigree is of the Ijluest. The dog is to be renamed and put
in stud. At the rate they are going it will not be long before
Canadian breeders will be able to keep most of the prizes at
the shows in their own bailiwicks.

Mr. Roland P. Keasbey has made his spaniel kennel still

stronger by the addition of the Sussex spaniel Beau, having
pui-chased him from Mr. J. F. Kirk, of Toronto.

Who owns the spaniel Busy? is a question that the Cami
dian Kennel Gazette is asking, as it won at Cincinnati
under the name of Ancient and Modern Kennels. The bitch
is or was owned by Mr. J. D. G. Shaw, of Kingston, aud the
Kingston men are therefore jealous of the credit of the win

The Canadian Kennel Club has just held a meeting of the
executive committee, at which several important alterations
are made in their rules. Besides raising the standard of
registration, which is now the .same as that of the A, K. C.

,

several other important matters were disposed of. The club
has long felt the need of a stud book, and it was decided to
publish one annually, the work being intrusted to Mr. Don-
ovan, the publisher of the Cd mulian Kennel Gazette, that
gentleman agreeing to publish monthly in his paper the
registrations sent in up to the time of publication, for which
he is to receive $25. Messrs. Stone, Mitcheuer and Williams
were elected a stud book committee. The champion rule
has been made the same as in the A. K. C. rules. The club
seems to have a slight misapprehension of the rule of the
World's Fair dog show about the dogs being registered.
They require a do^ to be registered in the stud book of the
country from which it comes, and not necessarily in the
A.KC.'S.B. In the matter of Mr. Bell's St. Bernard Sir
.John, aged 18 months and registered as by Sir Charles,
who was burned in the fire of Columbus show in 1887, the
registration was canceled. The club will also move in the
matter of entering All-. Little's Clumber Newcastle without
authority at the Ottawa show. Twenty-one new members
were admitted.

- ).eakiDg of thieves reminds ua of a cljsg vrbo^ernteliieeiiew
had been made to serve the nefarious ends of his chicken-
loving master, A man who lives in Newtown. L. I., bad
missed his chickens several times, and when about foitv
were stolen in one night he put a burglar alarm on the door
(a£ the coop and so arranged it that anything- tbAt njoyed in

Mr. F. E. -Lamb, of Woodbrook Kennels, Baltiijiore, Md.
imported last week on the Johnson Line steamer Barrow
more, from Liverpool, Eng., the rough St, Bernard bitch
Duchess of Arlington, for Messrs. Cobb &. MeLear, Wilming-
ton, She is by Lord Bute out of Lamb's Margharifca,
stands S3 hone.5t inches at shoulder and scaled, immediately
after her arrival, 168lbs She is litter sister to the noted
Marchioness and Marquis of Bute. Her coat is of the
richest orange color and markings all that could be desired.
Her head resembles very closely her sire's and. her body and
bone are very massive. She comes over in whelp to the
celebrated prize winner Polyphemus (champion Plinlimmon
—Lady Adelaide) and from this combination of blood good
results should be obtained. Her pm-chascrs are to be con-
gratulated upon the acquisition of such a valuable bitch to
their kennel, which now contains, in addition to the
Duchess; Altoness, a fine young Alton bitch, and the promis-
ing young imported stud dog Sir Lion, by Sir Henry out of
.Seacomb's Lena, winner of second Wilmington and third
Baltimore this yesir.

M r. Lamb is also importing another good bitch by cbiampion
Young Wallace out of a litter sister to the late PrinceRegent,
Thi.s one i8 for a well-known Southern kennel. One of his
Loid Bute- Clydesdale Nell pups weighs 721bs, at 4 months
old and is said to be wonderfully well made all over.

A. kennel olub ha.s been formed iu Seattle, Wa.sh.. with
aome 25 charter members. It won't be many years before \v^
shall have a Pacific coast circuit,

A dispatch from London states that Queen Victoria has
written a letter iu which she expresses sympathy with the
agitation now being carried on for the abolition of the sport
of rabbit coursing. The Pall Mall Gazette urges the Queen
to give evidence of the sincerity of her sympathy with the
movement by the withdrawal of her support from the main-
tenance of the royal buckhounds.

Dogs are being poisoned again in dift'erent parts of the
country in a most ruthless manner. A large and valuable
St. Bernard was poisoned at the west end of Boston, and
died in great agony. Pieces of raw meat folded together
containing gray powder have been found on many door-
steps in the neighborhood. The case in question was a
peculiarly distressing one, as the animal was a most docile
and gentle animal. It is well to warn these fiends of
the severe penalties which can be enforced against them,
should they be found out. Of course it is a hard matter to
reason with such wretches, but would it not be b' tter, before
resorting to such cowardly methods, to try a repre-
sentation to the owner, if they have any complaint to make,
so that a life, which is more precious than they probably
realize, may be spared by such concession or restrictions as
may be reasonably asked for.

We have received no premium list of the Gloversville
show, to be held Dec, 30 to Jan, 3, but we hear the prizes
will be S5 and $2.50 to challenge and open classes, and -S2,50
and SI.50 in puppy classes. Mr. Chas. H. Mason will judge
all classes and Mr. J. Otis Fellows will superintend. We
hear several complaints about non i-eceipt of premium lists
among would-be exhibitors until the last moment. For the
sake of the judge this should be attended to better.

Dr. James E. Hair, of Bridgeport, Conn., sends us a letter
just as we go to press, stating that he has received, per s.s.
Cireassia, two English setters, Devon Shotand Devon Daisy,
from Mr. .John Lee Bulled, North Devon, England. Dr.
Hair's letter, with full particulars, will appear next week.

DAN O'CONNELL,—Detroit, Mich.— Editor Forest and
Stream: Dan O'Connell (16,640) is sold and out of the stud.
Mr. Charles J. Canfleld, of Manistee, Mich., has made the
second purchase of the Prairie Mound Kennels. Elsars
21,031 (Dan O'Connell ex Lalla Bookh, 17,869) and now Dan,
at a private figure. He will take both dogs South and shoot
over them until April 1. I take this means of informing
parties who have writt-en me for Dan's service. Mr. Can-
field will enter both dogs at the next Irish setter field trials—PkAIEIE MotrsTD KElfNELS,

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Hotes are Inserted without charge; and blanks

(fnrnlshed free) will be aent to any addretss.

NAMES CLAIMED,
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

King Jim, King's Oion, Flcety Kent. Lady Kent and King's Flvrt.
By H. K. Devereux, Cleveland, O.. for one dog and four bitches,
all liver and white, whelped June 15, 1891, by King of Kent out of
Fleet (Dash Il.-Spot).
Raven. By H. VV. Malfolm, Baltimore, Md., for Gorden setter

bitcb. whelped Sept.. 26. 1891, by Rap out of Montrose.
Model Ben. Ravture and Royal Blue. By L. Gardner, Mount

Vernon, N. Y., for three English setter dogs, one white, black and
tan ticked, one white and lemon ticked, and one white, black and
tnn and blue belton, whelped Sept. 15. ISm, by Roger (Count Nobln
—Queen Meg) out of" Sunol (Gladstone's Bov- Flame M.).
Glendyne Keunels, Bristol, R. L, claims the following names for

a litter of Irish setters, whelped Nov. .5, 1891. by Liemore out of
Lucelle: Dogs—O'Cary, O'Leary, O'Shea. CShane. O'Brien.
Bitches—Nora McShane, Nora Criena, Sheila MoGrath, Sheila
McOlone, Dora McCushla.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

,
Bang's MolUe—King of Kent. Bar Harbor Kennels' (Bar Har-

bor, Ma) pointer bitch Bang's Mollie to Westminster Kenne^
Club's King of Kent, Nov, 8
Lady Black—Rap. H. Malcolm's (BHltimore, Md.) Gordon set-

ter bitch Lady Black to his Rap, Dec. 15.

WHELPS.
||^~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Lady Godiva. South Bend Keunels' (South Bend. Ind.) St. Bei-

nard hitch Lady Godiva, Aug. 28, nine, by their Sir Eidred.
Flossie. F. Balmas's (Saginaw, Mich.) black and tan hitch Plot-

sie (Prince-Nanon), Dee. 1, five (one dog), by Blake & Herbert-
ton's Sir Wallace (Mahomet—Lady).
Maple Grove Luath. Maple Grove Kennels' (Losrau. 0.1 collie

bitcu Maple Grove Luath (Clifton Hero—Sparkle), Dec. 8, seven
(Qve doKP). by J. A. Long's Bandolph (.-^.rchibald—Petunia).
Lueette. Glendyne Kennels' (Bristol. R. I ) Irish setter bitch

Lucelle (Karl—Irish Countes=), Nov. 5, 1891, ten (five doge), by then-
Lismore (O'Donovan Rossa—Sedan).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Sir Mdred- Lady Godiva whelps. St. Bernards, by South Bend
Kennels, South Bend, Ind., one bitch to O. C. -Jockey, Bremen,
tud,; one dog to Thos. Munro, Crallitzin, Pa.; one bitch to J. O.
Ullery, North Liberty, Ind.; one dog to Miss Lizzie Davennort.
Elkhart. Ind.
King of Kent-Fleet whelps. Liver and white pointer bitch,

whelped June 15. 1891, by King of Kent out of Fleet, by H. K. Dev-
ereux, Cleveland, O., to C. M. Munhall, same place.

Clip. Lemon and white English setter dog, whelped Jan. 9. 189],
by San Roy. Jr. out of Nell o' Warwick, by Dr. Jas. E. Hair,
Bridgeport, Conn., to Mr. Beers, Fairfield, Coun.

JS'ell o' Warwlch. Black, white and tan English setter bitch,
whelped February, 1889, by Warwick Albert out of Princess BpI-
tnn, by Dr. Jas. E. Hair, Bridgeport, Conn., to Fred. Lyons, same
place.
Shenstone Daisy. Black, white and tan English setter bitch,

whelped April 18, 1891, by Shenstone out of Fairy B„ by Dr. Jas.
E, Hair. Bridgeport. Conn., to John Snell, Binghamton, N. Y.
Ladii Fenwick. Black and tan Gordon setter bitch, byF. B.

Zimmer, Gloversville. N. Y., to G. A. King, same place.
Nettle. Chestnut, white and tan English setter bitch, whelped

March 17, 1891, by Count Wakefield out of Daisy IL, by F. B Zim-
mpr, Gloversville, N. Y., to J, C. Teelz. same place.
Murtle. Liver, white and tan English setter bitch, whelped

March IT, 1S81, by Count WakeSeld out of Daisy n., by F. S. Zim-
mer, Gloversville, N- Y., to H. W, Zea, same plsse.

Thistle. Blue belton EDgUsh Fetter bitcb. wKeiosd 31aroh^?,
1891, by Count W.ikefleld out of Daisy IL, hy B„ Zimmer, Gloy-
ersville, N. Y., to John erinnell, same place.
Count William. White, black and tan English settei^ doe

whelped March IT, 1891, bv Count Wnkpneiii out of Daisv H., bv
F. B. Zimmer, Gloversville,. N. Y., to W. Q, Shntts, same place,

"

Taylor's Fly. White, black and tan hound bitch, whelped M&s.
1890. by Ranger out of Fly, by F. B. Zirumer, GloTersvil le. N, v

,

to P. Hart & Son. New Brighton, N. Y,
Sweet Briar. White, black, tau and blue ticked beagle bitch,

whelped Aug, 13. 1890, by Bush out of Blue NeU. by P, B. Zimme'-'
Glnversvillp, N. Y., to E. ifi. Palmer. Napoleon, Mich.

Mollie. Fawn, biack points, mastiff bitch, whelped March 26.
1891, by Berkshire rantiou out of Zetta," by F. B. Zimmer, Glov-
erRville, N. Y,, to W. D. Blenus, East Bpriiu, Conn.
Myn.K. Blue belton English setter bitch, whelped Nov. 18. 1890.

bv Ranger out of Princess Liewellin, by F. B. Zimmer, Glovers-
ville, N. Y., to W. A. Smith, Reading Pa.
Ben. White, black and tan beagle dog, whelped Oct. 21, ISOO, bv

Boston out of Weazel, by J. L. Jolley, Denver, S. C, to F. B. Zim-
mer, Gloversville. N. Y.
Graphic in.—Meteor-s Flin whelps. Liver and white pointers,

whelped Aug. 5, 1891, by C. D. Roberts. Dexter, Me-, a dog to Geo.
Whiteside. Cambridge, Mass., and a bitch each to C. M. Wilson,
Huron, S, D„ and W. B. Battran. Oil Spring.s, Out.
ShtiL^I,one—Ne.U o' Wid wieh- wheips. English setter dogs, whelped

Aug. 25, 1891, by Dr, Jas. G, Hair, Bridgeport, Conn., a white to ,T.

McOam, New Ha\ en, Conn,, and a blue belton to O. Rausell.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Fihevstuue -MfhCi ill. iviielps. Blue belton English setters,
whelped Aug. 14, 1891, by Dr. Jas. E. Hair, Bridgeport. Conn., a
dng to Wm. Sir gleton and a bitch to Wni. O'Mara, Stratford,
Conn. /

Den. Orange, white markings, rouah St. Bernard bitch,whelped
1889. by Everest out of Setjua, by G. W. Patterson, Worcester,
Mas<., to W. H. Blums, East Berlin, Conn.
Lakeside Juno. Orange tawny, perfect white markings, rough

St. Bernard biich, whelped May 29, 1891, by Plinlimmon, Jr. out Of
Lady Teazel, by G. W. Patterson, Worcester, Mass., to A. E.
Moore, Spartanburg, S. C.
Lady Lahin. Orange tawny, white markings, rough St. Bernard

bitch, whelped May 29, 1891. by Plinlimmon, Jr. out of Ladv Tea-
zel, by G- W. Patterson, Worcester, Mass., to Milton C, Lakin,
Hillaird, O.
Ponttac. White and liver pointer dog, whelped Jan. 9, 1886, by

Geo. W. La Rue, New York city, to Geo. Lovell, Middleboro.
Mass.
Boh Gate,':, Jr. English setter dog. whelped July 5, 1889, by Geo.

W. La Rue, New York city, to Geo. Crocker, Sau Pranoisoo,
Cal.
Gus Bonhu—AIollte Gates whelp. Black, white and tan Epglish

setter bitch, by Dr. C. E. Stanley, Middletown, Conn., to C, B.
Holley, Bismarck, S. D.

PRESENTATION.
Fleety Kent Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped June 1-5,

1891, bv King of Kent out of Fleet, by H. K, Deverens, Cleveland.
O., to Frank Billings, same place.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,
There is no charge for answeriitg questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be ansimred by Dr. T, O.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeofls.
Communications referring to other matters connected nAth Kennel
Management and dogs loill receive careful attention.

G. C. C, Rochester, N. Y.—Is a light or flesh-colored roof to the
mouth of a red Irish seMer objectionable, providing pup is good
otherwise and well bred/ Ans. No. The idea that a thorough-
bred dog must have a black i-oofed mouth has been exploded long

H. P. L., Worcester, Mass.—Please give pedigree of St. Bernards
Kip, 31,035. and Nina, 18,503. Aiis. The stud hook for 1891 is not
out yet containing pedigree of Kip. Nina is by Night out of
Roxie, by Tip (6,866. Vol. IV.) out of Empress, by Carlo out of
Burnit : Nierht, by Merchant Prince (4,431, Vol, III.) out of Lve
(11,930, Vol. v.).

B., New York.—Dogs of the breeding of dog you name have pro-
duced good field dogs, hut this particular dog we believe has not
been hunted in the field, his life having been passed chiefly on the
show bench. Therefore, we would advise you to breed your bitch
to a dug of acknowledged field merit—the only way to produce
nMlur-H i field dogs.

. G, B
. Birmingham, Conn.—Will you please inform me if

Beppo III. Is litter brother to King of Kent? Also, can you in-
form me who broke Canadian Losley, and who bred hioi, and is
he a good bench show do"? I am told that he was brokea by Mr.
jJ6h,a Davidson. Ans. No. King of Kent is fay Priam out of
Kent Baby, and was whelned Jan.. 1.3. 1SS6, BeoDo Ilf. is bv Prism
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out ol champion Meally, and wheloed May!26, 1881. We do not
know who trained CJanadian Loxley, nor his breeder's name, and
never having seen him cannot pass an opinion as to his bench
form.

J. W. J., Brooklyn, N. Y.—I have a deerhoniid and. with a
friend who has a female, raised some pnps, ot which I have a
male and a female. Would it be in-breeding to put my dog to his
daURhter? My dog can not be registered—he was Imported with-
out pedigree. Can I enter the pups at the Westminster show if I
wish? Ans. It would of cotirse be in-breeding and we should not
advise the alliance unless to perpetuate some particular sti-ain or
when another dog cannot ho secured. You can show any breed of
dog at the W. K. C. show or any show under K. C. rules, pedigree
or no oedigree, if yow pay 26 cents to have it listed in the Kennel
Gazette.

A. N.. Baltimore, Md.—I have a 8t. Bernard dog, now about four
months old, who is suffering with navel hernia, 1 think. Ho has
a lump on his navel which, when you lay him on Ma back, all dis-
appears; it is soft to the touch; does not seem to hurt him; gen-
eral health and appetite good. I tried to put a rubber pad on the
place after pushing the lump in. hut could not get any plaster that
would keep the pad in place. TMiat oau I do to cure him"? Your
advice in former times has heei; very good and woiild be much
appreciated in this. Ans. If the hernia is small it will disappear
as the dog gi-ows older. If a very large one an operation will he
necessary to cure ir. Pads and trusses are useless as it is impos-
sible to retain them in posii ioTi; it you are very anxious to use
some support try Johnsou & Seabury's extra adhesive rubber
plaster.

AMATEUR REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
The shooting for the Winans Trophy during the pasf week was

at Conlin'B Gallery, corner of Thirty-first street and Broadway.
Triday and Saturday evenings, Dec. IS and 19, were set apart for

the tests, and some revolver shooting and ever to much revolver

talk was indulged in. Shooters who had been pi-acticing for long
times past at the 13yds. range found it very easy to miss at 20ydF.,

and to get olE the Sin. disk into the immeasurable beyond, made
the shooters very much disgusted with 20yds. aiiooting. The re-

volvers respond every time, however, and it is merely a question

of a little fii-mer and closer holding than that reo.uired at 13yds.

As an illustration of what man and weapon together may do, a
target made by Mr. E. Wassefmann is presented. He had .last

tired for the Trophy, and though making a very creditable score,

was not satisfied with it enough to let it stand. "Let me give

FOBEST AND STKBAsr a target. What shall it be?" he said. ' A

round at 13yds. at the word," said the shooting editor. "All

right," and the shooting master began his calling o\it, "Are you
ready? Fire, 1, 3, 3," and every time at about the call of 2 the

shot went off and the dark hole in the hullseye was made larger

and larger until the six shots had practically gone into the same
orifice. Here is the target and it is a daisy fit for the placn of

honor it will occupy in the records crowding the walls of Oonlin's

WalhaUa of past and present marksmen's exploits. The target

counts up a total of 59 in the possible 60, and considering that it is

an off-hand "a la carte" performance, shot on the spur of the

moment, it gives one an admirable idea o£ the sort of shooting

indulged in by the coterie of clever pistol and revolver shots who
fresiuent the Broadway gallery. Though out of the Trophy ahoot

on its first round, owing to his withdrawal, Mr. Wassermann in-

tends to give the first holder of the trophy a prompt challenge

and a sharp tussel for the possession of the beautiful Winans
art work.

"FOREST AND STREAM" TOURNAMENT
The Miller Rifle Club's headquarters at 80 Hudson street,

Hoboken, were crowded last Wednesday evening by delegates
from the different clubs who are to enter the tournament ar-
ranged for five-men teams of New .Tersey Rifle Clubs by the Foa-
v.f^T AND Stream. The clu bs represented wei'e:

Miller Rifie Club, of 80 Htidson street, Hoboken: Captain, Rich-
ard W. Dewey; Seetreary, J. H. Kruse,
Herman Rifle Club; Captain, Herman Neutnan. Zabrlakie street

and Terrace avenue, Jersey City Heights; Secretary, Rudolph
Auerbaoh.
Jefsen Rifle Club; Captain, Wm. Jeisen, 89 Zabriskie street,

Jersey City fleight;;; Secretary, John Plump.
Puritan Rifle Ciun; Captain, Adam Sauer, headquarters, 29

Main street, Newarls; Secretary. Thos. Risban.
Essex Amateur Rifle Club: Cap^ftin, John Coppersmith, head-

<iuarters 326 Bank street, Nevvarn; Secretatiy, John Higgin.
Essex Indians Rifle Club: Chief, Frank Helms; Secretary, Geo.

Freitae, 50 Rutgers street, Newark.
Our Own R'fle Club: Shooting Master. P. A. Preienaehner; Secre-

tary, C. H. To vvnaend, 10 Arch street, Newark.
Hudson Rifie Club: Captain. Henry L. Hansen, headquart/ors 35

Giles avenue, Marion; Secretary, Chas. E. Bird, 90 South Fifth
avenue, care Marvin Safe Co., New York city.
Excelsior Rifle Club: Captain, L. P. Hansen, headquarters 78

Montgomery street, Jersey City: Secretary, Ward J. Cuanniug.
Palisade Rifle Chib: Captain. John Reinhardt, headquarters 354

Palisade avenue, Jersey City Eeights: Secretary, Gus Finger,
"'"

Zabriskie street, Jersey City Heights.
C. H. Townsend. of the Forest and Stream, acted as

chairman, and J. H. Kruse, also of ine Forest and Stream, as
secretary. Mr. Townsend explained thp matter to itie deiegites.
The following clubs have entered for the trophy to be presented

by the Forest and Stream to the club winning the greatest
number of contests m tne tournament for New Jersey clubs. As
we go to press earlier than usual this weeli we are compelled lo
defer to next week lists of names: Miller Rifle Club, Hoboken;
Excelsior Rifle Club, Jersey City; Hudson Rifle Club, Marion;
Jefsen Rifle Club and Palisade Rifle Club, Jersey City Heights;
Standard Bifle Club, Hoboken; Our Own Rifts Club, Volu-.teer
Rifle Club, Essex Amareur Rifle Club, I^^sex Indians Rifle Club,
Puritan Rifla Club, of Newark, and Greenville Rifle Club, of
Greenville. Farther particulars In regard to the officers, team
location and how to reach the ^I^Ear^ati lieadq.uai'ter& will bs
givaa in next weefe's issue, . ; ..

New Sevsey Riflemen.
ISpeclaVy Repotted for Forest and St/ream.']

HBADQtrARTBBS OF CLUBS.

Miller R. C, 80 Hudson street, Hoboken,
Union R. C, S33 First street, Hoboken.
Friday Night R. C, 210 Washington street, Hoboken.
Excelsior R. C, 78 Montgomery street, Jersey City.
Palisade R. C, 354 Palisade avenue, Jersey City Heights.

Union Riflb Olcib.- Captain, Henry Becker.—Tuesday, Dec.
15.—Ten shots, off-hand. 35-rlng target, possible 250:
C Schroeder. .35 25 24 24 23 83 33 23 28 22-233
J Meyers.... 35 34 24 24 33 28 32 33 22 31—330
F Brandt 26 25 24 54 23 22 21 21 31 20-326
G M Roedel. 25 35 33 33 33 33 33 21 31 31-226
AMeyers 35 34 23 33 33 23 33 22 21 10—335
Capt Becker , 25 24 34 33 33 S3 33 20 20 20—333
S RusFell , - . . , , 35 35 33 32 22 11 31 31 21 20—2^)
R J Link 34 34 84 23 33 23 31 20 20 19-230
.Jos Feuerbach..,,.,* i,.. 25 35 25 34 24 23 32 19 18 16—230
Chas Wiskow..,. 2f) SB 23 24 33 33 SO 19 19 19—316
F Vanderheyden 25 34 28 33 33 21 31 19 18 18-314
D Meyers 85 24 23 23 21 31 30 20 19 19—314
Team shooting followed between teams ciptained by Dan

Meyers and Ciharlle Wiskow with this rpsult:
Meyer's Team. Wiskow's Team.

D Meyers 315 Chas Wiskow 214
C Schroeder. . ...330 F Brandt 230
G M Roedol. 225 J Meyer .230
H Becker....... 225 S Russell.. 221
J Peuerbach 232 B J Lin k 820
AMeyers ... ..230—1:347 F Vanderheyden 316—1330
The customary social session followed, during which the mem-

bers were entertained by the spurious singing of "Whiskers"
Wiskow; Shad Russell also gave a song which was famous about
a decade ago, to wit: "Joe Bowers." Chas. Schroeder then rf-
lated his mishaps while on a hunting trip with Henry Becker and
Chris Inteman some time ago.

Padisade Rit'LE Club, Capt. John Reinhardt. Tuesday, Dec.
15. Ten soots, off-hand, SS-ring target, pbss'ble 250:
Geo Graf, Jr 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 23 20 20-330
Capt Reinhardt 35 35 34 23 23 33 23 S3 31 20—227
Geo Graf 25 24 34 24 23 33 22 21 31 30—327
ARossy 25 24 23 23 23 23 22 32 31 30-326
J Johnson 26 23 23 38 23 21 21 21 21 30—330
G Finger , 35 35 24 34 21 31 20 20 30 30-330
F Pfleger 34 33 '33 23 31 iO 30 19 19 19-310
They have not as yet received the challenge from the Greenville

Rifle Club to a 10-men team match. The Summit Rifle Club did
not accept the Palisade's challenge to m u.oh. The customary
social session followed. The inembfij's were treated to a collation
by Adolph Rossy. Adolphti.^ couldn't l)elp putting it itp, as be
lost in a match between himself and Jim Johnson. The latter
rendered a touching ballad, "1 Couhln't Help It." George Graf,
Jr.. then gave au exhibition of fancy shooting.

Midler Rifde Cltib, Hoboken.—Capt. Richard W. Dewey,
Wednesday. Dec. 19. Pen shots, oft-hand, 25-rlug target, oos-
sible 250. The scores made in the ttrst, second and third classes in
the .shoot for class medals. Rrst score shot lo count, were:

First Clas- .

C Jndsou .25 35 35 25 85 34 34 34 24 33-344
F Brandt 25 35 25 34 34 34 24 23 33 31-238
G«o Schticht 25 25 35 35 34 24 23 33 32 31-237
Wm Forkel 25 2;. 34 34 24 34 23 33 33 33-337
A. Meyns 25 25 35 34 34 3-1 23 33 22 32-3.37
E Fischer 25 25 34 34 24 33 33 33 33 33-234
D Miller 25 25 35 24 3i 23 33 32 32 30-233
L Sohl 35 24 24 24 33 23 23 33 33 30-330
A J Meyer 3.^ .25 24 24 23 23 23 33 21 20-239
D Her. e Hen 35 35 34 34 23 33 23 32 30 20-328
Capt Dewey . 25 34 24 33 33 33 33 31 31 20-326
H .Veum.-in 35 34 24 34 34 34 33 33 18 ]8-2a5
The first ola.ss medal was won by Chas Judson, 344.

Sec ond Claps.

.1 H Kruse 35 35 35 34 38 33 33 31 31 30-229
D Peters . 35 34 33 83 33 22 33 32 33 31-327
J Carragher 35 34 33 33 33 33 33 38 31 31—326
Second class medal was won bj J. E. Kru-e, 339.

Th'rd Class.

H Seltenreich 35 25 34 34 24 22 23 30J30 1.5-331
A Stadler 35 34 24 33 23 31 31 20 80 19-319
H F Meyer , 35 34 33 20 20 SO 30 80 SO 30-311
F Kammell 35 34 31 30 30 80 30 18 16 16-300
W Weber 85 34 33 30 20 ;J0 19 18 17 14—200
Third class medal was won by H. Seltenreich, 221. The shoot-

ing committee, consisting of Dave Miller. Capt. Dewey, Charles
Judson, J. H. Kruse and E. Fischer, has completed all arrange-
ments for the club's prize shoot on Christmas Day, the 35th, and
Sunday, the 37th inst.

Httdson Rifle Clttb, Marion, Capt. Henry L. Hansen, Dec. 14,
10 shots off-hand, 35-rmg target;

H L Hansen ?3 35 25 25 25 25 24 .33 .33 33—343
J Rebhan 25 35 35 3.5 34 24 23 23 23 32-239W Mussehl .35 34 34 24 23 33 33 23 23 33—33n
H Mahlen brock 35 35 25 24 34 34 23 ;'.3 22 21—2a5
T RevnoWs 35 .34 34 24 23 SJi 33 33 22 21-230
C E Bird 35 34 38 23 32 23 32 31 ,31 30-822
T Adams 35 25 34 33 32 31 31 30 30 20-331
Tho club is getting its ten-men team m stiape for the winter

matches. All are putting up good scores and in a short time will
prove that they have regained their old form.

Gbeenvlllb Rifle Clttb.—Greenville, N. J., Dec. 18.—The
scores made by this club, 10 shots off-hand, 25-ring target, possible
360, are appended below:
Chevant ..25 35 25 24 34 24 'Z-i .S3 33 30-235
Kaiser 25 25 34 34 33 23 23 .32 ,33 20 - 330
Robidoux 35 25 .34 23 33 33 33 23 2X' 31-280
Purcell.. 25 2-{ 34 34 ;J3 3o 23 ?.?. 31 31—330
Dodds S^i 25 34 34 23 23 ,32 .33 11 21—2R0
Spahn - 35 24 24 3;? 33 33 ;:3 33 20 30-337
Cook .25 24 24 23 33 32 33 31 21 19-224
Pfefler 35 35 2^ 33 .30 31 30 18 18 16-309
Filoramo 25 34 33 22 31 ,'>0 18 18 16 16-203
HilL 25 33 .33 20 20 20 19 16 16 15-195
A meeting followed, during which two new members were elec-

ted. A s icial session followed the close of the meeting.

The Standard Rifle Clttb w
Hoboken, Monday evening, Dec.
captain. The club decided to en
Stream tournament. Shooting f

G M Roedel
J H Kruse
H Becker
C Schroeder
F Brandt -.

J Meyer
J Stlehl
A Meyers
S Russell
FWKiefer

'3S organized at 233 First .street.
31. Henry Bect'er was eltcted
ipra team in the Forest and
ollowf'd, the scores made being;
.25 35 24 24 24 34 33 32 31 31—333
,.35 34 24 24 33 33 33 33 33 23—333
.35 35 34 a3 33 23 22 23 33 32-331
.25 34 34 24 23 38 33 33 33 31-331
;Jd 31 84 34 23 .33 33 33 33 20 - 830
..35 ^ri 34 34 33 33 S3 21 31 21-230
..35 35 35 34 33 23 23 31 31 31-329
35 34 34 34 33 33 32 33 31 31-339
.25 ,34 34 34 23 33 38 21 30 30-326
.35 24 33 33 22 31 21 30 30 30-.318

Hudson Rifle Club, Mailon, N. J., Capt. Henry L. Hansen,
Monday evenmg, Dec. 31; 10 shots off-hand, .35-rme target, pog-
8 ble 250:

Braun 25 25 35 25 25 34 24 24 23 33-843
Capt Hansen , 35 25 26 24 84 24 24 24 24 33 - 348
Boddy...- ^ 35 25 24 24 33 23 23 33 33 32—335
Mussehl 25 85 35 24 23 23 33 33 33 32- 235

J Keohan 35 25 34 34 34 33 33 23 32 33—234
Holisrh 25 36 26 24 24 33 23 22 33 20 -333
Buch 25 35 24 34 23 23 33 33 31 31-230
The club me* afterward and decided to enter the tournament

arranged by the Forest And Sirkam for New Jersey Rifie clubs.

Union Rie^le Club, Hoboken, N. J.—Captain Becker, Tuesday,
Deo. 33. Ten shots, off-hand, 35-ring tareeo. possible 350:

C Schroeder 35 35 24 34 23 S3 S3 .33 33 32—333
H Becker ...25 35 25 24 .84 24 32 33 31 20-233
(+ M Raedel ..25 23 25 24 -3 33 33 32 33 31-331
F Vanderoeyden.- 35 25 25 34 2?- 32 23 23 .21 30-330
B J Link 25 25 3- 33 2L 30-339
8 A R Qssell , .... .35 2;- 3

. : 31 30 20-235
C Wiskow 35 34 3; - ::\ 31 31 31-324
D Mevers.... . 25 35 2+ .3.3 32 31 30 30 19 19-318
J Peuerbach .35 25 34 33 32 30 .30 30 30 19-318
Team shooting followed between fams captained by "Hand-

some Joe" Peuerbach and "Beau Brummel" Wiskow, which re-
sulted as follows;
J Feuerbaoh .320 C Wiskow 285
6 M Raedel 830 O Schroeder §36
F Vanderheyden 8?3 B J Link V.. ....'..........231

.

,SARus89lL.,. .... ..^9Q? ^fieofe©r„-..„,. ,.835-^37

Palisade Rifle Club, Capt. John Reinhardt, Jersey City
Heights, Tuesday evening Dec. 32, Ten shota, off-hand, 8,5-ring
target, possible 250:
Geo Graf , , 25 ,35 25 24 24 34 ,33 23 33 21—336
Capt Reinhardt .25 35 34 34 34 23 33 32 81 81—333
J Johnson 25 35 36 24 24 38 83 32 21 30-331
Geo Graf, Jr 35 35 34 34 34 34 S3 83 20 20-331
A Rossy 25 25 24 34 33 S3 23 33 31 31-331
G Fenger

, 35 24 34 33 33 33 33 23 31 30—227
After the shooting Capt. Reinhardt invited the members to a

pig roast, he putting it up, as it washisnatal day. Speeches were
made by Geo. Graf, Sr., who also rendered several fine vocal solos.
He was ably assisted by the irrepressible "Jimmy" Johnson and
the scholarly Geo. Graf, Jr. Gus Finger then recited several
poems of his own creation. Adolphus Russy then in verse related
his trou bles at a certain boarding house,

NOTES.

Police officer "Gap" Aldoretta, of the Hoboken Police Depart-
ment, has as yet received no reply to his challenge, published in
the Forest and Stream two weeks ago, inviting any 56-year-old
policeman in the world to a match with the revolver.
The Seitz Rifle Club. Capt. Chas. Burk. of Jersev City Height?,

with headquarters at 354 Palisade avenue, has disbanded. Owing
to the ponr attendance at the weekly shoots, the offlcers concluded
to settle up the affairs of the club.

Geo, B. Bergkamp, the genial proprietor of Tammanv HalL
Senancus, will give a live fox hunt on Monday, Dec. 38. Entries
will be received up to that morning. The two foxes will be liber-
ated at 3 A.M., the chase commpucing at 9, t hereby giving the rey-
nards a start of 7 hours. The successful hunter will be awarded a
gold medal. The Judges will be Messrs. Manning, County Super-
intendent Gannon and Freeholder Noonan. A reception lo those
who participated in the hunt will be given at Tammany Hall in
the evening. Therefore it can be seen that George has arranged a
rood day's enjoyment for his many friends. George Berg-
Lamp, mentioned above, is a fine shot with both the rifle and
shotgun.

A pigeon shoot between a number of Union Hill's prominent
citizens and officials takes place on Jan. 3. There will be two
teams of 3 men each, consisfcrng of Councilman John Merritt,
Jacob Wein and W. Woolmington on one side and Councilman A.
Haige, Otto Haas and Herman Lang on the other. Ten birds a
man. The losing team to pay for the birds and a dinner for four-
teen. It is sa,id that neither of the contestants have ever yet
handled a shotgun, so there will probably be no scarcity of pigeons
after they get through.

Chris Bauchle, of tbe Excelsior Rifle Ohib. Jersey City, is a,

story teller hard to beat. According to Chris, he has traveled all
over the world, has killed everything from a seal to a souirrel,
and is also an old soldier and sailor, having served during the
late war with distinction. Chris is a confectioner, and frequently
he furnishes the Excelsior boys with his celebrated "mixed ale"
drops.

The Herman Rifle Club, of Jersey City Heights, Capt. Herman
Neuman, are a lot of "hail fellows well met." But for theirrange
being situated rather out of the way, they would have twice the
membership they now possess.

The Jepson Rifle Club has a newly-fltted 85ft. range at their
headquarters. Zabriskie street near Summit avenue, Jersey City
Heights, The club's members are all young men who have already
turned out some rattling good scores, thanks to their being tutored
by .Terry Steuber, Fred Kloepping and Billy Dilger. The club,
which was organized a short tinae ago, now possesses 35 members.
President Guerber, of the Friday Night Club, Hoboken, is a

hustler. Everything he tindertakes to do for the club he .succeeds
in.

The Friday Night Club is getting its 10-men team in shape for
what iuatches the club will participate in. The boys are rapidly
getting into shape, and will no doubt surprise many before the
rifle shooting season closes.

Arrangements for the Miller Rifle Club's annual picuio and
Bummernight's festival at the Union Hi]l,,Sohuelzen Park on
Decoration Day are already under way. Pour hundred dollars
will be distributed among the marksmen. Games will also be
givf>n. The winner in each event will be presented with a gold
medal,
Fred Freieusehner. of the Our Own Club, Newark, is acknowl-

edged to be another hustler in the rifle shooting world.

"Texas Charley" Jurlaon, of the Miller Rifle Club, Hoboken, has
as yet received no reply to bis challenge to Miss Mav Clinton, of
Cooke and Clinton, Lady Ritie .Shots," to meet him in all-around
shooting with rffle, pistol, gun and revolver, for from $50 a side
upward. Jay H, Kay.

Massachusetts Rifle Association,

Boston, Dec. 19.—The regular weekly shoot ot the Massachu-
setts Rifle Asaoola lion was held at its range to-day. A 9 to 12
o'clock wind bothered the riflemen a good deal. Messrs. Francis,
Patridge and Williams took lirsc place in the cup matches. C. H.
Eastman won the Victory silver medal. Following are the beat
scores made, distance SOOvds., standard American larget:

All-Comers' Rest Match.
J Francis 110 I B Thomas 98 D Martin 9S
M R Barter 105 O Moore 97 AG Home ........ 91
J F Dawson 103 A S Hunt 95 D N Winn 89
A H Ballard 100

All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.
N C Nason 80 J O Wi Hiams 77 O Moo re 69

All-Comers' Pistol Match, 50yds.
E E Patridge 93 L A Baker 86 A G Stevens,,,. 83
GLHoemer 86 k 0 Svdney 86 D N Winn 80
C Francis 86 H L Greene.. .... ..85 J B Hobbs 79

The Wurlfleins.

Weeklt scores of the Wurlllein Rifle and Pistol Association, at
their private range, 837 North EighLh street, Philadelphia. Pa., at
25ydF.. American ring target, 10 shots per score, possible 880, using
Wuiflaem .23cal. rifles, off-hand, as follows:
J J Mount.joy 34 25 24 34 34 33 21 24 34 35-238
E Travis 35 23 25 21 34 31 34 25 35 25-238
A J Yergey 33 23 34: 33 31 34 35 25 33 35-336
H J Mehard 35 23 33 31 33 33 34 24 23 35-330
R L Dubbs 33 20 24 21 33 34 35 36 .33 33-230
T F Shonert 32 34 23 23 23 23 23 31 34 32-237
Leslie Woods 30 24 19 24 19 .34 3) 34 34 24-823
J C Wuiffleln ,33 35 .31 25 ?J) 31 IS 24 34 31—333
Dr Gardiner 3i 33 .34 ,33 30 31 19 23 31 24-331W Wtu-ffleiu 33 23 15 35 3,3 33 18 34 33-317
S De Grasse 21 24 20 22 23 30 ,34 20 24 18-316
E Roch 15 22 31 33 20 Ki 33 33 14-198

Empire Rifle Club.

New York, Dec. 17.—The following scores were made by mem-
bers of the Empire Rifie Club, on Tuesday, Dec. 15, on their 100ft.
gallery. 13 8t, Marks Place:
WRosenbaum....3;i8 W Miller. ....227 G Tallman, Jr. . . .320

M Rosenstrans.. .334 G Hillmever 237 JBodenstab 320
AStahl, Jr 333 WMai8enholder..32i G Bernhardt... . ..206
HZettkr :»!

The Ammunitioa Miscarried.
Newark, N. J., Dee. 19.—A military shoot was to have been

held on the 300-yard ranges at the Shooting Park this afternoon,
hue owing to a miscarriage of a case of cartridges it failed to be a
very great affair. On Tnnrsday the case before mentioned was
shipped from Trenton addressed to the Schuetzeu Park. The
park, as it happens, is about two blocks beynnd the city line, and
the Adams Express Company, rather than let their local wagon
go outside the sacred confines of Newark, ti-anferred the case to
the South Orange Express Company, the result being that while
the guardsmen were looking in vain for their atnmunition the
the latter was meandering around the county on a wagon.
Among those present were ex-Gov. R. S. Green, of Elizabel.t';
Brig.-Gen. Bird W. Spencer, of Passaic, Inspeccor-tleneral of Kifl°
Practice; Brig-Gen. Geo. E. P. Howard, ot Montrose, on the re-
tired list; Col. John O. Owens, of Trenton, Assistant Inspector-
General of Rifle Practice; John L. Kuser, business manager of the
Freie Zeitung.ot Newark; Col. John F. Krueger. of Newark, on.
Gov. Abbect's staff; Elias S. Ward and Herman Sohalk, of New-
ark. A local shooter who was present had sixty rounds of ammu-
nition along with him, and witn ttiis meagre supply the party was
obliged to be content. They had a pleasant time, however, in
Bpite of the dieappointment. Within a fortnight they will asseia-
bie again, and will maJie sure fco have .Material with which to
feei^ Ihelr ri^es, ......^ . .. . .i .

•
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BevolTer Shooting in England.

The annual repor), of the Sonth London Bifle Club bas juat been
issued: in it is the following: "The championship of the club for

rifle shooting litis been won by W. H. Trask, who thus becomes
the holder of the bea.utiful broni^e iigure presented by Walter
Winans to the club, the conditions being that it must be won two
years In succession to become the absolute property of the win-
ner." ThiB'.bronze statuette is the same size as the one presented
by Mr. Winans for revolver competition to Forest ATsrn

Stream* but the subject he has modeled is diflferent, as It reprt-

seats a bufl'ale hunter who has been surprised by Indians and is

sheltering himself behind his horse.
In the revolver shooting of the club the committee congratulate

the club on the increased success of the revolver competitions,
the number of entries for which have almost doubled since last

year, "and. thanks to the presence of Mr. Walter Winans, whom
the committee congrattilate on his restoration to health, the
scoring of IBUl shows an improvement as compared with that of

1890. but on the otbor hand, while six possibles of 42 points and
thu-teen scores of H were recorded in 1889, no competitor has
made the possible eitDer in 1890 or 1891, and there have been only
eight scores of 41 during the two years, five of which were accom-
plished by Mr. Winans."
Now though this looks like a falling ofC in the shooting, it is not

really so; tbe reason was that Mr. Winans did the most of his

practicing at bis own private ground instead of, as in former
years, at tbe club. At his private ground he made some dozen
"highest possible" scores and a great many 41s this year.

After giving the result of the revolver championshin competi-
'

tioB, whioli, as already reported in Fohest and Stream, resulted

in a win for the fourth year by yMr. Winans, the report con-
tinues:
'The success of the memhers of the club in tbe revolver compe-

titions at Bisley has again been most marked. Mr. Walter
Winans won first prize in each of the four competitions open to

him, Mr. Haig also was second in each of sucli competitions.
Major MacKerrell was third in the aggregate, fourth in third
series, and seventh in both flrat and second series. Mr, Andrews,
Mr. Heath. Mr. May and Mr. Lowe also won revolver prizes at
Bisley. Mr. Lowe won the second revolver pri^e at Glasgow, the
fourth at Edinburgh and the eighth at Brussels." The report con-
cludes thus; "Inasmuch as the new service revolver embraces
two improvements, the buckhorn rear-sight and Metford rifling,

suggested by a member of the club, the committee respectfully
claim that tlie Soutti London Rifle Club has rendered good ser-

vice to the State: but on the other hand the committee venture
to report what they said in their 1889 report, viz.: The powder
charge of the new service revolver is too light to stop a man
effectually at close quarters: that the barrel is too short for ac-
curate shooting, and the whole weapon Is too light for efficient

service in tbe fields and they contend that it is a mistake to sac-
i-ifice the general all-round efficiency of a weapon capable of doing
what Mr. Ira Paine and others have done with the revolver at
distances up to SOOyds. to the mere question of oortability."
This committee did not include Messrs. Winans and Haig, the

former is of opinion that the buckhorn sight is a mistake, also
the desire to have a larger charge Is a mistake, as the present
charge has a very severe recoil, and a larger charge would do
away with accuracy, except in the case of exceptionally strong
wrists.
A similar proposal was made at the meeting of revolver shots

at Mr. Winans's tent at Bisley and voted against, only one mau
being in favor of it. W.

Home Pistol Practice.

At intervals we hear through the^ifle columns of "shooting
cranks" who are fortunate enoagli to possess facilities for indoor
shooting during the wiater montcis, and it occurred to the writer
that some of the fraternity not blessed with the necessary space
requisite for that amusement might t^e interested in bearing how
he utUiaed the limited means at his disposal.

In summing up the assets it ws discovered that they consisted
of 15ft. of hall ending in a hall bedroom 13ft. deep, giving a range
of 25ft. with some room to stand clear of the wall.

Now, while ridiculously short range for a rifle it would se'>m
very well for a pistol gallery for such a poor shot as the writer
proved himself in out of door shootiug with a revolver.

A ptjuara of plank IMin. thick and 40x40in., backed by J
i gin.

Russia iron, holds the target and very effectually stops the am-
rounition used.

, , , . ,

For the weapon a Stevens diamond model pistol with a 6in.

barrel was purchased, and has done pretty fine shooting when the
man behina it was in good shape.
Conical buUeted breech caps are used, and tbe pistol cleaned

after every five shots, and although 5 000 of them have been so far
fired, the barrel is as bright and clean as when bought—the clean-
ins rag being chamois skin.
Being a crank in some matters, my targefs were an idea of my

own, and made to order, electrotype being cast from a photo-en-
graving of a d rawing of a target made by myself. The buUseye is

exaetlv the diameter of a quarter dollar, and is surrounded by
three rings, each one-half the diameter of the bullseye apart.
These being printed on very heavy white glazed cardboard ai'e

strong and durable, also just about the right size for an overcoat
pocket, in which they can be carried without bending or curling.
In tbe first few weeks shooting there was alamentahle tendency

of the pistol to throw up—so much, in fact, that f always pinned
my targets by one corner and left a point at tlie bottom at which
to aim. After a while, however, tbe arm became more manage-
able, or rather mine grew firmer, and now I bold directly on the
lower rim of the bullseye and get there rather often.
Now, having given a point or two which I have found helpful in

keeping up my practice, may not some one else give me some
really valuable suggestions as to eheoting, and help start the ball
rolling. Lancewoop.

The Small Arms Board.
iNVEKTOBS are coming forward very slowly with arms and re-

quests for extension of time come in from many iirms. The Lee
Arms Co. expect to have a gun ready for trial in January and
another shortly afterward. The Hotchkiss Co. was reported to
have shipped two arms for trial in September last, but neither
has vet been received. The Winchester Arms Co. has not yet
perfected their weapon. The Pitcher Arms Co. report that they
will have a gun in January. At the last session of the board held
at Springfield, a wooden model of a magazine gun exhibited by
Lieut. H. White, M. C. and an unfinished gun from the Pitcher
Arms Co., of WellsviUe, Wis., exammed, and a Mauser gun very
similar to that adopted by Belgium, was tested. The trial of the
two Kraig-.Tora-ensen guns was conducted on Dec, d. The Bruce
fan was also t ested. The board will meet again at the Springfleld
Tinory im .Fan. 19.

Canadian Riflemen.

Qttebec, Dec. IV.—The twenty-third annual meeting of the
Province oC Que'iec Rifle Association is over and the olHcers
elected for the ensuing year. The reports having been adnpted
fhe offlcera for the coming year were elected as follows: Chair-
Jian of the Council. Lteut..-Ool. Houghton, re-elected; Treasurer,
Major O. Radiger; Secretary, Major Blaiklock, re-elected; Finance
Committee, Lieui.-Cole. Fraser, Brosscau and Martin, Major E.
L. Bond retiring: Auditors, Captains J. Fair and,.T, G. Ross: Rep-
resentatives to the D. R. A., Lieut.-Oola. RosBeau and Hood,
Maiors Bood and Blaiklock and Capt. Sims. On the question of
changing the date of the annual matches from August to July,
tbe rifle clubs were requested to communicate with tue secretary,
giving their views on the subject.

Shooting' at the Falls.

NiAQABA Falls, Oat.. Dec. 16.—The live-bird tournament, un-
der the auspices of the Wnivlpool Gau Club, held here to-day, was
largely attended by marksmen from Toronto. Buffalo, Hamilton,
Woodstock and other American and Canadian cities and towns.
Tbe weather was anything but favorable to the marksmen. A
stiff northwest wind blew in their faces all day, almost reaching
a hurricane at times, driving the birds in all directions from the
traps. Following is the score:

Fti'st match, sweepstake", 5 birds: C. Charles 5, Mr. Taylor S,

Mr. Margatts 4. Mr. Koch S, Mr. Bishop 5, Capt. Milloy 2.

Second match, sweepstakes, 7 birds: C. Caarles 6, J. Koch 6.

Capt.Mill.jy5, J.CroaksS, Dr. Neff 5, J, Stroud 3, H. Whitney 6,

T. Miller 6, Mr. Hamilton o, W. Stroud 5, R. Bishop 3.

Third match, $100 purse guaranteed, entrance S7.50, 10 birds:
Q. Margetis 10, C. Charles 8, H. Whitney 9, Miller 8. Dr. Neff 8, J.
Koea 8, W. Stroud 7, J. Stroud 6.

Fourth match, sweepstakes, 7 birds: C Charles 6, Mr. Miller 5,
Mv. Rogers 5. Mr. Hamilton 4, Capt. Milloy 4. Dr. Neff 3, W.
Stroud 5, J. Stroud 4, Mr. Bishop 8.

Names and PoriTHAirs of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book parttu.ilarly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kilU Oloth. 220 pages, price »2,60, For sele by Forbsx

Seotes for publication slroulcl. be made out on the printed blmiHt
prepared by the Forest and Stream, mid furnished ffrati« to duo
secretarieg. Correspondents who famor um mtJi club scores are par'
timJarlv reQue^ted to writs on one »ide of the paper onlv-

FIXTURES.
If you want your* shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Dec, 35.—Boiling Springs Fish and Gtm Club, open sweejJStakes
at 80 artificials, at B.utherford. N.J, , ^ , .„ . ,

Dec. 25—Maplewood Gun Club, open shoot at Bctificials, at

Maplewood, N. J.

Dec. a*).—Athens, Pa., tottrnament, at kingblrdB and live pigeons.

W. K. Park, Sec'3^ .„ ,

Dec. 35.—Amateur Gun Club, all day's shoot at amfioiale, on
Fifth avenue grounds, Newark, N. J.
Deo. 3.5,—Jolm Erb's grounds, all day's sboot at live birds,

Bloomfield avenue, Newark, N. J.
Dec. 25.—Woodside Onn Club, all day tournament at live birds

and artificials', club ^roi-inds, foot of Riverside avenue, Newark,
N. J.
Dec. 35,—Open sweepstakes at live birds, at Frank Class's Hotel,

at Pine Brook, N. J.

Dec. 35.—Brunswick Gun Club, monthly club and open shoot, at
New Brunswitik, N. .1,

Dec. 26.—Hilton Gun Club, initial shoot at artificials, open to

all, at Becker's Wcoda, Hilton. N. J.

Dec. 25.-Eaat Side—Mutual Gun Club, live birds, 9 A. M. to 1

P. M.; artiacials, 1 P. M. until dark; open to all, at Wieden-
ma>er's Park, Newark. N. J.
Dec. a5 —West Side Gun Club, moutbly medal shoot and open

sweepstakes at live birds and artificials, at Grove street grounds,
Newark, N. J.
Dec. 25-2tj.—Germantown Gun Olnb, opea toarnament. at Ger-

mantown. Pa.
Dec. 25.—Cordova Gun Club tournament, at Cordova, 111.

Dec. 25-Sewaren Land and Water Club, team and individual
contests, open to all, at Sewaren, N. J.

Dec. 25.—Spring Hill Gun Club, all day shoot, A. M. at live
birds, P. M. at targets, at Blauveltville, N. Y.
Dec. 38-80.—Geneseo Gun Clob tournaniont, at Geneseo, HI.
Dec. 29 —Lyons Gun Club tournament, at Lyons, Kansas.
Dee. 85-30.—Lincoln Gun Club tournament, at Lincoln, Neb,

181)2,

Jan, 1.—Snring Hill Gun Club, all day shoot; A. M. at live birds,
P. M at targets, at Blauvtltville, N. Y.
Jan. 1.—South Side Gun Club, open tournament at artiHeials,

on club grounds, near Bmm.ei street station, Newark, N. J.
Jan. 1.—Fnlford vs. Brewpv. at Harrisbuig, Pa, Match at 100

live birds each for purse of SuOO, contributed by citizens of Harris-
burg, Pa., shootiug to commence at 3 o'clock.
Jan. 1-3,—Holiday tournament of the Harrisburg Shooting As-

sociation, First day live birds, second day inanimate targets,
.Tan, 26.—Hamilton (inn Club, grand live pigeon and artificial

t>{rd tournamenl; $1,100 guaranteed. A. Smith, Sec'y-Treas.,
Hamilton, Oniario, Canada.
May 17-20.—Annual tournament of Kansas City State Sports-

men's Association, at Council Grove. G. W. Cleck, Spc'y.
Juno 6-11.— Eighteenth annual tournament of Illinois State

Sportsmen's Association, at Chicago. W. L. Shepherd, Sec'y.
June 13-18.—New York State Association's Thirty-fourth Annual

Convention, at Svracuae, N. Y. Chas. H. Mowry, Seo'y. -

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tournaments:
Baltimore. Md. - Second week in March.
Staunton, Va.—Second week in April.
Savannah, Ga.—First week in May.
Pittshnrgh, Pa.—Second week in May.
Brooklyn, N. W—Second week in June.
Watertown, N. Y.—Fourth week in June.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The gun clubs of New Jersey peom slow in making a move to-

ward the organization of the proposed State League. The corres-
ponding secretary has repeatedly, througlithe columns of the lay
and sporting press, called for an expression of opinion from
shooters, and has never received a line on the subject in reply.
1 am informed that two of the strongest clubs in the State pro-
pose to take a step in the matter by holding a two (consecutive)
days' toarnament (one day on the grounds of each club) some
time during January. Each club in the State will be reouested
to send a team of five men to take part in a team contest at 35
targets per man. At these two days' shoots a deteraained effort
will be made to form, a New Jersey League, and arrange for a big
circuit of tournaments. It the effort is successful, the two
shoots above mentioned will be considered by the two clubs as
being their fixtures, and no other of the tournaments will be beld
on their grounds. Full details in regard to the shoots will be
given in a short time.

At the "annual" of the South Side Gun Club at Newark, N. J., on
New Year's Day, a novelty will be introduced in one or two of the
events, which will eifeetually prevent a shooter from dropping
for a place. The contestants will be one-half winners and one-
half losers, i. ('., presuming that the event is at 10 targets, $1 entry,
with twenty in. Three men break 10 each, four men break 9 each,
five men break 8 each, each of the others break 7 or less. Deduct-
ing say 2i4 cents each for the targets, there would be $17.50 in the
pot, of which $1 75 would go to each of the ten high men. Three
lO's, four 9's and five 8's, however, make twelve men who have
winning scores, so that two must be dropped out, and this is done
by counting backward on the score, the two men who have misses
nearest the end of their scores being the victims. In case of ties
in order of misses the ties will be shot off miss and out until the
proper number of winners are left.

* * *

A new organizatiou known as the Hilton Gun Club has just
been formed and on Xmas Day it will hold its initial shoot and
house-w«rming on its well-appointed grounds at Becker's Woods,
ahout half a mile above thi Irvington Hotel, in Hilton. N. J. All
the members are enthusiasts and will cordially welcome all who
favor them with a visit. The shooting will be open to all comers.
The Springfleld avenue electric ears, taken at any point on Mar-
ket street, Newark, will take visitors to within a half mile of thB
grounds.

* * *

The United States mails recently played a sorry trick at the ex-
pense of W. Fred Quimby. Fred had been doing a few days shoot-
ing in Maryland, aud having sixty-odd quail he had them boxed up
and sent to his Broadway store. Wishing to give a treat to some
of his friends he sent a letter to the store, the purport being that
the recipient was to take a dozen of tne birds and forward the
rest to Mr. (Jiiimby's home In Newark, At the same time he sent
a letter to his wife, requesting her upon receipt of the birds to
send a dozen each to two of his Newark friends, and to have the
remainder served up on a certain evening when he would reach
home, and also requested her to invite a few of her friends to tbe
"quail supper." The bos of birds reached the store in due time,
and, no instructions to the contrary having been received on tbe
day following their arrival, they were distributed among the
people connected with thestore. in pursuance of previous custom.
It is easy to imagine the feelings of Mr. Quimby's partner when,
on tbe day following the distribution of the spoils, the letter of
instruction was received. In the meantime Mr. Quimby's wife
was wondering why her birds did not arrive, and it was not until
Fred bad reached home that the case was thoroughly understood.
It is needless to say that the promised "quail supper" did not
materialize.

'-
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FoRKST AND STBBAMis desirous of reviBiag its oliib di:?ectGry,
and would be greatly obliged if club secretaries would" sekd to
this office the name and address of every member of their club,
shooting days and location of grounds.

The "annual" of the South Side Gun Club, to <be held on the
club grounds, foot of Emmett street, on New Year's Day, will be
a very enjoyable affair. Besides the local shooters there will be
present nearly the full strength of the Boiling Springs and Maple
wood clubs. The programme will be an attractive one and is
bound to suit all comers. All the shooting will be at artificial
targets. A feature will be the trial of the "Hobart system'' of
rapid-firing, which Will Hobart says is the coming system.

***
The amateur photographeif) were in tlteijr gloi'y on the day of

the Fulford-Brewer mat«h at Woodlawn Park, About a dozen
of them were busy in snapping viewsfrom 10 A. M. to 4 P. M.

John H. Duatan, who reti-ieved the "doubtful" birds during the;

big match at V^^odlawn Park, is a well known electrician of Har-
risburg, Pa., and a member of the Harrisburg Shooting Associa-
tion. As a live bird shot he has quite a reputation. Several years
ago Mr. Duatan was a resident of Newark, N. J., where he was
employed by the Edisnn Electric Light Company. He was at that
time an enthusiastic cycler and a member of the Neiv -Jersey
Wheelmen. In height he is about of t. fiin., but nevertheless hw
rode a 84tn. Star bicycle of the old "coffee-mill" type. As an all-
day "scorcher" he was a terror to his club mates. On msny of
hia rides he was accompanied by his four-year-old son. Oldtfme
frequenters of Oraton Hall, in Newark, were often regaled by
Mr. Dustan with exhibitions of fancy ana trick riding, at which
be was an .adept.

t.
* *

The Sewaren Land and Water Club, of Sewaren, N. J., held a
meeitnig on Dec. 17, and elected D. C. Whitlock, Lnuis B. Ballard
and F. W. Poble to active membership. John '£. Johnson wa?
also elected an honorary member. The club bas a red-winged
globe or ball, on a black field, as tbe club colors. The club will
hold a reeeptioij and dance at the Sewaren House on New Year's
eve, and a large number of marksmen from different parts of the
State are expected.

* * *
Arrangements have already been completed for the 1892 s«»af!oiJ

of the tJ Qinn Gun Club, of Springfield, N. J., and throngb the
courtesy of Enoch D. Miller, the club's manager, I am enabled to
give the following details: Tb« club will he divided into two
classes, the 9*1 per cent, men to comprise A class, snd all under 90
per cent. B class. The initiation fees and dues tor fhe year will
be %l. The shooting will be under Keystone rule?, iTom o traps,
unknown angles, and at each monthly shoot each member will
sboot at 25 single bluerock or Keystone targets. All ties will be
shot off at 5 birds each, until one or another of the contestants is

ahead. The prizes will be as follows: A class, first prize $15,
second prize $10, third nriaa $5. B clasp, flrst prize $10, second
prize $7.50, third prize $5, fourth priz" $2M; all iu gold coin. In
order to qualify for any of the club prizes members must take
part in eight of the regular monthly shoots, and ihe prizes are to
go to the ones winning them the greatest number of times. There
will .also be a gold medal awarded for the highest average in any
eight of the twelve shoots. On each of the club days there will
also bo an open-to-all tournament, with eight events on the pro-
gramme, tbe eighth being the regular club shoot. The initial
contest will be held on Thursday, Jau 7, 18$)3.

* * *

Dexter Park, Long Island, one of tbe most famous and popular
shooting grounds in ibis vicinity, will be tbe scene of some lively
shooting to-morrow and on New Year's Day, and Meinheer Mil-
ler, the jovial and corpulant proprietor, insures a jolly time to all
who honor bira with a Visit. Tbe programme is a mixed oue. so that
shcotera had neither go loaded for both feather ruffling and saucer
smashing. Tbe events comprise 10 bluerocks, 50 "ents entry; 10
bluerocks, 75 ceutti entry; 15 bluerocks, $1 entry; 10 single and 5
pairs bluerocks. Si entrTj 10 bluerocks, 81 entry; 6 live birds, $3.50
entry, and 7 live birds, $S eatry. Cash prizes are guaranteed and
all surplus will be added. Shooting will begin at 9 A. M. On
each day the events in order will be as above. The grounds are
situated on Jamaica avenue, near Enfield street, and the electric
road from East New York deposits passengers at the gate. Go
early and have a great big time,

A match between teams of twenty men each from the Newark
Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., and the Fountain Gun Club, of
Brooklyn, is on the tapis, and when the event takes place it is
safe to say that the work will be witnessed by a big crowd. The
conditions will probably be ten live birds per man. Hurlingbam
rules to govern, the losing team to stand the expense of a supper.
Both clubs are confident in their ability to turn out winning
teams. Dates have not yet been arranged.

* * *
Sportsmen are anxious to know what two-man team will dare

to pit themselves against E, D. Fulford and J. L. Brewer for a
contest at 100 birds per man for $5,000 or .fl0,000a side. The ques-
tion is an interesting one. There are any number of shooters in
this country who could.without doubt, provide a little interesting
divertisement for either of the above mentioned experts if they
could only muster up "sand" enough to come to tbe front. What
is the matter with J. A. R. Elliott, Charley Budd, Geo. Klein-
mann, W. S. Crosby, Frank Parmalee, W. P. Mussy. .John Wins-
ton and the "other hundred" of cracks who are continually look-
ing for gore? O. H. Towt^tsent).

Words of Appreciation,
Editor Forest omd Stream:
I have just glanced at Fokest and Stbeam. Espeoted some-

thing on t of the ordinary, but this is immense. Nothing like it
before in the reports of traps. It was a big occasion and you have
done it justice. Please send at once two copies of this week, I
will try and nlace tbem where they will do the most erod. Hur=
rah for Forest and Stream. Jacobstafb'.
.Iebsey Citt.

Editor Forest and Strmm:
Allow me to cjngratulate you on the enterprise shown in your

report of the Fulford-Brewer mat oh at Woodlawn Park. 1 have
never seen so complete a report given in a f-porttng paper of any
event that has ever occurred. The great importance of this
match, and tbe widespread interest which it. tscited,led yom-
readers to believe that you would give it tbe space which it
merited, but 1 think all were surprised in seeing the unusual en-
terprise that was displayed in Illustrating the most interesting
and important events of the day as your artist and correspondent
did it. it marks a new era in outdoor sports that is worthy at
this time of mention. Sportsn enof the country appreciate strch
wideawake interest as you have exhibited. The Foebst ANB
Stream is easily this time at the top. Henut C. Sqitires.
New Yobk.

Editor Forest, and Stream:
Haviner witnessed the great match between E. D. Fulford and

Capt. Brewer at Woodlawn, Dec. 33, and read several accounts of
the match ns reported by the leading newspapers, Fobest And
Stbeam included, please allow me to congratulate you on tur-
nishlna the most complete and iuteres'ing report of any that I
have ever seen, your photographic productions Deing of the very
best and are good proof that your artist was there. Your report
in regards to the work done by the two men I consider good
and to express my opinion in regard to these two great knights of
the trigger 1 must say that Capt. Brewer is my favorite. His
style and actions at the traps just fills my eye for a shooter, yet I
must admit that Fulford as a shooter is one rf the finest in the
land. After seeing both men shoot at their nrft twenty-Ore birds
each I formed my opinion that "the old mau" Brewer was a beat
man, for it seemed to me that Fulford had the best load as Brewer
hii his (lost) birds with both barrels throughout the match ( with
but two or three e.Yceptionf >. This kind of work seejned to me to
be the fault of the load. I am not throwing any "mud" at wood
powder. I simply mean that In my opinion Brewer's load did not
quite fit his gun. Yet I must say that the winner of this great
match, Mr. Fulford, is entitled to a dignity that should be re-
spected, for meeting and defeating the bast man on earth.
Hartford, Conn. C. H. Bitrbidgei.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your report of the Brewer-Fulford maioh at Woodlawn Park is

the most complete and tbe best account of a pigeon match that I
have ever seen. It ia a pleasure to watch the rapid strides made
by your paper. D, A. Upson.
Cleveland, 0.__^

Toronto.
Dec. 14.—The match between W. Emond and W. McDowall at

the Woodbine to-day was shot under the most unfavorable condi-
tions possible. Wind and heavy rain prevailed during the whole
of the contest. The birds Were good flyers, and it took very hard
hitting to bring down those which got into the wind. Mr. Emond
commenced by killing 31 straight. He then missed a good bird and
made a run of 10. He next lost 2 birds, each falling dead about
lOyds. out of bounds. He followed with 5 straight kills, and won
the match with 47 to McDowell's 46.

Fulford vs. Brewer Again.
On Jan. 1, 1892, the grounds of the Harrisburg Shooting Associa-

tion, in Harri8bure,-Pa.. wiH be the scene of another big contest
between E. D. Fulford and J. L. Brewer, who wiU shoot at lOOllve
birds each for $500 a side. The Harrisburg Club will also have
opei^ 9Mreep5take sl^ooting on the above day.
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"Uncle Billy" Sigler Wins the Pot.
Thekb was lively work at Kutberfowi OQ Saturday when tha

Boiling SpriiigB Gun and Field Club held one of the best attended
and moat on.i lyable shoots ever held on its popular grounds. Tbe
sport was announced to begin at 1:30 P.M. and at that time a big
party of expert "crockery" smashers were on hand ready for
battle. Amonp; tnero were snoh clean score men aa W. R.
Hobart, of Newark, ^/on Leugerke & Dotmold's reliable repre-
sentative; Harvey MoMuvchy. of Syracuse, who is always ready
to talk up the Hunter Arms Company and its Smith guu; Enoch
D.Miller, the crack from Springfield, N. J.; Eddy Collins, of
Hoboken, who does not like (he expert rult; Milton F. Lindsley,
of Hoboken, of wood powder fame; good-natured Frank K. Post,
of Park Ridge, N. J.; '"Uncle Billy" Sigler, of Montclair, N. J.,

who shoots as 'well as he did 3f) years ago; R. Beam, all ilie way
from Madison, N. J., "Just for a little tuo;" and A. C. Hunt, who
smiles pleasantly whether he hits or misses and generally
manages to get his share of hits. The local club turned out strong.
The first event was at 10 bluerockg, $1 entry, i moneys. The
eoores:
Collins inilllUl-lO Sigler 1101110111-8
Lindsley illllllllO- 0 Klees 1101110111—7
Hollifiter , .1111100111- S Griffith 1101111110-8
Beam 1011111111—9 Chflffle .1110110111—8
Hall 1100111101- 7 McMurcby UllllllOl-9
Post - nuOimO- 8 Hobart 1011111111-9
Miller OllUOllU- S Himt 1010011101-6
All ties were div.
Secoudsweep, same conditions:

Post 1111111111—10 Sigler 1111UI1111- 9
Hollister llllUUll—10 R-ritBth ,1000111110—6
Beam 1110100110— 6 Hall 1001101111- 7

Lindsley 1010111111- 8 Miller ..1111011111-9
OollinB Ullllini—10 Cti«ffee 1111111100- 8

Hobart .1111011111- 9 McMurchy 1111111111—10
Hunt .1111111111—10 Kleeg 1011111111— 9

Third, sweep, same conditions:
Collins 1111111111—10 Hall llOllJllll—

9

Hohatt lOlOOnilO- 6 Chaffee 1001111111-8
Beam 1111101110- 8 Hunt 1110101101—7
Post 1111011 11 1- 9 Sigler ^ 1110111111—9
Hollister ...1011111110—3 Klees 1101111101—8
Miller . . , 1101 110110- 7 Huck 1010111010-6
McMurchy 1110110111- 8 KrebB 1111001110-7
Lindslev lOOOOlOUl— 5 Osterhoul 1001110101—6
G-riilfith 0011111111- 8

Fourth sweep, same ennditious:
Collins 1111111111—10 Kleeg 0011011111— 7

Beam lOUlUUl- 9 Hall 1100001101- o

LtndFley .1110111111- 9 nhaffee 1111111111-10
Hobart 1111011101- 8 McMurchy 11101111 tl— 9

Miller UOUllllO- 8 Hunt 1101111111— ft

Sigler IllllllllO— 9 Peck OiOlOiWHl— i

Post 1111111111-10 Paul 1001110011- 6
HoUister. 1011100111- 7 Osterhout 1001101010- 6
Griffith 1101011010- 6

Ifow came event No. .5, the big one of the day, at 50 bluerocks
per -man. So entry, the moneys being $19.50, $14.50, $9.75 and |5.

The scores:
Sigler 11111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-48

p^t tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioioiiiiiiuiiniiiinioiiiiiiiiiii-47
CoUins mil 11101111110011 1111111 1 1111 1U1111111111111 111- 47

Hall llllllllinOllOilOllllllllOlllllllOlllOlllllllllll-45
Hobart OllllllomOlilllllllllllllOllllOUlimillllllllO-ll
Miller 11111100111110101111111001111111111111111111111111-44
McMurchy lOllllOillllllHllllOllllOlOlOlllOllllOlllllllllll-42

Lindsley 11001111110111111111011110110111110101111011111111-41
Hunt lllllllolllllOlllOllllOU 1101011011101111011111011- 40

Griffith 10111111111010111111101100110111100111101110111111-39
Hollister 11111010110100011 0111101110111111011111101101111 ll-r;7

Chaffee 0011111101101111011110111011111101011101101110010.1—36

Beam, 11101111001110101001111010111010mHO'J10111101101-.-,5
Sixth sweep, at 10 bluerocks SI entry. 4 moneys;

OoViins .1111111111-10 Chaffee.... OlllOllOll- 7

Linds-ey lOlllliUl- a Sigler 1111110111- 9

Hall OmOUlOl- 7 Klees lllllUrU-lO
Peck OOlOlimi— 7 Krebs .

.

lUGllini— 9

McMiircby ...millllil—10 Hunt OlOiiulll— 8

Post... IlOlllilU- S Ostei-hout 1101111010- 7

GriSth. ,
1000111111- 7 iluck ..1110111110- S

Beam iOlllUlU— 9 Jeaneret , . .01100!1100- 3
•KTolan. .llllUllll-lO
geventh sweep, at 10 bluerocks, same conditions;

Collins. .0111111110- 8 Hall 0111111011- 8
Post .....1111111111—10 Griffith 0100011011-5
Lindsley 11011 11111- 9 Peck OXWOOOUO- 2

McMurchy 1111011111- 9 Sigler lUOllllll- 9

Hobart...; .lillllllOl- 9 Chalice ,,..1111111111-10

.Jeaneret .1111000101— 6 Hunt lOlJlOlOlO— 0

Beam 1110110101— 7 Klees lOUllOlOl- 7

Eighth sweep, same as above:
McMurchy '....1111111101- 9 Huck 1111111111-10
Post 1111111111-10 Griffith IIOOOIIXIIO- 4
Lindsley Ullllini—10 Chaffee OlllllOlll— 8

Collins .1101110111- 8 Peck. 1111111011- 9

Klees 1111101111- 9 Sigler.. 1111111111—10
Frank 1110100011- 6 Jeaneret 1111101011— 8

C. H. T.

New York State Shout.

Editor Foreat anO Streum:
The advertisement of the annual event called the New York

State shoot being before the shooting fraternity, it seems oppor-
tune to inquire what Syracuse is going to give us and how the
affair is to be managed. Several extensively advertised "tourna-
ments" near the metropolis have failed to materialize and are
"lost, strayed or stolen," and nothing has been heard of them.
Why? Are the shooters all dead, or have they turned their gtms
into cliimney ornaments or bric-a-brac? Or is it, rather, that the
lambs have refu.sed to be shorn at last, and are in securitj^ far
away?
I mention this merely as a warning to our Syracuse friends,

that our coming meet may be liberally conceived and wisely
planned with due regard to the rights of the aver."ige shooter,
without whose presence any and all tournaments are rank fail-

ures.
The Rome Gun Club bas been severely criticised in this part of

the State for the way the last shoot was conducted. They wanted
the earth and almost got it. Complaint is made because the
charge of 4 cents for each target was outrageous, and the surplus
money was placed in the coffers of the club when it should have
been returned to the shooters who contributed it, by being added
to the purses or in some other way.
Then the State events should have been open only to residents

of the State, whereas it is well known some dwellers in other
States were admitted to compete, although already holding
medals won at their own State shoots.
Again, ihe "open-to-all" events were the attraction for a num-

ber of expert and professional shooters, who appropriated the
.greater part of every poi, without any handicap, and who smil-
ingly came to the score on equal terms with the man who had not
won a cent all day.
Also the live-bird "Dean Richmond Cup shoot" was a mortify.

Ing spectacle to all true sportsmBn who witnessed it. Shooter in
front of known trap, gun glued to shoulder, a miserable tired
hlrd. aflutter of slow wings, bang! dead ("sometimes) bii-d! Nn
wonder the crowd jeered and cried "hit him with a club, etc.;"

'twas enough to make a man take to drink (some did later on).
All these errors can Ijc avoided in the coming shoot, and, from

the reputation of Syracuse sportsmen, we are jastifled in assum-
ing they will be. You ca.n malce this the biggest gathering ever
held in the State, but to do this you must inteiest the average
shooier. Successto you. Mutton.
New Yobk.

Great Birds at Marion.
Thursday, Dee. 17 was a cold day and those who tramped from

the Marion station to the grounds of the Jersey City Heights Gun
Club felt as though they had struck the edge of the frigid zone, so
keen and cutting was the northeast wind and so piercing the cold.
There was a good attendance of sportsmen, however, who had
braved the elements to witness two matches and a ciub shoot.
This was the regular club day of the old-established Essex Gun
Club, the oldest organization of the kind in New Jersey. A good
fire was kept up in the big stove, but do as Al Heritage might he
could not keep the big club house warm. Pigeon shooters, how-
ever, are not susceptible to weather, and the sport went merrily
on. Among thof c who;w6re present besides the regular club men: =

hers wore Harvey McMurchy, the well-known representative of
the Hunter Arms Company, of Syracuse; Dr. P. Moeller, of
Nyack, Y., and Frederick Kimble, of the Peoria Target Com-
nany. The first event on the programme was a match at 50 pigeons
each between C. M. Hedden and R, Mis, of the Essex Gun Club
£f>r pO a siiie, laodifled Hurlingham rules to govern. The birds

A 8

A 8
A 8

A
B
B
B
C
C 6

ci 6
C 6H

used in this event were part of thoge left over from the Fulford—
Brewer match, and thev were veritable "clinkeis." The match
ended on the forty-fifth round, when Mix was shot out. The
scores:
Hedden 312032211210101001230220200022312122203211022—33
Mis .1233002222201212230000001003.21002002001002001-24
The next event was a"; 100 birds each, SOyds. rise, for $50 a side,

the principals beiog Gus Griffen and Harry Smith, both of the
Essex Gnn Club. The scores follow:
Smith 201223123011 20111213211 11—21

21 1031 Oil] 203101210331101-19
1213012218322031201 ( ^tpi K)3-] 9
110032023ni01c?i ' ':-.lfi-77

Freche 201221231021111; .

011012010200ol:ii.
; L, i;

.
,
- J i

lo311o0021322200J 3ih 121( t—17
1323320211 1101 13110131313 -33-77

Freebe had a lucky pull out with his last bird. It was a hum-
mer of a right-quartering Incomer and neither barrel hit it very
hard. It circled once or twice and then dropped near the r'ght
boundary fence. When the gatherer reached it it started for the
top of the fence, hut his hand closed on it within 6in. of the top.
This made the match a tie. This will be shot off at some future
date. In both thf above events Milton F. Lindsley was referee
and Jacob Penlz offici.'*! scorer.

Nf.xt came the regular monthly club shoot at 10 birds each, han-
dicap rises. In the^e contests each man is rated at a given num-
ber of kills per week, and he is credited with one point for each
kill above the number at which he is rated. The members are
divided into three classes. A Class standing at 30yds., B Class at
26yds. and C Class at 26yds. There are Ave prizes offered for the
men who gain the hrst to tlfth most points during the season of
twelve monthly shoots (of which this was the final for 1891) In
addition to these prizes there are six money prizes for the shoot-
ers who make the highest number of kills at anv six shoots during
the season. At each shoot each member i>uts SO cents in the pot:
at the end of the season this is divided into three eijual parts and
each of these parts are split into purses of 60 and 40 ppr cent.,
which go to the first and second higliest number of kills in six
shoots, as above, in each class. The scores follow, those marked
with a dagger (+) being non-membera of the club. The column of
figures on the right shows the rating of each member:

Yds. Class. Rating.
CM Hedden 30 1211123111-10
G E'reche 30 33111312H—10
F H Harrison 30 2113213111—10
ta McMurchy 30 1113111231-10W F Quimby 30 1121100121— 8
HS Babbage 38 1333103110 - 8
LO Hedden ~

R Heinisoh
DDTerriU
L Thomas
•I Dr P. Moeller
H Smith
A T Decker .

.28 0311101113- 8

.28 1112001312- 8
2<i 3112201031- 8
.36 1011021110- 7
28 1011001012- 6
.36 0310101011- 6
26 1211000120- 6

+A H Funcke 38 1000001101— i
On summing no for the season it was found that Lemuel

Thomas, of Class C, rated at 6 birds, had won first prize with a
total gain of 23 noints during the season. H. Smith (C— 6) and L.
O. Hedden (B—7J^) were tied on a gain of 16 points each for second
and third prizes. C. H. T.

On Springfield's Historic Ground.
FniDAY. Dec. 18, was a delightful day, with the air cool and

crisp enough to remind one that it was winter and the .sun shining
brightly and with sttfflcient force to temper the edge of tlie fresh
breeze that blew down over the mountains aci-oss the grounds of
the L'^oion'Gun Club at Springlield, N. J. The announcement had
been made that a live oird tournament would be held on the
above day, com.mencing at 10 A. M. It was near noon, how-
e-'-er, when the shooters began to arrive, but by the time the
first event had been fought out there ?fere a dozen experts (m
hand. Among these were Milton B'. Lindsley. of Hobolien, N.J.:
Harvey McMurchy, of Syracuse, N, Y,- Wm. Sifler niid Wml
TeyrF, of Montclair, N. J,; E. KranciB, W. S. Canon and C. M.
Hedden, of Newark, N..J.; Neaf Apgar, of Plaicfield, N. J.; W. H.
and James Wolstencroft and A. Rust, of Philadelphia, Pa. As a
oorc of a feelef a couple of bluerock events i^sre first shot, the
results being as appended:

First event, 10 targets, unknown anglfis. $1 entry, thrse mnneys,W Wolstencroft. .,.1111111111-10 H McMurchy 1111111011- 9
ED Miller lllllllUl-10 E Francis OlUlUUl—

9

MF Lindsley 1011111111- 9 W Sigler 1111110110- 8

J Wolstencroft... .1111101111- 9

First money was divided; second was^carried over to next event
(Francis drawing his pro rata); third went to Sigler.
Second event, flfteon targets, $l.!iO entry;

McMttrehy .... 11111.1111111111—13 Miller 111101HUD 111—13
Sigler 111111111111011—14 WW'lsteucr'ftllOOOIIllimil—13
JWolstencroft 100111111110111—13 Liudley 11111 01 1 1 10.11 00—10

.First money (Mso sf coud from previous event.i won tjy McMur-
chy; second by Sigler; third divided.
At this stage of the proceedings the party scented .some excellent

baked beans and fragrant coffee, and not a shot more would any
one Arc until they had paid homage to (he cooking of mine host
Enoch n. MiDor'.s good frau. Ouoa thiH task was completed, the
party was ready for biisines.s, the .screens and target-traps were-,

removr.d and (ho live-bird traps put in position. The lirst event
on tl:e regular progi-auiiue was at U live birds, Hurlingham rules,
$fi entry, 4money6, ties div. The result:

Lindsley 12212-5 A Rust 111L2-5
Sigler 11223—5 McMurchy 11011—4
W Wolstencroft 1,2113-5 Miller 11210-4
J Wolsteuc rof t 211.21—5 Apgar , loo22—

3

C M Hedden 12122—5 Francis 1102<1—

3

l<;ventNo. 2, 7 birds, $7 pntry, 4 moneys, tlea div.:

Sigler 222 1221-7 R ust 1103110-5W W ols ten croic 1131131-7 W S Canon 1130023- 5
Hedden 2112233—7 Lindsley. 0322220—5
J Wolstencroft 1112111—7 McMurchy 1021010—4
Apgar 3133111-7 Pranois - . . .01ol210-4
Miller 10331 11—6 W Terry 130o013—

4

Event No. 3, 5 live birds, $5 entry, second-barrel kill to count
one-half a bird, ties div.:

McMui-chy...,. 1 1

Rust m.
Lindsley... I

Canon . , 1 o
Sieler 1 }4
WWolst'ncr'ft 1 0

1 on
'ill

1—3
1-3

til

- ,^ l—iVi Hedden %
>/> 1 1-i Francis I
1^1-4 Miller. o
1 1 1-4 Apgai-... o
1 1 0-31^ J Wolst'ncrofl)^

. 10 1-3
Event No. 4. 10 birris. SIO entry, 4 moneys:

J Wolstencroft ....2111131111—10 Sigler ,1213011123- ii

Rust 13121o333l- 9 McMurcby 1100333111-8
Miller 2133111102- 9 Hedden 1002122231—8
Lindsley .0.2,31312.311-9 Apgar 0121112102-8W Wolstencroft , , ,110llL2222— 9 Francis 1100011321- 7
Apgar, being obliged to leave for home, drew bis pro rata of

third money, Hedden and McMurchy shooting tlte balance off,

miss and out, in the nest event. Second was dtv.
Lindsley 3;il3l-5 W Wolstencroft 12330—4
Hedden .1 1221—5 Francis 12o31-4
J Wolstencroft ..11123—5 Rust 11020-3
Sigler.. 21111-5 Canon 11200-3
McMurchy. 13101-4 Miller 10001-2
All ties div.: third from the previous event was won by Hedden.

C.H.T.

Small-Bore Work.
WblunotON, Dee. 19.—There was a good attendance at the

grounds of the Wellington Gun Club to-day, and the conditions
were favoraiOe for the sport. "Choate" is doing some fine shoot-
ing with a 30-bore gun, having an average of over 90 per cent.
The gun seems to be equally good for doubles, and appears to
have grratev penetration than the 10 and 12-bores. Several of the
experts have taken a fancy to the small gun, and no doubt several
of them will he in use as soon as they can be made to order.
The winners in the several sweepstake matches follow:
Six targete: Cook and Rockey; 3 pair targets; Cboate, Gore end

Cowee; S targets: Gale and Rockey; 6 targets: Gore. Cook and
Gale; 3 pair targets: Choate: 5 targets: Rockey; 6 targets: Snow,
Gore and Rockey; 10 targets: Snow, Choate, Rockey and Ciook; 6

targets: Cook and Gore; 3 pair targets-; Cowee. Cnoate and Snow;
5 targets; Cook, Gale a" d Rockey; 6 target.=: Cowee, Gore. Snow
and Bradstreet; 3 pair targets: Cook and Snow; 5 targets: Choate;
6 targets: Gore, Snow and Bradstreet; 5 pair targets: Gale and
Gore; 5 pair targets: Gore; 5 pair targets; Choate.

Elliott vs. Pilkingrton.

Jim Pilkingion, old-time oarsman, wks beaten in an imeTfsting
match shoot at kingbirds by -Jack Elliott, of Pelham, N. Y., on
Manhattan Field, looth street, New \'ork. on the afternoon of
Dec. 22. The men tied at 76 out of a iw-ssible 100 kills, and in the
supplementary shoot the score was 33 to 30 yUs in farar of Elli-

otti who will receive a S50 trophy to ba pild for the lo3er.

CHICAGO TRAPS.
Chicago, lU., Deo. 18.—It is likely that a mai-ch between Ne.w

York or Philadelphia and Chicago may result this winter, or
rather one between some crack private club of one of thrse cities
and a similar orgaui7;at{on of this city. Negotiations of a quiet
nature are now progressing with that end in view.

It is further likely that a ehallonge will be issued from this city
before loEg, asking Fulford and Brewer to show 'vaupe why they
should not come out Uere and be beaten by 1 wo Chicago shooters,
not yet named here, hut both of whom have been very lightly
named by Mr. Brewer s.s not in the le.ast worthy to be meuttoned
in the same breath with him, Mr. Brewer, Some Chioaso money
will go up, in the hope that that will be good enough for Mr.
Brewer and Mr. Fulford.
Jack Winston, of St. Louis, still threatens to oome. to Chicago.
We have the grip here now, aud the smoke nuistiijce. and poor
street oar facilities, but I euppos'i the greatness ' f a, city neces-
snrily carries penalties. Mr. Winston is figuring how many dozen
birds out of a hundred he can beat Roll Organ, or Jim Elliott, or
Brewer, or anybody.
Tom Marshall, ot Keithsburg, was here this week. He says if

Rudd, Parmalee, Winston and a few others get together here in
January, he wiU come back and go into some 60-bird sweepstakes
with them.
The new gun which the Chicago shooters presented to Henry

Klelnman has at length, after very long wait, arrived. It is a t%
lis. 12-gauge Grt ener, and if it shoots to suit Henry will please
him perfeeAly. He has not yet shot it,

A-eingular match was shot Thursday between Mr. C. D. Gam-
mon and Mr. Geo. T, Farmer. As the Fcoves will show, Mr.
Farmer lost 9 birds out of his first 20, Mr. Gammon then leading
him 7 birds, and the race beiuff for only 50 birds. Mr. Farmer,
liowever, killed 29 out of his last 30, running hi.s last 24 straight,
and tied the score. Such a gather is not often seen. The follow-
ing is the score of that match:
Geo T Farmer. . .0012oo21232.l00.)322o0132;j20221 2333131221.72221222332-40
O D Gammon. ...2122iail3112S221103000110311021210131.130o333130213-40

E, Hou&H.

Booming Guns at Burnside.
Watson's Park,-Bnmaide, 111., Dec. 1.5.~The following is th"

score made here to-day by Oapt. A. C. Anson vs. .J. L. Wncox, 50
live birds, $100 a sirii'. American Association vuies;
Capt Anson 20222201222o011212loo231 21333^222 l23222l2210'i33113-43

J L Wilcox .222202f)01oll202111311111221032!210 1211 1222101o13- 39
Same day, 25 live birds, 835 a sine, C. R. L ? i =, B. White:

C E Latshaw. 321 : ;:':::il3S22g—22
B White 20 i2-'221o20-l9

Same day, 10 live birds, $10 a side, K. :j. K'^ik^:,. id G. T. Sid-
way:
R O Heikfes 2221221333-10
G T Sidway.., 1231011112— 9
Same thing over: Ties.

R O Heikes - 0112311133-9 13Zl3-o
G T Sidway 1303111281-9 02020-S
o Dead out of bounds,
Dee. i?.— Fort Dearborn Gun Club, 15 live birds, American Asso-

ciation rules:
Capt Anson. . .101131222231221—14 >'0 E Lat8ha,w.O1113O0313ir2203-10
J E Price 000310320002201- 7 C D Gammon.^012211101 131123—13
C B Dicks 100111312120010-10 G Kleinman. ..I(30l)12212213211—13
*G T Sidway.. 112111121113111- 14
Anson wins medal. Not members.
Twenty Peoria blackbirds for medals: G. Kleinman 16, Capt. A.

C. AnsoTi 13,

Dec. IS.—Chicago Shooting Club, 20 live birds, Illinois State
rules:
Atwater.. 2,3311231 11 2101121011— 18 F'.imer ..2l22,*2220l0ll200010—13
Wadsw't b33112132(0JO22232221—16 *Duks 23322233322231122011-19
*AnBon ... 1 13233,2212301011203 !-17 * Latsliaw ,23102321321220033113 -17
M J Eich .31131101131211001311—17 ^•Edmoa<lsl3121131llI212321ill—20
Hutcho''n3H10220t«n00ll liiai—12 GKlei 'm'n2301i20;illl2oi211101—16
*Dioks . ..2220310130210i20101g^1a E M Stsckr>CO202:ill0(JlC312i2-14
Mussey . . .22203201122003113120-15
A. J. Atwatar won medal.
Tvventy-five .'peoria blackbird'* for medal: &.. J. Atwater 20,

Geo. Kleinman 13, M. X Eich 19, *Oapt, A. C. Anaoti 20, 3. M.
Stpok 17. * Not memboi's.
Dec. i9.—Match for the birds, high man out free, next 20 per

eent., next 30 per cent., next 50 per cent, of the price of the birds:

S Palmer t10031320033301U11100003l-45

S P Hicks 1311102001110231000233121-18
Cop 0230211003310201020211111-17

O B Shoots 0100200002210200000120023-10
Ravelbiqg.

Brooklyn Trap ShooterSt
Bmooklyn, Dec. 16.—A remarkable score was made by Adam

Eupig at the shoot of the Coney Island Rod and Gun Club at
Woodlawn Park to-day. He won the diamond badge, emblematic
of the club's best shooter, by a straight score of 34, beating Dick
Dwyer, one of the best shots on Long Island, out hy one bird, be-
sides others like L. T. Davenport, Fred Quimby, Charley Morris,
C. Platte, De Van Ord. and "Uncle" Jim Voorhees. The second
prizi was tied for bv eight men with 0 out of 7. I. Hyde, L. Bpptg,
M. ,1. Kearn'^y and S. W. Northruige divided it. F. McLaughlin,
t he president's son. was beaten oiie bird. It w.-ig his second at-
tempt at the traps, and he bids fair to rival some of the good
shots of the club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Emerald GUin Club at Dexter

Park, Long Island, tc-lay was not a success in point of sport.
Although the twenty-one shooters had a very meditim lot of birds
to shoot at there was no straight score made, Dr. Klein, who woh
the gold medal in Class B with 9, was the only one to show any
form. This is the second time in succession that he has won. G.
T. Henry won in Class A with 9, The shoot was at 10 live birds,
Emeruld Gun Club rules, gun below the elbow, the use of both
barrels.
Dec. f7.—The Falcon Gun Club had its regular monthly shoot at

Dexter Park to-day;. President H. H. Miller and G. MoUer were
away sliooting quail, and only three members put in an appear-
ance to shoot for the club medal. The shoot is at 10 live birds,
Falcon Gun Club rules, gun below the elbow, a bird killed with
second barrel scored aa half a bird. .John Vaght shot in good
form, and won with a scoro of 8. He did not use his second bar-
rel. J. MoUer's score was 7 and J. Bohline'g 0},^, A sweepstakes
at 5 birds each, 38yds. rise, was won by J. Vaght with 4, J. Moller
3><;, J.Bohling 3.

The fixture of the Manhattan Gun Club at Dexter Park to-day
clashed with the Falcon Gun Club, so they shot before the Fal-
cons. The first event on the programme was a match between M.
Lichtenberger, J. B. Hoffman and A Lucas. They shot at 30 live
birds each, 28yda. rise, n>oditied Long Island rules, .S50 each. The
birds were good ones and the suorei were not as good as thev
might be. Lichtenberger and Hoffmaii liilled IS each to Lucas's 11.

A match for $5 was shot by Messrs. Jaeger a,ud St&.aley at a

birds. Stanley won by a score of 3 to :i,

Dec. IS.—The Linden Grove Gun Club, which is rapidly coming
to the fore as one of the gun clubs on Long Island, had its regular
monthly shoot at Dexter Park to-day. The next meeting of the
club will he held on Monday, when such good shooters as Adam
Eppig, J . Shevliu and T. Short will be proposed. Peter Eppig.
the president of the club, is determined to make the club a suc-
cess And it looks as if bo will do it. The regular shoot of the clnh
is at 7 live birds each, modified Hurlingham rules. Miller had a
fine lot of birds at the shoot yesterday and the first shooters got
the worst of it. The president, F. J. Eppig. and J. Link killed 6

out of 7 and shot off for the club medal. Link killed 3 and won.
J. Bunnelwon the second medal with 5, there bsing no com-
petitor in the class.
Dec. Ja. -AVbat was expected to be a quiet little private match

between Capt. C. Jaeger, of the Ridgewood Gun Club, and G.
Knenig^f the Independent Schuetzen Company of Brooklyn was
shot at Woodlawn Park, L. I., this afternoon. The conditions
were 26 Uvp birds each, 25yds. rise, modified Hurlingham rules.
,?50 aside. Blattmacher sent down some good birds and the scores
were not large in consequence. Capt. Jaeger killed 20 to Koenig'P
seventeen.

On the Claremont Range.
B.4.YONNE, N. J., Dec. 19.—Those memiiers of the New Jersey

Shooting Club who faced the traps this afternoon did remarkably
good shooting. There were eight matches, first prizes in seven of
which were carried oft' hy men who did not mins a bird. The
targets were bluerock clav pigeons, pprung from five strong traps.
In the fifteenth match, for the Martin rifle, Mr. Pope's victory
ties him with G. De Witt Smith, who has also won three matches.
There were several ties left undpcided, prizes being divided.

Cleveland.
The regular shoot of the East End Gnn Club was li^ld tUia

(Dec. 17) afternoon at their traps with the following result: Carr
20, Murray 21, Caid 11, Wherry 23, Barne 13, Rudolph 26, Sterling
33, C. Cramer 1, Tamblyn 25, J. Snow IL Eiworthy 34,
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BINGrLEHANDEB. Designed by H. K. Wicksteed,

Auburn Gua Club.

Auburn, N, y., Dec- 18.—A.t the anmial meeting of onr club
held Dec. 15, the following officers^ for _the cominfr year were
elected; President, Wm. H. White; Vice-Freaident, C. R. Egbert;
Secretary. C. W. Rrister; Treasurer, Wm. Whyte; Oommitte-
aaan, G. R. Peck. The club has accepted a challenge from the
Onondaga Ooimty Sportsman's Club to shont a 20-men team
match. S5 kingbirds per man. This match will probably he shot
soon after the holidays. The scores of our last iwo regular shoots
are given below. Dee. 2:

4l Class
Tuttle .111111111 llliri 1 1 1110 11 11-24
Carr 111111011111111 11 11 01 10 10—20

C C18S8
Sinclair.. .......111111111111111 10 11 10 11 10-23
Kerr. 111011011111111 11 10 10 01 10—19
Brister... .111110101011001 11 11 10 11 10—18
White lllllllUumil 10 00 00 10 10—17
\^anderloo. lllOUlOlOllOlO 11 00 11 10 10—16

D Class.
Garrets. . - 111110111111111 10 01 10 10 10-19
Dec JC—Twenty -Ave singles, unknown angles:

A Class.
Tu ttle Ill 1111111110111110111111- 2;i

Carr 11 11111111111110111111110-23
Whyte. 1111110111011011111110111-21
D evi tt 11 01110111101111111110111—21
Tie: Tuttle 8, Carr 6.

Sinclair .0010111111110111110101110-19
Brister 1101101111101111110001011-19
Kerr 111101 llUOil 111 0C011 UOl1-18
N^anderloo lliKimOlOlOlOOll 111 10011-16
White 1010011111010111000101011-1.5
Tie: SiniJlair 9, Brister 7.

D Class.
Garrett ..1111011111111111111011111-23

O. W. B.
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Small Tartit.-

LauncMs. Li-

Cames. By 1

Donaldson. Fn

nhardt. Price. $10. Steam Yachts and
^f?^ Pnu ^ fo'lT'*, Boats and

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please lookiindor the hatches or 1 he Camm, peep into the
JTcjiJie?, squinii ilown the h-trrel of the hiM, open the Fmh Car and
Qome Bag, n^i-iUin 01 Itn. >'j'n?'f>-H(a/( ^^o)/ms/. and if The]r yearn-
ings are still uusaiiiatied, push theirexploratiousintothe flditorial.

and Advertmno JJcpartnifints.

THE EDUCATION OF NAYAL AROHITE0T,«!.-With all the
boasted progress of America in shipbuilding and its allied arts,

it is a matter of n.ational dlacredit that there is not an institution

in the country in which instruction! is given in the great field of

naval architecture, nor is there any satisfactory opportunity for

study available to young men who desire to fit themselves as de-

signers or shipbuilders. The country which has been the actual
birthplace of the steamboat, the ocean steamer, and the screw
propeller; thathasled the worldforlong periodsin steam craft,war
vessels, clipper ships and yachts, has rested for nearly forty years,
with not one determined effort to keep in the lead by means of a
systematic course of instruction for young men. Such progress
as has been made is the result of individual elTort in the face of
difficulties which never should have existed.

We are frequently callpd on for advice by young men who desire

to pursue a course of work or instruction that will lit them for

designing merchant vessels or yachts; or for various branches of

shipbuilding, and we are at a loss to aid such applicants. In re-

gard to yacht designing and building, there is not a designer or a
yard in the country with .5uch an amount of steady work as would
warrant the employment of learners or apprentices Ihronghout
the whole year, giving them any systematic instruction or prac-
tice. The only opening is in the larger yards where merchant
vessels, and of late war ships, are built, and, though these have
greatly improved of late, they by no means fill the requirements.
We speak from experience when we say that a dozen years ago
the most important of American ship yards was as poor a place as

a young man could find to waste his time in, either in the drafting
room, the machine shop or on the biiilding ways; while at that
time, as to-day, there was not an institution at which instruction
in naval architecture could be obtained.

This is the more remarkable in view of the'growth of scientific

schools and the increased facilities for obtaining a technical edu-
cation in all branches but one. To-day there is, so far as we are
awai'e,nothing outside of the Naval Academy of Annapolis,which
is necessarily limited, save the two schools of designing in Bos-
ton, which in a small and impretentious way have accomplished a
great deal. New York, once the greatest shipbuilding center of

the country, offers nothing to the student of naval architecture.
Thanks to the liberality and public spirit of one of the greatest

of American shipbuilders, Wm. H. Webb, this deficiency will

soon be remedied to a certain extent, as work is now progressing
on a building in the suburbs of the city which he is erecting for

the double purpose of a home for aged shipbuilders and their
wives, and also of a school of practical instruction for young
men. While the details of the latter part of the scheme are not
fully arranged, when carried out under the practical direction of

Mr. Webb, they will offer a most valuable aid to a limited num-
ber. At the same time the pressing need exists for a chair
of naval architecture in one of the leading colleges, filled

by a properly qualified expert, and giving at least as good instruc-
tion as is offered by similar institutions in England.

jeet of "mean length" rules for the encouragement of "sawed -off'*

models, as opposed to more modern and liberal rules. By adher-
ing pei-sistently to length rules, the open-boat sailors of Boston,
and New York have restricted and impeded the development of

their boats, shutting out entirely all modern features. When the
New York Y. R. A. was established, we advised the adoption of

the Seawanhaka rule for all cabin 5 achts; even though, as a mat-
ter of policy, it might be necessary to begin with a length rule for

the open boats. Had this advice been followed, the cabin yacht
classes would have been atrongei" by far than they are to-day,
while the same rule would probably have been adopted by the
open-boat men. In view of the general adoption of the clipper

stem and overhanging stern throughout the yachting world and
by all recognized desife-ners, it is rather amusing to see the fight

so obstinately kept up by a few to their own disadvantage.

MEASUREMENT RULES FOR OPEN BOATS.—We quote
from the Boston Herald some very sensible remarks on the sub-

CORftEOTED LENGTH OLASSES.-A correspondent who has
given miich thought to the subject of corrected length cla.ssiflca-

tion, adds a word this week in favor of the plan which we recently
proposed of alternative limits by corrected length. The experi-
ment might very easily be tried next year in at least two classes,

the 80ft. and Ifift. under present rules, by the clubs offering special
prizes in certain races for yachts not exceening .33ft. corrected
length in the one class nor .54ft. in the other. There would be no
injustice to existing boats and no disturbance of the usual condi-
tions, but much might be learned in regard to the action of the
new method.

THE AMERICA'S CUP.—The America's Cup may be looked
upon as "saved" for another season, the time within which, a
challenge might be received having expired. We learn from
Lieut. Henn that tliere is no further talk of challenging aiQjHig
British yachtsmen as long as the new deed is retained.

ANOTHER SMALL CRUISER.
THB little cruiser herewith illustrated was built from a design

by Mr. H. K. Wicksteed some three years since and has been
used about Montreal on the St, Lawrence River. The design was
sent us some time since, but as the sailplan then used was not
quite satisfactory we held it in hopes ot obtaining a better one.
As this style of craft is now under discussion, and as the ques-
tion of rig is independent of that of model, the design may be
more interesting to some of our readers than the craft with longer
overhang. Three scales are given for boats 16, 17 and 20ft. over
all. The Montreal boar, was of the smallest size, 14ft. 9in. l.w.l.,
4ft. IJ^in. beam and llin. draft. She has proved a very handy
cruiser, being used single-handed or giving ample room for two
persons. The rig consists of two gunter sails, the gaff or yard
being well peaked no. The areas are 100 and Slsq. ft. The cen-
terboard is of plate iron, weighing 751bs.

THE NEW SOFT. SCHOONER.-The contract for the 90ft. steel
schooner designed by Mr. A. Gary Smith has just been signed,
the owner being Mr. John E. Brooks, the former owner of Mon-
tank, and the builder being Piepgrass, of Oitv Island. The yacht
is of the general type of Iroquois, a deep centerboard boat intended
for off-shox'e cruising and for summer racing, but the model is
quite different from Iroquois in the ends, the bow being carried
out with a fullness at and above the waterline, the overhang being
quite long, but by no means equal to Gloriaua. The principal
dimensions are, l.w.l. 9Cft., beam 23ft., draft 10ft. Sin. The mid-
ship section is powerful, the keel line is comparatively straight
from the sternpo.st, rounding up gradually, and although cut away
in modern fashion, the contour is leas exaggerated than the new
keel boats, while the waterlins is round and full, and the dlagoDals
run round and fair for the full length of the overhanging ends.
The yacht is expected to carry a large sail plan in summer. The
sticks are further aft than in other new schooners.

THE DEATH OF MRS. BURGESS.-Mrs. Caroline S. Burgess,
the widow of Edward Burgess, died on Deo. 16 after a week's ill.,

ness. Mrs. Burgess bad been In delicate health for several years,
being very 111 at the time of her husband's death in July. The
immediate cause of her death was pneumonia. She leaves two
voting sons, who will be well provided for by the generositv- of
Mr. Burgess's friends and associates in Boston and New York.
Since Mr. Burgess's death a fund of over $30,000 has been quietly
raised lor the purpose of educating the children.
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VALDA.
THE yachtsman who has plenty of water to sail in, and is near at

hand to competent designers and builders,with a fleet of good
boats from which to form an idea of what will best suit him, can
hardly appreciate the difficulty under which yachting is carried
on in less favored and more remote localities, or the trials of
those in particular who are energetic and progressive, and de-
sirous of something better than the general run of local craft.
The St. Lawrence River at Montreal was evidently planned with
no idea that it was ever to become the home of a yacht club, its
reefs and shoals forbidding a working draft of over three feet,
while the broad waters of "Lac St. Pierre" and "Lac Two Mount-
ings" at times show a short, steep sea that calls for a particularly
able craft, however small she may be.
In spite of the natural disadvantages, Montreal ihas, as our

readers know, an active and gx'owing yacht club, the St. Law-
rence; the races being reported regularly through the season.
The fleet has been made up of craft from all quarters, the only
point of uniformity being in the matter of draft. The old New
York sandbagger has always been well represented,with Cuthbert
boats from Lake Ontario; home-built craft by local builders, and
various odd models from remote Canadian waters. Starting with
shifting ballast, unlimited crews, a mixed fleet of all sizes, and
with the majority of the racing men opposed to any rules which
bore heaviiy on their craft, the work of introducing better rules
and of bringing the racing up to more modern ideas has been a
very heavy task. It has been so far successful, however, that the
races of the club are now sailed under the rules of the Lake Y.
R. A., with a corrected length classification; shifting ballast and
unlimited crews have been abolished, and several fixed classes
have been established, to which the older boats have accommo-
dated themselves, and to which new ones are also being built.
The little craft whose lines are here given has played such an

important part in the racing of the past two seasons, and has
done so much to give a practical demonstration of what is possi-
ble under the new rules and conditions, that at our request her
owner, designer and skipper has given us a tracing of his original
design. The yacht is in every way the work of an amateur, hav-
ing been designed and almost built by her owner, Mr. G-. H. Dug-
gan, a mechanical engineer connected with the Dominion Bridge
Company, of Lachine, near Montreal. Though a skillful drafts-
man, Mr. Duggan's experience as a designer has been very lim-
ited, Valda being his first yacht. The builder, St. Onge, an old
French Canadian, has a local reputation for his skiflfs and for
neat and honest work; but is utterly innocent of any knowledge
of building from moulds, all of his boats being built by eye alone.
Under such circumstances the building from a design was doubly
difficult, and the designer was obliged to lay down the boat and
get out the moulds, laying off all the narts, and closely superin-
tending the entire construction. The builder was familiar only
with lapstrake work, so the boat was built in this manner. In
ppite of these difficulties the work has proved very sa.ti8factory,the
boat being fair and smoothly and strongly built.

Valda was designed for the 21ft. l.w.l. class, a length rule being
In force in 1890, but being a believer in corrected length, and
anticipating the adoption of the new classification, Mr. Duggan
kept the design within moderate limits. When the rule was
changed last winter he determined to race Valda in the new 29ft.

c.L class, her corrected length being 34ft. lin. Her racing in 1890 was
done with a crew of six and with 7001bs. iron on the Keel, but in
the past season she has carried but five men, her ballast being in-
creased to l,7201bs. of lead.
She has been started in every race but two that has been open

to her during the two seasons, her owner steering her on every
occasion, and she has bes'des been constantly used for sailing and
short cruising. Her best work has been in light winds and to
windward or free, the poorest point of sailing being reaching.
She has contended very successfully with yachts of much greater
size, though on one occasion she was beaten by the fastest of the
local skiffs, Thora, a boat with 19ft. l.w.l., 5ft. beam, andl9.4£t. c.l.

Valda's dimensions are: Length over all, S7ft. lin.; l.w.l., 20ft.

lOi^in.; beam, extreme, 7ft. llln.; l.w.l., 6ft. llin.; draft, 3ft. J^in.
The draft was limited to this small figure as the water is specially
shoal at Lachine, the home of her owner. Valda's racing record
up to the present date is as follows:

BBCOBD OP TALDA, 20PT. lOJ^TN., li.W.L., SAILING IN 31FT.
L.W.L. CLASS, 1890.

June 21.—St. Lawrence Y. C—21ft. and 26ft. classes. Wind light.

Ten starters. Valda led fleet by 3m. 45s. elapsed time. Lulu of
39ft, 5in. c.l. second. This race was declared off by the sailing
committee, the customary time limit having been exceeded,
although none had been set before the race.
July 1.—St. Lawrence Y. C—All classes. Wind light, freshening

at finish. Nine starters, Valda won from her class by 2m. 21s.,

and was second in fleet.

July 5.— St. Lawrence Y. C—All classes. Wind good, topsail
breeze. Six starters. Valda first in her class by 9m. 16s. and was
only beaten by Lulu of 37ft. l.w.l. by 16s.

July 36.—Valois Annual.—Special handicap. Wind fresh. Four
starters. Valda scratch, but won first from Mabel 31ft. although
allowing her Sm. handicap.
Aug. 3.—Pointe Claire Annual.—Wind light but freshening.

Thi'ee starters. Lulu 37ft. l.w.l., Minnie A. 35ft. 5in. and Valda
21ft. Valda first on elapsed time.
Aug. 30.—St. Lawrence Y. C—All classes. Wind fresh, doable

reef. Three starters. Classes did not flU and Chaperone 86ft. Sin.,

Minnie A. 85ft. Sin. and Valda 31ft. sailed together. Valda won by
3m. 25s. corrected time.

1891.

The club classification was changed this year to 21ft., 24ft. and
29ft. C.I., the new classes keeping the boats as they had been un-
der former l.w.L classes. Valda measuring 33ft. Sin. c.l. had her
spar plan altered to make her measure 34ft.lin., thus bringing her
into the 39ft. class with Chaperone, a Jarvis compromise with
Lapthorne sails of 39ft. 9in. c.l , Mollie Bawn by Burgess of 36ft.

C.I., Frolic by Mumm of 38ft. Sin , and Breeze by Cuthbert of 26ft.

May 25.—Special unclassified sweepstakes. Wind fresh but
shifting. Four starters. Dream of 32ft. Sin. c.l. first, beating
Valda, second, of 24ft. lin. c.l. by 3m. 248, This race was nomi-
nally eight miles, but four miles was a thrash to windward in a
two-mile current, the race occupying in a fresh breeze two hours.
June 13.—St. Lawrence Y. C.—^ft. class. Topsail breeze. Four

staiters. Valda first by 6m. 34s. corrected time.
Jxme 8?.—St, Lawrence Y. C—All elasaes. Single reef breeze.

Twelve starters. Valda first in class bySm. ^.corrected time.
July 1.—St, Lawrence Y.C—AH elassea. Topsail hieeaxi. Ten

tsctrars. YaldafiEstin hecelass by9im.53.andma^ui%tbe taeat

i timeo¥ee the eerase 1^In Ste.

?/1

OPEN RACING BOAT -VALDA.'' Designeb by G. H, DuaGAK, 1890.
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Jtily 11.—St. Lawrence 1. C—39ft. class. Wind flawy. Valda
second, Ohaperone takiner first.

July 35.—Valois Annual Special Handicap.—Wind fresli. Sin-
gle reef. Pour starters. Valda beaten 2m. by Viking of 35ft. c.l.,

by the same designer. Valda should get 8m. from Viking but in
this race was scratch.
Aug. 29.—Special unclassified race over special cnurse.—All

classes combined. Lower sail breeze. Valda led the fleet by 4m.
32s, elapsed time but had to give 16m. 42s. to Thora, a St. Law-
rence River skiff of 19ft. 1.w.l., and that boat won the first prize by
lm.30s.
In her two seasons, therefore, Valda has started thirteen times,

winning nine firsts and four second places. She has but once
been beaten by a boat of her own class and has beaten the first
class boats five times of the eight that they hapnened to start to-
gether.
Of the four first places lost, in one she was actually first by six

minutes corrected time, but lost on handicap. One was lost to a
boat of 35ft. Sin. c.l. in a fresh breeze and another on time to a St.
Lawrence skiff Avhich got from Valda 16m. 469. on a ten-mile
course through a carious result of the approximate measurement
of sail area, Val(Ja having 660 sq. ft. actual sail on 31ft. l.w.L.while
the skiff had 400 sq. ft. actual sail on 19ft. l.w.l. Valda, being
84.1ft. c.l., would under the club rules allow Thora, 19.3ft. c.l.,

tout 4m. 27s. in 10 miles.

RACING RULES FOR OPEN BOATS.
THE annual meetings of many yachting clubs will take place

the coming month, and the question of new measurement
rules is sure to come tip in the clubs which are composed of the
smaller class of boats. For years it has been the cry of the small
boat owner and clubs that they have been crowded by the larger
clubs and have not had fair play If the members of the small
clubs knew it, they are standing in their own light, and by their
unreasonable rules are preventing yachtsmen from building a
type of small boat which their present rules prevent.
One thing is certain, the club which puts the least restriction on

the design is sure to succeed in the end, and new boats of the
radical type will be built as experiments.
The taxing of overhangs is inconsistent with speed, because it

affects the elements of a design greatly and prevents public
spirited yachtsmen from going forward. Nobody wants a slow
boat and all want the fastest, whether she be cruiser or racer.
The Corinthian Club stands oat as a success, because its mem-

bers are progressive, and its rules are so bro id that boats of all
kinds may be developed with but little hindrance.
The time has gone by for the "sawed off" constituency to control

much longer. The races between the Tartar, Mabel, Queen Mab,
and other old boats have ceased to be interesting, from the very
fact that nothing is to be gained from the results.
The American yachting public want new ideas tried, and they

do not believe in standing still. Tiie "sawed off" has almost
reached its highest development, and the question to be decided is:
Can the 31-footer or other class length of the cat or jib and mainsail
boat be improved, if restrictions are taken off the design?
The catboat of to-day is, with a few exceptions, practically the

same boat that it was 20 years ago. The Qaeen Mab and Mabel
were racers over 15 years ago, and the writer well remembers the
match races between the Mabel and Ionia on Dorchester Bav over
10 years ago. The races then created more interest than they do
now.
There is a healthy feeling growing up in the small clubs in

regard to broader rules for measurement. The thinking men of
the clubs have come to the conclusion that restriotions.must be
tfeken off designs, and in this they coincide with designers.
Something must be done to create a new interest in the smaller

classes and this means a radical change in the rules.
Cliibs tliat tax overhangs both forward and aft will not be

"VALDA" SAIL PLAN.

patronized, while those showing broader ideas are bound to suc-
ceed.
A boat with overhangs runs the risk of being barred out for ex-

ceeding the leneth, while the square ender can be sunk to her
planksheer and still bold her length.
The regatta committee of the small boat clubs would do a good

thing by coming together and talking the matter over. An inter-
change of views is sure to be beneficial, and yachting in the end
will be benefited.—Boston H&rald.

CORRECTED LENGTH AS AN ALTERNATIVE
RULE.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It seems to me that your suggestion that the leading yacht clubs

establish one or mora classes with a corrected length limit as
alternatives and experiments is the most sensible and practical
one which has been made for some time. It appears to me that
there is a capital opportunity to do so at present. Rumors of a
53ft. class are in the air. Why cannot half a dozen of the leadiig
clubs offer prizes for a class of 55ft. sailing length? A 4e-footer
with 4,000ft. of sail would fit into it qaite handily. And judging
from the performance of that class with the Clara, it would not
be an easy matter to beat them with more length and less sail.
At the same time, it would be open to any one to try with sav 50ft.
length and 3 600ft. of sail, or even 53ft. of length and 8,250ft. of
sail. If the larger boat proves the faster, why is she not also the
better in other respects? She would cost little more to baild, less
to handle, have more acoommodatioa and probably be a better
sea boat. It seems to me that the notion that a classification by

I corrected length would produce an undesirable type of boat is a
pure bogy, born mostly of ignorance and misrepresentation. I
cannot see why au English SO-rater of 46ft. is not. so long as you
keep her at the sail area for which she was designed, a more con-
venient, comfortable, good all-round boat than an American rac-
ing craft of the sama length, but with the sail area of a 40-rater
59ft. long. But admitting that she is not, there is not much pros-
pect that she would prove a winner in American waters under
corrected length. The generally lighter winds and smoother
waters render it almost certain that a shorter boat with larger
sail area would prove superior. Even in Great Britain the differ-
ence in length between tQe winners at Siuthampton and on the
Clyde, where the prevailing winds are lighter, is quite marked.
At any rate, nothing will ever be learned without experiment.

The establishment of a 55ft. c. 1. class would give an opportunity
to make sach an exparimsnc in the most interesting manner be-
tween the46-footers and any longer boat that would fit the class.
Now is the time to try it, b=sfore a lot of 53-footers with monstrous
sail plans are called into existence. C. L.

D. J. LAWLOR.
THE many friends of the veteran naval architect. D. J. Lawlor'

of CHelsea. will be pained to leara that he is confined to his
bed, dangerously ill with cancer of the stomach, and there is but
little hope of his recovery. A visit to his home in Chelsea yester-
day found him very weak and steadily failing, and Ms demise
may be expected at any time. Mr. Lawlor was born in St. John,
N. B.. in 1824, and came to this city whea fifteen years old. He
procured employmeat and served his apprenticeship with Whit-
more & Holbrook, well-known slilpbuilders at that time. On
learning his trade he went to Gloucester, where he carried on
boat buuding for some years. He returned to Boston about this
time, and for forty years has taken a most prominent part in ship
building and yacht designing. Soon after his return to this city
he designed the brigantine News B ly for Dabney & Go. of this
city, and she was a wide departure from the then prevailing
type of merchant vessel. The News Boy attracted world wide at-
tention, and was favorably comraQated on in. Qri^^^s Nemtiaat |

Magazine. This was his starting point. He was always a good stu,
dent, and by close application became very ape ia his profession

"

No man on either side of ths water can claim a wider experience,
for he has designed and built more vessels than any of his co-
lab arers. Over 150 merchant vessels were built from his designs,
and these include ships, barks, brigs, schooners, of two, three and
four masts. He has also dssignei qaite a number of towboats.
Among the fishing vessels were the Sarah Pryor, John H. Mc-
Manns, Sylvester Whalen, Susan R. Stone and others. When the
steamship Meteor was projected, the late R. B. Forbes requested
him to make a design and model, and the prize was won by Law-
lor against the field, among whom were Messrs. Webb and Steen.
The veteran designer has a fleet of nearly 500 vessels to his credit,
and in nearly all cases he both designed and laid the vessels
down. Many of these he built at his yard, corner of Condor and
Meridian streets. East Boston. In steam yachts he clearly has the
lead, for the steam yachts designed by him number 117. The
Adelita and the one now building in Providence are among the
number. Mr. Lawlor designed and built the schooner vaoht
Gitana, and there is not a better sea-going vessel afloat. It is a
remarkable fact in his career that he has designed the last ves-
sel built at Hingham and also at Medford. In the pilot boat fleet
Mr. Lawlor has fifteen vessels. Among them are the Hesper

,

Phantom and D. J. Lawlor. Mr. Lawler is a self-educated man
and his success is due to his own efforts. He came here a poor
boy and had no one to help him. His departures in naval archi-
tecture were as radical in their time as those of to-day. He had
ideas of his own and was not afraid to carry them out. He in-
vented the double topsail on square riggers, and also the cut of
head saUs. Before the late Mr. Burgess went into naval archi-
tecture as a profession, he often visited the veteran, and from
him gained many a good point. Mr. Lawlor represents faithfully
the old school of mechanics, well up in all branches of the trade.
The cost of the fleet designed and built by the veteran would
reach well up into the millions. The gap left by the late Edward
Burgess and removal of Mr. Lawlor from active work is one that
cannot be easily flUed. Both were clever in their specialties.—
Boston Herald.

HARLEM Y. C. ELEOTION.-The annual election of officers
of the Harlem Y. O. took place on Dec. 17 at the club house, 519
East 131st street. The officers elected were: Com., T. H. McDon-
nell; Vice-Corn., Mortimer P. Lee; Rear-Com., Julius Greenbaum;
Fleet Capt., P. Natterer; Treas., S. J. McCauley; Meas., W. D. S.
Hyer; Fm. See'y, H. B. McAllister; Rec. Seo'y, E. L. Fellman;
Cor. Sec'y, T. B. Bites; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. H. M. Cos; Steward,
A. Borst; Board of Directors, Geo. W. Fuller. Jas. F. Lalor, T, W.
Jackson, Wm. Towner, A. Johnston, Robert H. Wiley, A. M. Steb-
bins; House Committee, W. A. HaU, A. G. Austin, W. Scardefield,
J. T. Kennedy, T. J. Hendry; Membership Committee, H. L. Ful-
ler,. H. G. McCord, John Traugott.

LIEUT. HENN.—Ib a letter this week Lieut. Henn informs us
that he has been compelled to give up his projected visit to
America in consequence of the serious illness of Mrs. Henn, and
they will spend the winter in Scotland instead of Florida, a matter
of regret to both. Galatea is laid up at Dartmouth. We have re-
ceived a remarkably fine photo of her, made from a painting by
Admiral Beechy, R. N., showing her under trysail, storm jib and
staysail, on the return voyage across the Atlantic in 1887.

ALTERATIONS.—Hope Laslie. schr., has received a new stern
at Frisbe's yard, Salem. Charm, F. S Ketchum, New Jersey Y. C,
has been raised 6in. and lengthened.
CONQUEROR.—The case of the steam yacht Conqueror, owned

by F. W. Vanderhilt and recently seized by C jllector Fassett, of
the port of New York, was before the Supreme Court at Wash-
ington last week, but no decision was reached.
SAGAMORE, steam yaeht, W. A. Slater, will sail shortly for

tJxeMeditexraueaa viith. h»£ ewner aud fautU? on bo^ d.
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BRITISH CENTERBOARD SLOOP "VICTORIA," 1849.

BRITISH CENTERBOARD YACHTS.
NOW that the centerboard yacht has become an active factor
, .

in '^iWsh yachting, a certain interest attaches to the early
history of the eenterboard. The accompanying drawing: was puh-
nshed m the ''Rural Almanac and Sportsman's Illustrated
Calendar'- for 18T3, with the following description:
"Centerhoard yachts have never been looked upon with a favor-

ing eye in Ensrland. It is true we have hundreds of boats of which
the American Una was the type, but not one that could be dig-
nified with the name of \vaoht' have we. Tne Americins on the
other hand have adopted centerboards in their largest yachts,
and moreover employ that appliance in merchant ships of four
and five hundred tons burden. But the eenterboard has not been
adopted in America on account of any inherent virtue it pos-
sesses; its adoption has been entirely one of necessity. Nearly all
the channels and harbors along the eastern American coast, from
New Jersey to New Brunswick, are extremelv shallow, and would
not be accessible to the old-fashioned British deep yacht or
merchantman. Consequently the Americans have been driven
mtp building vessels of very light draft of water and great beam,
and as such vessels are, by reason of the narrowness of the im.
mersed longitudinal section, deficient in weatherly qnalities, a
moving keel is applied, which can be lowered when sailing to
windward in deep water, and housed when going through a
shallow channel or when sailing before the wind.
"But it must not be supposed that the eenterboard or sliding

keel was an American invention; on the contrary, it is a very old
English idea, and we have at this moment before us the design of
a boat with a sliding keel, built by Lord Percy in 1774; another
design, from which a boat with sliding keel was built at Deptford
in 1789, is also before us: and we have also the design of the cele-
brated revenue cruiser Trials designed by Jjieut, Schank, R.N.,

and built m the Government dockyard at Plymouth, in 1789, It
will thiis be seen that Englishmen can claim the invention of the
sliding keel and eenterboard. and the Americans are to be cred-
ited with the discernment that first saw, utilized and acknowl-
edged its merits.
It is generally supposed that a large eenterboard yacht is not so

seaworthy as a keel yacht; but this is entirely a mistake, the
Vesta, eenterboard schooner yacht, crossed the Atlantic in the
winter ot 1868 and encountered very heavy weather; her crew de-
clared that she behaved splendidly through it ail-that she was
buoyant, easy and dry. American yachts frequently get caughtm heavy weather when away from their cruising ground, but we
have not heard of one being lost. Of course a large beamy, shal-
low yacht that carries little or no ballast requires a little more
careful handling than the deep, heavy ballasted one, but there is
no pretence for saying they are unsafe. For our own part we
often wonder that as there are so many English 'yachtsmen' w^ho
keep yachts and never move out of the Solent, or out of Iheir
native river or harbor, that some of them do not patronize the
light and airy American centerboarder. Every little creek and
inlet is accessible to them; they are extremely handy and make
very high speed in such light winds as would scarcsly move a 200
tons schooner that carries about 70 or 80 tons of iron and lead as
ballast.
"The Victoria, of which we give an engraving, was built at

Liverpool in 1849. from a design of Mr. Charles Melling, whose
Satetv Yacht we gave an illustratioo of in the Rural Almanac for
1870. The Victoria was 32ft. over all. liet. beam, '•iy^ft. draft aft and
1ft. 9in. forward, and was fitted with a sliding keel lOf I;, long. Her
tonnage by English measurement was 1-3 tons. Her rig is not that
of the Una tjTie—the latter have the mast stepped right in the
eyes and carry no headsail—but represents a rig common in
America, even in large yaclits. There are a great manv disad-

vantages to one large headsail which the yacht sailor well under-
stands. The Victoria was fast and weatherly, but the model,
since the time when she skimmed over the Mersey, has been im~
proved upon, and probably if Mr. Melling designed a eenter-
brjarder at this time, she would be a very different craft from the
Victoria. We simply give the sketch of her as a 'landmark' in
yacht designing; all such things should be preserved, as the study
of them forms part of the education of the naval architect, and
moreover, they preserve us from falling into exploded errors, and
will prevent a man usurping credit for a design that perhaps had
existence before he was born."

COMMODORE WINNIS requests us to give notice that he and
Sec'y-Treas. Wackerhagen will be at the Murray Hill Hotel on
Dec. 37, and will be glad to meet all canoeists, especially those who
have suggestions to make or questions to ask concerning the As-
sociation or the meet.

SMALL SAILING CRAFT.
Editm- Fm-eM and Stream:
I have thought to write you for a long time about my little boat

built from lines taken from "Canoe and Boat Building," and, as
the small boat men seem to have the floor, take this opportunity.

I built from lines of the Priscilla, with 1ft. added to length,
making 16ft. over all; and the boat spread somewhat after 1 he ribs
were in, making her 4ft. 6in. beam. 1 have a fine little boat, and
a fast one, and in light winds a wonder. I have added a jib for
racing, my company being the 2.5-footer8.
My racing mainsail has close on to 200it.. and the .lib o5ft. I take

a little sand when aloce, but she does nicely with one, two or half
a dozen aboard, as 1 have tested her in a piping breeze. There is
to be quiteaflset of this class of boat here next season, three
being already built on the Priscilla's lines as modified by me.
Thpy a,re built quite light, so as to be easily housed, and of light
draft, so as to get into the bays, over the weeds, or out on the
beach almost anywhere. 1 have taken great pleasure in reading
about the Mad Cap, So So, and other small boats, and want to
shake with them, and to thank the author of "Canoe and Boat
Building" for the pleasure I have taken with Priscilla.

^E. W. DeTjANO.

A. C. A. MEMBBRSHIP.-Atlantic Division: Richmond Ellis'
B. R. Roome, Arlington, N. .1.; Dr. W. G. Budington, New York-
Maurica D. Wilt, Philadelphia, Pa.

\nBW^H to ^arresfiandmts.

H. C. W., Okahumpka, Pla.—The manufacturers will send you
full directions on application.

Sttbscribeh, Pittsburgh, Pa —The gun should pattern about 1.%
to 160 pellets, and ought to penetrate abouc lo to 17 sheets Denni-
son's penetration pads.

X.—Do you publish a book called "Florida Fishing" or "Florida
Fishes." What is the price? Ans. No; but our special "Florida
Number," of Jan. 9, 1890, is a volume in itself.

A. P. D., California.—Use 3^drs. powder, IJ-^jz, shot, and ex-
periment with slightly varying loads until you have determined
best pattern and penetration, SOyds. circle at 40 yds.

E. B., Wellsville, N. Y.—Will you kindly inform me through
your correspondence column 1. Does the hare or the rabbit bring
forth its young on top of the ground? 3. Which have their eyes
open when born? Ans. 1. We have hares (not rabbits) in this
country. Hares do not burrow; they lie in bushes or depressions
in the ground, or in hole^ in thi:! rocks, hollow trees, etc. 2, Thi^
young of the hare have their eyes op3n at birth, and are covered
with hai^ whUe the youug of the ratiblt are blind and naked.

SAVE YOUE^ TROPHIES.
WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads
and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work
in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Solance Estabrishsnent,
ROCHESTER, K. Y.

REPAIRS.
Before putting away your Rods and Reels for the season,

send them to us to be cleaned, straightened and put in first-

class order generally. All kinds of repairs done at moderate
prices.

If you wish to renew any of your stock of tackle, send 10
cents for our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing

18 Vesey Street, New York.

We are general agents for the now celebrated Whitmore Hammer=
less Gun. and are pleased to note flattering reports regarding it from all

sections of the country.

Would like to have you try one whenever you feel so inclined.

Of course we have other guns; in fact, we have nearly every
reputable gun made, in almost every gauge, style or weight, and it

would be funny if we couldn't fit you, or anyone.

ill to ii6 Michigan Avenue. Chicago
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Two Targets with Smith £ Wesson Revolvers.

TARGETS

Ten consecutive shots at JJSyds,^ off- six consecutive shots at 15yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38 hand, with a Smith & Wesson .33
Douhle Action Revolver; by Mr, Target Revolver; by Prof. John
Wilson Groodrleh, Bpriugfield,Mass. Loris, Washington, 1>. C.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results,

<So W
It Will PAY YOU to Bay your Tarpon Tackle at Marsters\

Special TAliPON Rod, 20 incli butt, 63 inch Lancewood tip, German silver mountings, with double guide and two-hole tip

Same as above, with Oreenheart Tip

Either of the above, with Agate Guides and Agate Tip, |5.00 extra.

Best Quality Steel Pivot TARPOjST Reels, Hard Rubber and German Silver, holding 200 yards of 18 or 31 Thread Linen Line

The same Reel as above, but ISiickle Plated instead of German Silver

Heavy Lancewood TARPON" Rods, three-jointed, with extra tip

Two-joint Calcutta Bamboo Extra Heavy TARPON Rods

Very best quality TARPON" Lines 200 yards 18-thread $3.00; 31-thread, |3.25. Extra quality TARPON Hooks, snelled with double twisted hard line, 40

Snelled on German Silver Wire and Swivels, $1.20 per dez. Sinkers, 8 c. per pound. Send for Catalogue.

Price

Established 30 ITears.

c. per

J. F MARSTERS, 51 to 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

$7 m
8 00

9 19

7 15

2 98

3 50

doz.

;

CHEAPEST HOUSE
ABIBRICA FOR

! GUNS!!

AGMIS'T FOR
Remington,

Parker,
L. C. Smith,

Lefever, etc.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogues free. Mention Forest and Stream.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J. B. GROOE & CO.,

1191 BROADWAY,
Bet. 28th & 29fch Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SElSro FOS CATALOGUE.

gOOK OF THE GAME LAWS:
A COMPENDIUM OF THE LAWS RELAT-

ING TO GAME AND GAME FISH. REVISED

=«^=0?= TO DATE, AND EDITED BY

CHARLES B. REYNOLDS, OF

THE Forest and Stream.

The scope of the work embraces all the laws relating to game and game fish of every State and
Territory in the Union and the British Provinces. The better to insure accuracy, all the important sections

are given in their full text, as they appear on the statute books. Errors which might arise from abstract-

ing or paraphrasing are thus avoided. The preparation of the work has involved an examination of more
than 8oo distinct original and amendatory acts, scattered through multitudinous volumes of the compiled
statutes and session laws of the fifty-nine States, Territories and Provinces here represented. The labor of

compilation has been largely increased by the often careless and sometimes seemingly contradictory nature
of the legislation. The Book of the Game Laws is the result of a painstaking and conscientious en-
deavor to furnish an accurate and reliable compendium. Price 50 cents. For sale by

FOKEST AND STKEAM PUB. CO., 318 Br« adway. New York,
AND BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLIES.

FERGUSON'S P&TENT REFLEGTINQ UIUPS,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP.
With Adjustable AttachmentB.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combines Head Jack,

Boat Jack, Fishing Iiamp,
Oamp Xiamp, Dash Iiamp,
Belt I^anteru, Hand Lan-
t-ern, etc.

EXGELSIQR BISH UMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FEROOSGSS. Offics. 6S Fulton St., N. Y.

With Fly-Rod and Camera,
A magnificently illustrated Tolume descriptive ot fly-

fishing for trout and salmon. By Edward A, Sam-
uels. Cloth. Price, $5.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York-
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Forest and Stream, Pub. Co. forward am,y of these Books hy mail, postpaid, on receipt ofprice.
BsgisPration 10 cents eueWa, Om responMbiUtv ceases qfter goods a/re mailed.

NO BOOKS EXCHANGED.
A.merlcan Angler's Book, Memorial Edition,
Norrls 5 50

American Fisli and How Co Catcli Them. . . 1 00
American Fishes, Goode .... 5 00
American Salmon Fishing, Wells 1 GO
Angling, Blakely 50
Angling and Trolling for Pike , . 50
Angling for Salt Water Fish, or Sea Fish-
ing With Rod and Line 50

Angling Talks, Dawson 50
Art ot AngjUng ,Holherton 50
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them,
Shipley 1 00

Black Bass Fishing, Heashall 3 00
Book of the Game [and Fish] Laws 50
Book on Angling, Francis 5 25
Carp Cnltnre, Logan, r aper 65c.; cloth 1 OC
'Domesticated Tront," Stone 3 50
Fish Culture, Norris 1 76
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, over 300
illustrations; new edition 3 50

Fishing Tourist, Hallock 3 00
ifishing Tackle, its Material, etc., Keene. . . 1 50
FishingWith th\» Fly, Orvis-Cheney CoUect-
tlon, new edition. . . 3 50

Fly Blshes Entomology, Ronalds 30 col'd p'l 5 00

Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes, Stevens 3 00

My B.od.s and Fly Tackle, Wells 3 50

Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 3 50

Fysshe and Fysshynge 1 00

Home Fishing and Home Waters, S. Green 50

More About the Black Bass, Henshall 1 50

Prime's I Go a-Fishing 50
Rod and Line in Ooiorado Waters 1 00

Scientific Angler, Foster 1 50

Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Tront,
etc., hv Roosevelt 2 00

The Game Fish of the Northern States and
British Provinces, hy Roosevelt 2 00

The Sea Fisherman, WUcocks, iUus 2 00

The Salmon Fisber, HaUock 1 00

Trout Culture, Slack . 1 00
Where the Trout Hide, Kit Clarke, illus-

trated: cloth, SI: nauer 50

With I'ly-Rod and Camera, Samuels 5 00

BOATING AND YACHTING.
Art of Sailmaking, illustrated 3 00

Amateur Sailing, illustrated, Biddle 1 50

Boat Building and Sailing, Nelson 3 00

Boat Sailing and Management, Prescott— 35

Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough 2 00

Boating Trip on New England Rivers 1 25

Oanoe and Camp Cookery, Seneca 1 00

Canoe andBoat Building for Amateurs, new
edition, W. P. Stephens 2 00

Canoe Handling and Sailing, C. B. Vaux... . 1 00

Canoe and Camera, Steele 1 50

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's 1 50

Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them,Parker
B. Field 50

Corinthian Yachtsman, Biddle 1

Cruises in Small Yachts Speed 2 50

Cruise of the Little Nan Wilkins 60

Fore and Aft Seamanship 50

Forms of Ships and Boats, Bland 75

Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop 1 50

Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing 1 00

Hints onBoat Sailing and Racing,Fitzgerald $1 00

Knots, Ties and Splices. 50 cts. and 75

Manual of.Naval Architecture, "VVTilte P 60

Masting and Rigging of Ships, Kipping 1 00

Marine Engines and Steam Vessels, Murray 3 25

Model Yachts. Grosvanor 3 00

Paddle and Portage, Steele 1 60

Practical Boat Building, Nelson 1 00

Praotioal Boat Sailing, Davies 3 00

Riggers' Guide andSeamens' Assistant 1 35

SauB and Sailmaking, iUus., Kipping, N. A. 1 35

Sailor's Language, W. Clark RusseU, illus. 1 25

Sailor's Manual and HandyBook,Qualtrough 3 50

Sailor's Sea Book, Rosser 1 25

Steam Machinery, Donaldson 1 60

Steam Yachts and Launches, Kunhardt. ... 3 00

The Sailing Boat, Folkard 5 00

The Steam Engine, Holmes, 313 wood cuts.. 3 00

The Marine Steam Engine, Sennett, 344 ills. 6 00

Vacation Cruising, Rothrick 1 5C

West Indian Hurricanes and the March
"Blizzard." Havden 1 00

Yacht Building for Amateurs, Biddle 1 00

Yacht and Boat Sailing, Kemp 13 00

Yacht Designing. Biddle 1 00

Yachts and Yachting, 135 illus 2 00

Yachts, Boats and Canoes, Stansfeld-Hicks 3 50

Yachts, Small, O, P. Kunhardt 10 00

Yachtsman's Guide, Patterson. New edition 5 00

Yachtsman's Handy Book, Rules of the
Road, Signals, Seamanship, etc 1 50

Yacht Portraits, 9x13, cloth, $7.50; fall Tur-
key m,orocco 10 00

Yacht Architecture, Kemp. 18 80

YACHT PICTURES—In Oolohs.
Puritan and Genesta on the home stretch, 26Xd6

fl,60.
Mayflower saluted by the fleet, 38x 40, $3

olunteer. 26x36, $3. Thistle, Royal Harwich
Regatta S8xl9. S3.

OABIPING AND TBAPPING.
Adirondack Tales, Murray, IUus., 300 pp. . . 1 50

Adventures in the Wilderness: or. Camp
Life in the Adirondacks Murray, new ed. 1 25

Amateur Trapper, paper 60c.: boards 75

Camping and Camp Outfits, Shields 1 26
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks,
Northrup 1 25

Daylight Land, 150 illustrations in colors,
Murray; paper boards, $3.50; cloth 3 50

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Bod and Gun In
Norway 1 75

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman 1 35
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall 1 60

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by "Seneca" 1 00
Complete American Trapper, Gibson 1 00

Gypsey Tenis and How to Use Them 1 25

Hints on Campine, Henderson i 25

How to Hunt and Camp 1 25

Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher 75

Log Cabins a.nd How to BuUd Them. Wicks 1 50

Practical Hints on Camping, Henderson, pa 25

The Adirondacks, or Life in the Woods,
Headley 2 00

Trappers' Guide, Newhouse, new edition. . . 1 00

Woodcraf I. "Nessmnk" 1 00

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
A Lost Opponunity; Stopping an Incomer;
A Side Shot. Three pictures in colors, by
Zimmerman; the set

Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, 33 iUus

American Sportsman, The, Lewis
Antelope and Deer of America, Caton
Art of Shooting, Lancaster
Bear Hunters. Bowman
Big Game of North America, Shields, 8yo,,

600 p..80illu9traTions; cloth, $5; half calf,

$8.50; full morocco
Book of the Game Laws
Oraisings in the Cascades 83; half morocco
Down the West Branch, by Capt. Farrar. . .

.

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting, Bogardus.
Fifty Years with Gun and Rod, Cross
Frank Forester's Field Sports; 3 vols., each
F. Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen

5 00

1 00
3 60
2 60
0 00
1 CO

8 OC
50

3 00
1 25
3 00
1 50
2 00
3 00

Gunsmiths' Manual, iUus., 876 pp
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow
How to Hunt and Trap. Battv
Hu uting in the Great West, Shields, new ed
Hunter and Trapped, Thrasher,
Hunters' Hand Book
Hunting, Beaufort and Morris
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt.

.

instructions in Rifle Firing, Capt. Blunt. .

.

Law of Field Snorts
Letters to Young Shootprs ,

Modern Sbotguns, Greener
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado. . .

.

Rod and Gun in California, Van Dyke....
Shooting on Upland Marsh and Stream, il-
histrated, Lelfingwell

Shooting on tbe Wing
Shore Birds; a pamphlet for those who gun
along the shore

Sporting Adventures in the Far West
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of
Canada, illus., by Beard

Stm-Hunter, Van Dyke
The Breech-Loader, Gloan
The Crack Shot, or Rifleman's Guide
The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Guide
The Gun and Its Development, Greener
The Modern American Pistol and Revolver,
illustrated

The Pistol
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun In
Norway

Trajectory Test
Wild Fowl Shooting, LefBngweU, in cloth,

$2.50; in half morocco
Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle,
by H. C. Bliss .

GUIDE! BOOKS AND SIAFB.
Jomplete Guitte Book to Southern Califoi-
nia. Mans and illustrations, cloth

Guide to Moosehead Lake, Farri>r, paper.

.

Guide Book and Map of Dead River Region
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard
Guide to Androscoggin Region
Guide to Lake Georee . .

Map of the Indian River, Florida, Le Baron,
strong linen paper

Map of the Adirondacks, Stoddard
Map of Richardson and Rangeley Lakes. . .

.

Map of the Thousand islands
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado
Old St. Augustine, Ulus
Our New Alaska by Charles Hallock
Pocket Man of Moesehead Lake Farrar
Southern California, by T. S. Van Dyke. . .

.

St. Lawrence River Chart. U. S. Survey. . .

.

HOBSE.
Diseases of Horses, Dalziel, paper
Horse Training Made Easy, Jennings
How to Handle and Educate Vicious Horses,
Gleason

Lessons in Horse Judging; Guide for Horse
Dealers and Buyers

Mayhew's Horse Doctor, 400 illus

Mayhew's Horse Management
McClure's Stable Guide
MelviUe Whyte's Riding Recollections
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edit'n, 8vo
Stonehenge on the Horse, Amer. ed., 13mn..
The Horse and His Diseases, Jennings, illus
Woodrult's Trotting Horses of America. . .

.

Youatt and Spooner on the Horse

KBNNBI..
American Book of the Dog
American Kennel, BurRres
Book of the Dog, Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book..

.

Breaking and Training Dogs, by Pathfinder
and Dalziel

Collie Dog. History, Points, etc., colored
portrait, Dalziel

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee

Diseases of the Dog, Dalaiel
Diseases of the Dog, Steel
Dog, Diseases of. Hill
Dog Breaking, Floyd
Dog Breaking, Hutchtnson
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases, IUus.,
Landseer

Dogs for Ladies as Companions
Dogs of Great Britain and America
Dogs of the British Isles, Stonehenge
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. ..

Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition; Ham-
mond

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in
Disease, Ashmont,

English K.C.S. Book, Vol. I

English K.0.8. BookiVolB. III. to IX., each
Buellsh K.O.a Boohr.VnlR.. XI. XVI . waofi

Fox-Terrier, Lee, 15 portraits and illustra-
tions —

Glover's Album. Treatise on Canine Diseases
House and Pet Dogs
How to Keep a Dog in the City
Our Friend the Dog, Stables
Pedigree Record Book, 300 pages, fifth gen-
eration • —,

Pocket Kennel Record, ftill leather, new
edition, new forms • .

Points of Judging, new edition, corrected to

date
Practical Kennel Guide. Stables: cloth
Principles ef Dog Training. Ashmont
Rational Breeding, its Theory and Practice,
MiUan's

Sheepdog, paper 50c.; cloth

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeding,
points, etc., col'd portrait of Plinlimmon.

Stonehenge on the Dog
Ten fel the Terrier
The Spaniel and Its Training
The Dog, by Idstone ......

The Fox-Terrier Breeding and Rearing,
Dalziel, colored portrait

Tbe Greyhound, Dalziel, colored portrait..

The Mastiff, the History of, M. B. Wynn. . .

.

The Scientific Education of the Dog for the
Gun

Training Trick Dogs, illus.

Youatt on the Dog

NATUBAIi mSTOBir.

A Naturalist'sRambles About Home, Abbott 1 50

American Game Birds, Trumbull, 80 illus. 2 50

Animal Life of our Seashore "SO

Antelope and Deer of America. Caton 8 50

Audubon Magazine, 23 numbers with plates 1 00

Baird's Birds of NorthAmerica: Land Birds,

3 vols., 830: colored, $60; Water Birds, 3

vols., 834; colored 60 00

Hatty's Taxidermy, new edition 1 50

Rlrd Notes.
Big Game of North America 5 00

Birds iSestlng. mgersoll 1 25

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 60

Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers, 600 pages,
colored illustrations 3 00

2 00
1 00
1 50

73
73
50

8 50
3 00
2 00
1 00
2 60
1 00
1 50
1 50

8 50
75

15
1 50

3 50
2 00
1 35
1 25
1 23
2 50

$1 00

1 00
50

3 50

50

3 00
1 00

50
35
60
50

3 00
1 00

50
50

1 50
1 50
T 50
1 00
1 50
1 00

76
1 35

50
3 00
3 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
3 50
i? 00
1 35
Z 50
1 60

5 00
a uo
8 00
3 00

3 50

1 00

1 50
80

3 SO
3 00

60
3 00

3 00
2 00
6 00
3 00
1 00

SO
73

2 00
5 00
4 60
i fiP

1 5n

50
50
35

3 00

3 50

50

1 50
60

1 00
1 00

1 25
3 Bfi

75
1 00
1 26

1 00
1 33
2 60

3 50
S6

1 50

Common Objects of the Seashore 50
Coues' Key to North American Birds 7 50
Cones' Check List of North American Birds 3 00
Diseases of Gage Birds. Greene 60
Eggs of North American Birds 3 00
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast,
Roo-evelt 2 00

Holden's Book of Birds, pa 35
In Nestmg Time 1 25
Insects, How to Mount. Manton 50
Life of John J. Audubon, with steei portrait 3 00
Maynard's Butterfiies, colored plates 7 00
Manual of North American Birds. R. Igway 7 50
Manual of Taxidermy. Mavnard 1 33
Manual of Vertebrates, Jordan 2 50
Naturalists' Guide, Maynard 3 00
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the U. S. Gentry,
colored lithographic plate. Large 4to . . . . 15 00

Nests and Eggs of N. A. Birds, Davies, iUus 1 75
OurCommon BirdsandHPwtoKnowThem 1 50
Our Own Birds 150
Phesant Keeping for Amateurs, illus 1 SO
Practical Rabbit Keeper 1 go
Shore Birds 15
Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting 2 50
Taxidermy Wltnout a Teacher. Manton 60
Taxidermists' Manual. IUus., BroVm, $1; pa. 50
The Kingdom of Nature, 500 pp ,

clnih, illus 3 50
Treasury of Natural History. 900 illus 1 75

SPOBTS AND GAMES.
Art of Boxing, Edwards, illus.. b'ds 50c.: clo. 75
CasseU's Book of Sports and Pastimes. . . " KO
Hints and Points for Sportt^men. 1 .30

Dumb Bells and Indian Clubs 35
Skating 25
Th<» Law of Field .Soort^ 1 00
Training for Health, Strength, Speed and
Agility, John P. Thornton 1 00

MISOBLLANEOUS.
Art of Training Animals, illustrated 5C
Antelope and Deer of America, Caton 3 50
Adventures on the Great Himting Grounds
of the World, 22 iUus 1 00

Aneroid Barometer: Construction and Use. 50
City Boys in the Woods 2.50
Daylight Land, 150 illustrations in colors,
Murray: paper boards, $3.50; cloth 3 50

Ferrets, Their Breeding and Working 35
Book of the Game Laws of aU the States. . , 50
Forest and Stream Fables 10
Glimpses of Animal Life; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals , 1.30

Growth of the Steam Engine. Thurston 2 50
611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen 1 .30

Idyls of the Field, illustrated 1 .30

Indian Sign Language, W. P. Clark , . 3 50
Insects Injurious to Vegetation, illustrateu,
640 pages; S4; colored 6.30

Law of Field Sports l 00
Life and Writings of Frank Forester, 2 vols,
per vol 1 50

Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado 1 50
Nessmuk's Poems i M
Old St. Augustine, Fla., iUus i 50
Our Arctic Province, Alaska, Elliott 4 50
Pawnee Hero Stories

.

2 00
Practical Pigeon Keeping, Wright 1 50
Profitable Poultry Keeping, Beale 1 50
Sam Lovol's Camps _ 1 00
Southern California Van Dyke 1 50
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands ot
Canada, illus., by Beard 3 50

The Forest Waters the Farm. pa. -SOcts.: ci. 75
Trappers' Guide, Newhouse, new edition. . . 1 00
Uncle Lisha's Shop. 1 00
West India Hurricanes, or Law of Storms. . 1 00
Wild Woods Life, Farrar 1 35
Wonders of the Yellowstone, Richardson. . . 1 60
Woodcraft, by Nessmnk . 1 00
Woods and Lakes of Maine, new edition,
Hubbard 3 00

WOODCRAH.
By "NE8SMUK."

A book for people who love outdoor life

;

for the hunter, the angler and the canoeist.

The work has been of service to thousands oi

outers, and wiU help thousands of others. It

is fuU of practical advice and information
from one who has spent his life in learning

by hard experience what he now tells his

readers. No camper can afford to be without
it. Cloth, 160 pages, illustrated. Pvice $1.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,

New York.

Davum * Co.. 1 BHnnh T-ann. Trf>ndon Wnir

fa tlie mu&.

FRANK MILLER'S i

STANDARD OF THE WORLD. /

SSWDRES

For Harness, Buggy Tops, Saddles, Fly Nets, Travel,

ling Bags, Military Equipments, Etc.
Gives a beautiful flnisfl, whieh will not peel or crack

off, smut or crock by handling.

SOLD BY ALL Harness Makers.

ALL OF YOUK FRIEKDS
Are reading the

Sportsman and Tourist
(The Lieadiug Illastrated Dloiithly)WH"K- XSOJSr'T YOTJ?

Will he sent fi-ooi now (innludiTie- Sepf. num-
ber) to January. 1S93, POE ONE LITTLE DOLLAE

1

IBmontbs. Just think of it. Sample copy free.

JAMAICA PUBLISHING 00,. JamaioB Plain, Mass,

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

G-lass Blower,
Aud Mauufactiu'er of

Artificial Eyes
For Birds, Animals and Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North WUliam St., New York.
Send for Price List.

Minifri I
A DE*»TRA.BLE HOLIDAY

iiiuni.1.
I Send S5.00 for 100 or $2.50 for 50 of our

NICKEL-TV.rt<^AR CO.,
Factory, 501 East 75th St., N. Y.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
6654 Atlantic St., Englkwood, Ills.

Tront FUas at 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cents Each.

611 Hlntg and Points for Sportsmen. S1.60

REFUGE II.
(Plinlimmon ex Recluse.)

Winner of over forty prizes, inclndini;, the medal
for the test atud doo. Agricultural Hail, London,
1891, He is the sire of Refugee, Recluse IL, Rud-
yard Lady, Young Refuge. Highland Cliieftain,
Baron Clevedon and many other prize winners.
He is the best-headed and heaviest-boned dog
ever sired by Plinlimmon.

Fee, $60.00.

Kingston Reg'ent.
(Prince Regent ex Lady St. Gothard,)

Winner of first prizes at Kingston, Hamilton,
Toronto and Montreal, 1891.

Fee, $50.00.

Marquis of Ripon.
(Prince Regent ex Lady St, ixothard.)

Fee, $40.00.

Keeper, Jr.
(Keeper ex Surprise.)

The best-headed smooth living. KEE, ^SS25.

PUPPIES rOR SALE.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

HENRY JENNINGS, Manager.

MENTHON KENNELS'
ST. BERNARDS,

phcenixvilijE, pa.,

AT STUD.
The Giant Rough-Coated St, Bernard

LORD BUTE, "
As a stud dog Lord Bute has no equal.

TEE «100.
The Handsome Rough-Coated St. Bernard

Lord Thorndale, ^fsS^;^
A son of Champ. Helper. A sure stoclt getter.

FEE »35
Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.

FOX-TERRIEES
m STUD.

Champion Balby Mixer $15
Reckoner 15

Pitcher 35

Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

AT STUD.

KING OF
FEE $50

KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. mi).

Sire of the phenomenal fleld trial winners, Kip
RhP, Zig-Zag, Tapstpr and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.
Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,

Supt. Westminster Kennel Club.
Babylon, L. I.

/CELEBRATED DOGS AT STUD.—Bulldog
V J C\\. Hai-jter, bu'l-terriers Gully The Great,
Ch. Sir Monty II., Minks and Edgewood Ben-
digo, DandiH Dinmont King o' the Hcatliei',
Dachshund Windi-usli Kioter, English setter
Rockfoi'd. Eor particulars address FRANK F.
DOLE, New Haven, Conn.

At Stud.-Euglish greyhounds. Gem of the Season

,

winner of over 50 firsts and specials. Pious Pem-
broke.winner of over 20 firsts and specials; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.

GBKYHOtnsnD & Poodle KEissrELS. Salem, Masf.

AT STtTD.-THE BEAGLE CHAMPIONS
Bannerman and FitzUugh Lee, also the

field trial winner Elng. Stamp for siud cnrds
and circular of Rtock for sale. GLENROSE
BEAGLE KENNELS, MeU'ose, Mass.

BLUE BIDGE KENNELS.
The celebrated champion stake winner GATH'S MAKK, GATH'S HOPE and DAN

GliADSTONE. The Blue Ridge Kennel has now opened its book for the fall season of

1891 and spring of 1892 for Gatb's Mark and Dan Gladstone, limited to fifty services each.

ijCKX) is given away in premiums to the get of the above dogs, -vvhieh win different Derby

Stakes in 1893 or after. Particulars on application.

THE BLUE RIDGE KENNEIiS, Sperryville, Va.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Thb Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, Instruction and Infoxmation between American sportsmen.

Communications on the subject to which its pages are devoted are

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. No name wUl be published except with writer's consent.

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Only advertisements of an approved character Inserted. Inside

pages, nonpareil type, 30 cents per line. Special rates for three, six,

and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one

Inch. Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday previous to

Issue in which they are to be inserted. Transient advertisements

must invariably be accompanied by the money or they wlU not be

Inserted. Reading notices $1.00 per line.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
May begin at any time. Subscription price for single copy $4 per

year, $3 for six months. Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money-order,

or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the

United States, Cana^as and Great Britain. For sale by Davies

Sb Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Oornhill, and Brentano's, 430 Strand.

London. General subscription agents for Great Britain, Messrs.

Davies & Co., Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searles and Riving-

ton, 188 Fleet street, and Brentano's, 430 Strand, London, Eng.

Brentano's, 17 Avenue de I'Opera, Paris, France, sole Paris agent

for sales and subscriptions. Foreign subscription price, $5 per

year; $3.50 for six months.
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THE REVOLVER SHOOT.

THE revolvei* competition for the Winans trophy is

calling out a goodly number of expert shots, and by

the time it shall be completed the trial may fairly enough

be termed national in its scope. There was at one time a

disposition in some quarters to criticise the accepted con-

ditions as to distance of firing, but the event has demon-

strated the wisdom of the 30yds., selection. As was said

by Mr. Conlin , of this city, who has had a long experi-

ence with revolver shooters, it is all well enough

to talk glibly about fine work at 50yds., but when
it comes to getting a list of shooters to compete

at that distance, the men are not readily to be

found. Fine shooting at 20yds. is in every way a test

of skill as exacting as coarser work at the longer range,

and as for practical use of the weapon, no one will deny

that it is to be employed at the very shortest range in the

thickest of hand-to-hand conflicts. An officer mounted

would ride up and reserve his fire to the last moment.

It is very instructive to have scores made at long ranges

on large targets. Such shooting enables estimate to be

made of the average aberration of man and arm together,

but it is not always practicable to have a 50 or a 100yd-

range. Jumping to the other exti'eme, the matter of

lijyd. shooting has been so ciphered down, and the scores

have been made so close, that the experts ought in self-

respect to abandon that distance. All the merit in very

close scores has gone with the production of the fine

weapons now to be found in every gallery. Double the

distance, and both the shooter and his revolver are put to

more than double test. The time will come when SOyds.

shooting will show as fine records as those now on the

walls for 13yd8. To hasten that time was one of the con-

siderations which led Forest and Stheam to fix that

limit for the amateur revolver contests.

IMPASSABLE FISHWAYS.

ON Nov. 1.9 we published a communication on fish-

ways in which the Holyoke structure was described

as a failure because of its faulty construction. This is

only one of many similar cases which have come to our

knowledge. Inspector J. R, Kinney of the district com-
prising the counties of King's, Annapolis, Digby,

Yarmouth, Shelburne, Queen's and Ltmenburg in Nova
Scotia, in his annual report for 1890 has the following

to say about the subject: " Of all the fishways in this

district I know of but three or four that are properly

cared for. In more than one instance, as I have before

pointed out, the fishways have assisted in making the

streams non-productive. For instance, take the case of

the lower dam on Salmon River, county of Digby, where
there is a ' patent ' fish ladder, built entirely below the

dam, without any attempt at an auxiliary or wing-dam
below. Before the creation of fishways and ladders this

stream was a noted salmon stream, but now the salmon

and alewives have been ' patented ' out of existence.

Happily the lower dam on the Clyde River was so far

demolished that fish have now an unobstructed passage,

hence the utility or non-utility of the fishway at that

dam is no longer a live question, as the structure is per-

fectly dry at all times."

Inspector Robert Hockin of District No. 2, Nova Scotia,

comprising seven counties, at the end of 1890 reported

as follows concerning fishways: "Upon examination of

the fishways in this district I found that of those con-

structed fully 90 per cent, were not, at the time of ex-

amination, in such a condition as to allow fish to pass

within their spawning grounds, and that they were not

fulfilling the purpose for which they were intended.'"

In the report of Mr. Wilmot, Superintendent of Fish-

culture in Canada, w^e find the following statement: "The
undersigned has been instructed on several occasions

to visit and inspect certain fish-ladders in different parts

of the country and in every case has found them to be

perfectly useless, either from un.*uitability of location or

want of proper construction, the eonseqtience of which

has been that these passes, which cost considerable sums
of money to help sustain the fisheries of the locality, act

the reverse way by giving greater facilities to persons to

kill the fish at the entrance of these passes, and by

squandering the money in the construction of them

—

thus showing the necessity that exists for adopting the

most perfect fish-ladder now known, and compelling the

owners of mill dams to put in these passes, under the

requirements of the Fisheries Act, section 13. This want
of a duly authorized fish-ladder, and the delay in having

an efiicient one put in every mill dam or slide, or other

obstruction in all of the streams of the country is telling

most severely against the keeping up of fish life by the

natural as well as the artificial method of reproduction."

We have presented the above statements in order to

show one phase of the fishway problem. Eft'ective fish-

ways are in existence and we desire to place on record

the results of their introduction. To this end contribu-

tions are invited from interested parties everywhere who
have opportunity of investigating these important acces-

sories to the increase of the fish supply.

SNAP SHOTS.

THE fatal "accident" on the Hudson River was caused

in just the way that the usual didn't know-it-was-

loaded gun "accident" occurs. When the train was
brought to a stop a trainman was sent back with his lan-

tern to signal trains approaching from the rear. Accord-

ing to published reports this trainman took it for granted

that the ne.xt train to follow would be a local and would

stop at a station; accordingly instead of remaining on the

track to signal the train he went into the station; the

train proved to be not the local he had expected, but an

express, which thundered by and crashed into the train

ahead. All because the trainman took it for granted.

The as-erage human being who shoots another with a gun

he thought empty in the same way takes it for gi-anted

that the gun is unloaded.

So far as close and exciting racing is concerned, the

year just closing compares poorly with some of those

immediately preceding it: there has been no great inter-

national race, as in '85, '86 and '87, and even the home
races have lacked the excitement that attended the ad-

vent of Minerva and Liris in the 40ft. class in 1886.

While the many races of the new 46ft. class have afOorded

plenty of sport thx'ough the season, the immediate and
unqualified success of Gloriaua in the first week of the

racing, robbed the following races of all interest and
excitement, as it was clear from the first that she was
without a dangerous rival. The present year, however,

will not be forgotten, but will have a prominent place in

yachting history. Just as the year 1851 is remembered
as a turning point in yacht designing, the old theory of

a full bow and fine run being swept away to be replaced

by one radically opposite: so the present year—1891

—

marks a new departure in designing, in eveiy way as

notable as the other. Just as the long, fine bow of the

America drove out forever the round bluff ends of the

old yachts, so has the full waterline of the Gloriana put
aside the hollow bows and fine lines of existing yachts.

Paradoxical and contradictory as this statement may
appear at first sight, its truth will be plain to all who
consider the subject carefully. Of the many distinct

steps in advance that have been made in naval architec-

ture in the forty years between 1851 and 1892, one of the

most important is that embodied in the full waterline

and buoyant topsides of Gloriana.

The extinction of the buffalo from the plains of the

West has been followed by a disappearance of the buffalo

grass M'hich formed the chief subsistence of that animal.

In his paper on "English and American Flowers," in the

Forhiightly Eevieu-, Prof. A. R. Wallace accounts for

the supplanting of buffalo grass by other coarser plants

by the theory that "the uniform hardening of the sur-

face by the tread of bison, together with the equally reg-

ular manuring, favored the growth of this particular

form of grasses."

The interesting photograph of a hunting outfit on the

Sawtooth Range, which was reproduced in our issue of

Dec. 17, was there wrongly credited to Mr. F. Bracht, of

this city. The picture was taken by Mr. F. F. Frisbie, of

Detroit, Mich. , and we take much pleasure in giving him
the credit due for so excellent a piece of work. Mr. Fris-

bie has been fortunate in securing views of camp life and

scenery in the wild hunting grounds of the Northwest,

and his work demonstrates his skill.

The New York city salt-water fisherman who resorts

to the fishing banks off: the New Jersey coast is of so

much importance commercially that he is to have a sea-

going steamboat built especially for him. The well-

known Capt. Al Foster, who takes tens of thousands of

anglers down to the banks eA^ery summer, is building

the boat, w^hich will be 325ft. in length, will have three

decks, and be provided with devices intended to make
salt-water fishing a delight.

It is expected that in 1893 the Forest and Streak
will be a better paper even that it has been in 1891, be-

cause we shall have better facilities for gathering the

news and better facilities for handling it. No enthusiast

interested in the gun, the rod, the dog, the trap, the

yacht, the canoe, need look elsewhere for all the news.

It will be in the Forest and Stream.

It would be a consummation devoutly to be wished if

some arrangement could be made by Caaiada and the

United States to secure adequate protection of the fish in

the St. La,wrence River system of waters.

••Sniggering" is the term used in Great Britain for

what we call "jigging," that is catching a fish by jerking

a big hook into its body. It is a heathenish practice and

deserving of the heathenish names.

Many a man who cares nothing for shooting and who
affects rather to despise your hunting dog is glad enough

to share the game that dog helps to provide.

Any' subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Forest akd Stream by sending us

on a postal card the name of that friend.
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JIM McLANE'S BAY PONY.
How He Got Him.

SOME time ago a friend of mine suggested to me that
we two should take a trip in a flat boat down the

upper Mississippi.

The railroad which pasaes near Fort Benton does not
again approach the river as you go east until near the
mouth of Milk River, a distance which, following down
the bends of the serpentine Missouri, is about 500 miles,

though by rail it is not half as long.
We built a boat at Benton and went down past Oi'O-

quant dti Nez, past Cow Island , past the Rock (Jreek ferry
near the site of the old trading town of Carroll, which
caved bodily into the flooded Missouri one stormy night,
past the mouth of the Musselshell, with its buUet-riddled
cabin, and a hundred otber spots, resorts of wood hawks
and horse thieves, scenes famous for Indian skirmish and
border feud.

It is not my purpose to tell about this trip other than
to say that after two weeks of toil, cold and exposure we
came again within sound of the engines' whistle.
The road lay at some distance from the river, but we

ran ashore at the foot of a cut bank and I clambered up
to make inquiries at some cabins about a mile away.
After plunging through the brushy thickets in the

gathering darkness I found open country, and reached the
cabins on the bluffs, but I was bardly better off'. The
householders were pure and primitive Indians, whokne^v
no tongue but their own, and even declined to under-
stand the few words of Piegan I had at my command.
At last, after trying all my own resources from baby

talk to dog latin in vain, I made signs to a benevolent-
looking old fellow with two pairs of brass bangles in his
ears to follow me to the river and talk to my more accom-
plished companion.
How Brassbangles understood me I can't say, perhaps

it was by reason of the necessity of the case. At all

events about half an hour later we stood on the bank and
my associate by ridiculous but efllective gestures made a
bargain with the savage to transport our baggage to the
railroad on condition that we should give him the boat
and its rigging. I afterward added a quantity of old
clothes for good measure. Brassbangles. however, was
earnest in his jjetitions for *' whisk." This, I assured him,
was bad, but he retorted by a most comic pantomime that
he smelt my breath. However, he smelt nothing more
in the way of whisky on that occasion, and soon we
were squatted with our baggage around us in his cabin,
where we were compelled to pass the night while await-
ing the morning train.

We had eaten our supjier and distributed rations to
quite a circle of new-made friends. We had smoked a
little and seen a quantity of tobacco yield to the persistent
begging of our hosts, when my ear caught the sound of a
heavy wagon driving fast over the prairie. Brassbangles
dropped the blanket that was around his waist and
slouched swiftly out. Soon we heard the team stop out-
side and an imperative voice seemed to direct the unhar-
nessing of the horses, while from the crackling and snap-
ping of bushes we thought that some of the contents of
the wagon were being carried into the thicket. The
newly arrived driver soon came in. He was a dark,
sinewy fellow and wore for the moment an expression of
mingled distrust and menace. He was, in fact, a whisky
trader, and had come on to the Assinnaboine reservation
with a load of liquor, running the risk of the serious
penalties of the law. He fancied at first that we were
Government officers, but my friend's tact soon showed
him our harmless nature, and he began to make amends
for his previous distrust by a frank friendliness.

Tor my part I was almost sorry that we were not offi-

cers, that we might make some effort to destroy the in-
famous traffic of selling whisky to the Indians, but I

became so much interested, as the night wore on, in the
trader's stories of the early frontier that my respect for
righteousness lost something of its vigor and became per-
haps sicklied over with thought of the valuable contribu-
tions to history and ethnography that the mistaken ad-
venturer was giving us,

Jim's recollections (for the trader's name w^s Jim
McLane) were of many tribes and nations. He himself
was half Scotch, half French and half of each of the
tribes with which he did, or had done business either in
the present or past. How much real Indian blood ran in
Jim's veins was doubtful, but it appeared when he spoke
of the Piegans that he was half Piegan, when the Assin-
naboines had a place in the story he was half Assinna-
boine, and his claims to Crow and Gros Yentre blood
seemed to depend also on the association of the moment.
I am inclined to think that Jim's mother had been a half-
breed, but as he lost his mother in early life and was per-
fect master of many tongues, he could never quite decide
which tribe should claim him, and so gave each one its

due turn.
Conspicuous in many of the exploits which Jim nai--

rated was a bay pony, a cause of war fruitful as the
beauty of Helen or the body of Patroclus. But to appre-
ciate our historical perspective we must now go back a
little nearer the beginning and get an idea of the upper
Missouri in the days of the fur trade.
Fort Benton is now a town blessed with a railroad and

at the head of steamer navigation on the river, but it is

decaying with a rapidity which promises a speedy end.
Other towns with more railroads and cheaper freights are
taking away its reasons for existence, and the city of
Great Falls is relegating Fort Benton to the place of a
romantic but past tradition.

Twenty or thirty years ago Fort Benton was pe)-haps
smaller than it is to-day, but it was then the center of a
great and growing trade. The square adobe tower and
the long mud walls, whose relics we may still see, in-

closed a past planted on a flat by the river and com-
manded by a semi-circle of bluffs, whence a single rifled

gun could have ruined the establishment with a dozen
shots; but the bluffs were too distant for the range of
small arms, and under the conditions of the time the fort
was strong.
A firm of fur traders, whose members, Carroll & Steele,

had formerly worked for the American Fur Company,
had here set up an independent post. The Blackfobt
bands, which then held a vast, an almost undiminished
territory, biought their peltries here to exchange for the
treaBures they most loved. Further down the river lived

the Gros Yentres, and these, as well as the Crees and
Sarcees from Canada and now and then even distant
Kootenays or hostile Crows, made this post a supply
point.

Buffaloes were as thick on the prairies as the cattle are
now, Wolves and coyotes were numberless. Bear, elk,

mouhtain sheep, antelope and the precious beaver, with
otter, fisher, fox and mink, abounded on every side, but
chief of all these was the buffalo. The commerce in buf-
falo robes was immense. And as there was competition
among traders, the Indiana must be kept in good humor,
a task that needed both diplomacy and firmness. Some-
times, in spite of every precaution, the savages would
blaze out into hostility; and sly assassination was one of
the lesser evils to be fearedfrom peoplewho, when aroused

,

delighted in the invention and practice of unspeakable
cruelties.

One thing the best Indian could not understand, and
that is that warfare should be confined to conquering
warriors. The Indian on the warpath killed everything
and tortured everything that he met if he could.
This is not an indictment of a race, all of whose bad

qualities have been fostered by alternations of coddling
philanthropy and cruel reprisal gi-afted on a consistent
policy of vulgar theft. It is the statement of a trait that
seemed inseparable from Indian blood in its original
savagery.
Among the Blaokfoot braves who were trading at Fort

Benton was a young fellow of high renown as a hunter
and fighter, His cringing squaws would spread a robe
for him to alight on at the door of the lodge when he
came back from the chase. His leggings were beautifully
fringed, his blankets were of the most approved device,
and hie coppery cheeks glowed with broad stripes of red
paint.

Tins proud young dandy, who was named Lone Wolf,
traded at the post, and from him Steele had bought the
bay pony that forms the subject of this monograph.
But Lone Wolf's temper had for some reason become

clouded. Ho was low in purse and low in mind. Jim
McLane, who worked for Steele at the time, noticed the
changed demeanor. Lone Wolf no longer responded to

the compliments of the day. He neglected or repulsed
peace, offerings of sugar, even of tobacco, His heart
was poor.

Still .amid all the bustle of the post, the sulky Blackfoot
did not attract much notice. Jim attended regularly to
the horses that were "kept up," that is to those which
were sheltered and grained for daily use, and had for a
stable a large double log cabin with a padlock on the
door.

As he brought in the horses one morning after watering
them he passed Lone Wolf lying on the ground and
appai'ently chewing the cud of meditation, Jim tied the
horses in the stalls and then gave them hay, but before
he finished he heard some one calling his name in front
and interrupted his work to step oxxt and see what was
wanted. He came back in three or four minutes and
was going on with his business when he noticed that the
bay pony was gone. For a moment he was puzzled.
Then he rushed to the door. The Indian was gone too.

He looked up the river and down, he scanned the flat and
the bluffs, but neither horse nor Indian was to be seen,
nor dust cloud nor any sign of galloping creature. The
pair had vanished,
Jim at once reported the facts to Steele and got a sharp

scolding, A few days after Steele bought a fine Oregon
horse and told Jim to take better care of him than he did
of the other one. This was Steele's last allusion to the
bay pony. But Jim's spirit was deeply gaUed, All his

Indian blood was boiling at the disgrace of being out-
witted by a horse stea ler. For in Indian esteem the clever
horse thief is but a little lower than the warrior who
dangles a hundred scalps, while a man or a tribe that
loses horses is as contemptible as a beaten enemy.
Meanwhile Lone.Wolf had gone to his camp, about

seven miles from Benton, and was running buffaloes
earnestly to make up for lost time. Worse than that, he
now gave his custom to the rival traders, while old Four
Bears, a Blackfoot brave who was on good terms wdth
all sides, used to ride into the post every day or two
with tales of the prowess of Lone Wolf and his pony.

•'Lone Wolf killed six buffalo to-day," Four Bears would
chuckle. "Lone Wolf got good horse, Lone Wolf big
chief,"

The largest tally for any cue day reported by Four
Bears was eleven buffalo for the bay pony, but the evident
merriment and satisfaction of the old runner were an
insult in themselves—and as for any attempt to reclaim
the stolen horse, such an idea had entered no one's head.
He was the spoil of wai'like success; and ugly hints of the
untoward fate that would befall Lone Wolf's enemies
were whispered around.
But Jim's heart was hot, and yet he was crafty withal.

He would take a horse out for exercise and, as soon as he
was out of sight, would ride off toward the Blackfoot
camp, hide in the brush and watch with a iield glass

until it got so late he couldn't see, and then he would
ride back to the post, stable his horse qu.ietly, and be at
his work the next morning with so domestic an air as
never to arouse suspicion about his doings.

But around the Blackfoot lodges there was good watch,
too, and many precautions were taken to keep all their

gains.
Through his glass Jim could often see the band of

horses driven in in the evening or taken to water or
picketed around the lodges—but there was always a boy
or two on guard to give instant alarm, and the bay pony
had been disguised. His ears were tied back with a thong
passed around bis neck, and his skin was plastered in

spots with clay. Besides this, he was always tied by a
short neck rope to some companion pony, aothat it would
have been almost impossible to get away with him by a
rapid swoop.
And after a month the Blackfoot lodges were moved

some six miles farther off, so that dim's scouting trips

took nearly the whole night, and were fast wearing out
his strength and patience. He became half despe.-ate.

and is it not written that fortune fav^ors such as this?

One aftfrnoon Jim set out in an uncompromising mood.
He forded the Missouri, and left on an island a new grass
rope. Then be coiled his lariat and sneaked rapidly
toward the Indian lodges. With his glass he saw a boy
driving the horses to drink, and he made a rapid circuit

and pulled up behind some brush a couple of hundred
yards from the water hole, and as he halted he saw the
boy turn around and go into a lodge.

Without a second's pause he dashed between the horses
and the lodges and urged the band off toward the prai-
ries, then, as they headed the rightway, he rode through,
roped the bay pony around the neck, shortened up his
hold till he and his prize were close together, and send-
ing his spurs in made his best speed for the breaks of the
bad land bluff's.

As he looked back he saw the excited bucks stream out
of the lodges and peer after him, shading their eyes with,

their hands against the rays of the fast declining sun.
Then the Indians dashed back to get their guns, and the
boys rounded up the scattered herd. It takes little time
for tough savages to get ready, and before Jim had half
a mile of a lead the Blackfoot braves were thronging
after, Jim was riding a grain-fed horse, stronger for
brief effort than the grass-pastured Blackfoot ponies, and
of course the captured pony had no load, so Jim chose a
direction that led him through a coxmtry seamed by steep
clay-sided barrancas 200ft. deep, and racing up and down
these discouragers of pursuit he hoped to distance Ms
hunters. But for a while the Indians gained ground.
Ilai'dly more than one wide ridge lay between the chasers
and the chased, but the sun had now gone down and the
orange sky of twilight brought the crest of the swell into
relief. On this crest Jim mounted, and with his utmost
efforts managed to maintain his interval of safety, riding
in full sight of his foes,

A little later and in the darkness of the interim be-
tween the fading twilight and moonrise Jim turned sharp
off his course toward the river, and whUe the baffled
braves followed fiercely after nothing, he at his ease
again forded the Missouri and tied up his recaptured
pony with his grass-rope to a tree. Then he rode to the
post, and for the last time crept in with the caution of a
thief.

The next morning, after doing his chores in, I fear, a
sleepy and imperfect manner, Jim asked Steele what he
would take for the chance of getting back his stolen
horse, Steele, with the quick sure suspicion of a fron-
tiersman, said, "You've got the horse."
Jim speaking but a partial truth, said he thought he

knew how he could get him, but Steele had no fancy for
so dangerous a piece of property and thought it would in-

jure his trading with the Blackfoot bands also; so, as he
was a generous fellow, he told Jim that he could have the
pony if he got him, It did not take long for Jim after
thanking Steele to have the animal back in the stable,

and hardly was this business done when old Foxxr Bears
turned up looking for his accxxstomed cup of coffee and
full to the brim of the deeds of Lone Wolf on the bay
pony; for Four Bears's band was camped in a different

place from Lone Wolf, and his news was a day old.

"Lone Wolf kill four buffalo yesterday," said the old
man, with his triumphant chuckle as he swallowed his

coff'ee,

"Major Steele has a new black horse," said Jim when
Four Bears had finished his cup, "Come and see it,"

Now, the black horse stood in the first stall and the bay
pony in the second. Four Bears while looking critically

at the Major's mount caught sight of a white stocking on
a bay hindleg in the stall beyond that seemed familiar.

He stepped qxxickly and eagerly around and recognized
the animal. He turned toward Jim with his eyes as big

as saucers and his mouth open, and covering his mouth
with his hand by an Indian gesture eloqxxent of confusion,

he walked out without a word.
Thus the famous pony became the property of Jim

McLane, But as that good old rule of owrership, "Let
him keep who can," then prevailed in Montana, the
future possession of this chattle proved full of chance and
change.
The Blackfoot brave, chagrined at being beaten at his

own game, was all for reprisal, and his threats were often
reported at the post.

When Jim rode his horse out for exercise he always
chose the brightest part of a bright day, and rode along
the crest of the wide barren ridges whence the eye coxxld

command a wide view and easily defeat any attempt at

ambuscade. But after three or four weeks of watchful-
ness there was a little relaxation of tension, and, hasten-

ing one day on a distant errand, -Jim swung around a
curve in the trail, and lo! about a hundi'ed yards off and
ambling toward him came Lone Wolf with his rifle across

his lap and looking, as usual, grim, Jim had but a re-

volver which, however, was somewhat hidden on his

thigh. He was afraid to reach for his weapon, for that

would be a signal for instant war, and at a hundred yards
the rifle had all the advantage. He was afraid to turn
and lun lest his enemy should, as he expressed it, "paste

me in the back, you know. Them fellows is awful good
shots on horseback." So Jim put on a caressing smile and
whirling his whip in an ornamental manner, let his whip
hand finally rest unnoticed on the handle of his pistol,

I while every stride of his horse made him feel happier
because it put the arms of the possible combatants more
on an equality; indeed, at very short range Jim would
have the advantage.
Lone Wolf was evidently as much surprised as Jira at

the encounter, and sat unmoving while .Jim rode up with
profuse courtesy and turned bis horse swiftly around so

as to be on the Indian's right, next the butt of his rifle;

then Jim, with the prompt mendacity of a born diplo-

matist, told Lone Wolf that Major Steele had sent him to

Lone Wolf to invite that celebrity to the post in order to

present him with gifts and renew their friendly relations.

For a moment the Indian pondered. Then he looked at

the bay pony and smiled, Then he grunted approval and
they rode together to Fort Benton, friendly but very
watchful and alert. Arrived at the store Lone Wolf was
seated with honor and laden with coftee and tobacco and
cartridges, while he for his part gave the Major a hand-
somely painted parfleohe of raw-hide which he carried

tied behind his saddle, and between Jim and the Black-

foot reigned white-winged peace for several years, until,

in fact, Lone Wolf met his death fighting the Crows.

How He Lost Him.
There was a good deal of nervousness felt at the post,

for the Indians were getting xxneasy. The Blackfoot

bands had drawn off' and the scattered parties of Gros
Ventres seemed to be concentrating.

The town which had grown up in the flat alongside of

the post wag laid out in a rough square, and volunteer

patrols watched all night on each of the four sides to

guard against surprise.

The patrols were divided into three reliefs: the evening

watch from six to ten, the middle watch froin ten to two>

and the morning watch from two until sunrise.
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Trading with the Indians had practically stopped.

Only a few old fripiidlies came in now with tincertain

or gloomy news. Of course the horse herd was a matter

of anxious attention. Every one brought up his horses

if they were within reach, and the band was herded on
the flat in sight of the post and partly fed with, hay be-

cause the feed on the flat liad been almost consumed by

the mule trains of the freighters.

Some people, however, had left their horses at outly-

ing ranches, and in these cases it was usually thought
best to view their probable loss with philosophy. Matt
Carroll, however, had a friend who owned two fine driv-

ing horses which were running on .Jones's ranch, about
fifteen miles below Fort Benton, on the right bank of

the river. This friend not only wanted his team, but he
wanted it badly, for he had to drive to Helena in great

haste, and these horses vi^ere about the only ones he could
rely on for his intended journey.

Carroll had tried se\'eral times to get men to go for the
horses, but in vain. It was thought, to be sure, that the

(i ros Ventres were north of the Missouri, but the slightest

chance of captm-e was an unpleasant risk. Finally Car-
roll happened to remember Jim, so he proposed to give
Jim $50 to ride down and bring the animals up. As Jim
was well mounted he could get down in two hours easily,

and ought to be able to come back with the team in three

hours more—so that starting after l)reakfast he could be

in time for dinner at the post. Jim thought the matter
over for a moment, and then lured by the chance of getting

some cash, which had of late been a kind of property tha t

he greatly lacked, he agreed to go. The arrangement
was made in the afternoon. Jim, counting as present his

future earnings, started in on the credit of his contract,

and for the first half of the night sought that experience
of life and manners which is found in the barrooms and
-card rooms of the frontier. About midnight he de-

iiermined to go home, when he suddenly remembered that
his turn for patrol duty fell in the morning watch ; so he
•decided that it was not worth while to go to bed, nnd
tpimply dozed in a chair by the barroom stove until called

I'or duty.
After breakfast Jim saddled his horse, took his rifle and

set out. This horse was the identical Blackfoot pony got
from Lone Wolf, and from the retrospective value of

f200 which Jim set upon the animal, its memory was
clearly precious. Jim forded the river at the first riffle

below the post, where in very dry times there was hardly
6in. of water, and then turned eastward, but not even
the chill of the winter morning could enliven his faculties

dulled by his long vigil, and perhaps somewhat stupefied

bv the reaction fi'om his evening's jollity. Jim nodded.
His horse sympathized with his humor and jogged easily

along. He was going at only half his intended speed, but
the thought did not trouble his sleepy mind.
As the road pitched into a steep ravine the horse sidled

down with an even more deliberate gait. He reached
the bottom and Jim waked to find himself wrenched
from the saddle, his gun torn from him, his horse cap-
tured and half a dozen painted braves around him. Li
an instant a knife was at his thi-oat, and his d-ays were
like to have then ended but a mild-mannered old gentle-

man who accompanied the war party prevented the mur-
der and said that the prisoner must be straightway led

before the council. The jprisoner accordingly was stripped
of his coat, trousers and other clothes down to his drawers
and undershirt (though his moccasins were left as a
favor) and he was made to follow the horses tip to the
.assembly of warriors on the mesa above.

Fortunately for Jim the same mild-mannered old chief
who had already saved his life continued to take an active
interest in its preservation, perhaps by force of habit,

perhaps on the ground of some relationship by blood or
adoption. The party assembled were clearly bent on
war. There was no baggage to be seen. No squaws.
The ponies were without saddles, prepared for rapid
work. The men had nothing with them but their arms
and, by reason of the cold, their blankets muffled warmly
but shapeleesly around them, and every face carried
broad daubs of red paint, whichadded to the dull ferocity
of the expression.

"My son," said Jim's old friend as they approached,
"many questions will be asked you. You must a^nswer
these questions. Then you will be protected. I have
slept in the same lodge with you. you have given me
buffalo meat and coffee, but you must answer the ques-
tions. The young men are angry. Their hearts are very
high. They want horses and scalps."

The warriors who were squatted around on the ground
as Jim's captors came up did not move otherwise than to

cast a grim look on the new comer, but when the pris-

oner's character was explained fu'st one and then another
would put a question to the shivering wretch.
How many men were there at the post? Jim made a

fgenerous estimate. How were they armed! Did they
keep good watch? How many horses were there? Where
wei-e they herded? All this had to be answered with ap-
proximate truth. And indeed the truth should have
made the Indians cautious, but they had gone too far to

abandon their project now, and merely got information
to shape their attack. When the examina.tion was over
there was a well-supported suggestion that it would be
wise to take a preliminary scalp for good luck. Jim's old
friend, however, stuck to his defense, and it was decided
to send the prisoner off to the river and swim him over
to keep him from giving the alarm. Two of the young
bucks that had eff'ected the capture were detailed for this

service.

Jim was tied to the tail of the horse of one man while
the other rode behind to see the fun. The trail was steep
and stony. Jim's moccasins, already soaked, were of
little pi'otection now, and his thin underclothes were torn
by every shrub they passed. The horses were put at a
fast lope. If J im stumbled he would be dragged to death

,

and the grinning savage in front lashed indiscriminately
at his horse and his prisoner, sure to torture his captive
wherever the blows fell. In a time, short in minutes but
long in anxious peril, the party reached the river. Jim's
hand was untied, and the Indians, taking their guns care-
fully, signed to Jim to jumpin.

It needed no second hint. Before th e sign was fin-

ished he had dived into the surging current and was
speeding down the rushing stream unc'er water. He
rose almost safe from any shot, but to dc ible assurance
he kept on going rapidly down until he reached a shal-

low far below. Then he waded to the northern shore
iind sat down under the low cut-bank to get his breath
and think,

Until now he had been under a fearful tension. The
shock of the surprise, the hideous prospect of torture amd
death had deprived him of immediate feeling. He shiv-

ered, but he didn't know it. His feet were torn and
mangled by his run and his body bruised and bleeding
from the V)ranches on the trail and the whip of the In-

dian, but at the time he had no thought for rhat. Now,
as he sat chilled by the ic,y river, half frozen by the
winter wind, bleeding, sore, and at last, for the moment
safe, he broke down and cried with the convulsive sob-

bing of utter pain and prostration.

At last he climbed the cut-bank and found himself on
the site of an old cabin, and rummaging around some-
what aimlessly, his eye fell on an old-fashioned cap and
ball Colts revolver lost in the rubbish. It was quite

worthless, but it-was something, and ,Jim grasped ic for

want of a better weapon and began slowly to crawl and
totter back toward the post, slinking and hiding like a
coyote. It was getting along in the afternoon, and the
west wind seemed to bring faint sounds of yelling and
firing that were not cheerful for a defenseless and freez-

ing man, so he chnse a retired den and waited, keeping
alive as best he could until after sunset. Then there was
no choice—he must get to shelcer or perish. He now
struck out with what speed he could, At 8 o'clock he
had reached that lofty bluff called the Croquant du Nez.
On the river side it was almost perpendicular, and he
kept along there, thinking that he would thus be safe on
one side anyhow.
The wind had now risen to a very gale and it brought

to him the .sound of voices, but whether of whites or
savagss he could not tell. He fell flat on his face and
waited. The sounds came nearer. Soon he could dis-

tinguish forms against the night sky. About 50yds. away
the group stopped and consulted. Jim's first notion was
that the men were Indians, and be was about to drop over
the bluft' and take his chance of being killed by the fall;

then a sudden gust brought him some words in English.
They were men from the post and their language boded
no good to a stray savage.
The same gale that carrii d the Avords of the whites to

.Jim made it useless for him to try to call to them. Yet
he must do something, for their peering glances had made
out his body and they were going to fire on the chance.
With a shout, perhaps not wholly inaudible, of "don't

fire! don't fire!" Jim jumped up and, holding both hands
above his head to show at least that he was harmless, he
ruphed forward and fell in the midst of a reserve party
that had come to seek him.
For the Gros Ventre raid had failed to do anything more

than capture a lot of horses and the scalp of one defense-
less unfortunate, at the expense of two warriors who fell

before the rifles of the whites, but, as has been seen,

among the animals lost was Jim McLane's horse, who now
disappears from history. H. G. Dulog.

CANOE RECOLLECTIONS.

MY first introduction to a canoe, by personal contact,
occurred in my ninth year at the mouth of the

Eiver Raisin, in Michigan. I had been vainly trying to

capture some rock bass on the banks of the river when I

chanced to see an old Indian in his canoe, whom I

beckoned to my side and asked him to ferry me over to

a charming little island where I thought my chances for

sport would be improved. The good red man complied
with my request, swept his craft across the water like

magic and volunteered to await my pleasure; and having
caught a fine lot of fish I was duly landed upon the main
shore again, deeply in love with the dugout canoe and as

happy as a king. To have a canoe of my own soon be-

came the leading hope of my life, and it was not long
before I was gratified, through the kindness of my
father, and a nice little Pottowattome affair soon became
the leading topic of conversation in the family. In the
immediate vicinity of my home, on the southern side of

the Raisin, stood two beautiful little islands, all covered
with trees, bushes and vines, and the tiny harbor which
they formed became the resting place of my canoe; and
after I had safely circumnavigated the two islands anum-
ber of times I was prepared for further explorations,
which I duly accomplished—not only on the Raisin but
also on many other waters of the United States.

It was in a birch canoe that I visited the headwaters of
the Mississippi River in 1845, when my companions were
Chippewa Indians, and whose characteristics it was my
privilege to study and admire, and whose so-called sav-

age methods never causea me as much fear as the hoot-
ing of an owl over my head, as I counted the stars while
lying under my blankets in the shadow Of the trees. It

was from the same tiny craft that I watched the ripples

which were inlaying wit h each other in the center of a
marshy pond Itefore parting company, some of them turn-
ing to the west to find the waters of Sandy Lake and
thence to pass down the Mississippi River to be lo.^t in
the Gulf of Mexico, while the others, finding a passage
down the St. Louis River, were to cross the basins of the
great lakes Superior, Huron, Erie and Ontario, until they
reached the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

It was in a canoe, moreover, that I first visited the
desolate sand hill where now stands the city of Duluth,
and obtained my first view of Lake Saperior. From that
point to the Apostle Islands I paddled along the southern
shore of the gi-eat lake, catching trout at the mouths of
various streams, j)icking up agates all along the shore
and afterward forming an acquaintance with the Porcu-
pine Mountains, Copper Harbor and the Sault Ste. Marie.
And I may add that next to the pleasure of meeting the
Poet Bryant at the Sault I enjoyed a canoe race over the
rough waters and captured many a noble trout, with a
Chippewa chief for my companion.
My first view of the St. Lawrence was obtained at the

Thousand Islands, when I rambled among them in a
Frenchman's canoe, now sketching the picturesque rocks
and evergreen caves of verdure, and anon joining in
battle with muskalonge. At a later date I caught black
bass in the waters of the Ottowa with the late Harrison
Stephens, the noble man and millionaire angler of the
Dominion. It was from a birch canoe that I first

gazed ujjon the stupendous cliff's of the Saguenay
River, and while touching their sides with my paddle,
was informed by my Canadian comrade that the water
under our shallop wag not less than 600ft. deep.
Long before the Restigouche, the Nepisiquit and the

Mirimichi rivers had become generally known as favorite
haunts of the salmon, 1 navigated their waters in birch
canoes. I once made a canoe trip with my wife and

a sister along the Matapedia and St. John, rivers, and
subsequently visited the Hermit of Aroostook in hie cabin
on that river, nor can I ever allude to the bark canoe
without recalling the superb wilderness scenery of the
Upper Penobscot and Kennebec, and the magestic form
of Katahdin, as it looks down upon Moosehead Lake in its

marvelous beauty and loveliness.

While the dugout or solid canoes of the Southern States
c-annot, on the score of beauty, be ciympared with the
birch-bark canoes of the North

,
they are undoubtedly

much safer, and associated with a world or beauty. Those
of the upper Tennesee may boast of a mountain land of
surpassing beauty, and of a rare and interesting history;
while those of Florida have it in their power to pilot the
way along the sleeping streams, where the live-oak forests,

matchless springs and lakelets, broad lagoons and fairy-
like islands are forever competing with each other to win
the alTeotions of the alien sportsmen and travelers. And
then, if we pass down the Alabama and Patcagoolah
rivers and reach the lower Mississippi and its southern
tributaries, we shall find that while the steamboats now
monopolize the business of those regions, the sportsmen
and lovers of matchless scenery must depend for their
choicest pleasures upon the canoes of those romantic
waters.
As there is hardly a river in the LTnited States that has

not, in earlier and later times, been navigated by the
dugout or birch bark canoe, the very mention of the
craft naturally recalls the wealth of our country in its

flowing waters. The total number of parent streams
within the Union and on its borders is said to be 346, while
their tributaries make a total of 5,000. And to the
streams here mentioned may be added 1,817 full grown
lakes, making a grand total of nearly 8,000 waterways,
with which the American canoe has hitherto been iden-
tified.

Turning now to the important part which the canoe has
taken in the history of our country, we cannot but be
surprised at its success. Lewis and Clark depended upon
it when they opened a pathway of empire over the Rocky
Mountains to the Pacific Ocean. And so was it when
Cass and Schoolcraft discovered the sourcess of the Missis-
sippi River; and also when Henry, Carver, McKenzie,
Jaques, Hennepin, and such explorers as Champlain, La,
Salle and La Honton first made the world acquainted
with the wonders of Canada and the region of the Great
Lakes.

It was to their birch canoes that the Hudson's Bay and
American Fur companies were indebted for their great
and long continued prosperity, and without the birchen
waif how futile would have been the zeal of the French
missionaries in their labors among the aborigines of
Canada and the United States. It was in a birch canoe
that Daniel Bacon coasted the lonely shores of Lake
Huron when leading the noble and self-denying life of a
Protestant missionary among the Indians, whereby he set
an example which ought to bring a blush to the faces of
a large majority of the modern preachers of the land.
Except for the canoe the world would this day be without
the possession of that marvelous volume of American
adventures from the pen of Charlevoix. Another man
who in later years was greatly assisted by the canoe in
his explorations was the artist Catlin, and he it was who
pronounced the buch canoe the most beautiful craft in
the world. But perhaps the most imposing picture that
was ever produced by the birch canoe and its cousins the
piroque and batteau was that connected with the passage
of Abercrombie's army through Lake George, when seven-
teen thousand men crossed over to Ticonderoga in their

romantic fleet, only to be defeated in their war-like ex-
pectations.
Aside from their beauty and fairy-like movements, the

American canoes are noted for the skill with which they
are managed in running down the rough waters of our
river!--, or in bounding over the billows of the sea.

The skill which the Indian and French voyagers always
manifested in the management of their cauoes has seemed
to me a marvel and a mystery ; and while the birch canoe
has won the palm in gliding and leaping down the rapids
of the North and West, the tiny fishing craft, with its

covering of skin, has performed wonders along the
northern coasts of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
As boy and man, I remember only two occasions when

my life was endangered in connection with a canoe. The
first was in a shallow bay of western Lake Erie, when I
attempted to haul into my canoe a mammoth catfish

which I had hooked with a hand-line, and the weight of
which exceeded that of myself and canoe combined, I

secured my fish, but measured that part of the lake with
my legs and arms, and duly reached the shore in safety.
The second adventure that I would mention occuiTed

in the valley of the Restigouche, Although accompanied
by my wife and a sister, I had planned a canoe trip on
the Matapedia. Two canoes, with four Indians and
three passengers, made up the cavalcade. After crossing
the Restigouche and entering the tributary, we made two
discoveries, first, that there was a roaring freshet coming
down the sti-eam, and secondly, that all the Indians were
in a state of intoxication, whereupon I ordered an im-
mediate landing, and in less than two hours we were all

safe under the roof of Athol House, the place of our de-
parture. We remained there one day, and then started
for the St. Lawrence over the Metis portage by the usual
route in an ox cart, over the hills and through the woods,
and I owe it to the Matapedia to declare that, while
joined by the canoemen in preventing me from passing
up its beautiful waters as I desired, it was my privilege
to capture near its source a 361bs. salmon, as a kind of
return for my disappointment, Charles Lanman,

POSSUMS UP A TREE.
Editor Forest and Sftream:
1 never saw a wild possum in my lite, and miglity few of any

kind anywhert*, but I can settle tha.t dispute about '"pr'ssuuis up a
tree," by quoting from no less an autbority than ''Uucle Gabfa
Tucker," who in one of liis most celebrated musings says:

"De bantam chicken's mighty fond of roostin' purty high,

An' de turkey buzzard sails above de eagle in de sky;

Day ketches little minners in de middle ob de sea.

An' de smalles' kin' o' possum up de bigges' kin' o' tree,"

E. E. T.

It Will be Kept There.
Auburn Four Corners, Pa., Deo. 8.—Forest and Stream Pub

Co.: Inclosed And ten dollars ($10) to advance my subscription to

the Forest and Stream for three years. I intend to read it as

long as you keep it up to its present standard. G. W. Bunnell
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DREAM GOLD.
TTTHEN bluil Prince Ilal the golden circlet gained,
' " Tbe friendless splitter oi; the monarch's eye
Half broke old Falstall's heart; amazed and pained
That Harry thus should pass him sternly by.

So this old year, while yet another reigned,

Fair promise made of mirth and royal cheer;

But once enthroned, a cold demeanance feigned,

Passing with alien face and heedless ear.

Butj ah! what boots it that in favored laps^

Forgetting hiine, the horns of plenty poured?
Had not the year its gold'? though now perhaps
Of all it gave remains no minted hoard.

The golden banners of departing fall.

The gold of amber flagons emptied quite,

The gold of sunny tresses—dream gold all—
Ah, well ! 1 would not mint it if I might.

M. M. Cass, Jr.

IN MAINE WOODS.—VI.

IN CAMP, Piscataquis Co., Me., Nov. 1. 1891.—Another
beautiful, still autumn day greeted us. The deer-

doggers were early at work, One deer was put into the
water somewhere on the lake, but for some reason es-

caped the battery of rifles lying in wait. So, at least, it

was reported. When 1 arose all of the dogs were in the
woods, and several of them giving tongue at once. About
nine o'clock the hunt drew near, and two canoes were
made ready. Suddenly, down the lake, we saw the deer
swimming steadily out from shore. With my glass I saw
it to be a noble buck, with the finest antlers I have seen
this year. His doom was certain. The canoes were rap-
idly nearing the poor creature. He turned and saw them,
and in his terror became confused.but finally turned again
for the nearest iioint of land,and swam—oi- rather sprang
with convulsive leaps—throwing a good part of bis body
out of water at each desperate x>lunge. From the shore with
my glass I could see his open mouth and extended tongue
and frightened eye. A shot rang out, but still he swam
on, another still failed to hit him, thoixgh the foremost
canoe was hardly two rods away: a third, and before the
report reached me the noble head sank, and the ninth
deer thus killed on this lake within ten days was dead. But
now the law-breakers are getting fearful of a visit from
the wardens and they make preparations to leave: and by
noon they are gone, leaving three deer to be fetched next
day by a team when they have gotten their dogs out of
sight.

On this whole bad business little comment is needed. I
by no means base my judgment entirely on what I my-
self have seen. The worst of the killing, and by far the
worst and most outrageous, is the crust-killing in the
spring. By the side of that this driving the deer into the
water, or jacking them in August and September, is

honorable business. There is no doubt in my mind that
many more deer, moose and caribou are kille'd by crust-
hunting in the spring than are killed in any other time
of the year. The guides and hunters whom i have asked
about it agree with me. Any one can judge who are
guilty of the destruction. Since writing the letter in
which I reported twenty moose killed in this vicinity
year before last, I have learned of nineteen killed in the
same region last year, and in the same time and manner.
I say I "have learned"' of this. The information comes
from men who are in position to know and whose state-
ments I believe. The number may not be exact but that
many were killed is fauiy certain.
One man who is trustworthy, and who traps, but kills

no big game save for his own legitimate need, which is

not great, told me of his good-natured, but unsuccessful,
effort to prevent wanton slaughter year before last. Two
young feUows were hunting in the spring. They killed
several deer and woimded many more, Avhen they dis-
covered a herd of fourteen caxibou. They shot two, and
then "just to see them run," fired .all their remaining
cartridges at them. How many were wounded they did
not know or try to find out, but several they knew were.
Of the mass of meat they had some was eaten; but my
informant told me that when he left his camj) he hauled
out on to the ice two heaped-up handsled loads of "as
good meat as ever grew," .This he did, that on the break-
ing up of the ice it might sink and not become offensive
near his camp. These two young killers did their work
not twenty miles from their homes.
But here I leave the matter—and the woods also—for a

year at least. And as I may not again for a long time be
able to send you a word, permit me to mention two or
three things which I have had it in mind to record.
There is in San Antonio, Texas, a collection of antlers

and horns worth the while of any one interested in such
matters to turn aside for a moment to see. When there
I was told of it, and found it—I could wish it were in a
different place—in a liquor saloon, 223 Dolorosa street.
The walls are completely covered with heads, antlers
and horns, some six hundred sets in all. The great
majority are of deer—mostly of Virginia deer—but many
of the black-tailed species. Among them are many
abnormal formations and freaks. One set has forty-two
prongs, and there are many of far more than the ordinary
number.
There are three pairs of locked antlers, having been

found in that condition. There were heads and horns of
ox, ram, Rocky Mountain sheep, Rocky Mountain goat,
antelope, moose, caribou, cashmere goat, ibex, bison and
common goat, chamois, and African antelope of one or
two kinds. There was a domestic ram with four horns,
another with five, a cashmere goat with four, a steer
with long horns, one pointed straight back at right angles
to the other, a set of moose antlers with twenty j)rongs,
two of caribou each with twenty-seven prongs, but finest
of all, to my mind, the liead of a Texas steer with finely
polished, symmetrical horns, running out in a slight
spiral, and extending 7ft. lin. from tip to tip. The col-
lection had cost a great deal, and was naturally valued
highly.

I spent two months in Missouri last summer, and to my
astonishment did not see nor could I hear of, in the por-
tions of the State where I went, a single prairie chicken.
Quail were frequently met with, but the chickens were
exterminated. In travel fm-ther west, only once, and
that when going through the Indian Territory, did I see a
prairie chicken. My jom-ney was b}^ rail, but yet it sur-
prised me to see from the car windows next to nothing of
the evidences of game, which were formerly so plentiful.
For valedictory, I want to express my thanks to that

comical genius who some months ago furnished the

funniest item for Forest and Stream which I remember
to have ever seen in its columns, and they have, as every-
body knows,contained many a "good one." I refer to the
man who soberly wrote to Forest amp Stream to inform
its readers of his discovery, on a camping expedition, that
the bark of the white birch was very inflammable, and
was therefore valuable to hunters and campers, if they
only knew it, for kindling. He said he had found it so,

and wished to share with others the benefit of his dis-

covery. I have looked in vain in the columns of Forest
ANR Stream for some recognition of this generous deed,
and I wish for one to express my thanks for it. The man
was right. AVhite birch bark will burn readily, and ia a
good material with.which to start a camp fire. Let me
add, with no claim for priority of discovery, that dry
wood will burn better than green. Hereafter let no old
trapper or hunter, or camper out in the woods of the
north, waste his time in trying, with benumbed fingers,
to start a fire with wet wood or damp jnoss, as no doubt
has been his custom, but let him remember the advice of
the aforementioned gentleman, and try birch bark.

C. H. Ames.

SUMMER ROBIN ROOSTS.
fGoncliidal I'm, I) Page

HAVING: dealt with what may be termed the statistics

of my subject, it remains to give some description of
these flights and behavior of the birds at the roost. There
is nothing about the start which Avould attract particular
attention, but a close observer will notice that, as evening
draws near, such robins as may have been scattered about
on the lawns or in the orchards near his jjosition begin to
show marked restlessness, ascending to the tops of the
taller trees, calUng a good deal—an old male perhaps sing-
ing. At length they take wing, one after another in qtdck
succession, each, as it flies, uttering a loud note, and in
straggling order disappear over the ti-ees. The appj-oach
of another flock seems to excite them and hasten their de-
partiu-e. aiid tliey often follow it at once, all dashing off
together as if struck by a panic, but I have never seen two
flocks unite, although single birds occasionally join a larger
number. Their course toward the roost is usually straight,
but they sometimes tarn aside to avoid a liill or follow
the valley of a. brook or river. As "all roads lead to Rome,"
so the various robin paths traced across tbe sky at sunset
converge more or less regularly from every side to their
common center, the roost. At roosts where for one or
another reason most of the birds enter on a single side
only and ai'e drawn to soaiething like a focus, they form
during the height of the rush an apparently continuous
stream. But close exan\ination will show that the flight
is always more or less intermittent and composed of
single robins and loose, straggling parties of from three
or four to eighteen or twenty birds, each single bird or
flock moving quite independeiitly of all the rest.

Some—probably Ijirds from the greatest distances—are
1,000ft. or more above the earth, flying slowly appar-
ently with whirring, often intermittent, wing-beats,
until almost over the roost, when perhaps after circling
once or twice, they half close their wings and drop like
meteors, or descend in graceful curves or spirals.
Others, at lower elevations, seem to advance more
rapidly and steadily, and upon nearing the roost glide
down on gentler inclines. While still others skim
close over the turf with arrowy swiftness, swerving
now to this side, now to that, to avoid bushes or
other obstacles, and turning sharply upwai-d into
the treetops just as they gain the woods. The average
height of flight is a little above the trees, but it varies at
difterent periods of the same evening as well as on dif-

ferent evenings. As a rule the birds come lower and
lower as the twilight deepens. They seem to fly lowest—
as might be expected—on cloudy and especially rainy
nights, but highest—as certainly would not be supposed
—on cloudless nights when the air is filled with dense
haze. On a particular hazy evening (Aug. 31, 1889; the
flights passing over Mr. Faxon's house were so high that
"many birds were just discernible." As only 450 were
counted against 835 of the preceding evening, Mr. Faxon
concludes "that one-half of them were beyond my ken."
The ijresence or absence of wind may have more" to do
with this matter than the conditions just mentioned, for
all the especially high flights I have witnessed have oc-
curred during nearly or perfectly still weather.
The first comers reach the roost an hour or more before

sunset, but for the next thirty or forty minutes the
arrivals are few in number and at wide mtervals,
although they gradually increase. There is rarely any-
thing like a continuous or heavy flight itntil within fif-

teen or twenty minutes of sunset, but rather more than
half the total number usually pass in before the sun has
dipped below the horizon.
For about fifteen minutes after sunset the rush con-

tinues unabated. It then begins to slacken, always
diminishing more rapidly than it grew, and often ending
with somewhat marked abruptness. Stragglers, how-
ever, continue to aiTive until it is too dark to see them
distinctly, except against the light in the western sky.
The earlier comers usually aUght on the topmost twigs
of the smaller trees and sometimes, after a brief
rest, fly back to the fields to feed, as if conscious that
they were ahead of time. If there is a brook or spring
near at hand many birds visit it to drink or bathe.
They are also fond of collecting in the upper branches of
dead trees to bask in the last rays of the sinking sun,
and a rum cherry tree loaded with ripe fruit is an irre-

sistible attraction. But when the rush is at its height,
there is rarely any loitering. Each bird, as it gains the
woods, plunges into them at once, and with such direct-
ness and decision that one feels sure it has gone straight
to its own Tjarticular perch. This, however, is evidently
not the case, for during the entire period covered by the
bulk of the flight, indeed for some time after the last
belated straggler lias stolen in, there is incessant and
general agitation of the fohage as if a strong wind were
blowing through the trees. This is caused by the move-
ments of innumerable birds who, in the attempt to secm-e
positions nearer the center of the roost, or in thicker
foliage, are continually darting from place to place, often
plunging headlong into the branches or dropping through
the leaves with much awkward and noisy fluttering.
Either because of inability to see distinctly in the dim
light, or with deliberate design to dispossess their fellows,

such restless spirits often try to appropriate perches
already occupied, and the squabbles which ensue,
although quickly ended by one^or the other giving way,
are accompanied by outcries which rise above the general
din of sin-ill, varied voices. If it is eaidy in the season
there is also more or less singing.
But the "most characteristic and peculiar sound to be

heard in a roost is that produced by the myriad wings
constanty striking the leaves. This closely resembles
the patter of hail or large rain drops on dry foliage at the
beginning of a shower. There is also an equally steady
and similar but slighter sound of falling excrement with
which the ground and bushes beneath the roost are so
thickly covered at times as to look as if sprinkled with
snow flakes.* As the darkness deepens the tumult gradu-
ally subsides. One by one the shrill voices are hushed
and the nervous flutterings cease, until, when the light
has quite gone from the west and the stars are all out in
the great dome overhead, a person might pause under
the trees and listen intently for minutes without hearing
anything save the occasional drowsy chirp or faint rustle
of some half-awakened bird—sole tokens of the feathered
host bivouacking in the leafy canopy above.

Therfe is much about the flight to the roost which will
remind the reader of migration. The preliminary rest-
lessness and gathering of the scattered birds: the excite-
ment caused by the passage of other flocks; the wide
spread of the infection; and the brief time in which a
considerable area is practically drained of its entire robin
population;—all these are familiar features to one who
has studied the phenomena of migration. As with the
latter, the roosting flights are doubtless started by a few
experienced birds who, with a definite pmpose in view,
lead the way over familiar grotmd to an old haunt.
Others follow and the rout becomes general, although
many of the birds which it includes are probably at first

as ignorant as they are careless of wither they are going
and to what end. A. further resembla.nce to migration
may be found in the manner in which the different sets
of birds perform their jom-ney—not all together nor yet
quite independently of' one another, but in what is virtu-
ally a straggling army where the new recruits are always
more or less directly under the guidance of veteran
leaders. In short, so closely do these evening flights
resemble those of migration" that I can trace only two
marked distinctions: (1) They are comparatively local
alTairs extending at most over only a few square miles;

(3) they are undertaken, not because of the necessity of
escaping from a region where food will soon fail or the
climate become unbearable, but seemingly from a mere
impulse to assemble nightly in one place for mutual com-
panionship and protection. Neither of these differences
IS really fundamental, nor can either affect the obvious
signifiance of the fact, established by Mr. Faxon, that
the young are at first led to the roost by their parents. If

the guidance of old birds is necessary aloag the short and
simjDle paths to the roosts, can it be doubted that it is

even more essential on the long and difficult journey
southward?

* Early in the season when the food of the robin consists ehiefl y
of earth worms and insects its excrement is of chalky whiteness.
Later, when berries are eateu i^'eely, the color becomes so oark
that the deposits beneath the roost are no longer noticeable.

WOLVES IN THE ADIRONDACKS.
FROM the northern New York Wilderness reports

have come that wolves have invaded the woods in
such numbers as to threaten serious injm-y to the deer
during the winter just begun. The deer are more numer-
ous at this time, so all guides and sportsmen say, than in
many years before, because of a rigid enforcement of
the game laws, and the growth of a healthy sentiment in
favor of their protection during the close season provided
by law. Some years ago, owing to a law in-ohibiting
hounding that was in force for a short time only, deer
increased very rapidly and became very plentiful, and
then, too, there came reports from the woods that wolves
were abroad and were destroying the deer in the deep
snows of winter.
To say the least, it is a coincidence that with an abun-

dance of deer the wolves, long believed to be practically
extinct in the State, should make their appearance—by
report—to answer for every pool of frozen blood, deer's
hair, and the evidence of a tieath struggle in the snow
during the close season. The wolves are mid-winter
wolves as a general thing, for they never make their ap-
pearance until all the sportsmen have left the woods in
the fall ; this is probably only another coincidence. About
the year 1873 or '74 the writer had occasion to cross
Franklin county in the winter with a guide who had
spent his life in the woods and was then past three score.
We were crossmg a lake on the ice, or rather on the crest
of the snow above the ice, when an animal came out of
the woods on the right bank and crossed at a right angle
to our line of march. At its first appearance both observers
pronounced it a wolf and made all possible haste to in-

tercept it, although both were unarmed. A nearer view
only confirmed the first opinion, that the animal was cer-
tainly a wolf, but the old man could not reconcilie its ap-
pearance with his sta-tement that the wolves were all

gone—killed for the bounty and exterminated. That
night we reached Chazy Lake and a number of guides
and woodsmen were around the evening tire and this

wolf qiiestion was thoroughly ventilated, and the weight
of opmion was that excepting a possible estray, there
were no wolves left in the Northern Woods. On differ-

ent occasions since that time similar evidence has been
given by those best competent to give it. When the
most recent report of the appearance of wolves came out
we interviewed Wm. H, Bennett, Dr. Seward Webb's
chief foi-ester, on the subject. He said that he had heard
that there was a family of wolves in the region east of
Biandreth Lake and between Smith's Lake and Forked
Lake, but; he had no evidence that there was any truth
in the statement. That last summer a report came to
Smith's Lake that a deer had been killed by wolves just
east of Albany Lake, but an examination of the "kill"

showed that it was the work of a panther. He concluded
by saying that if during the winter he should hear of

deer being killed • by wolves on the preserve under his

care he should investigate the matter very closely, but
he should not trouble himself to look for wolf tracks,

but should confine himself to a search for snowshoe
tracks and the tracks of hound dogs, and if he found
those who made them he would find at the same time all

the wolves that were killing deer in the Adirondacks.
A. N, Cheney.
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Turtles with Nine Lives.—On a recent visit to the

World's Fair exhibit of the U. S. Fish Commission, at

Washington, D. C, we found Mr. Denton at work upon
casts of two terrapin, which had been obtained from the

carp ponds. The artist was obliged to kill the animals be-

fore attempting to make the casts, and in order to do so

he inserted a knife blade under the skin of the neck and
completely severed the neck with its blood vessels and
nerves, leaving the head attached to the body by the skin

only. They were then put in the ice chest, where they

remained five days. When we saw them seven days had
passed since the above operation and yet both of the ter-

rapin were alive and one of them was able to crawl. It

may be that the low temf)erature in the ice chest during

the first five days after the necks were severed kept them
in a state of suspended animation, but for the two days
prior to our visit they had been exposed to a temperature
of about Go deg. or more. We have never heard of a

more striking illustration of the tenacity to life in this

class of animals. The species are the painted tortoise

(Ch rysem ys p icta) and the red- bellied terrapin (Pmuiemys
ragosa).

When the grouse flies down from the steep hillside into

the woodland contiguous, he not only alights in a straight

line, but afterward may sometimes be seen standing in

an opening among the trees with his tail directly toward
the hunter. The grouse also at times, instead of flying,

runs down the wooded hillside, when alarmed by some-
thing on the top. While at other times he may be seen

to run a little way and then stop, precisely as the American
robin does. The grouse also on rare occasions walks oE in

plain sight. Frequently the grouse may be seen to sail

down in a straight line, and at times to strike the leaf-

covered earth like a clod, with a sound "chuck," that may
be heard many yards. There he will remain motionless

for a time, lying flat on the ground, and trusting for

security from detection to the similarity of the surround-

ing color to his own. When the bird flies of his own free

will he almost invariably alights without circling. For

a short time he will remain standing unsuspicious, per-

haps, of danger, and yet looking all about, as his wont,
to take in the surroimding, when he will usually walk
slowly away.

—

Dorp.

Our Natural History Columns —Todmorden, Dec.
.22, —Editor Forest and Stream: Having read your pleas-

ant paper since 1874, 1 take advantage of your announce-
ment of a further improvement and enlargement of it, to

congratulate you on the success which has made this

step possible. I may also say that I found your Natural
History columns of great service, the extracts and records

from it which I have cut out and kept now form of them-
selves a valuable work for reference.—C, W. Nash.

The Linnjban Society of New Yoric.—Regular meet-
ings of the society will be held at 8 P, M. at the Ameri-
can Museum of 'Natural History, Eighth avenue and
Seventy-seventh street, on Jan, 6 and 20. Jan. 6, Mr.
Jonathan D wight, Jr., will present a paper. Paper for

Jan. 20, Definite vs Fortuitous Variation, by Dr. J. A,
Allen.—Jonathan DvsaGHT, Jr., Secretary (2 East Thirty-

fourth street). ^^^^

'hmb md ^m\.

Antelope and. Deer of America. By J. D. Caton.
Price SS.50. Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with the

Rifle. Bii W. C. Bliss. Price 50 cents. Rifle, Rod and
Gun in California. By T. S. Van Dyke. Price 31.50.

Shore Birds. Price 15 cents. Woodcraft. By "Ness-
muJs.'' Price $1. Trajectories of Hunting Rifles. P^iee
50 cents Wild Foiol Shooting; see advertisement.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given In the Boolt of the

Game Laivs.

BOSTON NOTES.
OV. RUSSELL, of Massachusetts, has made another

T gunning trip, this time it has Ijeen "down on the
Cape," and he is reported to have had excellent success
with the bluebilla. Other gunners have been after the
birds all the fall and winter thus far, and it is reported
that ducks have been unusually plenty for so late in the
winter, Christmas day was spent on the Cape by several
Boston gunners, and generally with good success. Reports
froai Portland, Me., say that Casco Bay has been unusu-
ally full of ducks this "winter, the winter being so mild
that the birds have not found any occasion to seek a more
southerly clime. But within a day or two large flocks

have been seen ail along the shore headed southward,
A gentleman from Portland informs me that between the
Brothers and Clapboard Islands a flock of about a
thousand bluebills have been hovering nearly all the fall,

and he believes that the birds would doubtless be there
now but for the treatment they have received. The local

gunners had been after them a good deal, as they had an
honest right to be, but the gunning the gentleman com-
plains of is of another sort. It seems that some sailors,

from a passing schooner, or a schooner that worked on to

the ground for the piu-pose, landed on the Brothers,
taking a howitzer with them. This they loaded with
several pounds of buck shot, all the gun would carry,
with a heavy charge of powder to force the charge. They
waited till there were thousands of birds in range, when
the howitzer was fired. The shot was repeated several
times till there were no flocks of bluebills in sight. Then
they commenced to pick up the birds, chasing and killing

the wounded birds with a shotgun. Actual boatloads of
ducks are reported to have been picked up, more than
100 birds having been killed and wounded by one of the
more successful shots. On board the schooner that night
high carnival was held over a game supper, with many
guests invited, most of whom carried home gifts of
ducks.
Comment on such shooting is unnecessary. Game

birds and game animals cannot stand up under such
slaughter; whereas, with reasonable shooting, it is plain
that our shore birds would last for many years to come.
If one desires to butcher, there is genial "employment for

such dispositions in the slaughter houses and the butcher
sliops.

Mr, J. S. Clark, of Boston, has returned from the
Rangeley (Me,) region with three fine deer. With him,
on the same train, was Mr. Will Thompson , of Livermore
Falls, in that State, who had the heads of two fine bucks
of his own killing. Three caribou and one deer have
lately been brought out from the Dead River region by
Messrs. H. M. Pierce and E. W. Whitcomb, of Farming-
ton, The kill of big game in Maine since the open season

begun has been much greater than ever before, in spite

of the assertion that all the earibou and deer had been
destroyed by the summer hunters. The wonder is where
so many deer come from. Deer ha ve been found and
killed further down toward the settlements in the south-

ern part of iilaine than ever this fall. In locations where
deer are not remembered to have been seen for many
years, they have been seen this year. One day last week
Messrs, L.' M, Sanborn and Joseph Shaw, of East Sebago,
were out gunning when they came upon a deer track,

which they followed some distance. They caught sight

of the deer times enough to fire six;or eight shots, neither

of which brought the animal down. Night came on and
they were obliged to give up the hunt. But they were
early on the ground the next morning. They had gone
but a short distance before they drove up the wounded
deer, which they finished with a couple of better directed

shots, Down in the town of Mason, in Oxford coimty,
many miles south of what would have formerly been
considered the southmost habitat in Maine, Mr. Walter
S, Butters has killed two deer this faU, Mr. E. E. God-
ing, station agent of the Maine Central Railroad at Liver-

more Falls, has lately killed three deer in the town of

Madrid, a few miles above Phillips. Special,

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111,, Dec, 22.—The cold, hard, dismal jolt

which Forest and Stream gave its dead or aUve,
or rather its dead and-alive, contemporaries in trap mat-
ters last week has attracted a good deal of attention and
occasioned a good deal of amiisement out here. Western
people love enterprise. They follow it. They go where
it is shown. They enjoy it.' They insist on having it.

The large and growing hold which Forest and Stream
has in the West is due to this fact.

The paper has enterprise enough to get the news for its

readers. Therefore it does its duty and fills its function,
and deserves its title as a journal for the sportsmen of to-

dav, and not for those of ten or twenty years ago.
In much of the above there is cause for reflection upon

some of the features of current sporting journalism,
although in anything of thati should dislike to bethought
as animadverting upon the character of any other paper
specifically, which wotdd be an undignified and unneces-
sary thing, since the public draws its own inferences
more rapidly and surely than a writer can. The fact re-

mains, however, that the journal of ten years ago will

not do for to- day. A decade of time covei's history in
newspaper methods as well as in anything else. The
paper first to realize that, and to keep the fact in mind,
is the one for the hearts of American sportsmen.
Time was when loose-jointed, ill-fed, puerile shooting

stories, of more or less fabulous nature and ill- concealed
advertising tendency, would do for the bulk of the letter

press in a sporting journal. That was years ago. It will

not do to-day. History has swept by that. English,
facts and editing, these are three things which an Amer-
ican sporting paper must have to-day. The day of the
egotistic, the selfish, and the prevaricating story-teller is

fading. The day comes on apace when the writer and
the man with facts will have their day. The man who
unfairly "works" the sporting goods trade thi-ough his

hold on a sporting paper is a ^^arasite whose hold is nearly
gone. Clean methods a,nd clear discernment are essen-

tial now in a sporting paper, as well as in a daily paper.
The public will go to the cleanest, ablest, honestesfe paper
to-day. It will not have clap-trap and humbug now.
The grade of the material in demand has advanced. In
the character of its field stories Forest and Stream has
been with the times at every step. Its columns hold lit-

erature of no ignoble sort. Its writers have, many of
them, gone up higher in the literary world. Moreover, a
fairer paper never was, even though fairness meant busi-

ness loss.

Time was when unrestrained personal abuse and re-

iterated accusations of any sort soever made a large part
of the so-called reading matter in a certain type of sport-
ing journalism. In kennel matters especially this was a by-
word and a reproach on the name of journalism of that
class. The time for that is gone. History has swept by.
The paper which clings to such low and humiliating
methods has dug its own grave, and soon the walls
thereof will close upon it, without even the helping hand
of competition. If I find contention in Forest and
Stpeam, I find it gentlemanly. Forest and Stream has
elevated, it never debased, sportsmanship in this country.
Time was when news had no value in our sporting

in-es3, but was replaced by slop and Billingsgate, Again
history. News rules now. The story of a cross-road
turkey shoot, held four months before publication, is not
now offered to the public as an equivalent for money in
search of current information. At least, this is not the
case in Forest and Stream. News, plenty of news,
fresh nevrs, and news selected and balanced by an editor

who knows the newspaper husiness—this is what the
public expects to-day, and what it has a right to expect,
and what it is going to buy. If you seek this, look about
you.
In other words, the sporting journal of to-day must be

built on newspaper lines, and must be a journal in more
than the name. The old ways will not do now. There
have been sporting papers unworthy of thetinips in which
they lived, but that is changed and they must go. Bright,
comprehensive, built up each week at an expense of which
the public does not know or dream, the genuine and typi-

cal journal of the honorable sports of the field ia to- day a
stable fixture and one of credit in the field of journalism.
What Forest and Stream is by that example is more
than guaranteed by its promises, all too modest, but con-
fident, as to its future plans. It even foreruns the day,
for in efEect it lowers its price. Newspapers of to-day do
not raise their prices, they lower them. That is the ten-

dency of the times.
All these things I have no call, beyond that of impulse,

to say, but the impxtlse for that is sti'ong, especially in
view of the promises of the coming year, and in retro-

spect also of those days whereto still cling those papers
which could not stand the gait of modern history.

Dec. $4.—-Bull times, except for om- friends the trap-
shooters, who continue to make merry and to mock at
one another. The Milwaukee men are anxious to shoot
the final match with the Ft, Dearborn Club of this city.

In short, they are altogether too anxious to suit the latter

club, which remembers the wide gap by which the Cream
City team won in the last contest. It is suggested, how-
ever, that the Milwaukeeans come over to Clucago and
shoot the final on the grounds of Cumberland Club, on
Washington's Birthday, they having expressed a disin-

clination to encounter the J. Watson brand of pigeons.
Ft. Dearborn team is not favorite in the odds on this
event.
The time for the annual meetings of the Kankakee

and Fox Associations draws on apace. At that time will

come up the question of the organization of the pro-
posed State League for fish, and po^'sibly game, protec-
tion. That will be a good time to discover whether or
not the men from the lower Illinois country are in earnest
about it, as they proclaim at present they are, and whether
or not they expect Chicago to furnish all the motive
power of energy and work and also all the cash. There
ought to be thirty to fifty men from the lower country
present at this joint meeting, Wednesday, Jan, 13, I
understand the Wisconsin Central Railway, thoroughfare
to the Fox Lake country, is much interested in this project,
and offers to further it substantially. That would be very
appreciable and commendable enterprise.
Early in January there will also be called the second

meeting of the new Chicago Fly-Casting Club, at which
time a fuller organization will be perfected. Mr. A. H.
Ilarryman will be in the chair for the next meeting.
Last week I spoke of the possibility of securing the

privileges of the 1st Regiment Armory for occasional
practice at fly-casting by this club. This could not be
done for a large club, though for a small and select one it

might be arranged. Last night, by means of a dark, mys-
terious "pull" in military circles, Mr. Chas. Antoine and
myself got access to this vast hall, and had some practice
in fly-casting by electric light. It was delightful. A hat
placed on the floor made a good enough fish, and there
was no bush to spoil the back cast. We did manage,
however, to foul one of the electric light globes, and in
fear of a shock sacrificed some yards of a good enameled
line. Winter fly-fishing in an arsenal is good fun and
good practice.
There seem to be no unusual plans abroad for Christ-

mas festivities this year among the shooting fraternity,
but on Saturday there will be quite a house party at
Watson's Park, no less than five matches being arranged,
as see trap columns. On that day there will be present
from Milwaukee Mr. Fi-ank Mfixner, Mr. R, Merritt, Dr.
J. P. Carmichael and Mr. H. B. Tafft, The former will
test his skill- against Mr. R. O, Heikes, of this city, and
the latter with Mr. J. O. Wilcox. Mr. Meixner shoots a
match with Mr. Mussey and Dr. Carmichael with Mr.
Dicks.

A Chicago firm, Messrs. Rand & MoNally, has issued
an interesting book, "Sweden and the Swedes," by W.W.
Thomas, Jr., American Minister to Sweden. Mr. Thomas
is much of a sportsman and writes entertainingly of
sport in that little known country. Some of the most in-

teresting chapters in the book have in times past been
contributed to ForesT" and Si ream. He says of the
great grouse, the capercailzie and also of the black game
of that country that they could doubtless be naturalized
in this country and should increase and thrive. His re-

marks on this head, the estimates of experts, etc, are so
interesting that it is hoped Forest and Stream, which
has already discussed them, will refer to them again.
Another ciaapter originally published in Forest and
Stream is that devoted to the Swedish "reporting" dog,
which finds and points the birds and if the shooter is not
at hand leaves the point and goes back after him, then
taking him up to the game which, by bis actions and
dumb speech, the dog announces that he has found,-
These "reporters," Mr, Thomas says, are not uncommon
in Sweden, though not all pointers and setters there have
the instinct, and it seems to be impossible to train one in
which the original disposition to "report" is absent, Mr.
Oscar Blomgren, of this city, who visited Sweden last

year, says he spent some time in the neighborhood where
Mr. Thomas found his capercailzie, and describes that as

a very romantic and beautiful country.
Mr, M, R, Bortree, game warden for Chicago, has often

told me that he would like to see an effort made to im-
port and naturalize certain foreign game birds, thus
adding to the range of our sport in the field . This would
bo a fine idea, but how practical is it, except as applied
to closely guard^^d preserves. If two capercailzie were
turned down in the heart of the Wisconsin pine wilder-
ness, and if one shooter of a certain sort got wind of it,

it would be dollars to cents he would go after them and
get them, and sell them, too. We can't protect our own
native game birds yet, let alone any new and singular
ones.
In case of birds turned down in a close preserve, how-

ever, some results might be looked for. The Koshkenong
flock of wild turkeys, kept by the Peck brothers in Wis-
consin and mentioned long ago in these columns, is a
good instance of that, I am inclined to think that the
wild turkeys mentioned last week as having been seen
near Hennepin, on the Illinois River, are colonies from
the Koshkenong herd, perhaps 200 miles to the north.
Many bunches have strayed away from the main body
from time to time, and these have always been heard
from to the south, many miles below the Illinois line.

The origmal start of this great flock was a half dozen
birds brought from Mexico. E, Hough.

Michigan Deer,—Central Lake, Mich., Dec. 17.—There
were good tracking snows toward the last of the deer-
shooting season, which closed Nov. 2o, but few were
killed hereabout, only eight, as far as I could learn.
Some hunters had better success in the great forests of
Montmorenci and Presque Isle counties, but the deer grow
scarcer every year. Most hunters of my acquaintance
favor a close time of three or five years for'the deer in the
Lower Peninsula, and I think the ruffed grouse ought
to have the same chance, for they are nearly as scarce as
ostriches, The same is true of ducks, of which few have
been seen in our lakes this fall. My house overlooks
Central Lake, and we have not seen a duck for weeks.

I The first two weeks of December were delightful—almost
Indian summer. The weather has changed and we again

I have a little soow.-'Kblpib.
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SPORT IN NORTH CAROLINA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Every sportsman should appreciate the just remarks of

jour correspondent Alex. Hunter. There is a good
reason why the owners of hand should post it as a warn-
ing to those persons who seem to think that such owners
have no rights that a man with a gnn or a fishing rod is

bound to respect. No doubt the game is no man's
property in particular, but the land on which it happens
to he is, and according to the common law, as soon as a
bird or a fish is captured and reduced to possession, it

becomes a chattel and the property of tb.e owner of the
land.
In this State it is forbidden by law for any person to

carry game out of it. And as many land owners care-
fully protect the game and fish, it is only just that their
interests should be considered. It is only in this way
that the game can be kept up and extermination pre-
vented. There is an abundance of it for all if the sport
is not carried to excess. But when a party who has been
l)olitely given permission to hunt or fish has taken all he
can possibly carry and has sold them, or given them
away to others who have not and would not be invited
to hunt or flsh, it goes a long way to exasperate the
giver. And this often occurs. I know it is diflicult and
even painful to refuse permission for a stranger to enjoy
himself on one's land, but in time this experience tends
to harden the feelings and makes a refusal more easy.
There are numerous good preserves, which might be
rented for a reasonable sum, and kept stocked so that
the sport would be much increased in years to come. It

would not be difficult to get several tracts adjoining of
several thousand acres in a block, and secure a monopoly
of the game, and by spendmg a little money the stock
might be replenished yearly and so kept \ip to a satis-

factory point.
There has been so much promiscuous hunting and

fishing in this State that the supply has fallen oft' very
much of late. T have spent a few hundred do)lars in ail

in the past few years in stocking my waters with trout,
but there has been so much fishing that there are fewer
fish now than at first. To fish every day through a three
months season, and take all that can be caught in a ten
hours day, will soon reduce the stock, if only a few are
engaged in it. So that strangers hearing of the fine
fishing here or there, must reasonably know that all

cannot be accommodated freely. And this is the inevitable
result which follows a description of the good sport that
has been enjoyed in any place. It is the only safe way to
avoid disappointmesit to follow the suggestion given by
Mr. Himter, and secure privileges before making a
journey, H. Siewaet.
Hin HLAjsrns, N. C.

AS TO LIMITATIONS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
For years past, although only twenty-four. I ha\-e been

an enthusiastic gunner, both in field and at the trap, and
follow your game columns with gi-eat interest. Now, a
subject often mentioned therein of late is handled so
iilogically th^t I «m moved to "take a hand."' This sub-
ject 16 '"'Where is game going to?" Sportsman after
f>))ortBman in your paper rails at ike market hunters who
kill a hundred ducks in a day and then turns round and
describes how he and a friend killed one hundred and
fifty, and concludes by saying that the market hunter
should be iDut down at once and forever. His own game
he gives away to friends, and the average sportsman
seems to think that that justifies any slaughter. Now,
Mr. Editor, I appeal to you. If a hundred ducks are
killed, can it i^ossibly matter whether it is a man or
woman, white or black, who killed them? The duck
supply is lessened by just one hundred birds, and the
sportsman who kills one hundred and one does more
haini to the cause of game preservation than the pro-
fessional who kills one hundred. Now we have a fair es-
timate of how many sportsmen wish to shoot, and wo
know there are nothmg like a hundred birds per
man per day, and it is utterly selfish to kill that many.
I inclose to you the Forest and Stream of Dec. JO.

The gentleman who signs himself "Sand Hill" killed,
with a friend, .on three separate days, 107, 93 and 121
birds—teal, widgeon. maUards, sprintails, butterballs,
canvas and snipe (a few of the latter). This foots up a
total of 327 birds for two men in three days, or over fifty

for a day for each man. They may be rattling good fel-

lows, but they took more than their share, and would
doiibtless acknowledge the same if they would reflect on
the matter. When the birds fly thickly the temptation
to run up a big score proves very attractive, but say
what one will, these same long scores are what do the
damage to our game supply. I hope that others, better
writers than myself, will take up this matter vigorously
and try to raise a spirit of moderation.

Frank Lawrence Donohue.

AN INCIDENT OF CAMP LIFE.
Editor Forest and, Stream:
December 14 found me making the rounds to my traps.

In the course of the day I saw tracks of caribou since ray
last trip, and once jumj)ed five before I got in sight. I

knew it was useless to try for them, as the frozen snow
made it too noisy. After returning to camp and having
a late dinner I concluded to enjoy my last Forest and
Stream by the fireside. It was getting too late to read
by daylight and the hour was 4 o'clock. As 1 laid down
the paper I glanced out of the window facing my seat,
and saw five caribou coming toward the camp on my
main trail. They were coming, too, at a lively gait. I

sprang for my rifle on the hooks over the head of my
berth, and grabbing a few cartridges from the window
ledge, ran to the door in season to give a bleat, and
stopped the two rearmost ones, a bull and cow. The
flock had turned oft! the trail at right angles when within
something over a hundred yards from the camp, and all

but these two had passed out of sight in thick cover. As
they stopped I fired almost on the instant at the cow. I

preferred her as the bull had shed his antlers and I knew
the cow was the better meat. As I fired both jumped
away and instantly out of sight. I did not doubt she
Avas hit, although I aimed more by faith than actual
vision, as it was so dusk I could but faintly discern the
sights. Putting on my hat and blouse and strapping on
my knife belt, I hurried to the spot and saw a wad of

,

hair and a few drops of blood on a cedar sprout. Taking '

up the trail I saw at her second jump a spurt of blood,
and at every other jump there was an increased flow. I
found her dead about twelve rods from where she had
stood. I intended it for a shoulder hit, but it was a trifle
too far back, the bullet striking it on a raised portion of
the bone, which turned it backward through the lungs.
By the time I got the skin oft' it was so dark i postponed
dressing out till the next morning. I packed in the meat
before breakfast, at which repast tender, juicy steaks
formed the piece de resistance. It is the fattest " caribou
I ever shot; the fat on the rumj) being an inch or more
tMck.

_j Hunter.

ALWAYS CARRY A COMPASS.
''piiAT was just what I did not do the last time I got
-L lost. The reason I did not take one was that I
vstarted for a short row up the lakes to look for ducks and
it seemed superfluous to put my compass in my pocket.
Coming down Sissons's River about sunset I left my boat
and walked perhaps sixty or eighty rods across a tongue
of land, and through a dense cedai- swamp, to the head
of Hanly's La ke, where I expected to get a shot at ducks.
Returning, I had walked some distance before I realized
tliat I was off my com-se, as I should otherwise have
reached the river. The sun had set and it was cloudy.
I wasn't fool enough to trust to the moss on the trees to
show a northerly direction. I had thumb-nails and
knives enough but they were as useless in this emergency
as an old-fashioned warming-pan. If I could not find
my way it meant a tramp of miles' hard walking, and
perhaps a midnight lunch, or worse. I had lost my
course and did the best thing possible under the circum-
stances. I sat down on a log and considered.

Tliere was a faint red glow above the horizon in a cer-
tain direction. I decided that it was probably in the
northeast. I took the chances, struck out and in five
minutes reached the shore within four rods of my boat.
Just why I choose this course I could not have easily

explained. I think that a certain familiarity with the
woods had much to do witli it. But the moral of all
this is that so simple a precaution as that of taking a
compass is not to be neglected by the wise, for there is no
dependence on substitutes. I can make a fire with my
riflo (though Gordon Gumming couldn't), but that is no
reason why I should leave my match-box at home.

~_ Kelpte.

A WILD RICE SCHEME.
Editor Forest and Stream:
There are few things in your recent numbers more in-

teresting to me than the article by Messrs. E. Hough
and "Nipissing" on wild rice. Wild rice is to game what
bread is to us; given food enough and the game will
hold its own against ordinary destruction. As a matter
of fact there is an immense desert region extending from
tlie Lake of the Woods nearly to the A tlantic and north
to Hudson Bay, which is practically duckless excepting
in one or two sections where duck food, or especially
wild rice, is found. There cannot be much doubt that
the rice would grow in most of this country, for it is

found as far north as Lat. 504 in Manitoba. I would
propose, therefore, that each sportsman next fall, and
each sporting fisherman who goes abroad early next
spring, take at least a few handfuls of rice and scalter it

in a dozen new localities. In this way we should in a
few years have rice beds scattered all over the Lauren-
tian wilderness and the eft'eot would be seen, perhaps, in
the arrested decrease, if not the increase, of our duck
supply. Wild rice is advertised for sale in this paper, and
a letter on best time and locality for planting has also
appeared. ErxNest E. Thompson.

A North Carolina Quail Country. — Edenton,
Duukenfield House, Avoca, N. C, Dec. 27.—The article
that appeared in the Forest and Stream in regard to
the sporting resort of Avoca, has caused a good deal of
talk among sportsmen, and i'or their benefit I would like

to say a few words on the subject. From a sportsman's
standpoint this is a fair place" for sport, but principally
I'or quail. The birds are large and fly very strong. There
are some turkeys here and they can be shot by roosting
them along the creek. Also a few deer. The Duuken-
field House is comparatively new, and the host and
hostess, Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Everett, are very genial
peoijle. ]\Ir. Everett goes with his guests and has dogs,
for which he charges a small fee per day for their use
and his services. He is a good all-round sportsman and
a good shot. He also "calls" turkeys. There is nothing
here except the hunting. The climate is delightful.
Dr. Copehart, the owner of the house and the plantation,
is a hospitable and genial Southern gentleman, and both
he and Mr. Everett will do ail in their power to make
guests have a pleasant time, Avoca can be reached from
Norfolk (Norfolk & Southern R. R.) to Edenton, and
thence four times a week by steamer M. E. Roberts.—H.
W. Hamlyn (Hohokus, New Jersey).

"That remiuds me."

A FEW days since I was walking along and talking to
a small boy when a woodcock arose just in front of

me. I remarked to the boy, "There goes a woodcock.''
He said, "Boss, dat ain't a woodcock, it's a snipe. Me
and my brother used to kill lots of them near a spring up
home. One morning I took my gun and walked down
there to see if I could get a shot, and I found one of these
birds with his bill stuck in the ground with the mud
froze around it.''

Here is another: A few days since a party were out
deer hunting, when one of them sliot a deer and wounded
it. The dog ran it to a creek and swam in after it, and
beat the deer across. When the deer came up he tried
to catch it, hut the deer started back. The dog sprang
at it and grabbed it by the tail, and piilling it to the shore
tipjjed the deer's tail up, thereby putting its head under
water and drowning it. How is this for canine intelli-

gence? And it was a "yaller hound" too. Tyrone.
Avoca, N. C.

Thk Viar,vRT Tkaxn of'tbe ilouon Route tietwoen Chicago and
CinouinaLi otters tlie best and most luxurious oervice obtainable
between these points,—Arlv. I

Angling Talks, By George Da wson. Pi'iee 50 cents. Fly-
Rods and Fly-Tackle. By H. P. Wells. Price $$.,50. Fly^
Fishing and Fly-MaMng for Trout. By J. H. Keene.
Price ^'1.30. American Angler's Book. By Tliad. Norri.^.
Pi^e $5.50.

The FlTLL TEXTS of the game fish laws of all the State.^,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Book of

the Game La ws.

TROUTING IN THE CASCADES.-lIl.
THE MOLALLA COUNTRY.

IT was nearly high noon. I had been fishing an 'hour
and a half, had a nice basket of beautiful trout and

must go to camp; but it was like taking a fellow from
a picnic to a funeral. Creeping regretfully up the bank
I struck the trail and was soon in camp. ' Mike had en-
joyed himself hugely. The first thing of interest had
been a pine squirrel that went up a leaning tree and out
on a limb, wnere he sat and scolded until Mike, losing
his temper went up after him so far that he had to fall

oft" to get back. Then a covey of young quail, just big
enough to fly a little, entertained him. I was fishing at
a pond under a bank, intent upon my flies, when I was
startled by a splash, splash, almost in front of me. Mike
had nosed out a rabbit, which either intentionally or by
accident took to the water, pursued and pursuer going
over my head almost simultaneously. Of coxu'se the
trout in that pool had no more use for flies. Had trout
been scarce it would have been annoying. As it was, it

was only amusing.
I fully agree with the Indians that it is beneath the

dignity of a brave to do camp drudgery. The warrior in
time of peace should content himself with himting and
fishing and not interfere with the squaw's vested rights.
Billy is no squaw, but appreciating the fact that he had
not yet secured his credentials as an angler, he made a
virtue of necessitj^ and soon had the trout cleaned; and
my wife proceeded to prepare dinner, while Ira and I

lounged around on the grass. The trout were cooked
my favorite way. The smaller ones were selected and
nicely cleaned. A thin slice of bacon was placed inside
of each, they were placed in a wire broiler with strings
of bacon over and under them, salted and peppered, and
carefully broiled over a hardwood fire. Ira and Fay were
with us at dinner, and we had an enjoyable time and a
joUy good dinner.
Tbe camp had been completed and everything was in

shape, even to Ira's straw tick. After dinner I an-
nounced my intention of making a bed more to my taste.
Billy, fully agreeing with my views of what constituted
a good camp bed, particularly for one inclined to be
rheumatic, as was Billy, we set to work and soon had
constructed two fine beds of cedar and hemlock boughs.
A bed of roses will not compare with such a bed for
sweet perfume and genuine comfort. Without it one
lo-es much of the romance of camp life.

We have no poisonous reptiles in this country unless,
perhaps, at the mouths of some of the low passes in the
Cascades. I have never seen a rattler in the wild state
west of the Cascades, but it is a good plan to run a tarred
rope around your tent to keep out garters and other rep-
tiles which, even though not poisonous, can be dispensed
with as bedfellows.

•'Nessmuk's" ideas about fire places in Woodcraft"
are most excellent. A sheet of boiler iron two feet square
improves his fire place and is a great convenience. By
tibing the boiler iron as an attachment to the common
woodsman's fire place I am sure you will please your
wife (if you are lucky enotigh to have one), as it makes a
cooking place nearly as clean and handy as a Charter Oak
stove.
After dinner Ira and Fay started home, Ira, of course,

manifesting some misgivings about leaving my wife in
the lonely woods over night. He even suggested that she
had better go back with them and he would bring her
out in the morning. But she concluded to take the
chance and remain in camj). You see it was a bad time
of day for him to raise the question. The sun was shining,
the birds were singing and there didn't seem to be so
much danger as she had anticipated. Had the suggestion
come a few hours later, when the shadows, the crickets,
the night-hawks and the owls announced the arrival of
the time when beasts of prey, hobgoblins and sprites
saunter forth on their missions of mischief and aeath,
her decision might have been different.

It was close season for deer, elk, grouse, pheasant and
quail, and therefore I had left "shootin' irons" at home
to make it easier to resist temptation. This was strictly
a trouting trip, but I had already decided in my own
mind that I would pay that country a visit in August
when the water would be low and I could whip the
Molalla itself. Besides it would then be open season for
game,

I never like to fish during the middle of the day, even
ii the trout are disposed to rise. It is an unnatural pro-
ceeding, when we consider that fish, like other creatures,
have their regular hom-s for feeding, relatively speaking.
So we walked over to the little house that sat snugly o»
a low bluff near Bull's Creek, a small tributary to MilJi

Creek. Introducing ourselves and making known our
wishes, we were cordially received by Mr. Hall, hie wife^
his three modest daughters, and his kid of a boy. Yes,
we could get not only milk and eggs, but plenty of wild
honey and huckleberries. I suppose these good people
were about as glad as we were to have neighbors.
Besides, we were not on a sponging trip, and the few
silver pieces we oft'ered them in exchange for their
luxuries probably looked as big as wagon wheels to their
eyes. Hall also manifested a strong disposition to ex-
change frontier yarns for a little information about what
the great world was doing outside.
We of the city, who visit these forest haunts only when

the weather is favorable and natm-e has her verdant dress
on, imagine that we would love to live out our lives

there. But there is another side to the picture, which
we, as social beings, should not overlook. Weary of life's

turmoils we gladly turn from the hum and buzz of the
busy street to the solitude of quiet nature. We listen to

the songs of birds, the ripplings of the brooks, the whis-
perings of the winds in the treetops while we drink in the
balm-laden air, not as a part of our life labor, but as rest
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and recreation. Eecreation signifies refreshment of the
strength and spirits after toil; literally re-creation. But
when the birds have souglit summer climes: when the
ripplinga of the brook become the roarings of the torrent:

when the balm-laden air becomes the chilh'jig breath of

winter, and the whispering zei^hyrs become the shrieks
of the storm king as he howls down the dark, tempest-
ridden cafion. then how quickly these elysian summer
dreams yanish and bow realistic our hurried trip hack to

the comforts of the reviled city. Even in the lovely
wilds the sun does not always shine. Happiness mid
pleasure and comfort, adversity and distress and altlic-

tion are our earthly portion, and go hand in hand with
n8 through life whether we live in the city or in the
forest.

I look at my watch, it is 4 o'clock, and Billy and I

hm-ry off to the creek, leaving my wife and the girls to
gatlier wild flowers and ferns. Everything was new to
us and I felt like inveatigating, but Billy couldn't see the
necessity ol' a nv- trijis of discovery, when we could get
all the troul: we wanted without rtinning our legs oit': so

we put in tlie time close to camp and partially over that
portion of the creek already fished by me in the morning.
What sport I The fingerlings were thrown back, and we
went to camp early with creels well filled.

Mr. Hall and his family were over to spend the even-
ing. Hall had gathered night wood for our camp and
had a roaring fire, without which the mountain air made
'it almost uncomfortably cool. S. H, Obeenb.
POBTLAND. Oregon.

THE KINGFISHERS.
C\ENTKAL f.AKE, Mich., Dec. H). -Editor Forest and

> Stream: 1 am very much obliged to '-Yon W.'" for
his interesting note on the "Deri-yfield Beef" matters. It

is the old story. A fellow thinks that he has learned all

about something or other, and writes thereanent to the
PoEEST AND STREAM. Then along comes some other cor-
respondent—it may be from Maine, or, quite ss likely,

from the Sandwich Islands or Manitoba—and the fellow
afore nu^ntioned learns a good deal more than he has been
able to teach. As old "Guzman,'' of Chicago, used to say
iu similar cases, -'Thus it is—to-day we sparkle and to-

morrow' die."

With your correspondent I join in the hope that some
of us old fellows, wlio have long been acquainted with
eacli other tlxrough the medium of our favorite paper,
may meet and shake hands at the coming World's Fair in
Chicago. We ought to give the biggest kind of a "pot-
Jatch'' in honor of such an event. Still, it will not be like
swapping yarns wliile dodging the smoke of an old-
fashioned camp-fire.
"Von W." wants to see "Kingfisher," He ougpht to have

seen him, as 1 did last summer, "on bis native heatli," or,

more accurately, standing in the bow of the old "iron
clad" (canvas) canoe, with the fcaming waters swirling
j)a8t, and the light of battle on his countenance, and
shining all over his tennis shirt, and his corduroj^ trousers,
and his canvas shoes.
"Anathema, maranatba," or words to that effect, ca.me

from his lijis, as with one hand he smote the deer-flies
which buzzed about his head, and with the other inveigled
the trout to their destruction.
"I'm not much of a fly caster," observed the old Trojan,

as i;be little bamboo waved and the line floated out some
oOft. down the river, but—"snap," there you are my
beauty. Whu-r, smack— "Dang these deer-flies, anyhow:"
a,nd a large trottt was shortly added to the glittering col-
lectiori which lay in the bottom of the canoe until he could
find time to otherwise dispose of them. "Kingfisher,"
said I, "I am somehow reminded of the late Captain Simon
Suggs, of the Tallapoosa Volimteers, and of his incident-
ally cursing a bank director." "Yes." said Suggs, "I told
him I'd see him as fur into the t'other place as a pigeon
could fly in a fortnight. I gin him thunder an' lightnin'
stewed down to a strong pison, I tell you. I cussed hira
up one side an' down t'other, twellthar wa,rn"tthe bigness
of your thumb-nail that warn't properly cussed."

"Just so," said Kingfisher. "Kelpie, just let her drop
about thirty-one inches lower, there's a swirl under that
bush that ought to be seen to,"

It was accordingly "seen to," secundum artent; but
Kinghsher writes me that he hopes to find time to give
your readers some account of our last summer's outing,
and far be it from me to attempt to forestall him in this
laudable intention. I promised to let you know if I had
any luck on that trip, but it has hitherto been impracti-
cable to write as I desired. I may say that, as to fish, I
caught more than I could eat, which is something; and as
to the camp—that, indeed, was luck, rich and rare.
Many camps have I seen, but never one as near perfec-
tion as that of last sunamer on Carp Lake.
These being my sentiments, you needn't expect me

even to hint how it was that "Snakeroot" nearly dislocated
his wrist in showing us how to hook a blue-gill; how
Kinfisher worked four days and nights to circumvent a
big trout in Ballyhoo Brook; how he kissed the bea,uty
when at last he held it in his hand; how Snakeroot and
Kelpie went fossilizing, and smashed rocks until the
camp was so piled with them that it appeared necessary
to move the tents, and Snakeroot slung Latin jawbreak-
ers at the club until "Old Frigid" managed to 'stash him
with a piece of tourmaline, which the President irrever-
ently termed a "stink-stone," while threatening to lock
up every hammer and hatchet in the camp unless this
rook-piling business was stopped—on these and many
other recollections of that camp I am silent as the grave.
Kingfisher is one of the most tireless and unselfish fel-
lows I ever knew; looks out day and night for the com-
fort and pleasure of those in camp, and if in the night
the canvas flaps or a boat is heard to pound, he is out in-
stanter, probably en chemise (rubber boots don't count), if
tJie case is urgent, and shortly all is order.
We had a most complete outfit—camp equiimge, fishing

rods and tacide of all sorts, and here I will remark that a
Hortou steel rod (jointed), which I carried and used for
the most part on that trip, won golden opinions. I dis-
like the telescopi('. fly-rod (I never tried the telescopic bass
rod?), but in the small hollow tips a Gf line does not work
well. I like the action of these x'ods, however, and bought
last summer a jointed one, which has proved very satis-
factory. Mine was a No. 11 bass rod, lOoz. with reversi-
ble butt. I mention these facts only because I think they
may be of interest to anglers.

Yes, we all voted it the pleasantest camp we had ever
si^^a.. and much of good did it do pie; but for me the best

day of all was that on which Old Hickory and I poled the
"ironclad" up Cedar Run; and when at last, wearied with
the labors of tlie day, we approached the la,nding, and
the stately form of the President, surmounted by that old
"sunflower'" hat, loomed in the fading twilight against
the ruddy glow of the camp-fire, while his genial voice
announced to us that by a special dispensation our supper
had just been made ready for demolition, the happiness
of the day was complete. Kelpie

ANGLING NOTES.
WHILE up in Orange cotmty week before last, ruifed

grouse shooting, I was surprised to find how low
the streams were. The anglers in that section of the
country are very much afraid that the trout spawn will
be seriously injured, as in many places the spawning
beds are Ijai'ely covered with "water. Similar report.'*

have been received from other parts of the country,
particularly Connecticut.

Judge Bookstaver paid a visit to Newfoundland last

snnimer, and while there tried the trout and salmon.
His stay was short but he took a run over to the
Salmonier and killed four salmon in that magnificent
river. The trout fishing he pronounced excellent but the
black flies ajid mosquitoes were rather a drawback to

the sport.

Mr. Theodore Gordon of Sava^anah, Gra., one of the
most acomplished fly-fishermen in the country, has
turned his attention to dressing salmon flies for his own
use. The specimens which he recently sent me were
certainly wonderfully well tied, not only for an amateur
but even for a professional, Mr. Archibald Mitchell will
have to look to his latirels. There is no prettier acout-
plishment than fly- tying, but it re<[uires a deal of
patience and perseverance to become even moderately
expert, and when it comes to salmon flies, with their
mixed wings and delicate feelers and crests, it is doubly
difficult. When on long fishing trip it helps pass away
many a rainy day, and is often very useful, particularly
if the angler is anxious to try copies of natmal insects.

Of late quite a number of fly-fishermen h:i\v gm-n
their attention to the floating flies and dry flv-fitihiiig.

this style of angling is very successful on the ot'iei side
for brown trout, but it is a question whether u woi k>
well here or not. There are undoubtedly times. j>arlicu-

larly on much fished streams, where a delicate midge
dropped light as a thistle down on the surface of a stdl
pool will kill trout when the average fly will not but as
a rule these delicate little flies vrill not answer lor the
rapid swirling waters of our trout streams or tne deep
dark Canadian or Maine lakes. In short, in our country
where there are so many dift'erent styles of Hv-fishing
necessary, it take considerable experience an<] ;i vs-ell

stocked book to meet all the re(|Uiremeuts of the dift'erent

sections. In the West tlie black-spot ted trout require
rather large flie.s on stout gut and heavy leaders—the
waters are ofte}i swift and rough and the fish large. On
the Nipegon flies are used dressed on No. 1 t) sproats and
even larger. In Main(^ tlie big trout love to lie in deep
water and prefer a ParmacVi enee-belle or silver-doctor (jn

a No. 2 or 3 hook; and again on the much fished slire^ms
of Long Island it often requii'es a midge on a drawn gut
leader to kill a decent fish. One thing is very certain,
that the more trout are fished for, the more particular
they become, and every season the dealers find that the
sales of light leaders and small flies are on the increase.

Scarlet-Ibis.

ONONDAGA ANGLERS' ASSOCIATION.
QYRACUSE. F. Y., Dec. 21.— Editor Forest and
KJ Stream: The members of the Anglers' Association
had a large meeting. Our private protector gave in his
report, which was very satisfactory to the members. We
are some in debt and many of the members contributed
their little mite to help pay up. Mr. Skinner, the veteran
spoon maker, contributed one dozen spoons, which were
sold at auction at the meeting, and brought abotit .1i;aO

for the benefit of the association. Chas. Mowry, of the
Sporting Goods Gazette, acted as auctioneer and made a
good one (but Charlie is no talker). All the members
were glad to see Mr. Skinner, who gave us a description
of the work on the River St, Lawrence. AVith such good
fishing as we have had in our vicinity (the best we have
ever had), every member was anxious to continue the
good work. One of our members has contribtited a
wa^on and boat to the protectors to help them in their
work, as they have trouble in getting boats. There
should be a law that should enable a game protector to
take any livery boat by paying regular rental of same.
Since our meeting last week our Mr. Hawn and Jack-

son have taken thirteen nets and made three arrests.
The night of the meeting the jjoachers thought it would

be a good night to put in their nets, as they knew the
protectors would be at the meeting. Well, they got
fooled, as Hawn and Jackson started after the meeting
closed and took seven nets and three poachers on Onon-
daga Lake. The nets were burned in front of the Court
House the next evening.
Some of our Supervisors were trying to help the netters

take whitefish in nets during a certain period here, but
when they came to know all the facts and the injury it

would be to protection, this bill was tabled.
A petition has been forwarded to the Commissioners

asking for the appointment of Harry Jackson on the
State force. With two such men in central New York,
we will have the best fishing grounds in the State. I do
not know where there is stich good bass fishing as we
have on our rivers, Oneida and Onondaga Lakes. I know
of several catches of bass from fifty-five to eighty taken
in one afternoon, also from fifty to ioO pike in one day's
fishing.

There has been fishing for perch on our lakes xip to the
15th of December, and I do not doubt that there will be
many on the lake to-day, being so pleasant. There have
been catches of from twenty to seventy-live, and weigh-
ing from oue-lralf pound to one and a quarter. Just
think of it at this time of year seeing frorh twenty-five
to thirty boats fishing. We shall have great fishing next
season if tliis work is kept up. If any of the readers of
the Forest .k^d Stre Ai\t want to know anythmg pertain-
ing to om- fishing grounds, please refer them to me and
I will gladly direct them to right localities.

' About two TOonths from now our factory will be re-

moved to BaldwinsvUle, the citizens giving us land and
power. The main building is now completed; it is 50

X

lotift., four stories, and within 100ft. of this factoiy there
vs^ere caught in one afternoon's fishing fifty bass, weigh-
ing from to ii pounds each. There are a number of
New York gentlemen who visit Baldwinsville for bass
fishing every summer. It is only twenty minutes ride by
rail from Syracuse. Henry Lofiie.

"

ARTIFICIALLY REARED TROUT.
AT the reunion of the Massachusetts Association, re-

ferred to in our columns Dec. 24, the sale of domes-
ticated trout during the close season was brought up for
discussion.
Hon. H. F, Raymond, chairman of the legislative Com-

mittee on Fisheries and Game of the last House, said in
eft'ect that at the last session of the Legislature a petition
was presented asking that domestic raised trout be
allowed to be sold during the close season, when wild
trout were not. allowed to be taken. Mr. Raymond ex-
plained that the petition was introduced in the interest
of one or two parties interested in the sale of these fish,

who, although they were probably making a very hand-
some sum by soiling their products as the law is now, yet
wanted to derive more benefit by petitioning for a law
allowing them to pla.ce their fish on the market before
the open season, thereby giving a larger opening for
violations of the law, to take wikl trout out of season.
Mr. Raymond said in conclusion that the Committee

reported the bill as inexpedient, the trotxt in Massachu-
setts having a hard enough time to protect themselves now
without having any more laws tending toward their ex-
termination.

"Fishing Through the Ice."—Kalamazoo, Mich., Dec.
W).—Editor Forest and Stream: A myriad of the lovers
of the "gentle art" must be readers of the Forest and
Stream, for by the way the letters are pouring in regard-
ing "Fishing Through the Ice," as published in your
issue of Dec. 10, has placed me in a pretty fix indeed. I

can't tend to them all and will you kindly state that I

will mail as sample one line only with attachments com-
plete to any one person on receipt of twelve two-cent
stamps.— Ben (J. Bush.

It la luivd iro)\ to .select <io oeceptal)l< G/ii/sfmUK prefuU.
f-tHnittiinii tliot uill 'Jill mil [ihtivtnc Fo) th' ^i>nit\,) icii

dun i< ]>olliniii itKnr i,lcii\mi the ii n hfoi iiJiuJi <hal mth hii>

l<()(>i((i I'tjiti lb iiii"'!'- ds pint^d/ Kttddii 'ult'.fin fi 111 f/y/rtt

hnn It o J<t ii Ku ,int FoRE-^r \^ o Strfj-M s h ilhi\l-< niuJ

Kiddogm i/iiw th/ iidiinhmj pn i< Jm-., , a 'ivih /hik/c of s/hi

tiun (tnd ujrern man i/ HtnjijieMioiis winch at this senaon I>1 the

year arc mry iiiael/y.

FEEDING HABITS OP WHITEFISH.
MdiUirr Forest and. Sireapi:

I was much interested in the reading of an article in your
issue of the iOth inst. which referred to the feeding habits
of whittjflsh when coiiflned in ponds. The food of the white-
fish in its natural state has been a very interesting study
with me, and since I first came to this coimtry, nearly nine
year.^ past, I have examined the stomachs of over .300 white-
fish and rnore than that number of tullibee, but in none of
them did i find a trace of young fish, although in the .spring
I often found the spawn of the pickerel (<S'. viircum) and in
the fall the ova of both the whitefish and the tullibee. I

shall not, however, dwell upon the results of my researches
in this letter, but only wish to bring to your notice a pecu-
liar find of mine, which I had the good fortune to happen
upon on the 19th June last. On the east side of the Rocky
Mountains, at the head of the Watertou River, one of the
tributaries of the South Saskatchewan, there are three verv
beautiful lakes, locally called the Kootenai Lakes, the
water of which is deep, clear and cold, except iu the lower
and smaller lake, where it is shallow and in places weedy.
Here there are pike, but in the two larger and deeper lakes
these fish are not foimd; but instead there are lake trout and
whitefish (C clupeiformis).
A Mr. Brown, who has lived on the edge of one of these

lakes for a number of years, set a gill net in about sixty feet
of water and next morning he took two lake trout and seven
whitefish, the latter averaging olbs. in weight. I very care-
fully examined the stomachs of the whitefish and was sur-
prised to find the walls of some unusually thick and hard
with the papillaj fully one-quarter to three-eighths of an
inch in length. One-third of the contents was made up of
a bright red pointed worm, one-quarter inch long and as
thick as a very coarse semng needle, and a worm of the same
length, but a trifle thicker and blunt at the ends, color
white: one-third of the larvaj of Phryganida', and the bal-
ance was composed of minute, and some larger, shells; many
of the latter were crushed by the time they got into the gut.
In the stomach of one whitefish was a young burbot (Lota
maculosa) l%in. in length and in a perfect state of preser-
vation, showing that it had been swallowed just before the
whitefish was caught and but a very short time before the
net was hauled.
Can you or any of your readers inform me whether the

common sucker [C. coni/mei'soni) eats the fry of whitefish

,

etc., after they begin to swim aboitt? I know that the sucker
eats quantities of the eggs of other fish in the various stages
of development, and even after they are hatched out, but
before the little chaps can do more than feebly wriggle.

F. C. Gilchrist..
FoKT Q.u'AppEiiLE, Assinaboine, Dee. 18.

[In Utah Lake among the worst enemies of trout eggs and
fry are the ubiquitous suckers. We think it probable, there-
fore, that the common form above mentioned, because of its
close relationship to some of the forms in Utah Lake, will
be found to destroy whitefish.]

ALASKAN SALMON, according to Mr. Franklin Booth,
were later than usual in coming on the coast and the season
was, therefore, much prolonged. Up to the middle of
August the catch was very light, but the run continued at
Karluk until the beginning of November. Althotigh reliable
information is hard to obtain the yield must have been very
large. We have already referred to the commendable eti

terprise of one of the cannery firms in establishing at their
own expense a well-equipped hatcliery ,on Karluk Elver,
which has produced 5,000,000 red salmon fry in jtn firsi
season. There is probably no other hatchery m the ^ uitfd
States Avhieh has surpassed this record.

BROOK TROUT EGGS to the number of l,.500,000, beside.'^
two troughs of fry, were reported in the Allentown, Pa.,
hatchery by Superintendent J. P. Creveling Dec. 1?!. The
outlook for a large distribution of young trout iu the
streams next spring is very encouraging. The good results
of wholesale stocking ar« nowhere more evident than in
Pernisylyania,
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WATCHING THE NETS.
Dear Forest and Stream:

"There's a strike, Lon!" was the first sound that greeted
my ear as I arrived at the cozy camp of the liake Sunapee
State Hatchery cue da^rk, still night in October. FoUowiag
the exclamatioB, in which I recogDized the geuial voice of
the superlntendeut, Mr. Ransom F. Sargent, two shadowy
forms sprang from the sandy beach into one of the large
boat.s lying by the little pier and hastily paddled away from
the shore, "Where are they going now?" asked the driver
who had brought me from the station at the southern end of
the lake, some five miles away. "Out to run the nets," I re-
plied; "they have got a strike." "Well, you have got me.
Run the nets! What do you mean he asked in such a tone
of surprise, that I was completely taken back at the appa-
rent ignorance of this man, who had doubtless lived within
rifle shot of Sunapee Tjake for many years.
By careful inquiry I learned that he was only one of many

who were perfectlv ignorant- of the methods employed to
capture the trout in October, when, heavy with spawn, they
attempt to run up the brooks.
Then, thought I, if so many of these people, living within

a few miles of a well-ecxuipped State institution, know abso-
lutely nothing of the labor and expense involved in "propa-
gatiue the species," would not a little article descriptive of
niy visit to this, the banner hatchery of New Hampshire for
'91, be of interest to many of our readers? Assuming that
such may be the case, I would state at the beginning that
no more picturesque nor healthy location couid be found
upon the shores of this famous sheet than that of neces-
sity selected by the Commission ixpon the east shore, by the
clear waters of Pike Brook, and u]ion which, about eighty
rods from the lake, is the hatchery proper.
This is one of the most important feeders of the lake, to-

ward which the trout aud landlocked salmon swarm as soon
as the September rains raise the water to a sufficient height
to allow them to pass up.
Here, close to the mouth of the brook, their further pro-

gress is barred by a heavy pound, which is ingeniously
placed in the water. Having once passed through they can-
not get back to the lake nor further up the stream. This
pound is built on a similar principle to the wire fly traps so
commonly used. The fish in its efforts to follow the current
passes through a small opening in the A-shaped inclosure,
and here it safely remains until the netters come and more
active operations begin, which is usually about Sept. 18.

Just above the pound, in the deep waters of the brook, is
built a heavy tank, having three sections, one for eaca of
the .species captured here. The brook flows through the
long tank to a depth of from 4 to 5ft., and supplies the cap-
tive fish with pure water. No food is taken by the trout
when confined in this tank at the spawning season.
The Camp is a hand.some, pniated cottage, containing

forrr rooms, ample sleeping accommodations, cooking range
and utensils, and is neat and convenient.
The preparations for the fall campaign are not very ex-

tensive, and soon the bu.sy superintendent and his assistants
have overhauled the long ue^s and put them in readiness for
service, while in the .sandy bar which atretcbe.s away from
the beach for many rods, heavy stakes have been driven at
distances of lOOl't., this being the length of the nets. These
stakes form various angles, and when the nets are dis-
tributed make a sort of enclosure.
Everything in readiness just before dark, the superinten-

dent with an as.sistant takes a large tub in his boat, in
which the nets have been carefully placed, and beginning
at the shore stake, in about 3ft. of "water, the nets are "put
Girt," sometimes 300ft. and sometimes 500ft. are stretched
in this vei-tical position from stake to stake. The nets are
provided with heavy leads on one edge and cork floats upon
the other, which cause them to remain vertical in the water.
Then from dark until neat morning these sturdy men must
wutch and wait for the expected "strike," for, strange to
relate, brook and lake trout are moving toward their spawn-
ing beds only in the darkness of night. Hour after hour
they watch and listen, and when a large specimen is cap-
tured much care and skill are necessarily employed in order
to release the fish from the nets without doing it injury.
The trout swimming toward the brook, which flow.s into

the lake back of tli.e suspended nets, strikes the fine liuen
meshes, and as it feels the threads drawing about its gills,

it "strikes," or throws itself from the water in a vain effort
to shake itself free from the tangle in which it finds itself.
Over and over it turns in its struggles, and one can but
poorly judge of the strength of a fifteen-pounder unless he
has handled him. Then the attendant puts his arms deep
down in the cold waters of the lake and lifts the captive in
a baglike fold of the net. Near the surface, oftentimes be-
neath the water, and then perhaps in his arms, the attend-
ant carefully proceeds to untangle the finny monarch, and
this, too, in the darkest of nights—perhaps "it mav be rain-
ing violently in addition to the other discomforts.

'

It was free at last, and placing it carefully in a high, nar-
row tank containing a small quantity of water-, the boat is
put ashore, where each man ventures an estimate of its
weight, of course, and the beauty is placed in the receiving
tank to await proper development of an inclination to throw
its .spawn, when one by one the females, or "biddys" as
they are called, are taken from the tank, with the aid of a
dip-net.
When found to be "ripe" the .superintendent takes the

trout upon his arm, its head between his elbow and side, its
body firmly, but gently, grasped in his mittened hand, then,
by slow and continued pressure the little golden globules
are forced into a shallow receptacle. This work is done close
by the receiving tank, under cover of a canvas spread to pro-
tect the roe from the rays of the sun, which must not fall
upon the eggs at this time. Then a male, or "jack," is

dipped out and by the same process its milt is mingled with
the spawn of the female, and the act of fecundation is com-
plete. These trout are retiu'ned to the waters of the lake,
while the spawn is carried to the hatchery, where two large
pipes supply bountiful streams of water 'from the brook
itself, and from a large spring some rods away. The union
of these two streams of water keeps the temperature even,
and the supply can be regulated and distributed through
the various tanks, by means of valves.
In the long rows of water-tight tanks are arrranged wire

screens in boxed sections, and upon these the roe is carefully
spread, a crow's feather being used to distribute them.
Then the water is allowed to ran through these tanks in-
cessantly, keeping the little globules from a third to one-
half an inch beneath the surface.
The building must be so tight and warm that the water

cannot possibly freeze, and twice or thrice a week during
the long ijrocess of incubation an attendant must visit the
hatchery and remove such of the eggs as have not become
fertilized. These are easily distinguished by their creamy
white appearance, while the perfect spawn is almost trans-
parent. This dead spawn acts like decayed fruit upon the
mass, affecting all about it, and in turn destroying the en-
tire plant.
The eggs develop and increase in size, until in Januaryand

February the little sac bursts, and a tiny wiggling mite, less
than an inch in length, is discovered. To this embryo is
attached, at the junction of the head and body, the balance
of the sac, which supplies the food until abotit the time of
the opening of the brooks in April, when the fry are readv
for distribution. These in turn make sport for the auglex
and supply the hatchery with its required spawn. Bykon.

A Book AEOxn: Indians.—The Forest and Str.eam will nrail
free on apolicatioa a descriptive circular of Mr. &rinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories a,nd Folk-fcales," giving a table of coateata
and Bpectmes lUnstrations from the volume.—.Adv.

'h^ Mmnel
Dogs: Tlieir Management and Treatment in Disease. By

Ashmont. Price $2. Kennel Reayrd. and, Accovnt BooK
Price $S. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of
all Breeds. Price so cents.

FIXTURES.
(For fuller delaih sec, imie- of Dec. S.)

DOG SHOWS.
Dec. 30 to Jan. 3.—GHoversville, N. Y. F. B. Zimmsr, Sec'y.

1893.
Jan. 5 to 8.-A1 bany, TST. Y. W- O. House, Fort Plain, N.Y., Sec'y.
Jan. 5 to 9.—Charleston, S. C. Benj. Melanias, Sec'y.
Jan. ]o to 16.—Columbia, S. C. P. F. Capers, Greenville, Sec'y.
Jan. 21 to 25.— IClmira, N. T. O. A. Bowman, Sec'v.
Feb. 9 to 13.— Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Sec'y.
Feb. 16 to 19.—Jackson, Mich. Cha?. H. Ptuhl, Seu'y.
Sah. 23 to 26.—New York. James Mortimer, Supt.
March 1 to 4.— Philadelphia, Pa. F. S. Brown, dpc'y.
March 8 to 11.—Washington. D. C. F. S.Webster, 738 B'way,N.Y,
March 1-5 to 18 — Pittsburgh, Pa. W. E. Littell. Sec'y.
April 7 to 10 —Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore, Sec'y.
April 20 to 2^J.—Los Angeles, Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 1 to 7.—San Francisco, Cal. H. L. Miller, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
18P2.

Jan. 11-13 —Bexar Field Trials, San Antonio, Texas.
Jan. 18.—Pacific FieW Trials, BakersviUe, Cal.
•

. —.Southern Field Trials, New Albany, Miss.

RETROSPECT.

A HAPPY AND PROSPKilOUS YEAR to all kennel
readers of Forest asd Stream, The year just passed

has been marked by a great advance in all kennel interests
in this country, notwithstanding the sevei-e losses some
kennels, especially the St. Bernard men, have sustained dur-
ing the past summer. In mastifl's there is little new to re-
late, Mr. Whitney's importation of Cardinal Beaufort,taking
the place of his late Ilford Chancellor, being the most im-
portant, and Mr. Bunn has imported several good brood
bitches. In St. Bernards Plinlimmou, Prince Regent, Scot-
ti.sh Prince, Plevna, Alton, Ben Lomond, Hesper, a galaxy
of St. Bernard talent that it will take years of careftil
breeding to duplicate, have all gone to the silent majority,
but the importation of Princess Florence, Lord Bute, Mar-
qitis of Ripon, Refuge II,, King Regent and others will go
far to redeem the breed.
By the importation of Imperator, the great Dane breed has

been greatly strengthened here and the interest in these dogs
is decidedly on the advance. Newfoundlands have made uo
progress. Deerhoimds are also just about where they were.
Greyhounds, on the contrary, have been improved by several
importations, Gem of the Season, Pious Pembroke, Ornatus,
Bestwood Daisy, Lilly of Gainsborough, and in cotirsing by
Dingwall, Royal Crest, etc. Coursing is surely ou the boom
but is stiil, unfortunately, chiefly confined to the West.
Pointers have had no special addition to their ranks and Sir
Frederick is the priucioal new comer in English setters.
The breed is rather in an unsettled state and there .seems an
inclination to favor a lighter type tliau the heavy English
too customari ly seen at ourshows. Irish .setters through the
field trials have received a great fillip and the importations
of Coler-aine, Blue Rack and Finglas are very noteworthy
ones. Gordons are about as they were, nothing new except
Heather Bee having been imported. Fox-terriers .still hold
their own in terriers, and such new dogs as Dona, Dominica,
Pitcher, Dobbin, Miss Dollar, etc., will all do good to the
fancy, be.sides the several new kennels that are going into the
breed. Bull-terriers may be said to be booming, thanks to
Messrs. Frank Dole and .lohn Moorehead, whose Gully the
Great, imported by the former with several others, and the
latter's Streatham Monarch, will all serve to make competi-
tion very keen the coming circuit. Irish terriers and Dandie
Dinmonts have been improved1)y recent importations. Crate,
Banner Boy, Boxer IV., Dunmtirry and Ballyraoney helping
the Irish caitse, while in Dandies, Heather Madge audKing o'

the Heather arc noteworthy specimens of this game dog.
BuUdofis have had several important additions though none
that will Ijeat Harper and those we had before. Skyes and
Airedales remain still in the cold. Pugs have been
strengthened by the Bonsor and Penrice importations. Other
toys remain about as they were last year. Black and tan ter-
riers, by the addition of Sultan, Queen Hi.,Salisbury, Jasper,
Ijouie axKl Beaconsfield, have had considerable attention
drawn to them, and they arc certainly a coming breed. The
Psovoi, formerly known as the Bai'zoi, have made rapid
strides inpublic esti mation. Mr. Hacke's importations being-
very important, and there is every sign that before another
year American grit will have solved the question as to wtiich
is the proper type, and then they will get the best as usrtal.
Field trials, though they are hardly the sentimental, enjoy-
able gatherings they used to be, are now set on a firm bWi-
ness basis and must revert to the good of the several breeds
of sporting dogs. In conclusion we may remark, that
Forest akd Stream, as in the past year, will continue to
watch the growing interests in kennel affairs, and, with its
increased space, will give its readers all the latest news and
most intere.sting "Dog Chat."

THE PULSE OF THE DOG.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As the pulse is so important a guide to the health of the

animal, any of its peculiarities are of course of the utmost
importance. Works on the dog are itnaccountably silent on
this subject. The fact is that the pulse of the dog has a
character different from that of any of our domestic ani-
mals. As regards rate, while it varies with age, breed, etc,
it still is not very different from that of the human subject;
and the ratio between it and the respirations is about the
same, i. c, one respiration to about four pulses.
But the great and characteristic peculiarity is the irregu-

larity of the ijulse of the adult animal.
If one examines, as a dog lies quietly, either the pulse or

the ln,side of the thigh or the heart itself by feeling the crest
wall over it, he is struck very forciby if he has ever felt the
beating of his own heart, with the pronounced irregularity
of the oi'gan, so that one might be forgiven for concluding
that the animal had heart disease, as many a one has done.
As a matter of fact this peculiarity^ is present in every grown
dog, though absent in young puppies; and if it were present
it would be difiicuit to detect, owing to the rapidity of the
pulse.
This irregularity extends to the rate and the force of the

beats, and by suitaijle apparatus this can be made evident
to the eye: but a little practice makes it easy to convince
oneself that the irregularity exists in a marked degree, and
that the slowing, etc., is manifest only during expira-
tion, the heart beating faster and more regularly during
inspiration.
Of course the more frequent the beat the less pronounced

is the peculiarity, hence it is much more marked in health
than in disease.
Recently I i-ead an article by an expert, in which he states

that the pulse of the dog may be irregular in health, show-
ing that this peculiarity of all normal dogs has escaped the
observations of even some who professionally treat the dog.
It seems to me that it is important that all who have much
to do with dogs should be aware of the characteristics of so
important a guide to the condition of the animal as the
pulse, Wesley Mills, M.D., D.V.S.

AMERICAN KENNELS.—V,

THE FLOUR CITY KENNELS.
THERE is something that savors of the fairy wand in

being able in these progressive days to fall asleep in the
Grand Central Station in New York and waking find one's
self breathing the vapor-laden atmosphere of early morning
in Rochester, the Flour City. Such was my experience one
day in the early fall. A desire to see the home life of dogs
whose bench show career had made them celebrated was not
to be resisted, not to mention several pressing invitations
both from Mr. James W. W^hitney, the owner, and Mr. Prit-
chard, the manager.
A little misunder.standing in train arrivals led to Mr.

Pritcbard's fruitless search at the railway station while I
was seeking to make myself heard "over the garden wall."
There was no one about, and I judiciously kept the fence
between the occupants of the kennels and myself. Though
these mastiff's seemed imbued with the utmost i;ood nature,
still, mastiffs are mastiffs, and I had no overweening? desire
for Ilford Chancellor nor even the niild-faced Miss Caittion
to stand guard over tny prostrate body, which, 1 believe, is
the traditional and pleasing method dogs of this breed have
of protecting their master's property when the stranger in-
trudes. Mr, Pritcbard's arrival, however, soon let me into
the secrets of the place.
It is a psculiar situation for a kennel this. Right from

the heart of the busy city one walks down a short, steep
street, and alongside the Genessee River one finds a perfect
little oasis in the deserts of factories, mills, breweries and
what not that go to make up Rochester's prosperity. A
stretch of land as fiat as a table, and containing .several
acres of grass land and gardens, it is a most unique situ-
ation. Here the dogs are secure from molestation and their
barking can disturb no one. Not very far away are the
famed Genessee Falls, but to-day they were falls in name
only owing to the dry spell.

The kennel building is a neat story and a hall' r4 ructurc

,

very well arranged with a view of getting the maximnm of
.space with a minimum of waste. The main buihlmg is
about 40x20, and one enters it through a short pas.aa3e,
which leads to a square room. Here is a large set pot which,
with its brick setting, is abaut 4ft. square, and in this the
food is cooked. The arrangement, however, has not been
found very satisfactory and will be remedied very soon by
having the cooking done in an oritside building. In sum-
mer the way it is now it must make the kennels too warm.
Round the walls of this room are hung framed priaa cards,
showing that thotigh the Flour City Kennels is a compara-
tive new comer in the kennel fiebl, its occupants have maile
an enviable record for themselves during the year. This
room is also traed as an ofQce. A little anteroom leads off
from this main compartment, and here 1 found one of those
useful adjuncts to a large kennel— the canine treadmill.
Opening from, the main room are several kennel.^, and be-
ginning with the one by the cook slove 1 found a 12x16
compartment, in which Minna Mintin'.;; got lazily up to
welcome us. She was in nice summer triui, neither too fat
nor too lean. This bitch is by, ;w lier name would denote,
the celebrated champion Minting (•SSl.'i) ouc of Mnina (I1T8«)!

She is three years old, but ha« Liot Vieen .showt\ vt\ry much.
Minna Minting was to have been bred to Ilford Chancel loi'.

Pa.ssing to the next compartment I found n, nice briucUc
bitch called Princess, small in head, nice body, but struck
me as rather li.ght in bone. She was four weelcs in whelp io
Ilford Chancellor, whose grand head properties will, it is to
be hoped, stamp themselves upon her progeny. She w^'^s

bred at the kennels and whelped in 188G, Her sire was the
brindle champion Ilford Cromwell and darn Brenda !!. She
is already the dam of winners, counting Melrose Prince, a
winner o"f many good pri/,e.s. including a .1;l.!)0 silver cup and
gold medal at New York in 1889, also Philamon, first at To-
ledo and Columbus shows, among her progeny.
In the corner of this kennel a door opened into the boudoir

of the pride of the kennel, at least the female porriou of it-
Caution's Own Daughter, whose career since 1 lir.st .siiakc

other many good points in November, 1890, has fully kept
pace with all expectations, and when our mastiff enthu.sia.st,
"The Member for Hulton," thinks her aboirt the best of her
breed over here, there in little need for me to either criticise;

or praise her. C. O. D.'s record is now well known, and
though her chocolate markings may be objected to by some,
still her beautiful head outline and inteu.se look of quality
must surely impress the most prejudiceil stickler for black
points. C. O. D. has another name for commoner wear—
Radie. This bitch was sired by that celebrated stud dog ch

.

Ilford Caution, and her dam is the lieHutiful bitch Lady
Dorothy, it may be remarked eii pnymiib that the latter
bitch mu.st have thought that the production of two such
animals as Caution's Own D.iughter and Miss Caution was
Uonor enough for her lifetime, f<u- she has done nothing
further to increase the mastiff' population of the country.
C. O, D. has won firsts at mo.st of the priucirirtl show.s last
spring and in the Cairadian circuit, bein.s only beaten by
Lady Dorothj' twice at Washington and Pittsburgh, ami
Lady Coleus once at Toronto.
The next compartment was drawn blank and then with a

confldent smile Mr. Pritchard opened the adjoining kennel
door and showed me the hope of the kennel—the new young
dog Cardinal Beaufort, that Mr. Whitney during the .sum-
mer had paid $1,250 for through E. H. Moore when the lat-
ter was in England. This dog is now about 23 months old,
having been born Feb. 10, 1889^ and is by Sir Stafl-.ord out of
Frigga. When I saw him he was just then in the neither
hay nor grass period of his life but showed every promise of
fixrnishing into a first flight dog. He boasts oie of the
stoutest and deepest of heads, as his picture shows, nice
small ears, good eye and wrinkle. Body a little short Imt
his hindparts, I now hear, have strengthened till now there,
is no sign of weakness. Take him all round, with luck, he
shouldTbe a dog that will do a lot of good for the breed. I
forgot to say that these kennels open into nice grass runs
125 by 20ffc fenced in with eight foot palings.
Crossing the passage we found another kennel opening

into Cardinal's yard. In this w.as the noted Lady Dorothy,
looking the picture of health, and though she has hardly
carried out the early promise as regards siza when first im-
ported by Mr. Moore in 1887 she is yet one of the best in the
country.' Full of quality, her good points need no repeti-
tion. She was about three weeks gone in whelp to Cardinal
Beaufort, the first he had viisited, I believe, sines his im-
portation in July last. Lady Dorothy has a nice body for a
brood bitch and it is to be hopsd her union with such a
young dog as Beaufort will effect the desii-ed result. L tdy
Dorothy was whelped in 18SB and her sire was either cham-
pion Hotspur or champion Orlando, he of the wonderful
head, and dam Wtinna, by Cedric the Saxon out of Moua.
Her winnings include firsts at Providence 1887, New York,
Washington, Pittsburgh, etc, 1891.

The next door led us into two kennels which compose the
corner of the building. In the right one is Exeter Dirce, a
new importation dttring the .summer. This bitch was
whelped June .3, 1886, and is by Beaumaris (131501) out of
Doris (19012), by Titus out of Digit, Beaumaris, by champion
Beau out of Mischief. She was purchased from Mr. -James
Hutchings, the noted Devonshire mastiff breedea'. Exeter
Dirce is a little long-faced, but has a snaall ear, fair bone
and is nicely ribbed. She was imported in whelp to E.xeter
Barrister, but unfortunately lost the litter of nine, as she
only came over a week before whelping. She was to visit

Ilford Chancellor. The corresponding compartment to this
was drawn blank. Opening a slat door into a small room
Miss Caution came smiling up. This is a very much im-
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pvoA'ed bitch since the spring, and though her face has a
suspicion of ''disb,'' still it is a beautiful one, and much
like her more celebrated sister's, bufc if she has not been
favored with quite so perfect an outlirie, she luckily has the
much desired black points. She is the same breeding as
C. O. D., sire, Ilford Caution: dam, Tjiuly Dorothy, but was
whelped May 5, 1S90, and in these two Mr. Whitney has a
pair of valualjle brood bitches, for their quality i.s intense.
Miss Caution wou .stver;il priv.js last spring, and in the late
Canadiau circuit, h mi now th^^t C- O, D. is ii\ the challenge
clas.? seexns to hEive the open classes next year at her mercy.
ThiH iiuislitid ttie maivi building, and entering the pa.ssage

Railroad runs now, but which formerly were the grounds
and gardens of the house in which Mr. Whitney was born.
Leaving the kennels I passed a sul)stantial lool^ing house
where Mr. Pritcbard is to have his rooms so that he can
sleep with one eye on his clia)-ges.

There uo lacli: of room for exercising the dogs without
going oil' the estate, tor across the road from the kennels are

two targe fields of al.)out three acres that run down to the
river, Hei-e are kept two Alderney cows, the kennel pony,
and the buck-board, to which is attached an arrangement of

cross bars, so that several dogs can he chained behind a.nd

taken out for exercise, a rather laKy man's arrangement, birt

LADY DUKOTHY AND CARDINAL BEAUFOKT.
Owned by Mr, James W. Whitney, Rochester, N. Y.

which runs the length of the extension to the main kennel,
sort, long, I found eight more kennels which open into the

alleyway. These have runs about 10ft. wide by 12r)ft. in

length, extending to the road, with plenty of grass to roll

round in. In these runs there was hardly as much shade as

I would like to see; shade is a sine nun noii in a kennel, and
especial] y for mastiffs aad other large breeds. The kennels
ill this building have divided doors, opening top or bottom,
and the floors are cemented, with a slope so that water
passes off into the main diTiin to the river. The partitions
between the kennels are 10ft. high, of solid boarding. In
the third compartment a grand old winner and handsome
mastiiS raised herself lazily from her comfortable couch—
Ijady Coleus. She is now about in her prime, a little over
five years old. Her sire is the noted champion Beaufort and
dam Vistala. Her breeding is, therefore, superb. Her list

of wi nnings is just one succession of firsts, and the only bitch

that can rub her uncomfortably is C O. D., as Cambrian
Princess has about passed her limit mark. Of course this
bitch was a winner on the other side before she was imported
by Mr. E. H. Moore iu 1888. I am not aware that she has
produced any pups, and more the pity, as she is grandly
built for breeding. Massive in head, with a nice expression,

she shows lots of quality, is very deep-chested and large of

bone. Then I came upon another matron, liady Pamelia,
one of champion Mioting's get out of Be.ss (11,783). She was
wbelped April 12, 1888. She has an excellent body and front,

is .short-faced, but hardly massive enough. This bitch was
in whelp to the late Horace, who had died shortly before

my visit to the kennel, and this is the only bitch that was
in whelp to him; and as Horace was a bigger dog than IL
ford Chancellor, some good-sized progeny are now, I hope,,

trying to run round the kennel. Lady Pamelia was shown
once, in Boston in 1888, when she won a S35 siiecial.

By this time I could not but admire friend Pritchard's
arrangement of the kennel, as my interest was kept at

fever heat all the time and I had not seen the best yet—but
we were coming to it when he opened the next pen, which
proved to be the quarters of the Sultan of the harem, charn-

pion Ilford Ctiancellor, and as such was wearing an insignia

of ofi&ce in a fine silver studded collar. I never saw him look-

ing better, and I am sure no one would even dream at that

time of his early demise. I have so recently in a late is.sue

of this paper, in" commenting on his death, given particu-

lars both of his breeding and his wimiings that it is no use
repeating them here; but to show what a good dog he was I

may remark that at the Crystal Palace show in 1888, under
Dr. Turner, he beat such dogs as Hotspur, Victor Hugo,
Admiral, Prince of Wales and Montgomery for the challenge

prize. lie was another importation of Mr. Moore's in 1889,

and from this gentleman Mr. Whitney purchased him. He
was the sire of Ilford Cato, Chocolate Girl, Coral, Ilford,

ilford Conciuest, Ilford Chorister, and he was just begin-

ning to make his mark as a sire iu this country. Some of

his litters were very large, of more than ordinary promise,
and next year may see some of his stock iu the prize lists of

the shows. With this dog was a young bitch pup, by cham-
pion Beaufort out of Gerda, bred by Mr. Wincheli and ])ur-

chasedbythe Flour City Kennels from Mr. Thomp,son, of

Washington. This bitch is quite well made, good bone and
body and nice head, and will no doubt be seen to good
advantage at future shows. She will be about 1.5moe. old
now.
Oar tour of inspection conchided with the batlrroom at the

end of the building with its tubs and other wa.shing iDara-

Shernalia. The ventilation and light in this building has
een well arranged and the total absence of smell in any of

the kennels was very noticeable. The dogs lie on pine shav-
ings in summer, and this gives the keunel a pleasant odor,
besides being death on fleas. Behind the main building is a
sma.ll place used as an ice house for storing meat, of which
a good deal is used in the food, and judging by the looks of

the dogs, Mr. Pritchard's home-made recipes must be appre-
ciated by his canine charges, In entering the kennels from
the i-oad one passes through an old-tasf)ioned garden of half
an acre in extent with lots of shade from numerous quince,
apple and otluar fruit trees. This will be utilized for four
kennel runs from a new kennel which will contain the stud
dogs. A capital plan, as these should never, if possible, fxj

kept in the same briilding with the bitches for very obvious
reasons. Nothing )jut bitches and pups will l»e housed iji

the buildings I have described above. Behind this plot of
ground is another large inclosure where the bitches are
turned in to have a run. Overlooking the kennels is a high
embankment, on the top of which the Ttome & Watertowu

friend Pritcbard, like most of u.«, has a "bone in bis back,"
as the .saying goes. Here is also a windmill pump, that
supplies the kennels with water. Further down the road is

another tract of ground, used now as a vegetable garden,
which Mr. Whitney -will turn into a half-mile track for his

trotters to be jo.gged on.
The pangs of hunger by this time began to make them-

selves manifest, so turning once more to the busy haunts of
trade, I found Mr, Whitney in an atmosphere of "wheat
futures," and while waiting for him I might here remark
that a fondne,ss for dogs is no passing whim of Mr, Whitney:

country I sincerely trust that another year there will be uo
such cause for complaint. After a pleasant lunch at Mr.
Whitney's residence, a meal made bright by the presence of .

Mrs. Whitney, 1 visited the stables bediind the housej which
contain .some' live, or six very nice trotters, one of which ha.s

shown a 2-M gait; this is a half sister of Monbars, the
noted two-year-old trotter, and will ere this be now in the
hands of the noted Budd Doble, who will bring out of her
whatever record-smasbing pace there is in her.

_
As we

jumped into the perfectly appointed sidebar behind two
lovely young mares f asked the owner why his fancy leaned
so much to the tenderer sex in his trotters. "Why," he
ansvv'ered, 'dame a luirse nud he's done for, lame a ma,re
and you still can use her for breeding purposes." Some
people may call that hor.se sense, and I'll agree with them.
Anyhow, I bad a uu:).'it charming drive to Oriental Beach,
and jogging quietly home in time for dinner several hours
were spent till ti-.ain time in plea.sant chat that was not "all
dog." H. W. li.

LORD CLOVER'S PEDIGREE.

Edito r Fovcs-A a nd SI ren in:

Inasmuch as your corre3pondent*"Onlooker" pronounces
the Lord Clover matter still iu a half baked condition tor
lack of evidence, it may be well to outline the testimony
still in my possession.
First of' all 1 have a number of English for sale lists, stud

cards, cidHlo.Hiuis, eic, All of them aidedate this Lord Clover
turmoil and all of Lhem coni;nin strong corroborative tes-
timony in favui- oi' tht- rHvligroL- under di:Hcussion. They
show the breeding of Mi-, Proctor's Hosalind jnst as clearly
as the stud book, also ttiafc of Mt-. Hartley's Lady A^ara, Mr.
Talland's TiOla, Captain Openshaw's Linden. Mr. Proctor's
Lothair, Mr. Houlker's Haughty Nellie and Haughty I)ais:y,

Mr. Kilvert's Cestrian Psyche aud other.^. All of these ani-
mals have the blood of Ijord Clovei-'s dam and maternal
grauddam. Little Dorrit, in their veins iu greater or less de-
gree, and the documents descriptive of them show unequiv-
ocally that their owners think as I do. They one and all

make out the sanie case as that with which Dr. Cryeris con-
fronted. More than that 1 hfive the direct testimony of a
number of well known l-'luglish breeders, and there is not a
single point of difference or a conflicting stateaient through-
out, Mr. Hoiilker, the present secretary of the English Pug
Club, owns Lorrl Clover's sire. He formerly owned all of
Lord Clover's litter brothers and .sisters, together with his
younger sister Hau.ghty Nellie, aud a dozen others of the
.same strain. Mr, Houlker wrote me that there was not "a
shadow of a doubt" as to the integrity of the pedigree with
which everybody but Dr. Cryer accredits Lord Clover. The
stud cards of Lihdon, a litter brother of Lord Clover, and of
Mr. Proctor's Lothair, another full brother of the dog, show
the same thing. -Joseph Openshaw, who ownsLindon,wrote
me that the pedigree was unimpeachable. Mr. Kilvert's
Cestiian Psyche won three firsts at the Agricultural Hall
this year and was first also in open class bitches at Birming-
ham last month. Her pedigree in»volves all that I affirm of
Lord Clover's. The challenge cla.ss bitch Lola was bred by
Mrs. Britain, who also bred Champion Little Count and
Little Countess. Lola is by Lord Clover's brother Lothair
and her pedigree is so given by her owner. Lady Candy-
tuft, winner of first at Bristol and at Birmingham this year
is by Lord Clover himself ex Lady Clematis. Her owner, the
Rev. Dicker, assured me long ago that the pedigree I sub-
mitteil to him. was authentic. I can show over the signa-
tures of these breeders and of others a condition of aft'airs

that no incomplete stud book entry will set aside. Dr.
Cryer's blunder was simply a failure to disdinguish between
things that differ. He probably understands now that

THE LATE OHAJVIPION

Owned by Mr. James W.

he has been an ardent lover of mastitts for upward of fifteen

years, but until he purchased Horace, by champion Minting
but of Duchess, he had no idea of indulging in a kennel of
prize-winning stock. It was not till the winter of 189()-91

thHt the opportunity arose, through Mr. Moore's intention
to devote all his energies to St. Bernards, that Mr. Whitney
was able to lay the foundation of the liiie kennel he now
has, by purchasing such dogs as Ilford Chancellor, Lady
Coleus", Lady Dorothy, Caution's 0v,tl Daughtei-, Miss
Caution, etc., aud .-it once stepping to the top of the tree. Iu
Mr. Pritch-ru-d he has an able manager, one whose training
has been principally with m-astifi's, first in the Winlawu
Kennels aud then with Mrs, Grant.
The kennel has had little opportunity yet to rear much

young stock, but for the ,Q:ood of the mastiffs bred in thig

ILFORD CHANCELLOR.
Whitney, Rochester, N. T.

omission is not necessarily prohibition. In one entry, tha^
of Lord Clover himself, the stud book fails to carry out the
schedule of the dog's lineage to completion. In place of

tracing it elsewhere. Dr. Cryer appears to have fiown to the
seemingly not very distasteful conclusion that Lord Clover
was not as well bred as some folks imagined. This is the
way it looks at least to a man up a tree. In any event there

does not appear to be a scrap of evidence other than the

omis.sion just mentioned to conflict with the fact that this

dog was bred by Mr, Goulding, not Mr. Chatterton, and that
his dam, Nellie, was bred by Mr. Proctor out of Little Dor-
rit, Little Dorrit by Max ex Midge. If Dr. Cryer will table
his cards I will cheerfully match facilities with him so far

as this one case is involved. Thos. L BALLANTINE;.
Pkobia, 111.
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IN RE ANTONIO VS. MAID OF KENT.
J

Editor 'Fore,>ii a nd Stream:
At the close of t:be Central Field Trials I was courteously

informed by the reporters that tliey would dissent from the
judges' decision iu the four-hour race.

By disc-tiKsiou, I soou learned that they diiSerefl from ns in
retiard to importuQt matters of fact, aud also in regard to
the beaiiua; of fa.cts upon the issue.

\Vbile iiisc]aimiu.£; any wish to enter into coBtroversy, or
to complain of criticism, it seems to rae proper to give the
public the case as the judges saw it.

Autouio had the luck to draw the bye, and was sent to run
his bye heat under Mr. H. Penry as side judge. It was ex-
l>eeted to finish the All-Aged Pointer Stake before noon
and to bepin the four-hoiu* race in the afternoon, therefore
we ordered out Antonio to run his bye so as to be in readi-
ness to .^0 down against the winner of first heat, which
would be run at the same time. Unfortunately, the Pointer
Stake could not be finished in time, so that Antonio got a
(lay's rest more than the other dogs. We might have stopped
the niinnog of the bye, but hardly thought it right when we
had brought Mr. Avant out some four miles with his dog.
Pjspecially as he had yielded his allotted place in the draw-
ing to euaVdc us to so arrange the running as to avoid the
necessity of making Paul Bo run a heafc for the Absolute
All-Aged Stake and a foui--hour heat on the same day. The
original drawing was very favorable to Mr. Avent, and after
his consent] ne to change it for the accommodation of a com-
petitor, we did not think proper to subject him to a further
and arbitrary change.
Fortunately the disability of Paul Bo gave Maid of Kent

a bye. a id so m.ade matters even between her and Antonio.
For the sake of complete equalitv we had Maid of Kent run
her bye heat under Mr. Penry ali?o. Mr. Penry, 1 will say,
has acted as .steward of our trials for three years, and is a
very good handler in private, so there can be no question of
his competence. But in his report tons he mentioned a
fact whose V)earing he did not himself perceive.
Maid of Kent being a good retriever her handler shot and

killed birds at every opportunity, she retrieving. No less
than twelve were brought to bag in the bye heat.
The iai(j<n'tantrest afforded by this change from galloping

and searching was not overlooked by the judges, and was
thought ^o be something of an offset to Antonio's advan-
tage.s. Now, as to the work in the final heat.
Ar.toniowas surely handicapped by the illness of his

handler, Mr. Avent, who was suffering from grippe. About
an hour after the start one of the reporters got in front of
Mr. Avent in a narrow path; he wishing to pass and unable
to make his voice he°rd, struck the reporter iu the hack
\yith a cornstalk, at the end of which was a clod of earth.
Shortly after, the dogs having passed through cockle

burs. Antonio got some under his legs and was pulling at
them with his teeth. Avent stooped over to help remove
the burs. At the moment I gave the order to move on the
reporter above mentioned charged on him suddenly and
dealt bim a swinging blow on the head with a large corn-
stalk having a heavy lump of clay on its roots. The blow
WHS so hard as almost to knock him down, and in his con-
dition, being quite sick with the grippe, it was near being
(Jecisi vi^ of the race. Avent remained dazed and stupid for
so:ne lime, and did not recover so as to handle with ordi-
nary skill or judgment in the rest of the beat.
Although Avent was blamable in provoking the attack,

I felt it to be my duty to reprove the reporter, because I con-
sidered that he was there in the exercise of a public func-
tion and should have remembered that the interests of Mr.
Harris, the owner of Antonio, were jeopardized by this bit
of horse play. I will add that every proper apology was
made, and T wotild not brine ttp this affair it the heat could
be fairly undei-siocid without it. Its extreme importance
will be stfen when I explain that during the confusion Maid
of Kent went on without competition and found a bevy
which she pointed well. The location of this bevy was
known to the handlers, and there is no doubt Avent would
have sent bis dog there, too, had be not been interfered
with. Twelve minutes before the end of the heat Maid was
lost, and when found after time was called she was pointing
a rabbit.
Meanwhile Antonio had finished strong, galloping well

and ranging wide. The only foundation for the report that
he was iuclined to quit was in the fact that he stopped be-
hind a l)nsh to eat some carrion, the halt only amounting to
about five seconds, he going on and continuing to hunt
when ordered. The dogs had ranged so wide and been sep-
arated so much that each judee saw only part of the worK.
On comyjariug notes and observations, the judges were tied
on the result of the heat and could make no award on it.

The heat system as practiced from the beginning of the
Central Field Trials Club has required the judges to con-
sider the entire work of each dog throughout the stake.
Therefore in a tie or a. very good heat the award is given

to tbo dog whose previous work is the best. (See Running
Piules, pagt'S, Rale 12.) "We were surprised and shocked
when one reporter who has been present at our succes.sive
trials and had copies of every edition of our rules, should
declare himself ignorant of this feature, and when it was
explained to him deny the propriety of applying it. In truth
we had no choice bnt to apply it unless we dispensed with
all scruples of conscience.
Whettier it is a good I'ule or not is a different question. In

our summing up we found that Maid of Kent had pointed
one bevy the most, while Antonio bad a majority of one on
singles. She bad flushed two bevies that she had the best
of chances to point. He flushed one when absolutely pushed
on from his point by his handler. He made two false points
and pointed too often where birds had lately flushed. He
showed more fatigue than she, especiallj' at the beginning
of the last half hour, but freshened toward the last. She
went off her nose and passed right thi-ough the midst of
birds without owning scent; her pace was slower than his
and she showed less industry in tier work. She ran very
strong and ranged as far at the close as at the beginning.
Anvonio was lost three times duringtheheat bnt was always
found pointing birds in thick covert near the line of march,
not dropped to his point but standing. About half an hour
w^ould cover the total time he was lost. He showed great speed,
fine style and great industry in his work, and had good nose
all through. As faults are mostly mentioned above, the
linovession may arise that the work in general was poor.
Oil lije cantrary.it was brilliant beyond all ijrevious trials.

The final heat v,'Rs better than "previous finals, and the
work of the two pointers was far better than even that of
winning setters in previous years. The heat between An-
tonio and Rip Rap was probably the finest ever run in field
trials. Any hour of it taken alone would make a brilliant
heat iu all-age stakes'. The advantage of Antoruo was
clear, and why his worK aroused no more enthusiasm is a
mystery to 3ne.

On a previous day we had seen Count Eric do some re-
markable bird finding iu a sour, headstrong way, and all
were highly delighted, as was proper, for it was' truly a
great performance. But Antonio found as many bevies and
more singles, was tractable and obedient, as wide-ranging
fast dogs go, being surpassed in this by Paul Bo alone, of
all the fast setters we saw. His work was done more
cleanly, and his speed was greater. Wby, then, was he not
a favorite!' The dog has one fault, that a very plain and
utimistakablc one. He is inclined to point at too faint a.

sceaf. and consequently stops where birds have lately
flushed, or to the scent of small birds. However, he usually
corrects his own error if time is given. Tiiis fault was
made more prominent In the heat with Maid of Kent b^' the
injudicious work of his handler, wlio repeatedly stopped j

him when he wanted to draw on and locate, and forced him
on when he was staunchly pointing, thus ruining his finest
opportunities for bird work.

I think loo ujuch importance has been attached to this
fault. When a remarkable dog has one solitary and plainly
marked defect, however .slight 'it may be, he is apt to be put
below others who are inferior to him in everything else. In
my opinion this is wrorjg, and is the most crying evil of dog
judging and of criticisms on the same. Antonio did not re-
trieve, but this was scored against him and handicapped him
in another way, for tbe pointers were excellent retrievers
and their handlers shot birds which they retrieved, thus ob-
taining a rest from galloping. The judges were obliged to
order handlers to stop .shooting or the handicap would have
become too great. The services of a third judge were ur
gently needed. Mr, Churchill, who was to have been with
ns was prevented by very urgent biisiness which it was ex-
pected he Avould terminate in time for the Free For All.
When at the last we learned he could not, we made all pos-
sible effort to replace him, but found that serious objection
was made by one or other of the contestants to every person
whose services wei^ then and there obtainable. We had no
choice but to finish the work by our.selves, which we did to
the best of our ability with the 'result known.
As a matter of opinion on the question of the relative

merit of the two breeds I will say that I think that if

enough pointers had started in the four hour race to make
their numbers equal that of the setters, their superior endur-
ance would surely have made one of them a winner. In a
short series the setters have the advantage from their quick-
ness on birds. At the end the pointers appeared little worse
for wear, while the setters Iwere more or less leg weary,
though neither Antonio nor Paul Bo were anywhere near
quitting. Still their ability to go on rnnning through a
longer series seemed doubtful, v/hile that of the pointers
did not. Reverting to the advantage Antonio mav have
secured iu the time his bye was run, 1 wish to explain that
the judges did not think that amounted to anything. Rip
Rap, who came down against him, had one day and two
nights rest, and in our belief was as fully restored as he ever
would be from the fatigue of one heat. Antonio had two
days and two nights and we did not think the extra time
was of any advantage to him, as he would have been fully
rested in twelve hom's less. Our deci.sion at the end as-
sumes that the heat between Maid of Kent and Antonio
was a tie, as also their bye heats, but that Antonio's work
against Rip Rap was better than Maid's against Chance.

.1. M. TEAor.
[Mr. Tracy's suggestion that the trial was affected by the

exchange of courtesies between Mr. Avent and one of the
reporters hardly merits serious comment. Bttt giving to
the incident the importance Mr. Tracy claims for it Ave
suggest that if the handler basted a reporter in the bact;
with a lump of dirt he invited a ba.sting in return, and so
was himself alone responsible for the effects of the encoun-
tei'. The business of a handler is to run his dog, not to
thump reporters; reporters are only human after all; if

thumped, they thump back again. But to find in this ridic-
ulous and trivial incident anything affecting the work of
the dogs or affording a basis for a decision of their merits
appears to us to be not less misleading than it is ingenious.
It reminds us of this little story told by Charles Dudley
Warner at the Author's Club the other night:
"There was once a robber in Cairo who fell from the second

story of a honse he was trying to enter and broke hisleg. He went
to the cadi and camplained. The man's window was badly ina<1c
and he wanted juBtice. The cadi said that was Teaaonable, anil he
summoned the owner of the hou.^e. Tne owner confessed that the
bouse was poorly huill, bat claimed (hat the carpenter AVaa to
blame, and not he. Thi^ struck the cadi as sound logic n.od he
sent for the carpenter. 'The charge Is, alas, too true,' said the
carpenter, 'but tbe masonry was at faiiU and I couldn't lit a good
window.' So tiie cadi, impre.ssed with the reai^onableness of
the argument, sent for the mason. The mason pleaded
guilty, but explained that a pretty girl in a blue gown
had passed the building while he was at work, and that
his attention had b«en diverted from his work. The cadi
thereupon demanded that the girl be t>rought before him. 'It i;<

true,' she said, 'that I am pretty, but it's no fault, of mine. If my
gown attra.cied the mason, the dyer should he punished, and not
J.' 'Quite true,' said the cadi, 'send for the dyer.' The dyer was
brought to the bar and pleaded guilty. That settled it. The cadi
told the robber to take the guUty wretch to his hoiise and hang
him from the door-sill, and the populace rejoiced that Justice nu'l
been done. But pretty soon the crowd returned to the cudi's
house, complaining that the dyer was too long to be properly
hanged from his door-sill. 'Oh, well,' said the cadi, who by that
time was fcufForing ennui, 'go find a short dyer and hang him.
.justice shall prevail.' "]

GLOVERSVILLE DOC SHOW.
" A WFUL muddle—judging does not commence till Wed-
J\. nesday.—P.," reads the special to PoKEST And
Stream on the opening of the &loversville show. Accord-
ing to the catalogue there were 100 entries. Mastiffs and St.

Bernards are chiefly locals. Grreyhounds have Spinaway in
the challenge class. Foxhounds' are local. Pointers show
up well with Mr. Hyland's well-known winners. Sir Fred-
erick, of the Seminole Kennels, will take care of the English
setter division. This same kennel also show their noted
Ii'ish setters, and Mr. Blossom is on deck with his well-
known team of Gordons. There are five native setters en-
tered. Cocker spaniels are good with Mr. Bell's and Mr.
Browning's entries, others are from local fanciers. Semi-
nole Kennels take care of the collie classes with their well-
known dogs, and Dr. Sneden's Winning Wagtail is one of

the two bull-terriers. The Rockland Kennels and Mr. Zim-
mer's entries till the beagle classes. In fox-terriers, Wood-
ale Kennels with live entries and Wilton Kennels and Clai--

ence Rathbone's Avell-known dogs will make competition
interesting. Several well-known pugs are entered. Mr.
Ru.ssell's noted Bedlingtons fill three classes, and Pat Mur-
phy is the only Irish terrier repre,sentative. There is also a
show of poultry with 477 entries.

VALUABLE SETTER IMPORTATIONS.—Bridgeport,
Conn.—Editor Forest and Stream: I received by s.s. Cir-
cassia, Dec. ir), the English setters Devon Shot and Devon
Daisy from the kennels of John Lee Bulled, North Devon,
England. The dog is iJyrs. old this month, weighs about
40lbs,, has a magnificent evenly marked black and tan head
and solid blue belton body. He is a very rangy built dog
with the cleanest of necks set on to good shoulders, well
arched loin, strong hindquarters and excellent legs and feet;

in fact, his general make ui) iy so different from the type of
English setter that have been imported of late that 1 was
agreeably surprised and felt like asking if he had not come
from Tennessee, the home of our field trial setters, instead
of the laud of roast beef and plum pudding. He goes with
me on a hunt this week, and I'll let the public see him in
New York in February. In breediug he is by Bang IV. (ch.

Sir Allister—Belle ot Furness); dam, Queen Bess (ch. Sir
Al lister—Beauty Queen), she by Fletcher Roek out of Flash
11. Devon Ddisy, 18mos,, is a small white bitch, black ptitch
over each eye, black ears and one spot on back: she is a very
handsome little bitch, excellently put up for work, which
she has demonstrated to me already she can do, but will have
to be controlled more for our hunting as she is a very fast
and wide ranger, and is at work every mc-ment in the field.

She is a pure Laverack, sire Topp: dam, JUadj' Babb; Topp
(Monk of Furness—Bridford Sybil), she by Count Howard-
Princess Ada Lady Babb isby Prince of Welt&—PortonMis.s,
by Beau of Bull—SnuQ:, by Bine Prince—Old Kate, and as
Mr, Bn lied say.-, is extra v.i'iuable because of her Blue Prince
and Tam O'rihanter bl'iod which .^he runs to on all sides of
her pedigree. She is in whelp to Devon Shot, being bred at
Mr. BuUed's sugsrestiou a Aveek before she sailed.- Jam£S
E. HAIB., V.S, '

I

PSOVOI.

WE have seen a very interesting letter on the Psovoi,
which term we shall henceforth use instead of Bai-zoi,

that this Russian authority says has no meaning in the light
that we have accepted it. Some time since we spoke of the
functions of the Psovoi dog in Russian coursing, namely to
.simply corrrse the wolf after being made to break cover by
the pack trained for that purpose and which must not leave
the edge of the cover, but as soon as the wolf gets away must
return to work agam and put up another. We fliid this
Russian says the essential points to all Psovoi dogs are (!)

' 'a

very large, full and dark eye: in fact, the gazelle eye.
A long, narrow and perfectly lean head without any break
in the line of the profile. (3) Ears placed far liehind, small
and oA'^erlapping on the back of the neckj easily cocked, and
then presenting the appearance shown in the portrait of Mr.
Vysheslavtseft"'s dog in the iS7ioof m(/ Times. (4) Paw close;
compact and oval-footed—by no means rottnd, (S) A deep-,

narrow chest, reaching below the elhoAA^s. (0) A pOAvel'ful
loin and .stern. (T) A tail richly hung on the lower side;

sci miter-shaped and soiiiewhat longer than the knee joints.''
In another letter this gentleman gives some interesting

infofmation regarding Mr, Hacke's recent importationsi
which were said to have come from the (xrand Duke George
Mikhailovitch's kennels, owing to that gentleman's being
temporarily under the cloud of the Czar's, his cousin, dis-
pleasure for marrying a maid of honor of his late mother.
Now as to this leading to any disposition of his kennel is

said to be untrue, for the Czar personally and many of the
Imperial family own grand coursing hounds, hut to procure
even a pup of them, except through a special favor in the
shape of a present, is a thing .simply rinheard of. ihey af'e

never sold , and this is giVen as a fact. And the simple idea
of this appears monstrously absurd to any one who has the
slightest notion of how things go in Russsia. Generally
tite selection of pups from the litters is an affair personally
attended to by the Imperial owners, and the pups fotmd de-
fective are ordered to be destroyed. The kennel servants,
however, often sell these defective pups on the sly or in lact
any pups, as whelped by the Imperial bitches, for, of course,
there are many who want to get, at any price, a pup bred In
the Imperial kennels, or at least reputed to be sUcb. All
this goes to show the lot furnished by Mr. Rousseau to be a
doubtfnlly acijuired one, and though this gentleman is in
touch with the dogAVorldof Russia it is only recently, On
receiving a letter from America, that he had heard of Mr.
Rousseau.
We are told further that the animosity existing between

the leading breeders of Rnssiaa coursing hounds is a source
of great annoyance to most Russian sportsineu. They ha ve
but one breeder who breeds for sale, a Mr. Karieff. and
baa among his dogs descendants of Naiar, and this gentle-
man has very much influenced the getting up of the'~stand-
ard. The real strong points of this gentleman's breed are
coat, ears, size, pasterns, tail and a great speed for short
distances (characteristic of the northern Russian cour.sio'i

bound, together Avith great pluck and a wonderful "fling."
The back is said to be A^ery bony and poor in mu'^cle, which
gives rise to the nickna'me given totheKarnff breed of
"Sturgeons of the Psovoi l.'reed.''

Then there is another leader with another type, Mr. flal-

dareii, an acknowledged leader of a more numerotls section
of coursing Qien. He is a well known judge and thinks tbe
reproduction of the old types quite impossible and his ideals
are called the ErmolotI dogs, AA'ho are descendants of the
old Machevarianoff dogs, of which the dogs Serdectimgi and
Kara are good examples, both bred in Mr. Brmoloff''s ken-
nels, and which Mr. KaiTeff' wants disqualified owing to
their having Oriental blood in their veins. Mr. Machevari-
anoff', the authority on Russian coitrsing, and who died
some thirty years ago, it seems, mixed some Cattcassian
coursing blood in his breed to give them better eyes and last-
ing power, for the old dogs, bred for coursing bn short in-

tervals, between great tracts of forest, Avere and are verj'
fleet on distances not exceeding 700 to SOOyd.s., but beyond
this distance they cannot run.
This shows the dift'erent positions of the leading coursing

hound "amateurs" of Russia. The Ermoloff—JiJacbevari-
auofi' dogs' good points are ''a graceful and slim build,
head.s, eyes and paAVS." Thus It would require both Kari''

eir and Ermoloff stud dogs to constitute a good Russian
coursing hound kennel. This Russian says, according to
drawings, that Elsie's head was decidedly superior to Kri-
Intt's, and on the o(ber baud neither Krilutt, ZIoeem, or in

fact any of the Russian conr.sing hounds in America whose
portraits he has seen can be qualified as even second-class
specimens, the heads being particularly defective. Argos is

said to be a very valuable sire owing to his good head and
hindquarters. On the (jupstion of color he .says that black
must be considered a defect in the Karieff type which were
bred from the old type without any admixture, and the
original colors of these dogs were gray, cream, and reel

(rather roan), and even red was considered by some as a
defect. The Marchevarianoff, and subsequently the Ermo-
loff dogs, haA^e inherited black from the Cancassian sirea

alluded to above, and consfquently owing to the difference
of opinion, Mr. Chybysheff, one judge who believes in the
Karieff type, disqualifies for black, Avhile Mr. Baldaroff,
another equally^ good judge, does not, as he believes in the
Ermoloff' straiu. As there is an absence of any relialde
Kennel Club stud !>ook. the identification of certain sires is

very ditbcult, but the wide interest now being developeil in
these PjoA'^oi dogs all over the world will no doubt spur the
Russians to take some definite action in regard to keeping
proper records ot the breed

.

DOME-SHAPED SKULLS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I saw in a'our paper some time .since an article from the
pen of the Rev. Robert O'Callahan on "Irish setter type,"
and amongthe many good suggestions as to importing Irish
setter.^, etc., there was a statement like this: "Tlie pure
bred Irish setter should above all else have a dome-shaped
skull." Now, acknowledging the reverend gentleman to
be an authority in Irish .setter matters, I vv'ould ask, as a
breeder, does the expression "dome shaped" convey the ides,

of foi'm most desirable in the Irish setter skull, and should
this be our aim or standard in breeding.-

A dome-shaped skull, as I understand it, is one rising in
all directions and having its highest point about mid-\v.-y
from eyebrow to occiput, an illustration of which we see tu

Mr. Scanlan's Inchiquin and to which that of Desmond II.

also approaches. Should not an Irish setter skull rather b"
more of the folloAviug form':' Prom a muzzle square at ttsi-

end and of good length, ri.sing sharply under v,'ell rais d
ej^ebrows to a point about one-third the di.stance from eye-
brows to occiput, thereby forming a strong stop, thence with
a slight but gradual rise to occiput, where it falls rather
abruptly to a well-shaped neck. Such a skull has in profile

a rather long appearance as of a flattened oval, and from a
rear view an oval outline. This skull I believe is similar tfi

that found in such dogs as champions Elcho, Jr., Glencho,
Tim and many others of the Elcbo strain. I make no pie
tensions to authority, but in studying the breed it has cc
cured to me that the peculiar shape of the skull is a very
important matter to those Avho would breed succestfidl.\ =

for herein lies one of the strong points of character and out-

on which l:he A'arious authorities and standards are com-
paratively silenL Redstone.

Names and Poktuaxts op Birds, by (lurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly iatereating to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kllL OlQfch,^ pageg* Drice §3.60. For said by Fo^ST
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DOG CHAT.
BECATTSE tfiei- Balldoff Club of America did not oflEer a

series of specials at other shows in addition to their fine

display at last W. K. C. show, it was tliought by several
people that their gigantic effort was a sort of expiring
kick. The club has kept very quiet dnrina: the year, btit

from a letter wp received from l\fr. G. T). Ctia;le, the secre-
tary, we note that the club is out again to ('haileuge the ad-
miration of extaibitors by a generosity completely surpass-
ing any previous effort iu this respect made by either this
club or any other specialty club. The Bulldog Club will
offer at the Westminster Kennel Club show, cups, medals
and cash prizes as follows: Five solid silver cups, value
IBoO. Thirteen solid silver club medals, value SI 80. t)nc
kennel prize of and twenty cash priices of $15, $10 and 15
in eight classes, making a total of $200 more, and a grand
total of *;l,005 At the 1891 show .specials to the value of
"-:'78 were competed for, so that this coming year ^227 more

•i! he offc-ied. Only club members can compete for these
ciaJy, but as nearly everyone that owns a good bulldog is

.1 lii ember, or should be, competition is not Very much re-

stricted thereby. It is well known what influence for good
the Bulldog I'kib has already had on the breed, and the great
nur.ilicr of entricy (fifty-one) its generosity and enterprise
brcuahr, out ar New York last year, and we trust that the
bulldog mtu will respond in a way that will show the Eng-
lish judge, Mr. Geo. Raper, that the breed has not been
neglected. Mr. liaperis facile princcps as a judge of this
breed and is noted as the breeder and owner of the once
great Rustic King. Mr. Cugle conchrdes his letter to its

with a little biur-st that is p.artictilarly applicable: ' Breed-
ers, don't fofiiet the American-breds, for it is more than
likely that Mr. Uaper, with bis yeai's of breeding, will see
more iu the youngsters than we of less experience, t^well
the club TOember.ship and face the .judge with all the entries
you can make.'"

Mr, Pflul Schmnaclier, Frankfort, Germany, is, we under-
stand, shipping a smooth-coated St> Bernard dog called
Marko by the steamship Kttssia to Mr. fxeo, W. Schenck,of
Ly.ms, la., who is well known among St. Bernard men.
The dog was bred by Dr. Caluminus, and is forwarded to
this country through Mr. Goldsmith., the well-knovm for-
warding agent for live stock.

There are several breeders of teiTiers and pet dogs that do
not advertise their .stock as they should do, so that would-be
purchasers may have an opportunity to make their selec
cions. The business columns of the Fokest and Stream
afford the very best medium to reach a wealthy class of
;patrons. Hardly a day passes but that we receive queries
by mail where such and such breeds of dogs can be pur-
chased. As this ofhce is not, however, a dog mart, we can
only refer them to our advertising columns. ^We have now
inquiries for a light-weight bull-terrier dog, not over 151bs.
weight; red dachshunde and a pug dog pup. We have the
addresses of the parties wishing do.gs of these breeds and
can furnish them on apt)Hcation. If you want to sell your
stock advertise in the Fokest and Streaat.

Our thanks are due to Mr. Donovan, the secretary of the
Canaduiu Kennel Club, for his kindness in .sending us a
r)roof of the minutes of proceedings at their last meeting.
There is nothing in it, however, which we did not ptibli.sh
last week excepting a rule made that dogs that have won
prizes in England may compete in novice elas.ses in Canada.
This is a ruling that will hardly meet with approbation, as
Princess Florence's appearance iu a novice class would en-
tirely, in our opinion, defeat the purpose for which such a
class is formed.

Wolves have become so numerous in lian Miguel cou at y,
?r. M., that the county corami.ssioners of that county have
laid a bounty of ST.riO per head for their destruction.' Pan
handle raucbmen have been successful in killing wolves
•with fo.xhounds; one pack killed 96 last year. Messrs.
Lewis Lutz and Robt. Minjes havei.sstted a circular inviting
owners of foxhounds to clear their ranges of the savage
pests, heading the circular. "A Woman and Child Devoured
by WolvesI"

It is the fashion nowadays to rake up all the interesting
events in the life of E. D. Fulford, the great pigeon shot ,

and our "Dog Chat" column must keep in line. It is .said
that he had a Jaull pup once that he trained to track and
point quail and partridges, and in one point and flush of the
dog Mr. Fulford killed eight quail at one shot. Next!

At the time of the last Albany show Mr. T. J. Farley did
many of the dog men a good turn by turning some of the
baek rooms of his hotel into a kennel where handlers could
keep their dogs till the show opened after the Troy show
was over. Mt, Farley intends to do the same this year, and
exhibitors can bring their dogs to his place and take care of
them there, or send them there in his charge to stay till the
Albany show opens. He will be at Gloversville to look after
this part of it. His place is almost next door to the dog
show bui'ding and verv convenient for the purpose. It may
be remarked that Mr. Farley did not charge a cent for this
timely accommodation.

We note in our business columns that the noted English
setter Antonio, that did sn much winning at the recent field
trials, is now standing at stud at Mr. D. E. Rose's kennels,
Lawi'encebttrer, Tenn. This dog is a very handsome looking
one, besides being such a notable perforoier in the field. We
are not informed whether Mr. Rose has purchased the dog
or whether he is still owned by Messrs. J, M. Avent and N.
T. Hanis.

From an Alabama paper we learn that Miss Annie Sulli-
van, the teacher of little Helen Keller, who had been under
treatment at the (iibier lostitirte for a dog bite, has left the
establishment "cured,'' and the mastiff puppy Wade, that
did the damage, is now undergoing a course of treatment at
t'be same place.

Mr. Bradford S. Turpin writes us he is down at West
Yarmouth, Mass., for a few weeks hunting with his pack of
Tseagles, that have records in public competition, Clyde,
•June Rose, Gypsey Forest and Belle Ross. This jjack
betweeu them won tour firsts, cwo seconds and two thirds
at the N". B. C, trials. Besides tbe-3e, he has Mr. Parry's
Huoter and a promisinic teu-roontht puppy. He says the
six do some beautiful ru ouing toeeliier, they pack to perfec-
tion, and it is a lucky haxe that ean throw them off. The old
dog Frank Forest is also still iu the ring. In corapyuy with
a-youuc bitch he ran down and ijilled on the grotind two
hares a f-sw day.s ago. We know that we p.v- only echoiUK
otu" readers' sentiments when we wish hope Mr. Turpin vrill

not be selOsh, and as we cannot participate in the stirriTitc
runs, he can ar, least give us an- echo of the music witli his
interesting pen.

We regret to hear that Mi'. Eberhart has lost, from hasty
conspmption, his new stud pug Seven Dollars (33,880). Al-
though Seven Dollars in nan^ej Mr. Eberhatt inforxm m

that it took many, many seven dollars before he could calf
;
some animal; very straight in front and stroagly built
throughout. It is one well known as a good one, having
won the grand medal at Moscow. We are not permitted
to reveal the name.

We hear that Mr. J. L. Little, the Clumber man, has
donated, through the Spaniel Club, S30 for specials in the
Clumber classes at New York show.

Last year there was con.siderable grumbling among exhib-
itors at W. K. C. whose dogs were relegated to the basement.
It is the intention of the management this year to obviate
all that, if possible, and bench all breeds on one floor. To
this end, and to keep down the number of entries, the fee
for each dog will be S.5. To counteract this and keep pact^
with the times, the club will put ixp about J?3,000 more prizti
money.

The amendment to the A. K. C. rules, Mr. Vr6flenburgb
tells us, have been ratified by mail vote of delegates'.

him his own.

How a dog saved his master's life was told the other day
at the Coroner's inquest into the cause of the tieath of Wm.
Dillraan, of Philadelphia, Pa. It appeared that Dillman
and a companion named Wallace were walking along the
Pennsylvania Railroad inTralJord, unconscious that a train
was behind them. Wallace's dog saw the danger and pushed
his master ofl: the track just in time. Dillman had no such
dumb friend, and was struck and killed by the train.

Dog thieves in this city sometimes get their deserts. On
the a man was sent to the penitentiary for six months
for having stolen a bulldog from a man iu Harlem,

Psovoi breeders and those who take an interest in the
breed will be sorry to hear of the death of the Hornell-Har-
mony Kennels' VLidimir, This young dog has won numer-
ous prizes in his short career and gave every promise of
filling out into a capital dog. He vvas one of the famous
Krilutt—Elsie litter and was always shown with Princess
Irma, a litter sister. On Tuesday morning Vladimir was to
serve the bitch Modjeska, but when taken otit of the kennel
he was found to be breathing heavily, and thoitgh a physi-
cian was summoned and everj'thing done that could be, he
died on Wednesday night. Mes.srs.Wixom and Fellows have
our symxjathy in their loss, which is a substantial one, as
large sums have been offered for the pair.

It is mooted that a show given under the auspices of the
National Greyhound Club, and tiuder the management of
Mr. Mortiuier, will be given acAt fall in Brooklyn.

Kennel Editor (after news)—"Hello! old boyl how are you?
Any news?"
Old Boy—"Yes, but promise faithfully, you won't publish

if—then he retails some spicy nib of clog uews that tlie

editor would give his eye tooth to pri ut. But—well, it's

very discouraging.
There are four dogs now on the way or being imported

whose names we cannot get at for this very reason. Times
have changed somewhat, and purchasers of dogs seem to
want to keep their doings secret for fear, we suppose, that
some rival will cable over for another to beat bis; and so it

Here is a letter that has important bearing on the subject
of di.scussiou as to who quoted Duke of Mapleeroft at §7 ,500.

For the protection of American buj'ex's this thing must be
sifted to the botton. The foliowing from Dr. A.. J. Sewell
is suggestive-

LCopv]
VETBRINAH V lNFTHM,\Rr, 1

5'5 EiiiZABETH Street, F.aion Square, S.W. [•

Movembor IP, 1S91, \

Jmiib B/WiJperUMsq x

UiBAE Sir—As 1 cabled you yesterday 1 worjt to Birminitham
'and saw Duke of Mapleeroft. I was obli^red to cd ibcre. ;ih tiie

owner, Mr. T. Smith, refused to bring the dot, np u, Lomlon.
Bowever, from tlie results I might have saved myself the irouhle
anO sou the expense. The Duk'e \s a nice dog and ha s noi n very
good head and also body. He is also a very nice oolo;'. but he has
liad forelegs, the left foot turning out very much, .auci 1 aiu afraid
the defect will never be remedied. The dog baa also rather large
ears, which spoil his expression, that oiherwise would be gootl.
He is small, not measuring more that ;ilin. at the shouhler. His
length ia verv good, measuring from tbo tip of the nose to the tip
of the tail 7£t., and hfi has got plenty of bone, the measurement
rmmd the arm being ISin. Toe measurement round the skull is
about 36Vsin. Tbe dog's muzzle is square and deep, but inclined
to he weali. The price asked, namely -£1,500, is mort ridiculous.
In fact I don't advise you to buy bitn, even at a much lower rate.
* * * (Refers to fee, etc) Yours faithfully. A. ,J. Skwell,

P. 8.—Did somebody recommend you the dog?

This letter shows that Mr. Tom Smith was asking -ti^JiOO

for the dog, and lucky it is there are such men as Dr.Sewell,
on whom American buyers can depend for a protective opin-
ion on dogs on the other side.

The flr.st premium list of the large spring shows is now
before us, that of the Mascotttah Kennel Club. The list of
judges is a distinctly Western one, only Dr. Cryer for pugs
and toys representing the East, and corning as it will Feb. 9
to 1;3, so soon before New York, the show will, we are afraid,
have altogether a distinctive Western flavor, though the
money offered is enough to induce the best kennels In the
country to enter. It is certainly the most liberal list ever
of¥ered in America. In the large breeds the challenge prizes
are S430 and $30, something quite munificent. Open classes
are S2.5, *1.5, silver medal and bronze medal, and the entry
fee for these classes will be $4. In setters, pointers and col-
lies the prizes are $20 and -$10 in challenge, and the same
with silver and bronze medals in the open. Foxhounds,
greyhounds and deerhounds have %lh and -ifilO in challenge,
and the same in open, with .silver and bronze medals for
third and fourth. Other prizes range SIO and s.^ in challenge
and open classes, and as almost every breed has challenge
classes for each sex, the dogs which have earned their titles
will be well taken care of. There are kennel prizes given
ranging from $25 to $10. A -$25 special for the handler with
the best conditioned lot of dogs; S3.5 for best kennel of sport-
ing dogs and the same for non-sporting, and another quar-
ter of a centtu-y for best kennel of toys entered by one exhib-
itor. For toys the entry fee is -12 and all other breeds ex-
cept those mentioned above $3. The judges who will have
the task of placing these valuable prizes are well known
men, though some of them have had little or no^experienee
in the judging ring. St. Bernards, R. .J. Sawyer, Meno-
minee, Mich.; mastlflr's, great Danes, Newfoundlands, fox-
terriers, bulldogs and bull-terriers, Harry L. Goodman,
Chicago; Russian wolfhounds, deerhounds and greyhounds^
Roger D. Williams. Lexington, Ky.; English setters, P. H.
Bryson, Memphis, Tenn.; collies, .Tohn H. Long, St. Louis.
Mo.; Irish and Gordon setters, cocker. Clumber, field span-
iels, foxhoitnds, beagles and bloodhounds, .John Davidson,
Monroe, Mich.; pugs and toys. Dr. M. H. Cryer, Pniladel-
phia, Pa.; pointers, Chesapeake Bays, Irish water spaniels,
and miscellaneous, Tim Donottghtie, La Salle, 111. The
entries close Jan. 23 with the committee, room 717 Chamber
of Commerce, Chicago, 111.

Apropos of Psovois a little bird whispers that Mr. Hacke
intends importing a lot of 75 dogs of this breed. When is
this going to stop we wonder?

Among the new advertisements this week we notice that
Beebe Bros, offer beagles for sale; Jas. Wrinkle a pointer;
Oak Grove Kennels, pointer pups; Chas. E Bunn, mastiffs.
At stud—D, E. Rose offers the English setter Antonio.W ants—W. D. E., two pointer pups.

Mr. D. C. Luse, owner of the American Coursing Kennels,
Great Bend, Kan,, has received from M. Phister, Cincinnati,
six of the finest imported greyhounds in America. They
are from the kennels of Col. "North, the nitrate king of
England. Four are half brothers and and sisters to Fuller-
ton, winiier ot the Waterloo cun three times in succession.
Tne hounds are Norwegian, Belle of Elthan, Beune.rito,
Is'ettle, Field and Carvick.

An offensive and defensive alliance has been consummated
between two noted dog men iu a kennel of Psovoi. We hear
that the kennel has purchased one of the best dogs of this
breed obtainable and it will sail for this country next Sattu-
fiay. Froitt ft. photo we bsre gee^ the dog is a most hand'

BORZOI POINTS.

iN a letter to the English Stock-Keeper the Duchess of
Newcastle writes:

"Permit me to say a few words in answer to 'Highlands'

'

remarks respecting 'Borzoi points ' English judges will
soon ruin this breed if they form a fresh standard: they will
breed animals (not "dogs) as topheavy and useless as the
present St. Bernard, .simply through trying to make ele-
phants of them.
"In Russia they do not cou.sider height a point, simply

symmetry of form and speed for hunting. The average
height of the dogs is from 10 to 18 vershoks i38in. to .^li^in.),
over this height they become coarse, and lose symmetry and
speed which are so much valued.
"With reference to color, a black Borzoi, if placed beside

a white one of equal merit, would have to be content with
second honors. White with colored markings is the favorite
color, then yellow or fawn, and last the dark colors, such af*
gray, blue or black. There are a few brt eders who go in foj'
the dark ones, but they are in the minority.

"I have not seen Mr. Hacke's Osmaday, so cannot say
what his head is like, but certainly the collie type is not
sought for in Russia; they like long thin beads, like Kri-
lutt's and Oosslad's. With regard to shape ot body, I have
ju.st received a young dog from Colonel Tchebishoffi, and
both he and General Balderoff consider his body perfection
(the.se gentlemen are two of the principal judges at the Im
perial shows for these dogs), he is wider in front than anv I
have yet seen, very deep in chest, splendid shoulders with
tremendous bone, very good legs and feet, good arch long
straight tail well let down to the hocks, and can go a great
pace. This dog is grand.son of Nagrajdai, the only one'who
has taken the gold medal single handed. With regard to
the respective merits of Oosslad and Argoss. I have both
dogs in my kennels here, aud certainly, seeing the two dogs
running together, the most unprejudiced observer cannot
fail to say that Oosslad beats his brother in more than one
point, having much the best hindquarters, arch, and move-
ment; and with reference to color, I have a litter by Oosslad
out of a red bitch, and they are all lighter than he is. I
hope a club will soon be formed for these dogs that will
.stick to the old Russian standard, for, in my humble opin-
ion, they cannot be improved, there being no other breed to
eqtial them in grace and perfection of shape; be.sides this,
they have many other qualities, they are most faithful and
affectionate companions, and, as far as mv experience goes,
they are most intelligent. I ought to know, considering 1
have had nearly fifty. "Kathlee^^" NBwaASTLE."

THIS WILL SHIT PROF. ROMANES -Champaign.
111.—^;(?itrtr Forest and Stream: I think I have something
new and remarkable in the dog line that interests me very
much, and I am sure will interest those of your readers
who are lovers of thoroughbred dogs. In April, 1888, I
bought of Mr. Harry Muss, this city, a very handsomely
marked young black and tan terrier bitch out of his prize
winning Lady (2tW2) and by imported Mahomet (4429), which •

I named and recorded as Roseleaf (691.5). When Roseleaf
came in heat I bred her back to Mahomet, as there was no
other first-class dog convenient, and got a healthy, nicely
marked litter of puppies. The third litter of this"^ mating
came June 20, 1890, and judge of my surprise to find one of
a litter of six puppies to be a pure maltese color in place of
the black, tan marks being just the same. Now. I took care
of Roseleaf myself during this mating, and I know no dog
but Mahomet was near her, as I kept her shut up and locked
up till all signs had disappeared. I have bred dogs long
enough to know that to keep them strictly pure every pre-
caution and no chances must be taken. Now, here was a
bitch puppy eligible to registry, as straight bred a black
and tan as ever was born, and a Maltese. I couldn't ac-
count for it then, and haven't yet. Could in-breeding make
it? At any rate she has grown into a fine, perfectly healthy
bitch, which I named Rosebud, kept, and own her now. Her
shape, instinct, actions and tan marks are all terrier. This
same thing occurred in a litter bred by Mr. Harry Mu.ss out
of his Lucy, by Dick. They were whelped February, 1890,
and of a litter of three, two were dogs and both of this color.
Now, Mr. Muss is an old breeder, very careful and perfectly
reliable, and I have every reason to believe these two pup-
pies to be of just as pure blood as Rosebud. When Rosebud
first came in heat, March, 1891. I bred her to one of these
dogs, Harry, but she did not get in pup. Last September
she came in heat again, and on the 37th I bred her again to
Harry and anxiously awaited the result, expecting a part of
them would breed back in color and be black and tans, but
on Nov. 29 she gave birth to a litter of four of the prettiest
Maltese puppies anybody ever saw, every one exactly like
herself and the sire, one dog and three bitches, all healthy,
doing well and as fine as silk. Think I have a new breed
and will name them Maltese terriers. What think you?
Inclosed is tabulated pedigree, which shows their breeding.
—A, G. Adams. [There is already a breed called Maltese
terriers, pure white with long fleecy coat.]

THE HOUND MAKES A POINT.-Philadelphia, N. Y.
—Editor Forest and Stream: A few years ago a party of
men went to Indian Territory hunting birds! They "had
but one dog when they started", but on the way a hound
was picked up. The hound was half bloodhound, the other
half was of beagle blood. When the hound chased a jack
rabbit he would bark loudly, while the other dog would
point—she was a setter. As these men did not want the
hound barking they licked him when he chased rabbits and
chickens. One day the hound was seen to stop for an in-
stant and straighten out in as pretty a point as any dog
ever showed. After he had stood a minute or so he started
after the big jack rabbit he had pointed. He was seen to
point several times afterward.—RAY Speaks.

Jf yon r ifwoHng friend does not read Fokest asd Stream;
why notym him a rJiarming present and do a UUle nmslonwry
loork at the name time by subscnbing to the paper for him. It
uM givi' him, pleasiire fifty4ico times a year. Do you realize
that next year $4 will'buy you 16(54 of these big rriges, and aU
ofUmn devoted to wholesoim, manly sport.

TaB PEKFUCr Pocket OiliER, advertised by Cushinau A Deii-
aisou, is well deserving of Us name, and js one of tbQse handy
little fti'tieles 5hat win anpraoiatdoai ' '
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^^nCRE-HAIRED FOX-TERRIER TANTIYY.-Philadel-
phia. Pa.— Ec7itor Fom-t and Stream: Somewliere in this
sloi'ion.s country of ours -thei'e is Sr sfentletnan who owns
a, wire haired fox-terrier doc- named Tantivy, imported .nine,
1891, hy Ely Czar out of Vere Broom. I want to get, if I
can. the pervice of this do£r, but do not know the name or
address of his owner. Reveval inquiries for same have been
fmitlpss. Can yon give me this information? Another
qnestinn. one that is in harmony with above, will fit in here
revy nicelv. Who is Brokenhur.st? Ts he a fox-terrier, and
was he bred by Mr. Tinne, of England? He—"Broken-
hnrst"—has onven the fox-terricr-loving public several arti-
cles that have been both instructive and interesting. He
must have encouragement, and T hope he will continue to
give to the "fancy" weekly, if he can, the result of his prac-
tica.l experience, for it would be valiiable information that
the American breeders could appreciate and would find use-
ful in their efforts to improve this game and livelj' little
dofT, which in America is not up to tije English .standard.
If von cannot give me the above information, will not one
of the many readers of vour valuable paper who may read
this article favor me?—G. W. Price.

WUN LUNG'S SI.STER.-Ef7?-tor Forest and Stream:
T was somewhat discouratjed over the de^ith of my bitch
Wun 7 June's Sister, as T had hones of her doing well at the
Central, where she died. Mr. McCartnev, her trainer, had
everv confidence in the little animal, and am satisfied did
all in his power to save her. My trainer, W. B. Harvey,
who was handline my entries for the Bexar Field Trials
met with a sad death at his I'anch gate, near Marshall,
Texas, beiniT f'mllv murdered as he was enterinti his yard
ihe nisrht of Nov. 28. It will be remembpred he handled
Mr. Avnory R - Starr's dogs at Texas Field Trials last season,
and with credit, too. He was 28 years of age. and had been
married only two weeks at the time of his death. He had
ill b taken mv dogs and had been handling them only a few
days, and as this unfortunate affair left me with no trainer.
I intended sending for Sister, who I was confident would
.secure a placf in our tiaalp. Under the circumstances T will
have to handle and run my dogs as best I can, and will try
and replace Sister in the near futui'e.—C. M. Rounds (San
Antonio, Texas).

CHRISTMAS. 1S91.—New York City. — Editor Forest
and Stream: A ereat big wild gobbler and a "little brown
jug" proved to be the contents of a box delivered to me by
express last night, being a little expression of friendship of
that great-hearted Southern snortsman, Cok P. Hem-y
O'Bannon. Sperryville. Ya., truly one of God's noblemen.
If his celebrated Blue Ridge Kennels produce stock as fine
as this box contained, he will be nractically alone in high
e.lass setters 'ere m^ny moons. A Merry Xmas and a Hapnv,
Prosnerous New Year to you and your readers.—Geo. W.
La Rue.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Kotes are Inserted without charge; and blanks

{fnralBhed free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED,
ff^" Prepared Blankt> sent free on application.

Virqir Bv T<;berhart Pue Keimelf. <"!llicinnati, O., frir silver
fovvn' pMfj; hi^ch. whelped Nov. 13, isni. by Spokane (cliampion
KmsI)- 1 -y Thrira) out. of East Lake Virgle (champion Bradford
.Rubv—Puss B.).

BRED.
Prepared Blanfes sent free on application.

Pe(igill^ni<-lp—El}fi.rlMrt^sCaHhfm: EhBrbart Pa«r Kennels' (Cin-
cinnati. O,) p"Br hi^ch, Peegy Pryde (EberTiart's Casluer—T<'loss'e

n J tn their EherJiai-t's CasMei' (ohampion Kash—Lady Thora),
Dec. •i'i.

LtlUcOokUe—EDjerhQirVHCn.^hicr. R. L. Rrei-nor's ((^^rf'ttou, N.
II.) pucr bitoh Little Gokbe (.John BuU—Phyllis II.) to Ebfrhart
Puj? Konnels' Eberhart's Cashier (champion Kash—Lady Tljora),
Dec 18.

Mat)h' E.—Sevai T)i)]lars. Eberhai't Pus: Kennels' (Chicinnati,
O.) pnsr 'litoh Mable E. (iJ"nnuion J^ash—Lady T)iurnian) to their
Bevon Dollars ("liHnu.ion Kasli—Lavmia Belle). Dec. 1.

Ninn)jJi—Sir Bcdwcyr-. Smith Bend Kennels' (South Bend, ind.)
St.Bernard hi tcb Nymph to Wyoming Keunela' SirBedivere (Nero
II[.-BeTi<i). Dpp. k

Peecli (rj nrr Jessie IL—JacM Briggs. Dr. W- C. Johnson's (Fred-
^rio1<, Md.) Irish terrier bitch TJeeoh Grove Jessie 11. (Buckler—
Brickio) tn Anerln-Amerinan Terrier Kennels' Jack Briggs (Irish
Ambassador—Bridget), Nov. 37.

WHELPS,
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Gra)ihic"s Lndy. O. W, Batnhelder'a (Weston. Mass.) pointer
hi'ch 'Tr.'inhio'-s Lad v (^liamninn (iranhic—Bloomo). Nov. 2V, six
(two dogfr), by J. L. Anthony's Beppo (Priam—Meally).

SALES.
t^W Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Coimt Boh. Silver fawn pnc: dog, v/lielpfd Aug. 30, 1891 , 1w Brad-
fiivd Ruby IT. out nf Lady Thplma, by Ebprhart Pug Kennels,
Oinciii'iati. O,. to Miss GiuTiie MuhlenhBrg, Charleston, W. Va.

The, f^canvp. Sable and w)iite roui^h cnllie do?, whplued Sept. 9,

] 890, by Thp Squire out of Ladv Tipping, by Dr. W. C. JohuEon.
Frederick, Md., to Jesse Reifsnider, same place.

AN ENLARGED "FOREST AND STREAM."

WITH the issue of Jan. 7 next, which will be the

first number of its thirty-eighth yolume, the

FoEEST AND STREAM will be pex'manently enlarged from

twenty-eight to thirty-two pages.

This change has been made necessary by the growth

of the special interests to which the paper is devoted,

and by the corresponding requirement of more space for

their adequate presentation. The enlargement is to be

taken as an earnest of our pm-pose to increase the in-

terest, usefulness and value of the Forest and Stream:

and by means of the better opportunities thus afforded,

to maintain for it the character it has so long enjoyed

as the representative sportsman's journal of America.

Each of the departments will be benefitted by the

change —Sportsman Tourist, Natural History, Game Bag

and Gun, Sea and River Fishing—and , in particular, our

news columns—the Kennel, Yacht and Canoe, Rifle and

Trap. The generous amount of space now given to Ken-

nel will be maintained, and the room devoted to Trap

Shooting will be so enlarged as to make the department

the most comprehensive and the best arranged contem-

porary record of that sport.

Since this journal was established eighteen years ago,

the popularity of sports with the rod and the gun has

advanced with giant strides; and in the development of

those manly recreations the Forest and Stream has

taken no unimportant part. With their growth it has

kept equal pace in worth, in influence, in cu'culation

and in generous public recognition. What it h&s been

it will be. The record of the past contains the abundant

promise for the future,

_ln 1892 and the years that shall follow, as in 1891 and
the years that have passed, the Forest iND Stream
will stand for all that is best and truest in field sports-

manship; and it will strive to merit from its growing
hosts of friends a continuation of that warm apprecia-
tion and indorsement with which it is now favored.

One word remains to be said: The price will remain
unchanged; $4'per year. Subscribe now.

\ifi^ §-mt(ft mid §nlhryi.

THE REVOLVER COMPETITION.
The holiday season with its festivltiea is not helpful of good

scoring in revolver work. In consequence there is a resting spell
in the shoot. Several Cincinnati shots have entered, and a date
will be fixed there eirly in January with a Eoeest and Stream
representative there as referee. There will be another date in

this city, and preparations are in progress fir .=ome tests in

Chicago and Boston, This will probably close up the entry list,

but due notice will be given in the Fohest A?.n Stream of the
eloping up date for entries and the time and place of measuring
up the disks.

"FOREST AND STREAM" TOURNAMENT
FOK NEW .IBRSOT RIFnE CLTJBS.

Tub H.bsorbiug topic in New Jei-s-'ey rifle shootinfir circles is the
cming tournament for the Forest and Stbe.4m ironhv. Tliere
are twelve clubs entered, iuclud'uff sucli citie=5 as Npwark, Hobo-
ken, Greenville, Jersev Oitv, Marion and Jersev City Rpigbts,
The initial matcbes will be shot on Monday eveniDor, Jar,, 4,1893.
ftallprv .shootinff, which has bpcnme a fixturp in that State, has
flagged eonsidfirahlv during the paFt ypar. and thi« tourna-nipnt.
wbich is for tive-men teamp, v.'ill nn dnuht bring this particular
branch of shooting up to its fnrmpr popularity. The Amateur
Clubs of New .Tersev wa« the title of .•^n organization with head-
qnarter.s in Newark tli.nt surcessfully •^nginc^red tournaments
during the seasons of 18S0, '87. '88, '8f>, 'flO and "91. This season it

was found impossible to create ea^husisjsm and decided to hold no
tournament this vear. The orsraniKatisu in question comnrised
twelve clubs in all and all with beadquarters at Newark. Jersev
City. Hobokeu and. the neighboring cities have quite a number of
prominent clubs, but for some reasoTi or other evory attempt to
arrange a tom'uament has failed up to now. The tournament
will no doubt prove to be a powerful stimulus to the sport, as it

enables the shooters of the different fbibs to befom" better ac-
quainted with one another. The Forest and Stre.4.m tourna-
ment is bound to result in a series of interesting con tests, the entry
list comprising all the crack clubs of the State, among them being
such oldtirae organizations as the Miller Rifle Clu>i, of Hoboken;
Our Own Rifle Club aud Fssex Amateur Rifle Club, of Newark,
and the Excelsior Rifle Club, of Jersey Oitv. The younger cluhg
comprising tlie Standard Rifle Club, of Hohokpu; .lefsen Rifle
Club and Palisade Rifle Club, of .lersey City Heights, and the
Hudson Rifle Club, of Marion. It is impossible even to guess the
probable winner of the handsome trophy offered to the club wiu-
nine the greatest number of matclio=! during the tournament.
Below will be found a list of the clu>>8 entered in the tournii-

ment, together \yith the men who will participate, also the loca-
tion and mpans of reaching tlie various rangps:
Oar Oivn Bifle C!?(b. NeyMrli\—Tp<i.m: John Bander, Wm. Watts.

Gus Widmah, FiPd W. Fettinsr, F- A. Freie-nsehner. C. H. Town-
uend, A. Cbprry, G. ftoprk. .Tohn Coppersmith, G. T). Wpigman.
Range: 136 Springfield avenue, opposite West street, Newark,
How reached: Take elpctrlc cars at any point ou Market street.

Essex Amateur Biflc Cluli, Kewnrlf.—Tea.m: .John Oopnprsmith,
G. D. Weisman. A. C. Npuman. Godfrey Snellen, Wm. Wafts, F.
C. DiPtz, A. D. Welter, Chas. Cooper, .1. K.Wa1=h and B. Cohn.
Ranee: 326 Bank street. Howrpached: Take Roseville car via
Bank street, abnut ten rainu<es ridp from depot.

Essex Indian Bifle Glnh, Newark.—Tf^nm: Frank Helms, Eugene
McOraitb, J. A. McCallum- Wm. C'ark, Geo. Freitag. Harrv
Snyder, Gpo, Oberst. Wm. Wadams. Newell Brower and ,1. H.
Hiiegel. Range: Bank street. How reached: Take Rose-
ville car via Bank street, about ten minutes ride from dppot.
Pvritan Tlifle Chih, ^'^cu!(lrll —Ten.m•, Pred. Danger. Chas. Car-

pputer, Wm. Bansebnau, Kdward Helb, Conrad Kopf, Adam
Saner, Fred. Miller, .'^aniuel Morris. Thos. Risban -ind .John
Woods. Range: 29 Main street. How reached: Take either
Now Jersev Central R. R. and get otT at East Ferry street station,

or Pennsvlvania R. R. and get off at Market street station, then
take the South Oranes horse cars.

Fo?w?jteer Bifle Glut). iVewarTc.—Team: J. Blewitt, A. ^lier, G.
Huher. J. DouKhertv. H. Heniricb, H. Haag, J. Knaisch, W. Tuite.

H. PfeifEer and B. Rpillv. Range: 102 Ferry street. How reached:
New Jersev Central R. R. to East Ferry street station, two blocks
to left.

iJiJler Bifle Club. HoJjo'ken.—Team: David Millpr, Fred B-andt,
Charles Jiidson. Auerust Mevns. Gporge Sehlipht. Louis Vogel.
Ernest Fischer, Louis Sohl, Fred'k Liell. Louis Flach. Range, 80
Hudson street, flvp minutps from D, L. & W. station.

StarifJard BiUe Cluh, TTohoh-cn.—Tmm: Julius H. Kruse, Gott-
lieb M. Roedpl, Henry Becker, J. Bosch, John Mever, Ctaus
Schroeder. J, Stein, Shadrach A. M. Russell, Chris. Inteman, .fohn
Stiel. Range, Jackson street, corner First. How reocbed: Tak«
Grove street car at Hoboken terminus of D. L. & W. R R., get olT

at MoEroe street, two minutes walk from there.
Hudson Biflc Club, Marion —Team; Henry Hansen, John Reb-

han, Walter'Mnssebl, Robert Insrrum, Henry Boddey, Thomas A.
Reynolds, Adolph Malz, Samuel Middleton, A. Braun. Sr.. J. Rua-
seli. Range, 35 Giles avenue. How reached: Penu. R. R. to
Marlon, Oakland avenue cars to Court House, thence to Marion
via Newark avenue, Montgomery strept cars to West Side avenue,
Court House cars to Five Corners. Summit avenue cars to Five
Corners. Monticello avenue cars to Five Corners; also D. L. & W.
R. R. to West End Junction.
ExceMor BMc Glut), Jersey rif iy.—Team: L, P. Hansen, W. H.

Hallowell, Wm. Weber, W. J. Ilennessv, Jo>in Sp^icber. W. J.

Channine, C. L. Penney, James HuKhea, CJhris. Bauchle, F. J. Kit-
tridge. Range, 78Montgomery St rc'ft. How reached: Three blocks
froni Oourtlindt street ferry a nd Penn. R. R. depot, by horse cars
from Pavnnia Ferry, Erie B. R.. aud Hohoken.
Jefsen Bifle Ghiti, Jersey Cttii I-Ie-igliis.—Tea,m: Wm. Jefsen, Wm.

Delgen, Chas Prien, John Plump, Auarust Steuber. xi'rcd Sessmau,
Fred Kloepning, John Sehmer. Louis Muhs and Wm. Yagdmaun.
Range, 69 Zabriskie street. How reaohpd: Hohoken clubs take
Elevated Railroad and chanee to Central avenue car and get off

at Zabriskie street. Jersey City clubs take Pavonia avenue cars to

Five Corners and change to Summit avenue cars to Zabriskie
street. For incomers on Pennsylvania R. R.. get oft" at Marion
station, go to Five Corners and take Summit avpuue cars to Za-
briskie street: for incomers on the D. L. & W. R. R., take Elevated
Railroad at Hohoken to Jorspy City Heights, change to Central
av<=nue cars and get ott at Zabritk'e street.

Palisade Bifle Oluh, Jersey Oity HcigMs.—Team: J. Reinhardt, G.
A. Finger, G. W. Graf. J. Johnson, Geo. P. Herrsehaft, A. Rossy,
G. L. Graft, H. Rosenthal, F. Pfleger. Range, 354 Palisade avenue.
How reached: North Hudson County R. R., Elevated station
within a half block of range.
Greenville Rifle Clul>, Jersev Ctf y-—Team: H. Gotthardt. C. Sohec-

lein, C. Boag. fi. Chayant. G. I^urkess, J. Dodds. W. H. Rohidoux,
J. Cook, J . Kaiser. W. C. Collins. Range, 608 Ocean avenue. How
reached: GreenviUe cars from Jersey City pass the door. From
Newark, take Newark & N. Y. R. R. from Broad street station,

get oil at Jackson avenue and lake hoi'se car to the door.
Howard Bite Cbih, lYeu'ar7f.—Team: Prank Swing, Jacob Ber-

ger, F. W. Fetting, A. Graell, A. Aumhammer: substitutes, F. P.

Laute, J. Mayer, 6. Chapman. C. E, Derivaus, A. Burger. Range,
corner Sprin afield avenue and Howard street. How reached:
Take Springfield avenue CRT (electric) at any point on Market
street. ,

.

The following rules will govern the Forest and Stream's New
Jersey rifle tournament:

1. Open to one team of five men from any reguliirly organized
club in the' State, no man to shoot on more than one team. In
each match each man shall flre ten shotiS on the 25-riug target.

3. Any .23cal. rifle with rim-fire ammunilion may be used, with-
out restrictions as to weight or trigger pull. No telescopic sights
will be allowed.

3. Each man shall be required to complete his score witmn ten
minutes from the time the first shot is fired: two minutes will be

allowed between the last shot on one score and the first shot on
the nest. An allowance will be made, however, for all time con-
sumed in deciding doubtful shots, in repairing range or arranging
lights.

4. In all shootine: a sheet of paper shall he placed behind the
target in such a manner that i*- may be moved after each shot
that is fired. The shooter shall haye the benefit of all doubts that
cannot be decided with the naked eve. Nn shots will be judged
with the aid of any glass. In case the captains of the coutosting
teams so desire, the judge may decide a shot by inserting a .23cal.
bullet for .gScal. plug) in thp buJlpt hole.

•5. All shooting shall be off-hand (hip or body rest allowpd) and
any member who leans or rests any part of his person against anv
support, or who places the Initt of the rifle under his coat, shall
forfeit his full score of shots. Tie matches shall be shot off on the
same date and range where made. The visiting club shall have
the choice of ranges.

6. Each team shall shoot two matches against every other team,
one on the range nf each team. The club winning the greatest
number of matcbes vyill be awarded a trophy, presented by the
Forest and Stream. A fine gold medal will be awarded to the
phooter who makes the highest average in four-fifths of the
matchps. In ca=e of a tie on the number of matches won, the
Forest and Stream will decide upon the time and place for
sbontipg off said tie.

7. The scorer of the home club shall send to the Forest and
Stream the result in fuU of each match within twenty-four hours
after said match is shot- Said scores must be signed by the cap-
tain and scorer of each team, and he certified by the judge.

8. If a protest is made during anv match, regarding the decis-
ion of any official, said protest shall be at once submitted in writ-
ins: to the Forest and Stream, wdmse decision shall be final. In
esse of a disputed shot the tartret shall be sealed at once and
snbmitted as above, tlie shooter finishing his score on another
ta refit.

^
9. Entries must he received by the Forest and Stream. 31S

Broadway, Nev,' York, on or before TuRsday, Dec. 22. Said entry
must give the name of club, location of and how to reach ranpres,
name of prpsident, name and address of secretary, and the names
of the five team members along with five substitutes, none others
than whom shall be allowed to shoot. All matches will be shot
st'-ictly according to a schedule to he arranged by Forest and
Stream, and any team failing to appear for anv stipulated match
will forfeit said match to the r.pposing club. All matches will be
started not later than 8;30 P. M.

SCHEDULE OF MATCHES.
Home Banges. Home Ranges.
a. 4. v.' u ' V/w il ... r uriian,,. .

.

Mon., March 21
'

4. Excpbior 21
4." Hudson . vs. Palisade 21

F.SF.PX Am. . R^r=sex Ind. .,
'. Tues,, 22

5. Voluutppr. .

.

vs. Standard. . 22
6. 'Greenville. .

.

. 'VS. Jpfsen . Wed., 23
8. Howard... . . vs. Excelsior. .

.

Tues,, 23

11. x'jAt CJ.;>n,fA .... ,
^ ' U I w »> 11 . . . Tues., 29

11

!

itXif Ib^if ' . . . Miller Mon., 28
11.' Essex Ind... lis. HudeoTi 38
12. Standard.... , VS. Essex Am . .

.

28
13. Jefsen VS. Volunteer.

.

Tues., 29
14. Puritan . vs. Greenville.. Thurs., 81
14. 31

18. d^sspx Am . .

.

vs. 1 a iisaue - .

.

Mon,, April 4
is'. Hudson. Excelsior. .

.

4
18.' OS 4
19.' Volunteer. .

.

vs. Essex Ind . .

.

Tues., 5
19. Greenville. .

.

. OS. Standard... 5
21, Our Own vs. .Tpfsen 5

23. Howard . vs. 5

25. tis. Millpr. Mon,, .11

2.5 Standard .... vs. Hudson il

vs. Essex Am . .

.

Tues., 12
ie! Puritan vs. VoliintPer.

.

12
2fi. Expelsior.. . Greenville .

.

Thurs.. J 4
28. Palisade vs. Our Own 14
28. Essex Am. .

.

vs. Mon., 11

b. 1. vs. Puritan Mon., 18
1. Fssex Am. .. vs. Excelsior... 18
1. Volnnteer. .

.

vs. Palisade ... 18
3. Greenyille... vs. Essex Ind. . Tues., ]9
2. Our Own vs. Standard... 19
2. Miller . U.S. .Jpfsen. ..... Fri., 33
4. Howard vs. Volunteer, .

.

Thura., 81

8. Standard.. .

.

vs. Miller 'in

8. Jefsen vs. Hudson 25
11. Puritan . vs Rssex Am... m
9. li;xr(']=iior. .

.

vs. ^'olunlop^. .

.

Thura.,
9. Palisade .... (;re.pnyille.. Fri., •an

11. Essex Ind... rs. Our Own .. Tues., 26
8. Greenville . .

.

vs. Howard 3(5

15. ExCFlsior

—

. vs. Puritan Mon., May 3
15. Essex Ind... . vs. Palisade

—

16. •lefsen vs. .Standard... Tues., 3
16. Miller . vs. Our Ovyn... 3
18. Essex Am .

.

t'S. Hudson — Thurs., 5
19. Voluntepr. .

.

vs. Greenville.

.

Fri,, fi

15, Puritan vs. Howard Mon., 3

vs. Excelsior Mon., 9

32. Standa.rd vs. Essex Ind.- 9
23, PuritHU vs. Jefsen Tues., II)

23, llud.son vs. Our Own... 10
24. Volunteer. .

.

vs. Essex Am.. Mon., 9

25. Miller . vs. Greenville... Fri., 13
Our Own.... . vs. Howard Thurs., 13

29. Palisade vs. Puritan — Mou., 16
29. Excelsior .

.

. vs. Jefsen
29. Essex Am .

.

1\s. O'lr Own... Tne3.t
Ch 1. Volunteer .. . vs. Miller ir

1. Hudson . vs. Greenville.

.

. Mon., 16
4. Essex Ind.

.

Fri., go
3. Howard m. Palisade Thurs. 19

Greenville.,

.

Howard—

,

. Mon., 33
Standard . .

.

. OS. Excelsior. .

.

23
Puritan . .

.

Essex Ind.

.

33
8. Greenville. .

.

. rs. EsRox Am. .. . Tues., 24
8. Hudson— . . vs. Miller Si
10. Our Osvn.... Volunteer. Thure., 3S
11. Palisade . vs. Jefsen Fri., 3T
8. Howard . vs. Standard... Tuea., 34

14. Essex Ind . .

.

. vs. Excelsior..

.

. Mon., SO
14. Standard . vs. Palisade. .

.

BO
14 Greenville.

.

. vs. Our Own... Tnes,, ,11

15, Essex Am .

.

. vs. 31iller 31
15. Puritan Standard . 31
17. Volunteer . .

.

. vs. Hudson . Mob., 30
18. Jefsen . vs. 30

Tues.,

Wpd.,
Fri.,

Mon.,

Tues.,

Tlmrs.,

Mon.,

Tues.,
\

Thurs.,
Fri.,

Mon., '

Tues., '

Thurs.,

Tnes,,

Tburis.,
'*

Mon., "

Thurs., "

Tues,, *•

Thurs., "

Mon., "

Mon.,

Tues.,

Thurs,, "

Fri.,

Mon., '•

Mon,, "

Tues.,

Thurs., "

Fri,,
Mon,, "

Fri..

Thurs., "

Mon., "

Tues.,
•*

Thurs., "

Fri..
Tues,, "

Mon., "

Tues.,

Thui's.,
Fri.,

No change whatever will be made in the above schedule. Clubs
failing to appear at 8:30 P.M. on their schoduled dates will forfait
the match to the opposing club, excepting that said failure to
appear is caused by the elements, in which case the Forest and
Stream will fix another date for the match.

Newark—North Ward Match.
Newark, Dec. 34.—The following scoips were made in a match

between teams of 5 men each from the Newark and North Ward
rifle clubs, shot on the latter*.^ range last night:

F Roberts 9 10 12 11 10 13 12 11 10 10-107
W Fischer 13 12 12 11 9 iO 12 11 11 13-113
M Drake 8 10 11 13 12 12 12 12 13 12-113
ECarr 12 8 12 9 11 11 11 13 1010-108
W E Burns 9 11 12 11 11 11 12 13 10 13—111—551

Northward.
W Hedden 12 13 8 10 11 11 12 13 13 13-112
B Stites : 10 9 12 11 13 10 13 1 1 9 01-lOT
Philips 10 8 12 13 11 11 11 11 12 13-110
J Holenburg 8 10 7 12 12 13 03 13 11 13-lOS
Wright U 12 8 11 10 10 11 11 9 13-10.5-543

International Shooting Match.
MONTREAr,, Dec. 33.—The international shooting match between

Prof, .lohn Loris, exhibition shooter of Washington, and .Henry
Smith, of this city, for $500 a side and the championship of Amer-
ica, was held here last night and ended in a victory for Loris,
who was anccessful in both contests. The men shot 100 shots with
a rifle, 31hs. pull, at 100yds., and 100 shots with a revolver at -SOyds.

The shooting of Loris was the most remarkable ever seen here.
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New Jersey Riflemen.

LSpeciaZ?!/ Bcported for Forest and Stream.'}

HEADQTIAHTBBS Off CLUBS.

Miller R, C, 80 Hurlaou street-. Hoboken.
Union R. C. 323 First street, Hobokeu.
Fridar Mi.ebt R. C, 210 Washington street, Hoboken.
ExcelBioi' R, C„ 78 Montgomery street, -Tersey City.

Palisade R. C ?M Palisade avenue, Jersey City Heights.

KxCELSiOH EifTjE Club, Jersey City,Tuesday evening, Dec. 22,—

Tbt' eooref. mad,c in the shoot for cJass medals, ten shots, oft'-liand,

2i)-r"ms THi-get, possible S50, were:W J C bo,liningW lleunessy
WHallowell
Tliomas Hughes
C LPlnney
J Hughes - -

C Bosg 25 25 24 23 33 23 23 32 20 20-32T
0 Bauchle 25 25 24 23 33 31 31 31 19 19-220

The medal winners in their respeciive classes were: First, Wa^'rt

Channing, 243; second, Thomas Hitghes, 234; third, Colin Boag,
227. During the o\-ening Chris B uichle gladdened the hearts of

the members with his celebrated 8x mixed ale drops.

MiLLBE Rifle Cli-u. Hoboken, Wednesday evening, Dec. 23

—

The following scores were made in tbe shoot for class medals:
Ten shots, oli- hand, 35-ring target, nossible 250:

First Class.

I, Sohl 25 25 25 24 34 33 33 32 31 21—233

F Liell 35 35 24 23 23 33 2,! 32 31 30-330

D Miller 35 35 24 24 28 23 33 21 20 20-327
F Brandt 35 35 24 34 22 33 33 31 21 20-226

W Forkel 25 25 34 34 23 22 31 20 20 20-324
First, class medal was won by L. Sohl, 233,

Second Class.
J Carragher 25 25 24 24 24 34 2;^ 23 23 21-236
.1 U Kruse 25 35 24 34 34 23 23 23 21 20-232

W Rogers 35 35 24 23 23 23 23 32 30 111-224

Second class medal was won by J. Carragher, 336.

Th'i-d Class.

H Seltecreich 35 34 33 33 33 33 31 21 30 20-333
^ Siadler 25 24 33 22 21 21 31 31 30 .30-317

Tliird nlass medal was won liy H. Selrenreicb, 223.

I'ue Miller Club's msmbers subscribed tor and purchased a
bandfom" uold-mouuted umbrella for the club's marker, Genrge
\Vill, Tbo boy 1-i one that can be depended on when a man is

tihooi ine: his ".string," and they took this means of shomnp hira
tliat they appreciated bis ed'oriB to please. The ladwasover-
jnye.fl ajt 'tbe present is boili handsome and costly.

.iKFSES Rifle Cluii.—Jersey City Heights, Dec. 27. Ten shots
off-baud, 25-nng target. X'ossible 250:

Cant Jefsen 25 21 34 24 34 24 23 23 33 23-387
Dilger 35 35 21 24 34 23 33 23 23 21-233
Plump 35 35 24 24 33 33 33 33 21 19-226
Stueben 25 25 25 ^5 25 25 35 34 23 33—24:

PriP.n 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 33 33 33—2;:i(1

.Sciuier 35 34 38 33 S3 38 33 33 31 18—32!

The Jefsen club is putting in another channel at its headtiuai
Lers. tbat making two when finished. Capt. "'Billy" Jefsen is

showing up in Ms oldtime form and is "putting up" some rattling
scores. He has, however, looked to the shooting of the club's
member?, and is sure that his club will not be at the end at the
close of tlie FoiticsT .'\nd Stuiiam. tournameni.

Gi;!i.HNVTjjji3 RiFT.E Otjju.—The chih held their weekly shoot on
V\'t-,(ii)i;ed;>-y, Dec. :i3, at Mel ropolitan Hall, where the follosving
&c i;i i-s vpci-r made on tlui '.'5-ring tarsret. possible 2.50 uoinl:;:.

Bi^ig ..35 35 25 35 24 24 24 24 23 33-343
R.ibidoux 35 25 35 34 34 34 23 33 33 33-337
Cook 35 25 35 3} 24 24 31 34 32 l!3-33(;

Scheelien 35 35 24 34 34 33 33 33 33-234
Fiioramo 35 35 35 34 34 33 33 33 31 31—3:^;.'

Gotthardt .35 35 34 34 23 33 23 .33 31 30 330
Roahn 25 34 24 33 23 23 22 31 21 31-337
Hill 35 25 24 24 24 23 22 20 IS 17-223
Dodds 34 34 33 23 23 33 21 31 20 19-220
Broeker 25 34 34 23 23 23 23 20 20 15 -2].)

VV. C. CoLLrsrs, Sec'.y.

T-lunsoN RiFM5 CijUh. Marion.— (-apt. Henry Ij. Hanson, Mon-
<iav. DiiC. 28. 10 shots, oif-haiid, 25 ring target, possible 250:

^\ Malz 35 25 25 24 24 24 24 24 23 23-311
(hiv\ Hansen - 25 :^5 25 25 25 24 24 23 22 33—310
li Hod'iey 35 35 35 35 34 34 33 33 33 .30—336

n Mytilenbrook - -...;;5 25 25 3-1 31 34 33 ,33 33 2]— i-'SS

8 Middlrrori. 35 25 24 24 23 23 23 32 30 19-338
(' KBird 35 31 34 23 33 23 33 33 33 22-323
A Brauii .35 .-.'i :.'t -t 3i 24 31 :J3 3i l!i-3vl

J Webhaa 35-5 35 31 31 3J .33 33 31 31-333

r'AT/rsAPK RjpIjE Cluh, .lerse.N- Citv Ih ighis, 4'ueaday, Dec.
C i\n. ,lobn Reinbardt, Ten bqols, vff-hand, 35-riug target, poss'-
blc 350:

0 Gia^ 35 35 35 35 31 34 34 33 33 33-337
C;,p_. Keinhardt 25 35 .34 35 24 S3 33 ;.'3 .31 :.'l-233

Gpo Graf, Jr 35 35 35 34 34 34 33 21 21 21-233
J .iohuson 35 ;:5 31 31 33 33 .33 :?3 33 33- .233

a Pinger 35 35 24 34 33 33 31 31 31 30-329
A il ~,^wy 25 25 25 23 2 J 33 32 31 30 30 -.3,26

Standahu R,ii.'i,ii CT..UB —rioboken, Monday, Dec. 33.—Capt.
Hi-T.rv Becker, 10 shots, off-band, 25-ritig target, possible 3.50:

G M R'.edeh.. 35 35 35 35 34 24 24 23 21 20-237
.] H Kruse " 34 34 -3 33 33 31-333
C Schroeder -3 33 31 30 20-3.31

H Backer : 3:! 33 33 31 31 21-23G
J .Miehl r.o 35 -5 35 24 24 23 20 20 20-380
.t Mever 25 35 3| 31 ;M 33 ,33 31 31 ;31-330

S A. iWcll 3-> 35 3! ::l .33 33 2! 21 .30 20-225
F VV Krager 35 3l 34 33 33 21 31 31 30 20-233
F Iviefer 35 35 33 .33 ,31 30 19 19 18 18-211
D Mayers 24 24 23 22 21 30 20 20 20 17-C210

A short social session followed.

The Miller Rifle Club, Hoboken, Capt. Richard W. Dewey, held
a sui cesstul two-days' prize shoot at headquarters. 80 Hudson
sireet, on Friday, Dec. 25 (Caristmas Day), and Sunday, Dec. 27.

The shoot was open to ait comers, any .22cal. rifle being allowed.
Two best tickets to count. Tbe winner of the first prize was J.

Borieiistab, of the Empire Rifle Club, New York, with scores of
75 73—14-:, He Tf ceivcd $20. W. Rosenhaum, also of the Empires,
Louis Flach an i D, Dorrler divided second, third and fourth prizes,

$15. $12 and $10, wicb scores of 73 72—145. John Coppersmith, of
Newark, and Dave Miller divided fifth and sixth prizes, S8 and S6,
with scores of 73 71—144. J. H. Kruse and. W. Hutch, of Kew
Yorl-', divided seventh and eighth prizes, $5 and $5; Kruse with a
score of 73 71—143, and Hutch with 73 70—143. Louis Vogel secured
niutb prize. $4, with scores of 73 70—143. Fred Ross and Dr. Boy-
ken captured tenth and eleventh prizes. $4 and $3, with scores of
7170—141, and dividing, received S3.50 each. Geo. Schlicht and
Eruest Fiacber tied for the twelfth and thirteenth prizes. S3 and
83, wiih totals of 110. L. P. Hansen, of the Excelsior Rifle Club.
Jersey Citv, and L. Schmidt divided the fourteenth and fifteenth
prizes of S2 and SL with totj.ils of 139 each. The target used was
a r.wo-inch black, the first ring in counting 18. Toward evening,
Sunday, Mr. Bodenstab made the first and only full score of the
sboot." (i. D. ATeigman, or Newark, toward evening told quite a
number of his experiences while sleep-walking. One particularly
caught his listeners. He said he belonged to the National Guard,
and came home one night with a sergeant's sword and scabbard.
He laid them at the foot of the bed and went to sleep. He woke
up to find himself on the floor, with the sword in one hand and
the scabbard in the other. What awoke him from his sleep was
his cutting his shin against an old flower pot. He said this virtu-
ally cured him of walKing about in his sleep. The shooting com-
mittee were David Miller, E. Fischer, Charles Judson, J. H. Kruse
and Ctipt. R. W. Dewey.
The Miller Rifle Club, Hoboken, has its ten-men team in readi-

ness for the match with the crack ten of the Manhattan Shooting
Club, of this (New York) city. The first match takes plaoH on the
Zettlers'' range, Bowery. New Y''ork city, on Thursday evening.
Jan. 7: the second at the Millers' headquarters, 80 Hudson street,
Hoboken, on Friday, Jan. 14, and as it is best two out of three, a
third one will take place oq some neutral range. The match is

for a handsome trophy and all expenses. The match is the re-
sult of a challenge issued to the Millers by the Manhattans. The
trophy is a handsome one, and will no iloubt make the headquar-
ters of the winning club look more attractive.

NOTES.

The Jefson Rifle- Club, with headquarters on Zabri.skie street,
Jersey Oity Heights, are making extensive alterations at their
range.

Fred. K'oepping and H.F.Meyer, of the Jefsons, will be pro-
posed for membership at the next meeting of the Miller Rifle
Oiub, Both are hustlers, and will no doubt be gladly received.

An interesting feature of the Hudson Rifle Club is the premium
offered the members who make the highest average every year.
They have to shoot 53 targets, or one a week. The highest man
receives 813 and the second $8. Capt. Hansen leads with John
Rebhan a close second. The year esrpires in May.
The Miller Rifle Club will hold its annual election of officers on

tbe flrat Wednesday in February. There will probably ba a few
changes.

Every club entered in the tournament is now ready to do busi-
ness, and before the touruRment closes it will be seen, that there
will be several "in it" for the handsome trophy.

George Schlicht was in hard luck at the Miller shoot. His first

twn shots on one ticket were 35, 35. His next shot was abotit a 16.

G. D. Weigman was situated about the same.

Tbe match between Wm. Bermos and H. Untereiuer. and C,
Wool mington and J. Waller, all of Union Hill, was decided at
Monitor Park, Thursday, Dec. 34. The conditions were 33 birds
each man, ig.50 aside, and a dinner for twelve. Bermea and Un-
te reiner proved to be the victors, they winning in a hollow style.

The scores were: Bermes 15, Untereiner 19, total 34; Waller 10,

Wcolmington 10, total 20. The dinner was afterward partaken of.

No return match has yet been spoken of. Jay H. Kay.

A Very Close Target.

Below will be found a fac-simile of a target shot by .J. J.

Mountjov, of the Wurfflein Rifl'? and Pistol Club, of Philadel-
phia. The target, which is exact size, was made at 75ft, with a

Wurfflein .33oaI. r'fic. wois-hing nuibs., usiug t\ M. C, Co.'s "Long
Rifle" cartrid,t;e.5. Mr. 51ouu(joy sboO'S strictly ufT'lu', nd , bis

left a.rm beiug cxr.-'iKted at full If nt'lh. The score was six 3fis and
four 24s, a total a 3-16 out of a ijossitjle 250.

Massachusetts Rifle Association.

Boston, Dec. 26.—The Massn.chusetts Rifle Association held
their regular weekly shoot at their range to-day, and all the rifle

matches were flnlshed for 1S91. A large list ot new matches for
1892 will be opened next Saturday, including off-hand, rest and
military rifles utid pistol shooting; also a set of matches for each
of the above, to ruu three months, witli sis elegant M. R. A. seal
cupa in each match. The match I'ooords stand:

Cup Ofl'-baiul Match.
Si-x prizes, closed to-day; has ruu three months; prizes were

won on each competitor's best six nositions, one each week:
S G Svdnov 111311- 7 H O Martin 231i:3-3—16W C .fohnston 112311— S L A Baker 4:53248-19

J B Fellows 23211 1 -
• 9 W O Preacot t 544344-24

Cup Rest Mat-3h.
Six prizes, conditions same as off- hand matcli:

J Francis 111111— 6 J French 144438—19
F Daniels 122111— 8 L R Avay .535441—22

S Wilder 223313—13 L A Baker .1.53-453—34

Cup Pistol Match.
Fifty yards,sixpriz?s,8ame conditioneas the two above matches.
H Severance 111111— 6 W C Johnston '134333-19

J B Fellows 1«3111— 8 G L Hosmer 414333—30
E E Partridge 33.3111—11 L A Baker 34i:i34-30
Gold Membe'rship Badge won on 10 scores of 83 or better by S. O.
Merville <S3 82 ,83 83 85 83 83 83 93 86

Silver Seal Medal won on 10 scores of <SD or hettt-r by B. O. Mer-
ville .S3 85 -S5 81 80 91 83 86 .82 85

Silver Membership Badge won on 10 scores of 73 or better b\r S. O
Merville 77 77 74 80 83 76 77 78 74 81

Bronze Member'ship Badge won on 10 scores of 68 or better by A.
Law 75 81 78 69 73 74 70 70 76 »2

Silver Momhersblp Badge won on 10 scores of 70 or bett-r by W.
C. Prescott 75 73 80 74 71 71 77 75 76 85

Bronze Membership Badge won nn 10 scores of 100 or better, at
rest, hv ,1. W. French Ill 107 107 103 101 100 103 108 109 100

Silver Military Medal won on 10 scores of 43 or better bv G. P.
Cooley 45 43 44 44 13 43 43 43 44 45

Bronze and Silver Military Medal won on 10 scores of 40 or better
by J. Bordman. .Ir 43 40 43 41 41 -14 45 43 43 41

All-Comers' Rest Match, Standard Target.
J Francis Ill S C Sydney 96 AG Home 93
T Warren 107 :MRSnow 95 D N Winn 85

AN Mann 99
All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.

SO Sydney 86 S Paine 78 O Moore 69
MTDay 83 A S Sharp 73 M R Snow 96

Prizes for Gallery Work.
The following programme has been received for the first prize

shoot of the Empire Rifle Club, to be held at 13 St. Mark's place,
New Y'ork, on Jan. 10, 11 and 13:

Shooting to commence Sunday 3 P.M. and close at 13 P.M., iu-
termisnon 6 to 7 P.M.; Monday, 7 P.M. and close at 13 P.M.; Tues-
day, 7 P.M. and close at 10 P.M.
Programme.—Tweuty-hve-ring target. Tickets, 50 cents for 3

shots. Tickets unlimited. Only one prize obtainable by a sbooter.
Best two tickets to count f )r the fir.«t five prizes.
Priz=s.—First prize S20, second S15, third $10, fourth |9, fifth ipS,

sixth S7, seventh S6, eighth $5, ninth $4, tenth, eleventh and
twelfth S3 each, thirteenth and fourteenth $3 each, fifteenths!.
First and last flag of the shooting SI- Committee: Geo. Tall-
man, Chairman; Wm. Miller, C. G. Zettler, Jr., J. Grimm, Wm.
Maisenhoider.

ON THE HABLEM EANG^IS.

The annual prize shoot of the Harlem Rifle Club will be held on
the club ranges, 2,073 Third avenue, New Y'ork, on Jan. 17. 18 and
19. The contests are open to all shooters, the eondifiono to be as
follows: Tickets 3 shons 50 centa. Re-entries unlimited. Three
best tickets to couat for the first 5 prizes. Two best tickets for
the next 5 prizes an*! one ticket to count for all the other prizes.
Length of range. 85ft. Target 25 ring. Rull 3in. Any rifle of
.22cal. with any sights (except magnifying) will be allowed. Good
rifles will be at tbe gallery for the use of competitors. Marks-
men visiting the ranges during day time will have the advantage
of perfect daylight to shoot by. Shooters who cannot be present
when the prizes are awarded will leave their address with the
secretary, when their prizes will be sent to them. The names of
prize winners will be published. Shooting each day from 10 A.M.
until midnight, except on the last day. when the sale of tickets
will close promptly at 10 P.M. and all prizes will be distributed
immediately.
The following cash prizes will be distributed: First prize S^."),

second 3f30, third « 15, fourth gia, fifth SIO, sixth $8, seventh «7,
eighth S6, nlnUi and tenth g5 each, eleventh, twelfth and thir-
teenth SI each, foui'teenth, fifteenth and sixteenth S3 each, seven-
teenth, eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth 83 each. Premiums:
For the first best 5 tickets So, for the second best 5 S3. Shooting
Committee, F. W. O'Brien, C, Hutch, T. Krayer, J. A. Boyken,

New York Rifle Club.

Thk following programme of events has been arranged by the
New \^oi k Rifle Club for the season of 1892:

Off-hand match to be shot at Wissel'a Park, Long Island. Ten
shots off-hand on Standard American targol. Entrance ft e fifty

cents; re-entries allowed, ten cents each. Matcb called at 1 P.M.
each day. Prizes: Bronze, silver and gold ba;dLres. To bo won
on ten scores. To the member making ten score-s of 75, or better,

a bronze badge. To the member making ten scores of 80, or bet-

ter, a silver badge. To the member making ten scores of 85, or
better, a gold badge. No member allowed to win more than one
badge. Extra prize.—To the member ma-king the highest single

score of the season, an order from the club for any article lie may
desire, not to exceed in cost ten dollars. On Jin. 1, Feb. .33 and
May 30, targets will be open from 10 A. M. to 6:30 P. M. On and
after May 30 the competitions will be held at Creedmoor, if mem-
bers so desire By order of the executive committee.
Rest match, to be "shot at Wissel's Park on same dates as ofl-

hand match: Ten shots on Standard American target with eleven
and twelve rings added. Three prizes to be awarded by the ex-
ecutive committee. Entrance fee fifty cents, re-entries 10 cents.
The aggregate of ten scores to count for prizes. No more than
two scores to count each day.
Dates of Matches.-Jan. 1, 16, 30; Feb. 13, 82, 27; March 13, 26;

April, 9. 23; May'7, 21.

Gallerv match, to be shot atNo. 12 St. Marks place, every sec-
ond and fourth Thursday evening of each month, beginning Jan.
7 aud ending May 22: Ten shots off-hand on German I'ing target.
Entrance fee twenty cents, re-entries allowed. Only highest
score made each evening to count. Ten prizes, to be won on the
aggregate of five best scores: First prizf, any article that winner
may desire, not to exceed in co-t $12, second prize not to exceed in

cost 88, third, fourth and fifth prizes not to exceed $7, sixth,

seventh, eighth and ninth prizes not to exceed tenth prize an
order from the club for a Dunlap hat. A special prize will be
awarded to the member making the hig'iest individual score dur-
ing tbe season. Members will receive a handicap allowance, to be
added to each score, the same to be r.'a.d.iuated by executive com-
mittee when found necessary. Rifles and ammunition will be.

furnished free.
Dates for gallerv matches.—Jan. 7, 28; Feb. 11, 2o; March 10, 31;

April 14. 28: "May 12, 26.

This club is now in a very sound condition, both numercially
and financially, the roll showing 41 members in good standing and
a balance of S172 05 an hand.
The following report of Secretary T. J. Dolan for the year 1891

will be of interest to all riflemen:
"In the oft-hand match, shot at Wissel's Park and Creedmoor,

L. L. 33 competitions were held, 13 of which were held at Wissel's
Park, showing a total of 583 entries, and 10 competitious were
held at Creedmoor, L. I., showing a to^al of 554 entries, or an ag-
gregate of 1,130 entries—a grand good showing and again of 481

eu'rif smore than in the same matcii in 1890. and no doubt wfre it

not for the unfavorable weather at Wissel's Park on several dates
set for matches the entries would have been considerably more.
The members all show an improvement in tliHir shooting, over
previous years, and the scores of Dr. E. R. Cbadbourne, the _win-
ner of the gold medal, are well worthy of noiice, as they were made
with a .25Dal rifle. This caliber has attracted the attention of
many, and to-day we have 10 members who have provided them-
selves with rifles of the same caliber.

The prizes in this match, which consisted of gold, silver and
bronze medals, were won as follows:

Gold Medal.
Dr E R Cbadbourne 01 91 91 91 91 90 89 89 Ml 89-901

Silver Medals
M Herrington
A H Is bell
T J Dolan
« E Gensch
0 A Strong
J SCase

. . .88 88 88 87 86 86 85 84 83-859

...89 89 .S7 85 85 S5 84 83 83 «3-.'<53

...89 £7 87 87 86 85 82 83 83 83-853
..88 87 .85 ,S5 85 85 84 84 84 ,S3-S49

...87 86 85 85 81 i*i 83 83 S2 83—839

. . ..86 85 85 84 83 .83 83 83 81—8:35

JDuarie.-i; 88 83 83 83 83 81 81 81 80 80—820
Bronze Medals.

E B Baker 83 81 79 78 77 77 77 76 76 76-779
Geo Shorkly 80 SO 79 78 77 76 76 75 75 7.5-771

T Lloyd 79 78 77 77 77 76 76 76 75 75-766
The special p'ize for highest score was won by Dr. E. R. Chad-

bourne—score 91. All other compaiitors failed to have an aggre-
gate of 10 scores as per t°rms of the matcb.
In the gallery matcb. lield at No. 13 -.it. Mark's place, there were

14 compel itions, showing a total of 475 entries, an increase of 73

entries more than in the same match of previous year. The win-
ners and their scores are as followe:

Allow- Aggre-
nnce. pate.

35

40
35

1,338
1,303
1.198

1,185
1,166
1,160
1 154

Tola!.
Dr E R Cbadbourne 242 343 240 ;i.39 338-1.3":!

T J Dolan 343 341 240 340 339-1,303
M Herrington 340 340 33S 238 3:37-1,193

V B Daly 3,33 330 :730 339 3:8-1.1.50

J Duane 333 3i'.i ,338 3:78 ;«4-l,141
N O'Dounell .32i 327 333 323 3.3,3-1,120

G Shorkly 338 337 326 .3:30 218-1,119 _

Dr. Chadbrmrne also wins the special prize for the highest score
during the season on 243 out of a possible 250.

There are three more prizes in this match, and as all other
competitors failed to have the rfquisite aggregate of live scores,
as per programme, the Club retains same prizes.

As to the rest match at Creedmoor. eight compEtitions were
keld, with a total of 405 entries or 233 entries more tnan in 1890.

Much interest was ta !<en by the memb='rs in trying riflss, ammu-
nition and sights of all kinds, and I trust many of thememhers
have found from experience in thi'-' match what is best adapted
for such work. The winm rs of the t L ;

.
r i :

i

Dr E R Chadbonrne 9i; !

K B Barker 9S
.

T J Dolan 97 :

J Duane
T Lloyd
E. B. Barker wins the special prize offered by the Club for the

highest single score—98 oat of a possible 100,

In summing up, the above matches show an aggregate of 3,010

entries, a remarkably good showing, and an increase of 735entries
more than in the same matches of the previous year.
Iq the fall meeting the Executive Committe entered two

teams of five men each, and truit next fall they wiU be more suc-
cessful.
During the early part of the season the Club purchased and

erected one of the finest tents now at Creedmoor; so that as the
targets are now all of canvas, all matches can he shot rain or
shiue, and in cold or windy weather. The tent is so constructed
that three targets can he used at all times.

fit 91 91 93-9(6
;i3 93 93 93-936

I S!) gg 87 .«7-gu4
—881

. .—87;

Springfield Xmas Shoot.

The Springfield, Mass., Rifle Association had an excellent
gathering of riflemen at their rang,"- on Dec. 35, a number of
beginners coming out to try their hands with the rifle for the first

time. It was rather a poor day for big scores on account of tbe
smoke settling down in front of the firii.g point and ntaking the
light poor. No big scores were made except the 110 made at a rest
by Mr. Stephens with his little 25c.al. Maynard. This beats the
record on the Brightwood Range, and marksmen think it has
never been made elsewhere with a rifle of that caliber. The shoot-
ing opened about 10 o'clock and the target tenders were kept on
the jump until darkness put a stop to the sport. The merebers of
the association will visit the Amherst Rifl^ Club Jan. 1. The fol-

lowing scores were made, 300yds., standard target:
Record Maich.

ET Stephens* 9 8 6 10 8 6 6 5 8 6-73
HKCoolev* 6 10 7 7 8 5 7 9 7 5-71
H L Keyes* 7 7 8 5 0 9 7 8 6 7—64
W A Chapin* 5 8 7 10 10 6 6 5 5 6—70
SS Martin 4 4 3 6 6 7 10 5 8 6-59
B E Cambell 7 4 6 5 l i 3 3 3 9-48
FM Pratt i 4 1 6 8 7 3 9 a 4-!j7
* Twenty-five caliber.
Brightwood matcb: Keyes 79, Cooley 78, SteplieBLB 78, Bumstead

60, Chapin 64, Schaeffler 40.

Ofl'-hand match: Stephens 79, Cooley 77, Keyes 77, Chapin 77,

Bumstead 64.

Rest match: Stephens 110, Cooley 103, Keyes 97, Cambell 93,

Adams 85, Pellsinger 83.

Amateurs' rest mateb: Morse 77. Bridgeman 75, Martin 69, Hat-
field 57, Coldman 49.

Empire Kifle Club.

TSTew York., Dec. 17.—The following scores were made by mem-
bers of the Empire Rifle Club "t their regular weekly shoot. Dee.
23. on their lOOit. range, 13 St. Marks iil'-ice:

.1 Bodenstab 336 ANonak 323 A Stahl, Jr 218
H Zettler 3.33 W Maisenhoider. .3-;3 W Rosenstraus. . .204

W Rosenbaum....3£.3 W Miller 233 G Hilimeyer 201

C Zettlt r, Jr. m & Tallman, Jx 219

W. Miller, Cor. Sec'y*
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The Wurffleins.

PwiLAiJBLPiriA, Dec. 26,—Regular weekly competition for classi-
fications of the members of the Wurillein Rifle and Pistol Associ-
alion WIS flnishedon Christmas eve, at their private headquarCers,
227 North Eighth street. A senefal depression of the scores
seemeil to be in order for the larper number of the shooters, as
the following scores will show, nt S'lTds., American ring tarpret, 10
shots fofHcial) ofi'-hand, using Wurfflein rifles, .22cal.. possible 850:
J J Mmmtjoy 25 24 24 25 25 25 22 24 24 23-241
P J Mehard 25 20 25 24 2^ 23 24 23 21 31-231
fi Travis 22 22 24 29 24 22 21 25 24 2;l-2:!0
TV Wurfflein 23 23 23 2.'5 24 24 23 21 23 22-229
A J Vergey - 22 25 24 22 24 24 23 23 23 19—238
Dl' Gardiner 23 23 25 23 23 21 21 20 24 24—;i27

Leslie Woods 24 23 31 3i 20 21 24 23 23 24-?26
.r O Wurfflein 22 31 24 22 25 17 21 23 23 21—218
R L Dubbs 23 31 18 23 22 23 24 23 21 18-235
S DeG-fasse... 20 20 31 23'18 21 22 22 21 22-310
E Eoch 20 23 20 17 17 0 18 20 0 30-155

Kational Guard Scores.
Bb0DKIj*N, Dec. 24.—Following are the scores made on the ;i3d

Reet., N. G. S. N. Y, Rifle Range. Brooklyn, 200yds. Creedmoor
target reduced, State arm (Ord. Sgt. Langsdorl, acting inspector
rifle practice):
Sgt Gorman, CoD..3444545455—43 Sgt Ahaaser. K.C.S. 4555555555—4!)

SgtThomp on,Co-B"3S44455544—41 Oapt .Tohn Rooney .4454545445-44
Sgb Holdsw'th.Cu Di454554554-45 Adj C Van der 01ure4445544445-43

T. T. Baldwm,

Scores /or publication sTwuld he made out on the pnnted blanhi
preprvi'ed by the Forest and Stream, and furnwhed gratis to club
K'-xretaries. Corregp<mdsntg who favor us with chib scores are par-
timlxirlv remestad to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice lilce the following:

1892.

.Jan. 1.—Spring Hill Gun Club, all day shoot; A. M, at live birds,
P. M at targets, at Blauveltville, N, Y.
Jan. 1.—South Side Gun Club, open tournament »\ artificials,

on club grounds, near Emmet street station. Newark, N, .1.

Jan. 1.—En Itord vs. Brewer, at Harrisburg, Pa. ulatcli at l.W
live bii'ds each tor purse of $500, r:.ontributed by citisseus of Harris-
burg, Pa., shooting to commence at 2 o'clock.
.Jan. 1.—John Erb'a grounds, all day's shoot at live birds,

Blnomfield avenue, Newark, N. J.
.Tan, 1.—Open sweepstakes at live birdw, at Erank Class's Hotel,

a.t Pine Brook, N. T.

Jan. 1.—Hilton Guu Club, shoot at ariittoials, open to all. at
Becker's Woods, Hilton. N. J.

Jan. 1.—East, Side—Mutual Gun Club, live birds, 9 A. M, to 1

P. M.: artidcials, 3 P. M. until dark; open to all, at Wieden-
mayer's Park, Newark. N. !.

Jan. 1.-—Sewaren Ixand and W&fsr ' "lub, team and individual
eoutesis at artificials, op.;n to all, Sewaren, N. •!.

Jan. 1.—Spring Hill Gun r;iub, all day shoot : A. M. at live birds;
P. M. at targets: Blauvelcvillc. N. Y.
.Jan. 1,— Wyandotte Gun Club, annual tournament, South Beth-

lehem. Pa.
Jan. 1.—East Orange Gnu Chib, New Year's tournament at arti-

ficials, open to all comers, Harrison, N. J.

.Jan. 1.—Roseville Gun Club, open shoot at artificial', Bloom-
field avenup, Newark, N. J.
Jan. ].—Wyandotte Gun Club vs. AUentown trun Club, team

mateb for ehampionship, at South Bethlehem, Pa.
Jan. 1-2.— Holiday tournament of the llarrishing Siionting As-

sociation, First day live birds, .^tcoBii d.'iy inanimate tarfiots.

Jan. 6.—Fount.ain tran Club, mout bly club siioot at live birds,
Woodlawn Park, L. 1,

Jan. C—Central Gun Clnb, monthly olilh and open shoot at live
birds, Branchport, N. J.

.)itT>. 14 —Newark Co Olub, tflontbly club and open shoot, at
live birds, OJi John Erb's Old Stone House gronrjdfj^ Bloomfield
avenue, Newark, N. J.

.Jan. 21.—Essex Gun Club, monthly shoot, at live birdij, for club
members only, at JVlanou, N. .T.

Jan. 26.—Hamilton Gun Club, graud live pigeon and artificial
bird touTuament; $1,100 guaranteed. A. Smith, Sec'y-Treas..
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
Feb. 0-11.—Reading Shooting Association's tournament, Read-

ing, Pa.
April - -Ridgewood Gun Club tournament, at Ridgewood,

N, .1.

May 17-30,—Annual tournament of Kansas City State Sports-
men's Association, at Council Grove. G. W. Cleck, Sec'y.
June 6-11.—Eighteenth annual tourrament of Hlinoie State

Sportsmen's Association, at Chicago. W. L Shepherd, Sec'y.
June 13-18,—New Yorii State Assoclatiou's'fhirty-fourth Annual

Couvention, at Syracuse, N. Y. Chas. H. Mowry, Sec'y.
Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tournaments:
Baltimore, Md, - Second week in March.
Staunton, Va.—Second week in April.
Savannah, 6a.—First week in May.
Pittsburgh. Pa.—Second week in May.
Brooklyn, N. V.—Second week in June. ,

Watertown, N. Y.—Fourth week in June.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Many New York sportsmen have espressed an anxiety to liear

in what manner the Onondaga County Sprirr,.smen's Association
intends to handle the 1892 shoot of the New York State Associ-
ation, to be held in Syracuse on June 13 to 18, inclusive. Many
complaints have been received at this office in regard to the man-
agement of the 1891 shoot, held at Rome, and some of the writers
declare that unless they have an assurance of a radical change
during the coming shoot they will steer clear of Syracuse. One
of: the principal complaints seems to be on account of the fact
that in the guaranteed events the surplus money vvas retained by
the management. This is a subject oa which a diversity of opin-
ion exists. In case the amount received as entrance fees in a
guaranteed event falls short of the amount guaranteed, the man-
aging club is compelled to sapply the shortage, hence the writer
can see no reason why, in case of a surplus over the guarantee,
said surplus should not revert to the managing club, unless the
programme stated that "all surplus money will bo added to the
guaranteed purses."
Ic is also stated that targets were charged for at the rate of

lour cents each and that said targets coat the club nothing. If
the programme stated plainly that the price of targets should be
four cents each, the writer fails to see where the shooters had any
cause for complaint. Tournaments are run to make money and
for no other purpose, and a club which goes to the trouble and
expense of running a State affair assumes the right to make its

own terms. The matter of the targets being donated is certainly
no concern of the shooters.
In the live bii'd events there was, perhaps, just cause for com-

plaint on account of the miserable quality of the birds. The
shooting in squads, however-, from known traps is a custom that
has obtained for many years where there are a large number of
entries and time is limited, although it is not a desirable plan at
any time. It is also said that the shooters were allowed to stand
"with the butt of the gun glued to the shoulder" before calling
"pull." This matter should have been attended to by the referee
and if he failed to insist upon a compliance with the rules the
contestants should have br-ought him up with a round turn.
In the team shoot for the State trophy it vvould also appear that

there was just cause for complaint, masmuch as a non-resident
o£ the State was allowed to shoot on one of the teams. This is

r»ydically wrong, as no matter what the standing of the man may
be he should not be allowed to shoot in a State or county contest
unless he be a.bo}ia flde resident of said State or county. The
State Association was certainly not justified in allowing a non-
resident to shoot.
Another source of complaint was in regard to the nresence of

those who are politely (!) termed "Jersey sharks," "Jersey pot-
hunters," and the like, who were allowed to shoot in in what the
programme stated distinctly were "open events." This objection
to the presence at a tournament of any one who can choot better
than the average pace is as old as the sport itself, and has been
commented on until there is nothing left to say except that there
is no way to keep experfiS from a tournament imjess by making
(5,14 1{}.6 events "closed."

The new rules of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association,
published esciusivply in Forest and Stream of Dec. IT, arrived
too late for comment in that issue. The committee seems to
have been very thorough in its work and no essential point has
been neglected. The matter of insisting upon a two-foot high
wire fence as a boundary is one that will commend itself to all
shooters. Tlie adoption of the liorse-shoe boundary, which
changes the front boundary from 80 to 90 yards from the center
trap is an innovation, the value of which can only be determined
by a^ thorough trial. Rule 9 certainlv admits too much lati-
tude to a shooter. It say.s: "* * * "Such cartridges as have
been accepted by the shot judge shall not be liable to after chal-
lenge." In the ooinion of the writer ammunition should he open
to challenge at any time. Rule 12 slso admits of a change, and a
shooter who violates the rules by carrying the gun to the shoulder
1 efore he has said "pull" should be penalized if he flres by losing
his bird whether he kills it or not. In Rule 13 another change is
suggested. As a man who uses a hammer gun may, in case of a m's-
flre, recock his gun, but one who uses a haminerless gun is de-
barred from this privilege. Rule 20 is an excellent one and should
be enforced in this section as well as in the West. Outside of the
points above mentioned it would seem that the new rules should
suit tne bulk of the shooters.

The Hilion txun Club, of Hilton, N, .1., is now thoroughly or-
ganised and compriRea in its list of members men who are enthus-
iasts in the sport. Its Ne^' Year's Day shoot will assume the
character of a honse-warniing, as its new olub house will be used
for the first time. Ourinp; the winter the regular club shoot will
be held on the last Saturday of each month, each momber shoot-
ing at 50 bliierocts. The chib will hold an open to all shoot on all
hoiidavs. On Christmas Day a meeting was held and the f illoAv-mg ofhcere elected for the ensuing year: President, David Knight;
Secretary. Thomas Smith; Treasurer, N. B. Compton; .Scorer, T.R Headley; Captain, Fred Compton. The grounds are situated
on the old Essex baseball grounds, in rear of Becker's woods, in
Hilton, about ten minutes' walk above the terminus of the Spring-
field avenue horse-car line.

"On to Harrisburg," is t he cry of a large number of Eastern
sportsmen to-day, the attraction at that place being the match at
100 live birds each between E. D. Fulford and J. D. Brewer for a
$500 purse oflrered by the citizens of Harrisburg. The shoot will
take place on the grounds ot the Harrisburg Shooting Association
and will begin at 1 P. M. on Jan. 1. The club also offers a flue
programme of live bird ovnts for to-mori-ow, and on Saturday
will have anall-day's shcot at artificials. The shooting both da^s
will be open to all comers.

^, * ^
Club secretaries should not fail to send to this office the dates

on whicli their regular monthly or weekly club shoots are to be
held, and also send us due notice of all coming events in the wav
of tournaments, matches, etp. AU of the above will be noticed in
the column of fixtures.

***
Wo have been shown by Mr, A. C. Wilmerding, of 163 Bruad-

waj', a set of >)romide enlargements of photographs of Fulford
and Brewer at the recent Woodlawn match. Each mau iswhown
iu position as he calls "pull" on his first bird of the great racp.
The enlargements are 10x12. mounted on a card 14x17, and would
make desirable adornments of club house walls or for a shooier's
den.

Situatf d on the west side of Harrison avenue, about three min-
utes' walk from the terminal of the Newark and Harrison horse
car line, are the grnunds of the East Orange (iun Club, one of the
most active organizations iu New Jersey and possessing enough
grit to shoot against any club that dares throw a challenge,
whether for individual or team contests. The majority of the
members are comparative ly young men, mechanics, bookkeepers,
clerks, etc., but all enthusiasts in matters pertaining to smooth
bore work. Among the more prominent of the club niembers a''e
toe tJiree Hedden brothers-S. S.. L. A. and A. O.—all rattling
good men at livd Ijirds at the traps or in the field, and able to
smash thpir share of croekery as well. Henrj- s. Babbage, a
good single-barrel man on live birds is secretary of the ehtb.

, - many
others equally as well Icnown.
Semi-aci'asionally this club holds a tournament of one or more

day's duration and success invariably crowns their eltorts. They
intend to make a good start-in for 1892 by running an all-day shoot
to-morrow. The traps will be in condition for work at 9 A M. and
will not be removed until everybody runs out of ammunition or
money, and in the latter case visi'ors nuty call on the secretary
for a loan. Bluerock targets will tie used and everybody will
have a voice in the arranging of events. Plenty of good, suiistan-
tial lunch, hot cofl'ee.and all sorts of ammunition will he on hand.

"I ha ve made a match with Frank Class to shoot at 100 live
birds each, the same rules as governed in our previous matches,
for $250 a side, tbe match to be shot on the Marion grounds on
Jan, 6, 1893.''

The above, signed by Fred Lumbreyor, the genial expert of the
Larchmont Clnb, was received by the writer on Monday, and it
tells its own story. In the previous matches referred to by friend
Fred, the shooting was governed by Hurlingham rules. The two
men were, at the time these matches were shot, very evenly
matched, but since that time Class has done comparatively
little trap work—none, in fact, for some months until two weeks
ago—while Lumbreyer has been keeping up steady practice and is
in prime form. Those who visit Marion next Wednesday should
certainly get the worth of their money,

***
The Midway Shooting Association, of Matawan, N. J., is getting

ready for the active work of 1892, and anticipates a very lively
season. On Christmas night the annual meeting was held and
officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows: President,
John P. Applegate; Yice-President, Charles Muirhead; Treasurer,
James H. Bedle; Secretary, Daniel W. Walling. E'inance Com-
mittee: William A. Dunlop. JohnTerhune and J^mes Terhune.
The club decided that in future the club shoots would be governed
by Hurlingham rules. No restriction, however, will be placed on
members as to the weight or size of the gun to he used at the
monthly shoots. Tue first, prize for the ensuing year will be tbe
club's gold medal, or its value in cash, at the option of the winner.
The second prize is a silver pitcher or its cash value. The asso-
ciation's grounds are novy in elegant condition.

The "annual" of the South Side Gun Club, of Newark, to be
held to-morrow, will he a big affair judging from the number of
ouiside clubs that have promised to send delegations. Among
these are the Boiling Springs, Maplewood, Woodside, East Or-
ange, Roseville and Cherr.v Hills. Plenty of lunch and a mmuni-
tion will he on hand and everybody can rest assured of ha ving a
good time. The trappers will be ready for business at 9 A. M. and
will remain until dark.

Everybody in New .Jersey trap-shooting circles and nearly
everybody outside of the said circles knows Charles W. Browu,
the popular president of the Maplewood Gun Club, who is noted
for being one of the most modest men in the State. Likewise
everybody knows W. G. Laidlaw, secretary of the same club.
After the shoot on Christmas day S. B. Tillou called President
Brown and Secretary Laidlaw to the "front and center,"
and after he had succeeded in luring the rest of the com-
pany to attention he proceeded to deliver a very strong
"lecture" to the two officers, dilating upon their past efforts
on behalf of the club. At the conclusion of the "lecture"
Mr. Tillou, on behalf of the members of the Maplewood liun
Club, presented to each of the two officers an elegant Ithaca
hammerless 12-bore gun as an earnest of the appreciation
in which they were neld by the members. The gifts were
accepted with well chosen words of thanks after tbe recipi-
ents had recovered from their surprise.

ISewaren Land and Water Club.
The Sewaren Laud and Water Club held a handicap clay

nigeon match (18yds, rise, 10 birds, one barrel only) on Christmas
Day, at Sewaren, for tfophies. The E'j ore:W MBalla.-d lOlOllUOl-S Borucou , JOIOUIUO-T
Wright ,imuiU10~8 C W Ballard 0111001111-7
Clarkaon .lUillOOll-8 Duglisa 0110111010-6
Nivin 1111111001-8 Fulton 1101001100-5
Lewis 1101111011-8 Pohle 0011011001-5
Hartshorn 1100111101-7
In the shoot-off Mr. Hartshorn took first. Wm, Ballard with-

drew from the competition, as he had presented the trophy. The
club will give a handicap match at 10 bluerock pigeons, Itiyds.
rise, for olub mem.bers only, on New Year's Da^y, for suitable
trophies. Wm, U> gAIdiiARij, Presidpnt,

Shooting for the Riverton Cups.
The annual contest for the handsome cuns offered by the Riv-

erton Gun Club took place on the club grounds on Deo. 22 and 23,
the shoots calling out a large number of expert marksmen. The
contests, three in number, were open to members of the Country

Club.
The A^arious clubs were represented as follows: A'S^estminster,

Oakleigh Thorne; Carteret, Capt. A. W. Money; Hollywood,
Fred. Hoey: Philadelphia, Chas. Macalester; BloomiUferove, R. B.
Lawrence; Riverton, T. S. Dando, E. S. Handy, Jr., R. S. P. Ran-
dolph, W. 0. Downing and Clarence Dolan.
Among the visitors were Albert Foster, Alexander Van Rense-

laer, .J. B. Lowell. Frank Sartor i. Dr. Ross, S. Eisenbrey, H. H.
EUison, W. R. Ellison and W. H. Wolstencrof t.

second, 10 per cent, to third. F. 0. Arnold referee. Tbe scnrp.
0 Macalester 3131 1]23?231223313]222122—35
O Thorne 2112121212131221112222oTa—24
CW Mmiey 2112322123131113313222203—34
F S F Randolph 1123333123121110121121101—23
R B Lawrence 12213212I2H013111121o231~28
F S Dando 31232112121311203100retW C Downing 1101211120110ret
0 Dol an 122220 102;e220ret
E S Hundy, .Jr llI0012220ret
Fred Iloey 2022223100ret
The day was tinlBhod up with misb-and-out sweepstake shooting

as follows: F'jrst event, 85 entry, handicap rises:
Maca.lester 1:231223 Randolph 10
Dando 11232U Hoey 0
Frishmuth 2311211 Money .0
Ellison 3U.1212 Warburton 0
Downing U12120 Green ()

Dolan 33 Smith 0
Jones 10
The money w-a.s divided by the four first named.
Second event, $5 entry, handicap rises:

Macalester (33) 22212321 Frishmuth (30) 1210
Dowuing (30) 12121211 Dolan (29) 2220
Lawrence (30) 22112111 Money (31) 120
Thorne (30) 2112121
Green (24) 32S322o
Handy (81) 3212110
Dando (33) 121110
Hoey (30) 332210
Key<-s(30) 1320
The casn was divided by the 8 men.
Third event, S3 entr^:

Money 2211111
D-indo 2222220
Dolan 1232332
Thome 1313111 „
Lawrecce 2121320 Hoey 0
Jones 22U220 Randolph 0
Frishmuth 22230 Warburton 0
Macalester llllo Handy (i

Money divided by 7 men.
Fourth event. 32yd8. rise, $5 entrv:

Hoey 2123223 Frishmuth 22120
Macalester 2213110 Money 1130
Dando 2211110 Warburton 230
Randolph 22111.20

"
Thorne 212120
Hoey captured the pot.

TflK SECOiVlJ TiAT'.S l.'OM'ESTS,

The ai tendance of Wednesday was very large, both of Specta-
tors and contestants. The first event was the sliootfor the "any-
body'.s cu[i," presented by the Rivprtons. The conditions werf

:

$1tl eii' ry, Landicsp, miss and out, dO per cent, to [ir.Ht, oO per cent,
to second, nnd 10 pyr cent, to third. There were seventeen entries
and the scores follow;
R B Lawrence (30) 11211 0 Thorne (81) 2(1

A Marcy , Jr i28) 31320 B Warburton (23) 20

Randolph (30) HO
Warburton (28) 120
Johns (38)... 20
Kingle(SO) 10
Ellison (29) 0

Downing.. 2213
Keyes 120
Johns 10
Green 10

Handy ...m
Dolan 0

AW Money ClOtS)..,

F Frishmuth (28)....

C Macalester (-33;

J B Ellison m
C Dolan (29)

F Hoev ('Ui

J > ' .Tones (2S)

2210
1220
220
20
20

, .. .20

.20

C B Wrigbt (2«).

Carioan C^ii)

E H Keilur (28 1 ...

D B S Chews (27)..

TC Dando i:^U.:..
F S Randolph m,.

...SO
.... 0

Second event, coniest for Che " Winter Cup,'' pi-escntod bi dr^
Rivertons. Conditions: $10 entry, handicap dist nre?, mi^i^ and
out, those standing at 23vd8. to receive two misses, 'J ) i o os-
one miss: CO per cent, to first, ;50 per cent, to second, 10 per f.fui. to
third. Theie were twenty- four entries, the scores oeins aa fol-
lows:
T S Dando (31) 3322121222132 C A W^ray (25) ....

A Dorrance (28) 2111112122121 F Frishmutii (28).

22110
3110
220W R EUieon (28). . . .1211132332220

C A Wriuht (26). . . . .122212231220
J W.Johns (28) 2211312210
J C Jones (28) 12112112o
A W Money (30) ... .2123120
A Marcy. Jr (28) .... 328321

J B Ellison (29) 111220
C Macalester (32) .122220
D Keyes (29j 121110
C Dolan (29> :33llO

I IShoot-off of tie for cup:
Dando (-11)... ...202 _„.,

In both events Harry Cartwright was referee and Jacob Pentz
scorer. Sweeps wre next in order, the results being given:
No. 1, $5 entry, BOyds. rise, miss and out:

Macalester 21211132 Warburton 210
Dando 23i2l212 Marcy, .Jr 110
Hoey 32222212 Lawrence 120
Thorne 1212220 ]\Ioney 10

E S Handy (31). .

B Warburtcn (29)

E H Eitler. Jr (;28) 22(1

F 8 P Randolph (31) 30
O Thorne (31) 20
R B Lawr nee (:») 10W Davis (2;-) 10
D BSChew (27) 0
F Hoey (31) 0
.1 C Carman 0

Dorrance (28) ..200

J Frishmuth ....10
Ellison 20
F Frishmuth 0
Keyes 0

Dolan 121.310

Randolph 11210
.Tones 22110
Handy 2220
Money divided by the 8men.
No. 2, S5 entry, hH.ndicap rises, mi.ss and out;

Warburton (28j 121211212-' Marcy, Jr (28) 210
Johns (38) 1121111122 Lawrence (3(0 30
Raudojpb (3D 11221211 10 Hoey (;!]).... 20
Dolan (39) 2211112120 Dorrance (2b) 10

Keyes (29) lo
.Money CAiH) 0
Thorne (31) 0
Harnaro (38) u

Macalesier 1 1111.20

J Fricnmutn (28; .220

F Frichmuih (2(i) 130
Wright (26) 210
The 10 men divided.
No. 3, $5 entry, .30yda. rise, mi«s and out:

Raodolpti 112121 Hoey 20
Macalester 122210 Lawrence U
Dorrance 311220 Keves 0
Dolan 1120 Johns 0
Money .......10 Warburton 0
No. 4, f5 entry, handicap rises, miss and out:

Dolan (28) 2133 Randolph (.30) 1(1

Money (30) 2112 Warburton (28) (i

Macalester (33) 1120 Keyes (29) o
Johns (28) .120

Class Defeats Neafie.
On Tuesday, Dec. 32, despite the miserable weather condition'^,

a number of shooters went to Montclair via the D. L. & W. R. R.
and from there staged to Frank Class's Pine Brook Hotel. The
attraction was a match at 25 live birds each between Krank
Class, 30yds. rise, and Daniel Neafle, the latter being a well-
known Boonton (N. J.) trap-shooter, w-ho shot from tbe 35yds.
mark. Tbe match was for 850 a side, Hurlingham (ules to
govern. Corpulent John Riggott. of Rockaway, was referee and
scorer and Hugh Leddy, the v/ell-known Montclair boniface, was
stakeholder and trap-puller. The birds were good couBidering
the weather and Cilass proved that he had lost nov^ of hie old-
time skill, as he succeeded in shooting out his opponent on th«
twenty-first rnund. The scores;
Class 2013U21U12ollllll21-19 Neafle . . . 32000111 ?2033000ol31CI-13

T.epriv WINS I'KOM OATUPBHt.I,.

Next in order was a little match at 15 birds each, for a "con-
sideration," between Hugh Leddy, of Montclair, and Mr. Camp-
bell, of (41enridge, the result of which was as follows:
Leddy 111201212201202-12 Campbell 131031102130312—1

1

Fulford—Brewer.
A memento of the grea"- match. Fourteen photos, MM, Two

gopd photos. 50 cents, J, B,:pwSH^.Wi,464 W. SQi^ et,. F* Y,^ A.dv^
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The East Side-Mutual Shoot.

The old woods at the foot of Hamburg place, Newark, known as
a picuio ground even to the famed "'oldest inhabitant." was the
scene of some excellent ahooting at both live birds and bluerock
targets on Xmas Day. Just in the rear ot the woods proper is the
club house and grounds of the East Side-Mutual Gun Club, one of

the strongest organ izat'ons in New JeTsey. The house is a ensv
frame structure, well iitted for t he u-fe (o which it is put, and the
ground roomv. witii a clear baci^rground. The ftin opened at 9 A.
M. with live-bird abootiug. The lirst two events were at 4 birds
eacli. $3 entry, two money;-. The pcore of No. 1:

H C Koegcl 1111—1 ,1 Lucdecke lilt—

4

B Baar 1111-4 F.Hilfers ...1110-3

First money divideH,
No. 3, same conditions:

Baar - 1111-4 Hilfers 1011-3
R Sehrafft 1111-4 Luedecke 0111—0
F Ferment 1110-3 Koegel 0110-3
Ties for first anil second divided.
2>)o. 3, 10 live birds, $5 putrv: three moneys:

Hilfera 1212111332-10 Koegel 13301010^1-'

Baar 1111011113- h SchrafEt 1010031121—

'

Ferment 1110133310— 8 Luedecke 1022023001—

«

No. 4, 6 live birds, $3 entrv. two moneys:
Sehrafft 112332-(> Hilfers 311201-a
Koegel 131231-0 Baar 1 103(i0-;i

Ferment 112111—

a

First money divided.
No. ."j, same conditions, ex-three moneys:

Hilfers S31133—6 Koegel. 310023-4
Hassinger 213311-0 Baar 032013-4
Sehrafift 101311-5 Ferment 010000-1
Perry 131120—5
Ties divided.
It was now well along in the afternoon and after the live bird

traps had been removed and target traps substituted, bluerook
smashing was started and continued until dark. The varioii

events were as follows:
No. 0. ten targets, SI entry, four moneys:

Baar : 1 110111111-9 Sehrafft UIOIIODIO—

6

Koegel 1111101110-8 Hassinger 0110011010—5
Ferment OIOOIIUU—V Young 0010101101-r>

Hilfers 0001111111—7 Kbling 0000001000-1
Hague lOOll 10110-0 Het^.de rshot OOOOOOWO'. '-0

Richards 0101011110-6
Ties divided.
No. 7, same, except two moneys:

Hassinger 0101111101—7 Sehrafft IIIIOOIOOO—

5

Perment 0111110101-7 Young 0010010000-3
Baar 1011100111-7 Richards OOOOOOOOOO—

0

First divided.
No. S, same, except three moneys:

Hassinger IIOIIOIIU-S Hilfers 10001101 lO-.-j

Sehrafft 0111101111-8 Richards 0000101110-4
Baar Ill 1110010-7 Hague 0000111001 - i

Koeeel lllllOiXlll-V Gendell .1100000110-4
Ferment 0111110101-7
Ties divided.
No. 9, five pair«. SI entrv, three moneys:

Baar 00 10 10 10 11—5 Koegel 00 10 00 10 00-3
Hassinger 10 01 10 11 00-5 Stihrafft 10 00 UO 00 00—1
Perment 11 11 00 00 01-5
No. 10, same:

Ferment 11 01 11 01 11-S Sehrafft 10 00 00 11 01—4
Koegel 10 1110 11 11-0 Hassinger 00 CO 00 10 00-1
Baar 00 11 10 10 11—6

A Jolly- Bay at Maplewood.
DfiO. 35 was a great day on the grounds of the Maplewood Gun

Club, over a score of shooters being on hand and about 3,300 tar-
gets being thrown. These groimds ar^ pleasantly situated in a
nivine .iust south of the D. L. & W. Railroad tracks, a short dis-
tance beyond Maplewood station, and have a foreground equal to
any in the State. A commodiotis club house, well warmed and
lighted, enabled the shooters to keep comfortable. Flent^• of
solid and liquid refreshments were al«o at hand. The most inter-
esting event of the day was the annual team shoot for a supper.
The teams comprised 9 men each and each man shot at 15 Djue-
rock targets. The resull

:

Siggine's Team. Tillou's Team.
Siggins llOUmOinill—13 S Tillou 011111110011011—11
Yeomaas 011000010100111- 7 W Smith 111110111111101—13
Sickley 011011101101100- 9 D^ake 111111000011111-11
Wick Smith . ..111101011111111-13 Wolff 111010110110011—10
AFarry 110110111101010—11 Manritz 001011100011111—9
Van Iderstiue .111110111111011—13 Reevrs 011111001111011—11
Van Dyke 111111111111111—15 Hobart 111111111111111—15
Geldner 111111111100101—13 O Dean 111111100111111—13
LDean 111111110011111-13 C Brown OOOOOOOOOlOlOll— 4

lOfi 97
As a consequence of this result the club will on New Year's

evening enjoy a course dinner at Fost's Hotel, at SouDh Oiange,
and Tihou's team will "pay the freight."

The twenty-two sweeps shot during the day resultfd as per the
appended scores;
First sweep at 10 bird=. $1 entry:

Brien tnall 1 111011101-8 Vanlderstine lOOOliXllOb-5
Smith 11111 11011—9 Reeves llluOOiOll—

6

Farry... 0011111UO-;

Second sweep, .same:
Brien tnall 1111111110-9 Vanlderstine 01100111 11-.
Smith 1101110111-8 Reeve 0110110001—5
Parry 1111101111-9 Drake 1111011111-9

Third sweep, same:
B fientnall 0111111111—9 Vanlderstine lOlOlOllOl-

6

Smi th 1111101111—9 Reeves 1101001110—6
Farry 1011110111—8 Drake 1010111101—7

Fourth sweep, same:
Brientitall 1111111111—10 Vanlderstine IIOIICOIIO— 6
.Smith 1111111111-10 Drake 1111111110- 9

F,rry 1101110111— a

Fifth sweep, same:
Brientnall . lllllOmi— 9 Drake IIIOOIIHI-

8

Smith 0111101111—8 Van Dyke llllllllOl—

9

Parrv 1110101110— 7 Fhillips 1111111111—10
Vanlderstine IIWIOOOIOI— 3 Hobart UlUjOlll-

Sisth sweep, same:
Brientnsll 1111111111—10 VauDvke . OUlllODl-S
Smith Umiini— 9 Phillips llliniOiO— s
Parry 1110001111— 7 Hobart 0110111111—8
Drake 0110101110— (i

Seventh sweep, s'me:
Biieutnall 1111110111— 9 Van Dyke 1111011111- 9
Smith..- 1111101111-9 Phillips 1011110110-7

Hobart 1111111011- 9
Wolfe 1011110511- 8

Van Dyke lllllillU- 10
Phillips ,. , . . llKjUlllil— 8
Hobaic llOUiilll]- s

VVolie mm 1(11 II -

Parry 1111110111- 9

Drake 1011111110—

Eighth sweep, bame;
Brientnall 0011111111—8
Smith 1111111111-10
Parry 0101110110- 6

Drake 1101111111- o

Ninth sweep, same:
Brientnall 1111111110-9 Van Dyke IIUIIOIIP y
Smith llOimill-9 Pnillip..5 IIIUOLIIO 8

Parry 0111111100- 7 Hobart .1111111111 -lo
Drake lllllomi— 9
Tenth sweep, same:

FhilFps 1111111111-10 Drake DOlOlOlll— 7
VanDyke 1011111111- 9 W Smith 1111110111— 9
Hobart 1001011010- 5 Parry lOllllOOll- 7
Youmans OlOlllUll- 8 Sickley 1011111111- 9
Oslerhout 1011111101— 8 Geldner 0111101111- 8
Eleventh sweer. 15 targets, Sl-50 entry:

Phillips 111111011101111-13 Hobart OUimOUllOOl—11
Yeomims 111111001111111-1:5 Siggius 111111101001111- 13
Van Dvke llllltUlilUlll—.U Drake 111111111101101—13
Osterhout OOlUUlOn 1101- 11 Gfiriner 1111 Hill0<J1110—13
Perry IIOUOO 101 1 11 11-1 1 W Smith 111011010 111110—11
Twelfth swet p, 10 targets. SSI i^ntrx

:

Fhillips - , 1111011110- s Hobart 1110111111— 9
Van Dyke 1111111111—0 Yecmans... : 1111111111—10
Drake lOlUOOllO- 6 Smith 1111111111—10
Van lder.stine 1010111001—6 Bickley 1111101110—8
Osterhout 1001011111— 7

Thirteenth sweep, some:
Youmans lUOlOlllO- 7 O re.rhout OlllOlUlll—

7

Drake IIIIOIIUU— 8 Geldner 1001111111—8
Hobart Ill 11 11111—10 Tillou 0100101010—4
Yan Dyke 1H 0111 1

1
'
— 9 Parry 1001111111—8

..1110101100- tj Phillips aoiinuo-8

Fourteenth sweep, s«tme: ^ ^

Osterhout llOllinU-9 Drake UOOUlOlO- b

Hobart 1011111111-9 Youmans 1110111110- 8

Van Dvke 1110111101-8 Smith 1111111111—10
Phillips 1001011100-5 Vanlderstine 1111111110- 9

Fifteenth sweep, snm<=-.
, ,

Phillips 1010010101—5 Osterhout OUnilUO- 8

Hobart 0111111011-8 Smith 11(11111111— 9

Sickley 1110110010—6 Van Dyke 1101111111— 9

Siggins 1111011100-7 Youmans 1111111111-10

Geldner 1111011011-8 Manicz lOUOOlOll- 0

Drake 1110111111-9
Sixteenth .sweep, same,:

Hobs rt 1010111111—8 Osterhout IOIIOIOOIO-.t

Van Dyke OUUllllI—9 Norman 0010101001-4

Fhill'ps 1101111110-8 Smith OlOllllOD-7
Drake.-. ,., 1011111110-8
Seventeenth sweep, St me:

Hobart nOlllOlll— 8 Dean IIOOUIIOI- /

Phillips 1101101111— 8 0<<terhout IIUOIOUI— 8

Van Dyke 1101011111— 8 Van Iderstine 0101111010- 6

Drake 0011111101- 7 Smith 1001101101— 6

Eighteenth sweep, same:
Phillips 1001011011—6 Smith 1111111111—10
Hobart 1111100101— 7 Osterhout OllOllllH— 8

Drake 1111101100- 7 Norman 0100000000- 1

Van Dyke. llllllllOl- 9

Nineteenth sweep, same:
Phillips 1101110110- 7 Osterhout UlOlOllll— 8

Hobart 0111111011- 8 Youmans OlllUllll— 9

Drake llllOOllll— 8 Van Ider.stine lOOOoOlOll— 4

Van Dvke OKKUlOlll— 6 Norman 10000000(10- 1

Smith 0011111000- 5
Twentieth sweep, same:

Hobart lOOOlOOOCO- 3 Phillips 0010011001— 4

Smith 1010001001- 4 Drake 1100110010- 5
Van Dyke 1110111111- 9
Twenty-iirst pween. at 15 r.areets, $1.50 entry:

Drake 11101 1100111111-13 Parry 111111111011010-13
Ph iHips 1 110101 J Oi l 1110—11 Brien tnall lOllll111110110—13
Van Dyke 11111111011111 1 —14 Smith 111110110111111—13
Hobart lllUmimilO-U
Twenly-secojid sweep, same:

Fhillips 101110111001101-10 Yonmans 010110111101100- 9

Van Dvke llimmilllOl-14 W Smith 111111111110111-14
O.sterhotit 1 1 1111UOIUU1—14
In the above events all ties were divided. The final event of the

day was the shoot-off of a tie for the club medal, for which dur-
ing the season August Manitz, .1. Warren Smith, A. Sickley and
R. V'^''olfe had tied. Each man shot at .50 bluerock targets, and
Smith was the winner. The pcores:
M anit z OllOlOlOlOUOOl 101 1 1 1111110001w
Smith nilllllini 1111111101111111111111111110011111110-46

Sicklev lODlOllllllllllllllllllimilllllllllOllIlOOllll-45
Wol fe'. oiioiioion 11101 11 11111 11 111110iimiioi oioi1 1 iii-4

1

Down in Hunterdon County.

Thbbb Bbidgbs, N. J.. Dec. 34.—Inclosed find scores for two
days shoot at this place, Dec. 23 and 23.

First Drti/.—No. 1, 0 single tai gets, 50 cents entry, 3 monevs:
Mason 111101—5 Stout 100101—3
Brant 101101—4 Sheppard 110010-3
Case 110010-3 Reading...- lCK)011-3

No. 3, 9 singles, $i e"trv:
Mason Ill Oil 111-8 ( lase 011010110-5
Sheppard OllUllU-S Reading OOOIUOIO—

4

Brant 111011111-8 Stout 010101001-4
No. 3, 6 singles, 50 cents entry:

Mason UlOll-5 Brant OlOlU-4
Sheppard. 011111-5 Reading 010000-1
Stnut^ 111001-4 Case 010000 -1
No. 4, same conditions: Brant 5, Mason 4, Sheppard 4, Reading

3, Stout 3.

No.fi, same: Brant 0, Stout 5, Mason 5, Case 5, Reading 4,

Sohenck 3.

No. 6. same: Brant 6, Mason 3, Schenck 5, Case 4, Reading 3,

Stout 3.

No. 7, same: Sheppard 6, Stout 5, Mason 4. Case 4, Brant 4.

Schenck 1, Reading 3.

No. 8, same: Stout 4, Reading 4, Sheppard 4, Case 4, Brant 4,

Schenck 4, Mason 3.

No. 9, same- Mason 6, Reading 5, Sheppard 4, Case 4, Schenck 3,

Brant 3, Stout 2.

No, 10, samp; Mason 5, Schenck 5, Brant 4, Case 4, Sheppard 8,

Stout 3, Van Master 1.

No. 11, same: Brant 6, Mason 6, Sheppard .5, Stout 5, Schenck 5,

Van Mastpr 5. Case 4.

No. 13, 9 singles, unknown argles: Brant 9, Mason 7, Case!.
Van Master 7.

Seamd Do?;.—Event No. 1, 4 live birds. $3 entry:
Firpt. Second. Third. Fourth. Ties.

Williamson.. 1111 1111 0010 0111 010—13
MeUwen 0111 1001 1110 1010 ...—10
Van Marten 1100 0001 0011 — 5
Scott OOll 1011 1011 1101 011—13
Shafer 0000 1110 1010 1111 ...— !)

Case 1000 ...—

1

FLE3IINGTON, N. J.. Deo. 25.—The following scores were made
to-day at the Xmas shoot of the Flemington Gun Club: No, 1. 10
single blnerocks, SI entry, Smoreys, 3 traps, unknown angles: E.
N. Tolt 5, D. B. Boss 6, G. Reading o, G Ruple 0, J. LarnselS, R. H,
Moore 3, A. W. Ross 3. No. 2, same: Moore 7, Readine .5, A. W.
Bos« 3, D. B. Boss 3, Tolt 3, Ruple 3. No. 3, 6 live birds, 80yds, rise,
Hurlingham rules, for the club medal:
Moore 111110-5 Reading 2o3021-4
Tolt 331012—5
Tne tie for the badge will be decided at the nest monthly shoot.

The following scores were made at the shoot of the Pittstown
Gun Club:
No- 1, 6 single Keystone targets: Reading 6, Sheppard 6, Ruple

5, Huff 5. Ayers 3, Mason 4, Gary 4.

No. 3, 9 singles: Ayers 8, Sheppard 8, Mason 8, Gary 7, Reading
8, Ruple 6, Huff 4.

No. 0, 13 singles: Stout 11. Sheppard 10, Stryker 9, Gary 9, Mason
9, Reading 8, Ayers 7. Ruple 7.

No. 4, 6 singles: Reading 5, Stryker 5, Sheppard 5, Gary 5,

Ayers 5, Mason 5, Stout 3. On shoot-off Ayers and Mason div.
first money.
No. 5, 13 singles: Reading 13, Stryker 11, Stout 11, Gary 11, Shep-

pard 10, Ayers 9, Mason 7. Gary won second on shoot-off.
No. 6. 9 singles: Stout 9, Reading 8, Su-yker 8, Ayers 8, Gary 7,

Mason 7. Ayers vvou second on shoot-oft'; third div.
No. 7. 13 singles: Ayers 11, Stout U, Reading 10, Stryker 9.

No. 8, 13 singles: Mason 10, Stout 9, Stryker 6. G. E. R.

Philadelphia Holiday Shoots.
The regular Christmas shoots were given by the gnu clubs in

and around Frankford, at all of which special prizes were offered,
c<msistiniJr of poultry, shooting acciutrements and money. At the
North End Club grounds money prizes were offered at a live-bird
siioot, Hurlingham rules governing, E'ive traps were used at
30yds. rise, each contestant shooting at 20 live nigeons. The day's
tourney resulted as follows: J. Frank Kleinz 17, William H. Wol-
stenn; oft 30, Robert Welsh IB, Al. Rust 20, J. Wolstencroft 18,
Wade Wilson 15, J. Sivad 18, Mr. Hack 14, William H. Pack 17,
InaHc Wolstencroft 14. Nathaniel Swope 13. Those who tied div,
the purses, no shooting off being allowed. At the Frank ford
grounds eleven events were shot off. blnerocks being used.

Wellington.
Wellington, Mass.Jlec. 26.—There was only a fair attendance

at the grounds of the Wellington Gun Citib to-day, and the con-
ditions were not favorahle for double bird shooting, owing to the
heavy fog. The winners in the several events follow:
Three pair targets. Gore and Gale: 3 targets. Gale; 3 pair tnrgets,

Choate and Gale: 6 targets, Gore; 3 pair targets, Bradstreet; 6
targets. Gore; 5 targets, Choate and B'-adstreet; 6 targets, Choate;
6 targets. Gore; 3 pair targets. Gore; 5 targets, Choate; 5 targets,
Choate: 3 pair targets, Bradstreet; 6 targets. Gale and Bradstreet;
10 targets. Keystone match, Bradstreet; b pair targets, Bennett.

Riverside, N. J,

A VERY interesting shooting match took place at I. B. Meeks's
place Dec. 33 between John Rothakc- and A. .Tames. The match
was shot under Hurlineham rules, 33yds, rise, 30 birds per man.
The birds were very strong and the wind blowing considerably
made shooting somewhat difficult. About three hundred people
werepresentio witness the shoot. The score: J. Rottiaoker, 34;
A. James, 25,

Xmas Shoot at Athens.

ATHESfS, Pa., Dec. 26.—The trap-shoot on Christmas Day drew
out a good party of spectators, who enjoyed seeing the targets fly

and the dead nirds fall. Among the shooters was the genial M.
F. Lindsley, of the American Wood Powder Co., and the way he
ground up the kingbirds at long distances showed that his powder
was -'great stuff." At expert rules he averaged 939 without trying
very hard. ,

Following are the scores. Lindsley, Park and Adams shot
under expert rules: , „^ ,^
No. 1, 10 singles: Lindsley first with 10, Pa.Tk, Adams and Wolf^

radt second with 8, Davles third with 6.

No. 3, 10 singles: Ltndsley first with 9, Adams second with 7,

Park and Snider third with 6, Wolfradt 5, Davies 4.

No. 3, 10 singles: .'^dams first with 10, Lindsley second with 8,

Park third with 7, Davies 6, Snider 6, Wolfradt 4. Alberts 3.

No. 4 10 singles: Lindsley and Park flr.st with 8, Wolfradt snd
Snider second with 7, Davies and Alberts third with 6, Adams :>.

No. 5. 15 singles: Lindsley first with 15, Park second with 10,

AdnniR third with 9, Davies 7, Wolfradt 7, Snider 6, Albeits 5.

No. 6, 10 singles: Park lirst with 10, Jjindsley second Avith 9.

Wolfradt third with 8, Adams 7, Davies, Alberts and Snider 6

No*. 7, 10 singles: Lindsley flr.st with lo, Park, Smith and Snider
8, Davies and Wolfradt 7 each.
No. 8, 10 single': Lindsley first with 10, Park and Adams second

with 9, Sn'der 8, Davies, Wolfradt and Smith 7 each.
No. 9, 10 singles: Lindsley first with 9, Snider second with ?,

Smith 6, Davies 5, Park 5, Alberts 4.

No. 10, 10 singles: Lindsley and Snider first with 9 each, Adams
and Park second with 8 each.
No. 11, 3 live pigeons from one trap in center of :30-yard circle,

30vds. rise; good strong birds; many dropped dead out of bounds.
Ada.m8 killed 3 and took first. Snider 3 and second, Lindsley,
Park, Davies and Smith 1 each and third, Alberts 0.

No. 13, 3 live pigeons: Park and Smith killed 3 and divided fltst,

Lindsley, Davies"and Wolfradt 1 and second, Snider and Adams
"goose-egged."
No. 13, 3 live pigeons: Lindsley, Smith and Davies killed 3, Sni-

der 3, Park 1, Adams "goose-egged" again. W. K. P.

Canadian Christmas Shoots.

TOHONTO, Dec. 35.—The Toronto Gun Club held a very success-
ful shoot at the Woodbine this afternoon. It was an open event
and the Owl, Victoria and Toronto Game Protective and Sport-
ing clubs were well represented. Finerain somewhat marred the
sport in the early part of the day.
No. 1, 10 pigeons, 2efd«., S3 entry, 4 prizee:

G Charles 1131111111-10 T Sawdon... 1211031031-8
D Blea 1101111111- 9 T Lewis 2032120221-8
C Stone Oim31111-
S Greenwood 2220211122-W McDowall 0113111312-

T Charles 1100101112-7
S McClure 1011110130—7W Bovel 1011110110-7

H Fleming 1211310123- 9 G Morley 1030111013—7
No. 3, same conditions, was not finished, owing to darknesF;

those having a chance to win prizes in this shoot will complete
their score later. Six matches at 10 blnerocks each were al.^o

shot.

CoLLiJtOWOOC, Out., Dec. 35.—The CoUingwood Gun Club have
had two shoots at live birds within the last week. At the first

meeting the birds were rather weak. The score stood, out of ten
birds:
J L Oox 1011110111-8 C Tymon 0000000111—3
A H .Johnston 1110111111-9 J Aston 1111011111—9W Lewis 1101101001-6
The shoot this morning was more spirited. The birds were

keen and got away much better. Out of ten the result wsp:
J L Cox 1111110111-9 W^ Lewis. 1111001111-8
A H Johnston 1111111101—9 C Tvmon 1100110011—6
J Aston 1111011111—9 A B Pratt 1110111111—9
S Hewitt 0111010100-5

New York State Shoot.
Editor Forest and Stream:
On reading "Mtitton'.s" article in your issue of Dec, 24. we find

that he is the man that trap-shooters throughout the entire
LTnited States have been looking for, and if he can do what he
says he can, he certainly will have the everlasting thanks and
blessings of us average shooters. He has hit upon a plan "that
our coming meet may be liberally conceived and wisely planned
with due regard to the rights of the average shoote"r." Now,
that is what we have been trying to think out, but as yet we
haven't it Just as we should like, but thanks to "Mutton" he has
come to our rescue. Now will he kindly inform ns through the
columns of your valuable paper, so that not only we but the whole
woi Id may be informed of this much-sought-after plan.
We would like to call "Mutton's" attention to the fact tha t the

New Y^ork State Association names the price to be charged for the
targets at the State shoots. Also that their rules govern all
matches, and that the Association, not the club, where the shoot
is held, says who may or shall not be eligible to participate in the
events. We certainly expect to be prepared to give the shooters
who may attend the shoot here not only a good rime but a fight-
ing chance to win in every shoot. SyKACUSE Sportsm.^s,

Old Stone House Grounds.
In rain or shine, blow high or blow low, John Erb's popular

grounds always attract their full quota of shooters. An abundant
supply of live birds are always on hand, of a quality to euit the
most fastidious expert. The shooting on Xmas Day drew about a
dozen men, and all the events were what are termed "Jersey
sweeps," the conditions being 4 birds per man, S3 entry, under six
entries two moneys, over six entries three moneys. In the first
five sweeps tne scores, in ordc- were as follows:
Hedden 10S3 1113 1111 00 1112,-15
Erb 2212 1111 Gill 1111 1211-19
Ensen .2212 1111 1103 0321 1202—

K

HhU 1120 2110 0001 1101 1020-13
In all thf above ties were div. The final six sweeps in order

were as below:
fiedden 2233 0131 3121 1120 1211 1113-23
Erh 1013 1211 1113 0201 2111 1111-21
Castle ...1113 1110 1311 1201 Dll 1100-30
Smith 3021 1201 1122 1213 OOll 1101-19
Mack 0003 1118 1113 0001 0231 1102-16
Hf.dlis 12U 0121 2111 1211 0112-18
Canon 2113 2201 0101- 9
Ensen 1230 3111 2013 —10
In the final event first was div.; second was shot off and won by

Mack; third div.

Some Georgia Scores.

Macon, Ga., Dec. 26.—The following scores were made yester-
dav bv members of the Normandale C+un Club of this place.
No 1, 25 blnerocks, $3 entry, three moneys:

J M Norman. lOUlOlOllOCOOllOOOlOlOlO-12
E H Saunders.. OllOlllOOlOlOOOlOli 001000—10
D M Dunn 1111111111111111111101111-24
No. 3, same conditions;

Noiman 0101010100110001110101110—13
Saunders , OOll UlOllOOOlOlOOtlOl1101—14
Dunn ^ limill01111111111111101-33
No, 3, satne conditions:

Norman IIOOIIOIOIXIOIIXIUIOIIOIOI—13
H B Tvoutiuan 0110011110100100101111100-14
Miller 11001 1 11011111010011 11111—19
Saunders 0011101100001001110101011-1

3

Dunn 011110110111111111101101 1—20
No. 4, 10 singles, same conditions:

Norman 0100011010— 4 Saunders lOllllllU-H
Trontman 1111111111-10 Dunn llOHlllll-a
Miller 1010011111— 7

Ties divided.

Red Bank.
The Riverside Gun Club had an interesting series of matches

Dec. 23, the targets being live birds and Keystones. The princi-
pal match was a shoot at 35 birds, entrance glO, governed by
National Association rules. Edward M. Cooper won first money
with a score of 24, John Cooper securing second with 33. Henry
C. White and Phil Daly, Jr., scored 23 each, Fred Beale and Jas.
Cooper 19 each, and Albert Ivins and John Bergen 17.

Anumber of miss and out sweeps were won by James and John
Cooper and Dalj^. A sweep at 9 Keystones was won by Daly and
E. Cooper with 9 each. John Cooper and Oscar Hesse secured
second money with 7 each. .Jas. Cooper and D. Kearney broke 7
each and divided third money.
The closing event was a sweep at 15 Keystones, 13 entries: John

Cooper and Edmund Throckmorton broke 14 each and divided
first money. Daly and E. Cooper got second with 13 apiece. Geo.
Coley broke 13.
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Christmas at Honeoye Palls.

Tbb Honeoye Falls Lrxm Cinb held an interesting shoot on Dec.
25. Among the shootars was Daniel M. Lefever, of Svracuse.
TJie scores of tlie various events are here given: INo. 1, $1 sweep-
stakes. 10 kiopbirris. known angles, rapia firing system:
EJ Wilkinson 1111110111-9 W Gregg lllillUll-lO
A W Starr lOllOllOOl— 6 Dr Ferner OOiHOllulL— 5

P Gates - 1011111111— 9 Dr Weller .0111111111- 9

No 3 . tnrkoy shoot, 10 kingbirds, entrance SO cetit.-:;

Wilkinson 0111111110—8 Weller 1111111110- 9

Gates 1101111101—8 Starr. lOllUllOl- 8

Gregg - . . . 11111 11111—10 Ferner 1001010110— 5

Gregg won first choice of turkeys, Weller second; ties of S bhot
oil, Wilkinson won third.
No. 3, turlcey shoot, 10 kingbirds, conditions the name as before:

Wilkinson .1111101111- 9 D MLefcver 1111111111-10
Ovegg. 1111111111—10 Starr IIUIIUOO-

8

Gates - 1110111111— 9 Wellpr llllllUOO- 8

In the slioot-ofC ot 10 Lefever won first choice of turkeys; ties of
9 phot off, Wilkinson won; ties of S, Weller won.
No. 4, tiirkey shoot, fondltinns ttie same as before:

Wilkinson . . .

." 1111111111-10 L«fever 1111111111-10
Gregg - 1111111111-10 Weller 1111111100- 8

Gates 11101 lion- 8 Starr 1111111110- 9

Ties of 10 shoot-off:
Wilkinson 10111 1H11 11111 lllU 11111
Gregg 11101 mil mil 11111 11110
Lefever 11011 11111 11111 llUl illlO
Wilkinson won first choice, Starr takes second.
Weller and Gates shoot-oft on ties of 8:

Weller 11111 11111 11110 Gates 11111 11111 11111
Gates won third chmce.
Ko. 5, 81 sweepstakes. 10 kingbirds, unknown angles:

Wilkinson 101011 1101-7 <JJegg 1111111011-9
Weller 1011111111—9 Ferner imilUlO—

9

Lefever 1101111101—8
No. 6. $1 sweepstakes. 10 kingbirds, unknown angles:

Wilkinson 1010111101—7 Gregg ..1111111011—9
Weller 1011111111-9 Ferner 1111111110-9
Lefever 1101111101—8
No. 7, ffil sweepstakes, 10 kingbirds:

Wilkinson 1111111111—lO Weller 1111111110- 9
Gregg 1001111111— 8 Lefever 1111111111—10
Ferner .1111111001— 8

No. 8, £1 sweep, 10 kingbirds:
Wilkinson 1111111111-10 Ferner .1101101001- 6
Lefever llllllim-10 Weller lllOllllll— 9
Gregg OllllOim- 7 McKenzie 1110111110- 8
No. 9, SI sweep, 10 kingbirds:

Wilkinson 1111011011— 8 Weller 1111111111-10
Lefever 1111111001- 8

No. 10, $1 sweep, 10 kingbirds:
Wilkinson llllllllU-lC Weller llimim-10
Lefever 1111111111—10 Starr 1111011011— 8

Spring Hill Gun Club.

BlauveltviTjX.e, N. Y., Dec. 25.—Owing to an epidemic of grip
in Rockland county the attendance of local shooters was small.
What was lacking in numhers was made up in enthusiasm, and
resulted in one of the best shoots the club has ever held. The
medal shoot was hotly eonteslod, Simpson, Baker and J. Bogart
tying on 10 straight. On the shoot-oflE Baker and Bogart each
dropped one, and Simpson, by scoring all, won the medal for the
third consecutive time, therefore it becom^es his personal pro-
perty. As he holds the Lsfever medal for New York State cham-
pionship he is well ou the way to a collection of trophies. He is

very popular with the club and the best shot in it. Schortemeier
shot well in the live bird events. Only three birds had to be put
up. They were a good lot, but in the absence of wind were not
"clinkers.'' The usual substantial dinner was served at noon, a
huge joint of fine roast beef, sweet potatoes, lima beans, fine
hread and excellent chocolate. Good appetites soon made a huge
hole in the supplies and the boys theu resumed shooting, .lames
Bogart, the veteran of 1 he club, crawled out to "look on," as he
hau been very sick, but in less fban half an hour could stand it

no longer, sent for his gun and g-ave the boys a hustling, by 3
o'clock he was looking the picture of health. The day's scores
follow:
Event No. 1* 9 singles and 3 pairs of targets: Simpson 12,

Schortemeier 10, Hathaway 3, Allen 6.

The nest five events were at 10 targets each, and the scores are
summarized as follows:

Second. Third. Fourth. Fifth. Sixth.
Simpson 9 8 10 10 9
Schortemeier 9 9 0 6 7
Hathaway 7 9 7 0 8

Allen 0 7 6 9 6
Moeller 5 7 4 8

Lydecker 3 8 5 8
Bogart 10 5 10 7

Fleming 0 4 10
Blsuvelt,Sr .. 9 4 ..

Raker .. 6 10 4
Duryaa .. 0 6
Blanveit, Jr. (IHyrs. old) .. 8 9 7
At thi:^ .stitge the targets gave v/ayto live birds, and the follow-

ing swetps were shot, tbe conditions in each heing 6 birds per
man. 28 and 80yds. risp, $3 entry; dead birds to the shooters, bound-
ary SOyds. each side, BOyds. front boundary:

l8t 24 3d
Hathaway 131113 220o23 011111—15
Moeller ^ HOloO 131201 211011-13
Simpson 132101 311101 111101-15
Allen oOOOll 112110 llo211-13
SchorlemMer .133211 U2121 212211—18
Lydecker 011122 113100 031001—13

Claremont.
Ci.jtaEMOiJT.N. J,, Deo. 36.—To-day's wretched weather some-

wliat fepoiled the elaborate progj amcao of holiday sport at clay
pigeon cracking which the marlwmen of the New Jersey Shooting
Gluh ha:i arranged to enjoy during the forenoon and early after-
noou ou the club's range at Claremont. Six matches were shot,
however, fail ly good scores being made by all the competitors.
The cont'.'Sts and their results are subjoined:

First, evi-nt, 20 singles, Keystone a.vstem: .SohaefTer and Moore
30 each, Bigoncv 18, J, Berdan 10, Purdy 15, Hunt 14, Compson 13,
Vi edenburgh lu, T. Berdan 7, Griefl 5.

Second event. 20 liluerocka, imknown angles; Vredenburgh,
Bigo-iy and Schaffer 30 each, Moore 19, Purdy 18, Vincent, Hunt
and .1. Berdan 17 each, Oompsou 11, T Berdan 6.

Third evovit, a walking match at 10 birds each: Vincent 10,

Purdy and Moore 9 each, Grielf and Hunt 8 each, Compson and
Vredenburgh 7 each.
Fourlh event, Keystone syslein, 15 targets: Bigoney 15. Purdy

14, Pop« and J. Berdan 13 each. Hunt and Vredenburgh 12 each,
Moore 11, Compson 8, Orieif (i, T. Berdan 5.

Fifth event, 10 disks, Kevsrone system: Hunt 10, Bigoney 9,

Compson and Purdy 8 each, Vincent and Pope 7 each, Gi ieff 5.

Sixth event, the sixteenth match of the series at 20 pigeons each.
Keystone system, for a Marlin rifle: Vincent shot a clean score
of breaks and won first honors for the third time. The other
scores were: J. Berdan 19, Moore. Pope and Smith 18 each,Comp-
son and GripJf 13 each, T. Berdan .5. Vincent's teat ties him with
Smith and Pope for the trophy, each having won three matches.
They will shoot off the tie next Saturday. First honors in the series
were also won by the following: A. F. Compson and W. J. Simp-
son twice each. Elmer B. Bigoney, J. D. Berdan and C. Hathaway
once each.

Smitli vs. Frecbe Again.
The day after Xmas was not one on which a man would, expect

to witness a cricket match, nor would he care to stand upon the
promenade deck of a Sound steamer to see the sights. From
early morn until 9 P. M. the air was close and murky, and oc-
casionally the clouds would open and down would come a torrent.
Even these disagreea.ble conditions, hovTever, did not deter a
number of hardy sportsmen from visiting John Erb's grounds, on
Bloomfleld avenue, Newark, to see a little shoot-ofC of a tie. A
week before Harry Smith and Cius Freche, both of the Esses Gun
Club, had shot a hundred bird match at Marion for $50 a side, the
match resulting in a tie on 77 kills each. Saturday's race was
also at 100 birds, the agreement being that the winner should
take the purse of $100, and the loser should pay for the birds used
in both match and shoot-oflf—100 in all. The race began shortly
after 1 P. M., and about two-thirds of the time the rain fell at a
lively rate. The birds, much to the surprise of everyhody, flew
well, some in fact being regular "clinkers." There were "duf-
fers," as a matter of course, but taken as a whole the birds were
hetter by far than could be expected in such weather. The result
o£ the match was a surprise to nearly all the spectators, although
there were some who were willing to '*go" a Uttle on Smith's
^banges. It wag tbougbt, liowever, by tHe gja^oidty, that Fregbe

by virtue of his numerous contests would be likely to outnerye
Smith, who a year ago was scarcely a 60 per cent. man. During
the Hst few months he has pulled himself together iu great form
and is shooting a good gait. .Both men shot 12-bore guns, SOyds.
rise, Hurlingham rules. Smith used a Greener hammerless
ejector, and Freche a Lang hammer gun. Wm. H. Green offici-
ated as referee, white the mysteries of the score card were solved
by John Erb, the latter also manipulating the die and pullin.g the
traps. The scores in detail are appended":
Smi th ] 101 10212111231011 U2201 1—21

Oi 1 22i.'2 till 221 2 1 22 1 1 1011 1—23
1 131 01 01011211 1 1 222 1 21001—20
31211122121HKt2:!llalil211—23—87

Freche 102231 1 V.m^?) 1 1;:'2] 1 22022-22
;^0|r,|,r^-

. ; -
1 I -J'JSO] 10 -21

ll:,'ii" .
.

'

,
:!idi 1310-21

231), ; ill lUlO—,20-84
Smith used liis second barrel 32 timea t o kill, r reciie 31 times to

kill.

SWEEPS TTINISHED THE DAT.
As usual the people who had been standing aroxmd looking at

the above matcn became possessed of the idea that they were all
experts, and In order to prove the fact a numoer of sweeps were
shot, the results of which are appended. The sweeps were all at
4 birds each, $3 entry. In the first three there was one money
each, and in each of the last two there were two money.'':
Erb ,..1131—4 0131—3 3201-H—10
Hedden 0211-3 1031—3 1212—3—10
Freche ...1102-3 2311-4 1112-4—11
No. 4, same as above:

Mack 1121-4 Hedden .... 1201-3
Castle 2112—4 Freche 211o-3
Erb 0311—3 Francis 1011—3
Ties:

Erb 11122 Freche 22110
Hedden 13110 Francis 10
First div., second won by Erb on shoot-off.
No. 5, same:

Ties. Ties.
Mack 2111-4 11 Hedden,... 2ol2—3 1
Castle 1122-4 13 Francis 3210-2 0
Erb 3111-4 10
Mack first, Hedden second, both on shoot-oflf.

The New Illinois State Rules.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 34.—As was stated much earlier. Forest

AND Stream had the first and the only accurate copy of the com-
mittee report on the new trap rules of the Illinois State Sports-
men's Association, but at the time the report was sent our criti-
cism or comment was impossible. Now. when opportunity ofl'ers

for that, the necessity does not seem easily apparent, for the three
thoughtful gentlemen, Messrs. P.. B. Organ, M. J. Eich and Col.
Chas. E. Felton, who had this matter in hand, seem to have
formulated a good consensus of opinion in their draft, and it is

safe to say that their report will be adopted in practical entirety
by the association at its annual convention next June.
The shooters of the Illinois Association are nothing if not con-

servative. The old rules were adopted in 1376, .and were clung to,

iu spite of innovation all around, ever since that time till now,
quite unamended since 1886. The SOyds. boundary is now no more,
and the march of time has now made the old duck shooters admit
the passe quality of the 10-gauge as a standard for these days, and
caused the substiiution of the modprn 12-gauge as the standard
arm. These changes, and the re-ad.iu9t.ment nf the handicap, are
the principal alterations of the old rules. The new biundary is

unique and distinctive, and I do not see what objections, other
than fanciful ones, can be urged against it. It is probable that
the Chicago shooters will shoot on the kite-shaped track for some
years to come.
And yet, after all reports, all criticisms, and all sayings of

wise men and foolish are in from all over the world, what set
of rules is perfect, and which one of the Total number is there
that actually covers all the exigencies of a pigeon match? No
such set of rules exists. We may all be unable to find iu our
minds an incident or point left unprovided for, but let one referee
pigeon matches, and some day there will arise a question that is

not covered by the rules. Thus we once saw the case of a bird
held by the wing in the trap after the trap was sprung, although
its feet were off the ground, and there was much discussion over
the common-sense decision of the referee of "no bird." What
rules specifically cover that case? Others may arise in any race,
for a pigeon match is a long and devious way. We are safe in say-
ing, however, that the new rules, as given, represent well the art
of trap shooting as interpreted here, and the committee, than
whom an abler could not have been selected, deserve the thanks
of the' craft throughout the State. E. Houqh.

Lively Woi'k on Dexter Park.
Bbooicltn, Dec. 25.—The following events were shot at Dexter

Park to-day:
No. 1,15 bluerocks, SI entry: J. Lyons 14. H. Seymour 13, C.

Johnson 11, J. Vincent 10, F. Short 10. F. GriiTen 10, J. Borel 8.

No. 2, same: Short 13. Greenville 10, GrifTen 10, Lyons 10.

No. 3, 10 bluerocks: Short 9, Greenville 9, Knebel 9, Coleman 8.

Five live birds, $3 entry, 4 moneys, ties div.:

J Lyons 13121-5 J Vincent 01111—1
H linebel, Jr 11131—5 A Andrews 10111—4

" ' EDoeincb .02111—4
J Bond..- 00011-3
J Simpson 01222—4

„ .. . E Griffin 20111-4W C Levens 03101—3 H McLaughlin 02211—1

J Floyd 21112-5
C Hubbell 2122,2-5

B Pfister, Jr 1,32,22—5

A Loeble 22122-5

J Skillman 00011—3 T McLaughlin 12032—4
Seven live birds, $4 entry, three moneys:

C Hubbell 1213222-7 W Skidmore 1031001-4
R Pfister, Jr 1022222—6 A Andrews 2101131—6W G Levens 0213121-0 F McLaughlin 1232022-6
J Simpson 0012310-4 A Loeble - 1210O23-5

The Country Club.

THf! Country Club, of Westchester, held several shooting
events on Saturday, Dec. .26, on their club grounds. The events
were open to all members and their guests. The scores were as
follows; First event, sweepstakes; B. B. McGregor 3, T. A. Have-
meyer 1. Second event, cup or $50. unlimited number of birds,
distance 24yds,, handicap, three mtsses out; 28yds, and under, two
misses out; all others one miss out; entrance $5: [I. T. Rcynal 11,

O. Thorne 10. B. B. McGregor 8, C. Thorne 6, N. 0. Reynal 4, T. A.
Havemeyer 3, P. H. Adee 3. Third event, cup or $50, miss and out,
entrance S5: T. A. Havemeyer 8, O. Thorne 9, B. B. McGregor 6,

M. Reynal 1. The other two events failed to fill. The annual
club shoot, open to the members of organized gun clubs, will take
place on New Year's Day.

Hilton Club's Initial Shoot.

Tht: old baseball grounds in the rear of Becker's woods, a
famous old picnic spot iu Hilton, was the scene on Christmas
Day ot the initial shoot of the newly organized Hilton Gun Club,
which comprises the trap shooters of Irvington and Hilton. Each
man shot at 25 bluerock targets, under American Shooting Asso-
ciation rules, the result being as below:
FCompton 1101110111111111111111111-23

N B Compton 10111011110(11111110101011—18

Ph Becker 0111111010111110010110111-18

C Boschen 0110111001011111100110110-16

Geo Howard 0101010010101111001011111-15

Ed Howard 0110011010111011011010110-15

S R Headley llOOllOOlOlOill 1010010111—15

Geo Kent 0110091101101001111101010-14

D Knight 1010010011011111000011001—13

Thos Smith OOlOOlOlOOOOOlllOOOllOOlO- 9

The West Side's Monthly.
Xmas Day was the date of the regular monthly live-bird shoot

of the West Side Gun Club, of Newark, but, as a number of the
members preferred roast f-urkey to live pigeons, the attendance
was light. In the shoot for the club medal each member shot at
10 live birds. 28vds. rise, under Hurlingham rules. The score:

J Lamb ...10 TBratsch 7 A Freund 4

E Astfalk 9 G Burkhardt 6 A Wagner 4

S Spann 9 T Freund 6

Next came a shoot at 30 bluerocks each, the scores being as
appended:
E Astfalk 15 WHeadkopf 12 OStanbremer 10

J Lamb 13 SBpahn 12 T Bratech 10

At the Brooklyn Traps.
Brooklyn, Dec. 22.—The regular shoot of the Erie Gun Club at

Woodlawn Park, L I„ to-day brought forth the shooting capa-
bilities of the club. Tae club shoots at 7 live birds each, modified
Hurlingham rules, club handicap, for a gold medal and extra
prizes. Five tied for its possession with, straight ,=cores, and H.
Dohrman won it by killing 9 more in succession. F. Graef took
.second prize with 6, and C.Plato I bird with Skilled. H. Dohr-
man by winning this :ime was entitled to shoot off with C, Jeri-
cho for the absolute possession of the medal. This he won by kill-
ing 6.

Harry Blacklcy. of the Tramont Gun Club, has been keeping a
special lot of half-bred Aniwerps for a shoot among members of
the club. To-day the shoot came off at Parkvillo, L. I., and four
of the best shots in the club chipped in $2 each for a Qwpcpgtakes
at 10 birds, 25yds rise, modified Hurlinghuin rules. Nine birds
got away out of the forty shot at. B, at-iite won the pot with 9.
Tne other scores were: H. Meiasner 8, H. Blackley S and J.
Held 6.

Dec. Pigeon shooters from all parts of Long Island congre-
gated at Dexter Park, Long Island, to-day, wuenMillM- had his
usual Caristmas Day shoot. Bluerock shooting was first in order.
Sweepstake, $1 entrance, 31yds. rise.
The first was at 15 bluerocks, 12 entries. President J. Lyons, of

the Northside Gun Club, won with a score of 14.
The .second sweepstakes, 10 bluerocks. was divided by J. Lyons

and H. Seymour, 9.

Third sweepstakes, same conditions, was won by T. Short
with 9.

Fourth sweepstakes, 15 bluerocks, was won hy T. Short with 13.
Fifth sweepstakes, 10 bluerocks, E. Dounch 8, won.
Sixth sweepstakes, same conditions, resulted in T. Short, J.

Greenville and H. Knebel, Jr., dividing with 9 each.
The live bird shooting took place in tiie afternoon. The first

sweepstalie was at 5 live thirds, 25 and 37yd.s. rise, S3 entrance, 16
entries: J. Lyons, H. Knebel, Jr., R. Woods, J. Floyd, O. Suipa
and A. Loeble made straight scores and divided. A second sweep-
stake at 7 live birds, same handicap, was won by Dick Snipe with
7 straight.
Just as the crowd wsis leaving the Dark Secret Gun Club shot

for the medal of the club. It has to be shot for after the setting
of the sun. Dick Snipe, who is a member of the club, won the
medal with a straight score of 5 bluerocks, beating R. Woods by
one target.
Dec. 26.—The Duryea cup, value $250, the principal trophy in

the Fountain Gun Club, was shot for to-day at 'tVoodla.wn Park,
L. I., in very wet weather. Blattmaoher had a fine lot of birds
ready for the event, but the wet stopped them from flying as they
would have done on a good day. Two ties were shot off. The
first one was between C. Fisher, 28yds ; C. W. Wingert, 28vds.;
Dr. Shells, 28yds,; R. Pfister, 28yds., and L. T. Davenport. "The
latter named gentleman is the donor of the cup and ueclined to
shoot ofl: for its possession, so it resolved itsi^lf into a match, 3
birds, miss and out, between the others. Dr. Shells killed 15
straight and won to K. PHster's 14, C, Fisher 14 and C. Wingert
14. The final tie was between Dr. Shells, C. Fisher and B. H.
Garrison. The latter was the first one to drop out on his third
bird and Dr. Shells followed suit on his fourth. Fisher killed his
four straight and won the cup for good.
The wet weather did not prevent the Prospect Heights Gun

Club from going to Parkville, L. I., at the regular shoot. G. A.
Somers had his revenge on the others present by winning the gold
medal of the club.

WESTERN TRAP EVENTS.
BuRNSiDE, 111., Dec. 28.—On Tuesday the following scores were

made at Watson's Park, 10 live pigeons, S5 entry, two moneys,
ties div.:

C E Latshaw 1210221122— 9 R O Heikes 3021110110- 7

G Hofmann 3122121221—10 B Rock 1111212022- 9
R Merrill 1100131323— 8 G M Lefflugwell. ...1223112:212-10

Same day, 15 live pigeons, for cost of birfis:

G Hofmann. . .200111231101211-12 G Leffingwell. .31201113212212-13

Heikes Defeats Mussey.
On the same day a match at 50 live birds each for $60 a side was

shot between ftolla O. Heikes and W. P. Mufsey, the birds being
a selected lot of fivers. The scores:

Muasey 0ll3121o0222oI2221 13133l222312.':22102o2i'l? ( 1 i ) i

Heikes 11120320o3imi21112212o2312223?02132322--.v. i5

On Dec 24 Rolla Heikes shot at 35 birds for praci i _ : - .

tory to his coming match with Ralph Morris, the Muvt aukifc ex-
pert, and killed 24, Ms sixteenth bird falling dead out ot bounds.

To-day's Events.

Shooters were here in force to day, and despite the fact
that the weather was cold and disagreeable, and a heavy
wind blowing, everybody was full of shoot. A large number of
spectators were present. A light fall of snow visited tis during
the afternoon. The first event was a match at fifty selected
pigeons between J. L. Wilcox, of Chicago, and H. B. Tet't, of Mil-
waukee, the stake being $50 a side and cost of bir.is. Am. S. A.
rules governed. The scores follow:
Wilcox 032213223,32202,22220002220320002100022222,2,202222212—3:

Tefft 022100Ct)0120221232203122000220,222120(112;20222220200- 32
The next event was between i. W. Dukes and P, F. Stone, fifty

birds each for i^SO a side, same ruff s. The score:
1 \V Dukes 223211131 121101I2ui.l22201131202220102221122232120;22-43

P F S tone 32222 11 2012 1U10110121 101101212] 2i!12102231001212211—41
Twenty-five live birds each, same rules:

Boh Wh i te 012222213121111311 1112011-23

G M Leffingwell 1000212221222222,20 il22102—20
A C Anson 1011202132012111112122212—22
Frank Meixner, of Milwaukee, vs. W. P. Mussey, of Chicago, at

50 live birds (selected), for S''0 a side, A. S. A. rules:

Mei xner 1211 01232101 2122222103110200212102212223302:;022 300-39
Mussey 01122222000232211113,222202222222322022112121232200-41

Same day. P. Carmichael, of Milwaukee, vs. C. B. llicks, of
Chicago, at .50 live pisreons each, S50 a Pir'e. A. S, A. rules;

Carmichael 001223«1222203022ul011232122ol0230222322221020221-:i9

0 B Dicks. 10113Ci3-'3o31321321223.'1332233..'j:23-i]132ijii22;313tllll-44

Sweepstake at i live pigeona each, .155 entry, two moneys. A, S.

RO Heikes .2111233-7 Bib White 1320322-6
G M Leffiingwell 1200213—5 I W Dukes 330202w.
AO Anson 3102223-6

Tif'S on 6 for second money, miss and out:
Anson 11111 2212 10-10 W hi te 3112221IsSa-ll
Miss and out, $3 entry:

Heikes HO Leffiugwell ; 13131!;

Anson 221111 RAYElhicjq.

"Woi'ds of Appreciation.

Editor Foresi and. Stream:
I have been a constant reader of Fobest ajjd Stream for the

last ten or twelve years, or soon after it app'iared under its prps-
ent name, and in all that lime I have never seen so complete a
report of a shoot or match appear in your columns. Mr. Hough is

a very entertaining writer, and his report of the United States
Cartridge Company's team was a masterpiece, hut still iloes not,

come up to this. You have certainly the best report of any of the
papers.
As to the work of the two men, I think that Fulfordtiid all that

he was capable of, while Brewer certainly did not shoot up to hi.^

form, being at times so slow that the chancas with that class oi

birds were all in favor of the birds. Fulford declared early in the
match that it would not do to take any time, and .shot very
quickly with both barrelF.

I consider Brew^er in form 3 per cent, better than Fulford.
New York, Dec. 22, M. F. LiNosLay.

Editor Forcut and Streavv
Your report was certainly very exhaustive and <leticiled. The

photo sketches were excellent, and a glance at them w<nild enable
any close observer of the two men at the trsip to recngiii;;e tbem
in their original attitudes. The reading matter vms clear and
descriptive, and all does credit to your rpporter. However, a lit-

tle inside and ''hindsight" history of this match could not he
touched upon by your camera at the time, and should he pub-
lished for the benefit of your readers, as such publication can only
tend to have a beneficial influence on future professional matches
and guard the public against some of the uncertainties of such
matches.
I voice the sentiment of thousands of shooters when I say that

this match WHS a great disappointment. I have never heard so
much "hard talk" aa the outcome of this m-itch in all my shoot-
ing experience. Poor misguided or over-confident Jack Biewnr
is buried and annihilated by friend and foe alike, whereas Mr.
Fulford comes out, aa he should, with flying colors, full purse
and unscfttbed reputation. The at one time very low thermome:
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ter of the public estimate of Mr. Brewer's honesty as a pigeon
shooter iias steadily risen since his good matches with Mr; Elliott
and his late Fulford matches, but right or wrong the Brewer
thermometer took a sudden tumble to well below zero. Mr.
Brewer is openly accused of selling out and throwing t he match,
and those who would i^ave hailed a Brewer victory under the a t-

tending conditions with the greatest delight are uow his most bit-
ter denunciators. Most of these men lost money on the result, of
course. A conservative element condemns Brewer for changing

• his Westley-Rtchards gun for his old Greener, and his Schultze
powder for American wood powder, for a money consideration.
These men forget that Mr. Brewer is making his living with his
shooting. He Is a professional aud moat professionals have a
price, and for money can be Induced to use this or that gun or
powder. J have for years been in a position to l^now this to be a
fact and it is no secret to anybody. Therefore men should keep
their money in their pocket and not bet on professionals if they
are not willing to take such chances. In this instance Mr.
Brewer is no more to blame tiian the parties who bought Brewer's
change of gun and powder. Not as much, because Brewer's fatal
change was not at all sought by him and was not voluntary. Of
course amusing incidents are not lacking. A certain number of
tlie inBidc taleTit got the tip straight that Brewer would shoot a
I irec-ner. It was wnispered about among "members of the family"
some days prior to the jmblic being aware of it that Mr. Brewer
would go back to his old trusty Greener gun and for the first time
use American wood powder for a money consideration. The tal-
ent theorized correctly enough that things were "fixed" for
Brewer to win. as neittier the agent of the Greener gun nor the
American wood powder people could afford to buy even the pos-
sibility of a defeat under the circumstances and boldly put their
money on the captain. Of course they deserved to lose for be-
lieving the above parties capable of any dishonesty in the matter
and the outcome of the match has certainly freed everybody from
any suspicion with the exception of the poor captain.
I know that Brewer did not sell out. He made a mistake in

accepting money for changing his gun and x>owder jitst previoas
to the match. He was no doubt over-confident. I don't believe
that he was at all handicapped by his change of gun, for he can
shoot the gtm he used as well as any gun he has ever shot, and he
has done the best shooting with it that was ever done by any
man. 1 refer to his second match with Elliott, when he killed 99
out of 100 extraordinary good birds. There were no cripples in
tliat match, and the exhibition of skill and deadly execution was
the finest I have ever witnessed. He proved in this match that
he was at home with the gun by plainly hitting 249 out of the 350
birds shot at. He was doing his best throughout the match. He
very soon realized, as did hundreds of interested observers, that
lie was handicapped by his change of ammtmition. Here some-
thing was wrong. All hut one of his M birds scored as missed
left clouds of feathers behind and a majority of outgoing birds
which were scored were not dead, but had to be killed by the
gatherer. Qiaite a large additional ntrmber would have been lost
in a Slyds. as well as .TOyds. botmdary. The long shots made were
invariably broken-wing kills.

iVIr. Fulford's second barrels shot miserably. He had to do
most of his execution with his right barrel, and outgoing birds
were seldom killed with his second. It was either a poor shoot-
ing gun or bis ammunition did not suit this barrel, which was
evident wuen using it in the Ground. Mr. Fulford was greatly
handicapped on account of it, and to use his own words, "If Capt.
Brewer had not changed his powder he would have won hands
down."

^
J. VON Lengerke.

Editor Forest and Strmm:
Allow me to congratulate you on the able manner in which the

shoot between Mr. Brewer and myself was written and pub-
lished. E. D. FXTLFORD.
New Yo»k, Dec. 37.

Canms Canoes and how to BuUd Tfi&m. By Parker B. Field.
Price 50 cents. Canae and Boat Buildihg. By W. P. Stephens.
Price ^S.OO. Canoe Handling. By C. B. Vaux. Price $1. Canae
ami Cam era. By T. S. Steele. Price 1.50. Four Months in a Sneali-
box. By N. H. Bishov. Price $1.50. Canoe and Camp Cookery.
By ''Seneca." Prise $1.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fohest A.nd
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested "in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

A. 0. A. GOVERNMENT.—The present system of government
of the A. C. A., with a general executive committee and one for
each of the four dlNnsions, has worked very successfully since
1886; but for some time the necessity for a re-modeling and exten-
sion of the system has been apparent. Within the past three
years cases have come up of appaals to the commodore or execu-
tive committee, and of business between the general and division
committees, in which, after long delays, no satisfactory decisions
have been reached; in fact two such cases are now pending. The
chief of several reasons for this state of affairs is the brief time
for business permitted by the two meetings of the committee in
each year. On our return from the recent November meeting we
devoted some thought to the matter, with the idea of proposing
two important changes; first an extension of power of the division
officers and executive committees, giving them a greater control
over matters of membership, complaints against members, etc.;

aud second the establishment of a smaller and much more com.
pact body than the general executive committee, acting indepen-
dently of it, and ser^dng as a board of appeal, as well as a govern-
ing body with a general supervi.siou of the finances. From a
recent discussion of the matter with Com. Winne and other
canoeists, it appears that the same idea has suggested itself to
others, and a correspondent this week calls attention to the
scheme in more complete detail. There is ample time now to
prepare a satisfactory plan before it can be acted on by the ex-
ecutive committee, and we look to members for a full discussion
through the Forest and Stream.

HOUSING CENTERBOARDS.—In the absence of a rule pro-
hibiting it, the simplicity and effectiveness of a single large plate
in the center of the canoe, and removed when not in use, has led
to the universal adoption of this type of centerboard in American
canoes. The disadvantages of this clumsy and unwieldy feature
which is frequently of such a size that it cannot be packed in the'

canoe, but must be shipped separately; and the advantages of a
board which houses compactly at all times within the canoe, are
each plainly evident; but the advantage in point of speed, how-
ever small it may be, has diverted all eflEorts for improvement
from the original form of housing board to the later form. There
is no doubt that, with any incentive under the rules to do so, the
housing hoard can be greatly improved, so as to make a most
efficient aid in sailing, and at the same time to leave a reasonable
amount of room in the canoe, and to present no projecting parts
to encumber the deck. We present this week two plans for ac-
complishing these ends, both of which are open to objections, but
they offer suggestions which may lead to more satisfactory resull s.

The plan of Mr. Hogan is both ingenious and practicable, and
such a board should answer all the purposes of a purely cruising
canoe, and possibly maybe utilized in agereral purpose canoe in-
tended for both cruising and racing.

A. C. A,—Com.Winne spent Sunday last in New York, a number
or local canoeists visiting him at the Murrav Hill Hotel. He In-
tends shortly to take a trip through Canada in order to interest
the Northern Division in the coming meet.

SLIDING CENTERBOARDS.
TX7E have received from our correspondent "J. H; H." several
TV sketches of the sliding centerboard alluded td by hiiii in

bis letter published two weeks since, one of which we piiblish.
Though ingenious, the device is not new, a similar centerboard
housing in the deadvvood having been fully described with quite
elaborate details, by Mr. William Stewart in the Fizld of March
7,1885. The outline of the board, a metal plate, is shown by
the heavy line. The trunk is indicated by the letters A, B, O, D,
the headledge E F forming the fore .side, while the sternpost or
after deadwood foi-ms the after side. The fore end of the plate is

supported by two small wheels, at D, which would run on iron
straps bolted to the bottom of the keel on faoh side of the slot.
The board is shown in its lowest position; when raised by means
of the line G the small wheels would run back to the position D.
In a yacht of moderate size it would bo possible to arrange the
board and trunk so as to leave the cabin entirely unobstructed.
One disadvantage, however, would be the shifting of weight aft
as the board was housed, the trim of the yacht being so affected
that with the change of centers due to the absence of the board,
she would handle very badly. II; would of course be necessary to

'i. The Commodore shall hold oflfice foi* the term of one year or
until his successor is appointed. It shall be his duty to lake
command of the squadron, to preside at all meetings of the Club,
and to enforce the rules aud regulations. The Commodore shall
be, cx-offieio, a member of the board of trustees and chairman of
the Regatta Committee.

3. The Vice-Commodore shall hold office for the term of one
year or until his successor is appointed. He shall assist the
Commodore in his office; shall officiate in his absence, and m
the event of death or resignation shall succeed him in office.
The Vice-Commodore shall be. ex-oficio, chairman of the House
Committee.

4. The Secretary-Treasurer shall hold office for the term of nnn
year or until his successor is appointed. It shall be his duty t(»

keep records of the meetings of the Club and the board of truslees,
to keep the records of the Club, to post and mail notices, to carry
on Club correspondence, and to prepare a Club book as may i>n
prescribed in the By-Laws; to receive all moneys due the Club,
and to pay ail bills duly contracted by the board of trustees, and
to keep a correct account thereof in a book provided for that
purpose; to make a report to the annual meeting of the Club, and
also to the board of trustees whenever called for in writing by

HOGAN'S CANOE CENTERBOARD.

have a board of C0D«'*f'ieible weight in order that it might alwavs
drop quickly, and VyS'to secure sufficient strength against tlie
lateral pressure. In a smail craft, such as a canoe, a second line
on the fore end would be necessary to haul the board forward.
The peculiar motion of the ordinary parallel ruler, with its two

radius bars, is one that would most naturally suggest itself to a
draftsman; and in 1880, when the necessity of a centerboad in a
canoe was first recognized in this country, together with the
serious disads-antages of a trunk in the cockpit, we devoted some
study to this device, butfinally abandoned it, as no saving of room
was apparent. The same idea, however, has been utilized in a
more practical shape within a few years by Mr, Percv F. Hogan,
of the Brooklyn C. C, retaining but one radius bar, the forward
one being replaced by a nurved track, A B. The after part of the
plate is supported by a radius bar swinging on a pin near the top
of the trunk; while in the fore end is a stud, A, projecting about

three of the trustees, attd to include in such report a statement of
all his feceipts and disbursements. The Secretary-Treasurer
shall have tiie custody of the funds of the Club; he shall he ex-
otncio, a member of the board of trustees, and shall be exempttrom the payment of annual dues.
_5. The Board of Trustees.—The government of the Club, the

title to, the mana^'ement of its property, shall be vested in a board
of trustees, to consist of five members, two of whom shall be the
Comoiodore and Secretary-Treasurer; three of this board in-
cluding the Commodore and the Secretary-Treasurer, shall retire
each year in the order of their election, unless re-elected
At the first meeting of the board of trustees held after'the first;

election held under this constitution, the trustees not officers of'
the Club, shall by lot divide themselves into three classes, the-
first class to go out of office at the next annual meeting of the.
Club, the sacoud class at the second annual raeeling.

J. H. H.'S SLIDING CENTERBOARD.

MiP. on each side of the board. The track, A B, is of brass, about
'i6X%in., two pieces of the shape shown, one screwed to t'ne inside
of each sideboard of the trunk. On lifting the board, by means of
the hauling line, the fore end at once begins to rise, allowing the
after end to clear the keel and enter the trunk. The board is
shown applied to an ordinary canoe of about llin. extreme depth
at fore end of well. The outline of the board when fully housed
IS shown by the bi-oken line: while the position of the common tri-
angular board fitted to the same length of case is stiown by the
dotted line. The area of the swinging board is Z]4 sq. ft., the tri-
angular plate being a little larger, but the center of the swinging
board is just 1ft. further aft. Ttje effect of a slight pull on the
line IS to draw the board forward without lifting it much, so that
the amount of weather helm may be very easily varied w'thout
materially decreasing the area of the exposed part of the board.A longer board than that shown mav be used, and in some cases
the center may be thrown still further aft. The mechanical de-
tails are quite simple, and the device should work well in ijracticc:
thus allowing the trunic to be placed at least a foot further Cor-
ward than with the common pivoted board.

THE ORGANIZATION OF CANOE CLUBS.
E have received a number of inqairies of late for a constitu-
tion and by-laws suitable for a canoe club, and we publish

herewith the latest, and one of the best which has come under our
notice; that recently adopted by the New York C. C. It is very
largely the work of Mr. Allen H, Sexton, a member of the club:

CONSTITUTION.
Article I.—Name.

This organization shall be known M the New York Canoe Club.
Article 11.—mjevtH.

The particular object of the Club is to encourage and foster the
building of canoes, and the improvement in model, rig, appurle-
nancea and handling thereof; the general object of the Club bein»
the cultivation among its members of an active interest in explor"
ation, navigation and seamanship.

Article 11 r.—Mem Tiership

.

1. Any person over eighteen years of age is eligible to member-
ship.

2. There shall be three classes of members: acti%'e, associate and
honorary.

3. Active members shall be entitled to vote and to hold office,
and to all the privileges of the club house.

4. Associate members shall not be entitled to vote or hold office
but they shall be entitled to certain privdeges of the Club as pre-
scribed in the By-Laws.

5. Honorary members must be active canoeists, and if formerly
active members of the Club they shall be entitled to all the privi-
leges of active members.

6. Membership in the Club shall be terminated (o) by death; (b)
by resignation, provided such resignation be tendered In writing
addressed to the becretary-Treasurer; and (c) by expulsion,
whereby any member may be dropped for cause, by a two-thirds
vote of all the members present at any meeting; provided such
mernber shall have been notified of the charge, in writing, at least
ten days previously, that action will be taken thereon, and that
opportunity will be given to be heard in his defence.

7. The interest of any member in the Club property shall cease
on the termination, of his membership.

Article iy.—o.Wcers.
1. The offlcera of the Club shall consist of a commodore, a vice-

commodQre, a secretary-treasurer and a board of trustees.

The terms of office of those trustees who are not, ex-nirwin. mem-bers of this board shall be three years.
The trustees before each annual meeting of the Club shall nom-ma e twice as m«ny candidates as there are vacanr-ies to be filledm their board, but any member of the Club may at the annualmeeimg ot the Club nominate a candidate or candidates for such

vacancies. The vacancies shall be filled from the members sonominated or by the re-election of the retiring trustee or trusteesThe hoard ot trnstees shall have power: 1st, to fill, by appoint-
ment, tor the unexpired term, any vacancies in their board whichmay expire by death or resignation, except the office of Cimmo-^
dore; 2'i, subject to the approval of the Club to make By-Laws
in accordance with and subject to the provisions of the Constitu-^
tion: od, to make purchases and contracts for the Club; but it
shall have no power, unless specially authorized, to render theClub or any member thereof, liable for any debt beyond tbeamount of money which shall at the time of contracting such
uebt be m th>i treasury and not needed for the discharge of nrior
debts or liabilities •

A votji of two-thirds of those present at a meeting of the Club,
caiied tor that purpose, can reverse any action of ihe board of
trustees.

Article Y.—Meetings.
1. The annual meeting of the Club shall be held in December of"

each and every year.
2. The Commodore may call a meeting of the Club at any time,,

and he shall do so on the written request of three active mem--
hers.

3. At least five days' notice of aU meetings shall be sent to every
active member. "

4. At any meeting of the Club seven active members shall con-
stitute a quorum.

Article Yl.—Elections.
1. Officers.—The election of Officers shall be held at; the annualmeetmg. All voting shall be by ballot.
.2. Members.—Each canflidate for membership in the Club shall

be proposed by one member and seconded by another, tn both ofwhom the candidate is personally known. The Secretary-Treas-
urer, after receiving written notice of such proposal, shall Fend io
e,ach voting member of the Club, containing the name ot the can-
didate with the names of nis proposer and seconder. Upnn the
expiration of not less than seven days after such notice ttin Boord
of Trustees may elect such candidate to membership, unless two
or more members shall have objected to his election.

Article Vll.-C'omm/ttees.
There shall be two standing committees, namely, the Rpgatta

Committee and the House Committee, whose organizaf ion and
rospec'ive duties, each, shall be prescribed in the Bv-Laws
They shall be appointed each year by the Commodore not later
than the first day of March following his election.

Article VIII.—BntrancB Fee and Dues.
Each active member on his election shall pay an entrance fee of

ten dollars; if said sum be not paid within thirty days after his
election such election shall be null and void.
The yearly dues for active members shall be pre? eribed in theBy-Laws; provided, that such yearly dues shall not exceed thesum of twenty dollars for each active member. The annual dues

for associate members shall be five dollars, pa%'able in advanceMembers who are absent from the United States for a whole year
shall be exempt trom their dues for such year, provided thev give
notice ot their absence to the Secretary-Treasurer.
No member of the Club shall be entitled to any of the privileges

of the Club until his dues are paid, and if any member shall allow
his dues to remain unpaid for » year, his name shall be droppedfrom the roll.

*^
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AuixoLB lX,—Cl'iih Flag, Signal and Totem,

The Club flag shall be a pointed burgee of au approved size,
its colors, device and proportions correspondiug to the Club signal
ilas.
The distinguishing signal of the Club shall be a painted bur-

see twelve inches by eighteen inches, the dev^ice being a white
lonsitndinal stripe two aad one-hall! inches wide, on a red
sronnd.
The Club totem shall be a red disk twelve inches in diameter.

Abticle X.—Penna7it».

The Commodore's signal shall be a broad pennant with two
erossod paddles encircled by four five-pointed stars in white, on a
bine fii^M.

Tlie Vice-Commodore's shall be a broad pennant with a similar
device on a red field. The Acting Commodore shall carry a broad
pennant, blue field, without device.

Article Xt.—A?7ie77dme»fs.

An amendment to this Constitution maybe proposed and passed
at any meeting; bnt no amendment so passed shall be valid until
approved by a majority of two-thirds of all the members present
at asnh-vequent meeting; and notice of such amendment mu=it be
stated in the notice callmg the subsequent meeting.

BY-LAWS.
CHiraEK I.—Order of Business.

1, Approval of minutes.
i. Unfinished business.
3. Report of Secretary-Treasurer.
4. Reports of Committees.
5. New business.
6. Adjournment.

Chapter U.—Se.nior Offlcer.

In the event of the absence of the Commodore and Vice-Commo-
dore, the senior member of the Board of Trustees shall be consid-
ered the Setiior Officer and Acting Commodore.

Chaptkb IIL—Quorum.
At any meeting of the Board of Trustees three members shall

constitute a (lucrum.

Chapter IV.—IHm.
The yearly dues for active members shall be fifteen dollars, due

on the first day of January. Active memliers elected on and after
August first shall pi.y half dues for that year, and those elected
on and after November first shall pay no dues for thai year.

Chapter V.—SeovAary-Treasnrcr''!i Ue/port.

The Secretary-Treasurer shall present each year to the Annual
Meeting of the Club a report of his receipts and expenses up to
and including Decpmber first, with a statement of the assets and
liabilities ot the Club.

Chapter VI.—CZm* Book.
'L'he Secretary-Treasurer shall prepare each year a Club book,

if, in the Juiigmeut of the Board ol Trustees, the fiaances of the
< Jlub wari Hnc.

CHAPTEB VII.-Regatta Committer..

The Rpgarta Committee shall consist of the Commodore and
two active mt-rabers. It shall arrange and have control of all
Club races.

Chapter YllL—SaiJing Rules.

All races of this Club shall be under the racing regulations of
the American Canoe Association.

Chapter IX.—Associate Members.
Associate members shall be entitled to receive notices of club

regattas and meetings for social purposes; to ily the Club signaJ;
to visit the Club House; use tlie Club canoes; and, at the discre-
tion of the House Committee, to store their canoes temporarily in
the Club House and use Club lookers during such privilege.

Chapter X.—House, Committee,
The House Committee shall consist of the Vice-Commodore and

two active members. Subject to the first paragraph of Section
five, Article IV., of the Constitution, it shall have entire charge
of the Club House and float; shall make and publish house rule«
and regulations; and shall make any report or recommendations
to the Board of Trustees, in writing, signed by a majority of the
Committee.

Chapter Xl.~Aumulments

.

The^e By-Laws mr.y be amended at any meeting by a majority
of the B'jard nf Trustees, bat any amendment so adopted shall be
reported to the next meeting of the Club.

HOUSE RULES.
I. A berth will be assigned to each canoe, in wMch it must be

kept when not in use. All sails, rigging, and other belongings,
must be neatly stowed in or near the canoe to which they belong.
Canoes Fhall be launched at once on removal from house, and
shall be returned to their respective berths as soon as practicable
after coming in.

II. No canoe shall be used by any one except the owner without
express consent.

III. Members are at all times expected to leave the house in as
good order as they find it.

IV. Each member must fui-nish his own hatWng suit.
V. Every member shall be entitled to keep one canoe in the

house. Should extra space be required to- the crowding of the
hou'ie, a charge may be made tor each additional canoe, in the
discretion of the Board of Trustees.
VI. Each member is entitled to a locker.
VII. Mfm^ers of the Amefican Canoe Association shall be en-

titled to the privileges of the house for one week, and longer by
permits on of Board of Trustees. The courtesy of the Club will
be at all times extended to other canoeists within reasonable
bounds.

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE A. C. A.

Editor Forest and Stream:
After discussing the matter with the present commodore of the

Association, with the present Atlantic Division vice and rear
commodores and a large number of the ofiicers and members of
this and other divisions, I venture to ventilate a so' eme whereby
the affairs of the Association, especially those of a monetary
nature, can be better managed than at present. Under our necu-
liar form of government the executive and financial officers
servp for but one year; and wIiiIh great care is taken (and success-
fully) to gecnre ottlj tnose whose interest is for the organization,
yet it has occurred that in the large number who are permitted
to expend money (committees, etc.; we have found some who have
not duly appreciated the importance of economy: and we are to-
day met with a debt of over $30'J. Unfortunately this is not ex-
ceptiona', for last year we were behind something over §150, and
unless some step is taken we are likely to meet a still larger one
next year.
The cause of this deficit if found will suggest a remedy. Is it

not traceable to the lack of interest after the term of office expires
and the feeling that ihe incoming olHoers will arrange all
matters? If so, then it is necessary for us to f-reate some perma-
ment body to take charge of the financial policy of the Associa-
tion, to be called, perhaps, a council or a board of trustees. It has
been sugses'ed ihat each division, in the same ypar that it elects
the commodore, should choose a member of the council to serve
tor four years; and, each division having one, they, with the com-
modore and secrcttiry-treasnrer, might form the council, six m
all.

It would be the duty of the council to receivo all moneys from
the secretary-treasurer and safely care for it, appropriating so
much each year for the running of the Association and the meet.
Being a permanent body and small, its members could meet more
or less frequently, and it also could act as a body of final appeal
in such disputed cases as the Brazer-Palmer and Douglass-Arch-
bald protests and appeals this year. The council would in no way
interfere with the otficers or with the present executive commit-
tee, which serves its purpose as a legislative body, but from its

.%lze is useless as an executive or appellate body.
This letter is written merely to set the members to thinking,

but some one should take it in hand now and place the matter
properly before the executive committee. A. C. A. No. 4V.

NEW CANOES,—Com. Whitlock has on the stcoVs at Stevens's
shop, Lowell, a new racer from a modification of the Gardner
design of last summer. Messrs. Goodsell and Masten, of the
Vonkers O. C. have recently worked out a design for a 1QX80 cruis-
ing canoe based on the l-5x31i^ Guenn published in the Forest
A5fD Stream of Jan. 5. 1888; and each hss ordered a canoe from
Stevens. Mr. Cartel", of the Park Island Canoe Association, has
ordered a new river canoe from Everson, a very handsome craft
designed by the builder and smooth-built. Everson is also at
work on a 19x56 canoe-yawl for Mr. Lindner, of Bergen Point, a
dunlicate of the successful boat turned out last stunmer for Mr.
J ohnson.

THE CRUISING SNEAKBOX MOCCASIN.
Editor ForiM and Sirmm:
As an increase of inicrcat In small inland cruisers is noticeable

in your columns I inclosf^ an illustration of a member of the
"sneakbox" or '•spoonbill" family. I built this little cruiser dur-
ing odd hours in the winter of 1839 and she has cruised and raced
for two seasons in the waters of the New York inland chain of
lakes. Moccasin was adapted from the lines of the Barnegat
cruiser Seneca, which you have heretofore published. But while
the bottom of Seneca was closely retained minor changes Avere
made, notably an increased freeboard and higher bow was given,
an added foot in length and a drop rudder. The approximate
dimensions are:

Length over all 15ft.
Extreme beam ,54in.

Depth of gunwale amidships ].5in.
Sheer bow , Oin.
Sheer stem at center of crown 51 n.
Combing 2in.
Cockpit nj^ft.xsnin.
(Jrown of deck, fore part of well ~

5iTi.

Draft loaded, about 7ln.
The increased freeboard and additional length made the boat

extremely seaworthy and aft'orded increased room for the accom-
modation of a companion and camp equipment.

I hesitated some time whether to adopt the balance rudder, such
as was fitted on the Forest and Stream cruiser, or the drop
rudder, and finally gave the latter preference, as it seemed more
serviceable in running before a crowning sea and more convenient
in beaching. The item of beaching becomes an essential element
in the consideration of small cruisers, and there is no model of
boat equal to the "sneak-box" form in the same length and beam
that one person can haul up so easily onshore. A full-modeled
keel boat of the dimensions of Moccasin would try the sonl of a
giant to get it up high on shore and safe from a pounding surf.
The keel craft would jam her nose into the gi'avel, depress her
ptern, perhaps break the rudder, and utterly refuse to he coaxed.
But how different is the conduct of Moccasin. Her curved bow
glides up on. the shore quite a third the length of the boat, a
slight lift pl8X3es the midship on dry ground, and as the stern
settles the drop rudder is hauled up above harm. The
skipper then, instead of pulling away until black in the face,
simply bears his weight on tbe bow, pu.shea to one side, and the
boat swings around on an apparent pivot at the center of the
cambered keel plank. By a succession of these lateral movements
one person will project a loaded boat weighing from 400 to eOOlbs.
high up on the beach.

As to the sailing merits of the "spoonbills," I have found them
good enough to race them successfully against the orthodox keel
boats. There is, however, one objectionable feature. The
•spoonbill" rows hard against a head sea and wind. While easy
and fast under oars in smooth water, it makes the arms ache in
pulling against wind and waves. But then a person is supposed
to sail whenever the wind blows, so that fault may be overlooked
in the face of superior redeeming qualities.
Moccasin was rigged with one balance lug sail of about 130 'q. ft.

area, fitted with a single batten and reefing gear; and altnough
the sail seems large for a cruising boat of her dimensions, yet she
carried it with ease in any wind except agale, her skipper usually
sitting on a deck seat placed across the after part of the cockpit
and extending the full width of the boat. The cockpit affordw
over 6ft. of room between the centerboard case and the after
locker, while slielves and closets are arranged under the deck
along the sides. The oars work on an arrangement devised to
meet sundry wants. Two pieces of scantling extend from the
combing to near the gun wale in the form of a triangle, at the apex
ot which is the oarlock, and the space inclosed, therefore, becomes
a handy receptacle for various artif^les when fishing or attending
to the duties of the cuisine when afloat.
Nearly every skipper of a small boat entertains special notions

as to what constitutes the proper qualities of a cruiser. A popu-
lar theory is that the sineleh"nder should be rigged with a multi-
plicity of small sails. But I do not; believe this practice essential,
either to comfort, speed or even safety. A mizzen is frequently
in the way during a blow or continued bad weather, and it also
obstructs much of the cruiser's view in sailing. While the yawl
and oat-yawl rigs are useful in narrow keel craft, I am inclined
to consider the balance lug the best disposition of canvas for
cruising in the "spoonbill" family of boats; and even in cruising
it is not desirable to confine yourself to a mere rag, for every
cruiser wants to get at times all the speed ho can out of his craft,
hence a liberal sail area is desirable.
There is also much dispute as to the proper ending of the lines

at the boat's stern. Somehow I can notindorse the long overhang
except on the score of appearance, and that is purely a matter of
taste which is influenced by fashion. Undoubtedly the sharp
canoe-shaped stern can not well be excelled for making good
weather, and either this form or a narrow transom is much easier
in running before a following sea, while certainly with an equal
over all length the hoat with a long overhang is the less powerful
craft. Then again the overhang requires the rudder to be hung
beneath and out of reach of the skipper, which is often perplexing
when the rudder gets foul ot weeds, lines or drift rubbish as it often
will in exploring out of the way places and consequently needing
cleaning. 1 know that I may be expounding rank heresay, but
unless a better reason for adopting the lean counter on small
craft is given than simply because yachts of large tonnage con-
veniently utilize it and therefore small craft should follow suit, 1
shall not abandon nor condemn either the sharp or clubbed form
of stern with narrow transom. To the amateur builder the diffi-

culty in getting a good design with a pleasing "eye sweetness" for
an overhang, and the difference in constructing the different
models will become apparent. The craft I have outlined has
stond the test of use and survived criticism on the waters where
she has sailed, but still I am open to conviction when the proof is

forthcoming that a more serviceable and handy craft exists for
the single or "dual hauder" cruising sportsman and outer on land-
locked waters. CAYUCiA.

ROCHESTER C. C- At the annual meeting of the Rochester
C. C. the following ofiicers were elected: Captain W. Stuart
Smith, re-elected; Mate, H. D. Me \^ean; Purser, Geo. H. Harris,
re-elected; Measurer. Geo. W. Ruge-iep; Executive Committee,
Chas. A. Brutt', Ohas. H. Moody and H.M.Stewart; Regatta Com-
mittee, Fred L. Smith, W. C. Seward and Wm. H. Martin. The
club intends adding a third story to its house on Irondequoit Bay
this winter.

NEW YORK C. C—The New York C. C. has selected .Tune 18
as the date for its annual regatta.

"West Tvdia Hurricanes and the Qreat March Bf^aza/rA.''' Bii
Everett Hayden, U. S. Hydrographic Office, liarge quarto, with S3
MthograpMc plat-es. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1888, loith practical informolim him to handle a
veml n a cycJme; vse of oU at sea, e(o.

Small Yachta. By C. P. Kunhardt. Price. $10. Steam Tachts and
Launches. By C, P. Kunnardt, Price $3. Fachts, Boats and
Canoes. By G. Stamfield-Hicks, Price, ^ts.no. Steam Maehlnery, By
Dotialdgon. Price iLBO.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please lookunder the hatches of ihe Da>?oe, peeo into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of (;he Rifle, open the Fish Car and
Cfttmc Jifl(/, inquire of the Sport»ma)i Tourist, aad if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Editorial
and jLd,ve)ti»ing JOepartments.

A GOOD YEAR FOR CRANKS. -The coming year promises to
bring out a good crop of cranks and fool navigators who can find

no better use for their skill and daring than to risk their lives in

useless ventures. The two who raced in dories across the Atlantic
Kst summer are preparing for a new venture, this time in canvas
boats; while the one who made the useless and foolish trip from
New York to Boston in a Tf t. punt, proposes to start on Jan. 1 from
New Yoik for Florida in a 6ft. tub.

LAKE ERIE,—The new organization on Lake Erie now seems
an assured fact, and with good rules andnew yachts the Erie fleet

should soon prove a friendly but formidable rival to that of
Ontario. ^
CENTERBOJ^RDS.—The two ccnterboards described In our

canoeing columns this week are no less interesting to yachtsmen
than canoeists, in fact one of the boards is shown as applied to a
yacht.

THORA.
MONTREAL, Dec. 2>i.—Editor Forest and Stream.: Will you al-

low me to correct the impression conves ed in your last issue
regarding the type of Thori, mentioned in connection with the
record of Valda.
In the article referred to she is dcsienated a "St. Lawrence

skill" and "the fastest ol the local skiffs." She has also been so
reported to you on more than one occasion by your Montreal cor-
respondent in the accounts of the St. Lawrence Y. (J. races. The
Thora—a "Thousand Island cruiser" as called by her builder,
Wm. Edwards, of Gananoque—is a strongly built boat with lota
of body and stability. Her dimensions are:

Length over all 22ft. • Hi n.
Waterline 19£t. lOin.

Least freeboard
Draft (about) .

.

, _ _ Sin.
Sail area ;-?765q. ft.

She has a rather heavy 3ft. counter that alone would make her
differ from the St. Lawrence skiff type. Her owner, Capt. C.
Newton, ordered her for his own family use (without pret^en-
tions to speed) and very kindly ofl-'ared her to me to sail, thus
enahling rne again to enter our club races from which skiffs last
season were debarred. Her peculiar rig—a bai swing yawl—led
the sailing committee to matie a special measuremenr, taking for
the sad area the actual area, the square root of which, as in other
rigs, plus water line divided by two equals corrected length.
Thora's being 19f t. 5in. The Valda therefore allows her but 5m.
283. for tea miles (the length of course on Aug. 20 special race),
not 16m. 43s. as in the account you publish. The Thora won from
Valda by Im. SOs. corrected time.
I may mention that on June 37. all classes, in a single-reef

breeze, which you also refer to, Thora beat Valda on elapsed time
one minute and some seconds.

It is not my intention, however, to draw attention to Thora's
record, however creditable, beyond referring to the above two
races.
She cannot be called "the fastest of the local skiffs," as she has

never raced with that class here, being of such a tonally different
type; though in some friendly brushes the skiffs have of course
proved the faster,

I may add, she is a jolly, comfortable craft, in which as good
weather was made last season as by any other yacht on our lakes.
Her heavy oak timbers are good enough for craft of larger cnli-
ber. She cairies no ballast, her iron plate centerboard weighs
but TOlbs., and her crew of four averaged about 147lbs. each.

W. J. WaIjLACE.

LAKE ERIE YACHTING.
THIS is as it .should be. A meeting of our Lake Brie yachts-

men was held at the Porest City House, Cleveland, O.. for the
purpose of taking preliminary steps toward the organiziition of a
lake yachting association similar to the Inter-Lako Association,
wuich came to an untimely death about a year ago. Nearly every
city along Lake Erie was represented. Commodore t>eorge W,
Gardner, of Cleveland, explained the oojecc ot the meeting in a
brief speech. The outcome of the deliDerations, which lasted
until 7 o'clock in the evening, was the adoption oi ii series of reso-
lutions recommending that an association, under the name of the
Lake Erie Yacht Racing Association, be organized, and tliat the
constitiution be based on that of the Lake Ontario Yacht Racing
Ass'n. It was also resolved that it was the opinion of the meeting
that the circuit system of racing be adopted. A permanent or-
ganization will be formed. Those present expressed great inteiv
est in the matter in hand; and the new association starts out
with bright prospects.
The Globe Iron Works, of Cleveland. O., launched a magn^fl'-

cent stfam yacht Dec. 2a. which is to be the property of JVu", M.
M. Hanna, of that city. She will be completed in the spring,
and will be among the number of floating palaces to be found at
Chicago during the fair. She is named Comanche.
The well-known sloop Alert, of Cleveland, O.. wijich was housed

in a building owned by N. Tovat, on Whiskey Tslanrl, was burned
with tbe building ou the night of Dec. 21. The total loss will be
about $1,000. She was owned by Peter Martin. Another favorite
boat, (jleam, owned by Saxe & Overbeck, was somewhat dam-
aged, c. e. 0,
Erie, Pa., Dec._?2^^

THE LORILLARD YACHT FLEET.—The pleasure squadron
of evolution owned by the veteran yachtsman and sportsman,
Pierre Lorillard, has now assembled in Florida waters for the
winter; one at least of the fleet having experienced considerable
danger and difficulty in reaching her destination. The. large two-
story houseboat Caiman, recently completed at Wilmington,
Del., is ra.ther an unwieldy craft for sea work, and when, after
leaving Wilmington on Nov. 23, she met a gale ou Nov. ,';7she

made very bad weather. After taking a tow for Norfolk, she was
boarded by a sea which carried away a part of the house. Alter
repairing at Norfolk, she continued through the inside passage to
Morehead City and Savannah, where her owner was waiting with
his steam yacht Reva. The latter had been out in the .same gale,
breaking both crossheads, and was awaiting repairs. After caP-
ing at E'ernandina, the Caiman reached Jacksonville on Dec 35,
and will soon start for Indian River, where she will be joined by
the Reva, the steel steam launch Lillian, and a fourth craft, a.

steam flatboat specially fitted up for the horses and dogs.

LAWLEY'S YARD.—The keel and frames for the rj-ardnfir-

schooner are nearly ready, and the framing will begin early next
month. The three small steam yachts are well advanced, and a

,

21ft. sailing yacht will be started shortly from designs by W. E..
Waterhouse.
CORINTHIAN SWEEPSTAKES 18fl2.-The Corinthian Y. O:,.

of New York, has announced its fourth annual sweepstakes for
yachts of 50 to dOft. c.l. to be sailed off Newport, probably, oa
Aug. 15, 18112.

^nswjei[s to ^vrmsffandrnk.

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

I. F. C, Windsor, N. S.—The rifle is suitable for moose and bear.

M. L F., Jamestown.^The Florida quail and wild turkey open
season is from Nov. 1 to March 1; tue South Carolina runs to
April 1; Georgia has diff'orent county laws.

G. G., Brooklyn, N. Y.—We think with you that the bird is a
dovekieor little auk (^1//^ nrtt^ This is about the southern limit
of its winter range. It is uncommon here, but not very rare,
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SAVE YOUR_ TROPHIES.
WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

"HEADS ANB HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserv-

ing Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads

and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work

in Taxidermy.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

REPAIR
Before putting away your Rods and Reels for the season,

send them to us to be cleaned, straightened and put in first-

class order generally. All kinds of repairs done at moderate
prices.

;

If you wish to renew any of your stock of tackle, send 10

cents for our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of All Grades of Fishing Tackle.

18 Vesey Street, New York.

'-^On their own merits modest men are dumd."—Cohnan,

We are not a bit modest; have no hesitation in telling about our
many good points (we have no bad ones).

No one seems willing to tell about us, and we really feel that you
ought to know the facts. See this space from time to time.

If at any time you seriously think of expending some of your sur-

plus for Firearms, Ammunition, Tents, Seines, or Sporting Goods of any
description, see us or write us.

Ill to n5 Michigan Avenue, Chicago

It Will PAY YOU to Buy your Tarpon Tackle at Marsters'. -

Special TAEPON Rod, 20-mcli butt, 63inch Lancewood tip, German silver mouutiDgs. with doable guide aud two-hole tip

Same as above, with Greenheart Tip .................................

Either of the above, with Agate Guides and Agate Tip, $5.00 extra'.

Best Quality Steel Pivot TARPON Reels, Hard Rubber and German Silver,; holding 200 yards of 18 or 21 Thread Linen Line.........

The same Reel aa above, but Nickle Plated instead of German Silver. . . ,

Heavy Lancewood TARPON" Rods, three-jointed, with extra tip..

Two-joint Calcutta Bamboo Extra Heavy TARPON Rods. ... . .

Very best quality TARPON Lines 200 yards 18-thread. $2.00; 21-thread, |2.g5. Extra quality TARPON Hooks, snelled with double twisted hard line, 40

Snelled on German Silver Wire and Swivels, |1.20 per doz. Sinkers, 8g. per pound. Send for Catalogue.

Established 30 Tears.

c. per

J. r. MARSTERS, 51 to 55 Court St,, Brooklyn, N. Y.

8 00

19

7 x.^

2 98

3 50

doz.

;

GHEAFEST HOUSE
IN AMKRICA I OH

! GUNS!!

AGEKT FOR
Remington,

Parker,
L. C. Smith,

Lefever, etc.

H, H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Catalogues free. Menf ion Forest and Stream.

ESTABLISHED 183?.

nSHING TAGEE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 29fch Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

8Ero rOS CATALOGUE.

A HOLIDAY (ifFT lor Young and Old.
Gomplftc ivi );,ic i mi jji OiitiiL',, Stereopticons, Slides,
etc., at moderate prices. ,New Kodak Cameras, $6.00 upward.
E. B. MEYBOWITZ, OPTICIAN,

395 & 29? I-ourtli Ave., New York.
Send, for IllTistrated. Price List.

FERGUSON'S PSTENT REFLECTING L&MPS,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

With Adjustable AttaclunentB.
For Sportsmen and Others.
Combiueu Head Jack,

Boat Jack, Fishing liamp,
Camp Iiamp, Sasli Xiamp,
Belt I<autern, Hand I<an-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR O&SH LAMP,
Superior to ail others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

UBERT FERGUSON, Offies. gS FiEltfiSi St. N.

CHICAGO FISH/NG TACKLE FACT'V
5654 Atlantic St., Englewood, Ills.

Tront Fllas at 3, 5, 7 »nd 11 Cents Each.

Forest & Stream File Binders
F»IOS Sl.OO.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE^

Davy Crockett
Used to say, **Be sure you^re right, then gd

ahead." To he sure you are right hefore

going ahead, consult the " Book of the Game
Laws" for game and game fish laws of every

State and Territory in the Union^Canada not

forgotten. Price, 50 cents.

FO.E.EST AHD STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

3 18 Broadway, New York»

Free descriptive cireidar.

By ROWLiAND B. ROBINSON.
A book that appeals to all who know anything of the oia-fashioned 2^ew Englaod life.

These are some of the chapters:

fhe Seliool Meeting in District 18. Uncle Lisha's Spring Gun. In Uncle Lisha's Shop. Con-
cerning Owls. Uncle Lisha's Courting. How Zene Bui"nham Gome It on His Father.

A Rainy Day in the Shop. The Turkey Shoot at Hamner's. Sam Lovel's Thanksgiving.
Little Sis. Sam Lovel's Bee-Hunting. In the Shop Again. The Fox Hunt. Noah Chase's
Deer-Hunting. The Hard Experience of Mr. Abijati Jarvis. The Coon Hunt. In the
Sugar Camp. Indiana in Danvis. The Boy Out West. Breasdng Up. The Departurs.
The WUd Bees' Swarm.
They make a handsomely printed volume of 181' pages, bound in cloth. Sent, postpaid, oh

receipt of price, $1.00.

FOBEST AEO} STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Bboadway New YOSK.
DAYIBS 00,, Irftndon, BnglaHsL
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NO BOOKS EXCHANGED.
imerlcan Angler's Boole, Memorial Edition,
Norris ,

American Fish and How co Catch Them, .

.

America?! Fishes, G-oode
American Salmon FishiBg, Wells
Anfjling, Blakely
ADgling and Trollrng for Pike.
A-ngling for Salt Water Ji'isli, or Sea Fisb-
ing With Rod and Line

Angling Talks, Dawson
Art of Angling ,ilolherton
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them,
Shipley

Black Bass ''Ashing, HeaShall
Book oi the O <Tue [and Fish] Laws.
Book on AT.giing, Francis
Carp Cultia-e, Logan, t aper 65c.; cloth
'Domesticated Trout," Stone.
Fish Cnltnre, Norris
£'ishing in American Waters, Scott, over 20O

illustrations; new edition -

D'ishing Tourist, Hallock
Fishing Tackle, its Material, etc., Keene. .

.

Fishing With th^ Fly, Orvis-Oheney Collect-
tion, new edition

Fly Fisbes Entomology, Ronalds 20 col'd p'l

Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes, Stevens
Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
Fysshe and Fysshynge. . . . .... ......... ^
.Home Fishing and Home Waters, S. Green
More About the Black Bass, Henshall
Prime's I Go a-Fishing
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters
Scientific Angler, Foster ^ .l;

Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout,
etc.. by Roosevelt

The Game Fish of the Northern States ana
British Provinces, by Roosevelt

The Sea Fisherman, Wilcocks. illus

The Salmon Fisber, Hallock
Trout Culture, Slack
Where the Trout Hide, Kit Clarke, illus-

trated: cloth. $1; oaper
With E'iy-Rod and Camera. Samuels

5 50
1 00
5 00
1 00

50
50

SO
SO
60

1 (X)

3 00
SO

5 3.3

1 OC
a 50
1 75

2 50
fi 00
1 50

2 50
5 00
3 00
S 60
Z 50
1 00

50
1 50
50

1 00
1 50

3 00

200
S 00
1 00
1 00

50
5 00

BOATING AND TAOHTINO.
Art of Sailmaking, illustrated 3W
Amateur Sailing, illustrated, Biddle 1 50

Boat Building and Sailing, Nelson 3 00

Boat Sailing and Management, Prescott. .... ^
Boat Sailor's Mannal, Qnaltrough S 00

Boating Trip on New EBgland Rivers. 1 25

Canoe and Camp Cookery, Seneca 1 00

Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, new
edition, W. P. Stephens ? 00

Canoe Handling and Sailing, 0. B. Vaux... 1 OO

Canoe and Camera, Steele 1 50

Canoe, Voyage of tJoe Paper, Bishop's. ...... 1 50

Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them, Parker
B. Field • ,60

Corinthian Yachtsman , Biddle 1 5C

Cruises in Small Yachts Speed 3 50

Cruise of the Little Nan Wiikins 80

Fore and Aft Seamanship - 50

Forms of Ships and Boats, Bland 75

Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop 1 50

Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing 29
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing,Fitzg6rald SI 60

Knots. Ties and Splices, 50 cts. and 76

sr&anix^^ '^'aval Architecture, White 9 60

Mastirtf^y-^RifeSing of Ships, Kipping 1 00

MarinejKhgiiies and Steam Vessels, Murray 2 25

Model Yach tH, Grosvenor. 2 00

Paddle- uxid Portage, Steele 1 50

Praotic ol Boat Building, Nelson 1 00
Practii a.1 Bo8.t Sailing, Davies 3 00

Elgger,3' Guide andSeamens' Assistant 1 25

Sails and Saihnaking, illus.. Kipping, N. A. 1 25

SaUor'hy'Language, W. Clark Russell, illus. 1 35

Sailor's?Mannal and HandyBook.Qualtrough 3 50

Sailor.*s Sea Book, Rosser 1 25

Steam' Machinery, Donaldson 1 50

Steara Yachts and Launches, Kunhardt. ... 3 00

Th'e Sailing Boat, Folkard 5 00

-The Steam Engine. Holmes, 313 wood cuts.. 2 00

The Marine Steam' Engine, Sennett, 244 ills. 6 00

Vacation Cruising. Rothrlok w • • ^ ^
West Indian Hurricanes and the March
"Blizzard." Havden .. 100

Yacht Building for Amateurs, Biddle 1 00

Yacht and Boat Sailing, Kemp. If 00

yacht Designing. Biddle 1 00

Yachts and Yachting, 135 illus. .... ... . ... 3 00

Yachts, Boats and Canoes. Stansfeld-Hicks 3 50

Yachts. Small, C. P, Kunhardt, 10 00

Yachtsman's Guide, Patterson. New edition 6 00

Yachtsinan's Handy Book, Rules of the
Road. Signals, Seamanship, etc 1 50

Yacht Ponralts, '3X1% cloth, $7.50; fuU Tur-
key morocco. 10 00

Yacht Architecture, Kemp. 16 80

YACHT PICTURES—In Coloks.
Puritan and Genesta on the home stretch, 26

Mayflower saluted by the fleet, 28X 40, $2
Volunteer, 36x36, $2, Thistle, Royal Harwich
Regatta 88x19. S3.

OABIFINe AND TKAPPING.
Adirondack Tales, Murray, illus., 800 pp. . . 1 50

Adventures in the Wilderness; or, Camp
Life in the Adirondacks Murray, new ed. 1 35

Amateur Trapper, paper 50c.: boards 75

Camping and Camp Outfits, Shields 1 35

Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks,
Northrup •. 1 2S

Daylight Land, 150 illustrations m colors,

Murray: paiier boards, $3.50; cloth
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in
Norway •

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman. .........

Camping smd Cmismgm Florida, Henshall
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by "Seneca"
Complete American Trapper, Gibson
Gypsey Tents and How to Use Them.
Hints on Camping, Henderson
How to Hunt and Camp— .

Hunter and Tranper, Thrasher. —
Log Cabins and How to Build Them, Wicks
Practical Hints on Camping, Henderson, pa
The Adirondacks, or Life in the Woods,
Headley.. , •

Trappers' Guide, Newhonso, new edition. .

.

WooQcrafIt "Nessmuk"

HtTNTING—SHOOTING.

A. Lost Opportunity; Stopping an Incomer;
A Side Snot. Three pictures in colors, by
Zimmerman: the set 5 00

Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds
of the World, ^ Illus 1 00

American Sportsman, The, Lewis 2

,\nte)'>i)e ana Deer of America, Oaton 2 50

Art of Snooting, Lancaster. , . , o 00

tScar Sunsers. Bowman i. 00

His Game of North America, Shields. 8vo„
600 p.. 80 illustrations; cloth, $5; lialr calf,

$6.50; full morocco 8 OC

Book of the Game Laws 5t.

( imisings in the Cascades 83; lialf morocco 8 00

Oown the West Branch, by Gapt. FaiTar. ... 1 25

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting, Bogardus . 3 00

Fifty Years with Gun and Rod, Cross 1 30

Frank Forester's Field Sports; 2 vols., each 2 00

l". Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen 2 00

3 50

1 75
1 25
150
1 00
1 00
1 25
1 25
1 25

75
1 50
26

S 00
1 00
1 00

Gunsmiths' Manual, illus., 376 pp.. 2 00
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow 1 00
How to Hunt and Trap. Battv i 80
Hu uting in the Great Weist, Shields, new ed 75
Hunter and Trappe?r, Thrasher 75
Hunters' Hand Book ,. 50
HuDting, Beaufort and Morris 3 50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. . 3 00
Tnstruotlons in Rifle Firing, Capt. Blunt. . . 2 00
Law of Field Sports 1 00
Letters to Young Shooters 2 .50

Modern Shotguns, Greener ... * 1 00
Mounl ain Trails and Parks in Colorado— 1 6(t

Rod and Gun in California, Van D.'rke. ... 1 50
Shootin.f on Upland Marsh and Stream, il-

lustrated, Lefflngwell. ... 8 50
Shooting on tfie Wing 76
Shore Birds; a pamphlet for those who gun
along the shore 16

Sporting Adventures in the Far West 1 50
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of
Canada, illus., by Beard. 8 50

Still-Hunter, Van Dyke 2 00
The Breech-Loader, Gloan 1 35
The Crack Shot, or Rifleman's Guide 1 25
The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Guide 1 35
The Gun and Its Development, Greener 3 BO
The Modern American Pistol and Revolver,
illustrated gl 00

The Pistol 30
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun In
Norway. 1 00

Trajectory Test

.

50
Wild Fowl Shooting, LefQngwell, in cloth,

W52.50; in half morocco 3 50
ing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle,
byTl. C. Bliss 50

GITEDBI BOOKS AND MAPS.
Complete Guide Book to Southern Califoi-
nia. Mans and illustrations, cloth 2 00

Guide to Moosehead Lake. Jfarr&r. paper. . I UO
Sulde Book and Map of Dead River Region 50
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard ..... 25
Guide to Androscoggin Region 50
Guide to Lake George. . . 60
Map of the Indian River, Florida, Le Baron,
strong linen paper 2 00

Map of the Adirondacks, St-oddard 1 00
Map of Richardson and Rangeley Lakes .50

Map of the Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado 1 60
Old St. Augustine, illus 1 60
Our New Alaska by Charles Hallock 1 50
Pocket Man of Moosehead Lake Farrar. .... 1 Ou
Southern California, by T. S. Van Dyke. ... 1 60
St. Lawrence River Chart. U. S. Survey. ... 1 00

HOKSBS.
Diseases of Horses. Dalziel, paper 75
Horse Training Made Easy, Jennings 1 25
How to Handle and Educate Vioioua Horses,
Gleason 50

Lessons in Horse .Judging; Guide for Horse
Dealers and Buyers . ... 50

Mayhew'8 Horse Doctor, 400 illus 8 OCi

Mayhew's Horse Management 3 00
McClnre's Stable Guide 1 00
Melville Whyte's Biding RecoUections 1 00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding 1 00
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edit'n, 8vo 3 60
Stonehenge on the Horse, Amer. ed., 13mn. . 8 00
The Horse and His Diseases, Jennings, illus I 29
Woodruff's Trotting Horses of America. ... o 60
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse 1 60

KSNNXSIu
American Book 6f the Dog 6 i kj

American Kennel. Burees a 00
Book of the Dog, Yero Shaw 8 00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Aeo't Book. . . 8 OO
Breaking and Training Dogs, by Pathfinder
and Dalziel : » 50

Collie Dog. History, Points, etc., colored
portrait, Dalziel 1 00

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 4 , , . 1 50

Diseases of the Dog, DalzieL 80
Di.seases of the Dog, Steel .3 50
Dog, Diseases of, HUl a 00
Dog Breaking, Floyd BO
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson 8 OO
Dog in Healtii, Habits and DiseaBBS, Ulna.,
Landseer 35

Dogs for Ladies as Companions., 3 iH)

Dogs of Great Britain and America .'1 00
Dogs of the British Isles, Stonehenge 6 00

Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. . . 3 00

Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond 1 00

Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of
Judging; new and enlarged edition; Ham-
mond • 50

Dogs, Mauagement of, Mayhew, ICmo 75

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in
Disease, Ashmont. 3 00

English K.C.8. Book, Vol. I 500
English K.C.S. BookJToIb. III. to IX., each 4 50
Bhsaliah K.O.B. BooIc.VoIh.. XI. to XVI • 4 W
Fox-Terrier, Lee, 15 portraits and illustra-

tlonn.. 1 50

Glover's Album. Treatise on Canine Diseases 50
House and Pet Dogs . , .W

How to Keep a Dog in the City 35

Our Friend the Dog. Stables 3 00
Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 3 50

Pocket Kennel Record, full leather, new
edition, new forms . 60

Points of Judging, new edition, correct ed to

date 50

Practical Kennel Guide. Staoles: cloth 1 50
Principles of Dog Ti-aining. Ashmont 50
Rational Breeding, its Theory and Practice,
Millan's - 100

Sheepdog, paper oOc; cloth.... ) 00

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeding,
points, etc., col'd portrait of Pllnlimmon. 1 25

Stonehenge on the Dog 3 6"

Ten fel the Terrier 75

The Spaniel and Its Training 1 (Xi

The Dog, by Idstone - 1 25

The Fox-Terrier Breeding and Rearing,
Dalziel, colored portrait 1 00

Tne Greyhound, Dalziel, colored portrait.. 1 25

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. W'ynn. ... 2 50

The Scientific Education of the Dog for the
Gun 2 50

Training Trick Dogs, Illus. 25

Youatt on the Dog • 1 30

NATUBAX BISTOBY.

A Naturalist's Rambles/AboutHome, Abbott 1 60

American Game Birds. Trumbull, iK) lUos. S 60

Animal Life of our Seashore "iO

Antelope and Deer of America. Caton . . 2 50

Audubon Magazine, iiS numbers with plateti 1 00

Baird's Birds of North America: Land Birds,

3 vols., S30; colored, $60; Water Birds, 2

vols-, «S4; colored - «0 00

Batty's Taxidermy, new edition 1 50

Bird Notes,
Big Game of North America... 5 00

BlrdB N estlng. ingersoU 1 36

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 60
Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers, 500 pages,,

colored iUustrations , . . = . c . ? f)0

Common Objects of the Seashore ... BO
Cones' Key to North American Birds.. ...... 7 50
Coues' Check List of North American Birds 3 00
Diseases of Case Birds. Greene. . 50
Eggs of North American Birds , . . 3 OO
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast,
Roosevelt 2 00

Holden's Book of Birds, pa 35
InNestmgTime 1 8S
Insects. How to Mount. Manton 50
Life of John J. Audubon, with steei portrait S 00
Maynard's Butterflies, colored plates 7 00
Manual of North American Birds. 8,. Igway 7 50
Manual of Taxidermy, Maynard 1 35
Manual of Vertebrates, Jordan 3 60
Naturalists' Guide. Maynard 3 00
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the U. S. Gentry,
colored lithographic plate. Large 4to. .. . 15 00

Nests and Egga of N. A. Birds, Davies. illue 1 73
Our Common Birds and How to Know Them 1 50
Our Own Birds. l 50
Phesant Keeping for Amateurs, illus. ...... 1 50
Practical Rabbit Keeper - 1 SO
Shore Birds 16
Taxidermy and Zoological CoHtoting , . 2 50
Taxidermy Without a Teacher. Manton 60
Taxidermists' Mannal, illus.. Brown, $1; pa- 50
The Kingdom of Nature, 500 pp , cloth, illus 3 50
Treasury of Natural Historv, 900 illus 1 75

SPOKTS AND GAMHS.
Art of Boxing, Edwards, illus.. h'ds 50c. ; clo. 75
CasseU's Book of Sports and Pastimes H fW
Hints and Points lor Sportsmen. . . I 50
Bum b Bells and Indian Clubs 25
Skating 25
The T-S.W f>f Field Sports ... 1 00
I'rainlng for Health, Sti-engfch, Speed and
Agility, John P. Thornton ... 1 00

iH[ISCX:i<I.ANX!OFS.

Art of Training Animals, illustrated 5C
Antelope and Deer of America, Oaton 2 60
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grotmds
of the World, 23 iUus 1 00

Aneroid Barometer: Construction and Use. 60
City Boys in the Woods. 3.50
Daylight Land, 150 illustrations in colors,
Murray: paper boards. $3.50; cloth 3 60

Ferrets, Their Breeding and Working 2!S

Book of the Game Laws of all the States. . . 50
Forest and Stream Fables 10
Glimpses of Animal Life; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals 1 50

Growth of the Steam Engine. Thurston 2 .«iO

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen 1 .50

Idyls of the FieW , illustrated 1 50
Indian Sign Language, W. P. Clark 3 50
Insects Injurious to Vegetation, illustrated,
640 pages; S4; colored 6 ,tO

Law of Field Sports 1 00
Life f ->n Wi-itings of Frank Forester, 2 vols.
pel ••

'

j
, 1 50

Mouj.
1

1

• ^ilB and Parks in Colorado ] 50
Nessmtik's ^. .yoms i M
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illus i 60
Our Arctic Province, Alaska, Elliott 4 50
Pawnee Hero Stories 3 00
Practical Pigeon Keeping, Wright 1 50
Profitable Poniii'y Keeping, Beale 1 50
Sam Level's Camps 1 00
Southern California Van Dyke 1 50
Sportsman's Paradise, or the l^akejands ot
Canada, illus., by R .-am 3 50

The Forest Watery the Farm, pa. aOcts.; ci. 75
Trappers' Guide, Nevrhouse, new edition.. . 1 iX)

Uncle Lisba's Shop 1 00
West India Hiu'i'icanes. or Law of Storms.. 1 00
Wild Woods Life, Farrar 1 25
Wonders of the Yellowstone, Richardson.. . 1 50
Woodcrpff, by Nessmuk .. 100
Woods and Lakes of Maine, new edition,
Hubbard 3 00

FRANK MILLER'S
STANDARD OF THE WORLD.

For Harness, Buggy Tops, Saddles, Fly Nels, Travel,

ling Bags, Military Equipments, Etc.
Uives a bfcantiful tiniBh, wMoli will not peel or crack.

off, smut or crocfc hy hauOAmg.
SOLD SY All Harness Makers.

ALL OF YOUK FKIENDS
Are reading the

Sportsman and Tourist
iThe lieadiiia rni:.ii.Tared MontTily)

nDO^KT^T YOXJ?
Will he sent froni now (innlnflins;- Sept. num-

ber! to January, im, POR ONE LITTLE DOLLAEI
months. .Jubt think of it. Sample copy free.

JA34AIOA PUBLISHING 00.. Jamaica Plain, Mags.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
PRACTICAL

&lass Blower,
And Manufacturer of

Artificial Eyes
For Birds, Animals and Manufacturing Purposes,

16 North William St.. New York.
Send for Price List.

At Stud.-Bnglish greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner of over 50 firsts and specials. Pious Pem-
broke.winner of over 20 firsts and specials; Dexter,
corded coat poodle. Pups from the above for sale.

Grhyhotind & Poodle Kennbls. Salem, MasF.

A 1' S'm>.—THE BEAGLE CHAMPIONS
ri- Baimerman and Fitzhngli Lee, also the
field trial winner lUug. Stamp for stud cards
and circular of stock for sale. GLENROSE
BEAGLE KENNELS, Melrose, Mass.

REFUGE II. ,

(Pllnlimmon ex Recluse.,-
Winuer of over forty prizes, incinding the mcdni
;or tfu- best, stud dug. Agricultural Hall, London,
IS'.H. He is the sire of Refugee, Recluse H., K,ud-
.vKvd Lafly, Young Refuge. Highland Chieftain,
baron Clcvedon and many other prize winners.
He IB the best-headed and heaviest-boned docc
ever mved hy Pllnlimmon.

Fee, $00,00,

Kingston Bei^ent.
(Prince Regent ex Lady St. Gothard,.*

Winner of first prizes at Kingston, Hamilton.
Toronto and Montreal. 1891.

Fee, SoO.OO.

Mai>qiiis of Bipon.
(Prince Regent ex Lady St. Gothard.)

Fee, $40.00.

Keeper, Jr.
(Keeper ex Surprise.)

The best-headed smooth living. KEE, ^Z."?.

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

NEW YORK ST. eERNARD KENNELS,
138TH ST. AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

HEKKY JENNINGS, manager.

MENTHON KENNELS'
ST. BERNARDS,

PHOSNIXVILLE, PA..

AT STUD.
The Giant Rough-Coated St, Bernard

LORD BUTE, »
As a stud dog Lord Bute has no equal.

TEE SI 00.

The Handsome Rough-Coated St. Bernard

Lord Thorndale, ^-ISi:^-
A son of Champ. He.sper. A sure stock getter.

FEE S3.

5

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.

FOX-TEBBIERS
IN STUD.

Ohampion Raby Mixer— ... .$15
Keckoiaer 16
lirockenlLurst Tyke 15
Pitcher............... ........ 25
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

late
"Ratan.'"

Imported Fox Terrier (smooth)

»*.o^.B, PAINTER.
A grand dog, perfect terrier head (7>2 inches.t,

beautiful ears, capital bone, best of legs and feet,
short, atroog hack and grand, hard coat. Own
brother to Ch. Radiance, by Ch. Result—Lady
Ethel. Winner of eight firsts and two seconds in
England, beating Rational, Ehor Spendthrift,
Dudley Starchfr, Sundown, Rifleman and other
well-known prize di^gs. Second Kingston, Ont.,
1891; 3d, Hamilton, 1891. Fee $15.

PUPPIES EOK SAI.E,

H. NORTHWOOD, Martin's Ferry, Ohio.

AT STUD. THE BEA^GI^ES

Ch. BANNERMAN,
Ch. FITZHUGH LEE,

RING.
Kees Practically . . Frefe.
For stud cards and circulars address

GLENROSE BEAGLE KENNELS,
Melrose, Mass.

AT STUD.

KING OF
(A.K.C.S.B. 62&

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rap, Zig-Iiag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.

Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L. 1.

At Stud. Fee $50.

ANTONIO.
Black, white and tan English setter, by Roder-

igoexBoPeep. Field trials winnings: Divided
third, Central all-age stake, 1890; first, all-age
stake. La. Interstate trials. 1890: first, all-age
stake. Southern trials, 1890; champion stake. East-
ern trials, 1891; free- tor-all four hour race. Cen-
tral trials, 1891. For particulars address

D. E. ROSE, Lawrenceburg, Tenn.
,

611 Hints and Poiuta for Sportsmen. 81.50

BLUE BIDGE KENNELS.
The celel)i-ated cbampion stake ^yinner GATH'S MARK, GATH'S HOPE and DAN

GliADSTONE. The Blue Ridge Kennel has now opened its book for the fall seasoti of

1891 and spring ot 189a for (^-ath's Mark and Dan Gladstone, limited to fifty servioHs each.

$2,000 is given away in premiums to the get of the above dogs, which win diSeront Dei-by

Strikes in. 1892 oi' after. Particulars on application.

THE BLUE KIDGB KENHELS, Sperryville, Va.
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